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PREFACE 

Articles 169 and 170 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973 read 

with Sections 8 and 12 of the Auditor-General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions 

of Service) Ordinance, 2001 require the Auditor General of Pakistan to conduct audit of the 

accounts of Federal Government, Provincial Governments and the accounts of any authority or 

body, established by these Governments. Auditor General of Pakistan, being Auditor General 

of Azad Jammu & Kashmir (AJ&K) and Gilgit-Baltistan (GB) also conducts audit in both these 

Regions under their respective legal provisions.  

This consolidated Audit Report (Federal), prepared for webhosting for the first time,  is 

based on audits of the accounts of 1479 entities of Federal Government for the financial year 

2020-21, conducted by 13 Field Audit Offices, and also contains some audit observations for 

the previous years. The audit was conducted during 2021-22 on a test check basis to report 

significant audit findings to the stakeholders. The report includes only the systemic issues and 

audit findings carrying high monetary value. Relatively less significant issues shall be pursued 

with the respective Principal Accounting Officers (PAO) in meetings of Departmental 

Accounts Committee (DAC) and in cases where the PAOs do not initiate appropriate action, 

the audit observations will be brought to the notice of the Public Accounts Committee in the 

next year’s Audit Report. Sectoral analysis has been added in this report covering strategic 

review and overall perspective of audit results.     

Thematic Audit – new concept, has been introduced and made part of this report. It is 

an attempt to improve organization’s performance through critically reviewing their business 

processes to identify those risks which are hindering it from achieving its intended objectives. 

Audit findings indicate the need for adherence to the regularity framework besides 

instituting and strengthening the internal controls to avoid violation of rules and regulations. 

Most of the audit observations included in this report have been finalized in the light of 

written responses of the management and discussions in the DAC meetings.  

 

 (Muhammad Ajmal Gondal) 

Auditor General of Pakistan 

Islamabad 

Dated: 14.10.2022 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

a. Scope of Audit 
 

Department of Audit General of Pakistan (DAGP) is mandated to conduct audit of 8,888 

formations working under different PAOs/Ministries at Federal level. Audit coverage relating 

to expenditure for the current audit year, under compliance audit category, comprises 1,479 

formations having a total expenditure of Rs. 9,004 billion and receipts of Rs. 1,146 billion for 

the financial year 2020-21.  

In addition to this compliance audit report, DAGP conducted Financial Attest Audits, 

Special Audits, Performance Audits, Forensic Audits, etc. Reports of these audits are published 

separately.  

b. Recoveries at the instance of audit 
 

Against total expenditure of Rs. 5.736 billion on Department of the Auditor General of 

Pakistan, an amount of Rs. 124.68 billion was recovered from January, 2021 to December, 

2021.  

c. Audit Methodology 
 

Desk audit was carried out to understand systems, procedures and control environment 

of audited entities. Permanent files of the audited entities were updated and utilized for 

understanding the institutional framework. Audit methodology included: 

i. Understanding the business processes with respect to control mechanism. 

ii. Identification of key controls on the basis of prior years’ audit experience/special 

directions from the Auditor General’s office. 

iii. Prioritizing risk areas by determining significance and risks associated with the 

identified key controls. 

iv. Design/update audit programmes for testing the identified risk conditions. 

v. Selection of audit formations on the basis of: 

a. Materiality/significance. 

b. Risk assessment. 

vi. Selecting samples as per sampling criteria/high value items/key items. 

vii. Execution of audit programmes. 

viii. Identification of weaknesses in internal controls and development of audit 

observations and recommendations relating to non-compliance with rules, 

regulations and prescribed procedures. 

ix. Evaluating results. 

x. Reporting. 

xi. Follow-up. 
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d. Audit Impact  

 

Audit has contributed towards adding value to the control mechanism of organizations 

which complied with audit recommendations. As a result of audit, management’s awareness 

about internal controls and overall financial discipline has improved compliance Rules and 

Regulations. Some of the major actions / initiatives taken by Ministries/Divisions are as under: 

i. The violations of Public Procurement Rules reported by Audit have been taken 

seriously by the PAOs and inquiries were conducted on the directions of DAC 

to fix responsibility. 

ii. The policy regarding distribution of CNE fund has been revised by the Ministry 

on the instance of audit and as per revised policy cost of Government store 

utilized for treatment of CNE patients is now being recovered before 

distribution of shares. Further, the practice of collecting security charges from 

CNE patients has been stopped upon objection by Audit. 

iii. The procedure for verification of bank guarantees of procurement contracts is 

being revised by the executive due to audit observations relating to non-

confirmation and provision of fake documents. As per revised procedure, 

verification will be carried out through regional offices of banks instead of 

concerned branches.  

iv. A new head of account / code for booking of sales tax on services has been 

created. Moreover, clarification on deduction of sales tax on services have also 

been issued by the PAO. 

v. Compliance of A-1 land Policy for Welfare & Commercial activities has been 

started by the management. 

vi. Internal Security Allowance has been started with monthly salary instead of 

payment in cash. 

vii. National Accountability Bureau agreed to amend the procedure and terms and 

conditions of appointments of lawyers and experts. 

viii. Digital inventorization of RoW by NHA has been conducted through 

outsourcing in order to increase revenue generation. 

ix. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has stopped Foreign Allowance to Chevening 

and Australian Awards Scholars.  

x. Stoppage of payment of health insurance benefits to locally hired staff at 

Missions in USA. 

xi. Benazir Income Support Programme has added clauses of penalty in new 

contract to avoid banks to retain de-credited funds. 

xii. Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety Division has taken up the matter of non-

existence of Central Zakat Council with the Federal Government. 

xiii. Earthquake Reconstruction & Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA) has initiated a 

case for amendment in Para 26 of ERRA Accounting Procedure to make it in 

line with Section 15 of ERRA Act 2011.  

xiv. The National Disaster Management Authority has made SoPs for the operation 

and maintenance of National Disaster Management Fund (NDMF) Account.  
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xv. The Federal Cabinet constituted National Disaster Risk Management Fund 

(NDRMF) Board in August 2021, as the matter of non-constitution of the Board 

was pointed out by audit.  

xvi. The Ministry of Climate Change agreed to formulate a road map for 

restructuring and operationalization of the two important bodies, i.e. Mountain 

Area Conservancy Fund (MACF) and Clean Environment Fund (CEF). 

xvii. The receipt of Rs. 10.476 billion on account of Development Surcharge on 

Petroleum / Petroleum Levy which was being booked under wrong head has 

been rectified.  

xviii. The practice of payments of bills to contractors and postal officers / officials 

through remittance advices has been discontinued. 

xix. The management of PTA has reconciled payments to FCF and Public Account 

of MoITT.  

xx. Ignite National Technology Fund has finalized its HR manual and submitted it 

to the competent forum for approval. 

xxi. NTC management has submitted its revised employee’s service regulations for 

approval to the competent forum. 

xxii. SCO management has started deduction of income tax on payment of 

commission/rebate to franchises. 

xxiii. SCO has started charging FED @ 19.5% on internet services. 

xxiv. The telecommunication entities have agreed to strengthen the mechanism for 

timely recovery of receivables from designated customers, telecom operators 

and others.  

xxv. The telecommunication entities have agreed to strengthen the internal controls 

and internal audit wings of their organizations. 

 

e. Comments on Internal Controls and Internal Audit Department  

 

The present report has identified a range of irregularities, which have been recurring 

over the years. The recurrence of these irregularities indicates that systemic issues were 

cropping up either due to inadequate oversight mechanism or inappropriate design of internal 

controls.  

Although many Audit Entities have internal audit setups, but the financial irregularities 

observed during the current audit reflect that this function failed to deliver effectively. The 

efficient functioning of internal audit would have helped the management in effective 

implementation of internal controls and strengthening the internal control environment in 

audited entities. It is high time that positions of Chief Finance & Accounts Officers (CF&AO) 

and Chief Internal Auditors (CIA), as enacted through PMF Act coupled with Financial 

Management and Powers of Principal Accounting Offices Regulations 2021, are put in place 

in all Ministries/Divisions and their services are effectively utilized to strengthen Public 

Financial Management (PFM) System.  
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f. Key Audit Findings of the Report  

 

 Major audit findings included in this Audit Report are: 

i. Misappropriation and embezzlement of public money and fictitious payments  

ii. Maintenance of accounts with commercial banks outside government treasury 

iii. Poor asset management 

iv. Blockage of capital amount 

v. Blockage of revenue 

vi. Issues of contract management 

vii. Defective and unexecuted works  

viii. Design related issues in civil work 

ix. Double booking of expenditure 

x. Encroachment of railway land 

xi. HR/ employees related issues  

xii. Inadmissible expenditure 

xiii. Less collection of income tax and sales tax 

xiv. Less deduction / levy of income tax 

xv. Less realization of sales tax 

xvi. Non-deposit of income tax  

xvii. Incorrect claim of tax credit 

xviii. Irregular Investments  

xix. Irregular mutations of land 

xx. Violation of PPRA Regulations 

xxi. Non-achievement of stated objectives of Development Schemes 

xxii. Non-preparation of annual appropriation accounts and annual financial 

statements 

xxiii. Non-production of auditable record by certain Organizations 

xxiv. Non-reconciliation of accounts  

xxv. Non-settlement of circular debt 

xxvi. Non-utilization of allocated funds 

xxvii. Lacking financial management  

xxviii. Excessive refunds by Tax Authorities 

xxix. Service delivery issues 

xxx. Splitting of work to avoid open competition  

xxxi. Weak internal controls  

xxxii. Payments without approval of competent authority 
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DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (FEDERAL GOVERNMENT) 

CHAPTER 1 

PUBLIC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

1.1 Sectoral Analysis 

The Directorate General Audit (Federal Government) analyzed the financial 

management of the Federal Government by reviewing budget estimates, Appropriation 

Accounts and Financial Statements for the financial year 2020-21. Grants of all 

Ministries/Division included in Audit Plan, overall financial health and fiscal discipline were 

reviewed in the light of Accounting Policy and Procedure Manual, Financial Audit Manual, 

General Financial Rules, field audit of internal controls of selected formations and relevant 

legislations like Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitation Act 2005.  

The analysis revealed certain deficiencies and shortcomings which were shared with 

the management and all the stakeholders which include AGPR, CGA, Ministry of Finance and 

all the PAOs of the relevant Ministries/Divisions and other entities for corrective measures. It 

was observed that during the financial year 2020-21 the Federal Government had certain 

financial management issues which include: 

i. Unnecessary allocation of supplementary grants leading to blocking of public funds. 

ii. Demand of budget without need assessment leading to surrendering 

iii. Lapse of funds due to non-surrendering of funds in time 

As per Appropriation Accounts for the financial year 2020-21 there was a total 

provision of Rs. 21,847.656 billion however Federal government surrendered Rs. 1,702.057 

billion (7.79% of the original allocation). After surrender the final Federal Budget was 

Rs.21,727.526 billion and actual expenditure was Rs.25,966.213 billion which was 

Rs.4,238.687 billion (19.40% in-excess) over and above the final allocation.1Detail of charged 

and voted expenditure is as under: 

(Rupees in billion) 

Expenditure 
No. of 

Grants 

 Original   Supplementary Grant   Surrender   Final Grant  
 Actual 

Expenditure  

 Excess / 

Saving  

 Excess / 

Saving  

Type  Grant   Printed  
 Not 

Printed  
 (-)      %  

Charged 14 14,730.153  0.510  0.339  (524.773) 13,948.300  18,499.648  4,551.347  30.90% 

Voted: 221 7,117.504  914.242  924.736  (1,177.283) 7,779.226  7,466.567   (312.660) -4.39% 

Current 141 4,297.009  802.833  692.562  (621.827) 5,170.574  5,092.415  (78.159)  

Development 80 2,820.495  111.409  232.175  (555.456) 2,608.652  2,374.151  (234.501)  

Grand Total 235 21,847.656  914.752  925.075  (1,702.057) 21,727.526  25,966.213  4,238.687  19.40% 

The excess expenditure of 19.40%, when compared with previous year’s excess of 

0.66% indicates towards improper budgeting. Para-71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), 

calls for preparation of Budget Estimates with utmost foresight to ensure good governance 

through clearly defined expectations and assumptions for the given calendar of activity. In 

contrary to Para – 71 the trend of expenditure in excess of budget estimates was on a constant 

                                                           
1 Financial Statements of Federal Government 2020-21 
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rise for the last five years, however this was largely controlled the previous year by proper 

fiscal management but for the current year laxity is evident as there was a 19.40% of excess 

over and above the allocated budget. Trend of expenditure in comparison to the allocated 

budget is tabulated hereunder. 

(Rupees in billion) 

Year 
Total 

Appropriation 

Actual 

Expenditure 
Excess / (Savings) % (saving) / Excess 

2016-17 16,367.03 17,844.05 1,477.02 9.02% 

2017-18 27,480.98 30,714.14 3,233.16 11.77% 

2018-19 26,150.15 48,038.00 21,887.85 83.70% 

2019-20 22,375.35 22,523.86 148.51 0.66% 

2020-21 21,727.526  25,966.213  4,238.687  19.40% 

Overall appropriation figures revealed that Federal Government granted Supplementary 

Grants of Rs. 927.960 billion out of which Rs. 440.269 billion was not approved by the 

Parliament. 

In 17 grants there was zero expenditure against Supplementary Grants of Rs.239.30 

billion and in 79 Grants, against the supplementary grant of Rs.8,14.96 billion, the amount of 

Rs.65.23 billion could not be utilized. Similarly, in 9 Supplementary grants amounting to 

Rs.9.97 billion the amount of Rs.13.82 billion (138.62%) was spent in excess of the 

Supplementary Grants2. The detail is summed up in the Figure-I. 

 

Figure-I Variation of SGs from Actual Requirements 

Last year there was a slight increase in share of total expenditure on current and 

development grants after a continuous decline showing reduced resource allocation on 

development and current expenditure negatively affecting the growth of the economy. This 

year also as of last year government’s spending on current and development grants showing a 

slight increase as composition of expenditure as shown in Figure-II: 

                                                           
2 Appropriation Account of the Federal Government 2020-21 

• Original Budget Rs. 865.68 Billion, SG Rs. 93.28 Billion

• Actual Expenditure Rs. 533.11 Billion 

• Savings w.r.t. Original Grant Rs. 332.57 Billion resulting in Rs. 239.30 Billion of 
Un-necessary SG

Un-neccessary 
Supplementary 
Grants (17 Grants)

• Original Budget Rs. 1,954.39 Billion, SG Rs. 814.96 Billion

• Actual Expenditure Rs. 2,744.12 Billion 

• Excess w.r.t Original Grant Rs. 749.727 Billion, instead of Rs. 814.96 Billion only Rs. 
749.726 should have been demanded but SG of Rs. 814.96 was obtained resulting excess of 
Rs. 65.23 Billion

Excessive 
Supplementary 
Grants (79 Grants)

• Original Budget Rs. 133.67 Billion, SG Rs. 9.97 Billion

• Actual Expenditure Rs. 147.50 Billion 

• Excess w.r.t Original Grant Rs. 13.82 billion resulting in Rs. 3.85 billion of insufficient SG

Insufficient 
Supplementary 
Grants (9 Grants)
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Figure-II – Current, Development and Repayment of Debt expenditrue as % of Total Expenditure 

Flow of expenditure: As per financial statements of the Federal Government, for the 

financial year 2020-21, the total expenditure is Rs. 21,837.24 billion.  

 

 (Rs. in billion) 

Economic Functions 
Expenditure 

2020-21 

% of Total 

Expenditure 

General Public Service:   

a. Repayment of Debt 

b. Interest Payment 

Total Debt Servicing (a + b) 

c.  Other than Debt 

15,725.16 72.01% 

2,761.03 12.64% 

18,486.19 84.65% 

2,421.58 11.09% 

01 - Total General Public Service (a + b + c) 20,907.77 95.74% 

02 - Defense Affairs & Services (in Fed. Audit Jurisdiction) 5.98 0.03% 

03 - Public Order and Safety Affairs 187.95 0.86% 

04 - Economic Affairs 262.01 1.20% 

05 - Environment Protection 6.38 0.03% 

06 - Housing and Community Amenities 8.59 0.04% 

07 – Health 51.21 0.23% 

08 - Recreation, Culture and Religion 11.68 0.05% 

09 - Education Affairs and Services 124.58 0.57% 

10 - Social Protection 271.09 1.24% 

Total 21,837.24 100% 

As evident from the table above a high percentage of this expenditure i.e. 95.74% is 

expended on General Public Service which includes 84.65% (Rs.18,486.19 billion) on 

repayment of principal debt and interest payments which was 92.194% (Rs.1,426.431 billion) 

last year. As per above table Federal Government is left with a meager percentage of 13.99% 

(Rs.3,150.65 billion) of total expenditure for socio economic functions other than General 

Public service though it is comparatively higher than last year’s 7.81% (Rs.3,846.443 billion)  

5 year trend in Public debt: Over the past five years there had been a gradual decrease 

in domestic floating debt from Rs.14.13 trillion to Rs.13.81 trillion. However, this year there 

was a reasonable dip in receipt of Domestic-floating debt that declined to Rs.13.81 trillion as 

compared to last year receipt of Rs.14.13 trillion. Domestic permanent debt also decreased to 

Rs.0.96 trillion as compared to Rs.1.23 trillion last year and Foreign-Debt decreased from 

Rs.1.36 trillion to Rs.0.96 trillion this year, as reflected in Figure-III.  
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Federal Government is reducing the floating debt and mainly relying on Domestic 

permanent debt and foreign debt in the total debt mix. 

 

Figure-III- Debt Receipts 2016-17 to 2020-21 

The retiring of debt shows that this year Federal Government paid off Rs.13.81 trillion 

of floating debt, Rs.0.96 trillion of Domestic permanent debt as well as Rs.0.96 trillion of 

foreign debt. Trend of retiring of debt for the last 5 year is shown in the figure-IV below. 

 

Figure-IV- Debt Payments 2016-17 to 2020-21 

Composition of total Receipts: To meet its expenditures, Federal Government mainly 

relied on borrowings in the shape of public debt which contributed Rs. 19,965.38 billion 

(84.60%) of total receipt. There is less reliance on borrowings as compared to last year when 

public debt to the tune of Rs.19,432.39 billion (85.59%) was part of the total receipts. Receipts 

of the public debt are further divided into Domestic-floating debt, Domestic-permanent debt 

and Foreign debt. 

 

 (Rs. in billion) 

 Original Estimates Revised Estimates Actual Amounts Excess/ (Shortfall) 

Revenue-Receipts 
3,722.509 

 

3,726.44 

 
3,472.10 

-250.41 

Taxation 2,207.383 2,099.19 2,057.58 -149.80 

Non-taxation 1,515.126 1,627.25 1,414.52 -100.61 

Capital–Receipts 13,625.87 14,052.78 20,128.03 6,502.16 

Domestic debt 11,278.79 11,616.96 17,725.67  6,446.88 

Foreign debt 2,199.92 2,251.70 2,239.71  39.79 

Recoveries of loans & advances 147.17 184.12 162.65 15.48 

TOTAL RECEIPTS 17,348.38 17,779.22 23,600.13 6,251.75 

The total Tax receipts for the financial year 2020-21 are Rs. 3,472.10 billion in 

comparison to last year’s Rs. 4,209.696 billion. Provincial share under NFC Award amounting 

to Rs.2,644.627 billion was transferred to provinces leaving behind Rs. 2,057.582 billion for 

the Federal Government. This was Rs. 149.80 billion less than the original target of 
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Rs.2,207.383 billion though Rs. 727.526 billion more than the last year’s collection of 

Rs.1,479.857 billion.  

Composition of tax receipts: In 2020-21 there was a nominal growth in Sales Tax, 

Federal Excise and Income Tax receipts, Customs duty and others increased to Rs. 2,057.582 

billion from Rs. 1,479.850 billion when compared with previous financial year 2019-203. The 

same is reflected in the Figure-V: 

 

Figure-V -5 year trend in Tax Receipts of the Federal Government 

According to Economic Survey of Pakistan, an amount of Rs.1,149.95 billion 

(27.32%of the tax receipts) was booked as tax expenditure which was a lost opportunity.4 Last 

year amount booked as tax expenditure was Rs. 1,314.273 billion which was 37.85% of the tax 

receipt.  

Non-tax receipts: Federal Government is experiencing a decline in the receipts on 

account of Defence Services and other non-tax receipts.  

 

Figure-VI -Non-Tax Receipts of the Federal Government in FY 2020-21 

Strenuous efforts are required to increase the non-tax receipts of the Government as 

well as the tax-receipts in order to reduce dependency on debt. 

1.2 Key issues highlighted in Financial Attest Audit 

1.2.1 Issuance of Supplementary Grants without approval of National Assembly - 

Rs.440,269.926 million 

Article 84 of Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan,1973 states that if in respect 

of any financial year it is found, (a) that the amount authorized to be expended for a particular 

                                                           
3 Financial Statements of Federal Government 2020-21  
4 Economic Survey of Pakistan 2020-21, Annex-II (Page-340) 
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service for the current financial year is insufficient, or that a need has arisen for expenditure 

upon some new service not included in the Annual Budget Statement for that year; or (b) that 

any money has been spent on any service during a financial year in excess of the amount 

granted for that service for that year; the Federal Government shall have power to authorize 

expenditure from the Federal Consolidated Fund, whether the expenditure is charged by the 

Constitution upon that Fund or not, and shall cause to be laid before the National Assembly a 

Supplementary Budget Statement or, as the case may be, an Excess Budget Statement, setting 

out the amount of that expenditure, and the provisions of Articles 80 to 83 shall apply to those 

statements as they apply to the Annual Budget Statement.  

Para 31 of Supreme Court of Pakistan’s Judgment dated 5.12.2013 states that the 

Phrase, “Supplementary Budget Statement, makes it abundantly clear that the Supplementary 

Budget Statement, in the normal course, is to be placed before the National Assembly during 

the same Financial Year. 

During Certification Audit of Manuscripts of Appropriation Accounts and Financial 

Statements of Federal Government for the year 2020-2021, it was observed that the 

Supplementary Grants of Rs.440.269 billion were not printed during financial year 2020-2021. 

Detail of total Supplementary Grants allowed by the Finance Division and the Supplementary 

Grants printed in the Supplementary Schedule of Authorized expenditure were as under: 

(Rupees) 

S. 

No. 

Particulars Amount 

1. Total Supplementary Grants as per Manuscript of Appropriation 

Accounts for 2020-2021 

927,960,027,000 

 

2. Supplementary Grants printed in Supplementary Schedule of 

Authorized Expenditure  

487,690,101,000 

3. Supplementary Grants not printed in Supplementary Schedule of 

Authorized Expenditure 

440,269,926,000 

Audit further observed that Supplementary Grants of Rs.440.269 billion were not printed which 

was 47.44% of the total Supplementary Grants.  

Audit is of the view that Supplementary Grants of Rs.440.269 billion were not 

authorized by the Parliament as these supplementary grants were not tabled before the National 

Assembly for approval/authentication. 

Management replied that Supplementary Grants of Rs.440.270 billion obtained from 8th May, 

2021 to 30th June, 2021 shall be submitted to the Parliament in the budget session of Financial Year 

2022-2023.  

Reply of the management is not satisfactory as according to Supreme Court Judgement, 

Supplementary Grants is to be placed before National Assembly during same Financial Year.  

Audit recommends to probe the matter to improve the system of financial management and un-

approved Supplementary Grants be got approved from the National Assembly as required under the 

rules. 
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1.2.2 Excess expenditure over allocation - Rs. 4,773,461.051million 

Article 84 of Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan,1973 states that if in respect 

of any financial year it is found, (a) that the amount authorized to be expended for a particular 

service for the current financial year is insufficient, or that a need has arisen for expenditure 

upon some new service not included in the Annual Budget Statement for that year; or (b) that 

any money has been spent on any service during a financial year in excess of the amount 

granted for that service for that year; the Federal Government shall have power to authorize 

expenditure from the Federal Consolidated Fund, whether the expenditure is charged by the 

Constitution upon that Fund or not, and shall cause to be laid before the National Assembly a 

Supplementary Budget Statement or, as the case may be, an Excess Budget Statement, setting 

out the amount of that expenditure, and the provisions of Articles 80 to 83 shall apply to those 

statements as they apply to the Annual Budget Statement. 

Article 25(1) of Public Finance Act, 2019 provides that the expenditure in excess of the 

amount of budget grant as well as the expenditure not falling within the scope or intention of 

any budget grant, unless regularized by a supplementary grant, shall be treated as excess 

expenditure. 

During Certification Audit of Manuscripts of Appropriation Accounts and Financial Statements 

of Federal Government for the year 2020-2021, it was noticed that the Ministries/Divisions incurred 

expenditure as under: 

Head of Expenditure Voted Charged Total Rs. 

Current Exp Development Exp Charged Exp 

A01-Employees 

Related Expenses 

6,334,468,876  41,708,404 - 6,376,177,280  

A03-Operating 

Expenses 

114,700,338 - -  114,700,338  

A04-Employees 

Retirement Benefits 

1,340,127 - -  1,340,127  

A05-Grants, Subsidies 

and Write off Loans 

6,603,876 - -  6,603,876  

A06-Transfers 58,566,305 - - 58,566,305  

A08-Loans and 

Advances 

- 81,915,828,626 -  81,915,828,626  

A09-Physical Assets 2,895,121 - -  2,895,121  

 A10-Principal 

Repayments of Loans  

- - 4,684,984,939,456 4,684,984,939,456  

Grand Total Rs. 6,518,574,643 81,957,537,030 4,684,984,939,456 4,773,461,051,129 

 

 

Audit observed that: 

i. The expenditure of Rs.4,773,461.051million was incurred in excess of Final 

Grants without any Supplementary Grant. 

ii. State Bank of Pakistan was not authorized to allow expenditure over and above 

the Final Grant(s) in the absence of Supplementary Grants. 
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Audit is of the view that incurring expenditure in excess of Final Grants was irregular and 

against the provision of CGA Ordinance and Provision of the Constitution. Further proper working was 

not made during preparation of budget. 

Management replied that the excess expenditure mainly pertains to the repayment of debt, 

foreign loans directly disbursed by the donors to the provinces and autonomous bodies and pay and 

allowances. Due to COVID situation, the Federal Government has to borrow debt in excess of estimates 

and resultantly the repayment was also in excess of budget estimates.  

The reply of the management is not satisfactory. It was the responsibility of the management to 

look into the matter and Supplementary Grants be obtained for the excess expenditure which was not 

made by the management.  

Audit recommends to probe the matter to improve the system of financial management and 

excess expenditure be got approved from the National Assembly as required under the rules. 

1.2.3 Lapse of funds –Rs. 289,080.946 million 

Para 95 of GFR Vol-I states that all anticipated savings should be surrendered to Government 

immediately they are foreseen but not later than 15th May of each year in any case, unless they are 

required to meet excesses under some other unit or units which are definitely foreseen at the time. 

However, savings accruing from funds provided after 15th May shall be surrendered to Government 

immediately they are foreseen but not later than 30th June of each year. 

Article 12(1) of Public Finance Management Act, 2019 provides that all Ministries and 

Divisions, their attached departments and sub-ordinate offices and autonomous organizations shall 

surrender to the Finance Division at least twenty-five days before the presentation of the budget in the 

National Assembly, all anticipated savings in the grants or assignment accounts or grant-in-aid 

controlled by them. 

During Certification Audit of Manuscripts of Appropriation Accounts and Financial Statements 

of Federal Government for the year 2020-2021, it was noticed that the Parliament approved/allocated 

budget for Ministries/Division/Departments under Current and Development Grants.  

Audit observed that there were savings of Rs. 289,080.946 million under Current, Development 

and Charged Budget of different Ministries/Divisions. The PAOs were required to surrender these 

savings in time to avoid lapse of funds but it was not done. A summary is given below: 

(Rupees) 

Type of 

Grant 

Total 

Nos. 

of 

grants 

No. of 

Grants 

Final Budget Actual 

Expenditure 

Amount 

(Lapsed) 

Current 

Grants 

147 87 504,176,948,818 52,712,859,690  51,464,089,128 

Development 

Grants 

44 28 94,110,515,306 66,417,081,593 127,693,433,713 

Charged 

Grants 

14 6 2,873,165,427,123  2,763,242,004,099  109,923,423,024 

Total Savings    3,571,452,891,247 3,282,371,945,382 289,080,945,865 

Audit is of the view that; 

i. Non-surrendering of savings resulted in lapse of funds. 
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ii. Neither these funds were utilized by the Ministries/Divisions themselves nor could 

be utilized by other Ministries/Division who required more funds for their use. This 

was violation of financial rules. 

iii. This indicated that there existed no internal controls to watch the flow of 

expenditure in most of the Ministries/Divisions. 

Management replied that it is quite difficult for budgetary units to foresee/anticipate 

savings with 100% accuracy. 

Reply of the management is not satisfactory.  

Audit recommends that the internal controls of Ministry of Finance, other Ministries 

and Divisions need to be strengthened in order to ensure financial discipline as per rules. 

1.2.4 Demand of budget without need assessment leading to surrendering - Rs. 

1,020,554.836 million 

Para 71 of GFR Vol-I states that in framing the budget estimates, the estimating 

authorities should exercise the utmost foresight. All items of receipt and expenditure that can 

be foreseen should be provided for and care should be taken in consultation with the 

Accountant General, where necessary, to see that the provision is included under proper heads. 

Needless to say, although the estimating authorities are asked to provide for all foreseeable 

items, Finance Division will exercise its right to excise or reduce the provision for any item 

which it thinks unjustifiable. An exhortation to show foresight is not an invitation to provide 

for additional items of expenditure without adequate justification. While provision should be 

made for all items of expenditure that can be foreseen, it is essential that the amount of the 

provision should be restricted to the absolute minimum requirement.  

During Certification Audit of Manuscripts of Appropriation Accounts and Financial 

Statements of Federal Government for the year 2020-2021, it was noticed that an amount of 

Rs. 1,020,554.836 million was surrendered from Current, Development and Charged Grants. 

Summary of surrender are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

S No. Type of Grant Surrendered 

amount 

1. Current 310,629.400 

2 Development 185,152.123 

3 Charged 524,773.313 

Total Rs. 1,020,554.836 

Audit observed that the departments failed to utilize the budget and also failed to economize 

the budget while framing the budget estimates. Further department failed to foresee budget demand as 

required under the rules. It was also observed that in Thirteen (13) Current Grants, there was 100% 

surrender & in 66 (Sixty-six) Development IDs 100% budget was surrendered.  

Audit is of the view that; 
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i. There existed no proper controls/checks in the Ministries/Divisions/ 

Departments to assess actual requirement before demanding the budget for 

subsequent utilization. 

ii. This indicated that there were no best practices being followed to avoid 

unnecessary demand. 

iii. Appropriate system did not exist in the Ministry of Finance to avoid 

unnecessary demand of budget by the Ministries/ Divisions/ department.  

iv. This action created undue pressure on the National Exchequer/ Federal Budget 

for the financial year 2020-2021. 

Management replied that it is a normal procedure to allocate funds in a grant/Cost centers as a 

lump sum provision to meet the additional requirements arising during the currency of Financial Year. 

In such cases funds are surrendered from one grant to obtain technical supplementary grant in another 

grant for spending. During Financial Year (2020-21), surrendered amount of Rs. 528.877 billion was 

utilized as TSG in various grants. Surrender of Rs.524.20 billion under charged portion was made as a 

result of rescheduling of foreign debt during the currency of Financial Year as relief for Covid-19 

situation. 

Reply of the management is not satisfactory.  

Audit recommends that matter needs investigation at appropriate level and proper 

controls/checks in the Ministries/Divisions/Departments be adopted to assess actual requirement before 

demanding the budget for subsequent utilization. 

1.2.5 Expenditure without final grant – Rs. 80.725 million 

Risk Categorization: High 

Para-12 of GFR Vol-I states that a controlling officer must see not only that the total expenditure 

is kept within the limits of the authorized appropriation but also that the funds allotted to spending units 

are expended in the public interest and upon objects for which the money was provided.  

Para 3.3.12.7 of Accounting Policy and Procedures Manual (APPM) states that excesses (i.e. 

expenditure for which no provision has been made in the current year’s original budget) should not 

normally be incurred.  

During Certification Audit of Manuscripts of Appropriation Accounts and Financial Statements 

of Federal Government for the year 202--2021, it was noticed that an expenditure of Rs.80.725 million 

was incurred under 17 PAO. Detail is attached in Annexure-D. 

Audit observed that the expenditure of Rs.80.725 million was incurred without any Final Grant 

due to which the Public Exchequer sustained extra burden. 

Implication: 

Audit is of the view that management incurred expenditure without any budget/grant in 

violation of rules. 

Management Response: 

Management replied that excess expenditure mainly pertain to Pay and Allowances for which 

budget check is not applied. The budget has not been implemented on payments made through HR 

module. 
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Audit Comments: 

Reply of the management is not satisfactory as it was the responsibility of the AGPR to control 

the excess expenditure where no budget was allotted. Audit recommends that matter needs investigation 

at appropriate level. 

1.2.6 Lapse due to non-surrendering of Final Budget of 28 Grants -  

Rs. 32,343.566 million 

Risk Categorization: High 

Para 95 of GFR Vol-I states that all anticipated savings should be surrendered to Government 

immediately they are foreseen but not later than 15th May of each year in any case, unless they are 

required to meet excesses under some other unit or units which are definitely foreseen at the time. 

However, savings accruing from funds provided after 15th May shall be surrendered to Government 

immediately they are foreseen but not later than 30th June of each year. 

Para 71 of GFR Vol-I states that in framing the budget estimates, the estimating authorities 

should exercise the utmost foresight. All items of receipt and expenditure that can be foreseen should 

be provided for and care should be taken in consultation with the Accountant General, where necessary, 

to see that the provision is included under proper heads. Needless to say, although the estimating 

authorities are asked to provide for all foreseeable items, Finance Division will exercise its right to 

excise or reduce the provision for any item which it thinks unjustifiable. An exhortation to show 

foresight is not an invitation to provide for additional items of expenditure without adequate 

justification. While provision should be made for all items of expenditure that can be foreseen, it is 

essential that the amount of the provision should be restricted to the absolute minimum requirement. 

During Certification Audit of Manuscripts of Appropriation Accounts and Financial Statements 

of Federal Government for the year 2020-2021, it was noticed that the Parliament approved/allocated 

budget for Ministries/Division/Departments under Development Grants. 

Audit observed that there were savings of Rs. 32,343,565,879 under different 

Ministries/Divisions/Departments. The PAOs were required to surrender these savings in time to avoid 

lapse of funds but it was not done. A summary is given below: 

(Rupees) 

Total Grants Final Budget Actual Expenditure Amount (lapsed) 

28 32,343,565,879 Nil 32,343,565,879 

Implication: 

Audit is of the view that; 

i. Non-surrendering of savings resulted in lapse of funds 

ii. Single penny was not expended 

iii. Neither these funds were utilized by the Ministries/Divisions themselves nor 

could be utilized by other Ministries/Division who required more funds for their 

use. This was violation of financial rules. 

iv. This indicated that there existed no internal controls to watch the flow of 

expenditure in the Ministries/Divisions. 

Management Response: 
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Management replied that the savings that are anticipated and foreseen can be surrendered. It is 

quite difficult to anticipate savings with zero balance difference before final grant and actual 

expenditure well before closing of accounts. Savings of minor amounts have been included in the OS. 

The major amount of Rs.29.9/- billion relates to lump sum provision made for various 

Divisions/Departments on account of COVID-19 Responsive and other natural calamities.  

Audit Comments: 

Reply of the management is not satisfactory as without any expenditure in 28 Grants all budget 

was surrendered. Audit recommends that matter needs investigation at appropriate level and proper 

system be devised to control over the demand of budget. 

1.2.7 Civil Works expenditure not charged to Capital Account –  

Rs. 29,131,072 million  

Risk Categorization: High 

Para 184 of GFR Vol-I states that provision for expenditure on all buildings, communications 

and other works required by civil departments, which Government has not specifically allotted to such 

departments, should be included in the Grant for "Civil Works", to be administered and accounted for 

by the Public Works Department. No such work may be financed partly from funds provided in a 

departmental budget and partly from the budget for civil works.  

During Certification Audit of Manuscripts of Appropriation Accounts and Financial Statements 

of Federal Government for the year 2020-2021, it was noticed that the following expenditure was 

charged to Object-Head A-12-Civil Works under Current Grants and Development Grants. Summary 

is as under: Detail is attached as under: 

(Rupees) 

S. # Description No. of Grants Actual Expenditure 

1. Current Expenditure 7 338,552,189 

2. Development Expenditure 24 28,781,763,611 

3. Charged 1 10,755,755 

Total Rs. 29,131,071,555 

Audit observed that; 

i. The Ministry of Finance got approved funds from the Parliament under object-

head A-12-Civil Works in different Current and Development Grants but the 

expenditure was charged to Revenue Account instead of Capital Account. 

ii. Placing of funds under object head A-12-Civil Work in different grants was 

violation of rules.  

In Budget Book Vol-V (Development Expenditure Page 4411) for the year 2020-2021, Grant 

No.187-Capital Outlay on Civil Works under Ministry of Housing and Works is included. This Grant 

is meant for charging Civil Works expenditure charged on Capital Account. 

Implication: 

Audit is of the view that; 

i. The budget and expenditure of Rs. 29,131,072 million was not included in Grant 

No.187 Capital Outlay on Civil Works being the relevant Grant for booking of 

said expenditure.  
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ii. Due to non-booking of Civil Work expenditure as Capital Expenditure books of 

accounts did not presents true and fair disclosure/presentation of expenditure.  

iii. This was violation of financial rules. 

Management Response: 

Management replied that the issue pertains to allocation of budget estimates of Civil Works 

under various grants as Revenue Expenditure. The payments are made as per budget allocation approved 

from Parliament. 

Audit Comments: 

Reply of the management is not satisfactory as it was the responsibility of the Finance Division 

to allocate the budget in appropriate Grant. Audit recommends that all the civil expenditure be charged 

to the Civil Grant as required under the rules. 

1.2.8 Unjustified demand of Supplementary Grants creating undue pressure on the 

National Exchequer – Rs.863,074 million 

Risk Categorization: High 

Para 71 of GFR Vol-I states that in framing the budget estimates, the estimating authorities 

should exercise the utmost foresight. All items of receipt and expenditure that can be foreseen should 

be provided for and care should be taken in consultation with the Accountant General, where necessary, 

to see that the provision is included under proper heads.  

Para 98(1)(iv) of GFR Vol-I states that if such savings are not available, it should be seen 

whether special economies can be effected under other sub-heads. If funds cannot be provided by either 

of these methods, it will have to be considered whether the excess should be met by postponement of 

expenditure or whether an application for a supplementary grant should be made. In either case, 

application will have to be made to the Ministry of Finance through the Administrative Department 

concerned and the course recommended by the latter stated. Normally, an application for a 

supplementary grant will not be entertained by Government unless the anticipated excess is due to a 

cause beyond the control of the authority concerned and funds cannot be found by any legitimate 

postponement of expenditure for which provision already exists. All application for supplementary 

grants should be accompanied by a full explanation of the reason for the excess and of the impossibility 

of providing funds to meet it. 

During Certification Audit of Manuscripts of Appropriation Accounts and Financial Statements 

of Federal Government for the year 2020-21, an analysis was performed to check the cases of 

acquisition of Supplementary Grants despite availability of savings within the Grants and non-

utilization/lapse of fund under different object-heads during the financial year. A summary of 

comparison of Supplementary Grants with Unutilized budget is given in the table below; 

(Rupees) 

Type of Grant Supplementary Grant 
Unutilized Amount 

(Surrender + savings) 
% age 

Current 747,697,131,000 365,293,225,360 49% 

Development 114,527,824,000 345,281,557,300 301% 

Charged 849,045,000 659,181,433,398 77638% 

Total Rs. 863,074,000,000 1,369,756,216,058 159% 

Audit observed that the Ministries/Divisions did not analyze the availability of savings and 

surrendered within their Grants prior to demanding Supplementary Grants.  
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Implication: 

Audit is of the view that; 

i. Proper controls/checks in the Ministries/Division to assess savings and 

surrender under different object-heads prior to demanding Supplementary 

Grants were not in-placed.  

ii. This action created undue pressure on the National Exchequer/ Federal Budget. 

Management Response: 

Management replied that the supplementary grants are allowed under Article 84 of the 

constitution and provision made in PFM Act and GFR are also observed. Savings identified in are grant 

to meet essential requirement in other grants are utilized by issuing surrender orders and obtaining 

Technical Supplementary Grants as re-appropriation cannot be made from one grant to another grant 

out of Rs.863.074/- billion funds of Rs. 528.877/- were met through TSG having no impact on the 

budget allocation made in the schedule of authorized expenditure. Moreover, savings and surrender 

provide relief to the National exchequer and not the burden.  

Audit Comments: 

Reply of the management is not satisfactory. Audit recommends that proper controls/checks in 

the Ministries/Division to assess savings and surrender under different object-heads prior to demanding 

Supplementary Grants be devised. 

1.2.9 Lapse of funds in assignment accounts –Rs. 1,734.681 million 

Risk Categorization: High 

Para 95 of GFR Vol-I states that all anticipated savings should be surrendered to Government 

immediately they are foreseen but not later than 15th May of each year in any case, unless they are 

required to meet excesses under some other unit or units which are definitely foreseen at the time. 

However, savings accruing from funds provided after 15th May shall be surrendered to Government 

immediately they are foreseen but not later than 30th June of each year. 

Article 12(1) provides that all Ministries and Divisions, their attached departments and sub-

ordinate offices and autonomous organizations shall surrender to the Finance Division at least twenty-

five days before the presentation of the budget in the National Assembly, all anticipated savings in the 

grants or assignment accounts or grant-in-aid controlled by them. 

During Certification Audit of Manuscripts of Appropriation Accounts and Financial Statements 

of Federal Government for the year 2020-2021, it was noticed that the Parliament approved/allocated 

budget for Ministries/Division/Departments under different assignment accounts opened with National 

Pakistan of Pakistan.  

Audit observed that there were savings of Rs.1,734.681 million in assignment accounts opened 

with National Bank of Pakistan and expenditure were booked in AGPR. The PAOs were required to 

surrender these savings in time to avoid lapse of funds but it was not done. Details are as under: 

(Rupees) 

No. of Accounts Final Budget Actual Expenditure Amount (Lapsed) 

32 8,753,227,000 7,018,545,581 1,734,681,419 

Implication: 
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Audit is of the view that; 

i. Non-surrendering of savings resulted in lapse of funds. 

ii. Neither these funds were utilized by the Ministries/Divisions/ Department 

themselves nor could be utilized by other Ministries/Division/Department who 

required more funds for their use. This was violation of financial rules. 

iii. This indicated that there existed no internal controls to watch the flow of 

expenditure in most of the Ministries/Divisions. 

Management Response: 

Management replied that Savings mentioned in this para are of normal nature. Concerned 

departments are required to explain the exact reasons of savings to the audit and PAC.  

Audit Comments: 

Reply of the management is not satisfactory. Audit recommends that proper controls be devised 

to control the lapse of funds. 

Central Directorate of National Savings 

1.2.10 Lapse of funds Rs. 48.538 million 

Para 95 of GFR VOL-I states that all anticipated saving should be surrendered to Government 

immediately they are foreseen but not later than 15th May of each year in any case, unless they are 

required meet excess under some other unit or units which definitely foreseen at the time. However, 

saving occurring from funds provided after 15th May shall be surrendered to Government immediately 

they are foreseen but not later than 30th June each Year. 

During Certification Audit of Manuscript of Appropriation Accounts of CDNS, Islamabad for 

the year 2020-2021 following budget, expenditure and savings/excess was noticed:  

(Rupees) 

Head of Account Final Budget Expenditure 
(Savings)/ 

Excess 

A01-Employee Related Expenses 1,872,789,000 1,845,209,051 (27,579,949) 

A03-Operating Expenses 1,625,947,000 1,607,581,510 (18,365,490) 

A04-Employee Retirement Benefits 12,058,000 11,601,609 (456,391) 

A05-Grants & Subsidies 102,082,000 101,538,101 (543,899) 

A09-Physical Assets 97,595,000 96,115,573 (1,479,427) 

A13-Repair & Maintenance 21,926,000 21,812,756 (113,244) 

Total Rs. 3,732,397,000 3,683,858,600 (48,538,400) 

Audit observed that an amount of Rs. 48.538 million was neither utilized nor surrendered 

therefore, this amount lapsed.  

Audit further observed that management received an amount of Rs.93 million as Supplementary 

Grant for Disparity Reduction Allowance whereas management incurred expenditure amounting to Rs. 

79.43 million, an amount of Rs.13.569 million lapsed due to non-utilization of Supplementary Grant. 

Audit is of the view that controls were not in place resulting in lapse of funds.  

Management replied that the recruitment of 100 National Savings Officers was under process 

at Federal Public Service Commission, out of which 50 National Savings Officers were expected to join 

in 2020-21 but the recruitment process could not be finalized due to which there are savings under the 
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head of account A01-Employee Related Expenses. Further, it is apprised that funds were retained under 

head of account A03-Operating Expenses for procurement of critical AML & CFT module, but due to 

unavoidable circumstances the vendor could not timely deliver the AML & CFT module to CDNS. 

 

Reply of the management is not satisfactory as the management failed to surrender the amount 

timely. Further, management also failed to utilize the Supplementary Grant issued by the Finance 

Division.  

Audit recommends observance of financial rules in true spirit to avoid lapse of funds. 

Pakistan Mint 

1.2.11 Blockage of funds resulting in lapse - Rs.18.208 million 

Risk Categorization: High 

Para 95 of GFR VOL-I states that all anticipated saving should be surrendered to 

Government immediately, when foreseen, but not later than 15th May of each year in any case, 

unless they are required meet excess under some other unit or units. However, saving occurring 

from funds provided after 15th May shall be surrendered to Government immediately they are 

foreseen but not later than 30th June each Year. 

During Certification Audit of Manuscript of Appropriation Accounts of Pakistan Mint, 

Lahore for the Year 2020-21, savings ranging from 14% to 58% were noted in the following 

object heads. 

(Rupees) 

Detail Object Desc 
Final 

Budget 

Re-

Appropriation 

(+) 

Expenditure Lapsed 
Saving 

% 

A03942-Cost of other 

stores 
41,550,000 13,500,000 29,217,665 12,332,335 29.68% 

A03970-others 1,478,000 730,000 1,266,337 211,663 14.32% 

A09701-Purchase of 

Furniture and Fixture 
1,290,000 355,000 980,150 309,850 24.02% 

A13101-Machinery and 

Equipment(Repairs) 
3,480,000 0 2,523,460 956,540 27.49% 

A13301-Office 

Buildings(Repairs) 
3,447,000 175,000 2,095,454 1,351,546 39.21% 

A13302-Residential 

Buildings(Repairs) 
5,247,000 1,975,000 2,200,779 3,046,221 58.06% 

Total 18,208,155   

Audit observed that Rs. 18.208 million were not surrendered in time resulting in lapse 

of funds. Audit also observed that an amount of Rs.12.332 million also lapsed under the Head 

of account Cost of Other Stores despite re-appropriation of 13.500 million to “Cost of Stores” 

i.e. lapsed amount was 91% out of the re-appropriated amount. Furthermore, an amount of 

Rs.1.975 million was re-appropriated to Repairs of Residential buildings and lapsed amount 

was Rs.3.046 i.e. 154% of the re-appropriated amount.  

Audit is of the view that proper controls were not in place to watch the budgeting and 

its usage in the Pakistan Mint to avoid lapse of funds.  
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Management replied that Chief Accounts Office has no role in the budget preparation, 

controlling, re-appropriation, surrender and its execution; it is the responsibility of Pakistan Mint. 

However, Chief Accounts Office will keep an eye on the matter and intimate the concerned in order to 

avoid the irregularity in future. 

Reply does not address the audit observation where in it has been observed that lapse of funds 

resulted due to lack of vigilance by the Chief Accounts Office regarding utilization of funds. 

Audit recommends introduction of proper controls on budgeting of Pakistan Mint. Provision of 

budget more than the actual requirement is unjustified and should be avoided in future. 

1.2.12 Shortcomings in presentation of claims by Pakistan Mint 

Section 5 (b) of Controller General of Accounts Ordinance, 2001 provides that to authorize 

payments and withdrawals from the Consolidated Fund and Public Accounts of the Federal and 

Provincial Governments against approved budgetary provisions after pre-audited checks as the Auditor-

General may, from time to time, prescribe. 

Para 4.2.7.4 of APPM provides that the audit function involves: scrutinizing of the claim 

voucher to identify possible fraud and irregularities that a reasonable person would be expected to 

discover. 

During Certification Audit of Manuscript of Appropriation Accounts of the Pakistan Mint, 

Lahore for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management of Pakistan Mint, Lahore submitted 

claims of GP Fund, Loans and Advances, residential hiring/ceilings, purchase of physical assets etc. for 

pre-audit and approval of Chief Accounts Office.  

It was observed that noticeable number of bills/vouchers lacked the required documents and 

some mistakes on the part of the management of Pakistan Mint such as:  

i. Copies of cheques were not attached with the vouchers.  

ii. The cheque numbers were not recorded on the vouchers 

iii. Variations in the name and spellings of the employees written on the cheques, 

where attached, and GP Fund forms  

iv. Acknowledgement receipts from the vendors/employees not taken. 

v. Undated sanctions. 

vi. Ownership proof in case of claims relating to rent for residential hiring.  

vii. GP Funds were calculated with double subscriptions inserted for the months of 

June each year. 

Audit is of the view that all presentation of bills with these shortcomings is reflection of lapse 

on the part of the Management of Pakistan Mint. Furthermore, passing of claims with the above stated 

shortcoming also reflects negligence on the part of Chief Accounts Office. 

Management replied that necessary instructions have been issued to Mint management vide 

letter No. CAO/Mint/2021-22/223 dated 29-09-2021. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix responsibility. Furthermore, proper mechanism be adopted to 

ensure that all the necessary documents are attached with the vouchers before processing/finalization 

of bills/vouchers. 
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CHAPTER 2 

AVIATION DIVISION 

2.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following 

main business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions.  

i. Aircraft and air navigation; administration of the Civil Aviation Ordinance, 1960  

ii. Regulation, organization and safety of air traffic and of aerodromes and administration 

of Airports Security Force 

iii. Pakistan International Airlines Corporation 

iv. Air Service agreements with different countries and other international agencies 

concerned with aviation 

v. Federal Meteorological Organizations and Meteorological observations and World 

Meteorological Organizations 

 ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS / AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. Pakistan Meteorological Department 

ii. Airports Security Force 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

No. 

Audited Expenditure Audited 

(FY 2020-21) Rs. in 

million 

Revenue/Receipt Audited 

(FY 2020-21) Rs. in 

million 

1 Formations 20 12 15,289.005 - 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 

- - - - 

3 Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

- - - - 

4 Foreign Aided Project 

(FAP) 

- - - - 

2.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Aviation Division for the financial year 2020-21 was 

Rs.8,005.06 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.8,231.06 million. 

The Division had 2 current grant and 1 development grant. Grant-wise detail of current and 

development expenditure is as under: 

Grant  

No. 

Type of  

Grant 

Original  

Grant 

Suppl  

Grant 

Surrender (-

) 

Final  

Grant 

Actual  

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

 % age 

Excess/ 

(Saving)  

15 Current 103.76 10.00 0.00 113.76 111.81 -1.95 -1.71% 

16 Current 13.09 10,115.00 -1,840.00 7,332.01 7,560.07 228.06 3.11% 

Sub-Total Current 116.85 10,125.00 -1,840.00 7,445.78 7,671.89 226.11 3.04% 

149 Development 1,320.88 10,115.00 -761.60 559.28 559.17 -0.11 -0.02% 

  Total 1,437.73 20,240.00 -2,601.60 8,005.06 8,231.06 226.00 2.82% 
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Audit noted that there was an overall excess of Rs.226 million, which was due to excess 

in Current grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of GFR (Volume I), while framing budget estimates, the 

authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand that budget 

processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and assumptions and 

a coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed 

that there was excess of 3.04% with respect to Original grant which reduced to savings of 

0.02% w.r.t Final Grant in case of development expenditure.  

 

2.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.761.48 million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Aviation Division. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature 

is as under: 

 (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  - 

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  - 

B Procurement related irregularities 419.967 

C Management of account with commercial banks  - 

D Recovery 341.513 

E Internal Control  - 

4 Value for money and service delivery  - 

5 Others - 
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2.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2011-12 1 0 0 1 - 

2013-14 1 1 0 1 - 

2015-16 1 1 1 0 100 

2017-18 1 1 0 1 - 

2018-19 2 2 0 2 - 

2019-20 9 0 0 9 - 

2020-21 2 0 0 2 - 

Total 17 5 1 16 20 
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2.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Aviation Division (Main) 

2.5.1 Irregular payment of law charges - Rs. 275.000 million 

Rules 14(1)(g) of the Rules of Business, 1973 states that the Law, Justice and Human Rights 

Division shall be consulted before the appointment of a legal adviser in any Division or any office or 

corporation under its administrative control and the Law, Justice and Human Rights Division will make 

its recommendations after consultation with the Attorney General. 

Serial No. 9 (23) of Annex-I of Finance Division O.M. No. F.3(2)Exp-III/2006 dated 

13.09.2006 states that the Ministries/Divisions are empowered to incur expenditure on Law Charges in 

consultation with law Division. 

The management of Aviation Division released Rs. 275 million to PIACL for onward payment 

of fee and other legal charges to lawyers, Attorneys who have been engaged by Pakistan International 

Airline investment Ltd (PIA-IL) for contesting cases/appeals in connection with Roosevelt Hotel, USA 

and Hotel Scribed Paris, France in B-VI Court. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Para-5 of the minutes of meeting held under chairmanship of Deputy Chairman 

Planning Commission dated 15.02.2021 in which Chairman suggested that it 

would be more appropriate if the matter regarding payments to lawyers for 

Roosevelt Hotel and Hotel Scribed may be referred to Law and Justice Division 

for advice but the matter was not referred to Law & Justice Division for advice. 

ii. Secretary Finance while signing the report added his views vide para-3 of 

Summary for ECC of the Cabinet with regard to financial challenges to Hotel 

Roosevelt New York stated that “Since the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) 

has initiated an enquiry into this matter; I am of the view that the Bureau must be 

consulted prior to making any further payment” but the matter was not referred to 

NAB before making payment. 

iii. Finance Division in its Summary dated 10.08.2021 stated that Aviation 

Division/PIAIL will submit utilization report of the requisite funding support duly 

verified by the external Auditor of the entity but the same was not provided to 

audit. 

Audit is of the view that the amount was released to PIA without consulting with Law & Justice 

Division and NAB which is held irregular. 

The management replied that Secretary Law was member of the committee who approved the 

proceedings and letter was written to NAB for advice on the matter, but no reply was received from 

NAB. 

The reply was not acceptable as matter was not submitted to Ministry of Law and Justice for 

seeking advice, no letter is available on record which may ascertain that advice of NAB was sought on 

the matter and audited statement for external audit with regard to expenditure was also not provided. 

No DAC was convened till finalization of this report. 
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Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility may be fixed. 

Airport Security Force Foundation, Karachi 

2.5.2 Payment of advertisement charges in cash and non-deduction of taxes - Rs. 

144.967 million 

Rule 157(2) of FTR Volume-I states that “all third-party payments shall be made through 

cheques drawn in the name of the recipients. 

Section153 (1)(a)(iii)oftheIncomeTaxOrdinance,2001statesthat,tax will be deducted from 

person making payment to electronic & print media for advertising services at the rate 12% in case of 

non-filer. 

First Schedule of Sindh Sales Tax on Services Act, 2011 requires to pay SST @13% on Services 

provided or rendered by persons engaged in advertisement on T.V.  

The management of ASF Foundation, Karachi incurred expenditure of Rs. 112.323 million and 

Rs. 32.644 million on advertisement in print media and electronic media through M/s. Cross Check 

Communication to promote ASF housing schemes during the year 2016-17 as per detail given below: 

 (Rupees) 

S. No. Print Media Electronic media Total 

1 22,566,530 10,077,717 32,644,248 

2 62,330,031 49,992,101 32,644,248 

Total 84,896,561 60,069,818 144,966,379 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Payment of Rs. 144.967 million was made to M/s Cross Check without obtaining 

supporting vouchers/invoices of the print media out of which Rs. 97.154 million 

was paid in cash to M/s. Cross Check instead of crossed cheques in order to avoid 

deduction of taxes. 

ii. Income tax of Rs. 2,174,509 was deducted @ 1.5% but neither proof of filer was 

available nor any sales tax invoice was submitted / produced by the firm 

concerned to prove itself as filer. As such income tax @ 12% Rs. 17,396,073 

being non-filer was required to be deducted at source, but the same was not done 

which resulted in less deduction of Rs. 15,221,564. 

iii. Sindh sales tax @ 13% Rs.7.809 million was not deducted from the payment 

made to contractor on account of electronic media.  

Audit is of the view that the expenditure incurred on advertisement is treated as irregular and 

non-recovery of taxes has deprived the government of its due receipts. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that the record of Rs. 144.967 million be produced to audit. Further the 

matter regarding cash payment amounting to 97.154 million be inquired and responsibility be fixed, 

besides recovery of income tax and sales tax. 
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2.5.3 Unjustified hiring of vehicles and non-recovery of tax - Rs. 8.513 million  

First Schedule of Sindh Sales Tax on Services Act, 2011 states that services provided or 

rendered by persons engaged in rent a car and automobile service or businesses are liable to pay SST 

@10%. 

The management of ASF Foundation, Karachi paid Rs. 8.513 million to M/s. Kohat Motors on 

account of hiring of 07 vehicles during the year 2019-20.  

Audit observed that expenditure on hiring of vehicles was incurred in presence of 29 vehicles 

of Foundation without any justification. Moreover, vehicles of the Foundation were allotted to officers 

without making any policy / rules / regulations / entitlement etc. Sales tax @ 10% at source was not 

deducted from the payment of M/s Kohat Motors.  

Audit is of view that hiring of vehicles in presence of 29 vehicles of Foundation without making 

policy / rules / regulations / entitlement is unjustified and non-deducting of tax is irregular. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that matter be inquired and responsibility be fixed for the irregularity 

besides recovery of sales tax.  

2.5.4 Irregular carrying of printing works without open competition and non-

recovery of Income Tax - Rs. 5.300 million 

Rule 17(iii) of the Bylaws of Foundation states that procurement more than Rs. 200,000 shall 

be made through open competitive bidding. 

Section153 (1)(a)(iii)oftheIncomeTaxOrdinance,2001statesthat,tax will be deducted from 

person making payment to electronic & print media for advertising services at the rate 12% in case of 

non-filer. 

The management of ASF Foundation, Karachi paid Rs. 5.300 million to M/s M.H. Printers on 

account of printing of brochures during the year 2015-16. 

Audit observed that: 

i. Printing work was awarded to M/s. M.H. Printers without open competition. 

ii. Income tax @ 12% Rs. 636,000 was also not deducted from the payment of the 

contractor. 

Audit is of view that the printing work was carried out in violation of the bylaws and non-

deduction of tax is irregular. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity besides recovery of 

income tax from the contractor.  
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CHAPTER 3 

CABINET DIVISION 

3.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following main 

business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions.  

1- All secretarial work for the Cabinet, National Economic Council and their Committees, 

Secretaries' Committee. 

2- Appointments, resignations, salaries, allowances and privileges of Provincial Governors. 

3- Setting up of a Division, allocation of business to a Division and constitution of a Division 

or group of Divisions as a Ministry. 

4- Coordination of defense effort at the national level by forging effective liaison between the 

Armed Forces, Federal Ministries and the Provincial Governments at the national level. 

5- Instructions for delegations abroad and categorization of international conferences. 

6- Security and proper custody of official documents and security instructions for protection 

of classified matter in Civil Departments. 

7- Resettlement and rehabilitation of civilians and civil Government servants uprooted from 

East Pakistan including policy for grant of relief and compensation for losses suffered by 

them. 

8- Administrative control of the National Electric Power Regulatory Authority, Pakistan 

Telecommunications Authority, Frequency Allocation Board, Oil and Gas Regulatory 

Authority, Public Procurement Regulatory Authority, Intellectual Property Organization of 

Pakistan and Capital Development Authority. 

9- Peoples Works Program (Rural Development Program). 

10- Selection of scholars against Pakistan Chairs Abroad by the Special Selection Board. 

 ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS/ AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. Abandoned Property Organization 

ii. Department of Communication Security. 

iii. Department of Stationery Forms. 

iv. Department of Archives. 

v. Intelligence Bureau 

vi. Islamabad Club as an Autonomous Body. 

vii. Public Procurement Regulatory Authority 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited (FY 2020-

21)  

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 59 6 12,803.129 - 
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2 
Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 

4 - - - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 
3 3 2,285.000 - 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) 
- - - - 

 

3.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Cabinet Division for the financial year 2020-21 was 

Rs.29,611.01 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.29,232.31 million. 

The Division had 4 current grant and 1 development grant. Grant-wise detail of current and 

development expenditure is as under: 

Grant 

No. 

Type of 

Grant 

Original 

Grant 

Suppl 

Grant 

Surrender 

(-) 

Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

1 Current 274.28 -  -111.88 162.40 154.98 7.43 4.57% 

2 Current 1,089.77 67.36 -101.30 1,055.83 946.59 109.23 10.35% 

3 Current 564.65 200.00 -110.00 654.65 492.19 162.46 24.82% 

4 Current 30,371.81 333.44 -30,215.77 489.48 487.65 1.83 0.37% 

Sub Total Current 32,300.51 600.80 -30.538.95 2,362.36 2,081.41 280.95 11.89% 

148 Development 50,882.18 800.00 -24,433.52 27,248.65 27,150.91 97.75 0.36% 

Total 83,182.68 1,400.80 -54,972.47 29,611.01 29,232.31 378.70 1.28% 

Audit noted that there was an overall excess of Rs.378.70 million, which was due to 

excess in Current grants and developments grant. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget estimates, 

the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand that budget 

processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and assumptions and a 

coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed that there 

was excess of 11.89% with respect to Original grant which reduced to excess of 0.36% w.r.t Final Grant 

in case of development expenditure.  
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3.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.25,999.527 million, were raised in this report during the 

current audit of Cabinet Division. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

 (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  - 

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  - 

B Procurement related irregularities - 

C Management of account with commercial banks 25,983 

D Recovery 14.477 

E Internal Control  - 

4 Value for money and service delivery 2.05 

5 Others  - 

 

3.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2010-11 1 1 1 0 100 

2012-13 3 0 0 3 - 

2013-14 4 4 4 0 100 

2014-15 9 2 2 7 100 

2015-16 2 2 2 0 100 

2016-17 22 0 0 22 - 

2018-19 25 0 0 25 - 

2019-20 15 0 0 15 - 

2020-21 2 0 0 2 - 

Total 83 9 9 74 100 

 

3.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Abandoned Properties Organization 

3.5.1 Non deposit of sale proceeds of abandoned property in the Federal  

Consolidated Fund – Rs.25,983 million 

Section 29(2) of the Abandoned Properties (Taking Over and Management) Act 1975 added 

vide Finance Act 2019 which came into force on 01.07.2019, states that the sale proceeds of abandoned 

property, including the amounts already received, shall be deposited in the Federal Consolidated Fund 

(FCF). 

The sale proceeds of abandoned properties amounting to Rs. 25,983 million was lying with the 

Abandoned Properties Organization Islamabad as on 15.02.2021. 

Audit observed that the management of the APO did not deposit the sale proceeds of abandoned 

property in the Federal Consolidated Fund despite lapse of financial year 2019-20 in violation of 

Finance Act, 2019. 
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Audit is of the view that non-deposit of sale proceeds of abandoned property is in contravention 

to the Section 29(2) of the Abandoned Properties (Taking Over and Management) Act 1975 added vide 

Finance Act, 2019 which deprived the Government from its due receipt on due date. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that the sale proceeds may be deposited into Government Treasury besides 

fixing of responsibility. 

3.5.2 Loss due to non-recovery of rent– Rs.11.642 million  

Section 21 of the Abandoned Properties (Taking Over and Management) Act, 1975 states that 

when any person is in default in making payment of any amount payable to administrator under this 

Act, or in pursuance of any rule, regulation or agreement made or entered into there under, the 

Administrator may recover the amount along with interest there on at such rate as the Federal 

Government may notify in the Official Gazette. 

The management of APO, Islamabad leased out different houses and shops to the Government 

employees and private individuals. The Administrator APO got assessed the rent of these houses from 

Pak PWD. 

Audit observed that management realized less rent than the assessed market rate from the 

allotees/occupants. Details are as under: 

House No./Shop Allotees Period Rent 

assessed 

by PWD 

Monthly 

rent 

received 

Difference Total  

H. No 10, St No.83 

G-6/4 Ibd 

Election 

Commission 

01.07.19 to 

30.06. 19 

200,000 68,364 131,636 1,579,632 

H.No 7 St No. 25, F-

6/2 IBD 

Communication 

IBD 

01.07. 19 to 

30.06. 20 

250,000 47,709 202,291 2,427,492 

 H No 2,St No 60 F-

7/4 IBD 

Islamabad High 

Court 

01.03.14 to 

30.06.19 

250,000 65,000 185,000 2,220,000 

House No 23, Street 

No 31, Sector F-7/1 

Islamabad Police 01.07. 19 to 

30.06. 20 

300,000 0 3,600,000 3,600,000 

House #10 Street #55 Sector F-7/4 100,000 0 1,200,000 1,200,000 

5 Shops in Aabpara Maeret 76,375 916500 170,000 614,500 

Total Rs. 11,641,624 

Audit is of the view that the management extending undue favour to the occupants by 

leasing of house below the assessed rates, which resulted in loss of Rs 11.642 to the public 

exchequer. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends recovery besides fixing of responsibility for the irregularity. 

3.5.3 Non-Recovery of cost of constructed Area of Shama House Murree -Rs.2.835 

million 

Section 8(1) of the Abandoned Properties (Taking Over and Management) Act 1975 states that 

any amount due to a specified person or payable in respect of any abandoned property or property of 

which the Administrator has taken possession shall be paid to the Administrator by the person liable to 

pay the same. 

The Shama House Gharial Camp, Murree has been leased out to Haji Abdul Qaseem Bangali, 

for a term of 99 Years w.ef.11.04.1961 by the Military Lands and Cantonment Department, Ministry of 
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Defense. After creation of Bangladesh, the subject house constructed by the Lessee (Haji Abdul Qaseem 

Bangali), was classified as Abandoned Property vide APO Notification dated 7.10.1976. The House 

since its construction is under occupation of the Station Commander, Artillery 12 Division Pak. Army. 

Pak. P.W.D Islamabad assessed the cost of constructed portion to Rs. 2,835,000 vide their O.M 

No.CEN/W-3/1259 dated 26.06.2008.  

Audit observed that the management did not recover the cost of constructed area worth Rs.2.835 

million of Shama House Murree from Pak Army despite lapse of a period of more than 11 years.  

Audit is of the view that non-recovery is a serious lapse on the part of management. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends recovery besides fixing of responsibility.  

3.5.4 Loss due to non-leasing of Houses- Rs 2.050 million 

Section 8(1) of the Abandoned Properties (Taking Over and Management) Act 1975 states that 

any amount due to a specified person or payable in respect of any abandoned property or property of 

which the Administrator has taken possession shall be paid to the Administrator by the person liable to 

pay the same. 

Houses No. 01 A and 01 B, Street No. 10 Kohsar Road, Sector F-7/3, Islamabad belong to APO 

are lying vacant since 26.01.2019 and 11.10.2019 respectively after the expiry of prior lease agreement. 

Monthly rent of these houses were Rs.47,709 and Rs.57,126 respectively. 

Audit observed that non-leasing of these houses by the management resulted in the loss of Rs 

2,049,838 up to 31.01.2021.  

Audit further observed that these houses were not leased out on the assessed market rates which 

was Rs 100,000 per month per house. 

Audit is of the view that non-leasing of houses was a serious lapse on the part of management 

and caused loss to public exchequer. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix the responsibility. 
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CHAPTER 4 

COMMERCE DIVISION 

4.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following main 

business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions.  

1- Imports and exports across custom frontiers. 

2- Interprovincial trade. 

3- Commercial intelligence and statistics. 

4- Tariff policy and its implementation. 

5- Regulation and control of insurance agencies. 

6- Intellectual property organizations Pakistan 

 ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS/ AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. Trading Corporation of Pakistan 

ii. National Tariff Commission 

iii. State Life Insurance Corporation 

iv. Foreign Trade Institute of Pakistan 

v. Pakistan Reinsurance Company 

vi. Pakistan Institute of Fashion and Design 

vii. National Insurance Company 

viii. Pakistan Tobacco Board 

ix. Federation of Chambers and Industry  

x. Pakistan Horticulture Development and Export Board 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited (FY 2020-

21)  

1 Formations 15 5 2,794.277 51.609 

2 
Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 
1 - - - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 
2 2 280.000 - 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) - - - - 

4.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Commerce Division for the financial year 2020-21 was 

Rs.24,836.43 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.24,813.14 million. The 

Division had 3 current grant and 1 development grant. Grant-wise detail of current and development 

expenditure is as under: 

Grant 

No. 

Type of 

Grant 

Original 

Grant 

Supplementary 

Grant 

Surrender 

(-) 

Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age Excess/ 

(Saving) 

31  Current  621.95 14.00 0.00 635.95 616.92 19.03 2.99% 

32  Current  5,780.41 0.00 -91.57 5,688.84 5,549.77 139.07 2.44% 

33  Current  10,512.46 8,000.00 -319.68 18,192.78 18,327.59 -134.81 -0.74% 
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Subtotal Current 16,914.82 8,014.00 -411.25 24,517.57 24,494.29 23.28 0.09% 

Development 103.50 300.00 -84.64 318.86 318.86 0.00 0.00% 

   Total  17,018.32 8,314.00 -495.89 24,836.43 24,813.14 23.28 0.09% 

Audit noted that there was an overall excess of Rs.23.28 million, which was due to excess in 

Current grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget estimates, 

the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand that budget 

processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and assumptions and a 

coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed that there 

was excess of 0.09% with respect to Original grant which was reduced to 0.00% w.r.t Final Grant in 

case of development expenditure.  

 

4.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.4,505.636 million, were raised in this report during the 

current audit of Ministry of Commerce. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as 

under: 

(Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record 121.004 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation - 

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities 86.27 

B Procurement related irregularities 17.871 

C Management of account with commercial banks 2,896.129 

D Recovery 29.684 

E Internal Control 106.094 

4 Value for money and service delivery 1,248.584 

5 Others  - 

 

4.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 
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2010-11 7 6 3 4 50 

2011-12 6 0 0 6 - 

2012-13 6 0 0 6 - 

2013-14 7 7 2 5 29 

2014-15 20 1 0 20 - 

2015-16 1 1 0 1 - 

2016-17 11 8 1 10 13 

2017-18 1 1 0 1 - 

2019-20 12 0 0 12 - 

2020-21 4 0 0 4 - 

Total 75 24 6 69 25 

4.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Export Development Fund, Karachi 

4.5.1 Conflict of interest by TDAP because of proposing projects instead of adhering 

to its objective of monitoring them – Rs. 803.356 million 

According to Section 20 of TDAP Act 2013, Powers and functions of the Board.—(1) The 

Board shall be the supreme decision making body of the Authority having the power to supervise, 

control, direct and regulate affairs of the Authority and shall have the following functions, namely:—  

(a) To establish short, medium and long term critical success factors and key performance 

indicators for the Authority; 

(b) To review performance of the Authority annually including against pre agreed critical 

success factors and key performance indicators;  

(c) To advise the Federal Government in the Ministry of Commerce;  

(d) To consider and approve with or without modification any rules and regulations 

proposed to be made by the Authority under this Act;  

(e) to consider and approve with or without modification the budget for each financial year 

of the Authority and approve expenditure therefrom;  

(f) to express its opinion in writing on any policy matter referred to it by the Federal 

Government or the Authority; 

(g) to exercise all such powers and perform all such functions as are conferred or assigned 

to it under this Act. 

The Board of Administrators of EDF approved various projects during the financial 

year 2020-21 amounting to Rs. 1,319.546 million and the EDF management released the 

approved amounts. 

Audit observed that: 

i. Out of total 35 releases (1,319.546 million) during the financial year 2020-21, the TDAP 

itself was the beneficiary in 10 releases amounting to Rs 803.356 million (61% of the 

total released amount) as the project proposals were presented by TDAP in the Board. 

ii. The outcome of the project in terms of promotion of exports is not known. 

iii. The detail of released amount to TDAP during 2020-21 is as under: 
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Audit is of the view that TDAP has a supervisory/ monitoring role in implementation 

of the projects and it was a conflict of interest if the TDAP itself propose projects and get those 

approved from the board. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be inquired and responsibility be fixed. 

4.5.2 Wastage of money in Karachi Garment City—Rs 427.93 million  

As per Section 15 (2) of EDF Act 1999, the expenditure from the Fund shall be made according 

to the merits and feasibility of projects sponsored and export promotion needs of the exporters, trade 

promotion offices & trade bodies.  

In terms of Rule 9 (6) of Export Development Fund (Financial Procedures for Maintenance of 

Accounts) Rules, 2006 the Trade Development Authority of Pakistan shall be responsible for internal 

audit of the amount received from the Ministry of Commerce and shall also be responsible for the 

monitoring of expenditure incurred from the Fund. 

The Finance Committee of EDF in its 19th meeting held on 18.03.2021 approved a sum of Rs. 

73.00 million for the lease charges and allied recurring expenditure of M/s Karachi Garment City 

Company Ltd, Karachi. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. As per summary budget position of KGCC a sum of Rs. 427.930 million from EDF had 

been allocated for the project from 2005-06 to 2019-20, while as per para 269/N of the 

file No.TDAP.13(109)/2016-EDF the KGCC was released Rs. 407.930 million. 

ii. The summary statement showed that KGCC earned a total profit of Rs. 48.942 million 

on investment of EDF approved funds. 

iii. The management of EDF did not take any action on the investment made by KGCC 

and profit earned on the EDF amount in violation of rules. 

iv. As per record provided to audit the project has not been completed as yet. 

v. Despite payment of Rs. 300.00 million to the Land Utilization Department, 

Government of Sindh for 300 acres industrial land in 2007, the lease of the said land 

was not transferred in favor of M/s Karachi Garment City Company Ltd. till date. 

vi. Expenditure Statement of the Funds alongwith financial statements, payment vouchers 

and detail of Bank Accounts and balance available at bank pertaining to the said releases 

is not available in record provided to audit. 

vii. Internal Audit Report / Monitoring Report of the Fund carried out by the EDF as 

required under EDF (Financial Procedures for maintenance of Accounts) Rules 2006 

is not available. 

Audit is of the view that the payment released for setting-up the Garment City was unjustified 

as no tangible development for the establishment of the Garment City has been reported till date. 
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The management has not submitted replied within given time frame and till finalization of the 

report. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility may be fixed. 

4.5.3 Wasteful expenditure on hiring of consultants and Research Analysts due to 

non-achievement of intended objectives – Rs 86.277 million 

As per Section 15 (2) of EDF Act 1999, the expenditure from the Fund shall be made according 

to the merits and feasibility of projects sponsored and export promotion needs of the exporters, trade 

promotion offices & trade bodies. 

As per proposal presented before the Board on 22.06.2017, the requirement of research analysts, 

consultants and legal advisors who would perform the following functions in view of shortage of human 

resource and lack of desired capacity is as follows: 

a. Research and analytical support in identifying market potential, bilateral, 

regional and global trade trends; 

b. Analysis of the latest economic developments and producing studies linking trade 

with overall economy, 

c. Evaluation of existing and preferential tariffs and determination of their implications 

as well as harmonization of FTA partner Tariff description; 

d. Formulation of strategies through sector-wise studies during FTA negotiation and; 

e. Formulation and operation of mechanisms for effective inclusion of stakeholders 

feedback. 

The Board of Administrators of the Export Development Fund in its 76thmeeting held 

on 22.06.2017 under agenda item No.8 after brief deliberation approved a total of PKR 163.800 

million (PKR 54.600 million x 3 year) for hiring of Consultants and Research Analysts and 

endorsed hiring of Legal Advisor for Intellectual Property (IP) Laws keeping in view the 

exigencies of the issue at hand. The Board directed that; hiring should be done on merit and in 

compliance with government rules and contracts should be strongly worded to avoid chances 

of going into litigation and should keep suitable checks on their performance. The funds 

released for the project are as under: 

S.No. Month Amount (Rs) 

1. September 2018 27,300,000 

2. May, 2019 30,000,000 

3. April, 2021 15,977,419 

4. August, 2021 13,000,000 

Total: 86,277,419 

 

Audit observed that: 

i. Despite lapse of more than 4 years no progress is evident on performance of the 

above functions by the Consultants/Advisors from the available record. 

ii. The services of the Legal Advisor were being utilized as Counsel in 

departmental cases of the Ministry of Commerce in different courts. 
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Audit is of the view that hiring of Consultants/ Advisors was for specific purpose for a period 

of three years only as approved by the Board but the EDF management without any approval is releasing 

funds to-date despite no tangible performance. 

The management has not submitted reply within given time frame and till finalization of this 

report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for not adhering to the objectives and non-

achievement of intended results of the project. 

4.5.4 Non-recovery of irregular release of funds for salaries/ recurring expenditure- 

Rs.27.637 million 

As per EDF’s Secretariat O.M. No. 5(10)/94-EDF dated 31.01.2009; the Board decided that 

recurring and operating cost of the institutes would be met by the respective trade association. Thus, 

providing funds to the training institutes to meet their recurring/operational expenses is the 

responsibility for the respective trade association. The EDF cannot take this responsibility. 

The management of Export Development Fund during period 2019-20 & 2020-21 released 

funds amounting to Rs. 27.637 million for different institutes. The detail is as under:- 

Sr # Name of Organization Date Released 

Amount (Rs) 

1 Gems & Gemological Institute of Pakistan, Peshawar 05.11.2019 2,236,074 

2 Footwear Training Institute, Charsadda 12.11.2019 1,700,804 

3 Footwear Training Institute, Charsadda 31.03.2020 2,000,000 

4 Gems & Gemological Institute of Pakistan, Peshawar 31.03.2020 10,000,000 

5 Footwear Training Institute, Charsadda 23.10.2020 1,000,000 

6 Footwear Training Institute, Charsadda 23.10.2020 10,700,000 

Total: 27,636,878 

Audit observed that there was no provision for making payments of salaries/recurring expenses 

of these institutes, but management of Export Development Fund violated the standing instructions of 

the Board in making the releases for salary/recurring expenditure of institutes. 

Audit is of the view that utilization of Fund for the recurring expenses of the institutes is 

violation of the instructions of the Board, thus, audit holds the releases irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for not adhering to the directions of the 

Board. Moreover, the amounts may be recovered from the concerned institutions. 

4.5.5 Wastage of Fund on self-sustainable project, 5th Mega Leather Show 2019 – 

Rs. 10.496 million 

As per GFR 10 (i) Every public officer is expected to exercise the same vigilance in respect of 

expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of 

expenditure of his own money.  

As per Section 15 (2) of EDF Act 1999, the expenditure from the Fund shall be made according 

to the merits and feasibility of projects sponsored and export promotion needs of the exporters, trade 

promotion offices & trade bodies. 
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The Finance Committee of the Export Development Fund in its 14thmeeting held on 11.07.2019 

under agenda item No.10 approved the support for the 5th Pakistan Mega Leather Show and the EDF 

released Rs. 10,496,000 (i.e. 40% of the total cost incurred on the show) as per decision of 22nd 

Executive Committee meeting. 

Audit observed that: 

i. The total expenditure on the show was Rs. 26.24 million as per Project Financial 

Status. 

ii. As per initial proposal/ EDF Proforma-I submitted to EDF for the event 

expected earnings from the sale of stalls for the event was shown as Rs.28.80 

million. 

iii. The beneficiary did not share the statement of earnings from the sale of stalls 

with the EDF. 

As per above, the Associations (i.e. Pakistan Tanneries Association & Pakistan Footwear 

Manufacturers Association) had actually been deriving income more than their contributed share as the 

actual expenditure on the show was less than the expected income. Audit contends that the financial 

support from Export Development Fund was not required. 

The management has not submitted replies within given time frame and till finalization of the 

report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for committing negligence and not adhering 

with the financial prudence with reference to the utilization of Fund. 

4.5.6 Wastage of public money on centralized office and residential accommodation 

for FBR, beyond the scope- Rs. 8.800 million 

Rule 3 of the Export Development Fund (Financial Procedures for maintenance of Accounts) 

Rules, 2006 states that the Fund shall be administered by the Board and the money shall be utilized for 

the following purposes and objectives, namely: 

i. Establishment of training institutes for export oriented trading and industrial section 

ii. Subsidizing of delegations and sale missions going abroad 

iii. Establishment of offices abroad of the FPCCI 

iv. Subsidizing participation in exhibitions abroad including single country fairs 

v. Publicity 

vi. Research and development activities for Exporters Association, FPCCI 

vii. Market product development by trade associations, FPCCI, CCI and individual 

exporters 

viii. Engagement of consultants 

ix. Strengthening of Pakistan Trade Offices abroad 

x. Establishment of maintenance of display centres in and outside Pakistan 

xi. Support to export services and 
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xii. Any other activity which is relevant for promotion of exports and approved by the 

Board 

The Executive Committee of the Export Development Fund in its meeting held on 

20.08.2020 approved Rs. 8.800 million for procurement of 8 porta cabins for Centralized 

Office/ Residential Accommodation for Customs Officers/ staff of A&F and E&C to be posted 

at Angoor Adda (4 cabins), Kharlachi (2 cabins) and Ghulam Khan (2 cabins). 

Audit observed that the transfer of funds vide cheque No.B-955347 dated 02.11.2020 in favour 

of Federal Board of Revenue, Account No.4161726956, NBP Customs HQ, Peshawar was irregular as 

it was not mentioned in the purposes and functions of the Fund stated above. 

Audit is of the view that the above funds were released for an irrelevant activity and objective 

as given above. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for violation of the Act. 

4.5.7 Wasteful expenditure on Pakistan Turkey Trade and Investment Forum - Rs 

6.806 million 

Para 23 of GFR Volume-I states that every Government officer should realize fully and clearly 

that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or 

negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from 

fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown 

that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

The Executive Committee of the Export Development Fund in its meeting held on 20.08.2020 

under agenda item No.6 approved Rs. 6,805,680 as reimbursement based on actual expenditure incurred 

in conducting Pakistan-Turkey Trade & Investment Forum. The amount was released vide cheque No. 

B-955342 dated 24.09.2020 in the name of Trade Development Authority of Pakistan, Karachi. 

Audit observed that: 

i. The event was held in February, 2020 and no prior intimation about the objectives 

relating to promotion of exports was provided to EDF. 

ii. As per working papers, 250-300 Pakistani exporters were to get benefit from the event 

but no list of the participants was produced to audit. 

iii. Another purpose of the visit was to expedite the process of finalizing of Free Trade 

Agreement (FTA) but no progress on the FTA was produced to audit. 

Audit is of the view that the expenditure incurred was not in accordance with the core objectives 

and functions of EDF. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that the matter be inquired and responsibility be fixed. 
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4.5.8 Implementation of the projects without appraisal and progress review 

mechanism.  

According to EDF Secretariat O.M No.6(8)2009-EDF dated 22.07.2011 “(ii) A three members 

committee shall be constituted consisting of the following: 

a. Director General, TDAP/ Incharge of respective TDAP Office where the project is 

located (Head of Committee shall be Regional DG TDAP). 

b. Any officer of TDAP nominated by DG/ Incharge of TDAP office (Member) 

c. Nominee of the sponsor of the project / beneficiary (Member) 

(iii) The above committee shall visit the related project and prepare appraisal report on the 

progress of the project in order to satisfy the Head of the Committee. 

(v) The committee shall periodically review the progress of the report of the project to ensure 

transparency and efficient utilization of funds. 

Board of Administrators of EDF in its 65th meeting held on 24.04.2014 approved to constitute 

a Technical Committee to examine and review the projects for their future funding possibility 

comprising the following members: 

i. Secretary TDAP—Chair (or any other officer nominated by CE-TDAP) 

ii. Representative of MOC 

iii. Representative of FPCCI 

iv. Representative of the concerned Ministry, if any; 

v. Representative of respective section/ association/ sponsor and; 

vi. Any other non-voting member that Committee may like to incorporate for specific 

purpose. 

The Technical Committee was required to prepare one page report on each project and send it 

to the EDF Secretariat within one month with the following TORs: 

i. All approved projects whether un-funded or on-going will be scope of the committee. 

List and documents of such projects will be shared by the EDF Secretariat. 

ii. Examination and justification of each project and its likely contribution in export 

development. 

iii. Confirmation of the utilization of released amount in case of on-going projects. 

iv. Recommendations for any further release or not based on its likely contribution and 

feasibility. 

Audit observed that: 

i. The Technical Committee convened only two meetings since its constitution in 2014 and 

outcomes of the meeting were not known. 

ii. No reports in the light of TORs were prepared by the Technical Committee nor were any 

recommendations made. 
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iii. The Technical Committee is dormant as of today and the projects are being run without 

review. 

iv. The Board did not make any alternate mechanism for evaluation of the projects being 

funded from EDF and their impact on exports. 

Audit is of the view that the Technical Committee has a pivotal role in evaluation of 

the projects either at proposal level or after start of the project when the funds are released. 

Furthermore, there should be technical experts in the Committee to technically evaluate the 

project in terms of feasibility at initial level and the impact on overall exports whether direct 

or indirect at different stages of the project as promotion of exports is the core objective of the 

Export Development Fund. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed on the person(s) responsible for committing 

negligence on non-appraisal of all projects as per TORs of the Technical Committee. 

4.5.9 Non-production of record regarding reconciliation of receipt and expenditure 

Section-6(7) chapter V of Export Development Fund (Financial Procedures for maintenance of 

Accounts) Rules, 2006 states that the reconciliation of receipts in the Fund and expenditure therefrom 

will be with the Accountant General of Pakistan Revenue, Islamabad. 

The management did not share the detail of receipts in the Fund under the head of account 

No.3312026-Export Development Fund. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that relevant record may be shared with the audit without further delay 

besides fixing the responsibility for non-provision of record timely. 

4.5.10 Non-production of performance report to verify the outcome of the project 

titled, Strengthening of Research Section of TDAP – Rs. 121.004 million 

Section 14 (2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete a form 

as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 

As per Section 15 (2) of EDF Act 1999, the expenditure from the Fund shall be made according 

to the merits and feasibility of projects sponsored and export promotion needs of the exporters, trade 

promotion offices & trade bodies. 

The Finance Committee in its 17th meeting held on 17.09.2020 under additional agenda item 

No.(i) approved the proposal of TDAP for diversion of unutilized funds from previous project titled 

“Strengthening of Research Section by TDAP”. 

Audit observed that: 

i. The previous project of Strengthening of Research Section by TDAP was approved 

in 76th meeting of the Board of Administrators EDF dated 22.06.2017 with the 

provision of Rs. 168.200 million from EDF. 
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ii. As per minutes, the TDAP utilized Rs. 28.035 million (i.e. 17 % of the total release). 

iii. Such minimum utilization shows the project was not well planned, executed and 

unviable, further, no research / performance report was available on record to verify 

the outcome of the project. 

Audit is of the view that diversion of the unutilized funds from unviable projects to the 

new project with the same name and objectives despite of the fact that no progress had been 

made in previous project. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility may be fixed. 

National Tariff Commission 

4.5.11 Non deposit of Anti-Dumping Duty into FCF - Rs. 2,896.129 million  

Section 52(5) of Anti-Dumping Duties Act, 2015 of National Tariff Commission (NTC), 

Islamabad states that a refund of anti-dumping duties under this section shall normally take place within 

twelve months, and in no case later than eighteen months, after the date on which an application for 

refund complaint is received by the Commission.  

Para 26 of GFR Vol-I states that subject to any special arrangement that may be authorized by 

competent authority with respect to any particular class of receipts, it is the duty of the departmental 

Controlling officers to see that all sums due to Government are regularly and promptly assessed, 

realized and duly credited in Government Account.  

The management of National Tariff Commission (NTC), Islamabad collected anti-

dumping duty under Anti-Dumping Duties Act, 2015. An amount of Rs. 2,896,129,682 was 

shown as closing balance as on 30.06.2020.  

Audit observed that the management was retaining huge amount in PLA for more than 12 

months which is unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit is of the view that retention of funds is violation of Act and deprived the Government for 

its due receipts. 

Audit recommends that the amount be deposited in Federal Consolidated Fund without any 

delay. 

4.5.12 Recovery of less deduction of Income Tax - Rs. 2.047 million  

Section 149(1) of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 states that every employer paying salary to 

an employee shall, at the time of payment, deduct tax from the amount paid at the employee’s average 

rate of tax computed at the rates specified in Division I of Part I of the First Schedule on the estimated 

income of the employee chargeable under the head “Salary” for the tax year in which the payment is 

made.  

The management of National Tariff Commission (NTC), Islamabad was required to deduct 

annual income tax after incorporating all necessary adjustments including tax rebate from 
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Chairperson/Members and employees of the Commission at applicable rates under Section 149 of 

Income Tax Ordinance, 2001.  

Audit observed as under: 

i. The management has deducted less Income Tax amounting to Rs. 2.047 million 

from Chairperson, Members and employees of NTC against the instructions of 

FBR.  

ii. Various allowances and honorarium was also not incorporated in annual salary for 

tax purposes. 

The management did not reply. 

Audit is of the view that less deduction of Income Tax is violation of provisions of the Income 

Tax Ordinance, 2001 and also deprived the government of its due receipts.  

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired, recovery be made from employees/Members, 

tax be deposited into Government treasury and responsibility be fixed. 

4.5.13 Irregular and unauthorized allowing of time scale promotion to 49 employees 

of the Commission 

Section 18 (3) of the National Tariff Commission Act, 2015 states that employees 

appointed on full time basis shall be provided time scale promotions. For this purpose, the 

Commission shall make necessary regulations with approval of the Federal Government. 

Section 26 of the National Tariff Commission Act, 2015 states that the Commission 

may, with the prior approval of the Federal Government, and by notification in the official 

Gazette, make rules for carrying out the purposes of this Act. 

The management of NTC, Islamabad promoted 49 employees by allowing them time 

scale promotion during 2020-21. 

Audit observed that time scale promotion was given to 49 employees of NTC without 

getting approval of regulations from the Federal Government. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit is of the view that allowing of time scale promotion without approval of the 

Federal Government was irregular and unauthorized.  

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility be fixed. 

Faisalabad Garments City Company, Faisalabad 

4.5.14 Non-investment of surplus funds - Rs.106.094 million 

According to Finance Division O.M. No. F.4(1)/2002-BR-11 dated 02.07.2003, 

investment of working balances/surplus funds be made subject to fulfillment of various 

requirements such as investment in A rating banks, competitive bidding process, investment 

exceeding Rs.10 million shall not be kept in one bank, setting up of in-house professional 

treasury management functions, formation of Investment Committee, employment of qualified 
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investment management staff, utilization of services of Professional Fund Managers approved 

by SECP, annual certificate of the Chief Executive of the organization, etc. 

The management of FGCC, Faisalabad was maintaining a Savings Bank Account 

No.23356040000153 under title Faisalabad Garment City Company in Zarai Taraqiati Bank 

Limited at Branch Sahianwala Road, Khurrianwala, Faisalabad with an average balance of 

Rs.106.094 million during 2020- 21.  

Audit observed that the annual expenditure of the entity was Rs 29.5 million whereas 

an amount of Rs 106.094 million was the average closing balance for the year. The 

management did not invest the surplus funds in profitable ventures as per government 

instructions. 

Audit is of the view that non-investment of surplus funds deprived the Company from 

its due profit/receipts. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that the entity to justify non-investment of surplus funds. 

4.5.15 Non- obtaining of security against electricity installations Rs.9.071 million 

In terms of para 19 (IX) of GFR Vol-I “Provision must be made in contracts for 

safeguarding Government property entrusted to a contractor”. 

Rule 4(3) of the Corporate Governance Rules 2013 states the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance 

with the Ordinance. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies 

approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources 

are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in 

accordance with all statutory obligations. 

Management of FGCC, Faisalabad constructed factory units at a cost of Rs.390.279 

million with a covered area of 367,213.87 Sft for leasing on rent to the manufacturers of 

garments. Management further incurred an expenditure of Rs.90.706 million for provision of 

electricity connection to the tenants. The details of expenditure are given below: 

S. No. Head of Account Category A Category B Package IV 

1 Covered area (Sft.) 232,135.78 135,078.09 470,830.25 

2 Construction works cost (millions) 199.246 132.393 58.640 

3 Eclectic Installation and Connection 

Expenditure (millions) 
44.216 41.953 4.537 

Audit observed that management did not insert the clause for obtaining refundable 

security Rs.9.071 million @ 10% of the electric installations costing Rs.90.706 million to 

safeguard the Government interest. 

Audit is of the view that undue favor was extended to the tenants by non obtaining 

security.  
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The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that inquiry may be held to fix the responsibility besides obtaining 

the security from the tenants, to secure Government interest. 
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CHAPTER 5 

COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 

5.1 Introduction 

Ministry of Communications functions as a central policy making and administrative 

authority on Communications and Transport Sector in the country.  

The main objectives/functions of the Ministry of Communications are: 

 Prioritization of development projects and operational activities according to economic, social 

and strategic needs of the country  

 Provide effective support to the economy 

 Promote international competitiveness of our exports and increase operational effectiveness to 

meet challenges of globalization 

 Integrate remote areas of the country into the economic mainstream 

 Improve project monitoring and implementation 

 Train and improve quality of human resources 

 Enhance good governance through incentives and disciplinary action 

 Improve values and ethics to build responsive organizations 

 Provide safe and smooth travel on National Highways & Motorways  

 Provide an efficient, reliable and speedy postal service matching the private sector courier 

services 

 Carry out research on road engineering, building and management 

 Modernize post and provide exemplary service to the public  

 Open up unexplored areas through expanding national roads networks 

The Federal Government has allocated following business to the Ministry as per 

Schedule-II of Rules of Business, 1973. 

1) National planning, research and international aspects of road and road  transport  

2)  National highways and strategic roads; National Highway Council and 

 Authority; Administration of Central Road Fund and Fund for Roads of 

 national importance 

3)  Mechanically propelled vehicles; Transport Advisory Council; Urban  Road 

Transport Corporation  

4)  Enemy Property 

5)  National Highways and Motorway Police 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 

Audite

d 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited (FY 2020-

21)  

1 Formations 15 4 5,936.649 5,267.838 
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2 
Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 
- - - - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 
- - - - 

4 
Foreign Aided Project 

(FAP) 
- - - - 

 

5.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Communications Division for the financial year 2020-21 was 

Rs.11,530.16 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.10,997.60 million. The 

Division had 2 current grant and 1 development grant. Grant-wise detail of current and development 

expenditure is as under: 

Grant 

No. Type of Grant 

Original 

Grant 

Supplementary 

Grant Surrender (-) Final Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

34 Current 201 700 -19 182 175 -7 -4% 

35 Current 10,975.58 340.07 -206.53 11,109.11 10,610.32 -498.79 -4.49% 

Subtotal 11,176.81 1,040.08 -225.72 11,291.16 10,785.32 -505.84 -4.48% 

155 Development 254.75 2,405.06 -15.75 239.00 212.28 -26.72 -11.18% 

  Total 11,431.56 3,445.13 -241.47 11,530.16 10,997.60 -532.56 -4.62% 

Audit noted that there was an overall savings of Rs.532.56 million, which was due to saving in 

Current and Development grant. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget 

estimates, the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand 

that budget processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and 

assumptions and a coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed that there 

was savings of 3.80% with respect to Original grant which increased to savings of 4.62% w.r.t Final 

Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 3.50% of savings in 

expenditure w.r.t original allocation increased to 4.48% of savings in expenditure w.r.t final allocation, 

as depicted in the graph below: 
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5.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.2,139.243million, were raised in this report during the 

current audit of Ministry of Communications. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature 

is as under: 

 (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation - 
3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  - 

B Procurement related irregularities  - 

C Management of account with commercial banks  - 

D Recovery 8.307 

E Internal Control - 

4 Value for money and service delivery 1184.94 

5 Others 945.996 

5.4 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Name  Years 

No. of 

audit 

paras 

No. of 

Actionable 

Points 

Full 

Compliance 

Not 

Complied 

% of 

Compliance 

Communication 

1997-98 7 7 4 3 57 

2000-01 31 31 30 1 97 

2003-04 15 15 9 6 60 

2005-06 3 3 1 2 33 

2006-07 1 1 0 1 0 

2007-08 2 2 0 2 0 

Total 59 59 44 15 75 

 

5.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

National Highways and Motorway Police (NH&MP), Headquarter, Islamabad 

5.5.1 Short receipt of 50% share of the fine money - Rs. 1,171.974 million 

Rule 2(i) of National Highways and Motorway Police (Roads Safety Campaigns, 

Performance Reward) Rules, 2007 states that “share” means fifty percent of the total fine 

money, after deduction of collection charges, deposited by the violators of traffic rules and 

transferred to National Highway and Motorway Police after reconciliation by the National 

Highway Authority on monthly basis.  

Para 26 of GFR Volume-I states that it is the duty of the departmental controlling 

officers to see that all sums due to Government are regularly and promptly assessed, realized 

and duly credited in the Public Account. 

National Highways and Motorway Police (NH&MP) issued tickets to impose fine to the 

violators of traffic rules. Fine Collection Unit (FCU) of NHA collected Rs. 5,132.137 million. NH&MP 

is co-signatory with National Highway Authority (NHA). The signatories of this account reconciled Rs. 

4,462.713 million after deducting the collection charges of Rs. 669.424 million during the year 2020-

21. Detail is as under: 
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(Rupees) 

S. No. Description Amount 

1. Fine Imposed 5,132,153,331 

2. Fine Collected 5,132,137,195 

3. Collection Charges (669,424,268) 

4. Net Collection 4,462,712,926 

5. 50% Share of NHA 2,231,356,463 

6. 50% Share of NH&MP 2,231,356,463 

7. Share Received by NH&MP from NHA 1,059,381,664 

8. Profit/Interest on Share received from NHA 42,076,112 

9. Short Receipt of Share by NH&MP from NHA 1,171,974,799 

Audit observed that NHA transferred Rs. 1,059.381 million to NH&MP instead of Rs. 

2,231.356 million which resulted into short transfer of Rs.1,171.974 million.  

Audit is of the view that NH&MP did not receive its due share from NHA.  

The management replied that matter has been taken with NHA to provide the remaining amount 

to NHMP. 

The management accepted the irregularity. 

No DAC was convened till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the amount be recovered from NHA. 

5.5.2 Grant from welfare fund without approved rates and schemes –  

Rs 819.895 million 

In the light of section 93 of the National Highways safety Ordinance 2000 Notification 

regarding Roads safety, campaigns, performance Reward fund Rules 2007 were notified on 20th 

May,2007 and in the light of these Rules National Highway & Motorway Police Regimental & Welfare 

fund were framed by National Highway and Motorway Police. 

National Highways and Motorway Police (NH & MP), Headquarter, Islamabad provided the 

following welfare measures and schemes and paid an amount of RS. 819,895,340 during 2020-21 on 

following schemes; 

1. Interest free loans  

2. Daughter marriage grant 

3. Self-marriage grant 

4. Scholarships 

5. Special Scholarship  

6. Financial Assistance  

7. Medical Expenditure  

8. Maintenance Allowance  

9. Eidi  

10. Ramzan Package  

11. Christmas Payment  

Audit observed that these welfare measures were incorporated in a Welfare Policy, which was 

not approved from the Ministry of Finance. Neither the welfare measure nor the rates were approved. 

Audit further observed that the funds were disbursed like a charitable fund rather than welfare aimed at 

benefiting all members of the fund. Audit also observed that contribution from the employees were also 
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fixed in the policy which is not covered under the rules for utilization of road safety fund. Frequent 

changes in the policy were made without having power to amendments. 

Audit is of the view that without the approval of the Policy from the Federal Government and 

without the approval of rates from Finance Division it has no legality and action taken under this policy 

is irregular and unauthorized. 

Management replied that Road safety and welfare fund rules were approved by the Federal 

Cabinet and permits the utilization of the specified percentage for welfare measures for NHMP 

employees and not require approval from any authority including the Finance Division and Inspector 

General Police is competent to accord sanction out of this fund. 

Reply is not satisfactory as rates were not approved by the Finance Division and policy of the 

scheme was not approved from the Federal Government 

Audit recommends that welfare measures, schemes, rules, regulations and rates of welfare 

measures may be approved from the federal government. 

5.5.3 Non-deduction of Income Tax on payment on account of Cash Reward from 

Reward fund - Rs. 65.101 million 

Section 12 (e)(iv) of Income Tax Ordinance 2001 states that the amount of any profit in lieu of, 

or in addition to, salary or wages including from provident or other fund to the extent to which the 

amount is not repayment of contributions made by the employee to the fund in respect of which the 

employee was not entitled to the deduction. Income tax at the rate of 10% shall be payable on services 

rendered 

The management of NHMP paid an amount of Rs 651.017 million to 4180 employees of 

National Highway and Motorway Police working in different zones and HQ Islamabad on account of 

cash reward. 

Audit observed that income tax amounting to Rs.65,101,781 was not deducted from the 

employees on account of payment of Cash Reward. 

Audit is of the view that non-deduction of Income Tax was violation of Income Tax Rules. 

Management replied that all allowances which form part of the gross salary are subject to 

income tax deductions and annual reward being not part of the salary is not subject to income tax 

deduction as per FBR guidelines 

Reply is not satisfactory as reward is just like honorarium and services rendered which is also 

taxable income  

Audit recommends that amount on account of Income tax may be recovered from officers and 

officials and deposited into Government Treasury, besides seeking clarification from FBR if deemed 

necessary 

5.5.4 Irregular expenditure on account of Death Compensation from Regimental 

Welfare Fund - Rs 61.00 million  

Establishment Division letter dated 04.12.2015 regarding Revision of Assistance Package for 

families of Government employees who die during service grant up to Rs. 10 million according to 

following scales 
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S. No. BS Amount Rs. 

(million) 

1. 1-16 3.00  

2. 17 5.00 

3. 18-19 9.00 

4. 20 & above 10.00 

Management of National Highways and Motorway Police (NH & MP), Headquarter, Islamabad 

paid an amount of Rs 61,000,000 as death compensation from Regimental Welfare Fund during FY 

2020-21 to those who died during service.  

Audit observed that death compensation was granted by NHMP to officers and officials who 

died during service and they were also paid from routine Government Assistance Packages for those 

who die in service. 

Audit is of the view that the payment from regular government budget and Regimental Welfare 

Fund was duplication and thereof irregular. 

Management replied that in order to ease the suffering of the families of such officers/officials 

who have lost their lives and Inspector General Police NHMP being competent to sanction expenditure 

from welfare fund on the recommendations of the regimental and welfare committee. These payments 

are composed of self generated resources and have no link with Federal Government budget 

Reply is not acceptable as amount in Road safety fund is generated from the fine imposed on 

vehicles on Motorway and National highways, moreover federal Government also compensated for 

death during service, therefore it is a duplication  

Audit recommends that this practice should be stopped and recovery may be made from those 

who got double payments. 

5.5.5 Non-recovery of liquidated damages due to late delivery of vehicles - Rs. 8.307 

million 

In terms of Clause 10 of the Agreement dated 15.07.2020, “if the supplier fails to deliver the 

item of specified standard within the specified time period, the supplier shall deposit, without prejudice 

to other remedies under the contract, liquidated damages i.e. a sum equivalent to 0.5% per week and 

maximum up to 20%”. 

In terms of Clause 4 of the Agreement dated 15.07.2020, “the supplier shall deliver the item at 

NHMP Lines Headquarters, Street No.6, N.T.R.C. Building, Sector H-8/2, Islamabad by 30th 

November, 2020”. 

Paragraph 4 of Order for the Supply of Vehicles to authorized dealers of Indus Motors in 

Islamabad dated 15.07.2020 stated that supply of 43 Toyota Hiace Vans Standard 2500cc Diesel with 

complementary items strictly in accordance with the approved standard by 30th November, 2020”. 

The management of National Highways & Motorway Police (NH&MP), Headquarter, 

Islamabad incurred an expenditure of Rs. 270,470,000 on purchase of 43 Toyota Hiace Vans from M/s 

G.T Motors, M/s Islamabad Motors, M/s Rawal Motors and Capital Motors, Islamabad during the FY 

2020-21. 

Audit observed that delivery of vehicles were due on 30.11.2020 but the contractor/supplier did 

not deliver vehicles within the specified period. The Detail of liquidated damages @ 0.5% on late 

delivery of 43-Hiace Vans is as under: 
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(Rupees) 

S. No. Name of Firms Qty 

As per 

Agreement 

Date of 

Delivery 

Received on 
Delay 

Days 

No of 

Weeks 

Total 

Amount 

1 G.T Motors 12 30.11.2020 25.01.2021 55 
7 weeks & 

6 days 
2,965,285 

2 
Islamabad 

Motors 
12 30.11.2020 11.01.2021 41 

5 weeks & 

6 days 
1,842,071 

3 Rawal Motors 12 30.11.2020 28.12.2021 27 
3 weeks & 

6 days 
1,455,686 

4 Capital Motors 7 30.11.2020 05.01.2021 35 
7 weeks & 

6 days 

2,044,250 

 

Total 43     8,307,292 

Audit is of view that non-realization of liquidated damages of Rs 8,307,292 for late 

supply/delivery of vehicles from the suppliers is clear violation of Agreement and resulted in loss to 

Public Exchequer. 

Management replied that late delivery charges have been imposed on Indus Motor Company 

and reminders have been issued to pay liquidated damages and reply is awaited from the supplier. 

Reply is not satisfactory as management so far failed to recover the liquidated damages despite 

the lapse of considerable time. 

The DAC meeting has not been convened by PAO till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that Rs 8,307,292 be recovered from suppliers at earliest. 

5.5.6 Non-framing of rules of National Highways & Motorway Police 

Section 93 of the NH&MP Ordinance 2000 provides that the Inspector General of Police (1) in 

consultation with the Government, may, by notification in the official Gazette, make rules for carrying 

into effect the provisions of this Chapter. 

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing powers, such rules may provide 

for all or any of the following matters, namely: 

a) For the efficient and effective discharge of duties by the force. b) Discipline, apparel, 

recruitment, induction, promotion, transfer and appointment. c) Procedure for employing 

experts and entering into contracts with various agencies. d) Procedure for investigation of 

offences, regulation of traffic and evaluation of facilities, hoardings and route permits. 

Sections 17, 38, 40, 64 and 80 also require framing of rules for carrying in to effect the 

provisions of the NH&MP Ordinance in relation to registration of road vehicles, construction, 

equipment and maintenance of road vehicles, control of traffic and offences, penalties and procedure. 

Audit observed that despite the lapse of 21 years since the promulgation of National Highways 

Safety Ordinance, 2000, all the requisite rules for carrying out the purposes of the Ordinance have not 

been framed so far. 

Audit is of the view that non-framing of rules is a lapse on the part of the management. 

The management replied that NHMP draft Rules, 2021 are under process in Ministry of 

Communication, Establishment Division and Ministry of Law and Justice. 

Reply is not satisfactory as even after the lapse of 21 years management failed to get the Rules 

notified. Furthermore, the management has accepted the irregularity. 

No DAC was convened till finalization of this report. 
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Audit recommends framing of rules after approval of the Federal Government at the earliest. 

DIG N-5(North Zone), Islamabad 

5.5.7 Irregular payment of rent to NHA on account of hiring of office buildings - Rs. 

12.966 million 

Para 3 of Ministry of Housing and Works O.M No.F.2(1)/2004/Policy dated 17.09.2004 states 

that after the decentralization of hiring of office accommodation, Ministry/Division/Department are 

competent to hire the private buildings for office accommodation at their own as per prescribed scale, 

entitlement and the instructions issued by Ministry of Housing and Works. Moreover, the 

Ministry/Division/Department will obtain the rent reasonability certificate from the Pak PWD in each 

and every case. The Pak PWD ensured that the requirement of space is calculated by the 

Ministry/Division/Department in accordance with the prescribed scale laid down for various categories 

of officers/staff etc.  

DIG N-5(North Zone), Islamabad paid rent of Rs. 12.967 million to National Highway 

Authority (NHA) during 2016-18 for onward payment to the owners of the buildings on account of 

hiring of 13 office buildings for sector offices. Details are as under:  

(Rupees) 

S. 

No 

Name of 

Office/Sector 

No. of buildings 

hired 

Amount paid 

1 North-I 03 4,399,994 

2 North-II 05 4,428,307 

3 North-III 05 4,138,318 

Total 13 12,966,619 

Audit observed that the buildings were hired by NHA on behalf of Motorway Police without 

observing the scales of office accommodation fixed by Ministry of Housing of Works and without 

obtaining the assessment certificate issued by the Pak PWD in violation of the instructions issued by 

the Government.  

Audit is of the view that hiring of buildings without observing government rules and payment 

to NHA instead of owner is irregular. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that office accommodation be hired by motorway police after observing 

instructions of Ministry of Housing & Works besides fixing responsibility for past irregularity. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DEFENCE DIVISION 

6.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following main 

business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions.  

Defense of the Federation or any part thereof in peace or war including Army, Naval and Air 

Force of the Federation and any other armed forces raised or maintained by the Federation; and armed 

forces which are not the forces of the Federation but are attached to or operating with any of the armed 

forces of the Federation; 

1- Civilian employees paid from defense services. 

2- International Red Cross and Geneva Conventions in so far as they effect belligerents. 

3- Pardons, reprieves and respites, etc. of all personnel belonging to the Armed Forces. 

4- Administration of Military Lands and Cantonments Group. 

5- National Maritime Policy. 

6- Marine surveys and elimination of dangers to navigation. 

 ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS/ AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. Directorate of Military Land and Cantonments. 

ii. Federal Government Educational Institutions (Cantonments/Garrisons) Directorate. 

iii. Pakistan Military Accounts Department. 

iv. Office of the Surveyor General of Pakistan. 

v. Pakistan Armed Services Board. 

vi. Pakistan Maritime Security Agency. 
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Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

No. 

Audited Expenditure 

Audited (FY 

2020-21) Rs. 

in million 

Revenue/Receipt 

Audited (FY 

2020-21) Rs. in 

million 

1 Formations 6 2 2,281.376 - 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 
- - - - 

3 Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

- - - - 

4 Foreign Aided Project 

(FAP) 
- - - - 

 

6.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Defence Division for the financial year 2020-21 was 

Rs.4,874.58 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.4,463.50 million. 

The Division had 3 current grant and 1 development grant. Grant-wise detail of current and 

development expenditure is as under: 

Grant 

No. 

Type of 

Grant 

Original 

Grant 

Supplementary 

Grant 

Surrender 

(-) 

Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

37 Current 527.17 445.00 -7.71 964.46 631.85 332.61 34.49% 

38 Current 1,773.82 437.02 0.00 2,210.84 2,210.80 0.03 0.00% 

0 Current 1,342.33 130.56 0.00 1,472.88 1,394.43 78.45 5.33% 

 Subtotal Current 3,643.32 1,012.58 -7.71 4,648.18 4,237.09 411.09 8.84% 

156 Development 370.50 1,580.15 -144.10 226.40 226.40 0.00 0.00% 

 Total 4,013.82 2,592.73 -151.81 4,874.58 4,463.50 411.09 8.43% 

Audit noted that there was an overall saving of Rs.411.09 million, which was due to less 

expenditure in Current grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget estimates, 

the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand that budget 

processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and assumptions and a 

coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed that there 

was savings of 38.89% with respect to Original grant which reduced to 0% w.r.t Final Grant in case of 

development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 16.30% of excess in expenditure w.r.t 

original allocation reduced to 9% of excess in expenditure w.r.t final allocation, as depicted in the graph 

below: 
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6.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.2,294.22 million, were raised in this report during the 

current audit of Defence Division. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

 (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  85.21 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  - 

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities 86.974 

B Procurement related irregularities 1241.84 

C Management of account with commercial banks 6.064 

D Recovery - 

E Internal Control 828.91 

4 Value for money and service delivery - 

5 Others 45.225 

 

6.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2011-12 3 0 0 3 - 

2012-13 5 0 0 5 - 

2013-14 2 0 0 2 - 

2014-15 5 0 0 5 - 

2016-17 1 0 0 1 - 

2017-18 1 1 0 1 - 

2019-20 4 0 0 4 - 

2020-21 7 0 0 7 - 

Total 28 1 0 28 - 

6.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Pakistan Maritime Security Agency (PMSA) 

6.5.1 Non-collection or deduction of liquidated damage- Rs 927.657 million (US $ 

5.241 million) 

Clause 14.7.3 of the Agreement for Acquisition /Construction of six MPVs with Transfer of 

Technology (ToT) including Kits of Material, Technical Data Packages, Technical Assistance and ILS 
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is made between Ministry of Defence Production and M/s. China Shipbuilding Trading Company, 

Limited (CSTC) (hereinafter referred to as the “CONTRACTOR”) on the second part states that LDs 

shall be applied on CONTRACTOR in case of late delivery of ship(s) against the delivery date 

mentioned for each ship in clause 14.1. 

Clause 15.2 of the above mentioned agreement states that speed trials shall be conducted on a 

measured distance in Chinese/Pakistani waters as per the agreed conditions of the sea as well as ship in 

accordance with specifications at Annex A and B. If maximum speed at normal displacement of 1500 

Tons MPV is less than 25.5 Knots, and maximum speed at normal displacement of 600 Tons MPV is 

less than 26.5 Knots, LDs shall apply for each deficiency in speed on concerned ship. 

PMSA along-with Ministry of Defense Production executed a PSDP project titled 

“Procurement / construction of 06 x Maritime Patrol Vessels” approved by ECNEC on 04.12.2014 with 

a total cost of US$ 155.250 million (equivalent to Rs. 15,948.6 million).  

The management of PMSA Karachi provided statement showing an amount of US $5.241 

million on account of late delivery of ships and deficiency in speed, as follows: 

 

 

S. No Name of ship Delay in month LD charges for 

delay in US$ in 

million 

Penalty for 

Deficiency in Speed 

US$ in million 

Total 

Amount in 

US $ in 

million 

1 PMSS 

Kashmir 

5 month and 20 

days  

1.691 0.149 1.840 

2 PMSS Kolachi 32 months 2.958 0.443 3.401 

Total  4.649 0.592 5.241 

The liquidated damages were not recovered from the contractor as per agreement. 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of liquidated damages from the contractor is violation of 

the agreement. 

Neither the management replied nor the DAC was convened. 

Audit recommends recovery of liquidated damages at the earliest. 

6.5.2 Irregular payment through cash instead of payroll - Rs 86.974 million 

Rule 157 of Federal Treasury Rules provides that all third party payments shall be made through 

cheques drawn in the name of the recipients.  

Section 18 (2) (c) of the Pakistan Maritime Security Agency, 1994 states that the Federal 

Government may, by notification in the official Gazette, make rules for the terms and conditions of 

service applicable to the civil servants or other persons transferred to the Agency on deputation or on 

secondment. 

PMSA management paid an amount of Rs. 86.974 million under the head of account “A-01236” 

during the year 2020-21.  

Audit observed the amounts were drawn through bills in the name of DDO and paid in cash 

instead of payroll/cheque. 

Audit is of the view that withdrawal of deputation allowance without rule and payment through 

cash instead of their pay roll was unauthorized.   
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The management replied that Officers/ CPOs/Sailors of PMSA draw pay & allowances from 

CNA as per PN Rules & Regulations except Deputation Allowance on the authority of Finance Division 

letter F.No.1(2)Imp/2016-333 dated 01 July 2016. The matter was previously discussed with CNA w.r.t 

inclusion of deputation allowance in the monthly pay & allowances of the PMSA personnel. 

Nevertheless, CNA intimated that there is a software system for disbursing pay & allowances. This 

software was designed specifically for the disbursing salaries to PN personnel. PMSA personnel are on 

deputation from Pakistan Navy and draw the same pay & allowances as PN personnel except deputation 

allowance. Therefore, it is not considered feasible to amend the software system to accommodate small 

number of PMSA personnel for deputation allowance. Therefore the same is being paid through imprest 

account which is also submitted to CNA for post audit and booking of expenditure from PMSA 

recurrent budget. 

Reply of the management indicates that these officers and officials are not deputed in PMSA 

on standard terms and conditions of deputation and they are still serving in PN. In such cases payment 

of deputation allowance without settlement of terms and conditions of deputation, this allowance is not 

admissible to the incumbents. 

Audit recommends to discontinue the irregular practice forthwith besides switching over to 

electronic payroll system and making payment in accordance with settled terms and conditions of 

deputation. 

6.5.3 Whereabouts of the receipts of the seized diesel - Rs 45.225 million 

Section 10(2) (i) of the Pakistan Maritime Security Agency, 1994 states that without prejudice 

to the generality of the provisions of the sub-section 1 the function of the Authority shall be to cooperate 

with and provide assistance to Customs, Coast Guards and other departments, agencies and authorities 

in Maritime Zones in the discharge of their duties and functions.  

Section 11(1) of the Pakistan Maritime Security Agency, 1994 states that in addition to the 

powers and functions as officer of the Agency, such officers may perform functions of; 

i. Officers of customs as ay be entrusted to them and exercise such powers under the 

Customs Act, 1969 as may be delegated to them under Section 6 of that Act and  

ii. Fishery Officers as may be entrusted to them under the Exclusive Fishery Zone 

(Regulation of Fishing) Act, 1975, and exercise such powers under the said Act as may 

be delegated to them under section 14 thereof. 

iii. Police Officer, and exercise all the powers conferred on an officer in charge of a Police 

Station under the Police Act, 1861, and under the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 

Section 18 (2) (g) of the Pakistan Maritime Security Agency, 1994 states that the Federal 

Government may, by notification in the official Gazette, make rules for investigation, arrest, custody, 

trial and punishment of offences. 

Pakistan Maritime Security Agency (PMSA) seized 301,500 liter Iranian diesel from 

10.09.2020 to 29.03.2021 and Narcotics amounting to Rs 732,589 million in international market. It 

was stated by the management that these seized items were handed over to custom and ANF authorities. 

Audit observed that from the statement it was not cleared whether these items were seized by 

custom or ANF authorities with the assistance of the PMSA or PMSA itself seized the items and handed 

over to these authorities. The management also not provided the challan of seized diesel amount in 

government account. 
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Audit is of the view that the amount of seized diesel was required to be deposited into 

government account. 

The management replied that the seized goods (narcotics/ diesel) apprehended by PMSA, are 

handed over to Pakistan Customs/. ANF for further legal proceedings as PMSA does not have powers 

of prosecution. All apprehended goods and personnel are handed over and respective authorities carry 

out all challan formalities. Copies of handing/ taking over certificate of the same are enclosed as desired. 

Reply is not accepted because PMSA in the case of confiscated Indian fish do not follow the 

above stated formalities. 

Audit recommends that the treatment made by Pakistan Customs to the items handed over to 

them may be made known to Audit.  

6.5.4 Irregular payment of ancillary charges - Rs. 31.040 million 

Section 4 of Pakistan Maritime Security Agency Act, 1994 states that subject to overall control 

and superintendence of the Federal Government, the command and administration of the Agency shall 

vest in, and exercised by, the Director-General at its Chief Executive in accordance with the provisions 

of this Act and the rules and regulations made thereunder. 

The management of PMSA paid Rs.31.040 million as ancillary charges to Directorate of Naval 

Stores, Supply Services Branch, Naval Headquarters, Islamabad for supply of stores and food items. 

Details are as under: 

S. No Description Expenditure 5% Ancillary 

charges 

1 Feeding diet food charges 45,969,421 2,189,020 

2 Uniform and protected clothing 7,334,224 349,249 

3 POL charges 598,542,000 28,502,000 

Total 651,845,645 31,040,269 

Audit observed that the management paid ancillary charges for supply of stores and services to 

Naval Stores, Supply Services Branch, Naval Headquarters, Islamabad even after promulgation of 

PMSA Act, 1994 and is performing as independent/autonomous entity. 

Audit is of the view that payment of ancillary charges put an extra burden on public exchequer. 

The management replied that since 1988, PN was charging 20% departmental charges over and 

above the cost of stores supplied to PMSA. Case for waiving off departmental charges was taken up 

with MoD on 16 Sep 2002 in response thereto MOD issued instructions to NHQ to waive of all 

departmental charges to PMSA. Moreover, PMSA will only pay actual Ex warehouse cost (including 

all other ancillary charges levied on these services) to PN. Subsequently, NHQ reduced its charges to 

5% on 13.01.2013. 

Reply of the management was not accepted as the referred letter had no implication after 

promulgation of the MSA Act, 1994. 

Audit recommends to discontinue the irregular practice and PMSA should perform its functions 

in line with the PMSA Act, 1994. 

6.5.5 Mis-procurement of spare parts for air defender – Rs. 29.216 million 

Rule 42 (c)(i) of Public Procurement Regularity Auditory (PPRA) states that a procuring may 

engage in direct contracting if the procurement concerns the acquisition of spare parts or supplementary 
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services from original manufacturer or supplier and only one manufacturer or supplier exists for the 

required procurement:  

The management of Pakistan Maritime Security Agency (PMSA) paid an amount of 

Rs.29,276,583 to M/s Iqra Orient for repair and maintenance of Defender Aircraft Engine CAE 880788 

(Rolls Royce).  

Audit observed that the engine manufacturer was Rolls Royce and Asian Pacific Aerospace 

(APA) Pty Ltd Australia was the Authorized Maintenance Repair and Overhaul Center (AMROC) of 

M/s Rolls Royce. PMSA repaired the engine through M/s Iqra Orient instead of repairing from the 

AMROC via direct contracting which could cause less repair charges as compared to M/s Iqra. Audit 

further observed that M/s Iqra Orient repaired the engine from Asian Pacific Aerospace (APA) Pty Ltd 

Australia.  

Audit is of the view that repair from other than manufacturer or AMROC was irregular. 

The management replied that case for “Repair/ Maintenance of Engine No CAE 880788 – 

Defender Aircraft” was uploaded on PPRA website as well as on print media on 25-09-2019.Three 

firms participated in the tender. All firms were technically accepted by TS. After commercial opening 

the lowest bidder, M/s Iqra Orient was awarded the final contract. All procedure adopted as per PPRA 

rules during processing of the case. Moreover, no authorized rep of OEM is available in Pakistan. 

Reply was not accepted as the alternative method of contracting under PPRA rules was not 

followed and a firm which was neither OEM nor authorized dealer was engaged for this procurement. 

Audit recommends to inquire the matter to fix the responsibility. 

6.5.6 Doubtful issuance of diesel to PMSS Kashmir during its repair period - Rs 

18.562 million  

Para 23 of GFR Volume-I states that every Government officer should realize fully and clearly 

that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or 

negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from 

fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown 

that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence.  

PMSA’s ship, namely Kashmir was under repair and maintenance at Karachi Shipyard and 

Engineering Works Ltd during the period 29.07.2020 to 27.08.2020 and 29.09.2020 to 27.10.2020. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The log book showed that 77,950 liters amounting to Rs 11,692,500 @ of Rs 150 

per liter was consumed by the PMSS Kashmir during the month of October 2020 

while the ship was under repair and maintenance of main engine by KS&EW Ltd. 

ii. The ship was in sea on 25.10.2020 whereas the work completion certificate of 

KSEW showed the repair and maintenance on PMSS Kashmir was completed on 

27.10.2020 and borne strength was shown as 50 which made expenditure incurred 

on account of ration doubtful.  

iii. During the month of August 2020 the ship utilized 45,801 liter amounting to Rs 

6,870,150 diesel while the ship was at KS & EW Ltd for repair of main engine from 

29.07.2020 to 27.08.2020. Rental DG also provided shore power during this period 

to the ship 
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iv. During the month of October 2020 rental Diesel Generator provided 20 days 

continues electricity and DGs of the ship should be off during this period. 

Audit is of the view that expenditure incurred on account of Fuel, running of rental Diesel 

Generator, and Ration to PMSS Kashmir during October 2020 when the Ship was at KSEW for repair 

and maintenance makes the expenditure doubtful.  

The management replied that spares for conduct of 2500 hours routine were purchased from 

KS&EW, and routines conducted. As per contract ship can only utilize rental DG for only 20 x days. 

Therefore, for remaining 10 x days of the month ship had utilized its own DG for provision of power 

supply in Oct 20. 

Reply of the management was not accepted because movement of the ship in sea without 

completion of its repair, which makes the transaction doubtful. 

The management did not convene the DAC meeting. 

Audit recommends that matter be inquired and responsibility be fixed.  

6.5.7 Overpayment of electricity charges - Rs 16.292 million  

Section 2(j) of the Public Finance Act 2019 states that financial propriety means the compliance 

of law, rules, regulations, maintaining high standard of prudence, vigilance, due diligence and ensuring 

value for money while incurring expenditure and collecting government receipts. 

Pakistan Maritime Security Agency paid an amount of Rs 34,289,748 on account of shore 

power to M/s Karachi Shipyard and Engineering Works (KS &EW) Ltd Shore power. 

Audit observed that the Karachi Electric (K.E) tariff for the commercial user during the month 

of July 2020 was Rs 22.57/KwH but KS &EW was charging Rs 43/KwH for the shore power supplied 

to the PMSA ships. KS &EW supplied 797436 KwH during the year 2020-21. An amount of Rs 

16,291,617 as compared to KE was overcharged by KS&EW. 

Audit is of the view that payment of excessive charges to KS &EW was unauthorized and held 

overpaid. 

The management replied that as per tariff letter of KS & EW dated 27.05.2019, charges of 

electricity imposed and same were being followed.  

Reply of the management was not accepted as electricity tariff was imposed without approval 

from electricity regulators. 

Audit recommends to recover the overpaid amount and deposit into government account. 

6.5.8 Less deposit of auction amount into government treasury –  

Rs. 6.064 million 

Section 11(ii) of Pakistan Maritime Security Agency Act, 1994 states that in addition to the 

powers and functions as officers of the Agency, such officers may perform functions of Fishery Officers 

as may be entrusted to them under the Exclusive Fishery Zone (Regulation of Fishing) Act, 1975 

(XXXII of 1975), and exercise such powers under the said Act as may be delegated to them under 

section 14 thereof. 

Regulation 9(2) of the Exclusive Fishery Zone (Regulation of Fishing) Act, 1975 states that any 

fish caught or taken in contravention of the provisions of this Act or the rules, shall be forfeited to the 

Federal Government. 
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The management of PMSA auctioned the confiscated fish amounting to Rs. 18,308,196 during 

the financial year 2020-21.Detail is as under: 

S. No Date of Fish 

Auction 

Auction 

amount 

Amount deposited 

into government 

treasury 

Amount Less 

deposited  

1 19.09.2020 3,987,736 2,653,018 1,334,718  

2 11.11.2020 49,800 28,366  21,434  

3 19.11.2020 1,554,229 1,114,468  439,761  

4 28.11.2020 70,500 42,235  28,265  

5 08.12.2020 535,721 348,933  186,788  

6 15.12.2020 348,510 228,502  120,008  

7 14.02.2021 902,200 589,475  312,725  

8 01.03.2021 757,600 492,592  265,008  

9 06.03.2021 152,400 97,108  55,292  

10 15.03.2021 2,788,100 1,845,527  942,573  

11 22.03.2021 4,367,900 2,944,693  1,423,207  

12 24.03.2021 2,214,000 1,495,480  718,520  

13 26.04.2021 579,500 363,265  216,235  

Total 18,308,196 12,243,662  6,064,534  

Audit observed that an amount Rs.6,064,534 was not deposited into government treasury. 

Audit is of the view that non-deposit of auction money into government treasury was 

unauthorized. 

The management replied that the amount of Rs 6,064,534 includes auctioneer charges of Rs 

1,464,655 and Rs 4,599,879 as reward money i.a.w Finance Division SRO 416(i)/2002 dated 26 June 

2002. 

Reply of the management is not acceptable as auctioneer charges/reward money was not 

allowed under PMSA Act, as the amount was required to be deposited into government treasury. 

The management did not convene DAC till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to deposit the amount into government account. 

6.5.9 Doubtful expenditure on account of PMSS Kashmir - Rs 6.218 million 

Para 23 of GFR Volume-I states that every Government officer should realize fully and clearly 

that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or 

negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from 

fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown 

that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

Pakistan Maritime Security Agency incurred an expenditure of Rs 6.218 million on account of 

repair and maintenance and provision of spares for conduct of 2500 Hours FMS Routine of Main Engine 

of PMSS Kashmir. The ship was repair by KS&EW Ltd from 29.07.2020 to 27.08.2020 (Rs 5,136,22) 

and 29.09.2020 to 27.10.2020 (Rs 1,082,551) 

Audit observed that PMSS KASHMIR was commissioned in Pakistan Maritime Security 

Agency on 20 July 2018 at Guangzhou China. Subsequently, PMSS Kashmir was inducted in Pakistan 

Maritime Security Agency Fleet on 07 September 2018. Audit requested the management to provide 

the warranty period and list of spares provided by the manufacturer but the same was not provided. 

In the absence of the warranty period and stock of spares provided by the manufacturer repair 

and supply of spare for the newly commissioned ship cannot be authenticated. 
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The management replied that PMSS Kashmir was commissioned on 20 July 2018 and warranty 

period was expired on 19 July 2020. It is pertinent to mentioned that said repair was carried out after 

expiry of warranty period. 

Reply of the management was not accepted as per the management statement repair works was 

carried out after expiry of the warranty period but the spare parts were purchased before 19.07.2020. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting. 

Audit recommends to inquire the matter for fixing responsibility. 

6.5.10 Irregular expenditure on account of repair and supply of stores-  

Rs 6.058 million 

Clause 9.2 in case the contractor failed to supply the items within stipulated time, liquidated 

damage shall be calculated at the rate of 2% per month so as liquidated damages in total will not exceed 

10% of contract value. The liquidated damages will be imposed only on balance supplies as per this 

contract. 

Pakistan Maritime Security Agency (PMSA) paid an amount of Rs 6,057,504 to M/s One 

International for procurement of spares (MTU) Main Engines. The contract was signed on 02.06.2020. 

These spares was provided on 03/07/2020.  

PMSS ZHOB MPVs-6HT (600 Tons Maritime Patrol Vessels) was constructed and launched 

at Karachi Shipyard and Engineering Works, Pakistan and commissioned on 09 August 2018. 

Audit observed that these spare parts were purchased before the warranty completion period 

i.e. 9th August 2020. Installation of these parts and non-availability of these spare parts in the stock 

provided by the manufacturer was also not available. The firm supplied the items partially and following 

items were still not supplied till completion of the audit. Installation of the spares was also not provided. 

S. No Name of item Qty not supplied Unit price Total 

1 Oil Filter Element  54 15,197 820,638 

2 Air Hose 8 92163 737,304 

3 Gleaner 30 1295 38,850 

4 Cold Cleaner 25 1765 44,124 

Total  1,640,916 

Stores and stocks register of the spares was also not provided. 

Audit is of the view that non-provision of the relevant record suspects the whole transaction. 

The management replied that Contract No 2015350 dated 02-06-2020 for “Procurement of 

Spares (MTU) Main Engines – PMSS ZHOB” amounting to Rs 7,977,377 was awarded to M/s One 

International with EDD of 08-09-2020.Out of 16 x items, firm delivered 12 x Items complete and 01 x 

partially item on 03-07-2020 vide Delivery Challan No D/OI/030720-0078 dt 03-07-2020 and payment 

amounting to Rs 6,057,504 for same was released vide Contingent bill and Sanction No 166 dt 31-08-

20.The firm delivered remaining 03 x Completed & 01 x Partially items on 24-11-2020 vide Delivery 

Challan No D/OI/241120-0085 dt 24-11-2020 and balance payment amounting to Rs 1,919,873 for 

same was released vide Contingent bill and Sanction No 733 dt 17-02 2021. 

As the firm has delivered the remaining items 75 days after expiry of EDD. Therefore, LD@ 

6% amounting to Rs 98,455 has been imposed on Firm payment vide Contract clause 9. 

Reply of the management was not accepted because these items were purchased before the 

expiry of the warranty period and installation report of these spare parts were also not provided. 
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The management did not convene the DAC meeting. 

Audit recommends to inquire the matter to fix the responsibility. 

6.5.11 Non-fulfillment of warranty guarantee by the ship contractor 

Clause 4.5.6 of the Agreement for Acquisition /Construction of six MPVs with Transfer of 

Technology (ToT) including Kits of Material, Technical Data Packages, Technical Assistance and ILS 

is made between Ministry of Defence Production, Pakistan-Secretariat No. II, Rawalpindi, Pakistan and 

M/s. China Shipbuilding Trading Company, Limited (CSTC) (hereinafter referred to as the 

“CONTRACTOR”) on the second part states that LDs shall be applied on CONTRACTOR in case of 

late delivery of ship(s) against the delivery date mentioned for each ship in clause 14.1. states that if the 

CONTRACTOR fails to issue Warranty Guarantee within the specified period because of circumstances 

that the CONTRACTOR is responsible for, the PURCHASER reserves the right of cancelling the 

Contract at the Risk and Expense of the CONTRACTOR. In the event of any material breach of terms 

of Contract, Warranty Guarantee shall be en-cashed at the discretion of the PURCHASER. 

PMSA along-with Ministry of Defense Production executed a PSDP project titled 

“Procurement / construction of 06 x Maritime Patrol Vessels” approved by ECNEC on 04.12.2014 with 

a total cost of US$ 155.250 million (equivalent to PKR 15,948.6 million).  

Audit observed that a large number of defects were found during the warranty period of the six 

ships but the contractor did not repair or replaced the items.  

Audit is of the view that non fulfillment of the terms and conditions of the contract was 

irregular. 

Audit recommends to carry out the works from the contractor as per terms and conditions of 

the contract. 

Survey of Pakistan 

6.5.12 Award of contracts to ineligible bidders for cadastral mapping of state land in 

DG Khan, Lahore, Bahawalpur & Peshawar Divisions (M/S Tech GIS) – Rs. 

125 million 

Rule 12(1) of PPRA Rules 2004  states that procurements over five hundred thousand Pakistani 

Rupees and up to the limit of three million Pakistani Rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s 

website in the manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to time.  These 

procurement opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the procuring 

agency. 

Para-8.6 of bidding documents for award of acquiring services for cadastral mapping states that 

bidders scoring 60% or more marks in the technical evaluation will be technically qualified otherwise 

considered disqualified. 

The project titled ‘’Cadastral mapping’’ with total cost of Rs 1,222 Million was approved by 

the DDWP 23.07.2020 and subsequently modified on 29.01.2021 with completion date of August, 2021. 

The objective of the project is identification, demarcation and development of digital cadastre of all 

land owned by the Federal and Provincial Government including urban area of Lahore, Karachi, 

Islamabad.  
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The project was revised during April, 2021 with revised cost of Rs 1994 and changed the 

implementation strategy to outsourcing the technical work of the project costing Rs 1,262 million to 

private companies. The date of completion was also revised as 15.11.2021. 

The management of SoP awarded a contract for cadastral mapping of four (4) Divisions to M/s 

Tech GIS Pvt Limited during March & April, 2021 as detailed below: 

(Rupees in millions) 
Sr Division Name of Firm Rate per 

sq km 

Estimated 

Area  sq 

km 

Estimated 

Amount 

1. DG Khan Tech GIS Pvt Limited 7252 5000 36.260 

2. Lahore  Tech GIS Pvt Limited 15195 1500 22.792 

3. Bahawalpur Tech GIS Pvt Limited 4943 8000 39.550 

4 Peshawar Tech GIS Pvt Limited 15852 1700 26.950 

Total 125.552 

The management of project paid an amount of Rs 13,393,940 to the company during financial 

year 2020-21.  

Audit observed that: 

i. The firm does not meet two out of five conditions of eligibility criteria. the firm 

has zero financial capability as per technical evaluation report and does not have 

minimum financial capability of Rs 10 Million. Moreover, the firm has not 

successfully accomplished at least three mapping & surveying projects 

ii. The company quoted experience of five project, however, no project has been done 

by the company as it was registered in 2021. Moreover, the technical bid does not 

contain any details regarding projects done by the company. Therefore, with this 

background company should had been awarded zero scores as there was no 

documentary evidence available in the technical bid nor the company had time to 

execute any project as it was recently got registered with FBR on 18th January 

2021 just three month before final submission of bids to Survey of Pakistan i.e, 

08th April, 2021. 

iii. On top of it, the bid evaluation committee committed fraud while awarding scores 

to said company against its own devised criteria. As against the standards of 

awarding score on the basis of number of completed GIS projects, the company 

was illegally awarded 400 marks against 3-5 projects, instead of 300 marks as per 

criterion given in bidding documents. 

iv. The said company provided fake documents regarding its financial health by 

showing them as JV of Bukhari Travel and Tours (Bukhari Travel and Tour Co is 

a tourism co.) 

v. Said company was registered during 2021 and has no experience relating to this 

project. 

vi. To get the firm Tech GIS Pvt Limited technically qualified, full marks i.e 20 

instead of 15, for experience were awarded to reach 62 scores meet the minimum 

threshold of 60% marks to qualify for technical bid. In case of its competitor M/s 

GIS Services was awarded 300 marks against the experience of 5 GIS projects. 
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Therefore, more marks i.e 400 marks instead of 300 scores for experience, were 

fraudulently awarded to TechGIS Pvt Limited to enhance its aggregate score from 

58% to 62 % to reach the minimum threshold of 60% to qualify for financial 

bidding.  

vii. Tech GIS Pvt Limited was not registered with Survey of Pakistan under Mapping 

Act, 2014 as required in bidding documents.  

Audit contends that fraud was committed while doing technical evaluation of the firm and an 

ineligible firm was awarded four contracts. Audit further contends that the management of SoP 

committed negligence and fraud, and thereby awarded a sensitive project of national importance to an 

ineligible firm. 

Audit recommends that the contract agreement with said co. may immediately be cancelled as 

per their declaration given at the time of technical bid submission i..e Form Tech-1 of the bidding 

documents (all the information made in this proposal are true and accept that any misinterpretation 

contained in it may lead to our disqualification). 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that SoP may blacklist the co. and fix responsibility on the official/officers 

responsible for fraudulent award of contract of national importance to an ineligible firm. The progress 

on the recommendations may be shared with audit. 

6.5.13 Award of contract to ineligible bidder for cadastral mapping of state land in 

CDA (M/s Geoinformatic Services) - Rs 35.194 million 

Rule 12(1) of PPRA Rules 2004  states that procurements over five hundred thousand Pakistani 

Rupees and up to the limit of three million Pakistani Rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s 

website in the manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to time.  These 

procurement opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the procuring 

agency. 

Para-8.6 of bidding documents for award of acquiring services for cadastral mapping states that 

bidders scoring 60% or more marks in the technical evaluation will be technically qualified otherwise 

considered disqualified. 

The management of Survey of Pakistan (SoP) is executing a project titled ‘’Cadastral 

mapping’’. The project was approved by the DDWP on 23.07.2020 and subsequently modified on 

29.01.2021 with total cost of Rs1,222 Million and completion date of August, 2021. The objective of 

the project is to identify, demarcation and developing digital cadastre of all land owned by the Federal 

and Provincial Government including urban area of Lahore, Karachi, Islamabad.  

The project was revised during April, 2021 with revised cost of Rs 1994 and SoP changed its 

implementation strategy by outsourcing the technical work of the project having a cost Rs 1,262 million 

to private companies. The date of completion was also revised as 15.11.2021 

The management of SoP awarded a contract for cadastral mapping of CDA Sectors to M/s 

Geoinformatic Services during March & April, 2021 as detailed below:- 

Sr Division Name of Company Estimated Cost Delivery date 

1. CDA Sectors Geoinformatic Services 10,394,986 15.08.2021 
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The management of project paid an amount of Rs 10,395,000 to the company during FY 2020-

21.  

Audit observed that:- 

i. The company was awarded 30 marks for certificate of registration with SoP, 

however, certificate was not available in the bidding documents. 

ii. The company has provided a bogus bank statement. The statement relates to 

another name M/s Apex Traders a General Order Supplier having closing balance 

of Rs 29,475 as on 31.12.2020. 

iii. The website of the firm seems fake as it shows Juan George as Vice President, 

Sean Hart as Project Leader, Emma Kelly as Creative Director. 

iv. The company quoted experience of seventeen projects, however, no project has 

been done by the company as its STN registration with FBR was 14.09.2021 and 

date of registration for NTN was 27.11.2018. Furthermore, the experience 

documents provided by the company were of 2017. Therefore, with this 

background company should had been awarded zero scores as there was no 

documentary evidence available in the technical bid nor the company had time to 

execute any project as it was recently got registered with FBR for STN on 

19.09.2021 after award of contract by Survey of Pakistan on 24.03.2021. 

v. CVs of company employees show that most of the people are presently working 

somewhere else. However, the company had fraudulently shown them as their 

own employee in their technical bid to support their company profile. The details 

of few of the aforementioned employees is as under:- 

Sr# Name of Employee Current organization (as per CV) 

1. Ehsan Haroon British Council 

2. Muhammad Bashir Terra Matrix 

3. Haseen Ullah COMSATS 

4. Muhammad waqas Awais Civil Eng. & Construction 

5. Rawaiz Muhammad SDPI 

vi. The company was awarded 17 out of 20 marks for HR capability during technical 

evaluation.  

vii. The management of SoP awarded another contract being single bidder to 

Geoinformatic Services during August 2021 for other CDA Sectors and Housing 

Societies of Islamabad with total cost of Rs  24.800 million 

Audit contends that fraud was committed while doing technical evaluation of the firm and an 

ineligible firm was awarded four contracts. Audit further contends that the management of SoP 

committed negligence and fraud, and thereby awarded a sensitive project of national importance to an 

ineligible firm. 

Audit recommends that the contract agreement with said co. may immediately be cancelled as 

per their declaration given at the time of technical bid submission i..e Form Tech-1 of the bidding 

documents (all the information made in this proposal are true and accept that any misinterpretation 

contained in it may lead to our disqualification). 
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Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that SoP may blacklist the co. and fix responsibility on the official/officers 

responsible for fraudulent award of contract of national importance to an ineligible firm. The progress 

on the recommendations may be shared with audit. 

6.5.14 Award of contract to ineligible bidder for cadastral mapping of state land in 

Multan, Sargodha, Faisalabad and Sahiwal (M/S GreenAge Services) – Rs 

128.329 million 

Rule 12(1) of PPRA Rules 2004  states that procurements over five hundred thousand Pakistani 

Rupees and up to the limit of three million Pakistani Rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s 

website in the manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to time.  These 

procurement opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the procuring 

agency. 

Para-8.6 of bidding documents for award of acquiring services for cadastral mapping states that 

bidders scoring 60% or more marks in the technical evaluation will be technically qualified otherwise 

considered disqualified. 

The management of Survey of Pakistan (SoP) is executing a project titled ‘’Cadastral 

mapping’’. The project was approved by the DDWP on 23.07.2020 and subsequently modified on 

29.01.2021 with total cost of Rs 1,222 Million and completion date of August, 2021. The objective of 

the project is to identify, demarcation and developing digital cadastre of all land owned by the Federal 

and Provincial Government including urban area of Lahore, Karachi, Islamabad.  

The project was revised during April, 2021 with revised cost of Rs 1994 and SoP changed its 

implementation strategy by outsourcing the technical work of the project having a cost Rs 1,262 million 

to private companies. The date of completion was also revised as 15.11.2021 

The management of SoP awarded a contract for cadastral mapping of four (4) divisions to M/s 

Greenage Services during March & April, 2021 as detailed below: 

Rupees in million 
Sr Division Name of Firm Rate per sq 

km 

Estimated 

Area  sq km 

Estimated 

Amount 

1. Multan Greenage Services 11,512 2300 26.477 

2. Sargodha -do- 1,475 3500 40.663 

3. Faisalabad -do- 15,644 2310 36.138 

4. Sahiwal -do- 18,556 1350 25.051 

Total 128.329 

The management of project paid an amount of Rs 33,990,561 to the company during FY 2020-

21.  

Audit observed that:- 

i. The company was registered with SoP on 22.02.2021 

ii. The company was registered with PEC on 29.01.2021 for construction work with 

field of specialization CE01 – CE04 (Irrigation only)-CE09-CE-10-(four only). It 

is registered as Other Services in FBR.   

iii. The company was registered as an individual with FBR and Sales Tax Registration 

of the company was 14.03.2021.  
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iv. The company has bank balance of Rs 21,850 as per balance sheet dated 30.06.2020 

provided during bidding process. It is contrary to the financial capability against 

minimum threshold of Rs 10 million.  

Audit contends that a company registered for construction/irrigation related work is ineligible 

for a sophisticated data driven technical work of Cadastral Mapping. 

On parameters of approach and methodology, the evaluation committee found that the 

methodology of M/s Greenage Services and M/s Tech GIS is same as the charts provided by the firms 

are identical. However instead of checking the validity and authenticity of firms capabilities, the firms 

have been awarded 17.5% and 10.5% scores out of weighted percentage of 35% to Greenage Services 

& TechGIS Pvt Limited, respectively, Moreover, weightage scores on equipment availability has been 

given 15 out of 15 without having any proof or inspection of the same. Therefore, with material 

loopholes in procurement process as above make the procurement illegal and in violation of PPRA 

Rules. 

Audit further observed that the company submitted its first batch of bids on 24th February 2021, 

however, it got registered with FBR for STN on 14th March 2021. It reflects that at the time of 

submission of bid, the company had not STN. So its consideration on criterion of experience of working 

on GIS/Mapping relating projects is supposed to be zero. Had it been a relevant work category company, 

It was required to do GIS/Mapping relating projects and contained documentary evidence in the bidding 

documents. On contrarily the bidding documents reflect that it has neither the relevant experience, nor 

register for that category of work, thereby, it is ineligible for award. 

Audit contends that fraud was committed while doing technical evaluation of the firm and an 

ineligible firm was awarded four contracts. Audit further contends that the management of SoP 

committed negligence and fraud, and thereby awarded a sensitive project of national importance to an 

ineligible firm. 

Audit recommends that the contract agreement with said co. may immediately be cancelled as 

per their declaration given at the time of technical bid submission i..e Form Tech-1 of the bidding 

documents (all the information made in this proposal are true and accept that any misinterpretation 

contained in it may lead to our disqualification). 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that SoP may blacklist the co. and fix responsibility on the official/officers 

responsible for fraudulent award of contract of national importance to an ineligible firm. 

The progress on the recommendations may be shared with audit. 

6.5.15 Non Utilization of services offered by the SUPARCO – Rs 108.433 million 

During meeting of DDWP of Project titled “Cadastral Mapping” dated 13.04.2021, DG 

SUPARCO stated that they are capable for providing 0.3 meter resolution satellite imagery as required 

in project and suggested to utilize national space assets available in this respect, DG SUPARCO offered 

services to support this important national project.  

The Management of the Project awarded contract for purchase of Areal Photography of Lahore 

and Karachi from M/s National Radio & Telecommunication Corporation (NRTC) on 20.05.2021 

having total cost of Rs 108,433,500. An amount of Rs 44.129 million was incurred during 2020-21. 

Audit also observed that: 
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i. Management of the project has awarded contract to NTRC through tendering process 

instead of SUPARCO, who already offered its services during DDWP meeting. 

ii. NRTC executed the awarded work through Joint Venture with three companies as 

detailed below: 

a. Multidimensional Innovative Systems & Technology (Pvt) Ltd 

(MIST)/SUPARCO. 

b. Blitzreig Defence Solution (Pvt) Ltd. 

c. M/s Survey Solution. 

iii. SUPARCO was also shown as JV partner in the documents with a company MIST 

without mentioning their legal partnership status. 

iv. Team composition provided by NRTC in technical bid documents shows the list of nine 

regular officer of SUPARCO out of 16 officers designated in the HR of the project. 

Audit contends that actually the work was executed by the staff of SUPRCO through by 

awarding contract to private companies through NRTC. Audit concludes that satellite imaginary service 

which was committed by DG SUPARCO and supposed to be done by SUPARCO was outsourced to 

NRTC and then the work was actually executed by the SUPARCO officers at a cost worth of Rs. 108.43 

million. Hence, public money was wasted by charging expense for a task SUPARCO is meant for.  

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired at appropriate level and responsibility of 

indirectly execution of the project by SUPARCO/third party may be fixed upon the officer concerned. 

The report in this regard may be shared with audit. 

6.5.16 Non-Conduct of feasibility study and ill planning of cadastral mapping project 

–Rs 1,222 million 

Paragraph 6.4 of Manual for Ministry of Planning, Development and Reform the PC-I should 

be supported with a feasibility study, survey and investigation and market survey report. For 

undertaking any such feasibility, a proper request on the PC-II Proforma is to be submitted for approval 

to the competent forum depending upon the cost of PC-II. Allocation of funds is made on request subject 

to availability. It is mandatory that all infrastructure projects (or having infrastructure component) 

costing Rs 500 million or above should be based on a professional feasibility study. The feasibility 

should be proper and based on current data. Any study older than three years is not accepted by the 

Planning Commission. As per the directions of the Public Accounts Committee (PAC) all projects 

costing Rs 50 million to Rs 500 million should be based on feasibility studies prepared by the 

professionals hired by the ministries, divisions, departments or executing agencies for respective Project 

Management Units or Planning Cells, etc. This facility can be availed by the ministries or divisions. For 

the megaprojects, where huge amount for feasibility studies is involved, a separate proposal on PC-II 

proforma is to be submitted for approval. Based on the data and findings of the feasibility study, PC-I 

is prepared and submitted for approval by the competent forum. For feasibility study and appointment 

of Project Director at the initial stage of project, separate provision is provided in the PSDP.  

The management of Survey of Pakistan (SoP) is executing a project titled ‘’Cadastral 

mapping’’. The project was approved by the DDWP on 23.07.2020 and subsequently modified on 

29.01.2021 with total cost of Rs 1,222 Million and completion date of August, 2021. The objective of 
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the project is to identify, demarcation and developing digital cadastre of all land owned by the Federal 

and Provincial Government including urban area of Lahore, Karachi, Islamabad.  

The project was revised during April, 2021 with revised cost of Rs 1994 and SoP changed its 

implementation strategy by outsourcing the technical work of the project having a cost Rs 1,262 million 

to private companies. The date of completion was also revised as 15.11.2021 

Audit observed that: 

i. Feasibility was not conducted before execution of the project and Survey General 

of Pakistan (SGP) committed that his department posses capability of doing the 

project successfully. However, during start of implementation phase, it was realized 

by SGP that the project is beyond their capability. Therefore, PC-I was revised after 

two months. Had the mandatory feasibility study been done, the project could had 

been planned better in term of time and cost. 

ii. Major portion of technical work of the project amounting to Rs 1262 million was 

outsourced to private firms. 

iii. Cost of the project was enhanced from 1,222 million to Rs 1994 after two months 

of approval from DDWP. 

Audit is of the view that:- 

i. The cost of outsourced technical work was more than the amount of original PC-I. 

ii. Change in the execution strategy by the SoP trough award of major work to private 

firms shows incapability of SoP for execution of project. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Since the SGP has committed negligence in conducting feasibility study before execution of a 

project of national importance. The concerned authority may inquire the matter and fix responsibility 

on the officers concerned and share report with Audit. 

6.5.17 Unjustified allocation and payment of Addl Charge to regular employees of 

SoP from PSDP Budget- Rs  3.719 million 

The management of Survey of Pakistan (SoP) is executing a project titled ‘’Cadastral 

mapping’’. The project was approved by the DDWP on 23.07.2020 and subsequently modified on 

29.01.2021 with total cost of Rs 1,222 Million and completion date of August, 2021. The objective of 

the project is to identify, demarcation and developing digital cadastre of all land owned by the Federal 

and Provincial Government including urban area of Lahore, Karachi, Islamabad.  

The project was revised during April, 2021 with revised cost of Rs 1994 and SoP changed its 

implementation strategy by outsourcing the technical work of the project having a cost of Rs 1,262 

million to private companies. The date of completion was also revised as 15.11.2021 

The management of SoP incurred an expenditure of Rs 3,719,273 on account of additional 

charge to the regular officers of SoP from the project budget during May, 2021. 

Audit observed that : 
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i. During revision of PC-I, SoP claimed that the expected cost of Pay & Allowances 

was Rs 302 million to Rs 110 million instead of Rs 177 and cost of Rs 5.543 million 

was included for the additional charge of existing employees. The details are as 

under- 

Sr Post & PPS Original 

PC-I 

Revised 

PC-I 

Expenditure 

2020-21 

Nos Cost Nos Cost  

1. Project Director PPS-10 1 3 0 0  

2. Project Coordinator PPS-9 2 4.2 1 1.58  

3. Dy Director PPS-8  6 9 3 3.38  

4. Assistant Director PPS-7 8 8.64 8 6.48  

5. Accounts Officer PPS-7 5 5.4 3 2.43  

6. Admin Officer PPS-6 5 3.6 5 2.70  

7. Assistant PPS-5 92 44.16 53 19.08  

8. Surveyor PPS-4 150 54 52 14.58  

9. DEO PPS-1 300 11 30 8.1  

10. Driver PPS-1 6 2 0 0  

11. Other staff PPS-1 200 32 200 28.8 7.258 

12. Total 775 177 355 87 4.664 

13. Addl Charge - - - 23 5.543 

 Total    110 17.465 

 

ii. Payments include arrears of additional charge from October 2020 to April, 2021 to 

regular employees of SoP i.e before actual execution of project i.e April, 2021 was 

unjustified and irregular. 

Audit contends that after outsourcing the major technical work of the project, allocation of 

funds for additional charge of regular employees of SoP was irregular and unauthorised. Furthermore, 

payments made to the employees for the period before execution of project were also irregular and 

unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that amount may be recovered from the employees and recovery report may 

be share with audit.  

6.5.18 Non-existence of Data Protection and Validation framework of the outsourced 

work by Survey of Pakistan- Rs 1,262 million 

The project titled ‘’Cadastral mapping’’ with total cost of Rs 1,222 Million was approved by 

the DDWP 23.07.2020 and subsequently modified on 29.01.2021 with completion date of August, 2021. 

The objective of the project is identification, demarcation and development of digital cadastre of all 

land owned by the Federal and Provincial Government including urban area of Lahore, Karachi, 

Islamabad.  

The project was revised during April, 2021 with revised cost of Rs 1994 and changed the 

implementation strategy to outsourcing the technical work of the project costing Rs 1,262 million to 

private companies. The date of completion was also revised as 15.11.2021 

During scrutiny of the record and discussion with the management, audit observed that the 

survey of Pakistan (SoP) does not have any validation and data protection mechanism of the outsourced 

work.  
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Audit observed with serious concerns that: 

i. How does SoP monitor and ensure the land data incorporated by a firm is correct? 

ii. How does SoP would ensure the data (including images) prepared by a firm is not 

altered during data collection, data processing and data transfer to SoP? 

iii. What checks/tools SoP have put in place while transfer of data from its data 

reservoir to Board of Revenue? 

iv. What data protection and validity measures SoP has taken on each level of doing 

business with data i.e from data collection to final delivery of outcome? 

Audit recommends that since the project contains sensitive data of national importance, a 

framework including all aspects of data validation & data protection on all levels may be designed, 

implemented and monitored. 

Audit is of the view that without doing the needful on this critical aspect of the project, the 

project outcome may be compromised and could result into wastage of public money. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that the aforementioned framework may developed and be shared with 

audit. 

6.5.19 Unjustified expenditure on account of purchase of Air Conditioners – Rs 5.004 

million  

Para 10(ii) of GFR Volume-I states that the expenditure should not be prima facie more than 

the occasion demands. 

As per summary given at 7(iv) & Annexure-E of modified PC-I of Project titled Cadastral 

mapping, an amount of Rs 170 million was allocated for operational cost of the project.  During the 

DDWP meeting held on 13.04.2021, SoP suggested to outsource the major portion of work to private 

firms trough open competitive bidding. The project was revised by increasing the total cost from Rs 

1,222 million to Rs 1,994 million. It was highlighted during the meeting that major reason for revision 

of PC-I was increase in contractual work / outsource head from 76 million to 1262 million. 

The management of the project incurred an expenditure of Rs 5.004 from budget head A09802 

– Others on account of purchase of air conditioners during financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that most of the work for mapping has already been outsourced and purchase 

of Air Conditioners was not justified. Furthermore, the procurement was not made item wise and 

different capacities of ACs were procured from the overall lowest bidder. 

Audit is of the view that procurement of ACs was not justified. 

Audit also contends that if the management selected bidders item wise, the cost could had been 

reduced upto one million.  

Hence, on one hand, it was unjustified expenditure while on the other hand, public money has 

been wasted by uneconomical procurement. Therefore, responsibility of unjustified expenditure may be 

fixed on officers / officials concerned. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  
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Audit further recommends that the monitoring and approving forum of PC-I may take strict 

vigilance to avoid such unjustified expenditure in future. 

6.5.20 Mis-reporting to DDWP during revision of PC-I – Rs 30 Million 

The management of Survey of Pakistan (SoP) is executing a project titled ‘’Cadastral 

mapping’’. The project was approved by the DDWP on 23.07.2020 and subsequently modified on 

29.01.2021 with total cost of Rs 1,222 Million and completion date of August, 2021. The objective of 

the project is to identify, demarcation and developing digital cadastre of all land owned by the Federal 

and Provincial Government including urban area of Lahore, Karachi, Islamabad.  

The project was revised during April, 2021 with revised cost of Rs 1994 and SoP changed its 

implementation strategy by outsourcing the technical work of the project having a cost Rs 1,262 million 

to private companies. The date of completion was also revised as 15.11.2021 

The Audit observed following points:- 

i. The management misled the DDWP during revision of PC-I by mis-reporting the 

comparison of item wise summary with original PC-I. The original cost was shown 

as Rs 1222 Million in total instead of actual calculation i.e Rs 1,252 in the PC-I. 

The details are as under:- 

Sr Particulars Original PC-I Revised PC-I 

1 Pay and Allowances 177 110 

2 Equipment 498 149 

3 Civil work 23 23 

4 S/image Aerial photography 281 260 

5 Contractual Work (Outsourcing) 76 1262 

6 Training 20 5 

7 Operational cost 177 180.08 

8 Repair 0 4.92 

 Actual Total 1,252 1,994 

 Total shown in revised PC-I 1,222 1,994 

 

ii. Civil work of Rs  23 million at Sr#3 at above table was wrongly shown separately, 

as the same was part of operational cost of Rs 170 Million in original PC-I 

iii. Operational cost of Rs  177 million at Sr#7 was shown wrongly, as the actual 

operational cost in original PC-I was Rs 170 million 

iv. Repair cost was also wrongly shown as Nil in original PC-I as the same was 

included in operational cost. 

Audit is of the view that management of SoP has misreported the facts to DDWP for 

enhancement in the operational / civil cost of project even though the technical work was already 

outsourced. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that responsibility for misreporting may to worthy forum of DDWP may be 

fixed on the officers concerned and report may be shared with audit. 
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6.5.21 Irregular expenditure on account of Hiring of Vehicles. Rs  41.420 million 

The management of Survey of Pakistan (SoP) is executing a project titled ‘’Cadastral 

mapping’’. The project was approved by the DDWP on 23.07.2020 and subsequently modified on 

29.01.2021 with total cost of Rs 1,222 Million and completion date of August, 2021. The objective of 

the project is to identify, demarcation and developing digital cadastre of all land owned by the Federal 

and Provincial Government including urban area of Lahore, Karachi, Islamabad.  

The project was revised during April, 2021 with revised cost of Rs 1994 and SoP changed its 

implementation strategy by outsourcing the technical work of the project having a cost Rs 1,262 million 

to private companies. The date of completion was also revised as 15.11.2021 

The management of Project allocated an amount of Rs 20 million for Hiring of Vehicles for 

field survey during execution of the project during the approval of original PC-I.  

Audit observed that:- 

i. During revision of PC-I, same amount of Rs 20 million was allocated for hiring of 

vehicles and also allocated an amount of Rs 21.420 million for POL cost of said 

vehicles. 

ii. An amount of Rs 5.83 million against hiring of vehicles and Rs 2.385 million has 

been utilized by the management during two months of execution period i.e April 

& June 2021 before award of execution work to 3rd parties. 

Audit is of the view that after outsourcing the major technical work of the project, allocation of 

same amount of funds for hiring of vehicles and expenditure during April & May, 2021 is irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that management may take necessary measures to avoid irregular utilization 

of PSDP funds. 

6.5.22 Non-obtaining of adjustment accounts / utilization record of advance Payment 

to SUPARCO and PIDB- Rs 6.154 million 

Rule 205 of FTR Volume-I states that a government officer entrusted with the payment of 

money shall obtain for every payment he makes, including repayment of sums previously lodged with 

the government, a voucher setting forth full and clear particulars of the claim and all information 

necessary for its proper classification and identification in the accounts. 

The management of PSDP project titled “Strengthening of Ministry of PDR in IT” incurred an 

expenditure of Rs  42,446,000 million from budget head “A03915-Payments to Govt. Departments for 

services rendered” during financial year 2020-21. The details are as under: 

 

Sr # Department Date of Sanction Amount 

1. SUPARCO 26.02.2021 7,500,000 

2. PITB 07.09.2020 9,912,000 

3. PITB 09.12.2020 10,787,000 

4. PITB 03.06.2021 14,247,000 

Total 42,446,000 
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Audit observed that: 

i. Utilization record and audited accounts of above mentioned payments were not 

provided by the management nor obtained from SUPARCO and PITB. 

ii. Payments were made in the commercial bank accounts of PITB & SUPARCO 

without adjustment of previous advance in violation of Sr.44 of System of Financial 

Control & Budgeting, 2006 & Financial Management and Powers of Principal 

Accounting Officers Regulations, 2021 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that audited accounts / utilization record may be obtained and got verified 

from Audit. 

6.5.23 Unjustified expenditure on account of procurement of furniture and IT 

equipments for establishment of IT Lab– Rs  66.893  million 

As per summary given at 7(iv) & Annexure-E of modified PC-I of Project titled Cadastral 

mapping, an amount of Rs 170 million was allocated for operational cost of the project.  

During the DDWP meeting held on 13.04.2021, SoP suggested to outsource the major portion 

of work to private firms through open competitive bidding. The project was revised by increasing the 

total cost from Rs 1,222 million to Rs 1,994 million. It was highlighted during the meeting that major 

reason for revision of PC-I was increase in contractual work / outsource head from 76 million to 1262 

million. However, the management also included addition component for Civil works amounting to Rs  

20 million. 

The management of the project incurred an expenditure of Rs 66.893 million on procurement 

of IT equipment & Furniture (IT equipments Rs 50,893,890 & Furniture Rs 15,999,340) during 

financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that as per revised PC-I the major portion of the project execution has already 

been outsourced therefore, expenditure for establishment of IT Lab was not justified. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

It is recommended that the monitoring and approving forum of PC-I may take strict vigilance 

to avoid such unjustified expenditure in future. 

6.5.24 Non production of supporting record – Rs 85.209 million 

Section 14 (2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete a form 

as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 

Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor 

General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant 

Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 
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Section-9(2) of the Public Finance Management Act, 2019 states that for each principal 

accounting officer, the medium-term performance based budget report may include policy and goals, 

past and future expenditure, outputs and outcomes and related performance indicators and targets. 

The management failed to provide supporting record of following expenditure:- 

i. Project Cadastral Mapping 

 TA/DA paid to officers / officials of SoP amounting to Rs  3,459,989. 

 Utilization record of hired vehicles and their POL record Rs 2,38,511 

 Record of payments made to contractor of hired vehicles Rs 5,483,179 

 Supporting record of advertisement expenditure Rs 1,013,925 

 Supporting record of purchase of IT equipments Rs 50,893,890 

 Payment vouchers of expenditure made during the period under audit. 

ii. Record of PSDP Project Updation Rural Area frame of Census/Surveys, PBS, 

Islamabad. 

iii. Record of PSDP Project Integrated Energy Planning. 

iv. Detail of physical assets of closed projects. 

Audit contends that authenticity of expenditure cannot be ascertained without examination of 

complete record. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that the auditable record may be produced to audit without any further delay. 
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CHAPTER 7 

ELECTION COMMISSION OF PAKISTAN 

7.1 Introduction 

Election Commission came into being on 23rdMarch, 1956 when the Second Constituent 

Assembly succeeded in framing and adopting the first Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan in 

1956. Article 137 of the Constitution provided for the Election Commission comprising Chief Election 

Commissioner/Chairman of the Commission and such number of Election Commissioners as would be 

determined by the President. The first Chief Election Commissioner was appointed on 25thJune, 1956. 

The term of office of the Chief Election Commissioner was five years with upper age limit of 65 years. 

The Election Commission was charged with preparation of electoral rolls, their annual revision and 

organizing and conducting elections to Assemblies. This Constitution provided for election to National 

and Provincial Assemblies on adult franchise basis. A separate institution of ‘Delimitation Commission’ 

was also provided for delimitation of constituencies.  

In 1958, Martial Law was imposed and the Constitution was abrogated. Consequently, the 

Election Commission also ceased to exist. Another Constitution was adopted in 1962, which provided 

for election of members of National and Provincial Assemblies through the Electoral College consisting 

of 80,000 Basic Democracy Members. This time the Chief Election Commissioner was to be appointed 

by the President of Pakistan for a term of three years. The Chief Election Commissioner enjoyed perks 

and privileges of a Judge of the Supreme Court. The Commission had two Members, one each from 

West and East Pakistan, who were Judges of their respective High Courts. After abrogation of 1962 

Constitution in 1969, the Election Commission continued working on the basis of the "Provisional 

Constitution Order". 

The 1973 Constitution provided for an Election Commission consisting of Chairman/Chief 

Election Commissioner and two Members, who were to be Judges of High Courts. The number of 

Members of the Election Commission was later raised to four. The 18thAmendment to the Constitution 

provided more consultative process of appointment of the Chief Election Commissioner and four 

Members of the Commission. Their appointment is now to be made on the recommendations of a Joint 

Parliamentary Committee consisting of 16 members of the Senate and the National Assembly belonging 

equally to the Government and the Opposition. The Members have to be former Judges of High Courts 

of the Provinces. 

7.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

7.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.92.842 million, were raised in this report during the 

current audit of Election Commission of Pakistan. Summary of the audit observations 

classified by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record   - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation 9.287 

3 Irregularities - 

A HR/Employees related Irregularities - 

B Procurement related irregularities - 
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C Management of account with commercial banks - 

D Recovery - 

E Internal Control 83.555 

4 Value for money and service delivery - 

5 Others - 

 

7.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Audit 

Paras 

Actionable 

Points 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

 % of 

Compliance  

2005-06 19 19 0 19       -   

2007-08 2 2 0 2       -   

2008-09 8 8 0 8       -   

2010-11 7 7 3 4       43  

2016-17 8 4 2 2       50  

Total: 44 40 5 35 13 

7.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Election Commission offices Swat (District Office) 

7.5.1 Irregular drawl of funds through DDO-Rs.83.555 million 

Clause 4.2.9.5 of Accounting Policies and Procedure Manual states that “only Government 

Cheque books should be used when making payments by Cheque, payment of approved claims must be 

made only to the claimant as indicated on the claim voucher”. 

Clause 2.3.2.8 of Accounting Policies and Procedure Manual states that ‘the accounting system 

shall include controls to minimize the risk of fraud and corruption. This objective shall be addressed by 

issue of payment through direct bank transfer and cheques’. 

Rule 205 of FTR, a Govt officer entrusted with the payment of money shall obtain for every 

payment he makes, a voucher setting forth full and clear particulars of the claim and all information 

necessary for its proper classification and identification in the accounts. Every voucher must bear an 

acknowledgement of the payment signed by the person, by whom the claim is put forward. The 

acknowledgement shall be taken at the time of payment. 

The management of District Election Commission Office Swat, under the control of Provincial 

Election Commissioner KPK Peshawar (Chairman Election Commission of Pakistan), drew an amount 

of Rs.83,555,100/- on various accounts, during the financial year 2003-04 to 2019-20.  

Audit observed that: 

i. The whole amount of Rs. 83.555 million was drawn in the name of DDO. 

ii. Out of 83.555 million, disbursement record of Rs. 75.996 million was not available 

in the record. 

iii. Sanction for drawl from the competent authority was also not available on record. 
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Audit is of the view that the management was required to maintain complete record/vouchers 

in support of subject payments. 

Audit holds that drawl of Public money through DDO and non maintenance of complete record 

in support of subject drawl, leads the audit to believe that the amount was not utilized 

economically/transparently and risk of misappropriation cannot be overruled.   

Neither reply was received nor DAC convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be inquired to fix responsibility against the person(s) at 

fault under intimation to audit. 

7.5.2 Irregular drawl and deposit of Government money into bank account - Rs. 

59.302 million 

Para-7 of GFR Vol-I states, unless otherwise expressly authorized by any law or rule or order 

having the force of law, money may not be removed from the Public Account for investment or deposit 

elsewhere without the consent of the Ministry of Finance. 

Para 209 (ii) of GFR Vol-I states that  That any portion of the amount which is not ultimately required 

for expenditure on that objects should be duly surrendered to the Government. All "grants-inlaid not 

utilized within the financial year or any unspent balance thereof lapse and the amount should be 

surrendered back to the Government.  

The management of District Election Commission office Swat, under the control of Provincial 

Election Commissioner KPK Peshawar (Chairman Election Commission of Pakistan), maintained 

single signatory Bank Account in National Bank of Pakistan Main Branch Saidu Sharif Swat (A/c 

No.4044982561). 

Audit observed from the review of the Bank Statement (for the period 08.02.2018 to 26.11.2020) and 

Abstract Contingent Bills that an amount of Rs.59,302,437 was deposited into the subject Bank Account 

thereby the said amount was parked in private bank account. 

Audit is of the view that drawl and the deposit of Government money into the designated Bank 

Account was in violation of the above stated rules and therefore irregular. 

The management did not reply. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed against personnel at fault besides closure 

of the bank account. 

7.5.3 Suspected misappropriation of Rs. 9.287 million 

Rule 205 of FTR, a Govt officer entrusted with the payment of money shall obtain for every 

payment he makes, a voucher setting forth full and clear particulars of the claim and all information 

necessary for its proper classification and identification in the accounts. 

According to Para-11 of GFR Vol-I, each head of a department is responsible for enforcing 

financial order and strict economy at every step. He is responsible for observance of all relevant 

financial rules and regulations both by his own office and by subordinate disbursing officers. 

The District Election Commissioner Swat, under the control of Provincial Election 

Commissioner KPK Peshawar (Chairman Election Commission of Pakistan), maintained and operated 

designated bank account No.4044982561 in the National Bank of Pakistan, main branch Saidu Sharif 
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Swat having a balance of Rs. 9.287 million. The District Election Commissioner was sole signatory of 

the bank account. 

Audit observed that the whole amount of Rs. 9.287 million was withdrawn from the bank 

account from Feb-2018 to Dec-2020 leaving a nil balance in the account, however, the purpose for 

which the amount was withdrew in cash was not available in record. 

Audit is of the view that withdrawl in cash without having any purpose could lead to 

misappropriation of funds. 

Neither reply was received nor DAC convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be inquired and responsibility be fixed. 

CHAPTER 8 

ESTABLISHMENT DIVISION 

8.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following main 

businesses have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions.  

Regulation of all matters of general applicability to civil posts in connection with the affairs of the 

Federation: 

1. Formation of Occupational Groups 

2. Policy regarding recruitment to various grades 

3. Federal Government functions in regard to Federal Public Service Commission. 

4. Career Planning  

5. Services Tribunal Act, 1973. 

6. Idea Award Scheme. 

7. Pakistan Public Administration Research. 

 ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS / AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. Secretariat Training Institute. 

ii. Staff Welfare Organization. 

iii. Akhtar Hameed Khan National Centre for Rural Development. 

iv. Federal Benevolent Fund & Group Insurance 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited (FY 2020-21)  

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 76 3 1,969.333 - 

2 
Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 
- - - - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 
1 1 7,050.759 - 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) - - - - 
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8.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Establishment Division for the financial year 2020-21 was 

Rs.35,989.67 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.35,813.46 million. The 

Division had 2 current grant and 1 development grant. Grant-wise detail of current and development 

expenditure is as under: 

Grant 

No. 

Type of 

Grant 

Original 

Grant 

Supp 

Grant 

Surrender 

(-) 

Final 

Grant 

Actual Exp Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

19  Current  1,160.02 0.00 -86.76 1,073.26 1,030.97 42.29 3.94% 

20 Current 4,280.24 3,396.51 -9.00 7,667.75 7,631.58 36.17 0.47% 

Sub Total Current 5,440.26 3,396.51 -95.76 8,741.02 8,662.55 78.46 0.90% 

109 Development 50,882.18 800.00 -24,433.52 27,248.65 27,150.91 97.75 0.36% 

Total 56,322.44 4,196.51 -24,529.28 35,989.67 35,813.46 176.21 0.49% 

Audit noted that there was an overall excess of Rs.176.21 million, which was due to 

excess in Current and Development grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget estimates, 

the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand that budget 

processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and assumptions and a 

coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed that there 

was savings of 46.64% with respect to Original grant which reduced to 0.36% w.r.t Final Grant in case 

of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 59.23% of excess in expenditure w.r.t 

original allocation reduced to 0.90% of excess in expenditure w.r.t final allocation, as depicted in the 

graph below: 

 

8.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.5.668 million, were raised in this report during the current 

audit of Establishment Division. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

 (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation - 

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities 5.668 
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S. No Classification Amount 

B Procurement related irregularities  - 

C Management of account with commercial banks - 

D Recovery - 

E Internal Control - 

4 Value for money and service delivery  - 

5 Others - 

 

8.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2010-11 4 4 4 0 100 

2012-13 11 11 9 2 82 

2013-14 3 3 1 2 33 

2014-15 6 6 4 2 67 

2015-16 3 1 0 3 - 

2016-17 6 6 4 2 67 

2017-18 1 1 1 0 100 

2018-19 6 6 3 3 50 

2019-20 21 0 0 21 - 

2020-21 5 0 0 5 - 

Total 66 38 26 40 68 

8.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Establishment Division (Main) 

8.5.1 Unauthorized payment of rent of residential buildings (hiring) to persons other 

than the owners - Rs. 15.488 million 

Para 2(vi) of Ministry of Housing and Works O.M. No. F.2(3)/2003-Policy dated 31.07.2004 

states that all payment will be made through cross cheques, which will be forwarded to the manager of 

the bank for depositing in account of the owner. 

The management of Establishment Division, Islamabad incurred an expenditure of Rs. 15.488 

million on payment of rent for residential buildings (hiring) in respect of twenty-two (22) employees 

till June, 2021. 

Audit observed that rent was paid to the persons other than the owners (employees) on the basis 

of power of attorney(s) not registered with the ‘Sub-Registrar(s)’. 

Audit is also of the view that payment of rent to the persons other than the owners (employees) 

without having a legal authority is unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends recovery of the payments made to the persons other than the owners. 

8.5.2 Non-framing of Rules for ‘Performance Evaluation’ Reporting / Annual 

Confidential’ Reporting 

Section 25(1) of Civil Servants Act, 1973 states that the President or any person authorized by 

the President in this behalf, may make such rules as appear to him to be necessary or expedient for 

carrying out the purpose of this Act. 
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As per Sr. No. 10 (13) of Schedule-II [Distribution of Business Among the Divisions under 

Rule 3(3)] of the Rules of Business, 1973, the Administration of the Civil Servants Act, 1973, and the 

rules made there under has been entrusted to the Establishment Division. 

The management of Establishment Division issued ‘guidelines on writing of ‘Performance 

Evaluation Reports (PERs)’ and instructions on ‘Annual Confidential Reports (ACRs) from time to 

time. 

Audit observed that the Establishment Division has not framed and got approved the rules from 

Federal Government, relating to ‘Performance Evaluation’ Reporting of the officers and ‘Annual 

Confidential’ Reporting of the officials working in the Federal Government rather only guidelines on 

writing of ‘Performance Evaluation Reports (PERs) issued by them.  

Audit is of the view that non-framing of rules on the subject matter is serious lapse on the part 

of Establishment Division. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends framing of rules relating to ‘Performance Evaluation’ Reporting of the 

officers and ‘Annual Confidential’ Reporting of the officials working in the Federal Government at the 

earliest. 

8.5.3 Irregular expenditure on engagement of Contingent Paid Staff -  

Rs. 5.668 million 

Finance Division vide U.O.No.F.1(2)DFA(Estt)/2012-13-701 dated 15.08.2018, gave 

concurrence to the proposal of Establishment Division for continuation / extension of post of Contingent 

Paid Staff (w.e.f. 01.07.2018 to 30.06.2019) in Establishment Division for the FY 2018-19 subject to 

the condition that Establishment Division is directed to fill up posts on regular basis on merit as soon 

as possible. 

Finance Division vide U.O.No.F.1(2)DFA(Estt)/2012-13-808 dated 06.08.2019, gave 

concurrence to the proposal of Establishment Division for continuation / extension of post of Contingent 

Paid Staff (w.e.f. 01.07.2019 to 30.06.2020) in Establishment Division for the FY 2019-20 subject to 

the condition that Establishment Division is directed to fill up posts on regular basis on merit as soon 

as possible. 

Finance Division vide U.O.No.F.1(2)DFA(Estt)/2013-14-589 dated 15.08.2018, gave 

concurrence to the proposal of Establishment Division for continuation / extension of post of Contingent 

Paid Staff (w.e.f. 01.07.2020 to 30.06.2021) in Establishment Division for the FY 2020-21 subject to 

the condition that Establishment Division is directed to fill up posts on regular basis on merit as soon 

as possible. 

The management of Establishment Division paid salaries amounting to Rs. 5,668,201to twenty-

nine (29) persons appointed as Contingent Paid Staff during 2020-21. 

Audit observed that the management did not appoint the staff on regular basis as instructed by 

the Finance Division from time to time rather the expenditure was incurred on engagement of 

Contingent / Daily Paid Staff. 

Audit is of the view that non-compliance of Finance Division’s instructions regarding 

appointment of staff on regular basis and incurrence of expenditure (every year) on engagement of 

Contingent Paid Staff is irregular and unauthorized.  

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC meeting convened. 
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Audit recommends discontinuation of irregular practice and appointment of staff (if required) 

on regular basis. 

8.5.4 Irregular retention of officers as ‘Officer on Special Duty’ [OSDs] without 

framing rules and non-utilization services thereof 

Section 25(1) of Civil Servants Act, 1973 states that the President or any person authorized by 

the President in this behalf, may make such rules as appear to him to be necessary or expedient for 

carrying out the purpose of this Act. 

As per Sr. No. 10 (13) of Schedule-II [Distribution of Business Among the Divisions under 

Rule 3(3)] of the Rules of Business, 1973, the Administration of the Civil Servants Act, 1973, and the 

rules made thereunder has been entrusted to the Establishment Division. 

The management of Establishment Division provided a list of ninety-eight (98) Officers 

declared, posted and retained at the strength of Establishment Division as ‘Officers on Special Duty 

[OSD]’. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The Establishment Division did not frame rules for declaring, posting and retention 

of officers as ‘Officers on Special Duty [OSD]’. 

ii. Out of ninety-eight (98) OSDs, forty-nine (49) officers were 

declared/posted/retained as OSD for more than three (03) months which were not 

on any kind of leave or training(s) and whose services were not further placed at the 

disposal of Ministries/Divisions/Departments but they were paid salaries for 

performing no duties. 

iii. An amount of Rs. 250.00 million was allocated for the FY 2020-21 to pay salaries 

of OSDs. 

Audit is of the view that declaring/posting/retention of forty-nine (49) officers [B-17 to B-22] 

as OSD without framing rules on the subject and expenditure on payment of salaries of officers whose 

services were not utilized is irregular and unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends framing of rules on the subject and utilization of services of these officers 

on proper posts. 

8.5.5 Non-absorption of officers/officials declared as ‘surplus pool’ 

Para 3 of Establishment Division’s O.M.No.1/4/97-RW.III/CP.9 dated 09.10.2001 states that 

in terms of Section 11(2) of the Civil Servants Act, 1973, the services of civil servants holding 

temporary and permanent posts can be terminated on abolition of such posts. However, on human 

considerations, government decided in 1993 to create a surplus pool under the charge of the 

Establishment Division. The civil servants declared surplus as a result of abolition of posts are enlisted 

in the surplus pool for absorption elsewhere.  

The management of Establishment Division provided a list of ‘un-absorbed’ officers/officials 

and retained as ‘surplus pool’. 
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Audit observed that these employees have not so far been absorbed in any 

Ministry/Division/Department on regular basis rather some of them were performing duties on 

attachment basis in other departments while drawing their salaries from Establishment Division. 

Audit is of the view that non-absorption and non-allocation of these officers/officials to 

Ministries/Divisions/Departments for utilization of their services on regular basis is irregular and 

unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends allocation and absorption of these officers/officials in 

Ministries/Divisions/Departments for utilization of their services on regular basis at the earliest. 

8.5.6 Non-production of Record  

Section 14(2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete a form 

as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 

Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor 

General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant 

Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

The management of Establishment Division was requested to provide following record, which 

was not produced to Audit:  

1. List of Service Rules/Regulations referred/sent Government 

organizations/departments for vetting/approval by the Establishment Division and 

status thereof.  

2. List of cases pertaining to ‘determination of status of Organizations’ received in 

Establishment Division and disposal thereof. 

3. Record relating to allotment, rent rates and recovery status relating to 

accommodation(s) in “48-Family Suits Complex, Islamabad”. 

Audit is of the view that non-production of record is a violation of the Auditor General’s 

Ordinance. 

Neither the management replied nor the DAC meeting was convened. 

Audit recommends production of complete record. 
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CHAPTER 9 

FEDERAL EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING DIVISION 

9.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following main 

business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions.  

1- Academy of Educational Planning and Management (AEPAM), Islamabad.  

2-  Federal Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education (FBISE), Islamabad.  

3-  National Education Assessment Centre, Islamabad.  

4-  National Talent Pool, Islamabad.  

5-  Youth Centers.  

6- All matters relating to National Commission for Human Development (NCHD) and 

National Education Foundation (NEF).  

7-  Pakistan National Commission for UNESCO (PNCU).  

8-  Higher Education Commission.  

9-  External examination and equivalence of degrees and diplomas.  

10-  Commission for standards for higher education.  

11-  National Institute of Science and Technical Education, Islamabad.  

12-  National College of Arts, Lahore and Rawalpindi.  

13-  Pakistan Chairs Abroad.  

14-  Selection of Scholars against Pakistan Chairs Abroad by the Special Selection Board.  

15-  Boy Scouts and Girl Guides; Youth Activities and Movement.  

16-  International exchange of students and teachers, foreign studies and training and 

international assistance in the field of education.  

17- Social Welfare, Special Education, Welfare, development and rehabilitation of children 

and disabled in the Federal area.  

18-  Federal College of Education, Islamabad.  

19- Federal Directorate of Education and education in the Capital.  

20-  Federal Government Polytechnic Institute of Women, Islamabad.  

21-  Sir Syed School and College of Special Education, Rawalpindi.  

22-  Training, education and rehabilitation of disabled in Islamabad.  

23- Private Educational Institutions Regulatory Authority.  
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24-  Dealing and agreements, with other countries and international organizations in the 

fields of social welfare.  

25-  Relationship with UNESCO and participation in its activities, liaison with other 

international agencies and organizations in educational programs. 

 ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS / AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. National Training Bureau. 

ii. Pakistan Manpower Institute. 

iii. Federal Directorate of Education Islamabad. 

iv. Directorate General of Special Education. 

v. Academy of Educational Planning and Management, Islamabad 

vi. Federal Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education, Islamabad 

vii. National Education Assessment Centre, Islamabad 

viii. Pakistan National Commission for UNESCO (PNCU)  

ix. Inter-Board Committee of Chairmen 

x. National College of Arts Rawalpindi & Lahore. 

xi. Private Educational Institution Regulation Authority. 

 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited 

 (FY 2020-21)  

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 495 18 8,312.503 428.419 

2 
Assignment Accounts (Excluding 

FAP) 
16 - - - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 
5 5 9,891.263 - 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) - - - - 

 

9.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Federal Education and Professional Training Division for the 

financial year 2020-21 was Rs.21,145.02 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of 

Rs.21,082.03 million. The Division had 3 current grant and 1 development grant. Grant-wise detail of 

current and development expenditure is as under: 

Grant 

No. 

Type of Grant Original 

Grant 

Supplementary 

Grant 

Surrender 

(-) 

Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age Excess/ 

(Saving) 

51 Current 812.97 0.00 -495.49 317.48 310.27 -7.20 -2.27% 

52 Current 12,134.42 1,680.17 0.00 13,814.59 14,506.70 692.12 5.01% 

53 Current 832.94 121.66 0.00 954.60 924.32 -30.28 -3.17% 
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  Current Total 13,780.33 1,801.82 -495.49 15,086.66 15,741.30 654.64 4.34% 

  Development 4,376.10 3,249.85 -1,567.59 6,058.36 5,340.74 1,316.48 21.73% 

  Grand Total 18,156.42 5,051.68 -2,063.08 21,145.02 21,082.03 1,971.12 9.32% 

Audit noted that there was an overall excess of Rs.1,971.12 million, which was due to excess 

in Current grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget estimates, 

the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand that budget 

processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and assumptions and a 

coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed that there 

was savings of 22.04% with respect to Original grant which reduced to excess of 21.73% w.r.t Final 

Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 14.23% of savings in 

expenditure w.r.t original allocation reduced to 4.34% of excess in expenditure w.r.t final allocation, as 

depicted in the graph below: 

 

9.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.2,228.48 million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Federal Education And Professional Training Division. Summary of the 

audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  

2 
Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

Misappropriation 
 

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  

B Procurement related irregularities    9.04 

C Management of account with commercial banks   13.82 

D Recovery  

E Internal Control 2,074.18 

4 Value for money and service delivery   48.19 

5 Others 83.23 
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9.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2010-11 17 17 5 12 29 

2011-12 18 1 1 17 100 

2012-13 8 0 0 8 - 

2013-14 28 25 17 11 68 

2014-15 20 10 2 18 20 

2015-16 8 0 0 8 - 

2016-17 13 1 0 13 - 

2017-18 14 10 0 14 - 

2018-19 27 22 9 18 41 

2019-20 34 0 0 34 - 

2020-21 19 0 0 19 - 

Total 206 86 34 172 40 

 

9.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Pakistan Madrasah Education Board 

9.5.1 Unauthorized accumulation of pension contribution without framing of 

regulations – Rs. 72.699 million 

Section 21 (1) of Pakistan Madrasah Education (Establishment and Affiliation of Model 

Dini Madaris) Board (PMEB) Ordinance, 2001 states that the Board may, by notification in the 

official Gazette, make regulations for carrying out the purposes of this Ordinance. 

Section 21 (1) (b) of Pakistan Madrasah Education (Establishment and Affiliation of Model 

Dini Madaris) Board (PMEB) Ordinance, 2001 states that without prejudice to the generality of the 

foregoing powers, such regulations may provide for all or any of the matters relating to pension 

and provident fund for the benefit of the employees of the Board. 

The management of Pakistan Madrasah Education Board, Islamabad maintained pension 

account at National Bank of Pakistan, Peshawar Road, Rawalpindi Branch Account 

No.3010513239 having balance of Rs. 72.699 million.  

Audit observed that the amount of Rs. 72.699 million was transferred as pension 

contribution from assignment account to National Bank of Pakistan, Peshawar Road, 

Rawalpindi Branch, without framing of pension regulations and its approval. 

Audit is of the view that maintenance of pension account without framing and approval 

of regulations was unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that the rules and regulations be got approved from the Federal Government. 
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Federal Government College for Women F-7/2, Islamabad 

9.5.2 Non-completion of Gymnasium Hall Project – Rs.39.850 million 

PC-I of a project under Peoples Works Program-II 2010-11 was approved at total cost of 

Rs.38.850 million for construction of Gymnasium Hall at Government Degree College for Women F-

7/2, Islamabad and allocation of funds was approved vie PM Secretariat (Public) vide letter dated 

24.11.2010. 

In Federal Government College for Women, F-7/2, Islamabad a project “Construction of 

Gymnasium Hall” was approved under Peoples’ Works Program-II 2010-11. There was an incomplete 

building structure of the Gymnasium Hall in the premises of college.  

Audit observed that:  

i. A considerable delay of nearly 10 years for completion of gymnasium hall despite 

approval of funds of Rs.39.850 million. 

ii. The management of college did not make any efforts after issuance of letter dated 

16.10.2015. 

Audit is of the view that long delay in completion of gymnasium hall may result in cost overrun 

of the project. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC convened. 

Audit recommends to complete the project besides fixing responsibility for delay. 

Federal College of Education, H-9 Islamabad 

9.5.3 Non-deposit of Fee and hostel charges in Government Treasury - Rs. 5.552 

million  

Rule 7(1) of FTR Volume-I states that all moneys received by or tendered to Government 

officers on account of the revenues of the Federal Government shall without undue delay be paid in full 

into a treasury and shall be included in the Federal Consolidated Fund of the Federal Government. 

Moneys received as aforesaid shall not be appropriated to meet departmental expenditure, nor otherwise 

kept apart from the Federal Consolidated Fund of the Federal Government. No department of the 

Government may require that any moneys received by it on account of the revenues of the Federal 

Government be kept out of the Federal Consolidated Fund of the Federal Government. 

The management of the FCE, Islamabad collected Rs. 1,692,500 and Rs. 128,000 on account 

of Tuition fee and Admission fee from July, 2012 to October, 2017 from students of evening shift. 

Similarly an amount of Rs. 4.642 million was collected during  as hostel charges during 2012-13 to 

2019-20. 

Audit observed that the management of FCE did not deposit Admission fee and tuition fee 

amounting to Rs. 1.821 million and hostel charges of Rs. 3.731 million collected into Government 

Treasury. 

Audit is of the view that non-deposit of fee into Government Treasury is a serious lapse on the 

part of management. 

The management did not reply. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix the responsibility. 
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9.5.4 Irregular payment from student funds– Rs. 12.907 million  

Rules 25 of GFR Volume-I states that all Departmental regulations in so far as they embody 

orders or instructions of a financial character or have important financial bearing should be made by, or 

with the approval of, the Ministry of Finance. 

The management of the FCE, Islamabad paid Rs. 12.907 million to IESCO, SNGPL, POL and 

Nayatel from student funds, as a loan from the period 2012-13 to 2019-2020. Details are as under: 

S.No. Description Amount 

1. IESCO 2,587,294 

2. SNGPL 4,028,123 

3. POL 5,696,849 

4. Nayatel 594,354 

Total 12,906,620 

Audit observed that the amount was withdrawn as advance without any provision of rules for 

payment of utility bills and the same amounts were not refunded to student fund. 

Audit is of the view that incurring of expenditure from student fund without any provisions in 

rules/regulations/SoPs and non-reimbursement of advance amount was irregular and unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC convened. 

Audit recommends to probe the matter besides recovery of the subject amount. 

9.5.5 Non-reconciliation of tuition and admission fee - Rs.8.267 million 

Serial No. 5 (d) of System of Financial Control and Budgeting states that the Principal 

Accounting Officer is responsible for ensuring that the expenditure is not incurred in excess of 

the budget allocation. He shall ensure that payments are correctly classified under the 

appropriate heads of accounts and that departmental accounts are regularly reconciled every 

month with the figures communicated by the Controller General of Accounts 

(CGA)/Accountant General of Pakistan Revenues (AGPR). He shall, in addition, keep himself 

well informed not only of the actual expenditure but also of the liabilities, which have been 

incurred and must ultimately be met. 

According to Rule-77 (v) of FTR Vol-I, all money deposited into Government account 

should be reconciled with treasury. 

The management of FCE, Islamabad deposited an amount of Rs. 8.267 million into 

bank on behalf of Government receipts from 2012-13 to 2019-2020. 

Audit observed that the management did not reconcile the receipt with banks and 

Federal Treasury Office. 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of reconciliation statements from banks and 

FTO, audit is not in a position to verify the authenticity of amount deposited in to bank account. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility be fixed under 

intimation to audit. 
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Basic Education Community School, Islamabad 

9.5.6 Irregular transfer of funds from Assignment account to BECS employees 

accounts - Rs. 6.505 million. 

Section No. (XV) of ASSAN Assignment account procedure dated 26.10.2020 issued by CGA 

states that cash withdrawal and transfer of funds in any bank of account is not allowed except employees 

related deductions like pension contribution, provident fund and GP Fund etc. 

The management of Basic Education Community Schools, Islamabad transferred funds 

amounting to Rs. 6,505,739 from Assignment account No. 2120-3 (development) maintained at 

National Bank of Pakistan, Melody, Civic Centre, Islamabad to employees of BECS on account of PoL, 

utility bills, contingency, stationery etc. 

Audit observed that there is no provision in Government Rules to transfer of funds from an 

Assignment Account to employees personal accounts.  

Audit is of the view that transfer of funds from Assignment Account to employees personal 

account was against the instructions for maintenance of Assignment Account. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC convened. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix the responsibility. 

Audit recommends to fix the responsibility. 

9.5.7 Non maintaining stock register for teaching &learning material - Rs. 72.186 

million  

Para 148 GFR Volume-I provides that all materials received should be examined 

counted, measure or weighed as the case may be, when delivery is taken and they should be 

taken in charge by a responsible government officer who should see that the quantities are 

correct and their quality good, and record a certificate to that effect. The officer receiving the 

stores should also be required to give a certificate that he has actually received the materials 

and recorded them in the appropriate stock register. 

Para 149 of GFR Volume-I states that when materials are issued from stock for 

departmental use. Manufacture, sale etc, the officer in charge of the stores should see that an 

indent in the prescribed form has been made by a properly authorized person. When materials 

are issued, a written acknowledgement should be obtained from the person to whom they are 

ordered to be delivered or dispatched, of from his duly authorized agent. 

The management of Basic Education and Community Schools, Islamabad incurred an 

expenditure of Rs.72,186,523 on account of purchase of Teaching & Learning Material (TLM) 

from the project budget during 2020-21 for distribution to ICT, AJK, GB and four provinces 

for non-formal education schools in far flung areas. TLM material was delivered by suppliers 

to Regional Offices of BECS in Provinces and it was the responsibility of BECS regional 

offices for onward supply of material to teachers and payment was made to suppliers from 

BECS (HQ). 

Audit observed that the items delivered in regional offices BECS were not verified by 

Directors regional officers in Provinces as delivery chalan/ bills of these items were not verified 
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by Regional Directors before making payment to ascertain that the items were received and 

entered in the stock registers. Further distribution of the items were not forthcoming from the 

record. 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of stock record the authenticity of the items 

procured could not be verified. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility may be fixed. 

9.5.8 Irregular award of contractor procurement of Teaching & Learning Material 

- Rs. 72.186 million 

Section 4 bidding document states that tender must a company called deposit of 5% of total bid 

as security in the name of Directorate General of BECS. 

The management of Basic Education and Community Schools, Islamabad paid an amount of 

Rs.72,186,523 on account of procurement of Teaching & Learning Material from eleven firms. The 

advertisement for the procurement of material was published in newspaper on 30th April, 21 and the last 

date of submission of bids was 15.05.2021. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The bidder submitted bid security on 19.05.2021 instead of 15.05.2021. 

ii. Instead of disqualifying the bidder the management awarded the contract in 

violation of bidding documents. 

Audit is of the view that that award of contract without submission of bid security was violation 

of the bidding documents. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility may be fixed 

Federal Directorate of Education (FDE), Islamabad 

9.5.9 Substandard purchase of Computers by reducing the specification- Rs.9.037 

million 

Rule-23(3) of PPRA Rules,2004 states that any information, that becomes necessary for bidding 

or for bid evaluation, after the invitation to bid or issue of the bidding documents to the prospective 

bidders, shall be provided in a timely manner and on equal opportunity basis. Where notification of 

such change, addition, modification or deletion becomes essential, such notification shall be made in a 

manner similar to the original advertisement.  

Rule-36 (b)(V) of PPRA Rules,2004 states that the procuring agency shall evaluate the 

technical proposal in a manner prescribed in advance, without reference to the price and reject any 

proposal which does not conform to the specified requirements. 

The Federal Directorate of Education Islamabad purchased 75 computers at Rs. 9.037,500 @ 

Rs. 120,500 each from M/s Darul Fanoon, Mardan for the project titled “Up-gradation of ICT High 

Schools”.  
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Audit observed that management of FDE issued the supply order contrary to the specification given in 

the bidding document and approved by the purchase committee by reducing the specification as 

specified in advertised as detailed below: 

S. 

No. 
Mandatory Specification Specification of supply order 

Actual Specification 

supplied to school 

1. SSD 550 GB Card SSD 500 GB Card SSD 500 GB Card 

2. Latest Intel Chipset Latest Intel Chipset Not Provided 

3. Intel Graphic, Wifi, Multimedia Keyboard 
Intel Graphic, Wifi, Multimedia 

Keyboard 
Not Provided 

4. Mouse Mouse Not Provided 

5. LED 19” or higher LED 18.5” LED 18.5” 

6. Microsoft Windows 10 Pro in CD 
Windows 10 Pro 64 bit with 16 

GB USB media 
Not Provided 

7. Registered Anti-virus System in CD Anti-virus McFee Not Provided 

Audit is of the view that in violation of PPRA, undue favor was extended to the supplying firm 

and loss was made to public exchequer. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be inquired and responsibility be fixed. 

9.5.10 Procurement of Text Books from private publishers on the direction of Federal 

Board–Rs. 31.578 million 

National Book Foundation is a Federal Text Book Board and is responsible to provide Text 

Books to the students studying in Federal institutions. National Book Foundation was established in 

1972 as a service rendering educational welfare organization. It is a statutory Corporation created 

through an Act of the Parliament in order to make books available at moderate prices.  

The management of Directorate of Education (FDE), Islamabad is procuring a number of Text 

Books from private publishers for students of class XI and X in the educational institutions under FDE 

on the direction of Federal Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education (FBISE). The books were 

purchased amounting to Rs. 31.578 million from the private publishers during financial year 2020-21.  

Audit observed that the text books were purchased from private publishers instead of National 

Book Foundation. 

Audit further observed that the text books were purchased from private publishers on the 

direction of FBISE without any provision in the law as FBISE is empowered to prescribe courses of 

instruction for examinations to be conducted by the Board.  

Audit is of the view that procurement of books on the direction of FBISE from private 

publishers was irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC convened. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix the responsibility. 

9.5.11 Unauthorized opening of bank accounts, retention of balances and expenditure 

thereof – Rs. 10.103 million 

Para 25 of GFR states that all departmental regulations in so far as they embody orders or 

instructions of a financial character or have important financial bearing should be made by, or with the 

approval of, the Ministry of Finance. 
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The management of Federal Directorate of Education (FDE), Islamabad is maintaining a bank 

account with the balance of Rs. 10,102,764 as on 30.06.2021 titled ‘Examination Fund’ at National 

Bank of Pakistan, G-9 Branch, Islamabad.  

Audit observed as under: 

i. The account was opened without the approval of the Finance Division. 

ii. The examination fee of students of Class V and VIII was realized from private 

educational institutions enrolled with FDE and the rate of fee per student was also 

not approved by the Ministry of Finance. 

iii. Expenditure amounting to Rs. 11,417,017 was incurred from the Examination 

Fund receipt without approval of the Finance Division. 

Audit is of the view that maintaining of bank accounts and incurring of expenditure without the 

approval of the Finance Division was unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that inquiry be held to fix responsibility besides deposit of the amount into 

government treasury. 

9.5.12 Non-imposition of penalty for delay in supply of textbooks – Rs.8.340 million 

Clause viii of Contract Agreements for procurement of textbooks Session 2021-22 between 

Federal Directorate of Education (FDE), Islamabad and Gohar Publishers, M/s Malik Sirajuddin & Sons 

and National Book Foundation states that the firm shall ensure the complete supply of required 

textbooks latest by 30.04.2021. 

Clause ix of Contract Agreements between Federal Directorate of Education (FDE), Islamabad 

and Gohar Publishers, Malik Sirrajuddin and Sons, states that in case of delayed supply of textbooks, 

FDE may impose penalty up to minimum five percent (5%) of the agreed price. 

The management of Federal Directorate of Education (FDE), Islamabad procured textbooks 

Session 2021-22 from following firms/publishers and paid Rs. 166,807,325 during 2020-21. Detail is 

as under: 

(Rupees) 

S. No. Name of Firm Cheque No. Dated Amount of Bill 

1. M/s Gohar Publishers 8366235 31.05.2021 1,588,188 

2. 
National Book Foundation 

8366085 31.05.2021 108,616,937 

3. 8419249 12.06.2021 55,164,168 

4. M/s Malik Sirajuddin& Sons 8416125 04.06.2021 1,438,032 

Total 166,807,325 

Audit observed that aforementioned firms / publishers failed to deliver the textbooks within the 

specified period of time i.e. 30.04.2021 but the management of FDE did not impose penalty for late 

delivery of textbooks Session 2021-22 amounting to Rs.8.340 million (i.e. Rs. 166,807,325 × 5%). 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to impose penalty for late delivery. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC convened. 

Audit recommends to recover the amount besides fixing of responsibility. 
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Private Educational Institutions Regulatory Authority (PEIRA), Islamabad 

9.5.13 Non-framing of rules/regulations and payment of allowances and facilities 

without approval - Rs. 19.179 million 

Section10(1) of PEIRA Act, 2013 states that the pay and allowances of the staff shall be such 

as are in force in the board or other similar regulatory authorities of the Government. 

Section22 of PEIRA Act, 2013 states that the Government may, by notification in the official 

Gazette, make rules to carry out the purposes of this Act. 

Section23 of PEIRA Act, 2013 states that a board may, with the prior approval in writing of the 

Government, make such regulations as appear to it to be necessary for carrying out the purposes of this 

Act. 

The management of Pakistan Educational Institutions Regulatory Authority paid salaries to its 

employees as per Basic Pay Scales of the Federal Government along with adhoc relief allowances as 

admissible to the Federal Government employees, sanctioned by the Federal Government.  

Audit observed the management of PEIRA paid different allowances amounting to Rs.19.179 

million to their employees in addition to admissible allowances under BPS to the Federal Government 

employees without approval and framing of rules/regulations since inception i.e. 2013. Details of 

payment during financial year 2020-21 are as under:  

 (Amount in Rs.) 

S. No. Particular Rate Amount paid  

1. House Rent Ceiling 65% of running basic 7,362,191 

2. Dearness Allowance 20 %of running basic 2,021,571 

3. Medical Allowance 50 %of running basic 5,529,842 

4. Eid Allowance 
BPS-17 and above Rs.45,000 

BPS-1 to BPS-16 Rs.20,000 
1,575,000 

5. Honorarium/Cash Award Three Basic Pay 2,690,245 

Total 19,178,849 

Audit is of the view that payment of allowances/ facilities without prior approval of the Finance 

Division and non-framing of rules/regulations was irregular and unauthorized. 

The management replied that PEIRA was established in 2006 as body corporate / autonomous 

organization and functioning since 05.12.2006 under the ‘Islamabad Capital Territory Private 

Educational Institutions (Regulation and Promotion) Ordinance, 2006’. It is further added that 

employees of PEIRA (being statutory body) are not civil servant in line with advice of the Law Division. 

The Pay & Allowances and other fringe benefits as vogue in FBISE were adopted under rules since the 

establishment of ICT-PEIRA, but the documents/records are not traceable because of frequent shifting 

of PEIRA office and some actions by the previous management. On the directions by Controller General 

of Accounts (CGA) dated 12.04.2017, ICT-PEIRA Financial Regulations are under active process with 

Finance Division. 

The reply of the management is not acceptable as payment of allowances/ facilities was made 

without approval of the Finance Division and framing of rules/regulations. 

The management did not convene the DAC meeting till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends framing of rules besides regularization of the expenditure and fixing of 

responsibility. 
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9.5.14 Irregular appointments without open competition and over payment of 

monthly salaries - Rs.5.202 million 

Section10(2) of PEIRA Act, 2013 states that the authority may appoint such staff as may be 

prescribed under rules for carrying out its functions. 

Section22 of PEIRA Act, 2013 states that the Government may, by notification in the official 

Gazette, make rules to carry out the purposes of this Act. 

Section23 of PEIRA Act, 2013 states that a board may, with the prior approval in writing of the 

Government, make such regulations as appear to it to be necessary for carrying out the purposes of this 

Act. 

The standard terms and conditions of contract employment issued by Establishment Division 

vide O.M No.10/52/95-R.2 dated 18.07.1996 as amended from time to time provide that the period of 

contract should not exceed two years and the post should be advertised. 

The management of Private Education Institutions Regulatory Authority (PEIRA), Islamabad 

made appointments on contract for a period of 89 days against different monthly remuneration/fee 

without. Initially appointments were made for a period of 89 days and period of contracts was 

continuingly extended for further period of 89 days. At present 03 personnel are at their strength and a 

sum of Rs. 5.168 million was paid up to September, 2021. Details of payment are as under: 

(Rupees.) 

S. 

No. 
Name 

Date of initial 

appointment 

Rate of 

monthly salary 

Amount 

paid 

1. Syed Khuram Abbas 06.01.2020 95,000 1,979,677 

2. Mr. Naveed Iqbal 19.11.2019 75,000 1,661,250 

3. Mr. Zulfiqar Dildar 30.12.2019 75,000 1,561,089 

Total 5,202,016 

Audit observed that the appointments were made without open competition and mentioning the 

Post/ designation. No rules /regulations under section -22 and 23 of PEIRA Act were framed with the 

approval of Government so far to carry out the purpose of Act.  

Audit further observed that the salary to contingent paid staff (CPS) was paid over and above 

the rates fixed by the Finance Division. 

Audit is of the view that appointment made without open competition and payment of monthly 

salaries over and above the rates fixed by the Finance Division was irregular and unauthorized. 

The management replied that keeping in view of urgent need of staff and in pursuance of powers 

conferred to Authority under section 5 of Act 2013 read with Section 10(2) of Ordinance 2006, the 

Authority hired the services of aforesaid personnel having expertise in relevant field as stop gap 

arrangement. They were hired purely as stop gap arrangement on market competitive salary to fill the 

gap of skilled staff. Moreover, efforts are also underway for creation of additional posts as per need of 

manpower. 

The reply is not acceptable as appointment was made without open competition and payment 

of monthly salaries was made over and above the rates fixed by the Finance Division. Furthermore, an 

important organization is being run on the basis of adhocism. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility be fixed for appointment in violation of government rules 

and procedures besides appointment of regular staff through open competition. 
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9.5.15 Irregular functioning of Private Educational Institutions without registration 

Rule 4(1) of the Private Educational Institutions (Registration and Fee Determination) Rules, 

2016 states that application for registration shall be made by the institution to the Authority at least two 

months before commencement of the academic year.  

Rule 4(3) of the Private Educational Institutions (Registration and Fee Determination) Rules, 

2016 states that upon commencement of these rules, a new institution shall be allowed to function only 

after the issuance of registration certificate. 

The management of the Private Educational Institutions Regulatory Authority (ICT-PEIRA) is 

making registration of Private Educational Institutions (PEIs) functioning in ICT.  

Audit observed that 186 Private Educational Institutions are functioning in ICT without 

obtaining registration certificates from PEIRA. Private Educational Institutions applied for registration 

but PEIRA has yet not awarded registration. 

Audit is of the view that functioning of the Private Educational Institutions in ICT without 

registration was violation of PEIRA (Registration and Fee Determination) Rules, 2016. 

The management replied that PEIRA is vigorously pursuing the registration process of said 

Private Educational Institutions (PEIs). 51-Private Educational Institutions have provided the requisite 

documents out of which 20-Private Educational Institutions have been awarded registration certificates, 

whereas, 31-Private Educational Institutions are listed for inspection to be conducting for registration. 

The delay of registration process of remaining 135-Private Educational Institution is mainly caused due 

to non-submission of required relevant / mandatory document by management of Private Educational 

Institutions. 

The reply is not acceptable as functioning of the Private Educational Institutions in ICT without 

registration was violation of PEIRA Rules. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to probe the matter besides fixing of responsibility. 

9.5.16 Loss due to non-investment of funds on maturity – Rs. 6.876 million 

Para-23 of General Financial Rules Vol-I states that every Government Officer should realize 

fully and clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government 

through fraud or negligence on his part and that he was also be held personally responsible for any loss 

arising from fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it 

may be shown that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

The management of PEIRA is maintaining its receipt in bank account (No. 0050005501 in 

Habib Bank Limited, FBI&SE Branch, Islamabad). As per the cash book of the bank account an 

investment of Rs. 50.000 million was matured on 24.04.2020 and same was deposited into bank account 

along with interest of Rs.4,371,945. As per bank statement where remained balances in the bank account 

during the period up to June, 2021was as under: 

 

(Rupees.) 

S. No. Month Closing Balance 

1. July, 2020 80,139,019 

2. August 77,475,115 

3. September 78,942,733 

4. October 79,904,586 
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5. November 78,151,947 

6. December 79,392,169 

7. January, 2021 77,189,249 

8. February 78,629,371 

9. Mar 77,176,887 

10. April 72,609,934 

11. May 71,439,514 

12. June 70,846,887 

Total 921,897,411 

Average Balance maintained during FY 2020-21 76,824,784 

Audit observed that management did not invest the surplus amount retained in the bank 

sustained loss of Rs. 6.876 million approximately (Rs. 76.825 million * 8.95%). 

Audit is of the view that non-investment of funds was a serious lapse on the part of management. 

The management replied that PEIRA had invested Rs. 25.00 million during 2017-18, on its 

maturity, again Rs. 50.00 million were invested in bank on highest profit rate which matured in April 

2020.However, PEIRA is working on it and investment will be made during 2021-22 as per rules / 

policies. 

The reply is not acceptable as non-investment of funds after maturity was loss to PEIRA. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting. 

Audit recommends that the corrective measures may be made. 

COVID-19 Response, Recovery and Resilience in Education Project 

9.5.17 Non-execution of components of COVID-19 RRREP - Rs. 1,354.733 million 

An agreement was signed between Government of Pakistan and IBRD regarding COVID-19 

Response, Recovery and Resilience in Education Project GPE Grant No. TF0B3319 on 25.11.2020 with 

closing date of November 30, 2021. 

Section –III Schedule-II of the agreement states that the Recipient through the Ministry of 

Federal Education and Professional Training, may withdraw the proceeds of the Grant in accordance 

with the provisions of: (a) Article III of the standard conditions and (b) this Section; to finance 100% 

of Eligible Expenditure consisting of works, consulting services, non-consulting services, Training, and 

Incremental Operating Costs, inclusive of taxes. 

Annexure-F, of COVID-19 RRREP describes the complete activities of the projects vs 

consolidated budgets. 

The management of COVID-19 RRREP was required to complete thirty three (33) tasks against 

budgeted amount of Rs. 2,073.554 million during 2020-21.  

Audit observed as under: 

1. Out of 33 activities only 2 activities were carried out during 2020-21. 

2. Against budgetary provision of 2,073.554 million only Rs. 718.721 million were 

utilized and rest of Rs. 1,354.733 were remained unutilized. 

3. No serious efforts were made to utilize the funds instead adhoc arrangements were 

made to execute the project 
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Audit is of the view that slack approach towards execution of the project will not only waste 

the precious finances but will also spoil the opportunity for overcoming educational problems of 

children. 

The management did not reply till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that fact finding inquiry be initiated, appropriate appointment be made and 

responsibility be fixed. 

9.5.18 Non-deduction of General Sales Tax and Income Tax - Rs. 10.527 million 

Rule 2(2) of Sales Tax Special Procedure (Withholding) Rules, 2007 states that a withholding 

agent shall deduct an amount equal to one fifth of the total Sales Tax shown in the sales tax invoice 

issued by a registered person and make payment of the balance amount to him.  

Section 153 (1) (b) (ii) of Income tax ordinance, 2001 states that 8% tax on gross amount will 

be deducted in case of rendering or providing services other than as mentioned at (i) above by (a) a 

company (b) and 10% in any other case.  

The management of COVID-19 RRREP paid Rs. 97.853 million including General Sales Tax 

of Rs. 13.497 million to Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation for coverage to Radio Schools during 2020-

21.  

Audit observed that management did not withhold 1/5th of the Sales Tax amounting to Rs. 

2.699 million.  

Audit also observed that management did not deducted and deposited Income tax from PBC 

amounting to Rs. 7.828 million.  

Audit is of the view that non-deduction of 1/5th GST and Income Tax deprived the government 

of its due receipt. 

The management did not reply till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the amount may be deducted and deposited into the government 

treasury. 

9.5.19 Non-availability of record and advance payment relating to procurement of 

Hygiene kits - Rs. 620.969 million 

An agreement was signed between Government of Pakistan through Ministry of Federal 

Education and Professional Training, Islamabad and UNICEF on 21.06.2021 for provision of hygiene 

kits amounting to USD 9.00 million  

Para-3 Article IV of the agreement states that the government will send to UNICEF, with a 

copy to the Association, a written “Procurement Request” to undertake the procurement and delivery 

of supplies under this agreement. 

Para-5 Article IV of the agreement states that UNICEF will review each procurement request 

and will sent to government in response, a written estimate of the cost of procurement referred in 

procurement request, including relevant delivery schedule (s). UNICEF will use best efforts to provide 

a cost estimate within 5 working days of receiving procurement request. 

Para-6 Article IV of the agreement states that within the validity period specified for in a cost 

estimate the government will advise UNICEF in writing whether it accepts that cost estimate or not. 
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An agreement was signed between Government of Pakistan through Ministry of Federal 

Education and Professional Training, Islamabad and UNICEF on 21.06.2021 for provision of hygiene 

kits amounting to USD 9.00 million  

The management of COVID-19 RRREP made an agreement for total consideration of USD 

9.00 million and an amount of Rs.620.969 million was directly paid to UNICEF for procurement of 

Hygiene kits during 2020-21.  

Audit observed as under: 

1. No written request for procurement was available on record which was sent to 

UNICEF by the Government 

2. No one from management is clear about what products were requested and when the 

same will be delivered 

3. No written cost estimate was available with the management  

4. No acceptance or rejection procurement of kits from GOP is available on record with 

the management 

Audit is of the view that as the advance payment of Rs. 620.969 million was made in the month 

of June, 2021 and the record was also not produced to audit, therefore, the authenticity of the 

expenditure could not be ascertained.  

The management did not reply till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that fact finding inquiry be initiated and responsibility be fixed. 
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CHAPTER 10 

FEDERAL PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

10.1 Introduction 

The Federal Public Service Commission Ordinance is a statutory body of the Government of 

Pakistan, constituted in 1947, functions under the guiding principles of Articles 18, 25, 27, 34, 36, and 

38 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan 1973 and under Section 7 of the Federal 

Public Service Commission Ordinance 1977. 

 ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS / AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. FPSC Regional Office, Gilgit 

ii. FPSC, Regional Office D.I.Khan 

iii. FPSC, Regional Office Sukkur. 

iv. FPSC, Regional Office, Multan. 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 5 4 845.483  - 

2 
Assignment Accounts (Excluding 

FAP) 
- - -  - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 
- - -  - 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) - -  -  - 

 

10.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Federal Public Service Commission for the financial year 2020-

21 was Rs.730.06 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.728.68 million. The 

Division had 1 current grant. Grant-wise detail of current and development expenditure is as under: 

Grant 

No. 

Type of 

Grant 

Original 

Grant 

Supplementary 

Grant 

Surrender (-

) 

Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

 % age 

Excess/ 

(Saving)  

21 Current 676.06 54.00 -3.32 730.06 728.68 -1.38 -0.19% 

 

Audit noted that there was an overall saving of Rs.1.38 million, which was due to less 

expenditure in Current grant. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget estimates, 

the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand that budget 

processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and assumptions and a 

coordinated calendar of activity.  

In current expenditure the 7.78% of excess in expenditure w.r.t original allocation reduced to 

0.19% of saving in expenditure w.r.t final allocation, as depicted in the graph below: 
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10.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs. 113.71million, were raised in this report during the 

current audit of Federal Public Service Commission. Summary of the audit observations classified by 

nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities    6.81 

B Procurement related irregularities  

C Management of account with commercial banks   12.82 

D Recovery  

E Internal Control  

4 Value for money and service delivery   94.08 

5 Others  

10.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2015-16 1 0 0 1 - 

2016-17 1 1 0 1 - 

2020-21 7 0 0 7 - 

Total 9 1 0 9 - 

 

10.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Federal Public Service Commission, Islamabad 

10.5.1 Irregular engagement of invigilators– Rs. 6.811 million 

Rule 25 of GFR Volume-I states that all Departmental regulations in so far as they embody 

orders or instructions of a financial character or have important financial bearing should be made by, or 

with the approval of, the Ministry of Finance. 

Section 7 (1) (a) of Financial Management and Powers of Principal Accounting Officers 

Regulations, 2021 states that the principal accounting officer shall be responsible to adhere to and 

enforce the principles of financial propriety, including the compliance of laws, rules, regulations, 
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maintaining high standard of prudence, vigilance, due diligence and ensuring value for money while 

incurring expenditure and collecting government receipts. 

The Federal Public Service Commission (FPSC), Islamabad engaged various private 

invigilators for supervising different examinations conducted during 2020-21. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. No regulation/SOPs were framed for engagement of Invigilators. 

ii. Invigilators were selected from general public without having any verified 

educational, criminal and character antecedents. 

iii. Only CNICs numbers and mobile numbers were obtained from them. However, on 

sampling basis Audit observed that 75 CNICs were faked/wrong. 

iv. Due to non-verification of engaged private invigilators there were very high risk for 

conducting examinations in transparent manner.  

Audit is of the view that engagement of private invigilators without following any 

regulation/SOP for Commission’s examinations makes the overall process of invigilation highly risky 

as far as the transparency is concerned. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility be fixed. 

10.5.2 Non-reconciliation of FPSC receipts – Rs. 12.822 million 

Section 5 (d) of System of Financial Control and Budgeting 2006 vide Finance Division 

O.M.No.F.3(2) Exp. III/2006 dates 13th September, 2006 states that the Principal Accounting Officer 

shall make sure that the accounts of receipts shall be maintained properly and reconciled on monthly 

basis. 

The management of Federal Public Service Commission, Islamabad collected the receipts of 

Rs. 177.315 million during 2020-21.  

Audit observed that an amount of Rs. 190.300 million was reflected under the Head C02101 in 

accounts of the Federal Government. However, an amount of Rs. 177.478 million was reflected in the 

accounts of FPSC. Hence there was a variation of Rs. 12,822,319 in the figures was not catered in FPSC 

accounts.  

Audit also observed that no reconciliation has been made by the FPSC as of to date. 

Audit is of the view that in absence of proper record and monthly reconciliation with accounts, 

the authenticity of the figures cannot be ascertained. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility be fixed. 

Online Recruitment System for FPSC, Islamabad 

10.5.3 Non-production of record 

Section 14 (2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall 
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afford all facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for 

information in as complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 

Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions 

of the Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action 

under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person.  

The management of Federal Public Service Commission, Islamabad was requested to 

provide the following auditable record vide requisition No. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 dated 16.09.2021, 

21.09.2021, 22.09.2021, 22.09.2021, and 23.09.2021, respectively: 

1. Copies of requirement communicated to executing agency from FPSC 

2. Approved complete recruitment cycle for examination and actual time consumed by 

these activities. 

3. Distribution of work within Directorate be provided along with system access and roles 

assigned to each user. 

4. Case-wise list of candidates applied for General Recruitment during 2020-21 be 

provided with complete data field. 

5. TORs/SoPs duly approved by the competent authority regarding completion of task 

within Test & Directorate, i.e., scrutiny and time frame be provided 

6. Name of employees, Designation, qualification and their period of stay in relevant 

sections of IT Directorate, Secrecy Directorate, CE Directorate, General Recruitment 

Directorate and Legal Directorate. 

7. SOPs / guidelines for rotation of employees 

8. Inquiry / proceedings against any employee regarding misconduct / disciplinary or any 

other 

9. Copy of sanction strength of each section and working strength 

10. Year-wise list of members for last 5 years along with date of joining and date of 

completion of tenure 

Despite repeated verbal and written requests, the requisite record was not provided to 

audit by the management. 

Audit is of the view that non-production of record hindered the auditorial functions of 

the Auditor General of Pakistan and in the absence of above record audit is not in a position to 

comment on the expenditure incurred/work done/progress made on above.  

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for hindering the auditorial 

functions of the Auditor General of Pakistan besides production of record.  
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10.5.4 Non-implementation of multiple-choice question management system (MCQS) 

application 

Para 10 ((i) (f) of PC-I of the Project “Online Recruitment System for Federal Public Service 

Commission” states that the objective of the project is to implement the application of Multiple Choice 

Question Management System (MCQs). According to this application the system will be used to make 

MCQs paper and after that the result compilation etc. 

The management of Federal Public Service Commission (FPSC), Islamabad was responsible 

for operation and maintenance of the Project “Online Recruitment System for Federal Public Service 

Commission” which was executed by the Electronic Government Directorate {Now called National 

Information Technology Board, (NITB)} under Ministry of Information Technology. The NITB had 

successfully deployed application of MCQs in FPSC during 2003 to 2006. 

Audit observed that the management of FPSC was not implementing MCQs.  

Audit also observed that most of the tasks were being performed manually and also in non-

integrated environment. The online system was not utilized to make the process more transparent and 

interference free. 

Audit is of the view that due to non-implementation of application of MCQs, the management 

of FPSC on one side wasted funds and on the other side lost the opportunity to avail the benefits of 

automation and transparency in processes.  

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility be fixed. 

10.5.5 Non-conducting of Information Technology Audit of Secrecy Wing  

Para-13 (VII) of Information Technology Security Approved Policy issued vide Cabinet 

Division letter No. 5-8/2004 (NTISB-II)/SA dated 09.01.2012 states that the Chief (IT) will undertake 

a six-monthly IT Audit of Secrecy Wing and certify to the Chairman that aspects of FPSC IT Security 

Policy are being complied with. exceptions, if any will also be indicated.  

The management of Federal Public Service Commission (FPSC), Islamabad was responsible 

for operation and maintenance of the Project “Online Recruitment System for Federal Public Service 

Commission” and the management got approved IT Policy of FPSC.  

Audit observed that since approval of IT Policy, i.e., 09.01.2012 not a single IT Audit of 

Secrecy Wing was carried out by the Chief (IT) or his representative whose duty was to certify to the 

Chairman FPSC that IT policy are complied with requirements. 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of IT audit, audit is not in a position to rule out the 

likelihood of flaws/weaknesses/malfunctioning. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility be fixed. 

10.5.6 Non-implementation of Licensed Antivirus on Servers and Clients  

Para-8 of Information Technology Security Approved Policy issued vide Cabinet Division 

letter No. 5-8/2004 (NTISB-II)/SA dated 09.01.2012 states that: 
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i. Latest licensed Antivirus/Anti-Trojan/Anti-Spyware will be implemented on servers 

and clients. 

ii. All network connected workstations and servers will be protected by latest antivirus 

software, with various definition files automatically updated. 

The management of Federal Public Service Commission (FPSC), Islamabad was responsible 

for operation and maintenance of the Project “Online Recruitment System for Federal Public Service 

Commission” and the management got approved IT Policy of FPSC.  

Audit observed as under: 

i. No licensed Antivirus/Anti-Trojan/Anti-Spyware was installed on servers and 

clients 

ii. Network connected workstations and servers were not protected by latest /licensed 

antivirus software. 

Audit is of the view that due to non-installation of anti-virus/license anti-virus there are frequent 

chances for loss of data. Clicking a malicious link can infect entire computer system with a destructive 

virus that can shut down network, wipe hard drives, and spread to workstations through the Internet. 

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility be fixed. 

10.5.7 Wasteful expenditure on online recruitment system - Rs.94.079 million 

Rule 23 of GFR Volume-I states that every Government officer should realize fully and clearly 

that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or 

negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from 

fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown 

that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

Two phases of online recruitment were carried out by the NITB at cost of Rs. 37.712 million 

in Phase-I from 2003-2006 and Rs. 56.367 million in Phase-II from 2006 to 2017. Another PC-I was 

prepared by the FPSC for the same purpose in the name of Computer Based Testing at cost of Rs. 474.79 

million for 2019-20 to 2021-22. The main objective of these PSDP projects to enhance the functional 

capacity of FPSC to achieve the following goals: 

i. Time curtailment in recruitment cycle 

ii. Reducing the time for preparation of question papers and markings 

iii. Reduction human intervention for preparation of question papers 

iv. Creation of repository of questions on various topics and subjects 

v. Fast paced generation of question papers for various tests 

The management of Federal Public Service Commission (FPSC), Islamabad was responsible 

for operation and maintenance of the Project “Online Recruitment System for Federal Public Service 

Commission” which was executed by the Electronic Government Directorate {Now called National 

Information Technology Board, (NITB)}under Ministry of Information Technology. 

Audit observed as under: 
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i. An amount of Rs. 94.079 million was spent on procurement of computers, laptops, 

servers, hardware and software but except online collection of applications and 

website nothing was executed as given in PC-Is 

ii. Objectives of PC-I(2003)were still pending and incorporated in current PC-I going 

on in 2020-21. 

iii. Neither proper need assessment was made nor future expansion plans were set in 

initial PC-I approved in 2003 and because of this another mega cost project was 

introduce at cost of Rs. 474.79 million. 

iv. PC-IV of the project (2003) was not provided to audit. 

v. More than 66 desktop computers and 36 printers were lying non-functional. 

vi. Vendor of Phase-II project has not fulfilled commitment of providing source 

code/software for which two servers were not in operation since procurement, i.e., 

2016-17. 

Audit is of the view that due to non-conducting of technical need assessment of FPSC’s 

requirements an amount of Rs. 94.079 million was wasted without achieving aforementioned 

objectives.  

Neither the management replied nor was the DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility be fixed. 
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CHAPTER 11 

FEDERAL OMBUDSMAN SECRETARIAT FOR PROTECTION AGAINST 

HARASSMENT 

11.1 Introduction 

Federal Ombudsman Secretariat for Protection Against Harassment (FOSPAH) is an 

autonomous quasi judicial statutory body working under the ambit of Act No-IV of 2010: for the 

protection against harassment at the workplace. Recently, the Government of Pakistan through The 

Enforcement of Women's Property Rights Act, 2020 has also given the authority of deciding the cases 

related to inheritance of women to FOSPAH. 

FOSPAH is committed to create a safe working environment that is free from harassment, 

abuse, intimidation and discrimination, allowing workers the right to work with dignity and encourage 

higher productivity by providing a comfortable workplace environment. 

Vision: 

To redress grievances pertaining to harassment at workplace and women’s property rights 

promptly and give instant relief to the aggrieved persons, it is our firm belief that awareness is the key 

to reduce and discourage harassment and deprivation of women’s property rights. 

Mission Statement: 

To vanguard the respect and dignity of all workforce and women deprived of their legal share 

in the property (inherited or owned). 

Objective: 

To redress grievances pertaining to harassment at workplace and women’s property rights 

promptly and give instant relief to the aggrieved persons, it is our firm belief that awareness is the key 

to reduce and discourage harassment and deprivation of women’s property rights. 

ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS / AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. FIO Secretariat, Regional Office Islamabad 

ii. FIO Secretariat, Regional Office Lahore 

iii. FIO Secretariat, Regional Office Multan 

iv. FIO Secretariat, Regional Office Peshawar 

v. FIO Secretariat, Regional Office Quetta 

vi. FIO Secretariat, Regional Office Sukkur 

vii. FIO Secretariat, Regional Office Hyderabad 

 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 1 1 170.042  - 

2 
Assignment Accounts (Excluding 

FAP) 
- - -  - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 
- - -  - 
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4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) - -  -  - 

 

11.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Federal Public Service Commission for the financial year 2019-

20 was Rs.807.12 million, out of which the Commission expended an amount of Rs.804.77 million. 

Detail of budget and expenditure of the Commission is as under: 

 (Rs. in million) 
Type 

of 

Grant 

Grant 

No. 

Original 

Grant 

Supplementary 

Grant 

Surrender 

(-) 

Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

Excess/ 

(Saving)% 

Current 9 650.00 160.44 -3.32 807.12 804.77 -2.35 -0.29% 

Audit noted that there was an overall savings of Rs.2.35 million, which was due to savings in 

Current grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget estimates, 

the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand that budget 

processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and assumptions and a 

coordinated calendar of activity.  

Excess expenditure of 23.81% w.r.t original allocation reduced to 0.29% of savings in 

expenditure w.r.t final allocation, as depicted in the graph below: 

 

11.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs. 361.48 million, were raised in this report during the 

current audit of Federal Insurance Ombudsman. Summary of the audit observations classified 

by nature is as under: 

 (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  - 
3 Irregularities  

Current -Expenditure, -

0.29%

Current -

Expenditure, 

23.81%

-5.00%

0.00%

5.00%

10.00%

15.00%

20.00%

25.00%

30.00%

Variance Analysis w.r.t Original & Final Grant

Excess/ (Saving) % Vs. Final Excess/ (Saving) % Vs. Original
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A HR/Employees related Irregularities - 

B Procurement related irregularities  - 

C Management of account with commercial banks 28.07 

D Recovery  - 

E Internal Control  333.41 

4 Value for money and service delivery  - 

5 Others  - 

 

11.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Audit 

Paras 

Actionable 

Points 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

 % of 

Compliance  

2005-06 1 1 0 1 - 

2012-13 3 3 0 3 - 

2016-17 1 1 0 1 - 

Total: 5 5 0 5 0 

 

11.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

11.5.1 Fraudulent drawl of funds under the head Repair and Maintenance of Office 

Building - Rs.3.382 million 

Rule 12 (1) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that “Procurements over five hundred 

thousand Pakistani Rupees and up to the limit of three million Pakistani Rupees shall be advertised on 

the Authority’s website in the manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to 

time. These procurement opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by 

the procuring agency”. 

Rule-12 of GFR Vol-I states that “a controlling officer must see not only that the total 

expenditure is kept within the limits of the authorized appropriation but also that the funds allotted to 

spending units are expended in the public interest and upon objects for which the money was provided”.  

The management of Federal Ombudsman Secretariat for Protection against Harassment of 

Women at the Workplace (FOSPAH), Islamabad incurred expenditure of Rs.3,382,800 on account of 

repair of House No.4, Attaturk Avenue, Embassy Road, F-6/4, Islamabad being residence of Honorable 

Ombudsman.  

Audit observed as under: 

i. No open tender was floated to get the benefit of competitive rates as required under 

PPRA Rules. The expenditure of Rs.3.382 million was incurred by splitting up 

sanctions to avoid calling of open tender.  

ii. No budget allocation was available under the relevant head of account. The entire 

expenditure was met out of the head “A13301-Repair of Office Building”. 

iii. No officer had certified the actual work done by the firms as the invoices are without 

date. Audit was unable to verify the actual work done by the firms as claimed in 

invoices. 
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iv. Expenditure is claimed on bogus invoices of three Firms i.e. Tayyaba Auto 

Workshop, AAS Furnitures and Haseeb Enterprises 

Audit is of the view that incurring of the expenditure of Rs.3.382 million without observing 

PPRA Rules, 2004 and without verification of actual work and bogus invoices is fraudulent. 

The management replied that in the light of sub section 7 of Act XIV of 2010 a person shall be 

qualified to be appointed as Judge of High Court in the Presidential Order 1997 along with Islamabad 

High Court Office Order bearing No.F(77)Admn/IHC/2958/ dated 17-02-2011 consist of detail of 

privileges to be provided to the judge of high court. Maintenance of Residence of Federal Ombudsman 

is admissible through Pak PWD, otherwise NOC is to be granted to work from private vendor. In this 

case NOC has been obtained from Pak.PWD. Moreover, to avoid the lapse of budget and paucity of 

time tender was not initiated by the competent authority. Further it is added work completion certificate 

performed at the residence of Honorable Federal Ombudsman which is located at House No.4 Ataturk 

Avenue Embassy Road Sector F-6, Islamabad is available for inspection. 

Reply is not acceptable because the work was executed on a private house occupied by the 

ombudsman. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends inquiry into the matter and fixing of responsibility.  

11.5.2 Non-refund of unspent amount by Pak. PWD – Rs.3.00 million 

Rule-12 of GFR Vol-I states that “a controlling officer must see not only that the total 

expenditure is kept within the limits of the authorized appropriation but also that the funds allotted to 

spending units are expended in the public interest and upon objects for which the money was provided”. 

The Pak.PWD vide their letter No.SW/W-13/795 dated 08.05.2020 submitted estimates of 

Rs.6,492,864 for renovation of residence of Honourable Federal Ombudsman House No.4, Attaturk 

Avenue, Embassy Road, F-6/4, Islamabad. 

The management of Federal Ombudsman Secretariat for Protection against Harassment of 

Women at the Workplace (FOSPAH), Islamabad released funds amounting to Rs.8.00 million to Pak. 

PWD as per following breakup:  

Authority No. & Date Amount 

released 

Purpose 

No.A-III/AUTH/ 

F.O.S/ID-6832/2019-

20/1372 dated 05.05.2020 

8,000,000 Breakup is as under: 

1. Renovation of office building = Rs.5.00 million  

2. Repair/ maintenance of residence of Honourable 

Ombudsman = Rs.3.00 million 

The FOSPAH vide letter No.FOS.3(21)/2018-Admn/Vol-III/21 dated 30.04.2020 asked the 

Pak. PWD to carry out maintenance work of the residence out of funds amounting to Rs.8.00 million.  

Later on, the repair work of residence was called off and FOSPAH vide letter 

No.FOS.3(6)/2011-Admn/145 dated 09.10.2020 asked the Pak.PWD to refund the unutilized amount 

of Rs.3.00 million (out of Rs.8.00 million). 

In response, the Pak.PWD vide letter No.EE/CCD-II/W-409/596 dated 15.10.2020 intimated 

that an amount of Rs.8.00 million was exclusively released for remaining civil work in Right Wing of 

1st Floor of office building. Hence no amount can be refunded to FOSPAH.  
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Audit observed that the unspent amount of Rs.3.00 million had not been refunded by Pak. PWD 

into Government Account. The utilization of unspent amount on another work by Pak.PWD was 

unauthorized.  

Audit is of the view that due to non-refund of amount by Pak.PWD the public exchequer was 

put to loss on this account. 

The management replied that this Secretariat released an amount of Rs.8 million to Pak PWD 

for renovation of Office Building against their estimate of Rs.6,492,861 vide number A-

III/authority/FOS/ID-6832/2019-20/1372 dated 05.05.2020 with the Pak. PWD committed that this 

estimate constitute an amount of Rs.3 million to be spent on the renovation of Residence of Honorable 

Federal Ombudsman. Later on, this Secretariat withdraw their letter of renovation of Official Residence 

of the Honorable Federal Ombudsman. Pak PWD, Islamabad replied that an amount of Rs.8 million 

released earlier to Pak. PWD has been spent on the right wing of FOSPAH Secretariat and Pak PWD 

not in a position to refund of Rs.3 million as demanded by this FOSPAH Secretariat. Pak PWD 

forwarded a detail of actual expenditure against the released of fund of Rs.8 million is Rs.8.41 million. 

The reply is not cogent as Pak PWD was not authorized to utilize said unspent amount on 

another work.  

The management did not convene DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommend to get the refund of unspent amount from the Pak.PWD. 

11.5.3 Appointment of Registrar on contract basis and further regularization of his 

services in violation of rules 

According to Rule-3 of Office of the Federal Ombudsman for Protection against Harassment 

of Women at the Workplace (Employees Service) Rules, 2014 “the regular establishment of employees 

in basic pay scale (1 to 20) of the office shall consist of posts mentioned in the schedule with their scales 

of pay, appointment to the posts in the office shall be made in the manner as prescribed in the schedule. 

According to Rule-4 ibid the person specified in column (3) of the Table below shall be 

appointing authority for making on recommendations of the appropriate Promotion and Selection Board 

or Committee, appointment to various posts in the Office as specified in column (2) thereof namely: 

S. No. For appointment to posts in Appointing Authority 

1 BPS-17 to 19 Federal Ombudsman 

Rule-12 ibid states that “an employee possessing the prescribed minimum educational and other 

qualifications, length of service and other conditions as set out in the Schedule shall be eligible for 

promotion to a higher post for the time being reserved under these rules for promotion”. 

The management of Federal Ombudsman Secretariat for Protection against Harassment of 

Women at the Workplace (FOSPAH), Islamabad appointed Mr. Rehman Shahzad as Registrar (BPS-

18) on contract basis in FOSPAH vide Memorandum No. FOS.3(21)/2018-Admn/Vol-II dated 26-12-

2019 for period of one year from the date of joining. The officer assumed the charge of the post on 01-

01-2020. The contract services of the officer were regularized vide Notification FOS. No.1(1)/2020-

Admn/ dated 24.05.2021.  

Audit observed as under: 

i. As per Method of Appointment under Table-III of above quoted Rules, the post of 

Registrar was required to be filled by 100% promotion. Whereas, the post of 

Registrar was filled by making contract appointment.  
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ii. Since the officer applied for contract appointment therefore, he did not qualify for 

the regularization of services as per method of appointment given in the Employees 

Service Rules, 2014. 

Audit is of the view that the appointment of officer on contract basis and subsequent 

regularization of his services is in violation of Rules. 

The management replied that in light of Section 17 (1) and (3) of Act XIV 2013 the Federal 

Ombudsman has the full administrative and financial autonomy. Further Federal Ombudsman can 

appoint the staff that includes Advisors, Consultants on contract basis for legal assistance. Further there 

was no regular Assistant Registrar that could be promoted as a Registrar of this office. So the authority 

decided to appoint Registrar on contract basis via advertisement. Later on the Registrar appointed on 

contract basis was regularized by the authority the Federal Ombudsman vide No.11(1)/2020/Admin 

dated 24.05.2021. 

The reply is not convincing as the relevant service rules were not observed. 

The management did not convene DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to probe the matter for fixing of responsibility. 
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CHAPTER 12 

FINANCE DIVISION 

12.1 Introduction 

Following functions are main functions assigned to the Finance Division under the Rules of 

Business, 1973 amongst the other functions: 

1. Finances of the Federal Government and financial matters affecting the country as a 

whole. 

2. The Annual Budget Statement and the Supplementary and Excess Budget Statements to 

be laid before the Parliament, the Schedules of Authorized Expenditure. 

3. Allocation of share of each Provincial Government in the proceeds of divisible Federal 

Taxes; National Finance Commission. 

4. Public debt of the Federation both internal and external; borrowing money on the security 

of the Federal Consolidated Fund. 

5. Currency, coinage and legal tender, Pakistan Security Printing Corporation and Pakistan 

Mint. 

6. Banking, investment, financial and other Corporations:  

i) State Bank of Pakistan; 

ii) Other banking (not including co-operative banking) and investment and financial 

corporations with objects and business not confined to one Province;  

iii) Incorporation, regulation and winding up of corporations including banking, 

insurance and financial corporations not confined to or controlled by or carrying on 

business in one Province. 

7. Company Law: Accountancy, Matters relating to the Partnership Act, 1932. 

8. Investment policies: Capital Issues (Continuance of Control) Act, 1947; statistics and 

research work pertaining to investment and capital. 

9. Financial settlement between Pakistan and India and division of assets and liabilities of 

the Pre-Independence Government of India. 

10. International Monetary Fund. 

11. Competition Commission of Pakistan and anti-Cartel Laws. 

12. Administration of Economic Reforms Order, 1978. 

13. Negotiations with international organizations and other countries and implementation of 

agreements thereof. 

ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS 

1. Office of the Auditor General of Pakistan  

2. Office of the Controller General of Accounts 
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3. Central Directorate of National Savings (CDNS) 

4. Competition Commission of Pakistan 

5. Pakistan Mint 

6. Securities & Exchange Commission of Pakistan 

Sr. No. Description Total No. Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited 

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited 

 (FY 2020-21)  

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 58 5 4,347.264 264.490 

2 
Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 

1 - - - 

3 

Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

14 3 30,142.605 - 

4 
Foreign Aided Project 

(FAP) 

5 - - - 

 

12.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Finance Division for the financial year 2020-21 was 

Rs.14,211,282.65 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.18,773,777.76 

million. The Division had 8 current grant and 3 development grant. Grant-wise detail of current 

and development expenditure is as under: 

Grant  

No. 

Type of Grant Original  

Grant 

Suppl  

Grant 

Surrender  

(-) 

Final Grant Actual 

 Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

59 Current 1,854.55 80.09 -382.15 1,472.40 1,459.01 -13.40 -0.91% 

60 Current 28,838.49 10,100.00 -3,110.66 35,827.83 35,891.61 63.77 0.18% 

61 Current 5,923.62 1,512.75 -22.22 7,414.14 7,402.46 -11.68 -0.16% 

64 Current 470,000.00 0.00 -22,140.00 447,860.00 456,430.39 8,570.39 1.91% 

65 Current 171,890.00 34,500.00 -2,151.19 204,238.81 204,238.81 0.00 0.00% 

66 Current 643,300.00 72,634.33 -222,226.36 493,707.98 461,504.44 -32,203.53 -6.52% 

146 Current 11,717.20 0.00 -600.00 11,117.20 9,201.97 -1,915.23 -17.23% 

147 Current 66,776.00 91,292.84 -1,694.54 156,374.29 155,609.13 -765.16 -0.49% 

 Sub Total Current 1,400,299.86 210,120.00 -252,327.12 1,358,012.65 1,331,737.80 -26,274.85 -1.93% 

165 Development 100.00 0.02 -75.74 24.26 24.26 0.00 0.00% 

166 Development 66,370.07 34,002.61 -2,119.69 98,252.99 98,052.99 -200.00 -0.20% 

167 Development 67,000.00 0.00 -42,909.25 24,090.75 24,090.74 0.00 0.00% 

 Sub Total Development 133,470.07 34,002.63 -45,104.69 122,367.99 122,167.99 -200.00 -0.16% 

Repayment of Domestic 

Debt 10,099,902.00  0.00 10,099,902.00 14,784,886.94 4,684,984.94 46.39% 

Servicing of Domestic Debt 2,631,000.00 0.00 0.00 2,631,000.00 2,534,985.02 -96,014.98 -3.65% 

 Sub Total Charged 12,730,902.00 0.00 0.00 12,730,902.00 17,319,871.96 4,588,969.96 36.05% 

 Total 14,264,671.93 244,122.63 -297,431.81 14,211,282.65 18,773,777.76 4,562,495.11 32.10% 

Audit noted that there was an overall excess of Rs. 4,562,495.11 million, which was due to 

excess in charged grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  
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According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget estimates, 

the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand that budget 

processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and assumptions and a 

coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed that there 

was savings of 8.47% with respect to Original grant which was reduced to 0.16% w.r.t Final Grant in 

case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 4.90% of savings in expenditure 

w.r.t original allocation reduced to 1.93% of savings in expenditure w.r.t final allocation. On the other 

hand 36.05% of excess in Charged Expenditure remained unchanged w.r.t to final grant, as depicted in 

the graph below: 

 

12.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.78,417.41million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Finance Division. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature 

is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  

B Procurement related irregularities   12.74 

C Management of account with commercial banks  285.99 

D Recovery 78,073.14 

E Internal Control  

4 Value for money and service delivery   45.53 

5 Others  

 

12.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2010-11 9 9 8 1 89 

2011-12 17 0 0 17 - 

2012-13 35 0 0 35 - 

2013-14 20 18 6 14 33 

2014-15 30 0 0 30 - 

2015-16 9 8 3 6 38 

2016-17 13 6 0 13 - 
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2017-18 15 15 8 7 53 

2018-19 61 0 0 61 - 

2019-20 42 0 0 42 - 

2020-21 17 0 0 17 - 

Total 268 56 25 243 45 

 

12.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Competition Commission of Pakistan (CCP) 

12.5.1 Unauthorized expenditure on transport and fuel monetization – Rs.12.744 

million 

Cabinet Division UO No.2/11/2019-CPC, dated 25.02.2020 states that case for review of 

monetization policy of Competition Commission of Pakistan will be placed before the Steering 

Committee on Monetization during next meeting. 

Competition Commission of Pakistan (CCP) adopted a different transport monetization policy 

from October, 2014 as compared to the policy announced by the Cabinet Division. Comparison of both 

policies is as under: 

S. 

No. 

Position CCP 

Grade/equivalent to 

BPS 

CCP Monetization Policy Cabinet 

Division’s 

monetization 

policy 

Monthly 

monetization 

allowance 

Monthly fuel 

monetization 

1. Director 

General 

CCP Grade-9/BPS-

21 

Rs. 71,300 with 5% 

annual increase 

Rupees equivalent to 

430 liters 
77,430 

2. Director  CCP Grade-8/BPS-

20 

Rs. 65,500 with 5% 

annual increase 

Rupees equivalent to 

250 liters 
65,960 

Audit observed that payment of Rs. 12,743,811 was made to Directors General, Directors which 

included vehicles monetization allowance Rs.8,306,363 and fuel monetizationRs.4,437,448 in conflict 

with the Cabinet Division’s policy.  

Audit is of the view that the payments made are held unauthorized. 

 The management replied that the payments were made in accordance with the provision 

of service regulations. 

 The reply is not tenable as the Finance Division had already taken up the case with 

Cabinet Division. 

The management did not convene DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends recovery of the amount paid in excess of the monetization policy of the 

federal government. 

12.5.2 Unauthorized payment of pension to retired employees from competition 

commission fund – Rs.32.245 million 

Section 61(e) of Competition Act, 2010 states that on commencement of this Act officers, 

employees, servants, or any other person holding any post in connection with the affairs of the 

Monopoly Control Authority, not considered for appointment in the Commission shall have the option 

to be discharged from service on payment of admissible relieving benefits, or alternatively, their 

services shall be placed at the disposal of the Finance Division for absorption on the terms and 

conditions to be determined by that Division but not less favorable than those which they were entitled 
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to in Monopoly Control Authority, and unless sooner they are absorbed elsewhere they shall continue 

to draw their pay, allowances, privileges or other benefits from the Commission as they were drawing 

while holding their posts in the Authority. 

Regulation 3(2)(a) of Competition Commission (Expenditure & Investment) Regulations, 2007 

states that the fund shall be expended and applied for the purpose of paying any expenditure lawfully 

incurred by the Commission, including the remuneration of Members and employees appointed and 

employed by the Commission, including any contributions, superannuating allowances or gratuities and 

legal fees and costs and other fees and costs. 

Competition Commission of Pakistan (CCP) paid Rs.32,244,579 as pension to retired 

employees of former Monopoly Control Authority. 

Audit observed that neither in the Act nor in Competition Commission (Expenditure & 

Investment) Regulations, 2007, was provision for making payment of retiring benefit (pension) from 

CCP Fund. 

Audit is of the view that expenditure incurred is in violation of the Act and the Regulations. 

The management replied that the payment of pension was made in accordance with the 

Competition Act, 2010. 

The reply is not tenable as payment of pension from CCP Fund to retired civil servants of 

defunct MCA was not provided for in the Act.  

The management did not convene DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility be fixed for the irregularity. 

12.5.3 Unauthorized maintenance of pension fund – Rs. 285.991 million 

Section 61(e) of Competition Act, 2010 states that on commencement of this Act officers, 

employees, servants, or any other person holding any post in connection with the affairs of the 

Monopoly Control Authority, not considered for appointment in the Commission shall have the option 

to be discharged from service on payment of admissible relieving benefits, or alternatively, their 

services shall be placed at the disposal of the Finance Division for absorption on the terms and 

conditions to be determined by that Division but not less favorable than those which they were entitled 

to in Monopoly Control Authority(MCA), and unless sooner they are absorbed elsewhere they shall 

continue to draw their pay, allowances, privileges or other benefits from the Commission as they were 

drawing while holding their posts in the Authority. 

Section 56 of Competition Act, 2010 states that the federal government may, as and when it 

considers necessary, issue policy directives to the Commission, not-inconsistent with the provisions of 

this Act, and the Commission shall comply with such directives. 

Competition Commission of Pakistan (CCP) maintained pension fund, for former employees 

of MCA as details below.  

S. 

No. 

Pension fund placed at Principal 

amount 

Interest 

earned 

Amount 

as on 30.06.2020 

1 
NBP account No.40352601070 at 

Main Branch Melody, Islamabad 
13,023,289 - 13,023,289 

2 National Bank of Pakistan TDR 150,000,000 8,039,342 158,039,342 

3 National Bank of Pakistan TDR 45,000,000 2,242,701 47,242,701 

4 National Bank of Pakistan TDR 65,000,000 2,685,871 67,685,871 

Total 273,023,289 12,967,914 285,991,203 
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Audit observed that there was no provision in the Act to maintain pension fund for former 

Monopoly Control Authority’s employees. Further, the federal government had not issued any direction 

for maintaining the pension fund.  

Audit is of the view that pension fund maintained is in violation of the Act. 

The management replied that the fund for pension was provided in accordance with the 

Competition Act, 2010. 

The reply is not tenable as maintenance of pension fund out of CCP Fund for retired civil 

servants of defunct MCA was not provided for in the Act. 

The management did not convene DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the practice be discontinued. 

12.5.4 Non-production of record 

Section 14(2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor 

General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant 

Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

Management of CCP was requested following record vide requisitions dated 25th and 27th 

August, 2021  

i. Selection / appointment process files of Chairperson and Members of the Commission 

ii. Competition Appellate Tribunal (orders issued by the Chairperson, Appeal No., Date 

of filing of appeal, date of disposal of appeal) 

iii. Biometric Attendance report for the year. 

Management of CCP failed to provide the above requisitioned record till conclusion of audit, 

despite repeated requests. In absence of the above-mentioned record, audit is unable comment on the 

performance of CCP and Competition Appellate Tribunal 

Audit is of the view that non-provision of record is hindering of auditorial function and requires 

disciplinary action. 

No reply was received till finalization of this report. 

The management did not convene DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that necessary action may be taken against those hindering the process of 

audit. 

12.5.5 Non-Recovery of long outstanding penalties – Rs 67,789 million 

Section 40(8) of Competition Commission of Pakistan Act, 2010 states that all penalties and fines shall 

be credited to the Public Account of the Federation. 

During the audit of Competition Commission of Pakistan for the year 2020-21 it was observed 

that management imposed penalties of Rs. 67, 823 million on different companies from 2007-08 to 

2020-21. Summary of the penalty imposed, received and recoverable is as under:  

Description Amount 

Penalty Imposed 67,823,225,999 
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Penalty Recovered 33,750,000 

Penalty Recoverable 67,789,475,999 

Audit observed that out of Rs.67,823.22 million worth of penalties imposed only 0.05% i.e. Rs. 

33.75 million were recovered which is alarmingly low in terms of finalization of recovery of penalties. 

As on June 2021 there is a recoverable balance of Rs. 67,789 million. 

Audit is of the view that low percentage of recovery of penalties is a question mark on the 

working of CCP. Audit is also of the view that either the penalties imposed are unrealistic or are based 

on enquiries with insufficient evidences. 

No reply was received till finalization of this report. 

The management did not convene DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired to ascertain the reason or fix responsibility 

regarding low percentage of recovery of penalties imposed. 

12.5.6 Non-recovery of 3% charge on fees and charges levied on regulatory agencies 

- Rs. 10,284.139 million 

Section 20(2) (f) of Competition Act, 2010, states that the ‘CCP Fund’ shall consist of a 

percentage of the fees and charges levied by other regulatory agencies in Pakistan as prescribed by the 

Federal Government in consultation with the Commission and the percentage so prescribed shall not be 

varied to the disadvantage of the Commission. 

Finance Division’s S.R.O No. (1)/2008 dated 23.08.2008 states that a charge of 3% charge on 

the fees and charges levied by the following authorities during current financial year to meet charges in 

connection with the functioning of the Commission namely: 

a)  Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan 

b)  National Electronic Power Regulatory Authority 

c)  Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority 

d)  Pakistan Telecommunication Authority 

e)  Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority 

Competition Commission of Pakistan (CCP) was required to receive a charge of 3% on the fees 

and charges levied from the regularity authorities. 

Audit observed that CCP accumulated, during the period from 2008-09 to 2020-21, a 

recoverable amount of Rs. 10,284,139,526 on account of 3% of the fees and charges from the above 

stated authorities.  

Period SECP PTA NEPRA PEMRA OGRA 

2008-09 32,218,050 66,846,527 14,796,400 9,555,270 9,050,911 

2009-10 38,884,860 75,224,409 9,571,711 16,229,730 8,829,069 

2010-11 48,278,100 318,236,288 10,748,453 10,694,251 8,829,069 

2011-12 43,503,690 244,743,406 12,436,929 10,575,411 8,829,069 

2012-13 49,072,470 278,313,391 13,788,116 15,503,150 8,829,069 

2013-14 55,308,240 3,181,234,106 16,657,708 15,503,150 8,829,069 

2014-15 70,512,930 464,803,929 23,873,584 15,503,150 8,829,069 

2015-16 77,159,520 1,266,915,720 27,568,695 20,514,221 22,508,568 

2016-17 86,928,660 1,433,654,460 30,792,561 24,509,371 19,041,767 

2017-18 99,987,060 927,628,686 34,902,798 24,509,371 27,427,521 

2018-19 84,313,200 383,053,232 37,919,199 24,509,371 42,049,095 

2019-20 88,414,380 383,053,232 42,150,806 24,509,371 42,049,095 

2020-21 88,414,380 383,053,232 42,150,806 24,509,371 42,049,095 

Total 862,995,540 9,406,760,616 317,357,766 236,625,186 257,150,467 

Received  431,149,658 125,258,696 - 5,097,122 235,244,573 
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Period SECP PTA NEPRA PEMRA OGRA 

Receivable  431,845,882 9,281,501,920 317,357,766 231,528,064 21,905,894 

From the above table it is clear that OGRA and SECP has shown compliance to the provisions 

of the CCP act to some extent, whereas NEPRA has defaulted its dues. 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of outstanding dues from the regulatory authorities is 

lapse on the part of the Commission as accumulation of dues shows laxity on the part of the 

management. 

Neither the management replied nor convene DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the outstanding amount may be recovered. 

Regional Directorate of National Savings, Karachi 

12.5.7 Loss due to irregular award of security contract to higher bidder -Rs.45.532 

million 

Rule 2(h)(i)(ii) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that, the lowest evaluated bid means 

a bid most closely conforming to evaluation criteria and other conditions specified in the bidding 

document and having lowest evaluated cost. 

The management of Regional Directorate of National Savings (RDNS), Karachi got a tender 

notice published in newspaper on 20.05.2017 for acquiring security services at RDNS, Karachi and 

field offices at Karachi, Hyderabad and Quetta. In response, following three firms participated and 

quoted their rates as under: 

S.No. Name of Security Agency Rate offered 

1 M/s. Fast Security 5,139,800 

2 M/s. Metro Guards 8,023,609 

3 M/s. Askari Guards 6,307,300 

The contract was awarded to M/s. Askari Guards @ 6,307,300 per month for one year which 

was extended for another two years up to October, 2020. 

Audit observed that the contract was awarded to the bidder with higher rates which resulted in 

a loss of Rs. 45,532,500/- as per detail given below: 

Audit is of the view that due to award of security contracts to the bidder other than the lowest 

resulted in loss of Rs.45.532 million. 

Neither the management replied nor convene DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity. 

Contract awarded to M/s. Askari Guards (higher bidder) Lowest Rate offered by M/s. Fast Security 

S. No. Period Months Rate Amount Period Months Rate Amount Loss 

1 

01.08.2017 

 to  

31.07.2018 12 6,307,300 75,687,600 

01.07.2017 to 

31.07.2018 12 5,139,800 66,817,400 14,010,000 

2 

01.08.2018 

to 
31.07.2019 12 6,307,300 75,687,600 

01.08.2018 to 
31.07.2019 12 5,139,800 61,677,600 14,010,000 

3 

01.08.2019  

to 

31.10.2020 15 6,307,300 94,609,500 

01.08.2019 to 

31.10.2020 15 5,139,800 77,097,000 17,512,500 

    245,984,700    205,592,000 45,532,500 
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CHAPTER 13 

HIGHER EDUCATION COMMISSION 

13.1 Introduction 

Higher Education Commission (HEC) was set up through an Ordinance in September, 2002 to 

facilitate the development of indigenous universities to be world-class centers of higher education, 

research and development.  

To address the challenges of higher education a comprehensive strategy has been defined by 

HEC that identifies the core strategic aims for reform as (i) Faculty development, (ii) Improving access, 

(iii) Excellence in learning and research, and (iv) Relevance to national priorities. These strategic aims 

are supported by well-integrated cross-cutting themes for developing leadership, governance and 

management, enhancing quality assessment and accreditation and physical and technological 

infrastructure development. 

ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS/ AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

 All Public-Sector Universities 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

No. 

Audited Expenditure Audited 

(FY 2020-21) Rs. in 

million 

Revenue/Receipt Audited 

(FY 2020-21) Rs. in 

million 

1 Formations 27 24 90,380.549 9,723.400 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 

37 6 34,943 

 

 

3 Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

21 0   

4 Foreign Aided Project 

(FAP) 

2 2 1,980.852  

 

13.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Higher Education Commission for the financial year 2020-21 was 

Rs.99,817.20 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs. 98,507.65 million. The 

Division had 1 current grant and 1 development grant. Grant-wise detail of current and development 

expenditure is as under: 

Grant  

No. 

Type of  

Grant 

Original  

Grant 

Supplementary  

Grant 

Surrender (-) Final  

Grant 

Actual  

Expenditure 

Excess/  

\(Saving) 

% age 

 Excess/ 

(Saving) 

54 Current 64,100.00 5,000.00 - 69,697.20 69,620.64 -76.57 -0.11% 

162 Development 29,470.00 650.00 -549.05 30,120.00 28,887.02 -1,232.98 -4.09% 

Grant Total 93,570.00 5,650.00 -549.05 99,817.20 98,507.65 -1,309.55 -1.31% 

Audit noted that there was an overall saving of Rs.1,309.55 million, which was due to saving 

in Current grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget estimates, 

the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand that budget 
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processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and assumptions and a 

coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed that there 

was savings of 1.98% with respect to Original grant which increased to savings of 4.09% w.r.t Final 

Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 8.61% of excess in 

expenditure w.r.t original allocation reduced to 0.11% of savings in expenditure w.r.t final allocation, 

as depicted in the graph below: 

 

13.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.53,036.77million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Higher Education Commission. Summary of the audit observations 

classified by nature is as under: 

        

 (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record 2,172.39 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  608.12 

B Procurement related irregularities  200.88 

C Management of account with commercial banks 20,745.07 

D Recovery   90.89 

E Internal Control 29,182.19 

4 Value for money and service delivery   31.10 

5 Others    6.13 

 

13.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2010-11 5 5 4 1 80 

2011-12 25 0 0 25 - 

2012-13 17 0 0 17 - 

2013-14 44 39 15 29 38 

2014-15 6 6 5 1 83 

2015-16 22 22 8 14 36 

2016-17 51 10 3 48 30 

2017-18 72 13 5 67 38 

2018-19 60 0 0 60 - 
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2019-20 21 0 0 21 - 

2020-21 39 0 0 39 - 

Total 362 95 40 322 42 

13.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Higher Education Commission 

13.5.1 Irregular and unauthorized up-gradation of 85 posts 

Section 21 of Higher Education Commission Ordinance, 2002 states that the 

Commission may, with the prior approval of Controlling Authority, by notification in the 

official gazette, make rules for carrying out the purposes of this Ordinance. 

Section3ofHigherEducationCommissionOrdinance,2002statesthattheControlling 

Authority of the Commission shall be the Prime Minister or, as the case may be, the Chief 

Executive of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan who may supervise the affairs of the 

Commission. 

Para 8(a) Serial No. 1 of the Finance Division’s O.M.No.F.3(2)Exp-III/2006 dated 

13.09.2006 states that the creation of new posts requires approval of the Finance Division. 

The management Higher Education Commission (HEC), Islamabad upgraded 85 posts 

(44 Assistants BS-14 to BS-16, 6 Assistant In-charge BS-15 to BS-16, 9 Upper Division Clerk 

BS-09 to BS-11 and 26 Lower Division Clerk BS-7 to BS-9). 

Audit observed as under: 

i. No rules for up gradation of posts were framed in pursuance of Section 21 of HEC, 

Ordinance. 

ii. Posts were neither created nor upgraded with the prior concurrence of Finance 

Division and Establishment Division, as the budget for these posts was allocated by 

GoP. 

Audit is of the view that up-gradation of posts without any approved rules and delegated 

powers was unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor convene DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that expenditure incurred on unauthorized upgraded posts without 

requisite approvals maybe recovered, the up gradation may be reverted and necessary 

proceedings be initiated against the person(s) at fault. 

13.5.2 Unauthorized transfer of Development funds to commercial bank accounts - 

Rs. 28,681.812 million 

Para 2(vi) of Revised Procedure for Operation of Assignment Account of Federal 

Government issued by the Controller General of Accounts vide No. ACII/1-39/08/Volume-

V/632 dated 24.09.2008 states that the officers holding Assignment Account will ensure that 
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no money is drawn from these accounts unless it is required for immediate disbursement. 

Moneys will not be drawn for deposit into chest or any bank account. 

Finance Division O.M. No. F.2(2)-BR-II/2008-695/2017 dated 16.06.2017 states 

withdrawal of amounts from Assignment Accounts for placement in Commercial Accounts in 

not only against fundamental of Article 80 of the Constitution but also violation of Paras 66, 

95 & 96 of GFR Vol-I and Rule 290 of FTR. In case of violation of this rule the head of 

organization will be held responsible and a case will be forwarded to be proceeded under E&D 

Rules. 

The management of HEC, Islamabad was maintaining Assignment Account No. 2167 

for Development Projects of Universities and amount of Rs.28,681.812 million was transferred 

by HEC to different Universities during 2020-21. 

Audit observed that the amount of Rs. 28,681.812 million was transferred from 

Assignment Account maintained for Development Project to different commercial bank 

accounts maintained by Universities & Centers in violation of instructions of the Finance 

Division. 

Audit is of the view that transfer of Development Grants to Universities’ commercial 

bank accounts in violation of instructions of the Finance Division and Article 80 of the 

Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan was irregular and unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor convene DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends recovery of unused funds along with accrued interest for the 

concerned period be affected. 

13.5.3 Unauthorized utilization of year-end closing balance of Assignment Account - 

Rs. 19,886.346 million 

Finance Division letter No. F.2(2)-BR-11/2008-948/18 dated 12.10.2018 Annex-I 

states that the revised procedure of Assignment Account is applicable to Federal Government 

as well as Provincial Governments with immediate effect to ensure uniformity in fiscal 

operations, Special Drawing Accounts (SLYAs), Personal Ledger Accounts (PLAs) and 

Revolving Fund Account; (Local Currency) will be ‘discontinued by Federal and Provincial 

Government department. Assignment Accounts will be part of Consolidated Fund. Amounts 

remaining- unspent at the close of financial- year will appear as saving under the respective 

budget grant surrendered in time. Unspent ceiling/balance in assignment accounts will not be 

carried forward in the next financial Year. 

The management of HEC, Islamabad transferred funds from Assignment Account to 

various universities/institutions to deposit in their commercial bank account. At the close of 

financial years Universities reported closing/unspent balances in their bank accounts during 

2020-21.  
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Audit observed that an amount of Rs. 19,886.346 million was transferred from 

Assignment Account by the universities at the year-end instead of surrendering in contravention 

to aforementioned rules. 

Audit is of the view that utilization of unspent balance from Assignment Account was 

irregular and against the spirit of Assignment Accounts’ procedures. 

Neither the management replied nor convene DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility be fixed. 

13.5.4 Non-Recovery from defaulters–Rs.8.042million 

Para-01 of minutes of the 29th meeting of National Scholarship Management 

Committee (NSMC) states that the scholars may be held for the breach of agreement, if it falls 

in any of the following states: 

 Withdrawal from course of study. 

 Non-response during the study period. 

 MS completed but failed to seek PhD admission. 

 Failed to submit the required progress reports or comprehensive reports within 

Specified period. 

Para 2 of the minutes of the 29th meeting of National Scholarship Management 

Committee (NSMC) states that in case of breach of agreement, the scholars shall be bound to 

pay the HEC a penalty at the rate of 25% beside compensate the HEC by making a refund of 

total expenditure amount including travel cost etc. 

The HEC management provided the following details vis-à-vis refund of dropped and 

cancelled scholarships: 

(Rupees) 

S.No. Status No. Expenditure 

incurred 

Penalty Total 

1. Remaining Penalty 1  30,575 30,575 

2. Legal Cases 8 5,945,551 1,486,638 7,432,189 

3. Fund utilization report awaited 1 463,750 115,938 579,688 

Total 10 6,409,301 1,633,151 8,042,452 

Audit observed that an amount of Rs.8.042 million was pending against defaulted 

scholars since long but the same was not recovered by the HEC. 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery from defaulted scholars indicates the wasteful 

and unstructured spending of tax-payer money. 

Neither the management replied nor convene DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends recovery of the amount at the earliest and blacklisting of the defaulting 

scholars. 
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13.5.5 Non-production of record relating to recovery from defaulters 

Section 14(2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall 

afford all facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for 

information in as complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 

Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions 

of the Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action 

under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

The management of HEC executing the Project “Indigenous PhD Fellowship for 5000 

Scholars, HEC (Phase-II)” provided details that Rs. 165,479,402 had been recovered so far 

from dropped/cancelled scholarships. 

Despite repeated requests the management did not produce any relevant documentary 

evidence to ascertain that the amount of165.479 million was in fact recovered by the project 

management. 

Audit is of the view that non-production of record hindered the auditorial functions of 

the Auditor General of Pakistan. 

Neither the management replied nor convene DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for hindering the auditorial 

functions of the Auditor General of Pakistan besides production of record to Audit. 

13.5.6 Non-Recovery of advance tax on revenue of HEC 

An amendment under Section 49(4) of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 was made through 

Finance Act, 2007 which states that exemption under this section shall not be available in the 

case of corporation, company, a regulatory authority, a development authority, other body or 

institution established by or under a Federal law or a Provincial law or an existing law or a 

corporation, company, a regulatory authority, a development authority or other body or 

institution set up, owned and controlled, either directly or indirectly, by the Federal 

Government or a Provincial Government, regardless of the ultimate destination of such income 

as laid down in Article 165A of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. 

The management of Higher Education Commission, Islamabad has been collecting 

receipts as attestation fee from the students for degree verification. 

Audit observed that Income Tax was neither worked out nor deposited against total 

revenue for the period 2007-08 to 2020-21, as required under Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. 

Audit is of the view that non-payment of Income Tax on HEC’s revenue deprived the 

government of its due receipts. 
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The management replied that Section 49(2) of Income tax ordinance states that income 

falling under the head “Income from business” is chargeable to tax provided that the business 

carried on by government organization is outside its legal jurisdiction. HEC conducts its all 

affairs within its jurisdiction and does not have any avenue of generating revenue which falls 

outside its mandate and powers entrusted by HEC Ordinance. 

Furthermore, transacting a business involves a profit motive for rendering a service or 

product. HEC neither render its services with any profit motive nor its services or products are 

guided by market forces which otherwise would have technically categorized HEC as Business 

Entity. 

HEC only charges cost of services rendered to public in shape of degree attestation etc. 

The amount collected as cost of services also becomes part of HEC Budget through 

Government budgetary process which ultimately reduces the HEC demand of grant to meet 

HEC recurring expenses 

The reply was not acceptable because all exemptions were drawn by the Government 

under Section 49(4) of Income Tax through Finance Act, 2007 mentioned above. 

Audit recommends that recovery of advance tax be assessed, made and deposited into 

Federal Government Account. 

COMSATS University, Islamabad 

13.5.7 Irregular and unauthorized appointment of Advisor/Consultant - Rs. 25.486 

million (Criteria Federal Government’s Guideline)  

Section 11(4) (c) of COMSATS University Islamabad Act, 2018 states that the Rector 

shall have the power to make appointments of such categories of employees of the University 

and in such manner as may be prescribed by the statues. 

Section 12(2) of COMSATS Institute of Information Technology Ordinance, 2000, 

states that the Rector, shall be Principal academic and administrative officer of the Institute 

and shall be responsible for proper implementation of the decisions of the Board and for the 

execution of the Programs of the Institute in accordance with guidelines and policies 

formulated by the Board. 

Rule 8(a) of the Employees Services statues 2009 of COMSATS states that 

appointments to all posts shall be made by initial recruitment on the basis of merit and fitness 

after due publicity of the vacancies in the national press in accordance with the conditions of 

education professional qualifications and experience. 

The management of COMSATS University, Islamabad appointed 08 

Advisors/Consultants at fixed monthly salary ranging from Rs. 95,000 to Rs. 444,405. The 

annual salary expenditure of advisors/consultants comes to Rs. 25.486 million. Moreover, staff 

cars were also provided to advisors/consultants. 
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Audit observed as under: 

i. The services of consultants/advisors were hired on contract without approved procedure 

for hiring/appointment and advertising the vacancies in the national press. 

ii. The appointments of consultants/advisors were made without sanctioned posts and 

prior approval of Board/ Senate. 

iii. Rector, CUI was not empowered to engage the services of advisors/consultants to assist 

him in discharge of his academic and administrative functions over and above the 

approved faculty. 

iv. The appointed persons were performing routine functions of the organization which 

were not of specific nature. The Advisors were required to be appointed for specialized 

assignments and for a specific job to be completed within a specified time whereas the 

Advisors were appointed for routine work. 

v. The educational qualification, experience etc. was not on record. 

Audit is of the view that hiring the services of Consultants/Advisors without any 

provision in the ACT/Ordinance was irregular and unauthorized. 

DAC directed that outcome of the fact finding inquiry already constituted for the same 

nature of para may be shared with audit. 

Audit recommends that the decision of the DAC may be implemented. 

13.5.8 Irregular appointment of Workers on Daily Wages Basis - Rs. 15.339 million 

Section 11(4) (c) of COMSATS University Islamabad Act, 2018 states that the Rector 

shall have the power to make appointments of such categories of employees of the University 

and in such manner as may be prescribed by the statues. 

Rule 8(a) of the Employees Services statues 2009 of COMSATS states that appointments 

to all posts shall be made by initial recruitment on the basis of merit and fitness after due publicity 

of the vacancies in the national press in accordance with the conditions of education professional 

qualifications and experience. 

The management of COMSATS University, Islamabad hired the services of different 

personnel including the positions of Associate Professor, Lecture, Manager, Sub Engineer on 

daily wages basis since long and incurred an expenditure of Rs. 15.339 million only on payment 

of monthly salaries during the year 2019-20. An expenditure of Rs. 120.721 million was 

incurred by all the Campus of CUI for engaging daily wages during the year 2019-20. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The appointments were made without advertising the posts. 

ii. The appointments were made against heavy remuneration while the salary/retainer 

ship package was not approved. 
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iii. The educational qualification, experience etc. were not on record. 

iv. No approved procedure (SOP)/rules for the appointment of daily wages were shown. 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of approved procedure of appointment and 

retainers ship package, the appointments and expenditure was irregular. 

DAC discussed the para in detail and directed that fact finding inquiry committee may 

be constituted and the outcome may be shared with audit. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity. 

13.5.9 Irregular transfer of funds for contributing to Pension Fund - Rs.10.662 

million 

Para 4 (c) of COMSATS Institute of Information Technology Employees Service 

Statutes, 2009, states that after successful completion of the probationary period, the 

appointment shall become regular. 

The Board of Governors of COMSATS Institute of Information Technology in its 27th 

meeting held on 13.03.2015 approved the CIIT Revised Pension/ Retirement Benefits Statutes, 

2014. 

COMSATS University, Principal Seat, Islamabad contributed Rs.10.662 million 

towards Pension fund @15% of the running pay of employees during the year 2019-20. Same 

Pension fund at the same rate was also contributing by all the campuses of the University since 

long. 

Audit observed that all employees were appointed on contract basis. 

Audit is of the view that payment of pension contribution on behalf of contract 

employees was irregular.  

DAC directed that matter may be referred to Establishment Division and Law and 

Justice Division for opinion. 

Audit recommends that the case may be pursued in the light of the DAC decision. 

13.5.10 Irregular payment of commutation and pension - Rs. 6.754 million 

Clause 4(c) of COMSATS Institute of Information Technology Pension/Retirement 

benefits Statutes, 2010, states that employee means a regular employee of the Institute 

appointed in a Scale of pay. 

The management of COMSATS University, Islamabad granted pension, on attaining the 

age of superannuation, to the following 08  contract employees during the year 2019-20 
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S. 

No. 

 

Name of Person 

 

Designation 

 

Campus 

Relievi 

ng Date 
Commuted 

value 

Monthly 

Pension 

No of 

Months 

Amount paid 

1 
Dr. Rahim Dad 

Khan 

Associate 

Professor 

 

CUI, Wah 
15.10.2 

019 

 

1,734,491 

 

27,260 

 

16 

 

436,160 

2 
Mr. Akram 

Zaeer 

 

Technician 

 

CUI, Wah 

07.07.2 

019 

 

267,233 

 

4,200 

 

19 

 

79,800 

3 
Mr. Safdar 

Nazeer 

Assistant 

Professor 

 

CUI, Wah 
23.08.2 

019 

 

1,919,273 

 

15,607 

 

15 

 

234,105 

4 
Mr. Azhar 

Mehmood 

 

Naib Qasid 
CUI, 

Attock 

21.01.2 

019 

 

410,057 

 

4,200 

 

24 

 

100,800 

5 
Mr. James 

Masih 

 

Sweeper 
CUI, 

Sahiwal 

30.06.2 

018 

 

267,233 
 

4,200 
 

31 
 

130,200 

6 
 

Mr. Siraj ul Haq 
 

Cook 
 

CUI, Wah 
01.07.2 

018 

 

267,233 
 

4,200 
 

31 
 

130,200 

 

7 
 

Mr. Aurangzeb 

 

Driver 

CUI, 

Principal 

Seat 

 

30.06.2 

018 

 

267,233 

 

4,200 

 

31 

 

130,200 

8 
 

Mr. Azmat Din 

Security 

Supervisor 

CUI, 

Islamabad 

15.10.2 

018 

 

267,233 

 

4,200 

 

27 

 

113,400 

Total 5,399,986 68,067  1,354,865 

Audit observed that the employees were appointed on contract basis. 

Audit is of the view that payment of commutation and monthly pension to contract 

employees was irregular.  

DAC directed that matter may be referred to Establishment Division and Law and Justice 

Division for opinion. 

Audit recommends that DAC’s directives be complied with. 

 

13.5.11 Non-production of record of China Study Centre 

Section 14(2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Services) Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall 

afford all facilities and provide record for audit inspection comply with requests for information 

in as complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 

Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Services) Ordinance, 2001 states that the any person or authority hindering the auditorial 

functions of the Auditor General of Pakistan regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject 

to disciplinary action under relevant efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

The management of COMSATS established China Study Centre (CSC) which serves 

as a focal point at CUI for all China related activities including those pertaining to the 

educational, scientific, technological, business and cultural domains. 

The management did not provide the details relating to the establishment of study center 

at CUI and fee/charges realized from the students. 
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Audit is of the view that in the absence of record, the authenticity for the establishment 

of center and income realized/expenditure made could not be ascertained. 

DAC directed that record regarding China Study Centre be presented to audit at the 

earliest. 

Audit recommends that DAC’s directives be complied with. 

13.5.12 Non production of record of Endowment Fund and other income- Rs.111.885 

million 

Section 14(2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Services) Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall 

afford all facilities and provide record for audit inspection comply with requests for information 

in as complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 

Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Services) Ordinance, 2001 states that the any person or authority hindering the auditorial 

functions of the Auditor General of Pakistan regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject 

to disciplinary action under relevant efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

The management of COMSATS University, Islamabad shown Rs.51.164 million and 

Rs. 60.721 million in its receipt account as endowments and other income respectively for the 

year 2019-20. 

Audit observed that management failed to provide the records/details of investment of 

Endowment Fund and realization of other income. 

Audit is of the view that non-provision of record of endowment fund and income, the 

authenticity could not be ascertained. 

DAC directed that record of endowment fund be provided to Audit. 

Audit recommends that DAC’s directives be complied with. 

13.5.13 Irregular appointment of faculty 544 members  

Clause 6 of the COMSATS Institute of Information Technology, Tenure Track System 

Statutes 2009 states that for appointments to various faculty vacancies, applications shall be 

invited through due publicity in the national press. 

Annexure I of the guidelines for appointments on TTS issued vide letter No 

Ref.DG.QA/HEC/TTS-105/05/09-86 dated 14.06.2018 states that for endorsement from the 

HEC minutes of the Selection Board and Minutes of BoG/Senate is perquisites. 

COMSATS University appointed Nine Hundred and Four (904) faculty members on 

Tenue Track System (TTS) for its seven campuses all over the country. Details ae as under: 
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S. No. 

 

Campus 

Appointed With 

Advertisement 

Appointed 

Without 

Advertisement 

 

Total 

1 Islamabad 118 179 297 

2 Abbottabad 48 75 123 

3 Lahore 93 177 270 

4 Sahiwal 44 13 57 

5 Vehari 24 41 65 

6 Attock 24 22 46 

7 Wah 9 37 46 

Total 360 544 904 

Audit observed as under: 

i. 544 faculty members out of 904 were appointed without advertisement in the national 

press and prior to the approval of Selection Board and BoG. 

ii. 38 faculty members of Islamabad, Abbottabad, Lahore and Vehari were appointed without the 

approval of competent authority i.e. Selection Board and Board of Governors. 

iii. 29 faculty members were appointed directly without sending the dossier of each 

candidate to an independent Technical Review Panel (TRP) as given in rules 

mentioned above. Further detail of the MPhil and PhD produced and currently under 

their supervision since appointment was also not provided. 

iv. HEC endorsed the appointments of 117 faculty members which was neither approved 

from the Selection Board nor from the Board of Governor. 

Audit is of the view that appointment were made in violation of rules and instructions 

of the HEC. 

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that inquiry may be held to fix the responsibility. 

Comsats University, Lahore Campus 

13.5.14 Irregular appointment as Assistant Professor without advertisement - Rs. 

9.386 million 

Rule 6 of the Tenure Track System Statutes, 2009 states that for appointments to various 

faculty vacancies, applications shall be invited through due publicity in the national press. 

The management of COMSATS Islamabad made appointment of Dr. Mukhtar Ahmad 

as Assistant Professor on contract w.e.f. 23.05.2015 in Tenure Track System Scale vide 

CIIT/HR(ISB)/Phy/2015/9560, dated 17th June, 2015 and transferred to COMSATS Lahore 

and incurred an expenditure of Rs. 9.386 million on account of pay & allowances upto 

31.12.2021. The officer joined his service w.e.f. 11.09.2015. 

Audit observed that the appointment of the officer was made on contract basis for a 

period of 3 years without advertisement of post in the national press. The appointment period 
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of the officer was further extended for 3 years w.e.f. 23.05.2018 to 22.05.2021 and w.e.f. 

23.05.2021 to 31.12.2021. 

Audit is of the view that appointment in TTS scale without advertisement of post was 

irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter for fixing of responsibility. 

13.5.15 Irregular appointments without advertisement of posts in the national print 

media - Rs. 16.559 million. 

Rule 8(a) of COMSATS Services Statutes 2009 states that appointments to all posts 

shall be made by initial recruitment on the basis of merit and fitness, after due publicity of the 

vacancies in the national press, in accordance with the conditions of educational/professional 

qualifications and experience. 

Rule 21(b) of Employees Service Statutes 2009 also states that probation, in the case of 

an initial appointment to a regular post in the institute’s service, shall be for a period of one 

year, extendable for further one year. 

The management of COMSATS Lahore Campus appointed officers / staff but the 

vacancies were not advertised in the national print media. An expenditure of Rs. 16.559 million 

was incurred on pay and allowances. The details are given below: 

 

S. No Name of Employee 
Date of 

Appointment 
Designation Pay scale 

Pay per 

month 

 

Amount 

1 Arfa Tariq 02.06.16 Lab Engineer 
Fixed on 

02.06.2016 
33,500 

 

2,077,000 

2 Faisal Tariq 10.08.16 Lab Engineer 
Fixed on 

10.8.18 
32,000 

 

1,888,000 

3 Abeeha Natiq 30.04.18 
Sr. Administrative 

Assistant 
Fixed SG-IV 30,000 

 

1,140,000 

4 Arooj Mehmood 23.04.18 Assistant 
Fixed SG-IV 

23.4.18 
39,300 

 

1,493,400 

5 Muneeb Tahir 11.07.16 
Sr. Administrative 

Assistant 

Fixed SG-IV 

11.7.16 
30,000 

 

1,800,000 

6 Fazal Abbas 08.09.16 Assistant 
Fixed SG-IV 

08-09-2016 
30,000 

 

1,740,000 

7 Zarqa Rizwan 18.07.16 
Sr. Administrative 

Assistant 

Fixed SG IV 

18.07.16 
30,000 

 

1,800,000 

8 
Azhar Manzoor 

Rehmat 
29.12.16 

Assistant program 

Officer 

Fixed 

21.01.16 
39,000 

 

2,106,000 

9 Sahzad Hassan 01.08.17 Internee Assistant  20,000 940,000 

10 Neelam Ejaz\ 08.04.16 Assistant 
Fixed 

08.04.16 
25,000 

 

1,575,000 

Total 16,559,400 

Audit observed that 

i. Appointments were made without existence of clear vacancy. 

ii. The appointments were made without advertisement of posts in the national press. 
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Audit is of the view that the appointments without making advertisement in the print 

media was irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated for fixing of responsibility. 

13.5.16 Irregular expenditure due to appointments without advertisement of posts - 

Rs. 29.543 million 

Rule 8A of Employees Service Statutes 2009 states that “appointments to all post shall 

be made by initial recruitment on the basis of merit and fitness, after due publicity of the 

vacancies in the national press, in accordance with the conditions of educational professional 

qualification and experience, as shown in the Schedules appended with these Statues, except 

for meeting the urgent requirements of the institute with the approval of the Competent 

Authority”. 

Cabinet Secretariat Establishment Division Notification No F.53/I/2008-SP dated 

22.10.2014 for recruitment in Ministries / Division / Attached departments / Subordinate 

offices/ Autonomous Bodies/ Semi-Autonomous envisages that vacancies as per the Provincial 

Regional Quota etc. shall be advertised through widely published National / Provincial / 

Regional newspaper. 

Management of COMSATS University Lahore Campus made recruitment of the 

following Officers/ officials against different positions and incurred an expenditure of 

Rs.29.543 million on pay and allowances. The details are given below: 

S.No Name of Employee Designation Period of 

Payment 

Pay Per 

Month (Rs) 

Total 

Amount (Rs) 

1 Mr. Muhammad Irfan Software Developer  

(OG-I Fixed) 

03.10. 07 to 

30.09.08 

19,000  228,000  

Software Developer (OG-I) 
01.10.08 to 

30.06.16 

        21,000        1,953,000  

Software Developer (OG-

II) 

01.07.16 to 

31.12.21 

        88,873  

      5,865,618  

2 Mr. Muhammad 

Shahzad 
Library Assistant 

01.08.02 to 

30.10.03 

          7,000           105,000  

Library Assistant 
31.10.03 to 

14.03.08 

          7,400           388,500  

Coordination Officer (OG-

I) 

15.03.2008 to 

30.06.2016 

19,000  1,890,500  

Deputy Registrar (OG-II) 
01.07.2016 to 

31.12.2021 

        88,873        5,865,618  

3 Mr. Zulfishan Shamair. 

Research Associates. 

12.02.2016 to 

30.06.2021 

        32,000        2,080,000  

4 M/s. Tasneem Rani 14.03.2016 to 

30.06.2021 

        30,000        1,920,000  

5 Misbah Saddique 21.9.2016 to 

30.06.2021 

        35,000        2,000,000  

6 Kainat Khalid 23.9.2016 to 

30.06.2021 

        32,000        1,824,000  

7 

Hina Saleem 
Sr. Admin assistant 

01.12.2017 to 

31.12.2021         41,000        2,009,000  
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S.No Name of Employee Designation Period of 

Payment 

Pay Per 

Month (Rs) 

Total 

Amount (Rs) 

8 

Asim Mushtaq 

Assistant 

01.08.2017 to 

31.07.2018         25,000           300,000  

01.08.2018 to 

31.12.2021         26,584        1,089,944  

9 

Zeshan Akram 

LDC 

01.12.2017 to 

31.07.2018         21,000           168,000  

01.08.2018 to 

31.12.2021         22,724           931,684  

10 

Muneeb Abaas 
LDC 

01.07.2018 to 

31.12.2021         22,014           924,588  

Total 
29,543,452  

 

Audit observed that the appointments were made without advertising the posts in print 

media. 

Audit is of the view that appointments without advertisement of posts were irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC till finalization of the report. 

 Audit recommends to investigate the matter for fixing responsibility. 

13.5.17 Non recovery of dues from the officers on study leave abroad -  

Rs. 42.500 million. 

Rule 9 of Employees Service Rules 2009 states that “study leave may be granted once 

in entire service to an employee for pursuing advanced training/degree Programme, to the 

following extent”. 

Total Service Rendered in the Institute Nature of Study Leave Duration. 

Less than 24 months Without Pay 3 years. 

24-83 months On half average pay 3 years. 

84 months and above On average pay 3 years. 

The above indicated period of study leave may be further extended up to another two 

years without pay if leave granting authority is satisfied that extension of leave is absolutely 

necessary for successful completion of the degree/ training objectives. 

The employee seeking study leave shall have to execute a surety bond to return and 

serve the Institute in an appropriate position, of which the Institute shall be the sole judge, for 

a period of three years, if the study leave is up to two years, or for five years if the study leave 

is more than two years. 

In case of default, the employee shall be bound to refund all monies paid to him /her 

during study leave, in addition to payment of Rupees 2.5 Million as liquidated damages, 

recoverable either from the employee concerned or from his/her personal guarantor. 
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Clause 12 of terms & conditions of undertaking for study  abroad states that after 

completion of higher studies the scholar shall neither overstay abroad nor shall submit 

request(s) to the CUI authorities seeking any permission concerning thereof. 

Management of COMSATS Lahore Campus granted study leave to the officers of 

University, in order to accomplish their MS/M.Phil. leading to PhD in various foreign 

Universities.   

Audit observed that: 

i. The officers availed study leave/ex-Pakistan leave but did not return after expiry of 

extended period of leave. 

ii. Management did not initiate disciplinary proceedings for recovery of liquidated 

damages along with pay & allowances paid during study leave period. 

Audit is of the view that action of the management put the university into loss due to 

non-recovery of liquidated damages and pay & allowances for study period abroad. 

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to initiate disciplinary proceedings against the concerned besides 

recovery of dues. 

13.5.18 Less recovery of house rent allowance and non-recovery of 5% maintenance 

allowance- Rs. 6.426 million. 

Fundamental Rules 45 and 45-A states that “the government servant allocated 

government accommodation shall not be eligible for house rent allowance”. 

COMSATS Senate Notification No. CUI-TD/Bud (21)/695 dated 03.06.2021 states that 

“the occupants will be offered option either to continue in the campus provided residence in 

lieu of monthly house rent allowance or vacate the residence. 

The management of COMSATS University Islamabad, Lahore Campus allotted 

accommodation to its 24 employees. Details are attached. 

House Rent 

Allowance Paid 

during FY 2020-21 

(Rs.) 

House Rent 

Recovered during F.Y 

(2020-21) 

(Rs.) 

Un- Recovered 

(Difference) Rs. 

Non- withheld 

5% of Basic Pay 

p.a (Rs) 

Total 

Overpayment 

(Rs.) 

9,251,649 3,876,870 5,374,779 1,051,525 6,426,304 

Audit observed that:- 

i. An amount of Rs.9,251,649 @ 45% of the running basic pay was paid as house 

rent allowance out of which Rs. 5,374,779/- was still lying unrecovered. 

ii. Management did not withheld Rs. 1,051,525/- @ 5% of basic pay as house 

maintenance charges. 
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iii. In this way an amount of Rs.6,426,304/- is lying pending to be recovered from the 

residents of university accommodation. 

Audit is of the view that less recovery of house rent allowance and house rent charges 

deprived the university from the benefit of its due receipt. 

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the amount may be recovered besides fixing the responsibility 

for delayed recovery. 

Centre of Excellence in Molecular Biology, Punjab University, Lahore, 

13.5.19 Unauthorized opening of bank accounts in commercial banks and retention - 

Rs. 98.722 million 

Rule 2(j) of Centers of Excellence, Financial Rules, 1996 states that “bank means the 

National Bank of Pakistan”. 

Management of the Centre of Excellence in Molecular Biology, Lahore was 

maintaining 10 bank accounts as per following details: 

S. 

No. 

Bank 

Account No. 

Name of 

Bank 

Title of Account Amount 

1. 3927 NBP Recurring Grant 1,371,552 

2. 2629 HBL CEMB Stipend 10,989,537 

3. 1510-02 HBL Pension Fund 210,529 

4. 28192 HBL GP Fund 653,026 

5. 28193-1 HBL B. Fund 1,333,023 

6. 170-5 ABL CEMB Fees 1,604,263 

7. 3880-4 ABL CEMB Foreign Purchase (Recurring) 81,142,827 

8. 211-7 ABL CEMB Guest House 718,195 

9. 2722-7 ABL CEMB Security 609,989 

10. 1940-1 ABL CEMB Foreign Purchase Project 89,492 

Total 98,722,433 

Audit observed that out of 10 accounts 9 were opened in other banks in violation of the 

financial rules of CEMB.  

Audit is of the view that opening of bank accounts in banks other than NBP was 

irregular.  

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that bank accounts may be maintained as per the provision of the 

Centers of Excellence, Financial Rules, 1996. 

13.5.20 Mis-procurement of Lab. Chemicals/ Reagents etc. - Rs.105.00 million 

Rule 29 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that procuring agencies shall 

formulate an appropriate evaluation criterion listing all the relevant information against which 
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a bid is to be evaluated. Such evaluation criteria shall form an integral part of the bidding 

documents. Failure to provide for an unambiguous evaluation criteria in the bidding documents 

shall amount to mis-procurement. 

The management of CEMB, Lahore purchased Lab. Chemicals, Lab. Plastic Wares and 

Reagents etc. amounting to Rs. 105.00 million during 2019-20 through foreign purchase. 

Audit observed that the management neither formulated appropriate evaluation criteria 

nor issued the mandatory evaluation report in the form of prescribed proforma, at the time of 

evaluation of bids, as the same was not included in the bidding documents. 

Audit further observed that copies of bank drafts / pay orders of 2% earnest money 

submitted by the bidders were not available on record. 

Audit is of the view that non-inclusion of appropriate evaluation criteria and non- 

announcement of the result of bid evaluation in the prescribed format tantamount to mis- 

procurement. 

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that inquiry may be held to fix the responsibility. 

13.5.21 Mis-procurement of goods and services - Rs.53.573 Million 

Rule-29 of PPRA rules 2004 states that procuring agencies shall formulate an 

appropriate evaluation criterion listing all the relevant information against which a bid is to be 

evaluated. Such evaluation criteria shall form an integral part of the bidding documents. Failure 

to provide for an un-ambiguous evaluation criteria in the bidding documents shall amount to 

mis-procurement. 

Management of CEMB, Lahore purchased various goods and services (local purchase) 

through open tenders amounting to Rs. 53.573 million during 2019-20 as per following detail: 

S. No. Tender No. Date Amount 

1 NP-15-019 24.07.19 12,602,159 

2 LP-16-019 06.08.19 1,806,673 

3 Lp-17-019 13.08.20 1,708,248 

4 LP-18-019 22.08.19 1,982,424 

5 Lp-19-019 16.09.19 1,358,520 

6 NP-20-019 15.10.19 8,772,294 

7 Lp-21-019 25.11.19 911,131 

8 LP-22-019 16.12.19 1,495,639 

9 LP-23-019 13.12.19 1,651,531 

10 Lp-01-020 22.01.20 820,319 

11 LP-02-020 22.02.20 1,655,713 

12 LP-03-020 28.02.20 1,203,226 

13 Lp-04-020 09.03.20 14,478,748 

14 LP-05-020 25.03.20 1,275,000 

15 LP-06-020 06.05.20 431,935 

16 LP-07-020 03.06.20 1,419,315 
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Total 53,572,875 

Audit observed that the management neither formulated appropriate evaluation criteria 

nor issued the mandatory evaluation report in the form of prescribed proforma, at the time of 

evaluation of bids, as the same was not included in the bidding documents. 

Audit further observed that copies of bank drafts / pay orders of 2% Earnest money 

submitted by the bidders were not available in the procurement record. 

Audit is of the view that non-inclusion of appropriate evaluation criteria and non- 

announcement of the result of bid evaluation in the prescribed format tantamount to mis- 

procurement at the part of the management. 

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that recovery be affected and responsibility be fixed for irregularity. 

Centre for Clinical Psychology, University of Punjab, Lahore 

13.5.22 Unauthorized opening of bank accounts and retention of funds Rs. 88.176 

million 

Section 30 (2) (d) of Public Finance Management Act, 2019 states that “all the 

Ministries and Divisions, attached departments and subordinate offices shall ensure placement 

of all public moneys into the treasury single account” 

Rule 4(1) of Cash Management and Treasury Single Account Rules 2020 states that 

“no Government office shall open, operate or maintain a bank account for any purpose, except 

in accordance with the Act and these rules.” 

Rule 4(3) of Cash Management and Treasury Single Account Rules 2020 further states 

that “subject to sub-rule (5), any approval granted by Finance Division prior to commencement 

of these rules, for opening of bank accounts in scheduled banks by Government offices stand 

revoked on commencement of these rules and the SBP shall instruct all scheduled banks not to 

open account of any Government office. The accounts already opened shall be closed and 

balance therein shall be transferred to the Federal Consolidated Fund using treasury challan 

provided in Form 32A of the Federal Treasury Rules.” 

Para-1 of the Auditor General of Pakistan letter No.328/02/P&C/1-c/2004(PF-I) dated 

21st September 2015 stipulates that permission to open more than one authorized bank account 

shall be granted by the Finance Division. 

Management of Centre for Clinical Psychology (CCP), Lahore, maintained fifteen (15) 

bank accounts during financial years 2009-10 to 2019-20.  

Audit observed that: 

i. Above accounts were opened without approval of Finance Division. 
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ii. Heavy balances were retained in these bank accounts without any authority. 

iii. Most of the funds were transferred to these bank accounts from Recurring Grant 

Account. 

Audit is of the view that opening of bank accounts without approval of Federal 

Government and retention of heavy balances in these accounts was unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the amounts may be deposited into Federal treasury. 

13.5.23 Irregular investment of funds Rs.15.00 million. 

Para 7 of GFR states that “moneys may not be removed from the Public Account for 

investment or deposit elsewhere without the consent of the Ministry of Finance. 

Finance Division letter Dated 02.07.2003 “In terms of Finance Division (Budget Wing) 

O.M No.F4(I)2002-BR-11 dated 02.07.2003 investments of working balance / surplus funds 

may be made subject to fulfillment of various requirements including competitive bidding 

process.” 

Management of Centre for Clinical Psychology (CCP), Lahore made investments of 

Rs.15.00 million in Term Deposit Receipts (TDRS) during financial year 2019-20.  

Audit observed that; 

i. The management transferred funds from Recurring Grant Account No.4002458439 

to Pension Fund Account No.4002458475 without approval of Federal 

Government. 

ii. Instead of surrendering the funds to government, un-utilized balances at the close 

of financial year were invested by the management in TDRs without approval of 

federal government and without following the laid down criteria in Finance 

Division’s above referred OM. 

Audit is of the view that investment of funds, provided as recurring grant, without 

approval of federal government was irregular and un-authorized.  

Audit is also of the view that process followed by the management made the investment 

non-transparent. 

DAC directed the management to strictly follow the provisions of Finance Division’s 

OM and relevant rules. 

Audit recommends that DAC directives may be complied with. 
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13.5.24 Irregular expenditure due to grant of advance increments - Rs.8.874 million 

Para 25 of GFR (Vol-I) states that all Departmental regulations in so far as they embody 

orders or instructions of a financial character or have important financial bearing should be 

made by or with the approval of the Ministry of Finance. 

The management of Centre for Clinical Psychology (CCP), Lahore appointed 

officers/staff during financial year 2009-10 to 2019-20. Detail is given below: 

S. 

No. 

Name No. of Increments granted 

on Appointment 

No. of Increments 

granted on Promotion 

Amount 

1. Dr. Saima Dawood 03  127,186 

2. Ms. Mujeeba Ashraf 02  125,069 

3. Ms. Aasma Yousaf 03 04 1,948,073 

4. Ms. Humaira Naz 02 05 1,211,947 

5. Ms. Faiza Safdar  04 978,602 

6. Ms. Hidna Iqbal 06  1,364,137 

7. Ms. Rabia Dasti 05  1,138,354 

8. Ms. Tahreem Arshad 02 05 1,837,083 

9. Ms. Meeshal Tariq 04  143,564 

Total 8,874,015 

Audit observed that: 

i. Advance increments were granted to the officers on their appointment as well as on 

promotion. 

ii. Advance increments were not allowed as per Center for Clinical Psychology, 

Employees Service Rules 1997. 

iii. An amount of Rs.8.874 million was paid in excess of entitlement. 

Audit is of the view that expenditure incurred on grant of advance increments was 

irregular and unauthorized. 

DAC directed that a report may be submitted in this regard for PAO and recovery of un-entitled 

advanced increments be affected. 

Audit recommends that DAC directives may be complied with. 

13.5.25 Irregular expenditure on contribution to Punjab University (PU) Medical 

College & Hospital Rs.5.00 million. 

Para-12 of GFR Vol. 1 states that a Controlling officer must see not only that the total 

expenditure is kept within the limits of the authorized appropriation but also that the funds 

allotted to spending units are expended in the public interest and upon objects for which the 

money was provided. 

Management of Centre for Clinical Psychology (CCP), Lahore, made payment of 

Rs.5.00 million to the treasurer University of the Punjab, Lahore vide cheque No.55967354 

dated 08.03.2019 from Recurring Grant A/c No.4002458439. 
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Audit observed that the payment was made to P.U as contribution for construction of 

PU. Medical and Dental College & Hospital. 

Audit further observed that prior approval of Federal Government was not obtained for 

making such contribution. 

Audit is of the view that expenditure on payment of contribution to PU hospital was 

irregular & unauthorized. 

DAC directed that recovery may be affected at the earliest. 

Audit recommends that DAC directives may be complied with. 

Federal Urdu University of Arts, Science & Technology, Islamabad 

13.5.26 Non-investment of unspent balance - Rs. 386.543 million 

Rule-8 of Pension Rules, 2004 of FUUAST, Islamabad states that if the accounts in the 

Pension Fund are surplus to the requirements for the purpose of pension, the surplus fund may, 

with the prior approval of the Vice Chancellor, be invested in such manner as may be necessary. 

Rule-7 of Employees Contributory Provident Fund Rules, 2004 of FUUAST, Islamabad 

states that the provident fund shall be invested either in the Saving Certificates and or any gill 

edged securities at the discretion of the University and subject to such rules as may be 

prescribed in this behalf. All investments and securities shall be held jointly by the Registrar 

and the Director Finance. Interest accrued on Provident Fund deposits shall be credited to the 

University Funds. At the end of each financial year interest at such rate as may be fixed by the 

Government of Pakistan in regard to the General Provident Fund shall be drawn from the 

University Fund and added to the principal. Provided that when an account is finally closed in 

the middle of year the interest for that period shall be worked out and added to the principal. 

In terms of Finance Division (Budget Wing)’s O.M. No. F.4(1)/2002-BR-11 dated 

02.07.2003, investment of working balance/surplus funds may be made subject to fulfillment 

of various requirements including competitive bidding process. 

The management of Federal Urdu University for Science and Technology (FUUAST), 

Islamabad is maintaining a Bank account No. 17427900240301 with HBL, H-9 Branch, 

Islamabad for the purpose of Pension Fund and a Bank account No. 17427900130801 with 

HBL, H-9 Branch, Islamabad for the purpose of General Provident Fund. The accumulated 

balances of Pension Fund were Rs. 332,617,275 and GP Fund was Rs. 53,926,011 on 

30.06.2020. 

Audit observed that the management did not invest the surplus amount in profitable 

instruments such as government securities. 

Audit is of the view that the University suffered loss due to non-investment of funds.  
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Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the responsibility may be fixed for non-investment. 

13.5.27 Irregular re-imbursement of medical charges - Rs. 25.243 million 

Rule-5 of Medical Attendance Rules, 2004 of the Federal Urdu University for Science 

and Technology, Islamabad states that only one benefit Medical Allowance or Medical 

Attendance/ Treatment shall be admissible at one time. 

The management of FUUAST, Islamabad reimbursed Rs. 25,243,406 on account of 

medical treatment during the years 2017-18 to 2019-20. Details are as under: 

Period Name of Hospital Amount 

2017-18 M/s Kulsum International, Islamabad 5,526,802 

2018-19 -do- 2,715,336 

2019-20 -do- 1,036,641 

2017-18 M/s Ahmed Medical Complex, Rawalpindi 3,366,687 

2018-19 -do- 5,636,206 

2019-20 -do- 6,961,734 

Total 25,243,406 

Audit observed that the employees who got medical treatment from private hospitals 

were also drawing Medical Allowance at the prescribed rates. 

Audit is of the view that the payment of Medical Allowance in addition to treatment 

from private hospitals was irregular. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that inquiry may be initiated to fix the responsibility besides the 

recovery of Medical Allowance. 

13.5.28 Irregular payment of Qualification Allowance – Rs. 10.980 million 

Finance Division O.M. F.No. 3(6)Imp/2016-Vol-II-4 dated 04.01.2017 states that O.M. 

dated 01.07.2016 has explicitly defined that all those who acquires/possesses the degree of 

M.Phil. recognized by the Higher Education Commission (HEC) will be allowed M.Phil 

allowance @ 25% of the existing amount of Ph. D Allowance (i.e. @ Rs. 2,500 per month). 

Para-25 of GFR (Vol-I) states that all departmental regulations in so far as they embody 

orders or instructions of a financial character or have important financial bearing should be 

made by, or with the approval of the Ministry of Finance. 

The management of FUUAST, Islamabad paid an amount of Rs. 23,821,943 on the 

account of qualification allowance to the employees during the financial years 2017-18 to 

2019-20 and out of total expenditure, Rs. 10,980,000 was paid as MS Allowance @ Rs. 5,000 

per month. 

Audit observed as under: 
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i. Qualification Allowance (i.e. M.Phil. Allowance) was paid over and above the 

prescribed rates i.e. Rs. 2,500 P.M. 

ii. The subject allowance was granted without approval of competent forum. 

iii. The Qualification Allowance was allowed from 01.07.2016 by the Finance 

Division but payment was made before the effective date. 

Audit is of the view that payment of qualification allowance to MS or equivalence 

degree holder instead of M.Phil degree holder was irregular. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends discontinuation of irregular practice besides recovery of irregularly 

paid amount of Qualification Allowance. 

13.5.29 Irregular payment of Medical Allowance over and above prescribed rates - 

Rs..28.212 million 

In terms of Finance Division O.M No. F-16(1)-Reg-6/2010-778 dated 05.07.2010 states 

that Medical Allowance is allowed to civil servant in BPS-1 to BPS-15 @ Rs.1,000 per Month 

and from BPS-16 to BPS-22 @15% of the existing basic pay in Basic Pay Scales, 2008 w.e.f. 

01.07.2010. Moreover, Finance Division vide O.M No. F1(3)-Imp/2015-630 dated 07.07.2015, 

increased the medical allowance of BPS-1 to BPS-15 @ Rs.1500 per month and from BPS-16 

to BPS-22 @ 25% of the allowance drawn earlier. 

Islamabad High Court in W.P. No. 768/2011 gave its verdict on 11.11.2016 that Rule 

12 of the Rules of Business, 1973, inter-alia requires that every order made by a Division, 

autonomous or otherwise, functioning under the control of federal government; varying terms 

and conditions of service of government servants having financial implications would be 

subject to previous consultation with the Finance Division. 

The management of FUUAST, Islamabad paid Rs. 49,956,343 as Medical Allowance 

to its employees through payroll during the financial years 2017-18 to 2019-20. The detail is 

as under: 

Sr. No. FY Amount 

1 2017-18 15,495,208 

2 2018-19 17,081,570 

3 2019-20 17,379,565 

 Total 49,956,343 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Medical Allowance at an enhanced rate(s) was paid without approval of the Finance 

Division as it was paid over and above the rates applicable to the civil servants. 

ii. An amount of Rs. 28,212,437 was paid during the financial years 2017-18 to 2019-

20 in excess of rates approved by the Finance Division. 
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Audit is of the view that the payment of Medical Allowance in excess of rates approved 

by the Finance Division was irregular, unauthorized and thus held recoverable. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for irregularity besides recovery. 

13.5.30 Irregular appointments over/ above sanctioned posts 

Rule-3 of Service Rules of Federal Urdu University, Islamabad states that the Senate 

would create, abolish, upgrade or downgrade any post and may amend, modify, add or delete 

any condition laid in the appendix from time to time. 

The management of FUUAST, Islamabad filled 194 posts of teaching and non-teaching 

employees, as per following details: 

 

Sr. No. 

 

Post/ Designation 

 

BPS 

Sanction 

Strength 

Working 

Strength 

Over 

sanctioned 

posts 

1 Assistant Registrar 17 2 3 1 

2 Lab Engineer 17 6 7 1 

 Assistant Professor 17 46 55 9 

3 Computer Operator 12/11 1 2 1 

4 Lab Assistant 9 3 4 1 

5 Lab Assistant 7 2 4 1 

6 Driver 5 9 12 3 

7 Carpenter 4 1 2 1 

8 Electrical Helper 3 1 2 1 

 

9 

Security  Guards  (Chowkidar/ 

Naib Qasid/ Attendant/ Mali Cleaning 
Staff 

 

2 

 

65 

 

92 

 

27 

10 Assistant Director Sports - 0 1 1 

11 Consultant - 0 1 1 

12 Project Manager - 0 1 1 

13 Surveyor 16 0 1 1 

14 Staff Nurse 11 0 1 1 

15 Programmer - 0 2 2 

16 Data Analyst - 0 1 1 

17 Staff Nurse - 0 1 1 

18 Patwari - 0 1 1 

19 Legal Advisor - 0 1 1 

 Total  136 194 57 

Audit observed that Fifty Seven (57) employees were appointed in excess of the 

sanctioned strength. Out of 57 employees, 11 were appointed without having any post in 

approved strength of the University. 

Audit is of the view that the appointments over and above the sanctioned posts were 

irregular. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report.  

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility on the person(s) at fault, besides de-hiring 

the employees over and above the sanctioned strength. 
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13.5.31 Non-establishment of Computer Lab – Rs. 20.000 million 

Para 7.1 of Manual of Development states that the objectives of any effort in project 

planning and analysis is to have a project that can be implemented to the benefit and socio- 

economic uplift of the society. The contractors pre-qualified and short-listed, tenders floated 

for civil works, equipment, and their installation, contracts awarded, all in timeliness with the 

objective of initiating the operations and getting them fully underway for achieving the goals 

envisaged without any time and cost over-run, in order that the economic benefits accrue 

according to the promises made in the scheme. 

Rule-11(i) of Financial Rules, 2004 of Federal Urdu University, Islamabad states that 

separate accounts shall be maintained for recurring budget, development budget, donations and 

other grants. 

The management of FUUAST, Islamabad received a grant amounting to Rs. 20 million 

vide Cheque No. A478720 dated 25.06.2018 from President of Pakistan for Establishment of 

Computer Lab during financial year 2017-18. 

Audit observed that the management deposited the grant in Assignment Account No. 

4114755530 on 26.06.2018 with NBP which was utilized for establishment of new campus of 

the University. 

Audit further observed that the same was further transferred to HBL freedom account 

No. 1742-79001886-03 (current account) on 24.12.2018 which deprived the University from 

its due profit and undue favour was extended to the bank. 

Audit is of the view that non-establishment of Computer Lab and retention of funds in 

to commercial bank was unauthorized and irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends establishment of Computer Lab at the earliest besides fixing of 

responsibility for irregularity. 

Centre Of Excellence in Marine Biology (CEMB), Karachi 

13.5.32 Irregular payment of Medical Allowance over and above the prescribed rates 

- Rs. 7.702 million 

Finance Division O.M. Nos.F-1(1)Imp/2010-622 dated 05.07.2010 and No.F- 

1(4)Imp/2014-663 dated 07.07.2014 state that, Medical Allowance is allowed to civil servants 

in BPS-1 to BPS-15 @ Rs. 1,200 per month and from BPS-16 to BPS-22 @ 15% of the existing 

basic pay in Basic Pay Scales, 2008 w.e.f. 01.07.2014. 

Rule 25 of GFR (Vol-I) states that all departmental regulations in so far as they embody 

orders or instructions of a financial character or have important financial bearing should be 

made by, or with the approval of the Ministry of Finance. 
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The management of the Centre of Excellence in Marine Biology (CEMB), Karachi paid 

Medical Allowance to BPS-1 to BPS-15 @ Rs. 3,000 per month and @ 15% of basic pay with 

minimum of Rs. 3,000 per month to BPS-16 and above with effect from 01.12.2014 vide Office 

Order No. CEMB/5944/15 dated 12.01.2015. An expenditure amounting to Rs 7.702 million 

was incurred during the period 2016-2020, as per following details: 

 

Year Amount (Rs.) 

2016-17 2,101,948 

2017-18 1,928,732 

2018-19 1854102 

2019-20 1,817,265 

Total 7,702,047 

Audit observed that Medical Allowance over and above the prescribed rates was paid 

without approval of the Finance Division. 

Audit is of the view that the payment of Medical Allowance in excess of rates approved 

by the Finance Division was irregular, unauthorized and thus held recoverable. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for irregularity besides recovery. 

13.5.33 Non-Production of projects’ record – Rs. 41.601 million 

Section 14(2) of Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that, the officer in charge of any office or department shall 

afford all facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for 

information in as complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 

Section 14(3) of Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that, any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions 

of the Auditor-General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action 

under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

The details along with supporting record / stock register / completion reports etc. of 

ongoing / completed projects assigned by the HEC or other local and foreign agencies to the 

faculty members of Centre of Excellence in Marine Biology (CEMB), Karachi were called for 

on 27.04.2021 and 05.05.2020. 

In response, the management provided list of eight (08) ongoing/completed projects for 

the period 2016-2020 worth of Rs. 41,601,778. 

Despite repeated requests the management did not provide the record to Audit. 
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Audit is of the view that in the absence of auditable record, Audit could not ascertain 

the authenticity of the expenditure incurred. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility for non-production of record besides 

provision of record to Audit for scrutiny. 

Federal Urdu University of Arts, Science & Technology, Karachi 

13.5.34 Irregular and unauthorized payment of 20% Special Allowance - Rs.32.123 

million 

Finance Division O.M. No.F.10(2)R-3/2012 dated 06.03.2013 allowed Special 

Allowance @ 20% of running basic pay w.e.f. 01.03.2013 to all the officers and staff working 

in the Federal Ministries/Divisions only. 

The management of Federal Urdu University of Arts, Science and Technology, Karachi 

paid Rs. 32.123 million @ 20% of running Basic Pay as Special Allowance to the employees 

during 2020-21. 

Audit observed that payment of Special Allowance was made in violation of the 

instructions of the Finance Division. 

Audit is of the view that the payment of Special Allowance in violation of the 

instructions of the Finance Division was irregular and unauthorized. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the irregular payment may be stopped forthwith and the amount 

paid irregularly be recovered. 

13.5.35 Irregular and unauthorized payment of Orderly Allowance -  

Rs. 6.630 million 

Para-iv of HEC Directives Letter No. F.P.2-15 states that the universities shall stop 

paying all such allowances that are not part of BPS or the SPS adopted by the universities. 

Furthermore, the universities shall stop paying such allowances to the non-entitled cadres that 

are admissible to specific cadres, for instance Orderly Allowance which is admissible only to 

administrative positions faculty members. 

The management of Federal Urdu University of Arts and Science Technology, Karachi 

paid Orderly Allowance to all BPS-20 and above employees up to Oct-2021 

Audit observed that the management paid Orderly Allowance to various non- 

administrative officers/ teaching faculty of PBS-20 and above @ Rs.14,000 in contravention 

of above directives. 
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Audit is of the view that the payment of Orderly Allowance to non-administrative 

officers/ teaching faculty was irregular and unauthorized. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that payment of orderly allowance to non-entitled officers / faculty 

members may be stopped and recovery of irregularly paid amount be made. 

13.5.36 Recovery of outstanding dues from affiliated colleges/institutes - Rs.14.250 

million 

Rule 26 of GFR Vol-I states that it is the responsibility of every controlling officer to 

see that all sums due to the government are regularly and promptly assessed and realized. 

The management of Federal Urdu University of Arts Science and Technology, Karachi 

afforded affiliation to various colleges/institutes. 

Audit observed that the management had not recovered the dues amounting to 

Rs.14.250 million from those institutes during 2020-21.  

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of dues deprived the University from its due 

receipts. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report.  

Audit recommends recovery of outstanding dues at the earliest. 

Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad 

13.5.37 Irregular payment of salaries to junior rank faculty members -  

Rs. 18.790 million 

Section 2.01(a) of HEC Model Tenure Track Process Statutes version 2.0, 2008 states 

that the tenure track process normally involves an initial term contract appointment of a faculty 

member for a period of three years. For a faculty member appointed at a junior rank (not higher 

than Assistant Professor) it will be followed by a second term contract appointment for an 

additional period of three years. A tenure decision must be made for such a faculty member in 

the third year of the second term contract appointment. Faculty members initially appointed at 

a junior rank will thus normally serve six years, before a final tenure decision is made. 

Section 2.3.4(a) of HEC Model Tenure Track Process Statutes version 2.0, 

2008“Tenure Review” states that in the final year of faculty member’s probationary period, it 

is mandatory that a full review report be made. 

Terms and Conditions of the appointment of Assistant Professors states that if not given 

tenure at the end of the 6th year, service will be terminated upon three months’ notice. 
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The management of Quaid-I-Azam University, Islamabad paid Rs. 18.790 million to 

nine (9) junior rank faculty members during the year 2019-20. Details are as under: 

 

S. 

No 

 

Name 

 

Designation 

 

Department 
Date of 

Appointment 

Amount  

(Rs.) 
 

1 
 

Dr. Khalid Saleem 
Assistant Professor  

Computer 

Science 

 

08.08.2009 
 

2,310,708 
 

2 
Dr. Ghazanfar Farooq 

Siddique 

Assistant Professor  

09.09.2009 
 

2,096,220 

 

3 
Dr. Rao Nadeem Alam Assistant Professor Anthropology   

1,667,244 
 

4 
Dr. Inam Ullah Leghari Assistant 

Professor 

03.03.2012  

1,881,732 

 

5 
 

Dr. Farooq H. Munis 
Assistant 

Professor 

 

Plant Sciences 
 

09.07.2012 
 

2,412,450 

 

6 
 

Dr. Javeria Qazi 
Assistant 

Professor 

 

Biotechnology 
 

27.05.2011 
 

2,739,684 

 

7 
 

Dr. Muhammad Tehsin 
Assistant 

Professor 

 

DSS 
 

28.01.2011 
 

1,427,611 

 

8 
 

Dr. Muhammad Jamil 
Assistant 

Professor 

 

Economics 
 

19.07.2012 
 

1,695,700 

 

9 
Dr. Umer Masood 

Qureshi 

Assistant 

Professor 

 

Plant Sciences 
 

19.07.2012 
 

2,558899 

Total 18,790,248 

Audit observed that monthly salaries to junior rank faculty members after completion 

of six year period were made without final tenure decision in violation of HEC Model Tenure 

Track Process Statutes version 2.0, 2008 and the services were not terminated in accordance 

with the terms and conditions of the service. 

Audit is of the view that payment of salaries to junior rank faculty members after 

completion of six year period and without final tenure decision was irregular. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired to fix the responsibility. 

13.5.38 Mis-procurement of different items - Rs. 42.306 million 

Rule 10 of Public Procurement Rule, 2004 states that specifications shall allow the 

widest possible competition and shall not favour any single contractor or supplier nor put 

others at a disadvantage. Specifications shall be generic and shall not include references to 

brand names, model numbers, catalogue numbers or similar classifications. 

Rule 38 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that the bidder with the lowest 

evaluated bid, if not in conflict with any other law, rules, regulations or policy of the Federal 

Government, shall be awarded the procurement contract, within the original or extended period 

of validity. 

The management of Quaid-I-Azam University, Islamabad purchased different items for 

Rs. 42.306 million from different firms during the year 2019-20.  
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Audit observed that the purchases were made from the firms whose rates were not 

lowest which resulted into loss to the government. Advertisement for purchase of medicines 

was made by incorporating brand name instead of generic in violation of Public Procurement 

Rules, 2004. 

Audit is of the view that by limiting the tenders the management deprived the 

Government of the benefit of competitive rates and the purchases made in violation of Public 

Procurement Rules, 2004 were resulted in mis-procurement. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that inquiry may be held to fix the responsibility. 

13.5.39 Irregular payment of 20% Special Allowance - Rs. 31.979 million 

Finance Division vide O.M. No. F.10(2)R-3/2012 dated 06.03.2013 conveyed approval 

of the Prime Minister for the grant of Special Allowance @ 20% of running Basic Pay with 

effect from 01.03.2013 to all the officers and staff working in the Federal Ministries/Divisions 

only. 

The management of Quaid-I-Azam University, Islamabad paid Rs. 31.979 million on 

account of Special Allowance @ 20% of running Basic Pay to the employees of University 

during 2019-20. 

Audit observed that Special Allowance to the employees of University was paid 

without approval of the Finance Division as Special Allowance was only admissible to the 

employees of Ministries/ Divisions. 

Audit is of the view that payment of Special Allowance without approval of the Finance 

Division was irregular. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that irregular payment be stopped forthwith, and payment be made 

only after approval of the Finance Division. 

13.5.40 Irregular payment of remuneration to Visiting Faculty - Rs. 100.841 million 

Serial 12 of the ‘Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad Service Statutes’ states that 

unless in any case it is otherwise distinctly provided, the whole time of a University employee 

shall be at the disposal of the University and he/she may be employed in any manner required 

by the competent authority without claim or additional remuneration. 

The Syndicate of QAU in its 152nd meeting held on 31.07.2010 approved the minimum 

and maximum teaching load for the faculty members: 

i) The required teaching load of a faculty member shall be two courses with a minimum of 
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3-credit hours of each (a total of at least 6 credit hours per semester). 

ii) The maximum teaching load shall be three courses per semester. For teaching the extra 

course prior permission from the Vice-Chancellor will be sought by the concerned 

Chairpersons. Remuneration shall be paid for this extra course. 

iii) In exceptional circumstances the Chairperson may recommend with justification to the 

Vice-Chancellor for relaxation of the maximum work load. However, no remuneration 

shall be paid for such cases. 

The management incurred an expenditure of Rs.100.841 million on payment of 

remuneration of 1078 number of visiting teaching staff (255 internal and 823 external) 

appointed on contract in the following faculties of the University during the year 2019-20. 

Details are as under: 

 

Name of Faculty 

Regular Faculty Visiting Faculty 

Fall 2019 Spring 2020 Fall 2019 Spring 2020 

Biological Sciences 44 45 105 99 

Natural Sciences 60 27 115 78 

Social Sciences 50 29 263 163 

Total 154 101 483 340 

Grand Total 255 823 

 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The payment of remuneration to the internal faculty’s members was made in 

violation of the Service Statutes of the University. The Syndicate approved 

minimum and maximum teaching load for the faculty members and payment of 

remuneration for extra course was paid without observing basic requirement to meet 

the work load. 

ii. The appointment of visiting faculty members for a semester was made without 

proper procedure as eligibility criteria for selection of visiting faculty members was 

not placed on record. 

iii. Need assessment report for each discipline/faculty was not placed on the record. 

Audit is of view that all payments made to visiting faculty members without following 

any procedure were irregular and un-authorized. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the amount may be recovered from the internal faculty.  

International Islamic University, Islamabad 

13.5.41 Non-production of record relating to investment – Rs. 2,018.907 million 

Section 14 (2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall 
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afford all facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for 

information in as complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 

Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions 

of the Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action 

under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

The management of Islamic International University (IIU), Islamabad provided 

statements of fund position in different accounts of the university which also shows the amount 

invested during the year 2020-21. Details are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

S. No Fund Total Fund Tools Amount 

1 IIU Trust 512.087 
TDR 501.247 

Sakuk 1.817 

2 IIU Trust Endowment Fund 246.098 TDR 100.00 

3 Pension Fund 679.310 TDR 638.103 

4 GP Fund 916.808 TDR 777.740 

Total 2,018.907 

 

The management did not provide the record relating to investment i.e. procedure 

followed, return/profit on investment, date of investments made and total volume of investment 

to audit. 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of above the record the authenticity of the 

fairness of the investment affairs cannot be ascertained. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility for hindering the auditorial functions of the 

Auditor General of Pakistan besides production of record to Audit 

13.5.42 Payment of Medical Allowance at excessive rates - Rs. 225.183 million 

Finance Division vide letter No.1(3)Imp/2015-630 dated 07.07.2015 states that the 

amount of Medical allowance for the employees up to BPS 16 will be Rs 1500/- per month and 

for BPS 17 & above Rs 15% of the basic pay. 

The management of Islamic International University (IIU), Islamabad had adopted the 

salary structure of the Federal Government. 

Audit observed that management of IIUI paid Medical Allowance @ 60% of the 

running pay, maximum of Rs. 10,400 per month to its employees. Details are as under: 
 

Pay Scales Strength Rate Paid Rate Admissible Overpayment 

16 and above 11249 10,400 7,500 (maximum) 32,622,100 

1 to 15 21636 10,400 1500 192,560,400 

Total 225,182,500 
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Audit is of the view that Medical Allowance paid in excess of rates prescribed by the 

Finance Division was irregular and unauthorized which resulted into overpayment of Rs. 

225,182,500 during the year 2020-21. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends discontinuation of irregular payment of Medical Allowance besides 

recovery of overpaid amount. 

13.5.43 Irregular and unauthorized retention of revolving / reserve fund - Rs.760.002 

million 

Rule 44 (1) of the IIU Financial Rules, 1992 states that annual statement of expenditure 

and receipts of all accounts of the university and its institutes duly audited by the external 

auditors shall be submitted by the president to the Board for consideration.. 

The management of International Islamic University (IIU), Islamabad did not provide 

the annual statement of expenditure and receipts of its accounts of the university and institutes 

duly audited by the external auditors. Instead statement of receipts and expenditure sent to the 

HEC was provided to Audit. 

Audit observed that the statement of receipt and expenditure submitted to the HEC did 

not disclose the amounts retained in the reserve / revolving fund. The details of funds, are as 

under: 

S. No. Fund Amount 

1. University revolving fund as per Bank Statement 35,712,667 

2. Transport Revolving Fund 56,804,396 

3. IIU Trust Account 512,087,000 

4. Trust endowment Fund 146,098,235 

5. Revolving fund account 9,300,057 

Total 760,002,355 

Audit also observed that there was no approval of the HEC or the Federal Government 

for creation of such revolving / reserve funds. 

Audit is of the view that creation and retention of funds without approval of HEC and 

the Federal Government was irregular and unauthorized. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility be fixed to irregular 

and unauthorized retention of funds. 

13.5.44 Non-Production of Record 

Section 14 (2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall 
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afford all facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for 

information in as complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 

Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditoria functions 

of the Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action 

under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

The management of International Islamic University (IIU), Islamabad was requested to 

provide the following record vide requisition dated 30.08.2021 & 15.09.2021 and repeated 

verbal requests were also made in order to verify the authenticity of record: 

i. Annual statement of expenditure and receipts for the year 2020-21 of all accounts 

of the university & its institutes duly audited by the external auditors as approved 

by the Board. 

ii. Record of Reserve fund of Sharia Academy 

iii. Detail of outstanding charges / receivables. 

iv. Detail of Development Projects with approved PC-I / Administrative approvals, 

details of project wise & head wise expenditure incurred, Paid vouchers of 

development expenditure other than works. 

v. A certificate regarding theft, embezzlement, fraud etc during the period under audit. 

vi. Complete detail of investments with rate of return and maturity dates. 

vii. Personal & Salary files of following officers / officials: 

a. Dr. Ismail Barohi 

b. Chief Security Officers. 

viii. Total liability of pension of the university employees. 

Despite repeated requests the management did not provide the record to Audit. 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of auditable record, Audit could not ascertain 

the authenticity of the record. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility be fixed for hindering the auditorial functions of 

the Auditor General of Pakistan besides production of record to Audit. 
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Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad 

13.5.45 Non-recovery of penalty on PSDP project due to delayed work - Rs. 19.67 

million. 

Clause 47.1 of the Special Condition of Contract states that liquidated damages shall 

be 0.1% of cost of balance of each day of delay in completion of work subject to maximum of 

10% of contract price. 

The management of AIOU started new construction works during 2020-21. The 

completion periods were 12 months. Details are as under: 

S. No. Work Start Date Contract Price Amount 

 

1. 

Construction of AIOU Regional office 

building & Staff Residential at Kalat 

(Balochistan) 

 

15.06.2020 

 

49,839,545.25 

 

5,307,168 

2. 
Construction of AIOU Regional Office 

Building Moro (Sindh) 
15.06.2020 149,584,473 80,220,762 

3. 
Construction of AIOU Regional Office 

Building Sukkar (Sindh) 
15.06.2021 152,427,425 69,601,988 

Audit observed that works were not completed up to 30.09.2021 i.e. 107 days delayed 

but the management did not recover liquidated damages amounting to Rs. 19.67 million from 

the subsequent payments. 

Audit is of view that undue favour was extended to the contractors. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that recoveries be made and be deposited into Government 

Treasury. 

13.5.46 Variation in work done - Rs. 6.097 million. 

GFR 15 states that every officer whose duty it is to prepare and render any accounts or 

returns in respect of public money or stores is personally responsible for their completeness 

and strict accuracy and their dispatch within the prescribed date. 

The management of AIOU provided the detail of expenditure against different works 

done during the year 2020-21. The statement includes construction work of RO Sukkar, on 

which the expenditure incurred during the year was shown Rs.75,699,086. 

Audit observed that as per MB, the value of work done was Rs.69,601,988. The 

whereabouts of difference amount of Rs. 6,097,098 was not known. 

Audit is of the view that possibility of misappropriation cannot be ruled out.  

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 
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Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility may be fixed for 

misstatement/variance. 

13.5.47 Payment on account of purchase of Rack Mounted Servers without Installation 

and commissioning - Rs. 26.03 million 

As per Clause 5 of the Purchase Order, training, installation and commissioning will 

be responsibility of the supplier which will be done within 15 days after delivery. 

The management of AIOU issued purchase order on 02.01.2020 to M/s Mega Plus, 

Islamabad, for the purchase of 05 Rack Mounted Servers, Server Virtualization and Software 

Licensing for Rs. 26,030,400. 

The supplier submitted his claim of Rs 26,030,400 including sale tax amount of 

Rs.3,782,195 on 22.04.2020. 

Audit observed management made payment to the supplier and there was no proof that 

items purchased were installed, commissioned and staff was provided training. 

Audit is of the view that undue favor was extended to the supplier.  

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed. 

13.5.48 Irregular exemption on account of Income Tax and Sale Tax without credible 

Import Documents - Rs. 6.132 million 

GFR 23 states that “Every Government officer should realize fully and clearly that he 

will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or 

negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising 

from fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it 

may be shown that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence”. 

The management of AIOU purchased stationary items during the year 2020-21 from 

different suppliers. Details are as under: 

S. 

No. 

Voucher No./Date 
Item Supplier Cost Sales Tax 

1. 9784 

26.06.21 

Paper for 

examination 

M/s Atiq Traders, 

Karachi 
5,450,000 791,880 

2. 1459 

26.03.21 
Toners 

M/s SEESAM 

Solutions Islamabad 
3,691,840 536,422 

3. 12165 

30.06.21 
Toners 

M/s Riz Technologies 

Karachi 
33,066,281 4,804,502 

Total 42,208,121 6,132,804 
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Audit observed that deduction of income tax and 20% of sale tax were not made on the 

plea that items were imported but in the import documents, the name of the firms, quantity 

imported and tax amounts were not matched. 

Audit is of the view that exemption granted was not based on the reliable documentary 

evidence. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility on persons at fault besides recovery of 

Taxes. 
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CHAPTER 14 

HOUSING AND WORKS DIVISION 

14.1 Introduction 

Following functions have been assigned to the Ministry of Housing and Works as per Rules of 

Business, 1973 amongst the other functions:  

i. Acquisition and development of sites, construction, furnishing and maintenance of 

Federal Government buildings, except those under the Defence Division.  

ii. Provision of Govt owned office accommodation and residential accommodation for 

officers and staff of the Federal Government. 

iii. Coordination of Civil Works Budget;  

iv. Execution of Federal Government works.  

v. Provision of Government owned office accommodation and residential accommodation 

for officers and staff of the Federal Government; acquisition; requisitioning and hiring 

of residential accommodation and payment of compensation or rent.  

vi. Land and buildings belonging to the Federation wherever situated, and revenues 

derived therefrom.  

vii. Administration of the Federal Government Lands and Buildings (Recovery of 

Possession) Ordinance, 1965.  

viii. Matters relating to the National Construction (Domestic) Limited. 

ix. Administrative control of the National Housing Authority. 

ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS/ AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

1. Estate Office. 

2. National housing Authority 

3. Office of the Director General, Pakistan Public Works Department. 

 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 

Audit

ed 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2018-19) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited  

(FY 2018-19)  

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 2 1 382.477  - 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 

- -  -  - 

3 Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 

- -  -  - 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) - -  -  - 
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14.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Housing and Works Division for the financial year 2018-19 was 

Rs.303.015 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.307.489 million. Grant-wise 

detail of current and development expenditure is as under: 

(Rupees in million) 

Type of Grant 
Grant 

No. 

Original 

Grant 

Supply 

Grant 

Surrender 

(-) 

Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess / 

(Savings) 

Excess / 

(Savings)% 

age 

Current 50 160.000 0.012 -0.002 160.010 158.732 -1.278 (0.80%) 

  52 143.000 0.005 0.000 143.005 148.757 5.752 4.02% 

Grand Total   303.000 0.017 -0.002 303.015 307.489 4.474 1.48% 

Audit noted that there was an overall excess of Rs.4.474 million, only 1.48% of the Final grant. 

There was no major variance in excess and savings w.r.t Original and Final grant. 

14.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.  14.85million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Housing And Works Division. Summary of the audit observations 

classified by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities    0.00 

B Procurement related irregularities  

C Management of account with commercial banks   13.69 

D Recovery  

E Internal Control    0.00 

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others    1.15 

14.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Name 
Audit 

Year 

Total No. 

of Audit 

Paras 

No. of 

Actionable 

Points Issued 

Compliance 
Non/Partial 

Compliance 

 % of 

Compliance  

Housing 

and Works 

2003-04 10 10 9 1 90% 

2009-10 2 2 0 2 0% 

2011-12 3 3 0 3 0% 

2015-16 1 1 0 1 0% 

2017-18 2 2 0 2 0% 

Total  18 18 9 9 50% 

 

14.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

14.5.1 Unauthorized allotment of Government accommodation to ineligible 

Government Servants 

Rule 3(5) of the Accommodation Allocation Rules,2002 states that “a Federal Government 

Servant (FGS) who owns a house in his own name or in the name of his spouse or dependent Children 
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at the station of his posting shall not be allowed Government accommodation and shall be allowed self-

hiring of the house” 

Mr Amir Mohyuddin, Joint Secretary (Estate), an officer of BPS 20 of Secretariat Group was 

allotted Government owned accommodation (House No 13/A Street No. 31 F-8/1 Islamabad) w.e.f 

30.08.2019. 

Further, Mr Allah Bakhsh Sangi, Deputy Secretary (Estate), an officer of BS-19 of Ministry of 

H&W is the owner of House No 243, Street No 13, Block B, CBR Town, Islamabad was allotted 

Government owned accommodation (House No F-27, Cat-II G-10/3 Islamabad) w.e.f 21.01.2021 

Audit observed that record such as General Waiting List, approval of competent authority, etc. 

relating to allotment of House No. 14-B, Street 27, F-8/1, Islamabad and House No. F-27, Cat-II G-

10/3 Islamabad was not provided to Audit. 

Audit further observed that allotment of Government accommodation to Government Officer 

who owns a house in his own name at the station of his posting where he was residing on self-hiring 

basis was unauthorized in terms of Rule 3(5) of the Accommodation Allocation Rules,2002 

Audit is of the view that allotment of Government accommodation without lawful order was 

unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity. 

14.5.2 Irregular withdrawal of contractors’ security and examination fee from 

service charges account - Rs. 1.154 million 

Para 12 of GFR Vol-I states that a Controlling officer must see not only that the total 

expenditure is kept within the limits of the authorized appropriation but also that the fund allotted to 

spending units are expended in the public interest and upon objects for which the money was provided. 

An amount of Rs 1,153,695 was withdrawn from service charges account 

No.1663004150188755 being maintained in National Bank’s Holiday in Branch Islamabad in favor of 

Mr. Faheem Ayaz Kundi, Executive Engineer Project Civil Division III, Pak PWD Islamabad as 

detailed below: 

Cheque No Date Particulars Amount(Rs) 

97279854 24.12.2020 Contractors security 217,720 

97279855 24.12.2020 Examination fees 935,975 

Audit observed that an amount of Rs 1,153,695 was withdrawn from service charges account 

being maintained for the upkeep and maintenance of Federal Lodges at Islamabad but vouchers in 

support of expenditure show that contractors security and reimbursement of examination expenses were 

paid which was irregular as it did not relate to maintenance of Federal Lodges. 

Audit is of the view that expenditure out of Service Charges Account worth Rs. 1.154 million 

was irregular. 

The management replied that the bank account meant for service charges of the Federal Lodges 

was also being used for retention of contractor’s security, exam fee, etc. 

Reply was not accepted as funds of other accounts/offices cannot be mixed with this specific 

account meant for service charges of the Federal Lodges. 
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Audit recommends that service charges account may be separated from other accounts and 

previous irregularity be got condoned under intimation to Audit. 

14.5.3 Unauthorized retention of Semi-permanent accommodation beyond legally 

allotted period 

Rule 4(1a) of the Allotment of Semi-Permanent Accommodation in Federal Government 

Hostels Rules, 2019 states that accommodation shall be allotted on semi-permanent basis to the Federal 

Government employees, holding posts in BS-17 and above on regular basis for a period of twelve 

months, extendible for further six months for the Federal Lodges subject to revalidation of the allotment 

after every six months 

The management of Federal Lodge-I &II under M/o H&W allotted rooms/Family suites in 

Federal Lodge No. 1&2, Islamabad to the Federal Government Employees on 30.10.2019 or prior to it: 

Audit observed that initial allotment as well as extension of allotment expired on 30.04.2021 

but the said employees have not vacated their accommodation despite lapse of a period of more than at 

least three months. Audit further observed that revalidation of the allotment after expiry of six months 

was not conducted as no such report was provided to Audit. 

Audit is of the view that non-implementation of Rule 4(1a) of the Allotment of Semi-Permanent 

Accommodation in Federal Government Hostels Rules, 2019 is serious lapse on the part of the local 

management as non-vacation of Rooms/Family suites from unauthorized occupants has deprived the 

waiting candidates from the facility of Government accommodation. 

The management replied that the concerned allottees were issued notices on 22.04.2021 for 

vacating of accommodation in Federal Lodges/Hostel, Islamabad after expiry of their allotment on 

30.04.2021.The competent authority has granted one-time extension to those allottees for next six 

months due to pandemic situation of COVID-19 in the country whose allotment is going to expire on 

30.10.2021. 

The reply was not accepted as extended period upto 30.10.2021 has also been expired but 

Lodges were not got vacated. 

Audit recommends to fix responsibility for unauthorized retention of semi-permanent 

accommodation beyond legally allotted period. 

14.5.4 Allotment of Government accommodation to a Joint Secretary in non-

transparent manner 

Rule 7(1) of the Accommodation and Allocation Rules, 2002 states that “The allotment of 

Government owned accommodation shall be made to the most senior FGS on GWL of a particular class 

or category of accommodation.” 

Mr. Muhammad Yaseen Shar Baloch, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Housing & Works was 

allotted with Government owned Residential Accommodation House No.19 Cat-II I-8/1 Islamabad. 

Ministry of Housing & Works vide Letter No 19 dated 09.01.2019 changed the said accommodation to 

House No.14-Type-G Street-12, F.6/3, Islamabad. 

Audit observed that the following record was not available with Ministry of Housing & Works. 

i. Allotment letter for House No. 19-Cat-II, I-8/1. 

ii. Application form for allotment of Cat-II House at Islamabad and the covering letter of 

M/o H&W forwarded to Estate Office, Islamabad. 
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iii. Vacation of House No.19 Cat-II, I-8/1. 

iv. General Waiting List (GWL) showing Seniority of the applicant. 

Audit is of the view that allotment of Government accommodation to an officer in January, 

2019 or even before posted from Karachi to Islamabad on 02.05.2018 in the absence of above mentioned 

record was irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity. 

14.5.5 Irregular allotment of Government owned accommodation to a Section Officer 

Rule 7(1) of the Accommodation and Allocation Rules, 2002 states that “The allotment of 

Government owned accommodation shall be made to the most senior FGS on GWL of a particular class 

or category of accommodation.” 

Mr. Faaiz Aali Gill Section Officer, an officer of BS-18 was posted in M/o Housing and Works 

on 05.11.2020 and was allotted government owned residential accommodation House No. 6-E, G-7/3-

2, Islamabad w.e.f 13.01.2021. 

Audit observed that record such as allotment letter, occupation report, General Waiting List, 

etc was not available as no such record was provided to Audit. 

Audit is of the view that allotment of Government owned accommodation in the absence of 

relevant record was irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity, 

14.5.6 Unauthorized maintenance of bank account in Commercial Bank-Rs.13.694 

million 

Cash Management and Treasury Single Account Rules 2020 are in force since 24th July 2020 

with the approval of the Federal Government, which inter alia requires closure of existing Bank 

Accounts maintained by Ministries, Divisions, Attached Departments and transfer of Balances to 

Central Account No.1(Nonfood) maintained in the state bank of Pakistan. 

Rule 3 (2) of the Allotment of Semi-Permanent Accommodation in Federal Government 

Hostels Rules, 2019 states that the Comptroller or as the case may be the assistant comptroller at the 

respective Hostel shall be responsible for maintaining proper record of vacation and occupation, 

payment of rent, service charges, etc. and its proper upkeep.  

Rule 3(4) of the Allotment of Semi-Permanent Accommodation in Federal Government Hostels 

Rules, 2019 states that routine upkeep of accommodation shall be carried out by respective comptroller 

or assistant comptroller at their own level. The expenses shall be borne out of service charges and the 

same is intimated to the Ministry. 

The Ministry of Housing and Works is maintaining bank account No. 1663004150188755 in 

National Bank of Pakistan’s Holiday Inn Branch Islamabad, in the name of Executive Engineer, project 

Civil Division, for Service Charges in Federal Lodges/Gulshan-E-Jinnah Islamabad, having a closing 

of Balance of Rs. 13,694,305 as on 30.06.2021. 

Audit observed that operation of account in commercial bank in violation of Cash Management 

and Treasury Single Account Rules, 2020 was unauthorized. 
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Audit further observed that maintenance of Bank Account in the name Executive Engineer 

instead of Assistant Comptroller was irregular in terms of Rules 3(2) & (4) of the Allotment of Semi-

Permanent Accommodation in Federal Government Hostels Rules, 2019. 

Audit is of the view that maintaining a commercial bank account by the Ministry in the name 

of irrelevant person is unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity. 

14.5.7 Expenditure out of Service Charges account without approval of the Assistant 

Comptroller 

Rule 3(2) of the Allotment of Semi-Permanent Accommodation in Federal Government Hostels 

Rules, 2019 states that the Comptroller or as the case may  be the  assistant comptroller at the 

respective Hostel shall be responsible for maintaining proper record of vacation and occupation, 

payment of rent, service charges, etc. and its proper upkeep  

Rule3 (4) of the Allotment of Semi-Permanent Accommodation in Federal Government Hostels 

Rules, 2019 states that routine up-keep of accommodation shall be carried out  by respective 

comptroller or Assistant comptroller at their own level. The expense shall be borne out of service 

charges and the same is intimated to the Ministry. 

The expenditure relating to service charges are being incurred with the approval of Joint 

Secretary (Estate) M/o H &W. 

Audit observed that expenditure relating to upkeep and maintenance from service charges is 

being incurred with the approval of Joint Secretary Estate Instead of Assistant Comptroller Federal 

Lodges/Hostels in violation of Rule3(2)(4) of the Allotment of Semi-Permanent Accommodation in 

Federal Government Hostels Rules, 2019. 

Audit is of the view that approval of expenditure from service charges by the Joint Secretary 

Estate instead of the relevant authority i.e. Assistant Comptroller was irregular. 

The management replied that the said procedure was adopted for check and balance regarding 

the spending of amount from service charges for upkeep of the Gulshan-e- Jinnah and Federal Lodges 

Islamabad. 

The reply was not accepted as expenditure was not being sanctioned by the relevant authority 

mentioned in the rules. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity. 
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CHAPTER 15 

MINISTRY OF INDUSTRIES AND PRODUCTION 

15.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following 

main business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions.  

1.National industrial planning and coordination.  

2.Industrial policy.  

3.Employment of foreign personnel in commercial and industrial enterprises.  

4.Federal agencies and institutions for: 

i. promoting industrial productivity;  

ii. promoting of special studies in the industrial fields; and  

iii. testing industrial products.  

5.Keeping a watch, from the national angle, over general price trends and supply position of 

essential commodities; price and distribution control over items to be distributed by 

statutory orders between the Provinces.  

6.Import and distribution of white oil.  

7.Explosive (excluding the administration of Explosive Substances Act, 1908) and safety 

measures under the Petroleum Act, 1934 and Rules made thereunder.  

8.Prescription and review of criteria for assessment of spare parts and raw materials for 

industries.  

9.Administrative, financial, operational, personnel and commercial matters  of Pakistan 

Garments Corporation.  

10. Ghee Corporation of Pakistan Limited, and Pakistan Edible Oils  Corporation 

Limited.  

11. National Fertilizer Corporation, Lahore.  

12. Development of Industries (Federal Control) (Repeal) Ordinance, 1979.  

13. Economic Reforms (Protection of Industries) Regulation, 1972. 

14. All matters relating to state industrial enterprises, especially, in basic and  heavy 

industries, namely: 

a) State Engineering Corporation, Karachi.  

b) State Cement Corporation, Lahore.  

c) Automobile Corporation, Karachi. 

d) State Petroleum Refining and Petrochemical Corporation, Karachi.  

e) Federal Chemical and Ceramics Corporation, Karachi. 

f) Pakistan Steel Mills Corporation, Karachi. 

g) Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation (PIDC); 

ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS/ AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. Department of Explosives. 

ii. Pakistan Industrial Technical Assistance Centre, Lahore 
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iii. Engineering Development Board 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

No. 

Audited Expenditure 

Audited (FY 

2020-21) Rs. 

in million 

Revenue/Receipt 

Audited (FY 

2020-21) Rs. in 

million 

1 Formations 10 2 84.693 - 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 

2 2 251.328 

 

- 

3 Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

- - - - 

4 Foreign Aided Project 

(FAP) 

- - - - 

 

15.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Industries and Production Division for the financial year 

2020-21 was Rs.20,778.14 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs. 

20,748.25 million. The Division had 4 current grant and 1 development grant. Grant-wise detail 

of current and development expenditure is as under: 

Grant  

No. 

Type of Grant Original  

Grant 

Supplementary  

Grant 

Surrender (-) Final  

Grant 

Actual  

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

 % age Excess/ 

(Saving)  

80 Current 320.10 85.00 -25.93 379.17 369.95 -9.22 -2.43% 

81 Current 952.35 77.38 0.00 1,029.73 1,029.72 -0.01 0.00% 

82 Current 9,058.91 9,616.75 -419.15 18,675.66 18,675.64 -0.02 0.00% 

83 Current 84.10 0.00 -9.00 75.10 74.54 -0.56 -0.75% 

  Current Total 10,415.46 9,779.13 -454.08 20,159.66 20,149.86 -9.80 -0.05% 

189 Development  800.00 382.80 -564.32 618.48 598.39 -20.08 -3.25% 

  Grant Total 11,215.46 10,161.93 -1,018.41 20,778.14 20,748.25 -29.88 -0.14% 

Audit noted that there was an overall savings of Rs.29.88 million, which was due to 

saving in Current and Development grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget 

estimates, the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand 

that budget processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and 

assumptions and a coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed 

that there was savings of 25.20% with respect to Original grant which reduced to savings of 

3.25% w.r.t Final Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 

94.31% of excess in expenditure w.r.t original allocation reduced to 0.05% of saving in 

expenditure w.r.t final allocation, as depicted in the graph below: 
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15.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.  21.88million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Ministry Of Industries And Production. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  

B Procurement related irregularities  

C Management of account with commercial banks   21.88 

D Recovery  

E Internal Control  

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others  

 

15.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2010-11 3 3 1 2 33 

2012-13 2 0 0 2 - 

2013-14 5 0 0 5 - 

2014-15 5 5 0 5 - 

2015-16 1 1 1 0 100 

2016-17 12 0 0 12 - 

2018-19 4 0 0 4 - 

2019-20 6 0 0 6 - 

2020-21 2 0 0 2 - 

Total 40 9 2 38 22 

 

15.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Department of Explosives, Regional Office, Lahore 

15.5.1 Non-reconciliation of receipts with AGPR and difference thereon – Rs. 21.883 

million 

Para-26 of GFR Vol-I states that subject to any special arrangement that may be authorized by 

competent authority with respect to any particular class of receipts, it is the duty of the departmental 
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Controlling officers to see that all sums due to Government are regularly and promptly assessed, 

realized and duly credited in the Public Account. 

The management of Department of Explosive, Lahore collected fees amounting to Rs. 

333,950,382 on account of issuance of licenses to individuals during 2017-18 to 2020-21. 

Audit observed that there is a variation of figures of receipt as per statement provided by the 

department. The departmental figure was shown as Rs.333,950,382 whereas the amount booked by 

AGPR was Rs. 355,833,579. Detail is given below: 

 

S. 

No. 

Financial 

Year 

Departmental 

Figure 

AGPR Figure Total 

Difference 

1. 2017-18 53,693,123 54,249,374 556,251 

2. 2018-19 62,451,421 64,947,004 2,495,583 

3. 2019-20 46,973,683 48,396,949 1,423,266 

4. 2020-21 170,832,155 188,240,252 17,408,097 

 Total 333,950,382 355,833,579 21,883,197 

Audit further observed that the department did not reconcile its receipt statements with AGPR 

sub-office, Lahore. 

Audit is of the view that non-reconciliation of departmental figures with AGPR figure was lapse 

on the part of management. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that receipts should be reconciled with the AGPR, sub-office, 

Lahore at the earliest and factual position be intimated to audit. 
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CHAPTER 16 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND TELECOMMUNICATION DIVISION 

16.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following 

main business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions.  

 Preparation of an overall integrated plan as well as formulation of policy for the 

development and improvement of Information Technology & Telecommunications Division, 

including related infrastructure, in Pakistan.  

i. Co-ordination with the Provincial Governments, autonomous bodies, private sector, 

international organizations and foreign countries in respect of information technology and 

telecommunications.  

ii. Human resource development in the field of information technology and 

telecommunications.  

iii. Promotion of information technology applications. 

iv. Providing guidelines for the standardization of software for use within the Government. 

v. Planning, policy making and legislation covering all aspects of telecommunications 

excluding radio and television and issuance of policy directives. 

vi. Matters relating to Pakistan Computer Bureau, Pakistan Software Export Board and the 

Electronic Government Directorate. 

vii. All matters relating to National Telecommunication Corporation (NTC), 

Telecommunications Foundation (TF), Special Communications Organization (SCO), 

Virtual University (V.U) and Electronic Certification Accreditation Council.  

viii. The administration of the Prevention of Electronic Crimes Ordinance 2007, and the rules 

made there under.  

ix. Safeguard interest of Government of Pakistan in entities having public shares or 

government equity like PTCL, USF Co & ICT R&D Co.  

x. Federal Government functions in regard to Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA) 

and Frequency Allocation Board (FAB). 

ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS/ AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. National Information Technology Board 

ii. COMSATS (Inter-Islamic Network for Information Technology) 

iii. Virtual University 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

No. 

Audited Expenditure 

Audited (FY 

2020-21) Rs. 

in million 

Revenue/Receipt 

Audited (FY 

2020-21) Rs. in 

million 

1 Formations 55 3 10,690.917 1,550.367 
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2 Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 

2 0 - - 

3 Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

2 0 - - 

4 Foreign Aided Project 

(FAP) 

1 1 373.272 - 

 

16.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Information Technology And Telecommunication 

Division for the financial year 2020-21 was Rs.13,317.26 million, out of which the Division 

expended an amount of Rs.13,198.72 million. The Division had 3 current grant and 1 

development grant. Grant-wise detail of current and development expenditure is as under: 

Grant 

No. 
Type of Grant 

Original 

Grant 

Supplementary 

Grant 

Surrender  

(-) 

Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

88 Current 365.88 22.00 -98.47 289.41 276.42 -12.99 -4.49% 

89 Current 4,611.22 1,085.61 0.00 5,696.83 5,686.21 -10.62 -0.19% 

90 Current 832.52 1,107.61 0.00 832.52 832.52 -23.61 -2.84% 

Sub-Total Current 5,809.62 2,215.22 -98.47 6,818.76 6,795.15 -34.23 -0.50% 

170 Development 6,672.98 819.41 -993.89 6,498.50 6,403.58 -57.85 -0.89% 

 Total 12,482.61 3,034.63 -1,092.36 13,317.26 13,198.72 -92.08 -0.69% 

Audit noted that there was an overall savings of Rs.92.08 million, which was due to 

savings in Current and Developments grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget 

estimates, the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand 

that budget processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and 

assumptions and a coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed 

that there was savings of 4.04% with respect to Original grant which reduced to savings of 

0.89% w.r.t Final Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 

16.96% of excess in expenditure w.r.t original allocation reduced to 0.50% of savings in 

expenditure w.r.t final allocation, as depicted in the graph below: 
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16.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs. 138.55million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Information Technology And Telecommunication Division. Summary 

of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. 

No 
Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  

2 
Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

Misappropriation 
 

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  

B Procurement related irregularities  138.55 

C Management of account with commercial banks  

D Recovery  

E Internal Control  

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others  

 

16.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2010-11 2 2 2 0 100 

2011-12 10 0 0 10 - 

2014-15 1 0 0 1 - 

2016-17 5 0 0 5 - 

2018-19 3 0 0 3 - 

2019-20 11 0 0 11 - 

2020-21 2 0 0 2 - 

Total 34 2 2 32 100 
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16.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

National Information Technology Board (NITB) 

16.5.1 Irregular and unnecessary procurement of Oracle Software - Rs. 138.547 

million 

Para-11 of GFR (Vol-I) states that each head of a department is responsible for enforcing 

financial order and strict economy at every step. He is responsible for observance of all relevant 

financial rules and regulations both by his own office and by subordinate disbursing officers. 

Terms and condition para 5 (5.1) of Purchase Order dated 07.06.2021 states that the seller shall 

complete the installation of the software License at the SITES no later than Four weeks of the Delivery 

Date. The time for Installation shall be of essence. 

Terms and condition para 5 (5.2) of Purchase Order dated 07.06.2021 states that upon 

completion of installation and configuration of the software at the sites, the seller shall notify the 

purchaser in writing that the software is ready for testing for acceptance. The seller shall no later than 

three days after the notification afore-said conduct test-run on the software in the presence of the 

Purchaser’s representative and the purchaser shall, subject to there being (a) Full compliance with the 

technical and functional specifications set out in Annexure. 

Terms and condition para 5 (5.3) of Purchase Order dated 07.06.2021 states that upon 

acceptance as afore-said, the Purchaser shall issue the Acceptance Certificate. 

The management of NITB procured Oracle Software for Rs. 138,547,500 during FY 2020-21. 

Detail is as below: 

(Amount in Rs.) 

S. 

No. 
Bill No. / Date 

Name of 

Firm 
Description Quantity Amount 

1. 
IIL-210009 / 

08.06.2021 
M/s Ora Tech 

Systems (Pvt) 

Ltd 

Oracle Software 12 

117,559,697 

2. 
IIL-210009-A / 

06.07.2021 
20,987,803 

Total 138,547,500 

Audit observed that supply order was issued on 07.06.2021 and the management paid Rs. 

138.548 million to the contractor for supply and installation of software on 08.06.2021 which showed 

that the payment was made without installation and testing of software. 

Audit is of the view that payment before supply and installation of software was irregular and 

unauthorized.  

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that inquiry may be held to fix the responsibility. 

16.5.2 Irregular appointments without approved Recruitment Rules 

According to Establishment Division’s O.M. No. F.53/I/2008-SP dated 22.10.2014 Initial 

appointment shall be made strictly in accordance with the provisions contained in the Recruitment Rules 

of the post concerned. In the absence of Recruitment Rules, Ministries/ Divisions/ Attached 
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Departments/ Subordinate Offices/ Autonomous Bodies/ Semi-autonomous Bodies/ Corporations/ 

Companies/ Authorities etc. are first required to frame the Recruitment Rules and lay down the 

eligibility conditions for such appointments. No recruitment shall be made in the absence of approved 

Recruitment Rules. 

The management of NITB recruited the following staff during Financial Year 2020-21: 

S. No Name of Staff Designation Date of Appointment 

1. Mr. Ammar Nabi Qureshi Assistant 19.03.2021 

2. Mr. Muhammad Hassan Khanzada Assistant 22.03.2021 

3. Mr. Muhammad Shehroze Khan Assistant 01.07.2021 

4. Mr. JamshedPervaiz Sweeper 16.12.2020 

5. Mr. Salman Gill Sanitary Worker 16.12.2020 

6. Mr. Ahmed Faraz Naib Qasid 16.12.2020 

7. Mr. Adnan Javed Driver 09.06.2021 

Audit observed that recruitments were made in the absence of recruitment rules. 

Audit is of the view that the appointments of staff without approved recruitment rules, is held 

as irregular. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that recruitment rules may be got approved without further delay besides of 

condonation of irregularity already committed. 
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CHAPTER 17 

INFORMATION AND BROADCASTING DIVISION 

17.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following 

main business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions.  

1. Policy relating to internal publicity on national matters including the administration of 

the provisions of the Post Office, Act, 1898, and section 5 (1) (b) of the Telegraph Act, 

1885, in so far as they relate to the Press.  

2. Broadcasting including television.  

3. Production of films on behalf of Government, its agencies, Government controlled 

Corporations, etc.  

4. Press relations, including delegations of journalists and other information media.  

5. Provision of facilities for the development of newspapers industry.  

6. (i) Policy regarding government advertisement; control of advertisement and placement; 

(ii) Audit of circulation of newspapers. 

7. Administration of the Newsprint Control Ordinance, 1971.  

8. National Anthem 

9. Liaison and coordination with agencies and media on matters concerning Government 

policies and activities.  

10. Administration of the Information Group.  

11. External Publicity.  

12. Pakistan National Centers.  

13. (i) Administration of-  

a. Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation Act, 1973;  

b. Associated Press of Pakistan (Taking Over) Ordinance, 1961; and 

c. Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority.  

 (ii) Matters relating to-  

a. The Pakistan Television Corporation; and 

b. Omitted vide SRO NO.48(1)/2016 dated 26.01.2016. 

c. Shalimar Recording and Broadcasting Company. 

14. Training facilities for Radio and Television personnel.  

15. Special Selection Board for selection of Press Officers for posting in Pakistan Missions 

abroad.  

16. Establishment of tourists centers abroad.  

17. Administration of the Newspapers Employees (Conditions of Service) Act, 1973. 

18. (i)National Institute of Folk and Traditional Heritage of Pakistan (Lok Virsa). 

 (ii) Pakistan National Council of Arts.  

19. Cultural pacts and protocols with other countries.  

 

ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS/ AUTONOMOUS BODIES 
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1. Press Information Department. 

2. Directorate of Electronic Media and Publication. 

3. Implementation Tribunal for Newspaper employees. 

4. Central Board of Films Censor, Islamabad. 

5. Federal Land Commission 

6. Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority  

7. Audit Bureau of Circulation 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

No. 

Audited Expenditure 

Audited (FY 

2020-21) Rs. 

in million 

Revenue/Receipt 

Audited (FY 

2020-21) Rs. in 

million 

1 Formations 68 1 465.924 - 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 

- - - 

 

- 

3 Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

- - - - 

4 Foreign Aided Project 

(FAP) 

- - - - 

 

17.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Info & Broadcasting Division for the financial year 2020-

21 was Rs.9,627.43 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.9,442.42 

million. The Division had 4 current grant. Grant-wise detail of current and development 

expenditure is as under: 

Grant 

No. 

Type of 

Grant 

Original 

Grant 

Supplementary 

Grant 

Surrender (-

) 

Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age Excess/ 

(Saving) 

84 Current 569.77 0.94 -41.55 529.16 481.27 -47.89 -9.05% 

85 Current 1,284.32 39.36 -42.47 1,281.21 1,197.09 -84.12 -6.57% 

86 Current 6,111.13 1,685.48 -850.00 6,946.60 6,872.98 -73.62 -1.06% 

87 Current 870.46 1,725.77 0.00 870.46 891.07 20.62 2.37% 

  Total 8,835.68 3,451.55 -934.02 9,627.43 9,442.42 -185.01 -1.92% 

Audit noted that there was an overall savings of Rs.185.01 million, which was due to 

saving in Current grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget 

estimates, the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand 

that budget processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and 

assumptions and a coordinated calendar of activity.  

In case of current expenditure the 6.87% of excess in expenditure w.r.t original 

allocation reduced to 1.92% of savings in expenditure w.r.t final allocation, as depicted in the 

graph below: 
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17.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.  21.50million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Information And Broadcasting Division. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities   13.73 

B Procurement related irregularities  

C Management of account with commercial banks  

D Recovery  

E Internal Control    7.78 

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others  

 

17.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2012-13 18 0 0 18 - 

2013-14 17 17 0 17 - 

2014-15 7 0 0 7 - 

2015-16 4 4 3 1 75 

2016-17 11 4 0 11 - 

2019-20 24 0 0 24 - 

2020-21 21 0 0 21 - 

Total 102 25 3 99 12 
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17.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Press Information Department, Islamabad 

17.5.1 Irregular payment of rent of hired houses - Rs. 13.726 million 

Para 2(vi) of Ministry of Housing and Works O.M. No. F.2(3)/2003-Policy dated 31.07.2004 

states that all payment will be made through cross cheques, which will be forwarded to the manager of 

the bank for depositing in account of the owner. 

The management of Press Information Department (PID), Islamabad incurred an expenditure 

of Rs. 13.726 million on payment of rent for residential buildings of thirteen (13) employees. 

Audit observed that rent was paid to the employees on the basis of un-registered special power 

of attorney from ‘Sub-Registrar’. 

Audit is of the view that payment of rent other than the owners without having a legal authority 

is irregular. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that practice may be discontinued besides regularization of irregularity.  

17.5.2 Irregular payments in cash - Rs. 7.778 million 

Rule 157(2) of FTR Volume-I states that all third-party payments shall be made through 

cheques drawn in the name of the recipients. 

The management of Press Information Department (PID), Islamabad drawn Rs. 7.778 million 

in the name of DDO during the year 2020-21 for cash purchases. 

Audit observed that the cash payments were drawn in the name of DDO instead payment 

through cross cheques in the names of venders. 

Audit is of the view that drawl of cash payments for purchases is violation of Federal Treasury 

Rules and deprived the government from its due receipts. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that matter may be looked into and fix the responsibility. 
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CHAPTER 18 

MINISTRY OF INTER PROVINCIAL COORDINATION 

18.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following 

main business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions.  

1. General coordination between the Federal Government and the Provinces in the economic, 

cultural and administrative fields.  

2. Promoting uniformity of approach in formulation of policy and implementation among the 

Provinces and the Federal Government in all fields of common concern.  

3. Discussions of policy issues emanating from the Provinces which have administrative or 

economic implications for the country as a whole.  

4. All Secretarial work for Council of Common Interests and their committees.  

5. Any other matter referred to the Division by a Province or any of the Ministry or Division 

of the Federal Government.  

6. Malam Jabba Resort Ltd.  

7. Pakistan Veterinary Medical Council Islamabad.  

8. Inter Board Committee of Chairmen, Islamabad.  

9. Medical, nursing, dental, pharmaceutical, para-medical and allied subjects; - 

i. education abroad; and  

ii. Educational facilities for backward areas and for foreign nationals, except the 

nomination of candidates from Federally Administered Tribal Areas for admission 

to Medical College.  

10. Legislation covering all aspects of sports affairs and matters ancillary thereto.  

11. Administrative control of Board established for the promotion and development of sports 

under the Sports (Development and Control) Ordinance, 1962.  

12. Pakistan Sports Board (PSB).  

13. Pakistan Cricket Board (PCB).  

14. Dealing and agreements with other countries and international organizations in matters 

relating to Youth Exchange Programs (External).  

15. National Internship Program.  

16. National Volunteer Movement.  

17. Paralympics.  

18. Gun and Country Club.  

19. Federal Land Commission.  

20. International Organizations and agreements relating to tourism. 

ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS/ AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. Department of Tourist Services in Islamabad. 

ii. Pakistan Cricket Board 

iii. Pakistan Sports Board. 
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iv. Guns & Country Club 

v. Pakistan Veterinary Medical Council, Islamabad. 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited (FY 2020-21)  

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 25 7 1,488.117 - 

2 
Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 
- - - 

- 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 
- - - 

- 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) 
- - - - 

 

18.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Inter Provincial Coordination Division for the financial 

year 2020-21 was Rs.1,131.24 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of 

Rs.1,112.93 million. The Division had 3 current grant and 1 development grant. Grant-wise 

detail of current and development expenditure is as under: 

Grant  

No. 

Type of  

Grant 

Original  

Grant 

Suppl 

Grant 

Surrender  

(-) 

Final  

Grant 

Actual  

Expendit

ure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

100 Current 406.78 0.00 -130.77 276.02 272.73 -3.29 -1.19% 

101 Current 160.67 16.71 -3.74 173.64 166.45 -7.19 -4.14% 

102 Current 1,074.66 0.00 -528.68 545.98 542.94 -10.48 -1.92% 

 Total Current 1,642.12 16.71 -663.19 995.64 982.12 -20.96 -2.10% 

172 Development 929.49   -793.89 135.60 130.81 -38.62 -28.48% 

 Total 2,571.61 16.71 -1,457.08 1,131.24 1,112.93 -59.58 -5.27% 

Audit noted that there was an overall savings of Rs.59.58 million, which was due to 

less expenditure in the grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget 

estimates, the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand 

that budget processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and 

assumptions and a coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed 

that there was savings of 85.93% with respect to Original grant which reduced to savings of 

28.48% w.r.t Final Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure 

the 40.19% of savings in expenditure w.r.t original allocation reduced to 2.10% of savings in 

expenditure w.r.t final allocation, as depicted in the graph below:  
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18.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs. 511.79million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Ministry Of Inter Provincial Coordination. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record    0.00 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  

B Procurement related irregularities    9.45 

C Management of account with commercial banks   66.97 

D Recovery   22.45 

E Internal Control   57.76 

4 Value for money and service delivery  324.99 

5 Others   30.17 

 

18.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2010-11 7 7 1 6 14 

2011-12 5 5 0 5 - 

2012-13 11 0 0 11 - 

2013-14 11 2 1 10 50 

2015-16 6 6 5 1 83 

2016-17 29 0 0 29 - 

2017-18 5 0 0 5 - 

2018-19 29 0 0 29 - 

2019-20 13 0 0 13 - 

2020-21 57 0 0 57 - 

Total 173 20 7 166 35 

 

18.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Pakistan Squash Federation 

18.5.1 Non non-provision of Act/ Resolution/ Ordinance/legal Framework regarding 

establishment of Pakistan Squash Federation, Islamabad 

Section 14(2) of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all 
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facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as 

complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 

Section 14(3) of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the 

Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action. 

Management of Pakistan Squash Federation, Islamabad was requested to provide the 

Act/Ordinance/Resolution/Legal Framework under which Pakistan Squash Federation was established. 

Despite record requisitions dated 20.05.2021 and 02.06.2021 the management did not provide the 

record. 

Audit is of the view that in absence of any legal framework under which Pakistan Squash 

Federation was established, Audit could not ascertain the status of the formation.  

The management replied that PSF Constitution, accounts SOP, PSF Tour guide and Rules of 

Business etc. were provided to Audit. It was further replied that PSF was established by Pak Navy in 

1953 under Presidential Order and was then handed over to PAF in 1972. Ministry of Sports & Tourism 

(devolved) issued a notification which shows that PSF was a recognized and affiliated body of the 

Government of Pakistan. Moreover, a list of appointment holders at PSF since 1975 duly recognized by 

Pakistan Sports Board (PSB) was also provided. 

The reply was not accepted because neither Presidential Order nor any document was provided 

regarding establishment of the PSF. Further, PSF constitution quoted in the reply had no legal backing.  

DAC held on 30.11.2021 directed the management to get the relevant record verified from 

Audit. 

Audit recommends that the decision of the DAC may be implemented. 

Pakistan Veterinary Medical Council, Islamabad 

18.5.2 Undue favour to the contractor on the account of civil works – Rs.4.992 million 

Clause-IT-15 of instructions to bidder time for completion states that the work called for in the 

Contract Documents are required to be completed within five months following receipt of Engineer’s/ 

Clients order to proceed with construction. 

Cluase-15 of conditions of contract states that if the contractor fails to complete the works 

within the time for completion, the contractor’s only liability to the employer for such failure shall be 

to pay the amount in the contract for each day for which he fails to complete the works i.e. some 

percentage as on the day basis access suitable but not more than 5% of the overall contract price/ final 

work done. 

The management of PVMC, Islamabad awarded civil work of internal, external plaster and 

misc. work to M/s Shaheer and Hassan Construction against the tender amounting to Rs. 5,576,570 and 

advised to start the work w.e.f. 15.03.2018. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The completion date was 15.08.2018 whereas the contractor did not complete the 

civil work till the time of audit. 

ii. The management did not impose the penalty on non-completion of work within 

stipulated time. 
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iii. As per record, the contractor made vast variation in the scope/ cost of work without 

the approval of the employer/ engineer-in-charge. 

iv. An amount of Rs. 1,048,944/- was paid to the contractor which was not included in 

Bill of Quantities. 

v. An amount of Rs. 256,695 was paid to the contractor as escalation charges vide 5th 

invoice whereas escalation was not included in the contract. 

Audit further observed that a meeting was held on 23.05.2019 between Prof. Masood Rabbani, 

President PVMC and Mr. Muhammad Hayyat, contractor in which contractor has committed that he 

will complete remaining contraction work in two months. 

Audit is of the view that the undue favour was extended to contractor.  

The management replied that taking up the matter with M/s Hi-Tech Services and position will 

be explained to audit accordingly.  

The management has accepted audit observation. 

The management did not convene DAC till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated and responsibility may be fixed for non-

carrying out work within due time. 

18.5.3 Irregular payment on the account of residential hiring – Rs. 3.455 million 

In terms of Para-2(iv) of decentralization of hiring of residential accommodation dated 

31.07.2004, each ministry/ division/ department will constitute an Assessment Committee comprising 

three officers headed by a BPS-19 officer (in case of Departments, Chairman of the Committee will be 

the representative of the administrative Ministry/Division) to assess the rent of the house and submit 

assessment report keeping in view the rental ceiling of the allottee and covered area according to 

specification as prescribed in the Accommodation Allocation Rules, 2002. The committee may co-opt 

a technical person from any technical department if deemed appropriate. 

The management of PVMC, Islamabad paid Rs. 3,544,641 on the account of hiring of houses 

to its employees. The detail is as under: 

S. No. Name of Officer/ Official Period Amount  

1 Col. Aqil Hameed Chaudhary, Secretary Oct, 2018 to Sept, 2019 390,132 

2 Mr. Abdul Wahab, Assistant 2017-18 to 2019-20 697,191 

3 Mr. Abid Hussain Ghazanfar, UDC -do- 611,064 

4 Mr. Shaukat Yab Khan, A.D (Admn) -do- 914,364 

5 Mr. Muhammad Azeem, Steno Typist -do- 841,890 

Total 3,454,641 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The assessment committee was not constituted in light of instruction of M/o 

Housing & Works. 

ii. The related documents were not available in relevant files. 

iii. The payments were made to the officers/ officials without assessment of houses. 

iv. Income Tax was not deducted from payments of hiring. 
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Audit is of the view that in the absence of supporting documents and without assessment reports 

the authenticity of the expenditure could not be ascertained.  

The management replied that the payment on account of residential hiring has been stopped. A 

hiring committee in PVMC Secretariat has now been constituted vide notification dated 29.03.2021. In 

future the payments under this head shall be made only after compliance of the guide lines issued by 

the M/o Housing & Works in this regard. The procedure regarding deduction of income tax from the 

payment to be paid to the owner of the house will be followed in future in letter and spirit. 

The management has accepted audit observation.  

Audit recommends that inquiry may be conducted to fix the responsibility besides recovery of 

amount paid. 

Gun and Country Club, Islamabad 

18.5.4 Variations in balances of Club’s ledgers - Rs. 54.300 million 

Para D (7) of Accounting and Financial Manual of Gun and Country Club states that Accounts 

Assistant will prepare monthly bank reconciliation statement for all bank accounts which will be 

checked by Accountant for accuracy. The bank reconciliation statement will be approved by the 

Secretary through Manager Finance. 

The management of Gun & Country Club (GCC), Islamabad maintaining bank accounts in 

Allied Bank and Faysal Bank. The detail of bank accounts and bank ledgers are as under:  

S. 

No. 
Date Bank Account No. Bank Balance Ledger Balance Difference 

1. 30.06.2021 
Allied Bank Current 

Account 
60019 5,194,891 (30,113,734) 35,308,625 

2. 30.06.2021 
Faysal Bank Saving 

Account 
2504 347 (18,991,496) 18,991,843 

Total 7,435,383  54,300,468 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Allied Bank Current Account was reflecting bank balance of Rs. 5.194 million on 

30.06.2021 but bank ledger of GCC was reflecting Rs. (-) 30.114 million. 

ii. Faysal Bank Saving Account was reflecting bank balance of Rs. 347/- on 

30.06.2021 but bank ledger of GCC was reflecting Rs. (-) 18.992 million. 

Audit is of the view that variation in closing balances amounting to Rs. 54.300 million creating 

doubts about the activities/books of accounts. 

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix responsibility. 

18.5.5 Overstated amount in Club’s ledger - Rs.46.079 million 

Para D (7) of Accounting and Financial Manual of Gun and Country Club states that Accounts 

Assistant will prepare monthly bank reconciliation statement for all bank accounts which will be 

checked by Accountant for accuracy. The bank reconciliation statement will be approved by the 

Secretary through Manager Finance. 
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The management of Gun & Country Club (GCC), Islamabad maintaining saving bank accounts 

in Allied Bank. The ledger is reflecting balance of Rs. 49.537 million as on 30.06.2021. 

Audit observed that the bank was reflecting balance of Rs. 3.459 million while Club’s ledger 

was depicting balance of Rs. 49.537 million. Hence an amount of Rs. 46.078 million in ledger was 

overstated without any evidence. 

Audit is of the view that overstatement of bank balance by the club is serious violation of 

keeping accounting record in proper manner. 

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix responsibility. 

18.5.6 Recovery of outstanding amount from members - Rs. 22.445 million 

Para IX (6) of Gun & Country Club Rules, 2011 states that members on the list of Gun & 

Country Club will be sent a bill for the previous month containing monthly club subscription, other 

dues and expenses incurred by the Member. The bill must be paid by the end of the month failing which 

late fee @ prevailing bank interest rate per month will be charged. 

The management of the Gun & Country Club (GCC), Islamabad issued membership to various 

persons. Members were continuously availing Club facilities and its services. 

Audit observed that an amount of Rs. 22.445 million was receivable from its members on 

account of monthly subscriptions, food, expenses etc. since long but the management fail to recover the 

outstanding amount from its members. 

Audit also observed that the management has no record for how long the amount was pending 

against members, as no aging report for Rs. 22.445 million was provided to Audit on request. 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of outstanding amount from members deprived the GCC 

from its due receipts. 

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that serious efforts be made for effecting the recovery besides 

disallowing the defaulters from availing the club facilities. 

18.5.7 Non-payment of Property Tax – 30.174 million 

Clause 89 (1) of the Islamabad Capital Territory Local Government Act, 2015 states that the 

property tax, under this Act, shall be collected by Metropolitan Corporation.  

CDA before the honorable Supreme Court of Pakistan stated that 72 acres of land was occupied 

by the Gun & Country Club since, 2002. 

The management of the Gun & Country Club (GCC), Islamabad occupied 72 acres land of 

CDA from 2002 to date. 

Audit observed as under: 

1. An amount of Rs. 30.174 million was outstanding against GCC on account of 

Property Tax from 2004 to 2021. 

2. No provision in the books of accounts was provided for above tax liability. 
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Audit is of the view that non-payment of property tax deprived the Government from 

its due receipts. 

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that due amount of tax be immediately deposited under intimation 

to Audit. 

18.5.8 Irregular procurement of food items from M/s METRO – Rs.9.450 million 

Rule 15 (1) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that a procuring agency, prior to the 

floating of tenders, invitation to proposals or offers in procurement proceedings, may engage in pre-

qualification of bidders in case of services, civil works, turnkey projects and in case of procurement of 

expensive and technically complex equipment to ensure that only technically and financially capable 

firms having adequate managerial capability are invited to submit bids. Such pre-qualification shall 

solely be based upon the ability of the interested parties to perform that particular work satisfactorily. 

Rule 16 (3) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that the procuring agency shall promptly 

notify each supplier or contractor submitting an application to pre-qualify whether or not it has been 

pre-qualified and shall make available to any person directly involved in the pre-qualification process, 

upon request, the names of all suppliers or contractors who have been pre-qualified. Only suppliers or 

contractors who have been pre-qualified shall be entitled to participate further in the procurement 

proceedings. 

The management of the Gun & Country Club (GCC), Islamabad advertised for pre-qualification 

of vendors on 20.01.2019 and an amount of Rs. 9.45 million was spent on Food & Beverage expenses 

during 2020-21.  

Audit observed that pre-qualification of vendors were carried out in which M/s. 

METRO Cash and Carry did not participated but the management procured all food items from 

M/s METRO. 

Audit is of the view that procurement of food items from M/s METRO that has not 

participated in pre-qualification process was irregular, non-competitive and against the 

instructions of Public Procurement Rules, 2004. 

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that matter be inquired and responsibility be fixed. 

18.5.9 Irregular investment against Finance Division’s direction – Rs.320.00 million. 

Finance Division O.M. No. F.4(1)/2002-BR-11 dated 02.07.2003 states that investment of 

working balances/surplus funds be made subject to fulfillment of various requirements such as 

investment in A rating banks, working balance limit of each organization should be determined with 

the approval of administrative Ministry in consultation with Finance Division, competitive bidding 

process, investment exceeding Rs. 10 million shall not be kept in one bank, setting up of in-house 

professional treasury management functions, formation of Investment Committee. 

The management of the Gun & Country Club (GCC), Islamabad invested Rs. 320.00 million in 

Allied Bank at mark up of Rs. 7% during 2020-21. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Open competitive process was not observed 
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ii. Investment Committee was not formed 

iii. Investment was made in one bank and risk was not diversified 

Audit is of the view that investment in violation of Finance Division was irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility be fixed. 

18.5.10 Variation in Trial Balance – Rs. 20.894 million 

Para N (3) of Accounting and Financial Manual of Gun and Country Club states that Manager 

Finance will carry out primary review and ensure accuracy and completeness of the periodic financial 

statements. 

The management of the Gun & Country Club (GCC), Islamabad showing Debit Balance of 

Trial Balance as Rs. 738.412 million and Credit Balance of Rs. 717.518 million during audit for the 

financial year during 2020-21.  

Audit observed that GCC’s accounts reflecting variation of Rs. 20.894 million which 

does not reflect accuracy in accounts. 

Audit is of the view that variation in Trail Balance does not reflect true and fair picture 

of accounts. 

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that matter be inquired, corrections be made and responsibility be 

fixed. 
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CHAPTER 19 

MINISTRY OF INTERIOR 

19.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following 

main business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions.  

1. Internal security; matters relating to public security arising out of dealings and 

agreements with other countries and international organizations.  

2. Preventive detention for reasons of State connected with defence, external affairs or the 

security of Pakistan or any part thereof; and for reasons, connected with the 

maintenance of public order or the maintenance of supplies and services essential to the 

community; persons subjected to such detention.  

3. Nationality, citizenship and naturalization. 

4. Admission of persons into, and expulsion of persons from Pakistan, including:  

a) policy regarding entry, exit and sojourn of foreigners and aliens; and (b) regulation of 

movement in Pakistan of persons not domiciled in Pakistan.  

5. Admission of persons into, and departure of persons from Pakistan. 

6. Policy regarding censorship; prescription of books and publications in consultation with 

the Education Division, where necessary.  

7. National Database and National Data Warehouse for issuance of National Identity 

Cards, Pakistan Origin Cards and Aliens Registration Cards.  

8. Security measures for the Federal Secretariat and Subordinate Offices.  

9. Pardons, reprieves, respites, remissions, commutation, etc. (excluding personnel 

belonging to the Armed Forces), issuance of warrant of execution of death sentence.  

10. Police Commission and Police awards.  

11. Policy coordination of, and higher training in Civil Defense and A.R.P. matters.  

12. Pakistan Flag, Coat of Arms, monograms, seals etc.; Standard Time for Pakistan; public 

holidays; Gazette of Pakistan.  

13. Warrant of Precedence; celebrations and ceremonial parades (other than those of Armed 

Forces); action to be taken on the death of high officials; civil uniform rules.  

14. Coordination of policy matters relating to Police.  

15. Coordination of anti-smuggling measures.  

16. Matters relating to Federal Police Forces, their establishment etc.  

17. Administrative Control of the Civil Armed Forces (i.e. Frontier Corps including 

Baluchistan Constabulary and Frontier Constabulary) Rangers and Coast Guards. 

18. Arms Act jurisdictions to Federal areas.  

19. Border incidents and disputes.  

20. Permission to Government servants to visit India.  

21. Political asylum, Genocide.  

22. Surrender of criminals and accused persons to Government outside Pakistan.  
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23. Special studies of penal reforms in the context of national mores and requirements; 

coordination of reforms by the Provinces and provisions of facilities for professional 

and technical training of jail staff, at home and abroad; and dealing with such items 

pertaining to prisons, etc., as are embodied in the Federal and Provincial Subjects.  

24. Protection and maintenance of non-Muslim shrines in Pakistan and pilgrimages from 

India.  

25. Administrative Control of National Police Academy.  

26. All Administrative matters relating to Federal Investigation Agency.  

27. Investigation and prosecution of cases falling under the Schedule appended to the 

Federal Investigation Agency Act, 1974.  

28. To act as National Central Bureau to keep liaison with the INTERPOL.  

29. Anti-Corruption laws, except the National Accountability Ordinance, 1999 35. 

Islamabad Capital Territory Administration.  

30. Advocate General (ICT), Metropolitan Corporation Islamabad, Capital Development 

Authority.  

31. Management and distribution of zakat and Ushr in Islamabad. 

ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS/ AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. Directorate General of Immigration and Passports.  

ii.  Directorate General of Civil Defense.  

iii. Pakistan Rangers, Lahore.  

iv. Pakistan Coast Guards.  

v. Frontier Corps, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. 

vi. Frontier Corps, Baluchistan. 

vii. Chief Commissioner, Islamabad Capital Territory.  

viii. Pakistan Rangers Sindh (South), Karachi.  

ix. Federal Investigation Agency. 

x. Frontier Constabulary, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. 

xi. Gilgit Baltistan Scouts. 

xii. Central Jail Staff Training Institute. 

xiii. National Police Foundation. 

xiv. National Alien Registration Authority 

xv. National Database and Registration Authority 

xvi. National Police Academy 

xvii. National Counter Terrorism Authority 

xviii. Capital Development Authority 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / 

Receipt Audited 

(FY 2020-21)  

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 243 54 133,451.683 22,728.365 

2 
Assignment Accounts (Excluding 

FAP) 
3 3 352.471  

http://www.pakistan.gov.pk/divisions/ContentInfo.jsp?DivID=23&cPath=221_227_310&ContentID=778
http://www.pakistan.gov.pk/divisions/ContentInfo.jsp?DivID=23&cPath=221_227_309&ContentID=782
http://www.pakistan.gov.pk/divisions/ContentInfo.jsp?DivID=23&cPath=221_227_309&ContentID=781
http://www.pakistan.gov.pk/divisions/ContentInfo.jsp?DivID=23&cPath=221_227_309&ContentID=779
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3 
Authorities / Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 
2 2 1,682.633 693.129 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP)     

 

19.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Interior Division for the financial year 2020-21 was 

Rs.210,333.41 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.211,775.26 

million. The Division had 9 current grant and 1 development grant. Grant-wise detail of current 

and development expenditure is as under: 

Grant 

No. 

Type of Grant Original 

Grant 

Supplementary 

Grant 

Surrender 

(-) 

Final Grant Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age Excess/ 

(Saving) 

91 Current 1,135.19 0.00 -379.75 755.45 714.30 -41.15 -5.45% 

92 Current 5,854.04 1,974.33 -246.16 7,582.22 7,504.25 -77.96 -1.03% 

93 Current 5,029.24 90.00 -35.70 4,993.54 4,951.57 -41.96 -0.84% 

94 Current 9,933.19 1,354.55 -3,489.04 12,758.01 11,014.11 -1,743.89 -13.67% 

95 Current 2,964.94 1,621.33 0.00 4,586.27 4,571.13 -15.14 -0.33% 

96 Current 93,282.26 6,470.91 -1,273.28 98,479.89 101,902.55 3,422.66 3.48% 

97 Current 11,311.96 54.06 0.00 11,366.03 11,833.43 467.41 4.11% 

98 Current 2,299.88 1,603.83 0.00 3,903.71 3,902.99 -0.72 -0.02% 

99 Current 25,947.62 1,911.97 -5.00 27,854.60 27,853.15 -1.45 -0.01% 

 Current Total 157,758.33 15,080.98 -5,428.93 172,279.69 174,247.49 1,967.80 1.14% 

171 Development 14,721.31 1,615.00 -1,224.87 10,199.12 9,674.62 -524.50 -5.14% 

  Grand Total 198,427.26 18,607.95 -6,658.80 210,333.41 211,775.26 1,441.85 0.69% 

Audit noted that there was an overall excess of Rs.1,441.85 million, which was due to 

excess in Current grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget 

estimates, the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand 

that budget processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and 

assumptions and a coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed 

that there was savings of 34.28% with respect to Original grant which reduced to savings of 

5.14% w.r.t Final Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 

9.58% of excess in expenditure w.r.t original allocation reduced to 1.21% of savings in 

expenditure w.r.t final allocation, as depicted in the graph below: 
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19.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.33,446.95 million, were raised in this report 

during the current audit of Ministry Of Interior. Summary of the audit observations classified 

by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record    0.00 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation   48.11 

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities 3,819.56 

B Procurement related irregularities 2,959.83 

C Management of account with commercial banks 22,284.08 

D Recovery   89.63 

E Internal Control 2,534.89 

4 Value for money and service delivery 1,144.30 

5 Others  556.55 

 

19.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2010-11 9 9 3 6 33 

2011-12 21 0 0 21 - 

2012-13 46 0 0 46 - 

2013-14 19 19 13 6 68 

2014-15 38 0 0 38 - 

2015-16 5 1 1 4 100 

2016-17 46 46 15 31 33 

2017-18 58 58 25 33 43 

2018-19 48 16 9 39 56 

2019-20 65 16 6 59 38 

2020-21 65 0 0 65 - 

Total 420 165 72 348 44 
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19.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Interior Division (Main) 

19.5.1 Mis-procurement of printers and laser fax machines without tender – Rs. 3.213 

million 

Rule 9 of Public Procurement Rules (PPR), 2004 states that a procuring agency shall announce 

in an appropriate manner all proposed procurements for each financial year and shall proceed 

accordingly without any splitting or regrouping of the procurements so planned. The annual 

requirements thus determined would be advertised in advance on the Authority’s website as well as on 

the website of the procuring agency in case the procuring agency has its own website. 

Rule 12 (2) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that all procurement opportunities over 

two million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or 

newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at 

least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 

Rule 50 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that any unauthorized breach of these rules 

shall amount to mis-procurement 

The management of Ministry of Interior, Islamabad procured 29 printers and 16 laser fax 

machines costing Rs. 2.032 million and Rs. 1.181 million, respectively through quotation during 2020-

21. 

Audit observed that the management procured 45 items of printers and laser fax machines 

without advertisement and procured through quotations by splitting the procurement. 

Audit is of the view that procurement of items without advertisement violated the competitive 

process as required in Rules 12 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004. 

The management replied that Annual tender for procurement of various items, inter alia 

including printers and laser fax machines was floated but no bidder became successful as per 

specification.  

The reply of the management is not accepted because the management was required to follow 

the Public Procurement Rules, which was not followed.  

Audit recommends that matter be probed and responsibility be fixed. 

19.5.2 Illegal and unauthorized payment to M/s GUERNICA International without 

valid contract - Rs. 67.459 million  

Clause 1.1 of Contract for legal services states that this agreement is between the client (GoP) 

and the Consultant (Toby M. Cadman), and shall be in force for a period of twelve (12) months and 

shall commence on 1st February 2019. 

Clause 4.1 of the Contract for legal services states that the Client (GoP) agrees to pay the 

Consultant a sum of Twenty-Five Thousand Pounds (£ 25,000), per month, each and every month, for 

the duration of this contract. 

The management of Ministry of Interior, Islamabad made a first Contract for legal services with 

M/s GUERNICA International British Law Firm (Mr. Toby M. Cadman) for period of 12 months w.e.f. 
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1st February 2018 to 31st January, 2019 @ monthly payment of Twenty-Five Thousand Pounds (£ 

25,000). The Ministry of Interior further paid Rs. 67.459 million to M/s GUERNICA International 

British Law Firm (Mr. Toby M. Cadman) for 1st February 2019 to 31st January, 2020. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. An amount of Rs. 67.459 million was paid to M/s GUERNICA International British 

Law Firm (Mr. Toby M. Cadman) for period of 1st February 2019 to 31st January 

2020 without signing of agreement within contract period of 12 months, i.e., 1st 

February 2019 to 31st January 2020. 

ii. The contract was signed by the Secretary, Ministry of Interior on 08.02.2021 after 

expiry of two years and payment for non-contract period was made. 

Audit is of the view that payment to foreign legal firm without validity of contract was illegal 

and unauthorized. 

The management replied that the Law Firm continued working on the cases and also forwarded 

a request for renewal of contract for period of 12 months w.e.f. 1st February 2019 to 31st January 2020. 

The primary reason of non-renewal of the contract was the audit objection on the previous contract i.e. 

from July 2018 to January 2019 regarding that the PPRA rules have not been followed and the case was 

not processed through Ministry of Law & Justice and Office of the Attorney General of Pakistan.  

They also stated that after processing of the case, Law & Justice Division endorsed the proposal 

of signing the agreement for the purpose of regularization of the activities and expenses incurred. 

Accordingly a summary to the Cabinet was initiated on 13.01.2021 for obtaining technical 

supplementary grant amounting to £310,000 equivalent to Rs. 67,459,100/- to discharge the liabilities 

of second engagement period. 

The reply of the management is not acceptable because there was no agreement between 

International Law Firm and Government of Pakistan during the period 1st February 2019 to 31st January 

2020 and the Secretary Interior was signing the agreement on 08.02.2021 after expiry of two years. If 

one party (Law firm) forwarded agreement for signature for one year contract and second party (GoP) 

did not sign contract during the tenure of contract, would payment be legitimate.  

Audit recommends matter may be inquired and responsibility be fixed. 

19.5.3 Unauthorized issuance of 1110 arm licenses without approval of Ministry of 

Interior 

Rule 11 of GFR Volume-I states that each head of a department is responsible for enforcing 

financial order and strict economy at every step. He is responsible for observance of all relevant 

financial rules and regulations both by his own office and by subordinate disbursing officers. 

The management of Ministry of Interior, Islamabad provided detail of issuance of arms licenses 

which include 78 prohibited and 02 non-prohibited bore license during 2020-21. 

Audit observed that both Ministry of Interior and NADRA provided detail of arms licenses 

issued during 2020-21. When lists were compared, Audit found discrepancy in the number of arms 

licenses provided by both MOI and NADRA. Detail provided by NADRA showed that MOI 

approved/issued 427 arms licenses whereas MOI provided detail containing only 80 (78 prohibited and 

2 non-prohibited) arms licenses during the period. MOI failed to provide detail of 347 arms licenses 

issued without the approval of the competent authority. 
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Audit is of the view that without approval of Ministry the issuance of 347 arms licenses 

indicates absence of effective internal control which may lead towards fraudulent practices. 

The management replied that MoI is approving authority for the issuance of NPB and PB arms 

license; whereas, NADRA is responsible to process MoI approved licenses. In the year 2020-21, 

NADRA has processed 1190 arms licenses and their approval was granted by MoI in the years 2018-

2019, 2019-2020 and 2020-2021.  

The reply of the management is not accepted because the management was requested to provide 

detail of license issued during 2020-21 which was provided and stated that 78 NPB and 2 PB arms 

licenses were issued. However, analysis of the record provided by NADRA confirmed that during 2020-

21 total 427 licenses were issued. Therefore, it is confirmed that difference of 347 licenses were issued 

without approval of competent authority, i.e., Federal Government. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired at high level and responsibility be fixed for 

unauthorized issuance of licenses without approval of Federal Government. 

19.5.4 Delay in depositing arm license fee in to Government account - Rs.150.747 

million  

Rule 7(1) of FTR Volume-I states that all moneys received by or tendered to Government 

officers on account of the revenues of the Federal Government shall without undue delay be paid in full 

into a treasury and shall be included in the Federal Consolidated Fund of the Federal Government. 

Moneys received as aforesaid shall not be appropriated to meet departmental expenditure, nor otherwise 

kept apart from the Federal Consolidated Fund of the Federal Government. No department of the 

Government may require that any moneys received by it on account of the revenues of the Federal 

Government be kept out of the Federal Consolidated Fund of the Federal Government.  

The management of Ministry of Interior, Islamabad provided documents from NADRA 

regarding collection of arm licenses fee amounting to Rs. 150.747 million during 2020-21.  

Audit observed that the amount of license fee Rs. 150.747 million remained in NADRA account 

for more than a month and remained out of Federal Consolidated fund. 

Audit is of the view that delay in depositing of arm license fee into Government Treasury 

deprived the Government of its due amount. 

The management replied that NADRA were submitting the government share in Federal 

Treasury Officer (FTO) on fortnightly basis. In FY2020-21, NADRA collected and deposited Rupees 

150.7 million in FTO.  

The reply of the management is not acceptable because from the given record it reveals that 

NADRA was depositing after a month and violating the government rules regarding immediately (next 

day) depositing the fund.  

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired, interest amount accrued by NADRA be 

deposited into government treasury and responsibility be fixed for delay in depositing the amount. 

19.5.5 Delay in depositing e-visa fee in to Government account -  

Rs. 622.852 million 

Rule 7(1) of FTR Volume-I states that all moneys received by or tendered to Government 

officers on account of the revenues of the Federal Government shall without undue delay be paid in full 

into a treasury and shall be included in the Federal Consolidated Fund of the Federal Government. 

Moneys received as aforesaid shall not be appropriated to meet departmental expenditure, nor otherwise 
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kept apart from the Federal Consolidated Fund of the Federal Government. No department of the 

Government may require that any moneys received by it on account of the revenues of the Federal 

Government be kept out of the Federal Consolidated Fund of the Federal Government. 

The management of Ministry of Interior, Islamabad provided documents from NADRA 

regarding collection of e-visa fee amounting to Rs. 622.852 million during 2020-21.  

Audit observed as under: 

i. The amount of e-visa fee Rs. 622.852 million remained in NADRA account for 

more than 45days and remained out of Federal Consolidated Fund. 

ii. There was no reconciliation between MoI and NADRA. 

iii. MoU between NADRA and MoI regarding collection of e-visa amount and 

charging of commission was not provided. 

iv. In the absence of MoU / agreement audit is not in a position to verify the amount 

deducted by NADRA from e-visa fee. 

Audit is of the view that delay in depositing of e-visa fee into Government Treasury deprived 

the Government from timely depositing of its due amount. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility be fixed. 

Chief Commissioner, ICT, Islamabad 

19.5.6 Unauthorized Maintenance of Fleet of 21 Vehicles - Rs. 6.233 million 

Para-XV of Annexure to the Cabinet Division’s letter No.6/7/2011-CPC dated 12.12.2011 

states that the Ministries/Divisions/Departments needing operational vehicles shall get their 

authorization of such vehicles fixed from the Vehicle Committee constituted with a representative each 

from Cabinet Division, Finance Division and the respective Ministry/Division/Department. 

Para-3 of Cabinet Division’s U.O. dated 23.02.2012 states that all other vehicles, in excess to 

above authorized vehicles being used for Protocol/General/Operational duties may immediately be 

surrendered to the Cabinet Division, Central Pool of Cars by 01.03.2012. The vehicles become surplus 

due to enforcement of this Policy and over and above the number of entitled officers shall be intimated 

to the Cabinet Division with a Certificate by the Principal Accounting Officer. Each 

Ministry/Division/Department will prepare and submit to the Cabinet Division and Finance Division 

every month a report on the expenditure relating to the CNG, POL and the repair/maintenance of the 

operational/general duty vehicles, so that the resultant financial impact/savings of the Policy could be 

assessed. 

The Office of Chief Commissioner, Islamabad, was maintaining twenty-one (21) vehicles 

(including 04 motorcycles) and incurred expenditure of Rs. 6,233,942on POL and repair & maintenance 

during 2020-21. 

Audit observed that revised Authorization of Vehicles was not obtained from the Vehicle 

Authorization Committee of the Cabinet Division. 

Audit is of the view that retention and maintenance 22 vehicles without obtaining authorization 

from the Cabinet Division was irregular. 
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Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends authorization of vehicles from the Cabinet Division at the earliest. 

Commandant Kurram Militia 

19.5.7 Unauthorized payment of Outstation Allowance –Rs.289.445 million.  

According to Finance Division’s Notification No. F.No.11(5)R-I/2008-91/12 dated 01.02.2012 

the ISD allowance was restored for Civil Armed Forces with the instructions that “the ISD cost would 

be borne by the requisitioning authority”. 

Para-09 of GFR Vol-I states that as a general rule no authority may incur any expenditure or 

enter into any liability involving expenditure from public funds until the expenditure has been 

sanctioned buy general or special orders of the President or by an authority to which power has been 

duly delegated in this behalf and the expenditure has been provided for in the authorized grants and 

appropriations for the year. 

The management of Commandant Kurram Militia incurred an expenditure of Rs.289,445,588 

on account of Outstation duty Allowance to the FC personnel during the year 2020-21.  

Audit observed that the allowance was paid to all the FC personnel irrespective of their 

deployment and entitlement moreover requisition of the Federal/Provincial government was also not 

available on record.  

Audit is of the view that in the above circumstances, the payment of the allowance is irregular 

and unauthorized. 

The management replied that proposal for Supplementary Grant was forwarded to Ministry of 

Interior through head of department. 

Reply is irrelevant. 

The management did not convene the DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the amount may be recovered and deposited in to the government 

treasury.  

19.5.8 Unauthorized payment on account of Unattractive Area Allowance - Rs.16.774 

million. 

According to Finance Division’s OM No.27(I)-5/2012 dated 01st July, 2016 Unattractive Area 

Allowance (UAA) has been allowed only for specified areas of Chitral, Kohistan, Dir & merged areas 

of Hazara and Mardan Divisions, Swat, Buner, Shangla and Malakand Division. 

The management of Kurram Militia incurred an expenditure of Rs.16.774 million on account 

of unattractive area allowance during 2020-21. 

Audit observed that payment of unattractive area allowance was not admissible to the personnel 

of Kurram Militia who were not performing their duties at the specified areas for the entitlement of 

Unattractive area allowance. 

Audit is of the view that payment of unattractive area allowance was in violation of the above 

stated Government instructions. 
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The management replied that Unattractive Area Allowances is allowed to troops the unit in 

letter of GOP the No.F-II(6) reg-I /2008CR-5 dated 01.07.2016. 

Reply of the management is not accepted as no letter was produced. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the irregular paid allowance be recovered. 

Commandant Orakzai Scouts, Commandant Chitral Scouts, Commandant Khyber 

Rifles 

19.5.9 Irregular payment in cash - Rs.10.589 million 

According to APPM Para 4.6.3.1 the normal method of payment of monthly salaries of all 

government employees shall be by credit transfer direct to a bank account nominated by the employee. 

This is the most secure and economical method of payment, and it automatically ensures that recipients 

have access to their salary on the due date. Moreover, direct credit has tangible advantages, over 

payment by cheque or cash, against risks of theft or fraud According to Rule 157 (1) of FTR Cheques 

drawn in favor of government Officers and departments in settlement of Government dues shall always 

be crossed “A/C payee only’ not negotiable”.  

The Commandant Orakzai Scouts at Kalaya paid Rs.10,589,082 on account of various 

expenditure head during the year 2020-21 

Audit observed that the management during the entire financial year 2020-21 drew cheques for 

Rs.10.589 million in the name of DDO, (Commandant Orakzai Scouts) instead of drawing in the names 

of concerned vendors, afterwards fate of payments to the vendors was not found on record as actual 

payee receipts were not available in record.  

Audit is of the view that the management committed violation to the government rules 

repeatedly which is serious lapse on the part of management. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

 Audit recommends for proper inquiry and responsibility may be fixed against at fault 

and result may be intimated to audit.  

19.5.10 Irregular payment due to extension of fresh ration contract agreements-Rs. 

705.651 million. 

Rule-12 (1) of PPRA Rules 2004 states that procurements over forty thousand rupees and up to 

the limit of one million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website in the manner and format 

specified by regulation by the Authority from time to time. These procurement 4 opportunities may also 

be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the procuring agency. 

Rule-12 (2) of PPRA Rules 2004 states that all procurement opportunities over one million 

rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or newspapers 

having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at least two 

national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 
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The management of following units have paid Rs.705,651,834 to various contractors on account 

of fresh ration during the financial year 2020-21 as per detail below: 

S.No Name of office Amount 

1 Commandant Chitral Scouts 226,482,154 

2 Commandant Tirah Rifles 217,963,229 

3 Commandant Orakzai Scouts 261,206,451 

Total 705,651,834 

Audit observed that the previous contract agreements of 2017-18 and 2018-19 were extended 

till period of 2020-21 but no fresh tenders were invited to obtain competitive rates. 

Audit is of the view that contracts were required to be awarded through open competition 

according to the above mentioned rule. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that inquiry may be held to fix the responsibility.  

19.5.11 Loss to government due to non-deduction of sales tax on milk powder - 

Rs.10.166 million. 

According to Collectorate of Sale Tax Peshawar letter No. ST (Tech) Govt/31/2001/4191 dated 

13/6/2001, sales tax shall be deducted at the prescribed rate and invoice shall be got verified from the 

sales tax Collectorate where the supplier is located. 

The Commandant Orakzai Scouts, at Kalaya made total payment of Rs.59,798,925 to contractor 

Mr. Muhammad Imran & Co on account of Milk supply during the year 2020-21. Details are as under. 

S. No Month Name of Contractor Amount  GST @17% 

1 Jul-20 Muhammad Imran & Co  4,751,775 807,801.75 

2 Aug-20 Muhammad Imran & Co  4,726,350 803,479.50 

3 Sep-20 Muhammad Imran & Co  4,849,950 824,491.50 

4 Oct-20 Muhammad Imran & Co  5,185,500 881,535 

5 Nov-20 Muhammad Imran & Co  5,010,488 851,782.88 

6 Dec-20 Muhammad Imran & Co  5,161,125 877,391.25 

7 Jan-21 Muhammad Imran & Co  5,272,538 896,331.38 

8 Feb-21 Muhammad Imran & Co  4,728,225 803,798.25 

9 Mar-21 Muhammad Imran & Co  5,363,363 911,771.63 

10 Apr-21 Muhammad Imran & Co  4,805,813 816,988.13 

11 May-21 Muhammad Imran & Co  5,066,925 861,377.25 

12 Jun-21 Muhammad Imran & Co  4,876,875 829,068.75 

Total 59,798,927 10,165,817 

Audit observed that the bills were claimed on letter head pad of the contractor, without having 

bill No., date, amount of sales tax etc. Further the vendor was paid the entire amount of the claim without 

verifying the amount of sales tax claimed in the invoices. 

Audit is of the view that due to non-deduction of sales tax the Government was put to loss of 

Rs.10,165,817.  

The department replied that detail sale tax deduction will be submitted during verification.  

The management has accepted the audit observation. 

The management did not convene the DAC till finalization of the report. 
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Audit recommends that the amount may be recovered and deposited into the government 

treasury.  

19.5.12 Irregular payment of pay and allowances in cash - Rs. 1,561.048 million 

Clause 4.2.9.5 of Accounting Policies and Procedure Manual states that “only 

Government Cheque books should be used when making payments by Cheque, payment of 

approved claims must be made only to the claimant as indicated on the claim voucher”. 

Clause 2.3.2.8 of Accounting Policies and Procedure Manual states that ‘the accounting system 

shall include controls to minimize the risk of fraud and corruption. This objective shall be addressed by 

issue of payment through direct bank transfer and Cheques’. 

The management of following unites drew an amount of Rs. 1,561,048,514 on account of pay 

and allowances of Frontier Corps personnel’s during the financial year 2020-21. Details are as under: 

S.No Name of office Amount in Rs. 

1 Commandant Chitral Scouts 94,717,343 

2 Commandant Tirah Rifles 364,314,543 

3 Commandant Khyber Rifles 1,102,016,628 

 Total 1,561,048,514 

Audit observed that pay and allowances were drawn in the name of DDOs and disbursed 

in cash. 

Audit is of the view that payment of salaries in cash was irregular and unauthorized.  

The managements replied that pay of newly appointed recruits have been paid through 

DDOs. 

The managements accepted the audit observation. 

The management did not convene the DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for manual drawl and disbursement 

of salaries besides ensuring that the practice may be abandoned in future. 

Director General Immigration and Passport, Islamabad 

19.5.13 Irregular signing of agreement for indefinite period with foreign business 

concern without government approval - Rs. 16.187 million 

Rule-56(2) of Rules of Business, 1973 “Channels of Communications” states that all requests 

to a foreign Government or an international organization for economic or technical assistance shall be 

made through the Economic Affairs Division, which shall correspond with the foreign Government, 

etc., in accordance with the prescribed channel. The Economic Affairs Division may allow, by general 

or special orders, such requests to be made direct. 

Para-19 of GFR Vol-I (General Principle of Contracts) states that no contract involving an 

uncertain or indefinite liability or any condition of an unusual character should be entered into without 

the previous consent of the Ministry of Finance. 
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The management of Directorate General of Immigration and Passports hired the services of M/s 

JURA JSP GmbH, Vienna, Austria and signed three addendums through repetition for the period of 

five year in each occasion (i.e.17.6.2009 to 16.6.2014, 17.6.2014 to 16.6.2019 and 17.6.2019 to 

16.6.2024) on same terms and conditions as agreed by NADRA by signing the initial agreement dated 

23.08.2004. The addendums were signed by amending NADRA being substituted by DG I&P for supply 

of certain services by JURA JSP GmbH to DG I&P. The DG I&P paid Rs. 16.187 million equivalent 

to 100,810 US$ @ US$ 0.03 for each successful printing /affixing of IPI generated image on passport 

as royalty/ for use of IPI feature to M/s JURA JSP through Consulate General of Pakistan, Frankfurt, 

Germany only during the year 2019-20 for 3,360,331 passport issued during the period 25.07.2019 to 

24.04.2020. 

Audit observed as under:  

i. DG I&P entered into agreements/addendums with foreign international 

organizations without prior permission of the government. 

ii. The agreement/addendums were required prior vetting from Ministry of Law which 

was not made. 

iii. Such arrangement is still in practice after a lapse of 17 years at same rates whereas 

IT related items are deteriorating day by day. 

iv. The contract was renewed repeatedly for seventeen years but no consent of Ministry 

of Finance was obtained. 

v. Amounts were paid to M/s JURA JSP through Consulate General of Pakistan, 

Frankfurt, Germany by releasing lump sum amount but adjustment account was not 

available with the management. 

Audit is of the view that signing of agreement as well as addendums with international 

organization is irregular. 

The management replied that in 2004 while transforming manual passport system to Machine 

readable passport system in compliance with ICAO instruction, M/s NADRA designed MRP data-page 

with IPI security feature by engaging M/s Jura, the inventor and the only provider/supplier of the IPI 

technology in the world. Moreover, the proprietary IPI feature has been developed by M/s Jura in 1997 

and since then no company in the world could offer anything similar. The contract for generation of IPI 

images to the portrait on the Machine Readable Passport followed a professional and lengthy market 

research by M/s NADRA with the intention to find an ICAO compatible feature that strongly and 

effectively secures the passport data-page against counterfeiting and data manipulation. This IPI feature 

is applied world-wide, at present in 44 countries on 61 documents. Therefore, DGIP inherited this 

feature from M/s NADRA in 2009. This security feature is only applicable to Machine Readable 

Passport during personalization. Now, department is switching to new technology of e-Passport and this 

feature is not included in the design of e-passport and the same will be discontinued. For payment 

purpose, IMPASS counts the number of passports issued using the IPI feature and conveys to M/s Jura 

which in return generates invoice on quarterly basis. Before payment IMPASS accounts department 

verifies the claim of the vender from IMPASS database and process it, hence, the payment is based on 

actual consumption after each passport issued.  

The reply of the management is not satisfactory being irrelevant. 

The management did not convene the DAC till finalization of the report. 
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Audit recommends that responsibility be fixed for the irregularity besides regularization. 

19.5.14 Issuance of Passports through online system before acknowledgment of fee and 

retention thereof - Rs. 569.012 million 

Para-4(8)(iii)of Passport &Visa Manual, 2006 “General Rules and Specific Conditions for 

issuance of passports” states that all fees shall be deposited in the specified branch of the National Bank 

of Pakistan in Pakistan and the challans thereof submitted to the concerned Passport Office. In foreign 

countries, all fees shall be paid at designated bank. Cash handling by the Pakistan Mission shall 

preferably be avoided. Passport and visa fee once deposited is not refundable. Before issuing the 

passport, the Examiner/Superintendent is to verify from the bank scroll that the fee has actually been 

realized from the applicant and his name is entered in the scroll. In Machine Readable Passports, the 

bank receipt number shall invariably be entered by the Data Entry Operator at the time of issuance of 

Token. Case number/tracking number is to be recorded in the bank scroll. A certificate to this effect 

should be recorded on the declaration form before issuing the passport.  

Rule 92 of FTR Volume-I states that any person paying money into a treasury or the Bank on 

Government account shall present with it a memorandum (or challan) in Form T. R. 6, showing 

distinctly the nature of the payment, the person or Government officer on whose account it is made, and 

all the information necessary for the preparation of the receipt to be given in exchange for the proper 

account classification of the credit and, where necessary, for its allocation between Government and 

departments concerned. As far as possible, separate challans shall be used for moneys creditable to 

different heads of accounts. 

The management of Director General (I&P), Islamabad entered in to a contract with NADRA 

through Addendum No. 3 on 13.10.2016 for providing online application processing service for renewal 

of passport applicants. The online system will facilitate the overseas applicants in applying renewal of 

their passports in different categories and online payments through debit/credit cards. 

Audit observed that total 145,752 numbers of applications were processed through Online 

System during 2019-20 and charged Rs. 748.545 million as regular fee from the applicants. In addition 

to regular fee, NADRA collected service fee @ Rs.2,500. As per agreement, NADRA was legally 

responsible to deposit the regular passport fee + Service fee share of DG I&P of Rs. 91.095 million 

(145,752 x Rs. 2,500 x 25%) into Government Account by close of every business day. The fee was 

either short received or received after lapse of several months but passport was issued by the DG I&P 

to the applicants without the verification of the examiner/superintendent from the bank scroll in contrary 

to Passport &Visa manual, 2006. The detail of regular/service fee share and short deposit is as under:  

Applications 

processed 

Regular Fee 

(Rs. in 

million) 

Rate of 

Service 

Fee (Rs.) 

DG I&P’s 

Share 

@25% 

(Rs.in 

million) 

Govt. Share 

(Rs. in 

million) 

Amount 

acknowledged 

by treasury 

(Rs. in 

million) 

Short 

deposit 

(Rs. in 

million) 

145,752 748.545  2500 91.095 839.640 270.628 569.012 

Audit is of the view that issuance of passport to the applicants without acknowledgment of fee 

was irregular and retention of Government Funds by NADRA was unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity besides recovery of the 

amount retained by NADRA. 
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19.5.15 Non-depositing of service fee realized through processing of Executive 

Passport by NADRA - Rs. 308.163 million 

Article 78(1) of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan states that all revenue received 

by the Federal Government, all loans raised by the Government, all monies received by it in repayment 

of any loans, shall from part of the consolidated fund to be known as Federal Consolidated fund. 

 The management of DG I&P, Islamabad managed 133,984 numbers of Passports through 

Executive Passport Offices (EPOs) during the period 2019-20. National Database Registration 

Authority collected Rs.334.960 million as service fee from the applicants. Rs.26.797 million @ Rs. 200 

per passport was transferred into Government Account as DG I&P share and remaining of Rs. 308.163 

million @ Rs. 2,300 per passport was retained by NADRA. 

Audit observed that NADRA retained Rs.308.163 million contrary to the provision of the 

Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan. Service fee charged from the applicants was part of the 

Federal Consolidated fund and was required to be deposited into Government Treasury. 

Audit is of the view that retention of service fee by NADRA was irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that responsibility be fixed for the irregularity besides depositing back the 

retention amount into Government account. 

19.5.16 Non reconciliation of passport & visa receipts - Rs. 21,696.356 million 

Para 26 of GFR Volume-I, states that subject to any special arrangement that may be authorized 

by competent authority with respect to any particular class of receipts, it is the duty of the departmental 

Controlling officers to see that all sums due to Government: are regularly and promptly assessed, 

realised and duly credited in the Public Account.  

Para 89(4)(viii) of GFR Vol-I states that the Head of the Department and the Accountant 

General, will be jointly responsible for the reconciliation of the figures given in the accounts 

maintained by the Head of the Department with those that appear in the Accountant General's 

books. 

The management of Directorate General of Immigration and Passports, Islamabad realized 

receipt of Rs. 21,696.356 million on account of issuance of Passport and Visa during financial year 

2019-20.  

Audit observed that DG I & P, Islamabad is responsible for collection and reconciliation of fee 

from all segments like passport fee, visa revenue, change of profession fee, duplication fee etc but 

scrutiny of record revealed that management neither developed any mechanism of reconciliation of 

government receipts nor made any effort to tally the actual fee in respect of applications received and 

processed. Similarly, visa revenue, change of profession fee, duplication fee etc was not reconciled.  

Audit also observed that 3,777,419 number of passports personalized did not match the revenue 

figure of 3,866,549 passports during the period 01.07.2019 to 30.06.2020.  

Audit is of the view that non-reconciliation of receipt is serious lapse on the part of the 

management which may lead to misappropriation of Govt. money. 

The management replied that DG I&P is collecting and reconciling the fee received from all 

RPOs/ EPO’s/ Missions, revenue like Passport Fee, Visa Fee, Change of Profession Fee, Duplication 

Fee, etc are deposited in the relevant head C03806. Finance Division has opened another account 
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C03897 for collecting of different fees. Now both the head of accounts C03806 and C03897 are 

operational. All kinds of the fee will be deposited in different accounts separately in future. Now the 

department has finalized 1-Link with NBP to resolve such kind of issues and the same will be 

implemented soon.  

The management has accepted the audit observation but reconciliation of visa revenue, change 

of profession fee; duplication fee etc. was not reconciled. 

Audit recommends that efforts may be made to reconcile the amounts. 

19.5.17 Unauthorised renewal of passport of overseas Pakistanis through online 

system 

Rule 14-A of the Rules of Business, 1973 states that no division shall without previous 

consultation with the Revenue Division, authorize the issue of any order, other than order in pursuance 

of any general or special delegation made by the Revenue Division which will affect directly or 

indirectly the collection of revenue from federal taxes, levy of taxes, duties, cesses or fee. 

The Director General (I&P), Islamabad entered into a contract with NADRA through 

Addendum No. 3 to the agreement on 13.10.2016 for providing online application processing service 

for renewal of passport. The online system will facilitate the overseas applicants in applying online for 

their passports in different categories and complete their applications with instant online payments 

through debit/credit cards. 

Audit observed that Rules of Business, 1973 mandated the Directorate General (Immigration 

& Passports) for processing/issuing the Machine Readable Passports to the applicants. The authorizing 

for processing of passport of overseas Pakistanis to the officials of NADRA was violation of the Rules 

of Business, 1973. 

Audit is of the view that authorizing NADRA for process of passport of overseas Pakistanis 

without making amendments in the Rules of Business, 1973 was irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that corrective measures be taken. 

19.5.18 Irregular Procurement of Service of DHL -Rs. 30.830 million 

Section-4 of Post Office Act, 1898 states that wherever within Pakistan Posts or Postal 

Communications are established by the Federal Government, the Federal Government shall have the 

exclusive privilege of conveying by post, from one place to another, all letters, and shall also have the 

exclusive privilege of performing all the incidental services of receiving, collecting, sending, 

dispatching and delivering all letters. 

Cabinet Division vide U.O.No.7-1/2018-Min-I dated 20.03.2018 directing all Government 

offices to use the services of Pakistan Post for mailing their domestic and international correspondence. 

The Directorate General of Immigration and Passports, Islamabad procured the courier services 

of M/s DHL Pakistan Pvt. Ltd, Karachi for carrying the booklets from Islamabad to Mission Abroad 

and within the designated Regional Passport Offices in Pakistan. An amount of Rs. 30.830 million was 

paid to the firm during 2019-20.  

Audit observed that the services of M/s DHL Pakistan Pvt. Ltd, Karachi were acquired contrary 

to Post Office Act and Cabinet Division’s instructions. 
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Audit is of the view that procurement of courier services contrary to Post Office Act was 

irregular. 

The management replied that case has already been taken up with Pakistan Post for delivery of 

passports to Pakistan Missions Abroad and international home delivery of passports. The draft contract 

with M/s Pakistan Post is in finalization process. Once, the contract will be finalized the services of M/s 

DHL Pakistan will be withdrawn and replaced with Pakistan Post. Right now, the services of M/s DHL 

have been hired just as a stopgap arrangement for the intervening period. 

The management accepted the irregularity. 

The management did not convene the DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility be fixed for the irregularity besides regularization. 

19.5.19 Non-production of Record 

Section 14 (2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete a form 

as possible and with all reasonable expedition.  

Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor 

General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant 

Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

The management of DG Immigration and Passport, Islamabad was requested to provide the 

following record during the course of audit of financial year 2020-21: 

i. Up-to-date list of absconders and action taken against them. 

ii. Detail of the contracts entered by the DG Immigration and Passport during the period of 

audit. 

iii. Copies of MoUs / agreement signed with local as well as International organizations or 

body, if any. 

iv. Detail of appointments including reemployment after superannuation made in the audit 

period. 

v. Detail of penalty or damages imposed to the vendors. Any deficiency noted and requested 

to the vendors for rectification. 

vi. List of unserviceable items. 

Audit observed that above enlisted record was not produced for the cross examination and audit 

scrutiny. 

Audit is of the view that non-production of record hinders audit function. 

Neither management replied nor was DAC convened till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that disciplinary action be taken against those hindering the audit activity. 
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19.5.20 Non-recovery of the amount of indemnity bond from the absconders - Rs.22.50 

million 

Para (xi) of Establishment Division’s OM No. 4/3/2016-T-IV dated 16.02.1016 states that the 

tenure fixed each foreign posting shall be strictly followed and will not be extendable. 

Para 5 of the policy of posting of IMPASS staff at Pakistan missions abroad states that posting 

shall be actualized after all codal formalities i-e IB clearance, visa issuance, and issuance of No 

Objection Certificate (NOC). All staff selected will be posted for a period of 24 months (non-

extendable), which will be deemed started at the day of assumption of charge at the respective Mission. 

The posting shall cease at the end of 24th month automatically and pay shall stopped forthwith. An 

employee may be repatriated even before the expiry of posting abroad period with the approval of 

Director General, IMPASS. 

Further Para 6 of the policy of posting of IMPASS staff at Pakistan missions abroad states that 

all staff selected will have to submit undertaking stating that they will serve IMPASS for the minimum 

of two years after their repatriation and if they fail to do so, they will have to deposit amount mentioned 

in bond to IMPASS. All regular officers/officials will have to fill the Indemnity Bond of Rs. 2,500,000 

and in case of contractual employee an Indemnity Bond of Rs. 800,000. (Absconders will be placed on 

blacklist and necessary action will be taken under the rules. 

The management of DG I&P provided the list of 09 absconders, who were posted abroad, with 

their designation and posting tenure. Enlisted employees were posted abroad during 2014 to 2016, as 

follows: 

1. Shahzad Masood Khan, Database Software Specialist 

2. Zulfikar Ali, Network Engineer 

3. Hassan Raza Khan, Hardware Engineer 

4. Naseem Haider Kacho, System Incharge 

5. Jameel ud din Khan, Assistant Manager (Inv) 

6. Shamim Ahmed , Network Engineer 

7. Jawad Zia , Technical Officer 

8. Suleman Akbar, Hardware Engineer 

9. Haroon Jamil, System Administrator (OS) 

Audit observed that the management failed to recover the amount @ Rs.2.5 million per person 

per indemnity bond from the absconders. Furthermore, management did not provide the updated list of 

absconders and action taken against them, hence audit was unable to ascertain the recovery on account 

of indemnity bond.  

Audit is of the view that absconders violated the provision of indemnity bond and policy of 

posting of staff at Pakistan Missions Abroad and failure to take action against the absconders, for 

recovery of the amount of indemnity bond, is negligence and undue favour to incumbents on the part 

of the management  

The management did not convene the DAC till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the legal action be taken to recover the amount of indemnity bond along 

with other disciplinary action. 
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19.5.21 Loss due to inefficient and uneconomical tendering - Rs. 6.383 million 

Rule 4 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that procuring agencies, while engaging in 

procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the 

object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical. 

Rule 38B of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that Single responsive bid in goods, works 

and services.- (1) The procuring agency shall consider single bid in goods, works and services if it- (a) 

meets the evaluation criteria, ensures compliance of specifications and other terms & conditions 

expressed in advertisement or bid solicitation documents; (b) is not in conflict with any provision of the 

Ordinance; (c) conforms to the technical specifications; (d) has financial conformance in terms of rate 

reasonability: 

The management of DG Immigration and Passport floated a tender titled as “Bulk IT 

equipment, furniture and fixture, machinery & equipment etc.” on 14.11.2019. 29 Firms participated in 

the tendering process. Tender was divided into 28 different LOTs like Hardware Lots, General Lots, 

Software Lots etc. Financial bids, of 24 technically qualified firms, were opened on 17.06.2020. 

Meeting was held and work orders for an amount of Rs.327.869 million in total were issued to qualified 

firms on 30.06.2020. 

Composition of the Purchase Committee was as under:- 

1. Director (HQ)          

    Chairman 

2. Manager (Logistics)         

 Member 

3. Hardware Specialist (ops.)      Member 

4. Assistant Director / Superintendent (Gen) Member 

M/s SKN traders was a single bidder for GN-Lot-02. M/s SKN Traders was issued a work 

award worth Rs.11,909,500 on 30th June, 2020. Rates quoted by the firm for 10 different items were as 

follows: 

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT FOR GN- LOT-02 

S.No Particulars Qty 
SKN Traders 

Unit Rate Total 

1 Fridge (HD) Full size 1 152,000 152,000 

2 Microware oven Full size 1 51,000 51,000 

3 Water dispenser 2 32,500 65,000 

4 Paper cutter (Heavy duty) 3 10,500 31,500 

5 Punching machine (Heavy duty) 6 30,000 180,000 

6 Air Conditioner 2.0 tons DC Inverter  20 215,000 4,300,000 

7 Air Conditioner 1.5 tons DC Inverter  30 170,000 5,100,000 

8 IBM Electric Typewriter or equivalent 2 79,000 158,000 

9 Vacuum cleaner (Heavy duty) 1 172,000 172,000 

10 Automatic lamination rolls shredder 2 850,000 1,700,000 

Total inclusive of all taxes 11,909,500 

Audit observed that rates quoted by the firm were higher than market rates and further the 

requirements as stated in Public Procurement Rules, 2004 for acceptance of single tender were not 

followed. The management while evaluating the prices did not exercise due diligence and entered into 

procurement contract with the firm. This negligence on the part of the management resulted in a loss of 

Rs. 6,383,201to the Government Exchequer.  
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Audit observed that the firm quoted the prices without mentioning of their model Nos. and 

specifications, which are directly related to Prices. Furthermore, where brand was mentioned the firm 

supplied brands other than the quoted brands. Instances of difference in quoted brand and supplied 

brand are enlisted here under: 

i. In case of water dispenser the firm quoted price for Dawlance 3 taps and invoiced for 

ECOSTAR brand whereas supply was made of ORIENT brand. 

ii. In case of Shredder financial proposal for brand AURORA was submitted and one 

Shredder supplied was that of a local brand. 

iii. In case of punching machine price quoted by the firm was for OPAL brand whereas 

supply was made of FUJI brand. 

iv. In case of typewriter price was quoted for new IBM typewriter whereas used type-writer 

was delivered. 

v. In case of Air conditioners price was quoted as Gree / Greenair or equivalent and AC 

supplied were that of Greenair. GreenAir is a local company and prices of its ACs can, 

in no case, be that of GREE brand. Furthermore, audit also observed that the firm 

delivered goods which were also not as per their quoted brands. 

Audit is of the view that due to negligence on the part of the management, an estimated loss of 

Rs. 6.383 million was inflicted. 

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends inquiry into this matter and fixation of responsibility besides recovery of 

loss. 

Federal Investigation Agency (Headquarters) Islamabad 

19.5.22 Non-production of record 

Section 14(2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that “the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete a form 

as possible and with all reasonable expedition”.  

Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that “any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor 

General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant 

Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person”. 

The Cyber Crime Wing FIA Islamabad was requested to provide the following 

record/information vide requisition dated 11.03.2021, dated 29.03.2021 and dated 06.04.2021: 

1. List of DDO(s) NR3C Phase-III Project during the period under audit. 

2. Detail of Court and NAB cases, if any. 

3. File regarding Inquiry initiated against Mr. Adeel, Constable in case of purchase of five 

diesel generators 25-KVA from M/s Fast Track during financial year 2019-20.  
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4. “The Federal Investigation Agency, Anti-Corruption Circle, Islamabad vide letter 

No.FIA/ACC/RE-49/2020/241 dated 17.02.2020 and subsequent reminder dated 

12.05.2020 requisitioned the record/ information i.e Advertisement regarding purchase of 

equipment’s, detail of firms applied for tenders/bidding process, notification of members, 

company profile of M/s Fast Tracks, purchase orders and mode of payments etc. under 

Section 94 Cr.P.C in inquiry No. RE-49/2020. It is requested that copy of inquiry report 

along with action taken in the light of inquiry report may be provided to Audit”. 

Audit observed that the management of the Cyber Crime Wing did not provide the above record 

to Audit till 07.04.2021 despite repeated written & verbal requests.  

Audit is of the view that due to non-production of above record the scrutiny of record could not 

be carried out/completed by the Audit. 

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends appropriate action against the persons concerned responsible for non-

production of record. All relevant record may be provided to audit. 

19.5.23 Irregular expenditure on repair/maintenance on 147 vehicles without 

authorization -Rs. 55.402 million 

Para-XV of Annexure to the Cabinet Division No.6/7/2011-CPC dated 12.12.2011 states that 

the Ministries/Divisions/Departments needing operational vehicles shall get their authorization of such 

vehicles fixed from the Vehicle Committee constituted with a representative each from Cabinet 

Division, Finance Division and the respective Ministry/ Division/Department. 

Para 3 of Cabinet Division authorization U.O. dated 23.02.2012 states that all other vehicles, in 

excess to above authorized vehicles being used for Protocol/General/Operational duties may 

immediately be surrendered to the Cabinet Division, Central Pool of Cars by 01.03.2012.  

The vehicles become surplus due to enforcement of this Policy and over and above the number 

of entitled officers shall be intimated to the Cabinet Division with a Certificate by the Principal 

Accounting Officer. Each Ministry/Division/ Department will prepare and submit to the Cabinet 

Division and Finance Division every month a report on the expenditure relating to the CNG, POL and 

the repair/maintenance of the operational/general duty vehicles, so that the resultant financial 

impact/savings of the Policy could be assessed”. 

a) Federal Investigation Agency (HQ), Islamabad is maintaining fleet of 103 

vehicles. An expenditure of Rs. 43.398 million has been incurred on repair/maintenance and 

POL during financial year 2019-20 as under: 

Expenditure incurred 

on POL Rs. 

Expenditure on Repair/ 

maintenance Rs. 
Total Rs. 

31,748,787 11,650,000 43,398,787 

b) Federal Investigation Agency Islamabad Zone, Islamabad was maintaining fleet of 44 

vehicles. Total fleet of 44 vehicles contains 07 luxury tempered vehicles i.e. 03 Toyota Hilux Surf, 01 

Toyota Land Cruiser, 01 Toyota Corolla XE, 01 Mitsubishi Pajero and 01 Toyota Mark-X. An 

expenditure of Rs. 12.004 million was incurred on repair/maintenance and POL during financial year 

2019-20 as under: 
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Expenditure 

incurred on 

POL Rs. 

Expenditure on 

Repair/ 

maintenance Rs. 

Total Rs. 

10,922,461 1,082,034 12,004,495 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Revised Authorization of vehicles was not obtained from the Vehicle Authorization 

Committee as per instructions of the Cabinet Division. Thus maintenance and 

operation of fleet of 147 vehicles and incurring of heavy expenditure of Rs. 55.402 

million during financial year 2019-20 is irregular. 

ii. No detail of the vehicles becoming surplus due to enforcement of monetization 

policy (over and above the number of entitled officers) was intimated to the Cabinet 

Division with a Certificate by the Principal Accounting Officer. 

iii. No monthly report was prepared and sent to the Cabinet Division and Finance 

Division on the expenditure relating to the POL and repair/maintenance of vehicles.  

Audit is of the view that the maintenance of fleet of 103 vehicles and incurring of heavy 

expenditure of Rs.55.402 million on POL and repair & maintenance was unauthorized.  

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired besides justification of expenditure on tampered 

vehicles. 

19.5.24 Procurement without need assessment - Rs. 27.619 million 

Para 145 of GFR Volume-I, states that purchases must be made in the most economical manner 

in accordance with the definite requirements of the public service. Stores should not be purchased in 

small quantities. Periodical indents should be prepared for as many articles as possible obtained by 

means of such indents. At the same time, care should be taken not to purchase stores much in advance 

of actual requirements, if such purchase is likely to prove unprofitable to Government. 

a) Integrated Border Management System, Islamabad and “Cyber Patrolling Unit” under 

FIA (HQ) purchased physical assets i.e. Finger Print devices, Fax machine, toners, networking cables 

testers etc. for installation at various Offices of FIA amounting to Rs. 24.541 million from 2010 to 2020. 

b) Similarly, Federal Investigation Agency, Islamabad purchased 5361 uniform items out 

of which 2645 items amounting to Rs. 3.079 million were lying in the store. 

Audit observed that the items purchased during 2010 to 2020 were lying in the store without 

any utility. The useful life of the said machines and toners, etc. and warranty period was also expired. 

Audit is of the view that procurement of items without any need was wastage of funds. 

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that inquiry may be held to fix the responsibility. 

19.5.25 Appointment of a Technical Assistant on the basis of tempered educational 

Documents 

According to Establishment Division’s O.M No. F.40/650-S.E dated 21.06.1950 instances have 

come to the notice of the Federal Government wherein forged educational certificates have been 
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submitted by certain persons seeking employment under Government. If it is found that a forged 

certificate has been produced or that the individual, producing a certificate, is not the one to whom it 

was issued, suitable disciplinary action must be taken against the person concerned, including dismissal 

from Government service, (if the persons are in Government service) and a ban on future employment. 

In specific cases the matter should be reported to the Police for criminal prosecution. 

Mr. Khizer Hayat was appointed as Technical Assistant (Information System) on contract basis 

in Integrated Boarder Management System (IBMS) under FIA (HQ) vide offer of appointment No. 6-

1/2009(Rect)/138 dated 28.07.2011 for a period upto 30.06.2012.Later on, his contract period was 

extended from time to time. 

The services of IBMS employees were regularized on the basis of Honorable Islamabad High 

Court judgment passed in ICA No. 340/2017 and services of Mr. Khizer Hayat was regularized despite 

having tempered educational document as conveyed by BISE, Karachi vide its letter dated 

11.06.2020.On 10.08.2020, the Director General, FIA ordered to forward the matter to ACC, Islamabad 

to initiate a regular inquiry within stipulated time period (i.e 30 days) before registering criminal case.  

Audit observed as under:  

i. Despite issuance of orders by the DG FIA neither an inquiry was initiated against the 

said employee nor criminal case registered. 

ii. No action was taken against the officers/officials responsible for selection of the 

official who served for a period of 10 years in the IBMS on the basis of tempered 

educational documents. 

iii. The present posting and whereabouts of the said employee and payment of pay & 

allowances was not known to Audit. 

Audit is of the view that selection of employees on the basis of tempered document and non-

verification of educational document was violation of government rules.  

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends inquiry into the matter to fix responsibility. 

19.5.26 Payments to firms on the basis of fake delivery challans - Rs. 13.672 million 

Rule-148 of General Financial Rules, Vol-I states that “all materials received should be 

examined, counted, measured or weighed as the case may be, when delivery is taken, and they 

should be taken in charge by a responsible Government officer who should see that the 

quantities are correct and their quality good, and record a certificate to that effect. The officer 

receiving the stores should also be required to give a certificate that he has actually received 

the materials and recorded them in the appropriate stock register”.  

According to Section-4 of the Request for Proposals for purchase of Digital Forensic Tools, 

Software Network equipment, furniture, computers, machinery and stationery etc. “payment will be 

made 100% after supply of equipment’s”. 

i. Integrated Boarder Management System under FIA (HQ), Islamabad purchased furniture and 

hardware items from various firms.  
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a. Purchase order was issued to M/s Fast Tracks on 13.12.2017. The delivery challan No. Nil 

dated 18.12.2017 was submitted by the said firm. The firm had also submitted cheque No. 

2411526451 dated 27.06.2018 amounting to Rs. 209,000 in favour of Director IBMS.  

b. Similarly, the supply orders were issued to M/s Techaccess Pakistan (Pvt) Ltd, M/s In Tech 

and M/s Digital Machine on 26.04.2018 and 22.06.2018 respectively. The delivery challans 

dated 31.05.2018, 23.06.2018 and 22.06.2018 were submitted by the said three firms. These 

firms also submitted 04 cheques for total amount of Rs. 4,991,505/- in favour of Director 

IBMS. 

ii. National Response Centre for Cyber Crime(NR3C) Phase-III Project under FIA, 

Islamabad floated open tender for purchase of Digital Forensic Tools, Software Network equipment, 

furniture, computers, machinery and stationery etc. on 05.04.2020 with closing dated on 23.04.2020. 

M/s Hamson Pvt. Ltd, Islamabad offered the lowest rate of Rs. 1,154,163/- for supply of 5 Access Data 

Forensic Tool Kit. The supply order No. FIA/NR3C.P-III/Tender Forensic/2019-20/186 dated 

18.05.2020 was issued to the firm for supply of one Computer Forensic Analysis Tool with 3 years 

licensing at total cost of Rs. 1,154,163/-. The firm vide letter No. LE/NR3C/Tender-TS.416573E/01 

dated 28.05.2020 excused to fulfil the contract on the contention that they have quoted price of software 

and licence renewal separately and combination of both items make single software. Collective price of 

both items is Rs. 2,304,982.  

Later on, the management decided to purchase the software from M/s Helma Engineering (the 

second lowest firm) at cost of Rs. 1,694,593/- per license. The supply order No. FIA/NR3C P-

III/Tender-Forensic/2019-20 dated June, 2020 for 5 Nos of computer Forensic Analysis Tools costing 

Rs. 8,472,964/- was issued. The payment was made to the firm vide cheque No. 7861316 dated 

29.06.2020 for Rs. 7,845,458/- (net amount). The firm submitted two separate delivery challans No. 

836 dated Nil and No. 854 dated 21.07.2020.  

Audit observed as under: 

i. The four suppliers failed to supply the items to the IBMS in time. The management made 

payments to the firms on the basis of fake delivery challans after obtaining five cheques 

amounting to Rs. 5.200 million to justify advance payments in violation of rules. The 

whereabouts of cheques are not known to Audit. 

ii. No inspection of equipment’s was carried out by the Inspection Committee and no stock 

register containing total number of items received and issued to concerned 

sections/officers was provided to Audit.  

iii. The delivery challan No. 836 submitted by M/s Helma Engineering was without date 

and no officer/official has received the software but the payment of Rs. 8.472 million 

was made to the firm on 29.06.2020 on the basis of fake delivery challan.  

iv. Later on, another delivery challan No. 854 dated 21.07.2020 of the same software was 

submitted by the same firm which was entered in the stock register on 21.07.2020. The 

firm had supplied the software after receiving payment in advance which was against 

the terms & conditions given in the RFP.  

Audit is of the view that the payments were made in advance to the suppliers by extending 

undue favour at the cost of public exchequer.  
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Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends inquiry into the matter to fix responsibility against the persons concerned 

for the lapses. 

19.5.27 Purchase of computers having lower specifications - Rs. 7.980 million 

Rule 4 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that “procuring agencies, while 

engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and 

transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the 

procurement process is efficient and economical”. 

 Rule 30(1) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that “all bids shall be evaluated in 

accordance with the evaluation criteria and other terms and conditions set forth in the prescribed bidding 

documents. Save as provided for in sub-clause (iv) of clause (c) of rule 36 no evaluation criteria shall 

be used for evaluation of bids that had not been specified in the bidding documents”. 

National Response Centre for Cyber Crime (NR3C) Phase-III Project FIA, Islamabad floated 

open tender for procurement of Digital Forensic Tools, Investigation Software/Tools, Network 

equipment, furniture, computers, machinery and stationery etc. on 27.11.2018 with closing dated on 

17.12.2018. The Purchase order dated 03.06.2019 was issued to M/s Fast Track for provision of 100 

Computers amounting to Rs.7,980,000 as per detail given below: 

Product Quantity 
Technical Specifications required as per 

RFP 

Technical Specifications accepted as per 

firm’s bill  

Computer 

(All-in 

One) 

100 Processor: 7th Generation Intel Core i5 

Graphic: Intel HD Graphics 630 

Operating System: Genuine Windows 10 Pro  

19.5” Diagonal widescreen 

Processor: 6th Generation Core i5 

Desktop Computer HP Pro One 400/600 

Operating System: DOS  

Display: 18.5” screen 

Audit observed as under:  

i. As per Technical Evaluation Report the specifications of computer were the same 

as mentioned in RFP. But in the Financial Bid Evaluation Report the specifications 

of computer were changed and the rate of Rs. 79,800per computer having lower 

specifications was accepted and 100 computers purchased in violation of Rule 30(1) 

of Public Procurement Rules, 2004.  

ii. In the financial bid only one firm M/s Fast Track participated and offered the rate 

of Rs. 79,800(per computer) of lower specifications but neither market survey was 

conducted to evaluate the price quoted by the firm nor the tender was re-advertised 

as per instructions issued by the PPRA.  

iii. The FIA Anti-Corruption Circle, Islamabad initiated inquiry into the matter but 

despite lapse of considerable period the Inquiry Committee neither finalized and 

submitted the Inquiry Report to the competent authority nor provided to Audit. 

Resultantly, no action could be taken against the concerned officers/officials and 

the firm to recover the loss.  

Audit is of the view that purchase of computers below the specifications sheer breach of Public 

Procurement Rules, 2004. The undue favour was extended to the firm at the cost of public exchequer. 

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 
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Audit recommends that the inquiry already initiated by the FIA Anticorruption Circle may be 

finalized and outcome of inquiry report be shared with the Audit.  

19.5.28 Unauthorized maintenance of Welfare Fund Account -Rs. 6.297 million 

Rule-25 of General Financial Rules states that “All Departmental regulations in so far 

as they embody orders or instructions of a financial character or have important financial 

bearing should be made by, or with the approval of, the Ministry of Finance.  

Federal Investigation Agency (HQ) Islamabad was maintaining “Chairman Welfare Fund 

Committee” Account No. 01262021791101 with Faisal Bank, F-11, Markaz Branch, Islamabad. 

As per bank statement there was closing balance of Rs. 6,297,982/- as on 08.01.2021 which 

includes an amount of Rs. 5,677,728/- received from encashment of Regular Income Certificates vide 

National Savings Centre, G-10,Islamabad Cheque No.127226. The amount was deposited in bank 

account on 09.09.2020. The proposed FIA Welfare Fund Rules, 2020 were sent to Ministry of Interior 

vide letter No. HQ/FIA Welfare/2020 dated 05.10.2020.  

Audit observed as under:  

i. The Bank Account was being maintained without the approval of Finance Division. 

ii. The FIA Welfare Fund Rules were not got approved from Finance Division. 

iii. The income received from investment was deposited into bank account instead of 

Government Treasury. 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of approved Welfare Fund Rules from Finance Division, 

the maintenance of bank account and deposit of income received from investment was unauthorized.  

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that approval of the Federal Government may be obtained for maintenance 

of Welfare Fund. 

19.5.29 Unauthorized withdrawl of honorarium -Rs. 6.500 million 

Rule-205 of FTR Volume-I states that a government officer entrusted with the payment of 

money shall obtain for every payment he makes, including repayment of sums previously lodged with 

the government, a voucher setting forth full and clear particulars of the claim and all information 

necessary for its proper classification and identification in the accounts. Every voucher must bear, or 

have attached to it, an acknowledgment of the payment signed by the person by whom, or in whose 

behalf, the claim is put forward. The acknowledgment shall be taken at the time of payment.  

Federal Investigation Agency (HQ) Islamabad sanctioned honorarium amounting to 

Rs.5,869,608 for employees of FIA Islamabad Zone during financial year 2015-16 against which the 

expenditure of Rs.6,500,000 was incurred as under:  

Sanction No. & Date (issued by 

FIA HQ) 

Budget 

Allocation 

Amount 

sanctioned 

Expenditure 

incurred Rs. 

Accounts/FIA/Honoraria/2015-

16/1176 dated 14.06.2016 

6,500,000 

3,096,300 

6,500,000 
Accounts/FIA/Honoraria/2015-

16/661 dated 12.04.2016 
2,500,938 

Accounts/FIA/Honoraria/2015-

16/223 dated 01.02.2016 
272,370 

Total Rs. 6,500,000 5,869,608 6,500,000 
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Audit observed as under: 

i. An expenditure of Rs. 6.500 million was incurred against sanction of Rs. 5.870 

million and the whole amount was withdrawn in the name of DDO in violation of 

rules. 

ii. Out of Rs. 6.5 million disbursement record of Rs. 3.921 million was not available in 

the record. 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of relevant record the authenticity of the expenditure 

could not be ascertained.  

Audit is also of the view that withdrawl of honorarium in excess of sanctioned amount could 

lead to misappropriation of fund. 

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility against the persons concerned besides 

provision of disbursement record to Audit. 

District Officer Frontier Constabulary Islamabad 

19.5.30 Less deduction of Conveyance Allowance - Rs.2.720 million. 

 According to Finance Division (SR-II) 8-2/70 dated 17.07.1977, conveyance 

allowance, Motor Car, Motor cycle maintenance allowance are not admissible during the 

period of leave. 

The District Officer Frontier Constabulary Islamabad incurred an expenditure of Rs. 5.435 

million on account of Conveyance Allowance @ 1,932/ head/month and Rs. 4.413 million on account 

of Ration Allowance @ Rs.2506/head/month during the 2016-20 to 2019-20. 

Audit observed that Conveyance Allowance Rs.2,715 million and Ration Allowance amounting 

to Rs. 2.006 million was less deducted during the said period. 

Audit is of the view that less deduction of allowances resulted in loss to the government.  

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the amount may be recovered and deposited into the government 

treasury. 

19.5.31 Unauthentic drawl on account of Arrears of Ration Allowance-Rs.10.480  

million 

Rule 205 of FTR states that, a Government officer entrusted with the payment of money shall 

obtain for every payment he makes, a voucher setting forth full and clear particulars of the claim and 

all information necessary for its proper classification and identification in the accounts. Every voucher 

must bear an acknowledgement of the payment signed by the person, by whom the claim is put forward. 

The acknowledgement shall be taken at the time of payment. 
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The District Officer Frontier Constabulary Islamabad, under the control of Headquarters 

Frontier Constabulary Peshawar (Ministry of Interior), drew an amount of Rs.10,479,780 on account of 

arrears of ration money during the financial year 2015-16, as detailed below: 

S.No Cheque No Date Amount 

1 5986862 27.06.2016 1,872,026 

2 5986865 27.06.2016 1,636,227 

3 5986866 27.06.2016 324,052 

4 5986867 27.06.2016 1,072,790 

5 5986868 27.06.2016 1,270,701 

6 5986871 27.06.2016 1,349,119 

7 5986872 27.06.2016 1,914,879 

8 5986873 27.06.2016 1,039,986 

Total 10,479,780 

 Audit observed that:  

i. Estimates/calculations on the basis of which the budget was demanded from the 

Headquarter FC Peshawar, showing number of men, their tenure, etc. was not 

available on record. 

ii. Release and sanction of the Commandant Frontier Constabulary was not available 

on record. 

iii. Further disbursement record i.e. acknowledgment of receipt / actual payee receipts 

/ acquaintance rolls were not available on record. 

iv. Strength returns showing No. of men who remained on leave for the period from 

July 2011 to June 2016 and payrolls showing available strength for the period for 

which the arrears were claimed, were not available on record. 

Due to non-availability above mentioned relevant record in support of subject arrears, audit 

could not authenticate the subject drawl of Rs.10,479,780.  

Audit holds that the management was bound to maintain the complete record in support of 

expenditures incurred out of Public Exchequer. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be inquired into to ensure that no over 

drawl/overpayment was made besides ensuring that any overpayment found, may be recovered and 

deposited into the Government treasury and fixing responsibility against personnel at fault. 

Islamabad Capital Territory Police, Islamabad 

19.5.32 Non-production of Record 

Section 14 (2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete a form 

as possible and with all reasonable expedition.  

Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor 
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General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant 

Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

Management of ICT Police was requested to provide the following record during the course of 

audit of financial year 2020-21:- 

i. Copy of BO/NIS. 

ii. Annual report of physical & financial progress relating to the 5 Development Projects 

and audit certificate from DG Audit Works thereof 

iii. Record relating to recruitment made during the period under audit. 

iv. Detail of officers / officials re-employed after superannuation, if any. 

v. List of staff and officers who retired from service, suspended (showing period of 

suspension) and granted long leave during the period under audit. 

vi. Appropriation and surrender orders for the FY 2020-21. 

vii. Detail of allottee of houses in Police Line Colony along with date of allotment. 

viii. Inventory record of the Mal Khana of the Islamabad Police. 

ix. Detail of Court cases, NAB/FIA cases, if any. 

x. Summary of Mal Khana for the Financial Year 2020-21, relating to 8 listed Police Stations. 

xi. Detail of disbursement (of Stock and out of Welfare Fund) made to 8 listed Police Station.  

xii. Receipt estimates of for the Financial Year 2020-21 

Audit observed that above enlisted record was not produced for the cross examination and audit 

scrutiny. 

Audit is of the view that non-production of record hinders audit function. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends inquiry into the matter for fixation of responsibility. 

19.5.33 Non-disclosure of record relating to Welfare Fund 

Para 25 of GFR Vol-I states that all departmental regulations in so far as they embody orders 

or instructions of a financial character or have important financial bearing should be made by or with 

the approval of the Ministry of Finance. 

Rule 7(1) of Federal Treasury Rules Vol-I states that, “all moneys received by or tendered to 

Government officers on account of the revenues of the Federal Government shall without undue delay 

be paid in full into a treasury or into the Bank. Moneys received as aforesaid shall not be appropriated 

to meet departmental expenditure, nor otherwise kept apart from the Federal Consolidated Fund of the 

Federal Government. No department of the Government may require that any moneys received by it on 

account of the revenues of the Federal Government be kept out of the Federal Consolidated Fund of the 

Federal Government.” 

The management of ICT Police was requested to provide the following record during the course 

of Audit. 

i. Sources of Welfare Fund 

ii. Receipt estimates of for the Financial Year 2020-21 
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iii. Detail of Loan disbursed out of Welfare fund.  

iv. Record regarding welfare fund alongwith relevant files, vouchers, cash book, bank 

statement. 

v. List of bank accounts alongwith annual consolidated bank statements and counter foils of 

Cheque books. 

The management of ICT police did not provide the requisite information / record despite 

repeated requests. Despite the fact the organization had a consolidated receipt, during the previous year, 

of Rs.27,811,054 from various sources like from contractors of two petrol pumps, car wash/tyre shop, 

SMS services from I-Tel, FM Radio 92.4, Profit of Regular Income Certificate etc. Furthermore, 

Islamabad Police is also maintaining a Bank A/c # 3010055430 being maintained with NBP, F-8 

Markaz, Islamabad. 

Audit is of the view that non-provision of the above mentioned record despite the fact of its 

existence is a willful hindrance in the audit function. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixation of responsibility. 

19.5.34 Mis-interpretation of Prime Minister’s approval regarding payment of 

incentives 

Ministry of Interior (with the approval of Prime Minister’s vide U.O. No. 1061/PSPM/09 dated 

13.03.2009 and concurrence of the Finance Division vide their U.O. No. F.11(8)-R-I/2008-

1306/S/FS/09 dated 13.03.2009) notified the following pay package to the employees of Islamabad 

Capital Territory Police vide their letter No. 14/4/2004-ICT-I dated 14.03.2009, w.e.f. 01.04.2009:  

i. Allowance equal to one month’s basic pay.  

ii. House rent ceiling to be paid in cash.  

iii. 20 DAs fixed Daily Allowance (DA) per month to officials on operational duties only.  

The management of ICT Police incurred an expenditure of Rs.1,090,433,145 on account of 

Fixed Daily Allowance to 10,294 employees. Available strength of ICT Police, for the year 2020-21, is 

10,343. Whereas organogram of ICT Police shows that there are various wings comprising of 

operational and non-operational duties. Summary of employees (grade-wise) drawing Fixed DA is as 

under: 

(Rupees) 
BPS Nos. Amount BPS Nos. Amount 

1 97       8,842,400  11 1,047    108,331,336  

2 129      12,289,600  14 470      65,637,798  

3 131      12,008,000  15 20       2,813,600  

4 4        384,000  16 196      27,712,787  

5 19       1,654,400  17 57       7,858,039  

6 2        211,200  18 26       3,470,080  

7 6,533    676,242,022  19 9       1,473,600  

9 1,549    160,893,783  20 5        610,500  

Total 10,294  1,090,433,145  

Audit observed that the Fixed TA/DA was meant to facilitate the employees on operational 

duty however to the contrary 100% of the employees are being extended the facility of Fixed DA. 

Deductions are only made from the employees who are on leave.  
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Finance Division vide its reference F.No.11(8)-R-I/2008-796 dated 11.11.2009 requested IG 

Police to define the term “OPERATIONAL DUTY” however instead of defining the term 

“OPERATIONAL DUTY” a certificate No.10-5/2213/A dated 12.02.2021 was issued declaring entire 

staff of ICT Police as ‘Operational’. 

Audit is of the view that practice of extending the facility of Fixed DA to all the employees 

without bifurcating into operational and non-operational duties is against the basic objective of the 

facility. Furthermore, declaring all the employees as on Operational Duty is un-authorized and contrary 

to the approval of the Prime Minister. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends implementation of incentives as per Finance Division’s U.O. No. F.11(8)-

R-I/2008-1306/S/FS/09 dated 13.03.2009. 

19.5.35 Cost and time overrun in executing the development projects -  

Rs. 690.76 million  

Para 4.14 of the Planning Commission’s Manuel for Development Projects states the cost 

estimates of a project have to be prepared with a lot of care so that these are not revised again and again 

and implementation is not delayed due to non-availability of provision of funds and revised sanction of 

the competent authority. 

The management of ICT Police got approved 5 development projects during the years 2004 to 

2017. Executing agency for the said projects was Capital Development Authority. Initial cost for these 

projects was Rs.339.349 million. Detail of the projects is as follows: 

S. No. Project Name 
Original 

Cost 

2nd 

Revised 

Cost 

Actual 

Completion 

date 

Time Over 

run (as of 21-

10- 2021 

Cost over 

run 

1 

Construction of 15 Houses (CAT-II) for 

Superintendents of Police in Police Lines 

Headquarters, Sector H-11, Islamabad 

79.244 151.971 Ongoing 153 Months 72.727 

2 

Construction of Admin Block, Magazine Quarter 

Guard, (03) Barracks for (240) men each, MT 

Shed, Horse Stable and Parade Ground in 

Diplomatic Enclave, Islamabad. 

114.652 280.848 Ongoing 206 Months 166.196 

3 
Construction of (05) Police Barracks for 100 men 

each near “K” Block Islamabad. 
56.802 364.668 Ongoing 206 Months 307.866 

4 

Construction of (04) Police Barracks (100 men 

each) in Sector F-7, F-8, G-9 & G-10, Islamabad 

(Revised). 

41.445 185.416 Ongoing 206 Months 143.971 

5 
Construction of police station at Markaz I-16, 

Islamabad. 
47.206   12/31/2020 49 Months 0 

  Total 339.349 982.903   820 690.76 

Audit observed that out of these 5 projects, 4 projects (Sr. No. 1 to 4) were revised twice. 

Resultantly the cost of the projects increased by Rs.690.76 million. The cost of project was increased 

by 204% of the original cost. Furthermore, there was time overrun ranging from 49 months to 206 

months as on 21.10.2021. 

Audit is of the view that due to delay in execution of the project cost of the project was 

exorbitantly increased and public exchequer was put to a loss of Rs. 690.76 million. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix responsibility for causing cost and time overrun in completion 

of the above mentioned projects 
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19.5.36 Accumulation of massive liability on account of Encashment and Financial 

Assistance Package - Rs. 1,361.02 million  

Para 14 of GFR Vol-I states that that delay in the payment of money indisputably due by 

Government is contrary to all rules and budgetary principles and should be avoided vide also paras 105 

and 106. 

Para 105 of GFR-Vol-I states that it is an important financial principle that money indisputably 

payable should not, as far as possible, be left unpaid, and that money paid should under no circumstances 

be kept out of accounts a day longer that is absolutely necessary even though the payment is not covered 

by proper sanction. It is no economy to postpone inevitable payments and it is very important to 

ascertain, provide for in the budget estimates, liquidate and record the payment of all actual obligations 

at the earliest possible date. 

The management of ICT Police was requested to provide the list of Shuhadas and in-service 

deaths and payment of their subsequent dues. 

Audit observed that there was an accumulated liability of Rs.1,167,752,224 on account claims 

in light of PM’s Financial assistance Package for the families of employees who died during service. 

Furthermore there were 449 Nos. of pending claims for encashment of LPR amounting to 

Rs.193,263,560.There were 302, out of 449 claims which have been delayed upto 5 years. 

PENDING PAYMENT TO THE FAMILIES OF SHUHADA/DECEASED 

OFFICER/OFFICIALS AS ON 21.09.2021 

Head of Account Nos. of cases 
Payment to 

be made 

A05216 (Compensation) 217 342,737,000 

A05224 (Cost of Plot) 210 803,400,088 

A05219 (Education Expenses) 305 9,015,136 

A05225 (Marriage Grant) 16 12,600,000 

Total Amount 1,167,752,224 

Encashment of LPR 449 cases 193,263,560 

Grand Total 1,361,015,784 

Audit is of the view that accumulation of liabilities of Rs.1,361.02 million is serious lapse on 

the part of the management of Police department. This lapse is depriving the families of Shuahadas, 

deceased employees and even the retired employees. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends early resolution of the matter as huge accumulation of liabilities is a serious 

lapse on part of the management. 

Punjab Rangers, Lahore 

19.5.37 Unauthorized payment on account of Railway Concession Vouchers- Rs. 

10.906 million 

Para 11 of the Finance Division O.M No F.1(2)/Imp/2005 dated 01.07.2005 states that in a year 

Two Railway Concession Vouchers (Officers, Troops and Clerical Staff) in a year (maximum Rs 500) 

shall be admissible to Civil Armed Forces’ (CAF) employees. The allowance is subject to the conditions 

applicable to Pak. Army. 

The management of Punjab Ranger, Lahore paid an amount of Rs.10,905,999 on account of 

railway concession vouchers during the year 2020-21. 

Audit observed as under: 
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i. The payment was made without any contingent claim. 

ii. The accounts office booked the expenditure under the head of A03805-TA/DA 

without having any supporting document and then it was transferred to the head of 

account A03811-Railway Concession Vouchers 

iii. In addition to Railway Concession Voucher, expenditure of Rs. 93,443,650 was also 

incurred, during 2020-21, under the head of account A03805-TA/DA.  

Audit is of the view that payment without supporting document of travelling in the rail was 

unauthorized. 

The management replied that Ministry of Finance has approved 2 x Railway Concession 

Vouchers in a year (maximum Rs.500) for the troops of Civil Armed Forces vide para IIV of their Office 

Memorandum number F.1 (2)/Imp/2005 dated 1 July 2005 and being paid to entire force, getting prior 

approval of head of department and issuance of sanction order under head A03811–Railway Concession 

Vouchers through contingent claim. Therefore, the maximum amount of Rs.500 per year is being paid 

to the entire force through contingent claims. In this way 100% troops of the force are equally benefitted 

from the facility provided by Government of Pakistan. 

Reply was not accepted because payment of railway vouchers without any journey through 

Pakistan Railway was irregular. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to stop the irregular practice besides recovery of the amount already paid. 

19.5.38 Issuance of medicines without having drug testing laboratory report- Rs. 

258.991 million 

According to the Sub-Section 2 of the Section 22 of the Drugs Act, 1976,the Government 

Analyst, as far as may be , shall submit the report within sixty days of the receipt by him of the sample 

of the drug and , if he is not able to do so for reasons beyond his control, shall communicate the reasons 

to the inspector in writing and shall endorse its copy to the [Central Licensing Board or, as the case may 

be, the Registration Board or the Provincial Quality Control Board] who shall have the sample tested 

from the same or any other Government Analyst or a Government Drug Testing Laboratory or any other 

laboratory and shall ensure the receipt of results of such test and analysis within a further period as may 

be prescribed and shall make the test report available to the inspector for further action. 

Pakistan Ranger Lahore incurred an expenditure of Rs 258.991 million on purchase of 

medicines and surgical disposables during the year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that medicines purchased in bulk and the same were taken on charge and issued 

to the patients without being tested from laboratory.  

Audit is of the view that use of medicines without lab test report is violation of rules and putting 

the life of the patients at stake.  

The management replied that Technical board of specialist doctors of Pakistan Rangers 

Teaching Hospital has already been established within our organization which is our internal technical 

assessment and evaluation system. The prime role of the technical board is to closely monitor all process 

of medicines compliance and efficacy throughout the financial year.  

Reply was not accepted because the action of the management is in violation of Drug Act, 1976.  

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 
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Audit recommends inquiry to fix the responsibility. 

19.5.39 Loss due to purchase of medicines and lab items other than the lowest- Rs 

11.442 million 

Rule 36(b) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that (viii) after the evaluation and approval 

of the technical proposal the procuring agency, shall at a time within the bid validity period, publicly 

open the financial proposals of the technically accepted bids only. The financial proposal of bids found 

technically non-responsive shall be returned un-opened to the respective bidders, (ix) the bid found to 

be the lowest evaluated bid shall be accepted. 

Regulation 10 of the Financial Management and Powers of Principal Accounting Officers 

Regulations, 2021 states that principal accounting officer shall ensure that the expenditure is not, prima 

facie, more than the occasion demands and that every government servant exercises the same vigilance 

in respect of the expenditure incurred from public funds as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise 

in respect of the expenditure of his own money. 

The management of Pakistan Ranger, Lahore incurred an expenditure of Rs 258.991 million 

for purchase of medicines and surgical disposables during the year 2020-21 

Audit observed that Pakistan Ranger Lahore purchased 29 medicines costing over charge of Rs 

8,922,449 and 49 disposables items costing over charge of Rs 2,520,398 from other than the lowest 

bidders. 

 Audit is of the view that purchase of medicines other than the lowest bidder was irregular. 

The management replied that Selection of best medicine is always a priority due to its efficacy, 

maximum effective action on human body in a minimum time, which chances of lesser side effects, 

quality of drug and reputation of manufacturing firm. Samples of offered items were thoroughly 

inspected by board of specialist doctors at the time of bidding and were recommended for procurement.  

Reply of the management was not acceptable because medicines were purchased from other 

than the lowest bidders sustaining loss to the public exchequer. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to inquire the matter for fixing the responsibility. 

19.5.40 Irregular purchase of medicines through local purchase- Rs 58.211 million 

Rule 36 (b) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that (viii) after the evaluation and 

approval of the technical proposal the procuring agency, shall at a time within the bid validity period, 

publicly open the financial proposals of the technically accepted bids only. The financial proposal of 

bids found technically non-responsive shall be returned un-opened to the respective bidders, (ix) the bid 

found to be the lowest evaluated bid shall be accepted. 

Technical committee in response to the tender for purchase of medicines through local purchase 

rejected M/s Awais and Brothers Distribution because it was not well known firm in market. Its office 

is situated in a house of residential area of Rawalpindi Cantt. Firm is registered in 2016 and not yet 

obtained any contract of LP medicine and no experience in providing of LP medicines 

Pakistan Ranger Lahore purchased medicines amounting to Rs 58.211 million through local 

purchase during the year 2020-21. 
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Audit observed that medicines was purchased from M/s Awais and Brothers Distribution, 

Rawalpindi despite rejection by the technical committee and Board recommendation to purchase the 

medicine through M/s New Boots Super Pharmacy Lahore. 

Audit is of the view that purchase of medicine from the firm technically rejected was irregular. 

The management replied that 4 firms participated in tendering procedure for provision of local 

purchase medicines. Technical committee and board recommended to purchase the medicines through 

M/S New boots Super Pharmacy Lahore. As per PPRA rule, M/S Awais and Brothers Distribution 

offered highest bidding with 28.55% rebate rate, DG Pakistan Rangers (Pb) awarded contract to M/S 

Awais and Brothers Distribution due to highest bidder rate and approved comparative statement. 

Reply of the management was not accepted because the firm was technically disqualified. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix responsibility. 

19.5.41 Unauthorized extensions in contract period – Rs 19.052 million 

Para (v) of Establishment Division O.M. No. 8/10/2000-CP-I dated 21.03.2000 states that as a 

matter of general policy the period of contract shall not be extended beyond two years. 

Clause P of the offer of the appointment to the employees appointed on contract basis states 

that no extension in the Contract will be accorded. On termination of contract, pay / allowance and 

allied facilities would be withdrawn.  

Pakistan Rangers Punjab appointed 15 Medical officers on contract basis for the period of two 

years. Detail is as under: 

S. 

No 

Name of Doctor BPS Date of 

appointment 

Per month 

salary 

Per Annum 

salary 

1 Dr. Shabana Khokhar 19 26.04.2013 148,798 1,785,576 

2 Lt Col® Dr. Shireen Rafique 18 01.04.2013 185,244 2,222,928 

3 Dr. Tahira Nasim 18 01.04.2013 103,800 1,245,600 

4 Dr. Hajra Mehboob 17 01.04.2013 83,837 1,006,044 

5 Dr. Mariam Shahzad 17 01.04.2013 86,712 1,040,544 

6 Dr. Nusrat Majeed 17 01.04.2013 86,856 1,042,272 

7 Dr. Khayyam Shamshair 17 01.04.2013 86,712 1,040,544 

8 Dr. Nauman Qamar Bhatti 17 16.05.2016 74,633 895,596 

9 Dr. Zafar Ali 17 16.05.2016 75,307 903,684 

10 Dr. Madiha Salim 17 16.05.2016 66,135 793,620 

11 Dr. Shagufta Nargis 17 11.07.2016 72,785 873,420 

12 Dr. Nabeeha Yamin 17 11.07.2016 69,338 832,056 

13 Maj ® Dr. Muhammad Tahir Nadeem  18 11.07.2016 168,405 2,020,860 

14 Dr. Hassan Jalil 17 02.05.2017 64,913 778,956 

15 Dr. Muhammad Rizwan Tahir 17 02.05.2017 144,813 1,737,756 

16 Dr. Hassan Waqar 17 02.05.2017 69,346 832,152 

Total 19,051,608 

Audit observed that extension was granted in the contract with all benefits such as annual 

increments time and again for two years and it was continued till the completion of audit on 21.11.2021.  

Audit is of the view that extension in contract period beyond two year with annual increments 

was unauthorized. 

The management replied that contract period of 16 doctors is being extended because doctors 

were not being provided by Pak Army due to their own acute deficiency. At the time of approval granted 

by the Ministry of Interior for filling up the vacant posts in lieu of the deficiency of Army Medical 

Corps officers on contract basis for a period of two years or till the Army Medical Corps officers are 

posted by GHQ MS whichever is earlier.  
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Reply was not accepted because extension was granted in violation of the terms and conditions 

of the appointment. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix responsibility for unauthorized extensions in the contract 

period. 

19.5.42 Irregular expenditure on construction of additional ward at Pakistan Rangers 

Punjab hospital building - Rs. 59.633 million 

Para 24 of Prime Minster office letter No. 1689/SPM/00-19 dated 30.04.2020 states that the 

Prime Minister has been pleased to direct to execute civil works through Public Works Department. 

Pakistan Rangers Punjab incurred an expenditure of Rs. 59.633 million on construction of 

additional ward at 200 bedded Pakistan Rangers Hospital through M/s Abel Construction (Pvt) Limited 

during the financial year 2020-21.  

Audit observed as under: 

i. The construction work was carried out by a private contractor instead of Pak PWD. 

ii. The bank guarantee was not obtained against the advance(s)  

iii. The work completion certificate was not available on record. 

iv. The handing / taken over report of the ward was not produced. 

v. The measurement book was signed by SDO who was not the employee of Pakistan 

Rangers Punjab.  

Audit is of the view that execution of construction work from private contractor is violation of 

Prime Minister’s directives. 

The management replied that improving human health and providing access to affordable, high 

quality health care facility is a key concern of any department as well as Govt of Pakistan. Provision of 

immaculate and standardized health facility ensures troops and general public well-being which in turn 

builds their confidence in the organization and state respectively. Thus, the project was undertaken as 

welfare measure on urgent basis in pandemic prone environment. 

Reply was not acceptable because construction of building was violation of the Prime Minister 

of Pakistan’s directives to execute civil works of Pakistan Rangers through Pak PWD. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to probe the matter for fixing responsibility. 

19.5.43 Unauthorized payment on account of purchase of land– Rs. 56.197 million 

Government of Punjab, Colonies Department letter No. 7935-70/4141-CVI dated 06.11.1969 

states that Government of West Pakistan is pleased to transfer all state land lying within five miles of 

belt of the Indo-Pak Boarder in the former Punjab province and the Bahawalpur State to the General 

Headquarters, for allotment through the agency of the Boarder Allotment Committee, subject to the 

condition that the price of the land will be settled by negotiation between the Board of Revenue with 

General Headquarters and in consultation with the Finance Department. 

The management of Pakistan Rangers Punjab paid an amount of Rs. 56,197,314 to 242 persons 

on account of purchase of 41 acres of land near Indo-Pak boarder.  
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Audit observed as under: 

i. The land was within five miles of Indo-Pak border which was transferred to General 

Headquarters for allotment through the agency of the Border Allotment Committee 

(BAC) whereas the payment was made to private land owners instead of acquiring 

the land from BAC. 

ii. The land purchased for Border out Posts was already in possession of Pakistan 

Rangers Punjab since 1966 whereas the management paid Rs. 56.197 million to 

private owners during the year 2020-21. 

Audit is of the view that payment made on account of purchase of land to private owners for 

the border out posts instead of Border Allotment Committee was irregular.  

The management replied that as per Government of Punjab Colonies Department letter 

No.7935-70/414-CVI dated 06 November 1969 quoted therein, All State Lands laying in five miles is 

placed on GHQ’s disposal for allotment to Military allottees. It is highlighted that there are thousands 

of civilians who are living in said border belt as legitimate owners. So, it is hereby clarified that all land 

falling within five miles are not state lands. 

Reply was not accepted because Pakistan Ranger action was violation of Government of Punjab 

Colonies Department letter No.7935-70/414-CVI dated 06 November 1969. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be inquired to fix responsibility.  

19.5.44 Unauthorized payment on account of purchase of municipal land at District 

Kasur – Rs. 23.580 million 

The Government of the Punjab, Colonies Department Lahore letter No. 1282-71/2183-CVI 

dated 08.06.1971 states that the Government of Punjab have had under consideration for sometimes 

past, the question of fixation of the restricted zone around Kasur, for excluding this area from the control 

of the Boarder Area Committee (BAC). The Martial Law Administrator and Governor of the Punjab 

has been pleased to decide that municipal limits shall be the restricted zone and the area within these 

limits shall not be allowed by the BAC. The Commissioner, Lahore Division has intimated that 34 

persons were allotted 576 acres of state land within the municipals limits. The allotment should be 

cancelled immediately and they may be allotted alternative land in the Sheikhupura district or 

elsewhere.  

Pakistan Ranger Lahore paid Rs. 23.580 million to Brig (Retd) Abdul Ghafoor for purchase of 

private land for 87 Wing Sutlej Rangers at District Kasur. 

Audit observed that the Government of Punjab declared district Kusar, a restricted zone, and 

cancelled allotments of land within the municipal limits issued by the Boarder Area Committee. Audit 

further observed that Fard of the land issued by patwar circle District Kasur on 09.01.2016 does not 

mention that Brig(R) Abdul Ghafoor is the owner of the land and the land was under occupation of 

Pakistan Ranger since raising of 87 Wing Sutlej Rangers at District Kasur. 

Audit is of the view that payment made to Brig ® Abdul Ghafoor, who was not the owner of 

land, was unauthorized. 

The management replied that land purchased by Rangers is neither Government land nor it falls 

in any restricted zone. Observed piece of land is situated in Mouza Burj Khurd Tehsil & District Kasur 
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and a large population is living there as legitimate owners of private land. Brig (R) Abdul Ghafoor 

owned the land in question which was allotted by GHQ in year 2005. Following legal documents are 

attached as ready reference. 

Reply was not accepted because Pakistan Ranger action was violation of Government of Punjab 

Colonies Department letter No.7935-70/414-CVI dated 06 November 1969. Further time bared 

payments without any court orders was also not justified.  

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be inquired to probe whether the land owner was not 

included in the list of 34 persons whose allotments were cancelled and justification of payment of land 

compensation without any dispute between Pakistan Ranger and the land owner in any court of law. 

19.5.45 Non-Production of Record 

Section-14(2) of Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete a form 

as possible and with all reasonable expedition.  

Section-14(3) of Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor 

General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant 

Efficiency and Discipline Rules. 

Pakistan Ranger Lahore despite repeated requests did not provide the following 

record/information. 

i. List of bank accounts and bank statements  

ii. Vehicle wise repair and maintenance expenditure and its relevant record. 

iii. Employee’s welfare and regimental fund record with rules and regulations. 

iv. Detail of utilization of POL Rs 131,999,148 (Rs 192,090,000- Rs 60,090,852) 

Audit is of the view that due to non-production of the record, the authenticity of the expenditure 

incurred could not be ascertained. 

The management replied that 2 x bank accounts of Public Fund are being operated by the 

department i.e. DDO Account and Security Fund Account. No any investment made by this department 

during the audit period. Case for framing of Regimental Fund Rules is under process in Ministry of 

Interior (MoI). 

Reply was not accepted because the management did not provide the complete list of bank 

accounts maintained on behalf of Pakistan Rangers whether it is public or welfare purpose. Details of 

receipts on account of Regimental Fund such as from Pakistan Ranger’s hospital and other sources was 

also not provided. It was stated that no investment was made during audit period but audit requested to 

provide complete records relating to investment. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that disciplinary action may be taken against officers involved in hindering 

the auditorial functions of the Auditor General of Pakistan besides provision of auditable record. 
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19.5.46 Irregular purchase of arms - Rs 35.400 million 

Rule 20 of the PPRA Rules 2004 states that the procuring agencies shall use open competitive 

bidding as the principal method of procurement for the procurement of goods, services and works. 

Pakistan Ranger Lahore purchased 12 LSR Accuracy Intl. at the rate of Rs 2,950,000 per item 

and paid Rs 35,400,000 to M/s Defense Sources Lahore during the year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that Ministry of Defense issued NOC for purchase of the arms from the original 

equipment manufacturer (OEM) while Punjab Ranger purchased the rifles from M/s Defense Sources 

Lahore, which was neither the OEM nor the authorized dealer of the OEM. The OEM clearly mentioned 

that they do not know the company and the buyer may purchase the items at their risk. 

The firm did not provide the bill of entry to ensure import of the arm from the OEM and 

supplied to the buyer without any modification. The firm was also not registered as importer and the 

firm paid income tax as per local supplier. 

Audit is of the view that purchase of the item without advertisement and from other than the 

OEM was irregular. 

The management replied that weapons fall in the category of security items therefore 

procurement of the same was made under the provision of PPRA rule 14(a). Moreover, weapon is a 

technical store which has to fulfill certain parameters of specification/ quality control/ compatibility to 

ammunition and procured from un-authorized sources can lead to technical difficulties in operations and 

maintenance. 

Management accepted the audit observation by stating that Pakistan Rangers procured the 

weapon from other than the OEM as advised by the concern agency. Further under Rule 14 (a) prior 

approval of the PPRA is prerequisite which was not met. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to inquiry to fix responsibility. 

Gilgit Baltistan Scouts 

19.5.47 Mis procurement of various items- Rs. 294.118 million 

Rule 13(1) of the Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that under no circumstances the 

response time for receipt of bids or proposals (including proposals for pre-qualification) from the date 

of publication of an advertisement or notice shall be less than fifteen working days for national 

competitive bidding and thirty working days for international competitive bidding. 

 The management of GB Scouts incurred and expenditure of Rs. 294,118,000 on 

acquiring of physical assets and operating expenses during the financial year 2020-21 through 

tender by allowing four days for purchase and submission of procurement documents /bids 

from the date of publication of the advertisement i.e 16.06.2021. 

Audit observed that procurement of various items worth Rs. 294.118 million was irregular as 

the response time for receipt of bids/proposals was only 04 days which is less than less than required 

time limit i.e 15 days.  

Audit is of the view that procurement of store items without observing Public Procurement 

Rules was irregular which deprived the Government from the benefit of healthy competition. 
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Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends to fix the responsibility for mis-procurement. 

19.5.48 Un-authorized execution of construction work at Chilas -Rs. 493.848 million 

Para 184 of GFR states that Pak PWD is the only authority to execute civil works and 

infrastructure. 

Ministry of Interior Letter No. 3/15/2007/RO (Dev) dated 16.10.2019 states that the CDWP 

approved the project titled “Construction of Accommodation for HQ GB Scouts and 114 Wing at 

Chilas” at a total cost of Rs. 493.869 million with the condition that the sponsors will submit NOC from 

Ministry of Housing and Works before issuance of authorization. 

The management of GB Scouts Gilgit executed the Development Scheme at Chilas 

departmentally through the contractor at the total expenditure of Rs.493.848. The Scheme was 

completed on 30.06.2021.  

Audit observed that execution of civil works by GB Scouts departmentally through various 

contractors was un-authorized in terms of Para 184 of GFR and approval of Scheme given by CDWP. 

Audit further observed that technical sanction which amounts to a guarantee that the proposals 

are technically sound, estimates are adequately prepared based on adequate data was also not obtained 

from the competent authority in violation of Para 56 of CPWD Code.  

Audit is of the view that execution of construction works worth Rs. 493.848 million by the GB 

Scouts instead of Pak PWD was unauthorized. 

The management replied that GB Scouts got NOC from Ministry of Housing and Works and 

executed the development schemes accordingly. The NOC given by the Ministry of Housing and Works 

states that the Rules of Business 1973 provides that defense related projects are exempt from the 

necessity of implementation by the Ministry of Housing and Works. Since GHQ has verified that the 

matter is related to defense, the GB Scouts can proceed as per Rules of Business, 1973. 

The reply was not accepted as provisions of Rules of Business 1973 pertain to exemption for 

Ministry of Defense (Army, Air Force and Navy) related projects from the necessity of implementation 

by Ministry of Housing and Works. Whereas GB Scouts being a Civil Armed Force is under the 

administrative control of Ministry of Interior.  

Further Ministry of Interior’s letter No. 3/38/2017-ACM-I dated 02.10.2020 states that 

Summary regarding permission for execution of development projects by Civil Armed Forces (CAFs) 

was submitted to the Prime Minister with the request to allow the CAFs to execute their development 

projects through their respective Works Branch instead of PAK PWD and necessary change in Rules of 

Business accordingly, which was not approved by the Prime Minister. The Prime Minister also directed 

that in this case security may be provided by CAFs and execution of works may be carried out by PWD. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that matter may be referred to Ministry of Housing and Works for fixing 

responsibility for misinterpretation of Rules of Business 1973. 

19.5.49 Irregular procurement of Dry Ration from Pak Army without open 

competition-Rs.95.282 million. 

Rule 12(2) of the Public Procurement Rules 2004 states that all procurement opportunities over 

two million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’ website as well as other print media or 
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newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspaper shall principally appear in at 

least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 

The management of Gilgit Baltistan Scouts purchased Ration amounting to Rs. 95,282,157for 

serving of 4406 persons from Army Supply Corps (ASC), Field Store Depot (FSD), during financial 

year 2020-21 as detailed below:  

S No. Letter No. Date Amount  

1 S/GB/259/Adj/Corr 01.02.2021 8,958,587 

2 S/GB/259/Adj/Corr 01.02.2021 34,445,552 

3 S/GB/259/Adj/Corr 14.06.2021 50,761,48 

Total 95,282,157 

Audit observed that procurement of ration from Army Supply Corps without open competition 

was irregular in terms of Rule 12(2) of the Public Procurement Rules, 2004. 

Audit is of the view that procurement of ration from Army without competition was irregular 

as army is neither manufacturer nor broker of ration, which deprived the Government from the benefit 

of competitive rates. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity. 

19.5.50 Irregular procurement of Chicken Alive against the provision of dressed 

chicken meat-Rs.14.43 million 

Notes (u) under Annex-A of regulation 11 of the Scales of Rations and Supplies (Regulations) 

1998 states that Chicken alive will be issued to troops deployed in far flung areas during exercises 

maneuvers, IS duties, operation etc. orders of Formation Commander are mandatory in case it is not 

possible to issue chicken dressed. 

The management of Gilgit Baltistan Scouts paid total amount of Rs. 14,429,800 (72,149 kg x 

Rs.200) to the contractors for supply of Chicken alive during 2020-21. 

Audit observed that the management of GB Scouts purchased chicken alive instead of chicken 

dressed without obtaining orders of the Formation Commander /DG GB Scouts amounting to Rs. 

14,429,800 in violation of Government instructions contained in Notes (u)under Annex-A of regulation 

11 of the Scales of Rations and Supplies (Regulations) 1998. 

Audit is of the view that procurement of chicken alive against dressed meat was irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends to fix the responsibility for irregular procurement of Chicken. 

19.5.51 Irregular procurement of uniform items without lab test -  

Rs. 108.313 million 

Rule 4 of the Public Procurement Rules 2004 states that procuring agencies, while engaging in 

procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the 

object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical.  

The management of Gilgit Baltistan Scouts incurred an expenditure of Rs. 108.313 million on 

purchase of uniform items during the month of October 2020 as detailed below:- 
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S. 

No. 

Name of Supplier Items Purchased Amount 

(Rs.) 

1 M/s Muhammad Aleem Hussain Uniform 8,832,000 

2 M/s Maqbool Garments Rain Coat 401,400 

3 M/s Zahid Hussain T-Shirts and Thermal Set 2,280,000 

4 M/s Diamond Enterprises Jersey High Neck and Sleeping Bag 5,197,500 

5 M/s Nadir & Sons Uniform items 91,601600 

Total 108,312,500 

Audit observed that the uniform items were procured from the various suppliers by rejecting 

the samples of other suppliers without conducting the lab tests from the Inspectorate of Army Stores & 

Clothing, Gilgit or any other reputable laboratory at contractor risk & cost. 

The main reasons of rejection of samples were low/inferior quality, but in absence of lab test 

what criteria were adopted by the management to check the quality needs justification. 

Audit is of the view that procurement of uniform amounting to Rs. 108.313 million made on 

the plea that the uniform items were of superior quality was not cogent, as the procurement without 

conducting the laboratory tests cannot be treated as transparent. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for procurement of uniform without 

laboratory test. 

19.5.52 Non-deduction of Income Tax on income from salary of officers 

Section 12(1) of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001 states that any salary received by an employee 

in a tax year, other than salary that is exempt from tax under this Ordinance, shall be chargeable to tax 

in that year under the head “Salary” 

Section 149(1) of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001 states that every person responsible for 

paying salary to an employee shall, at the time of payment, deduct tax from the amount paid at the 

employee’s average rate of tax computed at the rates specified in Division I of Part I of the First 

Schedule on the estimated income of the employee chargeable under the head “Salary” for the tax year 

in which the payment is made after making adjustment of tax withheld from employee under other 

heads and tax credit admissible under section 61, 62, 63 and 64 during the tax year after obtaining 

documentary evidence, as may be necessary. 

The management of GB Scouts paid salaries amounting to Rs.1,552,916,430 to 

officers/officials during the financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that income tax was not deducted from the salary income of the 

officers/officials of GB Scouts. 

Audit is of the view that non-deduction of income tax from Salaries of officers/officials is a 

violation Section 12(1) and Section 149(1) of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001 which deprived the 

Government from its due receipts.  

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that income tax may be worked out and recovered from the officers and 

deposited into Government treasury. 
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19.5.53 Irregular award of contract of construction work to a firm having no 

experience - Rs.24.343 million 

The management of GB Scouts Gilgit invited tenders for execution of various schemes/ items 

of works for “Construction of Accommodation for HQ GB Scouts and 114 Wing at Chilas” from the 

firms / contractors having five years’ experience in September, 2019. 

The management of GB Scouts awarded contract of different works to M/s JJ Construction Ptv. 

Ltd. Gilgit at total cost of Rs. 24,342,734 during 2019-20. 

Audit observed that award of contract to M/s JJ Construction Pvt. Limited was irregular as the 

firm had less than one year relevant experience as it was registered on 25.02.2019 with Pakistan 

Engineering Council. 

Audit is of the view that award of contract to the firm having less relevant experience was 

irregular. 

The management replied that the contract was awarded on the basis of license issued by PEC 

in category C-3/E. According to PEC license contractor/firm can participate in biddings upto Rs. 500 

million.  

The reply was not accepted as it was not relevant to the observation as the observation relates 

to the deficiency in experience which was not attended to properly. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity. 

19.5.54 Non-Production of record 

Section 14 (2) of the Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all 

facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as 

complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 

Section 14(3) of the Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the 

Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant 

Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

Audit of the Accounts of Gilgit Baltistan Scouts for the financial year 2020-21 was started w.e.f 

01.09.2021. The following information/record was demanded through verbal and written requests. 

i. List of bank accounts with bank reconciliation of all accounts including public funds and 

Regimental/ Welfare Funds Accounts for the period under audit. 

ii. Receipt Accounts/Rent from NBP, Head Quarters GB Scouts Branch. 

iii. Rent realized from different shops and Canteens if any situated inside the Garrison. 

iv. Detail of units deployed on IS duty and agreements with borrowing / requisitioning 

agencies. 

v. Personal files of officers 

vi. Detail of appointment/promotions made during the period under the Audit. 

Audit observed that the management did not provide above mentioned record in violation of 

Section 14(2&3) of the Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001.  
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Audit is of the view that non-production of record was lapse on the part of management. 

The management did not reply till the finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to fix the responsibility for non-production of record. 

19.5.55 Whereabouts of fees realized from students of GB Scouts Primary School not 

known 

The construction of GB Scouts Primary School at Force HQ, Minawar Gilgit was approved at 

a cost of Rs.54.431 million by DDWP on 16.01.2018. This public-Sector Development Project (PSDP) 

was completed on 30.06.2019. 

Audit noticed that GB Scouts School has been functioning for the last two years within the 

Garrison Area, Gilgit. 

Audit observed that fee and fund realized from students were not being deposited into 

Government treasury as no such record was provided to audit. 

Audit is of the view that receipts accounts of the Primary school constructed from the fund of 

PSDP were not made known to audit. 

The management replied that PC-IV of the scheme was submitted to Ministry of Interior on 

01.12.2019. Functional phase of School i.e. hiring of staff is under process with Ministry of Interior. 

Reply was not accepted as the School was inaugurated by commander FCNA on 17.10.2019. 

The reply shows that School started functioning on the same date but receipt accounts and relevant 

source for functioning of School was not made known to Audit. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for non-provision of record relating to 

realization of fees/funds from students of the school constructed from the Government fund and 

payment of expenditures. 

19.5.56 Unauthorized maintenance of bank account in Commercial Bank 

Cash Management and Treasury Single Account Rules 2020 are in force since 24.07.2020 with 

the approval of the Federal Government, which inter alia requires closure of existing Bank Accounts 

maintained by Ministries, Divisions, Attached Departments etc and transfer of Balances to Central 

Account No.1(Non-food) maintained in the state bank of Pakistan. 

The management of Gilgit Baltistan Scouts is maintaining bank account No. 0170787 in Askari 

Bank Airport road branch Gilgit. 

Audit observed that operation of account in commercial bank in violation of Cash Management 

and Treasury Single Account Rules 2020 was unauthorized. 

Audit is of the view that maintaining a commercial bank account by the GB Scouts is 

unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends to fix responsibility for maintaining unauthorized account in commercial 

bank.  
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19.5.57 Irregular purchase of kabli/second hand engines of vehicles – Rs. 5.325 million 

Rule 04 of Procurement Rules 2004 states that procuring agencies, while engaging in 

procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the 

object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical. 

The management of GB scouts purchased Kabuli/Second Hand engines of vehicles amounting 

to Rs. 5,325,000 from different suppliers during the financial year 2020-21 as detailed below: 

S. 

No. 

Vehicle type No of engine 

procured 

Name of 

Supplier 

Rate Amount 

01 Toyota Jeep PJMR 1 Rakaposhi 

Trading 

 

240,000 240,000 

02 Truck 7 Ton 2 440,000 880,000 

03 Truck 2.5Ton 2 420,000 840,000 

04 Toyota Hilux 2 210,000 420,000 

05 Toyota Vigo 2 240,000 480,000 

06 APC Mohafiz 2 370,000 740,000 

07 Tractor Fiat 3 210,000 630,000 

08 Toyota Jeep PJMR 1 Hunza 

Traders 

240,000 240,000 

09 Truck 7 Ton 1 440,000 440,000 

10 Truck 5 ton 1 415,000 415,000 

Total 5,325,000 

Audit observed that procurement of used/second hand engines of the vehicles worth Rs. 5.325 

million was irregular as there is no provision for the purchase of second hand items in the Public 

Procurement Rules 2004. 

Audit further observed that whereabouts of 17 replaced engines/kabuli is not made known to 

audit. 

Audit is of the view that procurement of second hand/ used engines in violation of the Public 

Procurement Rules was irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends to fix the responsibility for the irregularity. 

Excise and Taxation Department, ICT, Islamabad 

19.5.58 Non-Realization of registration / renewal fee from real estate agents/Motor 

Vehicles dealers certificates– Rs. 23.003 million 

Section 6 of Islamabad Real estate Agents and Motor Vehicles dealers (Regulation of Business) 

Ordinance, 1984 read with rule 4(2) of Islamabad Real estate Agents and Motor Vehicles Dealers 

(Regulation of Business) ordinance, 1984 states that application for renewal of the certificates shall be 

made within thirty days preceding the date of expiry of the certificate accompanied by receipts of Rs 

600 person as renewal fee. 

Section 3 of the Islamabad Real Estate Agents & Motor Vehicles Dealers (Regulation of 

Business) Ordinance, 1984 states that a penalty up to Rs 5,000 person in case of renewal made after 

September from date of expiry charged. 

Section 11 of the ordinance attracts/impose punishment with simple imprisonment for a term 

which may extend to six months or with fine which may extend to five thousand rupees or with both.  

As per statement provided by the Department, currently, 1024 Real Estate Agents/Motor 

Vehicles dealers are operating in Islamabad. 
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Audit observed that: 

1. 774 Real Estate Agents & Motor Vehicles dealers conducting business without 

registration in Excise & Taxation Department, ICT amount of which for one year 

comes to Rs 17,028,000.  

2. The management did not recovered Renewal fee, Professional tax and penalty from 

96 registered dealers during 2019-20 which amounting to Rs 5,975,400. 

Audit is of the view that due to non-renewal of license and non-recovery of penalty 

resulted into loss of Rs.23,003,400 to the Public exchequers.  

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommend that amount in arrear along with penalty may be recovered. 

19.5.59 Non-imposition of Token Tax Penalty on late registration of vehicles - Rs. 

12.620 million 

Section 9 of the West Pakistan Motor Vehicles Taxation Act, 1958 (W.P. ACT No. XXXII of 

1958) as in force in the Islamabad Capital Territory states that penalty for keeping a motor vehicle 

without a licence or failure to pay tax. Whoever,  

a) Keeps a motor vehicle for use without having a proper licence; or  

b) Neglects or refuses to pay any amount of tax to which he is liable within the period 

fixed for such payment,  

shall be liable to pay, in addition to any arrear of tax that may be due from him, a penalty which 

may extend to an amount equal to twice the amount of the tax to which he is liable. 

The owners / purchasers of 36,168 vehicles applied for first registration of their vehicles to 

Excise and Taxation Department, Islamabad during 2017-20 after delay of more than one year and 

imposed penalties on late registration. The arrears of road tax (token tax) of Rs.22.473 million for the 

delay period (previous years) was also recovered from same period. The detail is as under: 

S. No. Year Number of 

vehicles 

Road Tax 

Arrears 

Penalty on 

road tax 

1 2019-20 9,968 6,310,542  12,621,084  

2 2018-19 10,494 7,512,562  15,025,124  

3 2017-18 15,706 8,649,949  17,299,898  

Total 36,168 22,473,053 44,946,106  
 

Audit observed that Excise and Taxation Department, Islamabad failed to collect minimum 

penalty of Rs.44.946 million on arrears of road tax. 

Audit is of the view that undue favour was extended to the defaulters at the cost of public 

exchequer. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed and amount may be recovered.  
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19.5.60 Non-Imposition of token tax penalty on arrears at the time of collection of 

Token Tax - Rs. 110.943 Million 

Section-3 of the West Pakistan Motor Vehicles Taxation Act, 1958 (W.P. ACT No. XXXII of 

1958) as in force in the Islamabad Capital Territory, a tax shall be leviable on every motor vehicle, 

commencing on the first day of 14th July at the rate specified in the Schedule to this Act, (amended vide 

Finance Act 2019) 

Section 9 of the West Pakistan Motor Vehicles Taxation Act, 1958 (W.P. ACT No. XXXII of 

1958) as in force in the Islamabad Capital Territory states that penalty for keeping a motor vehicle 

without a licence or failure to pay tax.— Whoever–  

(a) Keeps a motor vehicle for use without having a proper licence; or  

(b) Neglects or refuses to pay any amount of tax to which he is liable within the period fixed for 

such payment,  

shall be liable to pay, in addition to any arrear of tax that may be due from him, a penalty which 

may extend to an amount equal to twice the amount of the tax to which he is liable. 

Excise and Taxation Department, Islamabad collected an amount of Rs.2.299 Billion (including 

life time token tax during 2019-20) on account of token tax during 2017-20. The road tax (token tax) of 

Rs.107.530 million for the delay period (previous years) was also recovered from same period during 

2017-20. The detail is as under:- 

S. No. Year 
Arrears of 

Token Tax 

Penalty 

Imposed 

Actual penalty 

to be imposed 
Difference 

1 2019-20 43,092,528  16,238,369  86,185,056  69,946,687  

2 2018-19 36,887,237  18,062,610  73,774,474  55,711,864  

3 2017-18 27,550,889  8,662,648  55,101,778  46,439,130  

Total 107,530,654  42,963,627  215,061,308  172,097,681  

Audit observed that management imposed penalty of Rs.42.963 million instead of twice of the 

amount of road tax in arrears which resulted into loss of Rs.172.098 million. 

Audit is of the view that undue favour was extended to the defaulters at the cost of public 

exchequer. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed and amount may be recovered.  

19.5.61 Non-deduction of Income Tax from goods transport vehicles having laden 

weight of 8120 Kg and above - Rs. 5.265 Million 

Section 234 (4) of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 states that in respect of a goods transport 

vehicle with registered laden weight of less than 8120 kilograms, advance tax shall not be collected 

after a period of ten years from the date of first registration of vehicle in Pakistan.  

Para 1A of Division III of Part IV of the First Schedule of income tax ordinance 2001 states 

that In the case of goods transport vehicles with laden weight of 8120 kilograms or more, advance tax 

after a period of ten years from the date of first registration of vehicle in Pakistan shall be collected at 

the rate of twelve hundred rupees per annum. 

Excise and Taxation Department, Islamabad, collected token tax from 455 goods transport 

vehicles having laden weight of 8120 kg and above, during the year 2019-20.  
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Audit observed that the advance tax @ Rs.1200 per year was not collected on above said 350 

vehicles the amount for which comes to Rs.5,265,285. The recoverable amount for the period 2017-19 

was in addition. 

Audit is of the view that undue favour was extended to the vehicle owners at the cost of public 

exchequer. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed and amount may be recovered from the 

2017-20  

19.5.62 Less recovery of Registration Fee – Rs.5.225 Million 

Section 23 of West Pakistan Motor Vehicles Ordinance, 1965 states that a person shall not drive 

a motor vehicle and the owner shall not cause a vehicle to be driven unless the vehicle is registered 

under this Chapter and the licence number plates are displayed on the motor vehicle in the prescribed 

manner and if the licence number plates have not been issued, the registration mark is displayed on the 

motor vehicle in the prescribed manner. 

Notification No.(11)-Dev/2004 dated 23rd July, 2005issued by the Chief Commissioner ICT 

states that following fee is payable under Pakistan Motor Vehicle Rules, 1969:- 

S.No. Vehicle Category Engine Capacity (cc) Value of 

vehicle 

1 Private / Government 999 & Below 01 % 

2 Private / Government From 1000 to 1999 02% 

3 Private / Government 2000 cc and Above 04% 

4 Commercial 999 cc and Below 01% 

5 Commercial 1000 cc and Above 02% 

Excise and Taxation Department Islamabad registered 34,674 vehicles during the year 2019-

20.  

Audit observed that in 92 cases management has collected less registration fee of Rs.5.225 

million than the actual recoverable during 2019-20.  

Audit is of the view that non-inclusion of advance tax in invoice price of vehicle resulted into 

less recovery of registration fee of Rs. 5.225 million. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed and amount may be recovered.  

19.5.63 Non-realization of Govt. revenue due to non-acquiring and non-renewal of 

license for sale and possession of intoxicant liquor articles -Rs. 28.35 million. 

Section 17 of The Prohibition (Enforcement Of Hadd) Order, 1979 states that the Provincial 

Government or, subject to the Provincial Government, the Collector, may issue licenses to any person 

in respect of any institution, whether under the management of Government or not,- 

(a) for the manufacture, import, transport, sale or possession of any intoxicant or 

Article containing intoxicant liquor on the ground that such intoxicant or article is required by 

such person in respect of such institution for a bona fide medicinal, scientific, industrial or 
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similar other purposes or for consumption by non-Muslim citizen of Pakistan as a part of a 

religious ceremony or by a non-Muslim foreigner. 

As per information collected there were 63 Pharmaceuticals companies in ICT during 2017-20 

who were using Intoxicant Liquor i.e. spirits of wine or liquids consisting of or containing alcohol: 

Audit observed that: 

i. All the 63 Pharmaceuticals companies and un-registered medical stores were 

operating in ICT without acquiring and annual renewing of license for possession 

of intoxicant liquor articles from Excise & Taxation Department, Islamabad.  

ii. The management did not recovered license fee and annual renewal fee for sale and 

Possession of intoxicant liquor articles from 63 Pharmaceuticals companies and 

medical stores during 2017-20 the amount for three years comes to Rs 28.35 million 

as detailed below: 

S. No Years Numbers of 

Pharmaceuticals 

companies 

Total 

License Fee 

Rs.@150000 

Total 

Renewal 

Fee 

1 2017-18 63 9,450,000 0 

2 2018-19 63 0 9,450,000 

3 2019-20 63 0 9,450,000 

  Total 9,450,000 18,900,000 

Audit is of the view that Public exchequers was deprived of its receipts of Rs 28.35 million.  

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommend that amount may be recovered. 

19.5.64 Failure to recover Professional Tax from companies-Rs.159.230 million 

According to Para 4 (a) of the Presidential Order No. 1 of 1970 read with Paras 18 (4) and 19 

(1) ibid, it was decided that in the Islamabad Capital Territory, all Taxes, Fees and other charges levied 

under any law in force would continue to be levied as were prevailing in the West Pakistan. Thus the 

taxation laws prevailing in the Province of the Punjab were required to be adopted and implemented 

under the Presidential Order.  

Section-11 of West Pakistan Finance Act, 1964 as amended through Finance Act, 2019 states 

that there shall be levied and collected professional tax from the companies as per categories and rates 

specified in the Seventh Schedule per annum, detailed below:- 

Category Rates 

Capital Up to PKR 5 million but not exceeding PKR 10 million 7,000 

Capital exceeding PKR 10 million but not exceeding PKR 50 million  18,000 

Capital exceeding PKR 50 million but not exceeding PKR 100 million  35,000 

Capital exceeding PKR 100 million but not exceeding PKR 200 million  80,000 

Capital exceeding PKR 200 million  90,000 

Employees not exceeding 10  1000 

Employees exceeding 10 but not exceeding 25  2,000 

Employees exceeding 25 5,000 

Excise & Taxation Department, Islamabad provided a list of 18,976 companies registered / 

based in Islamabad.  
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Recoverable tax from companies for the year 2019-20 on the rates specified above, comes as 

under recoverable professional tax from companies is as under: 

Category 
Number of 

Companies 
Tax rate Tax Due 

Capital Upto PKR 5 million but not exceeding 

PKR 10 million 
18,202 7,000 127,414,000 

Capital exceeding PKR 10 million but not 

exceeding PKR 50 million  
417 18,000 7,506,000 

Capital exceeding PKR 50 million but not 

exceeding PKR 100 million  
130 35,000 4,550,000 

Capital exceeding PKR 100 million but not 

exceeding PKR 200 million  
67 80,000 5,360,000 

Capital exceeding PKR 200 million  160 90,000 14,400,000 

Total 159,230,000 
 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Excise & Taxation Department, Islamabad issued notices to said companies during 

2019-20, but actual recovery from companies was only Rs.6.544 million. 

ii. Fresh surveys to update the companies data regarding their share capital and employees 

record was not conducted. Resultantly, a large number of companies in Islamabad were 

not included in the Tax net as yet.  

Audit is of the view that public exchequer was deprived off its due receipt 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends the recovery of tax including arrears along with updating the data of 

companies. 

19.5.65 Unverifiable collection of Bed Tax -Rs. 151.188 million 

Section 12(1) of Bed Tax and amendments under Finance Act of 1965 (as amended in Finance 

Act 2019) states that there shall be levied and collected in prescribed manner from all the Hotels, having 

at least twenty-five (25) lodging units (means number of Beds), a Bed Tax at the rate of five percent 

(5%) of invoice or bill excluding Sales Tax and other applicable Taxes. 

As per registration record of Department of Tourism Services under Ministry of IPC there are 

120 hotels in ICT. The management of Excise and Taxation Department, Islamabad collect bed tax 

amount Rs.209.720 million during 2019-20. 

Audit observed that out of Rs. 209.720 million an amount of Rs. 58.532 million was collected 

from 7 hotels whereas record relating to collection of remaining amount of Rs. 151.188 million was not 

available in the record.  

Audit is of the view that due to non-availability of receipt record the authenticity of the revenue 

collected could not be ascertained. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that detail about the tax collected may be provided to audit and tax may be 

collected from the remaining hotel in the light of their annual financial statement and occupancy record. 
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19.5.66 Less deduction of Government dues and recovery thereof– Rs.20.301 million 

Section-3 of the West Pakistan Motor Vehicles Taxation Act, 1958 (W.P. ACT No. XXXII of 

1958) as in force in the Islamabad Capital Territory, a tax shall be leviable on every motor vehicle, 

commencing on the first day of 14th July at the rate specified in the Schedule to this Act, (amended vide 

Finance Act 2019) 

Para-26 of GFR states that subject to any special arrangement that may be authorized by 

competent authority with respect to any particular class of receipts, it is the duty of the departmental 

Controlling officers to see that all sums due to Government: are regularly and promptly assessed, 

realized and duly credited in the Public Account. 

The management of Excise and Taxation Department (ETD), Islamabad provided a detail of 

receipt during the year 2020-21 amounting to Rs. 7.6 billion on account of registration and road taxes. 

Summary of receipts on account of various head of accounts is tabulated hereunder. 

S.No. Type Code Amount 

1 Registration  B02801 5,413,067,025  

2 Road Taxation B02802 2,187,728,724  

Total  7,600,795,749 

On scrutiny of various files, it was observed that there are some case in which ETD recovered 

less than the actual government dues. 220 cases of different government fees and taxes were notices to 

have been less recovered to the tone of Rs. 20.301 million. Summary is as under: 

S.No. Particulars No. of Vehicles Recoverable Amount 

1 Advance Tax by transfer 6 132,500 

2 Advance Tax New Registration 55 7,954,500 

3 Advance Tax Pre-Registration 34 3,500,000 

4 Income Tax  26 230,600 

5 Registration fee  39 8,060,012 

6 Special No. Fee 4 90,000 

7 Token Tax 51 323,664 

8 Transfer Fee / 5 10,000 

Grand Total 220 20,301,276 

Audit is of the view that this lapse on the part of the ETD inflicted a loss of Rs.20.301 million 

to the public exchequer. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix responsibility besides recovery. 

19.5.67 Non-recovery of Life Time Token - Rs.13.326 million 

Schedule to Section-3 of the West Pakistan Motor Vehicles Taxation Act, 1958 (W.P. ACT No. 

XXXII of 1958) as in force in the Islamabad Capital Territory, states as under:- 

S # ENGINE CAPACITY (CC) TOKEN TAX 

Motor/Cycle Or Scooter (Two/Three Wheeler) 

1 UPTO 200 CC 1,000 (LIFE TIME) 

2 201 CC TO 400 CC 2,000 (LIFE TIME) 

3 401 AND ABOVE 5,000 (LIFE TIME) 

Private Vehicle (Four Wheeler) 

4 UPTO 850 CC 10,000 (LIFE TIME) 

5 851 CC TO 1000 CC 10,000 (LIFE TIME) 
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Management of ETO provided detail of receipts, on account of token tax, registration fee, 

advance tax, income tax, penalties etc., collected during the financial year 2020-21. An amount of 

Rs.250,641 million was collected as Life Token during the financial year. Furthermore detail showed 

that 71,081 private vehicles and motor cycles of 1000 CC and below were newly registered by Excise 

and Taxation department. Summary is as below:- 

Vehicle Type Engine Power Nos. 

MOTOR CYCLE > 400 CC 96 

 201 to 400 CC 87 

 Upto 200 CC 49,530 

MOTOR VEHICLE  (upto 1000 CC) 21,368 

Total  71,081 

Audit observed that out of 71,081 newly registered vehicles upto 1000 CC Life time token of 

1,326 vehicles was not collected at the time of registration. 

Vehicle Type Engine Power (CC) Nos. 
Life time Token 

Collected 
Recoverable 

Motor cycle > 400 CC 1 1,000 (4,000) 

 Upto 200 CC 2 - (2,000) 

Motor vehicle (upto 1000 cc) (blank) 1,323 - (13,230,000) 

Grand Total  1,326 1,000 (13,236,000) 

Audit is of the view that non-collection of life token is negligence on the part of the management 

which in result deprived the public exchequer of its due receipt of Rs.13.236 million. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix responsibility besides recovery. 

19.5.68 Irregular charging of Professional Tax amounting to Rs.8.280 million 

Section 11 of Amendment of West Pakistan Finance Act 1964 (W.P Act No. XXXIV of 1964) 

provides that there shall be levied and collected from the persons and companies of the categories 

specified in column (2) of the 7th Schedule per annum, a professional tax at the rate as specified in 

column 3 of that schedule in prescribed manner. 

Management of Excise and Taxation department reported to have collected Rs. 26,878,300on 

account of Professional Tax from 1,574 different organizations and individuals, out of provided list of 

1,680 license holders, on the basis of the criteria given above from various formations. Summary is as 

under:- 

S.No. Category  Nos. Amount 

1 Based on capital 521 18,518,500 

2 Based on employees 187 2,169,800 

3 Jewelers 1 16,000 

4 Member of stock exchanger 4 123,000 

5 Motor vehicle dealer / real estate agent 382 3,854,000 

6 Others 471 2,185,000 

7 Pesticide dealers 1 1,000 

8 Registered medical practitioners 1 4,000 

9 Tobacco vendors / wholesaler 6 7,000 

Total 1574 26,878,300 

However it has been observed that the Excise and Taxation department recovered excess 

Professional Tax of Rs.8,280,300 from 442 different categories disregarding the basic criteria for 

collection of professional tax as cited above. Summary of overcharged tax is as under.  
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Category Nos. Amount 

Based On Capital 145 4,915,500 

Based On Employees 98 1,634,800 

Jewellers 1 14,000 

Member Of Stock Exchanger 3 88,000 

Motor Vehicle Dealer / Real Estate Agent 2 20,000 

Others 192 1,606,000 

Registered Medical Practitioners 1 2,000 

Grand Total 442 8,280,300 

Audit is of the view that the ETD used its authority unjustly resulting in overcharging of 

professional tax as well as overstating its collection to the tone of Rs.8.28 million. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix responsibility besides adjustments under intimation to audit. 

19.5.69 Non-recovery of Professional tax – Rs.5.283 million 

Para-26 of GFR states that subject to any special arrangement that may be authorized by 

competent authority with respect to any particular class of receipts, it is the duty of the departmental 

Controlling officers to see that all sums due to Government: are regularly and promptly assessed, 

realized and duly credited in the Public Account.  

Excise and Taxation Department, Islamabad deals with the registration and transfer of vehicles 

besides the collection of taxes and excise duties on behalf of the Government of Pakistan. Some of the 

taxes collected by the department include Entertainment Duty, Professional Tax, Education Cess, Bed 

Tax, Tabacco Vend Fee, Liquor Permit, and Property / Motor Vehicle Dealer Tax. 

Management of Excise and Taxation department issued notices to 5,522 different concerns for 

depositing of professional tax during financial year 2020-21.  

S.No. Categories Nos. 
Minimum

Rate 

Minimum

Recovery 

1 Doctors 81 2,000 162,000 

2 Gyms 55 5,000 275,000 

3 Hospitals/clinics 592 1,000 592,000 

4 Marquee 52 1,000 52,000 

5 Schools 337 1,000 337,000 

6 Islamabad Companies 4,405 1,000 4,405,000 

 Grand Total 5,522  5,823,000 

Audit observed that management of ETD failed to recover professional tax from the targeted 

concerns despite repeated reminders. 

Audit is of the view that lack of serious efforts on the part of the ETD deprived the public 

exchequer from a bare minimum receipt of Rs.5,823,000. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix responsibility besides recovery. 

19.5.70 Non-maintenance of data for collection of tax 

Section 11 of Amendment of West Pakistan Finance Act 1964 (W.P Act No. XXXIV of 1964) 

provides that there shall be levied and collected from the persons and companies of the categories 
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specified in column (2) of the 7th Schedule per annum, a professional tax at the rate as specified in 

column 3 of that schedule in prescribed manner. 

Excise and Taxation Department, Islamabad deals with the registration and transfer of vehicles 

besides the collection of taxes and excise duties on behalf of the Government of Pakistan. Some of the 

taxes collected by the department include Entertainment Duty, Professional Tax, Education Cess, Bed 

Tax, Tabacco Vend Fee, Liquor Permit, and Property / Motor Vehicle Dealer Tax. 

Audit observed that the management of ETD has no database of the following concerns for 

collection of tax they are mandated with. 

i. Money changers 

ii. Motorcycle dealers 

iii. Lawyers 

iv. Recruiting agents 

v. Departmental Stores 

vi. Electronic Goods stores 

vii. Cable Operators 

viii. Printing presses 

ix. Medical consultants or specialists / dental surgeon 

Audit is of the view that non-preparation of database is negligence on the part of the 

management of ETD. Furthermore, non-preparation of database results in loss to the public exchequer 

due to non – collection of due taxes. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that proper mechanism be established for carrying out field survey for 

preparing and updating the database to bring the establishments and professionals under the tax net. 

Inspector General Frontier Constabulary, Quetta 

19.5.71 Payment of salaries (Pay & Allowances) of force personnel through Drawing 

and Disbursing Officer - Rs.8,560.072 million 

According to APPM Para 4.6.3.1 the normal method of payment of monthly salaries of all 

government employees shall be by credit transfer direct to a bank account nominated by the employee. 

This is the most secure and economical method of payment, and it automatically ensures that recipients 

have access to their salary on the due date. Moreover, direct credit has tangible advantages, over 

payment by cheque or cash, against risks of theft or fraud. 

The Inspector General Frontier Corps (South) Balochistan incurred an expenditure of Rs. 

8,560,072,163as pay and allowances for employees/officers of eleven sub ordinate crops/ wings of 

Frontier Crops (South) Balochistan during 2020-21.  

Audit observed that salaries were drawn through DDO in cash and was transferred to 

Headquarter FC bank Account No. 0001598797 in J.S Bank for onward distribution.  

Audit is of the view that drawal of salaries in cash and deposit in a bank account was irregular 

and unauthorized which may lead to misappropriation of funds. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix responsibility besides recovery. 
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Sindh Rangers, Karachi 

19.5.72 Excess procurement of extra arms and ammunition-5 years analysis (2017-

2021) and expense of Rs 90million (2020-21) 

Para 10(i) of GFR Volume-I states that every public officer is expected to exercise the 

same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. 

Para 10(ii) of GFR Volume-I states that the expenditure should not be prima facie more 

than the occasion demands. 

 

Table: Karachi Crime Index during 2017-21 (Source: Official website of Pakistan Rangers 

Sindh) 

Audit noted that the Crime Index of Karachi reflects decreasing trend during 2014 to 

2021, from 6th position in 2014 to 112th position in 2021 i.e., improvement of 106 points; 

thanks to security agencies including Pakistan Rangers Sindh and Sindh Police. Keeping in 

view of the cognizance of the fact that Karachi was once the most troubled city in Sindh which 

returned to gradual normalcy since 2014 as per above index. Moreover, the international border 

is also fenced thereby; use of arms and ammunition was very limited as reflected by the record 

however some quantity have been used in routine practice.  

Audit observed that:  

i. With consistent decline in crime rate, the procurement of arms and ammunition 

have not decreased, as reflected in the graph below: 
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Graph:

 Trend analysis of expenditure on Arms &Ammunition and bullet proof 

jackets during 2016-17 to 2020-21 

ii. On the basis of available data of 05 years (2016-17 to 2020-21) regarding 

expenditure over purchase of arms & ammunition and bullet proof jackets vs 

Crime Index, it was observed that that there is improvement of 81 points in 

crime index (361% reduction in crime matrix) in 2021 as compared to 2016. 

However, the expense on arms and ammunition (including bullet proof jackets) 

did not reduce rather it increased overtime from 2016-17 to 2020-21. As per 

expenditure statements, an expense of Rs 73.14 million was incurred during 

2016-17, over Rs100 million in 2017-18 while jumped to Rs 625 million during 

2018-19 and then Rs 90 million during 2020-21. 

iii. A sample based analysis of one of the eight sectors of PR Sindh also reflects 

that it holds surplus weapons over and above the authorized quantities (see 

following observation on Qasim Sector). 

iv. The management made wasteful expenditure of public money and did not take 

necessary steps to curtail purchase of subject items during the period of 

normalcy. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that the PAO may inquire the matter of unjustified expenditure on 

the subject items, fix responsibility on the officers/officials responsible for wastage of public 

resources and share report with audit. 

19.5.73 Excess Procurement of Arms and Ammunition by Pakistan Rangers Sindh 

(Sample based analysis-- Qasim Sector Hyderabad) 

GFR-145 states Purchases must be made in the most economical manner in accordance 

with the definite requirements of the public service. Stores should not be purchased in small 

quantities. Periodical indents should be prepared and as many articles as possible obtained by 
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means of such indents. At the same time, care should be taken not to purchase stores much in 

advance of actual requirements, if such purchase is likely to prove unprofitable to Government. 

PPRA Rule 36 states that where scales of consumption or limits of stores have been 

laid down by competent authority, the officer ordering a supply should certify on the purchase 

order that the prescribed scales or limits are not exceeded. 

One of the eight sectors of PR Sindh, Qasim Sector Hyderabad was taken on sample 

basis in order to identify whether the stock of weapons was maintained as per prescribed rules 

or otherwise. During the course of audit, Qasim Sector of PR Sindh provided stock position of 

Arms and Ammunition as detailed below: 

Final State of 7.62 MM Rifle G3 (After TFR/ADJ) 

S# Sec/Wings Auth Held Surplus 

1 61WngSBR(Bdr) 482 526 44 

2 34wingSBR(Bdr) 482 525 43 

3 35wing IR(Bdr) 482 525 43 

4 50wing IR(Bdr) 482 525 43 

5 41wing IR(Bdr) 482 525 43 

6 71wingQR(Bdr) 482 526 44 

7 81wingQR(Bdr) 482 526 44 

8 Dol CoyTR 0 72 72 

9 90 wingTR(Bdr) 482 526 44 

10 36 wingTR(Bdr) 482 526 44 

11 32 wingTR(Bdr) 482 526 44 

12 GPHQQLD 0 18 18 

13 UNMsn 0 9 9 

Total 4820 5355 535 

 

Final State of 7.62MM SMG (After TFR/ADJ) 

S# Sec/Wings Auth Held Surplus 

1 SecHQBR 23 60 37 

2 43 WingBR 73 150 77 

3 62 WingBR 73 172 99 

4 42 WingBR 73 172 99 

5 72 WingBR 73 172 99 

6 52 WingBR 73 172 99 

7 84 WingBR 73 172 99 

8 SecHQSCR 23 60 37 

9 92 WingSCR 73 172 99 

10 33 WingSCR 73 172 99 

11 60 WingSCR 73 172 99 

12 70 WingSCR 73 172 99 

13 31 WingSCR 73 172 99 

14 SecHQ ASGR 23 60 37 

15 91Wing ASGR 73 172 99 

16 53Wing ASGR 73 172 99 

17 63Wing ASGR 73 172 99 

18 44Wing ASGR 73 172 99 

19 40Wing ASGR 73 172 99 

20 SecHQSBR 23 40 17 

21 51 WingSBR 73 172 99 

22 82 WingSBR 73 172 99 
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23 93 WingSBR 73 171 98 

24 SecHQIR 23 40 17 

25 SecHQQR 23 40 17 

26 73 WingQR 73 171 98 

27 83 WingQR 73 171 98 

28 SecHQTR 23 40 17 

29 DOLCOYTR 0 10 10 

30 GPHQQLD 0 9 9 

31 1 QWING 248 371 123 

32 SECHQFS 69 222 153 

33 ADMNWING PR(S) 310 316 6 

34 UNMSN 0 16 16 

Total 2321 4871 2550 

Audit observed that: 

i. The management procured arms and ammunition in excess to the requirement 

of the sector.  

ii. The retention of arms and ammunition in excess to the authorized limit is 

wastage of public money. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that PAO may inquire the matter of unjustified expenditure on the 

subject surplus quantities over and above the authorized limits, fix responsibility on the 

officers/officials responsible for wastage of public resources and share report with audit. 

Further, the stocks at other sectors of Pakistan Rangers, Sindh may also be examined to 

determine the excess quantities and rationalize the future procurement accordingly. 

19.5.74 Non-recovery of taxes from vendors - Rs. 6.740 million 

Section 153(1) states that every prescribed person making a payment in full or part 

including a payment by way of advance to a resident person or (a) for the sale of goods; (b) for 

the rendering of or providing of services; (c) on the execution of a contract, other than a contract 

for the sale of goods or the rendering of or providing services, shall at the time of making the 

payment, deduct tax from the gross amount payable (including sales tax, if any) at the rate 

specified in Division III of Part III of the First Schedule. 

The management of Pakistan Rangers Sindh, Karachi made procurements of different 

items amounting to Rs. 34,346,800 during the year 2020-21. The detail is as under:-  

S. No. Detailed 

Object 

Name of Firm Item Amount 17% GST Amount  

after GST 

Income 

Tax @ 4.5 

Total Tax 

1 A-09601-

Purchase of 

Plant & 

Mach (Hosp) 

M/s Global 

Tech 

Driller Cobra 

Combi 

2,911,000 422,966 3,333,966  150,028  572,994  

2 -do- M/s Global 

Tach 

Hasqvama 

Cutter Crew Bar 

Bolt Cutter 

2,931,800 425,988 3,357,788  151,100  577,088  

3 -do- M/s Greaves 

Pakistan (Pvt) 

Ltd 

Diesel 

Generator Set 

650 KVA 

17,350,000 2,520,940 19,870,940  894,192  3,415,132  

4 -do- M/s S.M.Jaffer 

& Co 

Diesel 

Generator Set 

650 KVA 

4,400,000 748,000 5,148,000  231,660  979,660  

5 -do- M/s Technica 

Pak 

Cloth Press 

Machine 

4,144,000 456,821 4,600,821  207,037  663,858  
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6 -do- M/s Global 

Tech 

Fumigation 

Machine 

1,500,000 217,949 1,717,949  77,308  295,257  

7 -do- M/s Global 

Tech 

Cloth Crusher 

Machine 

1,200,000 174,359 1,374,359  61,846  236,205  

      Total: 34,436,800 4,967,023 39,403,823 1,773,172 6,740,195 

 

 

Audit observed that: 

i. The copies of bill of lading provided by the firms were not legible and seem 

bogus. Therefore, sales tax has also not been paid. 

ii. The item description of few bills of lading provided by the firms were not 

matched with the specification of item provided by the vendor e.g. bill of lading 

provided by M/s Greaves Pakistan Pvt Ltd showed Generator with specs of J200 

K (182 KVA), however, invoice reflected Generator with specs of V650C2 (591 

KVA). 

iii. The vendors provided fake documents to possibly claim waiver of taxes being 

an item of import. 

iv. The vendors claimed GST amounting to Rs 4.967 million with their invoices 

but 1/5th of the sales tax from the bill of venders was not withheld. 

v. Income tax amounting to Rs 1.773 was also not deducted from the bill of vendor. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility may be fixed on the 

persons held responsible beside report may be shared with audit. 

19.5.75 Fraudulent procurement of Plant & Machinery - Rs. 34.437 million 

Para 23 of GFR Volume-I states that every Government officer should realize fully and 

clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government 

through fraud or negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for 

any loss arising from fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the 

extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

The management of Pakistan Rangers Sindh, Karachi made procurements of different 

items during the year 2020-21 amounting to Rs. 34,892,800.  The detail is as under: 

S. 

No. 

Detailed Object Name of Firm Item Amount 

1. A-09601-Purchase 

Of Plant & Mach 

(Hosp) 

M/s Elatec. (Pvt)Ltd Baby Incubator with 

All standard accessories 

5,800,000 

2. M/s Global Tech Driller Cobra Combi 2,911,000 

3. M/s Global Tach Hasqvama Cutter Crew Bar 

Bolt Cutter 

2,931,800 

4. M/s Greaves Pakistan 

(Pvt) Ltd 

Diesel Generator Set 650KVA 17,350,000 

5. M/s S.M.Jaffer & Co Diesel Generator Set 5KVA 4,400,000 

6. M/s Global The Fumigation Machine 1,500,000 
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Total: 34,436,800 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The item description of few bills of lading provided by the firms were not matched 

with the specification of item provided by the vendor e.g. bill of lading provided by 

M/s Greaves Pakistan Pvt Ltd showed Generator with specs of J200 K (182 KVA), 

however, invoice reflected Generator with specs of V650C2 (591 KVA). Therefore, 

copies of bills of lading provided by the firms were fake.  

ii. Warranty / guarantee cards and other allied documents like manuals have not been 

produced to audit beside repeated requests. 

iii. The HQ did not get any demand from any sector regarding procurement of above 

items, therefore, procurement made, cannot be justified.  

iv. The HQ neither verified the items on stock register nor have these items been issued 

to any sector as per stock register. 

On the basis of observations made, as above, audit concludes that the procurement was 

fraudulent. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired at ministry level and responsibility may 

be fixed on the persons held responsible beside inquiry report may be shared with audit. 

19.5.76 Unauthorized retention of 1953 vehicles and irregular expenditure on POL & 

Repair – Rs. 550.317 million 

Cabinet Division vide letter No.6-7/2002-MII dated 6th May 2004 has issued 

instructions that it is mandatory for each Ministry/Division/Department to keep the number of 

vehicles with in the authorized ceiling. 

Serial No (xv) of the Annexure attached with Cabinet Division letter No.6/7/2001- CPC 

dated 12.12.2011 states that the Ministries/Division/ Departments needing operational vehicle 

shall get their authorization of vehicles fixed from the Vehicle Committee constituted with a 

representative each from Cabinet Division, Finance Division and the respective 

Ministry/Division/ Department. 

Audit noted that the management of PR Sindh maintained a fleet of 1953 vehicles and 

incurred an expenditure of Rs. 479,623,045 on POL and Rs. 70,694,505 on Repair of Vehicles.  

Audit observed that all the vehicles were being maintained as operational vehicles 

without authorization of the Cabinet Division as no such authorization has been shown/ 

produced to audit. 

Audit is of the view that retention of large numbers of vehicles without 

approval/authorization of the Cabinet Division is irregular and unauthorized. 
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Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened 

Audit recommends that the authorization from Cabinet Division may be obtained and 

shared with audit. 

19.5.77 Doubtful and unauthorized expenditure on Civil Works -  

Rs. 386.124 million 

Serial No. 9(46) of Annex-I of Finance Division O.M. No. F.3(2)Exp-III/2006 dated 

13.09.2006 provides that only the Ministries/Divisions have been empowered to incur 

expenditure up to Rs. 500,000 on works of non-residential building and no power has been 

delegated to the heads of departments for this purpose. 

Para 208 of Central Public Works Account (CPWA) Code states that payments of all 

work done otherwise than by daily labour and for all supplies are made on the basis of 

measurements recorded in Measurement Books (MBs) in Form 23 in accordance with rules in 

Para 209 of CPWA Code which states all measurement should commence date wise with full 

details of works done in the MBs. 

GFR-192 states that when works allotted to a civil department other than the Public 

Works Department are executed departmentally, whether direct or through contractors, the 

form and procedure relating to expenditure on such works should be prescribed by 

departmental regulations framed in consultation with the Accountant-General generally on the 

principles underlying the financial and accounting rules prescribed for similar works carried 

out by the Public Works Department. 

The management of Pakistan Rangers Sindh Karachi incurred an expenditure of 

Rs.386.124 million on different PSDP as well as Non-PSDP Projects during financial year 

2020-21. 

Sr.# Project Rs in 

Million 

1 Construction of Accommodation for Bhittai Rangersat Karachi (Phase-I) 100 

2 ConstructionofAccommodationfor2XRifleWingsat Karachi 145.636 

Total 245.636 

Non-PSDP 

3 A124Building&Structure(Construction)&A133Building&Structure(Repair) 140.488 

Grand Total 386.124 

Audit observed that: 

i. The Director General, Pakistan Rangers Sindh, Karachi sanctioned the expenditure 

for construction work for which he is not competent. 

ii. Technical staff / engineers for execution and monitoring of civil works is not 

available on the sanctioned strength of Pakistan Rangers Sindh, therefore, it is not 

eligible to execute these works. 

iii. The measurement was not taken date wise along with step by step full details of 

work. 
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iv. In the absence of accurate measurement details i.e., without maintaining 

measurement book complete in all respect as prescribed by rules, the management 

had no tool to identify the actual value of work done and amount paid thereof. 

Therefore, the payments made without identifying actual value of work done was 

doubtful in nature. 

v. Since the department did not get civil works executed from PWD, it was required 

to frame the procedure relating to expenditure on such works in consultation with 

the Accountant-General which was not done. 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of monitoring of work as per technical 

specification and non-maintaining of standard MBs, the actual value and the payment made for 

the civil works was doubtful.  

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that unauthorized expenditure on civil work worth Rs. 245.636 

million may be got regularized from the competent forum besides inquiring the matter at 

appropriate level.  

19.5.78 Irregular award of contract regarding PSDP projects– Rs. 245.636 million 

Para-23 of GFR Volume-I states that, every government officer should realize fully and 

clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government 

through fraud or negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for 

any loss arising from fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the 

extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

466Rule 36 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that save as otherwise provided 

in these rules the following procedures shall be permissible for open competitive bidding, 

namely: 

Single stage – two envelope procedure.- (v) the procuring agency shall evaluate the 

technical proposal in a manner prescribed in advance, without reference to the price and reject 

any proposal which does not conform to the specified requirements. 

The management of Pakistan Rangers Sindh, Karachi executed a two Public Sector 

Development Programme (PSDP) Project titled “Construction of accommodation for Bhittai 

Rangers at Karachi” and “2 x Rifles Wing Karachi”. The advertisements appeared in newspaper 

on 29.08.2019 and 22.01.2021 respectively for execution of following works under the project: 

S# Work Name of Firm 

Awarded 

Contract as per 

Financial Bid 

Amount 

1 2 x Inspector Mess 14183 Sqft 

M/S Misal Khan 

31,200,000 

2 2 x Storage Block 15810 Sqft 22,830,000 

3 2 x Canteen & Tradesman 12367 Sqft 25,970,000 
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4 Road and Path M/S Faisal & 

Brothers 

20,000,000 

Total cost of construction of accommodation for Bhittai Rangers at Karachi 100,000,000 

5 Construction of 12X Check Posts at Gaddap 
M/s Faisal & 

Brothers 

7,050,000 

6 Construction of 1X Entrance Gate at Gaddap 11,500,000 

7 Provission of Sports Facilities at Gaddap 11,732,000 

8 Provision of Internal Electrification at Gaddap M/s Misal Khan & 

Co 

11,628,000 

9 Construction of Drainage Works at Gaddap 12,000,000 

10 Construction of 6X Mechanical Transport Sheds at Gaddap 

M/s Aikes Pvt 

Limited 

2,640,000 

11 Construction of 1X Entrance Gate at Gaddap Complex 11,500,000 

12 Construction of Swerage Treatment Plant at Gaddap Complex 13,000,000 

13 Provision  of  Fire Fighting Equipment at Karachi 654,000 

14 Provision of Internal Electric at Gaddap Complex 27,998,000 

15 Master Planning and Detailed Designing of Infrastructure and 

contingencies of the project 
M/s SKS builders 

35,934,000 

Total cost of 2 x Rifles Wing Karachi 145,636,000 

Grand Total 245,636,000 

 Audit observed that: 

i. As per advertisement the following documents were required to be submitted with 

the Tender Forms which actually were not available on record of the Works 

Section: 

a) Name of company/firm along with address and necessary documents 

b) Documentary proof of date of constitution of the company/firm and valid 

certificate of Pakistan Engineering Council. 

c) Bank Statement 

d) Attested copy of National Tax Registration 

e) List of employees with educational qualification 

f) Documentary proof of executing same nature of projects 

g) Details of plant, machinery and other equipment owned by the company/firm 

h) Affidavit that the company/firm has no dispute with any party 

ii. The process of procurement was not followed as per Public Procurement Rules, 

2004. 

Audit is of the view that in absence of required documents which were needed to be 

submitted by bidders and without scrutiny of bidding documents, award of contract is non-

transparent and doubtful.  

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that management may regularize the irregularity from the 

competent forum besides strengthening internal controls. 
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19.5.79 Non-transparent procurement of development and non-development Projects 

due to non-sharing of necessary details with PPRA - Rs. 386.124 million 

Regulation 7 of the Public Procurement Regulations, 2009 provides that all procuring 

agencies whether within or outside Pakistan shall post contract awards over fifty million rupees 

on PPRA’s website on the proformas as set out in Annexure-I and Annexure-II to these 

regulations. Provided that where any information is related to the award of a contract is of 

proprietary nature or where the procuring agency is convinced that such disclosure of 

information shall be against the public interest, it can withhold only such information from 

uploading on PPRA’s website subject to the prior approval of the PPRA. 

The management of Pakistan Rangers Sindh incurred an expenditure of Rs. 245.636 

million on the following development projects during 2020-21: 

(Rupees in million) 
S.No.  Development Projects Amount 

1. Construction of Accommodation for Bhittai Rangers at Karachi (Phase-I) 100.000 

2. Construction of Accommodation for 2 x Rifle Wingsat Karachi 145.636 

3. Non-Development Projects 

A124 Building & Structure (Construction) & 

A133 Building & Structure (Repair) 

 

140.488 

Total: 386.124 

Audit observed that: 

i. The above contracts were above fifty million and after award of contracts; the 

management was under obligation to make all the documents public with regard to 

the award of contract which was not done.  

ii. Non-sharing of contract details on PPRA website compromised the transparency of 

projects. 

Audit is of the view that not posting/uploading of contract awarding details as required 

under the Public Procurement Regulations, 2004 on the PPRA’s website is a mis-procurement, 

under the Public Procurement Rules, 2004. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that the details of contract awards may now be uploaded on PPRA’s 

website beside regularization of the mis-procurement by the competent authority, PPRA. 

Moreover, the management may enhance oversight and improve internal control measures 

especially by strengthening internal audit department. 

19.5.80 Irregular award of contract without publishing tenders in Newspaper – Rs. 

140.488 million 

Rule 12(2) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 all procurement opportunities over two 

million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media 

or newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally 

appear in at least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 
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The management of Pakistan Rangers Sindh, Karachi executed a project titled “A124 

Building & Structure (Construction) & A133 Building & Structure (Repair)” and incurred 

expenditure of Rs. 140.488 million on 86 minor construction work which was awarded to M/s 

Misal Khan and Co. 

S.No Classification CostCentre Amount 

1 OfficeBuilding(Construction) A-12401 33,113,000 

2 ResidentialBuilding(Construction) A-12402 50,268,000 

3 Others A-12470 15,902,000 

4 OfficeBuilding(Repair) A-13301 16,967,000 

5 ResidentialBuilding(Repair) A-13302 24,238,000 

Total 140,488,000 

Audit observed that advertisement was posted on the PPRA’s website only and no 

advertisement was got published in the daily newspaper as required under the Public 

Procurement Rules, 2004. Therefore, the benefit of competitive rate could not be obtained. 

Audit contends that non-advertising the project in the newspaper had deprived the 

procuring agency of the benefit of competitive rates. Overall process of awarding the tender 

and execution of work is non-transparent as it was not advertised in the print media and MBs 

were not maintained as per rule. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that matter of violation of procurement rules may be inquired and 

responsibility may be fixed upon persons held responsible. Moreover, the management may 

enhance oversight and improve internal control measures especially by strengthening internal 

audit department. 

19.5.81 Award of contracts to bidders other than lowest bidders regarding repair of 

vehicles– Rs 89.519 million 

Para-23 of GFR Volume-I states that, every government officer should realize fully and 

clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government 

through fraud or negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for 

any loss arising from fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the 

extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

Rule4 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that procuring agencies, while 

engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and 

transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the 

procurement process is efficient and economical. 

The management of Pakistan Rangers Sindh, Karachi incurred an expenditure of Rs. 

89,519,359 on Repair of Transport during the year 2020-21 from different contractors as per 

following detail: 

S.No. Name of Contactor Nature of Item Amount 

1. M/s Al Habib Associates Spare Engine 23L, 5L, 33,346,827 
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2. M/s F.K & Sons Spare Engine 2KD, 14B, 24,647,479 

3. M/s International Spare Engine D4BB, 1KZ, 2NZ, 

SUZUKI BOLAN, Honda CG125, 

8,329,290 

4. M/sYunus Autos Spare Engine 1KD, 1PZ, 1NZ, HINO 

DUTRO, FTS, 6BG1, 

15,487,186 

6. M/s Sajid & Company  Not provided 7,708,577 

Total 89,519,359 

Audit observed that the bidders who quoted lowest rates were ignored by the purchase 

committee. As per rule above, accepting the bids of the contractors who quoted higher rates is 

violation of the General Financial Rules and Public Procurement Rules, 2004. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated and responsibility may be fixed 

on the persons held responsible beside inquiry report may be shared with audit. Moreover, the 

management may enhance oversight and improve internal control measures especially by 

strengthening internal audit department. 

19.5.82 Irregular procurement of batteries for vehicles– Rs. 5.389 million 

Para-23 of GFR Volume-I states that, every government officer should realize fully and 

clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government 

through fraud or negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for 

any loss arising from fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the 

extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

Rule 4 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that procuring agencies, while 

engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and 

transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the 

procurement process is efficient and economical. 

The management of Pakistan Rangers Sindh, Karachi incurred an expenditure of Rs. 

5,389,719 on procurement of batteries for vehicles during the year 2020-21 from different 

contractors as per following detail:- 

S.No. Name of Contactor Amount (Rs) 

1. M/s Century Engineering 5,280,279 

2. M/s Exide Battery 109,440 

Total: 5,389,719 

Audit observed that the bidders who quoted lowest rates were ignored by the purchase 

Committee. 

As per rule above, accepting the bids of the contractors who quoted higher rates is 

violation of the General Financial Rules and Public Procurement Rules, 2004. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 
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Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated and responsibility may be fixed 

on the persons held responsible beside inquiry report may be shared with audit. Moreover, the 

management may enhance oversight and improve internal control measures especially by 

strengthening internal audit department. 

19.5.83 Non-transparent/ Discretionary marking mechanism for interview, height, 

education and medical examination for recruitment of PR Sindh – 8033 

recruits during 2017 to 2021 

Pakistan Rangers Recruitment Rules, 1968 Rule12 (1) states that no person shall be 

recruited to the force unless he conforms to the following minimum physical standards: 

i. Height not below 5’-6’’ 

ii. Chest not less than 33 inches with expansion of 1½ inches. 

iii. Weight not less than 121(Lbs) 

Rule (2) states that the physical standard laid down in sub (1) shall not be relaxed 

without general or special sanction of the Director General. A general reduction of the standard 

may be allowed by the Director General in case of an emergency or a class/tribe. Rule (3) For 

the purpose of sub rule (1) unit medical officers shall carry out the medical examination of 

personnel to be enrolled in the force. 

According to Board Proceedings of different BRTCs conducted by CRO PR(S) from 

2018-2021 for the purpose of recruitment on different posts in Pakistan Rangers Sindh, 

Recruitment Center developed an interview panel comprising following members: 

President:     DDG PR(S) 

Members: Sector Commandant RAT; Col Admn HQPR(S); DDMS 

HQPR(S); Commandant TC&S; 7 others Officers of the 

rank LT Col 

The documents produced by the recruitment centre reflect that an interview panel was 

constituted to conduct interviews of the shortlisted candidates and awarded marks. 

However, record regarding number of marks awarded to selected / unselected 

candidates against designed criteria has not been produced and audit activity was hindered by 

the concerned management. Moreover, beside several verbal requests and formal requisition 

the said record was not produced. 

S. 

No. 
Rank 

BRTC-26 

(Year- 

2018) 

BRTC-27 

(Year- 

2019) 

BRTC-28 

(Year-2020) 

BRTC-29 

(Year-2021) 
Total 

1 SIGD 20 - 34 11 65 

2 HavGD 112 - 55 53 220 

3 NKGD 54 - 67 88 209 

4 RT 2 4 6 5 17 

5 Sep Clk 10 - 126 40 176 

6 Sep GD 1119 1395 2724 869 6107 
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7 Sep Cook 46 106 165 72 389 

8 Sep Mess waiter 9 4 9 14 306 

9 Sep Misalchi 4 5 2 8 19 

10 NCsE 69 104 141 158 472 

 

11 
Hav/NKGD 

Female 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

4 

 

4 

12 Sep GD Female - - - 49 49 

Total 8033 

Audit observed that: 

i. During 2017-18 to 2020-21 total number of 65 Sub Inspectors (GD), 220 Havaldars 

(GD), 209 Naik (GD),17 Religious Teachers,176 Sepoy Clerk, 6107 Sepoys (GD), 

389 Sep Cook, 36 Sep Mess Waiter, 19 Sep Misalchi,472 NCsE, 4 Hav/Nk GD 

Female, 49 Sep GD Female were recruited during year 2018-2021 in BRTC 26- 29. 

ii. The management of Pakistan Rangers, Sindh provided the Board proceeding of 

BRTC- 26 to BRTC-29 containing the marks system followed for preparation / 

finalization of merit list adopted for recruitments during the last five years. The 

criteria adopted for marks system for BRTC-28 was different from the BRTC-26, 

27 & 29. The detail is as under: 

BRTC-26, 27 & 29 

DE Cat-SI, Hav, NK GD, RT& Sep Clk (60 Mks) 

Education 

Education        (Bd 

Exam %) Height Age PET 

Writt

en 

Intervie

w 

5 Mks 5 Mks 5 Mks 5 Mks 5 Mks 

20 

Mks 15 Mks 

BA & 

Above 5 
100% marks in last 

education certificate 

will be equal to 5 grade 

marks (e.g 65% in last 

education cert will get 

3.2/5 grade marks) 

5'-10'' & 

above  5 

18-20 

Yrs 5 6 Mins 5 

33% 

Passin

g mks 

Personali

ty/ 

Confiden

ce/ 

Knowled

ge/ Tech 

Skills/ 

Sportsme

n 

FA 3 

5'-9'' & 5'-

8'' 3 

21-23 

Yrs 3 

6-01 to 

7-0 3 

10th 1 5'-7'' 1 

24-25 

Yrs 1 

7-01 to 

8-0 1 

    5'-6'' 0 

26-30 

Yrs 0 

8-01 to 

8-30 0 

 

BRTC-28 

DE Cat-SI,Hav,NK GD,RT& Sep Clk (200 Mks) 

Educatio

n 

Education (Bd Exam 

%) Height Age PET 

Writte

n Interview 

10 Mks 10 Mks 10 Mks 10 Mks 20 Mks 

100Mk

s 40 Mks 

MA 

1

0 
100% mks in last edn 

cert will be equal to 10 

grd mks (e.g 65% in 

last edn cert will get 

6.5/10 grd marks) 

6' ft & 

above  

1

0 18 Yrs 

1

0 

6 

Mins 

2

0 

33% 

Passin

g mks 

Personalit

y/ 

Confidenc

e/ 

Knowledg

e/ Tech 

Skills/ 

Sportsmen 

BA 8 5'-11 9 19 Yrs 9 6..30 

1

8 

FA 6 5'-10 8 20Yrs 8 7..00 

1

6 

10th 4 5'-9 7 21 Yrs 7 7..30 

1

4 
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    5'-8 6 

22-23 

Yrs 6 8..00 

1

2 

    5'-7 5 

24-25 

Yrs 5 8..30 

1

0 

    5'-6 4         
 

iii. The marking system being followed for preparation/ finalization of merit list is kept 

discretionary by the management and it is at the sole discretion of the Board or the 

Director General who can approve the criteria to assess height and education of the 

applicants.  

iv. Fixed criterion for medical examination does not exist rather it is dependent upon 

the discretion of the management. One example of discretion was stated that during 

the previous recruitment (2020-21), a new medical scrutiny check was introduced 

i.e checking candidates on the basis of body arts (tattoos). Any applicant having 

body arts was rejected during scrutiny. However, record was not provided to get it 

photo-copied for audit purpose. 

Audit contends that the management of Pakistan Rangers may fix marking criteria of 

height and weight as well as medical examination as per given rule in Pakistan Rangers 

Ordinance, 1959. By fluctuating subject assessment criteria, many potentially eligible and 

meritorious candidates could become/have become unsuccessful and ineligible/less 

competitive candidates could become/have become eligible for recruitment. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that PAO may inquire the matter of non-transparent recruitment 

process in Pakistan rangers Sindh, fix responsibility on the officers/officials responsible for 

this act of practicing discretionary mechanism of recruitment—potentially recruiting 

candidates of their own choice by violating meritocracy and transparency besides hindering the 

audit activity by partial production of record. 

19.5.84 Non-production of record 

Section 14 (2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in –charge of any office r department shall 

afford all facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for 

information in as complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition.  

Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions 

of the Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action 

under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules applicable to such person. 

The Audit of the accounts of Pakistan Rangers Sindh for the period 2020-21 was started 

on 06.12.2020 and management was repeatedly requested to produce the information as was 

revealed from the official website of Pakistan Rangers Sindh. The following businesses/ 

facilities is being run under the umbrella of Pakistan Rangers Sindh:  
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S.No Name of Business/facility owned by 

Pakistan Rangers Sindh as per its 

official website 

Requisite record not produced against each 

organization under umbrella of PR Sindh 

1. Pakistan Rangers Sindh Foundation  i. Source of funding for developing the enlisted 

businesses/ facilities. 

ii. Detail of expenditure incurred on these businesses/ 

facilities. 

iii. Detail of receipts earned from these businesses / 

facilities. 

iv. Authorization by the Federal Government on 

developing & operating these businesses / facilities. 

v. Authorization of hiring/ acquisition of land and other 

assets for these businesses / facilities. 

vi. Recruitment of staff to run these businesses / 

facilities. 

vii. Rules & Regulations to govern these businesses/ 

facilities. 

viii. Fee structure of Club, Rangers Security Company, 

Schools and Hospitals.  

2. Pakistan Rangers Officers Club (PROC) 

(established in February, 2006) 

3. The Rangers Security Guards (Pvt) 

Limited 

(raised in March, 2014) 

4. Rangers Education System (42 

commercial / welfare schools in various 

urban and rural areas of Sindh) 

5. Sindh Rangers Hospital at Karachi, 

Sukkur, Hyderabad & Nawabshah. 

Without production of record, the source of funding and amount of funding for 

establishing these businesses / facilities could not be determined. Moreover, revenue earned 

from the businesses / facilities could also not be determined due to the subject reason. Audit 

contends that using public office for private purpose is illegal and unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that PAO may inquire the matter and issue of hindering the audit 

activity by not producing record. The inquiry report may be shared with audit. Moreover, the 

subject record may be produced to audit without any further delay. 

19.5.85 Recovery of Feeding Charges due to availing of Ration Allowance – Rs. 16.254 

million 

Para 10 of GFR Volume-1 states that every officer is expected to exercise the same 

vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. 

The management of Pakistan Rangers Sindh deputed the following strength for internal 

security on various events and incurred an expenditure of Rs. 16.254 million on feeding 

charges: 

(Rupees in million) 

S.No. Events Period Strength to be employed Feeding Charges 

1. August-September, 2020 7000 8.400 

2. October 2020 6240 3.744 

3. October/November 2020 6850 4.110 

Total: 16.254 

Audit observed that the feeding charges for the IS duties performed were allowed to the 

personnel performing duties but those were also allowed to draw Ration Allowance alongwith 

their monthly salary. 
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Audit is of the view that payment of feeding charges to the officers/officials already in 

receipt of Ration Allowance was irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that the feeding charges may be recovered and recovery may be got 

verified by audit. Audit further recommends that recovery of feeding charges of past 10 years 

may also be recovered and verified by audit. 

19.5.86 Non-reduction of IS Allowance by 45% while availing ration allowance - Rs. 

1,279.918 million 

Para 5 of the Joint Services Instruction dated 12.03.1978 for the employment of Service 

Officers; Personnel below Commissioned Rank, Non-Combatants (Enrolled) and Civilians 

paid from Defence Services Estimates in Aid of Civil Power provides that in the case of 

personnel below commissioned ranks governed under para 4 a and b if provided with free 

rations, there Daily Allowance (i.e., IS) will be reduced by 45%. 

The management of Pakistan Rangers Sindh incurred an expenditure of Rs. 

2,844,262,602 on IS Allowance to the employees for performing internal security duties during 

the financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed all the employees had been allowed IS Allowance at uniform rates.IS 

Allowance was not reduced to 45% in respect of the personnel’s below commissioned rank, 

Non-combatants and civilians. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity beside recovery 

of the same. The recovery position may be verified from audit. 

19.5.87 Over payment of IS Allowance 

Para 4(b) of the Joint Services Instruction dated 12.03.1978 for the employment of 

Service Officers; Personnel below Commissioned Rank, Non-Combatants (Enrolled) and 

Civilians paid from Defence Services Estimates in Aid of Civil Power states that when detailed 

for duty at the station of permanent posting and do not move out of HQ/Unit. (1) Daily 

Allowance will be admissible at half the rate. (2) where continuous period of duty exceeds 30 

days, the progressive reduction will be on the formula as under: 

i. For the first 30 days at full rate. 

ii. For the next 20 days at ¾ of full rate. 

iii. For the remaining period at ½ of full rate. 
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The management of Pakistan Rangers Sindh incurred an expenditure of Rs. 

2,844,262,602 on IS Allowance to the employees for performing internal security duties during 

the financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that all the officers/ officials who remained on the station of permanent 

posting and do not move out of HQ/Unit were also allowed the same rate of IS Allowance as 

was allowed to the officials / officers detached from the HQ/Unit. 

Audit is of the view that payment of IS Allowance at full rate and non-reduction as per 

above mentioned formula in respect of the officers/ officials is irregular and unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that IS Allowance in excess of the authorized may be recovered and 

got verified by audit 

Pakistan Coast Guards Karachi 

19.5.88 Procurement from other bidders instead of lowest bidders and loss to national 

exchequer – Rs. 24.471 million 

Rule 36 (b) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that (viii) after the evaluation and 

approval of the technical proposal the procuring agency, shall at a time within the bid validity 

period, publicly open the financial proposals of the technically accepted bids only. The 

financial proposal of bids found technically non-responsive shall be returned un-opened to the 

respective bidders, (ix) the bid found to be the lowest evaluated bid shall be accepted. 

The management of Pakistan Coast Guards incurred an expenditure of Rs. 24,470,774 

on account of various items from different suppliers during 2020-21. 

Audit observed that: 

i. As per Tender Document single stage two envelops bidding process was to be 

followed but no such process was followed and bids were not evaluated 

technically. 

ii. Quantity to be purchased was not mentioned in the bidding document. 

iii. The procurement committee neither evaluated bids technically nor considered the 

lowest bidder in financial bid opening. The procurement committee awarded 

contract to various bidders instead of lowest bidder and did not mention any 

reason behind it as it did not conduct technical evaluation of bids. 

The management awarded the items of contract to various bidders instead of lowest 

bidder.  

 

S# 
 
 

Item 

Purchased 

from 

Quantity Rate 

quoted by 

Qualified 

Firm 

Total Amount Rate 

quoted by 

Lowest 

Bidder 

TotalAs per 

Lowest 

Bidder 

Loss 
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1 
Printer HP 

Laser Jet 

400 

RBS 

Solutions 

30 59,250 1,777,500 46,500 1,395,000 382,500 

 

 

 
2 

Bullet Proof 

Jacket 

BSSF 

Enterprises 
444 114,786 50,964,984 99,800 44,311,200 6,653,784 

Bullet Proof 

Helmet 

400 27,980 11,192,000 27,550 11,020,000 172,000 

Bullet Proof 

Concealedvest 

 

235 
43,990 10,337,650 39,850 9,364,750 972,900 

 

 

 
3 

Computer set 

Core i-5 with 

complete 

accessories 

M/S 

Enterprises 

78 142,500 11,115,000 110,500 8,619,000 2,496,000 

Total 10,677,184 

Audit contends that the procurement committee extended illegal monetary favours to 

the contractors and caused a loss of Rs. 24.471 million to national exchequer. 

The management replied that contract was awarded to various firms on the basis of 

samples provided as well as quality items recommended by the technical board of officers and 

the items in question were selected and procured as quality prescribed in PPRA rule 2h(ii) i.e. 

“evaluated as the highest ranked bid or proposal on the basis of cost or quality or qualification 

or any combination thereof, as specified in the bidding documents or request for proposal 

documents which shall be in conformity with the selection techniques to be issued by the 

Authority. 

The reply is not accepted as the bidders were qualified for financial bids after 

acceptance of their technical proposals. Therefore the technically qualified and lowest 

evaluated bidders were supposed to be awarded the contract. 

Audit recommends that inquiry may be conducted and responsibility may be fixed. 

19.5.89 Unauthorized award of Civil Works - Rs. 20.823 Million 

Serial No. 9(46) of Annex-I of Finance Division O.M. No. F.3(2)Exp-III/2006 dated 

13.09.2006 provides that only the Ministries/Divisions have been empowered to incur 

expenditure up to Rs. 500,000 on works of non-residential building and no power has been 

delegated to the heads of departments for this purpose. 

General Financial Rule 192 states that when works allotted to a civil department other 

than the Public Works Department are executed departmentally, whether direct or through 

contractors, the form and procedure relating to expenditure on such works should be prescribed 

by departmental regulations framed in consultation with the Accountant-General generally on 

the principles underlying the financial and accounting rules prescribed for similar works carried 

out by the Public Works Department. 

The management of Pakistan Coast Guard Karachi called tender on 08.03.2020 for 

different Repair and Maintenance works of official and residential buildings and incurred an 

expenditure amounting to Rs. 20.823 million during the year 2020-21 through assignment 

account. Details are as under: 
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Cost center Head Description ExpenditureRs. 

HQ0874 A13301 Repair of office building 10,411,000 

HQ0874 A13302 Repair of residential building 10,412,000 

Total 20,823,000 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The Director General, Pakistan Coast Guard sanctioned the expenditure for 

repairs of office building and residential building for which he is not competent. 

ii. Technical staff / engineers for execution and monitoring of civil works is not 

available in the sanctioned strength of PCG, therefore, it is not eligible to execute 

these works. 

iii. The PCG has not got approved procedure for conducting the civil works as 

prescribed by the Pakistan Public Works Department vide GFR rule192. 

Moreover, technical sanction before award of work has not been achieved. 

iv. Audit also observed that Pakistan Coast Guard awarded contract of repair of 

buildings to the same firm from last three years which creates doubts on the 

tendering process and transparency. 

Audit contends that the expenditure incurred is irregular and unauthorized. 

The management replied that a case of increase in limits for sanctioned powers of the 

expenditures was taken up with the Ministry of Interior. The Finance Division granted approval 

that in case of amount exceeding than the limited power of Director General Pakistan Coast 

Guards, administrative approval, technical and Expenditure Sanction will be taken case to case 

basis through Ministry of Interior vide Ministry of Interior letter NO.1/25/2013-CAF(CG) 

dated 24.06.2014. 

The management has accepted the observation raised by the Audit. 

Audit recommends that unauthorized expenditure on civil work worth Rs. 80.823 

million may be regularized from the competent quarters. Audit also recommends that matter 

regarding award of contact to same firm from last few years may also be inquired and report 

may be submitted to audit. 

19.5.90 Loss to public exchequer by depriving benefits of competitive rates - Rs.41.716 

million 

Rule 12(2) of PPRA states that all procurement opportunities over two million rupees 

should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or newspapers 

having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at 

least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 

Rule 14 of PPRA Rules, 2004 states that it shall be mandatory for all procuring agencies 

to advertise all procurement requirements exceeding prescribed financial limit which is 

applicable under sub-clause (i) of clause (b) of rule 42. However under following circumstances 

deviation from the requirement is permissible with the prior approval of the Authority. 
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a) The proposed procurement is related to national security and its publication could 

jeopardize national security objectives; and 

b) the proposed procurement advertisement or notice or publication of it, in any manner, 

relates to disclosure of information, which is proprietary in nature or falls within the 

definition of intellectual property which is available from a single source. 

Management Pakistan Coast Guards Karachi incurred expenditure on procurement of 

physical assets amounting to Rs.41,716,956 during the financial year 2020-21. As detail below: 

Sr.# Nomenclature Cheque 
No. 

Date Quantity Rates Amounts 

OtherPhysicalAssets-09899      

1. TentLBS14x14feet(Margala Modified
 with PCG camoufladge Print) 

8085669 04.05.21 22 214,00000 4,708,000 

2. Tent 40LBS 8x12 Feet with PCG 
Camouflage Print 

8085669 04.05.21 10 115,000 1,150,000 

3 Mess Shelter with PCG Camouflage 
Print (Size24x14) 

8085669 04.05.21 1 268,996 268,996 

Total     6,126,996 

Ordinance-03954      

4 Tent 180LBS 14x14 Feet (Margalla 
Modified with PCG Camouflege Print) 

8290194 25.06.21 100 214000 21,400,000 

5 Tent 40LBS 8x12 Feetwith PCG 
Camouflege Print 

8290194 25.06.21 100 115000 11,500,000 

6 Mess Shelterwith PCG Camouflege 
Print 24x14 

8290194 25.06.21 10 268996 2,689,960 

Total     35,589,960 

GrandTotal     41,716,956 

Audit observed that: 

i. Procurement was made without calling open tender as per PPRA rules. 

ii. The said procurement was not covered under the term of national security as 

stipulated under Rule 14 of PPRA Rules 2004. 

Audit contends that public exchequer was put to loss by depriving the benefits of 

competitive rates. 

The management replied that direct procurement was made in light of the Ministry of 

Interior letter No.1/1/2017-CAF(C) dated 17.03.2017. 

The reply is not acceptable as procurement was not covered under the term of national 

security as stipulated under Rule 14 of PPRA Rules 2004. 

Audit recommends that responsibility of irregular procurement may be fixed on the 

officer(s) concerned. The management may inquire the mater and share report with audit. 
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19.5.91 Irregular expenditure due to non re-appropriation of funds from Finance 

Division - Rs. 222.283 million 

Section 11 of PFM Act 2019 states that Principal Accounting Officers may sanction, 

by thirty-first day of May each year, re-appropriation of funds from one expenditure item to 

another within a budget grant in the manner as may be prescribed. Provided that in an 

exceptional case of exigency, the Finance Division may extend the prescribed time limit before 

the close of the financial year. 

Para-7(l) of Financial Management and Powers of Principal Accounting Officers 

Regulations, 2021 states that the principal accounting officer shall be responsible to sanction 

expenditure as per the delegated financial powers. Such sanctioning of expenditure shall not 

exceed the allocated budget. Prior to approving of expenditure sanction, principal accounting 

officer shall ensure that the required budget is available in the relevant head of account. 

Sanctioning of expenditure shall be based on the purpose for which the funds are allocated. 

The management Pakistan Coast Guards Karachi incurred an expenditure of Rs. 

222.834 million from Budget Head A03954-Ordinance Stores during 2020-21.  

Audit observed that the expenditure was sanctioned from the irrelevant head of account 

in violation of the PAO Regulations, 2021. 

Audit is of the view that irrelevant budget head was utilized for procurement of physical 

assets to avoid re-appropriation of funds during June, 2021 as after 30th May, 2021 the DG 

Coast Guard was not empowered to re-appropriate funds from one head to another. 

The management replied that in pursuance of PM directives, capacity enhancement of 

CAFs, 2 Battalions (5th & 6th) have been raised for which 2x Technical Supplementary Grants 

of Rs. 294.118 million & 1157.158 million allocated vide MoI letter No.9/30/2020-2021 dated 

20th & 21st June, 2021 respectively. Which were supposed to be utilized within shortest period 

of one week before ending of June, 2021, so that re-appropriation could not be made due to 

lapse of date of re-appropriation vide section 14b of FM&PAO regulations 2021 and the funds 

were utilized against the same head, in which funds were allocated. 

The management has accepted the irregularity. 

Audit recommends that the irregular re-appropriation of funds may be regularized from 

the PAO and stop this practice in future. 

19.5.92 Irregular procurement of uniform without open competitive bidding - Rs. 

14.400 million 

Para 12(2) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that all procurement opportunities 

over three million Pakistani Rupees should be advertised on the Authority website as well as 

in other print media or newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the 

newspapers shall principally appear in at least two national dailies, one in English and the other 

in Urdu. 
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The management of Pakistan Coast Guards incurred an expenditure of Rs 14,400,000 

on account of procurement of uniform and protective cloths during financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that procurement was made directly from M/s BSF Enterprises after 

obtaining three quotations from different firms without any bidding process during March, 

2021. 

Audit contends that management of Pakistan Coast Guards violated PPRA rules during 

the process of procurement and caused loss to public exchequer by depriving benefits of 

competitive rates. 

The management replied that the items mentioned in para were security related. As per 

PPRA rule vide No.14a & b, items related to security may be procured without advertisement 

and calling open enders, which is further supported by Ministry of Interior vide letter 

No.1/1/2017-CAF(C) dated 17.03.2017. 

The reply is not acceptable as procurement was not covered under the term of national 

security as stipulated under Rule 14 of PPRA Rules 2004. Further, the management made 

procurement through quotations without any bidding process. 

Audit recommends that responsibility for irregular procurement may be fixed on the 

concerned and irregular procurement may be regularized from the quarters concerned. 

19.5.93 Irregular appointment of officers without obtaining approval of the Federal 

Government 

According to Para 4 of Pakistan Coast Guard Act 1973 “The Federal Government i.e 

Federal Cabinet may, by notification in the official Gazette, appoint any member of any of the 

Defence Services of Pakistan to be “Director General, Deputy Director General, Commandant 

and any other Commissioned Officer of any of the Defence Services of Pakistan with any other 

designation.” 

The management of Pakistan Coast Guards provided the sanctioned strength and 

available strength of the officer of armed forces working in PCG on abscondment as detail 

below: 

No. Rank Auth Held 

1 Brig 1 1 

2 Col 1 1 

3 Lt Col 6 7 

4 Cdr 1 1 

5 Maj 38 31 

6 Lt Cdr 2 1 

7 Cap 42 4 

8 Lt(PN) 4 1 

9 Civs Gazetted 3 1 

Total 98 48 
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The management of Pakistan Coast Guard neither provided record relating to 

appointment of officers nor provided any proof whether the appointments were made with the 

approval of Federal Government as required under the PCG Act, 1973. 

Audit is of the view that appointment of officers without the approval of the Federal 

Government is violation of the PCG Act, 1973. 

The management replied that MOI approved dispensed the submission of panel for 

secondment of Army Officers to CAF(except Head of Departments). Copy of Ministry of 

Defence letter No2/5/D-24/2013 dated 16.111.2016 & MoI letter No.2/5/2007-R(Punjab) dated 

24th April, 2007 are attached. Furthermore, posting order in respect of Head of Department 

was issued by Establishment Division vide their letter No.4/24/2009-E-4 dated 13th November, 

2019. 

The management has accepted the view point of the audit. 

Audit recommends that the approval from the Federal Government as required under 

the Act may be obtained for rest of the officers as enlisted in the table. 

District Office, Frontier Constabulary (DOFC), Gilgit 

19.5.94 Irregular payment of Civil Armed Forces (CAF) Allowance - Rs. 7.111 million 

Finance Division vide O.M No.F.1(7)Imp/2009-III dated 23.07.2009 granted an 

allowance equal to one month’s basic pay to the Civil Armed Forces Personnel including FC, 

NWFP and Balochistan deployed on the western front w.e.f. 01.07.2009. 

The management of District Office, Frontier Constabulary (DOFC), Gilgit paid an 

amount of Rs. 7.111 million as Civil Armed Forces (CAF) Allowance during 2020-21. 

Audit observed that CAF Allowance was paid to the personnel who were not deployed 

on the western front. 

Audit is of the view that CAF Allowance paid to the personnel of DOFC, Gilgit is 

violation of provisions of the Finance Division O.M No. F.1(7)Imp/2009-III dated 23.07.2009. 

Audit recommends regularization of the CAF Allowance from the Finance Division. 

19.5.95 Irregular maintenance and operation of Welfare Fund  

Rule 25 of GFR Vol-I states that all department regulations in so far as they embody 

orders of instructions of a financial character or have important financial bearing should be 

made by or with the approval of the Ministry of Finance.  

The management of District Office, Frontier Constabulary (DOFC), Gilgit established 

a Welfare Fund and bank accounts bearing No. PK67NBPA0425003036358627 (NBP, Gilgit) 

& No. 01191006715732 (Bank Alfalah, Gilgit) were being maintained for this purpose.  
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Audit observed that the Welfare Fund was established and maintained without the 

approval of the Finance Division. 

Audit is of the view that establishment and maintenance of Welfare Fund without the 

approval of Finance Division was irregular and unauthorized.  

Audit recommends that the case may be taken up with Finance Division for approval 

of the Welfare Fund. 

19.5.96 Irregular Disbursement of IS Duty Allowance through DDO - Rs. 55.538 

million 

Rule 157(1) of Federal Treasury Rules (FTRs) states that Cheques drawn in favour of 

Government officers and departments in settlement of Government dues shall always be 

crossed “A/c payee only--not negotiable”. 

The management of District Office, Frontier Constabulary (DOFC), Gilgit disbursed IS 

Duty Allowance amounting to Rs. 55.538 million from IS Duty Budget of Government of 

Gilgit-Baltistan during 2020-21. 

Audit observed that ISD Allowance was paid in cash instead of crossed cheques. 

Audit is of the view that payment of ISD Allowance amounting to Rs. 55.538 million 

in cash through DDO was irregular and unauthorized which may lead to misappropriation of 

funds. 

Audit recommends that irregular practice be stopped forthwith and payment of IS Duty 

Allowance be made through cross cheques. 

Deputy Commissioner Office, ICT, Islamabad under Ministry of Interior 

19.5.97 Irregular retention of COVID-19 Fund – Rs.12.415 million 

Office of the Deputy Commissioner ICT Islamabad was allocated an amount of Rs.50.00 

million vide Cheque No 81497658 dated 10.04.2020 by the National Disaster Management Authority 

(NDMA) Islamabad for covering activities related to COVID-19 such as hiring of hotels for quarantine, 

traveling charges and   provision of food to international passengers. 

The management of the office of Deputy Commissioner ICT, Islamabad incurred an 

expenditure of Rs. 37,585,253 from COVID Funds of Rs 50 million up to 30.06.21 leaving a balance 

of Rs 12,414,747. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The department retained un-utilized amount of Rs 12.415 million in current bank 

account No 4010124944, National Bank F-8 Branch Islamabad. 

ii. Operating of bank account by the Deputy Commissioner ICT Islamabad being 

single signatory was irregular. 
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iii. Separate bank account was not opened for funds related to COVID-19 and 

therefore proper reconciliation of this fund could not be carried out with the bank. 

Audit is of the view that retention of COVID-19 fund in a bank account of the office of the 

Deputy Commissioner Islamabad was irregular and unjustified. 

The management did not reply till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to fix the responsibility for non-surrendering of un utilized funds. 
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CHAPTER 20 

MINISTRY OF MARITIME AFFAIRS 

20.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3(3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (Asamended upto 23rdApril, 2019) following 

main business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions. 

1. National Planning, research and international aspects of: 

i) Inland water transport; and 

ii) Coastal shipping within the same Province. 

2. Diverted cargo belonging to the Federal Government. 

3. Navigation and shipping, including coastal shipping but not including shipping 

confined to one Province; safety of ports and regulation of matters relating to dangerous 

cargo. 

4. Light-houses, including lightships, beacons and other provisions for safety of shipping. 

5. Admiralty jurisdiction; offenses committed on the highseas. 

6. Declaration and delimitation of major ports and the constitution and power of 

authorities in such ports. 

7. Mercantile marine; planning for development and rehabilitation of Pakistan merchant 

navy; international shipping and maritime conferences and ratification of their 

conventions; training of seamen; pool for national shipping. 

8. Korangi Fisheries Harbor Authority, Karachi. 

9. Office for promotion of Deep Sea Fisheries Resources in Exclusive Economic Zone. 

10. Fishing and Fisheries beyond territorial waters. 

11. Quality Control Laboratory Karachi. 

12. Marine Fisheries Research Laboratory Karachi. 

13. Fisheries Training Centre/Deep Sea Fishing Vessel. 

14. Oceanography and Hydrological Research. 

15. Marine Biological Research Laboratory, Karachi. 

16. Welfare of Seamen; seamen Hostel Karachi. 

ATTACHEDDEPARTMENTS/AUTONOMOUSBODIES 

i.  Directorate of Maritime Fisheries, Karachi. 

ii.  Directorate of Dockworkers Safety, Karachi. 

iii.  Karachi Port Trust 
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iv.  Karachi Dockyard Labour Board 

v.  Pakistan Maritime Academy Karachi 

vi.  Shipping Master Karachi 

vii.  DG Ports & Shipping Karachi. 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited 

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited 

 (FY 2020-21)  

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 10 3 171,988.489 26,382.409 

2 
Assignment Accounts (Excluding 

FAP) 

- - - - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 
2 2 28,379.836 

- 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) - - - - 

 

20.2 CommentsonBudget&Accounts(VarianceAnalysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Maritime Affairs for the financial year 2020-21 was 

Rs.3,731.15 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.2,421.27 million. 

The Division had 3 current grant and 1 development grant. Grant-wise detail of current and 

development expenditure is as under: 

 

Grant 

No. 

Type of  

Grant 

Original 

Grant 

Supplementary 

Grant 

Surrender  

(-) 

Final  

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

113 Current 408.62 9.69 -56.34 361.96 344.58 -17.38 -4.80% 

114 Current 255.08 11.40 -6.27 260.20 252.83 -7.36 -2.83% 

115 Current 494.02 44.94 0.00 538.97 538.89 -24.74 -4.59% 

 Current Total 1,157.72 66.03 -62.62 1,161.13 1,136.31 -32.11 -2.77% 

190 Development 2,683.31 0.00 -113.29 2,570.03 1,284.95 -56.85 -2.21% 

 Grand Total 3,841.03 66.03 -175.90 3,731.15 2,421.27 -88.96 -2.38% 

Audit noted that there was an overall savings of Rs.88.96 million, which was due to 

less expenditure in grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget 

estimates, the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand 

that budget processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and 

assumptions and a coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed 

that there was savings of 2.21% with respect to Original grant which remain unchanged w.r.t 

Final Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 2.77% of 
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savings in expenditure w.r.t original allocation remain unchanged w.r.t final allocation, as 

depicted in the graph below: 

 

 

20.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.1,281,446.67million, were raised in this report 

during the current audit of Ministry Of Maritime Affairs. Summary of the audit observations 

classified by nature is as under: 

  (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record    3.90 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation 44,970.00 

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities 16,968.64 

B Procurement related irregularities  558.14 

C Management of account with commercial banks 51,800.21 

D Recovery 1,158,205.92 

E Internal Control 8,234.03 

4 Value for money and service delivery   10.19 

5 Others  695.65 

 

20.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2010-11 4 0 0 4 - 

2011-12 8 0 0 8 - 

2012-13 2 0 0 2 - 

2013-14 1 0 0 1 - 

2015-16 20 20 6 14 30 

2016-17 2 0 0 2 - 

2017-18 5 0 0 5 - 

2018-19 92 0 0 92 - 

2019-20 75 0 0 75 - 

2020-21 47 0 0 47 - 

Total 256 20 6 250 30 
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20.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Karachi Dock Labour Board, Karachi 

20.5.1 Doubtful payment to medical stores for local purchase over and above the cost 

of medicines– Rs 19.22 million 

Rule 13 of GFR states that in the discharge of his ultimate responsibilities for the 

administration of an appropriation or part of an appropriation placed at his disposal, every 

Controlling officer must satisfy himself not only that adequate provisions exist within the 

departmental organization for systematic internal checks calculated to prevent and detect errors 

and irregularities in the financial proceedings of its subordinate officers and to guard against 

waste and loss of public money, but also that the prescribed checks are effectively applied. For 

this purpose each Head of the Department will get the accounts of his office and those of the 

subordinate disbursing officers, if any, inspected at least once in every financial year by a 

Senior Officer not connected with the account matters to see whether effective system of 

internal check exists for securing regularity and propriety in the various transactions including 

receipt and issue of stores etc. 

The management provided a list of the number of patients checked by the doctors on 

the pay roll of KDLB. During the financial year 2020-21 the management incurred expenditure 

of Rs 88.035 million on account of local purchase of medicine as detailed below: 

         (Rupees in million) 
Sr Name of KDLB Doctor No of Patients Amount  

1 M Roshan 8342 4.021 

2 M Shoaib 461 0.001 

3 Anita Khursheed 18216 7.472 

4 Adil Hussain Arab 28847 15.011 

5 Amin Ismail 9 0 

6 Aneeta Adil 9166 3.344 

7 Hussain ud Din 40984 18.185 

8 Mahandar Bhatia 39397 18.234 

9 M Zafar 8309 3.790 

10 Naheed Kausar 5303 1.036 

11 Summaya Abdullah 12209 4.512 

12 Zahid Hussain 28578 12.429 

 Total  88.035 

Claims submitted by medical Stores & expense made 107.255 

Over payment/Fraudulent Payment 19.22  

Audit observed that: 

i. The Finance Department provided statement showing medical store-wise expenditure 

of Rs. 107.255 million on account of local purchase of medicine. 

ii. There is a difference of Rs 19.22 million between cost of medicines issued and the 

claims submitted by the medical stores. 
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iii. The patients purchased medicines on the prescription of the Doctors directly from the 

selected chemist/stores without any verification. 

iv. Out of stock medicines reported by the Doctors was Rs. 88.035 million by the patients  

Audit is of the view that claiming excess than the supplied medicine by the Medical 

Stores and acceptance of their claim by the KDLB management was doubtful. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired at appropriate level and report be shared 

with Audit. 

20.5.2 Unauthentic purchase of medicines due to non-existence of monitoring 

mechanism– Rs 107.255 million 

Para 23 of GFR Volume-I states that every Government officer should realize fully and 

clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government 

through fraud or negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for 

any loss arising from fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the 

extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

The management of KDLB incurred an expenditure of Rs 107,255,865 on account of 

local purchase of medicines from four panel medical stores during FY 2020-21. The details are 

as under: 

S.No Particulars Amount (Rs) 

1 M/s Haider Medicos 46,799,298 

2 Platinum Medical Store 55,937,089 

3 Danish Medical Store 2,912,503 

4 AA Medicos 1,606,985 

 Total 107,255,875 
 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The medicines amounting to Rs 55.937 million were purchased from M/s Platinum 

Medical store and of Rs. 46.799 million from M/s Haider Medicos. 

ii. As per available record services of M/s Danish Medicos and Platinum Medical Store 

were hired before 2002. 

iii. The services of the above medical stores were hired without open competition. 

iv. Approved rules & regulations for medical facility and hiring of services of four medical 

stores was not available on record. 

v. Mechanism to monitor the purchase of medicines by the patients from these stores was 

not observed as per record. Therefore, non-existence of control mechanism provides 

huge opportunity of misappropriation. 

Audit is of the view that there is a high possibility of fraud due to weak internal control 

and non-existence of control mechanism. Audit further contends that non-introduction of 

monitoring mechanism promotes collusion for misappropriation/fraud. 
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Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that an enquiry may be conducted at appropriate level and 

responsibility may be fixed. The report in this regard may be shared with audit. 

20.5.3 Recovery of overpayment on account of incentive to dock workers during 

holidays - Rs 103.216 million 

Clause 51 of the Scheme states that the Board in respect of the registered dock workers 

shall make rules, consistent with the labour laws, providing group insurance scheme, pension, 

gratuity, provident fund or any other welfare measures. The rules shall provide for the rate of 

contribution from the registered dock workers and the registered employers, the manner and 

method of payment and such other matters as may be considered necessary. 

As per KDLB letter No KDLB/Sectt/99/2021 dated 20 October, 2021 showing per hour 

rates of incentive for total hour work by worker @ Rs 74.04 p.h for day shift and @ 84.42 p.h 

for Night shift. However, in case of engagement at port on holidays, the payable double wages 

is as under:- 

Double Wages Rates 
Particulars Day Nights 

Daily wage x 2 1969.28 2271.22 

House Rent x 2 886.18 1022.08 

CLA 272.49 272.49 

Food Allowance 129.07 129.07 

Total 3257.02 3694.86 

 

The management of KDLB incurred an expenditure of Rs 67.069 million on account of 

payment of overtime to the workers during their engagement at port during holiday during the 

period 2020-21 as detailed below:- 

(Amount in rupees) 

Month 

No of Engagements  

(Holiday Pay) 

Avg Incentive 

Hrs claimed 

Incentive rates 

for holidays 

Incentive Amount 

Double 

Total Incentive 

Paid 

Overpayment 

of Incentive 

Day Night Total  Day Night Day Night     

Jul-20 2622 2114 4736 18 74.04 84.42 6,988,784  6,424,700      13,413,483        6,706,742  

Aug-20 2926 3164 6090 18 74.04 84.42 7,799,077  9,615,776      17,414,853        8,707,427  

Sep-20 2566 2696 5262 18 74.04 84.42 6,839,519  8,193,468      15,032,987        7,516,493  

Oct-20 4713 60 4773 18 74.04 84.42 12,562,219  182,347      12,744,566        6,372,283  

Nov-20 3401 3279 6680 18 74.04 84.42 9,065,161  9,965,274      19,030,436        9,515,218  

Dec-20 3869 3575 7444 18 74.04 84.42 10,312,587  10,864,854      21,177,441      10,588,721  

Jan-21 3177 2886 6063 18 74.04 84.42 8,468,103  8,770,900      17,239,003        8,619,502  

Feb-21 3111 3046 6157 18 74.04 84.42 8,292,184  9,257,160      17,549,343        8,774,672  

Mar-21 3024 3194 6218 18 74.04 84.42 8,060,291  9,706,949      17,767,240        8,883,620  

Apr-21 2668 2571 5239 18 74.04 84.42 7,111,394  7,813,578      14,924,971        7,462,486  

May-21 5189 4858 10047 18 74.04 84.42 13,830,968  14,764,045      28,595,013      14,297,507  

Jun-21 4283 42 4325 18 74.04 84.42 11,416,080  127,643      11,543,723        5,771,861  

                   206,433,060    103,216,530  
 

Audit observed that management irregularly paid incentive at double rate to the workers 

in addition to double wage during their engagement on holidays without any provision in the 

rules. 
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Audit is of the view that payment of incentive at double rate in violation of prevailing 

policy was irregular and may be recovered immediately. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that a detailed inquiry may be conducted to investigate the 

materiality of the issue and to calculate amount of double/irregular payment of overtime to 

dock workers since start of this irregular payment besides fixing responsibility on the officer 

concerned. 

20.5.4 Recovery of double overtime paid to dock workers during holidays - Rs 33.535 

million 

Clause 51 of the Scheme states that the Board in respect of the registered dock workers 

shall make rules, consistent with the labour laws, providing group insurance scheme, pension, 

gratuity, provident fund or any other welfare measures. The rules shall provide for the rate of 

contribution from the registered dock workers and the registered employers, the manner and 

method of payment and such other matters as may be considered necessary. 

As per KDLB letter No KDLB/Sectt/99/2021 dated 20 October, 2021 showing rates per 

hour rates of overtime for extra hour work @ Rs 93.61 per hour for day shift and @ 107.97 per 

hour for Night shift. However, in case of engagement on holidays, the payable double wages 

(not overtime) is as under:- 

Double Wages Rates 
Particulars Day Nights 

Daily wage x 2 1969.28 2271.22 

House Rent x 2 886.18 1022.08 

CLA 272.49 272.49 

Food Allowance 129.07 129.07 

Total 3257.02 3694.86 

 

The management of KDLB incurred an expenditure of Rs 67.069 million on account of 

payment of overtime to the workers during their engagement at port during holiday during the 

period 2020-21 as detailed below:- 

Amount in rupees 

Month 

No of Engagements  

(Double Pay) 

Average 

Incentive 

Hrs 

claimed 

Average 

OT Hrs 

claimed 

Overtime rates 

for holidays 

Overtime Amount 

(Double) 

Total Overtime 

Paid 

Overpayment 

of Overtime 

Day Night Total     Day Night Day Night     

Jul-20 2622 2114 4736 18 6 93.61 107.97     2,945,345      1,369,491        4,314,837        2,157,418  

Aug-20 2926 3164 6090 18 6 93.61 107.97     3,286,834      2,049,702        5,336,537        2,668,268  

Sep-20 2566 2696 5262 18 6 93.61 107.97     2,882,439      1,746,523        4,628,962        2,314,481  

Oct-20 4713 60 4773 18 6 93.61 107.97     5,294,207           38,869        5,333,076        2,666,538  

Nov-20 3401 3279 6680 18 6 93.61 107.97     3,820,411      2,124,202        5,944,613        2,972,307  

Dec-20 3869 3575 7444 18 6 93.61 107.97     4,346,125      2,315,957        6,662,082        3,331,041  

Jan-21 3177 2886 6063 18 6 93.61 107.97     3,568,788      1,869,609        5,438,396        2,719,198  

Feb-21 3111 3046 6157 18 6 93.61 107.97     3,494,649      1,973,260        5,467,908        2,733,954  

Mar-21 3024 3194 6218 18 6 93.61 107.97     3,396,920      2,069,137        5,466,057        2,733,028  

Apr-21 2668 2571 5239 18 6 93.61 107.97     2,997,018      1,665,545        4,662,563        2,331,281  

May-21 5189 4858 10047 18 6 93.61 107.97     5,828,907      3,147,110        8,976,017        4,488,009  

Jun-21 4283 42 4325 18 6 93.61 107.97     4,811,180           27,208        4,838,388        2,419,194  

          46,672,823  20,396,613     67,069,435      33,534,718  
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Audit observed that management irregularly paid double overtime in addition to the 

double wage to workers during their engagement on holidays without any provision in the rules. 

Audit is of the view that payment of double overtime is in violation of prevailing policy 

and may be recovered immediately. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that a detailed inquiry may be conducted to investigate the 

materiality of the issue and to calculate amount of double/irregular payment of overtime to 

dock workers since start of this irregular payment besides fixing responsibility on the officer 

concerned.  

20.5.5 Bogus payment of bonus – Rs 80.707 million 

According to the KDLB Resolution, three Bonus are being paid to dock workers @ 

37000 during Ramzan, Eid ul Fitar and Eid-ul-Azha.  

The management of KDLB paid an amount of Rs 395,947,400 on account of bonuses 

to dock workers during FY 2020-21. 

Audit observed that there is difference of Rs 80,707,400 in actual payment of bonus 

and calculation as per available strength:-  

Particulars Amount (Rs) 

Bonus Paid During the year (2020-21) 395,947,400  

Amount of three bonuses @37000 111,000 

Actual workers as per list including retired during the year 2840 

Actual Bonus Amount 315,240,000  

Difference (Paid-Actual) 80,707,400  

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired at appropriate level and report may be 

shared with Audit.  

20.5.6 Illegal appointment of 165 dock worker and expenditure thereof - Rs 827.160 

million 

Clause 2(1) of the Scheme states that the objective of the Scheme are to ensure greater 

regularity of employment for dock workers and to secure that an adequate number of dock 

workers and to secure that an adequate number of dock work, expeditious and economic turn-

round of ships and speedy transit of goods through the Port.  

Clause 8(b) of the Scheme states that the Board shall be responsible for increase or 

decrease the number of registered dock worker in any category on the register from time to 

time as may be necessary after a periodical review of the registers and anticipated requirements 

{provided that the decrease in number of registered dock if required, shall be on the principle 

of last in first out basis and once number of registered dock workers on the roster of the Board 
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is identified as surplus, the Board shall not allow any fresh registration of dock workers, 

including registration of sons of the retired or deceased dock workers in their place.  

Para 12 of the judgment of the High Court of Sindh in case C.P No.D-2187 of 2015 the 

management of KDLB briefed the court as under: 

“In 2000 KDLB has strength of Dock Workers about 6000 and Administrative Staff strength was 

285. Due to automization in cargo handling the requirement of workers was considerably reduced. 

The Government banned the registration of dock workers till strength is rationalized to 1700 dock 

workers as prescribed by the Board, and Board has rationalized the Administrative staff strength to 

159. Doctors strength was 16 in year 2000 including Chief Medical Officer. The dock workers 

strength since 2000 have been reduced to 2761, accordingly strength of dependents also reduced 

from 46000 to 22000.” 

The management of KDLB provided list of dock workers showing their date of 

appointment which revealed that 165 dock workers were appointed during the 2020-21. The 

average salary of a Dock Worker during June 2021 is as under:- 

Month Nature of wages  Amount 

June 2020-21 Paid by KDLB 183,570,911 

June 2020-21 Paid by Stevedore 179,525,170 

Total 363,096,081 

No of Workers 2678 

Average Salary 135,585  

Audit observed as under:  

i. The management did not provide the record of appointments of these workers, 

however, they informed that these workers were appointed being sons of those 

workers who were declared medically unfit.  

ii. No provision for appointment under such condition was available in the Scheme, 

1973 (Repealed).  

iii. The government has already banned the registration of dock workers till the strength 

rationalized to 1700.  

iv. The average salary (Rs. 135,585) expenditure on retention of 165 dock worker 

based on dock workers’ wages and allowances for the years 2020-21 comes to Rs 

22.372 million. 

 Audit is of the view that the management failed to maintain the required level of dock 

workers and appointment of additional 165 workers is illegal and resulted an extra expenditure 

of Rs. 22.372 million 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired at appropriate level, responsibility may 

be fixed upon officer responsible for illegal posting. The report may be shared with audit.  
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20.5.7 Recovery of double payment of house rent allowance during holidays - 

Rs.76.65  million 

Clause 51 of the Scheme states that the Board in respect of the registered dock workers 

shall make rules, consistent with the labour laws, providing group insurance scheme, pension, 

gratuity, provident fund or any other welfare measures. The rules shall provide for the rate of 

contribution from the registered dock workers and the registered employers, the manner and 

method of payment and such other matters as may be considered necessary. 

As per KDLB letter No KDLB/Sectt/99/2021 dated 20.10.2021 showing rates of double 

wage being paid to dock workers engaged at port on the requisition of stevedores is as under:- 

Particulars Day Nights 

Daily wage x 2 1969.28 2271.22 

House Rent x 2 886.18 1022.08 

CLA 272.49 272.49 

Food Allowance 129.07 129.07 

Total 3257.02 3694.86 

 

The management of KDLB incurred an expenditure of Rs 153,330,967 on account of 

double HRA to dock workers for engagement on holidays during the period 2020-21 as detailed 

below:- 

 

 

(Amount in Rupees) 

Month 

No of Engagements  

(Double Pay) 

Rate of HRA  

(Double) 
Amount of HRA 

Total Overpayment 

Day Night Total Day Night Day Night 

Jul-20 2622 2114 4736   1,969.28    2,271.22      5,163,452      4,801,359        9,964,811        4,982,406  

Aug-20 2926 3164 6090   1,969.28    2,271.22      5,762,113      7,186,140      12,948,253        6,474,127  

Sep-20 2566 2696 5262   1,969.28    2,271.22      5,053,172      6,123,209      11,176,382        5,588,191  

Oct-20 4713 60 4773   1,969.28    2,271.22      9,281,217         136,273        9,417,490        4,708,745  

Nov-20 3401 3279 6680   1,969.28    2,271.22      6,697,521      7,447,330      14,144,852        7,072,426  

Dec-20 3869 3575 7444   1,969.28    2,271.22      7,619,144      8,119,612      15,738,756        7,869,378  

Jan-21 3177 2886 6063   1,969.28    2,271.22      6,256,403      6,554,741      12,811,143        6,405,572  

Feb-21 3111 3046 6157   1,969.28    2,271.22      6,126,430      6,918,136      13,044,566        6,522,283  

Mar-21 3024 3194 6218   1,969.28    2,271.22      5,955,103      7,254,277      13,209,379        6,604,690  

Apr-21 2668 2571 5239   1,969.28    2,271.22      5,254,039      5,839,307      11,093,346        5,546,673  

May-21 5189 4858 10047   1,969.28    2,271.22    10,218,594    11,033,587      21,252,181      10,626,090  

Jun-21 4283 42 4325   1,969.28    2,271.22      8,434,426           95,391        8,529,817        4,264,909  

Total   153,330,976      76,665,488  

 

Audit observed that management paid double wages for holiday engagement including 

double house rent allowance to Dock Workers. 

Audit is of the view that payment of double HRA is unjustified therefore amount of Rs 

76.665 was over paid and same may be recovered immediately. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that a detailed inquiry may be conducted to investigate the 

materiality of the issue and to calculate amount of double/irregular payment of overtime to 

dock workers since start of this irregular payment besides fixing responsibility on the officer 

concerned.  
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20.5.8 Un-justified expenditure on account of bonus to Dock Workers - Rs 395.947 

million 

According to the KDLB Resolution, three Bonus are being paid to dock workers @ 

37000 during Ramzan, Eid ul Fitr and Eid-ul-Azha.  

The management of KDLB paid an amount of Rs 395,947,400 on account of bonuses 

to dock workers during FY 2020-21 

Audit observed that:- 

i. All workers were paid bonus without linking it with the individual’s performance 

ii. KDLB is already in deficit of Rs 753.671 million, therefore, there is no justification 

for payment of bonus. The details of income and expenditure is as under: 

Particulars Amount 

Income during 2020-21 1,541,069,432 

Expenditure during 2020-1 2,294,741,172 

Deficit -753,671,740 

Audit is of the view that keeping in mind the financial position of entity, payment of 

bonus to all workers without linking their performance was unjustified. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that the attune practice of payment of bonus may be stopped hence 

forth.  

20.5.9 Recovery of overpayment due to inclusion of House Rent Allowance in 

emolument reckonable for pension – Rs 101.123 million 

The Board in its 235th meeting held on 20.01.1996 approved that pension scheme as 

per Government Rules shall be made applicable to the dock workers w.e.f 01.07.1996. Wage 

granted under clause 29 of the Karachi dock Workers (Regulation of Employment) Scheme 

1973 form the basis for calculation and payment of pension to the dock workers. 

The KDLB workers drawing following monthly guaranteed minimum wages and HRA: 

Shift  Monthly Pay  HRA 45% Total 

Day  35,177 15,830 51,007 

Night  39,707 17,867 57,574 

 

The management of KDLB incurred an expenditure of Rs 325,837,854 on account of 

gratuity to dock workers during the period 2020-21. 

Audit observed that management included house rent allowance in the pension 

emoluments at the time of retirement of Dock Workers and paid 100% commuted value of 

pension as gratuity. Resultantly, an amount of Rs 101,123,635 (31% of 325,837,854) was over 

paid to the workers. 
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Audit is of the view that KDLB funds were put to loss due to inclusion of HRA in 

pension emoluments.  

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that irregular practice may be stopped forthwith and responsibility 

may be fixed on the concerned beside recovery of the overpaid amount from pension. 

Moreover, responsibility of overpayment may be fixed on the ED, KDLB for approving the 

irregular payments. 

20.5.10 Recovery of overpayment of wages to dock workers – Rs. 124.173 million 

Rule 13 of GFR states that in the discharge of his ultimate responsibilities for the 

administration of an appropriation or part of an appropriation placed at his disposal, every 

Controlling officer must satisfy himself not only that adequate provisions exist within the 

departmental organization for systematic internal checks calculated to prevent and detect errors 

and irregularities in the financial proceedings of its subordinate officers and to guard against 

waste and loss of public money, but also that the prescribed checks are effectively applied.  

On the request of stevedores the management of KPT engaged their workers at port 

area and paid accumulated wages after receipt from stevedores as detailed below:- 

Particulars Day Shift Night Shift 

Wages and others 1829.29 per day 2048.21 per day 

Audit worked out engagement record as of June, 2021 on sample basis as detailed 

below: 

No of 

Engagement 

Workers 

engaged 

No of days for 

each worker 

Average 

Accumulated 

wage rate 

Amount to be 

paid 
Actually paid Difference 

35865 2595 13.82081 1938 69,506,370  76,508,736   7,002,366  

27706 2663 10.40406 1938 53,694,228  63,297,312  9,603,084  

      16,605,450 

Average overpayment 12% 

Audit observed that during August, 2020 and June 2021 an amount of Rs 16.605 million 

was over paid on account of accumulated wages at an average rate of 12% per month. On this 

basis, an amount of Rs.124.173 million was over paid to dock worker at an average of 12% per 

month for the FY 2020-21. The details are as under:- 

Month   Accumulated wages paid   Average 12% overpaid  

July 2020            69,064,788           8,287,775  

Aug 2020            63,297,312           7,595,677  

Sep 2020            92,523,191          11,102,783  

Oct 2020            72,951,807           8,754,217  

Nov 2020            97,949,382          11,753,926  

Dec 2020          113,770,285          13,652,434  

Jan 2021            97,319,876          11,678,385  

Feb 2021            81,387,421           9,766,491  

Mar 2021            90,864,773          10,903,773  

Apr 2021            97,468,965          11,696,276  

May 2021            81,668,492           9,800,219  

June 2021            76,508,736           9,181,048  
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        1,034,775,028        124,173,003  

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that overpaid amount may be recovered and responsibility may be 

fixed on the person at the helm of affairs under verification by audit.  

20.5.11 Non-preparation and certification of financial statements since Financial Year 

2015-16. 

Clause 8 (p) of the Karachi Dock Workers (Regulation of Employment) Scheme, 1973 

states that “the Board shall be responsible for dealing with all matters of policy and in particular 

may appoint before the commencement of each financial year a recognized firm of auditors to 

audit its accounts”. 

The financial statements of 2008-09 of KDLB were audited by a firm of Chartered 

Accountant firm but the financial statements for the years 2015-16 to 2020-21 were neither 

prepared nor got audited by a Chartered Accountant firm. 

Audit is of the view that non-provision of audited financial statements was a violation 

of the Dock Workers (Regulation of Appointment) Act. Moreover, non-preparation and 

certification of financial statement is a deliberate attempt to hide irregularity, misappropriation 

and fraud. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for non-preparation of financial 

statements that were required to be prepared and got audited from Chartered Accountants and 

missing financial statements be prepared without any further delay. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

The financial statement since 20015-16 to 2020-21 may be audited and got verified 

from Audit. 

20.5.12 Recovery of outstanding rent of KDLB properties from the tenants - Rs 81.913 

million 

GFR-26 Vol-I states that “Subject to any special arrangement that may be authorised 

by competent authority with respect to any particular class of receipts, it is the duty of the 

departmental Controlling officers to see that all sums due to Government: are regularly and 

promptly assessed, realised and duly credited in the Public Account”.  

The management of KDLB has rented out the five floors with covered area 85924 Sq 

ft to different private/government offices.  

Audit observed that an amount of Rs 81.913 million is outstanding against 11 offices. 

No effort was made to recover the outstanding rent from the tenants. Detail is given below:  

Sr No. Name of Tenant Outstanding rent upto 

30.06.2021 
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1 Al Karam Textile                   3,606,306  

2 A Razaq 496,112 

3 Eful Ins 1,531,354 

4 Inshipping 2,203,312 

5 In Survey 5,834,966 

6 Mega Trans 992,131 

7 Imran Crown 1,174,542 

8 Ibrahim Textiles 1,287,000 

9 Innovative Integration 624,645 

10 UBL 2,035,685 

11 Xpress Feeders 3,149,312 

12 Amna Industries 961,000 

13 Gul Agencies 354,609 

14 Meezan Bank 871,794 

15 ZS Logistics 535,680 

16 Cess Pak Cargo 1,512,000 

17 Megatech 319,200 

18 DG Ports and Shipping 54,423,530 

  Total               81,913,178  

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of outstanding rent from the tenants is a serious 

lapse on the part of the management. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that the outstanding rent may be recovered from the tenants and 

recovery may be verified by audit. 

20.5.13 Doubtful payment of wages in absence of authentic attendance record of the 

workers-Rs. 211.034 million 

Clause 417(1) of the Schemes states that states subject to the conditions set out in this 

clause and clause 42, when in any wage period a registered dock worker in Register I is 

available for work but is not given employment or full employment, he shall be entitled to 

receive from the Board such amounts as may be admissible to him under Clauses 29, 30 and 

32.  

Clause 27(3) of the Scheme states that register dock workers of each category shall be 

allocated work by rotation. 

The management of KDLB maintaining a roster of 2,701 registered dock workers. 

During 2020-21, Rs 1.034 million (excluding overtime and incentive) was paid to the engaged 

workers through stevedores as detailed below:-  

Month  Accumulated wages paid  

July 2020            69,064,788  

Aug 2020            63,297,312  

Sep 2020            92,523,191  

Oct 2020            72,951,807  

Nov 2020            97,949,382  

Dec 2020          113,770,285  

Jan 2021            97,319,876  

Feb 2021            81,387,421  
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Mar 2021            90,864,773  

Apr 2021            97,468,965  

May 2021            81,668,492  

June 2021            76,508,736  

        1,034,775,028  

The average employment of the dockworkers for the last many years was almost 50% 

of the total strength. As per calculation, each worker remain idle for more than 11 days in a 

month as under:-  

Total Average Guaranteed Wage (GW) per month Rs 56,015,385 

Total Workers  2701 

Average GW Per Worker/month 20738.75787 

Average Per day GW (Night & Day Shifts) Rs 1,810 

Average Idle days of each worker/month 11.45 

Average Engaged Days for each worker 18.55 

Audit observed as under:  

i. The management did not devise any system for marking attendance of the 

dockworkers at closing hours to ascertain the physical presence of the dockworkers. 

ii. The engaged workers are normally engaged other workers at port to perform their 

work on payment, therefore, most of the workers use this facility for only money 

making. 

Audit is of the view that payment of wages without authentic record of attendance was 

irregular and unauthorized. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired at Ministry’s level and report be 

provided to Audit.   

20.5.14 Under fixation of monthly rents than market rates and renting out KDLB 

building without open competition – Rs. 4.801 million 

Clause 4(2) of the Schemes states that Board shall be a body corporate by the name 

aforesaid, having perpetual succession and common seal, with power to acquire, hold and 

dispose of property, both movable and immovable, and to contract, and shall by the said name 

sue and be sued. 

Rules 20 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that save as otherwise provided 

hereinafter, the procuring agencies shall use open competitive bidding as the principal method 

of procurement for the procurement of goods, services and works. 

The management of KDLB rent out five floors of main building to thirty different 

organizations and generating an amount of Rs 8,214,560 on account of Rent. 
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After scrutiny of available files of 16 properties, it has been observed that lease was 

granted to different tenants at different rates at same floor without open auction. The loss 

calculated on the basis of highest rent of same floor or upper floor comes to Rs 4.801 million. 

Floor-wise highest rates 
S.No. Floor Rate per Sq.Ft 

1. Ground Floor 125 

2. First Floor 99 

3. Second Floor 99 

4. Third Floor No record provided 

5. Fourth Floor 85.80 

6. Fifth Floor 125 

 

Loss due to renting out of KDLB building on lower rates: 

 

Sr Tenant Floor 
Area 

Sq/ft 
Mode of revision 

 Rate /  Sq 

ft  
 Period  

Highest 

rate at 

Floor  

 Dirff-  
 Per year 

loss  

 Loss during 

lease period of 

three years  

i.  SAS Pak Cargo 1 6000 

24% after every 3 

years 

            
42.00   2020-21  99    57.00  

       
342,000  

            
1,026,000  

ii.  Innovative Integration 2 1050 

            

99.00   2020-21            99          -                     -    

                        

-    

iii.  Amna Industry 2 3978 10% P.A 
            
77.94   2020-21            99    21.06  

         
83,777  

               
251,330  

iv.  
X-Press Feeders Shipping 

Agency 2 2958 8% per anum 

            

64.00   2020-21            99    35.00  

       

103,530  

               

310,590  

v.  
Imran Crown Cork Pvt 
Ltd 4 2572 

24% after every 3 
years 

            
85.80   2020-21       85.80          -                     -    

                        
-    

vi.  MEGA Tech  4 5968 

24% after every 3 

years 

            

76.26   2020-21       85.80      9.53  

         

56,894  

               

170,681  

vii.  Gul Agency Pvt Ltd 4 961 
24% after every 3 
years 

            
61.50   2020-21       85.80    24.29  

         
23,347  

                 
70,040  

viii.  Razaq Baramichari 5 750 10% pa 

            

96.17   2020-21          125    28.83  

         

21,623  

                 

64,868  

ix.  Saif Textile Mill 5 600 
24% after every 3 
years 

            
69.00   2020-21          125    56.00  

         
33,600  

               
100,800  

x.  Insurvey Pak Pvt Ltd G 8280 

24% after every 3 

years 

            

94.57   2020-21          125    30.43  

       

251,960  

               

755,881  

xi.  Megat Trans Pvt Ltd G 2000 
24% after every 3 
years 

            
90.15   2020-21          125    34.85  

         
69,700  

               
209,100  

xii.  Inshipping Pvt Ltd G 1000 

24% after every 3 

years 

            

64.26   2020-21          125    60.74  

         

60,740  

               

182,220  

xiii.  Inshipping Pvt Ltd G 3000 
24% after every 3 
years 

            
64.26   2020-21          125    60.74  

       
182,220  

               
546,660  

xiv.  
Bashir Siddique Goods 

Transport G 2000 

24% after every 3 

years 

            

64.00   2020-21          125    61.00  

       

122,000  

               

366,000  

xv.  ZS Logistics G 1600 

24% after every 3 

years 

            

55.80   2020-21          125    69.20  

       

110,720  

               

332,160  

xvi.  Road King petroleum G 2000 

24% after every 3 

years 

            

55.80   2020-21          125    69.20  

       

138,400  

               

415,200  

                   4,801,530  
 

The management of KDLB did not provide files of remaining properties. 

Audit is of the view that KDLB funds are facing recurring loss due to this irrational 

policy of leasing. Further, there is a high probability that KDLB management has collusion 

with tenants and granting them favour in shape of fixing less rent. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired at appropriate level and responsibility 

may be fixed on the concerned, loss recovered and verified by audit.  
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Karachi Port Trust 

20.5.15 Financial review of KPT for 10 years (2010-11 to 2020-21) – Risk of 

Unsustainability. 

During course of Audit, financial review of KPT for last ten years was conducted. The 

financial review of KPT reflects the following trend. 

 

Graph-I Graphical view of Financial position of  KPT during last 10 years 

(For the purpose of analysis, FY 2010-11 has been taken as base year) 

i. There is a continuous decreasing trend of surplus available to KPT during the decade 

and final, being 2019-20, the surplus of KPT was not only totally exhausted but the 

entity registered deficit of Rs 38 million. However, during 2020-21, there is slight 

recovery of surplus due to positive fluctuation of USD rate and conversion of USD into 

PKR reflected surplus of Rs 1.777 billion. Had the dollar rate did not increase 

abnormally high, the deficit would be phenomenally very high. 

ii. During financial years 2011-12, 2013-14, 2014-15, 2015-16 and 2016-17 recorded 

negative growth in income at the rate of -3, -6, -16, -8, & -1 respectively, during last 

decade. However, during 2016-17, the SAPTL kicked off operation and started 

contribution to KPT’s revenue, therefore, -8% growth (2015-16) translated into -1% 

growth in 2016-17. To sum up, the decade registered growth of income from -3% to 

33% at close of FY 2020-21  

iii. The KPT had registered unusually very high rate of expenditure as compared to base 

year (2010-11). During 2010-11. The total reported expenditure was 7.31 billion while 

the following year 2011-12 registered 60% increase in expenditure (11.68 billion). The 

increasing trend of expenditure went upto 2018-19 (from 69%  increase to 183% 

increase), however, FY 2019-20 registered a little pause to expenditure as compare to 

previous years, only to take an extra ordinary jump in expenditure from Rs 20.595 

billion to Rs 23.064 billion in the following year (2020-21). In short, the expenditure 

was Rs 7.31 billion in 2010-11 and it increased to Rs 23.064 billion in 2020-21 (215% 

increase).  
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iv. To cap it all, during 2010-11 to 2020-21, income recorded -3% to 33% growth while 

expenditure recorded 60-215% increase. If the trend continues, KPT would incur 

regular loss and would become unsustainable but thanks to currency fluctuation, it is 

floating.     

Amount in million 

Period 
Total 

Income 

Increase (+) 

Decrease (-) 

Base Year 

2010-11 

Expen-

diture 

Increase (+) 

Decrease (-) 

Base Year 

2010-11 

Surplus / 

(Deficit) 

Increase (+) 

Decrease (-) 

Base Year 

2010-11 

2010-11 18,728   7,313   11,415   

2011-12 18,236 -3% 11,683 60% 6,553 -43% 

2012-13 20,103 7% 12,363 69% 7,740 -32% 

2013-14 17,537 -6% 12,759 74% 4,778 -58% 

2014-15 15,820 -16% 12,482 71% 3,338 -71% 

2015-16 17,279 -8% 14,611 100% 2,669 -77% 

2016-17 18,470 -1% 16,323 123% 2,147 -81% 

2017-18 18,849 1% 17,703 142% 1,146 -90% 

2018-19 21,405 14% 20,701 183% 703 -94% 

2019-20 20,557 10% 20,595 182% -38 -100% 

2020-21 24,841 33% 23,065 215% 1,777 -84% 

  211,825  169,596      

Table No-1 financial review of KPT for 10 years 

The management replied that expenditure was increased due to the fact that it has not 

only been impacted by inflation, but also other factors such as, but not limited to, global oil 

prices, global spares prices and dollar appreciation. Furthermore, during this time period KPT 

(in 2017-18), due to legal issues, has been barred from handling coal which contributed approx. 

7 million M/Tons per annum to cargo handling of KPT. Despite these and many other 

challenges (such COVID) KPT has strived and succeeded in handling record Cargo (approx. 

55 million M/Tons in 2017-18) which has bolstered the National Exchequer in terms of custom 

duties and other applicable taxes collected. Also, for the current financial year (2021-22) it is 

expected that KPT will realize a profit of approximately Rs.2 billion. 

The reply of the management is not in accordance with observations.  

Major issues and recommendations are given in the observation statements following 

it.  

20.5.16 High risk of fraud by KICT on KPT’s Revenue - Rs. 17.984 billion 

Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions 

of the Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action 

under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

Rule 15 of GFR states that every officer whose duty it is to prepare and render any 

accounts or returns in respect of public money or stores is personally responsible for their 

completeness and strict accuracy and their dispatch within the prescribed date. 
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Article 27.6.1 & 27.6.2 of implication agreement between KPT and TOCs states that 

the sponsor shall make arrangement for the appointment as auditor to TOC of a firm of 

independent chartered accountant. KPT shall have the right to conduct special audit only in 

respect of royalty, payments and KPT charges collected by TOC. TOC shall promptly furnish 

to KPT such information as KPT may from time to time reasonably request and permit 

representative of KPT on notice and during TOCs regular business hours to visit the terminal 

and any of the other premises where the business of TOC is conducted and to have access to 

its books of accounts and record for conducting audits. 

The management of KPT reported that an amount of Rs 17,983,653,007  has been 

received from KICT on account of Royalty and Wharfage for the period 1998-99 to 2020-21 

as detailed below: 

Period  Royalty  Wharfage  Total (Rs.) 

1998-99            16,006,908  Not provided              16,006,908  

1999-2000            55,056,941  Not provided              55,056,941  

2000-01            81,056,469  Not provided              81,056,469  

2001-02            86,252,396  Not provided              86,252,396  

2002-03            82,334,808  Not provided              82,334,808  

2003-04            94,398,916  Not provided              94,398,916  

2004-05          102,976,555  Not provided            102,976,555  

2005-06          138,706,623  Not provided            138,706,623  

2006-07          167,530,255  Not provided            167,530,255  

2007-08          182,594,295  Not provided            182,594,295  

July-Nov 2008          110,498,084  Not provided            110,498,084  

Nov 2008-June 2009          138,927,416  Not provided            138,927,416  

2009-10          351,139,499  Not provided            351,139,499  

2010-11          389,591,155  Not provided            389,591,155  

2011-12          402,722,597  699,889,793          1,102,612,390  

2012-13          474,060,100  810,760,695          1,284,820,795  

2013-14          508,314,929  837,397,410          1,345,712,339  

2014-15          653,113,286  916,388,080          1,569,501,366  

2015-16       1,066,933,841  1,132,227,152         2,199,160,993  

2016-17          909,480,760  1,037,254,425          1,946,735,185  

2017-18          905,139,434  847,247,991          1,752,387,425  

2018-19          880,194,678  730,804,529          1,610,999,207  

2019-20          840,877,491  547,515,782          1,388,393,273  

2020-21       1,095,918,158  690,341,556          1,786,259,714  

Total   9,733,825,594      8,249,827,413    17,983,653,007  

Audit observed that:- 

i. The revenue received from KICT by KPT was not being reconciled with the record of 

KICT since its inception. 

ii. No action was reported by the management against TOCs regarding observations made 

by the external audit firm. 

iii. As per record provided to audit, only once in last 23 years of signing of implementation 

agreement audit of TOCs was conducted by a CA firm for 5 years from 2013-18 during 

May, 2020 and during this audit, complete record was not provided to third party 

auditors. 
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iv. The royalty and wharfage collected by the management of TOCs was based on the 

Electronic Data Interface (EDI) of each ship showing complete detail of containers. 

Vessel Departure Report (VDR) is prepared by the management of TOCs on the basis 

of said EDI and bills of royalty and wharfage were generated. 

v. However, the primary document, EDI on the basis of which verification of container’s 

movement can be made, was not provided to audit besides several requisitions, visits 

and verbal requests.  

vi. The KPT management hired services of external auditor M/s Crowe Hussain Choudhry 

& Co to audit of royalty and other charges collected by TOCs for the period 2013-2018 

and the auditor gave qualified opinion mainly due unauthentic verification mechanism 

and incomplete record. 

Audit is of the view that revenue record maintained by KPT is unauthentic and not 

being reconciled since outsourcing of operations to KICT.  

The management replied that terminal operating corporation (TOC’s) are operating at 

the port under their respective agreements for handling import/export at container volumes at 

the port of Karachi. They collect charges from their customers and pay wharfage and royalty 

to KPT. The basis of calculation of these charges is the vessel departure report (VDR).  The 

information is shared with the custom authorities and other agencies at the port.  Imports / 

Exports are only passed after r clearance of customs, so it is not possible that imports / exports 

container are not accounted for. However to match VDR data with EDI data, KPT Management 

is hiring services of an External Auditors as allowed under agreements to carry out 100% audit 

of transactions of these TOC’s.  

The reply of the management is not satisfactory as KPT failed to hire services of 

external auditors till date. Audit recommends that a Forensic Audit may be conducted for the 

whole period of operations by KICT to check the authenticity of receipts of KPT.  

20.5.17 High risk of fraud by PICT on KPT’s Revenue - Rs 13.617 billion 

Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions 

of the Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action 

under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

Rule 15 of GFR states that every officer whose duty it is to prepare and render any 

accounts or returns in respect of public money or stores is personally responsible for their 

completeness and strict accuracy and their dispatch within the prescribed date. 

Article 27.6.1 & 27.6.2 of implication agreement between KPT and TOCs states that 

the sponsor shall make arrangement for the appointment as auditor to TOC of a firm of 

independent chartered accountant. KPT shall have the right to conduct special audit only in 

respect of royalty, payments and KPT charges collected by TOC. TOC shall promptly furnish 

to KPT such information as KPT may from time to time reasonably request and permit 
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representative of KPT on notice and during TOCs regular business hours to visit the terminal 

and any of the other premises where the business of TOC is conducted and to have access to 

its books of accounts and record for conducting audits. 

The management of KPT reported that an amount of Rs 13,617,119,444 has been 

received from PICT on account of Royalty and Wharfage since 2002-03 to 2020-21 as detailed 

below:- 

Period  Royalty   Wharfage   Total (Rs.)  

2002-03                    42,433,023  Not provided                    42,433,023  

2003-04                    74,152,316  Not provided                    74,152,316  

2004-05                  251,241,047  Not provided                  251,241,047  

2005-06                  237,619,597  Not provided                  237,619,597  

2006-07                  285,856,006  Not provided                  285,856,006  

2007-08                  356,437,085  Not provided                  356,437,085  

2008-09                  431,217,037  Not provided                  431,217,037  

2009-10                  522,348,999  Not provided                  522,348,999  

2010-11                  573,397,997  Not provided                  573,397,997  

2011-12                  538,172,165                       497,193,304                1,035,365,469  

2012-13                  573,056,948                       474,084,346                1,047,141,294  

2013-14                  667,326,178                       575,096,277                1,242,422,455  

2014-15                  749,035,490                       200,669,131                   949,704,621  

2015-16                  882,455,081                       264,562,819                1,147,017,900  

2016-17                  768,013,398                       256,064,733                1,024,078,131  

2017-18                  765,529,127                       225,081,598                   990,610,725  

2018-19                  785,026,412                       202,295,240                   987,321,652  

2019-20                  864,279,162                       178,469,788                1,042,748,950  

2020-21               1,146,905,221                       229,099,918                1,376,005,139  

 Total          10,514,502,290                3,102,617,154          13,617,119,444  

Audit also observed that:- 

i. The revenue received from PICT by KPT was also not being reconciled with the record 

of KICT since its inception. 

ii. No action was reported by the management against TOCs regarding observations made 

by the external audit firm. 

iii. As per record provided to audit, only once in last 19 years of signing of implementation 

agreement audit of PICT was conducted by the KPT for only 5 years from 2013-18 

during May, 2020 and during this audit, complete record was not provided to third party 

auditors. 

iv. The royalty and wharfage collected by the management of PICT was based on the 

Electronic Data Interface (EDI) of each ship showing complete detail of containers. 

Vessel Departure Report (VDR) is prepared by the management of TOCs on the basis 

of said EDI and bills of royalty and wharfage were generated. 

v. However, the primary document, EDI on the basis of which verification of container’s 

movement can be made, was not provided to audit besides several requisitions, visits 

and verbal requests.   
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vi. The KPT management hired services of external auditor M/s Crowe Hussain Choudhry 

& Co to audit of royalty and other charges collected by TOCs for the period 2013-2018 

and the auditor gave qualified opinion mainly due unauthentic verification mechanism 

and incomplete record. 

Audit is of the view that revenue record maintained by KPT is unauthentic and not 

being reconciled since outsourcing of operations to PICT. 

The management replied that the terminal operating corporation (TOC’s) are operating 

at the port under their respective agreements for handling import/export at container volumes 

at the port of Karachi. The collect charges from the customers and pay  wharfage and royalty 

to KPT. The basis of calculation of these charges is the vessel departure report (VDR).  The 

information is shared with THE custom authorities and other agencies at the port.  Imports / 

Exports are only passed after r clearance of customs, so it is not possible that imports / exports 

container are not accounted for. However to match VDR data with EDI data KPT Management 

is hiring services of an External Auditors as allowed under agreements to carry out 100% audit 

of transactions of these TOC’s.  

The reply of the management is not satisfactory as KPT failed to hire services of 

external auditors till date.  

Audit recommends that a Forensic Audit may be conducted for the whole period of 

operations by PICT to check the authenticity of receipts of KPT.  

20.5.18 High risk of fraud by SAPTL on KPT’s Revenue Rs-13.369 billion 

Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions 

of the Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action 

under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

Rule 15 of GFR states that every officer whose duty it is to prepare and render any 

accounts or returns in respect of public money or stores is personally responsible for their 

completeness and strict accuracy and their dispatch within the prescribed date. 

Article 27.6.1 & 27.6.2 of implication agreement between KPT and TOCs states that 

the sponsor shall make arrangement for the appointment as auditor to TOC of a firm of 

independent chartered accountant. KPT shall have the right to conduct special audit only in 

respect of royalty, payments and KPT charges collected by TOC. TOC shall promptly furnish 

to KPT such information as KPT may from time to time reasonably request and permit 

representative of KPT on notice and during TOCs regular business hours to visit the terminal 

and any of the other premises where the business of TOC is conducted and to have access to 

its books of accounts and record for conducting audits. 
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The management of KPT reported that an amount of Rs 13,369,367,342 has been 

received from SAPTL on account of Royalty and Wharfage since 2016-17 to 2020-21 as 

detailed below:- 

Amount in Rs 
Year Royalty Wharfage Total 

2016-17 499,939,389  237,492,365  737,431,754  

2017-18 1,417,680,521  666,598,041  2,084,278,562  

2018-19 2,290,384,593  928,081,207  3,218,465,800  

2019-20 2,703,204,572  882,579,345  3,585,783,917  

2020-21 2,844,272,587  899,134,722  3,743,407,309  

Total 9,755,481,662  3,613,885,680  13,369,367,342  

Audit also observed that:- 

i. The revenue received from SAPTL by KPT was also not being reconciled with the 

record of KICT since its inception. 

ii. No action was reported by the management against TOCs regarding observations made 

by the external audit firm. 

iii. As per record provided to audit, only once in last 19 years of signing of implementation 

agreement audit of SAPTL was conducted by the KPT for only 5 years from 2013-18 

during May, 2020 and during this audit, complete record was not provided to third party 

auditors. 

iv. The royalty and wharfage collected by the management of PICT was based on the 

Electronic Data Interface (EDI) of each ship showing complete detail of containers. 

Vessel Departure Report (VDR) is prepared by the management of TOCs on the basis 

of said EDI and bills of royalty and wharfage were generated. 

v. However, the primary document, EDI on the basis of which verification of container’s 

movement can be made, was not provided to audit besides several requisitions, visits 

and verbal requests. 

vi. The KPT management hired services of external auditor M/s Crowe Hussain Choudhry 

& Co to audit of royalty and other charges collected by TOCs for the period 2013-2018 

and the auditor gave qualified opinion mainly due unauthentic verification mechanism 

and incomplete record. 

Audit is of the view that revenue record maintained by KPT is unauthentic and not 

being reconciled since outsourcing of operations to SAPTL. 

The department replied that the terminal operating corporation (TOC’s) are operating 

at the port under their respective agreements for handling import/export at container volumes 

at the port of Karachi. The collect charges from the customers and pay  wharfage and royalty 

to KPT. The basis of calculation of these charges is the vessel departure report (VDR).  The 

information is shared with THE custom authorities and other agencies at the port.  Imports / 

Exports are only passed after r clearance of customs, so it is not possible that imports / exports 

container are not accounted for. However to match VDR data with EDI data KPT Management 
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is hiring services of an External Auditors as allowed under agreements to carry out 100% audit 

of transactions of these TOC’s.  

The reply of the management is not satisfactory as KPT failed to hire services of 

external auditors till date.  

Audit recommends that a Forensic Audit may be conducted for the whole period of 

operations by PICT to check the authenticity of receipts of SAPTL.  

20.5.19 Un-verified revenue receipt by Traffic & Finance Department since operation 

of TOCs - Rs 44.970 billion 

Article 8.8 of implementation agreements of KICT, PICT and SAPTL states that 

Terminal Operating Company (TOC) shall maintain detailed and proper records of all 

containers and non-containerised cargo or ship gear handled by TOC which records shall be 

available in a form and in such frequency as may be mutually agreed for inspection at TOCs 

premises by the officials nominated by KPT during TOCs normal business hours. These copies 

of such records shall be provided to KPT promptly after each sailing. 

KPT generated income of Rs 44,970.139 million in terms of royalty and wharfage 

charges since inception of TOCs as detailed below:- 

Period Company  Royalty  Wharfage  Total (Rs.) 

1998 to 2021 KICT 9,733,825,594 8,249,827,413 17,983,653,007 

2002 to 2021 PICT 10,514,502,290 3,102,617,154 13,617,119,444 

2016 to 2021 SAPTL 9,755,481,662 3,613,885,680 13,369,367,342 

Total   30,003,809,546 14,966,330,247 44,970,139,793 

Audit observed that the above amount was credited in the bank account through cheque 

by each TOCs without verification / monitoring by traffic department before finalization of 

charges. 

Audit contends that authenticity of receipt cannot be ascertained without proper 

verification of billings being made by TOCs. The chance of collusion between verifier of 

receipt (Traffic Department) and the TOCs can’t be ruled out. 

Moreover, the General Manager (Finance), the head of the Audit and accounts sections 

of KPT is also responsible in processing the un-verified revenue receipt of TOCs.  

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that a Forensic Audit may be conducted for the whole period of 

operations by PICT to check the authenticity of receipts of SAPTL.  
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20.5.20 Less remittance of revenue from SAPTL to KPT - Rs 35.774 million (Based on 

secondary data) 

Rule 15 of GFR states that every officer whose duty it is to prepare and render any 

accounts or returns in respect of public money or stores is personally responsible for their 

completeness and strict accuracy and their dispatch within the prescribed date. 

Although audit was not provided primary data (EDI, access to record and computer), 

yet the available financial record, the secondary data was examined. The audited financial 

statements of SAPTL for the calendar years 2017 to 2020 and the royalty statement & wharfage 

charges submitted by SAPTL reflect that SAPTL has given less remittance to KPT as detailed 

in table below: 

Sr Calendar 

years 

As per KPT record As per financial 

statement of SAPTL 

Difference 

(column 4-3) 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2017 1,130.98 1,090.92 (40.06) 

2 2018 1,748.17 1,810.94 62.77 

3 2019 2,620.06 2,636.76 16.70 

4 2020 2,810.07 2,806.43 (3.64) 

   Total 8,309.28 8,345.05 35.774 

Audit contends that the revenue loss to KPT may be much more than the amount 

calculated on the basis of secondary form of data. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that forensic Audit may be conducted to investigate the issue at 

depth. 

20.5.21 Recovery of outstanding receipt on account of cargo storage from TOCs M/s 

KICT & M/s PICT- Rs 361.844 million 

GFR-26 states that it is the duty of the departmental Controlling officers to see that all 

sums due to Government: are regularly and promptly assessed, realized and duly credited. 

Section 84 of the Karachi Port Trust Act, 1886 states that all fees and sum due on 

account of property for the time being vested in the Board, and all areas of tolls, charges, rates 

and dues imposed under this act may be recovered, in addition to the other modes herein before 

provided, upon a summary proceeding before a magistrate in the manner provided in the code 

of Criminal Procedure, 1882 for the recovery of fines.   

The management of KPT informed about the details of recoverable storage charges 

against unclaimed, confiscated and disputed containers. The details are as under: 

Sr TOC Amount 

1 KICT 160,532,080 

2 PICT 201,312,320 

 Total 361,844,400 
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Audit observed that an amount of Rs 361.844 million has been outstanding against 

KICT and PICT on account of temporary storage charges of their containers outside their 

allocated area. 

Audit also observed that TOCs are utilizing KPTs storage area for storage of destruction 

and auction able containers without any agreement. 

Audit is of the view that utilization of KPTs area by the TOCs was irregular & 

unauthorized. Furthermore, KPT also suffering recurring loss due to long outstanding receipts 

from TOCs. 

The management replied that the recommendations of audit are correct and KPT will 

recover the storage charges from TOCs against shifting of temporary storage containers at KPT 

area and return back to TOCs as per their request. Traffic Department also supports the 

recommendation regarding TOCs shall utilize their own area for such containers. 

The management accepted the observation. Audit recommends recovery of storage 

charges may be made and TOCs may be directed to utilize their own area for such storage. 

20.5.22 Recovery of outstanding receipt on account of cargo storage – Rs 296.826 

million 

GFR-26 states that it is the duty of the departmental Controlling officers to see that all 

sums due to Government: are regularly and promptly assessed, realized and duly credited. 

Section 84 of the Karachi Port Trust Act, 1886 states that all fees and sum due on 

account of property for the time being vested in the Board, and all areas of tolls, charges, rates 

and dues imposed under this act may be recovered, in addition to the other modes herein before 

provided, upon a summary proceeding before a magistrate in the manner provided in the code 

of Criminal Procedure, 1882 for the recovery of fines.   

The scrutiny of record reveal recoverable storage charges against unclaimed, 

confiscated and disputed cargos for the year 2020-21. The detail is as under: 

Total Income Amount Recovered Outstanding 

1,215,845,894 919,019,694 296,826,200 

Audit observed that management neither recovered Rs 296.826 million on account of 

storage charges nor auctioned the stores. 

Audit also observed that management also failed to provide complete detail / breakup 

outstanding dues. 

Audit is of the view that KPT sustained financial loss due to non recovery of 

outstanding storage charge. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  
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Audit recommends that the outstanding receipt may be recovered from concerned 

parties & recovery position may be shared with Audit.  

20.5.23 Outstanding recovery on account of wharfage and storage charges against 

government departments - Rs. 1,150.508 million 

GFR-26 states that it is the duty of the departmental Controlling officers to see that all 

sums due to Government: are regularly and promptly assessed, realized and duly credited. 

Section 84 of the Karachi Port Trust Act, 1886 states that all fees and sum due on 

account of property for the time being vested in the Board, and all areas of tolls, charges, rates 

and dues imposed under this act may be recovered, in addition to the other modes herein before 

provided, upon a summary proceeding before a magistrate in the manner provided in the code 

of Criminal Procedure, 1882 for the recovery of fines.   

The scrutiny of record reflect following recoverable wharfage & storage charges against 

government departments / entities. 

Sr Department Wharfage Storage Total (Rs.) 

1 DCOS (Shipping) Pakistan Railway 2,393,439 17,486,300 19,879,739 

2 Embarkation Headquarter 11,382,044 42,377,809 53,759,853 

3 WAPDA - 1,076,868,641 1,076,868,641 

 Total   1,150,508,233 

Audit observed that: 

i. Management failed to recover an amount of Rs 296.826 million on account of 

storage charges till June 2021. 

ii. Period of outstanding dues and detailed working / calculation of wharfage & 

storage charges was not available on record. 

Audit is of the view that KPT sustained financial loss due to non recovery of 

outstanding dues. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that the management may recover the outstanding dues and 

recovery position may be shared with Audit. 

20.5.24 Non production of record to Chartered Accountant firm by TOCs- Rs  3.898 

million. 

Article 27.6.1 & 27.6.2 of implication agreement between KPT and TOCs states that 

the sponsor shall make arrangement for the appointment as auditor to TOC of a firm of 

independent chartered accountant. KPT shall have the right to conduct special audit only in 

respect of royalty, payments and KPT charges collected by TOC. 

TOC shall promptly furnish to KPT such information as KPT may from time to time 

reasonably request and permit representative of KPT on notice and during TOCs regular 
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business hours to visit the terminal and any of the other premises where the business of TOC 

is conducted and to have access to its books of accounts and record for conducting audits. 

A special audit of TOCs (KICT, PICT,SAPTL) was conducted by KPT through  third 

party auditors i.e Crowe Hussain Choudhry & Co with professional fee paid by KPT of Rs 

3,898,500 to validate the revenue for the reporting period from the terminal operating 

companies (TOCs) pertaining to royalty wharfage and HMS charges in light of implementation 

agreement for the following period:- 

Sr Name of TOC Period 

1. PICT July 2013 to June 2018 

2. KICT July 2013 to June 2018 

3. SAPTL January, 2017 to June 2018 

Audit observed that  

i. The management of TOCs failed to provide complete record to Audit firms resultantly 

Auditors gave qualified opinion regarding revenue from TOCs. 

ii. No inquiry was conducted by the KPT regarding non production of record in violation 

of agreement. Furthermore, no action was reported by the management of KPT against 

TOCs regarding observations made by the audit firm. 

Audit is of the view that expenditure on account of audit fee became wasteful due to 

non-production of record to Audit firm. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and cost of audit may be recovered from 

TOCs for violation of agreement.  

20.5.25 Variation / discrepancy in Employee Related Expenditure - Rs 595.549 million 

Rule 15 of GFR states that every officer whose duty it is to prepare and render any 

accounts or returns in respect of public money or stores is personally responsible for their 

completeness and strict accuracy and their dispatch within the prescribed date. 

The accounts department of KPT has provided statement of income and expenditure 

statement showing expenditure of Rs 8,845.800 Million on account of Salaries, Wages and 

benefits (excluding pension).The MIS Department provided soft data of Payroll as detailed 

below:- 

Amount in million 
Sr Particulars Amount 

1. Pay Roll as per MIS       6,351.748 

2. Overtime as per MIS          954.654 

3. Bonus as per MIS      943.849  

 Total 8,250.251 

5. As per Income & Expenditure statement 8,845.800 

 Difference 595.549 
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Audit observed that there was a difference of Rs 595.549 million in the information 

provided by the accounts department of MIS. 

Audit noted that there are serious lapses in financial management of the organization. 

Data between two sections under GM(F) does not reconcile with each other. Therefore, the 

where about of 595.549 million could not ascertain. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired, the income may be reconciled and 

results may be shared with audit. 

20.5.26 Non-preparation and certification of financial statements since financial year 

2009-10 

Section 68 of the Karachi Port Trust Act, 1886 states the accounts of the receipts and 

expenditure of the Board shall, twice in every year, be laid before Government, and shall be 

audited and examined in such manner and by such auditor or auditors as shall, from time to 

time, be appointed by Government.  

The financial statements of 2008-09 of Karachi Port Trust Karachi were audited by a 

firm of Chartered Accountant firm but the financial statements for the years 2009-10 to 2020-

21 were neither prepared nor got audited by a Chartered Accountant firm. 

Audit is of the view that non-provision of audited financial statements was a violation 

of the KPT Act. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for non-preparation of financial 

statements that were required to be prepared and got audited from Chartered Accountants and 

missing financial statements be prepared without further delay. 

20.5.27 Variation in revenue / receipts generated by KPT - Rs. 250.23 million 

Rule 15 of GFR states that every officer whose duty it is to prepare and render any 

accounts or returns in respect of public money or stores is personally responsible for their 

completeness and strict accuracy and their dispatch within the prescribed date. 

According to the statements of income & expenditure, KPT earned Rs 2,050.018 

million on account of interest on investment and misc income during FY 2020-21. 

Audit observed that there was variation of Rs 250.23 million in details provided by the 

Revenue Section and Income statement as detailed below:- 

Rs in million 
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Particulars 
Details provided by 

Finance Section 

As per Income and 

Expenditure 

statement of CAO 

Difference 

Miscellaneous Income 257.018  307.004 49.986  

Interest on Investment 1,793.000  1,993.248  200.248  

Total 2,050.018 2,300.252 250.23 

Audit noted that there are serious lapses in financial management side of the 

organization. Data between two sections under GM(F) does not reconcile with each other. 

Therefore, the where about of 250.23 million could not ascertain. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired, the income may be reconciled and 

results may be shared with audit. 

20.5.28 Discrepancy in reported expenditure - Rs. 3,629.542 million 

Rule 15 of GFR states that every officer whose duty it is to prepare and render any 

accounts or returns in respect of public money or stores is personally responsible for their 

completeness and strict accuracy and their dispatch within the prescribed date. 

The accounts department of KPT has provided statement of income and expenditure for 

financial year 2020-21 showing expenditure (excluding salaries) Rs 10,253.039 million as 

detailed below: 

Rs. in million 
Sr Particulars Amount 

1 Pension 5,967.435 

2 Medical 418.558 

3 Store consumption 524.492 

4 Fuel 548.825 

5 Utility 228.500 

6 Repair civil 29.898 

8 Repair Mech 173.121 

9 KDLB Cess 705.181 

10 Admin overhead 448.898 

11 Interest on long term loan 1,208.131 

 Total 10,253.039 

The MIS Department provided cheque wise detail of payments soft data (excluding 

salaries) showing expenditure of Rs 13,882.581 million. 

Audit observed that there is a difference of Rs 309.525 million in the information 

provided by the accounts department of MIS. The detail is as under: 

Rs in million 

Sr Particulars Amount 

1. Expenditure as per MIS data 13,882.581 

2. Expenditure statement provided by accounts Dpt 10,253.039 

 Difference 3,629.542 
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Audit contends that due to very weak internal control an amount of Rs 3,629 million 

has not been checked / processed by the accounts department, therefore, high chances of 

misappropriation, fraud or embezzlement cannot be ruled out. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility may be fixed on the 

officers / officials concerned. The inquiry report should be share with audit. 

20.5.29 Non-reconciliation of balances of cash book with bank statement – Rs 6.787 

billion 

Rule 5(10) of Cash Management (Treasury Single Account) Rules, 2020 The 

Government offices concerned shall maintain proper books of accounts and maintain receipt 

and revenue ledger and disbursement ledger so that the balance of receipt side shall correspond 

with the money deposited in receipt account. Similarly, expenses shall be reconciled with bank 

statement issued by SBP or its agents. 

The management of KPT maintaining eight (8) commercial bank accounts with 

different commercial banks for day to day payments and investments as detailed below for 

daily receipts and payments as detailed below: 

Amount in Rs 
Sr Account Number Opening Balance Credit / Receipts Debit Amount Closing Balance 

1 

"160000013903" HBL Current 

Account (Main Account) 1-39 0 149,219,129,048 149,219,129,048 0 

  Cash Book of Bank 5,295,000,375 144,861,404,870 143,369,436,898 6,786,968,347 

  Difference -5,295,000,375 4,357,724,178 5,849,692,150 -6,786,968,347 

            

2 

 "4000284317"  NBP Current 

Account 233,597,794 4,891,334,945 5,076,872,690 48,060,049 

  Cash Book of Bank 29,115,753,578 1,875,199,671 2,212,710,208 28,778,243,041 

  Difference -28,882,155,784 3,016,135,274 2,864,162,482 -28,730,182,992 

            

3 

 "00160012971303" HBL Current 

Account 35,761,632 5,427,528,892 5,463,290,524 0 

  Cash Book of Bank 10,898,889,201 1,445,242,261 1,494,984,947 10,849,146,515 

  Difference         

            

4 

 "00160000110103" HBL Current 

Account 2,896,462 331,672,308 334,568,950 -180 

  Cash Book of Bank 5,897,947 104,215,788 107,426,638 2,687,098 

  Difference -3,001,485 227,456,520 227,142,312 -2,687,278 

            

5 
 "00160014224003" HBL  

Current Account 177,757,452 41,777,476,547 41,954,977,779 256,220 

  Cash Book of Bank 9,455,758,748 8,339,801,990 10,267,711,193 7,527,849,545 

  Difference -9,278,001,296 33,437,674,557 31,687,266,586 -7,527,593,325 

            

6 

 "00167900063301" HBL Daily 

Progressive Account 1,178,519,236 185,501,201,459 183,591,496,092 3,088,224,603 

  Cash Book of Bank 6,945,629,750 122,836,174,753 121,371,884,590 8,409,919,913 

  Difference -5,767,110,514 62,665,026,706 62,219,611,502 -5,321,695,310 

            

7  "3000284265" NBP NIDA 1,177,603,950 6,463,877,190 7,369,547,047 271,934,093 

  Cash Book of Bank 22,392,542,878 972,877,190 1,878,547,048 21,486,873,021 

  Difference -21,214,938,928 5,491,000,000 5,490,999,999 -21,214,938,928 

            

  
Total Variations in Cash Books 

& Bank Statements -38,326,380,253 105,149,259,494 104,342,859,980 -37,519,980,738 
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Audit observed as under:- 

i. There is a huge difference differences in the balances shown in the bank 

statements and cash books provided by the KPT management with variation of 

37,519.981 billion in closing balances. 

ii. During scrutiny of Bank statement of account number 4000284317 maintained 

in National Bank of Pakistan, difference of  Rs 2,894,690 was noticed in the 

closing balance shown in the bank statement and actual calculation as detailed 

below:-  

Particulars Amount (Rs.) 

Opening Balance as per Bank Statement as on 01.07.2020 233,597,794 

Add amount credited during 2020-21 4,891,334,945 

Total 5,124,932,739 

Less amount debited during 2020-21 5,076,872,690 

Closing Balance as on 30.06.2021 48,060,049 

Actual balance shown in Bank Statement 50,954,739 

Difference 2,894,690 

 

Audit also observed that that computer generated bank statement of National Bank duly 

stamped by the bank was also unreliable which question mark the bank statements provided by 

the management of KPT. 

Audit is of the view that either the management provided incorrect cash books or 

accounting software being utilized by the management of KPT was not being properly utilized. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired, the bank balances may be reconciled 

with the cash books and results may be shared with audit. 

20.5.30 Unjustified expenditure on account of repair of vehicles during last five years 

-Rs 38.323 million  

GFR volume 10 states that the expenditure should not be prima facie more than the 

occasion demands and Public moneys should not be utilized for the benefit of a particular 

person or section of the community. The amount of allowances granted to meet expenditure of 

a particular type should be so regulated that the allowances are not on the whole a source of 

profit to the recipients. 

The management of KPT incurred an amount of Rs 38.323 million on account of repair 

of vehicles during last five financial years as detailed below:- 

Sr Officer Vehicle Repair 

1.  GP-8833 Toyota Premio 2003 1,500,532 

2.  GPA-015 Toyota Prado 2012 10,136,501 

3.  BF-3421 Toyota Prado 2010 1,264,117 

4.  GP-5830 Toyota Hiace 2009 1,337,550 
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5.  GP-5682 Toyota Van 2008 2,227,618 

6.  CT-7949 Toyota Hiace 2011 1,553,878 

7.  GPA-368 Toyota Harrier 2003 3,233,692 

8.  GP-7724 Toyota Double Cabin 2011 1,719,099 

9.  CT-6900 Toyota Double Cabin 2012 1,780,900 

10.  GP-5533 Toyota Double Cabin 2012 1,273,401 

11.  GP-3142 Toyota Double Cabin 2012 1,506,850 

12.  GP-3259 Toyota Crown 2008 2,537,103 

13.  GP-8538 Toyota Corolla 2010 1,451,775 

14.  AUQ-374 Toyota Corolla 2010 1,233,887 

15.  GPA-220 Toyota Corolla 2010 1,053,707 

16.  GP-8458 Toyota Altus 2010 1,220,687 

17.  GP-5793 Suzuki Cultus 2009 1,185,900 

18.  GA-6454 Suzuki Cultus 2005 1,008,675 

19.  GP-7722 Suzuki Cultus 2011 1,097,760 

  Total 38,323,632 

Audit observed that average yearly expenditure on repair on each vehicle was more 

than Rs 400,000. The above expenditure was in addition to spares issued by the store 

department through procurement. 

Audit is of the view that huge expenditure on above vehicles was irrational and 

unjustified. 

The management replied that the expenditure of Rs.38,323,632 worked out by the audit 

team also include an amount of Rs.4,962,700/- spent on conversion of vehicle (GPA-015) into 

bomb proof through Govt approved contractor (M/s Pak Armoring) for security reasons with a 

warranty period of 02 years as approved by the KT Board vide BR No.232 dated 16.11.2015 

(S.No.2) and its subsequent re-validation for next 3 years at a cost Rs. 2,058,000/- (S.No.3).  

Hence, the repair / maintenance cost of these vehicles during last 5 years after exclusion of 

stated amount is worked out to be 31,302,932/- (Rs.27,458/- month/ vehicle inclusive of all 

taxes), which is considered reasonable.  

The reply of the management is not satisfactory as expense on repair amounting to Rs 

27,258 / month per vehicle is also unjustified being on higher side. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired at appropriate level and report may be 

shared with Audit. 

20.5.31 Unjustified expenditure on account of water supplied to officers bungalows / 

flats – Rs 6.952 million 

GFR volume 10 states that the expenditure should not be prima facie more than the 

occasion demands and Public moneys should not be utilized for the benefit of a particular 

person or section of the community. The amount of allowances granted to meet expenditure of 

a particular type should be so regulated that the allowances are not on the whole a source of 

profit to the recipients. 
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The management of KPT through engineering department supplied gallons of water 

amounting to Rs 6,952,908 during the year 2019-20 at the official residences of officers as 

detailed below:- 

Sr Bungalow / Flat Nos Quantity 

Rate per 

1000 

gallon 

Yearly 

exp 

Per month 

Expenditure 

by each 

resident 

1 Bungalow 54-B 1 465,934 1,360 633,670 52,806 

2 Bungalow 55-B 1 456,466 1,360 620,794 51,733 

3 Bungalow 60-B 1 488,158 1,360 663,895 55,325 

4 Bungalow 56-B 1 422,004 1,360 573,925 47,827 

5 Bungalow 56-B-II 1 324,500 1,360 441,320 36,777 

6 Bungalow 53-B 1 135,872 1,360 184,786 15,399 

7 Bungalow 52-B 1 302,390 1,360 411,250 34,271 

8 Bungalow 49-B 1 331,936 1,360 451,433 37,619 

9 Bungalow 50-B 1 344,718 1,360 468,816 39,068 

10 Bungalow 50-B-II 1 333,630 1,360 453,737 37,811 

11 Officers Flats 17 1,506,824 1,360 2,049,281 10,045 

  Total 27 5,112,432    6,952,908   
 

Audit observed that each officer residing in KPT owned bungalow, maintained 

bungalow / flat is utilizing water ranging from Rs 10,000 to Rs 55,325 per month. 

Audit contends that such huge expenditure of water charges in addition to repair and 

maintenance of bungalows and flats is irregular and unjustified. 

The management replied the deduction as recommended by DAC is being made by the 

KPT HR Department, & if any further recovery / deduction on account of Water Charges is to 

be suggested the same may be conveyed by the Competent Authority to the KPT Management, 

for its implementation through proper forum. 

The management accepted the view point of Audit.  

Audit recommends that actual amount of water being consumed by the residents may 

be recovered. The recovery position may be shared with Audit. 

20.5.32 Unjustified / unfair fixing of salaries of employees 

Section 21 of the KPT Act 1986 states that the Board shall from time to time prepare 

and sanction of the staff of officers and servants whom they shall deem it necessary and proper 

to maintain for the purpose of this Act. Such schedule shall also set forth amount and nature of 

the salaries, fees and allowances which the Board sanctions for each such officer or servant. 

Provided that artisans, porters and labourers and mukaddams of porters and labourers, 

persons temporarily employed in the Engineering department, and any member of the staff 

engaged for a period not exceeding six months whose pay is not more than rupees one hundred 

per mensem, shall not be deemed to be officers or servants within the meaning of this section 

or Section 22 clause (1) to (4) both inclusive, or of Section 23. 
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The Management of KPT incurred an expenditure of Rs 8,845.800 million on account 

of payment of salaries and other allowances. As per pay roll of June, 2021, detail of pay & 

allowances is as under:-:- 

Sr Particulars No of 

Officers 

/ Staff 

Gross Pay 

during June 

2021 

Overtime Total Average 

Pay 

1 BPS-20 8 4,133,687   4,133,687 516,711  

2 BS-19 45 16,791,498   16,791,498 373,144  

3 BS-18 74 20,324,380   20,324,380 274,654  

4 BS-17 121 24,802,468   24,802,468 204,979  

5 BS-16 45 8,224,316   8,224,316 182,763  

6 Staff BS-8 2033 416,415,826 91,439,799 507,855,625 249,806  

7 Staff BS-1-7 1331 88,107,925 10,082,321 98,190,246 73,772  

  Total  3657 578,800,100       

Audit observed as under:- 

i. The average salary & other benefits of 2033 officials in BS-8 are higher than the 

average salary drawn by the officers of BS-16 & BS-17. 

ii. The pay scales of staff are not specific to the post held by them and are promoted upto 

BS-8 on the basis of move over after achieving the maximum pay in the scale and draw 

annual increment of next higher scales without any policy which resulted into recurring 

increase in payroll and pension. 

iii. There is no maximum pay defined for BS-8 officials therefore they are drawing higher 

pay than the officers. 

iv. The officials of BS-8 are not willing to be promoted in officer cadre i.e BS-16 and 

above due to financial loss in the salary and other benefits. 

v. The rules & regulation related to officials have not been framed by the management of 

KPT. However, officers pay & allowances are regulated as per Civil Servant Act 1974, 

while, officials as per CBA Unions Charter of Demand. 

vi. The variation is also noticed in the basic pays of officer / official having same year of 

joining. As per sample, the Accounts Department, the variation is as under:- 

 Sr   NAME DESG GRD OEC 

Year of  

Joining MON BASIC 

1 Khuda Baksh Senior Clerk 8 Employee 1989 JUN-2021 124,178 

2 Tanveer Ahmad Senior Clerk 8 Employee 1989 JUN-2021 118,278 

3 Arbab Ali 
Office 
Superintendent 8 

Employee 
1989 JUN-2021 116,803 

4 Mohammad Wasim Senior Clerk 8 Employee 1989 JUN-2021 107,953 

5 Fateh-ul-Mumtaz accounts officer 18 Officer 1989 JUN-2021 107,230 

6 Mazhar-ud-Din Senior Clerk 8 Employee 1989 JUN-2021 106,478 

7 Ghulam Nabi Junior Accountant 16 Officer 1989 JUN-2021 96,690 

8 Abdul Ghafoor Jamadar of Peons 8 Employee 1989 JUN-2021 87,303 

9 Ghulam Nabi Pay Peon 8 Employee 1989 JUN-2021 87,303 
 

The management replied that as per Section 21 of KPT Act-1886, the Board shall set 

forth the amount and nature of salaries, fees and allowances of all officers & staff. Non-fixing 

of upper bracket of employee’s of KPT PS-8 are in accordance with Charter of Demand 

effective from April 2010 duly approved by Board vide BR No.537 dated 25-11-2010. Further, 
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average salary & other benefits of 2033 officials in KPT PS-08 are higher than the average 

salary of drawn by the officer of BPS-16 & BPS-17 by the virtue of pay fixation in accordance 

with above mentioned BR. 

The reply is not in accordance with observations raised by Audit.  

Audit strongly recommends that KPT management may frame its own rules to avoid 

such lapses and injustice between employees and officers which create operational issues and 

financial burden on KPT 

20.5.33 Unjustified payment on account of bonus to officers / officials despite of 

continuous net loss to KPT- Rs 6.234 billion 

According to the KPT Board Resolution, Bonus at the rate of basic pay be paid to the 

officers at par with the employees, however, it should be based on profit of KPT and linked 

with individual’s performance/efficiency.  

Bonus is defined as an amount of money added to wages on a seasonal basis, especially 

as a reward for good performance. 

KPT paid an amount of Rs 6,234,006,240 on account of bonuses for the last ten years 

on the occasion of Eid-ul-Fitar and Eid-ul-Azha as detailed below:- 

S.No Financial year Eid ul Fitar Eid ul Azha Total 

1 2010-11     122,617,732      122,332,530      244,950,262  

2 2011-12     167,702,590      171,706,309      339,408,899  

3 2012-13     247,373,614      244,174,317      491,547,931  

4 2013-1     255,518,083      252,558,206      508,076,289  

5 2014-15     251,495,867      246,218,192      497,714,059  

6 2015-16     245,724,443      325,088,119      570,812,562  

7 2016-17     302,322,258      305,444,648      607,766,906  

8 2017-18     487,518,004      468,066,534      955,584,538  

9 2018-19     455,418,938      541,890,670      997,309,608  

10 2019-20     527,827,752      493,007,434   1,020,835,186  

Total  3,063,519,281   3,170,486,959   6,234,006,240  

Audit observed that: 

i. Four bonuses at the rate of 4 basic pays were paid during the year 2020-21.  

ii. All employees were paid without linking it with the individual’s performance and KPT 

profit. 

iii. During discussion with the management and scrutiny of record reflect that 

management did not have any justification/rationalization of bonus being paid to 

officers / officials. It has also been observed that the work load does not necessitate the 

employees to pay bonus.  

iv. Audit had requisition the justification of bonus during course of audit, but no 

justification was given by any Division/Department. 
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Audit is of the view that there is a continuous decreasing trend of surplus available to 

KPT during the decade and finally, during 2019-20, the surplus of KPT was not only totally 

exhausted but the entity registered deficit of Rs 38 million. However, during 2020-21, there is 

slight recovery of surplus due to positive fluctuation of USD rate and conversion of USD into 

PKR reflected surplus of Rs 1.777 billion. Had the dollar rate did not increase abnormally high, 

the deficit would be phenomenally very high. Therefore, under said scenario payment of bonus 

to all officers / officials was unjustified.  

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that the attune practice of payment of bonus may be stopped hence 

forth. KPT is already going into net loss from couple of years and containing wasteful 

expenditure would make the organization non-sustainable. 

20.5.34 Unjustified expenditure on account of overtime  – Rs 8.750 Billion 

KPT vide Board Resolution No 4893 dated 14.11.1990 approved the Memorandum of 

Settlement dated 23.10.1990 arrived with the Collective Bargaining Agents in full and final 

settlement of their Charter of Demands raised under provision of the IRO 1969. The settlement 

is valid for a period of 2 years from 01.04.1990 to 31.03.1992.   

KPT paid an amount of Rs 8,750,271,124 to employees of KPT on account of overtime 

allowance during last 10 years is as under:- 

Sr Year Amount 

1 2011-12 490,713,022 

2 2012-13 769,559,012 

3 2013-14 680,518,320 

4 2014-15 681,798,798 

5 2015-16 848,259,871 

6 2016-17 993,243,528 

7 2017-18 1,095,891,687 

8 2018-19 1,067,229,233 

9 2019-20 1,146,858,001 

10 2020-21 976,199,652 

Total 8,750,271,124 

During discussion with the management and scrutiny of record reflect that management 

did not have any justification/rationalization of over time being paid to employees. It has also 

been observed that the work load does not necessitate the employees to claim over time rather 

the practice of having over time bill has become the part of their income.  

Audit had requisition the justification of over time during course of audit, but no 

justification was given by any Division/Department. 

Audit also observed long ques and crowding of employees idly weighing for finishing 

of overtime hours around reception premises and in front of bio-metric attendance machine. 
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Moreover, during scrutiny and comparison of overtime of HR Department during the month 

October 2021 on sample basis, it has been observed that officers of the sections leave the office 

at 05:00 pm or before 6 pm and on the same month employees were paid overtime upto 7 pm. 

Audit is of the view that there is a continuous decreasing trend of surplus available to 

KPT during the decade and finally, during 2019-20, the surplus of KPT was not only totally 

exhausted but the entity registered deficit of Rs 38 million. However, during 2020-21, there is 

slight recovery of surplus due to positive fluctuation of USD rate and conversion of USD into 

PKR reflected surplus of Rs 1.777 billion. Had the dollar rate did not increase abnormally high, 

the deficit would be phenomenally very high. Therefore, under said scenario payment of 

overtime to all officials was unjustified.  

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that the attune practice of overtime may be stopped hence, forth. 

KPT is already going into net loss from couple of years and containing wasteful expenditure 

would make the organization non-sustainable. 

20.5.35 Splitting of expenditure by store department to avoid approval of KPT Board 

- Rs 44.948 million 

Section 18(6) of the Karachi Port Trust Act, 1886 states that sanction of the board when 

required to purchase or sale moveable property. In the case of a contract for the purchase of 

moveable property or for the sale of any moveable property belonging to the board if 

expenditure which the purchase would involved or the value of the property to sold as estimate 

in the accounts of the board exceeds one million rupees, sanction of the board is required.   

Rule 9 of PPRA Rules 2004 states that save as otherwise provided and subject to the 

regulation made by the Authority, with the prior approval of the Federal Government, a 

procuring agency shall announce in an appropriate manner all proposed procurements for each 

financial year and shall proceed accordingly without any splitting or regrouping of the 

procurements so planned. The annual requirements thus determined would be advertised in 

advance on the Authority’s website as well as on the website of the procuring agency in case 

the procuring agency has its own website. 

The management of KPT incurred an expenditure of Rs.927.118 million on account of 

procurements through stores department during 2020-21 as detailed below:- 

Sr Particulars No of cases Amount Process 

1. Above one Million 105 690,727,489 Bidding 

2. Above 0.5 million and below one million 81 61,079,270 

 Total 186 751,806,759 

3. upto 100,000 & Below 500,000 455 113,834,056 Without 

Bidding 4. Petty purchase below 100,000 2,624 61,477,698  

 Total 3,079 175,311,754  

 Grand Total  927,118,513  

Audit observed as under:- 
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i. Procurement was made through splitting of expenditure sanctions and value of 

procurement by keeping them less than one million to avoid approval of Board. 

ii. All procurements were made through stores department in centralized manners, 

however, procurement plan to assess annual requirements of each department was not 

available on record and most of the procurements were made on day to day 

requirements / requisitions of different department. 

iii. Procurement amounting to Rs 175.311 million, involving 3079 cases, was made 

through quotations or petty purchase being less than Rs 500,000 and avoids tendering 

through splitting. 

Audit is of the view that management of stores department has failed to execute any 

annual procurement plan and procurement was made on day to day requirements of different 

offices which lead towards splitting. Therefore, stores department failed to achieve objective 

of reduction of cost of procurement through centralized procurement. 

Audit is also of the view that due to splitting, KPT management compromised the 

quality of goods supplied by bidders as big firms are reluctant to submit their bids due to lesser 

value of procurement. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that practice of splitting may be stopped forthwith and procurement 

plan should be prepared before start of financial year. 

20.5.36 Non-utilization of Reverse Osmosis Desalination Plant for provision of water 

at Manora, Karachi - Rs 11.968 million  

KPT installed 2 Reverse Osmosis Desalination Plant for provision of water at Manora, 

Karachi with the specifications; Design Capacity 2X100,000 gallons per day. These plants 

were commissioned on 01.06.2011. The plant was not in operations since August, 2020.   

The management of KPT through engineering department incurred expenditure of Rs 

82,770,781 on account of water charges through bowzers from a private contractor M/s Tariq 

& Brothers and Karachi Water & Sewerage Board as per following details:- 

Sr Supplier Amount 

1 M/S.M.S. Tariq & Brothers 49,825,811 

2 M/S. Karachi Water & Sewerage Board 32,944,970 

  Total 82,770,781 
 

As per agreement, M/s Tariq & Brothers will supply water through bowzers as per 

following rates:- 

i. Rs 2000 per 1000 gallons from KW&SB Hydrants. 

ii. Rs 700 per 1000 gallon from RO Plant. 

Difference Rs 1300 per 1000 gallons 
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Audit observed that said RO Desalination Plant was closed / out of order since, 2020 

therefore management of KPT has to incur addition expenditure of Rs 11,968,754 for provision 

of 9,206,734 gallons of water (@Rs 1300 per 1000 gallons) through bowsers at Manora  for 

provision of water. 

It was also observed that additional amount of Rs 11.968 million was paid on account 

of supply of clean water at manora during the year 2020-21.  

Audit is of the view that non operation of the plant was loss to the government KPT 

and the management instead & operationalizing R.O plant preferred costly option of water 

supply through contractor. 

The management replied that the subject RO plant was commissioned in Jun 2011 and 

remained in service till Aug 2020.  Since the plant has already out lived its useful life and 

presently in highly depleted state due to fair wear and tear, it is not possible to recover the 

same.  Moreover, the installation of a new RO plant at Manora is also not considerable / feasible 

/ cost effective due to high capital cost, corrosive environment, TSD values and associated 

repair/ maintenance expenditures as experienced in case of above plant.  Hence, the best 

possible option is to continue with existing arrangement accordingly 

Reply is not in consistence with observations made by Audit.  

Audit recommends that PAO may inquire why the management resorts to abandon its 

costly assets and opt for more costly options of hiring of services from private parties. 

20.5.37 Illegal temporary allotment of KPT land without open auction and expected 

encroachment by land mafia  

Para 108 of the Manual of the Estate Department of KPT states that it shall be the duty 

of the outdoor officials of the Estate department or any other officials deputed under the 

directives of competent authority to keep vigilance over the Board Estates to prevent trespass 

or encroachment. 

The Management of KPT vide Public Notice dated 16.09.2013 pasted on Estate 

Department’s notice board regarding allotment of KPT land at “C” Group Area. In response, 

plots were allotted to 5 persons out of ten (10) applicants on the basis of first come first basis 

as detailed below:- 

Sr Area / Plot Name of Party 

1. Plot No 12-C measuring 1000 Sq/m at “C” Group Area 

at M T Khan Road 

Muhammad Ayaz Khan 

2. Plot No 12-D measuring 1000 Sq/m at “C” Group Area 

at M T Khan Road 

Muhammad Yousuf 

3. Plot No 12-E measuring 1000 Sq/m at “C” Group Area 

at M T Khan Road 

Alam Zaib 

4. Plot No 11-B/1 measuring 1000 Sq/m at “C” Group Area 

at M T Khan Road 

Mir Wais Babai 

5. Plot No 11-B/2-C measuring 1000 Sq/m at “C” Group 

Area at M T Khan Road 

Zam Traders 
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The temporary allotted plots including above were cancelled by the management during 

April 2014 on plea that plots were encroached by the land mafia. Therefore, Allottees of eleven 

plots including above went into the court. 

On the directions of Honourable Sindh High Court dated 24.01.2014, KPT Board & 

Chairman vide Speaking orders after through resolution dated 12.04.2018 rejected the plea of 

allottees to convert temporary lease into long lease. 

Audit observed that:- 

i. The plots were allotted without open auction and awarded on the basis of first come 

first basis and same were cancelled immediately after giving possession to the 

allottees.  

ii. The matter was also noticed by NAB authorities vide letter dated 12.07.2018 

regarding illegal allotment. 

iii. The plots were still under illegal occupation and KPT is suffering recurring loss in 

shape of outstanding rent.   

Audit is of the view that plots were illegally allotted that would lead for expected 

collusion encroachment by the land mafia. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired at appropriate level & report may be 

shared with Audit.       

20.5.38 Negligence of the estate department regarding illegal construction on Plot No 

24 Kemari Township, Karachi. 

Para 108 of the Manual of the Estate Department of KPT states that it shall be the duty 

of the outdoor officials of the Estate department or any other officials deputed under the 

directives of competent authority to keep vigilance over the Board Estates to prevent trespass 

or encroachment. 

During scrutiny of record audit observed that an inquiry regarding Plot No 24 Kemari 

Town ship, Karachi was conducted by the Management of KPT which reveals as under. 

 The lease of the plot expired on 30.06.2013 but the plot was not got vacated by the 

management after expiry of lease. 

 The occupant made illegal construction after expiry of the lease but not action was taken 

by the concerned department. 

 Manager HR vide letter dated 02.04.2018 return the inquiry report with the following 

discrepancies. 

i. Inquiry was not in accordance with TOR’s. 

ii. Committee failed to clarify present status of power of attorney. 
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iii. Committee failed to confirm whether Mr. Johar Akhter who has given power of 

attorney to Mr. Ayub khan is dead or alive. 

iv. The committee failed to obtain status of court case in the matter. 

v. Committee failed to fix responsibility on any officers/officials. 

This state of affairs clearly reflects negligence of the estate department in protecting 

property. 

Audit recommends that PAO may look in to the matter, inquire such systematic issues 

of illegal occupation or encroachment of KPT land, fix responsibility against collude estate 

officers/officials and also fix responsibility against Admn officers/officials who cover up the 

cases instead of initiating departmental action and imposing penalty in the latter and spirit. 

Audit is of the view that the management of KPT did not take corrective actions timely 

which resulted in illegal construction and extensive litigations. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that the case may be got decided at the earliest and responsibility 

may be fixed on the officers/officials at fault. 

20.5.39 Negligence of the Estate department regarding Illegally occupied and 

encroached Plot 28 Jungle Shah Kemari  

Para 108 of the Manual of the Estate Department of KPT states that it shall be the duty 

of the outdoor officials of the Estate department or any other officials deputed under the 

directives of competent authority to keep vigilance over the Board Estates to prevent trespass 

or encroachment. 

During scrutiny of record, audit noticed that an inquiry regarding encroachment of Plot 

28 at Jungle Shah, Keamari, Karachi was conducted by the management of KPT. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The plot is illegally occupied by Mr. Faisal Karim in collusion of Mr. Nazakat 

Hussain Assistant Manager HR who verified the contents of fake power of attorney.  

ii. The official (Mr. Nazakat) further recommended to close the proceeding against the 

illegal occupant. 

iii. Muhammad Iqbal Deputy manager HR vide noting dated 14.01.2021 proposed that 

matter may be refer to NAB as matter is pending since last four years without any 

fruitful result file remain pending at different forums without any order/decisions 

this case is clear case of misuse of powers of attorney but estate department was 

failed to take any concrete action although illegal construction was carried out on 

KPT land but department remain silent. A huge financial loss was caused to KPT. 

Some of the individuals of KPT involved have been retired from services as the 

matter deliberately remains pending.  
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iv. AG Secretary of the Board vide letter dated 27.04.2021 referred the case to NAB 

stating that the then chairman KPT after perusal of above ordered the Preliminary 

Enquiry and an Enquiry Committee was constituted on the subject matter enquiry 

committee submitted enquiry report but they have not established the prima facie 

case and also not fixed the responsibilities against KPT officials with the plea that 

most of the officers of era under enquiry have been transferred or retired hence, 

fixing the responsibility would serve no purpose except concerned sub engineer, the 

enquiry committee has proved the connivance of sub engineer who has deputed for 

distrusting of bills till to date as he is responsible for delivering the bills at wrong 

address, in the case in land.  However, further details regarding NAB inquiry are 

not available on record.  

v. No action has yet been taken by the Estate Department against the illegal 

construction and land is still under illegal occupation. 

Audit is of the view that the management of KPT wilfully delaying the inquiry to protect 

officers of KPT and encroachers.  

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that PAO may inquire the matter and responsibility may be fixed 

on the persons at fault besides this the illegally encroached plot may be recovered.  

20.5.40 Frequent theft incidents at port area due to negligence of officers / officials of 

KPT 

Section 3 of PSF Act 2002 states that he Chairman with the approval of the Federal 

Government shall establish, constitute and maintain a force to be called the Karachi Port 

Security Force to maintain security and safety of the Karachi Port Area for performing of the 

functions given under said section 

The prime function of Port Security Force under Section 3 of PSF Act 2002 is to prevent 

loss to port property and any other property or goods for the time being within the limits of the 

port and prevention of offences or contravention of any rule or regulation in respect thereof. 

During scrutiny of record, audit observed that various inquiries regarding theft at port 

area were conducted by the management of KPT as detailed below: 

 

Sr Particulars Observations 

1 Pilferage at TPX Area i. Frequent theft incidents happened in port area/TPX. 

ii. As per enquiry report pipes worth Rs. 3.300 million were stolen from 

the port area but neither recovery was made nor was any action taken 

against the persons at fault.  

iii. It was reported that out of 33 Generators on stock only 06 Generator 

were available at KPT.  

iv. The enquiry committee did not fix responsibility. 
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2 Missing of CRC Coils 

Cargo on AC EX MV 

Beijing Venture 

i. The enquiry committee did not suggest any departmental action 

against the involved officers/official. 

ii. The report submitted by the enquiry committee was not as per TORs 

being silent on involvement of officials in theft which was primary 

responsibility of committee. 

iii. The traffic department did not take any action against the theft despite 

legal opinion which endorsed the above facts.  

3 Missing of Dismantled old 

useless Pipes Stoked-

Stored at plot # D-8, TPX 

Area of KPT P&D 

Division 

i. The incident happened in 2019 and Mr. M. Jameel Jr.ODC was held 

responsible for the theft as per enquiry report. 

ii. No departmental action as required under the rules was taken against 

the responsible. 

iii. No FIR was launched for the theft.  

4 Pilferage of ignots lying 

under the NOB Bridge 

under lock and key of 

Traffic Department 

i. The incident happened in March 2011.  

ii. The enquiry report submitted was not as per TORs and was thrice but 

discrepancies were not removed by the enquiry committee as per TORs 

nor fixed responsibility on the persons at fault. 

iii. No action was taken by the traffic department on pilferage.  

Port intelligence officer vide his report dated 12.07.2021 states that frequent theft 

incident has been observed in TPX area such as incident took place in July to Aug 2019 in 

which large No of P&D project pipes worth 3.3 million were stolen and no FIR was lodged. 

Audit is view that: 

i. The management of KPT did not take departmental action against the involved 

person and the matter is still pending. 

ii. The enquiry committees have failed to conclude inquiry and delay the finalization 

of the enquiry report. 

iii. Ports Security Force failed to protect and safeguard port assets. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that the enquiries may be finalized and departmental action may be 

taken against the responsible officers / officials. 

20.5.41 Loss on reconstruction of DG Shed at East Wharf - Rs. 9.066 million  

Section 79 B of Karachi Port Trust Act, 1887 states that notwithstanding anything 

hereinbefore contained or any law for the time being in force or in the terms and conditions of 

service, where in any case or matter not specifically provided in this Act, the provisions of the 

Civil Servants Act, 1973 or the rules made there under shall, as far as may be, apply to the 

officers of the Port. 

Section 84 of the Karachi Port Trust Act, 1886 states that all fees and sum due on 

account of property for the time being vested in the Board, and all areas of tolls, charges, rates 

and dues imposed under this act may be recovered, in addition to the other modes herein before 

provided, upon a summary proceeding before a magistrate in the manner provided in the code 

of Criminal Procedure, 1882 for the recovery of fines.   

Civil Engineering department executed a project to establish New DG Shed after 

demolishing old DG Shed at East Wharf. The Port Intelligence Officers vide letter dated 
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20.08.2018 informed that said work was awarded to M/s Housing Enterprises being lowest. 

However, approved quantities for job of fire alarm system were reduced from actual 

requirement. It further pointed out that payment of said job was released to the contractor by 

simple certification of fire port officer. 

On the directions of Chairman, inquiry committee was constituted on 03.01.2019 and 

committee recommended to recover the amount of loss of Rs 9.066 million by forfeiting the 

security deposit of the contractor and remaining amount of Rs 4.266 million to be recovered 

from the officers/ officials involved. 

The KPT Board vide Resolution No 46 dated 10.06.2021 again approved to re-

constitute inquiry committee in convenership of Rear Admiral Adnan Khaliq, GME to re-

examine the matter regarding observation report of reconstruction of DG Shed at East wharf. 

The committee again recommended recovering the amount of loss of Rs 4.266 million from 

the officers/ officials involved and disciplinary action may also be taken against officers 

involved. 

Audit is of the view that the management of KPT did not take departmental action 

against the involved person and the matter is still pending despite establishment of loss by the 

enquiry committee. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that the recovery as established by the enquiry committee may be 

recovered and responsibility may be fixed on the officers/officials at fault und E&D Rules. 

20.5.42 Negligence of Estate Department regarding illegal occupation and outstanding 

rent of commercial property at KPT Sports Stadium, Karachi - Rs 22.426 

million 

Para 125 of the Manual of the Estate Department of KPT states that if a tenants fails to 

make payment the authorized officer shall cause to recover the dues in any one or more of the 

following manner. 

i. By stopping the transaction of the tenants with the Board.  

ii. By adjusting the outstanding amount from any amount due to the tenants. 

iii. By taking action under Section 84 of the KPT Act for the recovery of the amount due or 

through civil suit or under any other law for the time being in force. 

iv. By recommending cancellation of allotment to the Board, if the tenant is persistent 

defaulter. 

KPT owned 25 commercial properties (shops) measuring 357 sq/m each at KPT Sports 

Stadium, Karachi. Shops were allotted to different allottees during 200-2003 with the approval 

of KPT Board. The detail is as under:- 
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S No File_ID Party Name Shop No 

Possession 

Date 

Expired 

lease 

 

Outstanding  

1.  2106130003-1 
Mr. Mohammad Ali 
Zafar Shop No.10 12/05/2003 29/06/2013 1,851,005  

2.  1906130003-1 Mr. Sharafat Ali Shop No.11 01/01/2005 29/06/2013 883,534  

3.  1006130003-1 Mr. Idress Ahmed Shop No.12 06/06/2003 29/06/2013 763,720  

4.  2506130001-1 Zain-Ul-Abadin Shop No.13 09/03/2001 29/06/2013 46,320  

5.  2006130001-1 
M/s. New Shalimar 
Restaurant Shop No.14 22/04/2003 29/06/2013 1,726,670  

6.  2006130003-1 Mr. Abdul Ghani Shop No.15 20/06/2006 29/06/2013 1,313,956  

7.  2106130001-1 Mst. Zohra Shop No.15-A 21/07/2003 29/06/2013 1,084,737  

8.  1006130005-1 
Mr. Saleh 
Mohammad Paracha Shop No.16 21/06/2003 29/06/2013 69,426  

9.  1106130006-1 

Mr. Mushtaq Ahmed 

Memon Shop No.17 10/07/2003 29/06/2013 21,878  

10.  1006130007-1 
Mr. Mohammad Ali 
Shah Shop No.18 01/07/2003 29/06/2013 1,445,870  

11.  1006130009-1 Mr. Abdul Sattar Shop No.19 07/07/2003 29/06/2013 1,267,696  

12.  107130004-1 

Mr. Muhammad 

Amin Shop No.20 01/07/2003 29/06/2013 40,884  

13.  107130006-1 Mr. Sher Rehman Shop No.21 05/07/2003 29/06/2013 1,148,794  

14.  1106130002-1 Mr. Shoukat Ali Shop No.22 01/08/2003 29/06/2013 60,972  

15.  1106130004-1 Mr. Imran Ahmed Shop No.23 20/06/2003 29/06/2013  0 

16.  2506130003-1 

Mr. Muhammad 

Ishaq Jan Shop No.24 05/07/2003 29/06/2013  0 

17.  407130002-1 
Mr. Malik 
Muhammad Ashfaq Shop No.3 31/08/2005 29/06/2013 558,613  

18.  107130002-1 Mr. Muhammad Irfan Shop No.4 01/04/2003 29/06/2013 1,919,485  

19.  606130002-1 Hamza Trans Shop No.5 15/07/2003 29/06/2013 1,073,160  

20.  1906130001-1 

Waqar Ahmed Kohati 
(Ramsha 

Transporation) Shop No.6 17/08/2003 29/06/2013 1,756,368  

21.  706130002-1 Mrs. Shah Sultana Shop No.7 14/09/2003 29/06/2013 1,978,264  

22.  1006130001-1 Mr. Shahid Rashid Shop No.8 31/12/2004 29/06/2013 63,040  

23.  207130001-1 Shaikh Abdul Haq Shop No.9 10/01/2004 30/06/2013 1,771,484  

24.  706130001-1 Haji Azam Butt Shops No.1 & 2 26/11/2002 29/06/2013 1,580,440  

  Total    22,426,316 

 

The KPT Board vide BR No 116 dated 26.03.2015 noticed that KPT board in its 

previous meeting dated 27.02.2012 directed that the conditions on which the above shops / 

offices were originally allotted be examined viz a viz present utilization thereof and in case the 

purpose is being violated, way out been examined to get rid of the same. Further, the Board 

vide their resolution No 290 dated 30.04.2013 sanctioned licence period upto 30.06.2013 

subject to the condition that the purpose should remain same as per original purpose as allowed 

in tender. The parties should not use the road berms for storage of good and shall ensure that 

they should not create hindrance in free flow of traffic / pedestrians. The parties who filed the 

suits / cases against KPT shall with draw he suits / cases and shall pay the legal expenses / 

charges to KPT, incurred by KPT to defend the suits, submit the documents (sale agreement), 

power of attorney, affidavit etc. executed with original allotee / licence and clear the 

outstanding dues.  

The board noticed that the parties did not follow the conditions of board resolution 

number 290 dated 30.04.2013 and are still using the road berms for storage of goods. Moreover 

they are not carrying out the business as per original purpose and also are defaulted in payment 

of KPT rental dues. 

The KPT Board therefore vide BR No 116 dated 26.03.2015 directed to take action 

against illegal occupants for ejectment and file suit against them for recovery of outstanding 

dues. 
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Audit observed that no action has been taken by the management of KPT despite expiry 

of five years. 

Audit further observed that shops are still under illegal occupation and an amount of Rs 

22.426 million is outstanding. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that PAO may inquire the matter, get the illegally occupied property 

vacated and recover the rent. 

20.5.43 Recovery of extra payment of KPT allowances to officers of Armed Forces  – 

Rs 7.042 million 

Sl. No. 28 chapter 2 of Estacode 2015 states that Armed Forces officers seconded to 

civil Ministries (other than Defence), Departments of the Central/ Provincial Governments, 

Autonomous/Semi- autonomous Bodies and Corporations etc. will draw pay and allowances 

as per following details:- 

(a) The deputationists will be entitled to pay of rank, Command/Staff/ Charge Pay, 

Instructional Pay, Qualification pay, Flying Pay/Submarine Pay/ Special Service Group 

pay/Technical pay/Disturbance pay, Kit Allowance and Non-Practicing Allowance drawn by 

them in the Military service immediately before their secondment in addition to 20% of pay of 

the rank as special compensatory allowance. 

The management of KPT hired services of officers from Armed forces on deputation / 

secondment basis as detailed below:- 

Name of Officers Designation 
Parent 

Deptt. 

Date of 

Joining 

Amount of 

Extra 

Allowances 

2020-21 

Rear Admiral (ME) Adnan Khaliq General Manager Navy 26 Jan, 2021 1,519,860 

Brig Tariq Bashir TI(M) General Manager Army 01 Jun, 2020 2,894,100  

Faisal Iqbal Qazi Commandant PSF Navy 13 Aug, 2018 2,627,868  

Total 7,041,828 

Audit observed that officers are being paid extra allowances amounting to Rs 7.042 

million in addition to their Armed Forces allowances. 

Audit also observed that official of armed forces working in PSF on deputation are also 

drawing both the allowances of navy and KPT. Furthermore, in few cases they are drawing two 

adhoc of 2021 @15% and @10%. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that additional allowances may be recovered and recovery position 

may be shared with audit. 
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20.5.44 Unjustified expenditure on account of repair on pilot boats – Rs 13.643 million 

Para 10(i) of GFR Volume-I states that every public officer is expected to exercise the 

same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. 

The Port Department, Harbour master’s provided statement of Tugs and Pilot Boats that 

remained out of order during financial year 2020-21 as detailed below:- 

Sr Name of Crafts Type of Craft Out of Order 

From To Period in days 

1. VSP Shanawar Tug 20/12/2010 To date 3829 

2. MPB Marvi Pilot Boat 05/10/2019 To date 617 

3. MPB Zohra Pilot Boat 18/05/2020 To date 397 
 

Audit observed that KPT management incurred an expenditure of Rs 3.210 million on 

account of repair and maintenance of out of order pilot boats as detailed below: 

Sr Craft 

Period of Work Orders Amount 

From To   

1 Marvi 1-Jan-20 14-Dec-20 619,478 

2 Zohra 14-May-20 31-Dec-20 1,279,700 

3 Zohra 1-Jan-20 28-Mar-20 1,311,490 

Total 3,210,668 

Audit also observed that a Tug named VSP Shanawar was shown as out of order since 

last 11 years but not yet auctioned. Furthermore, the management did not provided any record 

regarding to condemnation of Pilot Boats and Tug. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired at appropriate level 

20.5.45 Non-utilization of KPT’s own boats and hiring of private boats without 

tendering process - Rs 29.491million 

Rule 12(1) of PPRA Rules 2004 states that procurements over five hundred thousand 

Pakistani Rupees and up to the limit of three million Pakistani Rupees shall be advertised on 

the Authority’s website in the manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from 

time to time.  These procurement opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if deemed 

necessary by the procuring agency. 

Rule 20 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that the procuring agencies shall use 

open competitive bidding as the principal method of procurement for the procurement of goods, 

services and works. 

KPT Board vide resolution No 163 dated 07.12.2017 approved the extension of the 

contract period of M/s Seamax Marine Service, Karachi for providing their pilot boats for 

further period of 6 months (from September, 2017 to February 2018 for smooth shipping 

operations at Karachi port and also directed the department to find permanent solution of pilot 
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boats. Board further directed that either case of hiring or purchase of new pilot boats should be 

processed immediately before expiry of existing hiring period. KPT vide BR No 268 dated 

13.06.2018 extended the above contract for further six months i.e from March 2018 to Aug 

2018.  

Subsequently KPT Board vide BR No 291 dated 30.01.2020 directed to continue the 

existing practice of hiring of Boards as and when required basis till finalization of new tender. 

KPT Board vide BR No 490 dated 25.06.2020 authorized the Chairman KPT to 

constitute grievances committee for resolving the issue of pending tendering process and also 

directed that action may be taken prior to confirmation of minutes. 

The management of KPT paid an amount of Rs 26.841 million on account of rent of the 

hired pilot boat. Details are given as under: 

Party Name Particulars Amount 

M/S. Ocean World 

(Pvt) Ltd. 

Payment of bills for hiring private pilot boat for Pilotage operation 

Karachi Port @ 60000/-per day approved vide Board Resolution 

No.291 dated 30-01-2020. 16,020,000 

M/S. Sea Max 

Marine Services 

Payment of bills for hiring private pilot boat for Pilotage operation 

Karachi Port @ 59786/- per day approved vide Board Resolution 

No.291 dated 30-01-2020 10,821,266 

 Total 26,841,266 

Audit observed as under: 

1. According to the statement provided by the concerned department KPT owned pilot boats Zohra 

and Marvi that remained non-operational from last one year.  

2. The operations were managed through hiring of services of existing service providers i.e M/S. 

Ocean World (Pvt) Ltd & M/S. Sea Max Marine Services in the light of Board Resolution 

No.291 dated 30.01.2020 till date. 

3. Tendering process for hiring of pilot boats is still not finalized till date even various directions 

of the Board 

The services of private boats were hired without open competitive bidding process. 

Audit conclude that the KPT management did not make operational its own boats rather 

preferred to hire private boats without following tendering process in spite of various directions 

of KPT board to complete tendering process or to purchase new boats. 

The department replied that in compliance of the Board Resolution the Letter of Intent 

(LOI) could not be issued as the Honorable High Court of Sindh has granted “STAY” on the 

matter in Suit No. Nil 627 of 2020. However, to cater the everyday safe & smooth shipping 

operation, the hiring of Pilot Boats are continue as per KPT Board’s approval vide B.R. No. 

291 dated 30.01.2020, wherein KPT Board sanctioned / approved “to continue existing practice 

until finalization of new tender”. 

The reply is not satisfactory as the management is extending the existing contract from 

long period of time.  
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Audit recommends that an inquiry may be conducted to investigate any possible 

collusion of KPT’s officers / officials with the private boat parties and responsibility may be 

fixed on the concerned persons who have not only violated procurement rules and board’s 

decisions but also left to rust the KPT,s boat assets.   

20.5.46 Negligence of KPT Board regarding framing of rules & regulations under PSF 

Ordinance 2002 

Section 3 of PSF Act 2002 states that he Chairman with the approval of the Federal 

Government shall establish, constitute and maintain a force to be called the Karachi Port 

Security Force to maintain security and safety of the Karachi Port Area for performing of the 

functions given under said section 

Section 3 (2) of PSF Act 2002 states that in the discharge functions of PSF, the officers 

and members of the Force shall be guided by, and act in accordance, with this Ordinance and 

the rules and regulations. 

Section 17 of PSF Ordinance 2002 states that the Board may, make rules; 

a. Regulating the functions and powers of the officers. 

b. Regulating the classes and grades of, and the remuneration to be paid to:- 

i. Officers and members of the force and their conditions of service 

ii. Generally for the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions of this 

Ordinance. 

The Commandant may, with the prior approval in writing of the Chairman, make 

regulation consistent with this Ordinance and the rules for carrying nut the purposes of this 

Ordinance. 

Audit observed that  

i. KPT Board failed to devise rules & regulations of PSF till date.\ 

ii. Under section 3 (2) of PSF Act 2002 the functions of PSF directly linked with the rules 

being prepared under Section 17 of PSF Act, 2002, therefore, PSF failed to achieves its 

main objectives and do not perfom its function as per ASF Act as detailed below. 

a. Failed to maintain law and order in the Prot Area. 

b. The admission of persons to, and the conduct of persons in the vicinity of Port 

Area has not yet properly organized and failed to prevent loss to port property 

and any other property or goods for the time being within the limits of the port 

and prevention of offences or contravention of any rule or regulation in respect 

thereof; resultantly, continues complaints of theft has been reported. 

c. Failed to properly regulate and control movement, traffic and parking of 

engines, fork lifts, cargo handling equipment's, trucks and vehicles in and 

around the Port Area, prevent obstructions therein and thereabouts and enforce 

regulations with regard to them; 
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d. Failed to prevent prevent pollution, spillage; waste fire hazards, chemical 

hazards, water hazards, biological hazards, hazardous waste and hazardous 

substances and also prevent the generation, collection transport treatment, 

disposal, storage, handling, import, export of the same, may be prescribed;  

Audit is of the view that PSF failed to achieves its prime objective to ensure 

maintenance of law and order situation within port area due to non-framing and approval of 

rules, regulations & SoPs by the KPT Board. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends rules, regulations & SoPs may be framed and got approved through 

KPT Board  

20.5.47 Illegal occupation of KPT land and outstanding dues against Oil Companies – 

Rs 3,197.463 million 

Para 108 of the Manual of the Estate Department of KPT states that it shall be the duty 

of the outdoor officials of the Estate department or any other officials deputed under the 

directives of competent authority to keep vigilance over the Board Estates to prevent trespass 

or encroachment. 

Para 125 of the Manual of the Estate Department of KPT states that if a tenants fails to 

make payment the authorized officer shall cause to recover the dues in any one or more of the 

following manner. 

i. By stopping the transaction of the tenants with the Board.  

ii. By adjusting the outstanding amount from any amount due to the tenants. 

iii. By taking action under Section 84 of the KPT Act for the recovery of the amount due 

or through civil suit or under any other law for the time being in force. 

iv. By recommending cancellation of allotment to the Board, if the tenant is persistent 

defaulter. 

KPT Board vide BR No 778 dated 30.12.2006 renewed the lease period of various plots 

to OCACs members including nine (9) plots (Plots No 2, 10, 11, 17, 59, 61, 28, 29, 30 at) at 

oil installation area within port under the lease of Pakistan State Oil with revised rates from Rs 

39.787 per sq/m p.a to Rs 110 per sq/m p.a with 5% compound escalation in each financial 

year excluding all city government and other taxes w.e.f 01.10.2005. The lessee accepted the 

same rates and requested vide letter dated 5th November, 2007. 

Audit observed as under:- 

i. The management of KPT vide letter dated 18.05.2009 revealed that PSO is paying the 

rent at old rate viz Rs 39.787 per sq/m p.a instead of Rs 110 per sq/m p.a with 5% 

compound escalation in each financial year. 

ii. Signed revised lease agreement with PSO was not available on record. 
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iii. The company is paying 7.5% Muncipal Tax against their bills instead of 37.5% 

therefore the amount for counting purpose lies in D&R account and not accounted for 

as revenue. 

iv. The detail of D&R account was not provided to Audit 

v. An amount of Rs 338.514 million is still outstanding as per following details:- 

Total outstanding dues upto 30.06.2021 Rs 1,177,332,402 

Amount lying in D&R Account Rs 799,130,586 

Net Outstanding Rs 378,201,815 

Less amount of Tax paid to FBR Rs 39,687,945 

Net amount recoverable from PSO Rs 338,513,870 

vi. Audit also observed that an amount of Rs 3,197.463 million was outstanding against oil 

companies utilizing port area till June 2021 as detailed below:- 

Name of Oil Company Amount 

M/s Pakistan State Oil Ltd 1,177,332,402 

M/s Shell Pakistan Ltd 842,043,964 

M/s Pak Arab Refinery Ltd 105,823,236 

M/s National Refinery Ltd 493,696,541 

M/s Caltex Oil Pakistan Ltd 206,215,606 

M/s Pakistan Refinery Ltd 372,351,667 

Total 3,197,463,416 

Audit is of the view that KPT is facing loss due to non-receiving of actual revenue and 

interest. 

The management has not submitted replies within given timeframe and till finalization 

of the report. 

Audit recommends that outstanding dues may be recovered from these companies and 

recovery may be verified from Audit. 

20.5.48 Negligence of Estate Department in illegal construction within port area and 

outstanding dues of Shell Pakistan – Rs 842.043 million 

Para 108 of the Manual of the Estate Department of KPT states that it shall be the duty 

of the outdoor officials of the Estate department or any other officials deputed under the 

directives of competent authority to keep vigilance over the Board Estates to prevent trespass 

or encroachment. 

KPT Board vide BR No 778 dated 30.12.2006 renewed the lease period of various plots 

to OCACs members including nine (5) plots (Plots No 1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9 & 22) at oil installation 

area within port under the lease of Shell Pakistan with revised rates excluding all city 

government and other taxes. The lessee accepted the rates and requested vide letter dated 7th 

December, 2007. 

The management of KPT vide letter dated 30.04.2020 directed the management of Shell 

Pakistan Ltd to restrain from unauthorised construction work but they have not complied with 

the directions. Subsequently, the matter was also reported by the Anti Encroachment Cell vide 

latter dated 01.06.2020. 
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Audit observed as under:- 

i. Revised lease agreement with Shell Pakistan was not available on record. 

ii. Shell Pakistan Ltd illegally constructed offices in port area without approval of KPT 

management; however, KPT has not taken any legal action against the firm nor removed 

illegal construction.  

iii. An amount of Rs 842.043 million was also outstanding against the company. 

Audit is of the view that management of KPT is not monitoring the port area to stop 

any illegal construction. 

Audit contends that estate management has miserably failed to protect port area and 

recover the dues from the company. The estate department has therefore, committed negligence 

to its duties. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated & responsibility may be fixed 

on officers / officials concerned. 

20.5.49 Negligence of Estate Department regarding encroachment of KPT land 

measuring 574 Acres. 

Para 108 of the Manual of the Estate Department of KPT states that it shall be the duty 

of the outdoor officials of the Estate department or any other officials deputed under the 

directives of competent authority to keep vigilance over the Board Estates to prevent trespass 

or encroachment. 

Para 125 of the Manual of the Estate Department of KPT states that if a tenants fails to 

make payment the authorized officer shall cause to recover the dues in any one or more of the 

following manner. 

i. By stopping the transaction of the tenants with the Board.  

ii. By adjusting the outstanding amount from any amount due to the tenants. 

iii. By taking action under Section 84 of the KPT Act for the recovery of the amount due or 

through civil suit or under any other law for the time being in force. 

iv. By recommending cancellation of allotment to the Board, if the tenant is persistent 

defaulter. 

As per computerized land data of estate department maintained by the MIS Department 

KPT land measuring 6,559 Acres (26,544,182 sq/m) is owned by the KPT. 

Audit observed that properties measuring 574 acres (2,325,180 sq/m) was encroached 

as per following details:- 

SNO PROPERTY 

ID 

PROPERTY_NO Property Type Locality AREA 

Sq/M 

CURREN

T 

STATUS 

OWNED BY 

1 0209020002 
 (Docks Colony & 
Bhutta Village) Residential 

Miscelaneous Area 
Keamari 17 Available Encroached 
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2 0209020001  (Majeed Colony) Residential 

Miscelaneous Area 

Keamari 23 Available Encroached 

3 3108020010 

Enc-7 (Yunus 

Abad) Residential 

Mauripur Western Back 
Waters Area/Hawks Bay 

West Wharf 25 Available Encroached 

4 0209020005 Plot No.6 Residential 

Miscelaneous Area M. T. 
Khan Road / Mai Kolachi 

Road 43 Available Encroached 

5 3108020008 
Enc-6 (Grax 
Village) Residential 

Mauripur Western Back 

Waters Area/Hawks Bay 
West Wharf 50 Available Encroached 

6 3108020005 

Enc-5 (Machar & 

Burma Colony, 
Hingorabad) Residential 

Mauripur Western Back 

Waters Area/Hawks Bay 
West Wharf 65 Available Encroached 

7 0209020003 

 (Gulshan Colony / 

Sikandarabad) Residential 

Miscelaneous Area 

Keamari 178 Available Encroached 

8 3108020001 

Enc-4 
(Muhammadi 

Colony) Residential 

Mauripur Western Back 
Waters Area/Hawks Bay 

West Wharf 200 Available Encroached 

9 3008020003 Hut Site No.98-S 

Residential / 

Recreational Sandspit Area Manora 209 Available Encroached 

10 3008020004 Hut Site No.97-S 

Residential / 

Recreational Sandspit Area Manora 209 Available Encroached 

11 3008020005 Hut Site No.96-S 

Residential / 

Recreational Sandspit Area Manora 209 ALLOTED Encroached 

12 2709030002 Plot No. 36 Commercial 

Mauripur Road Area West 

Wharf 349 Available Encroached 

13 0708020016 Plot No.78 Residential Village Area Keamari 416 Available Encroached 

14 2507020098 Plot No.19 Commercial Jungle Shah Area Keamari 1,022 Available Encroached 

15 0308020041 Plot No.15 Parking Area 

Oil Installation Area 

Keamari 2,963 Available Encroached 

16 0708020009 Plot No.73 Commercial Village Area Keamari 4,474 Available Encroached 

17 2709030003 Plot No. 38 Commercial 
Mauripur Road Area West 
Wharf 6,503 Available Encroached 

18 0308020040 Plot No.14 Parking Area 

Oil Installation Area 

Keamari 7,943 Available Encroached 

19 0308020118 Plot No.44 Parking Area 
Oil Installation Area 
Keamari 17,338 Available Encroached 

20 2407020018 Plot No.21 Welfare 

Miscelaneous Area West 

Wharf 46,054 Available Encroached 

21 2705030002 Enc.(N. L.C) 

Residential 
Cum 

Commercial 

Miscelaneous Area M. T. 
Khan Road / Mai Kolachi 

Road 52,609 Available Encroached 

22 2709030004 Plot No. 39 Commercial 

Mauripur Road Area West 

Wharf 68,009 Available Encroached 

23 2705030013 Plot No.71 Commercial 

Clifton Boat Basin Area M. 

T. Khan Road / Mai 

Kolachi Road 92,843 Available Encroached 

24 0304030001 Plot No.67 Welfare 

Mauripur Western Back 
Waters Area/Hawks Bay 

West Wharf 2,023,430 Available Encroached 

          2,325,181      

 Audit is of the view that the officers and officials of estate department are responsible 

for the encroachment of KPT land which results loss to the KPT in shape of lease rent and 

expenditure on litigation.  

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that PAO may inquire the matter, get the illegally occupied property 

vacated. 

20.5.50 Negligence of the Estate department regarding Illegally occupied and 

encroached plot at Maripur Road Karachi  

Para 108 of the Manual of the Estate Department of KPT states that it shall be the duty 

of the outdoor officials of the Estate department or any other officials deputed under the 
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directives of competent authority to keep vigilance over the Board Estates to prevent trespass 

or encroachment. 

During scrutiny of record, audit noticed that an inquiry regarding encroachment of plot 

No 65 measuring 6 acres at Maripur Road, Karachi was conducted by the management of KPT. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The inquiry committee was constituted on 14.07.2016 on the directions of Ministry 

of Ports & Shipping letter dated 24.06.2016. 

ii. The report of the enquiry committee which was submitted on 24.10.2018 

recommended that the preliminary inquiry may again be conducted without giving its 

findings, conclusion and recommendations. 

iii. The manager HR vide noting dated 05.08.2021 states that departmental inquiry has 

not been completed as yet and the same cannot be conducted as the three accused 

officials has already been retired from KPT except on official. Therefore this case is 

fit to send to NAB as already directed by two chairman’s to reach to some conclusion 

as this case is pending since 2016. However, on the recommendation of GM Admn 

vide noting dated 04.11.2021 new inquiry committee was constituted to conduct 

denovo inquiry. 

iv. No action has yet been taken against the encroachers. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that PAO may inquire the matter and responsibility may be fixed on the 

persons at fault.  

20.5.51 Expenditure on account of legal charges regarding litigation of KPT land 

measuring 159 acres - Rs 34.482 million 

Section 84 of KPT Act, 1986 states that all fees and sums due on account of property 

for the time being vested in the Board and all arrears of tolls, charges, rates and dues imposed 

under this Act, may be recovered, in addition to the other modes hereinbefore provided, upon 

a summary proceedings before a magistrate in the manner provided in the Code of Criminal 

Procedure, 1882, for the recovery of fines. 

Para 125 of the Manual of the Estate Department of KPT states that if a tenants fails to 

make payment the authorized officer shall cause to recover the dues in any one or more of the 

following manner. 

i. By stopping the transaction of the tenants with the Board.  

ii. By adjusting the outstanding amount from any amount due to the tenants. 

iii. By taking action under Section 84 of the KPT Act for the recovery of the amount due or 

through civil suit or under any other law for the time being in force. 

iv. By recommending cancellation of allotment to the Board, if the tenant is persistent 

defaulter. 
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As per computerized land data of estate department maintained by the MIS Department 

KPT land measuring 6,559 Acres (26,544,182 sq/m) is owned by the KPT. 

Audit observed that properties measuring 159 acres (643,384 sq/m) was under 

litigation. 

Audit also observed that Estate Department has paid an amount of Rs 34.482 million 

on account of legal charges for hiring of services lawyer to contest litigation cases of properties 

during FY 2020-21 

Audit is of the view that KPT is suffering loss in shape of legal charges paid to lawyers 

by estate department due to litigation. 

Audit recommends that PAO may inquire the matter, get the illegally occupied property 

vacated and recover the rent. 

Audit further recommends that since the Estate Department has miserably failed to 

protect property of KPT, responsibility of collusion / negligence may be fixed on the concerned 

persons and report may be shared with Audit. 

Audit also observed that as per statement provided by the department, total 10,003 cases 

are pending in different courts from 1973 which mostly includes cases relating to estate 

department and KPT incurred an expenditure of Rs 58.667 million on account of legal charges 

paid to lawyers to defend these case. 

Audit is of the view that KPT funds are facing recurring loss on account of legal charges 

to defend long outstanding litigations due to negligence of estate department.  

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired and report be shared with Audit 

20.5.52 Outstanding recovery on account of rent from property within port area under 

traffic department – Rs 1,296.531 million 

Section 84 of KPT Act, 1986 states that all fees and sums due on account of property 

for the time being vested in the Board and all arrears of tolls, charges, rates and dues imposed 

under this Act, may be recovered, in addition to the other modes hereinbefore provided, upon 

a summary proceedings before a magistrate in the manner provided in the Code of Criminal 

Procedure, 1882, for the recovery of fines. 

Para 125 of the Manual of the Estate Department of KPT states that if a tenants fails to 

make payment the authorized officer shall cause to recover the dues in any one or more of the 

following manner. 

i. By stopping the transaction of the tenants with the Board.  

ii. By adjusting the outstanding amount from any amount due to the tenants. 
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iii. By taking action under Section 84 of the KPT Act for the recovery of the amount due or 

through civil suit or under any other law for the time being in force. 

iv. By recommending cancellation of allotment to the Board, if the tenant is persistent 

defaulter. 

As per billing record of estate department maintained by the MIS Department 1609 

residential & commercial plots measuring 2,181 Acres (26,544,182 sq/m) was under lease of 

different parties. 

Audit observed that rent amounting to Rs 1,296,531,073 against following 14 properties 

was outstanding till June, 2021:- 

S 

No PARTY NAME PROPERTY NO_TYPE_LOCALITY AREA (sq/M)  Outstanding  

1 

M/S. Karachi International Container 

Terminal Ltd. 
01-07-2020 TO 30-06-2021 

KICT (Berth No. 28-30) W/W.___Container 
Yard___Berth-28-30 West Wharf 136222.40 1,252,165,585  

2 

Government Agency 

01-10-2020 TO 31-12-2020 

Office Accommodation___Office 

(s)___N.M.B Wharf Bldg. East Wharf 24.00                    237,780  

3 
Government Agency 
01-10-2020 TO 31-12-2020 

Office Accommodation___Office 
(s)___N.M.B Wharf Bldg. East Wharf 24.00                    225,437  

4 

M/S. Rainbow Agri Business (Pvt) Ltd. 

01-10-2020 TO 31-12-2020 

G-4 Covered___Plinth___Catagory-1 OLD 

TPX 550.00                 4,355,072  

5 
E.H.Q.  C/O Military Estate Officer 
01-10-2020 TO 31-12-2020 

Room at Lloyd Gate W/W___Office 
(s)___Lloyed Gate (WW) West Wharf 87.00                    699,606  

6 

P.O.F C/O Military Estate Officer 

01-10-2020 TO 31-12-2020 

Between Shed 24 & 25 W/W___Shops / Stalls 

/ Rooms/Flats/Plots___T. Shed No. 24 & 25 

West Wharf 23.00                    184,957  

7 

P.O.F C/O Military Estate Officer 

01-10-2020 TO 31-12-2020 

Room DTM (E) Bldg.___Shops / Stalls / 

Rooms/Flats/Plots___DTM (East) Bldg. East 

Wharf 21.00                    168,867  

8 
Gvt org 
01-10-2020 TO 31-12-2020 

Office Accommodation___Office 
(s)___N.M.B Wharf Bldg. East Wharf 24.00                    178,893  

9 

P.A.F.  Embarkation Unit. C/O. 

M.E.O. 
01-10-2020 TO 31-12-2020 

Room  DTM BLDG. W/W___Office 
(s)___DTM (West) Bldg. West Wharf 44.00                    178,986  

10 

M/S. F.I.A Immigration. Sea Port 

Keamari. 
01-10-2020 TO 31-12-2020 

Room. Boat Basin, Keamari___Shops / Stalls / 

Rooms/Flats/Plots___Boat Basin Keamari 
East Wharf 80.00                    317,598  

11 

M/S. F.I.A Immigration. Sea Port 

Keamari. 

01-10-2020 TO 31-12-2020 

Office Accommodation___Office 

(s)___N.M.B Wharf Bldg. East Wharf 72.00                    245,217  

12 

Distt. Controller Of Stores Pakistan 

Railways. 

01-10-2020 TO 31-12-2020 

Room DTM (E) Bldg.___Shops / Stalls / 

Rooms/Flats/Plots___DTM (East) Bldg. East 

Wharf 242.20                    901,610  

13 

Distt. Controller Of Stores Pakistan 

Railways. 

01-10-2020 TO 31-12-2020 

 Office Accommodation. W/W.___Office 

(s)___DTM (West) Bldg. West Wharf 75.48                    280,977  

14 

M/S. Bolan Enterprises (Pvt) Ltd.01-

07-2020 TO 30-09-2020 

Oil Installation  out side KGCC 
area___Normal Plinth___KGCC Afghan 

Refugee Shed Keamari 20368.00               36,390,488  

 Total  157857.08 1,296,531,073  

The department replied that the tenants at Sr 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 & 13 are 

Government Agencies. Traffic Department constantly pursue the recovery of outstanding 

through letters, reminders and telephonic conversation. The remaining cases of recovery are in 

court of law.  

The management accepted the observation made by audit.  Audit recommends that the 

outstanding rent may be recovered from the parties concerned and the recovery position may 

be shared with Audit. 
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20.5.53 Outstanding recovery of rent from property outside port area under Estate 

Department – Rs 4,074.881 million 

Section 84 of KPT Act, 1986 states that all fees and sums due on account of property 

for the time being vested in the Board and all arrears of tolls, charges, rates and dues imposed 

under this Act, may be recovered, in addition to the other modes hereinbefore provided, upon 

a summary proceedings before a magistrate in the manner provided in the Code of Criminal 

Procedure, 1882, for the recovery of fines. 

As per billing record of estate department maintained by the MIS Department 1609 

residential & commercial plots measuring 2,181 Acres (26,544,182 sq/m) was under lease of 

different parties. 

Audit observed that rent amounting to Rs 4,074,881,475 against 491 properties was 

outstanding till June, 2021. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that the outstanding rent may be recovered from the parties 

concerned and the recovery position may be shared with Audit. 

20.5.54 Illegal occupation of properties without extension of lease and outstanding 

lease money / Rent – Rs 686.588 million 

Section 84 of KPT Act, 1986 states that all fees and sums due on account of property 

for the time being vested in the Board and all arrears of tolls, charges, rates and dues imposed 

under this Act, may be recovered, in addition to the other modes hereinbefore provided, upon 

a summary proceedings before a magistrate in the manner provided in the Code of Criminal 

Procedure, 1882, for the recovery of fines. 

As per billing record of estate department maintained by the MIS Department 1609 

residential & commercial plots measuring 2,181 Acres (26,544,182 sq/m) was under lease of 

different parties. 

Audit observed as under:- 

i. Expiry period of lease of 680 properties ranges more than 5 to 25 years as detailed 

below:- 

Sr Period of expiry No of properties 

1 Expired period in between one year to 5 years 157 

2 Expired period in between 5 year to 25 years 406 

3 More than 25 years 117 

 Total 680 

 

ii. An amount of Rs 686.588 million was also outstanding against 325 properties out of 

above. 

Audit contends that the estate department has miserably failed to protect its properties 

and recover lease money.  
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Audit is also of the view that KPT is facing financial loss due to non-extension of lease 

and non-revision of rates.    

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that matter of negligence on the part of estate department may be 

investigated & report may be shared with audit. 

20.5.55 Non-adjustment of advances issued to officers / departments of KPT - 

Rs.15.902 million 

GFR 244 states that any default in payment of interest on loan or advances or in 

repayment of principal amount should be reported to the authority which sanctions the loan or 

advance. The authority should immediately take steps to get the default remedied. The authority 

may enforce a penal rate of compound interest upon all overdue instalments. 

The KPT management provided the statement of outstanding cash advances for the 

financial year 2020-21 provided to various departments for miscellaneous assignments against 

which the employee were to provide adjustment accounts. The details are as under: 

Description Additions 

Opening balance as on 01.07.2020 24,212,778 

Cash advance during 2020-21 12,393,178 

Total 36,605,956 

Recoveries during 2020-21 -20,703,281 

Outstanding as on 30.06.2021 15,902,675 

Audit observed that:- 

i. An amount of Rs 15.903 million is outstanding till close of financial years.  

ii. The adjustment record of following cash advances of Rs 11.705 million  provided 

to different offices for different activities during financial year 2020-21 was not 

available on record:- 

Sr Description Dpt Amount Amount 

1 For payment of vehicle tax CM&E 1,703,994 1,703,994 

2 Covid19  Hospital 1,000,000 1,000,000 

3 Funeral Exp to IR&W 

IR&W 

880,000   

  

  

1,262,000 

4 Refreshment in meeting 100,000 

5 Misc 146,000 

6 Sweet and Suits 136,000 

7 Plantation 

MPCD 

340,000   

  

648,000 

8 Plantation-II 128,000 

9 Misc 180,000 

10 Hiring of consultancy services P&D 500,000 500,000 

11 Exp of Eid ul Fitar PRO 150,000 150,000 

12 Purchase of Arms & Ammunition 

PSF 

373,320   

  

1,473,320 

13 Verification fee of educational documents 100,000 

14 Misc 1,000,000 

15 Misc Secretary 100,000 100,000 

16 Cricket teams 

Sports 

700,000   

  

  

  

17 Football team 634,500 

18 Sports festival 300,000 

19 Football team players 364,500 
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20 Football players 120,000   

  

  

  

  

4,568,300 

21 Misc expenditure 924,000 

22 Hotel expenditure 880,000 

23 Sports activities 100,300 

24 Football team 250,000 

25 Misc 295,000 

26 Marriage advance Traffic 300,000 300,000 

  Total   11,705,614 11,705,614 

Audit is of the view that in absence of complete record, authenticity of expenditure 

cannot be ascertained. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that adjustment record of advances may be provided to Audit for 

scrutiny. 

20.5.56 Non-recovery of outstanding advances from contractors -  

Rs. 112.020 million  

Para 213(5) of the GFR states that advances made for public expenditure will be held 

under objection until a detailed account duly supported by vouchers is furnished in adjustment 

of them. 

Rule 668 of FTR Vol-I states that advances granted under special orders of competent 

authority to Government officers for departmental or allied purposes may be drawn on the 

responsibility and receipt of the officers for whom they are sanctioned, subject to adjustment 

by submission of detailed accounts supported by vouchers or by refund, as may be necessary. 

The KPT management made payments to various contractors during the year 2020-21. 

Detail is as under: 

S. No Particulars Amount 

1 Outstanding balance as on 01.07.2020 1,899,482,133 

2 Advances during 2020-21 247,939,003 

3 Recoverable Advances 2,147,421,136 

4 Recoveries during 2020-21 86,390,754 

5 Outstanding Advances as on 30.06.2021 2,061,030,382 

Audit observed as under: 

i. An amount of Rs 2,061.030 million was still outstanding from the contractors. 

ii. The management did not provide the detail of the outstanding amount of previous years 

amounting to Rs 1,899.482 regarding names of contractor, purpose of advance and its 

period. 

Audit is of the view that KPT funds are facing recurring loss due to non adjustment / 

recoveries of receipts. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  
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Audit recommends that recoveries from the contractors may be made at the earliest & 

recovery position may be shared with audit. 

20.5.57 Splitting of construction / repair works by engineering department to avoid 

approval of KPT Board - Rs 27.763  million. 

Section 18(6) of the Karachi Port Trust Act, 1886 states that sanction of the board when 

required to purchase or sale moveable property. In the case of a contract for the purchase of 

moveable property or for the sale of any moveable property belonging to the board if 

expenditure which the purchase would involved or the value of the property to sold as estimate 

in the accounts of the board exceeds one million rupees, sanction of the board is required.   

Rule 9 of PPRA Rules 2004 states that save as otherwise provided and subject to the 

regulation made by the Authority, with the prior approval of the Federal Government, a 

procuring agency shall announce in an appropriate manner all proposed procurements for each 

financial year and shall proceed accordingly without any splitting or regrouping of the 

procurements so planned. The annual requirements thus determined would be advertised in 

advance on the Authority’s website as well as on the website of the procuring agency in case 

the procuring agency has its own website. 

The Engineering Department of KPT executed & completed ___ projects during 

financial year 2020-21 amounting to Rs 27,762,914 having value of each contract above Rs 

500,000 to Rs 1,000,000. 

Audit observed that: 

i. Work was awarded to various firms by splitting the sanctioned amount below one 

million to avoid approval of Board. 

ii. Four firms awarded contracts more than three million by splitting the contracts into 

amount of Rs one million  

Audit is of the view that due to splitting, KPT management avoided approval of KPT 

Board & also compromised the quality of work by awarding such work to local contractors 

instead of big firms. 

The management replied that the KPT followed all the codal formalities as prescribed 

in the PPRA Rules in its true letter & spirit and the works taken for execution were purely on 

the genuine demand / request of the users as received by the Department from time to time.  

Further, it is also submitted that, the nature of the works, areas / locations and dates for calling 

of tenders of the works amounting to Rs. 0.5 to 1.0 (M) is also very diversified. 

The reply of the management is not in accordance with observations made by Audit.  

Audit recommends that such practice may be stopped forthwith and matter may be 

inquired at appropriate level. 
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20.5.58 Splitting of construction / repair works by engineering department to avoid 

tendering process - Rs 10.565  million 

Section 18(6) of the Karachi Port Trust Act, 1886staes that sanction of the board when 

required to purchase or sale moveable property. In the case of a contract for the purchase of 

moveable property or for the sale of any moveable property belonging to the board if 

expenditure which the purchase would involved or the value of the property to sold as estimate 

in the accounts of the board exceeds one million rupees, sanction of the board is required.   

Rule 9 of PPRA Rules 2004 states that save as otherwise provided and subject to the 

regulation made by the Authority, with the prior approval of the Federal Government, a 

procuring agency shall announce in an appropriate manner all proposed procurements for each 

financial year and shall proceed accordingly without any splitting or regrouping of the 

procurements so planned. The annual requirements thus determined would be advertised in 

advance on the Authority’s website as well as on the website of the procuring agency in case 

the procuring agency has its own website. 

The management of KPT incurred an expenditure of Rs 18,557,769 million on account 

of construction / repair work during 2020-21 as detailed below:- 

Audit observed that work works were awarded to the contractors by splitting into less 

than Rs 500,000 to avoid tendering process 

Audit also observed that following firms were awarded more than one works amounting 

to Rs 10,565,379 by splitting them less than Rs 500,000. The details are as under:- 

S.No Name of Contractor 
Number of 

Contracts 

Total Sanctioned 

Amount 

1 Mehtab Traders 2 979,431  

2 Ajj Enterprises 2 878,603  

3 Global Construction Engineering 3 1,236,332  

4 Hasnain Trading 2 595,130  

5 M/s. Mehtab Traders 2 988,355  

6 Mehtab Traders 5 2,074,010  

7 New Ghulam Nabi Enterprises 4 1,255,315  

8 Pirbhoy & Sons 2 759,482  

9 Technology ManPower Associates 5 1,798,721  

Total 10,565,379  
 

Audit is of the view that management of engineering department avoided tendering 

process through splitting of work. 

Management replied that regarding the expenditure as mentioned in the caption i.e Rs. 

10.565 (M) it is to say that, the Quotations for the works below than Rs. 0.5 (M) were called 

upon on the genuine request of the users and were initiated by calling quotations in accordance 

to PPRA Rules in true letter and spirit. Further, it is also submitted that, the nature of the works, 

areas / locations and dates for calling of Quotations of the works amounting to Rs.0.5 (M) is 

also very diversified. Hence, the perception of Federal Audit team for the adoption of splitting 

of works does not appears to be appropriate in this case.  
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The reply of the management is not in accordance with audit observations.  

Audit recommends that such practice may be stopped forthwith and matter may be 

inquired at appropriate level. 

20.5.59 Long outstanding litigation due to non-appointment of magistrate under PSF 

Act, 2002 

Section 14 of the PSF Act, 2002 states that notwithstanding anything contained in the 

Code of the Criminal Procedure, 1898 (Act V of 1898) or any other law for the time being in 

force, the Government may for the purposes of this Ordinance, appoint a Magistrates of first 

class within the meaning of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 (Act V of 1898). 

The function of magistrate appointed by the government has to perform following 

functions: 

i. To assigned to the mobile units of the Force to patrol the Harbour area, with powers as shall 

be prescribed to monitor, arrest and adjudicate offences, inclusive of offences relating to 

safety, security and pollution of the Harbour and other offences.  

ii. To conduct summary proceedings and penalize and fine the offenders in accordance with 

the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 (Act V of 1898). 

iii. To conclude the proceedings within thirty days of the commencement of the proceedings. 

iv. Have all the powers and exclusive jurisdiction under the Land Control (Karachi Division) 

Act, 1952 to adjudicate matters relating to all moveable and immovable properties of the 

Karachi Port Trust in accordance with prevailing law: 

v. Port Security Force shall implement and enforce orders of the Magistrate using any Force 

deemed necessary for compliance of the orders. 

Audit observed that magistrate under Section 14 of the PSF Act, 2002 has not yet 

appointed by the Federal Government till date. 

Audit is of the view that KPT is suffering loss due to theft, encroachment and pending 

cases in the court of law due to non-appointment of regular magistrate. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that PAO may process the case on immediate basis for appointment 

of magistrate with the approval of Federal Government.  

20.5.60 Un-justified expenditure and violation of Board’s decision on account of 

purchase of ice blocks – Rs 3.919 million 

KPT vide resolution No 470 dated 11.06.2020 accorded approval / sanction of placing 

purchase order in favour of M/s Zafar Shamim International for procurement of ice blocks in 

weight of 120 Kgs on RRC Basis at a total cost of Rs 5,872,500 for a period of one year (valid 

till 08.01.2020 extended till 06.09.2020. 
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The KPT board further directed the department to initiate the case for procurement of 

electric water coolers at different places of port area to reduce the consumption/ cost of ice 

blocks in future. 

The management of KPT incurred an expenditure of Rs 3,919,160 on account of 

procurement of Ice Block during 2020-21 as detailed below:- 

Sr  Department Cheque No Cheque Date Amount (Rs.) 

1. Stores 11599340 17-Aug-20 240,530 

2. Traffic 11598960 5-Aug-20 121,440 

3. Traffic 11599874 2-Oct-20 204,240 

4. Traffic 11599891 5-Oct-20 153,870 

5. Traffic 11600287 14-Oct-20 476,790 

6. Traffic 11600695 4-Nov-20 388,600 

7. Traffic 11600695 4-Nov-20 313,200 

8. Traffic 11601856 30-Dec-20 1,183,200 

9. Traffic 11601725 18-Dec-20 309,575 

10. Traffic 11606093 27-Apr-21 460,290 

11. Traffic 11606540 5-May-21 67,425 

Total 3,919,160 
 

Audit observed as under:- 

i. The directions of the board regarding installation of electric water coolers at different 

places of port area for reduction of cost were not complied with and KPT is procuring 

Ice Blocks till date. 

ii. Procurement of ice block was made after expiry of contact i.e Sep, 2020. 

Audit is of the view that KPT sustained loss due to non compliance of Boards directives. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that procurement rules and Board’s decision may be complied with 

and the violators may be held responsible.    

20.5.61 Non-supply of bucket chain ladder spare parts - Rs 31.352 million 

KPT vide BR No 55 dated 28.02.2019 approved procurement of bucket chain ladders 

spare parts for Bucket Dredger BD Aftab from M/s Heavy Mechanical Complex, Taxila with 

a cost of Rs 103,453,540 with 20% mobilization advance. The price will be revised in case of 

increase in direct, indirect and auxiliary material, labour cost and custom tariff. 

KPT vide purchase order dated 26.03.2019 issued supply order of bucket chain ladder 

parts for Bucket Dredger Aftab for Rs 103,453,540 to M/s Heavy Mechanical Complex (HMC), 

Texila as per following details:-  

S# Description Quantity Unit Price Amount 

1 Bucket 30 969,918  29,097,540  

2 Bucket Links 200 175,998  35,199,600  

3 Bushes for Bucket Links 2000 5,529  11,058,000  

4 Bushes for Bucket 2000 9,647  19,294,000  
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5 Bolts 400 22,011  8,804,400  

Total 103,453,540  
 

Audit observed that following items has not yet been delivered by the supplier after 

expiry of two years: 

 

 

 
S# Description Balance Items Unit Price Amount 

1 Bushes for Bucket Links 1200 5,529  6,634,800  

2 Bushes for Bucket 1880 9,647  18,136,360  

3 Bolts 299 22,011  6,581,289  

Total 31,352,449  

 

Audit is of the view that delay in delivery of spare parts of dredgers leads wards halt in 

operations and increase in the price of spares. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that the management may recover the short supply and impose 

penalty to the supplier as per contract agreement. 

20.5.62 Unjustified hiring of M/s Prime Business System since 2010 for providing 

photocopy facility without tendering – Rs 70.178 million 

Rule 20 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that the procuring agencies shall use 

open competitive bidding as the principal method of procurement for the procurement of goods, 

services and works. 

The management of KPT hired M/s Prime Business System for provision of photocopy 

machines in different offices and paid Rs 70,177,688 during financial years 2010-11 to 2020-

21. 

Sr Period Amount 

1. 2020-21 4,503,723 

2. 2010-11 to2019-20 65,673,965 

 Total 70,177,688 

Audit observed that:- 

i. The services were hired without advertisement and open competition. 

ii. The firm is providing its services since last 12 years without any competition.. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that the irregularity may be discontinued forthwith and 

responsibility may be fixed on the person at fault.  
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20.5.63 Unjustified hiring of Taj Medicos for procurement of medicine –  

Rs 124.426 million 

Para 23 of GFR Volume-I states that every Government officer should realize fully and 

clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government 

through fraud or negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for 

any loss arising from fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the 

extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

The management of KPT incurred an expenditure of Rs. 124.426 million on the 

purchase of medicines during 2020-21 through local purchase basis without calling open 

tender.  

In addition to the above the management of KPT also incurred an expenditure of Rs 

113.308 million on account of purchase of Medicine through stores department during 2020-

21. 

Audit observed that:- 

i. The management purchased a large number of medicines from M/s Taj Medicos on 

local purchase basis without calling open tender.  

ii. The DAC in its meeting dated 6th July, 2020 recommended to float tender for 

purchase of medicine on the basis of generic name, however, tendering process has 

not yet been finalized. Resultantly, management of KPT incurred an amount of Rs 

124.426 million through local purchase from Taj Medicos as compared to previous 

years local purchase i.e 95.486 million. 

iii. The management on the fact finding inquiry by the Ministry (on previous audit 

report) ensured that the system is being streamlined in accordance with PPRA Rules 

2004 for future purposes but the Rules are not complied with during 2020-21. 

Audit also observed that:- 

i. The DAC in its meeting dated 6th July, 2020 recommended to float tender for 

purchase of medicine on the basis of generic name, however, DACs direction was 

not complied to and management purchased medicines as per previous contract. 

ii. Procurement was made during CFY on the basis of previous years contracts 

executed during 2019-20. 

iii. Supplies against supply orders of 2019-20 were received during 2020-21.  

Audit is of the view that KPT management violated that DACs directives and continued 

its previous practice of procurement of medicines with brand name through stores and without 

open competition from Taj Medicos. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  
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Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed and irregular practice may be 

stopped forthwith. 

20.5.64 Irregular hiring of consultants without open competition – Rs 4.481 million 

Rule 20 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that the procuring agencies shall use 

open competitive bidding as the principal method of procurement for the procurement of goods, 

services and works. 

The management of KPT hired services of ten consultants on part time basis and paid 

Rs 4,480,850 for financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that:- 

i. The services were hired without advertisement and open competition. 

ii. Services were hired without any contract agreement and without mentioning period 

of contract. 

The management replied that the services of Part-Time Consultants are hired after 

approval of Board and appointment letter is issued to the consultant by the HR Department in 

which specific terms and condition are mentioned i.e. days, timings and payment. They are 

hired till their services are required for KPT. Part-Time Consultants conduct their OPD in the 

rooms which are already available in KPT Hospital and are designated for KPT Consultants 

for OPD purpose. No designated space is provided to the Part-Time Consultants on monthly 

basis they visit KPT Hospital on specific day for limited time. As per Audit Observation that 

the number of consultants paid amount of Rs. 4,480,850 i-e 4,480,85 per Consultant per annum 

and rupees 37340 per month per Consultant which include Ten part time Consultants done 

(Major : 442 , Minor : 3398) number of surgeries in year 2020-21 which is cost effective as 

Panel Hospital rate. However as per Audit Observation the process of hiring Part Time 

Consultants through advertisement will be process at earlier. 

The management accepted the view point of audit regarding hiring of services without 

competition.  

Audit recommends that the irregularity may be discontinued forthwith and 

responsibility may be fixed on the person at fault.  

20.5.65 Irregular hiring of services of Audit Firms – Rs 6.329 million 

Rule 15 (1) of PPRA Rules, 2004 states that a procuring agency, prior to the floating of 

tenders, invitation to proposals or offers in procurement proceedings, may engage in pre-

qualification of bidders in case of services, civil works, turnkey projects and in case of 

procurement of expensive and technically complex equipment to ensure that only technically 

and financially capable firms having adequate managerial capability are invited to submit bids. 

Such pre-qualification shall solely be based upon the ability of the interested parties to perform 

that particular work satisfactorily. 
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Rule 12(1) of PPRA Rules 2004 states that procurements over five hundred thousand 

Pakistani Rupees and up to the limit of three million Pakistani Rupees shall be advertised on 

the Authority’s website in the manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from 

time to time.  These procurement opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if deemed 

necessary by the procuring agency. 

The management of KPT incurred an expenditure of Rs 6.329 million on account hiring 

of Audit firms during 2020-21. Detail is as under: 

Sr Firm 

Cheque 

Number 

Cheque 

Date NARRATIONS Amount 

1 

M/s. Horwath 

Hussain Chaudhury 

& Co. 

11600604 14-Oct-20 

Being the payment for professional services 

rendered in connection with. audit in accordance 

with the clauses of the implementation agreement 

executed between terminal operators (PICT,KICT 
& SAPTL)and kpt for the period upto june30, 2018 

3,898,500 

2 

M/s. Baker Tilly 

Mehmood Idrees 

Qamar 

11599496 7-Sep-20 

Being the payment of fee for services rendered in 

respect of special audit assignment of stores 
department of KPT for the period from July 2014 

to June 2019 

2,106,000 

3 
M/s. Bureau Veritas 
Pakistan (Pvt) Ltd 

11606318 

1 of Audit firms 

were hire5-Apr-

21 

Appointment of external audit / firms to get 

certification for environment, health and safety 
(ehs) management system (ISO 1400 : 2004 and 

OHSAS  18001 : 2007 at the port of Karachi 

325,440 

    Total 6,329,940 

Audit observed that: 

i. M/s Horwath Hussain Chaudhury & Co was rejected during 1st tender being low 

profile audit firm, however, same was selected during 2nd tender being lowest by 

rejecting bid of M/s Deloitte Yousuf Adil a better firm without considering the 

experience. The experience of firms was not available in the technical bidding 

process which questions the capability of participating firms. It was also observed 

that M/S horwath Hussain Chaudhary & Co submitted four (4) pager audit report 

and its main observation was that the auditee did not provided the complete record.  

ii. Technical evaluation was made without considering experience and company 

profile. 

iii. The management of KPT failed to provide any record relating to hiring of M/S. 

Baker Tilly Mehmood Idrees Qamar and M/S. Bureau Veritas Pakistan (Pvt) Ltd. 

Audit is of the view that process of hiring of Audit firms was in non-transparent 

manners and in violation of procurement rules. 

The management replied that M/s Crowe Horwath & Hussain Choudary & Co. was 

selected being lowest financial offer being made. 

The reply of the management was not in accordance with observations raised Audit as 

technical evaluation was made without considering experience and company profile. 

Therefore, audit recommends that matter may be inquired and responsibility may be fixed. 
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20.5.66 Unjustified expenditure on hiring of services of legal firms and lawyers – Rs 

58.563 million 

Rule 14(1)(g) of Rules of Business, 1973 states that before the appointment of a legal 

adviser in any Division or any office or corporation under its administrative control and the 

Law, Justice and Human Rights Division will make its recommendations after consultation 

with the Attorney General. 

The management of KPT incurred an expenditure of Rs 58.563 million on account of 

legal charges paid to legal firms and lawyers during 2020-21. Detail is as under: 

Sr PARTY NAME WORK NAME Amount 

1.  M/S.A.B.A  Associates (Pvt) Ltd. Legal opinion 500,000  

2.  M/S.ABDUL REHMAN BUTT,ADVOCATE Legal Fee 174,000  

3.  M/S.ABID SHAHID ZUBAIRI,ADVOCATE  Legal Fee 1,950,000  

4.  M/S.AGA ZAFAR AHMED,ADVOCATE Legal Fee 909,600  

5.  M/S.BADAR ALAM ADVOCATE. Legal fee 2,150,000  

6.  M/S.BASHIR AHMED,ADVOCATE Legal fee 2,201,500  

7.  M/S.FAHEEM IQBAL,ADVOCATE Legal fee 198,000  

8.  M/S.FARUQUI & CO. Legal fee 5,850,000  

9.  M/S.FAZLE GHANI ADVOCATES Legal fee 2,890,000  

10.  M/S.HAKIM ALI KHAN ADVOCATE Legal fee 1,095,750  

11.  M/S.HASHMAT ALI HABIB (ADVOCATE) Legal fee 250,000  

12.  M/S.M.A.ISANI,ADVOCATE Legal fee 600,000  

13.  M/S.M.S. MANGRIO & CO. Legal fee 1,821,250  

14.  M/S.MANDVIWALLA & ZAFAR Legal fee 6,500,000  

15.  M/S.MANZOOR ALI KHAN & CO., ADVOCATES Legal fee 262,500  

16.  M/S.MUHAMMAD ALI,ADVOCATE Legal fee 450,000  

17.  M/S.MUHAMMAD SERFARAZ SULEHRY Legal fee 340,000  

18.  M/S.MUMTAZ ALI GOPANG Legal fee 45,000  

19.  M/S.MUSARAT HUSSAIN,ADVOCATE Legal fee 110,000  

20.  M/S.MUSHTAQ A. MEMON ADVOCATE Legal fee 12,740,000  

21.  M/S.NAFEES SIDDIQI LAW ASSOCIATES Legal fee 160,000  

22.  M/S.QAMAR ABBAS & CO. Legal fee 1,082,000  

23.  M/S.SAADAT YAR KHAN & CO.  Legal fee 5,885,000  

24.  M/S.SAIF ALI KHAN JATOI  ADVOCATE Legal fee 680,500  

25.  M/S.SIDDIQA NAUSHEEN, Advocate Legal fee 1,246,600  

26.  M/S.SYED ALI ZAFAR,ADVOCATE Legal fee 5,050,000  

27.  M/S.SYED MUHAMMAD SALMAN ALI ADVOCATE Legal fee 924,000  

28.  M/S.THE EASTERN LAW FIRM Legal fee 1,985,000  

29.  M/S.UMAR FAROOQ, ADVOCATE Legal fee 513,000  

 Total  58,563,700 

 

Audit observed that the legal department hired services of 110 advocates / legal firms, 

however, as per statement provided by the department, total 10,003 cases are still pending in 

different courts and only 13 cases were disposed off during 2020-21.  

Audit is of the view that the management made unjustified expenditure on hiring of 

services of legal firms and lawyers due to very poor follow up / disposal of court cases. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that the unauthorized amount may be regularize from the quarter 

concerned and irregular hiring of legal firms and lawyers may be stopped forthwith. 
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20.5.67 Irregular procurement of Engine oil for use on Dredger BHD Ali – Rs 13.333 

million 

Rule 20 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that the procuring agencies shall use 

open competitive bidding as the principal method of procurement for the procurement of goods, 

services and works. 

The management of KPT incurred an expenditure of Rs 35,332,704 on account of 

procurement of Lubricant Oil and Grease for flotilla from shell Pakistan Ltd during 2020-21 as 

detailed below: 

Sr Particulars Procedure Amount (Rs.) 

1 

Procurement of engine oil helix 

super 10-W-40 against Direct Contracting 9,523,319 

2 

Supply of grease retinax 

automotive HDX-2 in 180 kg 

drum (for use in bhd ali) Direct Contracting 388,494 

3 

Procurement of engine oil helix 

super 10w-40 for use on bhd ali Direct Contracting 3,809,327 

4 Procurement of Lub Oil & Grease Through Tender on RRC basis 2019-22  9,663,252 

5 Procurement of Lub Oil & Grease Through Tender on RRC basis 2019-22  6,315,532 

6 Procurement of Lub Oil & Grease Through Tender on RRC basis 2019-22  2,544,824 

7 Procurement of Lub Oil & Grease Through Tender on RRC basis 2019-22  2,035,859 

8 Procurement of Lub Oil & Grease Through Tender on RRC basis 2019-22  1,393,814 

 Total  35,674,421 
 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Engine oil as detailed below Helix supper 10-W-40 amounting to Rs 13,332,704 was 

procured directly from the firm without advertisement on the basis of emergency during 

November, 2020 (Rs 9,523,377) and during April, 2021 (Rs 3,809,327). 

ii. The quantity of said engine oil was not included in the tendering process executed for 

the period from 2019 to 2022. 

Audit is of the view that direct procurement of lubricant oil in two separate transactions 

within a period of four months and non inclusion of the same in the tendering process is 

unjustified and is lapse on the part of concerned management who failed to assess requirement 

during preparation of procurement planning. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that internal controls may be strengthen to avoid such violation of 

procurement rules. 

20.5.68 Recovery of outstanding receipt on account of rent & utility charges against 

government departments – Rs 43.177 million 

GFR-26 states that it is the duty of the departmental Controlling officers to see that all 

sums due to Government: are regularly and promptly assessed, realized and duly credited. 
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Section 84 of the Karachi Port Trust Act, 1886 states that all fees and sum due on 

account of property for the time being vested in the Board, and all areas of tolls, charges, rates 

and dues imposed under this act may be recovered, in addition to the other modes herein before 

provided, upon a summary proceeding before a magistrate in the manner provided in the code 

of Criminal Procedure, 1882 for the recovery of fines.   

The scrutiny of record revealed that KPT has  recoverable Rent & Utilities charges 

against government departments / entities utilizing the property of KPT inside and outside port 

area. The details are as under:- 

Sr Department  Rent  Electricity   Water  Total 

1 Collector of customs 2,415,361  15,378,593  731,713  18,525,667  

2 Pak Railways 2,098,826  469,996             -    2,568,822  

3 Dir Excise & Taxation 1,033,108                  -               -    1,033,108  

4 Karachi Metropolitan 1,093,737  122,001             -    1,215,738  

5 Military Estate Office 3,335,771                  -               -    3,335,771  

6 Ministry of Food 8,596,456                  -               -    8,596,456  

7 Pak Navy 1,636,953                  -               -    1,636,953  

8 Other Govt Departments 5,331,849  843,634  89,500  6,264,983  

  Total       43,177,498  

Audit observed that :- 

i. Management failed to recover an amount of Rs 43.177 million on account of rent 

and utility charges till June 2021. 

ii. Period of outstanding dues, lease agreement and detail of rent was not available on 

record. 

Audit is of the view that KPT sustained financial loss due to non recovery of 

outstanding dues. 

Departmental Reply: It is to state that various Government Agencies have their 

presence at the port area and they pay miscellaneous charges to KPT account of Rent, 

Electricity, Water etc. The issuance of bills, receipt and adjustment is a continuous process and 

KPT makes best efforts for recovery of outstanding dues. 

Recommendation: The management accepted the view point of Audit. Therefore, audit 

recommends that amount may be recovered from concerned departments. 

20.5.69 Recovery of charges on account of services provided by KPT to other 

Government departments – Rs 472.746 million 

GFR-26 states that it is the duty of the departmental Controlling officers to see that all 

sums due to Government: are regularly and promptly assessed, realized and duly credited. 

Section 84 of the Karachi Port Trust Act, 1886 states that all fees and sum due on 

account of property for the time being vested in the Board, and all areas of tolls, charges, rates 

and dues imposed under this act may be recovered, in addition to the other modes herein before 
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provided, upon a summary proceeding before a magistrate in the manner provided in the code 

of Criminal Procedure, 1882 for the recovery of fines.   

The scrutiny of record revealed that KPT has recoverable dues against services provided 

to government departments regarding dredging, ship movement, carnage etc. The detail is as 

under:- 

Sr Department Misc Dredging Ship 

movement 

Cranage Total 

1 MSA -    -    250,070,229  -    250,070,229  

2 Pak Navy -    -    198,897,954  -    198,897,954  

3 Port Qasim Authority 2,997,000  14,932,440  2,606,334  3,241,700  23,777,474  

  Total         472,745,657  

Audit observed that:- 

i. Management failed to recover an amount of Rs 472.746 million on account of services 

provided to Pak Navy, MSA & Port Qasim Authority regarding dredging, ship 

movement, carnage etc rent and utility charges till June 2021. 

ii. Period of outstanding dues and work performed by KPT was not available on record. 

Audit is of the view that KPT sustained financial loss due to non recovery of 

outstanding dues. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that GF(F) may streamline recording of each transaction and 

regularly follow-up the recoverable amount from the departments / parties concerned. 

Marine Fisheries Department, Karachi 

20.5.70 Unverified deposits of health and origin certificate fee – Rs 7.433 million 

Para 23 of the GFR Volume-I states that every Government officer should realize fully and 

clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud 

or negligence on his part and that the will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from 

fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown 

that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence.  

Para 15 of GFR Volume-I states that every officer whose duty it is to prepare and render any 

accounts or returns in respect of public money or stores is personally responsible for their completeness 

and strict accuracy. 

Marine Fisheries Department collected an amount of Rs. 91.754 through challan on 

account of registration, health and origin certificate, catch certificate and microbiological test 

during the financial year 2019-21.Details are as under: 

Financial 

Year 

Quality 

Control 

Microbiology Catch 

Certificate 

Deposit Pay 

Order 

Total AGPR 

Verified 

Fraudulent deposits 

2019-20 27,089,000  2,149,000  830,000  6,185,200  36,253,200  33,971,100  2,282,100  

2020-21 27,298,000  4,277,600  1,141,000  5,771,900  38,488,500  34,795,360  3,693,140  

7/21 to 11/21 11,868,000  1,128,400  156,000  3,860,891  17,013,291  15,555,691  1,457,600  
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Total 66,255,000  7,555,000  2,127,000  15,817,991  91,754,991  84,322,151  7,432,840  

Audit observed that out of total deposit of Rs 91.755 million, FTO/AGPR verified 

deposit of Rs 84.322 million into government account. The management of MFD could not 

verified the remaining challan for Rs 7.432 million despite lapse of two years. Record for 

previous period before 2019-20 was not provided.  

Audit is of the view that failure of the management to verify the deposit challan into 

government account was a serious negligence. 

No reply was furnished till the finalization of the report.  

Audit recommends to inquire the matter at appropriate level and fix responsibility for 

the losses besides reconciliation and recovery if not reconciled.  

20.5.71 Loss due to non-enhancement of rent of Fish stalls Rs. 20.525 million 

Ministry of House & Works vide O. M. No.F.12(65)/2011-Policy dated 27.03.2017, revised the 

rate of hiring of accommodation in different areas of Karachi from Rs. 22/sq. ft to Rs.50/sq. ft. w.e.f 

17.03.2017. 

Para-26 of GFR-Volume-1 states that it is responsibility of every controlling officer to see that 

all sums due to Government are regularly and promptly assessed and realized. 

Marine Fisheries Department, Karachi, allotted six Fish Stalls having a total area of 950.2 Sq. 

Yard (8,552 Sq. feet) to different tenants at the rate of Rs.300 annually. 

Audit observed that: 

i. The management did not enhance the rent of fish stalls in accordance with prevailing 

market rate or PWD rates. 

ii. Loss of Rs 20,524,800 (8,552x50x12x4) with effect from March 2017 to March 

2021was sustained due to non-enhancement of rent. 

iii. Copy of Lease agreements and allotment letter was not provided to Audit.  

iv. Property document of Oyster Park, Ibrahim Hydri, Karachi was also not available. 

Audit is of the view that non- enhancement of rent of fish stalls and non-production of allotment 

letters was a serious lapse on the part of management.  

No reply was furnished till the finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to enhance the rent as per market rate or government rate whichever is 

higher. 

20.5.72 Loss due to non-revision of tests rate- Rs 26.280 million 

Para 23 of the GFR Volume-I states that every Government officer should realize fully and 

clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud 

or negligence on his part and that the will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from 

fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown 

that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence.  
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Marine Fisheries Department carried out 4,356 Microbiological and 24 Chemical tests on the 

request of the fish exporters during the period 01.07.2020 to 30.10.2021.  

Audit observed that Marine Fisheries Department was charging Rs.1,000 per test for 

microbiological and chemical tests fixed in 1998 while on the other hand PCSIR, a council under the 

Ministry of Science and Technology, was charging Rs 7,000 per test. The management did not enhance 

the rate and public exchequer sustained a loss of Rs 26,280,000 (4380x6000), during the year 2020-21. 

Audit is of the view that non-enhancement of test rate resulted in loss to the public exchequer. 

No reply was furnished till the finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to revise the rate as per the prevailing rates. 

20.5.73 Less-recovery of tests fee from exporters- Rs 6.570 million 

Rule 18 (i) of the Pakistan Fish inspection and Quality Control Act, 1997 Rules, 1997 states 

that the registered fish processing plant/exporter intending to export fish and fishery products, shall 

make an application in Form F to the Director General, Marine Fisheries Department, Ministry of 

Maritime Affairs for issue of the required certificate on payment of such fee as prescribed at Schedule 

–IV. According to t Schedule–IV (c) Rs. 1,500 will be charged for results of any specific tests (cost of 

tests will be in addition to this amount).  

Marine Fisheries Department carried out 4,356 Microbiological and 24 Chemical lab test on 

the demands of the fish exporters during the period 01.07.2020 to 30.10.2021.  

Audit observed that Marine Fisheries Department charged Rs.1,000 per test for microbiological 

and chemical tests while as per rule Rs.2,500 was to be charged for tests conducted on the requests of 

exporters. An amount of Rs.6,570,000 was less recovered from the exporters.  

Audit is of the view that less collection of tests fee from the exporter sustained loss to the public 

exchequer. 

No reply was furnished till the finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to recover the amount besides taking action the person held responsible for 

this negligence.  

20.5.74 Wastage of public money - Rs. 5.734 million 

Section 20 (1&2) of the Public Finance Act, 2019 states that Principal accounting officers shall 

ensure that the maximum possible returns are achieved on each and every asset falling under the 

oversight of the Ministry and Division. The returns on a public asset may include utilization of the asset 

for delivery of one or more public services or a financial return accruing to the Government from 

utilization of the potential of the asset. 

Marine Fisheries Department, Karachi initiated development project titled “Establishment of 

Regional Offices and Testing Laboratories of Marine Fisheries Department” at Gwadar, Baluchistan on 

01.07.2014 for Rs 46 million. An amount of Rs 37.591 million was released for the project up to 2017-

18. The project management incurred an expenditure of Rs 7.689 million on the project. The project 

was to be completed up to 30.06.2018. The main objective of the project was to ensure compliance to 

the provisions of National and International legislative requirements under World Trade Organization 

(WTO) regime and importing countries and to facilitate direct export of fish and fishery products from 

Gawadar, Baluchistan. The following items were procured for the project. 

Sr. No Detail Date of purchase Amount 
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1 Autoclave R7A-MO ROBOS, UK 16.04.2018 1,670,100 

2 Pipette 1ml Adjustable A1000, OHAUS, USA 16.04.2018 28,700 

3 Centrifuge FC 5706,OHAUS, USA 16.04.2018 269,350 

4 Photostat Machine (MP 501SP) 10.04.2018 133,308 

5 Kjeldahl with accessories  02.05.2018 2,936,250 

6 Computer with LED Dell 3050 MD 137100 20.06.2018 79,500 

7 Laboratory Refrigerator  07.06.2018 225,003 

8 Laboratory Freezer 07.06.2018 391,950 

TOTAL 5,734,161 

Audit observed that: 

i. The Project could not achieved its objectives despite availability of fund and 

equipment. 

ii. The procurement of laboratory equipment was made during last month of extended 

period of project which were lying unused in their packing in the store for the last three 

years. Warranty period of the equipment had been expired. 

iii. Two items, laboratory refrigerator, and laboratory freezer were missing. 

Audit is of the view that inefficiency on the part of the Project Management resulted in wastage 

of public money. 

Audit recommends to inquire the matter to fix the responsibility. 

20.5.75 Wastage of public money - Rs 4.453 million 

Section 20 (1&2) of the Public Finance Act, 2019 states that Principal accounting officers shall 

ensure that the maximum possible returns are achieved on each and every asset falling under the 

oversight of the Ministry and Division. The returns on a public asset may include utilization of the asset 

for delivery of one or more public services or a financial return accruing to the Government from 

utilization of the potential of the asset. 

Marine Fisheries Department, Karachi initiated development project titled “Establishment of 

Regional Offices and Testing Laboratories of Marine Fisheries Department” at Peshawar, Khyber 

Pakhtoon Khwa on 01.07.2014 for Rs 45.308 million. An amount of Rs 32.463 million was released for 

the project up to 2017-18. The project management incurred an expenditure of Rs 6.932 million. The 

project was to be completed up to 30.06.2018. The main objective of the project was to ensure 

compliance to the provisions of National and International legislative requirements under World Trade 

Organization (WTO) regime and importing countries and to facilitate direct export of fish and fishery 

products from Peshawar, Khyber Pakhtoon Khwa. The following items were procured for the project. 

Sr. No Name of equipment Quantity Date of purchase Amount 

1.  Computer with LCD (Core2do) 01 01.06.2017 30,000 

2.  Typewriter (Olympia) 01 07.06.2017 34,000 

3.  Office Removing Chairs 01 07.06.2017 7,500 

4.  Staff Chairs 04 07.06.2017 19,800 

5.  Office Table with Lamination Sheet 01 07.06.2017 18,500 

6.  Staff Tables 01 07.06.2017 12,500 

7.  Staff Tables 02 03.05.2018 8,000 

8.  Steel Almirah 6x3x1 ½ 01 07.06.2017 12,500 

9.  Computer Table 01 07.08.2017 6,500 

10.  Computer Chair Revolving 01 07.06.2017 4,950 

11.  Visitor Chairs 04 07.06.2017 14,400 

12.  Printer (Gestetner)  01 19.01.2018 39,000 

13.  AnalyticalTop Loading Balance  01 26.04.2018 29,250 

14.  Photostat Machine (MP 2501 SP) 01 10.04.2018 433,308 

15.  Motorcycle (United) 01 08.05.2018 69,000 
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16.  Blender Homogenizer 01 17.05.2018 6.000 

17.  Filter Stand (Wooden) 05 17.05.2018 3,300 

18.  Filter Stand (Steel) 05 17.05.2018 4,900 

19.  Printer  01 31.05.2018 18,230 

20.  Fax Machine 01 31.05.2018 44,093 

21.  PH Meter / TDS 02 12.06.2018 317,070 

22.  Top Loading Balance  02 12.06.2018 269,100 

23.  Coliform Water Bath 01 12.06.2018 108,576 

24.  Kjeldahl with Accessories 20 place 01 01.06.2018 2,948,400 

TOTAL 4,452,883 

Audit observed that: 

i. The Project could not achieved its objectives despite availability of fund and 

equipment. 

ii. The procurement of laboratory equipment was made during last month of 

extended period of project which were lying unused in their packing in the store 

for the last three years. Warranty period of the equipment had been expired. 

iii. The physical verification report dated 05.11.2019 showed that motor cycle was 

missing. 

Audit is of the view that inefficiency on the part of the Project Management resulted in wastage 

of public money. 

No reply was furnished till the finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to inquire the matter to fix the responsibility. 

20.5.76 Less-recovery of registration fee from the exporters- Rs 4.210 million 

Rule10 of the Pakistan Fish inspection and Quality Control Act, 1997 Rules, 1997 states that 

the registration certificate shall be valid for the calendar year, or any part thereof during which it is 

issued.  

Rule 12 of Pakistan Fish inspection and Quality Control Act, 1997 Rules, 1997 states that 

registration certificate be renewed if the holder thereof takes an application in the Form “E” within one 

month after expiry of its period, after depositing annual renewal fee along with prescribed late fee. 

Schedule III (c) of Rule-12 of the Pakistan Fish inspection and Quality Control Act Rules, 1997 

states that “Renewal fee for registration of the fish processing plants, (freezing/canning plants firm or 

fish exporter) within month is Rs.10,000” 

Marine Fisheries Department, Karachi had registered 627 fish processing plants and exporters 

since its inception till date. 

Audit observed that out of out of 627 fish processing plants and exporters 421 renewal was not 

affected on calendar year basis and resulted in less recovery of Rs.4,210,000 (421 x Rs.10,000) from 

the registered plants and exporters. 

Audit is of the view that non-renewal of the 421 firms on calendar year basis was loss to the 

public exchequer. 

No reply was furnished till the finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to recover the amount from the licensees and deposit it into government 

account. 
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20.5.77 Issuance of quality and origin certificate without laboratory tests  

Rule 17 of Pakistan Fish inspection and Quality Control Act, 1997 Rules, 1997 states that every 

registered fish processing plant/exporter shall obtain certificate of quality and origin from Marine 

Fisheries Department, after inspection of fish consignment intended for export. 

Rule 2(r) of Pakistan Fish inspection and Quality Control Act, 1997 Rules, 1997 states that fish 

inspection means inspection of fish and fishery products by a fishery officer for the purpose of assessing 

the quality of the fish by inspecting sanitary and hygienic conditions and the physical, chemical and 

bacteriological examination of fish and fishery product.   

Marine Fisheries Department, Karachi issued 27,298 certificates on account of quality control 

(health and origin) @ Rs.1,000 per certificate and collected an amount of Rs 27,298,000 during the year 

2020-21.  

Audit observed that 3,232 microbiological and 24 chemical tests were conducted on the 

requests of the exporter while the remaining 24,042 (27,298- 3,256) certificates were issued without 

any laboratory tests.  

Audit is of the view that issuance of certificate without laboratory test was violation of the rules. 

No reply was furnished till the finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to follow the rules and regulations for issuance of certificate in letter and 

sprite.  

20.5.78 Non-availability of fish processing & export data  

Rule 16 (i) of the Pakistan Fish inspection and Quality Control Act, 1997 Rules, 1997 states 

that the registered plant and fish exporter shall furnish to the registration authority or the Fishery Officer 

the information on from “E” regarding the activities i.e. fish and shell fish processed and exported 

during the previous month , by the first week of each month. ii every registered plant and exporter shall 

furnish such information or data as may be required by the registration authority or Fishery Officers. 

Rule 11 of the Pakistan Fish Inspection and Quality Control Act, 1997 Rules, 1997 states that 

where any processing plant or fish exporters have contravened or failed to comply with the provision 

of this Act or the rules in respect of fish processing and its quality, the registering authority may cancel 

or suspend the registration certificate and inform the concerned party in writing as per Form “C” 

Marine Fisheries Department, Karachi had registered 627 fish processing plants and exporters 

since its inception. 

Audit requested to provide the month wise data of shell fish processed and exported by the 

registered firm and plants. It was stated by the DD Planning that registered plants and exporters are not 

providing the data. Audit requested to provide the letter written to the exporter for provision of the data 

but the same was not available with the management. Further no action was taken against the plants and 

exporters for non-compliance of the terms and conditions of the registration. 

Audit is of the view that non-compliance of the provision of the Act was negligence on the part 

of the management. 

No reply was furnished till the finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to inquire the matter for fixing responsibility for violation of the rules. 
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CHAPTER 21 

NATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY BUREAU 

21.1 Introduction 

National Accountability Bureau (NAB) was established vide Ordinance No. XVIII of 

1999 dated 16.11.1999 (NAB Ordinance, 1999) to eradicate corruption and hold accountable 

all those persons accused of such practices. NAB was also required to provide effective 

measures for the detection, investigation, prosecution and speedy disposal of cases involving 

corruption, corrupt practices, misuse/abuse of power, misappropriation of property, kickbacks, 

commissions, etc. with a view to a fair and just system for all. 

NAB Headquarters is situated in the federal capital with five regional offices in the four 

provinces. The Headquarters exclusively performs policy and monitoring functions while the 

investigation is carried out in the Regional Offices. The Headquarters, however, retain a very 

limited investigation capability for very high profile corruption cases as determined by the 

Chairman, NAB. 

Following its mandate, NAB formulated a National Anti-Corruption Strategy (NACS) 

with input from international experts (supported by the DFID, UK) in 2002. The strategy 

contains sections on the assessment of the weaknesses of relevant institutions and the system 

as a whole, proposes the strategic reform agenda and the implementation plan.  

The main tasks of NAB have been organized along functional lines and by arranging 

them into four main divisions, i.e. Operations, Prosecution, Awareness & Prevention and 

Human Resource & Finance Divisions.  

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 6 6 12,910.749  - 

2 
Assignment Accounts (Excluding 

FAP) 
1 1 29,729.000  - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 
- -  -  - 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) - - -  - 

 

21.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the National Accountability Bureau for the financial year 2020-21 was 

Rs.5,184 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.5,183 million. The Bureau had 

1 Current Grant. Grant-wise detail of current expenditure is as under: 

 (Rs. in million) 
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Grant 

No. 

Type 

of 

Grant 

Original 

Grant 

Supp 

Grant 

Surrender 

(-) 

Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

111 Current 5,081 433 -330 5,184 5,183 -1 -0.02% 

Audit noted that there was an overall savings of Rs.1 million, which was due to less expenditure 

in current grant. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget estimates, 

the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand that budget 

processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and assumptions and a 

coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed that there 

was excess expenditure of 210% with respect to Original grant which reduced to savings of 3% w.r.t 

Final Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 22% of excess in 

expenditure w.r.t original allocation reduced to 0% w.r.t final allocation, as depicted in the graph below: 

 

 

21.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.5,282.09million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of National Accountability Buearu. Summary of the audit observations 

classified by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record 4,685.45 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  596.64 

B Procurement related irregularities  

C Management of account with commercial banks  

D Recovery    0.00 

E Internal Control    0.00 

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others  
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21.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Audit 

Paras 

Actionable 

Points 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

 % of 

Compliance  

2011-12 5 5 5 0  100  

2013-14 6 6 5 1  83  

Total: 11 11 10 1 91 

21.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

National Accountability Bureau (Headquarter), Islamabad 

21.5.1 Irregular payment on hiring the services of lawyers - Rs. 146.255 million 

Sub Rule (3) (a) of Rule 4 of NAB’s Recovery and Rewards Rules, 2002 provides that the 

Chairman NAB may approve expenditure out of the NAB’s Recovery and Rewards fund for hiring of 

legal experts, chartered accountants, investigators or interrogators, anti-corruption strategy experts, 

media consultants or any other person for an assignment relating to NAB’s functions as per rules framed 

in consultation with the government. 

Para 6(b) of Part I – General of Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for Induction Procedure 

and Pay Scale Structure of Advisors / Consultants / Experts and Law Officers of NAB dated 02.07.2015 

states that after grant of two extensions, service provider will have to take minimum six (06) months 

break or go through the fresh process of hiring for further services in NAB as per this SOP. 

National accountability Bureau, Islamabad vide Office Order No. 7-1(53)/ Admn-I/2004 dated 

11.04.2019 approved the fee structure for payment of monthly salary to the prosecutors working in 

NAB w.e.f. 01.04.2019. A comparison of previous and revised monthly remuneration is as under: 

(Amount in Rs.) 

Sl. 

No. 
Name of Post 

Remuneration (w.e.f. 01.07.2015) Revised (w.e.f. 01.04.2019) 

Pay 

Non-

Practicing 

Allowance 

Total 

 
Pay 

Non-

Practicing 

Allowance 

Total 

 

1.  DPGA 
150,000 to 

170,000 

50,000 to 

80,000 

200,000 to 

250,000 
230, 000 100,000 330,000 

2.  
Special Prosecutor 

(S. Court) 

90,000 to 

120,000 

30,000 to 

50,000 

120,000 to 

170,000 
180,000 85,000 265,000 

3.  
Special Prosecutor 

(H. Court) 

70,000 to 

850,000 

20,000 to 

40,000 

90,000 to 

125,000 
140,000 70,000 210,000 

4.  
Special Prosecutor 

(T. Court) 

600,000 to 

70,000 

15,000 to 

30,000 

75,000 to 

100,000 
110,000 50,000 160,000 

National Accountability Bureau (Headquarters), Islamabad hired services of 

APGA/DGPA/Special Prosecutor/ Senior Legal consultant on monthly fee basis. At present, 15 lawyers 

are on the strength of NAB (HQ) as on 31.08.2021. The salaries are paying from the head of account 

A03917-Law charges. A sum of Rs. 146.255 million was incurred on this account during financial years 

2018-21. Detail is given below:  

Sl. No. Year Amount (Rs.) 

1.  2018-19 39,327,616 

2.  2019-20 55,376,468 

3.  2020-21 51,550,899 
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Total 146,254,983 

Audit observed that the services of lawyers were hired without open competition as no record 

relating to competition was shown. The regular budget was utilized for payment of monthly 

remuneration to the lawyers instead meeting this expenditure from the R&R Fund after framing the 

rules in consultation with the Government. The head of account A03917-Law charges is not meant for 

making payments to the lawyers appointed on contract against monthly salary. The services of Lawyers 

were hired for a period of one year/ six months but are continuously extending / revising (more than 

two time extensions) in violation of SOP. The monthly remuneration of the lawyers was enhanced 

during the contract without having provisions in Service Terms and Conditions which causes loss to 

Government. 

Audit further observed that engagements of nine (09) Special Prosecutor / Senior Legal 

Consultant in addition to six (06) APGA/DPGA at Headquarters strength are unjustified as all the cases 

of investigation / prosecution are handing by the regional Directorates itself.  

Audit is of the view that payment to Legal Consultants / Prosecutors was made in violation of 

SOP and government rules / procedures which was irregular. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 12.01.2022 was apprised that the services of lawyers are hired 

under Section 8(c) of the NAO, 1999. The issue was discussed in detail in the meeting of DAC and as 

per directions, record of advertisement, showing the competitive process followed for hiring the services 

of lawyers was shared with the Audit. Besides, approval of Finance Division for payment of 

remuneration to the lawyers / prosecutors from the head “Law Charges” was also provided to Audit. 

NAB agreed to make amendments in the SOP 2015 incorporating that the fee of the lawyers can be 

enhanced, even during currency of the contract, as and when deemed appropriate by the competent 

authority, keeping in view Section 8(c) of NAO, 1999 and deleting the requirement of break after two 

extensions for hiring the services of lawyers / prosecutors continuously. 

Audit recommends that DAC’s directions be complied with. 

21.5.2 Irregular expenditure incurred on hiring services of experts -  

Rs. 168.341 million 

Sub Rule (3) (a) of Rule 4 of NAB’s Recovery and Rewards Rules, 2002 provides that the 

Chairman NAB may approve expenditure out of the NAB’s Recovery and Rewards fund for hiring of 

legal experts, chartered accountants, investigators or interrogators, anti-corruption strategy experts, 

media consultants or any other person for an assignment relating to NAB’s functions as per rules framed 

in consultation with the government. 

Para 6(b) of Part I – General of Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for Induction Procedure 

and Pay Scale Structure of Advisors / Consultants / Experts and Law Officers of NAB dated 02.07.2015 

states that after grant of two extensions, service provider will have to take minimum six (06) months 

break or go through the fresh process of hiring for further services in NAB as per this SOP. 

National accountability Bureau, Islamabad vide Office Order No. 7-1(40)Admn-I/2004 dated 

09.04.2020 approved increase in service charges/ fee of experts who have completed one year of service 

on01.03.2020. A comparison of previous and revised monthly remuneration is as under: 

S. No. Categories Equivalency to BPS % of increase 

1.  Assistant Jr. Expert-1,2,3 BPS 01-16 20 

2.  Advisor/Sr. Expert/ Jr. Expert-1,2,3 BPS-17 and above 15 
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The standard terms and conditions of contract employment issued by Establishment Division 

vide O.M No.10/52/95-R.2 dated 18.07.1996 as amended from time to time provide that the period of 

contract should not exceed two years and the post should be advertised. 

National Accountability Bureau (Headquarter), Islamabad hired the services of Experts / Junior 

Experts against different monthly remuneration/fee. At present,18 Advisor/Senior & Junior Experts 

(equivalency to BPS- 17 and above) and 89 Assistant Junior Experts (Intelligence /Vigilance security 

staff & supporting staff) (equivalency to BPS- 01 to 16) are on the strength of NAB (HQ) as on 

30.06.2021. The salaries are paying from the head of account A03919- Payments to other for services 

render. A sum of Rs.168.341 million from Payments to other for services render was incurred during 

financial years 2018-21 from the regular budget. Details are as under:  

(Amount in million Rs.) 

Sl. No. Financial Year Amount 

1.  2018-19 53.080 

2.  2019-20 56.379 

3.  2020-21 58.882 

Total 168.341 

Audit observed that the services of Experts / Junior Experts were hired without open 

competition as no record relating to competition was shown. The management utilized regular budget 

instead of meeting this expenditure from the R&R Fund. The services of Experts were hired for a period 

of one year/ six months but the contracts are continuously extending/ revising (more than two time 

extensions) in violation of SOP. The regular budget was utilized for payment of monthly remuneration 

to the experts instead meeting this expenditure from the R&R Fund after framing the rules in 

consultation with the Government. The monthly remuneration was enhanced during the contract without 

having provisions in Service Terms and Conditions which causes loss to Government.  

Audit is of the view that utilization of regular budget was violation of NAB’s Recovery and 

Rewards Rules, 2002. Payment to experts was made in violation of SOP and government rules/ 

procedures which was irregular 

The DAC meeting was held on 12.01.2022. As per the directions of the DAC, the relevant 

record, of advertisements showing the competitive process followed for hiring the services of experts 

was shared with the Audit. It was also apprised that para 6 (b) of SOP 2015 has also been amended / 

withdrawn with the approval of Chairman NAB. NAB agreed to make amendment in the SOP 2015 

incorporating that the fee of the experts can be enhanced, even during currency of the contract, as and 

when deemed appropriate by the competent authority, keeping in view Section 28(f) of NAO, 1999. 

Audit recommends that DAC’s decision be complied with. 

21.5.3 Non-production of record of legal fee made to International Arbitration- Rs. 

274.672 million 

Section 14(2) of Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete a form 

as possible and with all reasonable expedition.  

Section 14(3) of Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor 

General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant 

Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person.  
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Finance Division releases foreign exchange cover to GBP£ 1,637,890 for making payment of 

legal charges to foreign lawyers paid by NAB, out of its approved FE budget for the year 2018-19. 

National Accountability Bureau (Headquarter), Islamabad incurred Rs. 274.672 million 

(GBP£1,637,890) for payment of law charges to the foreign law firms/lawyers International arbitration 

“Broadsheet V/s GOP/NAB during the year 2018-19. Details of payment are as under: 

Sl. 

No. 
Particular of Release Dated 

Amount 

(GBP £) (Pak Rupees) 

1.  F.3(48)/EF.B-IV/2018 11.07.2018 1,200,000 192,000,000 

2.  F.3(48)/EF.B-IV/2018-503 30.05.2019 363,940 70,000,000 

3.  F.3(48)/EF.B-IV/2018 26.06.2019 73,950 14,672,000 

Total 1,637,890 276,672,000 

Audit observed that the record pertaining to hiring process, invoice, sanction of payments and 

actual disbursement to lawyers was not shown to Audit.  

Audit is of the view that in the absence of the record, the authenticity of the expenditure could 

not be ascertained. 

The management replied that the Government of Pakistan through National Accountability 

Bureau (NAB) is pursuing a case of International Arbitration against a claim of over and above US 

Dollars 500 million, lodged by M/s Broadsheet LLC in the Court of International Arbitration. For 

defending the case Government of Pakistan through NAB has engaged foreign lawyers / law firms 

through Ministry of Law and Justice.  The funds have been provided by the Finance Division for 

utilization on account of law charges, following the due procedure, approval of Economic Coordination 

Committee / Federal Cabinet, allocation of foreign exchange cover etc. All payments to the foreign 

lawyers / law firms are made through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Pakistan High Commission 

London. 

The reply of the management is not acceptable because record pertaining to hiring process, 

invoice, sanction of payments and actual disbursement to lawyers was not provided. 

The DAC meeting was held on 12.01.2022 and para has been pended. 

Audit recommends that the record may be provided to Audit besides taking necessary action 

against the person held responsible for non-production of record. 

21.5.4 Non-production of record of legal charges - Rs. 4,410.774 million 

Section 14(2) of Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete a form 

as possible and with all reasonable expedition.  

Section 14(3) of Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor 

General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant 

Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person.  

Finance Division releases foreign exchange cover to US$ 27.227 million (equal to PKR 

4,410.774 million for making payment of legal charges in shape of part final award (quantum) and part 

final award (cost) to Broadsheet LLC, in connection with an arbitration proceeding in High Court of 

Justice Business and Property Courts England. National Accountability Bureau (Headquarter), 

Islamabad incurred expenditure of Rs. 4,410.774 million (US$ 27.227 million)out of Law Charges 

during the year 2019-20. Finance Division approved the provision of foreign exchange against Rupee 
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Cover to be provided by NAB the bona fides, probity and transparency of the decision to utilize public 

funds for the above mentioned purpose and the ensuing transaction is the responsibility of NAB. 

Audit observed that supporting documents to the payment were not provided to Audit to know 

the particulars of payment as the matter was the responsibility of NAB.  

Audit is of the view that in the absence of the record, the authenticity of the expenditure could 

not be ascertained. 

The management replied that after issuance of Part Final Award (Quantum) and Part Final 

Award (Cost), for total amount of US $ 27,226,590.50, by the Arbitrator, Chartered Institute of 

Arbitration, in the case of International Arbitration, on a claim of M/s Broadsheet LLC, and on 

exhaustion of available legal options the Government of Pakistan / National Accountability Bureau 

(NAB) considered the case in consultation and coordination with all stake holders. After deliberation at 

length, Finance Division conveyed to release US $ 27.227 million in one go or in installments to satisfy 

the Award’s requirements. With the approval of Economic Coordination Committee / Federal Cabinet 

and release of foreign exchange cover, the Government of Pakistan through NAB released an amount 

of US $ 26.153 million equivalent to Pak Rupees 4,410.774 million to meet the liability. It is however, 

clarified that the release of amount has been made to comply with the Court’s Orders which has been 

enforced against the GOP / NAB and there is no mala fides. 

The reply of the management is not acceptable because supporting documents to the payment 

were not provided. 

The DAC meeting was held on 12.01.2022 and audit para has been pended. 

Audit recommends that the record may be provided to Audit besides taking necessary action 

against the person held responsible for non-production of record. 

21.5.5 Irregular appointments of Contingent paid Staff - Rs. 72.769 million 

The standard terms and conditions of contract employment issued by Establishment Division 

vide O.M No.10/52/95-R.2 dated 18.07.1996 as amended from time to time provide that the period of 

contract should not exceed two years and the post should be advertised. 

Finance Division vide OM No.1(1)Imp/94 dated 26.6.1999 states that a standing 

committee comprising of additional Finance Secretary (expenditure) has been constituted in 

the Finance Division. The standing committee will scrutinized the recommendation of the 

respective Board of Directors /Governors of the statutory public sector corporation; 

autonomous /semiautonomous bodies etc. and submit its finding to competent authority for 

final orders. No corporation will announce the revision of salary/allowances, structures without 

prior approval of competent authority. 

The management of National Accountability Bureau (HQ), Islamabad made appointments of 

Contingent paid Staff against different monthly remuneration/fee. At present 47 personnel are at the 

strength of NAB. A sum of Rs. 72.769 million was incurred out of the head A-01277- Contingent paid 

staff during the period 2019-21. Details are as under:  

Sl. No. Financial Year Amount (Rs.) 

1.  2018-19 16,994,161 

2.  2019-20 28,037,857 

3.  2020-21 27,737,217 

Total 72,769,235 
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Audit observed that the appointments were made without open competition. The process was 

continued since long and no strategy was made to fill the post through advertisement and proper 

competition. It was required that the contingent paid staff may be appointed for a short period not 

exceeding a financial year subject to availability of budget. Similarly, appointments of Contingent Paid 

Staff in large number, which are later sought to be continued for indefinite period, may not be made. 

Audit further observed that the salary of contingent paid staff (CPS) was enhanced/revised 

w.e.f. 01.02.2019 by allowing Utility Allowance @25%. Monthly salary was further enhanced /revised 

on 13.03.2019 by allowing 20 DAs and 60% investigation allowance without the approval of Finance 

Division as enhancement in percentage of running basis was allowed by Finance Division to the regular 

employees of NAB. The details of enhancement in monthly salaries are as under: 

(Amount in Rs.) 

S. 

No. 
Post BPS 

Monthly rate 

of salary 

w.e.f. 

01.07.2018 

Monthly rate of 

salary by 

allowing Utility 

Allowance @ 

25% w.e.f. 

01.02.2019 

Monthly rate of 

enhanced salary w.e.f. 

13.03.2019 by 

incorporated 20 DAs 

and 60% Investigation 

Allowance 

1. Clerk 04 22,444 24,883 52,261 

2. Driver 04 22,544 25,033 52,411 

3. Naib Qasid 01 21,370 23,653 48,006 

Audit is of the view that appointment without open competition and enhancement in monthly 

salaries without approval of Finance was irregular and unauthorized. 

The management replied that 46/47 persons were appointed on Contingent Paid Basis. Whereas 

appointment on Contract in NAB is governed u/s 3.33 of NAB’s Employees TCS – 2002. Therefore, 

the standard terms & conditions of contract employees issued by Establishment Division vide O.M 

No.10/52/95-R.2, dated 18-07-1996 and Rule 20 of PPRA Rules, 2004 are not attracted in this case. 

Finance Division has sanctioned certain allowances in favor of the employees of NAB. Since the 

Contingent Paid Staff is borne on the strength of NAB, following the due process, the allowances 

sanctioned by the Government, for the employees of NAB, have also been extended in favor of 

Contingent Paid Staff of NAB. 

The reply is not tenable as the services of CPS were hired without open competition and 

Pay/allowances were enhanced without the approval of Finance Division. In mostly cases employment 

after a period of two years contract was continuing in violation of the instructions issued by 

Establishment Division.  

The Departmental Accounts Committee (DAC) meeting was held on 12.01.2022. The DAC 

upon perusal of record settled the para, however, further directed that NAB may review / rationalize the 

strength of contingent paid employees and if considered appropriate, it may initiate process of 

regularization of employees, where possible. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be inquired and responsibility should be fixed for the 

irregularity besides taking corrective measures. 

National Accountability Bureau, Gilgit 

21.5.6 Non-recovery of income tax from the salaries 

Section 149 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001 states that income tax in respect of an employee is 

required to be deducted by the persons responsible for paying salary to an employee after making 
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adjustment of tax withheld from employees under other heads and tax credit admissible under sections 

61, 62, 63 and 64 during the year after obtaining documentary evidence.  

Section 4 (1) of Chapter-II of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 states that subject to this Ordinance, 

income tax shall be imposed for each tax year, at the rate or rates specified in Part I of the First Schedule, 

as the case may be, on every person who has taxable income for the year.  

NAB, Gilgit (under administrative control of NAB, Rawalpindi) has the following officers/ 

officials on the pay roll of AGPR sub-office Gilgit whose salary was, therefore, subject to income tax. 

The detail is as under: 

S.No. Name Designation From To 

1 Mr. Nauman Aslam Director 12.08.2016 10.09.2018 

2 Mr. Hammad Hassan Niazi Addl. Director 29.04.2015 01.09.2016 

3 Mr. Nasir Junejo A/Director 10.09.2018 Till date 

4 Syed Faisal Akbar Shah Deputy Director 22.08.2016 24.09.2020 

5 Mr. Abdul Majid Deputy Director 10.06.2016 11.05.2017 

6 Mr. Ghulam Mustafa Deputy Director 26.03.2018 17.09.2019 

7 Mr. Aamir Shahid Deputy Director 18.09.2019 05.11.2020 

8 Mr. Mumtaz Ali Deputy Director 15.03.2021 Till date 

9 Mr.MuhammadAbbas Khan Assistant Director 29.04.2015 05.03.2018 

10 Mr. Sharafat Ali Raquib Assistant Director 29.04.2015 24.01.2020 

11 Mr. Umair Naeem Bajwa Assistant Director 02.01.2019 Till date 

12 Mr. Aisar Ali Assistant Director 19.06.2018 Till date 

13 Mr. Aqeel Zafar Assistant Director 10.08.2016 23.10.2020 

14 Mr. Azmat Ullah Assistant Director 17.02.2020 Till date 

15 Mr. Umar Waqas Assistant Director 17.01.2020 Till date 

16 Mr. Muhammad Ghufran Assistant Director 09.11.2020 Till date 

17 Mr. Christopher Peter Dy. Assist. Director 10.08.2016 20.02.2019 

18 Mr. Asadullah Makhdoom Dy. Assist. Director 29.08.2019 Till date 

Audit observed that the income tax had not been recovered from the salaries of the officers/ 

officials as required under the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of income tax is violation of the Income Tax Ordinance, 

2001. 

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that income tax may be recovered under intimation to audit.  

21.5.7 Irregular payment the rental ceiling with salary at non-specified station – Rs. 

8.212 million 

Rule 2 (m) of Chapter I of Allocation Rules, 2002 states that in these rules, unless there is 

anything repugnant in the subject or context; (m) “rental ceiling” means the ceiling fixed by the 

Government for hiring of private houses as notified from time to time. 

NAB, Gilgit (under administrative control of NAB, Rawalpindi) allowed the rental ceiling 

amounting to Rs. 8,211,650 alongwith the monthly salary w.e.f 01.03.2019 to all officers/ officials 

posted at Sub-Office, Gilgit. 

S.No. Name Designation From To 
Total 

months 
Amount 

1.  Mr. Nasir Junejo A/Director 01.03.2019 30.09.2021 31x32,511 1,007,841 

2.  Syed Faisal Akbar Shah Deputy Director 01.03.2019 24.09.2020 19x24,929 473,651 

3.  Mr. Ghulam Mustafa Deputy Director 01.03.2019 17.09.2019 19x24,929 473,651 

4.  Mr. Mumtaz Ali Deputy Director 15.03.2021 30.09.2021 7x24,929 174,503 
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5.  Mr. Sharafat Ali Raquib Assistant Director 01.03.2019 24.01.2020 13x24,929 324,077 

6.  Mr. Umair Naeem Bajwa Assistant Director 01.03.2019 30.09.2021 31x24,929 772,799 

7.  Mr. Aisar Ali Assistant Director 01.03.2019 30.09.2021 31x24,929 772,799 

8.  Mr. Aqeel Zafar Assistant Director 01.03.2019 23.10.2020 20x24,929 498,580 

9.  Mr. Azmat Ullah Assistant Director 17.02.2020 30.09.2021 20x24,929 498,580 

10.  Mr. Umar Waqas Assistant Director 17.01.2020 30.09.2021 21x24,929 523,509 

11.  Mr. Muhammad Ghufran Assistant Director 09.11.2020 30.09.2021 11x24,929 274,219 

12.  Mr. Asadullah Makhdoom Dy. Assist. Director 29.08.2019 30.09.2021 25x18,843 471,075 

13.  Mr. Muhammad Arif Assistant 01.03.2019 30.09.2021 31x18,843 584,133 

14.  Mr. Sahib Wali APS 01.03.2019 30.09.2021 31x18,843 584,133 

15.  Mr. Hamid Hussain UDC 01.03.2019 30.09.2021 31x14,904 462,024 

16.  Mr. Javaid Iqbal LDC 01.03.2019 30.09.2021 31x10,196 316,076 

Total: 8,211,650 

Audit observed that the rental ceiling was allowed with the salary to all the officers/ officials 

of NAB, Gilgit which is not included in the specified stations by the Ministry of Housing and Works. 

Audit is of the view that allowing rental ceiling alongwith salary to the officers/ officials posted 

at Gilgit is irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor was a DAC meeting convened. 

Audit recommends that clarification may be sought from Ministry of Housing and Works and 

till clarification further payment may be stopped. 

21.5.8 Irregular hiring of houses other than the station of posting –  

Rs. 2.128 million 

Rule 8(1) chapter VI of Allocation Rules, 2002 states that a federal government servant may 

locate a private house of his entitlement for hiring through Estate Office in the areas specified by 

Ministry of Housing and Works, Government of Pakistan, as per prescribed scales of covered area and 

specifications; (10) a hired or requisitioned house shall be allotted at the station of posting of the FGS 

by issuing allotment letter. 

Para-1 of Ministry of Housing & Works OM No.F.2(3)/2003-Policy dated 31.07.2004 declared 

the six specified stations for hiring of residential accommodation i.e. Islamabad, Rawalpindi, Lahore, 

Karachi, Peshawar and Quetta. Para-2(ix) states that a hired house shall be allotted at the place/ station 

of posting of the employee. 

NAB, Gilgit (under administrative control of NAB, Rawalpindi) allowed the house hiring 

facility at Islamabad/ Rawalpindi to some officers/ officials posted in NAB, Gilgit during the financial 

year 2017-18 & 2018-19 and paid Rs. 2,127,602. The detail is as under: 

S.No. Name of Officer Designation Address Period 

1. Nasir Junejo 

 

Additional 

Director 

H.No.11, New Sohan, Dar-ul-

Salkeen Housing Society, 

Islamabad 

01.01.2016 to 

31.01.2018 

H.No.2108, Street No.5, Block-F, 

NPF, Sector O-9, Islamabad 

01.02.2018 to 

30.06.2021 

2. Cristopher Peter Assistant 

Director 

H.No.PD.515/A, Khasra No.99, 

Mouza Pindora, Rawalpindi 

01.05.2016 to 

31.12.2021 

3. Syed Faisal Akbar 

Shah 

Deputy 

Director 

Apartment No.G-23, Al-Mustafa 

Tower, Islamabad 

30.10.2014 to 

30.06.2020 

4. Sharafat Ali 

Raquib 

Assistant 

Director 

H.No.410, Street No.16, Chaklala 

Scheme-III, Rawalpindi 

30.06.2014 to 

30.06.2020 

5. Nauman Aslam Director H.No.437, Street No.31, Phase-2, 

Bahria Town, Islamabad 

01.05.2015 to 

31.12.2020 
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The detail for the payments for the remaining period of hiring i.e. 2015-16 & 2016-17 was not 

available on record.  

Audit observed that the hiring facility was allowed to the officers posted in Gilgit, a station not 

specified for availing hiring facility. 

Audit is of the view that allowing house hiring facility other that the station of posting is 

violation of the Allocation Rules, 2002. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends recovery of payments made in violation of the rules. 

National Accountability Bureau Rawalpindi 

21.5.9 Irregular appointment of Legal Consultants/Prosecutors without open 

competition and incurring expenditure from law charges - Rs. 88.921 million  

The standard terms and conditions of contract employment issued by Establishment Division 

vide O.M No.10/52/95-R.2 dated 18.07.1996 as amended from time to time provide that the period of 

contract should not exceed two years and the post should be advertised. 

Para 6(b) of Part I – General of Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for Induction Procedure 

and Pay Scale Structure of Advisors / Consultants / Experts and Law Officers of NAB dated 02.07.2015 

states that after grant of two extensions, service provider will have to take minimum six (06) months 

break or go through the fresh process of hiring for further services in NAB as per this SOP. 

Sub Rule (3) (a) of Rule 4 of NAB’s Recovery and Rewards Rules, 2002 provides that the 

Chairman NAB may approve expenditure out of the NAB’s Recovery and Rewards fund for hiring of 

legal experts, chartered accountants, investigators or interrogators, anti-corruption strategy experts, 

media consultants or any other person for an assignment relating to NAB’s functions as per rules framed 

in consultation with the government.  

The management of National Accountability Bureau (NAB), Rawalpindi appointed Legal 

Consultants / Prosecutors on monthly fee basis and salaries were paid from the head of account A03917-

Law charges. A sum of Rs. 88.921 million was incurred on this account during financial years 2018-21 

as detailed below. 

S/No Year Particulars of hiring No. of Posts Amount 

1 2018-19 
Special Prosecutor (H.Court)/Senior Legal 

consultant 

14 21,552,348 

2 2019-20 19 34,226,600 

3 2020-21 15 33,143,000 

Total 48 88,921,948 

Audit observed that NAB, Rawalpindi hired the services of Lawyers for working as Legal 

Consultants / Prosecutors but no record of open competition was available on record. The appointees 

were working for the last few years and their contracts were continuously revising (more than two 

extension) in-violation of SOP. 

Audit further observed that the head of account A03917-Law charges is not meant for making 

payments to the lawyers appointed on regular basis without any sanctioned posts and without following 

recruitment rules/procedures. Moreover, the management utilized regular budget instead of meeting this 

expenditure from the R&R Fund after framing the rules in consultation with the Government.  
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Audit is of the view that appointment of Legal Consultants/Prosecutors was made in violation 

of government rules and procedures which was irregular. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be inquired at appropriate level and responsibility 

should be fixed for the irregularity. 

21.5.10 Irregular appointment of experts without open competition and awarding 

extensions in contract- Rs. 48.652 million  

The standard terms and conditions of contract employment issued by Establishment Division 

vide O.M No.10/52/95-R.2 dated 18.07.1996 as amended from time to time provide that the period of 

contract should not exceed two years and the post should be advertised. 

Para 6(b) of Part I – General of Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for Induction Procedure 

and Pay Scale Structure of Advisors / Consultants / Experts and Law Officers of NAB dated 02.07.2015 

states that after grant of two extensions, service provider will have to take minimum six (06) months 

break or go through the fresh process of hiring for further services in NAB as per this SOP. 

Sub Rule (3) (a) of Rule 4 of NAB’s Recovery and Rewards Rules, 2002 provides that the 

Chairman NAB may approve expenditure out of the NAB’s Recovery and Rewards fund for hiring of 

legal experts, chartered accountants, investigators or interrogators, anti-corruption strategy experts, 

media consultants or any other person for an assignment relating to NAB’s functions as per rules framed 

in consultation with the government. 

The management of National Accountability Bureau, Rawalpindi appointed Experts / Junior 

Experts against different monthly remuneration/fee. A sum of Rs. 48.652 million was incurred out of 

the head “payment to other for services rendered” during the period 2019-21. Details are as under: 

Sl. No. Year No. of appointees Amount 

1. 2018-19 32 13,719,410 

2. 2019-20 33 18,185,043 

3. 2020-21 30 16,747,400 

Total 48,651,853 

Audit observed that NAB, Rawalpindi hired the services of  Experts / Junior Experts 

but record of open competition of only two Experts / Junior Experts was shown (Mr. 

Muhammad Ali, Junior Experts appointed on 30.03.2016 and Mr Arshad Hameed abbasi, 

Expert-power on 31.5.2019. No record of open competition of remaining appointments of 

Experts / Junior Experts was available on record. Contract appointees were working for the last 

few years and their contracts were continuously revising (more than two extension) in-violation 

of SOP. The payment of salaries to Experts / Junior Experts was made without existence of 

sanctioned posts. Moreover, the management utilized regular budget instead of meeting this 

expenditure from the R&R Fund after framing the rules in consultation with the Government.  

Audit is of the view that appointment of experts without advertisement and sanctioned posts 

and making payment from the head of account ‘A03919-Payment to others for services rendered’ is 

irregular. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 
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Audit recommends that the matter may be inquired and responsibility should be fixed for the 

irregularity. 

21.5.11 Irregular appointments on contract basis and payment on enhanced rates - Rs. 

31.386 million  

The standard terms and conditions of contract employment issued by Establishment Division 

vide O.M No.10/52/95-R.2 dated 18.07.1996 as amended from time to time provide that the period of 

contract should not exceed two years and the post should be advertised. 

The management of National Accountability Bureau, Rawalpindi made appointments on 

contract basis against different monthly remuneration/fee. A sum of Rs. 48.651 million was incurred 

out of the head A-01277- Contingent paid staff during the period 2019-21. Details are as under: 

Sl. No. Year No. of appointees Amount 

1. 2018-19 20 7,197,597 

2. 2019-20 20 12,307,093 

3. 2020-21 21 11,881,497 

Total 31,386,187 

Audit observed that the appointments were made without open competition. The 

process was continued since long and no strategy was made to fill the post through 

advertisement and proper competition.  

Audit further observed that the salary of contingent paid staff (CPS) was enhanced/revised 

w.e.f. 01.02.2019 by allowing Utility Allowance @25%. Monthly salary was further enhanced/revised 

on 13.03.2019 by allowing 20 DAs and 60% investigation allowance without the approval of Finance 

Division as enhancement in percentage of running basis was allowed by Finance Division to the regular 

employees of NAB. The details of enhancement in monthly salaries are as under: 

Sl. 

No. 
Post BPS 

Monthly rate of 

salary w.e.f. 

01.07.2018 

Monthly rate of salary 

by allowing Utility 

All@25% 

w.e.f. 01.02.2019 

Monthly rate of enhanced 

salary w.e.f. 13.03.2019 by 

incorporated 20 DAs and 60% 

investigation allowance 

1. Clerk 04 22,444 24,883 52,261 

2. Driver 04 22,544 25,033 52,411 

3. Naib Qasid 01 21,370 23,653 48,006 

Audit is of the view that appointment without open competition and enhancement in monthly 

salaries without approval of Finance was irregular and unauthorized. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be inquired and responsibility should be fixed for the 

irregularity. 

21.5.12 Over payment of House Rent Ceiling in excess of the ceiling fixed by the 

government- Rs. 5.514 million  

Finance Division (Regulation Wing) vide endorsement No F.1(1) R.3 /2000-vol-III-80 dated 

19.03.2019 allowed to the grant of  House Rent Ceiling with salary  to the employees of NAB w.e.f. 

13.03.2019. 

Rule 8(5) of the Accommodation Allocation Rules, 2002 states that a house or flat shall be hired 

at the rates assessed by the assessment board or the rental ceiling of the Federal Government Servant 
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(FGS) or the demand of the owner whichever is less. The difference between the rent fixed by the 

government and the demand of owner shall be paid by the FGS direct to the owner and the government 

shall not be a party to this transaction. 

The management of National Accountability Bureau, Rawalpindi is paying Rental Ceiling fixed 

for hiring of residential accommodation at Islamabad to its employees w.e.f. 13.03.2019.  

Audit observed that Rental Ceiling is paying in excess of the ceiling amount to the employees 

residing at Rawalpindi/stations other than Islamabad and drawing/availing hiring facility at 

Rawalpindi/stations other than Islamabad before granting with monthly salary.  In 70 cases were taken 

as sample during scrutiny of record where rental ceiling was paid for hiring of residential 

accommodation at Islamabad. Monthly overpaid amount of Rs. 199,692 w.e.f. 13.03.2019 was noticed. 

A sum of Rs. 5,514,076 (Rs. 122,392 + Rs.199,692 × 27) was overpaid up to 30.06.2021.  

Audit is of the view that the payment of House Rent Ceiling in excess of approved rates was 

unauthorized. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the irregular practice should be discontinued forthwith and excess 

amount paid should be recovered and deposited into government account. 

21.5.13 Irregular awarding extensions to law personnel and loss on payment of 

monthly remuneration on enhanced rates– Rs.16.230 million  

Para 6(b) of Part I – General of Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for Induction Procedure 

and Pay Scale Structure of Advisors / Consultants / Experts and Law Officers of NAB dated 02.07.2015 

states that after grant of two extensions, service provider will have to take minimum six (06) months 

break or go through the fresh process of hiring for further services in NAB as per this SOP. 

National accountability Bureau, Islamabad vide Office Order No. 7-1(53)/Admn-I/2004 dated 

11.04.2019 approved the fee structure for payment of monthly salary to the prosecutors working in 

NAB w.e.f. 01.04.2019. A comparison of previous and revised monthly remuneration is as under: 

Sl. 

No. 
Name of Post 

Remuneration (w.e.f. 01.07.2015) Revised (w.e.f. 01.04.2019) 

Pay 

Non-

Practicing 

Allowance 

Total 

 
Pay 

Non-

Practicing 

Allowance 

Total 

 

5.  DPGA 
150,000 to 

170,000 

50,000 to 

80,000 

200,000 to 

250,000 
230, 000 100,000 330,000 

6.  

Special 

Prosecutor (S. 

Court) 

90,000 to 
120,000 

30,000 to 
50,000 

120,000 to 
170,000 

180,000 85,000 265,000 

7.  

Special 

Prosecutor (H. 

Court) 

70,000 to 
850,000 

20,000 to 
40,000 

90,000 to 
125,000 

140,000 70,000 210,000 

8.  
Special 
Prosecutor (T. 

Court) 

600,000 to 

70,000 

15,000 to 

30,000 

75,000 to 

100,000 
110,000 50,000 160,000 

National accountability Bureau, Rawalpindi hired the services of Senior Legal 

Consultant / Prosecutor at fixed monthly remuneration for a period of one year which period 

was extended from time to time on same terms and conditions. 

Audit observed that revised monthly remuneration was allowed to the existing prosecutors 

without having provisions in Service Terms and Conditions which causes loss of Rs.16.230 million to 

Govt. Similarly, the extensions in contract period were granted for more than two times and failed to 
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take minimum six (06) months break in violation of SOP for Induction Procedure and Pay Scale 

Structure of Advisors / Consultants / Experts and Law Officers of NAB.   

Audit is of the view that allowing of extensions for more than two times and payment of 

monthly remuneration on enhanced rates during the contract period without having provisions in 

Service Terms and Conditions was irregular. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be inquired and responsibility should be fixed for the 

irregularity. 

21.5.14 Unauthorized maintenance of vehicles without authorization and incurring of 

expenditure on purchase of POL and repair/ maintenance –Rs. 34.996 million  

Para-xv of Annexure to the Cabinet Division No.6/7/2011-CPC dated 12.12.2011 states that 

the Ministries/Divisions/Departments needing operational vehicles shall get their authorization of such 

vehicles fixed from the Vehicle Committee constituted with a representative each from Cabinet 

Division, Finance Division and the respective Ministry/Division/Department. 

National accountability Bureau, Rawalpindi was maintaining a fleet of 69 vehicles. Rs. 29.876 

million and Rs. 5.120 million was incurred for purchase of POL and repair/ maintenance of the vehicles 

respectively during the year 2018-21. 

Audit observed that vehicles were being maintained without authorization from Cabinet 

Division for Protocol/General/Operational duties.  

Audit is of the view that maintenance of vehicles without authorization was irregular. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that authorization from Cabinet Division for Protocol/General/Operational 

duties may be obtained. 

21.5.15 Irregular reemployment beyond the age of superannuation on contract –

Rs.8.231 million  

The standard terms and conditions of contract employment issued by Establishment Division 

vide O.M. No. 10/52/95-R.2 dated 18.07.1996, as amended from time to time, provide that the period 

of contract should not exceed two years and the post should be advertised. 

Establishment Division letter No. 7/3/89-OMG-II dated 28.01.1989 states that re-employment 

beyond the age of superannuation in all cases requires the approval of the Prime Minister. 

Para 6(b) of Part I – General of Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for Induction Procedure 

and Pay Scale Structure of Advisors / Consultants / Experts and Law Officers of NAB dated 02.07.2015 

states that after grant of two extensions, service provider will have to take minimum six (06) months 

break or go through the fresh process of hiring for further services in NAB as per this SOP. 

National Accountability Bureau appointed Mr. Ghulam Farooq beyond the age of 

superannuation (retired officer of NAB, Sukkar) as Expert on contract for six months w.e.f. 22.01.2019 

on monthly remuneration equal to last pay drawn in NAB less Hardship Allowance. The appointee is 

still working in NAB, Rawalpindi. NAB, Rawalpindi paid an amount of Rs. 8,230,911 w.e.f. 29.01.2019 

to 30.06.2021. 
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Audit observed as under:  

i) The position was not advertised as required under the rules.  

ii) The appointment was made without approval of the Prime Minister. 

iii) Appointee was working for the last few years and contract was continuously 

revising in-violation of SOP. 

Audit is of the view that re-employment on contract without adopting laid down criteria was 

irregular and unauthorized. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be inquired and responsibility should be fixed for the 

irregularity. 
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CHAPTER 22 

MINISTRY OF NATIONAL FOOD SECURITY AND RESEARCH 

22.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following 

main business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions.  

1. Economic coordination and planning in respect of food, economic planning and policy 

making in respect of agriculture.  

2. Imports and exports control on food grains and foodstuffs, inspection, grading analysis 

of food grains and foodstuffs, maintenance of standards of quality for import and export 

and inspection, handling, storage and shipment of rice exports.  

3. Collection of statistics regarding production, consumption, prices, imports and exports of 

food grains.  

4. Coordination with aid and assistance agencies in respect of food sector.  

5. Pakistan Agricultural Research Council and other Federal agriculture research 

organizations. 

6. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of United Nations in respect of food.  

7. Plant protection, pesticide import and standardization, aerial spray, plant quarantine and 

locust control in its international aspect and maintenance of locusts warning 

organizations.  

8. Federal seed certification and registration.  

9. Standardization and import of fertilizer.  

10. Procurement of food grains, including sugar- (a) from abroad; (b) for Federal 

requirement; (c) for inter-Provincial supplies; and (d) for export and storage at ports.  

11. Grading of agricultural commodities, other than food grains, for exports.  

12. Administrative control of PASSCO.  

13. Preparation of basic plan for bulk allocation of food grains and foodstuffs.  

14. Price stabilization by fixing procurement and issue prices including keeping a watch over 

the price of food grains and foodstuffs imported from abroad or required for export and 

those required for inter-provincial supplies.  

15. Agricultural Policy Institute.  

16. (i)Animal quarantine departments, stations and facilities located anywhere in Pakistan. 

(ii)National Veterinary Laboratory, Islamabad.(iii) Laboratory for Detection of Drugs 

Residues in Animal Products at Karachi. 

17. Veterinary drugs, vaccines and animal feed additives’- (i) import and export; and (ii) 

procurement from abroad for Federal requirements and for interprovincial supplies. 

18. Livestock, poultry and livestock products’- (i) import and export; and (ii) laying down 

national grades.  

19. Pakistan Dairy Development Company. 

20. Livestock and Dairy Development Board (LDDB).  

21. Fisheries Development Board (FDB).  
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22. Pakistan Oil-Seed Development Board (for Federal areas only).  

23. International cooperation matters relating to agriculture and livestock.  

24. Administrative control of the Agricultural Counselor’s Office at Rome, Italy.  

25. National Fertilizer Development Centre. 

26. Administrative control of Pakistan Central Cotton Committee. 

ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS / AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. Animal Quarantine Department. 

ii. Department of Plant Protection.  

iii. Agricultural Policy Institute, Islamabad.  

iv. Federal Seed Certification and Registration, Islamabad. 

v. Plant Breeders’ Rights Registry. 

vi. Pakistan Agriculture Research Council. 

vii. National Veterinary Laboratory  

viii. Pakistan Dairy Development Company 

ix. Live Stock and Dairy Development Board 

x. Fisheries Development Board 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / 

Receipt 

Audited 

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 43 6 8,718.045 412.808  

2 
Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 
19 1 3,001.541  - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 
- -  -  - 

4 
Foreign Aided Project 

(FAP) 
1 1  -  - 

 

22.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the National Food Security And Research Divisionfor the 

financial year 2020-21 was Rs.35,519.69 million, out of which the Division expended an 

amount of Rs.34,124.93 million. The Division had 3 current grant and 1 development grant. 

Grant-wise detal of current and development expenditure is as under: 

Grant 

No. 

Type of Grant Original  

Grant 

Supplementary  Surrender (-) Final  

Grant 

Actual  

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

 % age 

Excess/ 

(Saving)  

120 Current 486.35 459.50 -116.41 369.93 351.16 -18.77 -5.07% 

121 Current 2,211.18 0.00 -178.90 2,032.28 1,043.57 -988.71 -48.65% 

122 Current 10,182.21 16,469.45 -4.11 26,647.55 26,286.36 -361.19 -1.36% 

 Current Total 12,879.74 16,928.95 -299.43 29,049.77 27,681.09 -1,368.67 -4.71% 
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Development 12,000.00 0.00 -5,530.08 6,469.92 6,443.84 -26.08 -0.40% 

 Total 24,879.74 16,928.95 -5,829.50 35,519.69 34,124.93 -1,394.76 -3.93% 

Audit noted that there was an overall savings of Rs.1394.76 million, which was due to 

less expenditure in Current grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget 

estimates, the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand 

that budget processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and 

assumptions and a coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed 

that there was savings of 46.30% with respect to Original grant which reduced to 0.40% w.r.t 

Final Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 114.92% of 

excess in expenditure w.r.t original allocation reduced to 4.71% of savings in expenditure w.r.t 

final allocation, as depicted in the graph below: 

 

22.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs. 349.27 million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Ministry Of National Food Security and Research. Summary of the 

audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities   92.17 

B Procurement related irregularities   46.61 

C Management of account with commercial banks  132.10 

D Recovery    9.34 

E Internal Control   69.05 

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others  
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22.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2010-11 2 2 0 2 - 

2011-12 1 0 0 1 - 

2013-14 2 0 0 2 - 

2014-15 3 3 1 2 33 

2016-17 12 0 0 12 - 

2017-18 9 9 2 7 22 

2018-19 2 1 0 2 - 

2019-20 17 10 0 17 - 

2020-21 10 0 0 10 - 

Total 58 25 3 55 12 

 

22.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Pakistan Agriculture Research Council 

22.5.1 Non-achievement of core objectives of the project 

Clause-5 of Revised PC-I of the project states that the specific objectives of the project titled 

“Promotion of Olive Cultivation on Commercial Scale in Pakistan” are as under: - 

1. Commercial level cultivation of olive up to 50000 acres 

2. To develop infrastructure for mass scale production of olive nursery plants 

The management of “Promotion of Olive Cultivation on Commercial Scale in Pakistan” 

provided the detail of physical progress of the project as under:- 

Period 

Objectives 

Plantation 50000 acres Specialized nurseries 

Targets Achievements Targets Achievements 

2014-15 1300 acres Nil 7 Nil 

2015-16 10500 acres 2390 6 Nil 

2016-17 12800 acres Nil 0 1 

2017-18 12700 acres Nil 0 0 

2018-19 12700 acres 4065 0 0 

Audit observed that the management failed to achieve project objectives and the plantation of 

olive plants was actually done at the total area of 6455 acres against target area of 50000 acres and only 

one specialized nursery was established against target of 13 nurseries.  

Audit is of the view that non-achievement of objectives and delay in implementation of project 

not only resulted in cost escalation but also loss of opportunity to take benefit of olive plantation and 

production of high-quality edible oil despite having good soil and environment for its cultivation. 

The management did not reply till finalization of the report.  

Audit recommends proper implementation of project to achieve its maximum benefits besides 

fixing of responsibility. 

22.5.2 Irregular payment to supplier to avoid lapse of funds- Rs.7.485 million 

Procedure for Operation of Assignment Account of Federal Government issued by the office 

of the Controller General of Accounts (CGA) vide letter No. C-II/I-39/08-Vol-V/632 dated 24.09.2008 
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states that the funds in Assignment Accounts will be part of Consolidated Fund. Amounts remaining 

unspent at the close of financial year will appear as savings under the respective budget grant unless 

surrendered in time. Unspent amounts cannot be carried forward to next financial year. The officers 

holding Assignment Accounts will ensure that no money is drawn from these accounts unless it is 

required for immediate. 

Para-96 of GFR Volume-I states that it is contrary to the interest of the State that money-should 

be spent hastily or in an ill-considered manner merely because it is available or that the lapse of a grant 

could be avoided. In the public interest, grants that cannot be profitably utilized should be surrendered. 

The existence of likely savings should not be seized as an opportunity for introducing fresh items 

expenditure which might wait till next year. A rush of expenditure particularly in the closing months of 

the financial year will ordinarily be regarded as a breach of financial regularity.  

The management of “Promotion of Olive Cultivation on Commercial Scale in Pakistan” issued 

a supply order dated 22.06.2015 to M/s Khaista Khan Enterprises, Islamabad for the purchase of 30000 

olive plants @ Rs. 249.50 each amounting to Rs. 7,485,000 during the financial year 2014-15. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The payment of Rs. 7,485,000 was made to M/s Khaista Khan Enterprises vide 

Cheque No. A258406 dated 29.06.2015 to avoid the lapse of funds.  

ii. The plants were delivered on 05.07.2015 instead of 30.06.2015 and the management 

did not impose penalty on the firm @ Rs. 0.2% per day. 

Audit is of the view that the funds were spent hastily to avoid the lapse of funds. 

The management did not reply till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for making payment in advance of actual 

requirement besides recovery of penalty. 

22.5.3 Non-submission of statutory audit reports to the Federal Government 

 According to Section (19), (3&4) of Pakistan Agriculture Research Council 

Ordinance, 1981 “The accounts of the Council shall be maintained in such form and manner as 

the Federal Government may determine in consultation with the Auditor General of Pakistan. 

The accounts of the Council shall be audited by one or more auditors who are Chartered 

Accountants within the meaning of the Chartered Accountants Ordinance, 1961 (X of 1961) 

and are appointed by the Federal Government in consultation with the Auditor-General of 

Pakistan on such remuneration, to be paid by the Council, as the Federal Government may fix”.  

 Section-24 ibid further states that the Council shall furnish to the Federal 

Government, as soon as possible after the end of each financial year, but not later than the last 

day of December next following a report on the conduct of its affairs for that year, and shall 

publish the same alongwith a Summary of the accounts for that year. 

Pakistan Agricultural Research Council, Islamabad awarded statuary audit of the 

accounts of PARC for the financial years 2003-04 to 2007-08 to M/s Horwarth Hassain Ch. & 

Co Chartered Accountants vide letter dated 06.07.2010. The auditors submitted the audit report 

on 19.12.2017 by raising four (4) qualifications which remained unsettled till November,2021. 
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Later on, the statuary audit of PARC for the financial year 2008-2009 to 2012-2013 

was awarded to M/s Bakertilly Mehmood Idress Qammar Chartered Accountants in 

consultation the Auditor General of Pakistan on 09.09.2020. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The statutory audit reports for the financial year 2003-04 to 2007-08 submitted by 

the M/s Horwarth Hassain Ch. & Co Chartered Accountants to the PARC on 

19.12.2017 could not be finalized due to unsettled four (04) qualifications raised by 

the auditors. Resultantly, the statutory audit reports could not be submitted to the 

Federal Government so far. 

ii. The statutory audit for financial year 2008-09 to 2012-13 awarded to M/s Bakertilly 

Mehmood Idress Qammar Chartered Accountants could not be finalized by the 

auditors till November, 2021.The audit reports for the said financial years could not 

be submitted to the Federal Government as well. 

iii. The statutory audit for the financial for the financial years 2014-15 to  

2020-21 was not awarded to the Chartered Accountants till November, 2021. 

Resultantly, the audit reports could not be submitted to the Federal Government till 

November, 2021. 

 Audit is for the view that non-submission of statutory audit reports to the Federal 

Government for the financial years 2003-04 to 2020-21 is sheer breach of the provisions of PARC 

Ordinance, 1981. 

 The management replied that five years audit from 2018-19 to 2022-23 of the 

Council would be matured in the June 2023, and the pending audits from 2013-14 to 2017-18 

would be completed after appointment of an auditor.   

The reply is not cogent as the accounts of the PARC for the financial year 2003-04 to 

2013-14 are still lying un-finalized. No Chartered Accountant Firm was appointed to conduct 

the statutory audit for the financial year 2013-21. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity. 

22.5.4 Unauthorized payment of Disparity Reduction Allowance to PARC employees- 

Rs. 92.168 million  

The Federal Government vide Finance Division’s OM No. F-14(1) R-3/2021-90 dated 

3rd March, 2021 granted Disparity Reduction Allowance @ 25% of the basic pay of the Basic 

Pay Scales, 2017 w.e.f 1st March, 2021 to civil employees in BPS-1-19 of the Federal 

Government. 

Pakistan Agricultural Research Council Islamabad made payment of Disparity 

Reduction Allowance amounting to Rs. 92,168,000/- to their employees as detailed below: 
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Period of payment Name of 

station 

Cheque No. &Date Amount 

(Rs.) 

01.03.21 to 31.05.21 PARC  

(HQ) 

A912951 dated  26.05.21 17,705,662 

01.06.21 to 30.06.21 Payment made through payroll for the month 

June,21 

       

5,618,407 

Sub Total of PARC( HQ) 23,324,069 

01.03.21 to 30.06.21 Others 

stations 

Figures of expenditure provided in 

consolidated expenditure statement for the 

financial year 2020-21.  

      

68,843,931 

Grand Total (PARC HQ +other stations) 92,168,000 

Audit observed that the Disparity Reduction Allowance is admissible to the civil 

employees drawing their salaries in Basic Pay Scales, 2017. Since the PARC employees have 

adopted Special Pay Scales (SPS), therefore, they were not entitled to get the payment of 

Disparity Reduction Allowance.  

Audit is of the view that the unauthorized payment of Disparity Reduction Allowance 

amounting to Rs.92.168 million is recoverable from the concerned employees of PARC. 

The management replied that Finance Division GoP notified the approval of Federal 

Govt. regarding grant of Disparity  Reduction Allowance @ 25% of the basic pay w.e.f. 01-

03-2021 to all Civil Employees of BPS 01-19 including employees of Federal Secretariat and 

attach Departments with following condition; 

“This Allowance will not be admissible to the employees of the organizations as 

mentioned in Annexure-I and those employees who are drawing additional 

allowance/allowances equal to or more than 100% of the basic pay (whether frozen or 

otherwise)” 

Keeping in view the conditions &instructions notified by Finance Division, Head of the 

department of PARC i.e. Chairman PARC forwarded the case to Principal Accounting Officer 

(PAO) on following grounds: 

a. PARC does not fall in the list of organization which are not admissible for grant of DRA 

as notified by Finance Division at Annexure-I of notification dated 03-03-2021. 

b. Employees of the PARC are not drawing additional / allowances equal to or more than 

100% of the basic pay (Whether frozen or otherwise) or any sort of performance 

allowance. 

c. PARC does not require any additional funds / grant for grant of DRA rather it would be 

met through existing resources. 

d. Having been the Public Servant Status of PARC employees vide Section 27 of PARC 

Ordinance 1981, PARC adopt all Policies / benefits of Civil Servant Employees through 

Board of Governors of PARC. Hence, DRA will be adopted by PARC through ensuing 

meeting of BoG.  

Keeping in view the pre-cited facts, the case was processed in M/o NFS&R. Finance 

Division and CF&AO Wing also endorsed the justification submitted by PARC. Hence 
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Secretary / PAO approved the grant of DRA to the employees of PARC subject to subsequent 

approval from BoG of PARC vide letter dated 25-05-2021. 

The reply is not cogent as the employees of PARC have adopted Special Pay Scales, 

therefore, they are not entitled to get the Disparity Reduction Allowance.   

Audit recommends recovery of Disparity Reduction Allowance and stoppage of further 

payment. 

22.5.5 Un-authorized advance payments made to seed corporations out of 

Assignment  Account and non-adjustment thereof - Rs. 35.258 million 

According to Para-3(iii) Finance Division’s letter No. 916/CGA/A.A/RP-2018 (L.C) 

dated 16.10.2018 the officer holding Assignment Accounts will ensure that no cheque is drawn 

on Assignment Accounts unless it is required for immediate disbursement to the goods/services 

provider. Cheque (s) will not be drawn for deposit into chest or any bank account maintained 

by the entity. A certificate to this effect will be recorded on the Schedule of Payment. 

Para-3  (iv) ibid further states that AGPR/DAO will endorse only those cheques which 

are drawn in the name of contractor/supplier/vendor/salaried individuals only in lieu of their 

payments on account of purchases, supplies, salaries etc. moreover, AGPR/DAO will not 

endorse any cheque under any circumstances which are drawn in the name of project authorities 

or drawer/payer for lump sum transfer of funds from Federal Consolidated Fund/Central 

Account No. 1 to their commercial bank account (s) or deposit into any chest. 

Rule-668 of FTR states that Advances granted under special orders of competent 

authority to Government officers for departmental or allied purposes may be drawn on the 

responsibility and receipt of the officers for whom they are sanctioned, subject to adjustment 

by submission of detailed accounts supported by vouchers or by refund, as may be necessary. 

The management of project titled “Promoting Research for Productivity Enhancement 

in Pulses” made advance payments of Rs. 37,930,650/- to Punjab Seed Corporation and PARC 

Agrotech Company (PATCO) out of Assignment Account No. 270375-8 being maintained 

with National Bank of Pakistan, Main Branch, Civic Center, Islamabad. Detail is as under: 

Date Voucher 

No. 

Proj. Comp. Particulars Amount 

Rupees 

Cheque No. Remarks 

23.11.2020 
15 of C-3 AED, Punjab M/s Punjab Seed 

Corporation, Lahore 
8,400,000  A835401 Advance payment, no 

adjustment 

11.02.2021 

15 of F-3 AED, 

Balochistan 

M/s. Punjab Seed 

Corporation, Mianwali 

1,638,000  A845289 Advance payment, no 

adjustment 

02.04.2021 
16 of C-3 AED, Punjab M/s. Punjab Seed 

Corporation, Lahore 
9,435,000  A879580 Advance payment, no 

adjustment 

26.04.2021 

34 of F-3 AED, 

Balochistan 

PARC Agrotech Company 

(PATCO) 

15,629,000  A892667 Advance payment, no 

adjustment 

01.06.2021 34 of C-3 AED, Punjab M/s Punjab Seed 
Corporation, Piplan district, 

Mianwali. 

156,000 A913078 Advance payment made 
on tentative bill 

Total expenditure 35,258,000     

 

Audit observed that the payments were made without any written agreement and 

without obtaining adjustment accounts. 
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Audit is of the view that the payments made to seed corporations without agreement 

and without obtaining adjustment accounts are irregular. 

The management replied that only two payments i.e. Rs. 9,435,000 made to PSC Lahore 

and Rs.15,629,000 to PATCO are advance payments. Reservation of seed through payment 

beforehand has been made in a bid to ensure availability of seed at the time of distribution to 

the farmers. So the advance payments were necessary to accomplish the project objective 

efficiently. Before the bill was sent by Punjab Seed Corporation to AED and further forwarded 

to PARC, the seed was already handed over to the department for timely distribution to the 

farmers as timely sowing of pulses is critical especially in rain fed areas, reportedly. 

Furthermore, after confirmation of non-availability of seed from PSC, AED, Baluchistan 

procured FSCRD tagged material (seed) which was available with PATCO Islamabad subject 

to advance booking only, reportedly with the permission of the relevant committee. It is quite 

evident that advance payments have been made to ensure timely availability of seed to the 

farmers at the time of sowing in consideration overall certified seed availability situation with 

the concerned Govt. Seed Corporations/ Organizations by the respective AEDs.   

The reply is not tenable as the advance payments made out of Assignment Account are 

violation of the instructions of Finance Division.  

Audit recommends inquiry into the matter to fix the responsibility for the said lapses 

besides submission of adjustment accounts of all advance payments to Audit. 

22.5.6 Less booking of expenditure in the books of accounts of PARC - Rs.35.552 

million 

Rule- 15 of GFR Vol-I states that “Every officer whose duty it is to prepare and render 

any accounts or returns in respect of public money or stores is personally responsible for their 

completeness and strict accuracy.” 

Rule-16 ibid further states that “An officer who signs or countersigns a certificate is 

personally responsible for the facts certified to, so far as it is his duty to know or to the extent 

to which he may reasonably be expected to be aware of them.”  

Pakistan Agricultural Research Council Islamabad got budget allocation of  

Rs. 3,965,800,000 against which total expenditure of Rs. 3,965,786,183 was incurred during 

financial year 2020-21 and reconciled with the AGPR Islamabad. The management provided 

head wise break up of consolidated expenditure of Rs. 3,930,234,000 in respect of PARC (HQ) 

and its Centers/offices at various stations with difference of Rs. 35,552,183 between the 

expenditure booked with the AGPR and recorded in the books of accounts of PARC. 

Audit observed that there was less booking of Rs. 35.552 million in the books of 

accounts of the Council. 

Audit is of the view that due to less booking of expenditure, the accounts of the PARC 

are unauthentic and do not present true and fair picture. 
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The management replied that difference of Rs. 35.552 million in consolidated 

expenditure statement of PARC arises owing to booking of less expenditure for the FY 2020-

21 by Research Establishments of PARC. All REs have been requested to provide 

revised/updated/actual/corrected expenditure statement for the FY 2020-21 so that 

consolidated expenditure statement could be updated and provided to Audit. Hence, the 

revision is under process and Audit will be intimated in due course of time.  

The reply is not cogent as no rectification was made in the books of accounts. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility for the said lapses besides rectification of in 

the books of accounts of the PARC. 

22.5.7 Unauthorized purchase of uncertified pulses seeds from PATCO - Rs 

15.692million 

According to the provision of PC-I of the project titled “Promoting Research for 

Productivity Enhancement in Pulses”, ‘Pulses seed’ of certified disease resistant in the packing 

of 10,10,20,20 & 35 kg bags for Mung, Mash, common bean, lentil and Chickpea respectively 

will be provided according to proportions share of pulses area in the villages and the districts. 

A Provincial Seed Selection &Procurement Committee (SSPC) constituted under the auspices 

of Director General Agri (Ext) of each province will work to recommended quality wise best 

available certified seed of various disease resistant high yielding varieties of pulses (duly 

recommended by superior committee).  

Pakistan Agricultural Research Council Islamabad made advance payment of 

Rs.15.692 million to PARC Agrotech Company (PATCO), Islamabad for purchase of pulses 

seed for Agri-Extension Balochistan as detailed below: 

Voucher 

No.& date 

Project   

Component Name of Company Amount Rupees Cheque No.& date 

34 of F-3 

Dated 

26.04.2021 

AED, 

Balochistan 

PARC Agrotech 

Company (PATCO) 

Islamabad      15,629,000  

A892667 

Date.03.05.2021 

Total Rs.   15,629,000   

Audit observed that the PATCO was neither certified seed producer nor registered with 

the Federal Seed Certification and Registration Department. No recommendations of 

Provincial Seed Selection and Procurement Committee were obtained before purchasing pulses 

seed from the PATCO.   

Audit is of the view that the purchase of uncertified seed from PATCO is violation of 

the provisions of the PC-I. The PATCO was extended under favour on this account. 

The management replied that PATCO is subsidiary of Pakistan Agricultural Research 

Council (PARC) and seed supplied was produced at NARC under Federal Seed Certification 

& Registration Department (FSC&RD) protocols. Moreover, Provincial Seed Selection and 

Procurement Committee in its meeting held on 27th August, 2020 at PARC, Islamabad 

unanimously decided that all seed corporations/companies having seed, bearing “Tags of 
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FSC&RD”, are authorized to supply seed to the farmers and same is observed in case of 

PATCO. The seed supplied to AED, Baluchistan was certified by FSC& RD. The award of 

seed supply work order to PATCO, PARC for supply of seed to AED, Baluchistan was done 

consequent upon “Non-availability of seed certificate” from Provincial Seed Corporation. The 

reply is not cogent no evidence regarding purchase of certified seed from the PATCO was 

provided to Audit. 

Audit recommends provision of relevant record regarding purchase of certified seed 

from the PATCO.  

National Agricultural Research Centre, Islamabad 

22.5.8 Non-reconciliation of bank accounts-Rs.30.592 million 

According to Chapter VI (19)(2&3) of Pakistan Agricultural Research Council Ordinance, 

1981“the Council may open accounts in any scheduled bank in Pakistan. The accounts of the Council 

shall be maintained in such form and manner as the Federal Government may determine in consultation 

with the Auditor General of Pakistan”. 

Rule-15 of GFR states that “every officer whose duty it is to prepare and render any accounts 

or returns in respect of public money or stores is personally responsible for their completeness and strict 

accuracy and their dispatch within the prescribed date”. 

National Agricultural Research Centre, Islamabad was maintaining following two bank 

accounts and provided bank reconciliation statements for the period with w.e.f 1.07.2020 to 30.06.2021. 

As per reconciliation statements the following were long outstanding unsettled figures of debit and 

credit with the National Bank of Pakistan: 

Bank 

A/C No 

Detail of un settled differences of amount Amount 

064-4 

Amount directly credited by bank but not recorded in cash book. 3,029,120 

Amount directly debited by the bank but not recorded in Cash book 17,998,870 

Sub total 21,027,990 

044-9 

Un-presented cheques  5,013,651 

Bank have credited the account but the same has not been accounted 

for in books of accounts. 

2,729,484 

Amount directly debited by the bank but not recorded in cash book 1,821,162 

Sub total 9,564,297 

Grand Total 30,592,287 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The details of incorrect debited amounts of Rs.19.819 million (Rs. 17.998 million 

+Rs.1.821 million) by the bank along with their aging were not on record. 

ii. Similarly, the details of incorrect credited amount of Rs. 5.758 million 

(Rs.3.029+2.279) by the bank along with their aging was not on record. The said 

incorrect figures of debit and credit outstanding cheques were never reconciled with 

the NBP. 

iii. The details of un-presented cheques of Rs. 5.013 million in the bank account No.044-

9 was not on record. 
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Audit is of the view that due to non-reconciliation of bank accounts with the NBP the possibility 

of misappropriation or fraud could not be ruled out. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends fixing responsibility against the concerned persons for the said lapse besides 

carrying our reconciliation of above bank accounts.  

22.5.9 Unauthorized change of specifications of speed breeding facility glass house in 

violation of the provision of PC-I -Rs. 26.014 million 

According to the provision of the PC-I of Umbrella Project titled “Productivity Enhancement 

of Wheat” there was provision of Glass house with the following specifications: 

Size 80ft x 33ft.: 8 glass house rooms/ chambers with cooling heating +air conditioner at total 

cost of Rs.27.100 million. 

Pakistan Agricultural Research Council Islamabad floated open tender for construction of 

Accelerated/ Speed Breeding Facility (Modern Glass House) at NARC Islamabad in newspaper on 23-

05-2020. The closing and opening date of tender was 10.06.2020. Letter of Acceptance/Work Order 

was issued to M/s Saleem Enterprises, Faisalabad on 12-06-2020.While floating tenders the 

specifications were changed as under:  

“Size 60ft x 33ft: 6 glass house rooms/chambers with cooling + heating air conditioners”. The 

detail of expenditure incurred on construction of Glass Houses was as under: 

Sanction No. Dated 

Gross Amount 

of bill 

Detail of 

running bills 

F.D-872/2019-20/W&EM/NARC 19.06.20 5,910,000  1st Running 

F.D/20-21/W&EM/NARC 18.12.20 3,086,978  2nd Running 

F.D-6514/2019-20/W&EM/NARC 04.02.21 9,474,217  3rd Running 

F.D-1177/2020-21/W&EM/NARC 29.04.21 7,543,260  4th Running 

F.D-/2020-21/W&EM/NARC 26.06.21 939,000 5th Running  

Total 26,953,455  

Audit observed as under: 

i. As per project PC-I the size of glass house was 2640sq.ft (80ft x 33ft) with 08 

chambers, whereas, the NARC got constructed the glass house with reduced covered 

area of 1980sq.ft (60ft x 33ft) with 6 chambers after making unauthorized changes in 

approved specifications. 

ii. The total provision of PC-I for the glass house (having covered area of 2460 Sq.Ft) 

was Rs. 27.100 million but the NARC management incurred expenditure of 

Rs.26.953 million on construction of glass house with less covered area and 

chambers. 

Audit is of the view that change of specifications of glass house in violation of the provisions 

of PC-I is unauthorized. 

The management replied that the size of the Speed Breeding Facility was reduced to 1980 

sq.ft.i.e 60 ft x 33 ft having 06 chambers against the PC-1 provision of 2640 sq.ft. i.e. 80 ft x 33 ft 

containing 08 chambers on account of the following two factors: 
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i). Exchange rate is involved as imported material and equipment were to be used in the 

construction & functioning of this facility. The steep rise in the exchange rate of US dollar made us 

compelled to reduce the size/area of the facility to remain within the allocated budget as per PC-1.  

ii) To enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of this facility through controlled environment 

by incorporating automatic, intelligent and programmable DC inverter air conditioning system. For this, 

area was required to be reduced.  

The reply is not cogent. No revision of the PC-I was made before start of the construction of 

glass house. The entire PC-I allocation was utilized on construction of glass hose with reduced covered 

area. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility against the persons concerned besides obtaining 

approval of the PC-I from the competent forum. 

22.5.10 Non-recovery of late delivery charges and liquidated damages from firms- Rs. 

9.335 million 

As per standards Terms & Conditions of the of Tender Document for the purchase of 

Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) machine “if the company/firm make delay in supply 

within in stipulated period, 0.2% late delivery charges per day will be deducted on the billing 

amount of delayed supply.” 

According to standards Terms & Conditions of the of Tender Document for the purchase of one 

Pass Tillage Operation Machine /Tractor along with accessories “if the company/firm make delay in 

supply within in stipulated period, 0.2% late delivery charges per day will be deducted/claimed on the 

total amount/supply order if deem appropriate in public interest.”  

According to serial #07 of appendix-A to Tender Documents for Construction of Speed 

Breading Facility Glass House at NARC, Islamabad. “Amount of liquidated damages Rs.50000 for each 

day, for delay in completion of work subject to maximum of 10% of contract price stated in the letter 

of acceptance is recoverable. 

National Agricultural Research Centre Islamabad floated open tender in newspapers for 

purchase of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) machine, Pass Tillage Operation Machine /Tractor 

along with accessories and construction of Accelerated/ Speed Breading Facility (modern Glass House) 

at NARC Islamabad. 

The firms at S.No.1 & 2 (of Annexure) were bound to supply the machinery & equipment and 

the firm at S.No.3 to complete construction within stipulated period but the firms did not supply the 

machinery and complete construction work within stipulated period. 

M/s BMITCO Pvt. Ltd Islamabad (at S.No.1) requested for extension in period of supply of 

machinery construction up to 25.06.2021 which was granted by the NARC vide letter No.F.1-10/2020-

21/PSDP-Project-NIGAB dated 24-06-2021. 

M/s Pakistan Adam Motors Rawalpindi (S.No2) was bound to supply the Puma Tractor and 

accessories upto 26.04.2021 but the firm did not supply the machine within stipulated period and 

requested for extension upto 01.06.2021 which was granted vide letter No.F.1-38/2020-21/Pulses dated 

26.04.2021. 
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The contractor M/s Saleem Enterprises Faisalabad failed to complete the work within stipulated 

time upto15-12-2020 and requested for extension w.e.f 16-12-20 to 15-03-21 which was granted by the 

management. Even then the work was not completed within extended period and 2nd extension was 

allowed w.e.f 16-03-21 to 15.05.21 (02 months). Total five months extension was granted to the 

contractor. 

Audit observed as under: - 

i. Against original completion period of six-months, further extension of 05 months 

was granted to M/s Saleem Enterprises without cogent reasons and solid grounds. 

ii. Since the two firms (at S.No.1 & 2) failed to deliver the machinery and the third firm 

(s.No.3) failed to complete the construction work within stipulated period, therefore, 

the late delivery charges/liquidated damages amounting to Rs.9,335,858 were 

recoverable but no recovery was made by the management of NARC. 

Audit is of the view that the public exchequer was deprived of recovery of liquidated damages 

amounting to Rs.9.335 million due to non-observance of conditions of contract and undue favour 

extended to the firms/contractor. 

The management replied that NIGAB was regularly in contact with M/s BMITCO and MGI; 

the Manufacturer of NGS system. All the items were released by the MGI, China 15 days before due 

date i.e. 15 June 2021. However, due to Covid-19 pandemic there were abrupt changes in flights to 

carry such heavy equipment’s, and big challenge was to arrange flight booking from China to Pakistan. 

The delay was beyond the control of anybody to any one due to Covid-19 pandemic emergency 

worldwide. Therefore, on the request of supplier, Chairman PARC being Chief Executive of the 

Council/competent authority granted extension in supply period along with non-recovery of the late fee 

charges.  

The construction of the Speed Breeding Facility was not completed according to the fixed target 

dates. The main reason was the Covid-19 pandemic condition, which disrupted the availability of 

imported items and other local constraints like unavailability of local materials well in time, due to the 

closer of local markets, according to the instructions of Government of Pakistan from time to time. This 

special condition also created hurdles in the availability of concerned technical people, secondly the 

climate issues especially Monsoon season had started during the construction period, which ultimately 

resulted in the delay of construction of this facility. Therefore, these extensions were approved by the 

competent authority after examining the contractor requests and found eligible for extension that the 

delay was beyond the control of contractor. 

It is recapped that M/s Pakistan Adam Motors Rawalpindi had delivered “One Pass Tillage 

Operation Machine/Tractor (Puma-210 HP 4 WD) along with attached accessories” imported from 

UK/Italy during a peculiar nature time and under specialized circumstances of covid-19 SOPs 

restrictions and intricate import process likewise worldwide shipping line issues as the import was made 

UK & Italy which confronted in a most difficult times in the world (especially in Europe) associated 

with another cogent factor of Blockage on Suez Water Canal a there was huge a pileup hence all the 

shipments rescheduled having new ETA (Estimated Time of Arrival) at Karachi port. The supplier was 

provided initial supply period up to 26.04.21 which extended up to 01.06.21 owing to fact of new arrival 

time (ETA), port/customs clearance procedure and then transportation of machinery form Karachi to 

Islamabad which obviously taken time fully justified with the sequel of circumstances. The extension 

was granted to a successful bidder with sole purpose to streamline task execution within the bid validity 
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period specified in bidding document as per PPRA Rule 26(2) and Rule 38 of Public Procurement Rules, 

2004.The machinery was also imported from two different country (UK & Italy) thus the supplier has 

to manage all affairs and shipment arrangements at two sides which certainly required time. Therefore, 

late delivery charges not apply after acceptance of above clarification which may not as to construe 

putting Public Exchequer to loss.  

The reply is not acceptable the firms were granted extension in violation of the provisions of 

Tender Documents. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting. 

Audit recommends recovery of late delivery charges/liquidated damages from the firms. 

PARC Agrotech Company Private Limited, Islamabad 

22.5.11 Unauthorized signing of contract agreement with Asian Development Bank - 

Rs. 66.248 million (USD 425,377) 

As per Para 56(2) of Rules of Business, 1973 “All requests to a foreign Government or 

an international organization for economic or technical assistance shall be made through the 

Economic Affairs Division, which shall correspond with the foreign Government, etc., in 

accordance with the prescribed channel. The Economic Affairs Division may allow, by general 

or special orders, such requests to be made direct”. 

The PARC Agrotech Company (Pvt) Limited (PATCO) Islamabad signed consultant services 

contract No. 165001-S53900 with Asian Development Bank on 17.03.2021. As per agreement the ADB 

agreed to assist the Government of Pakistan with technical assistance for the TA-663-PK: Strengthen 

Food Security Post COVID-19 and Locust Attacks-Food Security Information’s upgrading Package 

(54319-001). The total maximum payment of US Dollar 425,377 was to be made by the ADB during 

contract period w.e.f 19-03-2021 to 30-11-2021. During financial year 2020-21 the PATCO received 

mobilization payment of USD 56,405.34 as under: 

Invoice No. & Date Amount in USD  

No.01 dt.29.03.2021 26,548 

No.02 dt.09.05.2021 26,548 

No.03 dt.28.06.21 3309.34 

Total 56,405.34 

Audit observed that the signing of contract agreement without obtaining approval of 

the Economic Affairs Division (through PARC and Ministry of National Food Security & 

Research) is unauthorized. 

Audit is of the view that the PATCO violated the provisions of Rules of Business, 1973. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix responsibility for unauthorized signing of agreement 

with Asian Development Bank besides obtaining approval of the Economic Affair Division. 

22.5.12 Irregular expenditure without calling open tender-Rs. 30.922 million 

Rule-12 (2) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that “Procurements over five 

hundred thousand Pakistani Rupees and up to the limit of three million Pakistani Rupees shall 
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be advertised on the Authority’s website in the manner and format specified by regulation by 

the Authority from time to time.” 

According to Para-2 (viii) of PATCO Procedures and Policies Documentation of all 

purchases of goods and services will be maintained properly”. 

According to Pakistan Agricultural Research Council letter No. F.1-10/09-PATC 

O/Fin. Inc dated 19.03.2012 the Executive Committee in its 4th meeting allowed to implement 

the proposed floated by the CEO PATCO for a period of six months which inter alia contained 

the following proposal regarding laboratory testing facilities. 

“the case will extend any sort of lab testing facilities such as grain quality test, soil 

sample tests, seed quality test, honey quality test milk or dairy product test etc. or its enrolment. 

The CEO PATCO vide office note dated 05.01.2021 constituted three members 

committee for purchase of honey with the following TORs. 

 On spot quality testing of moisture, total sugars and pollen analysis. 

 Evaluation of the physical analysis of honeys i.e. color, smell, taste and viscosity. 

PARC Agrotech Company Pvt. Ltd. Islamabad incurred expenditure of Rs. 30,922,181 

during financial year 2020-21 on purchase of honey and packing material from the open 

market. 

Particulars of 

purchases 

Total expenditure 

incurred 

Honey 25,902,771 

Packing Material 5,019,410 

Total 30,922,181 

The PATCO Islamabad incurred total expenditure of Rs. 25,902,771 on purchase of 

honey during financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The entire expenditure of Rs. 30.922 million was incurred without calling open tender 

as required under PPRA Rules, 2004. 

ii. The honey and packing material was purchased without need assessment as no record 

was maintained in this regard as required under PATCO Procedures and Policies.  

iii. Out of total expenditure of Rs. 25.902 million, the expenditure of Rs.21.687 million 

was incurred without carrying out laboratory tests. The laboratory test reports enclosed 

with the vouchers disclosed that the tests were performed after lapse of time ranging 

from 10 days to 113 days after the purchase of honey. 

Audit is of the view that incurring of expenditure of Rs.30.922 million without calling 

open tender is irregular. The purchases of honey without carrying out laboratory tests is 

violation of the ToRs approved by the competent authority. The possibility of fake laboratory 

reports could not be ruled out. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 
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Audit recommends fixing of responsibility against the persons concerned for the lapses 

besides regularization of expenditure from the Finance Division. 
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CHAPTER 23 

MINISTRY OF NATIONAL HEALTH, SERVICES, REGULATIONS AND 

COORDINATION 

23.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following 

main business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions. 

1.Oversite for regulatory bodies for health services 

2.National and international coordination in the field of public health 

3.Population welfare programme and coordination 

4.Training services in all health-related fields. 

5.Coordination of Vertical Health Programmes including interaction with GAVI, EPI and 

the Global Fund for AIDS, TB, Hepatitis and Malaria. 

6.Medical and health services for Federal Government employees. 

7.Dealing and agreements with other countries and international organizations in the field 

of health, drugs and medical facilities abroad. 

8.Scholarships / fellowships, training courses in health from International Agencies such 

as WHO. and UNICEF. 

ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS / AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. Directorate of Central Health Establishment.  

ii. Federal Government Services Hospital, Islamabad.  

iii. Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences. 

iv. Pakistan Medical and Dental Council.  

v. Pakistan Council for Nursing.  

vi. College of Physicians and Surgeons.  

vii. National Councils for Tibb and Homeopathy.  

viii.  Pharmacy Council of Pakistan.  

ix. Directorate of Central Health Establishment.  

x. Drug Regulatory Authority of Pakistan.  

xi. National Institute of Health.  

xii. National Health Emergency Preparedness and Response Network.  

xiii. Pakistan Medical Research Council.  
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xiv. Health Services Academy, Islamabad.  

xv. Directorate of Central Warehouse and Supplies, Karachi.  

xvi. Human Organ Transplant Authority.  

xvii. Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto Medical University, Islamabad. 

xviii. Federal Medical and Dental College, Islamabad.  

xix. Federal General Hospital, Islamabad. 

xx. National Institute of Rehabilitative Medicine.  

xxi. District Population Welfare Office.  

xxii. Federal Government Tuberculosis Centre, Rawalpindi. 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited 

 (FY 2020-21)  

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 70 17 33,584.097 5.483 

2 
Assignment Accounts (Excluding 

FAP) 

11 - - - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

8 8 3,846.423 - 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) 
- - - - 

 

23.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the National Health Services, Regulations and Coordination Division for the 

financial year 2020-21 was Rs.59,279.43 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of 

Rs.51,051.01 million. The Division had 3 current grant and 1 development grant. Grant-wise detail of 

current and development expenditure is as under: 

Grant  

No. 

Type of Grant Original Grant Supplementary  

Grant 

Surrender  

(-) 

Final  

Grant 

Actual  

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

123 Current 680.79 25,541.58 -15.00 26,207.38 18,609.84 -7,597.54 -28.99% 

124 Current 15,263.82 7,702.02 -6,385.12 16,580.72 16,305.23 -275.49 -1.66% 

125 Current 9,242.21 417.32 -3,281.68 6,377.85 6,251.05 -126.80 -1.99% 

Sub-Total Current 25,186.82 33,660.92 -9,681.80 49,165.94 41,166.12 -7,999.82 -16.27% 

177 Development 14,508.18 0.00 -4,394.69 10,113.49 9,884.89 -228.60 -2.26% 

 Total 39,695.00 33,660.92 -14,076.49 59,279.43 51,051.01 -8,228.42 -13.88% 

Audit noted that there was an overall Saving of Rs.8,228.42 million, which was due to 

less expenditure in grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget 

estimates, the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand 
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that budget processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and 

assumptions and a coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed 

that there was savings of 31.87% with respect to Original grant which reduced to savings of 

2.26% w.r.t Final Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 

63.44% of excess in expenditure w.r.t original allocation reduced to 16.27% of savings in 

expenditure w.r.t final allocation, as depicted in the graph below: 

 

23.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.2,641.38 million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Ministry Of National Health, Services, Regulations And Coordination. 

Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record 1,141.24 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities   22.88 

B Procurement related irregularities 804.99 

C Management of account with commercial banks   37.25 

D Recovery   71.36 

E Internal Control 563.66 

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others  

 

23.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2010-11 5 3 0 5 - 

2011-12 19 0 0 19 - 

2012-13 30 0 0 30 - 

2013-14 27 27 8 19 30 

2014-15 17 0 0 17 - 

2015-16 3 3 2 1 67 

2016-17 30 10 0 30 - 

2017-18 18 12 0 18 - 

2018-19 30 0 0 30 - 
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2019-20 44 11 4 40 36 

2020-21 21 0 0 21 - 

Total 244 66 14 230 21 

23.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

National Health Services, Regulations and Coordination (Main) 

23.5.1 Irregular expenditure on procurement of IT Equipment – Rs.13.335 million  

Para 2.9 of Terms and Condition of Tender Document for supply of IT equipment (hardware 

and network) for project titled “Enhancement of Ministry of National Health Services, Regulations & 

Coordination’s ICT Infrastructure” states that the items mentioned in the list are required to be delivered 

at Ministry of National Health Services, Regulations & Coordination within time period mentioned in 

the tender document. 

Para 2.11 (iv) & (v) of Terms and Condition of Tender Document for supply of IT equipment 

(hardware and network) for project titled “Enhancement of Ministry of National Health Services, 

Regulations & Coordination’s ICT Infrastructure” states that 2% performance guarantee is provided 

with the invoice having validity up to the date of warranty period. The payment against a supply order 

shall be made on the completion of the delivery of supplies including installation, commissioning, etc. 

as mentioned in supply order. 

Para-7 of Public Procurement Rules states that for the procurements exceeding the prescribed 

limit (i.e. as per Rule 12.1 of PPRA Rule, 2020 procurements over five hundred thousand Pakistani 

Rupees) shall be subject to an integrity pact, as specified by regulation with approval of the Federal 

Government, between the procuring agency and the suppliers or contractors. 

A project titled “Enhancement of Ministry of National Health Services, Regulations & 

Coordination’s ICT Infrastructure” approved by Departmental Development Working Party (DDWP) 

on 27.01.2018 for a period of 18 month (01.01.2018 to 30.06.2019) with a capital cost of Rs. 37.674 

million. In a DDWP meeting held on 20.01.2020 the project was revised at a total cost of Rs. 28.6145 

up to 30.06.2020. 

The management of Ministry of National Health Services, Regulations and Coordination 

incurred an expenditure of Rs.13,335,280 for procurement of Information Technology Hardware 

equipment, details are as under: 

S. 

No. 

Firm name Item purchased Cheque 

No. 

Date Amount 

1. M/s Lodhi Traders 15 PCs, 10 Laptops, 01 Servers, 15 Laser 

Printer, Heavy Duty Scanner, Auto 

Document Feeder (ADF) Flatbed 

Scanners, 1 UPS 10 KVA Rack mount, 1 

UPS 1 KVA, 1 Multimedia Projector 

Portable option 

7838206 29.06.2020 10,295,000 

2. M/s Lodhi Traders 1 Core Switch, 2 Access Switch, 2 

Access Switch, 3 Wireless Access Point, 

1 42 U Data Rack, 1 15 u Switch Cabinet 

7838207 29.06.2020 2,845,000 

3. M/s Lodhi Traders Cable Ducting in Server Room 7856151 28.06.2020 97,000 

4. M/s Maaz 

Enterprises  

Core i-7 laptop 7855274 22.06.2020 98,280 

Total 13,335,280 

Audit observed that:  

i. No time period was mentioned in the supply order. 
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ii. No integrity pact was made with the supplier. 

iii. No performance guarantee was obtained from the supplier. 

iv. The procurement was made in the last week of June 2020 to avoid the lapse of 

funds. 

v. No Technical Evaluation Report was prepared to review the IT equipment. 

vi. Payment was made in advance for purchase of IT equipment without the 

approval of Finance Division. 

vii. Cabling and ducting was charged separately for Rs.97,000, which was included 

in the cost of equipment as per tender document.  

viii. The procurement of Rs.98,280 was made from M/s Maaz Enterprises in excess 

of procurement already published through tender.  

Audit is of the view that in the absence of provisions of PPRA rules and terms and conditions 

of the agreement with the vendors the procurement of IT equipment was irregular. 

The management replied that the expenditure was required to be made before the closure of the 

financial year as per strict directions of PM’s Office to complete the infrastructure and initiate e-filing 

basic trainings and development before July 2021. The technical evaluation report on specified format 

of PPRA was prepared and after sale service agreement was made with the vendor. 

It was the responsibility of the vendor to install and configure all the equipment after delivery. 

There was a short period of 6 days after finalization of tender. The delivery challan was issued because 

it was the codal formality for submission of bill to AGPR and to avoid from laps of the allocated budget. 

The vendor gave the undertaking to install the provided equipment as per tender requirement. The 

ducting, cabling and electrification work is a sperate job and it was not included in tender. The laptop 

was procured before in April, 2020 as an urgent requirement of command and control center initially 

established at Board Room of the Ministry. 

The management accepted the view of point of Audit regarding advance payment as delivery 

challan was issued for submission of bill to AGPR and to avoid from laps of the allocated budget without 

completion of the task. It was the responsibility of the vendor to install the equipment which includes 

ducting, cabling and electrification etc. No record related to the procurement of laptop was provided to 

audit. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix the responsibility. 

23.5.2 Non-achievement of objectives of project and lapse of fund - Rs.21.739 million 

A project titled “Enhancement of Ministry of National Health Services, Regulations & 

Coordination’s ICT Infrastructure” was approved by Departmental Development Working Party 

(DDWP) initially DDWP approved this project on 27.01.2018 for a period of 18 month (01.01.2018 to 

30.06.2019) with a capital cost of Rs.37.674 million. Subsequently, in a meeting held on 20.01.2020 

the project was revised at a total cost of Rs.28.6145. The project life was extended up to 30.06.2020. 

The objective of the project was aim to create Information Communication Technology (ICT) 

infrastructure and provide necessary resources to implement E-office application at all wings of 
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Ministry of National Health Services, Regulation and Coordination to improve internal communications 

and to bring efficiency, accuracy, effectiveness, transparency, and accountability in decision-making. 

The management of Ministry of National Health Services, Regulations & Coordination, 

Islamabad incurred an expenditure of Rs.14,608,666 out of project’s funds. Details areas under: 

Financial Year Final Budget Budget Released Expenditure Lapsed 

2019-20 24,536,000 19,604,000 13,469,015 6,134,985 

2020-21 6,010,000 2,134,800 1,139,651 995,149 

Total Rs. 14,608,666 7,130,134 

Audit observed that the management incurred Rs.14,608,666 out of project’s funds but 

objectives of the project were not achieved as E-office application was not in place in all the wings even 

after completion of the project.  

Audit further observed that Rs.7,130,134 was also lapsed which was required to be surrendered 

before the 15th of May of each financial year. 

Audit is of the view that non-achievement of the project objectives is a serious lapse on the part 

of management. 

The management replied that the equipment was installed and the access of e-filing was 

provided in the premises of the Ministry, fiber optic connectivity, e-filing networking facility. The 

digital certificates were prepared/installed. The files of all the sections were scanned, e-filing certificates 

were installed and trainings of e-filing were conducted/arranged in all the offices of the Ministry and 

most of the officers and staff were trained under this project activities. 

The reply of the management is not acceptable as related record was not provided to Audit. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to probe the matter to fix the responsibility. 

23.5.3 Non-provision of adjustment and audited statements of funds provided to 

other departments – Rs. 1,141.243 million 

Para 207 (3) of GFR Vol-I states that before a grant is paid to any public body or institution, 

the sanctioning authority should as far as possible insist on obtaining an audited statement of the account 

of the body to ensure that any previous grant was spent for the purpose for which it was provided. 

Para 209 (i) of GFR Vol-I states that unless it is otherwise ordered by Government, every grant 

made for a specific object is subject to the implied conditions i.e. that the grant will be spent upon the 

object within reasonable time, if no time limit has been fixed by the sanctioning authority; and that any 

portion of the amount which is not ultimately required for expenditure upon that object should be duly 

surrendered to the Government. 

The management of National Health Services, Regulation and Co-ordination, Islamabad 

released funds Rs. 1,141.243 million to the following society, foundation, trust and hospital. Details are 

as under: 

(Rs. In million) 
S 

No. 

Department 2019-20 

 

2020-21  

1. Pakistan Red Crescent Society, Islamabad 9.640 1.181 

2. Fatimid Foundation, Karachi 28.00 26.180 

3. Provision to National Institute of Heart Diseases (AFIC), Rawalpindi 250.00 233.00 

4. Provision to Shifa-Eye Trust Hospital Rawalpindi 31.00 144.925 

5. Isolation Hospital & Infections Treatment Centre (IHITC) 00.00 417.317 
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Total 318.64 822.603 

Audit observed that management fail to obtain audited statement of the above released fund. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that adjustment accounts may be obtained and produced to Audit. 

23.5.4 Non-production of record 

Section 14 of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete a form 

as possible and with all reasonable expedition and any person or authority hindering the auditorial 

functions of the Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action 

under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

The management of National Health Services, Regulation & Coordination did not provide the 

following record: 

1. List of unserviceable items. 

2. A certificate regarding theft, embezzlement, fraud etc. during the period under audit. 

3. Year Book of the Ministry of National Health Services, Regulation and Coordination  

4. Inquiry reports. 

5. Details of construction of hospital (Jinnah Hospital) in Afghanistan by Ministry of 

National Health Services and Coordination.  

6. Details of achievements of targets and objectives mentioned in Strategic Developments Goads 

(SDGs)/MTBF and Operational Plan  

7. Detail of information/data/record pertaining to COVID-19 

8. Detail of Vaccination Centers  

9. Detail of vaccine distribution  

Audit observed that despite repeated requests the department did not produce the record to 

Audit. 

Audit is of the view that non-production of record hindered the auditorial function of the 

Auditor General of Pakistan. 

The management replied that the Ministry was not involved in any construction (Civil-Work) 

at Afghanistan, however, Procurement of Medical Equipment for the project titled "Procurement 

Installation of Medical Equipment for three Hospital in Afghanistan" were executed by the Ministry. 

Furthermore, the audit of the said project has been audited annually by the Director General Audit 

Works, Islamabad. 

The reply of the management is not acceptable as no record was provided to Audit. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix the responsibility. 
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23.5.5 Non obtaining of adjustment accounts  

Para 148 of  GFR states that all materials received should be examined, counted, measured or 

weighed as the case may be, when delivery is taken, and they should be taken in charges by a responsible 

Government officer who should see that the quantities are correct and their quality good, and record a 

certificate to that effect. The officer receiving the stores should also be required to give a certificate that 

he has actually received the materials and recorded them in the appropriate stock register. 

The Ministry of NHSR&C incurred an expenditure of Rs. 10,437.958 million on procurement 

and transportation of 18.870 million doses.  

Audit observed that there was no record available with the management regarding details of 

receipt, distribution, utilization and stock details of the vaccine to Audit.  

Audit is of the view that in the absence of relevant record the authenticity of the expenditure 

could not be ascertained. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity. 

23.5.6 Irregular payment to M/s AJM Pharma (Private) Limited Karachi – Rs.27.162 

million 

Para 10 (1) of Public Procurement Rules states that the procuring agency shall allow the widest 

possible competition by defining such specifications that shall not favor any single contractor or 

supplier nor put others at a disadvantage. 

Para 15 (1) of Public Procurement Rules states that a procuring agency, prior to the floating of 

tenders, invitation to proposals or offers in procurement proceedings, may engage in pre-qualification 

of bidders in case of services, civil works, turnkey projects and in case of procurement of expensive and 

technically complex equipment to ensure that only technically and financially capable firms having 

adequate managerial capability are invited to submit bids. Such pre-qualification shall solely be based 

upon the ability of the interested parties to perform that particular work satisfactorily. 

As per Clause 3.5 of the Supply Agreement dated 14.04.2021, all the cost related to artworks, 

print samples and technical management of packaging materials shall be borne solely by the NIH.  

Clause 7.1 of the Supply Agreement dated 14.04.2021, states that the purchase price of bulk 

product remit AJM technology transfer of filling and quality control.  

The management of Ministry of National Health Services Regulations & Coordination 

purchased 1,752,000 doses of Corona Vaccine in shape of raw material from M/s Cansino Biologics 

China through M/s AJM Pharma (Private) Limited Karachi and paid Rs. 27,161,651 at the rate of USD 

1.5 per dose to M/s AJM Pharma (Private) Limited Karachi. 

Audit observed that: 

i. M/s AJM Pharma (Private) Limited Karachi was selected in violation of Public 

Procurement Rules which not only deprived the Government from open 

competition but also extended undue favour to the company. 

ii. As per agreement the artworks, print samples and technical management of 

packaging materials was the responsibility of NIH which was the major laboratory 
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task to transform the raw material and the involvement of the M/s AJM Pharma 

(Private) Limited Karachi is unnecessary.  

iii. No details of services provided by the company were on record for which the 

payment was made. 

iv. No details of technology transfer and quality controls as per agreement were 

provided. 

The management did not reply till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix the responsibility. 

23.5.7 Procurement of Vaccine without approval and site audit by DRAP 

As per Appendix-A of the Supply Agreement dated 14.04.2021, parties agree that the delivery 

of Purchase Order is conditional on the following pre-requisites: 

1. Obtaining the Emergency use approval of finished product issued by DRAP in territory 

in the context of a rolling regulatory submission and completion of the technical 

transfer. 

2. The Tianjin-2 production/manufacturing site of CanSinoBIO is audited by and receives 

a permit/certificate from DRAP no later than April 30, 2021, enabling CanSinoBIO to 

sell finished and bulk products to purchase. 

3. CanSinoBIO receives an export permit for the batch/products.  

The management of Ministry of National Health Services Regulations & Coordination 

purchased 2,744,000 doses of vaccine from CanSionoBIO against payment of Rs. 3,419,082,391. 

Audit observed that: 

i. No emergency use approval of finished product was issued by DRAP. 

ii. No audit of the Tianjin-2 production/manufacturing site of CanSinoBIO was 

conducted by DRAP.  

iii. Export permit for the batch/products were not provided to Audit. 

The management replied that as per protocol of Drug Regulatory Authority of Pakistan (DRAP) 

circulated vide letter No. F.3.28/2005-Reg-1/(Vol-II) dated 10th September, 2021, audit/inspection of 

the manufacturing site is conducted if the finished product of any drug is being imported. In this specific 

case, a bulk concentrate was imported from China and was converted into finished form at NIH which 

fall under the category of local manufacturing, hence, did not require any pre-audit inspection of 

manufacturing site. 

Further, the drug (PakVac Vaccine) was registered in Pakistan on the basis of country origin 

registration Authorization under the after Emergency the Use thorough checking/submission of all 

relevant documents i.e. BPR, Safety Analysis, Phase-I II & III Clinical Trials etc. 

Request was made to CanSinoBio for the provision the export permit but they refused to provide 

the same being the confidential document. 

The reply of the management is not acceptable as no approval of DRAP was provided to Audit. 
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Audit recommends to probe the matter and fix the responsibility. 

College of Physicians and Surgeons Pakistan 

23.5.8 College of Physicians and Surgeons Pakistan refused to get their accounts 

audited  

In terms of Article 170(2) of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan read with AGP’s 

Ordinance, 2001 the Auditor General of Pakistan has the mandate to audit accounts of any authority or 

body established by or under the control of the Federal or Provincial Government. 

The Honorable Supreme Court of Pakistan in its judgment dated 08.07.2013 declared and 

directed in Para 27(b) that the Auditor General, in order for him to fulfill his duties under Articles 169 

and 170 of the Constitution, is not only authorized but also obliged to seek access to any and all records 

actually maintained by all Federal and Provincial Governments, as well as all entities established by or 

under the control of the Federal and Provincial Government, regardless of the designation of such 

records as secret or otherwise. 

Section 14(2) of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all 

facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as 

complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition.  

Section 14(3) of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the 

Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action 

i. College of Physician and Surgeons of Pakistan was formed under Pakistan College of 

Physician and Surgeons Ordinance, 1962 and also falls under Schedule II, Rule 3(3) 

{Distribution of Business Among the Divisions} at serial No. 24(3) under National Health 

Services, Regulation and Coordination Division of Rules of Business, 1973. 

ii. A team of Federal Government Auditors approached CPSP, Lahore on 15.11.2018 to 

conduct the audit but the management of CPSP refused to get their accounts audited by the 

Auditor General of Pakistan. Another audit team was deputed to conduct the audit of CPSP, 

Karachi and the management of CPSP, Karachi informed that the matter is subjudice and 

still being dealt through appropriate legal process. 

iii. The matter was reported to the Secretary, Ministry of National Health Services, Regulation 

& Coordination vide letter No. Coord/Refusing Entities/2017-18/F-739/753 dated 

22.04.2019. 

iv. The Constitutional provisions were further elaborated by Honorable Supreme Court of 

Pakistan in its judgement vide suo moto Case No.12 of 2015. 

Audit is of the view that the stance taken by the management is in violation of the orders of the 

Honorable Supreme Court of Pakistan and attracts Section 14(3) of AGP’s Ordinance, 2001. 

Audit is also of the view that as the CPSP was established and controlled by the Federal 

Government thus it falls under the audit jurisdiction of the Auditor General of Pakistan. 
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Audit recommends that disciplinary action may be taken against officers involved in hindering 

the auditorial functions of the Auditor General of Pakistan and defiance of the Order of the Honorable 

Supreme Court of Pakistan dated 08.07.2013, besides provision of auditable record.  

Pakistan Nursing Council 

23.5.9 Pakistan Nursing Council refused to get their accounts audited  

In terms of Article 170(2) of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan read with AGP’s 

Ordinance, 2001 the Auditor General of Pakistan has the mandate to audit accounts of any authority or 

body established by or under the control of the Federal or Provincial Government. 

The Honorable Supreme Court of Pakistan in its judgment dated 08.07.2013 declared and 

directed in Para 27(b) that the Auditor General, in order for him to fulfill his duties under Articles 169 

and 170 of the Constitution, is not only authorized but also obliged to seek access to any and all records 

actually maintained by all Federal and Provincial Governments, as well as all entities established by or 

under the control of the Federal and Provincial Government, regardless of the designation of such 

records as secret or otherwise. 

Section 14(2) of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all 

facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as 

complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition.  

Section 14(3) of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the 

Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action 

i. Pakistan Nursing Council was formed under Pakistan Nursing Council, Act 1973 and 

also falls under National Health Services, Regulation and Coordination Division as per 

Serial No.24(2) of Rules of Business, 1973. 

ii. A team of Federal Government Auditors approached Pakistan Nursing Council (PNC), 

Islamabad on 04.10.2021 vide intimation No. Coord/Audit Intimation/2021-22/F-

753/1896 dated 27.08.2021 to conduct the audit but the management of PNC refused to 

get their accounts audited by the Auditor General of Pakistan.  

iii. The Constitutional provisions were further elaborated by Honorable Supreme Court of 

Pakistan in its judgement vide suo moto Case No.12 of 2015. 

Audit is of the view that the stance taken by the management is in violation of the orders of the 

Honorable Supreme Court of Pakistan and attracts Section 14(3) of AGP’s Ordinance, 2001. 

Audit is also of the view as the PNC was established and controlled by the Federal Government 

thus it falls under the audit jurisdiction of the Auditor General of Pakistan. 

Audit recommends that disciplinary action may be taken against officers involved in hindering 

the auditorial functions of the Auditor General of Pakistan and defiance of the Order of the Honorable 

Supreme Court of Pakistan dated 08.07.2013, besides provision of auditable record. 
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Directorate of Central Health Establishment 

23.5.10 Non-Production of record 

Section 14(2) of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all 

facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as 

complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 

Section 14(3) of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the 

Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action. 

The management of Directorate of Central Health Establishment, Islamabad was requested to 

provide the record. 

Despite repeated requests the management did not provide the following record: 

i) Standard Operation Procedures for the Directorate Central Health Establishment. 

ii) Details of Partner/Registered/Affiliated Organizations. 

iii) Copies of Minutes of meeting. 

iv) Monitoring & Evaluation Reports. 

v) List of Bank Accounts along with Bank Statements. 

vi) Details of Income/receipts along with reconciliation. 

vii) List of vehicles. 

viii) Detail of theft, fraud and embezzlement. 

Audit is of the view that non-production of record hindered the auditorial function of the 

Auditor General of Pakistan. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for non-provision of auditable record. 

23.5.11 Non-achievement of project objectives – Rs. 404.837 million 

PC-I of the project ‘Strengthening Points of Entry (PoEs) of Pakistan’ costing Rs. 404.837 

million provides that Quarantine Hospitals at PoE Sost, Peshawar, Quetta, Lahore and Islamabad will 

be constructed, whereas Quarantine Hospital Karachi and PoE Wahga will be renovated in order to 

provide un-interrupted services at each PoE effectively and efficiently. Furthermore, one new Airport 

Health Department at Rahim Yar Khan Airport will be established. Following are the objectives of the 

project:  

 Existing Points of Entry are fully strengthened. 

 New Point of Entry are identified, designated and strengthened. 

 Stakeholder mapping and engagement is carried out (National & International). 

 Existing rules for airports, seaports are reviewed & updated and rules for ground 

crossings are developed. 

 Detailed assessment of all PoEs is carried out. 

 Existing gaps in monitoring and supervision are addressed. 
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 Capacity building of concerned staff done 

 SoPs for one health response based on lessons learnt (SARS, Avian flu, Swine flu) are 

developed and implemented. 

 Comprehensive Contingency Plan for PoEs is developed and implemented. 

 Availability of required staff is ensured by creating new positions. 

 Availability of required equipment and infrastructure is improved. 

 Un-interrupted operational and logistics support is ensured. 

The Directorate of Central Health Establishment, Islamabad being the executing agency of the 

project was required to construct/renovate the PoEs to strengthen core capacity, prevent and provide a 

public health response to the international spread of Covid-19 and also required to prepare, facilitate, 

monitor and analyze the achievement of the above-mentioned objectives.  

 Audit observed that despite lapse of two and half years the management was failed to 

construct/renovate hospitals at Point of Entries in Pakistan. 

Audit also observed that if following measures were taken in time, the damages occurred due 

to spread of the virus could have be mitigated: 

i. Strengthening of existing point of entries in Pakistan and identification of new 

point of entries with engagement of different stakeholders.  

ii. Reviewing and updation of existing rules for airports, seaports and development 

of ground crossings rules with detailed assessment of all point of entries.  

iii. Capacity building of concerned staff with development of comprehensive 

contingency plan and its implementation at point of entries.  

iv. Provision of required equipment and infrastructure with un-interrupted 

operational and logistics support was also one of the core objective of the 

project. 

Audit is of the view that due to non-construction/renovation of Quarantine Hospitals at PoEs 

the government was unable to prevent spread of crona virus at initial level.  

Audit is also of the view that non-achievement of project objectives is a serious lapse on the 

part of management. 

The management did not reply till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to inquire the matter to fix the responsibility. 

Federal Medical & Dental College, Islamabad 

23.5.12 Non-Deposit of College & Hostel Fees into Government treasury - Rs. 37.251 

million 

Para 26 of GFR Vol-I states that subject to any special arrangement that may be authorized by 

competent authority with respect to any particular class of receipts, it is the duty of the departmental 

Controlling officers to see that all sums due to Government are regularly and promptly assessed, 

realized and duly credited in the Public Account.  
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The management of Federal Medical & Dental College Islamabad collected college & girls 

hostel fees from students amounting to Rs.37,250,600 during the financial year 2019-20. 

Audit observed that the college and girls hostel fees were lying in college account and were not 

deposited into Government treasury. 

Audit is of the view that non-deposit of fee into Government treasury is a serious lapse on the 

part of management. 

Management replied that college fees and hostel charges for the financial year 2019-20 are in 

the college current account after promulgation of Federal Medical Teaching Institute Ordinance 

(FMTI),2020 where BOG is competent for utilization of all types of revenues. 

The reply of the management was not acceptable as the Ordinance was enforced w.e.f 

16.11.2020 whereas the college and hostel fees relate to the financial year 2019-20. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to deposit the amount into Government treasury.  

23.5.13 Unauthorized payment of Health Allowance-Rs. 22.878 million 

As per Para-2(b) of Carrier Structure for Health Personnel Scheme Ordinance, 2011 the 

employees of the Federal Medical and Dental College are not health personnel and not included in 

Schedule-1 of the Ordinance. (To be rechecked)  

The management of Federal Medical and Dental College made payment of Health Allowance 

to its employees amounting to Rs 22,877,691 during financial year 2018-19 and 2019-20. 

Audit observed that the payment was made to the employees of the Federal Medical College, 

which was neither included in Schedule-1 of the Career Structure for Health Personnel Scheme 

Ordinance, 2011 nor approved by the Finance Division.  

Audit further observed that special allowance for teaching staff (Faculty) was also being paid 

w.e.f 09.01.2014 at the following rates. 

S. No Designation BPS Rate/Month 

01 Professor 20 80,000 

02 Associate Professor 19 65,000 

03 Assistant Professor 18 55,000 

04 Demonstrator 17 20,000 

Audit is of the view that payment of health allowance without approval of Finance Division 

was unauthorized.  

The management replied that Honorable Federal Service Tribunal (FST) Islamabad has 

maintained the letter issued by the Finance Division dated 27.03.2012 according to which FMC is 

eligible for Health Professional Allowance being part of health institution. However, case for merger 

of Special allowance for Federal Medical College faculty and Health Professional Allowance for faculty 

& non-teaching staff is under process for approval in BOG after promulgation of Federal Medical 

Teaching Institution Ordinance. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to probe the matter besides recovery. 
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National Institute of Rehabilitation Medicines, Islamabad 

23.5.14 Non-achievement of objectives of KPI based incentive – Rs. 9.834 million 

Ministry of National Health Services, Regulations and Coordination letter No.F.10.368/2019-

H-1 dated 24th May, 2021 laid down revised KPIs of doctors working in NIRM, Islamabad for grant of 

Special Healthcare Allowance. The main objective was to use the KPIs as performance measurement 

tool to monitor, analyze and optimize all relevant healthcare processes to increase patient satisfaction 

and enable healthcare providers to understand and improve performance besides gauging their 

eligibility for grant of performance based allowance. 

Management of NIRM disbursed Rs.9,834,429 as Special Healthcare Allowance to 43 Doctors 

of BPS 17, 18 and 19. 

Audit observed that the Special Healthcare Allowance was disbursed without proper evaluation 

of performance of each doctor. Each doctor was given 100% score without proper evaluation of Duty 

Performance and Feedback from Stakeholders 

Audit is of the view that disbursement without proper evaluation of the performance of the 

employees is irregular and against the objective of the grant of Special Healthcare Allowance. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends re-assessment of the performance of all the eligible employees for the 

Special Healthcare allowance and recover the overpaid amount.  

College of Nursing and Medical Technology 

23.5.15 Unauthorized maintenance of bank accounts and retention of public funds 

therein – Rs. 69.012 million 

Rule 7(1) of FTR Volume-I states that all moneys received by or tendered to government 

officers on account of the revenue of the Federal Government shall without undue delay be paid in full 

into Treasury or into the bank. No department of the government may require that any moneys received 

by it on account of the revenues of the Federal Government be kept out of Federal Consolidated Fund 

of the Federal Government. 

Finance Division vide letter dated F.No.2(28)/S.O(TSA)/2020/393 dated 16.07.2021 informed 

that the Ministries, Divisions, Attached Departments etc. were time and again requested to close the 

accounts in commercial banks and re-align their existing financial/banking arrangement with the 

approved legal framework provided under the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan 1973 and 

Public Finance Management Act, 2019 and the rules made thereunder. In this regard, a number of 

deadlines were conveyed, however the needful was not done. As a last resort, the banks were instructed 

to close all the bank accounts opened in the name of/under the authority of the Federal Government as 

required under the Cash Management and Treasury Single Account Rules 2020 by 31.05.2021. 

The management of College of Nursing and Medical Technician, Islamabad maintained two 

banks account in National Bank of Pakistan PIMS Branch, Islamabad. Detail as follows: 

 

S.No. Account Title Account No. Bank Amount 

received 

Expen-

diture 

Balance as 

on 

30.06.2021 
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1. Principal 

College of 

Nursing 

4010797156 NBP, PIMS 

Branch, 

Islamabad 

8,321,150 3,624,334 40,199,975 

2. Principal 

College of 

Medical 

Technician 

3010765422 6,340,080 8,687,553 28,811,853 

Total 14,661,230 12,311,887 69,011,828 

Audit observed that: 

i. The college was maintaining and retained balances of Rs.28.811 million in PLS 

account No.3010765422 NBP without approval of Finance Division. 

ii. Expenditure amounting to Rs.12.312 million were made without any approved rules 

from Finance Division. 

iii. Profit amounting to Rs.1,488,314 was also earned during financial year 2020-21 on 

the PLS Saving Account which was required to deposit in Government Treasury. 

Audit is of the view that retention of amount in banks without approval of Finance 

Division is unauthorized. 

The management replied that the matter of approval of the Finance Division in respect 

of two bank accounts, for expenditure of student fund and student fee charges are being taken 

up with the Ministry of National Health Services Regulation & Coordination vide this Institute 

letter No.F.1-50/2018-19(Acct)/PIMS dated 20.07.2019.Subsequently reminder dated 

17.08.2020 has been served in this regard. The solicited approval of the Finance Division is 

still awaited and will be transmitted to the audit as and when received. 

The reply of the management is not acceptable as no approval has been obtained from Finance 

Division. 

Audit recommends to probe the matter. 

Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences, Islamabad 

23.5.16 Unauthorized expenditure on repair and maintenance of building - Rs.54.320 

million 

Sl. No.9(46) of the Annexure-1 to the System of Financial Control and Budgeting 2006, states 

that Ministries/Divisions are empowered to give administrative approval of works in respect of non-

residential building up to Rs. 500,000. This power stands re-delegated to the Executive Director, PIMS 

by the Ministry of National Health Services, Regulations and Coordination. 

Para 184 of GFR states that Pak PWD is the only authority to execute the civil works 

and infrastructure of the Government organizations. 

Paragraph 56 of the CPWD code states that a properly detailed estimate must be prepared for 

the sanction of competent authority. This sanction is known as the technical sanction and as its name 

indicates, it amounts to no more than a guarantee that the proposals are structurally sound and that 

estimates are accurately calculated and based on adequate data. 
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The management of Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences (PIMS) Islamabad incurred 

expenditure of Rs 54.320 million under the head, Repair and Maintenance of building structure 

(residential and nonresidential) during the financial year 2019-20. 

Audit observed that the PIMS incurred expenditure of Rs.54,319,924 on repair and maintenance 

of office and residential building departmentally beyond the delegated financial powers and without 

getting technical sanction.  

Audit is of the view that execution of repair and maintenance departmentally and without approval of 

the technical sanctions was irregular. 

The management replied that in May, 2006, a high-level meeting was held between 

Secretary Health and DG Pak PWD, Chief Engineer North, Supdt. Engineer Pak PWD and 

Executive Director, PIMS. After detailed deliberations, it was decided that repair and 

maintenance work of PIMS may be executed by the PIMS engineering department.  

The reply was not accepted as Vice Chancellor/ Executive Director being head of 

attached department was not empowered to grant approval of expenditure for civil works 

beyond Rs 0.5 million in each case.  

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed on person(s) concerned for the irregularity. 

23.5.17 Irregular extension in deputation under wedlock Policy 

In terms of the deputation policy of the Federal Government issued by the Establishment 

Division vide O.M No. 1/28/75-D-II/R-1 dated 11.04.2000, Secretaries of the administrative 

Ministries/Divisions and Heads of Attached departments and Subordinate Offices not below BS 21 have 

been delegated powers to approve initial deputation of officers up to BS-19 belonging to cadres and 

posts under the administrative control for a period of three years under standard terms and conditions 

of deputation. The deputation policy is also applicable to the cases under Wedlock Policy as well. The 

case for extension under wedlock policy complete in all respect should be forwarded to the 

Establishment Division for its concurrence. 

The following Medical Officers from provinces were posted in Pakistan Institute of Medical 

Sciences (PIMS) Islamabad on deputation basis under wedlock policy under standard terms and 

conditions of deputation: 

Particulars Period 

S.No Name and Designation Parent Department From To 

01 Dr. Asma Khattak. M.O B- 17 JPMC 08.09.2015 Till date 

02 Dr. Shehla Mando Khail MO B-

17 

 Health Deptt Govt 

of Baluchistan 

15.02.2015 Till date 

03 Dr. Qasim Hussain M.O B-17 CHE, Karachi, 

Under M/o NR &S 

15.01.2014 Till date 

04 Dr. Uzma Zafar M.O B-17 Abbasi Shaheed 

Hospt. Karachi 

22.04.2015 Till date 

05 Dr. Irshad Hussain M.OB-17 Health Deptt AJK 11.11.2016 Till date 

Audit observed that after the lapse of initial three year’s deputation, the case for further 

extension was not referred to Establishment Division for its concurrence but was extended by the 

controlling Division, defunct CAAD/Ministry of National Health Services, Regulations and 

Coordination in violation of Government instructions. 
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Audit is of the view that extension in deputation after expiry of initial three years without 

concurrence of Establishment Division was irregular. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility for extension in deputation after expiry of initial three 

years without concurrence of Establishment Division may be fixed. 

Shaikh Zayed Medical Complex, Lahore 

23.5.18 Irregular appointment of 50 Nurses without observing the Regional/provincial 

Quota  

S.R.O. No. 747(1)/2020 of Establishment Division, Government of Pakistan dated 

19.08.2020 states that provincial quota as described below shall be observed while making 

appointments in the Federal Government institutions: 

Merit 7.50% 

Punjab (including Federal Area of Islamabad 50% 

Sindh 19% 

Urban 40% of 19% or 7.6% 

Rural 60% of 19% or 11.4% 

KPK 11.50% 

Balochistan 6% 

EX-FATA 3% 

Gilgit-Baltistan 1% 

Azad Kashmir 2% 

Rule 1(d) of the Employees Services Regulation, 1990 further states that all the 

Gazetted and Non-Gazetted posts to be filled by initial recruitment shall be filled in on all 

Pakistan basis in accordance with merit and provincial or regional quotas prescribed by the 

Federal Government from time to time. Where in case the quota cannot be observed, sanction 

of the President, Board of Governors shall be obtained before making appointment to such post. 

The management of Shaikh Zayed Medical Complex, Lahore made recruitment of 50 

staff nurses @ Rs 56,862 p.m. amounting to Rs 2.843 million p.m. vide para No. 7 of Note 

sheet file dated 26.05.2021, minutes of meeting of DP&SC dated 19.05.2021. 

Audit observed that: 

i. The posts were advertised in newspaper(s) on 19.05.2021 without indicating any regional 

/ provincial quota. 

ii. Short-listing and minutes of the meeting of the Selection Committee were not provided. 

Hence the appointments were made without observing the prescribed quota. 

Audit is of the view that appointment without observing of provincial quota was 

irregular.  

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 
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 Audit recommends fixing of responsibility for the irregularity. 

23.5.19 Local purchase of medicine without any approved sops / policy -  

Rs. 131.065 million 

Rule 19 of Ministry of Health, Special Education and Social Welfare Islamabad 

resolution dated 29-5-1986 states the institute may make such regulations not inconsistent with 

the Provisions of this Resolution and rules as may be expedient for the achievement of its aims 

and objective and for the performance of its functions. 

Para 41 of Purchase Procurement Procedure (Annexure D) Part VI  Financial & 

Accounting Rules provides that in case of acute emergency the Administration may allow for 

reasons to be recorded the purchase to be made by two members of which one should be 

accounts officer. 

Para 42 further states that in the reasons for such course shall duly be intimated to the 

chairman and linked with the Comparative Statement while sending the bills to Internal Audit. 

The management of Shaikh Zayed Medical Complex, Lahore incurred an expenditure 

of Rs. 131.065 million on account local purchase of medicines and consumables during 2020-

21.  

Audit observed that local purchase was made without any approved SOPs. Further, 

utilization record of medicines was also not available with the management. 

Audit is of the view that expenditure on local purchase without approved SOPs was 

irregular and in the absence of utilization record the authenticity of the expenditure could not 

be ascertained. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity. 

23.5.20 Irregular and unauthorized reduction of Tax liability - Rs. 17.764 million 

Clause 1(2) of Part III of income Tax ordinance 2001 states that the tax payable by a 

full time teacher or a researcher, employed in a nonprofit education or research institution duly 

recognized by Higher Education Commission, a Board of Education or a University recognized 

by the Higher Education Commission, including government research institution, shall be 

reduced by an amount equal to 25% of tax payable on his income from salary. 

Provided that this clause shall not apply to teacher of medical profession who derive 

income from private medical practice or who receive share of consideration received from 

patients. 

The management of Shaikh Zayed Medical Complex, Lahore allowed reduction in tax 

liability to its various employees at the rate of 40% instead of 25%. The details are as under: 
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Sr. 

NO 

Financial 

Year 

Number of 

employees 

Taxable Salary 

Income 

Tax Due 

(100%) 

Tax 

Deducted 

After rebate 

@40% 

Less 

deducted 

1 2019-20 95 249,898,125 22,195,120 13,317,072 8,878,048 

2 2020-21 92 244,846,981 22,214,155 13,328,493 8,885,662 

Total 494,745,106 44,409,275 26,645,565 17,763,710 

 

Audit observed that: 

1. The rebate in tax liability was admissible to Full Time Teachers and Researchers only, 

whereas management allowed the reduction to employees who were not full time 

teachers and researchers. 

2. Most of the above were in receipt of share of consideration received from patients. 

Therefore, rebate was not admissible. 

3. Tax rebate @ 40% instead of 25% was allowed. 

Audit is of the view that management the government was deprived from its due 

receipts. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends discontinuation of irregular practice, recovery of due amount of 

Income Tax besides fixing of responsibility. 

23.5.21 Non-recovery of risk cost from defaulting suppliers - Rs. 14.876 million 

Clause II of Terms & Conditions of tender documents states that the contractor will 

supply the material within the stipulated period mentioned in the supply order and if failed, no 

notice will be served and purchase will be made from second lowest bidder or from the local 

market at the risk and cost of tender firm and CDR will also be forfeited. 

Annexure A paragraph 1(i) provides that Director Finance shall be responsible for the 

coordination on accounting matters. 

(ii) to render financial advice to the Chairman on matter containing financial 

implications. 

Paragraph 6 further states that he will be directly responsible to the chairman for the 

submission of correct accounts. He will certify the correctness of any bill passed along with 

the Administrator/Deputy Dean.  For this purpose he will work in close coordination and 

directly linked with Administrator Sheik Zayed Hospital and Deputy Dean FPGMI. 

The management of Shaikh Zayed Medical Complex, Lahore made procurement of 

medicines, disposables etc. from the local suppliers on the risk & cost of the firms approved in 

tender proceedings. The details are given below: 
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S.NO. COMPANY CDR AMOUNT RS. 
RISK & COST 

AMOUNT 
Total (Rs.) 

1 Al-Rehan Pharma 200,000 71,187 271,187 

2 Sy AG Impex 500,000 534,400 1,034,400 

3 Surge Lab. 658,721 34,748 693,469 

4 Wimits Pharma. 131,740 40,607 172,347 

5 Save on Health Care 183,000 287,280 470,280 

6 3-Plus Pharma. 5,000 18,513 23,513 

7 IBL Health Care 566,460 1,258,400 1,824,860 

8 Abbott Laboratories. 1,577,785 822 1,578,607 

9 Medi Save. 5,000 96,944 101,944 

10 Barlas Sale 
500,000 

52,014 
552,014 

200,000 200,000 

11 Nabi Qasim Industries. 
178,743 

98,226 
276,969 

147,200 147,200 

12 Mactor International 

200,000 

4,189,608 

4,389,608 

200,000 200,000 

82,659 82,659 

13 Trowmadic International 500,000 180,520 680,520 

14 Novartis pharma 652,310 - 652,310 

15 Mactor International 482,659 707,438 1,190,097 

16 M/S Gulab Din and Sons 138,500 - 138,500 

17 Glaxo Smith Kline 195,440 - 195,440 

Total 7,305,217 7,570,707 14,875,924 

Audit observed that: 

i. Management did not effect an amount of Rs.7.571 million as risk & cost from the 

defaulters/non-supplier firms. 

ii. Management also did not forfeit the CDR/Securities Rs.7.305 million. 

Audit is of the view that management deprived the Government from its due revenue.  

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened. 

Audit recommends recovery of amount besides fixing of responsibility. 

23.5.22 Non-testing of medicines from drug testing laboratory – Rs 278.981 million 

As per clause 10 of General Conditions of Contract of Bidding Document for the 

financial year 2020-21 states that all the medicines shall be acceptable subject to chemical and 

physical examination. The chemical examination shall be carried out by the Drug Testing 

Laboratory. The Inspection Committee constituted by the Consignee shall carry out the 

physical examination after receipt of supplies and standard test / analysis report of the Lab. If 

the facility of test /a analysis is not available with laboratory the batch release certificate and 

test analysis report of quality control / quality assurance department of the manufacturer shall 

be relied upon. 

As per clause 5 of General Conditions of Contract of Bidding Document states that the 

Medicines shall be accompanied by the necessary warranty on form 2-A (on judicial paper) in 

accordance with the provision of the Drug Act 1976 & rules framed their under. The Procuring 

Agency shall promptly notify the Supplier in writing of any claims arising under this warranty. 
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The management of Shaikh Zayed Medical Complex, Lahore incurred an expenditure 

of Rs. 306.635 million on account of local purchase of medicines.  The details are given below: 

Sr. No. Description Amount  

1 Local Purchase 131,064,668  

2 Local Purchase (funded patients) 41,093,565  

3 Hemodialysis Unit/Department 106,823,510  

Total 278,981,743 

Audit observed that neither the Lab Testing of the medicines were carried out from the 

Drug Testing Laboratory nor the reports made available. 

Audit is of the view that non-testing of the medicines compromised the provision of 

quality medicines to the patients. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened. 

Audit recommends discontinuation of irregular practice besides fixing of responsibility. 

23.5.23 Non-recovery of rent & utility charges from the occupant -  

Rs. 16.459 million 

Clause 2 of the lease agreement for pharmacy/medical store with M/s AAA Pharmacy 

Plus dated 14.11.2017 states that lease period will be for two year from the date of award with 

annual increase which may be extended for another span of years but with 10% increase per 

annum. 

Clause 12 of the lease agreement further states that lessee will be responsible to pay the 

electricity bill on commercial rates. 

Clause 26 also states that the lease money will be deposited on 14th of every month in 

advance, in case the Lessee fail to deposit on due date, he will pay a penalty of Rs.500/- per 

day. 

The management of Shaikh Zayed Medical Complex, Lahore entered into an agreement 

with the vendor for provision of space consisting of one room measuring 216 sq. ft. on a 

monthly rent of Rs. 541,646 w.e.f. 14.11.2017 to 13.11.2019 and the management did not 

extend the lease agreement. The details are given below. 

S.NO. PERIOD OF 

RENT 

RENT DUE PER ANNUM 

DUE  

RENT 

RECEIVED 

BALANCE 

1. 14.11.2018 TO 

13.11.2019 

10% of 541646/- = 54165/- 

PM X 12  

NIL 649,980 

2. 14.11.2019 TO 

13.11.2020 

595811/- plus 10% = 

655392 X 12 =7864705 

NIL 7,864,705 

3. 14.11.2020 TO 

13.08.2021 

655392/-plus 10% 

=720931/- X 8  

NIL 5,767,448 

Total 14,282,133 

Utility charges 2,177,000 

Total outstanding 16,459,133 

Audit observed the management did not recover rent and utility charges from the tanent.  
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Audit is of the view that non-recovery of rent and utility charges deprived the 

management from its due revenue. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends recovery of the outstanding dues at the earliest. 

23.5.24 Loss due to non replacement and use of expired disposable items - Rs. 5.466 

million 

Para 148 of  GFR VOL I states that All materials received should be examined, counted, 

measured or weighed as the case may be, when delivery is taken, and they should be taken in 

charges by a responsible Government officer who should see that the quantities are correct and 

their quality good, and record a certificate to that effect. The officer receiving the stores should 

also be required to give a certificate that he has actually received the materials and recorded 

them in the appropriate stock register. 

Clause E of Tender Award letter No SZH/CMS/209/2017 dated 9-1-2018 for supply of 

surgical stores states that any material found substandard/ misbranded or near expiry date will 

be replaced. 

The management of Shaikh Zayed Medical Complex, Lahore made a procurement of 

disposables / consumables valuing Rs.14.495 million for the use in Cath Lab. Details are as 

under: 

S. 

No 

Invoice 

Date 
Item Description Qty  Unit Price 

Expiry 

Date 

Units 

Remain

ing 

Amount 

1 27.06.18 Angioplasty Balloon Emerge 100 7,000 14.04.21 10 70,000 

2 27.06.18 Angioplasty Balloon NC Emerge 100 7,000 26.06.20 29 203,000 

3 27.06.18 Cutting Balloon 4 70,000 31.10.20 4 280,000 

4 27.06.18 Balloon Express LD 20 65,000 25.04.20 15 975,000 

5 27.06.18 Covered Stents Wallgraft 4 125,000 14.06.20 4 500,000 

6 27.06.18 PTCA Guildzilla 10 95,000 11.06.20 2 190,000 

7 27.06.18 Rota Blator Rotawire 20 17,000 28.05.20 16 272,000 

8 27.06.18 Rota link Plus 20 90,000 28.04.20 15 1,350,000 

9 20.11.19 Orsiro Drug Eluting Stent 10 95,000 04-21 2 190,000 

10 18.10.19 Coronry Coverd Stent 3 165,000 04-21 1 165,000 

11 13.09.19 Coroflex Isar Neo 50 75,000 03-21 4 300,000 

14 20.11.18 Fine Cross 20 40,000 02-20 13 520,000 

15 02.11.19 Fine Cross 10 48,000 01-21 7 336,000 

Total  5,351,000 

Audit observed the items were expired without any utilization. 

Audit is of the view that purchase of items without any need was unnecessary burden 

on the government exchequer. 

Audit is of the view that this act of hospital management reflects criminal negligence 

as the items mostly pertained to the cardiology department. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the matter be inquired and responsibility fixed. 
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23.5.25 Irregular / unauthorized payment in cash - Rs. 40.469 million 

Rule 132(v) of Federal Treasury Rules Volume -1 states that these advances should not 

be multiplied unnecessarily. 

Rule 132(vi) of Federal Treasury Rules Volume -1 states that The advance is intended 

to provide, on the responsibility of the officer entrusted with it, for emergent petty advances of 

all kinds, though it is seldom that they will be needed for other than contingent charges. 

Rule 157(1) of Federal Treasury Rules Volume -1 states that Cheques drawn in favour 

of Government officers and departments in settlement of Government dues shall always be 

crossed "A/c payee only not negotiable''. 

Management of SZMC, Lahore incurred an expenditure of Rs. 40.469 million under 

various heads of account during financial year 2020-21.  

Audit observed that the payments were made to various vendors in cash instead of cross 

cheques 

Audit is of the view that heavy payment in cash was violation of government 

instructions as stated above besides inherent risk associated with cash payments. 

Audit is also of the view that management was maintaining the above account as 

parallel treasury.  

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that inquiry may be held to fix the responsibility. 

Federal Government Polyclinic Hospital, Islamabad 

23.5.26 Irregular procurement of drugs/medicines without Drug Testing Lab Reports 

- Rs. 241.897 million 

Rule 4 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that procuring agencies, while 

engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and 

transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the 

procurement process is efficient and economical. 

Rule 2(l) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that “value for money” means best 

returns for each rupee spent in terms of quality, timeliness, reliability, after sales service, up-

grade ability, price, source, and the combination of whole-life cost and quality to meet the 

procuring agency’s requirements. 

The management of Federal Government Polyclinic Hospital, Islamabad accepted and 

approved rates of Two Hundred Eighteen (218) drugs/medicines/injections and issued 
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offer/rates acceptance letters involving procurement of the same amounting to Rs. 241.897 

million during 2020-21. 

Audit observed that drugs/medicines/injections were approved for procurement by the 

Hospital management without having Drug Testing Lab Reports showing efficacy and 

efficiency of the drugs/medicines/injections required to be procured. 

Audit is of the view that procurement of drugs/medicines/injections without issuance 

of Drug Testing Lab Reports showing efficacy and efficiency of the same is serious negligence 

on the part of the Hospital management. 

Audit is also of the view that procurement of drugs/medicines/injections without having 

Drug Testing Lab Reports questions the usefulness/effectiveness of the drugs/medicines and 

expenditure incurred thereon. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends holding of inquiry to fix responsibility on person(s) at fault. 

23.5.27 Non-recovery from the FGPC hostel allottees - Rs. 40.028 million 

Rule 3(2) of Allocation Rules, 2002 states that unmarried Federal Government Servants 

(FGSs) shall be eligible for house rent allowance or single or bachelor accommodation so 

earmarked for them. 

The management of Federal Government Poly Clinic Hospital, Islamabad allotted 

hostel accommodation to officers and officials in government own hostels. 

Audit observed that: 

1. As required in allotment letters, AC Charges (Utility Charges) amounting to Rs. 

29,147,347, refundable security amounting to Rs. 495,000, HRA from doctors amounting 

to Rs. 3,379,345 and HRA from Nurses amounting to Rs. 7,006,002 was not recovered by 

the FGPC management from the hostel allottees / occupants. Total recoverable amount 

comes to Rs. 40,027,694. 

2. Electricity Bill amounting to Rs. 36,024,535 was payable (showing non-payments since 

long) to IESCO against the Reference Number 15141114021000 installed for Hostel 

premises of FGPC. 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of Utility Charges, Security Charges and House 

Rent Allowance deprived the government from its due receipts. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility for non-recovery of the amount, recovery of 

the amount and deposit of the same into government treasury at the earliest. 
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23.5.28 Irregular and unauthorized expenditure on civil works - Rs. 24.912 million 

Para 192 of GFR (Vol-I) states that when works allotted to a civil department other than 

the Public Works Department are executed departmentally, whether direct or through 

contractors, the form and procedure relating to expenditure on such works should be prescribed 

by departmental regulations framed in consultation with the Accountant General generally on 

the principles underlying the financial and accounting rules prescribed for similar works carried 

out by the Public Works Department. 

Para 66 of GFR (Vol-I) states that all estimates of revenue and expenditure included in 

the Budget were for the financial year. 

Para 105-A of GFR (Vol-I) states that every disabusing officer shall maintain a register 

of liabilities in GFR 10-A, in which he should enter all those items of expenditure for which 

(i) payment is to be made by or through another officer (ii) budget allotment or sanction of a 

higher authority is to be obtained or (iii) payment would be required partly or wholly during 

the next financial year or years. 

The management of Federal Government Polyclinic Hospital, Islamabad incurred an 

expenditure of Rs. 62.722 million under the head of account ‘A13370-Repair and Maintenance 

of Buildings’ during 2020-21. 

Audit observed that: 

i. Expenditure amounting to Rs. 24.912 million was incurred on civil works/repair of buildings which 

was neither carried out through Pak PWD nor the expenditure was incurred departmentally by 

making departmental regulations. 

ii. No Measurement Books were maintained in support of the works carried out. 

iii. Out of expenditure of Rs. 24.912 million incurred, civil works amounting to Rs. 15.608 million 

was done during 2019-20 for which no liability register was maintained. 

Audit is of the view that the expenditure incurred without making departmental 

regulations was irregular and unauthorized. 

Audit is also of the view that payments of previous year’s liabilities without observing 

the budget allocations of that year and without maintaining a register of liabilities is irregular. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened. 

Audit recommends discontinuation of irregular practice besides regularization of the 

expenditures from the Finance Division. 

23.5.29 Weakness in internal control system of medicine and surgical disposable 

records  

Para 155 of GFR (Vol-I) states that a reliable list, inventory or account of all stores in 

the custody of Government officers should be maintained in a form prescribed by competent 
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authority to enable a ready verification of stores and check of accounts at any time and 

transactions must be recorded in it as they occur. 

The management of Federal Government Polyclinic Hospital, Islamabad incurred an 

expenditure of Rs. 436.973 million under the head of account “A03927-Purchase of Drug and 

Medicines” meant for purchase of drugs/medicines (tablets, syrups, injections, surgical 

consumable items, laboratory test kits) during 2020-21. 

Audit observed that: 

1. The management did not follow the provisions of General Financial Rules for maintenance of 

accounts of drugs/medicines/injections/surgical consumable items/laboratory test kits. 

2. Complete record i.e. issuance of medicines from main store to wards and expense registers at wards 

containing prescriptions of doctor, patient number, date of admission and discharge is not available 

with the Hospital. 

3. Record of receipt and issuance of medicines was being maintained manually instead of using a 

software for ‘Inventory Management System’. 

4. Real-time information about receipt, issuance and stock position of each medicine along with 

batch/lot number, expiry dates and price/cost were not available in the manual registers. 

Audit is of the view that there is weak internal control in handing a huge quantity of 

medicines due to non-maintenance of proper store accounts. 

Audit is also of the view that in the absence of proper ‘Store Accounts’ the 

management’s deterrence and detection of losses by theft and fraud, verification of the accuracy 

of stock records, and identification of any weaknesses is not possible. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened. 

Audit recommends that internal control system needs to strengthen switching over to 

IT base system to have real-time information of medicines availability and consumption. 

23.5.30 Procurements of items at excessive rates compared with bill of lading - Rs. 

27.850 million 

Rule 4 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that procuring agencies, while 

engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and 

transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the 

procurement process is efficient and economical.  

Rule 2(l) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that “value for money” means best 

returns for each rupee spent in terms of quality, timeliness, reliability, after sales service, up-

grade ability, price, source, and the combination of whole-life cost and quality to meet the 

procuring agency’s requirements. 

Para 10(ii) of GFR (Vol-I) states that the expenditure should not be prima facie more 

than the occasion demands.  
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The management of Federal Government Polyclinic Hospital, Islamabad incurred 

expenditures amounting to Rs. 27.850 million on purchase of machinery/equipment under 

different PSDPs, as per following details: 

S. 

No. 
Project Title Item Purchased 

Firm / 

Vender 
Qty 

 Purchase 

Rate 

(recorded 

in the 

invoice) 

Purchase 

Amount  

 Value 

including 

Taxes (as 

per Bill of 

Lading 

attached 

with the 

invoices)  

1 

IB0711-

Strengthening of 

ICU at FGPC 

ICU Beds 

M/s Radiant 

Medical (Pvt) 

Ltd 

20 475,000 9,500,000 989,157 

2 

IB0709-

Strengthening of 

ENT Deptt. at 
FGPC 

Hand Held 

Screening 

Audiometer 

M/s Hearing 
Care Services 

1 3,500,000 3,500,000 839,830 

3 

ENT Examination 
and Treatment 

Unit 

M/s Sigma 

International 
1 5,850,000 5,850,000 153,146 

4 

ENT Examination 
and Treatment 

Unit 

M/s Mediland 
Pakistan (Pvt) 

Ltd 

1 9,000,000 9,000,000 418,210 

Totals 27,850,000 2,400,343 

 

Audit observed that the procurements were made at excessive rates as compared with 

the prices (included all taxes) mentioned in the bill of ladings attached with the invoices. 

Audit is of the view that procurements were made exceptionally at higher rates as 

compared with the bill of lading. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened. 

Audit recommends holding of inquiry to fix responsibility on person(s) at fault. 

23.5.31 Non-production of record relating to Risk Allowance (Covid-19 Allowance) 

Section 14 (2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall 

afford all facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for 

information in as complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition.  

Despite repeated requests, the management of Federal Government Polyclinic Hospital, 

Islamabad did not provide record relating to expenditure incurred and payment(s) made on 

account of Risk Allowance (Covid-19 Allowance) to the officers/officials during 2020-21. 

Audit is of the view that non-provision of record is a serious violation of rules. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility besides provision of record to Audit. 
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CHAPTER 24 

NARCOTICS CONTROL DIVISION 

24.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following 

main business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions.  

1.Policy on all aspects of narcotics and dangerous drugs, such as production, processing, 

marketing, import, export and transshipment, trafficking etc., in conformity with national 

objectives, laws and international conventions and agreements.  

2.Legislation covering all aspects of narcotics and psychotropic substances, and matters 

ancillary thereto, in consultation with the Ministries/Divisions, etc., concerned.  

3.Bilateral and multilateral cooperation with foreign countries against narcotics trafficking 

and all other international aspects of narcotics including negotiations for bilateral and 

multilateral agreements for mutual assistance and cooperation in the field of enforcement 

of narcotics laws.  

4.Coordination of aid/assistance from foreign countries and of narcotics control interdiction 

for poppy crop substitution.  

5.Policy on drug education, treatment and rehabilitation of narcotics/drugs addicts and 

grants-in-aid to Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) engaged in these fields.  

6.Inter-Provincial coordination on all aspects of narcotics and dangerous drugs.  

7.Monitoring of the implementation of policies on all aspects of narcotics and dangerous 

drugs.  

8.Regulation of administrative, budgetary and other matters of Pakistan Narcotics Control 

Board. 

Anti-Narcotics Force is an attached department of the Division.. 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 23 7 2,287.745  - 

2 
Assignment Accounts (Excluding 

FAP) 
1 1 29,729.000  - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 
- -  -  - 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) - - -  - 
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24.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Narcotics Control Division for the financial year 2020-21 

was Rs.3,060.09 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.3,031.60 

million. The Division had 2 current grant and 1 development grant. Grant-wise detail of current 

and development expenditure is as under: 

Grant 

No. 

Type of Grant Original 

Grant 

Supplementary 

Grant 

Surrender 

(-) 

Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

 % age 

Excess/ 

(Saving)  

116 Current 142.82 24.74 -9.62 133.21 129.96 -3.24 -2.44% 

117 Current 2,751.72 153.24 -23.89 2,881.07 2,856.27 -24.81 -0.86% 

  Sub Total Current 2,894.55 177.98 -33.50 3,014.28 2,986.23 -28.05 -0.93% 

175 Development  53.90   -8.09 45.81 45.37 -0.44 -0.95% 

  Total 2,948.44 177.98 -41.59 3,060.09 3,031.60 -28.49 -0.93% 

Audit noted that there was an overall savings of Rs.28.49 million, which was due to 

saving in Current grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget 

estimates, the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand 

that budget processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and 

assumptions and a coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed 

that there was savings of 15.81% with respect to Original grant which reduced to savings of 

0.95% w.r.t Final Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 

3.17% of excess in expenditure w.r.t original allocation reduced to 0.93% of savings in 

expenditure w.r.t final allocation, as depicted in the graph below: 
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24.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs. 318.68 million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Narcotics Control Division. Summary of the audit observations classified 

by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities   33.68 

B Procurement related irregularities   74.63 

C Management of account with commercial banks  141.45 

D Recovery    7.92 

E Internal Control    6.96 

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others   54.04 

 

24.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2011-12 5 5 5 0 100 

2012-13 2 2 2 0 100 

2013-14 6 6 5 1 83 

2019-20 5 1 0 5 - 

2020-21 9 0 0 9 - 

Total 27 14 12 15 86 

 

24.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Anti Narcotics Force (HQ), Islamabad 

24.5.1 Unauthorized payment of rent to persons other than the owners - Rs. 25.132 

million 

Para 2(vi) of Ministry of Housing and Works O.M. No. F.2(3)/2003-Policy dated 31.07.2004 

states that all payment will be made through cross cheques, which will be forwarded to the manager of 

the bank for depositing in account of the owner. 

The management of Anti Narcotics Force (HQ), Islamabad paid rent of residential buildings 

(hiring of houses) Rs. 25.132 million upto the June, 2021. 

Audit observed that rent of eighty-six (86) houses was paid to the persons other than the owners 

(employees) on the basis of un-registered Special Power of Attorney(s) with ‘Sub-Registrar’. 

Audit is of the view that payment of rent to the persons other than the owners (employees) 

without having a legal/lawful authority (registered Special Power of Attorney(s) with ‘Sub-Registrar’) 

is unauthorized. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends calculation of entire amount paid to the persons other than the owners and 
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provision of  proof that payment had actually been received by the legal owner(s) failing which recovery 

thereof. 

24.5.2 Less/non-deduction of Income Tax and GST - Rs. 6.963 million  

In terms of Section 153 of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 every prescribed person making a 

payment in full or part including a payment by way of advance to a resident person or permanent 

establishment in Pakistan of a non-resident person on the execution of a contract , that either a contract 

for the sale of goods or the rendering of services, shall at the time of making the payment, deduct tax 

from the gross amount payable at a prescribed rate. 

In terms of Rule 2(5) of Sales Tax Special Procedure (Withholding) Rules, 2007, the sales tax 

deducted at source shall be deposited by the withholding agent in the designated branch of National 

Bank of Pakistan under relevant head of account on sales tax return-cum-payment challan, by 15th of 

the month following the month during which payment has been made to the supplier. 

The management of Anti Narcotics Force (HQ), Islamabad incurred an expenditure of Rs. 

77,658,028 on recruitment process from recruitment receipts and deducted Income Tax Rs. 327,273 and 

GST (1/5th) Rs. 469,873 from the payments made to the vendors. 

Audit observed that Income Tax amounting to Rs. 5,521,133 and GST (1/5th) Rs. 1,441,515 

[total Rs. 6,962,648] was less/not-deducted by the management. 

Audit is of the view that less/non-deduction to taxes deprived the government from its due 

receipts. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends recovery of taxes and deposit of the same into government treasury at the 

earliest. 

24.5.3 Irregular procurement without open competition - Rs. 63.206 million 

Rule 12(2) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that all procurement opportunities over 

three million Pakistani Rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print 

media or newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally 

appear in at least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 

The management of Anti Narcotics Force (HQ), Islamabad incurred an expenditure of Rs. 

63.206 million on procurement of goods and services from recruitment fee/fund during 2020-21, as per 

following details: 

S. No. Office Goods Services Total 

1 ANF HQ 8,114,802 832,134 8,946,936 

2 RD ANF KPK 5,234,050 6,260,900 11,494,950 

3 RD ANF North 7,626,467 5,120,600 12,747,067 

4 RD ANF Punjab 8,563,194 4,862,500 13,425,694 

5 RD ANF Quetta 1,877,379 2,365,251 4,242,630 

6 RD ANF Sindh 9,240,377 3,108,000 12,348,377 

Grand Total 40,656,269 22,549,385 63,205,654 

 

Audit observed that the procurements of goods and services were made without open 

competition in violation of Public Procurement Rules, 2004. 
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Audit is of the view that procurements in violation of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 is 

irregular.  

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility for non-observance of Public Procurement Rules, 

2004 besides regularization of the expenditure from the Finance Division. 

24.5.4 Irregular maintenance of fleet of 131 vehicles without authorization 

Para-XV of Annexure to the Cabinet Division No.6/7/2011-CPC dated 12.12.2011 states that 

the Ministries/Divisions/Departments needing operational vehicles shall get their authorization of such 

vehicles fixed from the Vehicle Committee constituted with a representative each from Cabinet 

Division, Finance Division and the respective Ministry/Division/Department.  

The management of Anti Narcotics Force (HQ), Islamabad is maintaining a fleet of 131 vehicles 

having different engine capacity. An expenditure of Rs. 30.234 million was incurred on POL and Rs. 

9.168 million was incurred on repair/maintenance of these vehicles during FY 2020-21.  

Audit observed that a large fleet of 131 vehicles has been retained and maintained without due 

authorization / approval of the Cabinet Division.  

Audit is of the view that retention and maintenance of a large fleet of 131 vehicles without 

authorization / approval of the Cabinet Division was irregular and unauthorized. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends obtaining of authorization of vehicles from the Cabinet Division. 

24.5.5 Non-disposal of condemned/off road 49 vehicles and 14 motorcycles  

Para 167 of Rs. (Vol-I) provides that subject to any special rules or orders applicable to any 

particular department, stores which are reported to be obsolete, surplus or unserviceable may be 

disposed of by sale or otherwise under the orders of the authority competent to sanction the writing off 

of a loss caused by deficiencies and depreciation equivalent to their value.  

Rule 26 of Staff Car Rules, 1980 states that all vehicles shall be disposed of by the Ministry/ 

Division, concerned through public auction.  

The management of Anti Narcotics Force (HQ), Islamabad provided a list of forty-nine (49) 

vehicles and fourteen (14) motorcycles which are ‘off road’ and required to be disposed off. 

Audit observed that the management did not dispose of ‘off road’/condemned vehicles/ 

motorcycle as required under the rules, which were further depreciating with the passage of time.  

Audit is of the view that the public exchequer was deprived of its due receipts which could have 

been obtained by disposal through public auction of these vehicles/motorcycles. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened. 

Audit recommends early disposal of off road/condemned vehicles / motorcycles. 
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Anti Narcotics Force Peshawar 

24.5.6 Irregular appoint of Special Public Prosecutors - Rs. 8.549 million 

Rule 35.5.9 of the guidelines for appointment on contract to civil posts under the federal 

government states that the professional qualifications, experience, and age limit required for the post 

shall be prescribed in consultation with the Establishment Division.  

Rule 12(2) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that all procurement opportunities over 

three million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or 

newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at 

least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 

The management of Anti Narcotics Force, KP hired services of 7 Special Public Prosecutors 

(SPPs) and paid them retainer-ship fee/salary (Rs.8.549 million) for defending their court cases during 

the financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that: 

i. The management did not advertise the procurement of services opportunity in 

the national press and selected the candidates without open competition.  

ii. Ms. Nadia Gul was appointed as SPP. However, her experience was of almost 

05 years against the prescribed experience of 07 years. Her performance was 

not satisfactory and subsequently, her contract agreement got terminated in 

April, 2021.  

iii. Mr. Mohsin Khan, SPP, lost 09 out of 10 cases, despite the fact that he was 

given a high score of 75 by the selection committee. Subsequently, his services 

were terminated in April 2021. 

iv. 716 cases were found pended in the Control of Narcotics Substances (CNS) 

Courts, 58 in High Court, and 116 in the Supreme Court of Pakistan from 2013 

onwards.  

Audit is of the view that the candidates were chosen on an unfair basis without open 

competition. The adopted irregular selection process of SPPs indicates favoritism and thus undermined 

the work quality of the whole prosecution department. Thus, the expenditure incurred is held irregular. 

The management replied that a detail answer will be offered in due course. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility on persons at fault. 

24.5.7 Un-necessary retention and non-auction of confiscated 50 vehicles 

Para 167 of GFR Volume-I provides that subject to any special rules or orders applicable to any 

particular department, stores which are reported to be obsolete, surplus, or unserviceable may be 

disposed of by sale or otherwise under the orders of the authority competent to sanction the writing off 

of a loss caused by deficiencies and depreciation equivalent to their value. 

The management of Regional Directorate, Anti-Narcotics Force, K.P Peshawar confiscated 50 

vehicles from smugglers, drug dealers and parked these vehicles in the office premises.  

Audit observed that the Seized/Confiscated vehicles were parked in the office and were not 

auctioned. 
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Audit is of the opinion that due to non-auction of the above Seized/Confiscated vehicles the 

same will deteriorate with the passage of time. 

The management replied that the case for auction is under process with HQ ANF. Detail reports 

will be given in due course. 

The management accepted the audit observation. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

It is recommended early auction of the vehicles and deposit of their sales proceeds into the 

government treasury at the earliest. 

Anti-Narcotics Force (ANF), Regional Directorate, Rawalpindi 

24.5.8 Un-authorized retention of government receipt- Rs 134.047 million 

Rule 7(1) of FTR Vol-I states that all moneys received by or tendered to Government officers 

on account of the revenues of the Federal Government shall without undue delay be paid in full into a 

treasury or into the Bank, and shall be included in the Federal Consolidated Fund of the Federal 

Government. Moneys received as aforesaid shall not be appropriated to meet departmental expenditure, 

nor otherwise kept apart from the Federal Consolidated Fund of the Federal Government.  

The management of Anti-Narcotics Force (ANF), Regional Directorate, Rawalpindi was 

maintaining a bank account No 3016976443 for depositing rent of confiscated building.  

Audit observed that an amount of Rs 134,046,944 was lying in the bank account.  

Audit is of the view that non-deposit of government money into Federal Consolidated Fund 

was unauthorized.  

The management replied that rent of confiscated building has being collected regularly and 

deposited in Administrator Account. However up to date balance as on 31.08.2021 amounting to 

Rs.138,829,983has been deposited in National Fund. 

Reply was not accepted because the reply did not address the audit observations. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the amount may be deposited into government treasury under 

intimation to Audit. 

24.5.9 Non-recovery of outstanding rent from tenants- Rs 7.916 million 

Para 26 of GFR Volume-I states that it is the duty of the departmental Controlling Officers to 

see that all sums due to Government are regularly and promptly assessed, realized and duly credited in 

the Public Account they should accordingly arrange to obtain from their subordinate’s monthly accounts 

and returns in suitable form claiming credit for so much paid into the treasury. 

The management of Anti-Narcotics Force (ANF), Regional Directorate, Rawalpindi was 

collecting rent of two confiscated building situated at Islamabad. 

Audit observed that an amount of Rs. 7,916,196 (Rs 1,991,613+Rs 5,924,583) on account of 

rent was outstanding against the tenants of Ratta Mansion and Commissioner Office Islamabad.  

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of the rent from the tenants was unauthorized.  
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The management replied that correspondence for recovery of outstanding amount is under 

process.  

Reply was not acceptable because efforts for recovery of the outstanding rent was not made and 

a huge amount is still outstanding which undue favor to the tenant is. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to recover the outstanding dues immediately and deposit into government 

account. 

24.5.10 No confirmation of claimant of 18 confiscated stolen vehicles 

Rule 5(5) of Disposal of vehicles and other Articles (Involved in the Narcotics cases) Rules, 

2013 states that concerned regional directorate of the concerned offices of the other law Enforcement 

agencies shall ensure that all the documents of vehicles are complete prior to their auction. However, 

deficiencies, if any, shall be completed through Police and Excise and Taxation record, the vehicles are 

found stolen or bank leased then the same shall not be auctioned and confirmation of claimant of these 

vehicles shall be obtained through Provincial Inspector General of Police, Provincial Excise and 

Taxation offices and concerned banks. Subsequently the matter shall be referred back to the Court for 

obtaining fresh order or decision. 

The management of ANF provided list of 18 confiscated vehicles, the documents of vehicles 

were reported to be stolen. 

Audit observed that neither the efforts were made for the confirmation of claimants of these 

vehicles nor the matter was placed before the court to decide the fate of these vehicles.  

The management replied that documents of subject 18 vehicles are stolen and could not be 

disposed off. However, this RD initiated the case for the return procedure of the same vehicles to 

respective police stations. 

Reply was not acceptable because plausible action was not taken to resolve the issue. 

Furthermore, audit apprehends that these vehicles may be misused. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to take action to resolve the issue as per ANF Rules. 

Police Station ANF Gilgit 

24.5.11 Irregular expenditure on repair/maintenance of 09 vehicles-Rs. 6.181 million 

Para-XV of Annexure to the Cabinet Division No.6/7/2011-CPC dated 12.12.2011 states that 

the Ministries/Divisions/Departments needing operational vehicles shall get their authorization of such 

vehicles fixed from the Vehicle Committee constituted with a representative each from Cabinet 

Division, Finance Division and the respective Ministry/ Division/Department. 

Each Ministry/Division/Department will prepare and submit to the Cabinet Division and 

Finance Division every month a report on the expenditure relating to the CNG, POL and the 

repair/maintenance of the operational/general duty vehicles, so that the resultant financial 

impact/savings of the Policy could be assessed”. 

Police Station Anti-Narcotics Force, Gilgit was maintaining 09 vehicles and incurred 

expenditure of Rs.6,181,540 on POL and repair/maintenance during 2016-20 as under: 

(Rupees) 
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Year Expenditure 

incurred on 

POL  

Expenditure 

on Repair/ 

maintenance  

Total  

2016-17 699,992 600,000 1,299,992 

2017-18 487,995 592,970 1,080,965 

2018-19 1,049,862 705,970 1,755,832 

2019-20 1,194,971 849,780 2,044,751 

Total 6,181,540 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Revised Authorization of vehicles was not obtained from the Vehicle 

Authorization Committee as per instructions of the Cabinet Division. Thus, 

maintenance and operation of fleet of 09 vehicles and incurring expenditure was 

irregular. 

ii. No monthly report regarding expenditure incurred on POL and 

repair/maintenance of vehicles was prepared and sent to the Cabinet Division 

and Finance Division  

Audit is of the view that the maintenance of fleet of 09 vehicles and incurring expenditure on 

POL and repair/maintenance was irregular.  

The management did not reply. 

Audit recommends that revised authorization of vehicles may be obtained from the Cabinet 

Division.  

Anti Narcotics Force Karachi 

24.5.12 Doubtful auction of confiscated vehicles - Rs.7.448million 

As per Article-7(5) of the vide SRO 198(I)/2013 dated 11.03.2013 issued by M/o Narcotics 

Control, Islamabad, the bid amount and the names of the highest and second highest bidders shall be 

recorded in the file maintained for that particular vehicle. 

The management of Regional Directorate of Anti-Narcotics Force (ANF), Karachi auctioned 

18 confiscated vehicles after advertisement in newspapers and realized sale proceed amounting to Rs 

7,448,000. Detail is as under: 

Sr.No. Particulars Amount 

1. 100% Bid amount of 18 x vehicles/Motor cycles 7,432,500 

2. 25% of Bid amount forfeited for 4 x vehicles/Motorcycles 15,500 

Total auction money received 7,448,000 
 Expenditure incurred on conduct of auction 236,794 

3. Total amount deposited into National Fund for Control of 
Drug Abuse vide challan No.3372 dated 21-10-2020 

7,211,206 

 

Audit observed that: 

i. The list of the persons who participated in the bidding and attendance was not 

available on record. 

ii. Comparative statement was not prepared containing the bid amount and the 

names of the highest and second highest bidders as required under Article-7(5) 

of SRO. As such audit could not ascertain whether the vehicles were sold / 
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auctioned to the highest bidders or otherwise. 

iii. No evidence in support of expenditure amounting to Rs 236,794 incurred on 

conduction of auction was produced/furnished in contravention to above SRO 

dated 11.03.2013. 

iv. Auction of confiscated items without following prescribed rules and over-riding 

internal controls creates huge opportunity of perpetration of fraud. 

Audit is of the view that since the conditions as laid down in SRO quoted above were not 

observed by the management, as such the entire auction of Rs 7,448,000 is held irregular. 

The management has not submitted replied within given time frame and till finalization of the 

report. 

Audit recommends that the responsibility may be fixed on person(s) for committing the 

negligence and creating room for high risk of fraud. 

24.5.13 Pendency of court cases 

Section 45 of the Control of Narcotic Substances Act, 1997 the Special Court established under 

this Act shall have the exclusive jurisdiction to try an offence cognizable under this Act. 

In terms of S.No 9(23) of Finance Division O.M No.F.3 (2) Exp-III/2006 dated 13.09.2016, 

head of department has full powers to incur expenditure on law charges in consultation with Law 

Division for law charges. 

According to Ministry of Law and Justice and Human Rights letter No. F.6/1/2013-LA dated 

03.06.2015, every government department or semi government or public corporate body shall seek 

concurrence of the Law Justice and Human Rights Division for engagement of lawyer where 

professional fee exceeds Rs. 300,000. 

The management of Regional Directorate of Anti Narcotics Force (ANF), Karachi incurred 

expenditure of Rs. 13.299 million on account of payment to legal advocates/advisors against 

legal/professional fee during 2019-20.   

The management also provided a list of cases under trial. The aging of pending cases is as 

under: 

 
Audit observed that: 

Category 1993 2005 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Evidence      4  1 10 19 29 27 8 23 23 7 

Final 
Argument 

        

1 
  

1 
 

1 
 

2 
 

1 
 

6 
 

2 
 

Judgment          1 2      

Bail 
Jumped 

         

1 
 

2 
 

8 
 

7 
 

1 
  

1 
 

Charge            1 3 7 12 12 

Formal              2 19 16 

NBW         1  3 2   6 5 

DF         1 4 2  1 1  1 

All PWs 
Examined 

         

1 
 

2 
 

1 
   

2 
 

2 
 

Others      4 9 8 13 18 7 14 26 54 56 31 

High Court 1 2 2 1 2  2 3 4 2 4 3  11 2 1 

Total 1 2 2 1 2 8 11 13 31 49 57 56 40 106 123 73 
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i. Expenditure was made in contravention of rules. 

ii. Details of lawyers on payroll of ANF not made available. 

iii. List of cases under trial not provided. 

iv. Criteria of selection of advocates not available. 

v. The court cases are not being vigorously pleaded by the prosecutors appointed by the 

ANF, Karachi. 

vi. Most of the cases are at evidence stage despite lapse of more than five years. 

Audit is of the view that payment made on account of law charges was treated as irregular. 

Audit is also of the view that the delay in finalization of the cases is negligence on part of the 

management, Prosecutors and the Special Courts established under the Control of Narcotic Substances 

Act XXV of 1997. 

The management has not submitted replied within given time frame and till finalization of the 

report. 

Audit recommends that the responsibility may be fixed for irregular payment of law charges 

and same may be got regularized from the Law Division. Further, maximum efforts may be made to get 

the pending cases decided besides fixing the responsibility on the persons responsible for the delay. 

24.5.14 Non-auction of forfeited properties–4 properties 

Section 39(1) of the Control of Narcotic Substances Act, 1997 provides that where the Special 

Court convicts an accused under section13, or sentences him to imprisonment for more than three years, 

the Director General or an officer authorized by him may request the said Court by an application 

inwriting along with a list of the assets of the convince or, as the case may be, his associates, relatives 

or any other person holding or possessing such assets on his behalf, for forfeiture thereof. 

Section 39(2) of the Control of Narcotic Substances Act, 1997 provides that where the Special 

Court is satisfied that may asset specified in the list referred to in sub-section (1) were derived, generated 

or obtained in contravention of section 12 are liable to be forfeited under section 19, it may order that 

such assets shall stand forfeited to the Federal Government. 

The management of Regional Directorate of Anti-Narcotics Force (ANF), Karachi provided the 

list of18 residential/ commercial properties confiscated by the ANF, Karachi in different cases. 

Audit observed that the following properties have been forfeited and in possession of the ANF 

but not auctioned by the management. 

S. 

No 

Detail of Asset/Property Current Status of 

case / property 

1. Plot No.A-161, Block-C, Gulshan-e-Jamal Rashid Minhas Road, Karachi (240 

Sq.yd) 

Forfeited /in 

possession of ANF 

2. Shop No.2, Block-B, Gulshan-e-Jamalat FL-37 Karachi (21.97sq.yd) 

3. Plot No.132, Sector 35/A, Korangi Township, Karachi (512sq.yd) 

4. Plot No.C-145, Sector35/A, Korangi Township Karachi (512Sq.yd) 

 

Audit is of the view that non-auction of the forfeited properties is in violation of the 

rules and deprived the government of its due share of receipt. 
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The management has not submitted replied within given time frame and till finalization of the 

report. 

Audit recommends that the forfeited properties may be auctioned and receipt thereof may be 

deposited into government treasury under verification by audit. 

24.5.15 Non-auction of confiscated vehicles due to silent judgment–21vehicles 

Rule 3(1) of the Disposal of Vehicles and other articles (involved in the Narcotics cases) rules, 

2012 provided that the concerned Regional Directorates, Anti Narcotics Force or other Law 

Enforcement Agencies shall, after submission of challan, forward list of seized, frozen and confiscated 

case property or vehicles required to be auctioned to the Director General or Head of other Law 

Enforcement Agency for approval. 

Rule 3(1) of the Disposal of Vehicles and other articles (involved in the Narcotics cases) rules, 

2012 provided that the Director General Anti Narcotics Force or Head of other Law Enforcement 

Agency shall, on receipt of above information or on his own motion, pass orders directing the sale of 

seized, frozen or confiscated vehicles and shall approve or cause the reserved price determined for each 

vehicle separately. 

The management of Regional Directorate of Anti-Narcotics Force (ANF), Karachi provided the 

list of seized / confiscated vehicles to be auctioned on decision on the case. 

Audit observed that the out of 89 vehicles in the list provided by the management 21 vehicles 

are mentioned where judgment was against the accused but was silent about the fate of vehicle. The 

management did not take up the matter timely in the court for deciding fate of the confiscated vehicles. 

The list of vehicles is as under: 

S.No. FIR Make & Type Registration No. Decision date 

1. 03/1994 M/CycleYamaha KCK-6032 25.08.1998 

2. 06/1994 M/CycleHonda KAE-1806 30.12.2012 

3. 38/2001 Baleno Car ADQ-702 30.12.2012 

4. 33/2007 Corolla Car JM-5715 17.08.2010 

5. 40/2007 M/CycleSuper Power KBZ-3536 26.01.2009 

6. 33/2009 NissanTruck C-1075 30.07.2010 

7. 33/2009 NissanTrawler Z-2581 30.07.2010 

8. 66/2010 M/CycleSuper Star Kay-5103 26.05.2011 

9. 14/2008 M/Cycle KDI-8093 01.10.2009 

10. 14/2008 Corolla Car AFW-199 01.10.2009 

11. 15/2008 Trawler P-6168 11.03.2010 

12. 01/2010 Bus C-1675 - 

13. 65/2015 CultusCar LZS-3049 07.03.2020 

14. 26/2018 M/Cycle KKR-6641 07.08.2019 

15. 04/2003 M/CycleHonda SKG-4196 05.10.2020 

16. 03/2005 Corolla Car F-6549 - 

17. 03/2005 Corolla Car W-2490 - 

18. 11/2016 M/CycleCrown - 12.02.2019 

19. 12/2016 M/CycleHonda RNQ-6274 20.11.2017 

20. 35/2016 PremioCar AXJ-615 25.10.2019 

21. 18/2016 M/Cycle LAH-6325 21.12.2018 

 

Audit is of the view that not deciding the fate of the confiscated vehicles in time has deprived 

the Government of its due share of receipt. 

The management has not submitted replied within given time frame and till finalization of the 

report. 
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Audit recommends that the responsibility may be fixed on the person causing delay in 

finalization of the cases. 

24.5.16 Irregular expenditure on Repair of Transport–Rs.5.241million 

Rule 12(1) of the Public Procurement Rules 2004 states that, procurements over five hundred 

thousand Pakistani Rupees and up to the limit of three million Pakistani Rupees shall be advertised on 

the Authority’s website in the manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to 

time. These procurement opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by 

the procuring agency. 

Rule 12(2) of the Public Procurement Rules 2004 states that, all procurement opportunities over 

three million Pakistani Rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print 

media or newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally 

appear in at least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 

The management of Regional Directorate of Anti-Narcotics Force (ANF), Karachi incurred 

expenditure of Rs. 5,241,016 on Repair of Transport under the head A03001 during the period 2020-

21. Detail is given below: 

Name of Vendor Particular Amount (Rs) 

M/sMadina Autos Repair/Maintenance of Transport 3,840,640 

M/sZafcomWheels Purchase of Tyres 1,400,376 

Total: 5,241,016 

 

Audit observed that the expenditure on repair and maintenance of vehicles numbering 60 was 

split-up into piecemeal to avoid necessity of calling open tender’s through advertisement on the website 

of the PPRA. By not calling open tender the management has not followed prudence and value of money 

beside kept away other bidder who may provide the services below these rates. 

Audit contends that this lapse of internal control has actually provided opportunity of 

faviouratism to award work to firm of its own will. 

The management has not submitted replied within given time frame and till finalization of the 

report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be inquired and responsibility may be fixed beside 

irregularity may be got regularized from the competent forum. 

24.5.17 Unauthorized retention of vehicles without authorization & expenditure on 

POL & Repair – Rs. 46.591 million 

Cabinet Division vide letter No.6-7/2002-MII dated 6th May 2004 has issued instructions that 

it mandatory for each Ministry/Division/Department to keep the number of vehicles with in the 

authorized ceiling. 

Serial No. (xv) Of the Annexure attached with Cabinet Division letter No.6/7/2001- CPC dated 

12.12.2011 states that the Ministries/Division/ Departments needing operational vehicle shall get their 

authorization of vehicles fixed from the Vehicle Committee constituted with a representative each from 

Cabinet Division, Finance Division and the respective Ministry/Division/ Department. 

The management of Regional Directorate of Anti-Narcotics Force Sindh (ANF) Karachi was 

maintaining a fleet of 110 vehicles (66 running and 14 off road plus 30 Motorcycles) and incurred an 
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expenditure of Rs 46.591 million on account of POL & Repair of Vehicle during 2019-21. 

Audit observed that all the vehicles were being maintained as operational vehicles without 

authorization of the Cabinet Division as no such authorization has been shown/ produced to audit. 

Neither such vehicles were declared as operational. 

Audit is of the view that retention of large numbers of vehicles without approval/authorization 

of the Cabinet Division was irregular and unauthorized. 

The management has not submitted replied within given time frame and till finalization of the 

report. 

Audit recommends that the authorization from Cabinet Division may be obtained. 

24.5.18 Non-auction of 14 Seized/Confiscated vehicles and M/Cycles 

Rule 3(1) of the Disposal of Vehicles and other articles (involved in the Narcotics cases) rules, 

2012 provided that the concerned Regional Directorates, Anti Narcotics Force or other Law 

Enforcement Agencies shall, after submission of challan, forward list of seized, frozen and confiscated 

case property or vehicles required to be auctioned to the Director General or Head of other Law 

Enforcement Agency for approval. 

Rule3(1) of the Disposal of Vehicles and other articles (involved in the Narcotics cases) rules, 

2012 provided that the Director General Anti Narcotics Force or Head of other Law Enforcement 

Agency shall, on receipt of above information or on his own motion, pass orders directing the sale of 

seized, frozen or confiscated vehicles and shall approve or cause the reserved price determined for each 

vehicle separately. 

The management of Regional Directorate, Anti Narcotics Force Sindh, Karachi provided a list 

of vehicles ready for auction. The detail is as under: 

S.No. FIR No. Vehicle Make and Registration 

No. 

Decision Date Status 

1. 45/2017 M/Cycle Honda (KJW-7909) 10.03.2020 Ready for auction 

2. 05/2005 M/Cycle Honda Un-registered - Ready for auction 

3. 05/2012 Hino Truck (DNB-6777) 23.10.2019 Ready for auction 

4. 09/2012 Hino Truck (SEA-787) 06.08.2019 Ready for auction 

5. 01/2013 Bedford Truck (C-2050) 13.09.2018 Ready for auction 

6. 01/2007 Toyota Lexus\Unregistered 13.12.2011 Ready for auction 

7. 02/2001 Rickshaw Auto (G-54398) 01.09.2003 Ready for auction 

8. 02/2001 Motorcycle Honda 01.09.2003 Ready for auction 

9. 13/2008 Motorcycle Honda (AG833388) - Ready for auction 

10. 11/2014 Motorcycle Honda (HDP-5327) 08.04.2020 Ready for auction 

11. 11/2014 Motorcycle (HYD-2236) 08.04.2020 Ready for auction 

12. 19/2014 M/Cycle Unique (AFR-2014) 03.04.2016 Ready for auction 

13. 31/2015 Motorcycle (HAR-7555) 05.10.2019 Ready for auction 

14 09/2016 Motorcycle Hi-Speed (HAZ-7720) - Ready for auction 

Audit observed that despite decision by the court the above mentioned vehicles are not 

auctioned and still lying in the custody of ANF Sindh, Karachi. 

Audit is of the view that failure to auction the vehicles deprived the government of its due 

receipt. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that the vehicles may be auctioned at the earliest. 
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24.5.19 Non-auction of 14 unserviceable vehicles 

Para-23 of GFR states that every government officer should realize fully and clearly that he 

will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government  through fraud or negligence 

on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or 

negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown that he 

contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

Para-167of GFR states that stores which are reported to be obsolete, surplus or 

unserviceable/condemned vehicles, machinery and old spare parts may be disposed-off by sale or 

otherwise under the orders of competent authority to sanction the writing off of a loss caused by 

deficiencies and depreciation equivalent to their value. Each order declaring stores as unserviceable 

should record the full reasons for condemning them and how the condemned stores are to be disposed 

of i.e. whether by sale, public auction or otherwise. The head of the office should record full particulars 

regarding all condemned stores in suitable list from which their disposal can be watched. 

As per Rule-26 of Staff Cars, 1980 states that, all vehicles shall be disposed of by Ministry 

/Division concerned through public auction. 

The management of Regional Directorate of Anti-Narcotics Force, Karachi provided a list of 

14 off-road vehicles. The vehicles were off-road since January 2017. Details of vehicles is as under: 

S.No. Registration No. Make DeclaredoffRoad 

1. X-68-2518 ToyotaLandCruiser/Ambulance January,2017 

2. GP-7709 ToyotaDoubleCabin January,2017 

3. GP-4390 Nissan SunnyCar September,2018 

4. GP-4392 Nissan SunnyCar September,2018 

5. GP-4385 Nissan SunnyCar September,2018 

6. GP-4388 Nissan SunnyCar September,2018 

7. RLG-2176 SuzukiAlto Car October,2019 

8. RLG-2179 SuzukiAlto Car October,2019 

9. GP-9373 SuzukiAlto Car October,2019 

10. GP-9059 ShahzoreHyundai October,2019 

11. GP-7638 ToyotaSingleCabin October,2019 

12. GP-3190 ToyotaSingleCabin October,2019 

13. GP-3035 ToyotaSingleCabin October,2019 

14. X-68-5049 M/CycleHonda125 September,2018 

 

Audit observed that the vehicles were unserviceable and were parked at different places inside 

the premises of RD ANF, Karachi and their condition is deteriorating with the passage of time. The 

vehicles in questions were not auctioned/disposed off despite lapse of more than 2 to 5 years. 

Audit is of the view that the management did not take appropriate steps/measures to auction the 

vehicles and deprived the government of its due share of receipt. 

The management has not submitted replied within given time frame and till finalization of the 

report. 

Audit recommends that the responsibility may be fixed on person(s) responsible beside auction 

of the condemned vehicles. 
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24.5.20 Irregular maintaining of two commercial bank accounts and retention of 

amount – Rs. 7.406 million 

Rule 5(13) of Cash Management and Treasury Single Account Rules 2020 provided that 

Principal accounting officers, overseeing the Government offices on the instructions of Finance 

Division, shall close all bank accounts in commercial banks and provide evidence of such closure to 

Finance Division. Principal accounting officers shall transfer to treasury single account balances of 

accounts that contain public moneys appropriated through the Government’s. 

The management of Anti Narcotics Force, Karachi had been maintaining following two current 

bank accounts in National Bank of Pakistan: 

(Amount in Rupees) 

Bank 
Account No. 

Title of Account Balance as on 
30.06.2021 

4100391637 Administrator ANF RD 
Karachi 

5,535,938 

4100386376 Welfare Fund ANF 1,870,116 

Total 7,406,054 

Audit observed that the above bank accounts were being maintained in violation of the 

government rules. 

As per above rules, maintaining of the bank accounts stands irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that the bank accounts be closed and balances thereof be remitted to treasury 

single account and compliance of government rules may be verified by audit. 
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CHAPTER 25 

NATIONAL HISTORY AND LITERARY HERITAGE DIVISION 

25.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following main 

business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions.  

1.International agreements and assistance in the field of archaeology, national museums, and 

historical monuments declared to be of national importance.  

2.National and other languages used for official purposes. 

3.Naming of institutions in the name of Quaid-e-Azam and other high and distinguished 

personages. 

ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS /AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. Quaid-e-Azam Papers Wing.  

ii. Pakistan Academy of Letters.  

iii. Pakistan National Council of Arts. 

iv. National Language Authority, Urdu Dictionary Board and Urdu Science Board.  

v. Quaid-e-Azam Academy.  

vi. Aiwan-i-Iqbal and Iqbal Academy Pakistan.  

vii. Quaid-e-Azam Mazar Management Board (QMMB).  

viii. Quaid-e-Azam Memorial Fund.  

ix. National Book Foundation.  

x. Department of Libraries.  

xi. Department of Archaeology and Museums. 

 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited 

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 5 2 1,092.768 175.241 

2 
Assignment Accounts (Excluding 

FAP) 
2 2 210.729  - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 
- - -  - 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) - -  -  - 
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25.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Division for the financial year 2020-21 was Rs.1867 million, out 

of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.1776 million. The Division had 3 current grants and 

1 Development Grant. Grant-wise detail of current and development expenditure is as under: 

 (Rs. in million) 
Grant 

No. 

Type of 

Grant 

Original 

Grant 

Supp 

Grant 

Surrender 

(-) 

Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

56 Current 158 250 -20 388 383 -5    (1.20) 

57 Current 346 29 -8 367 342 -25    (6.89) 

58 Current 919 85 -29 975 972 -3    (0.30) 

 Current Total 1422 364 -57 1730 1697 -33    (1.90) 

164 Development 195 0 -57 137 79 -58  (42.31) 

  Grand Total 1617 364 -114 1867 1776 -91 -5% 

Audit noted that there was an overall savings of Rs.91 million, which was due to less 

expenditure in development grant and current grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget 

estimates, the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand 

that budget processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and 

assumptions and a coordinated calendar of activity. 

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed 

that there was savings of 59% with respect to Original grant which reduced to savings of 42% 

w.r.t Final Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 19% 

of excess in expenditure w.r.t original allocation reduced to savings of 2% w.r.t final allocation, 

as depicted in the graph below: 

 

25.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs. 471.05million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of National History And Literary Heritage Division. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 
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S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  

B Procurement related irregularities  143.72 

C Management of account with commercial banks  

D Recovery   27.33 

E Internal Control  300.00 

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others  

 

25.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Audit 

Paras 

Actionable 

Points 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

 % of 

Compliance  

1997-98 17 17 13 4  76  

1999-00 16 16 0 16 - 

2001-02 8 8 7 1  88  

2005-06 4 4 0 4 - 

2006-07 2 2 1 1  50  

2007-08 7 7 6 1  86  

2008-09 2 2 1 1  50  

2009-10 2 2 0 2 - 

2010-11 8 7 0 7 - 

2013-14 3 3 2 1  67  

Total: 69 68 30 38 44 

 

25.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Awan E Iqbal, Lahore 

25.5.1 Non- Recovery of Rent and Electricity Charges - Rs. 22.120 million 

Para 26 of the General Financial Rules Vol-I states that it is the duty of the departmental 

Controlling officers to see that all sums due to Government are regularly and promptly 

assessed, realized, and duly credited in the Public Account. They should accordingly arrange 

to obtain from their subordinates monthly accounts and returns in suitable form claiming credit 

for so much paid into the treasury or otherwise accounted for and compare them with the 

statements of treasury credits furnished by the Accountant General, to see that the amounts 

reported as collected have been duly credited in the Public Account. 

The management of Aiwan-e-Iqbal Complex, Lahore rented out space available at 

different floors of AIC to different tenants during the financial year 2015-16 to 2019-20. Details are 

given below: 

S.No. Building Rent 

Outstanding 

Electricity 

Charges 

Outstanding 

Total 

1. 11,543,237 10,577,210 22,120,447 
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Audit observed that monthly rent and electricity charges of Rs.22.120 million were outstanding 

against different tenants, outstanding building rent amounts to Rs. 11.543 million and the outstanding 

electric charges amount to Rs. 10.577 million. 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of rent and electricity charges shows weak financial 

control of the management. 

The management did not reply. 

Audit recommends that strenuous efforts may be made to recover the outstanding dues from 

the tenants. 

25.5.2 Irregular execution of civil works - Rs. 28.478 million 

Para-1A of Central Public Works Department Code (CPWD) states that all original works and 

special repairs relating to central civil building and communication shall be executed through the agency 

of Pak PWD. 

Para81 of CPWD Code further states that the papers to be submitted with the project for work 

will, in general, consist of a report, plans, a specification, and a detailed statement of measurements, 

quantities, and rates with an abstract showing the total estimated cost of each item. 

The management of Aiwan-e-Iqbal Complex, Lahore executed civil works at their own by 

hiring private contractors and incurred an expenditure of Rs. 28.478 million from July, 2015 to June, 

2020.  

Audit observed that: 

i. The works should have been executed through PWD whereas these were carried by the 

department itself. 

ii. The firms were not registered as civil works contractors with Pakistan Engineering 

Council. 

iii. The department did not have any specialty in the execution of civil works. 

iv. Measurement books for work executed were not maintained. 

Audit is of the view that execution of civil works in violation of government instructions was 

irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that irregular expenditure be got condoned from the competent authority. 

Furthermore, government instructions be followed in letter and spirit. 

National Academy of Performing Arts (NAPA), Karachi 

25.5.3 Un-authorized Expenditure on Construction of Zia Mohyeddin Theatre on 

rented building - Rs. 40.941 million 

In terms of Clause 3 of Contract Agreement between the National Academy of Performing Arts 

and Governor of Sindh dated 16th September 2005 “the Building of Hindu Gymkhana is protected 

heritage under the Sindh Cultural Heritage (Preservation) Act, 1994 and the NAPA shall not make any 

alterations in the original structure of the building. Any alterations to be made will have to be vetted by 

Advisory Committee of Cultural Heritage”.  
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Clause 8 of said Agreement states that, if the NAPA commits any breach of any terms and 

conditions of this agreement, the agreement shall be liable to termination after three months’ notice and 

on expiry of the notice period the demised premises together with building there on shall be resumed 

by Government without compensation whatsoever. 

The management of NAPA rented the building on lease @ Rs.50,000/- per month from the 

government of Sindh, with a progressive increase at the rate of 10% thereof after every three years for 

the lease period of thirty years subject to review by the government after each 10 years.  

The management of NAPA incurred expenditure of Rs.40.941 million on construction of 

building “Zia Mohyeddin Theatre”, Karachi on this rented government building.  

Audit observed that: 

i. Management of NAPA incurred wasteful expenditure of Rs.40.941million on 

construction of Zia Mohyeddin Theatre on the rented building/land of Sindh 

Government which is contrary to the clause 3 of the contract agreement.  

ii. Audit further observed that NAPA had breached the terms and conditions of agreement, 

consequently the agreement became liable to be terminated without any compensation 

from Sindh Government.  

iii. The expenditure detail was not provided, but only the Evaluation Report of building 

(Rs.35.025 million) was provided to Audit which was issued by M/s Sadruddin 

Associates on 9th July 2015. 

Audit is of the view that construction of building on rented office is un-authorized. 

The management didn’t reply till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that irregularity may be regularized from the concerned authority besides 

fixing of responsibility on the person(s) at fault. 

25.5.4 Irregular Expenditure on Supply and Installation of HVAC Systems at Zia 

Mohyeddin Theatre, NAPA Rs.43.481 million  

Rule 12(2) of PPRA states that all procurement opportunities over three million Pakistani 

Rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or newspapers 

having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at least two 

national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 

In terms of PPRA Rule-10 specification shall allow the widest possible competition and shall 

not favor any single contractor or supplier nor put others at a disadvantage. 

The management of NAPA issued work order on 29.08.2018 to M/s Brother Air Conditioning 

for Supply and Installation of HVAC Systems at Zia Mohyeddin Theatre (a rented building), amounting 

to Rs.37.184 million.  

Audit observed that: 

i. Work order was issued for Rs. 37,184,897 but the actual expenditure of Rs.43,481,739was 

incurred which is in excess of Rs. 6,296,842/-  

ii. The work was awarded without inviting tender on PPRA and print media. 
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iii. There was no provision that allows capital expenditure on the rented building, thus 

subjecting the Govt. property to high risk.  

The management didn’t reply till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated at appropriate level besides fixing of 

responsibility on the person(s) at fault. 

25.5.5 Unauthorized Purchase of Vehicles without obtaining NOC from Finance 

Division - Rs.9.615 million  

Clause (i) of Finance Division Expenditure Wing O.M 7(1) Exp.IV/2016-812 dated 21.08.2019 

states that, there will be a complete ban on purchase of all types of vehicles (excluding motor cycles) 

both for current as well as development expenditure 

The management of National Academy of Performing Arts, Karachi purchased the 03 vehicles 

amounting to Rs.9,615,000/- from M/s Indus Motor Company Limited during 2018-2019 to 2019-2020.  

Audit observed that the above vehicles were purchased without obtaining NOC from 

Finance Division.  

Audit is of the view that the purchase of vehicles was contrary to the above mentioned 

instruction of the Finance Division. 

The matter was reported to the management vide memo No. OB-03 dated 05.01.2021, but no 

reply was received till the closure of audit. 

Audit recommends that irregularity may be regularized from the Finance Division. 

25.5.6 Irregular expenditure on Electric Work -Rs.11.568 million 

Rule 20 of Public Procurement Rules 2004 states that, save as otherwise provided hereinafter, 

the procuring agencies shall use open competitive bidding as the principal method of procurement for 

the procurement of goods, services and works. 

Rule 15(1) of Public Procurement Rules 2004 states that, a procuring agency, prior to the 

floating of tenders, invitation to proposals or offers in procurement proceedings, may engage in pre-

qualification of bidders in case of services, civil works, turnkey projects, and in case of procurement of 

expensive and technically complex equipment to ensure that only technically and financially capable 

firms having adequate managerial capability are invited to submit bids.  

The management of National Academy of Performing Arts, Karachi entered into contract with 

M/s Rehan Salim Electric, Karachi for Electrical Up-gradation of Zia Mohyeddin Theatre costing to 

Rs.12.205 million and paid Rs.11.568 million during 2019-2020.  

Audit observed that the contract of electrical work was awarded to M/s Rehan Salim Electric, 

Karachi without open competition, thus violating Rule 20 of the Public Procurement Rules, 2004.  

Audit further observed the local office did not engage in pre-qualification of bidders in case of 

services, civil works and equipment to ensure that only technically and financially capable firms having 

adequate managerial capability were invited to submit bids.  

Audit is of the view that expenditure incurred on theatre for electric work without open tender 

was irregular. 

The management didn’t reply till the finalization of report. 
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Audit recommends that responsibility for irregularity may be fixed besides regularization from 

the Finance Division. 

25.5.7 Irregular expenditure on purchase of Diesel Generator Rs. 8.861 million and 

loss to the public exchequer - Rs. 3.764 million 

According to Rule 12(2) of PPRA, all procurement opportunities over three million rupees 

should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or newspapers having 

wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at least two national 

dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 

The management of NAPA, Karachi incurred expenditure Rs. 8,378,438/- on purchase of 

343.38KVA Generator and Rs. 482,903/- on 150 KVA Generator from M/s. Tricom Power during the 

period 2018-19. 

Audit observed the following shortcomings: 

i. Tender was not floated on PPRA website 

ii. Advertisement was circulated in only one leading newspapers. 

iii. Procurement was not made as per the tender documents i.e. 343KVA generator was 

procured instead of 300 KVA.  

iv. As per comparative statement five parties participated. M/s. Shirazi Trading Company 

quoted lowest rate of Rs. 4,797,000/ for 330KVA generator - against successful bidder 

M/s. Tricom Power that quoted Rs. 6,000,000 for 343 KVA. M/s. Greaves Pakistan 

(Pvt) Ltd quoted lowest rate of Rs. 300,000 for 150 KVA generator - against successful 

bidder M/s. Tricom Power that quoted Rs. 350,000/- 

v. Payment was made by the management against 343KVA generator for Rs. 8,378,438 

and Rs. 482,903 against 150KVA 

vi. No Delivery challan was found available in record. 

vii. As per terms and conditions delivery was to be made within three months from the 

issuance of Purchase Order (issued on 07.01.2019) whereas, Sales invoice and Bill was 

of 16.05.2019.  

viii. Penalty was not charged @ 0.5% per day for 38 days on 8,861,341 that sums up to Rs. 

44,307. 

ix. No commissioning/operation report was found available. 

x. Logbook in relation to POL was also not available. 

Audit is of the view that procurement without following the PPRA Rules held irregular. 

The management didn’t reply till the finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that irregularity may be regularized from the Finance Division 

besides, fixing of responsibility on the person(s) at fault. 
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25.5.8 Non-Recovery of Outstanding Dues- Rs. 5.214 million. 

Para 26 of GFR Vol-I provides that, subject to any special arrangement that may be authorized 

by the competent authority with respect to any particular class of receipts, it is the duty of the 

departmental controlling officers to see that all sums due to Government are regularly and promptly 

assessed, realized and duly credited in the public account. 

Para 28 of GFR Vol-I provides that, no amount due to Government should be left outstanding 

without sufficient reason, and where any dues appear to be irrecoverable the orders of competent 

authority for their adjustment must be sought. 

As per statement provided by the management of National Academy of Performing Arts, 

Karachi Rs. 5,214,433/- stood outstanding against course fee on June 30, 2020. 

Audit observed that management did not take efforts to recover the long outstanding amount. 

The matter was reported to the management vide OB-09 dated 05.01.2021, but no reply was 

received till the close of audit. 

Audit recommends that amount may be recovered at the earliest under intimation to Audit. 

25.5.9 Irregular Expenditure on the Hiring of Security Services - Rs.5.873 million 

Rule 20 of Public Procurement Rules 2004 states that, save as otherwise provided hereinafter, 

the procuring agencies shall use open competitive bidding as the principal method of procurement for 

the procurement of goods, services and works. 

Rule-12(2) of Public Procurement Rules 2004 states that all procurement opportunities over 

three million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or 

newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at 

least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 

The management of NAPA, Karachi incurred an expenditure of Rs.5.873 million on account of 

security charges to M/s Mars Security Private Limited during 2016-2017 to 2019-2020.  

Audit observed that the contract for hiring the security services was done without open 

competition. 

Audit is of the view that hiring of the security services in contravention to rules is held irregular. 

The management didn’t reply till the finalization of audit. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed besides regularization of expenditure. 

25.5.10 Irregular investment of funds - Rs.300.00 million 

According to Finance Division’s O.M. No.F.4(1)/2002-BR-11, dated 2.07.2003, investment of 

working balances/ surplus funds be made subject to fulfillment of various requirements such as 

investment in A rating banks, competitive bidding process, investment exceeding Rs.10 million shall 

not be kept in one bank, setting up of in-house professional treasury management functions, formation 

of Investment Committee, employment of qualified investment management staff, utilization of 

services of professional fund managers approved by SECP, annual certificate of the Chief Executive of 

the organization, etc. 

The management of NAPA invested an amount of Rs.300 million in Faisal Bank and Habib 

Bank during the period 2019-20.  
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Audit observed that: 

i. Limit of working balances/surplus funds was not determined. 

ii. All the money was kept in a single bank in disregard to the financial rules. 

iii. The investment was made in private banks and money was put at risk. 

iv. Investment in different financial institutions at different interest rates caused heavy 

loss to the authority. 

v. No Investment Committee was constituted and there existed no in-house professional 

treasury management function.  

Audit is of the view that investment made by the NAPA is held irregular. 

The management didn’t reply till the finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that irregularity may get regularized from the Finance Division. 
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CHAPTER 26 

NATIONAL VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTRE 

26.1 Introduction 

National Vocational & Technical Training Commission (NAVTTC) was established in 

December 2005 as an apex body for Technical & Vocational Training and is attached with the 

Prime Minister’s Secretariat (Public). Being a federal agency for TVET, NAVTTC facilitates, 

regulates, and provides policy direction for skill development in Pakistan. Under the National 

Vocational & Technical Training Commission (NAVTTC) Act, 2011 NAVTTC is responsible 

for setting-up of national occupational skills standards, development of curriculum, national 

qualification framework, labour market information analysis, training of trainers, public 

private partnership and setting-up of institutional standards for TVET providers amongst the 

other functions: 

1. National Policies, Strategies and Regulations 

2. National Qualification Framework (NQF) 

3. Accreditation, Certification, Skill Standards & Curricula 

4. Performance Evaluation System 

5. TVET Development through Public-Private Partnership 

6. Labor Market Information System 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 10 5 181.323  - 

2 
Assignment Accounts (Excluding 

FAP) 
- -  -  - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 
- -  -  - 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) - -  -  - 

26.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the NAVTTC for the financial year 2020-21 was Rs.2,640.02 

million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.2638.56 million. The Division 

had 1 current grant and 1 development grant. Grant-wise detail of current and development 

expenditure is as under: 

Grant 

No. 

Type of Grant Original 

Grant 

Supplementary 

Grant 

Surrender (-) Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

 % age 

Excess/ 

(Saving)  

55 Current 394.59 0.00 -31.20 363.39 362.46 -0.93 -0.26% 

163 Development 150.00 3,042.00 -915.37 2,276.63 2,276.11 -0.53 -0.02% 

 Total 544.59 3,042.00 -946.57 2,640.02 2,638.56 -1.46 -0.06% 
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Audit noted that there was an overall savings of Rs.1.46 million, which was due to less 

expenditure in Current grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of GFR (Volume I), while framing budget estimates, the 

authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand that budget 

processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and assumptions and 

a coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed 

that there was savings of 0.35% with respect to Original grant and the same was subsequently 

reduced to 0.20% w.r.t Final Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current 

expenditure the 8.14% of excess in expenditure w.r.t original allocation reduced to 0.26% w.r.t 

final allocation, as depicted in the graph below: 

 

26.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs. 3.52 million, were raised in this report during the 

current audit of National Vocational And Technical Training Centre. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record    0.00 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  

B Procurement related irregularities    3.52 

C Management of account with commercial banks  

D Recovery  

E Internal Control  

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others  
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26.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2011-12 1 0 0 1 - 

2013-14 1 1 0 1 - 

2014-15 5 0 0 5 - 

2018-19 3 0 0 3 - 

2019-20 3 0 0 3 - 

2020-21 3 0 0 3 - 

Total 16 1 0 16 - 

 

26.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

National Vocational Technical Training Centre, Quetta 

26.5.1 Non-production of record of development grants disbursed to partner training 

institute 

Section 14(2) of the auditor General`s Ordinance 2001: The officer incharge of any office or 

department shall afford all facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests 

for information in as complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition.  

According to Section 14(3) of the auditor General`s Ordinance 2001: Any person or authority 

hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be 

subject to disciplinary action under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person.  

During the course of audit of NAVTTC, Quetta for the financial year 2017-18 to 2020-21 the 

record of the development grants disbursed to Partner Training Institutes and its related record that is 

an important part component of the audit of the local office was demanded but not provided to the audit 

team. The details of record demanded is as follow: 

1. Number of Partner Training Institutes working with 

2. No of students enrolled in these institutes 

3. The cost paid per student to training institutes 

4. No of students who are trained/qualified 

5. The criteria for selection of training institutes 

6. Detailed Expression of Interests (EOI) submitted by shortlisted and selected training 

institutes. 

Due to the non-production of above-mentioned record, audit team faced the scope limitation of 

audit and was unable to determine the accuracy and fairness of the process. Moreover, the non-

production of the said record instead it caused doubt as to why the management was reluctant to provide 

the same record despite several written and verbal requests. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

It is recommended that the compliance to the said rules must be ensured in future besides the 

current record provision for audit. 
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National Vocational Technical Training Centre, Lahore 

26.5.2 Irregular hiring of office building - Rs. 3.522 Million 

In terms of Ministry of Housing and Works Letter No.F.2(1)/2004-Policy dated 

17.09.2004 the scales of office accommodation in regular office buildings and requisition/ 

hired buildings, separately for air-conditioned and non-air-conditioned buildings. 

The management of NAVTTC, Regional Office, Lahore hired a private building for 

office accommodation with a covered area of 940.48 Square Meter (i.e. 10,123 Square Feet) 

situated at 41-E-I M.A Johar Town, Lahore at a monthly rent of Rs.375,000 (Rs.4.5 Million 

per annum) being Rs.37.05 per Square Feet (i.e. Rs.375,000 / 10,123 Sqft).  

Audit observed that the total area allowed by the Ministry of Housing and Works vide 

their above referred letter after calculation is 2200 sq.ft. (i.e. 204.4 Square Meter).Whereas the 

management hired 7,923 sq.ft. over and above the scales of office accommodation (non-air 

conditioned). 

Audit is of the view that an amount of Rs.3,522,029 per annum (i.e. Rs 37.05 X 7,923 

sq.ft. X 12 months) is being paid in excess to the requirements of office building as defined by 

the Ministry of Housing and Works which is a loss to government exchequer. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened. 

Audit recommends that the irregularity be got condoned from the Finance Division.  
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CHAPTER 27 

PAKISTAN ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION (PAEC) 

27.1 Introduction 

The history of Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC) goes back to 1956, when the 

Atomic Energy Research Council was established. In 1964, 1965 and 1973 reorganization took place 

and the Atomic Energy Commission was incorporated as a statutory body under an Act, with 

considerable autonomy. In 1972, the Commission was transferred from the Science and Technology 

Research Division to the President's Secretariat.  

PAEC is now the largest science & technology organization of the country, both in terms of 

scientific/technical manpower and the scope of its activities. Starting with a nuclear power reactor at 

Karachi (KANUPP) and an experimental research reactor at Nilore, Islamabad (PARR-I) the emphasis 

in the early years remained focused on the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Consequently, research 

centers in agriculture, medicine, biotechnology and other scientific disciplines were set up all over the 

country. As the emphasis shifted towards concerns for national security, important projects were also 

initiated in this area. 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure Audited  

(FY-2018-19) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited 

 (FY 2018-19)  

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 27 10 15,525.181 485.889 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 

2 -  -  - 

3 Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 

- -  -  - 

4 Foreign Aided Project 

(FAP) 

- -  -  - 

 

27.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Atomic Energy Commission for the financial year 2020-21 was 

Rs. 83,729 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs. 83,709 million. The 

Commission had 1 Current Grant and 1 Development Grant. Grant-wise detail of current and 

development expenditure is as under: 

 (Rupees in million) 
Grant 

No. 

Type of 

Grant 

Original 

Grant 

Supp 

Grant 

Surrender 

(-) 

Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

7 Current 9,351 2,034 0 11,385 11,385 0 0% 

 Current Total 9,351 2,034 0 11,385 11,385 0 0% 

181 Development 23,297 49,047 0 72,344 72,324 -20 -3% 

  Grand Total 32,648 51,081 0 83,729 83,709 -20 0% 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget 

estimates, the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand 

that budget processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and 

assumptions and a coordinated calendar of activity.  
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Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed that there 

was excess expenditure of 210% with respect to Original grant which reduced to savings of 3% w.r.t 

Final Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 22% of excess in 

expenditure w.r.t original allocation reduced to 0% w.r.t final allocation, as depicted in the graph below: 

 

 

27.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs. 327.01million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission (Paec). Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

(Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record    0.00 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  

B Procurement related irregularities  118.83 

C Management of account with commercial banks  

D Recovery  148.71 

E Internal Control   59.46 

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others  

 

27.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Name 

 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

No. of 

Audit 

Paras 

No. of 

Actionable 

Points Issued 

Compliance 
Non/Partial 

Compliance 

 % of 

Compliance  

Pakistan Atomic 

Energy 

Commission 

1989-90 2 2 2 0 100% 

1992-93 6 6 6 0 100% 

1993-94 1 1 1 0 100% 

1994-95 2 2 2 0 100% 

2006-07 1 1 0 1 0% 

2013-14 3 3 3 0 100% 

2017-18 3 3 3 0 100% 

Total  18 18 17 1 94% 
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27.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Karachi Nuclear Power Plant (KANUPP), Karachi 

27.5.1 Irregular expenditure through spot purchases - Rs. 61.611 million  

Rule-12 of PPRA rules 2004 states that, procurements over one hundred thousand rupees and 

up to the limit of two million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website in the manner and 

format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to time.  These procurement opportunities 

may also be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the procuring agency.  

Sr.No.21(d), Annex-III of PAEC Delegation of Financial Powers-2010 regarding spot 

purchases states that, when the items are of a sensitive nature or urgently required, purchase through a 

purchase committee may be resorted to with financial concurrence. Necessary funds for this purpose 

will be drawn by the committee in advance.   

The management of Karachi Nuclear Power Plant (KANUPP), Karachi incurred expenditure of 

Rs. 61.611 million on purchase of different store items & accessories related to electrical, mechanical, 

hardware, civil works e.g. split ACs, paints, thinner, water cooler, batteries etc. during the period 2018-

19 to 2019-20.  

Audit observed that items so purchased were neither sensitive / technical in nature nor required 

urgently. Purchases worth millions of rupees were made without calling tender / quotations as per PPRA 

rules, resultantly competitive rates of open market could not be obtained.   

Audit is of the view that the purchases were made for routine work in violation of above referred 

PAEC delegation of financial powers and PPRA Rules, therefore, the procurement is treated as 

irregular.     

The management replied that spot purchases were made due to extreme emergency of material 

in plant for safe and smooth running of plant.  

The DAC in its meeting directed the department to get the record verified from Audit. 

  

The management did not provide the record for verification by audit as directed in DAC 

Audit recommends that the matter be inquired under intimation to audit. 

27.5.2 Irregular expenditure on procurement of various items on single quotation / 

limited tender basis - Rs.57.223 million   

Rule 12 of PPRA 2004 states that, procurements over one thousand rupees and up to the limit 

of two million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website in the manner and format specified 

by regulation by the Authority from time to time.  These procurement opportunities may also be 

advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the procuring agency. 

Rule 12 (2) of Public Procurement Rules states that, all procurement opportunities over two 

million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or 

newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at 

least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 
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According to Rule 12 (3) of PPRA, in cases where the procuring agency has its own website it 

may also post all advertisements concerning procurement on that website as well. Rule 20 of Public 

Procurement Rules states that, the procuring agencies shall use open competitive bidding as the 

principal method of procurement for the procurement of goods, services and works. 

The management of KANUPP, Karachi incurred expenditure of Rs.57.223 million on 

procurement of various items during the years 2018-19 to 2019-20 on single quotation / limited tender 

basis as per detail given below: 

Year Single 

quotation 

Limited tender/ 

single quotation 

Total 

Amount 

2018-19 16,353,886 17,451,915 33,805,801 

2019-20 3,518,687 19,899,091 23,417,778 

 19,872,573 37,351,006 57,223,579 

Audit observed that purchases were made without calling open tenders through PPRA 

Website / press and obtaining competitive rates. 

Audit is of the view that by doing so, the government was deprived of the benefit of competitive 

rates, therefore the entire expenditure is treated as irregular.  

The DAC in its meeting directed the department to submit the detail report to PAO under 

intimation to Audit.   

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed and expenditure be got regularized from 

the competent authority.  

27.5.3 Irregular expenditure on payment of electricity and gas charges of residential 

colony –  Rs. 51.872 million 

Para-26 of General Financial Rules, VoI-I provides that, it is the duty of the departmental 

Controlling Officer to see that all sums due to Government are regularly and promptly assessed, realized 

and duly credited in the Public Account. 

In terms of PAEC office order No. 1169/2001 dated 01.11.2001, all KANUPP employees are 

allowed certain free units of electricity per month.   

The management of Karachi Nuclear Power Plant (KANUPP), Karachi incurred expenditure of 

Rs.55.290 million during the years 2018-20 against payment of electricity and gas charges consumed 

by the KANUPP colony residents beyond free units. Detail is as under:    

S. No.   Period 
Gas Charges paid for 

Residential Colony 

Recovered from 

Residential Colony 

Balance paid by 

KANUPP 

1 
Gas Charges 

2018-19 9,857,640 182,767 9,674,873 

2 2019-20 5,373,880 169,752 5,204,128 

3 Electricity 

Charges 

2018-19 20,811,912 3,065,398 17,746,514 

4 2019-20 19,246,553 Nil 19,246,553 

Total 55,289,985 3,417,917 51,872,068 

Audit observed that the Karachi Nuclear Power Plant (KANUPP), Karachi was making 

payment to KE and SSGC at bulk supply rates, whereas the residents were being charged at 

domestic rates resulting in less recovery of Rs. 51.872 million.  

Audit is of the view that due to non installation of separate meters, KANUPP sustained a loss 

of Rs. 51.872 million. 
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The DAC directed that separate bulk meters for residential colony may be got installed and 

previous expenditure may be got regularized from competent forum.   

Audit recommends that necessary DAC recommendations be complied with and verified from 

Audit. 

27.5.4 Loss due to non recovery of SST from transport contractor - Rs. 9.398 million 

Rule 3 of Sindh Sales Tax on Services Act, 2011 states that, the provisions of this chapter shall 

apply to a person required to be registered under the Sindh Sales Tax on Services Act, 2011 and “taxable 

services” means the services listed in the Second schedule to the Sindh Sales Tax on Services Act, 2011. 

Services provided or rendered by persons engaged in inter-city transportation at S. No. 

9836.0000 or rendered by specified persons or businesses under First Schedule of Sindh Sales Tax on 

Services Act, 2011 are liable to pay SST @13%. 

The management of KANUPP, Karachi incurred expenditure of Rs. 72.297 million on account 

of transportation charges (hiring of vehicles) during the year 2018-19. Payment was made to M/s. 

Sarfraz Ahmed Butt Transport (Contractor). 

Audit observed that payment was made without obtaining sales tax invoices containing Sales 

Tax Number as per the provision of the Sindh Sales Tax on Services Act, 2011.Invoices submitted by 

the supplier neither contained the amount of sales tax separately nor the deduction at source was made.

  

Audit is of the view that Sales Tax at source was not deducted and the Government was 

deprived of its due share of receipt amounting to Rs.9.398 million @ 13%.  

The DAC in its meeting directed as the stay has been vacated the honourable Sindh High Court. 

Recovery of 9.398 million be effected at the earliest. 

Audit recommends that DAC directions be complied with. 

27.5.5 Non-deposit of Sindh Sales Tax in Government Treasury - Rs. 7.591 million 

Section-160 of Income Tax Ordinance-2001 states that, the amount deducted at source should 

be deposited in the Government account immediately. 

The management of KANUPP, Karachi paid an amount of Rs. 65,989,053/- to M/s. Butt 

Brothers Transport on account of hiring of vehicles during the year 2019-20. An amount of Rs. 

7,591,660 was deducted from the payment on account of SST @ 13%.  

Audit observed that SST Rs. 7,591,660 deducted from the payment of contractor was not 

deposited in government treasury.  

Audit is of the view that non-deposit of Sindh Sales Tax in treasury deprived the government 

of its due receipt.  

The DAC in its meeting directed as the stay has been vacated the honourable Sindh High 

Court. Recovery of 7.591 million be effected at the earliest. 

Audit recommends that DAC directions be complied with.  
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Pakistan Institute Of Science & Technology (PINSTECH) 

27.5.6 Non-production of record 

Section 14 (2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete a form 

as possible and with all reasonable expedition.  

Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor 

General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant 

Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person.  

The management of PINSTECH did not provide the following record: 

i. The detail of production of IPD products, distribution of Isotope Production Division 

(IPD) products to government and private medical centers, outstanding recovery for the 

period 2006-07 to 2014-15.   

ii. Detail of receipts and expenditure along-with vouchers of cafeteria for the period 2006-

07 to 01.12.2016 

iii. Bank statements of cafeteria account for the period 2006-07 to 01.12.2016. 

iv. Record of electricity charges received from employees residing in colony for the period 

2006-07 to 2013-14.  

Audit is of the view that in the absence of above mentioned records the authenticity of the 

expenditure could not be ascertained.  

The management replied that the observation is generalized. The audit observations raised 

clearly indicate that the record as requested was provided to them. In the absence of any specific mention 

of the non-provided record, it is difficult to respond to this observation.  

Reply was not accepted because specific record of specific period was requested but the 

management treated as generalized and refuted to provide the record. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 28.12.2021 directed the management that record may be kept 

ready for next Audit. 

Audit recommends that the directives of the DAC be complied with.  

27.5.7 Non-recovery of sales proceeds - Rs.109.448 million  

Para 26 of GFR Volume-I states that it is the duty of the departmental Controlling Officers to 

see that all sums due to Government are regularly and promptly assessed, realized and duly credited in 

the Public Account they should accordingly arrange to obtain from their subordinate’s monthly accounts 

and returns in suitable form claiming credit for so much paid into the treasury. 

According to the Sale invoices charges of the medicines were payable by the purchaser within 

15 days of its receipt. 
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The Isotope Production Division (IPD) of PINSTECH produces Radiopharmaceuticals and 

supplies to different Government and Private Hospitals throughout the country.  

Audit observed that an amount of Rs. 109,448,704 on account sale proceeds was outstanding 

since 2010-11. Details are as under: 

S. No Period Outstanding amount 

1 2010-11 692,000 

2 2011-12 67,558 

3 2013-14 102,000 

4 2014-15 2,684,110 

5 2015-16 4,766,541 

6 2016-17 8,126,855 

7 2017-18 9,480,200 

8 2018-19 15,892,870 

9 2019-20 67,636,570 

TOTAL 109,448,704 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of the sale proceed from the hospitals was 

violation of terms and conditions of sales of medicines.  

The management replied that an amount of Rs. 26.554M has been received out of total 

outstanding amount Rs. 109.448M as on 18.03.2021. Efforts are being made for realization of the same. 

Reply of the management was not accepted because these outstanding amount was not 

vigorously perused for early recovery.  

DAC reduced the Audit Para just for 60 million and directed to recover the remaining 

amount of Rs. 49.448 million and present the record of recovery for verification.  

Audit recommends to comply with DAC’s directions. 

27.5.8 Less-recovery of electricity charges from tenants - Rs. 18.918 million  

Para 26 of GFR Vol-I states that it is the duty of the departmental Controlling Officers to see 

that all sums due to Government are regularly and promptly assessed, realized and duly credited in the 

Public Account they should accordingly arrange to obtain from their subordinate’s monthly accounts 

and returns in suitable form claiming credit for so much paid into the treasury.  

The management of PINSTECH paid electricity charges out of PINSTECH budget (main) and 

subsequently recovered these charges from the residents of colony on the basis of reading noted from 

sub-meters.  

Audit observed that the management less recovered electricity charges from the colony 

residents as compared to the rate paid to WAPDA, as under: 

Year 

WAPDA PINTECH Colony 
Difference 

per unit cost 

Difference in 

Rs. 
Unit 

Consumed 
Amount 

Per unit 

cost 

Unit 

Consumed 
Amount 

Per unit 

cost 

2014-15 648653 11,335,354 17.475 397916 4,588,062 11.530 5.945 2,302,852 

2015-16 639375 10,205,919 15.962 419534 4,271,187 10.181 5.782 2,425,556 

2016-17 735475 11,726,000 15.943 512332 5,511,038 10.76 5.187 2,657,295 

2017-18 789325 12,898,929 16.342 542332 7,230,887 13.333 3.009 1,631,751 

2018-19 805650 18,618,833 23.110 535422 7,451,111 13.916 9.194 4,922,665 

2019-20 741125 18,334,774 24.739 490581 7,158,743 14.592 10.147 4,977,795 

Less recovered from the residents of colony  18,917,914 
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Audit is of the view that non recovery of the full electricity charges from the users was 

unauthorized.  

The management replied that recovery from colony residents is made according to IESCO 

domestic Tariff A-1 on actual consumption and through independent electricity meters installed at every 

house in PINSTECH colony. 

 Reply was not acceptable because provision of subsidy on account of electricity charges were 

not admissible to PINSTECH employees. 

 DAC directed to formulate a policy for deduction of utility charges so that loss to PAEC can be 

avoided and present the same to Audit for verification. 

Audit recommends that amount of less charged may be recovered from the users and irregular 

practice be stopped forthwith and responsibility be fixed against the persons at fault.  

27.5.9 Non-recovery of pay and allowances from absconders- Rs 10.950 million 

Para 26 of GFR Vol-I states that it is the duty of the departmental Controlling Officers to see 

that all sums due to Government are regularly and promptly assessed, realized and duly credited in the 

Public Account they should accordingly arrange to obtain from their subordinate’s monthly accounts 

and returns in suitable form claiming credit for so much paid into the treasury. 

The management of PINSTECH sent the following employees for PhD in various universities 

abroad on scholarships basis. Details are as under:   

S. No Name Designation Date Amount 

1 Mr. Mehboob-ur-Rehman SS 24-08-2012 to 31.07.2017 4,157,374 

2 Mr. Atif Raza SS 29.06.2014 to 31.05.2019 3,406,324 

3 Mr. Shafaqat Rasool SS 17.08.2014 to 31.07.2019 3,386,176 

Total 10,949,874 

Audit observed that PINSTECH paid pay and allowances for five years to above mentioned 

scholars in addition to their educational expenses. Audit observed that these scholars were not returned 

back to the institute. The management dismissed the scholars mentioned at serial No 1 and reminder to 

the remaining scholars to join the institute as their last extensions till 28.06.2020 and 16.08.2020 has 

been expired. The expenditure incurred on account of tuition fee and other expenses of the foreign 

universities was not provided 

Audit is of the view that non recovery of the pay and allowances along with other education 

expenses for the absconder was irregular. 

The management replied that Mr. Mehboob ur Rehaman , Sr. Scientist PINSTECH has been 

dismissed from Service on account of unauthorized absence w.e.f 24-08-2019 vide O.O No. 159/2021 

dated 26-.01.2021 by the competent authority and the bond money and other PAEC dues amounting to 

Rs. 39,46,890 are required to be recovered . Disciplinary proceeding against Mr. Atif Raza and   Mr. 

Shafqat Rasool are under process and yet to be finalized. Action for recovery of outstanding amounts 

against them will be taken after finalization/ decision of their cases. 

The DAC in its meeting directed to present the relevant record after completion of required 

action for verification 

Audit recommends that DAC direction be complied at the earliest 
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CHAPTER 28 

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION 

28.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following main 

business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions.  

1.  (i) Preparation of comprehensive National Plan for the economic and social 

development of the country; (ii) Formulation, within the framework of the National 

Plan, of an annual plan and an annual development programme; and (iii) 

Recommendations concerning orderly adjustments therein in the light of new needs, 

better information and changing conditions.  

2. Monitoring the implementation of all major development projects and programmes; 

identification of bottlenecks and initiation of time remedial action.  

3. Evaluation of on-going and completed projects.  

4. Review and evaluation of the progress achieved in the implementation of the National 

Plan.  

5. Identification of regions, sectors and sub-sectors lacking adequate portfolio of 

projects and taking steps to stimulate preparation of sound projects in those areas.  

6. Continuous evaluation of the economic situation and coordination of economic 

policies.  

7. Organization of research in various sectors of the economy to improve the data base 

and information as well as to provide analytical studies which will help economic 

decision making.  

8. Association with the Economic Affairs Division in matters pertaining to external 

assistance in individual projects, form the stage prior to preliminary discussion up to 

the stage of final signing of documents with aid-giving agencies.  

9. Development of appropriate cost and physical standards for effective technical and 

economic appraisal of projects.  

10. Coordination of Social Action Program with World Bank and other donor Agencies.  

11. National Logistics Cell.  

12. Administrative control of: 

(i) Economists and Planners Group; (ii) Pakistan Institute of Development 

Economics; and (iii) Overseas Construction Board. (iv) Omitted vide SRO 428(1) 

/2018 dated 04-04-2018. (v) Pakistan Planning and Management Institute (PPMI). 

(vi) Jawaid Azfar Computer Center (JACC). 

13. The Planning, Development and Reform Division shall act as the Secretariat of the 

Planning Commission which is the apex planning and coordination body under the 
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Chairmanship of the Prime Minister. The relationship between the Planning and the 

Planning, Development and Reform Division will be as defined in Cabinet Division’s 

Resolution No.4-6/2006-Min.I, dated 30th October, 2013. 

14. Pakistan Environmental Planning and Architectural Consultants Limited.  

15. Preparation of annual programmes in accordance with agreed priorities and to assign 

responsibilities for the execution of their component items.  

16. Examination and clearance of budgetary proposals for annual for statistical 

improvements and developments.  

17. Formulation of policy regarding general statistics for Pakistan and thereof by suitably 

adapting the statistical system of Pakistan to conform with the policy.  

18. 18. Coordination with the Provincial and Federal Governments, Semi-autonomous 

bodies and international organizations on statistical bearing directly or indirectly on 

such subjects as trade, industry, prices expenditure, input-output accounts, flow of 

funds, balance of payments, etc.  

19. Evaluation and introduction of standard concepts, definition classification pertaining 

to national statistics series.  

20. Preparation and implementation of in-service and foreign programmes in the fields 

of statistics.  

21. Evaluation of efficiency computerized methods for statistical estimation.  

22. Clearance of statistical projects undertaken by different organizations on a contract 

basis.  

23. Preparation, printing and release of publications on national statistics.  

24. Undertaking of national census and surveys.  

25. Administration of:  

i. The Industrial Statistics Act, 1942. 

ii. General Statistics (Reorganization) Act, 2011.  

26. Agricultural Census, Population Census, National Quinquennial Livestock Census.  

27. Collection, maintenance and analyses of demographic, population and vital health 

statistics.  

28. Compilation of labour, manpower and employment statistics for national and 

international consumption.  

29. Periodic assessment, review and analysis of manpower resources and requirements 

with reference to the employment situation in the country. 

ATTACHED DEPARTMENT / AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. Pakistan Bureau of Statistics 
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ii. Pakistan planning and management Institute. 

iii. Pakistan institute of development economics 

iv. Overseas construction board 

v. National fertilizer development center 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure Audited 

 (FY-2018-19) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited 

 (FY 2018-19)  

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 64 5 3,705.581  - 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 

1 -  -  - 

3 Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 

- -  -  - 

4 Foreign Aided Project 

(FAP) 

- -  -  - 

 

28.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Planning, Development & Reform Division for the 

financial year 2020-21 was Rs.33,178.84 million, out of which the Division expended an 

amount of Rs.2,683.25 million. The Division had 3 current grant and 1 development grant. 

Grant-wise detail of current and development expenditure is as under: 

Grant 

No. 

Type of 

 Grant 

Original  

Grant 

Supplementary  

Grant 

Surrender  

(-) 

Final  

Grant 

Actual  

Expenditure 

Excess/  

(Saving) 

 % age 

Excess/ 

(Saving)  

129 Current 1,146.43 5,800.00 -217.61 6,728.82 1,501.62 -5,227.19 -77.68% 

130 Current 2,447.66 0.00 -1.50 2,446.15 2,399.60 -46.56 -1.90% 

131 Current 283.05 81.96 0.00 365.01 363.11 -1.90 -0.52% 

Sub-total Current 3,877.14 5,881.96 -219.12 9,539.98 4,264.33 -5,275.65 -55.30% 

178 Development 73,545.10 16,628.93 -57,360.20 32,813.84 2,320.14 -30,493.70 -92.93% 

Grand Total 73,828.15 16,710.89 -57,360.20 33,178.84 2,683.25 -30,495.59 -91.91% 

Audit noted that there was an overall saving of Rs.30,495.59 million, which was due 

to less expenditure in Current grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget 

estimates, the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand 

that budget processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and 

assumptions and a coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed 

that there was savings of 96.85% with respect to Original grant which reduced to savings of 

92.93% w.r.t Final Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure 

the 9.99% of excess in expenditure w.r.t original allocation reduced to 55.30% of savings in 

expenditure w.r.t final allocation, as depicted in the graph below: 
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28.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.3,866.48 million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Planning And Development Division. Summary of the audit observations 

classified by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record    0.00 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  

B Procurement related irregularities   38.16 

C Management of account with commercial banks  

D Recovery  

E Internal Control 3,828.32 

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others  

 

28.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2012-13 12 0 0 12 - 

2013-14 4 0 0 4 - 

2014-15 1 1 0 1 - 

2015-16 5 0 0 5 - 

2016-17 8 0 0 8 - 

2019-20 5 0 0 5 - 

Total 35 1 0 35 - 

28.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Planning and Development Division (Main) 

28.5.1 Non-production of record 

Section 14(2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that “the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete a form 

as possible and with all reasonable expedition”. 
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Section 14(3) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that “any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor 

General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant 

Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person”. 

Ministry of Planning Development and Special Initiatives, Islamabad was requested to 

provide the following record/information relating to Main Ministry and Development Projects 

vide requisition No. 1 dated 12.01.2021, No. 2 dated 15.01.2021, No. 4 dated 19.01.2021, No. 

6 dated 20.01.2021 & No. 7 dated 21.01.2021, No. 08 dated 22.01.2021, No. 9 dated 

26.01.2021 and No. 10 dated 26.01.2021: 

i. All relevant record of closed and ongoing development projects for the financial year 

2018-20.  

ii. Detail of recruitment made in development projects along with files of recruitments 

made during financial year 2018-20. 

iii. Detail of releases made out of block allocation (unfunded important projects) during 

financial year 2018-19 and 2019-20. 

iv. File regarding recruitment of officers/staff in CPEC Support project. 

v. Detail of officers / officials re-employed after superannuation, if any. 

vi. A certificate regarding theft, embezzlement, fraud etc. during the period under audit. 

vii. Detail of NAB and FIA cases, if any. 

Audit observed that the management of the Ministry of Planning, Development and Special 

Initiatives has not provided the above record to Audit till 27.01.2021 despite repeated written & various 

verbal requests.  

Audit is of the view that due to non-production of above record the scrutiny of record could not 

be carried out/completed by the Audit. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed against the persons for non-production of 

record to Audit. All the requisite record may be provided to Audit. 

28.5.2 Loss to public exchequer due to payment of delay/penalty charges to CDA - 

Rs.373.917 million  

Rule-23 of GFR states that every Government officer should realize fully and clearly 

that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud 

or negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising 

from fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it 

may be shown that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence.  

Ministry of Planning, Development and Special Initiatives got approved a development 

project titled “Purchase of Land in Sector H-11/2 for Pakistan Institute of Development 

Economics” from the ECNEC on 22.05.2018 at a total cost of Rs. 3,519.47 million with 

implementation period of 24 months. 
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The PIDE opened an Assignment Account No.2300-5 with the National Bank of 

Pakistan Main Branch, Civic Centre, Islamabad wherein funds amounting to Rs.3,913,827,216 

were transferred by the Ministry during 2017-18 to 2019-20 for payment of cost of land to 

CDA. 

Out of total releases of Rs.3,913,827,216an amount of Rs.373,917,216was paid to 

Capital Development Authority, Islamabad vide Assignment Account cheque No.389284 dated 

08.01.2020 on account of delay penalty charges on premium and on Annual Ground Rent as 

demanded by the CDA vide their letter dated 04.09. 2019. The Ministry of Planning agreed to 

pay the delay penalty charges vide letter No.1(11) SI-IV/PDR/2019 dated 19.09.2019. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Being government institution neither the PIDE nor the Ministry of Planning 

approached the CDA for waiver of the delay penalty charges. 

ii. No action was taken against the officers/officials responsible for delay in release of 

funds to the project and subsequent payment to CDA. 

Audit is of the view that the public exchequer was put to loss of Rs.373.917 million on 

this account. 

The management replied that PIDE had made payments to CDA as and when the funds were 

released from the Ministry of Planning, Development & Special Initiatives (M/o PD&SI). Due to delay 

in change of signatories of assignment account, on 10.05.2019 the payment was delayed The CDA on 

26.06.2019 instructed PIDE to pay delay charges amounting to Rs. 373.917 million. Secretary, M/o 

PD&SI has accorded approval to make additional payment of Rs. 373.917 million to CDA on account 

of delay charges. 

The management has accepted the audit observation. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that inquiry into the matter to fix the responsibility against the 

officers/officials concerned. 

28.5.3 Unauthorized grant of advance payments to firms-Rs. 22.148 million 

Rule-397 of Federal Treasury Rules states that “as a general rule, and subject to such exceptions 

as may be authorized by the Government, no payment can be made to a contractor, except for work 

actually done or supplies actually received. 

According to Sr. No. 44 of Finance Division’s O.M No. No. F.3 (2) Exp.III/2006 vide letter 

dated 13.09.2006 “the Secretary/PAO is authorized to sanction advance payment to other government 

departments and government owned/ controlled organizations, in exceptional cases only”. 

Ministry of Planning, Development and Special Initiatives, Islamabad granted advance 

payments to the following two firms for conducting feasibility studies as per provision of agreements 

made with the firms by the project management: 

S No. 

Name of 

Development 

project 

Name of firm 
Particular of 

payment 

Invoice No. 

& date  

Gross 

Amount 

Amount 

paid 

Cheque No. 

& date 
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1. Cluster  

Development 

Based 

Agriculture 

Transformation 

Plan-V2025 

Small and 

Medium 

Enterprises 

Development 

Authority 

(SMEDA) 

Payment for 

conducting 

feasibility study 

on Cluster 

Development 

Based Mineral 

Transformation 

Plan Vision-

2025. 

No invoice is 

on record. 

1st installment 

as 

mobilization 

advance of Rs. 

3.95 million 

(10% of total 

cost of Rs. 

39.501 

million) 

3,950,104 3,950,104 6773275 dt. 

20.06.2018 

2. Cluster 

Development 

Based 

Agriculture 

Transformation 

Plan-V2025 

M/s Centre of 

Agriculture 

and Bioscience 

International 

(CABI) 

Rawalpindi 

Payment for 

conducting 

feasibility study 

on Cluster 

Development 

Based 

Agriculture 

Transformation 

Plan Vision-

2025. 

FSCD-AT/01 

dt. 11.05.2018 

Mobilization 

Advance @ 

30% of total 

cost of 

feasibility 

study of Rs. 

60.661 

million. 

18,198,300 18,198,300 6772471 dt. 

11.06.2018 

Total Rs. 22,148,404 22,148,404  

Audit observed as under:  

i. The inclusion of clause for grant of advance payments in the above quoted 

agreements was undue favour to the firms and violation of rules.  

ii. The sanction for the grant of advance payment at Sr. No.1 was accorded by the 

Secretary without having financial power. The advance payment was made without 

obtaining firm’s invoice.  

iii. The sanction for grant of advance payment at Sr. No. 2 was accorded by the Project 

Director without having financial power in this regard.  

Audit is of the view that the firms were extended undue favour which is also violation of 

Finance Division’s instructions.  

The management replied that as per agreement duly approved by the competent authority. 30% 

advance as per agreement was mandatory and the approval of the same is attached. The advance 

payment made to SMEDA does not relate to this section. It is stated that the Project Director acted as a 

sanction conveying authority under the direction of Secretary. Ministry of Planning, Development and 

Special Initiatives and was not under his own power.  

The reply was not accepted as the agreement was executed in violation of financial authority 

delegated by the Finance Division.  

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility on the persons at fault. 

28.5.4 Irregular expenditure without open competition -Rs. 16.016 million 

Rule 12(2) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that all procurement opportunities over 

two million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or 

newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at 

least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu.  
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Rules 20 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that save as otherwise provided hereinafter, 

the procuring agencies shall use open competitive bidding as the principal method of procurement for 

the procurement of goods, services and works. 

The project titled “Support & Monitoring of High Impact New Initiatives of Vision 2025” under 

Ministry of Planning, Development and Special Initiatives incurred expenditure of Rs. 16,016,948 

during Pakistan Development Summit & Expo on 70th Independence Day held in Pak-China Friendship 

on 17 August, 2017 and 28th meeting of ECO Regional Planning Council on 11-14, December, 2017. 

Audit observed that the expenditure was incurred without open competition. 

Audit is of the view expenditure without open competition was irregular and unauthorized. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity. 

28.5.5 Non-submission of PC-IV of completed projects to Planning Commission 

Para 3.33 of Project Management Guidelines issued by the Planning and Development 

Division states that the final stage of the project is its completion. The project is considered to 

be completed/closed when all the funds have been utilized and objectives achieved, or 

abandoned due to various reasons. At this stage the project has to be closed formally, and 

reports to be prepared on its overall level of success, on a PC-IV, and forwarded to the Projects 

Wing of the Planning Commission”.  

Ministry of Planning, Development and Special Initiative, Islamabad completed/closed 

15 development projects during financial year 2018-20 as under:  

S. 

No. 
Name of Project 

Date of 

closure 

1. Cluster Development Based Agriculture Transformation Plan-V2025 30.06.2020 

2. Establishment of Climate Change & Environment Section 30.06.2020 

3. Inspector General Development Project, Quetta Balochistan 30.06.2020 

4. Institutional Cooperation Program (Norwegian Grant) 31.12.2017 

5. Centre of Excellence PPMI 30.06.2019 

6. Restructuring, Institutional Strengthening and Capacity Building of Energy Wing 31.12.2018 

7. Support and Monitoring of High Impact New Initiatives Vision 2025. 30.01.2019 

8. Up-gradation of Jawaid Azfar Computer Centre 30.06.2020 

9. Construction of PPMI Complex 30.06.2019 

10. Feasibility Research/Study on Cluster Development Based Industrial 

Transformation Plan-Vision 2025 (PC-II) 

30.06.2018 

11. Research Study on Cluster Development based Mineral Transformation Plan 

Vision 2025 

30.06.2019 

12. Integrated Transport Infrastructure Planning and Management Unit 31.12.2018 

13. Pakistan Productivity, Quality and Innovation Initiatives 26.04.2019 

14. Research/Feasibility Studies and Workshop 30.06.2020 

15. Monitoring of PSDP Financed Projects 30.04.2020 

Audit observed that despite lapse of considerable period, the PC-IV of the above said 

completed development projects were neither prepared by the Project Directors concerned nor 

submitted to the Planning Commission. 

The management replied that PC-IV of the project “Feasibility/Research Study on 

Cluster Development Based Mineral Transformation Plan-Vision 2025 (PC-II)” has already 
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been submitted two times to Ministry of Planning on 14th May 2019 and again on 13th 

November 2019. 

The reply is incomplete. The PC-IV of remaining 14 projects at S.No.01 to 10 and 12 

to 15 were neither prepared nor submitted to Planning Commission. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends appropriate action against the concerned project authorities 

responsible for the said lapse besides submission of PC-IV to the Planning Commission 

forthwith. 

28.5.6 Whereabouts of physical assets of completed projects not on record 

Para12.7 (vi) of the Manual of Development Projects states that the project sponsoring agency 

initiates project closure by providing recommendations for the disposal or transfer of assets purchased 

by the project. 

Para 12.7 (x) ibid further states that the project sponsoring agency initiates project closure by 

conducting disposal of the project equipment if required either by transfer or donation to other sections 

or departments, sale or write-off. Unless disposal directives are already specified in the PC-1, the main 

options for disposal of the equipment in projects are to be transferred to the recipient department or 

government, transferred to another or follow-up project or become part of the sponsoring agency’s 

inventory. Further options are that the equipment items may be sold, or under specific circumstances, 

written-off with the approval of the competent authority. For all projects, vehicles shall be transferred 

to the government or ministry concerned. 

The following fifteen development projects of Ministry of Planning, Development and Special 

Initiatives were closed:  

S. No. Name of closed Project 
Date of 

closure 

1. Cluster Development Based Agriculture Transformation Plan-V2025 30.06.2020 

2. Establishment of Climate Change & Environment Section 30.06.2020 

3. Inspector General Development Project, Quetta Balochistan 30.06.2020 

4. Institutional Cooperation Program (Norwegian Grant) 31.12.2017 

5. Centre of Excellence PPMI 30.06.2019 

6. Restructuring, Institutional Strengthening and Capacity Building of Energy Wing 31.12.2018 

7. Support and Monitoring of High Impact New Initiatives Vision 2025. 30.01.2019 

8. Up-gradation of Jawaid Azfar Computer Centre 30.06.2020 

9. Construction of PPMI Complex 30.06.2019 

10. Feasibility Research/Study on Cluster Development Based Industrial 

Transformation Plan-Vision 2025 (PC-II) 

30.06.2018 

11. Research Study on Cluster Development based Mineral Transformation Plan 

Vision 2025 

30.06.2019 

12. Integrated Transport Infrastructure Planning and Management Unit 31.12.2018 

13. Pakistan Productivity, Quality and Innovation Initiatives 26.04.2019 

14. Research/Feasibility Studies and Workshop 30.06.2020 

15. Monitoring of PSDP Financed Projects 30.04.2020 

Audit observed as under:  

i. Neither the list of physical assets i.e. furniture fixture, machinery & equipment, 

computers and vehicles was prepared by the Project authorities nor the assets handed 

over to the Ministry till 29.01.2021. 
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ii. The project at Sr. No. 3 is situated at Quetta and the assets of the project are still lying 

in the Quetta (in the premises of Governor House) but no effort was made to take over 

the assets by the Ministry till 29.01.2021. Both the financial and operational closing of 

the project are pending despite lapse of considerable period.  

The management replied that I again refer here the letter of this section dated 13th November 

2019 as Annex-A of 0S-09 wherein S.No. 10 (Annex-E) indicating the handing over of assets (moveable 

and immoveable) to the Ministry. The Accounts Officer PPMI intimated that complete record of all 

physical assets acquired in the projects title Up-gradation of PPMI phase-II and project titled Up-

gradation of PPMI Center of Excellence have been maintained.  

The reply is not convincing as no record regarding handing over of assets of closed projects to 

the Ministry was produced to Audit. No detail of assets of remaining 12 closed project was provided to 

Audit. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that whereabouts of physical assets of remaining 12 closed projects along 

with their inventory maintained by the Ministry be provided to Audit.  

28.5.7 Wastage of public money on Development Communication Project instead of 

hiring services of a PRO – Rs 616.401 million 

The project titled “Development Communication Project” was started on 28.10.2013 and 

subsequently revised on 29.03.2018 and 04.11.2020 by CDWP with revised cost of Rs 616.401 million. 

According to revised PC-I, objectives of the project are as follows: 

i. To promote Government as a visible, accessible and proactive development actor; 

ii. To disseminate key information and build awareness on national development 

processes, policies and initiatives amongst target audience at national and 

informational level; 

iii. To initiate two-way dialogue with the citizens for community-based and participatory 

sustainable development measures; 

iv. To engage citizens as primary stakeholders and partners in development process; 

v. To maintain consistent and uniform policy information, messaging and advocacy 

across all tires of government, by building synergies where necessary; and 

vi. To create and manage public knowledge resource and data bank on development 

sector issues. 

vii. To increase the newsworthiness of development and economy related stories. 

viii. To ensure appropriate media coverage of economic events and development projects 

of the country. 

Audit observed during scrutiny of the record and discussion with the management that a full-

fledge project worth of  Rs 616.401 million is being run by the Project Director instead of hiring services 

of a Public Relation Officer (PRO) from Pakistan Information Department (PID). Audit noted that a 

PRO was working in the Planning Division and instead of up-skilling a PRO to use different publicity 

platform, a full fledge costly project is being run by Planning Division itself. 
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The management is un-necessarily spending public resources by developing the project and 

rolling it over and over again. 

The management replied that under the revised resolution of Planning Commission, promotion 

of development disclosure in the country towards participatory and collaborative planning and 

development in the mandate of this Ministry. A post of Member has been created in the Commission. 

The Development Communication Project has been launched as a follow-up of the decision of the 

Government of Pakistan.  

The reply of the management is not tenable as a professionally trained PRO from PID is the 

best fit for the job. Besides, PRO would be economically effective as compared to expenditure of Rs 

616 million in shape of full fledge project.  

Audit strongly recommends that Planning Division may hire the services of a PRO from 

Information Group for doing the needful. Audit further recommends that the project may be closed/not 

prolonged further so that wastage of public money may be avoided. 

28.5.8 Lack of Quality Assessment Framework of Data Sources in Policy-Oriented 

Research Project executed by PIDE - Rs 1756 million 

The project titled Competitive Grants Program for Policy- Oriented Research was approved by 

CDWP in 9th April, 2020 at a cost of Rs 1756 million. The project is being executed by Pakistan 

Institute of Development Economics (PIDE). The project aim is to utilize scarce resources and to meet 

the emerging challenges of 21st century; there is a need for better planning which can not be done 

without sound research. 

According to PC-I of project, major objectives of the project are as follows: 

i. To create a platform for funding competitive research across economic and other social 

science and public policy research and researchers interested in Pakistan, primarily at 

Pakistani institutions but with a limited participation throughout the world. An 

important aspect of the design was that the research project ideas, which together 

would constitute a national research agenda, would percolate up from the applicants. 

ii. To ensure a credible and transparent peer review process for the submitted proposals 

involving the best talent within Pakistan as well as internationally. 

iii. To develop professional networking tools such as seminars and conferences through 

the country to develop greater connections between researchers and evolve 

professional and research networks over time. 

iv. To provide a multifaceted review process that would promote circulation in the public 

domain of policy-relevant research papers and peer-reviewed publications from the 

projects selected for funding. 

Audit observed during scrutiny of record and discussion with the management that PIDE has 

not developed a framework or mechanism to assess the validity and truthfulness of data gathered by the 

researchers. Since the data gathered or to be gathered in future is mostly qualitative in nature. Therefore, 

checking the authenticity of data is crucial to get the objectives of the project. Without putting in place 

quality assessment framework to check the authenticity of data may jeopardize the objectives of the 

project and that may result in wastage of public money. 
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Audit recommends that the management of the project immediately design a framework to 

assess the authenticity of data, and develop tools to check whether data has been actually collected from 

source or artificially developed. The frame work may be designed, implemented and monitored by the 

project management. The quality assessment frame work of data sources may be share with audit. 

The management has not submitted replies within given timeframe and till finalization of the 

report. 

It is strongly recommended that before release of the next instalment of the funds to researchers, 

the framework must have been implemented, so that an excellent quality research may be conducted 

and input may help policy makers. 

28.5.9 Wastage of public money due to non-achieving objectives of CPEC Support 

Project – Rs 732 million 

The project titled “China-Pakistan Economic Corridor Support (3rd Revised)” was approved 

by CDWP on 19.10.2017 with a total cost of Rs 732 Million on 19th October, 2020. According to 

revised PC-I, major objectives of the project are to establish/strengthen China-Pak Economic Corridor 

Secretariat in the Ministry of Planning, Development and Reform, Islamabad for overall coordination 

and implementation of China-Pakistan Economic corridor projects/activities in collaboration with the 

concerned line ministries as detailed below:-  

i. Facilitate, coordinate, monitor and evaluate the Program and projects under line 

ministries. 

ii. Provide a much needed platform for multi sector coordination and a consultative, 

informed' approach to trade and transport reforms and policy formulation. 

iii. Enhance capacity and provide policy governance advice to support GoP's transport and 

energy infrastructure modernization agenda in this context of regional connectivity 

iv. Enable the related Ministries to use innovative modes of implementing and financing 

project and  tap modern sources of financing 

v. Provide secretarial services for procurement o sector specialists for each sector 

(railways, roads ports, and trade projects and the required technical experts) 

vi. To work and coordinate efforts for social sector development of the country, people to 

people exchanges, ensure transfer of knowledge, provide informed and researched 

based data to implement CPEC projects in a smooth and steady manner and capture the 

window of opportunity for structural transformation in Pakistan 

vii. To support coordination with Local / International institutions / Think tanks for 

preparing policies, research for leveraging Pakistan's SEZ.  

viii. To coordinate efforts for implementing of Long Term Plan. 

During the course of audit, it has been observed that the project employees are not working on 

the core objectives of the project rather they have been working as support staff to the Chairman CPEC 

Authority.  

The management replied that as per direction by the competent authority, all CPECSP officers 

and staff are currently working on the project activities as well as the providing support to CPEC 

Authority, until the time is becomes fully functional. 
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The reply is not acceptable as the management did not responds to the observations raised by 

Audit. 

Audit recommends that since the project is not achieving its objectives, therefore, it is 

recommended that an inquiry may be held in this regard and project may be closed so that further, 

wastage of public money may be prevented. The inquiry report may also be share with audit. 

28.5.10 Wastage of public money due to non-achieving objectives of the project - Rs 

350 million 

The project titled “Institutional Strengthening and Efficiency Enhancement of Planning 

Commission/Ministry of Planning, Development and Reform” was approved by CDWP in 27.04.2017 

with total cost of Rs 350 million. 

According to PC-I of “Institutional Strengthening and Efficiency Enhancement” objectives are 

as follow: 

i. There is a need to enhance the efficiency of the organization so that it can perform its 

enhanced functions more efficiently. 

ii. The project envisages the induction of experienced experts /specialist /advisors 

/consultants etc having vast experience in economic and technical areas to perform a 

specific job or to supervise/ assist the functions of the existing sections of the Planning 

Commission as and when required for the period to be determined by the appointing 

authority under contractual agreements. 

iii. The project objectives closely related to the sectoral objectives i.e Financial Reforms, 

Capacity Building, E-Governance, Effective preparation and implementation of plans. 

During scrutiny of the record and discussion with the management, audit observed that project 

objectives of “Institutional Strengthening and Efficiency Enhancement” has not been achieved so far. 

However, an expense of Rs 14.64 million has been made on account of salaries of employees during 

the financial year 2020-21 while Rs 10.61 million has been utilized on renovation of Conference Rooms.  

The project is demand driven to procure equipments, furniture etc on need basis. The project 

have been closed on 31.12.2021 and an amount of Rs 77 million have been utilized. PC-IV of the project 

has already been submitted. 

The reply of the management is not acceptable as the management executed a project for 

procurement of equipment & furniture and hired various persons.    

Audit recommends that the management may inquire the matter, fix responsibility and avoid 

misuse of public money in future. 
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CHAPTER 29 

PRIME MINISTER’S SECRETARIAT (PUBLIC) 

29.1 Introduction 

The office of Prime Minister was created immediately after the establishment and the 

creation of Pakistan in 1947. Originally, the Prime Minister was given central executive 

powers, which were later reduced as the power of the Governor General. Liaquat Ali Khan was 

the first Prime Minister appointed in 1947 but was assassinated in 1951. From 1951 till 1957, 

the country saw the tenuring of seven different Prime Ministers.  

In 1956, Parliament of Pakistan adopted the 1956 constitution, replacing the Governor 

General with President of Pakistan. However, the office was disbanded by President Iskandar 

Mirza and, in a coup led by his successor General Ayub Khan in 1958. General Ayub Khan 

replaced the 1956 parliamentary constitution with 1962 Presidential system, completely 

dissolving the Prime Minister Secretariat. From 1958 until 1970, there was no prime minister 

as the country had the Presidential system.  

Following the imposition of the Constitution of Pakistan, 1973 the office of Prime 

Minister regained, and architect of this constitution, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto became the elected 

Prime minister of Pakistan. The constitution of 1973 provided the parliamentary system to 

Pakistan as President of Pakistan as figurehead.  

The Prime Minister is elected by the people-elected National Assembly, members of 

which are elected by popular vote. Most commonly, the leader of the party or coalition with 

the most votes becomes the Prime Minister. The Prime Minister is responsible for appointing 

a cabinet as well as running the government operations, taking and authorizing the executive 

decisions and appointments recommendations also need the executive confirmation of the 

Prime Minister. 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited 

 (FY-2018-19) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited 

 (FY 2018-19)  

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 1 1 1,317.657  - 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 

1 -  -  - 

3 Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 

- -  -  - 

4 Foreign Aided Project 

(FAP) 

- -  -  - 

 

29.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Prime Minister’s Office (Public) for the financial year 2020-21 

was Rs.336 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of Rs.333 million. The Division 

had 1 current grant. Grant-wise detail is as under: 
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(Rupees in million) 
Grant 

No. 

Type of 

Grant 

Original 

Grant 

Supp 

Grant 

Surrender (-) Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

11 Current 474 0 -138 336 333 -2 -73% 

 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget estimates, 

the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand that budget 

processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and assumptions and a 

coordinated calendar of activity.  

In case of current expenditure the 29.69% of savings in expenditure w.r.t original allocation 

increased to 73% w.r.t final allocation, as depicted in the graph below: 

 

29.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.  11.20million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Prime Minister's Secretariat (Public). Summary of the audit observations 

classified by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities    0.00 

B Procurement related irregularities  

C Management of account with commercial banks  

D Recovery  

E Internal Control   11.20 

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others  

 

29.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Name 
Audit 

Year 

Total 

No. of 

No. of 

Actionable 

Points Issued 

Compliance 
Non/Partial 

Compliance 

 % of 

Compliance  
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Audit 

Paras 

Planning 

Development & 

Reforms 

2000-01 12 12 12 0 100% 

2008-09 14 14 14 0 100% 

Total  26 26 26 0 100% 

 

29.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Prime Minister’s Secretariat (Public) 

29.5.1 Irregular Appointment of Senior Associate at Senior Management Position 

without relevant experience 

Applications were invited for the positions of Senior Associate in MP-II in Prime Minister’s 

Office (Public) Islamabad through daily Dawn Islamabad dated 14.07.2019. Qualification for the post 

was 16 years Master’s Degree or equivalent and minimum 08 years relevant experience at Senior 

Management Positions in institutions of high repute from both national and international markets. 

Mr. Nadeem Shaukat and Ms. Sadia Abbasi were appointed as Senior Associate (MP-II) for 

Prime Minister’s Strategic Reforms Implementation Unit in PMO Public Islamabad for a period of two 

years w.e.f. 07.10.2019 and 11.11.2019 respectively. 

Audit observed that appointment of Mr. Nadeem Shaukat was irregular as he did not possess 

relevant 8 years’ experience at Senior Management Positions because experience certificates issued by 

the United Nations Development Program, Islamabad revealed that he worked as joint program support 

officer in UNDP from 17.06.2009 to 31.12.2012 which cannot be treated as a relevant experience at 

Senior Management Position. Similarly, he worked as visiting faculty in Roots College International 

Islamabad w.e.f. 01.09.2013 to 27.08.2018 which again cannot be treated as a relevant experience at 

Senior Management Position. 

Audit further observed that appointment of Ms. Sadia Abbasi was irregular as she completed 

her 16 years education in December 2010 and MPhil. in Computer Sciences in 2016 from Muhammad 

Ali Jinnah University Islamabad Campus and MPhil. in Project Management from Capital University 

of Science and Technology, Islamabad campus in 2018. Therefore, she remained a student from 2010 

to 2018 and did not work at senior management position resulting in lack of 8 years relevant experience. 

Audit is of the view that appointment of Mr. Nadeem Shaukat and Ms. Sadia Abbasi without 

required experience at Senior Management Positions was irregular. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for irregular appointment of Senior 

Associate without relevant experience. 

29.5.2 Irregular payment in cash through DDO - Rs. 11.196 millions 

Rule 157(1) of the Federal Treasury Rules states that cheques drawn in favour of Government 

officers and departments in settlement of Government dues shall always be crossed "A/c payee only not 

negotiable'. 

The management of PM’s office Public made payments in cash through DDO amounting to Rs 

11,196,481 during the financial years 2018-19 and 2019-20. 

Audit observed that payment in cash through DDO on various accounts was irregular and in 

violation of Rule 157(1) of FTR. 
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Audit is of the view that payment in cash through DDO is irregular and in violation of Rule 

167(1) of the FTR. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for irregular payment in cash through DDO. 
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CHAPTER 30 

MINISTRY OF RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS AND INTERFAITH HARMONY 

30.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following 

main business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions. 

1. Pilgrimage beyond Pakistan; Muslim pilgrims’ visits to India.  

2. Ziarat and Umra and Welfare and safety of pilgrims and Zairian. 

3. Islamic studies and research including holding of seminars, conferences, etc., on 

related subjects.  

4. Training and education of Ulemas and Khatibs etc.  

5. Error-free and exact printing and publishing of the Holy Quran.  

6. Exchange of visits of scholars.  

7. Ruet-e-Hilal.  

8. Tabligh.  

9. Observance of Islamic Moral Standards.  

10. Donations for religious purposes and propagation of Islamic Ideology abroad.  

11. Marriage and divorce, infants and minor's adoption.  

12. Policy and legislation with regard to interfaith harmony.  

13. International agreements and commitments in respect of all religious communities and 

implementation thereof.  

14. Representation of Pakistan at UN Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination 

to Minorities.  

 

ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS / AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. Hajj and Umrah Directorate (06) subordinate offices.  

ii. Council of Islamic Ideology. 

iii. Pakistan Madrassah Education Board. 

iv. Evacuee Trust Property Board. 

v. National Commission for Minorities. 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited 

 (FY 2020-21)  
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Rs. in million Rs. in million 

1 Formations 10 2 166.513  

2 
Assignment Accounts (Excluding 

FAP) 

- - - - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

33 4 84.875 - 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) - - - - 

 

30.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Religious Affairs And Interfaith Harmony Division for 

the financial year 2020-21 was Rs.2,055.24 million, out of which the Division expended an 

amount of Rs.1,940.29 million. The Division had 3 current grant. Grant-wise detail of current 

and development expenditure is as under: 

Grant  

No. 

Type of  

Grant 

Original  

Grant 

Supplementary. 

 Grant 

Surrender  

(-) 

Final  

Grant 

Actual  

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

 % age 

Excess/ 

(Saving)  

136 Current 395.70 0.00 -4.94 390.76 341.58 -49.18 -12.59% 

137 Current 574.41 1,000.00 -2.88 1,571.54 1,506.71 -64.82 -4.12% 

138 Current 189.09 1,000.00 -96.16 92.94 92.00 -0.94 -1.01% 

  Grand Total 1,159.21 2,000.00 -103.97 2,055.24 1,940.29 -114.94 -5.59% 

Audit noted that there was an overall saving of Rs.114.94 million, which was due to 

saving in Current grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget 

estimates, the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand 

that budget processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and 

assumptions and a coordinated calendar of activity.  

In current expenditure the 67.38% of saving in expenditure w.r.t original allocation 

reduced to 5.59% of savings in expenditure w.r.t final allocation, as depicted in the graph 

below: 
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30.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.  43.34million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Ministry Of Religious Affairs And Interfaith Harmony. Summary of 

the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  

B Procurement related irregularities  

C Management of account with commercial banks   43.34 

D Recovery  

E Internal Control  

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others  

 

30.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2012-13 6 0 0 6 - 

2013-14 7 6 1 6 17 

2014-15 4 4 2 2 50 

2015-16 25 0 0 25 - 

2016-17 11 4 1 10 25 

2019-20 12 0 0 12 - 

2020-21 20 0 0 20 - 

Total 85 14 4 81 29 

 

30.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Directorate of Hajj, Peshawar 

30.5.1 Irregular Maintenance of Personal Ledger Account - Rs.43.339 million 

According to Paragraph 2(a) of Hajj Pilgrims Welfare Fund Rules,1990,’’welfare fund 

Account means the PLS account or Term Deposit Account opened in Pakistan with any 

Nationalized Commercial Bank or national Saving Centre and in Saudi Arabia with the 

National Bank of Pakistan”. 

According to the S.No. (ii) of the Finance Division O.M. No.F.3(4)-DS(BR-II) 

/2008,dated: the 06.10.2008 Islamabad “The existing Personal Ledger Accounts 

(PLAs)/Special Drawing Accounts (SDAs) would be replaced with the Assignment Account 

to be opened by Ministries, Divisions and Departments under F.T.R.170-B with effect from 

1st October, 2008”. 
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The management of Directorate Hajj Peshawar maintained a Personal Ledger Account 

since its inception of the account for the management the Pilgrims Welfare Fund and a total 

amount of Rs.43,339,974 was received from the MORA during the financial year 2012 to 2020. 

Audit observed that the management failed to discontinue the PLA and obtain sanction 

for opening of assignment Account or depositing the receipts into PLS/TDA. 

Audit is of the view that maintenance of PLA was a violation of the orders of the 

government ibid. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the practice of personal ledger account should be discontinued and it 

may be ensured that Assignment Account shall be maintained. 
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CHAPTER 31 

MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

31.1 Introduction 

As per Schedule II [Rule 3 (3)] Distribution of Business among the Divisions read with 

Schedule III [rule-4(4)] Rules of Business 1973 (As amended up to 23rd April, 2019) following 

main business have been assigned to the Division amongst the other functions. 

1. Establishment of science cities.  

2. Establishment of institutes and laboratories for research and development in the 

scientific and technological fields.  

3. Establishment of science universities as specifically assigned by the Federal 

Government.  

4. Planning, coordination, promotion and development of science and technology 

monitoring and evaluation of research and development works, including scrutiny of 

development projects and coordination of development programmes in this field.  

5. Promotion of applied research and utilization of results of research in the scientific and 

technological fields carried out at home and abroad.  

6. Guidance to the research institutions in the Federation as well as the provinces in the 

fields of applied scientific and technological research.  

7. Coordination of utilization of manpower for scientific and technological research. 

8. Promotion and development of industrial technology.  

9. Promotion of scientific and technological contacts and liaison nationally and 

internationally, including dealings and agreements with other countries and 

international organizations.  

10. Initiate promotional measures for establishment of venture capital companies for 

technological development and growth. 

11. Support to NGOs concerned with development of science and technology.  

12. Promotion of metrology Standards, Testing and Quality Assurance System. 

ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS / AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. National Commission for Science and Technology. 

ii. Pakistan Council of Scientific and Industrial Research. 

iii. Council for Works and Housing Research.  

iv. Pakistan Science Foundation.  

v. National Institute of Electronics. 

vi. Pakistan Council of Science and Technology. 
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vii. National Institute of Oceanography. 

viii. STEDEC Technology Commercialization Corporation of Pakistan (Private) Limited.  

ix. National University of Sciences and Technology.  

x. Pakistan Standards and Quality Control Authority (PSQCA).  

xi. Prescription of standards and measures for quality control of manufactured goods. 

xii. Establishment of standards of weights and measures.  

xiii. Development, deployment and demonstration of renewable sources of energy.  

xiv. Pakistan National Accreditation Council (PNAC).  

xv. Pakistan Council of Renewable Energy Technologies (PCRET).  

xvi. COMSATS Institute of Information Technology.  

xvii. Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC). 

xviii. Pakistan Halal Authority.  

xix. National University of Science & Technology. 

 

 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited 

 (FY 2020-21)  

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 80 10 6,663.964 10,857.036 

2 
Assignment Accounts (Excluding 

FAP) 

9 - - - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

41 10 11,879.933 - 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) - - - - 

 

31.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the Science and Technology Division for the financial year 

2020-21 was Rs.11,782.92 million, out of which the Division expended an amount of 

Rs.11,503.14 million. The Division had 2 current grant and 1 development grant. Grant-wise 

detail of current and development expenditure is as under: 

Grant 

 No. 

Type of  

Grant 

Original  

Grant 

Supplementary 

 Grant 

Surrender  

(-) 

Final 

 Grant 

Actual  

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

 % age 

Excess/ 

(Saving)  

139 Current 311.17 0.00 -45.71 265.47 260.68 -4.78 -1.80% 

140 Current 9,371.09 317.00 0.00 9,688.09 9,680.45 -7.65 -0.08% 

 Current Total 9,682.27 317.00 -45.71 9,953.56 9,941.13 -12.43 -0.12% 

179 Development 4,458.07 0.00 -2,628.71 1,829.36 1,562.02 -20.08 -1.10% 

 Grand Total 14,140.34 317.00 -2,674.42 11,782.92 11,503.14 -32.51 -0.28% 
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Audit noted that there was an overall savings of Rs.32.51 million, which was due to 

less expenditure in the grants. 

Supplementary Grants obtained without careful cash forecasting  

According to Para 71 of General Financial Rules (Volume I), while framing budget 

estimates, the authorities should exercise utmost foresight. Rules of good governance demand 

that budget processes are carried out in accordance with clearly defined expectations and 

assumptions and a coordinated calendar of activity.  

Dividing the total allocation into current and development expenditure it is observed 

that there was savings of 59.16% with respect to Original grant which reduced to savings of 

1.10% w.r.t Final Grant in case of development expenditure. In case of current expenditure the 

29.91% of savings in expenditure w.r.t original allocation reduced to 0.12% w.r.t final 

allocation, as depicted in the graph below: 

 

31.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.1,467.43million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Ministry Of Science And Technology. Summary of the audit observations 

classified by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record    0.00 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  144.14 

B Procurement related irregularities   85.52 

C Management of account with commercial banks  174.63 

D Recovery  732.62 

E Internal Control   48.65 

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others  281.87 
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31.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2010-11 5 5 2 3 40 

2011-12 3 0 0 3 - 

2012-13 6 0 0 6 - 

2013-14 3 3 2 1 67 

2014-15 5 0 0 5 - 

2015-16 2 2 0 2 - 

2016-17 24 18 0 24 - 

2017-18 2 2 1 1 50 

2018-19 3 3 0 3 - 

2019-20 18 0 0 18 - 

2020-21 12 0 0 12 - 

Total 83 33 5 78 15 

 

31.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Pakistan Engineering Council 

31.5.1 Irregular procurement without open tender – Rs.37.02 million 

Rule 9 of PPRA Rules states that “Save as otherwise provided and subject to the regulation 

made by the Authority, with the prior approval of the Federal Government, a procuring agency shall 

announce in an appropriate manner all proposed procurements for each financial year and shall proceed 

accordingly without any splitting or regrouping of the procurements so planned. The annual 

requirements thus determined would be advertised in advance on the Authority's website as well as on 

the website of the procuring agency in case the procuring agency has its own website.” 

The management of Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC) Islamabad incurred expenditure 

of Rs.37.02 million on procurement under various heads during 2017-18 to 2019-20 detail is as follows: 

Finanical Year Items Amount 

2017-18 Office Equipment & Appliances HQ 5,510,944 

Stationery  11,799,257 

2018-19 Office Equipment & Appliances HQ 3,266,292 

Stationery  11,656,429 

2019-20 Office Equipment & Appliances HQ 3,692,323 

Stationery  1,095,106 

Total 37,020,351 

Audit observed that the management made the procurement on quotation basis in violation of 

the direction of the PPRA. 

Audit is of the view that procurements made on quotation basis resulted in loss to the funds of 

PEC in shape of non-competitive rates. 

The management replied that all procurements were made as per PPRA Rules. Mostly 

procurement was carried out as per requirement emerged from time to time based on the nature of work 

and emergency situation. The procurement has also been made through tendering process where it was 

required. However, the suggestion for preparation of annual procurement plan is noted and will be 

complied for future procurement as per annual plan. 

Department accepted the audit point of view. 
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The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends preparation of annual procurement plans as per PPRA rules under 

intimation to Audit. 

National Physical and Standards Laboratory (NPSL), Islamabad 

31.5.2 Loss due to purchase of Reference Power Analyzer from highest bidders -Rs. 

3.731 million 

Rule 20 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that save as otherwise provided hereinafter, 

the procuring agencies shall use open competitive bidding as the principal method of procurement for 

the procurement of goods, services and works.  

Rule 2(h)(i)(ii) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that the “lowest evaluated bid” means, 

a bid most closely conforming to evaluation criteria and other conditions specified in the bidding 

document; and having lowest evaluated cost.  

The management of National Physical and Standards Laboratory (NPSL), Islamabad incurred 

expenditure of Rs. 4.622 million on purchase of Reference Power Analyzer (RPA) from M/s Mushko 

from the Project titled “Establishment of Proficiency Laboratory (PT Lab)” during 2015-16.  

Audit observed that the financial bid offered by M/s Prescon for the RPA was Rs. 0.981 million 

but the management of NPSL ignored the same and RPA offered by M/s Mushko at highest quoted bid 

of Rs. 4.622 million was procured, which caused loss of Rs. 3.731 million to the exchequer. 

Audit is of the view that procurement of RPA from highest quoted bidder by ignoring the lowest 

quoted rates is undue favour and loss to government. 

The management replied that Technical Evaluation was made against BMR Specification of 

Equipment; such as, Accuracy, Range, Made, Applications, etc. The Best option amongst the three 

shortlisted equipment was procured. They said that the RPA offered by M/s Prescon did not meet the 

above features and functions.  

The reply of the management is not accepted because, if the RPA offered by M/s Prescon were 

not of required specifications / features then it would not be technically qualified. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the matter be inquired beside responsibility be fixed on the person(s) 

concerned. 

31.5.3 Irregular and unauthorized opening and operation of 05 Private Bank 

Accounts - Rs. 174.625 million  

Section 10 (2) of the Pakistan Council of Scientific and Industrial Research Act, 1973 states 

that the Council may open a deposit account with the State Bank of Pakistan or with any agency of the 

State Bank other than a Government Treasury or, with the approval of the Federal Government, with 

any other bank. 

The management of the National Physical and Standards Laboratory (NPSL), Islamabad 

operating 05 bank accounts in Allied Bank Limited (ABL) during 2014-15 to 2019-20. Detail is as 

under: 
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S.No. Title of Account Bank Name Account No. 

1. Services and Contracts ABL 8257-0 

2. Pension Fund ABL 8258-1 

3. Social Welfare Fund ABL 8260-5 

4. Revolving Fund ABL 8259-2 

5. Scientist club ABL 8261-6 

6. Upgradation of BMR ABL 2590-3 

Audit observed that the accounts were opened in Allied Bank Limited without approval 

of Federal Government. 

Audit further observed that an amount of Rs. 174.625 million were remained in these accounts 

and utilized by the NPSL irregularly. 

Audit is of the view that opening of bank accounts without approval of the Federal Government, 

as required by the PCSIR Act and holding & utilization of receipts was irregular and unauthorized. 

The management replied that in the light of PCSIR Act Section 10 (2) the Council may open a 

deposit account with the State Bank of Pakistan or with any agency of the State Bank other than a 

Government Treasury or, with the approval of the Federal Government, with any other bank. Further, 

as per Finance Division letter No. 6(1)BR-II/2000-Vol-II-581 dated 21.07.2001, the working balances 

can be deposited with ABL along with other designated banks mentioned in the above said letter. 

The reply of the management is not acceptable because Section 10 (2) clearly indicates that the 

Council may open a deposit account in any other bank only with the approval of Federal Government. 

Therefore, approval of Member Finance of PCSIR Head Office approval may not be construed the 

approval of Federal Government. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the matter be inquired and responsibility be fixed on person(s) 

concerned. 

Pakistan Standard Quality Control Authority 

31.5.4 Non-Recovery of marking fees against -Rs. 520.838 million 

In terms of Para-26 of Federal Treasury Rules Vol-1 “Para to any special arrangement, that 

may be authorized by competent authority with respect to any particular class of receipts, it is the duty 

of departmental controlling officer to see that sums due to Government are regularly and promptly 

assessed, realized and duly credited in the public account”. 

Further Para 28 of GFR Vol-1 “No amount due to Government should be left outstanding 

without sufficient reason, and where any dues appears to be irrecoverable the orders of competent 

authority for their adjustment must be sought”. 

The management of the Pakistan Standards and Quality Control Authority, Karachi was in 

receipt of marking fee in light of notification of Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Science & 

Technology Islamabad SRO No. 29 (KE) 2008 dated 27th February 2008.  

Audit observed that an amount of Rs. 520,838,475 was outstanding against M/s. Lucky Cement 

Limited and Unilever Pakistan Limited on account of marking fees. Details are as under: 

Name of Firm Period Amount 

Lucky Cement Limited July 2017 to 30 June, 2021 506,482,044 
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Unilever Pakistan. Ltd  July 2020 to June, 2021 14,356,431 

Total 520,838,475 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of amount in question is a serious negligence on the part 

of the management which resulted in loss to public exchequer. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommend that the amount may be recovered under intimation to Audit. 

31.5.5 Irregular payment of incentive share to employees - Rs. 136.033 million 

Rule 11 of PSQCA Service Regulations, 2015 states that the employees of the Authority shall 

be entitled for pay and allowances and other allied facilities as admissible to the Civil Servants of the 

Federation. 

The management of PSQCA, Karachi incurred expenditure of Rs. 136.033 million on payment 

of incentive share to employees @ 10% of gross revenue during the Financial Year 2020-21. Detail is 

given below: 

S.No. Cheque No. Date Amount 

1. 85616012 dated 24.07.2020 53,762,541 

2. 85616011 dated 24.07.2020 4,993,967 

3. 11443410 dated 02.02.2021 325.081 

4. 11443411 dated 02.02.2021 69,169,980 

5. 11443413 dated 02.02.2021 479,155 

6. 11443424 dated 02.02.2021 6,023.329 

7. 211443483 dated 19.02.2021 706.590 

8. 211443484 dated 19.02.2021 549,541 

9. 11443293 dated 18.03.2021 23,228 

Total 136,033,412 

Audit observed that the payment of incentive share was made to the employees in violation of 

the regulations. 

Audit is of the view that payment of incentive was irregular and unauthorized. 

Neither management replied nor DAC was convened till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the unauthorized payment may be recovered.  

31.5.6 Unauthorized expenditure on payment of house rent ceiling - Rs. 8.108 million 

Ministry of Housing & Works O.M. No. F.4 (8)/ 92-Policy Dated: 18.10.2011 states that there 

are only six specified stations for the purpose of rental ceiling throughout Pakistan which are Islamabad, 

Rawalpindi, Lahore, Quetta, Peshawar and Karachi.  

Rule 11 of PSQCA Service Regulations, 2015 states that the employees of the Authority shall 

be entitled for pay and allowances and other allied facilities as admissible to the Civil Servants of the 

Federation. 

The management of PSQCA, Karachi paid Rs. 8,108,031 to officers/ officials as rent of 

residential buildings at Gujranwala, Multan, Hyderabad, Faisalabad, Hub, Bahawalpur and Sukker 

during the Financial Year 2020-21.  

Audit observed that the house rent ceiling was paid for non-specified stations in violation of 

the regulations.  
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Audit is of the view that payment of house rent ceiling for non-specified stations was irregular 

and unauthorized. 

The management replied that payment of rent of residential building for non-specified stations 

has been stopped from January 2021. 

The management has accepted the irregularity. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends recovery of irregular payment of house rent ceiling. 

PCSIR- Establishment of Technical Training Center for Precision Mechanics and 

Instrument Technology, Gwadar 

31.5.7 Unauthorized payment to contractor without provision in PC-I/ BoQ - Rs. 

29.301 million 

According to 2.86 of B&R Code, the authority granted by a sanction to an estimate must remain 

strictly limited to the precise objects for which the estimate was intended. If after the accord of technical 

sanction, alterations are contemplated, orders of the original sanctioning authority should be obtained 

even though no additional expenditure is involved.  

The management of the project Establishment of Technical Training Centre for Precision 

Mechanics and Instrument Technology, Gwadar Balochistan awarded construction of Administration 

&Academic Block and Workshop Building to M/S Sheikh Dhani Bux & Co vide work order No. 

PSCIR/HQ/DW/Admin & Academic PSTC Gwadar/2017 dated 19-06-2017 for financial Year 2018-

19 & 2019-20.  

Audit observed that the contractor executed extra items of works amounting to Rs. 29.304 

million which were not included in the BoQ. Details are as under: 

(Rupees) 
Work item Work Qty rate Amount 

providing and laying sand filling of approved quantity  Construction 

of Administration 

and Academic 

Block 

25605 49.17 1,258,997 

Providing & laying porcelain tiles for flooring 2' x 2' make 

master tile  31541.64 697 21,984,523 

Providing & laying porcelain tiles for skirting 1 adoo 2' X6" 

make master tile  6275 356 2,233,900 

providing and laying sand filling of approved quantity  Work Shop 

Building 

26330 49.17 1,294,646 

Providing & laying porcelain tiles for flooring 2' x 2' make 

master tile  3379 697 2,355,316 

Providing & laying porcelain tiles for skirting 1 adoo 2' X6" 

make master tile  495 356 176,341 

Total 29,303,723 

Audit view that executing of work beyond the scope of PC-1 and BoQ and payment to 

contractor is unauthorized which resulted in loss to Government exchequer amounting to Rs. 

29,303,723. 

Neither management replied nor convened DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that that the extra payment made to the contractor may be recovered besides 

fixing responsibility. 
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31.5.8 Recovery/Overpayment due to excess quantity of earth work– Rs.6,917,098 

Para 209 (d) of CPWA Code, states that as all payments for work done are made on the basis 

of quantities recorded in the Measurement Book (MB), it is incumbent upon the person taking 

measurements to record the quantities clearly and accurately. He would also work out and enter in the 

MB the figure for the contents or area. As per Para 56 of CPWD Code, Technical Sanctioned Estimate 

is a guarantee that the proposals are structurally sound and that the estimates are accurately calculated 

and based on adequate data. Material structural alterations require approval of original sanctioning 

authority.  

Para-2.86 of B&R Code, states “the authority granted by a sanction to an estimate must remain 

strictly limited to the precise objects for which the estimate was intended. If after the accord of technical 

sanction, alterations are contemplated, orders of the original sanctioning authority should be obtained 

even though no additional expenditure is involved”.  

Paras-16 and 220 of CPWA Code, states that “The Divisional and Sub Divisional Officers have 

to satisfy themselves before signing the bill that the quantities recorded in the MB, rates are correct, and 

calculation have been checked arithmetically.” 

The management of project Establishment of Technical Training Centre for Precision 

Mechanics and Instrument Technology, Gwadar Balochistan awarded contract of construction of 

Administration & Academic Block and Workshop Building to M/S Sheikh Dhani Bux & Co vide work 

order No. PSCIR/HQ/DW/Admin & Academic PSTC Gwadar/2017 dated 19-06-2017 for financial 

Year 2018-19 & 2019-20. 

Audit observed that the contractor executed excess quantities in some items in  ‘Construction 

of Administration & Academic Block’ and ‘Construction of Workshop Building’ resulting in excess 

payment of Rs. 15.894 million. Details are as under:\ 

(Rupees) 
S. 

No. 
Item 

Qty as 

per CA 

Qty as 

per MB 
Rate Difference Amount 

1 

Supplying earth from approved outside sources 

within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including 
digging, loading and unloading and filling in 

foundation trenches, plinth or under floor… 

40,478 200,698 2467 160,220 3,952,627.40 

2 
Providing and laying reinforced cement 
concrete using screened graded bajri 3/4 inch … 

8522 44519 17960 4,041 725,763.60 

3 

Supplying earth from approved outside sources 

within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including 

digging, loading and unloading … 

58,500 224,241 2467 183,763 4,533,433.21 

      9,211,824.21 

 Add Premimum 75% 3,508,793.25  

 Add Premimum 70% 3,173,403.25  

Total 15,894,020.71  

Audit is of views that the overpayment occurred due to weak internal controls and 

inadequate oversight mechanism for enforcing relevant rules and regulations. 

Neither management replied nor convened DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity besides recovery of the 

overpaid amount. 
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31.5.9 Overpayment to contractor for construction of underground water tank - Rs. 

8.619 million 

According to GFR-23, every Government officer should realize fully and clearly that he will 

be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or negligence on 

his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or negligence 

on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown that he contributed 

to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

During the course of audit of the project Director Establishment of Technical Training Centre 

for Precision Mechanics and Instrument Technology, Gwadar Balochistan for financial Year 2018-19 

& 2019-20, It was noted that the contract of construction of Administration & Academic Block and 

Workshop Building were awarded to M/S Sheikh Dhani Bux & Co vide work order No. 

PSCIR/HQ/DW/Admin & Academic PSTC Gwadar/2017 dated 19.06.2017. 

As per the cost summary (page 01, BOQ duly singed by Contractor, Consultant, project Direct 

and all members of tender opening committee) the total cost of 500 gallons underground water tank 

with 100 % premium was Rs.1,169,912. While scrutiny of record it was revealed that Payment 

amounting to Rs.9,789,692 was made to contractor as per total cost summary 5th running bill in MB(2) 

page 10 which resulted in overpayment of Rs.8,619,780 to contractor. Detail is given below: 

Particulars 

Cost as Per 

BoQ 

Premium 

(100%) 

Total Cost to 

be paid 

(actual) 

Payment made  

 to Contractor 

Overpayment to 

Contractor 

Construction of under 

Ground water tank -500 

gallon  *584,956 584,956 **1,169,912 ***9,789,692 8,619,780 

Reference 

*BOQ, Page 01 , Cost summary S,No.04  

** BOQ page 25-28items (89 to 104) 

*** MB(2) page No. 10,5th Running bill, total cost summary 

It is pertinent to mention here that neither specification of underground water tank were 

changed nor scope of subject item was enhances. But the overpayment of Rs. 8,619,780 was made to 

contractor which 737 % higher than of actual cost 

The local office replied during discussion that the size of underground water tank was increased 

but change in drawings, supporting Document or approval of competent authority were not shown to 

audit  

Audit views that overpayment to contractor is unauthorized, grave negligence on part of local 

office and undue favor to contractor which result in loss of Rs. 8,619,780 to Government exchequer.  

Neither management replied nor convened DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity besides recovery of the 

overpaid amount. 

31.5.10 Inadmissible payment to contractor on account of earthwork -  

Rs. 6.853 million  

According to Paras 16 and 220 of CPWA Code, the Divisional and Sub Divisional Officers 

have to satisfy themselves before signing the bill that the quantities recorded in the MB, rates are correct, 

and calculation have been checked arithmetically 
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During the course of audit of the project Director Establishment of Technical Training Centre 

for Precision Mechanics and Instrument Technology, Gwadar Balochistan for financial Year 2018-19 

& 2019-20, It was noted that the contract of construction of Administration & Academic Block and 

Workshop Building were awarded to M/S Sheikh Dhani Bux & Co vide work order No. 

PSCIR/HQ/DW/Admin & Academic PSTC Gwadar/2017 dated 19.06.2017 

It was noted that as MB (1). page 199, 5th Running bill, item No.05 Quantity of earth 158691 

Cft was excavated. The excavated quantity of earth was not utilized for the filling (foundations) and 

quantity of 200,698 Cft was supplied from outsource within radius of 8 Kms. Thus, the quantity of 

158,691 cft was paid in excess of Rs. 6.852 million. 

Audit is of the view that non-utilization of available excavated earth and suppling earth from 

outside source for refilling purpose is unjustified and undue favor to contactor which resulted in loss of 

Rs.6.852 million. 

Neither management replied nor convened DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity besides recovery of the 

overpaid amount. 

31.5.11 Non-Production of record to audit. 

Section 14of the Auditor General (Powers, Functions and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete form 

as possible and with all reasonable expedition and any person or authority hindering the auditorial 

functions of the Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action 

under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

The Project Director, Establishment of Technical Training Centre for Precision Mechanics and 

Instrument Technology, Gwadar Balochistan for financial Year 2018-19 & 2019-20, was requested to 

produce following record: 

1. Revised PC-1 duly approved and signed from the competent authority/ approval 

2. Administrative approval (original &revised) 

3. Bidding documents, bids and BoQs of M/s Zareef khan kabzi & Sons.  

4. Approval of CDWP for revised PC-1. 

5. Original BOQ, cost estimates approved from competent authority.  

6. Technical sanction of revised / original estimates.  

7. Feasibility study of project  

Despite repeated requests the management did not produce the record. 

Audit is of the view that non-production of record hindered the auditorial functions of the 

Auditor General of Pakistan. 

Neither management replied nor convened DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for hindering the auditorial functions of the 

Auditor General of Pakistan. 
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National Testing Service, Islamabad 

31.5.12 Irregular grant of Loan to COMSATS and subsequently writing it off – Rs. 

227.446 million 

Rule 5 (5)(b) (iii) of Corporate Governance Rules states that “where a director, 

executive or other employee has a conflict of interest in a particular matter, such person shall 

play no part in the relevant discussion, decision or action” 

Management of National Testing Service granted loans amounting of Rs.227.446 

million to COMSAT Virtual Campus during 2012 – 13 to 2014-15. Loans were granted with 

the approval of BoDs. Loans included payment of Rs. 1,476,830 on behalf of CIIT Virtual 

Campus, Karachi for purchase of Suzuki Bolans and another amount of Rs. 5,850,000 on 

account of purchase of USBs for COMSAT Virtual Campus. 

Subject loan of Rs.227.446 was approved to be written off in the 45th Board of 

Directors’ meeting held on 7th November, 2018  

Audit observed that loans were approved and written off in meetings of the BoDs 

consisting of directors who were holding offices of Rector, Registrar, Director and Treasurer 

in COMSAT University. 

Audit is of the view that grant of loan to COMSAT is irregular and unauthorized and 

caused a loss of Rs.227.446 to the National Testing Service, Islamabad. 

Department replied that the loan amounting Rs. 227 Million granted to COMSATS University, 

Virtual Campus (formerly known as COMSATS Institute of Information Technology Virtual Campus 

(CIIT-VC)) The said loan was written off in Financial Year 2018 – 2019 by National Testing Service – 

Pakistan (NTS)’ statutory auditors, GTI Anjum Rahman (Chartered Accountants).  

Initially, the M/S Horwath Hussain Chaudhry, Chartered Accountants in its Audit report for the 

Financial Year 2018 qualified the matter as the recovery of the loan was doubtful based on the order 

issued by the Higher Education Commission (HEC) for cessation of new admissions to CIIT-VC 

whereas NTS did not amortize the loan amounting Rs. 227,445,761 as required by IAS 39 Financial 

Instruments Recognition and Measurement accordingly.  

The matter was presented before the board in its 45th meeting held dated November 07, 2018 

for resolution and by exercising the powers as authorized in term of Section 183 (2) (L) (i) of the 

Companies Act, 2017 to write off bad debts, advances and receivables; the board decided to write off 

the loan of Rs. 227 million granted to CIIT-VC, during the period from 2012-13 to 2014-15. However, 

the board also advised the CEO, NTS to seek the opinion from both the auditors; M/S GTI Anjum 

Rahman, Chartered Accountants (Incoming) and M/S Horwath Hussain Chaudhry, Chartered 

Accountants (Outgoing) regarding determination of period in which it will be amortized/written off.  

However, no such opinion was received from the both in this regard. Subsequently, M/S GTI 

Anjum Rahman, Chartered Accountants written off the loan based on the board's approval together with 

the non-recoverability of it. The Audit report along with the Audited financials for Financial Year 2018 

– 2019. Moreover, the board has also endorsed the same in its 50th BoDs meeting. 

The subject audit observations under the Rules are not relevant due to following reasons. 
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a) The matter of Legal Status of NTS was unresolved since long. The management 

of the NTS obtained various opinions from the NTS Legal Advisor who were of the view that 

the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 does not apply to NTS, 

therefore, the same stance/plea based on his opinion was taken before various institutions. 

b) The Ministry of Law and Justice has recently confirmed vide their letter dated 

November 09, 2020 that NTS is a Public Sector Company (PSC). 

c) Owing to the recent development the NTS management has placed the matter 

of Legal Status of NTS before the 57th Meeting of BoDs held on February 25, 2021 and the 

BoDs are of the view that, NTS will be considered as a PSC with effect from July 1, 2021 

followed by necessary/mandatory amendments in Memorandum and Articles of Associations 

process with in stipulated time period i-e. on or before June 30, 2021. (minutes are at approval 

stage). Besides, various documents required under the Rules were also placed before the board 

in order to convert the company into a PSC. The Board has constituted a committee to review 

the said documents. The meeting of the committee is scheduled on March 25, 2021. 

d) The directors are empowered in term of Section 183 (2) (L) (i) of the Companies 

Act, 2017 to write off bad debts. 

e) The majority of the directors are from COMSATS University Islamabad, 

therefore without their participation in the meeting no decision can be taken, even the quorum 

to meet for a transaction of business will not be valid as provided in term of Article 46 of the 

Articles of Association. 

f) The directors who decided to write off the loan were not present when the loan 

was granted to Virtual Campus CIIT. 

Reply does not address the issues pointed out by audit like loan in shape of procurement 

of Suzuki Bolans , USBs for COMSAT-VC and requisitioning of loan made by the authority 

who was member of the BoDs of NTS.  

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends inquiry into the matter for fixing of responsibility.  

31.5.13 Irregular payment of Scholarships and stipend – Rs.54.42 million 

Rule 4(3) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures 

in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with 

the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies 

approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are 

properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all 

statutory obligations. 

Management of NTS expended Rs.54.42 million on account of “NTS need-based Scholarship 

program” to different Universities. Management of NTS entered into contracts with respective 

universities on account of NEED BASED SCHOLARSHIP enumerating therein the dos and do nots. 

Cheques on account of stipend as well as Scholarships were issued to in favour of respective University 

accounts. Consolidated list of Scholarship disbursed to different universities and institutes. 
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Audit observed that no check and balance mechanism was developed to ensure that the 

scholarship extended reached the beneficiary or not. No acknowledgment of the beneficiaries receiving 

the scholarships and stipends is available on record.  

Audit is of the view that in absence of acknowledgment of receipt of scholarship expenditure 

cannot be authenticated. 

Management replied that the as per the contract clause 3 it was the responsibility of the institute 

to take care of the matters pertaining to the payments. 

Reply is not satisfactory as the department cannot just disburse the public money without any 

check and balances. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends provision of acknowledgment receipts of the stipends and unacknowledged 

stipends be recovered from the institutes.  

31.5.14 Non-recovery of outstanding receivables - Rs. 204.865 million 

Rule 4(3) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures 

in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with 

the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies 

approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are 

properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all 

statutory obligations. 

Balance Sheet of National Testing Service showed receivables amounting Rs. 204,865,584 as 

on 30.06.2020 from various parties on account of Testing Service, Performance Guarantee and Security 

Deposits as tabulated below: 

Particulars 
Outstanding 

Range(in Months) 
Amount 

Performance Guarantees 14-60 18,633,185  

Security Deposits 12-65 23,007,516  

Testing Service Receivables 12-45 163,224,883  

Total 204,865,584  

Audit observed that the management failed to recover dues and deposits despite a lapse of 12 

to 60 months till date.  

Audit is of the view that none recovery of receivables entails huge financial cost on the company 

which could otherwise be invested in profitable avenues. Furthermore the management of NTS was 

unable to fulfill its responsibility as described in the above stated rule. 

Department replied that the rigorous efforts are being made to recover the outstanding 

receivables. Clients are being regularly pursued and followed through personal visits, telephone calls 

and written reminders/ requests for the recovery. The Process of recoveries has been mainly affected 

due to Pandemic COVID especially 2nd half of last Financial Year and Three Quarters of the current 

Financial Year. Despite the precarious situation, substantial recoveries have been made since July 2020. 

The detail of recoveries is attached for your information. 

Foregone in view, it is clear that management of NTS has been putting its utmost and showing 

no laxity at its part in this regard, therefore, the observation may kindly be dropped on the basis of the 

capitalized efforts. 
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Reply is not justified as outstanding period which is attached with the recoverable amounts tells 

the reverse of the stance taken in the reply. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends recovery of the outstanding amount and report the same to audit for 

verification. 

31.5.15 Unclaimed invigilation fee and refundable test fee – Rs. 33.65 million 

Rule 4(3) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures 

in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with 

the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies 

approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are 

properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all 

statutory obligations. 

Statement of Financial Position for the year ended 30th June, 2020 shows a balance of Rs. 

9,258,480 and Rs.24,391,256 on account of “Test Fee Refundable” and “Unclaimed Invigilation Fee” 

respectively. 

Audit observed this liability of Rs.33,649,736 on part of the NTS is pending since 2015 and 

2016. 

Audit is of the view that such longtime payables are a question mark on the working of the 

management with respect to paying off its liabilities. 

Department replied that NTS pays off its liabilities in timely manner after due verification as is 

the case of Unclaimed Invigilation Fee. However, it is vital to understand the nature of the liability; 

NTS paid off the invigilation fee amounting Rs. 24,394,869 through Allied Bank Limited’s (ABL) 

facility called “Pay Anyone” (the facility for those who do not maintain any bank account but they 

could collect their amount from any desk of ABL by showing SMS duly conveyed by the ABL together 

with the original CNIC). Moreover, at the time of payment, the bank debits the NTS account and credits 

its own particular account for the purpose. However, the payments of invigilation fee remained 

uncollected for years, therefore, the amount with complete detail of individuals credited back to the 

NTS account. 

Despite of multiple reminders through different channels in respect of the refund of Rs. 

9,258,480 none claimed their fee refund. Finally, the management has decided to issue the final notice 

through advertisement in this respect. 

Moreover, since July 2020 the NTS has paid off Rs. 482 million so far in respect of its current 

as well as period liabilities, which shows the pattern of steps taken together with the rationale shows 

the management’s good intention and professional style in this regard. 

Reply does not address the audit observation. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends refund of test fee and invigilation fee at the earliest. 

31.5.16 Irregular payment on account of Sponsorship to COMSAT – Rs. 15 million 

Rule 4(3) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures 
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in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with 

the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies 

approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are 

properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all 

statutory obligations. 

Rule 5 (5)(b) (iii) of Corporate Governance Rules states that “where a director, 

executive or other employee has a conflict of interest in a particular matter, such person shall 

play no part in the relevant discussion, decision or action” 

Management of NTS sanctioned and disbursed Rs.15.55 million as Sponsorship during 2017-

18 to 2019-20. Out of the total sponsorship Rs.15 million was sanctioned in favour of COMSATs on 

account of sponsorship of various events.  

Audit observed sponsorship was extended to COMSATs University on request of the Mr. 

Muhammad Azam as treasure of COMSATs University and the same was approved and sanctioned by 

the Sponsorship Committee formed by the BoDs of which Mr. Muhammad Azam himself was a part. 

Audit is of the view that extending of sponsorship to COMSATs being promoter of the NTS 

Company is conflict of interest and violation of Corporate Governance Rules. 

Department replied that the NTS management made the payment on account of the sponsorship 

as mandate given in the Memorandum & Articles of Association and the majority of the directors are 

from COMSATS University Islamabad, therefore without their participation in the meeting no decision 

can be taken, even the quorum to meet for a transaction of business will not be valid as provided in term 

of Article 46 of the Articles of Association. 

Reply does not address the audit observation. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix responsibility as to how COMSATS managed to get Rs.15 

million worth of sponsorships out of total extended sponsorships of Rs.15.55 million. 

31.5.17 Composition of Directors of the Board in violation of Corporate Governance 

Rule 

As per Rule3(2) of Corporate Governance Rules, “The Board shall have at least one-third of its 

total members as independent directors. The Public Sector Company shall disclose in the annual report 

non-executive, executive and independent directors. 

Para 2(1)(d) of Corporate Governance Rules defines Independent Director as a Non-Executive 

Director who is not in the service of Pakistan or of any statutory body or anybody or institution owned 

or controlled by the Government and who is not connected or does not have any other relationship, 

whether pecuniary or otherwise, with the Public Sector Company, its associated companies, 

subsidiaries, holding company or directors. 

Para 2(1)(g) of Corporate Governance Rules defines Public Sector Company as a company, 

whether public or private, which is directly or indirectly controlled, beneficially owned or not less than 

fifty one percent of the voting securities or voting power of which are held by the Government or any 

instrumentality or agency of the Government or a statutory body, or in respect of which the Government 

or any instrumentality or agency of the Government or a statutory body, has otherwise power to elect, 

nominate or appoint majority of its directors, and includes a public sector association not for profit, 

licensed under section 42 of the Ordinance. 
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Composition of the BoD of National Testing Service, a Public Sector Company is as under: 

S.No. Name Other Engagement Designation 

1 Prof. Dr. Muhammad 

Tabassum Afzal 

Rector COMSATS University, 

Islamabad 

Chairman / 

Director 

2 Prof. Dr. Izhar Hussain Eminent Professor CUI Director 

3 Mr. Muhammad Azam Treasurer CUI Director 

4 Dr. Muhammad Abdul 

Rehmna Khan 

Director CUI Attock Campus Director 

5 Prof. Dr. Shamsul Qamar Acting Registrar CUI Director 

Audit observed that composition of BoD of NTS is contrary to the direction of the Corporate 

Governance Rules.  

Audit is of the view that in absence of 1/3rd Independent Directors the composition of BoD is 

irregular. 

Department replied that the matter of the appointment of Independent Directors has already 

been placed before the 57th BoDs Meeting held on February 25th, 2021. The Board constituted a 

committee to review the CVs of the independent directors to be held on March 31, 2021. Furthermore, 

the NTS management in the future, will comply with all the requirements under the Rules once it is 

fully converted into a PSC. 

Department accepted the audit observation and seeks refuge in its undecided status as Public 

Sector Company. 

Audit recommends that the BoD be constituted in accordance with Corporate Governance rules. 

CHAPTER 32 

TRADE DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY OF PAKISTAN 

32.1 Introduction 

The Trade Development Authority of Pakistan (TDAP), is continuation of erstwhile 

Export Promotion Bureau, and is a premier government agency mandated to develop programs 

and projects directed at maximum exploitation of the available export market access to the 

country. 

Trade Development Authority of Pakistan (TDAP) develops and promotes export 

holistically, through focus, synergy, and with collective wisdom and counsel of its 

stakeholders. In addition, it is supposed to achieve the objective of rapid export growth through 

interaction and coordination with respective public and private–sector stakeholders and 

enhancing value of products and services by broadening the export base by fostering supportive 

export culture and facilitation; and by encouraging export oriented foreign investment and joint 

ventures. 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited 

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 1 1 1,299.798  - 
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2 
Assignment Accounts (Excluding 

FAP) 
- -  -  - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 
- -  -  - 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) - -  -  - 

 

32.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the TDAP for the financial year 2019-20 was Rs.1,132 million 

out of which the TDAP utilized Rs.948.47 million. Audit noted that there was an overall saving 

of Rs.183.53 million, which was 16.21% of Final Grant as well as original grant. The 

expenditure was incurred from Grant No. 19 - Commerce Division. 

 (Rupees in million) 

Grant 

No. 

Type of 

Grant 

Original 

Grant 

Surrender 

(-) 

Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age Excess/ 

(Saving) 

19 Current 1,132.000 0 1,132.00 948.47 (183.53) (16.21%) 

 

32.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.5,415.14million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Trade Development Authority Of Pakistan. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  196.79 

B Procurement related irregularities    7.99 

C Management of account with commercial banks 1,931.22 

D Recovery  

E Internal Control 1,345.92 

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others 1,933.22 

 

32.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Audit 

Paras 

Actionable 

Points 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

 % of 

Compliance  

2005-06 19 19 0 19 - 

2007-08 2 2 0 2 - 

2008-09 8 8 0 8 - 

2010-11 7 7 3 4  43  

2016-17 8 4 2 2  50  

Total: 44 40 5 35 13 
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32.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Trade Development Authority of Pakistan, Karachi 

32.5.1 Non-disclosure of Savings at the time of Submission of the Budget Estimate to 

the Finance Division - Rs. 1,921.173 million 

As per Section-17 (a), Chapter-III of TDAP Financial Rules-2014, an annual one line budget 

for the purpose of Regular Expenditures and Export Market Development Fund based on Annual 

Financial Plan of the Authority, and consisting of an Overview, Sources of Revenues, Expenditure 

(Revenue and Capital / Development), Investments and Cash flow including Foreign Exchange 

requirements shall be prepared and submitted to Finance Division through Ministry of Commerce by 

31st March of every year, after seeking approval of TDAP Board.  

The management of TDAP, Karachi prepared and submitted the Budget Estimates amounting 

to Rs. 1,850.000 million for the financial year 2020-2021 to the Finance Division through M/o 

Commerce.  

Audit observed that the management of TDAP did not disclose its savings of Rs. 1,921.173 

million: in form of cash in bank accounts amounting to Rs. 921.173 million; and in form of Pakistan 

Investment Bonds (PIBs) amounting to Rs. 1000.000 million.  

Audit is of the view that non-disclosure of savings in budget estimates is disregard of their own 

financial rules as well as misrepresentation of their accounts. 

The management did not convene DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility for committing negligence may be fixed. Besides, the 

available savings be reported to the Finance Division at the earliest. 

32.5.2 Unauthorized maintenance of ten (10) bank accounts and retention of closing 

balances - Rs. 1,484.470 million 

According to Section-23(5) of TDAP Act-2013 states that the authority may open and operate 

one account in Pakistani Rupees and one account in foreign currency in any scheduled bank. 

The management of TDAP, Karachi was maintaining 10 Bank accounts in commercial banks.  

Audit observed that instead of maintaining only one Bank Account in Pak Rupees and one Bank 

Account in Foreign Currency in Schedule Banks, the management of TDAP was maintaining 10 bank 

accounts with a cumulative closing balance of Rs.1,484,470,322 as of 30.06.2021.  

Audit is of the view that opening and maintenance of these bank accounts and retention of 

enormous closing balances is disregard of the provision of TDAP Act, 2013. 

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC meeting. 

Audit recommends that unauthorized bank accounts may be closed. 

32.5.3 Irregular Payment without Pre-Audit and non-preparation of Financial 

Statements – Rs. 1,299.798 million 

As per Para-63, Chapter-V of TDAP Financial Rules-2014, the Authority shall observe internal 

control and audit in prescribed form and manner. For this purpose, Authority shall establish an Internal 

Audit Section comprising appropriate staff headed by an officer not below the rank of Director (BPS-
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19 or equivalent) to be nominated as “Internal Auditor” directly reporting to the Secretary; independent 

of Finance and Accounts Department of the Authority. 

Section -26 of TDAP Act, 2013 states that the Authority shall maintain complete and accurate 

books of accounts of its actual expense and receipts. The Authority shall also maintain its balance sheet, 

statement of income and expenditure account, and statement of sources and application of funds. The 

auditors shall make a report to the Authority, upon the annual balance sheet and accounts, and state 

whether in their opinion the balance sheet is full and whether it exhibits a true and correct view of the 

affairs of the Authority. The Authority will then submit the report to the Board for approval.  

The management of TDAP, Karachi spent a total of Rs. 1,299,798,214/- at TDAP HQ, TDAP 

Regional Offices and Promotional / Developmental activities for the period 2020-2021. 

Audit observed that:  

i. The management of TDAP failed to maintain complete and accurate books of accounts 

for the years up to 2020-21 since the introduction of the act.  

ii. The management had not prepared balance sheet, statement of income and expenditure 

and sources and applications of funds for the years up to 2020-201 in accordance with 

Int’l Accounting Standards as notified in TDAP Act.  

iii. The management had not introduced system of internal audit and control in 

contravention of TDAP Act-2013 and TDAP Financial Rules, 2014. All the payments 

amounting to Rs.1,299,798,214 were made without pre-audit of claims. 

Audit is of the view that expenditure in purview of above observations is irregular and un-

authorized and in the absence of balance sheet, statement of income and expenditure and statement of 

sources, audit is unable to express its opinion upon the fairness and accuracy of the accounts of TDAP. 

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the negligence and the requisites as per 

TDAP Act-2013 be implemented.  

32.5.4 Un-authorized retention of receipts in departmental bank accounts and 

expenditure therefrom – Rs. 340.450 million  

In terms of Section 37 (t) of Trade Development Authority of Pakistan Act, 2013, the 

Government Rules applicable to erstwhile Export Promotion Bureau (EPB) shall remain applicable in 

the TDAP till the notification of Authority’s financial rules. 

In terms of Rule 7(i) of Federal Treasury Rules Vol-I, all moneys received by or tendered to 

government officers on account of the revenues of the Federal Government shall without undue delay 

be paid in full into a treasury or into the bank. 

The management of Trade Development Authority of Pakistan (TDAP), Karachi received a 

sum of Rs. 340.450 million on account of income from other sources during the year 2020-21 and 

incurred expenditure therefrom amounting to Rs.251.692 million.  

Audit observed that instead of depositing the above receipts in the Government account, the 

same was credited in the departmental bank accounts maintained in the different commercial banks.  

Audit further observed that expenditure amounting to Rs. 251,692,466 was made from the 

receipt and did not provided vouched accounts. 
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Audit is of the view that depositing receipts in departmental bank accounts and expenditure 

therefrom without the approval of the Finance Division is irregular.  

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the entire receipt may be transferred to Government treasury, besides, 

responsibility may be fixed for unauthorized retention and utilization of Government money. 

32.5.5 Unauthorized payment of allowances in violation of TDAP Act-2013 – 

Rs.196.779 million 

In terms of Section 37 (d) of TDAP Act-2013, all persons currently employed by the Export 

Promotion Bureau in BPS 1 to 16, whether from regular budget or contract employees paid from regular 

budget, and contract employees paid from EMDF, shall be given an option to join the Authority. 

Section 37 (g) ibid states that a person referred to in clause (d) who opts not to join the Authority 

shall continue to draw his pay, allowances privileges or other benefits as he was drawing while holding 

the post in the Export Promotion Bureau and the post to which he was promoted subsequently serving 

in TDAP and unless he is appointed by the Federal Government to another post or otherwise ceases to 

remain in Government service on account of retirement, dismissal, removal, discharge from service or 

in any other manner applicable to a civil servant, the cost for paying salary, allowance and other benefits 

to such person shall be borne by the Authority. 

The management of TDAP, Karachi paid various additional allowances to the employees (civil 

servants) who did not opt to join the Authority and remained civil servants. Details are given below: 

 

Hard 

Area All. 

TDAP HQ. 

All. 

TDAPHRA 

@ 65% 

TDAP 

Medical 

All.@ 35% 

TDAP 

Utility All. 

@ 30% 

TDAP 

Washing 

All. 

Total 

5,644,215 34,368,435 47,183,899 33,113,740 75,059,183 1,409,958 196,779,430 

Audit observed that the management paid these allowances in violation of the rule cited above 

and without the approval of Finance Division.  

Audit is of the view that the payment of allowances to civil servants was violation of TDAP 

Act-2013. 

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the amount may be recovered besides stopping the irregular payment 

of allowances. 

32.5.6 Non-Adjustment of Foreign Remittances – Rs. 106.300million 

Rule-668 of FTR states that the advances granted under special orders of competent authority 

to Government Officers for department or allied purpose may be drawn on the responsibility and 

receipts of the officers for whom they are sanctioned, subject to adjustment by submission of detailed 

accounts supported by vouchers or by refund as may be necessary. 

The management of TDAP, Karachi made foreign remittances of Rs.115,837,970 to various 

Pakistani Missions abroad during the financial year 2020-21. Adjustment account of only Rs. 9,537,950 

was received from the mission abroad. The break-up is as under: 

S. No. Financial 

Year 

Total Foreign 

Remittances 

Adjustments 

Received 

Adjustment Not 

Received 
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1. 2020-21 115,837,970 9,537,950 106,300,020 

Audit observed that despite lapse of the fiscal year and considerable period, the concerned 

embassies/missions abroad did not render the adjustment of foreign remittances of Rs.106,300,020. 

Audit is of the view that non-submission of record relating to adjustment of funds released to 

the mission/embassies abroad is held irregular and is a violation of the above rule.  

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that adjustment of the expenditure incurred and refund of unspent balances 

may be sought at the earliest besides, responsibility may be fixed for negligence. 

32.5.7 Irregular expenditure on reimbursement of medical charges - Rs.24.00 million 

As per Rule-6.2 of Federal Service Medical Attendance Rules, 1990 where a Government 

servant is entitled under Sub-Rule(1) free of charge to treatment in a hospital any amount paid by him 

on account of such treatment, shall on production of a certificate in writing by the authorized Medical 

Attendant in this behalf, be reimbursed to him by the Federal Government. 

The management of Trade Development Authority of Pakistan (TDAP), Karachi paid Rs. 

24,000,000 as reimbursement of medical charges to their employees during the year 2020-21 without 

approved medical rules. 

Audit is observed that: 

i. Medical re-imbursement bills were not countersigned by the Civil Surgeon being 

Authorized Medical Attendant.  

ii. Medical reimbursements were made on the prescription of private practitioners / 

doctors instead of doctors of Govt. Hospital / Dispensary. 

iii. Medical reimbursements were made in addition to payment of Medical Allowance 

2010 and 35% Medical Allowance. 

iv. The management did not observe the rules issued by the Federal Govt. / Ministry of 

Health in letter & spirit. In all cases of reimbursement, emergency certificate, list of 

family members, admit / discharge card, OPD registration, etc. were not available. 

Audit is of the view that expenditure without observing the above formalities was irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that past payment may be regularized by the Finance Division. Besides, 

medical reimbursement to be discontinued till the approval of medical rules of TDAP. 

32.5.8 Unauthorized expenditure beyond financial powers and non-refund of 

advance remittance – Rs. 22.125 million 

As per TDAP Service & Financial Rules, 2015 the sanctioning powers were delegated as under: 

No limit for TDAP Board; upto Rs. 40 million for chief executive TDAP; and upto Rs 20 million for 

Secretary, TDAP. 

An exhibition “Arab Health 2021” from 21st to 24th June-2021 was to be held in Dubai. The 

Secretary, Trade Development Authority of Pakistan sanctioned an amount Rs.22,125,952/- (equal to $ 

144,284) on account of participation in the said exhibition. 
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Audit observed that: 

i. The expenditure was sanctioned by the Secretary TDAP in violation of financial 

powers delegated to him. 

ii. The event was to be held in Dubai whereas the amount was remitted to Houston, USA 

iii. The event was cancelled, but the funds were not received back from Houston, USA. 

Audit is of the view that the sanction issued by the Secretary, TDAP beyond delegated financial 

powers is unauthorized and retention of funds in Houston, USA without any justification is irregular. 

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for unauthorized release of funds without 

delegated power besides retrieval of the amount. 

32.5.9 Unauthorized Retention of 39 Vehicles and Expenditure thereon- 

Rs.12.045million 

As per Rule 3 (1) of Staff Car Rule 1980, “each division shall normally maintain one staff car 

for use in connection with official business. However additional staff car can specially authorized by 

the Cabinet Division. Further only officers of Grade 20 and above have declared as entitled officers” 

and in terms of sub rule-2(C) of rule-24 the Officers of BPS 20/BPS 21 are entitled to 1000cc Vehicle. 

The management of Trade Development Authority of Pakistan (TDAP), Karachi was 

maintaining a fleet of thirty-nine (39) vehicles and incurred expenditure of Rs.12.045 million on POL 

and repair / maintenance of these vehicles during the period of audit 2020-2021. In addition to above, 

the management also provided many motorcycles to their employees. Detail is as under: 

Financial Year POL Charges Repair / Maint. Expenditure. 

2020-21 9,150,000 2,895,000 12,045,000 

Audit observed that authorization by the Cabinet Division to maintain such a huge fleet of Staff 

Cars was not available.  

Audit further observed that 30 vehicles were under the use of unauthorized officers/officials 

i.e. BPS-19 and below. 

Audit is of the view that incurring expenditure amounting to Rs.12.045 million and retention 

of thirty-nine (39) vehicles without authorization of the Cabinet Division is irregular. Moreover, use of 

vehicles by authorized officers/officials is also irregular.  

Management didn’t reply till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the irregularity as well as expenditure thereof may be regularized by 

the Cabinet Division.  

32.5.10 Expenditure on 38thKhartoum Int’l Fair in Sudan – Participation Report 

thereof not produced - Rs. 7.992 million  

As per Rule-6.3 (a) & (b) of TDAP’s Guidelines for participation in Int’l Trade Fairs / 

Exhibitions, within 15 days of the closing of the fair, the Team Leader shall provide to TDAP a 

Participation Report. The report will include an invoice of space rent and other expenses supported by 

vouchers. Trade Officer / Pakistan Mission shall also send a report to TDAP within 15 days of the 

closing of the fair, covering the effectiveness of participation, presentation and conduct of participants, 

and Embassy's recommendations regarding future participation. 
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According to para 213 (5) of GFR Vol-1, “Advances made for public expenditure will be held 

under objection until a detailed account duly supported by vouchers is furnished in adjustment of them”. 

The management of Trade Development Authority of Pakistan made a remittance of Rs.7.992 

million to the Pakistani Mission in Khartoum, Sudan for 38th Int’l Khartoum Fair, 19-29 Jan, 2021.  

Audit observed that management of Trade Development Authority of Pakistan had not obtained 

Audited Statements / Adjustment Accounts / Unspent balances Reports from the Team Leader and 

Trade Officer of Pakistan Mission abroad and utilization reports of the remitted amount of Rs.7,992,900 

even after the close of the fiscal year 2020-21.  

Audit is of the view that the non-obtaining of audited statements and participation report of the 

released funds is irregular.  

Neither the management replied nor convened DAC meeting till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the negligence besides, audited 

statement and report thereof may be obtained at the earliest. 
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CHAPTER 33 

WAFAQI MOHTASIB 

33.1 Introduction 

The Wafaqi Mohtasib (Ombudsman) is an independent institution, established on 24th 

January 1983 vide President’s Order No.1 of 1983 with the explicit objective to diagnose 

investigate, rectify and redress public grievances against maladministration by government 

agencies. It mandate flows from Article 37 (d) of the Principles of Policy enshrined in chapter 

2 of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, which entrusts the State with the 

responsibility to ensure inexpensive and expenditious justice to the public. 

ATTACHED DEPARTMENTS / AUTONOMOUS BODIES 

i. Wafaqi Mohtasib's Regional Office, Karachi 

ii. Wafaqi Mohtasib's Regional Office, Sukkur 

iii. Wafaqi Mohtasib's Regional Office, Dera Ismail Khan 

iv. Wafaqi Mohtasib's Regional Office, Peshawar 

v. Wafaqi Mohtasib's Regional Office, Quetta 

vi. Wafaqi Mohtasib's Regional Office, Lahore 

vii. Wafaqi Mohtasib's Regional Office, Faisalabad 

viii. Wafaqi Mohtasib's Regional Office, Multan 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited 

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

Revenue / Receipt 

Audited  

(FY-2020-21) 

Rs. in million 

1 Formations 1 1 2,724.579  - 

2 
Assignment Accounts (Excluding 

FAP) 
- -  -  - 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 
- -  -  - 

4 Foreign Aided Project (FAP) - -  -  - 

33.2 Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Final budget allocated to the TDAP for the financial year 2019-20 was Rs.1,132 million 

out of which the TDAP utilized Rs.948.47 million. Audit noted that there was an overall saving 

of Rs.183.53 million, which was 16.21% of Final Grant as well as original grant. The 

expenditure was incurred from Grant No. 19 - Commerce Division. 

(Rupees in million) 

Grant 

No. 

Type of 

Grant 

Original 

Grant 

Surrender 

(-) 

Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

% age Excess/ 

(Saving) 

19 Current 1,132.000 0 1,132.00 948.47 (183.53) (16.21%) 
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33.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations, amounting to Rs.   2.27million, were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Wafaqi Mohtasib. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature 

is as under: 

        (Rupees in million) 

S. No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record  

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and Misappropriation  

3 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related Irregularities  

B Procurement related irregularities    2.27 

C Management of account with commercial banks  

D Recovery  

E Internal Control  

4 Value for money and service delivery  

5 Others  

 

33.4 Status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year 
Total No. of 

Audit Paras 

No. of Actionable 

Points Issued 
Compliance 

Non/Partial 

Compliance 

% of 

Compliance 

2012-13 3 0 0 3 - 

Total 3 0 0 3 - 

33.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Wafaqi Mohtasib (Ombudsment)’s Secretariat, Islamabad 

33.5.1 Irregular expenditure on repair of office building without calling open tender-

Rs. 2.273 million 

Rules 20 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that save as otherwise provided hereinafter, 

the procuring agencies shall use open competitive bidding as the principal method of procurement for 

the procurement of goods, services and works. 

According to Rule-191of GFR Vol-I “Save where any particular departments (e.g Salt, Forest, 

Archaeology, Broadcasting, Lighthouse, etc), has been authorized by Government to execute all or 

specified classes of departmental works without reference to the Public Works Department or the 

Military Engineer Services, and subject to any special rule or order issued by Government to apply to 

special classes of Works, all original works and special repairs, more than Rs 2500 relating to buildings 

and other works, the administrative control of which vests in other civil departments, should be executed 

through the agency of the Public Works Department, Central or Provincial, as the case may be or 

through the Militarily Engineer Services where it is not convenient for the Public Works Department to 

undertake the Work. 

Rule-146 of GFR Vol-I which states that “Purchase Orders should not be split up to 

avoid the necessity for obtaining the sanction of higher authority required with reference to the 

total amount of the orders”. 
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The management of Wafaqi Mohtasib Secretariat, Islamabad incurred an expenditure of Rs. 

2,273,270 under the head A13301-Repair of Office Building during financial year 2018-20 as under: 

Financial year 
Expenditure 

incurred 

2018-19 1,779,899 

2019-20 493,371 

Total  2,273,270 

Out of total expenditure of Rs. 2.273 million, an expenditure of Rs. 1.626 million was incurred 

with the approval of Additional Secretary as detailed in the enclosed statement. 

Audit observed that: 

i. The entire expenditure was incurred on purchase of paints, floor tiles, wooden sheets, 

water tanks sheds and flash tanks, seats etc without calling open tender.  

ii. Instead of executing the repair work of building i.e civil works through Pak.PWD or 

CDA, the management executed the Civil Works departmentally without obtaining 

NOC from Pak. PWD and having technical expertise in this regard. 

iii. An expenditure of Rs. 1.626 million was incurred by splitting up of sanction to 

expenditure by keeping the amount of sanctions below Rs. 100,000to avoid sanction 

of higher authority.  

iv. Five (05) quotations, 06 delivery challans and 03 bills/GST invoices are without 

dates. Actual receipt of items and completion of repair works is unverifiable.  

Audit is of the view that the entire expenditure of Rs. 2.273 million incurred in violation of 

rules is irregular.  

The management replied that in pursuance of President’s Order No.1 of 1983 read with 

Section 17(1), of Act, 2013 the Ombudsman shall be the Chief Executive and PAO of the 

Office and shall enjoy complete administrative and financial autonomy. Moreover, during the 

visit of high-dignitaries all boundary walls, conference rooms, corridors and entrances etc were 

also white-washed on immediate requirements. The building completion form (PC-IV) was not 

submitted and the repair and maintenance has not been taken up by the CDA or Pak PWD for 

yearly maintenance. The repairs were carried out by obtaining quotations and with the support 

of staff deputed by Pak PWD. 

The DAC decided that the para may be placed before PAC. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC’s recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 34 

THEMATIC AUDITS 

A. Implementation of Public Financial Management Act, 2019 

1. Introduction 

Public Financial Management Act, 2019 (PFM Act, 2019) is a landmark in the history 

of Pakistan as it was enacted to give elaborate mechanism of public finance management as 

envisaged in Articles 78 to 88 and 160 to 171 of the Constitution and to guide budgetary 

management processes, financial and fiscal controls, cash and banking arrangements, and 

financial oversight of public entities. Major steps were required to be taken under this act by 

the different Ministries/Divisions under the guidance and implementation framework of the 

Finance Division. These steps were pivotal for reducing public debt and management of public 

finances. In this regard, a monitoring unit overseeing the implementation of the PFM Act, 2019 

was also required to be established to ensure that the objectives as envisioned under PFM Act, 

2019 are achieved. Further, rules and regulations, namely Financial Management and Powers 

of Principal Accounting Officers Regulations, 2021 and Cash Management and Treasury 

Single Account Rules, 2020 were formulated to ensure the effective and smooth 

implementation of the PFM Act, 2019.  

It is hoped that this initiative of Supreme Audit Institution (SAI) of Pakistan i.e. Auditor 

General of Pakistan to conduct the theme audit on the implementation of the PFM Act, 2019 

will serve a great deal towards achievement of the goals as set out by the parliament through 

the PFM Act, 2019. The thematic audit on the implementation of the PFM Act, 2019 was 

conducted by the DG Audit (Federal Government) to assess the overall quantum of 

implementation of the act by different Ministries/Divisions and to find out any shortcomings 

to be reported to the Principal Accounting Officer and other stakeholders. 

1.1 Background 

Public Financial Management Act, 2019 was enacted by the parliament in 2019 under 

Article 79 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. It required that where it is 

expedient to provide for regulating the custody of the Federal Consolidated Fund, the payment 

of moneys into that Fund, the withdrawal of moneys there from, the custody of other moneys 

received by or on behalf of the Federal Government, their payment into, and withdrawal from, 

the Public Account of the Federation, and all matters connected with or ancillary thereto; and 

for that matter PFM Act, 2019 was enacted to fulfill the requirements of the constitution of 

Pakistan.  

Finance Division played a leading role in the formulation of the PFM Act, 2019 and 

then to oversee its implementation by the different Ministries/Divisions in order to see that the 

objectives for which it was passed by the parliament of Pakistan are aptly achieved. 
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1.2 Establishing the Audit Theme 

1.2.1 Reasons of selection 

The following criteria were employed for selecting implementation of the PFM Act as 

the audit theme as it being; 

 Government priority on fiscal management 

 Directly or indirectly related to the whole of the Federal Government 

 A tool for reducing public debt 

 An issue of public importance 

 Empowering the Principal Accounting Officers 

 Bringing more accountability and efficiency into the system 

 Financial oversight of public entities 

1.2.2 Purpose/ Objectives 

Main objectives of this thematic audit were to examine whether or not the Act and the 

rules and regulations are being complied, to see if the objectives as set out in the act are being 

achieved. Some of the objectives that were to be achieved are as follows; 

 Strengthening budget management 

 Development Projects and maintenance and use of public assets 

 Clarifying institutional responsibilities 

 Efficient use of public resources 

 Treasury and cash management 

1.2.3 Scope 

Scope of this audit was set in the light of audit objectives of thematic audit as mentioned above. 

Audit scope consisted of a comprehensive process of planning, data collection, data analysis, data 

organization and reporting. Record was reviewed, analyzed and discussions were held with the 

management. 

2. Legal frame work governing the Theme 

The legal framework governing the implementation of the PFM Act, 2019 are as follow; 

 Public Financial Management Act, 2019 

 Financial Management and Powers of Principal Accounting Officers Regulations, 

2021 

 Cash Management and Treasury Single Account Rules, 2020 

3. Stakeholders and governmental organisations identified as 

directly/indirectly involved 

Finance Division is directly involved in formulation and implementation of PFM Act, 

2019 whereas actions under the said act are required to be taken by every 

Ministry/Division/Attached Departments/Subordinate office and autonomous organizations. 

4. Role of important organizations 

The successful implementation of the PFM Act required all the organisations of the 

federal government to play their role. Planning Commission dealt with the development 
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projects to ensure maintenance and efficient use of public assets. Finance Division was required 

to clarify institutional responsibilities and ensure smooth transition and implementation of the 

act. Auditor General of Pakistan was to issue guidelines for commitment control system. 

Similarly, all the organziations were required to follow the instructions issued by the Finance 

Division in respect of budget management, cash and treasury management by closing all the 

bank accounts and linking it with the Treasury Single Account. 

5. Field Audit Activity 

5.1 Methodology 

The Thematic Audit taken up during 2021-22 witnessed intensive application of desk 

audit techniques, which included examining permanent files, computer generated data and 

other relevant documents along with the compliance of policies and rules followed by the audit 

entities. 

The evidence was primarily gathered by applying procedures like inquiries from the 

management; review of minutes of BoD meetings, monitoring reports, and collection, 

interpretation and analysis of primary, secondary and own sources data. Data was also collected 

through observation and interviews from the relevant officials. The main focus remained on 

the quantum and the progress towards the implementation of the rules and procedures as set 

out in the legal framework. 

5.2 Audit Analysis 

5.3 Critical Review 

CF&AOs were required to perform various functions in order to enable the PAOs to fulfill their 

responsibilities as desired under the PAO regulations and the PFM Act. However, these functions are 

not being performed by the CF&AOs and their role has been limited to the coordination with the PAC 

and the DAC. Now even on the completion of the transitory period, the Joint Secretaries or Deputy 

Secretaries Expenditures Finance Division are working alongside the CF&AOs in the respective 

Ministries/Divisions in violation of the PFM Act, 2019. 

Chief internal auditors were to be positioned in Ministries/Divisions within a period of eighteen 

months from the enactment of PFM Act, 2019 but no progress has been made in this regard. Only, 

internal audit policy board has been notified but no progress has been made in creation of the seats of 

chief internal auditors and in setting their scope and limitations. On a recurrent basis, many audit 

observations are pointed out by the external auditors that has resulted due to weak internal controls and 

lack of internal audit function. Major time and human resource of the external audit is spent on 

highlighting these weaknesses and pushing the management to take corrective measures. In many 

instances, the damage is already done and the corrective action cannot be taken and only option remains 

is that of regularization of the amount. Therefore, function of internal audit is of immense importance 

that can ensure that the corrective measures are taken timely and effectively causing less damage to the 

system. Internal audit function of the Ministry of Defence is a perfect example in this regard. Ministry 

of Defence has a robust internal audit function. Due to the presence of internal audit function and the 

implementation of internal controls, there are less irregular and unauthorized expenditures and more 

financial and administrative accountability in the Ministry of Defence as compared to other Divisions 

and departments. Therefore, internal audit function should be immediately setup in line with the 

Ministry of Defence in order to achieve the purpose of this act. 
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The performance of public sector entities has been dismal in Pakistan. Many of the public sector 

entities are making losses and are therefore a huge burden on the national exchequer. A monitoring unit 

for the public sector entities was required to be setup at the Finance Division in order to submit reports 

on the matters related to the performance and governance of the state-owned entities, in order to make 

them more competitive and to bring them in line with the market trends and international practices. 

Moreover, Principal Accounting officers were required to present half yearly statements of revenue and 

expenditure related to the public sector entities under their administrative control to the Finance 

Division in order to allow Finance Division to achieve the intended goals related to these public entities. 

Unfortunately, no progress has been made in this. Neither the statements of revenue and expenditure 

are being sent to the Finance Division by the PAOs nor has the monitoring unit started any activities 

related to these entities. 

Treasury management and effective cash management has been one of the primary goals of the 

Public Financial Management Act, 2019. Policies and procedures in the shape of Treasury Single 

Account Rules, 2021 were notified to prescribe an effective cash management system for all public 

entities and special purpose funds leading to treasury single account. It was envisioned that through an 

effective cash management and linking all bank accounts to a single treasury account, reliance on 

domestic loans can be reduced thereby reducing interest expenditure of the Government. There are 

many departments of the Government that are holding billions of rupees in their commercial bank 

accounts but still the Government has to resort to domestic borrowings from the same commercial banks 

due to poor cash management. Therefore, in order to link all the accounts and to effectively regulate the 

money held by different departments, an implementation framework was adopted by the Federal 

Government after consultation with the International Monetary Fund. The implementation has been 

quite weak.  

Finance Division, for the purpose of closure of bank accounts, divided its implementation into 

two phases i.e. TSA-I and TSA-II. TSA-I dealt with the closure of bank accounts pertaining to MDAS 

(Ministries, Divisions, Attached Departments, Sub-ordinate offices) while TSA-II dealt with the 

accounts pertaining to autonomous bodies. All the bank accounts, be it TSA-I or TSA-II should have 

been closed as rule 4(1) of the TSA rules forbid the government offices to operate bank accounts after 

the implementation of PFM Act and the single treasury rules. 

But the deadline for the closure of accounts of only MDAS and their transfer of balances into 

treasury single account was set as 31st May, 2021. This initial deadline was extended three times which 

allowed the entities to withdraw funds at will thereby denying the Government of the actual cash 

balances as the amount surrendered by the entities was found to be less than the amount pointed out 

initially by the SBP. The last deadline was set at 08-08-2021. Out of the 1551 bank accounts that were 

granted extension till the final deadline of 08-08-2021, 924 bank accounts are still found to be 

operational till the time of the audit. 

Further, Finance Division, by exercising their powers of direct debit service, closed the bank 

accounts of some entities that did not close their bank accounts themselves after the initial deadline but 

Finance Division re-opened certain bank accounts in violation of the single treasury rules quoting the 

reason that the deadline for closure has been extended whereas these bank accounts are still operational 

even after the lapse of multiple deadlines. 

Finally, an implementation committee was required to be setup under the chairmanship of the 

Secretary, Finance Division to oversee the implementation of the PFM Act, 2019 so that the desired 

objectives are achieved and Public financial management is strengthened but the committee has not 

been able to ensure the implementation of the PFM Act, 2019 in letter and spirit. It has been more than 
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two years since the implementation of the act, but much is yet to be done. The rules and regulations 

have been notified but still much needs to be done in order to strengthen public financial and treasury 

management system and to provide the desired autonomy to the Principal Accounting Officers in the 

discharge of their financial functions to achieve enhanced public service delivery. 

5.4 Significant Audit Observations 

5.4.1  Non-performance of the required functions by the CF&AOs  

Section 28 of the Public Financial Management Act, 2019 states that in order to assist principal 

accounting officers in financial management, there shall be chief finance and accounts officer 

positioned in Ministries and Divisions and financial advisers’ organization shall stand disbanded. 

Rule 32 of the Financial Management and Powers of PAOs Regulations, 2021 states the 

multiple role and functions of the office of chief finance and accounts officer under the supervision of 

the Secretary of a Ministry or Division (principal accounting officer) in respect of (1) budgeting (2) 

revenue estimation (3) economic forecasting (4) financing or loan (5) investments (6) development 

planning (7) cash management (8) maintenance, reconciliation and reporting of accounts (9) asset 

protection (10) budget execution or operations (11) internal audit (12) internal controls (13) risk 

management (14) coordination with PAC and DAC (15) disbursements, payments, pre-audit functions. 

Clause 7(6) of the Financial Management and Powers of Principal Accounting Officers 

Regulations, 2021 states that the Financial advisor’s organization of the Finance Division has been 

disbanded under the Act. Now on completion of transitory period, the Joint Secretaries or Deputy 

Secretaries Expenditures Finance Division shall be re-assigned official duties to be performed for 

various Ministries or Divisions forthwith. 

Public Financial Management Act, 2019 was enacted to strengthen management of public 

finances with the view to improving definition and implementation of fiscal policy for better 

macroeconomic management, to clarify institutional responsibilities related to financial management, 

and to strengthen budgetary management and the CF&AOs were to play a major role by assisting their 

respective PAOs. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Now even on the completion of the transitory period, the Joint Secretaries or 

Deputy Secretaries Expenditures Finance Division are working alongside the 

CFAOs in the respective Ministries/Divisions in violation of the above 

regulation and spirit of financial propriety. 

ii. CF&AOs were required to perform various functions in order to enable the 

PAOs to fulfill their responsibilities as desired under the PAO regulations and 

the PFM Act. However, these functions are not being performed by the 

CF&AOs and their role has been limited to the coordination with the PAC and 

the DAC. 

Audit is of the view that the non-performance of the multiple functions by the CF&AOs is a 

serious violation of the PAO regulations and goes against the spirit of PFM Act, 2019. 

The management did not reply. 

Audit recommends that the CF&AOs may perform their responsibilities as per the PAO 

Regulations and PFM Act, 2019. 
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5.4.2 Non-creation of the posts and policy manuals for chief internal auditors  

Section 29(1) of the Public Financial Management Act, 2019 states that within a period of not 

exceeding eighteen months from the date of commencement of this Act, the position of chief internal 

auditor shall be created who shall work under direct supervision of principal accounting officer. 

Section 29(2) of the Public Financial Management Act, 2019 states that there shall be an 

internal audit policy board for overall policy making and setting scope and standards, approving internal 

audit manuals and charter of internal audit, monitoring the overall effectiveness of manual internal audit 

function for the Government institutions. 

Public Financial Management Act, 2019 came into force on the first day of July, 2019. 

Audit observed that even after a lapse of more than two years, neither the posts of chief internal 

auditors have been created in the ministry/divisions nor has the audit policy board set any scope and 

standards, audit manuals and charter for internal audit. 

Audit is of the view that non-creation of the posts of chief internal auditors and non-setting of 

the manuals and charter for internal audit as envisaged in the Public Financial Management Act, 2019 

is a serious breach on the part of the government. 

The management did not reply. 

Audit recommends that posts of chief internal auditors be created with immediate effect and 

audit policy board may set scope and standards, audit manuals and charter of internal audit. 

5.4.3 Non-establishment of guidelines for commitment control system 

Section 26 of the Public Financial Management Act, 2019 states that the finance Division in 

consultation with the Auditor General of Pakistan shall approve and issue guidelines related to annual 

and multi-annual commitment control systems. 

Public Financial Management Act, 2019 came into force on the first day of July, 2019. 

Audit observed that no guidelines have either been issued or approved related to the annual and 

multi-annual commitment control systems thereby denying the government a tool to monitor and control 

current and future commitments. 

Audit is of the view that non-establishment of the commitment control systems is breach on the 

part of the government. 

The management did not reply. 

Audit recommends that committee control systems may be established as required under the 

PFM Act, 2019. 

5.4.4 Non-establishment of monitoring unit for state-owned entities 

Regulation 24(1) of the Financial Management and Powers of Principal Accounting Officers 

Regulations, 2021 states that the Finance Division shall have a monitoring unit to maintain an electronic 

database of the financial and operational performance of state-owned enterprises and to undertake 

analysis and generate report on the overall performance, investments and risks associated. 

The monitoring unit, on the basis of such analysis, was required to submit recommendations to 

the Finance Division on matters related to the performance and governance of state-owned enterprises. 

Audit observed that no such monitoring unit has so far been established in the Finance Division 

to oversee the financial, commercial and operational performance of the state-owned entities. 
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Audit is of the view that due to non-establishment of the monitoring unit, financial and 

performance oversight of the Finance Division on the state-owned entities has remained weak. 

The management did not reply. 

Audit recommends that monitoring unit to oversee financial, commercial and operational 

performance of the state-owned entities may be established as required under the PAO Regulations, 

2021. 

5.4.5 Unauthorized operation of bank accounts after the implementation of TSA 

rules, 2020 

Section 30(1) of the Public Financial Management act, 2019 states that the Finance Division, 

with the approval of Federal Government, shall notify policies and rules under this Act to prescribe and 

effective cash management system for all public entities and special purpose funds leading to treasury 

single account. Fundamental principles and objectives of such policy and rules shall be 

(a) To anticipate cash needs of Government 

(b) To anticipate availability of cash when it is required 

(c) To manage cash balance in the Government bank accounts effectively 

(d) To neutralize impact of Government’s cash flows on the domestic banking sector 

Rule 4(1) of the Treasury Single Account rules, 2020 states that no Government office shall 

open, operate or maintain a bank account for any purpose, except in accordance with the Act and these 

rules. 

Finance Division, for the purpose of closure of bank accounts, divided its implementation into 

two phases i.e. TSA-I and TSA-II. 

Audit observed that the bank accounts under TSA-II are still operational despite the option of 

direct debit advice available with the Finance Division for the closure of bank accounts. 

Audit is of the view that all the bank accounts, be it TSA-I or TSA-II should have been closed 

as rule 4(1) of the TSA rules forbid the government offices to operate bank accounts after the 

implementation of PFM Act and the single treasury rules.  

The management did not reply. 

Audit recommends that all bank account rather TSA-I or TSA-II be closed as required under 

the TSA Rules. 

5.4.6 Unauthorized operation of multiple MDAS bank accounts – 924 bank 

accounts  

Rule 4(1) of the Cash Management and Treasury Single account rules, 2020 states that no 

Government office shall open, operate or maintain a bank account for any purpose except in accordance 

with the Act and these rules. 

Rule 4(3) of the Cash Management and Treasury Single account rules, 2020 states that any 

approval granted by Finance Division prior to the commencement of these rules, for opening of bank 

accounts shall stand revoked and the accounts already opened shall be closed and balance therein shall 

be transferred to the Federal Consolidated Fund. 
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Finance Division set the deadline 31st May, 2021 for the closure of all bank accounts of MDAS 

and their conversion into treasury single account under the TSA-I. Finance Division irregularly 

extended the deadline multiple times and the last deadline was set at 08-08-2021. 

Audit observed that out of the 1551 bank accounts that were granted extension till the final 

deadline of 08-08-2021, 924 bank accounts are still found to be operational. Departments like NHMP, 

ANF, Frontier Constabulary, civil armed forces etc. were allowed extensions on their request however, 

they have remained reluctant to close their bank accounts. 

Audit is of the view that the operation of the bank accounts by MDAS after the implementation 

of the single treasury rules is unauthorized. 

The management did not reply. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity. 

5.4.7 Non-forming of the committee to oversee implementation of PFM Act 

Section 44 of the Public Financial Management Act, 2019 states that the Federal Government 

shall constitute a committee to oversee implementation of this Act and its secondary legislation. 

Public Financial Management Act came into force on 30th June, 2019. 

Audit observed that even after a lapse of more than two years, no committee has been 

constituted to oversee the implementation of this act.  

Audit is of the view that non-forming of committee is violation of Public Finance Management 

Act, 2019.  

The management did not reply. 

Audit recommends that the committee to oversee implementation of PFM Act and its secondary 

legislation may be constituted immediately. 

6. Conclusion 

It is concluded that even after a lapse of two years, the management has not been successful in 

implementation of the Public Financial Management Act. The internal audit function has not yet been 

set up, sovereign wealth fund and commitment control system are still to be established, institutional 

responsibilities are still to be taken over by the departments. Exemptions are being granted to the 

organizations from the scope of the treasury single account defeating the whole purpose and monitoring 

cell is not established leaving way for deficiencies in the system. 
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B. Thematic Audit on National IT Policy  

1. Introduction 

Ministry of Information Technology and Telecommunication (MoITT) is entrusted to 

formulate policies aimed at improving National Information and Communications 

Technology’s (ICT) infrastructure and services to transform Pakistan into a knowledge-based 

economy by ensuring the provision of reliable and affordable Information and Communication 

Technology enabled services. The Rules of Business 1973 (Schedule-II) have allocated the 

following functions to the Ministry of Information Technology and Telecommunications:  

 Preparation of an overall integrated plan as well as formulation of policy for the 

development and improvement of Information Technology Telecommunication in 

Pakistan.  

 Coordination with the Provincial Governments, autonomous bodies, private sector, 

international organizations, and foreign countries to improve information technology 

and telecommunications. 

 Human resource development in the field of information technology and 

telecommunications. 

 Promotion of information technology applications. 

 Providing guidelines for the standardization of software for use within the Government. 

 Planning, policy-making and legislation covering all aspects of telecommunication 

excluding radio and television, and issuance of policy directives. 

 Matters relating to National Information Technology Board and Pakistan Software 

Export Board, National Telecommunication Corporation (NTC), Telecommunications 

Foundation (TF), Special Communications Organization (SCO), Virtual University 

(V.U)  and  Electronic  Certification  Accreditation  Council (ECAC). 

 The administration of the Prevention of Electronic Crimes Ordinance 2007,  and the 

rules made there under. Safeguard the interest of Government of Pakistan in entities 

having public shares or government equity. 

1.1 Background 

Information technology has assumed a central enabling role in the emerging dynamics 

of a knowledge society and knowledge economy. Pakistan’s Information Technology (IT) 

sector is carving a differentiated position as the preferred source for software development, 

BPO, and freelancing.  

Pakistan has about 60% of its population in the 20 to 30 age group. Pakistan has more than 

2000 IT companies & call centres. Pakistan has more than 300,000 English-speaking IT professionals. 

More than 20,000 IT graduates and engineers are being produced each year.  

The Government of Pakistan (GOP) continues to facilitate the IT industry through numerous 

sustainable development and accelerated digitization projects, research and innovation, software 

technology parks, subsidized bandwidth, international marketing, certifications, and training. Incentives 

to bolster growth include 100% equity ownership, 100% repatriation of capital/dividends, tax 

exemption on IT & ITeS export revenues, tax exemptions to start-ups, and subsidized state of the art 

Software Technology Parks. 
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The GOP has a holistic strategy for positioning Pakistan on the global outsourcing map, 

international forums, domestic conferences, scaling software technology parks, and facilitating 

certification programs.  

1.2 Establishment of Audit Theme 

1.2.1 Reasons for Selection 

The SDGs can only be realized with a strong commitment to global partnership and 

cooperation. The world today is more interconnected than ever before. Improving access to technology 

and knowledge is an important way to share ideas and foster innovation. Coordinating policies to help 

developing countries manage their debt, as well as promoting investment for the least developed, is vital 

to achieve sustainable growth and development. 

Goal 17 target 17.6 narrates enhancement of North-South, South-South and triangular regional 

and international cooperation on and access to science, technology and innovation and enhance 

knowledge sharing on mutually agreed terms. 

Goal 17 target 17.7 relates to the promotion of the development, transfer, dissemination and 

diffusion of environmentally sound technologies to developing countries on favourable terms. 

Goal 17 target 17.8 also provides about operationalization of technology bank and science, 

technology and innovation capacity-building mechanism for least developed countries by 2017 and 

enhance the use of enabling technology. 

1.2.2 Purpose / Objective 

Audit objective includes determining and implementing of IT Policies, their reformation under 

the current scenario, and infrastructure development of IT in unserved and underserved areas of the 

country. 

1.2.3 Scope 

The primary criteria for thematic audit was based on the TORs approved by the Auditor General 

of Pakistan as under:- 

 Progress in the reformation of National IT Policy 2020 by MoIT and its 

implementation. 

 Assessment of infrastructure development of IT in serves of the country. 

2. Legal framework governing the theme 

Ministry of Information Technology is governed by following legal frameworks  

i. Digital Pakistan Policy, 2018 

ii. Telecommunication Policy 

iii. IT Policy i.e New Digital Pakistan Policy (Re-formulation is in process) 

iv. Cyber Crime Bill (In process),  

v. Personal Data Protection Bill (in Process) and Acts/Legislations including the 

Prevention of Electronic Crimes Act, 2016 (Act No.XL of 2016),  

vi. Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-Organization) Act, 1996 (with 2006 amendments),  

vii. Telegraph Act 1885,  

viii. Wireless Act etc. 

https://moitt.gov.pk/SiteImage/Misc/files/telecom_act_170510.pdf
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3. Stakeholders and governmental organizations identified as directly / indirectly 

involved 

 National Information Technology Board (NITB) 

 IGNITE Technology Fund Company. 

 IT Universities (Virtual University) 

 

4. Role of important organizations 

4.1 National Information Technology Board (NITB) 

The National Information Technology Board (NITB) commissioned by the Ministry of 

Information Technology and Telecommunication (MoIT), aims to address the operational challenges 

of all government departments and Ministries. NITB specializes in key automation, design, 

development, and implementation of robust IT technologies to promote the e-governance culture in all 

public departments and holistically develop plans, technologies, and infrastructures to boost the 

performance of the public sector. 

4.2 Virtual University 

The Virtual University, based completely on modern Information and Communication 

Technologies, aims to provide extremely affordable world-class education to aspiring students all over 

the country. Using free-to-air satellite television broadcasts and the Internet, the Virtual University 

allows students to follow its programs regardless of their physical locations. Furthermore, it aims at 

tackling the acute shortage of qualified professors in the country by identifying the top Professors of 

the country, regardless of their institutional affiliations, and requesting them to develop and deliver 

hand-crafted courses. 

4.3 Universal Service Fund Company 

Universal Service Fund was established by the Government of Pakistan (Ministry of 

Information Technology) to spread the benefits of the telecom revolution to all corners of Pakistan. 

Universal Service Fund promotes the development of telecommunication services in un-served and 

under-served areas throughout the length and breadth of the country. 

The fund consists of contributions (1.5% of adjusted revenues) by the Telecom Operators with 

no Government funding involved.  

The structure of USF Company is the first of its kind in Pakistan and a Corporate Model is 

being followed for achieving the targets set for the company in USF policy. USF Company has an 

independent and diversified Board of Directors which is equally balanced between four members from 

the government and four from the private sector.  

4.4 Pakistan Software Export Board (PSEB) 

Pakistan Software Export Board (PSEB) is an apex body of the Ministry of Information 

Technology& Telecommunications with the mandate to promote Pakistan’s IT Industry in local and 

international markets. PSEB has been facilitating IT industry through a series of projects and programs 

in international marketing, human/intellectual capital development, infrastructure development, 

company capability development, as well as promotion of innovation and new technologies. PSEB’s 

governance structure consists of a 7‐member Board of Directors. PSEB organizes its activities and its 

internal organization around International Marketing, PSDP Project Management, Domestic Business 

Facilitation, Infrastructure Development, and Technical/Data Node Department. 
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5. Organization's Financials 

Amount in million 

Department  Demand  
 Budget  

2020-21  

Main Ministry 88 365.881 

National Information Technology Board 89 1,385.855  

Special Communication Organization Rawalpindi 89 3,225.367  

Electronic Certification Accreditation Council (ECAC) 90 197.919  

COMSATS (IINIT) 90 7.714  

Telephone Industries of Pakistan (TIP) 90 500.000  

Pakistan Software Export Board 90 126.888  

Total Recurring Budget 5,809.624  

Development Budget(28 on-going projects 2020-21) 170 6,682.98  

Grand Total 12,492.608  

 

6. Field Audit Activity 

6.1 Methodology 

During field audit activity, quantitative as well as qualitative research methodology was used.  

6.1.1. Quantitative Methodology 

It included scrutiny of the budget record, recurrent & development expenditure of Main 

Ministry, PSDP projects being executed by the Main Ministry in accordance with relevant policies / 

acts / rules and instructions of Federal Government. In addition to the above, targets given in the 

performance agreement, previous audit reports, internal audit reports, inquiries were also consulted to 

support an audit opinion. 

6.1.2. Qualitative Methodology 

It included informal interviews with a mix of open and close-ended questions with the middle 

top-level management of the projects run by the entity. The informal interviews proved to be of great 

source of insight into systemic issues like wastage of public resources, lack of internal accountability 

mechanism and violation of prescribed rules. 

 6.1.3. Physical visit of the projects 

Some of the projects under audit were physically visited by the audit team along with the 

relevant management. Physical visits gave insight into the practicalities of things. 

6.2 Audit Analysis 

Audit Analysis section comprises three components i.e., review of internal controls, critical 

review, and significant audit observations. 

6.2.1 Review of Internal Controls 

Internal controls have been reviewed in terms of their existence, implementation, effectiveness 

and management’s override of the controls, etc.  

Audit noted that the Development Wing of the Ministry has very poor to partially functional 

monitoring mechanisam to check updated progress of various projects and thereby lacks timely 

intervention to take corrective measures.  Moreover, the Chief internal Auditor was not appointed 

despite delay of 2 years in violation of section 29 of the PFM Act, 2019.  

Therefore, due to non-appointment of chief internal auditor and very poor monitoring 

mechanism, the internal controls in Main Ministry, Attached Departments & PSDP Projects are not 

satisfactory.  
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6.2.2 Critical Review 

The detailed scrutiny of quantitative data and informal interviews are the basis of the critical 

review of the entity. The review highlights issues in legal frameworks, role and performance of the 

organization, funding process and impediments affecting the performance of entity and progress in 

achieving targets. The review covers government’s initiatives followed by some specific observations 

made by audit as case studies. 

Ministry of IT&T and its attached organizations are executing various development projects in 

the field of IT and telecommunication. However, the management failed to achieve desired objectives 

of most of these projects due to poor planning and non-existence of monitoring mechanisms. For 

instance,  

The objective of the project ‘High Impact Skill Boot Camp’ worth of Rs. 415 million was to 

train 200 people through international firms/trainers in emerging technology in the area of Cloud 

Computing, Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning & Block Chain. Out of 200 persons, 120 teachers 

and 80 graduates of HEC recognized Institutes were to be trained. However, neither a single student 

nor a teacher has been trained so far nor has any foreign trainer been hired to date. Contrarily, the cost 

of the project was enhanced from Rs.338.55 million to Rs.415.075 million by including Foreign 

Exchange Component. 

It was also noted that after passing of half of the project period, only 2% of the allocated funds 

were utilized without achieving any deliverable of the project. 

Moreover, there’re twenty-eight (28) PSDP projects are being executed by the ministry & its 

attached organizations under the slogan of Digital Pakistan with an allocation of Rs.6.498 billion for 

the financial year 2020-21.  

Out of 28 PSDP Projects, twelve (12) projects with an allocation of Rs.1.852 billion have 

physical progress ranging from 5% to 56% after utilization of 74% to 100% allocated funds. 

Besides, the management is committing time and cost overrun of the project, technology park 

worth of US$ 88.759 million. Due to poor planning and non-conducting feasibility study before 

execution of an important project for the development of a technology park in Islamabad, MoIT&T 

failed to achieve project timelines. Furthermore, stakeholders of said project i.e IT companies, software 

houses, etc who would use the space of a Technology Park are not being contacted till date, which 

would further delay the expected revenue.  

6.2.3 Significant Audit Observations 

6.2.3.1 Non-achievement of desired objectives / progress of PSDP Projects against 

allocated funds – Rs.1.852 billion  

The annual plan 2021-22 published by the Planning Commission dated 07.06.2021 revealed 

that under the Digital Pakistan Policy, Rs. 6.7 billion was allocated to Ministry of Information 

Technology & Telecommunication and its subsidiary organizations. In addition, about Rs. 5 billion was 

allocated to IT related projects of various other ministries, organizations which include; the Higher 

Education Commission, Interior Division, Law & Justice Division, Finance Division, Defence Division, 

Establishment Division and Ministry of PD&SI. Therefore, major projects executed in the ICT sector 

during 2020-21 relates to M/o ITT.  
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As per statement provided by the Development wing / section of Ministry of IT&T, there’re 

twenty-eight (28) PSDP projects are being executed by the ministry & its attached organizations under 

the slogan of Digital Pakistan with an allocation of Rs.6.498 billion for the financial year 2020-21.  

Audit observed that twelve (12) PSDP projects with an allocation of Rs.1.852 billion have 

physical progress ranging from 5% - 56% after utilization of 74% to 100% allocated funds. Detail is as 

under:- 

Amount in million 
Sr 

No 

Name of Project   Executing 

agency  

 

Estimat

ed Cost 

Completio

n Date 

Allocation 

during 

20201 

Financial 

Progress 

% 

Physical 

progress 

% 

1 

Establishment of SCO Data 
Center for Providing Cloud 

Based Services in AJ&K and 

GB 

SCO 770 30/06/2022 101.649 100 15 

2 
Expansion of Broadband 
Services in Cities / Towns of 

AJ&K and GB 

SCO 1,950.00 30/06/2023 300.000 100 15 

3 
One Patient One ID Federal 

Govt Hospitals/ Dispensaries 
NITB 95 23/08/2022 20.634 99 20 

4 Standardization of IT Industry PSEB 371 08/11/2023 75.000 99 20 

5 

Upgradation of Transmission 

Network and Replacement of 

Optical Fiber Cable (OFC) in 
AJ&K and GB 

SCO 1,850.00 30/06/2023 385.000 100 25 

6 

Upgradation of Existing TDM 

Based Backhaul microwave 

with IP Based Backhaul 
Microwave network in AJ&K 

and GB 

SCO 884 30/06/2022 200.000 74 5 

7 
Project Monitoring and 

Digital Transformation Cell 
IT Wing 146.9 17/12/2024 22.481 93 25 

8 
National Expansion Plan of 

NIC's All over Pakistan 
PITB 751.88 28/01/2023 90.000 98 30 

9 
Crime Analytics & Smart 

Policing in Pakistan 
PITB 274.36 12/12/2022 90.000 100 40 

1
0 

Certification of IT 
Professionals 

PSEB 901.25 07/12/2022 275.000 94 38 

1
1 

Smart Office All Federal 

Government Organizations/ 

Departments 

NITB 572.8 15/03/2023 32.451 100 50 

1
2 

Establishment of SINO-Pak 

Center for Artificial 

Intelligence 

Institute of 

Applied 
Sciences, 

Haripur 

991.41 20/01/2023 260.000 100 56 

 Total  8,567.19  1,852.215 96 % 28 % 

Audit is of the view that despite expenditure of 1,852.215 million (96% of PC-I cost) 

only 28% physical progress was achieved by the projects management.  

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that the management may inquire the concerned departments / officers to 

look into the matters where the money has been spent but the intended objectives have not been achieved 

so far. The report may be shared with audit. 

6.2.3.2 Non-achievement of objectives of the Project “Technology Park” - US$ 

88.759 million 

The PSDP Project titled “Technology Park Development, Islamabad” was executed by the 

MoIT&T w.e.f 9th January 2017 with a total cost of US$ 88,383,020 which includes a loan from Korean 
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Exim Bank amounted to US$76,310,697 and local component under PSDP amounting to Rs.1,262.932 

million (US$12,072,323). The main objectives of the project include providing a quality environment 

to IT Companies, promoting academia-industry collaboration to mitigate gap between academia and IT 

industry, boosting the IT exports and provision of cloud IT infrastructure, commercially available data 

centers, facilities for foreign visitors, application development laboratories, auditorium and virtual 

collaboration classrooms for training and brain storming on technology trends, future possibilities and 

networking, day care centers and medical emergency response center etc. 

As per implementation schedule, completion date of the project will be December, 2022 and 

loan agreement was signed in March 2017 with the Export Bank of Korea for the provision of 

US$76,283,000 with 0.1% interest. The loan will be repaid in 60 semi-annual installments to be started 

after 126 months of the date of the loan agreement. 

The PC-I of the project was revised on 26th Feb, 2020 by enhancing local components from 

Rs.1,262.932 million to Rs.1,929.435 million (US$12,476,000). 

Audit observed as under:  

i. Civil work of the project has not yet been executed till October 2021 which 

resulted in enhancement of local component project cost. 

ii. Marketing & future plan to achieve the objectives of the project to approach IT 

Companies for the provision of space in the building was not available in 

feasibility study and PC-I. 

iii. Half of the lean period i.e after 10 years of the lease agreement, for repayment 

has been exhausted due to delay in the execution of civil work.  

iv. The project was also placed as one of the key initiatives under PSDP in the 

performance agreement 2020-21 signed between Minister for IT and Prime 

Minister of Pakistan and the same was not achieved with the plea that target 

could not be achieved due to dependency on Exim Bank Korea. 

The user of the space as mentioned above have not been engaged so far, by not doing some sort 

of agreements with IT companies and other stakeholders who would use the space of Technology Park, 

would further delay the expected revenue from the Technology Park.  

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends that the said stakeholders should be engaged well in time so that the space 

could be rented out immediately as soon as it is developed. The marketing strategy & engagement with 

space users should be shared with Audit. 

6.2.3.3 Non-achievement of objectives of the project named “High Impact Skill 

Bootcamp” – Rs 415.075 million  

A PSDP project “High Impact Skill Bootcamp” was approved by the CDWP on 31.05.2019 

with an estimated cost of Rs. 338.55 million. The project was revised in January 2021 with a revised 

Cost of Rs. 415.075 million (PKR 35.227 million & Foreign Exchange Component (FEC): PKR 

379.848 million). The completion date of the project is October 2022 with the starting date of October 

2019 (36 months). 

The objective of the project was to train 200 people through international firms/trainers in 

emerging technology in the area of Cloud Computing, Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning & 
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Block Chain. Number of 120 teachers and 80 graduates of HEC recognized Institutes were to be 

included as trainees. 

Audit observed without imparting any training and hiring of foreign trainer the cost of the 

project was increased from Rs. 338.55 million to Rs. 415.075 million by including FEC. 

Audit also observed that against allocation of Rs. 200 million for 2019-21 only Rs. 4.651 

million (2% of the allocated funds) were utilized without achieving a single objective of the project. 

Audit is of the view that despite allocation of funds the management could not achieve project 

objectives besides the chances of cost over run can not be overruled. 

Neither the management replied nor was DAC convened.  

Audit recommends to inquire the matter besides taking necessary steps to achieve the objectives 

of the project. 

7. Conclusion 

The report highlighted major issues in implementation of National IT Policy and infrastructure 

development. These issues include non-achievement of desired objectives of development projects due 

to poor planning and non-existence of monitoring mechanism, delay in execution and completion of 

projects and resultantly time and cost overrun.  

Moreover, the report has identified areas to be focused on in the development assistance to the 

Government coordinated spending plan. It also emphasized strengthening monitoring and governance 

systems in different public sectors for planning and development under the ministry. 

The report contains practical solutions/recommendations to individual observations so that the 

management may make necessary corrective measures for better performance of its organization in 

order to achieve SDGs.  

On the basis of the above, the report concludes that in order to achieve Goal 17 of SDGs as 

pointed out at point no. 1.3.1, the recommended corrective measures are strongly emphasized again. 
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C. Thematic Audit on Technical Support Provided in Different Public Sectors 

for Planning and Development  

1. Introduction 

The Ministry of Planning, Development & Special Initiatives is designated as Secretariat of 

Planning Commission; to provide administrative and logistic support enabling the assignments in 

efficient and effective manner. The Planning Commission works as a think tank for policy formulation 

input in respect to the socio-economic development in the country. It formulates/carries out economic 

policies, evaluates economic situation, prepare National Development Plans and evaluate 

implementation in collaboration with the respective ministries, divisions and provincial governments.  

The Prime Minister is the Chairman of the Planning Commission; assisted by the Deputy 

Chairman and the Minister for PD&SI. The Governing Council comprises twelve members including 

Secretary Planning Division who works as Member Coordination.  

The Planning Commission is responsible to perform functions as indicated in the Schedule-II 

of the Rules of Business 1973 which inter-alia include the following: 

 Preparing the National Plan and review and evaluating its implementation.  

 Formulating Annual Plan and Annual Development Plan.  

 Monitoring and evaluating implementation of major development projects and 

programmes.  

 Stimulating preparation of sound projects in regions and sectors lacking adequate 

portfolio.  

 Continuously evaluating the economic situation and coordinate economic policies.  

 Organising research and analytical studies for economic decision making.  

 

1.1 Background 

The Planning Commission is a financial and public policy development institution of the 

Government of Pakistan. The Commission comes under Ministry of Planning, Development and Special 

Initiatives. The Planning Commission undertakes research studies and state policy development 

initiatives for the growth of national economy and the expansion of the public and state infrastructure 

of the country in tandem with the Ministry of Finance (MoF). Since 1952, the commission have had a 

major influence and role in formulating the highly centralized and planned five-year plans for the 

national economy, for most of the 20th century in Pakistan. Although the five-year plans were replaced 

by Medium Term Development Framework, the commission still played an influential and central role 

in the development of the programme. Furthermore, the Public Sector Development Programmes 

(PSDP) is also placed under the domain of the planning commission. The commission's authoritative 

figures include a Chairman who is the Prime Minister, assisted by the deputy chairman, and a science 

advisor. 

1.2 Establishment of Audit Theme 

1.2.1 Reasons for Selection 

The SDGs can only be realized with a strong commitment to global partnership and 

cooperation. While official development assistance from developed countries increased by 66 percent 
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between 2000 and 2014, humanitarian crises brought on by conflict or natural disasters continue to 

demand more financial resources and aid especially during Covid-19 era. Many countries also require 

Official Development Assistance to encourage growth and trade. 

Goal 17 includes new areas such as climate change, economic inequality, innovation, 

sustainable consumption, peace and justice, among other priorities.  The goals are interconnected and 

often the key to success on one will involve tackling issues more commonly associated with another 

and involves better planning. 

1.2.2 Purpose / Objective 

Audit objective includes determining outcomes of development assistance to the Government 

coordinated spending plan, Intelligent Project Automation System, and technical support provided to 

different public sectors for planning and development. 

1.2.3 Scope 

The primary criteria for thematic audit was based on the TORs approved by the Auditor General 

of Pakistan as under:- 

 Review of Medium Term Development Framework and technical support provided 

to different public sectors for planning and development. 

 Provision of development assistance to Government – coordinated spending plan. 

2. Legal Framework Governing the Theme  

The legal framework governing the theme include MTDF that is currently replaced by Vision 

2020-25 and some Acts including Pakistan Institute Of Development Economics Act,2010; General 

Statistics (Reorganization) Act,2011 and Public Private Partnership Authority Act,2017. 

3. Stakeholders and governmental organizations identified as directly/indirectly 

involved 

Following stakeholders and governmental organizations are identifies as directly/indirectly 

involved in relation to the theme. 

 Pakistan Institute of Development Economics 

 Pakistan Planning and Management Institute 

 Department of the Surveyor General of Pakistan 

 Public Private Partnership Authority 

 China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 

 Pakistan Bureau of Statistics  

 Pakistan Environmental Planning and Architectural Consultants  

 Jawaid Azfar Computer Centre 

 All other government organizations including Ministries/ Divisions and 

Departments to execute PSDP projects 
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4. Role of important Organizations 

4.1. Pakistan Institute of Development Economics (PIDE) 

The Pakistan Institute of Development Economics (PIDE) was established at Karachi in 1957 

and in 1964 accorded the status of an autonomous research organization by the Government of Pakistan. 

It is devoted to theoretical and empirical research in Development Economics in general and on 

Pakistan-related economic issues in particular. In addition to providing a firm academic basis to 

economic policy-making, its research provides a window through which the outside world can view the 

nature and direction of economic research in Pakistan. Other social sciences, such as demography and 

anthropology and interdisciplinary studies increasingly define the widening scope of research that must 

be undertaken for proper economic policy and development to have sound underpinnings. 

4.2. Pakistan Planning and Management Institute (PPMI) 

Pakistan Planning & Management Institute (PPMI) was established to increase awareness and 

enhance expertise on development process i.e. project identification, formulation, appraisal, 

implementation, monitoring and evaluation and to assess the requirement of training in management 

techniques and to improve the quality of project managers through courses on general management, 

financial management and project management. To meet the emerging needs of the public sector, PPMI 

is imparting newly recruited officers of Planning Commission and in-service training for planners and 

project managers in the area of macro-economic, social planning and development process. It 

undertakes training need assessment of federal agencies in project management; develop course 

materials, guidelines and manuals.  

4.3. Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) 

Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) is attached Department of the Ministry, responsible for 

collection, compilation and dissemination of reliable and timely statistical information to the policy 

makers, planners and researchers. It publishes a variety of reports, based on primary and secondary data, 

especially on economics and social aspects of the country.  

PBS formulates principles for collection, compilation and dissemination of official statistics in 

Pakistan. It provides standard concepts, definitions and classifications pertaining to official statistics. It 

executes all national censuses and surveys and cooperates with international bodies and committees in 

all statistical matters. 

4.4. Pakistan Environmental Planning and Architectural Consultants  

Pakistan Environmental Planning and Architectural Consultant Limited (PEPAC) was 

established incorporated in 1974 to provide town planning and architectural consultancy services for 

projects initiated by the Government, Semi Government and autonomous bodies. It provides services 

as Consultant / Advisor in forty two fields which mainly includes; Architectural Planning, Feasibility 

Studies, Housing / Environmental Planning, Structural & Services Engineering, Regional/ Urban 

Planning, Quality / Quantity Surveying, Arch. Designing/Interior & Landscaping, Conservation of 

National Heritage, Construction Management & Contract Administration. 

4.5. China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) 

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is a long-term project of the two all-weather 

friendly neighbors China and Pakistan. The overall goal of CPEC is to serve as a “Gateway of 

Prosperity” for both the countries, and the region as a whole. The CPEC Secretariat is in the MoPD&SI 

in collaboration with relevant stakeholders’ implement projects in the designated thematic areas as 

outlined in the CPEC Long Term Plan (2017-30). Furthermore, CPEC Authority Act 2021 has been 
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promulgated. The aim of the Authority is to perform secretariat tasks and to serve as one-stop shop for 

all the CPEC related activities. 

4.6. Public Private Partnership Authority (PPPA) 

Government of Pakistan, in order to aggressively pursue its development goals, has devised an 

alternative financing regime for funding infrastructure projects through private sector investment with 

Planning Commission in-charge of driving the initiative. Under the PSDP initiative, numerous federal 

and provincial implementing agencies, operating in diversified socio-economic sectors, have come with 

the projects in which private sector can potentially participate in construction/ development and/ or 

operation/ management/ use of infrastructure goods and services. 

 

4.7. Jawad Azfar Computer Centre (JACC) 

Jawaid Azfar Computer Centre (JACC) caters for computing requirements of Ministry of 

Planning, Development & Special Initiatives. Its main function includes provision of computer 

hardware, internet services, maintenance support of Local Area Network, Wide Area Network, in-house 

troubleshooting of hardware, internet/ email issues, software development; creation and maintenance 

of website of M/o PD&SI; training of officers/ staff in I.T., Implementation of E-Office, I.T. support in 

preparation of presentations for Deputy Chairman, Secretary and Members. composing, formatting and 

designing of PSDP, Annual Plan, Five Year Plan, Year Book, technical inputs for procurement of IT 

equipment, technical support conducting video conferencing. 

5. Organization's Financials  

The organization is mainly funded by the government budgetary allocation. However, it 

involves international financing in CPEC projects and negligible self-generation of resources in terms 

of student tuition fee enrolled in PIDE. 

Rs in million 

Department Demand 
Budget  

2020-21 

Planning and Development Division 129 1,144.559 

Imprest Fund For Experts And Consultants 129 1.870 

Jawaid Azfar Computer Centre 130 23.113 

Pak Planning & Management Institute 130 31.569 

Pakistan Bureau of Statistics 130 2,392.976 

Public Private Partnership Authority (PPPA) 131 128.375 

Pakistan Institute Of Development Economics 131 149.675 

PHD Programme at PIDE 131 5.000 

CPEC Authority 132 284.150 

Total Recurring Budget 4,161.287 

Development Budget 170 73,545.103 

Grand Total 77,706.39 

6. Field Audit Activity  

6.1 Methodology 

During field audit activity, quantitative as well as qualitative research methodology was used. 

Moreover, physical visits to some projects sites were also made.  

6.1.1. Quantitative Methodology 

It included scrutiny of the budget record, recurrent & development expenditure of Main 

Ministry, PSDP projects being executed by the Main Ministry in accordance with relevant policies / 
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acts / rules and instructions of Federal Government. In addition to the above, targets given in the 

performance agreement, previous audit reports, internal audit reports, inquiries were also consulted to 

support an audit opinion. 

6.1.2. Qualitative Methodology 

It included informal interviews with mix of open and close ended questions with the middle to 

top level management of the projects run by the entity. The informal interviews proved to be of great 

source of insight into systemic issues like wastage of public resources, lack of internal accountability 

mechanism and violation of prescribed rules notably procurement rules and practicing conflict of 

interest by the management.  

 6.1.3. Physical visit of the projects 

Some of the projects under audit were physically visited by the audit team along with the 

relevant management. Physical visits gave insight into practicalities of the things. 

6.2 Audit Analysis 

 Audit Analysis section comprises of three components i.e., review of internal controls, critical 

review and significant audit observations. 

6.2.1 Review of Internal Controls 

Internal controls have been reviewed in terms of their existence, implementation, effectiveness 

and management’s override of the controls etc. It was noted that the Ministry of PD&SI has transgressed 

from its core function of working as think tank for policy formulation input in respect to the socio-

economic development in the country as described at 1.1. However, it has irregularly opted for 

“Executor” of Projects, simultaneously. So, practically the management of the ministry prepares project 

itself, appraise their own proposed projects and give approval to their own prepared/appraised projects.  

Therefore, by this way, internal control, if any, is destined to fail. Hence, the system of internal controls 

in term of appraisal of projects of a subordinate office or entity do exist and to some extent functions. 

However, the management of the ministry overrides internal controls and practice conflict of interest 

for the projects initiated by it.  

Moreover, Chief internal Auditor was not appointed despite delay of 2 years in violation of 

section 29 of PFM Act, 2019.  

Therefore, due to non-appointment of chief internal auditor and very poor monitoring 

mechanism, the internal controls in Main Ministry, Attached Departments & PSDP Projects are not 

satisfactory.  

6.2.2 Critical Review 

The detailed scrutiny of quantitative data and informal interviews are the basis of the critical 

review of the entity. The review highlights issues in legal frameworks, role and performance of the 

organization, funding process and impediments effecting performance of entity and progress in 

achieving targets.  

MoPD&SI has transgressed from its core objectives of “Planning” and irregularly opted for 

“Executor” of Projects, simultaneously. The PAO is committing conflict of interest by doing 

preparation, appraisal and approval of projects prepared and submitted by its own self. Sixteen projects 

worth of Rs. 13,954 million are being irregularly executed by the Ministry itself.  
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Moreover, the Ministry has made faulty cost-sharing agreements with UNDP worth Rs 2.166 

billion. According to article I(7) of MoU between UNDP and GoP “Any interest revenue attributable 

to the contribution shall be credited to the IP’s account and shall be utilized in accordance with the 

established IP procedures”. But interest revenue may be shared between both parties on the basis of 

percentage share in the contribution.  

The agreement does not authorize the Auditor General of Pakistan to audit the public money 

(50% share of overall cost), which is against the Constitutional Provision of Pakistan. Therefore, the 

utility and purpose for which amount is being shared can’t be examined. By not adding the necessary 

clause of Government auditing and monitoring & evaluation by Planning Division, the project ongoing 

progress, if any, can’t be gauged. 

Moreover, Payment of GoP share has not been conditioned with the workplan/deliverables of 

the project. Besides MoU does not stipulate what penalty may be imposed if IP fails to deliver project 

output timely or fails altogether. 

6.2.3 Significant Audit Observations 

6.2.3.1 Conflict of interest committed by PAO, M/o PD&SI by simultaneously working 

as Planner and Executor of PSDP projects – Rs 13,954.751 million 

The core objectives / functions of Ministry of Planning Development & Special Initiatives 

(MoPD&SI) are as under:- 

 Designing and implementing methodology for leadership in planning social and 

economic development. Developing economic programs designed to achieve 

competitiveness and leadership for national economy. 

 Establishing and implementing an approach to strengthen partnerships with public 

agencies, private sector and other stakeholders. Coordinating efforts to formulate and 

achieve development objectives, plans and objectives to ensure efficiency in 

performance. 

 Developing the planning and implementation capacities of Public entities, to facilitate 

their roles in formulating and implementing plans and strategies. 

During scrutiny of record & discussion with the management, audit has observed that 

MoPD&SI has transgressed from its core objectives of “Planning” and irregularly opted for “Executor” 

of Projects, simultaneously. The PAO is committing conflict of interest by doing preparation, appraisal 

and approval of projects prepared and submitted by its own self.  

Audit observed that following projects are being executed by planning Division: 

Amount in millions 
Sr# Project Name Approval Total Cost Expenditure 

upto June 

2021 

1 Center of Excellence for China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CoE-CPEC), 

PIDE 

CDWP April 

2016 

1215.28 431.174 

2 China-Pakistan Economic Corridor Support Project (3rd Revised)- TC: 

732.00, FEC: 330.00, Local: 402.00) 

CDWP 

19.10.2017 

732 90.706 

3 Development Communication Project  CDWP 
29.03.2018 

616.401 260.195 

4 Institutional Strengthening and Efficiency Enhancement of Planning 

Commission / Ministry of Planning, Development and Reform (Phase-III) 

CDWP 

24.07.2017 

(RUP) 

350 64.097 
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5 National Initiative for SDGs / Nutrition  CDWP 

01.11.2015 

1000 391.287 

6 Reform and Innovation in Government for High Performance CDWP 
02.12.2015 

1166 221 

7 Updation Rural Area frame of Census/Surveys, PBS, Islamabad DDWP 

12.11.2019 

478.803 287.504 

8 Young Development Fellows Programme  DDWP 
12.11.2019 

133.56 123.79 

9 Competitive Grants Program for Policy- Oriented Research DDWP 

09.04.2020 

1756 44.072 

10 Construction of Plan House in Administrative Sector, F-5/2, Islamabad 
(PC-II) 

CDWP 
26.10.2016 

144 0 

11 Establishment of Pakistan Urban Planning & Policy Centre CDWP 

06.08.2019 

141.88 0 

12 Feasibility & Construction of Pakistan Institute of Development 
Economics (PIDE) Campus at H-11/2, Islamabad 

CDWP 
06.06.2020 

4545.488 0 

13 Integrated Energy Planning  DDWP 

12.11.2019 

438.112 4.837 

14 Strengthening of Civil Registration and Vital Statistics (CRVS) System CDWP 
19.05.2020 

201.917 0 

15 Strengthening of Ministry of PDR in IT  DDWP 

12.11.2019 

419.538 44.407 

16 Strengthening of Ministry of PDR in Monitoring and Evaluation of PSDP 
Projects. 

DDWP 
12.11.2019 

615.772 72.741 

 Total   13,954.751    2,035.810  

 

The management accepted the view point of audit and replied that in order to effectively carry 

out diverse tasks the ministry needs resources including research and manpower that are not available 

under the current budget. Therefore, it is unavoidable for the ministry to execute a few projects to fulfill 

its designated responsibilities and to carry out special initiatives allocated by the Prime Minister. 

However, Audit recommends that M/o PD&R may adhere to its aims and objectives and let the project 

execution agencies/bodies to execute the project. 

6.2.3.2 Faulty Cost-sharing agreement between Ministry of Planning, Development and 

special Initiatives and UNDP worth Rs 1.166 billion and Rs 1.0 billion 

Ministry of Planning, Development and special Initiatives is executing two PSDP projects 

through UNDP as detailed below:- 

 

 

Amount in millions 

Project Approval Total Project Cost Expenditure 

upto June 

2021 

(GoP Share)  

Start 

Date 

Completion 

date GoP 

Share 

UNDP 

Share 

Total 

Cost 

National Initiative for SDGs / 

Nutrition  

CDWP 

01.11.2015 

500 500 1000 391.287 Dec-15 Jun-22 

Reform and Innovation in 

Government for High 
Performance 

CDWP 

02.12.2015 

466 700 1166 221 Dec-15 Dec-22 

 

Cost sharing MoUs were signed between GoP and UNDP on 27.01.2016 and 04.03.2015 on the 

above projects respectively. As per article III of both MoUs, “The contribution shall be administered 

by the Implementing Partner (IP) i.e (UNDP) in accordance with the IP regulations, rules, policies and 

procedures, applying its normal procedures for the execution of its projects. The project management 

and expenditure shall be governed by the regulations, rules, policies and procedures of the IP”. 

Audit observed that the MoU signed between Ministry of Planning, Development and special 

initiatives and UNDP is faulty. 
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Audit also observes and recommends following points: 

S.No Provision in Cost-sharing agreement Recommendation by Audit 

1 According to article I(7) of MoU between 

UNDP and GoP “Any interest revenue 

attributable to the contribution shall be 

credited to the IP’s account and shall be 

utilized in accordance with the established IP 

procedures” 

Audit recommends that any interest revenue may be 

shared between both parties on the basis of 

percentage share in the contribution. 

2 According to Article (V) of MoU between 

UNDP and GoP “ownership of equipment, 

supplies and other property financed from the 

contribution shall vest in the IP” 

Audit recommends that ownership of equipment, 

supplies and other property should be divided 

between both parties on the basis of percentage share 

in the contribution. 

3 According to article VI of MoU between 

UNDP and GoP “internal and external 

auditing procedures provided for in the 

financial regulations, rules, policies and 

procedures of the IP” 

The agreement does not authorize the Auditor 

General of Pakistan to audit the public money (50% 

share of overall cost), which is against the 

Constitutional Provision of Pakistan. Therefore, the 

utility and purpose for which amount is being shared 

can’t be examined. 

By not adding the necessary clause of Government 

auditing and monitoring & evaluation by Planning 

Division, the project ongoing progress, if any, can’t 

be gauged. 

Therefore, auditing may be done by AGP and 

monitoring by M/o Planning, Development and 

Reform. 

Following shortcomings are also noticed by the audit in MoUs:- 

S.No Shortcomings Recommendations 

1 Payment of GoP share has not          been 

conditioned with the workplan / deliverables 

of the project. 

Audit recommends that payment of GoP share 

should be conditioned with the workplan / 

deliverables of the project. 

2 MoU does not stipulate what penalty may be 

imposed if IP fails to deliver project outcome 

timely or fails altogether. 

Audit recommends that the management may amend 

the cost share agreement and such clause may be 

inserted in the MoU. 

The management replied that the MoU were signed between GoP and UNDP with 

approval of Finance Division and EAD which was vetted by the Law & Justice Division. Under 

the agreement, GoP share is 40% of the cost. Further, these are the standard terms which 

included in the MoU with the approval of competent authority. 

However, the reply of the management was not acceptable as Law & Justice Division had vetted 

that cost sharing agreement subject to compliance with other codal formalities including audit of public 

money by the Auditor General of Pakistan and regular performance and evaluation of the projects, etc. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be inquired besides provision of record to Audit as per 

Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan. 

6.2.3.3 Wastage of Public money due to non-achieving output of the project “Reform & 

Innovation in Government for High Performance”-- Rs 1.166 billion 

The project titled “Reform & Innovation in Government for High Performance” was approved 

by CDWP on 02.12.2015 with the total cost of Rs 1166 million. The project was executed through 

implementation Partner UNDP (UNDP will contribute Rs 700 million while GoP contributed Rs 466 

million). 
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As per agreement / MoU, the proposed initiatives/project will support the M/o Planning, 

Development and Reform to achieve the following key outputs under the project: 

i. Results-based monitoring system for Pakistan vision 2025/PSDP/ADP put in place and 

operational; 

ii. Civil service and Public Administration reforms with distinct accountability and transparency 

mechanism promoted and piloted; 

iii. Improved decision making through better poverty measurement and effective implementation 

and monitoring of MDGs/post 2015 development agenda; 

iv. Planning Ministry positioned and strengthened as public sector think tank and interprovincial 

coordinator on development issues. 

Audit observed that two out of four outputs are under the preview of SDGs project while 

remaining two outputs No (i & ii) have not been delivered to the Ministry of Planning, Development 

and Reform so far.   

The management did not reply. 

Audit recommends that since the scope of the project has been reduced from four to two 

deliverables (as two deliverables are under the preview of SDGs project), therefore, the project cost 

may be reduced accordingly. 

7  Conclusion 

The Thematic Audit Report highlighted major audit observations which reflect overall trend of 

performance of the organization. The management of PD&IR is spending public resources by 

developing different un-necessary project and rolling it over and over again just to drain public money 

in salaries to staff and meeting other allied expenditure from the project funding as described under 

section of audit observation. Furthermore, the ministry has transgressed from its core objectives of 

“Planning” and irregularly opted for “Executor” of Projects, simultaneously and also utilizing the 

services of project employees of said projects for regular functions of the Ministry to increase its 

workforce. In other case, the management made faulty cost-sharing agreement with a development 

partner, UNDP, wherein the government of Pakistan has been deprived to monitor where the share of 

public money is being spent and what ultimate benefits the public would get.  

The Thematic Audit report reflects consistent pattern of very poor to absence of internal 

controls and lack of senior management’s oversight over the matters of policies and planning rooted 

into real time historical data. Moreover, the management’s diversion from its Think Tank’s role to 

simultaneously practicing as Executors of projects is not only counter-productive but also wastage of 

public money because the projects’ management did not have anything concrete to show what they have 

achieved from the projects.  

The report has identified areas to be focused on in the development assistance to the 

Government coordinated spending plan as well as also emphasized to strengthen monitoring and 

governance systems in different public sectors for planning and development under the ministry.  

The report contains recommendation to individual observation so that the management may 

make necessary corrective measures for better performance of its organization.  
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CHAPTER 1 

PUBLIC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT      
 

1.1 Sectoral Analysis 
 

 Under Rules of Business, 1973, Ministry of Planning, Development and Special Initiatives is 

responsible for preparation of comprehensive National Plan for the economic and social development 

of the country and formulation of an annual development programme. The Ministry is also responsible 

for monitoring the implementation of all major development projects and programmes. The Public 

Sector Development Programme (PSDP) prepared by the Ministry is an important part of public sector 

investment, which channels domestic and foreign resources to implement the development programmes 

and projects prepared by the federal, provincial and local agencies. PSDP funds are released to 

executing departments/organizations through Ministry of Finance. 

 After steady rise, PSDP allocations witnessed a downward trend in financial year 2018-19 by 

a decline of 32.26% from financial year 2017-18 and slight rise (3.8%) in 2019-20 as compared with 

2018-19 and a decline in 2020-21 (7.28%).   

 

 

Figure: PSDP Allocations for last five years (Source: PSDP Archive and Year Books - Ministry of 

Planning, Development and Special Initiatives) 

 Infrastructure development works of federal government are executed by specialized 

department, namely Pakistan Public Works Department, development authorities/agencies like National 

Highway Authority, Capital Development Authority, Civil Aviation Authority, Federal Government 

Employees Housing Authority, Pakistan Housing Authority Foundation, Higher Education 

Commission, Sindh Infrastructure Development Company Limited, Gwadar Port Authority, etc. and 

also by some ministries/departments concerned. The public sector autonomous organizations - such as 

CAA, CDA, FGEHA, PHAF, etc. – generate their own resources for implementing development 

programmes. However, CDA and CAA also receive PSDP funds for certain projects.  NHA, though 

generates its own resources, receives Cash Development Loan from federal government and foreign 

loans through PSDP for execution of development projects.  
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The Directorate General Audit Works (Federal), Islamabad, is mandated to carry out audit of 

the Federal Government entities engaged in construction works, i.e. NHA, CDA, CAA, Pak PWD, 

FGEHA, NCL, PHAF, SIDCL, HEC (PSDP/Infrastructure development works executed by federally 

chartered universities/institutions), Ministry of PD&SI (Special Project Cell) and Gwadar Port 

Authority (GPA). These entities received 30% (Rs 194.717 billion) of the total PSDP allocations for 

financial year 2020-21 (Rs 650.000 billion) with major part of NHA  

(Rs 118.675 billion). 

 There are two main sectors under the Audit jurisdiction of Directorate General Audit Works 

(Federal) as follows: 

1. Communication and Transport which includes National Highway Authority in Road 

Infrastructure Sector and Civil Aviation Authority in Aviation Sector. 

 

2. Housing & Physical Planning which includes Pakistan Public Works Department, 

Pakistan Housing Authority Foundation, Federal Government Employees Housing 

Authority and Capital Development Authority/Metropolitan Corporation Islamabad.  

 

 The development spending trend of the departments under auditorial jurisdiction of this office 

during last five years is as under: 

 (Rs in billion) 

Department 
Expenditure 

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

NHA 266.66 257.56 185.62 155.119 98.147 

CAA 24.35 21.06 13.98 9.01 12.408 

PPWD 11.39 12.29 3.09 5.52 24.397 

PHAF 1.59 4.11 4.04 2.39 2.832 

FGEHA 10.18 4.74 5.94 3.14 7.865 

CDA/MCI 4.46 3.51 2.69 2.85 9.005 

HEC 8.71 2.08 3.05 4.54 3.496 

SIDCL 2.90 8.78 6.94 5.05 7.229 

GPA - 4.54 1.59 3.83 4.014 

Total 330.24 318.67 226.94 191.449 169.393 
 

 The above table indicates that development expenditure of these departments has a downward 

trend since 2017-18.  

 Sector-wise analysis is as follows:  

i. Communication and Transport 

 Road Infrastructure 

   Transport sector in general and road infrastructure in particular have an enduring effect on 

economic growth of Pakistan. NHA is responsible to plan promote, organize and implement 

construction, development operation, repair and maintenance of 39 national highways, motorways, 

expressways and strategic roads (12,131 km) which is 4.6% of total national road network (263,775 

km) and supports 80% of commercial traffic. 
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 Pakistan vision 2025 envisages increase in road density from around 260,000 km to 358,000 

km. NHA has aspired to double the road density till 2025 by increasing the Public Private Partnership 

(PPP).  

 As per Medium Term Budgetary Framework (Budget Estimates for Service Delivery 2020-21 

to 2022-23), the Government of Pakistan set and assigned medium term priorities for development and 

improvement of various sectors. As per MTBF, NHA is responsible to plan various programmes for 

construction of new roads/bridges and improvement/rehabilitation of the existing infrastructure, launch 

projects through Public Private Partnership and encourage investment through Business Plan, improve 

and preserve the road condition through preventive maintenance.  

 Through China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, NHA is connecting Khunjerab to Gwadar. Short 

term projects of eastern alignment include Construction of Karakorum Highway Havelian-Thakot 

Section (118 km) and Sukkur-Multan Section of Peshawar-Karachi Motorway (392 km). These sections 

have been completed by NHA financed through foreign loan. As per MTBF 2020-23, key milestones 

for 2020-21 includes procurement/award of civil work, mobilization of contractors and commencement 

of works under Zhob-Kuchlak Road Project (298 km). NHA has awarded 118 km long two sections 

Kuchlak to Nasai in March 2021. Three projects (Yarik-Zhob 235 km, Zhob-Quetta 331 km and 

Hoshab-Awaran 400 km) are at tendering/design phase. CPEC Western alignment project Dera Ismail 

Khan-Hakla (285 km) is being executed through GOP funding and 83% physical progress was achieved 

by June 2021, against key milestone of completion of major works on entire length of 292 km. 

 Among other CPEC projects, “Construction of Eastbay Expressway at Gwadar Port” (financed 

through China loan) is also at execution stage as a part of modernization of port facilities under CPEC 

and maritime linkage. This project will connect Gwadar Port with hinterland through M-8 and Makran 

Coastal Highway. Gwadar Port Authority could achieve physical progress of 88.58% against planned 

100% up to June 2021. This project is likely to be completed by next year. Another project 

“Construction of New Gwadar Airport”, which is also one of the performance indicators towards 

compliance of International Civil Aviation Organization standards, is under execution by CAA under 

China grant. Implementation of this project witnessed a delay since 2015, however, work has been 

physically started in 2019-20.     

 Development portfolio of NHA 

 NHA development portfolio for the year 2020-21 contained 57 road projects with original 

allocation of Rs 118,674.855 million. There were thirty-two ongoing projects with allocation of Rs 

88,954 million and twenty-five new projects with allocation of Rs 29,720.00 million. Local component 

was Rs 104,457.855 million and foreign component Rs 14,100.00 million.  

 Actual authorization/disbursement against the budgeted PSDP was Rs 115,575.714 million (Rs 

98,146.57 million disbursed for utilization and a sum of Rs 17,429.143 million was withheld on account 

of repayment of Cash Development Loan).  

 Actual utilization against local component of 32 ongoing projects was Rs 79,036.29 million. 

However, under foreign component actual utilization was Rs 15,000.859 million against original 

allocation of  

Rs 14,100.00 million.  

 There were 25 new schemes with original allocation of  

Rs 29,720.00 million, subsequently revised to Rs 11,625 million. Eight (08) out of 25 new projects 

involved foreign assistance, but could not be materialized. Only six of the new schemes could be 
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initiated physically and expenditure of Rs 4,109.42 million (27.44%) was incurred on civil works 

against new schemes. This indicates that new schemes could not be implemented as per planned targets.   

 Overall utilization of PSDP funds was Rs 98,146.57 million against allocation of Rs 

115,575.714 million.  

 Public Private Partnership 

 NHA Allocation in original PSDP for 2020-21, included only one new BOT project “Sukkur-

Hyderabad Section (306 km) BoT (GoP Share) i. Commercial Feasibility/BOT Rs 52.739 million ii. 

Construction Cost Rs 175,165 million (Approx.) iii. Land and Utilities Rs 13,972 million (charged from 

separate PC-I). NHA, however, has expressed intention to offer eight projects on BOT basis under PPP 

regime and publicized this portfolio for interested parties. However, individual notices for procurement 

of each project have not been advertised during the current year. As such, investment opportunities 

through PPP mode have not been exploited by NHA. 

 Maintenance of road network 

 Planned activities of current and previous years were not carried out accordingly which resulted 

in deterioration of road network. Annual Maintenance Plan (AMP) prepared by NHA has not been 

implemented efficiently inspite of release of funds.  

 Current year’s AMP (2020-21) was estimated at Rs 40.175 billion and funds were released but 

no expenditure could be incurred. A sum of Rs 20.503 billion was provided in AMP for previous year’s 

liabilities and only Rs 13.463 billion were spent on road maintenance activities which indicate poor 

performance of the maintenance units of NHA all over Pakistan.  

 Revenue Collection 

NHA under the Act has lawful authority to collect revenue for operation and maintenance of its 

road network. The collection broadly pertains to (i) Revenue from tolls and (ii) Revenue from 

commercialization of ROW. As per policy priorities envisaged in MTBF 2019-22, to improve and 

preserve the road condition through preventive maintenance, more funds are required. 

a.         Toll Revenue 

Toll is described in the rules as a mechanism for recovery of capital cost and cost of maintaining 

assets in good condition during its useful life. Analysis of toll collections during last five years (shown 

below) indicates a very meager surge despite added road network. 

Year Toll Collection 

(Rs in million) 

Increase 

(Rs in million) 

Percentage increase 

2015-16 15,563 --- --- 

2016-17 18,504 2,941 18.89 % 

2017-18 19,191 687 3.71 % 

2018-19 23,052 3,861 20.12 % 

2019-20 25,573 2,521 10.94% 

2020-21 29,657 4,084 15.96% 

 b.        Revenue from commercialization of ROW  

 Potential significant revenue generation through commercialization of ROW is showing a 

visible increase as observed from last year collection.  

Years Total  (Rs in million) 

2017-18 1,912.914 

2018-19 1,910.758 

2019-20 1,938.077 

2020-21 3,644.000 
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 However, issues relating to non-stock taking of assets with valuation falling within ROW 

hampering in future leasing due to leasing of assets without any reserve price, continuation of leases 

awarded during 2004-05 in violation of rules, halt of revenue realization due to incomplete service areas 

along M-3 and M-5, need to be addressed for further improvement of revenue from commercialization 

activities.  

 Institutional sustainability 

 Due to inefficient revenue management, NHA is unable to generate matching resources to 

rehabilitate/maintain the existing road network as well as repay the cash development loan from Federal 

Government. Due to non-payment of cash development loan by NHA, Ministry of Finance has started 

deduction at source from releases of PSDP. At source deduction of the year 2020-21 stands at Rs 17.429 

billion which constitutes 15% of total releases of Rs 116.392 billion. This adversely affects the cash 

flows for development projects letting the physical progress slow down, as this amount is not being 

recouped by NHA from its own resources. NHA is facing financial deficit with varying trend (operating 

income versus operating expenses) mainly due to depreciation expense, as per Income and Expenditure 

Account/financial statements, as under: 

(Rs in billion) 

 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Deficit after 

taxation 

157.371 133.825 157.650 171.050 94.308 

 

 Long term loans (Cash Development Loan) also have a rising trend: 

 (Rs in billion) 

 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Local (GoP, 

Provincial 

Govt.) 

551.692 637.047 831.154 890.127 985.618 

Foreign Loan 234.617 351.806 449.651 667.405 742.458 

Total 786.309 988.853 1,280.805 1,557.532 1,708.076 

Mark-up on 

long term 

loans 

451.093 485.530 519.566 621.424 695.304 

 

 The Authority has defaulted in re-payment of mature long term loans and interest thereon 

amounting to Rs 1,298 billion, therefore the Authority may be liable on account of management fee and 

commitment charges to the lenders in the sum of Rs 859.483 million.   

 Governance issues    

 From the PDPs issued to the Ministry of Communications the audit has observed partial or 

complete deviation from compliance processes i.e. non-verification of quality of works, mis-

management in EPC/turnkey contract implementation/non-adjustment of cost of un-executed works, 

non-adherence to PPRA/ Planning Commissions guidelines, inadequate planning leading to a series of 

variation orders during execution, execution of work over and above the approved PC-I, non-

implementation of Annual Maintenance Plan, non-finalization of accounts, in-efficient utilization of 

ROW for revenue generation, etc. (Paras 2.4.2, 2.4.5, 2.4.7, 2.4.8, 2.4.9, 2.4.11, 2.4.23, 2.4.24, 2.4.32)    
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 The analysis of observations revealed that major deviations are due to weak internal control, 

non-adherence to contract spirit, late financial releases and improper planning, execution and 

monitoring. 

 The sector may witness improvement if internal controls are strengthened, proper planning, 

execution and monitoring is done diligently to ensure timelines and thus reduce cost overruns, escalation 

and change in scope during the execution. 

 Aviation Sector 

 Air linkage is an important part of transportation and communications. CAA is an autonomous 

body and is responsible to provide for the promotion and regulations of civil aviation activities and to 

develop an infrastructure for safe, efficient, adequate, economical and properly coordinated civil air 

transport service in Pakistan. Promotion of import and export through air cargo villages and upgradation 

of airports is also one of their milestones. As per Pakistan vision 2025 a key objective related to the 

aviation sector, will be enhancement of the cargo and passenger infrastructure and handling capacity at 

important airports to meet the delivery needs of a modern global supply chain. Further, a revised civil 

aviation policy will be formulated.  

 National Aviation Policy stipulates separation of regulatory and service provision functions in 

CAA, promotion of import and export through air cargo villages and upgradation of airports. 

 

 Pakistan Civil Aviation Ordinance, 2021 and Pakistan Airports Authority, Ordinance 2021 have 

been promulgated in line with National Aviation Policy.  

 

 Air cargo villages have not been established by CAA so far and adequacy of operation of air 

routes of politically and socially deprived locations has not been determined so far. 

 

Development portfolio 

 

 CAA has taken up the initiative of upgradation/extension of airports at Lahore, Faisalabad, 

Peshawar and Quetta and work is in progress. Construction of new green field Gwadar International 

Airport, Gwadar is also in process. 
 

 Revenue collection 

 CAA has a good stream of revenue on account of aeronautical and non-aeronautical activities. 

Analysis of revenue collections during last five years (shown below) indicates a steady rise except 2019-

20, and 2020-21. 

 Amount realized (Rs in billion) 

Type of Revenue 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

Aeronautical 63.607  67.574 77.148 57.181 38.936 

Non-Aeronautical 9.252  10.727 8.978 9.174 10.401 

Total 72.859 78.301 86.126 66.355 49.337 

 

 Due to the spread of Covid-19, reduction in passenger and air traffic, the aeronautical revenue 

of the Authority in 2020-21 (Rs 38.936 billion) has decreased by 31% as compared to previous years 

realization of Rs 57.181 billion and by 49% as compared with actual aeronautical revenue realized 

during 2018-19 (Rs 77.147 billion), a Pre-Covid situation. 
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 CAA also contributes in the form of direct and indirect taxes towards national exchequer in 

shape of Government Airport Tax (GAT). It has been observed that GAT amounting to Rs 403.418 

million is receivable on behalf of the government. The pendency of huge receivable government taxes 

with airline operators is inefficiency on the part of CAA. 

 Governance issues 

 Audit has observed that major issues in this sector have been non-violation of PPRA, non-

finalization of accounts of works, non-maintenance of Measurement Books, non-realization of due 

revenue, human resource issues, encroachment of CAA land, etc. (Paras 4.4.1, 4.4.2, 4.4.3, 4.4.4, 4.4.13, 

4.4.16, 4.4.17) 

 The analysis of the audit observations revealed that the deviations are due to weak internal 

controls and improper monitoring. 

ii. Housing and Physical Planning 

 

 As per Rules of Business, 1973, Housing and Works Division is responsible for development 

of sites, construction, furnishing and maintenance of Federal Government buildings, except those under 

the Defense Division and Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Pak PWD, FGEHA, PHAF and NAPHDA are 

the implementing arms of Housing and Works and Cabinet Division to discharge with the assigned 

responsibilities. 

 Pak PWD is responsible for construction and maintenance works (Buildings and Roads) of the 

Federal Government. The FGEHA is authorized to initiate, launch, sponsor and implement Housing 

Schemes for Federal Government Employees in major cities of Pakistan, to make and assist, as far as 

possible, each of them to have house at the time of retirement or earlier. PHAF is mandated to provide 

shelter and to reduce the housing shortfall in Pakistan.  

 Audit has observed that major issues in this sector have been identified as non-finalization of 

accounts, financial indiscipline/transfer of funds to non-lapsable account, ill-estimation/ill-planning, 

discriminatory allotment criteria, faulty joint venture agreement, loss due to sick housing projects, 

payment without approval of contract agreement, etc. (Paras 1.2.1, 5.4.7, 5.4.1, 5.4.4, 7.4.1, 7.4.2, 7.4.5) 

 The analysis of the audit observations revealed that the deviations occurred due to weak internal 

controls and improper monitoring. 

 CDA and MCI under the administrative control of Interior Division are responsible for 

development of new sectors, allotment and transfer of plots, maintenance of sectors, municipal services, 

provision of health and medical services in Islamabad and Federal Capital Territory, etc. 

 Audit observed inefficient utilization of development funds, mis-procurement, mismanagement 

in water supply and sanitation services, improper monitoring of non-conforming use of plots/buildings, 

non-recovery of property tax and dues, etc., (Paras 3.4.1, 3.4.2, 3.4.30)   

 The analysis of observations revealed that major deviations are due to weak internal control 

and improper planning, execution and monitoring. 

 The sector may witness improvement if internal controls are strengthened, proper planning, 

execution and monitoring is done diligently.  
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1.2  Issues relating to Financial Attest Audit of Appropriation Accounts of Pakistan 

Public Works Department 

  

Pakistan Public Works Department (Pak. PWD) maintains its accounts as a self-accounting 

entity. Directorate General Audit Works (Federal), Islamabad conducted Financial Attest Audit of the 

Appropriation Accounts of Pak. PWD as per Section 7 of the Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and 

Terms and Conditions of Service) Ordinance, 2001. The results of Financial Attest Audit were reported 

to the Department through Management Report. Audit para on budget utilization and accounting 

procedures is as follows: 

1.2.1 Unauthorized transfer of funds from lapsable PLA-I to non-lapsable PLA-IV - Rs 

823.793 million  

The Finance Division (Budget Wing), Government of Pakistan vide letter No. F-3(20) 

BR/II/94-B-Vol-I/313 dated 15.04.1997 allowed operation of following Personal Ledger Accounts 

(PLA) in Pak PWD with zero balances operative from 01.07.1997: 

PLA No. Description Nature 

PLA-I Annual Development Programme Lapsable 

PLA-II Maintenance only Lapsable 

PLA-III Deposit Works Non-lapsable 

PLA-IV Other Deposits such as Contractor’s 

Securities, GP Fund receipts, etc.  

Non-lapsable 

Audit noted that Executive Engineers of Central Civil Division-II, Pak. PWD, Quetta and 

Central Electrical & Mechanical Pak. PWD, Quetta awarded various works regarding drilling and 

development of bore with solar energy system and provision & installation of home solar kits in various 

Killis of Districts Noshki, Chagi, Kharan, Washuk to different contractors. 

Audit observed that expenditure of Rs 823.793 million was booked against the work done but 

the amount was retained/withheld on account of test checks during the month of June 2021, as detailed 

below: 

 

S. 

No. 

DP 

No. 

Formation Amount  

(Rs in million) 

1 188 Central E&M Division, Quetta 640.342 

2 317 Central Civil Division-II, Quetta 183.451 

Total 823.793 

 

 Audit observed that this amount being development grant of the government was required to 

be placed in PLA-I (Lapsable) and unspent balances were to be surrendered to Finance Division before 

the cut-off but the amount was transferred/kept in PLA-IV (non-lapsable) to avoid lapse. This resulted 

in unauthorized retention of development funds amounting to Rs 823.793 million in non-lapsable PLA-

IV. 

It is also worth mentioning that accounts of Pak PWD for the year 2011-12, 2016-17, 2017-18 

were given adverse rating by Audit on the basis of similar defective and manipulative practices on the 

basis of which instructions were circulated by Ministry of Housing and Works to all the Pak PWD 

Divisions to discontinue the practice of transferring lapsable funds from PLA-I to non-lapsable PLA-

IV.  
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Audit pointed out the matter in October 2021. The department did not reply. 

 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein it was explained that 

funds were received during the closing months of the financial year and payment was withheld against 

work done for fulfillment of codal formalities to be exercised before payment to the contractors as per 

rules. DAC was not convinced with the explanation given by the management because transfer of funds 

to non-lapsable account was against the financial rules and already issued instructions on the subject 

matter regarding stoppage of such practice and action against persons at fault. DAC decided that matter 

may be placed before Clearing House Meeting being held between Controller General of Accounts and 

Auditor General of Pakistan on 09-10.12.2021 for final review and decision. 

 The matter was reviewed in the clearing housing meeting held on 09.12.2021, wherein audit 

observation was upheld and the irregularity was established. 

 Audit recommends that matter be investigated for fixing responsibility and taking action against 

the person(s) at fault. 
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CHAPTER 2 

NATIONAL HIGHWAY AUTHORITY 

(MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS) 

2.1  Introduction 

A. National Highway Authority (NHA) was established in 1991, through an Act of Parliament. 

The purpose and functions of the Authority are to plan, promote, organize and implement programmes 

for construction, development, operation, repair and maintenance of National Highways and strategic 

roads specially entrusted to it by the Federal Government or by a Provincial Government or any other 

Authority.  

 NHA is under the administrative control of Ministry of Communications (Communications 

Division). As per Schedule-II of Rules of Business, 1973 (amended up to January 2019), business 

assigned to Communications Division includes National Planning, research and international aspects of 

roads and road transport; National Highways and strategic roads; National Highway Council and 

Authority; Administration of the Central Road Fund and Fund for Roads of National Importance.  

 NHA has its Headquarters at Islamabad with Regional Offices at Peshawar, Abbottabad, 

Burhan, Gilgit, Kallar Kahar, Mianwali, Lahore, Multan, Karachi, Sukkur, Quetta, Khuzdar and 

Gwadar.  

B. Comments on Budget and Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Table below shows the position of budget allocation and actual expenditure for the financial 

year 2020-21: 

 (Rs in million) 

Type of Funds 
Original 

Budget 

Revised 

Budget 

Actual 

Released/ 

Realized 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

in % 

Non-Development 

Maintenance 

Grant (GoP) 
2,965.74 2,392.09 1,905.44* 1,905.44 - - 

Road 

Maintenance 

Account 

39,601.63 40,175.29 40,661.93 - (40,661.93) (100.0) 

Provision against 

previous year 

AMP 

20,502.77 20,502.77 20,502.77 13,463.56 (7,039.21) (34.33) 

Sub-Total 63,070.14 63,070.14 63,070.14 15,369.00 (47,701.14)  (75.63) 

Development Funds      

PSDP (Local) 104,574.855  100,574.855  100,574.855  100,574.855  -    - 

PSDP (Foreign) 14,100.000  26,694.950  15,000.859  15,000.859  -    - 

Deposit Works  1,117.127  1,117.127  1,117.127  1,117.127  -    - 

Sub-Total 119,791.982  128,386.932  116,692.841  116,692.841  -    - 

Grand Total 182,862.122  191,457.072  179,762.981  132,061.841  (47,701.14) (26.53) 
  

*  Sum of Rs 1,905.44 million includes an amount of Rs 1,660.045 million released to NHA for “Construction of 

Additional Carriageway Torkham-Jalalabad Road, Afghanistan”. 

 

 Operating income for the financial year 2020-21 is as under: 
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  (Rs in million) 

S.  

No. 
Description 

Estimated 

Revenue 

Actual 

Receipt/ 

Realized 

Excess/ 

(Shortfall) 

Percentage 

Excess/ 

(Shortfall) 

1 Toll Collection 22,144  29,657  7,513  33.93  

2 BOT Revenue 2,210  2,210  -    -    

3 Weigh Stations Income 900  1,123  223  24.78  

4 Police Fine* 3,080  2,924   (156)  (5.06) 

5 
Right of Way/Rental 

Income 
2,000  3,644  1,644  82.20  

6 Other Miscellaneous 8,500  5,993   (2,507)  (29.49) 

Total 38,834 45,551 6,717 17.30                                

* Note: Against this gross amount of Police Fine, O&M Charges of Rs 696.00 

million were incurred leaving net revenue of Rs 2,228.000 million. 50% of this 

net revenue goes to NH&MP. 

 

i. Audited financial statements for the year 2020-21 were not produced by NHA. As 

intimated, these were under process of audit by Chartered Accountants.  

ii. A sum of Rs 100,574.855 million was released to NHA for utilization on development 

projects under PSDP (Local) during the financial year 2020-21 after adjustment of Rs 

17,429.14 million on account of repayment of Cash Development Loan. During 

previous years (2018-19 & 2019-20), a sum of Rs 43,922.71 million was adjusted on 

account of repayment of Cash Development Loan. This adversely 

affects the cash flows for development projects along with physical progress. 

iii. Foreign component (Loan) of Rs 14,100.000 million was allocated in PSDP of NHA. 

NHA, however, managed to withdraw a sum of Rs 15,000.859 million from 

Development Partners against actual execution of works during the year. 

iv. Against the estimated receipts of Rs 39,601.63 million, the Authority actualized net 

receipt of Rs 40,175.285 million showing an increase of Rs 573.66 million i.e. 1.45%.  

v. Despite the increase in revenue, the Authority did not incur any expenditure on current 

year Annual Road Maintenance and incurred only Rs 13,463.56 million against the 

revised estimates/provisions of Rs 20,502.770 million of previous years, showing non-

utilization of funds of Rs 7,039.210 million (34.33%) .  

vi. Against the estimated receipt of Toll Collection of Rs 22,144 million, the Authority was 

able to actualize net receipt of  Rs 29,657 million showing an increase of Rs 7,513 

million, 33.93% which was the effect of toll rates and quantum of traffic and length of 

motorway/road network were increased during the preceding years. However, 

inventoriziation of the RoW has not been done so far which will also increase the 

potential revenue.  

vii. Against the other receipt of Rs 8,500 million, the Authority was able to actualize net 

receipt of Rs 5,993 million showing a shortfall of Rs 2,507 million (29.49%). 
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C. Audit Profile of NHA  

 

S. 

No. 

Description  Total 

Nos 

Audited  

 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

(Rs in million) 

Revenue/ 

Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 (Rs 

in million) 

1 Formations 58 24 55,376.688 187.25 

2 Assignment Accounts 

SDAs, RFAs 

(Excluding FAP)  

05 05 -* -* 

3 Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP)** 

08 08 15,000.859 - 

* 4 Assignment accounts for Maintenance Grants for national highways, KKH Thakot Khunjerab Road, KKH 

Skardu Road and Torkham-Jalalabad Road and 1 assignment account for Cash Development Loan under PSDP. 

Expenditure audited indicated against formations is inclusive of assignment accounts and own resources of NHA.     

**Financial Attest Audit Reports submitted to Economic Affairs Division and Development Partners concerned. 

Significant audit observations have been included in this report. This figure includes PSDP/non-PSDP loans, 

grants and counterpart Government funds.  

Note: In addition to above, three formations audited during Phase-II of 2020-21 involving expenditure of Rs 

2,012.371 million and results incorporated in this report.    

2.2 Classified summary of Audit observations 

 

Audit observations amounting to Rs 47,173.412 million were raised in this audit report. This 

amount also includes recoverable of  Rs 15,074.729 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of 

the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

S. No. Classification 
Amount 

(Rs in million) 

1 Irregularities  

A Procurement related irregularities 335.546 

B Execution of works, contract agreement 36,482.799 

2 Value for money and service delivery issues 38.611 

3 Others 10,316.456 

Total 47,173.412 

 

2.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC’s directives 

 

 Compliance position with PAC’s directives on Audit Reports relating to NHA is as under: 
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Year 
Total 

Paras 

Total No. of 

Paras 

Discussed 

Compliance 

Made 

Compliance 

Awaited 

Percentage of 

compliance 

1987-88 10 10 8 2 80 

1989-90 3 3 2 1 66.67 

1990-91 9 9 8 1 88.89 

1991-92 31 31 25 6 80.65 

1992-93 88 88 83 5 94.32 

1993-94 117 117 26 91 22.22 

1994-95 38 38 34 4 89.47 

1995-96 25 25 23 2 92 

1996-97 45 45 42 03 93.33 

1997-98 468 468 358 110 76.50 

1998-99 177 177 154 23 87.01 

1999-00 185 185 130 55 70.27 

2000-01 
244 244  213 31  86.58 

2 PAR 2 PAR - 2 PAR 0 

2001-02 70 70 43 27 61.43 

2002-03 21 21 10 11 47.62 

2003-04 50 50 36 14 72 

2004-05 27 27 19 08 70.37 

2005-06 30 30 25 05 83.33 

2006-07 65 65 50 15 76.92 

2007-08 36 36 13 23 36.11 

2009-10 AR-71 71 40 31 56.34 

2009-10 PAR-20 20 3 17 15 

2008-09 
SAR-

120 
4 - 4 0 

2010-11 

86 86 43 43 50 

16 PAR 16 1 15 6.25 

24 PAR 24 11 13 45.83 

36 PAR 36 18 18 50.00 

2011-12 58 03 03 0 100 

2013-14 45 45 14 31 31.11 

2014-15 60 16 7 9 11.67 

2015-16 117 10 02 08 20.0 

2016-17 205 33 15 18 45.45 

2017-18 95 15 08 07 53.33 

2019-20 110 19 - 19 - 

 

Note: Audit Reports for 2018-19 and 2020-21 were not discussed by PAC till the finalization of this 

Audit Report. Whereas Audit Report for 1997-98, Special Audit Report 2008-09 (FY 2005-08) and 

Audit Reports for 2011-12, 2012-13, 2014-15, 2015-16, 2016-17, 2017-18 and 2019-20 were partially 

discussed.  
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2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS  
 

2.4.1 Irregular opening of bank accounts without open competitive bidding process - Rs 

98,321 million  
 

 Finance Division’s Office Memorandum No. F. 4(1)/ 2002-BR.II dated 02.07.2003, provides 

that public sector enterprises and local/ autonomous bodies can deposit their working balances required 

for their operations with any public or private bank subject to that (i) the bank/financial institution taking 

a deposit should have a minimum “A” rating (long term) as appearing on the website of the State Bank 

of Pakistan and (ii) that the process of selection of bank(s) should be transparent. Therefore, prior to 

placing deposits with a bank, and in case the total working balances exceed Rs 10 million, the selection 

of the bank(s), as well as the terms of deposits will be approved by the concerned Board of 

Directors/Governing Body based on competitive bids from at least three independent banks. 

 Audit noted that ten (10) accounts were being operated by NHA (Road Maintenance Account 

HQ) in different commercial banks and closing balance of these accounts at the end of the financial 

year on 30.06.2021 was Rs 98,321 million, as detailed below: 

 

S. 

No. 

Account No/ 

Bank  

Title of Account Balance as per 

30.06.2021 (Rs) 

1 003-1230-01/ 

UBL(0659) RDF 

NHA Road Maintenance A/c  15,429,533,020 

2 3118530865/NBP 

(1933) F-10 

NHA Road Maintenance A/c 35,894,690,086 

3 0010000106330026/ 

ABL0117(0018-2 Old) 

NHA/ Road Maintenance A/c  31,831,156,612 

4 003-0509-1/UBL NHA Road Maintenance Security 

Deposit/Retention Money A/c 

2,235,191,825 

5 106330213/ABL NHA Road Maintenance Security 

Deposit/Retention Money A/c 

1,236,022,946 

6 3118530883/NBP, F-10 NHA Road Maintenance Security 

Deposit/Retention Money A/c 

1,267,137,554 

7 003-1076-3/ UBL(659) NHA Main Receipt  A/c 1,336,550,395 

8 106330236/ ABL F-10 NHA Main Receipt A/c 120,180,877 

9 3118530874/ NBP F-10 NHA Main Receipt A/c 58,612,318 

10 2339-79019689-01/ 

HBL Blue Area Branch 

NHA Road Maintenance A/c  8,912,143,963 

Total 98,321,219,596 
 

Audit observed that Finance Division instructions regarding limit of Rs 10 million and 

competitive bidding for selection of banks were not followed by NHA while opening of bank accounts. 

This resulted in irregular opening and operating of bank accounts without open competitive 

bidding process for Rs 98,321.00 million. 

 Audit pointed out irregularity in November 2021. The Authority replied that current banking 

arrangement was in line with guidelines issued by the Finance Division and provisions of NHA Act 

1991. The current banking arrangements have been duly endorsed by the concerned NHA Board of 

Directors/Governing Body. NHA selected reputed banks holding top rating AAA-ranking through a 

competitive process. Accordingly, policy of diversification of funds was observed by NHA to reduce 

the risk of keeping all funds in one bank. The profit rate of 6.5 % per annum, offered by the banks was 
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not only best in the market but with additional comfort of no operational charges and no restriction of 

the minimum balance.  

NHA has also drafted its Investment Policy on the advice of Audit authorities and the same is 

under review of Financial Advisory Firm and shortly will be presented in NHA Executive Board 

through updated and revised Financial Manual and procedures draft document. 

The reply was not accepted because no competition among prospective commercial banks was 

carried out in the financial year 2021. Interest payable by NHA on Cash Development Loan was on 

higher side as compared to return on the investment. The parking of surplus funds at non-competitive 

interest rate was an imprudent decision and irregular action on the part of NHA. 

 DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends that matter be investigated for fixing responsibility against the person(s) at 

fault besides taking appropriate corrective action in the light of Finance Division’s instructions. 

(DP. 523) 

2.4.2 Non-utilization of funds due to poor performance -  

Rs 78,199.595 million  

Para 5.9.3 Chapter-5 of Standard Operating Procedures of Road Maintenance Account, NHA 

Code (Volume-II) provides that maintenance works shall commence from 1st July of every calendar 

year and be completed during the financial year by 30th June of the next calendar year and Regional 

Maintenance Offices of the Authority are responsible for execution of schemes/works through Annual 

Maintenance Plans. 

 Audit noted that funds amounting to Rs 94,629.286 million were released by NHA for Road 

Maintenance Account and for Construction of additional carriageway Torkham-Jalalabad Project 

(TJRP) during financial year 2019-20. Audit observed that an amount of Rs 78,199.595 million was not 

utilized as detailed below:  

(Rs. in million) 

Type of Funds 
Original 

Budget 

Revised 

Budget 
Release Expenditure 

Non-

utilization 

Grant (GoP) 

Torkham Jalalabad Project 

2,405.055 2,405.055 1,660.045 745.010 915.035 

Road Maintenance A/C  

i) Current Annual Maint. Plan 

ii) Provision against previous years 

AMP (reserved) 

 

40,956.00 

 

49,819.00 

 

39,849.920 

 

53,119.321 

 

39,849.920 

 

53,119.321 

 

Nil 

 

15,684.681 

 

39,849.920 

 

37,434.64 

Total 93,180.055 95,374.296 94,629.286 16,429.691 78,199.595 
 

 Non-utilization of a huge budget reflected that the organization was not performing in 

optimized way regarding execution of original work and maintenance of existing road network 

efficiently leading to deterioration of the road infrastructure with the passage of time. This resulted into 

non-utilization of funds of Rs 78,199.595 million.  

 Audit pointed out the matter of non-utilization of funds in February 2021. The Authority replied 

that construction activities of TJRP have been suspended since May 2018. To overcome this issue, an 

agreement with M/s FWO was signed by NHA to complete the work. The contractor was paid 

mobilization advance but could not generate IPCs due to suspension of construction activities, which 

caused non-utilization of Rs 915.00 million. The Authority did not reply in case of RMA funds.  
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The reply was not accepted because Authority signed conditional agreement, provided 

extraordinary advances to the contractor but still failed to utilize the funds towards construction 

activities.   

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends that Authority may explain the reasons regarding non-utilization of funds 

according to NHA approved AMP besides developing a mechanism to implement the AMP in the 

respective financial year.    

(DP. 53, 203, 513, 514, 136, 140, 143) 

2.4.3 Irregular adjustment of development funds towards recovery of debt service 

charges - Rs 44,804.921 million  

 According to Chapter-11 of NHA Code (Vol-I), the Annual Development Program of the 

Authority is for the present being financed out of the Cash Development Loans advanced every year by 

the Government of Pakistan, Foreign loans and Foreign relent loans and the Suppliers’/Buyers’ Credits 

obtained in accordance with the contract agreements signed by the Authority with various local/foreign 

development partners for constructions of projects. Each loan has its own terms and conditions as to 

repayment and the rates of interest. 

 While chalking out the Annual Development Program, priority in respect of fund allocation 

shall be given to those ongoing projects which are near to completion so that necessary funds for 

repayment of the loans and the interest accrued thereon could be generated through levy of tolls/other 

charges on these completed projects. 

 Audit noted that General Manager (B&A) NHA HQ Islamabad demanded funds under Grant 

148 PSDP (LC) in the budget allocation for the financial years 2019-20 and 2020-21. 

 Audit further noted that Finance Division Government of Pakistan released Rs 94,791.268 

million and Rs 115,575.114 million, as development loan to NHA against demand No. 148 for the years 

2019-20 and 2020-21 respectively.  

Audit observed that Finance Division deducted/adjusted a sum of Rs 44,804.921 million (Rs 

27,375.781 million and Rs 17,429.14 million) on account of repayment of CDL from actual released 

and transferred net amount of Rs 67,415.487 and Rs 98,146.57 million during the financial years 2019-

20 and 2020-21 respectively. Audit further observed that the loan is being provided to NHA on financial 

terms and conditions, which was recoverable in 20 years plus five years grace period with interest and 

ten years on repayment of principal loan amount. The interest will be chargeable at the prevailing rate 

announced by the government for respective years.  

 Audit is of the view that the adjustment of interest at source is not in line with the NHA Code 

which provides that funds for repayment of loans and the interest accrued thereon was to be generated 

by the NHA through levy of tolls/other charges on these completed projects. But NHA has not repaid 

loans and interest accrued thereon. This resulted into irregular adjustment of development loan towards 

recovery of debt service charges for Rs 44,804.921 million which will adversely affect the development 

projects. 

 Audit pointed out the irregular adjustment in February 2021. The Authority replied that funds 

are allocated for development projects as loan to NHA. However, NHA promptly took up the case with 

the Government for continuing treating development funds as budgetary grant in view of inadequate 

revenue generation from its assets. The issue was taken up by NHA repeatedly in the past and discussed 

at different relevant forum. ECC in its meeting held on 20.01.2021 approved the summary prepared by 
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an ECC nominated committee under the chairmanship of Minister of Planning, Development and 

Special Initiatives. In the said summary treatment/restructuring of debt is linked with the preparation of 

commercially viable business plan for which a consultant firm through international competitive 

bidding is being hired by NHA. 

 The reply was not acceptable because the recovery of interest on CDL could not be adjusted 

against the PSDP development funds approved by the Parliament. The same was required to be paid to 

Government of Pakistan by generating revenue from the road network and optimum commercialization 

of Right of Way (RoW).  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends that NHA should take up the issue with Finance Division to evolve a 

mechanism for repayment of CDL so that no direct adjustment of PSDP funds is made which have 

adverse bearing on the achievement of development targets set in the PSDP. Further, NHA should take 

concrete steps to improve its revenue enabling repayment of CDL in timely manner so that cash flows 

for planned development activities are not adversely affected. Besides, breakup of all the balances along 

with aging and efforts for coping up this issue be shared with PAO and Audit. 

(DP. 59) 

2.4.4 Non-adjustment/submission of vouched accounts of advances - Rs 30,462.636 

million 

 As per Para 12 of Chapter 7 of NHA Code (Vol-I) the funds credited to the Land Acquisition 

Collectors accounts shall be treated as an advance, the LAC shall be responsible for rendering complete 

accounts and supporting documents on quarterly basis to the accounts section concerned for settlement 

of advance.  

 Audit noted that NHA paid an advance of Rs 30,462.636 million (Annexure-A) to the Assistant 

Commissioners/Land Acquisition Collectors (LACs), NH&MP and different utility services providing 

agencies for acquisition of land for various projects and shifting of utilities respectively.  

Audit observed that the adjustment of the advance payments made on account of acquisition of 

land and other agencies through vouched accounts of disbursed amount along with necessary ownership 

documents was neither produced by the LACs/agencies nor NHA initiated any measures/efforts for 

adjustment against the advances. 

 Audit pointed out non-adjustment/submission of vouched accounts in July-November 2021. 

The Authority replied that efforts are being made to obtain vouched accounts. Final status is awaited. 

In DP. 02, DAC in its meeting held on 13.12.2021 directed to obtain vouched accounts from 

respective authorities/department. In DP. 76/2020-21, DAC directed to get the record i.e. vouched 

accounts and mutation of land record verified from Audit. In DAC meeting held on 11.02.2022, NHA 

informed that adjustment of Rs 78 million has been made and balance Rs 108 million is yet be adjusted. 

DAC directed to get the adjustment verified and pursue adjustment of balance amount (DP. 67). In other 

cases, DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends obtaining of vouched accounts from departments concerned for adjustment 

and to ascertain the factual position. 
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2.4.5 Non-recovery from the contractor - Rs 15,249.887 million  

 

Para (d) of DAB decision dated 31.10.2020 provides that the net saving in cost occurred due to 

change in design (preliminary design vs. as-built) of asphalt wearing course, aggregate base course, 

piles & shaft diameter, median, drainage service road, underpasses, cattle creeps and embankment, 

erosion protection works fall items taken together should be jointly calculated by the employer and the 

contractor with mutual consultation shall be credited to the employer.  

 Audit noted that General Manager, P&CA wing, NHA, HQ, Islamabad awarded a Project 

Peshawar-Karachi Motorway (PKM), Section-3, Lahore to Abdul Hakeem to M/s CR20G-ZKB (JV) 

on 29.01.2016 at an agreement cost of Rs 148,654.427 million.  

Audit further noted that the employer’s determination, provided in para 3.2 of, description of 

the disputed matters, dated 02.12.2019 pertains to recovery of various amounts on accounts of 

savings/deduction due to change in design/defective work/non-execution of some work amounting to 

Rs 15,454.701 million. 

 Audit observed that contractor referred the case in DAB dated 15.02.2020 against said recovery 

pointed out by the NHA. The decision of the DAB was announced on 31.10.2020 in which DAB 

directed to the contractor to pay the pointed out amount to the Employer. Only  

Rs 204.814 million were recovered by the concerned Project Director.  

Audit is of the view that in EPC contract, any saving due to change in design, non-execution of 

any components and defective work is required to be recovered which was not done. This resulted in 

non-recovery of savings from the contractor for Rs 15,249.887 million  

(Rs 15,454.701 million – Rs 204.814 million). 

Audit pointed out the matter in February 2021. The Authority admitted the recovery. However, 

explained that the exact net savings shall only be determined after final decision of DAB. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed against the responsible who failed to 

execute the work according to approved scope/ design of the project besides recovery of Rs 15,249.887 

million.  

(DP. 64) 

2.4.6  Unauthorized execution of works through sub-contractors without approval - Rs 

13,059.67 million 

Clause 4.1 FIDIC condition of contract part-I provides that the contractor shall not subcontract 

the whole of the works. Except where otherwise provided by the contract, the contractor shall not 

subcontract any part of the works without the prior consent of the Engineer. Any such consent shall not 

relieve the contractor from any liability or obligation under the contract and he shall be responsible for 

the acts, defaults and neglects of any sub-contractor, his agents, servants or workmen as fully as if they 

were the acts, defaults or neglects of the contractor, his agents, servants or workmen.  

Audit noted that GM (Construction) Peshawar awarded Old Bannu Road Package-I & Package-

II to M/s FWO at an agreement cost of Rs 13,057.67 million, started from 25.02.2018 with completion 

date up to 24.02.2020.  
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Audit observed during review of the appendix-I to bid that M/s FWO did not nominate the sub-

contractor(s) in the said appendix which showed that they were executing the work without any sub-

contractor.  

M/s FWO submitted insurance policies schedule which indicated that the contractor insured 

itself along with M/s Gammon, M/s EPCM, M/S REDCO, M/s United Awan, M/s Taveez Khan, M/s 

Baseer Khan as sub-contractors for their respective rights and interests.  

This state of affair was evident that M/s FWO sub-contracted the part of works or whole work 

without prior approval of the employer which was irregular/unauthorized. 

Non-adherence to contract caused irregular/unauthorized sub-contracting of the work for Rs 

13,059.67 million. 

Audit maintains that the irregularity occurred due to non-adherence to the internal control and 

inadequate oversight mechanism for enforcing relevant rules and regulations. 

Audit pointed out irregular sub-contracting in September 2019. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing responsibility against those responsible for certification 

and payment against works executed by sub-contractors besides formulation of a specific policy on the 

issue of sub-contracting. 

 (DP. 343/2019-20) 

2.4.7 Non-finalization of accounts of completed projects - Rs 11,861.057 million  

 Para 3.33, Chapter-3 of Project Management Guidelines issued by Planning Commission 

provides that project is considered to be completed / closed when all the funds have been utilized and 

objectives achieved or abandoned due to various reasons. At this stage the project has to be closed 

formally, and reports to be prepared on its overall level of success, on a Proforma, PC-IV and forwarded 

to the Projects Wing of Planning Commission. Para 3.34 further provides that Project closure involves 

handing over the deliverables to the concerned authorities, closing of suppliers’ contracts, and closure 

of bank accounts, releasing security money, staff and equipment and informing stakeholders of the 

closure of the project.  

 Clause-11.1 of the contract agreement provides that the contractor shall complete all 

outstanding work on the date in a Taking Over Certificate within such reasonable time as is instructed 

by the Engineer. Clause 11.4 states that in case of failure of the contractor to remedy the defects or 

damages the remedial work will be completed at the cost of the contractor. Clause 11.9 stipulates that 

within 56 days after receiving the performance certificate, the contractor shall submit final statement, 

as per clause 14.11 of the contract.  

 Audit noted that National Highway Authority Regional Construction Office of Lahore and 

Karachi awarded six (06) PSDP works against which an expenditure of Rs 11,861.057 million was 

incurred. The works were 100% completed and taken over by the Authority, however, accounts of the 

works were not finalized. 

Audit observed that the works were 100% completed, therefore, the accounts of the contractors 

were required to be finalized because non-finalization of accounts for indefinite period caused undue 

charging of miscellaneous expenses to the project and provide opportunity to reimburse/accept the 

claims of the contractors. This resulted in non-finalization of accounts of completed works involving 

Rs 11,861.057 million in violation of provisions of Contract/Guidelines for Project Management. 
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 Audit holds that non-finalization of accounts was due to non-adherence to the rules and 

regulations. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in December 2020 and September 2021. The Authority replied 

against DP. 08 that contractor has submitted final bill which is pending due to non-attending the 

defective work. Necessary estimation against the rectification and balance work has been worked out 

and same will be deducted from the final bill. In other work the Authority replied that the final bills are 

pended due to shortage of PSDP funds. In case of DP. 156, management replied that defect liability 

certificate is under process. Once approved, final bills will be submitted. 

DAC in its meeting held on 22.12.2021 directed the Authority to finalize the accounts within 

15 days. In other case, DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 

28.10.2021, 10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022 and 11.01.2022. 

 Compliance to the DAC decision was not reported to Audit till the finalization of report. 

 Audit recommends measures to be taken to ensure compliance and finalization of accounts of 

the projects.  

(DP. 08, 156) 

2.4.8 Irregular approval of variation orders at lower forum -  Rs 10,892.725 million  

As per Para 71 of NHA Code (Volume-I), Chapter 2, in a case where such excess has the effect 

of exceeding the maximum monetary limit of the original sanctioning authority, the variation order shall 

be submitted for the approval of the Authority within whose power the project as amended falls. No 

work shall be carried out and no expenditure shall be incurred until fresh approval from the concerned 

authority has been obtained for the revised cost. 

Audit noted that NHA awarded “Construction of Motorway from Hakla (on M-1) to Yarik D.I. 

Khan” where in variation orders were issued by the Member (Motorways) instead of approval from the 

competent authority i.e. in accordance with the para 71 of NHA Code, as  detailed below:  

 (Rs in million) 

DP. 

No. 
Package 

Contractor 

Name 
Contract Cost V.O approved Variation 

493 Package-I M/s NLC 15,761.584 12,909.744 2,851.84 

495 Package 2-A 
M/s SKB-KNK 

JV 
9,232.715 9,465.996 233.28 

497 
Package-II-

C 

M/s M/s SKB-

KNK (JV) 
7,137.853 6,178.968 958.885 

499 Package III M/s FWO 20,628.943 16,989.551 3,639.39 

501 Package-IV 
M/s LIMAK-

ZKB JV 
21,386.222 18,176.892 3,209.33 

Total 74,147.317 63,721.151 10,892.725 
  

Audit observed that approval of varied scope of work of  Rs 63,721.151 million in above 

mentioned works was under the purview of ECNEC but the approval of ECNEC was not obtained. 

Material changes in the structure of motorway were made at Member NHA level against the provisions 

of rules/NHA Code referred to above. This resulted in irregular approval of variation orders amounting 

to Rs 10,892.725 million.  
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Audit pointed out the irregularity in September 2021. The Authority replied that all payments 

were made in accordance with NHA Code table III-13 after approval of competent authority which 

was related with the approval of variation order, technical and administrative sanction. Approval of 

ECNEC was only required when the PC-I cost of project exceeds the permissible limit of 15%. The 

subject case did not fall in that category being a variation order.  

           The reply was not accepted because the enhanced scope of work involving material deviation 

requires the approval of higher forum i.e. ECNEC who granted administrative approval of the project. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends investigation besides taking appropriate action against the responsible(s). 

 (DP. 493, 495,497, 499,501) 

2.4.9 Non-recovery of defective and unexecuted items of work -  Rs 9,211.551 million 

 As per item 203.3.9 of NHA Specifications, in case average compaction is ninety-six 96% or 

more, then the Engineer may withhold the payment in full or partly.  

 According to SP-712 of the contract agreement the contractor shall provide and maintain 

service roads for the use of contractor engineer’s representative and employer’s representative during 

the entire period of project. And as per SP-712.3 “Measurement and Payment” No separate payment 

shall be made for provision of service road/ detour/bailey/Bridge over the river/canals etc. as describe 

above and cost involved shall be deemed to be included on other item of BOQ. The roads shall comprise 

of top width 5.0 meter and 30 cm thick granular material.  

 As per section 4 (ii) schedule of prices and payment for facilities for Employer’s Representative 

and his staff of the contract agreement for the project, Construction of Sukkur-Multan Motorway, the 

basis of payment will be actual quantities of work as per schedule of prices and payments, as measured 

and verified by the employer’s representative and valued at the rates and prices tendered in the priced 

schedule of prices and payment where applicable and otherwise at such rates and prices as the 

employer’s representative may fix within the terms of the contractor. 

Audit noted that the National Highway Authority awarded various infrastructure development 

projects in different areas and payment made accordingly during the year 2020-21. 

 Audit observed that in thirty-four (34) cases, the monitoring and inspection teams of 

the Authority visited the projects and pointed out recoveries on account of defective or unexecuted 

works, however, the same were not recovered or partially recovered. This resulted in non-recovery on 

account of defective/unexecuted works amounting to  Rs 9,211.551 million (Annexure-B). 

 Audit pointed out the matter in July-November 2021. The Authority admitted recovery in 

certain cases and in some cases the Authority did not reply. 

In DP 28, 29 & 30, DAC directed to effect recovery and get it verified in next IPC. In DP 

173/2020-21, DAC directed NHA management to share inquiry report with Audit within seven days. 

Based on findings, next course of action will be decided. In other cases, DAC meeting was not convened 

despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 

07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends recovery/adjustment of the amount involved. 
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2.4.10 Non-reconciliation of figures of imported machinery and equipment between FBR 

and NHA - Rs 7,844.00 million 

As per revised PC-I of Sukkur-Multan Motorway Project for  

Rs 314,977.28 million, the bid of the contractor for Rs 294,352.08 million was exclusive of duties and 

taxes on construction machinery and equipment at re-export basis. Construction machinery and 

equipment imported for construction work will be re-exported after completion of the project. 

As per SRO 642(1)/2016 dated 27.07.2016, issued by Government of Pakistan, Ministry of 

Finance, Economic Affairs, Statistics & Revenue Division, equipment and construction machinery 

imported by the M/s China State Construction Engineering Corporation Limited (M/s CSCECL) shall 

be exempted from whole of custom duties levy thereon.   

The Project “Construction of Peshawar - Karachi Motorway Section-II Sukkur - Multan Section 

392 km” was awarded to M/s China State Construction Engineering Corporation for Rs 294,352 million 

on 22.12.2015. An amount of Rs 282,781 million was paid to the contractor up to IPC No. 34. The 

substantial completion certificates were issued with the punch list to be completed within 90 days on 

24.07.2019. The Contractor completed most of the critical activities; upon completion of those activities 

related to the road/highway works the facility was opened to public traffic on 06.11.2019. 

 Audit observed that according to FBR, the contractor availed exemption of Rs 15,040 million 

on account of custom duty, whereas, NHA furnished the detail of Rs 7,196.00 million. The Substantial 

Completion Certificate was issued, and half of the retention money also released to the contractor but 

after the lapse of almost 02 years the equipment and machinery was still lying under contractor’s camp 

at Multan and Sukkur. 

 This resulted in non-reconciliation of figures of imported machinery and equipment worth Rs 

7,844 million between FBR and NHA. 

 Audit holds that non-reconciliation was due to weak internal controls. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in August-September 2021. The Authority replied that the 

exemption was not only on re-export basis as there were multiple options like disposal, etc. Contractor 

has re-exported some of the equipment after getting permission from FBR as per SRO conditions. The 

calculation of custom duties/charges was beyond the mandate of NHA. FBR through Custom 

Collectorate have the mandate and was supposed to maintain the record of exemption through their 

computerized system. Moreover, reconciliation of figures was also not mandatory as principally and 

officially NHA was not supposed to maintain any such record.  

 The reply was not accepted because there was a huge difference in the figures of NHA and FBR 

which was required to be investigated to dig out the actual exemption claimed and its re-export of 

machinery and equipment. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022.  

Audit recommends probe into the matter in the light of audit observations. NHA may approach 

FBR through Ministry of Communications for provision of information and reconciliation of actual 

exemption claimed and re-export of machinery and equipment. 

(DP. 394,395,396,397) 
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2.4.11 Non-realization of revenue from operators/lessees and bus-bay operators - Rs 

7,620.119 million 

 According to clause 6.1 (ii) Article VI of Operation Maintenance and Management (OM&M) 

contract, if the monthly advance installment of net fixed guaranteed toll revenue is not deposited in 

NHA designated bank account within 1st seven days of current month, then a penalty of  

Rs 30,000 per day from 8th day of respective month shall become liable to be imposed up to 15th of the 

said month. On 16th day of the same month, the contract shall become liable to termination under default 

of OMC along with forfeiture of securities without serving any notice and entertaining any claim. 

 According to Para-3 Chapter-X of regulatory framework and SOPs for preservation and 

commercialization of ROW-2002, no advertising agency/ company/ person shall install hoardings and 

advertising material along national highways without NOC from NHA. Sub para-5 ibid states that the 

annual lease rent will be collected through DD (Maintenance). Section-25 of NHA Act 1991 states that 

any sum due to the Authority shall be recoverable as arrear of land revenue. 

 Audit noted that GM (Revenue) and GM ROW NHA awarded contracts of various toll plazas, 

Advertisement Sites, Service Areas and Bus Bays to different contractors during 2020-21 on net 

guaranteed monthly bid price basis.  

 Audit observed that substantial amount was lying outstanding against operators/lessees and 

OM&M contractors till June 2021, but no action was taken as per contract clause. This resulted in non-

recovery of Rs 7,620.119 million (Annexure-C). 

 Audit pointed out the matter in July-November 2021. The Authority admitted recovery in 

certain cases and in some cases the Authority did not reply. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 10-11.02.2022 wherein committee directed 

the management to apprise contract/case- wise breakup of recoverables, recoveries effected so far and 

efforts of the management to ensure timely recoveries for undisputed cases, reasons for delayed 

recoveries besides appropriate action against the persons responsible for delay.  In DP. 80, 81 & 82, 

where matter is disputed, DAC directed NHA to present the matter before Executive Board for early 

decision.  

Audit recommends early realization of revenue besides taking an appropriate action against the 

responsible(s). 

2.4.12 Irregular award of work to ineligible bidder - Rs 7,156.952 million 

Para 3d(iv) of Bidding Data regarding Eligible Bidder provides that past or present performance 

of the bidder as contractor (individual or all partners of a JV) is satisfactory with NHA or any other 

executing agency and the contractor has not been blacklisted earlier by any government 

agency/authority/organization. 

Audit noted that the NHA advertised Tender Notice in press for the project “Construction of 

additional 2-lane carriageway from Petaro to Sehwan N-55 (Section-2) KM 64+00 to 130+370 

CAREC” on 28.11.2017. The above quoted condition regarding past performance was not included in 

the bidding documents Section-2. In response to the advertisement, fourteen firms participated in the 

bidding process. Technical Evaluation was made on 30.06.2018 and qualification/dis-qualification was 

announced and informed to the bidders on 24.04.2018. After Technical and Financial Evaluation, the 

work was awarded to M/s Xinjiang Beixin Road & Bridge Group Co. Ltd (Chinese firm) at their bid 

price of Rs 7,156.952 million on 12.07.2018. 
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Audit observed that another section of the said project i.e. Construction of Additional 

Carriageway Petaro-Sehwan Section-I (N-55) (KM 40+00 to 64+00) was tendered on 08.09.2018 for 

which Technical Evaluation was made on 24.11.2018.  

In the said evaluation, the bidder M/s Xinjiang Beixin Road & Bridge Group Co. Ltd was 

disqualified by the Authority on the grounds that project authorities of Gojra-Khanewal Section of M-

4 reported that the performance of the bidder on the project was not satisfactory. The project authorities 

also recommended that the contractor may be debarred from further tendering and Chairman NHA also 

approved the recommendation. Audit is of the view that project of M-4 falls under NHA’s own 

jurisdiction and NHA was fully aware of the contractor’s performance on the said project so why the 

aspect of past performance was ignored while awarding the work of Section-2 to the contractor just four 

months before the disqualification. 

This resulted in irregular award of work to ineligible bidder involving Rs 7,156.952 million. 

Audit holds that irregularity occurred due to weak internal/financial controls. 

Audit pointed out the irregular award of work to ineligible bidder in June 2021. The Authority 

replied that project Section-01 was Government funded, whereas Section-02 was ADB funded. The 

work was awarded in July 2018, well before the letter of debarring by GM M-4 in February 2019. 

The reply was not accepted because past performance condition was omitted in the tender 

documents by NHA which led to the situation and the work was awarded to the in-eligible contractor. 

Moreover, the work in which the contractor was debarred was awarded in November 2018. So, the reply 

was not plausible with reference to dates. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022.  

Audit recommends investigation in the matter to fix   responsibility for preparation of faulty 

bidding documents and award of work to ineligible bidder.  

(DP. 104) 

2.4.13 Irregular issuance of Taking Over Certificate and release of retention money to 

the contractors - Rs 6,379.088 million 

Clause 14.9 of the contract agreement provides that when the Taking-Over Certificate has been 

issued for the works, and the works have passed all specified tests, the first half of the retention money 

shall be paid to the contractor. If a Taking-over Certificate is issued for a Section, the relevant 

percentage of the first half of the retention money shall be paid when the section passes all tests. 

Promptly after the latest of the expiry dates of the Defect Notification Periods, the outstanding balance 

of the retention money shall be paid to the contractor. If a taking over Certificate was issued for a 

section, the relevant percentage of the second half of the retention money shall be paid promptly after 

the expiry date of the Defects Notification Period for the Section. However, if any work remains to be 

executed under clause 11 (Defect Liability) or clause 12 (Tests after Completion), the Employer shall 

be entitled to withhold the estimated cost of this work until it has been executed. The relevant percentage 

for each Section shall be the percentage value of the Section as stated in the Contract. If the percentage 

value of a Section is not stated in the Contract, no percentage of either half of the retention money shall 

be released under this Sub-clause in respect of such Section. 

During scrutiny of accounts record of NHA for the year 2020-21, Audit noted that retention 

money of Rs 6,379.088 million of the following works was released to the contractors: 
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DP. 

No. 

Name of Work Name of 

Contractor 

Retention 

Money released 

(Rs in million) 

63 Peshawar-Karachi 

Motorway (PKM), Section-

3, Lahore to Abdul Hakeem 

M/s CR20G-

ZKB (JV) 

3,099.556 

478 construction of Havelian-

Thakot Section (118 km) 

KKH Ph-II 

M/s CCCC 3,279.532 

Total 6,379.088 
 

Audit observed that the release of retention money was against the provisions of contract 

because defect liability certificates were still not issued in favour of the contractors. Several cases of 

deficient works leading to recoverables from the contractors were in the Dispute Adjudication Boards. 

The Monitoring and Inspection Wing of NHA had also pointed out major deficiencies in the executed 

works.  

This resulted in irregular release of retention money to the contractors of Rs 6,379.088 million. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in February and September 2021. The Authority replied that 

certain amounts against deficient and disputed works were withheld from the contractor’s payments 

which were still with NHA.  

The reply was not tenable because withheld amount was not sufficient against the claims of the 

Authority. Moreover, this also proved the deficiencies in the executed works. The release of retention 

money despite defective/incomplete works was against the provisions of the contract.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends investigation for taking appropriate action against the responsible(s) besides 

recovery of amount involved. 

(DP. 63, 478) 

2.4.14  Unauthentic inclusion of escalation cost and interest expense in the project cost - 

Rs 5,364.00 million  

As per clause 5.6 of concession agreement, an independent auditor was to be nominated to carry 

out audits of the Company on quarterly basis or at such other intervals as is reasonably requested by 

NHA, the Concessionaire or the Financiers, of all bank accounts and submit its reports within thirty 

(30) days of the closure of the relevant interval to NHA, the Concessionaire and the Financiers; (b) 

submission of comprehensive financial review report to NHA, the Concessionaire and the Financiers 

which shall include an audit of management accounts prepared and submitted by the Concessionaire, 

highlighting any variance from Financial Model. 

Schedule-H of the concession agreement for the project i.e. “Construction of Lahore-Sialkot 

Motorway” on Build Operate and Transfer (BOT) basis to M/s Lahore-Sialkot Motorway Infrastructure 

Management (Private) Limited (the Concessionaire) comprising financial model contains a provision 

of Rs 5,364 million for price escalation and interest expense cost as under: 

Particulars Amount (Rs in million) 

Add Escalation 3,458 
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Particulars Amount (Rs in million) 

Add Interest during Construction 1,517 

Add Financing Fees 389 

Total Escalation and interest expense Cost 5,364 

Audit noted that NHA awarded the project “Construction of Lahore-Sialkot Motorway” on 

Build Operate and Transfer (BOT) basis to M/s Lahore-Sialkot Motorway Infrastructure Management 

(Private) Limited (the Concessionaire) with the estimated project cost of  

Rs 43,847.00 million through concession agreement dated 28.02.2017. The main carriageway had been 

completed and opened to traffic on 18.03.2020. The cost of project includes cost of civil work, 

escalation, consultancy, insurance, interest, etc.  

As per financial model following is the breakup and sources of funding: 

Particulars Amount (Rs in million) 

Debt 12,542 

FWO Equity 6,813 

NHA Equity 18,000 

NHA Loan 5,000 

Toll during construction 1,492 

Total 43,847 

 

Audit noted that NHA paid its share of Rs 23 billion, which included loan of Rs 5 billion and 

Viable Gap Funding of Rs 18 billion. 

Audit observed that certified details by the independent auditor were not available on record 

showing price escalation involved therein and interest charges paid by the concessionaire, as per 

financial model or not.  

This resulted unauthentic cost on account of price escalation and interest charges of Rs 5,364.0 

million. 

Audit pointed out the matter in May-June 2021. The Authority replied that the project cost of 

Rs 43,847 million was locked and all the project risks of change in cost at time of construction and 

operation risks were the responsibility of concessionaire.  

The reply was not accepted because NHA should have evaluated the actual cost on account of 

price escalation and interest charges so as to determine the reasonability of financial model. There was 

no evidence/report of independent auditor to adjudge the reasonability of financial model. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request made by Audit in October 2021. 

Audit recommends that necessary details/information duly certified by the independent auditors 

may be obtained and recovery of difference be made. 

(Para 13 AIR Member Motorways Lahore) 
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2.4.15 Undue financial aid due to payment without achieving milestone - Rs 4,179.122 

million 

As per clause (F) S. No. 1 of contract agreement Section-V Schedule of Payment, on 

issuance of Taking-Over Certificate for entire project, 3% of the accepted contract amount will 

be released. 
 

Audit noted that General Manager, Lahore Abdul Hakeem Section M-3 (230 K.M) NHA 

awarded contract “Peshawar- Karachi Motorway (PKM) Lahore Abdul Hakeem Section-III” to M/s 

CR20G – ZKB (JV) at a cost of Rs 148,654 million in February 2016 with date of completion up to 

18.08.2018. 

 Audit observed that upon completion of 83.8113 % of project, the department issued Taking 

Over Certificate (TOC) and an amount of  Rs 4,179.122 million out of total amount of Rs 4,459.633 

million was released. Audit further observed that the amount was to be released on issuance of Taking 

Over Certificate for entire Project, but the Authority made the payment on partial completion. This 

resulted in undue favour to contractor due to premature release of Rs 4,179.122 million. 

 Audit pointed out the matter of undue favour to contractor in November 2021. The Authority 

replied that as per provision of contract clause 10.2 of GCC Employer and Contractor agreed to issue 

the Taking over certificate by parts to open the motorway to facilitate the road users. Therefore, main 

carriageway works of Motorway which is 83.8113 % out of overall construction phase of 89% were 

taken for issuance of TOC. The reply is not tenable as the undue favour was granted to the contractor 

by issuing payment prior to complete issuance of TOC.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022.  

Audit recommends investigation into the matter. 

(DP. 503) 

2.4.16 Non-imposition of liquidated damages for delay in completion of works - Rs 

3,808.803 million 

 According to clause 47.1 of the agreement, if the contractor fails to complete the work within 

the stipulated time period, he shall render himself liable to pay liquidated damages equal to 0.01% of 

contract price for each day delay in completion of work subject to maximum of 10% of the contract 

price stated in letter of Acceptance. In some cases the maximum was provided up to 5%. 

 Audit noted that the NHA awarded sixteen (16) works at different locations to various 

contractors at their bid cost of Rs 60,771.882 million. 

 Audit observed that the contractors did not complete the works in the stipulated completion 

period and even in the extended period. Thus, the contractors rendered themselves to pay liquidated 

damages as per contract provisions which were not imposed by the Authority. This resulted in non-

imposition and recovery of liquidated damages of Rs 3,808.803 million (Annexure-D). 

Audit pointed out the non-imposition of penalty in July - November 2021. The Authority 

admitted recovery in two cases and in remaining cases, the Authority replied that extension of time 

(EOT) is allowed to the contractors.  

 The reply was not accepted because in case of admitted recovery and grant of EOTs, no 

documentary evidence was provided in support of reply.  
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DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends imposition/recovery of liquidated damages. 

(DP. 147, 199, 253 270, 295, 301, 315, 334, 346, 371, 432, 442, 462, Para 8 M-9) 

2.4.17  Irregular expenditure beyond the PC-I provisions - Rs 3,586.928 million 

 As per Para-56 of NHA Code, Technical Sanction is a guarantee that the proposal is structurally 

sound and that the estimates are accurately calculated and based on adequate data. It shall be issued on 

the basis of detailed estimates for the project as a whole, after administrative approval is accorded. 

Technical Sanction which is concerned with actual design and execution of the work and accounts for 

all expenditures ensures that: 

i) Design and specifications are in accordance with  sound engineering/practices. 

ii) The materials for the execution of the work are in strict accordance with the plans and 

specifications. 

iii) In assessment of the project cost, utmost economy has been observed consistent with 

good workmanship and good materials. 

iv) The estimate represents carefully budgeted cost of execution of the work including all 

accessory and consequential services calculated as accurately as is possible at the time 

of its preparation. 

 

 Audit noted that the National Highway Authority awarded five (5) infrastructure development 

projects to various contractors and works were executed beyond the provisions of PC-I involving Rs 

3,586.928 million.  

 

This resulted in irregular expenditure beyond the PC-I provisions amounting to Rs 3,586.928 

million as detailed below: 

(Rs in million) 

DP 

No 
Name of Project Description Amount 

23 Construction of 

Kuchlac Bypass 

Kuchlak Bypass was required to be constructed for 

08 km for Rs 560.00 million but the Authority 

awarded the work for 15.243 km with Rs. 

1,499.122 million against PC-I provisions. 

939.122 

66 Lahore Eastern 

Bypass 

(Package-I) 

Provision of Toll Plaza was not available in PC-I, 

but the Authority constructed the Toll Plaza with 

cost of Rs 235.462 million 

235.462 

106 Construction of 2 

Lane Highway 

from Basima-

Khuzdar (Length 

106 KM) 

Provisions of PC-I were not adhered to while 

awarding the work and quantities of some items 

including earth work and concrete/steel 

enforcement were deviated from the provisions of 

approved PC-I. 

634.772 

399 Kallur Kot - DI 

Khan bridge 

An amount of Rs. 2,022.475 million was incurred 

against the PC-1 provision of Rs. 1,711.275 

million.  

311.200 
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DP 

No 
Name of Project Description Amount 

487 Thakot-Havelian 

project 

Expenditure of Rs 1,466.372 million was incurred 

on account of Security charges without its 

provision in PC-I.  

1,466.372 

Total 3,586.928 

 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in September-November 2021. The Authority replied that the 

works were executed as per site requirements and revised PC-I to cover the revised cost of the projects 

were under process for obtaining necessary approval.  

The reply was not accepted because variations in the approved scope and cost were made 

without approval of the competent forum. 

DP. 66 was discussed in DAC meeting held on 10.02.2022. NHA explained that ECNEC 

approved the project at rationalized scope and cost. Toll plaza was included in BOQ in compliance of 

decision of competent forum. DAC observed that action of the management was wrong as toll plaza has 

to be included in PC-I for approval before its inclusion in BOQ. DAC directed NHA to provide complete 

record to Audit to verify the facts. DP. 23 was discussed in DAC meeting held on 22.12.2021 where in 

DAC directed to provide record to Audit for scrutiny within a day. Compliance was not made. DAC 

meeting was not convened despite frequent requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022.  

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility against those responsible besides taking corrective 

action. 

(DP. 23, 66, 106, 399, 487) 

2.4.18  Non-recovery of Mobilization Advance - Rs 2,414.319 million 

Clause - 60.11(b) of the Contract Agreement provides that the advance shall be recovered in 

equal installments; first installment at the expiry of third month after the date of payment of first part 

of advance and the last installment two months before the date of completion of the Works.  

 Audit observed that in following projects NHA did not recover Mobilization Advance 

amounting to Rs 2,414.319 million from contractors before stipulated date of completion of the projects 

as detailed below: 

DP. 

No. 

Name of Works Date of 

Completion 

as per 

contract 

Mobilization 

Advance 

recoverable  

(Rs in million) 

07 Construction of Dhak Pattan Bridge Pakpattan 16.07.2016 83.601 

160 Dualization of Indus Highway (N-55) Package I 23.05.2020 614.583 

160 Dualization of Indus Highway (N-55) Package II 23.05.2020 1,013.721 

160 Construction of Peshawar Northern Bypass 

(Package-II) 

21.03.2017 63.049 

373 Central Asia Regional Economic Corridor 

(CAREC), Tranche-I- Construction of 

Additional 2 Lane Carriageway from Petaro to 

Sehwan N-55 (Section-2) 

15.01.2021 639.365 

Total 2,414.319 
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Audit pointed out the matter of un-due financial benefit to the contractors in December 

2020 and September 2021. The Authority replied in case of project “Construction of Dhak 

Pattan Bridge Pakpattan” that NHA was going to file a suit against the insurance company for 

encashment of Mobilization Advance guarantee. In DP. 373, the Authority replied that the 

mobilization advance payment was not recovered up to 15.11.2021 due to delay factors beyond 

control.  

The reply was not acceptable because delay in recovery was undue financial favour to 

the contractor without any work done at site. 

 The para (DP. 7) was discussed in DAC meeting held on 22.12.2021. The committee directed 

that court case be actively pursued and deduction be made with interest from next IPC besides 

blacklisting the EFU insurance company. Compliance of DAC directive was not made till the 

finalization of the report. 

 DAC meeting was not convened on other paras despite repeated requests made by Audit on 

28.10.2021, 10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022.  

Audit recommends recovery of mobilization advance besides appropriate action against 

the officers responsible. 

2.4.19  Mis-procurement due to doubtful process of disqualification of contractors - Rs 

1,834.319 million 

Rule 4 of Public Procurement Rules 2004, provides that procuring agencies, while engaging in 

procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the 

object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical.  

Audit noted that the NHA advertised tender notice in press for the project “Rehabilitation and 

improvement of existing carriageway from Peshawar to Dara Adam Khel (Section-3) KM 0+00 to 

34+350 CAREC” on 19.09.2017. In response, twelve firms purchased bidding documents and seven 

firms submitted the bids. Out of seven firms, four firms were disqualified technically and further 

competition was made between three firms. After further evaluation, the work was awarded to the 

lowest bidder i.e. M/s Nasrullah Jan Inamullah Khan & Co. JV Karcon (Pvt) Ltd at their bid price of Rs 

1,834.319 million. 

Audit observed that the process of disqualification of contractors was not transparent on the 

following grounds: 

i. The bid of M/s A.M Associates was disqualified with the reason that they failed 

to meet the requirement of similar size and nature of work despite the fact that 

contractor had provided detail of work amounting to Rs 2,739.48 million which 

he had executed in NHA. . But the same was not considered by NHA with the 

reason that completion or substantial completion certificate was not provided. 

Audit is of the view that the work was executed in NHA and the same was also 

awarded by P&CA Wing of NHA, therefore the P&CA/NHA was in better 

position to judge the performance and current status of the work. Therefore, 

disqualification of a competitive bidder is unjustified. 
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ii. The bid of M/s MCC-Umer Jan JV was disqualified with the reason that the 

contractor has not fulfilled the requirement relating to cash flow as well as the 

requirement of contracts of similar nature. Although the contractor submitted their 

work experience which was not considered by the Authority with reason that the 

works were executed by the parent company or subsidiaries or affiliates and none 

of the provided experience certificate was in the name of lead partner of JV. 

However, no record in support of such disqualification was available to 

authenticate the factual position i.e. certificates submitted by the contractor, detail 

of financial position and Financial Statements etc. 

iii. The bid of M/s NLC was disqualified with the reason that the NLC failed to meet 

the eligibility criteria for Government Owned entities. Audit is of the view that 

M/s NLC is a government owned firm and already working in mega projects of 

NHA and other organizations in Pakistan, therefore, disqualification of such firm 

was also unjustified. 

Keeping in view the above discrepancies, Audit is of the view that the process of tendering for 

the work was not transparent that compromised the process of competitive tendering involving  

Rs 1,834.319 million. 

Audit holds that irregularity occurred due to weak internal/ financial controls. 

Audit pointed out the mis-procurement due to doubtful process of disqualification of contractors 

resulted in lack of competition in June 2021. The Authority replied that all the contractors were dis-

qualified on cogent reasons. 

The reply was not accepted because the dis-qualified bidders were carrying out different 

projects in NHA and their unjust dis-qualification caused mis-procurement. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022.  

Audit recommends holding of inquiry for fixing of responsibility against those responsible for 

violation of rules. 

(DP. 105) 

2.4.20 Irregular change in approved scope of work - Rs 1,591.377 million 

 Planning Division letter No. 20(1)DA/PC/79-Vol.XIV dated 22.06.1980 provides that if the 

total estimated cost, as sanctioned increases by a margin of 15% or more or if any significant variation 

in the nature/scope of the project has been made, irrespective of whether or not it involves an increased 

outlay, the approval of the ECNEC/ competent authority shall be obtained in the same manner as in the 

case of the original scheme without delay.  

 Audit noted that General Manager (P&CA) NHA HQ Islamabad, awarded work volume 

Dualization and improvement of Pindi Gheb-Jand-Kohat Road, Upgradation/ Dualization of Motorway 

Link from Kohat via Jand (Package-3) to M/s KNK-SKB (JV) on 29.03.2018 with agreement amount 

of Rs 5,810.946 million. PC-I of the project was approved by the ECNEC for Rs 18,700.00 million on 

29.08.2017. The total value of work done up to 7th IPC paid to the contractor was Rs 3,124.137 million. 

Audit observed that quantities of certain items were increased from the original BOQ quantities 

due to a significant variation in the nature of scope of work which reduced 25.40% earth work, 46.37% 
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structures (bridge) work and caused an enhancement from 3.76% to 115.20% in Bill No.02, 03, 4b, 4c, 

4d and Bill No.07. Audit further observed that scope of work approved by the ECNEC was 

reduced/increased unilaterally. Thus, approval of the ECNEC should have been obtained in the same 

manner as in the case of the original scheme without delay. However, the significant variation was made 

in said work through Variation Order No. 01. This resulted in irregular change in approved scope of 

work amounting to Rs 1,591.377 million. 

Audit pointed out irregular change in approved scope of work in September 2021. The 

Authority replied that in view of decision of Chairman NHA during site visit, quantities of works were 

evaluated and approved in variation order No. 01. The works mentioned in audit para have been 

optimized by adding/deleting accordingly. Furthermore, these items have been added in revised PC-I 

and submitted to higher authorities for approval of the competent authority. 

The reply was not accepted because significant changes in original scope of work which would 

be awarded through fresh bidding as well the varied works was required to be got approved from the 

sanctioning authority.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends probe in the matter to fix responsibility against the person(s) at fault besides 

taking corrective action. 

(DP. 175) 

2.4.21 Non-execution of service areas on Lahore-Sialkot Motorway against the 

provisions of contract - Rs 1,381.625 million 

According to the Engineers Estimate provided in the PC-I of the Project, an amount of Rs 

1,381.625 million was provided for construction of two Service areas (one on each side) and four 

Parking Areas/Layby Areas (two on each side). The quantities as incorporated in the TS Estimate for 

any item(s) or work shall not be enhanced/curtailed without prior approval of the competent authority.             

Audit noted that NHA awarded the project “Construction of Lahore-Sialkot Motorway” on 

Build Operate and Transfer (BOT) basis to M/s Lahore-Sialkot Motorway Infrastructure Management 

(Private) Limited (the Concessionaire) through concession agreement dated 28.02.2017. The 

construction cost of Rs 43,847 million also included  Rs 1,517 million on account of interest charges 

and Rs 389 million as financial fees.  

Audit observed that as per provisions of the concession agreement given in the scope of the 

work under schedule B, two (02) service areas and four Parking Areas/Layby areas were to be 

constructed on specified locations of the Project. The Motorway is operational for all kinds of vehicles 

since 18.03.2020 but facilities for the travelers on entire length of the Motorway are yet to be provided 

which may cause inconvenience to the travellers.  

  Non-adherence to provisions of the PC-I/TS Estimate caused non-execution of roadside 

facilities amounting to Rs 1,381.625 million. 

Audit pointed out the non-execution of roadside facilities in July 2020. The Authority replied 

that the cost of roadside facilities is covered in the total BOT cost of Rs 43,847.00 million and 

construction of roadside facilities like service areas, lay bays parking area is part of the scope of work 

of concession agreement.  The main carriageway has been completed and opened to traffic on 

18.03.2020. However, the concessionaire has not yet started construction of such facilities for which 

this office is repeatedly reminded to the concessionaire for construction of such facilities.  
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Audit maintains that the delay in construction of roadside facilities was against the provisions 

of contract that caused nuisance to the motorway users. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit. 

Audit recommends effective provision of roadside facilities besides recovery of financial 

charges. 

 (DP. 248/2020-21) 

2.4.22 Overpayment due to execution of an item of work deleted from design - Rs 

1,372.468 million 

 In accordance with the alternative proposal in bidding documents and minutes of clarification 

meetings of project KKH-Phase-II (Havelian-Thakot), clause 3(C), the concrete continuous reinforced 

pavement, (CRCP) changed with asphaltic concrete pavement structure on the entire alignment.  

 Audit noted that National Highway Authority (P&CA) section awarded EPC contract for 

“Construction of Havelian-Thakot section (118.057 KM) KKH Ph-II” to M/s CCCC at agreement cost 

of  

Rs 133,980 million on 22.12.2015. The work was required to be completed on 29.02.2020. Taking over 

certificate (TOC) issued by consultant according to which contractor completed the work as on 

29.02.2020 and commenced the defect notification period of three years w.e.f. 01.03.2020.  

Audit further noted that under bill No. 3 of BOQ, items namely surfacing & pavement, 

continuous reinforced pavement, and reinforcement were provided for Rs 1,076.195 million, Rs 

285.420 million and Rs 10.853 million respectively and cost of the items for  

Rs 1,372.468 million carried forward to the summary of price of EPC bid of Rs 133,980 million. 

 Audit observed that cost of continuous reinforced pavement and reinforcement included in bid 

price and paid accordingly as per mode of payments, whereas at site, continuous reinforced pavement 

was not executed and the item “Asphalt Macadam Base” was actually executed as an alternative item 

for which cost there-against was also provided separately valuing Rs 3,569.656 million. The same was 

carried forward to the summary of EPC bid price. This resulted into an overpayment of Rs 1,372.468 

million due to non-adjustment of cost of deleted items in accordance with minutes of clarification 

meeting. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in September 2021. The Authority replied that all three items 

of reinforced pavement are provided inside the tunnel and toll plaza (rigid pavement) and has no link 

with normal project pavement.  

The reply was not tenable and incorrect. The matter under discussion was bill No. 3 “Surface 

and pavement” whereas tunnels deal separately under bill No. 4-D and have no relevance with bill No. 

3 “Surfacing and pavement “as stated by Authority. The cost of items under object of Rs 1,372.468 

million for whole length included in total bid cost of Rs 133,980 million as confirmed (vide page-

019,020 and 014 of agreement) and accordingly paid under schedule of payment of forty installments 

without execution. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends early recovery of unexecuted item being execution of other item in 

alternative proposal. 

(DP. 484)  
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2.4.23 Declined revenue realization due to poor management - Rs 1,341 million  

 According to para-11(e) Chapter-11 of NHA code Vol-I, toll levels shall be adjusted over time 

to reflect as far as possible (i) extent of road use and (ii) damage caused to road network.  

 During scrutiny of the revenue records relating to toll collections, Audit observed that there 

was a significant decreasing trend in the revenues from toll collection, as shown in the table below: 

       (Rs in million) 

Period Total Toll 

Collection  

Increase 

Amount 

Percentage 

increase 

Downward trend  

2017-18 19,190 - - - 

2018-19 23,052 3,862 20.13% - 

2019-20 25,573 2,521 10.94% 1,341 

 

Audit observed that the decrease in overall percentage of toll revenues of Rs 1,341 million 

(revenue increase trend decreased from Rs 3,862 million in 2018-19 to Rs 2,521 million in 2019-20) 

was due to the following: 

i. Inconsistency in the mechanism of fixation of reserve price, collusive practice in 

toll contracts and termination of contracts, etc.  

ii. In some cases, the reserve price fixed by NHA Revenue Wing based on the data 

provided by the Regions instead of getting it approved from the standing 

supervisory committee constituted by the Ministry of Communications.  

iii. The toll plazas were awarded on net guaranteed amount instead of actual traffic 

count data prepared by National Transport Research Centre.  

iv. NHA awarded contract of Harappa (ETTM) N-5 toll plaza to M/s NLC at net 

monthly guaranteed amount of Rs 38.910 million during 2018-19. After closure 

of this contract, the fresh tender were called for the period 2019-20 in which M/s 

NLC was only the single bidder with monthly bid price of Rs 27.321 million 

which was Rs 11.589 million less than from his last year monthly granted amount. 

The Authority accepted single bid at lesser rate which caused loss of revenue.  

v. The Authority was deprived by operation of toll plaza on interim arrangement by 

regional offices for Rs 376.684 million.  

 

Audit maintains that Revenue Wing of Authority did not take appropriate measures during 

tendering/award of toll plazas and also fail to watch the public interest. This caused decline in revenue 

realization for Rs 1,341 million.  

Audit pointed out declined revenue in December 2020. The Authority replied that due to 

addition of new routes on NHA road network, overall toll revenue for the 2019-20 was increased as 

compared to 2018-19. However, most of the traffic was diverted on new routes thereby decreasing the 

revenue of certain toll plazas.  
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 The reply was not accepted because the road network increased due to addition of E-35, M-4 

and M-5 and overall revenue collection was required to be increased correspondingly. Contrarily, 

percentage of revenue decreased despite increase in road network. 

In case of DP. 73, DAC directed that Executive Board decision regarding use of ETTM real 

time data for toll collection, its implementation and outcome be provided to Audit. I case of DP. 74 

DAC directed that inquiry be conducted at Ministry level to examine historical traffic count data, 

reserve pricing by NHA and to see whether defaulters were extended favour by allowing them to 

participate in bidding process or otherwise. In case of DP. 75 & 76, record regarding bidding process 

will be produced to Audit for verification. In case of DP. 78 & 79 DAC directed NHA to devise a 

comprehensive revenue reform plan and outcome be shared with Audit.       

Audit recommends probe in the matter besides fixing responsibility against the person(s) at 

fault.  

 (DP. 73, 74, 75, 76, 78, 79, 200, 313) 

2.4.24 Irregular payments due to non-compliance of NHA Executive Board Decision - Rs 

1,225.163 million 

Under Item No. 14.7, NHA Executive Board in its 270th meeting held on 01.12.2016, directed 

that the Member concerned will personally visit twice to check the quality of works  where the variance 

of the contract price is below 25% with reference to Engineer’s estimates. He will submit his report to 

Chairman, NHA. 

Audit noted that General Manager, Maintenance NHA (South) Multan, awarded seven (07) 

works pertaining to Periodic Maintenance under Annual Maintenance Plans (AMP) 2015-16, 2016-17, 

2017-18 and 2018-19 costing Rs 1,272.338 million against the estimated cost of Rs 1,829.943 million 

which are 28.60% to 37% below from the engineering estimated cost. 

 Audit observed that contractors of said works were quoted extra- ordinary low rates from 

28.60% to 37% from the engineer’s estimates. Audit further observed that as per NHA Board directives, 

the Member concerned was authorized to check the quality of these works which were 25% below the 

engineer estimates and submitted the reports to the Chairman, NHA. Despite above, the Member 

concerned failed to comply with the directions of NHA Executive Board and in this connection, no such 

record/reports were available in office record. In the absence of these reports, quality of the executed 

works was not ascertained which compromised the quality of works. This resulted in unauthentic 

payments due to non-compliance of NHA Board directives for Rs 1,225.163 million. 

Audit pointed out irregular payment in August 2021. The Authority replied that all 

Periodic Maintenance Contracts have already been completed within stipulated time. 

TOC/DLCs were issued by the Member (CZ)/Engineer after detail checking of the works. 

Authority furnished an irrelevant reply and did not address/ provide the inspection 

reports/comments which would be reflected in starting pages of measurement book. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be taken up in NHA Executive Board for remedial 

measures after obtaining assurance of inspection reports.  

(DP. 309) 
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2.4.25 Unauthentic payment on account of reimbursement of import taxes - Rs 

1,163.641 million 

 As per addendum-02 to the bidding documents, particular conditions  clause 14.1 (f), the 

bidders should not include the effect of import duties and taxes in their item rates because Employer 

shall reimburse the custom duties and import taxes on importation of permanent materials, contractor’s 

equipment. For payment purpose, bidder shall separately submit the receipts of import duties and taxes 

for the reimbursement of such amount. 

Original PC-I of the project “East-West    Road    Improvement    Project, N-70 (Widening 

and Strengthening of National Highway, Rakhi Gajj-Bewata Section, 32.651 km)” was approved for 

Rs 10,008 million including Foreign Exchange Component of Rs 5,240.000 million, by ECNEC on 

06.02.2008 as per Planning Commission’s O.M No. 16(46)PIA-III/PC/2007-08 dated 19.03.2008. 

The re-revised PC-I of the Project was approved by ECNEC on 02.12.2015 for Rs 22,994.660 million 

(including FEC Rs 13,478.810 million).  

Audit noted that the work, Widening and Strengthening of Rakhi - Gajj-Bewata Section of N-

70 under East West Road Improvement Project Package-I, was awarded to M/s TAISEI Corporation 

Japan at the cost of Rs 13,753.035 million on 10.03.2016. Commencement date was 11.07.2016 with 

completion date 10.07.2019 (Completion period of 36 months). The work was completed on 

25.12.2019. However, substantial completion certificate has not been issued due to non-finalization of 

“As- built drawings”. The contractor was paid IPC 28 for gross updated work done of Rs 12,839.522 

million (Pak Rupees= Rs 7,158.935 million (54.70%), FC 5,680.587 million (45.30%) equal JY 

5,882.351 million @0.09657. EPC 27 paid up to June 2020 for up to date amount of  

Rs 583.162 million. 

Audit noted that reimbursement invoice No. 54 was paid for  

Rs 1,163.641 million, on account of import of temporary and permanent machinery, equipment and 

construction materials for use in the project.  

Audit observed that: 

i. Re-export of the temporary equipment and machinery (against which temporary 

custom duties were paid) was not on record. 

ii. The reimbursement of importation amount against unconsumed/surplus material 

which was imported for the project has not been assessed and recovered from the 

contractor. 

iii. A list of permanent and temporary machinery/equipment and materials for which 

importation amount has been re-imbursed has not been prepared. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in May-June 2021. The Authority replied that the re-export 

invoice for temporary imported machinery and equipment is available. The material was 

inspected and assessed properly. All the material related to permanent works was consumed/ 

disposed-off at site. The list of temporary and permanent material has been prepared.  

The reply was not accepted because the import of equipment/ machinery and materials for use 

in the work was to be made with the consultation of the employer/NHA (Clause 14.1 page 125 Volume-

5 of contract agreement). However, total inventory of imported equipment/machinery and materials was 

not prepared. Likewise, consumption of material with reference to items of work was not recorded.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite request made by Audit in October 2021. 
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Audit recommends that the details of unconsumed materials may be prepared with reference to 

paid import invoices and import duties paid on unconsumed material/equipment/spare parts may be 

recovered.  

(Para 40 AIR Member Central Zone) 

2.4.26 Defective execution of work of RCC New Jersey barriers -  

Rs 1,144.526  million 

Item SP-617, RCC New Jersey Barrier (Precast) for median single or double face (incl. 

reinforcement), states that work shall consist of construction of New Jersey Barrier in accordance with 

these specifications and the specifications for other work items involved, and in conformity with the 

lines, grades, and dimensions shown on the drawings or as ordered by the Engineer. Steel reinforcement 

shall be in accordance with item 404. 

 Audit noted that the contractors were paid for RCC New Jersey barrier for median double face 

including reinforcement in situ as under: 

S. 

No. 

Name of Work/Package Name of Contractor Amount 

(Rs in million) 

1 Construction of Faisalabad Khanewal 

Motorway (M-4) 184 KM, Package-IIA, 

Gojra to Jamani Section 31 KM 

M/s Xingjang Biexin Road 

& Bridge Group Co. Ltd 

238.252 

2 Construction of Faisalabad Khanewal 

Motorway (M-4) 184 KM, Package-IIB, 

Jamani-Shorkot Section 30 KM 

M/s China Railway First 

Group Co. Ltd 

306.205 

3 Construction of Faisalabad Khanewal 

Motorway (M-4) 184 KM, Package-IIIA, 

Shorkot-Dinpur Section 31 KM 

M/s China Gezhouba 

Group Company Ltd. M/s 

Ghulam Rasool & Co. JV 

277.854 

4 Construction of Faisalabad Khanewal 

Motorway (M-4) 184 KM, Package-IIIB, 

Dinpur-Shamkot Section 34.28 KM 

M/s Xingjiang Biexin 

Road & Bridge Group Co. 

Ltd 

322.215 

Total 1,144.526 

 

 Audit observed that the item of work was not executed as per specification as also observed by 

the Monitoring and Inspection team deputed by NHA Headquarters which visited the site of the project 

in January, June, October and December 2019. The Team communicated their observation that in most 

of the executed work there were cracks in the New Jersey Barriers. There was no evidence on record 

that the steel reinforcement was used as required. Reasons/justification for cracks and corrective action 

is not on record. 

This resulted in defective execution of work of RCC New Jersey barriers for Rs 1,144.526  

million 

Audit pointed out the matter in May-June 2021. The Authority replied that the defects were 

rectified. However, deduction of Rs 233,283, Rs 462,678 and Rs 200,022 was made from the 

contractors.  

The reply was not accepted because item of work carrying huge cost was not executed as per 

specification as observed by the Monitoring and Inspection team NHA as pointed out. Tender drawings 

and construction drawings of the item were also not produced in support of reply.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite request made by Audit in October 2021. 
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Audit recommends that X-ray tests may be carried out and confirmed that the steel used at site 

is as per NHA Specification/analysis of rate for this item of work. Difference of weight of steel used as 

per actual and as required in the analysis of rate of the item of 42.60 kg per meter may be recovered.  

 (Para 21A to 21D, AIR Member Motorways Lahore) 

2.4.27 Irregular execution of asphaltic items - Rs 1,033.724 million  

 Special provision of contract agreement clause COC 36.6 and SP (c) 36.6 provides that the 

contractor shall use the material fabricated in Pakistan which is required standard and ensure timely 

procurement of bitumen required for the works. The employer does not assume any responsibility for 

supply of materials. However, the employer shall issue a certificate of the estimated requirement of the 

quantity of bitumen at the specific request of the contractor. 

 The Deputy Director (Monitoring), NHA Quetta informed to all the Director (Maintenance) of 

Balochistan vide the letter dated 29.04.2019, to provide source of bitumen used in PM works (supported 

by invoices) executed during 2017-2018 to date, by 30.04.2019. M/s NESPAK (Resident Engineer) in 

Maintenance Unit of NHA, Quetta directed to all contractors working on PM-2015-16 along N-40, N-

50 and N-65 to submit details (Source and Invoices) regarding bitumen used for asphalt works. 

 Audit noted that GM (P&CA) awarded nine (9) contracts of periodic maintenance and 

rehabilitations works to be executed by GM Maintenance, NHA North Quetta. 

 Audit observed that Deputy Directors Maintenance NHA Quetta (N-25), Noshki/Dalbandin (N-

40) and Sibbi (N-65) measured and paid asphaltic items in works against items asphaltic concrete base 

course, tack coat, double surface treatment and asphaltic concrete wearing course for Rs 1,033.724 

million. 

 Audit further observed that the concerned Deputy Directors did not obtain evidence/receipts of 

procurement of bitumen from authorized source along with payment of 17% GST, as required under 

the contract and standards for execution of asphaltic items. Non-observance of contract’s provision 

caused using substandard bitumen in asphaltic items and compromised the quality of bitumen, even 

Member West Zone also issued directions for obtaining the requisite receipts from contractors. This 

resulted into un-authentic execution of work and non-confirming the quality of bitumen used in 

asphaltic items of Rs 1,033.724 million. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in November 2021. Authority replied that field test was 

conducted during execution which achieved the requisite result. All the contractors have been instructed 

to produce the bitumen invoices.  

The reply was not accepted because contractors were bound under contract clause SP (c) 36.6 

and CoC-36.6 to use Pakistani bitumen. Requisite receipts/invoices of Pakistan fabricated bitumen 

under contract provision/stipulation and in the light of Member West Zone directions were required to 

be obtained before execution of bituminous items.  

 Audit maintained that non-obtaining of source/invoices of procurement of bitumen leads to 

weak internal control.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends that NHA may either obtain the requisite receipts or cost of bitumen used 

in the works be calculated and 17% GST recovered there-against be deposited in Govt. revenue. 

 (DP. 451) 
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2.4.28  Undue financial aid due to payment of mobilization advance beyond the contract 

provision - Rs 954.287 million  

Clause 60.12 (a) of the contract agreement provides that an interest free mobilization advance 

@ 15% of the contract price stated in the letter of acceptance shall be paid by the employer to the 

contractor in two equal parts upon submission by the contractor of a mobilization advance guarantee 

for the full amount of the advance in the specified form from a scheduled bank in Pakistan acceptable 

to the Employer. First installment within 14 days after signing of the contract agreement and second 

part within 42 days from the date of payment of the first part subject to the state of mobilization of the 

contractor. (b) This advance shall be recovered in equal installments; first installment at the expiry of 

3rd month after the date of first part of advance and the last installment two months before the date of 

completion of the works. 

As per Section-8 Part-A Contract data of contract document clause 14.2, 10% of the accepted 

contract amount payable in two equal installments in the currencies in which the accepted contract 

amount is payable. The first installment shall be paid after the contractor furnishes the advance payment 

guarantee and the second installment shall be paid after the Contractor completes mobilization and the 

Engineer issues a certification to the Employer of such completion.  

As per clause 2.1 of ibid provides that the employer must give access to the site for execution 

of work to the contractor within 28 days after commencement date. 

Audit observed that in following cases Mobilization Advance was paid to the contractors 

beyond the contract provisions. 

 In the work “Construction of Additional Carriageway Torkham-Jalalabad, 

Afghanistan” awarded to M/s FWO with agreement amount of Rs 4,340.832 million on 24.01.2008, the 

contractor was granted mobilization advance of Rs 498.109 million in June 2020 on resumption of work 

in June 2019 against bank guarantee.  

 Audit further observed that in the work, “Construction of Additional 2-Lane Carriageway from 

Ratodero to Shikarpur N-55 (Section-1) 43.4 KM, awarded on 13.08.2020, the contractor was paid 

Mobilization Advance for Rs 456.178 million in April 2021, whereas physical progress of work as per 

Monthly Progress Report of June 2021, was 0.63%.  

 This resulted into unjustified payment of mobilization advance of Rs 954.287 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter of undue financial aid to contractor in February 2021 and 

September 2021. The Authority replied in case of DP. 60 that revised PC-I (2014) has been approved 

an Amendment No. 2 signed by the Chairman NHA for payment of mobilization advance. In case of 

DP. 367, the Authority replied that mobilization advance was paid to the contractor according to 

contract. 

 The reply was not acceptable because Mobilization Advance was paid to already mobilized 

contractor in case of DP. 60 and in other case (DP. 367) the contractor was paid Mobilization Advance 

without physically mobilizing and progress of work at site.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends investigation in the matter with a view to recover the additional financing 

cost (interest) besides fixing responsibility against the person (s) at fault. 

(DP. 60, 367) 
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2.4.29 Irregular issuance of NOCs to private landowners beyond lease policy - Rs 675.045 

million 

Economic Coordination Council (ECC) approved the NHA Lease Policy in 2009. According to 

para-15 of NHA Lease Policy 2009, NHA shall ban the processing of private approach NOCs for 

Filling/CNG stations till the inventorization and valuation of all assets within the right of way. NHA 

shall identify the locations to be leased out for the establishment of main service areas, mini service 

areas or primary service areas. Approach to private landowners shall not be allowed for the 

establishment of the filling/CNG station so as to make the lease site commercially feasible. 

Audit noted that GM (ROW) issued NOCs during 2019-20 for approach from ROW to the 

private landowners for establishment of Filling/CNG stations and other amenities. 

Audit observed that NHA did not yet finalize inventorization and valuation of all assets falling 

within the ROW. So the issuance of NOCs without approval from the ECC or getting the policy revised 

was irregular. This resulted in irregular issuance of NOCs amounting to Rs 675.045 million during 

2019-20. 

 Audit pointed out irregularity in December 2020. The Authority replied that as per Rule-3, 8 & 

12 of the National Highway Strategic Road (Control), Rules 1998 as amended in 2002, the Authority 

has to issue NOC for establishment of buildings/structures within building line as well as for use of 

NHA ROW as approaches to any commercial amenity/ filling & CNG stations along NHA Road 

Network. Moreover, NHA conducts periodic valuation of all assets falling within its ROW which 

comprises Motorways, Highways, bridges, culvert, other properties and assets etc. by independent 

valuator in accordance with the guideline of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) issued 

by International Accounting Standard Board (IASB). This exercise was commenced from 2011 and was 

completed in the year 2016 which valuated the assets & inventorization of NHA since inception of 

NHA. Consequently, the issuance of NOCs is according to the applicable rules & regulations which 

cannot be declared as illegal or irregular. 

 The reply was not acceptable because detail of inventorization and justification regarding 

issuance of NOC beyond the NHA policy was not produced.  

 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 11.02.2022. Audit contended that issuance 

of approach NOCs without completion of process of inventorization was against the ECC decision. 

NHA explained that digital inventorization has been conducted. DAC directed NHA to provide 

complete justification and record to Audit.      

Audit recommends that the Authority may provide finalized inventorization and valuation of 

all assets falling in the ROW and complete procedure of issuance of NOC.  

(DP. 98) 

2.4.30 Irregular award of work without registration of JV with PEC - Rs 620.702 million 

 As per para 1.2 of PEC Standard Guidelines for bids evaluation for procurement of works 2009, 

the bidder must hold current valid license to participate as a contractor within the category of the size 

of project.  Clause 3.4(b) states that besides any other requirements of the Employer, the bidder must 

be a PEC licensed constructor. All partners to a joint venture shall also be similarly registered i.e. local 

or foreign and the joint venture shall be registered in Pakistan with PEC”. 

Audit noted during the review of contract regarding “Consultancy Services for Assistant to 

Employer’s Representative (AER) for Peshawar Karachi Motorway (PKM) Lahore Abdul Hakeem 

Section M-3 (230 Km) awarded to M/s EA Consulting (Pvt.) Ltd JV with M/s Yooshin Engineering 
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Corporation, M/s AL-KASIB Group of Engineering Services (AGES) and M/s Techno Legal (Pvt.) Ltd 

at a cost of Rs 620.702 million. 

Audit observed that award of said consultancy to M/s EA Consulting (Pvt.) Ltd JV was in 

violation of PEC standard guidelines clause 3.4 (b) as Joint venture of said firm was not registered with 

Pakistan Engineering Council. Thus, award of the work worth Rs 620.702 million was irregular 

alongwith all payment of Rs 445.956 million  

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in November 2022. The Authority did not reply.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022.  

Audit recommends holding of Inquiry for fixing of responsibility for violation of rules. 

 (DP. 507) 

2.4.31 Irregular payment due to non-recording of detailed measurements - Rs 592.884 

million 

Paras 208-209 of CPWA Code provide that payments for all works done and for all supplies 

are made on the basis of measurements recorded in Measurement Book (MB). The MB should, therefore 

be, considered very important accounts record. As all payments for work or supplies are based on the 

quantities recorded in the MB, it is incumbent upon the person taking the measurements to record the 

quantities clearly and accurately. 

Public Accounts Committee Secretariat issued Office Memorandum vide No.F.10(1)/2016-17-

PAC dated 15.11.2017 to all Principal Accounting Officers for strict compliance of the PAC directives 

regarding compliance of recording actual/date-wise measurement in the Measurement Books, otherwise 

they will be held responsible by the PAC. 

Audit noted that NHA awarded various works for infrastructure development and made 

payment thereof during the year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that the Authority made payment to M/s FWO for work done without recording 

detailed measurements regarding works executed at sites. This resulted in irregular payment without 

detailed measurements for Rs 592.884 million. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in September 2021. The Authority replied that 

payment to M/s FWO is on percentage basis not on measurement basis and the same has been 

made after site visit duly signed by DD (Maint) NHA and M/s FWO representative.  

 The reply was not accepted because recording measurements for all supplies and work 

done are necessary under the rules and no payment be made without recording the detail of 

work done  actually executed on site.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends investigation and action against the responsible(s). 

 (DP. 243, 258) 
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2.4.32 Irregular award of lump sum contract without open competition - Rs 508.200 

million  
 

According to Rule 20 of Public Procurement Rules 2004, the procuring agencies shall 

use open competitive bidding as the principal method of procurement for the procurement of 

goods, services and works.  

As per para 56, chapter-2 of NHA Code-2005, Technical Sanction is a guarantee that the 

proposal is structurally sound and that the estimates are accurately calculated and based on adequate 

data. It shall be issued on the basis of detailed estimates for the project as a whole, after administrative 

approval is accorded Technical Sanction. 

 Audit noted that an agreement pertaining to “Maintenance of KKH (N-35) from km 190 to KM 

350 (160 KM) NA’s Region and KM350+000 to KM 806+000 (456 KM) in Gilgit Baltistan Region” 

for financial year 2020-21 was executed on 30.03.2021 between NHA and M/s FWO with agreement 

amount of Rs 508.20 million (Rs 132 million and Rs 376.20 million) paid in 04 quarterly installments 

to the contractor accordingly. In this connection the following audit points need to be attended:  

i. Detailed estimate of the works to be executed were not prepared and got 

sanctioned technically. 

ii. The works were awarded to M/s FWO without calling tenders. 

iii. The work executed by the contractor has not been measured and recorded in 

the MBs to authenticate/justify the payment so for made. 

iv. The contractor has not performed the work as per terms & conditions of the 

agreement because no record was available to audit. 

v. Payments to M/s FWO were being made directly by NHA Headquarters and 

also through respective GMs. Duplication of payments for the same activity, 

therefore, cannot be ruled out.  
 

This resulted in irregular award of contract amounting to  

Rs 508.20 million.  

Audit pointed out irregularity in November 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing responsibility against those responsible for violation of 

rules.  

(DP. 510) 

2.4.33 Short revenue due to mismanagement - Rs 485.159 million 

 According to Para 12 (a) of the Chapter -11 NHA Code (Vol-I), the toll should be viewed as a 

mechanism for recovery of capital cost and cost of maintaining the asset in good condition during its 

useful life. Hence, while proposing the toll rates to be imposed on any road, bridge etc. it should be 
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ensured the rates are such that all construction costs incurred on the project would be paid back within 

the useful life of the project. For this purpose, careful studies shall be conducted by the concerned wing 

of the Authority with regard to the useful life of the road/bridge, the number of different types of 

vehicles expected to use the road/bridge during the said life and the rates to be charged from different 

types of vehicles. 

 According to rule -34 (2) of Public Procurement Rules 2004, the procuring agency before 

invitation for re-bidding shall assess the reasons for rejection and may revise specifications, evaluation 

criteria or any other condition for bidders as it may deem necessary. 

 Audit noted that GM (Revenue) awarded toll rights of ETTM and manual toll plazas during 

2019-20 on the basis of net guaranteed monthly revenue to various bidders.  

 Audit observed that the contracts for tolls were awarded at lesser net guaranteed revenue in 

2019-20 as compared to the revenue 2018-19. The Authority was required to conduct careful studies to 

ensure recovery of capital cost and maintaining road asset in good condition and to optimize its revenue. 

This was not done resulting thereby reduction in revenue as observed in following cases: 

i. The bids of highest bidders who failed to fulfill mandatory pre-requisites were 

cancelled and rebidding was initiated without revising specifications & evaluation 

criteria as required under PPRs. Resultantly, the bid prices were less than the 

previous bid prices which caused loss of Rs 59.049 million. 

ii. Despite incurring heavy expenditure Rs 986.326 million on installation of 

Automatic Vehicle Classification System, there were short receipts Rs 72.865 

million on Chenab (NBC), Sultan Bahu Bridge & Chund Bridge and Rs 320.166 

million on eleven ETTM plazas. 

iii. Net guaranteed amount on Khanewal toll plaza during 2081-19 fell down during 

2019-20 while caused short revenue of Rs 33.79 million. 

 Audit pointed out short revenue in December, 2020. Authority replied that due to opening of 

Motorways M-5, M-4, M-3 & E-35 mostly traffic diverted from National Highways to Motorways. 

Resultantly, prospective bidders quoted their bids according to the traffic flow. 

 The reply was not accepted because percentage (%) of total revenue collection was far less than 

the previous year’s collections despite increase in road network. Further, no study was conducted to 

realize revenue in relation to capital and maintenance cost.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 11.02.2022. The committee directed for 

inquiry by the NTRC to find out whether basis for fixation of reserve price was consistent with the 

vehicle data generated by the transport management center NHA Headquarters and whether Authority 

took all appropriate steps to safeguard and optimize its revenue & causes of loss occurred. Compliance 

of DAC directive was not made till the finalization of this Report.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

(DP. 84, 85, 86 & 88) 

2.4.34 Overpayment due to non-deduction of area of grouted stone pitching from 

embankment - Rs 446.52 million  

As per item 511.4.1 of NHA Specifications for works 1998, grouted stone pitching shall 

include the furnishing of all material, placing and grouting stone pitching.  Excavation, backfilling and 
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slope preparation shall not be measured for payment, but will be considered subsidiary to the item of 

“Stone Pitching”. The item of grouted stone pitching was to be laid on the slopes after excavation of 

slope. The surface area of stone pitching was, therefore, included in the earthwork area and was 

deductible from the item/quantity of earthworks. 

 Audit noted that the accounts record of the project “Construction of Motorway from Hakla (on 

M-1) to Yarik D.I. Khan Motorway” for the financial year 2020-21 was showing that in six (06) 

packages i.e. Package-I, Package-2A, Package-2B, Package-2C, Package-III and Package-IV the item 

of Earthwork Formation of Embankment were paid to the contractor of these packages. Audit further 

noted that another item” Grouted Stone Pitching 20-25cm thick with Bitumen Joints” on the 

embankment slopes was also got executed and paid to the contractors. 

Audit observed that the quantity of item “Grouted Stone Pitching 20-25cm Thick with Bitumen 

Joints” was not deducted from quantity of the item of “Formation of Embankment from Borrow 

Excavation in Common Material”. 

This resulted in overpayment of Rs 446.52 million to the contractor, as detailed below: 

S. No. Contract Contractor Amount (Rs in million) 

1 Package-I M/s NLC 28.105 

2 Package-2A M/s SKB-KNK JV 113.207 

3 Package-2B M/s SMAD Baloch 83.436 

4 Package-2C M/s SKB-KNK (JV) 21.649 

5 Package-III M/s FWO 117.883 

6 Package-V M/s LIMAK-ZKB JV 82.240 

Total 446.52 
 

Audit pointed out the overpayment in September 2021. The Authority replied that grouted stone 

pitching has been executed as per approved typical drawing after completion of embankment. To 

protect the embankment, grouted stone pitching work was executed out-side of embankment limit. 

Since the measurement of embankment does not include the quantity of grouted stone pitching, it is 

not required to be deducted from Formation of Embankment from Borrow Material. 

The reply was not accepted because the work was not executed as per above referred 

specification.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends recovery of overpaid amount from the contractors besides appropriate 

action against the responsible.  

 (DP. 492) 

2.4.35 Non-recovery of loss/idle charges from the design consultant for delay in provision 

of designs - Rs 422.037 million 

 As per agreement with the Design Consultants, the Designers were responsible for timely 

submission of drawings and designs of the roads and bridges free of discrepancies to ensure timely, due 

and proper completion of the project. 

Audit noted that the work “Construction of Shatial-Thur Nullah Bypass (Relocation of KKH) 

including link road to existing KKH” was awarded to M/s HAKAS Pvt. Ltd. on 22.6.2012 at agreement 

cost of  
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Rs 3,518.133 million. The work was started on 23.09.2012 and was required to be completed up to 

22.09.2014. The value of work done paid to the contractor was Rs 2,242.985 million and Rs 366.584 

million on account of price adjustment.  

The Chairman NHA granted 1st EOT for 20 months from 23.09.2014 to 22.05.2016 on the basis 

of (i) Stoppage of work by locals 06 days (ii) Delay due to discrepancies in existing design submitted 

for stretch from km 13 to km 32 90 days (iii) Late provision of design for road portion from km 3-13 

300 days and (iv) Delay in provision of design of bridge 1, 2 & 3.  

Audit observed that the contractor was paid idle charges of  

Rs 422.037 million due to delay. 

 Audit maintains that the delay occurred due to fault of the design consultant and therefore was 

recoverable from them.  

Audit pointed out the matter in August-September 2021. The Authority replied that the entire 

idle claim was against the stoppage of work and boundary disputes between Kohistan (KP) and Gilgit-

Baltistan (GB) provinces. These idle claims were scrutinized by NHA and WAPDA officials and 

approved the payment by NHA Executive Board.  

The reply was not acceptable as the idle charges were recoverable from the sponsoring agency 

i.e. WAPDA, which was not done.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing responsibility and recovery of idle charges. 

 (DP. 251) 

2.4.36 Overpayment due to higher rate of New Jersey Barrier without steel 

reinforcement - Rs 363.77 million 

 

 The Engineer Estimate for the work “Construction of Motorway from Hakla (on M-1) to Yarik 

D.I. Khan Motorway Package-I Yarik to Rehmani Khel (55 KM)”, Package-III and Package-V “Hakla 

to Pindi Gheb (63.04 KM)” was based on rates SR NHA 2014. As per contract agreement an item of 

work “RCC New Jersey Barrier (In-situ) for median; double face (including reinforcement) and single 

face” was provided. Rate analysis of the item includes cost of 42.60 kg per meter for reinforcement. 

            Audit noted that the item of RCC New Jersey Barrier (In-situ) for median; double face (without 

reinforcement) was executed and paid to the contractor in both packages. 

 Audit observed that the rate paid was on higher side as the cost of reinforcement which was 

45.61% of the item as per CSR analysis of rate was not considered correctly. The payable rate, keeping 

in view quoted rate of the contractor of Rs 8,256.66, was Rs 4,490.797 per meter  

(Rs 8,256.66 - 45.61%) for double face and payable rate, keeping in view quoted rate of the contractor 

of Rs 7,394.40, was Rs 4,021.81 (Rs 7,394.40 - 45.61%) for single face for Package-I and Rs 9,800 was  

Rs 5,351.78 (Rs 9,800- 45.61%) for Package-V and amount of Rs 55.256 million of Package-III. 

Excessive rates caused overpayment of Rs 363.77 million.  

Audit pointed out the irregularity in September 2021. The Authority replied that weightage of 

steel as worked out by Audit is not in accordance with the Composite Schedule of Rate (CSR) of 

NHA. The Engineer of the project has worked out the rate of Non BOQ item (New Jersey Barrier) by 

deducting the actual weight of steel which was to be provided in RCC NJB. Furthermore, the 
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recommended non-BOQ rate of NJB has been duly approved by the competent authority after 

necessary vetting by QS Section NHA HQ.  

The reply was not accepted because the item of “New Jersey Barrier” with reinforcement was 

not executed in violation of NHA specification/contract agreement. The item was executed without 

reinforcement. For costing purpose, the item was to be analyzed on current market rate as non-scheduled 

item or the cost of steel included in the analysis of rate with labour for reinforcement including 

overheads was to be recovered from the contractor.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends probe in the matter besides fixing the responsibility against the person(s) at 

fault.  

(DP. 494,502, 383/2020-21) 

2.4.37 Irregular payment on account of rectification of defective work - Rs 331.011 

million 

Clause 60.1 and 60.2 of standard bidding document provides that the Contractor send a 

statement showing the amounts to which the Contractor considers himself to be entitled in respect of 

the value of permanent works executed. The Engineer shall, within 28 days of receiving such statement, 

certify to the Employer the amount of payment to the contractor which he considers due and payable in 

respect thereof subject to the deduction of any sums which may have become due and payable by the 

Contractor to the Employer. 

Audit noted that General Manager, P&CA Wing, NHA, HQ, Islamabad awarded Construction 

of Additional Carriageway Torkham-Jalalabad, Afghanistan on 24.01.2008 to M/s FWO with 

agreement amount of Rs 4,340.832 million with completion period of 03 years (Revised date for 

completion 31.07.2018). Audit further noted that a sum of Rs 331.011 million was paid to the contractor 

up to 15th Running bill, paid in June 2020, on account of rectification of defective work.     

Audit observed that said project was still in progress and Physical Progress of the work was 

80% till to date. All rectification of defective work was the responsibility of the contractor without 

payment of any claim. This resulted in irregular payment of Rs 331.011 million on account of 

rectification of defective work. 

Audit pointed out irregular payment in February 2021. The Authority replied that provisional 

payments for the defective works were made in accordance with contract clause Amendment No.1.  

The reply was not acceptable because rectification of the work was responsibility of the 

contractor till defect liability period. Therefore, payment of rectification/defective work during 

execution of the work was not justifiable.   

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends that Authority may recover the amount along-with interest from the 

contractor and fix the responsibility against the person(s) at fault.  

(DP. 61) 
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2.4.38 Non-encashment of Performance Bonds of delinquent contractor - Rs 330.708 

million 

As per clause 10.1 of PEC standard bidding documents/ clause 4.2 of the particular conditions 

of contract agreement (Performance Security), the contractor shall provide Performance Security to the 

Employer in the prescribed form. The said security shall be furnished or caused to be furnished by the 

Contractor within 28 days after the receipt of the Letter of Acceptance. The Performance Security shall 

be of an amount equal to 10% of the contract price stated in the Letter of Acceptance. Such Security 

shall, at the option of the bidder, be in the form of either (a) bank guarantee from any Scheduled Bank 

in Pakistan or (b) bank guarantee from a bank located outside Pakistan duly counter-guaranteed by a 

Scheduled Bank in Pakistan or (c) an insurance company having at least AA rating from PACRA/JCR. 

 Audit noted that in below mentioned four (04) cases that NHA management did not encash the 

performance guarantee on account of poor/slow progress of work against the planned progress, 

demobilization of contractor from site and default of the contract performance and non-commencement 

of work: 

(Rs in million) 

DP. No. Work/Formation  Agreement 

Cost 

Guarantee 

Amount 

40 PM-2015-16-PS-03 Km 920 to 929 147.994 14.799 

138 GM (Sindh South)  

Two maintenance works 

2216.141 132.968 

319 Lowari Tunnel Project Package-II  1,794.319 179.431 

377 CAREC Tranche-I- Petaro-Sehwan N-55 

(Section-1) 64 km Package IC 

35.104 3.510 

Total 4,193.558 330.708 
 

 Audit observed that non-adherence of contract provision resulted in non-encashment of 

performance guarantees of the contractor.  

 Audit pointed out non-recovery in December 2020, February and September 2021. The 

Authority admitted the audit stance and action would be taken on final bill (DP.40). NHA has formed 

a committee and sent notice for termination of the contractor. (DP. 138) The contractor has been 

demobilized but Performance Guarantee is intact up to July 2023. (DP .319) and did not reply (DP. 

377).    

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends early recovery through encashment of performance guarantees.  

2.4.39 Overpayment due to excess measurement of corresponding items and excess width 

than required - Rs 312.694 million 

 

Para-5 of instructions regarding MB provides that all measurements should be recorded neatly 

and directly in the Measurement Books at the site for the work. The recording of measurements 

elsewhere and copying them into a Measurement Book is forbidden. The entries should if possible be 

made in ink. The entries in the contents or area column should, however, be invariably made in ink in 

the first instance by the person who recorded the measurements. The person recording the measurements 

will also record a dated certificate “measured by me” and sign his full signature.  
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Para-8 provides that Project Director/Deputy Director should test check at least 10% of 

measurements recorded by his subordinates and accept responsibility for the general correctness of the 

bill as a whole. 

Audit noted that NHA awarded various works for construction, rehabilitation and maintenance 

of roads in different areas of the country. 

Audit observed that while execution of works, in certain cases the Authority measured the 

quantities of items more than corresponding items, taken excessive width than required and paid 

excessive filling than milled area involving overpayment of Rs 312.694 million (Annexure-E). 

Audit holds that overpayment was due to weak internal controls. 

Audit pointed out the overpayment in July to November 2021. The Authority replied in certain 

cases that the items were executed according to site requirement. 

The reply was not accepted as the items were paid against the requirement. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 03.12.2021. DAC directed to effect recovery 

from next IPC (DP. 03 & 04). In other cases, DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests 

made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends early recovery. 

2.4.40 Irregular payment due to change in design, location and specification without 

approval - Rs 305.351 million 

 NHA Code (Vol-II) Road Asset Management System (RAMS) provides that typical cross 

section of various road categories, types and index wherein primary highway contained standard width 

7.3 meter of carriageway with two to three meter treated outer shoulders and one-meter inner shoulder. 

RAMS No. 5, Treatment Selection Rule-1(a) further provides that surfaced shoulders must be repaired 

in prepared areas with Single Surface Treatment (SST), Double Surface Treatment (DST) or Triple 

Surface Treatment (TST) to comply with original construction details.  

As per Planning and Development Division, Government of Pakistan O.M No. 20 

(1)DA/PC/79-Vol.XIV dated 22.06.1980, ‘if the total estimated cost, as sanctioned increases by a 

margin of 15% or more, or if any significant variation in the nature or scope of the project was made, 

irrespective of whether or not it involves an increased outlay, the approval of the ECNEC/competent 

authority shall be obtained in the same manner as in the case of the original scheme without delay.’ 

As per para 56, chapter-2 of NHA Code-2005, Technical Sanction is a guarantee that the 

proposal is structurally sound and that the estimates are accurately calculated and based on adequate 

data. It shall be issued on the basis of detailed estimates for the project as a whole, after administrative 

approval is accorded Technical Sanction.  

 Audit observed that NHA executed four (04) works wherein deviations were made from 

original scope of work in terms of items, location and item specifications. Audit is of the view that as 

the original scope of work was defined and approved by the competent forum, therefore subsequent 

change in the approved scope of work stands irregular. This resulted in excess/irregular payment of Rs 

305.351 million, as detailed below: 

DP 

No. 

Project Description Amount (Rs in 

million) 

37 Provision of 02 Loon 

U-Turn, NHA Multan 

Scope of work changed by deleting 

BOQ items and adding non-BOQ items  

29.468 
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DP 

No. 

Project Description Amount (Rs in 

million) 

46 Periodic Maintenance 

PM-2016-17- PS-70-

2 

Location of work was changed from 

KM 118-129 to Km 107+000 to 

111+000 

67.466 

196 Periodic Maintenance 

PM-KP-17-18-N-90-

01 

Design was changed due to which non-

BOQ items of work i.e. cold milling 0-

50 mm and DST were executed.  

168.671 

262 RMA-NA-2014-

15/N-35/05 

Location of work was changed from 

KM 68+693 to km 73+000 to 73+600, 

74+600 to 74+800 and 75+900.  

39.746 

Total 305.351 
 

 Audit holds that irregularity was due to weak internal controls. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in July-November 2020. The Authority replied in DP. 46 

that a Periodic Maintenance work had already been executed between KM 118-129 on N-70. 

Therefore, the road in this section was in satisfactory condition, whereas the road from KM 

107-111 (N-70) was in very critical condition. Design consultant M/s PEAS Consultant PVT 

Ltd had reviewed the design & re-located the said work after site visit. In case of DP-262, 

department replied that competent authority approved the relocation of work. 

The reply was not accepted because execution of work against the approved scope of work was 

irregular. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends regularization besides action against the responsible(s). 

(DP. 37, 46, 196, 262) 

2.4.41 Excessive expenditure due to execution of expensive item -  

Rs 279.743 million 

NHA General Specification 304.1 regarding surface treatment and seal coat provides that, the 

work shall consist of one or more applications of asphaltic material and one or more covers of 

aggregates or an application of asphaltic material without aggregates applied in accordance with these 

specifications and in conformity with the lines and width shown on the typical cross-sections or as 

established by the Engineer. 

 Audit noted that National Highway Authority awarded various Periodic Maintenance Works 

executed by various regional General Managers. 

Audit observed that in ten (10) Periodic Maintenance works, the Authority provided an item 

Double Surface Treatment on carriageway as crack relief layer @ Rs 463.93 per sq.m whereas item of 

Seal Coat was also available in the CSR @ Rs 71.01 per sq.m which was for crack relief/seal. Audit is 

of the view that the Authority has not executed the economical item and incurred extra expenditure due 

to execution of expensive item amounting to Rs 279.743 million (Annexure-F). 
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 Audit pointed out the matter in October 2020, July-October 2021. The Authority replied that 

the item of Double Surface Treatment was incorporated in Engineer’s Estimate/BOQ as crack relief 

layer as per site requirement to strengthen the pavement structure. 

 The reply was not tenable because the function of Seal Coat was Crack Relieving for the 

existing road surface and after that Tack Coat acts as binder between aggregate. It seals and protects the 

base and provides strength at the road surface so that the base can resist the abrasive and disruptive 

forces of traffic. It also seals an existing bituminous surface against the intrusion of air/water and arrests 

the deterioration of a surface showing signs of distress/cracks. 

In DP. 14, DAC in its meeting held on 13.12.2021 directed to provide M&I report and its basis 

i.e. test reports to Audit for verification. NHA provided M&I reports without its basis to authenticate 

the usage of DST as crack relief layer. DAC meeting was not convened despite requests by Audit on 

28.10.2021, 10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends probe in the matter besides fixing responsibility against the person(s) at 

fault.  

 (DP. 14, 210, 269, 284, 312, 331, 438, 469)    

2.4.42 Less recovery of Income Tax - Rs 241.706 million 

 As per section 152, 2A(c) of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, the “execution of a contract, other 

than a contract for the sale of goods or the rendering of or providing services, shall at the time of making 

the payment, deduct tax from the gross amount payable” (including sales tax, if any) at the rate specified 

in Division II of part of the First Schedule.  

 Audit observed that in project for Construction of Havelian-Thakot section (118.057 Km) KKH 

Ph-II the contractor deposited less Income Tax of Rs 241.706 million against IPC-4A, 41, 42 and for 

retention money at conversion rate of dollars @ 101.87 instead of current prevailing rate, as detailed 

below: 

IPC Income Tax 

due (Rs) 

Income Tax 

deposited (Rs) 

Less deposited 

(Rs) 

4A 160,185,819 87,536,488 72,649,131 

41 238,728,707 163,203,590 75,525,118 

42 64,012,550 43,854,001 20,158,549 

Retention Money 232,991,814 159,619,064 73,372,750 

Total 241,705,548 
 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in September 2021. Authority replied that NHA had deducted 

income tax @ 7% instead of 7.5% in accordance with contract provision under clarification meeting or 

No.13. The reply was not accepted because Audit pointed out less deposit of income tax at current 

exchange rate instead of 7% & 7.5% rate.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022 and 11.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends that deduction of income tax may be made on current exchange rate and the 

same may be recovered from the contractor.   

(DP. 489) 
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2.4.43 Unjustified execution and payment of Provisional Sum through contractor - 

Rs 218.169 million 

According to Rule-10 of GFR (Volume-I), every public officer incurring or authorizing 

expenditure from the public funds should be guided by high standards of financial propriety and 

expected to exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a 

person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. The 

expenditure should not be prima facie more than the occasion demands. 

Original PC-I of the project “East-West Road Improvement    Project, N-70 (Widening and 

Strengthening of National Highway, Rakhi Gajj-Bewata Section, 32.651 km)” was approved for Rs 

10,008 million including Foreign Exchange Component of Rs 5,240.000 million, by ECNEC in its 

meeting held on 02.06.2008 as per Planning Commission’s O.M No. 16(46)PIA-III/PC/2007-08 dated 

19.03.2008. The re-revised PC-I of the project was approved by ECNEC in its meeting held on 

02.12.2015 for Rs 22,994.660 million (including FEC Rs 13,478.810 million).  

Audit noted that the work, Widening and Strengthening of Rakhi - Gajj-Bewata Section of N-

70 under East West Road Improvement Project Package I, was awarded to M/s TAISEI Corporation 

Japan at the cost of Rs 13,753.035 million on 10.03.2016. Commencement date was 11.07.2016 with 

completion date 10.07.2019 (Completion period of 36 months). The work was completed on 

25.12.2019. However, substantial completion certificate has not been issued due to non-finalization of 

“As- built drawings”. The contractor was paid IPC 28 for gross updated work done of Rs 12,839.523 

million (Pak Rupee= Rs 7,158.935 million (54.70%), FC Rs 5,680.588 million (45.30%) equal JY 

5,882.351 million @0.09657. EPC 27 paid up to June 2020 for up to date amount of  

Rs 583.162 million. 

Audit noted that following Provisional sum items for Rs 218.169 million were paid to the 

contractor: 

Description Amount (Rs) 

Safety and Security Provision at the construction site 162,788,656 

Provision of Survey Team and Instrument 5,632,667 

Furnish supplies and Consumables stores for Engineer/Employer 2,604,126 

Operate and Maintain Services vehicles for the Engineer 18,686,455 

Total  189,711,904 

Add Contractor Overheads 8% 15,176,952 

Income tax 7% 13,279,833 

Grand Total 218,168,690 

 

Audit observed the following:  

i. The expenditure on Safety and Security Provision at the construction site included 

hiring of Askari Guards, etc. which were required to be hired by NHA which 

could have saved overheads as well benefit to government due to higher rate of 

taxes including sales tax. The expenditure also included other staff, generator, 

vehicle running, water supply which has no justification in addition to security 

guard payments and site office management being responsibilities of the 

contractor. 

ii. Expenditure on Survey Team and Instrument for the months of November and 
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December 2019 was paid which was unjustified. The expenditure was meant for 

activities at the start of the project but in this case expenditure was incurred on 

closing of the project. 

iii. Expenditure on Furnish supplies and consumable stores for Engineer/Employer 

was incurred but Laptop, Desktop, Printer, Photo copier, LED, Projector, etc. 

were procured for Rs 1.498 million without any justification. 

iv. Expenditure on Operate and Maintain Services vehicles for the Engineer was 

without log books of vehicles. In the absence, the expenditure is unjustified. 

Unjustified expenditure as discussed above was due to weak internal and financial controls. 

  Audit pointed out the matter in May-June 2021. The Authority replied that the 

expenditure related to employment of Askari Guards and other security provisions was made 

in accordance with Sub-clause 13.4. It was not possible for NHA to carry out the expenses 

directly. The payment of sales taxes and overhead was made by the Contractor in line with the 

applicable laws and reimbursement of the same was made in accordance with the Contract 

provisions and is justified under the contract. Since the work related to punch list and 

rectification was undergoing by the Contractor and staff provided was to support the 

supervising team with Assistant Surveyors, Survey Helpers working at site and to assist for 

finalization of As-built Drawings & Documents as required in the Contract. 

  The expenditure of Rs 1.498 million related to procurement of IT Equipment was made 

in accordance with the Engineer Instructions. The log-books against all vehicles were 

maintained.  

The reply was not accepted because the expenditure on Safety and Security through contractor 

also included overheads including profit. The other irrelevant expenditures were incurred under this 

head. There was no provision in the contract of expenditure on Survey Team after close of the project. 

Expenditure on Lap top, Desktop, Printer, Photo copier, LED, Projector after completion of project was 

unjustified. Expenditure on vehicles was without log books.  

 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request made by Audit in October 2021. 

Audit recommends early recovery from the responsible (s). 

(Para 43 AIR Member Central Zone) 

2.4.44  Irregular award of work to ineligible contractor -  

Rs 215.870    million 

 As per criteria for award of specific type of (geometric improvement) contract No. G1-

BN-2018-19 on N-40, the eligible bidder was required to possess experience of execution of 

two contracts of similar size (50% of engineer estimate) and complexity with minimum value 

of Rs 198.00 million during last five years.  

 Audit noted that G M (P&CA) awarded (Geometric improvement) contract No. G1-

BN-2018-19 on N-40 to M/s Haji Ali Muhammad & Sons & M/s Abdullah Jan & Co (JV) at 
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an agreement cost of Rs 215.871 million on 14.10.2020. The work commenced on 02.02.2021 

and was to be completed up till 01.08.2021.  

 Audit observed that during technical evaluation, M/s Haji Ali Muhammad & Sons & 

M/s Abdullah Jan & Co. (JV) were declared qualified on the basis of execution of two same 

type of works by M/s Haji Ali Muhammad & Sons, whereas, the firm executed black top road 

in provincial B&R Department District Chagai at Dalbandin and District Kalat at the requisite 

value without verifying the similar complexity as BOQ of executed works was not available 

on record provided to Audit for verification of the complexity, as in this specific work involving  

Rs 262.575 million, cutting of all kinds of rock and common material was included.  

 Audit further observed that some famous firms like M/s Zargoon Enterprises, M/s 

Rakshani Builders, M/s Nouman Construction, M/s Zarif Khan and M/s Ibrahim & Sons 

working with NHA were declared disqualified, whereas M/s Ali Muhammad and M/s Abdullah 

Jan (JV)  who had executed only RM works up to 10 million in NHA was qualified.  

Award of work without confirming complexity of past executed works resulted into 

irregular award of work valuing of Rs 215.870 million.  

Audit pointed out the irregularity in November 2021. The Authority did not reply.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

The matter needs to prove similar complexity of previous execution with obtaining of BOQ of 

previous works. 

(DP. 452)  

2.4.45 Unauthorized execution and payment of work through change of location - Rs 

201.965 million 

As per para 71 of NHA Code Volume-I, Chapter 2, in a case where excess has the effect of 

exceeding the maximum monetary limit of the original sanctioning authority, the variation order shall 

be submitted for the approval of the authority within whose power the project as amended falls. No 

work shall be carried out and no expenditure shall be incurred until fresh approval from the concerned 

authority has been obtained for the revised cost. 

 Audit noted that the Engineer's Estimate of a periodic maintenance contract “Structural Overlay 

No. PM-2014-15-PS-08 (D.G Khan Unit) at Km 53 to 70” was included in the Annual Maintenance 

Plan for the year 2015-16. The work was awarded to M/s HRK & Co. at an agreement cost of Rs 221.475 

million against the Engineer Estimate of Rs 261.482 million. Subsequently, the contract location was 

changed from Km 118 to 128 km of N-70 by the Member (Central Zone). 11th running bill was paid for 

Rs 201.965 million on 07.08.2018. 

Audit noted that original location of the contract was Km 53 to 70 km N-70 which was changed 

as KM 119 to 129 km N-70. 
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Audit observed that the change of location violates the sanctity of tendering process and made 

the TS Estimate irrelevant. The approval was however, obtained from Member Central Zone who was 

not competent for such change.  

Audit further observed that M&I also pointed out deficiencies in thickness of Asphalt work, 

TST quality and substandard work. The work was executed on new location in DG Kham District but 

higher rates of Muzaffar Garh District were applied and paid. This resulted in overpayment of Rs 6.026 

million. 

This resulted in unauthorized below specification execution and payment of work for Rs 

201.965 million and overpayment of Rs 6.026 million to the contractor. 

Audit pointed out the matter in May-June 2021. The Authority replied that due to dualization 

work of Muzaffar Garh to DG Khan Road, the planning of periodic maintenance contract between km 

53-70 (N-70), was put on hold. Later on, the location for the awarded contract NO. PM-2014-15-PS-08 

was shifted from the original location of Km 53-70 to new location of Km 118-130 on N-70 with the 

approval of Member (CZ) in the larger interest of NHA.  The application of different rates of CSR items 

of DG Khan District cannot be applied after formal signing of agreement and issuance of 

commencement letter to the contractor.  

The reply was not accepted because Member NHA was not competent for approval of Variation 

Order. NHA Executive Board was competent for approval of such variation. Change of location violates 

the sanctity of tendering process. Audit further observed that M&I also pointed out deficiencies in 

thickness of Asphalt work, TST quality and substandard work.   

DAC meeting was not convened despite request made by Audit in October 2021. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing responsibility besides recovery of higher rates. 

(Para 49, 51 AIR Member Central Zone) 

2.4.46 Non-recovery of premium due to non-obtaining/revalidation of insurance 

guarantees - Rs 201.300 million 

 As per Clause 21.1 of the contract agreement for the works, contractors were required to insure 

works, equipment and liabilities for death or injury to any person. As per Clause 25.3, in case of failure 

to do so the employer may effect and keep in force any such insurance and pay any premium as may be 

necessary for that purpose and from time to time deduct the amount so paid from any moneys due or to 

become due to the contractor. The amount to be insured is contract amount plus 15%. Clause 25.5 

provides that the contractor shall be obliged to place all insurance relating to the Contractor (including 

but not limited to, the insurances referred to in Clause 21, 23 and 24 with either National Insurance 

Company of Pakistan or any other insurance company operating in Pakistan and acceptable to the 

Employer. 

During scrutiny of accounts record of projects of National Highway Authority, Audit observed 

that the contractors did not obtain/revalidate insurance (All risk policy) for the value of works   

Rs 21,059.038 million against 43 works (40+03) as required under the provisions of the contract, 

resulted in non-recovery of Rs 201.300 million (approx.) of premium amount. (Annexure-G) 

Audit is of the view that the contractor’s rates were inclusive of cost component of insurance 

premium. By non-insuring of works not only the financial interest of the Authority was put to a risk but 

financial benefit of Rs 201.300 million was also given to the contractors on account of insurance 

premium. 
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 Audit pointed out the issues in July-November 2021. The Authority replied in various cases 

that instruction for obtaining/revalidation of insurance policies along with premium receipts has been 

issued to the contractors. In other cases, the Authority did not reply.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends provision of insurance policies besides recovery of cost of premium of 

uninsured period. 

2.4.47 Non-recovery of Decree amount from Sponsor Agency WAPDA - Rs 200.174 

million 

 As per General Financial Rule-26 (Volume-I), it is the duty of the departmental Officer to see 

that sums due to Government are promptly and correctly assessed, claimed and deposited into 

Government treasury.  

 Audit noted that NHA executed a contract agreement with M/s Usmani Associate on 

12.10.2006 for construction of Bridge over River Indus on KKH at Thakot with total cost of Rs 338.949 

million. The contractor claimed additional expenses on account of idling resources and cost of losses 

incurred due to abnormal delay of project, which was rejected by the Engineer. The contractor filed suit 

No. 47-2013 for appointment for arbitrator before knocking the door of Islamabad High Court. The 

court vide order dated 19.02.2013 appointed Mr. Justice (R) Ejaz Nisar as Sole Arbitrator with consent 

of the parties to adjudicate their respective claims in respect of dispute over the above-mentioned 

project. The learned Sole Arbitrator after hearing both parties concluded the Award on 09.07.2013 in 

favour of the Claimant (Contractor) and ordered NHA to pay the net awarded amount. NHA approached 

Islamabad High Court against the award, but Islamabad High Court made the Award Rule of the Court. 

NHA filed intra court appeal in the Islamabad High Court, but the same was also decided against the 

NHA. Later on, the contractor filed execution petition for decree against NHA in Islamabad High Court 

where the Court directed the NHA authorities to deposit the amount in the Court on the next date of 

hearing. 

 Audit further noted that Manager National Bank of Pakistan F-10 Markaz Islamabad complied 

Court order dated 03.04.2017 and issued pay order No. 096156 dated 06.04.2017 amounting Rs 196.650 

million in favour of Usmani Associate (Contractor) out of NHA account already attached by the Court. 

Furthermore, an amount of Rs 3.524 million has also been withdrawn in the same manner of attachment 

of “NHA account No. 3075270826” the total cumulative amount paid to the contractor was Rs 200.174 

million.  

 Audit observed that authority failed to take WAPDA on board   being the sponsoring agency in 

the contractual dispute with the contractor and authority was required to compensate the contractor after 

receiving the funds from WAPDA. Audit further observed that period of forty-six (46) months has been 

lapsed but NHA authority could not recover the amount of Rs 200.174 million from WAPDA.  

 Audit pointed out the matter of non-recovery in February 2021. The Authority replied that NHA 

is actively pursuing the refund of decree amount from WAPDA and in this concession several reminders 

were issued by NHA regarding recovery of Rs 200.174 million.  

 The reply was not accepted because NHA paid the claim to the contractor without receipt of 

fund from the sponsoring agency i.e. WAPDA.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 11.02.2022. The committee directed to 

conduct inquiry at Ministry level to examine as to why NHA interest was not safeguarded and fix 

responsibility against person at fault.   
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 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

(DP. 71) 

2.4.48 Non-recovery as per decision of Chairman NHA - Rs 180.819 million 

 

The work “Construction of Shaheed Benazir Bhutto bridge over river Indus connecting 

Chacharan Sharif with Kot Mithan Package-IV (Construction of River Training Works & Protection 

Works consisting of Guide Banks, Gunda Bunds and Cunette)” was commenced on 26.11.2014 with 24 

months completion period up to 25.11.2016. EOT-01 was granted up to 04.07.2017. Chairman NHA 

approved EOT-02 w.e.f 5.07.2017 to 30.04.2019 with a penalty of Rs 180.819 million on 30.11.2020. 

Audit noted that NHA awarded the above work to M/s Salman Enterprises on 16.06.2014 for 

Rs 1,808.192 million. The contractor was paid 24th IPC amounting to Rs 1,826.202 million.  

During scrutiny of the accounts record, Audit observed that despite approval of Chairman NHA, 

recovery of Rs 180.819 million has not yet been made. Besides, Performance Bond and insurances were 

not got revalidated.  

This resulted in non-recovery of Rs 180.819 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter in May-June 2021. The Authority replied that recovery of 

Liquidated Damages amounting to Rs 180.819 million will be made. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request made by Audit in October 2021. 

Audit recommends early recovery of liquidated damages besides taking appropriate action 

against the responsible(s). 

(Para 36 AIR Member Central Zone) 

2.4.49 Irregular payment due to execution of bridge work without conducting Sonic 

Integrity Test - Rs 174.841 million  

 Clause 407.3.13 of contract agreement provides that “All working piles shall be subjected to 

Sonic Integrity Testing (SIT) by a specialist agency engaged by the Contractor. The SIT equipment like 

FPDS (Foundation Pile Diagnostic System) or equivalent, as approved by the Engineer, shall be used 

for this purpose. The testing shall be done as per ASTM D5882-07. Before starting this testing, the 

Contractor shall submit his method statement for approval of the Engineer. 

 The contractor shall arrange performance and interpretation of these tests by the specialist 

agency like TNO Netherlands or equivalent. The interpretation shall include information on pile length, 

concrete crushing strength, Sonic Pules Velocity and defects like necking/ honeycombing etc. a separate 

report shall be submitted for SIT carried out on plies by the Contractor.  

 As per agreement/approved BOQ item of work 407-n, Sonic integrity test (SIT) on all piles was 

provided for a quantity of ninety (90) @ Rs 13,000 for each test. 

Audit noted that National Highway Authority awarded the works for Construction of Peshawar 

Northern Bypass (Package-II & Package-3A) to the contractors on 29.03.2013 and 18.06.2014, 

respectively. 

 Audit observed that piling work of bridge structure was executed of said works but authority 

had not conducted the sonic integrity test (SIT) for which provision was given in the contract agreement 

for all piles. Audit further observed that it was clearly stated in above referred clause that the testing 

shall be done as per ASTM D5882-07 before starting this testing, the Contractor shall submit his method 
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statement for approval of the Engineer which was not done and Authority put the whole work at risk. 

Due to non-conducting the sonic integrity test (SIT), Audit holds that all payment on account of bridge 

work paid to the contractors stands irregular involving Rs 174.841 million. 

Audit pointed out irregular payment in September 2021. The Authority replied that we have 

constructed sixteen (16) piles for bridge No. 01 at RD 9+815. After completion of pile work, all 16 piles 

were tested for Sonic Integrity Test (SIT) with satisfactory results, which were witnessed on screen, of 

the computer during testing. However, the contractor failed to submit the test results of SIT, probably, 

due to dispute of rates with his sub-contractor. Therefore, the payment of this item was pending. He 

ensured that the test results would be submitted within a week. 

 The reply was not acceptable because as per above clause the testing shall be done as per ASTM 

D5882-07. Before starting this testing, the Contractor shall submit his method statement for approval 

of the Engineer and no such evidence was produced to Audit which means that contractor has not 

performed sonic integrity test according to NHA specification.   

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022.  

Audit recommends probe into the matter for fixing responsibility against the person(s) at fault. 

(DP. 164) 

2.4.50 Overpayment due to post-bid amendment in the contract -  

Rs 152.850 million  

  Clause 13.8 of the contract states that if ‘Table of Adjustment Data’ is not provided in 

the contract, the price adjustment clause will not be applicable. As per particular conditions of contract, 

this clause was made ‘non applicable’.  

 Audit noted that the project “Widening & improvement of Alpuri - Besham Road section of 

National Highway (N-90) was originally an ERRA project funded by ADB Earthquake Emergency 

Assistance Project (EEAP) Loan No. 2213. ADB financed 75% of the cost while 25% was to be borne 

by Government of Pakistan. The project was divided in four packages with a completion period of one 

year. 

 The works were awarded in October 2009, to be completed in October 2010. The ADB loan 

was closed in 2011 but the date of completion was extended up to 31.12.2015. Afterwards, funds were 

provided by the Government of Pakistan through PSDP allocations. Original PC-I was approved for Rs 

874.70 million in 2008 while works were awarded at agreement cost of Rs 1,313.156 million which 

was 50.126% above the approved PC-I cost. Later on, the PC-I cost was revised to Rs 2,879 million. 

The contractors have been paid Rs 2,206.517 million on account of work done and Rs 152.850 million 

on account of price escalation. 

 Audit observed that there was no active clause regarding price adjustment in the agreement. 

The contractors lodged a request in 2011 to invoke and activate the clause in the contract regarding 

price adjustment on the plea that the period of the contract was extended with no fault of the contractor. 

The NHA Executive Board approved in principle to amend the contracts of Lot-I, III and IV of M/s 

Amir Mauqam & Co and Lot-II of M/s Muhammad Irshad & Co by invoking the price adjustment 

clause in the contract. 

 Audit holds the amendment in the contract as irregular and resultant price escalation of Rs 

152.850 million as overpayment due to weak financial and internal control. 
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 Audit pointed out the overpayment in August 2018. The Authority replied that after shifting of 

site, payment was made after concurrence of ADB, approval by Chairman NHA and NHA Executive 

Board.  

DAC in its meeting held on 15.01.2019 directed for recovery of overpaid amount of Rs 152.850 

million by 31.01.2019.  

The contractor approached Peshawar High Court, Peshawar wherein the court questioned on 

the legal status of DAC and held that the process of recovery of disputed amount from the petitioner by 

the NHA on the direction of DAC is illegal and accordingly directed the respondent to place the 

impugned audit para along with reply of the NHA, before the PAC for further proceedings under the 

rules. 

 In response to court order, Audit filed a CPLA (Civil Petition to Leave to Appeal) in Supreme 

Court of Pakistan.   

 Audit recommends that PAC may direct for recovery from the contractor.  

(DP. 284/2018-19) 

.4.51 Non-deduction of withholding tax from the contractor -  

Rs 150.491 million` 

 Section 152(1)(A) of Income Tax Ordinance 2001 provides that every officer authorized to 

make payments on behalf of Government is required to deduct income tax @ 7.5% from payment of 

work done or services rendered.  

 According to Para 2.5(d) of CSR 2009, 25% is added on the estimated unit cost of the items 

which includes over heads, taxes, preliminaries and profit. 

 Audit noted that National Highway Authority awarded a work/lot for “Rehabilitation of 

National Highways Dhanasar - Sheikhmela Section Package-8 (Km 395 + 353 to 426+000) 30.65 Km 

financed through ADB Loan No. 3378” to M/s Sultan Mehmood & Co. (SMC) at an agreement cost of 

Rs 2,835.545 million on 12.12.2017 with date of completion on 31.08.2020. 

 Audit observed during the review of the accounts record that withholding tax was not deducted 

from the payments made to the contractor which was mandatory requirement as per provisions of 

income tax act as withholding agency.  Up to IPC-9 an amount of Rs 2,006.541 million was paid to the 

contractor without deduction of Income Tax. This resulted in overpayment of Rs 150.491 million. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in August 2021. The Authority replied that the Contractor 

submitted a Certificate (For Generic Exemption) from Federal Board of Revenue of Government of 

Pakistan which states, that “…This is to certify, that deduction of income tax under section 153(1) of 

the Income Tax Ordinance 2001 is not to be made from M/s Sultan Mahmood & Company Government 

Contractor, District Zhob (NTN 54-2220623-0) in respect of contract regarding Post Flood National 

Highway Rehabilitation Project Rehabilitation of Road N-50 Kuchlak – Zhob – D. I. Khan Package 8 

KM 395+353 – 426+000 (30.65 KM).  

 The reply was not tenable because the contractor was registered at Karachi and was not eligible 

for exemption. Moreover, the same issue discussed in the DAC meeting dated 09.12.2020, where the 

DAC directed the Ministry of Communications to write a letter to FBR HQs for clarification, otherwise 

necessary deduction be made. The same is still not provided to Audit to authenticate the factual position. 
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DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022 and 11.01.2022.  

Audit recommends recovery besides taking appropriate action against the person(s) at fault. 

 (DP. 121) 

2.4.52 Non-recovery/adjustment of defective work of asphalt due to lesser thickness - Rs 

144.711 million 

Items No. 305.3.2 of NHA, Specification 1998 provides that the asphalt concrete wearing 

course shall be compacted to the desired level and cross slope as shown on the drawing or as directed 

by the Engineer. The tolerances in compacted thickness of the wearing course shall be +3mm from the 

desired thickness shown on the drawings. For determination of thickness one (1) core per hundred 

meters of each lane will be taken. If the thickness so determined is deficient by more than three (3) mm, 

but not more than ten (10) mm, payment will be made at an adjusted price as specified in table-1, clause 

305.4.2. (2) of this specification. 

Audit noted that NHA awarded a contract for Rehabilitation and Improvement of Existing 

Carriageway from Dara Adam Khel to Peshawar (Section-3) (34.350 km) on N-55 to M/s Nasrullah Jan 

Inamullah Khan & Co. JV Karcon (Pvt) Ltd. Joint Venture (NIC JV Karcon) for an agreement cost of 

Rs 1,834.318 million on 06.07.2018. 

It was observed that Monitoring & Inspecting team NHA, Islamabad visited the site and 

submitted M&I Report of said location, which shows that percentage of compaction was much less than 

required/designed compaction.  Previously in M&I report it was directed to adjust the less thickness 

from the contractor but nothing was adjusted as evident in the Measurement Books.  

Audit pointed out the matter in May-June 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request made by Audit in October 2021. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing responsibility besides early recovery in the light 

of M&I report. 

 (Para 15 AIR Member Aided Project) 

2.4.53  Unjustified payment without obtaining sales tax invoices of bitumen - Rs 137.407 

million 

As per FBR Circular dated 24.07.2013 no payment should be released to the contractor against 

sale tax livable items until and unless, the contractor presents the sales tax invoices as a proof of legal 

purchase against all taxable goods.  

 Audit noted that General Manager (P&CA) awarded Periodic Maintenance work (Structural 

Overlay) between KM 789 to 809 NBC (N-5) Contract No.PM-2018-19-PS-07 to the contractor on 

26.01.2021, pertaining to (Punjab South Region) NHA Multan under Annual Maintenance Plan (AMP) 

2018-19 with agreement amount of Rs 289.914 million which was 37.787% below from the engineer 

estimated cost of Rs 466.002 million.  

 Audit observed that the Authority measured and paid item of work “Asphaltic Base Course 

Plant Mix” for 11,307.81 cu.m quantity up to 4th running bill vide MB. No.5279 Page 17-A. Audit 

further observed that the payment to the contractor was made without obtaining the sales tax invoices 

of bitumen as required vide aforementioned instructions of FBR. Thus, the payment of Rs 137.407 

million to the contractor was considered to be unjustified/unauthentic. 
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Audit pointed out unjustified payment in August 2021. The authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit maintains that un-authentic release of payment without seeking sales tax invoices was 

due to non-adherence to the Federal Govt. rules and lack of financial and internal controls. 

(DP. 302) 

2.4.54  Non-revalidation of performance security insurance bonds - Rs 136.362 million 

 According to clause 10.1 of particular conditions of contract, the contractor shall provide 

Performance Security to the Employer in the prescribed form, equal to 10% of contract price, within 28 

days after the receipt of the acceptance letter. Such security shall, at the option of the bidder, be in the 

form of either Bank Guarantee from any schedule bank in Pakistan or bank located outside the Pakistan 

duly counter-guaranteed by a schedule bank in Pakistan or an insurance company at least AA rated from 

PACRA/JCR. As per clause 10.4 of the conditions ibid Performance Security shall be binding 

irrespective of changes in the quantities or variations in the work or extensions in the time for 

completion of the work which are granted or agreed upon the provisions of the contract. 

Audit noted that NHA awarded various works pertaining to PSDP and Periodic Maintenance. 

Performance security bonds were required to be obtained till the defect liability period as under:  

 (Rs in million) 

DP No. Project/formation Amount 

305 General Manager (Maint), Punjab South, Multan 36.107 

407 Construction of SBBB Package-III 59.342 

443 General Manager, (West-Makran) Gwadar 40.913 

Total 136.362 
 

Audit observed that the works could not be completed timely. Resultantly, the performance 

security bonds expired. NHA also remained unable to get re-validated the performance security bonds 

valuing  

Rs 136.362 million up to the date of defects liability period. Due to this not only the Employer borne 

the risk of contractor’s performance of work, but the contractors also saved the premium cost to be paid 

by them to arrange the performance security insurance bonds.  

Audit maintains that the irregularity occurred due to non-adherence to the contractual provision 

and inadequate implementation of internal controls. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in August, September and October 2021. Authority replied 

that the contractors have been instructed to provide extension in performance security bonds. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends early obtaining of revalidated performance bonds besides appropriate action 

against the persons responsible.  

2.4.55 Non-accountal/recovery of removed trees - Rs 134.061 million 

Specification 102.2 of National Highway Authority provides that all trees to be removed shall 

be counted and an inventory prepared showing girth of the tree stem for further disposal.  
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 Paras 208-209 of CPWA Code provide that payments for all works done and for all supplies 

are made on the basis of measurements recorded in Measurement Book (MB). The MB should, therefore 

be, considered very important accounts record. As all payments for work or supplies are based on the 

quantities recorded in the MB, it is incumbent upon the person taking the measurements to record the 

quantities clearly and accurately. 

Audit observed that during execution of various infrastructure development projects, trees of 

various girth were got removed from the Right of Way (ROW) but neither the inventory showing details 

of trees was prepared nor the removed trees were retrieved from the contractors for further disposal or 

auction as per rules. This resulted in non-accountal and disposal of trees worth Rs 134.061 million. 

(Annexure-H). 

Audit maintains that non-accounting and disposal of removed trees was due to failure of internal 

controls. 

Audit pointed out non-accountal of trees in September 2021. The Authority replied that the 

Contractors removed the trees within the ROW of project under the supervision of consultant through 

check request and handed over the cut trees to the forest department and landowners. 

The reply was not accepted because no documentary evidence in support of reply was provided 

to ascertain the factual position.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests by Audit on 28.10.2021, 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends accountal/recovery of removed trees. 

 (DP. 157, 171, 190, 191, 528) 

2.4.56 Unjustified execution of contract due to non-fulfillment of planned objectives - Rs 

133.470 million 

 According to para-2 Chapter-2 of NHA Lease Policy 2009, NHA shall inventorize and valuate 

their entire asset along the national highway network within the Right of Way (ROW) such as land/plots, 

permanent structures, temporary structure, amenities etc. NHA shall maintain and update the inventory 

and valuation for future leasing if any. The asset valuation shall be carried out by professional valuators 

registered with relevant Government departments viz, SBP etc. 

 Audit noted that NHA entered into consultancy agreement at a cost of Rs 133.470 million in 

June 2019 with M/s Engineering General Consultant in association with M/s Country Survey & 

Mapping Services for Geo Information System (GIS), survey and development of geo data base for 

entire NHA network. The agreement period expired in December 2020. 

 Audit observed that NHA Steering Committee, in its meeting held on 06.08.2019 instructed the 

consultant to continuously update the type of assets and its attribute information based on field 

experience. GM (ROW) was required to provide available record of NOCs, leasing etc. Despite lapse 

of entire contract period, no system generated record was maintained comprising complete inventory 

of assets with valuation within ROW for further leasing/commercialization. Non-fulfillment of planned 

objectives resulted in unjustified execution of contract valuing Rs 133.470 million. 

 Audit pointed out un-justified execution of contract in December 2020. The Authority replied 

that the GIS field survey and digitization process has been completed with identification of 

encroachment/illegal amenities within ROW for removal and outside ROW for inclusion in revenue net 

of NHA. GM(ROW) shared the data of about 78 already leased amenities which is also included in the 
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attribute data of that amenity by consultant.     The valuation of assets within ROW for future leasing 

(if any) was not under the scope of consultant’s services.  

 In July 2020, Supreme Court vide (HRMA No. 120/2019) took suo moto action on the matter 

regarding mutation and lease of ROW land adjacent to highways for petroleum facilities etc. which is 

pending adjudication. During the hearing, the court observed that any use of ROW other than the 

designated purpose will be termed as non-conforming use of ROW.  

 The reply was not accepted because the digitization process still not completed as per 

agreement. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends ascertaining reasons for non-inventorization / valuation of assets within 

ROW and non-accomplishing the objectives envisaged in administrative approval.  

(DP. 93) 

2.4.57 Non-encashment of Bank Guarantees of the contractors demobilized from site - 

Rs 131.653 million   

 Clause 63.5 (Failure in Mobilization) of standard form of bidding documents and contract 

agreement, failure of the Contractor to mobilize at site in accordance with program of works shall lead 

to discharge of both the parties from further performance except as to Employer’s rights under this 

clause to encash the full amount of the Bank Guarantee from Mobilization Advance and Performance 

Security together with utilization of insurance policies furnished by the Contractor in respect of Contract 

as compensation against damages incurred upon Employer due to such failure to mobilize at site the 

employer shall have the further right of debarring the contractor from participation in future works in 

NHA up to  three years and/or to recommend. Pakistan Engineering Council for blacklisting as per PEC 

bylaws.  

 Audit noted that General Manager, Motorway NHA Burhan, awarded two Periodic 

Maintenance works to the contractor in 2020-21 with agreement cost of Rs 270.570 million (Rs 153.081 

million +  

Rs 117.488 million) with completion date 07.10.2021. An amount of Rs 13.528 million on account of 

mobilization advance (first part) was paid to the contractor in April 2021 against bank guarantees (Rs 

7.654 million + Rs 5.874 million). 

Another work “Improvement, widening and construction of north access road (Package-II) 

from Baradam to Ashriat (Km 3+520 to Km 10+850.74) 7.330 km of Lowari Tunnel Project” was 

awarded to the contractor on 23.11.2016 with agreement cost of Rs 2,216.141 million and mobilization 

advance of Rs 219.306 million was granted to the contractor in two equal installments. 

 Audit observed that despite grant of Mobilization Advance of  

Rs 13.528 million, the Contractor failed to mobilize and start the work at site as per Progress Report for 

the month of June 2021. But the management did not initiate any action towards recovery of 

Mobilization Advance, encashment of Bank Guarantee and forfeiture of Performance Security. This 

resulted in non-encashment of Bank Guarantee of  

Rs 27.057 million (15.308+11.749). In Lowari Tunnel Project Package-II, the contractor could only 

achieve physical progress of about 50% against 100% in the extended period up to 30.07.2020. Audit 

further observed from a report of the Project Director dated 03.03.2021 that the Contractor as well as 

Consultant staff has demobilized from site of work. Only recovery of Rs 114.709 million has been 

adjusted against mobilization advance up to 9th IPC paid in July 2020 leaving a balance of Rs 104.596 

million.  
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 Non-observance of contract provision resulted in non-encashment of bank guarantees of Rs 

131.653 million (Rs 104.596 million+ Rs 27.057 million). 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in September 2021. The Authority replied that the contractor 

was paid Part 1st of Mobilization Advance (5% of Contract) upon submission of the Bank Guarantee. 

The work got delayed due to delay in mobilization of design review and supervisory Consultants, 

however now the Contractor has mobilized his machinery for execution of work at site and the 

Mobilization Advance will be deducted/adjusted from his IPC as per Procedure defined in the Contract 

(DP. 237). Advance granted on bank guarantee as well as retention money of the contract is available 

(DP. 323).  

The reply was not accepted because the work was extra ordinarily delayed, and the amount of 

Mobilization Advance was utilized by the contractor without any work done on the project (DP. 237). 

The contractor failed to complete the work within given time schedule therefore the performance 

guarantee was required to be encashed/ forfeited. (DP. 323) 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends corrective measures besides action against the responsible(s). 

(DP. 237, 323) 

2.4.58 Overpayment due to incorrect price escalation - Rs 126.07 million 

 As per clause 70.1 of the contract agreement “There shall be added to or deducted from the 

contract price such sums in respect of rise or fall in the cost of labour and/or materials or any other 

matters affecting the cost of execution of the work as may be determined in accordance with Part-II of 

the conditions. 

Para 2 of Pakistan Steel Marketing Department letter No. MKTG/ MRC/Mics.23/2017/80 dated 

09.02.2017 clearly provides that the Ex-mill price of Pakistan Steel Billet Grade-60 size 100 x 100 mm 

for the period 01.05.2014 and current price are only indicative as Pakistan Steel is not producing rolled 

billet. 

 Audit noted that the National Highway Authority executed various road infrastructure projects 

during the year 2020-21 and made payments to the contractors against their running bills. 

 Audit observed that the Authority allowed escalation on item having weightage of less than five 

percent (05%), applied incorrect rate and applied rate of defective source while calculating the 

escalation. This resulted in overpayment due to incorrect price escalation amounting to  

Rs 126.07 million, as detailed below: 

DP 

No. 
Name of Project Description 

Amount (Rs in 

million) 

350 Construction of Bridge over Ravi 

River at Syedwala Pattan District 

Okara 

Escalation paid on the items 

having cost impact of less than 

5% 

3.157 

410 Construction of Yakmach Kharan 

Road Project Section-I 

Escalation was calculated by 

applying higher current rate 

5.376 

344 Widening and Strengthening of 

Rakhi Gajj–Bewata Section of N-70 

Under East West Road Improvement 

Project Japan Loan Pk-P57 (Package 

I-A) 

Excess price adjustment was 

paid due to applying rate of 

defective source of steel 

(Pakistan Steel instead of 

Statistical Bureau)  

117.537 

Total 126.07 
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 Audit pointed out the overpayment in July-November 2021. The Authority replied in case of 

DP 350 & 344 that escalation was paid as per Appendix-C. In DP 410, Authority did not reply. 

 The reply was not accepted because price adjustment was allowed on items having cost impact 

of less than 5% in violation of prescribed procedure for formula of price adjustment. Further, incorrect 

higher current rate of specified material and source of rate was applied. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends early recovery of overpaid amount. 

(DP. 344, 350, 410) 

2.4.59  Overpayment due to non-installation of HVAC plant -  

Rs 110.571 million   

 As per BOQ, HVAC plants provided under toll gate equipment, tunnel management station 

equipment, tunnel portal hazardous inspection station equipment, tunnel fire water pump house 

equipment and service area equipment. 

 Audit noted that P&CA Section NHA awarded EPC contract for “Construction of Havelian-

Thakot section (118.057 KM) KKH Ph-II” to M/s CCCC at agreement cost of Rs 133,980 million on 

22.12.2015. The work was required to be completed on 29.02.2020. Taking over certificate was issued 

by the consultant according to which contractor completed the work on 29.02.2020 and commenced the 

defect notification period of three years w.e.f. 01.03.2020. Audit further noted that HVAC plant for toll 

gate, tunnel management station, tunnel portal hazardous station, tunnel fire house and service area was 

provided @  

Rs 110.570 million collectively.  

 Audit observed that full payment against five (05) HVAC plants has already been made for Rs 

110.571 million and project was taken over by the NHA w.e.f. 29.02.2020. During site visit of service 

areas and toll station, it has been disclosed that HVAC plant has not yet been installed till finalization 

of audit assignment. This resulted into an overpayment due to non-installation of HVAC plant at site 

valuing Rs 110.571 million.  

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in September 2021. Authority replied that payment against 

HVAC has already been withheld from release of 1st half retention money and not yet paid to the 

contractor. Recovery admitted, but payment withheld does not serve the purpose of recovery. However, 

it is established that HVAC plants were not installed at site but payment there-against was made to 

contractor under mode of payment. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends that HVAC plants be got installed at site besides action against the 

responsible.  

(DP. 485) 
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2.4.60 Non-recovery of losses/damages from Public Health Engineering Department - Rs 

90.00 million 

 Para-1 of Chapter-VII of Annexure-II of NHA Code, different Government agencies as well as 

non-governmental agencies can use the NHA Right of Way (ROW) by obtaining No Objection 

Certificate (NOC) with the payment of rental charges to the authority to pass/lay/carry any cable, wire, 

pipeline, drain, duct, sewer or channel of any kind of utility through, across, under or over any road, 

highway, motorway and bridge under its control as per Rule 11 & 12 of National Highways and 

Strategic Roads (Control) Rules 1998, as amended in 2002. 

Audit noted that a contract “PM-2015-16-PS-04 (D.G Khan Unit)” was awarded to M/s Dawn 

Construction Co. at agreement cost of Rs 207.482 million against engineer estimate of Rs 280.003 

million which is 25.90% below technically sanctioned amount. The work was started on 11.02.2018 

which was required to be completed on 10.08.2018 (Revised date of completion was 10.05.2019). 7th 

running bill was paid for Rs 280.823 million on 04.11.2020. 

Audit further noted that before start of work, the scope of work was enhanced for dualization 

of Taunsa Urban Area and redesigning was carried out. During redesigning survey, it was pointed out 

by the consultant that a sewerage line already laid by Public Health department which falls under the 

proposed carriageway and needs proper treatment as the same backfilled with common material without 

any compaction and requires to be backfilled with sand. The estimate of the work was revised through 

Variation Order and items for shifting of pipe line were included by reducing the original scope of work. 

The Variation Order was approved for Rs 206.573 million. 

Audit observed that the said sewerage line was laid by the Public Health Engineering Division 

Taunsa without NOC from NHA. Therefore, all the cost was required to be recovered from the 

concerned department. GM (RAMD) vide letter dated 26.06.2018, directed the Regional General 

Manager for raising claim against Public Health Engineering department (PHED). 

This resulted in non-recovery of losses/damages from PHED amounting to Rs 90.00 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter in May-June 2021. The Authority replied that Public Health 

Department is provincial government department applied for NOC and deposited Rs 2.881 million 

against the estimated cost of Rs 30.608 million. Letter was also sent to DPO D.G Khan for taking legal 

action against PHED, but no action was taken by the Police.  

The reply was not accepted because Punjab Public Health Engineering Department started work 

without NOC. Demanded amount by NHA was also not deposited by them.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite request made by Audit in October 2021. 

Audit recommends recovery from the department and investigation into the matter that how the 

PHED executed the work without NOC from the Authority, as respective maintenance unit of NHA 

was the custodian of NHA RoW. 

(Para 57 AIR Member Central Zone) 

 

2.4.61 Non-recovery of in-built salary of trainee staff - Rs 89.040 million 
 

According to clause SP-14, for every Rs 100 million of the contract cost, the contractor will 

employ one trainee engineer, throughout the duration of the project. The cost for employment of the 

Trainee Engineers is included in all other items of bill of quantities. The contractor will prepare a 
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comprehensive training programme and get it approved from Employer. The contractor shall pay 

minimum take home stipend of Rs 45,000 per month to each trainee engineer. Moreover, the contractor 

shall also be responsible for boarding, lodging and messing including food for Trainee Engineers. 

 Audit noted that NHA opened bid of the Section-I of the project on 01.06.2015 and the work 

“Construction of Yakmach Kharan Road Project Section-I” was awarded to M/s SMADB - RMS (JV) 

at an agreement cost of Rs 2,859.682 million on 13.11.2015. The work was started on 14.03.2016 and 

was to be completed up to 13.03.2018. EOT was granted up to 31.08.2020. 

Audit observed that no any evidence regarding employment of trainees, their attendance and 

disbursement of salary was available on record of the project. Audit holds that the contractor has not 

employed Trainees and saved their inbuilt salary for period from 14.03.2016 to 31.08.2020 (53 months).  

This resulted in non-recovery of Rs 89.040 million (Rs 60,000 including boarding, messing & 

food x 53 months x 28).   

Audit pointed out the matter in October-November 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022.  

Audit recommends for a corrective action besides effecting recovery. 

 (DP. 418) 

2.4.62 Overpayment due to non-utilization/deduction of available material - Rs 86.415 

million 

 

 As per note to BOQ Bill No.1 of contract agreement for the work “Improvement, widening and 

construction of North access road (Package-II) from Baradam to Ashriat (Km 3+520 to Km 10+850.74) 

7.330 km of Lowari Tunnel Project” awarded to M/s Usmani International Associate - Nouman 

Construction Company – JV (UIA-NCC), Roadway Excavation material shall be used in embankment, 

back fill around structure, structure works like construction of retaining wall, breast wall, abutments, 

wings walls, rip rap, grouted rip rap, gabions & pavement layers base course & sub base material which 

included in the contract. The payment shall not be made under pay item 106c & d (unclassified 

excavated surplus material) as surplus material; its payments shall be deemed to be included in the pay 

item where the material is used. 

Audit noted that NHA awarded following works to the contractors: 

 (Rs in million) 

S No Name of Work Contractor 
Contract 

Amount  

1 Dualization and improvement of Old Bannu 

Road (Package-I) 

FWO 7,132.412 

2 Improvement, widening and construction of 

north access road (Package-II) from Baradam to 

Ashriat  

UIA-NCC-JV 2,216.141 

 

Audit observed that: 
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i. In the works of Old Bannu Road (Package-I) non-BOQ item excavate surplus 

unclassified rock material was measured and paid for 587,221.83 cu.m @ Rs 436 

per cu.m for Rs 256.028 million. Audit was of the view that huge quantum of rock 

boulders was available at site which was obtained from said item and would have 

been used in other stone consuming items like stone masonry, riprap, protection & 

drainage works, and cost of stone used in other items of work was required to be 

deducted which was not done. This resulted in overpayment of Rs 28.020 million. 

ii. In the work of Lowari Tunnel (Package-II), the Authority paid Excavation in hard 

rock for a quantity of 70,502.71 cu.m, whereas item of Stone masonry was paid for 

a quantity of 64,883.67 cu.m. Audit was of the view that the quantity of stone 

masonry was required to be deducted from the item of excavation because the stone 

obtained from excavation was used in stone masonry. This resulted in overpayment 

of Rs 58.395 million. 

 This resulted in overpayment of Rs 86.415 million. 

 Audit holds that overpayment was due to non-adherence to the NHA/Contract Specifications. 

 Audit pointed out the overpayment in September 2021. The Authority replied in case of DP. 

155 that recoveries on account of stones, have been made. In case of DP 314 the Authority replied that 

Structural Excavation will be payable only in case that the excavated material was used in Road 

Formation according to Item 108.4.2 (b) Formation from Structural Excavation. Furthermore, 

excavation from roadway and Structure is described separately in Item 106 (Excavation of unsuitable 

or surplus material) and Item 107 (Structural Excavation and Back-fill). Only the quantities of Roadway 

Excavation will not be payable in case that the excavated material from roadway will be utilized in other 

works. 

 The reply was not accepted because record relating to utilization/recovery of available material 

was not provided to Audit to ascertain the factual position. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends early recovery of the overpaid amount. 

(DP. 155, 314) 

2.4.63 Unjustified payment due to execution of rich specification item in the presence of 

economical item - Rs 84.063 million 

Item 401.1.1 of NHA Specifications, provides that Class A1 Concrete shall be used everywhere, 

for non-reinforced and reinforced concrete structures, except as noted below or directed by the 

Engineer. Concrete placed under water shall be Class A2 with a minimum cement content of three 

hundred fifty (350) kg per cu.m of concrete with a slump between ten (10) and fifteen (15) cm. Concrete 

placed for piles shall be class A3 with a minimum cement content of four hundred (400) Kg per cu.m. 

Audit noted that National Highway Authority awarded a contract “Construction of Yakmach to 

Kharan Road Project Section-II (from 50+000 to 100+000) to M/s MHB - NIC (JV) at an agreement 

cost of Rs 2,422.699 million on 04.05.2017. The Contractor was granted EOT up to 28.02.2021. The 

Contractor has been paid Rs 2,057.601 million up to 14th IPC paid on 02.06.2021.   
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 Audit further noted during review of the record, drawing, design and MBs relating to the work 

that the consultant included item No. 401a3 “Concrete Class A3” in the BOQ for casting of concrete 

for culverts and paid accordingly for quantity 34,033.66 cu.m at the rate of Rs 11,880 per cum 

amounting to Rs 404.319 million.  

Audit observed that concrete class A3 has been provided in the NHA specification for casting 

of piles wherein, class-A1 was specified for on ground concrete. But concrete class A3 having rich 

specification and rate was used for the purpose against provision of NHA specification. 

Non-adherence to NHA specification caused unjustified payment contrary to specification of 

Rs 84.063 million.  

Audit pointed out the matter in October-November 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 07.01.2022 and 11.01.2022. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed against the person(s) at fault. 

(DP. 414) 

2.4.64 Loss of revenue due to award of O&M contract for incomplete Service Area - Rs 

66.294 million 

According to Para-3 Chapter-III of regulatory framework and standard operating procedures 

for preservation and commercial use of Right of Way (ROW) 2002, the Authority shall be responsible 

for collecting/generating revenues from inter alia, service area concessions under legally executed 

contracts approved by the executive Board on case-to-case basis. 

Audit noted that GM (ROW) NHA awarded an O&M contract to M/s Nawaz const. Co & AKB 

(JV) for service area of Murid Wala at KM-974 (North/South bound) on Lahore - Abdul Hakeem 

Motorway  

(M-3) on monthly guaranteed rent of Rs 7.366 million on 13.12.9019. The operation activities were to 

be started through letter of commencement after completion of pre-requisites within 15 days from 

issuance of letter of acceptance volume in January 2020 and the operator was liable to deposit quarterly 

rent of Rs 22.098 million in advance as per O&M contract. 

Audit observed that the operator could not start the operation due to incomplete service area by 

the construction contractor of M-3 and letter of commencement remained pended till 01.10.2020 despite 

the M-3 was opened to traffic in April 2019. The delay of nine months in issuance of commencement 

letter resulted in loss of revenue for three quarters amounting to Rs 66.294 million (22.098*3) due to 

non-completion of service area by the construction contractor timely. 

Audit pointed out non-recovery in December 2020. Authority replied that after award of 

contracts, a letter was received from the operator that minor construction works needs completion before 

mobilizing on the site.   

In this regard a meeting was held on 05.05.2020 under the chairmanship of Member (Finance) 

along with the Representative of operator and authorities of field office PKM, M-3 where it was decided 

that “Letter of Commencement will be issued upon confirmation conveyed by the filed office of G.M 

(PKM) M-3 regarding completion of service area in all respect after having a site visit along with Rep. 

of M/s. NCC – AKB (JV).” It is further added that this office also served a letter to operator M/s NCC-

AKB (JV) for submission of outstanding rentals and advance tax under section 236A against Murid 

wala service area vide letter No. 364, dated 05.01.2021. 
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 In the meanwhile, Covid-19 broke out in the country. The operator was informed to attend the 

office of G.M, RoW for signing the contract agreement for the said service areas. But he kept on refusing 

the same on the plea of Covid-19 pandemic. This is the reason, signing of contract despite depositing 

pre-requisite of contract could not materialise in time.  

 The reply was not accepted because the Authority itself conceded that the service areas were 

awarded without completion. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends probe in the matter for fixing responsibility against the person(s) at fault 

and making loss good.  

(DP. 100) 

2.4.65  Overpayment due to unjustified classification of rock -  

Rs 60.992 million 
 

 Para 56 of Chapter-2 of NHA Code provides that technical sanction means the order of the 

competent authority sanctioning a properly detailed estimate of the cost of a work of construction or 

repair proposed to be carried out by the Authority. Sanction accorded to the execution of a work by an 

officer of any other department is regarded merely as an administrative approval of the work. Technical 

Sanction is a guarantee that the proposal is structurally sound and that the estimates are accurately 

calculated and based on adequate data. It shall be issued on the basis of detailed estimates for the project 

as a whole, after administrative approval is accorded. 

Audit noted that NHA awarded the work Construction of Hassanabdal-Havelian Section of E-

35 ICB-E35-III: Sarai Saleh to Simalia (KM 39+611 to KM 58+710) to M/s ZKB-LIMAK JV at bid 

cost of Rs 8,188.129 million on 12.10.2015. The scope of work was enhanced through two Variation 

Orders to up to Rs 13,300.406 million. 

 

Audit further noted that initially there was a quantity of 3,351,536 Cu.m of roadway excavation, 

with the following classification: 

1. Formation from roadway in common material, 2,231,438 Cu.m @ Rs 180 per Cu.m 

2. Formation from roadway in hard rock, 343,876 Cu.m @ Rs 300 per Cu.m 

3. Formation from roadway in medium rock, 776,222 Cu.m @ Rs 300 per Cu.m 

4. Formation from roadway in soft rock, Nil 

 Audit observed that up to IPC-14 the above classification of formation from roadway was not 

adhered to and formation of embankment from roadway excavation in common material was paid for a 

quantity of 1,556,667 Cu.m @ Rs 180 per Cu.m and remaining quantities of 674,771 Cu.m were shifted 

towards formation of embankment from roadway excavation in soft rock @ Rs 270.39 per Cu.m with 

a total quantity of 1,294,130 Cu.m (original BOQ was Nil). Audit is of the view that the Authority 

deliberately changed the quantities of the items to accommodate the contractor and favorable/expensive 

item of formation from roadway in common material @ Rs 180 per Cu.m was shifted towards formation 

from roadway in soft rock @ Rs 270.39. This resulted in excess/overpayment due shifting of common 

material towards medium rock involving Rs 60.992 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter in September 2021. The management replied that the quantities 

given in the BOQ are provisional. The basis of payment will be the actual quantities of work. During 

joint sampling and testing of material for classification of roadway excavation, it was found that major 
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chunk of roadway excavation falls under the definition of Soft Rock, besides other material. Therefore, 

quantity of soft rock was accordingly calculated and recommended by The Engineer and no 

excess/overpayment has been made to the contractor. 

 The reply was not accepted because the formation of embankment in soft rock was more 

expensive against the common material and nil quantity was provided in the BOQ but the Authority has 

shifted the quantities of common material towards soft rock which resulted in excess expenditure of Rs 

60.992 million. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends recovery of the overpaid amount besides fixing responsibility.  

(DP. 526) 

2.4.66 Unauthentic/unjustified payment due to non-execution of specific scope of work - 

Rs 50.732 million  

According to Schedule B to Bid “specific scope of works” of the work Afforestation contracts 

on Motorway Faisalabad-Gojra awarded under contract No. AF(M-4)-01 to AF(M-4)-05 on 27.07.2018, 

was as under:  

i. Uprooting of kana & other weeds from entire contract 

ii. Disposal of uprooted material 

iii. Plough with cultivator & disc plough entire control contract areas 

iv. Laser leveling entire contract areas 

v. Development of irrigation channel/khalas 

Audit noted that General Manager Maintenance (M-4) NHA Faisalabad awarded seven works 

to different contractors on 27.07.2018 for a period of five years.  

A scrutiny of the accounts record revealed that the work of afforestation from Faisalabad to 

Gojra was not executed as per specific scope of work provide in Schedule-B of the contract. The record 

showed nothing about the Laser leveling, uprooting of kana and development of irrigation channels in 

the entire contract area but the contractors are being fully paid. The payment of Rs 50.732 million, thus 

made without development of irrigation channel, Laser leveling of entire contract area and uprooting of 

kana etc. whose cost was inbuilt in the bid price of the contractor, was considered 

unauthentic/unjustified.  

 Audit pointed out unauthentic/unjustified payment in October-November 2021. The Authority 

replied that uprooting of kana Laser leveling at entire contract areas and development of irrigation 

channel/khalas were got executed in July 2018 to September 2018. The water channel system was 

initially developed but not continued due to non-receipt of canal water from Irrigation Department. Now 

the contractors adopted watering through water tankers.  

 The reply of the department was not correct. Laser leveling was not done at the entire contract 

area which was necessary for development of irrigation channels. The irrigation channels, whose cost 

was inbuilt in the contract cost, were also not developed in the area as per specific scope of work. 

Further if kana was uprooted then how could it grow throughout the right of way of the Motorway M-

4. One could see the growth of kana with a height of around 6 to 7 ft. throughout the right of way of the 

motorway.  
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DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit suggests that comprehensive inspection and survey of the entire contract area be 

conducted to authenticate the payment made on account of specific scope of work. 

(DP. 433, 435) 

2.4.67  Excess expenditure due to hiring of consultant for maintenance works - Rs 38.611 

million 

Para 7(ii) of Finance Division Letter No. F.3 (10) Exp.II/94-Vol-I-68 dated 08.02.2002 provides 

guidelines on hiring of consultants which indicates that the consultants should not be appointed for 

routine functions of an organization.  

 PPRA rule-4 provides that procuring agencies, while engaging in procurements, shall ensure 

that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement brings 

value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient and economical.  

 Audit noted that General Manager Sindh North NHA Sukkur and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa planned 

to execute Periodic maintenance works for the year 2016-17 and 2017-18 which involve maintenance 

activities of roads such as periodic maintenance, functional overlay, structural overlay and 

rehabilitation. 

 Audit observed that for the said maintenance works a consultant, i.e. M/s PEAS Consulting 

(Pvt) Ltd was hired with an agreement cost of Rs 32.493 million on 13.06.2019 although these were the 

routine works of the Authority. Hence in presence of skilled  workforce/engineers within the Authority, 

hiring of consultant for such works was violation of above directives  which caused an excess 

expenditure of Rs 32.493 million. Moreover, the same consultant was hired from many years for 

consultancy on the PM Works. The GM KPK also made payment of Rs 6.118 million to the consultant 

on maintenance works. 

 Audit further observed that for hiring of the consultant, the Authority evaluated the bids by 

combining the financial and technical scoring due to which the bid of M/s PEAS stood 1st lowest, 

although the lowest financial bid was quoted by M/s Pavron for Rs 29.013 million. Audit is of the view 

that there should have been single stage two envelope-based tendering to award the work to the lowest 

financial bidder among technically qualified consultants. But, the bid evaluating procedure, adopted by 

Authority, caused loss of Rs 3.48 million due to award of work to the second lowest financial bidder.  

 

  Audit pointed out the matter in October 2020. The Authority replied that the procurement of 

consultancy services for design review and supervisory consultant for the periodic maintenance work 

of Sindh-North region have been carried out as per the policy of the Authority. 

 

 The Authority tendered for hiring of the consultancy for periodic maintenance contract as per 

PPRA Rules 2004 & PEC guidelines, and NHA Code Para 21 “Evaluation of Technical/Financial 

Proposals” Chapter-4 Engagement of Consultants. Seven (7) Consultancy firms participated, during the 

scrutiny of Bids, the Authority evaluated the bids on QCBS Method as defined in RFP having 80:20 

ratio as per above stated approved standard criteria. PEAS won the bid as per RFP criteria. As per 

combined scoring calculation, M/s PEAS Consultants were 1st ranked so awarded the contract. 
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 The reply was not accepted on the following grounds: 

 

i. The same consultant M/s PEAS Consultant is working as consultant for 

maintenance works from past many years and winning the tenders throughout 

which is unjustified and needs to be investigated. 

ii. The maintenance works are of routine nature for which hiring of consultant is 

unjustified. The skills of in-house engineers were required to be used in such 

routine works to save the extra cost. 

iii. Scoring was done on combined evaluation (Technical + Financial) due to which 

the Authority sustained a loss of Rs 3.48 million as M/s Pavron submitted his 

bid as Rs 29.013 million. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 13.12.2021 directed to get the record i.e. award of consultancy 

works for supervision of Periodic Maintenance of respective AMP, total PM supervised out of total 

approved works, otherwise recovery will be effected. NHA failed to provide the relevant record to 

justify the consultancy on maintenance works. In other case, DAC meeting was not convened despite 

repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends probe into the matter for fixing responsibility and taking appropriate action.  

 (DP. 19, 209) 

2.4.68 Irregular award of contracts to defaulters - Rs 37.231 million  

According to clause 1.3 Instructions to Bidders for toll contracts, principal bidders or their JV 

partners who are declared defaulter/de-barred by NHA are not eligible to participate in the bidding. 

However, the firms whose cases are already in dispute arbitration or subjudice shall not be treated as 

defaulted. Their cases will be decided on case-to-case basis with the approval of NHA.   

Audit noted that the toll contracts of various OM&M contractors were terminated under clause 

6.1 of their agreements on account of their default in deposit of the monthly guaranteed revenue during 

2018-19. Therefore, they were not eligible to participate in next bidding process. 

Audit observed that GM (Revenues) NHA awarded contracts of toll plazas to the defaulted 

bidders in violation of the bidding provisions. This resulted in irregular award of contracts at monthly 

toll revenue of Rs 37.231 million, as detailed below: 

Toll Plaza Name of 

Contractor  

Date of 

termination 

Toll Plaza during 

2019-20 

Date of 

award 

Monthly Bid 

price (Rs) 

Sadiqabad N-5 M/s Good 

Luck 

Enterprises  

06.12.2018 Kashmore N-55 28.04.2019 8,700,789 

Gujranwala N-5 --do-- 10.12.2018 Qutbal N-80 27.02.2020 10,541,789 

Chenab-N-5  

(NBC) 

M/s Faiz 

Shareef 

Contraction 

Co.  

10.12.2018 Shaheed Benazir 

Bridge 

05.01.2019 6,511,000 

Hassanabdal E-

35 

M/s MAB 

Brothers 

05.09.2018 Kurram River 

N-55 

05.07.2019 11,477,786 

Total 37,231,364 
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 Audit pointed out irregularity in December 2020. The Authority replied that on default by said 

operators due to one reason of more, NHA as per provisions available in Condition of Contracts (CoC) 

terminated their contract after adjustment of available securities against revenue shortfall and in addition 

debarred these operators to participate in bidding process of toll plazas, weigh fine and police fine 

contracts of NHA till further orders. It is evident that due to debarring from bidding process these 

operators could not be participated in the upcoming bidding of NHA. Once the outstanding amounts 

paid by these default operator than default clause automatically removed. Accordingly the competent 

authority allowed the bidders to participate in the bidding process. 

The reply was not accepted because the termination of contract was made invoking clause of 

default. Therefore, these operators were not eligible to participate in the bidding process. Permission by 

the management to the defaulters to participate in the tendering was inconsistent with the transparent 

bidding process.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 11.02.2022 wherein DAC directed to 

conduct inquiry at Ministry level and report be submitted within three weeks. 

Audit recommends that appropriate action be taken for awarding the contracts to the defaulting 

contractors which was against fair competitive bidding process. 

(DP. 83) 

2.4.69 Award of consultancy contract without tendering - Rs 36.513 million 

Rule 12(2) of Public Procurement Rules-2004 provides that all procurement opportunities over 

two million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or 

newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at 

least two national dailies, one in English and other in Urdu. 

Audit noted that National Highway Authority awarded two consultancy contracts of Feasibility 

Study in KPK region to M/s NESPAK involving contract cost of Rs 36.513 million. 

Audit observed that both the consultancy contracts were awarded to M/s NESPAK on single 

source basis without open tenders with the plea that the said consultant was already working in the 

region and the works are emergent in nature. The rates of Old Bannu road project were applied in the 

above two contracts. This resulted in irregular award of works in violation of PPRA Rules involving Rs 

36.513 million.  

Audit holds that irregularity occurred due to non-adherence to rules and regulations. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in June 2021. The Authority replied that M/s NESPAK was 

already mobilized on Old Bannu Road (nearest location to the subject project), therefore using, 

Procurement of Consultancy Services Regulations, 2010, Clause-3D(i)(a), single source selection 

method was adopted. 

 The reply was not accepted because there was no urgency and proper time was available to 

award the work through tendering. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends investigation besides taking appropriate action against the responsible(s). 

DP. 112) 
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2.4.70 Non-recovery of cost of trial section - Rs 29.891 million 

Clause 203.3.14 of NHA General Specification provides that a contractor shall prepare a trial 

section before the start of work in light of procedure given in clause 1.20 (General). As per addenda to 

the said specification “No extra payment shall be made for the trial. The trial section should be minimum 

200 meter in length and full width of the road. If the trial section has been carried out in the permanent 

work and approved by the Engineer, the cost of same shall be deducted from the contract price.” 

 Item No. 1.20 - General Specification NHA provides that the contractor shall submit complete 

methodology of trial section for approval of the Engineer. Trial Sections shall be prepared for each type 

of road pavement layer. The contractor shall be responsible for the quality of work. Technical 

Specification further provides that before starting the formation of embankment the contractor shall 

construct a minimum of three trial section of 200 meter each for each soil type proposed to be used for 

compaction as directed by the Engineer. The soils used in the trials shall be the same as those intended 

to be used for the formation of embankment and the compacting equipment shall be same equipment 

that the contractor will use during compaction of embankment and that has been accepted by the 

Engineer. No separate payment will be made for this work, which will be required as a subsidiary 

obligation of the contract. If the trial sections are carried out in the permanent works and approved by 

the Engineer, the lengths of the trial sections should be deducted from the cost of the respective 

permanent works. 

 Audit noted that the NHA awarded four works Dualization of Indus Highway Package-I & II, 

Yakmach to Kharan Road Project Section-II, GM Basima-Khuzdar Project, Khuzdar and Construction 

of Hakla-D.I. Khan from Tarap to Kot Belian (52.500 Km), Package-III for Rs 10,495.786 million, Rs 

11,975.667 million, Rs 2,422.699 million, Rs 11,749.280 million and Rs 20,628.943 million, 

respectively.  

 Audit observed that the construction of trial section for the items of 108c, 201 and 202 was 

neither available in the measurements nor it was deducted from the permanent works. This resulted in 

non-recovery of cost of trial section involving Rs 29.891 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter of non-recovery in September & November 2021. The Authority 

replied that the trial section for item No 201 and 202 were prepared at separate locations (not included 

in the permanent work) well before start of the work, following the procedure given in the specification. 

The Authority admitted recovery in DP. 498 

The reply was not accepted because measurement and test reports of Trial Section were not 

provided with the reply in case of DP. 170, 342 and 415. 

 DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends early recovery. 

 (DP. 170, 342,415, 498) 

2.4.71 Loss due to award of works to 2nd lowest bidder - Rs 16.869 million 

As per price bid evaluation report of three periodic maintenance (PM-2018-19-NA-01,02,03) 

M/s Najeeb Ullah Khan & Co was declared as 1st lowest @ 36.30% below the engineer estimates, who 

was technically qualified earlier.  

Audit noted that G.M (P&CA) NHA Islamabad, called tenders for 5 Nos PM works for 2018-

19 pertain to N-35 & N-15 GM Northern Areas Abbottabad, on 21.02.2020. After opening of technical 

bids of M/s Najeeb Ullah Khan & Co. who qualified for PM-2018-19/NA.01,02&03 (3 Nos) and 
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accordingly informed to all technically qualified contractors including M/s Najeeb Ullah Khan & Co. 

through letter on 30.06.2020 for opening of financial bid on 02.07.2020. 

Audit observed that the bidder M/s Najeeb Ullah Khan & Co. was the lowest bidder in three 

packages volume PM-2018-19-NA-01, NA-02 & NA-03 quoted rates 36.30% below of NIT. After 

opening of financial bids on 02.07.2020 Director Maintenance (P&CA) wrote a letter to XEN C&W 

Department Hangu & XEN AJ&K council for authentication of their past experience on 07.07.2020. In 

response of which they declared that the experience documents provided by the contractor were not 

issued by this office. On the basis of which he was declared disqualified and works were awarded to 

2nd lowest i.e. M/s UGALCO @ 31.53% below on all three-subject works under discussion. The works 

were required to be awarded to 2nd lowest @ 36.30% below either to 1st lowest bidder who quoted 

lower rates or retendering was required to be carried out to obtain competitive rates. Award of work to 

the 2nd lowest bidder caused a huge loss to the public exchequer for Rs 16.867 million. 

Audit holds that the Authority sustained the loss due to non-compliance of the technical and 

internal controls. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in September 2021. Authority replied that as per Instructions 

to bidder clause I-B. 30.1 “Employer’s right to accept any bid and to reject any or all bids” contract 

cannot be awarded to bidder who has submitted the fake documents, therefore, 2nd lowest bidder was 

considered and accordingly contracts were awarded. The reply was not tenable. The technical bids were 

opened on March 9th, 2020, and sufficient time of more than three months was available till opening of 

financial bids up to 02.07.2020, in which any clarification regarding past performance was required to 

be obtained before opening of financial bids. After opening of financial bid confirmation of past 

performance of 1st lowest bidder was not fair practice. Hence, instead of retendering the works were 

awarded to the 2nd lowest bidder. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends investigation besides taking appropriate action against the responsible(s). 

(DP. 263) 

2.4.72  Unjustified payment due to non-utilization of available earth - Rs 15.884 million 

 Para 56 of Chapter-2 of NHA Code provides that technical sanction means the order of the 

competent authority sanctioning a properly detailed estimate of the cost of a work of construction or 

repair proposed to be carried out by the Authority. Sanction accorded to the execution of a work by an 

officer of any other department is regarded merely as an administrative approval of the work. Technical 

Sanction is a guarantee that the proposal is structurally sound and that the estimates are accurately 

calculated and based on adequate data. It shall be issued on the basis of detailed estimates for the project 

as a whole, after administrative approval is accorded. 

 Audit observed that Engineer Estimate of the work initiated, prepared and approved by the 

competent authority wherein following items of earth work were provided in the BOQ for formation of 

embankment:  

108a Formation of Embankment from Roadway 

Excavation  

105,892 cu.m 

108c Formation of Embankment from Borrow 

Excavation    

369,112 cu.m 
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 The said estimate was put to tender and the bidders quoted their rates keeping in the view the 

volume of work of each item, in instant case M/s Umer Jan & Co. quoted rate Rs 250 per cu.m for 

Roadway Excavation and Rs 400 for Borrow Excavation. A review of the Interim Payment Certificates 

No.06 indicated that the contractor constructed the embankment from borrow by using the item 108c 

available in the BOQ to the extent of 369,112 cu.m which was decreased and paid for a quantity of 

191,382.852 cu.m. A review of the IPC No.06 further indicated that an “Item No.108a Formation of 

Embankment from Roadway Excavation” to the extent of 105,892 cu.m was not utilized, whereas the 

contractor utilized the Borrow Excavation item having rate higher than the Roadway Excavation despite 

of having available earth. 

 Audit held that borrow material can only be utilized when Roadway Excavation material would 

not be available but in instant case despite availability of the material in BOQ and at site in the roadway 

borrow material was used and paid at higher rate. 

 Non-adherence to contract, NHA Code caused overpayment of Rs 15.884 million (Rate of 108c 

Rs 400 – Rate of 108a Rs 250 = Rs 150 x available quantity 105,892 cu.m). 

 Audit pointed out the overpayment in July & August 2020. The Authority did not reply. 

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 31.12.2020, wherein, NHA explained 

that cracked asphalt was removed which was not usable in formation of embankment/shoulders.  

DAC directed for verification of relevant record such as VO, justification etc. from Audit. 

 Audit recommends early compliance to the DAC directives. 

(DP. 27/2020-21) 

2.4.73 Non-recovery of dismantled material - Rs 14.627 million 

Item 510 of NHA General Specification provides that Salvaged pipe culverts or other structures 

shall be stored at designated and accessible points on the project as approved by the Engineer and shall 

be the property of the Employer. Dismantling shall be carried out either manually or with approved 

equipment. Structures to be dismantled may include plain or reinforced concrete, brick, stone masonry 

or any other such construction item. 

Audit noted that National Highway Authority awarded four works for infrastructure 

development and rehabilitation of roads. 

Audit observed that in the said four (04) works, cost of material obtained from dismantling was 

not recovered from the contractors resulting in non-recovery of Rs 14.627 million, as detailed below: 

DP No Formation/ 

Work 

Description Amount (Rs in 

million) 

299 BC-PS-17-18-05-07 Amount on account of dismantled 

expansion joints was not recovered 

4.788 

381 CAREC Section-1, 

Package 1A & 1B 

Amount on account of dismantled guard rail 

was not recovered 

7.304 

445 BC-BW-001 for 2017-

18 

Amount on account of dismantled bridge 

structure was not recovered 

2.535 

Total 14.627 

 

Audit pointed out matter of non-recovery of dismantled material in February, August & 

September 2021. The Authority replied in one case that the dismantled material/steel recovered from 
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old NJ Barrier was handed over to the Maintenance Unit Lahore by the Contractor. The contention of 

the department was not acceptable because handed over material was not accounted for/auctioned. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends early recovery of dismantled material besides fixing responsibility against 

the person(s) at fault.  

(DP. 299, 381, 445) 

2.4.74 Loss due to payment of compensation to the unauthorized occupants of ROW - Rs 

14.432 million  

 As per Federal Treasury Rules 205-216, every Government officer entrusted with the payment 

of money should obtain for every payment he makes a voucher setting forth the full and clear particulars 

regarding the claims and all relevant information necessary for its proper identification and 

classification in accounts. Every voucher must bear to have attached to it an acknowledgement of 

payment signed by the person by whom or on whose behalf the claim is put forward.  

 Audit noted that NHA HQ awarded a work, “Construction of Additional 2-Lane Carriageway 

from Ratodero to Shikarpur N-55 (Section-1) 43.4 KM to M/s Top International Engineering 

Corporation & Umer Jan & Co. (JV) @ contract price of Rs 4,942.663 million through acceptance letter 

No.287 dated 13.08.2020. The work funded by ADB through Loan Agreement No.3574-Pak Central 

Asia Regional Economic Cooperation (CAREC) Corridor Development Program- Trench-1. Period for 

completion of the work was two years (730 days). The commencement letter was issued by the Engineer 

on 10.02.2021 in which direction was issued to the contractor for submission of detailed time 

programme to the Engineer within 14 days.  

 Audit observed that for Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plan (LARP), a sum of Rs 290.633 

million were estimated by the consultant out of which Rs 14.432 million were paid by the regional land 

office of NHA Sukkur. Audit observed following irregularities:  

i) Unauthorized payment of Rs 14.432 million was made to encroachers who have 

illegally occupied the NHA’s land/ROW in violation of rules and NHA paid them 

for clearance of NHA’s land/ROW in violation of rules.    

ii) Disposal of trees/crops, residential and commercial buildings were not available on 

the record. 

iii) Detail estimate for affectees were not supported by relevant colored pictures, rates 

calculation by relevant evidence. 

iv) Receiving of cheque was not made on copied checks showing that exact cheque was 

issued for the said affectees but on computerized list receiving was made. 

v) Third party verification from ADP representative was not provided/shared with 

Audit.   

 Audit pointed out the irregularities in September 2021. The Authority replied that the payment 

of Rs 14.432 million was made against the losses (crop, tree, structures etc.) as per LARP provision 

defined in the safeguard policy of ADB.  

The reply was not acceptable because NHA mad payment to unauthorized occupants of NHA 

ROW.   
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DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends investigation for fixing responsibility and making the loss good from the 

persons responsible. 

(DP. 368) 

2.4.75 Unjustified payment of delayed payment charges of Rs 6.431 million and 

unauthentic remittance of income tax against NTN of JV - Rs 6.771 million 

According to Rule-10 of GFR (Volume-I), every public officer incurring or authorizing 

expenditure from the public funds should be guided by high standards of financial propriety and 

expected to exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a 

person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. The 

expenditure should not be prima facie more than the occasion demands. 

The work “Construction of 06 Lane Highway (08km) from Double Phatak to Chowk Nag Shah, 

Multan” was awarded to M/s Mishal Sania-M/s SARCO (JV) on 17.08.2012 for agreement amount of  

Rs 1,440.718 million (Revised Rs 1,217.501 million). Date of substantial completion was 30.11.2015. 

DLP expiry date was 29.11.2016. DLC was issued by NHA on 06.04.2017. Final Bill paid for updated 

work done of Rs 1,216.936 million on 04.01.2019. 

Audit noted that the amount of Rs 112.199 million included  

Rs 6.431 million paid to the contractor as delayed payment charges against IPC 01 to IPC 05 and EPC-

01 due for the financial year 2013-14. Audit further noted that income tax of Rs 6.771 million was 

deducted from final payment of Rs 90.282 million. 

Audit observed that the payment of Rs 6.431 million was unjustified because there was no 

justification and inquiry report establishing that NHA delayed the payments. On the other hand the 

contractor did not pay de-escalation amount of Rs 21.917 million which was to be paid by the contractor 

against each IPC/EPC. But NHA did not recover delayed payment charges from the contractor.  

Audit further observed that there was no evidence on record that the deducted income tax was 

deposited in the treasury against NTN of the JV. 

 This resulted in unjustified payment of delayed payment charges of Rs 6.431 million and 

unauthentic remittance of income tax of Rs 6.771 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter in May-June 2021. The Authority replied that the Contractor 

submitted claim for delay payment against IPC# 1, 2, 3, 4&5 as payment was not released to the 

contractor in time due to financial crisis of NHA, HQ. The claim (Rs 6.431 million) for compensation 

on delayed payments was approved by Member(C-Z). The income tax deducted from the contractor 

was deposited in the treasury against NTN of M/s SARCO (JV) Mishal Sania (Pvt) Ltd. 

The reply was not accepted because the contract cost was  

Rs 1,440.718 million and minimum amount of IPC was to be Rs 43.222 million (3% of Rs 1,440.718 

million) as per contract. The contractor’s claimed IPCs were less than the minimum amount except one, 

thus not payable as per contract. There was no justification and inquiry report establishing that NHA 

delayed the payments. De-escalation amount of Rs 21.917 million which was to be paid by the 

contractor against each IPC/EPC but NHA did not recover delayed payment charges from the 

contractor. NHA did not produce evidence of remittance of income tax against NTN number of JV as 

replied. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request made by Audit in October 2021. 
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Audit recommends fixing of responsibility against those responsible besides recovery and 

corrective action. 

(Para 30-B&E AIR Member Central Zone) 

2.4.76 Loss due to payment of interest claims of delayed payment -  

Rs 12.14 million 

 As per particular conditions of contract clause 60.10, the amount due to the contractor under 

any Interim Payment Certificate be paid by the employer to the contractor within 30 days after such 

interim payment certificate has been jointly verified by employer and contractor, or, in the case of the 

final certificate within 60 days after such final payment certificate has been jointly verified by employer 

and contractor. In the event of the failure of the employer to make payment within the time stated, the 

employer shall pay to the contractor compensation at the 28 days rate of KIBOR+2% per annum for 

local currency and LIBOR+1% for foreign currency, upon all sums unpaid from the date by which the 

same should have been paid. The provisions of this sub-clause are without prejudice to the contractor 

entitlement under clause 69. 

 Audit noted that NHA awarded a contract for Improvement, Widening and Construction of 

South Access Road (Package-II) from Link Access Road of South Portal to Qualandi (Km 1+103.884 

to Km 8+492.96=7.339 Km) to M/s SAMBU – NISHAN (JV) at agreement cost of Rs 2,031 million on 

16.08.2017. The work was started on 16.08.2017 and was to be completed up to 17.08.2019. Cost of 

the work was revised to Rs 2,018.137 million with date of completion as 30.11.2020. The Contractor 

was paid Rs 1,124.445 million up to 10th IPC on 01.10.2020. TOC was issued from 31.12.2020. 

 Audit observed that the contractor claimed interest for delay in payment of IPC-9 and 10 of Rs 

12.141 million which was paid on 22.07.2020. 

  Audit considers that the delay in payment occurred due to financial mismanagement which 

resulted in loss of Rs 12.14 million. 

 Audit pointed out the loss in September 2021. The Authority replied that the payment was made 

as per contract clause 60.10.  

 The reply was not accepted because mismanagement caused loss on account of delayed 

payment. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends inquiry for appropriate action/recovery of the loss from the person(s) at 

fault.  

 (DP. 320) 

2.4.77 Non-recovery of inbuilt orientation visit cost - Rs 10.00 million 

Clause C.9 of contract agreement provides that “Bidder shall also arrange orientation visit for 

three (03) NHA’s officers per package to the manufacturer country of ETTM system equipment for a 

period of two (02) weeks including return ticket, boarding/lodging, food and all other associated 

expenses. The cost so incurred shall be part of Financial Proposal”. 

During scrutiny of accounts record i.e. Trial Balance and Sub Ledgers maintained in office of 

the General Manager (RAMD), NHA, HQ, Islamabad has disclosed that General Manager (Revenue) 

awarded works “Supply Installation, Commissioning, Technical Support, Management & Maintenance 
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of Automatic Vehicle Classification (AVC) Based Electronic Toll & Traffic Management System of 

National Highways N-5 Packages-I&II” M/s Whalecloud (ZTE soft)-TolLink (JV) vide acceptance 

letter dated 17th June 2019 with agreement cost of Rs 986.326 million and M/s Sh. Iqbal Akthar & Co 

vide acceptance letter dated 17.06.2019 with agreement cost of Rs 883.140 million. 

Audit observed that the contractors failed to arrange the orientation visit of above imported 

equipment’s and procured all above imported equipment’s without fulfillment of the mandatory clause 

of the agreement. Audit further observed that cost of orientation visit was already built in the cost of 

equipment, therefore it was the responsibility of the contractors as well as the Employer to ensure the 

orientation visit before import and installation of the equipment. An amount of Rs 10.00 million 

(Approx.), on account of non-arrangement of orientation visit as per contract clause, was recoverable 

from the contractor.    

Audit pointed out non-recovery in February 2021. The Authority admitted recovery of Rs 2.30 

million.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021, 

10.11.2021, 29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends that recovery may be made from the contractors besides fixing 

responsibility against the person(s) at fault. 

(DP. 137) 

2.4.78 Overpayment due to higher/incorrect rates - Rs 9.998  million 

Rule 10 of GFR (Volume-I) provides that every public officer is expected to exercise the same 

vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would 

exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. 

Audit noted that the National Highway Authority awarded various works related to construction 

of roads, side drains, etc. and paid to the contractors accordingly during the period 2020-21. 

Audit observed that in six (06) cases, the Authority paid incorrect/higher rates for items of 

works such as Steel, Granular Sub-base and Wearing Course etc. Due to application of incorrect/higher 

rates, an overpayment of Rs 9.998 million was made to the contractors (Annexure-I).  

Audit holds that overpayment was due to non- adherence to the contract specifications and 

cannons of financial proprietary. 

 Audit pointed out the overpayment in September-October 2021. The Authority replied in case 

of DP 436 that the rates were approved by higher forum of NHA and in case of DP 437 replied that 

while preparing estimates, item No. 305a was mistakenly mentioned in the BOQ description while rate 

was correctly inserted of Asphalt Concrete Wearing Course Class B and work was accordingly executed 

at site with the specification of ACWC Class B. In other cases, the Authority did not reply.  

 The reply was not accepted because the Regional Office could not substantiate the matter with 

reference to Job Mix Formula of ACWC, check requests of the contractor, core tests, NHA Pavement 

Specialist and M&I Reports etc.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends early recovery of overpaid amount. 

(DP. 279, 406, 436, 437) 
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2.4.79 Unjustified expenditure on maintenance works by NHA at site under Defect 

Liability Period - Rs 9.112 million  

 As per Director Maintenance NHA Quetta resolution No-27 (office note) dated 

4.12.2019 disclosed that N-25 KM-760+000 to 814+000 is the part of Kalat-Quetta-Chaman 

project and still under DLP, not handed over to NHA maintenance wing. 

 Audit noted that KM-760+000 to 814 +000 of N-25 was the part of Kalat-Quetta-

Chaman project and defect liability certificate was not yet issued to contractor. 

 Audit observed that the Deputy Director Maintenance NHA Quetta N-25 incurred 

expenditure of Rs 9,112,913/- through two Nos. Routine Maintenance works at KM-760+000 

to 804+000 N-25. Expenditure incurred under defect liability period was not justified and 

required to be recovered from project contractor. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in November 2021. Authority replied that ICB-IV was part 

of KQC Project & presently under DLP, however, a punch list of defective works was prepared during 

M&I visit, which was agreed by M/s FWO. Routine maintenance was executed during past years to 

make the highway up to mark & to preserve the precious public property avoiding further deterioration 

due to delay by FWO.  

The reply was not tenable because repair and maintenance of works up till issuance of DLP 

certificate was the responsibility of the project contractor. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 29.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends that recovery be made from project contractor besides fixing the 

responsibility  

 (DP. 448) 

2.4.80 Loss of potential revenue due to non-commercialization 

Para-4, Chapter-2 of NHA Lease Policy 2009 provides that the reserved rentals of the plots 

shall be fixed based on 10% of notified DCO rates in urban areas and Rs 50,000 per kanal rent in remote 

and underdeveloped areas if annual average price assessed by the revenue department is less than Rs 

50,000. 

Audit noted that NHA in its financial statements for 2015-16 and onward re-valued cost of 

freehold land and as a result surplus on re-valuation was Rs 2,588,404 million assessed by the 

independent valuator. Note # 12 being integral part of the financial statements indicated that the re-

valuation of freehold land was made at fair market value assessed through comparison of similar pieces 

of land. Thus the re-valuation should have given a visible impact on revenue increase by 

commercialization of revalued land and fixation/revision of rental charges. 

Audit observed from the revenue statements for last three years that revenue generation was 

almost stagnant and commercialization of re-valued land/revision of rental charges could not be made. 

This resulted in loss of potential revenue of Rs 2,588,404 million due to non-commercialization of re-

valued land. 

Audit pointed out the loss in December 2020. The Authority replied that the major portion of 

freehold land is Right of Way including roads and bridges etc. which is designated only for construction 
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of national highways & motorways. Leasing/commercialization of RoW land is its non-conforming use. 

The new leasing process has also been stopped by NHA since 2007. Moreover, the Supreme Court of 

Pakistan has barred NHA to lease its RoW land.  

As far as the value of freehold land is concerned, although it has no direct relationship with the 

rates of NOCs and rentals for access/ approaches to the private amenities established along NHA’s Road 

Network, however, NHA was revising its rates periodically to overcome the inflationary effects like in 

2019 which was challenged in different courts of Law being very exorbitant.  

The reply was not accepted, as the court cases were not pursued since 2005-06 to vacate or to 

decide the fate of title of land to generate revenue. Revenue was not increased despite the enhancement 

of rental rates and expansion of road network and traffic count due to facility revolution in vehicle 

industry in the last 15 years. Moreover, the available and vacated RoW was not used to generate revenue 

as evaluated by the independent value evaluator.      

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 11.02.2022. Audit contended that since 

NHA land has been revalued, commercial charges should have been adjusted appropriately and 

proportionately. DAC pended the para with direction that NHA shall explain assessment mechanism 

with documentary evidence and measures adopted for enhancement of revenue to Audit for scrutiny.  

Audit recommends probe in the matter besides fixing responsibility against the person(s) at 

fault.  

 (DP. 103) 

2.4.81 Non-mutation of 1,777 kanal land in the name of NHA 
 

 Para 18 of Chapter 7 of NHA Code (Vol-I) provides that the Land Acquisition Collector in due 

course shall get transfer the land in favour of NHA through mutation. 

Audit observed that land measuring 38,158 Kanal and 07 Marla for M-1 (Punjab + KPK) and 

9,726 Kanal and 08 Marla for E-35 was acquired by NHA, but land measuring 1,241 Kanal 10 Marla 

of M-1 project and 535 Kanal 10 Marla of E-35 project was mutated in the name of NHA up to 

30.06.2021.  

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in September 2021. The Authority replied that more than 90% 

land has been mutated and remaining is withheld either due to (i) stay order from court (ii) settlement 

issues (iii) non-updating of record of rights (ROR) (iv) scrutiny of khasra(s) for mutations and (v) 

computerization of record by the BOR Punjab, Lahore i.e. Software Error facing during 

computerization.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

29.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends investigation for appropriate action against the person(s) at fault besides 

executing mutation in the name of NHA.  

 (DP. 239) 

2.4.82 Illegal/Unauthorized construction of Bahria Interchange and DHA City 

Interchange at NHA ROW land on M-9  

As per paras 1 and 2 of Chapter 3 of Regulatory framework and standard operating procedures 

for preservation and commercial use of Right of Way (ROW), 2002, the framework and SOP shall be 
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used to implement NHA’s policies for commercialization, preservation of its ROW, building line and 

removal of encroachments, erection/ establishment of Filling/CNG stations, hotels/motels, restaurants, 

factories, nurseries, shops, khokhas, hoarding/bill boards, etc. and laying of utility lines. The commercial 

use of ROW shall be strictly in accordance with the Laws of Pakistan. It will also be ensured that no 

exhibit appears anywhere in the ROW which is morally or ethically in contravention to religious or 

regional sensitivities of the people of Pakistan. 

Audit observed that the M/s Bahria Town Karachi (BTK) used 491 kanal NHA’s land on M-9 

(Karachi- Hyderabad Motorway) for construction of interchange without any approval of NHA 

authorities and without entering into lease agreement with NHA.  

Audit further observed that M/s DHA City has constructed interchange and access road at 

NHA’s land/Right of Way at M-9 Karachi by utilizing about 3 km government land (on both sides of 

the M-9). Two hundred ninety four (294) kanal was illegally utilized by DHA without any approval of 

NHA authorities and without entering into lease agreement with NHA. 

Audit pointed out the matter in May-June 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request made by Audit in October 2021. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing responsibility against responsible (s) besides recovery of 

dues as per NHA policy. 

(Para 37, 39 AIR GM M-9) 
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CHAPTER 3 

CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY/ METROPOLITAN 

CORPORATION ISLAMABAD  

(MINISTRY OF INTERIOR) 

 

3.1 Introduction 

A.  Capital Development Authority 

 Capital Development Authority (CDA), established under the CDA Ordinance, 1960. It is 

governed through an Executive Board, constituted by the Federal Government. 

Financial Advisor/Member (Finance), CDA is in-charge of the Finance/Accounts Wing and is 

responsible for preparation of budget and allocation/distribution of funds to different 

Divisions/Formations.  

 Major resources of receipts of CDA include: 

 Revenue generated from sale of plots, municipal receipts, sanitation receipts, 

environmental/horticulture receipts, property tax, water charges, conservancy 

charges, interest/markup, commercial receipts (rent from shopping centers, bus 

stands), etc., 

 Grant-in-aid from Federal Government for development purpose through Public 

Sector Development Programme,  

 Grant-in-aid from Federal Government for maintenance of specified government 

buildings (Maintenance Grant). 

 Main functions of the Authority are: 

 Acquisition of land and development of residential sectors; 

 Sale of plots and recovery of their cost; 

 Maintenance of federally-owned government buildings; 

 Construction of federally financed government offices and residential accommodation; 

 Management of Parliament Lodges. 

Metropolitan Corporation Islamabad  

Metropolitan Corporation for Islamabad Capital Territory is the local government, constituted 

under Section 9 of Capital Territory Local Government Act, 2015. Twenty-three (23) Directorates of 

CDA were placed under the administrative control of the Mayor of Metropolitan Corporation Islamabad 

(MCI) along with all rights, assets and liabilities. However, due to administrative reasons, financial 

arrangements are still under CDA and practical distribution of work is yet to be finalized.  

MCI is responsible for performing following functions in Islamabad: 

 Regulate affixing of sign-boards and advertisements; 

 Provide, manage, operate, maintain and improve the municipal infrastructure and services, 

sewage treatment and disposal, storm water drainage. 
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 Sanitation and solid waste collection and sanitary disposal; 

 Roads and streets; 

 Street lighting; 

 Playgrounds, open space graveyards and arboriculture; 

 Slaughter houses; 

 Collect approved taxes, fees, tolls, charged fines and penalties; 

 Regulate markets and issue licenses, permits, grant permissions and impose penalties for 

violation thereof as and where applicable. 

 

As per Schedule-II of Rules of Business, 1973 (amended up to January 2019) CDA and MCI 

are under the administrative control of Ministry of Interior (Interior Division). 

B. Comments on Budget and Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

 Comments on Receipt and Expenditure Account for the financial year 2020-21 are as under: 

 (a)     Expenditure:  

Budget allocation and expenditure for the financial year 2020-21 is shown in the table below:                                          

(Rs in million) 

S. 

No. 
Particulars 

Budget 

Estimates 

Release/ 

Receipts 
Expenditure 

A Development 24,525.58  38,011.78  9,004.73  

(i) PSDP (Federal Government)  5,843.29  1,952.94  1,387.48 

(ii) Deposit Works  -    496.51  451.08 

(iii) 
Self-Financing Account (CDA Own 

Source) 
18,682.29  35,562.33  7,166.17 

B Non-Development 12,366.16  14,102.68 25,009.76 

(i) 
Maintenance Grant  

(Federal Government) 
2,601.44  2,506.16  2,815.661 

(ii) 
Revenue Account  

(CDA Own Source) 
9,764.72  9,596.524 20,194.101 

(iii) 
O&M of Rawalpindi Islamabad Metro 

Bus System  
-    2,000.00 2,000.00 

C MCI Expenditure 4,624.81  - - 

(i) Pay and Allowances 2,424.81  - - 

(ii) Non-Development Expenditure 2,200.00  - - 

D 
Debt & Deposits (other than deposit 

works) 
-    4,900.27 4,367.512 

  Total (A+B+C+D) 41,516.55  57,014.73 38,382.00 

Source: Consolidated and Compiled Monthly Account for June 2021 and Grant and Expenditure Report Treasury 

Division CDA. Expenditure relating to MCI is part of expenditure against S. No. B as separate account was not 

maintained, though provided in the budget estimates separately.  

Comments on ‘Receipt and Expenditure Account’ of CDA for the year 2020-21 are as under: 
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1. CDA neither prepared Balance Sheet, Accounts/Financial Statements of the 

Authority nor the Balance Sheet together with Accounts/Financial Statements got 

certified by two Chartered Accountants and submit their report to the Federal 

Government in violation of the provisions of the CDA Ordinance 1960. 

2. Funds of Rs 2,440.04 million were received against Maintenance Grant, during 

2020-21. Expenditure of  

Rs 2,815.661 million was incurred with an excess of  

Rs 375.622 million (15.39%). 

3. An amount of Rs 1,249.88 million was lying in CDA account excess over deposits 

against 291 projects being executed as “Deposit Works”. The details of works, 

status of finalization of these deposit works and reasons for not surrendering excess 

over deposits are not forthcoming from the accounts. 

4. Revenue Account shows minus figures of Rs 95,746.377 million. This depicts 

accumulated excess expenditure than revenue receipts up to 30.06.2021 under non-

development head of account. The receipts under revenue heads i.e. Municipal 

Receipts, Sanitation Receipts, Environment Receipt, Property Tax residential, 

Property Tax Commercial and Water and Conservancy Charges are on lesser side 

as compared to non-development expenditure including pay and allowances. 

5. According to CDA Procedure Manual, money realized, whether in cash or cheque, 

should be deposited by DDOs immediately in the bank account of the Authority. 

There was a net balance with DDOs amounting to Rs 1,384.143 million as on 

30.06.2021. This shows that the cash balances were not credited to CDA main 

account by the close of the financial year. 

6. An expenditure of Rs 135.51 million has been shown as FBR tax on CDA by 

Treasury Division CDA. There is no detail of receipts or payments of 

lessees/contractors/suppliers against which such deduction was made by FBR.  

7. The Consolidated Accounts of CDA for the financial year 2020-21 showed a closing 

balance of Government receipt of Rs 256.43 million on 30.06.2021, collected by 

the CDA from Jinnah Convention Centre and Pak-China Friendship Centre. The 

same was required to be deposited in the Government Treasury being government 

receipt, but CDA retained this amount without any authority. 
 

(b)      Receipts: 

  

 Receipts of CDA from its own resources are as follows: 

 

Description 
2020-21 

(Rs in million) 

Estimated Receipts CDA Sectors              24,015.28  

Actual Receipts 35,698.49 

(Shortfall)/Excess 11,683.21 
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Description 
2020-21 

(Rs in million) 

(Shortfall)/Excess in %age 48.65% 
 

Besides above, MCI receipts for the year 2020-21 were as under: 

Description 
Receipt 

(Rs in million) 

Municipal Receipts        526.28  

Sanitation Receipts            0.45  

Environment Receipt            3.78  

Property Tax residential     1,138.84  

Property Tax Commercial        618.47  

Water and Conservancy Charges        692.57  

Total     2,980.38  

 

 MCI did not prepare estimates of receipts for the year 2020-21. Therefore, efficiency towards 

achievement of revenue targets could not be ascertained and commented. 

 

C.  Audit Profile of CDA & MCI  

 

Sr. 

No. 

Description  Total 

Nos 

Audited Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

(Rs in million) 

Revenue/ 

Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 (Rs 

in million) 

1 Formations 56 13 9,430.523 927.613 

2 Assignment Accounts      

i Maintenance Grant 08 08 2,440.038 - 

ii PSDP 09 09 1,387.477 - 

iii Deposit Works 07 07 248.117  

iv Operation and 

Maintenance of 

Rawalpindi, Islamabad 

Metro Bus System 

(RIMBS) 

01 01 2,000.000 - 

Sub-total 25 25 6,075.632 - 
Note: Expenditure audited indicated against formations is inclusive of assignment accounts. In addition to above, 

ten formations audited during Phase-II of 2020-21 involving expenditure of Rs 3,463.741 million and results 

incorporated in this report. 
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3.2 Classified summary of Audit observations 

 

      Audit observations amounting to Rs 12,150.349 million were raised in this audit report. This 

amount also includes recoveries of Rs 3,969.321 million, as pointed out by the Audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

S. No. Classification Amount 

(Rs in million) 

1 Irregularities  

A HR related 774.250 

B Procurement related irregularities 2,108.570 

C Execution of works, contract agreement 632.205 

2 Value for money and service delivery issues 856.125 

3 Others 7,779.199 

Total 12,150.349 
 

3.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC’s directives 

 

 Compliance position of PAC’s directives on Audit Reports relating to CDA is as under: 

 

Year 
Audit Paras  Compliance 

Total Discussed  made Awaited percentage  

1988-89 07 07 04 03 57.14 

1989-90 04 04 04 - 100 

1990-91 
21 21 21 - 100 

 SAR-9 9 8 1 88.89 

1991-92 17 17 12 05 70.59 

1992-93 37 37 37 - 100 

1993-94 57 57 07 50 12.28 

1994-95 15 15 09 06 60 

1995-96 28 28 01 27 3.57 

1996-97 

32 32 27 5 84.38 

SAR 05 05 - 100 

PAR 01 - 01 - 

1997-98 312  312 214 98 68.58 

1998-99 
79  79  63  16  79.75 

2 SAR 2 SAR 1 SAR 1 SAR 50.00 

1999-00 

86 86  57 29 66.28 

 1 SAR 1 SAR  1 SAR - 100 

2 PAR 2 PAR 2 PAR 2 PAR - 

2000-01 
73  73 58 15 79.45 

184-SAR 184 108 76 58.69 

2001-02 45 45 42 03 93.33 

2002-03 14 14 10 04 71.43 

2003-04 
27 27 16 11 59.26 

22 SAR  22 19 03 86.36 
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Year 
Audit Paras  Compliance 

Total Discussed  made Awaited percentage  

05 PAR 05 04 01 80.0 

2004-05 29 29 18 11 62.06 

2005-06 57 57 44 13 77.19 

2006-07 39 39 19 20 48.72 

2007-08 33 33 17 16 51.52 

2009-10 54 54 39 15 72.22 

2005-08 

(2009-10) 
94 SAR 94 54 40 57.45 

2010-11 

77 77 22 55 22.57 

36 PAR 36 36 00 100 

18 PAR 18 11 7 61.11 

29 PAR 29 0 29 0 

2011-12 59 59 09 50    20.34 

2012-13 87 87 6 81 6.89 

2013-14 53 53 13 40 24.53 

2014-15 42 33 10 17 30.30 

2015-16 64 12 08 04 66.67 

2016-17 127 86 40 46 46.51 

2017-18 69 61 31 30 50.82 

2018-19 35 20 03 17 15.00 

2019-20 48 5 0 5 0 

Note: Audit Reports for 1985-86, 1987-88, 2020-21 and five Special Audit Reports for the year 2017-

18 have not been discussed by PAC till the finalization of this Audit Report.  
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3.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

 

3.4.1 Award of contract without calling tenders - Rs 14,776.00 million 

 

Rule 12(2) of Public Procurement Rules 2004, provides that all procurement opportunities over 

three million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or 

newspapers having wide circulation. Rule 20 ibid provides that the procuring agencies shall use open 

competitive bidding as the principal method of procurement for the procurement of goods, services and 

works. 

Cabinet Division through a summary by Ministry of Interior, on the recommendations of the 

PPRA Board granted exemption to CDA from the operation of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 as 

conveyed by PPRA vide letter dated 16.04.2021. 

MoU between CDA, NAPHDA and FWO for execution of the Project on EPC basis was signed 

on 08.04.2021. 

Audit noted that CDA (Special Project Directorate), Islamabad, awarded the work on EPC basis 

on 18.05.2021 to M/s FWO with agreement amount of Rs 13,496.25 million. The completion period 

was 02 years. CDA issued a corrected/revised acceptance letter on 13.07.2021 in which EPC cost was 

increased from Rs 13,496.25 million to Rs 14,776.00 million. 

 Audit observed that: 

i. The PC-I of the project was approved for an amount of  

Rs 15,307.174 million by CDA-DWP on 30.03.2021, wherein it was provided that 

the project would be executed through M/s FWO. CDA-DWP had no 

mandate/powers to decide that project be executed through M/s FWO. Moreover, 

M/s FWO did not possess any expertise in housing projects.  

ii. The PC-I was not based on detailed quantities and rates, instead lump sum per sft 

cost was provided without any back up calculations.    

iii. MoU was signed between CDA and FWO on 08.04.2021 and thereafter, exemption 

was granted on 16.04.2021. This showed that CDA took decision in anticipation of 

the approval. 

iv. EPC contracts are based on employer’s requirements with corresponding costs. But 

in this case, contractor driven bid was accepted without any evaluation. 

v. Contingencies 3%, escalation 6.5% and establishment charges 1% were added in 

the corrected/revised acceptance letter on 13.07.2021 without any justification on 

record, whereby EPC cost was increased from Rs 13,496.25 million to Rs 14,776.00 

million. This constitutes award of work at higher rates. 

vi. Financial modalities according to PC-I have not been finalized whereby NAPHDA 

is required to provide funds for the project.   
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Audit maintains that the project was awarded to M/s FWO without calling tenders, which 

deprived CDA of the benefit of competitive rates. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in January 2022. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite requests made by Audit on 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing of the responsibility for violation of rules besides 

justification for increase in contract amount from Rs 13,496.25 million to Rs 14,776 million.  

(DP. 146-A) 

3.4.2  Non-cancellation of 24 agro farming plots due to violation of terms & conditions 

of the allotment - Rs 4,800.00 million 

 

 Condition No. 10 of the lease agreement of agro farming plot provides that “the allottee shall 

utilize the land only for the purpose for which it is allotted to him. In case of default, the allotment/lease 

will be liable to be cancelled with forfeiture of amounts deposited by the allottee and without payment 

of any compensation.  

 In compliance of the Honorable Supreme Court of Pakistan orders dated 23.07.2007 and 

09.08.2007, CDA conducted a survey and it was found that owners/allottees of twenty-four (24) agro 

farming plots violated the terms and conditions of the allotment and failed to utilize the land for the 

purpose for which it was allotted to them.  

Audit observed that CDA issued show cause notices to these allottees but authority failed to 

take further action as per terms and conditions of the lease agreement including cancellation of plots.  

 Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The Authority replied that owners of the plots had 

removed violations on the plots as per terms & conditions. Building Control Directorate had issued 

NOCs in respect of said plots. Furthermore, non-conforming use and building violation of farm houses 

was under the purview of Building Control Directorate & Enforcement Directorate, so they can properly 

reply to the audit observation. 

The reply was not acceptable because action regarding cancellation was required to be taken 

under CDA by-laws against allottees of 24 agro farm plots (approximately valuing Rs 4,800 million @ 

Rs 200 million each) which were found in non-conforming use, but not a single allotment was cancelled. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite frequent requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

This issue of violations in agro farming plots has time and again been pointed out by Audit but 

CDA has not taken any corrective action.  

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing the responsibility besides corrective action. 

(DP. 21) 

3.4.3   Non-preparation of Financial Statements and non-surrender of savings against 291 

deposit works - Rs 1,249.878 million 

As per Section 44 of CDA Ordinance, 1960, CDA is required to: 
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i. prepare Balance Sheet together with Accounts/Financial Statements on such a form to be 

prescribed by Auditor General of Pakistan. 

ii. get Balance Sheet together with Accounts /Financial Statements certified by two auditors 

(Chartered Accountants) holding certificates under Section 144 of Companies Act 1913 and 

submit their report to the Federal Government.   

Para 410 of CPWA Code provides that a consolidated record of the transactions of the month 

related to all deposit work of the division should be prepared in Form-65 schedules of deposit works. 

This schedule shows in respect of each work, the amount of deposit received and the expenditure 

incurred, both during the month and up to date. Refund of unspent balances of completed works should 

be taken as reduction of the deposits and, therefore, shown in the schedule of minus realization and not 

as expenditure. 

Audit observed that CDA neither prepared Balance Sheet, Accounts/Financial Statements of 

CDA nor got certified by two auditors (Chartered Accountants) as required. 

Audit further observed that as per Consolidated & Compiled Account of CDA for the financial 

year 2020-21 an amount of Rs 1,249.877 million is lying undisbursed and in excess of deposit works 

expenditure with CDA against 291 deposit works. CDA did not remit back these excessive funds to the 

respective client departments/ministries against the rules. The accounts do not contain the work-wise 

details with dates of receipt of funds also.  

Audit pointed out the matter in May-June 2021. The Authority replied that the concerned officer 

on the assignment of financial statements was unfortunately murdered in January 2021.  

The reply was not accepted because rules were not complied. Financial state of affairs of CDA, 

therefore, could not be ascertained. Third party validation of the financial figures as shown by CDA in 

its Consolidated Accounts by Chartered Accountants was also missing. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends inquiry in the matter for fixing responsibility besides corrective action. 

3.4.4  Excess expenditure over maintenance grant - Rs 1,141.002 million 

As per rule 88 of GFR (Volume-I), the authority administering a grant is ultimately responsible 

for watching the progress of expenditure on public service under its control and for keeping the 

expenditure within the grant. Rule 95 ibid provides that all anticipated savings should be surrendered 

to Government immediately they are foreseen but not later than 15th May of each year in any case, 

unless they are required to meet excesses under some other unit or units which are definitely foreseen 

at the time. 

 Audit noted that CDA lapsed amount of Rs 286.569 million in the last two years against the 

funds received from the Federal Government under the head Maintenance Grant in eight Assignment 

Accounts as under: 

(Amount in Rs) 

Year Grant Received Expenditure Lapsed 

 2019-20  2,074,882,000  1,854,431,495  220,450,505 

 2020-21   2,506,157,500  2,440,038,182  66,119,318 

Total 286,569,823 
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Audit observed that funds of Rs 286.569 million were lapsed but on the other hand the 

Consolidated Monthly Accounts for the months of June 2020 and 2021 showed excess expenditure of 

Rs 1,141.002 million, as detailed below: 

(Amount in Rs) 

Financial 

year 

Receipt  

 
Prog. Receipt Expenditure 

Closing balance as on 

30th June 

Excess exp. 

During the year 

 2019-20  1,854,431,495  (8,930,350,178) 2,619,811,110   (11,550,161,288) 765,379,615  

 2020-21  2,440,039,000  (9,110,122,288) 2,815,661,000   (11,925,784,000) 375,622,000  

Total 1,141,001,615 

 

CDA incurred an excessive expenditure of Rs 11,925.784 million up to June 2021 from its own 

sources which was to be met out of the allocations of the Federal Government (for the repair 

maintenance of government buildings including Parliament Lodges, Awan-e-Sadr, AGPR Building, 

Cabinet Block, etc). 

There were no efforts on record for arrangement of funds from the Federal Government by 

CDA. On the other hand, inefficient utilization of available funds caused their lapse. Besides, provision 

of civic amenities to the residents of Islamabad was compromised by excessive expenditure from CDA’s 

own sources. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in May-June 2021. The Authority replied as per record of Treasury 

Division, an expenditure of Rs 1,854.432 million was incurred by Divisions/Directorates against release 

of funds of Rs 2,074.882 million, resultantly unutilized funds of Rs 220.450 million elapsed. 

The reply was not accepted because the Consolidated Accounts showed excessive expenditure 

under the head maintenance grant for the years 2019-20 and 2020-21 as well as accumulated minus 

figures of Rs 11,925.784 million on 30.06.2021. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends inquiry in the matter for fixing responsibility besides corrective action. 

(DP. 51) 

3.4.5 Irregular auction/amalgamation of three commercial plots in Diplomatic Enclave 

Islamabad - Rs 997.998 million 

 As per para 5 of Provisional Acceptance letter No. CDA/DEM-27(3094)2020/2682 dated 

29.10.2020 of bid in respect of plot No. 17-B, addressed to M/s Balqees Welfare Foundation (Through 

Mr. Parvez Akhtar S/o Allah Ditta), the bidder shall be liable to pay Government applicable taxes (of 

total premium of bid) on pro-rata basis in the manner and time frame prescribed by FBR and other 

departments. In case of failure to pay the due installment and/or applicable taxes, the money whichever 

is higher shall be forfeited. The allotment letter for the above plot was issued on 05.11.2020. 

 As per condition No. 06 of Brochure 2019 under title “Eligibility” if any person intends to 

participate in the auction on behalf of another person, company, firm or society, he/she will have to 

submit a special power of attorney at the time of purchase of token, as per given specimen or a sealed 

(embossed) resolution or authorization from the company, firm or society authorizing him/her to 

participate in the auction on its behalf along with a copy of certificate of incorporation or registration 

from SECP. 

Estate Management-II, CDA, Islamabad, leased out three plots through auction, as detail below: 
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S. 

No. 

Plot No. Plot Size (Sq. 

Yard) 

Date of Auction Name of Allottee Total Premium 

(Rs) 

1 17-A 

Sector 

G-5 

427.77  11.04.2019 M/s Super Touch 

(Pvt) Limited 

288,316,980 

2 17-C 

Sector 

G-5 

427.77  11.04.2019 M/s Super Touch(Pvt) 

Limited 

287,461,440 

3 17-B 

Sector 

G-5 

422.22 21.09.2020 to 

23.09.2020 

Balqees Welfare 

Foundation 

422,220,000 

Total 1,277.76   997,998,420 

 

 Audit noted that Mr. Parvez Akhtar participated in the auction process as nominee of M/s Super 

Touch and Balqees Welfare Trust. Later, on 09.11.2020, he submitted the application as owner of said 

three plots to CDA for amalgamation of plot No. 17-A, 17-B and 17-C. CDA issued the 

allotment/amalgamation letter of plot No. 17-A, 17-B and 17-C into Plot No.17, Markaz G-5 

(Diplomatic Enclave) on 25.01.2021. 

Audit observed that token for both plots was issued to the above individual without obtaining 

special power of attorney on non-judicial stamp paper as required. Rather tokens for both plots were 

issued on power of attorney signed by the individual himself. Further, CDA did not recover 

amalgamation fee of Rs 9.979 million (1% of Rs 997,998,420, as in the case of merger of two plots of 

Mari Gas in the year 2005).  Plot 17B was purchased for Trust, therefore, no tax was paid by the allottee 

under exemption of Income Tax Ordinance 2001. This caused loss of revenue to government of Pakistan 

of Rs 42.222 million.  

 Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The Authority replied that all the premium of above 

said 03 three plots has been paid by the bidders. On the request of the bidder matter of amalgamation of 

the plots was referred to Planning Wing, CDA and they examined and approved the amalgamations. As 

far as the receiving any fee charges of amalgamation, is concerned, the property manual of CDA does 

not provide any such charges. The allotment letter of the Authority is conditional and clearly states that 

in case of any charges allottee is bound to pay the same. Balqees Welfare is a foundation and two 

Directors authorized Mr. Pervez Akhtar to participate in auction and carry out further affairs with CDA 

and he himself is also the member of the trust. Hence, no financial loss occurred to the Authority. The 

plot related to non-profit organization (NPO) and was exempted from withholding tax as per letter of 

FBR.   

 The reply was not acceptable because undue favour was also given by CDA by accepting 

incorrect special power of attorney which was against the terms and conditions of allotment besides 

amalgamation charges and income tax was also not recovered.  

 DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022 and 11.01.2022. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing the responsibility besides corrective action. 

(DP. 22, 24& LAIR Para 01) 

3.4.6  Irregular award of contract without calling tenders -  

Rs 965.274 million 

Rule 12(2) of Public Procurement Rules 2004, provides that all procurement opportunities over 

three million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or 
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newspapers having wide circulation. Rule 20 ibid provides that the procuring agencies shall use open 

competitive bidding as the principal method of procurement for the procurement of goods, services and 

works. 

Cabinet Division vide letter dated 22.04.2021 addressed to Managing Director PPRA conveyed 

approval of Cabinet regarding exemption from operation of Public Procurement Rules 2004 in the 

following two projects: 

i. Construction of Khayaban-e-Margallah (Package-I&II). 

ii. Conduction of Water from Indus River System at Tarbela Dam to Islamabad and 

Rawalpindi (Phase-I). 

  Audit noted that Capital Development Authority (Roads Directorate North), Islamabad 

awarded a contract for “Construction of Khayaban-e-Margallah from GT Road to Sector D-12, 

Islamabad Balance work (Package-I)” to M/s FWO at an agreement cost of  

Rs 965.274 million dated 19.05.2021 on single tender basis.  

 Audit observed that the award of work to M/s FWO was irregular due to the following: 

i. The exemption was for the projects located adjacent to defence related installations. 

It is important to verify that what type of defence related installations are available 

near the site of work under Package-I “Construction of Khayaban-e-Margallah from 

GT Road to Sector D-12”. The information was not available in the CDA record.  

ii. The summary moved by Ministry of Defence was not available on CDA record to 

ascertain the basis of exemption.  

iii. Cabinet Division’s decision did not mention execution of work through a specific 

organization/contractor, but CDA without exploring reasonable options, sorted to a 

single entity i.e. M/s FWO as per letter of intent issued by DD Roads-II Division, 

CDA on 04.05.2021, asking them to ascertain quantities of various items of work 

executed/to be executed at site. It showed that no detailed estimate was prepared by 

CDA for the project. 

iv. In response to the letter of intent, the contractors quoted rates 1% below NHA CSR-

2014, 30% above on MES Schedule of Rate 2014 and 20% above on non-scheduled 

items which were accepted through acceptance letter of 19.05.2020. The NHA, 

MES rates were inclusive of all duties/taxes whereas M/s FWO was exempted from 

payment of income tax. Moreover, enhanced percentage (on non-scheduled items 

which were to be based on current market rates) was also unjustified. Thus, the 

accepted rates were on higher side. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in January 2022. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite requests by Audit on 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing responsibility for violation of rules besides justification 

for award of work at higher rates. 

(DP. 120-A) 
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3.4.7 Non-recovery of outstanding premium against seven plots -  

Rs 726.529 million 

 

As per clause 9 of Brochure 2019 in case the bidder fails to pay the balance installment for six 

months along with delay charges, the plot shall be liable to cancellation. 

Audit observed that Estate Management-II, CDA failed to recover the outstanding premium 

against various commercial plots, allotted through open auctions held in April and October 2019. Audit 

further observed that a period more than one year has been elapsed but the management made no 

strenuous efforts towards recovery of outstanding premium Rs 726.529 million (six plots Rs 605.163 

million and 01 plot Rs 121.366 million) along with delay payment charges, cancellation of plots and 

taking possession of plots etc. as per CDA by laws/rules/ regulations. 

Audit holds that the non-recovery of outstanding dues resulted due to non-adherence to the 

above referred rules and weak financial controls. 

Audit pointed out non-recovery in April 2021. The Authority replied that notices to all concerned 

allottees were sent for recovery of outstanding dues. An amount of Rs 318.00 million was recovered out 

of Rs 605.163 million.  

The reply was not accepted being not supported with documentary evidence. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends recovery of balance amount besides corrective measures to avoid delay in 

recovery in future. 

(DP. 18) 

3.4.8 Less recovery of Advance Tax - Rs 494.981 million 

According to clause 5 of Bid Acceptance Letter, the bidder shall be liable to pay 

Government applicable taxes (of total premium of bid) and as per Section 236-A of Income 

Tax Ordinance 2001, tax shall be collected on basis of sale price of the property. 

 Audit noted that Director Estate Management-II, CDA, Islamabad leased out thirteen plots in 

various Sectors of Islamabad.  

 Audit observed that Federal Board of Revenue intimated CDA on 22.10.2019 that CDA 

deducted lesser amount of income tax for Rs 101.127 million, against four plots auctioned in May-June 

2013. 

Similarly, through different notices issued in the year 2019, FBR intimated CDA that lesser 

amount of income tax for Rs 393.854 million was deducted against nine plots. 

This resulted in less recovery of advance tax of Rs 494.981 million. 

 Audit pointed out less recovery in April 2021. The Authority replied that Rs 50.775 million has 

been recovered. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite frequent requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends recovery of full amount of income tax and deposit in Government Treasury. 
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(DP. 16) 

3.4.9  Purchase/Distribution of medicines without testing from Drug Testing Lab - Rs 

317.302 million 

 Section-14 of “The Drug Act, 1976” provides that the Federal Government shall, as soon as 

may be, establish a Federal Drug Laboratory and may also set up such other institutes and drugs testing 

and research laboratories for the purposes of this Act as may be prescribed. Rule 4 of Drug 

(Specifications) Rules 1978 states that specifications as approved by the Registration Board are 

available and the ingredients and their quantities displayed in the label, which shall be tested and 

analysed by the Government Analyst or the Federal Drug Laboratory or such other laboratory as may 

have been specified to be the laboratory. 

 Audit noted that different medicines worth Rs 317.302 million were procured by Capital 

Hospital CDA for use in the Hospital from various suppliers/firms through Rate Running contracts 

during the financial year 2019-20.    

Audit observed that the medicines procured for Rs 317.302 million were not got tested from 

the Drug Testing Laboratory as per requirement of Section-14 of The Drug Act, 1976. Thus, the quality 

of the medicines as required under the Act has not been ensured, putting the lives of the patients at high 

risk.  

Purchase/distribution of medicines for Rs 317.302 million without testing from Drug Testing 

Lab was due to weak internal controls. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in January 2022. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite requests by Audit on 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2021. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing responsibility for violation of rules and procedure for 

purchase/distribution of medicines. 

(DP. 170-A) 

3.4.10 Non-deposit of Government receipt in Federal Treasury -  

Rs 256.428 million  

According to Government of Pakistan, Cabinet Secretariat (Cabinet Division) letter No. 

4/16/2012-CDA-III dated 11.06.2014, it has been decided by FA’s Organization, Finance Division that 

CDA should deposit all earnings from Pak-China Friendship Center (PCFC) in Government Treasury. 

After that, Finance Division will release the amount against operational expenditure of PCFC. 

 Audit noted during scrutiny of Consolidated & Compiled Account of CDA that Parliament 

House Civil Division, CDA Islamabad collected Government receipt of Rs 37.918 million on account 

of rental charges of Pak-China Friendship Center and Jinnah Convention Center Islamabad during the 

financial year 2020-21. 

The Consolidated Accounts of CDA for the financial year 2020-21 showed a closing balance 

of Government receipt of Rs 256.428 million on 30.06.2021 against these government buildings as 

detailed below: 
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(Amount in Rs) 

Name of Buildings 
Opening Balance as 

on 01.07.2020 

Receipt during  

2020-21 

Balance  

as on 30.06.2021 

Jinnah Convention Centre 167,106,773 16,411,487 183,518,260 

Pak-China Friendship 

Centre 
51,403,125 21,506,500 72,909,625 

Total 218,509,898 37,917,987 256,427,885 
 

 Audit observed that the amount collected on behalf of the Government was not deposited in the 

Government Treasury in violation of instructions of Cabinet Division.  

This resulted in non-deposit of the Government receipt of Rs 256.428 million. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in May-June 2021. The Authority replied that Treasury Division, 

CDA opened a separate bank account titled “CDA-Pak China FC & Convention Center A/c” and 

Treasury Division is depositing all receipts of these buildings into this account and then remitted the 

receipt to government treasury on quarterly basis and since the opening of account no receipt on account 

of “Jinnah Convention Center” and “Pak China Friendship Center” is pending to be deposited into Govt. 

exchequer till close of the financial year. 

The reply was not tenable because a sum of Rs 256.428 million as detailed above was still 

appearing in the CDA Consolidated Accounts for pending action of deposit into treasury.  

 DAC meeting was not convened despite requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 10.12.2021 

followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends that government receipt be deposited in the government treasury without 

further delay. 

(DP. 49) 

3.4.11  Non-imposition/recovery of fine due to non-conforming use of residential 

buildings - Rs 253.45 million 

 According to Section 2.17 of Zoning (Building Control) Regulations, 2005 (Ban on non-

conforming uses), no land or building shall be put to a non-conforming use. A non-conforming use of 

a residential building may render the owner and occupant of the building liable on 1st conviction to pay 

a fine of Rs 500,000 and in case of failure to discontinue the non-conforming use within fifteen (15) 

days of conviction to an additional fine Rs 5,000 for every day up to three (03) months. The owner or 

the occupant, as the case may be, shall be liable to be evicted from the building and the allotment deed 

of the plot be cancelled. 

 An examination of the accounts record and survey conducted by the Building Control 

Directorate-I, and Enforcement Directorate CDA, Islamabad revealed that 488 residential buildings in 

different Sectors of Islamabad were being used as Hostels, Schools, Academies, Offices, Restaurants, 

Guest Houses, Clinics etc. on commercial basis.  

 Audit observed that CDA neither took any action against the owners or the occupants of these 

residential buildings for removal of non-conforming use nor imposed any fine as per Zoning (Building 

Control) Regulations, 2005. Audit further observed from Google map and on-site visit that numerous 
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offices like Ufone call center, Uber office, workshops of big mechanics, show rooms, courier services 

store rooms, Beacon/Roots schools, etc. are running their commercial business in the industrial plots in 

Sectors I-9 and I-10 Islamabad. However, neither the non-conforming uses were removed nor the 

owners/occupants penalized. This resulted in non-imposition/non-recovery of fine of Rs 253.45 million, 

as detailed below:  

 (Rs in million)   

DP No. Detail/Particulars No. of buildings Fine 

DP-61 
Commercial use of Industrial Plots in 

Sector I-9 & I-10 
80 40.00 

DP-62 Hostels 59 29.50 

DP-63 Private Schools/Academies   116 58.00 

DP-64 Offices/Restaurants etc. 212 106.00 

DP-180 to 184 Offices/Restaurants etc. 21 19.95 

Total 488 253.45 

 

Audit maintains that the violation occurred due to lapse on the part of management, poor 

monitoring system and weak internal controls. 

Audit pointed out non-imposition/non-recovery of fine due to non-conforming use of 

residential buildings in July 2021. The Authority did not reply.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 10.11.2021, 10.12.2021 followed 

by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends removal of non-conforming use of residential buildings, besides recovery 

of fine as per provision of Zoning (Building Control) Regulations, 2005. 

3.4.12 Irregular payment for earth and asphaltic works -  

Rs 249.825 million 

As per item 108.1 of NHA Specifications regarding formation of embankment, “the work shall 

consist of formation of embankment, including preparation of area for placing and compaction of 

embankment material in layers and in holes, pits and other depressions within the roadway area in 

accordance with the specifications and in conformity with the lines, grades, thickness and typical cross-

section shown on the plans or established by the Engineer.” 

As per FBR Circular dated 24.07.2013, no payment should be released to the contractor against 

sales tax livable items until and unless, the contractor presents the sales tax invoices as a proof of legal 

purchase against all taxable goods. 

During scrutiny of the accounts record of Director Roads (South) CDA, Islamabad, Audit noted 

that different earthwork and asphaltic work items were got executed and paid for Rs 249.825 million, 

as under: 

S. 

No. 

DP. 

No. 

Name of work Type of 

work 

Amount  

(Rs in million) 

1 73 Construction of PWD Interchange on 

Islamabad Highway, Islamabad 

Earth work 64.20 
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2 74 Re-carpeting of Major Roads, VR-I 

Chishtiabad Road & Main Entrance in Sector 

I-14, Islamabad 

Asphaltic 

work 

71.919 

3 75 Re-carpeting of Roads and Streets in different 

areas of Islamabad (Sub Head I-10, H-8, I-8, I-

9 & Humak Town) 

Asphaltic 

work 

113.706 

Total 249.825 
 

Audit observed that: 

i. Payment to the contractor were made on account of earth work against items 

without availability of typical and RD wise x-sections containing Natural Surface 

Level (NSL) and Finished Road Level (FRL) etc.  

ii. The evidence of procurement of bitumen from authorized source was not on 

record. 

iii. Core thickness tests of asphaltic concrete and IRI tests were not conducted. 

iv. During execution of the work “Re-carpeting of Roads and Streets in different 

areas of Islamabad (Sub Head I-10, H-8, I-8, I-9 & Humak Town)” additional 

work of Rs 10,534,735 for Srinagar Highway was executed against the provisions 

of contract. 

This resulted in irregular execution and payment of earth and asphaltic works for Rs 249.825 

million.  

This indicated that earthworks were executed without required X-sections. Moreover, as the 

contractor did not procure the material from the specified origin directly, therefore, quality cannot be 

assured and by virtue of this, chances of failure of the asphaltic pavement cannot be ruled out. 

Audit pointed out the matter in July 2021. The Authority against earthworks replied that the 

road cross sections were submitted by the Contractor. These cross sections were checked and approved 

by the consultant of the project. The payments in running IPC’s were done according to these approved 

cross sections. The same cross sections will be submitted for verification by the audit team. Against 

asphaltic works the Authority did not reply. 

The reply was not accepted because tender drawings and ground levels were not prepared and 

contractor submitted x-sections (as replied) were considered which was not justified. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request made  by Audit on 10.11.2021, 10.12.2021 

followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends inquiry in the matter for fixing responsibility besides recovery of the amount 

involved. 

3.4.13 Unauthorized use of buildings without Completion Certificates involving 

loss - Rs 198.521 million 

 Clause 3.12.11(b) of Residential Sector Zoning (Building Control) Regulation, 2005 provides 

that no person shall occupy or permit to be occupied, any such building or use or permit, to be used any 
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part affected by the erection/re-erection, if any, of such building, until the completion 

certificate/permission to occupy is obtained. 

 Audit noted from the record of Building Control Directorate-I, CDA that 880 allottees of 

different plots in all Sectors of Zone-I Islamabad during fiscal year 2019-20 applied for approval of 

building plans but only 292 Completion Certificates of residential and commercial buildings were 

issued. 

Audit observed that CDA did not issue the Completion Certificates of the buildings due to 

violations in construction drawings, usage or other reasons. However, the owners have occupied/rented 

out and started businesses in these buildings without obtaining completion certificates and  the Building 

Control Directorate did not initiate any action against the violations regarding occupation of the 

buildings without permission. 

Non-issuance of completion certificates   resulted in un-authorized use and occupation of 

buildings without remittance of completion fee which further caused   loss of revenue of Rs 198.521 

million  

(Rs 226.709 million approval fee received – Rs 51.027 million of completion fee received+ 13% 

interest/KIBOR rate for one year 2019-20) of buildings for many years.  

Audit maintains that the violation occurred due to lapse on the part of the management, poor 

monitoring system and weak internal controls. 

Audit pointed out the matter in July 2021. The Authority did not reply.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 10.12.2021 

followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends fixing responsibility for inefficiency in finalization of completion 

certificates, removal of non-compoundable violation/construction, besides recovery of fines/fees. 

 (DP. 59) 

3.4.14 Loss due to non-cancellation and re-auction of commercial plot - Rs 186.600 

million  

 Condition No. 5 of lease agreement of plot No. 3-R at G-7 Markaz Islamabad states that if any 

amount of arrears or interest etc. due thereon remains unpaid (whether formally demanded or not) for a 

period of two months from due date it shall be lawful for the authority to cancel the allotment, terminate 

this agreement and resume possession of the plot in accordance with the terms and conditions herein 

contained. 

Audit noted that Director, Estate Management-II, CDA, Islamabad, leased out Plot No. 3-R G-

7 Markaz, Islamabad measuring 311 Sq. Yards for the period of 33 years to M. Amin-ud-Din Asad on 

21.09.1971. The lease period expired on 21.09.2004. 

Audit observed that 17 years have elapsed but extension in lease agreement was neither 

demanded by the allottee nor initiated by the Authority till date. Audit further observed that CDA could 

not recover the Annual Ground Rent (AGR) since October 2004 and also failed to take any action against 

the defaulter. Audit is of the view that plot was required to be cancelled as per allotment policy and to 

be re-auctioned on current market price which was not done. Non-cancellation and non- re-auction of 

commercial plot resulted in loss of Rs 186.600 million.  

Audit pointed out the loss in April 2021. The Authority replied that demand notices were served 

to the allottees regarding expiry of lease period. In this regard efforts are being made to legalize the said 
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plot and other formation of CDA be involved to streamline the lease. The AGR will be calculated after 

extension of lease period. As and when it is extended the same will be intimated to Audit.  

The reply was not accepted because lease expired in the year 2004 and the matter was still 

unresolved which showed inefficiency on the part of CDA management. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 10.12.2021 

followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends cancellation/re-auction of plots. 

(DP. 23) 

3.4.15  Non-accountal of revenue - Rs 165.151 million 

As per para 12 Chapter III, CDA procedure Manual, the directorate of accounts will maintain a 

cash book for the bank they are in account with. A cash book will similarly be maintained by each 

D.D.O in all the Directorates and Divisions. Receipt through private cheques should as far as possible 

be discouraged; but if any cheque is received, it must invariably be recorded in the cash book. In such 

cases the receipt should, however, be granted when the cheques are cleared by the banks. In case, a 

cheque is dishonoured by the bank, it should be immediately written back in the cash book by making 

a minus entry on both sides of the cash book.  

Audit noted from the accounts record of Estate Management Division No-II, CDA, Islamabad 

that number of cheques were credited in the account of CDA being maintained in MCB under No. 

0096503010000217. These cheques were subsequently debited by the bank with the caption “cheque 

clearing return” as is evident from bank statement for 2017-18. 

 Audit observed the following:  

i) The deposited cheques were not cleared by the bank. So these were returned back 

to CDA and amount was debited to the account. 

ii) The returned cheques to CDA did not appear to have been re-deposited in the 

account as the bank statement/cash book did not show their credit. 

iii) The returned cheques either remained unattended with CDA and the same were not 

got re-validated from the party concerned. 

This resulted in non-accountal of revenue amounting to Rs 165.151 million.  

Audit pointed out loss in March 2019. The Authority did not reply.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 24.11.2020. 

Audit recommends that there should be a comprehensive probe into the matter to see if any file 

has been cleared before clearing of cheques or otherwise. Moreover, reconciliation of last five years 

may be provided to Audit. 

  (DP. 54/2019-20) 

3.4.16 Non-recovery of premium from IESCO - Rs 163.742 million 

 According to offer of allotment of land to Islamabad Electric Supply Company for construction 

of Grid Station for Sector I-11/2, Islamabad, dated 03.01.2020, where 18.6 kanal (11253 sq. yards) land 

allotted in I-11//2. The terms and conditions of allotment are as under: 
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i. The land shall be allotted on 33 years lease basis extendable for two subsequent 

terms of 33 years each. 

ii. IESCO shall pay cost of land @ Rs 14,551/sq. yard and Annual Ground Rent @ 

Rs 6/ sq. yard. 

iii. The amount of premium may be arranged within 04 months from the date of 

issuance of this letter. 

Audit noted that the Chief Engineer (P&E), IESCO, Islamabad, in his letter dated 

23.01.2020 requested that previously CDA has allotted land to IESCO free of cost such as in 

Sector i.e. D-12 and I-16, so the CDA is requested to transfer the land to IESCO free of cost 

for construction of Grid. 

Audit observed that the matter was discussed in the 2nd CDA Board Meeting dated 

02.03.2020 in which Board did not accept the request of IESCO regarding transfer of land free 

of cost and directed Estate Management-II for recovery of premium of plot as per allotment 

letter.  But CDA failed to recover the amount of premium land allotted to IESCO. This resulted 

in non-recovery of premium of Rs 163.742 million from IESCO.  

 Audit pointed out non-recovery in April 2021. The Authority replied that notices have been 

served to IESCO for recovery of the said amount. Efforts are being made to recover outstanding dues.  

The reply was not accepted because recovery was still pending from IESCO. 

 DAC meeting was not convened despite requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 10.12.2021 

followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends recovery. 

 (DP. 29) 

3.4.17 Non-recovery due to non-provision of vehicles and site facilities by the contractors 

- Rs 80.590 million 

As per contract provision the Contractors were required to provide vehicles with repair & 

maintenance and POL for use in the work. No separate payment was to be made to the Contractors on 

account of indicated facilities. The vehicles were to become the property of the employer after 

completion of the project. 

Audit noted that in the following works, the contractors did not provide vehicles and allied 

facilities of the amount of Rs 80.590 million: 

(Rs in million) 

DP. 

No. 

Name of work Name of 

contractor 

Amount  

160 Construction of Road Network, 

water supply and sanitary 

sewerage system of sub-sector E-

12/2, Islamabad  

M/s Mumtaz & Co 

and Moro 

Construction 

Solution JV 

56.040 
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118 Const. of Khayaban-e-Margallah 

from GT Road to Sector D-12, 

Islamabad Balance work 

(Package-I)  

M/s FWO 9.250 

155 Development of Sector C-15 

Islamabad (Phase-I) 

“Construction of Major Roads, 

Service Roads plot side, drainage 

works and culverts”  

M/s Haji Aurangzeb 

Khan Gandapur 

11.260 

06 Construction of Additional Block 

at CDA Hospital Islamabad 

M/s Zarif Khan 

Hussainzai & 

Brothers 

4.040 

Total 80.590 
  

Audit pointed out recovery in January and July 2021. The Authority replied in DP. 160 that as 

per directions of the Employer, the contractor has provided two substituted vehicles i.e. Hyundai Porter 

(Mini Truck) in lieu of Toyota Hilux. The same have been handed over to Sanitation Directorate. The 

Authority in DP.118 replied that the contractor has been directed to provide the facilities. The Authority 

in DP. 155 replied that in place of “Shahzor”, the contractor has provided other vehicle/transport 

facilities for exclusive use of site engineer in charge. 

The reply was not accepted because provision of vehicles in the projects was against the 

austerity measures of the government which prohibits procurement of vehicles through contract. 

Recovery for the default of the contractors was also not made. 

 DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility for violation of government policy and instructions 

besides recovery of the amount from the contractor. 

3.4.18  Non-execution of work in conformity with the contract specifications - Rs 117.328 

million 

As per Nomenclature of item-1 of the BOQ, Providing/Installation and testing commissioning 

of Light Emitting Diode (LED) road light fixtures (make Philips, LG, GE, Siemens or equivalent), the 

light output ratio shall not be less than 85%. The fixture shall offer composite efficiency more than 100 

lumen/watt. Useful life of the LED is 50,000 burning hours at 50o C. 

Audit noted that CDA (Street Lights Division), awarded a work “Providing/replacement with 

LED road light fixture at various major roads in Islamabad” to M/s Philips Pakistan Limited on 

22.03.2016. The work was started on 20.06.2016 and was required to be completed in 120 days. The 

contractor was paid Rs 117.328 million against the items of light fixture. 

Audit observed from product data sheet of Philips LED lights that there was no light output 

ratio available. The useful life of the LED was provided as 50,000 hours but another condition was 

added that 70% lumen maintenance at 35o C. A quantity of 1,866 LED lights 180 watt was procured 

instead of estimated/contract provision of 1,570. Excess quantity of 296 lights for Rs 15.858 million 

(296*73700-27.308%) was paid to the contractor. Audit further observed that accountal and disposal of 

2,184 lights with fixtures dismantled and shifted from site was also not available in the record. 

This resulted in non-execution of work in conformity with the contract specifications for Rs 

117.328 million.  
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Audit holds that acceptance of non-compliant lights was due to weak internal controls. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in October 2019. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 24.11.2020. 

Audit recommends that matter be inquired to fix responsibility for accepting non-compliant 

lights besides accountal/disposal of removed lights/accessories. 

(DP. 97/2019-20) 

3.4.19 Non-imposition of liquidated damages for delay in completion of works - Rs 66.68 

million 

 According to clause 47.1 of the agreement, if the contractor fails to complete the work within 

the stipulated time period, he shall render himself liable to pay liquidated damages equal to 0.01% of 

contract price for each day of delay in completion of work subject to maximum of 10% of the contract 

price stated in letter of Acceptance. In some cases, the maximum LD was provided up to 5%. 

 Audit noted that the Capital Development Authority awarded four (04) works to different 

contractors at their bid cost of Rs 666.818 million as detailed below: 

(Rs in million) 

DP 

No. 

Name of work Date of 

Start/ 

Award 

Date of 

completion 

(Planned) 

Agreement 

cost 

Liquidated 

Damages 

37 Construction of 2 Nos (100 men each police 

barracks in sector G 10 Islamabad (M/s 

DECON) 

22.04.2008 21.10.2009 39.77 3.98 

117 Dualization of Service Road (East) & 

(North) Sector E-11 Islamabad (M/s 

Techno Time Construction) 

29.04.2016  28.05.2017 178.953 17.90 

71 Construction of PWD Interchange on 

Islamabad Highway, Islamabad(M/s 

Maqbool JV Ch. Latif & Sons) 

29.06.2020 23.04.2021 428.227 42.82 

85 Rehabilitation/ 

Improvement of Drainage System in Blue 

Area Islamabad  

28.01.2021 28.05.2021 19.868 1.98 

Total 666.818 66.68 

 

 Audit observed that the contractors did not complete the works in their stipulated completion 

period and even in the extended period. Thus, the contractors rendered themselves to pay liquidated 

damages as per contract provisions which were not imposed by the Authority.  

This resulted in non-imposition and recovery of liquidated damages of Rs 66.68 million. 

 Audit pointed out the non-imposition of penalty in January, July and August 2019. The 

Authority replied in case of DP.117 that after start of work some locals of the vicinity did not allow 

taking up the work on Service Road North and obtained stay order from Court. So, due to above 

mentioned site possession issues, liquidated damages cannot be imposed, as the delay was not on part 

of the contractor.  

 As regards DP 71, EOT has been awarded up to 22.07.2021 duly recommended by the Project 

Consultant and “The Engineer” of the project and was duly approved by the “The Employer” i.e. the 

Chairman, CDA. The Authority did not reply in other cases. 
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The reply (DP 117) was not accepted because the work was not completed despite lapse of four 

years. The possession problem should have been resolved prior to award of work. As regards DP 71, 

the work was still in progress after expiry of extended period in August 2021. 

The contractors failed to complete the work in extended period, therefore liquated damages 

were required to be imposed and recovered. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends imposition and recovery of liquidated damages. 

3.4.20  Irregular expenditure without provision in PC-I/TS Estimate - Rs 59.965 million 

 As per para 6.09 of CPWD Code, read with CDA Procedure Manual a properly detailed 

estimate must be prepared for the sanction of competent authority. It must be obtained before 

commencement of work.  

Audit noted that Director Road (South) Division-III awarded the work “Construction of 

Interchange at Khanna & Sohan Intersection of Islamabad Expressway, to M/s Zahir Khan & Brothers 

at an agreed cost of Rs 2,186.832 million on 04.07.2016 with date of start 15.12.2016 and date of 

completion 14.10.2017. 

 During scrutiny of the accounts record of Deputy Director Road-III CDA Islamabad, it has been 

noted that payment of Rs 59.965 million was made to the contractor on account of purchase of 

Intelligent Transport System (ITS). 

 Audit observed that the Intelligent Transport System (ITS) was procured without provision in 

approved BOQ. Audit was of the view that procurement of Intelligent Transport System (ITS) without 

provision in BOQ was unauthorized. This resulted in irregular expenditure of Rs 59.965 million.   

 Audit pointed out the matter regarding procurement of equipment without provision in PC-I/TS 

Estimate in July 2020. The Authority replied that Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) has been 

provided in the approved PC-I. Furthermore, as per Clause 52.1 of COC, the Employer has accorded 

approval of VO of ITS on the recommendation of “The Engineer” of the project which is 3.06% of the 

Contract Amount. 

The reply was not accepted because the execution of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) 

was made without provision in the estimate and contract agreement of the work, therefore, separate 

tenders/estimates were required to be called/prepared for this component to achieve competitive rates. 

The ITS was also found to be non- functional at site. 

 The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 18.01.2021, wherein, the Committee 

was apprised that provision for procurement of equipment/ITS, was made in the PC-I of pilot project 

on expressway. Employer approved the provision and consultant has verified the rates as per rate 

analysis. Audit contended that the item was not provided in TS estimate/BOQ. DAC directed the 

management to get the record/justification verified from Audit within two weeks. Compliance to DAC 

directive was not made. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing of responsibility besides recovery of the amount involved. 

(DP. 34/2020-21) 
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3.4.21 Excess payment due to deviations from the approved provisions - Rs 94.214 million 

Para 6.07 of CPWD Code (Revised-1982) read with CDA Procedure Manual provides that 

revised approval of the competent authority of the “admin approval” is necessary to material deviation 

from original proposal, even though the cost of the same may be covered by savings by other items. 

Audit observed that in the following works design review involved material deviations but 

approval of CDA DWP for such deviations was not obtained. The excessive work was executed just to 

utilize the available funds/savings. The additional work was awarded to the contractor without detailed 

estimate, layout plan/location of roads & streets and backup of quantities and without open tendering. 

This resulted in excess payment due to deviations from the approved provisions of Rs 94.214 

million as detailed below: 

DP. No. Name of work Amount 

Rs in million  

72 Construction of PWD Interchange on Islamabad Highway, 

Islamabad 

59.272 

116 Re-carpeting of Roads and Streets in Sector F-8, F-10 & F-11 

Islamabad 

18.817 

03 Construction/upgradation of Mosque at Pak Secretariat 

Islamabad 

16.125 

Total 94.214 
 

Audit pointed out the matter in July 2021. The Authority replied in DP. 72 that the material 

deviation or excess/decrease in the quantum of earthwork was executed as per the site requirement and 

after detailed material quality testing as per the project specifications. In DP. 116 replied that the 

deviation of quantities was got approved under COC Part-I under Clause 51.1 of the contract agreement. 

Authority replied that the additional work was awarded with the approval of Chairman CDA being “the 

Employer” as per clause 51 (2.1) (viii) and site requirement.  Audit pointed out the overpayment in 

January 2021. The Authority replied in DP. 03 that the quantity measured and paid was as per actual 

executed at site.  

The reply was not accepted because approval of CDA DWP for such material deviations was 

required as per CDA Procedure Manual. Additional work was executed without open tendering in 

violation of the PPRA rules.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends probe into the matter and recovery. 

3.4.22 Non-imposition of penalty due to illegal construction -  

Rs 58.404 million 

 As per Islamabad Residential Sectors, Zoning (Building Control) Regulations-2005 under 

chapter 6 (Schedule)-6.6-Annex-B (5), “Penalty for starting construction without approval of plans was 

Rs 50/Sft for commercial/residential buildings. 

The management of Islamabad Club was originally allowed to construct the building on 

specified area of 11.4 acres out of total area of the club being 347 acres. The single storey building was 

to be constructed having covered area up to 20% with ample parking provided within plot of 11.4 acres.   
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 Subsequent to the meeting of the CDA Board held on 28.05.2009, the Director Building 

Control-I, CDA allowed  the building area of club to be increased up-to 25.74 acres with multiple storeys 

including  basement, ground floor and two storeys making covered area up to 50% while these buildings 

were already constructed. The Board also relaxed rules pertaining to the penalty for construction without 

approval and directed to impose normal scrutiny fee for approval process without any cogent reasons.  

Further, vide letter dated 08.09.2020, Building Control Directorate-I pointed out the violation 

of zoning regulations and indicated that the club had constructed some buildings on rear side of Wapda 

Rest House and construction of marquee without approval from Building Control  Directorate-I, CDA. 

This resulted in non-imposition of penalty of Rs 58.404 million due to illegal construction 

before approval and relaxation of Building Control Regulation without provision.  

A) Increase in building area 11.4 acres – 25.74 acres = 14.34 acres = 624,077 Sft × Rs 

50/sft penalty = Rs 31.204 million 

B) construction of building on rear side of Wapda Rest House without approval, 

construction of marquee and encroachment of right of way of Murree/Club Road on CDA 

land created fence and parking area etc = 100 Kanal approximately = 544,000 Sft × Rs 

50/Sft = Rs 27.200 million.  

Total A + B = Rs 58.404 million. 

The right of way on Murree/Club Road on CDA land was also encroached by the club by 

fencing and parking area.   

Audit is of the view that there is no provision available in Residential Sector Zoning (Building 

Control) Regulation, 2005 for relaxation of penalty. Therefore, the same may be imposed for the said 

illegal constructions.  

Audit pointed out the matter in July 2021. The Authority did not reply.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends imposition of penalty as per rules. 

(DP. 58) 

3.4.23 Less deposit of Advance Tax - Rs 47.08 million 

Paras 4 & 5 of Bid Acceptance Letter dated 03.08.2020, state that if total premium is 

paid within 30 days (holidays excluded) of bid acceptance, a rebate @ 10 % of total premium 

will be granted, and the bidder shall be liable to pay Government applicable taxes (of total 

premium of bid) and as per Section 236-A of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, tax shall be collected 

on basis of sale price of the property. 

3.4.23.1 Audit noted that Estate Management Directorate-II, CDA, Islamabad leased out three plots 

(No. 04, 06 and 11) at Blue Area, Sector G-9, Islamabad through open auction on 15.07.2020.  

 Audit observed that successful bidders of said three plots availed 10% rebate by making lump-

sum payment as per condition of bid acceptance letter but income tax was paid by the successful bidder 
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after deduction of  rebate whereas it was required to be paid on total premium (before deduction of 

rebate) as per above referred clause.  

This resulted in less deposit of Advance Tax amounting to Rs 28.712 million as detailed below: 

 

S. 

No. 

Plot No. Total 

Premium (Rs) 

Total Tax 

Payable 

(Rs) 

Tax Paid 

(Rs) 

Less Paid 

(Rs) 

1. 04 Blue Area G-9 

Islamabad 

2,110,000,000 105,500,000 94,950,000 10,550,000 

2. 06 Blue Area G-9 

Islamabad 

757,591,940 37,879,597 34,091,640 3,787,957 

3. 11 Blue Area G-9 

Islamabad 

2,875,000,000 143,750,000 129,375,000 14,375,000 

Total 28,712,957 
 

Audit pointed out irregularity in April 2021. The Authority replied that the allottee paid the Tax 

on rebated amount and provided the CPR in this office. Accordingly, this office immediately approached 

FBR for clarification regarding deduction on total bid premium on rebated amount. Now the 

clarification has been received from FBR accordingly, the allottee of Plot No. 04 Blue Area Sector G-

9, deposited the tax amounting to Rs 10.550 million and provided CPR No-1276346, dated 15.04.2020. 

Plot No.6, Blue Area Sector G-9, deposited the Tax amounting to Rs 3.788 million, CPR No.1446955, 

dated 23.04.2020. Hectic efforts are being made to recover the less tax. The authority considered 10% 

rebate as per terms and conditions of auction brochure. 

 The reply was not accepted because as per terms and condition of brochure, the rebate was only 

applicable when all premium and all Government taxes have been deposited by the allottee/successful 

bidders within 30 days. But successful bidders could not deposit the advance tax applicable within 

stipulated time period. Even against plot No.11 Blue Area G-9 Islamabad authority could not collect the 

advance tax till dates of Audit i.e. April 2021.  

 DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends collection of required amount of tax. 

(DP. 14) 

3.4.23.2 Audit noted that Estate Management Division No.II, CDA, Islamabad auctioned three (03) 

commercial plots to different allottees. The Advance Tax @ 10% was required to be deducted from the 

allottees. 

Audit observed that less advance tax was deposited than required.  

This resulted in less deposit of tax amounting to Rs 18.37 million. 

Audit pointed out less deposit of tax in March 2019. The Authority did not reply.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 24.11.2020. 

Audit recommends collection of required amount of tax.  

(DP. 59/2019-20) 
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3.4.24 Irregular award of work to contractor - Rs 26.287 million 

 As per para 38(A) of PPRA Rules, 2004 amended in 2020, the procuring agencies may seek 

unconditional discount by incorporating the same in bid solicitation documents. The bidder may offer 

unconditional discount, in percentage of their quoted price or bids, before opening of the financial 

proposal. The discounted bid price shall be considered as original bid for evaluation being an integral 

part of the bid. No offer of discount shall be considered after the bids are opened. 

 Audit noted that the Deputy Director, Maintenance (Civil) Parliament House, CDA, Islamabad 

awarded a work “Renovation of Chairman Senate Office, Chairman Senate retiring room, Chairman 

waiting area, Deputy Chairman Senate office and Senator Service Centre at Parliament House, 

Islamabad” to M/s. Concrete Commitments Pvt. Ltd for Rs 26.087 million with completion period of 

180 days.  

 Audit observed that the tender for the work was opened on 05.01.2021 and the contractor quoted 

his rates with 73% premium on non-schedule items. Later on, the contractor had offered an overall 

rebate @ 28% on his quoted rates on 05.04.2021 which was accepted by the department. The work was 

awarded to the contractor with 45% premium on market items on 28.04.2021. Acceptance of 

discount/rebate after opening of bids was clear cut violation of the quoted rules. Award of work in 

conflict of above quoted rules resulted in irregular award of work to contractor of Rs 26.087 million. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in July 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends action against persons responsible for irregular award of work. 

(DP. 134) 

3.4.25 Non-recovery on account of delayed charges/lease extension fee - Rs 23.928 million 

General Financial Rule-26 provides that it is the duty of the departmental Controlling officers 

to see that all sums due to Government, are regularly and promptly assessed, realized and duly credited 

in the Public Account. They should accordingly arrange to obtain from their subordinates monthly 

accounts and returns in suitable form claiming credit for so much paid into the treasury or otherwise 

accounted for and compare them with the statements of treasury credits furnished by the Accountant 

General, to see that the amounts reported as collected have been duly credited in the Public Account. 

Condition -05 of lease agreement of Plot No.A-6 provides that, if there is any default, breach 

or non-observance, any of the terms and conditions of this agreement including non-payment of any 

amount due from the allottee, for a period of two months, then, not-withstanding any right of action in 

respect of any antecedent breach, it shall be lawful for the authority to cancel this agreement and 

allotment and forfeit the whole or part of any amount paid by the allottee. 

Audit noted that Director Estate Management-II, CDA, Islamabad could not recover an amount 

of Rs 23.928 million on account of lease extension charges/delayed charges and annual ground Rent 

(AGR) from the defaulters. 

Audit observed that concrete efforts were not made by the Estate Management-II towards the 

recovery of outstanding dues. This resulted in non-recovery on account of lease extension charges/delay 

charges amounting to Rs 23.928 million. 

Audit pointed out the non-recovery in April 2021. The Authority replied that outstanding dues 

have been calculated and further conveyed to the allottees. In this regard, efforts are being made to 

recover the said delay charges and lease extension fee. Now, fresh notices have also been sent to allottee 
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for recovery of outstanding dues. As and when the recovery will be affected the same is to be produced 

to audit for its verification. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Authority recommends early recovery and its verification from Audit. 

(DP. 19) 

3.4.26 Loss of revenue due to abnormal delay in restoration of cancelled plot - Rs 20.986 

million 

 According to Restoration Policy 2014, clause 3 (a) The authority may consider request for 

restoration of cancellation of allotment of plots, made with one year from the date of cancellation for 

non-payment of premium, 4(a) “plot cancelled due to non-payment of premium shall be restored on 

payment of current auction/market price, (b) any amount remitted by the allottee will be adjusted in the 

same percentage/ratio that has already been paid, (c) in case of current market price is less than the 

original bid, the original bid will be recalculated as per GPI and whichever price is higher shall be 

applied”. 

 Audit noted that Director Estate Management-II, CDA auctioned plot No. 2-A, Class-III, 

Shopping Centre No.10 Sector I-14/4 Islamabad, measuring 133.33 Sq. yards on 17.05.2017 @ Rs 

224,000 per Sq. yard comes to Rs 29.866 million. Audit further noted that successful bidder  failed to 

deposit the installments of plot within stipulated time and authority cancelled the plot on 20.08.2018. 

Later on, bidder submitted an application in October 2018 for restoration of plot according to 

Restoration Policy 2014. 

 Audit observed that restoration charges were calculated for  

Rs 17.999 million but 30 months has lapsed, Authority could not make the restoration of said plot so 

far. Audit further observed that evidence regarding forfeiting the 10% of total premium of plot due to 

cancellation was also not recovered from the defaulter. This resulted in loss of revenue due to abnormal 

delay in restoration of cancelled plot amounting to Rs 20.986 million, as detailed below: 

Restoration Charges (Rs) 17,999,550 

10% forfeited of total premium due to cancellation of plot (10% of Rs 

29,865,920) (Rs)  

2,986,592 

Total (Rs) 20,986,142 
 

 Audit pointed out loss in April 2021. The Authority replied that allottee applied for restoration 

of said cancelled Plot accordingly his request was considered and processed for restoration. In this 

regard committee comprising of 06 Members under Chairmanship of Member (Estate) CDA, has been 

constituted. As this is a procedural delay and as and when the committee is to decide accordingly action 

will be initiated to Audit. As pointed out by audit regarding delay in restoration of cancelled Plot is not 

justified and calculated a loss amounting to Rs 20.986 million is pre mature and in anticipation of 

committee decision. The plot will be restored at current market price. 

 

The reply was not accepted because despite elapse of 30 months CDA did not take decision 

regarding restoration of plot.  
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DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends action against person (s) responsible for loss. 

(DP. 28) 

3.4.27 Non-recovery of income tax from the contractor - Rs 10.859 million 

Section 153 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001 provides that every prescribed person 

making a payment in full or part including a payment by way of advance to a resident person 

or permanent establishment in Pakistan of a non-resident person:  

 (a) For the sale of goods: 

(b) For the rendering of services: 

(c) On the execution of a contract, other than a contract for the supply of goods or the 

rendering of professional services, shall, at the time of making the payment, deducted 

tax from the gross amount payable at the rate specified in Division-III of Part III of the 

First Schedule. 

 Audit noted that Director Road (North) CDA, Islamabad awarded a contract for “Construction 

of Khayaban-e-Margallah from GT Road to Sector D-12, Islamabad Balance work (Package-I)” to M/s 

FWO at an agreement cost of Rs 965.274 million on 19.05.2021 on single tender basis with completion 

period of twelve (12) months.  

 Audit observed that Mobilization advance of Rs 144.791 million (15% of contract price of Rs 

965.274 million) was paid to the contractor, M/s FWO through hand receipt on 21.05.2021 but the 

income tax @ 7.5% for Rs 10.859 million was not deducted from the payment made to the contractor 

despite the fact that exemption certificate for the financial year 2020-21 has not been provided by the 

contractor while accepting the amount of mobilization advance. 

 Audit maintains that the non-recovery of income tax from the contractor occurred due to weak 

financial controls. 

 Audit pointed out non-recovery in July 2021. The Authority replied that M/s FWO has provided 

exemption certificate of Income Tax vide FBR, letter No. CIR-Zone-I/F.22/2013/2642 dated 

12.01.2015.  

 The reply was not accepted because the exemption certificate for the financial year 2020-21 

was not provided by the contractor while accepting the amount of mobilization advance.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends recovery of income tax. 

(DP. 120) 

3.4.28 Enhancement of contract for supply of food items for indefinite period - Rs 9.727 

million 

  As per Clause-3 of Contract Agreement the contract will remain valid for the period of two (02) 

years and also extendable on the same terms and conditions/rates till the finalization of new contract and 

excellent performance of firm subject to approval of the Executive Director, Capital Hospital, Islamabad.  
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 Audit noted during scrutiny of account record of Capital Hospital, Islamabad that the  contract 

for supply of food for patients for two years (from 01.8.2017 to 31.07.2019) was awarded to M/s Durran 

and Company at an agreement cost of Rs 18.081 million (Rs 1,225,000 per month) at 23% above on NIT 

rates.  

Audit observed that the contract was extended from 01.08.2019 till the finalization of new 

contract. New tenders of the contract for supply of food for patients were not finalized up-till April 

2021(till dates of audit).  

This resulted into undue favour due to unjustified extension of contract for an indefinite period 

and payment thereof for Rs 9.727 million. 

  Audit pointed out irregularity in March-April 2021. The Authority replied that the bids 

were invited with opening date of 25.10.2019. However, due to refusal of successful bidder to 

execute the contract, Hospital had to re-advertise the tenders with opening date 13.05.2020. On 

opening day Hospital Administration received stay order from Honorable Civil Court in case 

titled “Farooqi & Brothers Vs Capital Hospital” and the procurement was kept pending. 

 The reply was not accepted because mismanagement in tendering and award process led to the 

Court case.  

  DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends inquiry to fix responsibility against person(s) responsible for the 

irregularity. 

(DP. 169) 

3.4.29  Heavy closing balances with DDOs - Rs 1,384.143 million 

 According to CDA Procedure Manual, money realized, whether in cash or cheque, should be 

deposited by DDOs immediately in the bank account of the Authority.  

Audit noted during scrutiny of Consolidated & Compiled Account of CDA for the financial 

year 2019-20 compiled by the Director Accounts CDA Islamabad that there was a net balance with 

DDOs amounting to Rs 249.688 million on 30.06.2020 and Rs 1,384.143 million as on 30.06.2021. 

 This state of affairs revealed that the money realized by various formations/divisions was not 

deposited/remitted by the concerned DDO to the CDA main account/treasury eight (08) No 

Divisions/Formations have been closed by the CDA since long but cash balances of Rs 1,043,847.20 

were being shown with DDOs of the defunct/closed formation/divisions.  This means that the balances 

of Rs 1,384.143 million with DDOs were not being reconciled before compilation of the consolidated 

account. 

 Audit pointed out the issue in May-June 2021. The Authority replied that the amount of Rs 

857.197 million pertains to ninety (90) DDOs and AOs and most balances of DDOs were within the 

approved imprest limits whereas balances with AOs are on higher side being revolving funds. In certain 

cases, it is essential for DDOs/AOs to keep sufficient amount in their accounts at the end of month to 

disburse payment due on the 1st day of the following month like pay & allowances, refunds, land 

acquisition and BUP payments, Land affectees payments, pending book adjustments of amounts taken 

away by the FBR Authorities from CDA Accounts and imprest amounts.   
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 The reply was not acceptable because the DDOs are retaining heavy closing balances over & 

above the sanctioned imprest which is financial indiscipline and violation of the financial rules.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility besides taking an early corrective action. Audit 

further recommends that reconciliation of last five years, status of cheque in transit, dishonoured 

cheques etc., be shared with Audit.   

(DP. 55, 56) 

3.4.30  Inefficient utilization of development funds - Rs 692.383 million 

 As per rule 88 of GFR-volume-01, the authority administering a grant is ultimately responsible 

for watching the progress of expenditure on public service under its control and for keeping the 

expenditure within the grant. 

 Audit observed from the consolidated & compiled account of CDA that funds of Rs 114.771 

million i.e. 51.20%  for the year 2019-20 and Rs 577.612 million i.e. 26.10% for the year 2020-21 were 

lapsed under deposit works and PSDP grant, as detailed below:  

Budget and Expenditure for the year 2019-20 

(Amount in Rs) 

Heads Accounts Funds Received Expenditure Lapsed Amount %age 

Deposit Work 07 151,817,000 61,751,118 90,065,882 59.33% 

PSDP Grant 09 72,356,000 47,650,175 24,705,825 34.14% 

Total 16 224,173,000 109,401,293 114,771,707 51.20% 

Budget and Expenditure for the year 2020-21 

(Amount in Rs) 

Heads Accounts Funds Received Expenditure Lapsed Amount %age 

Deposit Work 07 260,265,000 248,117,877 12,147,123 4.67% 

PSDP Grant 09 1,952,942,000 1,387,477,240 565,464,760 28.95% 

Total 16 2,213,207,000 1,635,595,117 577,611,883 26.10% 

 

Audit observed that the funds were lapsed as CDA could not utilize the allocated funds during 

the years 2019-20 and 2020-21 for  

Rs 692.383 million (Rs 114.771 million + Rs 577.612 million) due to inefficiency and poor contract 

management.  Excessive funds were not timely surrendered for their utilization towards some other 

development activities of the government. Development targets set by the government were, therefore, 

defeated through their inefficient utilization. The users of these projects were deprived from the project 

benefits. 
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 Audit pointed out the irregularity in May-June 2021. The Authority replied that the 

responsibility for utilization of subject funds rests with the Engineering Wing, CDA through various 

work executing Divisions/ Directorates and not dealt by the Treasury Division.  

The reply was not accepted because the Treasury Division was responsible for preparing the 

accounts and funds management as per procedure in vogue. Efforts were not made for efficient 

utilization of funds. 

 DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends inquiry to fix responsibility for the lapse. Further, it was recommended that 

CDA should improve internal controls for internal coordination amongst its formations/directorate.   

(DP. 54) 

3.4.31 Non-obtaining insurance coverage and non-recovery of premium @ 1% of 

contract cost - Rs 5.93 million 

Clause 21.1.25 of the agreement provides to insure the works together with materials and plant 

by the contractor. He was also required to get third party insurance (including Employer’s property) 

against liabilities for death of or injuries to any person or loss or damages to the property arising out of 

the performance of the contract and provide such evidence to the Employer prior to start of work. The 

bid rates shall be deemed to have included all such obligations required under the clause and no separate 

payment shall be made to the contractor for such insurance. The sum to be insured is contract price plus 

15%. 

 Audit noted that Capital Development Authority awarded seventy (70) projects/works to 

different contractors involving agreement cost of Rs 5,155.06 million.  

 Audit observed that the department did not obtain the required insurance policies from the 

contractors. Insurances were not invoked which not only tantamount to undue benefit to the contractor 

but also put the entire works, equipment, property and labour at risk. This resulted in non-obtaining of 

insurance coverage for the works valuing Rs 5,928.32 million (contract cost + 15%) and non-recovery 

of inbuilt cost of premium for Rs 5.928 million (1% of Rs 5,928.32 million) (Annexure-J). 

Audit pointed out the matter in July 2021. The Authority replied (DP. 70) that the insurance 

coverage has been provided by the Contractor. 

The reply was not accepted in view of remarks against each work as given below: 

S. No Name of Work Further Audit Comments 

1 Traffic Management Solution for Rawal 

Chowk and Park Road, Islamabad M/s 

Maqbool Calsons (JV) 

Insured for Rs 1117.16 million in July- 

2021 instead of July- 2020. Insurance 

premium payments not produced. 

2 Construction of Korang Bridge on 

Islamabad Highway, 1.05 KM Approach 

Road. M/s Maqbool Calsons (JV) 

Insurance policy without date of issue. 

Insurance premium payments not 

produced. 

3 Construction of PWD Interchange on 

Islamabad Highway, Islamabad. M/s 

Maqbool Calsons (JV) 

Insurance policy without date of issue. 

Insurance premium payments not 

produced. 

 

The Authority replied (DP. 83) that for minor nature of works, performance guarantee has  

been obtained in addition to security of contractor. In other cases, the insurances have been provided 

by the contractors. 
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The reply was not accepted because insurance coverage was required as per provisions of 

contract to safeguard the financial risks involved in executions of works. The insurances without 

premium payment evidences were not acceptable. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made  by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends fixing of responsibility for violation of contract provisions, non 

safeguarding financial risk besides recovery of insurance premium for the uninsured period. 

3.4.32 Non-obtaining of required insurances and guarantees against the provisions of 

contract  

According to clause-60.12(a) and provisions of contract data, an interest free mobilization 

advance up to 15 % of the contract price stated in the Letter of acceptance shall be paid by the Employer 

to the Contractor in two equal parts upon submission by the Contractor a mobilization advance 

Guarantee for the full amount of the Advance in the specified form from a scheduled Bank in Pakistan 

acceptable to the Employer. 

Clause 10.1 of particular conditions, Part-II of the contract provides that the contractor shall 

provide Performance Security to the Employer in the prescribed form. The performance security shall 

be of an amount equal to 10% of contract price or as stated in the Letter of Acceptance. Such security 

shall, at the option of the bidder, be in the form either (a) bank guarantee from any Scheduled Bank in 

Pakistan or (b) bank guarantee from a bank located outside Pakistan duly counter-guaranteed by a 

Scheduled Bank in Pakistan or (c) an insurance company having at least AA rating from PACRA/JCR 

acceptable to the Employer. The cost of complying with requirements of this sub-clause shall be borne 

by the contractor. Clause 21.1.25 of the agreement provides to insure the works together with materials 

and plant by the contractor.  

3.4.32.1 Audit noted that Director Road (North) CDA, Islamabad awarded a contract to M/s FWO at an 

agreement cost of Rs 965.274 million on 19.05.2021 on single tender basis with completion period of 

twelve (12) months.  

 Audit observed that mobilization advance of Rs 144.791 million was paid to the contractor 

through hand receipt on 21.05.2021 recorded in MB No. 17342 without obtaining mobilization advance 

guarantee as required. Moreover, the contractor did not provide performance security equal to 10% of 

contract price as stated in the letter of acceptance in the prescribed form within 14 days as required. 

Insurance policies for Rs 1,110.065 million were not obtained as required. 

3.4.32.2 Audit noted that Director, Special Project Directorate, CDA, Islamabad, awarded a work 

“Development of low-cost Housing at Frash Town, Islamabad for the residents of Kachi Abadies of 

Islamabad and Beneficiaries of NAPHDA and for open auction” vide Acceptance Letter No.CDA/PD-

FT-54(702)/2021/05 dated 18.05.2021 to M/s FWO with agreement amount of Rs 13,496.25 million. 

 Audit observed that mobilization advance of Rs 250.00 million was paid to the contractor 

without obtaining mobilization advance guarantee as required. Moreover, the contractor did not provide 

performance security equal to 10% of contract price as stated in the letter of acceptance in the prescribed 

form within 14 days as required. Insurance policies for Rs 15,647.594 million were not obtained as 

required.  

Audit pointed out the matter in July 2021. The Authority replied that payments of mobilization 

advance were made after approval of Chairman CDA. As for as non-obtaining of guarantees and 

insurances, it is clarified that M/s FWO has provided exemption certificate issued by Government of 

Pakistan, Ministry of Defence letter No. F.47/D-18 (Coord III)/FWO/85 dated 03.12.1985.  
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 The reply was not accepted because insurances and guarantees were required as per contract 

provisions referred above. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022.

  

Audit recommends action against person(s) responsible for non-obtaining insurance/guarantee 

besides corrective action as per contract agreement. 

(DP. 114, 115, 119, 145, 146) 

3.4.33 Irregular allotment of plots through multiple pooling basis - Rs 35 million 

Para-5 of CDA Land Acquisition and Rehabilitation Regulation 2007 states that the land 

owners/affectees with land holdings of less than 4 kanal or more than multiple of 4 kanal may pool their 

land for land sharing policy. The affectee having any surplus land over and above the multiples of four 

will have the option to pool the same as per policy or receive payment at market rate basis to be 

determined by Deputy Commissioner CDA and only one pooling will be allowed. 

Audit noted that the Director Land & Rehabilitation, CDA allotted two plots measuring 50x90 

having No.16, St. No. 06 and Plot No.361, Sector C-14, Islamabad under Land Sharing Policy 2007 

during the financial year 2019-20. 

Audit observed that the authority allotted a plot to Mr. Fuad Asad Ullah S/o Muhammad Asad 

Ullah Khan having Plot No.16, Street No.06 in Sector C-14 measuring 50x90 on 02.02.2020 sharing 

with other through Land Sharing Policy 2007 through pooling. It was also observed that the authority 

allotted another plot No.213 in C-14 measuring 50x90 valuing approximately Rs 35 million to Mr. Fuad 

Asad Ullah S/o Muhammad Asad Ullah Khan on 02.09.2020 sharing with Mr. Imran Ahmed S/o Afzaal 

Ahmed through pooling under the Land Sharing Policy 2007.  

Audit observed that according  to Land Sharing Policy 2007, only one pooling was allowed 

instead of multiple pooling. This resulted in irregular allotment of plots through multiple pooling 

systems.   

Audit pointed out irregularity in May-June 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing responsibility besides taking an early corrective action. 

(DP. 123) 

3.4.34  Non-demolishing of illegal structures and non-lodging of FIR despite Court 

orders since 2017  

As per Writ Petition No. 2646/2014 and 2884/2014 the Islamabad High Court decided that the 

CDA authorities shall assist the petitioner (resident of Bharia Phase-V) while examining main layout 

plan, its correctness and proper specifications, where-ever they will find contrary to the specification 

the said construction be immediately demolished. As a result the society be forced to abide by the layout 

plan earlier sanctioned in their favour. CDA officials shall adopt legal course by approaching F.I.A to 

lodge F.I.R against officials of the society for taking stern action against them in accordance with law. 

Para 11 of ibid provides that, the matter should be kept alive till directions referred above are finally 

implemented.  
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During scrutiny of the accounts record of Building Control Directorate-II, CDA, Islamabad, 

Audit noted that CDA after Court decisions constituted a new Building Control Directorate-II to deal 

with illegal structures in violation of approved layout plan of private societies. 

Audit observed that despite lapse of three (03) years, the Building Control Directorate-II CDA 

failed to collect proper data of violations of illegal structures that have been made by using area of 

parks, green area, roads width, or multi-storey buildings etc. made in 63 Nos. layout plans approved for 

private societies by the CDA who sold their plots after approval of CDA. A scrutiny of the record has 

revealed that neither any illegal structure has been demolished nor any FIR has been lodged in FIA 

against the illegal activities/construction and hindrance in demolishing of illegal structures despite of 

Court orders since 2017. 

Audit maintains that the violation occurred due to ignorance of Government rules. 

Audit pointed out the matter in July 2021. The Authority did not reply.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends collection of data and initiation of action against the illegal construction and 

violations of approved layout plan of the Private Societies. 

 (DP. 65, 67) 

Metropolitan Corporation Islamabad 

3.4.35 Non-recovery of outstanding dues in respect of License fee, Space charges, utilities 

and conservancy - Rs 1,625.87 million 

Para 2 of CDA Procedure Manual, Part-II (Financial Procedure) states that all receipts must be 

realized and accounted for immediately.  

 Para 401 of CDA Procedure Manual Part-III states that estimated cost of job must be deposited 

in advance by the party concerned with the Machinery Pool Organization either in shape of special 

cheque or otherwise. 

 MCI awarded various licenses for advertisement rights, awarded spaces for utilization, 

permissions were allowed on payment of license fee/charges. 

Audit observed that there were huge outstanding dues against the advertisement companies, 

cellular companies, other licensees and consumers involving Rs 1,625.87 million. The department failed 

to recover the outstanding dues, as detailed below: 

(Rs in million) 

DP No Description Amount 

24 Non recovery of Trade License from defaulters  16.814 

25 Non-recovery of conservancy charges from stall holders 

of weekly bazar  

119.201 

26 Non-recovery from M/S Sukh Chayn valley (Pvt) Ltd., for 

temporary usage of 19.28 canal land 

153.135 

33 Non recovery on account of open space from Erra 730.35 

Para  01 AIR 

Revenue 

Non-recovery of water and conservancy charges 134.513 
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DP No Description Amount 

Para  09 AIR 

Revenue 

Non-recovery of water and conservancy charges 471.857 

Total 1,625.87 
 

Audit pointed out the matter of non-recovery in August 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends recovery besides appropriate action against those responsible for delay. 

3.4.36 Unjustified payment against idle labour manpower -  

Rs 774.250 million   

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for management of field staff deployed for daily work 

provides that in the morning the entire field staff, daily wages worker, Regular (P) shall gather 

beat/block/range wise, at designated attendance points  at scheduled time. Enquiry Incharge shall 

maintain the attendance register at each and mark the attendance of daily wages, regular (P) employees. 

Enquiry Incharge shall counter sign each attendance register, Deputy Director and Assistant Director 

shall randomly check the attendance of office by counter signing the attendance register.  

 Audit noted that Water Supply Directorate, MCI, Islamabad incurred an expenditure of Rs 

774.250 million for the year 2019-20 on account of pay & allowances of regular (P) staff who were 

deployed for day-to-day repair & maintenance and to  upkeep the water supply under their Division’s 

jurisdiction.  

Audit held that the Directorate carried out maintenance works during the year through 

contractors. It is further added that store material for day to day repair was not procured during the year 

in order to execute the work through the deployed staff, whereas, salaries of Rs 774.250 million for the 

year 2019-20 were paid to the said operational staff, which shows that the staff has not carried out the 

works to justify the salaries paid to them. Further, no proper attendance and progress of work performed 

by these work charged staff dully authenticate/verified by the supervisory officer was found available 

in the record. This resulted in payment of Rs 774.250 million against idle labour workforce.  

 Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite making repeated requests by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends appropriate measures for effective utilization of workforce. 

(DP. 02) 

3.4.37 Non-recovery of Water Treatment Plant charges from WASA and Cantonment 

Board Rawalpindi - Rs 367.399 million 

 

 Rule 8 of General Financial Rules (Vol.-I) provides that a departmental controlling officer is 

required to promptly assess, realize and deposit the Government revenue into Government funds. 

 Audit noted that Deputy Director, Khanpur Dam Division, Directorate of Bulk Water 

Management, CDA, Islamabad, operate & maintain water treatment plant at Sangjani and supplied 

treated water to Rawalpindi Cantonment Board (RCB), WASA Rawalpindi and CDA Islamabad as per 

their approved share. Audit observed that operating & maintenance charges and raw water charges of 

Rs 367.399 million incurred during financial year 2019-20 for treatment of raw water, as per share of 
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the treated water supplied to the beneficiaries i.e. Rawalpindi Cantonment Board (RCB) and WASA 

Rawalpindi was not recovered from the beneficiaries.  

This resulted into non-recovery of water treatment charges of  

Rs 367.399 million, as detailed below: 

 (Rs in million) 

Period RCB WASA Total 

Amount outstanding up to  

June 2020 
1,266.417 562.573 1,828.990 

Less arrear up to June 2019 1,044.161 417.430 1,461.591 

Total amount due for the  

FY 2019-20 
222.256 145.143 367.399 

 

 Audit pointed out irregularity in April & May 2021. The Authority replied that continuous 

efforts are being made for early recovery of the outstanding charges. The matter was also taken up at 

higher level and the Secretary, Ministry of Interior has requested vide letter dated 04.09.2020 to the 

Secretary, Ministry of Defence and the Chief Secretary, Government of Punjab to clear the dues 

outstanding against RCB and WASA Rawalpindi. As and whenever the recovery of outstanding charges 

is made, the same will be verified to the Audit. 

 DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends recovery of outstanding dues. 

(DP. 05) 

3.4.38 Non-recovery on account of visa seekers’ facility & Shuttle Service - Rs 269.00 

million 

As per CDA letter No.CDA/DMA/MCI/VSF &SS/2020/384 dated 31.12.2020, recovery was 

required to be made under section 79 of the land Revenue Act-1967 from defaulter contractor on account 

of visa seeker facility & Shuttle Service, 3rd Avenue, Diplomatic Enclave, Islamabad. 

Directorate of Municipal Administration, MCI, Islamabad awarded a contract on 

03.04.2017 to M/s Bilal Travel & Tours to operate a shuttle bus services for visa seekers’ 

facility from Convention Centre to Diplomatic Enclave at bid price of Rs 93.400 million per 

annum for the period of three years. Quarterly payments of Rs 23.500 million were payable by 

the contractor. 

During the audit of DMA/MCI for the financial year 2020-21, it was noted that DMA/MCI 

awarded a contract to Mr. Amjid Ali Owner/CEO, of M/s Bilal Travel & Tours (Pvt) Ltd., Lahore during 

2019-20. On completion of one year contract, the said contractor got stay orders from Court of Session 

Judge West Islamabad. Stay was vacated on 10.12.2020 and site possession was taken over from the 

defaulting contractor on 11.12.2020 but an amount of Rs 269.00 million excluding 10% penalty & 10% 

withholding tax was not recovered. Present status of running of the license was also not forthcoming 

from the record. 

This resulted in non-recovery of Rs 269 million from the contractor which was due to weak 

financial controls. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in August 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 
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Audit recommends inquiry for fixing the responsibility besides corrective action. 

(DP. 48) 

3.4.39 Irregular handling of cash in MCI receipts - Rs 113.266 million 

 As per Part-III of Treasury Rules (76) moneys tendered as dues of the Government or for 

deposit in the custody of the Government shall not pass through the hands of a departmental officer 

unnecessarily. Direct payment into the treasury or into the, Bank by the person who tenders such money 

shall be insisted on, and direct payments arranged whenever this is practicable. (77) i. Every officer 

receiving money on behalf of the Government should maintain a cash book in Form T.R. 4. ii. All 

monetary transactions should be entered in the cash book as soon as they occur and attested by the head 

of the office in token of check. iii. The cash book should be closed regularly and completely checked.  

During scrutiny of account record of Directorate of Municipal Administration, MCI, Islamabad, 

Audit noted that following amount of Rs 113.266 million was deposited in the MCI Receipt account 

maintained in Bank of Punjab directly by section in-charge: 

 Audit observed that: 

i. MCI receipts were allowed to pass through the hands of departmental officers 

unnecessarily. Direct payment into the treasury or into the Bank by the person who 

tenders such money was not insisted and no rules for Bank deposits framed.  

ii. The cash book was not prepared correctly. It was not closed regularly and completely 

checked. The head of the office did not verify the totaling of the cash book as required.  

 

 This resulted into irregular handling of cash receipt of MCI and improper maintenance of 

record for Rs 113.266 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter in August 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing responsibility against those responsible for violation of 

rules besides taking correction action. 

(DP. 38) 

3.4.40  Illegal Kiosks due to negligence of Enforcement Directorate on CDA Land and 

loss of revenue - Rs 46.995 million  

Para 66 (Chapter VIII Encroachment) of Municipal Byelaws CDA provides that no person shall 

encroach on the land under the charge of the Authority or put up an immovable structure, hut or khokha 

or overhanging structure under any circumstances. 

During audit of Directorate of Enforcement, CDA Islamabad, it was observed that in 1992 

authority issued 646 licenses for running of temporary Jumra/hotel cabin at different locations of 

Islamabad. After two years of construction authority stopped receiving fee demolished the said cabins. 

In 2009, after two years Jumra Association met with the Chairman CDA for reopening of 646 

Jumras/cabin.  A survey was carried out with CDA authority and Association of Khokhas and found 

249 Jumras/Kiosks are still running their business without license and approval from Planning Wing of 

CDA. These Kiosks were declared illegal and were removed by Directorate of Enforcement by orders 

of Supreme Court of Pakistan.  
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National Assembly Secretariat in December 2015 made recommendations in context of meeting 

of Senate Standing Committee in Nov 2015 that CDA may restore the 485 licensees within 03 days. 

Houseof Mayor MCI approved agenda items regarding restoration of kiosks in its 14th and 15th 

meeting held on 28.08.2017 and 28.09.2017, respectively. In follow up meetings in 25.05.2018 Mayor 

MCI, decided to issue letter to 235 stalls holders/Kiosks subject to conditions with standard size, design, 

site vetting by Planning Division for issuance of license.  

Audit observed that these kiosks are running their business without getting formal license from 

CDA/MCI, Islamabad. Neither action has been taken for their removal nor recovery of Rs 46.500 

million made (approximately @ Rs 500 per Sq.Yard per month from 2018 to June 2021).  

This resulted in non-compliance against illegal construction and running of kiosks without 

payment of dues since 2018 resulting loss to CDA Rs 46.500 million. 

Period  Nos of 

kiosks 

Size Area in 

Sq. yard 

Rate/ Sq. yard Amount per 

year for 235 

kiosks 

Amount (Rs) 

for (03) years  

2018-

2021 

235 10’ x 10’ 11.11 Rs 500 15,665,100 46,995,300 

 

Audit pointed out the matter in August 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

  DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 10.12.2021 

followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends appropriate action against those responsible besides recovery of outstanding 

rent. 

(DP. 185) 

3.4.41  Non-recovery of outstanding dues from the owners of properties - Rs 39.00 million 

According to Clause 106 &111, Chapter No.III, Local Government Act-2015, Mayor MCI is 

competent authority to recover the Govt. dues from owner of the property. 

 During audit of Directorate of Enforcement, CDA Islamabad, it was observed that Revenue 

Directorate of CDA have accorded approval for sealing of following plots/premises, who have failed to 

clear outstanding dues in the light of local Government Act-2015 of MCI resulting in non-recovery of 

outstanding dues from owner of default properties Rs 39.00 million, as detailed below: 

S. 

No. 

Property Property Tax           

(Rs) 

Water/Allied 

Charges (Rs) 

1 Plot No.66, I&T/C Sector G-8/1 2,220,847 344,275 

2 18-A,Sr.No.4, Sector G-8, Markaz 748,404 264,862 

3 18-A,Sr.No.7, Sector G-8, Markaz 1,878,362 264,862 

4 Plot No. 3-8, Sector G-10 Markaz 2,587,660 565,172 

5 Plot No. 25-A, Sector G-10 Markaz 5,090,252 882,285 

6 Plot No.6, I&T/C Sector G-10/4 822,946 174,726 

7 I-C I&T/C Sector G-6/1-1 2,653,619 0 

8 Plot No.115, Industrial Area, I-10/3 3,832,581 934,291 
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9 56-F, Jinnah Avenue, F-6,/G-6 9,931,839 2,675,720 

10 Plot No.118,F&V Market, I-11/4 2,798,117 336,135 

Total 32,564,627 6,442,328 

G. Total 39,006,955 

Enforcement Directorate/MCI could not take any action regarding sealing of said premises with 

the coordination of ICT Area Magistrate.  

This resulted in non-recovery of Govt. dues and non-sealing of defaulter’s properties. 

Audit pointed out the matter in August 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends inquiry into the matter for fixing responsibility and early corrective 

action/recovery.  

(DP. 187) 

3.4.42 Unjustified procurement and non-disposal of surplus steel - Rs 32.750 million 

Rule 167 of GFR (Vol-I) provides that stores which are reported to be obsolete, surplus or 

unserviceable may be disposed of by sale or otherwise under the orders of the authority competent to 

sanction the writing off of a loss caused by deficiencies and depreciation equivalent to their value [Vide 

Col. (4) of Schedule V to the Book of Financial Powers]. Each order declaring stores as unserviceable 

should record the full reasons for condemning them and how the condemned stores are to be disposed 

of i. e., whether by sale, public auction or otherwise. The head of the office should record full particulars 

regarding all condemned stores in suitable list from which their disposal can be watched.  

 Audit noted during scrutiny of store ledger of steel of CDA/MCI Store, MPO Directorate, CDA 

Islamabad, that 297.731 metric ton steel valuing Rs 32.750 million was procured in 1991-1996. 

Audit observed that the steel was procured without actual requirements. Moreover, out of total 

quantity, 165.770 metric ton of steel was issued during the year 2008 after 10 to 15 years of procurement 

without tensile strength tests. 

Audit maintains that the steel valuing Rs 32.750 million was procured without actual 

requirements and balance quantity of 131.961 metric ton steel has not been disposed of/auctioned 

despite of the fact that these material were not only occupying space but deteriorating with the passage 

of time and weather conditions. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in July 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing responsibility besides corrective action. 

(DP. 60) 

3.4.43 Non-deduction of tax of Rs 2.919 million and irregular expenditure without 

observing procurement rules - Rs 18.243 million 

According to Rules, 9, 10 and 12 of the Public Procurement Rules, 2014, a procuring agency 

shall announce in an appropriate manner all proposed procurements for each financial year and shall 
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proceed accordingly, without any splitting or regrouping for procurements so planned and annual 

requirements thus determined would be advertised in advance on the PPRA’s website.  

Audit noted that DMA paid Rs 18.243 million during the year 2020-21 to the contractors 

through single quotation without observing procurement rules i.e. without advertisement and inviting 

tenders through splitting. Moreover, due to following irregularities the expenditure was held irregular. 

i. Satisfactory performance certificate was not issued by the responsible officer. 

ii. Actual payee’s receipts were also not available on record. 

iii. Invoices were without number and dates. 

iv. Tax on services @16% amounting to Rs 2.919 million was not deducted. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in August 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends action against person(s) responsible for irregularity besides recovery of tax 

amount. 

(DP. 34) 

3.4.44 Delay in completion of work for a period of four years -  

Rs 8.164 million  

 According to clause-2 of the contract agreement, the time allowed for carrying out the work 

was to be strictly observed by the contractor. In case of his failure to comply with this condition, he was 

liable to pay compensation amount equal to one percent, maximum up to 10 percent of the estimated 

cost. 

 Audit noted that Director Water & Sewerage Development (Rural Area Zone) CDA Islamabad 

awarded a work “Providing and Laying water supply along Vehicular Road 47 to 56 in Sector I-16/4, 

Islamabad” to a contractor M/s Rawail Builders at a contract cost of Rs 8.164 million on 21.06.2017 to 

be completed in two (02) months. The contractor was last paid  through 2nd Running bill for Rs 2.449 

million on 29.06.2018.  

 Audit observed that the contractor could complete 30% of work in the stipulated period of two 

(02) months. The work was still incomplete despite delay of four years (June 2017 to May-2021 i.e. 

date of audit). The contractor was neither penalized nor the stalled work finalized/rescinded as required 

under the provisions of the contract.  

This resulted into non-completion/finalization of accounts of the stalled work for Rs 8.164 

million. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in May 2021. The Authority replied that the contractor 

executed the work partially as per available allocation of funds. Now the contractor has already issued 

2nd notice to resume the work and mobilize at site. In case of failure, action against the firm will 

accordingly be taken under relevant clauses of the contract. 

 DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends completion of work besides finalization of accounts and recovery of loss 

due to delay in completion of work.  
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 (DP. 19) 

3.4.45  Non-handing over of laptops and vehicles by the consultant - Rs 5.745 million  

 As per Appendix-H of consultant agreement Part-8 Financial Proposals Para-l the Consultant 

was required to provide certain items and vehicles under reimbursable cost which were to become CDA 

property. 

Audit noted that Director Structure (Services) Design Wing CDA Islamabad awarded a work 

of Consultancy services to carryout feasibility studies, detailed engineering design and onsite 

construction supervision for control of water pollution in natural streams surface reservoir and sewage 

treatment plants in the city of Islamabad to M/s Osmani & Company (Pvt.) Ltd Karachi at contract price 

of Rs 106.567 million with date of commencement on 06.05.2011 to be completed in 12 months. Last 

Extension in Time (EOT) was granted up to 30.06.2020. The work is still in progress. The consultant 

was lastly paid vide CV No. 04 dated 09.03.2020 for total updated amount of Rs 47,906,200.  

The payment included Rs 5,745,200 on account of laptop computers and vehicles as under: 

Sr. 

No. 
Items Quantity Cost (Rs) 

1. Laptop Computers (Latest 

Specifications)  

02 170,000 

2. Toyota corolla GLI with registration 01 1,691,200 

3. Toyota corolla GLI with registration  02 3,884,000 

Total  5,745,200 

 

Audit observed that the above items were not handed over to CDA by the consultant. 

 Audit pointed out the issue in May 2021. The Authority replied that the facilities procured by 

the Consultants were handed over to CDA. 

 The reply was not accepted as handing/taking over of the vehicles was not provided. The project 

was still in progress but these items were not traceable in CDA record. 

 DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends inquiry for fixing responsibility besides corrective action.  

(DP. 18) 

3.4.46 Loss of revenue due to non-collection of Car Parking/Bus Stand and shops at 

Daman-e-Koh Islamabad – Rs 147.60 million 

Rule 26 of General Financial Rules (Vol-I) provides that it is the duty of the departmental 

controlling officer to see that all sum due to Government are regularly and promptly assessed, realized 

and duly credited in the public account. 

Audit observed that MCI published locations for open auction for collection of car parking, bus 

stand and bid was accepted but contractor did not deposit advance payments/security and their bids 

were cancelled. In some cases, contractor started the work but left the contract. Neither efforts were 

made for-auction through competition nor securities of defaulter contractors were forfeited and 

contractors were blacklisted. During visit of places, it was noticed that collection is being made but 

record of token slip/tickets for the FY 2020-21 was not available for authenticity and assessments of 

collected money.  
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Amount received through self-collection was not shown to audit. Neither the record of ticket 

and receipt books printed for self-collection was maintained nor shown to audit. 

Moreover, it was observed during visit of Daman-e-Koh that about 40 khokhas and restaurants 

have been established at Damn e Koh, Islamabad. Scrutiny of record revealed that neither the permission 

by competent authority was available on record nor any receipt/recovery was deposited.  

Audit could not verify whether recovery was made through self-collection or by defaulter 

contractors. It was required to auction the places through open competition at rate of 10% above the 

previous auction i.e. above Rs 147.60 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter in August 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 10.11.2021, 

10.12.2021 followed by reminders on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing responsibility besides early corrective action. 

(DP. 43) 
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Special Study Report on Realization of Property Tax  

 Special Study of Realization of Property Tax by Capital Development Authority/Metropolitan 

Corporation Islamabad was conducted by the Directorate General Audit Works (Federal) in April 2021. 

The objective of the audit was to attain reasonable assurance whether rules, regulations and due care 

and prudence were applied at all levels in raising demands and pursuing recoveries. Whether due 

process of approval/authorization was adopted while making adjustments (waivers and reduction in 

demands and corrections in the amounts demanded) to control loss. 

 The major source of income/revenue realization of the Authority is imposition and recovery of 

Property Tax from the owners of property within the vicinity of Islamabad. The levy of property tax is 

governed by rule 6 (1) of the Capital Development Authority (Imposition of Taxes). Rules, 1981, and 

rates circulated by the Federal Government through Gazette Notification on 20th August 1991 further 

amended in 1995 and 2001. 

 Estimated and actual receipts for the financial years 2016-17 to 2019-20 are as under: 

(Rs in million) 

Year 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Estimates/Target 1,200.000 860.000 870.000 1,680.000 

Actuals 813.114 832.240 915.808 1,448.760 

 

Audit findings and recommendations 

Organization and Management 

3.4.47 Preparing Revenue estimates without back up data analysis and raising of revenue 

demands on lesser side 

Property tax and water charges recoveries are interlinked with reference to industrial, 

commercial and residential units. 

During scrutiny of accounts ledgers of property tax and water/conservancy charges recovery of 

Directorate of revenue, CDA/MCI, Islamabad for the financial year 2019-20, Audit noted that there are 

total of 69,518 consumers out of which 13789 are commercial consumers as per CDA record, whereas 

as per IESCO billing in Islamabad, the total number of consumers is 327, 421.  

Less billing of 257,903 consumers was being made which needs justification besides corrective 

action. 

Audit further observed that there was no detail for calculation of revenue targets for recovery 

of property tax and water/conservancy charges. Estimates/budgeted receipts/target for the receipt of 

property tax was fixed on  lump sum basis. It is also evident that the target receipt remains constant 

despite increase in number of units every year.  

Four years analysis shows continuous shortfall of revenue targets as shown hereunder: 
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(Rs in million) 

Particulars 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Estimates/ 

Target of revenue 

1,200.000 860.000 870.000 1,680.000 

Actuals revenue 813.114 832.240 915.808 1,448.760 

 

Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The Authority replied that there is no comparison 

of IESCO connections with billing consumers made by this office, however, most of the area of 

Islamabad comes in the rural area and this office is not charging taxes. This office already achieved 

their target for the collection of Property Tax, water and Allied Charges, as per estimated target. 

The reply was not accepted because no detail relating to property tax/ water and allied charges 

were available in record to authenticate the achievement of their revenue targets. .  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 02.06.2021, 

31.12.2021, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends corrective action including development of a detailed Geographic 

Information System (GIS) based inventory of businesses/revenue slots within their legal/jurisdictional 

ambit i.e. total floor space commercial/residential/ business/institutional (approved/ unapproved) etc. 

 (Para-24) 

3.4.48 Irregular/unauthentic issuance of 10,997 “No Objection Certificates” in Revenue 

Directorate CDA 

As per CDA approved procedures for the transfer of Plot/Property, transfer of property to family 

members through gift, transfer of plot to the legal heirs of the dead allottees and change of title through 

sale deed, besides other requirements, NOC/Property Tax Clearance Certificate from Revenue 

Directorate, CDA is required/ mandatory. 

During scrutiny of “No Objection Certificate Register” of Revenue Directorate, CDA, 

Islamabad, Audit noted that 10,997 NOCs of 8,200 residential buildings from 03.05.2018 to 17.08.2021 

and 2,797 commercial building from 11.01.2019 to 17.08.2021, were issued. 

Audit observed that there is no mechanism with Accounts section and no ledger of individual 

consumer was maintained, which could authenticate that how much amount is outstanding against any 

consumer till the time of issuance of NOC. Divisional Accounts Officer/Assistant Accounts Officer 

concerned were giving certificates of recovered and recoverable dues without consumer data/ledgers. 

Audit further observed that instead of depositing dues by the consumer in designated bank, 

cheques are received in Revenue Directorate and NOC is issued without verification of recovery from 

the bank scroll/ bank statement. 

This resulted in irregular/unauthentic issuance of 10,997 no objection certificates in Revenue 

Directorate CDA. 

Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The Authority replied that NOCs were being issued 

as per approved SOP/ Procedure. There is no irregularity involved. 

The reply was not accepted because there was no consumer wise detail/ledger available with 

Revenue Directorate which could authenticate that how much amount is outstanding against any 

consumer till the time of issuance of NOC. There was no coordination between Accounts and Computer 
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Sections. Besides, NOCs, “dues clearance certificates” were also being issued under the signatures of 

Assistant Revenue Officer/Revenue Officer on unauthentic recovery status. NOC/dues clearance 

certificate is issued without verification of recovery from the bank scroll/bank statement.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 02.06.2021, 

31.12.2021, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends inquiry at Ministry level for fixing responsibility against those responsible 

besides corrective action. 

(Para-26) 

3.4.49 Unreliable and unsecure Billing System - Rs 1,866.913 million 

 

 As per system in vogue, Property tax bills are issued to the consumers annually whereas water 

and allied charges bills are issued on quarterly basis. Property Tax is to be deposited by the owners of 

property in 25 designated branches of different banks whereas water and allied charges are to be 

deposited by the consumers in 57 designated branches of different banks in Islamabad as per practice 

in vogue. 

During Audit scrutiny of accounts record with reference to Monthly Account for June 2020 

relating to Director Revenue CDA, Audit noted that as per monthly accounts Rs 1,449.157 million and  

Rs 417.757 million was collected by different banks during the year 2019-20 on account of property 

tax and water charges. 

 Audit observed that there was no approved SOP in operating of property tax and water charges 

billing system by IT Directorate CDA and Revenue Directorate CDA. There is no Information 

Security/Access Control Policy/Data Integrity/Monitoring and Implementation, Disaster 

Recovery/Back up media, System documentation/updation of system. Bank scrolls/receipt vouchers 

being attached with monthly accounts.  

Audit maintains that the Property Tax, Water and Allied Charges Billing System presently in 

vogue in Revenue Directorate CDA is unreliable and unsecure. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The Authority replied that in the year, 2014,  IT 

Directorate was requested by Revenue Directorate for taking up EDP (Electronic Data Processing) 

services of Property Tax, Water & Allied Charges Billing System from the then PCB (Pakistan 

Computer Bureau), Ministry of IT. It was then learnt that same system was designed, developed, 

maintained by the then PCB in year 2015, the PCB handed over the EDP services of Property Tax, 

Water & allied Charges billing system to CDA’s information Technology Directorate under an 

agreement and two modules in CDA’s Billing System were handed over to IT Directorate in year 2015. 

 The billing system is accessible to only limited users with security features like entry of Client 

IP Address in server configuration to allow only specific client machine, creation of login credentials 

(user name/password) granted to billing users. The system maintains user wise data entry log.  

The reply was not accepted because no details of these modules and contract agreement with 

PCB were produced in support of reply. There is no system of getting individual report/ledger of a 

consumer. Authorized access of users has not been notified and no log of amendments has been 

prepared. The system is vulnerable and open for unauthorized corrections in the raised demands.  

 DAC meeting was not convened despite frequent requests made by Audit on 02.06.2021, 

31.12.2021, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 
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Audit recommends Inquiry to ascertain whether the billing system was being run as per the 

system prepared by PCB, by checking of demands as per billing system for revenue and actuals with 

reference to bank statements, receipt vouchers, bank scrolls/bank statements. Total corrections made in 

the system with reference to authorizations/approvals and calculations of bills to be checked with 

reference to certified/ surveyed covered areas. 

(Para-11) 

3.4.50  Loss/non-recovery of millions of rupees due to less/non-raising of revenue 

demands against 810 properties 

According to Section 49-A of CDA Ordinance, 1960, any sum due to the Authority or any sum 

wrongly paid to any person under this ordinance shall be recoverable as arrears of land revenue.  

As per Cabinet Secretariat (Cabinet Division) vide Notification S.R.O. 806 (1)91 dated 

20.08.1991 certain rates of property tax in Islamabad were notified under rule 6(1) of the Capital 

Development Authority (Imposition of Taxes) Rules, 1981.  

The rates were first revised on 28.06.1995 and final revision was made on 12.01.2001. As per 

Notification No. MCI-(1)/Notification-4/2018/325 Islamabad, dated 17.12.2018 in exercise of the 

powers conferred by Sub-Section-5, Section-88, Chapter-x of ICT Local Government Act-2015, the 

Metropolitan Corporation Islamabad in its 30th Meeting held on 29.11.2008, approved Revision of 

“Property Tax” in Islamabad Capital Territory applicable from 01.07.2019. 

During scrutiny of accounts record/ledgers of Property Tax recovery registers of Directorate of 

Revenue, CDA/MCI, Islamabad for the financial year 2019-20 with reference to site visits of F-11  

apartments and H-13 besides internet search, Audit noted that different properties were not brought 

under property tax billing despite admissibility as per rules and procedure. (Annexure-K) 

Director Revenue CDA raised demand of Property tax against 413 agro farms established and 

situated in different areas i.e. Chak Shahzad, Murree Road, Kahuta Road, Sehana Extension and Tarlai 

Kalan w.e.f 01.07.2019 for Rs 44.809 million. As per physical survey of agro farms conducted by CDA 

in 2009 in pursuance of the decision of Honourable Supreme Court of Pakistan, there were total 605 

agro farms. CDA, raised demand against 413 agro farms instead of 605 agro farms, as per survey 

conducted by CDA. As such 192 agro farms were not on the tax base of CDA. Moreover, demand was 

made from 01.07.1991 instead date of completion of these farms.  

This resulted in loss/non-recovery of dues of millions of rupees to CDA. 

Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The Authority replied that notices for recovery with 

reference to covered area and completion certificate issued by the BCS Directorate, CDA will be issued 

and Audit will be intimated accordingly. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 02.06.2021, 

31.12.2021 and 11.01.2022. 

Audit recommends early recovery of outstanding dues with surcharge besides taking 

appropriate action against those responsible for delay in recovery. 

3.4.51  Unauthentic covered area information for Property Tax and water/allied charges 

billing 

As per Notification No. MCI-(1)/Notification-4/2018/325 dated 17.12.2018 the annual value of 

buildings and lands for the purpose of this levy shall be determined by an admixture of plot area and 

the covered area of the buildings thereon multiplied by the respective figures shown below against each 

category. 
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During scrutiny of accounts record with reference to individual files of different 

commercial/residential consumers, Audit observed that billing of property tax and water/allied charges 

was being made on the basis of covered area without obtaining information from the Building Control 

Sections, CDA and without physical verification reports (in cases where completion certificates were 

not yet issued). 

Audit further observed that no periodical review of covered area was being carried out to 

ascertain actual covered area due to additional construction activities by the owners of property. 

Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The Authority replied that all the billing is being 

done on the basis of verified covered area from the source of building control, Estate Management and 

after site inspection. 

The reply was not accepted because as per sanctioned strength of Revenue Directorate, there 

are 06 sanctioned posts of covered area/survey inspector but these posts are vacant. In the absence of 

these posts, the covered areas calculated for each property for billing purpose cannot be termed as 

authentic. The covered area being taken for billing purpose was not authenticated by third party source 

either i.e. Building Control Sections CDA and also without physical verification reports. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 02.06.2021, 

31.12.2021, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends holding of Inquiry at Ministry level for fixing responsibility against those 

responsible besides corrective action. 

(Para-19) 

Financial Management 

3.4.52 Non-recovery of Property Tax, water and allied charges from 1,338 property 

owners - Rs 3,409.692 million 

According to Section 49-A of CDA Ordinance, 1960, any sum due to the Authority or any sum 

wrongly paid to any person under this ordinance shall be recoverable as arrears of land revenue. Rule 

26 of General Financial Rules Vol-1 provides that it is the duty of departmental officer to see that all 

sums due to the government are regularly assessed, demanded, realized and remitted into the national 

treasury. 

During scrutiny of accounts ledgers of Property Tax recovery register of Directorate of revenue, 

CDA/MCI, Islamabad for the financial year 2019-20, Audit noted that Director Revenue did not recover 

property tax from 1,338 residential and commercial property owners  and in some cases, collected lesser 

tax than as required.  

This resulted in non-recovery of Property Tax, water and allied charges from 1,338 property 

owners for Rs 3,409.692 million (Annexure-L). 

Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The Authority replied that as pointed out, recovery 

notices to the defaulters shall be issued on priority basis and recoveries when realized will be got 

verified from Audit. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 02.06.2021, 

31.12.2021, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends recovery of outstanding dues with surcharge besides appropriate action 

against those responsible for delay in recovery. 
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3.4.53  Hefty closing balance of Rs 158.650 million and non-reconciliation of remittance - 

Rs 1,708.263 million 

As per para 12 Chapter III, CDA procedure Manual, the directorate of accounts will maintain a 

cash book for the bank they are in account with. A cash book will similarly be maintained by each DDO 

in all the Directorates and Divisions. When money is received on behalf of the Authority, it should at 

once be brought to account in the cash book and a receipt should invariably be granted to the payer, or 

the fact of the recovery having been made by deduction from the payment voucher should be clearly 

recorded on the receipt. As per para 20, a statement of accounts may be obtained within three days of 

monthly close of cash book for reconciliation purpose.  

During Audit scrutiny of accounts record with reference to Monthly Account for June 2020 

relating to Director Revenue CDA, Audit noted that as per monthly accounts, 1,866.913 million was 

collected by different banks during the year 2019-20 on account of property tax and water charges. 

Audit observed that out of total Rs 1,866.913 million an amount of Rs 1,708.263 million was 

shown as transferred to CDA main account without evidence of monthly reconciliations. 

Substantialclosing balance of Rs 158.650 million in current bank accounts was not only irregular but it 

also caused loss of interest income for the period. Cash book was not being prepared as required 

Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The Authority replied that an amount of Rs 

1,789.451 million was remitted into CDA main account which has been verified by Treasury Division, 

CDA. The remaining amount would be remitted into CDA main account as soon as possible. The cash 

books of Revenue Directorate are also maintained properly. 

 The reply was not accepted because reconciliation provided with reply is without bank 

statements in support of deposits received by Treasury Division. Massive amount lying as closing 

balance caused not only irregular retention of Rs 158.650 million but also resulted in loss of interest 

income for the period.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 02.06.2021, 

31.12.2021, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends appropriate action against those responsible for non-reconciliation and 

retaining  heavy balances in current account of banks.  

(Para-3) 

3.4.54 Irregular maintenance of bank accounts besides keeping bank deposits in Current 

Accounts - Rs 389.792 million 

As per para 12 Chapter III, CDA Procedure Manual, the Directorate of Accounts will maintain 

a cash book for the bank they are in account with. A cash book will similarly be maintained by each 

DDO in all the Directorates and Divisions. When money is received on behalf of the Authority, it should 

at once be brought. 

Audit noted that Director Revenue, CDA was maintaining following six main collection 

accounts for property tax and water/allied charges: 

(Rs in million) 

S. 

No.  
Name of Bank  Account No.  

Balance as on 

07.04.2021 

1 Silk (Emaan  Islamic  Banking)  

F-8 Markaz Branch 

 No. 5000371426 22.201 

2 No. 5000371442 70.612 

3 UBL  (Jinnah Avenue Islamabad)  No. 000265565786 3.010 
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S. 

No.  
Name of Bank  Account No.  

Balance as on 

07.04.2021 

4 No. 000265565922 31.815  

5 SME Bank Ltd  No. 1001-0064238-0001 62.635 

6 No. 1001-0064173-0001 199.519  

Total 389.792 

 

Audit observed that there was no approval on record for opening of these bank accounts. Cash 

books for these accounts were not being maintained and bank statements were not being obtained. Cash 

balances were not transferred to CDA’s main account and these balances were lying unutilized in 

current accounts of banks. The amount of Rs 389.792 million was not being shown in the monthly 

accounts. The cash balances were therefore unreported and receipt figures under stated. 

Audit further noted that Director Revenue CDA has been maintaining 58 accounts for 

water/allied charges and 27 accounts for property tax. 

Audit observed that cash books for the aforesaid charges were also not being maintained. 

Approval of competent authority/forum for opening of these bank accounts was also not available in 

the record produced for audit.  

This resulted into irregular handling of receipts in Revenue Directorate and irregular 

maintenance of bank accounts. 

Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The Authority replied that approval of MCI accounts 

that are non-operational has been obtained from Mayor of Islamabad. 

The reply was not accepted because the Mayor Islamabad approved letter to Federal 

Government for approval of proposal of opening of Bank Accounts but no approval was on record. 

Cash Books for these accounts were not being maintained and bank statements were not being obtained. 

Cash balances were not transferred to CDA main account and these balances were lying unutilized in 

current accounts of banks. The amount of Rs 389.792 million was not being shown in the monthly 

accounts. The cash balances were therefore unreported and receipt figures under stated. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made by Audit on 02.06.2021, 

31.12.2021, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends appropriate action against those responsible besides effecting recovery of 

the loss that occurred on profit against deposits due to non-keeping of deposits in profit bearing 

accounts.  

(Para-18) 

3.4.55 Non-accountal of dis-honored cheques of CDA/MCI receipts - Rs 19.025 million 

As per Para 12 Chapter III, CDA procedure Manual, in case, a cheque is dishonored by the 

bank, it should be immediately written back in the cash book by making a minus entry on both sides of 

the cash book. Moreover, as per instruction printed on the reverse of standard bill proforma, payments 

of Property Tax are accepted at Askari Bank all branches within municipal limit of Islamabad.  

During Audit scrutiny of accounts record i.e. Subsidiary cash register for the year 2019-20 (up 

to date) with reference to Monthly Accounts relating to Director Revenue CDA/MCI, Audit noted that 

178 cheques deposited by the consumers on account of Property tax for  

Rs 17.137 million were dis-honoured by concerned Banks and were not credited in CDA  account. 
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Audit observed that non-cashed/dis-honored transactions were not got corrected from 

concerned consumers and no penal/legal action was initiated against such defaulters. 

Audit further observed that the Director Revenue received cheques of property tax of Rs 7.425 

million drawn on different banks outside municipal limits of Islamabad. Out of this, two (02) cheques 

amounting to Rs 1.888 million were dishonored but no record of re-issuance and credit of these cheques 

was available.  

Non-adherence to rules caused irregular receipt for Rs 7.425 million and dishonored cheques 

of Rs 19.025 million.  

 Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite frequent requests made  by Audit on 02.06.2021, 

31.12.2021, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends appropriate action against those responsible for non-rectification of non-

cashed/dis-honored cheques besides corrective action.  

(Para-6, 28) 

Monitoring and Evaluation 

3.4.56  Unjustified retention of the Officers/Officials on the same posts beyond the normal 

tenure 

 Public Accounts Committee (PAC) Sub-Committee-I in its meeting held on 4th July, 2019 

directed to the Principal Accounting Officers (PAOs) to make posting/transfers from one post to another 

post beyond the normal tenure of posting against one post.  

 ESTA Code SI.No.1 Part-I (Postings and Transfers) Transfers, Postings and Deputations, 

provides that the normal tenure of an officer on the same post should be three years. Posting of an officer 

on the same post beyond the normal tenure will require concurrence of the competent authority.  

 Audit observed during review of the record of Revenue Directorate CDA/MCI, Islamabad that 

seventy-eight (78) Officers/Officials have been working on the same post beyond normal tenure of three 

years to sixteen years out of total working strength of 118 personnel. 

Therefore, till the start of April 2021 (date of audit), 66% personnel against the sanctioned 

strength, were performing duties on same post/in same Directorate for abnormally excessive tenure. 

Most of the Senior Assistants, Sub-Assistants and Junior Assistants are dealing with the same Sectors 

since their induction in Revenue Directorate. 

This indicated weakness of internal controls and deviation from the rules and procedure as well 

as PAC directives. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

 DAC meeting was not convened despite repeated requests made  by Audit on 02.06.2021, 

31.12.2021, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends early corrective action. 

(Para-20) 
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CHAPTER 4 

CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY  

(AVIATION DIVISION) 

4.1 Introduction 

A. Pakistan Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) is a public sector autonomous body working under 

the Federal Government of Pakistan through Aviation Division, Cabinet Secretariat. CAA was 

established on 07.12.1982 through Pakistan Civil Aviation Authority Ordinance 1982. As per Schedule-

II of Rules of Business, 1973 (amended up to January 2019) Aviation Division is responsible for 

administration of Civil Aviation Ordinance and development of civil aviation in Pakistan.  

 The purpose of establishing CAA is to provide for the promotion and regulations of Civil 

Aviation activities and to develop an infrastructure for safe, efficient, adequate, economical and 

properly coordinated Civil Air Transport Service in Pakistan. CAA not only plays the role of the 

aviation regulator of the country but at the same time performs the service provider functions of Air 

Navigation Services and Airport Services. The core functions of CAA are therefore, ‘Regulatory’, ‘Air 

Navigation Services’ and ‘Airport Services’. These core functions are fully supported by various 

corporate functions of the organization.  

 The general direction and administration of CAA and its affairs vests in CAA Board which 

exercises all powers, performs all functions and does all acts and things that need to be exercised, 

performed or done by the Authority. The Chairman CAA Board is the Secretary of the Division to 

which the affairs of the Authority are allocated. Presently, it is the Secretary Aviation. CAA Executive 

Committee is the highest decision-making body of the Organization. It exercises such administrative, 

executive, financial and technical powers as delegated to it by the Authority. Director General CAA is 

the Chairman of CAA Executive Committee. The Federal Government appoints the Director General 

who is the Executive head of CAA and exercises such powers and performs such functions as may be 

specified in CAA Ordinance or delegated to him by the CAA Board from time to time. The CAA Board 

is assisted by CAA HR (Human Resources) Committee and CAA Audit Committee. The Director 

General is assisted by the Deputy Director General, Directors and Additional Directors. The Director 

(Finance) controls the budget and enforces the internal financial controls/checks. Internal Audit 

Department is headed by an Additional Director under the direct supervision of the Director General. 

The Headquarters of the CAA are situated at Karachi. 

B.  Comments on Budget and Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

 Financial Statements of Civil Aviation Authority for the financial year 2020-21 (unapproved) 

disclosed the figures of budget, revenue and expenditure as follows: 

B1. Revenue            

                                                                                                       (Rs in million) 

Description Target Actual 
Excess/ 

(Shortfall) 

Excess/ 

(Shortfall) % 

Aeronautical 38,811 38,936 125 0.32 

Non-Aeronautical (Rent & Allied) 10,576 10,401 (175) (1.65) 

Inspection & Services 274 280 6 2.18 

Return on Bank Deposits 2,010 2,230 220 10.94 

Other 244 280 36 14.75 

Total 51,915 52,127 212 0.40 
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 Audit noticed that: 

 

i. The aeronautical revenue for the year 2020-21 was  

Rs 38,936 million against target of Rs 38,811 million. There was excess of Rs 

125 million which constitutes 0.32% of the targeted revenue. 
 

ii. The non-aeronautical revenue for the year 2020-21 was  

Rs 10,401 million against target of Rs 10,576 million. There was a shortfall of 

Rs 175 million which constitutes (1.65 %) of the targeted non-aeronautical 

revenue. 
 

iii. Overall excess in revenue was Rs 212 million, which constitutes 0.40 % of the 

targeted revenue.  

 

B2.  Budget & Expenditure 2020-21                                 

 Audit noticed that: 

 

i. PSDP funds (Government funds) amounting to Rs 4.00 million remained 

unutilized representing 8% of the revised budget allocation. This suggests that 

the Authority was not able to fully utilize its allocated budget for PSDP projects. 
 

ii. In Annual Development Programme budget (CAA funds), there was a saving of 

Rs 3,876 million representing 24 % of the revised budget allocation. This 

suggests that the Authority was not able to fully utilize its allocated budget for 

development projects. 

(Rs in million)   

Description 
Original 

Budget 

Revised 

Budget 

Actual                  

(Un 

Audited) 

Excess/ 

(Shortfall) 

Excess/ 

(Shortfall) % 

Establishment Charges 18,754 20,481 19,175 (1,306) (6) 

Admin. Expenses 7,400 7,513 6,788 (725) (10) 

Provision for Doubtful 

Receivables 
9,018 5,540 6,483 943 17 

Provision for Pensioners 4,019 15,153 5,638 (9,515) (63) 

Repairs and maintenance 2,894 2,863 2,021 (842) (29) 

Depreciation 9,791 10,175 10,501 326 3 

 Bank Charges  4 3 18 15 500 

 Total Non-Development  51,880 61,728 50,624 (11,104) (18) 

      

Development      

      

Federal Government Fund 

(PSDP) 
669 50 46 (4) (8) 

Annual Development Program 

(ADP) 
20,112 16,238 12,362 (3,876) (24) 

Total Development 20,781 16,288 12,408 (3,880) (24) 

Grant Total 72,661 78,016 63,032 (14,984) (19) 
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B3. Assets & Liabilities  

                                                                                                                     

a.    Assets Amount (Rs in million) 

a1. Non-current assets   

Property, plant and equipment                         631,990.660  

Intangible asset                                  18.790  

Investment property                         119,265.808  

Long-term loans                             1,741.238  

Long-term deposits                                  19.566  

Deferred taxation – net                             9,427.051  

Sub-Total non-current assets                         762,463.113  

a2. Current assets   

Stores and spares                                295.937  

Trade debts                             3,202.085  

Loans and advances                                  33.013  

Prepayments                                  64.319  

Interest accrued                                238.385  

Other receivables                                705.759  

Taxation – net                           17,662.702  

Cash and bank balances                           23,594.443  

Sub-Total current assets                           45,796.643  

Total assets                         808,259.756  

b.     Fund and liabilities   

b1. Fund and reserves   

Civil Aviation Authority Fund                         257,770.106  

Surplus on revaluation of fixed assets                         491,058.787  

Sub-Total Funds                         748,828.893  

b2. Non-current liabilities   

Deferred taxation – net                                       -    

Retirement and other Services benefits                           38,563.045  

Government grants                             9,362.837  

Deferred income                                       -    

Sub-Total non-current liabilities                           47,925.882  

b3.  Current liabilities   

Trade and other payables                             5,861.477  

Retention money and security deposits                             5,643.504  

Sub-Total current liabilities                           11,504.981  

Sub-Total liabilities                           59,430.863  

Grand total fund and liabilities                         808,259.756  
 

i. Net worth of property, plant and equipment is Rs 631,990.660 million after certain 

adjustment for re-valuation, depreciation, ijarah sukuk, etc. Out of it, major portion is 

of land with value of Rs 195,558.784 million (30.94%). As per draft financial 

statements, land measuring 3,332 acres is not mutated in the name of the Authority. 

Inclusion of worth of land in the assets which has not been mutated in the name of 

Authority tantamount to overstatement of assets in the Financial Statements to the 

extent of value of 3,332 acres land (Note 6.1). 

ii. Foreign Travel Tax and Government Airport Tax amounting to  

Rs 240.208 million and Rs 403.418 million (including Rs 382.460 million for the year 

2020-21), respectively are receivable on behalf of the government (Note 13). The 
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pendency of huge receivable government taxes with airline operators is inefficiency on 

the part of CAA. The collection of government dues may be matured and remitted to 

government without delay. 

iii. An amount of Rs 32.378 million is payable to Sindh Coal Authority on account of 

excess of deposit against construction of Thar Airport (Note 19.1). The account may be 

reconciled and corrective action be taken accordingly. 

iv. An amount of Rs 946.332 million and Rs 29.905 million is payable to government (Note 

19) on account of sales tax and income tax deducted at source by CAA from different 

invoices. The same has not been remitted to government. 

 

Note: Approved Audited financial statements from CAA Board for the year 2020-2021 were not 

produced by the Authority, however, the comments have been offered on the draft/unaudited financial 

statements. 

C. Audit Profile of CAA 

      (Rs in million) 

S. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

Nos 

Audited 

 

Expenditure 

audited FY 2020-

21 

 

Revenue/ 

Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 68 19 112,968.288 62,663.120 

2 Assignment 

Accounts SDAs, 

RFAs 

(Excluding FAP)  

03 03 45.80* 

 

- 

*Expenditure audited indicated against formations is inclusive of assignment accounts 

Note: In addition to above, five formations audited during Phase-II of 2020-21 involving expenditure of Rs 

8,204.275 million and results incorporated in this report. 

4.2  Classified summary of Audit observations 

 Audit observations amounting to Rs 15,099.555 million were raised in this audit report. This 

amount also includes recoverable amount of Rs 4,719.425 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary 

of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of Auditor Observations 

S. No. Classification Amount 

(Rs in million) 

1 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related irregularities 1,220.571 

B Procurement related irregularities 5,197.294 

C Execution of works, contract agreement 1,711.562 

2 Value for money and service delivery issues 2,175.087 

3 Others 4,795.041 

Total 15,099.555 
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4.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC’s directives 

 

 Compliance position of PAC’s directives on Audit Reports relating to Civil Aviation Authority 

is as under: 

 

Year Total 

Paras 

No. of 

Para 

Discussed 

Compliance 

Made 

Compliance 

Awaited 

Percentage of 

Compliance 

1985-86 3 3 - 3 - 

1986-87 3 3 - 3 - 

1988-89 6 6 - 6 - 

1989-90 01 01 01 - 100.0 

 

1990-91 

09 CAA+ 

3 Ex- 

ADA+1 

PAR (10) 

 

12 

 

09 

 

3 Ex ADA+ 

1 PAR 

 

75.0 

1991-92 26 26 10 16 38.46 

 

1992-93 

33 CAA+ 

5 Ex- 

ADA+ 

1 PAR (14) 

38 26 07+Ex_ 

ADA+01 

PAR 

68.42 

1993-94 49 49 21 28 42.85 

1994-95 08 08 06 02 75 

1995-96 14 14 07 07 50.0 

1996-97 20 20 16 04 80.0 

1997-98 91 91 82 09 90.10 

2 SAR 2 - 2 - 

1998-99 46 46 36 10 78.26 

1999-00 63 63 37 26 58.73 

2000-01 83 83 62 21 74.69 

2001-02 14 14 12 02 85.71 

2002-03 10 10 04 06 40.00 

2003-04 21 21 16 5 76.42 

2004-05 10 10 08 02 80.0 

2005-06 13 13 12 01 92.30 

2006-07 09 09 05 04 55.55 

2007-08 06 06 03  03 50.0 

2008-09 17 17 10 07 58.82 

2009-10 14 14 12 02 85.71 

 

2010-11 

56 56 26 30 53.57 

25 PAR 25 22 3 88.0 

16 PAR 16 14 2 87.5 

33 PAR 33 19 14 57.57 

2012-13 38 10 01 09 2.63 

2013-14 38 38 16 22 42.10 

2014-15 25 8 - 8 - 

2015-16 51 50 15 36 29.42 

2016-17 26  (50+ M) 26 12 14 46.15 

15  (50- M) 15 04 11 26.66 

2016-17 Spl 

study 

2 2 01 01 50.0 

2017-18 32 12 1 11 8.33 

2018-19 38 10 1 10 - 

2019-20 53 07  07 - 

Note: Audit Report for 2020-21 has not been discussed by PAC till the finalization of this Audit Report.  
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4.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 
 

 

4.4.1   Non-recovery of dues from M/s Pakistan International Airlines - Rs 121,250.003 

million 

As per Pakistan CAA Revenue Accounting Manual, it shall be the responsibility of the 

Air Transport (AT) Directorate for recovery of the outstanding dues which shall be authorized 

to take punitive action against defaulters in case of continuous default. The AT Directorate 

shall submit a status of the recovery made to the Billing Branch HQCAA within ten working 

days of the receipt of the outstanding balance position from the Billing Branch HQCAA. PCAA 

levies 5% surcharge on the amount payable by the operators/airlines, when they fail to credit 

in PCAA accounts their dues within the due date as per invoice. For outstanding dues, longer 

than thirty (30) days, PCAA shall levy additional surcharge @ six (06) months KIBOR + 2% 

of the outstanding dues per annum. Surcharge shall be accounted for in the books of account 

after receipt, otherwise shall be kept in memo account. 

During scrutiny of accounts record of Civil Aviation Authority for the year 2019-20 

and 2020-21, it was noted that an amount of                                   Rs 121,250.003 million was 

recoverable from M/s Pakistan International Airlines, as detailed below:  

                                                                                            (Rs in million) 

DP. No. Location Outstanding Amount 

52 Finance Directorate HQ       121,105.244 

81 JIAP, Karachi                55.102 

01 QIAP, Quetta                   43.305 

192 BKIAP, Peshawar                    46.352 

Total 121,250.003 

 

Audit observed that Authority could not recover rent, license fee and allied charges 

from PIAC during the financial year 2019-20 and 2020-21. Audit further observed that no 

action, as required under Authority’s Manual such as punitive action, imposition and recovery 

of surcharge, termination of license agreement etc., was taken.  

This has resulted in non-recovery of outstanding dues of  

Rs 121,250.003 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter of recovery in January 2021. The Authority replied that 

matter is under consideration between higher management of PCAA and M/s PIAC. As soon 

as, decision is finalized in respect of recovery of outstanding dues, the same shall be 

implemented and progress will be shared with Audit.  

The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. DAC directed CAA to take up the matter with the Government to resolve the 

issue of outstanding dues of PIAC. 
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Audit recommends early recovery of outstanding dues along with surcharge.  

 (DP. 01, 52, 81, 192) 

4.4.2 Non-finalization of accounts of work/project - Rs 7,229.377 million 

 As per Paras 287 & 288 of CPWA Code, read with Paras 46, 52 and 99 of CPWD Code, the 

accounts of the works should be closed immediately after completion of the work. On completion of 

work, it should be seen that any adjustments of costs necessary under the rules have been duly made in 

the accounts. 

 Audit noted that CAA HQ awarded the work “Passenger Terminal Building Expansion Project 

at Allama Iqbal International Airport Lahore (Const. of Car Parking Area)” to M/s Izhar Const. (Pvt.) 

Ltd. on 22.04.2017 with the agreement cost of Rs 5,903.940 million through  

VO-1 Rs 7,229.377 million with completion period of 400 days. IPC No. 27 was paid to the contractor 

for Rs 7,445.879 million. 

 Audit observed that as per progress report/IPC No. 27 of the project and TOC on September 

2020, the work/project was completed up to 100%, but the accounts of the work have not yet been 

finalized by the Authority. Due to which, the Authority is still bearing heavy expenditure on account of 

consultancy charges. This resulted in non-finalization of accounts of work/project amounting to Rs 

7,229.377 million. 

 Audit pointed out non-finalization of accounts of work during July & August 2020. The 

Authority replied that as per Clause 60.6 of General Conditions of contract, the contractor has to submit 

draft final statement within 56 days from the issuance of DLP.  

 The reply was not accepted because taking over certificate was issued by the consultant in 

September 2020. A period of more than a year has been elapsed, but neither the contractor submitted 

final statement, nor the project management has finalized the accounts of the project.  

 The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The DAC directed the CAA to finalize the accounts till end of January 2022 along with 

completion of Punch list. 

 Audit recommends early finalization of accounts of the completed project to avoid further 

charging of expenditure to the project. 

(DP. 99) 

4.4.3 Unauthorized occupation of CAA land - Rs 5,175.31 million 

 Section 5(1) (2) of Federal Government Land & Building (Recovery of Possession) 

Ordinance, 1965 provides that if the Federal Government is satisfied after making such enquiry 

as it thinks fit that a person is an unauthorized occupant of any land or building, it may, after 

giving such person an opportunity of being heard, by order in writing, direct such person to 

vacate the land or building within the period specified in the order. If any person refuses or 

fails to vacate any land or building, any officer authorized in this behalf by the Federal 

Government may, notwithstanding anything contained in any other law for the time being in 

force, enter upon such land or building and recover possession of the same by evicting such 

person. Further, CAA Board in 139th meeting held on 12.11.2011, expressed displeasure and 

directed that old encroachments at the airports be identified and concerned Airport 

Managers/Officers, who failed to safeguard the CAA’s land from encroachment be penalized. 
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CAA Board further directed that in future, Airport Manager be held responsible for 

encroachments on CAA’s land and their performance be strictly monitored in this perspective. 

 Audit noted that CAA land at various airports was un-authorizedly occupied by ASF 

and other private parties as detailed below: 

(Rs in million) 

DP  Name of 

occupant 

 Area Value @ Rs 14 million 

per acre (approx.) 

243 ASF 35+4+166.27= 

205.27 acres 

2,873.78 

79 ASF 144 2,016.00 

242 Noor & Company 20.36 acres 285.040 

271 Kachi Abadies at 

JIAP 

Not available - 

229 IIAP 0.035 acre 0.49 

Total 369.665 acres 5,175.31 

 

 Audit observed that APM of the concerned airports has not made any concerted efforts 

to vacate such encroachments. This resulted in contradiction of ibid rule as well the CAA 

Board’s decision regarding removal of encroachments and action against the person 

responsible to safeguard the CAA land. This has caused in unauthorized occupation of CAA 

land worth Rs 5,175.31 million. 

 Audit communicated the irregularity in August-November 2021. The Authority replied 

that matter has been taken up at different levels with various Government Departments at the 

time of encroachment of CAA land. Some cases are in litigation in various Courts. The progress 

on the matter will be communicated as soon as the decision of Court is received.  

 The reply was not accepted because encroachments were old. The concerned Airport 

Managers/Officers, who failed to safeguard the CAA’s land from encroachments, were to be 

penalized as per orders of the CAA Board. But no action against those encroachments was 

taken by the CAA management.  

 The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The DAC deferred the para and directed to take corrective action at Authority 

level to get CAA land recovered from encroachers. DAC further directed to get the recovered 

land of 09 acres verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends retrieval of land from encroachers at the earliest to safeguard the 

interests of Authority.   

(DP. 243, 79, 242, 271,229) 
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4.4.4 Irregular payment of work done without maintenance of Measurement Books - 

Rs 4,574.064 million 

 According to item (ii) of the office memorandum of National Assembly Secretariat (Public 

Accounts Committee) dated 15.11.2017, it was directed to ensure compliance of recording actual/date 

wise measurements in the Measurement Books. 

 Further, Para 208 of Central Public Works Accounts Code provides that payments for all work 

done are made based on measurements recorded in the Measurement Book (Form 23) in accordance 

with the rules in Para 209 of CPWA Code. The Measurement Book (MB) should, therefore, be 

considered as very important accounts record. Para 209(b) states that all measurements should be neatly 

taken down in MB.  

 Audit noted that the different projects of Quetta International Airport and Allama International 

Airport, Lahore were awarded to different Contractors/Suppliers as detailed below: 

(Rs in million) 

DP. No. Name of projects (M/s) Payment 

118 Expansion and renovation of Quetta International Airport, 

Quetta 

2,558.292 

95 Construction and up gradation of main runway of AIIAP, 

Lahore 

1,859.042 

10 Supply of furniture for Quetta Airport 156.730 

Total 4,574.064 
 

 Audit observed that the Project Directors of the above noted works made payments of Rs 

4,574.064 million to the Contractors/ Suppliers without recording detailed measurement of each item 

of work done in MB. Thus, payments made without recording measurements of work executed/supply 

of furniture in the Measurement Books resulted in irregular payment of Rs 4,574.064 million.  

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in December 2020. The Authority replied that in PEC Bidding 

& FIDIC Conditions, there is no condition specifically for recording measurements in the Measurement 

Book but instead it requires to maintain the measurements in measurement sheets properly for every 

item being paid in IPC’s. Detailed measurements of items are made on measurement sheets and the 

same measurements are duly attached with the abstracts of every IPC.  

 The reply was not acceptable because maintenance of Measurement Book on  the prescribed 

format is mandatory.  

 The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The DAC observed that the matter has already been discussed in the various meetings 

of the PAC. In the light of discussions, the PAC has already issued instructions regarding recording 

actual date wise measurements in the Measurement Books. Auditor General of Pakistan has also issued 

such instructions. However, the DAC directed CAA to take up the matter with Planning Division, 

Government of Pakistan and Pakistan Engineering Council for clarification. 

 Audit recommends maintenance of Measurement Books as per directives of the PAC and 

Auditor General of Pakistan and the same be shown to Audit so that it could exercise its judgment on 

veracity and accuracy of payments as per rules, regulations and procedures.   

 (DP. 10, 95, 118) 
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4.4.5    Non-recovery of rent and allied charges - Rs 4,307.684 million 

As per Para D 14.1 of CAA Policy and Procedure regarding grant of business 

(concession) at Airports (2019,) it is personal responsibility of the Airport Manager concerned 

to ensure that all the dues are realized from the licensees as soon as they become due. 

According to Clause 3(b) of agreement (standard agreement form) for 

licenses/concessions, if the license fee shall be in arrears for one month or more, the Airport 

Manager/Licensor may terminate the license agreement and the licenser may upon such 

termination enter into or upon the premises and take over the same without any right or remedy 

to the licensee or the Airport Manager/Licensor may impose financial charges at the rate of 

10% of the outstanding amount or a fine of Rs 1,000 for each day of such default. 

During scrutiny of accounts record of Civil Aviation Authority for the year 2019-20 & 

2020-21, it was noticed that rent and allied charges amounting to Rs 4,307.684 million were 

recoverable from various concessionaries/allottees of CAA premises (Annexure-M). 

Audit observed that Authority could not recover the rent, utility charges etc., from the 

respective departments/concessionaries/ licensees/allottees during the financial year 2019-20 

& 2020-2021. Audit further observed that no concrete actions/steps were taken under clauses 

of the agreements to effect recovery. This resulted in non-recovery of outstanding dues of Rs 

4,307.684 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter of recovery in July-November 2021. The Authority replied 

that efforts were being made to recover the outstanding dues against the concessions but 

recoveries were slow due to COVID-19 situation.  

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. DAC directed the CAA to take concrete steps for recovery of long outstanding 

dues. 

Audit recommends that disciplinary action should be taken against all the responsible officers 

as this observation has frequently been taken by Audit and discussed at DAC and PAC levels. Despite 

all this, irregularity continues with all impunity. Audit further recommends that efforts for recovery be 

shared with PAO as well as Audit. 

 (DP. 51,78,84,160,217,53,129,231,126,05,07,201,37,27,179,73, 166, 257, 258) 

4.4.6 Loss due to non-finalization of Advanced Passenger Interface  System - Rs 

2,853.076 million  

 According to Request for Proposal (RFP), bids were called on “Single Stage-Two Envelop 

Procedure” of open competitive bidding under Clause 36 (b) of PPRA Rules. Bids were to be opened 

in presence of the Bidders representatives who chose to attend bid opening meeting. The bid submission 

date was fixed as 15.01.2020. Evaluation criteria was a combination of Technical Score (80 Marks) and 

Financial Score (20 Marks). The scoring was the amalgamation of both Technical and Financial Scores. 

Licence was to be awarded to the lowest evaluated successful bidder.  

 Audit observed from the Evaluation Report that Financial Bid of the technically qualified firm 

was opened on 10.09.2020. M/s Ace IT Solutions (Pvt) Ltd for and on behalf of M/s NADRA 
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Technologies Ltd and M/s IDEMIA quoted per passenger charges of USD 3.80 (inclusive of taxes) and 

were declared lowest evaluated bidder. Audit further observed that despite finalization of tender 

proceedings in September, 2020, letter of acceptance has not so far been issued to the lowest evaluated 

bidder.  

This resulted in loss of Rs 2,853.076 million to the Authority due to non-installation and 

implementation of the Advance Passenger Interface system: 

 Charges to be received from air lines   USD 5.00 

 Charges to be paid to the Operator of the system USD 3.80 

 CAA income      USD 1.20 

 International Passengers  

(Based average data of last three years)      USD 13,985,669 

Income from International passengers per year (Arrival + Departure 13,985,669 * 1.20 USD) 

16,782,802  USD 

Loss of one year income in Rupees (USD=Rs 170) Rs 2,853.076 million      

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in November-December 2021. The Authority replied that the 

Aviation Minister decided to initiate E-Gate installation project through in-house resources in liaison with 

relevant Govt. stakeholders.  

 The reply of the Authority is not acceptable. The project has not been initiated despite expiry of 

period of more than a year. 

 DAC meeting was not convened despite frequent requests made by Audit on 24.12.2021, 

31.12.2021, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends an early implementation of the project which is in the best interest of the 

CAA.  

(DP. 252) 

4.4.7 Non-mutation of acquired land and non-adjustment of advance payment - Rs 

1,970.636 million 

Under Article 173 of the Constitution of Pakistan 1973, when land belonging to a private party 

has to be acquired on behalf of the Federal Government, the acquisition shall be at the expense of that 

Government/Authority. Clause C-2 of CAA Land Lease Policy provides that the Estate Management 

Wing of CAA shall be responsible for carrying out the mutation of the acquired land in the name of 

the Authority. As per Para 6.3.4.1 of Accounting Policy and Procedures Manual, a monthly 

reconciliation of bank accounts is a necessary part of financial management and is also an effective 

measure for detecting and deterring fraud and irregularities 

Audit noted that payments of Rs 706.102 million and  

Rs 1,264.534 million were made to the Land Acquisition Collector Fateh Jang, District Attock on 

account of land acquisition for Rama and Kasana Dam. Further, land measuring 480 acres was allotted 

to CAA on deferred payment basis at Muridke. 

Audit observed that: 

i. Vouched accounts of the payments made to land owners were not obtained. 
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ii. Reconciliations of disbursed and undisbursed amount were not made with the 

treasury offices. 

iii. Against the total payments of Rs 1,970.636 million for acquisition of land 

measuring 7,598 Kanal 07 Marlas, only land measuring 1776 Kanals 06 Marlas 

have been mutated in the name of CAA so far. Remaining land of 5822 Kanals 

01 Marla has not been mutated in the name of CAA. 

iv. Land measuring 480 acres at Muridke has also not been mutated in the name of 

CAA. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in November 2021. The Authority replied that several land 

owners have not accepted the Awards and references have been forwarded to the Court on their behalf 

by the Land Acquisition Collector. As soon as, the matter comes to a conclusion and final disbursement 

to the land owners is made, the requisite reconciliation would be carried out accordingly.  

 The reply was not accepted because vouched accounts of the payments to land owners were 

neither obtained nor reconciliation of disbursed and undisbursed amount was made with the Treasury 

Offices. Record of mutation of land in the name of CAA was also not produced in support of reply.  

The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The DAC directed the Authority to expedite the process of reconciliation and mutation 

of remaining land in the name of CAA and quarterly progress report be submitted to the PAO as well 

as Audit. 

Audit recommends reconciliations of disbursed and undisbursed amount and early mutation of 

land. 

 (DP. 151, 244) 

 

4.4.8 Unauthentic reimbursement of custom duty - Rs 1,734.000 million  

As per Clause 73.2 of Conditions of Contract Part-II, all customs and import duties paid by the 

contractor on the imported equipment and materials shall be reimbursed to the contractor by the 

employer. Such compensation shall be limited to the defined costs assessed against imported equipment 

and materials for the permanent works. The title of all such equipment and materials shall be in the 

name of the Employer.  

During scrutiny of accounts record relating to Islamabad International Airport Project, Audit 

noted that most of the packages of the project were complete. The Airport was operational since May 

2018. The finalization of accounts of different packages of the project was in progress. 

Audit also noted that an amount of Rs 1,734.00 million was reimbursed to the contractors on 

account of custom duties/taxes against imported items up to June 2017. Besides, hundreds of 

indents/requisitions were issued through project management and Aviation Division for import duty 

exemptions. 

Audit observed that: 

i. Package-wise details of quantities of imported items, against which reimbursement 

of Rs 1,734.00 million and exemptions were made to different contractors, was not 

prepared. 
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ii. The cost of import fee reimbursed or exempted against unconsumed and surplus 

material, which was imported for the project, has not been assessed and recovered 

from the contractors. 

iii. Monthly, quarterly or yearly reconciliation of imported items was not made with 

Aviation Division and FBR. 

This resulted in non-maintenance of record of imported material against reimbursement 

of Rs 1,734.00 million and exemptions of import duties of billions of rupees. 

Audit pointed out the matter in November 2021. The Authority replied that PCAA shall 

ensure the implementation of Audit’s recommendations for maintenance of required record, 

reconciliations with approvals of Aviation Division and recovery of import duties against 

unconsumed and surplus & irrelevant imported items (if any). It is an exhaustive activity and 

the Authority will share the details with Audit on receipt from Project Management 

Consultants.  

The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The DAC directed the Authority to complete the process of reconciliation of 

the imported material and exemptions within 30 days and if there is found any discrepancy, 

recovery be effected from the Contractors. 

 Audit recommends maintenance of required record, reconciliations with approvals of Aviation 

Division and recovery of import duties against unconsumed and surplus & irrelevant imported items. 

 (DP. 135) 

4.4.9 Non-implementation of arbitration award and umpire decision involving 

recoverable amount - Rs 1,399.002 million 

As per provisions of the contract agreement, Justice Ather Saeed, a former judge of the Supreme 

Court of Pakistan was nominated by the contractor as Arbitrator and Justice Muhammad Sair Ali, a 

former judge of the Supreme Court of Pakistan, was nominated by the CAA as Arbitrator. The 

Arbitrators agreed upon Mr. Justice Tassaduq Hussain Jillani, a former Chief Justice of the Supreme 

Court of Pakistan, as the Umpire whose appointment was also consented by the parties. Mr. Justice 

Tassaduq Hussain Jillani also consented to be an Umpire in this matter.  

Arbitral Tribunal issued awards on certain issues on 28.11.2019, which were referred for final 

decision to the Umpire. The Umpire announced award on 03.03.2021. As per Umpire award, the 

contractor was to reimburse the amount of Rs 1,399.002 million from the already received amount of 

Rs 1,615.747 million to the Employer (CAA) within sixty days of the award.  

Audit observed that despite expiry of the specified time, the contractor did not reimburse the 

amount to CAA. This resulted in non-implementation of Arbitration Award and Umpire decision 

involving recoverable amount from the contractor of Rs 1,399.002 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter in November 2021. The Authority replied that the case for 

declaring Arbitration Award as rule of Court has been filed in the Court of Additional District 

Judge, Islamabad. The outcome of the Arbitration shall be shared with Audit once it is finalized.  
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The reply was not accepted because despite expiry of the time period after 

announcement of the award by the Umpire, the Contractor did not reimburse the amount to 

CAA.  

The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. After detailed deliberations, the DAC pended the para being subjudice in the 

Court of Law.  

 Audit recommends vigorous pursuance of the case in the Court for early recovery from the 

contractor. In this regard, all the previous court proceedings, detail of representation from CAA and the 

outcome be shared with PAO as well as Audit. 

 (DP. 148) 

4.4.10 Irregular/unjustified payment of Special House Building Grant - Rs 918.494 

million 

As per directions issued vide Finance Division O.M No.F.1 (38)-IMP-II/88, dated 11.07.1988, 

financial matters including revision of pay and allowances etc. cannot be decided without prior 

concurrence of the Finance Division. Further, Ministry of Defense issued instructions vide letter 

No.11-2/2002-CAA dated 08.03.2007, that financial matters including financial implications 

particularly, increase in pay and allowances require prior clearance of the Finance Division. It is 

binding on the Authority to follow directives on the policy matters issued by the Federal Government 

under section of Civil Aviation Authority Ordinance 1982. 

Audit observed that the CAA management approved and made payment of Special House 

Building Grant to retired officers/officials during 2020-21 without concurrence of competent forum and 

in violation of codal obligations. As per approval such payment was non-recoverable contrary to the 

rules & regulations of House Building Advance.  

This resulted in irregular payment of Rs 918.494 million (Rs 885.089+Rs 33.405 million). 

  Audit pointed out the irregularity in September 2021. The Authority replied that the said 

payment has been made with the approval of the competent authority.  

  The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. After detailed deliberation, the DAC directed to take up the matter with the Finance 

Division through Aviation Division for regularization of the payment of the House Building Grant. 

Audit recommends regularization of the payment from Finance Division, Government of 

Pakistan. Moreover, further payments be stopped till clearance from Finance Division.   

 (DP.  196, 255) 

4.4.11 Loss due to undue favour to the licensee - Rs 278.340 million 

As per standard terms & conditions No.6 of license agreement, the licenser reserves the 

exclusive right during the currency of license agreement to revise/enhance the amount of license fee or 

the charges with prior notice and the licensee shall be  bound  to pay the revised license fee or charges 

from such date as may be specified prospectively by the licenser and nonpayment of such revised 

enhanced rate for any reason/default shall entail action under the license agreement against the licensee.  

 

Audit noted that Airport Manager, Allama Iqbal International Airport, CAA, Lahore awarded 

license for Installation, Operation & Maintenance of Car Parking System on BOT basis and collection 
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of Car Parking fee to M/s Syed Tasneem Hussain Naqvi & Company (Pvt) Limited for a period of 05 

years i.e. from 22.09.2015 to 21.09.2020 on monthly fee of Rs 7.143 million with 10% cumulative 

enhancement each year. Further, on expiry of original agreement, license period was extended from 

22.09.2020 to 30.09.2021 @ Rs 11.503 million per month. 

 Audit observed that during the currency of license agreement, HQ-CAA revised/enhanced the 

rate of Car Parking fee at CAA’s Airports w.e.f. 01.08.2016. Further, a committee was constituted under 

the Chairmanship of Director Commercial & Estate with representation of Finance, Legal and Audit to 

arrive at an equitable distribution of revenues in light of the enhanced rate. The Committee will also 

suggest amendments in the existing agreement if required. Further as the rates were enhanced 

approximately 50% hence, the license fee should have been revised accordingly but no such 

enhancement in license fee was made. This resulted in a loss/undue favour to licensee due to non-

revision of license fee of Rs 278.340 million. 

Audit pointed out the loss/undue favour to licensee in August 2021. The Authority 

replied that license fee was not increased as the car parking charges were not increased as 

revision was not implemented at AIIAP Lahore in 2016, therefore, no loss occurred.  

The reply was not satisfactory because in the letter of revised/enhanced rates, a 

committee was constituted to arrive at an equitable distribution of revenues in the light of 

enhanced rates and committee will also suggest amendments in the existing agreements. The 

Authority is required that why not the enhanced rates were implemented. Further, the referred 

letter still exists as the same was not withdrawn.  

The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The DAC directed that inquiry should be conducted by Director, Audit (Works) 

and Director, Commercial & Estates CAA and furnish report to DAC within three months. 

Audit recommends finalization of the inquiry report and action within the stipulated 

time. 

(DP. 157) 

4.4.12 Irregular payment of Special Allowance and Rating Allowance - Rs 236.340 

million 

 As per directions issued vide O.M No.F.1 (38)-IMP-II/88, dated 11.07.1988, financial matters 

including revision of pay and allowances etc. cannot be decided without prior concurrence of the 

Finance Division. Further, Ministry of Defence issued instructions vide letter No.11-2/2002-CAA dated 

08.03.2007, that financial matters including financial implications particularly, increase in pay and 

allowances require prior clearance of the Finance Division. It is binding on the Authority to follow 

directives on the policy matters issued by the Federal Government under section of Civil Aviation 

Authority Ordinance 1982. 
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 During scrutiny of accounts record (Trial Balance) of Airport Managers of various airports, 

Audit noted that an amount of Rs 236.340 million on account of Special Allowance and Rating 

Allowance was paid to the employees during the financial years 2019-2020 & 2020-21. 

 Audit observed that payment of said allowance was made without concurrence of Ministry of 

Finance and in violation of codal obligations. This resulted in irregular payment of Rs 236.340 million.   

 Audit pointed out irregularity in September 2020. The Authority replied that 20% Special 

Allowance and Rating Allowance was granted to CAA employees with the approval of CAA Board.

  

 The reply of the Authority was not accepted because payment of said allowances was made 

without concurrence of Ministry of Finance.  

 The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022, wherein, the Committee directed the Authority to take up the matter with the Finance 

Division through Aviation Division for regularization of the payment of the allowances. 

 Audit recommends regularization of the payment from the Finance Division. 

(DP.  87/2020-21, 256 & 133/2021-22) 

4.4.13 Irregular award of security services without calling tenders - Rs 225.185 million 

According to Para 20 of Public Procurement Rule 2014, the procuring agencies shall 

use open competitive bidding as the principal method of procurement for the procurement of 

goods, services and works.  

During scrutiny of accounts record of the Director, Human Resource, CAA Karachi for 

the financial year 2019-20, Audit noted that M/s Rangers Security Guards (Pvt) Ltd were 

deployed for security services at Jinnah International Airport Karachi and payments for 

security services were made to them at specified rates. From the scrutiny of the case file of M/s 

Rangers Security Guards (Pvt) Ltd at Jinnah International Airport Karachi, Audit also noted 

that their services were hired in March 2015. 

Audit observed that the security services were hired initially for three months w.e.f 

01.03.2015 without calling tenders. The services are being extended now. A payment of Rs 

225.185 million was made up to 30.06.2020. This resulted in irregular expenditure of Rs 

225.185 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter in January 2021. The Authority replied that after the 

incident of terrorist attack at JIAP, Karachi, the services of M/s Rangers Security Guards (Pvt) 

Ltd, being the only firm fulfilling the criteria of providing ex-servicemen, were hired through 

direct contract with the approval of Competent Authority.  

The reply was not accepted because Security services were hired initially for three 

months w.e.f 01.03.2015 without calling tenders which is continued till now. Hiring of security 

services and incurring of expenditure without calling of tenders is against Public Procurement 

Rules 2004.  
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The matter was also discussed in the meeting of the DAC held on 03-05.01.2022. The 

Committee observed that private security guards were appointed without open competition in 

presence of the ASF at the airport. The Committee directed the CAA to seek advice from the 

Law Division and take up the matter for regularization with the competent forum. Moreover, 

the continued availability of extra security personnel at airports be evaluated at proper forum 

with corrective measures. 

Audit recommends vigorous implementation of DAC decision. 

(DP. 45) 

4.4.14 Non-recovery of defective work from the contractor -  

Rs 204.451 million  

Board of Inquiry (BOI) conducted by Planning and Development, CAA Headquarters dated 

27.04.2021 recommended that: 

a) The responsibility towards damage of custom building is shared among contractor and 

designer of the project. 

b) The content of financial expenditure to be incurred on the remedial measures should be 

recovered from the contractor and design consultant at the percentage of 38.5% and 

61.5% as per 3rd part of forensic evaluation report. 

 

Audit noted that the work, “Construction of Landside (Custom Building, & Cargo Agents 

Building at Islamabad International Airport, Islamabad” was awarded to M/s Amanat Hussain & Co 

(Pvt) Ltd at agreement cost of Rs 311.058 million on 16.11.2016. The work was started on 20.12.2016 

to be completed up to 23.08.2017.  The Contractor was paid Rs 204.451 million up to 14th IPC in May 

2020.  

Audit observed that recommendations of Board of Inquiry were not implemented and the 

defective work has neither been rectified nor recovery has been effected. This resulted in non-recovery 

of defective work for Rs 204.451 million.  

  Audit pointed out the non-recovery in November 2021. The Authority replied that in 

compliance to the Board of Inquiry report, instructions have been issued to the Contractor for execution 

of the remedial works.  

 The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The DAC directed the Authority that recommendations of Inquiry Report be 

implemented at the earliest and defective works be got rectified and in case of failure, the works may 

be got executed at the risk and cost of the Contractor. 

Audit recommends early rectification of defective work or recovery as per recommendations of 

the BOI. 

 (DP. 155) 

4.4.15 Irregular payment due to non-assurance of procurement of material from the 

specified origin - Rs 191.088 million  

  Special Provision-21 of Specifications stipulates that the contractor shall furnish new and 

unused material, standard first grade quality of the best workmanship and design. No inferior or low-

grade articles will be either approved or accepted. The contractor shall provide the manufacturer or 
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supplier with complete information as may be necessary to secure compliance to this clause and in every 

case. The contractor shall submit samples of materials, the Engineer shall check and approve such 

samples for conformance with the design.  

 Appendix-C to Bid - Table of Adjustment Data provides that component of Bitumen shall be 

procured from Attock Oils, Lahore. 

 Audit noted that CAA awarded the work “Construction of Access Road Network Expansion of 

Terminal Building at Allama Iqbal International Airport (AIIAP) Lahore” to M/s Sichuan - Sarwar 

Company Ltd. SCL Joint Venture (JV) at an agreement cost of Rs 1,778.445 million which was revised 

to Rs 1,437.333 million through Variation Orders. The work was started on 19.07.2017 and was 

required to be completed on 11.02.2018. Revised completion date was 06.07.2018. 

 Audit observed that asphalt base and wearing courses were got executed wherein bitumen of 

specified grade was used which is main component of these items. As per afore quoted provisions, 

origin of the bitumen was required to be got vetted by the consultant in order to maintain quality 

assurance. When the assurance of the origin of bitumen material was requisitioned, the project 

management could not produce the source/invoices of bitumen. This indicated that contractor did not 

procure the material from the specified origin directly, therefore, quality cannot be assured and by virtue 

of this, chances of failure of the asphaltic pavement cannot be ruled out. Non-adherence to provision of 

contract agreement caused irregular/unjustified payment of Rs 191.089 million. 

 Audit pointed out irregularity during July-August 2021. The department replied that the 

bitumen has been purchased from the National Refinery Limited and Attock Petroleum Limited.  

The reply was not tenable because the original invoices of bitumen procured form Attock Oils 

were not produced during audit, thus without confirming source of bitumen, the quality of work cannot 

be adjudged.  

The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. Audit informed the Committee that the Authority could not produce procurement 

documents during verification. The DAC directed the CAA to comply with the instruction of the Audit 

and if  the contractor fails to provide documents of procurement from National Refinery Limited and 

Attock Petroleum Limited, CAA may debar the contractor for future contracts. 

Audit recommends early production of procurement documents to Audit for verification. 

(DP. 103) 

4.4.16 Mis-procurement of Automatic Surveillance System -  

Rs 165.270 million 

As per rule 29 of Public Procurement Rules 2004, Procuring agencies shall formulate 

an appropriate evaluation criterion listing all the relevant information against which a bid is to 

be evaluated. Such evaluation criteria shall form an integral part of the bidding documents. 

Failure to provide unambiguous evaluation criteria in the bidding documents shall amount to 

mis-procurement. 

Tenders for “procurement of ADS-B complete System commissioning at Karachi, 

Lahore, Dalbandin, Laram Top and Hunza on Turnkey basis” were floated in Newspaper on 

28.05.2018. In response, six (06) bidders offered their bids but five were qualified technically. 

Financial proposals of the qualified bidders were opened on 13.08.2018.  
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Audit noted that the corrections in the tenders were made and quoted rates of M/s 

Transworld Aerospace Pakistan (Pvt) Ltd. were decreased by deleting 17% sales tax cost from 

the bid. Items quoted by the bidder were also changed along with their item-wise cost. 

The work was awarded to M/s Transworld Aerospace Pakistan (Pvt) Ltd (OEM Becker-

Aero-Germany) for Rs 165.270 million vide contract agreement dated 30.01.2019. An amount 

of Rs 36.365 million was so far paid to the supplier vide voucher dated 01.01.2020 against 25% 

payment of equipment. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in January 2021. The Authority replied that PCAA 

tender committee, during opening, found that the financial bid of Transworld Aerospace 

Pakistan Pvt. Ltd (OEM Becker-Aero Germany) included GST of 17% as well as 13% SST in 

their submitted financial proposal. The tax rate for turnkey project is 13% and, therefore, the 

same was also corrected, as included by the other participating bidders. Accordingly, all the 

bidders were intimated that all proposals would be considered for 13% tax due on turnkey 

procurement.  

After applicable 13% tax and deduction of 17% GST, the total cost of the submitted 

commercial proposal of Transworld Aerospace comes out to be Rs 165.270 million. 

Transworld Aerospace proposal was found to be the technically qualified & commercially 

lowest proposal and, therefore, cleared for finalization of contractual formalities.  

The reply was not accepted because corrections in the tenders by deleting 17% tax was not 

covered under the rules. BOQ in the quoted bid was also changed materially after opening of bids. The 

original bid included cost of Rs 94.970 million of different licenses and Rs 2.481 million for ten (10) 

laptops, which were deleted in correction of bid process. 

The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022 wherein, DAC directed CAA to take disciplinary action against the persons responsible 

for making changes in BOQ after opening of bid.  

Compliance to DAC directive was not made till finalization of the report. 

 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing of responsibility for violation of Public Procurement 

Rules 2004. 

(DP. 70) 

4.4.17 Irregular procurement of furniture and medical equipment for ASF Camp - Rs 

161.595 million 

As per PPRA-2004 rule-9, “save as otherwise provided and subject to the regulation made by 

the Authority, with the prior approval of the Federal Government, a procuring agency shall announce 

in an appropriate manner, all proposed procurements for each financial year and shall proceed 

accordingly without any splitting or regrouping of the procurements so planned.  

During scrutiny of the project accounts, Audit noted that as per revised authorization for ASF 

accommodation at Islamabad International Airport, CDWP allowed ASF for procurement of furnishing 

items including medical equipment for dispensary amounting to Rs 161.65 million. Accordingly, 
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procurement of Rs 161.595 million was made by Airport Security Force (ASF) and bills were raised 

which were paid by CAA in the financial year 2017-18 and 2018-19.  

Audit observed the following: 

i. CAA released payments direct to venders without obtaining evidence of 

procurements. 

ii. 1281 numbers of  wooden almirahs @ Rs 23,400 each for  

Rs 29.975 million were procured without provision in the revised PC-I. 

iii. Instead of consolidated procurements as required under the rules, split procurements 

were made. 

iv. Eight generators were procured for Rs 11.848 million against the instructions of 

CDWP and without provision in the revised PC-I. Further, no record pertaining to 

the make/ made and power of generators was found.  

v. Sales tax of Rs 23.479 million was paid to the contractors in their rates but invoices 

were not obtained in support of sales tax deposit. 

vi. Medical equipment including 30 beds, ACs, 100 KVA Generator etc., were 

procured but no evidence to authenticate the fact that the dispensary is operational 

was found on record 

vii. There is no evidence on record that the furniture and other equipment has been 

brought at Islamabad International Airport and accounted for accordingly. 

     

 This has resulted in irregular procurement of furniture and medical equipment for ASF Camp 

for Rs 161.595 million. 

 Audit pointed out the excess payment in November 2021. The Authority replied that the subject 

para was forwarded to ASF authorities on 09.11.2021 followed by the reminders dated 17.11.2021, 

07.12.2021 and 16.12.2021, but the reply has not been received from ASF authorities till date.  

 The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The DAC directed that an inquiry in the matter of irregular procurement be carried out 

by a Deputy Secretary of Aviation Division to verify entire procurement process. The Inquiry Report 

was not completed till finalization of the Report.  

         Audit recommends early investigation by the Ministry. 

 (DP. 152) 

4.4.18 Non-execution of agreement and recovery from M/s PTCL- Rs 62.062 million 

As per para D.7.1 of CAA Land Lease Policy, 2019, annual ground rent shall be charged 

upon award of lease as advance “Ground Rent”, for the period that shall commence from the 

date of handing over the possession of the lease land and approval of the building plan 

whichever is later.  

Audit noted during scrutiny of record of Estate Section, Jinnah International Airport JIAP 

Karachi that in 1978, land measuring 11,855 Sq. Yards, was allotted to the then M/s T&T Department 
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(Now M/s PTCL) on lease basis for a period of five years from 1978 to 1982. Audit further noted that 

the Chief Operating Officer/ Airport Manager, JIAP, Karachi/Revenue billing branch JIAP Karachi has 

billed License Fee and other allied charges to M/s PTCL to the extent of Rs 62.062 million. 

Audit observed that there was no reconciliation between Revenue Billing Branch JIAP Karachi 

and Estate Branch JIAP Karachi to determine actual billing of premium amount and annual ground rent 

which was required to be recovered as per CAA Land Lease Policy. This resulted in non-billing of 

premium amount and annual Ground Rent of CAA JIAP Karachi land measuring 11,855 Sq. Yards 

since 1982, occupied by Pakistan Telecommunication Corp. Ltd. 

Audit communicated the irregularity in August 2021. The Authority replied that 

comprehensive case has been forwarded to Competent Authority for regularization of land i.e. 

Telephone Exchange Building on lease basis. Outstanding recovery will be made soon after 

receipt of approval from Competent Authority.  

The reply was not tenable because the matter has been delayed due to non-reconciliation 

of actual billing between Revenue Billing Branch and Estate Branch as per policy. Further, no 

justification of occupation of the premises measuring 11,855 sft by the defaulter since 1982 

was provided.  

The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The Committee directed CAA to take disciplinary action against the officers 

responsible for delay in process of the reconciliation and occupation of the building by M/s 

PTCL without signing of agreement and payment of rent. 

Audit recommends early finalization of the matter and investigation. 

 (DP. 92) 

4.4.19 Irregular payment on account of rent of CAA accommodation in contradiction to 

the fundamental rules - Rs 56.148 million 

As per directions issued vide O.M No.F.1 (38)-IMP-II/88, dated 11.07.1988, financial 

matters including revision of pay and allowances etc. cannot be decided without prior 

concurrence of the Finance Division. Further, Ministry of Defense issued instructions vide 

letter No.11-2/2002-CAA dated 08.03.2007 that financial matters including financial 

implications particularly, increase in pay and allowances require prior clearance of the Finance 

Division. It is binding on the Authority to follow directives on the policy matters issued by the 

Federal Government under section of Civil Aviation Authority Ordinance 1982. 

During audit of the accounts record of Human Resources Directorate, CAA Karachi, it 

was noted that CAA Executive Committee in its 304th meeting held on 17.07.2019 approved 

standard rent of all CAA residential accommodation for CAA employees at the rate of 50% of 

running House Rent Allowance plus 5% maintenance charges with immediate effect as per 

their entitlement of category of accommodation. Accordingly, House Rent of CAA 

Accommodation was paid to the employees of CAA during the year 2019-20 to the extent of 

Rs 56.148 million.  
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Audit observed that according to CAA Service Regulations 2014 (Revised-2019), the 

approving authority to amendments in HRA and others allowances, is CAA Board. Therefore, 

payment of standard rent at the rate of 50% of running House Rent Allowance plus 5% 

maintenance require prior approval of the CAA Board. Further, as per Fundamental Rule-45 

and 45 A, the allottee of Government accommodation will pay only normal rent at the rate of 

5% of the emoluments. Whereas, the Authority paid 50% of the House Rent Allowance to the 

allottees of CAA accommodation which was against the fundamental rules. This resulted in 

irregular payment on account of rent of CAA accommodation in contradiction to the 

fundamental rules amounting to Rs 56.148 million. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in January 2021. The Authority replied that rate of house rent was 

increased from 60% to 80% due to which house rent increased. Due to increase in rent, CAA 

accommodation became unfeasible for its employees, and most of the senior level officers and staff 

vacated these houses. CAA Executive Committee in its 304th meeting held on 17.07.2019 has accorded 

approval for fixation of Standard Rent of all CAA residential accommodation located at all 

Airports/locations where available for CAA Employees @ 50% of their running house rent Allowance 

plus 5% maintenance charges with effect from 23.07.2019.  

 The reply is not acceptable because the revision was not got approved from the Finance 

Division, as required under the rules.  

 The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on 03-05.01.2022. The DAC directed 

CAA to review the accommodation policy and recommendations be presented to CAA Board for 

subsequent concurrence of the Finance Division, Government of Pakistan. 

Audit recommends regularization from the Finance Division or recovery of house rent 

from the employees who are in occupation of official residences. 

(DP. 39) 

4.4.20 Undue benefit due to non-recovery of income tax at the time of payment - Rs 55.560 

million 

According to Section 153 of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001, the person authorized to 

make payments on behalf of government are required to deduct withholding tax at the rate of 

7.5% of value of work done or payments made. 

Audit noted that the work “Re-construction of rigid runway at Quetta International 

Airport for operations of Aircraft up to ICAO Code-4E” was awarded to M/s Umer Jan & 

Company Engineers & Contractors under letter of acceptance dated 28.02.2020 at bid cost of 

Rs 493.876 million. As per letter of acceptance, the contractor shall ensure completion of the 

work within 24 months from the date of issuance of acceptance letter. 

Audit observed that Mobilization Advance @ 15% of contract price amounting to Rs 

740.841 million was paid to the contractor in two installments on 05.05.2020 and 30.06.2020 

respectively but income tax was not deducted while making payment. This resulted in non-

recovery of income tax amounting to Rs 55.560 million (Rs 740.841 x 7.5%). 

Audit pointed out non-recovery of dues in December 2020. The Authority replied that 
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upon furnishing of Interim Payment Application by the Contractor, the mobilization advance 

is recovered and income tax is with-held on the “work done” to avoid any doubling of taxations 

from the Interim Payment Certificates.  

The Authority admitted Audit contention and recovery. 

The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The DAC directed that remaining amount of Rs 42.560 million be recovered 

from next Interim Payment Certificate (IPC). 

Audit recommends early recovery of Income Tax. 

(DP. 15) 

4.4.21 Acceptance of performance security in contradiction of agreed terms and 

conditions - Rs 49.387 million 

Clause-10.2 of the contract agreement provides that the performance security shall be valid 

until the Contractor has executed and completed the works and remedied any defects therein, in 

accordance with the contract.  

Audit noted that the work “Re-construction of rigid runway at Quetta International Airport” for 

operations of aircraft up to ICAO Code-4E was awarded to M/s Umer Jan & Company on 28.02.2020 

at bid cost of Rs 493.876 million. The work was to be completed within 24 months from the date of 

issuance of Letter of Acceptance. 

Audit observed that the contractor provided performance security issued by JS Bank for Rs 

49.387 million which was valid up to 12.03.2021 whereas, as per clause 10.2, it had to be valid up to 

expiry of the maintenance period i.e. 27.02.2023. 

This resulted in acceptance of performance security valuing Rs 49.387 million  with  lesser 

period of validity in contradiction of agreed terms and conditions. 

Audit communicated the irregularity in December 2020. The Authority replied that the 

Contractor has been directed to extend the bank guarantee till 04.05.2023.  

The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The DAC directed the CAA to extend performance security till Defect Liability Period. 

Audit recommends recovery of the cost of performance security for the period for which the 

Contractor failed to comply with the provisions of the agreement. 

 (DP. 16) 

4.4.22 Loss due to non-imposition and non-recovery of non-utilization charges - Rs 

32.400 million  

 Clause 4 of Lease Deed between M/s Attock Petroleum and CAA signed on 13.01.2012 for 30 

years provides that “the lessee shall complete the construction to meet the purpose of this lease, within 

two years from the date of signing of this indenture or during the specified extended period. Failure to 

commence construction work within 3 months or delay in operation within two years or extended 

period, shall either be subject to a penalty of Rs 100 to Rs 300 per square yard per month as non-

utilization charges, as decided by the lessor or shall result in termination of lease and resumption of 

land by the lessor.  
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 Audit noted that CAA Headquarters Karachi made a lease agreement of a plot measuring 1500 

sq. yards situated near Luxury Cinema at JIAP Karachi for the purpose of petrol pump-cum-CNG 

station with M/s Attock Petroleum on 13.01.2012 for 30 years. Audit further noted that Directorate of 

Commercial and Estates HQCAA monitors the land matters of the Authority and awards the land on 

lease basis for commercial purposes. 

 Audit observed during examination of record that the lessee could not complete the construction 

of allied works to meet the purpose of lease, within the specified period of two years from the date of 

signing of this indenture or during the specified extended period. Audit further observed that 

construction work was not started within 3 months and launching/operation was also not started within 

specified period of two years. The Authority could not recover a penalty of Rs 100 to Rs 300 square 

yards per month as non-utilization charges for Rs 32.400 million. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in November-December 2021. The Authority replied that M/s. 

Attock Petroleum Ltd. has disputed imposition of non-utilization charges and has filed litigation in Civil 

Suit No. 1872 of 2021. The matter is sub-judice.  

 The reply is not tenable because plot measuring 1500 square yards near Luxury Cinema at JIAP 

Karachi for establishment petrol pump-cum-CNG station was allotted to M/s Attock Petroleum on 

13.01.2012 for 30 years. The lessee failed to complete the construction within the specified period of 

two years from the date of signing of indenture or during the specified extended period. But no action 

was taken against the lessee. The matter is also required to be inquired in the Department.  

 DAC meeting was not convened despite frequent requests made by Audit on 24.12.2021, 

31.12.2021 and 11.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends active pursuance of Court case. 

(DP. 247) 

4.4.23  Irregular procurement of hand baggage screening machines - Rs 32.111 million  

As per rule 29 of Public Procurement Rules 2004, Procuring agencies shall formulate 

an appropriate evaluation criterion listing all the relevant information against which a bid is to 

be evaluated. Such evaluation criteria shall form an integral part of the bidding documents. 

Failure to provide for an unambiguous evaluation criterion in the bidding documents shall 

amount to mis-procurement. As per tender documents, bidder should be sole agent of OEM at 

least for the last two to five years. 

During scrutiny of accounts record of the Logistic Center (South) Development, 

Pakistan Civil Aviation Authority, Karachi, for the financial year 2019-20, Audit noted that 

bids for procurement of hand baggage screening machines (multi view) were invited through 

press as well as CAA & PPRA websites 09.08.2019. In response, 17 firms purchased bidding 

documents, but only one bid was received. Technical offer was opened on 16.09.2019. The 

technical evaluation committee declared M/s KARSAZ Pvt. Ltd as technically qualified bidder 

and accepted financial offer of Rs 32.111 million. Audit further noted that the case was 

approved by CAA Executive Committee in its 179th Meeting held on 01.08.2019. A payment 

of Rs 32.111 million was made to the supplier on 07.05.2020. 

Audit observed that the machines were installed in February 2020. Site Acceptance Test 

was carried out and signed by DD Equipment ASF on 09.03.2020 with the remarks that the 
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year of manufacture of machines is September 2017. Audit further observed that the machines 

were imported in January 2018 by M/s Karsaz. The machines were, therefore, not new and lack 

warranty also.  

Audit holds that the evaluation criteria and specification of the machines was prepared 

and matched with the already procured machines of M/s Karsaz to minimize the competition 

which is evident from the fact that out of 17 bidders who purchased the tender documents, only 

one bidder i.e. M/s Karsaz participated in the tenders. As such criteria was biased and 

discriminative. Machines of latest model were to be procured.  This resulted in irregular 

procurement of equipment for Rs 32.111 million. 

Audit communicated the irregularity in January 2021. The Authority replied that the 

evaluation criteria for the “Procurement of Hand Baggage Screening Machine Multi View” 

was prepared to fulfill the requirement of PCAA and End User.  Sixteen (16) out of 17 bidders 

were assessed on the evaluation criteria and were disqualified owing to failure in fulfilling the 

requirements. The manufacturer/OEM also confirmed the warranty of three (03) years as per 

contractual terms and the machines are covered under warranty and were new. 

The reply was not accepted because the machines were manufactured in the month of 

September 2017 but were imported in January 2018 by M/s Karsaz.  

The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. After detailed deliberation, the DAC directed the CAA to hold a fact-finding 

inquiry to check the specification of the machines with reference to the remarks of the ASF and 

warranty of OEM and further directed to fix responsibility.  

Audit recommends finalization of the fact-finding inquiry. Audit further holds that it is 

case of criminal negligence and if proved, case be referred to criminal investigation agencies.  

 (DP. 67) 

4.4.24 Non-deposit of income tax deducted at source - Rs 29.905  million 

Section 160 Division-IV Part-V Chapter-X of Income Tax Ordinance 2001 explains 

that any tax that has been collected or purported to be collected under Division-II of this Part 

or deducted or purported to be deducted under Division-III of this Part 4 shall be paid to the 

Commissioner by the person making the collection or deduction within the time and in the 

manner as may be prescribed. 

Section 161(1) states that where a person-(b) having collected tax under Division II of 

this Part or deducted tax under Division III of this Part fails to pay the tax to the Commissioner 

as required under section 160, or having collected tax under section 50 of the repealed 

Ordinance pay to the credit of the Federal Government as required under sub-section (8) of 

section 50 of the repealed Ordinance). 
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During audit of the accounts record of Director Finance, Civil Aviation Authority HQ, 

Karachi, it was noted from trial balance for the year 2020-21 as under:  

Account  Description  Beginning Balance Debits Credits Payable 

3206008 Withholding Tax 

(Income Tax) 

(35,872,455.96) 1,906,592,595.45 1,900,625,029.65 (29,904,890.16) 

 

Audit observed that collected withholding tax (income tax) should have been promptly 

deposited with respective tax commissioner as and when recovered. This resulted in non-

deposit of withholding tax with concerned department amounting to Rs 29.905 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter of recovery in November 2021. The Authority replied that 

the outstanding amount of Rs 29.905 million mainly pertained to uncollected amount under 

section 235-Electricity. The liability to pay will arise in case, the amount is received from the 

party. In this regard, Rs 10.873 million has already been deposited with the Government 

Treasury. The remaining amount is outstanding on account of non-receipt from the parties and 

will be deposited as soon as the amount is received 

The reply was not tenable because it is the prime responsibility of the Authority to 

collect Government dues in time.  

 DAC meeting was not convened despite requests made by Audit on 24.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends that an inquiry may be conducted for improper utilization of this amount 

and if proved, disciplinary action should be initiated. 

(DP. 259) 

4.4.25 Non-deduction of General Sales Tax - Rs 17.858 million 

 Pursuant to the Cabinet decision dated 23.08.1997 circulated vide Finance Division 

Circular No. F.4 (11)/98-CPPRD-II dated 18.04.1998 read with Sales Tax General Order No. 

34/2010 dated 16.09.2010 issued by the Federal Board of Revenue, all government 

departments, autonomous bodies, etc. are required to make purchases from an active registered 

person. In case of purchases made from unregistered, blacklisted and registration suspended 

persons, all government departments, autonomous bodies, etc. are required to withhold 17% 

Sales Tax of the supplies received and deposit in government exchequer. In case of purchases 

made from registered persons, one-fifth (1/5th) of the GST was required to be withheld by the 

government departments, autonomous bodies, etc. and deposit with the government. 

 Audit noted that the CAA management awarded different works to various suppliers 

during the year 2020-21. 

 Audit observed that the suppliers included GST in their offered rates. Audit further 

observed that the management made payment to the suppliers but neither deducted one fifth 

(1/5th) of the GST nor evidence of deposit of GST by the suppliers, was obtained. This resulted 

in non-deduction of GST amounting to Rs 17.858 million, as detailed below: 
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DP Name of Suppliers Amount  

(Rs in million) 

49 Multinet Pakistan (Pvt) Ltd 8.343 

17 Interwood Mobel Ltd 5.332 

69 Transworld Aerospace Pakistan 4.183 

Total 17.858 

 

Audit communicated the irregularity in December 2020. The Authority replied that the work 

“supply of furniture for passenger terminal building at various airports (Peshawar & Quetta Airports)” 

is for supply and installation/fixing of furniture which includes complete assembly and placement of 

furniture including lounge seating, immigration counters, ladies search cabins, search desks etc. as per 

tender specifications and approved drawings. Further, refer FBR notification SRO.586 (I) /2017 dated 

01.07.2017 for amendments shall be made in the Sales Tax Special Procedure (Withholding) Rules, 

2007. 

The reply of the Authority is not acceptable. The suppliers included GST in their rates which 

was neither directly deposited by the suppliers to FBR nor was withheld by the withholding agents.  

The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The DAC directed the CAA to get deposit slips from the suppliers and provide for 

verification of deposit of the GST with FBR. 

Audit recommends early recovery and deposit of GST. 

(DP. 49, 17, 69) 

4.4.26 Loss due to allotment of space at lesser rate and non-cancellation due to non-

utilization of space - Rs  16.694 million 

 As per Civil Aviation Authority Order (CAAO) 11-4, the Civil Aviation Authority has a variety 

of lands, open spaces, shops, and counters, etc., which are potential source of regular income through 

their commercial exploitation by granting licences for their use from time to time. The policy provides 

separate rate for open space and paved space for operational and non-operational. In case space remains 

un-utilized for 30 days, cancellation of the license shall be processed, 

 Audit noted that space measuring 11,680 square feet located adjacent to PIA Isphani Hangar 

(western side) at airside of Jinnah International Airport (JIAP) was allotted to M/s Wind Speed in 2016 

for five years from 25.11.2016 to 24.11.2021. The space was allotted at the rate of Rs 6.81 per square 

feet for a period of five years from 25.11.2016 to 24.11.2021 and handed over to the licencee.  

 Audit observed from the record that the space allotted was a “paved space” to be charged at the 

rate of Rs 25.07 per square feet. But the space was rented out as “open space” to the party at the rate of  

Rs 6.81 per square in violation of the CAA Policy. This resulted in loss of Rs 10.205 million.  

 Audit further observed that the Concessionaire failed to start business on the space measuring 

11,680 square yards allotted. The management neither initiated the case for cancellation of the licence 

nor the matter of default and termination /taking over of the space from the defaulter was reported to 

the Competent Authority for action. This also resulted in non-cancellation of business licence and taking 

over possession of the space having agreement cost of Rs 6.489 million from 25.11.2016 to 24.11.2021. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in November - December, 2021. The Authority replied that 

the matter is under process of investigation by a Board of Inquiry, findings whereof will be shared with 

Audit.  
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 DAC meeting was not convened despite requests made by Audit on 24.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends early finalization of inquiry report. 

(DP. 248, 249) 

4.4.27 Non-charging of rent of unauthorized use of extra space -  

Rs 15.071 million 

 According to agreement, paved space measuring 2,600 square feet in General Aviation Area of 

Jinnah International Airport (JIAP) Karachi was allotted to M/s Sky Wings on temporary basis for a 

period of one year from 01.03.2015 to 28.02.2016. 

 Audit noted that paved space measuring 2,600 square feet in General Aviation Area of Jinnah 

International Airport (JIAP) Karachi was allotted to M/s Sky Wings on temporary basis for a period of 

one year from 01.03.2015 to 28.02.2016 on licence basis. The licence agreement was extended for one 

year from 28.02.2016 to 28.02.2017.  

 Audit further noted that the Company, despite allotment of premises in 2015, could not make 

construction on the space. The company continued retention of the space without further extension and 

payment of space charges and even after expiry of Air Transport Permission Certificate on 10.05.2017. 

However, the space was taken over from the party on 20.10.2018 in presence of Board of Officers 

(BOO). Despite taking over possession of the space, the Company placed a container in the premises 

without permission and NOC from CAA. The CAA even regularized the period of violation from 

21.10.2018 to 30.04.2021. 

 Audit observed following irregularities in award, extension and execution of agreement with 

M/s Sky Wings: 

i. The Company, despite allotment of premises in March 2015, could not make 

construction on the space.  

ii. Even, licence agreement was extended for one year from 28.02.2016 to 28.02.2017. 

The Company continued retention of the space without further extension and 

payment of space charges. Further, Air Transport Permission Certificate expired on 

10.05.2017 but the space was taken over from the party on 20.10.2018. 
 

iii. A site survey was conducted by the Commercial officer/Inspectors of CAA and 

identified that the Company had utilized space measuring 11,067.21 square feet 

against allotted/billed space of 2,600 square feet. 

iv. No action towards removal of violation or charging as per actual space was taken 

which resulted in loss to the Authority due to un-authorized use of space by the 

Company of  

Rs 15.071 million (11,067.21-2600=8,467.21 sq. feet x Rs 25.07 x 71 months from 

March 2015 to April 2021). 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in November - December, 2021. The Authority replied that 

the company filed C.P. No. D-3962 of 2021 against CAA for redressal of grievances. The petition was 

dismissed in September 2021 by the honorable Sindh High Court. After the dismissal of their 

Constitution Petition, M/s Skywing started using media propaganda to pressurize CAA. In order to 

avoid further complications, DGCAA directed to resolve the matter amicably in the best interest of 

CAA and matter was resolved amicably. 
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 The reply was not accepted because the matter was resolved against the interest of the Authority 

and without consideration of the violations.  

 DAC meeting was not convened despite requests made by Audit on 24.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends investigation in the matter besides initiation of an appropriate action against 

the responsible person(s).  

(DP. 250) 

4.4.28 Less recovery of security deposit - Rs 11.592 million 

 As per standard clause of license agreement the licensee shall for the due performance 

of his obligations under the license deposit with licensor/Airport Manager, cash security 

equivalent to four months license fee of the last year of the license period. 

 Audit noted that Airport Manager, Allama Iqbal International Airport, Civil Aviation 

Authority granted fourteen licenses to different concessionaries.  

 Audit observed that the concessioners deposited security less than the required amount. 

This resulted in less recovery of security deposit amounting to Rs 11.592 million. 

 Audit pointed out the less recovery of security deposit in August, 2021. The Authority 

replied that efforts for recovery of deficient security were under process. Notices were being 

issued to the companies.  

 The reply was not accepted as no progress towards recovery was reported.  

 The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The DAC reduced the amount of the para to Rs 6.508 million with direction to 

issue warning to the officer concerned for negligence in recouping the deficit security deposit. 

 Audit recommends early recoupment of deficient security deposit. 

(DP. 170) 

4.4.29 Non-obtaining of insurance coverage and non-recovery of premium of 1% of 

contract cost - Rs 11.293 million 

 

Clause 18 & 30 of the license agreement provides, the Licencee, within fifteen (15) days of the 

signing of this agreement, shall obtain and maintain insurance coverage of sufficient value, as may be 

determined by the Licensor/Airport Manager in the name of Licencee, from a reputable insurance 

company or underwriters as approved by the Licensor, against all incidents, accidents, costs, expenses, 

charges, damages, actions, claims and demands as aforesaid. This failure of the Licencee in this respect 

shall result in automatic cancellation of the Licence without any prior notice by the Licensor and without 

any liability on the Licensor of any nature whatsoever. 
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Audit noted that Airport Managers, JIAP Karachi, Bacha Khan Airport, Peshawar and 

Faisalabad International Airport (Commercial Branches) executed various licence agreements with 

different concessions during the year 2020-21. The licences were awarded for a period of 01 to 05 years. 

Audit observed that the department did not obtain the required insurance policies from the 

Licensees which not only tantamount to undue benefit to the licensee but also put the entire licencees’ 

equipment, property and labour at risk. This resulted in non-obtaining of insurance coverage and non-

recovery of premium of Rs 11.293 million at the rate of 1%, as detailed below: 

DP. 

No. 

Name of Location 1% insurance premium of 

contract cost (Rs in million 

89 JIAP, Karachi 8.736 

204 BKIAP, Peshawar 1.557 

26 FIAP, Faisalabad 1.000 

Total 11.293 
  

 Audit communicated the irregularity in August 2021. The Authority replied that 

Concessionaires would be directed to provide remaining insurance policies.  

 The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. DAC pended the para with the instructions to issue a directive by competent authority 

that insurance should be obtained before signing of agreement. DAC further directed to obtain insurance 

for remaining period of contract and recoveries be made against un-insured period till provision of 

insurance. 

 Audit recommends recovery of un-insured period from contractor. 

(DP. 26, 89, 204) 

4.4.30  Irregular/unjustified payment on account of encashment of accumulated earned 

leave - Rs 9.589 million  

Para 88-A of CAA Services Regulations-2014 (revised version-2019) provides “An employee 

on retirement or superannuation shall be entitled to encash his accumulated earned leave credit up to 

three hundred and sixty-five (365) days, if the remaining accumulated leave credit is available above 

three hundred and sixty-five days”. 

As per directions issued vide O.M No.F.1 (38)-IMP-II/88, dated 11.07.1988, financial matters 

including revision of pay and allowances etc. cannot be decided without prior concurrence of the 

Finance Division. Further, Ministry of Defense issued instructions vide letter No.11-2/2002-CAA 

dated 08.03.2007 that financial matters including financial implications particularly, increase in pay 

and allowances require prior clearance of the Finance Division.  

Audit noted that Airport Manager, Bacha Khan International Airport, CAA Peshawar made 

payment of Rs 9.589 million on account of encashment of accumulated earned leave to the retired 

employees during the financial year 2020-21 without concurrence of Finance Division.  

The paid amount was in addition to payment of leave encashment in lieu of LPR. This resulted 

in irregular payment on account of encashment of accumulated leave for an amount of Rs 9.589 

million. 

 Audit pointed out the irregular payment in September 2021. The Authority replied that the 

payment against accumulated earned leave up to limit of 365 days to a retiring employee had been paid 
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in accordance with Para-88 (A) of CAA Services Regulations, 2014 (Revised Version-2019) and after 

approval of the competent authority.  

 The reply was not acceptable because the payment was allowed without concurrence of the 

Finance Division.  

 The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. After detailed deliberation, the DAC directed to take up the matter with the Finance 

Division through Aviation Division for regularization of the payment. However, after detailed 

deliberation the DAC referred the Para to PAC. 

Audit recommends early regularization of the payment from Finance Division, Government of 

Pakistan or recovery. 

 (DP. 198) 

4.4.31 Less recovery of de-escalation - Rs 9.382 million 

 As per Clause 70.1 of the agreement, there shall be added to or deducted from the Contract 

Price such sums in respect of rise or fall in the cost of labour and/or materials or any other matters 

affecting the cost of the execution of the Works as may be determined in accordance with part II of 

these Conditions.  

 According to Clause 70.1 (f) the weightages for each of the factors of cost given in Appendix-

C to Bid shall be adjusted if, in the opinion of the Engineer, they have been rendered unreasonable, 

unbalanced, or inapplicable as a result of varied or additional work executed or instructed under Clause 

51. Such adjustment(s) shall have to be agreed in the variation order. 

Audit noted that the Airport Manager Faisalabad International Airport Faisalabad awarded a 

work Improvement/Rehabilitation of Secondary Runway (Rigid) Faisalabad International Airport 

Faisalabad on 10.12.2019 at agreed cost of Rs 548.377 million. Audit further noted that the Authority 

calculated and applied factor of bitumen of 0.20. 

Audit observed that as per final bill, asphaltic items were paid for a quantity of 51,683.62 tons 

in which bitumen of 2,492,462 Kg was used as per analysis of the items and the cost of which comes to 

Rs 209.367 million i.e., 36.06% of the total work done of Rs 580.545 million hence, factor for de-

escalation of bitumen was to be fixed as 0.36. Further during currency of work execution, the rate of 

bitumen was decreased and the department calculated the de-escalation in view of bitumen factor of 

0.20 instead of 0.36. This resulted in less recovery of de-escalation of  

Rs 9.382 million. 

 

Audit pointed out the less recovery of de-escalation in July 2021. The Authority replied that the 

price adjustment clause 70.1 is included in the contract agreement to cover any change in the material 

cost during currency of contract. Few elements were taken only to provide representative effect of 

escalation or de-escalation on the contract value. At the time of contract, normally it is anticipated that 

escalation will occur and factors were taken in the contract agreement to adjust contract value 

accordingly.  

The reply was not accepted because Clause 70.1 (f) provides that the weightages of each of the 

factor of cost given in appendix-C to bid shall be adjusted if, in the opinion of the Engineer, they have 

been rendered, unreasonable, unbalanced or inapplicable as a result of varied or additional work. Thus, 

the Authority was required to change the factor of bitumen and effect recovery.   
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The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The DAC directed the Authority to calculate de-escalation as per Clause 70.1 (f) and 

recover the overpayment accordingly. 

Audit recommends re-calculation of de-escalation and effect recovery. 

 (DP. 180) 

4.4.32 Mis-procurement of electric scissor lifts - Rs 8.199 million 

As per rule-30 of Public Procurement Rules 2004, all bids shall be evaluated in 

accordance with the evaluation criteria and other terms and conditions set forth in the 

prescribed bidding documents. Sub-clause (iv) of clause (c) of rule 36 provides that no 

evaluation criteria shall be used for evaluation of bids that had not been specified in the bidding 

documents. According to Rule 50, any violation of these rules constitutes mis-procurement. 

Audit noted that bids were invited for procurement of two Electric Scissor Lifts (6 

Meter) for Bacha Khan International Airport (BKIAP) Peshawar in October 2019. Nine (09) 

firms purchased bidding documents out of which five (05) firms participated in the procedure. 

Specialist branch carried out technical evaluation and qualified M/s Clean Tech Pvt Ltd & M/s 

Burhani Enterprises technically.  The lowest bidder offered his rates for SKYJACK SJIII3220 

Model Canada origin. The firm was declared lowest. Afterwards, the firm requested CAA that 

SJIII3220 Model Canada origin was not available and SJ3220 Model Canada origin would be 

supplied. 

Audit observed that contract agreement with M/s Clean Tech Pvt Ltd was made on 

14.07.2020 for Rs 8.199 million inclusive of 17% GST and model number was changed from 

SJIII3220 to SJ3220. Audit further observed that the equipment was not yet supplied even up 

to January 2021 and as per communication of the supplier, the equipment was dispatched from 

UK in December 2020. 

Audit holds that change in specification of the equipment after evaluation of bids 

rendered the whole process as mis-procurement. 

Audit pointed out the matter in January 2021. The Authority replied that OEM 

“Skyjack” informed that Model SJII13220 (quoted model) has been rendered obsolete due to 

change in ANSI standards, and has been replaced with equivalent model SJ3220. The newer 

CE certified model SJ3220 with equivalent specification was accepted being compliant to CAA 

specification. Machine has been delivered at the consignees i.e. BKIAP Peshawar and 

applicable LD charges shall be applied during billing process. 

The reply was not accepted because change in specification of the equipment after 

evaluation of bids rendered the whole process as mis-procurement. Liquidated damages have 

also not been imposed. 

The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on 03-05.01.2022. The DAC 

directed CAA to investigate the change of model and its equivalent specification with the 

direction to effect recovery of liquidated damages. 
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Audit recommends early completion of inquiry and recovery of LDs. 

(DP. 63) 

4.4.33  Inadmissible payment of price escalation - Rs 7.143 million 

 In the approved PC-1 of the project, “Construction & Up-gradation of main runway at Allama 

Iqbal International Airport (AIIAP), Rs 5,950.00 million were provided including all description of 

cost.  In this component, the PC-1 envisages no provision for escalation. Therefore, no escalation was 

admissible to the contractor. 

 Audit noted that Planning & Development Pakistan Civil Aviation Authority, Headquarters 

Karachi awarded the “Construction & up-gradation of main runway at Allama Iqbal International 

Airport, CAA, Lahore at agreement cost Rs 6,450.568 million to M/s CCECC-Matracon Ltd - Habib 

Construction services on 01.08.2020. The Project Director made payment of Rs 1,859.042 million up 

to 4th IPC including escalation amount of Rs 7.143 million. 

Audit observed that the project management made payment of price escalation of Rs 7.143 

million in violation of provisions of PC-I.  Payment of escalation against the provision of PC-1 resulted 

in inadmissible payment of price escalation amounting to Rs 7.143 million. 

 Inadmissible payment was pointed out in July 2021.                       The Authority submitted 

interim reply.  

 The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The DAC showed concern over the payment of escalation without provision in the PC-

I and directed to take action against the responsible for overpayment. However, the Committee also 

directed the CAA to get the PC-I revised from the competent forum.  

 Audit recommends recovery of undue payment of escalation from the Contractor. 

 (DP. 104) 

4.4.34 Irregular/Unjustified opening and maintenance of Project Account 

 As per CAA Procedure for release of funds by CAA Headquarters to Location Head, 

the funds are released/transferred to the separate bank account maintained on each location for 

its development activities. The requisition for release of funds for development activities is 

raised by APM/Unit head. There is no provision to draw and deposit CAA funds at the location 

for investment purpose. 

 Audit noted that Project Director, Islamabad International Airport Project (IIAP), 

Islamabad opened Project Bank Account No.0237CPA0068740002 in the name of “CAA 

Development Account IIAP” in Bank of Punjab, Blue Area Branch, Jinnah Avenue, Islamabad 

on 15.12.2016. 

 Audit observed that: 

i. The above said Project Bank Account was opened for the purpose of investment 

instead of project payments. 

ii. No Payments/Transactions were made from this Bank Account for the purpose of 

IIAP Development Project. 
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iii. Authority already maintained CAA Development Current Account with HBL. 

Justification is required for another opening of Project Bank Account. 

 Project Director gave the approval for closure of above mentioned account. A Cheque 

was issued vide No. 805687229 amounting to  

Rs 9.484 million to transfer the funds in favour of CAA Development A/c No. 

0024807000000501 HBL IIAP, Islamabad.  

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in November 2021. The Authority replied that CAA 

Development Account IIAP (Corporate Premium A/C) in Bank of Punjab was opened with the 

authorization of competent authority (i.e. Director Finance HQCAA) under the provisions of Item-2, 

Group-2 of Delegation of Administrative Powers to have an alternate/secondary development account 

besides opportunity to get better profit.  

 The reply was not acceptable because the maintenance of project accounts without a transaction 

over the years show that the account was opened for investment purpose. Opening and maintenance of 

an investment account for development project was not justified and against CAA rules and procedures.  

 The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The DAC directed the Authority to conduct inquiry against the said Director, Finance 

CAA who have given approval for opening of such account and fix the responsibility against the person 

at fault. 

 Audit recommends early compliance of the directives of the DAC besides transfer of funds. 

Financial effect in terms of interest of both accounts be compared and loss if any, be recovered from the 

salary of the responsible officer(s). 

 (DP. 136) 

4.4.35 Irregularities in execution of contract of Common Use Passenger Processing 

System and Baggage Reconciliation System 

 As per clause 4.12.3 of concession agreement for Deployment, Operations and 

Maintenance of CUPPS & BRS facility at PCAA airports (Islamabad International Airport, 

Jinnah International Airport Karachi, Allama Iqbal International Airport, Lahore, Bacha Khan 

International Airport, Peshawar, Multan, Faisalabad, Quetta International Airports) with M/s 

Reliance Aviation Tech Services Pvt. Ltd. (RATSPL), the licensee was required to furnish 

performance guarantee from AA+ rating scheduled bank for USD 75,000 valid up to 60 days 

after expiry of the term of the contract. As per clause 4.16, the licensee was to be penalized up 

to 10% of the monthly charges for default as explained in clause 4.16.2. 

 The services are provided to CAA stakeholders (i.e. airlines and GHAs) under the Operating 

Regulations issued by CAA against a specified per passenger service charge USD 1.25 per departing 

passenger excluding transit passengers, USD 0.625 per transit passenger. The Airport Managers on 

periodical basis will provide a Performance Appraisal Report for deployment and thereafter a service 

levels appraisal report as per Appendix-6 during the term. 

 Audit noted that CAA executed the agreement on 01.02.2019 for five years from the 

date of commencement. As per scope of the agreement for Deployment, Operations and 

Maintenance of CUPPS & BRS facility at PCAA airports, CAA is procuring services from, 

M/s Reliance Aviation Tech Services Pvt. Ltd. (RATSPL) against which CAA pays the 
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following quoted per passenger charge to M/s Reliance Aviation Tech Services Pvt. Ltd., USD 

0.66 per departing passenger excluding transit passengers, USD 0.33 per transit passenger. 

 During scrutiny of the accounts record of APM Islamabad International Airport, 

Islamabad for the financial year 2020-21, Audit noted that the contract was in operation at the 

Airport. 

 Audit observed as under:  

i. There is no evidence on record that the licensee provided Bank Guarantee for 

USD 750,000 valid up to March 2024.  

ii. The Airport Managers did not provide on periodical basis a Performance 

Appraisal Report for deployment and thereafter a service levels appraisal report. 

No penalty during the period under audit was imposed/recovered from the 

licensee. 

iii. There is no evidence/certification on record that the licensee provided 

equipment as per BOQ. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in November 2021. The Authority replied that agreement 

of CUPPS and BRS has been executed at HQCAA level for various PCAA airports and 

therefore APM IIAP is not the licensor in this case.  

 The reply was not accepted because APMs were the Office of Prime Interest (OPI) for 

this contract and commercial section of these airports were responsible to see whether all 

formalities have been complied by the contractor. The chargeable rates of the contractor for 

CUPPS were subject to provision of required facilities.   

 DAC meeting was not convened despite requests made by Audit on 24.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends early confirmation/certification of the provision of bank guarantees and 

periodical appraisal reports. 

(DP. 219) 

4.4.36 Irregular appointments and extension in retainership period for more than six 

months 

Para -2 (1) (jj) “Temporary employee” means an employee who has been appointed 

against a temporary post sanctioned for a specific period or appointed on temporary basis 

against a permanent post; (kk.) “Temporary post” means a post other than a permanent post;  

CAA Service Regulations 2014 (Revised 2019) state that: 18(1) in cases where the 

Competent Authority is of the opinion that it is necessary in the interests of the Authority to 

immediately fill a post falling vacant, may fill the post on ad-hoc basis after forwarding the 

requisition to the prescribed Selection Board through Human Resource Directorate, for a period 

not exceeding six months.  
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During audit of the accounts record of Civil Aviation Authority, it was noted that 

skilled, unskilled labour, Drivers, janitors, trolley retrievers, painters, masons and helpers were 

appointed on retainership basis for a period of two months at different rates of salary with the 

approval of DG CAA. Audit further noted that their period of service was extended on so many 

times without wide publicity in the press. 

Audit observed that the appointments on retainership were made through advertisement 

on local notice boards instead of advertisement of all such posts in newspapers of nationwide 

circulation. Audit further observed that their services were extended for more than six months 

without observing rules. Moreover, the temporary posts have not been created under the 

approval of competent Authority. This resulted in irregular appointment of individuals on 

retainership basis and extension in retainership period in violation of policy.  

 Audit pointed out irregularity in November 2021. The Authority replied that retainer-ship was 

introduced in CAA in 2012 to cater for the urgent requirement of manpower as well as to support the 

growing business need which at times do not have the approved establishment but requires to be manned 

on immediate basis till establishment is approved or any other alternate solution is worked out. The 

mechanism for retainer-ship was approved by the CAA Executive Committee in its 273rd   meeting held 

on 19.01.2012. The reply was evasive. The appointments were made through local notice boards instead 

of nationwide open advertisement and services were extended for more than six months without 

observing rules. 

 The matter was also discussed in the DAC meeting held on  

03-05.01.2022. The DAC directed CAA to constitute a Committee comprising of representatives from 

Aviation and CAA for making recommendations to resolve the matter of the appointments made 

without open advertisement and irregular extensions beyond six months. 

 Audit recommends early resolution of the matter.  

(DP. 235, 177, 34, 43, 41, 42) 

4.4.37 Allotment of land to Pakistan Customs in violation of CAA Ordinance worth 

billions of rupees 

 As per Clause D 9.1.2 of CAA Land Lease Policy, 2019, the land for aviation projects will be 

leased through direct allotment; when the land is required by Government/semi Government agencies 

in furtherance of their operational or semi operational rent to be charged as per the terms and conditions 

of the Lease Deed termed as a Special Lease Deed. 

 Audit noted that FBR requested PCAA for allotment of 25 acres of land for construction of 

customs residential complex at Islamabad International Airport on 27.10.2020. Audit further noted that 

CAA Board in its 188th meeting held on 29.07.2021 accorded approval for allotment of 06 acres of land 

at Islamabad International Airport, Islamabad (IIAP) on lease without any land rent to construct 

Customs Complex for accommodating their staff deployed at IIAP.  

 Audit further noted that FBR requested PCAA for allotment of at least 10 to 15 thousand square 

yards (2.5 to 3 acres) of land for establishment of airport, Custom House Complex in the vicinity of 

JIAP, Karachi on 19.07.2019. Audit further noted that DG CAA/Executive Committee accorded 

approval for allotment of CAA land in the vicinity of CAA Colony JIAP, Karachi to Custom 

Department for construction of their own residential accommodations for officers/staff working at JIAP, 
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Karachi. However, alternately, Bungalow No. B-05 at CAA Colony JIAP Karachi was allotted to 

Custom Department. 

 Audit observed that there is no provision in CAA Ordinance, 1982 or any CAA Policy & 

Procedure to provide non-operational spaces like residential accommodation, etc. to Government 

Department on gratis basis. This resulted in irregular allotment of land and house worth millions of 

rupees. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in November-December 2021. The Authority replied that 

under the Custom Act, 1969, airport authority, which in this case is CAA, shall provide at its own cost 

inter alia residential accommodation to Customs Staff and shall pay utility bills, rent and taxes in respect 

of such accommodation. The Customs Act 1969 takes precedence over CAA Commercial and Lease 

Policies. CAA Board, which has full administrative and financial powers under Section 7(1) of CAA 

Ordinance 1982, has approved allotment of land to Pakistan Customs at IIAP Islamabad.  

 The reply is not acceptable because it has been submitted in the light of provisions of Custom 

Act while CAA Land Lease Policy, 2019 and Policy & Procedure for Grant of Business Licence does 

not allow such allotment of land for residential purposes. CAA land can only be leased out through 

direct allotment to Government/semi Government agencies for their operational or semi-operational 

requirement on rent to be charged as per terms and conditions of the Lease Deed termed as a Special 

Lease Deed. Thus, allotment of land is termed a violation of CAA Land Lease Policy. 

 DAC meeting was not convened despite requests made by Audit on 24.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter besides initiation of action against those 

responsible.  

 (DP. 241) 

4.4.38 Recurring loss of millions of rupees due to unused open land of CAA measuring 

612 Acres for commercial purpose  

Para A1 of Land Lease Policy 2019 of Civil Aviation Authority Order (CAAO) describes, that 

“Civil Aviation Authority (PCAA) has been established to promote and regulate the civil aviation 

activities and to develop airport infrastructure within Pakistan to ensure safe, efficient, adequate, 

economical and properly coordinated air transport services. Airports owned and controlled by PCAA 

are mostly sited in cities, which are hub of diversified commercial activities. It is vital to effectively 

utilize land to achieve sustainable economic development, up gradation of aviation services, adoption 

of upcoming aviation technologies, etc. 

 An examination of accounts record/information provided to Audit revealed that out of 3,144 

acres of land at the Jinnah International Airport, Karachi, open land measuring 612 acres was available 

for commercial use. 

Audit observed that CAA management has not taken concrete steps for effective commercial 

use of the open land available at the airport. Effective use of CAA land was vital to achieve sustainable 

economic development, up gradation of aviation services, adoption of upcoming aviation technologies, 

etc. This resulted in recurring loss of millions of rupees due to non-utilization of 612 Acres open land 

available for commercial use. 

 Audit communicated the matter of recurring loss in August 2021. The Authority replied 

that Airport Management JIAP has already forwarded proposal to HQCAA regarding land 

available for future commercialization /utilization as per PCAA Land Lease Policy. In this 
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regard as and when approved by the Competent Forum, the spaces will be advertised as per 

CAA Land Lease Policy to earn revenue for CAA.  

The reply was not accepted because the proposals have not been finalized due to poor 

management despite lapse of considerable period of 3 years since the initiation of the matter.  

The matter was also discussed in the meeting of the DAC held on 03-05.01.2022. The 

Committee directed the Authority to review the policy in line with the directions of CAA 

Board. 

Audit recommends early finalization of the matter  

 (DP. 82)  
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CHAPTER 5 

PAKISTAN PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT AND ESTATE 

OFFICE 

(MINISTRY OF HOUSING AND WORKS) 

5.1 Introduction 

A.  (i) Pakistan Public Works Department 

 Pakistan Public Works Department (Pak PWD) is an attached department of the Ministry of 

Housing and Works (Housing and Works Division). As per Rules of Business, 1973, Housing and 

Works Division is responsible for development of sites, construction, furnishing and maintenance of 

Federal Government buildings, except those under the Defence Division and Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs. Exemption is also allowed to Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the maintenance of Foreign Office 

Buildings and the allied buildings.  

 Pak PWD is responsible for construction and maintenance works (Buildings and Roads) of the 

Federal Government. It is headed by a Director General. The Director General is assisted by a Chief 

Administrative Officer who deals with administrative matters. There are four Chief Engineers for North, 

South, West and Central Zones in the country. They are assisted by Superintending Engineers and 

Executive Engineers/Assistant Executive Engineers. The matters relating to planning are dealt by the 

Chief Engineer (Planning). The accounts of the Pak. PWD are departmentalized. The Budget and 

Accounts matters are dealt with by the Director, Budget and Accounts. Appropriation Account and 

Finance Accounts are prepared annually by Director, Budget and Accounts. Divisional office is the 

basic accounting unit of the department and is headed by the Executive Engineer. All payments relating 

to work done and supplies are made in the divisional offices.  

 Detailed estimates are prepared at the sub-divisional level and technically sanctioned by the 

Executive Engineers, Superintending Engineers or the Chief Engineers according to their competency. 

Pre-audit is carried out by the Divisional Accounts Officers on behalf of the Director, Budget and 

Accounts who is responsible for maintaining the accounts of the department. Divisional Accounts 

Officers are also co-signatory of the cheques with the Executive Engineers. 

 (ii)  Estate Office 

  Estate Offices situated at Islamabad, Lahore, Karachi, Quetta and Peshawar are under the 

administrative control of the Ministry of Housing and Works. These offices deal with allotment of 

government-owned accommodations, properties, recovery of rent, etc. from the allottees/occupants. 

The Estate Office management includes an Estate Officer assisted by Joint Estate Officers at the four 

provincial offices. Grant 52 relates to Estate Offices. 

B. Comments on Budget and Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

 (i)  Pakistan Public Works Department 

Grant 76- Civil Works 

The Grant includes establishment budget for the regular employees of the Department 

and maintenance budget for office/residential buildings of the Federal Government. In addition, 

the expenditure on annual/special repair, utility charges of these buildings are met from this 
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Grant. The Department also maintains V.I.P buildings such as Prime Minister’s House, Prime 

Minister’s Secretariat, State Guest House, etc. The position of the Grant for the last two years 

is summarized below: 

(Rs in million) 

 2020-21 2019-20 

Final Grant 4,662.900 3,819.000 

Actual Expenditure 5,586.665 4,470.017 

Excess/Saving(-)    923.765    651.017 

Percentage 19.81% 17.05% 

 

Supplementary Grant amounting to Rs 1,024.622 million sanctioned after 15.05.2021 was not 

accounted for in the printed Appropriation Accounts. A sum of Rs 4.070 million was added through re-

appropriation of funds. After taking into account the said amount, the final grant worked out to Rs 

5,691.592 million and the excess converted into saving of Rs 104.927 million, which is 1.84 %.  

Grant 76 Federal Lodges 

The Department is also responsible for the maintenance and running of Federal Lodges 

all over the country. At present, thirteen Federal Lodges located at Islamabad/Rawalpindi, 

Lahore, Quetta, Karachi and Peshawar are being maintained by the Department. These Lodges 

provide economical and quality lodging facilities to the officers of the Government and 

Members of the Parliament. Expenditure relating to the operation of these lodges is met from 

this Grant. The allotment and the expenditure for the last two years under this Grant is given 

below:  

(Rs in million) 

 2020-21 2019-20 

Final Grant 113.728 107.000 

Actual Expenditure 112.686 105.646 

Excess/Saving (-)    1.042    1.354 

Percentage    0.91%    1.27% 

 

Supplementary Grant amounting to Rs 5.824 million were sanctioned after 15.05.2021 was not 

accounted for in the printed Appropriation Accounts. A sum of Rs 3.070 million was withdrawn through 

re-appropriation of funds. After taking into account the said amount, the final grant worked out to Rs 

116.482 million against which the expenditure amounting to Rs 112.686 million had been incurred with 

saving of Rs 3.796 million which is 3.26 % of the Final Grant. 

 

 

 

 

Grant 188 Capital Outlay on Civil Works 
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The Grant is meant for original works financed through Annual Development 

Programme (ADP) of the Works Division. In addition to Housing & Physical Planning Sector, 

Development Schemes of other Ministries/Divisions are included in this Grant. During the 

year, 308  schemes pertaining to 03 Sectors were executed by the Department. Position of 

allotment and expenditure of this Grant for the last two years is as follows: 

(Rs in million) 

 2020-21 2019-20 

Final Grant 20,469.436 6,710.023 

Actual Expenditure 24,397.727 5,515.037 

Excess/Saving (-) 3,928.291 1,194.986 

Percentage 19.19% 17.81% 

 

Supplementary Grant amounting to Rs 7,250.431 million were sanctioned after 15.5.2021 was 

not accounted for in the printed Appropriation Accounts. A sum of Rs 1,241.74 million was surrendered 

within target date and Rs 415.000 million was also surrendered after target date. An amount of Rs 

49.787 million was with-held during the year. After taking into account the said amount, the Final Grant 

comes to  

Rs 26,341.341 million and excess converted into saving of Rs 1,615.604 million which is 6.21 % of the 

Final Grant.  

 (ii)  Estate Office 

 Budget allocation and expenditure of Estate Offices for the year 2020-21 is tabulated below: 

                   (Rs in million) 

Original Grant Final Grant Expenditure Excess/ (Saving) % 

186.800 193.168 207.172 14.004 7.25 

 

Receipts        

(Rs in million) 

Head & Description 
Estimated 

Receipt 
Actual Receipt 

Excess/ 

(Shortfall) 
% 

C 02701 – Works 

Building Rent 
500.000 662.204 162.204 32.44 

 

C. Audit Profile of Pak PWD  

 (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Description  Total Nos Audited  

 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21 

Revenue 

Audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 58 15 15,134.726 4.047 
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Note: In addition to above, 16 formations audited during Phase-II of 2020-21 involving expenditure of Rs 

5,329.099 million & revenue of Rs 46.565 million and results incorporated in this report. 

Audit Profile of Estate Office 

 (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Description  Total Nos Audited  

 

Expenditure 

audited FY 2020-

21 

 

Revenue/ 

Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21  

1 Formations 05 02 19.659 3.797 
Note: In addition to above, results of one formation audited during Phase-II of 2020-21 involving expenditure of 

Rs 107.916 million & revenue of Rs 850.00 million have also been incorporated in this report. 

5.2  Classified summary of Audit observations 

 Audit observations amounting to Rs 11,687.674 million were raised in this audit report. This 

amount also includes recoveries of Rs 2,120.125 million, pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature, is as under: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

S. No. Classification Amount 

(Rs in million) 

1 Irregularities  

A HR/Employees related irregularities 22.330 

B Procurement related irregularities 617.706 

C Execution of works, contract agreement 9,227.790 

2 Value for money and service delivery issues 115.026 

3 Others                                1,704.822 

Total 11,687.674 

 

5.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC’s directives 

Compliance position of PAC’s directives on Audit Reports relating to Pakistan Public Works 

Department/Estate Offices are as under: 

Year 
Total 

Paras 

No. of Paras 

Discussed 

Compliance 

Made 

Compliance 

Awaited 

Percentage of 

Compliance 

1985-86 06 06 01 05 16.67 

1986-87 02 02 01 01 50 

1987-88 
09 09 01 08 11.11 

1 SAR 1 SAR - 1 SAR 0 

1988-89 1 PAR 1 PAR 01 - 100 

1989-90 
37 37 13 24 35.13 

1PAR 1PAR - 1PAR 0 

1990-91 
17 17 15 2 88.24 

1 PAR 1 PAR - 1 PAR 0 

1991-92 
63 63 18 45 28.57 

1 PAR 1 PAR - 1 PAR 0 

1992-93 
50 50 45 05 88.23 

1 PAR 1 PAR - 1 PAR 0 

1993-94 64 64 31 33 48.44 
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Year 
Total 

Paras 

No. of Paras 

Discussed 

Compliance 

Made 

Compliance 

Awaited 

Percentage of 

Compliance 

1994-95 24 24 15 09 62.5 

1995-96 24 24 15 09 62.5 

1996-97 69 69 50 19 72.46 

1997-98 
176 176 128 48 72.72 

1 SAR 35 33 02 94.29 

1998-99 175 175 89 86 50.85 

1999-2000 106 106 69 37 65.09 

2000-01 60 60 48 12 80 

2001-02 32 32 28 04 87.50 

2002-03 9 9 3 6 33.33 

2003-04 21 21 14 07 66.66 

2004-05 18 18 07 11 38.89 

2005-06 38 38 19 19 50 

2006-07 45 45 17 28 37.77 

2007-08 27 27 10 17 37.03 

2008-09 29 29 21 08 72.41 

2009-10 09 09 04 05 44.44 

2010-11 64 64 27 38 42.18 

2013-14 77 77 16 61 20.77 

2014-15 18 08 01 17 5.55 

2015-16 39 39 04 35 10.25 

2016-17 146 146 03 143 02 

2017-18 58 06 0 06 0 

2018-19 36 12 02 34 5.55 

2019-20 51 5 0 51 - 

 

Note: Audit Reports for 2011-12 and 2012-13 were not discussed by PAC till the finalization of this 

Audit Report. Audit Reports for 2017-18, 2018-19 and 2019-20 have been partially discussed. 
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5.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

 

Pakistan Public Works Department 

 

5.4.1 Non-preparation of PC-IV and non-handing over the projects - Rs 2,427.302 

million 

Para 3.33 of Project Management Guidelines provides that the final stage of the project is its 

completion. The project is considered to be completed/closed when all the funds have been utilized and 

objectives achieved or abandoned due to various reasons. At this stage, the project has to be closed 

formally, and reports to be prepared on a proforma PC-IV. 

Executive Engineers of six divisions of Pakistan Public Works Department awarded sixty-

seven works to different contractors at a cost of Rs 2,427.302 million (Annexure-N). 

 Audit observed that the department did not prepare PC-IV of the said works although the works 

were finalized. The completed works were also not handed over to the quarters concerned. 

 Audit holds that non-finalization of accounts occurred due to non-adherence to the above 

referred provision and weak financial controls. 

 This resulted in non-preparation of PC-IV and not handing over of works valuing Rs 2,427.302 

million. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in September-December 2021. The department did not reply. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The Committee directed the 

department to finalize the accounts of the completed works within 30 days, otherwise, reasons may be 

made known to the Ministry for appropriate action. Compliance report may be submitted to Audit.  

Audit recommends early preparation of PC-IV and handing over the schemes/projects to the 

quarters concerned besides taking remedial measures for the delay.  

(DP. 127, 143, 164, 226, 290, 318) 

5.4.2 Execution of projects without obtaining non-duplication certificates - Rs 1,774.385 

million 

 DDWP in its meeting held on 26.12.2019 directed that Pak PWD will ensure non-duplication 

of the projects and get non-duplication certificates and O&M Certificates from Provincial Government.   

 Executive Engineer Central Civil Division-II Pak PWD, Quetta awarded 26 PSDP projects for 

the year 2019-20 & 2020-21 at a contract cost of Rs 1,774.385 million.  

 Audit observed that the projects were executed without obtaining non-duplication certificates 

or without ensuring that no other executing agency had undertaken or was undertaking the same 

scheme/project in the area. This has manifold increased the probability of duplication of expenditure. 

Audit maintains that irregularity occurred due to non-adherence to the directions of chairman 

DDWP and weak administrative controls.  

This resulted in irregular execution of work without obtaining/ensuring non-duplication 

certificates of schemes amounting to Rs 1,774.385 million. 
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 Audit pointed out the matter of non-obtaining the non-duplication certificates of projects in 

December 2021. The department did not reply. 

 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The department took the stance 

that non-duplication certificate was not required. Audit contended that it was clearly provided in the 

DDWP minutes that the department will get non-duplication certificates from the provincial 

government. The DAC emphasized to get this certificate on priority. 

Audit recommends probe into the matter besides obtaining non-duplication certificates for 

projects from provincial executing departments concerned. 

(DP. 319) 

5.4.3 Irregular payments due to execution of works beyond permissible limit - Rs 

1,644.329 million 

Para 6.17 of Pak. PWD Code provides that when the expenditure upon a work exceeds 

or is found likely to exceed the approved cost by more than 15%, a revised approval must be 

obtained from the authority competent to approve the cost, as so enhanced.  Further, Para 6.19 

ibid provides that revised estimate must be prepared where the sanctioned estimate is likely to 

be exceeded by more than 15%. 

Executive Engineers of various divisions of Pak PWD awarded different works to 

different contractors at cumulative T.S amount of  

Rs 813.556 million. The department made payment of Rs 2,457.885 million to the contractors 

on account of work done against the approved cost of TS estimates Rs 813.556 million. 

(Annexure-O) 

Audit observed that excess over technically sanctioned estimates was Rs 1,644.329 

million (Rs 2,457.885 million – Rs 813.556 million). Considerable increase from 17% to 442% 

just after award of works affected the competitive rates. The department was required to stop 

making further payments till revision of estimates with proper justification. 

Audit holds that irregularity occurred due to improper estimation and weak technical 

controls. 

This resulted in irregular payments for Rs 1,644.329 million due to execution of works 

beyond the approved T.S. Estimates.  

Audit pointed out irregularity in December 2020, August & November 2021. In DP 12&13, the 

department replied that during execution of work, some variation in quantities of items of work took 

place as per actual requirement at site. Revision of estimate was under process and would be got 

approved from the competent authority before finalization of accounts. In case of DP-56, the department 

stated that the case for revision of PC-I was taken up with Federal Board of Revenue by sister Division 

being combined PC-1. The Federal Board of Revenue advised to pend it being premature. However, on 

completion of all components the case for revision of PC-I will be initiated. The revision of Detailed 

Estimates of this work was still under process. In case of DP-64, the department replied that the work 

was at running stage and revised estimate would be forwarded upon actualization of final quantities of 

work. In case of DP-206, the department replied that revised PC-I of the subject work was approved by 

the competent authority and the revised technical sanction estimate of  both the works were under 
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process for approval from the competent authority. In another DP-266 & para 4 (Certification Audit 

Report) the department did not reply. 

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 and 26.01.2022. The DAC 

deferred the DP. 12, 13 and 206 for verification of revised TS estimates and PC-I. In case of DP-56, the 

committee directed that the payments to the contractor should be made only after approval of revised 

TS Estimate and revised PC-I. Para was pended. As regards DP-64, the committee directed to impose 

liquidated damages for non-completion of work. Further payment to the contractor be made after 

revision of TS Estimate and PC-I.  

DP. 266 was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022, wherein DAC was informed that 

on a similar subject, an inquiry has been ordered by the PAC. The DAC directed to finalize the inquiry 

at the earliest and share the outcome of the inquiry along with action with Audit.  

Compliance to the DAC directives was not reported to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance to the DAC decision besides making recoveries and 

regularization. 

(DP. 12,13,56,64,206, 266 & Para 4 of CAR) 

5.4.4 Excess payment due to execution of excess quantities without approval - Rs 

1,430.883 million 

 

As per conditions 1 & 2 of the acceptance letters, the works should be executed strictly in 

accordance with the specifications/standards stipulated in the agreements and no excess over the 

quantities given in the BOQ should be permitted in respect of all items of work. 

 Audit noted that various divisions of Pak PWD awarded infrastructure projects/works relating 

to construction of buildings, roads and drinking water supply schemes during the year 2020-21. 

 Audit observed that Pak PWD formations paid quantities of certain items of works in excess of 

the approved BOQ, estimate and revised PC-I of works for Rs 1,430.883 million without approval of 

the competent authority.  

This resulted in excess payment of Rs 1,430.883 million. (Annexure-P) 

 Audit pointed out the excess payment during July-December 2021. The department 

replied in 07 paras that quantities of items were enhanced as per site requirements and the 

contractors were paid for actual work done. The department did not furnish reply for remaining 

paras. 

The reply was not accepted because execution of excessive quantities and extra/substituted 

items beyond provision of T.S Estimates/ BOQs showed that the estimates were technically unsound 

and based on inaccurate data. These items were got executed without approval of the competent 

authority. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021. The DAC directed the 

department in DP-21 to get the TS estimate verified with the final bill of contractor. Whereas for DP-

42&59, direction to verify the revised estimate and revised PC-I of works from Audit was given  
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DAC in its meeting held on 26.01.2022 directed: 

 

a. The department to provide the reasons in these cases along with supporting 

record. (163, 179, 185) 

b. The DAC was informed that excess quantities were added by the consultant.  

When probed, the department informed that the PC-I was prepared by the 

department itself. However, in view of the requirement of the Planning 

Commission an independent consultant was appointed. The Audit emphasized 

that an independent inquiry should be conducted and excess, if found 

unjustified, be recovered from the consultants. The DAC also recommended the 

review of policy of appointment of consultants. (DP. 151) 

c. The DAC referred the case to Internal Audit Pak PWD to examine the issue and 

put up report to the DG Pak PWD for further necessary action. Outcome with 

action may be shared with Audit. (DP. 328) 

d. All the variations be put up to the competent forum for scrutiny and necessary 

approval. (DP. 208, 210, 220, 221) 

e. The DAC directed the department to get the record verified from Audit. (DP. 

243, 213)  

 

Compliance of DAC directives was not made till the finalization of this Report.  

DAC meeting on remaining paras was not convened despite frequent requests made by Audit 

on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 04.01.2022 and 11.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends for fixing responsibility against those responsible besides recovery of the 

excess quantities. 

(DP. 163, 220, 179, 138, 328, 21, 151, 42, 185, 243, 208, 59, 221, 213, 197, 210 and Para 96 of CAR) 

5.4.5 Non-insurance of works for Rs 1,021.291 million and non-recovery of premium - 

Rs 10.213 million 

 Clauses 21.1 – 21.5 of contract agreement state that the contractor shall insure the works, 

together with materials and plant to the full replacement cost till expiry of defect liability period.  Costs 

of such insurances shall be borne by the contractor. The contractor was required to submit insurance 

within 28 days of issuance of letter of acceptance.  

 Pakistan Public Works Department awarded different works to different contractors at the 

contracts cost of Rs 1,021.291 million (Annexure-Q). 

 Audit observed that the department did not obtain the required insurance coverage from the 

contractors.  Insurance clauses were not invoked which not only tantamount to undue benefit to the 

contractors but also put the entire works, materials, property and labour at risk.  

 Audit holds that irregularity occurred due to weak internal controls and weak contract 

management. 

 This resulted in non-obtaining of insurance coverage for the works valuing Rs 1,021.291 

million and non-recovery of inbuilt cost of premium of Rs 10.213 million (1,021.291 x 1 %). 
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Audit pointed out the irregularity in September-November 2021. The department did not reply.   

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The committee directed the 

department to get the record verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends probe into the matter besides recovery of premium for the un-insured period 

and obtaining of the insurances for the remaining contract duration from the contractor.  

(DP. 218, 232, 262, 311) 

5.4.6 Unauthorized expenditure due to execution of extra/substituted items without 

approval - Rs 838.873 million 

As per condition of the Acceptance Letter of the Chief Engineer (North Zone) Islamabad dated 

29.06.2016 and dated 24.06.2020, no extra/substitute items should be allowed to be executed at site 

without prior approval of the competent authority.  

 Audit noted that various divisions of Pak PWD executed infrastructure projects/works relating 

to construction of buildings, roads and drinking water supply schemes during the year 2020-21. 

 Audit observed that during execution of the works, the department paid different extra and 

substitute items without approval of the competent authority and without expressed consent of client 

department. The execution of these items without approval of the competent authority was not justified. 

This was also against the objective of competitive bidding process.  

This resulted in unauthorized payment of extra/substituted items of Rs 838.873 million 

(Annexure-R).  

 Audit maintains that absence of an oversight mechanism for exercise of internal control caused 

the excess expenditure.  

 Audit pointed out the unauthorized expenditure in July-December 2021. The department replied 

in four cases that the extra/substituted items were executed as per site requirements. In one para, the 

department replied that 4 HVAC chillers, installed in 2011, remained unattended due to court case and 

sunk in flood water in 2015. M/s NESPAK decided to change the defective material. In another para, 

department replied that leftover work of tiles (civil work) was required to be carried out for proper 

operation of the building. The department did not reply in remaining paras. 

The reply was not accepted because the department replaced newly installed equipment before 

completion of work. The tiles work was carried out under Electrical and Mechanical works instead of 

civil work. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021. The DAC expressed its dis-

satisfaction for substantial variation and directed the department (in DP. 27, 41) to get verified the extra 

/substituted items, original & revised estimate, revised PC-I of works and client requirements from 

Audit. In DP. 67, the committee directed the department to effect recovery from contractor, as it was 

the responsibility of the contractor to replace the damaged item at own cost instead of claiming extra 

item. In DP-68, the Chair directed the department to take appropriate action against the person(s) 

responsible.  

DAC in its meeting held on 26.01.2022 directed the department to put up the case to the 

competent forum for justification and approval. (DP. 154, 292, 265) 

Compliance of DAC directive was not made till the finalization of this Report. The DAC on 

remaining paras was not convened despite repeated requests.  
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 Audit recommends for early compliance of DAC directives and recovery besides appropriate 

action against the person(s) at fault 

(DP. 27, 292, 68, 41, 154, 67, 224, 265, 205, 169, 230 and Para 99 CAR)  

5.4.7 Irregular transfer of development funds to other divisions -  

Rs 712.873 million 

Rule 95 of General Financial Rules (Vol-1) provides that all anticipated savings should 

be surrendered to Government immediately they are foreseen but not later than 15th May of 

each year in any case. 

Audit noted that Central Civil Division, Pak PWD, Sialkot and Project Civil Division 

Pak PWD Peshawar received development funds amounting to Rs 2,646.690 million for PSDP 

works during 2020-21 and kept in PLA-I meant for PSDP funds.  

Audit observed that out of said released funds, an amount of  

Rs 712.873 million was transferred to other divisions of Pak PWD, as detailed below, in the 

last week of June, just to avoid their lapse. This indicated that divisional office had no genuine 

need for development funds during currency of the financial year. Audit observed that transfer 

of funds at the closing days of the financial year is mismanagement and may result in hasty 

expenditure.  

DP. 

No. 

From Transferred to Amount  

(Rs in 

million) 

Date of 

transfer 

165 CCD Sialkot CCD-V, 

Islamabad 

293.531 24.06.2021 

  CE/M, Quetta 250.000 24.06.2021 

  CCD, Sargodha 76.056 29.06.2021 

139 PCD-Peshawar CCD-II 

Peshawar 

8.512 29.06.2021 

  E/M Peshawar 84.774  

Total 712.873  

  

Audit holds that transfer of development funds to other divisions in the last week of 

June was due to non-observance of rules and weak financial controls.  

This resulted in irregular transfer of development funds to other divisions amounting to 

Rs 712.873 million.  

Audit pointed out the matter in August and September 2021. The department replied 

that out of total funds of Rs 2,646.690 million, an amount of Rs 1,868.962 million was utilized 

till the closing of the fiscal year and saving foreseen to the tune of Rs 943.952 million was 

conveyed to the competent authority. The competent authority had approved re-appropriation 

to some other matured schemes and conveyed the transfer of funds amounting to Rs 712.873 

million to other divisions of Pak. PWD.  
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The reply was not accepted because funds allocated through legislation as PSDP/ADP 

for specific schemes should not have been re-appropriated for other scheme without approval 

of the Finance Division.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022, DAC directed Deputy Director 

(Internal Audit), Pak PWD to look into the factors of delayed transfer of funds, which resulted in lapse 

of fund. The emphasis should be given to examine why the instructions of transfer of funds were issued 

on 24.06.2021 and 29.06.2021 which could not be materialized.  In addition, explanation to the recipient 

division for non-utilization of funds may also be issued (DP. 139) besides obtaining status of utilization 

of funds by recipient division (DP. 165).  

Audit recommends action against the person(s) responsible besides seeking proper 

authorization for utilization of unspent funds. 

(DP. 165, 139) 

5.4.8 Unauthorized payment without execution of work at site -  

Rs 620.425 million  

 Para 209 (d) of CPWD Code states that all the payments for works and supplies will be on the 

basis of the quantities recorded in the MB. It is incumbent upon the person taking the measurement to 

record the quantities clearly and accurately. He will also work out and enter in the MB the figures for 

the contents and area column. 

 Public Accounts Committee Secretariat issued Office Memorandum vide No.F.10(1)/2016-17-

PAC dated 15.11.2017 to all Principal Accounting Officers for strict compliance of the PAC directives 

regarding compliance of recording actual/date-wise measurement in the Measurement Books, otherwise 

they will be held responsible by the Public Accounts Committee. 

 Audit noted that Executive Engineers of various divisions of Pakistan Public Works 

Department awarded different works to contractors and made payment of Rs 620.425 million after 22nd 

of June 2021. 

  Audit observed that the department did not record the detailed measurements of each item of 

work in Measurement Books.  

Payment made without recording detailed measurements of works in the Measurement Books 

resulted in unauthentic payment of Rs 620.425 million, as detailed below: 

(Rs in million) 

Name of 

Formation 

DP. No. Amount Date of 

payment 

CEM-II, 

Islamabad 

Para-2 (CAR) 4.418 25.06.2021 

PCD-II, Islamabad Para-2 (CAR) 0.454 24.06.2021 

CCD Gwadar Para-2 (CAR) 7.46 28.06.2021 

CCD-II Quetta Para-2 (CAR) 4.45 28.06.2021 

CCD D.G Khan Para-2 (CAR), 

291, 299, 310, 

313 

422.796 24.06.2021, 

29.06.2021 

CCD-II Peshawar 227 133.060 28.06.2021 

30.06.2021 
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Name of 

Formation 

DP. No. Amount Date of 

payment 

CCD Bahawalpur 245 47.787 22.06.2021 to 

29.06.2021 

Total 620.425  
  

 Audit maintains that non-recording of detailed measurements in MBs was due to weak internal 

controls.  

 Audit strongly believes that these works have not actually been executed at site and it is a paper 

adjustment. It is, therefore, requested that a committee be constituted for physical examination of works 

as well as completion of all documents as per rules and regulations. Otherwise, responsibility be fixed. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in September and October 2021. The department did not reply.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The Committee directed that 

Ministry’s monitoring teams should visit schemes physically and submit a report on existence of works/ 

completion status, defects alongwith timely completion of documents, MBs, internal/inspection checks, 

etc. 

 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

 (Para-2 CAR, DP. 291, 227,245,299, 310, 313) 

5.4.9 Irregular award of additional work without calling fresh tenders - Rs 504.872 

million  

 

 Rule 12 (2) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that all procurement opportunities over 

three million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or 

newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at 

least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. Rule 42 (c) (iv) of ibid rules provides 

that a procuring agency shall only engage in direct contracting if the repeat orders do not exceed fifteen 

percent (15%) of the original agreement.  

 Audit noted that the Executive Engineer, Central Civil Division Pak. Public Works Department, 

Sargodha awarded the work “Widening/Rehabilitation of Road from Quaidabad to Warchha Via 

Fatehpur District Khushab” to a contractor on 16.02.2021 for Rs 185.597 million. 

 Audit observed that the department enhanced the work up to  

Rs 504.872 million on the ground that administrative approval/ PC-I had been revised. The 

enhancement was 272% more than the original scope of work, which was against the competitive 

bidding. Audit further observed that the contractor was eligible for execution of works up to  

Rs 500 million as per PEC registration certificate but he was awarded the work more than his eligibility.  

Audit holds that irregularity occurred due to weak internal controls and non-observance of 

existing rules 

This resulted in irregular award of additional work without calling of tenders amounting to Rs 

504.872 million.  

Audit pointed out the irregularity in October 2021. The department did not reply. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The Committee directed the 

department to provide justification for extra ordinary increase. 
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Audit recommends fixing responsibility against the person (s) at fault besides taking up the case 

with PPRA for appropriate action. 

(DP. 182) 

5.4.10 Irregular payment of mobilization advance - Rs 425.776 million and non-recovery 

- Rs 135.327 million 

As per clause 60.11(a) of the conditions of contract, an interest- free mobilization advance @ 

10% of the contract price shall be paid to the contractor in two equal parts upon submission of bank 

guarantee/bond by the contractor from a scheduled bank in Pakistan or an insurance company 

acceptable to the employer. First part is payable within 14 days after signing of the contract agreement 

or date of receipt of Engineers notice to commence, whichever is earlier. Second part is payable within 

42 days from the date of payment of the first part subject to the satisfaction of the Engineer and to the 

state of mobilization of the contractor. This advance shall be recovered in equal installments; first 

installment at the expiry of third month after the date of first part of advance and the last installment 

two months before the date of completion of the work. 

Executive Engineer Central Civil Division-IV Pak PWD, Islamabad awarded a work 

“Construction of Islamabad High Court Constitution Avenue G-5/1, Islamabad” to the contractor with 

agreement cost of Rs 2,474.049 million on 15.06.2015 and paid mobilization advance in lump sum for 

Rs 247.404 million instead of two installments on 26.06.2015. In another case, Executive Engineer 

CCD Pak PWD Faisalabad awarded the work “Construction of Bridge over River Ravi at Mal Fatiyana 

District Toba Tek Singh” at the contract cost of  

Rs 1,189.153 million and paid advance of Rs 178.372 million. 

 Audit observed that in former work, mobilization advance was paid against the 

conditional bank guarantee, operative only upon receipt of funds being the amount of the 

mobilization advance in the account. The guarantee did not become effective and thus the 

advance was unsecured. In the latter case, advance was given without any guarantee. Audit 

further observed that an amount of Rs 68.057 million against former contractor and Rs 67.070 

million against later was still recoverable even after lapse  of a considerable period. 

 Audit holds that acceptance of conditional bank guarantee and lump sum payment of 

mobilization advance occurred due to weak financial controls.  

 This resulted in irregular payment of mobilization advance of  

Rs 425.776 million and non-recovery of Rs 135.327 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter in December 2020. The department replied in first case that the 

condition inserted by the Askari Bank in bank guarantee was oversight at the time of grant of 

mobilization advance. Major part of mobilization advance had been recovered leaving meager amount 

of Rs 60.057 million which will be recovered within validity period of guarantee. As regard grant of 

Mobilization Advance in one installment instead of two, the contractor had already mobilized at site 

with regard to execution of work. Keeping in view his progress at site it was considered feasible to 

allow the mobilization advance in single installment against the requisite bank guarantee. In latter case, 

it was stated that mobilization advance was outstanding due to non-completion of the project despite 

lapse of more than 10 year. 
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The reply was not accepted because this was the breach of contract clauses to pay the advance 

in lump sum and against invalid bank guarantee or even without it. Mark up for release of advance 42 

days prior to becoming due should have been recovered from the persons responsible.  

 The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein, the committee took 

serious notice of the acceptance of conditional guarantee in violation of contract agreement and directed 

to get irrevocable and unconditional bank guarantee besides appropriate action against the persons at 

fault. The status of recovery of mobilization advance also be got verified from Audit. 

 Compliance to the DAC decision was not reported to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance of the DAC decision.  

(DP. 29, 33/2021-22) (DP. 96/2020-21) 

5.4.11 Non-revalidation of the performance securities in shape of bank 

guarantee/performance bond - Rs 409.774 million 

 Clause 10.1 of CoC Part-II & Appendix -A to Bid states that the contractor shall provide 

performance security to the employer in the prescribed form. The said security shall be furnished or 

caused to be furnished by the contractor within 28 days after the receipt of the letter of acceptance. The 

performance security shall be of an amount equal to 10% of the contract price stated in the letter of 

acceptance. Such security shall, at the option of the bidder, be in the form of either (a) bank guarantee 

from any schedule bank in Pakistan or (b) bank guarantee from a bank located outside Pakistan duly 

counter-guaranteed by a schedule bank in Pakistan or an insurance company having at least AA rating 

from PCRA/JCR.  

Audit noted that Executive Engineers of  various Pak PWD divisions awarded several  works 

to different contractors.  

Audit observed that Performance Securities in shape of bank guarantees/performance bonds 

provided by the contractors, as per contract clauses had lost their validity period but the same were not 

got revalidated by the contractors because the works were in progress. Thus, in absence of valid 

performance securities, prospects of successful completion of projects are jeopardized.  

Audit holds that non-revalidation of performance securities occurred due to weak financial 

controls. 

This resulted in non-revalidation of performance securities of  

Rs 409.774 million, as follows: 

(Rs in million) 

S. 

No. 

DP 

No. 

Name of Division Amount 

1.  18 CCD, Pak PWD, Abbottabad 23.659 

2.  43 CCD, Pak PWD, D.G Khan 147.146 

3.  135 CCD, Pak PWD, Faisalabad 118.920 

4.  152 CCD-III Karachi 45.539 

5.  222 CCD-II, Pak PWD, Peshawar 2.883 

6.  258 Stores & Workshop Division, Pak PWD, 

Islamabad   

48.544 

7.  303 CCD, Pak PWD, D.G Khan 23.083 

Total 409.774 
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Audit pointed out non-revalidation of performance securities in October-December 2020 and 

during July to October 2021 also. The department replied in case of DP-18, that the contractors had 

already been pursued vigorously for re-validation of requisite performance security along with risks 

insurance. In response to DP-43, department replied that the concerned contractor had submitted 

revalidated/extended Performance Security Bond with validity up to 30.06.2021. In case of DP-135, 

department stated that the contractors were asked for revalidation of performance securities. No reply 

was given in case of DP-222, 258 and 303. 

 The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein,  the committee 

pended the DP-43 for verification of performance guarantee covering the Defect Liability Period (DLP) 

along with final bill. For DP-18, DAC meeting was held on 08.12.2021 wherein, the committee directed 

the department to get the performance security bond revalidated and provide to Audit for verification.  

DAC in its meeting held on 26.01.2022, directed the department to take necessary disciplinary 

action against the responsible persons. 

 (DP.135, 152, 222, 258 & 303). 

 Compliance to the DAC directives was not reported to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance to the DAC decision besides making due recoveries and 

obtaining of re-validated performance securities Moreover, responsibility be fixed for failure to protect 

the interest of the government and putting work at financial risk.  

(DP. 18/2020-21) 43, 135, 152,222,258, 303/2021-22) 

5.4.12 Unauthentic payment of escalation - Rs 311.617 million 

As per clause 70.1 of contract agreement the amount payable to the contractor, pursuant to Sub 

Clause 60.1 shall be adjusted in respect of the rise or fall in the cost of labor, materials, and other inputs 

to the works, by applying to such amount the formula prescribed in this sub clause. Further the sources 

of indices shall be those listed in Appendix-C to Bid as approved by the engineer. As the proposed basis 

for price adjustment, the contractor shall have submitted with the bid the tabulation of weightages and 

source of indices if different than those given in Appendix-C to Bid which shall be subject to approval 

by the Engineer  

 Audit noted that Executive Engineer, Central Civil Division Pak PWD, Faisalabad awarded a 

work “Construction of Bridge Over River Ravi at Mal Fatyana District Toba Tek Singh (NA-94)” to 

M/s Sh. Abdul Razzaq & Co at agreement cost of Rs 1,189.153 million.  

 Audit observed that the department paid price escalation of  

Rs 311.617 million to the contractor. The payment was made without detailed calculation of factors 

given in appendix-C and notifications for base/current rates. Audit further observed that escalation paid 

from February to June 2021 for IPC-21, was on the basis of factor-C of 1.488 and for IPC-22 for June 

2021 with factor of 1.734. 

 Audit pointed out the unauthentic payment of escalation in July 2021. The department replied 

that matter will be got clarified from M/s Nespak (Pvt) Ltd who was the consultant of the project.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2202, wherein the Committee directed 

that the Deputy Director (Internal Audit) Pak PWD would verify all the components of the audit 

observation and put up a comprehensive report to PAO through DG Pak PWD for further necessary 

action. 

Audit recommends that escalation be reviewed in the light of contract clauses and recovery be 

made accordingly. 
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(DP. 131) 

5.4.13 Non-imposition of liquidated damages for delay in completion of works - Rs 

281.712 million 

Clause-47, Conditions of Contract of agreement provides that if the contractor fails to complete 

the work within Time for Completion, the contractor’s only liability to the Employer for such failure 

shall be to pay the amount 0.1% of contract price for each day of delay in completion of the works 

subject to a maximum of 10% of the contract price. If the Contractor’s progress is not as per approved 

programme of works, the contractor shall be liable for liquidated damages. 

 Audit noted that Pak PWD awarded twenty two infrastructure works relating to construction of 

buildings, roads and water supply schemes to different contractors at bid cost of Rs 2,817.17 million. 

 Audit observed that the contractors failed to complete the works in stipulated completion 

periods and even in the extended period. Thus, the contractors rendered themselves to pay liquidated 

damages as per contract provisions which were not imposed and recovered by the department. This 

resulted in non-imposition and recovery of liquidated damages of Rs 281.712 million as under: 

(Rs in million) 

DP 

No. 

Division  Number of 

works 

Contract cost Liquidated 

Damages 

109 CCD-IV Islamabad 04 2,378.344 237.833 

06 PCD-III Islamabad 03 172.501 17.250 

237 CCD Bahawalpur 12 171.237 17.121 

215 CCD Abbottabad 03 95.088 9.508 

Total 22 2,817.17 281.712 

 

 Detail is given at Annexure-S.  

 Audit pointed out the matter of non-imposition of penalty in July-December 2021. The 

department replied in two cases that works were delayed due to non-release of funds and local disputes 

of public while in other cases, the department did not reply.  

The reply was not accepted because the contractors failed to complete the works even in 

extended period, therefore liquated damages were required to be imposed and recovered. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021. The DAC directed the 

department in two paras (DP. 6, 109) to verify the record pertaining to date of award of works, work 

wise release of funds and their utilization from Audit.  

In DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022, the department was directed to provide the record for 

verification at the earliest. (DP. 215). In case of DP. 237, the DAC directed the Deputy Director Internal 

Audit Pak PWD to submit a comprehensive report on the matter. 

Compliance of DAC directive was not made till the finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives and recovery of liquidated damages.  

(DP. 109, 06, 237, 215) 
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5.4.14 Irregular award of works in violation of PPRA rules -  

Rs 267.619 million 

 Rule 38-B of PPRA Rules 2004 provides that the procuring agency shall consider single bid in 

goods, works and services if it- (a) meets the evaluation criteria, ensures compliance of specifications 

and other terms & conditions expressed in advertisement or bid solicitation documents; (b) is not in 

conflict with any provision of the Ordinance; (c) conforms to the technical specifications; (d) has 

financial conformance in terms of rate reasonability. 

Executive Engineer, Central Electrical & Mechanical Division Pak PWD, Quetta awarded eight 

(8) development works regarding drilling and bore with solar energy system and provision & 

installation of home solar kits to M/s Al-Wattan Associates for Rs 267.619 million  in District Chagi 

during 2020-21.  

 Audit observed that the works were awarded to the contractor with 249% premium on NIT 

amount (based on PWD E/M Schedule of Rates 2004). As per tender opening register, the contractor 

was the single participant in tendering process. While accepting the single bid, the reasonability of the 

rates as per above rules was not evaluated and the bid was accepted with higher premium at 249% 

(contractor’s profit already included in estimate/rate analysis).  

 Audit holds that irregular award of works occurred due to non-implementation of PPRA rules 

and weak internal controls.  

 This resulted into irregular award of work to contractor of  

Rs 267.619 million. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in November 2021. Authority did not furnish any reply.  

  The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022, wherein the Committee 

directed the department to obtain and examine analysis of rate and report be submitted to Audit. 

Audit recommends probe into the matter for appropriate action.  

(DP. 189) 

5.4.15 Unjustified lapse of development funds - Rs 260.71 million 

Rule 95 of General Financial Rules (Vol-I) provides that all anticipated savings should 

be surrendered to Government immediately they are foreseen but not later than 15th May of 

each year in any case. 

Para 4.6 of Planning Commission Guidelines provides that the last date for surrendering 

of funds from a scheme is 15th May of each year. The surrender order has to be communicated 

to AGPR and Finance Division with the approval of FA Organization of the respective 

Ministry/ Division. 

Executive Engineers of various divisions of Pak PWD received development funds 

amounting to Rs 3,643.669 million on account of ADP Schemes and Deposit works 

(Annexure-T).  

Audit observed that out of said released funds, an amount of  

Rs 3,382.959 million was spent by the end of the financial year leaving unspent balance of Rs 

260.71 million. These funds were lapsed due to non-surrendering the same by the target date. 
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This indicated that divisional offices could not utilize development funds efficiently during 

currency of the financial year and attempted to retain the funds irregularly. As per rule, the 

anticipated saving was required to be surrendered in timely manner in order to utilize the funds 

in another weighty project.  

Non-adherence to rules caused unjustified lapse of development funds of Rs 260.71 

million. 

 Audit pointed out the matter during September-December 2020 and July-November 2021. The 

department replied that the funds could not be utilized due to multiple issues.  

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein, the committee 

directed to take appropriate action against the person responsible for mismanagement. As regard DP-

72, the committee expressed its concern for lapse of considerable amount of funds. The committee 

directed for appropriate action against the person at fault.  

 Compliance to the DAC directives was not reported to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance to the DAC decision. 

(DP. 01, (43, 49/ 2020-21), 72, 122, 145, 159, 202, 261/2021-22) 

5.4.16 Irregular variation without approval of competent authority due to change in 

design - Rs 242.882 million 

            Planning Division letter No. 20(1)DA/PC/79-Vol.XIV dated 22.06.1980 provides that if the 

total estimated cost, as sanctioned increases by a margin of 15% or more or if any significant variation 

in the nature/scope of the project has been made, irrespective of whether or not it involves an increased 

outlay, the approval of the ECNEC/ competent authority shall be obtained in the same manner as in the 

case of the original scheme without delay.  

 Audit noted that in approved PC-I, of the Project “Construction of Model Prison at H-16, 

Islamabad, an item of work “Isolated Foundation” was provided.  

 Audit observed that Executive Engineer, PCD-IV Pak PWD, Islamabad, changed the design of 

the project from Isolated Foundation to Raft Foundation and paid VO-I for Rs 117.085 million & VO-

II for  

Rs 125.797 million, without approval of competent authority/forum. The concurrence of consultant on 

change of design was also not available. 

This resulted in irregular approval of variation orders amounting to Rs 242.882 million. 

Audit pointed out irregularity in December 2020. The department replied that due to revision 

of foundation design as per site requirement, the variation orders 1 & 2 were approved by the competent 

authority on  

20.05.2020 & 22.06.2020 respectively. Also a proposed revised PC-I of the project amounting to Rs 

9,944,695 million was submitted to Interior Division through the Superintending Engineer/Project 

Director, Project Civil Circle, Pak PWD, Islamabad on 04.09.2020 which was in progress. 

 The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein, the committee 

sought clarification from the department regarding revision of foundation design just after award of 

work which was against comparative bidding process and provisions of the PC-I and TS Estimate. Para 

was deferred.  
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 Compliance to the DAC decision was not reported to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance to the DAC decision. 

(DP. 106) 

5.4.17 Unjustified payment due to execution of works at higher rates - Rs 205.104 million 

 Para 6.09 of Pakistan Public Works Department Code states that a proper detailed estimate must 

be prepared for the sanction of the competent authority for each individual work proposed to be carried 

out. This sanction was known as the Technical Sanction to the estimate and must be obtained before the 

construction of work was commenced.  

Audit noted that Executive Engineer, Central Civil Division Pak. PWD, Sialkot awarded two 

works (Construction of Industrial Area Link Road from GT Road to Ghazi Chak including bridge on 

Bhimber Nullah and Upper Jhelum Canal Gujrat and Construction of Service More Flyover to  

contractor on 23.02.2021 and 07.04.2021 with agreement amount of Rs 732.371 million and Rs 467.460 

million, respectively.  

 Audit observed that the item “making earthen embankment” was paid to a contractor for 

increased quantity of 8,760,398 cft and at enhanced rate of Rs 1,860 % cft against approved quantity of 

4,479,174 cft @ Rs 822.95 % cft increasing lead from 400 feet to 6 miles. Further, compaction was paid 

separately against this item for Rs 26.356 million, whereas, the compaction had already been included 

in the item. Therefore, no separate payment of compaction was to be made. In other work, the contractor 

was paid additional rate of Rs 1,174.45 % cft for a quantity of 1,345,758 on account of extra lead for 6 

miles over the agreed lead of 400 feet. 

 Audit holds that irregularity occurred due to non-adherence to financial controls. 

This resulted in unjustified payment, due to execution of costly item of earth work to the 

contractors amounting to Rs 205.104 million. 

 Audit pointed out overpayment in August 2021. The department replied against the former 

work that the site of work was situated inside the city area and around is built area. The adoption of lead 

of 6.0 kilometer was quite correct and justified as there was no earth available to be taken within 6.0 

kilometer. The extra/substitute item will be got approved as per final quantum of work. For compaction, 

it was contended that payment of earthen embankment was made without compaction. So the payment 

of compaction was made through another item measured separately. In the later work, it was stated that 

the estimate was prepared on rough cost basis while preparation of estimates, the local villagers refused 

to allow excavation.  

 The reply was not tenable because the agreed lead as a result of tendering process was changed 

irregularly. Further, the item ‘earthen embankment’ included cost of compaction, therefore, no separate 

payment was to be made.   

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The DAC directed the 

department to conduct an inquiry through Deputy Director Internal Audit, Pak PWD and report be 

submitted through Ministry to Audit.  

Audit recommends investigating the case at appropriate level for fixing responsibility and 

taking appropriate action against the person(s) at fault besides recovery. 

 (DP. 153, 156 and para 36 of CAR) 
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5.4.18 Unauthentic payments made due to doubtful execution of work - Rs 141.936 

million  

 According to Rule-10(i) and (ii) of GFR (Vol-I) regarding standards of financial propriety, 

every public officer is expected to exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from 

public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own 

money. The expenditure should not be prima facie more than the occasion demands. 

 Audit noted that Executive Engineers of various divisions of Pakistan Public Works 

Department awarded various development works to different contractors during financial year 2020-21 

and made payment of Rs 141.936 million. (Annexure-U) 

 Audit observed that measurement was recorded on the dates when letter of award was issued 

or within 7 to 14 days. This resulted in unauthentic payment of Rs 141.936 million. 

 Audit maintains that execution of work in short span of time was just to utilize the available 

funds in anticipation of the actual execution of works. 

 Audit pointed out the unauthentic payment in October 2021. The department did not reply.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite request made by Audit on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 

04.01.2022 and 11.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends that matter be investigated for fixing responsibility and taking action against 

the person (s) at fault. 

(Para-3 of CAR) 

5.4.19 Irregular award of work over and above the PC-I provision - Rs 139.536 million 

 According to PC-1 approved by the CDWP on 24.05.2018, total cost for Replacement and Up-

Gradation of HVAC Plant Room Equipment and Allied works at PIMS Islamabad was provided as  

Rs 725.00 million.  

Audit noted that Executive Engineer Central E&M–III Pak PWD, Islamabad awarded a work 

Replacement and Up-Gradation of HVAC Plant Room Equipment and Allied works at PIMS Islamabad 

for  

Rs 864.538 million to M/s DWP Technologies PVT Ltd. on 16.09.2019.  

Audit observed that the total cost of Replacement and Up-Gradation of HVAC Plant Room 

Equipment and Allied works at PIMS Islamabad was provided in the Admin Approval/PC-I of the 

project, as Rs 725.00 million whereas, the department awarded the HVAC work to the contractor at 

19% above the provision of Admin Approval/ PC-I. The department should have either resorted to re-

tendering or get the PC-1 revised before tendering process. Award of work beyond the Admin 

approval/PC-I amounting to Rs 139.538 million was unjustified.    

Audit holds that irregularity occurred due to weak financial controls. 

This resulted in irregular award of the contract over and above Admin approval/ PC-I of Rs 

139.538 million.  

Audit pointed out irregularity in November 2020. The department replied that the Chief 

Engineer (North) while accepting the bid imposed condition that the PC-I will be got revised from the 

competent authority in consultation with the client department. Accordingly, the expenditure had been 

incurred amounting to Rs 716.00 million within PC-1 against the provision of Rs 725.00 million of 

approved PC-1.   
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 The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein, the committee 

directed for verification of revised TS Estimate and PC-I. 

 Compliance to the DAC directives was not reported to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance to the DAC decision. 

(DP. 95) 

5.4.20 Unjustified expenditure on the services of maintenance staff -  

Rs 115.026 million 

Para 2.03 of Pak PWD Code describes that engagement of work charged establishment shall be 

subject to the rules laid down by the government. Work charged staff shall not be engaged on any work 

unless provided for in the estimate as a separate sub-head of the estimate for that work. As per practice 

in vogue, annual maintenance cost comprises 65% work by contractor, 25% labour and 10% material 

costs. 

Audit noted that Executive Engineers Central Civil Division, Pak. PWD Mirpur Khas and 

Central Civil Division- VI Islamabad booked expenditure on account of payment of salaries to 

maintenance staff for the financial years 2018-19 and 2019-20 amounting to Rs 115.026 million (Rs 

5.359 million + Rs 109.667 million). 

Audit observed that maintenance staff remained idle during the entire period without executing 

any maintenance work. It was further observed that there exists no approved sanctioned strength 

(inquiry wise) with the divisional officer. This resulted in unjustified expenditure of  

Rs 115.026 million. 

 Audit maintains that unjustified expenditure was due to inadequate oversight mechanism and 

weak financial/internal controls. 

Audit pointed out the matter in August and December 2020. The department replied in one case 

(DP-24) that the formal approval was delayed due to routine work.  

The reply was not accepted because 100% maintenance funds were spent on salary of staff while 

no maintenance activity was carried out during the period. 

The para was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein the committee 

observed that huge payment was made to work charge staff without provision in PC-I, engineer estimate 

and without observance of procedure. Committee directed to conduct inquiry by the CF&AO of the 

ministry within 15 days. 

Compliance of DAC directives was not reported till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends for early compliance of DAC directives. 

(DP. 24, 31) 

5.4.21 Irregular award of work to ineligible contractor -  

Rs 112.834 million 

According to Rule 29 of Public Procurement Rules 2004, procuring agencies shall formulate 

an appropriate evaluation criterion listing all the relevant information against which a bid is to be 

evaluated. Such evaluation criteria shall form an integral part of the bidding documents. Failure to 

provide for an unambiguous evaluation criteria in the bidding documents shall amount to mis-

procurement. According to PEC Registration Categories, a bidder holding C-3 registration was eligible 

to a work not more than Rs 100 million. 
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Audit noted that the Executive Engineer Central Civil Division Pak PWD Bahawalpur awarded 

the work Widening/ Improvement of M/ Road from Jetha Bhutta Feroza Road to Channi Goth Akhtar 

Nagar Doshakha Road Distt. R.Y Khan for Rs 112.834 to the contractor M/s Ch. Shafqat & Co. on 

18.06.2010 who was registered under category C-3 having limit of contracts valuing Rs 100 million 

only.  

Audit observed that the contractor having PEC registration under category  C-3 was awarded a 

contract that was beyond his eligibility in violation of rules.  

This resulted in irregular award of work to ineligible contractor for Rs 112.834 million. 

Audit pointed out irregularity in December 2020. The department replied that tenders were 

called on 18.06.2010 from registered government contractors through leading newspapers and 

estimated cost put to tender was Rs 45.293 million. Because rate of premium “Above or Below” to be 

quoted by the contractor cannot be foreseen; ,therefore, tenders forms alongwith others were also issued 

to M/s Ch: Shafqat who at that specified time was eligible to participate in  tendering process having 

value amounting to Rs 100.000 million and secured 1st lowest position. Therefore, his lowest Bid 

obtained through transparent tendering being most economical and competitive, was accepted by the 

competent authority.  

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein the committee 

observed that award of contracts to the contractors having low category of PEC registration were 

irregular. The committee deferred the para for appropriate action. 

Compliance of DAC directives was not reported. 

Audit recommends for early compliance of DAC directives. 

(DP. 51) 

5.4.22 Non-credit of lapsed deposits to the revenue of the Government - Rs 112.805 

million 

 According to para-399 of Central Public Works Accounts Code (CPWA), balances of security 

deposits unclaimed for more than three complete years were required to be credited to Government as 

lapsed deposits. 

 Audit noted that Executive Engineers, CCD Pak PWD, Sargodha and Store & Workshop 

Division, Pak PWD, Islamabad deducted security deposit from various contractors from 2003 to 2016, 

as detailed below:  

DP No. Division Works Amount  

(Rs in 

million) 

Period 

264 Store and 

Workshop, 

Islamabad 

238 11.882 May 2005 to 

January 2016 

61 CCD Sargodha 191 100.923 November 

2003 to 

January 2016 

Total 429 112.805  
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 Audit observed from the Deposit Register that the security deposits had not been claimed by 

the contractors despite lapse of more than three years. The Divisional authorities had not credited the 

amount to Government as lapsed deposits.  

 Audit maintains that irregularity occurred due to non-adherence to the provisions of codal rules 

and weak financial controls. 

 This resulted in non-credit of lapsed deposits of the contractors to the Government worth Rs 

112.805 million. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in November 2020 and 2021. In case of DP-61, the department 

replied that Security Deposits amounting to  

Rs 56.992 million were available up to June 2020 and not Rs 100.923 million which were against 

completed as well as running projects/works. The retained security deposits had to be refunded to the 

concerned contractors after finalization of accounts. In other case DP-264, the department did not reply. 

 The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein, against DP-61, the 

committee directed for verification of breakup of security deposits to ascertain their credit to revenue 

account. DP-264 was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022, wherein the department informed 

that a sum of Rs 2.969 million out of Rs 11.882 million has been transferred to Directorate of Budget 

& Accounts on 14.01.2022. The Committee directed the department to provide breakup of Rs 11.882 

million alongwith justification and aging of deposits.   

 Compliance to the DAC directives was not reported to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance to the DAC decision besides credit of lapsed deposits to 

Government. 

(DP. 61, 264) 

5.4.23 Irregular appointment of consultant - Rs 78.5 million 

 Rule 15 of Public Procurement Rules 2004, provides that a procuring agency, prior to the 

floating of tenders, invitation to proposal or offers in procurement proceedings, may engage in pre-

qualification of bidders in case of services, civil work, Trunkey projects, and in case of procurement of 

expensive and technical complex equipment to ensure that only technical and financially capable firms 

having adequate managerial capability are invited to submit bids. Such pre-qualification shall solely be 

based upon the ability of the interested parties to perform that particular work satisfactorily. 

 As per clause 4-1, Appendix-C, of special conditions of the contract agreement with M/s 

Sikandar Ajam Associates that all the key personals appointed by the consultant as well as by sub 

consultant shall be by name with qualification, experience and valid PEC registration.  

 Audit noted that Consultancy Services Agreement for Construction of Model Prison in Sector 

H-16, Islamabad was awarded to M/s Sikandar Ajam Associates on 08.06.2017 at a contract cost of  

Rs 78.5 million (2% of PC-I Cost Rs 3928.523 & 1.75% of cost work done). 

 Audit observed that M/s Sikandar Ajam Associates had no valid registration certificate of PEC 

to work as a consultant for Civil Work. 

 This resulted in irregular appointment of consultant amounting to Rs 78.5 million. 

 Audit pointed out irregularity in December 2020. The department replied that approved sub-

consultants’ consultancy services under para  

C-2 were engaged in the design portion of the services only. No payment was made to those sub-

consultants as the consultant M/s Sikander Ajam Associates was responsible for payments regarding 
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the services of sub-consultants. Eight key personnel for construction supervision were deployed which 

included Resident Engineer and Assistant Resident Engineer having valid membership certificate of 

PEC. 

 The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein, the committee took 

serious note of the fact that the main consultant did not hold the required eligibility. This was mis-

procurement, the committee directed for appropriate action against the persons at fault. 

 Compliance to the DAC decision was not reported to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance to the DAC decision. 

(DP. 111) 

5.4.24 Undue retention of government income tax - Rs 64.488 million 

Section 182 of Income Tax Ordinance provides that any person who fails to collect or deduct 

tax as required under any provision of this Ordinance or fails to pay the tax collected or deducted as 

required under section 160, in addition to and not in derogation of any punishment to which he may be 

liable under this Ordinance or any other law, such person shall pay a penalty of forty thousand rupees 

or the 10% of the amount of tax which-ever is higher. Tax deducted shall be paid to the Commissioner 

by way of credit to the Federal Government, where the tax has been collected or deducted by the Federal 

Government or a Provincial Government on the day the tax was collected or deducted. 

 Audit noted that Executive Engineer, Central Civil Division-II Pak PWD, Quetta deducted 

income tax for Rs 17.181 million from 01.07.2019 to 30.06.2020 which was deposited in Government 

treasury  in September 2020. Another sum of Rs 47.307 million deducted from gross payments on 

account of work done and salaries to officers and staff during July 2020 to June 2021 was deposited in 

Government Treasury in August 2021.  

 Audit observed that deducted income tax was not deposited within due course of time which 

resulted in undue retention of government money for Rs 64.488 million in violation of the rules. 

 Audit holds that undue retention of income tax occurred due to non-implementation of rules 

and weak internal/financial controls. 

 This resulted in undue retention of income tax of Rs 64.488 million.  

 Audit pointed out undue retention of income tax in December 2021. The department did not 

reply. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The DAC directed the 

department to provide aging of income tax collection and its remittance to Government, to Audit for 

further examination. 

Audit recommends probe into the matter to ascertain reasons for non-remittance of tax to 

Government in time with reference to availability of funds and action be taken against the persons 

responsible for violation. 

(DP. 315) 

5.4.25 Execution of works without obtaining performance security in shape of bank 

guarantee/insurance bond - Rs 58.640 million 

Clause 10.1 of CoC Part-II & Appendix -A to Bid states that the contractor shall provide 

performance security to the employer in the prescribed form. The said security shall be furnished or 

caused to be furnished by the contractor within 28 days after the receipt of the letter of acceptance. The 
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performance security shall be of an amount equal to 10% of the contract price stated in the letter of 

acceptance.   

Audit noted that the Executive Engineer, Central Civil Division Pak PWD DG Khan awarded 

various works to contractors for Rs 586.398 million to different contractors during the financial year 

2020-21.  

Audit observed that the contractors did not furnish the performance security which was a 

contractual obligation to ensure successful completion of work. This resulted in execution of works 

without obtaining of performance security for Rs 58.640 million. (Annexure-V) 

Audit pointed out the matter in October 2021. The department did not reply.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The DAC directed the 

department to conduct regular inquiry in this case. 

Audit recommends that performance security be obtained from the contractors or it be ensured 

through deduction of the premium amount from the bills of contractors.  

(DP. 302, 298) 

5.4.26 Less recovery of security deposit from contractors - Rs 57.009 million 

 As per Appendix-A to Bid, special stipulations, condition of contract for larger works No. 11, 

the percentage of retention money will be 10 % of the amount of interim payment certificate and as per 

condition No. 12, limit of retention money will be 10 % of contract price stated in the letter of 

acceptance. 

 Audit noted that the Executive Engineers, Central Civil Division Pak. Public Works 

Department, Sargodha and Bahawalpur awarded works to different contractors. 

 Audit observed that the department made payments to the contractors and deducted the security 

deposit @ 5 % instead of 10 % of payment.  

This resulted in less recovery of security deposit from contractors of Rs 57.009 million as 

detailed below: 

DP 

No. 

Formation Works Amount Rs 

in million 

178 CCD Pak PWD Sargodha 01 49.401 

181 CCD Pak PWD Sargodha 01 6.858 

247 CCD Pak PWD Bahawalpur 02 0.750 

Total 4 57.009 
 

 Audit pointed out the less recovery of security deposit in September and October 2021. The 

department did not reply. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022.  The DAC directed the 

department to take corrective action in the light special stipulation of the agreement through the relevant 

forum. 

Audit recommends for early recovery of balance security deposit. 

(DP 178, 181, 247) 
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5.4.27 Unauthentic collection of rent revenue of Federal Government lodges/hostels - Rs 

42.622 million  

As per rule 38(1) & (2) of GFR, it is primary responsibility of the departmental authorities to 

see that all revenues or other debts due to Government, which have to be brought to account, are 

correctly and promptly assessed, realised and credited to public account and any investigation by Audit 

must be so conducted as not to interfere with this executive responsibility. 

Audit noted that Executive Engineer, PCD-III, Pak PWD, Islamabad collected Rs 42.622 

million on account of rent from the occupants of Federal Lodges/Hostels located at Islamabad and the 

same was remitted to DBA.  

Audit could not ascertain the authenticity of the revenue collections due to non-provision of 

complete record pertaining to allotment of rooms and recovery of rent thereof. The detail of total number 

of facilities, including family suites and rooms, available to be extended to the government servants 

was not available for estimation of due rent amount. The facility/ lodge wise register showing recovery/ 

recoverable amount from each family suite/room had not been maintained. This made the booking and 

recording of rent receivable from each occupant doubtful. The rent due from occupants had not been 

recorded for the recovery and no such communication to their parent departments was on the record. 

The copies of CNIC and service card along with the request from the parent department to ascertain the 

genuineness of credentials of the occupants as government servants, and resultant applicability of 

corresponding rates, was not provided to the audit.  

This resulted into unauthentic collection of revenue of Federal Government Lodges/Hostels 

amounting to Rs 42.622 million. 

Audit pointed out unauthentic collection and non-recovery of rent in December 2020. The 

department replied that all the rent collected was deposited in State Bank of Pakistan by the Assistant 

Comptroller of Federal Lodges/Hostels. Moreover, Ministry of Housing & Works took over the control 

of Federal Lodges on 02.12.2020 and accordingly all the record was handed over to Assistant 

Comptroller of Federal Lodges /Hostels on 14.12.2020.  

 The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein, the committee 

deferred the para with the directions to CF&AO to conduct inquiry and report on this account. 

 Compliance to the DAC decision was not reported to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance to the DAC decision. 

(DP. 88) 

5.4.28 Unauthentic payment to the contractor without approval of job mix formula - Rs 

36.558 million 

As per Standard Specification/Engineering practice, a Job Mix Formula (JMF) for the asphaltic 

hot mix bitumen concrete pavement, mixture or mixtures to be used for the project, shall be established 

jointly by the Engineer and the Contractor. Prior to final approval, the proposed job mix, with a bitumen 

content at the permissible upper percentage limit determined in JMF, shall be compacted and air voids 

in the mix shall not be less than two (2)%. The Contractor shall prepare a trial section before the start 

of work in light of the prescribed procedure. 

Audit noted that Executive Engineer, Project Civil Division Pak. PWD Peshawar awarded 

various 03 road works at an agreed cost of Rs 63.078 million during the year 2020-21 to various 

contractors. 
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Audit observed that the item hot-mix bituminous concrete pavement laid with mechanical paver 

was executed with 2-1/2" (64 mm) thickness for a quantity of 4845.92 tons and paid to the contractor 

@ Rs 7,544.05 per ton. But Job Mix Formula was not prepared by the Engineer to assure the authenticity 

of bituminous work executed at site. In the absence of JMF, record measurement of trial section and lab 

test reports, incurring of expenditure was unauthentic.  

Non-adherence to rules caused unauthentic payment to the contractor without the approval of 

Job Mix Formula amounting toRs 36.558 million. 

 Audit pointed out irregularity in September 2021. The department replied that Job Mix Formula 

(JMF) for the asphaltic hot mix bitumen concrete pavement was established before production. 

Moreover, the source of bitumen was Attock Refinery limited. Letters have already been issued to 

contractors for a lab test of bitumen. 

 In the reply the department admitted that lab tests have not yet been conducted.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The committee directed the 

department to get the JMF and lab test reports verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends appropriate action for non-conducting lab test. 

 (DP. 142) 

5.4.29 Overpayment due to execution of hot-mix bituminous concrete item of below 

specification - Rs 35.677 million 

 

 According to Rate Analysis of respective hot-mix bituminous concrete item (Item No. 78, 

Code-127) of Pak. PWD Schedule of Rates 2012, 5.39 % bitumen was to be used in 100 tons mix 

material and item was to be paid @ of Rs 7,544.05 per ton plus 0.20% approved premium. 

 Audit noted that the Executive Engineer, Central Civil Division Pak. Public Works Department, 

Sargodha awarded a work on 02.02.2021 and paid the item i.e. “Providing and laying hot-mix 

bituminous concrete runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed in central mixing plant in 

required thickness and density, rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per specifications 

and Job-mix formula and design in double layer up to 2-1/2" (64 mm) thickness” for a qty. of 45889 

ton @ Rs 7,544.05/ton for Rs 450.046 million (346,188,910 + 30 % premium) by using 4.70% bitumen 

as evident from the respective job mix formula.  

Audit observed that the contractor used the bitumen of 60/70 grade instead of 80/100 grade as 

per nomenclature of item. In this way 0.69% less bitumen (5.39% - 4.70%) was used but paid full rateof  

Rs 7,544.05 per ton instead of reduced rate of Rs 6,946.00 per ton. This resulted in overpayment of Rs 

35.677 million. 

Audit maintains that the overpayment was due to non-adherence to rate analysis and inefficient 

oversight mechanism for implementation of financial and internal controls. 

Audit pointed out the overpayment in October 2021. The department did not reply. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The DAC directed that the 

matter should be examined by Deputy Director Internal Audit, Pak PWD and report be submitted to 

Audit through Ministry. 

Audit recommends recovery. 
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(DP. 180) 

5.4.30 Overpayment to  maintenance and operational staff beyond contract provision 

- Rs 22.330 million 

 Special provision 8 of the contract agreement provides that contractor shall include the 

maintenance and guarantees of the whole of the Contract Works as laid down in the General and Special 

Conditions. During this term, the contractor shall remedy and /or replace all defective parts or items 

and correct any omissions certified by the Engineer and continuous service shall be provided on a 

routine weekly basis. Emergency service shall be available on short notice. Service shall be performed 

by skilled personnel under the supervision of an experienced supervisor. Clauses 9, 10, 11 and 12 

provide that after testing and commissioning contractor shall provide experienced supervisor with staff 

for running and maintenance of all the works and no separate payment should be made to the contractor 

Executive Engineer, Store & Workshop Division Pak PWD Islamabad awarded a work 

“Construction of New Pak Secretariat Block Constitution Avenue Islamabad (S.H Lift Work)” for Rs 

298.666 million to the contractor M/s Riaz & Sons & Merin Pvt. Ltd (JV) on 22.06.2016.  

 Audit observed that the staff provided by the contractor was paid through extra items for Rs 

22.330 million showing outsourcing of the services, whereas, it was responsibility of the contractor to 

provide staff for running and maintenance of the lifts during maintenance period free of cost. 

 Audit maintains that overpayment occurred due to non-adherence to contractual provision and 

weak financial controls.  

 This resulted in overpayment of Rs 22.330 million to the contractor. 

Audit pointed out the matter in November 2021. The department did not reply. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. DAC directed that inquiry 

should be initiated at the Ministry level and recovery be made from the consultant if found responsible 

for the overpayment otherwise, Division be held accountable.  

Audit recommends recovery of overpaid amount. 

(DP. 257) 

5.4.31 Irregular procurement/award of the work without fair competition - Rs 20.169 

million 

 Rule-12 (1 to 4) of PPRA Rules provides that all procurement opportunities over three million 

rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or newspapers 

having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at least two 

national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. In cases where the procuring agency has its own 

website it may also post all advertisements concerning procurement on that website as well. 

 Rule-4 of the ibid rules states  that  the procuring agencies, while engaging in procurements, 

shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object of 

procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient and 

economical. 

 Audit noted that Executive Engineer Central Civil Division Pak PWD Sargodha awarded the 

work, “Construction of Inland Revenue Office at Mianwali” on 19.05.2020 at a contract cost of Rs 

20.169 million. 

 Audit observed that notice for inviting tenders of the said work was published only in the Daily 

Dunya Sargodha on 20.04.2020 as evident from the relevant record. The tenders were not uploaded on 
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PPRA/executing agency’s website in violation of the rules. Audit further observed that publication of 

the Daily Dunya Newspaper was only in Lahore, Islamabad, Karachi, Multan, Faisalabad and 

Gujranwala while no publication from Distt. Sargodha exists. Moreover, rates for percentage 

above/below the Schedule of Rates in the bids of 1st and 2nd lowest bidders appeared to have been quoted 

with the same hand writing and even with same ink. This led to non-transparent tendering process and 

mis-procurement due to non-observance of Public Procurement Rules. 

 This resulted in irregular award of work amounting to Rs 20.169 million. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in July 2020. The department replied that the Tender Notice 

for the instant works was sent to PID, for advertisement in leading newspapers and also sent to PPRA 

for advertisement on PPRA’s website. PID allocated the publication to the newspapers as per policy 

vide PID No. PID(L)3238 to Daily Dunya (Urdu) and daily Pakistan Today (English). 

 The reply was not accepted because uploading on PPRA website was to be done through Public 

Procurement Authority instead through PID. Also, no advertisement in any English newspaper was 

found on record. Further, no justification was given for quoting rates with same handwriting. 

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein the committee 

deferred the para for inquiry to be conducted at Ministry level within one month. 

Compliance of DAC directives was not reported till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends early compliance of DAC directives. 

(DP. 62) 

5.4.32 Non-utilization/non surrender of development funds -  

Rs 19.737 million 

The Finance Division (Budget Wing), Government of Pakistan vide letter No. F-3(20)BR/II/94-

B-VoI-I/313 dated 15.04.1997 allowed operation of following Personal Ledger Accounts (PLA) in Pak 

PWD with zero balances operative from 01.07.1997. 

PLA-I Annual Development Programme   Lapsable 

PLA-II Maintenance only    Lapsable 

PLA-III Deposit Works    Non-lapsable 

PLA-IV Other Deposits such as Contractor’s  

 Securities GP Funds receipts, etc.  Non-lapsable 

Audit noted that Project Civil Division, Pak PWD, Sahiwal received development funds PWP-

II amounting to Rs 19.737 million during 2012-13. These funds remained unspent as observed from the 

accounts of June 2021. This resulted in non-utilization/ non surrender of funds for Rs 19.737 million 

since 2012-13. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in December 2020. The department replied that unspent 

balances were lying in the accounts as per directions of Honorable Supreme Court of Pakistan in writ 

petition 20/2013. Furthermore, Director General Pak PWD Islamabad also directed the divisional office 

not to surrender the unspent balances as the Courts were pressing hard for making payments to decree 

holders.  

The reply was not accepted because the department did not make payments against matured 

liabilities as per order of the apex Court. These funds remained unspent since 2013.  
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The mater was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein the Committee 

directed that the record containing order of the apex Court, payments made against the matured 

liabilities in pursuance of Court order and final disposal of unspent balances be got verified from Audit.  

Compliance of DAC directives was not reported till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends early compliance to DAC directives.  

(DP. 02) 

5.4.33 Overpayment beyond provisions of revised estimates and non- recovery - Rs 

19.374 million  

 According to detail measurement sheet in the Revised Technical Sanctioned Estimate approved 

by the Chief Engineer West Zone regarding work Construction of Musa Khail Tunsa Road (35 KM) 

Package II an item no. 3 Excavation or cutting in hard rock by hammering and chiseling including 

sorting and stacking was provided as 7,301.50 Cu.m. For other work making earthen embankment from 

borrow excavation with the quantity 27,517 Cu.m @ 235.99 per Cu.m.   

 As per condition i & ii of acceptance letter the work should be executed strictly in accordance 

with the specification/standard stipulated in the agreement and no excess over the quantities given in 

the BOQ shall be executed in respect of all items of work. 

Executive Engineer, Central Civil Division, Pak PWD D.G Khan awarded two works 

“Construction of Musa Khail Tunsa Road (35 KM) stretch to be constructed and linked with Zhob  

(Package-II) & Package-III” to two different contractors on 14.09.2017 at the contract cost of  

Rs 296.813 million and Rs 230.825 million including premium 18.40%  and 13.69% above NIT 

respectively. 

Audit observed that in 1st work, authority made payment to the contractor for Rs 25.135 million 

against BOQ item No. “3/3 Excavation or cutting in hard rock with the quantity 16,112 Cu.m  

@ Rs 1,317.52 per Cu.m against approved quantity in the revised T.S estimate for 7,301 Cu.m. 

Recovery of sorting/stacking was also not effected.  In the 2nd work the authority made payment to the 

contractor for Rs 7.383 million against approved quantity in the revised T.S estimate for 10729.12 

Cu.m. Since quantities were approved in revised estimate, therefore no excess was required to be made. 

But the divisional officer paid the item 120% and 156% above the revised provision irregularly.  

This resulted in overpayment due to excessive measurement of item without requirement 

beyond revised estimate and non-recovery of sorting/staking for Rs 19.374 million. 

Audit pointed out overpayment in December 2020. The department replied against DP. 40 that 

quantities of the items had been executed as per site requirements. In DP. 48, it was replied that 

enhancement up to @ 15% was permissible without revision of technical sanction under para 6.19 of 

Pak PWD code. Further, the detailed estimate technically sanctioned by the competent authority under 

objection was original and not revised estimate so no irregularity has been committed. The department 

further replied that the working space at site is extremely narrow and the road space is being created by 

cutting adjacent rocks of different characteristic. So, if the cut material is not properly removed 

simultaneously it becomes hurdle in further execution of work. Therefore, the contractor executed this 

item in absolute commensuration with its nomenclature by sorting and stacking serviceable material, 

besides lifting/stacking the excavated material at a distant place beyond the contemplated distance 

without any additional payment.    

The para was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein para was deferred for 

verification of the classification of rock as head rock and soft rock, recovery effected to the extent of 

hard rock and status of balance recovery.  
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Compliance to the DAC decision was not reported to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

(DP. 40, 48) 

5.4.34 Overpayment due to non-deduction of sorting and stacking cost - Rs 18.783 million 

 Item 28.1.11 of Pak PWD Specifications provides that the actual number of per hundred cft of 

quarry stone excavation acceptable, performed and /or compacted shall be measured. The material 

obtained from blasting and rock cutting will be closed stacked. The stacks will be measured and the 

gross measurement reduced by 33% to allow for voids to arrive at the quantity payable under these 

items. As per specification if the excavated material was found unserviceable then 50% of the quoted 

rate for the item is payable. 

Executive Engineer, CCD-II Pak PWD, Peshawar awarded works Development schemes in 

District Shangla N-31(Sub-Head: Improvement Construction of roads) to contractors.  

Audit observed that the item of work “excavation or cutting in soft rock by blasting including 

sorting and staking the excavated staff complete” was paid for a quantity of 3,610,698 cft @ Rs 1,040.46 

per % cft but material obtained by blasting was not sorted and stacked on site to arrive at the quantity 

payable to the contractor. The full quantity of blasting was paid to the contractor without applying the 

conversion factor to arrive at net measurements. The payment was required to be made @ 50% of quoted 

rate as material could not be stacked. This resulted in overpayment to contractor for Rs 18.783 million. 

Audit holds that the irregularity occurred due to non-adherence to specification and lack of 

internal controls. 

Audit pointed out recovery in November 2020. The department replied that 10% recovery was 

made. The description of item of soft rock as described in specification book cannot be used as 

serviceable material. 

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein DAC directed for 

verification of the classification of rock as hard rock and soft rock, recovery effected to the extent of 

hard rock and status of balance recovery.  

Compliance to the DAC decision was not reported to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

(DP. 03) 

5.4.35 Non-recovery of 16% Punjab Sales Tax and non-remittance to revenue 

department - Rs 18.641 million 

 According to schedule -1 of Punjab Revenue Authority Rules, with-holding agents are required 

to deduct 16% sales tax while making payments to consultants for services rendered. According to 

Clause 1.7 unless specified in the special conditions, the Consultants shall pay such taxes, duties, fee 

and other impositions as may be levied under the applicable law, the amount of which is deemed to 

have been included in the contract price.  

Audit noted that the Executive Engineers of different Public Works Divisions made payments 

to the consultants for their design and supervisory services.   

Audit observed that an amount of Rs 134.554 million was paid to the consultants till June 2020 

for Design and Construction supervision but the department did not deduct 16% PST from the payment 

of the consultants.  
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This resulted in non-recovery of sales tax on services, as the detailed below: 

(Rs in million) 

Name of Division Payment 

made 

PST due PST 

deduct 

Less DP. No. 

CCD DG Khan 13.123 2.099 - 2.099 47/2021-22 

Store & Workshop 

Islamabad 

33.277 5.324 3.036 2.288 75/2020-21 

CCD VIII, Islamabad 89.154 14.254 - 14.254 87/2020-21 

Total 135.554 21.677 3.036 18.641  

 

            Audit pointed out non-recovery in November/December 2020. The department replied in one 

case (DP. No. 47) that PST @ 16% was not included in analysis of any item of Composite Schedule of 

Rates and accordingly, the consultancy agreement was executed. In the 2nd case (75/2020-21) the 

department replied that balance recovery will be effected in the next bill. In the 3rd case (DP. No. 

87/2020-21), the department did not reply. The reply was not accepted because disbursing Authority 

being withholding agent was required to deduct the tax and remit to the concerned department. 

Audit maintains that non-recovery from consultants was due to inadequate oversight 

mechanism and ineffective implementation of financial controls.  

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein the committee 

directed to effect recovery on account of Punjab sales tax as per provision of PRA Rules. 

Compliance to DAC directives was not reported till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends early compliance to DAC directives. 

(DP. 47/2021-22, 75, 87/2020-21) 

5.4.36 Doubtful reconciliation between Division and DBA resulted in overbooking of 

expenditure - Rs 15.615 million 

 As per rule 89 (4) (VIII) of GFR Volume-I, the Head of department and Accountant General 

will be jointly responsible for reconciliation of the figure given in the accounts which should be made 

monthly.  

Audit noted that as per reconciliation between Project Civil Division-I Pak PWD Karachi and 

Directorate Budget and Accounts Pak PWD there was a difference in figures for Rs 15.615 million. 

(Annexure-W). 

 Audit observed that no record was available with division regarding the difference in booking 

of expenditure. 

 Audit maintains that difference in figure was due to weak financial controls.  

 Audit pointed out the matter in October 2021. The department did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request made by Audit on 22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 

04.01.2022 and 11.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends probe into the matter and recovery of extra booking. 

 (Para-48 of CAR) 
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5.4.37 Unauthorized payment for delayed charges without provision in revised PC-I - Rs 

12.642 million 

 According to para 10 (i) of GFR (Vol-I), every public officer is expected to exercise the same 

vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence 

would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. 

 Audit noted that Executive Engineer, Central Civil Division Pak PWD, Faisalabad awarded a 

work “Construction of Bridge Over River Ravi at Mal Fatyana District Toba Tek Singh” to M/s Sh. 

Abdul Razzaq at agreement cost of Rs 1,189.153 million. The contractor was paid  

Rs 1,277.512 million up to 30.06.2021. Audit further noted that the department made payment of Rs 

12.642 million on account of compensation to contractor for delayed payment. 

 Audit observed that the payment for delayed charges was not admissible as there was no 

provision even in the 2nd revised PC-1.  

Audit holds that irregularity occurred due to non-adherence to the contract provision. 

 This resulted in unauthorized and irregular payment of Rs 12.642 million 

 Audit pointed out the unauthorized payment in July 2021. The department gave interim reply.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The DAC directed that the 

Deputy Director (Internal Audit) Pak PWD would verify all the components of the audit observation 

and put up a comprehensive report to PAO through DG Pak PWD for further necessary action. 

 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

 (DP. 132) 

5.4.38 Overpayment due to measurement of excessive thickness/ width of earthwork 

embankment - Rs 10.580 million 

 

According to typical cross section and detailed estimate of a work “construction of Black Top 

road from Bazar to Chakul District Washuk, thickness of the embankment was to be measured as 1.83 

ft and in another work “construction of Block Top road from Kalag to Ragi District Washuk, width and 

thickness of the embankment was to be measured as (24+31/2) ft   and 2.55 ft respectively. 

 Similarly, according to detailed T.S. Estimate of another work “construction/rehabilitation of 

Black Top road from Camp Jaow District Awaran, quantity of pipe culvert was required to be deducted 

from earth work embankment.   

 Audit noted that Executive Engineer CCD Pak PWD, Gwadar awarded three (03) works to 

different contractors  at agreement cost of Rs 45.568 million, Rs 45.521 and Rs 91.123 million 

respectively while the Executive Engineer CCD II Pak PWD, Quetta awarded different works of 

construction of Block Top Road to different contractors.     

 Audit observed that the Executive Engineer, CCD Pak PWD, Gwadar measured and paid the 

earth work embankment with excessive width and  thickness contrary to the provision of  the respective  

typical cross sections and technical sanctioned estimates. Due to this the contractors were overpaid for 

Rs 2.691 million (1,679,993 + 1,011,040). Audit further observed that Divisional Management 

measured and paid earth work embankment (in the third work) without deduction of quantity of pipe 

culverts from the quantity of earth work contrary to the provision of T.S. Estimate.  
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 Audit further observed that Executive Engineer CCD-II Pak PWD, Quetta paid the item of Sub-

Base, Base, earthwork & premix on the RDs where pipe culvert & causeway items was executed 

whereas, according to Administrative Approval and detailed estimate sanctioned by the Chief Engineer, 

the Sub-Base, Base, earthwork & premix were not required where the Pipe culvert executed. This 

resulted in overpayment of Rs 10.580 million. 

 Audit maintains that the overpayment occurred due to non-adherence to the measurement 

instructions/T.S.E provision and ineffective implementation of technical/financial controls.  

Audit pointed out the overpayment in October-December 2021. The department did not reply. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The DAC was informed that 

the due recovery has been effected which would be got verified from Audit (DP. 194, 327). In DP. 195, 

DAC directed the department to provide the record for verification to the Audit. 

Audit recommends recovery of the amount involved from the persons at fault besides 

strengthening of technical and financial controls. 

(DP. 194, 195, 327) 

5.4.39 Loss due to misplacement of two road rollers and non-auction of  condemned 

vehicles - Rs 7.950 million  

 According to rule 159 of GFR Vol-I, a physical verification of all stores should be made at least 

once in every year under rules prescribed by competent authority, and subject to condition that the 

verification is not entrusted to a person, who is the custodian, the ledger keeper, or the accountant of 

stores to be verified. The verification should never be left to low paid subordinates and in the case of 

large and important stores, it should be as far as possible, entrusted to a responsible officer who is 

independent of the superior executive officer in charge of the stores.  

Audit noted that the Executive Engineer Central Civil Division, Pak PWD Bahawalpur declared 

04 vehicles and two road rollers condemned in 2018. 

Audit observed that vehicles and Road Rollers were required to be put to auction but these 

were found untraceable due to non-maintenance of stock register by the division. In the absence of non-

taking over of assets in the stock register and non-conducting of physical verification, the assets were 

mis-placed. This resulted in loss of Rs 7.950 million due to non-auction of condemned vehicles. 

Audit maintains that loss was due to weak internal controls. 

Audit pointed out loss in December 2020. The department replied that all the six condemned 

vehicles (03 Jeeps, 01 Pickup, 02 Road Rollers) were recorded /taken in Divisional T&P register. 

Moreover, Survey Reports of these condemned vehicles were under process of approval.  

The para was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein, the committee 

directed that inquiry be conducted at Ministry level within one month regarding misplacement of road 

rollers/vehicles. 

Compliance to DAC directives was not reported till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends early compliance to DAC directives. 

 (DP. 57) 
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5.4.40 Overpayment due to incorrect measurement of excessive asphalt wearing course 

than embankment - Rs 6.997 million 

Admn Approval of the Project “Construction of Black Top Road from Brapsha-Karez to FC 

Check Post in District Chaghi” issued by Ministry of Housing & Works vide No. F.60(DDWP-II)/2019-

20/AEA dated 20.01.2020 for Rs 120.0 million duly approved by DDWP in its meeting held on 

26.11.2019 provides the length of road 6.24 km, pipe culvert, metal and carpet road, causeway 2100 rft 

(640.080 meter).  

 Executive Engineer, CCD-II Pak PWD, Quetta awarded a project “Construction of Black Top 

Road from Brapsha-Karez to FC Check Post in District Chaghi” at an agreement cost of Rs 104.310 

million against estimated cost of Rs 71.020 million. The contractor was paid 8th & final bill for Rs 

103.242 million in June 2021.  

Audit observed that overpayment of Rs 2.178 was made to contractor regarding the item of sub-

base (6219 meter), base course (5775.67 meter) and 2″ wearing course black top (5522.7 meter) which 

was paid more than the length of embankment (5400 meter). Audit further observed that the item of 

asphalt wearing course comes to (21,381 rft= 0342100 sft/16 ft) while earlier item of embankment was 

executed for 17,712 ft (17712 ft=5400 meter *3.28) which caused overpayment of  

Rs 4.819 due to measurement and payment of asphalt wearing course. 

 Audit holds that overpayment occurred due to non- implementation of technical, internal and 

financial controls. 

 This resulted in overpayment of Rs 6.997 million. 

Audit pointed out overpayment in December 2021. The department did not reply. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The DAC ordered a fact-finding 

inquiry. 

Audit recommends recovery of overpaid amount. 

(DP. 326) 

5.4.41 Non-encashment of performance securities due to default of contractor - Rs 6.335 

million 

 As per clause 3 of the Letter of Acceptance dated 19.02.2021, the Contractor was also required 

to submit three copies of Technical Submittal showing offered model with complete detailed 

specifications/ standards of makes as mentioned in BOQ to ensure strict compliance which has already 

been undertaken and assured by the firm for the approval of the competent authority. In case of failure, 

it will constitute sufficient ground for annulment of acceptance of tender and forfeiture of bid security 

vide clause 4 of the letter of acceptance. 

 Executive Engineer, Store & Workshop Division, Pak PWD Islamabad awarded two works 

“Replacement of old and unserviceable elevators with new elevators at Shaheed-e-Millat Secretariat 

Building, Islamabad” and “Replacement of existing 01 passenger lift at Supreme Court of Pakistan 

Building, Islamabad” to M/s Riaz & Sons at agreement cost of Rs 52.650 million and Rs 13.582 million 

respectively on 19.02.2021. The works were to be completed within 6 months from the date of issue of 

Letter of Acceptance. 

Audit observed that the bidder submitted Technical Submittal of “Orona” brand of Spain which 

was not included in the list of recommended manufacturers of equipment/material (Schedule-I to the 

Bid). Audit further observed that the Technical Submittal had not been approved as it was not in full 

compliance of BOQ. Hence, as per appraisal report, Technical Submittal was not appropriate and 
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contractor was asked to submit new technical submittal of recommended brands. Audit also observed 

that new technical submittal had not so far been submitted by the contractor and resultantly, execution 

of work had been delayed for more than 9 months but no action towards encashment of Performance 

Securities had been initiated against the contractor. 

 This resulted in non-encashment of Performance Securities of  

Rs 6.335 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter in November 2021. The department did not reply. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. During the discussion, it 

transpired that the delay was on the part of insurance company. The DAC directed to initiate process of 

blacklisting of insurance company alongwith recovery of claim. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

(DP. 255, 260) 

5.4.42 Overpayment due to incorrect conversion of weight of steel - Rs 5.688 million 

According to Para-209 (d) of CPWA Code all Payments for work done or supplies are made on 

the basis of quantities recorded in the Measurement Book. It is incumbent upon the person taking 

measurements to record the quantities clearly and accurately. He would also work out and enter in the 

measurement book the figure for the contents or area column. 

 The Executive Engineer Central Civil Division Pak PWD, Gujranwala awarded the work 

Widening and Improvement of Road from Ghuman wala to Baigpur to M/s Chatta & Brothers at the 

agreement cost of Rs 404.786 million. The department made payment of Rs 10.624 million on account 

of item providing and laying ribbed deformed steel reinforcement etc. 

 Audit observed that quantity of steel 25840 lbs was converted into 56952 kg by 

multiplying the lbs with 2.204 instead of dividing it by 2.204 for conversion of lbs into kg.  

 This resulted in overpayment of Rs 5.688 million on account of incorrect conversion of 

weight of steel. 

Audit holds that overpayment occurred due to mismanagement and lack of oversight 

mechanism for implementation of internal and financial control. 

 Audit pointed out overpayment in December 2020. The department replied that the steel 

item used in the RCC Road was erroneously multiplied. The overpayments, if any, shall be 

adjusted at the time of finalization of contractor’s account. The department admitted the 

recovery. 

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021, wherein it was decided that 

final outcome of the recovery of Rs 5.688 million be got verified from Audit. Para was deferred. 

Compliance to the DAC decision was not reported to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends for taking appropriate action against the person (s) at fault besides early 

recovery of overpayment. 

 (DP. 80) 
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Estate Offices 
 

5.4.43 Loss due to occupation of government accommodations by the employees of non-

entitled departments - Rs 605.425 million 

 

According to rule 3(1) of Accommodation Allocation Rules, 2002 (Eligibility), all married FGSs 

in the Ministries or Divisions and their Attached Departments except those maintaining their own pool 

of accommodation or funds for hiring of houses, shall be eligible for accommodation from the Estate 

Office. 

Audit noted from the record of Estate Office, Islamabad that 2017 government owned 

accommodations were under occupation of the employees of non-entitled departments.  

Audit observed that the allottees were not entitled for official accommodations from Estate 

Office as their departments were not at the pool of Estate Office.  

This resulted in loss of Rs 605.425 million approximately (2017 houses x Rs 25,000 per month 

x 12 months).  

 Audit maintains that allotments in violation of rules were due to weak internal controls.  

Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The management replied that in fact these allottees 

were on deputation to autonomous bodies and they were eligible to retain the accommodation.  

The reply was not tenable because record provided to Audit did not support the contention.  

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein department explained 

that ceiling rent was being recovered in case of non-entitled employees while normal rent in case of 

entitled employees. Committee directed to apprise break up of allotment and recovery from these 

employees alongwith treasury challans duly verified.  

No compliance of DAC directives was reported till finalization of report.  

Audit recommends early compliance of DAC directives.  

(DP. 06) 

5.4.44 Non-recovery of outstanding dues from defaulters of Government accommodation 

- Rs 458.206 million 

Rule 25 (2), (3) & (4-b) of Accommodation Allocation Rules 2002 provides that the ejectment 

of trespassers from the government or hired accommodation shall be carried out by the concerned Estate 

Office, immediately without serving any notice to the trespasser and First Information Report shall be 

lodged against the trespassers by the Estate Office. In order to expedite the eviction, the Estate Office 

shall arrange the disconnection of services like water supply, gas, electricity and telephone of the house 

under illegal occupation. In case an accommodation is occupied or retained without legitimate allotment 

or is trespassed, the Estate Office shall charge rent at the rates equivalent to two rental ceilings of the 

category of his entitlement or the category of the house occupied, whichever is more. 

Audit noted from the record of Estate Office Islamabad and Quetta that 548 government 

accommodations were unauthorizedly retained by the various Federal Government Employees.  

Audit observed that Estate Office Islamabad and Quetta did not get five hundred forty eight 

(548) government accommodations vacated from the trespassers since long. Similarly, a house No.1/3-
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E, Street No.52 F-6/4 Islamabad was retained by occupant’s daughter after his retirement two category 

above. Audit further observed that the Estate Offices took steps neither for ejectment of the Government 

accommodations nor for recovery of Government dues from occupants. 

Audit maintains that non-ejectment and non-recovery of government dues from defaulters was 

due to ineffective implementation of financial internal controls. 

This resulted in non-ejectment of Government accommodations from the trespassers and non-

recovery of Government dues amounting to Rs 458.206 million as detailed below: 

DP. No. Estate Office Houses Amount 

Rs in million 

07 Estate Office Islamabad 350 houses @Rs 

50,000 for one 

year 

  210.00 

15 Estate Office Islamabad Different non-

entitled 

departments 

96.414 

22 Estate Office Islamabad Single case 1.857 

46 Estate Office Quetta Different non-

entitled 

departments 

149.935 

Total 458.206 
 

Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The department replied that the case bearing 

No.1846/2018 was pending before the Supreme Court of Pakistan. The accommodations that were 

found trespassed/ unauthorized occupation were got vacated and allotted to the eligible FGS. The 

recovery of rent was being received from the allottees as per rules. The reply was not accepted because 

nothing was reported about the vacation of each accommodation and recovery from trespassers. In para 

46, department did not reply. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021, wherein, the DAC directed the 

ministry to look into the issue of 166 flats explaining purpose of construction, its ultimate ownership 

either with CDA or Estate Office, their current status of occupation/allotment. Estate Office will provide 

record of 184 houses allotted to eligible employees. In DP No.22, DAC directed EO to effect recovery 

of balance amount of Rs 657,438.  

DP. 46 regarding Estate Office, Quetta, was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. 

The Committee observed that issue has been discussed in PAC on 24.11.2021 (Para 5.33, AR 2006-07 

and it was directed to take up the matter with Chief Secretary, Balochistan for resolution. However, the 

issue is yet to be resolved. DAC directed to pursue the matter actively.   

Audit recommends that Government accommodations be got vacated from the unauthorized 

occupants besides recovery of dues. 

(DP. 07, 15, 22, 46) 

5.4.45 Loss due to non-allotment of 445 vacant government owned accommodations - Rs 

113.293 million  

Accommodation Allocation Rules provide: 
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i.  the allotment of Government owned accommodation shall be made to the most senior 

FGS on GWL of a particular class or category of accommodation. 

ii.       Allotment of pool accommodation of Ministry of Foreign Affairs and ISI only be made 

by the Estate Office on the recommendation of the relevant department. 

iii.       Allotment in each class and category shall be made subject to the terms and conditions 

laid down in the form of allotment letter. 

iv.        In case a house of his entitlement is not available, a FGS may be allotted an 

accommodation of a class or category lower than his entitlement on payment of normal 

rent on maturity of his turn on the basis of GWL of that category. 

Audit noted from the record of Estate Office Islamabad that a total number of 445 government 

owned accommodations were lying vacant with the worth of ceiling rent amounting to Rs 113.293 

million.  

Audit observed that the most senior FGS as per GWL were deprived of the timely allotment of 

houses besides sustaining loss of Rs 113.293 million during a financial year on account of payment of 

rent for hiring of private houses. 

Audit maintains that houses were lying vacant due to negligence on the part of the management 

and non-adherence to government rules and procedures.  

Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The management replied that the allotment of 

accommodations was subject to receipt of the information about vacation of accommodation from the 

Enquiry Office concerned. The allotments were made in advance on subject to vacation basis. 

The reply was not accepted because failure of Enquiry office for timely reporting of vacant house 

caused loss to govt.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021, wherein, the DAC directed the 

Estate office to provide house wise date of vacation and date of possession, total period under which 

house remained vacant, reasons for vacation, responsibility for non-allotment and the extent of loss to 

government. 

No compliance of DAC directives was conveyed till finalization of report.  

Audit recommends early compliance of the directives 

(DP. 08) 

5.4.46 Loss to Government due to non-completion of D-type quarters - Rs 48.841 million 

As per Rules of Business, 1973, Housing and Works Division is responsible for development 

of sites, construction, furnishing and maintenance of Federal Government buildings, except those under 

the Defence Division and Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  

Audit noted that 24 D-type accommodations undertaken for construction by the Public Works 

department in 2010 were to be handed over to the Estate Office Peshawar after completion and allotment 

to the federal government employees. 

Audit observed that these quarters were not completed since 2010 and final completion was 

pending for want of installation of doors, windows, electric and allied works. 

Pak PWD did not make efforts for completion of remaining works of these quarters.  
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Audit is of the view that due to weak internal control of Pak PWD federal government 

employees have been deprived of the facility of government accommodation on one side and on the 

other side, federal government is also sustaining loss of Rs 48.841 million in shape of ceiling payments 

to the employees of BS-11 to BS-14, as detailed below: 

Description Calculation on 

the basis of 

ceiling of BS-11 to 

14 for 24 quarters 

Loss for nine 

years 

Total amount 

(Rs) 

House rent 

allowance 

18,843xx12x24=  

5,426,784  

5,426,784x9= 48,841,056 

 

Audit maintains that irregularity occurred due to weak internal control. 

Audit pointed out the matter in September 2021. The Department stated that detailed reply 

would be furnished later on. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The DAC directed that the 

Ministry may take steps to complete the project and handover the quarters to Estate Office for allotment 

to the Federal government employees. 

Audit recommends probe into the matter for appropriate action. 

(DP. 42) 

5.4.47 Loss due to non-auction of government owned shops after expiry of lease period - 

Rs 14.578 million 

Policy guidelines issued by Ministry of Housing and Works vide letter No. F.No.4(24)/97-E-

III (Pt), dated 27.03.2017 for rental auction of the shops owned by the Ministry of Housing & Works at 

Lahore, Peshawar, Karachi and Quetta provides that the existing rent may be enhanced at the rate of 

25% after every three years and should be a regular feature. The available shops will be allotted/rented 

out in auction through advertisement and open tendering in line with the PPRA rules. The present 

occupants may be given chance to accept the enhanced rates by signing revised lease agreements with 

payment of one year advance rent. In case the present lessee/occupant fails to accept the offer, ejectment 

proceedings may be initiated against him under Federal Government Land and Building recovery of 

Pakistan Ordinance 1965 to get the shop sites vacated to rent out through auction under guidelines of 

PPRA rules.  

 Audit noted that Estate Office, Peshawar allotted shops located at Federal Government Colony, 

Hassan Gharry, Peshawar at monthly rent of Rs 3,125 per month with effect from 01.01.2015. The 

shops were allotted on lease for a period of three years. The lease periods of the shops expired.  

 Audit observed that a shop-20 located in the Federal Government Colony, Hassan Gharry, 

Peshawar was leased out through open auction held on 06.03.2017 to the highest bidder at monthly rent 

of Rs 18,170 whereas the allotment of other 19 shops were neither cancelled nor allotted through open 

auction after expiry of lease period.  

Non-allotment of shops after expiry of lease period through open auction resulted in loss of Rs 

14.578 million as detailed below. 

No. of 

Shops 

Monthly 

rent being 

charged 

(Rs) 

Rent 

accepted 

through 

open 

auction 

Diff 

Period 

Loss  

(Rs) From To Months 
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19 3,125 18,170 15,045 01.04.17 30.06.21 51 14,578,605 
  

Audit maintains that irregularity occurred due to weak internal controls. 

Audit pointed out the matter in September 2021. The Department stated that detailed  reply 

would be furnished later on. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The Committee was informed 

that matter is subjudice in Peshawar High Court. The Committee pended the para with direction that 

Court case may be pursued actively.  

 Audit recommends recovery of the rent at enhanced rate from the occupants. 

(DP. 35) 

5.4.48 Unauthorized allotment of 28 Government accommodations beyond entitlements 

- Rs 13.046 million  

Rule 5 of AAR, 2002, describes classification and entitlement of FGS for Govt. owned 

accommodation of various categories and classes at Islamabad and Rawalpindi. 

Audit noted that Estate Office Islamabad, allotted 28 government accommodations to the FGS 

as per their entitled categories prior to 2011.  

Audit observed that Estate Office re-allotted accommodations to 28 employees in categories 

beyond their entitlement irregularly. Audit further observed that the allottees did remit 5% normal rent 

and difference of the rent for relevant categories.  

This resulted in loss of Rs 13.046 million. 

Audit maintains that allotment of higher category houses were made due weak implementation 

of internal controls. 

Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The department replied that allotments were made in 

relaxation of rules prior to the orders of the Supreme Court in CP.1849/2011 and policy decision for 

cancellation of allotments dated 15.04.2013.  

The reply was not accepted because these allotments were required to be reviewed as per orders 

of the apex Court.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021, wherein, the DAC directed that 

case-wise details with justification, status of recovery and status of court case, may be provided to Audit 

for verification. 

Audit recommends that allotments be reviewed as per orders of the apex Court and effect 

recovery of the difference of rent ceiling. 

(DP. 04) 

5.4.49 Unauthorized allotment of quarters beyond the entitlement and non-recovery of 

outstanding dues - Rs 8.865 million  

As per Rule 15(2) Accommodation Allocation Rules 2002, if the accommodation allotted is 

higher than the entitlement of the spouse or children, he may apply in writing for the allotment of 

accommodation in accordance with his eligibility, in lieu of the occupied accommodation. The spouse 

or children shall not be eligible for allotment of accommodation of higher category.  
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Further Rule-21 of ibid rules  states  that where an allottee is in arrears of rent for four 

consecutive months, the allotment of accommodation shall be liable to cancellation and the allottee shall 

be evicted thereafter provided that such allottee shall be given one month’s notice before eviction 

provided further that the cancellation order and notice may be withdrawn if the allottee produces 

documentary evidence within the notice period to the effect that he had been paying rent regularly or 

had not paid the same for reasons beyond his control and that he has paid his outstanding dues. 

Audit noted that Estate Office, Islamabad allotted various quarters to a number of FGSs beyond 

their entitlement category, as detailed below: 

S. No. AIR Para 

No. 

Name of FGS Particulars of Quarter Amount (Rs) 

1 34 Ishtiaq Ahmed 5/3 Cat-III, I-9/4 1,212,000 

2 36 Ijaz Ahmed 33/1, St No.22-C, G-

10/2 

864,000 

3 37 Samina Qamar 26/4-F, (New 10/1-F), St 

No.50, F-6/4 

720,000 

4 38 Rai Safar Kharal 7/11-F, St No.55, F-6/4 1,363,113 

5 39 Tariq Mustafa 25/4-F, St No.50, F-6/4 392,613 

6 40 Zahid Pervez 92-G (New 16-G), St 

No.1, G-6/3 

3,820,161 

7 41 Akhtar Munir House No.10, Cat-II, G-

10/3 

494,076 

Total 8,865,963 
 

 Audit observed that all the above allotments were made beyond the entitled category of the 

FGSs and change of accommodation from one to another without record i.e. approval of competent 

forum.  

This resulted in non-recovery of difference of rent of Rs 8.865 million.  

Audit maintains that allotment of above category houses were made due to non-adherence to 

the provision of respective rules and regulations and negligence on part of the management.  

Audit pointed out the matter in April 2021. The management replied that allotments were made 

with the approval of competent authority and in relaxation of rule 29(A).   

The reply was not accepted because no sufficient record was provided in support of reply.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 wherein the Committee directed 

to effect complete recovery. No compliance of DAC directives was reported till finalization of report.  

Audit recommends recovery besides appropriate action.  

(DP. 19) 

5.4.50  Irregular allotment of government owned accommodation to non-entitled 

employee beyond the seniority list 

General Financial Rule –23 (Vole-I) further provides that every Government officer should 

realize fully and clearly that he would be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by 

Government through fraud or negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible 

for any loss arising from fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent 

to which it may be shown that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 
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Rule 7(1) of the AAR 2002 provides that the allotment of Government owned accommodation 

shall be made to the most senior Federal Government Servant on General Waiting List (GWL) of a 

particular class or category of accommodation. 

Audit observed during the review of the allotment of houses that Joint Estate Officer, Peshawar 

allotted the House No. B-05(Cat-II), to Muhammad Iqbal SSP Police Service Pakistan. 

Audit noted that house was allotted ignoring the revised seniority list issued on 29.03.2017 in 

which name of the said allottee was at serial number 11. The allotment was therefore, made bypassing 

10 (ten) applicants on waiting list.  

This resulted in irregular allotment of government owned accommodation to non-entitled 

employee beyond the seniority list. 

Audit pointed out irregular allotment in September 2021. The department did not reply. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The management explained that 

offer letters were issued to ten applicants lying before the allottee in GWL. DAC directed the department 

to conduct a fact-finding inquiry to see whether offer letters were issued to ten officials standing senior 

on GWL. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

(DP. 39) 

5.4.51 Irregular allotment of six government owned accommodations to non-entitled 

employees  

 Rule 7(1) of the AAR 2002 provides that the allotment of Government owned accommodation 

shall be made to the most senior Federal Government Servant on General Waiting List (GWL) of a 

particular class or category of accommodation. 

General Financial Rule –23 (Vole-I) further provides that every Government officer should 

realize fully and clearly that he would be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by 

Government through fraud or negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible 

for any loss arising from fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent 

to which it may be shown that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

Audit observed during the review of the allotment of houses that Joint Estate Officer, Peshawar 

allotted the following Houses/Quarter Nos, Hassan Gharry Peshawar to occupants mentioned against 

each ignoring the seniority list. This resulted in irregular allotment of houses, as detailed below: 

S.No Quarter No& 

Colony 

Ex. Allottee 

Name 

Date of 

Allotment 

Vacation date 

1 A-41, Hassan 

Ghari Colony 
Basharat Hussain 18.01.1994 01.06.2021 

2 A-51, Hassan 

Ghari Colony 
Husssain Khan 13.07.2018 21.09.2020 

3 A-100, Hassan 

Ghari Colony 
Sahibzada 07.03.1990 01.04.2021 

4 A-102, Hassan 

Ghari Colony 
Jaffar Shah 27.01.2017 01.03.2021 

5 A-110, Hassan 

Ghari Colony 
Ghulab Shah 29.11.2010 01.08.2021 
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6 A-111, Hassan 

Ghari Colony 
Dawa Khan 30.05.2000 07.04.2021 

 

The allotment of government accommodation thus made to employee without observing 

seniority list was irregular. 

Audit pointed out matter of irregular allotment in September 2021. The department did not 

reply. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 26.01.2022. The management explained that 

allotment will be made when status quo is lifted by the Peshawar High Court. The DAC directed that a 

fact finding committee may be constituted at the Ministry level to ascertain whether these house are 

actually vacant. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

(DP. 44) 
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CHAPTER 6 

NATIONAL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED 

(MINISTRY OF HOUSING AND WORKS) 

6.1 Introduction 

A. National Construction Limited (NCL) was incorporated on 16.11.1977 under the Companies 

Act, 1913 later on replaced with Companies Ordinance, 1984 as unlisted public company. As per 

Schedule-II of Rules of Business, 1973 (amended up to January 2019), Housing and Works Division is 

responsible for matters relating to NCL.    

The principal activities of the Company are to carry out the business of construction as 

consultant, advisor, structural engineer, builder, architect, contractor, job contractor and designer and 

to engage in other allied activities. The authorized share capital of the Company is  

Rs 200.00 million. Issued subscribed and paid-up capital is Rs 199.13 million. 

B. Comments on Budget and Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

 The working results (Profit & Loss Account) of the Company for the year 2020-21 along with 

comparison with previous two years, are tabulated below: 

(Rs in million) 

Description 2019-20 2020-21 
% Increase/ 

(Decrease) 

Contract income 228.399 220.560 (3.43) 

Cost of work done (Direct cost) 220.510 212.801 (3.50) 

Gross Profit 7.889 7.759 (1.65) 

General & Administrative/ indirect cost 47.977 40.581 (15.41) 

Operating Profit/(Loss) (40.088) (32.822) (18.125) 

Other income 32.785 34.540 5.35 

Profit/(Loss) before taxation 7.303 1.718 76.47 

 

i. The contract income decreased from Rs 228.399 million to  

Rs 220.560 million (3.43% decrease). It shows that the company undertook a few 

projects for execution as compared to previous year’s projects. 

ii. The progress and pace of projects/contracts was too slow to complete the work 

within stipulated time. Therefore, in the last two years, the Company is continuously 

facing operating loss i.e. Rs 40.088 million and Rs 32.822 million respectively. 

iii. General & Administrative/ indirect cost decreased from  

Rs 47.977 million in 2019-20 to Rs 40.581 million in 2020-21. Despite decrease in 

indirect cost the company still faced operating loss in two years. 

C.  Audit Profile of NCL 
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(Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Description  Total 

Nos 

Audited  

 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2019-20* 

 

Revenue/ 

Receipts 

audited FY 

2019-20 

1 Formations 1 1 253.382 34.540 
 

*Audit of the accounts for the financial year 2019-20 during Phase-II of Audit Year 2020-21. 

6.2  Classified summary of Audit observations 

 Audit observations amounting to Rs 134.148 million were raised in this audit report. This 

amount also includes recoveries of Rs 91.940 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

S. No. Classification Amount 

(Rs in million) 

1 Irregularities  

A Execution of works, contract agreement 91.940 

2 Others 42.208 

Total 134.148 

6.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC’s directives 

  The Directorate General Audit Works (Federal) conducted audit of the accounts of 

NCL for the first time during 2013-14. Previously the entity was under the audit jurisdiction of 

Directorate General Commercial Audit. Compliance position of PAC’s directives, as adopted from 

Audit Report of Public Sector Enterprise is as under: 

 Audit Report Total Paras Compliance made 
Compliance 

awaited 

Percentage of 

compliance 

1990-91 01 01 - 100 

1991-92 01 01 - 100 

1992-93 05 05 - 100 

1993-94 03 02 01 67 

1995-96 01 01 - 100 

1996-97 02 02 - 100 

1999-00 07 03 04 43 

2000-01 01 01 - 100 

2001-02 01 01 - 100 

2003-04 05 04 01 80 

2005-06 05 05 - 100 

2006-07 08 06 02 75 

2007-08 02 0 02 0 

2008-09 04 03 01 75 

2009-10 05 05 0 100 

2010-11 01 01 0 100 

2013-14 06 - 06 - 
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Note: Audit Reports for the year 2011-12, 2012-13, 2014-15, 2015-16, 2016-17 and 2017-18 

are yet to be discussed by PAC. 

6.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

6.4.1 Increase in bad debts provision due to mismanagement -  

Rs 321.128 million  

 As per Clause-91 of the Memorandum and Articles of Association of the National Construction 

Limited, “Once at least in every year the accounts of the company shall be examined, and the correctness 

of the Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet be ascertained”. 

Audit noted that Financial Statements and Balance Sheet of the National Construction Ltd. for 

the financial year 2019-20 was finalized by the Chartered Accountants. 

 Audit observed that financial statements contained provision for bad debts increasing every 

year because of un-verified/un-recovered old claims. This reflected that the company/Project 

Management was unable to recover the amount and resolve the issues/disputes diligently.  

This resulted in increase in the provision of bad debts for  

Rs 321.128 million.  

Audit maintains that considerable amount of bad debts was mainly because of weak 

financial controls and mismanagement. 

Audit pointed out the matter in June 2021. The management replied that provisions 

were made as per International Accounting Standard (IAS-37) and advice of NCL Auditors 

after aging analysis of old receivables. The old unverified bills/claims becoming overdue for 

more than 05 years were provided for in order to present factual position. The provisions were 

accumulated since inception of the Company, being carried forward every year in order to 

fulfill disclosure requirement of (IAS-37).  

Further, Chairman NCL/Secretary Ministry of Housing & Works had also taken up the 

matter of outstanding NCL’s receivable relating to Quetta project with Chief Secretary, 

Balochistan in a meeting held on 07.07.2021 and it was decided to reconcile the withheld 

amount with record. In reply, the Company admitted long outstanding un-verified claims. 

 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021. The management of NCL 

explained that addition to bad debts for the respective current year was only Rs 4.021 million. The 

overall provision of bad debts is Rs 321.128 million which includes Rs 253.053 million withheld by 

clients and is under litigation. A sum of Rs 68.020 million pertains to old claims. NCL provided the 

approval of Board. The Board directed that NCL should make provisions of receivable as per best 

accounting practices and as per accounting standards. No such policy framed by the NCL was provided 

besides justification of increase of accounts receivable/bad debts. Efforts for recovery and detail of court 

cases were also not provided. DAC pended the para till compliance. 

Audit recommends that efforts may be made to recover the long outstanding admitted 

claims and observe strict financial controls to save the organization. 
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(DP. 7) 

6.4.2 Non-imposition of penalty due to non-completion of work in stipulated time - Rs 

91.940 million  

 According to Clause-47.1 of the contract agreement signed between NCL and PIEAS (Pakistan 

Institute of Engineering and Applied Sciences) read with item 7 of Special Stipulations, Conditions of 

Contract, liquidated damages @ 0.05% of contract price for each day of delay in completion of the work 

subject to maximum of 10% of contract price, stated in the letter of acceptance, shall be charged for 

delay in completion of the work. 

  Clause 4 of the contract agreement signed with the sub-contractors provides that the sub-

contractor shall complete the work within 30 months of the written order to commence work. The sub-

contractor shall be liable to pay to the company liquidated damages at half of one percent of the 

estimated total cost of the work per day for each day beyond completion date up to a maximum of ten 

percent. These damages shall be payable at the company’s discretion and may be reduced or waved off 

if in the opinion of the company’s Engineer the work has been delayed for reasons beyond the control 

of the sub-contractor. 

 Audit noted that construction works/projects were awarded to National Construction Limited 

Islamabad by different clients during the year 2017, which were to be completed in the year 2019.  

 Audit observed that the projects were still in progress despite expiry of planned completion 

period as per contract provision which shows that the progress of NCL was far behind the work 

schedule.   

 This resulted into non-imposition of penalty of Rs 91.940 million for non-completion of work 

within stipulated period. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in June 2021. The management replied that when projects are not 

completed within stipulated time period, a formal application is forwarded to Client through Consultant 

indicating reasons for non-completion of the project. After assessing genuineness of the reasons, the 

Consultants recommended time extension. Accordingly, time extension is passed on to the sub-

contractors. If liquidated damages are imposed on NCL then this would also be imposed on the 

Subcontractors.  

The reply was not tenable because the Company did not give reasons for abnormal delay. The 

works were not completed even in the extended period for which imposition of liquidated damages 

should have been imposed.   

 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021. DAC directed that 

responsibility may be fixed for delay in verification of work done in case of Construction of Kitchen & 

Atrium at PITAD Islamabad and non-issuance of completion certificate in other cases. Para was pended 

till issuance of completion certificate and revalidation of performance security. DAC further directed 

that responsibility may be fixed for delay in completion besides recovery of LD charges.  

 Audit recommends that appropriate action be taken against the person(s) responsible besides 

effecting recovery. 

 (DP. 4, 5) 

6.4.3 Loss to company due to mis-management - Rs 21.469 million 

Clause 42 of Company’s Ordinance 1984 provides that  where it is proved to the satisfaction of 

the Commission that an association capable of being formed as a limited company has been or is about 

to be formed for promoting commerce, art, science, religion, sports, social services, charity or any other 
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useful object, and applies or intends to apply its profits, if any, or other income in promoting its objects,  

and to prohibit the payment of any dividend to its members, the Commission may grant a license and 

direct that the association be registered as a company with limited liability. 

Audit noted that basic functions of the National Construction Company were to provide quality 

work, earn profit and increase capital of the Company.  

Audit observed from financial statements that the contract revenue of the company was 

decreasing in the last three years from Rs 768.359 million in 2017-18 to Rs 228.399 million in 2019-

20. The Company was facing loss in the financial years 2017-18 and 2019-20. This showed 

mismanagement on the part of the executives which resulted in a loss of Rs 21.469 million during 

financial year 2019-20. 

Audit holds that the mis-management was due to weak technical and internal controls and 

willful negligence by the company management.  

Audit pointed out the issue of mismanagement in June 2021. The management replied that the 

Audit did not account for “Other Comprehensive Income” in the profit. The Company was in net profit 

during 2017-18 & 2018-19 whereas sustained a loss in 2019-20. Further, the company earned gross 

profit and operating profit in last 03 years, however, profit trend was declining alongwith reduction in 

work done due to the fact that NCL was neither having new work in hand nor having working capital 

and future of NCL is a question mark. 

In reply, the Company admitted that company sustained loss due to gradual decrease in work 

done. The company had been facing cash flow constraints for last many years due to which the company 

was unable to get new business. The financial health of the Company was deteriorating since many 

years due to mismanagement. Due to this very reason, the clients of running projects in PAEC forced 

to open ESCROW accounts to complete their projects.  

 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021. DAC pended the para till 

finalization of process of merger and to provide detail of current establishment to Audit for verification.   

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives.  

(DP. 1) 

6.4.4 Non-remittance of income tax deducted at source from the contractors/suppliers - 

Rs 20.739 million 

 According to Income Tax Ordinance, 2001, the Income Tax deducted at source under Section 

152 (A1) read with rule 43 of Income Tax Rules 2002 (Collection and Deduction of tax at source - Tax 

Payers’ Facilitation Guide) was required to be deposited in the government treasury within seven days. 

 Audit noted during review of Trial Balance of National Construction Limited, Islamabad for 

the financial year 2019-20 that an amount of Rs 20.739 million was shown deducted on account of 

income tax from the sub-contractors and suppliers for procurement of construction material and 

execution of different construction activities on the ongoing projects for the financial year 2019-20, as 

detailed below:  

Income Tax deducted from the Suppliers             = Rs 2,756,683 

Income Tax deducted from the sub-contractors   = Rs 17,981,827 

Total Rs 20,738,510 
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 Audit observed that NCL deducted income tax of Rs 20.739 million from the invoices/bills of 

the suppliers and sub-contractors but the amount deducted was not remitted to the concerned income 

tax authorities.  

 Audit pointed out non-remittance of income tax in June 2021. The management replied that out 

of total amount of Rs 20.739 million NCL deposited Rs 2.510 million and made correction of wrong 

entries of  

Rs 0.900 million leaving a balance of Rs 17.330 million to be remitted to Government.   

 In reply, the company admitted non-remittance of income tax deducted at source.  

 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021 DAC was informed that a sum 

of Rs 3.013 million has been deposited and verified by Audit. Tax amounting to Rs 8.021 million 

pertaining to K-2 project will be deducted after final payment of escalation. A suit has been filed by 

NCL in Civil Court Balochistan and matter has been taken up with Chief Secretary Balochistan for 

recovery of Rs 782 million. No further progress for recovery of tax and remittance of due amount of 

tax was shown to Audit. DAC pended the para till compliance.      

Audit recommends that income tax be remitted at the earliest.  

(DP.03) 
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CHAPTER 7 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES HOUSING AUTHORITY 

(MINISTRY OF HOUSING AND WORKS) 

7.1 Introduction 

A. Federal Government Employees Housing Authority (FGEHA), prior to July 2019 was 

functioning as Foundation since 1989 as a Public Company registered with the Securities and Exchange 

Commission of Pakistan under Section 42 of the Companies Ordinance, 1984. The Authority was 

established under Ordinance No. VIII of 2019 dated 16.07.2019. Subsequently, Act No. IV of 2020 

dated 15.01.2020 was passed to establish the Authority.  

 FGEHA is a body corporate, headed by Director General with an Executive Board for general 

administration, supervision and control of the affairs of the Authority.  

 FGEHA is under the administrative control of Ministry of Housing and Works. The Secretary 

of the Ministry is the Principal Accounting Officer of the Authority.  

 Objective of the Authority is to plan and develop housing schemes to eradicate shelterlessness 

for federal government employees serving and retired to have a house at the time of retirement or earlier 

and his dependents in case of his/her death before retirement, on such terms as the Authority may 

determine for serving and retired Federal Government employees and other specified groups. 

B.  Comments on Budget and Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

i. Budget allocation, expenditure and receipts of FGEHA for the financial year 2020-

21 is as under: 

Expenditure 

(Rs in million) 

Nature Allocation 
Actual 

Expenditure 

Variation 

Excess/ (Saving) 
Variation in % 

Non-Development 1,037.448 973.133 (64.315) (6.199) 

Development 81,494.310 7,864.514 (73,629.796) (90.349) 

Total 82,531.758 8,837.647 73,694.111 (89.291) 

 

Receipts 

(Rs in million) 

Description 
Estimated 

Receipts 

Actual 

Receipts 

Variation Excess/ 

(Shortfall) 

Variation in 

% 

Operational income 2442.677 1,886.267 (556.41) (22.778) 

Development 38,791.133 8,832.369 (29,958.764) (77.230) 

Total 41,233.81 10,718.636 (30,515.174) (74.005) 

 

ii. According to Section 11(4) of the Act, Authority was required to make regulations 

for budget and accounts preparation and utilization of funds. But the Authority did 

not devise any regulations on this account. Allocations are made without any need 
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assessment. That’s why considerable variance can be seen under non development 

and development heads.  

iii. A sum of Rs 1,037.448 million was allocated for operational expenses for the 

financial year 2020-21 whereas actual expenditure of Rs 973.133 million was 

incurred involving saving of Rs 64.315 million which constitutes 6.199 % of the 

budget allocation. 

iv. A sum of Rs 81,494.310 million was allocated for development activities for the 

financial year 2020-21 against which an expenditure of Rs 7,864.514 million was 

incurred involving saving of Rs 73,629.796 million, which was 90.349 % of the 

budget allocation. This indicated that the physical progress of development projects 

was considerably slow. 

v. Authority has generated an income of Rs 1,886.267 million through investments, etc. as 

evident from the table which is 23% less than the estimated receipts. In 2019-20, the 

Authority had earned income of Rs 2,326.234 million. Considerable reduction in the 

income shows that the Authority did not earmark its revenue receipts objectively. 

vi. Authority realized development receipts for Rs 8,832.369 million only against the 

estimated amount of Rs 38,791.133 million which is 77.230 % less than the provision of 

the estimate. This shows that response from allottees was very poor and short realization 

of receipts is met through bridge financing.    

C. Audit Profile of FGEHA 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Description  Total 

Nos 

Audited  

 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

 

Revenue/ 

Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 1 1 8,837.647 10,718.636 
 

7.2  Classified summary of Audit observations 

 Audit observations amounting to Rs 6,919.201 million were raised in this audit report. This 

amount also includes recoveries of Rs 465.728 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the 

audit observations classified by nature is as follows: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

S. No. Classification Amount 

(Rs in million) 

1 Irregularities  

A Procurement related irregularities 165.423 

B Works 2,106.601 

2 Others 4,647.177 

Total 6,919.201 
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7.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC’s directives 

 Directorate General Audit Works (Federal) conducted audit of the accounts of FGEHA during 

2011-12 for the first time. This office prepared a Special Audit Report covering the period from 2008-

09 to 2010-11 and Regularity Audit Reports for the years 2012-13, 2013-14, 2014-15, 2015-16, 2016-

17, 2017-18, 2018-19 and 2019-20. 

Audit Reports for the year 2013-14, 2014-15 and 2015-16 have been discussed by PAC, while 

rest of the reports (2011-12, 2012-13, 2016-17 and 2018-19) are yet to be discussed. Compliance 

position of PAC’s directives is as under: 

Year 
Total 

Paras 

No. of Paras 

Discussed 

Compliance 

Made 

Compliance 

Awaited 

Percentage of 

Compliance 

2013-14 10 07 02 05 71.42 

2014-15 04 02 - 02 - 

2015-16 05 05 - 05 - 

2017-18 15 05 - 05 - 

2018-19 14     

2019-20 - - - - - 

2020-21 03 - - 03 - 

7.4  AUDIT FINDINGS 

 

7.4.1 Discriminatory allotment criteria and holding of funds - 

Rs 47.578 billion  

The Federal Government Employees Housing Foundation was incorporated in 1989 as a Public 

company under companies Ordinance, 1984. Para iii (a) of Memorandum & Articles of Association 

describes its objectives as to eradicate shelterlessness for federal government employees serving and 

retired and for other specified groups of people as decided by the Foundation from time to time and 

assist, as far as possible each of them to have a house at the time of his retirement or earlier and his 

dependents in case of his/her death before retirement, on such terms as the Foundation may determine. 

This transpires that seniority in term of date of birth was the principal criterion to achieve this objective 

perpetually.   

Audit noted that this memorandum was later replaced by the Act of Parliament in January 2020, 

when Foundation became Authority with the same objective.   

Audit observed that Federal Government Employees Housing Authority did not remain aligned 

with this objective particularly after 2008 and each scheme was launched with its own specific criterion 

as evident from following instances:  

i. In 2009, Drive-I/ Phase-I commenced with the criteria, “First Come First Serve” 

wherein 35893 employees got themselves registered with the Authority, out of 

which about 3200 members were accommodated. The membership of 

remaining employees became dormant because they were not carried forward 

for the next schemes while the Authority was enjoying profit over their deposits.  

ii. In 2015, another Phase (Drive-II) was launched with seniority-based criterion 

and registration for fresh membership started leaving the fate of employees in 

Drive-I undecided.  
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iii.  Thalian scheme launched in 2015 became defunct at its outset due to 

mismanagement. An amount of Rs 2,540.486 million deposited by its members 

was being utilized by the Authority.  

iv. Kashmir Avenue Apartments G-13 started with another unique criterion i.e. 

50% on first come first serve and 50% on seniority after having dual 

membership (one general, other for scheme specific with registration fee Rs 

100,000 each). As per its previous practice, Authority again collected huge 

amount of Rs 2,665.344 million from federal employees against 1653 

apartments.  

Presently, about 150,000 federal employees registered with the Authority were waiting for their 

fate despite depositing huge amount of Rs 47.578 billion (financial statements Rs 4.753+Rs 42.825 

advances + allottees account). This was mainly because of non-adoption of uniform criteria and non-

adherence to objective of the Authority regarding provision of housing facility at the time of retirement. 

Audit pointed out the issue in July-August 2021. The Authority replied that the membership for 

allotment of plot on the basis of ‘first come first serve’ called Membership Drive-I was initially 

approved by the Executive Committee in its 107th meeting dated 01.07.2009 and thereafter approval of 

the Prime Minister was also solicited on 30.12.2009. This membership was closed on 28.02.2014. The 

Membership Drive-II for allotment on the basis of ‘age wise seniority’ was launched in the year 2015 

with the approval of Executive Committee in its 131st meeting held on 25.06.2014 on ‘age wise 

seniority’ basis.  There were approximately 1 Lac 50 thousand members registered in this drive. To 

accommodate the registered members of Phase-I and Phase-II in apartment scheme the competent 

authority approved 50% share to registered members of Phase-I and 50% share to registered members 

of Phase-II in apartment schemes. Since, FGEHA was working on ‘No profit no loss basis’ without any 

financial patronage from the Federal ex-chequer, hence, deposit of the members were utilized to carry 

out business of FGEHA. 

The reply was not accepted because the Authority merely referred the approval of the criteria 

but no rationale was given to change the criterion on each occasion which affected the employees 

particularly in general quota. 

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 28.12.2021, wherein the Authority 

informed that membership/registration of all employees was being streamlined on the basis of the orders 

of Islamabad High Court. Para was kept pending. No compliance was made till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends to re-cast the seniority ab-initio on the basis of Court Orders for fair 

allotments.   

(DP. 35) 

7.4.2 Irregular/faulty JV agreement for Rs 8,855.754 million and loss to the Authority - 

Rs 885.575 million   

According to para 6 (a)(b) of Joint Venture policy for FGEHA land bank approved by Federal 

Cabinet in August 2016, the JV partner shall agree to provide possible developed apartments/plots to 

Housing Authority at subsidized rates on no profit no loss basis. No financial risk shall be undertaken 

by the Authority. The modification in the JV policy approved in July 2019 by the federal cabinet states 

that contract with JV partner will be for finished product i.e. apartments on turnkey basis against final 

cost including cost of land, infrastructure cost, utilities, construction cost etc. The quota/share of both 

the parties may be decided mutually.  
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Audit noted that FGEHA (Party - A) entered into JV agreement with M/s Best construction & 

Rakhshani Builders (Party-B) for provision of land, designing and construction of Life Style Residency 

apartments and allied infrastructure work Bedian Road, Lahore in November 2019 with a share of 90% 

& 10% for residential/commercial apartments. The construction contract was made at a cost of Rs 

8,855.754 million payable on percentage basis for the finished product of 1427 apartments.  

Audit observed that the Development/Technical wing of the Authority did not make appropriate 

provisions in the contract agreement to charge the cost of finished product to both the parties 

concurrently in relation to the share of apartments i.e. 90:10. Resultantly, an amount of Rs 885.575 

million to be borne by the Party-B as 10% of the construction cost of Rs 8,855.754 million was being 

paid by the Authority.  

 Audit maintains that this happened due to weak financial controls. 

Irregular and faulty JV agreement for construction of apartments in violation of approved 

procedure resulted in loss of Rs 885.575 million to the Authority. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in July-August 2021. The Authority replied that Project 

collection accounts were operated by FGEHA wherein amounts against quota of party A and Party B 

were received separately. Construction cost was to be paid to the contractor from both accounts of party 

A and party B.  

The reply was not accepted because no amount in project collection account was received as 

share of Party-B till June 2021 and 100% payment of each IPC was being paid by the Authority. Total 

amount generated from allotment was Rs 165.145 million till June 2021 and payments to the contractor 

were made through bridge financing.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 28.12.2021. The committee directed to 

conduct inquiry by CF&AO of the Ministry as to why the terms of contract regarding payment of the 

share of JV partner were not enforced. 

Audit recommends probe and appropriate action besides recovery of the share of Party-B. 

(DP. 27) 

7.4.3 Unauthorized withdrawal of money from FGEHA bank accounts on closing of 

financial year - Rs 7,800.000 million 

 According to Section-11(3) of FGEHA Act 2020, the funds of the Authority shall be kept in 

the scheduled banks and shall be utilized and regulated in such manner as may be prescribed by the 

Executive Board. 

Audit noted that an amount of Rs 6,000.000 million and  

Rs 1,800.00 million was debited from Account No. 1650510644 and No.1480800147 Askari Special 

Deposit Account on 30.06.2020 through online transfer and the same was credited back on 02.07.2020 

by banker cheque liquidation as evident from financial statements.   

Audit observed that an amount of Rs 7,800.000 million (6000+1800) was debited from two 

bank accounts by the bank without any lawful authority because any withdrawal from the accounts 

required specific authorization. 

Audit maintains that this was due to weak financial controls. 

This resulted in deprival of profit to the Authority. 
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 Audit pointed out the irregularity in January 2021. The Authority replied that the subject matter 

was taken up with the concerned authorities of Askari Bank Ltd. Finance wing issued an explanation 

letter to the bank to submit its justification of transferring the funds of FGEHA without intimation of 

FGEHA. However, amount of interest was credited to the respective collection accounts of the 

FGEHA. 

 The reply was not accepted because the matter was required to be investigated at appropriate 

level to ascertain factual position.  

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021, wherein the Committee 

directed to get the matter inquired/ investigated at an appropriate level. 

  Audit recommends investigation into the matter for fixing responsibility and taking appropriate 

action against the person at fault besides recovery of the due interest. 

(DP. 09) 

7.4.4 Payment of mobilization advance against invalid bank guarantee - Rs 2,134.092 

million 

According to clause-60.12 (a) read with Appendix- A of the construction agreement of 

Apartments FGEHA, Islamabad, an interest free mobilization advance up to 15 % of the contract price 

of phase/work package being executed shall be paid by the employer to the contractor in two equal parts 

upon submission by the Contractor an irrevocable and un-conditional mobilization advance guarantee 

for the full amount of the advance in the specified form from a scheduled Bank in Pakistan. 

Audit noted that Development Wing of FGEHA made following construction agreements for 

three different apartment projects and acceptance letters were issued to contractors. Mobilization 

Advance (@15%) was paid in two parts, as detailed below:  

Project Contractor Mobilization 

Advance  

(Rs in million) 

Construction of Kashmir 

Avenue Apartment G-13 

M/s King concrete Pvt. Limited 1,862.468 

Skyline Apartments, near IIAP, 

Islamabad 

M/s Aryan Land Linkers 250.000  

Chaklala Heights Residential 

apartments 

M/s Zafar & Co 21.634 

 

Audit observed that bank guarantees were issued by the banks on the condition that guarantees 

will become operative only after receipt of the amount in the account maintained by banks. Audit further 

observed that the FGEHA released an amount of Rs 2,134.092 million as evident from bank statement 

against these conditional guarantees. Hence, revocable and conditional guarantees were accepted for 

the advance because no revalidation of the guarantee after issuing cheque of mobilization advance to 

the contractor was obtained from the bank/guarantor. Hence, the guarantees did not appear to have 

enforced and become operative. This resulted in grant of mobilization advance against invalid 

guarantees. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in July-August 2021. The Authority replied that the 

guarantees were validated from the bank.  
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The reply was not accepted because a simple letter was issued by  the bank manager instead of 

getting the fresh unconditional and irrevocable bank guarantee.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 28.12.2021. The committee directed to get 

fresh unconditional guarantees from the contractors besides appropriate action for release of 

mobilization advance against invalid guarantees.  

No compliance of the DAC directive was reported till finalization of report.   

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

(DP. 69) 

7.4.5 Potential loss on account of expenditure on the sick projects -Rs 1,502.327 million  

According to the Clause 6 (a) & (b) of the JV Policy approved by Federal Cabinet in August 

2016, JV partner shall agree to provide plots/ apartments at subsidized rates on no profit & loss basis.  

No financial risk shall be undertaken and feasibility of the scheme and response of allottees shall 

automatically determine success of the scheme.  

Audit noted that Federal Government Employees Housing Authority launched two projects 

under JV agreements namely, “Skyline Apartments, Near IIAP, Islamabad and Life Style Residency 

Bedian Road Lahore” at a cost of Rs 23.782 billion and Rs 8.824 billion in May 2020 and June 2020 

respectively. Detail of receipt & expenditure on apartments in both the projects till June 2021 was as 

under: 

      (Rs. in million) 

Name of Project No of 

Apartments 

Receipt 

from 

allottees 

Expenditure 

 

Excess 

Expenditure  

 

Skyline New Islamabad 

Airport 

3945 28.288 980.395 952.107 

Life Style Bedian Road 1258 165.145 715.365 550.220 

Total 5203 193.433 1,695.760 1,502.327 

 

Audit observed that the both projects yielded far less receipts despite lapse of one year while 

the expenditure in substantial amount for construction was being met through bridge financing. The 

expenditure in excess of the receipts was Rs 1,502.327 million till June 2021. The expenditure was 

apparently a potential loss to the Authority because of meager response from allottees. In case lack of 

response persists for another one or two years, the Authority will have to sustain a substantial loss which 

will adversely affect development activities of the Authority. 

Audit holds that feeding sick projects through bridge financing might affect progress of other 

projects. 

Audit pointed out the issue in July-August 2021. The Authority replied that prospective 

allottees were offered to deposit down payment. In case of failure, opportunity will be provided to the 

next applicant.  

The reply was not accepted because there was a trend of withdrawal of down payment by the 

prospective allottees.  

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021, wherein the Committee 

directed to recoup the funds taken from the accounts of other projects as bridge financing and decide 
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the fate of these projects according to the provisions of agreement. Committee also directed for a probe 

with reference to feasibility of these projects.  

No compliance of DAC meeting was reported till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directive regarding probe.  

(DP. 18) 

7.4.6 Irregular bridge financing - Rs 1,497.758 million  

 FGEHA (then Foundation) entered into JV agreement with M/s Progressive Resort & Motels 

(Pvt) Ltd and incorporated a new authority, namely EHF-PRO (Pvt) Ltd. in May 2010. The entity holds 

50% shares of the Authority.   

 Audit noted that FGEHA released funds to the subsidiary entity M/s EHF-PRO amounting to 

Rs 1,497.758 million with the approval of Director General as bridge financing.  

 Audit observed from financial statements that M/s EHF-PRO was a special purpose vehicle 

(SPV) which undertook construction of apartments in G-13. Therefore, cash flow arrangement was its 

exclusive responsibility. Extending financial assistance to the SPV from the funds of the schemes of 

the FGEHA was irregular. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in July-August 2021. The Authority replied that funds were 

released with the approval of the Executive Board. 

 The reply was not accepted because there was no provision in the JV agreement for such 

financial arrangements.  

 The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 28.12.2021 wherein the committee 

directed the Authority to examine the issue with reference to the provisions of the JV agreement and 

original financial plans of the SPV and recover the amount alongwith markup. No compliance was 

reported till finalization of the report.   

 Audit recommends that recovery be made alongwith markup. 

  (DP. 64) 

7.4.7 Irregular provision on account of PRA tax in the bid - 

Rs 1,132.505 million 

  

FGEHA entered into JV agreement in November 2019 with M/s Aryan Land Linkers & 

contractors (Pvt) Limited for provision of land, development & construction of Skyline apartments near 

Islamabad International Airport. According to para 5(v) of the agreement, installments received in 

project collection account by  party A (FGEHA), according to the schedule of payment, as given in the 

brochure of the scheme will be released to party B (M/s Aryan Land Linkers) in their designated account 

for payment of raw land and development expenditure excluding taxes (on actual work done basis as 

per verification of engineering consultants of party A), in accordance with the terms & conditions of 

the construction agreement to be executed between “Party A” and “Party B”.  

Audit noted that construction agreement was executed between Party ‘A’ and Party ‘B’ at a 

cost of Rs 23,782.605 million and acceptance letter was issued to M/s Aryan Land Linkers (Party B) 

on 13.03.2020.  
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Audit observed that the construction cost includes an amount of  

Rs 1,132.505 million on account of Punjab Revenue Authority (PRA) tax which was in violation of the 

provision of JV agreement. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in July-August 2021. The Authority replied that agreement 

between FGEHA & M/s Aryan Land Linkers & Contractors was signed on 13.03.2020 and an amount 

of  

Rs 1,132.505 million was added in Construction Contract on account of Punjab Revenue Authority 

(PRA) tax whereas Clause 5(v) of Joint Venture Agreement did not support to add such amount in the 

agreement. PRA tax was not deducted from the contractor’s IPC. 

The Authority in reply admitted that agreement did not support to add such amount. So this was 

required to be excluded from agreement cost to avoid its re-imbursement to contractor at later stage. 

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021, wherein the Authority 

informed that the decision regarding PRA tax is yet to be taken. The Committee pended the para and 

directed to expedite the matter. 

Audit recommends for appropriate adjustment. 

(DP. 19) 

7.4.8  Irregular payment due to execution of JV agreement in contravention of the 

approved JV policy - Rs 923.332 million 

  

According to para 6 (a)(b) of Joint Venture policy for FGEHA land bank approved by federal 

Cabinet in August 2016, the JV partner shall agree to provide not less than 50% possible developed 

apartments/ plots to Housing Authority at subsidized rates on no profit no loss basis.  There shall be no 

upfront payment of land by the Authority. No financial risk shall be undertaken. The modification in 

the JV policy approved in July 2019 by the federal cabinet states that contract with JV partner will be 

for finished product i.e. apartments on turnkey basis against final cost including cost of land, 

infrastructure cost, utilities, construction cost etc. The quota/share of both the parties may be decided 

mutually.  

 Audit noted that FGEHA entered into JV agreement with M/s Aryan Land Linkers & 

Contractors for Skyline Apartments, near Islamabad International Airport in November 2019 with a 

residential share of 90% & 10% and commercial share of 60% and 40% respectively. The construction 

contract was made at a cost of Rs 23.782 billion payable on percentage basis for the finished product 

of 3945 apartments.  

Audit observed that the Development Wing of the Authority made an upfront payment of Rs 

427.5 million as cost of land which was 95% of 225 kanal acquired land. The upfront payment was in 

violation of JV policy as this was to be included in the finished cost of the apartment payable on 

percentage basis instead of upfront payment. Further, the Authority made another payment of Rs 

495.832 million on account of mobilization advance. The total payment till June 2020 was Rs 923.234 

million made through bridge finance. The objective of provision of residential apartments at subsidized 

rates remained unaccomplished as the tentative cost chargeable from employees has been shown as  

Rs 28,577 million in JV agreement, which is in excess of the finished construction cost plus cost of 

land.  

This resulted in irregular execution of JV agreement amounting to Rs 923.332 million, in 

contravention of the approved JV policy. 
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Audit pointed out the irregularity in July-August 2021. Authority did not reply.  

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021, wherein the Committee 

noted that the cost of land should have been included in the construction cost as per approved JV policy. 

This was an upfront payment being over and above the approved percentage between both the parties. 

Para was kept pending either for regularization or recovery. 

Audit recommends for appropriate adjustment. 

(DP. 13) 

7.4.9 Unproductive expenditure due to declining performance of the Authority - Rs 

781.907 million 

 Federal Government Employees Housing Foundation was formed in 1989 as public Ltd. 

company under Section-42 of the Companies Ordinance 1984. Memorandum of Association states its 

objectives as to eradicate shelterlessness of serving and retired Government employees and other 

specified groups of people and assist as far as possible to have a house at the time of retirement or 

earlier and his dependents in case of death. The Foundation was enacted as Authority through an 

Ordinance in July 2019 followed by Act in January 2020 as a body corporate. Preamble of the Act 

describes that purpose of the Authority will be planning and developing of housing schemes for serving 

and retired Federal Government employees.  

Audit noted that the FGEHA’s establishment & administrative expenses have been increasing 

during last 03 years as shown below:  

      (Rs in million) 

Year Working 

strength 

(Numbers) 

Estt. & 

Admn 

Exp. 

Percentage 

increase/ 

decrease  

Project in 

progress  

Percentage  

Increase/ 

decrease 

2018  541.290 - 23,155.183 - 

2019 451 631.107 16.59 28,990.643 25.20 

2020 550 781.907 44.45 17,389.974 (-) 24.898 

 

Audit observed an inverse relation between operational expenditure and degree of corresponding 

service delivery and performance of the Authority. The employees of the Authority are drawing 

additional allowances equal to 100% of the basic pay and utility allowance, etc the cost of which is met 

from the income generated from the deposits of the members. The Authority was, therefore, required to 

emerge into an outcome-oriented entity through innovative decisions for better client treatment and 

client satisfaction. Contrarily, the Authority was yet in the conventional system of manual business 

leading to uncertainty in decisions with little outcome. Peshawar Scheme and Thalian Scheme became 

dormant.  

 Audit pointed out the matter in July-August 2021. The Authority replied that the main reason 

for delaying development activities of housing projects in 2019-20 was the litigation between the 

affectees and Housing Authority. Peshawar Development Authority (PDA) was dealing with the 

Regilalma Scheme Peshawar. FGEHA allotted all plots as per allocations and allottees have cleared 

their all dues. Further the allottees of Thalian scheme would be accommodated in the next schemes. 
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The reply was not accepted because the Authority gave interim reply in the instances 

highlighted by Audit. Nothing was stated about the steps for service delivery and client satisfaction.  

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021, wherein the Committee 

appreciated the points taken by Audit pertaining to the performance of the Authority and directed to 

take concrete steps for the improvement of the performance especially with reference to client 

satisfaction and service delivery. 

Audit recommends that a committee be constituted at PAO level to devise concrete steps to 

improve performance of the Authority in relation to the benefits being availed by the employees. 

(DP. 12) 

7.4.10 Irregular payment on account of making JV agreement against disputed land - Rs 

723.76 million 

 According to Joint Venture agreement dated 11.10.2019 between Federal Government 

Employees Housing Authority (1st Party) and M/s Commoners Sky Garden (Pvt) Ltd (CSG) (2nd Party), 

Para 1(i) the 2nd party is bound to settle all its affairs in respect of the proposed land with the 

courts/investigation agencies/applicants, if any, of M/s Commoners Sky Gardens and, 2nd Party will 

mutate land in favour of 1st party free from physical, financial & legal encumbrances, if any. 

Audit noted that the JV partner 2nd Party was bound to provide 11,000 Kanal land for Green 

Enclave-II Bara Kahu out of which provision of 6000 Kanal land as Part-A land was required to be 

made within 60 days of singing of JV agreement to start the development work. Clause VII of the JV 

agreement envisaged an amount of  

Rs 1,083,491,300 as cost of work done incurred by 2nd party and 50% of this amount equal to Rs 541.746 

million was payable to 2nd party on transfer of 800 Kanal land to 1st party. 

Audit observed that M/s Commoners Sky Garden (Pvt) Ltd (CSG) provided 6021 Kanal, 13 

Marla land which was mutated in the name of Authority. Expenditure for mutation and registration 

amounting to  

Rs 40.569 million was incurred for this land by the Authority. It was further observed that DC 

Rawalpindi reported to FGEHA vide letter dated 11.04.2019 that the title of the land exists as Shamilat 

Deh and M/s CSG had no locus standi for the land. So, he did not recommend the offered land for govt. 

project. The DC also recommended for disqualification of M/s CSG for the housing project. The 

Authority instead of giving due weightage to this report incurred expenditure of  

Rs 40.569 million for mutation of 6021 Kanal land and released an amount of Rs 683.191 million even 

in excess of 50% of work done. The Authority took no collateral to recover amount of Rs 40.569 million 

and Rs 683.191 million from M/s CSG. Audit further observed that construction contract was required 

to be made within 180 days of JV agreement which was lying pending despite laps of two years (till 

finalization of report) due to disputed land. Obviously, the delay was due to encumbered land. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in July-August 2021. The Authority replied that land parcel 

of 6021 Kanals was mutated in the name of FGEHA which was not shamilat as per report received from 

Assistant Commissioner Murree  vide letter dated 28/09/2019. Clear land of 6021 kanal was sufficient 

collateral for recovery of expenses incurred on mutation. The construction agreement was under review 

by Technical and Steering Committee on the directions of Executive Board in the month of August 

2020 but NAB Rawalpindi initiated an inquiry against JV Partner (M/s CSG) pertaining to land issues 

in the same month. Therefore, the matter of finalization of construction agreement was deferred.  

The reply was not accepted because land was got mutated on the basis of letter from Assistant 

Commissioner received subsequent to the letter of Dy. Commissioner. NAB took up this case as 
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admitted in the reply. So, the mutated land was disputed and no payment should have been made till 

clearance of all land from encumbrances. 

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021, wherein the Committee 

expressed its concern for making JV agreement for the disputed land as Shamilat Deh. Hence, the 

mutation was irregular. The Committee directed to give basis for incorporation of amount Rs 1,083.491 

million in JV agreement detail measurements made by consultants, breakup of the payment of Rs 

683.191 million, breakup of the land i.e. land having clear title, land in dispute and status of the 

remaining land out of 11,000 kanal. 

Audit recommends that fact finding inquiry be conducted for making JV agreement without 

proper verification of the title of land and for making payments.  

  (DP. 15, 23) 

7.4.11 Irregular payment through variation order - Rs 422.275 million 

Rule 42 (c) (iv) of Public Procurement Rules 2004, provides that a procuring agency shall only 

engage in direct contracting if the repeat orders do not exceed fifteen percent (15%) of the original 

agreement.  

Audit noted that Federal Government Employees Housing Authority awarded a work, 

“Infrastructure Development and Rehabilitation Works in Sector G-13, Islamabad” to M/s Zafar & Co. 

at a cost of Rs 946.518 million. The work started on 22.08.2016 with completion period of 24 months 

in August 2018. The period was extended for 28 months till December 2020 which was even beyond 

the original completion period. 

Audit observed that initial contract cost Rs 946.518 million through competitive bidding 

process was substantially increased to Rs 1,368.793 million through variation order which was 44.61% 

above the original contract cost. Extra ordinary increase even beyond 15% permissible limit falsified 

the spirit of competitive bidding. Such practice is not endorsed by the PPRA.  

This resulted into irregular payment of Rs 422.275 million. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in July-August 2021. The Authority replied that the Engineer 

Incharge/Consultant of the project determined the quantities required to be executed as per site 

requirement and recommended the VO for approval by the Employer. Subsequently DWP and 

Executive Committee in 155th meeting unanimously agreed for variation in quantities. All the works 

were executed as per standard operating procedure and as per clause 51.1 of the contract agreement. 

The reply was not accepted because variation under clause 51.1 of the agreement was restricted 

to 15% as per Public Procurement Rules and Planning Commission’s instructions. Substantial variation 

up to 45% negated the competitive process. Further Executive Committee of the Authority in its 155th 

meeting did not approve quantities and amount of variations. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 28.12.2021. The committee took serious 

note of ill planning and irregular execution of the varied quantities beyond permissible limit. The 

Authority was directed to explain its position before the PAO for appropriate action. 

Audit recommends probe into the appropriateness of VO with reference to the relevant rules 

besides regularization of varied work executed without competitive bidding.  

(DP. 25) 
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7.4.12 Non-recovery from the contractor due to non-observance of sharing formula - Rs 

219.516 million 

According to para 7(i)(a)(b) of Joint Venture agreement with FGEHA and Best Construction & 

Rakhshani Builders for Life Style Apartments,  Bedian Road Lahore, the quota of developed 

constructed residential and commercial apartments between Party-A and Party-B was 90% & 10%  

respectively. The first down payment was to be made by the contractor after six months of 

commencement of work as stated in para 10(iii) of JV agreement between party A & B. 

Audit noted that FGEHA awarded design and construction contract to M/s Best construction & 

Rakhshani Builders amounting to Rs 8,824.867 million vide acceptance letter dated 13.03.2020 in 

consequence of the JV agreement mentioned above.   

Audit observed that 100% of value of work done for Rs 439.032 million was paid to the 

contractor till IPC-3 but down payment and 10% shares (total 50%) of the value of work executed was 

not recovered.  

Non-adherence to provision resulted in non-recovery of  

Rs 219.516 million from the contractor.  

Audit pointed out the irregularity in July-August 2021. The Authority replied that the recovery 

would have been 66% of the total work done amounting to Rs 439.032 million till IPC-3. Recovery of 

pending amount will be made in upcoming IPC as soon as the quota is finalized. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 28.12.2021, wherein the Authority admitted 

about the extra payment.  

Audit recommends appropriate action and early recovery.  

(DP. 49) 

7.4.13 Non-recovery of inbuilt premium due to non-obtaining of insurance coverage - Rs 

173.339 million 

Clause 21.1 to Clause 25 of the agreement provides to insure the works together with materials 

and plant by the contractor from the start of the work at the site until the date of issue of the relevant 

Taking Over Certificate. He was also required to get third party insurance (including Employer’s 

property) against liabilities for death of or injuries to any person or loss or damages to the property 

arising out of the performance of the contract and provide such evidence to the Employer prior to start 

of work. The bid rates shall be deemed to have included all such obligations required under the clause 

and no separate payment shall be made to the contractor for such insurance. In case of failure of the 

contractor to keep enforced any of the insurances required, the Employer was to effect and keep 

enforced the insurances by paying premium and recovery from the payments due to the Contractor. 

Audit noted that Chief Engineer/Director Technical awarded following works at the cost 

mentioned against each. 

Name of Work Contactors Amount Rs 

in million 

Date 

Life Style Apartment 

Bedian Road Lahore 

Best 

Construction & 

Rakhshani 

Builders 

8,855.753 13.03.2020 
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Chaklala Heights 

Residential Apartments 

at Chaklala Rawalpindi 

   

Package I M/s GHC 

International 

2,242.131 July 2020 

Package II M/s Expertise 

Pvt Ltd 

2,515.52 July 2020 

Package-III M/s GHC 

International 

3,720.54 July 2020 

Total 17,333.944  
 

 Audit observed that the Authority did not obtain the required insurance policies from the 

contractors from its start. Insurance clauses were not enforced timely which put the entire works, 

equipment, property and labour at risk. The employer was required to deduct the amount from 

contractor’s IPCs and get the insurances enforced. But neither contractor nor the employer did any 

action. This resulted into non-obtaining of insurance coverage for the works valuing Rs 17,333.944 

million and non-recovery of inbuilt cost of premium Rs 173.339 million (1% of contract cost).  

The issue was reported to the Authority in August 2021. The Authority admitted non 

enforcement of contract clause pertaining to insurance coverage for which recovery of the premium was 

admitted to be effected. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 28.12.2021. The committee directed to make 

recovery of the un-insured premium and obtain insurance for the remaining contract duration. 

Audit recommends to ensure compliance of DAC directions besides appropriate action. 

(DP. 51, 56, 60) 

7.4.14 Unjustified enhancement of bid cost - Rs 165.423 million 

According to clause IB.27 of standard form of bidding document pertaining to Development & 

Rehabilitation work in G-13, Islamabad, bid determined to be substantially responsive will be checked 

by the Employer for any arithmetic errors which will be corrected by the Employer as follows: 

a) Where there is discrepancy between the amounts in figures & words, the amount in words will 

govern; 

b) Where there is a discrepancy between the unit rate & the line item total resulting from 

multiplying the unit rate by the quantity, the unit rate as quoted will govern, unless in the 

opinion of the employer there is an obviously gross misplacement of decimal point in the unit 

rates, in which case the line item total as total will govern and the unit rate will be corrected. 

Audit noted that Federal Government Employees Housing Authority awarded a work, 

“Infrastructure Development and Rehabilitation Works in Sector G-13, Islamabad” to M/s Zafar & Co. 

at cost of Rs 946.518 million through open bidding process.  

 Audit observed that in Appendix-D to bid i.e. bill of quantities, several corrections were made 

without considering aforementioned criteria. No amount in words was given in the BOQs. The total 

amount changed from Rs 781.095 million to Rs 946.518 million without following the criteria. This 

resulted in unjustified enhancement of bid cost for Rs 165.423 million. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in July-August 2021. The Authority replied that as per clause 

IB. 27.2, PEC guidelines the corrections were made by the Employer and the same was reflected by 
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the evaluation committee as notified by the competent authority. The Employer scrutinized the quoted 

rate and checked arithmetical calculations. 

The reply was not accepted because the rates in words were not quoted in the bid. So, the bid 

was non responsive and was required to be rejected. The corrections were not admissible under clause 

IB-27. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 28.12.2021. The committee directed for 

inquiry as to why the quoted figures were not reproduced in words. The inquiry officer should expressly 

rule out that no undue favour was given to the contractor by manipulation of rates.   

Audit recommends an appropriate action and examining veracity of changes in bid followed by 

enhancement of bid amount.  

(DP. 28) 

7.4.15 Irregular payment on account of variations - Rs 86.093 million 

According to clause-5 Appendix - D of the construction agreement of Kashmir Avenue 

Apartments, Islamabad, whole cost of complying with the provisions of the contract shall be included 

in the items provided in the priced BOQ, and where no items are provided, the cost shall be deemed to 

be distributed among the rates and prices entered for the related items of the works.  

Audit noted that FGEHA awarded a contract “Construction of Kashmir Avenue Apartment G-

13 Islamabad” to M/s King concrete Pvt. Limited on 19.03.2020 at a cost of Rs 12,416.457 million. 

Audit observed that following non-scheduled/non-BOQ items were measured and paid to the 

contractor. 

S. 

No. 

Item Description Unit  Quantity Rates Amount (Rs) 

1 P/L shortcrete average 

4” thick 

Sft 
34,547.00  1,100.00  38,001,700  

2 P/L shortcrete average 

4” thick full rate 

Sft  
34,547.00  248.78  8,594,602  

3 Testing of RCC piles 

under static load  

Ton  
1,920.00  2,100.00  4,032,000 

4 Testing of RCC piles 

under static load full rate 

Ton  
1,920.00  1,767.19  3,393,004  

5 RCC using approved 

quantity crushed stone 

aggregate ¾ 

Cft  

27,821.00  926.00  25,762,246  

6 Fixing & removal of 

retaining wall form work 

Sft 

 28,297.00  223.00  6,310,231  

Total 86,093,784  
 

Based on the tender drawings and specifications, these items were part and parcel of the contract 

and whole cost thereof stood included in the contract irrespective of whether or not the same existed in 

the BOQ. The contractor was bound to execute the work without separate cost for extra items. This 

resulted into irregular payment of Rs 86.093 million.  
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 Audit pointed out the irregularity in July-August 2021. The Authority replied that as a result of 

hard rock excavation, capacity of foundation piles was technically reviewed and pile load test at 480-

tons (Non-BOQ, Non-Schedule) was executed. Hence, after the pile load test at 480-Tons the number 

of foundation piles were reduced. Also seeing the nature of strata sufficiently self-supporting, the 

protection piles were eliminated from the design and only shotcreting activity for slope stabilization 

was carried out.  

The reply was not accepted because geo tech report finalized in December 2019 concluded pile 

load test at 400 tons. Similarly, shortcrete items were part of tender drawing. Hence it was the 

responsibility of the contractor to carry out these items without extra cost. Further, the elimination of 

protection piles and substantial reduction in foundation piles after tendering process falsified the 

competitive bidding which was entirely based on the defective design. 

  The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 28.12.2021. The committee directed that 

variation order with justification be provided to Audit. Moreover, the role of consultant as to the 

adequacy and completeness of its work be discussed thoroughly and recovery be made as per contract.    

  Audit recommends appropriate action with regard to defective design besides recovery of the 

cost of extra items. 

(DP. 38) 

7.4.16 Non-deduction of income tax - Rs 51.239 million 

 According to Section 153(1)(c) of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, “every prescribed person 

making payment on the execution of a contract (other than goods or services) shall at the time of making 

payment, deduct tax from the gross amount payable @ 7.5% as prescribed in Division III of Part III of 

the First Schedule”.  

Audit noted that development wing of FGEHA entered into JV agreement on 11.10.2019 with 

M/s Commoners Sky Garden for provision of land and construction of infrastructure for Green Enclave 

–II (Phase-I) scheme. As per clause–vii of the JV agreement, FGEHA being 1st Party was responsible 

to release 50% of the value of work previously executed by the 2nd Party M/s CSG equal to Rs 541.746 

million.  

Audit observed that Development wing of the Authority made payment of Rs 683.191 million 

as 50% share of already completed work. However, income tax of Rs 10.608 million @ 7.5% was 

deducted only on the amount of Rs 141.445 million vide Voucher No. 2248 dated 04.02.2020 while the 

remaining amount of Rs 541.746 million was released without deduction of income tax as evident from 

Vr. No. 2287 and 2288 dated 06.02.2020. Subsequently, an amount of Rs 9.906 million from deducted 

tax was refunded back to the JV partner on the premise that M/s CSG had already deposited the tax. 

This refund was irregular because withholding agent was supposed to deduct the tax at source instead 

of entertaining refund. Hence, no tax was deducted on the paid amount of Rs 683.191 million. This 

resulted in non-deduction of tax Rs 51.239 million (Rs 683.191 x 7.5%). 

Audit maintains that this was due to weak financial controls. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in July-August 2021. Authority replied that according to the 

agreement, Authority was required to make payment on account of cost of development to the partner 

for already developed. Therefore, Authority was not required to deduct withholding tax under Section 

153(i). 

The reply was not accepted because the Income Tax Ordinance had precedence over the 

contract provisions. Further, no such exemption existed in the Ordinance.   
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The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021, wherein the Committee was 

of the view that the Authority was required to deduct withholding tax under Section 153(1). The 

Committee directed recovery. 

Audit recommends appropriate action besides recovery. 

(DP. 16) 

7.4.17 Irregular grant of extension of time and non-imposition of liquidated damages - 

Rs 21.634 million 

Clause 44.1 of the contract agreement pertains to Extension of Time for Completion under the 

circumstances beyond the control of both the parties. These are (a) the amount or nature of extra or 

additional work, (b) any cause of delay referred to in these Conditions,  (c) exceptionally adverse 

climatic conditions, (d)  any delay, impediment or prevention by the Employer, or(e) other special 

circumstances which may occur, other than through a default of or breach of contract by the Contractor 

or for which he is responsible, being such as fairly to entitle the Contractor to an extension of the Time 

for Completion of the Works, or any Section or part thereof, the Engineer shall, after due consultation 

with the Employer and the Contractor, determine the amount of such extension and shall notify the 

Contractor accordingly, with a copy to the Employer. 

Audit noted that Development Wing of FGEHA made construction agreement for Rs 216.343 

million and acceptance letter was issued to M/s Zafar & Co on 03.07.2020. Letter of commencement 

was issued on 06.07.2021. The work was required to be completed within 273 days from the date of 

commencement i.e. 06.04.2021. 

Audit observed from progress reports that the consultants repeatedly pointed out the slow 

progress of work by the contractor from July 2020 to June 2021 and indicated clear default of the 

contractor in timely completion of work. The extension was therefore required to be given by invoking 

clause 47 of the contract and for imposing liquidated damages. Contrarily, extension of time for 8 

months was granted under clause of 44.1 of the contract agreement to save the contractor from the 

recovery of liquidated damages for Rs 21.634 million.  

Audit pointed out the irregularity in July-August 2021. The Authority replied that “The 

Engineer” recommended an Extension in Time for  completion for a period of 08 (Eight) months by 

citing the reasons of additional  earth work, adverse weather conditions, revised levels in Sector A & 

Sector E and effect of apartment works on road activities in Sector A, B & D on  Road activities. The 

said recommendation is based upon the relevant provision of the Contract Agreement. 

The reply was not accepted because the consultants in their monthly progress reports pointed 

out fault of the contractor i.e. deployment of less workforce and machinery. Therefore, clause-44.4 was 

not applicable for extension. 

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 28.12.2021, wherein the Committee 

directed the Authority to conduct an inquiry, identify the person(s) at fault for the delay and impose 

liquidated damages.  

Audit recommends appropriate action besides recovery. 

(DP. 62)  

7.4.18 Execution of JV agreement in violation of approved policy of Cabinet  

 The Federal Employees Housing Authority (former Housing Foundation) placed a proposal in 

158th meeting of the Executive Committee of the Foundation in March 2019 for establishment of private 

educational institutions and health facilities in Sector G-13 on joint venture basis. The Committee 
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approved the proposal in principle through joint venture agreement under the approved JV Policy of the 

Foundation subject to observance of rules and regulations. According to the JV Policy approved by the 

Federal Cabinet in August, 2016 followed by modification in July 2019, the Authority was authorized 

to enter into JV agreement with those developers willing to provide land and development of 

infrastructure. 

Audit noted that FGEHA floated advertisement in Daily ‘Dawn’ dated 12.04.2019 for pre-

qualification of individuals, firms, companies to establish state of the art school in Sector G-13. Out of 

three intended bidders, two namely M/S Roots International School and American Lycetuff School 

System were pre-qualified. While opening financial proposals, M/S Roots International was excluded 

on the ground that the bid was not in accordance with the financial bidding documents. Consequently, 

sole bid of M/S American Lycetuff School (ALS) was accepted and JV agreement was made on 

30.07.2019 with Dr. Nadeem Kayani proprietor of M/s ALS whereby the Authority handed over its plot 

having size of 9750 sq. yard in Sector G-13/1 for 20 years @12.5% of the gross receipts to be paid to 

the Authority. 

Audit observed that the JV agreement was irregular as there exists no provision in the JV policy 

approved by the federal cabinet to hand over the Authority’s land to private party. The ECNEC had 

approved annual ground rent @ Rs 750 per sq. yard for the amenity plot handed over to FED. But the 

Authority fixed no reserve price before initiating tender process. Advertisement was given only in 

English daily ‘Dawn’ while as per rule-12 of PPRs, advertisement was required to be given in at least 

two national dailies, one in Urdu and the other in English. This lost the spirit of competitive bidding 

process. Under the JV agreement, M/s ALS was required to deposit amount of monthly fee which was 

not done. 

This resulted in irregular execution of JV agreement beyond approved policy and non-deposit 

of the share @12.5%. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in July-August 202l. The Authority replied that Federal 

Directorate of Education had been unable to provide educational facility to the inhabitants of Sector G-

13, Islamabad. FGEHA was compelled to resort to Joint Venture with private educational institutions. 

Prequalification Notice was published in DAWN and uploaded on PPRA’s official website. Three (03) 

firms submitted their documents. Pre-Qualification Committee pre-qualified two (02) firms who were 

asked to submit financial proposals. Financial proposals were analyzed and M/s American Lycetuff 

School System was recommended as the successful bidder by the committee. The same was approved 

by the Executive Board of the Authority. An amount of  

Rs 976,186 had been received from M/s ALS on account of 12.5 % of fee by FGEHA. 

  The reply was not accepted because JV agreement was drawn in July 2019 prior to promulgation 

of FGEHA Act when the Authority had no rules for leasing. Executive Committee had accorded 

approval for JV agreement instead of leasing. However, leasing of land to private owner was required 

to be got approved from federal cabinet which approved JV policy in 2016. Further the Authority 

disclosed that only a meager amount of Rs 976,186 was received from M/s ALS as 12.5% of fee charged. 

Thus, the allotment was in fact free of cost. 

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 28.12.2021 wherein the Audit contended 

that special privilege was given to a private education system. JV policy did not allow lease of land for 

educational purpose, whereas agreement was enforced with a party as JV. No reserve price was 

determined before execution. Process of bidding, besides recovery mechanism was not provided to 

Audit. FGEHA explained that the opportunity was advertised in newspaper and after proper evaluation 

and shortlisting, one out of four participating school systems, was approved. After detailed discussion, 

conclusive decision could not be made and DAC decided to place the matter before PAC. The DAC 
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further directed the department to provide record regarding advertisement, prequalification criteria, 

evaluation of property for leasing, comparative statement, revenue sharing/recovery mechanism for 

verification. 

Audit recommends early compliance of DAC directives 

(DP. 24) 

7.4.19 Issuance of offer letters to the allottees without confirmation of the earlier 

allotment of plot/house by any Government Agency  

According to the eligibility/seniority criteria approved by the Executive Committee of the 

FGEHF (now FGEHA) in its 142nd meeting held on 28.09.2016, only those federal government 

employees are eligible for allotment of plots who have not earlier been allotted any plot/house in 

Islamabad/Rawalpindi by FGEHF/CDA or any government agency. Further, if it is found that allotment 

has been secured by giving false information, the same will be withdrawn and plot along with entire 

deposited amount till that date will be forfeited by FGEHF.  

Audit noted that Director, Estate Wing, FGEHA issued 4370 provisional offer letters to the 

federal government employees in sector F-14/15 and 956 provisional offer letters in Park Road scheme. 

 Audit observed during scrutiny of the 38 allotment files pertaining to FGEHA and M/o Housing 

& Works quotas that provisional letters were issued to the employees on the basis of affidavit given by 

the employee as forwarded by the concerned administrative department to FGEHA instead of getting 

the earlier allotment of plot/house in Islamabad/Rawalpindi confirmed from the CDA/PHA or any 

government agency besides certification by the Estate Wing of FGEHA. Thus, the chances of the 

allotment of more than one plot to the government employee could not be ruled out. 

 Audit observed that the irregularity was due to weak financial and administrative controls. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in January 2021. The Authority replied that the provisional 

letters were issued to the officers of Ministry of Housing & Works as well as FGEHA after 

checking/verification of previous allotments if any made to them, through our database. Besides this, 

affidavits were provided by the officers concerned about non-allotment of a plot in the past. 

The reply was not accepted because this was the requirement of eligibility criteria approved by 

Executive Committee which was required to be adhered to. 

 The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021, wherein, the committee 

directed to take NOC from CDA and PHA regarding allotment of plots. Para was kept pending. 

  Audit recommends that allotments be reviewed after taking NOC as per approved 

policy/criteria. 

(DP. 05) 

7.4.20 Formulation of allotment policy 2016 in violation of Prime Minister’s Instructions  

 Allotment Policy 2016 submitted to the Prime Minister of Pakistan was returned back on 

01.09.2016 to FGEHA with the direction that the policy should be decided by the FGEHA at its own 

level considering the following points. 

i) Any such policy should comply in letter and spirit with the provision of Abolition 

of Discretionary Quota in Housing Schemes Act-2013 and  

ii) There should be no special quota for any group/ service or organization at all, as a 

matter of principles of equity and fairness.  
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 Audit noted that Federal Government Employees Housing Authority while approving 

Allotment Policy 2016 in its 142nd Executive Committee meeting held on 28.09.2016 allocated separate 

quotas to different Government Offices/Organizations/Authorities for allotment of plots to the 

employees of federal government who have been registered in different categories. 

 Audit observed that the Authority allotted plots to the federal government employees 

under these quotas  from 2016 onward in violation of the directions of the Prime Minister. 

This deprived federal government employees who fall under the general quota from their 

legitimate right of plots.  

 Audit observed that the irregularity was due to weak financial and administrative controls. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in January 2021. The Authority replied that the status of the 

employees of Ministries, Divisions, Attached Department, Sub-Ordinate Offices, /Autonomous 

Bodies, Corporations, Authorities and constitutional Bodies is different as defined in Civil Servant Act, 

1 973. Therefore, the Authority tried its best to accommodate the serving, retired and widows of the 

employees of all categories of the departments allocating different quotas.  

 The reply was not accepted because the status given in the Act was in terms of functions and 

responsibilities of the Ministries, Divisions, attached departments etc. It did not debar the employees 

from applying for housing facility in the Authority. Rather, this in fact provide basis to get housing 

facility at fast track by persons with little length of service through these quotas. 

The matter was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 08.12.2021, wherein the committee 

directed the department to implement the decision of the Cabinet as well as High Court regarding 

abolition of quota. 

Audit recommends that policy be reviewed being inconsistent with the directions of the Prime 

Minister and re-cast the allotments made thereunder. 

(DP. 06) 

7.4.21 Non-production of record for audit 

Section 14 (2) of Auditor General’s Ordinance, 2001, states “the officer in-charge of any office 

or department shall afford all  facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests 

for information in complete form as possible and with all reasonable expedition”. 

 Audit observed that the FGEHA (then Foundation) entered into JV agreement with M/s 

Progressive Resort & Motels (Pvt) Ltd and incorporated a new authority namely EHF-PRO (Pvt) Ltd. 

in May 2010. The entity holds 50% shares of the Authority. Audit further observed that Authority 

handed over its land in G-13 to EHFPRO for construction of Life Style Residency Apartments in 2016. 

Audit for 2019-20 & 2020-21 was taken in June 2021 and following auditable record pertaining to this 

JV agreement and subsequent process was requisitioned on 23.06.2021, 15.07.2021, 28.07.2021 and 

11.08.2021. 

• JV agreement alongwith original business plan /revised plan. 

• All addendum to agreement  

• Annual Budget showing allocation of funds for Development/ Maintenance works undertaken by 

the Entity 

• Feasibility Reports 
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• Registration of EHFPRO as SPV 

• Detail of funds transfer to FHFPRO  

• Terms & conditions for transfer of land G-13 to EHFPRO. 

• Approved variation orders 

• Detail of receivables of the Authority against the Entity 

• Detail of revenue/receipts collected by the Entity 

• Minutes of Board of Governors of the Entity 

• Status of FHFPRO after conversation of Foundation into Authority under Act of Parliament.  

• Pre-qualification of consultants and contractors made by the Entity 

• PC-I of the projects approved by the Entity 

• Bidding documents of the projects 

• Contract Agreements of Contractors/ Consultants, and case files 

• IPCs/EPCs  

• MBs of project 

• Details of price escalation paid to contractor of project 

• Approved procedure for payment by the entity 

• Monthly/ Physical Progress Reports of all projects 

• Allotment criteria  

 The Authority instead of producing above record for audit forwarded the requisition of record 

to EHF-PRO on 06-08-2021. This was apparently an attempt to avoid the production of record because 

all processes right from initiation of JV agreement rests with the Authority. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in July-August 2021. The Authority did not reply.  

 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 28.12.2021 wherein the committee took 

serious note  of the matter and directed the Authority to produce the record immediately failing which 

action be taken against the person (s) at fault. 

 No compliance of DAC directives was made till finalization of report.    

 Audit recommends that complete record be produced to Audit for scrutiny.  

(DP. 65) 
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CHAPTER 8 

HIGHER EDUCATION COMMISSION 

(INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURE OF 

FEDERALLY CHARTERED UNIVERSITIES) 

8.1 Introduction 

A.  Higher Education Commission (HEC), formerly University Grants Commission, was 

established through Higher Education Commission Ordinance 2002, for improvement and promotion 

of higher education, research and development. The Commission is a corporate body having perpetual 

succession and a common seal with power, subject to the provisions of the Ordinance, to acquire, hold 

and dispose of property, both moveable and immovable. The Headquarters of the Commission is located 

at Islamabad. The Executive Director, HEC is the Principal Accounting Officer. 

 The Commission, for the evaluation, improvement and promotion of higher education, research 

and development, may: 

i. Formulate policies, guiding principles and priorities for higher education 

institutions to promote socio-economic development of the country. 

ii. Review and examine the financial requirements of Public Sector Institutions and provide 

funds to these institutions on the basis of annual recurring needs as well as development 

projects and research, based on specific proposals and performance.  

iii. Approve funds for the Public Sector Institutions ensuring that a significant proportion of 

the resources are allocated for promoting research, establishing libraries and executing 

projects within the ceiling specified for Departmental Development Working Party 

(DDWP) and Executive Committee of National Economic Council (ECNEC). 

 Directorate General Audit Works (Federal) is responsible for audit of infrastructure 

development (PSDP) expenditure of federally chartered universities/institutions under Higher 

Education Commission. Further, as per Auditor General of Pakistan policy decision, issued vide letter 

No. AP&SS/C/Audit Jurisdiction/2015/106 dated 20.03.2015, the Directorate General Audit Works 

(Federal), has also been  assigned the responsibility to comment upon the overall status of Federal 

Government Grants utilization by HEC on infrastructure development projects. 

B.  Comments on Budget and Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

 Budget allocation and expenditure relating to 144 Infrastructure Development Projects of PSDP 

of Universities/Institutes under Higher Education Commission, Islamabad for the financial year 2020-

21 is as under: 

  (Rs in million) 

Type of 

Funds 

Budget 

Allocation 

Funds 

Released 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

Excess/ 

(Saving) in 

%age 

Federal 

PSDP 

(HEC) 

29,470.00 29,470.00 24,558.89 4,912.00 16.67 
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 Audit evaluated overall performance of HEC with reference to utilization of development 

budget. Audit observed as follows: 

 

1. A sum of Rs 29,470 million was allocated and released for Higher Education 

Commission in Federal Public Sector Development programme (PSDP), against 144 

development schemes. An expenditure of Rs 24,559 million was incurred during the 

period. This reflected that funds amounting to Rs 4,912 million i.e. 16.67% remained 

un-utilized.  

2. As against 81 Projects, an expenditure worth Rs 11,477.349 million was incurred 

against the released amount of Rs 18,489.116 million resulting in less utilization of 

funds for Rs 7,023.767 million which constitutes 62%.   

3.  Against an allocation of Rs 400 million for 11 projects, an expenditure of Rs 1.63 

million was incurred. This visualized that the progress of execution of works was not 

in line with the targets set in the PC-I and approved work plan and management could 

not utilize available funds which led to non-achievement of planned objective due to 

ineffective financial/monitoring control. 

4. The savings of Rs 7,023.767 million were not surrendered to government as required. 

5. In 53 cases, HEC released funds of Rs 10,650.865 million during the year 2020-21 but 

different Universities/Institutions incurred expenditure of 13,540.804 million. This 

showed that these Universities/Institutions incurred expenditure of Rs 2,886.513 

million out of the savings of the previous years. The excessive funds were, therefore, 

not surrendered in the respective financial years. Funds were retained unspent during 

the previous year and utilized in the subsequent year.  

C.  Audit Profile of HEC  

(Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Description  Total 

Nos 

Audited  

 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

 

Revenue/ 

Receipts 

audited FY 

2019-20  

1 Formations 18 04 1,570.008 - 
Note: In addition to above, seven formations audited during Phase-II of 2020-21 involving expenditure of Rs 

2,991.409 million and results incorporated in this report. 

8.2  Classified summary of Audit observations 

 Audit observations amounting to Rs 1,336.008 million were raised in this audit report. This 

amount also includes recoveries of Rs 1.015 million, as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as follows: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

S. No. Classification Amount 

(Rs in million) 

1 Irregularities  
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S. No. Classification Amount 

(Rs in million) 

A Procurement related irregularities 335.419 

B Execution of works, contract agreement 1,020.589 

Total 1,356.008 

 

8.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC’s directives 

 

 Compliance position of PAC’s directives is as under: 

 

Year 
Total 

Paras 

No. of Paras 

Discussed 

Compliance 

Made 

Compliance 

Awaited 

Percentage of 

Compliance 

2013-14 14 14 02 12 14.29 

2014-15 08 08 02 06 25.00 

2015-16 09 09 01 08 11.11 

2016-17 12 03 0 03 0 

2017-18 11 11 03 08 27.27 

Note: Audit Report for 2016-17 was partially discussed while Audit Reports for the year 2012-13, 2018-

19 and 2019-20 are yet to be discussed by PAC. 
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8.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

 

8.4.1 Irregular construction of buildings without mutation of land/NOC/building plan 

from the CDA - Rs 2,918.537 million  

 Regulation 2.2.2 of Islamabad Residential Sectors Zoning (Building Control) Regulations, 

2005 provides that no building or structure shall be constructed or any additional/alteration made 

thereon except (a) with the prior approval of the Authority, and (b) Minor internal repairs; in accordance 

with the Building and Zoning Regulations, or instructions issued by the Authority in this behalf from 

time to time. 

Audit noted that Project Management, Establishment of Main Campus of Federal Urdu 

University of Arts, Science & Technology (FUUAST) at Islamabad awarded a work, “Construction of 

Administration and Academic Blocks at Main Campus of FUUSAT Islamabad” to M/s JASPAL 

Construction Co. on 20.03.2018 at contract cost of Rs 602.884 million with date of start on 04.05.2018 

and stipulated completion period of 637 days. The work was to be completed on 31.01.2020. The EOT 

was granted up to 17.11.2020. The work was still in progress. The contractor was last paid in 22nd IPC 

for Rs 596.944 million on 21.05.2020.  

Audit observed that the university purchased 80 kanals land for Main Campus at Islamabad 

which was not in compact position. The record showed that land measuring 34 kanals & 19 marlas was 

located outside of boundary of the university. Construction work was started without attaining 

ownership/mutation of the land measuring 34 kanals & 19 marlas and in absence of prior approval of 

Building Plan from CDA.  

Audit further observed that following building construction works for Rs 2,315.653 million 

were also started without approval of building plans: 

S. 

No. 

DP. 

No.  

Name of work Amount 

(Rs in million) 

1 30 NUST Campus Quetta 1,958.744 

2 64 Construction of Academic Block for 

Departmental of Pharmacy and 

Construction of 300-Seater Capacity 

Girls Hostel at Quaid-e-Azam, 

University Islamabad 

356.909 

Total 2,315.653 
 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in December 2020. The management of FUUAST replied that 

the mutation of land has been completed. In 2017, the University has started the execution of the project 

as per the order of the Honorable Supreme Court of Pakistan for the construction of the campus and 

vacation of the rented building of WAPDA. Now the matter is under consideration of CDA for issuance 

of NOC. Other institutions did not reply. 

 The reply was not accepted because Regional Planning Directorate, CDA Planning Wing, vide 

its letter dated 29.07.2020 intimated that the university purchased 80 Kanals land wherein only 45 

Kanals- 01 marla was inside the boundary of the project and land measuring 34 kanals & 19 marlas was 

located outside the boundary. Further, the land measuring 45 Kanals was not contiguous and in 

disconnected parts.  
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 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 14.12.2021. The management of FUUAST 

informed that issues under DP.01&05, have been under consideration of National Assembly Standing 

Committee on Federal Education and Professional Training, which in its 8th meeting held on 02.09.2020 

constituted a sub-committee. 

 DAC directed the management to resolve the land issues within four weeks. A comprehensive 

case regarding approval of building plan may be submitted to Capital Development Authority (CDA) 

through HEC and report may be submitted to Audit. Compliance to DAC decision was not reported till 

finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends early compliance of DAC’s decision. 

(DP. 01, 03, 05, 30, 64) 

8.4.2 Non-surrender of PSDP development funds - Rs 1,695.675 million 

Rule 95 of GFR (Vol-I) provides that all anticipated savings should be surrendered to 

Government immediately they are foreseen but not later than cut date fixed by the Government  each  

year in any case unless they are required to meet excesses under some other unit or units which are 

definitely foreseen at the time. However, savings accruing from funds provided after 15th May shall be 

surrendered to Government immediately thy are foreseen but not later than 30th June of each year. No 

savings should be held in reserve for possible future excesses. 

 Audit noted that Project Management of different Universities awarded contracts/works to 

different contractors for establishment campuses. 

 Audit observed that Development funds were allocated by Federal Government during the 

financial year 2019-20 and 2020-21 for different works. The Federal Government allocated and released 

funds for the said projects but the management could not utilize the sum leaving a balance of Rs 

1,695.669 million unspent and record showed that the PSDP funds were not surrendered rather retained 

in current accounts for utilization in next year, which was irregular. This resulted into non-surrender of 

development funds of Rs 1,695.669 million, as detailed below:  

 

S. No. DP No. Name of Division 
Amount  

(Rs in million) 

1.  06 Federal Urdu University of Arts, Science & 

Technology, Islamabad 

3.873 

2.  24 National University of Science & Technology 

Islamabad 

911.825 

3.  36 International Islamic University, Islamabad  132.506 

4.  59 Quaid-e-Azam University, Islamabad 45.661 

5.  74 International Islamic University, Islamabad 233.567 

6.  94 Karakorum International University 283.63 

7.  106 Federal Urdu University of Arts, Science & 

Technology, Islamabad 

84.607 

Total 1,695.669 
 

  

Audit pointed out the irregularity in June-November 2021. The department replied that the 

universities opened current account as per instructions of the funding agency, Higher Education 
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Commission. The reply of the department was not tenable. Unutilized funds were required to be 

surrendered. 

 The matter was discussed in DAC meetings held on 14.12.2021, 11.01.2022, 21.01.2022 and 

15.02.2022. The management explained that Ministry of Finance has given waiver regarding 

maintenance of assignment account on running projects till December 2021. Audit contended that all 

the logic and arguments are unjustified as it was an issue of lapse of fund which comes under financial 

mismanagement. DAC discussed the para in detail and directed that matter be examined at an 

appropriate level in HEC besides fixing responsibility, taking disciplinary action against persons 

responsible for financial mismanagement and also directed to obtain ex-post facto approval. 

 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

 (DP. 06, 24, 36, 59, 74, 94, 106) 

8.4.3 Unauthentic payment due to non/improper maintenance of measurement books - 

Rs 1,301.101 million 
  

 Para 208 of Central Public Works Account Code provides that payments for all work done and 

for all supplies are made on the basis of measurements recorded in Measurement Book (MB) form 23, 

in accordance with the Rule in Para 209. The MB should, therefore, be considered very important 

account record. As all payments for work or supplies are based on the quantities recorded in the MB, it 

is incumbent upon the person taking the measurements to record the quantities clearly and accurately.  

  Public Accounts Committee Secretariat issued Office Memorandum vide 

No.F.10(1)/2016-17-PAC dated 15.11.2017 to all Principal Accounting Officers for strict compliance 

of the PAC directives regarding compliance of recording actual/date-wise measurement in the 

Measurement Books, otherwise they will be held responsible by the Public Accounts Committee. 

 Audit noted that three (03) Educational Institutions awarded works to the different contractors 

for the construction of buildings and paid an amount of Rs 1,301.101 million on account of work done 

to the contractors, as detailed below:  

S. No 
DP 

No. 
Name of Division 

Amount  

(Rs in million) 

Remarks 

1.  20 Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, Medical 

University, PIMS, Islamabad. 

615.301 Improper 

Maintenance 

2.  27 National University of Science & 

Technology Islamabad (Quetta 

Campus) 

156.418 Non-

maintenance 

3.  50 Bahria University, Islamabad 529.382 Improper 

Maintenance 

Total 1,301.101  
    

 Audit observed that payment was made to the contractors without recording of detailed 

measurements and without proper entries in the measurement book. Further, no date wise measurements 

were taken, the person measuring the work done was unknown, no test checks were carried out, no pass 

order was fixed on the MB and consultants did not authenticate measurements on MB. 

 This resulted in unauthentic payment due to non/improper maintenance of measurement books 

of Rs 1,301.101 million. 
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 Audit pointed out irregularity in 2020-21. The department replied in DP. 20 that Measurement 

Books are being maintained as per the prescribed rules and instructions. No reply was furnished for DP. 

27 and for DP. 50, department responded that the payments were made through IPCs duly certified by 

the consultant.  

 The reply was not acceptable because measurement books were not being prepared as per rules 

and without properly recorded MBs, veracity of work done and expenditure could not be ascertained. 

  The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 14.12.2021 and 15.02.2022. For DP. 20 & 50, 

DAC directed the university management to conduct a Fact-Finding Inquiry, fix responsibility and share 

the outcome with Audit through HEC. Compliance to DAC decision was not reported till finalization 

of the Report. 

 Audit recommends early compliance of DAC’s decision. 

(DP. 20, 27, 50) 

8.4.4 Non-adoption of PEC standard bidding documents for construction works - Rs 

557.815 million  

 As per Planning and Development Division, letter No. 1(780) PP&H/PC/2007/Vol-II dated 

24.12.2009, the deadline of 01.07.2009 was fixed for the departments to adopt the PEC bidding 

documents, failing which, Planning Commission and Finance Division shall not make the releases.  

 Audit noted during scrutiny of accounts record of “Establishment of NUST Campus, Quetta” 

that four works of the project were awarded and executed during the financial year 2019-2020 for total 

cost of Rs 557.815 million as under: 

Project Contractor Contract cost 

(Rs) 

Construction of Academic Block at NUST 

campus Quetta 

M/s Khan Traders Constructors & 

Designers 

182,550,038 

Construction of administration block, 

auditorium hall and library at NUST 

campus Quetta 

M/s Jaffar Estate & Builders 

(Pvt)Ltd 

199,130,045 

Construction of Boys Hostel at NUST 

Campus Quetta  

M/s Origin Enterprises  87,061,499 

Construction of 3X Beds faculty staff 

apartments (category-II) 

M/s A.Z Brothers (Pvt) Ltd 89,073,873 

Total 557,815,455 

 

 Audit observed that revised PEC Standard Bidding/Contract Documents were not 

implemented/adopted with regard to the contracts of the said works. Whereas, contract agreements were 

being executed on MES adopted contract agreement forms in violation of the decision of ECNEC.  

This resulted in non-adoption of PEC bidding documents for construction works for Rs 557.815 

million. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in January 2021. The management did not reply.  
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DAC meeting was not convened despite request made by Audit on 19.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 

03.01.2022, 04.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility for showing deviation from the approved procedure 

of contract documents and further proposed HEC to ensure implementation of the decision of ECNEC 

for adopting standard bidding and contract documents. 

(DP. 29) 

8.4.5  Loss due to award of work at higher rates -  

Rs 76.992 million  

As per “Guidelines for Project Management” issued by Planning Commission, Government of 

Pakistan in August 2008 para 11 (Implementation Stage) Sl. No.15, at the time of award of contract if 

it is found that the cost of project would exceed the approval limit by 15%, the project be got revised 

and approved by the competent forum before implementation. 

 Audit noted that IIUI awarded the work “Construction of i) Library block, ii) Shariah Hostel 

iii) Medical Center (Package-IV) at H-10 campus Islamic International University Islamabad, to M/s 

Sarhad Engineering & Electric Co at an agreement cost of Rs 384.660 million vide acceptance letter 

No. P&D (04) PC-I/21/IIU-1549 dated 29.01.2021 with a completion period of 17 months. 

Audit observed that total allocation against civil work for the above-mentioned package was 

Rs 307.668 million (civil works & external development) but work was awarded at Rs 384.660 million 

with excess of Rs 76.992 million i.e. 25% beyond the approved PC-I provision.  

 This resulted in irregular award of works of Rs 76.992 million at higher rates beyond PC-I.  

Audit pointed out the matter in August 2021. The management replied that the work in question 

was awarded in the line of the provisions of the PC-I, hence there was not a major change in the scope 

of work of the project. The total Civil Works awarded cost is within the sanctioned amount of the PC-

I.   

The reply was not acceptable because the work was awarded at higher cost without revision of PC-

I as required. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 21.01.2022 wherein DAC discussed the para in 

detail and directed that a fact-finding inquiry committee may be constituted by HEC (M&E Division) 

regarding irregular award of work beyond approved PC-I provision and report be shared with Audit.    

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility for award of work beyond PC-I provision besides 

recovery of higher rates at the earliest. 

   (DP. 84) 

8.4.6  Excess payment due to excessive quantities without approval of the competent 

forum - Rs 196.244 million 

As per Government of Pakistan, Planning and Development Division letter No.20 

(1)DA/PC/79-Vol.XIV dated 22.06.1980 “If the total estimated cost as sanctioned increases by a margin 

of 15% or more or if any significant variation in the nature of scope of the project has been made, 

irrespective of whether or not it involves an increased outlay, the approval of the ECNEC/competent 

authority shall be obtained in the same manner as in the case of the original scheme without delay”.  
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 Audit observed that in the following cases, Management of the Universities made payment of 

Rs 196.244 million against excessive quantities of items of works than those provided in BOQ/TSE and 

for extra/substituted items without approval of the competent authority: 

 S. No. DP No. Name of Division 
Amount 

(Rs in million) 

1.  13 Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, Medical 

University, PIMS, Islamabad. 

114.397 

2.  53 Bahria University, Islamabad 81.847 

Total 196.244 
 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in December 2020 and June 2021. The management of 

Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, Medical University, PIMS, Islamabad, replied that the approval of revised 

estimate from the competent authority is not required. Bahria University management replied that the 

excess quantities have been executed and paid to the contractor as per actual requirement of work at 

site. Necessary approval of competent authority i.e. Rector BU with justification would be obtained on 

completion of the work. 

The reply was not accepted because material deviations from the approved provisions require 

approval of the competent forum, which accorded administrative approval of the work, which was not 

obtained. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 14.12.2021 wherein for DP. 13, DAC directed 

the university management that a comprehensive fact-finding report with full justification and 

documentary evidence may be prepared and provided to Audit through HEC. DP. 53 was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on 15.02.2022 wherein DAC directed the university management to submit the case 

to HEC for examination of variations and approval. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility for poor estimation besides taking corrective action.  

(DP. 13, 53) 

8.4.7 Award of work without open tendering - Rs 182.550 million 

 Rule 12(2) & (3) of Public Procurement Rules 2004, provides that procurements over one 

hundred thousand rupees and up to the limit of two million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s 

website in the manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to time. These 

procurement opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the procuring 

agency: All procurement opportunities over two million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s 

website as well as in other print media or newspapers having wide circulation. 

Audit noted that the Director PMO, NUST “Establishment of NUST Campus, Quetta” invited 

bids for “Construction of Academic Block at NUST campus Quetta” on 03.04.2019. As per 

advertisement, the bids were to be opened on 18.04.2019. Audit further noted that the scope of the work 

was increased before opening of the bids and accordingly, estimates of the work were revised from Rs 

146.360 million to Rs 175.913 million through addendum No. 1 dated 16.04.2019. Date of bid opening 

was also revised from 18.04.2019 to 19.04.2019 (one day). The work was awarded to M/s Khan Traders 

Constructors & Designers at agreement cost of Rs 182.550 million 

 Audit observed that the management intimated the prospective bidders (who already purchased 

the bidding documents) about the change of scope of work and revision of bid opening date on 

15.04.2019 through letters on 16.04.2019 instead of open advertisement regarding revised scope of 
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work from Rs 146.360 million to Rs 175.913 million. This resulted in award of work without open 

competition amounting to Rs 182.550 million.   

Audit maintains that the irregularity occurred due to non-adherence to the bid evaluation criteria 

and public procurement rules. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in January 2021. The management did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite frequent requests made by Audit on 19.12.2021, 

31.12.2021, 03.1.2022, 04.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility for award of work in violation of Public 

Procurement Rules 2004. 

(DP. 34) 

8.4.8 Unauthorized change in design/scope resulted in increase in outlay - Rs 149.656 

million 

Annexure 2 of Planning Commission Project Guideline provides that if any significant variation 

in the nature and scope of the project has been made irrespective of whether or not it involved an 

increase in outlay, the approval of CDWP/Competent forum shall be obtained in the same manner as in 

the case of original scheme without delay. 

Audit noted that PC-I of the project “Expansion & Upgradation of International Islamic 

University Islamabad was approved by CDWP in its meeting held on 06.10.2016 (Administrative 

Approval was issued on 15.09.2017) with execution period of 48 months. Total cost of the project was 

2,524.358 million along with Foreign Exchange Component of Rs 398.852 million.  

Audit observed during scrutiny of record that management while executing various works 

deviated from approved PC-I in terms of covered area without approval from competent forum i.e. 

CDWP (Annexure-X-1). 

Audit holds that deviation from approved PC-I without approval caused increase in cost of Rs 

149.656 million (Annexure-X-2). 

Audit pointed out the matter in August 2021. The department replied that at the time of 

execution of the project and designing, some imperative adjustments are done in the building design in 

the line of end user requirements, where minor deviation occurred. Similarly, cost of all civil works 

awarded comes to Rs 1707.437 million which is Rs 17.13 million less against the PC-I provision for Rs 

1,724.567 million.  

The reply was not accepted because deviations from the approved scope of work were made 

without approval of the competent forum. 

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 21.01.2022 wherein the Committee was 

directed that a fact-finding inquiry committee may be constituted by HEC (M&E Division) regarding 

irregular/ unauthorized change in design/scope of works and report be shared with Audit. 

Audit recommends early finalization of the fact-finding report besides initiating an appropriate 

disciplinary action against the responsible officers. 

(DP. 86) 
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8.4.9 Higher cost due to delay in execution of approved works -  

Rs 106.644 million  

According to Rule-10(i) and (ii) of GFR (Vol-I) regarding standards of financial propriety, 

every public officer is expected to exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from 

public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own 

money. The expenditure should not be prima facie more than the occasion demands. 

I of the project “Expansion & Upgradation of International Islamic University Islamabad was 

approved by CDWP in its meeting held on October, 06, 2016 with execution period of 48 months. Total 

cost of the project was Rs 2,524.358 million along with Foreign Exchange Component of Rs 398.852 

million.   

Audit observed that despite approval of CDWP in the year 2016, following components of the 

project were awarded with a delay of four years: 

 (Rs in million) 

S. 

No. 

Sub-head PC-I cost 

dated 

06.10.2016 

Date of 

award of 

work 

Contract Cost Higher cost 

1 Construction of Library 

for female students, 

Hostel for Shariah 

academy and medical 

center for students 

Package-IV 

307.668 29.01.2021 384.660 76.992 

2 Construction of shared 

block for Center of 

Research in advance 

Electronics, Center of 

Inter disciplinary 

research, Clinical 

psychology and 

Economics 

416.705 12.11.2020 446.357  

 

29.652 

Total 106.644 

 

Delay in implementation of the approved project caused cost escalation of Rs 106.644 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter in August 2021. The department replied that the PC-I had a 

provision of Rs 1724.567 million for the Civil Works Component whereas the cost of all  civil works 

comes to Rs 1707.437 million (which is Rs  17.13 million less against the PC-I provision of Civil Works 

component). The spread of Covid-19 and the countrywide lockdown imposed from March 2019 till 

June 2019 adversely hampered the progress of all activities. Later also the partial lockdowns adversely 

effected the progress. 

 

The reply was not accepted because delay in project implementation resulted in additional cost 

of the approved project. 
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The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 21.01.2022 wherein the Committee directed 

that a fact-finding inquiry committee may be constituted by HEC (M&E Division) regarding extra 

ordinary delay in preparation of estimates/execution of work and report be shared with Audit.   

Audit recommends early finalization of the fact-finding report and initiation of appropriate 

disciplinary action against the responsible officers.  

 (DP. 83&85) 

8.4.10  Undue benefit to suppliers due to not opening of LC -  

Rs 101.630 million 

 Condition No. 9 (a) Incoterms (Internationally recognized sale terms): CPT-Islamabad, (b) 

100% LC at sight with condition to deposit 10% performance security in the form of CDR by local 

supplier within 10 days and 10% of the total invoice amount in form of CDR after delivery of ordered 

equipment as Guarantee Money covering risk for warranty period. Or (c) 10% Advance payment 

through TT with condition of 110% of total invoice amount to be deposited by Local Supplier within 

10 days after issuance of Purchase Order as security and Performance Guarantee in the form of CDR or 

Bank Guarantee and will be released after successful delivery of the equipment and 10% of the total 

invoice amount in form of CDR after delivery of ordered equipment as Guarantee Money covering our 

risk for warranty period. 

 Audit noted that Project Director International Islamic University Islamabad issued supply 

orders on 20.02.2020 and 03.04.2020 for procurement of lab equipment  worth Rs 101.630 million. 

10% Performance Security was deposited in shape of CDR by suppliers only. Opening of Letters of 

Credit and other expenditure was incurred by International Islamic University Islamabad. Payment 

made against LC Margin was Rs 101.630 million. 

 Audit observed that Project Director International Islamic University Islamabad opened LC for 

procurement of lab equipment against manufacturer’s bank instead of supplier who submitted and won 

the bid. Suppliers deposited only 10% performance security and all amounts of procurement and 

processes of opening of LC and other expenditures like custom clearance, insurance, air cargo etc. were 

paid by procuring agency. This resulted into undue benefit to suppliers due to non-opening of LC for 

Rs 101.630 million, as detailed below:    

S. No. Lab Equipment Name of supplier Adjustment 

of LC 

Margin + LC 

charges 

1 Cyclic Voltmeter M/s Analytical Measuring Systems 

(Pvt) Ltd. 

1,574,016 

2 Machine Trainer M/s Rastek Technologies 2,017,760 

3 Confocal Laser Scanner Microscope  M/s Global Marketing Services 23,905,827 

4 Refrigerator Double Door M/s Irfan Enterprises 1,181,589 

5 Film / Coating Thickness Profilometer M/s Shah Scientific Solution Pvt Ltd. 4,916,178 

6 Power system Trainer M/s Intermark Pvt Ltd. 23,498,113 

7 Multi-Function Film Coater and DC/RF 

Dual Head Magnetron Plasma Sputtering 

coater 

M/s Ariston Tradelink’s 11,128,539 

8 PECVD Split tube Furnace M/s Ariston Trade links 3,988,575 

9 Vibrating sample magnetometer M/s AIDL Associated Instrument 

distribution (Pvt) Ltd 

29,419,878 

Total 101,630,475 
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 Audit maintains that undue benefit was given to supplier due to weak internal control and non-

adherence to rules and regulations.   

 Audit pointed out the matter in August 2021. The management replied that different supply 

orders for procurement of sophisticated lab equipment on LC basis were issued to receive maximum 

benefit, for which Lab Equipment Committee was constituted. Direct import of the lab equipment 

instead of local purchase through supplier attracts more benefit as guaranteed original products with all 

accessories as per International Standards and no middle man commission would be paid. IIU being a 

public sector university is exempted from taxes. It would also reduce equipment cost almost by 50 to 

60%. 

 The reply was not acceptable because it was not mentioned in advertisement nor in terms and 

condition regarding opening of LC by IIUI. Had the opportunity been advertised it would have fetched 

more competitive rates. Thus, undue benefit was given to contractor. 

 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 21.01.2022, wherein DAC directed that a 

fact finding inquiry committee may be constituted by HEC (M&E Division) for extending  undue 

benefit to suppliers and report be shared with Audit. 

 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

 (DP. 89) 

8.4.11  Unjustified payment due to below specification work -  

Rs 73.974 million 

 As per BOQ / agreement of the work “Construction/Establishment of school of dentistry at 

SZAB, Medical University, PIMS, Islamabad” The contractor quoted the rate for item of work i.e. 

Supply and installation of 6 passenger elevator (Lift) manufactured by Hitachi, Hyundai, Mitsubishi, 

LG) with Machine Room above, speed 1.0 M/Sec, 8 stops, General Drive, Microprocessor Controlled, 

Steel finish inside walls, Automatic two panel center opening door with all communication, protection 

and safety features and the required civil works with vibration isolators, counter weight & AC unit for 

Machine Room complete in all respect as per drawings, specifications and instructions of the Engineer 

In-charge. 

 As per contract agreement for “Network Infrastructure for NCMS/Engineering Block at Bahria 

University Karachi Campus” awarded to M/s Silicon Technologies on 03.10.2019, the items of work to 

be supplied by the supplier, were to be of specific make/made. 

 Audit noted that the Management of Universities awarded 02 works, “supply installation of 

Elevator and equipment” to different contractors. The works were awarded to the contractors by 

specifying the required make/made and specification of equipment. 

 Audit observed that the contractors failed to provide/execute the items as per specification. 

Audit further observed that there were no evidences available in record, which could substantiate that 

the equipment was of the required make/made as  per contract agreement. This resulted in un-justified 

payment due to below specification work amounting to Rs 73.974 million, as under: 

S. No. DP No. Name of Division 
Amount (Rs in 

million) 

1.  15 Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, Medical 

University, PIMS, Islamabad. 

11.540 

2.  56 Bahria University, Islamabad 62.434 

Total 73.974 
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 Audit pointed out un-justified payment in 2020-21. The department replied in DP. 15 that the 

capacity of elevators is measured on certain standards expressed in kg/persons. Since the weight of 

persons varies a lot the authenticity is judged on basis of capacity in kg. The lifts installed are for 630 

kgs and as per standards this capacity in kgs is equal to 8 persons and in DP. 57 a committee of Technical 

experts was formed by Competent Authority Bahria University to check each and every item delivered 

by the company in accordance with specifications given in the contract. The Committee carried out 

complete inspection and accepted the items through user acceptance certificate. 

 In first case, the reply is not acceptable because contractor quoted extra ordinary low rates 

against elevators, therefore, it was very difficult for him to execute the elevators on his quoted rates. 

Thus six (06) passenger elevators were replaced with eight (08) passengers without any justification. 

Moreover, elevators installed were not according to specification, for which payment was made to the 

contractor. And in the second  case,  as the Committee did not mention the make/made against each 

item in their report, hence the reply is not tenable.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 14.12.2021. DAC directed the university 

management regarding DP.15 to conduct a Fact-Finding Inquiry. The inquiry committee will comprise 

one or two member(s) from HEC. Report of the inquiry committee may be shared with Audit through 

HEC. DP. 56 was discussed in DAC meeting held on 15.02.2022, wherein the committee directed the 

university management to produce import documents and inspection reports to Audit for scrutiny.  

Compliance to DAC decision was not reported till finalization of the Report. 

 Audit recommends an early compliance of the DAC decision. 

(DP. 15, 56) 

8.4.12 Payment of price adjustment against unjustified weightages of input material - Rs 

61.405 million 

Part-2, para 4 of PEC Standard Procedure and Formula for Price Adjustment 2009 states that 

the co-efficient for each specified element shall be calculated and given in the bidding/tender 

documents. Part-1 part B.1, states that in determining the weightages, Base Data Price alone of an 

element based on market rate shall be considered excluding cost of construction/ installation, overheads 

and profit. Engineer’s Estimate shall be prepared for complete project. Appropriate Rate analysis of 

Engineer’s estimate shall be made to determine cost of the basic elements. 

The work “Construction of Strengthening of Academic and Research Programme Sector H-

11/4, Islamabad” was awarded by Bahria University to M/s Capital Builders on 18.01.2018 for 

agreement amount of Rs 544.547 million with 18 months completion period. The contractor was paid 

price adjustment for Rs 61.405 million against three sub-heads of works.   

Audit observed that during pre-bid meeting of the tendering process, Appendix-C which was 

provided in original bidding documents, was revised through addendum, as detailed below: 

Description Original 

Weightages 

Revised 

Weightages 

Fixed Portion 0.53 0.35 

Local Labour 0.15 0.25 

Cement-in bags 0.10 0.10 

Reinforcing steel 0.12 0.18 

High Speed Diesel 0.05 0.05 
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Bricks 0.05 0.07 

Total 1.00 1.00 
 

Audit observed that the backup calculations for original as well as revised weightages were not 

available in the record produced. 

This resulted in payment of price adjustment against unjustified weightages of input material 

for Rs 61.405 million. 

Audit pointed out the irregularity in June 2021. The Authority replied that the coefficients were 

fixed on preliminary estimate and adjusted at time of bids. Since the scope of work continued changing 

and after start of work, some revisions were made to the project. The coefficients need to be adjusted, 

as per clause 70.1 (f). However, final adjustment if required can only be done after completion of 

project. 

The reply was not accepted because the university management did not produce the backup 

calculations for original as well as revised weightages in support of reply.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 15.02.2022, wherein the Committee directed 

HEC to conduct fact finding inquiry and submit report within two weeks.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

(DP. 51) 

8.4.13 Excess payment due to excessive quantities without approval of the competent 

forum - Rs 46.991 million 

Annexure 2 of Planning Commission Project Guideline provides that if any significant variation 

in the nature and scope of the project has been made irrespective of whether or not it involved an 

increase in outlay, the approval of CDWP/Competent forum shall be obtained in the same manner as in 

the case of original scheme without delay. 

 Project Director, Establishment of Main Campus of Federal Urdu University of Arts, Science, 

& Technology (FUUAST) at Islamabad awarded a work, “Construction of Administration and 

Academic Blocks at Main Campus of FUUSAT Islamabad” to M/s JASPAL Construction Co. vide 

acceptance letter No. PM/FUU/386/2018 dated 20.03.2018 at contract cost of Rs 602.884 million with 

date of start on 04.05.2018 and stipulate completion period of 637 days. The contractor was last paid 

22nd IPC for Rs 596.944 million vide CV 199 dated 21.05.2020. 

 Audit observed that excessive quantities of various items of work were executed and payments 

were made to the contractor beyond the provision of TS Estimate/contract agreement without approval 

of the competent authority.  

This resulted in execution and payment for excessive quantities of Rs 46.991 million without 

approval. 

Audit pointed out excess payment in December 2020. The department replied that the approval 

of increased quantities in BOQ have been granted and also got approved in the revised PC-1 under the 

head of civil works. 

The reply was not accepted because deviations from the approved scope of work were made 

without approval of the competent forum. Approved PC-I as stated in reply was shared by the University 

management with the audit.  
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 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 14.12.2021. The University management 

informed that a notice has been served to consultant to explain/clarify poor performance. Action will 

be taken after receiving response from the consultant and shared with Audit accordingly. The DAC 

directed the management to conduct a Fact-Finding Inquiry and submit report to Audit through HEC. 

Audit recommends early finalization of the fact-finding report  besides initiation of an 

appropriate disciplinary action against the responsible officers.  

(DP. 02) 

8.4.14  Irregular award of procurement of lab equipment costing  

US$ 188,000 

 Rule 36(d)v of PPRA 2004 provides that the technical proposal shall be discussed with the 

bidders with reference to the procuring agency’s technical requirements; and (vi) those bidders willing 

to meet the requirements of the procuring agency shall be allowed to revise their technical proposals. 

Rule 35 of PPRA 2004 describes that the procuring agency shall announce the result of bid evaluation, 

in the form of final evaluation report giving justification for acceptance or rejection of bids at least 

fifteen days prior to the award of procurement contract. Provided that in case where technical proposal 

is to be evaluated separately, prior to opening of financial proposal, the technical evaluation report shall 

be announced before opening of the financial proposal. 

 Audit noted that five bids for procurement of Vibrating Sample Magnetometer were received 

by Project Director International Islamic University Islamabad from three respondents. The names of 

respondents are Innovative Power Engineering (submitted two proposal), Professional systems 

(submitted two proposals) and Associated Instrument Distribution. Out of these five bids, both bids of 

Innovative Power Engineering were technically disqualified. While one bid submitted by Professional 

systems was technically disqualified for not meeting the desired temperature range criteria whose 

bidding cost was US$ 180,400 and contract was awarded to M/s Associated Instrument Distribution at 

cost of US$ 188,000. 

 Audit observed that contract was awarded to M/s Associated Instrument Distribution at cost of 

US$ 188,000 whereas bid cost US$ 180,400 of M/s Professional systems was rejected due to un-desired 

temperature range. Audit view point is that there was no discussion with the rejected bidders with 

reference to temperature range as per PPRA rules to give opportunity to revise their technical proposals. 

Audit further observed that there was no announcement of the results of bid evaluation with justification 

of acceptance or rejection of bids. This resulted in irregular award of procurement of Lab equipment 

costing US$ 188,000. 

 Audit maintains that irregularity occurred due to inadequate oversight mechanism and 

ineffective implementation of financial controls. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in August 2021. The management replied that final evaluation 

report was posted on PPRA website on 06.02.2020 as per rule 35 of PPRA 2004. It is stated that upon 

the receipt of demand from CAEPE for purchase of Lab equipment with required specifications duly 

verified by the Project Director, bids were invited through open tender with the prior approval of 

competent authority by placing tender notice along with tender documents on PPRA & IIU websites as 

well as two daily national newspapers (one in English and other in Urdu). 

  After tender opening, bids were sent to concerned department for technical evaluation. 

Thereafter, evaluation report prepared by DTC was further evaluated by the Lab Equipment Committee 

(LEC). The recommendations of the DTC and LEC were placed before Purchase Committee No. 1. As 

per recommendations of the purchase committee, result of bid evaluation was announced on the PPRA's 
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Website. After passing of prescribed time, supply order was issued to the lowest evaluated firm i.e. M/s 

Associated Instruments Distribution as per their quoted price US$ 188,000 with the prior approval of 

the competent authority. 

 The reply was not tenable because there was no discussion with the bidders nor any 

announcement of the results of bid evaluation thereof giving justification or rejection in final bid 

evaluation report. 

 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 21.01.2022 wherein committee directed 

HEC to probe the matter to fix responsibility and take appropriate action. 

 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives.  

(DP. 88) 

8.4.15  Mis-procurement of consultancy contract - Rs 19.279 million 
  

Rule-4 of Public Procurement Rules 2004 provides that procuring agencies, while engaging in 

procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the 

object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical. As per rule-30(3) of PPRA-2004, a bid once opened in accordance with the prescribed 

procedure shall be subject to only those rules, regulations and policies that are in force at the time of 

issue of notice for invitation of bids. 

  As per rule-29 of PPR-2004, procuring agencies shall formulate an appropriate 

evaluation criterion listing all the relevant information against which a bid is to be evaluated. Such 

evaluation criteria shall form an integral part of the bidding documents. Failure to provide for an 

unambiguous evaluation criteria in the bidding documents shall amount to mis-procurement. 

 Audit noted that expression of interest for pre-qualification of architectural and engineering 

consultancy services for planning, designing and construction supervision of project of HEC/ Bahria 

University Islamabad/Karachi, advertisement was given on PPRA website on 17.06.2016 and in two 

Newspapers (one in Urdu Jhang and in English The News) on 17.06.2016. 

 In response, 36 technical quotations from all Pakistan were received and technical bids opened 

on 14.07.2016 by the committee constituted by Registrar. Technical quotations were vetted and 

scrutinized by the committee. Out of 36, only 12 firms were found responsive and shortlisted. 

Shortlisted firms were approached on phone to submit financial bids on 15.08.2016. The Standing 

Purchase Committee (SPC) opened financial bids on 15.08.2016. The M/s Hasan Associates quoted 

lowest rates and stood lowest bidder with bid cost of 1.84% (@.45% of the project cost for preparing 

drawings, BOQs tender documents, PC-I&II, etc. and 1.39 % of the project cost for construction 

supervision). 

 Later, it was decided for operational viability to select separate consultants for Karachi and 

Islamabad and evaluation was redone keeping in view the Head Offices of the consultant firms and 

following consultants were considered for Islamabad and Karachi: 

Sr. 

No. 

Station Consultants Acceptance date Rate Amount paid so 

far (Rs) 

1. Islamabad M/s Development 

Consultancy 

Services- Main Block 

18.01.2018 2.45% 11,522,344 
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Sr. 

No. 

Station Consultants Acceptance date Rate Amount paid so 

far (Rs) 

M/s Development 

Consultancy 

Services- Girls Hostel 

747,428 

2. Karachi M/s Qaizar 

Colombowala- 

Engineering Block 

23.09.2016 2.45% 5,072,050 

M/s Qaizar 

Colombowala- 

Engineering Block- 

Girls Hostel 

1,936,815 

Total 19,278,637 

 

 Audit maintains that the evaluation criteria was changed after opening of bids and lowest bidder 

with rate of 1.84% was not considered and consultants with bid rate of 2.45% were awarded consultancy 

contracts. 

 Audit further observed that as per consultancy contracts, only one Project Manager and one 

diploma holder was required at site of work for construction supervision. Provision of such a meager 

staff for construction supervision needs justification.  

This resulted in irregular award of consultancy contracts of  

Rs 19.279 million. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in June 2021. The Authority replied that the matter as pointed 

out by audit would be replied after detailed scrutiny/review of record and after consultation with 

President of the Consultant selection Committee (Director Finance BUHO) and then Director (P&D).  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 15.02.2022 wherein the Committee directed 

HEC to conduct inquiry, fix responsibility and take action against persons responsible within two 

weeks.  

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility for award of work in violation of Public 

Procurement Rules 2004. 

  (DP. 54) 

8.4.16  Non-insurance of works of Rs 1,015.252 million and non-recovery of insurance 

premium - Rs 1.015 million 

 According to special stipulations of contract, minimum amount of third-party insurance should 

be Rs 500,000 per occurrence with number of occurrences unlimited. As per clause 21.1 of the contract 

agreement, the contractor shall insure the works, together with materials and plant to the full 

replacement cost, with an additional sum of 15 per cent of such replacement cost, to cover any additional 

costs of and incidental to the rectification of loss or damage. 

 As per clause 25.3, if the contractor fails to provide the policies to the employer, then the 

employer may effect and keep in force any such insurances and pay premium and recover the same 

from the contractor. 

Audit noted that three (03) Universities under the Higher Education Commission approved PC-I 

for construction of different works and awarded the works to different contractors for construction of 

buildings for Rs 1,015.252 million in 2017 and 2018.  
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 Audit observed that the management accepted contracts without obtaining third-party insurance 

of works or contractor provided insurance after three years of the agreement.  

This resulted in non-obtaining of third-party insurance of works worth Rs 1,015.252 million as 

detailed below: 

S. No DP No. Name of Division 
Amount  

(Rs in million) 

1.  31 National University of Science & Technology 

Islamabad 

6.500 

2.  52 Bahria University, Islamabad 626.229 

3.  58 Bahria University, Islamabad 382.523 

Total 1,015.252 
 

 Audit maintains that third party insurance was not obtained due to non-adherence to contract 

provision and weak internal control. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in January/June 2021. The management replied in DP. 52 that 

the contractor provided insurance and in DP. 58 management responded that the contractor is being 

asked to provide insurance. No reply was furnished for DP.31.  

 The reply provided for DP.52 was not acceptable because work was awarded in 2018 and 

contractor provided insurance in 2021 For DP. 58, department admitted that contractor has not provided 

insurance.  

 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 15.02.2022, wherein the Committee directed 

the university management to recover the amount of premium for uninsured period (DP. 52, 58). 

Remaining DP. 31, could not be discussed in DAC meeting despite frequent requests made by Audit on 

19.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 03.01.2022, 04.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends that the insurances be obtained from the contractor for remaining period 

and recovery of premium of un-insured period be made at the earliest. 

(DP. 31, 52, 58) 
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CHAPTER 9 

MINISTRY OF PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT AND SPECIAL INITIATIVES  

(SPECIAL PROJECT CELL)  

PRIME MINISTER’S PROGRAMME FOR RECONSTRUCTION & REHABILITATION OF 

AFGHANISTAN 

9.1 Introduction 

 

A. Prime Minister’s Programme for Reconstruction & Rehabilitation of Afghanistan was launched 

during the financial year 2001-02. Initially the Programme was started with a donation of US$ 100 

million which was subsequently increased to US$ 300 million. The Programme is being implemented 

through Ministry of Planning, Development and Special Initiatives (Special Project Cell-Afghan 

Projects).  

 A Committee for Reconstruction and Rehabilitation of Afghanistan (CRRA) was constituted to 

provide for institutional base in Government of Pakistan to coordinate its efforts for Reconstruction and 

Rehabilitation of Afghanistan by Planning and Development Division on 04.12.2001. The Terms of 

Reference of the CRRA as envisaged in Chief Executive Secretariat U.O. No. 1(32)/DS(D-3)/2001 

dated 29.11.2001 are as under: 

 

i) Identification of Sectors and Public/Private sector companies which can participate. 

ii) Sector-wise need assessment with the help of data available on Afghanistan and 

preparation of a strategy. 

iii) Assessment of shortcomings of the companies especially, in their capacity to compete 

in international bidding and rectification thereof. 

iv) Revival of bilateral and multilateral projects where MOU/agreement has already been 

signed with Afghanistan.  

 The Projects were being executed through National Logistic Cell, Frontier Works Organization, 

National Highway Authority, Ministry of National Health Services Regulations and Coordination 

(NHSR&C), NESPAK, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Pakistan Public Works Department. As per 

procedure, payments for work done, supplies made or services rendered are processed on submission 

of bills by the contractors to Planning, Development & Special Initiative Division (Special Project Cell 

- Afghan Projects). After scrutiny, Planning Development and Special Initiatives Division forwards the 

claims to Ministry of Finance which issues surrender order. Planning, Development & Special 

Initiatives Division releases claims as per surrender order against which AGPR issues cheques after 

pre-audit.    

 Directorate General Audit Works (Federal), Islamabad conducted audit of the Programme as 

per direction of Auditor General of Pakistan in pursuance of the request of Planning & Development 

Division vide their letter No. 11(52)Afg/PC/2013 dated 03.07.2013. Eleven (11) projects under the 

Prime Minister’s Programme were subject to the audit. Nine projects relate to infrastructure 

development while two relate to trainings of Afghan officials and scholarships for Afghan students.  

B. Comments on Budget and Accounts (Variance Analysis) 
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 Audit was conducted during 2020-21 (Phase-II) covering accounts for the financial years 2018-

19 & 2019-20. During the financial years 2018-19 & 2019-20 budget and expenditure figures were as 

under: 

                                 (Rs in million) 

Financial year Budget Allocation Expenditure 

2018-19 3,000.00 2,937.688 1,708.868 

2019-20 5,000.00 5,000.00 2,724.615 

Total 8,000.00 7,937.688 4,433.483 

C. Audit Profile of Prime Minister’s Programme of Reconstruction and Rehabilitation of 

Afghanistan 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Description  Total 

Nos 

Audited  

 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2018-19 & 

2019-20 

 

Revenue/ 

Receipts 

audited FY 

2018-19 & 

2019-20 

1 Formations 1 1 4,433.483 - 
Note: Entity audited during Phase-II of 2020-21 and results incorporated in this report. 

9.2  Classified summary of Audit observations 

 Audit observations amounting to Rs 2,779.559 million were raised in this audit report. This 

amount also includes recoverable amount of Rs 68.44 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of 

the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

S. No. Classification 
Amount 

(Rs in million) 

1 Irregularities  

A Execution of works, contract agreement 2,779.559 
 

9.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC’s directives 
 

 Compliance position of PAC’s directives on Audit Reports relating to Prime Minister’s 

Programme for Reconstruction & Rehabilitation of Afghanistan is as under:  

 

Year 
Total 

Paras 

No. of Paras 

Discussed 

Compliance 

Made 

Compliance 

Awaited 

Percentage of 

Compliance 

2013-14 20 20 12 08 60 

2016-17 01 01 01 - 100 

Note: Audit Reports for the year 2018-19 and 2019-20 are yet to be discussed in PAC. 
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9.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

 

9.4.1 Excess expenditure beyond the cost approved by Chief Executive - Rs 2,682.529 

million 

As per Prime Minister Secretariat letter dated 06.09.2006, Prime Minister approved the cost of 

Rs 2,484.150 million of three projects to be executed in Afghanistan, as per detail given in following 

paragraphs.  

Audit noted that Special Project Cell, Ministry of Planning Development and Special Initiatives 

for the Prime Minister Program for Re-construction and Rehabilitation of Afghanistan awarded three 

works to the contractors to be executed in Afghanistan. 

Audit observed that the management incurred expenditure of  

Rs 5,166.679 million against the approved cost of Rs 2,484.150 million.  

This resulted in excess expenditure of Rs 2,682.529 million, as detailed below: 

(Rs in million) 

S No Name of Work 

Cost 

approved by 

PM 

Contract 

Cost 

Expenditure 

incurred 
Excess %age 

1 

Construction of 200 

beds Jinnah Hospital 

at Kabul 

1,200.00 1,087.369 2,102.554 902.554 75.21 

2 

Construction of 1000 

students Hostel for 

Rehman Baba School 

Kabul 

840.000 951.56 1,786.787 946.787 112.71 

3 

Construction of Naeb 

Amin Ullah Khan 

Logari Hospital 

Logar Afghanistan  

444.150 1,077.508 1,277.338 833.188 187.59 

Total 2,484.150 3,116.437 5,166.679 2,682.529  

  

Audit further observed that the per square foot construction cost of the above projects was on 

higher side as compared to standards. 

 Audit holds that excess expenditure was due to weak internal controls. 

Audit pointed out the excess expenditure in May 2021. The management did not reply. 

 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022. In case of DP. 4, the 

management explained that excess was due to escalation payment claim and exchange rate claim, which 

was approved by the competent authority. Further, projects were executed in Kabul, which involves 

higher material cost as it was to be transported from Pakistan. Audit contended that payment of 

exchange rate claim through post-bid amendment was undue favour to the contractor. DAC directed 

that record will be thoroughly verified by Audit and if any overpayment is established then recovery 

will be made in final bill. Other two paras (DP. 5&6) could not be discussed due to non-availability of 

concerned department. 

Audit recommends that excess expenditure be got regularized from the competent forum 

besides appropriate action against the persons responsible. 
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(DP. 04, 05, 06) 

9.4.2 Less recovery of secured advance - Rs 68.442 million 

 As per Clause 60.11 of Standard Bidding Documents of PEC, the Contractor shall be entitled 

to receive from the Employer, Secured Advance against an indemnity bond acceptable to the Employer 

of such sum as the Engineer may consider proper in respect of non-perishable materials brought at the 

site but not yet incorporated in the Permanent Works. The recovery of Secured Advance paid to the 

Contractor under the above provisions shall be effected from the monthly payments on actual 

consumption basis. 

Audit noted that the Special Project Cell (Afghan Projects) paid Secured Advance of Rs 

201.835 million (Secured Advance Rs 133.393 + Exchange rate claim on secured advance Rs 68.442 

million) to M/s FWO against the work “Construction of Naeb Amin ullah Logari Hospital Logar 

Afghanistan”. 

Audit observed that while making recovery of Secured Advance, only the amount of the original 

advance of Rs 133.393 million was recovered whereas exchange rate claim (ERC) of Rs 68.442 million 

was not recovered. This resulted in less recovery of secured advance of  

Rs 68.442 million. 

Audit pointed out the less recovery in May 2021. The management did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021 and 31.12.2021. 

Audit recommends recovery of the amount besides action against the person responsible for 

less recovery. 

(DP. 07) 

9.4.3  Excessive and unjustified execution of work - Rs 28.590 million  

 According to Para 56 of CPWA Code, a properly detailed estimate must be prepared for the 

sanction of competent authority; this sanction is known as the technical sanction to the estimate and 

must be obtained before the construction of the work is commenced. As its name indicates, it amounts 

to no more than a guarantee that the proposals are structurally sound, and that the estimates are 

accurately calculated and based on adequate data. 

 Audit noted that the Executive Engineer, Central Electrical & Mechanical-II Division, Pak 

PWD Islamabad (on behalf of Special Project Cell) awarded the work “200 Bed Jinnah Hospital at 

Kabul Afghanistan (HVAC Works)” to contractor at agreement cost of  

Rs 211.474 million on 28.09.2015. The work was commenced on 28.09.2015 and was to be completed 

within nine (15) months. The contractor was paid Rs 270.901 million up to 14th final bill. 

 Audit observed that extra items for Rs 28.590 million were paid to the contractor. Audit further 

observed that: 

i. The amount includes Rs 4.648 million on account of dismantling and replacement 

of false ceiling. This indicated poor planning and defective execution of work. 

ii. An amount of Rs 9.620 million was paid on account of HVAC item, Rs 4.600 

million on account of steel shed, Rs 6.111 million on account of 1500 KVA 

Transformer. This also showed poor planning and estimation on the part of the 

management. 
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 Audit observed that the design of the project was prepared without proper site 

survey/determination of requirements causing additional cost. Instead of recovery from the original 

contractor/consultant due to execution of items beyond the original design, cost of dismantling was paid 

to the contractor.  

 This resulted into excessive expenditure of Rs 28.590 million. 

 Audit pointed the loss in May 2021. The management did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite requests made by Audit on 28.10.2021 and 31.12.2021. 

Audit recommends inquiry for fixing of the responsibility besides recovery of the amount. 

(DP. 10) 
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CHAPTER 10 

SINDH INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED 

(MINISTRY OF PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT AND SPECIAL 

INITIATIVES) 

10.1 Introduction 

A. Pursuant to the approval of PSDP Scheme i.e. “Green Line Rapid Transit System Karachi” by 

ECNEC on 04.12.2014, under the Prime Minister’s Directives, Ministry of Communications established 

Special Project Management Unit (SPMU) on 24.12.2014 to execute the project according to provision 

of the PC-1. Subsequently, the unit was changed  into Karachi Infrastructure Development Company 

Limited (the Public Sector Company) incorporated under Companies Ordinance, 1984 on 02.06.2015 

with the approval of the Prime Minister.  

The Company obtained certificate for commencement of business under section 146(2) of 

Companies Ordinance, 1984 on 23.11.2015. The name of Company changed from Karachi 

Infrastructure Development Company Limited to Sindh Infrastructure Development Company Limited 

in the year 2018-19 under section 32 of Companies Act-2017 by extending the jurisdiction of the 

Company up to entire province of Sindh. Alongside the changing of name of company, administrative 

ministry was also changed from Ministry of Communication to Cabinet Division. Ministry changed 

from Cabinet to Planning Development and Special Initiatives in on 26.10.2020. 

 The principal objective of the Company was to carry out the business of infrastructure and 

development, expansion and planning, designing, implementation, construction and execution of 

infrastructure and development in the province of Sindh. 

 Presently, the following projects were under construction, operationalization and consideration 

by the company: 

1. Green line Bus Rapid Transit System (BRTS) Karachi. 

2. Reconstruction of Manghopir Road from Jam Chakro to Banaras 

3. Re-Construction of Nishtar Road & Mangho Pir Road 

4. Rehabilitation/ Upgradation of existing Fire Fighting System of KMC 

5. Construction of Interchange over Malir Link Road to M-9 at KM 13+050 

6. Construction of Road over Malir Bund from Dada Bhoy Town / Expressway up to 

Limits of PNS Mehran, District East, Karachi (Remaining Portion) 

7. Operationalization of Green Line BRTS and Installation of Integrated Intelligent 

Transport System Equipment 

 

B. Comments on Budget and Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

 

i. The working results of the Company for the year 2020-21 are given below: 

  (Rs in million) 

Particular FY 2020-21 FY 2019-20 FY 2018-19 
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Service revenue net 42.983 50.752 100.621 

Administrative expenses (172.827) (135.508) (95.675) 

Operating Profit/(loss) (129.844) (84.756) 4.946 

Other income 139.553 114.365 19.399 

Profit/(loss) after taxation 9.709 29.609 24.345 

(Source: Annual Audited Accounts) 

 

ii. Administrative expenses have become an area of concern for SIDCL, which took a 

massive increase by 27.54%, from  

Rs 135.508 million in 2019-20 to Rs 172.827 million in 2020-21. 

iii. Final budget allocation and expenditure incurred for the financial year 2019-20 of 

SIDCL was as under: 

 (Rs in million) 

S. 

No. 
Project Name 

Non-Development 
Develop-

ment 
Revenue Total 

Salary 
Non 

salary 

1 Greenline BRTS             -    -    1,582.16  -    1,582.16  

2 

Re-construction of Mangho 

Pir Road from Jam Chakro to 

Banaras 

-    -    316.95  -    316.95  

3 
Reconstruction of Nishtar 

Road and Manghopir Road 
-    -    255.00  -    255.00  

4 

Rehab / Upgradation of 

Existing Fire Fighting 

System of KMC 

-    -    297.68  -    297.68  

5 

Const. of Interchange over 

Malir Link Road to M-9 at 

KM13+050 

-    -     500.00  -    500.00  

6 

Construction  of Road over 

Malir Bund from Dada Bhoy 

Town / Expressway up to 

Limits of PNS Mehran, 

District East, Karachi 

(Remaining Portion) 

-    -    10.33  -    10.33  

7 

Operationalization of Green 

Line BRTS and Installation 

of Integrated Intelligent 

Transport system Equipment 

89.55  96.85  4,266.63  139.55  4,592.59  

Total 89.55  96.85  7,228.75  139.55  7,554.71  

 

C. Audit Profile of SIDCL  

(Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Description  Total 

Nos 

Audited  

 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue/ 

Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21  

1 Formations 01 01 7,415.16 - 
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10.2  Classified summary of Audit observations 

 Audit observations amounting to Rs 5,087.390 million were raised in this audit report. This 

amount also includes recoveries of Rs 439.259 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the 

audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

S. No. Classification Amount 

(Rs in million) 

1 Irregularities  

A Execution of works, contract agreement 127.842 

2 Value for money and service delivery issues 4,520.289 

3 Others 439.259 

Total 5,087.390 
 

10.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC’s directives 

 

 Compliance position of PAC’s directives on Audit Reports relating to Sindh Infrastructure 

Development Company Limited is as under:  

Year 
Total 

Paras 

No. of Paras 

Discussed 

Compliance 

Made 

Compliance 

Awaited 

Percentage of 

Compliance 

2016-17 05 02 01 04 20 

2017-18 04 04 03 01 75 

Note: Audit Reports for the years 2018-19 and 2019-20 are yet to be discussed in PAC. 
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10.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

 

10.4.1 Acceptance of buses in violation of PC-I Provision/ specification - Rs 3,612.311 

million  

 Rule 4 of Public Procurement Rules 2004 provides that procuring agencies, while engaging in 

procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the 

object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical. 

 Audit noted that Sindh Infrastructure Development Company Ltd. Karachi opened tenders for 

supply of goods and performance services of the Bus Rapid Transit System of the Orange and Green 

Lines in Karachi on 07.10.2020. Four bidders participated in the technical bidding and all were 

qualified. The Financial Bids were opened on 16.10.2020 and M/s Zhonhtong Bus Holding Co. Ltd. 

Stood 1st lowest with bid cost of US$ 28.116 million and work was awarded to them accordingly. 

 Audit observed that as per approved PC-I, the minimum number of passenger seats (including 

preferential seats but excluding flip down seats) was 40, whereas the agreement was made with the 

minimum capacity of 36 seats. Audit further observed that in the fuel/energy system, there was 

requirement of at least 200 KW electric motor that will provide the power for electric portion of the 

vehicle’s propulsion system, whereas, the accepted buses have the capacity of 180 KW. Moreover, there 

was a minimum distance capacity of 30 KM provided in the PC-I on Hybrid batteries, whereas, the 

specifications of accepted buses were silent about this aspect.  

This resulted in acceptance of buses with reduced capacity in violation of PC-I provisions US$ 

22.494 million (equal to Rs 3,612.311 million). 

Audit pointed out the matter in October 2021. The management replied that the buses have been 

procured in line with the RFP/tender documents. PC-I was prepared on estimated basis whereas, RFP 

was on actual need basis. 

The reply was not accepted because deviation from PC-I was not justified with reference to 

evidence of PC-I and RFP based estimation/quotations. 

 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 17.01.2022. The management explained that 

in PC-I, 40 seats, 200 KWA motors and 30 km battery were included as initial estimate. After that, 

consultants were hired and accordingly in RFP, specifications of 36 seats, 180 KWA motors and 50 Km 

battery were provided for procurement. They further explained that system is operational now. DAC 

directed the management to explain the variation from PC-I through a detailed report of the consultants 

for further audit scrutiny. 

 Audit recommends that change in specifications be inquired at appropriate level and report be 

submitted for audit scrutiny. 

 (DP. 25) 

10.4.2 Unauthentic quality of escalators - Rs 907.978 million 

 As per addendum No. 02 to bid, the country of manufacturing elevators/escalators shall be 

Western Europe, USA, Japan. 

 Clause 53 of Contract agreement Part II states that upon manufacturing completion, the 

equipment shall be tested at the manufacturer’s facility in the presence of minimum 03 representatives 

of the Employers and Engineers. 
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 Audit observed that sixty-five (65) escalators were installed at various bus stations and an 

amount of Rs 907.978 million was paid up to IPC No. 10.  

However, a manufacturer’s certificate regarding origin of the escalators and manufacturer’s 

warranty was not produced to Audit. Therefore, authenticity of the procurement of said equipment and 

subsequent installation thereof could not be ascertained.  

 This resulted in unauthentic quality of escalators for Rs 907.978 million.   

 Audit pointed out the matter in October 2021. The management replied that manufacturer’s 

certificate regarding origin of the escalators and manufacturer’s warranty certificate were obtained. 

Moreover, pre-shipment inspection of the escalator at China was also carried out and duly verified by 

the engineer. 

 The reply was not accepted because the country of origin of escalators was China instead of 

Western Europe, USA, Japan. Moreover, bill of lading/import documents of the escalators were not 

produced in support of reply.  

 The mater was discussed in DAC meeting held on 17.01.2022. The Committee directed the 

management to provide record to Audit for verification within two days. Compliance of DAC directive 

was not made till finalization of report.  

 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

(DP. 14) 

10.4.3 Non-utilization of development funds due to mis-management - Rs 614.835 million  

 Para 2.1 of Guidelines for Project Management provides that policy of the Government of 

Pakistan is to utilize natural and economic resources of the country efficiently for socio-economic 

welfare of the people.  

 According to Para 95 of GFR (Vol-I), all anticipated savings should be surrendered to 

Government immediately they are foreseen but not later than 15th May of each year.  No savings should 

be held in reserve for possible future excesses. 

 Audit noted that PSDP Funds worth Rs 11,706.019 million were released to SIDCL, Karachi 

for construction of Green Line BRTS Karachi and other road works under Karachi Package during 

financial year 2020-2021.  

 Audit observed that SIDCL received Rs 10,050.00 million against two PSDP funded project 

and utilized Rs 6,032.165 million during the year 2020-21. A sum of Rs 4,300.00 million was 

surrendered, while a sum of Rs 614.835 million lapsed to Government at the end of the financial year, 

as detailed below:  

(Rs in million) 

 S. 

No. 
Name of Work Year Allocation Release Utilization Surrender Lapse 

1. 

Green Line Bus 

Rapid Transit 

System Karachi  

2020-

21 
3,000.00 2,100.00 1,582.165 900.00 517.835 

2. 

Operational of 

Green Line BRTS 

and installation of 

ITS system Karachi 

2020-

21 
7,950.00 7,950.00 4,450.00 3,400.00 97.00 

Total 10,950.00 10,050.00 6,032.165 4,300.00 614.835 
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 The cogent reasons for non-utilization of the available funds were not on record. Audit was, 

therefore, of the view that had the funds been surrendered in time (before 15th May of the financial 

year), the Government would have been able to re-appropriate these funds to other prioritized projects. 

 Non-utilization of allocated/released development budget worth Rs 5,395.929 million reflects 

financial indiscipline. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in October 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 17.01.2022, SIDCL management explained 

that SIDCL surrendered Rs 4,300 million on timely basis. Remaining amount of Rs 614.00 million was 

not utilized as per plan because Government of Sindh imposed restrictions due to Covid-19. DAC 

directed SIDCL management to submit revised reply with full justification and complete record for 

further audit comments. Compliance of DAC directive has not been made till finalization of the report.  

 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives.   

(DP. 21) 

10.4.4 Loss due to payment of varied quantities - Rs 63.530 million 

 Preamble to pricing and method of measurement of the contract agreement (Volume 3) states 

that the quantities contained within Bill of Quantities may not accurately reflect the quantities of works 

as indicated in drawings, specification and package scope. The contractor is to satisfy himself for the 

accuracy of all quantities. No claims will be entertained for difference in quantities between the tender 

drawings, specification and bills of quantities. 

 Audit observed that quantities for items of work 14a and 14b under bill “Structure Work 

(Pedestrian Bridge)” were enhanced against provision in the BOQ, which resulted in payment of extra 

quantities amounting to Rs 63.530 million as detailed below:   

Sr 

No. 

Desc. 

Of item 
Unit  

Quantity 

Paid 

Quantity 

Payable 
Diff Rate  

Amount 

(Rs) 

1 14 a 
Kg Type 

C 
841734 689500 152234 Rs 232 35,318,288 

2 14b 
Kg Type 

C 
165004 116200 48804 Rs 238 11,615,352 

3 14a 
Kg Type 

D 
166324 105550 60774 Rs 232 14,099,568 

4 14b 
Kg Type 

D 
33430 23025 10405 Rs 240 2,497,200 

Total 63,530,408 

 

Audit holds that the varied quantities were not payable under the contract agreement clause 

referred above. 

 Audit pointed out the extra payment/loss in October 2021. The management replied that 

quantities were paid as per actual site situation and approved variation order will be provided to Audit. 

The reply was not accepted. Audit contended that estimates were wrongly prepared and 

recovery may be made. 
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 DAC in its meeting held on 17.01.2022 directed that approved variation order with justification 

may be provided to Audit within two days for further audit scrutiny. Compliance of DAC directive was 

not made. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directive/recovery of overpaid amount. 

(DP. 17) 

10.4.5 Overpayment on account of income tax to exempted firm -  

Rs 47.265 million 

FBR vide its letter dated 11.05.2105 declared NLC exempted from income tax being 

Government Department. 

Audit observed that the contractor M/s NLC charged income tax for the equipment procured 

under the contract agreement. On the other side, the contractor was declared exempted from the income 

tax by FBR. This resulted in undue charge of income tax amounting to Rs 47.266 million.  

 Audit pointed out the matter in October 2021. The management explained that contractor 

quoted customs duties/other taxes in his bid instead of income tax. Detail of custom duties will be 

provided to Audit. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 17.01.2022 directed that entire process/record will be submitted by 

SIDCL to Ministry for review and further deliberation. 

 Audit recommends inquiry for fixing responsibility besides early recovery of income tax. 

(DP. 13) 

10.4.6 Unjustified payment due to non-accountal of dismantled material - Rs 

12.030 million 

 Item No. 510.2 of General Specifications (NHA) provides that salvaged pipe culverts or other 

structures shall be stored at designated and accessible points on the project as approved by the Engineer 

and shall be the property of the Client. Dismantling shall be carried out either manually or with approved 

equipment. Structures to be dismantled may include plain or reinforced concrete, brick, stone masonry 

or any other such construction item.    

 Audit observed that an item of work “Dismantling of Structures” was measured to the extent of 

4013.996 Cu.m up to IPC 19 and paid @ Rs 2,997 per Cu.m for Rs 12.030 million, but serviceable 

material like steel was not accounted for further disposal. Audit also observed that item of work 404b 

Reinforcement of Steel Grade 60 was measured and paid by the SIDCL for a quantity of 7.078 ton.  

 Audit holds that expenditure of Rs 12.029 million was incurred on account of reinforced steel 

but no adjustment against serviceable steel obtained from dismantled material was made.   

 Non-adherence to contract specification and provision of construction methodology caused 

non-accountal of the dismantled material amounting to Rs 12.029 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter in October 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 17.01.2022. SIDCL management explained 

that estimated one ton steel was extracted in excavation which will be auctioned and reported to Audit. 

DAC directed that RD wise detail of excavation may be provided to Audit for verification. Compliance 

of DAC directive was not made till finalization of report. 
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 Audit recommends that steel obtained from dismantling may be auctioned and proceeds be 

verified from Audit. 

(DP. 10) 

10.4.7 Overpayment due to allowing higher rate - Rs 5.017 million  

 As per prevailing standards (NHA Schedule of Rates) 25% contractor’s profit and overheads 

are allowed on cost of material, labour and equipment. 

 Audit noted that the SIDCL measured and paid extra items variation orders amounting to Rs 

130.463 million up to IPC 14 in the work Package No. KAR/BRTS/GL-07. 

Audit observed that the SIDCL while calculating the rate of non-BOQ items, the competent 

authority allowed 30% contractor profit and overhead instead of 30%. Allowing of higher percentage 

than admissible resulted into the overpayment of Rs 5,017,789 (Rs 130,462,539 - Rs 130,462,539 x 

100/130= Rs 100,355,800 x 1.25 = Rs 125,444,750).  

 Audit pointed out the overpayment in October 2021. The management replied that the 

contractor was allowed 30% overheads in accordance with the provisions of contract for Day work 

schedule. 

 The reply was not accepted because 30% was allowed as overheads on non-BOQ items without 

breakup analysis of overheads. 

 The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 17.01.2022, wherein SIDCL management 

explained that 30% day work was included in bid documents as part of day work and SIDCL is bound 

to fulfill the obligation. Audit contented that as the template of all documents was followed as per NHA 

CSR-2014, therefore, 25% overheads were applicable and amount may be recovered from contractor. 

DAC directed that amount may be recovered from contractor. 

Audit recommends early recovery of overpaid amount. 

(DP. 15)  
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CHAPTER 11 

GWADAR PORT AUTHORITY 

MINISTRY OF MARITIME AFFAIRS 

11.1 Introduction 

A. Gwadar Port Authority (GPA) was established under Gwadar Port Authority Ordinance 2002. 

Eastbay Expressway Project (a CPEC project) is being executed by GPA. The project “Construction of 

Eastbay Expressway of Gwadar Port” has been under consideration since 2006, however, due to design, 

alignment, and non-availability of finances, it could not be executed. CDWP approved the project on 

11.10.2011 for submission to the ECNEC with the condition that its design and alignment be vetted 

through a third party. Presently two projects under CPEC namely Gwadar Eastbay Expressway and 

Construction of Pak China Technical & Vocational Institute are under audit jurisdiction of this office. 

Gwadar Eastbay Expressway 

ECNEC in its meeting on 11.01.2015 approved PC-I for  

Rs 14,061.79 million (EPC Construction cost Rs 13,800.557 million). Revised PC-I of the Project was 

approved by ECNEC in its meeting on 02.10.2019 for Rs 17,369.84 million (including FEC portion  

Rs 16,435.55 million).  

Execution 

The Project “Construction of Eastbay Expressway of Gwadar Port”, on EPC Contract basis was 

awarded to M/s China Communications Construction Company Ltd.(CCCC) on 19.09.2017 at 

agreement cost of Rs 15,088.155 million. The work was started on 12.10.2017 and was to be completed 

on 11.10.2020. Extension of Time was granted up to 11.04.2022. Total payment against work done was 

made to the contractor up to 30.06.2021 as Rs 13,579.34 million. 

Contract for Consultancy Services for the project management and supervision of Gwadar Eastbay 

Expressway was awarded to M/s Techno-Consultant International (Pvt) Ltd for Rs 89.975 million on 

20.03.2015. The consultant was paid an amount of Rs 130.15 million up to June 2021. 

China-Pak Technical & Vocational Institute at Gwadar 

There is no such institute in Pakistan to provide technical education especially in port related 

fields. China-Pak Technical & Vocational Institute at Gwadar was proposed to be constructed within 

City area to fulfill the future technical manpower requirements for the Port city in Gwadar in particular 

and generally for the whole country. Pak.-China Technical & Vocational Institute would be the 1st 

technical institute in the country to have a vast field of technologies in industrial as well as in Port and 

Shipping sectors having all allied structures required for a sophisticated technical institute. 

The original PC-I was approved by the CDWP in its meeting held on 20.10.2014 and approved 

at a cost of Rs 2,099.262 million with the foreign assistance of Rs 1,921.83 million by Government of 

China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). 

The revised PC-I was approved by the CDWP in its meeting held on 25.05.2021 at a revised 

cost of Rs 2,230.273 million with Rs 2061.72 million Grant in Aid with the provision that in three 

months the sponsors will submit the modified PC-I with the Governance Model and the O&M 

Mechanism for sustainability of the project. It will be presented to the CDWP with the expenditure plan. 

The letter of Exchange (LoE) and Implement Agreement (IA) was signed by both governments 

in 2018 and 2019 respectively, with a foreign assistance of 87 million RMB as Grant-in-Aid. The 
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foreign part of payment is being made directly to Chinese Contractor and payment details are available 

in GPA.  

B. Comments on Budget and Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

 Expenditure during the year 2020-21 is as under: 

(Rs in million) 

Description Budget Expenditure 

China Development Bank Corporation, Interest-

free loan Account No.2016/1 (Civil Works) 

3,772.04 3,772.04 

GoP (Establishment charges, land, etc.) 200.00 200.00 

China Grant in Aid GR-2020 

Construction of Pak China Technical & 

Vocational Institute  

250 0* 

GoP (Establishment charges, land, etc.) 62.13 42.85 

Total 4,284.17 4,014.89 
*Payments are being made as per direct payment procedure to the contractor. 

C. Audit Profile of GPA Projects   

(Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Description  Total 

Nos 

Audited  

 

Expenditure 

audited FY  

2020-21 

Revenue/ 

Receipts 

audited FY  

2020-21 

1 Foreign Aided Projects 

(CPEC) 

02 02 4,014.89 - 

                                  

11.2  Classified summary of Audit observations 

 

 Audit observations amounting to Rs 857.703 million were raised in this audit report. This 

amount also includes recoveries of Rs 190.443 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the 

audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

S. No. Classification Amount 

(Rs in million) 

1 Irregularities  

A Execution of works, contract agreement 707.703 

2 Others 150.00 

Total 857.703 
 

11.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC’s directives 
 

 The results of audit of the project “Construction of Eastbay Expressway of Gwadar Port” are 

included in the Audit Report for the first time.   
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11.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

11.4.1 Non-provision of indemnity bond by the contractor against the design 

services - Rs 403.525 million 

 Clause 5.1 of particular conditions of contract provides that the contractor shall bear the full 

responsibility for the adequacy of the design. The contractor is liable for the consequence of error and 

omission on their part or on the part of their employees   in so far as the design of the Project is 

concerned. The professional indemnity bond for design services to be provided shall either be covered 

in Contractor’s security bond or separately arranged. The cost of total design inputs is covered in 

accepted contract amount.  

 Audit noted that the Project “Construction of Eastbay Expressway of Gwadar Port”, was 

awarded to M/s China Communications Construction Company Ltd (CCCC) on EPC Contract basis on 

19.09.2017 at agreed cost of Rs 15,088.155 million. The contract cost was enhanced up to Rs 

16,105.258 million by including the scope of work of additional three bridges and excluding five 

underpasses as per Employer’s Requirements through VO No.1 approved in February 2020 for Rs 

1,017.103 million. IPC-6 was prepared/disbursed up to total value of work done of Rs 13,579.300 

million (equivalent to US$ 129.371 million) in April 2021.  

Audit observed that the contractor did not provide the indemnity bond against the design 

services.  

This resulted in non-provision of the indemnity bond for design services of Rs 403.525 million.  

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in October 2021. The Authority replied that the contractor 

submitted a Performance Bank Guarantee for an amount equal to 10% of contract price, which includes 

the design cost. No separate indemnity bond was required. 

The reply was not accepted because as per contract, indemnity bond was to be 

furnished by the contractor. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.12.2021, 09.12.2021, 

22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 06.01.2022 and 11.01.2022. 

Audit recommends obtaining of required indemnity bond from the contractor.  

(DP. 10) 

11.4.2  Non-obtaining of vouched account against advance payment made for land 

acquisition - Rs 150.000 million  

 

According to Federal Treasury Rules (Responsibility for the money withdrawn (Rules 205 to 

216) “Every Government officer entrusted with the payment of money should obtain for every payment 

he makes a voucher setting forth the full and clear particulars regarding the claims and all relevant 

information necessary for its proper identification and classification in accounts. Every voucher must 

bear to have attached to it an acknowledgement of payment signed by the person by whom or on whose 

behalf the claim is put forward”.  

As per para-72 of Central Public Works Accounts Code, every payment for whatever purpose 

must be supported by a voucher setting forth full and clear particulars of the payment/claim. 
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 During examination of the accounts record of the Project “Construction of Eastbay Expressway 

of Gwadar Port” for the financial year 2020-21, Audit noted that a payment of  Rs 150.00 million was 

made to the  Deputy Commissioners Gwadar (Balochistan) on account of land acquisition on 

04.05.2021. 

Audit observed that vouched account of the same has not been obtained from the Deputy 

Commissioner Office. Audit further observed that mutation of land in the name of Gwadar Port 

Authority was also not forthcoming from the produced record.  

Audit pointed out the matter in October 2021. The Authority replied that Deputy Collector 

Gwadar would issue vouched account after completing all legal codal formalities. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.12.2021, 09.12.2021, 

22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 06.01.2022 and 11.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends early corrective action. 

(DP. 12) 

11.4.3  Non-provision of proof regarding deduction of personal income tax from 

the contractor’s key personnel - Rs 90.390 million  

 Clause 22.2 of particular conditions of contract regarding personnel, taxes and duties provides 

that the Contractor or his personnel shall pay all personal income tax or other taxes due in Pakistan, if 

any, for the personnel employed by the contractor for implementation of the work or any other activity 

required by the contract.  

Audit noted that the Project “Construction of Eastbay Expressway of Gwadar Port”, was 

awarded to M/s China Communications Construction Company Ltd.(CCCC) on EPC Contract basis on 

19.09.2017 at agreed cost of Rs 15,088.155 million. The contract cost was enhanced up to Rs 

16,105.258 million by including the scope of work of additional three bridges and excluding five 

underpasses as per Employer’s Requirements through VO No.1 approved in February 2020 for Rs 

1,017.103 million. IPC-6 was prepared/disbursed up to total value of work done Rs 13,579.300 million 

(equivalent to US$ 129.371 million) in April 2021.  

 The project management could not produce the proof of deduction of personal income tax by 

the contractor from his key personnel (15 key personnel given as schedule-B to Bid) and deposit in the 

government exchequer. Exact detail of salaries and wages of key personnel, being paid by the 

contractor, was not available on produced record. However, Audit worked out an amount of the tax for 

Rs 90.390 million (approximate) @ 7% of Rs 1,291.280 million provided in Schedule L to Bid against 

salaries and wages of personnel.       

 Audit pointed out the matter in October 2021. The Authority did not reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.12.2021, 09.12.2021, 

22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 06.01.2022 and 11.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends recovery/remittance of the due amount of income tax in government 

treasury. 

(DP. 11) 
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11.4.4 Irregular replacement of consultant’s staff without approval of the 

competent authority - Rs 73.792 million 

Clause 4.5(a&c) of the consultancy contract agreement provides that no change shall be made 

in the Key Personnel. If, for any reason beyond the reasonable control of the consultants, it becomes 

necessary to replace any of the Key Personnel, the Consultants shall provide as replacement a person 

of equivalent or better qualification. Any of the Personnel provided as a replacement, the rate of 

remuneration applicable to such person as well as any reimbursable expenditure (including expenditure 

due to the number of eligible dependents) the Consultants may wish to claim as a result of such 

replacement, shall be subject to the prior written approval by the client.  

 Audit noted that contract of consultancy services for project management and supervision of 

Gwadar East-bay Expressway was awarded to M/s Techno-Consultant International (Pvt) Ltd for Rs 

89.975 million on 20.03.2015. Invoice No. 58 was paid to the consultants in May 2021 with total 

consultancy services fee amounting to Rs 130.15 million (salary/remuneration cost Rs 126.45 million 

+ Direct/Non-salary Cost of Rs 3.70 million).  

 Audit observed that consultancy staff was replaced and salaries/ remuneration worth Rs 73.792 

million were allowed to them. However, evidence in support of equivalence in 

qualification/experience/salary and approval of the competent authority was not found available on 

record.  

This resulted in irregular payment of salary/remuneration amounting to Rs 73.792 million.   

Audit pointed out the irregularity in October 2021. The Authority replied that the 

commencement of services started from signing of the contract agreement from 04.05.2015 

and to be completed by 01.01.2019, however, project execution was delayed due to  

pre-award activities. The bidding process was started in June 2017 as loan agreement was 

finalized on 15.05.2017. Due to this lapse of time, certain design and management staff 

committed for the project could not be retained on the project. To overcome this situation, the 

consultants arranged alternate staff which was equally good or better in terms of their 

qualification and experience in their relevant field of expertise. The alternate staff was selected 

as a result of mutual consultation between the Employer and the Consultant and employed 

only after acceptance of the Employer.   

 The reply was not acceptable because the project management could not substantiate the 

replacement of alternate staff with reference to equivalence of qualification/experience/salary and 

approval of the competent authority. 

 DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.12.2021, 09.12.2021, 

22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 06.01.2022 and 11.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends early justification/ regularization of the matter by the competent authority 

besides strengthening of the internal controls. 

(DP. 02) 

11.4.5 Non-recovery of cost of unexecuted pedestrian overhead bridges from EPC 

contractor - Rs 51.783 million  

 According to PC-I, Tender Drawings, Priced BOQ and revised PC-I of the Project 

“Construction of Eastbay Expressway of Gwadar Port”, four (04) pedestrian overhead bridges were 

required to be constructed under the project. 
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 Audit noted that an amount of Rs 51.783 million was provided in the BOQ for construction of 

four (04) pedestrian overhead bridges. The contractor neither constructed the bridges nor any provision 

made in the approved detailed design.  

Audit observed that recovery of the cost of un-executed item included in the lump sum/EPC 

contract cost was not made from the contractor. 

This resulted into non-execution/non-recovery of pedestrian overhead bridges valuing Rs 

51.783 million (665 m2 @ Rs 84,788 per sq. meter - 8.16%  rebate). 

 Audit pointed out matter of non-recovery in October 2021. The Authority replied that 

bridges have not been executed so far as their locations were tentative and it is under discussion 

with the local residents.  

The reply was not accepted because the project is nearing its completion stage, and unfinalized 

locations and construction drawings of the pedestrian bridges   reflect weak contract management.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.12.2021, 09.12.2021, 

22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 06.01.2022 and 11.01.2022. 

Audit recommends execution of pedestrian overhead bridges’ work or recovery of its cost. 

(DP. 06) 

11.4.6 Non-adjustment of the cost of deleted scope of work from EPC contract - Rs 48.270 

million 

 Rule-28 of GFR (Vol-I) provides that no amount due to Government should be left outstanding 

without sufficient reason, and where any dues appear to be irrecoverable the orders of competent 

authority for their adjustment, must be sought. 

Audit noted that the Project “Construction of Eastbay Expressway of Gwadar Port”, was 

awarded to M/s China Communications Construction Company Ltd (CCCC) on EPC Contract basis on 

19.09.2017 at agreed cost of Rs 15,088.155 million.  

The contract cost was enhanced up to Rs 16,105.258 million by including the scope of work of 

additional three bridges and excluding five underpasses as per Employer’s Requirements through VO 

No.1, approved in February 2020.  IPC No. 06 was prepared/ disbursed up to total value of work done 

Rs 13,579.300 million (equivalent to US$ 129.371 million) in April 2021.  

Audit observed that cost of five underpasses amounting to  

Rs 231.982 million was adjusted, but the cost of the prime coat and asphaltic concrete wearing course 

against the 90-meter road portion where three additional bridges were to be constructed was not 

adjusted.  

This resulted into non-adjustment of cost of Rs 48.270 million.     

Audit pointed out the matter in October 2021. The Authority replied that the item of Asphalt Prime Coat 

and Wearing Course remained undeleted which has been correctly pointed out by Audit. However, this 

mistake would not affect overall agreed cost of Variation Order. 

The reply was not accepted because the cost impact as admitted in reply was not given in the 

approved variation order and was recoverable from the contractor.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.12.2021, 09.12.2021, 

22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 06.01.2022 and 11.01.2022. 
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 Audit recommends early adjustment of the amount involved besides strengthening of internal 

controls.  

(DP. 01, 03) 

11.4.7 Unauthentic payment due to unrecorded measurements in the Measurement Book 

- Rs 39.943 million 

 Para 208 of Central Public Works Account Code provides that payments for all work done and 

for all supplies are made on the basis of measurements recorded in Measurement Book (MB) form 23, 

in accordance with the Rule in Para 209. The MB should, therefore, be considered very important 

account record. As all payments for work or supplies are based on the quantities recorded in the MB, it 

is incumbent upon the person taking the measurements to record the quantities clearly and accurately. 

 Public Accounts Committee Secretariat issued Office Memorandum vide No. F.10(1)/2016-17-

PAC dated 15.11.2017 to all Principal Accounting Officers for strict compliance of the PAC directives 

regarding compliance of recording actual/date-wise measurement in the Measurement Books, otherwise 

they will be held responsible by the PAC. 

 Audit noted that Project Director awarded four (04) infrastructure support works of Pak-China 

Technical & Vocational Institute, GDA, Gwadar for Rs 35.31 million. 

 Audit observed that the payment of Rs 39.943 million was made to the contractors without 

recording detailed measurements in the MB. Moreover, detailed measurement sheets were also not 

found on record. Due to this, authenticity of the executed/measured/paid works could not be ascertained.  

 This resulted in unauthentic payment of Rs 39.943 million. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in October 2021. The Authority replied that the payments 

were made to the contractors against work done recorded in the detailed sheets. 

The reply was not accepted because record entries of the executed works were not made in the 

Measurement Book. Moreover, the reply by the Authority was supported with copies of BOQ/Abstract 

of quantities of the Contractor’s bills instead of measurement sheets with details (length, breadth and 

thickness) of the quantities.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.12.2021, 09.12.2021, 

22.12.2021, 31.12.2021, 06.01.2022 and 11.01.2022. 

Audit recommends fixing of responsibility for violation of rules. 

(DP. 18) 
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CHAPTER 12 

FEDERAL BOARD OF REVENUE (FBR) 

(CENTRAL ASIA REGIONAL ECONOMIC COOPERATION REGIONAL IMPROVING 

BORDER SERVICES (RIBS) PROJECT) 

12.1  Introduction 

A.  Torkham and Chaman are the major transit stations for the Afghan transit trade (84% of cargo 

flows via Torkham and the rest via Chaman). Traffic volume at Torkham/Chaman border crossing 

points amounts to 1000 vehicles per day. However, both border points face some challenges to meet the 

demand of its quality service, such as non-availability of modern and sufficient physical infrastructure; 

non-availability of suitable information and communication technology (ICT) infrastructure; poor 

logistics for staff/officers; lack of equipment/scanners to detect explosives; and insufficient facilities to 

manage the movement of people (estimated to be more than 25,000 for Torkham and 15,000 for Chaman 

people per day respectively). Currently, the trade volume between India and Pakistan is less than $3 

billion. With full normalization of political and trade relationships, potential trade volume between the 

countries can grow manifolds within a few years. If trade with India is normalized, Wagha, the only 

open land route to connect South Asia to Central Asia, will hardly be sufficient to handle the trade and 

traffic volumes mainly because of no infrastructure in place to permit containerized cargo handling by 

road transport. According to the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation (CAREC) Corridor 

Performance Measurement and Monitoring studies, the major bottleneck for transport and trade in the 

CAREC region is border crossing points. It shows that for a typical 500-km journey by a 20-ton truck, 

more than three-quarters of the total stopping time, or 24 hours, occurs at border crossing points. Of 

these, more than 18 hours are spent waiting for the start of border-crossing formalities. A significant 

portion of delays is attributable to poor physical infrastructure, low utilization of information and 

communication technology for efficient border control, and limited supporting trade logistics facilities 

at the border crossing points. Pakistan is not an exception. Border crossing points pose the severest 

bottleneck for cross-border transport and trade, mainly caused by poor infrastructure at the border points 

such as poor customs facilities, insufficient and outdated office/cargo handling equipment, limited 

parking space for vehicles near border crossings, frequent power failures, insufficient and unplanned 

supporting infrastructure, poor ICT infrastructure, difficult hilly terrain and uncertain road security 

conditions.  

The proposed project will (i) improve border crossing point infrastructure and facility at 

Torkham, Chaman, and Wagha to the standard that meets users’ demand for quality border crossing 

services; and (ii) establish a border point management regime and enhance knowledge and skills of 

border point operating agencies.  

Execution 

FBR, awarded the Engineering Procurement and Construction (EPC) contract of “Central Asia 

Regional Economic Cooperation Regional Improving Border Services (RIBS) Project” for Torkham 

Border Crossing Point (BCP) to M/s National Logistics Cell (NLC) with the agreement amount of Rs 

16,471.574 million (Rs 12,281.393 million & USD 31,335,483 @ 133.72 = Rs 4,190.181 million) on 

18.12.2018 and for Chaman BCP for Rs 18,610.201 million (Rs 12,576.501 million & USD 36,807,908 

@ 163.924 =Rs 6,033.700 million) on 19.08.2019. 

Construction works for Torkham Border Crossing Point contract commenced on 21.02.2019 

and the completion date will be 19.07.2022 (1245 Calendar days). Construction works for Chaman 

Border Crossing Point are ongoing. Wagah BCP construction’s contract is yet to be awarded. 
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 Project implementation and administration are ongoing. The PMC consultant mobilized in May 

2017. The construction supervision consultants mobilized in August 2017. Recruitment of Pakistan 

Land Port Authority (PLPA) mobilized in December 2020.  

B. Comments on Budget and Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

 Expenditure during the year 2020-21 is as under: 

(Rs in million) 

Description Budget Expenditure 

Asian Development Bank Loan 3344 and 3345 6,194.15 6,194.15 

GoP (Establishment charges, land, etc.) 847.24 847.24 

Total 7,041.39 7,041.39 

                                     

C. Audit Profile of FBR Project  

 The scope of audit was ADB funded project “Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation 

Regional Improving Border Services (RIBS) Project” for the financial year 2020-21, executed by 

Federal Board of Revenue. Besides financial attest audit to express an opinion on financial statements 

of the project as per requirement of the development partner’s requirements, compliance audit was also 

conducted. Audit scope in monetary terms was as under: 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Description  Total 

Nos 

Audited  

 

Expenditure 

audited FY 2020-21 

 

1 Foreign Aided Project 01 01 7,041.39 

 

12.2  Classified summary of Audit observations 

 Audit observations amounting to Rs 2,652.628 million were raised in this audit report. This 

amount also includes recoveries of Rs 819.420 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the 

audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

S. No. Classification Amount 

(Rs in million) 

1 Irregularities  

A Planning, Execution of works, contract agreement 2,652.628 

 

12.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC’s directives 

 The results of audit of the project “Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation Regional 

Improving Border Services (RIBS) Project” are included in the Audit Report for the first time.   
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12.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

 

12.4.1 Award of work to contractors/sub-contractors without calling tenders and 

estimate/rate analysis - Rs 35,081.774 million 

According to rule 4 of Public Procurement Rules 2004, procuring agencies while engaging in 

procurements shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner. 

According to rule 20 ibid, the procuring agencies shall use open competitive bidding as the principal 

method of procurement for the procurement of goods, services and works. 

Audit noted that the Project Director (PMU), FBR, awarded the contract of “Central Asia 

Regional Economic Cooperation Regional Improving Border Services (RIBS) Project” for Torkham 

Border Crossing Point (BCP), on Engineering Procurement and Construction (EPC) basis to M/s 

National Logistics Cell (NLC) at a cost of Rs 16,471.574 million (Rs 12,281.393 million & USD 

31,335,483 @ 133.72 = Rs 4,190.181 million) on 18.12.2018 and for Chaman BCP for Rs 18,610.201 

million (Rs 12,576.501 million & USD 36,807,908 @ 163.924 =Rs 6,033.700 million) on 10.08.2019. 

Value of work done paid to the contractor was Rs 5,368.753 million and Rs 5,126.685 million 

respectively.  

Audit observed that FBR awarded the work directly to NLC without competitive bidding 

process and accepted the bid of NLC without detailed estimates and rate analysis to compare the bid 

rates. Instead of payment by NLC its sub-contractor FBR made 70% of the payments directly for 

opening of LCs. M/s NLC, therefore, saved overheads on such investment cost which they included in 

their contract cost. NLC sublet the work to the sub-contractors M/s KARSAS Pvt. Ltd and M/s Pronet 

Pvt. Ltd. of an Rs 3,390.477 million and Rs 4,073.124 million for purchase of security and ICT 

equipment for BCP Torkham and BCP Chaman respectively. M/s NLC engaged sub-contractors for the 

execution of major components of the work i.e. earthwork and structure work without prior approval of 

the Employer. PMU had no record relating to the appointment of subcontractors and the detail of the 

sublet agreements along with payments because same was not made available to Audit despite various 

requisitions.  

 Audit pointed out the irregularities in November 2021. The Department replied that the project 

is financed by ADB (91% of the total amount) and hence PPRA rules are not applicable as superseded 

by the ADB procurement policy. The works under ITTMS Project were to be carried out at Torkham, 

Chaman and Wagah borders with Afghanistan and India. NLC was already working as Terminal 

Operator at all the border crossings of Pakistan. It was accordingly decided at Project Steering 

Committee level that works should be awarded to NLC.  

In case of ICT equipment M/s Karsaz and Pronet were selected through open competitive 

bidding. Payments for ICT/Security equipment have been released to NLC. This audit observation 

should be pointed out during audit of NLC. No sub-contractors/sub-consultants have been appointed by 

NLC except those already included in the Contract documents at the time of signing of the Contract. 

All payments under the contract are being made to NLC and no direct payment is being made to any 

sub-contractor/sub-consultant by FBR. 

The reply was not accepted because procurement process of the contract to NLC was not 

adhered by FBR. M/s NLC also did not observe Public Procurement Rules 2004 for hiring of sub-

contractors and sublet the ICT works beyond the limit of 500 million as agreed in the contract. The 

basis of cost estimation in the engineer’s estimate/PC-I, employer’s requirements, etc., were not 

prepared to compare/evaluate NLC rates. 
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DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

 Audit recommends that:  

i. the basis of single bid for proper evaluation be reviewed and the matter be got 

regularized from the relevant forum in line with the Public Procurement Rules.  

ii. the basis of cost estimation in the engineer estimate/PC-I, employer’s requirements 

be re-examined and cost difference of NLC rates and sub-contractors rates be 

recovered. 

iii. inquiry be conducted regarding subletting of works in excess of the approved limit 

and action be taken in the light of contract provisions.  

(DP. 1, 12, 17) 

12.4.2 Unauthentic payment without recording detail measurement and test checks in 

the MB - Rs 10,495.438 million 

Para 208 of CPWA Code provides that unless in any case, the administration after consultation 

with Accountant General, direct otherwise, payments for all work done are to be made on the basis of 

measurements recorded in the MB. The supervisory officer is required to record date-wise activity and 

mandatory tests at the site. Para 209 (d) of the CPWD Code provides that all the payments for works 

and supplies are based on the quantities recorded in the MB.  

Public Accounts Committee Secretariat issued Office Memorandum, vide No. F.10(1)/2016-

17-PAC dated 15.11.2017, to all Principal Accounting Officers, for strict compliance of the PAC 

directives, regarding compliance of recording actual/date-wise measurement in the Measurement 

Books, otherwise they will be held responsible by the PAC. 

Audit noted that payments for value of work done for Torkham Border Crossing Point were 

made to the contractor for Rs 5,368.753 million and for Chaman BCP for Rs 5,126.685 million up to 

June 2021. 

 Audit observed that PMU made payments to the contractor on account of work done without 

recording detailed measurement of work in Measurement Books in violation of codal rules. 

Consequently the prescribed checks by the engineers at various levels in support of the correctness of 

executed works were not exercised. The department was required to make payment after recording the 

execution in detail on Measurement Books and to test check by the authority to ascertain the accuracy 

of work. This resulted in unauthentic payment of Rs 10,495.438 million without recording detailed 

measurement along with test checks. 

Audit pointed out irregularity in November 2021. The Department replied that the works were 

awarded on the basis of Lump-sum Milestone Payment Schedule. The contract is, therefore, not an ad-

measured contract. Necessary/requisite details of works executed are provided in the Interim Payment 

Certificates (IPCs), as per format agreed with ADB. 

The contention of department was not accepted because milestone percentages were derived 

from the BOQ quantities. Therefore, recording of the quantities in detail in measurement book was 

mandatory to ascertain the payment percentage as per rules and as well as Public Accounts Committee 

directives referred above.   

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 
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Audit recommends that work executed be certified by the Engineers/ PMU that the work was 

executed in accordance with the specifications, design, drawings besides ensuring maintenance of MB 

as per rules. 

 (DP. 02) 

12.4.3 Unjustified payment due to inclusion of superfluous components in the 

construction cost - Rs 1,761.266 million  

 PC-I of the Project for “Development of Integrated Transit Trade Management System 

(ITTMS) Central Asia Regional Economic Corridor (CAREC) Regional Improving Border Service 

(RIBS), having cost US $ 300 million (ADB Share US $ 250 million and GOP Share the US $ 50 

million) equivalent to Rs 31,686.2 million was approved by the ECNEC in September 2015.  

 Audit noted that the Federal Board of Revenue awarded a contract for “Development of 

Integrated Transit Trade Management System (ITTMS) Central Asia Regional Economic Corridor 

(CAREC) Regional Improving Border Service (RIBS) at Torkham Border” to M/s National Logistics 

Cell (NLC) on single bid (Direct Contracting) at an agreement cost of Rs 12,281.393 million & US $ 

31,335,483 in December 2018 on EPC/Turnkey basis with the date of start on February 2019 required 

to be completed on 20.07.2022 with the following  breakup of bid cost: 

S. No. Description Amount (Rs) 

1 Infrastructure Civil Works (including 

Escalation Cost) 

5,837,709,618 

 Market Variation 262,696,932.82 

 Quantity Variation 175,131,288.54 

 Consultancy  175,131,288.54 

2 Building Works (including Escalation Cost) 4,682,417,249 

 Market Variation 238,007,938.86 

 Quantity Variation 158,671,959.24 

 Consultancy  158,671,959.24 

3 Security & ICT 107,505,981.84 

4 EMP Cost 44,140,000 

5 Security Charges 441,309,230 

Total Bid Price 12,281,393,446.08 
  

Audit observed that the construction cost was provided in contract/BOQ as Rs 10,520.127 

million including future escalation. But additional cost was added as market variation and quantity 

variation. Resultantly, the bid cost accepted at Rs 12,281.393 million. It is worth mentioning that PC-I 

cost was based on Engineer Estimate prepared based on NHA CSR-2014 + 11% above.  While making 

payment to the contractor, percentage of a milestone of the EPC contract should have been applied on 

the Construction Cost of Rs 10,520.127 million, which included cost of escalation as well. Instead, the 

component of Market Variation Cost, Quantity Variation Cost, Design Services Cost, EMP Cost and 

Security Charges, etc.), were added without their actual execution requirement for Rs 1,761.267 million. 

 This resulted in unjustified payment of Rs 1,761.267 million  

(Rs 12,281.393 million - Rs 10,520.127 million). 

Audit pointed out the matter in November 2021. The Department replied that the works at 

Torkham were awarded to NLC in December 2018. The rates of various work items were agreed with 

NLC on the basis of MES Schedule 2014 (for building works) and NHA Schedule of Rates 2014 (for 

infrastructure works). Escalation up to 28 days prior to submission of final Bid (2014 to 2018) was 
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included in NLC bid. However, escalation during the execution of Works was not catered for in NLC 

bid. During negotiations for Torkham work, it was mutually agreed to delete Sub-Clause 13.8 and 

instead pay escalation/Price Adjustment at a fixed percentage of 4.5%.  

The cost of these services provided by the contractor through his consultants had to be paid to 

the Contractor which was included @ 3% of the works price.  

EMP is a very important component of all funded projects. The cost of EMP compliance is not 

covered anywhere else and a separate provision was made in the Contract for this purpose. Security is 

a very important component for works to be carried out in border areas, in particular, the threat of 

terrorist acts. A comprehensive security plan was prepared and an amount had to be provided for 

purchase of vehicles, weapons, ammunition, jammers and bullet proof jackets and therefore an amount 

was allocated for fulfillment of tasks under the Security Plan. 

The reply was not accepted because price escalation was already included in the cost of civil 

and infrastructure work then separate inclusion 4.5% market variation was inadmissible, EPM cost is 

also inadmissible because no environmental activity was found, security charges were also not justified 

because army has already deployed on border, quantity variations cost and other were also provided in 

the contract without backup calculations. It was a contractor driven contract cost without competition. 

Security charges were included by M/s NLC but the major portion of works were being carried out by 

private contractors. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends deletion of superfluous components from the contract cost and payments as 

per actual work done at site without extra overheads. 

 (DP. 4, 22) 

12.4.4 Excess payment beyond the PC-I provisions - Rs 1,354.293 million 

 PC-I of the Project for “Development of Integrated Transit Trade Management System 

(ITTMS) Central Asia Regional Economic Corridor (CAREC) Regional Improving Border Service 

(RIBS) having cost US $ 300 million (ADB Share US $ 250 million and GOP Share the US $ 50 million) 

equivalent to Pak Rupees 31,686.2 million was approved by the ECNEC in September 2015. The PC-

1 contains provision of Security for Rs 2,948.80 million.  

 Audit observed that payment of  Rs 4,277.910 million was made on account of security against 

the provision of Rs 2,948.80 million in PC-I. This excess was 45% of the PC-I provision. 

Audit further observed in 2nd case that an expenditure of  

Rs 89.198 million incurred against approved PC-I cost of Rs 64.015 million under various heads of 

accounts up to 30.06.2021. This resulted in excess expenditure of Rs 1,354.293 million from the 

provision of approved PC-1. 

 Audit pointed out excess payment in November 2021. The Department replied that the loan 

amount from ADB is 250 million Dollars. The conversion rate of Dollar to Rupees at the time of PC-I 

preparation was around Rs 103/Dollar and the PC-I amount in Pak Rupees was calculated on that basis. 

There is no head of security in the PC-I. Audit may be referring to the head for procurement/installation 

of ICT/Security equipment under the ITTMS Project. All payments released by ADB against the 

ICT/Security equipment procurement head are in US Dollars. ADB has converted these US dollar 

payments in to Pak Rupees at current exchange rate of US Dollars to Rupees. Since the Rupee has 

depreciated against the US Dollar to around Rs 178, any conversion at this rate will result in increase 

of amount in Pak Rupees as compared to PC-I. FBR has not exceeded any payment against ICT/Security 
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equipment procurement in US dollars so far which is the currency of the Loan Agreement. There is thus 

no overpayment on this account in US Dollars. 

 The reply was not accepted because expenditure has exceeded the permissible limits in the 

different components of the project, which requires the approval of the competent forum. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends regularization of excess expenditure or recovery/adjustment. 

(DP. 16) 

12.4.5 Unjustified/unauthentic payment to the contractor on account of provisional sum 

- Rs 915.574 million  

Clause - 13.5 of Contract Agreement provides that Provisional Sum means a sum included in the 

contract and so designated in Bill of Quantities for the execution of any part of the works for the supply 

of goods, materials, plant or services. The contractor shall produce to the Engineer all quotations, 

invoices, vouchers and accounts or receipts in connection with the expenditure in respect of Provisional 

Sum. 

Audit noted that the Project Director (PMU) (CAREC) Regional Improving Border Services 

Project Torkham and Chaman (FBR- ADB Loan) awarded the EPC contract of work to M/s NLC 

(National Logistics Cell) with the agreement amount of Rs 12,281.393 million & USD 31,335,483 @ 

133.72 (Rs 4,190.181 million) = Rs 16,471.574 million on 18.12.2018 and Rs 12,576.501 million & 

USD 36,807,908 @ 163.924 (Rs 6,033.700 million) = Rs 18,610.201 million on 19.08.2019. 

Audit observed during the review of the interim payment certificates that the Project Director, 

Project Management Unit (PMU) ITTMS made payment of Rs 366.028 million and Rs 549.546 million 

to the contractor on account of Provisional Sum for the establishment of laboratories, shifting of utilities, 

Environmental Management Plan (EMP), Security Plan and Demolition of Existing Building up to IPC-

04 for both sites without supporting accounts, receipts, vouchers, etc. This resulted in unauthentic 

payment of Rs 915.574 million. 

Audit pointed out unjustified/unauthentic payment in November 2021. The Department replied 

that all the requisite supporting documents pertaining to the construction of site laboratory, EMP 

Compliance, shifting of utilities, security plan and demolition of buildings have been annexed with the 

relevant IPCs and can be produced for verification by Audit. 

The reply was not accepted because provisional sums are paid on actual expenditure basis 

therefore, requisite supporting documents pertaining to the construction of site laboratory, EMP 

Compliance, shifting of utilities, security plan and demolition of buildings were not available in the 

record produced for audit. The same have also not been produced with reply. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends that vouched accounts of the expenditure met out of provisional sum be 

obtained or recovery be effected.  

(DP. 21) 
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12.4.6  Non-deduction of income tax from contractors/sub-contractors - Rs 787.158 

million 

 According to General Condition of contract 14.1, the contractor, Sub-contractors and their 

employees shall be responsible for payment of all their income tax, super tax and other taxes on income 

arising out of the contract and the rates and the prices stated in the Contract shall be deemed to cover 

all such taxes.  

According to PEC Standard Document Para-3 Appendix-D to Bid of contract agreement, the 

rates and prices entered in the priced Bill of Quantities shall include, except insofar as it is otherwise 

provided under the contract include all costs of contractor’s plant, labour, supervision, materials, 

execution, insurance, profit, taxes and duties, together with all general risks, liabilities and obligations 

set out or implied in the contract. Furthermore, all duties, taxes and other levies payable by the 

contractor under the contract, or for any other cause, as on the date 28 days prior to the deadline for 

submission of bids, shall be included in the rates and prices and the total bid price submitted by the 

bidder. 

According to Income Tax Ordinance, income tax shall be deducted at source from the payments 

to contractor w.e.f 01.07.2017 @ 7% for Filer Company and @7.5% for other than company.   

Payments for value of work done for Torkham Border Crossing Point were made to the 

contractor for Rs 5,368.753 million and for Chaman BCP for Rs 5,126.685 million up to June 2021. 

Audit observed that the PMU did not deduct the income tax from the payments made to the 

contractor although maximum work was sublet to the subcontractors. In case of exemption from such 

deductions, the cost included in the contract on this account as per above referred clause was required 

to be deducted.  

This resulted in non-deduction of income tax from the contractors and subcontractor amounting 

to Rs 787.158 million (10,495,439,228 *7.5%). 

Audit pointed out non-deduction of tax in November 2021. The Department replied that NLC 

has been exempted from payment of withholding income tax by the Federal Board of Revenue. No 

payment is being made to the sub-contractors of NLC by PMU FBR and they are being paid by NLC 

itself. Whether withholding tax is being deducted from the sub-contractors by NLC or not should be 

raised during audit of NLC (being subject to audit as it is a government organization). PMU FBR has 

no jurisdiction in this regard.  

The reply was not accepted because withholding tax was included in the bid rates. Furthermore, 

the sub-contractors included in the contract agreement were also liable to pay the income tax.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends recovery of the amount of tax from the contractor/subcontractors.  

(DP. 03) 

12.4.7 Unjustified and excessive payment of security staff -  

Rs 478.915 million 

According to Clause-13.5 of the General condition of Contract, each Provisional Sum shall only 

be used, in whole or in part in accordance with the Engineers’ instructions, and the contract price shall 

be adjusted accordingly. The total sum paid to the contractor shall include only such amounts, for the 

work, supplies or services to which the Provisional Sum relates. According to Annex-A&B of the 
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Security Plan approved for Torkham and Chaman Border, security staff of 124 and 146 persons along 

with responsibilities, were to be provided by NLC respectively.   

Audit observed that the Project Director paid an amount of  

Rs 275.515 million and Rs 203.400 million for Torkham and Chaman Border contracts respectively on 

account of 124 and 146 security personnel. The consultant, however, reported that only 20 persons were 

physically deployed on Torkham Border for security while NLC did not share any detail of duty persons 

for both works. The PMU was, therefore, required to make the payment only for 20 personnel whereas 

full payment was made to the contractor ignoring report of the consultants. 

This resulted in overpayment of Rs 478.915 million.  

Audit pointed out overpayment in November 2021. The Department replied that the payment 

for the monthly security charges is being made in accordance with the Payment Schedule. The 

contractor NLC, in addition to his own security personnel has obtained the services of Frontier Corps 

to ensure proper security of the project. Chaman is a very sensitive location and the locals on both sides 

of the border are not happy with the construction of BCP as well as the fence being erected on the border 

between Pakistan and Afghanistan as it will curb smuggling and unauthorized border crossing. There 

have already been riots and demonstrations held by locals in the area. Security is also provided by NLC 

between Quetta and Chaman to ensure smooth flow of materials and movement of personnel. Payment 

to NLC on this account is being made strictly in accordance with the Contract provisions and on-ground 

situation. Payment has been made only against the actual number of security personnel present and 

verified by the Resident Engineer. There is, therefore, no overpayment. 

The reply was not accepted because evidence/verification of security charges as against paid 

amount was not on record. The details of deployed security personnel were not found attached/available 

in the record produced to Audit. Further, the consultant also pointed out less deployment of security 

personals but payment was made without deduction. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends recovery of the overpaid amount. 

(DP. 08) 

12.4.8 Overpayment on account of extra/inadmissible construction supervision 

consultancy fee to contractor - Rs 328.261 million 

According to PPRA Question 12 (Answer) ii. Whenever a procuring agency is confronted with 

such a situation whereby the rate quoted by the single bidder cannot be compared so as to declare it as 

the lowest rate or otherwise it may make a prudent decision. While making a decision, the following 

factors may be kept in view: 

a.  The comparison of the price of the goods, works, or services, if procured during the current 

financial year. 

b.  Market price of the goods works, and services to be procured. 

The Project Director (PMU) (CAREC) awarded the EPC contract for work Regional Improving 

Border Services Project Torkham Peshawar (FBR- ADB Loan) to M/s NLC (National Logistics Cell) 

with the agreement cost Rs 16,471.574 million along with 3% consultancy fee. 

Audit noted that the Project Director (PMU) (CAREC) Regional Improving Border Services 

Project Chaman (FBR- ADB Loan) awarded the EPC contract of work to M/s NLC (National Logistics 
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Cell) with the agreement amount of Rs 12,576.501 million & USD 36,807,908 @ 163.924  ( Rs 

6,033.700 million) = Rs 18,610.201 million on 19.08.2019. 

Audit observed that M/S NLC included consultancy charges @ 3% of the bid cost for the work 

(CAREC) Regional Improving Border Services Project at Torkham. However, the contractor included 

6% consultancy charges in the bid for the Chaman project (3%+3% design &Construction supervision) 

on the bid cost as Rs 994.759 million and the amount of Rs 656.523 million was paid up to the 4th IPC. 

Construction Supervision was the responsibility of the Department for which M/s SMEC was already 

hired for construction supervision of the both projects (Torkham and Chaman) with agreement cost Rs 

969.238 million.  

This resulted in overpayment to the contractor on a/c of extra fee for construction supervision 

@ 3% for Rs 328.262 million (Rs 656,523,329/6%*3%).  

 Audit pointed out overpayment in November 2021. The Department replied that NLC’s bid 

against Lot 2 BCP Chaman was submitted to the FBR dated 25.07.2019 about one and half year later 

than Torkham original bid claiming 6.5% consultancy charges on total works cost being an EPC 

premium. NLC was asked to substantiate his claim which was substantiated by the NLC as follows: 

a.  NLC’s expenses made against consultancy (design and supervision) are not being 

compensated with the agreed rate of 3% at BCP Torkham and therefore cannot be 

taken as workable in BCP Chaman bid. 

b. Contracts agreement made between the NLC and their consulting firms at 

Chaman BCP were produced by the NLC to support their claimed premium of 

6.5%. 

 

NLC’s above submission was reviewed by the FBR based on NLC’s contracts made between 

their consultants, after verification of 5.38% cost observed against remuneration and 0.64% cost was 

observed against out of pocket and reimbursable expenses. Total premium of 6% was worked out 

against NLC’s substantiation for design, consultancy and management cost at Chaman BCP.  

The reply was not accepted because payment of 6% (3+3) for Chaman Border as design & 

construction supervision fee as compared to 3% for Torkham Border for the same nature of work, to 

same contractor under the same loan, was unjustified. Further construction supervision was the 

responsibility of the consultant M/s SMEC already hired by the FBR instead of contractor.   

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends recovery of the overpayment of construction supervision fee from the 

contractor. 

(DP. 26) 

12.4.9 Overpayment due to common material filling beyond the quantity in detail 

measurement sheet - Rs 182.892 million 

According to the General summary of BOQ, bill no. 1 Earthwork provided with a cost of Rs 

1,941.547 million in which item no. 108a formation of embankment from roadway excavation in 

common material was provided as Rs 444.143 million against the quantity 885,753 Cu.m @ NLC rate 

Rs 501.43 per Cu.m. 
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Further, according to the detailed measurement/calculation sheet of earthwork, total excavation 

of material was to be excavated with the quantity of 2,320,953 Cu.m consisting of 40% hard rock 10% 

soft rock and 50% common material as 1,160,476 Cu.m out of which was to be used for filling as 

870,961 Cu.m as common material.     

Audit noted that the Project Director (PMU) (CAREC) Regional Improving Border Services 

Project Torkham Peshawar (FBR- ADB Loan) awarded the EPC contract of work to M/s NLC (National 

Logistics Cell) with the agreement amount of Rs 12,281.393 million & USD 31,335,483 @ 133.72 ( Rs 

4,190.181 million) = Rs 16,471.574 million on 18.12.2018 and the stipulated time for completion was  

1245 days. . Value of work done  paid up to 4th IPC was Rs 5,368.754 million excluding mobilization 

advance. 

Audit observed that the Project Director measured and paid an amount of Rs 627.035 million 

on account of filling of common material of quantity 1,250,494 Cu.m @ 501.43 P/Cu.m NLC rate up 

to the 4th IPC against the provided quantity 885,753 Cu.m with the amount of earth filling of Rs 444.143 

million in the detail measurement sheet/BOQ. The Department was required to pay the filling quantity 

as calculated in the BOQ detail measurement sheet of earth filling provided with the agreement. 

Payment of common material filling on the excessive side has resulted in overpayment Rs 182.892 

million (Rs 627.035 million - Rs 444.143 million).  

Audit pointed out overpayment in November 2021. The Department replied that the Contract 

to NLC has been awarded on the basis of lump sum milestone payment and not on measurement of 

actual quantities. Payments under the contract are being verified as per Payment Schedule which is 

based on lump sum milestones. Audit is mixing up the mode of payment on ad measured basis instead 

of the Payment Schedule. All payments have been verified by the Resident Engineer (RE) on percentage 

basis against the costs provided in the Payment Schedule and are being certified by the Engineer 

accordingly. There is no measurement of actual quantities involved in this contract. All payments so far 

certified and paid are in accordance with the Payment Schedule milestones and there is no over payment. 

The reply was not accepted because the contract cost was based on a BOQ carrying certain 

quantities of work. Any deviation to the agreed quantities is adjustable as per value engineering clause 

of standard EPC contract. Further, milestone was to be calculated/prepared on the basis of BOQ 

amounts.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends recovery/adjustment of the overpaid amount.   

(DP. 06) 

12.4.10 Overpayment due to acceptance of higher rates of earthworks - Rs 156.734 million 

According to section 6 of the agreement Employer requirement, the quoted rates of the EPC 

contract will be checked against the approved CSR of NHA and the Public Works Department for 

comparison purposes. In the absence of CSR and MES Rates, EPC shall provide Market Rate analysis 

sustained with supplier quotations. 

According to the General summary of bid cost, bill no. 1 Earthwork consisting of different 

items was provided with the NLC rates as Rs 1,941.547 million. 

Audit noted that the Project Director (PMU) (CAREC) Regional Improving Border Services 

Project Torkham Peshawar (FBR- ADB Loan) awarded the EPC contract of work to M/s NLC (National 

Logistics Cell) with the agreement amount of Rs 12,281.393 million & USD 31,335,483 @ 133.72 ( Rs 

4,190.181 million) = Rs 16,471.574 million on 18.12.2018    
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Audit observed that the rates of Earth Work bill-1 consisting of different items of subject BOQ 

were provided/ available in the NHA CSR 2014 including permissible premium @ 11% and amount 

came to Rs 1,784.812 million. Whereas the Department accepted the earthwork on NLC rates of Rs 

1,941.547 million and being paid accordingly but the same items were available in NHA CSR 2014 

including permissible premium with low cost than NLC rates. The Department was required to accept 

the compared rates as per codal obligation but the Department accepted single-quoted rates without any 

comparison/competition in violation of the above rule. This resulted in overpayment due to acceptance 

of higher rates on earthwork Rs 156.734 million  

(Rs 1,941.547 million – Rs 1,784.813 million).  

Audit pointed out higher rates in November 2021. The Department replied that during pre-bid 

negotiations with NLC, it was agreed between PMU FBR and NLC that 11% premium will be payable 

over the rates given in NHA CSR 2014 for infrastructure works. NLC’s accepted bid includes different 

categories of infrastructures works i.e., Earthworks, Sub Base & Base, Surface Courses, Retaining 

Walls, Culverts and Bridges etc. NLC quoted rates for these items of infrastructure works with varying 

premium percentages. However, the rate analysis of all categories of infrastructure works combined 

together shows that the average premium is 11% above NHA CSR 2014 rates.   

The reply was not accepted because higher rates were paid as NLC’s quoted rates than the 

agreed 11% on NHA CSR. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends recovery/adjustment of the overpaid amount.   

(DP. 05) 

12.4.11 Inadmissible payment to the contractor due to execution of temporary roads 

beyond the provision of contract agreement - Rs 57.919 million   

 Clause 4.23, Section 6 - Particular Conditions Part B - Special Provision provides that the 

contractor is fully responsible for ensuring that the border crossing is fully operational during the works 

and the contractor is also responsible for the payment and execution and maintenance in good working 

order of the temporary re-location of existing border services and circulation roads. 

 Para 15, Section 020 - Technical Specification of contract agreement further provides that the 

contractor shall prepare and maintain such temporary roads as to be necessary from the site to the nearest 

roads and also within the plot. Such roads shall be positioned strictly in accordance with the instructions 

of the Engineer and the contractor shall reduce or control any dust nuisance by spraying with water as 

directed. 

 Audit noted that the Federal Board of Revenue awarded a contract for “Development of 

Integrated Transit Trade Management System (ITTMS) Central Asia Regional Economic Corridor 

(CAREC) Regional Improving Border Service (RIBS) at Chaman Border” to M/s National Logistics 

Cell (NLC) at an agreement cost of Rs 12,576.501 million & US $ 36,807,908 on August 2019. The 

work was started on 24.09.2019 which was required to be completed on 20.07.2022.  

 Audit observed during the review of the record that the Project Management Unit (PMU) 

Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) made a payment to the contractor amounting to Rs 5.329 million on 

account of the construction of diversions up to IPC No.04. Subsequently, certain items have also been 

measured for Rs 52.590 million on account of Cargo Dirt Track (N-25 to FC Yard and FC Yard to FS 

Gate another diversion of the road). Moreover, the contractor was required to execute/construct the 
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temporary roads at his own cost as per contact provisions, whereas, the project management made 

payment to the contractor.   

 Non-adherence to contract provisions caused inadmissible payment to the contractor due to 

execution of temporary roads beyond the contract provision for Rs 57.919 million (payment of Rs 5.329 

million + Rs 52.590).  

Audit pointed out the inadmissible payment in November 2021. The Department replied that 

the construction of a dirt track was originally included as a provisional sum under PS-05. However, 

during the execution of works, it was noted that the movement of existing import/export traffic was 

interfering with the construction activities. The Southern Command, Quetta agreed to provide their land 

on the eastern side of the BCP for shifting of all the facilities involved (customs, Immigration, FC etc) 

on that side in order to facilitate movement of all import/export traffic on one side of BCP and to allow 

unhindered execution of works within the BCP. Accordingly, the dirt track originally catered for as a 

PS item was included in the Contract as a mettaled road diversion to take the volume of import/export 

traffic under an Engineer’s instruction for variation pursuant to Sub-Clause 13.1 of General Conditions 

of Contract. This will be regularized as a VO to the Contract with approval of the Employer and 

concurrence of ADB. The Variation Order is currently under preparation. 

The reply was not accepted because such arrangement was not to be paid to the contractor as 

per contract provision referred above. 

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends recovery besides fixing responsibility against the person (s) at fault. 

 (DP. 33) 

12.4.12 Overpayment due to non-utilization of available structural excavation common 

material for embankment - Rs 32.762 million 

 According to NHA specification item 108 Formation of Embankment: - Embankment material 

shall consist of suitable material excavated from borrow, roadway excavation, or structural excavation 

and shall include all lead and lift. Borrow material will be used only when material obtained from the 

roadway or structural excavation is not suitable or is deficient for embankment formation and shall 

include all lead and lift. 

Further according to NHA specification item 108-5 formation of embankment from borrow 

excavation. Measurement shall be made as under: 

Formation from Borrow = Total Embankment Quantity (minus) Roadway excavation Quantity 

(minus) structural excavation Quantity. 

Audit noted that the Project Director (PMU) (CAREC) Regional Improving Border Services 

Project Chaman (FBR- ADB Loan) awarded the EPC contract of work to M/s NLC (National Logistics 

Cell) with the agreement amount of Rs 12,576.501 million & USD 36,807,908 @ 163.924 ( Rs 

6,033.700 million) = Rs 18,610.201 million on 19.08.2019 and time was allowed 1034 days for 

completion. Value of work done was paid up to 4th IPC Rs 5,126.686 million, excluding mobilization 

advance. 

Audit observed that the quantity of BOQ item no.107a Structural Excavation under the 

Retaining Wall, Drain, Nullah Works bill no. 4A was provided in the BOQ with the quantity 77,679 

Cu.m @ Rs 572.09 with the amount of Rs 44.439 million. Whereas the authority measured and paid 

said BOQ items for retaining Walls 1, 2 and 3 with the amount of Rs 33.925 million with the quantity 
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of 59,300 Cu.m (33,925,200/572.09) up to 4th IPC which will not be used for the backfilling because 

item no 107d Granular Backfill was provided for backfilling of retaining walls with the quantity 38709.3 

Cu.m @ Rs 3944.66 per Cu.m. 

It was further observed that the quantity of BOQ item no.108c (Formation of Embankment from 

Borrow Excavation) under the Earthwork bill no.1 was provided in the BOQ as 488,412 Cu.m @ 552.49 

P/Cu.m. Whereas the authority measured and paid said BOQ item on export/ passenger yard and R1&R3 

filling of nullah with the amount of Rs 160.544 million with the quantity of 290,583 Cu.m @ 552.49 

up to 4th IPC.  

Audit is of the view that structural excavation common material from retaining wall with 

quantity 59,300 Cu.m was available which was to be adjusted /utilized for embankment under the 

Formation of Embankment from Borrow Excavation. But the authority did not adjust /deduct the 

quantity of structural excavation common material in violation of the codal rule. This has resulted in 

overpayment due to the non-utilization of available structural excavation common material for the 

embankment of Rs 32.763 million (59,300 *552.49).  

 Audit pointed out the overpayment in November 2021. The Department replied that the BOQ 

has been provided for reference only and has nothing to do with the mode of payment. The Contract 

payments are based on lump sum milestone payments in accordance with the Payment Schedule. The 

material obtained from   structural excavation was found to be unsuitable for use in embankment 

formation and was disposed of accordingly. As regards the Contractor’s negligence for not getting the 

approval for the dumping areas and not maintaining the record, 15% cost has already been deducted on 

the overall quantity which will be released once substantiating documents are provided. 

The reply was not accepted because the contract cost was based on a BOQ carrying certain 

quantities of work. Any deviation to the agreed quantities is adjustable as per value engineering clause 

of standard EPC contract.  

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends recovery besides fixing responsibility against the person (s) at fault. 

 (DP. 31) 

12.4.13 Inadmissible payment due to execution of superfluous item of work beyond the 

drawing/design - Rs 30.002 million 

 As per typical cross-sections and Drawing No.TW-08, there was no provision of an Item of 

work Improved Sub-grade in every Center Lane Roads (CL) as well as Import/Export Yard Parking, 

hence the said item was not required to be laid. 

  Audit noted that the Federal Board of Revenue awarded a contract for “Development of 

Integrated Transit Trade Management System (ITTMS) Central Asia Regional Economic Corridor 

(CAREC) Regional Improving Border Service (RIBS) at Torkham Border” to M/s National Logistics 

Cell (NLC) on single tender (Direct Contracting) at an agreement cost of Rs 12,281.393 million & US 

$ 31,335,483 in December 2018 on EPC/Turnkey basis with the date of start in February 2019 which 

was required to be completed on 20.07.2022. 

 Audit observed during the review of the Interim Payment Certificates that an “Item No.110 - 

Improved Sub-grade” was measured and paid to the contractor for Rs 30.003 million on Center Lane 

Roads as well as Import/Export Yard Parking up to IPC No.04. A review of the record indicated that 

the said item was not provided in the drawing/design as material obtained for filling in the embankment 

had sufficient CBR strength about 10 to 20%.  
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 This resulted in inadmissible payment of Rs 30.003 million. 

Audit pointed out the matter in November 2021. The Department replied that all payments 

under the contract are to be made as per milestone-based payment schedule. Payment against activity 

pertaining to Import Yard road network has been made as per the work executed on site. It is the 

prerogative of the Engineer/his assistants to decide the extent to which a certain item is required to be 

used. However, being a lump sum contract, payment has to be made as per the provision in the payment 

schedule. The Engineer will review the entire payments made before the Final Payment Certificate is 

issued. 

The reply was not accepted because the contract cost was based on a BOQ carrying certain 

quantities of work. Any deviation to the agreed quantities is adjustable as per value engineering clause 

of standard EPC contract. Further, said item was not provided in the drawing/design and seems not to 

be executed yet that payment was made.   

DAC meeting was not convened despite request by Audit on 03.01.2022, 07.01.2022, 

11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022. 

Audit recommends early recovery besides appropriate action. 

 (DP. 23) 
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CHAPTER 13 

THEMATIC AUDIT 

 

SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT OF WATER AND SANITATION IN ISLAMABAD 

1.1  Introduction 

 Sustainable water management means ensuring the capacity to fulfill the present-day 

requirements of water, while facilitating the future generations to have an affordable access to 

water as per their needs. The rapidly emerging climatic changes are one of the biggest threats 

to the sustainability of life on Earth. In Pakistan, climatic changes are expected to have wide-

ranging impacts including increased variability of water availability. 

1.2  Background 

The capital city Islamabad is facing a number of urban development challenges due to its rapid 

urban growth, which is also creating eco-environmental problems, including drinking water safety and 

sanitation. Ministry of Environment, in line with provisions of the National Environment Policy and 

Vision 2030, has formulated the National Drinking Water Policy 2009. The Policy aims to provide a 

guiding framework to address the key issues and challenges faced by Pakistan in provision of 

sustainable access to safe drinking water. Similarly, National Sanitation Policy was formulated in 2006 

with primary focus on safe disposal of liquids and solid waste and promotion of health and hygiene 

practices in the country. National Water Policy 2018 has also been framed with the objective to take 

cognizance of the emerging water crisis and provide an overall policy framework and guidelines for a 

comprehensive plan of action. 

1.3       Establishing the Audit Theme  

1.3.1  Reasons of selection 

This theme is current, as it is a part of Pakistan Vision 2025 under Pillar-VI i.e. Energy, 

Water and Food Security. Major targets include: 

i. increase water storage capacity, in line with defined strategic needs and 

international benchmarks,  

ii. invest in proven methods and technologies to minimize wastage (e.g. in the 

agricultural sector), promote conservation and gain efficiencies through 

rationalization of pricing,  

iii. enable more effective allocation with direct reference to national & provincial 

priorities and related social and economic considerations,  

iv. establish institutional mechanisms (e.g. a National Water Commission) to 

effectively manage all sources of water (surface, subsurface, rain) and their sectoral 

and regional allocations (agriculture, industry, urban) and  

v. provision of access to a minimum baseline of suitable water to every person in 

Pakistan. 
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 It is relevant to SDG-6 (Clean water and sanitation for all).  The Sustainable Development 

Goals Report 2019 states that accelerated action is needed to provide people with safely managed 

drinking water and sanitation.  

 The Directorate General Audit Works (Federal) conducted thematic audit of “Sustainable 

Management of Water and Sanitation in Islamabad” as a part of approved Audit Plan 2021-2022. 

1.3.2  Purpose/Objectives 

Theme incorporates an analysis of audit findings and the impact on resources and 

operations of CDA/MCI. It is envisaged that the theme will be used by policy makers and 

implementing organizations to assess the effectiveness of the internal controls and operational 

management i.e. role and performance of the organizations, as well as, guide them in 

identifying appropriate solutions for inherent weaknesses.  

The audit findings and recommendations provided with theme are intended as a guide 

for implementing agencies to assess and improve their performance. The possible benefits of 

the Audit Theme to the stakeholders are as follows: 
  

i. The Public Accounts Committee and the Public Administration can use the 

theme to inform Parliament of the systemic weaknesses in the public sector that 

may require legislative changes.   

ii. The legislature and implementing arms can use the theme in the formulation of 

policies and procedures to ensure consistency, transparency and accountability.   

iii. Executive Board of CDA can direct investigations to determine how well their 

entities are addressing the risks identified in the theme.   

iv. Accounting Office may use the theme to develop internal controls and 

strengthen risk management processes.  

v. Internal auditors can use the theme to assist in choosing the operational areas to 

audit.   

1.3.3     Scope 

 Planning and operational activities of following entities during the year 2020-21 were subject 

to audit analysis: 

i. Planning & Design Wing, CDA 

ii. Engineering Wing, CDA 

iii. Environment Wing, CDA 

 The scope of audit covered analysing strategic planning, policies, procedures, goals, 

achievements, surveys and researches conducted by various Directorates of CDA/MCI for the purpose 

of sustainable management of water and sanitation in Islamabad. These Directorates included Water 
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Supply Management, Water and Sewerage Development, Bulk Water Management, Bulk Water 

Management Cell, Sanitation and Sewerage Treatment Plant. Outlays audited were Rs 785.220 million.  

 Audit examined following: 

i. Principles of governance on the subject matter and their status  

ii. Relevant Policy objectives and their achievements 

iii. Relevant Policy directions and implementation 

iv. Follow-up mechanism at top level management 

v. Implementation arrangements and their effectiveness 

vi. Project planning, financing, execution, benchmarks/ performance yardsticks and 

their achievements 

vii. Roadmap (timelines) and status of implementation 

 

Audit analysed working and planning of CDA/MCI not only in the light of national policies, 

but also international guidelines laid by World Health Organization.  

 Audit examined water testing reports, water supply and demand along with the projected 

population growth, strategic planning and financial management in this regard.  

 Audit further analysed the sustainability of both quantity and quality along with the ability of 

said organizations to meet global standards of potable water.  

 Audit observed serious violations of National Water Policy of 2018 along with the dearth of 

surveys and researches conducted by CDA/MCI. Average shortage of 80 Million Gallons per Day as 

indicated by CDA, coupled with a projected population growth rate of 5% can lead to serious 

consequences. No proper policy or mechanism was found for recycling or billing of industrial and 

domestic water usage. Furthermore, delayed water supply scheme from Tarbela Dam can further 

aggravate the water situation in Islamabad. 

2.  Legal framework governing the theme 

 There are number of policy interventions, programmes, guidelines, etc. regarding Water 

Management and Sanitations, as follows: 

 National Sanitation Policy 2006 

 National Water Policy 2018 

 ICT Municipal Bylaws, 1968 

 Performance Based Budgeting (Three-year framework for budgetary planning)  

 The Islamabad Laws 

 National Environment Policy 2006  

 SOP for Management of Sanitation Services in Islamabad 2008 
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3. Stakeholders and Governmental organizations identified as directly/indirectly involved 

 Following Ministries and autonomous bodies are involved in the theme: 

Ministry/Division  Implementing 

department/Autonomous body 

Ministry of Interior  Capital Development Authority 

 Metropolitan Corporation Islamabad 
Capital Development Authority (CDA) was established in 1960 under Capital Development 

Authority Act, 1960 and since then it is responsible for providing municipal services to the Capital. 

However, in 2016, Islamabad Metropolitan Corporation (MCI) was formed and some municipal 

activities were transferred from CDA to MCI.  

4.  Role of important organizations 

 The Capital Development Authority has the responsibility for the overall planning, provision 

and supervision of public health services, covering adequate sanitation and garbage disposal within the 

territorial limits of the Islamabad Capital Territory (ICT). It also has the responsibility for the 

coordination of public health services with other relevant agencies. Within CDA, the Directorate of 

Sanitation has the functional responsibility for sanitation and management of solid waste within the 

municipal limits of Islamabad. This includes collection, transportation and safe disposal of solid waste 

collected from residential areas, commercial areas, open spaces etc. 

5. Organization’s Financials 

 CDA is an autonomous body having its own financial resources for its operations and 

accounting/payment procedures. However, Federal Government also provides funds on accounts of 

certain PSDP projects and maintenance of government buildings. Major resources of receipt of CDA 

include: 

 Revenue generated from sale of plots, municipal receipts, sanitation receipts, 

environmental/horticulture receipts, property tax, water charges, conservancy charges, 

interest/markup, commercial receipts (rent from shopping centres, bus stands, parking 

areas), etc., 

 Grant-in-aid from federal government for development purpose through Public Sector 

Development Programme,  

 Grant-in-aid from federal government for maintenance of specified government buildings 

(Maintenance Grant). 

 6. Field Audit Activity 

6.1  Methodology 

 Audit methodology included data collection, determination of objectives and audit criteria, 

analysis/consultation of record, discussion with staff, site visits, etc. Following steps were involved: 

i. Understanding the auditee/activities; 

ii. Defining audit objectives; 

iii. Developing audit procedures; 

iv. Conducting audit as per audit procedures; questionnaire, performance measurement; 

v. Evaluating results;  

vi. Reporting.  
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6.2 Audit Analysis 

6.2.1 Review of Internal Controls 

 Within CDA, the Directorate of Sanitation has the functional responsibility for sanitation and 

management of solid waste within the municipal limits of Islamabad. A Standard Operating Procedure 

(SOP) has been framed by CDA for management of sanitation services in Islamabad. This SOP aims to 

institute better management, execution and monitoring practices as regards CDA’s responsibilities for 

sanitation and solid waste management. Monitoring the solid waste collection and disposal operation 

through on site or off site visits, is one of the internal controls which is responsibility of Director, Deputy 

Director and other levels. However, this function has not been performed optimally.  Final disposal site 

of waste has been the issue in Islamabad as in absence of an appropriate landfill sites, Nullahs and other 

places receive this garbage. Integrated waste management system has not been planned and garbage 

generated in the city is dumped without any treatment.  

 Water Supply Directorate is responsible for production, treatment, conduction and distribution 

of potable water from different surfaces as well as ground water resources to the consumer end. Water 

is supplied to the city through, Simly & Sangjani Water Treatment Plants, Shahdara, Saidpur, Korang 

& Noorpur Water Works, Poona Faquiran Augmentation scheme and Tube Wells. Supplies from all 

these resources are managed up to the consumer end through a system of conduction, service reservoirs, 

sumps/intermediate pumping stations and distribution network. Audit observations indicate that internal 

controls are weak as water supply services are not satisfactory. 

6.2.2 Critical Review 

i. The Project for water conducting to Islamabad was not timely initiated to overcome 

the water shortages in the city which not only deprived the inhabitants of basic 

necessity of clean water facility.  

ii. CDA has not established any permanent landfill facility for solid waste management 

for Islamabad. Various sites in D-12, H-10, H-11, and I-12 remained in use of CDA 

as landfill sites. In 2011, dumping site was allotted in Sector I-12 Islamabad on 

temporary basis which was inappropriate for waste disposal being situated in close 

vicinity of the residential section, posing threats to human health. 

iii. 60% cost of electricity could be reduced by using solar energy in accordance with 

National Water Policy, 2018 but the policy was not adopted by CDA which put an 

extra burden on  public exchequer for Rs 261.323 million (total electricity cost of  

Rs 435.538 x 60%). 

iv. The two concrete digesters and generator installed in 1998, were non-functional. 

CDA neither made any proper efforts in the last 20 years to introduce a latest 

technology nor any international contractor/consultant was hired to generate 

electricity for the whole Sewerage Treatment Plant and surrounding street light of 

I-9 sector whose huge bill is being paid by CDA.  

6.2.3 Significant Audit Observations 

6.2.3.1 Extra-ordinary increase in PC-I cost due to delay in initiation of the project - Rs 34,679.96 

million  

A consultant, M/s MMP Pakistan was hired for conducting feasibility study of water from River 

Indus (Tarbela Dam) and River Jhelum (Up-Stream Mangla Dam to Islamabad) and a sum of Rs 18.885 

million was paid for the purpose. The consultant completed the final feasibility study for the scheme 
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during the year 2009 wherein the project phase-I cost was worked out as Rs 44,841.88 million. 

However, it was noticed that the management initiated the project during 2009.   

Audit observed that after lapse of 7 years, the management decided to initiate the project in 

2017 with a revised PC-I cost of Rs. 79,521.84 million that resulted in an increase of Rs. 34,679.96 

million than previous cost. Audit is of the view that this state of affairs occurred due to inordinate delay 

of the project which not only put an extra burden of Rs 34,679.96 million on government exchequer but 

also deprived the inhabitants of the intended benefits of the facility.  

 (Para 15) 

6.2.3.2 Inappropriate selection of the Waste Dumping Site in I-12 without fencing/boundary walls 

and non-availability of dumping site on long-term basis  

Since the establishment of CDA, the Authority has not established any permanent landfill 

facility for solid waste collected from the city of Islamabad. In 2011, dumping site was allotted in Sector 

I-12 Islamabad. 

Audit observed that the allotted dumping site was inappropriate for waste disposal being 

situated in close vicinity of local population. The dumping site without boundary wall provides the 

scavengers an easy access to the site, besides giving an unpleasant sight to the passersby. In addition, 

emission of foul odors, dotting of the adjacent localities with the littered garbage and precipitated 

breeding of rodents, mosquitoes and other pests at the dumpsite is posing a threat to human health. 

Keeping in consideration the aforementioned facts, an appropriate landfill site needs to be 

selected in conformity with the required standards to avoid any potential harm to the environment and 

human population. Currently the Authority is facing problems due to non-availability of waste disposal 

site on long-term basis.   

(Para 60) 

6.2.3.3 Extra burden on public exchequer on account of electricity charges due to non-adaptation 

of renewable energy use - Rs 261.323 million 

As per para 3.4 of National Water Policy 2018, with appropriate policies and subsidies, a large 

percentage of tube wells in Pakistan, can be converted to solar energy to provide additional water at 

lower cost. 

Audit noted that, Water Supply Directorate, MCI Islamabad paid an amount of Rs 435.538 

million on account of electricity charges for running of tube wells and other pumps for supply of water 

in Islamabad during 2020-21.   

Audit observed that 60% cost of electricity could be reduced by using solar energy but the 

policy was not adopted by CDA for the last 11 years, which put an extra burden on  public exchequer 

for Rs 261.323 million (Rs 435.538 x 60%). 

 (Para 42) 

6.2.3.4 Loss due to non-functioning of digester since last 20 years -  

Rs 210.000 million 

During site visit of Sewerage Treatment Plant Directorate, CDA, audit noted that two digesters 

were installed for production of biogas in 1998.  

Audit observed that concrete digesters and generator were non-functional and no proper record 

was provided to Audit to authenticate expenditure incurred on their installment. Audit further observed 

that Authority neither made any proper efforts in the last 20 years to introduce a latest technology nor   
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any international contractor / consultant was hired to generate electricity for the whole Sewerage 

Treatment Plant and surrounding street light of I-9 sector whose huge bill is being paid by CDA.  

Audit further observed that in the year 2020-21, a sum of  

Rs 9.360 million was paid on account of electricity charges. This resulted into loss due to non-

functioning of digester since last 20 years Rs 210.000 million (approximate Rs 8.000 million electricity 

charges × 20 years + approximate Rs 50.000 million installation charges of digester). 

 (Para 03) 

6.2.3.5 Loss due to non-achievement of revenue target as per PC-I since last 15 years - Rs 

180.000 million 

As per para 24(b) of revised PC-I of Improvement/ Refurbishing of existing Sewerage 

Treatment Plants (STP) Phase-I, II & III and Construction of Sewerage Plant (Phase-IV) and 

procurement of contingent items at Islamabad, approved by ECNEC on 14.03.2006, approximately, Rs 

8.76 million could be earned by sale of manure from plant. Further, para 15 provides that, annual 

recurring maintenance expenditure was Rs 51.389 million.  

During scrutiny of accounts record of Sewerage Treatment Plant Directorate, CDA, Audit noted 

that in the year 2020-21, an expenditure of Rs 93.440 million was made on recurring maintenance head 

on account of STP.  

Audit observed that from above criteria percentage of annual revenue earned from the sale of 

manure produced in the plant to annual recurring maintenance expenditure at the time of PC-I was 17%. 

(i.e. approx. estimated revenue by sale of manure Rs 8.76 million ÷ 51.389 million expenditure × 100) 

Audit further observed that no data regarding sale of manure was provided to Audit. This 

resulted into loss due to non-achievement of revenue target as per PC-I during last 15 years for Rs 

150.000 million (approximate average 17% revenue proportional to expenditure of  

Rs 12.000 million per year × 15 years)  

 (Para 02) 

6.2.3.6 Non-harvesting of rain water and allowing boring for water in residential and commercial 

areas  

As per para 2.15 of National Water Policy 2018, executing and managing agencies/departments 

should promote appropriate technologies for rain water harvesting in rural as well as urban areas. As 

per para 2.16, one of the policy objectives is regulating ground water withdrawals for curbing over-

abstraction and promoting aquifer recharge. 

 Audit requested Directorate of Bulk Water Management Cell, CDA to provide policies 

framed/studies for rain water harvesting carried out by CDA or measures taken in compliance of 

National Water Policy, but no such record or policy was available with the management of CDA. 

Audit observed that average precipitation /rain fall in Islamabad is 39.9 inch per year. Most of 

the rain water in the city and ICT passes through buildings and asphaltic roads and almost 90% of rain 

water in the city gets disposed of in big nullahs without proper catchment system.  

No proper policy was adopted by CDA management to use residential/commercial building 

roofs for catchment of rain water.  
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Further, no survey carrying details of number of houses, shops and factories which were taking 

underground water through boring was available when requisitioned by Audit. 

 Audit further observed that policy for stoppage of such practices was not made by CDA 

management. This practice of self-boring is affecting underground water table severely resulting in 

violation of National Water Policy.  

 (Para 18, 19) 

6.2.3.7 Non-usage of flood water for irrigation in Zone-IV and for ground water table 

improvement programs  

 As per para 2.21 of National Water Policy 2018, one of the policy objectives is profitable use 

of flood water towards promotion of local irrigation practices. 

 Audit requested Directorate of Bulk Water Management Cell, CDA to provide policies 

framed/studies for rain water harvesting carried out by CDA or measures taken in compliance of 

National Water Policy, but no such record or policy was available with the management of CDA. 

 Audit observed that absence of policy action for flood water usage for irrigation purposes in 

Zone-IV which is farm housing Zone and for improvement of ground water table by moving the flood 

water through channels to dry empty grounds is resulting in loss of precious resource of clean water.  

 (Para 20) 

6.2.3.8 Failure in adaptation of Public Private Partnership for urban water and sewage system 

works 

As per Para 2.19 of National Water Policy 2018, all Government executing departments should 

encourage beneficiary participation and public private partnerships. 

Further, as per para 28.11, sectors that can benefit from PPP modalities and private sector 

participation (like urban water and sewage) should immediately be opened up for investment through 

appropriate policies. The introduction of private capital and discipline in project execution will not only 

introduce cost savings and efficiency during implementation but will also save time and create a 

competitive environment. 

Audit observed that no record or policy was available regarding execution of work through 

public private partnership which shows that management of CDA is not considering National Water 

Policy 2018 in strategic planning which resulted into non-adaption of public private partnership for 

urban water and sewage system works.  

 (Para 21) 

6.2.3.9 Provision of unsafe drinking water at Filtration Plants  

As per Para 21.4 of National Water Policy 2018, a study shall be initiated to establish water 

quality standards for different uses and for surface and groundwater, develop standards and regulations 

for effluent disposal, develop a comprehensive programme of water quality monitoring, support 

development of an Information Management System for data storage and assessment. 

According to WHO Guidelines for Drinking-Water Quality, Para 2.2.1 for microbial water 

quality, verification is likely to include microbiological testing. Verification of the microbial quality of 

drinking-water may be undertaken by the supplier, surveillance agencies or a combination of the two.  
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While conducting audit at Water Supply Directorate, CDA, Audit noted from data of water 

quality test reports of CDA Lab to appraise the quality of drinking water being supplied to the 

inhabitants of Islamabad from Simly Dam.  It was revealed that the water being supplied from Simly 

Dam even at Aiwan-e-Sadar was found unsafe as the test results showed presence of many contaminants 

in supplied water.   

Audit observed that fifty-six (56) drinking water filtration plants were installed in different 

sectors of Islamabad. The replacement registers of filter, cartridge, and media of filtration plant during 

2020-21, showed that frequency of majority of replacement of this equipment was between 3 to 6 

months. In some cases, these are not replaced for whole years. 

Furthermore, water quality tests were not conducted from any other WHO certified water 

quality testing laboratory to cross check the results of CDA Lab. 

 Audit further observed that no record is available regarding make, company warranty and time 

for replacement of filters. As per DAWN News 31.07.2013, when tests of 33 plants were conducted by 

Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources (PCRWR), twenty-seven (27) filtration plants in 

Islamabad were found providing unsafe drinking water to the consumers, which indicated poor 

management of clean drinking water supply. 

Audit holds that supply of unsafe potable water to the targeted local population was established 

but the management record was silent regarding any actions/measures in this regard.  

 (Paras 24, 26, 34) 

6.2.3.10 Non-implementation of National Water Policy 2018 for 100% metering of water, 

reduction in wastage, and theft cases 

 As per para 12.2 National Water Policy 2018, full financial sustainability shall be aimed at for 

the Urban Water Supply and Sanitation Systems through effective reduction in wastage, theft and non-

revenue water allocation and 100% metering, with effective safety-nets for the urban and peri-urban 

poor. Similarly, urban water tariffs must be revised to ensure financial sustainability. 

 During scrutiny of record of Water Supply Directorate, CDA Islamabad, Audit requested to 

provide metering policy/plan, theft and leakage data and its remedial measures for proper 

implementation of National Water Policy in Islamabad. 

Audit observed that no on-ground effort is yet made for 100% water metering system. Audit 

further observed that data regarding water theft cases, especially in industrial area and farm houses was 

not being maintained. Metering is necessary in order to control excessive usage and wastages, which 

resulted into non-implementation of National Water Policy 2018 in letter and spirit. 

  (Para 45) 

6.2.3.11 Untreated sewerage water in residential Sectors 

As per Para 7.4 of National Water Policy 2018, Water Conservation Plans shall include “re-use 

and recycling of municipal and industrial waste water effluent after appropriate treatment at source.” 

 According to the provision of Revised PC-I of Improvement/ Refurbishing of Existing 

Sewerage Treatment Plants (STP) Phase-I, II & III and Construction of Sewerage Plant (Phase-IV) and 

Procurement of contingent items at Islamabad, approved by ECNEC on 14.03.2006 for Rs 2,727.006 

million, the Sewage Treatment Plants have a capacity to treat 18.00 million gallon discharge (MGD) 

per day. Reportedly, STP Phase-IV is capable of treating 10 MGD sewage per day. 
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 Audit observed that Sewerage Treatment Plant Directorate, CDA, was made functional in 

Sector I-9 with a capacity of sewerage water treatment of 18 MGD, Audit observed following 

discrepancies in the processing of water treatment plant: 

i) The plant has been treating 3 to 3.5 MGD sewage against its capacity of 18 MGD 

due to broken network of sewerage line since its establishment.  

ii) The population of Islamabad urban area as per Pakistan Bureau of Statistics was 

529,180 in 1998 and in 2017 it reached to 1,009,003 which is double but the plant 

is still not used at its optimum production level. 

iii) The plant is disposing of effluent in Nullah Lai instead of usage for gardening, 

horticulture, and forestry, etc. in violation of National Water Policy 2019. The 

treated water (effluent) gets polluted immediately after falling into the Nullah Lai. 

Thus, the main objectives of the project to reduce water pollution and water borne 

diseases that promote flora and fauna is not achieved.  

iv) The plant was built in 4 phases to process sewerage water from sectors 5 to 11 of 

D, E, F, G, H and I series. CDA failed to link existing sewage network, which 

was choked and broken down at various places of these sectors since last 20 years 

of its completion.  

v) CDA also failed to make new sewerage treatment plants for new sectors 13 to 16 

of different series in violation of above National Water Policy 2018.  

 (Para 01, 04) 

6.2.3.12 Failure of the consultant to complete the assignment on solid waste management system 

- Rs 36.018 million  

Clause 3.4 of consultant agreement provides that if the client suffer any losses or damages as a 

result of proven faults, errors or omission in the design of a project, the consultant shall make good such 

losses or damages subject to the condition that maximum liability as aforesaid shall not exceed twice 

the total remuneration of the consultants for design phase.  

noted that Sanitation Directorate, MCI/CDA awarded consultancy service ‘Hiring of 

consultant/transaction advisory (consultant/firm) to Develop Smart & Integrated Municipal Solid Waste 

Management System in Islamabad’ to M/s NESPAK (JV) at agreement cost of Rs 36.018 million on 

19.02.2021.  

Audit observed that the consultant M/s NESPAK was required to complete the assignment 

within 6 months up to 19.08.2021 but the consultant failed to complete the assignment. Audit held the 

expenditure as loss/infructuous based on following observations:  

i. Authority did not take any action against the Consultant for its failure to complete 

the assignment within stipulated time.  

ii. Professional liability insurance was not obtained from the consultant in violation of 

PEC standard agreement clauses resulting in non-recovery of premium cost @ 1% 

for  

Rs 360,180.  
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iii. As per remarks of the Authority, the consultant has provided decades old data in his 

inception report which are not workable/implementable on the basis of old data.  

iv. The firm M/s NESPAK has no past experiences and technical specialty/capabilities 

in the field of Solid Waste Management due to which the consultant seems unable 

to generate a comprehensive report on SWM System.  

 (Para 55) 

6.2.3.13 Non-availability of waste management mechanism/practices as per modern standards 

and non-recycling of wastes  

 As per CDA Byelaws, there was no proper mechanism for solid waste management in 

Islamabad.  

Policy and Regulations on SWM-Pakistan (2010), provides following guidelines for the 

land filling operations: 

 

i. Wastes subjected to land filling shall be compacted in thin layers using landfill 

compactors to achieve high density of the waste 

ii. Wastes shall be covered immediately or at the end of each working day with 

minimum 10 cm of soil, inert debris or construction material till such time waste 

processing facilities for composting or recycling or energy recovery are set up. 

iii. Prior to the commencement of monsoon season, an intermediate cover of 40-65 cm 

thickness of soil shall be placed on the landfill with proper compaction and grading 

to prevent infiltration during monsoon. Proper drainage beams shall be constructed 

to divert run-off away from the active cell of the landfill. 

iv. After completion of landfill, a final cover shall be designed to minimize infiltration 

and erosion. 

v. Diversion of storm water drains to minimize leachate generation and prevents 

pollution of surface water and also for avoiding flooding and creation of marshy 

conditions. 

vi. Construction of a non-permeable lining system at the base and walls of waste 

disposal area 

vii. Provisions for management of leachates collection and treatment shall be made. The 

treated leachates shall meet the NEQS. 

viii. Prevention of run-off from landfill area entering any stream, river, lake or pond 
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Fig. A typical modern landfill (Vesilindet al. 2002) 

 Audit observed that the CDA management has not adopted the modern practices for solid waste 

management in Islamabad city. The management while carrying out operations of the waste dumping 

and disposal was not found to be complying with the guidelines of SWM guidelines-2010.   

In absence of the appropriate waste disposal mechanism, severe health hazards for the local 

population are likely to crop up besides the significant risks of contamination being posed to the 

surrounding atmosphere. Furthermore, no recycling mechanism of solid wastes was introduced and 

implemented by the CDA management.  

 Non-compliance of standard policies on SWM by the department was due to absence of a policy 

framework to carry out operations of waste dumping and disposal. 

 (Para 61) 

6.2.3.14 Non-implementation of feasibility study of water supply -  

Rs 18.885 million 

Audit noted that Bulk Water Management Cell, CDA has awarded a consultancy service 

contract for “Conducting of Water from River Indus (Tarbela Dam) & River Jhelum (Up-Stream 

Mangla Dam to Islamabad)” to M/s MMP Pakistan at the cost of Rs 18.885 million on 27.04.2005.  

Audit observed that the consultant M/s MMP Pakistan was hired for conducting feasibility of 

Water from River Indus (Tarbela Dam) and River Jhelum (Up-Stream Mangla Dam to Islamabad) and 

paid Rs 18.885 million in this regard. The consultant completed the Final Feasibility Study for the 

scheme during the year 2009, wherein the project phase-I cost was worked out as Rs 44,841.88 million. 

However, it was noticed that the management did not make further progress and the feasibility was not 

implemented. After incurring an expenditure of Rs 18.885 million the management left the scheme 

unattended till date. Consequently after lapse of a period of more than 10 years, the feasibility study did 

not remain workable. Audit is of the view that this state of affairs not only put the government at loss 

of Rs 18.885 million in shape of feasibility cost but also delayed the facility to overcome the water 

shortage in the city.  

 (Para 14) 

7. Departmental Responses 
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Audit pointed out the issues in November-December 2021. The Authority furnished replies to 

certain Audit Observations, which are narrated hereunder. DAC meeting was not convened despite 

request by Audit on 07.01.2022, 11.01.2022 and 20.01.2022.  

 The Authority replied that the dumping site in I-12 was on temporary basis and 

construction of boundary wall over the temporary site is wasteful expenditure. 

However, matter is under process with Rawalpindi Waste Management 

Company (RWMC) for arrangement of landfill site. Authority has admitted for 

non-availability of landfill area for permanent basis and boundary walls. (Para 

6.2.3.2) 

 Authority is trying to adapt necessary measures for use of renewable energy / 

solar system but facing some financial constraints. Steps, therefore, needs to be 

taken to adapt renewable energy. (Para 6.2.3.3) 

 The Authority admitted that digesters were not properly maintained and 

operated which caused damage to them.  Mishandling of the biogas plant 

resulting in loss needs to be probed besides taking proper steps for making 

biogas plant functional with new technology. (Para 6.2.3.4) 

 The Authority admitted that no manure was sold from day first due to less 

accumulation of manure due to short supply of sewerage at STP. The reply was 

not tenable as the current treatment is 3.5 to 40 MGD in 2019-20, but not sale 

of manure is present on the available record. (Para 6.2.3.5). 

 Water samples collected from various location / points were got tested by the 

WQCC round the clock in order to monitor the quality of water. In case water 

sample / result are found unsafe, the necessary measures are being adopted for 

improvement of water quality.  

The reply was not tenable as no third party/WHO recognized lab tests were 

present on the record. (Para 6.2.3.9) 

 The Authority is charging a flat rate as per covered area of plot/building; 

however a special notice / challan served to the violators who waste water 

frequently.  

The Authority admitted irregularity of not having proper metering. (Para 6.2.3.10) 

 At the time of completion of the project the plant was receiving 10 to 12 MGD 

which was supposed to increase with the passage of time. Unfortunately the 

sewerage network of the capital city was broken from different areas and 

gradually the influent amount was reduced to 3.5 to 4 MGG. Further there was 

no provision of using the tested effluent. The prime purpose was to store the 

environment of the capital city. 

The irregularity was admitted that plant was not working with its optimum level from 

day first. The Authority not only failed to make it functional for 18 MGD per day since 

its installation but also failed to create new STP plants as per actual usage of water in 

ICT i.e. 70 MGD including new sectors. (Para 6.2.3.11) 

 The Authority replied that the consultant firm failed to proceed as per timelines 

framed in the contract agreement for carrying out studies/preparation of the 
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report etc. Hence matter is in process for cancellation as per TORs of the 

contract agreement.  

 

The Authority has admitted the failure. Audit recommends action against the 

consultant as per rules. (Para 6.2.3.12) 

 

 The Authority replied that the matter is under process with Rawalpindi Waste 

Management Company for development of Engineered Sanitary Landfill Site at 

Mandra Chakwal Road as per National Environmental Quality Standards.  

 

The Authority has admitted the para. Matter need to be finalized at the earliest. 

(Para 6.2.3.13) 

8.  Conclusion 

 The main issues are inefficient management of water resources and inadequate treatment of 

sewage. Water availability and water quality, both are not up to the desired level. Water management 

practices were not properly followed in accordance with National Water Management Policy, 2018 with 

reference to rain water harvesting, ban on water boring to maintain underground water level, utilization 

of flood water for irrigation, introduction of water & sewage system on PPP mode, unsafe drinking 

water and metering for water consumption etc. Projects for water conduction/production was not timely 

initiated.  

Sanitation services also require major improvement to ensure proper collection and disposal of 

waste. No landfill area was allocated on permanent basis for disposal of solid wastes collected from the 

city of Islamabad. The present landfill site was already filled and was an inappropriate site for waste 

disposal, being situated in the residential sector. CDA management has not adopted the modern 

practices for solid waste management and no recycling mechanism of solid wastes was 

introduced/implemented in complying with the guidelines of Solid Waste Management Guidelines-

2010. A consultant was hired to ‘Develop Smart & Integrated Municipal Solid Waste Management 

System in Islamabad’ but the consultant failed to complete the assignment due to no past experiences 

and technical specialty/capabilities in the field of Solid Waste Management. Internal controls are also 

not effectively enforced to reduce wastage of water, littering and abuse of water and clearance of nullah, 

streams, etc, besides taking measures for public awareness.     

 Critical review suggests that though policies have been framed at Government level, CDA and 

MCI, being regulatory body and implementing arm, have not taken appropriate steps for achievement 

of policy objectives. The policy directives are not being properly guided/ monitored at higher level 

which impedes the actualization of policy objectives. 

9. Recommendations 

 Audit recommends that: 

i. An appropriately designed dump/disposal site in compliance of the technical 

specifications be established. Modern waste disposal techniques and landfills 
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providing a protective shield to the surrounding environment from the harmful 

impacts of the waste disposal activities be adopted.  

ii. STP be operationalized with its optimum levels besides establishing new STPs 

for treatment of sewerage water of new sectors and proper usage of treated water. 

iii. Meters be installed users level to control excessive usage and wastage of water.  

iv. Investment opportunities be exploited through PPP mode for execution of projects 

for improvement of water facilities.  

v. Appropriate measures for flood water storage for purposes of irrigation and 

improving water table be taken.  

vi. A private boring policy be framed besides compilation of data of private 

normal/rotatory machine borings and to forestall the wrong practice by ensuring 

proper distribution of water supply in every sector. 

vii. Measures be taken for renewable energy projects. 

viii. A proper site for solid waste management with the required standards be 

allocated. 

ix. Measures be taken for public awareness to reduce wastage of water and sanitation 

issues besides improving complaint management system.  
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Annexure-2: Status of previous years’ outstanding MFDAC paras 

 Status of MFDAC paras of previous six years is as under: 

S. No. Audit Year No. of Outstanding 

MFDAC paras 

Amount  

(Rs in million) 

1.  2020-21 788 61,653.704 

2.  2019-20 601 75,061.700 

3.  2018-19 507 36,400.130 

4.  2017-18 602 52,494.710 

5.  2016-17 328 20,332.640 

6.  2015-16 688 33,190.18 

Total 3,514 279,133.064 
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Annexure-3: Comments on Internal Controls 

 

 Internal controls are the set of rules, regulations, technical memos, policy instructions and 

standard operating procedures which have been prescribed by the departments/organizations to assist 

in achieving management’s objective of ensuring, as far as practicable, the orderly and efficient conduct 

of its business, including adherence to management policies, the safeguarding of assets, the prevention 

and detection of fraud and error, the accuracy and completeness of the accounting records, and timely 

preparation of reliable financial information.  

 The management of NHA, CDA, MCI, CAA, Pak. PWD, Estate Office, NCL, FGEHA, HEC, 

Ministry of Planning, Development & Special Initiatives and FBR did not take adequate measures for 

the effective implementation of internal controls in their respective organizations. Audit observed 

recurrence of many irregularities, reported over the last many years, generally stemming either from 

absence of an effective oversight mechanism or the weak implementation of internal controls. The major 

recurring irregularities are:  

i. Non-adherence to Public Procurement Rules while procuring works, services, goods, 

awarding concessions, leases, etc. 

ii. Execution of works over and above the provisions of approved PC-I without approval 

of deviation by competent forum   

iii. Non-adherence to Pakistan Engineering Council’s standard procedure and formula for 

price adjustments 

iv. Non-obtaining insurance policies from the contractors to safeguard works, equipment, 

labour, etc. 

v. Non-recording detailed measurements of work done in Measurement Books 

vi. Grant of additional Mobilization Advance to contractors through post-bid amendment 

 The organizations did not avail the services of their internal audit wings to create effective 

internal controls environment. The workload of external audit could have been reduced by utilizing 

existing internal audit capacity of the departments in addition to the enforcement of financial discipline. 

It is proposed that prior to the start of external audit, the internal audit reports should be made available 

to the external auditors help them in delineating the potential audit risk areas. Hence, Audit emphasizes 

to enhance the role of internal audit wings of these Ministries/organizations and suggests establishment 

of independent internal audit wings under the direct supervision/control of PAOs/heads of the 

departments. 

 Significant breach of internal controls included:  

 Weak internal controls often result in loss to government. Such cases occurred due to failure 

of laid down controls like acquisition/safeguard of assets, performance reviews, monitoring 

process, financial and administrative delegation of powers, information technology system, 

pre-audit checks, internal audit, maintenance of record, budgeting, accounting process, 

reconciliation, tendering for grant of lease/award of concessions and works, invoking of 

contract clauses/specifications, etc.  

 There are cases of non-transparent bidding process, award of works/consultancy without 

tendering, non-retrieval of encroached land, execution of projects without approval of 

competent forum, non-insurance of works, post-bid amendments to the contracts, undue 

financial aid to contractors, defective execution of work, improper planning, payments 

without recording detailed measurements of work done in MBs, wasteful expenditure, etc.  

 There are cases of overpayment due to allowing higher/incorrect rates, allowing excessive 
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quantities, separate payment for built-in items, incorrect escalation, etc.  

 During the audit on a test check basis, cases of non-recovery on account of licence fee, 

commercialization charges, rent, penalty, taxes, risk and cost charges, mobilization 

advance, etc. were noticed which have been highlighted in this Audit Report. 
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  Annexure-A 

Ref to Para 2.4.4  

Non-adjustment/submission of vouched accounts of advances  

DP No. Formation/Project 
Particulars 

Amount  

(Rs in million) 

56 GM B&A Paid to Deputy 

Commissioner/LAC for 

Land Acquisition 

5,754.805 

67 GM B&A Payment for shifting of 

utilities 

186.126 

166 GM Construction KPK Paid to Deputy 

Commissioner/LAC for 

Land Acquisition 

2,645.225 

208 GM Maintenance KPK Advances to 

firms/employees 

12.597 

238 GM M-I, Burhan Paid to Deputy 

Commissioner/LAC for 

Land Acquisition 

76.580 

289 GM Punjab South Multan Payment for shifting of 

utilities 

2.755 

290 GM Punjab South Multan Advances to 

firms/employees 

38.905 

337 Basima-Khuzdar project Paid to Deputy 

Commissioner/LAC for 

Land Acquisition 

1,000.00 

338 Basima-Khuzdar project Payment for shifting of 

utilities 

42.300 

356 GM Construction Punjab Lahore Paid to Deputy 

Commissioner/LAC for 

Land Acquisition 

28.533 

488 Thakot-Havelian Paid to Deputy 

Commissioner/LAC for 

Land Acquisition and 

shifting of utilities 

11,333.583 

490 Hakla-DI Khan Motorway Paid to Kala-Bagh Head 

Works Division 

1,900.00 

491 Hakla-DI Khan Motorway Paid to Deputy 

Commissioner/LAC for 

Land Acquisition  

220.481 

515 GM RAMD Paid to NH&MP on 

account of operational 

charges  

647.89 

2 GM (Construction) Punjab North 

Lahore 

Non-adjustment of 

advances of LAC 

5,222.259 

DP. 

71&76/ 

2020-21 

Improvement, Up-gradation and 

Widening of Jaglot - Skardu Road 

on Supplier/Buyer Credit Basis 

(EPC/Turnkey) 

Non-obtaining of vouched 

account.  

803.472 

DP.152/20

20-21 

Project Pindi Gheb-Jand-Kohat 

Road, Upgradation/ Dualization of 

Motorway Link 

Non-obtaining of vouched 

account 

278.385 
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DP No. Formation/Project 
Particulars 

Amount  

(Rs in million) 

DP. 247/ 

2020-21 

“Construction of Lahore-Sialkot 

Motorway” 

Non-obtaining of vouched 

account 

268.74 

Total 30,462.636 

 

Annexure-B 

Refer to Para 2.4.9 

Non-recovery of defective and unexecuted items of work -  

Rs 9,211.551 million 

DP No Project Description Amount 

(Rs in 

million) 

28 Kuchlak Bypass Non-recovery on account of less compaction of 

Asphaltic Base Course and Wearing Course 

31.062 

29 Kuchlak Bypass Non-recovery from contractor on account of 

less value of sand equivalent than minimum - 

Rs 9.039 million 

9.039 

30 Kuchlak Bypass Non-recovery on account of more IRI value 

than required standards 

7.797 

32 Kuchlak Bypass Non-recovery due to less installation of Electric 

Poles 

1.763 

36 PM-2017-18-PS-70-01 Non-recovery due to less thickness of Asphaltic 

Wearing Course 

5.588 

39 PM-2016-17-PS-05 Non-recovery due to less thickness of Asphaltic 

Base Course 

3.455 

43 PM-2015-16-PS-03 Non-recovery due to less thickness of Asphaltic 

Wearing Course 

4.098 

47 PM-2015-16-PS-01 Non-recovery due to less thickness of Asphaltic 

Wearing Course and Base Course 

7.877 

49 PM-2017-18-PS-70-02 Non-recovery due to less thickness of Asphaltic 

Wearing Course and Base Course 

4.574 

213 M-4 Package-III-B Non-recovery due to non-execution of granular 

material on service road 

95.760 

214 M-4 Package-III-B Non-recovery due to non-execution of BOQ 

item of Grass Sprigging 

8.961 

215 M-4 Package-III-B Non-rectification of due to IRI beyond 

tolerance limit 

0 

219 M-Package-II A Non-recovery on account of defective grouted 

rip rap work  

1.853 

221 M-4 Package-II-B Non-recovery due to non-execution of BOQ 

item of Grass Sprigging 

50.160 

222 M-4 Package III A Non-recovery on account of defective work 1.465 

223 M-4 Package-III-A Non-recovery due to non-execution of BOQ 

item of Grass Sprigging 

9.366 

224 M-4 Package-III-A Non-recovery on account of defective work 0.868 

241 PM-2015-16-PS-01 Execution of Substandard work 77.954 

317 LTP Access Road (Package-I) Non-recovery on account of substandard work 

of stone masonry  

20.020 

324 LTP Access Road (Package-II) Non-recovery of defective work 60.142 

325 & 

328 

LTP Access Road (Package-II) Non-recovery due to execution of work against 

the design 

215.371 

326 LTP Access Road (Package-II) Non-recovery due to non-rectification of 

damaged shotcrete  

7.836 
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DP No Project Description Amount 

(Rs in 

million) 

357 CAREC Section-3 Non-recovery of defective work 26.975 

382 Sukkur-Multan Motorway Non-recovery due to excessive percentage of 

payment against short bridges than requirement 

in agreement 

5,109.162 

383 Sukkur-Multan Motorway Non-recovery due to due to excessive 

percentage of payment against Subways than 

required 

1,870.937 

384 Sukkur-Multan Motorway Non-recovery due to undersize underpass than 

Employer’s requirement 

109.978 

385 Sukkur-Multan Motorway Non-recovery due to payment of excessive 

percentage of pipe culverts 

440.034 

388 Sukkur-Multan Motorway Non-recovery against un-executed work 119.539 

393 Sukkur-Multan Motorway Non-recovery against un-executed work 248.139 

480 Thakot-Havelian Ph-II Non-recovery due to execution of less 

underpass than required 

163.935 

486 Thakot-Havelian Ph-II Non-recovery on account of plating of grass 291.954 

392 

/2020-

21 

Shaheed Benazir Bhutto Bridge 

Package-IIA and IIB 

Non-recovery on account of sub-standard work 

of riprap class-B  

119.734 

173/ 

2020-21 

Rakhi Gajj–Bewata N-70 Japan 

Loan Pk-P57 (Package I-A) 

Irregular payment of defective works 86.155 

Total 9,211.551 

 

Annexure-C 

Ref to Para 2.4.11 

Non-realization of revenue from operators/lessees and bus-bay operators - Rs 7,620.119 million 

                                              

DP No Location Description Amount  

(Rs in 

million) 

80 GM Revenue  Non-recovery from OM&MC 127.997 

81 GM Revenue Non-recovery from OM&MC 2,327.141 

82 GM Revenue Non-recovery from OM&MC 2,484.466 

94 GM ROW Non-recovery from Bus Bay 

Operators 

211.728 

95 GM ROW Non-recovery from Service Area 

Operators 

251.460 

99 GM ROW Non-recovery from Service Area 

Operator 

72.923 

101 GM ROW Non-recovery from Lessee 37.55 

102 GM ROW Non-recovery from Advertisement 

Agencies 

59.696 

257 GM NA’s 

Abbottabad 

Non-recovery from business 

operators 

88.298 

 

291 GM Punjab South 

Multan 

Non-recovery from business 

operators 

58.860 

426 GM M-2 Non recovery from M/s MORE 1,900.00 
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DP No Location Description Amount  

(Rs in 

million) 

516 GM RAMDS Non-recovery of NHA revenue Rs 

3703.103 million (Amount included 

in above paras)  

- 

Total 7,620.119 

 

 

Annexure-D 

Refer to Para 2.4.16 

Non-imposition of liquidated damages for delay in completion of work - Rs 1,596.293 million 

DP 

No 
Name of work 

Date of 

Start/Award 

Date of 

completion 

(Planned) 

Agreement cost 

(Rs in million) 

Liquidated 

Damages 

(Rs in million) 

147 

 

Supply I/C, TS, 

M&M of Automatic 

Vehicle Classification 

(AVC) Based ETTM 

Package-I 

17.06.2019 31.12.2019 986.326 98.632 

Supply I/C, TS, 

M&M of Automatic 

Vehicle Classification 

(AVC) Based ETTM 

Package-I 

17.06.2019 31.12.2019 883.140 88.314 

199 PM-KP-17-18-N-90-

01 

18.05.2020 17.11.2020 219.820 21.982 

253 Construction of 

Shatial – Thur Nullah 

Bypass  

23.09.2012 22.09.2014 3,518.133 351.813 

270 PM-2015-16-01 02.05.2019 27.10.2019 61.163 6.116 

PM-2015-16-02 (N-

125) 

02.05.2019 31.07.2020 142.882 14.288 

295 PM-PS-2015-16- PS-

04 

11.02.2018 31.03.2020 207.482 20.748 

301 BS-PS-17-18-05A-05 16.12.2020 15.03.2021 20.121 2.012 

315 Lowari Tunnel – 

Access Road 

(Package-II) 

08.03.2017 07.03.2019 2,216.141 221.614 

334 BC-2017-18-BS-03 15.01.2021 14.06.2021 24.175 2.417 

346 Const. of Bridge over 

Ravi River at 

Syedwala Pattan 

District Okara 

 

16.10.2012 16.04.2014 892.329 33.365 

371 CAREC-Tranche-I, 

Petaro to Sehwan N-

55 (Section-2) 

16.01.2019 15.01.2021 7,156.195 715.695 

432 RM-401-18/19 to 

RM-404-18/19 

20.03.2020 19.03.2021 11.620 1.162 

442 SW-BW-2017-18-009 

& SW-BW-2017-18-

009 

27.10.2020 30.04.2021 & 

26.01.2021 

13.617 1.361 
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DP 

No 
Name of work 

Date of 

Start/Award 

Date of 

completion 

(Planned) 

Agreement cost 

(Rs in million) 

Liquidated 

Damages 

(Rs in million) 

462 RH-BN-2018-19-01 21.09.2020 19.03.2021  167.738 16.774 

Para 

8 of 

AIR 

M-9 

May-

June 

2021 

Conversion of 

existing 4-lane 

Karachi to Hyderabad 

superhighway into 6-

lane motorway 

17.10.2015 18.04.2018 44,251.00 2,212.510 

Total 60,771.882 3,808.803 

 

Annexure-E 

Refer to Para 2.4.39 

Overpayment due to excess measurement of corresponding items and excess width than 

required - Rs 312.694 million 

DP 

No 
Name of Project Particulars 

Amount 

(Rs in 

million) 

03 

& 04 

Syedwala Bridge, 

Lahore 

Confinement of sandy material was not separately 

measurable and payable in pursuance of provisions 

of specification resulted overpayment.  

8.221 

48 PM Work  

Authority enhanced the depth from 70 mm to 80 

mm while re-measuring the item at page 14 and 

paid accordingly. 

6.868 

51 PM-2015-16-PS-02 Item of TST was measured from 9.760 meter to 

10.80 meter instead of actual standard width of 

carriageway i.e. 7.3 meter. 

3.171 

42 No. PM-2017-18-PS-

05-07 (Km 747+000 

to 756+000) 

Authority paid cold milling of 0.50 mm in 3 layer 

of 15 cm for a quantity of 156,132.40 m2 against 

admissible quantity of 133,825 m2 (13 cm thick) 

already measured 

2.652 

125 PNHRP Package-I, 

Lot-02 Chimargarh-

Asrit 

Prime Coat was measured for 47,634 sq.m and 

ABC, AWC and Tack Coat was to be measured on 

the area, whereas the items were measured and paid 

excessive than actual. 

1.599 

128 PNHRP Package-5 

Lot-3 

Tack Coat was measured for 192,492.500 sq.m (for 

ACBC & ACWC) which means that an area of 

96,246.25 was to be considered for ABC and 

ACWC each, whereas these items were measured 

and paid excessive than actual.  

1.499 

158 Old Bannu Road 

Package-III 

Granular sub-base and aggregate base course for 

shoulders was measured and paid by taking the 

width of 2.80 meter instead of admissible width of 

maximum 2 meter.  

9.520 

184 PM-2015-16-SS-07 & 

PM-2016-17-SS-14 

ACWC was executed beyond the primed area and 

DST was measured twice at same RDs. 

16.316 

187 NHA Sindh (South) 

Karachi (Karachi 

unit) 55 RM works  

Work done were not included in BOQ items as 

evident from record measurements. 

8.265 
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DP 

No 
Name of Project Particulars 

Amount 

(Rs in 

million) 

202 PS-KP-16-3004(K) Cold milling was executed up to the depth of 50 

mm, whereas DST 20mm and ACWC 50mm was 

measured and paid volume against 50 mm 

“milling” 70mm filling. Hence 20mm excess 

measured. 

32.058 

217 Construction of 

motorway M-4 

Package-II-A (Gojra-

Jamani km 58+200 – 

km 89+200) 

Prime Coat was measured in MB No. 5396 at Pages 

75–76 as per average width at certain RDs but the 

corresponding item of work No. 203b Asphaltic 

Base Course was measured in MB 5396 at Pages 70 

– 71 on the same RDs with excess area as compared 

to the area of the Prime Coat. 

 

3.301 

232 PM-2015-16-PN-03 Cold milling was executed up to the depth of 120 

mm, whereas ABC and ACWC was measured as 

130mm. Hence 20mm excess measured. 

8.148 

236 PM-AJK-18-75-01 Excessive milling than filling area 2.236 

264 PM-2018-19-NA-01 Cold milling was executed up to the depth of 150 

mm, whereas ABC 70mm in 2 layers and ACWC 

50mm was measured and paid volume against 150 

mm “milling” 190mm filling. Hence 40mm thick 

Asphalt excess measured. 

1.364 

265 PM-2018-19 NA-

04(GM-NA) 

Cold milling was executed on KM 120+500 to 

122+100, whereas ABC was executed on KM 

120+525 to 123+500 

4.535 

266 PM-2014-15/N-35/05 Cold milling was executed up to the depth of 100 

mm, whereas filling was done with 150mm. Hence 

50mm thick Asphalt excess measured. 

1.052 

 

273 PM 218-18-PN-05 

1411+000 to 

1425+000 NBC 

Allowed excessive area of Tack coat 10,607.65 

sq.m instead of actual area of 6,828.8 sq.m  

2.400 

274  PM-2018-19-PN-06 

at KM 1411+00 to 

1425+00 (SBC) 

Authority carried forward full quantity of 7,009.18 

sq.m instead of admissible quantity of 5,036.68 

sq.m 

1.989 

416 Yakmach Kharan 

Road Project Section-

III 

Cutback bituminous prime coat was measured on 

area where no further treatment was done. 

6.145 

204 PS-KP-16-3004(K) Items of DST, tack coat, ACWC class-B And cold 

milling were measured and paid excess than 

provision provided in approved BOQ 

67.648 

304 PM-2016-17-PS-05-

06 

Quantities of various items were executed beyond 

the BOQ. 

3.857 

307 PM-215-16-PS-01 Items of Tack Coat and Cold Milling were paid 

beyond the BOQ 

4.836 

308 PM-2016-17-PS-05-

05 

Quantities of various items were executed beyond 

the BOQ. 

18.524 

347 Bridge over Ravi 

River at Syedwala 

Pattan District Okara 

Additional work of Retardation of J Head Spur & 

Ext. of Guide Bank was executed beyond the VO-

2/BOQ without approval 

33.161 
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DP 

No 
Name of Project Particulars 

Amount 

(Rs in 

million) 

353 Improvement & 

Widening of the road 

from Thakkar Niaz 

Baig to Hudyiara 

Drain Multan Road 

Quantities of various items were executed beyond 

the BOQ. 

23.122 

431 M4-Maintenance 

Patrolling Contracts  

Authority did not recovery the penalty amount due 

to theft of fence.  

3.340 

444 Special Maintenance 

work for Pak Iran 

Border (250) 

Overpayment due to measurement of quantities 

with excessive length as compared to distance in 

between chainages– Rs 4.236 million 

4.236 

449 PM-2017-18/BN-03 

N-25 (structural 

overlay Km 717 to 

746) 

Item measured and paid beyond approved scope of 

V.O No. 1 

2.038 

450 No-BSHS-2014-15-

BN-QTA 

Non-obtaining of inbuilt items of contractor caused 

overpayment.  

7.55 

456 PM-2015-16-BN-08 The Authority did not deducted rebate quoted in 

original bid from the additional scope of work on 

non-BOQ CSR items.  

6.745 

457 PM-2015-16-BN-07 A quantity of 13448.75 sq.m in patch spot which 

was not admissible as the entire length of contract 

on existing bitmac road average thickness was 53 

mm and cold milling 100 mm over 53 mm existing 

bitmac. 

1.521 

460 PM-2017-18-BN-08 

N-50 

PM-2017-18-BN-07 

N-50 

PM-BN-2018-19-04 

Cost of inbuilt items were neither executed nor was 

recovered from the contractors.  

8.066 

463 No.RH-BN-2018-19-

01 

Higher thickness of ACBC measured and paid 

caused overpayment.  

6.711 

Total 312.694 

 

Annexure-F 

Refer to Para 2.4.41 

Excessive expenditure due to execution of expensive item -  

Rs 279.743 million 

DP No Formation No. of Works Amount  

(Rs in million) 

14 GM Sindh North Sukkur 01 28.587 

210 that GM (Maintenance), NHA KPK 

Peshawar 

01 17.924 

269 GM NA’s Abbottabad 01 20.910 

284 GM Punjab South Multan 01 13.989 

312 GM Punjab South Multan 01 20.346 

331 GM Balochistan South Khuzdar 01 33.421 

438 GM Balochistan West Gwadar 01 76.870 
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469 GM Sindh North Sukkur 03 67.696 

Total 279.743 

 

Annexure-G  

Refer to Para 2.4.46 

Non-recovery of premium due to non-obtaining/revalidation of insurance guarantees - Rs 

201.300 million 

DP 

No 
Project/formation No. of contracts 

Cost of works 

to be insured 

Premium 

recoverable 

 (Rs in million) 

38 GM Punjab South Multan 04 857.189 17.144 

41 GM Punjab South Multan 06 948.636 18.972 

44 GM Punjab South Multan 03 628.400 12.570 

211 GM Maintenance KPK 19 2,725.528 54.510 

246 GM Gilgit Baltistan 01 87.263 0.873 

359 GM CAREC 02 7,793.527 67.769 

408 Construction of SBBB Package-III (Not 

revalidated) 

01 593.425 5.934 

421 GM Yakmach Kharan (not revalidated) 02 6,053.096 6.053 

458 GM Balochistan North Quetta 05 1,371.974 17.475 

Total 43 21,059.038 201.3 

 

Annexure-H 

Refer to Para 2.4.55 

Non-accountal/recovery of removed trees - Rs 134.061 million 

DP No Name of Project Description Amount  

(Rs in 

million) 

157 Northern Bypass Package-3A 

and dualization and 

improvement of Old Bannu 

Road Package-III 

1,899 trees were removed but 

no accountal was found 

14.051 

171 Dualization of Indus Highway 

(N-55) Package-I&II 

Payment was made for 

removal of trees however the 

same was responsibility of 

Forest Department 

16.835 

190 Up-gradation, Widening & 

Improvement of Qila Saifullah-

Loralai-Waigum Rud Section of 

NHA N-70, Lot-1 

2,965 trees were removed but 

no accountal was found 

37.935 

191 Up-gradation, Widening & 

Improvement of Qila Saifullah-

Loralai-Waigum Rud Section of 

NHA N-70, Lot-II 

1,669 trees were removed but 

no accountal was found 

23.760 

528 Project Director E-35 Burhan-

Havelian  

19,204 trees were removed but 

no accountal was found 

41.480 
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DP No Name of Project Description Amount  

(Rs in 

million) 

Total 134.061 

 

Annexure-I 

Refer to para 2.4.78 

Overpayment due to higher/incorrect rates - Rs 9.998  million 

DP No. Name of Project Particulars 

Amount  

(Rs in 

million) 

279 BC-PN-16-17-05-02-

Bakrala bridge 

Rates of Gujrat District were allowed for the 

work which were on higher side, whereas the 

work pertains to District Jhelum 

1.029 

406 SBBB - Package-3 A quantity of 48,750 cu.m of Granular Subbase 

was to be paid at original BOQ rate of Rs 1765 

per cu.m and remaining quantity of 11,606 cu.m 

@ 2271.12 per cu.m was to be paid at enhanced 

rate whereas the department paid the quantity of 

22,856 at enhanced rate. 

5.694 

436 N-10 (AMP-2018-

19) BW-01 & sq.m 

work from chainage 

KM 120 to KM 210 

Rates of Gwadar District were allowed for the 

works which were on higher side, whereas the 

works pertains to District Lasbela. 

2.154 

437 N-10 (AMP-2018-

19) BW-01, Site 

Protection Work & 

sq.m Work for Const. 

of Side Drain 

The Authority executed the item 305a but paid 

the rate of 305b which was on higher side 

1.121 

Total 9.998 
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Annexure-J 

Ref to Para 3.4.31 

Non-obtaining insurance coverage and non-recovery of premium @ 1% of contract cost - Rs 

5.928 million 

(Rs in million) 

DP 

No. 
Name of work 

Agreement 

Cost 

Insurance 

Required 

70 
Traffic Management Solution for Rawal Chowk and Park Road, 

Islamabad (M/s Maqbool Calsons (JV)) 
1,117.16 1,284.73 

70 
Construction of Korang Bridge on Islamabad Highway, 1.05 

KM Approach Road.(M/s Maqbool Calsons (JV)) 
659.27 758.16 

70 
Construction of PWD Interchange on Islamabad Highway, 

Islamabad.(M/s Maqbool Calsons (JV)) 
428.23 492.46 

83 35 Works 120.17 138.20 

83 26 Works 97.63 112.27 

152 
Development of Infrastructure work of Sector I-15/4, CDA, 

Islamabad 
579.63 666.57 

152 
Development of Infrastructure work of Sector I-15/1, CDA, 

Islamabad 
778.98 895.83 

152 
Development of Infrastructure work of Sector I-15/3, CDA, 

Islamabad 
862.62 992.01 

157 

Development of Sector D-12 (left over work) asphaltic 

carpeting, rehabilitation of roads & drainage (Phase-I) (M/s 

Muhammad Afzal & Brothers ) 

157.44 181.06 

157 

Development of Sector I-12 (Construction of Service Road 

(North, East & West including Box Culvert and drainage 

system), Islamabad. (M/s Zafar & Co.) 

189.69 218.14 

163 

Construction of additional block at Capital Hospital Sector G-

6/2, Islamabad (M/s Zarif Khan Hussain Zai & Brothers and 

Evershine Constructor (JV)) 

164.24 188.88 

Total 5,155.06 5,928.32 

 

Annexure-K 

Ref to Para 3.4.50 

Loss/non-recovery of millions of rupees due to less/non-raising of revenue demands against 810 

properties 

Para 

No. 

Subject of Para Consumers 

/owners 

5 Non-recovery of Property Tax from owners of Warda Hamna 

Residencia Tower, Islamabad worth millions of rupees 

Warda Hamna 

Residencia Tower 

G11 

8 Non-recovery of Property Tax from owners of Residential 

Towers in Sector H-13, Islamabad worth millions of rupees 

Residential Towers in 

Sector H-13 

14 Non-recovery of millions of rupees of Property Tax and 

Water/allied Charges from owners of various hotels and 

Restaurants of Islamabad 

194 
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Para 

No. 

Subject of Para Consumers 

/owners 

15 Non-recovery of millions of rupees of Property Tax and 

Water/allied Charges from owners of various hospitals of 

Islamabad 

63 

16 Non-recovery of millions of rupees of Property Tax and 

Water/allied Charges from owners of various 

Schools/Colleges/Universities of Islamabad 

 

82 

17 Non-recovery of millions of rupees of Property Tax and 

Water/allied Charges from owners of various Industries of 

Islamabad 

92 

23 Non-recovery of property tax and water/allied charges from the 

owners of Agro Farms 

192 

29 Non-recovery of millions of rupees on account of Property Tax 

and Water/allied Charges from owners of various 

marquees/marriage halls of Islamabad  

49 

30 Non-recovery of millions of rupees on account of Property Tax 

and Water/allied Charges from owners of various Petrol 

Pumps/CNGs  

72 

31 Non-recovery of millions of rupees on account of Property Tax 

from different sites of Islamabad Expressway and Private 

Housing Societies of Islamabad  

64 

Total 810 

 

Annexure-L 

Ref to Para 3.4.52 

Non-recovery of Property Tax, water and allied charges from 1,338 property owners - Rs 

3,409.692 million 

Para 

No. 

Subject of Para Consumers Amount (Rs 

in million) 

2 Non-recovery of Property Tax from 

residential property owners 

54 65.081 

4 Non-recovery of Property Tax from owners 

of 18-West Residencia Towers, Islamabad 

18-West Residencia 

Towers (01) 

17.333 

7 Non-recovery of Property Tax from 

residential property owners 

15 39.304 

10 Non-recovery of Property Tax from property 

owners 

1263 2,451.744 

21 Un-authentic recovery of Rs 99.238 million 

and less recovery of Property Tax and Water 

& Allied Charges from M/s Serena Hotel, 

Islamabad 

Serena Hotel(01) 62.857 

22 Non-recovery of water charges and property 

tax from Ramada Hotel management 

Ramada Hotel (01) 9.741 

25 Non-recovery on account of Property Tax 

and Water/allied Charges from the owners 

Executive Heights & 

Al-Safa Height (02) 

61.085 

27 Non-recovery of water charges and property 

tax from Marriot Hotel management 

Marriot Hotel (01) 92.163 

Total 1,338 3,409.692 
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Annexure-M 

Ref to Para 4.4.5 

Non-recovery of rent and allied charges - Rs 4,307.684 million   

DP No Location/ concession Amount  

(Rs in million) 

51 Shaheen Air International       2,020.759 

84 JIAP       1,001.256 

160 AIIAP           466.218 

217 IIAP 288.921 

53 Finance Directorate           131.802 

129 Multan Airport             89.221 

231,126, 05, 07 QIAP 65.784 

201 BKIAP           65.778 

37 CAA HR Directorate           55.414 

257 Embassy (Military/Civil) 45.606 

258 Billing Finance Directorate 32.549 

27,179 &173 FIAP           32.335 

166 AIIAP- M/s Bundu Khan           10.820 

78 CATI, Hyderabad 1.221 

Total 4,307.684     

Annexure-N 

Refer to Para 5.4.1 

Non-preparation of PC-IV and non-handing over the projects -  

Rs 2,427.302 million 

PDP No Name of Division Name of Project 

Agreement/ 

Completion 

Cost 

(Rs in million) 

127 
CCD-I, PPWD, 

Lahore 
05 works 432.868 

143 
PCD, PPWD, 

Peshawar 
31 works 344.136 

164 
CCD, PPWD 

Sialkot 
21 Works 518.660 

226 
CCD-II, PPWD 

Peshawar 

Construction Federal Tribunal Court complex 

Hayatabad, Peshawar  
515.848 

290 

CCD, PPWD D.G 

Khan 

Construction/Rehabilitation of Flood Affected Road 

From KAPCO to Muhammadi Chowk Tehsil Kot Addu 

District MuzaffarGarh. 

47.554 

Construction/Rehabilitation of Flood Affected Road 

From Noor Shah Talai Chowk to Peer Jaggi Mor District 

MuzaffarGarh. 

119.510 

Construction/Rehabilitation of Flood Affected Road 

From Pull Klasra to Pull 88 District MuzaffarGarh. 
83.421 

Construction/Rehabilitation of Flood Affected Road 

From Tariq Chowk to Basti Pirhar District MuzaffarGarr 
34.432 

318 
CCD-II, PPWD 

Quetta 

Construction of Black top extension from NH-40 

Kargoshkhan District Chaghi 

85.850 
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PDP No Name of Division Name of Project 

Agreement/ 

Completion 

Cost 

(Rs in million) 

Construction of Black top Road from Brapsha-Kariaz to 

FC check post in District Chaghi 

104.310 

Construction of Black top Road from Chaghi road to 

Padi-Gheban-Karazi District Chaghi 

43.120 

Construction of Black top Road NH-40 to Killi Shareef 

Khan Kapook & Killi Sangery and killi bahadur khan 

padag District Ghaghi. 

 

43.880 

Construction of Black top Road from Main RCD Road 

Noshki to Zangi Abad District Noshki 

53.713 

Total 2,427.302 

 

Annexure-O 

Refer to Para 5.4.3 

Irregular payments due to execution of works beyond permissible limit - Rs 1,644.331 million 

(Rs in million) 

Sr.  

No. 

PDP 

No. 

Name of 

Division 

Name of 

Work 

Name of 

Contractor 

Amount 

paid to 

contractor 

T.S 

Amount 

 

Excess 

payment 

beyond TS  

%age of 

Excess 

payment 

1 12 CCD-II Pak 

PWD, 

Islamabad 

Renovation 

of Federal 

Treasury 

Office at G-

6 Near Lal 

Masjid, 

Islamabad  

M/s Taj 

Nawab 

Construction 

Co. 

12.702 10.826  1.878 17.33 

2 13 CCD-II Pak 

PWD, 

Islamabad 

Const. of 

office 

building for 

NAB H/Q at 

G-5/1, 

Islamabad  

M/s Recent 

Construction 

100.417 71.214 29.203 41.01 

3 64 Stores & 

Workshop, 

Islamabad  

Const. of 

New Pak 

Secretariat 

Block, 

Islamabad   

JV M/s Riaz 

& Sons and 

Merin Pvt. 

Ltd. 

332.757 199.776 132.981 66.57 

4 206 CCD, Pak 

PWD, 

Abbottabad 

Const. of 

RCC Pre-

stressed 

bridges 

M/s Abid & 

Co. 

84.562 60.963 23.599 38.71 

5 266 Stores & 

Workshop, 

Islamabad 

HVAC work 

at New Pak 

Secretariat 

Block, 

Islamabad 

M/s Riaz & 

Sons 

242.579 108.595 133.984 123.38 

6 56 CCD, Pak 

PWD, 

Bahawalpur 

Const. of 

Inland 

Revenue 

Office at 

Ahmad Pur 

East 

M/s Abdul 

Khalid Gill 

22.468 18.220 4.248 23.32 

7 CCD-II 

Peshawar  

Const. Of 

Drinking 

M/s Sana 

ullah Khan 

58.00 47.962 10.038 20.93 
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Sr.  

No. 

PDP 

No. 

Name of 

Division 

Name of 

Work 

Name of 

Contractor 

Amount 

paid to 

contractor 

T.S 

Amount 

 

Excess 

payment 

beyond TS  

%age of 

Excess 

payment 

Para 

4 of 

CAR 

water supply 

etc. 

CCD DG 

Khan 

Const. Of 

Musa Khel 

to Tonnsa 

Road 

M/s Habib 

Construction 

Company 

1,604.40 296.00 1,308.40 442.027 

Total 2,457.885 813.556 1,644.329  

 

Annexure-P 

Refer to Para 5.4.4 

Excess payment due to execution of quantities in excess of BOQ and estimate/PC-I items 

without approval 

 (Rs in million) 

DP 

No 
Formation 

Particulars 
Amount 

163 CCD Sialkot Excessive Quantities than BOQ 116.769 

220 CCD-II Peshawar Excessive Quantities than BOQ 23.172 

179 CCD Sargodha Excessive Quantities than 

BOQ/Revised PC-I 

19.388 

138 CCD Faisalabad Excess Quantities than 2nd revised 

PC-I 

17.905 

328 CCD-II Quetta Excessive Quantities than BOQ 17.011 

21 CCD-II Islamabad Excessive Quantities than estimate 13.540 

151 CCD-III Karachi Excessive Quantities than BOQ 11.565 

42 CCD D.G Khan (Old 

Muzaffargarh) 

Excessive Quantities than revised 

estimate 

10.313 

185 CCD Sargodha Excessive Quantities than BOQ 8.350 

243 CCD Bahawalpur Excessive Quantities than estimate 7.515 

208 CCD Abbottabad Excessive Quantities than BOQ 5.271 

59 CCD Bahawalpur Excessive Quantities than estimate 3.972 

221 CCD-II Peshawar Excessive Quantities than BOQ 3.671 

213 CCD Abbottabad Excessive Quantities than BOQ 2.606 

197 CCD Gwadar Excessive Quantities than BOQ 1.761 

210 CCD Abbottabad Excessive Quantities than estimate 1.546 

Para 

96 

(CAR) 

CCD-DG,Khan, 

Sialkot, CCD-V- 

Islamabad, CCD-II 

Peshawar, 

Abbottabad, CEM-III 

Islamabad, PC 

Peshawar, CCD 

Bahawalpur, CCD 

Faisalabad, CCD 

Gujranwala, CCD 

Quetta, CCD 

Hyderabad, CCD-IX 

Karachi, PCD-I 

Karachi,  CCD 

Mirpur Khas, CCD 

Sargodha  

Different work 1,166.528 
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DP 

No 
Formation 

Particulars 
Amount 

Total 1,430.883 

 

Annexure-Q 

Refer to Para 5.4.5 

Non-insurance of works for Rs 1,021.291 million and non-recovery of premium - Rs 10.213 

million 

   (Rs in million) 

DP 

No 
Formation Description 

Agreement 

Cost Rs 

Premium 

cost Rs 

 

218 

 

CCD-II, Pak 

PWD 

Peshawar 

Construction of comp offices for 

Federal Sharriat Courts, Peshawar 
147.787 1.478 

Construction Pilgrims Residential 

Block in Hajj Directorate, Peshawar 
28.834 0.288 

 

 

 

 

311 

 

 

 

 

CCD Pak 

PWD, D.G 

Khan 

Construction and Rehabilitation of 

Flood Road from Phatak # 40 

walipur District Muzaffargarh  

72.679 0.727 

Construction and Rehabilitation of 

Flood Road from Tariq Road to 

Phatak District Muzaffargarh 

33.040 0.33 

Construction and Rehabilitation of 

Flood Road from Noor Shah Talai to 

Peer Jaggi Mor District 

Muzaffargarh 

119.510 1.195 

Construction and Rehabilitation of 

Flood Road from Mohammadi 

Chowk to Pull 88 District 

Muzaffargarh 

76.249 0.762 

232 CCD Pak 

PWD, 

Bahawalpur  

Const. of Inland Revenue Office 

Sadiq abad 
21.640 0.216 

Const. of Inland Revenue Office At 

Chistian 
19.451 0.195 

Inland Revenue Office At Khanpur 16.651 0.167 

 

262 

 

CCD Pak 

PWD S&W, 

Islamabad 

Construction New Pak Secretariat 

Block, Islamabad 

(S.H Lift Work) 

 

298.666 2.987 

Construction New Pak Secretariat 

Block, Islamabad (S.H HVAC 

Work) 

 

186.784 1.868 

Total 1,021.291 10.213 
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Annexure-R 

Refer to Para 5.4.6 

Unauthorized expenditure due to execution of extra/substituted items without approval - Rs 

838.873 million 

       (Rs in million) 

DP No. Division  Name of work  Amount 

27 CCD-IV Islamabad Construction of Islamabad High 

Court at constitution Avenue G-

5/1, Islamabad and Up-lift of Lok 

Virsa Premises into a professional 

Gender friendly safe space at lok 

virsa Shakar Parian, Islamabad  

401.036 

292 CCD D.G Khan  Construction of Musa Khail 

Tunsa Road (35 KM) Stretch to 

be constructed and linked with 

Zhob (Packege-I) Mousa 

49.656 

68 Store & workshop Division 

PWD Islamabad 

Construction of New Pak 

Secretariate Avenue Islamabad 

(S.H Lift work) 

34.090 

41 CCD D.G Khan (old 

Muzaffargarh) 

Construction of Musa Khail 

Tunsa Road (35 KM) Stretch to 

be constructed and linked with 

Zhob (Packege-II) Mousa 

32.096 

154 CCD Sialkot 1 Work 30.753 

67 Store & workshop Division 

PWD Islamabad 

Construction of New Pak 

Secretariate Avenue Islamabad 

(S.H HVAC Work) 

23.461 

224 CCD-II Peshawar Construction of road at PARD 

Campus Peshawar 

17.461 

265 Store & workshop Division 

PWD Islamabad 

Supply installation testing and 

commissioning of remaining 

HVAC work of new Pak 

Secretariate Block Constitution 

Avenue Islamabad 

11.929 

205 CCD Abbottabad Water Supply scheme at Morree 

Baffa Kalan Khurd Bandibalhag  

Bala UC Lassan Thakral Tehsil & 

District Mansehra 

11.692 

169 CCD Sialkot 2 Works 8.327 

230 CCD Bahawalpur 3 Works 1.946 

Para 99 

(CAR)  

CCD Gujranwala, Sialkot, 

Hyderabad, DG. Khan and 

Sargodha 

7 works      216.426 

Total 838.873 
 

Annexure-S 
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Ref to Para 5.4.13 

Non-imposition of liquidated damages for delay in completion of works 

DP. 

No. 

Division Name of Work  Name of 

Contractor 

Stipulated 

date of 

Completion / 

EOT 

Agreement 

Amount (Rs 

in million) 

10 % 

Liquidated 

Damages (Rs. 

in Million) 

109  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CCD-IV, 

Islamabad 

Construction of 

Model Prison at H-

16, Islamabad: - 

Sub-Head: 

Construction of 

Administration 

Block) 

M/s NCL-

CMES (JV) 

09.09.2018 

(546 Days) 

 

EoT upto 

26.12.2020 

260.510 26.051 

Construction of 

RCC Compound & 

Boundary Walls  

 

M/s NCL-

CMES (JV) 

09.09.2018 

(546 Days) 

 

EoT upto 

26.12.2020 

490.312 49.031 

Construction of 

Infrastructure Road 

Walk Ways Strom 

Water Sewerage and 

Water Supply 

M/s  Hasas-

Riaz& Sons 

(JV) 

25.03.2019 

(546 Days) 

 

EoT upto 

16.11.2019 

884.729 88.472 

SH: Male barracks 

and Santry posts (24 

Nos) 

M/s Sultan 

Mehmood & 

Co 

EoTuotp 

15.08.2019 

 

742.793 74.279 

DP. 

6 

 

 

 

 

PCD-III, 

Islamabad 

SH : Const of 

Soldier Barracks  

M/s Raja 

Muhamad 

Haroon & Co 

27.10.2016 to 

27.07.2017 45.554 4.555 

SH : Const of 

Married Officer 

Quarter 

M/s Malik & 

Bro Nake (Pvt) 

Ltd 

19.10.2016 to 

19.07.2017 56.040 5.604 

SH : Extension of 

Landing Strips 

M/s Raja 

Builders 

27.01.2017 to 

27.07.2017 
70.907 7.091 

DP 

237 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CCD 

Bahawalpur 

Const. of Inland 

Revenue Office 

Sadiq abad 

Hashmat Ali 

Ch 

02.02.18 to 

01.02.19 

21.640 2.164 

Const. of Inland 

Revenue Office At 

Chistian 

M/s Ch. 

Shafqat 

10.05.19 to 

05.09.20 

19.450 1.945 

Inland Revenue 

Office At Khanpur 

M/s Ch. 

Shafqat 

10.05.19 to 

05.09.20 

16.650 1.665 

Installation of water 

filtration plant at 

NA-172, Yazman 

 

 

13.01.21 to 

12.05.21 

16.548 1.654 

Water supply 

scheme at Chak 

No.54/DB, yazman 

 13.01.21 to 

12.05.21 

9.593 0.959 

Providing water 

supply scheme at 

chak No.55/DB 

yazman 

 13.01.21 to 

12.05.21 

11.698 1.170 

Providing water 

supply scheme at 

chaq No.42/DNB, 

Yazmin 

 13.01.21 to 

12.05.21 

9.155 0.915 

Installation of four 

nos of water 

filtration plant …uc-

71,72,73,74 tehsil 

yazman 

 13.01.21 to 

12.05.21 

6.417 0.642 
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DP. 

No. 

Division Name of Work  Name of 

Contractor 

Stipulated 

date of 

Completion / 

EOT 

Agreement 

Amount (Rs 

in million) 

10 % 

Liquidated 

Damages (Rs. 

in Million) 

Providing sewerage 

scheme from karachi 

more to sutlaj river, 

 13.01.21 to 

12.05.21 

3.204 0.320 

Installation of 14 

Nos of water 

filtration plant 

….tehsil yazman 

 -- 20.156 2.015 

Construction of 

Metalled Road from 

18wan Mile to Basti 

Sanghera Tehsil 

Yazman District 

Bahawalpur 

 

07.12.2020 to 

06.06.2021 

 

11.823 

1.182 

Rehabilitation of 

metaled road from 

chk No.143/DB to 

Chk No.113/DB 

 
07.12.20 to 

30.06.21 
24.903 

2.490 

215  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CCD, 

Abbottabad 

Water supply 

scheme Morre Baffa 

Kalan Khurd Bandi 

balhag Bala U/C 

Lassan Thakral 

Tehsil & Dist 

Mansehra 

M/s Hi Star 

Associate 

24.10.2016 to 

23.10.2017 

52.514 5.251 

Water supply 

scheme Lassan 

Thakral U/C Lassan 

Thakral Tehsil Oghi 

Dist Mansehra 

M/s Hi Star 

Associate 

24.10.2016 to 

23.10.2017 

33.668 3.366 

Water supply 

scheme Pubble Bala 

Pubble Payeen U/C 

Sher Garh Tehsil 

Oghi Dist Mansehra 

M/s Sami 

Ullah Khan 

24.10.2016 to 

23.10.2017 

8.906 0.891 

 Total     281.712 

 

Annexure-T  

Para 5.4.15 

Unjustified lapse of development funds - Rs 260.71 million 

(Rs in million) 

Sr.  

No. 

PDP 

No. 

Name of Division Amount of 

Funds 

released 

Amount of 

Unspent 

balance 

1 1 PCD, Pak PWD, Sahiwal 4.500 3.219 

2 43/ 

2020-21 

CCD, Pak PWD, Sialkot 56.00 11.103 

3 49/ 

2020-21 

CCD-I Pak PWD, Lahore 375.159 33.773 

4 72 Stores & Workshop, Pak PWD Islamabad 218.810 29.122 

5 122 CCD-I Pak PWD, Lahore 274.402 1.906 

6 159 CCD, Pak PWD, Sialkot 1,953.272 64.388 

7 202 CCD, Pak PWD, Abbottabad 51.374 8.103 

8 261 Stores & Workshop, Pak PWD Islamabad 625.378 24.322 
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Sr.  

No. 

PDP 

No. 

Name of Division Amount of 

Funds 

released 

Amount of 

Unspent 

balance 

9 145 Central E/M, Pak PWD, Peshawar 

(Note: Funds received from PCD Peshawar 

through draft dated 29.06.2021) 

84.774 84.774 

Total 3,643.669 260.710 

 

Annexure-U 

Ref to Para 5.4.18 

Unauthentic payment 

(Rs in million) 

Division Name of work 
Agreement 

cost 
Date of award 

date of 

payment  
Amount 

CE/M  

Peshawar   

Construction of Drinking 

water supply SH boring for 

tube well and installation of 

solar energy based 

submersible pumping 

machinery at UC Sharkot 

Gilloti and wand Khan 

Muhammad District D.I. 

Khan 

                 

39.629  
10.12.2020 24.12.2020        39.629  

CCD  

Hyderabad 

Construction of Metaled 

Road from Bhudho Dasti 

link road to village Ganwar 

Junejo District Badin 

8.561 23.06.2021 28.06.2021 7.707 

CCD-I 

 Karachi 

PL Tuff paver in UC 12,13, 

& 29 at dist. central Karachi 

sector 11-F, 11-G, 11-J new 

Karachi, UC-12, & UC-13 

various streets of block-21, 

UC 29, NA-254 

                   

26.10  
18.06.2021 28.06.2021          26.06  

Construction of metaled road 

from D-11 bus stop to 

license branch Mehran town 

Korangi Karachi 

                   

12.10  
18.06.2021 18.06.2021          12.45  

Providing and laying RCC 

sewage line at Mehran 

Town, District Korangi, 

Karachi 

                   

20.50  
16.06.2021 28.06.2021          20.57  

Construction and 

Rehabilitation of Alfalah 

Ground Park Near Raza-e-

Mustafa Korangi 2-1/2, 

Sector 32-E Korangi, 

Karachi to M/s King 

Enterprises 

                   

15.88  
16.06.2021 28.06.2021          16.32  

PCD-I  

Karachi 

Construction of metaled road 

in UC 28 dist. east Karachi 

near khatam-e-nabowat 

chowk hijri road NA-243 

under SAP  

14.809 04.06.2021 22.06.2021            19.2  
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Division Name of work 
Agreement 

cost 
Date of award 

date of 

payment  
Amount 

Total 141.936 

 

Annexure-V 

Refer to Para 5.4.25 

Execution of works without obtaining performance security in shape of bank 

guarantee/insurance bond - Rs 58.638 million 

(Rs in million) 

S. 

No. 

DP  

No. 

Name of Work Name of 

contractor 

Contract 

Cost 

Amount of 

performance 

1  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

302 

Construction and Rehabilitation 

of Flood Road from Phatak # 40 

Walipur District Muzaffargarh 

M/s Dawn 

Construction 

72.679 7.268 

2 Construction and Rehabilitation 

of Flood Road from Tariq Road 

to Pharak District Muzaffargarh 

M/s Ramzan 

& Co 

33.040 3.304 

3 Construction and Rehabilitation 

of Flood Road Noor Shah Talai 

to Peer Jaggi Mor District 

Muzaffargarh 

M/s Dawn 

Construction 

119.510 11.951 

4 Construction and Rehabilitation 

of Flood Road from 

Mohammadi chowk to Pull 88 

District Muzaffargarh 

M/s Nayab 

Khokar & Co 

76.249 7.625 

5  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

298 

Construction/Rehabilitation of 

Flood Affected Road From 

KAPCO to Muhammadi Chowk 

Tehsil Kot Addu District 

MuzaffarGarh. 

M/S Abdul 

Waheed Khan 

& Co 

47.554 4.755 

6 Construction/Rehabilitation of 

Flood Affected Road From Noor 

Shah Talai Chowk to Peer Jaggi 

Mor District MuzaffarGarh. 

M/S Dawn 

Const.Co 

119.510 11.951 

7 Construction/Rehabilitation of 

Flood Affected Road From Pull 

Klasra to Pull 88 District 

MuzaffarGarh. 

M/S Abdul 

Waheed Khan 

83.421 8.342 

8 Construction/Rehabilitation of 

Flood Affected Road From Tariq 

Chowk to Basti Pirhar District 

MuzaffarGarh. 

M/S Al-

Rehmat 

Buildzer 

34.435 3.444 

Total: 586.398 58.640 
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Annexure-W  

Refer to Para 5.4.36 

Doubtful reconciliation between division and DBA resulted in overbooking of expenditure -Rs 

15.615 million 

(Amount in Rs) 

Month 

Nature D.C 

6.5% 

on 

PSDP 

Total As per DBA Difference 
SAP PSDP 

July 2020 - - - - - - 

Aug 2020 - - - - - - 

Sep 2020 - - - - - - 

Oct 2020 - - - - - - 

Nov 2020 - - - - - - 

Dec 2020 430,683  - - 430,683  436,683   (6,000) 

Jan 2021 5,991,656  - - 5,991,656  5,991,656  - 

Feb 2021 10,926,196  - - 10,926,196  10,926,196  - 

Mar 2021 94,378,921  - - 94,378,921   94,378,921  - 

Apr 2021 67,968,428  - - 67,968,428   67,968,428  - 

May 2021 53,707,371  - - 53,707,371  53,707,371  - 

June 2021 401,656,173  - - 401,656,173  1,417,265,143  15,608,970) 

Total 1,635,059,428  - - 1,635,059,428  1,650,674,398  (15,614,970) 

 Annexure-X-1 

Ref to Para 8.4.8 

Unauthorized change in design/scope resulted in increase in outlay 

Contract Name Covered area as 

per approved PC-I 

(sft) 

Covered area as 

per actual 

execution (sft) 

Difference (sft) 

Construction of academic block for 

Department of Civil Engineering & 

Faculty of Social science (male) 

120,204 130,673 10,469 

Construction of Academic block for 

faculty of Management Sciences 

and Faculty of Social Science 

(Women campus) 

120,204 125,000 4,796 

Construction of shared block for 

Center of Research in advance 

Electronics, Center of Inter 

disciplinary research, Clinical 

psychology and Economics 

120,204 114,678 (5,526) 

Construction of i) Library block, ii) 

Shariah Hostel iii) Medical Center 

(Package-IV) at H-10 campus 

Islamic International University 

Islamabad 

81,908 81,160 (748) 

Total 442,520 451,511 8,991 
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Annexure-X-2 

Ref to Para 8.4.8 

Unauthorized change in design/scope resulted in increase in outlay 

Contract Name Cost as Per 

PC-I 

Rs in million 

Cost as Per 

Agreement 

Rs in million 

Difference 

Rs in million 

Construction of academic block for 

Department of Civil Engineering & 

Faculty of Social science (male) 

416.705 450.277 33.572 

Construction of Academic block for 

faculty of Management Sciences and 

Faculty of Social Science (Women 

campus) 

416.705 426.145 9.440 

Construction of shared block for 

Center of Research in advance 

Electronics, Center of Inter 

disciplinary research, Clinical 

psychology and Economics 

416.705 446.357 29.652 

Construction of i) Library block, ii) 

Shariah Hostel iii) Medical Center 

(Package-IV) at H-10 campus 

Islamic International University 

Islamabad 

307.668 384.660 76.992 

Total 1,557.78 1,707.439 149.656 
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THE DIRECTORATES GENERAL OF AUDIT DEFENCE SERVICES 

(NORTH AND SOUTH) 

CHAPTER-1 

(1) Public Financial Management 

Public Financial Management deals with resource mobilization and expenditure 

management. The Parliament of Pakistan allocated Rs. 1,327.088 billion for Defence Services 

under Grant No. 41 in Financial Year 2020-21. Defence Services grant is issued to the Ministry 

of Defence (MoD) which subsequently disburses it to its departments and Ministry of Defence 

Production (MoDP). The accounting and reporting of this grant is done by the Military 

Accountant General (MAG) who also conducts internal audit and pre-audit of payments. 

DGADS (North and South) conduct Financial Attest and Compliance with Authority Audits of 

this grant as per guidelines issued by the office of the Auditor General of Pakistan. 

In accordance with statutory provisions, the DGADS (North & South) conducted 

Financial Attest Audit of Defence Services Grant and the audit results have been reported to 

the Principal Accounting Officer. The certification of appropriation accounts has been 

conducted through review of activities, workflows, procedures and internal controls of 

Controllers Military Accounts to identify high risk areas based on the materiality calculated on 

the total expenditure of Defence Services provided by the MAG for the Financial Year 2020-

21. Given the resource constraints, the audit was conducted on sample basis through ‘Test of 

Controls’ and ‘Substantive Testing’ (test of details and analytical procedures) with emphasis 

on risk areas of high monetary value prone to irregularities. Budget allocation, actual 

expenditure and account reconciliation of each audited unit on the basis of system, process and 

payment has been assessed. System in vogue in Pakistan Military Accounts Department as 

contained in their Manuals was studied critically and practices being followed were examined 

on the same basis as system-based spending-level and detailed head-wise allocation as 

documented on civil side was not available on defence side. 

 The Pakistan Army, Pakistan Air Force and Pakistan Navy primarily spent the major 

chunk of Defence Services Grant No. 41 to meet their development and non-development 

expenditure. The Service / Organization wise expenditure of the Defence Services for the 

Financial Year 2020-21 is as under: 
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Chart No. 1.1: Service wise expenditure (2020-21) 

(Rs. in million) 

 
Source: Appropriation Accounts of Defence Services FY 2020-21 

 The major heads of expenditure of Defence Services grant include pay and allowances 

of the armed forces, capital works, repair and maintenance of buildings, defence related 

procurements and production of arms and ammunition by the defence production 

organizations, etc.  

Despite existence of comprehensive institutional framework of internal audit in PMAD, 

the Financial Attest Audit of the appropriation accounts revealed several weaknesses in the 

internal control processes. One of the major risk area observed during the Financial Attest 

Audit is non-availability of detailed entity wise budget in the financial reports with MAG, 

which resulted in a saving of Rs. 11,157.054 million. Some of the Audit observations derived 

from the Certification of Appropriation Accounts of Defence Services include non-adjustment 

of expenditure, irregular expenditure, mis-classification of head of accounts, excess booking 

of expenditure and non-submission of vouchers for post audit.5Audit recommends adoption of 

New Accounting Model (NAM), accounts reconciliation, proper adjustment of accounts, 

recovery of government dues, regularization of irregularities from competent financial 

authority and adherence to financial discipline. 

 

                                                           
5 These observations have been highlighted in the management letter. 

Army  607,838.296  (46.19%)

PAF  272,091.768  (20.67%)

Navy  149,323.178  (11.34%)

SPD  129,000.000  (9.80%)

MoDP  87,284.537  (6.63%)

ISO  41,710.628  (3.17%)

SSD South  16,197.952  (1.23%)

Accounts Orgs  6,209.508  (0.47%)

SSD North  6,276.040  (0.48%)

Total: 1,315,931.91 (100%) 
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CHAPTER-2 

(2) Ministry of Defence 

(a) 2.1 Introduction 

 As per Rules of Business, 1973, Ministry of Defence is responsible for defence of the 

Federation or any part thereof in peace or war, defence matters pertaining to treaties and 

agreements with other governments, matters regarding military assistance to foreign countries, 

stores & stationery for the Defence Services other than those dealt with by Defence Production 

Division. In addition responsibilities also include administrative control of Northern Light 

Infantry, administration of National Guards Act, 1973, International Red Cross and Geneva 

Conventions in so far as they effect belligerents, military awards and decorations, welfare of 

ex-servicemen, cantonment areas, acquisition or requisitioning of property for Defence 

Services, pardons, reprieves and respites, etc., of all personnel belonging to the Armed Forces, 

survey of Pakistan, administrative and budgetary control of Federal Government Educational 

Institutions (Cantonments/Garrisons) Directorate and its institutions, administration of Military 

Lands and Cantonments Group. 

 Similarly as per Rules of Business, 1973 Ministry of Defence Production is 

responsible for laying down policies on all matters relating to defence production, procurement 

of arms, firearms, weapons, ammunition, equipment, stores and explosives for the defence 

forces, declaration of industries necessary for the purpose of defence or for the prosecution of 

war, research and development of defence equipment and stores, co-ordination of defence 

science research with civil scientific research organizations, indigenous production and 

manufacture of defence equipment and stores. In addition responsibilities also include 

negotiations of agreements or MOUs for foreign assistance or collaboration and loans for 

purchase of military stores and technical know-how or transfer of technology, export of defence 

products, marketing and promotion of activities relating to export of defence products, co-

ordinate production activities of all defence production organizations or establishments.  

Sectoral Analysis 

Ministry of Defence receives single line budgetary grant6, which is distributed among 

Ministry of Defence Production, Services Headquarters7, Inter Services Organizations and 

Strategic Planning Division. The performance goals, outcome and outputs of Ministry of 

Defence have been stipulated in the Federal Medium Term Budgetary Framework (MTBF) for 

Service delivery 2019-20 to 2021-22.8 MTBF identifies: ‘Defence of territorial integrity and 

aid to civil administration’ and ‘Provision of civic amenities through Cantonment Boards ’as 

some of the major goals of Ministry of Defence. 

                                                           
6Grant no 41 caters to the needs of Defence Services and is administered by MoD and MoDP. 

7  Services Headquarters include General Headquarters (GHQ), Air Headquarters (AHQ) and, Naval      Headquarter (NHQ).   

8 Federal Medium Term Budgetary framework (MTBF) for Service Delivery (2019-20 to 2021-22) is a performance budgeting document 

issued by the Ministry of Finance. 
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In this sector, an expenditure Rs. 337,235.743 million has been audited during phase-II 

of audit year 2020-21 and phase-I of audit year 2021-22. The audit has identified issues such 

as deduction of applicable taxes, violation of Public Procurement rules, advance payments, 

misuse of A-1 land etc. as some of the potential risk areas.  

 ‘Defence of territorial integrity and aid to civil administration’ is the major sector for 

which Defence Services grant is being utilized. The major organizations involved in this sector 

include the GHQ, NHQ and AHQ. The organization wise expenditure out of defence services 

grant (2020-21) is as follows: 

 

Chart No. 2.1: Sectoral Expenditure (Defence Services) 

 

 

Source: Appropriation Accounts of Defence Services 2020-21 

The outcome of this sector includes, ‘Improvement of internal/external security 

protection of life, property and increased safety on land, sea and in the air’. The requisite 

outputs are not defined in the MTBF, which makes it difficult to gauge performance against 

defined targets. 

Secondly, ‘Provision of civic amenities through Cantonment Boards’ is another 

important goal mentioned in MTBF. This sector is administered by ML&C Department through 

Cantonment Boards. As per Cantonment Act 1924, the Cantonment Boards are autonomous 

bodies and self-financing entities with the mandate to provide civic amenities i.e. water supply, 

sewerage and sanitation, street lights etc. to the Cantonment residents. MoD does not provide 

regular budgetary grant to Cantonment Board for provision of civic amenities. However, some 

tied grants are released occasionally for specific purposes. During financial year 2020-21, 

ML&C department did not receive any budgetary support from defence services grant.  

The MTBF service delivery document does not mention any detailed outcomes on 

account of this sector (except provision of clean water facility to approximately 500,000 

residents has been defined as a policy output). During audit of ML&C department, it was 

noticed that no data is available at department or cantonment board level, which could reflect 

the achieved targets against planned goals. Therefore, it is not possible to draw any conclusions 

that how much targets have been achieved in definitive, regarding provision of clean drinking 
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water. During phase-II of audit year 2020-21 and phase-I of audit year 2021-22, receipts of Rs. 

32,360.445 million have been audited. The major audit findings include non-recovery of 

cantonment dues, unauthorized construction, irregular commercial activity in residential area 

etc. 

Ministry of Defence Production 

Sectoral Analysis 

The MoDP receives budget allocation from MoD out of defence services grant for the 

purpose of defence procurement and production. The major organizations involved in the 

process of procurement include Directorate General Munitions Production, Director General 

Defence Procurement, Director General Procurement (Army), Director Procurement (Air 

Force) and Director Procurement (Navy). The major defence production organization includes 

Heavy Industries Taxila Board, Taxila and Pakistan Aeronautical Complex Board, Kamra. 

During phase-II of audit year 2020-21 and phase-I of audit year 2021-22, an expenditure of  

Rs. 242,583.750 million (defence procurement Rs. 196,303.331 million and defence 

production Rs. 46,280.419 million) has been audited. 

‘Indigenization and self-reliance in the field of Defence Production’ has been identified 

as a major goal of Ministry of Defence Production under MTBF. The defined outcome as per 

MTBF includes swift self-sufficiency in defence production. However, no quantifiable output 

is mentioned in the MTBF, which makes it difficult to draw any conclusion on performance of 

procurement activities in the field of defence production. It is worth mentioning here that HITB 

Taxila and PACB Kamra have indigenously produced equipment and weapons to achieve self-

reliance in the field of defence production. Similarly, Pakistan Aeronautical Complex Kamra 

has produced JF-17 Thunder, which is a great addition to the Air defence of the country. The 

local production of Aircraft has not only strengthened the defence requirements but also 

contributed to the economy in the form of foreign exchange. During phase-II of audit year 

2020-21, receipts of Rs. 1,072.201 million have been audited. 
 

The summary of the total units audited during the Audit Year (2020-21) is given below: 
(Rs. in million) 

S.

No 
Description Total Nos Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

Revenue/Receipts 

Audited  

1 Formations9 
4139 (MoD) 388 337,235.743 32,360.445 

43 (MoDP) 19 242,583.750 1,072.201 

2 
Assignment Accounts 

(Excluding FAP) 
- - - - 

3 

Authorities/Autonomo

us Bodies etc. under 

the PAO 

- - - - 

4 
Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 
- - - - 

 

                                                           
9The total formations include 3275 formations under the Audit jurisdiction of DGADS (North), out of which 306 formations were audited 
during 2020-21. Whereas, 907 formations are under the Audit jurisdiction of DGADS (South), out of which 101 formations were audited 

during 2020-21. 
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(b) 2.2 Comments on budget and accounts (variance analysis) 

 The final Grant No. 41 pertaining to Ministry of Defence for financial year 2020-21 

was Rs. 1,327,088.961 million against which expenditure of Rs. 1,315,931.907 million was 

incurred. Thus, showing an overall saving of Rs. 11,157.054 million. This issue has been 

highlighted during Certification audit 2020-21 and reported in Management Letter to the MAG. 

It is pertinent to mention here that Defence Audit also conducts audit of all other expenditure 

made by auditees out of funds made available through other sources for AFDP, UNRA, 

Defence Pension, Aid to civil power, Election duty, FWO accounts, Civil Grant of Defence-

managed organizations, Defence receipts, Cantonment Funds, DP establishments, etc. 
 

(c) 2.3 Classified summary of Audit observations 

 

 Audit observations amounting to Rs. 331,282.569 million, US$ 423.754 million, Euro 

22.474 million, DM 0.573 million, AED 0.095 million and Pound 0.036 million were raised 

as a result of this audit. This amount also includes recoverables of Rs. 25,978.145 million & 

US$ 123.555 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit observations 

classified by nature is as under: 

(Amount in million) 

S.No. Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record 
21,409.574 & 

US$ 243.05 

2 
Reported Cases of Fraud, Embezzlement and Mis-

appropriation 

203.463 

3 Irregularities  

A HR / Employees related irregularities 118.838 

B Procurement related irregularities 
32,000.563 & 

US$ 5.978 

C Unauthorized / Irregular 
47,828.357 & 

US$ 120.248 

D Recoverables / Overpayments 
20,920.583 & 

US$ 3.073 

E Loss to State 24,774.612 

Note: Above table reflects audit paras already mentioned under section "f" of   

 executive summary (key audit findings). 

(d) 2.4 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC directives 

2.4.1 Compliance by Ministry of Defence 

 The status of compliance of Public Accounts Committee (PAC) directives for the Audit 

Reports from 1985-86 to 2020-21 discussed during its various meetings held from July, 1992 

to December, 2021 is given below: 

 

Year 

 
Total 

Paras 

No. of 

Paras 

Discussed 

Compliance 

Made 

Compliance 

awaited / Non 

Complied 

Percentage 

of 

Compliance 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1985-86 76 07 04 03 57.14% 
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1986-87 36 06 03 03 50% 

1987-88 49 08 01 07 12.5% 

1988-89 48 15 03 12 20% 

1989-90 69 03 0 03 0% 

1990-91 63 04 01 03 25% 

1991-92 65 05 01 04 20% 

1992-93 91 12 06 06 50% 

1993-94 198 86 31 55 36.05% 

1994-95 91 02 02 0 100% 

1995-96 102 09 01 08 11.11% 

1996-97 106 104 58 46 55.76% 

1997-98 651 05 01 04 20% 

1998-99 762 41 01 39 2.44% 

1999-00 443 222 78 144 35.13% 

2000-01 699 696 85 611 12.21% 

2001-02 570 16 11 5 68.75% 

2002-03 161 161 152 9 94.40% 

2003-04 111 22 04 18 18.18% 

2004-05 55 55 34 21 61.81% 

2005-06 138 122 74 48 60.66% 

2006-07 95 35 13 22 37.14% 

2007-08 56 40 05 35 12.50% 

2008-09 60 22 0 22 0% 

2009-10 164 70 26 44 37.14% 

2010-11 29 04 0 04 0% 

2011-12 42 05 0 05 0% 

2012-13 Report yet not discussed 

2013-14 126 57* 10 47 17.54% 

2014-15 Report yet not discussed 

2015-16 Report yet not discussed 

2016-17 Report yet not discussed 

2017-18 55 29 8 21 27.58% 

2018-19 Report yet not discussed 

2019-20 164 10 0 10 0% 

2020-21 Report yet not discussed 
Total 5375 1873 613 1259 32.73% 

 Ministry of Defence fully complied with 613 PAC directives out of 1873, which 

indicates that compliance of PAC directives is very slow. The Principal Accounting Officer 

should take necessary steps to expedite compliance of PAC directives.  

* Only paras having amount above 50 million were discussed by the PAC. 

2.4.2 Compliance by Ministry of Defence Production 

 The status of compliance of Public Accounts Committee (PAC) directives for the Audit 

Reports from 1985-86 to 2020-21 discussed during its various meetings held from July, 1992 

to December, 2021 is given below: 

Year Total 

Paras 

No. of Paras 

Discussed  

Compliance 

Made  

Compliance 

awaited / Non 

Complied 

Percentage 

of 

Compliance 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1985-86 15 01 0 01 0% 

1986-87 12 0 0 0 0% 

1987-88 17 13 01 12 7.69% 

1988-89 14 05 0 05 0% 
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1989-90 14 02 0 02 0% 

1990-91 10 02 01 01 50% 

1991-92 15 04 0 04 0% 

1992-93 15 03 0 03 0% 

1993-94 26 04 0 04 0% 

1994-95 22 0 0 0 0% 

1995-96 28 12 03 09 25% 

1996-97 91 63 02 61 3.17% 

1997-98 55 05 0 05 0% 

1998-99 29 29 01 28 3.45% 

1999-00 86 33 03 30 9.09% 

2000-01 140 48 34 14 70.83% 

2001-02 44 27 10 17 37.03% 

2003-04 01 01 01 0 100% 

2004-05 08 08 04 04 50% 

2005-06 27 06 05 01 83.33% 

2006-07 07 06 02 04 33.33% 

2007-08 08 08 08 0 100% 

2008-09 16 03 03 0 100% 

2009-10 13 01 0 01 0.00% 

2010-11 13 03 0 03 0.00% 

2011-12 14 01 0 01 0.00% 

2012-13 34 25* 14*** 11* 56% 

2013-14 18 7* 5*** 2** 71.42% 

2014-15 Report not yet discussed 

2015-16 Report not yet discussed 

2016-17 8 2* 1*** 1 50.00% 

2017-18 11 11 05 06 45.45% 

2018-19 Report not yet discussed 

2019-20 Report not yet discussed 

2020-21 Report not yet discussed 

Total 811 333 103 230 30.93% 
 

 Ministry of Defence Production fully complied with only 103 PAC directives out of 

333, which indicates that compliance of PAC directives is very slow. The Principal Accounting 

Officer should take necessary steps to expedite compliance of PAC’s directives.  
 

*     Only paras having amount above 50 million were discussed by the PAC 

**   Court Cases 

*** Settled by PAC 

(3) Pakistan Army 

 Pakistan Army is the first component of Defence Services. It is administered by the 

General Headquarters situated in Rawalpindi. There are a total of 9 Corps of the Pakistan Army. 

Fighting and supporting Arms of the army include; Armoured Corps, Artillery, Army Air-

Defence, Engineer Corps, Infantry and Army Aviation Corps. The Army is responsible for 

territorial integrity of the Federation and Aid of civil administration. 

  As per Appropriation Accounts 2020-21 in respect of Grant No. 41, total budget 

allocation to Army was Rs. 616,604.459 million and expenditure was Rs. 607,838.296 million. 
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AUDIT FINDINGS 

2.5  Procurement Related Irregularities 

  Rs. 20,882.583 million 

2.5.1  Mis-procurement of store – Rs. 18,316.852 million  

According to Rule-4 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004, “procuring agencies, 

while engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and 

transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the 

procurement process is efficient and economical”. Further according to Rule-12(2) ibid, “all 

procurement opportunities over two million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s 

Website as well as in other print media or newspapers having wide circulation. The 

advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at least two national dailies, one in 

English and the other in Urdu”. Moreover, according to rule 35 ibid, “procuring agencies shall 

announce the results of bid evaluation in the form of a report giving justification for acceptance 

or rejection of bids at least ten days prior to the award of the procurement contract”. 

During audit of following Army formations, it was observed that procurement 

of different items was made without open competition and other irregularities in the tendering 

process. Detail is as under: 

   (Rs. in million) 

S. No. DP No. Formation Nature of Violation Amount 

1 DP-S-

163 

 

HQ 

Engineers 

SC, Quetta 

 

96% of the total 

procurement was made 

with 2 contractors, both 

contractors quoted the same 

rates against different 

comparative statement and 

were declared the lowest.  

17,890.00 

2 DP-S-

161 

 

HQ 

Engineers 

SC, Quetta 

 

Procurement was made 

without publishing bid 

evaluation report on PPRA 

website, advertisement was 

made in local newspaper 

with minimum details 

without mentioning the cost 

of project, and final bill was 

prepared within two days 

after issuance of work 

order. 

250.00 

3 DP-S-84 

 

HQ Log 

area 

Karachi 

Procurement made through 

quotation method without 

open tendering. 

152.48 

4 DP-S-72 

 

SI&T, 

Quetta 

Procurement without open 

tendering as contract 

agreement was made before 

the date of advertisement of 

awarding tenders. 

19.393 
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5 DP-S-

118 

 

HQ Quetta 

Log area 

Procurement was made 

with 2nd lowest contractor, 

as the lowest bidder was 

rejected informally without 

including his quotation in 

comparative statement 

4.979 

Total 
18,316.85

2 

 

Audit is of the view that procurement was in violation of Public Procurement 

Rules and resulted into un-economical and non-transparent procurement, causing loss to the 

public exchequer. 

When pointed out by audit during June 2021 to August 2021, in case of Sr. No. 

1, management replied that the HQ published the advertisement in PPRA & national level 

newspaper. In case of Sr. No. 2, the management replied that the advertisement was published 

in March 2021 and payment was made in April 2021. In case of Sr. No. 3, the management 

replied that tender for LP of Rice Basmati Super were carried out as directed by GHQ S&T 

Dte. The main reason was failure of contract concluding firm of DGP Army. In case of Sr. No. 

4, the management furnished evasive reply. The management at Sr. No. 5 replied that quotation 

of a firm was rejected due to non-deposit of earnest money. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021 and 24th January 2022, in 

case of Sr. No 01, 02, 04 and 05 directed the management to hold fact finding inquiry regarding 

the matter and get it regularized from competent authority. The DAC, for Sr. No. 03 pended 

the Para. No further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC recommendations besides 

adoption of remedial measures to ensure compliance of Rules & Regulations in future. 

DP-S-163, 161, 84, 72 & 118 

2.5.2 Irregular conclusion of contracts without observing Public Procurement 

Rules - Rs. 2,134.555 million 

  Rule-12 (2) of Public Procurement Rules 2004 stipulates that, "All procurement 

opportunities over three million Pakistani rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s 

website as well as in other print media or newspapers having wide circulation. The 

advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at least two national dailies, one in 

English and the other in Urdu." 

  During audit of following formations, it was observed from their record that the 

procurement of goods and services were made in violation of above stated Public Procurement 

Rule, which needs regularization. 

(Rs. in million) 
Sr.No. DP No. Formation Description  Nature of PPRA 

Violation 

Amount 

 

1 

DP-N-

103/ 21-

22 

Military Dairy 

Factory, Renala 

Khurd 

Skimmed 

Milk Powder 

Non uploading of 

tenders on PPRA 

website and Non 

1,248.00 
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2 

DP-N-

354/20-

21 

Military Farm, 

Attock 

Whole Milk 

Powder 

advertisement in 

print media. 396.900 

3 

DP-N-

391/20-

21 

HQ 11 Corps Fata 

Cell, Peshawar 

Construction/ 

Rehabilitation 

Works 

383.022 

4 

DP-N-

528/20-

21 

 

301 Spares Depot 

EME, Rawalpindi 

Tyres, Tubes 

And Batteries 
106.633 

Total  2,134.555 

 

When pointed out by Audit in 2019 & 2020, the executive replied in case of Sr. 

No. 1 that the contract was concluded after completion of all codal formalities of PPRA. In 

case of Sr. No. 2-4 no satisfactory reply was furnished. 

DAC vide its meeting dated 17th November & 22nd December 2021 directed in 

case of Sr. No. 1 & 4 that record as stated in the reply be provided to audit for verification. 

Whereas, in case of Sr. No. 2 & 3 DAC directed that fact finding inquiry be held, responsibility 

be fixed at appropriate level and disciplinary action be taken against the individual concerned. 

However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directive and 

regularization of expenditure besides adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in 

future. 

DP-N-354, 391, 528/2020-21 &103/2021-22 

2.5.3 Irregular award of contract and mis-procurement of medicines - Rs. 

289.106 million 

  According to Rule-4 of Public Procurement Rules 2004, procuring agencies, 

while engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and 

transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the 

procurement process is efficient and economical. Further, according to Rule-51 ibid, the 

provisions of these rules shall have effect notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained 

in any other rules concerning public procurements. Further according to Rule-50 of ibid rules, 

any unauthorized breach of these rules shall amount to mis-procurement. 

  During audit of CMH Peshawar, it was noticed from record that contract for 

daily local purchase of medicines for 2016-17 awarded to Al-Qaim Distributors Rawalpindi 

was extended for F.Y 2017-18 and 2018-19 on the recommendation of a board of officers 

without open competition which was not covered under above government orders. The 

omission resulted into irregular award / extension of contract of 

Rs. 289.106 million which needed regularization. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that as per GHQ 

Medical Directorate letter No. 39/2/09/Daily LP contract / DMS-2(a)-KV4I1 dated 27-08-2014 

“in case of satisfactory services / performance of the contractor / supplier, daily LP contract 

may be extended for another year without re-tendering after approval of Medical Directorate”.  

 Reply was not agreed to because extension was not covered under above referred rule. 
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  DAC vide its meeting dated 17th November 2021 directed that fact finding 

inquiry be held, responsibility be fixed at appropriate level and disciplinary action be taken 

against the individual concerned. It was further directed that irregular award of contract may 

be regularized from competent financial authority. It was directed to instruct all concerned to 

adhere to PPRA Rules. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of 

this report. 

  Audit stresses for early implementation of DAC recommendations besides 

adoption of remedial measure to avoid such irregularities in future. 

DP-N-88/2021-22 

2.5.4 Submission of tampered PPRA website tender notices with contingent bills 

– Rs. 132.070 million 

  According to Rule-4 of Public Procurement Rules 2004, Procuring  agencies,  

while  engaging  in procurements,  shall  ensure  that  the  procurements  are  conducted  in  a  

fair and transparent manner. 

  During audit of CMA (RC) Rawalpindi, it was observed that contingent bills 

amounting to Rs. 132.070 million furnished by 11 different units/formations were passed by 

Account authorities during F.Y 2019-20 vide DV no. 1129 to 1138, 1195, 1321, 1332, 1345, 

1347, 1357, 1369, 1370 & 1403 to 1407 of 06/2020 after exercising pre-audit checks. Copies 

of tender notices uploaded on PPRA website, annexed with these contingent bills were 

forwarded to PPR authority for verification. Out of 11 said tender notices, 06 tender notices 

were not found on the record of PPRA, whereas 05 tender notices were verified but found 

tampered/fake as confirmed vide PPR authority’s letter dated 14.09.2020, despite the fact that 

these tender notices / evidences were forwarded by units/formations after 

endorsement/attestation by the Military authorities. Due to the omission the whole payment of 

Rs. 132.070 million stood un-authorized which needed regularization.  

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, it was stated by Account authorities that a 

clear note was placed on PPRA website that “Only 10 days old tenders from closing date will 

be shown”. Therefore, it was not possible to determine the genuineness of PPRA’s 

advertisement as well as print media; hence this office remained unable to do so. This office 

basically relied on the fact that copies of the PPRA’s tenders were attested by the responsible 

officers of units/formations. However, the matter was being referred to concerned executive 

offices for early reply on the issue. 

  The reply furnished by Accounts office was not convincing. In CMA (RC) 

Rawalpindi, there existed two different detailed audit checks i.e. pre-audit & post audit of 

contingent bills. Thus non-highlighting of such cases during pre & post audit stages reflected 

flaws in the process of internal checks being followed in Accounts office. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December 2021 shifted the para to concerned 

Army formations. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this 

report. 
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  Audit recommends an Independent Inquiry to address weaknesses of internal 

control at CMA’s level besides regularization of the expenditure and adoption of remedial 

measures to avoid such lapses in future.  

DP-N-597/2020-21 

2.5.5 Mis-procurement of stores and non accountal-  

Rs. 10.00 million 

Under Rule-4 of PP Rules 2004, Procuring agencies, while engaging in 

procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent 

manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement 

process is efficient and economical. Further, under Rule-12(2) ibid, all procurement 

opportunities over two million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well 

as in other print media or newspapers having wide circulation. Under Rule 23(2) ibid, for 

competitive bidding, whether open or limited, the bidding documents shall include 

specifications and performance criteria, list of goods, delivery time or completion schedule, 

qualification criteria. Further, under Rule-115 of FR Vol-I 1986, all cash and store transactions, 

to which an individual in his official capacity is a party must be brought to account. 

  During audit of PMA Kakul, it was observed that 22 heating systems for 

swimming pool were purchased @ Rs. 450,000 each and PVC Pipe for Rs. 100,000 by 1st 

Pakistan Battalion during 2019. Scrutiny of record revealed that said procurement of Rs. 

10,000,000 (22 @ Rs. 450,000 (+) Rs. 100,000) was neither uploaded on PPRA website nor in 

any print media. All CRVs were issued without any number/date and indication of Ledger page 

number which showed that items were not actually delivered and expenditure was incurred just 

to avoid lapse of funds. Despite repeated requests made by audit, accountal of heating 

systems/PVC Pipes purchased, in any ledger was not produced. Total number of swimming 

pools was not available to justify the procurement. Furthermore, no specifications of these 

items were drawn to evaluate the bids. All purchases were made on the basis of rates instead 

of specifications / brands / models offered by the bidders. Award of purchase orders without 

evaluation of offered / demanded items was not in order. No bidding documents were 

formulated which was violation of above rules. Delivery Challan and warranty certificate of 

the seller was also not available on record. It was not clear from the quotations whether the 

rates offered were inclusive or exclusive of GST. Evidence of recovery of Income Tax @ 7.5% 

and GST @ 17 % was also not produced to audit. Due to non-accountal of stores purchased 

and non-availability of complete details regarding disposal / utilization of stores procured, the 

whole procurement of Rs. 10.350 million needed justification.  

When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that the said store was 

advertised in two newspapers i.e. The Nation and Nawa-e-Waqt. Store was already taken on 

charge. 

  Reply was not agreed to because no documentary evidence in support of reply 

i.e. tender documents, uploading on PPRA website, ledger charge, installation etc was provided 

to audit for verification. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 17th November 2021 directed that relevant 

documents i.e. PPRA invoices, cuttings of two newspapers, store purchase ledger, utilization 
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of store, CRVs, bidding documents and evidence of IT / GST recovery may be provided to 

audit for verification within one month. However, no further progress was reported to audit till 

finalization of this report. 

 Audit stresses for early implementation of DAC recommendations besides 

adoption of remedial measure to avoid such irregularities in future. 

DP-N-580/2020-21 

2.6  Un-Authorized / Irregular Payments 

  Rs. 21,997.982 million 

2.6.1 Un-authorized issuance of advance CRVs before actual delivery of stores - 

Rs. 11,286.347 million 

  As per clause 16 of the contracts under the caption, terms and date of delivery, 

the firm will provide required share of depots within the Delivery Period up to 30th June 2018. 

The purchaser has the right to recover from the supplier liquidated damages of minimum 2% 

per month of the total value of the stores not delivered provided that the total damages shall 

not exceed 10% of the total value of the demand payable under the contract.  

During audit of 301 Spares Depot EME, Rawalpindi it was observed from files 

of 243 contracts valuing Rs. 11,286.347 million that payments were released to the firms on 

the basis of inspection notes and CRVs. Whereas, the record showed that the firms had not 

delivered the contracted store within delivery period. Due to the omission, the whole payment 

of Rs. 11,286.347million as tabulated below, made to the supplier stood un-authorized which 

needed regularization. 
(Rs. in million) 

S.No DP No. 
No of 

Contracts 
Description 

Contract Value 

 

1 DP-N-386, 397, 

444, 500, 523, 

536, 562 & 

576/2020-21 

160 
Spare parts of 

military  

vehicles, heavy 

duty racks, tyres 

tube and batteries 

6,559.693 

2 

DP-N-17, 47, 

83, 84, 106, 135 

& 148/2021-22 

83 4,726.654 

Total 243  11,286.347 

  When pointed out by the Audit in 2019, the management replied that advance 

CRVs against the contracts were prepared on the authority of GHQ CLS letter No. 

4202/468/91-C/CLS/Fin Mgmt Sec-XCPRPL dated 25 Apr 2019.  However, BG against 

advance CRVs were taken from firm by the DGP (Army). Later on delivered store against 

contracts were taken on charge against previous CRVs. This depot informed DGP (Army) for 

clearance of payment / BG.  

  Advance CRVs and advance payment was neither allowed under the Rules 

referred above nor provided for under the contract agreement. Moreover, there was no 
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instruction in the letter referred above in the reply to issue advance CRVs without actual 

delivery of store.  

  DAC vide its meeting dated 22nd December 2021 was apprised that the firm has 

delivered stores within delivery period, necessary documents including CRVs and inspection 

Notes were issued after completion of delivery and CMA released the payment after scrutiny 

of all these papers. Audit was of the view that daily receipts statements (DRS stamp) are usually 

mentioned on the delivery challans as per practice in vogue. However, in some cases the DRS 

stamp was not available on the delivery challans and a word SND (store not delivered) was 

mentioned on provisional CRVs which shows that the store was actually not delivered within 

the delivery period and in some cases the DRS stamp revealed that the stores were actually 

delivered after the delivery period and advance payments. DAC directed that advance payment 

without actual delivery of stores may be regularized. However, no further progress was 

reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-386, 397, 444, 500, 523, 536, 562, 576/2020-21 & 17, 47, 83, 84, 106, 135 & 

148/2021-22 

2.6.2 Irregular project execution without SIDS resulting in excess expenditure – 

Rs. 4,613 million 

According to Para 25 (1) of Public Financial Management Act 2019, “The 

expenditure in excess of the amount of budget grant as well as the expenditure not falling within 

the scope or intention of any budget grant, unless regularized by a supplementary grant, shall 

be treated as excess expenditure”. Moreover Para 2 (a) ibid provide that, “Excess expenditure 

shall not become a charge against the Federal Consolidated Fund except when the National 

Assembly approves an additional amount equivalent to overspending as a direct charge against 

the Federal Consolidated Fund as voted or charged expenditure”. 

During audit of the accounts of HQ Engineers SC, Quetta for the period 2020-

21, it was observed that the project for fencing and lighting of Pak-Afghan Border (PAB) was 

estimated to be completed at a cost of Rs. 31,592.00 million. An amount of Rs. 36,205.00 

million was paid to various contractors up till June 2020-21 resulting in over expenditure of 

Rs. 4,613.00 million. Furthermore, audit noted that no amount was allocated for installation of 

lighting of the border for Surveillance and Intrusion Detection System (SIDS) which would 

further increase the cost of the project. 

Audit is of the opinion that project execution without SIDS reflects weak 

budgetary oversight and absence of proper mechanism within the formation.  

The matter was pointed out by audit in July, 2021. The management replied that 

the formation had already approached Budget Directorate for allocation for installation of SIDS 

at PAB. Reply was not tenable as no documentary evidence in support of management’s stance 

was produced.  
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The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022, directed the management 

that allocation of funds for SIDS be produced to audit for verification. No further progress was 

reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives. 

 DP-S- 164/2021-22 

 

2.6.3 Irregular hiring of transport services – Rs. 3,733.581 million 

As per Para- c (1) of the SOP for fencing along Pak-Afghan Border, “Raising 

of GT Coy will be the responsibility of HQ Log SC. All financial details will be handled by 

Officer Commanding Civil GT Company. Requirement of POL will be worked out and 

originated by OC and met by MO Dte.” 

During audit of the accounts of HQ Engineers SC, Quetta for the period 2020-

21, it was observed that an amount Rs. 3,733.581 million was paid to various contractors for 

transportation of fencing stores which stood irregular as the same was responsibility of Civil 

GT Company. Audit further noted that no cost-benefit analysis was conducted for hiring of 

transportation as against procurement of new vehicles for the purpose. 

Audit is of the opinion that payment for hiring of civil transport in presence of 

Civil GT Company for such sensitive project without cost-benefit analysis reflects poor 

financial management and weak administrative control.  

 The matter was pointed out by audit in July, 2021. The management replied 

that no payment was made to HQ Log Area (Quetta) for transportation. Contractors were 

responsible for transport of stores from source to fencing yard and forward sites. Reply was 

admission of irregularity. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022, directed the management to 

hold fact finding inquiry regarding the matter and get it regularized from competent authority. 

No further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives. 

 DP-S-159/2021-22 

2.6.4 Irregular local purchase of fresh milk without sanction - Rs. 1,124.305 

million 

  As per serial No. 11 of Annexure-“A” to the Government of Pakistan Ministry 

of Defence letter No. F.3/1/198/D-15 dated 23-02-2008, the financial power of QMG for 

conclusion of contracts relating to Farms Wing of the RV&F Corps is Rs. 13,500,000 for 3 

years and that of DG RV&F is Rs. 4,500,000 for 1st year. 

  During audit of Military Dairy Factory Renala, it was noticed from the record 

that a quantity of 19,411,302 liters fresh milk amounting to Rs. 1,124,305,061 was purchased 

during F.Y 2019-20 which required Government sanction as the cost of the fresh milk exceeded 

the financial powers of QMG. 
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  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that the case was 

under process for Government sanction. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 22nd December 2021 that fact finding inquiry be 

held, responsibility be fixed at appropriate level, disciplinary action be taken against the 

individual concerned and irregular procurement of fresh milk may be regularized from 

competent financial authority within 03 months.  However, no further progress was reported to 

audit till finalization of this report.  

 Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measure to avoid such irregularities in future. 

DP-N-101/2021-22 

2.6.5  Splitting-up of work to avoid government sanction –  

 Rs. 437.703 million 

As per Table “A” of Defence Services Regulations, 1998 read with the MoD 

letter No. 2/12/D-15/2001 dated 19-06-2019, the financial power of QMG for new works is up 

to Rs. 60 million (exceeding Rs. 30 million with the concurrence of Services FA). According 

to Para-27 of DSR 1998, no project will be split up merely to bring it within the powers of an 

approving authority.  

During audit of the accounts of GE (Army), Service Malir for the year 2020-21, 

it was observed that 15 works amounting to  

Rs. 437.703 million were concluded in piecemeal beyond the financial powers as quoted above. 

The contracts were required to be sanctioned from Secretary Defence, Government of Pakistan. 

Audit is of the opinion that execution of works without approval of Competent 

Authority is violation of Rules and reflects weak internal and financial control within the 

organization, which resulted in irregular execution of work. 

The matter was pointed out in October 2021, the management did not furnish a 

reply.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022, directed the management to 

provide financial powers, comparative statement, and scope of work documents to audit for 

verification. No further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC recommendations. 

DP-S- 357/2021-22 

2.6.6 Loss to cantonment fund due to irregular utilization of A-1 land as 

commercial property - Rs. 324.051 million 

According to Rule-4 (b) of CLAR 1937, Class A-1 land is a land in the active 

occupation of the Army. Further, under Rule-7 ibid, no alteration in the classification of land 

which is vested in the state or in the Board shall be made except by the Federal Government 

or by the other authority as they may empower in this behalf. 
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During audit of Cantonment Board Rawalpindi for the year 2018-19, it was 

observed from case file of property bearing No. 274 Peshawar Road (old Supreme Court 

building) held against Al-Mizan Foundation with plot area measuring' 4.08 acres or 35 kanals 

with covered area 73831 Sft. that as per extract of GLR the class of land was shown as A-I 

managed by DD (QMG) which was being used as Al-Mizan Foundation Hospital after 

vacation of the building by Supreme Court. The building plan was submitted for establishment 

of Medical Centre for obtaining NOC from RCB. However, presently the said premises was 

being used as Riphah Medical Islamic International Medical College as evident from RCB 

letter No. 9-274,275/PR/L/236 dated 20.8.2014, as a commercial concern. Neither the status 

of the property was changed from class-A to class-B nor Cantonment Fund dues amounting 

to Rs. 324,051,094 on account of premium, development charges, conversion charges and 

composition fee were recovered despite the fact that all the municipality services were being 

provided by the Cantonment Board which needed recovery besides regularization of the 

property. 

When pointed out by Audit in 2019, the executive replied that the property in-

question was A-I land, therefore no charges could be recovered as per rule. 

Executive’s reply was not satisfactory because in the light of the referred rules, 

A-I land could not be utilized commercially without its re-classification from Federal 

Government. Due to non regularization of the land, Cantonment fund and Government 

exchequer sustained recurring loss, which needed recovery besides regularization of the land.  

The case, therefore, needs to be forwarded to MEO for regularization besides 

realization of Cantonment fund / Government dues. 

  DAC vide its meeting 26th November 2021 shifted the draft para to QMG. 

However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends for early regularization and recovery of Cantonment Board 

dues besides adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-439/2020-21 

2.6.7 Avoidable expenditure on account of payment of delayed charges to CDA 

- Rs. 241.240 million 

  As per Para 1(b) of Minute Sheet dated 9th March 2017 of File No. 14/201-

Gen/Land, delayed charges @ 11.70% per annum were to be charged by CDA in case of non- 

payment of capital amount within one year. Further, Rule-6(a) of FR-Volume I 1986 under the 

caption canons of financial propriety stipulates that, every officer should exercise the same 

vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from Government revenue as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money. Moreover, Rule-116 

ibid stipulates that, all receipts and charges should, as far as practicable, be brought into the 

accounts of the financial year to which they pertain. It will be the duty of every disbursing 

officer, to pay all outstanding claims against Government and all payment due in the current 

year and chargeable to the accounts of that year before the end of June while every officer will 

at all times and specially when field operations are in progress, ascertain what liabilities are 

likely to be incurred and get them settled with the least possible delay. 
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  During audit of Defence Complex Islamabad (DCI), it was observed from the 

expenditure incurred out of QMG Fund during 2017-18, that an amount of Rs. 241.240 million 

as detailed below was paid to CDA on account of delayed charges for late payment on account 

of land acquisition charges despite the fact that during that time the amount payable to CDA 

was available in QMG Fund and therefore this extra charge to QMG Fund could have been 

avoided.  

(Rs. in million) 

  The 

avoidable extra expenditure needed regularization from CFA. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2018, the executive replied that payment of 

balance amount of Rs. 175 Million to CDA was stopped due to possession and encroachment 

issues with CDA. Due to poor response from CDA, cheque No. D-232383 dated 15 Aug 2008 

for payment of balance amount of Rs. 175 Million was stopped. It was not credited because of 

non-clearance of issues with CDA. Finally said cheque was taken on charge on 20 September 

2010. On re-activation of DCI Project, PMB once again reviewed the situation in detail and 

decided to clear all dues payable to CDA including delayed charges. PMB was the competent 

authority to accord approval of all matters related to the project. 

  The management reply was not satisfactory. Despite having sufficient balance 

in QMG Fund to discharge liability of capital amount of Rs. 307.09 million payable to CDA, 

the payment to CDA was delayed on one pretext or the other and ultimately an avoidable 

payment of  

Rs. 241.240 million was paid to CDA as late payment charges. It was also a matter of great 

concern that in case at Sr. No. 1 above, delayed charges of Rs. 225.530 million were exclusively 

paid as late payment charges over and above the actual due amount of Rs. 175.924 million.  

  DAC vide its meeting dated 17th November 2021 directed that avoidable 

expenditure are against QMG fund on account of payment of delayed charges to CDA Rs. 

241.240 (M) may be regularized from competent Financial authority within 03 months. 

However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-389/2020-21 

2.6.8 Un-authorized procurement of electro medical equipment and disposable 

stores - Rs. 101.384 million 

  Government of Pakistan MoD Rawalpindi vide letter No.13(23)/D-2/A-II/2009  

dated 19.09.2009 amended vide even No. dated 21.02.2011,  allowed Medical Directorate 

S.No Cheque No & 

Date 

Land Capital 

Amount  

Delay Charges  

1 69122653 dated 

11-01-2018 

Area North of sector E-

10 &D-11(870 Acres) 

175.924 225.530 

2 34980873 dated 

02-06-2017 

Sector D-11 (293 Acres) 65.582 15.346 

3 34980872 dated 

02-06-2017 

Area office complex 

(138 Acres) 

65.582 0.364 

Total Rs 307.088 241.240 
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GHQ to procure centrally all medical store, less Electro Medical Equipment, disposables & 

Medical gases. However, all kinds of Medical Stores, less Electro Medical Equipment, 

disposables and Medical Gases will be procured through Medical Directorate.  

  During audit of CMH Rawalpindi, it was observed from budget allocation of 

Medical Directorate GHQ that despite above Government decision, GHQ Medical Directorate 

allocated funds to Combined Military Hospitals including CMH Rawalpindi for procurement 

of electro medical equipment. Accordingly, CMH Rawalpindi procured electro medical 

equipment valuing Rs. 101,384,165 during the Financial Year 2018-19, which was irregular 

due to diversion from the referred Government orders and expected chance of quantity rebate 

through central procurement by DGP (Army) against consolidated demand which was ignored. 

Therefore, the amount spent needed regularization. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that the procurement 

of electro medical equipment was made under the orders of Medical Directorate against 

sanction accorded by the Surgeon General.  

  Reply was not agreed to because in the light of above referred Government letter 

the procurement of electro medical equipments was the mandate of DGP (Army) and not 

delegated to Medical Directorate.  

  DAC vide its meeting dated 17th November 2021 directed in case of DP-N-

29/2021-22 that relevant documents in rebuttal of DP i.e. policy / provision may be provided 

to audit for verification. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 22nd December 2021 was apprised that only those 

equipments were purchased which were urgently required as the purchase through DGP 

(Army) takes much time and is not a suitable method of procurement. DAC directed that the 

expenditure may be regularized and verified to audit. However, no further progress was 

reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-29 & 149/2021-22 

2.6.9 Unauthorized expenditure – Rs. 90.978 million 

  Rule 6 (a) of Financial Regulation Volume-I, 1986 stipulates that every Officer 

should exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from Government 

revenue as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his 

own money.  

  Rule-12(2) of PPR-2004 further provides that all procurement opportunities 

over two million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other 

print media or newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall 

principally appear in at least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. Rule 

14(a) of Rules ibid, however, allows deviation from the wide publicity of the requirement with 

the prior approval of the Authority, if the proposed procurement is related to National Security 

and its publication could jeopardize national security objectives. In addition as per Rule-4 of 
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PPR-2004 prescribes that procuring agencies, while engaging in procurements, shall ensure 

that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement 

brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient and economical. 

1)  During audit of the accounts of ISPR, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 

54,494,000 was allocated out of Al-Mizan fund. The entire amount was paid to M/s Sufian 

Brothers on account of renting & hiring of media equipment and related services during the 

period from 16.05.2015 to 29.05.2015 in connection with a VVIP visit to North Waziristan 

Agency under four separate contingent bills. The detailed record requested during audit by 

audit team was also denied. 

  In this regard, following irregularities were pointed out:  

a) The expenditure was made by selection of the contractor on the basis of three quotations 

while open tendering for wide competition was dispensed with in violation of PPRA 

Rules. 

b) Acceptance of four contingent bills of contractor for preparation of four documentaries 

separately each for VVIPs, was not justified as the same documentary was exhibited 

during the entire visit (amounting Rs. 13.225 million). 
 

2) Similarly, it was also observed from expenditure against Al-Mizan Fund 

during the year 2015-16 that M/s Sufian & Brothers was paid twice for composition of one 

and the same documentary film / song which was already composed and paid for.  

Resultantly, the contractor was given undue favour due to acceptance of double payment 

amounting to  

Rs. 49,708,600. Moreover, copies of evidence in support of the irregularity were requested 

during audit vide audit team requisition No.04/LTA-16/AP-2018-19 dated 26.12.2018 which 

were, however, denied.  

When pointed out by Audit in 2018, the management replied in case of Sr. No. 

1 that visit was top secret and therefore the opportunity was not openly advertised. Similarly 

in case Sr. No. 2 the management replied that documentary film and songs were composed 

with different compositions and different picturizations for the understanding of different 

vocals of provinces. 

In case of Sr. No. 1 Audit is of the opinion that no exemption from PPRA was 

sought out from competent authority in the light of Rule-14(a) of PPR-2004. No justification 

for payment of four documentaries instead one against one visit/event was provided. Similarly, 

in case of Sr. No. 2 reply was not acceptable because as per record produced to audit no such 

differentiation was shown to indicate different vocals. Hence, second payment for same song 

already composed and recorded in documentary was not justified and expenditure shown there 

needed to be refunded to Government. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 22nd July 2020 directed in case of Sr. No. 1 that 

unauthorized expenditure may be regularized from competent authority. Furthermore, relevant 

record of expenditure be provided to audit for scrutiny / verification. Similarly in case of Sr. 

No. 2 DAC pended the draft para and directed the formation to provide documents relating to 
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composition of documentary film / songs to audit authorities for clarity of the issue. However, 

no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-432& 458/2019-20 

2.6.10 Irregular advance payment to supplier without actual delivery of stores - 

Rs. 25.699 million. 

  According to para-22 of Annex-E to Rule 42 of FR Vol-I  "No advance payment 

(except in case of Government to Government contracts) and letter of credit will be authorized 

without the concurrence of the Finance Division even though the contract may have been 

approved without reference to the Finance Division." 

  It was noticed from the record held with Central Aviation Spares Depot, 

Rawalpindi that different purchase orders were issued to some firms for supply of stores. 

However, despite the fact that the requisite stores were not delivered by the firms concerned, 

CRVs were issued and on the basis of these CRVs, CMA Rawalpindi paid the amount to the 

contractors / suppliers concerned, however it was observed from relevant record that stores 

were not provided by the suppliers as evident from various letters issued to firms for supply of 

store amounting to  

Rs. 25,699,270 whereas CRVs were released just to avoid the lapse of funds and thus undue 

benefit was granted to the  firms which was against the referred rules. 

  When pointed by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that all un-delivered 

stores were delivered by the firms vide their delivery challans,  further at the time of handing/ 

taking over of store between CASD EME and COD Rawalpindi, 25 Coverall HA were 

outstanding, which were not delivered by the firm concerned. Therefore, delivery challans of 

coverall High Altitude (HA) quantity – 25 were delivered by the firm directly to COD 

Rawalpindi. 

  The reply was not satisfactory because the letters issued to respective firms 

clearly mentioned that said store were not delivered by the firms despite the fact the delivery 

challans were provided. Further, delivery challans dated 01.01.2020 and 10.01.2020 for supply 

of 25 High Altitude Coverall (HA Coverall) provided by the executive, authenticated the audit 

stance that the store were not supplied and advance CRVs were issued which was irregular. 

The matter needed to be investigated besides regularization of the advance payment and 

recovery of L.D. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 22nd December 2021 directed that relevant 

documents i.e. delivery challans, stock register and handing taking of stores may be provided 

to audit for verification within 01 month. It was further directed that such practice may be 

avoided forthwith. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this 

report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-137/2021-22 
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2.6.11  Irregular payment of up-gradation of HVAC system–    Rs. 

19.694 million 

According to rule 52 of DSR 1998, “No funds will be spent un-economically 

merely to prevent them from lapsing”. 

During audit of the accounts of GE (Army) Command & Staff College Quetta 

for the year 2020-21, it was observed that a contract amounting to Rs. 78.035 million was 

concluded for supply and installation of HVAC works at the auditorium. The date of 

completion of that contract agreement was 28-06-2019. However, after completion of above, 

another contract amounting to Rs. 19.694 million was also concluded for up-gradation of earlier 

installed HVAC system.  

Audit is of the view that up-gradation/ replacement for same work within short 

interval of time is unjustified which reflects prevalence of weak internal control and poor 

financial management within the formation. 

The irregularity was pointed out by audit in December 2021. The management 

replied that administrative approval for both objected contracts were issued separately by GHQ 

after acceptance of necessity as per user requirement and CAs were concluded by authority 

concerned accordingly. Reply was not tenable as up gradation/replacement for same work 

within short interval of time without justification is not in accordance with Rules & 

Regulations. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022, directed the management to 

hold fact finding inquiry regarding the matter and get it regularized from competent authority. 

No further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC recommendations. 

DP-S-259/2021-22 

(a) 2.7  Recoverables / Overpayments 

  Rs. 3,607.593 million & US$ 2.418 million 

2.7.1  Non-recovery of sales tax on services – Rs. 1,705.981   

 million 

According to item No. 49 of 4th Schedule of Constitution of Pakistan amended 

vide 18th amendment to the Constitution, “the imposition, administration, collection and 

enforcement of tax on services is the prerogative of the provinces”. As per clarification issued 

vide U.O. No. 3(10)ST-L&P/2007(PI)114971-R dated 27-09-2018 by FBR (Federal Board of 

Revenue), ‘The authority to levy and collect sales tax on services provided within the territorial 

limits of provinces now vests with the respective provinces. Therefore, the federal/provincial 

government departments, autonomous bodies and public sector organizations shall withhold 

the amount of sales tax on such services as prescribed under the provincial sales tax law and 

rules and deposit the same in the respective provincial heads of account.’ 
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During audit of following Army formations for the period 2017-21, it was 

observed that sales tax on services amounting to Rs. 1,705.981 million was not deducted from 

suppliers/contractors. 
   (Rs. in million) 

S No Name of Unit/Formation DP No. Amount  

1 HQ Engineers Southern Command Quetta DP-S-162 1,290.00 

2 GE (Army) – II Malir DP-S-172 83.796 

3 GE (Army) Khuzdar DP-S-221 80.781 

4 GE (Army) C&SC Quetta DP-S-260 73.387 

5 GE (Army) Hyderabad DP-S-353 67.152 

6 GE (Army) Khuzdar DP-S-243 47.590 

7 AGE (Army) Sakrand DP-S-366 34.214 

8 173 Engineers Battalion Pano Aqil DP-S-200 (b) 25.981 

9 AGE(Army) Chhor DP-S-096 2.304 

10 HQ 41 Div Quetta DP-S-244 0.776 

Total 1,705.981 

 

Audit is of view that due to non-compliance of rules/orders, government 

revenue could not be realized which indicates prevalence of poor financial discipline. 

The matter was pointed out by audit from January 2021 to December 2021. The 

management furnished evasive replies mentioning that the tax was not applicable, or matter 

has been referred to higher authorities for exemption/ reduction of provincial tax. The replies 

were not tenable as MoD in its letter No. F.No.7/15/D-7 (MAG)/2013 dated 27th January, 2021 

has decided the matter. The MAG vide its latter No. A/93-XXXVI dated 31-03-2021 has issued 

Code Head for deposit of subject tax. Therefore, non-deposit of such tax was a serious violation 

of rules. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021 and 24th January 2022, 

directed the management to recover the sales tax on services as per rules and get it verified 

from audit. No further progress in terms of recovery was reported by management to audit till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends recovery of sales tax on services. 

DP-S-162, 172, 221, 260, 353, 253, 366, 200-b, 96 & 244 

2.7.2 Irregular retention of 25% government share -  

Rs. 793.817 million 

  Under the authority of Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence letter No. 

F.48/49/S/GHQ/F.2/18/D-12/2003/ dated 6-11-2003, a non-lapsable QMG Fund was 

established to be sourced out of sale proceed of surplus military land, premium on account of 

regularization of properties held on old grant / Cantonment code leases and premium on 

account of change of purpose of land from residential to commercial. The prime objective of 

the fund was to meet expenditure on account of acquisition of land and construction of new 
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GHQ at Islamabad. Moreover, according to para 2(b) of Annex ‘A’ (Accounting Procedure 

QMG’s Relocation Fund) to Govt. of Pakistan, MoD letter No. 02/19/D-12(ML&C)/07 dated 

03 March 2007, Sale proceed of prime lands will be first adjusted/repaid in the QMG’s Fund 

against the loan taken and then the balance if any, will be distributed in the ratio of 75:25 

between QMG’s Fund and Federal Consolidated Fund respectively. Moreover, according to 

para 1(d) of Govt. of Pakistan MoD letter No. F.48/49/S/GHQ/F.2/18/D-12/2008 dated 17th 

January 2008, the QMG’s Branch GHQ will recoup the above funds diverted for uplifting of 

accommodation in the Army through disposal of additional lands. All revenue/receipts earned 

from the above sources were subject to the distribution amongst the Govt. and the QMG Fund 

in the ratio 25:75. 

  During audit of Defence Complex Islamabad (DCI), examination of details 

pertaining to release and reimbursement of loan borrowed from QMG Fund revealed that an 

amount of Rs. 4,892.658 million was paid out of QMG’s fund as loan for value addition fund, 

relocation fund and uplift of army accommodation funds, as detailed below:  

(Rs. in million) 

S.No 

Loan taken for 

activity 

Loan 

released 

Loan 

required to 

be 

reimbursed 

from 

Loan 

reimbursed 

from sale 

proceed of 

surplus land  

Balance to be 

reimbursed  

1 Value addition 

fund 

225.480 Sale proceed 

of Prime land 

201.153 24.327 

2 Relocation 

fund 

310.567 Sale proceed 

of Prime land 

310.567 0 

3 Uplift of army 

accommodation 

fund 

4,356.611 Sale proceed 

of additional 

land 

2,663.551 1,693.060 

 Total Rs 4,892.658  3,175.271 1,717.387 

Government Share = 3,175.271 x 25% 793.817  

 

  It was further observed that while reimbursement of the loan through sale 

proceeds on account of above activities, the entire amount received from sale of surplus land 

as identified vide Govt. of Pakistan, MoD (ML&C Deptt) letter No. 72/42/Lands/1490/D-

12/ML&C dated 02.06.2005 was utilized to retire the loan instead of retiring the same from 

sale proceed of prime land and additional land. Further, Government share to the extent of 25% 

of the receipts was also not deposited into Government Treasury. Resultantly, Government was 

deprived of its due receipts of Rs. 793.817 million (3,175,270,411 x 25%) and additional 

element of accruable profit towards Government during the period of un-authorized retention 

of the Government share in QMG’s Fund. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2018, the executive replied that this point of 

recoupment of loan was already observed by Audit during 2014 and converted into DP No 688. 

Case was presented in DAC meeting held in Ministry of Defence on 30 Sep 2016 and evaluated 

in detail. DP was settled by the DAC.  

  The management reply was not tenable as audit observed the issue of non-

deposit of Government share into Government treasury instead of recoupment of the loan. 

Moreover, during earlier audit the financial effect pointed out was Rs. 707.582 million which 
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was further accumulated to Rs. 793.817 million. It transpired that the irregularity still existed 

and the Government share was yet to be deposited into Government treasury.  

  DAC vide its meeting dated 17th November 2021 directed that relevant 

documents i.e. detail pertaining to release and reimbursement of loan borrowed from QMG 

Fund i.e. sales proceed of Prime Land and additional land may be provided to audit for 

verification within one month. However, no further progress was reported to audit till 

finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives and recovery of 

the amount involved besides adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-428/2020-21 

2.7.3 Non-recovery of training and allied charges from foreign students - US$ 

2.143 million 

  As per JSI-4/2006, “Messing charges @ US $ 8 per day, Accommodation 

charges @ US $ 12 per day single bed room single occupancy and US $ 6 double occupancy, 

Medical charges @ US $ 3 per day and Tuition fee @ US $ 300 per week per student was 

required to be recovered from foreign students / allied officers”. Furthermore, as per Para-3 of 

Joint Staff Headquarters letter No. JS/T/JQ/3775 dated 18-02-2006, “The training charges were 

needed to be deposited into Government treasury”. 

  During audit of PMA Kakul and EME College Rawalpindi, it was observed that 

Gentlemen Cadets of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and students of Jordan passed out from 139 

Long Course, 140 Long Course and DE-40, 41 respectively  but training and allied charges 

amounting to US$ 2.207 million remained outstanding, which needed to be recovered 

immediately. 

(Amount in million) 
S.No. DP No. Unit Name Amount US$  

1 DP-N-540/2020-21 PMA Kakul, Abbottabad 2.143 

2 DP-N-598/2020-21 EME College, Rawalpindi 0.064 

Total 2.207 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the management replied that claims of 139 

& 140 Long Courses and DE-40, 41 were already forwarded to Military Training Directorate 

GHQ.  

  DAC vide its meeting dated 17th November 2021 directed to pursue the case for 

recovery vigorously. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this 

report. 

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-540& 598/2020-21 

2.7.4 Overpayment to suppliers against procurement of stores – Rs. 296.639 

million 

According to Rule 47(e) of Financial Regulation 1986, “The most careful 

supervision over expenditure shall be exercised and on no account shall money be spent simply 
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because it is available”. Further, notes (1) to rule 109 (b) of Financial Regulations Army 1986 

provides that, “The above procedure shall not, in any way, affect the rights of Government to 

deduct from bills (whether endorsed in favour of a bank or not) any sums due to them from the 

contractors on account of penalties, overpayments on the contract to which the bills pertain, or 

on any other contract with the Government”. 

During audit of the accounts of HQ Engineers, Southern Command Quetta for 

the financial year 2020-21, it was observed that procurement of different items was made in 

excess of required quantity which resulted in overpayment of Rs. 296.639 million, Detail is as 

under: 

  (Rs. in million) 

S. No. DP No. Nature of Violation 
Amoun

t 

1 DP-S-

166 

 

Overpayment was made to suppliers against 

excess procurement of angle iron V as 

procurement was made in excess of 

drawing and SOP requirement. 

212.850 

2 DP-S-

160 

 

Procurement of poles were made in excess 

to the quantity required. 

83.789 

Total 296.639 

 

Audit is of the opinion that overpayment on account of stores reflects weak 

internal controls and poor financial discipline within the organization. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in July 2021. In case of Sr. No. 1, the 

management replied that the quantity of angle iron V-shape purchased as per terrain in Sothern 

Command Area of Responsibility (SC AOR). Excess procurement would be adjusted in other 

sites. In case of Sr. No. 2 the management replied that poles were procured as per site 

requirements. 

The reply was not tenable because management did not justify excess 

procurement. In case of Sr. No. 01, the reply of management is admission of irregularity. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022, directed the management 

to provide relevant record including approved design of the work to audit for verification. 

Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC recommendations. 

DP-S-166 & 160 

2.7.5 Non imposition of LD due to un-authorized release of payment against 

advance CRVs - Rs. 319.897 million 
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As per clause 16 of the contracts under the caption, terms and date of delivery, the firm will 

provide required share of depots within the D.P i.e. upto 30th June 2018. The purchaser has the 

right to recover from the supplier liquidated damages of minimum 2% per month of the total 

value of the stores not delivered provided that the total damages shall not exceed 10% of the 

total value of the demand payable under the contract.  

During audit of 301 Spares Depot EME Rawalpindi, it was observed from files 

of under mentioned 48 contracts valuing  

Rs. 3,198.972 million that payments were released to the firms on the basis of inspection notes 

and CRVs. Whereas, the record showed that the firms had not delivered the contracted store 

within delivery period. Therefore, LD charges amounting to Rs. 319.897million were required 

to be recovered from payments made but no recovery was effected on above account. 

     (Rs. in million) 

S.No DP No. No of Contracts Contract Value LD Charges  

1 DP-N-368/2020-21 31 1,855.552 185.555  

2 DP-N-405/2020-21 17 1343.420 134.342  

Total 48 3,198.972 319.897 
   

  When pointed out by the Audit in 2019, the management replied that liquidated 

damages (LD) were required to be applied by DGP (Army) / CMA (RC) and did not pertain to 

301 Spares Depot. 

  Reply was not acceptable because advance CRVs without actual delivery of 

store were issued by the Depot showing their receipt within delivery period as per contract 

agreement on the basis of which DGP (Army) and CMA (DP) released payment to contractors 

without imposition / deduction of LD. But as per various DRS mentioned in the statement, 

store was actually delivered by contractor far beyond the stipulated delivery period. Therefore 

case for imposition / recovery of LD and its deposit into Government Treasury needed to be 

taken up with DGP (Army) in the light of provision of the referred contract agreements. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 22nd December 2021 was apprised that the firm has 

delivered stores within delivery period, necessary documents including CRVs and inspection 

Note were issued after completion of delivery and CMA released the payment after scrutiny of 

all these papers. Audit was of the view that Daily Receipts Statements (DRS stamp) are usually 

mentioned on the delivery challans as per practice in vogue. However, in this case the DRS 

stamp was not available on the delivery challans and a word shown SND (Store Not Delivered) 

was mentioned on provisional CRVs which shows that the store was actually not delivered 

within the delivery period. DAC directed that LD charges be recovered keeping in view the 

actual delivery of store besides regularization of advance payment. However, no further 

progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  
 

  Audit recommends early implementation of DAC directives besides adoption 

of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-368 & 405/2020-21 
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2.7.6 Non-deposit of ground rent into government treasury and sky charges into 

QMG fund - Rs. 193.536 million 

  As per serial-2(ii) of SRO. 1022(I)/2014 published under the Extra Ordinary 

Gazette of Pakistan dated 12-11-2014, temporary hoarding charges @ Rs. 500/sqft per month 

will be collected by the CDA.  Further, according to Para 12(ii) of Government of Pakistan, 

Ministry of Defence(ML&C Deptt) Rawalpindi letter No. 1-4/Gen/Hoarding policy/ 

ML&C/2012 dated 04.07.2012, in case of installation of advertisement/billboards on A-1 land, 

Ground rent will be recovered by the respective MEOs and Sky Charges by the respective 

Cantonment Board. In case of advertisement/boards installed on private land, Ground rent 

would be paid to land owners and Sky Charges to the respective Cantonment Board. 

  During audit of record of Defence Complex Islamabad, it was noticed from 

physical survey of E-10 and D-11 Sectors under the possession of DCI that 4 

billboards/hoardings were installed in the premises of DCI Islamabad. Audit demanded details 

regarding revenue receipt realized from the advertisement agencies but the same were not 

produced. 

  Audit pointed out that in terms of above Government policy, an amount of Rs. 

86,400,000 on account of ground rent and  

Rs. 107,136,000 on account of sky charges were receivable by Government treasury and QMG 

fund respectively. As the DCI land was not located in any Cantonment area, so receipt of sky 

charges fell in the domain of QMG Fund.  

  When pointed out by Audit in 2018, no reply was furnished by the executive. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 17th November 2021 directed that physical survey 

of DCI be conducted within one month to ascertain whether any Hoarding Boards installed on 

DCI land or otherwise. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of 

this report. 

  Audit recommends that ground rent and sky charges be deposited into 

Government Treasury and QMG’s Fund respectively. 

DP-N-498/2020-21 

2.7.7  Non-recovery of allied charges – Rs. 66.326 million 
 

According to Para-442 of DSR, 1998, “the GE is responsible for making 

demands for payment of all revenue and for taking steps for its prompt realization”. 
 

During audit of following MES (Army) formations for the period 2019-21, it 

was observed that allied charges amounting to  

Rs. 66.326 million were lying outstanding against various consumers. 

   (Rs. in million) 

S. No Name of Unit/Formation DP No Amount 

1 GE (Army), Services, Malir Karachi DP-S-361 50.937 

2 GE (Army) Services, Pano Aqil DP-S-282 7.747 

3 GE (Army), Khuzdar DP-S-245 3.529 

4 GE (Army), Hyderabad DP-S-354 2.275 

5 AGE (Army), Chhor DP-S-095 1.838 

Total 66.326 
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Audit is of the view that non-recovery of allied charges indicates weak financial 

management. 

Non-recovery was pointed out by audit during August 2020 and January 2021 

to November 2021. The management at Sr. No. 01 did not furnish the reply. In case of Sr. No. 

2 to 5 the management replied that process for recovery has been initiated and will be intimated 

to audit. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021 and 24th January 2022, 

directed that recovered amount be verified from audit and balance recovery be effected. No 

further progress in terms of recovery was reported by management to audit till finalization of 

this report. 

Audit recommends recovery of amount and its verification by audit. 

DP-S-361, 282, 245, 354 & 95 

2.7.8  Less deduction of income tax from contractors –  

  Rs. 44.721 million 

As per Section-153 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, “every prescribed person 

making a payment for rendering or providing of services is liable to deduct Income Tax from 

the gross amount of the bills at prescribed rates”. 

During audit of following Army formations for the financial year 2020-21, it 

was observed that income tax amounting to  

Rs. 44.721 million was less deducted from the payments made to various contractors in 

contravention of rules. 

  (Rs. in million) 

S. 

No 
Name of Unit/Formation DP No Amount 

1 HQ, Engineers Southern Command 

Quetta 

DP-S-158 16.824 

2 173 Engineer Battalion Pano Aqil DP-S-200 

(a) 

15.024 

3 GE (Army) II, Malir DP-S-173 5.783 

4 GE (Army) Khuzdar DP-S-223 5.240 

5 GE (Army), Hyderabad DP-S-355 1.849 

Total 44.721 

 

Non-deduction of government taxes as per prescribed rate reflects weak internal 

controls. 

The matter was pointed out by audit from July 2021 to December 2021. In case 

of Sr. No. 1, the management replied that income tax was deducted as per instructions of CMA 

(QC). In Case at Sr. No. 2 to 5, the management replied that all the contractors were filers and 

active taxpayer certificates have been asked to be provided for verification by audit.  
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The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022, in case of Sr. No. 01 directed 

that recovered amount be verified from audit and balance recovery be effected. In case of Sr. 

No. 02 to 05 the DAC directed to provide evidence that the contractors were filers during the 

period. In case of non-filer contractors, amount of income tax be recovered from the concerned 

contractors. No further progress in terms of recovery was reported by management to audit till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends recovery of the mentioned amounts and their verification by 

audit. 

DP-S-158, 200(a), 173, 223 & 355 

2.7.9 Procurement of services at exorbitant rates - Rs. 43.968 million 

  Rule-4 of Public Procurement Rules 2004 provides that procuring agencies, 

while engaging in procurement, shall ensure that the procurement are conducted in a fair and 

transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the 

procurement process is efficient and economical. Further, Rule-12(2) of rules ibid provides that 

all procurement opportunities over two million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s 

website as well as in other print media or newspapers having wide circulation. The 

advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at least two national dailies, one in 

English and the other in Urdu. 

  During audit of ISPR for the period 2014-15 to 2017-18, it was noted from 

record that Rs. 75,000,000 expended on printing of Hilal Magazines and Calendars out of Al-

Mizan fund. Scrutiny of relevant record resulted into following audit observations: 

a) The contract was awarded to M/s Sufian & Brothers by adopting quotation 

method instead of open competitive bidding. 

b) Resultantly services of printing of Hilal Magazines and calendars were acquired 

at exorbitant rates as compared to a similar job carried out by another contractor 

i.e. M/s Khursheed Printers at lesser rates causing extra expenditure of Rs. 

43,968,000. 

c) All printing work of Government departments is undertaken by Printing 

Corporation of Pakistan. The ISPR neither approached PCP for printing of Hilal 

magazine / calendar nor NOC was obtained. 

  Audit was of the view that procurement of services in violation of rules and 

procedures lead to hiring of services at exorbitant rates  causing extra expenditure which 

required recovery. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2018, the management replied that due to secret 

nature and operational necessity, limited tendering system was adopted. 

  Reply was not relevant to the observations raised by the audit. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 22nd July 2020 directed that expenditure out of Al-

Mizan Fund and violation of Public Procurement Rules may be regularized from Competent 

Financial Authority. DAC further directed that record relating to printing work and comparison 

of rates be provided to audit for verification. However, no further progress was reported to 

audit till finalization of this report.  
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  Audit stresses for early implementation of DAC recommendations besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-510/2019-20 

2.7.10 Non-deposit of government share on account of commercial projects 

established on A-1 land -  

Rs. 38.989 million 

Policy on use of A-1 land for welfare and other projects of the Armed Forces 

and Canteen Stores Department was circulated by Ministry of Defence vide letter dated 2nd 

April, 2008 and No. F-2/5/D-12/ML&C/99 dated 20.11.2009. According to the policy, survey 

will be conducted by a board of officers to determine the actual area under usage. The rent shall 

be charged @ 6% per annum of existing Revenue Rate of the said land. Government share @ 

25% of the rent so charged will be deposited into Government Treasury. 

During audit of MEO Peshawar, it was observed that certain commercial 

projects established on A-1 land at 11 Corps and Punjab Regiment Center Mardan were being 

run but Government share @ 25% amounting to Rs. 38.989 million pertaining to the financial 

year 2018-19 was not deposited into Government treasury, which was against the 

aforementioned Government rules. The amount of Government share had to be deposited into 

Government Treasury. 

When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that Army Authorities 

were already requested to provide the copies of Board Proceedings as well as copies of TRs 

and TEs. Further, as per SPAO 02/02016 any settlement of Audit objection against any 

commercial project on A-1 land prior and after 2008 was the sole responsibility of Unit / 

formation.  

Reply was not acceptable as it did not justify non deposit of Government share 

into Government Treasury because representative of MEO was also member of the board 

proceedings constituted for the survey of land. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 26th November 2021 shifted the para to HQ 11 

Corps, Peshawar and PRC Mardan. However, no further progress was reported to audit till 

finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends early recovery of the amount involved besides adoption of 

remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

 DP-N-440/2020-21 

2.7.11 Overpayment to contractor due to purchase of stores from firm other than 

the lowest bidder - Rs. 38.767 million 

  According to Rule-10 of Public Procurement Rules 2004, “specifications shall 

allow the widest possible competition and shall not favour any single contractor or supplier nor 

put others at a disadvantage. Specifications shall be generic and shall not include references to 

brand names”. Further, according to Rule 38 ibid, the bidder with the lowest evaluated bid, if 

not in conflict with any other law, rules, regulations or policy of the Federal Government, shall 

be awarded the procurement contract, within the original or extended period of bid validity.” 
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  During audit of 301 Spares Depot EME Rawalpindi, it was observed that part 

No. LR004459 oil filter element (Gen), part No. PHE500060 element air cleaner (Gen) and 

part No. WJI500040 fuel filter element (Gen) were procured from M/s Askari Auto Rawalpindi 

&M/s Sigma Motors Islamabad respectively, at higher rates instead of the lower rates available 

in the CST. The omission resulted into an overpayment of Rs. 38,766,816 which was against 

the referred Government orders. The whole overpaid amount of Rs. 38.767 million, therefore, 

needed to be recovered from the contractors concerned for deposit into Government Treasury. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2019, the executive replied that various items 

(Gen) were procured from the lowest bidder firms. The same were required in Gen Brand only. 

  Reply was not acceptable because M/s Sarwaq was declared the lowest bidder 

in the CST for the aforementioned items but the same were procured from M/s Askari Auto 

and M/s Sigma Motors at higher rates resulting into overpayment. The overpaid amount needed 

recovery for its deposit into Government Treasury. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 17th November 2021 directed that relevant 

documents i.e. contingent bills, purchase orders, comparative statement, inability letters 

alongwith blacklisting of the contractor concerned and forfeiture of security may be provided 

to audit for verification within one month. It was further directed that fresh / revised reply be 

provided to audit for verification. However, no further progress was reported to audit till 

finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends regularization / recovery of the amount involved besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-563/2020-21 

2.7.12 Non-recovery of training and allied charges from withdrawn foreign cadets 

US$ 0.275 million 

According to Annexure-B to JSI-4/2006, “Tuition fee @ US $ 300 per week per 

student is required to be recovered from foreign students / allied officers”. Further as per Para-

3 of Joint Staff Headquarters letter No. JS/T/JW/3775 dated 18.02.2006, “The training charges 

are required to be deposited in the Government Treasury”. Moreover, according to Annexure-

E to JSI-4/2006, “Messing charges @ US $ 8 per day, Accommodation charges @ US $ 12 per 

day single bed room single occupancy and US $ 6 double occupancy, Medical charges @ US 

$ 3 per day and Tuition fee @ US $ 300 per week per student is required to be recovered from 

foreign students / allied officers”. 

During audit of PMA Kakul, it was observed that several cadets of KSA were 

withdrawn/released at own request or on disciplinary grounds. However, training and allied 

charges amounting to US $ 275,518 for their period of training in PMA were not recovered 

from cadets, which needed to be recovered immediately. 

When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that training charges 

claims of objected period in respect of foreign Gentlemen Cadets were under process and would 

be forwarded to GHQ Military Training Directorate for onward submission to concerned 

Embassy for early payment.  
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  DAC vide its meeting dated 17th November 2021 directed that efforts be made 

to recover the objected amount within three months. However, no further progress was reported 

to audit till finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-335/2020-21 

2.7.13 Non-recovery of risk & expense amount from defaulting contractor - Rs. 

17.910 million and non-forfeiture of security deposit - Rs. 8.100 million 

Under Para 10 of the Terms and Conditions of Contract No-5812/69/FARMS-

918YD dated 24 June 2013, concluded with M/S Qadri Dairy (Pvt) Ltd Okara for supply of 

1000 Tons Whole Milk Powder (@Rs. 405 per kg at different military farms, “Should the 

supplier fail to deliver the stock or any consignment thereof within the period prescribed or any 

extension thereof, the purchaser shall be entitled to cancel the contract and purchase from 

elsewhere store not delivered at the risk and expense of the supplier”. Further, according to 

Para 3 ibid read with clause 2 of General Tender Farm PAFZ-2120, the contractor will deposit 

2% of the total value of contract as security deposit and in the event of breach of contract or 

non-performance it will be liable to forfeiture. 

  During audit of Military Farm Attock, it was observed from CA No. 

5812/69/FARMS-918/D dated 24.6.2013 that Qadri Pvt. Ltd, supplied only 20 Tons of Whole 

Milk Powder against the contracted quantity of 1000 ton. Subsequently the contract was 

cancelled without any financial repercussion of the supplier. The residual quantity of 597 ton 

was procured from Premier Dairies Lahore at the rate of Rs. 435 per kg. Neither risk purchase 

amount of Rs. 17.910 million (Rs. 435 – 405=Rs. 30 x 597 ton) nor security deposit of Rs. 

8.100 million (1000 ton x Rs. 405= 405.00 million x 2%) was recovered / forfeited from 

defaulting firm i.e. Qadri Dairy (Pvt) Ltd, which was against the referred clauses of the contract 

agreement. 

When pointed out by Audit in 2019, the executive replied that a contract was 

awarded to Qadri Dairy Pvt Ltd Okara to meet the requirement of Army specially those troops 

who were fighting war against terrorism. Qadri Dairy (Pvt) Ltd Okara could not complete their 

1st supply order of 100 tons (deliverable at Branch Military Farm Rawalpindi) and supplied 

only 20 tons up to 01 Aug 2013. Despite issuing of warning letters to the firm, it could not 

show any progress. Another order was issued to the firm to supply 290 ton Whole Milk powder 

but the firm concerned could not supply the stores at the farms as well as complete their 

contractual obligations. 

The executive’s reply was not satisfactory because the extra expenditure 

incurred on account of procurement of the remaining quantity of whole milk Powder from 

another contractor resulted into extra burden on national exchequer to the extent of Rs. 17.910 

million which was liable to be recovered from the defaulting contractor as per contract clauses. 

Furthermore, the executive authority also failed to forfeit security deposit of the supplier as per 

referred terms and conditions of the CA. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 17th November 2021 directed that fact finding 

inquiry be held, responsibility be fixed at appropriate level and disciplinary action be taken 
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against the individual concerned. However, no further progress was reported to audit till 

finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

recovery of the amount involved and adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in 

future. 

DP-N-355/2020-21 

2.7.14 Non-recovery of house rent allowance - Rs. 21.537 million 

  According to Rule-66 of Pay and Allowances Regulations (Army) (Vol-II) 

1997, Married officers not provided with Government/hired/requisitioned married 

accommodation, shall be entitled to House Rent Allowance. Further, Para-4 of Government of 

Pakistan Ministry of Housing and Works Islamabad OM No. F-11(33)/2012-Policy dated 17th 

May 2013, provided that the allottees belonging to armed forces may not be paid 45% House 

Rent Allowance and 5% rent of their running basic pay should be charged to bring them at par 

with civilian setup. Moreover, Finance Division Regulations Wing vide its letter 

No.F.2(2)R.5/2010-530 dated 19-11-2019 clarified that, under the existing rules House Rent 

Allowance is not admissible to those Government officers / officials who have been allotted 

Government accommodation / MoQs. 

  During audit of the under mentioned units, it was noticed from occupation / 

vacation returns and pay bills that MoQs/ Government accommodation was occupied by 

various officers/AFNS Officers but HRA was not recovered from them. The omission resulted 

into an overpayment of Rs. 21.537 million to the officers/AFNS Officers which needed 

recovery from them for deposit into Government Treasury. 

(Rs. in million) 
Sr.No. DP No. Unit Name Amount  

1 DP-N-537/2020-21 CMH Peshawar 19.291 

2 DP-N-315/2020-21 54 EME Battalion, Lahore 1.884 

3 DP-N-431/2020-21 101 HQr Avn Gp, Rawalpindi 0.362 

Total 21.537 

 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2019 and 2020, the executive replied that 

Government of Pakistan Finance Division letter No. F-2(2)R/5/2010-530 dated 19-11-2019 

clarified that HRA in MoQs was not admissible with effect from 12-11-2019 and this unit 

stopped payment of HRA to all officers with effect from the same date.  

  Reply was not agreed to because Government of Pakistan Ministry of Housing 

and Works Islamabad vide memorandum No. F-11 (33)/2012-Policy dated 17th May 2013, 

already clarified and directed that the allottees belonging to armed forces may not be paid 45% 

House Rent Allowance and 5% rent of their running basic pay should be charged.  

  DAC vide its meeting dated 17th November 2021 in case of Sr. No. 1 DAC was 

apprised that partial recovery has so far been made, whereas efforts are ongoing for recovery 

of balance amount. DAC directed that the recovered amount may be verified from audit within 

one month, whereas balance amount may be recovered within 03 months.  
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  In case of Sr. No. 2, DAC was apprised that Board of officers has been 

constituted by Station HQ to assess the rent to be recovered from the officers concerned. DAC 

directed that objected amount may be reconciled with audit, and recoverable amount may be 

recovered from officers concerned in light of clarification dated February, 2019 issued by MoD 

within one month. 

  In Case of Sr. No. 3, DAC directed that objected amount of HRA may be 

recovered from all concerned within one month, under intimation to Audit / MoD. However, 

no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives and recovery of 

the amount involved besides adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-315, 431 & 537/2020-21 

2.7.15 Non-recovery of gas charges on account of excess consumption – Rs. 15.635 

million 

According to Rule-81 of Quarters and Rents Rules 1985, as amended vide letter 

No. F.5620/109/Qtg-4/F-2/D-3 (AIII)/2002 dated October 14, 2009, scale for free consumption 

of Sui Gas to a cook house is prescribed by the government @ 400 Cft per month. Consumption 

in excess of this scale is to be paid by the consumer concerned. Further, as per Para 442 of 

DSR, 1998, the Garrison Engineer is responsible for making demands for all revenue and its 

realization into government treasury.  

During audit of following Army formations, it was observed that sui gas was 

consumed in excess of authorized quantity amounting to Rs. 15.635 million during the period 

2018-21. However, the amount on account of excess consumption was not recovered from the 

concerned units/formations. 

  (Rs. in million) 

S. No. Name of Unit/Formation DP No Amount 

1 SI&T, Quetta DP-S-073 8.831 

2 HQ Quetta Log Area DP-S-117 3.721 

3 GE (Army) Services, Malir DP-S-358 1.650 

4 AGE (Army) SI&T, Quetta DP-S-107 1.433 

Total 15.635 

 

The irregularity was pointed out by audit from June 2021 to October 2021. In 

case of Sr. No 1 and 2, the management replied that excess consumption was due to increase 

in number of persons, therefore, case for excess consumption of sui gas would be taken up with 

authority concerned for regularization. In case of Sr. No. 03 and 04, the management agreed to 

recover the amount under intimated to audit. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021 and 24th January 2022, in 

case of Sr. No. 01, 03 and 04 directed that recovered amount be verified from audit and balance 

recovery be effected along with reconciliation of amount. In case of Sr. No. 02 the DAC 

directed the management to hold fact finding inquiry and fix responsibility at the appropriate 

level.  
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No further progress in terms of recovery was reported by management to audit 

till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of gas charges from the concerned. 

DP-S-73, 117, 358 & 107 

 

2.7.16  Less recovery of general sales tax - Rs. 1.770 million 

As per Sales Tax Act – 1990 (as amended up to 01.07-2015 through Finance 

Act 2015) Chapter –II clause 3 (1) that Subject to the provisions of this Act, there shall be 

charged, levied and paid a tax known as sales tax at the rate of seventeen percent of the value 

and (1A) “Where taxable supplies are made to a person has not obtained registration number, 

there shall be charged, levied and paid a further tax at the rate of two percent of the value”. 

During audit of the accounts of Garrison Engineer (Army) -I, Malir for the 

financial year 2020-21, it was observed that expenditure of Rs. 11.346 million was incurred on 

procurement of different stores and Rs. 0.385 million was deducted from the contractor’s bills 

on account of 1/5th GST instead of 19% as the contractor was unregistered in GST which 

resulted in less recovery of GST amounting to Rs. 1.770 million. 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of GST caused loss to the government. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in September 2021. The management 

agreed to recover the amount from the contractor. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November, 2021 directed the management 

to provide relevant record to audit for early verification. No further progress in terms of 

recovery was reported by management to audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends recovery of amount and its verification by audit. 

DP-S-148/2021-22 

(b) 2.8  Loss to State 

   Rs. 6,447.861 million 

2.8.1 Un-authorized utilization of funds amounting to-  

Rs. 4,356.00 million and Rs. 2,050.00 million 

  Rule 14 of Cantonment Land Administration Rules 1937 lays down that 

responsibility for removal of encroachment shall rest with the Military authorities. Further sub-

Rule 26(ix) of the said rules provides that encroachment on Government land should not be 

permitted to remain in existence under any circumstances unless it is properly regularized. 

  During audit of Defence Complex Islamabad (DCI), it was observed that an 

account namely “Army Accommodation Uplift Fund” was created vide MoD letter No F-

48/49/S/GHQ/F-2/18/D-12/2008 dated 17th January 2008 an amount of Rs. 4.356 billion in the 

QMG fund was diverted to Army Accommodation Uplift Fund under “Year Of Soldiers” 

(YOS) during the period from Feb, 2008 to Oct, 2008. The project was suspended for about 7 
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years from 2008 to 2015. During the interim period, the encroachment on land increased by 

60% due to (BUP) Built Up Properties by the existing residents. In 2006, the estimated 

compensation for the affectees was worked out to Rs. 4.5 billion which was increased up to Rs. 

6.00 billion as evident from item No. 07 of Project Management Board Meeting No. 37 dated 

24-07-2017. 

  Moreover, as per Item-9 of the above PMB and Agenda Item No.1 of PMB No. 

38 dated 19-07-2018, it was known that for removal of the encroachment made by residents of 

village Parri, DCI authorities made payment of Rs. 300 million through disbursement of cash 

direct to the owners of BUP till date and the amount of monetization was further estimated to 

be enhanced upto Rs. 550 million. 

  Further audit observations, pointed out by audit team are as follows : 

a) Against prime objective of QMG Fund for shifting / construction of GHQ (DCI) at 

Islamabad, another project “Uplift of Army Accommodation” was approved and its 

source of funding was declared as QMG Fund. Accordingly, an amount of Rs. 4.356 

billion was transferred to the “Army Accommodation Uplift Fund”. 

b) The expenditure of Rs. 4.356 billion from QMG Fund for “Uplift of Army 

Accommodation” instead of DCI construction, enabled the residents of the area to be 

in a position to encroach DCI land.  

c) Due to suspension of the work, encroachment in the built-up properties increased to 

60%. 

d) In the year 2006, a sum of Rs. 4.5 billion was agreed between DCI & CDA on account 

of payment of compensation to affectees. Due to non-payment of the compensation in 

time despite availability of funds and suspension of project for 07 years (2008-2015), 

the amount of compensation increased from Rs. 4.5 billion to Rs. 6.0 billion resulting 

into a loss of Rs. 1.5 billion to QMG Fund. 

e) Monetization of Rs. 300 million previously paid to residents of village Parri was also 

estimated to be increased to Rs. 550 million. The payment had to be made due to 

suspension of work.  

  Diversion of QMG’s Fund amounting to Rs. 4.356 billion for uplift of Army 

accommodation instead of its real objective of building DCI was un-authorized besides the 

expenditure of Rs. 2.05 billion  

(Rs. 6.00 billion – Rs. 4.5 billion=Rs. 1.5 billion + 550 million) incurred on removal of 

encroachment needed regularization. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2018, the executive replied that the DCI project 

was temporarily halted due to Army's intensive engagement in war against terror in 2008 and 

the amount of Rs. 4.356 billion was transferred from QMG fund to Year of Soldiers (YOS) 

with the approval of MoD / Government. To stop further construction and reclaim the DCI land 

amicably, different options were deliberated at various fora. The issue was also discussed in 

PMB (DCI) 37th meeting held on 24 July 17, which approved the proposal of monetization of 

Parri (Sector D-11). PMB (DCI) in its 38th meeting held on 19 July 2018, reviewed the progress 

for monetization and accorded approval for the methodology and execution process of 

monetization being authorized body to approve the funds for the project. 
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  Management’s reply was neither relevant nor tenable because the prime 

objective of creation of QMG Fund was to serve as funding source for DCI project. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 7th November 2021 directed that relevant 

documents i.e. agreement (terms & conditions) made with CDA, regarding removal of 

encroachment and clearing of DCI Land alongwith relevant documents may be provided to 

audit for verification. Further mismanagement of QMG Fund valuing Rs. 4.356 billion 

expended on uplift of Army accommodation other than DCI be justified. However, no further 

progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-514/2020-21 

2.8.2  Non-delivery of store - Rs. 41.861 million 

  As per para-1 Chapter-X of DPP&I-35 (Revised 2017), the ‘time’ for and the 

date of delivery of the stores as stipulated in the contract shall be taken as the essence of the 

contract. All deliveries must be completed within the dates specified in the contract. Should 

the supplier fail to deliver the stores or any consignment thereof within the stipulated period or 

any extension thereof, the Purchaser shall be entitled at his option to either:  

(a)  Cancel the contract, and   

(b)  To purchase from elsewhere if stores not delivered, at the risk and expense of 

the Supplier and without notice to him, OR  

(c)  To impose/recover liquidated damages when CPO is satisfied that the failure to 

supply the store within the scheduled delivery period has been for reason within 

the control of the supplier and the Government has suffered loss due to late 

delivery.  

  During audit of COD Kala Jhelum, it was observed that 11 contracts valuing 

Rs. 41,861,889 were concluded by DGP (Army) Rawalpindi but the suppliers failed to supply 

the store in accordance with agreed schedule. Delivery period of the contracts expired during 

March 2009 to May-2019 but not a single item was supplied by the contractors against these 

eleven (11) contracts. Further no action was taken against the suppliers by the management of 

COD as well as DGP (Army) Rawalpindi which was against the above Government orders. 

The contracts were required to be cancelled and the store was required to be purchased from 

other contractors at the risk and expense of defaulting contractors which was not done.  

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that as per procedure 

in vogue, all contracts were concluded by DGP (Army) Rawalpindi on the basis of indents 

initiated by GHQ OS Directorate. Depots were only provided a contract copy for the purpose 

to receive the share of store. Monitoring of outstanding contracts was not the responsibility 

COD Kala. The DGP (Army) was only authority to communicate with contractor for such 

obligation. Hence, understanding the implications of outstanding contracts, COD Kala 

approached GHQ OS Dte. vide our letter No. 5262/Prov/GS&CSD-N3DK68 dated 4 Nov 2019 

and reminder issued vide letter No. 5262/Prov/GS&CSD-IADW8A dated 09 Dec 2019 for 

early supply of store, as users were facing difficulties due to non-availability of store.  
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  Reply was not acceptable, because delivery period of the contracts expired 

during 23.03.2009 to 15.05.2019 and not a single item was provided by contractor, but still no 

action was taken against the contractors as per rules. The matter, therefore, needed to be taken 

up with DGP (Army) Rawalpindi for appropriate action against the defaulting contractors. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 22nd December 2021 was apprised that stores 

against 6 contracts has been received and one contract was cancelled by DGP (Army) and the 

remaining contracts are regularly pursued with the DGP (Army). DAC shifted the draft para to 

DGP (Army). However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends for early cancellation of the contracts at risk & expense of 

the defaulting contractors besides recovery of LD charges on late delivery of stores and 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-430/2020-21 

(4) Military Lands and Cantonments 

Military Lands and Cantonments is an attached department of the Ministry of Defence 

which provides input on defence land and local Government matters in Cantonment areas to 

the Federal Government and all related stakeholders. Major responsibilities include acquisition 

of property for Defence Service, de-limitation of Cantonments areas, local self-government 

and provision of civic amenities in Cantonment areas. It also ensures implementation of 

Cantonment Act 1924, policies, executive instructions and all rules and regulations in the 

Cantonment areas. The department comprises 6 regions including 11 MEOs and 44 CBs. 

AUDIT FINDINGS 

(a) 2.9  Un-Authorized / Irregular Payments 

  Rs. 2,027.720 Million 

2.9.1  Un-authorized construction of four floors by builder -  Rs. 1,920.00 

million 

According to CBR No. 10-B dated 15-3-2013, building plan in respect of 

property No. 43 Survey No. 42, Civil Lines, Hyderabad Cantt (Commercial). Resolution: 

Considered and approved uptill 4th floor only by deleting the 5th floor. 

During audit of the accounts of Cantonment Board Hyderabad, for the year 

2020-21, it was observed that CBR No. 10-B dated 15-3-2013 approved the building plan of 

Pak City Towers for 4 floors. Whereas, physically, 8 floors, (2 basements and 6 floors) were 

constructed, which was against the Board approval. Hence 4 floors (each measuring 18,367 

Sft) construction was un-authorized and without approval. The extra floors generated extra 

revenue from shops and flats amounting to Rs. 1,920 million were constructed illegally. 

Audit is of the opinion that the construction of extra floors cause security risk 

and are against the approval which indicates prevalence of weak internal controls, in the CB, 

Hyderabad. 
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The matter was pointed out by audit in September, 2021. The management 

replied that board considered and approved the building plan 2 basements and 6 floors, same 

was vetted by DML&C Karachi and composition was calculated and conveyed to lessee 

through letter No. 9/B.No.4/Commercial/C.L/1318, dated: 29th April, 2013. Reply is not 

tenable, board issued the approval in light of observations issued by Station HQ, Hyderabad 

through letter No. 425/App/CHB dated 11-1-2013 para (a) Construction of commercial plaza 

for 8th floor is not feasible due to location of proposed building (near vicinity of walled Gar) 

viz-a-viz prevailing security environments”. The letter No. 425/10/CBH-1CLETX dated 8-11-

2013, describes letter issued to lessee is against the approval of board, para (b) of letter, “The 

letter of approval issued by ex-CEO also accords sanction of ground floor and upper ground 

floor which were never mentioned in board meeting approval”. 

DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021, directed the management to 

provide relevant record to audit and get it verified. No further progress was reported by 

management to audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

DP-S-141/2020-21 

2.9.2 Unauthorized change of purpose and non-deposit of premium, composition 

fee and development charges - Rs. 87.88 million 

  According to Para-3 (h) under the caption “cases of un-authorized change of 

purpose” to Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence letter dated 31st December 2007 

“cases of unauthorized change of purpose” residential property being used for commercial 

purposes will be charged premium on Revenue rates applicable for the said purpose and after 

approval, composition fee will also be charged as per the existing rules. In addition, 

Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence (ML&C Deptt) Rawalpindi vide letter No. 

55/305/Lands/ML&C/2007 dated 29th December 2008 clarified that, in all such cases whether 

inside or outside Bazar Area, premium will be charged at 100% of commercial rates as fixed 

by the Revenue Authorities for the property being used for commercial purpose. 

  During audit of Cantonment Board Chaklala, it was observed that House No. 

217/C, situated at Tufail Road, Rawalpindi was held on Sch-IX-A of the CLA Rules 1937 for 

“Residential Purpose” but the lessee of the said property converted it into commercial concern 

(by opening a Clinic) without obtaining approval of revised building plan and payment of 

requisite premium and other charges amounting to  

Rs. 87,887,399 which needed recovery from the lessee concerned for deposit into Cantonment 

fund.  

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that this office could 

not recover these amounts till the issuance of Government sanction as property in question was 

situated outside the Bazar area under the management of MEO Rawalpindi and only MEO 

Rawalpindi could initiate the proposal for the conversion of property from residential to 

commercial. 

  Reply was not acceptable being violation of above referred clarification made 

by Ministry of Defence. 
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  DAC vide its meeting dated 26th November 2021 directed the executive that 

restoration of the lease may be provided to audit for verification alongwith recovery of 

premium for the period of unauthorized use. However, no further progress was reported to audit 

till finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends early restoration of the property to its original status and 

recovery of the amount involved besides adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses 

in future. 

DP-N-491/2020-21 

2.9.3 Unauthorized utilization of residential leased property as commercial 

without renewal of lease agreement -  

Rs. 19.840 million 

  As per Para-3 (h) under the caption, cases of un-authorized change of purpose 

of Government of Pakistan Ministry of Defence, Rawalpindi letter No. 3/6/D-12/(ML&C)/97-

2007 dated 31st December, 2007, “ Un-authorized change of purpose e.g usage of residential 

property for commercial purpose will require NOC from the respective Garrison HQrs. 

Premium shall be charged on Revenue Rate applicable for the said purpose. After approval of 

conversion, the respective Cantonment Board shall charge due composition fee as per the 

existing rules and those who fail to pay the premium and composition fee, their property will 

be resumed”. 

  Further, Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence (ML&C Department) 

Rawalpindi vide letter No.55/305/Lands/ML&C/ 2007 dated 29th December 2008, clarified 

that, in all cases of unauthorized change of purpose for commercial lease, whether inside or 

outside bazaar area, premium will be charged at 100% of commercial rates as fixed by the 

Revenue Authorities as the property has been used for commercial purpose. 

 

Moreover, under Rule 31 of CLA Rules 1937, a lease for building site for a 

period not exceeding thirty years or ninety years or ninety nine years or lease in perpetuity 

may be granted by the Military Estates Officer in the forms set out in the prescribed 

Schedules. 

During audit of Cantonment Board Rawalpindi, it was observed from case 

files of properties bearing No. 4639/5 A to D, Daryabad area, House # 4251, 4252/A House 

No. 4252-B,C and House No. 4252, held by Mr. Raiz Ahmed and Mrs. Safia Begum D/o Haji 

Muhammad Hussain Daryabad, that pieces of land measuring 804 Sft and 866 Sft were held 

in Schedule VIII and (IV) for residential purpose for thirty years with expiry of leases on 

3/5/2019 and 8/3/1987 respectively. The lessees concerned, however, did not renew their 

lease agreements for further period and utilized the said residential leases as commercial 

without their conversion into commercial and without resumption / regularization. The 

omission resulted not only in loss to Cantonment fund to the tune to Rs. 19,839,990 due to 

non recovery of premium development charges and composition fee but also the lease was 

being used as commercial concern without resumption / regularization. The un-authorized 

change of residential leased property as commercial needed regularization besides recovery 

of conversion charges. 
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When pointed out by Audit in 2019, the executive replied that notices for 

change of purpose were issued to the lessees of properties bearing No. 4639/5- to D and No. 

4251, 4252 / B&C Daryabad Rawalpindi. After expiry of notices further action would be 

taken under the rule and informed to audit accordingly. 

Executive’s reply was not acceptable as the lease period of the properties held 

on residential had already expired without renewal and their utilization on commercial basis 

was a serious lapse on the part of the management. Regularization / resumption action besides 

realization of Cantonment fund dues needs to be expedited. 

DAC vide its meeting dated 26th November 2021 directed the executive to 

submit a fresh reply in which audit objections are clearly addressed. DAC further directed 

that case may be pursued. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization 

of this report. 

Audit stresses for early regularization and recovery of the amount involved 

besides adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-388/2020-21 

(b) 2.10  Recoverables / Overpayments 

 Rs. 7,928.764 million 

2.10.1 Non-recovery of outstanding cantonment dues –  

Rs. 4,218.487 million 

  According to Section-92 of Cantonments Act, 1924, “if a person liable for 

payment of any tax does not, within thirty days from the service of the notice of demand, pay 

the amount due, or show sufficient cause for non-payment of the same to the satisfaction of 

the Management Officer, such sum, with all costs of the recovery, may be recovered under a 

warrant, issued in the form set forth in Schedule II, by distress and sale of the movable 

property of the defaulter. 

  During audit of following Cantonment Boards for the financial year 2020-21, it 

was observed that an amount of Rs. 4,218.487 million was lying outstanding against different 

properties on account of house tax, water charges, sewerage charges, conservancy tax and shop 

rent. 

   (Rs. in million) 

Sr DP No. Formation Description Amount 

1 DP-S-138 CB Hyderabad Properties, water, sewerage, and 

conservancy 

816.162 

2 DP-S-181 CB Quetta House tax, water, sewerage and 

conservancy 

39.632 

3 DP-S-183 CB Faisal House tax, water and conservancy 1227.263 

4 DP-S-191 CB Malir House tax, water and conservancy 44.528 
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5 DP-S-196 CB Malir House tax and conservancy tax from 

KW&SB 

578.437 

6 DP-S-204 CB Korangi 

Creek 

Property, water, and conservancy 42.884 

7 DP-S-206 CB Clifton Property, water, and conservancy 1013.565 

8 DP-S-288 CB Karachi Property, water, and conservancy 443.527 

9 DP-S-369 CB Pano Aqil House, Conservancy and Shop rents 12.489 

Total 4218.487 

 

Audit is of the view that slow pace of recovery resulted in accumulation of 

arrears which reflect weak internal control and poor financial management. 

Non-recoveries were pointed out by audit in September, 2021. The concerned 

boards replied that efforts were afoot to recover the outstanding amount. Reply is not tenable 

as the taxes and dues remain outstanding. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021 and 24th January 2022, 

directed the management to reconcile the recoverable amount with audit and verify the 

recovery accordingly and pursue the case in court.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives and recovery of 

outstanding dues may be effected under intimation to audit. 

DP-S-138, 181, 183, 191, 196, 204, 206, 288 & 369 

2.10.2 Loss to cantonment fund due to non recovery of conversion charges - Rs. 

1,876.313 million 

  Para 16 of Government of Pakistan Ministry of Defence (ML&C 

Department)Rawalpindi letter No. 55/45/Lands/ML&C/99 dated 17-02-2011, under the 

caption Conversion Charges stipulates that, “depending on the usage of land on which the 

housing scheme is proposed, following conversion charges will apply according to area carved 

for residential or commercial activity”; 

a Agricultural to Residential 5% of valuation table 

b Agricultural to Commercial 25% of valuation table 

c Residential to Commercial 20% of valuation table 

 

During Audit of Cantonment Board Gujranwala, it was observed from the case 

file of Provincial Government Employees Co-operative Housing Society (PGECHS) that the 

said society known as D.C Colony submitted lay out plan of society as (Extension-II) of an 

area measuring 252 acres. The case was placed before the Board in its meeting held on 08-04-

2020. The Board directed that proceedings for recovery of Rs. 1,876,313,473 on current rates 

on account of conversion charges be initiated against the management of the society. Building 

plan / covered area and other relevant documents were demanded from Cantonment Board 

Gujranwala, which were not provided. 
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  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that the case was taken 

up with the management of PGECHS (DC Colony) for recovery of conversion charges. Final 

outcome of the case was, however, not intimated to audit till finalization of this case. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 26th November 2021 directed the executive to 

reconcile the amount with audit, recover the same within 3 months and verified from audit. 

However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

  Audit stresses upon early recovery of the amount involved besides adoption of 

remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future.  

DP-N-307/2020-21 

2.10.3  Non-recovery of composition fee - Rs. 857.036 million 

In accordance with Section 181 of Cantonment Act, 1924 read with Ministry of 

Defence letter No. 75/853/Lands/92/4970/D-/ML&C/94 dated 06th November 1994, 

“unauthorized construction within the limits of a cantonment is an offence and Board is 

empowered to demolish the unauthorized construction or regularize it on payment of 

composition fee”. 

During audit of following Cantonment Boards for the financial year 2020-21, it 

was observed that composition fee amounting to Rs. 857.036 million against unauthorized 

construction was not recovered. 

   (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. DP No. Name of Cantonment Board Amount 

1 DP-S-136/2021-22 Cantt. Board Hyderabad 851.80 

2 DP-S-198/2021-22 Cantt. Board Malir 4.530 

3 DP-S-180/2021-22 Cantt. Board Quetta 0.706 

Total 857.036 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of composition fee was loss of revenue 

to the Boards which requires immediate recovery. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in September and October 2021, the 

concerned Boards replied that matter is taken up with authorities and efforts were underway to 

recover the outstanding amount. The reply is admission of the audit observation. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021 and 24th January 2022 

directed the management to reconcile the recoverable amount with audit and verify the 

recovery accordingly. Furthermore, DAC in case of Sr. No 01 shifted the part of DP (Properties 

on A-2 land amounting 236.119 million to HQ 18 Div.). No further progress in terms of 

recovery was reported by management to audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives for earliest recovery of 

dues. 

DP-S-136, 198 & 180 
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2.10.4 Non-recovery of conservancy charges from Army - Rs. 196.109 million 

  As per Section-98 of Cantonment Act-1924, the Cantonment Board is liable to 

provide services for the collection, removal and disposal of rubbish, filth, night soil and 

sludge from all places within the control of local military authority. As per the conservancy 

agreement, the military authority concerned makes payment to the Cantonment Board for the 

above services. 

 During audit of following Cantonments Boards, it was observed from their 

record that a huge amount on account of conservancy charges current / arrears were lying 

outstanding against Army authorities however the same could not be paid / recovered despite 

several requests by the respective CBs to Army authorities which needs immediate recovery. 

(Rs. in million) 
S.No. DP No. & Year Cantonment Board, 

Name 

Amount 

Outstanding  

1 DP-N-495/2020-21 CB Bahawalpur 119.116 

2 DP-N-582/2020-21 CB Okara 31.856 

3 DP-N-306/2020-21 CB Cherat 18.379 

4 DP-N-611/2020-21 CB Chaklala 16.386 

5 DP-N-419/2020-21 CB Mangla 7.177 

6 DP-N-477/2020-21 CB Abbottabad 3.195 

Total 196.109 

 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2019 / 2020, the management stated that the 

matter has been taken up with Military authorities for early release of funds / recoveries. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 26th November 2021 directed to recover the 

amount within 3 months.  However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization 

of this report. 

  Audit recommends for early recovery of amount involved besides adoption of 

remedial measure to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-306, 419, 477, 495, 582 & 611/2020-21 

2.10.5 Non-recovery of 60% Cantonment General Hospital share from Walton 

cantonment board - Rs. 163.528 million 

  According to Section-2 (A) of the Cantonment Accounts Code, 1955, the 

Executive officer is the officer who has been entrusted by Government with the responsibility 

of assessing and collecting Cantonment Revenues. He is the primary disbursing officer. He is 

responsible not only for the financial regularity of the transactions relating to the Cantonment 

Fund, but also for the maintenance of their accounts correctly in accordance with the rules in 

force. 

  During audit of Cantonment Board Lahore, it was observed that Walton 

Cantonment Board and Lahore Cantonment Board were required to share the expenditure 
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incurred on Cantonment General Hospital Lahore in a ratio of 60:40 respectively. Walton 

Cantonment Board, however, stopped paying its share. As a result a sum of  

Rs. 163.528 million was lying recoverable from Walton Cantonment Board, which needed 

recovery. 
 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2019, the executive replied that efforts were being 

made to recover the 60% Cantonment General Hospital share from Walton Cantonment Board. 

Amount as and when recovered would be intimated. No recovery was, however, intimated to 

audit for verification till finalization of this case, which needed to be recovered immediately.  
 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 26th November 2021 directed the executive to 

reconcile the amount with audit, recover the amount within 2 months and get it verified from 

audit. However, no further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 
 

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-37/2021-22 

2.10.6 Non-realization of sky charges on account of billboards on A-1 land Rs. 

114.26 million and income tax from the advertisers Rs. 11.43 million 

  Under Section-259 of Cantonments Act 1924, arrears of any tax and other 

money recoverable by a Board under this Act may be recovered together with the cost of 

recovery either by suit or, any on application to a Magistrate. Moreover, as per para-12 (ii) of 

the Hoarding Policy issued by Ministry of Defence Rawalpindi vide letter No. 1-

4/Gen/Hoarding Policy/ML&C/2012 dated 04-07-2012, “in case of advertisement boards 

installed on private land, Ground rent will be recovered by the respective MEOs and Sky 

Charges by the respective Cantonment Boards. In case of advertisement boards installed on 

Private land, Ground rent would be paid to landowners and Sky Charges to the respective 

Cantonment Board. The principle would apply in case of installation of BTS towers”. 

  During audit of Cantonment Board Chaklala, it was noticed from the record that 

20 billboards of different sizes and for different projects were installed on A-I land at different 

locations but sky charges amounting to Rs. 114,264,000 and income tax amounting to 

Rs. 11.43 million (Rs. 114,264,000 x 10%) were not recovered, which needed to be recovered 

and deposited into Cantonment Fund/ Government Treasury respectively besides provision of 

documents pertaining to location of billboards installed and notices issued for recovery of sky 

charges.  

        When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive authorities agreed to recover the 

objected amount, which, however remained awaited till finalization of this case. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 26th November 2021 directed the executive to take 

up the case with HQ ML&C and resolve the issue at HQ MLC level. However, no further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

 Audit stresses upon early recovery of the amounts involved besides adoption 

of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-492/2020-21 
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2.10.7 Non-recovery of outstanding dues of road cutting charges – Rs. 100.501 

million 

According to Rule 2 (5&6) of Cantonment Accounts Code, 1955, “it is the duty 

of the executive officer and the staff employed by the Cantonment Board to see that dues of 

the Board are correctly and promptly assessed, collected and paid to the treasury”. 

During audit of the accounts of following Cantonment Boards for the financial 

year 2020-21, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 100.501 million was outstanding against 

K-Electric and KW&SB on account of road cutting charges. 

   (Rs. in million) 

Sr DP No. Formation Description Amount 

1 DP-S-289 CB Karachi Non recovery of road cutting charges 

from KE and KW&SB 

90.867 

2 DP-S-199 CB Malir Non recovery of road cutting charges 

from KE 

9.634 

Total 100.501 

 

Audit is of the opinion that non recovery of outstanding receipts indicated 

prevalence of poor financial discipline. 

Non-recoveries were pointed out by audit in September 2021, the concerned 

boards replied that efforts were afoot to recover the outstanding amounts. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022 directed the management to 

reconcile the recoverable amount and balance amount be recovered and get it verified from 

audit. No further progress in terms of recovery was reported by management to audit till 

finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends recovery of outstanding road cutting charges.  

DP-S-289 & 199 

2.10.8 Loss to cantonment fund due to non recovery of property tax from 

COMSATS university - Rs. 81.610 million   

 As per Section 259 of Cantonments Act 1924, arrears of any tax or any other 

money recoverable by Cantonment Board may be recovered either by a suit or an application 

to a magistrate having jurisdiction in the cantonment. Further, according to rule 67 of 

Cantonment boards Budget Rules 1966, “it shall be the duty of the Executive Officer to ensure 

that all income claimable is claimed, realized, and credited to the Cantonment Fund”. 

 During audit of Cantonment Board Abbottabad, it was observed from the record 

that an amount of Rs. 81.610 million on account of House/Property tax was lying outstanding 

against COMSATS University Abbottabad as evident from Cantonment Board Abbottabad 

letter No. 33/2/A/193 dated 13.01.2020. The omission resulted into loss to Cantonment fund 

and undue favour to the management of university. The whole amount of Rs. 81.610 million 

on account of arrear of property tax needed recovery. 
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  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that the said property 

was constructed on A-1 land. Discussions and meetings to resolve the issue were carried out 

on regular basis and COMSATS was asked to pay the amount due. 

  Reply was not satisfactory. Serious efforts were needed to be made for recovery 

of outstanding amount from the management of COMSATS University. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 26th November 2021 was apprised that the case is 

subjudice. DAC directed the executive to pursue the case in the court vigorously. 

  Audit stresses upon implementation of DAC directives besides adoption of 

remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-574/2020-21 

2.10.9 Non-recovery of octroi share from provincial government Rs. 88.513 

million 

According to Rule 91 of Cantt Accounts Code 1955, “The assessment, 

collection, and refund of Octroi, terminal taxes and tolls shall be regulated by the relevant 

provisions of the Act and byelaws framed under clause (3) of Section 282 thereof. 

During audit of the accounts of Cantonment Board Pano Aqil for the period 

2018-21, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 88.513 million was lying outstanding against 

Provincial Government on account of Octroi share of the Board. Due to non-recovery of the 

Octroi share, government sustained huge financial loss amounting to Rs. 88.513 million. 

Audit is of the opinion that non-recovery of the amount resulted into loss of 

revenue which reflects poor financial management of the formation. 

When the matter was pointed out by Audit in August 2021, the management 

replied that efforts were underway to recover the outstanding amount. Reply furnished by the 

management was self-admission of irregularity. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022 directed that HQ ML&C may 

take up the case with Government of Sindh regarding the matter. No further progress in terms 

of recovery was reported by management to audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives for early recovery of 

cantonment board dues. 

DP-S-371/2020-21 

2.10.10 Loss to cantonment fund due to recovery of TIP tax at reduced rates from 

the residents of DHA - Rs. 57.116 million 

  In accordance with SRO No. 380 (I) / 94 dated 07-05-1994 “TIP Tax @3% of 

cost of consideration money of such property as recorded in Sale Deed or as assessed by the 

Cantonment Executive Officer for the purpose of assessment of tax as market value of the 

property, whichever is higher will be recovered from the owner of land at the time of sale of 

property”.   

  During audit of Cantonment Board Walton Lahore, it was observed from the 
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record of TIP tax branch that certain properties were assessed at lesser rates than the actual 

value of the properties mentioned in the sale deeds. The TIP tax was not recovered as per 

market value of the property. The omission resulted into an undue favour to the owners of the 

properties and loss to Cantonment Fund due to less recovery of TIP tax amounting to Rs. 

57,116,401 which needed recovery. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2019, the executive replied that as per practice in 

vogue, sale deed in respect of most of the DHA properties was not being prepared / submitted 

with TIP tax cases. The rate wherever sale deed was not available was calculated as per 

approved DC rate. No undue favour was given to owners.  

  Reply advanced by the executive was not acceptable as Cantonment Board was 

suffering heavy loss due to implementation of fake rates of properties with the consent of 

Cantonment Board staff. TIP tax was required to be recovered as per value of properties shown 

in sale deed to save the Cantonment Board from any loss. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 26th November 2021 directed the executive to 

reconcile the amount with audit, recover the same within 2 months and get it verified from 

audit. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-446/2020-21 

2.10.11 Non-recovery of conservancy charges - Rs. 35.245  million 

According to Section 68 of Cantonment Act, 1924, “the Board shall, at the same 

time, give public notice of a date, not less than one month thereafter, when it will proceed to 

consider the valuations and assessment entered in the assessment list, and, in all cases in which 

any property is for the first time assessed or the assessment is increased, it shall also give 

written notice thereof to the owner and to any lessee or occupier of the property”. 

During audit of following Cantonment Boards for the financial year 2020-21, it 

was observed that an amount of Rs. 35.245 million was outstanding against different properties 

on account of conservancy charges from the occupants in violation of rules, at reference. 

    (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. DP No. Formation Description Amount 

1 DP-S-192/2021-22 
Cantt. Board 

Malir 

Conservancy charges 

from commercial 

properties 

33.955 

2 DP-S-182/2021-22 
Cantt. Board 

Quetta 

Conservancy charges 

from commercial 

properties 

1.290 

Total 35.245 
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Non recovery of government dues in time indicates weak internal controls and 

poor financial management at the end of the management. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in September and October 2021, the 

management replied that efforts were underway to recover the outstanding amount.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022 directed the management to 

reconcile the recoverable amount and balance amount be recovered and get it verified from 

audit. No further progress in terms of recovery was reported by management to audit till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends recovery of outstanding amount. 

DP-S-190 & 182 

2.10.12 Non-recovery of outstanding shop board fees -  

 Rs. 26.351 million 

According to Rule 2 (5&6) of Cantonment Accounts Code 1955, “it is the duty 

of the executive officer and the staff employed by the Cantonment Board to see that dues of 

the Board are correctly and promptly assessed, collected and paid to the treasury”. 

During audit of the accounts of Cantonment Board Clifton for the year 2020-

21, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 26.351 million was outstanding against shop board 

fees. 

Audit is of the opinion that non recovery of outstanding receipts indicates 

prevalence of poor financial discipline. 

Non-recoveries were pointed out by audit in September 2021. The management 

replied that matter is sub-judice before court.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022 directed to pursue the case 

and report latest update of the case with Audit/MoD. No further progress was reported by 

management to audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC recommendations. 

DP-S-209/2020-21 

2.10.13 Non-deposit of income tax and GST – Rs. 26.697 million 

According to Finance Bill 2010 "After amendments in the Sales Tax Act, 1990, 

the applicable rate of sales tax on items in Third Schedule has been increased to 17% with 

effect from 1st July 2010". Further, as per Rules 2(2) and (3) of the Sales Tax Special Procedure 

(Withholding) Rules, 2007 under S.R.O. 660(1)/2007, Islamabad, the 30th June, 2007, "A 

withholding agent shall deduct an amount equal to one-fifth of the total Sales Tax shown in the 

Sales Tax invoice issued by the supplier and make payment of the balance amount to him" and 

"All withholding agents shall make purchase of taxable goods from a person duly registered 

under Sales Tax Act, 1990. 
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During audit of the accounts of following Cantonment Boards for the Year 

2020-21, it was observed that income tax and GST withheld from various contractors 

amounting to Rs. 26.697 million was not deposited in Government Treasury. 
   (Rs. in million) 

Sr DP No. Formation Description Amount 

1 DP-S-203 CB Korangi Creek Non deposit of income tax and GST 14.451 

2 DP-S-376 CB Pano Aqil Non deposit of income tax 8.303 

3 DP-S-375 CB Pano Aqil Non deposit of income tax and GST 3.943 

Total 26.697 

Audit is of the opinion that due to non-deposit of taxes government exchequer 

was deprived of hefty amount of revenue on account of recovered taxes. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in September, 2021, the management 

replied that the amount of tax was deposited in serial No. 01 and the amount of tax in Serial 

No. 02 and 03 will be reconciled and balance will be deposited in Government Treasury. 

Reply was not tenable as for serial No. 01, no documents were provided for 

deposit of full amount of tax. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022 directed the management to 

deposit the amount into government treasury and get it verified from audit. No further progress 

was reported by management to audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends deposit of recovered taxes into the Government Treasury.

  

DP-S-203, 376 & 375 

  

2.10.14 Non-recovery of sales tax on services – Rs. 25.87 million 

According to Sindh Revenue Board’s Notification No: SRB-3-4/ 8/2013 dated 

1st July, 2013, services provided or rendered by persons engaged in contractual execution of 

work or making supplies are liable to pay 13% Sindh Sales Tax on their rendered services.  

During audit of the accounts of following Cantonment Boards for the year 2020-

21, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 209.578 million was paid against the hiring of 

services but sales tax on services was not deducted amounting to Rs. 25.87 million. 

    (Rs. in million) 

Sr DP No. Formation Description Amount SST 

1 DP-S-185 CB Faisal Non recovery of Sales tax on 

services on conservancy 

179.5 23.335 

2 DP-S-135 CB 

Hyderabad 

Non recovery of Sales tax on 

services 

30.078 2.535 

Total 209.578 25.87 
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Audit is of the view that non deduction / recovery of taxes as withholding agent 

of provincial authority resulted in violation of law which indicates weak internal control of the 

organization. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in September, 2021. The management 

furnished evasive replies mentioning that matter has been referred to higher authorities for 

formulation of policy/ exemption/ reduction of provincial tax. The replies were not tenable as 

MoD in its letter No. F.No.7/15/D-7 (MAG)/2013 dated 27th January, 2021 has decided the 

matter. MAG vide its latter No. A/93-XXXVI dated 31-03-2021 has issued Code Head for 

deposit of subject tax. Therefore, non-deposit of such tax was a serious violation of rules. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021 and 24th January 2022, 

directed the management to recover the amount of Sales Tax on services as per rule and get the 

same verified from audit. No further progress was reported by management to audit till 

finalization of this report.  

Audit suggests early implementation of DAC recommendations.  

DP-S-185& 135 

2.10.15 Non-recovery of rent from cantonment tenants –  

Rs. 18.145 million 

According to Section 92 of Cantt. Act, 1924 (1) states “if the person liable of 

the payment of any tax dues not, within thirty days from the service of the notice of demand, 

pay the amount due, or show sufficient cause of non-payment of the same to the satisfaction of 

the Executive Officer such sum with all costs of recovery may be recovered under a warrant, 

issued in the form set forth in schedule II, by distress and sale of the movable property of the 

defaulter”. 

During audit of the accounts of following Cantonment Boards for the financial 

year 2020-2021, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 18.145 million was lying outstanding 

against various residential and commercial units. 

    (Rs. in million) 

Sr DP No. Formation Description Amount 

1 DP-S-291 CB Karachi Shops, MEO and DML&C Offices 11.497 

2 DP-S-179 CB Quetta Cantonment commercial and 

residential property tenants  

3.549 

3 DP-S-194 CB Malir Cantonment commercial and 

residential property tenants  

3.099 

Total 18.145 

Audit is of the view that non recovery of rent from tenants resulted into 

exponential accumulation of arrears which reflect weak internal control and poor financial 

management. 
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Non-recoveries were pointed out by audit in September, 2021. The concerned 

boards replied that efforts were afoot to recover the outstanding amounts. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022, directed the management to 

reconcile the recoverable amount and balance amount be recovered and get it verified from 

audit. No further progress was reported by management to audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends recovery of outstanding rent from tenants of the CBs. 

DP-S-291, 179& 194 

2.10.16 Less deduction of taxes – Rs. 13.174 million. 

According to Section 153 (1) (b) of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, every 

prescribed person making a payment to a resident person or permanent establishment, for the 

rendering of or providing of services shall, at the time of making the payment deduct tax from 

the gross amount payable at the rate specified, and Section 3 of Sales Tax Act, 1990 states, 

“there shall be charged, levied and paid a tax known as Sales Tax @ 17% of the value of taxable 

supplies”. Further, under Ministry of Finance S.R.O. 603(1)/2009, Islamabad, dated 25-06-

2009, “A withholding agent shall deduct an amount equal to one-fifth of the total sales tax 

shown in the sales tax invoice”. 

During audit of the accounts of following Cantonment Boards for the year 2020-

21, it was observed that income tax and GST at prescribed rates was not deducted from the 

contractors / suppliers which resulted in loss to government of Rs. 13.174 million. 

    (Rs. in million) 

Sr DP No. Formation Description Amount 

1 DP-S-212 CB Clifton Less deduction of income tax  6.354 

2 DP-S-210 CB Clifton Less deduction of income tax 3.012 

3 DP-S-211 CB Clifton Non recovery of GST 2.418 

4 DP-S-134 CB Hyderabad Less deduction of income tax 1.390 

Total 13.174 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of taxes resulted in loss to state which 

reflects prevalence of weak internal controls and poor financial management. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in September, 2021, the concerned Boards 

replied that amount of tax will be recovered from contractors. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021 and 24th January 2022, 

directed the management to provide evidence that the contractors were filers during the period. 

In case of non-filer contractors, amount of income tax be recovered from the concerned 

contractors. In case of Sr. No 03 and 04 DAC directed the management to reconcile the 

recoverable amount recovery thereof be made and get it verified from audit. No further progress 

was reported by management to audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends recovery of remaining amounts. 
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DP-S-212, 210, 211 & 134 

2.10.17 Non-recovery of sky charges from army authorities - 

Rs. 11.20 million 

According to CBR No. 08 dated 29-01-2014, Board approved the Sky charges 

@ Rs. 500 per Sft w.e.f. 01-11-2013.  

During audit of the accounts of Cantonment Board Hyderabad for the financial 

year 2020-21, it was observed that 19 hoardings / Surface Mount Devices (SMD) were installed 

over A-1 land within the limits of CB Hyderabad, but amount of advertisement / boarding 

charges (sky charges) was not recovered from advertisers which resulted into loss to 

Cantonment fund amounting to Rs. 11.20 million. 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of Sky/ advertising/ boarding charges 

indicates weak internal controls and poor financial management at the end of management 

which resulted into loss to cantonment fund. 

The matter was pointed out by Audit in September, 2021. The management 

stated that hoarding sites/ SMDs were installed on A-1 lands which were managed by the Army. 

Reply furnished by the management was not tenable as the recovery of Sky charges for 

SMDs/Hoardings installed by various advertisers was the responsibility of Cantonment Board 

Hyderabad. 

DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021, directed the management to 

recover the amount and get it verified from audit. No further progress was reported by 

management to audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives for recovery of 

government dues. 

DP-S-140/2020-21 

2.10.18 Non-recovery of advance income tax – Rs. 7.179 million 

According to section 236(A) of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, “any person 

making sale by auction, of any property or goods, shall collect advance tax. The rate of advance 

tax is 10% for filer and 15% non-filer”. 

During audit of the accounts of following Cantonment Boards for the financial 

years 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that different contracts were awarded to contractors 

through public auction but advance tax amounting to Rs. 7.179 million was not recovered / 

collected at the time of award of contract. 

   (Rs. in million) 

S.# DP No Formation  Details of auction Amount 

1 DP-S-193 CB Malir Flats 5.052 

2 DP-S-377 CB Pano Aqil Flats / Shops 2.127 

Total 7.179 

Audit is of the view that due to non-recovery of advance income tax; interest of 

the government was not safeguarded. Resultantly, the government was deprived of its potential 
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revenue. This reflects weak internal controls and poor financial management at the end of the 

management. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in October and August, 2021, the 

management stated that exerted efforts were being made to affect the recovery as pointed out 

by audit and advance income tax amounting to Rs. 7.179 million will be recovered from the 

contractors and deposited into Government Treasury. The reply was admission to the audit 

observation. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022. DAC directed the 

management to reconcile the recoverable amount and balance amount be recovered and get it 

verified from audit. No further progress was reported by management to audit till finalization 

of this report.  

Audit recommends recovery of outstanding amount. 

DP-S-193 & 377 

2.10.19 Loss to cantonment fund due to non recovery of BTS tower fee installed on 

A-1 land 

  Para 12(ii)of Hoarding Policy 2012, issued by Government of Pakistan, 

Ministry of Defence ML&C Deptt Rawalpindi, vide letter  

No. 1-4/Gen/Hoarding Policy/ML&C/2012 dated 04-07-2012 stipulates that, “in case of 

installation of advertisement / bill boards on A-1 land, Ground rent will be recovered by the 

respective MEOs and Sky Charges by the respective Cantonment Boards. In case of 

advertisement boards installed on private land, ground rent would be paid to land owners and 

sky charges to the respective Cantonment Board. The principle would apply in case of 

installation of BTS tower”. 

  During audit of Cantonment Board Multan, it was observed from the relevant 

record that Cantonment Board was not recovering BTS tower fee from the cellular companies 

concerned for the towers installed on A-1 land within the premises of the Cantonment Board 

on the plea that record of those towers was not available with them. No effort was made on the 

part of Cantonment Board for collection of information and maintenance of record of the 

towers. Due to the omission Cantonment Board was deprived of revenue. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2019, the executive replied that despite efforts 

made by Multan Cantonment Board, Army authorities were reluctant to share information 

about BTS towers installed on A-1 land. However, efforts would be made vigorously to obtain 

information about record from MEO/ Army authorities. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 26th November 2021 shifted the draft para to HQ 

signal 2 crops, Multan. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of 

this report.  
 

 Audit recommends for early recovery of the amount involved besides remedial 

measures to avoid such lapses in future. 
 

DP-N-330/2020-21 
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(c) 2.11  Loss to State 

  Rs. 1,055.870 million 

2.11.1 Loss to cantonment fund due to non re-classification of A-1 land to Class-

C land Rs. 940.798 million 

  Under Rule 7 of Cantonment. Land Administration Rules 1937, no alteration in 

the classification of land, which is vested in the Government or in the Cantonment Board shall 

be made except by the Federal Government and that the transfer must receive full compensation 

for the loss of such rights in the land. Further, according to Rule 43 ibid, class “C” land being 

under possession of Cantonment Board cannot be sold / exchanged or handed over to any other 

party without prior approval of Government. 

  During audit of Cantonment Board Chaklala, it was noticed from the record that 

an area measuring 1.47 acres out of Class-C land was utilized by the AG’s Branch for 

construction of 24 SD Houses vide AG’s Branch (Housing Dte.), Rawalpindi letter No. 

30/12/Lease/Ask-V/ Rawalpindi dated 08th June, 2018. The Board vide CBR No. 4 (4.3) dated 

11-10-2018 accorded approval to issue NOC or reclassification of land measuring 1.47 acres 

situated at Askari-V from Class-C to A-I land subject to the condition that an equal value of A-

I land shall be reclassified as Class-C and handed over to the Chaklala Cantonment Board for 

its utilization as evident from Cantonment Board letter No.CCB/L/Addl:Houses/Askari-

V/10819 dated 28th November 2018.  However, despite lapse of a considerable time no piece 

of A-1 land of equal value was re-classified as class “C” land due to which cantonment board 

suffered a loss of Rs. 490,798,400 (1.47 acres or 235.1996 Marlas x @ Rs. 4,000,000 per marla 

DC rate). 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that this office already 

requested the Station HQs Rawalpindi to approach GHQ regarding provision of A-1 land in 

lieu of Class-C land measuring 1.47 acres as decided by the Board. Further course of action 

would be initiated in due course. 

  Reply was not satisfactory as the case needs to be pursued at higher level i.e 

MoD/GHQ through DGML&C for provision of land of equal value in lieu of Class-C land 

already handed over to army authorities.  

  DAC vide its meeting dated 26th November 2021 directed the executive to 

resolve the issue and get the same verified from audit. However, no further progress was 

reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives. 

DP-N-494/2020-21 

2.11.2  Loss to cantt fund due to illegal collection and retention  of composition fee 

by DHA – Rs. 44.548 million 

According to section 178 A of Cantonment Act 1924, “No person shall erect or 

re-erect a building on any land in a cantonment, except with the previous sanction of the 

Board.” Also, para 2 of section 185 regarding power to stop erection or to demolish 
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unauthorized buildings states, “Provided that the Board may, instead of requiring the alteration 

or demolition of any such building or part thereof, accept by way of composition such sum as 

it thinks reasonable.” Further para 5 of Govt. of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence letter 

No.75/853/Lands/92/4970/D-12/ML&C/94 dated 06-11-1994, states that, “The Board can 

impose any amount of composition fee keeping in view the gravity of the offence”. Likewise, 

according to section 24(7) of Pakistan Defence Officers Housing Authority Order, 1980 

regarding bifurcation of Karachi Cantonment states, “All taxes, fees, rates and excess imposed 

or levied in the existing Cantonment immediately before the commencement of this Order shall 

continue to be imposed or levied in the Karachi Cantonment and the Clifton Cantonment.” 

During audit of the accounts of Cantonment Board Clifton for the period 2020-

21, it was observed that composition fee was imposed and collected by Defence Housing 

Authority (DHA) in violation of the rules. The collection of composition fee was the 

responsibility and authority of CBCs only, whereas collection and retention of 50% of the fee 

by DHA was unlawful.  

Audit is of the opinion that illegal collection and 50% retention of composition 

fee by DHA reflects prevalence of poor financial discipline due to which the government 

sustained loss worth Rs. 44.548 million.   

The matter was pointed out by audit in August 2021. The management replied 

that the case has been taken up with DHA and final outcome will be intimated in due course of 

time. Reply is admission of irregularity.    

The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022, directed the QMG 

Directorate to submit its response on the matter. No further progress was reported by 

management to audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit suggests early implementation of DAC recommendations. 

DP-S-208/2020-21 

2.11.3 Loss to cantt fund due to non-recovery of rent–  

Rs. 34.931 million  

According to Section 185 of Cantonments Act, 1924, “a Board may direct the 

owner, lessee or occupier of any land in the cantonment to stop the erection or re-erection of a 

building in any case in which the Board considers that such erection or re-erection is an offence 

under Section 184. The Board may direct the alteration or demolition of the building or accept, 

by way of composition, such sum as it thinks reasonable”. Likewise, Government of Pakistan 

Ministry of Defence vide their letter No. 75/853/Lands/92/4970/D-2/ML&C/94 dated 6th 

November, 1994 provides that “unauthorized construction within the limits of Cantonment 

Board is an offence and the Board is empowered to demolish the unauthorized construction or 

regularize it on payment of composition fee”. 

During audit of the accounts of Cantonment Board Hyderabad for the financial 

year 2020-2021, it was observed that 4,840 Sq yards of category C land was rented out since 

2003 for construction of County Girls College at agreed rent of Rs. 932.44 per Sq Yd per 

annum. The tenant encroached 2,081.2 Sq Yd of land and renovated building without approval 
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of building plan since the rental agreement without charges which resulted into loss to the 

Cantonment Board to the extent of Rs. 34.931 million (2,081.2 x 932.44 x 18).  

Audit is of the opinion that un-regulated encroached land and continuous of 

activities reflects weak internal controls and poor financial management which caused loss to 

cantonment fund. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in September, 2021. The management 

replied that tenant regularly clears the rent, and no land has been encroached by tenant. Reply 

is not tenable as MEO letter No.DP-S-64/2014-15/14 dated 15th Nov. 2019 describes the 

encroachment, the survey draftsman of MEO in plan showing the encroachment of 4,168.43 

Sft.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021 directed to take up the 

case with corrigendum and the same may be verified by audit. No further progress was reported 

by management to audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

DP-S-139/2020-21 

2.11.4 Loss to cantt fund due to less recovery of development charges - Rs. 19.273 

million. 

According to CBR # 08 dated 07.09.2010 “revised rates for fixation of 

development charges for residential and commercial purpose are to be recovered on conversion 

of properties held on old grant / cantt code lease into regular lease under CLA Rules 1937 @ 

Rs. 2000 per square yard. 

During audit of Cantonment Board Karachi for the financial year 2020-21, it 

was observed that development charges were recovered from 04 properties measuring 

10,143.95 Sq Yd at Rs. 100/- per square yard instead of Rs. 2,000/- per square yards. Thus, it 

resulted into loss of Rs. 19.273 million [10,143.95 x (2,000-100)].  
 

Audit is of the view that less recovery of development charges resulted in loss 

to Cantonment fund which shows prevalence of weak internal controls within the organization. 
 

The matter was pointed out by audit in September 2021, the management agreed 

to audit contention and replied that the defaulters had been directed vide their office letter dated 

02.10.2021 to deposit balance amount as pointed out by audit. The recovery of the said amount 

as and when recovered will be intimated to audit. 
 

The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022, directed DAC directed the 

management that decision of Supreme Court of Pakistan regarding the matter be provided to 

audit for verification. 
 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 
 

DP-S-292/2020-21 

2.11.5 Loss to cantonment fund due to non-revision of ARV – Rs.  16.32 million 

According to Section-64(a) of Cantonment Act, 1924, “in the case of railway 

station, hotels, colleges, schools, hospitals, factories, and any other buildings which a [Board] 
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decided to assess under this clause, one-twentieth of the sum obtained by adding the estimated 

present cost of erecting the building to the estimated value of the land appertaining thereto”. 

Furthermore, Section 71(1)(C) of Cantonment Act, 1924 states, “re-assessment is by altering 

the assessment on any property which has been erroneously valued or assessed through fraud, 

accident or mistake, whether on the part of the Board or of the Assessment Committee or of 

the assessee”. 

During audit of Cantonment Board Faisal for the financial year 2020-21, it was 

observed from tax record that R. J. Shopping Mall has been completed but assessment of 68 

shops with approximate ARV of Rs.  16.32 million (240,000 x 68) has not yet been finalized.  

Audit suggested that all the shops in R.J Mall may be re-assessed as per current 

Market Value and collection of taxes may be done on revised ARV, under intimation to Audit. 

The matter was pointed out by Audit in September 2021, the management 

replied that the assessment of ARV was still in process and dues would be recovered after the 

finalization of assessment process. 
 

The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022, directed the management to 

recover the amount as per rules and get it verified from audit. No further progress was reported 

by management to audit till finalization of this report.  
 

Audit recommends revision of ARV and recovery of amount as per DAC 

directives. 

DP-S-189/2020-21 

(5) Pakistan Air Force 

  Pakistan Air Force (PAF) is the second component of Defence Services 

primarily responsible to safeguard the aerial territory of Pakistan. The Air Headquarter is 

situated in Islamabad. PAF comprises five Commands (Northern, Central, Southern, Air-

Defence and Air Force strategic Command). 

 

  As per Appropriation Accounts 2020-21 in respect of Grant No. 41 total budget 

allocation to PAF was Rs. 272,091.768 million and expenditure was Rs. 272,091.768 million. 

AUDIT FINDINGS 

(a) 2.12  Unauthorized / Irregular Expenditure 

  Rs. 1,581.451 million 

2.12.1 Irregular consumption of sui gas for generation of electricity – Rs. 

610.668 million  

According to Rule 4 of PPRA Rules-2004, Procuring agencies, while engaging 

in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent 

manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement 

process is efficient and economical.  
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During audit of the accounts of GE (Air) Shahbaz for the year 2020-21, it was 

observed that amount Rs. 610.668 million was paid to the SSGC against sui gas bills consumed 

for electricity generation through Gas Turbine. In this aspect audit observed that sui gas was 

used without maintaining the record of actual generation and consumption of electricity as 

unmetered electricity was supplied to the PAF Base. Furthermore, no third-party technical 

evaluation/study was conducted to determine economy, effectiveness, and efficiency of power 

generation.  

Audit is of the view that payment of gas charges for electricity generation 

without maintaining the record of actual generation and consumption of electricity and without 

analyzing cost effectiveness and economy of electricity generation indicates poor financial 

management on the part of the management. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in November, 2021. The management 

replied that due to shortage of electric power production and load shedding in the country at 

that time, gas turbines were installed to supply uninterrupted electric power to the Base. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 25th January 2022, directed the management to 

provide relevant record of production and consumption of electricity to audit for verification. 

No further progress was reported m to audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

DP-S-220/2021-22 

2.12.2  Irregular / un-authorized payment of overtime & conveyance allowance – 

Rs. 481.441 million 

According to Ministry of Finance Letter No. F.4(1)R-5/2010 dated July 07, 

2015, overtime allowance for staff car drivers was Rs. 40/- per hour to a maximum of 06 hours 

subject to a maximum of  

Rs. 240/- per day. Further, according to Rule 47(e) of Financial Regulation 1986, “The most 

careful supervision over expenditure shall be exercised and on no account shall money be spent 

simply because it is available”. 

During audit of the accounts of following PAF formations for the period 2018-

20, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 481.441 million was paid to civilian employees as 

overtime and conveyance allowance. All the civilian staff was paid overtime allowance and 

conveyance allowance simultaneously in excess of 120 to 180 hours during the 30 days of 

month. The payment of overtime was made without any official/ specific purposes/ projects. 

(Rs. in million) 

S. 

No 

Name of Unit/Formation DP No Amount  

1 PAF Base Faisal S-007 292.425 

2 PAF Base Malir S-065 148.672 

3 PAF Academy Korangi Creek S-042 40.344 

Total 481.441 
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Audit is of the view that the payment of allowances without 

specifying/recording necessary details, reflects poor financial management and weak internal 

controls at the end of management. 

The irregularity was pointed out by audit in April 2021 to July 2021. The 

management replied that overtime and conveyance allowances were allowed to all categories 

of BPS 1 to 15 excluding clerical staff vide government of Pakistan letter and AFO 177-220. 

Furthermore, the civilians of Base were engaged in different maintenance activities beyond 

working hours.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021 directed to provide 

relevant documents to audit for verification. No further progress was reported to audit till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

DP-S-07, 65&42 

2.12.3 Un-necessary procurement of sports items - Rs. 181.549 million 

According to Rule 47 (e) FR Vol-II 1986, “most careful supervision over 

expenditure shall be exercised and on no account shall money be spent simply because it is 

available". Moreover, according to Rule-1 of the above regulations, "the Government servant 

shall also be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by the Government through 

fraud or negligence on his part and for any loss arising from fraud or negligence on the part of 

any other Government servant to extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the 

loss by his own action or negligence". 

During audit of the accounts of PAF Academy Korangi Creek for the financial 

year 2019-20, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 181.549 million was paid to three suppliers 

since 2018-19, for procurement of sports material and special turf for Football stadium, Hockey 

Stadium, and athletic field. Audit observed following irregularities;  

(a) Hockey and football grounds do not physically exist despite the allocation of 

area for the grounds and no work was executed till closure of audit; 

(b) The turf and sports material were procured without planning as items procured 

were not installed since 2018-19 to 2019-20. The installation of turf was 

specialized job but procurement was made without consultation of specialist.  

(c) The inspection report of material was not carried out since its procurement. 

Warranty period of procured material was also not on record.  

Audit is of the view that procurement without requirement was misuse of public 

funds, which indicates weak internal control within the formation. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in June, 2021, the management replied that 

the civil works of athletics track was completed and they were waiting for moon soon season 

for laying of Turf. 
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The DAC in its meeting held on 19th November, 2021, directed that fact-finding 

inquiry be held, responsibility be fixed at appropriate level and get it endorsed by the competent 

authority. No further progress was reported till the finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

DP-S-56/2021-22 

2.12.4 Irregular expenditure on construction of sports complex - Rs. 102.00 

million 

  According to Para-1 of DSR for MES 1998, Military Engineer Services 

functions on an inter services basis. Further Paras 2, 3 and 4 ibid provide that MES shall carry 

out engineering services for the Armed Forces of Pakistan relating to Capital and Maintenance 

services.   

                   Para 98 ibid also provides that, the Directors Planning and Works, Engineer in 

Chief, General Headquarters (GHQ) will be responsible for design, consultancy, inspection and 

evaluation of all development works of Defence Services and as per Para 3(a), table “C” ibid 

the Director Works and Chief Engineer of MES (Air) is responsible for planning, designing, 

contracting and execution of all works of the Air Force.  

  During audit of accounts of AHQ (U) Peshawar, it was noticed from letter No. 

AHQ (U)/4402/4/Acctts dated 02 May 2019 that a huge amount of Rs. 102,000,000 was alloted 

to and  accordingly spent by AHQ (U) authorities for construction of various sports segments 

i.e. Cricket Ground, Hockey Ground, Football Grounds, Athletic Tracks, Basketball Court, 

Volleyball. However, instead of getting the construction work executed through MES, private 

builders / suppliers were hired for the purpose which was against the referred rules. Due to the 

omission, the whole amount spent stood irregular which needed regularization.  

 When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that MES was also brought 

on board but the works were not related to complete construction of complexes.  

    Reply was not agreed to because mandate was set aside. Engineer in Chief’s 

Branch was well empowered / equipped and organized by well-educated manpower having 

expertise of relevant fields. Hiring of private builders and just making part the officers of MES 

as Board Members was against the spirit of aforesaid rule provision. Regularization is, 

therefore, needed to be initiated.   

  DAC vide its meeting dated 22nd December 2021 directed the executive to 

submit a revised reply and verify the facts to audit. However, no further progress was reported 

to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends regularization of expenditure besides adoption of remedial 

measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-154/2021-22 

2.12.5  Unauthorized procurement of cruise boat beyond  authorization – 

Rs. 83.605 million  
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According to government letter No. AHQ/69260/1/ERB (PC-544) 10806/2/57/ 

Accts (Sanction) dated 07-03-2018 regarding new scaling & TO&E, one cruise boat (L) is 

authorized to Sea Survival School (SSS).  

During audit of the accounts of PAF Academy Korangi Creek for the financial 

year 2019-20, it was observed that 2 cruise boats were available on record whereas only one 

cruise boat was authorized in the TO&E. Un-authorized procurement of boat was carried out 

through DP (Air) vide contract No.466923/P-46 dated 25-06-2018 amounting to Rs. 83.605 

million (USD $ 722,610 x Rs. 115.70). 

Audit is of the view that without approval of the Government, procurement was 

unauthorized and indicates prevalence of weak internal controls within the organization. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in June, 2021, the management replied that 

02 cruise boats were authorized as per Scale No 49/2011-12 and 681/2017-18. Reply was not 

tenable as instead of Dining boat, Cruise boats were purchased. The unauthorized purchase of 

luxurious boat with reference to sea survival school courses and in the presence of already held 

cruise boat was violation of government orders.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021, shifted the para to MODP 

(DP Air) for reply. No further progress was reported by management to audit till finalization 

of this report.  

Audit recommends that authorization of the excess boat be produced otherwise 

the amount be get it regularized from competent authority. 

DP-S-33/2021-22 

2.12.6 Irregular supply of electricity to AFOHS – Rs. 52.027 million 

According to Para 442 DSR-1998, “the GE is responsible for making demands 

for payment of all revenues and for taking steps for its prompt realization”  

 During audit of accounts of GE (Air) Malir for the financial year 2019-20, it 

was observed that amount of Rs. 52.027 million was recovered (w.e.f. July, 2018 to June, 2020) 

from AFOHS as electricity charges. In this regard the following irregularities were observed: 

(a) Provision of electricity connection to private housing society i.e., AFOHS was not 

the responsibility of MES.  

(b) Recovery of electricity charges from the 250 residents of AFOHS was not made on 

monthly basis by the MES. As AFOHS paid K-electric bill once or twice in a year 

instead on regular monthly basis. 

(c) Amount of monthly electricity charges recovered by the AFHOS was paid to 

directly to K-electric through lump-sum cheque instead of payment to MES.  

(d) Late Payment Surcharge (LPS) Rs. 3.042 million (Rs. 60.842 x 5%) was also not 

imposed against the late payment by AFOHS. 

    (Rs. in million) 
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S. 

No. 

Financial 

Year 

Recoverable 

electricity 

charges 

Recovered 

electricity 

charges 

Outstanding/Balance 

electricity charges 

01 2018-19 26.850 19.708 7.142 

02 2019-20 33.992 32.318 1.674 

Total 60.842 52.026 8.816 

Audit is of the view that despite having direct K-Electric supply lines within the 

Cantonment Malir limits the provision of electricity from MES supply-line to a housing society 

was irregular which indicates prevalence of weak internal controls and poor financial 

management within the organization. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in March, 2021. The management replied 

that AFOHS had no nearby facility of K-Electric line except MES electric connection. 

However, the case for provision of separate independent connection directly from K-Electric 

was already under process. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021, directed the management 

to submit a fresh reply in which audit objections are clearly addressed. No further progress was 

reported till the finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

DP-S-5/2021-22 

2.12.7 Irregular receipt on account of hospital development fund - Rs. 37.925 

million 

  Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence, Rawalpindi, vide their letter 

No.3532/32/DMS-3( c ) F.6/16/D-2(A-II)/2014 dated: 26-11-2014, laid down the rates of 

surgical / medical / Miscellaneous Procedures and Investigations etc for Civilian Non Entitled 

Patients and distribution of share out of receipts from CNE Practice. Further according to 

Rules-6 (d) of Financial Regulations Volume-I 1986, Government Revenue shall not be utilized 

for the benefit of a particular person or a section of community.  

   Record held with PAF Hospital Islamabad, revealed that a separate fund with 

the nomenclature of “Hospital Development Fund” was established and accordingly an amount 

of Rs. 37,924,879 during the year 2018-19 was received from the CNE patients and transferred 

to a private fund account i.e Hospital Development Fund Account without approval from the 

Government. Hospital development fund was created by revision of Rates of Pathology / 

Radiology /Gynecology/ Anesthesiology / Procedures of Lab appendectomy / Cardiology etc 

without the approval of Government of Pakistan. This revision resulted into almost double 

increase in the Hospital Amenity Fund (Hospital Share & Development Fund) 

   Audit stressed for early regularization of such receipt and its deposit into 

separate fund from Ministry of Defence being in violation of above quoted policy / Rule and 

immediate deposit of the amount into Government treasury. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2019, the executive replied that due to inflationary 

trend, four years old MoD rates were not compatible with market rates with such facilities 
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resulting into financial loss to National Exchequer. Accordingly, rates were revised in a way 

that it did not disturb the share distribution as defined by MoD and at the same time Hospital 

Amenity Fund be enhanced with increase deposition of share on revised rates. 

  Reply advanced was not satisfactory because Government policy letter dated 

26.11.2014, did not allow imposition of such charges by PAF at their own and irregular transfer 

to Hospital Amenity Fund, which needed to be deposited into Government Treasury. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December 2021 gave following directives: 

1- The figure be reconciled with audit. 

2- Case be taken up with MoD for revision / enhancement of rates. 

3- Get it regularize by obtaining Government approval. 

  However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this 

report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-50/2021-22 

2.12.8  Doubtful expenditure on maintenance of grounds -  

 Rs. 15.539 million  

According to Para-412 of Defence Services Regulations for MES, "payment on 

running account may be made by the GE for work done. The amount of such payment shall not 

exceed the difference between the approximate value of work done and the cost of stores issued 

up to date. In making such an advance due regard is to be paid to total value of work done". 

During audit of the accounts of PAF Academy Korangi Creek for the financial 

year 2019-20, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 15.539 million was spent on maintenance 

of sports grounds in the absence of actual grounds on site. Audit team along with representative 

of Base authority visited the sites and certified that land for the grounds was allocated but no 

work was carried out on site. Hence expenditure in this regard was doubtful.  

Audit is of the view that without development of grounds, expenditure on their 

maintenance is doubtful. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in June, 2021, the management replied that 

PPRA rules were being followed and items were being purchased from lowest bidder.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 19th November 2021, directed that fact-finding 

inquiry be held, responsibility be fixed at appropriate level and get it endorsed by the competent 

authority. The same also be get it verified from audit. No further progress was reported till the 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

DP-S-55/2021-22 
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2.12.9 Irregular benefit awarded to contractor due to advance payment - Rs. 

12.697 million 

 According to para-22 of Annexure “E” to Rule 42 of  Financial Regulations 

(Vol-I) 1986, “No advance payment (except in case of Government to Government contracts) 

and letter of credit will be authorized without the concurrence of Finance Division, even though 

the contract may have been approved without reference to the Finance Division”.  Further Para-

52 of DSR for MES-1998 stipulates that, “no funds will be spent un-economically merely to 

prevent them from lapsing.” 

 According to clause-60 of PAFW-2249 (General Conditions of contract), 

monthly payment of RARs upto 90% of the value of work done was allowed. Further para-5(c) 

to section-4 of Routine instruction No. 641/04 provided that in no case will the limit of 90% 

payment be exceeded. No payment is to be allowed for work not executed according to contract 

specification / condition.  

  During audit of AGE (Air) Risalewala, it was observed that CA No. CEAF-CZ-

37/2019, was concluded with M/s Kashif Elahi Rawalpindi for provision of 3 phase HT 

external supply from main substation to ADA 21 end ‘C’ & ‘D’ area substation at PAF 

Risalewala paid vide CBI No. 19 dated 15.05.2020. It was, however, noted that payment of Rs. 

12,697,163 which was 72% of the total value of the C.A was made on 25-02-2019 to the 

contractor vide 1st RAR No.48/21/2/1093/RSW, whereas, work order No. 01 was issued on 

22.02.2019. Despite the fact that the work was not completed as per payment, advance payment 

was made by the AGE (Air) Risalewala authorities to the contractor which was clear violation 

of the above rule. The omission resulted into an undue benefit to contractor amounting to  

Rs. 12,697,163 which needed justification / regularization besides the interest accrued on 

advance payment also needed to be made good. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that payment was 

made after the completion of work. Reply was not satisfactory as no documentary evidence in 

support of reply was produced for verification of facts. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December 2021 directed that fact finding 

inquiry be held and regularization action may be taken under intimation to audit / MOD. 

However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-42/2021-22 

2.12.10 Un-authorized expenditure on fitness club – Rs. 4.00  million 

According to TO&E No. AHQ/69260/1/ERB (PC-544) 10806/2/57/Accts 

(sanction) dated 7-3-2018, Yacht club approved strength is of 17 staff members. Furthermore, 

according to Para-442 of DSR 1998, "the GE is responsible for making demands for payment 

of all revenue and for taking steps for its prompt realization". 
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During the audit of the accounts of PAF Academy PAF Base Korangi Creek for 

the financial year 2019-20, it was observed that fitness club was being maintained with the 

expenditure of Rs. 4.0 million, under the head SSS (Sea Survival School) and operated by 

Yacht club to facilitate private members at an annual subscription fee, details of which were 

not shared with audit. 

Audit is of the opinion that expenditure from public fund for private facilitation 

indicates prevalence of weak financial controls within the formation. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in June, 2021, the management replied that 

gym was established for Sea Survival School team which participated in national and 

international championships throughout the year. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November, 2021, directed the management 

to provide the relevant record / evidence that Yacht Club has no private members, to audit for 

verification. No further progress was reported till the finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

DP-S-34/2021-22 

 

2.13  Procurement Related Irregularities 

  Rs. 1,018.101 million 

2.13.1  Irregular award of contract Rs. 1,012.526 million 

According to rule 18 of PPRA 2004, "Disqualification of suppliers and 

contractors, the procuring agency shall disqualify a supplier or contractor if it finds, at any 

time, that the information submitted by him concerning his qualification as supplier or 

contractor was false and materially inaccurate or incomplete”. Furthermore, according to IB.6 

rule 6.2 of PEC, “Any addendum thus issued shall be part of the Bidding Documents pursuant 

to Sub- Clause 6.1 hereof and shall be communicated in writing to all purchasers of the Bidding 

Documents. Prospective bidders shall acknowledge receipt of each addendum in writing to the 

Employer. 

During the audit of accounts of Project Director, Project Bholari, AHQ 

Islamabad for the financial year 2019-20, it was observed that contract of BTAC -13 amounting 

to Rs 1,012.526 million was awarded to M/S Habib Rafique. This is despite submission of 

incomplete bidding documents, as contractor failed to submit quotation of addendum no 02 

which was integral part of bidding documents. 

Audit is of the view that acceptance and award of tender to the contractor despite 

incomplete bidding documents tantamount to non-transparent tendering process and extending 

undue favor to contractor 
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The matter was pointed out by audit in January 2021, the management replied 

that as per agreement made with M/S Habib Rafiq (Pvt) Ltd, firm agreed to complete all works 

issued in addendum no 02 without any additional cost over and above his corrected bid price.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November, 2021, directed to provide 

relevant record to audit for verification. No further response on the matter was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early implementation of DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-106/2021-22 

2.13.2 Purchase of electro-medical equipment in violation of PPRA Rules– Rs. 

5.575 million 

According to rule 12(1,2) of PPRA 2004, ‘procurements over one hundred 

thousand rupees and up to the limit of Rs. 2.00 million shall be advertised on the authority’s 

website. Further, procurements over Rs. 2.00 million should be advertised on the authority’s 

website as well as in two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu.’ 

During audit of the accounts of PAF Base Shahbaz, for the financial year 2019-

20, it was observed that amount of Rs. 5.575 million was expended procurement of following 

equipment without advertisement in violation of rules mentioned above. 

    (Rs. in million) 

Sr LPO No/Date Vendor Name Nomenclature Amount 

1 DB07630023 

Dt 06-09-2020 

M/s Hoora Pharma 

Pvt Ltd 

PCR Machine 3.500 

2 DB07630022 

Dt 06-05-2020 

Global Clinical 

Cura 

Safety Hood 1.200 

3 DB07630020 

Dt 22-05-2020 

S. Ejazudin & Co Auto Hematology 

Analyzer 

0.875 

Total 5.575 

 

Audit is of the view that expenditure without compliance of PPRA rules could 

lead to misuse of government funds which indicates weak financial management on part of the 

management.   

The irregularity was pointed out by audit in June 2021, the management stated 

that electro medical equipment was purchased after obtaining the sanctions from MoD and 

within the authorization of TO&E.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 19th November, 2021 directed that fact-finding 

inquiry be held, responsibility be fixed at appropriate level and get it endorsed from the 

competent authority. No further response on the matter was reported till finalization of this 

report. 

Audit recommends early implementation of DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-70/2021-22 
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(b) 2.14  Recoverables / Overpayments 

  Rs. 603.587 million US$ 0.294 million 

2.14.1  Non-deduction of sales tax on services – Rs. 299.952  million 

According to item No. 49 of 4th Schedule of Constitution of Pakistan amended 

vide 18th amendment to the Constitution, “the imposition, administration, collection and 

enforcement of tax on services is the prerogative of the provinces.” As per clarification issued 

vide U.O. No. 3(10)ST-L&P/2007(PI)114971-R dated 27-09-2018 by FBR (Federal Board of 

Revenue), ‘The authority to levy and collect sales tax on services provided within the territorial 

limits of provinces now vests with the respective provinces. Therefore, the federal/provincial 

government departments, autonomous bodies and public sector organizations shall withhold 

the amount of sales tax on such services as prescribed under the provincial sales tax law and 

rules and deposit the same in the respective provincial heads of account.’ 

During audit of the accounts of following PAF formations for the period 2017-

21, it was observed that sales tax on services amounting to Rs. 299.952 million was not being 

deducted from suppliers/contractors. 

 

  (Rs. in million) 

S.# DP No. Formation Amount 

1 DP-S-098,  

DP-S-149 

GE (Air) Faisal 155.261 

2 DP-S-175 GE (Air) Masroor, Karachi 93.918 

3 DP-S-011 PAF Base Faisal 21.311 

4 DP-S-003 GE (Air) Malir, Karachi 18.733 

5 DP-S-061 PAF Base Malir 3.917 

6 DP-S-256 PAF Base Bholari 3.637 

7 DP-S-037 PAF Academy Korangi Creek 3.175 

Total 299.952 

Audit is of view that due to non-compliance of rules/orders, government 

revenue could not be realized which indicates prevalence of poor financial discipline. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in March 2021 to September 2021. The 

management furnished evasive replies mentioning that the tax was not applicable to them, or 

matter has been referred to higher authorities. In case of Sr. No. 02, 03, 07 & 08 the 

management replied that deduction was made as per rule. 

The replies were not tenable as MoD in its letter No. F.No.7/15/D-7 

(MAG)/2013 dated 27th January, 2021 issued clarification on the matter whereas, MAG vide 

its latter No. A/93-XXXVI dated 31-03-2021 has issued Code Head for deposit of subject tax.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November, 2021 and 25th January 2022. 

In case of Sr. No. 1, 3, 4, 6 & 8 to recover the sales tax on services as per rules and get it 

verified from audit. However, in case of Sr. No. 2, 5 & 7 the DAC directed the management to 

reconcile the amount of sales tax on services. DAC further directed to reconcile amount of tax 

with audit. DAC further directed the management to verify that amount of tax was not paid to 
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contractor and as the procedure for deduction of sales on services has been clarified by MoD, 

deduction in future be made as per rules in vogue. No further response on the matter was 

reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends recovery of in compliance of rules. 

DP-S-98, 149, 175, 11, 03, 61, 256 & 37 

2.14.2 Non-recovery of rent and allied charges – Rs. 117.061 million 

According to para 442 of DSR-1998, "the GE is responsible for making 

demands for payment of all revenue and for taking steps for its prompt realization."  

During audit of following PAF formations for the financial year 2018-19 to 

2020-21, it was observed that allied charges (electricity, gas & water) amounting to Rs. 117.061 

million were lying outstanding against various consumers / occupants as listed below: 

   (Rs. in million) 

S.# DP No. Formation Amount 

1 

DP-S-232, 

DP-S-238 GE (Air) Bholari 29.873 

2 

DP-S-326, 

DP-S-032 GE (Air) Korangi Creek, Karachi 41.824 

3 DP-S-097 GE (Air) Faisal 23.415 

4 DP-S-174 GE (Air) Masroor, Karachi 14.879 

5 DP-S-219 GE (Air) Shahbaz 7.070 

Total 117.061 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of allied charges indicated weak financial 

management. 

Non-recoveries were pointed out by audit from February 2021 to December, 

2021. In case of Sr. No 2 the management replied that messes are entitled for free electric 

supply and Officers Messes were under renovation and yet to be occupied. In other cases, the 

managements replied that the recovery of rent pertains to Base authorities whereas, allied 

charges were to be recovered by MES which was under process. Replies were not tenable as 

no serious efforts were made for the recovery of government dues. Furthermore, no orders 

indicating that Officers Mess is authorized for free electricity, were provided. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November, 2021 and 25th January 2022. 

directed the management to reconcile the amount and recovery thereof be made from the 

concerned and get it verified from audit. DAC further directed to recover the balance amount. 

No further progress was reported till the finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends recovery of amount and its verification. 

DP-S-232, 238, 326, 32, 97, 174 & 219 

2.14.3 Excess payment made to KW&SB – Rs. 57.542 million 

According to KW&SB circular no KW&SB/S.E. (HS/TO)/Tender-2021/854 

dated 04/01/2021, “Karachi Water & Sewerage Board (KW&SB) has fixed the following rates 

in order to provide water to citizens through tankers from auctioned hydrants. In case of more 
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than 10 Kilometers distance (20 Km up & down) the below mentioned extra amount per KM 

shall be paid. 

S/No Category 
1000 Gallon 

tanker 

2000 Gallon 

tanker 

3000 Gallon 

tanker 

5000 Gallon 

tanker 

01 
General Public 

Service (GPS) 
Rs. 56.067 Rs. 64.064 Rs. 72.05 Rs. 136.147 

02 Commercial Rs. 61.164 Rs. 69.888 Rs. 78.624 Rs. 148.524 

During the audit of accounts of GE (Air) Korangi Creek for the financial year 

2020-21, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 174.681 million was paid to KW&SB for supply 

of 102,754,000 gallons through 102,754 water tankers @ Rs. 1.70 per gallon. Audit noted that 

the rate of water supplied were Rs. 1.14 per gallon on supply of tanker of 5,000 gallon or above 

category. Thus, excess payment of Rs. 57.542 million was made to KW&SB. The details are 

mentioned below, 

 (Rs. in million) 

Gallons 

Rate 

charged Rate required to be paid 

Excess rate per 

gallon 

Excess amount 

paid 

 102,754,000 1.7 1.14 0.56 57.542,240 

 

Audit is of the view that excess payment of Rs. 57.542 million caused loss to 

the state and reflects weak internal controls in the organization. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in December, 2021. The management 

replied that KW&SB supplies water to PAF Airman Academy from Landhi -I Future colony 

hydrant which is 20 km from one side. However, case was being taken up with KW&SB 

authorities for clarification of their tariff. On receipt of reply, case will be taken up with audit 

authorities. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 25th January, 2022, directed the management 

that relevant record in evidence of increase of rate by KW&SB may be provided to audit for 

verification. However, audit contended that the rate mentioned on payment vouchers was Rs. 

1.14 per gallon.  No further response on the matter was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early implementation of DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-327/2021-22 

2.14.4 Non-recovery of training and allied charges from international trainees – 

US$ 0.294 million 

According to Annexure A, B, C & D of Joint Services Instruction No.4/2006, 

"training and allied charges would be recovered from the Government of International Trainees 

as per agreement / instructions".  

During audit of the accounts of following PAF formations for the financial year 

2019-20, it was observed that an amount of US$ 0.294 million was not recovered from various 

countries on account of training charges of allied cadets/officers. 
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   (US $ in million) 

S. No. DP No. Formation Amount 

1 DP-S-052 PAF Academy Korangi Creek 0.193 

2 DP-S-013 PAF Base Faisal 0.101 

Total 0.294 

 

Audit is of the opinion that non-recovery of outstanding training charges reflects 

weak internal controls which caused non-realization of government revenues.  

The matter was pointed out by audit in June & July, 2021. In case of Sr. No. 01, 

the management replied that training charges are received through AHQ Peshawar. In case of 

Sr. No. 02, the management admitted the outstanding recovery. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November, 2021 directed the management 

to provide relevant record to audit for verification and pursue the case for remaining recoveries. 

No further response on the matter was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends recovery of government dues and its verification by audit. 

DP-S-52 & 13 

2.14.5 Less recovery of water charges from consumers –  

Rs. 45.325 million 

According to Rule 1, Annexure A (to Appendix ‘O’) of DSR 1998, the All-

Pakistan flat rate for water charges will be as notified from time to time in Joint Services 

Instruction (JSI) or other government orders. Further, according to Notes at the end of Rule 2 

of Annexure-A (Appendix ‘O’) of DSR 1998, any increase of rates as and when 

notified/imposed by the Provincial Government/ supplying agency shall be recovered in 

addition to the rates specified in this rule. 

During audit of the accounts of PAF Academy Korangi Creek for the financial 

year 2019-20, it was observed that water charges were paid to Karachi Water & Sewerage 

Board (KW&SB) @ Rs. 142/- per 1000 gallons whereas the recovery was made from 

consumers at nominal rates. This was in contravention of above rule and resulted in less 

recovery of Rs. 45.325 million. 

(Rs. in million) 

Category Scale of 

Water 

(in 

Gallons) 

Rate per 

1000 

Gallons 

Amount to 

be 

recovered 

Amount 

recovered 

By GE 

Diff 

per 

month 

No. Of 

Quarters 

Less 

recovery of 

water 

Charges for 

2 years 

Married 

Officers 

9600 142 1360 300 1060 124 7.886 

Single 

officers, 

JCOs, 

Airmen 

4800 142 680 100 580 560 19.448 

Civilian 4800 142 680 100 580 517 17.991 

Total 45.325 

Audit is of the opinion that less recoveries indicated poor financial management 

and weak internal controls within the formation. 
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The matter was pointed out by audit in June 2021. The management replied that 

academy faces acute shortage of water, therefore, authorized scale of water was not provided 

to the consumers, hence recovery was made at flat rates. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November, 2021, was apprised that water 

shortage was acute as more than half goes to free consumers and rest was supplied to paying 

consumers. DAC directed the management to hold an inquiry by Board of Officers for revision 

of water charges. DAC further directed to recover the amount after taking into consideration 

expenditure and free authorization. No further progress on the matter was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

 

Audit recommends recovery of water charges as per policy. 

 

DP-S-41/2021-22 

2.14.6 Non-deposit of tower fee into government treasury –  

Rs. 23.270 million 

According to Policy for installation of Tower Base Transmission in Cantonment 

area circulated through ML&C Department Rawalpindi vide letter 

No.51/1411/Lands/ML&C/2005 dated June 24, 2005 “on provision of NOC, an agreement will 

be executed with cellular companies to install Base Transmission Station Towers/ antennas in 

Cantonment area. The cellular companies will require to pay an antenna/tower fee @ Rs. 

40,000 (at A-I Land) and Rs. 20,000 (at C-I Land) per month with an annual increase of 10%". 

During audit of accounts of following PAF formations for the financial year 

2019-20, it was observed that BTS towers of cellular companies were installed on A-1 land but 

antenna charges amounting to Rs. 23.270 million was not deposited into government treasury. 

(Rs. in million) 

S No. DP No. Name of Unit / Formation Amount 

1 DP-S-018 PAF Base Faisal 13.662 

2 DP-S-044 PAF Academy Korangi Creek  9.228 

3 DP-S-253 PAF Base Bholari 0.380 

Total 23.27 

Audit is of the view that non-implementation of government orders resulted in 

non-deposit of government dues into treasury exhibited weak financial management at the end 

of the management.  

The matter was pointed out by the audit in May to July 2021. The management 

at Sr. No. 01 & 2 replied that audit of commercial activities is carried out centrally at Air 

Headquarter. The management at Sr. No. 03 stated that Board of Officers is in progress.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021, and 25th January 2022, 

directed the management to reconcile the recoverable amount with audit and recover the 
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remaining amount and get it verified from audit. No further response on the matter was reported 

till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends recovery of government dues and its verification by audit. 

DP-S-18, 44 & 253 

2.14.7 Non- recovery of house rent allowance - Rs. 17.758 million 

   As per rule 66 of Pay and Allowance (Vol II), 1997 married officers not 

provided with Government / hired / requisitioned / married accommodation, shall be entitled 

to House Rent Allowance on the same conditions as in the civil. Further, as per Ministry of 

Housing and Works O.M No. F-11(33)/2012-Policy dated 17th May, 2013 endorsed by Finance 

Division (Military Finance Wing) Rawalpindi vide U.O No. 134/R-1/ASMF/2014 dated 31st 

January, 2014, armed forces officers allotted residential accommodations may not be paid 45% 

house rent allowance and 5% of their running basic pay should be charged to bring them at par 

with civilian set up”. 

  During audit of following formations, it was observed that officers availing the 

facility of Government married accommodation were also drawing house rent allowance which 

was un-authorized and resulted into overpayment amounting to Rs. 17.758 million which 

needed recovery. 
     (Rs. in million)  

S.No.  DP No. Unit / Formation Amount  

1 DP-N-164/2021-22 AHQ (U), Peshawar 15.659 

2 DP-N-120/2021-22 PAF Base, Lahore 2.099 

Total 17.758 

   

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the management replied that due to 

allotment of improper married accommodation to the officer they were authorized to draw 

HRA. 

  The reply was not acceptable because the officers concerned were living in 

Government married accommodation and, therefore, not entitled to HRA.  

  DAC vide its meeting dated 22nd December 2021 was apprised that the objected 

accommodation are the temporary / transit accommodation allotted to the officers till the 

allotment of proper / standard accommodation. The ambiguity occurred because of mis-

interpretation of nomenclature of MOQs. DAC directed that the facts may be verified to audit 

and if the recovery involved may be made within three months. However, no further progress 

was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-120 & 164/2021-22 
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2.14.8  Less recovery of income tax from contractors –  

 Rs. 13.532 million 

As per Section-153 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, as amended from time to 

time, every prescribed person making a payment for rendering or providing of services is liable 

to deduct Income Tax from the gross amount of the bills at prescribed rates. 

During audit of following PAF formations for the period 2018-2021, it was 

observed that income tax amounting to Rs 13.532 million was deducted at lower rates than the 

prescribed rates from various contractors. 

(Rs. in million) 

S. No Name of Unit/Formation DP No Amount  

1 GE (Air) Korangi Creek DP-S-031 6.720 

2 GE (Air) Masroor DP-S-176 4.119 

3 PAF Base Faisal DP-S-010 2.693 

Total 13.532 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of government tax reflected poor 

financial management and weak internal controls. 

The matter was pointed out by audit during March 2021 to August 2021. The 

management replied that tax was deducted as per applicable rates. The replies were not 

substantiated by relevant documentary evidence. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021 and 25th January 2022 

directed the management to provide exemption certificate from FBR and evidence of the 

contractors being filers during the concerned period. In case of non-filer contractors, amount 

of income tax be recovered from the concerned at the prescribed rate. No further response on 

the matter was reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early implementation of DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-31, 176 & 10 

2.14.9 Overpayment to contractor - Rs. 23.58 million 

According to Rule 27.1 of Standard Form of Bidding Documents (Civil Works) 

2007 of Pakistan Engineering Council, Islamabad, "bids determined to be substantially 

responsive will be checked by the employer for any arithmetic errors. Errors will be corrected 

by the Employer." 

During audit of the accounts of Project Director, Project Bholari, AHQ, 

Islamabad for the financial year 2019-20, it was observed in BQ of the contracts bearing No 

BTAC-13 & BRAC – 07 identical items were purchased at varying prices. Likewise, 

consumption of material for same nature of jobs with same specifications were also different 

due to which Rs. 23.588 million was paid in excess. 

Audit is of the opinion that the contractor was extended undue favour through 

unjustified over payment which caused financial loss to the government. 
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The irregularity was pointed out by audit in January 2021. The management 

replied that facts would be furnished to Audit after due scrutiny of record in due course of time. 

In the DAC meeting held on 18th November, 2021 the management was directed 

to provide relevant record to audit for verification. No further progress on the matter was 

reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early implementation of DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-132/2021-22 

2.14.10 Non-recovery of sales tax – Rs. 4.637 million 

According to Finance Bill 2010 "After amendments in the Sales Tax Act, 1990, 

the applicable rate of sales tax on items in Third Schedule has been increased to 17% with 

effect from 1st July 2010". Further, as per Rules 2(2) and (3) of the Sales Tax Special Procedure 

(Withholding) Rules, 2007 under S.R.O. 660(1)/2007, Islamabad, the 30th June, 2007, "A 

withholding agent shall deduct an amount equal to one-fifth of the total Sales Tax shown in the 

Sales Tax invoice issued by the supplier and make payment of the balance amount to him" and 

"All withholding agents shall make purchase of taxable goods from a person duly registered 

under Sales Tax Act, 1990, provided that under unavoidable circumstances and for reasons to 

be recorded in writing, if purchases are made from unregistered persons, the withholding agent 

shall deduct Sales Tax at 19% of the value of the taxable supplies made to him from the 

payment due to the supplier". 

During the audit of the accounts of Project Director, Project Bholari, AHQ 

Islamabad for the financial year 2019-20, it was observed that an amount Rs. 27.274 million 

was paid to different contractors on account of furniture but sales tax on goods amounting to 

Rs. 4.637 million was not deducted from the bills of contractors. 

Audit is of the opinion that due to non-recovery of sales tax, government 

exchequer was deprived of its amount of revenue. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in January 2021, the management replied 

that contractor has been approached to provide the invoice for payments of tax against objected 

items.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021, directed the management 

to provide relevant record to audit for verification. No further response on the matter was 

reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early implementation of DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-105/2021-22 
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2.15  Loss to State 

  Rs. 134.091 million 

2.15.1  Loss to state due to non-deposit of government share of A-1 land – Rs. 

134.091 million 

According to policy on use of A-1 Land circulated vide MoD letter dated 2nd 

April, 2008, for launch of essential commercial activities required to serve the residents of the 

respective garrison, survey will be conducted by a Board of Officers to determine the actual 

area under usage. The rent shall be charged @ 6% per annum of existing rate of the said land, 

government’s share @ 25% of the rent charged will be deposited into government treasury, 

besides entire amount of rent charged on A-1 land for agricultural purpose will be deposited 

into government treasury. 

During audit of the accounts of following PAF formations for the financial year 

2019-20, it was observed that government share amounting to Rs. 134.091 million on account 

of different commercial activities (Cat “A” & “C”) on A-1 land was not deposited into 

government treasury in violation of A-1 land policy. 

  (Rs. in million) 

S. No. DP No. Name of Unit / Formation Amount 

1 DP-S-038 PAF Academy Korangi Creek  82.846 

2 DP-S-008 PAF Base Faisal 37.083 

3 DP-S-046 PAF Academy Korangi Creek  14.162 

Total 134.091 

 

Audit is of the opinion that due to non-deposit of the amount, government was 

deprived of its revenue. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in June 2021 to July 2021. The management 

at Sr. No. 01 and 02 the management replied that audit of commercial activities is being carried 

out centrally at Air Headquarter. The management at Sr. No. 03 stated that Yacht Club, Challet 

was not part of SSS and Albatross is used to facilitate the employees.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 18th November 2021, directed the management 

in case of Sr. No. 1 & 2 to reconcile the recoverable amount with audit. Recovery of the 

reconciled amount also be expedited and get it verified by audit. In case of Sr. No. 3 DAC 

directed the management to submit a reconciled fresh reply. DAC further directed that relevant 

record may be provided to audit for verification. No further progress on the matter was 

reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives and deposit of government 

share at the earliest. 

DP-S-38, 08 & 46 
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(6) Pakistan Navy 

 Pakistan Navy is the third component of Defence Services administered by the Naval 

Headquarters in Islamabad. It is primarily responsible for protection of maritime borders of 

Pakistan. Navy comprises seven Commands (COMKAR, COMPAK, COMLOG, 

COMCOAST, FOST, COMNOR and COMCEP). 

 As per Appropriation Accounts 2020-21 in respect of Grant No. 41 total budget 

allocation to Pakistan Navy was Rs. 149,323.178 million and expenditure was Rs. 149,323.178 

million. 

 

AUDIT FINDINGS 

2.16 Unauthorized / Irregular Expenditure 

  Rs. 1,572.507 million 

2.16.1 Non-imposition of liquidated damages – Rs. 1,572.507 million 

According to Para 30 of Directorate Procurement-35 (DP-35 Navy) Liquidated 

Damages (LD) up to 2% per month are liable to be imposed on the suppliers by the purchaser 

in accordance with DP-35, if the stores are supplied after the expiry of the delivery date without 

any valid reasons. Total value of LD shall not exceed 10% of the contract value.  

During audit of the accounts of Pakistan Navy Ammunition Depot, Mauripur, 

Karachi for the period 2018-20, it was observed that 24 contracts valuing Rs. 15,724.221 

million was concluded by Directorate of Procurement (Navy) in foreign currency for supply of 

ammunition related parts etc. Audit noted that the supply of such stores was delayed for the 

period 2 months to 4 years whereas, 10% LD amounting to Rs. 1,572.507 million was not 

imposed by the management. 

Audit is of the opinion that, in the stated scenario, non-imposition of liquidated 

damages reflected failure of the management to safeguard government interest.  

The matter was pointed out by audit in March 2021. The management replied 

that all the contracts were concluded by DP (Navy). Any delay in delivery of stores contracted 

was being dealt by DP (Navy) according to relevant contract clauses. Unit’s role was only to 

survey/inspect store prior acceptance and forward details to DP (Navy). The reply was not 

tenable as the store was of sensitive nature which was required to be delivered in time. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 25th January 2021, shifted the para to DP 

Navy. No further progress on the matter was reported to audit till finalization of this 

report. 

Audit recommends recovery of LD charges. 

DP-S-330/2021-22 
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2.17 Recoverables / Overpayments 

  Rs. 702.614 million 

2.17.1 Non-deduction of sales tax on services – Rs. 541.524 million 

According to item No. 49 of 4th Schedule of Constitution of Pakistan amended 

vide 18th amendment to the Constitution, “the imposition, administration, collection and 

enforcement of tax on services is the prerogative of the provinces.” As per clarification issued 

vide U.O. No. 3(10)ST-L&P/2007(PI)114971-R dated 27-09-2018 by FBR (Federal Board of 

Revenue), ‘The authority to levy and collect sales tax on services provided within the territorial 

limits of provinces now vests with the respective provinces. Therefore, the federal/provincial 

government departments, autonomous bodies and public sector organizations shall withhold 

the amount of sales tax on such services as prescribed under the provincial sales tax law and 

rules and deposit the same in the respective provincial heads of account.’ 

During audit of the following formations of Pakistan Navy for the period 2019-

21, it was observed that sales tax on services amounting to Rs. 541.524 million was not 

deducted from suppliers/contractors.  
   (Rs. in million) 

S.# DP No. Formation Amount 

1 DP-S-321 GE (Navy) Maintenance Ormara 149.057 

2 DP-S-306 GE (Navy) Eastern 127.916 

3 DP-S-169 GE (Navy) Construction Manora 59.430 

4 DP-S-226 GE (Navy) Turbat 50.240 

5 DP-S-214 GE (Navy) Eastern 49.199 

6 DP-S-328 GE (Navy) South 32.031 

7 DP-S-236 AGE (Navy) Mauripur 20.879 

8 DP-S-332 GE (Navy) Log Khi 16.530 

9 DP-S-091 AGE (Navy) Mehran 14.644 

10 DP-S-067 CMES (Navy) COMCOAST 5.645 

11 DP-S-125 GE (Navy) Central Construction 4.446 

12 DP-S-336 GE (Navy) Construction Dockyard 4.343 

13 DP-S-122 PNS Dilawar 3.132 

14 DP-S-334 GE (Navy) Construction-II, Ormara 2.970 

15 DP-S-104 PNS Peshawar 1.062 

  Total 541.524 

 

Audit is of the view that the government revenues were not realized. This 

indicates the prevalence of weak internal controls regarding the compliance of the rules at 

reference. 

The matter was pointed out by audit from March 2021 to December 2021. The 

management at Sr. No 10 & 15 agreed with audit to affect the recovery. Whereas the 

management of other formations furnished evasive replies mentioning that the tax was not 

applicable, or matter has been referred to higher authorities. The replies were not tenable as 

MoD in its letter No. F.No.7/15/D-7 (MAG)/2013 dated 27th January, 2021 has decided the 

matter. MAG vide its latter No. A/93-XXXVI dated 31-03-2021 has issued Code Head for 

deposit of subject tax. Therefore, non-deposit of such tax was a serious violation of rules. 
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The DAC in its meeting held on 19th November 2021 and 25th January 2022. In 

case of Sr. No 01 to 8, 12 and 14, the DAC directed the management to reconcile the amount 

of sales tax on services. DAC further directed to verify that the amount of tax was not paid to 

contractor and as the procedure for deduction of sales on services has been clarified by MoD, 

deduction in future be made as per rules in vogue. Furthermore, in case of Sr. No 9 to 11, 13 

and 15 directed the management to recover the sales tax on services from the 

contractors/supplier and deposit the same into provincial treasury. No further progress on the 

matter was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of sales tax on services from the concerned 

contractors. 

DP-S-321, 306, 169, 226, 214, 328, 236, 332, 91, 67, 125, 336,122, 334 & 104 

2.17.2 Non-recovery of allied charges – Rs. 57.267 million 

According to para 442 of DSR-1998, ‘the GE is responsible for making 

demands for payment of all revenue and for taking steps for its prompt realization”. 

During audit of following formations of Pakistan Navy for the financial year 

2020-21, it was observed that allied charges (electricity, gas & water) amounting to Rs. 57.267 

million were lying outstanding against various consumers / occupants. 

   (Rs. in million) 

S.# DP No. Formation Amount 

1 DP-S-293 GE (Navy) Maintenance Karsaz, Karachi 52.020 

2 DP-S-143 GE (Navy) Fleet, Karachi 2.329 

3 DP-S-310 GE (Navy) East, Karachi 1.846 

4 DP-S-284 GE (Navy) Logistics, Karachi 1.072 

  Total 57.267 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of allied charges indicated weak financial 

management. 

The matter was pointed out by audit from August to October 2021. In case of 

Sr. No. 1, 2 & 3 the management agreed to recover the amount. In case of Sr. No. 4 the 

management did not give any reply. Replies are not tenable as timely recovery of the allied 

charges is responsibility of MES. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 19th November 2021 and 25th January 2022 

directed the management to reconcile the recoverable amount with audit and recover the 

remaining amount and get it verified from audit. No further response on the matter was reported 

till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends recovery of government dues and its verification by audit. 

DP-S-293, 143, 310 & 284 

2.17.3 Less deduction of income tax from contractors –  

Rs. 103.823 million 

According to Section 153 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001 “tax is to be withheld 

at rates prescribed specified in Division III of Part III of the First Schedule to the Ordinance. 
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In terms of Clause 1 of the Tenth Schedule to the said Ordinance, for persons not appearing in 

the active taxpayers’ list, the rate of tax required to be deducted shall be increased by a hundred 

percent of the rate specified in the First Schedule”. 

During the audit of the following formations of Pakistan Navy for the financial 

year 2020-21, it was observed that income tax amounting to Rs. 103.823 million was deducted 

at lower rates from payments made to suppliers/ contractors not appearing in the active 

taxpayers' list. The detail is as under: 

   (Rs. in million) 

S.# DP No. Formation Amount 

1 DP-S-168 GE (Navy) Construction, Manora, Karachi 84.873 

2 DP-S-145 GE (Navy) Fleet, Karachi 9.410 

3 DP-S-86 AGE (Navy) Mehran, Karachi 6.252 

4 DP-S-296 GE (Navy) Karsaz, Karachi 3.288 

Total 103.823 

Audit is of the view that the government sustained a loss of Rs. 103.823 million 

due to less deduction of income tax. This indicates the prevalence of weak internal controls in 

the formations. 

The matter was pointed out by the audit from June 2021 to November 2021. The 

management at Sr. No. 1,2 & 3 replied that all the contractors were already filers/active 

taxpayers with FBR. The management, however, at Sr. No 4 replied that the amount would be 

recovered after verification of contractors’ status from ATL. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 19th November 2021 and 25th January 2022 

directed the management to provide evidence that the contractors were filers during the 

concerned period. In case of non-filer contractors, amount of income tax be recovered from the 

concerned. No further progress on the matter was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of income tax from the non-filer contractors. 

DP-S-168, 145, 86 & 296 

2.18 Procurement Related Irregularities 

  Rs. 306.347 million 

2.18.1 Irregular expenditure in violation of PPRA rules – 

Rs. 306.347 million 

According to Rule-4 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004, “procuring agencies, 

while engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and 

transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the 

procurement process is efficient and economical”. Further according to Rule-12(2) ibid “all 

procurement opportunities over two million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s 

Website as well as in other print media or newspapers having wide circulation. The 

advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at least two national dailies, one in 

English and the other in Urdu”. 
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During audit of following formations of Pakistan Navy, it was observed that 

procurement of different items was made without open competition and without advertising 

the procurement on PPRA’s website and newspapers. Detail is as under: 

   (Rs.  in million) 

S. 

No. 
DP No. Formation Nature of Violation Amount 

1 DP-S-099 

 

MD Dockyard 

Khi 

Procurement without open competition 

i.e., Non-advertising on PPRA's website 

 295.127 

2 DP-S-121 

 

PNS Dilawar, 

Khi 

Procurement made through quotation 

method without open competition 

11.220 

Total 306.347 

Audit is of the view that procurement was in violation of Public Procurement 

Rules and resulted into un-economical and non-transparent procurements. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in May and June 2021, the management at 

Sr. No. 1 replied that repair through trade invitation of tenders were not published on PPRA 

website as the contracts were related to national security and its publication may have 

jeopardize national security objectives in the light of PPRA Rule 42(c). In case of Sr. No. 2 

management did not furnish a reply. 

The reply was not acceptable because procurement was made in violation of 

rules. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 19th November 2021 directed management at 

Sr. No 1 to provide relevant record in terms of Rule 42 of PPRA rules to audit for verification. 

For Sr. No. 2 DAC directed that fact-finding inquiry be held, responsibility be fixed at 

appropriate level and get it endorsed by the competent authority. The same also be verified 

from audit. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC recommendations besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-S-99 & 121 

(a) 2.19  Loss to State 

  Rs. 9.860 million 

2.19.1  Over payment to contractor on account of less  deduction of store Rs. 

5.679 million 

According to Para 15 (c) (4) of DSR – 1998, “All payments to contractors and 

employees correctly represent the services rendered (i.e., work done, and stores supplied) in 

accordance with the contract or other agreement under which those services have been 

rendered.” 
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During audit of the accounts of GE (Navy) Construction Manora, Karachi for 

the period 2020-21, it was observed that from the final bill of contract bearing No ENC-

69/2016, deduction for MES stores issued were made as Rs. 24.679 million instead of Rs. 

30.358 million as evident from store issued statement. Hence, there was overpayment of Rs 

5.679 million. 

Audit is of the view that less deduction of store issued from final bill amount 

shows prevalence of weak internal control prevailing within the organization. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in September 2021, the management replied 

that consumption was according to store statement. Reply was not tenable as the store statement 

reflected different amount than deduction from final bill. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 25th January 2022 directed the management to 

provide relevant record to audit for verification that no overpayment was made to contractor. 

No further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends early implementation of DAC’s directives. 

DP S-171/2021-22 

2.19.2 Loss to state due to non acceptance of lowest bid - 

Rs. 4.181 million 

  According to Rule-34 of PP Rules 2004, If the procuring agency has rejected all 

bids under rule 33 it may call for a re-bidding. 

  During audit of PNS Hafeez Islamabad, it was observed that Invitation for 

Tender was floated for award of contract for supply of Local Purchase of medicines for F.Y 

2018-19. It was noticed from PNS Hafeez letter dated 06-06-2018 that in response Saleha 

Pharmacy offered discount @ 19.25%, Four Star Traders @ 18.10% and Shaheen Medical 

Services @ 16.35%. Al-Saleha Pharmacy, however, turned out to be black listed firm. The 

requirement was, re-tendered. In response Shaheen Medical Services offered the highest 

discount @ 15.50% and the contract was accordingly awarded to Shaheen Medical Services. 

  Audit was of the view that all the bids in response to first tendering were not 

rejected, so the contract was required to be awarded to the second lowest firm viz Four Star 

Traders with discount @ 18.10%. As a result of re-tendering the contract was awarded to 

Shaheen Medical Services with discount @ 15.50% which resulted into a loss of  

Rs. 4,181,901 which needed regularization. 

  When pointed by Audit in 2019, the executive replied that according to PP Rules 

2004, administrative authority (HQ COMNOR) recommended re-tendering vide letter No. 

PN/COMMANDER NORTH/ 03/1170307 dated 13th June 2019 and directed that case be 

carried out as per Rule 15 & 16 of PP Rules 2004 (Pre-qualification criteria). In the light of this 

direction, PNS Hafeez initiated the re-tendering for FY 2018-19.  

  The reply was not satisfactory, no documentary evidence regarding rejection of 

all the bids was provided to audit for verification. 
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  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December 2021 was apprised that draft 

contract was being finalized to award the contract to the Saleha Pharmacy who had offered 

higher discount rate. However, letter from concerned authority was received wherein the 

subject firm had been blacklisted. Second lowest bidder had no experience of working with 

Pakistan Navy or any other public hospital, security clearance of said firm was also not 

finalized and the case was processed with HQ to seek guidance for award of contract to the 

second lowest bidder. It was directed to retender the case. However, audit was of the opinion 

that Shaheen Medical Services was already the third lowest in the 1st bidding process and it 

could have been awarded the contract at the rate of 16.35% which was not done. DAC directed 

that fact finding inquiry be held and responsibility be fixed. However, no further progress was 

reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

 Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-79/2021-22 

2.20 Non-production of record 

  Rs. 4.666 million 

2.20.1 Non-production of auditable documents - Rs 4.666 million 

In terms of Articles 169 and 170 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan read with the Auditor General’s Ordinance 2001 and orders of the Supreme Court of 

Pakistan passed in CMA’s 3330, 3471, 3594/13 in constitutional petition No. 105-12, audit is 

the constitutionally mandated process. After 18th Amendment, there is no room for denial of 

disclosure of accounts from Auditor General for audit. Further, under section–14(3) of the 

Ordinance, any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor General 

regarding the inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant 

Efficiency and Disciplinary Rules, applicable to such person. 

During audit of the accounts of the following formations of Pakistan Navy for 

the period 2018-20, the auditable record was requisitioned through written requisitions but the 

same was not produced. 

   (Rs in million) 

S.# DP No. Formation Non-production Amount 

1 DP-S-103 MD Dockyard, Khi 
Procurement record of CCTV equipment, 

and E-fence, etc. 

4.666 

2 DP-S-120 PNS Dilawar, Khi 

Record of commercial activities on A-1 

Land, Conservancy contract & its 

payment vouchers, TO&E, etc. 

- 

Audit is of the view that non-production of auditable documents to audit 

constituted serious lapse on the part of management which tantamount to denial of audit. Due 

to non-production of record, audit was unable to authenticate the expenditure.  

The matter was pointed out by audit from May 2021 to June 2021. In case of Sr. 

No. 01, the management stated that all the available record was provided to audit. In case of 

Sr. No. 02, the management did not furnish a reply.  
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The DAC in its meeting held on 19th November 2021 directed the management 

to provide the relevant records to audit for examination. No further progress was reported till 

the finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends early implementation of DAC’s directives and fixing of 

responsibility on person(s) at fault besides the adoption of remedial measures to avoid such 

lapse in future. 

DP-S-103 & 120/2021-22 

(7) Military Accountant General 

Pakistan Military Accounts Department is an attached Department of Ministry of 

Defence. Its main function includes maintenance of Accounts, payments and carrying out 

internal audit of Defence Services. 

As per Appropriation Accounts 2020-21 in respect of Grant No. 41 total budget 

allocation was Rs. 6,209.508 million and expenditure was  

Rs. 6,209.508 million. 

 

AUDIT FINDINGS 

(a) 2.21 Reported Cases of Fraud, Embezzlement  and Misappropriation 

  Rs. 203.463 Million 

2.21.1 Loss to state due to fraudulent drawl of funds through fake bills – Rs. 

188.578 million 

  According to Rule-38 (e) (1) of FR Vol-I 1986, means will be devised to ensure 

that every Government servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held personally 

responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or negligence on his part and 

that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or negligence 

on the part of any other Government servant to the extent to which it may be shown that he 

contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. The cardinal principle governing the 

assessment of responsibility in such cases is that every public officer should exert the same 

vigilance in respect of public expenditure and public funds generally as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure and the custody of his own money. An 

officer's honest errors of judgment involving financial loss may be condoned, provided that he 

can show that he has done his best up to the limits of his ability and experience. Any dishonesty, 

carelessness, or negligence in the performance of the duties entrusted to him will be penalized.   

  According to Rule 89 (4) (viii) of General Financial Regulation Vol-I,  the head 

of the department and the Accountant-General/CMA, will be jointly responsible for the 

reconciliation of the figures given in the accounts maintained by the head of the department 

with those that appear in the Accountant-General's/CMA’s books. 

  During audit of CMA (RC) Rawalpindi, it was observed that 10 firms 

fraudulently drew an amount of Rs. 188.578 million against the funds of COD Rawalpindi and 
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COD Kala during F.Y 2017-18, 2018-19 & 2019-20. Initially, the case against four firms, who 

fraudulently drew an amount to Rs. 52.254 million against fake bills during last quarter of F.Y 

2019-20, was reported to Federal Investigation Agency Islamabad vide CMA (RC) Rawalpindi 

letter dated 11-05-2020, but remaining fraudulent drawl of amount of Rs. 136.324 million 

(Rs. 188.578 M –Rs. 52.254 M) against the funds of COD Kala for F.Y 2017-18, 2018-19 & 

2019-20 was not yet reported to FIA despite lapse of 04 months for the reasons best known to 

Accounts authorities. 

  Two fact finding reports were concluded by the Controller's office in order to 

dig out the reasons for such lapse. The fact finding reports were not mandated to fix 

responsibility against the responsible. The crux of these findings was to blame the numerous 

processes of system. The conclusion of these fact findings was that some official from 

executive side having proper knowledge of budget and documents might have been involved 

in the plot.  

  Audit did not find both internal fact finding reports satisfactory. 

  The reconciliation of expenditure was the joint responsibility of executive and 

the Accounts office as per provision of GFR, but unfortunately the suspect transactions also 

occurred in the previous years i.e. 2017-18 & 2018-19 but could not be detected due to non-

reconciliation between both the entities. This omission on the part of both entities was subject 

to initiation of strict disciplinary action against the concerned staff under prevailing service 

rules and regulations. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, it was replied by Accounts office that 

fraudulent drawl of amount of Rs. 52.254 million in respect of COD Rawalpindi was reported 

to FIA authorities. However, the case of fraudulent drawl of funds in respect of COD Kala was 

not reported to FIA because the exact volume of fraud was not known to CMA (RC) 

Rawalpindi. However, the case of COD Kala would be reported to FIA after carrying out 

detailed audit of last 05 years. Now, the matter was being investigated by FIA authorities 

besides pursuing the case in the Court of law. 

  However, CMA (RC) Rawalpindi only intimated fraudulent drawl of funds 

valuing Rs. 52.254 million in respect of COD Kala to FIA authorities in April/May 2020. The 

Accounts authorities came to know about another fraudulent drawl of funds in respect of 

COD Kala during investigation of COD Rawalpindi case but neither a detailed audit of last 

05 years was carried out by Accounts authorities in the light of MAG office letter dated 

13.07.2020 nor the complete case was reported to FIA authorities.  

  Audit, therefore, stressed both the Accounts office and the Military authorities 

to formulate independent inquiry vested with powers to fix responsibility against those who 

caused such a huge financial loss to the state. Besides that, the TORs/SOPs to avoid recurrence 

of such irregularity may also be formulated. The FIA authorities must be informed above the 

exact amount of fraud. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December 2021 directed the executive to 

pursue the case and recover the amount.  
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  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-346/2020-21 

2.21.2 Fraudulent drawl of pay and allowances – Rs. 10.700 million (approx) 

  According to Rule-38 (e) (1) of FR Vol-I 1986, means will be devised to ensure 

that every Government servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held personally 

responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or negligence on his part and 

that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or negligence 

on the part of any other Government servant to the extent to which it may be shown that he 

contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. The cardinal principle governing the 

assessment of responsibility in such cases is that every public officer should exert the same 

vigilance in respect of public expenditure and public funds generally as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure and the custody of his own money. An 

officer's honest errors of judgment involving financial loss may be condoned, provided that he 

can show that he has done his best up to the limits of his ability and experience. Any dishonesty, 

carelessness, or negligence in the performance of the duties entrusted to him will be penalized.   

  During audit of CMA (RC) Rawalpindi, it was learnt that fictitious pay bills 

valuing Rs. 10.700 million (Approx) in the name of Col Ayesha Abid were regularly drawn 

with effect from September 2014 to August 2020. During audit it was revealed that no such 

officer with above identity actually existed or served in 505 Workshop Rawalpindi and the PA 

number assigned to above officer actually pertained to some male Army officer. Moreover, it 

was also learnt that the pay bills in respect of above fake identity were regularly drawn against 

the three different organizations i.e. 505 Workshop Rawalpindi, ARDE, Station Head Quarters 

Rawalpindi during the period from September 2014 to August 2020. All these payments 

originated from Pay Officer-I group of Unit section. 

  The fraudulent drawl of pay and allowances in respect of Col Ayesha Abid 

continued for last 06 years, but all internal checks and controls were unable to detect the subject 

fraudulent payment. The copies of DP sheets of pay and allowances of Army officers of 505 

Workshop Rawalpindi, ARDE, and Station Head Quarter Rawalpindi for the period from 

September 2014 to August 2020 were demanded which were not provided despite repeated 

requests. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, it was replied by Accounts office that they 

conducted inquiry for payment on fictitious pay bill valuing Rs. 10.700 Million (Approx) in 

the name of Col Ayesha Abid. These were drawn as both regular & Supplementary pay bills 

with effect from September 2014 to August 2020. Preliminary investigation was conducted by 

Inquiry officer and letter was forwarded to respective banks. The case was also being forwarded 

to FIA /investigation agency for further probe. 

  The reply furnished by Accounts office was not convincing because neither 

record related to above transaction was placed before audit despite written requisition and 

verbal requests nor inquiry report was shared with the audit.  
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  Audit, therefore, stressed the Accounts office to formulate independent inquiry 

committee to investigate payment of such a huge amount of pay and allowances against 

fictitious Army officer Col Ayesha Abid and the role of the concerned section besides referring 

the matter to Federal Investigation Authority for initiation of early recovery from the 

responsible(s). The matter also needs inquiry to ascertain whether proper reconciliation of 

expenditure was carried out between the involved units/formations and the Accounts office in 

previous years or otherwise. Strict disciplinary action also needs to be taken against the 

responsible officials of concerned section for causing such a huge loss to the exchequer. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December 2021 was apprised that the case is 

subjudice. DAC directed the executive to pursue the case and recover the amount.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-344/2020-21 

2.21.3 Irregular issue of no demand certificates on fake treasury receipts - Rs. 

4.185 million 

According to Rule-1(b) of F.R Vol-II, 1986, “The Government servant shall 

also be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or 

negligence on his part and for any loss arising from fraud or negligence on the part of any other 

Government servant to the extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the loss by 

his own action or negligence.”  

During audit of GE (A) Services Gujranwala, it was noticed from the record 

held with UA office that certain TRs were found recorded in office ledgers which were not 

included in punching medium sent to CMA (LC) Lahore Cantt. Further probe revealed that it 

was common practice in UA office that NDCs (No Demand Certificates) were being issued on 

fake TRs. This practice deprived public purse of a reasonable amount of money. A Garrison 

level court of inquiry on veracity or otherwise of TR No. 0156269 dated 11.09.2020 for Rs. 

120,716 was conducted which proved it fake. Audit delved deep and detected 69 fake TRs, 

amounting to Rs. 4,186,475 which needed investigation against the officials responsible. 

 When pointed out by Audit in 2021, the executive stated that reply would 

follow. Audit stressed that the loss caused to state be made good besides conducting a court of 

inquiry at MAG level against the defaulting employees. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 22nd December 2021 shifted the Draft Para to MAG 

office with the direction that loss to state may be made good if any and to hold fact finding 

Inquiry, fix responsibility and take disciplinary action against the individual concerned and the 

same may be provided to Audit (through proper channel) within 02 months. It was further 

directed that system may be improved and such practice may be stopped forthwith. However, 

no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 
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DP-N-25/2021-22 

(b) 2.22  Recoverables  / Overpayments 

 Rs. 36.134 million  

2.22.1 Over payment to contractor due to non deduction of sales tax and income 

tax - Rs. 36.134 million 

  According to SRO No. 660(I) 2007 dated 30-06-2007,1/5th Sales Tax is required 

to be deducted while making payment to contractor. Further, according to Section 153 of 

Income Tax Ordinance, 2001, every prescribed person making a payment in full or part 

including a payment by way of advance to a resident person for the sale of goods shall, at the 

time of making the payment, deduct tax from the gross amount payable at the rate specified i.e. 

4.5%. 

  During the audit of DGP (Army) Rawalpindi, it was observed that certain 

contracts were concluded with Malik Trading Company for purchase of Tyres and Tubes. Full 

payment against these contracts was released to the contractor but income tax and 1/5th Sales 

Tax was not deducted by the CMA (DP) which resulted into overpayment to contractor for Rs. 

14.998 million and Rs. 21.136 million respectively. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2018, the accounts authorities replied that the 

goods supplied by the firm were imported on which tax was paid at import stage under section 

148 of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. The goods were supplied by the firm in the same state 

and no value addition was involved. These goods fall under provision of sub section 5 of section 

153 of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. 

  Reply was not agreed to because authorities were required either to provide the 

Goods Declaration (GD) certificate as an evidence of import of goods or recover amount of 

Income and Sales Tax from the contractor concerned. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 30th November 2021 was apprised by the 

management that calculation of taxes and their recovery does not fall under purview of DGP 

(Army), so the said objection pertains to CMA (DP), Rawalpindi rather than DGP (Army). 

DAC shifted the draft para to CMA (DP). However, no further progress was reported to audit 

till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

recovery of the amount involved and adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in 

future. 

DP-N-445/2020-21 
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(8) Inter Services Organizations 

 Inter Services Organizations (ISOs) of the defence services are those organizations 

which provide services to the tri-forces. ISOs include Joint Services Headquarter, FGEIs, and 

Medical institutions. 

 As per Appropriation Accounts 2020-21, the total budget allocation to ISOs was Rs. 

41,710.628 million against which an expenditure of Rs. 41,710.628 million has been reported. 

 

AUDIT FINDINGS 

(a) 2.23  Procurement Related Irregularities 

  Rs. 66.635 million 

2.23.1 Un-authorized procurement of gifts / souvenirs without observing public 

procurement rules - Rs. 40.034 million 

  Rule-9 of PPR-2004 stipulates that, “save as otherwise provided and subject to 

the regulation made by the Authority, with the prior approval of the Federal Government, a 

procuring agency shall announce in an appropriate manner all proposed procurements for each 

financial year and shall proceed accordingly without any splitting or regrouping of the 

procurements so planned”. Further, under Rule-12(1) ibid, all procurement opportunities over 

one hundred thousand rupees and upto the limit of two million rupees shall be advertised on 

the Authority’s website. In addition, Rule-12(2) ibid provides that, all procurement 

opportunities over two million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well 

as in other print media or newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the 

newspapers shall principally appear in at least two national dailies, one in English and the other 

in Urdu.   

  During audit of JSHQ Chaklala, it was observed from the expenditure under 

head Transportation & Miscellaneous that an amount of Rs. 40,033,516 was spent on account 

of purchase of gifts /souvenirs from four different suppliers / vendors:  

  Audit pointed out following discrepancies: 

a) Huge expenditure of Rs. 40.034 million was incurred without annual planning and 

advertisement on PPRA website and in print media. 

b) The purchases were made on three quotation basis from selected suppliers turn by turn. 

c) In all the cases, three quotations were restricted up to the same suppliers. 

d) Same items were purchased on consecutive days to restrict the amount of bill below the 

threshold limit of Rs. 500,000 to avoid sanction of higher authority. 

e) Receipt, Issue & Expense Vouchers were silent regarding vital information i.e. issued to 

and received by. 
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Due to the omission, the whole expenditure stood un-authorized which needs 

regularization. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the management replied that the visits were 

planned keeping in view multi-dimensional aspects of national interests. Gifts were to be 

procured through registered contractors only. Due to paucity of time, the PPRA’s timeline/ 

procedure could not be followed. However, quotations were invited from different vendors 

duly cleared and the lowest bid was accepted. Furthermore, the practice was already 

discontinued. The executive’s reply itself was an admission of the irregularity which needed 

regularization. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December was apprised by the executive that 

in this case the amount Rs. 400.34 (M) was allotted in parts on requirement basis and expended 

for foreign delegation visits and each visit was planned on different dates during financial year 

2018-19. However average payment during the whole period against different items was less 

than Rs. 0.1 (M) therefore rule 12 (2) of PPRA is not applicable. Gifts are procured through 

registered contractors only who are active tax payers. Quotations are called from those vendors 

who are security wise cleared and lowest. So same contractors are preferred due to paucity of 

time and priority of work. The procurements are made on the basis of requirements / demands 

generated from time to time as bulk purchase cannot be planned. Audit was of the view that 

the procurement of gift items are more than Rs. 0.1 million therefore, the procurement in 

violation of PPRA rules need regularization. DAC directed that relevant documents i.e. 

procurement less than Rs. 0.1 million may be provided to audit for verification within one 

month under intimation to MoD. However, no further progress was reported to audit till 

finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends for regularization of expenditures besides adoption of 

remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-385/2020-21 

2.23.2 Mis-procurement due to purchase of stationery from non-participant 

suppliers - Rs. 26.601 million 

  Rule 4 of Public Procurement Rules 2004 stipulates that, “procuring agencies 

while engaging in procurements shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and 

transparent manner”. Moreover, Rule 28(2) ibid prescribes that, all bids submitted after the 

time prescribed shall be rejected and returned without being opened.  

  During audit of accounts of JSHQ Chaklala, it was observed that an amount of 

Rs. 26.602 million was spent by Accounts Section for purchase of stationery items. The 

purchases were carried out on the basis of Annual Procurement Plan/requirement advertised in 

print media only, fixing date of opening of tender as 17th July, 2018. The suppliers, however, 

neither participated in the bid /tender, nor were their quotes received prior to opening date of 

tender. Some suppliers requested for their business even after the opening date of tender. The 

management, however, placed supply orders on 7 suppliers who did not participate in tender. 

The omission resulted into irregular expenditure of Rs. 26,602,208 which needed regularization 

from CFA. 
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  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that tender for 

procurement of stationery items for F.Y 2018-19 was advertised in newspaper and 12 

contractors applied for provision of stationery items. Accordingly, the same were registered 

with JSHQ for procurement purpose. Moreover 03 contractors highlighted by Audit applied 

for registration with JSHQ later on. These contractors were approved by Director Admin, the 

competent authority. 

  The management’s reply was not acceptable as neither quotes in respect of the 

suppliers pointed out by audit were available on record nor produced later on. Moreover, 

procurement from non-participant suppliers was a serious violation of referred PP Rules 

which needed regularization from the competent authority. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December 2021 was apprised by JSHQ that 

out of 7 contractors, 2 firms did not participate in this tender whereas 2 firms participated in 

tender inquiry and quoted their rates well in time. Only approval of the said firms was required 

which was granted by competent authority later-on. Audit was of the view that the 

consideration of 2 firms in bidding process without their participation in tender is violation of 

PPRA rules which needed regularization. DAC directed that relevant documents i.e. tendering 

documents may be provided to audit for verification within one month under intimation to 

MoD. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends for regularization of expenditure besides adoption of 

remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-548/2020-21 

(b) 2.24  Recoverables / Overpayments 

  Rs. 20.538 million 

2.24.1 Overpayment to contractors due to non-deduction of sales tax - Rs. 20.538 

million 

   According to SRO No. 660(I) 2007, 1/5th Sales Tax is required to be deducted 

while making payment to contractor and in case of unregistered persons full amount of GST 

shall be recovered.  

  During audit of JSHQ Chaklala, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 

141,350,000 was spent on seminars, printing and publications out of Research and Evaluation 

fund during 2017-18 but 17% Sales Tax was not deducted. The omission resulted into 

overpayment of Rs. 20,538,035 (141,350,000 x 17/117) which needed recovery from the firms 

concerned for deposit into Government Treasury. 

  When pointed  out by Audit in January 2019, the executive replied that 

deduction of GST was the responsibility of CMA. Reply was not correct, either evidence 

regarding deduction of 17% GST be provided for verification of the facts, or the objected 

amount be recovered for deposit into Government Treasury. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December 2021 was apprised by JSHQ that 

bills of all claims are submitted to CMA for payment to contractor after deduction of all 
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prevailing taxes at the time of payment.  Record of relevant documents / cheque slips are 

maintained at CMA which can be verified from their record. DAC directed that objected 

amount of sales tax may be recovered from the contractor concerned and may be verified to 

audit within 02 months under intimation to MoD. However, no further progress was reported 

to audit till finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-558/2020-21 
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CHAPTER-3 

(9) THEMATIC AUDIT 

(10) 3.1 Defence Procurement & Production 

(a) 3.1.1 Introduction 

As per Rules of Business, 1973 Ministry of Defence Production is responsible for 

laying down policies on all matters relating to defence production, procurement of arms, 

firearms, weapons, ammunition, equipment, stores and explosives for the defence forces, 

declaration of industries necessary for the purpose of defence or for the prosecution of war, 

research and development of defence equipment and stores, co-ordination of defence science 

research with civil scientific research organizations, indigenous production and manufacture 

of defence equipment and stores. In addition responsibilities of Ministry of Defence Production 

include negotiations of agreements or MOUs for foreign assistance or collaboration and loans 

for purchase of military stores and technical know-how or transfer of technology, export of 

defence products, marketing and promotion of activities relating to export of defence products, 

co-ordinate production activities of all defence production organizations or establishments.

  

(b) 3.1.2 Establishing the Audit Theme 

3.1.2.1 Reasons for Selection 

The selection of audit theme is based on reference to the government priorities, public 

importance and relevant targets given in SDGs and MTBF. The main criteria for the selection 

of theme is risk based approach. The selected theme constitute the key areas of expenditure and 

key programme in the defence services sector keeping in view the impact and the materiality 

of the areas. The quantification of majority of SDGs targets, however, is difficult in the defence 

services sector due to absence of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). 

 

3.1.2.2 Purpose / Objective 

Audit objectives for Defence Procurement & Production include examination of need 

assessment, transparency in award of contracts  alongwith compliance with relevant 

procurement procedures. Assessment of self-sustainability in defence production, utilization of 

revolving funds for relevant commercial activities as well as contribution towards economic 

development will be examined as well. 

3.1.2.3 Scope 

Thematic audit scope in respect of the selected areas included formations assigned with 

the tasks of Defence Procurement & Production. These formations included Procurement 

agencies, Production factories. The Thematic Audit of different formations within the selected 

areas was conducted for the financial year 2020-21 as per prescribed TORs as under: 
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 Are the procurement policies and procedures in line with the Government policies and 

best practices; 

 To ascertain that defence purchases and contracts represents value for money; 

 To determine the level of compliance of public procurement rules 2004 and DPP&I 

2019; 

 To assess the terms and conditions of the procurement contracts; 

 Is there an annual procurement plan in place? 

 To determine the compliance of procedure for procurements on proprietary basis; 

 To examine imposition of liquidated damages; 

 To observe cases where contracts are concluded at higher rates; 

 To scrutinize preparation of provisional documentation relating to deliverables e.g. 

inspection notes, CRVs; 

 To check release of payments without receipt of store; 

 To assess diversion of public funds to private accounts; 

 To scrutinize maintenance of Revolving funds ; 

 To evaluate achievement of targets of Deletion Policy; 

 To observe finalization of R&D contracts / projects and indigenous production; 

 To check Idle productive resources due to non-production; 

 To evaluate Commercial vs Defence Production; 

 To observe allocation of cost elements to Commercial &Defence Production; 

 To observe charging of direct commercial cost elements to Defence Fund; and 

 To determine recovery of proportionate cost of production & utility charges relating to 

commercial production. 
 

(c) 3.1.3 Legal Framework Governing the Theme 

 The formations in the selected themes are governed by proper legal framework. 

Defence Production Establishments have been constituted through Acts of the Parliament under 

the Ministry of Defence Production (MoDP) whereas, procurement agencies are working under 

direct control of MoDP.  

Audit reviewed a number of policy interventions, guidelines, rules and provisions as 

follows:  

 Defence Purchase Procedures & Instructions; 

 Public Procurement Rules and policies; 

 Financial Regulations Vol-I and II 1986; 

 Store Accounting Instructions; 

 Quarters and Rents Regulation; 

 Pay & Allowances Regulation Vol-I & II; 

 Income tax Ordinance / Sales Tax Act; and 

 Instructions issued by the Ministry of Defense production from time to time. 
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(d) 3.1.4 Stakeholders and Governmental Organizations Identified as 

Directly/Indirectly Involved 

The Major Stakeholders include the Ministry of Defence Production and 

Establishments under their administrative controls including Directorate General, Munitions 

Productions and Directorate of Procurement, Heavy Industries Taxila Board and its 

Establishments, Pakistan Aeronautical Complex Kamra and its Establishments. Military 

Accountant General and its subordinate Controllers are indirect stakeholders. 

(e) 3.1.5 Role of Important Organizations 

 The major organizations involved in the process of procurement include Directorate 

General Munitions Production, Director General Defence Procurement, Director General 

Procurement (Army), Director Procurement (Air Force) and Director Procurement (Navy). The 

major defence production organization includes Heavy Industries Taxila Board, Taxila and 

Pakistan Aeronautical Complex Board, Kamra. 

The foremost functions of the procurement agencies includes economic and speedy 

procurement of defence stores based on priorities assigned by the services Headquarters, 

overall procurement policy for defence stores. It further includes transportation of stores, 

import licenses, insurance, registration of firms, disposal of redundant stores, formulation of 

purchase procedure and contractual forms & agreements. Defence production organizations are 

assigned with role of indigenous development and production of defence requirements. All the 

centrally procured items are stocked in their respective Depots and sub-depots for further 

issuance to the concerned units upon their demand / requirement. The stores are issued from 

depots on accounts card which is now being dealt through e-ARMs in Pak Army. Defence 

production organizations include Heavy Industries Taxila Board, Taxila and Pakistan 

Aeronautical Complex Board, Kamra with the assigned role of indigenous development and 

production of defence requirements for tri-services and civilian armed forces. Establishments 

at Heavy Industries Taxila Board, Taxila and Pakistan Aeronautical Complex Board, Kamra 

meet their procurement requirements of stores and services through FOR and FOB contracts 

besides receipt of store from central procurement agencies. 

HITB Taxila and PACB Kamra have indigenously produced equipment and weapons 

to achieve self-reliance in the field of Defence production. Some of the notable achievements 

include production of Tanks Al-Khalid and Al-Zarrar, APC Talha and logistic vehicle Al 

Qaswa, APC SAKB, Al-Hadeed, 125 MM Smooth Bore Tank Gun, Self Propelled Gun, 

Defender 110, Mohafiz II, III, IV, Protector, Armoured Guard Post (Aahan), Bullet Proof 

Screen, Bullet Proof Jackets III, IV, IIIA etc. Similarly, Pakistan Aeronautical Complex Kamra 

has started production of JF-17 Thunder, K-8 Aircraft and Mushak Aircraft which is a great 

addition to the Air defence. In addition, the complex has equipped with multi-faceted 

engineering capabilities which enable to undertake aircraft structure overhaul, aircraft 

component overhaul, aircraft engine overhaul, radar and avionics maintenance and overhaul. 

 Defence Production Establishments have been constituted through Acts of the 

Parliament under the Ministry of Defence Production (MoDP) whereas, procurement agencies 

are working under direct control of MoDP. 
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(f) 3.1.6 Organization’s Financials 

The organizations under the selected theme are funded by Federal Government through 

Defence Services grant and grants of MoD and MoDP. The budget under the grants is initially 

allocated to the Ministries. Subsequently, allocations are made to Service HQrs for sub-

allocation to under-command formations. The accounting and reporting of Defence Services 

grant is carried out by Military Accountant General (MAG) whereas, accounting and reporting 

of grants of Ministries is carried out by Accountant General Pakistan Revenues. Besides 

allocation under Federal Grant, HITB Taxila and PACB Kamra carry out commercial activities 

through revolving funds and deletion funds as per approved policy by the Government of 

Pakistan. 

(g) 3.1.7 Field Audit Activity 

3.1.7.1 Methodology 

Audit methodology included data collection regarding auditable locations and their 

records with connection to the theme / sub-theme, determination of objectives and audit 

criteria, analysis/consultation of record, discussion with staff, etc.  

Audit Methodology included mainly: 

 Desk Audit 

 Updation of permanent file 

 Visit of Units/Formations 

 Scrutiny of Documents i.e. (Contract agreements, Revenue Ledger, Store 

Ledger, Account Cards, Issue and Expense vouchers, contractor ledger, 

Assessment of previous audit report, bidding documents, specification and 

authorization, Receipt of store, Acceptance / Rejection of store and release of 

payments etc)  

 Office Correspondence Files  

 Exit meetings 

 3.1.7.2 Audit Analysis 

 3.1.7.2.1 Review of Internal Controls 

i. Rules, regulations and procedures specifying internal checks regarding 

procurements, inventory management, HR payments and receipts is available in 

entities under Ministry of Defence Production and Military Accountant General.  

ii. PAC Kamra follow imprest-based post-audit and accounting under AFI 42/57 

in departure of Financial Regulations 1986.  

iii. Internal check on databases such as inventory management, internal audit 

procedure, IT audit etc. 

iv. Internal check on mechanism to reconcile MAG’s monthly expenditure figures 

with the executive. 
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 3.1.7.2.2 Critical review  

Director General Audit, Defence Services (North) Audit conducted Thematic 

Audit of formations involved in Defence Procurement and Production. The major formations 

include: 

 Director General Defence Production (DGDP) ; 

 Director General Procurement (Army) ; 

 Director Procurement (Air Force) ; 

 Director Procurement (Navy) ; 

 Pakistan Aeronautical Complex, Kamra; and 

 Heavy Industries, Taxila. 

In the Annual Audit Plan 2021-22, the following SDGs Goals and targets were 

identified pertaining to Defence Procurement & Production: 

SDG Goal SDG Target 

Goal 8: Decent Work and Economic 

Growth 

 Target 8.2: Diversify, Innovate and 

Upgrade Economic Productivity 

 Target 8.3: Promote Policies to 

Support Job Creation And Growing 

Enterprises 

 Target 8.4: Improve Resource 

Efficiency in Consumption and 

Production 

 Target 8.5: Full Employment and 

Decent Work With Equal Pay 

Goal 9: Industry Innovation and 

Infrastructure 

 Target 9.2: Promote Inclusive and 

Sustainable Industrialization 

 Target 9.4: Upgrade All Industries 

and Infrastructures for Sustainability 

 Target 9.5: Enhance Research and 

Upgrade Industrial Technologies 

Goal 12: Responsible Consumption and 

Production 

 Target 12.7: Promote Sustainable 

Public Procurement Practices 

 Target 12.A:  

Support Developing Countries' 

Scientific and Technological 

Capacity for Sustainable 

Consumption and Production 
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Audit has critically analyzed the performance of Defence Procurement and 

Production Organizations with respect to the SDGs through the audit of 14 formations and 

pointing our of recovery amounting to Rs. 19.840 million and Euro 2.026 million. While it is 

acknowledged that the work of DP organizations promotes economic growth (Goal 8), still, the 

observed lapses cannot be overlooked. While Audit appreciates rewarding hard work, however, 

this has to be done in accordance with prescribed rules. Lapses were noticed in this regard 

through payment on unauthorized allowances worth Rs. 93.40 million. Similarly, non 

imposition of Liquidated Damages deprives the state of possible revenue as highlighted in this 

section with a cumulative value of Rs. 838.573 million. 

With reference to Goal 9, PAC Kamra has played a critical role in Industry 

Innovation and Infrastructure through its development of the JF-17 Aircraft and overhauling of 

Mirage Aircraft in the Mirage Rebuild Factory. Furthermore, HIT Taxila continues to aid the 

Defence Production Industry by producing Al Khalid and Al Zarrar Tanks amongst other heavy 

vehicles. However, issues have been noticed such as unauthorized payments, less receipts of 

USD 0.3 million and non encashment of bank guarantees which require attention. 

Goal 12 requires Responsible Consumption and Production, which, however, 

appears to be an area of concern as several issues have been raised in this section which raise 

a red flag particularly that of Non Production of Auditable Record amounting to Rs. 21,404.908 

million and USD 243.045 million. Furthermore, non conclusion of offset agreements 

amounting to USD 108.148 million was noticed with regards to the implementation process. 

Other issues reported also require attention e.g. PPRA violation, non cancellation at Risk and 

Expense etc. 

In addition, there are some other key issues requiring attention of the 

management to improve the role and performance of these organizations highlighted below.

   

On the defence side the internal auditing functions is performed by two 

Controllers of Local Audit (Defence Services and Defence Production). These offices draw 

their mandate from Annex-B to Rule 21 FR Vol-I 1986. It is important to note that the creation 

of Controller Local Audit (Defence Production) in 2012 has changed the previous practice of 

allocating local audit work of Defence Production organizations to their payment offices and 

consolidated the local audit function in one office. However, the need for strengthening of local 

audit by Ministry of Defence Production on defence production and procurement side remains.  

  It is important to note that a single line budgetary grant allocation is made to 

Defence Services. Also important is the fact that CMA-wise budget allocation is not available 

in this sector to determine detailed head-wise spending under all heads of Accounts. In addition, 

no formal mechanism is in place to reconcile monthly expenditure figures between executive 

and MAG.  

  During the Audit Year 2021-22, a total of 19 formations pertaining to Defence 

Procurement & Production were audited while recovery amounting to Rs. 19.840 million was 

pointed out. A total of 15 observations have been reported in this section while an amount of  

Rs. 23,652.434 million and US $ 369.6341 has been placed under observation. 
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It was also noticed that non-production of record for audit purposes in violation 

Article 169 and 170 of the Constitution remains an issue in case of some set ups. Another area 

of concern was the violation of Public Procurement Rules regarding advertisement, response 

time, annual procurement planning and value for money etc. Defence Purchase Procedures & 

Instructions after a lapse of many years are still not working in tandem with Public Procurement 

Rules. There is an urgent to revisit and iron out the differences between the Public Procurement 

Rules and Defence Procurement Rules. Perhaps bringing a new framework with the approval 

of the federal government specifically for defence production and defence procurement is 

urgently needed.  

  Thus, non compliance with Defence Purchase Procedures & Instructions 

regarding encashment of Bank Guarantees, Performance Bank Guarantees, advance payment 

on the basis of so-called ‘provisional’ or advance CRVs, Risk and Expense, rejected store, 

Liquidated Damages, reduction in demand, short closure of contracts, blockage of public 

money due to un-necessary procurements, conclusion of contracts at high rate and non supply 

of outstanding contractual stores  were noticed by Audit. 

Ministry of Defence Production has a key role in bulk procurement for Tri 

Services of Defence Forces. Right from primary requirement of arms, ammunition, 

aeronautical and naval equipment and stores particularly required for defence purposes is its 

basic function. Similarly, meeting the supply requirements of common user items including 

Petrol, Oil & Lubricants and edible items are of key importance.  Likewise, ensuring time 

oriented transparent industrial requirements of Pakistan Airforce for its Air fleet and 

rehabilitation activities at PAC Kamra is the salient functions of this Division. Armored fleet 

of Pakistan Army is being upgraded by Heavy Industries Taxila for which support of DP 

Division is vital. The Division also focuses in Industrial Research, Civil Scientific approaches 

and equipment facilitation, negotiations and Memorandum of Understandings with foreign 

manufacturers and suppliers are the significant portfolios. 

In addition to all, export of defence stores, enhancement in capabilities, event 

management for defence expos in International Market and focusing probable clients to 

develop bilateral relations are also salient features performed by the Division. 

However, in recent past, unexpected fluctuation in local currency versus 

international currency has adversely affected the whole procurement process. Covid Pandemic 

for the last three years has also seriously interrupted the demand and supply chain of major 

international suppliers and seriously affected the financial hubs. This has entirely changed the 

business cycle from one end of the supply chain to other. Global impact of pandemic for 

developing countries is drastic and Pakistan is no exception. 

 Still in case of defence production set ups irregular usage of Revolving Funds 

being maintained by HITB and PACB was noticed. Another key area was less or non deduction 

of General Sales Tax and Income Tax as per prescribed rate provided in General Sales Tax Act 

and Income Tax Ordinance.  

 In case of HIT it was observed that provision of hiring of accommodation 

facilities to employees of factories at non-specified stations in violation of rules. In addition, 

payment of special HIT allowance was not frozen with effect from 2011 in violation of Joint 
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Service Instructions. These irregularities result in increasing the overheads of the production 

facilities. 

 Another area requiring attention is a proper costing mechanism to determine the 

actual financial position of defence production facilities. It has to be assured that the 

expenditure on store purchased or other items meant for commercial activities is not made from 

Public Fund.  

 The defined outcome as per MTBF includes self-sufficiency in defence 

procurement and production. However, no quantifiable output is given in the MTBF, which 

makes it difficult to draw any definitive conclusion on performance of procurement / 

production activities of these organizations. It is also important to note that defence production 

and procurement are key instruments of national defence and as such cannot be assessed on the 

basis of usual indicators used in other sectors of economy.  

  Deficiencies in Legal Framework 

According to UNDP Resource guidelines on Building Transparent and Open 

Public Procurement Systems for Achieving the SDGs in ASEAN: Open and transparent public 

procurement systems are a strategic tool, not only in preventing corruption but also for 

achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), as they are a prerequisite of delivering 

medical goods, water services, quality education infrastructure, access to justice and 

sustainable infrastructure.  

  The procurement systems must be equipped with the necessary tools to ensure 

transparency, accountability, and integrity throughout the procurement cycle. As noted above 

the need to align Public Procurement Rules and Defence Procurement Rules is urgent. Devising 

a framework, with the approval of the federal government, focused on the specific needs of 

defence production and defence procurement may be considered at the policy level.  

It was noticed in several cases that some procurements were made in an 

uneconomical manner since equal opportunities were not provided to the bidders in order to 

ensure economical and transparent process.  

The issue of non-production of record for audit purposes in violation of Article 

169 & 170 of the Constitution needs to be addressed at the institutional level. 

Audit is of the view that inefficient management of public procurement systems 

can turn public investments into major liabilities, hinder Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs), and result in additional costs and waste public funds.  

  Role and Performance of Organization 

Role and performance of the organization under purview of thematic audit was 

generally satisfactory. However in some cases Para 17 of DSR was used without providing 

justification of urgency. It was also noticed that sanctioning of works by the authorities not 

competent to do so, resulted in irregular payments to contractors in the shape of advance 

payments.   

  There is a need for CMA-wise budget allocation to determine detailed head-

wise spending under all heads of Accounts. A formal mechanism needs to be put in place to 
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reconcile monthly expenditure figures. A proper costing mechanism is urgently needed to 

determine the actual financial position of defence production facilities.  

  During audit, issues such as favors to contractors, provisional receipt vouchers, 

pre-selection of contractors, dependency on single sources instead of exploring other probable 

vendors, improvement needed in management of indigenous development, Non-encashment of 

Bank Guarantees on failure to complying contractual obligations, poor arbitration, taxation 

issues, re-emergence of defaulters with new names, non and delayed response towards rejected 

stores, short closing the contracts instead of pursuing through Risk and Expense are the issues 

of importance. There is a dire need to address the issues by re-visiting the relevant provisions 

on the subject as well as to enhancing the procurement skills by incorporating latest ERPs and 

establishing centralized database for all procurements.   

  Finally, quality acts as the key attribute of professional services including skill, 

experience, innovation, integrity, sustainability and best business practice. It is important to 

remember that best practices guide and recommend to the management the best performance 

mechanisms delivering results for other similar organization. They also help monitor 

developments in key areas of the industry and provide relevant information in areas such as 

risk identification and management, insurance trends, quality-based selection, quality 

management etc. 

  Spreading Best Practice Model within the Defence Procurement cycle can be 

made possible by:  

 Continually developing programs for capacity building, procurement, sustainable 

management, which are tightly related to improving quality; 

 Promoting quality-based selection for the selection of consulting services; and 

 Work in partnership with international partners and friendly countries to develop 

special in-house training programs on best practices. 

  The key part of ensuring quality and drawing best value from an infrastructure 

project is the procurement of the consultant, who is best able to provide the solution to meet 

the client’s requirements over the whole lifespan of the project. International Federation of 

Consulting Engineers has been promoting quality-based selection for many years, as it 

emphasizes the importance of selecting consultancy firms on the basis of qualification, 

experience, professionalism and integrity, rather than price. The advice of the consulting 

engineer should be regarded as an asset investment, not a project cost. 

  Progress on Achieving the Targets 

  The defined outcome as per MTBF includes self-sufficiency in defence 

procurement and production. However, no quantifiable output is available in the MTBF, which 

makes it difficult to draw any definitive conclusion on performance of procurement / 

production activities of these organizations. It is also important to keep in mind that defence 

production and procurement are key instruments of national defence and as such cannot be 

assessed on the basis of usual economic indicators.  
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(h) 3.1.8   Significant Audit Observations 

  Non-Production of Record 

Rs.  21,404.908 million and US$ 243.045 million 

3.1.8.1 Non-production of auditable documents - Rs. 21,404.908 million & US$ 

243.045 million 

 As per Articles 169 and 170 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan read with the Auditor General Ordinance, 2001 and orders of the Supreme Court of 

Pakistan passed in CMAs 3330, 3471, 3594/13 in Constitution Petition No. 105/12, audit is a 

constitutionally mandated process and after 18th Amendment in the Constitution, there is no 

room for denial of disclosure and withholding of accounts from Auditor General for audit. 

  Under section 14(3) of above Ordinance, any person or authority hindering the 

auditorial functions of the Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to 

disciplinary action under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

During audit of following formations, the requisite auditable record was not 

provided to audit for scrutiny which is a serious violation of the above constitutional provisions 

and Supreme Court orders which needs investigation at appropriate level to fix responsibility 

against the responsible(s) besides provision of auditable record to audit. 

Sr. No. DP No. Formation Amount (Rs 

in million) 

Amount  (US$ 

in million 

1 DP-N-130/21-22 MVRDE* Rawalpindi 5.166 0 

2 DP-N-158/21-22 DGP (Army) Rawalpindi 3,140.96 0.011 

3 DP-N-425/20-21 DGMP Rawalpindi 18,258.782 243.034 

Total 21,404.908 243.045 

* Now called Research & Development Establishment (RDE)   

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, no satisfactory reply was produced 

regarding non provision of record. 

DAC vide its meeting dated 30th November 2021 directed in case of Sr. No. 3 

that the requisite record may be provided for audit purpose. Whereas, in case of Sr. No. 1 & 2 

the paras were reported to Principal Accounting Officer on 6th October 2021 & 21st October 

2021 with the request for holding of DAC meeting followed by several letters/reminders. 

However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends early provision of record for audit scrutiny besides adoption 

of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-425/2020-21 & 130, 158/21-22 
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  HR / Employees Related Irregularities 

  Rs. 118.838 million 

3.1.8.2 Un-authorized payment of special allowance at  revised rate instead of 

frozen level - Rs. 93.40 million 

  According to Para 9 (a) of JSI No.1/2012 dated 20-04-2012 “All the special 

pays, Special allowances or the Allowances admissible as percentage of pay (excluding those 

which are capped by fixing Maximum limit) including HRA and the allowance/Special 

Allowance equal to one Month basic pay granted to Armed Forces Personnel irrespective of 

his / her posting in Ministry / Division / Department shall stand frozen at the level of its 

admissibility as on 30th Jun 2011. 

  Further according to Rule 12 of Rules of Business 1973 “No Division shall, 

without previous consultation with the Finance Division, authorize the issue of any orders, 

other than orders in pursuance of any general or special delegation made by the Finance 

Division, which will affect directly or indirectly the finances of the Federation or which in 

particular involve - (i) interpretation of rules made by the Finance Division.  

  During audit of Military Wing and Admin Directorate HIT Taxila Cantonment, 

it was observed from the pay bills that special allowance (HIT) was paid to military personnel 

of HIT during financial year 2018-19 and 2019-20 at new / revised rates instead of frozen level 

on 30.06.2011 in violation of JSI referred above. The omission resulted into loss of Rs. 93.40 

million to the State which needed recovery from the recipients concerned for deposit into 

Government Treasury. 
(Rs. in million) 

Sr.No. DP No. 
Financial 

Year 
Unit Name Amount 

1 DP-N-313/2020-21 2018-19 Military Wing HIT Taxila 40.130 

2 DP-N-32/2021-22 2019-20 Admin Directorate HIB 

Taxila 

53.270 

Total 93.40 

 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the management replied that payment was 

in order in the light of Para 2 to Ministry of Defence Production letter dated 13.12.2010, 

according to which the benefit was equal to increments given to their civilian counterparts of 

equal ranks / status. As no order existed for freezing of special advance increments admissible 

to HIT employees, therefore counterparts would also receive equal increments. Furthermore 

the matter was already clarified vide MAG office Rawalpindi letter dated 28.12.2011, 

according to which advance increment to Board employees was merged in their pay and 

automatically revised w.e.f 01.07.2011. The question of freezing of pay and allowances did not 

arise in this case, however in case of deputations/ secondments, advance increment would 

continue to be admissible under revised pay scales till the recipients were posted out of the 

respective Board. 

  Reply was not acceptable because according to para 3 (b) of Ministry of Defence 

Production letter dated 13.12.2010, special allowance @ 2 or 3 increments was granted to 

Military personnel and as per para 9 of JSI No. 1/2012 dated 20.04.2012, all special allowances 

were frozen at the level of admissibility as on 30.06.2011. Moreover, the MAG shall not be 
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overruled by the Ministry of Defence on a question of interpretation of rule or procedure in 

violation to Defence Services expenditure without the concurrence of the Auditor General and 

the Ministry of Finance in accordance with Rule 66 of F.R Vol-I, 1986. Therefore, unauthorized 

payment needed recovery for deposit into Government Treasury. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 15th December 2021 was apprised that special 

advance increment to HIT employees were authorized vide MoDP letter No. 6/9/DP-6/2001 

dated 13.12.2010. Audit was of the view that as per para 9 of JSI No.1/2012 dated 20.04.2012, 

all special allowances were frozen at the level of admissibility as on 30.06.2011. DAC directed 

to check the source of reference based on which the MoDP letter dated 13.12.2010 was issued 

and discuss the para in follow up DAC meeting. However, no further progress was reported to 

audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit stresses upon recovery of the amount involved besides adoption of remedial measures to 

avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-313/2020-21 & 32/2021-22 

3.1.8.3 Un-authorized payment of hiring at Taxila - Rs. 25.438 million 

Ministry of Housing and Works Islamabad vide its letter No F-4(8)/92-Policy 

dated 25.06.2018 “to enhanced the rental ceiling for hiring of residential accommodation in 

Federal Ministries/Divisions /Attached Departments /Subordinate Offices at Islamabad, 

Rawalpindi, Karachi, Lahore, Quetta and Peshawar.  

During audit of Heavy Industries Board Taxila, It was observed that an amount 

of  Rs. 25.438 million was spent on account of hiring of residential accommodation for the 

employees of Heavy Industry Taxila in violation of above Government policy as the hiring 

facility was not allowed to the employees working at the stations other than the stations 

mentioned in the referred Government letter. Thus the unauthorized payment already made to 

the employees concerned needed to be recovered and deposited into Government Treasury 

besides the facility needed to be stopped forthwith. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that before 2008, the 

residential accommodation was in shortage and therefore the employees were allowed hiring 

facility at Rawalpindi and Taxila/Wah Cantonment by MoD, Defence Production Division vide 

No. F-8/8/4160/DP-I/72 dated 27.11.1972. Therefore, to provide the residential facility to its 

employees, HIT was compelled to hire residential accommodation for its low paid employees.

 Since the hiring facility at Taxila/Wah was being provided by considering them as 

suburbs of Rawalpindi, in the light of above mentioned Government letters, 

  Reply was not acceptable because the matter was already clarified by Finance 

Division in consultation with Ministry of Housing and works vide letter dated 24.08.2011, 

according to which hiring facility was allowed at the referred six specified stations. Hiring 

facility at HIT Taxila being a non-specified station needed to be ceased forthwith besides 

recovery of already paid amount and its deposit into Government Treasury. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 15th December 2021 was apprised by the Audit that 

similar kind of para was discussed by DAC on 10th August 2020 whereby DAC pended the DP 

with the directions that:- 
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i.   The HITB management to initiate a specific case for forwarding to Ministry of 

Housing and Works through MoDP for allowing hiring of residential 

accommodation at Taxila & Wah. 

ii.   Stoppage of further payment on this  account till decision. 

iii.  Regularization of expedition already incurred on this account. 

  DAC directed the management to take up the case with Ministry of Housing 

through MoDP within a week and follow the direction of DAC meeting held on 10th August 

2020. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends early implementation of DAC directives besides adoption 

of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future.  

DP-N-553/2020-21 

  Procurement Related Irregularities 

 Rs. 21.215 million and US$ 5.978 million 

3.1.8.4  Irregular shifting of contract US$ 5.700 million 

Rule-4 of PP Rules 2004 stipulates that, “procuring agencies while engaging in 

procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent 

manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement 

process is efficient and economical”. Further, under Rule-12(2) ibid, All procurement 

opportunities over three million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well 

as in other print media or Newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the 

newspapers shall principally appear in at least two national dailies, one in English and the other 

in Urdu. 

  During audit of DGMP Rawalpindi, it was noticed that NHQ raised DP-10 for 

construction of one survey vessel keeping in view the policy of self-reliance and indigenization 

on proprietary basis in favour of Karachi Shipyard and Engineering Works (KS&EW) for 

construction at KS&EW. Exemption from Public Procurement Rules was issued by Secretary 

(Defence Production) being proprietary indent. Subsequently Contract No-1262/108/DMP 

(Navy) dated 29 May 2017 was concluded for construction of one Survey Vessel for PN by 

KS&EW with Jiangsu Dajin, China as main contractor and KS&EW as sub contractor. The 

work regarding construction of vessel at a total cost of USD-9.6 million was awarded to 

KS&EW. Work for provision of Kit of Material (KoM), Tool/Test equipment, spares and 

technical data package was awarded to Jiangsu Daijin, China at a total cost of USD 35.40 

Million after open competition. Subsequently upon failure of KS&EW to complete their 

portion of contract within  the required timeline, the work was shifted to Jiangsu Daijin China 

without proper competition which was not in order. NHQ raised another proprietary certificate 

for construction of the vessel in favour of Jiangsu without open competition as required under 

the above Government orders. Issuance of Proprietary certificate first time in favour of 

KS&EW and afterwards for the same work in favour of Jiangsu Daijin was not in order and 

violation of rules. In addition, no rule allowed shifting of contract liabilities to any other firm. 
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Therefore, shifting of contractual liabilities without competition amounting to US$ 5.700 

million stood irregular which needed regularization from CFA. 

When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that major part of the 

Contract i.e Approx 80% of the total value of the contract was won by M/s Jiangsu Dajin, China 

on open competitive bidding basis.  In addition, NHQ issued a new proprietary certificate in 

favour of Jiangsu Dajin, China for construction of Survey Vessel. KS&EW gave written 

consent for shifting of construction work, citing that shifting construction work of Survey 

Vessel from KS&EW would create much needed capacity and space for upcoming project of 

MILGEM class ships construction at KS&EW. The existing Contract contained the provision 

of amendments in Contract vide clause 30 of the Contract. However, due to operational 

requirements and over burdening of KS&EW to complete the said project, NHQ proposed for 

shifting of construction work of Survey Vessel from KS&EW to OEM Yard  China and saved 

US$ 3.9 M by reducing basic contract price from US$ 45.000 M to US$ 41.100 M and 

delivering time line from T0+36 to T0+26 months. 

  Reply was not agreed to because initially Proprietary certificate was issued in 

favour of KS&EW and the same was subsequently issued in favour of foreign firm which was 

not in order. Original KoM material was awarded on open competition basis therefore, 

remaining contract left by KS&EW was also required to be awarded on open competition which 

was not done hence stood irregular and needed regularization from CFA. 

  The para was reported to Principal Accounting Officer on 24th August 2021 with 

the request for holding of DAC meeting followed by several letters/reminders. However, 

despite repeated requests, DAC meeting was not convened by the PAO till finalization of this 

report. 

  Audit stresses upon regularization of the amount involved besides adoption of 

remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-60/2021-22 

3.1.8.5 Mis-procurement of consultancy services US$ 0.278 million 

  According to Rule 4 of PP Rules 2004 “Procuring agencies, while engaging in 

procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent 

manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement 

process is efficient and economical. Further, according to para 13 (1) ibid, the procuring agency 

may decide the response time for receipt of bids or proposals (including proposals for pre-

qualification) from the date of publication of an advertisement or notice, keeping in view the 

individual procurement’s complexity, availability and urgency. However, under no 

circumstances the response time shall be less than fifteen days for national competitive bidding 

and thirty days for international competitive bidding from the date of publication of 

advertisement or notice. Furthermore, as per Rule 50 ibid, “Any unauthorized breach of these 

rules shall amount to mis-procurement 

During audit of Revolving Fund PACB Kamra, it was observed that tender 

notices for pre-qualification of firms regarding hiring of consultancy services in connection 

with technical and business study for PAC Commercial Maintenance Repair and Overhauling 
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(MRO) set up at New International Airport Islamabad were published in the newspapers as well 

as on PPRA website on 08.08.2018 with opening date 13.08.2018. Thus, the response time was 

07 days which was in contravention of above Public Procurement Rules as fifteen days 

minimum response time was mandatory. Furthermore, according to Directorate of Log MRF 

letter dated 20.08.2018, seven technical quotations for pre-qualification of firms were 

communicated to Technical Adjustment Deputy Managing Director (Accounts) wherein the 

name of ABM info Tech Islamabad was not found, but as per Para-4 of the note of Deputy 

Managing Director (Aircraft), 04 firms participated in pre-qualification process and contract 

was finally awarded to ABM info Tech Islamabad, an agent of Avis Avia Consulting Company 

Bahrain which made the matter doubtful. The procurement of consultancy services valuing US$ 

278,400 under Contract No. PACB/741/ 82391002/0693/-P-1 dated 29.10.2018 was, therefore, 

treated as mis-procurement, which needed regularization from the competent authority. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2019, the executive replied that case for 

regularization from competent financial authority was being processed, which itself was an 

admission of the irregularity. Final outcome of the case was, however, not intimated to audit 

till finalization of this case. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 30th November 2021 directed that the case may be 

regularized and verified to audit. However, no further progress was reported to audit till 

finalization of this report.  

  Audit stresses upon early regularization of mis-procurement besides adoption 

of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-462/2020-21 

3.1.8.6 Irregular expenditure on procurement of printing and office stationery - 

Rs. 21.215 million 

Rule 12(1) of Public Procurement Rules 2004 stipulates that, "procurements 

over one hundred thousand rupees and up to the limit of two million rupees shall be advertised 

on the Authority’s website in the manner and format specified by regulation by the authority 

from time to time. These procurement opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if 

deemed necessary by the procuring agency. 

During audit of DGP (Army) Rawalpindi, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 

21,214,850 was spent on procurement of printing / publications and office stationery for FY 

2017-18 & 2018-19 from local supplier in piecemeal single approval without advertising in 

print media and PPRA website. Due to the omission the whole expenditure stood un-authorized 

which needed regularization from CFA. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2019, the executive replied that items were 

purchased for official purpose of DGP (Army). The Directorate purchased store for 

maintenance of office and Miscellaneous items as local purchase for own requirement. 

Public Procurement Rule mentioned in objection was applicable to purchase of 

Miscellaneous items for central level or Army. 
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  Reply was not tenable as procurement was made in violation of Public 

Procurement Rules which needed regularization from Competent Authority. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 30th November 2021 was apprised that 

miscellaneous office stationery items were purchased as per requirement as the storage 

capacity to stock was not available. DAC directed that Regularization action be initiated 

within 15 days. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this 

report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-301/2020-21 

  Un-Authorized / Irregular Payments 

Rs. 1,234.256 million and US$ 120.248 million 

3.1.8.7 Non-conclusion of offset agreement with firm -  

US$ 108.148 million 

  Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence Production vide their U.O. No-

3/5/DP-4/2014 dated 23rd Oct 2014 issued Defence offset Policy for implementation by DP 

organizations. Under Clause 1 of this policy, Offset Contract becomes obligatory when the 

threshold of Procurement Agreement / contract becomes equal to or exceeds US$ 15 Million. 

Under Clause-11 of said policy offset, percentage may vary between 20 to 40% depending on 

the nature of the contract which will be finalized by the main contract awarding agency.  

  During audit of DGMP Rawalpindi, it was observed that Contract No-

58/V&EE/155MM/52Cal/Gun/Arty/Army/2018-19 dated 27 June 2019 was concluded with 

NORINCO China for procurement of 52 Caliber Guns at total cost of US$ 540.740 Million. 

However, no offset contract was concluded with the firm concerned which was against the 

referred Government letter. Due to the omission the contract stood irregular and caused loss to 

state. The expenditure incurred without conclusion of offset contract needed justification 

besides conclusion of offset set contract for US$ 108.148 million (540.74 x 20%). 

When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that strategy was 

adopted to include all requirements of offset in the main contract (provision was available in 

Offset Policy) instead of concluding a separate contract as per directions of Secretary 

(Defence Production). GHQ allocated funds of US$ 540.74 (M) for procurement of 180 

Artellary Guns.  However, this Directorate General managed to procure some additional 

items in the contract as per offset policy. In addition, fulfillment of offset milestone was 

synchronized with the payment milestones of the contract. 
 

Reply was not agreed to because comparison of indent with the rates received 

was not in order. The items as indicated in reply were not free of cost, rather these were 

procured as per schedule of store. No offset was included in contract or obtained through 

separate contract which stood irregular.  
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  The para was reported to Principal Accounting Officer on 5th October 2021 with 

the request for holding of DAC meeting followed by several letters/reminders. However, 

despite repeated requests, DAC meeting was not convened by the PAO till finalization of this 

report. 

Audit stresses upon regularization of the expenditure incurred without 

conclusion of offset contract besides adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in 

future.  

DP-N-51/2021-22 

3.1.8.8 Irregular conclusion of contract and non cancellation at risk and expense 

of the defaulting firms US$ -12.100 million 

As per clause-18 of the contract agreement, should the supplier fail to deliver 

the stores or any consignment within the period prescribed, then on the expiry of 30 days after 

such period, the purchaser shall be entitled at his option to take the following action: 

"The purchaser will have a right to cancel the contract and purchase from 

elsewhere, the undelivered stores, at the risk and expense of the supplier. The supplier shall 

also be liable for any loss which the purchaser may sustain on this account but shall not be 

entitled to all gain if made during re-purchase. In case of non-availability of original contracted 

store or part thereof purchase of suitable substitute / equivalent will also be covered under this 

clause." 

During audit of DGP (Army) Rawalpindi, it was noticed from contract No-07-

1171-5-00 dated 20th June 2017 concluded with Hanwha Corporation, Korea through their local 

agent Anachor Ltd Karachi for purchase of 275 Automatic Grenade Launcher (AGL Weapon 

system) alongwith other accessories at a total cost of US$ 12,100,000 on CIF Basis on 

Emergent Indent. It was, however, observed that Field Security team of MoDP did not carry 

out ground check of the firm Anachor and therefore, security of the firm was not cleared vide 

their letter No-1023/Regn/G dated 30th June 2017. However, contract was awarded to the firm 

despite its non-clearance from Field Security team. As per clause-5 of the contract agreement 

the contractor was bound to supply store within 12 to 15 months of the signing date of contract 

however, till end of October 2019 the contractor failed to supply the contracted store. Field 

Security team intimated that firm Anachor International was not based at the given address and 

was not cleared from security point of view vide their letter No-1023/G dated 19 June 2019. 

Award of contract to firm without security clearance from Field Security team was questionable 

and not in order. Further action regarding cancellation of contract at firm’s risk and expense 

was not initiated despite lapse of a considerable time and expiry of the stipulated delivery 

period which needed to be justified besides cancellation of the contract at the earliest to avoid 

further loss to state. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2019, the executive replied that the contract was 

concluded with Hanwha Corp, South Korea through their local agent Anachor Intl (Pvt) Ltd 

Islamabad for procurement of 40 mm AGL and Grenade Launching Heavy Machine Gun 

(GLHMG) (Cartridge 40 x 53mm) Ammo (HE). During meetings held at DGP (Army) and 

Weapons &Equipments Directorate to discuss the problems in supply of subject contracted 
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stores, the firm showed inability to offer the stores. PBG against the contract was already 

encashed and case regarding cancellation of contract at Risk and Expense of the firm was 

processed. 

  Reply was not agreed in the light of facts stated by audit. Matter needed 

investigation at appropriate level besides confiscating PBG and recovery of Risk and Expense 

amount. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 30th November 2021 was informed that 

Performance Bank Guarantee against subject contract has already been enchased. DAC 

directed that encashment of PBG may be verified to Audit. Further, recovery of Risk and 

Expense amount be expedited and verified to audit. However, no further progress was 

reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-321/2020-21 

3.1.8.9 Un-authorized conclusion of contracts without observing response time 

and approval of advance samples – Rs. 888.814 million 

  According to Rule-13 of Public Procurement Rules 2004, under no 

circumstances the response time shall be less than fifteen days for national competitive bidding 

and thirty days for international competitive bidding from the date of publication of 

advertisement or notice. Further, according to clauses 18 and 19 of various contracts, the 

suppliers were required to get the advance sample approved from the inspecting authorities 

before arranging bulk supply of stores. 

  During audit of DGP (Army) Rawalpindi, it was noticed that three contract 

agreements valuing Rs. 888.814 million were concluded with two different firms for supply of 

stores. It was, however, observed that mandatory response time was less than 15 days as given 

in the rule. In addition, no advance sample was approved by the inspecting authority before 

bulk supply. Therefore, procurement of stores stood un-authorized which needed regularization 

from CFA. 

When pointed out by Audit in 2019, the executive replied that Indent of subject 

stores was received on FOR / distributions on Emergent basis. Publication of the said indent 

was carried out as per Rule-13 of PPRA’s Rule 2004. 

Reply was not agreed as emergent position was not documented in accordance 

with the definition given in Public Procurement Rules 2004 besides no documentary evidence 

regarding approval of advance sample was available which resulted into unjustified payment 

to contractor.  

  DAC vide its meeting dated 30th November 2021 directed that the case may be 

regularized and verified to audit. However, no further progress was reported to audit till 

finalization of this report.  
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  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-297/2020-21 

3.1.8.10 Un-authorized advance payment to contractors before actual receipt of 

contracted stores - Rs. 345.442 million 

According to Para 22 of Annex E to Rule 42 of Financial Regulations (Vol-I) 

1986, no advance payment (except in case of Government to Government contracts) and letter 

of credit will be authorized without concurrence of the Finance Division, even though the 

contract may have been approved without reference to the Finance Division. 

During audit of DGP (Army) Rawalpindi, it was observed that various contracts 

were concluded during financial year 2016-17, 2017-18 and 2018-19 and full payments were 

released before delivery of store as evident from correspondence with consignee Units / Depots 

/ visit to firm. Audit of contract files revealed that stores were actually not received at the time 

of final payments and payments were released on the basis of provisional inspection notes and 

CRVs which was irregular. Details are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 
Sr. 

No.  
DP No. CA No. 

Description of 

store 

Amount  

 

1 DP-N-299/20-21 

02-1064-1 dated 

07.04.2017 

 

Spares for Jeep 

Land Rover 

Defender 

258.944 

2 DP-N-143/21-22 

02-1381-00/A/P-2 

dated 22.05.2019 

 

Batteries 12V 180 

AH 
53.652 

3 DP-N-300/20-21 

15-1053-00 dated 

25.05.2018 

 

Light Weight 

Combat Helmets 
32.846 

Total 345.442 

When pointed out by Audit in 2019 & 2020, the executive replied that the firm 

delivered stores within DP vide firms delivery challans and consignee CRVs. This Directorate 

was responsible for release of payment to firm on receipt of inspection notes from inspection 

authority and CRVs from consignees. Moreover, record of inspection notes was issued after 

inspection of stores and CRVs. 

Reply was not agreed to because if the store was delivered within DP then why 

a team of officers visited firm’s premises for PMR and why it was mentioned in the Note for 

Consideration of another contract that 100% store of this contract agreement was not delivered. 

In addition, complete supply of contracted store was not made as intimated by the Inspection 

authority. Therefore, advance payment to contractor needs regularization besides, recovery of 

interest on amount paid in advance alongwith LD and Price Reduction if any.  

  DAC vide its meeting dated 30th November 2021 directed in case of Sr. No. 1 

& 3 that the case may be regularized and verified to audit. whereas, in case of Sr. No. 2 the 

para was reported to Principal Accounting Officer on 13th October 2021 with the request for 
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holding of DAC meeting followed by several letters/reminders. However, no further progress 

was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for early regularization of advance payment besides 

recovery of LD charges and Price Reduction (if any) and adoption of remedial measures to 

avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-299, 300/20-21 & 143/2021-22 

 Recoverables / Overpayments 

Rs. 873.217 million and US$ 0.3631 million 

3.1.8.11 Non imposition / recovery of LD - Rs. 838.573 million 

  As per clause 16 of the contracts under the caption, terms and date of delivery, 

the firm will provide required share of depots within the D.P i.e. up to 30th June 2018. The 

purchaser has the right to recover from the supplier liquidated damages of minimum 2% per 

month of the total value of the stores not delivered provided that the total damages shall not 

exceed 10% of the total value of the demand payable under the contract.  

During audit of 301 Spares Depot EME Rawalpindi, it was observed from files 

of under mentioned 199 contracts valuing  

Rs. 8,385.752 million that payments were released to the firms on the basis of inspection notes 

and CRVs. Whereas, the record showed that the firms had not delivered the contracted store 

within delivery period. Therefore, LD charges amounting to Rs. 838.573 million were required 

to be recovered from payments made but no recovery was effected on above account. 

(Rs. in million) 

S.No DP No. No of Contracts Contract Value LD Charges  

1 

DP-N-329, 443, 487, 

555, 568 & 641/2020-

21 

81 4,319.628 431.961 

2 

DP-N-01, 48, 82, 85, 

98, 104 & 147/2021-

22 

118 4,066.124 406.612 

Total 199 8,385.752 838.573 

  When pointed out by the Audit in 2019, the management replied that liquidated 

damages (LD) were required to be applied by DGP (Army) / CMA (RC) and did not pertain to 

301 Spares Depot. 

  Reply was not acceptable because advance CRVs without actual delivery of 

store were issued by the Depot showing their receipt within delivery period as per contract 

agreement on the basis of which DGP (Army) and CMA (DP) released payment to contractors 

without imposition / deduction of LD. But as per various DRS mentioned in the statement, 

store was actually delivered by contractor far beyond the stipulated delivery period. Therefore, 

case for recovery of LD and its deposit into Government Treasury needed to be taken up with 

DGP (Army) in the light of provision of the referred contract agreements. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 17th November and 22nd December 2021 was 

apprised that unit concerned being consignee is only responsible for receiving a store from 
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central procurement. However imposition of LD is the responsibility of DGP (Army) being 

procuring agency. DAC shifted the draft paras to MoDP (DGP Army) on the request of 

executive. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit stresses for expeditious recovery of the amount involved besides adoption 

of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-329, 443, 487, 555, 568 & 641/2020-21 & 01, 48, 82, 85, 98, 104 & 147/2021-22 

3.1.8.12 Less receipt due to calculation error in contract concluded with Azerbaijan 

Air Force for sale of 10 Super Mushshak Aircrafts - US$ 0.300 million 

  According to Rule 6(d) of Financial Regulations (Vol-1) 1986, Government 

revenue shall not be utilized for the benefit of a particular person or section of community. 

  During audit of PACB (Revolving Fund) Kamra, it was observed that a contract 

No PACB/CT/17161/AZB/01 valuing US$ 27.00 million was concluded with Azerbaijan Air 

Force for sale of 10 Super Mushshak aircrafts.  During scrutiny of clause 5.2 (Financial 

Summary) of the contract with its annexure, calculation error of US$ 299,911.11 was observed 

in summary as well as in Annex-D. The omission resulted into less receipt of US$ 0.300 million 

which needed recovery besides rectification of calculation error. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2019, the executive replied that the contract value 

was reduced to US$ 27.00 million after multiple negotiations with Azerbaijan; however the 

internal values of each sub head do not match with it due to clerical mistakes. The subject 

clerical mistake highlighted could be addressed by going into contract amendment with 

Azerbaijan, however this would not be of any consequence as the total sale value will remain 

as it is. Currently with the total contract value of US$ 27.00 million, the PACB letter annotates 

a profit of Rs. 10.40 million US$ for PACB. However, after addressing the total clerical error 

of 0.2999 million US$, the profit will get reduced to 10.100 million US$. Board approval will 

be processed for the amendment in the board letter and assimilating the clerical mistake in the 

profit to PACB. 

  Reply was not acceptable because the total value of contract was based on input 

data (Cost of Material, Cost of Labour, Overhead and profit) but due to wrong calculation of 

figures in the financial summary as well as in Annex-D, Government of Pakistan would be 

deprived of its legitimate cost / profit of the project to the tune of US$ 299,911.11. Furthermore, 

stance of executive regarding reduction in profit of US$ 10.100 million was neither logical nor 

substantiated with documentary evidence. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 30th November 2021 was apprised that the 

calculation error happened due to changes during contract processing. DAC directed for fact 

finding inquiry to probe into the issue. However, no further progress was reported to audit till 

finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

recovery of the amount involved and adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in 

future. 

DP-N-543/2020-21 
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3.1.8.13 Non-imposition / recovery of LD due to late delivery of stores - Rs. 23.208 

million 

  As per para-1 Chapter-X of DPP&I-35 (Revised 2017), the ‘time’ for and the 

date of delivery of the stores as stipulated in the contract shall be taken as the essence of the 

contract. All deliveries must be completed within the dates specified in the contract. Should 

the supplier fail to deliver the stores or any consignment thereof within the stipulated period or 

any extension thereof, the Purchaser shall be entitled at his option to either:  

(a)  Cancel the contract, and   

(b)  To purchase from elsewhere if stores not delivered, at the risk and expense of 

the Supplier and without notice to him, OR  

(c)  To impose/recover liquidated damages when CPO is satisfied that the failure to 

supply the store within the scheduled delivery period has been for reason within the control of 

the supplier and the Government has suffered loss due to late delivery. 

 As per relevant clauses of the contracts under the caption, “Delivery Schedule”, 

the supplier will provide all deliverable goods within the Delivery Period i.e. upto 31.07.2018, 

04.06.2019, 26.06.2019 and 27.06.2019. The purchaser has the right to recover from the 

supplier liquidated damages of minimum 2% per month of the total value of the stores not 

delivered provided that the damages shall not exceed 10% of the total value of the demand 

payable under the contract.  

  During audit of 103 Air Logistic Cell Chaklala, it was observed that 4 different 

contractors failed to supply the contracted stores valuing Rs. 232,076,826 within the stipulated 

delivery period. Due to non-compliance of contractual obligations within the delivery period, 

Audit suggested imposition of LD @ 10% i.e. Rs. 23,207,683 which needed to be recovered 

from the suppliers concerned for deposit into Government Treasury. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that 103 ALC dealt 

with receipt and dispatch of contracted stores. Moreover, when the store was delivered at this 

ALC, delivery challans / invoices were signed and stamped by the responsible officer of this 

ALC mentioning the date of delivery of store. The same delivery challans / invoices were 

submitted to CMA (DP) by the supplier for withdrawal of payment. CMA (DP) was required 

to impose / deduct LD charges automatically, referring to respective contract clauses and the 

date of delivery of stores. Imposition of LD charges did not fall in the domain of 103 ALC.  

  Reply was not correct because as per referred Purchase Procedure and relevant 

clauses of the contracts, the firms concerned were required to deliver the stores within delivery 

period. Due to non-compliance of contractual obligations, LD was needed to be recovered from 

the suppliers concerned for deposit into Government Treasury. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December 2021 shifted the draft para to DP 

(Air), MoDP. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit stresses upon recovery of LD besides adoption of remedial measures to 

avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-480/2020-21 
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3.1.8.14 Non-encashment / forfeiture of PBG - Rs. 11.436  

million 

  According to Para 5 (d) of Chapter-XIII of DP-35 Revised 2017, in case of 

unsatisfactory performance of the supplier / agent or in the event of any breach of the terms of 

the given contract, the security Deposit / BG maybe forfeited to the Government and suitable 

action against agent / supplier at the discretion of the CPO.   

  During audit of Procurement Directorate Heavy Industries Board Taxila, it was 

observed that two contracts No. Salco/HRF(T)/2014/IT-218/CP-1/Proc dated 30.04.2014 and 

No. Salco/HRF(T)/2014/IT-219/CP-1/Proc dated 06-03-2014 were concluded with Salco 

Islamabad for up-gradation of Engine Test Bench No. 1 &2  at a total cost Rs. 316.604 million 

(Rs. 131.003 million and Rs. 185.601 million) including FOB value amounting to pound 

sterling 602,775 and 853,922. The firm supplied the store and 90% payment was released, 

whereas, remaining 10% payment was to be released after successful completion of installation 

/ commissioning / training. However, the said job was not completed by the firm and the 

contract was short closed on the risk and expense of the firm vide HIT letter dated 06.08.2018. 

Further it was decided that 5% PBG amounting to Rs. 11.436 million (Rs. 4.732 million + Rs. 

6.704  million) would be recovered from the defaulting firm. It was, however, observed from 

the record that 5% PBG amounting to  

Rs. 11.436 million expired in May 2018 which was neither extended by the firm concerned nor 

encashed / forfeited by the procuring agency. The omission resulted in loss to state which 

needed recovery.  

  When pointed by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that the contracts were 

concluded with AR Trading, UAE (Principal of Salco). Salco provided the PBG amounting Rs. 

4,731,823 and  

Rs. 6,703,900.00 valid up to 3 May 2017. Due to non installation and commissioning by the 

firm, the contracts were short closed on RE of the firm on 17 July 2018 and it was decided that 

5% PBG amount would be recovered from the firm. As per procedure in vogue firm was 

approached one month in advance before the expiry of PBG for extension and CMA (Foreign 

Exchange Section) HIT was intimated to encash the same in case PBG was not extended. In 

response to the encashment notice of CMA HIT to Askari Bank Rawalpindi vide letter No. 

CMA/HIT/FE/Salco dated 30 Apr 2018, Askari Bank Rawalpindi vide letter No. 

ADV/ZS/047/2018/081 dated 30 Apr 2018 intimated that subject  matter was in litigation and 

status quo was also ordered by the Court, therefore, the bank could neither encash, nor change 

status of both the guarantees till the status quo maintenance order was vacated/reversed. PBG 

would only be enchased as and when the court orders were received. 

  Reply was not satisfactory because PBG was required to be encashed / forfeited 

timely which was not done. Final outcome in the matter needed to be shared with audit. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 15th December 2021 was apprised that the 

contractor filed a case in court to stop the process of encashment of PBG. DAC directed to 

pursue the case in the court of law vigorously. However, no further progress was reported to 

audit till finalization of this report.  
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Audit recommends for implementation of DAC directives besides adoption of 

remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future.  

DP-N-486/2020-21 

3.1.8.15 Non-recovery of LD charges from defaulting contractor  

 US$ 0.0631 Million 

  According to Para 6 (h) (C) of Chapter VIII of Defence Purchase Procedure and 

Instructions (DPP&I-35) Revised- 2017, specified delivery period is the essence of the 

contract. All the deliveries must be completed by the specified date. Upon failure of supplier 

to deliver the stores within the stipulated time frame, the purchaser shall be entitled to 

impose/recover liquidated damages @2% per month up to a maximum of 10% against the 

unsupplied stores.  

  During audit of DGP (Army) Rawalpindi, it was noticed that Contract No-07-

1079-4-00 dated 20.06.2014 was concluded with M/S NORINCO China for supply of tool and 

test equipment of 122 mm HOWD-30 A at total cost of US$ 817,790 with a delivery period up 

to 15 months after signing of contract. Scrutiny of the contract revealed that delivery period of 

stores was extended up to 31.12.2018 with imposition of 10% LD on value of stores amounting 

to US$ 631,143. However, recovery of said LD amounting to US$ 63,114 was not made so far, 

which needed to be expedited. 

  When pointed out by audit in 2020, it was replied by the executive that 20% 

payment was held up due to non-provision of CRV. 10% LD amounting to US$ 63,114 was 

imposed on the firm and the case was forwarded to CMA (DP) for deduction of LD amount 

from 80% payment. 

  The para was reported to Principal Accounting Officer on 25th October 2021 

with the request for holding of DAC meeting followed by several letters/reminders. However, 

despite repeated requests, DAC meeting was not convened by the PAO till finalization of this 

report. 

Audit stresses upon recovery of the amount involved besides adoption of 

remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future.  

DP-N-160/2021-22 

(i) 3.1.9 Recommendations 

i. The PAO should issue instructions to produce the auditable documents to the audit 

teams during Audit in compliance of Article 169 and 170 of Constitution of Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan 1973.  

ii. Disciplinary action may be initiated against those responsible for non-production of 

record under the Section 14 (3) AGP Ordinance 2001. 

iii. Public Procurement Rules and Instructions contained in Defence Purchase 

Procedure & Instructions (DPP&I) should be implemented in letter and spirit. 

iv. DPP&I needs to be reviewed keeping in view Public Procurement Rules. 
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v. PPRA should be included in syllabi of all training courses in defence institutes.  

vi. Placement of proper mechanism for monthly account reconciliation between 

executive and account offices. 

vii. A system for verification / authentication of Bank Guarantee should be strengthened 

by MoDP in consultation with SBP / SECP. 

(j) 3.1.10 Conclusion 

 During execution of annual plan 2020-21, the overall response of the executive in terms 

of provision of record was found cooperative and helpful. However, in some cases, the DGMP, 

DGP (Army) and MVRDE could not produce record to audit which is highlighted in this report 

for taking remedial measures. 

 The cases of advance payments to the contractors / suppliers on preparation of 

provisional CRVs and inspection note without actual receipt of stores, violation of public 

procurement rules, non-deduction of LD charges due to late delivery of stores and services, 

non-deduction of taxes and even non-deposit of taxes withheld into Government Treasury have 

also been highlighted in this report which needs immediate attention of the concerned 

authorities. 

3.2 Contract Management in Public Works 

(k) 3.2.1 Introduction 

As per Rules of Business, 1973, Ministry of Defence is responsible for defence of the 

Federation or any part thereof in peace or war, defence matters pertaining to treaties and 

agreements with other governments, matters regarding military assistance to foreign countries, 

stores & stationery for the Defence Services other than those dealt with by Defence Production 

Division. Further, responsibilities include provision and upkeep of government 

accommodation and allied facilities to military personnel, welfare of ex-servicemen in the 

cantonment areas. 

The organization of the Military Engineer Services functions on an inter-services basis. 

The E-in-C is the head of the organization, including MES Wings of the Army, Navy, Air Force 

and DP each headed by a Director General of Works and Chief Engineer, Commander Military 

Engineering Services, Garrison Engineer and Assistant Garrison Engineers. 

In addition, Frontier Works Organization (FWO) as a registered contractor of Pakistan 

Engineering Council also provides engineering services to the armed forces and carries out 

national importance projects besides construction works (capital and maintenance) in both 

public and private sector.  

(l) 3.2.2 Establishing the Audit Theme 

3.2.2.1 Reasons for Selection 
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The selection of audit theme is based on reference to the government priorities, public 

importance and relevant targets given in SDGs and MTBF. The main criteria for the selection 

of theme is risk based approach. The selected theme constitute the key areas of expenditure and 

key programme in the defence services sector keeping in view the impact and the materiality 

of the areas. The quantification of majority of SDGs targets, however, is difficult in the defence 

services sector due to absence of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). 

3.2.2.2 Purpose / Objective 

Assessment of award of works contracts, execution & monitoring procedures, along-

with evaluation and performance of the contractual obligations in the area of public works is 

one of the major audit objective.  

3.2.2.3 Scope 

Thematic audit scope in respect of the selected areas included formations assigned with 

the tasks of Public Works. These formations included Military Engineering services of tri-

services, DP Division and Frontier Works Organizations (FWO). The Thematic Audit of 

different formations within the selected areas was conducted for the financial year 2020-21 as 

per prescribed TORs as under: 

 Are the public works projects appropriately planned? 

 Does the entity conduct and document the due diligence process prior to works 

approval? 

 Are there mechanisms in place to track and monitor project implementation? 

 Does the ministry have the mechanism to assess the capability of implementing 

agencies? 

 To determine the level of compliance of rules & regulations and to assess the 

compatibility of DSR with the public procurement rules. 

 To review implementation mechanisms paying keen attention to agreed outputs, time 

and cost. 

 Have the project objectives been met and were the desired results been achieved? 

 Has the entity documented and conducted post project evaluation? 

 To examine the compliance of Public Procurement Rules 
 To observe Irregular execution of works out of Al-Mizan Fund / UNRA  
 To ascertain the credibility of Execution of emergency works under Para-17 of MES 

Regulations. 

(m) 3.2.3 Legal Framework Governing the Theme 

The formations in the selected theme are governed by proper legal framework. The 

Military Engineering Corps of Pakistan Army is administered by the E-in-C, General 

Headquarters under the Ministry of Defence (MoD) and (MoDP). Frontier Works Organization 

(FWO) is established as an independent formation of Pakistan Army and primarily provides 

engineering services to the armed forces and other public and private entities.  
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Audit reviewed a number of policy interventions, guidelines, rules and provisions as 

follows:  

 Public Procurement Rules and policies 

 Financial Regulations Vol-I and II 1986 

 Defence Services Accommodation Scales 

 MES Schedule of Rates 

 Defense Services Regulations 

 Store Accounting Instructions 

 Quarters and Rents Regulation 

 PAFW-2249 

 FBA&A Procedure for FWO 

 Income tax Ordinance / Sales Tax Act 

 Instructions  issued by the Ministry of Defence from time to time etc. 

 

 

(n) 3.2.4 Stakeholders and Governmental Organizations Identified as 

Directly/Indirectly Involved 

The Major Stakeholder are the Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Defence Production, 

Services Headquarters, Engineer-in-Chief and their under command units and Director General 

FWO and project sponsoring agencies. Whereas Military Accountant General and its 

subordinate Controllers are indirect stakeholders. 

(o) 3.2.5 Role of Important Organizations 

 The organization of the Military Engineer Services functions on an inter-services basis. 

The E-in-C is the head of the organization, and MES Wings of the Army, Navy, Air Force and 

DP each headed by a Director General of Works and Chief Engineer. Military Engineer 

Services provides Engineer Services comprising Capital Services, i.e. provision and 

replacement of buildings, landing grounds and defence works, together with the accessory 

services such as roads, Electrical /Mechanical services, water supply, drainage, ranges, 

furniture, etc, and Maintenance Services, i.e. the necessary repairs and upkeep of the works 

mentioned above. In addition, other miscellaneous duties of the engineering services include 

the payment for railway sidings and platforms, the payment when so ordered of bills for electric 

energy, Gas, and water obtained from Municipalities, Companies, etc, and the assessment of 

rent and amounts due for electric energy, water or stores supplied. The MES carry out 

engineering services for the Army, PAF, Pakistan Navy and DP Division under separate budget 

heads for revenue and expenditure. Similarly, the MES may carry out deposit works on behalf 

of any public body or private person or persons. 
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Frontier Works Organization (FWO) is established as an independent formation of 

Pakistan Army and primarily provides engineering services to the armed forces. Additionally, 

FWO works as a registered contractor of Pakistan Engineering Council and carries out 

construction works in both public and private sector.  

(p) 3.2.6 Organization’s Financials 

The organizations under the selected themes are funded by Federal Government 

through Defence Services grant and grants of MoD and MoDP. The budget under the grant is 

initially allocated to the Ministries by Federal Government. Subsequently, allocations are made 

to Service HQrs for sub-allocation to under-command formations. The accounting and 

reporting of Defence Services grant is carried out by Military Accountant General (MAG) 

whereas, accounting and reporting of grants of Ministries is carried out by Accountant General 

Pakistan Revenues. 

FWO being an independent and self accounting entity receives funds from sponsoring 

agencies through imprest by CMA (FWO) under the procedure laid down in FBA&A. 

(q) 3.2.7 Field Audit Activity 

3.2.7.1 Methodology 

Audit methodology included data collection regarding auditable locations and their 

records with connection to the theme / sub-theme, determination of objectives and audit 

criteria, analysis/consultation of record, discussion with staff, etc.  

Audit Methodology included mainly: 

 Desk Audit 

 Updation of permanent file 

 Visit of Units/Formations 

 Scrutiny of Documents i.e. (Contract agreements, Revenue Ledger, Store Ledger, 

Account Cards, Issue and Expense vouchers, Drawings, Measurement books, 

contractor ledger, Assessment of previous audit report, bidding documents, 

specification and authorization, Receipt of store, Acceptance / Rejection of store and 

release of payments etc)  

 Monitoring and Evaluation Reports (DI&E Reports, CLA reports etc) 

 Office Correspondence Files (Part II Order files, UA ledgers, LPC in & out etc) 

 Exit meetings 

 3.2.7.2 Audit Analysis 

 3.2.7.2.1 Review of Internal Controls 

i. Rules, regulations and procedures specifying internal checks regarding 

procurements, inventory management, HR payments and receipts is available in 

entities under Ministry of Defence and Military Accountant General.  
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ii. Internal controls on databases such as inventory management etc. as well as 

internal audit, including IT audit, is required to be established. 

iii. There is no formal mechanism to reconcile MAG’s monthly expenditure figures 

with the executive, which raises questions on correctness of accounting reports.  

 3.2.7.2.2  Critical Review:  

Directors General Audit Defence Services conducted thematic audit of various 

Military formations involved in Contract Management and Public Works with the primary 

auditee organizations being the Military Engineering Services and the Frontier Works 

Organization. Audit examined the record in the light of instructions issued by the Engineer in 

Chief Branch (e.g. MES schedule of rates) while other government rules (e.g. FBA&A 

Procedure, Defence Services Regulations etc) were also examined. Military Engineering 

Services being a main procuring agency is responsible for providing, designing and 

construction services along with maintenance of buildings, roads and provision of allied 

services. To handle all these activities, MES has to procure services from the private sector 

through open and competitive bidding process. 

In the Annual Audit Plan 2021-22, the following SDGs Goals and targets were 

identified pertaining to Contract Management in Public Works: 

SDG Goal SDG Target 

 

 Goal 12: Responsible Consumption 

and Production 

 

 Goal 16: Peace, Justice and Strong 

Institutions 

 Target 12.7: Promote Sustainable 

Public Procurement Practices  

 Target 16.5: Substantially Reduce 

Corruption and Bribery  

 Target 16.6: Develop Effective, 

Accountable and Transparent 

Institutions 

 

 With regards to Goal 12 Audit has critically viewed the whole cycle of procurement 

taking into account the mechanisms in place to ensure transparency and fair practice during 

public procurement. Adherence to PPRA rules was critically analyzed to check achievement 

of Target 12.7 and several cases where lapses have been noticed are highlighted in this report. 

MES formations often violate PPRA rules on the pretext of urgency while disregarding the 

requirements of rule 42 of PPRA. In the best interest of sustainable Public Procurement 

Practices, Audit has repeatedly stressed on the need for wide circulation of tender 

advertisements while allowing an appropriate response time. Violation of Public Procurement 

rules remains an issue as evident from the Audit Observations relating to ‘Mis-procurement’ 

amounting to Rs. 8909.709 million as reported in this section.  

 

  Audit also focused on Goal 16 during the examination of record. The armed 

forces have played an instrumental role in ensuring Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions. This 

is evident from the operations carried out by the Frontier Works Organizations in hard areas 

which are not accessible to private contractors. While mechanisms exist to reduce corruption 
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and bribery as required in Target 16.5, there is still room for improvement. A major red flag in 

this regard is the Issue of Non-Production of Record as reported in this section. Achievement 

of Target 16.6 needs to be worked on as cases of unauthorized transfer into private bank account 

worth Rs. 10,744.782 million have been highlighted while tax related issues of Rs. 3,064.288 

million have been reported. This is a critical component of the expected reform in the area of 

treasury single account. 

During Audit Year 2021-22, activity pertaining to Thematic Audit of Contract 

Management in Public Works is summarized below: 

Formations Audited Recovery Pointed Out Observations 

113 Rs. 1,116.965 million 28 

Audit examined the execution of contracts from the bidding process till the 

completion of work, and evaluated planning process including project estimates and reviewed 

the compliance of PPRA Rules and Defence Services Regulations. In addition, payments of 

different projects were evaluated for cost and time overruns. 

The audit also examined deduction of applicable taxes from contractors to 

safeguard government revenues. Audit also focused on analyzing the loss sustained by the 

government due to poor planning.  

It was observed that different formations were concluding contracts with the 

contractors/firms which were not registered with Pakistan Engineering Council. It was also 

observed that various formations invoked para 17 on various occasions, whereas the works did 

not involve operational necessity or urgent medical requirement.  

On the other hand, expired bank guarantees were being held against different 

contracts. It was also noticed that irregular advance payments were being extended to the 

contractors within different formations.  

It was observed in some cases that the sanctioning authorities approved different 

works beyond their financial powers to avoid getting sanction and approval of higher authority.  

Moreover, the audit took into account legal framework, role and performance 

of the organization as well as flaws in the funding process while conducting thematic audit of 

the formations. The same is discussed in detail below.  

 It was also noticed that Non-production of record to audit (in some cases) in 

violation of Article 169 and 170 of the Constitution remained an issue.  

 Violations of Public Procurement Rules with regards to advertisement, annual 

procurement planning and value for money were noticed during the course of Audit  

 Another area of concern was the non compliance to the Defence Services 

Regulations in areas like Advance Payment before completion of work through RARs, splitting 

of financial powers, misuse of para 17 of DSR regarding execution of operational and 

emergency works, Non recovery of rent and allied charges, and Defence Services 

Accommodation Scales in terms of execution of unauthorized work. It was also noticed that 

procurement of non schedule furniture without sanction of competent authority was also an 

issue requiring the attention of the management. 
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 A key issue was the less recovery or non deduction of General Sales Tax and 

Income Tax as per prescribed rates provided in General Sales Tax Act and Income Tax 

Ordinance. A related but equally important issue was the non deposit of withheld tax and non 

furnishing of tax statements to FBR and possible revenue loss. 

 In case of FWO, it was noticed that imprest money was transferred to 

unauthorized bank accounts in violation of FBA&A procedure. In addition issues like non 

recovery of outstanding dues from sponsors and insurance companies were noted. The non 

recovery of bad debts and irregular booking of miscellaneous expenditure to project to 

minimize the profit margin were also noted during the course of this study. The Audit also 

noticed awarding of contracts at exorbitant rates, un-necessary granting of extensions to 

projects leading to cost and time overrun.  

  Deficiencies in Legal Framework 

According to UNDP Resource guidelines on Building Transparent and Open 

Public Procurement Systems for Achieving the SDGs in ASEAN: Open and transparent public 

procurement systems are a strategic tool, not only in preventing corruption but also for 

achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), as they are a prerequisite of delivering 

medical goods, water services, quality education infrastructure, access to justice and 

sustainable infrastructure.  

The procurement systems must be equipped with the necessary tools to ensure 

transparency, accountability, and integrity throughout the procurement cycle. 

Audit observed that few formations were procuring construction services from 

private contractors without following Public Procurement Regulatory Authority Rules. It was 

noticed in several cases that procurements were made in an uneconomical manner since equal 

opportunities were not provided to the bidders in order to ensure economical and transparent 

process.  

Audit is of the view that poor governance of public procurement systems can 

turn public investments into major political and economic liabilities, hinder Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs), and result in additional costs and waste public funds.  

It was noted that some formations were holding expired bank guarantees against 

various contracts, in violation of PPRA rules, which jeopardizes the interest of government. It 

is pertinent to mention here that a bank guarantee serves a key purpose between contracting 

parties as bank assumes liability to compensate the government in case of default in the 

contractual obligations by the contractor. 

In some cases it was noticed that the contractors were not registered in Pakistan 

Engineering Council (PEC). Whereas, PEC by laws 1987, provide that no engineering work 

shall be constructed except by a contractor or operator licensed as such by the Council. It was 

noticed that some contracts were awarded to the contractors not registered in PEC in their 

specialized categories. 

  Role and Performance of Organization 
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  As per Defence Services Regulations (DSR) for MES following are the 

responsibilities of Military Engineering Services: 

Original works i.e. provision of buildings, docks, airfields, etc. together with accessory services 

such as roads, electric and water supply, drainage, furniture, etc. and internal fixture generally. 

Maintenance services, i.e., repairs, renewals and upkeep of the works executed except as 

otherwise provided for in these regulations. Maintenance and operation of certain installations, 

such as electric power stations, pumping stations, sewage disposal works; etc. Hiring and 

Payment of rent, rates and taxes in respect of Lands buildings and railway sidings and the 

payment of bills for electric energy and water obtained from municipalities or other bodies. 

Assessment of rent and the furnishing of necessary particulars to the competent authority to 

enable them to collect rent for quarters and charges for furniture, electricity and water, etc. In 

certain cases, the actual collection of such recoveries is the responsibility of the MES. Provision 

and holding of stores, plant and machinery required for works, engineer units and mobilization 

reserves.  

Role and performance of the organizations under purview of thematic audit was 

analyzed critically and deficiencies have been reported in this section. In certain some cases 

Para 17 of DSR was invoked without justification of urgency. It was also noticed that 

sanctioning of works by the authorities not competent to do so, and extension of undue favors 

to the contractors in the shape of advance payments remains in area of concern.   

Invoking Para 17 has become routine practice among various MES formations, 

although the rules require that such works can only be undertaken in cases involving 

operational or medical urgency. However, it was observed that no such urgency was involved 

as the works were not completed within the stipulated time. Management avoided the normal 

procedure, by invoking Para 17 of DSR, which was irregular with regard to the role and 

performance of a public organization. 

  Progress on Achieving the Targets 

During thematic audit of 113 formations of Contract Management in Public 

Works, it was noted that while efforts are being made to achieve SDG Goal 12 (Responsible 

Consumption and Production) and 16 (Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions), there is still room 

for improvement. Some projects were not completed within the stipulated time which resulted 

into time and cost overruns while the area of procurement continues to be of concern. 

In one particular case under the administrative jurisdiction of GE (Navy) Turbat, 

the project was scheduled to be completed in 2016 for an estimated cost of Rs 2,764.046 

million, which increased to  

Rs. 4,446.728 million. Furthermore, Phase-II of the project was planned with a cost of Rs 

5,916.752 million bringing the total cost to  

Rs 10,363.480 million which resulted in time and cost over-run. 
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There is a dire need to empower the internal audit system to ensure that tax 

deductions are made and deposits are made into the government treasury. Role of internal audit 

in PMAD needs to be strengthened to achieve that end. Non deduction / Non depositing of tax 

continues to be a major cause for loss being incurred by the state. 

Audit is of the view that slow performance of the management in achieving set 

targets has resulted into economic liabilities for the government and hindering achievement of 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and causing additional costs and wastage of public 

funds. 

(r) .2.8   Significant Audit Observations 

3.2.8.1  Non production of record  

 As per Articles 169 and 170 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan read with the Auditor General Ordinance, 2001 and orders of the Supreme Court of 

Pakistan passed in CMAs 3330, 3471, 3594/13 in Constitution Petition No. 105/12, audit is a 

constitutionally mandated process and after 18th Amendment in the Constitution, there is no 

room for denial of disclosure and withholding of accounts from Auditor General for audit. 

  Under section 14(3) of above Ordinance, any person or authority hindering the 

auditorial functions of the Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to 

disciplinary action under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

During audit of following Groups HQ (FWO), the requisite auditable record 

was not provided to audit for scrutiny which is a serious violation of the above constitutional 

provisions and Supreme Court orders which needs investigation at appropriate level to fix 

responsibility against the responsible besides provision of auditable record to audit. 

Sr. 

No. 
DP No. Groups HQ (FWO) 

1 DP-N-349/20-21 HQ 492 Engr Group Peshawar 

2 DP-N-639/20-21 HQ 494 Engr Group Karachi 

3 DP-N-670 & 671/19-20 HQ 491 Engr Group Abbottabad 

 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, no satisfactory reply was produced 

regarding non provision of record. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December 2021 directed in case of Sr. No. 1 

& 2 that relevant auditable documents be provided to audit for scrutiny within one month under 

intimation to MoD. Whereas, DAC vide its meeting dated 30th September 2020 directed in case 

of Sr. No. 3 that list of projects for the period from July 2008 to June 2018 be reconciled and 

finalized with Audit within one month. All un-audited projects be audited. Furthermore, 

complete evidence of shifting of projects to other Groups be shared with Audit. The shifted 

projects may also be audited. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization 

of this report.  

  Audit recommends early provision of record for audit scrutiny besides adoption 

of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 
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DP-N-670 & 671/19-20 & 349, 639/2020-21 

  Procurement Related Irregularities 

  Rs. 9,705.687 million 

3.2.8.2 Mis-procurement in violation of Public Procurement Rules - Rs. 7,275.553 

million 

  Rule-12 (1) & (2) of Public Procurement Rules 2004 stipulates that all 

procurements over five hundred thousand Pakistani Rupees shall be advertised on the 

Authority’s website in the manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from 

time to time.   

  During audit of HQr 494 Engrs Group (FWO) Karachi, it was noticed that 

national construction projects amounting to Rs. 7,275.553 million as tabulated below, were 

executed through FWO self-registered contractors and sub-let contractors. The procurement of 

goods, construction material or services of sub-let contractors were hired by calling up three 

quotations instead of fair and transparent manner through uploading of tender on PPRA website 

or advertisement in print media and to avoid award of contracts to Pakistan Engineering 

Council (PEC) registered contractors / engineering firms on competitive rates which made the 

whole process as mis-procurement. Audit stressed that matter be probed at an appropriate level 

to fix responsibility. 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Project Nature of violation 

Amount of 

Procurement 

1 Gwadar-Ratodero N-55 
Procurement through 

quotations instead of 

open competition through 

uploading of tender on 

PPRA website / 

advertisement in print 

media. 

3,896.474 

2 
Qubo Shaheed Khuzdar 

ShahdadKot Road 
1,605.539 

3 
Port Qasim Authority, 

Package III, Karachi 
1,773.540 

Total  7,275.553 

 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that FWO being the 

contractor was not under the obligation of the PPRA & any other agency because FWO as a 

contractor always looked for the lowest rates with desired quality against the projects. PPRs 

were not applicable to FWO and sublet contracts were not advertised. 

  Reply was not acceptable because FWO's positioning as Government 

organization and refusal to be under Public Procurement Rules was self contradictory. There is 

no exemption to any organization unless specifically permitted under Public Procurement 

Rules. Moreover, award of works to FWO registered contractors only limited the opportunities 

for contractors / engineering firms registered with Pakistan Engineering Council.  

  DAC in its meeting dated 3rd December 2021 was apprised that procurement of 

goods specially related to cement, steel, bitumen and POL etc. is managed by HQ FWO and 

same is advertised on FWOs official website. FWO as a contractor always looked for the lowest 

rates with desired quality against the projects. However, a transparent system is already in 
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vogue within the organization at HQ FWO level. DAC directed that the relevant document 

regarding objected amount may be reconciled / verified from audit within one month. It may 

be ascertained whether the amount of contract falls within the range of advertisement on PPRA 

website or otherwise. If so, fact finding inquiry be held, responsibility be fixed, disciplinary 

action be taken against individuals concerned and the amount spent on procurement may be 

regularized from competent authority. However, no further progress was reported to audit till 

finalization of this report. 

  Audit stresses for early implementation of DAC recommendations and 

regularization of expenditure besides adoption of remedial measure to avoid such irregularities 

in future. 

 DP-N-52 &54/2021-22 

3.2.8.3  Conclusion of contracts in violation of PPRA rules –  

 Rs. 1,634.156 million 

Rule 12 of PPRA, 2004, states that “Procurements over one hundred thousand 

rupees and up to the limit of two million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website 

in the manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to time. These 

procurement opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the 

procuring agency.” 

Rule 27 of PPRA Rule-2004 stipulates that where a procuring agency has 

already prescribed a deadline for the submission of bids and due to any reason, the procuring 

agency finds it necessary to extend such deadline, it shall do so only after recording its reasons 

in writing and in an equal opportunity manner. Advertisement of such extension in time shall 

be done in a manner similar to the original advertisement. 

During audit of the following formations, it was observed that contracts 

amounting to Rs 1,634.156 million were concluded without advertisement on authority’s 

website as well as in print media. 
   (Rs in million) 

S.No. DP No. Formation Nature of violation Amount 

1 DP-S-261 GE(A) 

C&SC 

Quetta 

Without advertisement on 

authority’s website as well as in print 

media. 

489.247 

2 DP-S-228 GE (N) 

Turbat 

The tender was not cancelled before 

the advertisements  

423.323 

3 DP-S-224 GE (A) 

Khuzdar 

Without advertisement on 

authority’s website as well as in print 

media. 

330.724 

4 DP-S-240 GE (A) 

Khuzdar 

Without advertisement on 

authority’s website as well as in print 

media. 

309.108 
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5 DP-S-320 GE (A) 

Karachi 

Without advertisement on 

authority’s website as well as in print 

media. 

31.979 

6 DP-S-039 GE(A) 

C&SC 

Quetta 

Without advertisement on 

authority’s website as well as in print 

media. 

21.148 

7 DP-S-234 AGE (N) 

Mauripur 

Amendment in tender opening dates 

were made without publication of 

corrigendum in newspaper and 

PPRA website 

17.627 

8 DP-S-150 GE (Air) 

Faisal 

Without advertisement on PPRA and 

newspaper 

11.00 

Total 1,634.156 

  Audit is of the view that due to non-compliance of PPRA rules, possibility of 

non-transparent procurement could not be ruled out which reflected weak internal controls and 

poor financial discipline within the formations. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in 2021. The management at Sr. No 01 & 

06 did not furnish reply. In case of Sr. No. 02, 04, 05 & 07 the management replied that 

contracts were published/advertised in newspapers and PPRA. In case of Sr. No. 03, the 

management replied that contracts were concluded by DGW&C and ACE. In case of Sr. No. 

08, the management replied that master planning of Base was a top-secret project therefore 

contracts could only be awarded to firms having security clearance from intelligence agencies. 

Reply furnished by the management was not tenable as no documentary was furnished to audit. 
 

DAC in its meeting held in November 2021 and January 2022 directed the 

management at Sr. No.01 to 07, to produce relevant record to audit for early verification. In 

case of Sr. No.8, DAC directed that fact finding inquiry be held, responsibility be fixed at 

appropriate level and get it endorsed from competent authority. No progress on the matter was 

reported to audit till finalization of this report. 
 

Audit recommends early compliance of DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-261, 228, 224, 240, 320, 39, 234 & 150 

3.2.8.4  Irregular/unauthorized award of contracts to PEC  unregistered 

firm-Rs 795.978 million 

According to Rule 3 (I) Pakistan Engineering Council Bye-Laws, 1987, “no 

engineering work shall be constructed except by a contractor or operator licensed as such by 

the Council”. 

During audit of the following formations, it was observed that contracts valuing 

Rs 795.978 million were awarded to the firms which were not registered with PEC. 

    (Rs in million) 
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S No. DP No. Formation No. of CA Amount 

1 DP-S-360 GE (A) Services Malir 26 655.084 

2 DP-S-153 AGE(N) Mehran 58 140.894 

TOTAL 795.978 

Audit is of the view that the award of contracts to unregistered contractors 

reflected weak internal control within the formation. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in 2021. In case of Sr. No. 1 the 

management did not furnish reply. In case of Sr. No. 2, the management replied that all 

contracts were awarded to PEC registered firms.  

DAC in its meeting held on 19th November 2021 and 24th January 2022, directed 

the managements to produce relevant PEC documents to audit for verification. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance of DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-360 & 153 

 

  Un-Authorized / Irregular Payments 

Rs. 15,684.379 million  

3.2.8.5 Irregular transfer of imprest money into un-authorized bank accounts - Rs. 

10,744.782 million 

  According to Para 43 (b) of FBA&A procedures, Group HQ will open a work 

imprest account, distinct from Field Imprest Account, in a branch of National Bank of Pakistan. 

  During audit of HQ 491 Engr Group (FWO) Abbottabad, it was observed from 

record provided against different projects that Imprest Accounts against different projects were 

opened in National Bank of Pakistan and all the amount of imprest worth Rs. 10,744.782 

million was claimed and received from CMA FWO Chaklala against different Bank Accounts 

opened in NBP but later on the whole amount was transferred into different accounts opened 

in Bank Al-Habib which resulted into un-authorized transfer of funds. Matter therefore, needed 

to be investigated through court of inquiry besides initiation of disciplinary action against the 

concerned. 

(Rs. in million) 
Sr. 

No. 

Project 

Name 

National Bank 

A/C No. 

Bank Al-Habib 

A/C No. 

Amount 

 

1 ICB-2 4750-7 (NBP ATD) 081-000534-01-9 428.083 

2 ICB-3 4749-7 (NBP ATD) 081-000535-01-0  426.550 

3 BBN 4254-8 (NBP ATD) 081-000162-01-9  3,173.180 

4 KMC 4006770549 (NBP ATD) 081-000161-01-8  4,230.000 
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5 BBT 4006770567 (NBP ATD) 081-000163-01-0  1,227.734 

6 WBB 4996-1 (NBP ATD) 081-001007-01-3  349.600 

7 KDR 5750-4 (NBP ATD) 081-001325-01-8  354.635 

8 KVKR 4867-7 (NBP ATD) 081-000643-01-1  250.000 

9 H-12 Pkg II 5251-1 (NBP ATD) 081-000159-01-7  245.000 

10 H-12 Pkg III 4530-4 (NBP ATD) 081-000227-01-7  60.000 

Total 10,744.782 

 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive authorities replied that as per 

Para 43 b and Government of Pakistan Ministry of Defence letter No. 4603/1063/PPA-6/F-

1/25/2002/D-4 (Army-IV) dated 06-06-2002 the imprest account could be opened in scheduled 

approved Bank. 

  Reply was not acceptable because transfer of Imprest amount to account other 

than National Bank of Pakistan is the violation of above referred rules which needs 

regularization from Ministry of Defence. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 30th September 2020 directed that un-authorized 

transfer of amount of imprest into Private Bank Account be regularized from Competent 

Financial Authority within one month. It was further, directed that Standard Operating 

Procedure (SOP) at HQ level be finalized forthwith for opening of Account in Scheduled 

Bank immediately. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this 

report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-679/2019-20 

3.2.8.6  Irregular sanction of work beyond financial powers –  Rs. 1,148.773 

million 

According to Table “A” of Para 25 of DSR-1998, read with MoD letter 2/12/D-

15/2001 dated 19-6-2019, QMG is empowered to sanction work upto Rs 60 million. 

During audit of the following formations, it was observed that 11 contracts of 

construction works were sanctioned by QMG/DCNS beyond their financial powers in violation 

of rules. 

     (Rs in million) 

S 

No 

DP 

No. 
Formation 

Total 

No. 

of 

CA 

Authorized 

Financial 

power per 

work 

Financial power 

used by 

QMG/DCNS per 

work in million 

Amount 
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1 DP-S-

147 

GE 

(Army)-I, 

Malir 

3 60 million 

subject to 

concurrence 

of FA 

2 x 300.118 & 1 x 

303.062 

903.298 

2 DP-S-

154 

AGE 

(Army) 

Chhor 

6 60 million 

subject to 

concurrence 

of FA 

More than 30 

million without 

concurrence of 

Financial Advisor  

230.513 

3 DP-S-

297 

GE (N) 

Karsaz 

2 12 million 14.962 Million 14.962 

Total 1,148.773 

Audit is of the view that sanctioning of works beyond financial powers reflected 

weak internal controls within the formation. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in 2021. In case of Sr. No. 1, the 

management replied that works were sanctioned by the QMG after obtaining concurrence from 

FA. In case of Sr. No. 02 & 03 the management replied that contracts were concluded as per 

administrative approval issued by the competent authority. Reply of the management was not 

tenable as the single work was split in two works in violation of rules. 

DAC in its meeting held in November 2021, and January 2022, directed the 

management at Sr. No. 01 & 02 to provide relevant record to audit for early verification. In 

case of Sr. No. 03 DAC directed the management to regularize the expenditure from competent 

authority. No progress on the matter was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends for early compliance of the DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-147, 154 & 297 

3.2.8.7 Non realization of advances might result into bad debts - Rs. 1,057.62 

million 

  As per Para-15 of Internal Audit Charter of Financial, Budget, Accounting & 

Audit Procedures, FWO management has the responsibility and is accountable for addressing 

weaknesses and inefficiencies, which have been identified in both External and Internal Audit 

Reports, and for taking the necessary corrective action against internal control problems, thefts, 

frauds, defalcations, unauthorized transactions, accounting breakdowns, large stock shortages, 

major bad debts etc. Further, Para-2.01.09 ibid regarding Write off of Bad / Doubtful Debts, 

Advances and Receivables provides that, all advances to material, machinery and general 

suppliers and civilian employees shall be given against bank/insurance guarantee and security 

of terminal benefits of employees, thus minimizing the risk of non-recovery. In case the 

advances and receivables remain un-recoverable for a period of more than three years, the same 

shall be written off with the approval of the project Board FWO. Where the 

receivables/advances- are of material nature, recovery through legal cases may be initiated with 

the approval of the DG FWO. 
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  During audit of HQr 494 Engrs Group (FWO) Karachi, the following 

irregularities were noticed: 

A)  Scrutiny of Cash Books maintained for project Khuzdar – Shahdad Kot road 

revealed that a huge amount of Rs. 58,248,161 on account of advances. Loans was granted to 

various contractors, firms on several occasions out of FWO Imprest, out of which sum 

recovered was Rs. 50,432,296 which could be adjusted leaving irrecoverable Bad Debts of Rs. 

7,815,865 (as per calculation by Audit) despite submission of the final bill of the project.  

B)  Similarly, scrutiny of Cash Books maintained for the project (N-55) revealed 

that an amount of Rs. 1,759,725,881 given as advances. Loans were granted to various 

contractors / firms on several occasions, out of FWO Imprest. However, against this amount, 

only a sum of Rs. 709,918,918 could be adjusted, leaving irrecoverable Bad Debts of Rs. 

1,049,806,963 (as per calculation by Audit) from 2012 onwards and despite closure of the 

project. The management of 494 Engineers Group Headquarters, Karachi instead of 

discharging its responsibility to realize the project dues treated this as expenditure instead of 

irrecoverable to avoid declaration in respective Profit & Loss Statement of the project as well 

as in Consolidated Annual Financial Statement. Such decisions result in irrecoverable loans 

and could add to losses in addition to negativity running into millions of Rupees. 

  Audit, therefore, recommended that besides making all out efforts to realize the 

FWO dues amounting to Rs. 1,057,622,828  

(Rs. 7,815,865 + Rs. 1,049,806,963), responsibility be fixed for granting undue favour and 

concealing the facts.  

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that in case of Sr. No. 

(A)FWO completed the awarded project Khuzdar – Shahdad Kot road in the remote areas of 

Sindh & Baluchistan provinces. Moreover, some financially weak but strong technical 

knowledge sublet contractors as well as suppliers were hired for the achievement of desired 

progress, timely execution& completion of project. Similarly in case of Sr. No. (B) work 

regarding construction of additional Carriageway of Indus Highway Project (N-55) was 

completed by FWO with all agreed contractual obligations with the client / employer 

(NHA).Out of said huge payments made out of FWO Imprest, only a sum of Rs. 709,918,918 

could be adjusted leaving irrecoverable Bad Debts of Rs. 1,049,806,963 from 2012 onwards 

and despite closure of the project. The recovered / adjusted amount of loans / advances was Rs. 

1,432,033,907 against an amount of Rs. 1,759,725,881. Efforts were being made for recovery 

of the remaining amount Rs. 82,815,794. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December 2021 was apprised that complete 

data of adjustment against loan / advances were produced to audit authorities. Furthermore, the 

projects are physically completed and final bills against National Highway Authority (NHA) 

projects (N-55 & M-8) are still payable by the employer to FWO. Subject to release of final 

bills by the employer (NHA), outstanding liabilities as well as advances shall be settled. DAC 

directed that objected amount of advances may be reconciled with audit and the recoverable 

may be recovered expeditiously under intimation to audit / MoD. It was further directed that 

fresh / revised reply on prescribed format may be provided to audit / MoD. However, no further 

progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  
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  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-53/2021-22 

3.2.8.8 Irregular booking on account of miscellaneous expenditure - Rs. 706.528 

million 
 

  As per clause 67 of FBA&A Procedure and clause 32 of commercial code, all 

sums of revenue & expenditure be classified into relevant code heads and proper books of 

accounts to be maintained for all assets and liabilities by FWO. 
 

  During audit of 491 Engineer Group Abbottabad, it was observed that an 

amount of Rs. 706.528 million was booked on account of miscellaneous expenditure against 

different projects as evident from their Final PMRs issued by the HQ 491 Engineer Group. 

Detailed record of miscellaneous expenditure was not available, which resulted into irregular 

booking of expenditure as tabulated below which needs justification besides adjustment in 

profit& loss statement and balance sheet of the project and FWO. 
 

 

 

 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Project PMR No. Amount 

1 Arja Dhirkot Road 60706/ICB-3/Proj dated 10.11.2011 57.207 

2 
Kohala Muzaffarabad 

Chakothi (C-17 Proj) 

607/PMR/EDR-Cell/KMC/P dated 

04.12.2013 
314.323 

3 
Besian Balakot Naran (C-16 

Proj) 

607/PMR/EDR-Cell/BBN/P dated 

12.11.2013 
282.663 

4 Kohala Dhirkot Road Project 60705/KDR/Proj dated 04.03.2013 52.335 

Total 706.528 

  When pointed out by audit in 2020, it was replied by the executive that all paid 

vouchers were available in cashbook on account of misc expenditure. 

  Reply was not tenable as no documentary evidence was produced to audit for 

scrutiny. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 6th November 2020 directed that detail record of 

miscellaneous expenditure incurred against different projects may be provided to audit for 

verification within one month. However, no further progress was reported to audit till 

finalization of this report.   

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-898/2019-20 
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3.2.8.9  Irregular sanction of work under Para 17 – Rs 625.359  million 

According to Para-17(a) (c) of Defence Services Regulations for MES-1998, 

“unexpected circumstances may arise which make it imperative to short circuit from normal 

procedure. Such circumstances may arise from operational military necessity or on urgent 

medical grounds when reference to the appropriate CFA would entail dangerous delay.” 

During audit of following formations, it was observed that following works 

amounting to Rs 625.359 million were approved by competent authority under Para-17 of DSR 

1998 whereas the works did not involve operational necessity or urgent medical requirement. 

In addition, the same was not completed within stipulated time which indicated that no 

emergency or urgency was involved. 

   (Rs in million) 

S No. DP No. Formation Description Amount 

 1 DP-S-237 GE (Air) 

Bholari 

Construction of fuel tanks 397.595 

 2 DP-S-217 GE (Air) 

Shahbaz 

Provision of sewerage treatment plant  131.241 

3 DP-S-088 AGE(N) 

Mehran 

Provision / Installation / Testing and 

commissioning of Water Base Automatic Fire 

Sprinkler System Beam Detector and 

Installation of Foam System  

66.616 

4 DP-S-002 GE (Air) Malir Rehabilitation of BOQ & Toilet block of 

Airmen 

29.907 

Total 625.359 

Audit is of the view that the emergency clause was misused to avoid normal 

procedure, which reflected weak internal controls and poor financial management within the 

formation. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in 2021. In case of Sr. No. 1, the 

management replied that both contracts were sanctioned on operational military necessity 

under para 17. Further the work was delayed due to various causes like bad weather, delay in 

import of items from abroad, amendment in CA, and Covid-19. In case of Sr. No. 2, the 

management furnished an evasive reply. In case of Sr. No. 3, the management replied that 

consultant was hired through E-in-C branch. In case of Sr. No.4, the management replied that 

the work was sanctioned under Para-17 of DSR due to medical reasons. Further, work was 

suspended due to various reasons including non-availability of site. The reply was not tenable 

as incompletion of work was against the spirit of para 17. 

The DAC in its meetings held in November 2021 and January 2022 In case of 

Sr. No. 01, 02, and 04 the DAC directed the management for regularization of the expenditure 

and justification in delay of work. In case of Sr. No. 02 the DAC further directed the 

management to furnish rules regarding applicability of administrative approval within 5 years. 
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In case of Sr. No 03 the DAC directed the management to provide relevant record to audit for 

verification. No further progress on the matter was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance of the DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-237, 217, 88 & 02 

3.2.8.10 Irregular advance payment without execution of works  – Rs 537.794 

million 

According to Rule 408-417 of DSR-1998, there is no provision of advance 

payment to contractor except secured advance. According to Para 15 (c) (4) of DSR – 1998, 

“All payments to contractors and employees correctly represent the services rendered (i.e., 

work done, and stores supplied) in accordance with the contract or other agreement under 

which those services have been rendered.” 

During audit of the following formations, it was observed that amount of Rs 

537.794 million was paid as advance payment to different contractors without execution of 

works. 

 
   (Rs in million) 

S. 

No. 

DP No. Formation Description Amount 

1 DP-S-222 GE (Army) 

Khuzdar 

Construction of rooms/ 

offices/barrack/mess/quarters block  

144.286 

2 DP-S-345 GE (Navy) 

Construction-1 

Ormara 

Construction of land scaping/ 

barrack/guestroom /carpeting of road 

107.443 

3 DP-S-324 GE (Navy) Maint 

Ormara 

Construction of road/tower 

/jetty/barrack/POL storage tank 

78.052 

4 DP-S-378 GE (Army) KHI Construction of water treatment plant at SRC. 72.743 

5 DP-S-246 GE (Air) Sumangli Rehab of COE Hanger, Prov of RCC Slabs 

and Const. of road 

43.958 

6 DP-S-227 GE (Navy) Turbat Leftover construction of decanting for fuel 

section 

34.410 

7 DP-S-215 GE (Army) 

Kashmore 

Different repair/maintenance/ construction/ 

up-gradation/ installation works 

30.940 

8 DP-S-294 GE (Navy) Karsaz Abnormal repair/maint of misc 

internal/external works at COMNAV House 

14.962 

9 DP-S-87 AGE (N) Mehran Different maintenance works 11.00 

Total 537.794 
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Payments without execution of works reflected weak internal controls and poor 

financial management within the formations.  

The matter was pointed out by audit in 2021, In case of Sr. No. 01, 03, 04 & 05 

the management replied that payment was made on physical progress. In case of Sr. No. 06 & 

02 the management did not furnish reply. In case of Sr. No. 07, the management replied that 

the funds were lapsable, and works were required to be completed within financial year 2020-

21. In case of Sr. No. 08 & 09 evasive, reply. 

DAC in its meeting held on November 2021 and January 2022, in case of Sr. 

No. 01, 04, & 07, directed the management to hold fact finding inquiry regarding the matter 

and report to Audit/MoD. In case of Sr. No. 02, 03, 05, 06 & 08, the DAC directed the 

management to provide relevant record in justification of completion of work, in case of 

advance payment expenditure be regularized from the competent authority, in evidence of 

completion of work to audit for verification. In case of Sr. No. 09 directed the management to 

provide relevant record regarding secure advance and provision thereof to audit for verification. 

No further progress on the matter was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC’s directives besides adoption of 

remedial measures to avoid recurrence of such practice in future. 

DP-S-222, 345, 324, 378, 246, 227, 215, 294 & 87 

3.2.8.11 Unjustified advance payment for the work not actually carried out - Rs. 

263.131 million 

  According to Annexure-E to Rule-42 of FR Vol-I 1986, “No advance payment 

(except in case of Government to Government contracts) and letter of credit will be authorized 

without the concurrence of the Finance Division, even though the contract may have been 

approved without reference to the Finance Division”. Moreover, para 5(a) and (c) to Section 4 

of Routine Instruction No. 641/04 states that, clause 60 of PAFW-2249 allows monthly 

payments at 90 per cent of the work done and in no case will the limit of 90 per cent payment 

be exceeded. Further, as per para 52 of DSR for MES, 1998 stipulates that “No funds will be 

spent un-economically merely to prevent from lapsing”. 

  During audit of following GEs (Army), it was observed that a sum of Rs. 

263.131 million was paid unauthorizedly to the contractors for construction work through 1st 

RAR within 03 to 06 days of commencement of work not being possible to be completed in 

such a short span of time keeping in view the nature of work, which needs regularization. 
(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
DP No. Formation Nature of Work 

%age of 

completion 

within Days 

Amount 

 

1 
DP-N-

634/20-21 

GE (Army) 

Tarbela 

Construction 192 

Men SM Barrack 

90% within 

03 days 
177.983 

2 

DP-N-

39/21-22 

GE (Army) 

Multan 

Provision of 

external services 

for Auditorium 

67% within 

06 days 85.148 

Total 263.131 
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  When pointed out by Audit in 2019, no reply was furnished by the executive 

authorities in case of Sr. No. 1 whereas, in case of Sr. No. 2 the executive replied that RAR 

was paid on completion of objected amount of work. Monthly progress report in this regard 

would be produced shortly. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 17th November 2021 directed that unjustified 

advance payment may be regularized from competent financial authority within 03 months. 

However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future.  

DP-N-634/20-21 & 39/21-22 

3.2.8.12 Irregular sanction of special works without obtaining government 

approval – Rs. 175.222 million 

  According to Para-21(c)(2) of DSR for MES, 1998, “services not falling within 

authorized works are referred to as “special works”. Special works should not be approved if 

the effect would be to introduce a new practice or change of scale. Further, Para-17(a) ibid 

stipulates that, “unexpected circumstances may arise which make it imperative to short-circuit 

normal procedure. Such circumstances may arise from operational military necessity or on 

urgent medical grounds when reference to the appropriate CFA would entail dangerous delay. 

If such circumstances arise, any of the authorities detailed in Table-A may order the 

commencement of a work by furnishing an order in writing ‟to the engineer office concerned 

and forwarding immediately a copy of his orders to superior engineer authority with his reasons 

for giving the orders and the engineer officer’s estimates of the liability incurred. In all such 

cases which may arise the earliest possible steps must be taken to regularize matters by normal 

action contemplated by these Regulations”.  

  During audit of DW&CE (Navy) Islamabad, it was observed that 09 major civil 

works sanctions regarding “Construction of Sewerage water treatment plant/ Reed Bed wetland 

system at Karachi/ Islamabad amounting to Rs. 175.222 million were accorded by DCNS 

Admin, invoking Para-17 of DSR for MES 1998, which was irregular as the works did not 

involve operational military necessity or urgent medical requirement as required in above rule 

provisions. Further, construction of Sewerage water treatment plant/ Reed Bed wetland system 

was a new practice/ change of scale which fell under the category of special works and, 

therefore, needed sanction of Government of Pakistan, besides the expenditure was sanctioned 

by the Deputy Chief of Naval Staff (Admn) in transgression of his financial authority. 

  Due to the omission the whole expenditure of Rs. 175.222 million stood un-

authorized which needed regularization from CFA.  

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that 09 projects were 

sanctioned under Para-17 due to extreme operational military necessity to fight against the 

environmental pollution. To safe guard the areas being used by Military troops, the project 

“Construction of Sewerage Water Treatment Bed Wetland Plant System” was sanctioned by 

the competent authority on Medical grounds for the best interest of the general public and to 

safe guard the lives of general public as well.  
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  Reply was not satisfactory because services not falling under authorized works 

rather fall under “special works” which could not be approved to introduce a new practice or 

change of scale. Further operational and emergent necessity was not established as prescribed 

in the referred rules because the works executed were not temporary in nature. Audit, therefore, 

stressed upon regularization of the amount involved from CFA. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 3rd December 2021 directed the executive to take 

up the case for regularization and get it verified from audit. However, no further progress was 

reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for regularization of expenditure involved besides adoption 

of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-90/2021-22 

3.2.8.13 Failure of action against the defaulting contractor –  

 Rs. 172.655 million 

According to Rule 19 of PPRA, 2004 “The procuring agencies shall specify a 

mechanism and manner to permanently or temporarily bar, from participating in their 

respective procurement proceedings, suppliers and contractors who either consistently fail to 

provide satisfactory performances or are found to be indulging in corrupt or fraudulent 

practices. Such barring action shall be duly publicized and communicated to the Authority.” 

During audit of the accounts of GE (Navy) Turbat for the financial year 2020-

21, it was observed that contract for Construction of Maintenance Hanger was concluded for 

Rs. 178.284 million with M/s Khan Traders. The contractor did not complete the work and 

defaulted despite receiving Rs. 172.655 million. The leftover work was allotted to M/S Siddiko 

(Pvt) Ltd vide another contract without following the procedure laid in PAFW-2249 “risk and 

cost”. The management initiated no action against the contractor i.e., blacklisting, imposition 

of risk and cost. 

Audit is of the opinion that the management not taking any action against the 

defaulting contractor reflected weak internal controls within the formation.  

The matter was pointed out by audit in December, 2021. The management 

replied that letter was written to CMES for blacklisting contractor. 

DAC in its meeting held on 25th January 2022 directed the management to 

provide relevant record to audit for verification. No progress on the matter was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance of DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-225/2021-22 

3.2.8.14 Non-renewal of expired bank guarantees –Rs. 80.709  million 

According to Para-53(c) of PAFW-2249 for the contracts amounting to Rs. 10 

million or more the contractor will deposit a performance bond/bank guarantee equal to 5% of 

the value of the contract. 
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According to Rule 39 of PPRA Rules 2004, Performance guarantee. -where 

needed and clearly expressed in the bidding documents, the procuring agency shall require the 

successful bidder to furnish a performance guarantee which shall not exceed ten per cent of the 

contract amount. 

During audit of the accounts of GE (Navy) Maintenance Ormara for the year 

2020-21, it was observed that 28 contracts were under execution in the Garrison. However, 

expired bank guarantees amounting to Rs. 80.709 Million were held by the management against 

the contracts. 

Audit is of the view that holding of expired bank guarantees indicated 

prevalence of weak internal control mechanism within the organization. 

The matter was pointed out by the audit in December 2021. The management 

replied that the contractors had been approached for renewal of Performance Bond/ Bank 

Guarantees. The management agreed to the audit contention.  

DAC in its meeting held on 25th January 2022, directed that relevant document 

of bank guarantees may be provided to audit for verification. No further progress was reported 

to audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance of the DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-322/2021-22 

3.2.8.15 Infructuous expenditure – Rs. 61.704 million 

According to Para-210 of Defence Services Regulations for MES 1998, 

“infructuous expenditure arises when Government funds have been expended for which 

Government receives no useful return or in which there has been unnecessary or avoidable 

extra expenditure”.  

During audit of the accounts of GE (Navy) Fleet, Karachi for the financial year 

2020-21, it was observed that 32 x BOQs were completed in 2018 and handed over to PNS 

Haider, however 11 x BOQs were still vacant, which proved it as an infructuous expenditure. 

Audit is of the opinion that construction of surplus BOQs caused blockage of 

public funds, which reflected weak internal control within the formation. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in September 2021. The management 

replied that the building was handed over to users after completion, its allotment is 

responsibility of user. Reply is not tenable as non-utilization of accommodation proved that it 

was an avoidable expenditure. 

DAC in its meeting dated 19th November 2021 directed the management to 

provide documents related to handing and taking over of the building to audit for verification. 

No further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance of the DAC’s directives. 
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DP-S-142/2021-22 

3.2.8.16 Irregular execution of contract agreement without  obtaining soil 

investigation report - Rs. 61.703 million 

According to rule 5(J)(1) of PAFW 2249, “the contractor shall be deemed to 

have inspected and examined the site and its surroundings and to have satisfied himself before 

submitting his tender as to the nature of the ground and sub-soil (having taken into account any 

information connected therewith which may have been provided by or on behalf of the 

Government) the form and nature of the site the extent and nature of the work and materials 

necessary for the completion of the works, the means of communications with and access to 

the site, the accommodation he may requires and in general to have obtained himself all 

necessary information as to risks contingencies and all other circumstance influencing or 

affecting his tender. No claim on account of misunderstanding in this regard shall be 

entertained”.  

During audit of the accounts of GE (Army) Karachi, for the financial year 2020-

21, it was observed that 02 contracts of construction works amounting to Rs. 61.703 million 

were concluded without conducting soil investigation. 

    (Rs. in million) 

CA No Description of 

work 

CBI No 

&date 

Firm Soil investigate 

quotation receiving 

date 

Amount 

CEA-SZ-

09/2021 

Construction of 1 x 

192 Men SM BK 

48 dated 

07/06/2021 

M/S PIMES 17/02/2021 49.994 

ACE5 

Corps-

03/2021 

Construction of 1 x 

75 Men CH DH,  

111 dated 

16/06/2021 

M/S Gillani 

Construction 

17/02/2021 11.709 

Total 61.703 

Audit is of the opinion that soil testing report may change the specification of 

load bearing capacity and other factors which may directly impact the cost of the project. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in December 2021. The management 

replied that contracts were concluded after getting soil investigation of site. Reply was not 

tenable as per documentary evidence quotations for soil investigation were called after issuance 

of work order, which proved that work started in absence of soil investigation report. 

DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022, directed the management to 

produce relevant record to audit for verification. No further progress was reported to audit till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance of the DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-317/2021-22 
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3.2.8.17 Un-authorized payment made to blacklisted contractor-Rs. 39.989 million 

According to rule 2(2) and (3) of the Sales Tax Special Procedure (Withholding) 

Rules, 2007 under S.R.O. 660(1)/2007, Islamabad, the 30th  June, 2007, “all withholding agents 

shall make purchase of taxable goods from a person duly registered under Sales Tax Act, 1990, 

provided that under unavoidable circumstances and for reasons to be recorded in writing.” 

During audit of the accounts of GE (Navy) Eastern for the year 2020-21, it was 

observed that work amounting to Rs. 39.989 million was executed with M/s Ajwa Construction 

Company (NTN # 2241736-2) which was a blacklisted contractor since 13 May 2019 in respect 

of sales tax. Hence, the execution of contract and the payment made to the contractor was 

serious irregularity and violation of government standing orders. 

   

Audit is of the view that concluding of contract with a blacklisted contractor 

reflects weak internal controls within the formation. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in October 2021, the management stated 

that concerned contractor M/s Ajwa Construction Company was instructed to resolve its issue 

with the sales tax department. The reply is irrelevant as the contractor was blacklisted by FBR 

and should not have been awarded any contract. 

DAC in its meeting held on 25th January 2022 directed the management to 

provide relevant record that the contractor was not blacklisted at the time of execution of 

contract. No progress on the matter was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance of DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-213/2021-22 

3.2.8.18 Irregular expenditure on building without  handing/taking board – 

Rs. 8.410 million 

According to Annexure E, para 11 of DSR, 1998, when the work has been 

completed, it will be handed over to MES who will enter it in their Register of Military 

Buildings at the total sanctioned cost. The actual cost as per construction will also be indicated 

in the Register for comparison purposes.  

During audit of the accounts of GE (Air) Bholari Hyderabad for the financial 

year 2020-21, it was observed that SNCOs block was under construction with the project. 

However, before finalization of original work and without handing taking board, additional 

amount was incurred from minor head amounting to Rs. 8.410 million on the same.  

  (Rs. in million) 

CA No Work Description Contractor Amount 

CEN-

140/2018 

 

Civil work infrastructure for 2nd FP Bn at Younis 

Abad Karachi (Ph-1) Construction of Wardroom 

Mess (with foundation G-3) along with 08 x BOQs 

M/s Ajwa 

Associate 

39.989  
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Audit is of the view that expenditure on building, under construction, from the 

minor head was irregular which reflected weak internal controls and poor financial 

management within the formation. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in October, 2021. The management replied 

that expenditure was incurred on user’s demand. Reply furnished by the management is not 

tenable as building was not handed over to MES and additional requirements assessed before 

finalization of original work which was irregular. 

DAC in its meeting held on 25th January 2022 directed the management to 

reconcile/verify the amount with audit. DAC further directed to case for regularization be 

initialized. No further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance of the DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-233/2021-22 

   

  Recoverables / Overpayments 

 Rs. 3,820.979 million 

3.2.8.19 Non furnishing of tax deduction statements to FBR authorities - Rs. 

2,308.612 million 

  Section 165 of Income Tax Ordinance under caption Statements restricts that 

(1) Every person collecting tax or deducting tax from a payment shall furnish to the 

Commissioner statement in the prescribed form. Furthermore, Rule 44(4) of Income Tax Rules 

2002 provides that person required to furnish a monthly statement shall furnish a reconciliation 

of amounts mentioned in the aforesaid annual and monthly statements within the amount of 

income, statement, related annexes and other documents submitted from time to time. 

Moreover, Section 153 of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 makes responsible “every prescribed 

person” making a payment in full or part including a payment by way of advance to a resident 

person either for the sale of goods, rendering or providing services; as well as on the execution 

of a contract, shall, at the time of making the payment, deduct tax from the gross amount 

payable at the rate specified. 

  During audit of HQr 494 Engineers Group (FWO) Karachi, it was noticed from 

record that the management of 494 Engineers Group Headquarters withheld / deducted a sum 

of Rs. 219,564,176 on account of Sales Tax and Rs. 2,089,047,866 were deducted / collected 

from 2012 onwards making a total of Rs. 2,308,612,042 on account of Income Tax from 

suppliers / sub-let contractors / vendors / distributors / dealers but neither any statement in 

prescribed manner nor in prescribed time was furnished to the quarter(s) concerned for 

reconciliation. Due to this lapse, neither the authenticity of remittance to relevant account could 

be authenticated nor reconciliation of GST withheld from respective contractors / suppliers be 

reconciled.  

  Audit recommended that besides initiation of disciplinary action for failure to 

comply the instructions on the subject, proper justification be furnished as well as all 
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reconciliation be made on immediate basis with quarter(s) concerned and a report to this effect 

be furnished to Audit. 

  When pointed out by Audit 2020, the executive replied that Audit inquired for 

record pertaining to deposit of deducted income tax & GST of sublet contractors in Government 

treasury from Jan 2012 to June 2019. All available record was provided.  

  Reply was irrelevant as Audit recommended compliance of aforesaid rule 

position i.e. non-furnishing of statement in prescribed manner in prescribed time to FBR 

authorities for reconciliation, due to which, neither the authenticity of remittance to relevant 

account could be authenticated nor reconciliation of GST withheld from respective contractors 

/ suppliers be tallied. Audit, therefore, recommended that besides initiation of disciplinary 

action for failure to comply the instructions on the subject, proper justification be furnished as 

well as all reconciliation be made on immediate basis with quarter(s) concerned and a report to 

this effect be furnished to Audit. The compliance also needed to be ensured in the future for all 

kinds of payments being made. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 22nd December 2021 directed that fact finding 

inquiry be held at HQ FWO level, responsibility be fixed at appropriate level, and disciplinary 

action be taken against individual concerned and the same may be furnished to audit for 

verification through MoD within two months. It was further directed that such practice may be 

stopped forthwith. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this 

report.  
 

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-95/2021-22 

 

3.2.8.20 Loss due to non recovery of insurance claim -  

Rs. 589.969 million 

  According to General Conditions No. 18.2 to the contract for construction for 

building and engineering works designed by the employer  issued by FIDIC 2006, “the insuring 

Party shall insure the Works, Plant, Materials and Contractor’s Documents for not less than the 

full reinstatement cost including the costs of demolition, removal of debris and professional 

fees and profit”. 

  Project of Kandian Valley Kalam Road (33 KM) valuing Rs.  589.969 million, 

was awarded to FWO by Earthquake Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA) on 

15th December 2008. The project was insured with Askari General Insurance Company under 

insurance policy No. 2010/06/21ECADP0001 dated 17th June 2010. The project was 

completely destroyed in July, 2010 due to heavy floods. However, claim for damages 

amounting to Rs. 589.969 million could not be materialized by FWO. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, no reply was furnished by the management. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 30th September 2020 was apprised that all the 

payments were verified and made to FWO after vetting by the consultant. No deduction was 
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made against any work done / loss hence no loss occurred to organization against the flood 

damages. In case of claiming the same from insurance company against already paid amount 

shall lead to the   duplicate payment. DAC directed that matter may be taken up with ERRA to 

clarify that insurance claim was claimed and paid by the Insurance company to ERRA. In case 

insurance claim was not paid to ERRA, recovery be made from insurance company and 

deposited into Government Treasury within one month. However, no further progress was 

reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

  Audit stresses for early implementation of DAC recommendations besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future.    

DP-N-678/2019-20 

3.2.8.21 Non-recovery of outstanding claim from sponsor -  

Rs. 554.480 million 

  As per clause 67 of FBA Procedure and clause 32 of commercial code, all sums 

of revenue & expenditure be classified into relevant code heads and proper books of accounts 

to be maintained for all assets and liabilities by FWO. 

  During audit of 491 Engr Group Abbottabad, it was observed from record 

provided against KMC Project that an amount of  

Rs. 554.840 million was lying outstanding against Sponsor on various accounts i.e. Rs. 196.64 

million price adjustment, Rs. 329.709 million prolongation cost claim, Rs. 27.297 million 

interest claim, Rs. 1.189 million delay in taking over and release of retention money as evident 

from Final PMR issued by the HQ 491 Engr Group vide NO.607/PMR/EDR-CELL/KMC/P 

dated 04.12.2013. The same needed to be recovered alongwith adjustment in final accounts of 

the project in order to be accounted for in balance sheet of FWO. 

  When pointed out by audit in 2020, it was replied by the executive that final bill 

was in process in NHA for approval and payment. 

  Reply was not convincing. The outstanding amount needed to be recovered 

from sponsor along with interest and deposited besides adjustment in final accounts of project 

and HQ FWO. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 30th September 2020 directed that final bill be 

pursued and recovery / payment be expedited. However, no further progress was reported to 

audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-823/2019-20 

3.2.8.22 Overpayment to contractor due to non deduction of income tax and sales 

tax - Rs. 154.748 million 
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 According to Section-153 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001 Every prescribed 

person making a payment in full or part including a payment by way of advance to a resident 

person or permanent establishment in Pakistan of a non- resident person- 

a) for the sale of goods; 

b) for the rendering of or providing of services; 

c) on the execution of a contract, other than a contract for the sale of goods or the 

rendering of or providing of services, 

shall, at the time of making the payment, deduct tax from the gross amount payable. 

  According to Section-165 of the above Ordinance, the person 

collecting/deducting tax from a payment shall furnish to FBR a monthly statement in the 

prescribed form. Further Section - 205 of Income Tax Ordinance provides that a person who 

fails to pay any tax on or before the due date for payment shall be liable for default surcharge 

@ 18% per cent per annum on the tax, penalty or other amount unpaid computed for the period 

commencing on the date on which the tax was due and ending on the date on which it was paid. 

  According to Section 3 of the Sales Tax Act, 1990, Subject to the provisions of 

this Act, there shall be charged, levied and paid a tax known as Sales Tax at the rate of 17% of 

the value of taxable supplies made by a registered person in the course or furtherance of any 

taxable activity carried on by him. 

  According to para 2 (4) of SRO 660 (1) /2007 dated 30.06.2007 the sales tax 

so deducted shall be deposited by the withholding agent in the designated branch of National 

Bank of Pakistan under Head of Account “B02341-Sales Tax” on sales tax return-cum-

payment challan in the form set out at Annexure to these rules, by 15th of the month following 

the month during which payment has been made to the supplier. 

  During audit of HQ 492 Engrs Group FWO Peshawar, it was observed from the 

record of different projects that the payments were released to the contractors concerned but 

income tax and Sales tax for a sum for Rs. 154.748 million was not recovered which needed 

recovery. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that firms were 

exempted from income tax and sales tax. 

  Reply was not satisfactory as the same was not supported with documentary 

evidence. Income tax and sales tax needed recovery from the contractors concerned for deposit 

into Government Treasury. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December 2021 was apprised that the taxes 

where applicable were recovered and deposited into Government Treasury whereas in some 

cases contractors were exempted from taxes. DAC directed that recovery of income tax and its 

deposit into Government Treasury alongwith exemption certificate may be provided to Audit 

for verification within one month under intimation to MoD, otherwise the same may be 

recovered from the concerned contractors and deposited into Government Treasury. DAC 

further directed that fresh / revised reply on prescribed format may be provided to Audit / 

MOD. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  
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  Audit recommends for recovery of the amount involved and its deposit into 

Government Treasury besides adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-370, 371, 373 & 374/2020-21 

3.2.8.23 Cost of non BQ items claimed in final statement actually not incurred - Rs. 

109.139 million 

  The contract agreement for construction of Gwadar – Ratodero Road project 

Khuzdar – Shahdad Kot making FIDIC 1988 as the basis for conditions of contract Clause 57.1 

of which provided that the works shall be measured net, notwithstanding any general or local 

custom, except where otherwise provided for in the contract. Moreover, FBA&A vide Serial 

No. 9.00 captioned as Project Monitoring Report restricts that the Project Monitoring Report 

(PMR) should be the progressive report showing particulars of receipts and payments along 

with accruals and quantities of work done etc.  Furthermore, the supporting schedule to the 

PMR regarding receipts must also bear a certificate at the end as follows. “Certified that all 

known receipts have been duly billed, received or recorded as accrued”. 

  During audit of 494 Engrs Group (FWO) Karachi, it was noticed that a 

comparison to Annexure B of the PMR for the month of March 2017 prepared for the subject 

contract described that all additional works including already claimed in previous Interim 

Payment Certificates (IPCs) and being executed now including the cost of Non BQ items would 

Rs. 59,984,000. However, the Final Bill submitted on 26th July 2019 to the Employer revealed 

that the cost claimed of Non BQ items was  

Rs. 169,123,415 against already executed and claimed in IPCs of  

Rs. 59,984,000. It was evident that a huge difference of Rs. 109,139,415 which made the claim 

irregular being in contravention of the aforesaid FIDIC provisions as well as in violation of 

FB&A Procedure. 

  Audit considered the claim of Rs. 109,139,415 against measurement contract 

based on actual work done from the sponsor as irregular and recommended  that the cost un-

authorizedly drawn from sponsor / Federal Government be recovered besides fixation of 

responsibility for submitting claims against works actually not carried out.  

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that Project of 

construction of Gwadar – Ratodero Road project Khuzdar – Shahdad Kot (Section IV) Contract 

Package V (From KM 117+500 to KM 136+020 BK and KM 2+500 to KM 32+283.231 

BK/37+355.311 AJD to KM 44.826) 55.774 KM executed by FWO (as a Contractor) under 

the supervision / consultancy of ACC (as a Consulting Engineer) by Contract Agreement with 

client (NHA).Complete project was executed under the supervision & satisfaction of 

Consultant as well as client and accordingly payment through IPCs (Interim Payment 

Certificate) and final bill was further processed by consultant and paid to FWO by NHA. Audit 

highlighted Non-BQ items works were included in the project at belated stage and included in 

Variation Order (VO) No 3. Accordingly VO No 3 was approved by NHA Executive Board in 

299th meeting held on 11 April 2018. Due to late approval of VO No 3 FWO was paid according 

to work executed at site and same was claimed in Final IPC / Bill. Most of the works included 

in VO No 3 were deleted because FWO was de-mobilized from site. Moreover, FWO claimed 

highlighted Non-BOQ items in Final IPC/Bill and the same never claimed in rest of the IPCs. 
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  Audit is of the view that as per FBA&A procedure a PMR should be carefully 

prepared and thoroughly analyzed. FIDIC documents restricted the Contractor to report 

accurate measurement. The quantities claimed in Final Bills must be proportionately co-related 

with Project Monitoring Report which should contain actual quantities of work done and 

required to be reconciled with respective IPC / Final Bill.  Differences in material consumption 

or quantities of work done (Reported versus Actual) for Organization’s accounting statement 

need to explained. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December 2021 directed that fact finding 

inquiry be held, responsibility be fixed and report be submitted to MoD through HQ FWO 

within 03 months. It was further, directed that relevant documents in light of inquiry held be 

provided to audit for verification. Fresh / revised reply on prescribed format may be provided 

to audit / MoD. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this 

report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-24/2021-22 

3.2.8.24 Less recovery and non-deposit of deducted income tax into government 

treasury - Rs. 61.349 million 

 According to clause 153 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001 Every prescribed 

person making a payment in full or part including a payment by way of advance to a resident 

person or permanent establishment in Pakistan of a non- resident person- 

a) for the sale of goods; 

b) for the rendering of or providing of services; 

c) on the execution of a contract, other than a contract for the sale of goods or the 

rendering of or providing of services, shall, at the time of making the payment, 

deduct tax from the gross amount payable.  

 According to clause 165 of above ordinance, the person collecting/deducting 

tax from a payment shall furnish to FBR a monthly statement in the prescribed form. Further 

Section 205 of Income Tax Ordinance provides that a person who fails to pay any tax on or 

before the due date for payment shall be liable for default surcharge @ 18% per cent per 

annum on the tax, penalty or other amount unpaid computed for the period commencing on 

the date on which the tax was due and ending on the date on which it was paid. 

 

a.  During audit of HQr 492 Engrs Group (FWO) Peshawar, it was observed from 

the record provided against 132 KVA Transmission line Project from Gomal Zam Dam to 

Wanna Grid Station that contract agreement No. 685/HQ/493/QIP/2012 valuing Rs. 429.673 

million was concluded with Shaheen Corporation Hyderabad. It was, however, noticed from 

final bill that an amount of Rs. 27,812,838 was deducted on account of income tax but evidence 

of its deposit into Government Treasury was not available. 

b.  Similarly, it was noticed that contract agreement No. 358/HQ/493/QIP/2011 

dated in October, 2011 valuing Rs. 325.00 million of the same project was concluded with Pak 
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Elektron Limited – North East China Electric Power Corporation Joint Venture (PEL-NEIE 

JV). Scrutiny of  record revealed that an amount of Rs. 340,810,000 was released to the 

contractor against Final Bill bearing voucher No. 129/SDO/QIPS/2015 dated 14.11.2016 but 

only an amount of Rs. 1,383,108 on account of income tax was deducted against the actual 

deductible amount of Rs. 25,560,750 (340,810,000 x 7.5%). Due to less deduction of income 

tax an amount of Rs. 24,177,642 (25,560,750 – 1,383,108) was overpaid to the contractor, 

which needs to be recovered. The omission resulted into non-remittance of an amount of Rs. 

61,348,766 (Rs. 27,812,838 + Rs. 24,177,642= 51,990,480 x 118%) on account of Income Tax. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that Shaheen 

Corporation and PEL-NEIE JV were exempted from Income Tax. 

Reply was not acceptable because in both the cases income tax was 

deducted/less deducted but evidence of depositing of the same into Government Treasury was 

not available. Therefore, income tax and 18% default surcharge amounting to Rs. 61,348,766 

(27,812,838 + 24,177,642 = 51,990,480 x 18%) needed recovery for deposit into Government 

Treasury. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December 2021 was apprised by the executive 

that a sum of Rs. 27.813 million has been deducted from Shaheen Corporation on account of 

income tax through his RARs. However, all Quick Impact Projects (QIPs) projects were 

exempted from deduction of income tax. DAC directed that relevant documents i.e. income tax 

recovery and its deposit into government treasury alongwith exemption certificate may be 

provided to audit for verification within one month under intimation to MoD. It is further 

directed that Fresh / revised reply on prescribed format may be provided to audit / MoD. 

However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-365/2020-21 

3.2.8.25 Overpayment due to application of exorbitant rates - Rs. 42.682 million 

  Headquarters FWO through Board Proceeding approved and conveyed rates of 

various kinds of construction material for Peshawar Torkham Road Project (PTR) project vide 

letter dated 11th February, 2013 to be consumed in the project against such specified rates.  

  During audit of HQ 492 Engrs Group FWO Peshawar, it was observed from the 

record that construction material for Peshawar Torkham Road Project (PTR) was purchased 

from two contractors at exorbitant rates as compared to the rates approved by the Board 

resulting into overpayment of Rs. 42,682,547 to contractors, which needed recovery. 

Sr. 

No. 
CA No. Material 

Quantity 

(Cft) 

Rate 

Applied 

(Rs.) 

Rate to be 

Applied 

(Rs.) 

Dif 

(Rs.) 

Amount 

(Rs. in 

million) 

1 
GPHQ 

495/26/2

WBM 188,347 24.5 5.9 18.6 3.503  

Crush All Size 510,499 28.5 8.4 20.1 10.261  
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015/PTR/

121 
Stone Dust 63,451 9 3.2 5.8 0.368  

2 

GPHQ 

495/27/2

015/PTR/

121 

WBM 149,995 24.5 5.9 18.6 2.790  

Crush All Size 433,545 28.5 8.4 20.1 8.714  

Stone Dust 89,935 9 3.2 5.8 0.522  

3 
121/GP/0

1/PTR 

WBM 143,327 24.5 5.9 18.6 2.666  

Crush All Size 438,936 28.5 8.4 20.1 8.823  

Stone Dust 172,985 9 3.2 5.8 1.003  

4 

GPHQ 

495/25/2

015/PTR/

121 

WBM 211,836 24.5 5.9 18.6 3.940  

Stone Dust 15,949 9 3.2 5.8 0.093  

Total 42.683 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that rates were 

approved from HQ FWO contained in Schedule-F of contract agreement and correct rates were 

applied and payment was made to contractor on work done basis. 

  Reply was not acceptable as the amount was required to be paid as per rates 

approved through Board proceeding instead of work done basis which were exorbitant as 

compared to approved rates.  

  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December 2021 was apprised that the rates 

were paid according to the contract agreement. Audit was of the view that according to the 

board proceeding dated 11th February 2013 various rates were approved for the same project 

which were not considered and resultantly overpayment was made to the contractor which 

needed recovery. DAC directed that the rates approved by the board and contract agreement be 

verified to Audit within one month under intimation to MoD. It is further directed that Fresh / 

revised reply on prescribed format may be provided to audit / MoD. However, no further 

progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for early recovery of the amount involved besides adoption 

of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-372/2020-21 
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  Loss to State 

  Rs. 8,175.874 million  

3.2.8.26 Loss to state due to time overrun/cost overrun of project Eagle Fort – Rs 

7,600 million 

According to para 1(b) of Ministry of Defence letter No.PD/EF 

/1008/F2/172006 /D-14/N dated June 10, 2009, “once estimates are approved as in this letter 

by the government, the Project Board will have the power to approve excess over total amount 

for the individual works up to 25% within the overall budget. Revised sanction would be 

obtained if total expenditure for the project exceed by 10% of the total estimated cost.”  

During audit of the accounts of GE (Navy) Turbat for the period 2018-19 & 

2019-20, it was observed that project Eagle Fort, NAS Turbat was scheduled to be completed 

in 2016 for an estimated cost of Rs 2,764.046 million. However, till October 2017, total 

expenditure incurred on civil works increased to Rs 4,446.728 million. Further, Phase-II of the 

project was planned with a cost of Rs 5,916.752 million bringing the total cost to Rs 10,363.480 

million which resulted in an overall time and cost over-run of the project to be 09 years and Rs 

7,600 million (275% of the original cost). 

  

    (Rs in million) 

Initial 

Completion 

Revised 

Completion 

Time Over-

run 

Initial Cost Revised Cost Cost over-run 

2016 2025 09 years 2,764.046 10,363.480 7,600 (275%) 

 

Audit is of the view that time and cost over-run of the project reflected weak 

administrative and financial controls within the formation. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in 2021. The management replied that cost 

of the project increased due to involvement of two Deviation Orders (DOs) to cover the extra 

cost of filling work which didn’t exist in original contract. Reply was irrelevant as the formation 

did not address audit contention. 

DAC in its meeting held on 19th November 2021 directed the management to 

provide relevant record to audit for verification. No progress on the matter was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early compliance of DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-115/2021-22 

3.2.8.27 Loss to state due to tax evasion- Rs. 539.579 million  

  Section 153 of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 dealing with Payments for goods 

and services makes responsible every prescribed person making a payment for the sale of 

goods, rendering or providing services; as well as on the execution of a contract, shall, at the 

time of making the payment, deduct tax from the gross amount payable at the rate specified. 

  Section 205 of Income Tax Ordinance captioned as Default surcharge provides 

that a person who fails to pay any tax on or before the due date for payment shall be liable for 

at default surcharge @ 18% per cent per annum on the tax or other amount unpaid computed 
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for the period commencing on the date on which the tax was due and ending on the date on 

which it was paid. 

a. During audit of HQ 492 Engrs Group (FWO) Peshawar, it was observed that a sum of 

Rs. 214,603,369 was deducted from the payments made against 22 projects on account 

of income tax and GST during the period from 2017-2019 as evident from Cash books 

of the projects. The amount deducted was, however, neither deposited into Government 

Treasury nor reported in punching medium furnished to the office of the CMA (FWO) 

Rawalpindi. Similarly, a sum of  Rs. 119,019,952 was deducted from the bills of petty 

contractors of rest of the projects on account of income tax and GST during 2017-2019 

as evident from punching medium of the projects but the amount deducted was not 

deposited into Government Treasury. Thus, the whole amount of Rs. 333,623,321 

(214,603,369 + 119,019,952) must be deposited into Government Treasury. 

b. Similarly, it was observed from the record that an amount of  

Rs. 229,969,543 was deducted from the bills of contractors of other projects on account 

of income tax and GST during 2017-2019 as evident from punching medium of projects 

but only an amount of Rs. 63,043,161 was deposited into Government Treasury which 

resulted into loss to Government. Therefore, remaining amount of Rs. 166,926,382 

(229,969,543 – 63,043,161) also needed to be deposited into Government Treasury. 

c. Furthermore, it was observed from the record that an amount of  

Rs. 392,512,932 (112,014,807 + 17,795,856 + 64,359,153 + 198,343,116) was paid to 

contractors during 2017-2019 on account of hiring of Machinery, plant and equipment, 

repair maintenance, Local Purchase of Misc Items and RARs to petty contractors 

against different projects but only an amount of Rs. 14,472,130 (4,864,220 + 1,877,403 

+3,291,061 + 4,439,446) was deducted from the bills of the contractors concerned on 

account of income tax and GST as evident from PM whereas an amount of  

Rs. 53,502,540 (20,162,665 + 4,626,923 + 13,837,218 + 14,875,734) was not deducted. 

Therefore, remaining amount of Rs. 39,030,410 (53,502,540 – 14,472,130) including 

18% penalty needs to be recovered and deposited into Government Treasury. 

  The whole amount of Rs. 539.579 Million (333.623 + 166.926 + 39.030) 

involved needs to be deposited into Government Treasury immediately. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that all Income Tax 

& GST deducted from contractors was deposited into Government Treasury which could be 

verified. 

  Audit recommended inquiry at an appropriate level regarding irregular retention 

of public money and deposit of Government receipt retained irregularly. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 03rd December 2021 was apprised by the executive 

that all tax / GST deductions are being regularly deposited into Government Treasury through 

TRs. Whereas, the amount paid to contractors is on account of hiring of Machinery, plant and 

equipment & repair maintenance, LP of Misc items and RARs to petty contractors against 

different projects. Representative of CMA i.e. UA concerned is responsible for calculations 

and deductions of all taxes as per prevailing Rules & Regulation laid down by FBR. DAC 
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directed that relevant documents i.e. Cash Book, punching medium, RARs, proof of deduction 

of tax and its deposit into Government Treasury may be provided to audit for verification within 

one month failing which the objected amount be deposited into Govt. Treasury under intimation 

to MoD. It is further directed that Fresh / revised reply on prescribed format may be provided 

to audit / MoD. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this 

report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. 

DP-N-456/2020-21 

3.2.8.28 Loss to government due to poor planning– Rs 36.295  million 
 

According to Para 72 & 84 Table "C" 3(a) “the Director Works and Chief 

Engineer of MES is responsible of planning, designing and execution of all work”. 

Furthermore, According to Para 22 of DSR, 1998, there are five main stages in the project for 

an original works, viz: - a. Acceptance in principle by the Chief of the Service concerned.  

b. acceptance of necessity. c. Technical sanction. d. Administrative sanction. e. Appropriation 

of funds. 
 

During audit of the accounts of GE (Air) Bholari, Hyderabad for the financial 

year 2020-21, it was observed that contract for Construction of 5 Aviation storage tanks at PAF 

Nawabshah was awarded to M/S Manzoor Khan & Brothers for Rs 161.26 million. However, 

due to late completion of works, Provisional Lump Sum (PLS) amount was revised from Rs 

62.662 million to Rs 133.830 million a net increase of Rs 71.168 million. The rate of US $ in 

PKR was Rs 104 in 2016, however at the time of amendment in 2021, the rate of US $ raised 

to Rs 157.54 per US $ the increase of 51% in dollar rate. Resultantly, due to poor financial 

management government sustained a loss of Rs 36.295 million. 
 

Audit is of view that poor planning and mismanagement reflects weak internal 

controls within the formation. 
 

The matter was pointed out by audit in October, 2021. The management did not 

furnish any reply.  
 

The DAC in its meeting held on 25th January 2022, directed the management 

that relevant document regarding scope of work and replacement of imported items with local 

items be provided to audit for verification. No further progress on the matter was reported till 

finalization of this report. 
 

Audit recommends early compliance of the DAC’s directives. 

DP-S-231/2021-22 

(s) 3.2.9 Recommendations 

i. The PAO should issue instructions to produce the auditable documents to the audit 

teams during Audit to avoid the reported cases of non-production of auditable record. 

Disciplinary action may be initiated against those responsible of non-production of 

record under the relevant rules. 

ii. Violation of PPRA Rules should be discouraged.  
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iii. The management needs to take steps to recover Government dues pointed out in this 

report and fix responsibility thereof.  

iv. Monthly account reconciliation between executive and account office should be 

made at entity level to authenticate budget and account figures. 

v. Offices of the Unit Accountant attached with Engineering units needs to be upgraded 

to proper account offices linked with the CMAs  through system based accounting 

system for daily transfer of booked data.  

vi. Contracts are legal documents, which, if not adequately and efficiently managed 

may cost the organization financially. Therefore, the PAO and subordinate offices 

should strengthen the controls regarding management of works contracts. Audit 

recommends development of a comprehensive checklist to be strictly adhered to 

during the contracting process. This checklist should be updated on regular basis to 

ensure transparent award of contracts. 

vii. Develop a system to reinforce consistent application of authorization process, 

approval procedure and segregation of responsibilities in all procurement and 

contracting processes. Without appropriate approval as per delegated authorities 

and adequate segregation of responsibilities, there is a risk of non-compliance with 

rules and regulations. 

viii. Issue of recovery of rent and allied charges has been repetitively pointed out by Audit 

over the years. MoD should tackle this problem holistically. 

ix. Strengthening internal audit system may be prioritized. 

(t) 3.2.10  Conclusion 

 During execution of annual plan 2020-21, the overall response of the executive in terms 

of provision of record remained cooperative and helpful. However, the FWO could not produce 

record to audit in some cases which is highlighted in this report. 

The cases of advance payments to the contractors without completion of work, violation 

of public procurement rules, non-deduction / less deduction of taxes and even non-deposit of 

taxes withheld into government treasury, transfer of imprest money to unauthorized bank 

accounts in violation of FBA&A procedure, non recovery of outstanding dues from sponsors 

and insurance companies, non realization of bad debts and irregular booking of miscellaneous 

expenditure to project to minimize the profit margin, awarding of contracts at exorbitant rates 

has been highlighted in this report which needs proper attention of the concerned authorities. 

 Similarly, with reference to DGADS (South), issues like advance payments without 

execution of works, irregular conclusion of contracts in violation of Public Procurement Rules, 

award of contracts to unregistered contractors, irregular sanction of work beyond financial 

powers, loss to state due to poor planning and financial management of contracts, irregular 

execution of contract agreements, unnecessary expenditures and non-renewal of expired bank 

guarantees were observed. Also, irregular expenditure on buildings without conducting the 

mandatory handing/taking over board of officers, misuse of emergency works under Para-17 

of MES Regulations, un-authorized payments, irregular payments made to blacklisted 
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contractors, blacklisting defaulting contractors and Financial loss caused to State by projects 

involving cost overrun and time over run were noticed as highlighted in this report. 

3.3 Defence Land Administration 

(u) 3.3.1 Introduction 

As per Rules of Business, 1973, Ministry of Defence is responsible for defence of the 

Federation or any part thereof in peace or war, defence matters pertaining to treaties and 

agreements with other governments, matters regarding military assistance to foreign countries, 

stores & stationery for the Defence Services other than those dealt with by Defence Production 

Division. Responsibilities include provision and upkeep of government accommodation and 

allied facilities to military personnel, welfare of ex-servicemen in the cantonment areas, 

acquisition or requisitioning of property for Defence Services and administration of Military 

Lands and Cantonments Group. 

Military Estate Offices (MEOs) working under the administrative control of Director 

General Military Land & Cantonments are responsible for management / utilization of Defence 

Land and accounting of Trees / Forest. ML&C Department deal with provision of municipal 

service delivery and land management in cantonment areas. 

(v) 3.3.2 Establishing the Audit Theme 

3.3.2.1 Reasons for Selection 

The selection of audit theme is based on reference the government priorities, public 

importance and relevant targets given in SDGs and MTBF. The theme have been identified 

which include Defence Land Administration. The main criteria for the selection of theme is 

recent focus on use of military land (also highlighted recently in Supreme Court of Pakistan) 

and risk based approach. The quantification of majority of SDGs targets, however, is difficult 

in the defence services sector due to absence of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). 

 

 

3.3.2.2 Purpose / Objective 

Thematic audit of Defence Land and administration has been selected with the objective 

to assess the compliance of relevant rules, regulations and utilization of the Defence land for 

the authorized purpose only. 

3.3.2.3 Scope 

Thematic audit scope in respect of the selected areas included formations assigned with 

the tasks of Defence Land administration. These formations included Military Estate Officers 

stationed at Rawalpindi, Lahore, Peshawar, Quetta, Hyderabad and Karachi. The Thematic 

Audit of these offices were selected for audit in the financial year 2020-21 as per prescribe 

TORs as under: 

 Assessment of level of compliance to A-1 Land policy. 
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 To check un-authorized commercial use of defence land. 

 To determine the recoverable amount for different departments. 

 To assess the status of Non-renewal of lease agreements/old grants. 

 Assess the system of collection of recovery and depositing into Government treasury. 

(w) 3.3.3 Legal Framework Governing the Theme 

 The formations in this theme are governed by proper legal framework. Directorate 

General Military Lands & Cantonments is an attached department of Ministry of Defence as 

per Rules of Business, 1973. 

Audit reviewed a number of policy interventions, guidelines, rules and provisions as 

follows:  

 A-I Land Policy 

 Cantonment Act / Law 

 CLA Rules 

 Land Acquisition Act 1894 

 Financial Regulations Vol-I and II 1986 

 Income tax Ordinance / Sales Tax Act 

 Instructions issued by the Ministry of Defence from time to time etc. 

(x) 3.3.4 Stakeholders and Governmental Organizations Identified as 

Directly/Indirectly Involved 

The Major Stakeholders are the Ministry of Defence, Directorate General Military Land 

and Cantonments, Services Headquarters of Armed Forces and Organizations under their 

administrative controls. Whereas Military Accountant General and its subordinate Controllers 

are indirect stakeholders. 

(y) 3.3.5 Role of Important Organizations 

Military Estate Officers are responsible for the management of Defence Land in 

different cantonments. Main functions of MEOs include acquisition of land for defence 

purpose, to watch against encroachment of the defence land, to keep / maintain the record of 

all defence land and to requisite / hire private bungalows / land for the use of Armed Forces 

and to dispose off / manage spare defence land. 

(z) 3.3.6 Organization’s Financials 

The organizations under the selected theme are funded by Federal Government through 

MoD under Defence Services grant. The accounting and reporting of Defence Services grant 

is carried out by Military Accountant General (MAG). 
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(aa) 3.3.7 Field Audit Activity 

3.3.7.1 Methodology 

Audit methodology included data collection regarding auditable locations and their 

records with connection to the theme / sub-theme, determination of objectives and audit 

criteria, analysis/consultation of record, discussion with staff, etc.  

Audit Methodology included mainly: 

 Desk Audit; 

 Updation of permanent file; 

 Visit of Units/Formations; 

 Scrutiny of relevant / auditable documents i.e. (Board Proceedings, General Land 

Register, Land Acquisition / Disposal Record, Lease Agreements, Revenue 

Ledger, Store Ledger, Issue and Expense vouchers, Auction Record, Tree Register, 

Office Correspondence Files, Assessment of previous audit report, bidding 

documents, specification and authorization, TO&E, Receipt of store, Acceptance / 

Rejection of store and release of payments etc); 

 Issuance of Initial Audit Observations; and 

 Exit meetings. 

 3.3.7.2 Audit Analysis 

 3.3.7.2.1 Review of Internal Controls 

i. Rules, regulations and procedures specifying internal checks regarding 

categorization of Military Land, lease of Military Land, Acquisition / Disposal 

of Land, Forest Record, payments and receipts against lease of Military Land 

etc.  

ii. Updation of record relating to Government share upon running of commercial 

activities on A-1 land. 

iii. Updation of record relating to property for change of purpose. 

iv. Record relating to mutation of land.  

v. There is no formal mechanism to reconcile MAG’s monthly expenditure figures 

with the executive, which raises questions on correctness of accounting reports.  

vi. Status of internal controls in ML&C with the lack of pre-audit and internal audit 

in the organization. 

 3.3.7.2.2 Critical Review 

Directors General Audit, Defence Services Audit conducted Thematic Audit of 

formations involved in Defence Land Administration. The major formations include the 

Military Land & Cantonments Departments, specifically the Military Estate Officers.  

Land owned by the Defence Department in Pakistan (acquitted or possessed 

either after independence or earlier) is of vital importance due to its multipurpose utilization 

and income generating potential. No exact measurement of land has ever been made regarding 

the land owned or possessed by the Defence sector in Pakistan. Still military land is a 
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substantial asset of the Government of Pakistan. The Federal Government has placed large 

areas of the state lands under the Ministry of Defence to be utilized by the Defence services.  

  Ministry of Defence classifies the Defence lands in different classes as provided 

in the CLA Rules. Additional policies and instructions pertaining to Defence Land 

Administration have been issued from time to time. The most significant of these policies is 

the A-1 land policy issued in 2008 which clarified the discrepancies pertaining to the treatment 

of revenue generated on commercial activities being conducted on A-1 Land.  

  Defence Land has multipurpose utilization as it is being used for Defence 

purposes as well as agricultural land to meet the agricultural requirements of Defence forces, 

land owned by Military Farms and Dairy Department besides industrial land having fertilizers 

and construction material production units. Commercial activities on precious pieces of 

Defence Land in commercial areas is itself is a vast source of significant earnings. 

  In the last few decades, the Federal Government has also allocated funds to 

Defence Ministry for acquisition of land for defence purposes which are being utilized by the 

QMG Directorate, General Headquarters. This is an area which needs to be audited by the 

Government auditors and officers of DG Audit Defence Services need to be given access to the 

relevant record.  

A-1 land policy classified Defence Land into three basic categories: 

 Category A: Essential Commercial Activities 

 Category B: Actions undertaken purely for welfare of troops on no profit no loss 

basis 

 Category C :Agro based activities 

In case of Defence Land Administration critical review has been carried out on 

the basis of the SDGs and Targets linked to the Annual Audit Plan of 2021-22:  

SDG Target 

Goal 16: Peace, Justice and Strong 

Institutions 

 Target 16.5: Substantially Reduce 

Corruption and Bribery 

 Target 16.6: Develop Effective, 

Accountable and Transparent Institutions 

Goal 17: Partnerships For The Goals  Target 17.1: Mobilize Resources to 

Improve Domestic Revenue Collection 

 

  While Goal 16 requires Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions, the MEOs play a 

significant role by being the custodians of military land. Furthermore, they have a crucial part 

in target 17.1 of Goal 17 by ensuring appropriate utilization of Defence Land. However, the 

lapses noticed and reported in this section require immediate attention. 

  Audit observations have been framed in light of CLA rules, A-1 Land policy 

and instructions issued by the government. During the Audit Year 2021-22, 07 formations in 
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this theme were audited and recovery of Rs. 5,704.05 million has been pointed out. Audit 

observations worth Rs. 16,009.70 million pertaining to unauthorized change of purpose have 

been reported in this section.  

  For land administration, Military Land and Cantonments Department has been 

established prior to independence being run with statutory functions drawn from Cantonment 

Act, 1924, Cantonment Land Administration Rules 1937 and SOPs issued by the said 

department. Military Estate Offices (MEOs) are working under the administrative control of 

respective Director Military Land & Cantonment. Director General Military Land is the head 

of the Military Land & Cantonment Department working under Ministry of Defence. Military 

Estate Officers are responsible for the management of Defence Land in different cantonments. 

Main functions of MEOs include acquisition of land for defence purpose, to watch against 

encroachment of the defence land, to keep / maintain the record of all defence land, to requisite 

/ hire private bungalows / land for the use of Army, and to dispose off / manage spare defence 

land.  

  Military Estate Officers are appointed to perform the functions as the Agent of 

State for Defence Department for the management of defence land being property of State at 

respective station and are thus held responsible for:- 

a. Seeking to secure all possible military requirement  

b. To prevent any encroachment on Defence Land 

c. Safeguard the financial interest of the State relating to land issues 

d. To acquire the land in any area through statutory notifications for defence requirements  

e. Maintain complete record of Land falling in the jurisdiction through General Land 

Register (GLR) 

f. Classification of Military land through appropriate sanctions  

g. Maintenance of military recreation grounds 

h. Transfer of unoccupied land into respective class 

  Instances of un-authorized change of purpose due to use of residential property 

as commercial in violation of Government policy and Cantonment Act have been highlighted 

by Audit. Another area of concern noticed by Audit was non realization of Government share 

regarding A-1 land Policy. It was also observed in some cases that status of record relating to 

A-1 land and Category-B Land was not updated with the sanction of appropriate authority. 

Unauthorized use of defence land and built up structure, irregular commercial activities on 

lease lands, non-realization of State dues in shape of Premium and rental accruals, non-revision 

of rental assessments and unauthorized activities are the major areas which need attention.    

  Cases of unauthorized utilization of residential leases as commercial leases 

without change of purpose by its regularization or resumption of existing lease from 

Government of Pakistan have also been pointed out in the Report. Similarly, non deposit of 

Government money accrued from sale of land, ground rent and auction of trees have also been 

highlighted. 

  Although the land administration is being governed by the Cantonment Act 

1924 and Cantonment Land Administration Rules 1937 besides time by time SOPs issued by 
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the ML&C department. The policies of lease hold rights, reclassification of land into various 

categories and other internal yardsticks have not been successful in stopping unauthorized use 

of defence lands.   

  There is a need to review and revisit the policies to ensure that the interest of 

the state is safeguarded. There is an urgent need to standardize practices categorized as welfare 

activities in this regard. 

  Furthermore, there is a dire need to monitor the retention of public money in 

private accounts. A number of issues highlighted during external audit could be mitigated 

through a robust internal audit system. However, currently no internal audit mechanism exists 

in the ML&C department. Similarly a strong pre-audit system to keep a check on payment in 

accounting functions is needed. 

  In addition, the strengthening of post audit shall always remain a critical 

requirement. The system of pre audit may be re-visited as well. A dedicated accounts office 

may be established to pre audit the payments of the ML&C department in order to ensure 

transparency. 

Deficiencies in the Legal Framework 

The Cantonment Act 1924 and the Cantonment Land Administration Rules 

1937 provide the legal framework for management of the Defence lands and its disposal. 

During the last few years, the promulgation of various policies by the management regarding 

commercial use and disposal of Defence lands has limited the control and supervision of 

legislature and federal government. The change of purpose and commercial use of defence 

lands and disposal is the mandate of Ministry of Defence. However, the policies framed have 

authorized different forums to exercise the powers of the federal government in administration 

of Defence lands, which has created ambiguities in the legal framework and consequent 

irregularities flowing out of these goals.  

Deficiencies in Role, Performance and flaws in funding process of 

Organizations 

The ambiguities and deficiencies existing in the legal framework have adversely 

affected the performance of the land administration and its management. Following 

deficiencies were noticed which need to be highlighted which are affecting the process of 

funding and revenue collection of the Defence lands. 

  Irregular use of defence land 

Defence land is a valuable asset of the government. The irregular use of defence 

lands has been noted with regards to utilization of this resource. The deficiencies in the legal 

framework, non-implementation of the rules/policies on expenditure and gaps in revenue 

collection is obvious in the audit findings. The organization needs to improve the recording of 

defence lands, monitoring the irregular activities and taking corrective measures to ensure 

protection of the state asset. 
 

  Recoverable amounts and over payments 
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  The Defence Lands are often located in areas having high market value. There 

are various types of recoveries accruing from such defence lands. The administration of defence 

lands require efficient mechanism of assessment, realization and monitoring of such recoveries. 

However, the audit observations regarding amounts recoverable and over payments indicate 

that the system of recoveries needs further improvement. An automated computerized system 

of recording of amounts recoverable should be maintained. The periodic monthly, quarterly 

and annual reporting system may also be adopted by the Ministry to monitor the land 

acquisition process and the revenue collection from the defence lands. 

The Federal Government allocates land to the defence organizations for defence 

purposes. It is responsibility of the organization to protect the state lands from any 

encroachment, unauthorized/irregular use, or loss of revenue. Moreover, the policies 

implemented for administration of defence lands may also be aligned to protect the state 

property. The audit observations regarding loss to state reflect that there is need of 

improvement in utilization of defence lands. The Ministry needs to enhance oversight and 

monitoring of the defence lands. 

 

(bb) 3.3.8  Significant Audit Observations  

  Un-Authorized / Irregular Payments 

 Rs. 3,730.06 Million 

3.3.8.1  Irregular acquisition of lands – Rs 1,931.259 million 

According to Rule 4(b) of ACR Rules 1944) When land is transferred to the 

Defence Department by any other Department of the Government of Pakistan other than the 

Railway Department, the amount to be paid by the Defence Department will be: (i) half the 

market value where the land is borne on the books at no value, and (ii)' book value or market 

value, whichever is less, subject to a minimum of half the market value. Furthermore, Rule 16 

of The Land Acquisition Act 1894 provides, when the Collector has made an award under 

section 11, he may, subject to the provision of section 31, take possession of the land, which 

shall there upon vest absolutely in the Government free from all cumbrances. 

During audit of the accounts of following MEO offices for the financial year 

2019-20 to 2020-21, it was observed that an amount of Rs 1,931.259 million was paid on 

account of various pieces of land acquired for defence purposes. However, handing/taking over 

and mutation of the land, was not completed. Nor was the value of the land assessed before 

making the payment which resulted into irregular payment. 
   (Rs in million) 

Sr.No DP No Unit Amount 

1 DP-S-274 MEO Hyderabad 683.536 

2 DP-S-315 MEO Quetta 571.669 

3 DP-S-316 MEO Quetta 509.995 

4 DP-S-076 MEO Hyderabad 166.059 

Total 1,931.259 

Audit is of the opinion that the payment for acquisition of land without mutation 

of lands shows lack of vigilance and prevalence of weak internal controls within the formation. 
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The matter was pointed out by Audit in December, 2020 to October 2021. In 

case of Sr. No. 1, the management replied that the land acquisition cases were in progress and 

were at different stages of completion. In case of Sr. No. 2 & 3, the management replied that 

concerned DCs were requested for demarcation and handing/taking over of land in question. 

In case of Sr. No. 4, the management replied that mutation of land would be made after vacating 

of Mela ground by Army authorities. The replies were not tenable as payment was made 

without assessment of the rate. Furthermore, the possession of the land was also not obtained, 

and process of mutation was also not completed. 

The DAC in its meetings held on 19th November, 2021, and 24th January 2022, 

directed regarding S. No. 1 that the HQ ML&C may issue the SOP regarding the land 

acquisition cases to avoid any government loss. In case of S. No. 2 and 3, the DAC directed 

the management to finalize the land acquisition /mutation process to avoid any government 

loss. For Sr. No. 4, the DAC directed the management to get the mutation of land verified from 

audit and pursue the case for settlement of land issues with the local authorities. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives. 

DP-S-274, 315, 316 & 76 

3.3.8.2  Irregular award/renewal of contracts without  advertisement - Rs 

1,028.888 million 

According to Para-6 (c) of policy on use of A-1 Land circulated vide MoD letter 

No. F.2/5/D-12/ML&C/99 dated 20 November 2009, “after approval of the Service Chief, the 

project will be initiated by the concerned formation HQ/Admin Authority following the rules, 

instructions and regulations pertaining to transparency, accounting, and audit etc., promulgated 

by the Federal Government, as amended from time to time. Essential guidelines are as follows: 

The interested parties/developers shall submit their Expression of Interest (EOI) in the line with 

the parameters laid down in the advertisement/TDR. Where necessary, pre-qualification of the 

parties who submitted the EOI may be undertaken in line with the relevant rules/instructions 

and guidelines. The concerned parties shall be asked to submit their detailed bids in line with 

the tender/bidding documents to be issued by the concerned Service/formation HQ”. 

During Audit of the accounts of Directorate of Welfare Accounts, Air 

Headquarters Islamabad, for the financial year 2018-19 to 2020-2021, it was observed that the 

contracts of renewal and extension of existing activities and award of contract for new activities 

for a longer period were made without advertisement. 

Audit is of the view that non-publication of advertisement for the award/renewal 

of contracts for a longer period was violation of rules as referred and creates doubts on the 

transparency of competitive process. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in December 2021. The management 

replied that advertisement of these activities was not covered by any rule. The reply of 

management was not tenable as the Para 6(c) of quoted A-1 land policy letter is very clear 

regarding publication of advertisement. 
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The DAC in its meeting held on 25th January, 2022 directed the management to 

provide relevant documents of available advertisement of the activities. The DAC further 

directed that in future activities be advertised as per rule. No further progress reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends for early implementation of the DAC directives. 

DP-S-299/2021-22 

3.3.8.3 Un-authorized change of purpose due to use of residential property as 

commercial - Rs. 241.495 million 

   As per Para-3 “General Conditions” sub Para-b to Government of Pakistan, 

Ministry of Defence Policy letter dated 31st December 2007 on conversion of properties and 

change of purpose, residential property being used for commercial purposes, premium will be 

charged on Revenue Rates applicable for the said purpose. Further, Government of Pakistan, 

Ministry of Defence(ML&C Deptt) Rawalpindi vide letter No.55/305/Land/ML&C/2007 dated 

29th December 2008 clarified that, in all cases of unauthorized change of purpose into 

commercial lease in schedule-IX-C, whether inside or outside bazaar area, premium will be 

charged at 100 % of commercial rates as fixed by the Revenue Authorities as the property was 

used for commercial purpose. 

  During audit of MEO Peshawar, it was observed from record that Plot No. 13 

comprising survey No. 93-A/13 situated at Khyber Road Peshawar Cantonment measuring 

1000 Sq Yards (33 Marlas) and Plot No. 57 comprising survey No. 28 situated at Shami Road 

Peshawar Cantonment measuring 624 Sq Yards(20.68 Marlas) was being used commercially 

since long in violation of the lease agreement despite issuing of several notices. Audit therefore, 

stressed for recovery of  

Rs. 241,494,510 (Rs. 148,459,740 + Rs. 93,034,770)  from the owners of the said properties at 

100 % premium or initiation of case for determination/termination of lease. 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2020, the executive replied that lessees of the 

plots were issued several notices by this office to discontinue the commercial use of the 

premises. After serving the final notices, further necessary action against the lessees would be 

taken under the rules. 

  Reply was not agreed to because the properties were being used commercially 

since long but no action was taken up against the lessees which was violation of above rule 

and, therefore, stood irregular. Recovery of premium or determination of lease needed to be 

expedited. 

  DAC vide its meeting dated 26th November 2021 was apprised that final notices 

were issued to the lessees for restoration of the properties. DAC directed the executive that 

restoration of the lease may be insured and premium for the previous use may also be 

recovered. However, no further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives besides 

adoption of remedial measures to avoid such lapses in future. These issues can be better 

addressed by instituting a proper internal audit and pre-audit in the ML&C at an organizational 

level. 
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DP-N-435 & 441/2020-21 

3.3.8.4  Irregular construction of commercial plaza by PASB –  Rs. 82.325 million 

According to sub rule (e) of CLA Rules schedule IX, “a lease will be executed in the 

form prescribed in Schedule VIII or Schedule IX unless the sanction of the Central Government has 

been obtained to any other form of lease”. 

During audit of the accounts of MEO Quetta for the financial year 2019-20 it was 

observed that the land measuring 1,517.52 Square Meters was leased out to Pakistan Armed Services 

Board (PASB) for a period of 30 years for construction of Soldier House. However, the land was used 

for construction of commercial plaza without sanction of Government which was irregular. 

    (Rs in million) 

Name of occupant Survey 

No. 

Sqm Sft DC Rate per 

Sft. 

Amount 

Soldier Home, Hali Road 17/1 1,517.52 16,334.433 Rs 5,040/- 82.325 

Audit is of the view that construction of commercial plaza and reclassification 

of land without any authority shows prevalence of weak internal control within the department. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in June 2021. The management replied that 

the land was leased out to PASB for construction of Soldier House. However, PASB in 

violation of Government sanction and terms & conditions of lease deed, started construction of 

commercial building/Plaza without approval/clearance of building plan from MEO/Cantt 

Board. The management agreed to the audit point of view. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 19th November 2021 directed the management 

to review the sanction of lease and its verification be carried out by audit. No further progress 

reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives. 

DP-S-79/2021-22 

3.3.8.5  Un-authorized construction of shopping mall on  Defence land - Rs 

405.000 million 

According to rule 26 (ix) (a) of Cantonment Land Administration (CLA) Rules 

1937, “an encroachment is an unauthorized occupation of Government land and should not be 

permitted to remain in existence unless it is properly regularized”. As per Rule 5(i) of 

Cantonment Land Administration Rules 1937, “class A-1 land which is actually used or 

occupied by the Military Authorities, for purpose of fortifications, barracks, stores, arsenals, 

aerodromes, bungalows for Military officers which are the property of Government”. 

During audit of the accounts of Directorate of Welfare Accounts, Air 

Headquarters Islamabad for the financial year 2018-19 to 2020-2021, it was observed that 

Falcon Complex (Super Market/Mall) building was constructed on A-1 land, at PAF Faisal 

Base Karachi. The value of land as per DC rates is Rs 405.0 million. The unauthorized 

construction of shopping mall by Shaheen Foundation was violation of rules at reference. 

Audit is of the view that use of A-1 land for purpose other than authorized 

purpose was gross violation of rules. 
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The matter was pointed out by audit in December 2021, management replied 

that after notice of honorable Supreme Court of Pakistan, the building constructed as Falcon 

Mall has been renamed as air war college institute and will be utilized for official use of PAF.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 25th January 2022 directed the management to 

provide Board of Officers, handing taking over of the building to Air War College to audit for 

verification. No further progress reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives. 

DP-S-302/2021-22 

3.3.8.6  Irregular deposit of receipts into QMG’s Fund –  

 Rs. 41.095 million 

According to Article 78(1) of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan, “all revenues received by the Federal Government, shall form part of a consolidated 

fund, to be known as the Federal Consolidated Fund”. Furthermore, according to Rule 11 of 

Cantonment Land Administration Rules 1937, “all receipts from land entrusted to the 

management of the Military Estates Officer shall be credited in full to the Federal 

Government”. 

During audit of the accounts of MEO Hyderabad for the financial year 2020-21, 

it was observed that an amount of Rs 41.095 million was collected on account of conversion 

of old grant properties into regular leases and deposited into QMG’s fund. 

Audit is of the view that the deposit of the said amount into QMG’s fund was 

irregular, as it was required to be deposited in full into Federal Consolidated Fund as per rules 

at reference. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in October 2021. The management replied 

that the funds were deposited into the QMG’s fund under the direction of Ministry of Defence 

conveyed vide letter No. F-2/18/D-12/ML&C/2003 dated 11.11.2003. Reply was not tenable 

as government receipts cannot be diverted for the indicated government treasury. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 24th January 2022 directed the management to 

provide relevant rules to audit for examination. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that government receipts may be deposited into government 

treasury as per existing rules. 

DP-S-276/2021-22 
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 Recoverables / Overpayments 

  Rs. 3,328.079 million 

3.3.8.7  Non deposit of government share of commercial  activities - Rs 1,677.300 

million 

According to policy issued vide MoD letter No.F.2/5/D-12/ML&C/99, “on use of A-1 

land for welfare and other projects of armed forces and CSD dated 2nd April 2008, 25% of the revenue 

generated will be deposited into Government Treasury and 75% balance will be utilized by respective 

formation as per policy to be laid down by respective Service Chief”. 

During audit of the accounts of MEO offices and Directorate of welfare accounts PAF 

for the year 2019-20 & 2020-21, it was observed that the defence land was used for 

commercial/agricultural activities, but the government share was not deposited into the treasury. 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
DP No. Unit 

Nature of 

activity 

Type of 

land 
Amount 

1 303, 305 Directorate Welfare 

Accounts, Islamabad 

Agriculture/

Commercial 

A-1 1,050.956 

2 265, 275, 

277 

MEO, Hyderabad Agriculture/

Commercial 

A-1/A-2 445.164 

3 81, 311 MEO, Quetta Commercial A-1 161.578 

4 338 MEO, Karachi Commercial A-1 19.602 

Total 1,677.300 

 

Audit is of the view that non-deposit of Government share from commercial 

activity and unauthorized use of A-2 land has resulted in loss to the state. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in May 2021 to October 2021. The 

management replied that the lands were given on rent by Army under use of A-1 land policy 

for welfare and other projects and as per Accounting Procedure. The reply was not tenable as 

the due share as per A-1 land policy was not deposited into Government Treasury and use of 

A-2 Land for commercial activity was unauthorized. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 19th November, 2021 and 24-25 January 2022, 

for S. No. 1 directed the management to reconcile the amount with audit and amount thereof 

be deposited into the government treasury. For Sr. No. 2 and 3, the DAC shifted the paras to 

concerned army authorities for reply. In case of Sr. No. 4, the DAC directed the management 

that relevant record in evidence that no commercial activities were being carried out at A-1 

land be provided to audit for verification. No further progress was reported till finalization of 

this report. 

Audit recommends that DAC directives be implemented.  

DP-S-303, 305, 265, 275, 277, 81, 311 &338 
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3.3.8.8  Non-collection of income tax on auction of surplus  Defence Land Rs 

1,579.268 million 

According to Section 236 (A) of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, “the tax rate on 

account of advance tax at the time of sales by auction is 10% for filer and 15% non-filer”. 

During audit of the accounts of MEO Karachi for the financial year 2019-20, it 

was observed that various pieces of land was auctioned to different buyers on payment of 10% 

advance premium, but advance income tax at the rate of 10% amounting to Rs 1,579.268 

million was not recovered. 

Audit is of the view that due to non-recovery of income tax as per prescribed 

rules the government was deprived of its potential revenue.  

The matter was pointed out in May 2021. The management replied that the 

deduction of 10% advance income tax will be made on receipt of Govt. sanction to the approval 

of the bid offered by the purchasers/contractors. Reply was not tenable as it confirms the audit 

point of view.  

The DAC in meeting held on 19th November 2021, directed the management to 

pursue the case and upon finalization of auction sanction, the same may be provided to audit 

for verification. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends on early implementation of DAC directives. 

DP-S-129/2021-22 

3.3.8.9  Non-deposit of interest income into government  treasury – Rs 55.563 

million 

According to Rule 2 of Financial Regulations Vol-II 1986, “all transactions to 

which any officer of Government in his official capacity is a party, shall, without any 

reservation, be brought to account and all moneys received by or tendered to Government 

officer which are due to, or are required to be deposited with Government shall, without undue 

delay, be paid, in full, into a Government treasury or into the bank to be credited to the 

appropriate account”. 

During Audit of the accounts of Directorate of Welfare Accounts, Air 

Headquarters Islamabad for the financial year 2018-19 to 2020-2021, it was observed that 25% 

of Government share from commercial and agricultural activities was un-necessarily deposited 

into the account of Director of Welfare Accounts Air Headquarters, Islamabad for long periods. 

   (Rs in million) 

Sr. No. Activities 
Amount of Government 

Share 

Amount of Interest Income @ 

5% per annum 

1 35 Nos. Category ‘A’ 

commercial activities 
1,028.888 51.444 

2 26 Nos. Category ‘C’ 

agricultural activities 
22.068 1.103 

3 11 Nos. Mobile Phone 

Towers 
60.334 3.016 

Total 1,110.846 55.563 
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Audit is of the opinion that non deposit of interest on income resulted into loss 

of revenue amounting to Rs 55.563 million 

The matter was pointed out by audit in December 2021. The management 

replied that the Government Share was not received in advance and contractors delayed the 

payment of rents. The reply of management was not tenable as per A-1 Land Policy 

Government share of rent was not deposited into Government treasury in time. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 25th January 2022 directed the management to 

provide the relevant record that no interest was earned on amount under observation. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives. 

DP-S-301/2021-22 

3.3.8.10 Non-recovery of ground rent charges – Rs 15.948  million 

According to Rule 16 of CLA Rules 1937 (2) the lease shall be subject to an 

annual rent which shall be fixed in the manner prescribed in rule 19 and which shall be liable 

to revision at each renewal of the lease. 

During audit of the accounts of MEO offices for the financial year 2019-20 to 

2020-21, it was observed that an amount of Rs 15.948 million was outstanding on account of 

ground rent against various properties/bungalows. However, no efforts were made to recover 

the outstanding amount or imposing late payment surcharge against the defaulters. 

   (Rs in million) 

Sr. No. DP No. Unit Amount 

1 DP-S-280 MEO Hyderabad 8.782 

2 DP-S-312 MEO Quetta 3.047 

3 DP-S-270 MEO Hyderabad 2.238 

4 DP-S-074 MEO Hyderabad 1.881 

Total 15.948 

Audit is of the view that due to non-recovery of outstanding dues; the 

government was deprived of its revenue which shows weakness of internal controls within the 

organization. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in December 2020 to October 2021, the 

management replied that lessees of concerned properties had been given notices to deposit 

outstanding amounts on account of ground rent. Audit will be intimated with regard to recovery 

of ground rent shortly. The reply furnished by management is admission of the audit point of 

view. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 19th November, 2021 and 24th January 2022, 

shifted the para at S. No. 1 to QMG Directorate for reply. In case of S. No. 2 and 4, the DAC 

directed the management to reconcile the recoverable amount and balance amount be recovered 

and get it verified from audit. In case S. No. 3, the DAC directed the management to pursue 

the case for renewal of lease and report to audit/MoD. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 
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Audit recommends early implementation of the DAC directives. 

DP-S-280, 312, 270 & 74 

   

  Loss to State 

  Rs. 8,951.056 million 

3.3.8.11 Loss to state due to encroachment of A-2 land – 

 Rs. 6,737.280 million  

According to Rule 14 (5) of CLA Rules 1937, (ii) responsibility for 

unauthorized structures and encroachments on Class A Land, The Military Estates officer is 

solely responsible for the detection and removal of encroachments on class A(2) land”. 

During audit of the accounts of MEO Karachi for the financial year 2020-21, it 

was observed that land measuring 11.6 acres under survey No.3/7 was encroached by Naval 

Housing Scheme and Naval Sailors Colony which resulted in loss to the state amounting to  

Rs 6,737.280 million. 

(Rs in million) 

Survey 

No. Location 

Land in 

Acres 

Land in 

Sq Yds 

Nature 

of Land 

Rate 

applied Amount 

3/7 Karachi Golf Club 11.6 56144 A-2 120,000 6,737.280 

 

Audit is of the view that the unauthorized use of the land shows prevalence of 

weak internal controls within the formation. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in October 2021. The management replied 

that the case for regularization of an area measuring 11.6 acres which was under occupation of 

Naval Housing Scheme and Naval Sailors Colony had already been taken up with HQ ML&C. 

The management agreed with the audit observation. 

DAC in the meeting held on 24th January 2022, was apprised that case for 

regularization is under process. The DAC directed to finalize the regularization process. No 

further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the early compliance of the DAC directives may be 

ensured.  

DP-S-389/2021-22 

3.3.8.12 Loss of revenue due to non-conversion/renewal of lease – Rs. 2,213.776 

million 

According to Ministry of Defence letter No 3/6/D-12 (ML&C)/97-2007 dated 

31st December, 2007, “Premium; 50% of revenue rate (commercial) will be charged for 

conversion from old grant to commercial lease”. 

During audit of the accounts of following MEO Offices, for the financial year 

2019-20 to 2020-21, it was observed that properties held on old grant lease were not converted 
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into regular leases. However, renewal of leases did not take place after expiry of lease period 

which resulted into loss to government revenue amounting to Rs 2,213.776 million. 

  (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. DP No Unit Amount 

1 DP-S-267 MEO Hyderabad 1,162.865 

2 DP-S-077 MEO Hyderabad 727.032 

3 DP-S-075 MEO Hyderabad 261.406 

4 DP-S-314 MEO Quetta 60.052 

5 DP-S-313 MEO Quetta 2.421 

Total 2,213.776 

 

Audit is of the view that due to non-conversion of old grant properties into 

regular leases, the government was deprived of its revenue, which reflects weak internal 

controls prevalent within the formation. 

The matter was pointed out by audit in December 2020 to October 2021. In case 

of Sr. No. 1, the management replied that out of total 14 properties, 05 properties are under 

litigation and notices were issued for remaining 09 for early conversion of lease. In case of Sr. 

No. 2&3, the management replied that cases for conversion of properties were under process. 

In case of Sr. No. 4 & 5, notices were served to the concerned authorities. The replies were not 

tenable, as the process of conversion of lease has not been completed since long as per 

government policy. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 19th November, 2021 and 24th January 2022, 

directed the management for Sr. No. 1 DAC directed the management to pursue the case for 

renewal of leases and report to Audit/MoD. In case of Sr. No. 2, DAC directed the management 

to reconcile a case for renewal of lease (renewal parameters may be enlisted and defined for 

renewal) may be expedited and get it verified from audit within two months. For Sr. No. 3, the 

DAC directed the management to provide relevant record to audit for verification and pursue 

for early conversion of the leases. For S. No. 4 and 5, the DAC directed the management to 

pursue the case for renewal of lease for recovery of dues within three months. No further 

progress is reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives. 

DP-S-267, 77, 75, 314 & 313 

3.3.8.13 Loss to state due to unauthorized use of amenity plots  for 

residential/commercial purpose 

 

According to minutes of meeting held on 24-11-2018, at Supreme Court Bench 

Karachi, Registry, Part-I (i) Progress regarding implementation of orders passed by the 

Supreme Court regarding removal of illegal encroachment on public parks and amenity plots. 

The Honorable court directed the Director ML&C and all authorities present that open spaces, 

amenity plots, parks and playgrounds should remain for the same purposes as they were/are 

shown in the original master plan. 
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During audit of MEO Karachi for the financial year 2019-20, it was observed 

that various amenity plots were used for residential/commercial activities by DHA, Marina 

Club and Creek Club. 

Sr. No. DP No. Unit Description 

1 DP-S-127 MEO Karachi Marina and Creek club 

2 DP-S-130 MEO Karachi 329 amenity plots DHA 

Audit is of the view that residential/commercial use of amenity plots is violation 

of rules and Supreme Court Orders. 

The matter was pointed out in May 2021. The management replied that the plots 

were being used for amenity purpose, places such as Educational Institutions, Community 

Halls & Allied Services for the large number of populations living in surroundings dependent 

on this area. Reply was not tenable as the details of use of amenity plots were not provided. 

The DAC in its meeting held in November, 2021, directed the management at 

Sr. No. 1, to hold a Joint Survey comprising one member from audit to ascertain the exact area. 

In case of Sr. No. 2, DAC directed the management to submit a fresh reply. DAC further 

directed that the relevant documents i.e., details of amenity plots may be provided to audit for 

verification. 

Audit recommends for early implementation of DAC directives. 

DP-S-127 & 130 

(cc) 3.3.9 Recommendations 

i. The management needs to take steps to recover Government dues pointed out in 

this report and fix responsibility.  

ii. Establishing pre-audit and internal audit in the department of Military Land and 

Cantonment.  

iii. The A-1 Land Policy, the disposal of defence land policy and all other existing 

policies on defence lands may be reviewed in the light of CLA Rules and 

Cantonment Act. The anomalies in the policies and rules may be rectified. 

iv. In the light of CLA Rules, the policies may be reformed to enhance oversight of 

federal government over the defence land. 

v. The utilization of amenity plots may be brought in-line with the purpose of 

allocation, in accordance with the laws, rules, regulation and Supreme Court 

judgments. 

vi. Issues of recovery of rent and premium have been repetitively pointed out by Audit 

over the years. Therefore, MoD should resolve this issue through a transparent 

procedure. 

(dd) 3.3.10 Conclusion  

 The thematic audit on Defence land administration was performed with an aim to 

provide necessary insight into the working of Military Lands. During audit the overall response 
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of the executive in terms of provision of record was remained cooperative and helpful. 

However, during audit process cases of unauthorized use of residential building for commercial 

purpose, non-deposit of government share of rent received from commercial concerns 

established on A-1 land into Government Treasury has been highlighted in this report which 

needs proper attention of the concerned authorities. 

Similarly, with reference to DGADS (South), the scope of this Audit included the offices 

of Military Estate officers and Welfare Accounts PAF. The observations pointed out in the 

report reflect that there exist lack of training and skill among various units of defence services 

function with the land administration, especially, the commercial utilization of A-1 Lands. 

There were conspicuous weaknesses in A-1 Land Policy and disposal of Lands policies. These 

policies required significant reforms in the light of CLA Rules and Cantonment Act. In addition 

to this the federal government should enhance oversight control over defence lands. Moreover, 

the defence lands and their commercial use should be brought into the pre-audit and post audit 

mechanism also. 
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DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF COMMERCIAL AUDIT & 

EVALUATION (NORTH & SOUTH) 

Chapter-1 

Aviation Division Cabinet Secretariat 

Overview 

The Aviation Division spearheads strategy, policy and oversight of all matters related to civil 

aviation. It has the primary focus on matters concerning civil aviation by virtue of its structural and 

human-resource oriented acumen. A developed civil air transport system is vital to economic 

development of a country. Important economic centers like trade and tourism rely on functioning of air 

transport system. This Division's activities hence are geared directly towards aviation and indirectly 

corroborating existing national economic growth plans. Aviation sector must thrive to some reasonable 

degree on its own terms. An entrepreneurial spirit and 'can-do' attitude among many other business 

values is encouraged. 

Aviation Division had been working under Ministry of Defense as a wing until it was separated 

and created a new Division under the Cabinet Secretariat in June, 2013. 

The vision is to promote and regulate civil aviation activities and to develop an infrastructure 

for safe, secure, efficient, adequate, economical and well-coordinated civil air transport service in 

Pakistan. Three main drivers of control to pursue this vision are strategy, policy and oversight. 

Aims & Objectives 

1. To improve governance and oversight for the compliance of ICAO standards of aviation 

safety, security and efficiency. 

2. To provide level-playing field for national airlines and liberalize aviation sector in the 

country by allowing market forces to determine the price, quality, frequency and range 

of air services options. 

3. To follow suitable Public-Private Partnership (PPP) models for the operations, 

management and development of airports. 

4. To develop a state-of-the-art infrastructure for the provision of safe and efficient air 

transportation. 

5. To incentivize aviation sector for socio-economic growth. 

6. To create conditions conducive for affordable general aviation activities, i.e. sports 

flying and inter-city air travel by private aircraft /air-taxi service/charters, etc. 

Governing Laws and Policies 

 Aircraft (Removal of Danger To Safety) Ordinance, 1965 

 Pakistan Civil Aviation Authority Ordinance, 1982. 

 Airport Security Force Act, 1975. 

 Civil Aviation Ordinance, 1960. 

 Carriage by Air Act, 2012. 

(Rs. in million) 

S# Description Total Audited Expenditure 

audited FY 

Revenue/ 

Receipts 

audited FY 
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2020-21 2020-21 

1 Formations 2 2 141,668.887 95,014.153 

Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations of Rs. 179,140.920 million were raised as a result of this audit. This 

amount also includes recoverable of Rs. 22,038.193 million as pointed out by audit. Summary 

of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

S. # Classification 
Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. Non-production of record  - 

2. Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation 22.999 

3. Irregularities - 

4. HR / Employees related irregularities 400.553 

5. Procurement related irregularities 15,811.375 

6. Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks - 

7. Value for Money and service delivery issues 739.112 

8. Others 162,166.881 
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1.1 Pakistan International Airlines Corporation 

1.1.1 Introduction 

Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) was incorporated on 18 April, 1956 under 

the Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Act, 1956 (PIAC Act 1956). With effect from April 19, 

2016, the Company has been converted from a statutory company into a public limited company by 

shares as Pakistan International Airlines Company Limited through Act No. XV of 2016. As a result of 

conversion, its shares are quoted in Pakistan Stock Exchange. The principal activity of the Corporation 

is to provide air transport services. In addition, the Corporation is engaged in providing engineering and 

allied services to other airlines. 

1.1.2 Financial Analysis/Comments on Audited Accounts 

1.1.2.1 The working results of the Corporation as compared with the previous years are reflected 

hereunder: 

(Rs. in million) 

Description 2020 
% Inc / 

(Dec) 
2019 

% Inc / 

(Dec) 
2018 

% Inc / 

(Dec) 
2017 

Revenue - net 94,898.39 (42.36) 164,646.35 39.55 117,982.17 13.23 104,198.82 

Other operating 

income 

11,235.16 355.18 2,468.28 22.54 2,014.33 336.81 461.15 

Operating 

expenses 

(19,325.36) (44.48) (34,808.82) 3.38 (33,668.83) (75.20) (135,794.18) 

Operating loss (5,629.16) (71.41) (19,691.95) (57.60) (46,462.82) 49.23 (31,134.21) 

Financial 

charges 

(29,724.51) (18.31) (36,386.77) 72.84 (21,108.00) 33.73 (15,784.01) 

Loss before 

taxation 

(35,353.67) (36.96) (56,078.72) (17.00) (67,571.40) 44.02 (46,918.22) 

Income tax 

expenses 

710.86 1,592.93 41.99 (95.39) (911.83) 11.48 (817.95) 

Loss after 

taxation 

(34,642.81) (38.18) (56,036.74) (15.94) (66,659.56) 39.64 (47,736.17) 

Accumulated 

losses 

(516,595.08) 5.71 (488,695.71) 14.61 (426,409.01) 23.91 (344,141.48) 

(Source: Unconsolidated Annual Audited Accounts 2020) 

1.1.2.2 Accumulated losses increased by 5.71% as compared with preceding year (2020: Rs. 

516,595.08 million and 2019: Rs. 488,695.71 million) which may be elucidated. 

1.1.2.3 Revenue has been decreased by 42.36% as compared to previous year (2020: Rs. 94,898.39 

million and 2019: Rs. 164,646.35 million) which may be justified. 

1.1.2.4 Long term financing increased by 12.075% as compared with preceding year (2020: Rs. 

214,644.605 million, 2019: Rs. 191,517.237 million), which may be elucidated. 

1.1.2.5 The management did not prepare consolidated Financial Statements for the year 2020; these 

comments are not reflecting the values of subsidiary and associate companies of PIAC. 

1.1.2.6 Key ratios of the company for the years 2018-20: 

Ratio 2020 2019 2018 Industry Standard 

Current ratio 0.131 0.180 0.140 1.000 
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Quick ratio 0.122 0.170 0.130 0.500 

D/E Ratio* - 1.900 1.930 0.100 

(*D/E ratio cannot be calculated as Equity of PIAC is negative. (Rs. 448,766.813 million) 

1.1.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

No. of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of compliance awaited % age of 

compliance 

1998-99 28 24 4 42,43,53,72 86 

2001-02 31 16 15 

74, 75, 77, 78, 79, 81, 83, 84, 85, 87, 

90, 91, 93-94, 96 
52 

2002-03 31 24 7 37, 38, 39, 40, 40.1, 40.2, 40.4 77 

2003-04 18 13 5 22, 23, 25, 26, 27 72 

2004-05 11 3 8 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 27 

2006-07 32 9 23 18, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30 28 

2007-08 29 23 6 27, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 79 

2009-10 12 6 6 38, 39, 41(i), 41(ii), 43, 44, 46 50 

2010-11 48 30 18 

3.1.2, 3.1.2.1, 3.1.2.2, 3.1.2.3, 3.1.2.4, 

3.1.2.5, 3.1.2.6, 3.1.2.7, 3.1.3, 3.1.4.1, 

3.1.4.2, 3.1.4.3, 3.1.4.18, 3.1.4.19, 

3.1.4.20, 3.1.4.21,3.1.4.23, 3.1.4.24, 

63 

2016-17 27 5 22 

1.1.4.1, 1.1.4.7, 1.1.4.8, 1.1.4.30, 

1.1.4.29, 1.1.4.19, 1.1.2.2, 1.1.2.4, 

1.1.3, 1.1.4.12, 1.1.4.13, 1.1.4.15, 

1.1.4.16, 1.1.4.17, 1.1.4.20, 1.1.4.22, 

1.1.4.23, 1.1.4.24, 1.1.4.25, 1.1.4.26, 

1.1.4.27, 1.1.4.28 

19 

2018-19 42 1 41 

(1.1.4.1, 1.1.4.3, 1.1.4.9, 1.1.4.12, 

1.1.4.18, 1.1.4.19, 1.1.4.20, 1.1.4.23, 

1.1.4.27, 1.1.4.32, 1.1.2.1, 1.1.4.2, 

1.1.4.4, 1.1.4.5, 1.1.4.6, 1.1.4.7, 

1.1.4.8, 1.1.4.10, 1.1.4.11, 1.1.4.13, 

1.1.4.14, 1.1.4.15, 1.1.4.16, 1.1.4.17, 

1.1.4.21, 1.1.4.22, 1.1.4.24, 1.1.4.25, 

1.1.4.26, 1.1.4.28, 1.1.4.29, 1.1.4.30, 

1.1.4.31, 1.1.4.33, 1.1.4.34, 1.1.4.35, 

1.1.4.36, 1.1.4.37, 1.1.4.38, 1.1.4.39, 

1.1.4.40 PAC referred for DAC level)  

2 

Total 309 154 155   50 

The overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which requires attention of the 

management. 

1.1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

1.1.4.1 Non-payment of various taxes - Rs. 39,771.480 million 

Federal Excise Duty and Advance Tax collected from passengers under Federal Excise Duty 

Act 2005, was required to be deposited into Government Treasury within 45 days from the date of 

deduction. 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC), Finance 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that the management collected various taxes from their 

passengers under Federal Excise Duty Act 2005, which was required to be deposited into Government 

Treasury within 45 days from the date of deduction. However, the management retained the same and 

did not deposit the taxes during 2019 & 2020 within stipulated time as per details given below: 
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Amount (Rs.in million) 

Description To whom payable 2019 2020 

Federal Excise Duty Payable FBR 47.574 48.366 

FED international FBR 112.565 112.941 

Salary related WHT payable FBR 156.405 190.370 

Embarkation Tax CAA 22,220.120 23,654.29 

Security Charges CAA 571.490 553.781 

Infrastructure Development Charges CAA 12,785.715 14,847.48 

Govt. Air Port Tax CAA 344.378 364.253 

Total 38,257.247 39,771.481 
(Source: Annual Audited Accounts 2020)  

Audit is of the view that the management failed to deposit the amount into Government 

Treasury within the required time which showed gross violation and in-effective financial management. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that an amount of 

Rs. 67.000 million has been deposited into government treasury and remaining amount will be deposited 

shortly. The DAC directed the management to verify the recovered amount and expedite the efforts to 

deposit the remaining amount in government treasury. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.2 Losses due to poor operational performance - Rs. 26,955.373 million  

As per Job Description Manual dated 15-01-2015, Chapter-14, Page No. 344 & 345, the 

General Manager, Network and Schedule Planning, PG-X (Reporting to Director Marketing) was 

responsible for:  

a. To generate new schedules accommodating new marketing opportunities as advised by sales or 

commercial departments considering passengers travel preferences, revenue management 

practices and market competition 

b. To manage loading of finalized Schedule in AIMS for crew management 

c. To supervise and monitor proper designing of long term and short term operating plans 

d. Focus on network management and evaluation of multiple scenarios of schedule changes  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Revenue Management 

Department for year 2020, it was observed that the management operated different routes around the 

globe. Performance analysis on these routes revealed that profitable routes having direct flights were 

not generating enough revenues to meet operational costs. Seat factor on these routes remained plus 

70%, but due to mismanagement, Corporation is still not in a breakeven position on these routes. Annex-

5. 

Audit is of the view that despite having direct flights, Corporation was unable to generate 

enough revenues contributed towards the poor performance, fare policy, inventory management, higher 

operational costs, poor performance of station sales team, station manager etc.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that the year 2020 

was not a normal year for Aviation industry due to COVID-19 restrictions therefore, flight operations 

were suspended. The DAC directed the management to verify the stated position by Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No.614, 618, 610, 613& 619) 

1.1.4.3 Non-recovery from various parties – Rs.20,545.787 million  
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As per Article 9 of Passenger Sales Agency Agreement of Pakistan International Airlines 

Corporation (PIAC), the agent shall be under obligation to submit sales reports and remittances on 

fortnightly basis. Further, Article 27 says that agent will be liable for any outstanding amounts in default 

and immediately upon notification of default ticketing Authority will be de-linked and held-guarantees 

will be en-cashed to cover the amount in default. 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) for the year 2020, it was 

observed that an amount of Rs. 20,545.787 million was lying outstanding against various parties as 

detailed below: 

 (Rs. in million) 

S.# Description Department Amount 

1 M/s Sarhad Development Authority Works Department 3.950.00  

2 Trade Debtors (Domistic /International) Finance  6,991.834 

3 Insurance claim Supply Chain Management 2,376.865 

4 DefaulterAgents PIAC Lahore  157.783 

5 Cargo receivable  Finance  994.873 

6 Speedex Finance  184.448 

7 Supplier  Supply Chain Manaement 2.832 

8 Airlines  Supply Chain Manaement 257.048 

9 Maintenance reserves Enginnering Department 6,741.250 

10 Various parties Corporate Planning  2,407.834 

11 Cockpit Crew Corporate Planning 25.000 

12 M/s Alafco Corporate Planning 66.560 

13 Speedex PIAC Lahore 4.685 

14 Utility charges Works Department 330.825 

Total 20,545.787 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of outstaindng amount reflects inefficiency and weak 

recovery mechanism.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that the amount 

pertains to advance rent of Rs.880.700 million which has been adjusted and claim of Rs. 1,161.000 

million against aircraft AP-BHP has been received from insurance company. The DAC directed the 

management to verify the recovery position to Audit and expedite remaining recovery.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

(DP No.391, 383, 30, 278, 398,394, 379, 373, 322, 416, 417, 414, 32, 276)  

1.1.4.4 Non-depositing of provident fund and markup - Rs. 15,722.249 million 

Section 218 of the Companies Act, 2017 states that all moneys or securities deposited with a 

company by its employees in pursuance of their contracts of service with the company shall be kept or 

deposited by the company within fifteen days from the date of deposit in a special account to be opened 

by the company.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC), Finance 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that the management has failed to fulfill their contractual 

obligation by non-depositing the employee’s provident fund in a separate bank account on monthly 

basis for the years 2019 and 2020 as per details given below: 

Rs. in million)                                                 
Particulars 2020 2019 

Provident Fund 7,816.384 9,549.097 
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Accrued Markup 7,905.865 7,055.819 

Total 15,722.249 16,604.916 

Audit is of the view that management has failed to formulate a strategy to pay off their provident 

fund liability and to protect the interest of their employees. This shows in-efficiency, weak policy 

making and poor financial management.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The managemnet in its reply stated that amount against 

Provident Fund (PF) was accumulated due to recurring losses effective from year 2008, however, during 

the year 2021, the liability has been reduced by Rs. 4,900.00 million in comparison to year 2020. The 

DAC directed the management to get the position verified by Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.5 Non-receipt of aircraft engines despite payments – Rs. 14,452.584 million  

Rule 5 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the Board 

shall exercise its powers and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective judgment and 

independence in the best interest of the company.”  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Engineering for the year 

2019-20, it was observed that 11 engines along with 02 Auxiliary Power units were sent abroad for 

repair from April 2018 to December, 2020 but the same were not received back. Annex-6  

Audit is of the view that management failed to receive engines despite making advance 

payments which reflects slackness and inefficiency.  

The matter was reported to management in July 2021.The irregularity was discussed in DAC 

meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that reason of delay in 

repair and induction of these Engines is non-payment to Vendors. The DAC directed the management 

to get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No.305 & 306) 

1.1.4.6 Irregular award of contract of aircrafts on dry lease – Rs. 13,363.200 million 

(US$ 83.52 million)  

Rule No. 37(a) of PPRA Rules, 2004states that single stage two envelope bidding procedure 

shall be used where the bids are to be evaluated on technical and financial grounds and price is taken 

into account after technical evaluation.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC) Corporate Planning 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that management awarded a contract to M/s 

AerCapLeasingfor hiring of two wide body aircrafts on dry leaseamounting to Rs.13,363.200 million 

(US$.83.520 million) for a period of 72 months. However, the contract was awarded on single stage 

one envelope basis instead of single stage two envelopebasis. 

Audit is of the view that award of contract on single stage one envelope basis is a clear violation 

of PPRA Rules, 2004, thus contract amounting to  

Rs. 13,363.200 million stands irregular and unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that the matter is 
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under investigation by National Accountability Bureau (NAB) as per PAC’s directives. The DAC 

directed the management to pursue the NAB case.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.7 Non-achievement of sales / cargo targets – Rs. 10,455.800 million  

As per Job Description and Responsibilities, the District Manager was required to perform sales 

activities pertaining to passengers/ freight and evolve local marketing plans for its implementation.   

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Lahore Station for the year 

2020, it was observedthatthe management failed to achieve passenger sales targets/cargo sales targetsas 

detailed below:- 

(Rs. in million) 

Year Sales Target Achievement Difference 

2020 15,498.000 5,085.13 10,412.87 

    

 

Year Cargo Sales Target Actual sales Variance 

2018 15.000 10.030 4.970 

2020 55.000 17.040 37.960 

Total 70.000 27.07 42.93 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to achieve targets which reflects inefficiency. 

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that PIA suffered an 

irregular operation throughout the year because of COVID related travel advisories. The DAC directed 

the management to provide Board’s approval of revised targets and verify the stated position from 

Audit.  

 Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No.25 & 450) 

1.1.4.8 Non-utilization of VSS scheme for its intended purpose -  

Rs. 8,500.000 million 

As per Standard Interpretations Committee (SIC) -10, Government Assistance to enterprises 

that is aimed at encouragement or long terms support of business activities meets the definition of 

Government grant in IAS-20. Such grant should not be credited directly to shareholder’s interests.  

Moreover, as per 4.12.1.3 of APPM, the delegated authority shall only approve grant in relation 

to those payment to be made in the current financial year. 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC), Finance 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that Government of Pakistan, through the Economic 

Coordination Committee (ECC) of the Cabinet approved the Voluntary Separation Scheme (VSS) for 

3,500 permanent employees of PIA. Subsequently, a conditional grant of Rs.8500 million was approved 

for VSS Scheme. However, the management recognized the grant as Other Income, thereby increasing 
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its income through window dressing the P&L Account by not incorporating relevant accounting policy, 

disclosure about the other income and resultantly ending up in paying more taxes and improving 

shareholder equity in interests of shareholder since the undisbursed amount was not shown as deffered 

payment in violation of IAS-20. Moreover, related assignment account, subsequent disbursement of 

grant and correspondence with Ministry of Finance regarding recognizing grant as other income and 

utilization report were not provided to audit for scrutiny.  

Audit is of the view that accounting treatment of VSS grant as other income and not following 

capital method of recognition is in violation of SIC-10 and it is without any approval from Ministry of 

Finance. Thus, the recognition of expense and income stands irregular and resulted in excess payment 

of taxes and inflated revenues. 

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. Th management in its reply stated that all relevant 

accounting rules and standards were followed for recording of grant received from GoP in our books of 

accounts. Moreover, our financial statements were also duly audited by two Chartered Accountants 

firms.The DAC directed the management to get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.9 Blockage of funds due to un-utilized inventory – Rs. 4,862.282 million 

As per principles of procurement enunciated in the PIAC’s Procurement Manual, one of the 

five basic concerns that govern PIAC’s procurement policies is to ensure that the funds are used to buy 

only those Products/Goods, Services, Works, Plant & Equipment and Information Systems which are 

needed to operate and maintain PIAC.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Supply Chain Management 

for the year 2020, it was observed that various stock items amounting to Rs. 4,862.282 million was 

lying idle since decades. Despite a considerable lapse of time, the management failed to utilize or 

dispose surplus/ obsolete inventory. 

Audit is of the view that the management procured huge quantity of inventory without planning 

and due diligence. 

The matter was reported to the management in October 202. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that inventory was 

purchased by SCM Department on user department’s demand that was responsible for inventory 

planning and forecasting for their smooth operational need. The DAC directed the management to verify 

the selling and payment credited to Audit and expedite the process for outstanding.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.10 Irregular and unauthorized expenditure on repair - Rs. 3,932.870 million  

Rule 12 (2&3) of PPRA, 2004 states that that the all procurement opportunities over two million 

rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or newspapers 

having wide circulation. In cases where the procuring agency has its own website it may also post all 

advertisements concerning procurement on that website as well.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Engineering and 

Maintenance Department for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management sent 03 aircraft 

engines of different make along with 09 Auxiliary Power Units (APU) for repair abroad without 

complying advertisement requirement of PPRA. Annex-7.  
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Audit is of the view that the management did not use open competitive bidding as prescribed 

by Public Procurement Regulatory Authority which accounts mis-procurements.  

The matter was reported to the management in July 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management informed that Engines and APUs were 

sent abroad as per PPRA Rules and no violation was occurred in awarding tenders. The DAC directed 

the management to get the position verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.11 Loss due to accidents of aircrafts - Rs. 2,796.200 million  

Section (4) (3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, 

making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are 

used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Engineering Department 

for the year 2019-20, it was observed that two aircrafts of PIAC faced sever accident and resulted in 

heavy loss due to complete destruction of aircrafts. The detail of incidents is as follows: 

S. # Description Date of incident Place of incident 

Estimated Loss 

(Rs in million) 

1. ATR-72-212-A 24-Nov 2018 JIAP, Karachi 1398.10 

2. ATR-42-500 July 20,2019 Gilgit Airport 1398.10 

TOTAL  2,796.20 

Findings of investigation reports for each incident reveals following causes of incident. 

Description ATR-72-212-A Description ATR-42-500 

Findings-Civil 

Aviation Report 

1- Non-adherence of the laid down 

maintenance procedure by PIAC. 

2- Deficiency in required maintenance 

support equipment at the organization 

level. 

3- Lack of professionalism of 

maintenance crew of PIAC. 

4- In-adequate assessment process for 

authorization of technical personnel for 

engine ground run up of ATR aircraft. 

Findings -Safety 

Investigation 

Report 

1- Failure to follow SOP 

2- Decision making 

Error 

3- Lack of situational 

awareness 

4- Lack of assertiveness 

by the first officer 

 

Audit is of the view that there is negligence on the part of management which resulted in heavy 

loss to corporation.  

The matter was reported to management in July 2021. The irregularity was discussed in DAC 

meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management replied that inquiry has been made and the 

Captains were found guilty. The DAC directed the management to take disclipilinary action as per rules 

against the incumbents and share the inquiry with Audit.   
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Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 309 & 310) 

1.1.4.12 Loss due to late payment of fuel - Rs. 2,189.170 million  

According to clause 6.4 of the agreement between Pakistan International Airlines Corporation 

(PIAC) and Pakistan State Oil (PSO), if the buyer fails to make payment of the amount of any invoice 

on the due time, the seller may, at its option, charge interest rates of State Bank of Pakistan discount 

rates plus 4% on any amount on any amount overdue for payment for a period of more than one month.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Flight Operations 

Department for the year 2019 & 2020, it was observed that the management made a contract with 

Pakistan State Oil (PSO) on January 30, 2002 for the delivery of Jet fuel to their Aircrafts. However, 

management failed to made payment within due time i.e. on the 7th day of receipt of invoices(s). The 

details of penalty are given below: 

Years Rs. in million 

2019 1,024.531 

2020 1,164.639 

Total 2,189.170 

Audit is of the view that due to late payments; Corporation sustained a loss of Rs. 2,189.170 

million as penalty.  

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management informed that from years 2008 to 2016, 

PIACL was unable to pay invoices on time due to liquidity crunch, resulting PSO started to charge 

interest. The DAC directed the management to get the position verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.13 Non-existence of fuel efficiency program - Rs. 1,415.316 million 

As per report published by International Air Transportation Association (IATA), an effective 

fuel management program can reduce total fuel cost by 2% to 6% for an airline and average fuel savings 

achieved up to 14% of fuel budget.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Flight Operations 

Department for the year 2019 & 2020, it was observed that the management failed to develop an 

effective fuel management program to improve its fuel efficiency. The details of total fuel cost and 

minimum saving of fuel are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Year Domestic-(A) International-(B) 
Total fuel cost uplift 

(A+B) 

Min. 2% saving 

(A + B * 2%) 

2019 28,113.719 21,622.069 49,735.788 994.715 

2020 12,252.827 8,777.209 21,030.037 420.600 

Total  70,765.826 1,415.316 
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Audit is of the view that due to non-implementation of fuel efficiency program the management 

failed to reduce its overall fuel cost.  

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management informed that they hired a consultancy 

team from IATA who suggest new techniques, improvement in corporation and are engaged with 

different departments of PIACL including Flight operations. After conclusion of their report and higher 

management concurrence things can be improved further. The DAC directed the management to get the 

position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.14 Blockage of funds at closed international stations – Rs. 1,375.679 million 

Section 4 (3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, 

making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are 

used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC), Finance 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that significant funds were blocked indifferent banks at 

various international stations which were not transferred back to Pakistan on the closure on station. This 

has caused extra financial burden on company in the form of increased interest expense, which could 

have been saved in case of using company’s own funds for financing working capital requirements. The 

details are as under: 

S. # Station Rs. in million 

1. Barcelona 37.186 

2. New York 27.354 

3. Kuwait 22.759 

4. Thailand 13.127 

5. Singapore 2.689 

6. Bangladesh 1,272.561 

Total 1,375.679 

Audit is of the view that blocked funds at closed stations since long clearly shows negligence 

and non-seriousness of the management towards the funds of corporation.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that the amounts 

reflected are considerably low once reviewed in the local currency which either is kept to run the 

operations at stations or retained to keep accounts operative. The DAC directed the management to get 

the position verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 390 & 400)  

1.1.4.15 Unjustified payment against engine rentals – Rs. 1,285.261 million  

As per principles of procurement enunciated in the PIAC’s Procurement Manual, one of the 

five basic concerns that govern PIAC’s procurement policies is to ensure that the funds are used to buy 

only those Products/Goods, Services, Works, Plant & Equipment and Information Systems which are 

needed to operate and maintain PIAC.  
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During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Supply Chain Management 

for the year 2020, it was observed that the management paid huge payments against engine rentals 

amounting to Rs. 2,190.258 million, while due to COVID-19, PIAC flight operations remained halted 

during the year 2020. Surprisingly, PIAC operated full flight operations in the year 2019 and payment 

against engine rentals was remained only Rs 904.997 million. Apparently, management paid amounting 

to Rs. 1,285.261 million without utilization of engine.  

Audit is of the view that the management granted undue favor to lessors as no actions were 

taken regarding to stop the payment against engine rentals as due to COVID-19 PIAC flight operations 

remained halted. The management has paid amounting to Rs. 1,285.261 million (Rs. 2,190.258 million 

– Rs.904.997 million) for non-utilization of engine to lessors resulting in loss to the corporation.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management replied that all the engines were 

remained under lease in 2020 were continuously utilized. The DAC directed the management to get the 

position verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.16 Irregular handing over of PIA Sambara Inn Hotel, Larkana -  

Rs. 1,150.000 million 

Chapter # 4 (54) of PIAC Employees Service and Discipline Regulations, states that, any 

employee who causes or attempts to cause any loss of revenue to the corporation shall be liable to 

reimburse the loss caused by him and will also be liable to the disciplinary action including dismissal 

from services. 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Works Department for the 

years 2019 & 2020, it was observed that PIAC operated Sambara Inn Hotel at Larkana, Sindh since 

1974 to 1990 having assessed construction value of Rs. 60.754 million. The current market value is Rs. 

1,150.00 million as per evaluation report of fixed assets on 04.12.2020 by SBP approved valuator. It 

was revealed that upon the verbal instructions of the erstwhile PIA Chief, the possession of hotel was 

handed over to the Government of Sindh on 01.11.1990 without any compensation by ignoring the 

commercial interest of the Corporation. 

Audit is of the view that handing over Sambara Inn Hotel Larkana on verbal instructions of the 

incumbent PIA Chief shows total ignorance of the Corporation’s assets. Further, neither the 

management able to secure the possession of this property nor received any compensation.  

The matter was reported to the management in July, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that PIA is the legal 

owner of this property and possess all the relevant property papers and actively pursuing the case, 

through the Aviation Division.The DAC directed the management to conduct an Inquiry by fixing the 

responsibilityand report to be submitted to audit. Further, since title of property is still with PIAC then 

management to look if any way possible to take back the property. Furhter, Ministry to take up the issue 

with Council of Common Interest afterword’s for further resolution. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.17 Loss due to non-completion of repaired life of ATR Engines –  

Rs. 1,028.824 million  
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Rule 5(5) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules 2013 states that Board 

shall establish a system of sound internal control which shall be effectively implemented at all levels 

within the public sector companies to ensure compliance with fundamental principle of probity and 

propriety, objectivity, integrity and honesty. 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Engineering Department 

for the year 2019-20, it was observed that aircraft engine of PW series were removed earlier then the 

specified cycle. OEM-P&W specified 15,000 flying hours (cycles) that was reduced to 5000 cycles. But 

most of the engines were removed even before completing 5,000 cycles. Annex-8 

Audit is of the view that early removal of ATR engines resulted in loss to the Corporation. 

The matter was reported to the management in July 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that there was no cost 

wastage in terms of Short Life engine and warranty cases has also been taken with them.The DAC 

directed the management to get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.18 Non-recovery of dues from debtor parties – Rs. 1,036.990 million  

All the outstanding amount should be recovered after issuance of invoices. (As per para 2.07 of 

credit term, Govt. parties are allowed 60 days only). 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Engineering for the year 

2019-20, it was observed that huge amount was outstanding against different parties as at December 

31, 2020 (Annex-9). 

Audit is of the view that the management could not recover outstanding dues. This indicates 

weak internal controls of management and reflects poor financial monitoring.  

The matter was reported to the management in July 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management informed that efforts were being made 

to recover the outstanding amount. The DAC directed the management to get the position verified from 

Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.19 Irregular award of contracts of Jet fuel – Rs. 988.401 million  

Clause 42.(c) (ii) of PPRA Rules, 2004 states that a procuring agency shall only engage in direct 

contracting if the following conditions exist, only one manufacturer or supplier exists for the required 

procurement: Provided that the procuring agencies shall specify the appropriate fora, which may 

authorize procurement of proprietary object after due diligence.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Flight Operation 

Department for the year 2019 & 2020, it was observed that the management procured Jet fuel for various 

stations without adopting the direct contracting process in violation of rules. The details are as under: 
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S. # Name of Supplier Station Amount (Rs. in 

million) 

1. Bahrain Aviation Fueling Company (BAFCO) Bahrain 6.967 

2. M/s Kuwait Fueling  Kuwait 30.799 

3. M/s Water Wadood Qatar 304.456 

4. M/s Modern Consortium for Refueling Aircraft (MCRA) Dammam 646.177 

Total 988.401 

Audit is of the view that neither the management specified the appropriate fora for direct 

contracting nor confirmed from respective Civil Aviation Authority that these suppliers were the sole 

suppliers at the station, hence extended undue favor to the suppliers.  

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that there are locations 

where either refueling is provided by Govt. owned entities or by a sole supplier. As only one party 

provides refueling direct contract is initiated with the party as tender for that location is not beneficial. 

The DAC directed the management to get the position verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 22 contains 04 files) 

1.1.4.20 Loss due to selling in lower RBDs & inventory mismanagement -  

Rs. 573.363 million 

As per the Fare Policy of Pakistan International Airline Corporation (PIAC), Revenue Business 

Designators (RBDs) are of Economy, Economy Plus, and Business class are further sub-divided with 

price difference. In each class, lowest fare RBD is opened about 10/11 months before the departure date 

of the flight progressively higher fare RBD are opened as the date and time of the flight approaches 

near the departure considering the seat factor/ occupancy ratio. The Revenue Management, Head Office, 

Karachi is authorized to open and close the RBDs and the agent can use only that RBD, which is opened 

at the particular time by the RM/Marketing department of the PIAC.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC), Revenue 

Management for the year 2020, it was observed that there was imbalance in selling of seats between 

Higher and Lower RBD (Revenue Booking Designators). It was evident from the flight data that the 

corporation sold majority of seats on lower RBDs which were on lower fares. Annex-10.  

Audit is of the view that the corporation was not able to materialize and managed as planned 

casing revenue depreciation to the corporation.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021.The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that Revenue 

Management is a dynamic and complex airline functionality where prices constantly fluctuate and are 

adjusted to counter competition and ensure viable operation. The DAC directed the management to get 

the position verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 611 & 609) 

1.1.4.21 Irregular renewal of contracts - Rs. 520.756 million 

Rule 12 of PPRA Rules, 2004 states that all procurement opportunities over two million 

Pakistani Rupees should be advertised on the authority’s website as well as in other print media or 

newspapers having wide circulation. 
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During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Passenger Handling 

Service Department for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management renewed the various 

ground handling services contracts instead of inviting fresh tenders in violation of rules as per detail 

shown below: 

S. # Name of Contractor Name of Station Rs. in 

million 

Violation 

1. M/s. Al Manawala Al - Ain 22.169 Contract was extended in 2019 

2 M/s. Japan Airline 

International (JAL) 

Narita - Tokyo 59.856 Contract is being extended since 1996 

3. M/s. Swissport Manchester 349.283 Contract is being since 2016 

4. M/s. Ground force Barcelona 89.718 Contract is extended since 2009 

Total 520.756  

Audit is of the view that that the management extended undue favour to the contractors by 

renewing the contracts and deprived the benefits of competitive bidding. 

The matter was reported to the management in February 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The mnagement in is reply stated that the agreement 

for Ground Handling is being established under proprietary rights without publishing the tender or 

advertisement on PIA and PPRA website/Newspapers,M/s JAL was evaluated as a lowest evaluated 

bidder,M/s Swissportrates validity was extended and rates increase, as per RPI was adjusted and flight 

operation to/from Barcelona Upon resumption in 2016, it was evident that awarding a new contract 

would entail rates increase, as price hike had occurred, in view of inflationary impact. The DAC directed 

the management to get the position verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.22 Non-receipt of inventory despite payments - Rs. 495.455 million 

Rule 5 of the Public-Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

Board shall exercise its powers and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective judgment and 

independence in the best interest of the company.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC), Finance 

Department for the 2020, it was observed that the management failed to receive various inventory items 

amounting to Rs.495.455 milliondespite making advance payments to the vendors / suppliers for the 

last 4-5 years.   

Audit is of the view that non-receipt of inventory despite a lapse of more than five (5) years is 

a serious negligence on the part of management.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply staed that due to certain 

limitations in the legacy system, a portion of these advances remained unmatched against its contra 

liability. The DAC directed the management to get the position verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.23 Loss due to non-compliance of lease agreement – Rs. 458.060 million 

As per clause 12.4 Non-compliance: To the extent that, at the time of Final Inspection, the 

condition of the Aircraft does not comply with this Agreement, Lessee will at Lessor’s option: 

a. Immediately rectify the non-compliance and to the extent the non-compliance extends beyond 

the Expiry Date, the Term will be automatically extended and this Agreement will remain in 
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force until the non-compliance has been rectified and, during the period of such extension, 

Lessee shall pay daily Rent at 100 % of the amount specified in Clause 5.3 for the first 5 days 

of such delay and, thereafter, Lessee shall pay Rent at 200 % of the amount specified in Clause 

5.3 as “ Rent: Lessee will pay to Lessor or its order on each Rent Date Rent in advance in the 

amount of  

US $ 267,500.”  

b. Clause 3.3 and 3.4 of lease agreement between M/s Abric and PIAC states thatthe lessee is 

obliged and shall return Manufacture Serial Number (MSN) 994 in compliance with the Re-

delivery condition per schedule 2 of the SLA or shall compensate the Lessor for any non-

compliance with the Re-delivery condition. Furthermore, the Lessor estimates that 

compensation for non-compliance with Re-Delivery conditions to be  

US $ 1,300,000.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Corporate Planning and 

Engineering Department for the years 2019 & 2020, it was observed that the management signed 

Aircraft Lease agreement between PIAC and CVI Aergo Acquisitions VI Limited dated 18.04.2015 in 

respect of Airbus A-320 serial No.2719 having registration No. AP-BLU and Serial No. 2758 having 

registration No. AP-BLV. As per agreement, Aircrafts lease period ended on 16.06.2021 for AP-BLU 

and 05.05.2021 for AP-BLV, but management failed to comply with the condition regarding redelivery 

of aircrafts. Thus, M/s CVI Aergo Acquisitions VI Limited charged 200% of lease rent amounting to 

US $ 1,560,416 to for non-compliance of the agreement against the invoices numbers 21RD000259 

dated 26.08.2021, 21RD000209 dated 26.07.2021 and 21RD000260 dated 26.08.2021. Further, it was 

observed that management also paid an amount of  

Rs. 208.36 million (US $ 1.300 million) on account of non-compliance of  

re-delivery condition of aircraft.  

Audit is of the view that the management failed at the time of end of lease period to re-deliver 

the aircraft as per lease agreement resultantly M/s CVI Aergo Acquisition charged 200% of lease rent 

amounting to US $ 1,560,416 due to  

non-compliance. Thus, Corporation sustained a loss of Rs. 458.060 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that negotiated revised 

terms which only original lease rental would be charged. DAC directed the management to submit 

revise reply and verify the position. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No.415 & 409) 

1.1.4.24 Loss due to non-realization of amount by lessor - Rs.404.309 million  

Section 54 of S&D Regulations of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation on causing loss 

of revenue to the corporation states that any employee who causes or attempts to cause any loss or loss 

of revenue to the Corporation shall be liable to reimburse the loss caused by him and will also be liable 

to disciplinary action including dismissal from service.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Corporate Planning 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that management issued invoices amounting to US$ 

26,865,442 to the lessor regarding overhauling / repair and maintenance of engines against Maintenance 

Reserves (MR). However, lessor only paid of USD 16,766,825 and refused to pay the remaining amount 

as the Long Life Parts etc were not timely replaced as per terms and conditions, which caused extra 

ordinary damage to engines. The details are as under: 
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S. # Lessor Aircraft 
Aircraft 

No. 
Engine No. 

Invoiced 

amount 

claimed (USD) 

Accumulated 

available MR 

(USD) 

Claim 

Approved USD 

Claim not 

Approved 

(USD) 

1 GECAS A320 AP-BLB ESN 

575793 

9,768,946 6,950,089 6,513,819 436,270 

2 GECAS A320 AP-BLD ESN 

575818 

8,388,305 6,841,344 5,193,511 1,647,833 

3 GECAS A320 AP-BLD ESN 

575883 

8,708,191 5,502,326 5,059,495 442,831 

Total (USD) 26,865,442 19,293,759 16,766,825 2,526,934 

Total (Rs.) (USD 2.526 million @ Rs.160) = Rs.404.309 million 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to replace the parts as per terms and conditions 

which resulted in a loss of Rs. 404.309 million which shows inefficiency. 

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that Lessors have 

reimbursed available Maintenance Reserves against Qualifying Maintenance Events as per Lease 

Agreements. The DAC directed the management to get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.25 Non-adjustment of advances of foreign vendors – Rs. 375.673 million 

PIAC’s schedule of Power states that, in order to cover anticipated financial losses, advances 

made against purchase, whenever allowed must be backed by either by Bank Guarantee or supplier’s 

Bank letter of intent/undertaking to make good all financial losses in case of default. 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Engineering &Maintenance 

for the year 2019-20, it was observed that huge advances to foreign vendors were unadjusted / settled 

amounting to Rs. 375.673 million (Annex-11) as detail under: 

Description Amount (Rs in million) 

3 years & more 145.188 

1-3 years 126.621 

1-12 months 103.864 

Total 375.673 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to adjust / settle the advances amounting to Rs. 

375.673 million which indicates weak internal controls and poor recovery mechanism. 

The matter was reported to the management in July 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that as prudent 

accounting, this amount was kept as unadjusted good advance in the financial statement to fulfill the 

requirement of International Financial Reporting Standards. The DAC directed the management to 

furnish revised reply. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.26 Loss due to allowing discounted agent tickets – Rs.353.517 million 

As per Industry Affairs Doc #: COM/MM/02 clause 1.4 states that: It may kindly be noted that 

rebated transportation is not an entitlement of agents. It is discretion of the Airline on commercial 

consideration. Rebated transportation should be granted against written requests only duly signed by 

authorized persons. 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Revenue Management 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that the management allowed 2,620 tickets to various 
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agents atdiscount amounting to  

Rs. 353.517 million. Detail of discounted tickets is as below: 

(Rs in million) 

Year Discount Category 
Amount of 

Discount 
No. of Tickets 

Full Amount if Discount 

not allowed  

2020 

Agent Discount 100% 3.048 1,379 304.862 

Agent Discount 50% 1.759 96 3.519 

Agent Discount 75% 11.205 1,139 44.822 

Agent Discount 90% 0.031 6 0.314 

Total 16.043 2,620 353.517 

Audit is of the view that despite having a financial crunch, the corporation allowed discounted 

tickets to various agents which reflects favouritism. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021.The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that as per IATA 

Resolutions 880/881 the staff / owners of the travel agencies are entitled to AD-75% / AD – 50% 

discounted tickets on the airlines they are transacting business. Further, all airlines accordingly 

generously extend this facility to the owners and staff of travel agencies to lure them to sell their airlines. 

The DAC directed the management to get the position verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.27 Loss due to non-optimal utilization of Pilots - Rs. 315.735 million 

Rule 5 of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

Board shall exercise its powers and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective judgment and 

in the best interest of the company. 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Flight Operation 

Department for the year 2019 & 2020, it was observed that the management fixed minimum 75 flying 

hours per pilot. However, minimum flying hours remained under-utilized as detailed below: 

Year 

Total 

Aircrafts 

No. 

Total 

Flights 

Pilots 

No. 

Average 

flying 

hours 

Pilots 

Guarantee 

hours 

Difference of 

Guarantee Flying 

Hours& Average 

Average 

Flying 

Hours rate 

Rs / Hours 

Loss (Rs. in 

million) 

    
Flying 

Hours  

Total impact 

Hours 
  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 = (6-5) 8 = (7 x 4) 9 10 = (8 x 9) 

2019 34 31,166 426 73.16 75 1.84 32,023 7,000 224.161 

2020 32 15,792 385 41.02 75 33.98 13,082 7,000 91.574 

Total 45,105 14,000 315.735 

  

Audit is of the view that due to non-optimal utilization of flying hours, the management 

incurred an additional expenditure of Rs.315.735 million which shows poor flight management. 
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The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that fixed minimum 

flying allowance is not for utilization purpose, but only to formulate the salary package. The DAC 

directed the management to provide revised policy.  

 Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.28 Deployment of officers/ staff over and above the approved HRB -  

Rs. 265.818 million 

As per PIAC approved HRB, the employees should have been within limit of sanctioned post 

in each department. 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) SCM, PHS, Flight 

Operations Dept. Works Dept, Multan Station and Lahore Station for the year 2020, it was observed 

that excess officers/officials were appointed against the approved HRB of PIAC. The detail of approved 

and existing HRB. Annex-12 

Audit is of the view that the management appointed excessive staff in violation of approved 

HRB due to which excess expenditure is being incurred annually despite the fact that the corporation is 

suffering into heavy loss. Thus, the expenditure on account of salaries amounting to Rs. 435.018 million 

is held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that after 2002, the 

current management constituted a Manpower Rationalization Committee to figure out the HRB 

requirements of company for next 05 years. The HRB recommendations of the Committee has been 

approved by the BOD in its 59th meeting held on 27.10.2021. The DAC directed the management to 

verify the position of HRBand to share Contract Agreement with Audit and incorporated in future 

contract agreements.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 08, 456, 27, 724, 380, 12 & 190)  

1.1.4.29 Loss due to irregular award of contract – Rs. 259.643 million 

Rule 38 of PPRA Rules, 2004 states that the bidder with the lowest evaluated bid, if not in 

conflict with any other law, rules, regulations or policy of the Federal Government, shall be awarded 

the procurement contract, within the original or extended period of bid validity. 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Passenger Handling 

Service Department for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management awarded the contracts 

of ground handling services at Jeddah and Muscat stations to the highest bidder as detail shown below: 

S.# Place Name of Service 

provider 

Amount (Rs. in 

million) 

Remarks 

1 Madina M/s Saudi Ground 

Services  

187.384 Rejected the bid of lowest bidder i.e. M/s 

Havas and awarded the contract to the 

highest bidder 
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2 Muscat M/s Oman Aviation 

Handling Company 

72.259 Scrapped the tender and extended the 

contract of existing service provider for 

three (3) years  

Total 259.643 

Audit is of the view that the management sustained loss in awarding contracts at higher rates. 

The matter was reported to the management in February, 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that proper 

procedure was adopted through advertisements in press inviting tenders and lowest price package was 

accepted and further negotiated and finally reduced further. The DAC directed the management to get 

the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.30 Loss due to non-delivery of aircraft – Rs. 208.000 million (US$ 1.300 million) 

Clause 3 of conditional settlement and lease termination agreement dated 10.12.2020 states 

that:  

3.1  Lessee shall arrange for redelivery of the Aircraft …, not later than 31st December 2020 at 

Lessee cost. 

3.3  The lessee is obliged and shall return MSN 994 in compliance with the Re-delivery condition 

per schedule 2 of the SLA or shall compensate the Lessor for any non-compliance with the 

Re-delivery condition. 

3.4 Without prejudice to clause 3.3above, the Lessor estimates that compensation for non-

compliance with Re-Delivery conditions to be  

US $ 1,300,000.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Corporate Planning 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that the management signed Lease Termination 

agreement with M/s ACIA AERO LEASING (Ireland) Limited on 10.12.2020 on a condition that PIAC 

will redeliver aircraft before 31.12.2020 at mutually agreed location. However, the management failed 

to redeliver the aircraft as per scheduled date. Resultantly, management paid an amount of Rs. 208.000 

million (US $ 1.300 million) to lessor as compensation charges. 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to re-deliver the aircraft on agreed terms which 

resulted in a loss of Rs. 208.00 million (US $ 1.300 million).  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management informed that it could not arrange the 

finances. The DAC directed the management to get the stated position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.31 Loss due to deviations between published and actual rosters –  

Rs. 206.442 million  

Rosters are required to be followed throughout the month ensuring smooth execution of planned 

flights. Flight Operational Manual Chapter 23 Page 9, Off Days: Eight (08) Off Days are planned in a 
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Month, off days will be a clear day at home base after completion of required rest of last duty and will 

consist of 24 hours. The refused days off will be adjusted within 90 days.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Flight Operation 

Department for the year 2019 & 2020, it was observed that due to significant deviations between 

published rosters and actual rosters, none of the cockpit crew members carried out their flights at 100% 

of their published roster. Because of non-implementation of published rosters effectively, management 

incurred an additional expenditure as detailed below: 

(Rs. in million) 

Year Denied Rest Refused days off 

2019 13.773 137.970 

2020 8.956 45.741 

Sub Total 22.729 183.711 

Total 206.442 

  

Audit is of the view that due to frequent changes in the published rosters, flights operations 

were affected and also increased the cost to the Corporation.  

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that changes in the 

rosters were inevitable keeping in view the situation of Covid-19. The DAC directed the management 

to get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.32 Loss due to non-imposition of LD charges – Rs. 166.980 million 

As per Board minutes of 42nd meeting of Board of Directors, held on 11.02.2020, Resolution 

No. 19 states that “On the compensation of delayed delivery, M/s ALAFCO had agreed to double the 

compensation amount from  

USD 2,000 per day to USD 4,000 per day”.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Corporate Planning 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that the management signed a term sheet with M/s 

ALAFCO on 24.09.2019 on rental of  

USD 250,000 / month for delivery of A-320 Aircraft which scheduled to be delivered in October 2019. 

In case of late delivery, L.D charges will be imposed of USD. 4,000 per day. However, the aircraft was 

not delivered till June 30, 2021 and L.D charges were not imposed by the management on lessor. 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to impose late delivery charges amounting to 

Rs. 166.980 million (USD 1.012 million) which shows inefficiency and weak financial management. 

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management stated that they did not sign the 

agreement for second Aircraft hence the payment of delivery charges were not applicable. The DAC 

directed the management to get the position verified from Audit. 
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Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.33 Wasteful payment of incentives to GSA - Rs. 159.407 million  

Section 4 (3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, 

making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are 

used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Revenue Management 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that the management paid Rs. 159.407 million to different 

General Sales Agents (GSA) as cash and route incentives in order to boost sales and load factor. Despite 

offering incentives, sales of the Corporation were not increased. Thus, payment of  

Rs. 159.407 million stands imprudent and wasteful. 

Audit is of the view that that route incentives did not achieve the desired results and seat factor 

also remained very low.   

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021.The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated thatit is Industry 

Practice to allow such incentives to GSAs clearly spelled out in IATA resolutions; therefore it may not 

be treated as an extra-ordinary measure only employed by PIA. The DAC directed the management to 

get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.34 Irregular award of contract for charter operations – Rs. 155.040 million (US$ 

969,000) 

Rule 16 (a) (1) of PPRA Rule, 2004 states that the procuring agency shall arrange the 

procurement through framework agreements of recurrent or common use items, services including 

maintenance services and those commodities, whose market prices fluctuate during the term of the 

agreement, for a maximum period of three years.  

 (4) Open and closed framework agreements may be made with the selected suppliers and 

service providers. Maximum duration of open framework agreements shall not be more than three years 

and the closed framework agreements shall not exceed one year.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC) Corporate Planning 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that the management awarded a contract of charter 

operators for UK/European routes to M/s Hifly for each rotation to USD 153,000 for a period of six 

(06) months. After expiry of agreement, the management started fresh process of the same contract. 

Being the lowest bidder, the contract was again awarded to M/s Hifly at a rate of USD 170,000 per 

rotation of the same route. This award of contract in piecemeal basis resulted in excess payment of Rs. 

155.040 million (USD 17,000 @ 57 flights = USD 969,000 @ Rs.160) 

Audit is of the view that award of contract on piecemeal basis resulted in excess payment of 

Rs. 155.040 million which shows mis-management and lack of planning. 

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that the period of 

prequalification was kept as six months because the duration of currently imposed ban on PIA is not 

certain and PIA would like to start using its own aircraft to UK and Europe as soon as the ban is lifted. 

The DAC directed the management to get the position verified from Audit. 
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Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.35 Non recovery of festival and welfare advances from employees -  

Rs. 153.944 million 

Clause (c) (i) of Admin Order 33/2013 of PIAC states that if an employee fails to settle the 

form within 3 months, the advance shall be recovered from the salary of the concerned employee.   

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC), Human Resource 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 153.944 million was outstanding 

against employees as detailed below: 

S. # Advance Type Amount (Rs. in million) 

1. Festival Advance 138.401 

2. Welfare Advance 15.543 

Total 153.944 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to recover / adjust the advances which reflects 

inefficiency and weak recovery mechanism.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021.The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management informed that revovery process has 

been started after increasing the salaries. The DAC directed the management to get the stated position 

verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.36 Unjustified repair of B-777 Auxiliary Power Units – Rs. 145.652 million 

Rule 5(5) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules 2013 states that Board 

shall establish a system of sound internal control which shall be effectively implemented at all levels 

within the public sector companies to ensure compliance with fundamental principle of probity and 

propriety, objectivity, integrity and honesty.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Engineering and 

Maintenance Department for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management send B-777 

Auxiliary Power unit for repair abroad despite having in-house facility. The financial impact of repair 

is as follows: 

Description No. of Units 

Repair Cost 

(in US $) 

Rate 

(In PKR) 

(Rs. in million) 

APU-B-777  01 900,000 161.8366 145.652 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to utilize its in-house facility which shows 

inefficiency and poor financial management. 
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The matter was reported to the management in July 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that as repair from 

OEM was also expensive so RFQ was floated per Management instructions for exchange units. After 

evaluation, M/s AAR Corporation was selected as the best / lowest bidder with flat exchange offer of 

USD 425,000 for exchanged Overhaul APU SN P-1545. The DAC directed the management to get the 

position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.37 Loss due to default by agents – Rs. 135.496 million 

Clause 2.02 of Credit Policy of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) states that, 

credit period may be upto 30 days (Government of Pakistan 60 days), financing cost @ 1.25% per 

month is to be added to all overdue credit for such period(s) (except Government of Pakistan) and all 

further credit on overdue accounts should be stopped until all past dues are cleared.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC), Finance 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that various domestic and international cargo agents 

were defaulted by not depositing the cargo sales amount which was required to be deposited within the 

specified time. It was further observed that in default cases, the agents were allowed to sell the tickets 

beyond their prescribed limits/capping due to which they defaulted. Annex-13  

Audit is of the view that management failed to recover the amount against defaulting cargo 

agents despite a lapse of considerable time, which caused loss to the corporation. This shows weak 

internal controls and poor financial management.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management stated that efforts were being made to 

recover the outstanding amount. The DAC directed the management to get the stated position verified 

from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.38 Non-completion of Business Plan by consultant – Rs. 131.600 million (USD 

822,500) 

As per contract agreement for consultancy service to develop a detailed Business Plan signed 

between PIAC and International Air Transport Association (IATA) on February, 11,2021,Article 17.2 

states, The aggregate liability of the Consultant in respect of any claim arising out of or in connection 

with this Contract, the Work/Services, the Project or otherwise, whether arising in contract (including 

but not limited to warranties and implied warranties), in tort (including but not limited to negligence), 

in equity, by operation of statute or otherwise is limited to 100 % of the value of the Work/Services. 

The Consultant, however, shall remain liable to re-perform its Work/Services to rectify such deficient 

Work/Services as notified by PIA at no additional cost to PIA. In addition to the above, the Consultant 

agrees that it shall bear all costs and damages which results from the late or improper performance of 

Work/Services, provided that it shall only be responsible for such costs and damages up to the aggregate 

liability limitation set out in this Article 17.2.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Corporate Planning 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that the management awarded a contract to M/s 

International Air Transport Association (IATA) for development of Corporate Business Plan on 

11.02.2021 amounting to Rs. 131.600 million (USD 822,500) which was required to be completed on 
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30.06.2021. However, the consultancy work was not completed till date and no L.D clause was inserted 

in the agreement.    

Audit is of the view that the consultant could not complete the task within a specified period. 

The objective of Business Plan was to make PIAC a leading international airline that is sustainable and 

profitable which could play an important role in Pakistan’s economy which was not achieved.   

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that the provision of 

additional time for incorporating the changes was covered under the contract signed between both 

parties. The DAC directed the management to furnish revised reply. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.39 Loss due to allowing sales beyond capping limits – Rs. 127.501 million  

Clause 2.02 of Credit Policy of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) states that, 

credit period may be upto 30 days (Government of Pakistan 60 days), financing cost @ 1.25% per 

month is to be added to all overdue credit for such period(s) (except Government of Pakistan) and all 

further credit on overdue accounts should be stopped until all past dues are cleared.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC), Finance 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that M/s Cargo Aids was allowed a capping of Rs. 5.569 

million, however due to non-monitoring of capping, the agent made sales of Rs. 132.983 million which 

resulted in default. The management en-cashed its bank guarantee of Rs. 5.569 million leaving an 

outstanding balance of Rs. 127.501 million.   

Audit is of the view that the management failed to monitor the capping limit of agent effectively 

which resulted in loss of Rs.127.501 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management stated that the matter is subjudice. The 

DAC directed the management to pursue the case.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.40 Non-adjustment of repair cost of APUs against maintenance reserve from lessor 

- Rs. 118.880 million  

As per principles of procurement enunciated in the PIAC’s Procurement Manual, one of the 

five basic concerns that govern PIAC’s procurement policies is to ensure that the funds are used to buy 

only those Products/Goods, Services, Works, Plant & Equipment and Information Systems which are 

needed to operate and maintain PIAC.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Supply Chain Management 

for the year 2020, it was observed that management repaired two auxiliary power units of A-320 

aircrafts from abroad and paid amount of  

Rs. 118.880 million (USD. 743,000 @ Rs. 160 per USD) without adjusting the maintenance reserves 

with lessor as detailed under: 

Description Name of Vendor 
Repair 

Order No. 

Receipt 

Voucher 

No. 

Receipt 

Voucher 

Date 

Amount 

(USD) 

AUX.PWR 

UNIT (APU) 

M/s Turbine Aero Repair  1906009 01131/20 03.08.2020 450,000 
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AUX.PWR 

UNIT (APU) 

M/s Turbine Aero Repair 2011028 00071/21 15.02.2021 293,000 

Total 743,000 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to adjust the maintenance reserves on repairs 

and paid an amount of Rs. 118.880 million which shows negligence and weak financial management. 

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management stated that they have lodged claims for 

reimbursement of available Maintenance Reserves of both APUs mentioned in observation against 

Qualifying Maintenance events as per the agreements. The DAC directed the management to verify the 

actual recovery and expedite the balance amount. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.41 Loss due to early termination of lease agreement – Rs. 111.243 million  

Clause 4.2 of lease agreement between M/s Abric and PIAC states that the lessee (PIAC) agrees 

that the balance of the Security Deposit is waived in favour of the lessor as partial compensation for the 

early termination of the lease Agreement for the aircraft. 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Engineering Department 

for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management waived off security deposit amounting to 

Rs. 111.243 million  

(US $ 1.300 million) on account of early termination of lease agreement. 

Audit is of the view that management waived security deposit on early termination which 

resulted in loss. 

The matter was reported to the management in July 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management stated that security deposit was waived 

off as per lease agreements. The DAC directed the management to get the stated position verified from 

Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.42 Irregular award of contracts to 2nd lowest bidders – Rs. 102.708 million  

Rule 38 of PPRA states that the bidder with the lowest evaluated bid shall be awarded the 

procurement contract, within the original or extended period of bid validity. 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC), Food Services 

Division (FSD), Flight Kitchen for the year 2020, it was observed that the following contracts for 

various procurements were awarded to the 2nd lowest bidders amounting to Rs.102.708 million in 

violation of above rules as detailed below: 

S. #  Name of Contractor Description/ Item Amount (Rs. in 

million) 

Remarks 

1. a M/s Enterprises Casserole without Lid 

Aluminum Disposable 

40.200 2nd lowest 

b M/s Ducon 37.810 1st lowest 

2. a M/s Enterprises and M/s 

Afeef 

Paper cups 38.317 2nd lowest 

b M/s Xianxtan 37.933 1st lowest 

3. a M/s Musk Roll up napkins, Trolley cover & 

Table cover 

20.937 2nd lowest 

b M/s Wise 15.772 1st lowest 

4. a. M/s Faisal Brothers Seal Nylon with PIA Logo 3.254 2nd lowest 
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Audit is of the view that the management awarded the above contracts to the 2nd lowest bidders 

in violation of rules which shows biasness and undue favour. 

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management stated that successful bidders were the 

lowest after calculation of overall cost. The DAC directed the management to verify the position  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 601, 593, 598 & 597)  

1.1.4.43 Loss due to irregular award of contract for procurement of charter flights at 

exorbitant rates – Rs. 99.392 million (US $ 621,200) 

Rule 4 of PPRA, 2004 states that procuring agencies, while engaging in procurements, shall 

ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement 

brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient and economical. 

Rule 16 (A) (5) of PPRA,2004 states that the procuring agency may on need basis pre-qualify 

new suppliers or service providers during continuity of framework agreements with previously pre-

qualified suppliers or service providers.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airline Corporation (PIAC) Corporate Planning 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that the management directly hired the charter flights 

between Pakistan and U.K. and signed the charter agreements with M/s Jordan Aviation (USD 195,000),  

M/s Iceland Air (USD 200,000) and M/s Euro Atlantic (EURO 195,000 equivalent to USD 226,200) 

equivalent to Rs. 99.392 million (USD 621,200 @ Rs. 160).   

Audit is of the view that management awarded the contract without competitive bidding, thus, 

contract amounting to Rs. 99.392 million held irregular and unjustified.   

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management informed that the Chartered flights 

were hired due to suspension of PIA operations and Covid situation. The DAC directed the management 

that details of profit and cost to be shared with audit for verification.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.44 Loss due to allowing discount in peak season - Rs. 87.390 million 

According to Manual of Revenue Manual Management clause 4.1.2 SOPs for Inventory 

Management states that “to optimize flight revenue by adequate inventory allocation in different 

RBDs”.  

Clause-vii of Code of Corporate Governance states that the directors of listed companies shall 

exercise their powers and carry out their fiduciary duties with a sense of objective judgment and 

independence in the best interests of the listed company. 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Revenue Management 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that the management allowed discount on tickets to 

passengers amounting to Rs.87.39 million during the peak season at U.K Region. Annex-14 

Audit is of the view that despite these lucrative offers, seat factor declined which reflect poor 

financial management. 
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The matter was reported to the management in November 2021.The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that during the 

period in question (January 15 till 31, 2020), traffic demand is at its peak ex – Pakistan as passengers 

are returning from Christmas vacations while the load ex – UK is at lean season. The DAC directed the 

management to get the position verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.45 Non-deposition of taxes into Government treasury – Rs. 83.284 million  

Section 137 of Income Tax Ordinance states that (1) of Part-IV, “Collection and recovery of 

tax” provides, “the tax payable by the taxpayer on the taxable income of the tax payer for the tax year 

shall be due on the due date for furnishing the tax payer’s return of income tax for that year.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Medical Centre for the 

years 2019 & 2020, it was observed that the management deducted taxes of Rs. 83.284 million from the 

payments made to the panel hospitals and chemists; however, the same was not deposited into 

Government treasury till date.  

Audit is of the view that non-deposition of taxes amounting to Rs. 83.284 million into the 

government treasury shows negligence and mis-management.  

The matter was reported to the management in May 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management informed that efforts are being made 

to deposit the taxes. The DAC directed the management to get the stated position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.46 Non-recovery of cost of Deportee – Rs. 83.086 million  

The Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for recovery of deportation fines / COD was 

circulated vide Circular No. 19/2014 dated June 02, 2014. The reason to develop the above SOP is to 

expedite the recoveries of exorbitant outstanding amount on account of fines and COD charges incurred 

for deportation; and concludes the cases within the time limits before it get too old and go beyond 

expectation of recovery.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Passenger Handling 

Service Department, Lahore Station and Revenue Management Department for the years 2019-2020, it 

was observed that an amount of Rs.83.086 million was lying outstanding on account of Cost of Deportee 

(COD) for the period up to December, 2020. Annex-15  

Audit is of the view that management not only failed to recover the outstanding amount of Rs. 

83.086 million but also made non-compliance of the Corporation`s policy.  

The matter was reported to the management in February, 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management informed that efforts are being made 

to recover the cost from Agents. The DAC directed the management to verify the recovery with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 02, 35 & 627)  

1.1.4.47 Loss due to outsourcing of meals at higher rates - Rs. 76.800 million  

As per Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 "The Board shall 

establish appropriate arrangements to ensure it has access to all relevant information, advice and 
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resources necessary to enable it to carry out its role effectively. Significant issues shall be placed before 

the Board for its information and consideration, in order to formalize and strengthen the corporate 

decision-making process. Section (2), (1) significant issues shall, inter-cilia, include the following, 

namely: — (a) annual business plans, cash flow projections, forecasts and long-term plans; budgets 

including capital, manpower and expenditure budgets, along with variance analyses";  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC), Food Services 

Division (FSD), Flight Kitchen for the year 2020, it was observed that the management outsourced 

meals at Domestic and International stations on higher rates as compared to their own cost. Details are 

as below: 

(Rs. in million) 

Description 

Break

fast 

(Avg) 

Snack 

(Avg) 

Lunch 

/ 

Dinner 

(Avg) 

Total 

Avg 

cost 

per 

meal 

Rs. 

Diff. in 

Avg 

cost 

per 

meal 

Rs. 

Total % 

(higher) 

Original 

Contract 

Value 

 

Contract 

Value as 

per PIA 

Flight 

Kitchen 

rate 

Diff. in 

Contract 

Value 

PIA Flight Kitchen 124 59 169 353 - - - - - 

Kuala Lumpur Station 600.2 480.2 790.9 1,871 1518 -430 84 19.5 64.5 

Multan Station 305 171 399 875 522 -148 22.5 15.2 7.3 

Lahore Station 323.5 184.5 210 718 365 -103 168 163 5 

Total Loss 76.8  

Audit is of the view that despite having own set up at Karachi and Islamabad, the management 

outsourced meals at Kuala Lumpur, Multan and Lahore stations at higher rates of 430%, 148% and 

103% respectively more than its own meal cost which resulted in loss amounting to Rs.76.800 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that all outsourced 

station’s agreements/ contracts are awarded through competitive bidding tender process to follow the 

PPRA rules. The DAC directed the management to get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.48 Irregular award of contract – Rs. 72.438 million  

Clause 42 (c) (iv) of PPRA, 2004 states that repeat orders not exceeding fifteen percent of the 

original procurement.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Supply Chain Management 

for the year 2020, it was observed that the management awarded a contract to M/s. Excel Enterprises 

Pvt. Ltd. for Janitorial Services at Karachi Station amounting to Rs. 14.487 million per month for a 

period of six months staring from 01.06.2016 to 30.11.2016 extended for further two terms on same 

terms & conditions. The management awarded the contract upto 31.05.2019 in violation of PPRA rules. 

Details are as under: 

Per month Financial 

Impact (rate based on 

previous contract ) 

(A) 

Completion date as per agreement 

(B) 

Extension in violation 

of PPRA rule 

(C ) 

Total 

Financial 

Impact 

(D) 

Rs. 14,487,592 Starting from 01.06.2016 to 

30.11.2016 

1st extension 01.12.2016 to 30.11.2017 

2nd extension 01.12.2017 to 

30.11.2018 

28.12.2018 to 

31.05.2019 

@ Rs. 14,487,592 for 

5 months  

Rs. 

72,437,960 
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15% as per PPRA 1.12.2018 to 

27.12.2018 (27 days extension) 

Audit is of the view that granting of extension from 28.12.2018 to 31.05.2019 (5 months) is a 

clear violation of above mentioned rule.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management informed that the contract was awarded 

as per rules. The DAC directed that CPC transgressed the authority, responsibility to be fixed and 

displeasure be issued, undue favor was extended by delaying next tendering process. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.49 Irregular procurements without tendering – Rs. 44.314 million  

Rule 12(1) of PPRA, 2004 states that procurement over one hundred thousand rupees and up to 

the limit of two million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website in the manner and format 

specified by regulation by the Authority from time to time. These procurement opportunities may also 

be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the procuring agency. 

Rule (9) of PPRA, 2004 states that save as otherwise provided and subject to the regulation 

made by the Authority, with the prior approval of the Federal Government, a procuring agency shall 

announce in an appropriate manner all proposed procurements for each financial year and shall proceed 

accordingly without any splitting or regrouping of the procurements so planned.   

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC), Food Services 

Division (FSD), Flight Kitchen for the year 2020, it was observed that the following procurements were 

made without competitive bidding and by splitting or regrouping as detailed below: 

M/s   PO #  Qty.  Rate per unit (Rs.)  Total amount (Rs.) 

Ducon Ltd UAE 

19040006 
1,491,000 8.6 12,852,420 

639,000 8.6 5,508,180 

19040151 
1,491,000 8.6 12,852,420 

639,000 8.6 5,508,180 

Arco Radio 

19040002 50,000 8.6 431,000 

19040005 100,000 8.6 862,000 

19040107 50,000 8.6 431,000 

19040138 50,000 8.6 431,000 

- 50,000 8.6 431,000 

- 59,000 8.6 508,580 

19040048 50,000 8.6 431,000 

19040026 250,000 8.6 2,155,000 

M/s Enterprises  - 250,000 7.7 1,912,500 

Total   5,169,000  44,314,280 

Audit is of the view that the management made interim procurements without tendering in 

violation of rules.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that interim supplies 

were arranged through RFQ from Airline Suppliers & Manufacturer on lowest basis.The DAC directed 

the management to get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.50 Irregular foreign posting of Manager, Revenue Management Division as 

Country Manager at Tokyo station - Rs. 43.200 million  
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PIA Admin Order # 09/2014 dated: 01.04.2014 states that employees selected on higher 

position will not be re-designated / transferred to another position / location (within Head Office or 

domestic outstation), for a period not less than 06 years”. Furthermore, you will have to serve Revenue 

Management Division for a minimum period of 03 years at PIA Head Office, Karachi.   

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Human Resource 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that  

Mr. M. Abubakar Wyne was selected to PG-VIII as Manager in Revenue Management Division of 

Marketing Department on 04.03.2016. Later on, he was selected for foreign posting on 08.08.2019 for 

a period of three years in violation of above rule. It is pertinent to mention here that Mr. M. Abubakar 

Wyne was not eligible to be transferred / posted to any other station without completing six years of 

service as specified under the rule. He was made illegally entitled to the following allowances: 

a. Foreign Allowance    JPY = 400,000/- p/m 

b. Accommodation / house rent allowance  JPY = 400,000/- p/m 

c. JPY 800,000/- @ Rs. 1.50 = Rs. 1,200,000 p/m x 36 months =  

Rs. 43,200,000  

Audit is of the view that Mr. M. Abubakar Wyne was irregularly posted as Country Manager 

at PIA-Tokyo station without completing required service after selection to PG-VIII. Thus, payment of 

Rs. 43.200 million was irregularly paid to Mr. M. Abubakar Wyne in violation of above said rule.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that appointment 

of Mr. M. Abubakar Wyne on contract basis for a period of five years is in order.The DAC directed the 

management to get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.51 Wasteful expenditure on surrendered land – Rs. 37.069 million  

Chapter # 4 (54) of PIAC Employees Service and Discipline Regulations, states that any 

employee who causes or attempts to cause any loss of revenue to the corporation shall be liable to 

reimburse the loss caused by him and will also be liable to the disciplinary action including dismissal 

from services.   

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Works Department for the 

years 2019 & 2020, it was observed that an amenity plot (Football Ground) situated at KDA Scheme 1, 

Karsaz, Karachi having area of 38,340 sq yards was allotted to PIAC in 1981 by the Government of 

Sindh. In June 2005, the subject plot was surrendered and handed over to City District Government, 

upon the instruction of the then Chairman PIAC. In 2010, the management decided to retain this plot 

and an amount of Rs. 37.069 million was paid to City District Government for the period of 04.06.2004 

to 30.06.2039 on account of restoration fees, license fees and ground rent. Despite payment of hefty 

amount, possession of the land was not taken.   

Audit is of the view that the management failed to take possession of land despite incurring an 

expenditure of Rs. 37.069 million is wasteful and irregular.  

The matter was reported to the management in July 30, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated thatit is requested to 

recommend Govt. of Pakistan for the recovery of the charges. The DAC directed the management to 

pursue the matter in the High Court. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 
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1.1.4.52 Irregular award of contract of disposable cutlery pack – Rs. 32.664 million 

Rule 12(1) of PPRA, 2004 states that procurement over one hundred thousand rupees and up to 

the limit of two million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website in the manner and format 

specified by regulation by the Authority from time to time. These procurement opportunities may also 

be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the procuring agency. 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC), Food Services 

Division (FSD), Flight Kitchen for the year 2020, it was observed that the management awarded the 

contract for purchase of cutlery pack 5x1 disposable to M/s Anwar Enterprises amounting to Rs.26.485 

million. The supplier failed to supply the item within stipulated time. Later on, the management awarded 

the same contract to M/s Rainbow Corporation amounting to Rs.32.664 million without calling tenders 

which is held irregular and unjustified.   

Audit is of the view that the management awarded the contract without calling tenders in 

violation of rules.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated thatas per PPRA 

protocols tender was called, Evaluation was made by FSD Joint Evaluation Committee.The DAC 

directed the management to get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.53 Loss due to non-refundable advance payment to M/s. Alafco Aviation Lease – 

Rs. 32.000 million (US$ 200,000) 

As per Alafco Aviation Lease and Finance DAC, Term Sheet dated 24-9-2019, “Initial Security: 

US$200,000 per aircraft payable on execution of this Term Sheet. The initial security is non-refundable 

and is lessor’s sole property,”  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Corporate Planning 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that management made advance payment of USD. 

200,000 to M/s. Alafco Aviation Lease and Finance DAC account /ID 10959792 dated 04.10.2019 for 

hiring of used A 320-200 aircraft having MSN 4414 on lease for seventy two (72) months from the 

delivery date. As per Term Sheet anticipated Delivery Date of aircraft  

MSN 4414 was in October 2019. However, no lease agreement was finalized between Alafco Aviation 

Lease and PIAC.  

Audit is of the view that as the advance payment made by management to Alafco, however, 

management failed to finalized the lease agreement with lessor as per Term Sheet. Thus, due to non-

finalization of lease agreement with lessor the advance payment of USD 200,000 equivalent to PKR 

32.000 million (@ Rs. 160 per USD) which was non-refundable became the property of M/s. Alafco 

Aviation Lease which resulted in loss at corporation cost.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated thatthe same was 

returned by ALAFCO by issuing a credit note to PIA which has been adjusted against rent payable to 

the Lessor. The DAC directed the management to get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.54 Irregular payment of encashment of LPR – Rs. 30.472 million  
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Clause 1 of Admin Order No.11/2018 dated 31.12.2018 states that the management has decided 

to discontinue the policy of Encashment of LPR of all categories of retiring employees with immediate 

effect.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Human Resource 

Department year 2020, it was observed that management paid an amount of Rs. 30.472 million to 

selected 14 officers / officials of various departments for encashment of LPR without observing uniform 

policy as detailed below: 

S. # Name Staff No. Cheque No. Rs. in million 

1. Zafar Islam 48980 1979801 2.019 

2. Najib Amin Moghal 51735 1978950 3.342 

3. ArshadAkram Khan 45651 1979466 4.421 

4. Junaid Abbas 47426 1831789 0.375 

5. SirjUlArfeen 49010 1979613 1.105 

6. Zarak Khan 45691 1977766 2.123 

7. Saqib Ansari 51103 1831184 2.180 

8. Bayar Masood 48979 1831183 2.889 

9. Sibtain Shigri 54864 1831182 1.005 

10. Masood Aleem Opel 47431 1830863 2.991 

11. WajahatAkram 45638 1831457 0.220 

12. Ehsanullah Khan  45564 1979606 0.337 

13. Muhammad Shuaib 45562 1978385 2.642 

14. Changez Khan 49059 1977565 0.193 

15. Rasheed Ahmed  41724 1831051 1.734 

16. Ali ThairQasim 45568 1828155 2.887 

Total 30.472 

Audit is of the view that the management has granted undue favor to the officers / officials for 

encashment of LPR amounting to Rs. 30.472 million in violation of rules which is held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that considering 

the current manpower state Management has, recently restored encashment of LPR on operational 

requirements vide Admin Order No. 18/2021 dated December 17, 2021. The DAC directed the 

management to get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.55 Irregular appointment of Senior Reservation and Ticketing Officer – Rs. 30.400 

million 

Clause 34.03 of PIAC Personal Policy Manual (PPM) states that no dependent and close relative 

of PIAC officials in Pakistan or abroad shall be employed in local pay scale at foreign station.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Human Resource 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that the management hired Mr. Sarfaraz Ahmed at as 

Senior Reservation and Ticketing Officer (RTO) on salary of USD. 5,000 per month w.e.f. 13.11.2012 

at Riyadh Station. He is a brother of Mr. Shahbaz Ahmed, Deputy General Manager serving in PIACL, 

Karachi. Thus, his appointment and payment of salary of Rs. 30.400 million (USD. 5,000 per month x 

38 months = USD. 190,000 @ Rs. 160) stands irregular.  

Audit is of the view that the management appointed the incumbent in violation of rules. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021.The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated thatas per the 
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recommendation of the Commercial Audit an investigation has been carried out and has been shared 

with the Commercial Audit. The DAC directed the management to get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.56 Loss due to short items of inventory – Rs. 22.999 million  

As per principles of procurement enunciated in the PIAC’s Procurement Manual, one of the 

five basic concerns that govern PIAC’s procurement policies is to ensure that the funds are used to buy 

only those Products/Goods, Services, Works, Plant & Equipment and Information Systems which are 

needed to operate and maintain PIAC.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Supply Chain Management 

for the year 2020, it was observed through Physical Inventory of Stores that Inventory worth Rs. 22.999 

million of different stock items was short. Details of short Inventory items are tabulated below: 

S. # Stock Room No. Description Short Items Value (Rs) 

1. SR-82 Chemical 22,505 981,616 

2. SR-79 Uniform 32,751 17,165,689 

3. SR-43 Uniform (ISB) 3,581 1,334,011 

4. SR-51 Press (ISB) 9604 2,501,756 

5. SR-49 Press (ISB) 288,564 1,016,303 

Total  357,005 22,999,375 

Audit is of the view that huge quantity of short inventory shows loose internal controls and 

weak inventory management. 

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated thatsome items 

quantities were entered wrongly in ERP system during the migration from legacy system. The DAC 

directed the management to get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.57 Wasteful expenditure due to non-completion of hospital – Rs. 20.695 million 

Rule 5 of Public Sector companies (Corporate Governance) Rules 2013 states that board shall 

exercise its power and carry out fiduciary duties with a sense of objective judgment and independence 

in the best interest of the company.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Medical Centre for the 

years 2019 & 2020, it was observed that the management purchased land measuring 9.93 acres in the 

year 1979 for constructing Hospital for PIA employeesand commercial purposes Subsequently, an 

amount of Rs.18 million was incurred for construction of underground water tank, roads, sub-station, 

and boundary wall etc. besides making payment of Rs. 2.695 million to the consultant for development 

of land. However, the project has been suspended for last 25 years which resulted in wastage of 

Corporation’s funds without residual benefits. 

Audit is of the view that with the passage of considerable time wear and tear factors deteriorated 

the construction work. Thus, due to mis-management, the objective of construction and development 

cost of land of Rs. 20.695 million is a financial loss to the corporation.  
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The matter was reported to the management in May 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management informed that Lease has been canceled 

by the director land management. Furhter, Management in its reply stated thatthe financial consultant 

(M/s. I.consult) was hired to prepare a comprehensive financial model/feasibility report. The DAC 

directed to the management that matter may be taken at appropriate level of SMBR/ DG KDA and 

payment of non-utilization charges to Government of Sindh and verify the position with Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.58 Non-receipt of weather radar despite payments – Rs. 18.739 million (US$ 

117,120) 

As per Airbus commercial offer for the supply of A320-Navigation-single weather radar Collins 

multiscan V1+ dated 22.12.2020 clause # 3 Delivery Schedule, “Estimated SB delivery date 

23.04.2021.”   

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Supply Chain Management 

for the year 2020, it was observed that management paid  

Rs. 18.739 million (117,120 USD) for procurement of Radar Collins Multiscan from Airbus Industries. 

However, the item was not received till date. Resultantly, the aircrafts (02) were not allowed to fly and 

remained grounded.  

Audit is of the view that the management failed to receive weather radars amounting to Rs. 

18.739 million (USD 117,120 @ Rs. 160) which shows inefficiency and weak internal controls.   

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management stated that the radars have been 

installed. The DAC directed the management to verify the installed position of radar Collins.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.59 Irregular procurement of medical products on direct contract basis – Rs. 18.443 

million  

Rule 15 (1) of PPRA, 2004 provides that a procuring agency, prior to the floating of tenders, 

invitation to proposals or offers in procurement proceedings, may engage in pre-qualification of bidders 

in case of services, civil works, turnkey projects and in case of procurement of expensive and technically 

complex equipment to ensure that only technically and financially capable firms having adequate 

managerial capability are invited to submit bids. Such pre-qualification shall solely be based upon the 

ability of the interested parties to perform that particular work satisfactorily.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Medical Centre for the 

years 2019 & 2020, it was observed that the management signed agreements with different suppliers 

for placement of medical machines instrument at PIA Diagnostic Lab. Further management also 

procured the medical products amounting to Rs. 18.442 million through direct contacting. The details 

are as under: 

(Rs in million) 

Account Company Name 2019 2020 

19040028 Lab Line 1.395 - 
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19040027 Roche Pakistan Ltd. 8.775 6.645 

20040007 EtronixServics - 1.627 

Total 18.443 

Audit is of the view that management procurement medical instruments and products without 

competitive bidding process in violation of PPRA rules.  

The matter was reported to the management in May 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated thatthere is no loss 

to the corporation as approved SOPs have been followed. The DAC directed the management to get the 

position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.60 Irregular retention of officer after superannuation – Rs. 18.164 million  

As per Cabinet Secretariat letter No. F.2/10/2007-E-I dated December 04, 2007 re-employment 

on contract after superannuation is restricted in few cases where the expertise of the servant is required 

by the Autonomous /Semi-Autonomous Bodies / Corporations under administrative control of 

Government and requires approval of the Prime Minister in all cases of re-employment subject to the 

following conditions.  

i. Non-availability of suitable qualified experienced officer; 

ii. The officer is a highly competent person with distinction in his professional field.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Supply Chain Management 

for the year 2020, it was observed that the management retained the services of Mr. Naveed Ahmed 

(Purchase Assistant) after attaining the age of superannuation i.e. 24.05.2018. Furthermore, he was also 

promoted as Store & Purchases Supervisoron 12.11.2019. Thus, management not only retained the 

services after superannuation but also promoted him in violation of rules. 

Audit is of the view that the management extended an undue favor to the incumbent hence, 

payment of pay and allowances of Rs. 18.164 million (£ 2,025 per month x Rs. 230 x 39 months) is 

held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that there is no 

retirement age in U.K. The DAC directed the management to share Contract Agreement with audit and 

incorporate in future contract agreements. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.61 Avoidable expenditure due to hiring of the Ground Support Equipment – Rs. 

16.854 million 

Rule 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules 2013 states that the chief 

executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with the 

Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies 

approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are 
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properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently, and effectively and in accordance with all 

statutory obligations.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airline Corporation (PIAC) Station, Multan for the years 

2018 - 2020, it was observed that the management entered agreement with M/s Royal Airport Services, 

M/s Shaheen Airport Service and M/s Gerry’s in respect of providing Ground Supporting Equipment 

(GSE) despite having sufficient staff and equipment to provide GSE and a full fledge Passenger 

Handling Department. The management paid rental charges amounting to Rs.16.854 million to the 

service providersas detailed below: 

  (Rs in million) 

S.# Year 
Rental Charges paid to 

service provider 

1. 2020 4.567 

2. 2019 4.176 

3. 2018 8.109 

Total 16.854 

Audit is of the view that the management un-necessarily hired the services of contractors which 

resulted in excess expenditure of Rs.16.853 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in March 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated thatPIA has started 

wide body operation of B-777 first time at MUX in 2018 whereas, relevant GSE i.e. AC Van, Tug 

Master, Lower Lobe Loader etc. were not available at site for handling of B-777 Operations. The DAC 

directed the management to get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.62 Loss due to imposition of immigration fines / penalties - Rs. 12.712 million  

Clause 6, article 4 of Passenger Sales Agent (PSA) states that the duty of sales agent is to advise 

passenger concerning passport, health, currency, immigration and other regulations in force in countries 

to and through which they are to travel and ensure as far as practicable that such regulations are observed 

by all passengers. In case the passenger is found travelling on invalid documents at transit of destination 

and if a penalty is imposed on the principal, the loss shall be recovered from the agent.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC), Finance 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that the management paid an amount of Rs. 12.712 

million on account of immigration penalties / fines which were required to be recovered from PSAs 

which was not done.  

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal controls, management failed to recover 

immigration fines, which directly affected its revenues.   

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that there are a number 

of entities involved at airport including FIA whereby after deportation of any inad pax, same is handed 

over to FIA hence recovery matter and responsibility gets shifted thereby. The DAC directed the 

management to revise SOPs and get the recovery verified by Audit. 
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Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.63 Unjustified payments of incentives to Pilots - Rs. 12.045 million  

Section 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, 

making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are 

used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airline Corporation (PIAC), Revenue Management 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that the management paid Rs. 12.045 million to Pilots 

as incentives to operate B-777 Long Range (LR). However it was noticed that despite having less flight 

from previous year amount of incentives increased. Comparison with previous year is given below: 

Traffic 2020  2019  

No. of Flights 844 1,395 

Incentive Paid to B777LR (Rs)  12,045,969 7,294,240 

Audit is of the view that flights were declined by 40% but incentives were increased by more 

than 65% which shows mismanagement, thus amount of  

Rs. 12.045 million allowed as incentive is unjustified and imprudent.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management stated that payments were made as 

per policy. The DAC directed the management to get the stated position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.64 Irregular award of contract to medicine supplier – Rs. 11.498 million 

Rule 12 (1) of the PPRA, 2004 states that procurements over one hundred thousand rupees and 

up to the limit of two million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website in the manner and 

format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to time. These procurement opportunities 

may also be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the procuring agency.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airline Corporation (PIAC) Station, Multan for the years 

2018 to 2020, it was observed that the management awarded contract for procurement of medicines 

from M/s Malik Medicine Company amounting to Rs. 11.498 million on direct contracting basis.   

Audit is of the view that the management awarded the contract without calling tenders in 

violation of rules, thus held irregular.   

The matter was reported to the management in March 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that investigation has 

been initiated by HR Department to investigate the matter and fix responsibility on personnel at fault. 

The DAC directed the management to initiate inquiry against the person(s) responsible.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.65 Irregular payment of non-refundable security charges (E3) on refund of Ticket 

– Rs. 10.985 million  
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According to the Cabinet Ministries Decree number (183) that indicates adding of 2 US Dollars 

(equivalent to 7.5 SAR) nonrefundable, to each sector (arrival-departure-transit) of all international 

tickets value as (APP/PNR) Security charges to Fund the system operation, services and facilities, as 

per following collection procedures: Collecting amount of 2 USD (equivalent to 7.5 SAR) from every 

passenger for each international sector (arrival-departure-transit) by adding those Security Charge to 

the ticket value using the (IATA) dedicated Security Charge Code (E3) on collection. Carriers should 

start collection of those Security Charges starting from Saturday May 09, 2015 (20/07/1436H) Air 

Carriers are required to settle those Security Charges to General Authority of Civil Aviation in 

accordance with the instructions declared in the monthly invoice.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Lahore Station for the year 

2020, it was observed that an amount of Security Charge (E3) was refunded by agents and reservation 

counter staff to passengers on unutilized & partially used tickets which was non-refundable as per above 

mentioned circular amounting to Rs. 10.985 million as detailed below: 

S.# Period (Rs. in million) 

1. Dec-2016 to June-2017 0.695 

2. July 2017 to Dec-2017 0.380 

3. Jan-2018 to Dec-2018 1.833 

4. Jan-2019 to Dec-2019 4.561 

5. Jan-2020 to June-2020 3.514 

Total 10.985 

Audit is of the view that refund of security charges (E3) to the passengers is held irregular and 

unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that Rs. 8.109 million 

has been recovered from the total of  

Rs. 10.985 million. The DAC directed the management to get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.66 Loss due to imposition of penalty on non-construction - Rs. 9.331 million 

Rule 5 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the Board 

shall exercise its powers and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective judgment and 

independence in the best interest of the company.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC), Finance 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that a payment was made to Capital Development 

Authority (CDA) on account of fines and penalties due to non-construction or utilization of plot at 

Islamabad.   

Audit is of the view that due to delay in construction of plot, entity suffered a loss Rs. 9.331 

million on accounts of penalties and fines.  
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The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management stated that construction was not made 

due to financial crunch. The DAC directed the management to get the stated position verified from 

Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.67 Irregular award of contract to 3rd lowest bidder – Rs. 8.403 million  

Rule 38 of PPRA, 2004 states that the bidder with the lowest evaluated bid shall be awarded 

the procurement contract, within the original or extended period of bid validity.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited (PIAC), Food Services 

Division (FSD), Flight Kitchen for the year 2020, it was observed that the management awarded the 

contract of Cellophane Roll Small (7,800 units @ Rs. 1,077) to M/s Enterprises amounting to Rs.8.403 

million. Following irregularities were observed:   

1. Financial bids of M/s FolienGmbhMonheim& M/s Lan Yu International were first and second 

lowest with USD 41,262 @ Rs. 154.935 =  

Rs. 6,187,484 CIF basis and USD 40,170 @ Rs. 154.935 = Rs. 6,223,739 respectively, but the 

contract was awarded to the third lowest i.e.  

M/s Enterprises at Rs. 8,402,745. 

2. M/s Folien Gmbh Monheim quoted rates of USD 39,936 on FOB basis which were not taken 

into account in the financial bid. 

3. Financial bid of M/s Enterprises was Rs. 8.403 million but it was taken in evaluation report as 

Rs. 7.995 million. 

4. Financial bid of M/s Lan Yu International was accepted without 2% earnest money of USD 

803. 

5. Not a single quantity of item was received till 26.01.2021. 

6. The tender was approved at a higher rate at Rs. 1,077 as compared to the same item purchased 

from other supplier i.e. M/s Amaar Merchant  

@ Rs. 409 per unit.   

Audit is of the view that the management awarded the contract to the 3rd lowest bidder in 

violation of rules.   

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that rates on FoB 

Rotterdam were on higher side and also not feasible to accept that location. The DAC directed the 

management to submit revised reply and verify the position. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 592 & 591)  

1.1.4.68 Loss due to short collection of fare and servicecharges on special flights – Rs. 

8.310 million  

Section (4) 3 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, 

making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are 

used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Lahore Station for the year 

2020, it was observed that agents issued tickets to passenger on several special flights which were not 

allowed to agents during Covid period. However, tickets were issued without collection of difference 
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of fare and service charges from lower to higher class which resulted in revenue loss of Rs. 8.310 

million. Annex-16  

Audit is of the view that the agents unauthorizedly issued tickets to passengers on special flights 

during Covid period which caused a revenue loss of Rs. 8.310 million.   

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated thatsales on Special 

or Repatriation flights was not restricted to agents unless categorically specified. The DAC directed the 

management to get the position verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.69 Irregular award of transport contract – Rs. 7.897 million 

Rule 12 (1) of the PPRA, 2004 states that procurements over one hundred thousand rupees and 

up to the limit of two million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website in the manner and 

format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to time. These procurement opportunities 

may also be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the procuring agency.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airline Corporation (PIAC) Multan Station for the years 

2019 & 2020, it was observed that the management hired rental car services fromM/s Executive 

Enterprises & M/s Sherwanion direct contract basis and paid amount of Rs. 6.075 million and Rs. 1.822 

million respectively.   

Audit is of the view that management hired services from the contractors without calling open 

tender in violation of rules.   

The matter was reported to the management in March 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management informed that contract was awarded on 

emergency basis. The DAC directed the management that emergency clause of PPRA could not be 

invoked since no proper forum was there; later on process was covered in tendering process.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.70 Loss due to irrational procurement of dry fruits – Rs. 7.315 million  

As per principles of procurement enunciated in the PIAC’s Procurement Manual, one of the 

five basic concerns that govern PIAC’s procurement policies is to ensure that the funds are used to buy 

only those Products/Goods, Services, Works, Plant & Equipment and Information Systems which are 

needed to operate and maintain PIAC.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Supply Chain Management 

for the year 2020, it was observed that management procured dry fruits items in quantity of 4,412 Kg 

during the year 2020 as compared to procurement of 1,868 Kgin the year 2019. Annex-17.  

Audit is of the view that the management procured excess quantity in the Covid period as 

compared to the year 2019 when flights were being operated at normal capacity.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated thatPIA was the only 

Airline (even during that difficult season) running its operation to bringing back the stranded Pakistanis 

to our country. During this operation, the consumed quantities are less than the previous year. The DAC 

directed the management to share Policy with Audit. 
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Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

1.1.4.71 Irregular payment due to appointment on fake degrees / certificates- Rs. 7.200 

million  

Pakistan International Airline Corporation (PIAC) Personnel Policy Manual, Chapter- 4 para 

75(aj) Misconduct and Para 76(h) states that giving false information regarding name, age, father’s 

name, educational or professional qualification, previous service or experience or anything relating to 

the record of service at the time of joining the service of the corporation or at any time during the service 

of the corporation will have penalty of dismissal from service.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) Lahore Station, for the year 

2020, it was observed that the management appointed 12 employees on fake/tempered/forged degrees, 

but no action was taken by the management against such employees. 

Audit is of the view that continuation of services of the employees appointed on fake degrees 

reflects negligence. This resulted in irregular payment of approximate salary of Rs. 7.200 million (Rs. 

50,000 per month x 12 months x 12 employees).  

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that out of 12 

employees mentioned in this para, 08 were dismissed on account of fake/forged educational documents, 

whereas, educational documents of 03 employees are found correct and 01 employee having fake 

education document got stay order from the court of law. The DAC directed the management to get the 

position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.72 Unjustified payment due to non-completion of work – Rs. 6.592 million  

As per agreement for consultancy service for preparing a comprehensive financial 

model/feasibility study for use of three plots owned by PIA at different locations singed on 17.10.2019, 

clause No 5 “fee for services and terms of payment”, the total fee of the services is PKR 10,300,000 

payable as per payment stages. 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Works Department for the 

years 2019 & 2020, it was observed that the management awarded contract to M/s. International 

Consulting Associated (Pvt) Ltd for preparing a comprehensive financial model/feasibility study for use 

of three plots owned by PIA at different locations amounting to Rs.10.300 million for a period of one 

year w.e.f. 17.10.2019 to 16.10.2020. However, the consultant could not complete the task within a 

specified period. It was further observed that the actual payment as per package was Rs. 2.060 million 

for work completed, however management paid an excess payment of Rs. 6.592 million was made to 

the contractor despite non-completion of work. Furthermore, no penalty clause was included in the 

agreement for non-completion of task.  

Audit is of the view that the management extended an undue favor by making an excess 

payment despite non-completion of work which reflects poor management. 

The matter was reported to the management in July 30, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that PIA has only 

paid the consultant a total of  

Rs. 1.730 million so far. The DAC directed the management to get the position verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  
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1.1.4.73 Irregular promotion of Deputy General Manager Finance and GM Funds - Rs. 

5.299 million  

PIAC Admin Order No.24/2011 dated 09.08.2011 Revised Promotion Policy-2011 Para 2 –B 

(i) Normally promotion of employees shall be considered for filling vacant positions, before considering 

internal/external advertisement.  

As per criteria for promotion of PG V & Above, candidate required to complete Minimum 5 

years in PG VIII.   

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Human Resource 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that Mr. Asif Zia was appointed as Manager Finance in 

PG VIII on 24.01.2011. Later on, he was promoted twice in violation of rules as detailed below: 

Date of 

Appointment 

Designation Selection Date Promotion Due as 

per Rules 

New Designation 

24.01.2011 Manager Finance 

(PG VIII) 

08.05.2015 23.01.2016 Dy. GM (PG IX) 

24.01.2011 Deputy GM 26.07.2019 22.01.2021 GM Funds (PG X) 

Audit is of the view that the promotions of the incumbent in violation of requisite criteria stands 

irregular and unjustified. Thus, excess salary amounting to Rs. 5.298 million (Rs. 511,677 - Rs. 119,600 

= Rs. 391,677 x 14 months) also stands irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021.The matter was reported to the 

management in July 30, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 

20, 2022. The management in its reply stated thatInternal Selections of incumbent General Manager 

Funds Managment is made in a transparent manner and in accordance with Company policy. The DAC 

directed the management to get the position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.74 Irregular appointment of employees on fake degree / licenses  

The Secretary, Government of Pakistan, Establishment Division vide his DO letter dated March 

08, 2011 communicated the instructions of the Prime Minister states that measures should be taken to 

authenticate degrees/certificates of all federal Govt. employees of respective Ministries/Divisions, their 

subordinate offices and autonomous bodies under their administrative control. The verification process 

may be initiated by the respective Ministries/Divisions and heads of autonomous/semi-autonomous 

organizations at their own and verification charges may be borne by the respective Ministries/Divisions/ 

organization. In case funds are needed by any organization, the same may be provided by the finance 

Division if no budgetary provision is available. Any foreign degree/diploma should be got verified from 

HEC. A certificate along with list of officers whose degrees / certificates have been verified should be 

furnished to the Establishment Division forty five (45) days of issue of these instructions.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Flight Operation 

Department for the year 2019 & 2020, it was observed that degrees / certificates / licenses of fourteen 

(14) employees/pilots were found fake/bogus during verifications. (Annex-18) 

Audit is of the view that the degrees / certificates were required to be verified at the time of 

appointment which was not done which shows poor administration. 
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The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated thatout of 14 

employees mentioned in this para, 10 were dismissed on account of Fake/forged documents, whereas 

01 got retired in 2014, one name is duplicate. Remaining 02 are pilots having suspicious/fake License 

have taken injunction / stay orders from the courts. The DAC directed the management to get the 

position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.75 Irregular promotions from account supervisor to Senior Accounts Officer 

As per Admin Order No.24/2011 dated 09-08-2011 of PIAC, criteria for promotion (PG Ito 

PG-VI) is as under: 

Pay Group Years of Service 

III to IV 

Excluding Fixed Category 

7 years in PG-III 

III to IV 

Fixed Category 

10 years in PG-III (Non Matric) OR 7 years in PG-III (Matric) 

III to IV 5 years in PG-III 

IV to V 5 years in PG-IV 

IV to V  

Time Scale 

10 years in PG-IV 

V to VI 5 years in PG-V OR 12 years in PG-III and above 

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Human Resource 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that Mr. MohsinIshaque Khan was inducted as Accounts 

Assistant (PG-III) on 06.07.2010 on regular basis. Followingirregularities were observed in his 

subsequent promotions as detailed below: 

Date of promotion Pay Group Tenure in service Length of Short Service 

06,07,2012 IV 2 years 3 years 

11.01.2013 V 6 months 4.5 years 

25.08.2015 VI 2.5 year 2.5 years 

Audit is of the view that promotions of incumbent from PG-III to VI were made in violation of 

criteria mentioned above which shows favoritism.   

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated thatan investigation 

has been ordered to pinpoint the responsibility. The DAC directed the management to investigate the 

matter and fix responsibility on the person(s) at fault.   

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.1.4.76 Favoritism extended to General Manager (HRM)  

As per Rule 78 of Employees (S&D) Regulations of PIAC, time limit for completion of 

disciplinary/enquiry proceedings, reply of Show Cause Notice within 03 to 07 days, declaration of reply 

as satisfactory or un-satisfactory within 03 to 07 days and completion of enquiry proceedings is 30 days.  

During audit of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC), Human Resource 

Department for the year 2020, it was observed that the management served a show cause notice to Mr. 

Shah Jehan Indher (General Manager HRM) on 27.09.2019 for being evidently involved in 

manipulation of results for the Promotion Board of Flight Services Division for PG-VII & VIII.As per 
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enquiry report, the accused is found guilty of misconduct. However, after the lapse of more than one 

and half year, no action was taken. 

Audit is of the view that the management granted undue favor to the incumbent as no action 

was taken. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated thatMr. Shah Jehan 

approached the Hon’ble Sindh High Court and was granted stay order on 12.08.2020. The DAC directed 

the management to share Enquiry Report with audit. 

 Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

Skyrooms (Pvt.) Limited  

1.2.1 Introduction  

Skyrooms (Pvt.) Limited was incorporated as a private limited company on May 20, 1975. The 

company is a subsidiary of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation registered under the Companies’ 

Ordinance, 1984 and listed on all stock exchanges of Pakistan. Until June 30, 1999, PIA holdings (Pvt.) 

Limited was the holding company. The company owns and manages “Airport Hotel” at Karachi. The 

registered office of the company is situated at Airport Hotel, Karachi.   

1.2.2 Comments on audited accounts  

1.2.2.1 The working results of Skyrooms (Pvt) Limited for the year 2016 as compared with 

those of previous years are given as below:- 

(Rs in million) 

 2016 
% Inc / 

(Dec) 
2015 

% Inc / 

(Dec) 
2014 

% Inc / 

(Dec) 
2013 

Net Revenue 266.60  (20.61) 335.82 (4.62) 352.10 9.11 322.70 

Cost of Sales (241.70) (15.45) (285.85) (4.84) (300.38) 8.50 (276.86) 

Gross Profit/Loss 24.90  (50.16) 49.97 (20.33) 62.72 36.82 45.84 

Administration Exp. (55.94) (3.08) (57.72) (5.56) (61.12) 7.15 (57.04) 

Other Exp. (4.08) (39.18) (6.72) (66.73) (20.18) 3,005.08 (0.65) 

Financial Charges (0.18) 402.78 (0.04) 9,130.77 (0.003) (80.50) (0.002) 

Other Income 13.52  11.75 12.10 (0.91) 12.21 697.91 1.53 

Loss before Taxation (21.79) 804.40 (2.41) (86.13) (17.37) 68.27 (10.32) 

Taxation (20.11) (48.17) (38.80) 968.87 (3.63) 467.19 (0.64) 

Loss after Taxation (41.90) 1.67 (41.21) 96.27 (21.00) 91.39 (10.97) 

Accumulated Loss (255.84) 19.58 (213.94) 23.86 (172.73) 13.84 (151.73) 

(Source: Annual Audited Accounts)  
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1.2.2.2 Net Revenue of the Company shows a decreasing trend by 20.61% to Rs. 266.600 

million in the year 2016 as against Rs. 335.820 million in the previous year 2015 which needs 

justification.  

1.2.2.3 Gross profit to Rs. 24.900 million in the year 2016 as compared to previous years 

2015 Rs. 49.970 million registering declined by 50.16% which needs justification. 

1.2.2.4 Financial charges increased by 402.78% to Rs. 0.180 million in the year 2016 as 

compared to previous year 2015 Rs. 0.040 million, matter needs to be justified.  

1.2.2.5 The Company made a provision of Rs. 22.870 million during the year 2016 in 

respect of management fee payable to the holding company which represents 7.5% of the 

company’s revenue. However, a formal agreement has not yet been executed between the 

company and the holding company. The provision of the subject amounts had been created on 

the basis of letter. The matter needs to be justified.  

1.2.2.6 The aggregate amount of Rs. 3.723 million was payable to the provident fund. The 

amount was not deposited within the stipulated time of fifteen days to the provident fund as 

required under Section 227(3) of the Companies ordinance, 1984. The company did not comply 

rule of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 regarding publish 

and circulate a statement of compliance alongwith annual report. The matter needs to be 

elucidated.  

1.2.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total No. of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of compliance 

awaited 

% age of 

compliance 

2018-19 10 1 9 

1.2.2.1, 1.2.2.2, 1.2.2.3, 

1.2.2.4, 1.2.3, 1.1.2.1, 

1.1.2.2, 1.1.2.3, 1.1.2.4 (PAC 

referred for DAC level) 

10 

Total    81           72            9    10  

The overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which requires immediate 

attention of the management.  

1.2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS  

1.2.4.1 Non-recovery from various parties - Rs. 218.383 million  

Clause2.01 of the credit policy of Skyroom (Pvt.) Limited states that the authority extendingthe 

credit is also responsible fr its timely recovery whilst the Finance Dpartment function is to ensure 

timely/proper accounting reconciliation and providing an updated status of outstanding dues. Futher, 

clause 2.03 states that credit period may upto a miximum of 30 days and financing cost @ 1.50% per 

month is to be added to all overdue credit for such additional period(s) till recovery. Furthermore, Rule 

4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the Chief Executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its Producers in Financial and 

other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with the ordinance and 

these rules. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the board, 
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making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguard and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statuary obligation.  

During audit of Skyrooms (Pvt) Limited (SRL) for the year 2020, it was observed that the 

management failed to recover an amount of Rs. 218.383 million from various parites as detailed below: 

(Rs. in million) 

S. #  Amount 

1. Different debtors 106.974 

2. Tax Authorities  104.260 

3. Other receiviable 2.944 

4. Short tenants  4.205 

Total 218.383 

Audit is of the view that the management remained failed to recover huge amount from various 

parties which shows inefficiency and poor financial management.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that existing 

Management of Airport Hotel has realized to recover long outstanding dues. The DAC directed the 

management to verify the recovery and expedite the outstanding amount.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 658, 655, 657 & 654) 

1.2.4.2 Loss of revenue due to non-operational of rooms – Rs. 130.487 million 

Rule 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the Chief 

Executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its Producers in 

Financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with the 

ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies 

approved by the board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly 

safeguard and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statuary 

obligation.  

During audit of Skyrooms (Pvt) Limited (SRL) for the year 2020, it was observed that the 

Airport Hotel consists of 310 roomsout of which 110 rooms are non-operationaldue to repair and 

maintenance etc. as detailed under:  

S.# Block’s Name Total Rooms at each 

Block 

Operational 

Rooms 

Non-Operational 

Rooms 

1. A 39 21 18 

2. B 32 07 25 

3. D 60 41 19 

4. E 60 16 44 

5. R 34 30 4 

 Total 225 115 110 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to utilize the total existing capacity which 

resulted in revenue loss amounting to Rs. 130.487 million per annum. (110 rooms x Rs. 3,250 Room 

rent per night x 365 days) which reflects inefficiency.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that due to poor 

load of transit passengers and shortage of funds rooms could not be made operational. The DAC directed 

the management to get the stated position verified from Audit. 
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Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.2.4.3 Irregular award of contracts – Rs. 35.013 million 

As per tender terms & conditions of contract, participant (bidder) must be registered with Sales 

Tax Authorities. Further, only those bidders will be considered further who fulfills all applicable 

mandatory. 

During audit of Skyrooms (Pvt) Limited (SRL) for the year 2020, it was observed that the 

management awarded the contracts for supplying of sweat water and vegetables & fruits to the suppliers 

which was not registered with Sales Tax Authorities. The detail of payments are as under: 

S. # Contractor Purpose of contract Contract’s Date Rs. in million 

1. M/s H2O Enterprises Sweat Water 01.09.2018 to 

31.12.2020 

15.260 

2. M/s Khan Vegetables Vegetables & Fruits 01.09.2017 to 

31.12.2020 

19.753 

Total 35.013 

Audit is of the view that the management awarded the contracts in violation of tender terms and 

conditions which is held irregular.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that Ex-Manager 

Purchase, Mr Ejaz Hussain who had initially done this Tender. An Investigation was done but Mr Ejaz 

left the PIA under VSS. The DAC directed the management to share Inquiry Report with audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.2.4.4 Violation of Board of Directors directives – Rs. 5.400 million  

According to the minutes of 69th meeting of Skyrooms (Pvt) Limited (SRL) Board of Director 

(BoD) on 30.11.2018 decided that the security services of Airport Hotel should be centrally controlled. 

It decided that henceforth hiring of security services for SRL shall be done together with hiring the 

same for PIACL. 

During audit of Skyrooms (Pvt) Limited (SRL) for the year 2020, it was observed that 

management continued the services of M/s Internet Security Systems (Pvt.) Ltd. for providing security 

guards till January 31, 2020 despite the directives of BoD (SRL) to discontinue the services and done 

together with PIACL.  

Audit is of the view that the management failed to comply with the directives of BoD decision 

mentioned above. Thus, payment of Rs. 5.400 millionon hiring of security services service stands 

irregular / unjustified.   

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021.The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that PIA did not 

give any security Service plan to Skyrooms (Private) Limited, due to which the tender of Security 

Services was continued at same rate. The DAC directed the management to get the stated position 

verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.2.4.5 Mis-procurement in award of contract of TV cable service – Rs. 2.050 million 
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Rule 40 of PPRA, 2004 states that there should be no negotiation with the bidder having 

submitted the lowest evaluated bid or with any other bidder. Further, as per tender terms & conditions 

“participant (bidder) must be registered with Sales Tax Authorities.” Only those bidders will be 

considered further who fulfills all applicable mandatory requirements.  

In addition, second schedule to the Sindh Sales Tax on Service Act, 2011 states that Cable TV 

operators liable to deposit the sales tax @ 13%.  

During audit of Skyrooms (Pvt) Limited (SRL) for the year 2020, it was observed that 

management awarded a contract to M/s Uzma Cable Network for supplying Cable TV Service and 

Maintenance at a monthly fee of Rs. 50,000 in April 2017. However, audit observed following 

irregularities: 

 The management negotiated with bidder after submission of bid.   

 The contractor was not registered with Sales Tax Authorities. 

 Management did not deduct 13% Sales Tax on monthly payment. 

 Contractor license was not valid at the time of submission of bid date i.e.21.03.2017.   

The details of payment and deductions are as under: 

Contracr Period Rate per month (Rs.) Total Period Total Paid Amount 

(Rs.) 

01.08.2017 to 31.12.2020 50,000 41 2,050,000 

Audit is of the view that the management awarded the contract in violation of rules Thus, 

payment of Rs.2.050 million stands irregular and unjustified on account of unauthorized award of 

contract. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021.The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management in its reply stated that irregularities 

have been found in awarding the contract to the cable operator. The DAC directed the management to 

share the Inquiry report. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

1.2.4.6 Non-production of auditable record  

Section 14 of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states: 

The officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities and provide record 

for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete form as possible and with 

all reasonable expedition (sub section-2). 

ii.  Any person or authority hindering the Auditorial functions of the Auditor General regarding 

inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant E & D Rules (Sub 

Section-3). 

During audit of Skyrooms (Pvt) Limited (SRL) for the year 2020, it was observed that the 

management could not produce the requisite record(s) despite frequent reminders. Thus, audit was 

unable to ascertain transparency of various transactions / expenditure and due to the non-production / 

concealment of record, chances of doubtful transactions could not be ruled out. Annex-19  
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Audit is of the view that non-production of record tantamount to concealment of facts and 

serious negligence on the part of management.   

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021.The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 19 & 20, 2022. The management stated that most of the record had 

been provided to Audit. The DAC directed the management to reconcile the record produced and get 

the remaining record audited. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  
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Chapter-2 

Cabinet Division 

Overview 

The Cabinet Division’s role is to facilitate Federal Cabinet, its meetings and official visits of 

delegations.  

Aims & Objectives 

1. All secretarial work for the Cabinet, National Economic Council and their Committees, 

Secretaries' Committee. 

2. National Economic Council: Its constitution and appointment of members. 

3. Secretaries Committee. 

4. Central Pool of Cars. 

5. All matters relating to President, Prime Minister, Federal Ministers, Ministers of State, Persons 

of Minister's status without Cabinet rank, Special Assistants to the Prime Minister. 

6. Appointments, resignations, salaries, allowances and privileges of Provincial Governors. 

7. Strength, terms and conditions of service of the personal staff of the Ministers, Ministers of 

State, Special Assistants to the Prime Minister, dignitaries who enjoy the rank and status of a 

Minister or Minister of State. 

8. Rules of Business: Setting up of a Division, allocation of business to a Division and constitution 

of a Division or group of Divisions as a Ministry. 

9. Implementation of the directives of the President/Prime Minister. 

10. Follow up and implementation of decisions of all the bodies mentioned above. 

Governing Laws and Policies 

● Rule of Business 1973 

● Establishment Rules 1973 

● General Financial Rules 
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Audit Profile of Cabinet Division 

(Rs. in million) 

S. No. Description 

Total 

Audited 
Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue 

/Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 6 -   

2 Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 

   - 

3 Authorities /Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 

- - - - 

4 Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 

- - - - 

Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit of Printing Corporation of Pakistan was not planned in the annual plan of the AGP for 

the year 2020-21. Audit observations amounting to  

Rs. Nil were raised in this audit. Summary of the audit observation classified according to respective 

subjects’ nature is as under: 

Overview of the Audit Observations 

S. No. Classification Amount (Rs.) 

1 Non-Production of record - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation  - 

3 Irregularities:  

A HR/Employees related irregularities  - 

B Procurement related irregularities  - 

C Management of accounts with Commercial Banks - 

4 Value for money and services delivery issues  - 

5 Others   
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2.1 Printing Corporation of Pakistan (Pvt.) Limited 

2.1.1 Introduction 

Printing Corporation of Pakistan (Pvt.) Limited was incorporated on January 01, 1969 as a 

private limited company under the Companies Act, 1913 (now Companies Act, 2017). The entire shares 

of the Company are held by the Government of Pakistan. The registered office of the Company is 

situated at Khayaban-e-Suhrawardy, Islamabad. 

The Company is principally engaged in the business of printing of government publications. 

Currently, the Company has the following presses: 

1. PCP Printing Press Islamabad; 

2. PCP Printing Press Lahore; and 

3. PCP Printing Press Karachi. 

2.1.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

2.1.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to Audit for review each year. 

Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited annual accounts of the organization for the 

years 2019-20 and 2020-21 till December 31, 2021. 

Audit recommends that the annual audited accounts for the year2019-20 and  

2020-21be provided immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing 

responsibility for non-submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 

2.1.2.2 The working results of the Corporation for the financial year 2018-19 as compared to 

previous years were as follows: 

 (Rs. in million) 

 2018-19 % Inc/ 

(Dec) 

2017-18 % Inc/ 

(Dec) 

2016-17 

Sales 662.80 117 304.45 (1.52) 309.15 

Cost of sales 356.15 (4.83) 374.22 14.08 328.02 

Gross profit/(loss) 306.65 339.52 (69.77) 269.74 (18.87) 

General & Admn. Expenses 232.15 8.95 213.08 0.06 212.96 

Selling expenses 2.36 (50.52) 4.77 358.65 1.04 

Operating Profit/( loss) 72.14 74.91 (287.61) 23.51 (232.87) 

Other income 107.87 185.82 37.74 936.81 3.64 

Financial charges 295.24 30.20 226.76 48.61 152.59 

Profit/(Loss) before taxation (115.23) (75.82) (476.63) 24.83 (381.82) 

Taxation 8.28 117.32 3.81 (14.38) 4.45 

Profit/(Loss) after taxation (123.52) (74.29) (480.43) 24.38 (386.27) 

Prior years adjustments (1.74) 43.80 (1.21) 5950.00 (0.02) 

Net profit/(loss) (125.26) (74) (481.64) 24.68 (386.29) 

Accumulated loss (3,410.64) 3.81 (3,285.38) 17.18 (2,803.74) 
(Source: Annual Audited Accounts) 

The Sales of the Corporation increased to Rs. 662.80 million during the financial year 2018-19 as 

compared to previous year i.e. 117% from 2017-18. The Corporation is still in loss during 2018-19 and 

net loss of Rs. 125.26 million led to accumulated loss of Rs. 3,410.64 million. The trend of continuous 

increase in accumulated losses cast doubt on going concern of the Corporation. The reasons for 

sustaining loss needs justification.    
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2.1.2.3 Overall General & Admn Expenses have increased 8.95% as compared to previous years. 

The increase in Directors’ remuneration, salaries & wages (Honorarium/Bonus, House rent and other 

benefit), travelling & conveyance, vehicle running expenses and miscellaneous expenses is above 50% 

which needs justification. 

2.1.2.4 Loan and advances of Rs. 114.806 million which includes advances to suppliers are still 

receivable since long i.e. Rs. 107.254 million from Dar-o-Kaz Printers since 1995, Rs. 2.446 million 

since 2017 and Rs. 0.982 million from M/s. Hilal Graphics Corporation, Lahore. Audit stressed for early 

recovery of advances. 

2.1.2.5 Deferred liabilities of the Corporation included liabilities against Pension Fund 

Contribution - Rs. 43.17 million and Gratuity Fund Contribution -  

Rs. 432.236 million as on 30.06.2019. Early settlement of liabilities is stressed. 

2.1.2.6 Company’s current liabilities exceeded its current assets by Rs. 389.806 million (2019: 

Current Assets Rs. 1,825.154 million and Current Liabilities  

Rs. 2,214.960 million) resulting in an adverse current ratio. It is stressed that efforts may be made for 

making Corporation a going concern. 

2.1.2.7 The Current ratio (1,825.154/2,254.960) = 0.82 times which was less than the generally 

accepted standard ratio of 2:1. It showed company’s inability to meet its obligations in near future. 

Efforts are required to improve its liquidity position. 

2.1.2.8 The non-current liabilities of Rs. 2,994.265 million upto 2018-19 included long term 

borrowing of Rs. 2,173.281 million were interest bearing and  

Rs. 345.580 million interest free loans. Long term borrowing included loan of  

Rs. 864.00 million received during the year 2017-18 for procurement of new printing machines and Rs. 

712.500 million to meet out immediate employees related financial requirements of PCP (including 

suppliers’ payment at the interest rate of 6.62 % per annum). Operations of the Corporation by taking 

huge amount of interest bearing loan resulted in abnormal increase in interest on Govt. loan upto Rs. 

295.241million. Further, it may jeopardize the entity as a going concern alongwith justification of loan 

for the purpose of which it was obtained. 

2.1.2.9 Chartered Accountant has given qualified opinion on the following basis:- 

 Contributory Provident Fund amounting to Rs. 956,589,419 (2018:  

Rs. 902,732,921) including accrued interest as on 30th June 2019 has not been paid to CP Fund 

trust which is against the provision of section 218 of Companies Act 2017, which is serious 

irregularity. The Management should have pay sum of Rs. 956.589 million including interest to 

CP Fund Trust account under intimation to Audit. 

 The Company has not got actuarial valuation as required under IAS – 19 for employees benefit 

schemes. The management needs to conduct actuarial valuation as per requirement of IAS – 19. 

 The financial statement of company shows advance amount of Rs. 107 million to M/s. Dar-o-Kaz 

Printers, which is dispute and doubtful recovery since 1995. Audit hold that recover the advance 

amount and got verify from Audit.  
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2.1.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

S. 

# 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras No. 

% of 

compliance 

1 1990-91 08 7 1 12 88 

2 1991-92 08 7 1 8 88 

3 1992-93 12 10 2 6, 10 83 

4 1996-97 07 1 6 5, 6 ,7, 9, 10, 11 14 

5 1998-99 07 6 1 41 86 

6 1999-00 11 8 3 14, 37, 44 73 

7 2000-01 08 6 2 34, 35 75 

8 2002-03 15 14 1 5.6 93 

9 
2003-04 08 0 8 

3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4. 3.5, 3.6, 

3.7, 3.8 
- 

10 2004-05 03 2 1 3 67 

11 2005-06 09 8 1 2.1 89 

12 2006-07 06 4 2 2.4, 2.5 67 

13 2007-08 03 3 0 0 100 

14 2008-09 04 3 1 1.1 75 

15 2009-10 06 0 6 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2, 3 0 

16 2010-11 08 0 8 

1.1.1& 1.1.2.1, 1.1.2.3, 

1.1.2.4, 1.1.4.2, 1.1.2.2, 

1.1.3, 1.1.4.1, 1.1.4.3 

0 

17 2013-14 08 06 02 3.3.2.4, 3.3.2.5 75 

18 2015-16 03 0 3 2.1.4.1, 2.1.4.2, 2.1.4.3 - 

19 2017-18 13 0 13 

2.1.1, 2.1.2.1, 2.1.2.2, 

2.1.2.3, 2.1.2.4, 2.1.2.5, 

2.1.2.6, 2.1.2.7, 2.1.2.8, 

2.1.2.9, 2.1.2.10, 2.1.3 

- 

20 
2018-19 to 

2020-21 
PAC not convened 

Total 147 85 62  58 

Overall compliance of the PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be improved. 

 

2.2 Pakistan Tourism Development Corporation (Head Office) 

Rawalpindi 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Tourism Development Corporation (Pvt.) Limited (the Company) was incorporated in 

Pakistan on March 19, 1977 under the Companies Act, 1913 (now Companies Ordinance 1984) as a 

public corporation limited by shares. Federal Government holds 99.75% of the paid up share capital of 

the Company. The Company also has deposited for shares of Rs. 623.15 Million representing the grants 

received from the Federal Government for capital expenditure on specified capital project. The core 

objective of the Corporation is the promotion and development of tourism industry in Pakistan and to 

carry on business connected therewith in Pakistan and elsewhere. 

The associated objectives are:- 

 To develop and improve its hotels, motels and tourist information centers. 

 To produce publicity and promotional material for distribution at home and abroad. 

 To conduct promotional programs, activities and events for attaching tourists. 
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 To create awareness of tourist through private sector, missions abroad, PIA offices, tour 

operators, travel agents and hoteliers. 

The Head Office of the Company is situated at Ground Floor of Kohsar Block, Pak Secretariat 

Islamabad.  

The Corporation owns and controls the following subsidiaries: 

a. Pakistan Tours (Pvt.) Ltd. 

b. PTDC Motels North (Private) 

c. Associated Hotels of Pakistan 

d. PTDC Motels South (Private) 

These financial statements have been prepared on going concern basis without any adjustment 

to assets and liabilities. 

2.2.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

2.2.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to Audit for review each year. 

Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited annual accounts of the organization for the 

year 2020-21 till December 31, 2021. 

Audit recommends that the annual audited accounts for the year 2020-21 be provided immediately and 

timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing responsibility for non-submission of annual 

audited accounts (Annex-2). 

2.2.2.2 The working results of the Company for the year 2019-20 as compared with the preceding 

years are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Description 2019-20 % 

inc/(dec) 

2018-19 % 

inc/(dec) 

2017-18 

Sales 49.77 (66.251) 147.46 (5.93) 156.76 

Cost of sales 62.17 (58.17) 148.61 (9.63) 164.46 

Gross Profit/loss (12.40) 87.59 (1.15) (85.06) (7.70) 

Administrative expenses 37.16 (4.13) 38.76 6.22 36.49 

Hotels HO expenses --- --- 0.0001 - 0.14 

Selling expenses 0.03 (40.00) 0.05 (86) 0.37 

Financial Charges 2.18 7,180 0.03 (91.42) 0.35 

Operating profit/(loss) (51.78) 29.49 (39.99) (11.23) (45.05) 

Other income 57.71 135.18 24.54 (52.05) 51.18 

Under/(Overspent) grant      

Head Office expenses (6.55) (46.22) (12.18) (35.11) (18.77) 

Tourist Information Center 5.35 94.65 (13.76) (201.75) (4.56) 

Publicity & promotion 24.44 2.32 23.89 (6.46) (22.44) 

Profit/(Loss) before taxation 29.18 66.73 (17.50) (233.97) 5.24 

Taxation 0.75 (80.44) 3.82 7.61 3.55 

Profit/(Loss) after taxation 28.43 33.35 (21.32) (1169.05) 1.68 

Accumulated loss 679.83 (4.01) 708.26 4.13 680.18 

The Company is continuously running in losses for many years and its accumulated losses of Rs. 679.83 

million are 3.98 times of its paid up capital of Rs. 170.53 million which resulted into negative equity of 

the Company to the extent of  

Rs. 509.29 million. This trend clearly indicates that future of the Company is at risk and it will have to 

survive on the revenue grants from the Government. The management should take clear steps to increase 

its revenue and decrease its expenditure to run the Company at least at breakeven. 
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2.2.2.3 The sale of the Corporation decreased by 66.25% from 147.46 million in 2018-19 to Rs. 

49.76 million in 2019-20 while cost of sales decreased by 58.17% from Rs. 148.62 million in 2018-19 

to Rs. 62.170 million in 2019-20. This further increased gross loss of Rs. 1.15 million in 2018-19 to 

12.40 million in 2019-20. The abnormal increase in gross loss needs to be explained. 

2.2.2.4 The profit before taxation was Rs. 29.18 million in 2019-20 as compared to the loss of Rs. 

17.50 million in the year 2018-19. This profit was mainly due to receipt of grant of Rs. 46.79 million 

for Flashman’s Hotel under the head other income. Terms and Conditions of grant along with its head 

wise detail of expenditure need to be explained. 

2.2.2.5 Against the grant of Rs. 136.00 million on account of Tourist Information Centre, an 

amount of Rs. 5.35 million has been lapsed which is a violation of Government instructions and needs 

to be investigated at appropriate level. 

2.2.2.6 Capital Work in Progress was increased by 4.11% i.e. Rs. 269.13 million in 2019-20 as 

compared to 258.52 million in 2018-19. The scope of work has neither been capitalized as operating 

fixed assets nor did management conduct any impairment review of the assets classified under Capital 

Work in Progress. Required action needs to be taken besides details/nature of work may be provided.  

2.2.2.7 Impairment loss on financial assets; investments in PTDC Motels South (Pvt.) Limited, a 

subsidiary Company and Malam Jabba Resorts Limited, amounting to Rs. 0.21 million and Rs. 2.75 

million respectively have not been recognized in these financial statements as per applicable standards, 

as these companies have ceased their operational activities in prior years. Moreover, the related Equity 

Participation Reserve against shares in Malam Jabba Resorts Limited should also be adjusted 

accordingly. 

2.2.2.8 Receivables amounting to Rs. 67.13 million (Note 13) from PTDC Motels North (Private) 

Limited, a subsidiary Company is overstated by an amount of Rs. 34.03 million. This amount was 

received by the Corporation from the Government of Pakistan in respect of Grant for the Subsidiary 

during the year ended June 30, 2013. Other receivables included an amount of Rs. 0.72 million from 

Usman estates, a defaulter on account of office rent. Neither any provision has been made against the 

said amount nor valuation of office equipment and furniture recorded by the management. 

2.2.2.9 The Corporation has not accounted for deferred taxation which is contrary to the 

requirements of the International Accounting Standards 12 “Income Taxes”. Moreover, deferred tax 

liability/asset as at June 30, 2020 cannot be quantified due to non-availability of the related records. 

Tax deducted at source in prior years up to June 30, 2019 amounting to Rs. 9.27 million has not been 

deposited with the Tax Authorities in accordance with the requirements of the Income Tax Ordinance, 

2001 which may result in penal action against the Corporation. Reasons for non-deposit of income tax 

deducted at source need investigation. 

2.2.2.10 Payables to subsidiary companies increased to Rs. 32.29 million  

(Rs. 32.06 million in 2017-18). The reason for its non-payment and piling up of liability needs to be 

justified. 

2.2.2.11 As per note 30.1, an amount of Rs. 1.53 million was included in respect of staff salaries but 

there was a decrease of 4.53% in salaries payment i.e.  

(Rs. 33.51 million in 2019-20 while in 2018-19 Rs. 35.09 million). This decrease in the expense needs 

justification. 
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2.2.2.12 The Cantonment Board Rawalpindi has claimed Rs. 19.01 million vide bill No. 116781 

dated 13.08.2015 in respect of assessment of property tax. The updated status of this liability should be 

intimated to audit. 

2.2.2.13 As disclosed in note 27.1 (c) to the financial statements, in the light of decision made by 

Honorable Supreme Court of Pakistan, the Corporation has not accounted for interest on Rs. 4.54 

million payable for acquisition of land at Saidu Sharif, Swat which may be explained along with updated 

status. 

2.2.2.14 The management has not conducted physical verification of fixed assets on perpetual basis 

or otherwise; and has not carried out impairment review as required under International Accounting 

Standards 36 “Impairment of Assets”. In the absence of such a review, the accurate value of property, 

plant and equipment cannot be ascertained. Reasons for non-conducting physical verification of fixed 

assets on perpetual basis needs to be explained and the same required to be carried out at the earliest. 

2.2.2.15 Contingent liability of Rs. 2.10 million not acknowledged by the management needs 

explanation. 

2.2.2.16 Stores valuing Rs. 2.24 million as on 30.06.2019 was shown in the accounts vide Note-10 

whereas in 2019-20, nothing was shown and the same was not explained by notes to the accounts for 

2019-20. 

2.2.2.17 Financial charges were increased by 6140% i.e. Rs. 2,184 million in  

2019-20 against Rs. 0.03 million in 2018-19. The same was not explained by notes to the Accounts. 

This abnormal increase in financial charges also needs to be explained besides provision of details of 

such expenditure. 

2.2.2.18 The Current Ratio of the Company comes to 1:0.40 for the year  

2019-20 (current liabilities Rs. 160.54 million: current assets 114.49 million) (2018-19 1:0.67). This 

indicated much poor liquidity position. The overall financial condition of the company further 

deteriorated despite sufficient resources for its successful operations causing significant doubts about 

the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern. The Corporation should try to improve its current 

ratio according to prescribed international standard i.e. 2:1. 

2.2.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Overall compliance of the PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be improved. 

S. # 
Audit 

Report 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras No. 

% of 

Compliance 

1 2005-06 02 1 1 207 50 

2 2006-07 07 04 03 203.2, 203.3, 203.4 57 

3 2007-08 03 01 02 174, 175 33 

4 2008-09 06 05 01 224.1 83 

6 2014-15 07 01 06 
2.4.2.1, 2.4.3, 2.4.4.1, 

2.4.4.2, 2.4.4.3, 2.4.4.4 
14 

7 2015-16 05 0 05 
2.4.1, 2.4.2, 2.4.3, 2.4.4.1, 

2.4.4.2 
0 

8 2017-18 14 03 11 

2.4.2.2, 2.4.2.3, 2.4.2.4, 

2.4.2.5, 2.4.2.6, 2.4.2.7, 

2.4.2.8, 2.4.2.9, 2.4.3, 

2.4.4.1, 2.4.4.2 

21 

9 
2018-19 to 

2020-21 
PAC not convened 

Total 44 15 29  34 
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2.3 PTDC Motels North (Private) Limited 

2.3.1 Introduction 

PTDC Motels North (Pvt.) Limited was incorporated in Pakistan on March 19, 1977 under the 

Companies Act 1913 (now Companies Act, 2017). The Company is a wholly owned subsidiary of 

Pakistan Tourism Development Corporation Limited. 

Corporate information 

Main objectives of the Company are:- 

 To promote tourism industry in the Country. 

 To run and manage motel business in Pakistan.  

The Company is operating 26 motels situated as follows:- 

Province     No. of Motels 

Punjab       02 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa     14 

Islamabad      01 

Gilgit-Baltistan     09 

The accounts for the year 2020-21 have not been signed and approved by the Board. 

2.3.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

2.3.2.1 The working results of the Company for the year 2020-21 as compared to the preceding 

year are as under:- 

(Rs. in million) 

Description 2020-21 % Inc/(Dec) 2019-20 % Inc/(Dec) 2018-19 

Revenue 8.08 (95.50) 179.86 (31.96) 264.34 

Direct cost  (2.48) (98.73) (195.57) (13.98) (227.36) 

Gross profit/(loss) 5. 606 64.31 (15.71) (57.52) 36.98 

Administrative expenses (19.07) (54.39) (41.81) (10.29) (46.61) 

Financial charges (0.003) (9.47) (0.08) (40.56) (0.14) 

Operating (loss)/profit (13.46) (76. 62) (57. 60) 489.34 (9.77) 

Other income 0.03 (99. 62) (7.35) (8979.01) 0.08 

Govt. Grant 000  64.46  0 

Profit/Loss before taxation (13.44) (2587.40) (0.500) (87.79) 4.09 

Provision for taxation (0.12) (94. 62) (2.25) (31.96) (3.30) 

Loss after taxation  (13.56) (393.38) (2.75) 246.97) 0.79 
(Source: Annual Audited Accounts) 

Revenue of the Company decreased by 95.50% from Rs. 179.861 million in 2019-20 to Rs. 8.083 

million in 2020-21 whereas direct cost also decreased by 98.73%, from Rs. 195.57 million in 2019-20 

to Rs. 2.477 million in 2020-21. Resultantly the company earned gross profit of Rs. 5.606 million during 

the year 2020-21 as against Gross Loss of Rs. 15.71 million during preceding year 2019-20. The 

operating loss of the company decreased to Rs. 13.465 million in 2020-21 as compared to preceding 

year of Rs. 57.603 million in 2019-20. 

2.3.2.2 Loss before taxation increased by 2587.40% from Rs. 0.500 million in 2019-20 to Rs. 

13.437 million in 2020-21 which resulted in increase in accumulated losses by 4.25% i.e. Rs. 332.307 
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million in the year 2020-21 as compared to Rs. 318.749 million in 2019-20. Besides justification of the 

above, efforts should be made to control the cost.  

2.3.2.3 Current liabilities of the company exceeded its current assets by Rs. 152.93 million. These 

conditions indicate the existence of material uncertainty which may cast significant doubt over the 

company’s ability to continue as going concern. 

2.3.2.4 Debts of the Company increased by 9.68% i.e. Rs. 30.178 million in 2020-21 as compared 

to Rs. 27.515 million in 2019-20. Similarly other receivables also increased by 20.84% from Rs. 1.137 

million in 2019-20 to Rs. 1.374 million in 2020-21. Aging of the debts along with updated status of 

recovery may be furnished. 

2.3.2.5 Out of total trade debts of Rs. 30.178 million lying outstanding as on 30.06.2021, debts of 

Rs. 1.785 million were considered doubtful and provision of such amount has been made in the 

accounts. Reasons for considering the debts as doubtful and corresponding efforts for recovery need to 

be explained. 

2.3.2.6 Although the trade and other payables decreased by 10.06% from  

Rs. 191.661 million in 2019-20 to Rs. 172.374 million in 2020-21 yet an amount of Rs.71.750 million 

was payable on account of Provident Fund (2019-20:  

Rs. 73.09 million), an amount of Rs. 5.077 million was payable against leave encashment, and an 

amount of Rs. 82.553 million was payable against salary. Slight decrease in payables under these heads 

showed that lesser amount had been repaid on this account in 2020-21. Reasons for not clearing the 

payables should be justified.     

2.3.2.7 An amount of Rs.3.528 million was shown payable on account of net taxation as compared 

to the previous year Rs. 3.613 million. Accumulation of amount in this head indicated that the Company 

had no plan to clear this liability in near future. Management may work out a plan to clear the dues at 

an early date. 

2.3.2.8 Current ratio was 1:0.17 as on June 30, 2021 as (2017-18 1:0.14) which was far less than 

the generally accepted ratio of 2:1. This showed Company’s inability to settle its short term liabilities. 

2.3.2.9 The External Auditors highlighted following qualifications on the accounts. 

 The Company has not complied with the provisions of Section 176 of the Companies Act, 2017, 

according to which the directors of a public company shall meet at least once in each quarter of 

a year, and section 132 of the Companies Act, 2017, according to which the Company shall hold 

its annual General meeting once at least in every calendar year not later than four months after 

the close of its financial year. The financial statements of the Company as at June 30, 2012, June 

30, 2013, June 30, 2014, June 30, 2015, June 30, 2016, June 30, 2017 and June 30, 2018, June 

30, 2019 and June 30, 2020 are also unapproved till date. 

 Tax deducted at source in prior years up to June 30, 2021 amounting to  

Rs. 4.828 million has not been deposited till date with tax authority in accordance with the 

requirements of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 which may result in penal action against the 

company. 

 Finance Division through its letter No. F.15(3) R-14/84 dated 16.10.1984 directed all 

autonomous bodies/semi-autonomous bodies and corporation under their administrative control, 

where the pension scheme does not exist that the payment of gratuity in addition to contributory 

provident fund should not be allowed to their employees on the quantity of service. However, 

the company has accounted for the provision of gratuity amounting to Rs. 86.542 million till year 

end which mainly relates to employees appointed after 1984. 

 The company has not assessed impairment of financial assets as per Expected Credit Loss Model 

required by IFRS 9 “Financial instruments”. Instead, the company has recognized provision in 
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bad debts based on incurred loss model as per provision IAS 39. In the absence of detailed 

assessment of Expected Credit Loss, the quantifying the impact of this non-compliance in the 

financial statements is impossible. 

 The provision for gratuity has not been provided on the basis of actuarial as required by IAS 19 

“Employees Benefits”. Further, the company has not accounted for charge for the year against 

provision for gratuity. 

 The Company has not made any assessment for first time application of  

IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments” and IFRS 15”Revenue from contract with customer” and 

resultantly has not accounted for any adjustment for adaptation of these standards in these 

financial statements. In the absence of detailed assessment of Expected Credit Loss, the impact 

of non-compliance in the financial statements could not be quantified. 

2.3.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Sr. # Audit Report 
Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 

Pending Paras 

No. 

% of 

Compliance 

1.  1991-92 05 04 01 91 80 

2.  1994-95 04 01 03 117,118,119 25 

3.  2007-08 03 02 01 176.2 67 

4.  2008-09 04 03 01 225.1 75 

5.  2009-10 to 

2020-21 
PAC not convened 

Total  16 10 6  63 

Overall compliance of the PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be improved.  
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2.4 Pakistan Tours (Pvt.) Limited 

2.4.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Tours (PTL) was incorporated as a private limited company under the Companies Act, 

1913 (now Companies Ordinance, 1984) on December 26, 1970. The company is a wholly owned 

subsidiary of Pakistan Tourism Development Corporation Limited whose entire share capital is owned 

and held by the Government of Pakistan through Cabinet Division. Since incorporation, there is no 

change in the pattern of shareholding of the company. The registered office of the company is situated 

at Flashman’s Hotel, the Mall Rawalpindi. 

The company’s equity is eroded considerably and if the existing situation continues over the 

next few years, future business prospects will it’s come back. Due to increase in the administrative 

expenses the company may not continue as a going concern. The company may look for some viable 

business opportunities for continuing as a self-sustainable entity. 

Corporate Information 

The main objective of the company was to promote touring activities in the country. The 

Company is primarily engaged in the business of tour operations and transport services throughout the 

Pakistan, especially in the northern areas. Due to deterioration in law and order situation in the country, 

the business of the company (especially tourism) is adversely affected. 

Future Outlook 

Due to continuous losses, chances of company’s capability to continue as a going concern are 

remote. 

2.4.2 Comments on audited accounts: 

2.4.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to Audit for review each 

year. Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited annual accounts of the 

organization for the year 2020-21 till December 31, 2021. 

Audit recommends that the annual audited accounts for the year 2020-21 be provided 

immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing responsibility for non-

submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 

2.4.2.2 The working results of the company for the year 2018-19 to  

2019-2020 as compared to the previous year are as under: 

Description 2019-20 % Inc/(Dec) 2018-19 % 

Inc/(Dec) 

2017-18 

Total Income 67.84 (26.95) 92.88 317.81 22.23 

Cost of Services (9.71) (75.52) (39.67) 0.12 (39.62) 

Gross profit / (loss) 58.13 9.22 53.22 202.21 17.61 

Operating Expenses      

Admin & General expenses (41.56) 7.28 (38.74) (13.33) (44.70) 

Financial cost (0.007) (12.50) (0.008) (52.94) (0.017) 

Operating Profit / (loss) (16.56) 14.44 (14.47) 103.80 (7.10) 

Other income 0.89 709.9 0.11 (62.07) 0.29 

Net profit / (loss) before taxation (17.45) 19.77 (14.57) 113.95 (6.81) 

Taxation for the year 1.04 52.94 0.68 183.33 0.24 

Net Profit / (loss) after taxation 16.41 18.14 13.89 97.58 (7.03) 
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(Sources: Annual Audited Accounts) 

The working results of the company showed decreasing trend in profit. During the year 2018-

19 profit was Rs. 13.89 million with percentage of increase of 97% which increased to Rs. 

16.41 million in 2019-2020 at a % Increase of just 18%. These trends will erode the equity of 

the Company and ultimately render it commercially enviable in future. 

2.4.2.3 Current ratio of the company is 0.89:1 “Current assets Rs. 28.547 million, current 

liabilities Rs. 31.857 million” (2020 0. 0.61:1 “Current Assets  

Rs. 31.037 million, current liabilities Rs. 50.783 million 2019). This ratio is considerably below 

than the generally accepted ratio of 2:1 and indicates Company’s ability to settle its liabilities 

in a near future. Efforts need to be made to improve the liquidity position of the company. 

2.4.2.4 Total income decreased by 26.95% from Rs. 92.88 million in 2018-19 to Rs. 67.84 

million in 2019-20. The decrease was due to decrease in revenue which comes to Rs. 17.023 

million from 35.57 million in the previous year and the decrease was 52.14%. The decrease in 

total income and the decrease in revenue needs justification. 

2.4.2.5 Revenue from operations decreased to Rs. 17.02 million in the year  

(Rs. 35.57 million 2018-19) registering 52.14% decrease. The decrease in revenue from 

operations was mainly due to decrease in revenue income to Rs. 2.29 million (Rs. 12. 65 

million) from Lahore Delhi Bus Service (LDBS). Keeping in view the ever increasing vehicles 

running cost, proportionate increase in income was essential. Causes for decline in revenue 

may be looked into at appropriate level. 

2.4.2.6 Amount payable to Delhi Transport Corporation has decreased to  

Rs. 13.352 million in 2019-20 as compared to Rs. 15.128 million in 2018-19. Reason to which 

the payable amount could not be cleared fully have not been mentioned in the accounts. Early 

reconciliation and settlement of this liability is stressed upon the management. 

2.4.2.7 The External Auditors had made the following qualifications: 

 The Statutory Auditors stated that they were unable to verify amount due from 

Pakistan Tourism Development Corporation Limited as appearing under current 

assets as Holding Company Current Account to the tune of Rs. 21.170 million and 

hence their opinion was qualified in this regard. 

 The Statutory Auditors were unable to physically verify the amount of cash in hand 

of Rs. 1.457 million as at June 30, 2020 hence their opinion was qualifies in this 

regard. 

2.4.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Sr. 

# 

Audit 

Report 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 

Pending 

paras No. 

% of 

compliance 

1 2008-09 07 06 1 226.1 86 

2 
2009-10 to 

2020-21 
PAC not convened 

Total 7 6 1  86 
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Chapter-3 

Ministry of Commerce & Textile 

Overview 

Ministry of Commerce is contributing to the national economy through trade 

liberalization and facilitation, improving export competiveness and reducing cost of doing 

business. It aims to achieve higher market access for Pakistani products in existing markets as 

well as new markets with ultimate aim of improving quality of life of the people of Pakistan. 

Aims & Objectives 

Commerce Division is assigned the following objectives: 

 Imports and exports across customs frontiers 

 Exports promotion 

 Commercial intelligence and statistics 

 Tariff policy and its implementation 

 Anti-dumping duties, countervailing duties and safeguard laws 

 Inter-Provincial trade 

 Domestic Commerce 

 Organization and control of Chambers and trade associations 

 Law of Insurance and regulation and control of Insurance companies 

 Administrative Control of Attached Departments/Organizations 

 Selection of Trade Officers for posting in Pakistan’s Missions abroad 

Governing Laws and Policies 

 Rules of Business, 1973 

 Studies on Domestic Commerce 

 OIC Ten Year Plan of Action for Science & Technology for the years 2016-25 

 Export /Import Policy Order, 2009 

 Trade Organization Ordinance, 1961 
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Audit Profile of Ministry of Commerce & Textile 

 (Rs. in million) 

Description Total 
Total 

audited 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue 

/Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Formations 6 5 105,646.271 269,413.901 

Assignment Accounts (excluding 

FAP) 

   - 

Authorities /Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

5 5 - - 

Foreign Aided Projects (FAP) - - - - 

Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations of Rs. 161,168.240 million were raised as a result of this audit. This 

amount also includes recoverables of Rs. 86,572.767 million as pointed out by the audit. 

Summary of the audit observation classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of the Audit Observations 

S# Classification Amount (Rs. in 

million) 

1. Non-Production of record - 

2. Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

misappropriation  

58.498 

3. Irregularities   

A HR/Employees related irregularities  294.449 

B Procurement related irregularities  11,919.664 

C Management of accounts with Commercial Banks 1,354.751 

4. Value for money and services delivery issues  4,896.179 

5 Others  142,644.200 
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3.1 National Insurance Company Limited 

3.1.1 Introduction 

National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) was established under the National Insurance 

Act, 1976.  Later on, it was registered as a Public Limited Company under Companies Ordinance, 1984 

on March 31, 2000 and renamed as National Insurance Company Limited (NICL). 

The Company is principally engaged in Non-Life Insurance Business of Public Property 

comprising of Fire, Marine, Aviation and Transportation, Engineering and Crops/Agriculture Insurance 

etc. 

3.1.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

3.1.2.1 The working results of the company for the year ended December 31, 2017 as 

compared to previous years is given below: 

(Rs. in million) 

 2017 

% 

Inc/ 

(Dec) 

2016 

% 

Inc/ 

(Dec) 

2015 

% 

Inc/ 

(Dec) 

2014 

Premium Earned 6,390.75 23.23 5,186.13 (4.57) 5,434.30 (8.85) 5,961.83 

Re-Insurance Expense (2,681.22) 18.49 (2262.76) (20.66) (2851.79) (10.28) (3,178.83) 

Net Premium Revenue 3,709.53 26.89 2923.38 2.44 2853.79 (12.55) 3,263.40 

Net Claim Paid (799.45) 60.32 (498.65) (28.56) (697.99) 484.16 (119.49) 

Management Expenses (721.75) (4.97) (759.46) (9.11) (835.61) (1.21) (845.85) 

Commission from Reinsurer 85.44 110.96 40.50 (58.49) 97.56 (1.68) 99.23 

Net Underwriting Expense  (636.31) (11.50) (718.96) (2.59) (738.05) (1.15) (746.62) 

Underwriting Results 2,273.77 33.30 1705.77 20.49 1,415.75 (40.97) 2398.30 

Investment Income 1,730.04 (45.13) 3,152.78 20.48 2,915.64 28.64 2,266.53 

Rental Income 229.09 17.95 194.23 10.73 175.41 (25.26) 234.68 

Other Income 10.59 140.88 4.40 103.96 (111.00) (2,355.18) 4.92 

General and Administration Expenses (683.42) (1.48) (693.69) 13.50 (611.16) (9.42) (674.70) 

Profit before tax 3,455.07 (21.68) 4411.42 14.11 3865.93 (7.60) 4,184.00 

Taxation  (1,352.65) 7.67 (1,256.32) 4.39 (1,203.49) 35.52 (888.08) 

Profit after tax  2,102.42 (33.36) 3,155.10 20.44 2,619.70 (20.51) 3295.43 
(Source: Annual Audited Accounts) 

3.1.2.2 During the year 2017, Re-insurance expense increased by 18.49% from Rs. 

2,262.760 million in year 2016 to Rs.2,681.220 million in 2017. Net claim paid increased by 

60.32% from Rs.498.650 million in years 2016 to Rs. 799.450 million in 2017. Whereas, 

investment income declined by 45.13% from Rs. 3,152.780 million in year 2016 to Rs. 

1,730.04 million in 2017. Due to above circumstances the Profitability after Tax of the 

company decreased by 33.36% from Rs. 3,155.100 million in 2016 to Rs. 2,102.420 million in 

2017. The matter required to be elucidated. 

3.1.2.3 Amount due to reinsurer stood at Rs. 2,288.057 million as on 31st December, 2017. 

The matter needs to be justified. 

3.1.2.4 During the year 2016, Premium earned declined by 4.567% from  

Rs. 5,434.300 million in the last year 2015 to Rs. 5,186.131 million in 2016 whereas 

commission from reinsurer decreased by 58.490% from Rs. 97.560 million in 2015 to Rs. 

40.497 million in 2016. The matter needs to be justified. 
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3.1.2.5 It also noted that reinsurance recoveries against outstanding claims stood at Rs. 

7,708.390 million as on 31st December, 2016 which requires justification. 

3.1.2.6 During the year 2015, net premium revenues declined by 12.55% from Rs. 3,263.40 

million in 2014 to Rs. 2,853.790 million in 2015 whereas claim paid registered significantly 

increased by 484.16% from Rs. 119.490 million in the year 2014 to Rs. 697.990 million in the 

year 2015. The matters need to be justified. 

3.1.2.7 The “underwriting results” also decreased by 40.97% from  

Rs. 2,398.300 million in 2015 to Rs. 1,415.750 million in the year 2014. Rental Income downed 

by 25.26% from Rs. 234.680 million in 2015 to Rs. 175.420 million in the year 2014 which 

needs justification. 

3.1.2.8 The company doesn’t maintain fixed assets register nor have an item wise detail of 

fixed assets available with it. Due to non-availability of this information the auditor remained 

unable to obtain sufficient appropriate evidence in relation to the existence, completeness, 

rights & obligations and valuation assertions of fixed assets recorded in the unconsolidated 

financial statements of the company as at December 31, 2014 to December 2017 which needs 

justification. 

3.1.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

 

Audit 

Year 

Total No. 

of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of compliance 

awaited 

%age of 

compliance 

2004-05 3 2 1 4 67 

2010-11 11 8 1 2.1.4.1 73 

2011-12 15 12 3 

3.1.3, 3.1.4.1, 3.1.4.2, 3.1.4.3, 

3.1.4.4, 3.1.4.6, 3.1.4.7, 3.1.4.8, 

3.1.4.9, 3.1.4.10, 3.1.4.11, 

3.1.4.12 80 

2012-13 4 1 3 3.1.4.2,  3.1.4.3,  3.1.4.4 25 

2013-14 5 4 1 4.1.2 80 

2014-15 7 4 3 4.2.4.1, 4.1.4.2, 4.1.4.3 57 

2015-16 9 3 6 

4.1.4.1,  4.1.2.1, 4.1.3, 4.1.4.2, 

4.1.4.4, 4.1.4.5 33 

2016-17 11 3 8 

3.1.4.6, 3.1.2.1, 3.1.3, 3.1.4.2, 

3.1.4.3, 3.1.4.5, 3.1.4.6, 3.1.4.7 27 

2017-18 7 4 3 4.1.3, 4.1.4.3, 4.1.4.4,  57 

Total 72 41 29  57 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs improvement. 

3.1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

3.1.4.1 Non-achievement of business revenue in violation of BoD directives – Rs. 

3,843.000 million  

Rule 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance), 2013 Rules states that the chief 

executive is responsible for the management of the Public-Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with the 

Ordinance. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the 
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Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded 

and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

Section 166 of Insurance Ordinance, 2000 states that all insurance business relating to any 

public property or any risk or liability appertaining to any public property, shall be placed with NICL 

only and shall not be placed with any other insurer. 

During audit of National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) (HO) for the year 2020, it was 

observed that the management failed to generate revenue through its Business Development Units 

(BDUs) from its prospective clients amounting to Rs. 3,843.00 million. The performance of the BDU’s 

remains below standard since 2020 despite that the Board Sub-Committee emphasized to bring the 

business from the prospective clients through BDU’s and Zonal Head in the meeting held on  November 

24, 2020. Annex-20. 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to generate revenue despite the directives of 

the Board which reflects slackness and negligence. 

The matter was reported to the management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management explained that due to Covid situation, could 

not achievetargets. The DAC directed the management to submit the revised reply incorporating the 

efforts made by the management on the matter.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.2 Non-reconciliation of balances with Pakistan Re-insurance Company Limited – 

Rs. 2,763.000 million  

Rule 5 (1) of the Public Companies (Corporate Governance) Rule 2013 states that the Board 

shall exercise its powers and carry out fiduciary duties with a sense of objective judgment and 

independence in the best interests of the company. 

During audit of National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) (HO) for the year 2020, it was 

observed that the management failed to reconcile balances with Pakistan Re-insurance Company 

Limited (PRCL) amounting to Rs. 2,763.000 million since 2018. 

Audit is of the view that non-reconciliation of balances shows inefficiency and poor financial 

management.  

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management intimated that an exercise shall be initiated 

with the help of professional auditing firm and with direct engagement with Operating department from 

both organization from PRCL and NICL to resolve the un-reconciled balance.The DAC directed the 

management to get reconcile the figures with PRCL at the earliest and report progress to Audit. 

 Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.3 Irregular / unjustified direct payment to reinsurer - Rs. 533.790 million (US $ 

3.422 million) 

Section 58 of Insurance Rules, 2017 stipulates that no insurance policy shall be issued where 

premium has not been received by the insurer. Further, the policy schedule must clearly specify the 

number of agreed installments and their due dates, along with a stipulation that cover under the policy 

shall stand suspended in case any installment is not received within the schedule due date thereof. 
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During audit of National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) (HO) for the year 2020, it was 

observed that the management renewed PIAC insurance cover for Hulls, Spares, Liabilities, Cargo 

Legal Liability, Excess AVN52 E, Hull War and Hull deductible for the period from 30.12.2018 to 

29.12.2019 and the annual premium was to be paid on installment basis. On the turn of 4th installment, 

the management issued NoC to PIAC for direct transfer of broker’s share to PRCL. The detail of 4th 

installment of premium receivable and payable to reinsurer is as under: 

S.# Type of Risks 

4th Installment of premium  & 

service charges received from 

PIAC (in USD) 

4th Installment of Reinsurance 

Premium & Service Charges 

Payable to PRCL (in USD) 

1 Hull Spares & Liabilities 2,426,296.98 2,283,224.24 

2 Hull War 217,946.34 206,581.99 

3 Hull Deductible 153,415 142,237.94 

4 Excess AVN52E 70,210 65,374.87 

5 
Additional premium for loss of 

AP-BKW 
785,346.48 724,279.15 

Total 3,653,214.8 3,421,698.19 
 

Audit is of the view that the management violated the insurance rules by givingNoCto  PIAC 

for direct payment to reinsurance. Hence, approval of direct payment to reinsurer amounting to 

Rs.533.78 million (US$ 3.421 million @ Rs.156) stands irregular / unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management intimated that NOC was issued to save PIACL 

from grounding of their aircraft because due to financially weak position of PIACL they were not able 

to pay the 4th Installment premium on due date and major share of PRCL / reinsurers (i.e. 92.50%) 

remain unpaid due to which Notice of Cancellation could have issued by reinsurers. The DAC directed 

the management to submit the revised reply and get verify the factual position with Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.4 Non-recovery from PRCL under treaty arrangement – Rs. 456.207 million 

Rule5 (1) of the Public Companies (Corporate Governance) Rule 2013, states that the Board 

shall exercise its powers and carry out fiduciary duties with a sense of objective judgment and 

independence in the best interests of the company. 

During audit of National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) (HO) for the year 2020, it was 

observed that the management re-insured its heavy sum assured business with Pakistan Re-Insurance 

Company (PRCL) under treaty arrangement. The loss reported by insured was paid by the management 

first and then recovered it from M/s PRCL. However, re-insurance claims amounting to Rs. 456.207 

million was lying un-recovered from M/s PRCL as detailed below:  

S. #. Name of Insured Date of Loss Treaty category 
Non-recovered amount  

(Rs. in million) 

1 M/s D.G.D.P  22.12.2016 Marine Cargo 169.182 

2 M/s SSGCL 14.08.2010 Fire 205.496 

3 M/s PPL 08.07.2013 Fire 81.528 

Total 456.207 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to recover a huge amount from M/s PRCL 

which reflects poor financial management and weak recovery mechanism.  

The matter was reported to the management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management intimated that Glovis Corona claim recovery 
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of Rs. 169.000 million all claim documents were provided to PRCL. Further, SSGC claim of Rs.355.000 

million whereas NICL received premium of Rs. 1.932 billion and against PPL claim of Rs. 231.000 

million and received premium of Rs. 7.654 billion in 13 years. Therefore, SSGC & PPL claims may 

please treated as NIL. The DAC directed the management to pursue the recovery proceedings with 

PRCL more vigorously under intimation to Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.5 Non-payment of tax - Rs. 98.594 million 

Section (14) of Federal Excise Duty Act, 2007 states that “goods insurance” includes fire, 

marine, theft, accident and other such miscellaneous insurance. Table II of Excisable Services (8) states 

that there will be 16% tax charge on the provided or rendered by Insurance companies. 

As per Finance Act 1989, the Federal Insurance Fee (FIF) was levied  

@ 1% on premium paid on all types of insurance. 

During audit of National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) (NZ), Islamabad for the year 

2020, it was observed that the management charged Central Excise Duty (C.E.D) and Federal Insurance 

Fee (FIF) on the premium issued to insured. However, the management failed to deposit the taxes into 

government exchequer amounting to Rs. 98.594 millionas detailed below: 

   

 Outstanding (Rs. in million) 

Description (2019) (2020) 

Federal Insurance Fee 2.1660 3.801 

Federal Excise Duty 31.979 60.648 

Total  34.145 64.449 

Grand Total 98.594 

Audit is of the view that delay in payment of taxes reflects negligence of management and 

violation of rules.  

The matter was reported to the management in February 2021.The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management intimated that North Zone collects duties 

(FIF & FED) from the Insureds and sends them to Head Office for payments to Govt Treasury every 

month. This pertains to the state of Azad Kashmir’s Inland Revenue Authority. Further, Mechanism of 

AJK authorities has recently been established. Accordingly Head office NICL has given the approval 

to deposit the same in their accounts. The DAC directed the management to submit the revised reply 

and share the factual position with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

3.1.4.6 Irregular and unjustified payment of premium - Rs. 88.841 million 

Section 2 (xxvii) of the Insurance Ordinance, 2000, “insurance” means the business of entering 

into and carrying out policies or contracts, by whatever name called, whereby, in consideration of a 

premium received, a person promises to make payment to another person contingent upon the happening 

of an event, specified in the contract, on the happening of which the second-named person suffers loss, 

and includes reinsurance and retrocession. 

According to IFRS 4, appendix B19 stated that, the following are examples of items that are 

not insurance contract; (c) Self-insurance, in other words retaining a risk that could have been covered 

by insurance (there is no insurance contract because there is no agreement with another party).  
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During audit of National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) (Head Office) for the year 2020, 

it was observed that the managment had insured its own assets by itself through issuing policies 

including miscellaneous, engineering, fire, and motor etc for head office & branches.. Furthermore, 

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) 4 explains that self-insurance means to retain risk 

by itself whereas insurance contract is a contract between two parties. Being regulator Securities 

Exchange Commission Pakistan (SECP) also declared that an insurance company cannot engage in self-

insurance by insuring its own assets and issuing different policies for covering its risk itself. Thus, NICL 

underwrote the insurance risks which were violation of the Insurance Ordinance & IFRS 4.  The details 

of of assets underwritten are as under: 

 (Rs in million) 

S# Business class 
No. of policy 

issued 

Total sum 

insured(Rs.) 

Premium of  one year policy 

period(Rs.) 

1 All risk 02 2.567 0.060 

2 Machine breakdown 01 256.500 0.584 

3 Private car 37 44.226 1.700 

4 Fire normal 03 1,437.027 6.495 

Sub total 1,740.321 8.841 

Grand total of ten years premium 88.841 

Audit is of the view that Insurance Ordinance,2000 and IFRS 4 clearly forbids to insurer to 

insured own assets and also disallowing to enter itself in contractual obligations through self-insurance. 

Thus, self-insurance contract is considered to be contrary to the core principle of an insurance contract, 

as it can neither be termed as contract of insurance nor can it be treated as in the case of any other 

insurance contract. Hence, payment of premium for the policy period for the last ten years amounting 

to Rs. 88.841 million stands irregular / unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in February 2021.The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management intimated that NICL assets fall in the 

definition of public property therefore insured through NICL in compliance of insurance ordinance 

2000.The DAC directed the management to seek clarification from SECP on the issue and report 

progress will be shared with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.7 Irregular underwriting of accident policy– Rs. 71.500 million  

Section (4) of Insurance Ordinance, 2000 states that notwithstanding anything in this Ordinance 

to the contrary, the effecting and carrying out of a contract that provides for the payment of money on 

the death of a person shall not constitute the carrying on of life insurance if the contract is effected and 

carried out by an insurer who is registered to carry on non-life insurance business; and both of the 

following conditions exist: 

(a) By the terms of the contract, the duration of the contract is to be not more than one year;  

(b) Payment is only to be made in the event of death by accident. 

During audit of National Insurance Company Ltd (NICL), Lahore for the years 2018-2020, it 

was observed that the management underwrote 09 Personal Accident policies amounting to Rs.71.500 

million in favor of M/s Atomic Energy Mineralscovering injury and death risks under life insurance 

business. 

Audit is of the view that issuance of life insurance policies wasin violation of rules which 

reflects regulatory lapses. 
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The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management intimated that accident & Health Business 

comes in the domain of Non Life Insurance Business in Insurance Ordinance 2000 and there is no 

irregular underwriting of Life Insurance Business and violation of Insurance Ordinance 2000 and 

Insurance Rules 2017.The DAC directed the management to provide the record to Audit for further 

comments and verification of facts. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.8 Irregular / unjustified settlement of Marine Cargo Claims –  

Rs. 66.612 million  

According to the Marine Open Policy of declaration of shipment procedure for payment 

premium stipulates that declaration of each every shipment to be made to the NICL (South zone) 

Karachi by the assured and / or their shippers / suppliers and / or other agents enclosing therewith a 

copy of non-negotiable B/L & invoice immediately after the shipment.  

During audit of National Insurance Company Limited (NICL), Head Office for the year 2020, 

it was observed that M/s Pakistan Petroleum Limited (insured) lodged claims of 11 consignments after 

68-78 days in violation of above rule amounting to Rs.66.612 million. The details of claim settled are 

as under: 

S.#. 
Sailing 

Date (A) 

Declaration date of  

consignment / 

shipment  for Marine 

Insurance policy (B) 

No. of Days delayed in 

respect of  declaration of 

consignment / shipment 

© (A-B) 

Claim lodge 

Date 

Claim Paid 

(Rs) 

1 21.05.2014 07.08.2014 76 27.06.2014 17,938,851 

2 29.05.2014 07.08.2014 68 27.06.2014 14,287,096 

3 19.05.2014 07.08.2014 78 27.06.2014 28,407,091 

4 29.05.2014 07.08.2014 68 27.06.2014 3,617,690 

5 29.05.2014 07.08.2014 68 27.06.2014 1,733,026 

6 29.05.2014 07.08.2014 68 27.06.2014 629,220 

Total 66,612,974 

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favor to insured on account of settling 

of the claims amounting to Rs.66.162 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management intimated that insurance declarations were 

made within one/two months will be processed under declaration clause where no time limit is defined  

Six (06) consignment fall under  one / two months. On the ground of declarations clause and prevailing 

procedure of declaration in vogue at NICL, whereas the two (02) consignments declared after six 

months delay and three (03) consignments never declared were rejected by NICL. In order to cope with 

the scenario the declarations clause of marine open policy for the year of 2021-2022 has been amended 

limiting the time for declaration not more than 60 days. The DAC directed the management to submit 

the revised reply to Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.9 Loss of re-insurance Commission – Rs. 50.833 million  

 Section 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance), 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public-Sector Company and for its procedures 

in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with 
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the Ordinance. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the 

Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded 

and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) (HO) for the year 2020, it was 

observed that the management granted exemption to Pakistan International Airlines Company Limited 

(PIACL) for placement of fleet risk directly. PIACL placed the risk to international broker through local 

private company i.e. M/s Security General Insurance Company Limited. The detail of premium as 

under: 

S# Type of Risk 
Premium paid by 

PIACL (US$) 

1 Hull, Spares & Liabilities 28.765 

2 Hull War 0.982 

3 Hull Deductible 0.955 

4 Cargo legal Liability 0.790 

5 Excess AVN52E 0.277 

Total Premium (in US$) 31.771 
 

Audit is of view that the management granted NoC to PIACL for  

re-insurance through private company, which resulted in revenue loss ofRs. 50.833 million (US$ 31.771 

million * 1% = US $ 318,000 @ Rs. 160) on account of  

Re-insurance commission which reflects poor financial management.  

The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management intimated that due to late submission of 

underwriting information by PIACL all the process of inviting quotations was delayed. Furthermore, in 

view of increase in premium cost year by year it was decided to go on broker selection tender basis Not 

to Exceed Rate basis which bound broker to place the risk with in quoted premium rate. Unfortunately, 

out of four (04) quoting brokers three (03) brokers did not comply Not to Exceed Rate tender condition 

as such declared non compliant.The DAC directed the management to submit the revised reply and 

share the factual position with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.10 Irregular / unjustified payment of engineering claim – Rs. 22.036 million 

Section 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance), 2013 states that the chief 

executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with the 

Ordinance. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the 

Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded 

and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) (HO) for the year 2020, it was 

observed that the management paid an insurance claim amounting to Rs.22.036 million to M/s Pakistan 

Petroleum Limited (insured) on account of loss / damage of Gas Engine at Khandhkot, PPL. The joint 

surveyors i.e.  

M/s Joseph Lobo & M/s Oceanic also confirmed that the root cause of the failure was not confirmed. 

Furthermore, the claim was paid without ascertaining the salvage value of damaged items and due 

diligence.  
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Audit is of the view that the management paid the claim without observing due diligence and 

SOPs regarding claim which reflects slackness and negligence.  

The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021.The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management intimated that surveyors are prohibited to 

show any interest in disposal of salvage hence their responsibility does not include determining value 

of the damaged/salvaged items. It may be ascertained after acquiring quotations from salvage dealers. 

The salvage is available at Kandhkot Field Store of PPL as per usual practice.The DAC directed the 

management to submit the revised reply and share the factual position with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.11 Non-recovery of dues from tenants – Rs. 16.556 million 

Section 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public-Sector Company and for its procedures 

in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with 

the Ordinance. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the 

Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded 

and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations.” 

During audit of National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) (HO) for the year 2020, it was 

observed that an amount of Rs. 16.556 million was lying outstanding from various tenants on account 

of rental & services charges as per detail shown below: 

S. # Name of Tenant  
Outstanding Amount  

(Rs. in million) 

1. M/s IBL 1.519 

2. M/s NesPak 15.036 

Total  16.556 

Audit is of the view that management failed to recover a huge amount from tenants which 

reflects poor financial management and weak recovery mechanism.  

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management intimated that outstanding rent has been 

recovered from the clinet and M/s. IBL has vacated the premises on 07.12.2020 leaving the outstanding 

rent i.e. Rs. 1,519,983 for the period 01.10.2020 to 07.12.2020. NICL has filed the suit in the 

Honourable Sindh High Court, Karachi. The DAC directed the management to get verify the recovered 

amount with Audit and pursue the case for remaining recovery at the earliest. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.12 Non-payment of Federal Insurance Fee and Federal Excise Duty - Rs. 9.267 

million 

Section 40(3) and (5) of Federal Excise Duty, 2005 states that the duty in respect of an insurance 

policy shall be accounted for in the same month when the premium is received and shall be deposited 

by the insurance company.  In case duty is not paid by any insurance company by the due date, the 

insurance company shall, in addition to the payment of duty and default surcharge, be also liable to 

penalty under the Act or these rules. 
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During audit of National Insurance Company Ltd (NICL), Lahore for the years 2018-2020, it 

was observed that the management had not deposited Federal Insurance Fee & Federal Excise Duty, 

amounting to Rs.9.267 million into Government treasuries as detailed below: 

(Rs in million) 

S.# Particulars Amount 

1 Federal Insurance Fee 6.611 

2 Federal/Central Excise Duty 2.656 

Total 9.267 

Audit is of the view that non-depositing of dues amounting to Rs.9.267 million in Government 

treasury tantamounts to loss to national exchequer.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management intimated that FIF and FED (sales tax on 

services) has been deposited by NICL within the time limits defined and there is no violation of law.The 

DAC directed the management to verify the factual position with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.13 Mis-procurement of I.T equipment’s on splitting basis – Rs. 4.247 million 

Rule 12 (1) of PPRA, 2004 states that over **five hundred thousand Pakistani Rupees and up 

to the limit of ***three million Pakistani Rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website in the 

manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to time. These procurement 

opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the procuring agency. 

Further, rule 09 stipulates that limitation on splitting or regrouping of proposed procurement; save as 

otherwise provided and subject to the regulation made by the Authority, with the prior approval of the 

Federal Government, a procuring agency shall announce in an appropriate manner all proposed 

procurements for each financial year and shall proceed accordingly without any splitting or regrouping 

of the procurements so planned. 

During audit of National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) (HO) for the year 2020, it was 

observed that the management procured various I.T related items e.g. Apple I-pad, HP laptop, Microsoft 

tablet, scanners, network interface units etc. amounting to Rs.4.247 million through direct procurement. 

The purchases were done by way of splitting the purchase order, without considering the financial limit 

and not including the items in annual procurement plan. 

Audit is of the view that the procurement on direct contracting and splitting of items is a serious 

violation of rules. Thus, contracts amounting to Rs. 4.247 million stand irregular.  

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The matter was discussed in DAC 

meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management intimated that items were purchased on need basis 

as and when requisitioned and as and when required, through method of petty purchases, request for 

quotations and direct contracting.The DAC directed the management to submit the revised reply and 

share the factual position with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.14 Non-recovery of house building loan – Rs. 4.000 million 

Section 4(3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is responsible 

for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in financial and other matters, 

subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with the Ordinance and these rules. 

His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making 
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appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of National Insurance Company Ltd (NICL), Lahore for the years 2018-2020, it 

was observed that the management sanctioned house building loan to an Acting Executive Director 

amounting to Rs. 4.000 million upon furnishing two sureties of NICL officials in the year 2013. The 

house building loan was granted without registering mortgage in favor of NICL. However, after 

issuance of advance, the incumbent left the job without paying the loan. The management neither 

recovered the loan from his admissible dues, gratuity or GPF nor from the sureties, despite being 

employees of NICL. 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to recover the loan from the incumbent and 

sureties reflects inefficiency and weak recovery mechanism.  

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management intimated that loan borrower Syed Saad Shah 

also recorded statement before the Court that he is ready to pay off the loan from final settlement and 

on the direction of the Court, NICL submitted final settlement before the Court. The loan amount will 

be recovered after announcement of the decision by the Court.The DAC directed the management to 

pursue the court case more vigorously. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.15 Irregular / unjustified claim paid on defective Surveyor’s Report – Rs. 3.642 

million 

Rule5 (1) of the Public Companies (Corporate Governance) Rule 2013, states that the Board 

shall exercise its powers and carry out fiduciary duties with a sense of objective judgment and 

independence in the best interests of the company. 

During audit of National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) (HO) for the year 2020, it was 

observed that the management paid insurance of following vehicles amounting to Rs. 3.642 million on 

the basis of Surveyors Report which stated that “there is no other alternate but to declare the vehicle as 

Constructive Total Loss as the damages of the vehicles were extensive and attributable to the sever 

nature of accident”. Furthermore, repairer also stated that repairing works on vehicles might escalated 

after dismantling and may not come in a satisfactory / road worthy condition even after repair. However, 

the management retained the vehicles and carried out the repair works amounting to Rs. 0.849 million 

and vehicles become road worthy. The details are as under: 

Rs. in million 

S.# Insured’s Name Brand  &  Model 
Claim Paid 

(Rs.) 

Date of 

retention 

Amount paid 

to Repairer 

(Rs.) 

1 National Bank of Pakistan Corolla –2016 1.650 15.03.2021 - 

2 Sui Southern Gas Company 

Limited 

Suzuki-Cultus 

2012 

0.562 16.09.2020 0.338 

3 -do- Suzuki Cultus – 

2015 

0.710 16.09.2020 0.313 

4 Civil Aviation Authority Suzuki Cultus – 

2008 

0.720 16.09.2020 0.198 

Total 3.642  0.849 
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Audit is of the view that the management paid claims of Rs. 3.642 million despite the fact that 

the vehicles were repairable at minor cost which reflects lack of due diligence and prudence. Thus, 

claim amounting to Rs. 3.642 million stands and irregular.    

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management intimated that it is a prevailing practice / 

routine in the insurance industry that total lost vehicles are being retained by the insurers for the official 

uses after necessary repairs. The DAC directed the management to get verify the factual position with 

Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  

3.1.4.16 Irregular approval of motor claim - Rs. 3.169 million 

As per general conditions of motor policy, notice shall be given in writing to the Company 

immediately upon the occurrence of any accident or loss or damage and in the event of any claim and 

thereafter the Insured shall give all such Information and assistance as the Company shall require. 

During audit of National Insurance Company Ltd (NICL), Lahore for the years 2018-2020, it 

was observed that management settled two claims amounting to Rs. 3.169 million under motor 

insurance policy of M/s. SNGPL. Further, it was observed that during heavy floods in 2010 in 

Nowshera, the insured vehicles were drowned in the flood water requiring reinstatement of vehicle 

through repair and replacement of damaged parts. Joint Survey was conducted by surveyors,  

M/s. Dusam& Co. Pvt. Ltd and M/s. Malcolm Gaskill Insurance services Pvt. Ltd in November, 2017. 

Detail of motor insurance claims is as under: 

Rs. in million 

S.# Claim 

Number 

Insured party Insured vehicle Sum insured Expected Loss assessed / 

adjusted by surveyors 

1 A-478/17 M/s SNGPL LPT-692 1.600 1.600 

2 A-477/17 M/s SNGPL LEC-07-2745 1.740 1.569 

 Total 3.340 3.169 

While scrutinizing the relevant claim files, following observations were noted: 

1. The incident of flood causing damage to vehicles occurred in 2010, whereas insurance 

claims were intimated through letter No. NICL/LF/296/10 in 2015, almost 5 years after 

the damage to vehicles.  

2. Damaged vehicles were moved to different locations in Pakistan and finally gathered 

at Manga Mondi, a different location than that of damage. Hence, usage of the vehicles 

by the insured after incidence causing damage could not be ruled out. 

3. Initially, the insured company, M/s. SNGPL, neither invited the surveyors for attending 

the workshop jointly where the vehicles were parked for repairs nor was ready to 

provide any supporting documents. Responses from SNGPL remained very poor. 

4. Neither the surveyors were present at the time of repair of damaged vehicles nor did the 

insured take any photographs at that time to assess the extent of the damages. 

Additionally, delayed intimation of claim by 5 years along with delayed inspection by 

7 years by joint surveyors from unfortunate event of flood, raised serious doubts over 

the authenticity of damages and claims.  

Audit is of the view that insured company was granted undue favor by management in 

approving motor insurance claims while ignoring above mentioned observations. Hence, audit 

considers approval of the motor insurance claims as irregular and unjustified. 
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The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management intimated that since no payment has been 

made to the insured and loss was notified well in time by the insured. The DAC directed the 

management to hold departmental inquiry and share the outcome with Audit/Ministry.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.17 Irregular / unjustified award of contract – Rs. 2.486 million 

Clause 36-b (viii) of PPRA, 2004 stipulates that after the evaluation and approval of the 

technical proposal the procuring agency, shall at a time within the bid validity period, publicly open the 

financial proposals of the technically accepted bids only. The financial proposal of bids found 

technically non-responsive shall be returned un-opened to the respective bidders. Further, bid found to 

be the lowest evaluated bid shall be accepted. 

During audit of National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) (Head Office) for the year 2020, 

it was observed that the management awarded a contract amounting to Rs. 2.486 million to M/s KPMG 

for developing operational policies & manuals. However, management ignored the 1st lowest bidder 

i.e. M/s BDO who was offering Rs.1.500 million for the same job. 

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favour to  

M/s KPMG and ignored the 1st lowest bidder. Thus, the award of contract amounting to Rs. 2.486 

million stands irregular / unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management initiated that work awarded to the M/s KPMG 

on full marks based on experience, scope of work and project based familiarity. The DAC directed the 

management to verify the factual position with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.18 Doubtful payment of marine claim – Rs.2.260 million 

As per Code of Corporate Governance Rules for Insurers, 2016, Claim Settlement Committee 

shall devise the claims policy of the company. It shall oversee the claims position of the insurer and 

ensure that the adequate claims reserves are maintained. It shall also oversee the implementation of the 

measures for combating fraudulent claim cases. 

During audit of National Insurance Company Ltd (NICL), Lahore for the years 2018-2020, it 

was observed that management paid a claim amounting  

Rs. 2.263 million to M/s. WAPDA against Marine Policy for Circuit Breakers, transformers along with 

spare parts. M/s. Oceanic Surveyor Pvt. Ltd was appointed to assess the loss.Not withstanding anything 

to the contrary, it was observed that the name of Vessel carrying the product was MSC LUCY as per 

survey report and WAPDA’s record, whereas as per NICL record and M/s Pakistan National  Shipping 

Corporation (PNSC), Vessel carrying goods was MSC SUSANNA. This position inferred that payment 

of Marine claim was suspicious and doubtful.  

Audit is of the view that management paid the claim without due diligence and vigilantly which 

reflects doubtful payment.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management intimated that there is no misrepresentation 

involved by insured WAPDA and surveyor has issued the report with due care and the case has been 
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processed with due diligence / vigilance. The DAC directed the management to get verified the factual 

position with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.19 Irregular and unjustified settlement of claims – Rs. 2.100 million  

Section 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance), 2013 states that the Chief 

Executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with the 

Ordinance. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the 

Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded 

and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations.” 

During audit of National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) (HO) for the year 2020, it was 

observed that the management received an insurance claim from M/s Pakistan Security Printing 

Corporation. As per joint surveyor’s report, the subject vehicle reported a total loss / beyond repair duly 

certified by M/s Toyota Central Motors. The management repaired the vehicles and incurred an 

expenditure of Rs. 2.100 million. Later on, the claim was approved and payment was made to M/s 

Pakistan Security Printing Corporation.  

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favour to the insured without 

justification, which reflects weak internal control and weak financial management.  

The matter was reported to the management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management intimated that M/s Pakistan Printing 

Corporation was not interested in total loss they wanted to get the vehicle repaired. On request of 

insured, management appointed third surveyor to inspect and assess the loss with already appointed two 

surveyors. The DAC directed the management to submit the revised reply to prove the department’s 

contention that depreciated value was higher than the repaired cost of the vehicle. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.1.4.20 Non-preparation of annual accounts 

Rule (xxviii) (c) of Code of Corporate Governance for insurers, 2016 stated that the insurer 

shall insure that the annual audited financial statements are circulated not later than four months from 

the close of the financial year unless an extension in terms of sub-section (1) of section 51 of the 

insurance Ordinance, 2000 is granted by SECP, in which case the insurer shall circulated the said 

financial statements on or before the expiry of such extension. 

During audit of National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) (HO) for the year 2020, it was 

observed that the annual accounts for the year 2020 have not been audited by the Chartered accountants 

so far. Furthermore, the management remained unable to get audited and certified accounts of the 

company since 2018 from the auditor which is a gross violation of the rules. 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to comply with the rules which resulted in non-

finalization of Accounts.  

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management intimated that annual accounts for the year 

2018 are pending approval of the AGM and year 2019 is under process of finalization. The management 

is targeting to get updated all pending audited accounts by second quarter, year 2022. The DAC directed 
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the management to place the matter before forthcoming BoD meeting and efforts will be made for early 

finalization of audited accounts. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.2 Pakistan Re-insurance Company Limited 

3.2.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Insurance Corporation was re-organized as Pakistan Re-insurance Company Limited 

(PRCL) under the Insurance Corporation (Re-organization) Ordinance, 2000 and incorporated on 

March 30, 2000 under the Companies Ordinance, 1984. The PRCL is a public sector company under 

the administrative control of the Ministry of Commerce, Government of Pakistan. The prime objective 

of the Company is the development of insurance as well as reinsurance business in Pakistan. The 

Company is a national reinsurer playing its role in the economic development of Pakistan. It provides 

reinsurance protection to the local insurance companies by way of treaty and facultative business. 

3.2.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

3.2.2.1 The working results of the company for the year ended December 31, 2020 as 

compared to previous years is given below: 

(Rs. in million) 

Description 2020 % 2019 % 

Inc/ 

(Dec) 

2018 
(restated) 

Gross premium 16,896 (4.30) 17,655 64.48 10,734 
Net premium 6,706 (2.88) 6,905 26.37 5,464 
Net claim paid (3,924) (7.86) (4,259) 42.44 (2,990) 
Management expense (666.78) (26.16) (902) 6.87 (844) 
Commission paid (925.195) (25.28) (1,243) 18.72 (1,047) 
Underwriting profit/(loss) 765.719 52.69 501 (14.07) 583 
Investment income 1043.379 03.47 1,008 45.88 691 
Rental income 83.419 16.90 71 14.52 62 
Exchange gain/(loss) (15.30) - 603 45.30 415 
General &admin expenses - - (13) 18.18 (11) 
Profit Before Tax 1,971 (09.96) 2,189 26.53 1,730 
Taxation (580) (17.73) (705) 39.60 (505) 
Profit after tax 1,391 (06.27) 1,484 20.85 1,228 
(Source: Annual Audited Accounts-2019) 

3.2.2.2 In 2020, the gross premium is Rs. 16,896 million as compared to  

Rs. 17,655.000 million in preceding year which indicates a decrease of 4.30%. Net premium 

retention has also increased to Rs. 6,706 million in 2020 from  

Rs. 6,905.000 million in 2019, showing a decrease by 2.88%. Net claims paid decreased 7.86% 

from Rs. 4,259.000 million in 2019 to Rs. 3,924 million during 2019. 

3.2.2.3 Management expenses in 2020 were Rs. 666.000 million as compared to Rs. 902.00 

million of previous year, showing a decrease of 26.16%, whereas Company witnessed decrease 

of 25.28% in net commission expenses from  

Rs. 1,243.000 million in 2019 to Rs. 925.000 million during 2020. Underwriting profit shows 

an increase of 52.69% from Rs. 501.00 million in 2019 to Rs. 765.000 million in 2020. 

Investment income increased 03.47% from Rs. 1008.00 million in 2019 to Rs. 1,043.000 
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million during 2020 and rental income also increased 16.90% from Rs. 71.00 million in 2019 

to Rs. 83.000 million during 2020. 

3.2.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total No. of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of compliance 

awaited 

%age of 

compliance 

2003-04 7 6 1 6 86% 

2004-05 - -   - 

2010-11 13 10 3 2.2.4.1, 2.2.4.2, 2.2.4.3 77% 

2011-12 9 8 1 3.2.2.1, 3.2.2.2, 3.2.2.3, 3.2.3, 

3.4.4.1, 3.4.4.2, 3.4.4.3, 3.4.4.4 

89% 

2013-14 6 3 3 4.2.2.1, 4.2.2.2, 4.2.3 50% 

2014-15 10 6 4 4.2.4.2, 4.2.2.4, 4.2.4.1, 4.2.4.4 60% 

2015-16 9 3 6 4.2.4.3, 4.2.2.3, 4.2.2.4, 4.2.3, 

4.2.4.1, 4.2.4.2 

33% 

2016-17 6 3 3 3.2.3, 3.2.4.1, 3.2.4.3,  50% 

2017-18 14 5 9 4.2.2.1, 4.2.4.3, 4.2.4.11, 4.2.3, 

4.2.4.1, 4.2.4.4, 4.2.4.5, 4.2.4.6, 

4.2.4.10 

36% 

Total 74 44 30  59% 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs improvement. 

3.2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

3.2.4.1 Non-recovery of insurance premium - Rs. 1,489.198 million 

Rule 4(3) of the Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is responsible 

for implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements 

to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and 

effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

Section 43 (1) of the Insurance Ordinance, 2000 makes it obligatory upon the Reinsured to pay 

the amount payable on account of reinsurance with the Company (Reinsurance Company) within the 

prescribed period and in default of such payment, is liable to pay a penalty for the period during which 

the default continues. 

During audit of Pakistan Reinsurance Company Limited (PRCL) for the year 2020, it was 

observed that an amount of Rs. 1,489.198 million was lying outstanding against insurance premium and 

claims from local, Foreign Resident, ceding and inactive insurance companies on account of premium. 

Annex-21. 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to recover the dues which reflects slackness 

and weak recovery mechanism.  

The matter was reported to the management in June& August, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management informed that out of Rs. 646.975 

million, an amount of Rs.402.600 million has been recovered till date. The DAC directed the 

management to get verify the recovered amount and efforts be made for the recovery of the remaining 

balance. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 137 & 331) 
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3.2.4.2 Mis-procurement in award of reinsurance contract – Rs. 1,323.550 million (US 

$ 7,953,072) 

Section 23(4) and (5) of PPRA, 2004 states that procuring agencies shall use standard bidding 

documents as and when notified by regulation by the Authority and the procuring agency shall provide 

a set of bidding documents to any supplier or contractor, on request and subject to payment of price, if 

any.Further, Section 29 of PPRA, 2004 states that procuring agencies shall formulate an appropriate 

evaluation criterion listing all the relevant information against which a bid is to be evaluated. Such 

evaluation criteria shall form an integral part of the bidding documents. Failure to provide for an 

unambiguous evaluation criteria in the bidding documents shall amount to mis-procurement. 

During audit of Pakistan Re-insurance Company Limited (PRCL) for the year 2020, it was 

observed that the management awarded the contract of renewal of insurance policies of Quid-e-Azam 

Thermal Power Limited, Bhikki Power Plant for the period of 20.05.2020 to 19.05.2021 to 

M/s.FIB/Lockton and M/s. SIB/AON amounting to Rs. 1,323.550 million (US$ 7,953,072) on tender 

invitation letters basis instead of open tender. 

Audit is of the view that the contract was awarded without open tender which reflects 

favoritism, hence tantamount to mis-procurement amounting to  

Rs. 1,323.550 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management informed that PPRA rules follows in letter 

and spirit and the tender was published in daily newspaper, PRRA website and company’s website. The 

DAC directed the management to get the factual position verified by Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.2.4.3 Imprudent investment in equity - Rs. 895.848 million 

Rule 5 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules 2013, states that the Board 

shall exercise its powers and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective judgment and 

independence in the best interest of the company. 

During audit of Pakistan Reinsurance Company Limited (PRCL) for the year 2020, it was 

observed that the management invested a sum of Rs. 895.848 million in listed, unlisted shares and 

mutual funds. However, the market value of these investments decreases with the passage of time as 

detailed below:  

(Rs in million) 

S. # Equity/shares No. of shares Cost (Rs.) Market value  

 Listed shares    

1 MCB Bank Limited 500,000 93.131 92.640 

2 KotAddu Power Company Limited 30,000 1.481 0.816 

 Unlisted shares    

3 State Bank of Pakistan 4,900 0.517 0.517 

4 Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan 6,213 0.618  

5 National Investment Trust Limited 79,200 0.100 0.100 

 Mutual funds units   

6 National Investment Unit Trust 8,292,733 800.000 576.676 

Total 8,913,046 895.848 670.650 

Audit is of the view that the management imprudently made investments in equity market which 

reflects slackness and weak financial management.  
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The matter was reported to the management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management informed that the investment was not made 

in the period as can be inferred from the Audit observation. The DAC directed the management to verify 

the factual position with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.2.4.4 Non-reconciliation of erroneous reporting of receivable / payable balances – Rs. 

593.306 million 

Section 43 (2) of the Insurance Ordinance, 2000 makes it obligatory to the insured to submit to 

the Company in such manner and form and within such period as may be prescribed by regulations, a 

statement relating to his business reinsured with the Company. Moreover, Section-43(3) provides that 

a contravention of the above directions shall be punishable with a fine which may extend to ten thousand 

rupees and with a further fine which may extend to one thousand rupees for every day after the day on 

which the contravention continues. 

During audit of Pakistan Reinsurance Company Ltd (PRCL), (North Zone) Lahore for the years 

2018-2020, it was observed that receivable & payable amounts from ceding / insurance companies up 

to year ended 31.12.2020 amounted to net of receivables of Rs. 593.306 million. Audit requisitioned 

the reconciliation of same amounts with insurance / ceding companies. However, un-reconciled sheet 

was provided to Audit. Annex-22. 

Audit is of the view that non-reconciliation of balances may deprive the management from the 

right of contraventions and penalties, moreover it would also result in erroneous reporting in financial 

reporting. 

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management informed that reconciliation is ongoing 

process and PRCL on quarterly basis confirms receivable/payable position with ceding companies. The 

DAC directed the management to get the position verified with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives.  
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3.3 State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan 

3.3.1 Introduction 

State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan (SLIC) was incorporated on November 1, 1972 

under the Life Insurance (Nationalization) Order, 1972, which has been replaced by Insurance 

Ordinance, 2000. The main objective of the Corporation is to engage in the life insurance business, to 

maximize the return to the policy holder economizing on expenses and increasing the yield on 

investment and to use the policyholders fund in the wider interest of the community. 

3.3.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

3.3.2.1 The working results of the Corporation for the year 2020 as compared to those of 

the previous years are tabulated below: 

(Rs. in million) 

Description 2020 % 

inc/ 

(dec) 

2019 % 

inc/ 

(dec) 

2018 

Premium revenue 119,519.33 6 112,876.78 (2) 115,331.76 

Investment Income (net) 87,267.44 19 73,236.09 15 63,844.80 

Net realized fair value gain/(loss) on 

financial assets 

207.64 1,737 -12.682 (303) 6.24 

Net fair value gain on financial assets at 

fair value through profit or loss 

602.73 (83) 3,606.62 (140) (9,069.26) 

Net rental income 559.52 (3) 574.24 7 536.17 

Other income 17,019.28 (8) 18,471.75 23 15,021.39 

Insurance benefits 64,938.33 14 57,158.84 7 53,257.43 

Second Year Renewal Premium 

(Premium Revenue) 

9,348.287 (28) 12,948.715 - - 

Recoveries from reinsurers (219.07) 75 -125.42 (27) (171.07) 

Claim related expense 13.72 8 12.64 100 - 

Net change in insurance liabilities (other 

than outstanding claims) 

129,039.49 6 121,376.79 29 94,088.77 

Acquisition expenses 16,617.26 1 16,517.05 (31) 23,876.67 

Marketing and administration expenses 8,042.09 (20) 9,997.93 (11) 11,270.96 

Total expenses 154,130.91 4 148,640.61 15 129,597.53 

Finance cost (2.16) (18) -2.63 100 - 

Profit before tax 5,921.41 110 2,825.88 8 2,620.66 

Profit after tax 4,203.37 109 2,011.20 15 1,741.46 
(Source: - Annual Audited Accounts-2020) 

3.3.2.2 Net fair value gain on financial assets at fair value through profit or loss has 

significantly decreased by 83% from Rs. 3,606.620 million in the year 2019 to Rs. 602.730 

million in the year 2020 which needs justification. 

3.3.2.3 Net rental income and other income has decreased by 3% & 8% from Rs. 574.24 

and Rs. 18,471.75 million in the year 2019 to Rs. 559.52 and  

Rs. 17,019.28 million in the year 2020 which needs to be elucidated.  

3.3.2.4 Insurance benefits has increased by 14% from Rs. 57,158.84 million in the year 

2019 to Rs. 64,938.33 million in the year 2020 which requires justification.  

3.3.2.5 Recoveries from reinsurers (Receivables) has increased by 75% from Rs. 125.42 
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million in the year 2019 to Rs. 219.07 million in the year 2020 which requires elaboration. 

3.3.2.6 Claim related expenses has increased by 8% from Rs.12.64 million in the year 2019 

to Rs. 13.72 million in the year 2020 which requires justification. 

3.3.2.7 Second Year Renewal Premium (Premium Revenue) has decreased by 28% from 

Rs. 12,948.715 million in the year 2019 to Rs. 9,348.287 million in the year 2020 which 

requires justification. 

3.3.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

No. of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of compliance 

awaited 

%age of 

compliance 

1996-97 11 9 2 56 & 59, 57(a)(b) 82 

1998-99 11 9 2 46, 49 82 

2002-03 9 8 1 13 89 

2003-04 10 8 2 8, 9 80 

2004-05 8 7 1 13 88 

2006-07 4 3 1 9 75 

2007-08 6 4 2 10, 11 67 

2008-09 7 4 3 5, 6, 7 57 

2010-11 17 15 2 2.3.4.4, 2.3.4.9 88 

2011-12 6 5 1 3.3.2.1, 3.3.2.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4.1, 

3.3.4.2 

83 

2012-13 22 15 7 3.3.4.3, 3.3.4.1, 3.3.4.11, 3.3.4.7, 

3.3.4.9, 3.3.4.2, 3.3.4.5 

68 

2013-14 4 3 1 4.3.2 75 

2014-15 17 16 1 4.3.2.11 94 

2015-16 14 2 12 4.3.4.1, 4.3.4.6, 4.3.2.1, 4.3.2.2, 

4.3.2.3, 4.3.2.4, 4.3.2.5, 4.3.3, 

4.3.4.2, 4.3.4.3, 4.3.4.4, 4.3.4.7 

14 

2016-17 8 2 6 3.3.2.1, 3.3.2.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4.1, 

3.3.4.2, 3.3.4.4 

25 

2017-18 25 7 18 4.3.4.6, 4.3.4.19, 4.3.4.1, 

4.3.4.21, 4.3.3. 4.3.4.2, 4.3.4.5, 

4.3.4.8, 4.3.4.9, 4.3.4.11, 

4.3.4.12, 4.3.4.13, 4.3.4.14, 

4.3.4.15, 4.3.4.16, 4.3.4.17, 

4.3.4.18, 4.3.4.20 

28 

Total 179 117 62  65 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs improvement. 

3.3.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

3.3.4.1 Non-recovery of various receivables – Rs. 82,649.246 million 

Rule 4 (3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that 

responsibilities of Chief Executive include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the 

Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded 

and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan (SLIC), Principal Office, Karachi 

for the year 2020, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 82,649.246 million was lying outstanding 

against various receivables as detailed below: 
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 (Rs. in million) 

Description 2020 

Insurance / reinsurance receivables 32,600.487 

Loans and other receivables 49,928.402 

Reinsurance recoveries against outstanding claims 120.357 

Total 82,649.246 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of receivables reflects poor financial management and 

weak recovery mechanism. 

The matter was reported to management in September, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management states that various receivables of Rs.47.000 

million pertains to investment division calculate the accrued interest and will continue till the maturity 

of the bond, no receivable is delayed and confirms that no dividend nor any PIB coupons remains 

outstanding for the period 31.12.20. TheDAC directed the management to provide complete details of 

Ratio & yearwise payments with aging, with comparision of details with other regions. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.3.4.2 High ratio of surrender of policies in 3 to 5 years – Rs. 16,187.689 million 

As per condition (8) of SLIC policy document on Privileges and Conditions states: Automatic 

Non-Forfeiture Options: If the policy has acquired a surrender value and a premium has remained 

unpaid beyond the grace period, the policyholder will be entitled to benefits under one of the following 

two options given hereinafter, depending on the options exercised (if any) in his Proposal for this policy. 

Option A: Automatic Paid – Up & Option B: Automatic Premium Loan. Provided the surrender value 

of the policy exceeds the total of due premium(s) remaining unpaid and any other amount owed to State 

Life. The option can be exercised at the time of taking the policy is in force. The option can be changed 

subsequently by written intimation to and endorsement in the policy by Sate Life, so long so no 

premiums remain unpaid beyond the grace period. If no option has been exercised by the policyholder, 

benefits under ‘automatic paid-up option will apply.’ 

During audit of State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan, (SLIC) Principal Office, Karachi 

for the year 2020, it was observed that most of the policy holders surrendered their policieswithin 03 to 

05 years of commencement of policy. Considering such higher surrender ratio, Board Audit Committee 

in its 80th Meeting instructed the management to devise workable strategy to curtail the surrender ratio. 

However, no efforts were taken by the management to manage the surrender ratio. Detail of surrender 

ratio is given below: 

 (Amount in Rs.) 

 
Total Premium 

Deposited 

No. of 

policies Option Risk Year 

Surrender 

in years 

Surrender 

Amount 

% of 

Surrender 

Amount 

  4,321,138,536 54,263 A 2014 to 2018 3 3,693,791,333        85  

  2,334,814,521 17,623 B 2014 to 2018 3 2,263,726,782        97  

Sub-total 6,655,953,057 71,886     3 5,957,518,115        90  

  3,931,701,886 39,035 A 2014 to 2018 4 3,515,745,949        89  

  3,733,389,386 24,170 B 2014 to 2018 4 3,375,975,516        90  

Sub-total 7,665,091,272 63,205     4 6,891,721,465        90  

  1,815,392,385 16315 A 2014 to 2017 5 1,752,319,346        97  

  1,660,266,988 10283 B 2014 to 2017 5 1,586,053,977        96  

Sub-total 3,475,659,373 26,598     5 3,338,373,323        96  

  10,068,232,807 109,613 A 2014 to 2018 3,4&5 8,961,856,628        89  

  7,728,470,895 52,076 B 2014 to 2018 3,4&5 7,225,756,275        93  

Grand-Total 17,796,788,637 161,690     3,4&5 16,187,689,722        91  
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Audit is of the view that the management failed to curtail the ratio of surrendered policies which 

resulted in loss of premium revenue.  

The matter was reported to management in September, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management in its reply stated that management is under 

contractual obligation to fulfill the request of policyholders for surrendering of policies. However, 

policies surrendered in earlier years receive lesser surrender value compared to premiums paid by the 

policyholder. Moreover, efforts are being taken by management to reduce this surrender ratio. The DAC 

directed the management to get the stated position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.3.4.3 Non-achievement of targets by sales managers - Rs. 1,261.000 million  

As per State Life Annual Targets for the Sales Managers for the year 2019 and 2020 was 

Rs.1.130 million. 

During audit of State Life Corporation of Pakistan (SLIC), Rawalpindi Zone for the year 2019 

& 2020, it was observed that the management failed to achieve the sales targets as detailed below: 

 (Rs. in million) 

S. 

# Period Number of Sales Managers Premium earned Target Less achieved 

1 2019 928 324.555 1,049.097 (724.541) 

2 2020 681 233.075 769.865 (536.790) 

Total 557.631 1,818.963 (1,261.331) 

Audit is of the view that non-achievement of sales targets reflects inefficiency of the Sales 

Managers.  

The matter was reported to management in September, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management stated that the targets were not achieved due 

to Covid situation. DAC directed the management to share policy and get the stated position verified 

from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.3.4.4 Non-recovery of outstanding premium – Rs. 957.938 million 

Section 4(3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is responsible 

for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in financial and other matters, 

subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with the Ordinance and these rules. 

His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making 

appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan, (SLIC) Rawalpindi Zone for the 

year 2019 & 2020, it was observed that an amount of  

Rs. 957.938 million was lying un-recovered against outstanding premium as detailed below: 

Outstanding premium (Rs. in million) 

First year  0.142 

Second year  53.098 

3rd year & over 904.697 

Total 957.938 
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Audit is of the view that non-recovery of outstanding amount reflects slackness and poor 

pursuance. 

The matter was reported to management in September, 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management informed that efforts were being made for 

recovery. TheDAC directed the management to expedite the recovery and get the stated position verified 

from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.3.4.5 Irregular issuance of insurance policies - Rs. 579.500 million 

As per Section 79(3) and (4) of Insurance Ordinance, 2000, the Corporation may avoid the 

contract if the failure to disclose any material information or any misrepresentation of facts, disclose 

the insurer was fraudulently or the misrepresentation was made fraudulently and corporation has the 

right to recover the damages from me in respect of loss suffered by the Corporation, as result of 

fraudulent act committed by me, or any criminally liability I may be subject by reason of fraudulently 

act by me or forfeit to the corporation all money paid thereof. 

Rule 34 of Underwriting Guidelines, 2019 states that Annual premium of present proposal and 

previous should not preferably be more than 20% of a proponent’s annual income. Otherwise, check 

the possibility of moral hazard and over-insurance. Such cases should be referred to Zonal Underwriting 

Committee to eliminate the above aspect. However, possibility of understating the income should be 

kept in mind while underwriting such cases.  

During audit of State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan, (Central Zone & Western Zone) 

Lahore for the year 2019 and 2020, it was observed that the management issued multiple insurance 

policies to policyholders amounting to  

Rs. 330.000 million and Rs. 249.500 million without ensuring financial soundness through financial 

documents, income tax return, bank statement showing adequate balance etc in violation of rules. 

Annex-23. 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to obtain and verify financial and other relevant 

documents which reflects inefficiency and favoritism.  

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022.  

a) The management informed that after issuance of policy there were rumors that submitted 

 financial evidences leading to issuance of policy were forged and fake which the policy 

was  cancelled, and premium was forfeited. Further, an amount of commission 

Rs.1.440 million was paid to the Sales Manager (SM) out of which Rs. 772,957 has been 

recovered and balance amount Rs. 667,043 to be recovered from his previous policies. 

DAC directed the management to verify recovered amount and conduct fact finding 

inquiry in the matter and share the factual position with audit. 

b) The management informed that financial evidence on case to case basis were obtained 

 and available in the record.  

DAC directed the management to get the record/documents verified by the audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 153 & 162) 
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3.3.4.6 Non-recovery of dues from various parties – Rs. 164.202 million 

Rule 4 (3) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance Rules) 2013 states that the 

Chief Executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures 

in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with 

the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies 

approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are 

properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all 

statutory obligations”. 

As per policy regarding recovery of excess cost from Area Managers issued by Principal Office 

in 1996 that “On resignation, termination, dismissal, superannuation, early retirement, ill-health 

retirement or cessation of service for any other cause, in these cases the recovery of excess cost should 

be made lump sum”. 

During audit of State Life Insurance Corporation (SLIC) Multan, Lahore and Faisalabad Zones 

for the year 2019 & 2020, it was observed that the various loans and advances amounting to Rs. 29.209 

million were lying outstanding against Sales Managers, Sales Officers, Sales representatives and Area 

Managers on account of misappropriation, vehicle loan, emergency advance and Eid advances etc. 

S. # Zone Nature of Recovery Category Amount (Rs in 

million) 

1 Multan Vehicle, Emergency, Eid Loan Sales Agents 24.347 

2 Faisalabad Advances against expenditure Area Managers 3.634 

3 Faisalabad Fraud , Advance Filed Force 1.228 

4 Faisalabad Advances against expenditure Area Managers 30.500 

5 Lahore Advances against expenditure Area Managers 29.074 

6. Islamabad Rent Tenants 75.419 

Total 164.202 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to recover the outstanding loans and advances 

which shows poor internal control and weak recovery mechanism.  

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management informed that excess cost recovery makes 

till the end of year on monthly equal installments as per schedule by state life. Further, Area Manager 

writ a jointly petition in the Court which ordered to cease the recovery of excess cost till the decision. 

DAC directed the management to get verified the recovered amount and pursue the court case 

vigorously. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 42, 45, 55, 57, 150 & 52) 

3.3.4.7 Posting of employees in Gulf Zone without any selection procedure and policy – 

Rs. 124.157 million 

Rule 4 (3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that 

responsibilities of Chief Executive include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the 

Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded 

and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of State Life Insurance Corporation (SLIC) (PO) for the year 2020, it was observed 

that there was not any policy or selection criterion for the transfer and posting of SLIC regular 
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employees in Gulf Zone. Audit requisitioned the list of overseas SLIC employees and received 

following four employees list: 

S# Name of Officers 
Date of posting at Gulf 

Zone 

Total period of 

posting 

Total Amount 

In Dirham (approx.) 

1 
Mr. Abdul Manan Shaikh, 

AGM 
17.05.2019 

01 Year & 07 

Months 

DHS 355,902 (PKR 

14,591,982) 

2 
Mr. M. Arshad Bhatti (Zonal 

Accountant) 
28.03.2013 

07 Years & 09 

Months 

DHS 1,574,772 (PKR 

49,441,860) 

3 
Mr. Muhammad Sohail 

(Manager) 
06.10.2015 

05 Years & 03 

Months 

DHS 859,428 (PKR 

30,114,144) 

4 
Mr. Rustam Ali (DM/In-charge 

P&GS) 

Feb. 2013 to Dec. 2015 & 

26.08.2018 

03 Years & 10 

Months 

DHS 892,056 (PKR 

30,009,624) 

Total PKR 124.157 million 

During further scrutinization of previous record of transfer posting in overseas SLIC office, 

audit did not find any selection procedure detail, seniority list or any overseas transfer policy, 

performance measures and Performance Criteria regarding posting for second term. The absence of any 

selection criteria further indicated that there was not any transfer policy or standard procedure for the 

transfer and posting of SLIC employees in Gulf Zone which in turn raises doubts of merit-based posting, 

transparency, and equal opportunities. 

Audit is of the view that due to absence of overseas transfer policy, selection and performance 

criteria, chances of management’s favoritism cannot be ruled out. 

The matter was reported to management in September, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management stated that postings were made according to 

policy. DAC directed the management to share the rotation policy and BoD approval with Audit for 

verification. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.3.4.8 Non-adjustment of advance bonus - Rs. 116.497million 

Rule 4 (3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that 

responsibilities of Chief Executive include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the 

Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded 

and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

As per State Life Delegation of Financial Powers – Guidelines & Chart Para (44) (iii) Advance 

bonus will also be issued on the order of P&GS Division after approval from Chairman. 

During audit of State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan, (SLIC) Principal Office, Karachi, 

for the year 2020, it was observed that an amount of  

Rs. 116.497 million was lying un-recovered against advance bonus to officers which was paid without 

the approval of Chairman as detailed below:  

Rs. in million 

PO Real Estate Division (RED) 

YEAR NET YEAR NET 

2011 0.287  - -  

2012 2.413   2,012  1.136 

2013 3.191   2,013  1.369 

2014 4.557   2,014  1.427 

2015 21.328   2,015  1.373 

2016 22.814   2,016  1.992 

2017 24.418   2,017  2.808 
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2018 11.348   2,018  3.380 

2019 15.493   2,019  5.012 

2020 -7.856 Sub-total 18.501 

Sub-total 97.995 Grand-total 116.497 

Audit is of the view that non-adjustment of advances reflects in efficiency and weak recovery 

mechanism. 

The matter was reported to management in June 2021. The irregularity was discussed in DAC 

meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management informed that performance based bonus policy for 

officers for the years 2011-19 has been approved by the BoD. Advance bonus paid to the officers for 

the year 2011-19 has been recovered / adjusted and nothing outstanding against the advance bonus 

which is reflected in the books of SLIC. The DAC directed the management to verify the 

recovered/adjusted amount and BoD approval by audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

3.3.4.9 Excess deployment against approved strength - Rs. 65.825 million  

As per Establishment Division’s O.M.No.F.53/1/2008-SP dated 22nd October, 2014 (xii) 

Vacancies in posts should be filled only against the approved sanctioned strength of the said category. 

During audit of State Life Corporation of Pakistan (SLIC), Principal Office, Rawalpindi, 

Multan, Lahore and Islamabad Zones for the year 2019 & 2020, it was observed that the working 

strength of different cadres in various Zones / PO is in excess than the approved strength in violation of 

rule as detailed below: 

S. No Name of Zone Approved 

Strength 

Existing 

Strength 

Surplus Amount (Rs. in 

million) 

1. Principal Office 498 525 27 19.556 

2. Rawalpindi 63 77 14 21.580 

3. Multan 79 104 25 1.748 

4. Lahore 44 63 19 22.941 

5. Islamabad 31 62 31 - 

Total 715 831 116 65.825 

Audit is of the view that the management posted excess staff against the approved strength 

which resulted into recurring loss of Rs. 65.825 million which is held irregular.  

The matter was reported to management in September, 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management states that efforts were being made for 

rationalization of staff. The DAC directed the management to formulate comprehensive HR policy and 

share its implementation with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 38, 49, 43, 702 & 155) 

3.3.4.10 Overstay of officers at Gulf Zone - Rs. 58.383 million 

As per terms and conditions of the contract, duration of posting /transfer of the officer(s) will 

be for a period of three years, however the management reserves the right to call back the officers at 

Pakistan, as Zonal Accountant F&A Department, State Life, Gulf Zone, UAE. 

During audit of State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan (SLIC) (PO) Karachi, for the year 

2020, it was observed that the management posted/transferred three (3) officers from SLIC Pakistan to 
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State Life, Gulf Zone. The officer(s) were posted for a period of three years, however they remained 

posted till date despite expiry of 03 years as detailed below: 

S. 

# 
Name of officers 

Date of 

posting at 

Gulf Zone 

Date of expiry of 

the contract 

Excess 

Tenure  

Total Amount 

In Dirham 

(approx.) 

1 
Mr. M. Arshad Bhatti (Zonal 

Accountant) 
27.06.2013 26.06.2016 

5 years 3 

months 
922,472 

2 
Mr. Muhammad Sohail 

(Manager) 
08.01.2016 07.01.2019 

2 years 9 

months 
520,620 

3 
Mr. Rustam Ali  

26.08.2018 25.08.2021 1 month 16,500 
(DM/In-charge P&GS) 

Grand Total 
1,459,592 (PKR 

58.383 million) 

Audit is of the view that management has extended undue favor to the above-mentioned officers 

by extending their stay irregularly. Hence, the total payment of Rs. 58.383 million paid in lieu of pay 

and allowances is held irregular. 

The matter was reported to management in September, 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management in its reply stated that the incumbents were 

not repatriated due to risk of non-compliance of continuous changing regulations of UAE and risk of 

business interruptions in case of posting/transfer of fresh employee. DAC directed the management to 

share the rotation policy and BoD approval with Audit for verification. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.3.4.11 Irregular/unjustified payment on death claims - Rs. 43.678 million 

As per Insurance Ordinance, 2000, amended upto November 2011 (76) Insurer not to engage 

in misleading or deceptive conduct.- (1) An insurer shall not, in the course of its business as an insurer, 

engage in conduct that is misleading or deceptive or is likely to mislead or deceive (2) The inclusion in 

an insurance policy of unusual terms tending to limit the liability of the insurer, without the express 

acknowledgement of the policy holder, shall constitute misleading or deceptive conduct (77) 

Construction of ambiguities in favour of policy holder.- (1) Any ambiguity in a contract of insurance 

shall not be capable of being construed in a manner which is contrary to the interests of the policy 

holder. 

During audit of State Life Corporation of Pakistan, (SLIC) Rawalpindi Zone for the year 2019 

& 2020, it was observed that management made payment of death claims to 03 policy holders despite 

having various irregularities.  

Annex-24. 

Audit is of the view that management made irregular payment of death claim of Rs. 43.678 

million in violation of rules.  

The matter was reported to management in September, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management states that payments were made as per rules. 

The DAC directed the management to conduct fact finding inquiry in the matter and share the factual 

position with audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 
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3.3.4.12 Irregular & unjustified payment of advance bonus to officers -  

Rs. 30.391 million 

As per office order No P&GS/PO/267/2019 dated 22.07.2019 payment will be released to all 

officers against the performance based bonus as and when finally declared or refund of the same in case 

the approval is not granted by the Chairman, by the Board of Directors or by the Ministry of Commerce 

/ Finance. 

During audit of State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan (SLIC) (Central Zone & Western 

Zone), Lahore for the year 2019-20, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 30.3921 million was paid to 

the officers as advance bonus without sanction of competent authority. Details are as under: 

Zonal Office Description Period (Rs. in million) 

Central Zone Advance Bonus to the officers 2019 20.116 

Western Zone Advance Bonus to the officers 2019 10.274 

Total 30.391 

Audit is of the view that the management paid the advance bonus in violation of existing rules 

& regulations which is held irregular and unjustified.  

 The matter was reported to management in June 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management informed that performance based bonus 

policy for officers for the years 2016-19 has been approved by the BoD. Advance bonus paid to the 

officers for the year 2016-19 has been recovered / adjusted and nothing outstanding against the advance 

bonus which is reflected in the books of SLIC. The DAC directed the management to verifythe 

recovered/adjusted amount and BoD approval by audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

3.3.4.13 Irregular award of contract for Janitorial Services - Rs. 29.030 million  

Rules 12(2) of PPRA, 2004 all procurement opportunities over two million rupees should be 

advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or newspapers having wide 

circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at least two national dailies, 

one in English and the other in Urdu. 

During audit of State Life Insurance Corporation (SLIC), North Zone, Islamabad for the year 

2019 and 2020, it was observed that the management initially made agreements of Janitorial Services 

for different buildings of Islamabad Zone with M/s. NOHA GROUP for one-year w.e.f. November 01, 

2017 to August 31, 2018. The details are as under: 

(Amount in Rs) 

Location Period Extended 

period 

No. of 

months 

Per month 

Amount 

Per 

year 

Total 

State Life Building No.8, 

Rawalpindi 

01.09. 2017 to 

31.08.2018 

01.09.2018 to 

31.12.2020 
28 0.198 2.377 5.548 

State Life Building No.9, 

Islamabad 

01.09. 2017 to 

31.08.2018 

01.09.2018 to 

31.12.2020 
28 0.279 3.354 7.827 

State Life Building No.01, 

Rawalpindi  

01.09. 2017 to 

31.08.2018 

01.09.2018 to 

31.12.2020 
28 0.279 3.354 7.827 

State Life Building No.05 and 

07, Islamabad  

01.09. 2017 to 

31.08.2018 

01.09.2018 to 

31.12.2020 
28 0.279 3.354 7.827 

Total 29.030 
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The above mentioned agreements were expired on September 01, 2018 but the management 

neither renewed the agreements nor advertised for fresh tenders and the said agreements were still 

continued. 

Audit is of the view that management gave undue favor to the contractor by not advertised the 

tender in violation of rules. 

The matter was reported to management in February, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management stated that contract was awarded as per PPRA 

Rules. The DAC directed the management to get the stated position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.3.4.14 Non-adjustment of outstanding receivables – Rs. 23.842 million 

 Rule 4 (3) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance Rules) 2013, “the 

Chief Executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures 

in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with 

the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies 

approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are 

properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all 

statutory obligations”. 

During audit of State Life Corporation of Pakistan (SLIC), Rawalpindi Zone for the year 2019 

& 2020, it was observed that an amount of Rs.23.842 million was lying outstanding against following 

head of accounts since long as on 31st December 2020 as detailed below: 

S. # A/c Description Amount in Rs 

1 170-SH Two months salary advance-staff after 18.08.2000 8,495,260 

2 174 Advance against - 2 months salary(a&b) 18,126 

3 177-SH Two months salary advance-officer after 18.08.2000 7,587,500 

4 178 Advance against - house rent 497,250 

5 178-SH Advance against - house rent paid after 18.08.2000 1,617,304 

6 183 Advance against - medical bills 2,453,773 

7 184 Advance against - telephone bills 2,882 

8 186 Advance against - Dr-Bl of salary 176,650 

9 188 Advance against - rain loan 2,970 

10 189 Advances to staff for expenses 1,295,263 

11 192 Security deposit 156,730 

12 194 Security deposits against death claims 758,427 

13 199 A/c rcvbl defalcation - by FLD Staff 623,780 

14 200 A/c rcvbl defalcation - policy holder 5,227 

15 201 A/c rcvbl defalcation - by others 28,345 

16 206 A/c rcvbl – others 122,856 

Total 23,842,343 

Audit is of the view that management failed in timely adjustment of advances which shows 

poor finical management and weak internal controls. 

The matter was reported to management in June, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in DAC 

meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management stated that efforts were being made to recover / 

adjust the amount. The DAC directed the management to verify the adjusted / recovered amount from 

Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 
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3.3.4.15 Irregular payment of claims without obtaining of premium -  

Rs. 8.468 million 

Section (xxvii) of Insurance Ordinance 2000 “insurance” means the business of entering into 

and carrying out policies or contracts, by whatever name called, whereby, in consideration of a premium 

received, a person promises to make payment to another person contingent upon the happening of an 

event, specified in the contract, on the happening of which the second-named person suffers loss, and 

includes reinsurance and retrocession: 

During audit of State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan, (SLIC) Principal Office, Karachi 

for the year 2020, it was observed that management paid 41 claims of Rs. 18.468 million to their clients 

against the group insurance without obtaining of due premium as detailed below: 

S # 
Policy 

No. 
Name of Groups Policy Date 

No. of 

Empls. 

Premium 

Due 

Outstanding 

Premium 

No. of 

Claims 

Settled 

Amount 

(Rs.) 

1 10038 T-M-A- Hyderabad City 27.11.2020 1,405 7,637,990 7,637,990 15 5,570,000 

2 1893 In House State Life  01.01.2020 209 410,700 410,700 2 2,750,000 

3 6225 Lasbela Industrial Devlp- Auth- 26.09.2020 401 1,243,856 1,243,856 3 2,100,000 

4 5798 In House State Life  01.01.2020 139 230,400 230,400 4 1,800,000 

5 11209 Siddiq Sons 02/07/2020 5,564 4,274,235 4,274,235 2 1,600,000 

6 4655 K-B-C-A 01.07.2020 1,000 3,872,333 3,872,333 5 975,000 

7 10101 Sindhi Adabi Board 09.12.2020 52 286,507 286,507 1 900,000 

8 5794 In House State Life  01.01.2020 645 1,024,650 1,024,650 2 650,000 

9 3449 S-E-S-S-I 01.07.2020 1,977 5,708,469 5,708,469 1 450,000 

10 11060 Hadeed Welfare Trust 06.03.2020 626 381,860 381,860 2 400,000 

11 5797 In House State Life  01.01.2020 168 308,500 308,500 1 347,925 

12 8214 Cantonment Board Quetta 01.04.2020 384 937,125 937,125 1 325,000 

13 11043  Municipal Committee Gambat 14.11.2020 152 699,475 699,475 1 300,000 

14 5796 In House State Life  01.01.2020 250 334,200 334,200 1 300,000 

    Total      41 18,467,925 

Audit is of the view that management irregularly paid the claims of  

Rs. 18.468 million without obtaining due premium which shows poor financial management and weak 

internal controls.  

The matter was reported to management in September, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management stated that premium was paid as per policy. 

DAC directed the management to verify the stated position from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.3.4.16 Irregular/unjustified payment of death claims - Rs. 14.650 million 

Clause 6 of declaration of the terms of the policy issued to the policy holders states that if any 

untrue statement be contained therein the contract of the insurance shall be absolutely null and void; all 

money paid in respect thereof shall be forfeited to the Corporation, because the insured did not disclose 

pre-insurance ailment. Furthermore, as per State Life Insurance Employee (Service) Regulations, 1973, 

the following acts constitute misconducts: Regulation No. 30(1)(a): Commits breach of Rules, 

regulation or order of the Corporation. Regulation No. 30(1)(c): Displays negligence or inefficiency. 

During audit of State Life Corporation of Pakistan, (SLIC)(Central and Western Zone) Lahore 

for the year 2019 &2020, it was observed that management made payment of death claims against 

various claims of Rs.14.650 million to policy holdersdespite having various irregularities. Annex-25. 

Audit is of the view that payment of death claims without requisite documents reflected 

weakness of the internal controls, negligence & inefficiency of the management. 
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The matter was reported to management in June 2021.The irregularity was discussed in DAC 

meeting held on January 26, 2022. 

a). The management informed that acceptance of death claim have been paid in accordance with terms 

and conditions of contract and applicable provision of Section 79 and 80 of insurance ordinance 2000. 

DAC directed the management to conduct fact finding inquiry in the matter and share the factual 

position with Audit. (Rs. 2.872 million) 

b). The management informed the DAC that death claim have been paid in accordance with terms and 

conditions of the contract and applicable provision of section 79 and 80 of Insurance Ordinance, 2000 

along with AIB and FIB additional supplementary contracts. The DAC directed the management to hold 

departmental inquiry on the issue and share the outcome with Audit. (Rs. 2.745 million) 

c). The management informed the DAC that death claim has been made after ensuring that death has 

occurred, claim is admissible and therefore no doubtful payment has been made. DAC directed the 

management to conduct fact finding inquiry in the matter and share the factual position with Audit. (Rs. 

3.743 million) 

d). The management informed the DAC that claim has been settled on contingency of accidental death 

supported by evidences of death certificates issued by PAF and Pak Army. DAC directed the 

management to revise the policy for ADB and get the record/documents verified by the Audit. (Rs. 

5.290 million) 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

(DP No. 152, 159, 151 & 161) 

3.3.4.17 Irregular engagement of External Auditor - Rs. 13.680 million  

Rule (6) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that every 

Public Sector Company in the financial sector shall change its external auditors every five 

years.Financial sector, for this purpose, means banks, non-banking finance companies, mutual funds, 

modarabas, takaful companies and insurance companies. Every Public Sector Company other than those 

in the financial sector shall, at a minimum, rotate the engagement partner after every five years”. 

During audit of State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan, (SLIC) Principal Office, Karachi 

for the year 2020, it was observed that the management engaged M/s Nabeel Al-Sai as external auditor 

for Gulf Zone since 2009 to 2020. However, as per rule the management was required to appoint new 

external auditor after five years which was not done. 

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favour to audit firm in violation of 

rules. Hence, payment of Rs. 13.68 million (AED 52,000 x 6 years x Rs. 43.846) was held irregular. 

The matter was reported to management in September, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022.The management stated that corrective measures were being 

made. The DAC directed the management to get the approval from AGP and verify the same from 

Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

3.3.4.18 Non-recovery of embezzled amount - Rs. 10.356 million 

 State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan (SLIC) letter dated April 30, 2007 

provides that Zonal Head should ensure to arrange proper security at all cash counters at zonal office as 

well as at all collection centers, Zonal Accountant should himself make periodic visits of collection 
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centers on surprise basis or authorize any officer of F&A to visits theses collection centers and check 

cash collection. Both Zonal Head and Accountant should check proper maintenance of banking 

operations.  

During audit of State Life Insurance Corporation (SLIC), Multan and Faisalabad Zones for the 

year 2019 & 2020, it was observed that the following officers/officials committed fraud by making 

forged deposit slips as per detail shown below: 

S.# Name Designation Remarks 

1 Muhammad Amjad AGM (F&A) Inquiry was conducted 

2 Muhammad Saleem Manager (F&A) 

3 SaleemRaza AM (Incharge Bank) 

4 M. Abbas Cashier (Khanewal) 

5 Tariq Mehmood -do- 

6.  Sabir Ali Area Manager (Faisalabad Zone) No Inquiry was conducted 

The accused persons managed to destroy the deposit slips (original) and prepared the fake 

counter part of deposit slips. Inquiry Committee was constituted to probe into the matter which 

ascertained that the loss suffered by the corporation was Rs. 10.100 million and complaint was lodged 

with FIA during the year 2016, however no recovery and action was taken till date.  

Audit is of the view that the management failed to recover the amount from above accused 

along with mark up after lapse of more than 08 years. However, only an amount of Rs.1.350 million 

was recovered. 

The matter was reported to management in June 2021. The irregularity was discussed in DAC 

meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management stated that efforts were in process to recover the 

amount. The DAC directed the management to verify the factual position and conduct the inquiry. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

(DP No. 40 & 53) 

  

3.3.4.19 Irregular/unjustified sanctioning of house building loan - Rs. 5.200 million 

As per State Life delegation of financial powers (19.2): House Building Loan to officers is 

allowed … subject to maximum of 48 basic pay in accordance with approval of Board of Directors at 

the rate of mark up as revised by the management of State Life from time to time. Furthermore, as per 

State Life guideline#19 (c) House building loan sanctioning committee: Zonal Head = Convener, Zonal 

Accountant = Member, In charge (P&GS) = Member, Zonal Auditor = Member & Incharge (Law) = 

Member. 

During audit of State Life Corporation of Pakistan (SLIC), Rawalpindi Zone for the year 2019 

& 2020, it was observed that the management sanctioned House Building Loan to Mr. Saleem Ahmed, 

AGM (LAD) of Rs.5.200 million with following discrepancies; 

1. Site plan was not approved and Valuation was carried by unregistered company. 

2. Original Sale Deed/ Sale Agreement/ Lease Deed was not available in file. 

3. Internal auditor raised query that legal position of subject society is not clear i.e. License 

No and registration number issued by Govt. authorities. 

4. License number is not mentioned in original letter of society.  

5. Loan was not sanctioned by Zonal Head as per rules. 

6. Mr. Saleem Ahmed, AGM sanctioned his owned loan as member of loan sanctioning 

committee. 
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7. Construction was carried out without any photos and other evidence.  

Audit is of the view that management sanctioned an irregular loan of  

Rs. 5.200 million in violation of rules which reflects serious procedural lapses.  

The matter was reported to management in June 2021. The irregularity was discussed in DAC 

meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management stated that loan was disbursed as per policy. The 

DAC directed the management to verify the factual position from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

3.3.4.20 Irregular insurance policy with Accidental Death Benefit (ADB) -  

Rs. 5.000 million 

Section 50 (1) of SLIC Underwriting Guidelines, 2019 states that Accidental Death Benefit 

(ADB). i. Females under category A & B only can be offered also to avail this benefit. 27. Insurance of 

Females Lives: Insurance will be available to female lives as per following categorization: Category-

A: This category includes females who have been an independent and self-earned income from 

employment in government department & private organization. Category-B: This category includes 

females who have been an independent earned income from business as sleeping partners (or not 

actively engaged). However, qualification must normally be substantiated with proof of source of 

income. Category-C: Housewives and others no independent earned income, ladies having unsteady 

source of income vocation like tailoring, handcrafting, selling animals & birds breeding, tutoring, 

working unregulated Madrassa’s or small low lines school/institution etc., fall under this category. 

During audit of the State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan (SLIC), (Western Zone) 

Lahore for the year 2019 to 2020, it was observed that the management issued a policy to Ms. Madiha 

Zulfiqar (Housewife) for sum assured Rs. 5.000 million. The management applied / added Accidental 

Death Benefits (ADB) @ Rs. 6,250 per annum with insurance policy in violation of rules.  

Audit is of the view that the management issued a policy with ADB to housewife is a clear 

violation of above rule as policy holder falls under  

Category-C.  

The matter was reported to management in June 2021.The irregularity was discussed in DAC 

meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management informed that error on the part of zonal 

underwriting committee is admitted and rectified. The ADB contract has been deleted after expressed 

written consent of policy holder and premium was revised. DAC directed the management to get the 

record/documents verified by the Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

3.3.4.21 Irregular award of courier services contract – Rs. 3.782 million 

Rule10 of PPRA, 2004 states that Specifications shall allow the widest possible competition 

and shall not favour any single contractor or supplier nor put others at a disadvantage. Specifications 

shall be generic and shall not include references to brand names, model numbers, catalogue numbers or 

similar classifications. However if the procuring agency is convinced that the use of or a reference to a 

brand name or a catalogue number is essential to complete an otherwise incomplete specification, such 

use or reference shall be qualified with the words 'or equivalent'. 

During audit of State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan (SLIC), Lahore (Western Zone), 

for the year 2019 to 2020, it was observed that the management invited bids for procuring of courier 

services on Single Stage Two Envelope basis. Three (03) bidders participated, out of which two were 
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technically rejected on the basis that they did not meet the criteria of technical evaluation i.e. 1. 

Operation Hub in UAE. 2. Dedicated Chartered Aircraft and 3. Electronic Devices for Booking. This 

condition reflects that the criteria were defective which limited the competition amongst the bidders. 

The contract was awarded to M/s TCS amounting to Rs. 3.782 million which reflects favoritism and 

thus, held irregular and unjustified. 

Audit is of the view that the management devised a defective criterion for hiring services of 

courier which depicts undue favor and violation of rules.  

The matter was reported to management in June 2021.The irregularity was discussed in DAC 

meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management informed that contract for courier service was 

awarded after adopting all codal formalities. The DAC directed the management to get the 

record/documents verified by the audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

3.3.4.22 Non-verification of degrees/certificates of the employees/officers 

Establishment Division through its D.O. No. 6(28)2011-DG-II dated March 08, 2011 issued a 

directive of the Prime Minster to the effect that measure should be taken to authenticate 

degrees/certificates of all employees by the Secretaries of offices under their administrative control. 

The verification of degrees / certificates will be the responsibility of concerned Secretary and Head of 

the Department / Organization. 

During audit of State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan (SLIC) (Western Zone), Lahore 

for the years 2019& 2020, it was observed that management did not get verified the degrees & 

certificates of 24 employees / officers from the concerned institutes / universities. 

Audit is of the view that non-verification of degrees / certificates of the employees reflect 

inefficiency and weak internal controls. 

The matter was reported to management in June 2021.The irregularity was discussed in DAC 

meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management informed that zone has 199 employees of whose 

certificates/degrees have almost been completed. The DAC directed the management to get the record 

verified by audit and expedite verification of remaining degrees/certificates of officials/officers. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 
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3.4 Trading Corporation of Pakistan (Pvt.) Limited 

3.4.1 Introduction 

Trading Corporation of Pakistan Limited (TCP) was set up as a private limited company in 

July, 1967, registered under the Companies Act 1913 (now Companies Act 2017). The shares of the 

Corporation are owned by the Ministry of Commerce, Government of Pakistan. The main objectives of 

the Corporation are as under: 

i. Acting on the directives of the Federal Government, TCP undertakes import of essential 

commodities to help ensure their availability to the common man at affordable prices. It 

intervenes in the market in the larger public interest to ensure fair price to public, as well as to 

preempt hoarding and profiteering. 

ii. Import of essential commodities in the emergent conditions. 

iii. Export of selected items of Public Sector Corporation, agencies, etc. 

iv. To perform innovative role of undertaking export of non-traditional items to non-traditional 

markets on experimental basis. 

3.4.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

3.4.2.1 The working results of the Corporation for the year ended 2020-21 as compared to 

previous years are given below: 

(Rs. in million) 

Head of accounts 2020-21 
% Inc / 

(Dec) 
2019-20 

% Inc / 

(Dec) 
2018-19 

Long term investment 9,991.495 1.885 9,806.574 2 9,643.072 

Due from Govt. of Pakistan 72,766.063 12.94 64,429.367 28 50,523.021 

Trade debts 44,244.461 (0.64) 44,529.944 (4) 46,462.710 

Prepayments & other 

receivables 
15,001.459 4.70 14,327.623 57 9,135.725 

Taxation – net 1,269.084 2.431 1,238.958 9 1,138.171 

Commission Income 628.049 546.500 97.146 (4) 101.234 

Administrative exp. (964.699) (13.954) (846.566) (4) (886.062) 

Other income 2,415.294 (11.66) 2,734.102 22 2,246.100 

Profit before taxation 2,078.644 4.734 1,984.682 36 1,461.272 

Taxation (580.788) (5.829) (548.798) 46 -375.515 

Profit after taxation 1,497.856 4.316 1,435.884 32 1,085.757 
(Source Annual Audited Accounts 2019-20 & 2020-21) 

3.4.2.2 Due from GoP increased by 12.94% from Rs. 64,429.367 million in 2019-20 to Rs. 

72,766.063 million which needs to be elucidated. 

3.4.2.3 Prepayments and other receivables increased 4.7% during 2020-21 from Rs. 14,327 

million in 2019-20 to Rs. 15,001 million in 2020-21 which needs justification. 

3.4.2.4 Other income decreased by 11.66% from Rs. 2,734.000 million in  

2019-20 to Rs. 2,415.000 million in 2020-21 which needs to be elucidated. 

3.4.2.5 Commodity finance under markup arrangements increased from  

Rs. 129,940.823 million during the year 2020 to Rs. 141,263.048 million during the year 2021 

which needs to be justified. 
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3.4.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total No. 

of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup 

of compliance 

awaited 

%age of 

compliance 

1992-93 23 18 5 49, 50, 51, 52, 53 78% 

1994-95 29 27 2 56, 60 93% 

1996-97 24 14 10 

44, 49, 63-64, 66, SAR b-2,  

b-3, b-6, b-7, b-8, b-9 58% 

1997-98 14 9 5 32, 33, 34, 35, 37 64% 

1999-00 14 13 1 49 93% 

2000-01 11 10 1 10 91% 

2003-04 11 10 1 15 91% 

2004-05 3 1 2 15, 17 33% 

2005-06 13 12 1 21 92% 

2007-08 6 5 1 13.2 83% 

2008-09 10 6 4 8.3, 9, 10, 11, 12 60% 

2010-11 14 11 3 2.4.2.3, 2.4.4.3, 2.4.4.6 79% 

2011-12 16 15 1 

3.4.2.1, 3.4.2.2, 3.4.2.3, 3.4.2.4, 

3.4.2.5, 3.4.2.6, 3.4.2.7, 3.4.3, 

3.4.4.1, 3.4.4.2, 3.4.4.3, 3.4.4.4, 

3.4.4.5, 3.4.4.6, 3.4.4.7 94% 

2012-13 16  1 3.4.4.1 0% 

2013-14 16 6 9 

4.4.2.1(A), 4.4.2.1(B), 4.4.2.1, 

4.4.2.1(C), 4.4.2.1(D), 4.4.2.1(E), 

4.4.2.2, 4.4.2.7, 4.4.3 38% 

2014-15 16 2 19 

4.4.2.1, 4.4.4.1, 4.4.2.2, 4.4.2.3, 

4.4.2.4, 4.4.2.5, 4.4.2.6, 4.4.2.7, 

4.4.3, 4.4.4.2, 4.4.4.4, 4.4.4.5, 

4.4.4.6, 4.4.4.7, 4.4.4.8, 4.4.4.9, 

4.4.4.10, 4.4.4.11, 4.4.4.12  13% 

2015-16 16 3 8 

4.4.4.1, 4.4.4.2, 4.4.4.6, 4.4.2.1, 

4.4.3, 4.4.4.3, 4.4.4.4, 4.4.4.7 19% 

2016-17 16 3 9 

3.4.2.1(a), 3.4.2.3, 3.4.4.1, 

3.4.4.2, 3.4.2.1(b), 3.4.2.4, 3.4.3, 

3.4.4.4, 3.4.4.5 19% 

2017-18 16 4 7 

4.4.4.8, 4.4.4.2, 4.4.4.3, 4.4.3, 

4.4.4.5, 4.4.4.6, 4.4.4.7 25% 

Total 284 136 36  48% 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs improvement. 

3.4.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

3.4.4.1 Loss to national exchequer - Rs. 9,584.126 million 

Section 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, 

making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are 

used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

Rule 4 of PPRA, 2004 states that procuring agencies, while engaging in procurements, shall 

ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement 

brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient and economical. 

During audit of Trading Corporation of Pakistan (TCP) for the year  

2020-21, it was observed that the management sold goods on behalf of government of Pakistan 
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amounting to Rs. 85,900.359 million and incurred cost of sales amounting to Rs. 95,483.785 million as 

detailed below: 

(Rs. in million) 
S. No Description Sales Cost Loss on Sale 

1 Sugar 9,348.040 95,483.785 9,584.126 

2 Wheat 76,552.319 

 Total 85,900.359 95,483.785 9,584.126 

Audit is of the view that the management had not applied an efficient and economical process 

that resulted in cost of sales higher than the sales of commodities. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management stated that there is noloss during the 

operations of current year, rather the extra mark up cost pertains to operations of previous years on 

outstanding recievables and they have taken vigorous efforts for recovery. The DAC directed the 

management to get the factual position verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

3.4.4.2 Non-disposal of stock - Rs. 3,259.536 million 

Section 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, 

making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are 

used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Trading Corporation of Pakistan (TCP) for the year  

2020-21, it was observed that the stock in trade amounting to Rs. 3,259.536 million was lying in 

godowns for years which has become waste. The details are as under: 

S. # Description Amount (Rs. in million) 

1 Sugar 35.381 

2 Rice 2,925.801 

3 Wheat 297.288 

4 Black Matpe 1.066 

Total 3,259.536 

Audit is of the view that the corporation has sustained loss due to negligence of the management 

because the management fails to take effective steps to save goods lying in warehouses from becoming 

the waste by not selling the stock on timely basis. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022.The management explained the Committee that out of 04 

commodities, para against rice has already been settled and only provision made in the books of account 

against remaining 03 commodities. The DAC directed the management to get verify the facts with Audit 

and where the court cases involved, pursue more vigorously. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

3.4.4.3 Investment in TDRs without approval of BoD - Rs. 19,900.000 million 

Section 3 (b) of Finance Division letter No.F.4 (1)/2002-BR.II Islamabad, dated: 02.07.2003 

the process of selections of banks should be transparent. Therefore, prior to placing deposits with a bank 

under this new policy, and in case the total working balances exceed Rs. 10 million, the selection of the 

bank as well as the terms of deposits will be approved by the concerned Board of Directors/Governing 

Body on the basis of competitive bids from at least three independent banks; 
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During audit of Trading Corporation of Pakistan (TCP) for the year  

2020-21 it was observed that the management invested an amount of Rs. 19,900.000 million in Term 

Deposit Receipts (TDRs) for a period of 03 months on the recommendation of Finance Committee and 

without approval of the Board of Directors (BoD) in violation of above rules.  

Audit is of the view that management made investment in violation of rules. Thus, investment 

amounting to Rs. 19,900.000 million is irregular and unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management explained the Committee that investment 

was made as per approved policy duly endorsed by the BoD. The DAC directed the management to 

verify the factual position by Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

3.4.4.4 Loss due to delayed procurement on higher prices – Rs. 10,530.670 million (US$. 

66.523 million) 

Rule 5 (1) of public sector companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 state that the board 

shall exercise its power and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective judgment and 

independence in the best interest of the company. 

During audit of Trading Corporation of Pakistan (TCP) for the year  

2020-21, it was observed that the management was directed by Cabinet on 04.08.2020 to import 

1,500,000 MT wheat in the country. However, management made delay in procurement/imports, 

resultantly the prices of wheat increased in international markets which resulted in loss of Rs. 

10,530.670 million (US $ 66.523 million x Rs. 158.30). The details are as under: 

Tender date 
Rate of 

tender 

Difference from first 

tender @ USD 233.85 

Quantity 

(MT) 

Amount of 

higher price in 

US$ (in million) 

19.08.2020 233.85 - 330,000 - 

05.10.2020 278.50 44.65 330,000 14.734 

14.10.2020 284.00 50.15 340,000 17.051 

03.11.2020 286.20 52.35 320,000 16.752 

18.11.2020 286.75 52.90 340,000 17.986 

Total 1,660,000 66.523 

Audit is of the view that the management made delayed procurement and in piece meal which 

resulted in loss of Rs. 10,530.670 million (US$ 66.523 million x Rs. 158.30) which reflects poor 

planning and imprudent decision making. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management explained the Committee that procurement 

was made on the basis of demand of the respective Ministry / Division and TCP acts only as procuring 

agency and did not ascertain the demand / forecasting. The DAC directed the management to share the 

copy of Cabinet / ECC decision with audit for further comments. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

3.4.4.5 Non-recovery of pre-payments and other receivables - Rs. 725.229 million  

Section 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, 

making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are 

used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 
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During audit of Trading Corporation of Pakistan (TCP) for the year  

2020-21, it was observed that the management failed to recover pre-payments and other outstanding 

receivables amounting to Rs. 725.229 million from different parties. Moreover, these pre-payments and 

outstanding receivables are declared doubtful by the management that means that there are few chances 

of recovery. 

Audit is of the view that the management is unable to recover outstanding funds which shows 

inefficiency and absence of policy for accounting of bad debts due to which the corporation may sustain 

loss of Rs. 725.229 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management stated that Rs. 725.229 mullion is primarily 

subjudice in the Court. The DAC directed the management to verify the factual position by Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

3.4.4.6 Opportunity loss due to non-utilization of vacant godown spaces -  

Rs. 102.831 million 

Section 5 (1) (1) of Corporate Governance Rule, 2013 states that the directors of a Board shall 

be persons who, in opinion of the Government, shall assist the Public Sector Company to achieve its 

principal objective and the Board shall accordingly exercise its powers and carry out its fiduciary duties 

with a sense of objective judgment and in the best interest of the company. 

During audit of Trading Corporation of Pakistan (TCP) for the year  

2020-21, it was observed that TCP possess three godowns at different locations of Karachi. However, 

most of the spaces were lying vacant as detailed below: 

S. # Godown Area in sq. ft Base rate 

sq.ft in Rs. 

Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. Korangi godown 735,680 52.10  38.328 

2. Landhi godown 704,189 20  14.083 

3. Pipri godown 3,863,546 13.05  50.419 

Total 5,303,415  102.831 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to rent out the vacant spaces which reflects 

poor financial management. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management stated that godowns are neither meant for 

rent purpose nor recorded as Investment property, as such, there is no loss sustained by the 

corporationonaccount of loss of rental income.The DAC directed the management to verify the factual 

position by Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

3.4.4.7 Non-recovery of rent from godown tenants - Rs. 39.726 million 

Section 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, 

making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are 

used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Trading Corporation of Pakistan (TCP) for the year  

2020-21, it was observed that the management failed to recover an amount of  

Rs. 39.725 million on accounts of rent from godowns tenants as detailed below: 
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S. No. Description Outstanding Amount (Rs. in million) 

1 Godowns 19.611 

2. Sindh Board of Revenue 2.041 

3. FBR 18.072 

Total  39.725 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of rent reflects poor financial management and weak 

recovery mechanism. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022.The management informed the Committee that an amount 

of Rs.4.200 million has been recovered and efforts are underway for remaining recovery. The DAC 

directed the management to get verify the recovered amount and efforts may be made for remaining 

recovery. Moreover, wherein the court cases involved, pursue it more vigorously. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

3.4.4.8 Non-recovery of embezzled fund - Rs. 23.688 million  

Section 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, 

making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are 

used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Trading Corporation of Pakistan (TCP) for the year  

2020-21, it was observed that the management failed to recover an amount of  

Rs. 22.560 million from M/s Allied Bank. The bank has accepted its liability against an embezzlement 

of Rs. 22.560 million in the year 2015. Accordingly the management is liable to be compensated at the 

net present value of Rs. 23.688 million (Rs. 22.560 million + Rs. 1.128 million expected profit at 

minimum Rate of interest 5%).  

Audit is of the view that the management has failed to safeguard the funds by not ensuring 

recovery of embezzled funds along with interest which shows inefficiency. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management informed that M/s ABL’s representative 

showed positive response and verbally agreed to refund the amount. The DAC directed the management 

to verify the factual position by Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

3.4.4.9 Non-recovery of loans and advances - Rs. 11.963 million 

Section 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, 

making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are 

used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Trading Corporation of Pakistan (TCP) for the year  

2020-21, it was observed that the management disbursed loans and Advances amounting to Rs. 40.792 

million to different employees/parties out of which loans and advances amounting to Rs. 14.076 million 

were disbursed without obtaining any guarantee/security. Out of the unsecured advances, the 

management has made provision of doubtful advances amounting to Rs. 11.963 million, reflecting 

inefficient financial management. The detail is as under: 

S.# Description Amount 
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(Rs. in million) 

Unsecured Advances 

1 Considered good 2.113 

2 Considered doubtful 11.963 

Total 14.076 

Audit is of the view that due to imprudent decision of granting loans without security, the 

organization is facing probable loss in shape of provisioning as doubtful assets. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management informed the Committee that these are the 

only provisions made in books of accounts which were transferred to defunct RECP and CEC at the 

time of merger. The DAC directed the management to place the matter before BoD for further 

appropriate action.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

3.4.4.10 Irregular appointment on fake / bogus degree - Rs. 11.000 million 

Establishment Division through its D.O. No. 6(28)2011-DG-II dated March 08, 2011 issued a 

directive of the Prime Minster to the effect that measures should be taken to authenticate 

degrees/certificates of all employees by the Secretaries of offices under their administrative control. 

The verification of degrees / certificates will be the responsibility of concerned Secretary and Head of 

the Department / Organization. 

During audit of Trading Corporation of Pakistan (TCP) for the year  

2020-21, it was found that the management appointed Mr. Muhammad Raza as Deputy Project Manager 

on July 22, 2010 at a monthly salary of Rs. 35,000 without scrutiny / verification of required 

qualification/ experience. After receiving reminder for submission of documents in 2015, he submitted 

MBA degree of Al Khair University which was found bogus and he was suspended. However, his 

services were reinstated despite having fake degree which is irregular and unjustified.  

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favour to the incumbent at 

appointment and reinstatement, thus payment of Rs. 11.00 million (approx) stands irregular and 

unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021.The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management informed the Committee that departmental 

inquiry is underway and the concerned employee also took stay order from the court. The DAC directed 

the management to share the outcome of the inquiry with audit and pursue the court case more 

vigorously. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

3.4.4.11 Loss due to deferment of annual increase in godown rent - Rs. 2.518 million 

Rule 5(1) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 state that the Board 

shall exercise its power and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective judgment and 

independence it the best interest of the company. 

During audit of Trading Corporation of Pakistan (TCP) for the year  

2020-21, it was observed that the management exempted all the tenants to pay annual 10% increase in 

the rent for one year due to Covid-19 situation with the approval of Board of Directors (BoD) which 

resulted in loss of Rs. 2.518 million as detailed below: 

(Rs. in million) 
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S. No. Godown Total area Rented area Base rate Total rent 

(approx) 

Loss of 10% 

increase (approx) 

1. Pipri 4,225,036 361,490 13.05 4.717 0.471 

2. Landhi 1,270,143 565,954.5 20 11.319 1.131 

3. Korangi 911,680 176,000 52.10 9.169 0.916 

Total  25.205 2.518 

Audit is of the view that the exemption granted by the management to tenants stands irregular 

and unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021.The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management informed the Committee that BoD has 

taken the decision to not increase the rent on the basis of prevailing situation of Covid-19 in the country. 

The DAC directed the management to verify the factual position by Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

3.4.4.12 Delay in import of sugar resulting into higher prices  

Rule 5(1)of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the board 

shall exercise its power and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective judgment and 

independence it the best interest of the company.  

During audit of Trading Corporation of Pakistan (TCP) for the year  

2020-21, it was observed that the management was directed by Cabinet on 04.08.2020 to import 300,000 

MT and on 09.02.2021 500,000 MT Sugar in the country. Accordingly, 11 international tenders were 

floated and scrapped as detailed below: 

Tender No 
Date of 

opening 

Lowest bid price 

USD 
Quantity Status 

No.TCP/MA&ID/Sugar/20-1/2020 18.08.2020 474.91 - scrapped 

No.TCP/MA&ID/Sugar/20-2/2020 08.09.2020 434.80 25,000 awarded 

No.TCP/MA&ID/Sugar t/20-3/2020 15.09.2020 425.00 26,700 awarded 

No.TCP/MA&ID/Sugar /20-4/2020 30.09.2020 471.90 - scrapped 

No.TCP/MA&ID/Sugar/20-5/2020 07.10.2020 458.90 - scrapped 

No.TCP/MA&ID/Sugar/20-6/2020 20.10.2020 504.00 - scrapped 

No.TCP/MA&ID/Sugar/20-7/2021 02.03.2021 540.10 - scrapped 

No.TCP/MA&ID/Sugar/20-8/2021 16.03.2020 544.10 - scrapped 

No.TCP/MA&ID/Sugar/20-9/2021 14.04.2020 520.20 - scrapped 

No.TCP/MA&ID/Sugar/20-10/2021 27.04.2021 550.50 & 447 - cancelled 

No.TCP/MA&ID/Sugar/20-11/2021 02.06.2021 533.90 - scrapped 

Audit is of the view that the management had not searched the sugar prices in international 

market in prudent and timely manner caused unnecessary delay in import and getting higher prices. Had 

the management been efficient in awarding tenders in time, the TCP could have availed better prices of 

sugar closer to the lowest tender. Delay in import of sugar caused loss of opportunity of availing better 

prices. The same needs justifications. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021.The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 26, 2022. The management explained the Committee that procurement 
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was made on the basis of demand of the respective Ministry / Division and TCP acts only as procuring 

agency and did not ascertain the demand / forecasting. The DAC directed the management to share the 

copy of Cabinet / ECC decision with audit for further comments. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

3.5 Pakistan Horticulture Development and Export Company 

3.5.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Horticulture Development and Export Board (PHEDB) was established under a 

notification dated August 05, 2002 issued by the Ministry of Commerce, which was subsequently 

incorporated on July 15, 2009 under Section 42 of the Companies Ordinance 1984, (now Companies 

Act, 2017) namely Pakistan Horticulture Development and Export Company (PHDEC). The main 

objectives of the company include economic welfare of all the stakeholders in the horticulture value 

chain and introduction of Pakistan to the high end international markets through strategic initiatives. 

3.5.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

3.5.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to Audit for review each year. 

Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited annual accounts of the organization for the 

year 2017-18 to 2020-21 till December 31, 2021. 

Audit recommends that the annual audited accounts for the years 2017-18 to 

2020-21 be provided immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing 

responsibility for non-submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 

3.5.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Overall compliance of the PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be improved. 

3.5.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

3.5.4.1 Wasteful expenditure due to non achievement of objectives –  

Rs. 105.940 million 

S. # 
Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 

Pending Paras No. % of 

Compliance 

1 2015-16 20 06 14 

4.5.4.1, 4.5.4.2, 4.5.4.3, 

4.5.4.5, 4.5.4.7, 4.5.4.8, 

4.5.4.9, 4.5.4.11, 

4.5.4.12, 4.5.4.13, 

4.5.4.14, 4.5.4.15, 

4.5.4.16, 4.5.4.17 

30 

2 2017-18 07 04 03 4.7.2.4, 4.7.2.5, 4.7.2.6 57 

Total 27 10 17  37 
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According to rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for private 

advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered to, 

especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information by 

directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

During audit of Pakistan Horticulture Development & Export Company (PHDEC) for the years 

2019-20 to 2020-21 it was observed that MOU was signed with Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission 

(PAEC) in June 2004 for the establishment of Joint Venture Company “Paras Foods (Pvt.) Limited” 

with total cost of Rs. 78.132 million. The project cost was shared between the Joint Venture partners as 

under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Project Item Approved 

cost 

Joint Venture Partner 

Land One Acre (Approx) Building 18.052 PAEC 

Plant & Machinery and procurement of inventory 60.080 (50% PAEC 50% PHDEC) 

Total 78.132  

The main objectives of the project were to eradicate horticulture products through Gama 

Radiation (using cobalt 60) to achieve dis-infections, extend shelf life of the products and meet 

quarantine requirements of the importing countries. 

The Company started its operations in April 2009, but failed to achieve the objectives of the 

project. In 2013, the Company closed its operation because it did not eradicate horticulture products at 

250 greys and below. Thus, expenditure of  

Rs. 105.940 million incurred by the Company gone waste. 

The following serious lapses were observed in management of the affairs of the company: 

 The approval of PHDEC Board’s regarding establishment of the company was not available on 

record. 

 The company closed its operations in 2013-14 due to non-achievement of desired objectives. 

The PHDEC Board directed for the liquidation of the Company in its meeting August 2017. 

However, the liquidation process was not initiated till close of audit. 

 Huge liabilities payable to PAEC/ATCOP on account of lease rental & technical services worth 

Rs. 52.253 million accumulated after closure of the Company’s operations. 

 Original record of the expenditure incurred of Rs.105.940 million could not be produced to 

Audit for scrutiny.  

Audit holds that poor management of the Company resulted into wastage of public money 

worth Rs. 105.940 million. 

The matter was reported to the management on 10.12.2021 but no reply was received. 

Despite repeated requests, no DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to justify the matter. Besides investigating and fixing responsibility on the 

persons at fault.  
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Para-2 (PHDEC), 2018-21 

3.5.4.2 Non-achievement of policy objectives and development targets resulting into loss 

due to non-operationalization of Companies –  

Rs. 355.311 million 

As per clause 3(2) of Memorandum and Article of Association, the main objective of the 

Company (PHDEC) was “to work for Production, Development and Export of Horticulture Products, 

which include fruits, vegetables, flowers and herbs.” 

During audit of Pakistan Horticulture Development & Export Company (PHDEC) for the years 

2019-21 it was observed that 08 projects were approved as a part of Trade Policy 2003-04 to leverage 

the export potential of horticulture projects through independent Companies under supervision and 

technical/ operational assistance of PHDEC. Export Development Fund (EDF) released funds of Rs. 

210.376 million out of which Rs. 118.480 million were fully utilized while the remaining funds of Rs. 

91.896 million were not utilized. In addition to that three JV Companies were also established 

visualizing the same objective with a cost of Rs 236.831 million but all the 11 Companies could not 

achieve their desired objectives. 

The PHDEC Board in its meeting held on September 22nd 2020 expressed serious displeasure 

that the PHDEC had not been able to run these projects efficiently and decided to cancel the 5 projects 

which did not start their operations and return back funds to EDF. Four projects which were established 

in collaboration with Provincial Governments be handover to the respective Provincial Govt. and their 

company structure be dissolved. As regards remaining two projects, Bord decided to sale/disinvest a 

project and the other being ajoint venture with private sector and in litigation be continued in its present 

form. 

Audit is of the view that the Companies failed to achieve their policy objectives hence, public 

money amounting to Rs. 355.311 million have gone waste. 

The matter was reported to the management on 10.12.2021 but no reply was received. 

Despite repeated requests, no DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter regarding failure of Companies to run their 

operations with a view to fix responsibility thereof. 

Para-3 (PHDEC), 2018-21 

3.5.4.3 Loss due to imprudent investment and interest thereon - Rs 169.296 million  

According to clause (15) of the Memorandum of Association of Pakistan Horticulture 

Development & Export Company (PHDEC), “The Company shall make no investment, whatsoever, in 

the associated companies except with the prior approval of the Commission and subject to such 

condition as it may deem fit to impose.” 

During audit of Pakistan Horticulture Development & Export Company (PHDEC) for the years 

2019-21 it was observed that PHDEC entered into joint venture agreement with M/s Durrani Associates 

(Pvt.) Ltd. Karachi to set up a fruit and vegetable processing facility on Sep 14, 2010. The parties agreed 

to contribute equally in the project cost of Rs. 177.507 million. The management invested an amount 

of Rs. 88.753 million in the project in Jul 22, 2010.  

The Joint Venture was established witout the approval of PHDEC Board. Moreover, the 

management invested sum of Rs. 88.753 million, but failed to start the business of the Company. 
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The imprudent decision of investment of Rs 88.753 million in Joint Venture Company resulted 

into loss of Rs. 169.269 million i.e. interest loss of Rs. 80.543 million (i.e. Rs. 88.753 million x 8.25% 

x 11 years) plus actual investment of  

Rs. 88.753 million.  

The matter was reported to the management on 10.12.2021 but no reply was received. 

Despite repeated requests, no DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix responsibility thereof. 

Para-4 (PHDEC), 2018-21 

3.5.4.4 Non-execution of planned activities - Rs. 386.00 million 

According to Rule-2A (3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules 2013, 

“the Public Sector Company shall not be regarded as conducting its business in sound and prudent 

manner if it fails to conducts its business with due regard to the legitimate policy objectives and 

development targets of the government.” 

During audit of Pakistan Horticulture Development & Export Company (PHDEC) for the years 

2018-21 it was observed that the main objectives of the Company were “to work for Production, 

Development and Export of Horticulture Products, which include fruits, vegetables, flowers and herbs. 

During 2019-20 and 2020-21, various activities like Developing Knowledge Base, 

Infrastructure Development, Market Access, Trade Promotion etc. of  

Rs. 378.000 million and Rs. 92.900 million respectively were planned and approved. However, only 

Rs. 40.00 million and Rs. 44.900 million were expended for the said activities leaving unspent balance 

of Rs 338.00million and Rs 48.00 million respectively. Thus, the objectives and development targets 

set by the company could not be achieved in the said period. 

The non-execution of planned activities led to non-achievement of core objectives of the 

Company. 

The matter was reported to the management on 10.12.2021 but no reply was received. 

Despite repeated requests, no DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix responsibility thereof. 

Para-5 (PHDEC), 2018-21 

3.5.4.5 Embezzlement of PSDP funds under Agribusiness Development and 

Diversification Project – Rs. 24.454 million 

According to Rule- (3) of Public Sector Corporate Governance Rules-2013, the Chief Executive 

is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in financial and 

other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with the Ordinance 

and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the 

Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded 

and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations.  

During the audit of Pakistan Horticulture Development and Export Company (PHDEC) for the 

year 2018-21 it was observed that “Agribusiness Development and Diversification Project was started 

in July 2005 with the main objective of economic growth and sustainable agribusiness sector through 

provision of support services, strengthening of institutions to facilitate agribusiness and creating 

policies. The project was funded by Asian Development Bank and Government of Pakistan through 
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PSDP funds. Funds of Rs. 46.00 million were allocated for establishment of Horticulture Project Unit 

(HPU) and training/ capacity building of PHDEC in the approved PC-I of the project.  

It was observed that funds of Rs. 98.635 million were released during the period from 2005 to 

2011. PSDP funds worth Rs. 16.245 million were transferred to PHDEC account in 2010 without any 

cogent reasons which were not returned. Moreover, a sum of Rs. 6.299 million was available in the 

project bank account at the time of closure of the project in 2011. The unspent PSDP funds were neither 

deposited in government treasury nor any detail available on record. 

Furthermore, it was observed that a sum of Rs. 1.910 million was drawn by Chief Executive of 

the Company for his personal use and not returned till date. 

The matter was reported to the management on 10.12.2021 but no reply was received. 

Despite repeated requests, no DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix responsibility on the persons at fault. 

Para-6 (PHDEC), 2018-21 

3.5.4.6 Irregular sale of State assets (Land) - Rs. 13.747 million 

According to Rule-2A (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013, the Public Sector Company 

shall not be regarded as conducting its business in a sound and prudent manner if it fails to conduct its 

business with due regard to the legitimate policy objectives and development targets of the Government.  

During audit of the accounts of Pakistan Horticulture Development & Export Company, 

Islamabad for the year 2018-21, it was observed that companies established with Export Development 

Funds in collaboration with Provincial Governments sold their land provided by the Provincial 

Governments in dis-regard to the above policy objectives. The objectives of these companies were to 

provide cold storage for preservation of Horticulture Products. Different category of Plots i.e. A, B, C& 

D with covered area of 300 sq.ft. 250 sq.ft. were sold without any approved policy and transparent 

auction process. The Board of Director of PHDEC conducted inquiry in the case. The inquiry officer in 

his finding appraised the Board that “Haripur Collection Point & Cold storage is ill conceived, planned, 

executed and operated project.”  

Detail of sale of land is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

S. # Name of company Funds from EDF Sale of Land 

1.  Khuzdar Collection Point and Cold storage 35.510 5.200 

2.  Haripur collection point and cold storage 40.110 8.546 

 Total 75.461 13.747 

The sale of state land in deviation of the standing rules is held irregular in audit and needs 

justification. 

The matter was reported to the management on 10.12.2021 but no reply was received. 

Despite repeated requests, no DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter at Board level and fix responsibility thereof. 

Para-7 (PHDEC), 2018-21 
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3.5.4.7 Loss of interest Rs. 37.410 million due to non-investment of surplus funds - Rs. 

1,148.045 million 

According to Rule-12 “Powers of the Company” under Memorandum and Article of 

Association of Pakistan Horticulture Development and Export Company (PHDEC), “the surplus 

moneys of the company not immediately required in such a manner as may from time to time by 

determined by the company in the light of directives/ rules framed for such funds by the Finance 

Division.’ 

During the audit of Pakistan Horticulture Development and Export Company (PHDEC) for the 

year 2018-21 it was observed that in deviation to the above rules, surplus funds of Rs. 1,148.045 million 

were placed in savings accounts of the company on a very low interest rate i.e. 2.9% to 3.5% instead of 

investment in some profitable schemes. 

The company sustained loss of Rs. 37.410 million due to non-investment of their surplus funds 

as per detail given below: 

(Rs. in million) 

Description Funds placed in 

saving bank 

accounts 

Interest 

rate  

Interest 

rate of 

TDRs 

Difference 

in Interest 

Rate 

Loss of 

Interest 

Available funds 2017 521.235 2.5 6.25 3.75 19.546 

Available funds 2018 626.810 3.5 6.35 2.85 17.864 

Total funds 1,148.045    37.410 

Furthermore, it was observed that the company was receiving markup ranging from 6.25% to 

6.35% on short term investment in TDRs during the same period. 

The matter was reported to the management on 10.12.2021 but no reply was received. 

Despite repeated requests, no DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix responsibility thereof. 

Para-8 (PHDEC), 2018-21 

3.5.4.8 Loss due to procurement of Pakistan Investment Bonds (PIBs) above the face 

value from secondary market - Rs. 12.219 million 

According to Rule-4 “Aims and objectives of Endowment Fund” of Endowment Funds Rules 

2016, the objectives of the funds shall be to generate and provide financial resources for achievement 

of objectives of the company, performance of functions as prescribed under clause-III of Memorandum 

of Association. 

During the audit of Pakistan Horticulture Development and Export Company (PHDEC) for the 

year 2018-21 it was observed that management of the Company invested sum of Rs. 478.519 million in 

Pakistan Investment Bonds (PIBs) on coupon rate of 9% on April 16th 2020. 

The company sustained loss of Rs. 12.219 million by procuring the securities above the face 

value from secondary market. Detail is as under: 
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Date Investment Value/ 

amount Rs. 

Face Value of 

PIBs Rs. 

Difference in Value 

in Rs. 

Time period 

April 16th 2020 389,549,899 378,800,000 10,749,899 3 Years 

April 16th 2020 88,969,460 87,500,000 1,469,460 3 Years 

Total 478,519,539 466,300,000 12,219,359  

Furthermore, it was observed that company invested funds of Rs. 478.538 million in short term 

investment on 11% markup in MTBs purchased at discounted value. However, investment in PIBs was 

made for long term i.e. 3 years at lower interest rate of 9% and purchase was made above the face value 

from secondary market without any justification. 

The company sustained loss of Rs. 12.219 million due to procurement of PIBs at higher rates 

i.e. above the face value from secondary market. 

The matter was reported to the management on 10.12.2021 but no reply was received. 

Despite repeated requests, no DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix responsibility thereof. 

Para-9 (PHDEC), 2018-21 

3.5.4.9 Irregular appointment of Chief Operating Officer on deputation basis - Rs. 4.693 

million 

In accordance with Establishment Division O.M. No. 1/28/75-D. II/R-I dated 18.02.1987, “All 

cases of initial deputation of Government Servants holding posts in BPS-17 and above would be 

transferred to the establishment Division for approval of the competent authority. Grant of extension in 

deputation beyond the initial period of three years would be approved by Secretary of the Administrative 

Ministry concerned.”  

During audit of the accounts of Pakistan Horticulture Development & Export Company, 

Islamabad for the year 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that Mr. Muhammad Ashraf (Director 

General M/o Commerce) who was already acting as Chief Executive Officer (CEO) on Additional 

Charge basis in PHDEC since 25.08.2017. The officer was appointed as Chief Operating Officer on 

deputation basis w.e.f. 29.03.2019 in violation of the instruction of the Establishment Division. The 

officer was relieved on Jan. 06, 2020. The payment of pay & allowances  

Rs. 4.693 million (Rs. 521,458 salary per month x 9 months)  

The matter was reported to the management on 10.12.2021 but no reply was received. 

Despite repeated requests, no DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate reasons behind hiring of the officer without the approval of 

the Establishment Division besides taking ex-post facto approval from the competent authority. Further, 

cases of the officers in future may be referred to Establishment Division through Secretary of the parent 

Ministry for approval. 

Para-10 (PHDEC), 2018-21 
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3.5.4.10 Unjustified payment of income tax due to non-renewal of tax exemption 

certificate – Rs. 13.492 million 

According to FBR Notification, The PHDEC is an approved non-profit organization under 

section 2 (36) of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 and its income is subject to 100% tax credit in terms 

of Section 100 C of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 read with Section 159 (1) of the Income Tax 

Ordinance, 2001 is deductible in its case from profit on debt from deposit in Government Schemes. 

During audit of Pakistan Horticulture Development & Export Company, Islamabad for the 

years 2019-20 to 2020-21, it was observed that Federal Board of revenue granted the approval of 

PHDEC as non-profitable organization under Section 2 (36) of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 for a 

period of three years w.e.f July, 2017 to June 30, 2020 vide its letter dated 25.05.2018. As per provision, 

PHDEC was exempted from payment/deduction of Income Tax on profit.  

However, audit observed that advance withholding tax Rs 13.492 million was deducted from 

the interest income of the Company during the period from 20017-18 to 2020-21. The management 

failed to renew the tax exemption certificate and did not provide to bank for tax exemption at the time 

of investment. 

The matter was reported to the management on 10.12.2021 but no reply was received. 

Despite repeated requests, no DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the matter of such irregular deduction of income tax and fix 

responsibility thereof. 

Para-11 (PHDEC), 2018-21 
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Chapter-4 

Ministry of Defence Production 

Overview: 

This organization was established to meet the requirements of the Armed Forces through a 

cautious combination of procurement (local and import) and indigenous production of arms 

&ammunition with a continued effort to enhance the component of indigenous production and in the 

process, export surplus capacity of defence products to regional and friendly countries. 

Functions of MODP under Rules of Business 1973 

The functions of the MoDP under Rules of Business 1973authority have been reviewed and 

revised in the light of its expanded activities in 2003 and are shown below: 

- Laying down policies or guidelines on all matters relating to defence production. 

- Procurement of arms, firearms, weapons, ammunition, equipment, stores and explosives for the 

defence forces. 

- Declaration of industries necessary for the purpose of defence or for the prosecution of war. 

- Research and development of defence equipment and stores. 

- Co-ordination of defence science research with civil scientific research organizations. 

- Indigenous production and manufacture of defence equipment and stores, 

- Negotiations of agreements or MOUs for foreign assistance or collaboration and loans for 

purchase of military stores and technical know-how or transfer of technology. 

- Export of defence products. 

- Marketing and promotion of activities relating to export of defence products.  

- Coordinate production activities of all defence production organizations or establishments. 

This mandate is actualized through Defence Production Establishments (DPEs) that include 

Pakistan Ordnance Factories at Wah, Heavy Industries Taxila; Pakistan Aeronautical Complex at 

Kamra; Directorate General Defence Purchase; Directorate General Munitions Production. Two 

Corporations were placed under the Ministry in recent years viz. Karachi Shipyard & Engineering 

Works and National Radio Telecommunication Corporation. Defence Export Promotion Organization 

is a special institution for Defence production exports. Much of the initial growth and development of 

DPEs was obtained through PSDP allocations. 

Sectoral Analysis 

Pakistan Ordnance Factories is country’s premier defence production organization. Established 

in 1951 and POFs Board was established in 1961. The objective of POFs is to meet the Arms and 

Ammunition requirements of Pakistan Armed Forces during peace and war. For this purpose, it has 14 

manufacturing units. POFs’ main source of revenue is regular budget from Ministry of Defence 

Production. In addition to this, POFs also earns a small portion of revenue from export and local sales 

of Arms and Ammunitions. The SWOT analysis carried out reveals highly skilled manpower, strong 

internal controls system, ISO 9001 certification and sound financial backup of the organization. 

Weaknesses on the other hand relate to the use of old technology, weak inventory management and 
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liberal estimates resulting in high cost of products. However, the organization has a potential to improve 

production through standardization, accessing international markets for Ordnance related products and 

utilization of spare capacity for production of civil products. Threats include international sanctions on 

purchase of raw materials, production and export to other countries and high dependency on purchase 

by defense forces. The operational performance reveals application of a net capital of Rs.103.578 billion 

and a net profit earning of Rs. 2,421.547 million which is a good achievement as compared to previous 

year and needs to be further improved in coming years keeping in view the vast potential for production 

and sales. 

Audit Profile of Defence Production 

 (Rs. in million) 
 

Description Total Audited 
Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue 

/Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Formations 6 5 54,652.018 61,889.736 

Assignment Accounts (excluding 

FAP) 

-    

Authorities /Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

5 4   

Foreign Aided Projects (FAP) -    

 

Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 27,006.388 million were raised in this audit. This amount 

also includes recoverable of Rs. 9,742.057 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observation classified according to respective subject’s nature is as under: 

Overview of the Audit Observations 

Sr. No. Classification Amount (Rs. in 

million) 

1 Non-Production of record 2,368.486 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation  0 

3 Irregularities: 0 

A HR/Employees related irregularities  829.364 

B Procurement related irregularities  14,080.108 

C Management of accounts with Commercial Banks 0 

4 Value for money and services delivery issues  0 

5 Others  9,728.430 
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4.1 Karachi Shipyard and Engineering Works Limited 

4.1.1 Introduction 

Karachi Shipyard and Engineering Works Limited (the Company) was incorporated on 18 May, 

1957 as an unquoted Public Company Limited by shares under the Companies Act, 1913 (now the 

Companies Act, 2017), wholly-owned and controlled by the Federal Government. The Company is 

mainly engaged in ship-building, ship-repairing and general engineering activities. The registered office 

and its engineering workshops are situated at West Wharf, Dockyard Road, Karachi. 

4.1.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

4.1.2.1 The working results of the Company for the financial year 2019-20 as compared 

with the preceding years are given below: 

 2019-20 % 

Inc/ 

(Dec) 

2018-19 % 

Inc/ 

(Dec) 

2017-18 

Net contract revenue 4,697.86 17.41 4,001.20 2 3,924.49 

Contract Costs (3,722.57) 17.93 (3,156.54) 8 (2,912.12) 

Gross profit/(loss) 975.29 15.46 844.67 (17) 1,012.37 

Administrative expenses (721.82) (8.39) (787.96) 12 (700.97) 

Other charges 45.11 (237.85) (32.72) (67) (97.79) 

Profit from operations 208.36 768.52 23.99 (89) 213.61 

Other income 605.95 1.55 596.73 21 494.66 

Finance costs (2.14) 31.85 (1.62) 9 (1.48) 

Profit before taxation 812.18 31.19 619.10 (12) 706.79 

Taxation (210.02) 40.85 (149.11) (27) (204.62) 

Profit/(loss) after taxation as audit 602.16 28.12 439.56 (11) 494.75 

(Accumulated losses) closing/Un-

appropriated profit 

1,936.03 

 

52.42 

 

1,270.16 62 786.36 

Long term deposits paid (1.49) (88.08) (12.47) 597 (1.79) 

Income tax paid (348.60) 10.78 (314.67) 10 (286.06) 

Capital expenditure incurred (2,624.63) (32.93) (3,913.01) 112 (1,842.54) 

Govt Grant received as per cash flow 1,703.48 (21.45) 2,168.75 25 1,733.81 

Cash & cash at beginning of the year 3,997.89 (10.68) 4,475.91 (24) 5,879.12 

Amount due from customers 1,207.40 (57.19) 2,820.27 30 2,163.34 

Contract receivables 1,684.03 108.96 805.91 115 374.09 

Trade deposits & short term 

prepayments 

67.20 27.29 52.79 658 6.96 
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Sales tax receivable 332.68 (24.63) 441.42 15 384.70 

Taxation-net 411.31 55.15 265.11 127 116.84 

Cash generated from operations 1,272.21 (29.77) 1,811.42 (255) (1,169.69) 

  (Source: Annual Audited Accounts 2019-20) 

4.1.2.2 Contract receivables increased by 108% to Rs. 1,684.03 million in the year 2019-

20 as compared to Rs.805.91 million in the year 2018-19 which requires justification. 

4.1.2.3 Other receivables increased by 924% to Rs. 16.97 million as compared to Rs. 1.65 

million during 2019-20 which requires justification.  

4.1.2.4 Contract liability increased by 32.96% to Rs. 2,887.93 million as compared to Rs. 

2,172.11 million during 2019-20 which requires elucidation. 

4.1.2.5 Other expenses increased by 38% to Rs.45.100 million as compared to Rs. 32.710 

million during 2019-20 which requires justification. 

4.1.2.6 Financial charges increased by 32% to Rs.2.136 million as compared to Rs. 1.620 

million during 2019-20 which requires justification.  

4.1.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit Year Total No. 

of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of compliance 

awaited 

%age of 

compliance 

2010-11 6 3 3 4.1.4.1, 4.1.3, 4.1.2.1 50 

2011-12 8 2 6 5.1.2.5, 5.1.3 25 

2012-13 5 2 3 5.1.2.2, 5.1.3 40 

2016-17 

( Paras More 

Than 50 M) 

2 - 2 5.1.4.4, 5.1.4.5 0 

2017-18 7 5 2 7.1.4.2, 7.1.4.4 71 

Total 28 12 16  - 42 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs improvement. 

4.1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

4.1.4.1 Non-recovery of services charges - Rs. 1,734.331 million 

Rule 4(3) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures 

in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with 

the Ordinance. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the 

Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded 

and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Karachi Shipyard & Engineering Works (KS&EW) for the year 2019-20, it was 

observed that an amount of Rs. 1,734.331 million is recoverable from various clients/customers on 
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account of Ship repairs, Ship Building and General Engineering Services as on 30-06-2020 as detailed 

below: 

S. # Description (Rs. in million) 

1 Ship building       836.023 

2 Ship repair       445.637 

3 General Engineering       402.371 

Sub-total     1,684.031 

 Considered doubtful        50.300 

Grand Total     1,734.331 
 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of service charges from its clients shows in-effective & 

poor internal controls of the recovery mechanism of the Corporation.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on December 28, 2021. The management informed that out of trade debts of Rs. 

1,734.334 million as on June 30, 2020,  

Rs. 1,687.885 million has been received / adjusted upto 31.08.2021 and balance amount will be settled 

in due course. DAC directed to recover 100% amount and accordingly the record be got verified by the 

audit on priority basis. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

4.1.4.2 Delay in pursuance of sale tax recovery – Rs. 332.680 million 

Section 10 Sales Tax Act 1990 states “Refund of input Tax: If the input tax paid by a registered 

person on taxable purchases made during a tax period exceeds the output tax on account of zero-rated 

local supplies or export made during the tax period, the excess amount of input tax shall be refunded to 

the registered person not later than forty-five days of refund claim in a manner and subject to such 

condition as the Board may, by notification in the official Gazette specify”. 

During audit of Karachi Shipyard & Engineering Works (KS&EW) for the year 2019-20, it was 

observed that the management failed to recover the refundable sales tax amount of Rs. 332.681 million 

from FBR. 

Audit is of the view that the management has not taken any serious efforts to recover its 

refundable sales tax in time which shows poor financial management. 

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on December 28, 2021. The management informed that an amount of Rs. 175.260 

million received/adjusted out of  

Rs. 332.680 million. DAC directed to expedite efforts to recover the balance amount from FBR and get 

verified recovered amount from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

4.1.4.3 Irregular award of contracts – Rs. 22.838 million 

As per terms and conditions of the tender documents, the tenderer was required to submit the 

following: 

i. Packing should be made as the wood should be preserved/ stored lasting upto 2 years after 

supply; 

ii. The Wood should be tested from PCSIR/PFI at supplier’s cost and certificate should be 

provided for each wood type separately withTechnical Bid; 
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iii. A Wood Sample of position numbers 25 & 22 with certified specification certificate should be 

provided with Technical Bid. 

During audit of Karachi Shipyard & Engineering Works (KSEW) Karachi for the year 2019-

20, it was observed that the management awarded the contracts for the procurement of ‘Platform Wood’ 

for Ship Lifting Transferring System (SLTS) Project to M/s Huteb General Trading Company 

amounting to Rs. 22.838 million. The vendor was technically qualified despite the non-submission of 

Testing Reports, Samples and required certificates of each Wood separately from PCSIR/PFI in the 

Technical Bid which was a mandatory requirement.  

Audit is of the view that the management extended an undue favor to the vendor by not fulfilling 

the mandatory requirements while submitting the technical bid. Hence, contract amounting to Rs. 

22.838 million stands irregular and unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021.The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on December 28, 2021. The DAC observed that the management did not follow the 

mandatory requirements as per tender specification regarding testing reports of PCSIR while technical 

evaluation stage.Hence, DAC directed the management to be careful in future and further directed the 

management to get case regularized from Board of Directors. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

4.1.4.4 Irregular award of contract without tender - Rs. 13.547 million 

Rule 12(2) of PPRA, 2004 states that all procurement opportunities over three million rupees 

should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or newspapers having 

wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at least two national 

dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 

During audit of Karachi Shipyard & Engineering Works (KS&EW), for the year 2019-20, it 

was observed that the management obtained the manpower services related to the ship construction for 

(a) welding; (b) Grinding/fairing work; (c) Block and fabrication (d) Block painting (e) Pipe fabrication 

(f) Pipe installation onboard ships (g) Block erection on berth and Electrical outfitting through sub-

contractor M/s Bahria Foundation since 2015. The management continued their services by obtaining 

quotations instead of calling tenders. Thus, payment of Rs. 13.547 million on account of salary/wages 

of contract workers held irregular and unjustified.  

Audit is of the view that engagement of manpower without inviting tender is held irregular and 

unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on December 28, 2021. DAC directed the management to submit revised reply and 

streamline the procedure. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

4.1.4.5 Irregular sale of scrap without open tender – Rs. 13.529 million 

Rules 12(2) of PPRA, 2004 states that all procurement opportunities over three million rupees 

should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or newspapers having 

wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at least two national 

dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 
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During audit of Karachi Shipyard & Engineering Works, Karachi for the year 2019-20 it was 

observed that management awarded contracts for disposal of scrap material amounting to Rs. 13.529 

million without calling tender. The details are as under: 

S. # Name of Party Amount (Rs. in million) 

1 M/s Noorani Kanta & Steel Goods 6.964 

2 M/s Muhammad Javed Irshad 6.565 

Total 13.529 

Audit is of the view that award of contracts without tender is held irregular and unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on December 28, 2021. The management informed that all scrap material in and 

around the dry docks area needs to be removed/disposedoff on most immediate basis to ensure safety 

of Pak Navy ships being strategic assets.DAC was not satisfied with the explanation given by the 

management before DAC. DAC directed the management to make SoP before disposal of scrap and 

adopt pre-qualification procedure from the contactor in this regard in future.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 181 & 182) 

4.1.4.6 Loss due to inefficiency – Rs. 11.200 million 

Rule 5(1) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

Board shall exercise its powers and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective judgment and 

independence in the best interest of the company. 

During audit of Karachi Shipyard & Engineering Works (KSEW), Karachi for the year 2019-

20, it was observed that the Honorable High Court of Sindh in its decree dated May 02, 2016 on suit 13 

of 1972 has given decision against the Company i.e. (KSEW) under which the company was liable to 

pay Rs.2.000 million along-with markup @10% from December 02, 1971 till realization of the amount. 

The details are as under: 

S.# Name 

Total Decree 

amount  Decree date  

Amount 

Rs. 

10% interest 

p.a. (Rs) Total (Rs.) 

1 K.S.E.W 

2,796,446 
08.08.2016 

2,000,000 9,200,000 11.200 

2 A.E.G. Ltd 796,446 3,663,651 4.460 

Grand Total 15.660 

Audit is of the view that the legal department was required to take remedial measures well in 

time. However, despite lapse of more than five (5) years the case has not so far been disposed and the 

company is liable to pay an amount of -Rs.11.2 million. It depicts not only the weak internal control 

but also negligence by legal department. Moreover, Premier Insurance Company (decree holder) has 

filed execution application for implementation of decree passed in the suit No.13/1972 on 11.2.2019, 

which also needs justification. 

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on December 28, 2021. The management informed that the case is subjudice in the 

Sindh High Court for recovery. DAC directed the management to pursue the case vigorously. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

4.1.4.7 Loss on sale of vehicles at lower rates – Rs. 3.470 million 
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Rule 5(5) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules 2013, Board shall 

establish a system of sound internal control which shall be effectively implemented at all levels within 

the public sector companies to ensure compliance with fundamental principle of probity and propriety, 

objectivity, integrity and honesty. 

During audit of Karachi Shipyard & Engineering Works (KS&EW), Karachi for the year 2019-

20, it was observed that the management sold out/ disposed-off fifteen (15) surplus vehicles at lesser 

rates than the market value which resulted in a loss of Rs. 3.470 million (Annex-26).  

Audit is of the view that the management failed to generate maximum revenue on disposal of 

vehicles which reflects poor financial management resulting in loss of Rs. 3.470 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on December 28, 2021. The management informed thatvehicles have been sold in 

most transparent manner at best offered rates through tender advertisement in newspapers and PPRA 

website.DAC directed to get the relevant record verified by the Audit within two weeks. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

4.1.4.8 Non-production of record  

Section 14 of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states: 

The officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities and provide record 

for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete form as possible and with 

all reasonable expedition (sub section-2). 

ii.  Any person or authority hindering the Auditorial functions of the Auditor General regarding 

inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant E & D Rules (Sub 

Section-3). 

During audit of Karachi Shipyard & Engineering Works (KS&EW), for the year 2019-20, it 

was observed that the management could not produce the requisite record(s) despite frequent reminders. 

Thus, audit was unable to ascertain transparency of various transactions / expenditure and due to the 

non-production / concealment of record, chances of doubtful transactions could not be ruled out. Annex-

27. 

Audit is of the view that non-production of record tantamount to concealment of facts and 

serious negligence on the part of management.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on December 28, 2021.The management apprised that almost all record was 

provided to Audit Team during the audit period. DAC directed the management to provide rest of record 

for verification by the audit within two weeks and streamline the procedure regarding provision of 

record to Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 
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4.2 Pakistan Ordnance Factories (POFs) 

4.2.1 Introduction 

POFs Board, Wah Cantt was established under the provisions of POFs Board 

Ordinance, 1961. POFs are governed by the Board of Directors, chaired by serving Army 

personnel. 

POF’s Board consists of six members including the Chairman. Other members are 

Financial Advisor Ordnance Factories (FAOF), Director Industrial & Commercial Relations 

(DICR) and Member Production Co-ordination (MPC), Joint.  

The objective of POFs is to meet the Arms and Ammunition requirements of Pakistan 

Armed Forces during peace and war. For this purpose, it has 14 manufacturing units along with 

certain services departments i.e. POFs Board with its secretariat, Directorate of Services, 

PMTL, Directorate of MIS, Directorate of Export, Hospital, IDA, DSG, FIU, Controller 

Military Accounts (CMA), FA, and POFIT. 

POFs main source of funds is regular budget from Ministry of Defence Production 

under grant. In addition to this, POFs also earn a small portion of revenue from export and local 

sales of Arms and Ammunitions and related products. For receipts from local and export’s 

sales, POF is operating two public accounts funds as under: 

1 Revenue, Debt and Remittance Fund (RD&R) for Civil Sales through WIL 

2 Special Deposit Fund (SDF), for Export Sales. 

Receipts and expenditure (variance analysis) for 2020-21 

(Rs. in million) 

Head Allocation Expenditure Excess/(Saving) 

Pay & Allowances 16,052.638  15,647.665   (404.973) 

Tpt. & Misc. (Normal) 1,444.485  1,444.455   (0.030) 

Revenue Works 

Building Maintenance 627.556  627.555   (0.001) 

Utilities 4,830.996  4,829.458   (1.538) 

Total Revenue Works 5,458.552  5,457.013   (1.539) 

Capital Works 

Capital Works 653.318  653.318  -   

Common User Items 

POL 169.500  169.500  -   

Medical Store 450.000  448.987   (1.013) 

Ration 110.637  110.631   (0.006) 

Total Common User Items 730.137  729.118   (1.019) 
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Assistance Package 874.000  873.982   (0.018) 

Indigenous Purchases 6,067.352  6,067.352  -   

FE Carry Over 3,837.669  4,116.277  278.608  

Fresh Import 4,267.728  2,173.469   (2,094.259) 

Custom Surcharge 861.026  861.026  -   

Sales Tax 1,122.204  1,122.204  -   

Total 41,369.109  39,145.879   (2,223.230) 

4.2.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

3.1.2.1 Comments on audited accounts are included in the Commercial Appendix to 

Appropriation accounts of the Defence Services for the year 2021-22. 

4.2.3 Compliance of PAC Directives: 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 

Pending Paras No. % of 

compliance 

1991-92 22 20 02 7, 8 91 

1992-93 12 11 01 49 92 

1994-95 38 36 02 14, 78 95 

1995-96 12 08 04 66, 67, 68, 107 67 

1997-98 18 16 02 42, 44 89 

1999-00 18 16 02 15, 16 89 

2003-04 04 01 03 1.3.14, 1.3.18, 1.3.19 25 

2009-10 16 08 08 50 & 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 1.2 50 

2012-13 17 13 04 5.2.3, 5.2.4.12, 5.2.4.14, 5.2.4.15 76 

2017-18 16 09 07 
7.2.3, 7.2.4.5, 7.2.4.8, 7.2.4.10, 7.2.4.11, 

7.2.4.12, 7.2.4.13 
56 

2017-18 

(POF 

CADS) 

15 03 12 
1.4, 1.4.3, 1.4.4, 1.4.5, 1.4.6, 1.4.7, 1.4.9, 

1.4.10, 1.4.11, 1.4.12, 1.4.13, 1.4.14 
20 

Total 188 141 47  75 

The compliance of the PAC directives is poor which needs immediate attention of the 

PAO. 

4.2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

4.2.4.1 Sale of scrap without open tenders and loss due to non-deposit of sale proceed 

into government treasury – Rs. 193.149 million 

According to Rule-20 of PPR, Principal method of procurement, “Save as otherwise provided 

hereinafter, the procuring agencies shall use open competitive bidding as the principal method of 

procurement for the procurement of goods, services and works. According to Memorandum of 
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Association of WIL, “the company is engaged in manufacture and sale of 12-Bore Ammunition and 

sale of Civil Products purchased from POF. The Company also acts as commission agent for POF to 

facilitate its sale of obsolete/surplus stores and scraps generated in POF”. Moreover, as per disposal 

policy, sale proceed of scrap must be deposited into Government Treasury. 

During Audit of POF Export Division, Wah Cantt for the 2018-20, it was observed that the 

management sold out scrap of tungsten Alloy and Molybdenum to M/s Metal Magnus Netherland and 

M/s London Metals UK vide contracts No. 8.35100.01/84 dated 10.7.2018 valuing US $ 632,949.09 

equivalents to Rs. 89.372 million (US $ 632,949.09 @ Rs. 141.20/dollar) and contract No. 204803 dated 

29.3.2019 valuing US $ 734,965.18 equivalents to Pak. Rs. 103.777 million  

(US $ 734,965.18 @ Rs. 141.20/dollar) respectively. Audit noticed following irregularities in sale of 

scrap: 

a. Scrap was sold by obtaining 3-4 quotations and without obtaining competitive rates through 

open tendering / press advertisement. 

b. POF Export Division has no mandate to sold scrap whereas M/s WIL (a subsidiary of POF) has 

mandate for sale of obsolete/surplus stores & scraps generated in POF”. Thus sale of scrap by 

POF Director Export is against its mandate. 

c. Sale proceeds of scrap amounting to Rs. 193.149 million (Rs. 89.372 million + Rs.103.777 

million) was required to be deposited in Govt. treasury but the management deposited in Special 

Deposit Fund (SDF) of POF Export Division. 

Thus, Govt. ex-chequer sustained loss of Rs. 193.149 million. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management intimated that scrap was sold to 

international buyers and SDF account is being maintained by CMA to keep sale proceeds from exports. 

DAC directed to share relevant documents with audit authorities for verification.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-3 (POF Export, 2018-20) 

4.2.4.2 Irregular execution of export orders in violation of Government directives – Rs. 

6,771.743 million 

As per Clause-3 of MoDP’s letter No.1/6/73-TS/DP-2 dated 22.08.1973 “Export prices will be 

normally fixed by the POFs Board, in consultation with the FA (OF), keeping in view the prevailing 

international prices, where available, and in a business like manner. 

As per Clause–1 of MoDP’s letter No.1/6/73-TS/DP-2 dated 22.08.1973; ii, iii & iv) Enquiries, 

if any received direct by the POFs Board will be immediately referred to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

for clearance, with a copy to the Defence Production Division. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs will 

send their reply to the POFs Board, with copy to the Defence Production Division. A final clearance 

should be obtained by the POFs from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

As per Clause-3(a) of MoDP’s letter No.1/6/73-TS/DP-2 dated 22.08.1973 “Marginal cost of 

production is recovered in full in every case. Marginal costs shall include all variable costs and fixed 

costs. 

During the audit of POF Export Division, Wah Cantt for the year 2018-20, it was observed that 

53 export contracts for the supply of POFs Defence products to different countries valuing Rs. 

6,771.743 million were made by the management. Record revealed that management did not follow the 

above referred govt. instructions and made the export contracts by committing the following 

irregularities: 
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i. Export prices should be fixed by the POFs Board, in consultation with the FA(OF) which was 

not done. In addition, it was observed that competitive rates of Export products were also not 

being observed by the management from the international market.  

ii. Management did not immediately refer the enquiries received to Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

as per above rules. 

iii. In 2013 the POFs Board revised its costing method and the concept of State Compulsion was 

introduced by which the expenditure of non-production units was not included in production 

cost. Now, the Marginal or Full Cost provided by the CMA (POF) Wah Cantt by considering 

the State Compulsion as Rebate for fixing the export product prices cannot be termed as rational 

price for POFs product. Similarly, the profit rate calculated on these Export prices of product 

cannot be justified / rational /authenticated. However, management should ensure the 

competitive prices w.r.t. the inclusion of State Compulsion in the cases where the prices of POF 

are less compared to international market in order to obtain maximum profit to the organization. 

Audit is of the view that as per above mentioned violation of Govt. rules / instructions / orders, 

exports of POF products amounting to Rs. 6,771.743 million were irregular. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management apprised that the input regarding 

costing is being considered at the appropriate level and a mechanism is being evolved to cover the 

suggested cost elements. DAC directed to share the costing procedure vis-à-vis FA concurrence with 

Audit authorities. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-1 (POF Export, 2018-20) 

4.2.4.3 Loss due to non-recovery of sale proceeds of uniforms – Rs. 25.554 million 

As per Ministry of Defence Production letter No. 5 /18/DP-1/2000 dated 05.08.2016, GHQ is 

responsible for provision of funds against equipment dispatched as gift to border units of Tajikistan 

committed by Chief of Army Staff (COAS) during his visit to Tajikistan w.e.f. 29.02.2016 to 

02.03.2016.  

During the audit of POF Export Division Wah Cantt for the year 2018-19 & 2019-20, it was 

observed that Chief of Army Staff (COAS) during his visit to Tajikistan w.e.f 29.02.2016 to 02.03.2016 

committed for provision of 5,000 camouflage uniforms as gift to border units of Tajikistan valuing Rs. 

25.554 million. The uniforms were prepared vide extract No. 4332/clothing dated 24.5.2016 and 

dispatch to Tajikistan on 12.08.2016 to 14.08.2016. 

As per Ministry of Defence Production letter dated 05.08.2016, GHQ was responsible for 

provision of funds / cost of exported uniform to POF but did not paid after lapse of 04 years. Thus, due 

to non-recovery of funds / cost of exported uniforms from GHQ, POFs sustained loss of Rs. 25.554 

million.    

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management clarified that  

Rs. 25 million have been received and the remaining amount is in the process of realization. DAC 

directed to get the record verified by the Audit authorities within 15 days. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-2 (POF Export, 2018-20) 

4.2.4.4 Non-recovery of space and stall fabrication charges of exhibition from participants - 

Rs. 3.443 million 
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According to Rule-26 of General Financial Rules, it is the duty of the departmental controlling 

officers to see that all sums due to Government are regularly and promptly assessed, realized and duly 

credited in the Public Account. 

During audit of POFs Export Division Wah Cantt for the year 2018-20, the management paid 

an amount of Rs. 2.295 million and Rs. 1.148 million to Defence Export Promotion Organization 

(DEPO) on account of space and stall fabrication charges for participation in exhibition IDEAS-2018 

held on 23.11.2018 to 30.11.2018 on behalf of M/s Wah Brass Mills and M/s Hi-Tech respectively. 

Record revealed that the said amount of Rs. 3.443 million could not be recovered even after lapse of 

two & a half years.  

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management apprised that POF Exports Division 

has already requested all subsidiary groups for payments of space and fabrication charges during 

IDEAS-2018. DAC directed the management to ensure recovery and verify the same from Audit 

authorities.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-7 (POF Export, 2018-20) 

4.2.4.5 Loss of interest income due to using of sundry accounts of banks for foreign remittance 

purposes – Rs. 20.495 million 

According to rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for private 

advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered to, 

especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information by 

directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

During Audit of POF Export Division Wah Cantt for the 2018-20, it was observed that this 

division was established solely to deal with the export orders of foreign countries. The amount of foreign 

orders is remitted through LCs for which the Export Division opened sundry accounts in NBP, ABL 

and MCB banks. Record revealed that the amounts received against foreign orders were retained with 

the banks for a period ranging between 03 to 95 days before deposited into POF Special Deposit Fund 

(SDF) account. Audit noticed that the management did not make any kind of agreement with the 

respective banks for payment of interest on retaining of huge foreign remittance in their bank accounts. 

Due to non-retaining of foreign remittances on interest basis with the banks, POF Export Division 

sustained interest loss at an average rate of 10% on NIDA account amounting to Rs. 20.495 million 

during the year 2018-19 and 2019-20 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management informed that POF receive FE against 

export orders in Sundry Accounts operative with various scheduled banks and ultimately transfers the 

FE in SDF account maintained by the State Bank of Pakistan. Audit informed the Committee that there 

was delay up to 100 days in remittance of amount in POF account. DAC directed the management to 

review the mechanism of foreign remittance and ensure timely remittance of funds in POF account. 

Committee further directed the management to share the improvement in the matter with Audit.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-5 (POF Export, 2018-20) 

4.2.4.6 Irregular appointment and award of additional charge – Rs. 153.728 million 

As per para-123 (a) and 125 (ii & iii) of EstaCode additional charge of a vacant post may be 

held by an officer for three months. This term may be extended for another three months. On expiry of 
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six months of additional charge of a particular vacant post, the post would be treated as having been 

abolished, and it cannot be revived without the concurrence of the Finance Department. 

During Audit of POF Export Division, Wah Cantt for the 2018-20, it was observed that Mr. 

Usman Ali Bhatti CEO/MD M/s Wah Industries Private Ltd (WIL) was appointed as Director, POF 

Export Division on additional charge w.e.f. 19.6.2019. The post of Director Export is of BS-20. 

Appointment on regular or additional charge of BS-20 officer needs the approval of Prime Minister and 

Ministry of Defence which was not obtained. Further the period of additional charge has been extended 

for almost two years up till 30.6.2021 against permissible limit of maximum six months.  

Audit is of the view that any regular acting B-20 officer can be taken from any other department 

of POF as Director Export but this was not done by the management, hence appointment of Mr. Usman 

Ali Bhatti, CEO/MD WIL (a private company) on additional charge over and above approved limit is 

held irregular.  

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management clarified that there is no loss to the 

state as the officer is not drawing any salary from POF Export Division in lieu of additional charge to 

his own duty as CEO & MD WIL. DAC directed the management to share relevant record with Audit 

authorities. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC.  

Para-6 (POF Export, 2018-20) 

4.2.4.7 Loss due to non-imposition of liquidated damages - Rs. 11.323 million 

In accordance with Clause-2 of the contract 72-LP-PUR-SAA-48 dated 23.05.2019 the store 

was required to be delivered up to 30.04.2020 or earlier. Further as per Clause-6 of the special condition 

of the contract “in event of failure of the firm to complete supplies within delivery schedule of contract, 

POF reserves the right to impose the liquidated damages (LD) on the firm upto 2% but not less than 1% 

of the value of unsupplied quantity of items per month or part of the month for the period exceeding the 

original delivery period subject to minimum 10% of the total contacted value. 

During audit of the POF SAA factory for the years 2019-20 & 2020-21, it was observed that a 

contract No.72-LP-PUR-SAA-48 dated.23.05.2019 for provision of Ammo cups 09 items was placed 

on M/s Wah Brass Mills (Pvt.) Limited for Rs. 1132.345 million on cost conversion basis with the 

delivery period up to 30.04.2020. However, the firm could not complete the supply within the delivery 

period and requested for extension in contract period for a period of 06 months up to 15.04.2020. 

The contract was extended up to 30.10.2020 vide amendment No.111 dated 02.05.2020. The 

firm again failed to complete the delivery of store within the extended period and again requested for a 

further period of 06 months i.e. upto 30.04.2021 vide letter No. MK/ 13/29/20 dated 28.10.2020. 

Extension of 06 months was granted to the firms without imposition of the LD charges. 

It was further observed that the firm refused to provide the agreed quantity of 9 mm case and 

bullets cups for the reason that they cannot supply the same on the old contract rates vide letter 

No.WBM-Pro-SAA-025 dated 02.05.2021.The said contract was short closed on actual receipt vide 

amendment No. V. dated 14.10.2021. 

The firm not only failed to supply the store within the delivery period but also refused to provide 

the agreed store on the old rates, therefore was liable for the imposition of late delivery charges of Rs. 

11.323 million (i.e. Rs. 566.1725 million value of balance quantity x 2%) which was not done. 

The matter was reported to management on January 19, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated 29.01.2022 justified the delay on behalf of WBM that due to covid-19, POF and allied 
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departments remained closed from 24.03.2020 to 21.06.2020 (03 months) and due to non-provision of 

input material in transit, the WBM could not complete the order in time.  

The reply is not convincing as the SAA Factory extended the delivery period for six months 

against the closing period of 03 months. Whereas 2nd extension of 06 months was granted due to non-

provision of raw material, the plea for the 2nd extension was also not hold good as under clause 9 pf the 

special condition of the contract the provision of raw material was the prime/sole responsibility of 

WBM, hence not justified. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated for non-imposition of LD charges, fix 

responsibility on the person(s) at fault and recover the amount in question from the defaulter firm. 

Para-2(POF SAA, 2019-21) 

4.2.4.8 Irregular award of contract to the 2nd lowest bidder - Rs. 8.978 million 

According to the Rule-38 of PPRA Rules 2004, the bidder with the lowest evaluated bid, if not 

in conflict with any other law, rules, regulations or policy of the Federal Government, shall be awarded 

the procurement contract, within the original or extended period of bid validity. Further, according to 

the Rule-40, there shall be no negotiations with the bidder having submitted the lowest evaluated bid or 

with any other bidder:  

During the audit of POF SAA, Factory Wah Cantt for the year, 2019-20 to 2020-21, it was 

observed that tender enquiry was uploaded and published in print media on January 17, 2020 for the 

purchase of 465,000 sheets chipboard lined. In response, 04 firms offered their bids. The financial bids 

of the technically qualified bidders were opened on February 12.2020. The rates of Rs. 38.70 per sheet 

of  

M/s Masood, Lahore were found lowest and the rates of M/s Alamgir, Rawalpindi of Rs. 43.72 per 

sheet were found the 2nd lowest. Instead of placing order on the 1st lowest bidder, the management 

assumed that the firm will not be able to provide the requisite store within delivery period. Due to the 

above reason the management negotiated with the 2nd lowest bidder M/s Alamgir Rwp for reduction in 

offered rates. The firm accordingly reduced its rates and 50% store (232,000 No. sheets) worth Rs. 

8.978 million was purchased from M/s Alamgir vide contract / Agreement No. 35-LP-Pur-SAA-49 

dated April 06, 2020.   

Audit is of the view that after opening financial bids, the negotiation with the 2nd lowest bidder 

was favoritism and clear violation of Rule-38 of PPRA, 2004. Thus, the procurement of Rs. 8.978 

million from 2nd lowest bidder through negotiation was held irregular in Audit. 

The matter was reported to management on January 19, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated 29.01.2022 stated that under Para-5 of POF purchase manual dated 18.12.1971, such splitting is 

allowed.  

The reply is not acceptable because under the above referred Para of Purchase Manual in such 

cases, the Tender Enquiry will contain necessary provision and information to this effect. In this case, 

T.E did not contain such provision and information to this effect. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault.  

Para-3 (POF SAA, 2019-21) 
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4.2.4.9 Loss due to non-recovery of risk purchase cost from the defaulting firm US $ 42,700 

equal to Rs. 6.029 million 

As per clause 4.3 of Tender Enquiry, in case of failure of suppliers to supply the store within 

original or extended delivery period, the un-supplied store will be purchased from elsewhere at the risk 

and cost of the supplier. 

During the Audit of SAA factory, Wah Cantt for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the 

management awarded contract No. 43-FP-PUR-SAA-47 dated 24.01.2018 to M/s MIL Spec Industries 

Corp USA, for procurement of Sierra Match Bullet 30 cal.175 HPBT (1,000,000 No.) valuing USD 

259,800.00 equivalent to  

Rs. 27.409 million with delivery period 31.01.2019. The firm could not supply the said store even after 

final notice dated 24.12.2018 and cancelled the contract on 01.10.2019 with the direction that the store 

may be purchased from elsewhere at the risk and cost of defaulter firm M/s Mil Spec, USA.  

The said store was subsequently purchased from M/s Optics Planets, USA vide contract 

agreement No. 04-FP-PUR-SAA-49 dated September 14, 2019 at a total US Dollar 302,500 resultantly 

the POF SAA Factory sustained loss of  

US$ 42,700 equal to Pak Rs. 6.029 million. 

Though, the management invoked the risk purchase clause against the defaulter firm yet the 

amount could not be recovered due to non-obtaining of 10% bank guarantee as required under clause-

13(a) of the contract agreement. 

Audit is of the view that due to non-obtaining of 10% Bank guarantee, the formation will not 

able to recover the said loss. 

The matter was reported to management on January 19, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated 29.01.2022, stated that recovery of risk purchase of US $ 42700.00 is in court of law.  

The reply is not acceptable as the management failed to obtain 10% Bank Guarantee as required 

under clause-13 (a) of the Contract Agreement. The stance of management regarding recovery though 

Court is very weak being foreign firm. The chances of recovery through Court of Law are quite remote. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix responsibility for non-obtaining 10% bank 

guarantee and make the loss good from the responsible.  

Para-4 (POF SAA, 2019-21) 

4.2.4.10 Loss to Government ex-chequer due to non-deduction of sales tax on the store sold out 

to M/s WBM - Rs. 219.300 million 

As per section-3(1) of sales Tax Act 1990, subject to the provision of this Act, there shall be 

charged, Levied and paid on Tax known as Sales Tax at the rate of 17% of the value of – (a) taxable 

supplies made by a registered person in the course or further of any taxable activities carried on by him 

(b) goods imported in to Pakistan. 

During Audit of the accounts of POF, SAA Factory for the year 2019-20 and 2020-21. It was 

observed that the POF SAA Factory made certain agreements on cost conversion basis, with M/s Brass 

Mills (Pvt.) LTD in accordance with the Clause-09.The material so provided by SAA will be treated as 

client material at their cost as approved by CMA will be deducted from the bills against the supplies. 

Under the above Clause of contract, the management of POF SAA Factory provided additional material 

worth Rs. 1.29 billion during 2017 to 2019. As per Section 2(33), the transfer of goods from SAA Fy to 
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M/s WBM and receipt of considerable monetary terms the transaction is, in substance, the sale of raw 

material from SAA to WBM is subject to Sale Tax.  

However, sale tax @ 17% was not charged on the sale worth Rs. 1.29 billion which caused loss 

of Rs. 219.30 million on this account. The FBR also served a Show cause Notice for recovery of Rs. 

142.00 million sale tax along with default surcharge penalty for not charging sale tax on such 

transactions. 

Thus, due to non-charging of sale tax on the material provided to M/s WBM at certain sale 

price/ cost, the management put the Govt. exchequer into loss of  

Rs. 219.300 million (i.e. Rs. 1.29 billion x 17% = Rs. 219.30 million)  

The loss to Govt. exchequer was reported to management on January 19, 2022. The 

management in its reply dated 29.01.2022 stated that in case of additional material / scrape cost of the 

sale was recovered as per book value including their in all type of taxes.  

Reply is not convincing as the factory provided additional material worth Rs. 1349.933 million 

and the cost of such material was recovered from bill of WBM. However, no documentary evidence 

regarding deduction and deposit of Sale Tax in support of reply was provided for verification. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons for non-charging of sale tax from M/s WBM.                                

Para-1 (POF SAA, 2019-21) 

4.2.4.11 Loss due to non-finalization of procurement case within the validity period - Rs. 5.522 

million 

According to the Rule-38 of PPRA Rules 2004, the bidder with the lowest evaluated bid, if not 

in conflict with any other law, rules, regulations or policy of the Federal Government, shall be awarded 

the procurement contract, within the original or extended period of bid validity.  

During the audit of POF SAA, Factory Wah Cantt for the year, 2019-20 to 2020-21, it was 

observed that Tender for the purchase of 9,000 Kgs Antimony was floated in press on 29.09.2020. 

Financial offers of the technically qualified firms were opened on 30.11.2020. The quoted rates of CNY 

46.452 equal to Pak  

Rs. 1,119.49 per Kg of M/s Detect Metals Co. Ltd, China with 90 days validity of price from 16.11.2020 

was found the lowest ( i.e. up to February 13, 2021). 

It was however observed that Contract No. 28-FP-Pur-SAA-50 dated. 11.02.2020 was sent to 

M/s Detect Metals Co. Ltd, China on 16.02.2021 i.e. after the expiry of validity period of 90 days in 

February 13, 2021 for acceptance and signature. In response, the firm informed that due to increase in 

the price of Antimony in international market, they are unable to supply the same at their quoted rates. 

The formation has no choice but to cancel the deal on 05.05.2021.  

The requirement was retendered on 06.05.2021. Financial bids of the technically qualified firms 

were opened on 10.07.2021. The rates of CYN 70.48 equal to Pak Rs. 1,733 per Kg of M/s Beijing 

Precision I/E Co. LTD, China with total cost CYN 634,302 equal to Pak rupees 15.597 million were 

found the lowest. Accordingly, 9,000 Kgs Antimony was purchased from M/s Beijing Precision 

Machinery, China at a total cost of CNY 634,302 equal to Pak Rs. 15.597 million. 

It is evident from the above narrated facts that the formation sustained loss of Rs. 5.522 million 

(i.e. Rs. 15.597 million purchase cost (-) Rs. 10.075 million as per previous rates) due to non-finalization 

of contract within the validity time and subsequent purchased at higher rates. 
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The matter was reported to management on January 19, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated 29.01.2022, stated that upon finalization of the contract, Letter of Intent issued to the firm on 

10.02.2021 and contract dated 11.2.2021 was sent to the firm on 16.02.2021.  

The reply is not acceptable as LOI is not legal document under which the firm was bound to 

supply the store. The management accepted that the contract was sent on 16.02.2021 i.e. after expiry of 

the validity period. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the delay in finalization of deal may be investigated with a view to fix 

the responsibility on the person (s) at fault and make the loss good. 

Para-5 (POF SAA, 2019-21) 

4.2.4.12 Irregular purchase of ammo cups – Rs. 4,230.39 million 

As per Rule-42C (i & ii) PPRA 2004, A procuring agency shall only engage in direct 

contracting if the following conditions exist, namely:(i)The procurement concerns the acquisition of 

spare parts or supplementary services from original manufacturer or supplier: Provided that the same 

are not available from alternative sources; (ii) Only one manufacturer or supplier exists for the required 

procurement. 

As per Rule–4 of PPRA, 2004, procuring agencies, while engaging in procurements, shall 

ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement 

brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient and economical 

During Audit of the accounts of SAA, Factory for the year 2019-20 &  

2020-21 it was observed that SAA Factory purchased Ammo cups valuing  

Rs. 4,230.39 million through direct contracting by declaring the items as proprietary from M/s Wah 

Brass Mills Ltd. 

The following irregularities were observed:  

1. The item, were declared propriety despite of the facts that there were other foreign firm who 

can supply the said store. Thus, avoiding of competitive bidding is just favoritism at the cost of 

public funds. 

2. GST amount Rs. 98.06 Million against contract No.38/LP-PUR-SAA-49 was fully released 

without withholding of 1/5 amount. 

3. An amount of Rs.569.24 and Rs.1297.022 Million was made to the firm as full advance just to 

avoid laps of fund. This is again extending of favoritism. 

4. The due diligence meeting in the said contracts were only eye washed as the firm knew that 

they have to reduce the rates to some extent as results of the due diligence meeting, therefore 

the firm submitted extra ordinary higher rates, on each occasion. 

5. The provision of material by Factory on book value instead of present market value to M/s Wah 

Brass Mill is also a classified example of favoritism. 

6. In each and every contract it was mentioned that provision of material is not the responsibility 

of SAA factory. Yet not in a single case M/s Brass Mill procured the store. 

From the above stated facts, it can safely be concluded that basic object of all the above action 

of the POF management was just extending financial benefits to the firm at the cost of public exchequer. 

The matter was reported to management on January 19, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated 29.01.2022 stated that as per provision of PPRA/POF rule the requisite ammo. cups have been 
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declared as proprietary of M/s. WBM Wah Cantt by the FORA Procurement from foreign source will 

cause compatibility issues & expending of precious foreign exchange.  

The reply is not acceptable as the item was declared as proprietary by Fora without observing 

rules 42c (i &ii) of the PPRA. The management itself admitted that foreign source of the said items are 

available. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate reasons for extending undue financial benefits by making 

purchases on single tender basis. 

Para-6 (POF SAA, 2019-21) 

4.2.4.13 Loss due to defective prequalification of tender for procurement of Narrow 

Gauge Diesel Locomotives – Rs. 18.283 million 

As per rule 04 of PPRA Procuring agencies, while engaging in procurements, shall ensure that 

the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value 

for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient and economical. Furthermore, rule 16 

of PPRA The procuring agency engaging in pre-qualification shall announce, in the pre-qualification 

documents, all information required for pre-qualification including instructions for preparation and 

submission of the pre-qualification documents, evaluation criteria, list of documentary evidence 

required by suppliers or contractors to demonstrate their respective qualifications and any other 

information that the procuring agency deems necessary for pre-qualification. Further as per special 

conditions of  tender documents clause 2 (I) the offer of only those firms will be entertained who will 

confirm the availability export permit from their respective government. 

During audit of POFs Explosive Factory for the year 2018-21, it was noticed from the scrutiny 

of Procurements record (Contracts) that tender enquiry for procurement 02 Nos. of “Narrow Gauge 

Diesel Locomotive along with related accessories” was floated through press with opening date 

10.04.2018. 06 firms participated in technical bidding out of which 02 firms were technically qualified. 

Commercial offers of both firms were opened on 07.08.2018. M/s Alan Keef, UK were found lowest 

with financial offer of Rs. 39.028 million and selected. Contract #0022-Exp-FP-48 dated 02.10.2018 

was award to M/s Alan Keef UK for the procurement of 02 Nos. Narrow Gauge Locomotives at a total 

cost of GBP 0.249 million equivalent to Pak Rs. 39.589 million. 

However, after award the contract, the firm backed out from contractual obligations and 

regretted to supply the requisite locomotives due to denied party list of US Government and accordingly 

the said contract was cancelled vide letter dated 06.02.2019 without taking any punitive action against 

the firm. Subsequently it was decided to procure the same through WIL. Accordingly, tender enquiry 

dated 09.02.2019 for procurement of Narrow Gauge Locomotives along with accessories was 

advertised. As a result the same firm who earlier refuse to supply the equipment was technically and 

financially qualified with offer Rs. 50.322 million. Accordingly the contract No. 

WIL/FP/P&M/02/2019 dated 23.08.2019 was awarded and materialized. An amount of Rs. 7.55 million 

was paid as commission to WIL. 

Audit is of the view that purchase committee ignored the Special condition of tender documents 

regarding the availability of export permission from their respective government and subsequently 

purchased of the same item at higher rate from the said firm. This was ill planned procurement on the 

part of purchase committee and formation sustained loss of Rs. 18.283 million (i.e. Rs. 50.322 million 

+ Rs. 7.55 million commission - Rs. 39.589 million) on this account. 
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The matter was reported to management on 10.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

08.02.2022, stated that supplier at the time of signing of contract intimated that POF are name on the 

US Govt. denied party list and the UK Govt. followed the US Govt. limitations. In view of the above 

the firm was unable to proceed further.  

The reply is not acceptable as the availability of export permit should be confirmed before 

awarding of contract as required under clause-2(1) of the tender documents which was not done and 

subsequently led to the procurement event. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.   

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated at appropriate level for non-observing 

prescribed instructions at prequalification stage and fix responsibility on the person(s) at fault. 

Para-2 (POF Explosive, 2018-21) 

4.2.4.14 Loss on purchase of procurement of rectified spirit at exorbitant rates – Rs. 

30.00 million 

As per Rule-04 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004, the procuring agencies while engaging in 

procurement, shall ensure that the procurement are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the 

object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical. Rules-38 further defines that the bidder with the lowest evaluated bid, if not in conflict 

with any other law, rules, regulations or policy of the Federal Govt. shall be awarded the procurement 

contract within the original or extended period of bid validity.  

During audit of Explosive Factory, for the year, 2018-21, it was observed that an Indent No. 

0004-LP-50-MC-Exp dated. 31.07.2019 and Indent No. 0046-LP-Hvn-50 dated. 24.08.2019for 

procurement of rectified spirit of 1,500,000 liters quantity was raised. Tender enquiry was uploaded 

vide TE No. 0004-Exp-LP-50 dated 24.01.2020 which was 05 months late from the issuance date of 

indent. However, only single offer was received from M/s Crystalline Chemical Industries who quoted 

rate of Rs. 140 /Ltr exclusive of all taxes which was 101.44% higher than the last purchase.  

The management did not consider the rate and decided to raise another tender enquiry, which 

was not responded by any firm. Later on the3rdtender enquiry was raised in which M/s Crystalline 

quoted the rate of Rs. 188/Ltr i.e. 170.50 % higher than the LPR(i.e. 69.50) and 2nd lowest firm M/s 

Madina Sugar Mills Chiniot quoted the rate of Rs. 230.40/Ltr i.e. 231.51% higher than the LPR. The 

contract was required to be awarded to the first lowest bidder which was not done and contract awarded 

to 2nd lowest firm after negotiation with the firm and 2nd lowest firm reduced the rates from 230 to 180 

and then 180 to 160/liter (excluding GST) i.e. 187.2 per Ltr including (GST) and finally contract No. 

0017-Exp-LP-50 dated 03.09.2020 was awarded for the purchase of Rectified Spirit of 15,00,000 Liters 

to M/s. Madina Sugar Mills Ltd valuing Rs. 135.747 million. 

Thus, due to imprudent decision of regretting 1st offer despite of knowing upward trend of prices 

in the market and subsequent purchase at higher rates, the formation sustained loss of Rs. 30.00 million 

(i.e. Rs.160/per liter Purchase rate - Rs. 140/per liter 1st offered rate x 1,500,000 liter.). 

The matter was reported to management on 10.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

08.02.2022, stated that in response to 1st tender enquiry uploaded on 24.01.2020 the rate of Rs.140 per 

liter was on higher side, that is why the same was not accepted and the store was subsequently re-

tendered and purchased at Rs.160 per liter.  
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The reply is not convincing as it was proved that due to rejection of 1st tender dated 24.01.2020 

and subsequent purchased at higher rates of Rs 160 per liter, the formation sustained loss to extent of 

Rs 30.00 million. Thus the decision of rejection of 1st tender proved imprudent. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that reasons due to which purchase was not made from lowest offer may be 

investigated, fix responsibility thereof; and the violation made regarding negotiation with the bidder be 

regularized by the PPRA Board. 

Para-1 (POF Explosive, 2018-21) 

4.2.4.15 Irregular expenditure on procurement of Ammonia Anhydrous -  

Rs. 429.427 million 

Loss due to payment of 15% service charges - Rs. 64.414 million 

As per Annex “A” to POF Board letter No.4145/8337/P&S/Coord /477/Secy, dated 08.02.1982 

as amended from time to time, instructions contain comprehensive procedure for the purchase of stores 

and materials, including Plant, Machinery, spares as well as jigs, fixtures, tools etc. by the Supply Chain 

Management (old Central Purchase Deptt) and independent from within the country and abroad. For 

the procurement of general common use items, Independent factories will place their demands on 

Central Material control Section, who after consolidation and keeping the past consumption in view, 

will raise indent on the Central Purchase Department for the procurement. 

During audit of the POFs Explosive Factory for the years 2018-21, it was observed that contrary 

to the aforementioned POF Board instructions the management procured Ammonia Anhydrous worth 

Rs. 429.427 million through Wah Industries (Pvt.) Ltd instead of through Central Purchase Department. 

It was further observed that an amount of Rs. 64.414 million was paid over &above the purchase price 

as services charges on the above mentioned purchase. 

Audit is of the view that payment of services charges could have been avoided if the 

procurement would have been made either through POF Central purchase Department or through 

factory purchase section. 

Thus, the procurement of Rs. 429.427 million made in violation of POF Board instructions not 

only resulted into irregular procurement but also incurred loss of Rs. 64.414 million on account of 

services charges i.e. 15% of total procurement.  

The matter was reported to management on 10.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

08.02.2022, stated that POF Explosive factory facing problems in procurement of Ammonia Anhydrous 

and in order to ensure the availability of this critical raw material, POFs board accorded approval for 

procurement of said store through WIL. It is further stated that purchase of store through WIL is more 

beneficial to POF.  

The reply is not convincing as non arrangement of the procurement of store is indicative of in-

competency/in-efficiency of the POF which have their own procurement department operation under 

General Manager Procurement. As regard the purchase through WIL is more beneficial this instance of 

the management is also wrong as POF have to pay extra charges @ 15% over and above the contract 

price. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated at appropriate level for adopting new 

practice i.e. procurement through 3rd party instead of self and fix responsibility on the person(s) at fault. 
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Para-3 (POF Explosive, 2018-21) 

4.2.4.16 Irregular procurement of store without healthy competition -  

Rs. 40.865 million 

According to Rule-42-c (ii), of PPRA a procuring agency shall only engage in direct contracting 

if only one manufacturer or supplier exists for the required procurement. Provided that the procuring 

agencies shall specify the appropriate fora which may authorize procurement of proprietary object after 

due diligence. 

Further, as per rule-4 the procuring agencies while engaging in procurement, shall ensure that 

the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value 

for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient and economical. 

During audit of Explosive Factory, for the year, 2018-21, it was observed that a contract No. 

0030-LP-MC-Exp dated 25.07.2020 valuing Rs. 40.865 million for procurement of plastic boxes of 

11,088 No. was awarded to M/s Hi-Tech Plastics (Pvt.) Ltd, Wah Cantt on single source basis with 

delivery period upto 31.05.2021. During scrutiny of record under mentioned points were observed: 

i. The requisite store was first time procured and declared as proprietary item by ignoring proper 

procedure as required under PPRA rules 42(c). 

ii. Further, query was raised by the FA regarding proprietary procurement i.e. rate needs to be 

rationalized through diligence Committee which was not done in letter & sprit. 

iii. The indented box was developed by M/s Hi-Tech Plastics, Wah Cantt at their own expenditure 

on the request of Managing Director, Explosive Factory for the packing of export order, which 

shows that all the other possibilities were already ignored and a special favour was granted to  

M/s Hi-Tech Plastics, Wah in violation of rules. 

Audit is of the view that management was required to follow the PPRA rules for procurement 

of costly store but the same was not done which resulted into irregular procurement of Rs. 40.865 

million.  

The matter was reported to management on 10.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

08.02.2022, intimated that FORA declared the same item as proprietary of M/s Hi-Tech plastic as they 

developed the boxed at their own expenditure. 

The reply is not convincing as the store was declared as proprietary without observing the rule 

42 c (i &ii) of PPRA i.e. without confirming the non- availability of store from other sources and that 

too was without due diligence meeting. Subsequently the POF Board also directed that in future the 

same item should be procured through proper competition. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the matter regarding irregular procurement and non-

adherence of laid down procedure, fix responsibility thereof and strict compliance of PPRA rules may 

be followed in future. 

Para-4 (POF Explosive, 2018-21) 

4.2.4.17 Irregular and un-justified procurement of Light Sniper Rifle on proprietary 

basis – Rs. 1,234.004 million 

As per Para-08 of the POFs purchase procedure issued vide POFs Board letter # 4145/8337/P 

& S/Co-ord/477/Secy, dated 08.02.1982 read with Rule-42(c) (ii) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 a 

procuring agency shall only engage in direct contracting if only one manufacturer or supplier exists for 
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the required procurement provided that the procuring agencies shall specify the appropriate FORA, 

which may authorize procurement of proprietary object after due diligence. 

During the audit of POFs Weapons Factory for the year 2018-20, it was observed that the 

management imported 50 Kits of Light Sniper Rifle (LSR) components from M/s Surgeon & Co. USA. 

After successful user trial, Pak Army demanded thousand LSRs from POFs. To fulfill the demand of 

the Pak. Army, Weapons Factory awarded five contracts for purchase of parts on proprietary basis by 

direct contracting. 

Audit is of the view that initially management imported all parts of LSR from M/s Surgeon & 

Co. USA but later on same parts were procured from three firms on proprietary basis by direct 

contracting which is irregular and un-justified. As per PPRA rules, the management was required to 

procure the parts of LSR through open tender but the same was not done. Further it could not be verified 

from the available record that above three firms were sole manufacturer / supplier existed to quote for 

the required procurement. In the absence of documentary evidence, the issuance of the proprietary 

certificate through any FORA was hardly justified and the entire expenditure incurred against the above 

referred contracts was held irregular. The management also did not concur the Tender Enquiry from the 

Financial Advisor as per SOP/rules as well. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management apprised the Committee that the parts 

were of same supplier and not purchased from any other firm. DAC directed the management to provide 

justification and get the record verified from audit authorities. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-6 (POF Weapons Fy. 2018-20) 

4.2.4.18 Blockade of funds due to non-sale / disposal of shelf life completed guns - Rs. 19.318 

million 

According to rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

“the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information 

by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses”. POF has not framed any kind of 

policy for disposal / sale of firing capacity completed guns. 

During the audit of POFs Weapons Factory for the year 2018-20, it was observed that the 

management has 732 self-life / firing capacity completed G3A3 and MG3 guns valuing Rs. 19.318 

million. These guns have completed its capacity/ shelf life after fire of 6000 rounds during endurance 

test. The management did not make any efforts for their sale/disposal, resultantly a huge quantity is 

lying in store. Moreover, there is no policy regarding sale /disposal of these guns, hence funds 

amounting to Rs. 19.318 million have been blocked.  

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management clarified that rifles and barrels under 

subject observation have surpassed their useful service life and contributed in achieving the quality 

standard. However, value / cost may not be categorized as held inventory liable to sale. DAC directed 

the management that efforts may be made for the disposal/sale of un-serviceable guns and to share the 

relevant documents with Audit authorities. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-5 (POF Weapons Fy. 2018-20) 

4.2.4.19 Irregular / un-justified award of contract to a defaulter firm –  

Rs. 284.04 million and non-utilization of spare parts - Rs. 8.919 million 
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As per para-6 of POF Board letter No. POF/59/CH dated January 4, 1971, following general 

guidelines were required to be born in mind by the competent officers while raising demand and / or 

submitting/ approving purchase proposals: 

a. That due economy and care is exercised in formulating requirements. 

b. That in demanding / purchasing store same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred is 

exercised as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his 

own. 

During audit of POF Weapon Factory for the year 2018-19 and 2019-20, it was observed that 

management procured “Forging Machine Type SHK-10- MA1528” valuing Rs. 60.750 million vide 

contract dated 13.10.1993. The machine created problems in due course. To remove the problems, the 

management purchased 178 spare parts of said machine valuing Rs. 8.919 million from M/s GFM 

Austria vide contract No. 2518-FP-W-34 dated 10.11.2004. For installation of 178 spare parts in the 

machine and overhauling, the management also awarded another contract No. 2703-FP-W-36 dated 

10.2.2007 to same firm M/s GFM Austria valuing Rs. 7.175 million. The firm failed to overhaul the 

machine uptill February, 2020 and become defaulter. Due to non-overhauling, spare parts could not be 

utilized till date after lapsed of almost 15 years.   

By ignoring the previous contractual obligations, POF Weapon Factory awarded a new 

overhauling contract No. 4104-13-FP-MPO-49 dated 19.02.2020 valuing Rs. 284.04 million including 

cost of spare parts to same defaulter firm  

M/s GFM Austria at 3,859% higher rates without utilization of already purchased spare parts. It was 

further noticed that the management also provided 20% advance of Rs. 56.808 million to the firm on 

19.2.2020 but the machine is not dispatch to firm premises for overhauling even after lapsed of more 

than one & half year.  

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the DAC directed the management to submit revised 

reply with updated status within 10 days.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-3 (POF Weapons Fy. 2018-20) 

4.2.4.20 Irregular / unjustified procurement of Kalashnikov (AK-103) –  

Rs. 6,868.884 million 

Loss of bank service charges without maturing of contract – 

Rs. 77.547 million 

As per Para–08 of the POFs purchase procedure issued vide POFs Board letter # 4145/8337/P 

& S/Co-ord/477/Secy, dated 08.02.1982 read with Rule-42(c) (ii) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 a 

procuring agency shall only engage in direct contracting if only one manufacturer or supplier exists for 

the required procurement provided that the procuring agencies shall specify the appropriate FORA, 

which may authorize procurement of proprietary object after due diligence. 

During the audit of POFs Weapons Factory for the year 2018-20, it was observed that the 

management awarded a contract to M/s Joint Stock Company Russia for procurement of 76,004 Nos. 

of 7.62 mm Kalashnikov assault rifle AK-103 valuing US$ 43,702,300.00 @ US$ 575 per rifle on 

proprietary basis with delivery period 4 to 9 months after receipt of advance payment. LC was 

established on 22.01.2018 through National Bank of Pakistan, Main Branch Rawalpindi but could not 

be operative due to black listing of the supplier at international level.  

Negotiations were made at Governments level of Pakistan and Russian authorities and it was 

decided that beneficiary be changed from M/s Joint Stock Company to M/s Limited Liability Company 
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Russia with 100% payment directly remitted to NBP Nostro account in Russia through NBP Pakistan 

for which 95% payment will be released on presentation of commercial invoice and equipment pre-

shipment acceptance certificate. Whereas remaining 5% was to be retained in NBP Nostro account for 

the warranty period of subject store with financial effect of  

US$ 43,702,300.00 equivalent to Rs. 6,868,884 million. The POF management remitted payment to 

NBP Russia through cheques instead of opening L.C. NBP claimed service charges of Rs. 77.547 

million from POF for these deposits / transactions. Chairman POF Board approved the payment from 

RD&R Head of account. The firm did not supply the requisite store till date. 

In this regard, following serious irregularities were observed: 

1. The contracted Firm M/s Joint Stock Company Russia was already blacklisted even then 

the management awarded the contract to the said firm. 

2. POF is a manufacturing concern, however, instead of own manufacturing a finished product 

is being purchased to coup up the needs of Army / LEAs, whereas, they can directly 

purchase these instead. 

3. CMA (POF) Wah Cantt made payment from RDR head of account. 

4. Instead of advance remittance, CMA (POF) Wah Cantt made full payment through cheques 

and directly sent to Bank for immediate payment to firm. 

5. Instead of opening LC, CMA (POF) Wah Cantt made payment through Cheques. 

6. Due to remittance of full payment in advanced a huge precious foreign exchange amount 

has been blocked. 

7. NBP charged Rs. 77.547 million as service charges. Since, the firm was black listed and 

the chances of supply of store was remote. Therefore, these bank charges without any 

output are confirmed wastage of public money. 

8. An amount of US$43,702,300.00 is still unrecoverable after the lapse of one and half year. 

Keeping the above facts in view, the amount of US$ 43,702,300.00 blocked in bank and loss 

of bank service charges amounting to Rs. 77.547 million are irregular and imprudent. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management informed that POF Board is in liaison 

with GHQ. MoDP and other sensitive state organizations for joint efforts to get the deal finalized with 

Russia. DAC directed the management to continue efforts for finalization of deal. Furthermore, DAC 

directed to re-check the element of service charges paid Rs. 77.547 million and notified by the SBP and 

get the record verified by the Audit authorities in 15 days.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-7 (POF Weapons Fy. 2018-20) 

4.2.4.21 Loss due to non-recovery of advance and non-encashment of bank guarantee – Rs. 

12.558 million 

According to rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for private 

advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered to, 

especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information by 

directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. Further as per accounting practices, 

Bank Guarantee is cashable on non-fulfillment of contractual obligations and default of contract. 

During audit of POF Weapon Factory for the year 2018-20, it was observed that the 

management awarded a contract (No. 0004-LP-Wpn-SR-I-C-I) dated 29.6.2013 valuing Rs. 22.946 

million to M/s PIC Technology (Pvt.) Ltd Islamabad for procurement of different types of steel store 

with delivery period upto 31.10.2013. The firm supplied the store valuing Rs. 16.012 million uptill June, 
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2015. For provision of remaining store, the management granted advance payment to the firm valuing 

Rs. 6.721 million against bank guarantee of Rs. 7.119 million. Later on, the firm could supply store 

valuing Rs. 1.495 million and went to default. Store valuing Rs. 5.439 million (Rs. 22.946 million – 

Rs16.012 million + Rs. 1.495 million) could not be supplied by the supplier uptill 30.06.2021. The 

management was required to encash the bank guarantee of the firm valuing Rs. 7.119 but the same was 

not done which is expired now. Thus, due to non- encashment of bank guarantee valuing Rs.7.119 

million, advance of Rs.5.439 million still not recovered. Further as per contract clause-7, 100% payment 

was required to be made on provision &acceptance of store but advance was granted by amending in 

original contract which was unjustified. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management informed that punitive action as 

forfeiture of security deposits and encashment of BG was imitated against defaulter firm, meanwhile 

firm filed the case in Court of Law. DAC directed the management to pursue the case vigorously in 

Court of Law and ensure recovery of amount along with interest. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-4 (POF Weapons Fy. 2018-20) 

4.2.4.22 Loss due to less assessment of rent of commercial land – Rs. 5.125 million 

Non-deposit of Government and POF share - Rs. 16.753 million 

As per MODP letter No. F.2/5/D-12/ML&C/99, Dated 20th November, 2009, “The rent so 

calculated shall be deposited in to Govt. Treasury by the concerned Army Formation, PN/PAF/ Admn 

Authorities and TRs forwarded to the respective Controller of Accounts for disposal. Moreover, the rent 

account of A-1 Land for commercial and welfare purpose (for category A&C activities) will be 

auditable as per Govt. Policy. Necessary documentation including formal approval of the Services Chief 

is mandatory. 

During audit of POF Director Admn for the years 2017-20, it was observed that the 06 Nos 

buildings situated within the premises of POFs Guest House measuring 14,232.00 sq.ft being used 

commercially without execution of lease agreement since its inception. In 2018-19, a committee was 

constituted to assess the rent for the space/land being used against these commercial activities. The 

committee calculated rent amount of Rs. 3.046 million per annum @ Rs. 214 per sq.ft. 

However, it was observed that the Assessment Committee did not calculate the rent according 

to the policy guidelines on use of A-I land issued by the Ministry of Defence Production vide letter 

referred above which states that the rent shall be charged @ 6% per annum of the existing revenue rate 

of the said land. 
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Area of A-I land 

used 

Period Revenue 

rate during 

the period 

Rs. per 

marla 

Rent Per 

annum @ 

6% of 

revenue 

rate (Rs.) 

Rent calculated 

by the 

Assessment 

committee (Rs.) 

Difference/ 

Loss to 

govt.(Rs.) 

14,232 sq. ft. or 

56.928 marlas @ 

250 sq. ft. per 

marla 

Jan, 2015 to 

Jun, 2016 

 891,730 3,045,862 3,045,862 - 

-do- July, 2016 to 

Jun, 2017 

 980,900 3,350,440 3,045,862 304,578 

-do- July, 2017 to 

Jun, 2018 

1,078,990 3,685,485  3,045,862 639,623 

-do- July, 2018 to 

Jun, 2019 

1,186,890  4,054,036 3,045,862 1,008,174 

-do- July, 2019 to 

Jun, 2020 

1,291,570  4,411,590 3,045,862 1,365,728 

-do- July, 2020 to 

Jun, 2021 

1,420,730  4,852,759 3,045,862 1,806,897 

     5,125,000 

Thus, due to less assessment of rent government exchequer was put to loss of Rs. 5.125 million 

(Rs. 1.281 million as 25% share of government and Rs. 3.844 million as 75% share of POF).  

Furthermore, an amount of Rs. 2.285 million on account of Govt. share and  

Rs. 14.468 million on account of POF share is also outstanding from POF guest house management, 

crippling the government interest.  

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management apprised that Housing and Land 

Directorate was approached on 27 Jan, 2022 to constitute a rent assessment committee as soon as 

possible for calculation of rent on DC rate. Accordingly, the amount of revised rent will be deposited 

into Government Treasury through TRs. DAC directed the management to ensure depositing of revised 

rent amount into Government Treasury and verification of relevant record by audit authorities 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-7&8 (Dir. Admn, POFs 2017-20) 

4.2.4.23 Loss due to non-recovery of rent from private parties - Rs. 3.443 million 

As per Para 455 of MES regulation, recovery of rent shall be made in advance.  

As per Para-6 of POF Allotment Rules, all allotment to private concerns will be made under 

the order of Director Administration at Wah Cantt on the following conditions:- 

i. Market rent and allied charges will be paid in advance by the allottee. 

ii. Market rent will always remain subject to revision at any time without any notice and the 

allottee will be responsible to pay it with retrospective effect if necessary. 

iii. The two months’ rent will be deposited in advance with AM/Finance as security money. This 

will be refunded to the allottee on clearance of outstanding dues. 

iv. In case of non-payment of rental dues, Estate Officer will be empowered to cancel the allotment 

and eject the allottee from the allotted house.  

During audit of POF Director Admin for the year 2017-18 to 2019-20, it was observed that 

certain POF residential accommodations were rented out to private bodies other than POF for 

residential/ other purposes on market rent basis. However, the management failed to recover the amount 

of Rs. 3.443 million on account of rent from the concerned private bodies as required under the rules 
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and was still outstanding. The rent was required to be recovered in advance; however the management 

failed to comply the MES regulations as well as POF’s own Allotment Rules.  

Thus, due to non-recovery of outstanding dues, the management extended undue favor to the 

allottees in violation of rules and POF sustained loss to the extent of Rs. 3.443 million. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management apprised that the objected amount is 

in process of recovery. DAC directed the management to affect recovery as soon as possible and get the 

record verified from Audit authorities. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-13 (Dir. Admn, POFs 2017-20) 

4.2.4.24 Loss to Government due to non-inclusion of doctors’ income in taxable income 

- Rs. 119.923 million 

As per Income Tax Ordinance, 2001, the income of a salaried person received from other 

sources is required to be included in taxable income of person. 

In POF Hospital during audit for the years 2018-19 & 2019-20, it was observed that the Doctors, 

appointed for POF Hospital are being engaged in Wah Medical College (WMC) and during duty time 

deliver lecture in college for which they were paid lecture fee ranging between Rs. 20,000 to Rs. 30,000. 

As per list, provided by the hospital management 23 doctors were engaged with WMC. During the 

period from July 2018 to June 2020, lecture fee of Rs. 11.386 million (2018-19 Rs. 5.718 million + 

2019-20 Rs. 5.668 million) was paid to the said doctors (the calculation was made at an average fee of 

Rs. 30,000 to Professors, Rs. 25,000 to APs and Rs. 20,000 to SRs) in addition to their pay & 

allowances.  

Further, the POF Hospital Doctors were also getting their share in income of CNE patients @ 

45%. During the said period, an amount of Rs. 108.537 million (45% of total income of CNE patients 

for 2018-19 & 2019-20 is Rs. 241.194 million) was paid to POF Hospital Doctors on account of their 

share in income from the CNE patients.  

The CMA Pay Section was unaware about said income of the government employees. Thus, 

both the above said incomes were not considered for inclusion in taxable income of the concerned 

doctors due to which the public exchequer was deprived of the revenue of millions of rupees (the exact 

calculation was not possible, matter needs to be referred to the FBR for exact working and calculation 

of tax amount). The position was confirmed from the CMA Pay Section and they informed that the said 

income was not included in the taxable income of the concerned doctors. Thus, the negligence on the 

part of management resulted in loss to public exchequer.  

 In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management intimated that the matter of showing 

income tax in income tax return is the direct responsibility of concerned doctors. DAC directed the 

management to get the record verified by the audit authorities.  

Audit recommends to investigate the causes under which the above said income of doctors was 

not included in taxable income which caused loss to the public exchequer, fix responsibility thereof; 

and matter be referred to the FBR for calculation of exact taxable income and tax for recovery from 

concerned person(s). 

Para-16 (POF Hospital, 2018-20) 
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4.2.4.25 Irregular procurement of furniture Rs. 9.411 million 

Loss due to purchase on higher rate and non-availing the offered discount – Rs. 

1.664 million 

As per Rule – 4 of the Public Procurement Rules, 2004, the procuring agencies, while engaging 

in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the 

object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical.  

During audit of POF Hospital for the years 2018-19 and 2019-20 it was observed that POF 

management awarded a contract for purchase of furniture to M/s ALM Enterprises at Rs. 9.411 million. 

The Technical Committee rejected the bids of two firms on the plea that the firms were found incapable 

to fulfill the specification of items as per TE. The financial bids of remaining two firms i.e.  

M/s ALM Enterprises and M/s Decent Furniture were opened. The Hospital management did not 

consider M/s Decent Furniture despite submission of 2% bid money. The financial bid of M/s Decent 

Furniture showed that in 07 items his rates were lowest by Rs. 1,334,836, even then firm was not 

considered. However, the management placed the order on M/s ALM Enterprises.  

The record further revealed that the management arranged due diligence in which the firm 

agreed to give discount @ 3.5%, however, the said discount i.e.  

Rs. 329,371 (3.5% of Rs. 9,410,600 million) was not availed by the management. 

The furniture items, purchased by the Hospital were not specified but general items. As a result 

of tender enquiry the response was limited; however, the technical committee did not consider the two 

firms on the plea that the firms were not capable to fulfill the specification. The file is silent with regard 

to the criteria adopted for assessing the capability of firms as required under PPRA Rules. 

The record further revealed that in three items the quantity of furniture was enhanced by 40% 

to 58% i.e.(Student Chairs from 50 to 79, Counter Chairs from 18 to 25 and Counters from 9 to 13) 

having financial impact of Rs. 847,300. The contract was awarded to the firm on 17.2.2020 with 

delivery period upto 31.03.2020; however, the supply was completed in March/April, 2021. Further, 

the firm is not registered with tax authorities, the documents available in the file showed that the supplier 

submitted tax payer registration certificate in personal capacity.  

In view of above stated facts the procurement of furniture at higher rate of 

Rs. 9.411 million is termed as irregular. Further, due to negligence on the part of management, the 

formation sustained a loss of Rs. 1.664 million.  

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management clarified that the objected firm was 

rejected on technical grounds and accordingly it was recorded in the technical CST duty signed by the 

committee. Audit contended that the firm offered lowest rate was not considered, further, the discount 

offered by the supplier could not be availed. DAC directed the management to conduct a fact finding 

on the matter and get the same along with other relevant record shared with audit authorities.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC.  

Para-3 (POF Hospital, 2018-20) 

4.2.4.26 Un-verified government share due to non-provision of record -  

Rs. 51.380 million 

As per Para 10 of GFR, every public officer is expected the same vigilance in respect of 

expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of 

his own money. In accordance with Para 14 (a), (b), ( c ) and (2) of the Auditor General of Pakistan 
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(Functions, powers and Terms & Conditions of Service) Ordinance, 2001 promulgated by the President 

of Pakistan, the Auditor general has the authority to inspect any office of accounts, require the record 

of any office for inspection to such place as he may direct, enquire or make such observations as he 

may consider necessary and to call for such information as he may require for the purpose of audit. The 

officer in charge of any office or department shall offer all facilities and provide record for audit and 

inspection.  

The National Assembly Secretariat issued following instructions of the Public Accounts 

Committee to all the Principal Accounting Officers of Ministries/Divisions/Heads of Departments vide 

OM No. F-10 (1)/2000/2004-PAC dated 3rd June, 2004. 

“Make available all information/record to Audit as and when required by them, otherwise 

disciplinary action will be initiated against person(s) responsible for the delay under Section 14(2) (3) 

of the Auditor General‘s Ordinance No. XXIII of 2001.” 

In addition to POFs patients, the POF Hospital also entertain the CNE patients i.e. civil 

population of the surrounding areas, employees of certain companies/corporations, NESCOM, NDC, 

AWC, WIL, WBM, PBC, PTV, OGDCL etc. on payment basis. All the said CNE patients are 

checked/operated in POF Hospital by utilizing the available government resources i.e. equipment, 

doctors, land, hospital building etc. budget allocated to the Hospital each year to run its affairs. During 

last two years budget of more than Rs. 3 billion was allocated to the POF Hospital in various heads of 

accounts. The record revealed that the Hospital management deposited a specific amount Rs. 51.380 

million i.e. (15 to 20% of income generated from CNE patients) in government account. During audit 

for the years 2018-19 & 2019-20, the record to verify the fact that whether the governments share was 

calculated rightly and 100% deposited into government account or otherwise, however, the hospital 

management did not provide relevant record to audit. In the absence of relevant record the accuracy of 

the shared of Rs. 51.380 million stated to have been deposited into Govt. treasury is open to 

doubt/question. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management informed that The management 

intimated that the case regarding audit of Hospital about CNE account was referred to Surgeon General 

vide letter dated 26th May, 1997 GHQ, In response, AG Branch (Medical Dte.), GHQ vide letter dated 

28 June, 1997 and dated 26th July, 2018 clarified that audit of CNE account does not fall under the 

purview of audit authorities. Audit contended that the audit authority rest with the Auditor General of 

Pakistan and not with Surgeon General. Audit further informed the Committee that the management did 

not provide relevant record to audit to verify the share of government. DAC directed the management 

that all the record of CNE patients may be produced to audit for verification.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-20 (POF Hospital, 2018-20) 

4.2.4.27 Loss due to delay in finalization of contract for an abnormal period – Rs. 19.726 

million 

As per Rule-4 of the Public Procurement Rules, 2004, the procuring agencies, while engaging 

in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the 

object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical. Rule-36 (b) further provides that the procuring agency shall evaluate the technical 

proposal in a manner prescribed in advance, without reference to the price and reject any proposal which 

does not conform to the specified requirements. The financial proposal of bids found technically non-

responsive shall be returned un-opened to the respective bidders.  
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During audit of POF Hospital for the years 2018-19 and 2019-20 it was observed that the 

hospital management moved a case in September 2017 for purchase of a Neuro Navigation System. The 

Chairman POFs Board approved the case on 27.10.2017. The approval of Modernization Committee 

for technical specification of the equipment was sought vide circulation in January 2018.  

The technical offers were opened on 24.02.2018. Only one offer of M/s Medi Urge (Pvt.) Ltd. 

Lahore was received. The end user proposed re-tendering being single offer. On re-tendering, the bids 

were opened on 26.04.2018. This time two firms i.e. M/s Ontech Corporation, Karachi and M/s Medi 

Urge, Lahore submitted their offers, file was marked to the concerned end user for technical scrutiny in 

April, 2018, who returned the file in August, 2018 (after a gap of more than 4 months). 

The technical CST was submitted to the Mod. Committee in August, 2018 who approved it in 

December, 2018 (after a gap of 4 months). Thus, the commercial offer was opened on 29.01.2019 and 

contract was awarded to M/s Medi Urge, Lahore (principal supplier M/s Brain lab Sales, Germany) at 

US $ 409,000 on C & F Islamabad Air Port basis (equal to Rs. 47.853 million @ US $ = Rs. 117.00) 

on May 22, 2019 (after a gap of 4 months). 

Audit is of the view that the technical offer was opened on 26.04.2018 while the commercial 

offer was opened on 29.01.2019 after a gap of 9 months and the contract was awarded in May, 2019 

with further delay of more than 4 months. At the time of opening of technical offer, the dollar rate was 

Rs. 117.00 and the cost of contract, concurred by the FA and approved by the Chairman POF Board, 

was Rs. 47.853 million. However due to abnormal delay in finalization of contract, the actual payment 

of Rs. 67.579 million (at the time of payment the dollar rate was Rs. 165.23) was made. The 

management was required to keep in mind the currency fluctuation element. Due to delay in finalization 

of contract, loss of Rs. 19.726 million was borne by the POF.  

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management informed that in spite of Covid-19 

situation the placement of contract and other formalities were in line with existing procedure & rules 

and no loss was occurred to Govt./POF exchequer. Audit contended that the procurement was before 

the epidemic of Covid-19 and abnormal delay was not due to Covid-19 which resulted in loss. DAC 

directed the management to revise the reply stating the facts due to which the agreement was finalized 

delayed and produce the relevant record to Audit for re-verification of facts. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC.  

Para-7 (POF Hospital, 2018-20) 

4.2.4.28 Un-authorized / irregular appointment of employees beyond sanctioned 

strength and casual staff and payment of pay & allowances – Rs. 354.551 million 

As per POF Hospital record the competent authority has approved sanctioned/authorized 

strength of POF Hospital as 582 ranging category of BS-1 to BS-20. 

During audit of POF Hospital for the years 2018-19 & 2019-20 it was observed that in POF 

Hospital 128 employees of BS-01 to 20 were appointed/posted over & above the sanctioned/authorized 

strength i.e. 582 employees. The appointment/posting of employees over & above the 

sanctioned/authorized strength is termed as irregular/un-authorized. The pay & allowances paid to the 

said over posted employees Rs. 204.863 million from July 2018 to June, 2021 is termed as irregular/un-

authorized. 

Further, the management of POF Hospital appointed 231 casual staff and paid Rs. 149.688 

million to them during the period from July 2018 to June 2021. These employees were engaged on daily 

wage basis without any open competition and having any sanctioned post. The engagement/recruitments 

of these casual staff was made without adopting proper procedure and having which is violation of the 
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Supreme Court instructions and policy guidelines of federal government, hence, considered irregular 

by Audit. 

It is pertinent to mention here that as a matter of principle, the budget under the head of pay & 

allowances is allocated in view of the sanctioned posts of that department. In this specific case the 

payment of salaries to the employees posted over & above the authorized limit showed that the budget 

is being allocated without considering the authorized sanctioned strength. This is a serious omission on 

the part of budgeting authority and showed that the budgetary allocation is not in place. In case, the 

Hospital management required further strength, matter needs to be placed before competent forum for 

approval as it involves budgetary requirements. 

In view of above facts the posting/appointment over & above the sanctioned strength is held 

un-authorized/irregular and payment on account of pay & allowances Rs. 354.551 million (Rs. 204.863 

million to over posted staff and Rs. 149.688 to staff irregularly appointed) is also held irregular.  

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management apprised that the process of 

posting/transfer of officers/staff is centrally under control of HRM department against the authorized 

vacancies. DAC directed the management to share justifications regarding posting/transfers of 

officers/staff with audit authorities. The procedure adopted for appointment of casual staff may also be 

shared with Audit.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-4 &5 (POF Hospital, 2018-20) 

4.2.4.29 Loss to public exchequer due to non-deduction of stamp duty from the 

contractors/suppliers – Rs. 2.240 million 

As per the Stamp Act, any instrument of the nature of memorandum of agreement made or 

entered into by a contractor with Government, Corporation, Local Body, Local Authority, Agency or 

Organization set up or controlled by the Federal or the Provincial Government, to execute any work to 

procure stores and materials, stamp duty @ 0.25% will be recovered and deposited into Govt. Treasury. 

Further, according to the Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence letter No. MoD’s U.O No. 5-

1/2019(PAC-iii) dated 31 July, 2019, stamp duty is applicable and its recovery from contractor is 

applicable even when the contract is signed between contractor and Federal entity and the work has 

been performed in Cantonment Area. 

During audit of POF Hospital for the years 2018-19 & 2019-2020, it was observed that the 

management entered into different contracts for purchase of medicines and other equipment valuing Rs. 

896.16 million during last two years. However, stamp duty @ 0.25% amounting to Rs. 2.240 million 

was not recovered from the concerned contractor. 

Non-recovery of stamp duty and its deposit into Government treasury tantamount to 

embezzlement of public funds. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management informed that Management apprised 

the Committee that recovery of stamp duty is the responsibility of Chief Inspector of Stamp Duty Govt. 

of Punjab. Audit contended that to watch the interest of the government is the responsibility of 

government departments. The recovery of stamp duty can be ensured by entering into agreement with 

the party on E-Stamp only. DAC directed the management that the matter opting of E-stamp be 

discussed with Audit authorities for future purpose.  
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Audit recommends to investigate the causes due to which the stamp duty could not be recovered 

while making payment to the contractors, fix responsibility thereof; and amount of stamp duty may be 

recovered from the person(s) held responsible. 

Para-2 (POF Hospital, 2018-20) 

4.2.4.30 Irregular procurement of medicine and disposable surgical items in violation of 

PPRA Rules - Rs. 194.73 million 

As per Rule-09 of the Public Procurement Rules, 2004, a procuring agency shall announce in 

an appropriate manner all proposed procurements for each financial year and shall proceed accordingly 

without any splitting or regrouping of the procurements so planned. The annual requirements thus 

determined, would be advertised in advance on the Authority’s website. Further, as per delegation of 

financial powers to POF Officers, the Commandant POF Hospital is empowered to cash purchase up to 

Rs. 75,000 (other than TPT and MIS) for 07 surgical disposables and 12 lifesaving medicines notified 

under POF Board letter dated 29.04.2014. 

During audit of the accounts of POF Hospital for the years 2018-19 & 2019-20 it was observed 

that the routine medicines are being procured through open tendering. The record revealed that some 

portion of routine medicines is being procured on cash payment basis. The record showed that in number 

of cases, the hospital management issued three or more than three cash purchase orders in a day. The 

cash purchase orders are being issued in thousands beyond the delegated powers of the Commandant 

POF Hospital. 

During the years under audit, cash purchase orders worth Rs. 194.73 million (2018-19 – Rs. 

67.852 million + 2019-20 – Rs. 126.874 million) were issued. Said cash purchase orders were issued 

for routine medicines and not for 07 surgical disposable and 12 lifesaving medicines for which the 

powers were delegated to the Commandant. The record further revealed that all the orders were issued 

to five to six firms only. 

Audit is of the view that the practice for procurement of routine medicines through open 

tendering and medicines worth Rs. 640.44 were procured by adopting proper procedure during the years 

2018-19 & 2019-20. The routine medicines, purchased on cash by splitting the order and issuing 

thousands of purchase orders to some selected firms is not covered under the rules, hence, held irregular. 

The value of orders was also not covered in financial powers, delegated to the Commandant POF 

Hospital.  

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management clarified that the purchasing value of 

objected items is covered under financial power delegated to Commandant POF Hospital. Audit 

informed the committee that purchase was beyond delegated powers and routine medicines were 

purchased in disregard to the procurement rules. DAC directed the management that all the relevant 

record may be produced to audit for verification. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-13 (POF Hospital, 2018-20) 

4.2.4.31 Irregular appointment without advertisement - Rs. 12.014 million 

As per Supreme Court of Pakistan orders dated December 26, 1992, the practice adopted by the 

Federal Government, Provincial Governments, Statutory Bodies and the Public Authorities for making 

initial recruitments, both adhoc and regular to posts and offices without publicity and properly 

advertising the vacancies and at times by converting adhoc appointments into regular appointments is 

prima facie violation of Fundamental Rights (Article-18 of the Constitution) guaranteeing to every 
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citizen freedom of profession. The Supreme Court of Pakistan ordered that the violation of 

Fundamental/ Human Rights should be discontinued forthwith. 

Establishment Division vide its OM. No. 6/2/2000-R.3 dated May 06, 2000 issued policy 

guidelines for contract appointments for the posts in autonomous/ semi-autonomous bodies, 

corporations, public sector companies etc. According to the Para-(iii) Vacancy should be advertised in 

the leading national and regional newspapers and selection should be made through regularly 

constituted selection Committees /Boards. 

 During audit of POFs Human Resource Management (HRM) Department for the years 2016-

17 to 2019-20, it was observed that management appointed their four retired civilian officers for a period 

of one year and further extendible for another year. Payment of Rs. 12.014 million was made to the 

retired officers.  

Audit is of the view that management extended undue favour to the retired officers in their 

appointment without advertisement and in violation of Supreme Court orders as well as Establishment 

division instructions and failed to provide equal opportunity to the public. Thus, the appointment as 

well as their pay & allowances of Rs 12.014 million were held irregular.  

In DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management apprised that these officers were hired 

on contract basis in the light of the provisions contained at Clause 7(b) of the POF Board Ordinance - 

1961 exclusively for special projects/assignment. Audit contended that the procedure framed by the 

Establishment Division for appointment was not followed in letter & spirit.  

DAC directed the management to get the documents verified from audit authorities within 15 

days. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-3 (POF HRM, 2016-20) 

4.2.4.32 Un-authorized appointment of officers over and above the age limit given in 

advertisement - Rs. 5.901 million 

According to the appointment criteria duly published in advertisement dated 07.06.2020 the 

age limit for the post of Manager Fire-fighting and Assistant Managers was 35 years and 30 years 

respectively. 

During audit of POFs HRM for the years 2016-17 to 2019-20, it was observed that an 

advertisement was floated by the management for hiring the services of personal ranging from BPS-17 

to BPS-18 of different cadres on 07.06.2020 by mentioning the age limit 30 and 35 years respectively 

up to 21.06.2020. However, management appointed 12 officers on regular contract basis in 

contravention of the prescribed age limit and payment of Rs. 5.901 million was made to these officers.  

Audit is of the view that management extended undue favour to the incumbents by non-

observing prescribed age limit in the advertisement. Thus, the appointment of officers and payment 

made to them on account of pay & allowances amounting to Rs. 5.901 million was held irregular. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management informed that the age relaxation was 

within the period allowed by the Cabinet Division. DAC directed the management to get the record 

regarding age relaxation was within the allowed period, verified from Audit authorities within 15 days.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-8 (POF HRM, 2016-20) 
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4.2.4.33 Non-production of appointment record - Rs. 2,317.106 million 

Under Section 14 (1) (b) of the Auditor General (Function Power and Terms and Condition of 

service) Ordinance 2001, the Auditor General shall, in connection with performance of his duties, shall 

have authority to require any accounts, books paper and other documents which deal with or form the 

basis or otherwise relevant to transactions to which his duties in respect of audit extend shall so sent to 

such place as he may direct for his inspection 

As per of Ministry of Defence Production letter No. MODP 10/11/DP-712014 dated April 2020, 

the recruitment will be undertaken in accordance with the POFs Recruitment Rules, 2019 subject to 

completion of all codal formalities as specified in policy and mechanism for recruitment issued by 

Establishment Division from time to time. Furthermore, the recruitment process is to be finalized within 

90 days from the date of issuance of advertisement. 

During audit of POFs Human Resource Management (HRM) Department for the years 2016-

17 to 2019-20, it was observed that posts of different categories were advertised in press on 07.04.2020 

and 07.06.2020 for appointment against vacant posts. As a result of said advertisement, 4,250 

employees (BPS-1 to BPS 18) were appointed on regular basis in 2020-21 and an amount of Rs. 

2,317.106 million was paid to newly appointees on account of pay & allowances.  

Audit demanded requisite record followed by final reminders for scrutiny but the same was not 

provided till close of audit. In the absence of relevant record, the following facts could not be verified: 

 The business plan of the organization and its approval by the competent authority for new 

recruitment.  

  Shortage/excess reports and inter-factory adjustment of existing manpower. 

 Advertisement was done with the approval of competent authority as per rules. 

 The record related to the candidates applied for jobs against advertisement. 

 The short listing criteria and its approval 

 Short listing committee and its approval.  

 Short listing process/documents. Whether short listing was done according to criteria or 

not? 

 The selection criteria and the approval of the selection committee. 

 Interview committee and its approval 

 Minutes of Interview Committee and Assessment Sheets. 

 Approval of Minutes of interview committee. 

 Authorization process was in line or not.  

 All the process of recruitment was completed according to criteria.  

 Quota distribution.  

Furthermore the process of recruitment was started in April 2020 but the management did not 

provide complete record at the time of Audit. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management informed that the advertisements 

were published in April and June 2020, however, the recruitment process started after 30.06.2020 and 

the said para does not fall under the period of audit so the same may please be dropped. Audit contended 

that the requisite record was not provided to audit.  

DAC directed the management to get the relevant record verified from Audit authorities within 

15 days. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 
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Para-5 (POF HRM, 2016-20) 

4.2.4.34 Irrational appointment and un-verified / irregular payment of overtime - Rs. 

66.126 million 

As per Statistical Return for the month of November, 2021, total sanctioned No. of employees 

of Station Engineer are 376. Further According to item (12) (l) (c) of Public Sector Companies 

(Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan vide 

Notification No. S.R.0.180 (I)/2013, Islamabad, dated March 08, 2013, human resources committee is 

allowed to deal with all employee related matters including recruitment, training, remuneration, 

performance evaluation, succession planning, and measures for effective utilization of the employees 

of the Public Sector Company. 

During audit of POFs Station Engineer for the year 2018-20, following points were observed: 

a. POF Station Engineer has a total sanction strength of 376 employees out of which 343 are RTEs 

(labors upto scale-12) and 33 staff and officers. At present, against the sanction strength of staff and 

officers, 29 employees are working over and above whereas 18 RTEs are short in different capacities. 

The management was required to appoint RTEs to overcome the shortage but enhanced strength of 

staff and officer cadre which is irrational and does not cover under the rules. An amount of Rs. 

30.664 million (approximate) paid to said excess employees on account of pay and allowances 

w.e.f01.07.2018 to 30.06.2021. 

Director Admin Department of POF Wah Cantt allows Casual Overtime for Staff/RTEs of 

different categories i.e., Civil, Electrical and Mechanical to perform normal and emergency work. 

Record revealed that during the year 2018-19 and 2019-20, an amount of Rs. 35.462 million was paid 

on account of overtime but no proper rationalization / bifurcation of work performed on overtime is 

maintained by the management at different Complaint Posts and the Station Engineer office as well. 

The volume of work performed as per work schedule also reveals that due to non-maintenance of proper 

time schedule for performing a particular assignment, the work performed as overtime cannot be 

justified. It was also noticed that the management left many complaints un-attended, despite healthy 

work force was available in normal working hours, shift hours and overtime hours. Management has 

also not worked out the shift wise schedule to restrict/rationalize the overtime budget, which also shows 

a serious lack of internal controls. Record revealed that the Complaint Posts nominated labours earlier 

to execution of overtime which shows that the payment of overtime is on routine instead of emergent 

need basis. Further the management distributing overtime hours on work force basis instead of work 

load basis. Complete detail of overtime paid alongwith justification was demanded from the 

management vide Reminder dated 30.6.2021 but no record was provided by the management till close 

of audit and thus, the payment amounting  

Rs. 35.462 million is un-verified and irregular. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management apprised that Station Engineer 

provides the essential services including operating motor pumps/resolving the emergency complaints 

round the clock (24/07). There is requirement to detail standby worker to deal with such complaints. 

DAC directed the management to review staff arrangement and verification of relevant documents by 

the Audit authorities.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-2 (POF SE Deptt. 2018-20) 
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4.3 Pakistan Ordnance Clothing Factory 

4.3.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Ordnance Clothing Factory was established under the POFs Board Ordinance 

1961 to meet the clothing requirements of Pakistan Armed Forces. 

Receipts and expenditure (variance analysis) for 2020-21 

(Rs. in million) 

Head Allocation Expenditure Excess/(Saving) 

Pay & Allowances 305.661  305.661  -   

Tpt. & Misc. 

TA/DA 0.790  0.790  -   

Reimb. of Medicine 4.145  4.145  -   

Hired TPT -   -   -   

Misc. 0.900  0.900  -   

Total Tpt. & Misc. 5.835  5.835  -   

Assistance Package 

Assistance Package 653.318  653.318  -   

Civil Works 

Sui Gas 1.919  1.919  -   

Maintenance of 

Buildings 

1.490  1.490  -   

Total Civil Works 3.409  3.409  -   

Indigenous Purchases 

Indigenous Purchases 41.906  41.906  -   

RD&R (Procurement) 199.784  154.177   (45.607) 

RD&R (up gradation 

of Machinery) 

229.433  -    (229.433) 

RD&R Overtime 15.000  3.476   (11.524) 

RD&R Misc. 0.123  0.102   (0.021) 

RD&R Bonus (For 

NTS) 

3.775  3.775  -   

RD&R Salary (For 

NTS) 

173.510  49.628   (123.882) 

Total 1,631.754  1,221.287   (410.467) 

4.3.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

4.3.2.1 Comments on audited accounts are included in the Commercial Appendix to Appropriation 

accounts of the Defence Services for the year 2020-21. 

4.3.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit Year Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 

Outstanding Paras % of 

compliance 

2007-08 07 06 01 2.2.6 86 

2011-12 02 0 02 5.3.2.1, 5.3.3 0 

2012-13 

(POCF 

CADS) 

09 07 02 2.2.2, 2.2.5 78 

2013-14 06 01 05 
5.3.1, 5.3.2 & 5.3.2.1, 

5.3.3,5.3.4.1,5.3.4.2 
17 

2017-18 05 01 04 
7.3.1, 7.3.2, 7.3.3, 

7.3.4.2 
20 

Total 29 15 14  52 
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The overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory and needs improvement. 

4.3.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

4.3.4.1 Discontinuation of regular targets against the mandate of Clothing Factory 

worth millions of rupees 

According to vision missing statement that “to become a world leading apparel & garment 

manufacturing Company with the mission to meet the garment requirements of defense forces & to 

utilize the surplus capacity for Commercial and Export Orders with high quality products for customer 

satisfaction”. Further, Pakistan Ordnance Factory is a premier, state-owned organization which has 

made critical contribution towards self-reliance in the field of defense production. 

During audit of POCF for the year 2020-21 it was observed that factory management could not 

get the orders from Pak-Army ‘DOS’ or for Exports since long. In 2016-17 DOS target were Rs. 426.35 

million and Exports were lastly made in 2015-16 with value of target Rs. 1,532.26 million. Further 

probe in to the matter revealed that production was mainly hit due to discontinuation of these regular 

orders in the light of GHQ letter No. 165157/Tgt/P1/OS-7 dated 23.02.2008 wherein, competent 

authority discontinue provision of stitched uniform to the soldier through Army, with immediate effect. 

In addition to this following action were also decided. 

a. No further procurement of uniform cloth (CCD/Khaki) and allied material by the POF 

and cancellation of already concluded contracts, forthwith. 

b. POF clothing Factory to immediately cease all uniform stitching related activities 

forthwith. 

Subsequently, orders were received through GM PC via M/s WIL 2015-16 to 2017-18 

amounting to Rs. 930.49 million wherein, service fee around 10% to 15% was charged by M/s WIL as 

commission.  

Similarly, Export orders since 2016-17 were not obtained by the GM Production Coordination, 

is mainly either a result of poor production quality or unlike other units of POFs, Clothing Factory could 

not register even a single item as sole proprietary rights of its production line, resultantly have to 

compete in market with different garment manufacturers even for Export, Army and LEAs products. 

Audit holds that Clothing factory mainly depends on orders from DGP Army but the same were 

discontinued as per above referred letter due to non-improving production time. This is mainly due to 

delay in procurement process, inspection of material (if procured), and then made-up store almost takes 

45–50 days. Material & garniture items inspection take 45–60 days or due to non-completion of 

backlogs /orders from the factory this facility was withdrawn by the Army.  

The matter was reported to the management on 10.12.2021. The management in its reply dated 

24.12.2021 stated that Clothing Factory was established to fulfill the uniform requirements of Pakistan 

Armed Forces. However, after 2008 Pakistan Army discontinued orders for uniform to Clothing Factory 

without giving any reason. “It was not due to non-improvement in production.” Furthermore, Pak Army 

has shifted to monetization and officers / soldiers get their stitched uniforms from CSD on payment.  

The reply is not tenable as the management and further requires point was reply of action 

recommended by audit, in addition to this the management was required to take up the matter with 

higher form for getting orders as per mandate of POCFs for the purpose it was established. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  
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Audit recommends that the complete background of discontinuation of orders for DOS be 

justified, attention be given on time analysis of job completion to ensure safety and security of the 

Armed Uniform for future orders by DOS, inquire the matter of underutilization of installed capacity 

and idle labour hours of factory and intimate measures taken for dealing with clients Export/ 

Local/Private Manufacturer. 

Para-3 (POF Clothing, 2020-21) 

4.3.4.2 Non-completion of orders - Rs. 55.879 million 

According to Para-10 of General Financial Rules, every officer incurring or authorizing 

expenditure from public funds should be guided by high standards of financial propriety and 

exercise same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public money as a person of 

ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. As per FAR-53 

“Immediately on completion of the work the Cost Card will be closed and profit or loss worked 

out and intimated to the Superintendent. In cases of loss, it should be treated as loss of public 

money and sanctioned by the competent financial authority”. 

During audit of POCF for the year 2020-21 revealed that management received orders 

from DGP Army through WIL & KP Police Misc. items through GM-PC for its completion 

and issuance to the concerned department valuing  

Rs. 55.879 million. Audit further observed that these orders could not be completed despite 

urgency of the orders since long.  

Audit holds that, due to non-completion of aforesaid order in given time will cause to 

stopping of further orders of Rs. 55.879 million (PLCE Items for DGP Rs. 14.811 million + 

KP Police Misc. items through GM-PC Rs. 41.067 million) by the Armed Forces and LEAs. 

Moreover, non-completion of orders may lead to financial penalty but also loss of revenue 

profit because of fluctuation of labour rates/hours as well as overheads. 

The matter was reported to the management on 10.12.2021. The management in its 

reply dated 24.12.2021 stated that currently raw material for PLCE order is available and 

passed by inspection authorities. Production of the same has also been started and 51% 

production of Entrenching Tool Cover has been completed. Whereas, remaining KPK Police 

order valuing Rs. 37.944 million is under production & expected to be completed during current 

Financial Year. 

The reply is no tenable as the time line of March 2022 is almost reached the order could 

not be completed. Similarly KP Police orders from 30.06.2018 to 29.06.2019 are pending due 

to non-completion i.e. Rs. 37.944 million. Thus, due to non-completion of orders may lead to 

financial penalty. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons for non-completion of DGP Army orders 

timely, fix responsibility thereof and concrete efforts be made to complete the objected order 

without further delay. 

Para-4 (POF Clothing, 2020-21) 
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4.3.4.3 Irregular award of contract through M/s WIL – Rs. 22.519 million 

As per Annex “A” to POF Board letter No.4145/8337/P&S/Coord /477/Secy, dated 

08.02.1982 as amended from time to time, instructions contain comprehensive procedure for 

the purchase of stores and materials, including Plant, Machinery, spares as well as jigs, fixtures, 

tools etc. by the Supply Chain Management (old Central Purchase Deptt) and independent from 

within the country and abroad. For the procurement of general common use items, Independent 

factories will place their demands on Central Material control Section, who after consolidation 

and keeping the past consumption in view, will raise indent on the Central Purchase Department 

for the procurement. 

During audit of POCF for the year 2020-21 it was observed that management extended the 

undue favour of procurement of automatic fabric spreading machine through M/s WIL despite 

availability of its own procurement department consisting of number of employees. Further scrutiny of 

record revealed that procurement process was initiated on the basis of manufacturing huge targets of 

PLCE articles, ordered by WIL; (details not available in file).  

The machinery delivered by the supplier but could not be operational due to some defects more 

than 1 year has been elapsed but operation from the machine could not be performed. This resulted in 

to irregular award of contract of Rs. 22.519 million (Rs. 19.960 million for plant & machinery, 

commission of WIL Rs. 2.559 million). 

The matter was reported to the management on 10.12.2021. The management in its reply dated 

24.12.2021 stated that to upgrade the old vintage machines/equipment and to replace the machines/ 

equipment which had outlived their useful life, the management of Clothing Fy decided to procure the 

spreader machine. The procurement action was taken through WIL with the approval of Chairman POF 

Board. 

The reply is not convincing as the details machines which had outlived their useful life was not 

shared. Moreover, engaging M/s WIL for the procurement of machine is not acceptable. Clothing 

factory has its full fledge procurement department that deals with procurements. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

 Audit recommends to investigate the causes under which the procurement process was initiated 

through M/s WIL, justify the incapability of in-house procurement department, workout total pay and 

allowances of the procurement section and provide the details of old machines for which replacement 

of new spreader machine was procured. 

Para-5 (POF Clothing, 2020-21) 

4.3.4.4 Unjustified payment against idle hours – Rs. 3.803 million 

As per Rule-10 of General Financial Rules, every officer incurring or authorizing expenditure 

from public funds should be guided by high standards of financial property and exercise same vigilance 

in r/o expenditure incurred from public money as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in 

respect of expenditure of his own money. 

During audit of POCF for the year 2020-21, revealed that management of Clothing Factory had 

booked 21,755.19 labour hours for completion of orders received from clients. However, it was further 

observed that nothing was done / achieved on the booking of labour hours but payment of an amount 

of  

Rs. 3,803,201 was made as idle hours to employees without obtaining / completion of orders which 
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tantamount the slackness of the management of financial matters due to which department sustained a 

loss of Rs. 3.803 million.  

Audit is of the view that had the management got completed the in hand orders of clients or 

either in clearance of back log through above said booking of labour hours than a loss of Rs. 3.803 

million could have been avoided. 

The matter was reported to the management on 10.12.2021. The management in its reply dated 

24.12.2021 stated that Clothing Factory management is trying to reduce the idle man hrs of Clothing 

Factory. The number of idle manpower Hrs of F/Y 2020-21 is 21755.19 which is eleven times less as 

compared to FY 2019-20 that were 240690.7 

The reply is not acceptable as the total of idle hours in years 2020-21 was 21755.19 hours which 

cost is Rs. 3.803 million, thus non-utilization of idle house leads to idle payment. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons for non-completion of order for which above said 

labour hours became idle; fix responsibility thereof; workout total idle capacity and get the payment of 

idle hours regularized from competent Financial Authority under intimation to Audit. 

Para-6 (POF Clothing, 2020-21)  

4.4 Wah Industries Limited 

4.4.1 Introduction 

Wah Industries Limited (the Company) was incorporated in 1958 in Pakistan as a public 

limited company under Companies Act, 1913 (now the Companies Act, 2017). The Company 

is fully owned by Pakistan Ordnance Factories (POFs). The registered office of the Company 

is situated at Quaid Avenue, The Mall, Wah Cantt.  

Nature of Business: 

The company is engaged in manufacture and sale of 12-Bore Ammunition and sale of 

Civil Products purchased from POF. The Company also acts as commission agent for POF to 

facilitate its sale of obsolete/surplus stores and scraps generated in POF. 

Structure of the entity 

The Company is under the administrative control of the Pakistan Ordnance Factories as 

the major shareholder is the Government of Pakistan. The Company is being governed through 

its independent Board of Directors, who is reportable to its Chairman. The Board has delegated 

powers to the CEO/Managing Director. All the major operations of the company are being 

governed through CEO/MD. Key planning decisions are taken by the WIL Board of Directors 

and Chairman POF Board. 

Sectoral analysis (Targets fixed of sales vs. actual achievements) for 2020-21 

(Rs. in million) 

Items Target Sales Surplus/(Shortfall) 

Civil Products 200 344 144 

Project 700 433 (267) 

Chemicals 2,895 622 (2,273) 

Arms & Ammo 2,957 2,756 (201) 
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Ammo Containers 1,513 865 (648) 

12 bore Cartridges 1,050 1,269 219 

Disposal 400 705 305 

Security Services 105 73 (32) 

Exports - 8,682  

Total 9,820 15,749  

 

4.4.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

3.3.2.1 Comments on audited accounts are included in the Commercial Appendix to 

Appropriation accounts of the Defence Services for the year  

2020-21. 

4.4.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit Year Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 

Outstanding Paras % of 

Compliance 

1992-93 04 03 01 87 75 

1994-95 07 06 01 105 86 

1999-00 24 23 01 104 96 

2001-02 06 05 01 49 83 

2010-11 04 0 04 
4.3.2, 4.3.3, 4.3.4.1, 

4.3.4.2 
0 

2011-12 07 0 07 

5.4.2.1, 5.4.3, 5.4.4.1, 

5.4.4.2, 5.4.4.3, 5.4.4.4, 

5.4.4.5 

0 

2012-13 06 0 06 
5.3.2.1, 5.3.3, 5.3.4.1, 

5.3.4.2, 5.3.4.3, 5.3.4.4 
0 

2012-13 06 03 03 5.3.3, 5.3.4.1, 5.3.4.3 50 

2017-18 

(Commercial 

Appendix) 

09 04 05 
3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.1.7, 3.1.8, 

3.1.9 
44 

Total 73 44 29  60 

The overall compliance of the PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be 

improve. 

4.4.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

4.4.4.1 Loss due to shortage of material - Rs. 45.369 million 

As per GFR-151, “the head of an office or any other officer entrusted with stores of any kind 

should take special care for arranging of their safe custody, for keeping them in good and efficient 

condition and for protecting them from damages or deterioration. Suitable accommodation should be 

provided more particularly for valuable and combustible stores. He should maintain suitable accounts 

and inventories and prepare correct returns in respect of the stores in his charge with a view to 

preventing losses through theft, accident, fraud or otherwise and to making it possible at any time to 

check the actual balances with the book balances and the payment to suppliers, etc. 

During the audit of Wah Industries Limited, Wah Cantt for the year 

2020-21, it was observed that shortages of store to the extent of Rs. 45.369 million was detected during 

Internal Audit of Package Factory, a subsidiary of WIL, vide letter No. M.D. WIL 2017-18 dated June 

27, 2018. The Auditor recommended the shortage for further investigation.  
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However, it was observed that the report remained un-attended till 17.05.2021 for the reason 

best known to the management. The shortages at such a large scale showed loose internal control in the 

organization. 

The matter was reported to the management on 19.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

31.01.2022 stated that inquiry team is being constituted for further investigation.  

The reply is not acceptable as investigation should have been carried out soon after the detection 

of shortage for fixing of responsibility and recovery of the cost of short items which was not done. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate at appropriate level as to why follow up was not done on the 

said investigation report and as to why the report was dumped for three years besides fixing 

responsibility thereof. 

Para-1 (WIL, 2020-21) 

4.4.4.2 Un-authorized payment of bonus to CEO / Managing Director – 

Rs. 12.20 million 

In accordance with Para-IV of the Bonus Policy of the Government of Pakistan Finance 

Division circulated vide Finance Division (Regulation Wing) OM No. F.3 (5) R.12/80-CR.14/2002-154 

Islamabad dated March 18, 2002 “Managing Director and members of Board of Directors will not be 

entitled to receive Bonuses. 

During audit of the accounts of Wah Industries Limited (WIL) for the year2020-21, it was 

observed that amounts of Rs. 5.190 million and Rs. 7.00 million were paid as bonus to Managing 

Director during 2019-20 and 2020-21 respectively despite clear instructions of the Federation not to 

pay bonus to Managing Director. 

Audit is of the view that as the Managing Director was not entitled/ authorized to receive bonus 

under the above referred policy of the Federation therefore, the company incurred un-authorized 

expenditure of Rs. 12.20 million on account of payment of bonus to the Managing Director. 

The matter was reported to the management on 19.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

31.01.2022 stated that the bonuses are being paid in accordance with the powers conferred upon the 

Board of Directors vide Section 183- 2(h) of the Companies Act.  

Reply was not acceptable as bonus to MD was paid in violation of the bonus policy of Finance 

Division, Government of Pakistan. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter of unauthorized payment at appropriate level with 

a view to fix reasonability thereof. Besides, the amount may be recovered under intimation to Audit. 

Para-2 (WIL, 2020-21) 

4.4.4.3 Overpayment of honorarium beyond the permissible limit- 

Rs. 10.634 million 

In accordance with instruction circulated vide Prime Minister of Pakistan office U.O. 

No.1510/M/SPM/2020 dated April 16, 2020, the Prime Minister has been pleased to direct that till such 

time a policy in matter is approved by the Federal Cabinet, Finance Division shall not approve the grant 

of honorarium to the employees of Federal Govt. beyond a single basic pay during one fiscal year. 
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During audit of the accounts of Wah Industries Limited (WIL) for the year, 2020-21 it was 

observed that contrary to the above referred orders of the Federal government, WIL management 

approved and paid 2 to 5 honorarium to the 77 employees of POFs during 2020-21. An amount of Rs. 

10.634 million was paid on this account beyond the permissible limit. 

The payment of honorarium Rs. 10.634 million beyond the permissible limit to POF employees 

(Federal Govt. Servants) in violation of the above quoted instruction of the Prime Minister was 

tantamount to over payment on this Account. 

The matter was reported to the management on 19.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

31.01.2022 stated that WIL is dependent on production units of POF and to boost the morale of the 

employees who are contributing the sale of WIL are paid honorarium.  

Reply was not acceptable because 2 to 5 honorarium were paid to POF employees in disregard 

to the instructions of the Prime Minister. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the payment of honorarium in disregard to instructions of Prime 

Minister may be investigated and recovery be made. 

Para-3 (WIL, 2020-21) 

4.4.4.4 In-admissible payment of honorarium to Board Members and others – Rs. 7.200 

million 

In accordance with Article -56 of the Article of Memorandum of Association of WIL “Each 

Director shall receive a fee of Rs. 500/- per every meeting allowed if any Director being willing shall 

be called upon to perform extra services or to made any special exertion for any of the purposes of the 

company or to give any special attention to the business of the company, the company may remunerate 

the Directors so doing either by a fixed sum or by a percentage of profit or otherwise as may be 

determined by the company acting in its General meeting (1) this will not apply to Govt. servants. 

During audit of the Wah Industries (Pvt.) Limited for the year 2020-21, it was revealed that an 

amount of Rs. 7.200 million was paid as honorarium to WIL Board of Directors and other officers of 

POFs employees vide bank payment voucher No. 34 dated November 05, 2020 despite the fact that all 

the Board members are Govt. servant and not entitled for any financial benefits under the Article 56 of 

the Memorandum of Association of the WIL. 

Thus the WIL management made an inadmissible payment of Rs. 7.200 million to Board 

Members and others on account of honorarium. 

The matter was reported to the management on 19.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

31.01.2022 stated that the payment of honorarium to Board Members was made under Section 170 of 

the Companies Act, 2017 & Code of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013.  

Reply was not acceptable because under Article 56 of the Article of Association of WIL, such 

payments are not allowed to BoD members who are Government servants. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the inadmissible payment of Rs. 7.200 million may be investigated with 

a view to fix responsibility on the person (s) at fault and irregular paid amount may be recovered either 

from the beneficiaries or persons held responsible. 

Para-4 (WIL, 2020-21) 
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4.4.4.5 Irregular expenditure on account of foreign visits – Rs. 26.923 million 

The Government of Pakistan Cabinet Division, Islamabad vide O.M. No. F-9-148/2002-Min 

dated February 19, 2003 prescribe the following procedure for visit abroad for official/officers working 

in autonomous bodies: 

i. In case of officer of BPS-20, and above the approval of the Minister In charge will be necessary 

with prior clearance by the Ministry of Finance. 

ii. At the conclusion of a foreign visit, the delegation/official shall submit post visit report to the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Economic Affairs Division within 15 days of the completion 

of visit. 

iii. All cases of visits abroad will require clearance from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

During Audit of the accounts of Wah Industries (Pvt.) Limited for the year 2020-21, for the 

year, 2020-21, it was observed that certain foreign visits were performed by the Managing Director 

WIL and other officers of POFs during the period under review. An amount of Rs. 26.923 million was 

spent on this account.  

It was however observed that neither the approval of the Competent Authority as mentioned 

above nor post visit reports on the return from visit, were submitted. Thus, the expenditure of Rs. 26.923 

million incurred on the foreign visits without observing the Government procedure was held irregular 

in Audit. It was further observed that there is no norm in the company for obtaining approval for such 

foreign visits from the relevant competent authorities like the controlling Ministry or Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs and Finance Division.  

It was further observed that all the payments were made to officers in advance without 

submitting the bills against the tour which was also questionable. 

The matter was reported to the management on 19.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

31.01.2022 stated that foreign visits were made with the approval of Board of Directors who is 

competent to take such decisions.  

Reply was not acceptable because Board is competent to accord such approval subject to 

observance of codal formalities either prescribed by Government or WIL Rules. Foreign visits were 

performed without approval of Finance Division. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of performance of foreign visits in violation of 

the government prescribed procedure with a view to fix responsibility thereof. 

Para-5 (WIL, 2020-21) 

4.4.4.6 Irregular purchase of machinery without press advertisement - 

Rs. 19.960 million 

According to the provisions of Rule-12 (2) of PPRA-2004 “All procurement opportunities over 

two million Pakistani rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print 

media or newspapers having wide circulation. 

During audit of the Wah Industries (Pvt.) Limited (WIL) for the year  

2020-21, it was observed from purchase record that the purchase of 4 Nos of machines for Clothing 

Factory through W.I.L was approved from chairman POF on 21.10.2019. The DICR on 24.02.2020 

directed the W.I.L to proceed further with floating tender. In first instance Tender Enquiry (TE) was 

issued to 08 likely firms and also uploaded on PPRA and W.I.L website on 26.02.2020. The 
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management also requested Press Information Department for floating of tender in press before 

29.02.2020. It was however observed that neither the management pursued the case for press 

advertisement nor the advertisement was floated in press.  

In the result of above mentioned process, single bid of M/s Al-Murtaza Machineries (Pvt.) Ltd 

Lahore was received. Accordingly order for the purchase of said machinery at Rs. 19.960 million vide 

contract agreement No.01/LP/M-Clo/WIL dated 27.10.2020 was placed on M/S AMC Corporation 

Lahore without obtaining rate reasonability from the market as required under Rule 38B (d) of PPRA 

2004. 

It was evident from the above that machinery worth Rs. 19.960 million was purchased without 

calling rates through press. Hence violation of PPRA rules deprived the company from the benefit of 

competitive bidding. 

Thus due to non- observance of Rule 12 (2) of PPRA, the expenditure of Rs. 19.960 million 

incurred on this account was held irregular in Audit. 

The matter was reported to the management on 19.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

31.01.2022 stated that this office vide letter dated 26.02.2020 sent a written request to M/s Synergy 

Advertisement, Islamabad for advertisement of the requirement in National Dailies with obvious 

intentions to invite maximum competition and to fetch competitive prices.  

Reply was not acceptable because the management failed to provide copy of advertisement 

appeared in the newspapers. Merely sending of request to Press Information Department or M/s Synergy 

Advertisement, Islamabad for publication of advertisement was not enough. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of purchase of machinery in violation of PPRA 

Rules with a view to fix responsibility on the person (s) who failed to pursue the press advertisement in 

newspapers. 

Para-6 (WIL, 2020-21) 

4.4.4.7 Loss due to non-imposition of late delivery charges – Rs. 3.724 million 

As per clause-6 (ii) of the contract agreement No. 2/LP/2019-20/WP-155/WIL dated 

10.10.2019 signed between M/s POFs, WIL and M/s Tree Star Enterprises Karachi in case of delay in 

supply, supplier shall pay liquidated damages for the period of delay in supply at the rate of 2% of the 

value but not less than 1% of the value of un-supplied store per month subject to the provision that the 

total liquidated damages thus livable will not exceed 10% of the total value of late delivered store. 

During audit of the Purchase Department of Wah Industries Limited (WIL) for the year, 2020-

21, it was observed that a contract No 02/LP/2019-20/W-155/WIL dated 10.10.2019 for the supply of 

four types of material was awarded to M/s Three Star Enterprises. Later on the contract was amended 

by skipping three items and requirement was reduced as under: 

S.# Particular of item Quantity No. 

1 Wooden Plate along with Strips ‘8’ How 6,799 

According to clause -3 of the delivery schedule, the firm was required to complete the supply 

up to December 2020 @ 500 plate per month. However, the firm could supply a quantity of 3500 Nos 

of plates only during the contract period, resulted less supply of 3299 plates worth Rs. 37.242 million. 

No extension was granted to the firm despite lapse of 10 months since the completion of the delivery 

period. 
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Under clause-6 (ii) of the contract agreement, the firm was required to be penalized by Rs. 

3.724 million @ 10% of the value of Rs. 37.242 million of the un-supplied store. However no such 

action has been initiated by the management as yet. 

Thus due to non-imposition of L.D charges the formation sustained loss to the extent of Rs. 

3.724 million. 

The matter was reported to the management on 19.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

31.01.2022 stated that the delivery period was 18.04.2021 instead of December, 2020 and LD charges 

will be imposed on firm after completion of supplies and from their final payment.  

The reply was not correct because as per clause-3 of the contract, the delivery period was 

December 2020 and no amendment thereafter was made in the clause-3 of the Contract Agreement. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the matter needs to be investigated with a view to fix responsibility for 

non-imposition of penalty Rs. 3.742 million. 

Para-7 (WIL, 2020-21) 

4.4.4.8 Irregular procurement of material – Rs. 286.200 million 

As per Rule 04 of PPRA “Procuring agencies, while engaging in procurements, shall ensure 

that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement brings 

value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient and economical”. 

During Audit of the Wah Industries (Pvt.) Ltd for the year, 2020-21 it was observed that tender 

for the purchase of 900 M. ton Lead Ingots for SGA Factory was floated in News Paper on March 20, 

2020. In response, 04 offers were received which were qualified after technical evaluation.  

After evaluation of the technical proposals, the management decided not to open the financial 

bids of the two foreign firms owing to the reasons that tender was placed on local purchase basis. It is 

worth mentioning here that both the reasons for not opening financial bids of foreign bidders was not 

mentioned in the advertisement. Neither the FOR basis nor the need for local supplier was mentioned 

in the advertisement. If the foreign firms were not eligible then their technical offers should not have 

been evaluated. 

The contract for the purchase of 900 M. ton Lead Ingots worth Rs. 286.200 million was placed 

on M/s Metpak Industries (Pvt.) Ltd Karachi vide contract agreement No. SGAF/81/PS/03 dated 

19.09.2020.  

Keeping in view the above facts, purchase of store worth Rs. 286.200 million was held irregular.  

The matter was reported to the management on 19.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

31.01.2022 stated that tender was issued on FOR basis and the foreign firm did not furnish advance 

samples with the offer as required in Tender Enquiry hence technically disqualified.  

Reply was not acceptable because as per remarks recorded on the Technical CST, the foreign 

firms were rejected due to issuance of tender on local purchase basis. However as per advertisement 

appeared in newspapers, no such condition was mentioned in the advertisement that only local firms 

are allowed to participate in the tender. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated in the light of narrated facts and the 

rules under which the offers were rejected may be provided. 
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Para-9 (WIL, 2020-21) 

4.4.4.9 Irregular payment to suppliers - Rs. 26.270 million 

In terms of Para-3 (iii) of the Government of Pakistan Revenue Division FBR OM No. 1(42) 

STM/2009/99638-R dated 24.07.2013, in case of Public works it may be ensured that the contractor 

engaged for works makes purchases only from sales tax registered persons, since contractors carrying 

out government works against public tenders are required to have a bill of quantity (BOQ). The 

contracting department/ organization must require such contractors to present sale tax invoice of all 

material mentioned in the BOQ as evidence of its legal purchase before payment is released to them. 

At the time of audit, it may be ensured that the above mentioned legal requirements have been fulfilled.  

During Audit of the accounts of Wah Industries (Pvt.) Limited for the year, 2020-21, it was 

observed that a contract was awarded in favour of M/s All About Innovation Islamabad for interior 

renovation of WIL building vide contract No. 04/LP/2019-20/interior renovation/WIL dated 20.11.2019 

for Rs. 26.270 million. However, examination of Payment record of the contractor revealed that an 

amount of Rs. 26.270 million was released to the contractors without obtaining the requisite 

documentary evidence that purchase of different material included in the Bill of Quantity was made 

only from the sales tax registered firms/ persons. Neither the contractors provided nor the department 

demanded the same at the time of release of payments against bills of contractors. 

Hence an amount of Rs. 26.270 million released to the contractor without observing the above 

quoted instructions of FBR resulted in to irregular expenditure to that extent. 

The matter was reported to the management on 19.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

31.01.2022 stated that contract was awarded to Sales and Income tax registered firm and income tax 

and sales tax were deducted from the value of bill duly deposited in government treasury / FBR.  

Reply was irrelevant because the management did not offer comments on submission of 

documentary evidence in support of purchase of BOQ items only from the sale tax registered suppliers 

before release of payment. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the non-observance of government instructions needs to be investigated 

with a view to fix responsibility on person(s) at fault. 

Para-10 (WIL, 2020-21) 

4.4.4.10 Loss due to purchase of M.S sheet 18” at high rates - Rs. 14.099 million 

As per Rule 4 of PPRA “Procuring agencies, while engaging in procurements, shall ensure that 

the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value 

for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient and economical”. 

During Audit of the accounts of Wah Industries (Pvt.) Ltd for the year, 2020-21, it was observed 

that the demand of 80 M. ton M.S. Sheet 18 BG was advertised in Press on 15.01.2021 and after tender 

proceedings, the rate of  

Rs. 147,000 per M.Ton of M/s International Steels Ltd Karachi was found the lowest. Accordingly order 

for the purchase of 80 M.Ton M.S. Steel 18” BG was placed on the lowest bidder M/s International 

Steel Ltd Karachi vide contract agreement No. 1879/M.S. Sheet/pur/PF/2021 dated May 07, 2021 

instead of including the quantity of 378 M. ton for which previously no bid was offered up to February 

10, 2021. 

The management re-tendered the said quantity of 378 M.Ton on June 04, 2021. Two firms 

participated in the tender process. The rates of Rs. 184,300 of the M/s Aisha Steel Mill Karachi were 
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found lowest. Accordingly the required quantity of 378 M. ton M.S. Steel 18” B.G. was purchased from 

the said firm at the rate of  

Rs. 184,300 P.M Ton vide contract agreement No. 1885 (R) MS Sheet 18 BG/Pur/PF/202 dated 

05.08.2021. 

Audit is of the view that instead for retendering the same, the requirement should have been 

included in the contract agreement dated May 07, 2021 for which financial offer was opened on 

February 17, 2021 knowing the uptrend in prices.  

Thus due to imprudent decision of retendering, the formation sustained loss of Rs. 14.099 

million (i.e. Rs. 184,300 – Rs. 147,000 = Rs. 37,300 x 378 ton =  

Rs. 14,099,400). 

The matter was reported to the management on 19.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

31.01.2022 stated that the Packages Factory did not include 378 M. Ton 18 BG in contract dated 

05.02.2021 as this would have come under direct contracting.  

The reply was not convincing as proper procedure was adopted for the purchase of 80 M. Ton 

vide contract dated 04.05.2021, therefore, the said quantity can be increased or decreased before 

finalization of the contract and the quantity of 378 M. Ton was required to be included in the contract 

keeping in view the increasing trend in the steel prices. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter of purchase of material at higher rates with a view 

to fix responsibility on the person (s) at fault. 

Para-11 (WIL, 2020-21) 

4.4.4.11 Loss due to imprudent decision of fabrication of locking assembly-Rs. 10.232 

million 

As per Rule 4 of PPRA “Procuring agencies, while engaging in procurements, shall ensure that 

the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value 

for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient and economical”. 

During Audit of the accounts of Wah Industries (Pvt.) Limited for the year, 2020-21, it was 

observed that the requirement of Locking Assembly 72-A was uploaded on PPRA Website and also 

published in press on 25-11-2020. In this procurement opportunity, material worth Rs. 30.838 million 

was required to be provided by the WIL and the bidder had to fabricate Locking Assembly only.  

In the result of tendering process, the offer of M/s Allied Business System Rawalpindi as Rs. 

460/- per set Fabrication with 22100 Nos of locking assembly from the material provided by WIL was 

found the lowest.  

It was however observed from the examination of other contracts related to supply of complete 

sets of the said item that the rate per set without of WIL provided material is much cheaper. Some 

instances are given below: 

Description Date of contract Rate per set 

(Rs.) 

Contract quantity Contractor 

Locking 

Assembly 

June 28, 2019 1,040 6,981 M/s Allied Business 

System Rawalpindi 

-do- August 12, 2020 1,395 1,552 -do- 
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-do- April 20, 2021 1,320 4,000 -do- 

From the above narrated facts it can be seen that the WIL management suffered irrecoverable 

loss of Rs. 10.232 million due to provision of own material for fabrication of locking assembly as 

follows: 

Rate per set by 

providing own material 

Rs. Per set 

Rate per complete set 

provided by supplier 

Rs. Per set 

Difference 

in Rs. Per 

set 

Qty 

supplied 

units 

Loss (Rs.) 

1,783 1,320 463 22,100 10,232,300 

It is worth mention here that the material for the fabrication was purchased, Fabrication was 

carried & supply of complete set was purchased from the same firm M/s Allied Business, Rawalpindi 

therefore provision of contract by providing raw material is not under stood. 

The matter was reported to the management on 19.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

31.01.2022 stated that in order to reduce the overall cost of ammunition container, the management 

planned to install a CNC Milling Machine to fabricate the locking assembly in factory premises. 

However, due to some reason(s) the same could not be installed, therefore, the same was fabricated 

from the private firm by providing material.  

The management reply was not acceptable because previously the management purchased 

complete set of locking assembly at lesser rates than carrying fabrication from other firm by providing 

own material which resulted into loss to the company. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that an enquiry in the matter be conducted with a view to fixing of 

responsibility on the person (s) held responsible for the loss. 

Para-12 (WIL, 2020-21) 

4.4.4.12 Irregular procurement of store without press advertisement -  

Rs. 35.080 million 

According to the Para-12 (1) of PPRA-2004 “procurement over Five hundred Pakistani rupees 

and up to the limit of three million Pakistani rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website as 

well as in the manner and format specified by regulation. The procurement opportunities may also be 

advertised in print media if deemed necessary by the procuring agency”. 

During Audit of the accounts of Wah Industries (Pvt.) Ltd for the year, 2020-21, it was observed 

that two procurements of material worth Rs. 23.115 million and Rs. 12.965 million from the lowest 

bidder i.e. M/s Allied Business Rawalpindi through uploading advertisement for first procurement 

opportunity on W.I.L website and W.I.L Twitter and second on W.I.L website only after receiving no 

response in the result of initial press advertisement dated 29.03.2020 and 26.03.2020 respectively. 

Following irregularities were observed in these procurements: 

1 It was mentioned vide Para-06 of the note part that the requirement were published in 

Daily Express Islamabad and Daily Nation Karachi on 26.02.2020. However record 

shows that the advertisement was published in Daily Sahafat on March 13, 2020. Thus 

a misstatement was made and the requirements were not published in the above referred 
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dailies. Moreover the requirement was stated to have been uploaded on W.I.L website 

on June 22, 2020 but no documentary evidence was found. 

2 The requirement was required to be re-tendered in press which was not done and the 

purchase was made through advertisements on W.I.L website. 

In view of the above, procurement of Rs. 35.080 (Rs. 23.115 million + 12.965 million) cannot 

be considered as transparent and economical, thus held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on 19.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

31.01.2022 stated that in view of lock down in entire country due to Covid-19, no advertisement was 

done/possible in National Newspapers.  

The management admitted in reply that advertisement in newspapers was not given. The 

justification for non-advertisement of the procurement opportunity in press was not acceptable because 

there was no ban on the printing of newspapers during period of COVID-19. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the whole procurement procedure needs to be investigated with a view 

to fix responsibility on the person(s) at fault. 

Para-13 (WIL, 2020-21) 

4.4.4.13 Loss due to non-finalization of bids within the validity time and subsequent 

purchase at higher rate – Rs. 9.394 million 

According to Rule-38 of PPRA 2004, the bidder with the most advantageous bid, if not in 

conflict with any other law, rules, regulations or policy of the Federal Government, shall be awarded 

the procurement contract within the original or extended period of bid validity.  

During Audit of the accounts of Wah Industries (Pvt.) Limited for the year, 2020-21, it was 

observed that tender was advertised in press on 01.01.2021 for the purchase of 378 ton M.S Sheet 18 

B.G. In the result of tender proceedings, the rates of Rs. 165,550 of M/s Aisha Steel Mills Limited were 

found the lowest with 30 days validity time up to 27.05.2021.  

The management of Packages Factory did not finalize the case within the validity period and 

order was placed on the firm on June 07, 2021 after expiry of the validity period. The firm did not 

honour the order after expiry of the validity time. 

The requirement was again advertised in paper on 25.06.2021. The same two firms offered 

there rates. The rate of Rs. 184,300 of M/s Aisha Steel Mill Karachi was found the lowest. A quantity 

of 501 M Ton MS Sheet at a total cost of Rs. 92.334 million was purchased vide contract agreement 

1885(R) MS Sheet 18 BG/Pur/PF/2020-21 Dated 05.08.2021. 

It is evident from the above that due to non-finalization of order within the stipulated time in 

violation of PPRA rules and its subsequent purchase at higher rates, the formation sustained loss of Rs. 

9.394 million as detailed below:  

Rate within 

validity period 

Rs. Per M.T 

Rate after 

retendering Rs. 

Per M.T 

Difference Rs. 

Per M.T 

Qty Purchased 

in M.T 

Loss in Rs. 

165,550 184,300 18,750 501 9,383,750 
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The matter was reported to the management on 19.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

31.01.2022 stated that the firms submitted bids with price validity period of 30 days against the 90 days 

as mentioned in clause-7 of tender enquiry.  

Reply was not acceptable because due to rapid changes in steel prices, both the firms submitted 

30 days price validity and the Packages Factory accepted the same and processed the case for approval 

of the competent authority which was not finalized within the validity period. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of non-finalization of the case within the validity 

period in violation of PPRA rules resulted into purchase at higher rates for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-14 (WIL, 2020-21) 

4.4.4.14 Wasteful expenditure on Wah Clothing (Pvt.) Ltd – Rs. 21.435 million 

In accordance with Para (5) and 5 (a) of the Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance 

Rules, 2013 "the Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively 

implemented in all levels within the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with fundamental 

principles of probity and propriety; objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the 

stakeholders. 

During Audit of the accounts of Wah Industries Limited (WIL) for the year, 2020-21, it was 

observed that the WIL management established Wah Clothing (Private) Company under the Companies 

Ordinance 1984. The Company was established for stitching and sale of clothing items. 

It was however, observed that the company could not start its operation since its inception 

despite incurring Rs. 21.435 million. 

Non-operation of business since 2015 to date is indicative of the facts that the company invested 

its fund in non-viable unit of POFs without having proper feasibility and operational plan, with 

reference to profit factor which resulted into wasteful expenditure of Rs. 21.435 million. 

Despite of the fact that the company has wound up its business, a General Manager was 

appointed to look after the affair of closed unit. 

The matter was reported to the management on 19.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

31.01.2022 stated that Wah Clothing (Pvt.) Limited company was registered on the directives of IPDF 

keeping in view the decision taken in a meeting at JS HQ for Public Private Partnership in POF Clothing 

Factory. No response received despite publishing advertisement in newspapers twice and arranging a 

road show with the collaboration of IPDF at Lahore.  

Reply was not acceptable because management statement itself reflects that expenditure on 

registration of the company was made without any planning. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of investment in non-viable project resulted into 

loss to the stated extent with a view to fix responsibility thereof.  

Para-18 (WIL, 2020-21) 

4.4.4.15 Irregular appointment of retired army officers - Rs. 6.925 million 

As per Defence Division, Ministry of Defence U.O No.F-2/ 24/ 0-24 CC-93 dated 20.12.1995 

Ministries/ Divisions/ Provincial Governments are required that before appointing any retired Armed 

Forces officer in civil , views/clearance of the Ministry of Defence (Defence Division) should invariably 
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be obtained. As per U.O No. F.3/ 50/ D-24/ 99 dated 21.11.2000 Ministries/ Divisions/ Provincial 

Governments are required to report the vacancy showing desired qualification/ experience etc. to the 

Ministry of Defence who are to suggest/recommend a panel of officers in consultation with the 

concerned services Head quarter to the Ministry/Division concerned for making selection. 

During Audit of the accounts of Wah Industries (Pvt.) Limited for the year, 2020-21, it was 

observed that the two Retired Army officers were appointed on contract basis initially for a period of 

one year. On the completion of initial period, their respective contacts were extended for further period 

of one year. An amount of Rs. 6.925 million was paid to the officers up to November 30, 2021. 

It was however, observed that management engaged the above retired army officers on contract 

basis without obtaining approval/NOC from Defence Division as required under the aforementioned 

quoted rules. 

It was further observed that one of these officers was not recommended by the Selection 

Committee for the post of GM, HR in view of lack of his corporate knowledge. The HR did not 

recommend the extension in the contract period of the said officer owning to the reason (s) that the 

officer has served 10 years after retirement from Pak. Army and completed the duration of re-

employment prescribed under the GHQ instructions, yet he was given extension in contract. 

Thus, the appointment of retired army officers without NOC from GHQ and Defence Division 

and payment on account of their pay Rs. 6.925 million was held irregular in audit. 

The matter was reported to the management on 19.01.2022. The management in its reply dated 

31.01.2022 stated that the appointments were made with the approval of WIL Board.  

Reply was not acceptable because Board can make appointments after following the laid down 

procedures. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate reasons for appointment of officers after retirement and there 

pay fixation without considering rules for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-19 (WIL, 2020-21) 

4.5 Wah Brass Mills (Private) Limited 

4.5.1 Introduction 

Wah Brass Mills (Private) Limited the Company) is wholly owned subsidiary of Wah Industries 

Limited which was incorporated on January 26, 2012 as a private limited company under the Companies 

Ordinance, 1984. The registered office of the Company is situated at Quaid Avenue, Wah Cantt.  

Corporate Information 

The principal activity of the Company is to manufacture and sale of Brass products. The 

Company is currently under final stage of upgrading its existing plant and machinery and after achieving 

the same they will have an installed capacity 24,000 MT per annum and actual capacity 19,200 MT per 

annum. The Company has started its operations from August 01, 2016. 

4.5.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

4.5.2.1 The working results of the Company for the year 2020-21 as compared to the 

previous years are tabulated as under: 
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(Rs. in million) 

 2020-21 %age 

Inc./(Dec) 

2019-20 %age 

Inc./(Dec) 

2018-19 

Sales/Revenue 
3,559.462 

112.59 
1,674.323 (38.04) 2,702.048 

Cost of sales 
1,540.591 

18.62 
1,298.788 (42.47) 2,257.443 

Gross profit 
2,018.872 

437.60 
375.535 (15.54) 444.605 

Admn. expenses 
110.208 

112.58 
51.842 (19.31) 64.251 

Finance Cost 
64.656 

(92.50) 
821.989 27.85 642.923 

Other operating cost 
138.295 

- 
- -- - 

Other income  
131.641 

560.85 
19.920 (27.35) 27.421 

(Loss)/Profit before tax 
1,837.352 

- 
(478.377) 103.44 (235.149) 

Provision for tax 
493.996 

- 
- - - 

Profit/(Loss) after tax  
1,343.357 

- 
(478.377) 103.44 (235.149) 

Other comprehensive 

(loss)/income for the year 

(0.422) 

(55.34) 

(0.945) - 0.605 

 

Total (Loss)/Profit for the 

year 

1,342.935 
- 

(479.322) 104.36 (234.544) 

(Source: Annual Audited Accounts) 

The revenue of the Company was increased by 112.59% to Rs. 3,559.462 million in 2020-21 

(Rs. 1,674.323 million – 2019-20), while, the cost of sales was increased by 18.62% to Rs. 

1,540.591 million in 2020-21 (Rs. 1,298.788 million – 2019-20).  The increase in revenue was 

mainly due to increase in export sales i.e. from Rs. 215.414 million in 2019-20 to Rs. 1,716.656 

million in 2020-21. On the other hand during the year 2020-21 the local sales was decreased 

by 56.90% to Rs. 377.049 million (Rs. 875.986 million - 2019-20). The audit appreciated 

abnormal increased in export sales, however, the abnormal decreased in local sales needs 

clarification.  

4.5.2.2 Administrative expenses were increased by 112.58% to Rs. 110.208 million in 

2020-21 (Rs. 51.842 million – 2019-20). The abnormal increased under the head was mainly 

due to 6,226% increase in legal & professional fee i.e. Rs. 0.249 million in 2019-20 to Rs. 

15.753 million in 2020-21. The expenditure under the head Promotional & Selling increased 

by 618% to Rs. 7.641 million in 2020-21 (2019-20 – Rs. 1.064 million). Abnormal increase of 

expenditure under both the heads needs to be justified.  
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4.5.2.3 Other income was increased by 560.85% to Rs. 131.640 million in 2020-21 (Rs. 

19.920 million – 2019-20). The figure included write back of liabilities of Rs. 5.670 million 

during the year. Position needs clarification with detail of liabilities and reasons of their written 

back.  

4.5.2.4 Property, plant & equipment decreased by 8% to Rs. 5,836.495 million as on June 

30, 2021 (Rs. 6,142.178 million – 2019-20). The figure included computers & equipment of 

Rs. 1.628 million as on June 30, 2021 (Rs. 1.927 million – 2019-20). Factory management 

entered into an agreement with a firm for purchase of ERP system in 2017-18. An amount of 

Rs. 80.00 million has so far paid to the firm which included Rs. 14 million of hardware items. 

The said amount is not appearing under the head Computer & Equipment and Intangible Assets 

(WIP). Position needs clarification. 

4.5.2.5 Although stock in trade decreased by 20.47% to Rs. 1,180.321 million as on June 

30, 2021 (Rs. 1,484.136 million – 2019-20). The figure included Stock in Trade (Raw Material) 

which was increased by 93.63% to Rs. 392.747 million as on June 30, 2021 (Rs. 202.834 

million – 2019-20) and Stock in Trade (Work in Process) Rs. 490.720 million as on June 30, 

2021. Early clearance of stock in trade (raw material) and completion of WIP is stressed upon 

the management. The aging analysis of Stock in Trade (Raw Material) may also be provided 

to audit.  

4.5.2.6 Although, the Advances, deposits, prepayments and other receivables decreased by 

22.86% to Rs. 105.994 million as on June 30, 2021 (Rs. 137.403 million – 2019-20), however, 

there was alarming increase of 113.23% in Advances – non-interest bearing i.e. from Rs. 

12.313 million in 2019-20 to Rs. 26.256 million as on June 30, 2021.   Early 

recovery/adjustment of said advances along with aging analysis is stressed upon the 

management.  

4.5.2.7 Trade debts increased by 25.22 % to Rs. 186.294 million as on June 30, 2021 (Rs. 

148.776 million – 2019-20). Abnormal increase in trade debts needs clarification. Aging 

analysis of trade debts and early recovery is stressed upon the management to avoid their 

conversion into bad debts.  

4.5.2.8 Cash & bank balances increased by 23.31% to Rs. 758.496 million as on June 30, 

2021 (Rs. 614.921 million – 2019-20). More than 99% of the bank balances was lying in saving 

account. The management of WBM has no so far determined its working balance limit. The 

management may determine its working balance limit and surplus fund may consider for 

investment some interest bearing schemes. Further, in balance sheet the figure of cash & bank 

balances was appearing Rs. 45.396 million in 2019-20 whereas, the note to the account showed 

cash & bank balances of Rs. 614.921 million, position needs correction.  

4.5.2.9 Trade and other payables (Current Liabilities) increased by 40.31% to Rs. 2,642.301 

million as on June 30, 2021 (Rs. 1,883.242 million – 2019-20). The figure included liability 

against sales tax Rs. 275.510 million as on June 30, 2021 (Rs. 135.709 million – 2019-20) and 

withholding tax Rs. 37.659 million as on June 30, 2021 (Rs. 4.056 million – 2019-20). Non-

clearance of government liability on account of sales tax and withholding tax needs 

clarification, early clearance of liability under both the heads is stressed upon the management. 
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4.5.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

No PAC has so far been conducted; hence, no pending compliance is outstanding. 

4.5.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

4.5.4.1 Un-authorized expenditure on account of pay & allowances by retaining the 

POFs employees beyond agreement period –  

Rs. 128.191 million 

As per Rule -5 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 (as amended 

up to April 21, 2017) it is the responsibility of Board to establish a system of sound internal control, 

which shall be effectively implemented a t all levels within the public sector company, to ensure 

compliance with the fundamental principles of probity and propriety, objectivity, integrity and honesty 

and relationship with the stakeholders in manners that company’s assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage i.e. handling in public funds, 

assets, resources and claiming of expenses.  

During audit of WBM for the years 2018-19 and 2019-20 it was observed that the Wah Brass 

Mills entered into a deputation agreement with Pakistan Ordnance Factories (POF) to engage such 

persons of POFB as are necessary for the operation of the WBM. The decision was made in line with 

the Market Assessment and Feasibility Study of Wah Brass Mills on the basis of which the WBM was 

established as a Company. According to said report the provision of key management will be the 

responsibility of POF. The agreement was signed on 29.07.2013 and was affective for five years; 

accordingly, the services of the 296 employees of POFs were transferred to the WBM under this 

agreement from the date of agreement. The record revealed that on expiry of agreement period i.e. five 

years up to July 2018, the POFs employees were not repatriated to their parent department and are still 

working on the pay roll of WBM.  

Audit is of the view that the comparison of pay structure of POFs employees, temporarily hired 

under an agreement and pay structure of WBM showed that the pay of POFs employees is 45% higher 

than the employees of WBM. The WBM Board in its 9th meeting held on 24.08.2018 in which the board 

also admitted that the POF workforce is too expensive for WBM, it was decided that to repatriate the 

POF workforce quickly. It is further pertinent to mention here that for costing purpose the WBM used 

labour rate of WBM employee. Due to non-repatriation of employees of POFs after agreed period of 

five years, extra expenditure of Rs. 128.191 million was borne by WBM. 

Thus, the negligence on the part of management resulted in un-authorized expenditure of Rs. 

128.191 million on account of pay & allowances of POFs employees. The said extra financial burden 

can be avoided if the POFs manpower would have been repatriated in time i.e. five years as agreed 

under the agreement. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management apprised that at present 204 x WBM, 

62 x POF employees are working on deputation. DAC directed the management to review the 

employees’ strength and submit revised reply stating reasons for retaining the POF employees beyond 

agreed period within 15 days. Committee further directed that the relevant record may also be provided 

to audit. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-2 (WBM, 2018-20) 
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4.5.4.2 Un-authorized payment on account of service charges and N.J. surcharge to 

POFS on electricity bills – Rs. 24.603 million 

As per Rule-5 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 (as amended 

up to 21.04.2017) it is the responsibility of Board to establish a system of sound internal control, which 

shall be effectively implemented at all levels within the public sector company, to ensure compliance 

with the fundamental principles of probity and propriety, objectivity, integrity and honesty and 

relationship with the stakeholders in manners that company’s assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage i.e. handling in public funds, 

assets, resources and claiming of expenses. 

During audit of WBM for the years 2018-19 and 2019-20 it was observed that the electricity 

requirement of WBM was arranged from POF. At the end of each month the POF Service Department 

raised an electric bill to WBM. During detailed scrutiny it was observed that in addition to cost of 

electricity and other allowed taxed the POF also claimed service charges @ 3% of billing amount 

(including taxes and other charges) and NJ Surcharge @ 0.10%/Kwh. The WBM management made 

the payment of Rs. 20.374 million on account of service charges from August 2016 to January 2020 

and Rs. 4.230 million on account of N.J. Surcharge from August 2016 to August, 2020. 

Audit is of the view that the payment of electricity charges, along with fixed charges, financial 

cost surcharge, GST, income tax, monthly price adjustment surcharge is justified. However, in addition 

to above said charges the claim of service charges and N.J. Surcharge and payment on this account is 

not justified as to maintain smooth provision of electricity is the responsibility of Services Department. 

While, N.J. Surcharge was levied by the government to raise fund for the Neelum – Jhelum Hydel 

Project and recovery of said surcharge at POF level was/is not justified. On realization, the POF stopped 

the recovery of service charges from Feb. 2020 and N.J. Surcharge from September 2020. In view of 

said facts the recovery of Rs. 24.603 million from WBM on account of Service Charges and N.J. 

Surcharge was not justified, hence, held un-authorized. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management clarified that POF is responsible for 

ensuring un-interrupted power supply to WBM and bills are accordingly issued as per actual electricity 

consumption. DAC directed the management to submit revised reply within 15 days and get the relevant 

record verify from audit. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-13 (WBM, 2018-20) 

4.5.4.3 Loss due to sale of un-used oil below purchase/book value –  

Rs. 5.145 million 

Rule 4 (3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the Chief 

Executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with the 

Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies 

approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are 

properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all 

statutory obligations. 

During audit of WBM for the years 2018-19 and 2019-20 it was observed that the management 

of WBM purchased three types of oil to be used in the factory. However, the oil could not be used and 

on realization that there is no more usage of said oil, the same were put to auction in February, 2020. 

The bid amount of said oil was received below the purchase price, the management considered the said 
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price and sold the oil. Due to sale of oil below purchase/book value the WBM sustained loss of Rs. 

5.145 million. 

The management informed that the oil was not purchased by the WBM rather it was received 

from POF with other store. In case the store was received from POF even then it was purchase as the 

WBM made payment of stores transferred to WBM. The acceptance of store (oil) along with other store 

items is tantamount to purchase of store. 

Audit is of the view that the store was purchased/accepted without assessing its necessity and 

requirement due to which the Company sustained loss of Rs. 5.145 million on its auction at below the 

purchase price. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management apprised the DAC that the POF 

purchased oil for old plant and after up gradation of the plant there was no need to keep it at workplace. 

Keeping in view the fire hazard to the workplace, thus, the oils were put to sale. Audit informed the 

Committee that the oil was sold below book value and the loss amount could not be considered for 

regularization under the order of competent authority. DAC directed the management to initiate 

regularization action by placing the full facts before competent authority.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-27 (WBM, 2018-20) 

4.5.4.4 Loss due to non-obtaining 100% advance and subsequent failure of lifting of 

auctioned store by the party – Rs. 17.878 million 

As per clause – 6 (ii) of the tender documents “the contractor will be bound to deposit the 100% 

advance payment of the stores to be lifted, before collection/lifting”. Clause – 6 (iii) further clarified 

that contractor will be bound to collect the entire quantity of scrap within 30 days. The contractor failing 

to lift the scrap within stipulated time period of contract will be liable to pay the delay penalty @ 0.5% 

per day on the value of un-lifted stores.  

Penalty period is 07 calendar days, after that if the stores remained un-lifted, the contract may 

be cancelled and 5% bid money and 10% earnest money shall be forfeited.  Rule 4 (3) of Public Sector 

Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the Chief Executive is responsible for the 

management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in financial and other matters, subject 

to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with the Ordinance and these rules. His 

responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making 

appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of WBM for the years 2018-19 and 2019-20 it was observed that the management 

of WBM issued tender inquiry dated 26.02.2020 for auction of 207,000 kgs Brass Slabs and 322,000 

kgs Brass Dross on as is where is basis. In response M/s Jamaluddin Trading L.L.C. UAE quoted rate 

of US$ 1.192 per kg for Brass Slags and US $ 1.60 per kg for Brass Dross. Accordingly, contract dated 

19.03.2020 was awarded to M/s Jamaluddin Trading LLC UAE at total value of US $ 761,944. As per 

agreement the firm was bound to lift the store up to 19.05.2020 on “as is where is basis”. The firm 

submitted security amount of US $ 114,925. The record revealed that the firm could lifted 113,280 kgs 

of brass slag against contracted quantity of 206,000 kgs with a shortfall of 93,740 kgs. The firm 

requested for short closed of contract on the plea that the balance quantity is not as per their requirement. 

The management considered his request and short closed the contract. 

Audit is of the view that as mentioned in the tender documents and contract agreement, the 

store was put to auction on “as is where is basis” the contractor has inspected the store prior to submit 
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his bid price. Further, it was clearly mentioned in the agreement that the contactor was bound to submit 

100% advance of the store to be lifted. The record revealed that neither the store was lifted by the 

contractor within allowed period nor made advance payment of lifted store nor the contract was short 

closed on the sweet will of the contractor on lifting the store of his choice. The non-lifting of full 

quantity of store was failure on the part of contractors the contract was for sale of store on “as is where 

is basis”. On default in lifting of store his security amount US $ 114,925 was liable to be forfeited but 

the management adjusted the said amount against the price of store he lifted. The undue favor to the 

contractor at the cost of company’s fund resulted in loss of US$ 111,738 equal to Pak. Rs. 17.878 

million (US $ = Pak Rs. 160).  

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management clarified that delay in lifting of 

contracted store was due to pandemic Covid-19 lockdown. However, due to said delay additional 

revenue of more than 5.00 million to WBM was generated due to currency fluctuation. DAC directed 

for on ground inspection by Audit authorities and verification of relevant record within 15 days. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-16 (WBM, 2018-20) 

4.5.4.5 Irregular procurement of store and loss due to delay in finalization of contract 

- Rs. 2.910 million 

As per Rules-4 of the Public Procurement Rules, 2004, the procuring agencies, while engaging 

in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the 

object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical. Rule–12 (2) further clarifies that all procurement opportunities over two three rupees 

should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or newspapers having 

wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at least two national 

dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 

During audit of WBM for the years 2018-19 and 2019-20 it was observed that a requisition was 

received in SCM for purchase of 6 electrical items. They were issued to 15 likely suppliers in June 

2018. In response M/s PTSW, Czech Republic quoted the lowest rate i.e. Euro 58,220. The case was 

moved for approval of Chairman in January 2019, which was approved by the Chairman WBM Board, 

on January 9, 2019.  

However, the order could not be placed up to November, 2019. In November 2019 it was 

proposed that the case may be uploaded in print media and PPRA website. The rates received as a result 

of advertisement were not considered by the management on the plea that the same were high. However, 

the management considered the rate offered by M/s PTSW and placed order vide contract dated 

20.06.2020 and the store was accordingly received in WBM.  

Audit is of the view that on receipt of demand from the user department in June, 2018 instead 

of opting for limited tendering the management was required to press tender the requirement. However, 

as a result of a limited tendering,  

M/s PTSW quoted the lowest rate i.e. EURO 58,220, the Chairman POF & WBM Board approved the 

case for placement of order on the firm in January, 2019. 

However, the management failed to place order up to November, 2019. Thereafter, the 

requirement was press tendered by adopting PPRA Rules. M/s Profex Metal Ltd. Czech. Republic 

quoted EURO 53,849 for CFR Karachi for five items. The rate of sixth item for which the firm did not 

quote was valued EURO 3,266. Further, a local firm M/s Electrotraders, Faisalabad quoted Rs. 17.372 

million including GST. However, the management did not consider the said rate and placed the order 
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on M/s PTSW at his quoted rate i.e. EURO 58,220. Due to delay in placement of order for about two 

years, resulted in loss of Rs. 2.910 million due to currency fluctuation as in January, 2019 when the 

case was submitted for approval of Chairman the rate of EURO to Pak. Rs. was Rs. 160.00 while, after 

two years when the order was placed on the firm and LC was opened the rate of EURO was Rs. 194.12.  

In view of above said facts the procurement in disregard to the PPRA Rules, the whole 

procurement valuing Rs. 17.968 (including taxes and duties) is termed as irregular. The delay in 

placement of order further, put the organization in loss of Rs. 2.910 million.  

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management apprised that the firm supplied the 

store, 100% payment was made through LC after receipt of store and functional trial. Audit contended 

that the loss was due to abnormal delay in finalization of procurement case and the reply is silent in this 

regard. DAC directed the management to submit revised reply and get the relevant record verified by 

the Audit authorities within 10 days 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-17 (WBM, 2018-20) 

4.5.4.6 Irregular procurement of oil/lubricants in violation of PPRA rules and prior to 

award of contract - Rs. 9.600 million 

As per Rule-12 (2) of PPRA-2004 “All procurement opportunities over two million rupees 

should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or newspapers having 

wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at least two national 

dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu”. AS per Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 the Board 

shall ensure compliance with the policy directions received from government from time to time.  

During audit of Wah Brass Mills for the year 2018-19 and 2019-20 it was observed that the 

Manager Production WBM raised a requisition on 17.09.2018 for the purchase of 16 types of oils to be 

used in shops. The purchase department proposed issue of tender enquiry to the 20 likely suppliers of 

said oils. The tenders were opened on 19.10.2018 and firms participated in the tenders i.e. M/s Total 

Parco, M/s F.S. Corporation, Lahore and M/s Al-Zain Traders, Islamabad. Offers were sent to user 

section for technical Evaluation & acceptance. Offers were technically scrutinized by user sections 

(Manager-Production-WBM & Manager-Maint-WBM) and Manager-Maint-WBM recommended for 

re-tendering the case in favour of M/s Shell Pakistan Limited, Islamabad and Pakistan for soluble Oil 

(Solcut Oil), being sole producer of required oils & Lubricants. Accordingly, the contract dated 

17.04.2019 was awarded to M/s Shell Pakistan for supply of 8 types of oils at a cost of Rs. 9.600 million 

on single source basis. The Dy. FA objected the said procurement and stated that the POF/SCM Deptt. 

Procured said items through open competition.  

Audit is of the view that previously the TE was issued to 20 suppliers, in response 03 parties 

submitted their bids, however, the said process was scraped and procurement was made on single source 

basis. The management was required to procure the said oil by adopting proper procedure. Further, the 

Chairman POF Board approved the said case on 08.04.2019 and contract was placed on 17.04.2019, 

whereas, the receipt vouchers showed that the firm supplied the store on 22.11.2018, 08.12.2018 and 

07.01.2019 i.e. prior to approval of the authority and placement of order. The procurement of store prior 

to approval of the competent authority and placement of order showed that the management decided to 

procure the store from M/s Shell Pakistan before approval. As the procedure adopted by the 

management was not covered under the rules, thus placement of order valuing Rs. 9.600 million is held 

irregular.   
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In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management apprised that lubricants were 

procured from M/s Shell Pakistan on proprietary basis. Audit contended that the procurement was made 

prior to process the case and approval of the competent authority. DAC directed to obtain ex-post facto 

approval for procurement on proprietary basis by stating all the facts and submit revised reply 

accordingly. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-13 (WBM, 2018-20) 

4.5.4.7 Irregular placement of insurance business to a private insurance firm – Rs. 

38.333 million 

As per Section–10 of National Insurance Corporation Act, 1976 and Section – 166 of the 

Insurance Ordinance 2000 “all insurance business relating to any public property or to any risk or 

liability appertaining to any public property shall be placed with the Corporation and with no other 

insurer”. The M/o Defence vide letter dated 03.04.2019 circulated a letter of NICL to its formations for 

compliance, in said letter it was clarified that the public property needs to be insured from NICL only 

and no other insurer. The SECP Insurance Division also issued a letter dated 17.01.2020 according to 

which the insurance coverage of property was required to be obtained only from NICL and not any 

other insurer.  

During audit of WBM for the years 2018-19 and 2019-20 it was observed that the management 

of WBM approached the five private Insurance Companies in May 2013 to get insurance coverage of 

assets of WBM. Accordingly, the insurance business was granted to Askari General Insurance, 

Company in June 2013. An amount of Rs. 38.333 million was paid to the private insurance company 

on account of premium of fire and allied perils insurance coverage. The Ministry of Defence (Defence 

Division) vide its letter dated 03.04.2019 circulated a letter of NICL according to which the public 

property was required to be insured through NICL only. Even then the management did not consider 

the NICL for insurance of assets. It is pertinent to mention here that the insurance coverage was the 

requirement of debt arranging banks, for obtaining loan against government guarantee. As in said debt 

arrangement the federal government was guarantor thus, its treatment was like federal consolidated 

fund.   

Audit is of the view that the management was required to get its assets insured from NICL as 

was clarified in its Act/Ordinance, however, the WBM, insured its assets from a private insurer on the 

basis of hand collected quotations and negotiations. The controlling ministry as well as SECP also 

circulated policy decision regarding insurance of property from NICL only; even then no action was 

taken by the management of WBM. The act of the management was in violation to the policy of the 

Government on the issue, thus, payment of Rs. 38.333 million made to the private insurer is held 

irregular. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management clarified that insurance business was 

awarded after due diligence and at bare minimum premium. The NIC was contacted but no response 

was received. Audit contended that under Section – 10 of NIC Act, 1976 and Section–166 of the 

Insurance Ordinance, 2000 the Insurance budiness was required to be placed with NIC. Even the M/o 

Defense also directed to place the insurance business NIC. DAC directed the management to submit 

revised reply stating the reasons for placing the business with Askari Insurance, the record comprising 

procedure adopted for award of insurance business and response of NIC may also be shared with audit 

within in 15 days. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 
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Para-4 (WBM, 2018-20) 

4.5.4.8 Irregular payment on account of electricity charges – Rs. 4.896 million 

As per Rule -5 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 (as amended 

up to April 21, 2017) it is the responsibility of Board to establish a system of sound internal control, 

which shall be effectively implemented at all levels within the public sector company, to ensure 

compliance with the fundamental principles of probity and propriety, objectivity, integrity and honesty 

and relationship with the stakeholders in manners that company’s assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage i.e. handling in public funds, 

assets, resources and claiming of expenses.  

During audit of WBM for the years 2018-19 and 2019-20 it was observed that the Wah Brass 

Mills entered into an agreement with Pakistan Ordnance Factories Board (POFB) to engage such 

persons of POFB as are necessary for the operation of the WBM. The decision was made in line with 

the Market Assessment and Feasibility Study of Wah Brass Mills on the basis of which the WBM was 

established as a Company. According to said report the provision of key management will be the 

responsibility of POF. The agreement was signed on 29-07-2013 and was affective for five years; 

accordingly, the services of the 296 employees of POFB were transferred to the WBM under this 

agreement from the date of agreement, however, the employee are still working in WBM. A few 

employees were allotted government accommodation while, they were employed in Wah Brass Mills. 

It was clarified in the agreement that POFB may allow retention of already allotted accommodation to 

deputationists. Accordingly, the concerned employees are residing in government allotted 

accommodation. 

The record revealed that the WBM deducted electricity charges from the pay of the allottees at 

POF rate, however, it reimbursed the electricity charges to POF at market rate, by doing so the WBM 

is bearing, extra cost on account of electricity for which no provision exits in service rules. The record 

showed that the management of WBM bears an extra burden of Rs. 4.896 million on this account from 

December, 2015 to April, 2021 which is being increased each month. 

Audit is of the point that as is evident from the Market Assessment & Feasibility Study the 

provision of key management will be the responsibility of POF, thus, the services of workforce, 

specifically appointed for WBM and employed in the mills at the time of its conversion into Company, 

were transferred to the Company. The deduction of electricity charges at POF rate and its 

reimbursement to POF at market rate is not justified at all. The WBM was at up gradation stage and 

arranged its working capital and other funds from banks at heavy mark up and the company is running 

in loss since its establishment. Further, indirectly the POF is the parent organization of the company. In 

circumstances, the extra payment of electricity charges Rs. 4.896 million on market rate is not justified 

and held irregular. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management informed apprised that an agreement 

was made and signed between POF Board and Wah Brass Mills (Pvt) Ltd. Audit was of the view that 

the payment of electricity bill by the company on behalf of the employee was an extra financial benefit 

which is not covered under the rules. DAC directed the management to review the position and submit 

revised reply to Audit within 10 days.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-25 (WBM, 2018-20) 

4.5.4.9 Irregular procedure for appointments – Rs. 19.265 million 
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The WBM framed its HR Policy duly approved the Board. The aim of the policy is to adopt 

firm and consistent methods of recruitment and selection in WBM. As per appointment procedure of 

said policy, the applications will be collected through job portals, newspapers ads. Corporate website 

and appointments will be made on merit. 

During Audit of the Wah Brass Mills (a subsidiary of W.I.L) for the year 2018-19 & 2019-20, 

it was revealed that the management of the Mills appointed 16 Nos of employees in various categories 

on fix pay ranging from Rs. 21000 to 55000 per month. An expenditure of Rs. 19.265 million was 

incurred on their pay and allowances since their appointment to April 2021.  

It was however observed from the examination of HR record that the aforementioned 

appointments were made without observing the above quoted procedure of the Company. The 

management neither collected applications through job portal nor advertised the post in newspaper. The 

appointments were made under pick & Choose Policy. As appointment were made in violation of 

appointment policy, therefore the expenditure of Rs. 19.265 million incurred on their pay and 

allowances is held irregular in Audit.     

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management intimated that due to non-availability 

of skilled &experienced manpower from open market, WBM Board during 10th AGM& 16th Board 

meeting unanimously approved employment contract of existing Ex-POF employees working in WBM 

beyond 65 years of age depending on their fitness level and performance on yearly basis. Audit 

contended that the procedure adopted for appointment was not covered in appointment policy of WBM. 

DAC directed the management to review HR Policy and regularization process may be initiated 

accordingly. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-5 (WBM, 2018-20) 

4.5.4.10 Loss due to imposition and deduction of LD charges by the client on late delivery 

of store – Rs. 5.391 million 

As per terms and conditions of contract No. 6102/SJL/LP/45 dated 30.04.2016 signed with POF 

Sanjwal F for supply of GMCS Sheet F-11 and F-18, the store was required to be supplied as early as 

possible as but not later than 30.06.2016. There was no clause in the agreement regarding LD Charges 

on late delivery of store.  

During audit of Wah Brass Mills for the years 2018-19 and 2019-20 it was observed that the 

Wah Brass Mills entered into a contract dated 30.04.2016 with POF Sanjwal Fy for supply of GMCS 

Sheet F-11 82,000 kgs and F-18, 7,000 kgs. Prior to signing the contract in response to a tender enquiry, 

the management of WBM quoted rate of Rs. 754,210/M. Ton for GMCS sheet F-11 and Rs. 705,341/M. 

ton for F-18.The said rates were very competitive; however, the management of POF called a due 

diligence meeting in office of DICR on 16.03.2016 and the rates quoted by WBM were reduced to Rs. 

750,000/M. Ton and Rs. 700,000/M. Ton respectively.  

It is pertinent to mention here that the members of due diligence committee were/are members 

of POF Board and WBM Board. Thus, the element of conflict of interest arises as POF is client of 

WBM. Accordingly, the contract was signed at rates fixed in due diligence committee meeting. As per 

agreement the WBM was bound to supply the store as early as possible, but not later than 30.06.2016, 

however, there exists no clause in the agreement regarding imposition of LD Charges on delayed supply. 

The delivery period was extended by the client at the request of WBM up to 30.04.2017. The Sanjwal 

factory made 50% advance payment of Rs. 33.200 million to the WBM in March 2017. Upto extended 

delivery period i.e. April, 2017 the management could supply only 15,190 kgs of F-11 sheets whereas, 
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the remaining quantity was pending. The delivery was completed in July 2018. Due to delayed supply 

the client deducted an amount of Rs. 5.00 million from the bills of the WBM on account of LD Charges.  

Audit is of the view that the management of WBM failed to deliver the store within committed 

period due to which the client imposed LD Charges despite the fact that no LD clause was available in 

the contract. Thus, the deduction of LD charges Rs. 5.00 million was a loss to the Company due to 

negligence on the part of management. Further, the reduction in quoted rate as a result of due diligence 

committee meeting further put the Company in to loss of Rs. 390,807. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management clarified that bill has been forwarded 

to Sanjwal Fy. for payment on 20.12.2021. DAC directed the management to recover the amount and 

get the recovery verified by the Audit authorities within 10 days. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-23 (WBM, 2018-20) 

4.5.4.11 Loss due to non-receipt of sale proceeds - Rs. 22.260 million 

As per Clause – 7 of the sale agreement, signed by WBM with its clients “payment through 

crossed cheque on our prescribed bill forms supported by proof of payment of professional tax by the 

supplier during the financial year will be made by AO SAA on receipt of acceptance of store at POF 

Wah Cantt”. As per Rule -5 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 (as 

amended up to April 21, 2017) it is the responsibility of Board to establish a system of sound internal 

control, which shall be effectively implemented at all levels within the public sector company, to ensure 

compliance with the fundamental principles of probity and propriety, objectivity, integrity and honesty 

and relationship with the stakeholders in manners that company’s assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage i.e. handling in public funds, 

assets, resources and claiming of expenses. 

During audit of WBM for the years 2018-19 and 2019-20 it was observed from the accounts 

record that the management of WBM entered into agreement with POFs and other private parties during 

2015-16 to 2017-18. However, the record revealed that despite delivery of store by the WBM, the clients 

did not clear their outstanding dues and an amount of Rs. 25.346 million (Rs. 22.108 against POFs and 

Rs. 3.238 million against other private parties) was still outstanding against POFs and other parties.  

The scrutiny of contract agreement revealed that in one case on delivery, store wroth Rs. 

727,262 was found short, against which the client withhold an amount of Rs. 7.358 million from the 

bills of the WBM. The management did not elaborate the reasons of outstanding amount against private 

parties. The non-recovery of outstanding amount from the clients since long shows liberal attitude of 

the management toward financial matters. 

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management informed that 99% recovery has been 

made. DAC directed to ensure 100% recovery and get the relevant record verified by the audit 

authorities. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-14 (WBM, 2018-20) 

4.5.4.12 Un-justified payment on account of overtime – Rs. 25.706 million 

As per Rule-5 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 (as amended 

up to April 21, 2017) it is the responsibility of Board to establish a system of sound internal control, 

which shall be effectively implemented at all levels within the public sector company, to ensure 

compliance with the fundamental principles of probity and propriety, objectivity, integrity and honesty 
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and relationship with the stakeholders in manners that company’s assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage i.e. handling in public funds, 

assets, resources and claiming of expenses. 

During audit of WBM for the years 2018-19 and 2019-20 it was observed from the payment 

vouchers that the management of WBM paid Rs. 25.706 million on account of overtime from 2018-

2020. The overtime policy of the company was not shared with the audit. However, it is pertinent to 

mention that the overtime is paid on labor hours booked after utilization of normal available labor hours. 

In this specific case the record is silent with regards to the total available hours and total hours utilized 

in production. The normal production capacity of the Wah Brass Mills is 11,266 metric ton per annum 

against which during the years 2019-20 and 2018-19 the production of the mills was 3,144 metric ton 

and 5,524 metric ton respectively. Thus, the capacity utilization during said period remained 27.9% and 

49% only.  

Audit is of the view that the payment of overtime at such a large scale in circumstances when 

the management could not utilize even half of the capacity of the mills is not justified. The record 

showed that the overtime was paid as a customary right in each month without assessing the labor hours 

available and required for production.  

 In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management clarified that for essential 

operational need manpower was deployed on overtime after normal duty hours/during holidays. Audit 

informed the Committee that the company has not framed any overtime policy and the overtime was 

paid without assessing its requirement as the record was silent in this regard. DAC directed the 

management to share all the relevant documents of overtime may be provided to audit for necessary 

verification.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-26 (WBM, 2018-20) 

4.5.4.13 Overpayment on account of electricity charges Rs. 13.480 million and fixed 

charges – Rs. 21.280 million 

As per Rule -5 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 (as amended 

up to April 21, 2017) it is the responsibility of Board to establish a system of sound internal control, 

which shall be effectively implemented at all levels within the public sector company, to ensure 

compliance with the fundamental principles of probity and propriety, objectivity, integrity and honesty 

and relationship with the stakeholders in manners that company’s assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage i.e. handling in public funds, 

assets, resources and claiming of expenses. 

During audit of WBM for the years 2018-19 and 2019-20 it was observed that the electricity 

requirement of WBM was arranged through POF and at the end of each month the POF Service 

Department raised an electric bill to WBM. The unit price of electricity was based on the price of 

WAPDA (IESCO). During detailed scrutiny it was observed that the per unit cost of electricity fixed by 

the IESCO was Rs. 13.83 against which the POF Service Department claimed per unit cost Rs. 14.30. 

The management of WBM was unaware about the said facts and made the payment at rate claimed by 

the POF. During the period from August 2016 to January, 2019 the WBM consumed total electricity 

units 28,680,517 and claiming the cost of electricity at excessive rate the WBM sustained loss of Rs. 

13.480 million (Rate Rs. 13.83/unit – Billing rate Rs. 14.30/unit = Rs. 0.47/unit x 28,680,517).  

Further, the IESCO also levied fixed charges @ Rs. 380 for supply of 11.33 KV up to & 

including 5000 KW. The maximum load of WBM in a month was around 3000 KW to 4000 KW 
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however, the POF charged fixed charges @ 6000. On realization that the fixed charges are being 

claimed at higher rate the POF reduced the charges to 4000 from December 2018. Thus, due to excessive 

claim of fixed charges during the period from August 2016 to November 2018 the POF claimed and 

WBM paid excess fixed charges of Rs. 21.280 million (6000 – 2000 = 2000 x 28 months = 56,000 x 

Rs. 380).  

The position showed weak internal control in the Company on financial matters which caused 

loss to the Company to that extent.  

In the DAC meeting held on 31.01.2022, the management informed that WBM paid electricity 

charges (Tariff & Fixed Charges) according to WAPDA (IESCO) implemented tariff. DAC directed 

the management to get verify the relevant record/bills from audit. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-11 (WBM, 2018-20) 

4.6 POF Welfare Trust 

4.6.1 Introduction 

POF Welfare Trust is an organization functioning under the guidance and patronage of 

Chairman POF Board. It has been registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860 on 13th 

September, 1997. Trust’s main aim is to undertake Socio-Economic, Health and Education services for 

POF Community. 

Corporate Information 

Trust is being managed by the Welfare Trust Directorate (Head Office) for the welfare of POF 

serving / retired employees and their wards. The mission of the trust is “to manage POF Welfare Trust 

projects efficiently and generate funds for the welfare of POF community”. The Trust is engaged in 

embarkation of educational activities for various subjects including Medical, Engineering, Management 

Sciences, Computer and others. It is also running a Teaching Hospital which is part of medical 

education. In this regard, POF Welfare Trust is running different projects which include Wah 

Engineering College, Wah Medical College, University of Wah, Welfare Industrial Home, Izzat Ali 

Shah Hospital, Izzat Ali Shah Pharmacy, Welfare Filling Station, CNG Station, Welfare Transport 

Services and Welfare Club II (Marriage Halls) etc. 

4.6.2 Comments on audited accounts 

4.6.2.1 The working results of the Company for the year 2020-21 as compared to the 

previous years are tabulated as under: 

Rs. in million 

Particulars 2020-21 

% Inc 

/  

(Dec) 

2019-20 

% Inc 

/  

(Dec) 

2018-19 

% Inc 

/  

(Dec) 

2017-18 

% Inc 

/  

(Dec) 

2016-17 

Revenue 1,471.636 5 1,396.277 9 1,279.582 9 1,171.293 23 950.573 

Direct 

Expenditure 
(1,414.614) 2 (1,391.209) 12 (1,238.849) 8 (1,152.180) 29 (894.972) 

Gross Margin 57.022 1025 5.068 (88) 40.733 113 19.113 (66) 55.601 
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Administrative & 

Management 

Expenditure 

(156.615) 4 (150.519) 16 (130.057) 12 (116.362) 9 (106.762) 

Finance Cost (1.429) 72 (0.832) 15 (0.726) (71) (2.523) 9 (2.312) 

Other Income 160.465 5 152.801 12 136.762 35 100.968 78 56.801 

Surplus for the 

year 
59.443 812 6.518 (86) 46.712 3806 1.196 (64) 3.328 

4.6.2.2 As per Balance Sheet analysis, the “Trade Debts” (Accounts Receivables) of POF 

Welfare Trust are Rs. 137.705 million in the year 2020-21, whereas it was Rs. 90.626 million 

and Rs. 73.729 million in the years 2019-20 and 2018-19 respectively. Analysis shows that 

Trade Debts have been increased by 23% in the year 2019-20 and 53% in the year 2020-21. 

The unusual increase may be justified and aging of the same may also be provided to audit. 

4.6.2.3 “Other Receivables” are presented under the head of “Short Term Loan and 

Advances” in the 5 x years Financials. W.r.t Note-10 of Financial Statement for the year 2020-

21, “Other Receivables” have amounted to Rs. 53 million, which is outstanding against 

different projects of POF Welfare Trust over several years, it needs justification. It also includes 

Rs. 10 million outstanding from POF Welfare Directorate (refer to Note-10.2 of Financial 

Statement for the year 2020-21), which may be clarified specifically. 

4.6.2.4 Project wise details of Property Plant and Equipment is not provided in the Financial 

Statements over the period of 5 x years. 

4.6.2.5 The head of “Long Term Investment” of Balance Sheet for the year 2020-21, 

includes the investment made by Welfare Trust with Wah Associates, in which the firm had 

purchased a plot in Wah Cantt for providing recreational facilities for POF employees and the 

community as a whole. It is evident that this investment was made several years ago, and no 

constructive work has been initiated until now. Furthermore, the value of this investment is 

increasing each year. The status of this investment may be justified/ clarified. 

4.6.2.6 “POFs Grant-in-Aid Building” is a head of Balance Sheet-Funds under which a 

constant amount of Rs. 35 million has been presented over the last 5 x years. Nature and terms 

of consumption this Aid may be provided to audit. 

4.6.2.7 The analysis of the Balance Sheet shows that the “University of Wah Endowment 

Fund” is not presented in the Financial Statements for the years 2016-17 to 2018-19. However, 

in the Financial Statement for the year 2019-20, the head has been created and a significant 

amount from “General Fund” is being transferred to this head retrospectively i.e. the amount is 

also depicted to be present in the previous years of 2017-18 and 2018-19 also. The management 

may provide proper documents regarding establishment and retrospective presentation of the 

UW Endowment Fund. 

4.6.2.8 W.r.t Note-14 of the Financial Statement for the year 2020-21, the Long Term 

Borrowings has a head namely “POF Welfare Trust-Against Salaries” amounting to Rs. 14.766 

million in the year 2020-21 and Rs. 15.000 million in the year 2019-20. This type of loan 

against salaries needs to be justified in terms of Nature, Source and Extent of the long term 

borrowings. 
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4.6.2.9 The Financial Statements for the years 2016-17 to 2018-19 shows that there was a 

“Loan from POF” under the “Long Term Borrowing Head” amounting to Rs. 20 million and 

Rs. 10 million respectively. Audit may be updated about the usage of this loan and its terms of 

payment in the subsequent years. 

4.6.2.10 Income Tax related heads in the Financial Statements are not complying with IFRS. 

Income Tax deducted at source as shown under the head of Payables and Receivables 

respectively, are increasing each year, whereas there is no head related to Income Tax expense 

for the year or income tax paid for the year. Income Tax deduction may be justified and audit 

may be provided evidence related to depositing of the same in the Government Treasury. 

Furthermore, the Financial Statements for the years 2016-17 to 2018-19 shows that a 

“Provision for Taxation” of Rs. 3 million was kept aside by the management. However, this 

provision cannot be seen in the financials of the year 2019-20 and 2020-21. Audit may also be 

updated about the treatment/utilization of this Provision of Taxation of Rs. 3 million. 

4.6.2.11 The analysis of Balance Sheet shows that a significant amount of Rs. 164 million 

and Rs. 179 million has been presented under the head of “Other Payables” (w.r.t Note-18 of 

Financial Statements of 2020-21 and Note-16 of  

2019-20). As compared to this, the amount of “Creditors” is much low i.e. Rs. 2 million. 

Therefore, audit may be provided clarification of the huge amount accounted for in the head of 

“Other payables”. 

4.6.2.12 A drastic change in the amounts of “Accrued Income” and “Other Advances” can 

be seen in the financial analysis of the Current Assets (under the head of Short Term Loans and 

Advances) of the year 2019-20 and 2020-21. The percentage increase during the 2 x years, 

noted under these heads is 119% and 67% respectively. Audit may be apprised the cause of 

significant increase under these heads alongwith supporting documentary evidence. 

4.6.2.13 The analysis of the last 5 years’ Consolidated Income and Expenditure Account of 

POF Welfare Trust reveals that the head “Revenue” is not reflecting the income earned from 

each project. For example, the Note-21 to the Head “Revenue” in the Financial Statements of 

2020-21 is generic; it is not explaining the income generated by each project. Therefore, Audit 

is of the opinion that Project wise Revenue earned may be shown in the Notes to the Financial 

Statements so as to assess the effectiveness of the projects of the Welfare Trust. 

4.6.2.14 The analysis of the account “Direct Expense” in the Consolidated Income and 

Expenditure Account for the 5 years’ shows that ‘Miscellaneous Expenses’ under 3 different 

heads had been charged over and again to this account. W.r.t Note-22 of Financial Statement 

of year 2020-21, a sum of Rs. 40.766 million (21.523+3.345+15.898) in 2020-21 and Rs. 

41.502 million(21.913+5.398+14.191) in 2019-20 respectively has been charged to Direct 

Expenses under these 3 different heads of Miscellaneous Expenses. Proper presentation of the 

accounts is prime responsibility of the management, therefore the appearance of one type of 

expense under different heads/names is not appropriate as per accounting rules and policies 

and the management may provide justification for this act. 

4.6.2.15 POF Hospital Havelian is not a project of POF Welfare Trust, whereas they are 

claiming the expenses of this hospital as “Direct Expense” in their Financial Statements over 
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the period of last 5 years. Audit may be apprised about the nature of this expense and justify 

its presentation in the trust’s financials. 

4.6.2.16 The “Direct Expenditure” head of the Income and Expenditure Account for the year 

2020-21 (Note-22) shows that an expense of Rs. 50 million has been incurred on the account 

of “Affiliation Fee-POF”. This expenditure has been included in the financial statements from 

the last 2 years, in aggregate Rs. 100 million of expenditure has been incurred in this regard. 

This expenditure is auditable on the account that Welfare Trust is working under the 

chairmanship of POF Board, therefore; such type of contributions should be distributed from 

profit/surplus earned during the year, and it should not be treated as direct expenditure. 

4.6.2.17 Analysis of the Notes related to Depreciation and Amortization reflects that the 

calculation of the same is not made according to the specified method and rates. Furthermore, 

amounts calculated in the notes and the one included in the “Direct and Administrative 

Expenditures” are different. Audit is of the opinion that the calculation of depreciation and 

amortization may be made properly by following the accounting rules in true spirit. 

4.6.2.18 W.r.t the Financial analysis of the accounts of POF Welfare Trust, the expenditure 

under the account head of “Finance Cost” has increased by 72% in the Financial Year 2020-21 

(Rs. 1.4 million in the year 2020-21 and Rs. 0.8 million in year 2019-20). The unusual increase 

may be justified. 

4.6.2.19 It is also noted that segregation of Direct and Indirect expenses are inappropriate, 

as they are not according to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). For example, 

the heads of “Printing & Stationery”, “Utilities”, “Entertainment”, “Traveling & Conveyance” 

and “Audit Fee” etc. are Indirect Expenses. Whereas, these heads are included in the “Direct 

Expenditure” of the Consolidated Financial Statements of POF Welfare Trust. 

4.6.2.20 The true and fair presentation of Financial Statements requires that the accounting 

policies and rules may be followed according to the IFRS, according to which the unrealized 

gains for the year must be included in the “Other Comprehensive Income”. The analysis of 

Financial Statements reveals that no head has been presented in the other comprehensive 

income. Whereas, account heads namely “Price Fluctuation Variances” and “Price Exchange 

Gain on Fuel” shown under Direct Expenditure and Other Income (Note-22 and Note-25 of 

year 2020-21), are the unrealized gains that are required to be included in the other 

comprehensive. 

4.6.2.21 Transportation and pharmacies are part of the core projects of POF welfare trust, 

and the income generated from these sources are shown in the head of “Other Income” over 

the years. Audit is of the opinion that such presentation is not appropriate and the same may be 

rectified. 

4.6.2.22 Analysis of the Income and Expenditure Statement for the year  

2020-21 shows that a significant amount of Rs. 61.006 million is shown as Miscellaneous 

Income under the head of “Other Income” (Note-25). Furthermore, this miscellaneous income 

of the POF welfare trust is far greater than the income from its core projects i.e. pharmacies 

and transportation. The sources of miscellaneous income alongwith documentary evidence may 

be provided to audit for verification. 
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4.6.2.23 Grave clarification is needed on the Asset/Liabilities and Revenue/Expenses of the 

Projects of the Welfare Trust including University of Wah, Engineering College, Mashal 

Degree College, Welfare Charity Fund, and GASCO CNG Station.  
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Chapter-5 

Finance Division 

Overview 

The Finance Division deals with the subjects pertaining to finance of the Federal 

Government and financial matters affecting the country as a whole, preparation of annual 

budget statements and supplementary / excess budget statements for the consideration of the 

parliament accounts and audit of the Federal Government Organization etc. as assigned under 

the Rules of Business, 1973. 

Moreover, Finance Division maintains financial discipline through financial advisors 

in organizations attached to each Ministry / Division etc. 

Aims & Objectives 

To pursue sound and equitable economic policies that put Pakistan on the path of 

sustained economic development and macroeconomic stability with a view to continuously and 

significantly improving the quality of life of all citizens through prudent and transparent public 

financial management carried out by dedicated professionals. 

Governing Laws and Policies 

● Rule of Business 1973 

● General Financial Rules 

Sectoral Analysis 

Zarai Taraqiati Bank Limited (ZTBL) was incorporated as a public limited company 

under the Companies Ordinance 1984 (now Companies Act 2017) on October 23, 2002 in 

pursuance of Section-3 of Agricultural Development Bank of Pakistan (ADBP) (Re-

organization and Conversion) Ordinance 2002, ZTBL. All assets, contracts, liabilities, 

proceedings and undertakings of ADBP were transferred to and vested in ZTBL on December 

14, 2002 worth Rs. 8.70 billion. Out of total issued shares of 1,252.24 million, 1,251.19 million 

are held by Federal Government, remaining shares are held by four Provincial Governments. 

The Bank’s principal office is situated at 1-Faisal Avenue, Zero Point Islamabad. 

The main purpose of the Bank is to provide sustainable rural finance and services 

particularly to small farmers and low-income households to strengthen the rural and 

agricultural sector, mitigate poverty, capital market, investment activities and other banking 

business. The Bank was disbursing loans of two categories i.e. production loans for short term 

and development loans for long-term purposes. The Bank is being operated through 32 Zones 

with a total number of 488 branches and is serving around half a million clients annually and 

over one million accumulated account holders with the average loan size of around Rs.162,331 

serving 68%, 29% & 3 % of subsistence, economic and large growers respectively. The major 

issues of Bank are non-finalization of annual financial statements for the financial years 2017 

to date, mismanagement of financial resources, frequent irregularities and 

frauds/misappropriations at different levels. 

Audit Profile of Finance Division 
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 (Rs. in million) 

S. 

No. 
Description Total Audited 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue 

/Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 8 5 162,827.900 1,002,187.736 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 

-   - 

3 Authorities /Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 

8 5 - - 

4 Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 

- - - - 

Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 10,484,189.237* million were raised as a result of this audit. This 

amount also includes recoverable of Rs. 2,022.996 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the 

audit observation classified by nature is as under:  

Overview of the Audit Observations 

Sr. No. Classification Amount (Rs. 

in million) 

1 Non-Production of record - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation  146.527 

3 Irregularities: 0 

A HR/Employees related irregularities  1,682.361 

B Procurement related irregularities  4,209.968 

C Management of accounts with Commercial Banks 1,039,942.245 

4 Value for money and services delivery issues  42,530.978 

5 Others 9,395,677.158 

*
Expenditure pertaining to previous years are included
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5.1 House Building Finance Company Limited 

5.1.1 Introduction 

House Building Finance Company Limited (HBFCL) is the only housing finance institution in 

Pakistan, established in 1952 by the Government of Pakistan.  

It was corporatized in 2007 and is now an unlisted public limited company. State Bank of 

Pakistan (SBP) and Government of Pakistan (GoP) jointly hold the capital of HBFC with 90.31% and 

9.69% shareholding, respectively. 

House Building Finance Company Limited (HBFCL) provides financing facilities for 

construction and purchase of houses through its deep-rooted and national footprint of 51 Branches, 7 

Area Offices, 3 Regional Offices and the Head Office based in Karachi. 

5.1.2 Financial Analysis / Comments on Audited Accounts 

5.1.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to audit for review each 

year. Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited accounts of the organization 

for the years 2020-21 despite a number of reminders. 

5.1.2.2 Audit requires that the annual audited accounts of the years 2020-21 be provided 

immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing responsibility for non-

submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 

5.1.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total No. 

of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of compliance 

awaited 

%age of 

compliance 

1994-95 14 9 5 37, 38, 39, 41, 42 64 

1998-99 2 1 1 89 50 

1999-00 5 3 2 132, 135 60 

2000-01 5 2 3 101, 102, 103 40 

2001-02 5 4 1 95 80 

2002-03 3 2 1 56.1 67 

2003-04 14 8 6 41.4, 41.5, 41.6, 42, 43, 48 57 

2004-05 3 - 3 31 0 

2005-06 14 11 3 57, 58 79 

2006-07 5 4 1 38 80 

2007-08 8 3 5 43,44(a), 44(b), 44(c), 

44(d) 

38 

2010-11 10 6 4 7.1.2.1, 7.1.2.3, 7.1.4.1, 

7.1.4.4 

60 

2013-14 12 1 11 6.1.2, 6.1.3.1, 6.1.3.2, 

6.13.3, 6.1.3.4, 6.1.3.5, 

6.1.3.6, 6.1.3.7, 6.1.3.8, 

6.1.3.9, 6.1.3.10 

8 

2015-16 7 1 6 6.2.4.2, 6.1, 6.2.2, 6.2.3, 

6.2.4.1, 6.2.4.3 

14 

2016-17 12 2 10 6.1.4.3, 6.1.4.6, 6.1.4.1, 

6.1.2.1, 6.1.2.2, 6.1.3, 

6.1.4.2 6.1.4.4, 6.1.4.5, 

6.1.4.7 

17 

Total 119 28 62 - 23 
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The overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs improvement. 

5.1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

5.1.4.1 Non-recovery from various customers – Rs. 1,766.087 million 

Section 18 of Prudential Regulation of State Bank of Pakistan for House Financing states that 

Banks/DFIs should ensure that adequate procedures, systems and manpower are in place to efficiently 

handle the recovery process of default amount and successful execution and accomplishment of the 

auction proceedings wherever necessary, in accordance with the procedures and articles laid down in 

the Financial Institutions (Recovery of Finances) Ordinance, 2001 (FIRO-2001) and other 

provisions/clauses, amendments in FIRO-2001 or any law/regulations in force and SBP instructions 

issued from time to time. 

During audit of House Building Finance Company Limited (HBFCL), Karachi for the year 

2020, it was observed that the management disbursed loans to 1,627 customers who were defaulted 

amounting to Rs. 1,766.087 million. The details are as under: 

 (Amount in Rupees) 

S. 

# 
Housing Finance Scheme 

OAEM-

Over Due 

by 90 days 

or more 

Sub-

Standard - 

Over Due 

by 180 days 

or more 

Doubtful- 

Over Due by 

one year or 

more 

Loss - Over 

Due by Five 

year or more 

Total 

1 Fateh Homes - - 595,058 1,238,350 1,833,408 

2 Ghar Aasan Flexi -Old 14,038,268 31,728,023 200,644,270 1,484,849,069 1,731,259,629 

3 Ghar Pakistan Plus 

Scheme 
- - 

481,100 
- 

481,100 

4 Ghar Pakistan Plus 

Scheme 

2,198,980 354,236 533,795 
- 

3087011 

5 Ghar Pakistan Plus 

Scheme 

85,551 
- - - 

85,551 

6 Ghar Pakistan Plus 

Scheme 

1,549,315 3,199,857 3,292,957 - 8,042,129 

7 New Small Builder - - 6,439,247 14,577,164 21,016,411 

8 Saima Bisma 172,012 110,434 - - 282,446 

 Total 1,766,087,685 

Audit is of the view that management failed to pursue the recovery effectively which resulted 

in a huge default of Rs. 1,766.087 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021.The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 27, 2022.The management informed that some amount has been 

recovered so far. DAC directed the management to verify the recovered amount with Audit and recover 

the remaining amount expeditely.   

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 428, 233, 231, 230, 250, 249, 248, 247, 246, 245, 540, 

544, 542, 541, 300, 298, 296, 295, 255, 293, 292 &291)  

5.1.4.2 Excess of Expenditure over Revenue - Rs. 71.347 million 

Section 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance), 2013 Rules states that the 

chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures 

in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with 
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the Ordinance. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the 

Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded 

and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of House Building Finance Company Ltd (HBFCL) for the year 2020, it was 

observed that the following branches were unable to meet their annual disbursement targets which 

resulted in excess expenditure amounting to  

Rs. 71.347 million against the achievement of Rs. 7.920 million. The detail is given below: 

(Rs. in million) 

S. # Branches Targets  Achievements (Corporate 

& Retail) 

Expenses  Excess 

Expenditure  

  A B C D E=(D-C) 

1 Tando Adam 9.00 1.13 1.13 12.88 11.75 

2 Thatta 4.00 - - 6.80 6.80 

3 Gwadar 4.00 - - 3.047 3.047 

4 Sukkur 23.00 5.19 5.19 23.39 18.20 

5 Khairpur 6.00 - - 6.90 6.90 

6 Jacobabad 5.00 - - 5.60 5.60 

7 Dadu 5.00 0.15 0.15 10.32 10.17 

8 Sialkot 18.00 1.45 1.45 10.33 8.88 

9 Mirpur Khas 14.00 6.82 - - - 

10 Nawab Shah 22.00 6.48 - - - 

11 Larkana 18.00 2.15 - - - 

            Total 130.00 23.37  7.92 79.267 71.347 

The prevailing situation depicts a question mark on the performance of the entity as they were 

unable to achieve the allocated disbursement targets neither in retail segment nor in its corporate 

segment.  

Audit is of the view that the management failed to devise adequate mechanism for its branches 

to achieve its annual sales target efficiently.  

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 27, 2022. The management informed that staff will hired for generating 

new business. The DAC directed to the management that branches should be viable to earn revenues 

and company should increase efficiency. A quarterly assessment report should be prepared to monitor 

progress.   

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

5.1.4.3 Sanctioning of loans on fake inspection reports – Rs. 70.400 million 

Section 4.1(a) of Code of conduct of HBFCL states that the employees shall not commit or 

assist any activity that involves making false statement, fraud, forgery, misappropriation, theft, 

embezzlement, bribery, misrepresentation, violation of HBFC rules, regulations, policies and 

procedures and/or any similar activity that harms or may harm the interest and reputation of HBFC. 

As per normal practice in HBFC loan is disbursed in tranches after production of inspection 

report of home/flat under construction by the HBFC nominated person. 

During audit of House Building Finance Company Limited (HBFCL), Karachi for the year 

2020, it was observed that the management sanctioned and disbursed loans in Peshawar, D.I Khan and 

Gilgit for construction of houses / flats amounting to Rs. 70.400 million (Peshawar Rs. 34.68 million, 

D.I Khan Rs. 8.58 million and Gilgit Rs.27.14 million) on fake inspection reports / pictures.  

Annex-28. 
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Audit is of the view that the management failed to implement effective internal controls in 

sanctioning of loans which resulted in fake loans.  

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 27, 2022. The management informed that the loans were given on all 

ready constructed properties and disciplinary actions were taken. DAC directed to share the inquiry 

report with Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

5.1.4.4 Irregulardeployment of officer - Rs. 27.133 million  

Section 4 (3) of Corporate Governance Rules 2013, states that the chief executive is responsible 

for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in financial and other matters. 

His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making 

appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of House Building Finance Company Limited (HBFCL), Karachi for the year 

2020, it was observed that the managmenent hired the services of Mr. Tariq Rehman as Head Human 

Resource Department on deputation basis from State Bank of Pakistan (SBP). He was hired directly on 

requisition basis without approval of admistrative ministry i.e. M/o Finance. Furtheremore, he was 

allowed monetized pay of SBP alongwith 20% deputation allowance amounting to Rs. 614,618 per 

month. 

Audit is of the view that hiring personnel without the approval of respective ministry and 

payment of salary equvilent to SBP salary amounting to Rs. 27.133 million stands irregular and 

unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 27, 2022. The management informed that the incumbent had been 

deputed from State Bank on requisition. The DAC directed the management to verify the factual 

position with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

5.1.4.5 Disbursement of loan on fake documents - Rs. 25.000 million 

Section 4.1(a) of Code of conduct of HBFCL states that the employees shall not commit or 

assist any activity that involves making false statement, fraud, forgery, misappropriation, theft, 

embezzlement, bribery, misrepresentation, violation of HBFC rules, regulations, policies and 

procedures and/or any similar activity that harms or may harm the interest and reputation of HBFC. 

During audit of House Building Finance Company Limited (HBFCL), Karachi for the year 

2020, it was observed that the management sanctioned a loan amounting to Rs. 25.00 million to Mr. 

Ikram Gul for purchasing a property in October 2020. The borrower went into default right after availing 

the loan. Thereafter, the management initiated an inquiry which concludes that all the documents 

provided by the client were bogus / fake. 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to perform its objectives with due diligence 

which resulted in fraud of Rs. 25.000 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 27, 2022. The management informed that the loan was given on fake 
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property documents. DAC directed to the management to take action and share the recovery status with 

Audit.   

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

5.1.4.6 Non-utilization of vacant spaces – Rs. 21.959 million 

Section 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance), 2013 Rules states that the 

chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures 

in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with 

the Ordinance. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the 

Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded 

and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of House Building Finance Company Limited (HBFCL), Karachi for the year 

2020, it was observed that the management failed to utilize the vacant spaces as per detailed below:  

S. 

# 

Address 

 

Available 

Space 

 

Effective 

un-

occupied 

Space 

Current 

rental per 

sq. ft ** 

No. of months 

vacant and your 

year of acquisition 

Loss 

(Rs. in 

million) 

1 HBFC Office Building 

Chauburji, Lahore. 

29,608 14,804 70 36  2.834 

2 Civic Centre Complex,  

Hyderabad  

9,863 8,000 30 120  19.125 

                                                                        Total 21.959 

Audit is of the view that the management was unable to utilize the spaces efficiently which 

resulted in revenue loss of Rs. 21.959 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 27, 2022. The management informed that the proposals for renting 

out 4th and 5th floor of Civic Centre to management and proposal for renting Civic Centre is approved 

by GSD for Expression of Interest (EOI). DAC directed to constitute an inquiry committee and intimate 

to audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

5.1.4.7 Irregular disbursement of loans on fictitious properties - Rs. 17.761 million 

Section 4.1(a) of Code of conduct of HBFCL states that the employees shall not commit or 

assist any activity that involves making false statement, fraud, forgery, misappropriation, theft, 

embezzlement, bribery, misrepresentation, violation of HBFC rules, regulations, policies and 

procedures and/or any similar activity that harms or may harm the interest and reputation of HBFC. As 

per normal practice in HBFC loan is disbursed in tranches after production of inspection report of 

home/flat under construction by the HBFC nominated person. 

During audit of House Building Finance Company Limited (HBFCL), Karachi for the year 

2020, it was observed that the management disbursed loans to borrowers on fictitious property 

documents. All the mortgaged properties were situated on unplanned area and subject to encroachment. 

Latter, this entire area was included in Katchi Abadi Scheme and notified as Katchi Abadi. Before this 

notification was made public, land grabbers managed to prepare title documents from KDA and claimed 
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their ownership. The culprits submitted the loan documents along with title documents issued by KDA 

whereas the properties were registered and were under control of Gothabad Scheme/Kacchi Abadi 

(CDGK), Sindh Karachi. It is pertinent to mention that all these loans were processed and sanctioned 

after issuance of the Notification. Annex-29. 

Audit is of the view that the management has remained unvigilant in its practices which reflects 

negligence and inefficeiency which led to a default of  

Rs. 17.761 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 27, 2022. The management informed that inquiry was carried and 

official were found guilty. However, no disciplinary action was taken against person(s) found at fault. 

DAC directed to conclude the cases to probe the facts. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

5.1.4.8 Irregular and un-authorized sanctioning of loan – Rs. 11.700 million 

As per Rule 2.7 of HBFCL loan sanctioning criteria, the applicant must produce original title 

documents for mortgage of the property prior to sanctioning of housing loan.  

During audit of House Building Finance Company Limited, (HBFCL) Quetta, for the year 

2020, it was observed that the management approved housing loans to the following individuals without 

securing adequate collateral against them and without verifying relevant documents before loan 

sanctions: 

S# Account No.  Name of applicant Date of 

 Sanction 

Amount (Rs. in 

million) 

1 611000001-0 Aimal Khan 11.07.2008 5.250 

2 911000066-9 Sajida /Muhammad Rasool 05.07.2019 3.200 

3 811000128-9 Malik Muhammad Yousuf 01.04.2007 0.750 

4 811000257-6 Haji Sheikh Muhammad 25.04.2009 2.500 

Totall 11.700 

Audit was of the view that the management failed to neither secure its interest by not getting 

original title documents of the property from the clients which reflects inefficiency poor internal 

controls.  

The matter was reported to the management in March, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 27, 2022. The management informed that the following 04 cases were 

sanctioned and disbursed through centralized process. The DAC showed displeasureand directed to 

conduct an Internal Inquiry by the management and share with Audit through Ministry.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

5.1.4.9 Irregular/unjustified sanctioning of house construction loan -  

Rs. 4.800 million  

Section (3)(4) of ‘Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures 

in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with 
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the Ordinance. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the 

Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded 

and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of House Building Finance Corporation Ltd (HBFC), Rawalpindi for the year 

2020, it was observed that the management disbursed loan of Rs. 4.800 million in favour of Mr. Naseer 

Ahmed on 02.02.2017. Following irregularities were observed: 

1. HBFC that said property No.B-1166, Satellite town have no revenue record. 

2. Property document is not in owner name, rent out property is mostly residential and in the two 

names, house is being financed on basement and rates applied for Rs. 3,000 instead of Rs 1,400 

per sq.ft jointly. 

3. Format A shows cutting and fluided and not authenticated 

4. In undertaking by applicants witnesses have not been taken 

5. Documents of purchase and sale of Musharika agreement, Islamic housing finance agreement, 

monthly payments and memorandum of deposit of title deeds were not available in file. 

6. No inspection report inspected by RIO have been drawn and placed in file before release of 4th 

cheque 

7. 4th cheque delivery receipt not filled in properly 

8. No application have been submitted by customer for site inspection 

9. The schedule of repayments not signed by CRO/Bank Manager. 

10. Original documents forwarding report L-6 room not placed in the file 

11. Annex-R is not on proper format 

12. Certificate regarding property is mortgagable identifiable and enforceable not placed in the file. 

Audit is of the view that management irregularly disbursed loan of Rs.4.800 million and without 

due deligence which shows inefficiency and weak internal control. 

The matter was reported to the management in May, 2021. The irregularity was discussed in 

DAC meeting held on January 27, 2022. The management informed that all documents are available. 

DAC directed to get verify the factual position with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

5.1.4.10 Irregular disbursement of loan to employee on gift deed - Rs 4.067 million  

Rule 16 of HRM Manual of HBFCL states that, purchasing a house or apartment in his/her 

name or purchasing or taking on a lease a plot of land in his/her name for building a house thereon. 

Furthermore, sale deed in respect of purchase of plot of land/house/apartment, acceptable to the 

company and any other documents in evidence of the title of land or proof of purchase of house/ 

apartment or for securing the amount of advance to the employee. 

During audit of House Building Finance Company Limited (HBFCL), Karachi for the year 

2020, it was observed that the management disbursed a loan amounting to Rs.4.067 million to Mr. 

Kamran Shabbir (employees of HBFCL) for purchase of house/ apartment. However, he neither 

purchased a house nor any amount was spent in acquiring the subject house. The property belongs to 

his wife and she gifted to Mr. Kamran Shabbir without consideration. This implied that there was no 

cash exchange between the two parties. Furthermore, he is residing in the same and no registered 

mortgage deed was found.   

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favour to the incumbent by disbursing 

loan in violation of rules which shows favortism and week interal controls.  
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The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 27, 2022. The management informed that the recoveries and 

mortgaged property is secure. DAC directed the management toverify the factual position with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

5.1.4.11 Wasteful expenditure on time barred cases - Rs. 4.056 million 

The Limitation Act No.09 of 1908, an Act to consolidate and amend the law for the Limitation 

of Suits, and for other purposes. --- Whereas it is expedient to consolidate and amend the law relating 

to the limitation of suits, appeals and certain applications to Courts; and whereas it is also expedient to 

provide rules for acquiring by possession the ownership of easements and other properties 

LIMITATION OF SUITS, APPEALS AND APPLICATIONS 3. Dismissal of suit, etc. instituted, etc. 

after period of limitation.---Subject to the provisions contained in sections 4 to 25 (inclusive), every suit 

instituted, appeal preferred, and application made after the period of limitation prescribed therefor by 

the First Schedule shall be dismissed although limitation has not been set up as a defense. 

During audit of House Building Finance Company Limited (HBFCL), Karachi for the year 

2020, it was observed that the management filed 12 cases with the Banking Court and High Court in 

order to pursue recovery of loans cases which were time barred. Furtheremore, the management 

incurred an expenditure of  

Rs. 4.056 million on account of legal and other expenses as detailed below:  

S. No. Detail of Expenses Rs. in million 

1 Suit Amount 3.741 

2 Lawyer fee payable 0.179 

3 Court fee 0.111 

4 Miscellaneous expense 0.019 

5 Publication Fee 0.006 

Total 4.056 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to lodge cases in time which reflects negligence 

and slackness resulting in wasteful expenditure. 

The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 27, 2022. The management informed that these cases were old and 

dismissed from the courts on this ground. DAC directed to hold inquiry and according to E&D Rules 

fix responsibility on legal heirs if the accused staff had departed. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

5.1.4.12 Unauthorized deduction of salary by SBP - Rs. 3.899 million  

Section 4 (3) of Corporate Governance Rules 2013, states that the chief executive is responsible 

for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in financial and other matters. 

His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making 

appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of House Building Finance Company Limited (HBFCL), Karachi for the year 

2020, it was observed that the management hired Syed Basit Aly as Managing Director/C.E.O of HBFC 
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on deputation basis, for a period of three years w.e.f 20.10.2017 to 29.10.2020. He relinquished the 

charge on 29.10.2020. However, management paid him salary amounting to Rs. 3.899 million after his 

relinquishment of charge as detailed below:  

S.# Details Rs. in million 

1 01 Day Salary & Allowances for 31.10.2020 0.0071 

2 Salary for the month of November 2.216 

3 Salary from 01.12.2020 to 03.12.2020 0.228 

4 Additional amount on account of payment of Annual 

Merit Increase (AMI) 

1.383 

Total 3.899 

Audit is of the view that the management paid the salary amount to  

Rs. 3.889 million despite relinquishment of charge from HBFC which is irregular and unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 27, 2022. The management informed that SBP had erroneously debited 

this amount and reminders were sent for re-imbursement. DAC directed to further pursue the matter for 

re-imbursement. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

5.1.4.13 Undue favor extended to accused employee 

Section 4.1(a) of Code of conduct of HBFCL states that the employees shall not commit or 

assist any activity that involves making false statement, fraud, forgery, misappropriation, theft, 

embezzlement, bribery, misrepresentation, violation of HBFC rules, regulations, policies and 

procedures and/or any similar activity that harms or may harm the interest and reputation of HBFC. 

During audit of House Building Finance Company Limited (HBFCL), Karachi for the year 

2020, it was observed that Mr. Shahid Ali who was working as Manager. During his service tenure, he 

remained posted in different cities as Branch Manager. During his services he commited various frauds, 

irregularities and misappropriations etc. The management issued a charge sheet in November 2019 and 

imposed major penalty i.e. demotion to lower post of Assistant Manager for one year. However, the 

then Managing Director (MD) passed an order that the punishment from “demotion to lower post” is 

modified to “withholding of increment for a period of one year which is a highly favored decision for 

an employee who is dishonest, involved in corruption and frauds.  

Audit is of the view that the management extended multiple undue favor to an accused 

employee which reflects favortism and biasness.  

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 27, 2022. The management in it reply dated 21.09.2021 stated that 

charge sheet was issued, enquiry committee was set and show cause notice served after allegations were 

established. After an appeal his punishment was converted from demotion to A.M to withholding of 

one increment. DAC directed the management to decide the course of action against the accused. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 
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5.2 Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (Pvt.) Limited 

5.2.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (Private) Limited was incorporated in Pakistan under 

the Companies Act, 1913 (now the Companies Act, 2017) and is wholly owned by the State Bank of 

Pakistan (SBP). The registered office and the factory of the Corporation are located at Jinnah Avenue, 

Malir Halt, Karachi. The Corporation is principally engaged in the printing of currency notes and prize 

bonds on behalf of State Bank of Pakistan. 

5.2.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

5.2.2.1 The working results of the Corporation for the year ended June 30, 2021 as 

compared with the preceding years are given below: 

(Rs. in million) 

 

 

2020-21 

%  

Inc / 

(Dec) 

 

2019-20 

%  

Inc / 

(Dec) 

2018-19 

Sales 19,678.11 19.1% 16,522.88 18.47 13,947.17 

Cost of Sales (15,762.12) 18.3% (13,325.21) 17.40 (11,349.93) 

Gross Profit 3,915.98 22.5% 3,197.67 23.12 2,597.23 

Administrative Expenses (743.85) (3.00 (767.21) (1.72) (780.62) 

Other expenses (34.23) (81.7) (186.59) (67.99) (582.97) 

Other Income 681.50 98.9 342.67 (34.39) 522.268 

Financial charges (1.85) (37.9) (2.98) (26.60) (4.06) 

Share of profit from associates 

excluding dividend 

1,338.85 67.80 797.87 32.52 602.06 

Profit before taxation 5,156.39 52.5 3,381.43 43.61 2,354.58 

Profit after taxation 3,841.67 47.7 2,600.15 38.49 1,877.52 

(Source: Annual audited Accounts) 

5.2.2.2 Sales increased by 19.1% to Rs. 19,687.110 million in the year  

2020-21 from Rs. 16,522.880 million in 2019-20. 

5.2.2.3 Gross profit increased by 22.5% to Rs. 3,915.980 million in the year 2020-21 from 

Rs. 3,197.670 million in 2019-20. 
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5.2.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total No. of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of compliance awaited % age of 

compliance 

2002-03 4 3 1 67.2 75 

2007-08 5 2 3 49.2, 50 40 

2010-11 13 - 13 7.3.1, 7.3.2, 7.3.2.1, 7.3.2.2, 

7.3.2.3, 7.3.2.4, 7.3.3, 7.3.4.1, 

7.3.4.2, 7.3.4.3, 7.3.4.4, 7.3.4.5, 

7.3.4.6 

- 

2013-14 7 4 3 6.2.2.1, 6.2.2.3, 6.2.2.5, 6.3.3 57 

2015-16 8 1 7 6.3.4.4, 6.3.2.2, 6.3.2.3, 6.3.3, 

6.3.4.1, 6.3.4.2, 6.3.4.3, 6.3.4.5 

13 

2016-17 6 1 5 6.2.2.1. 6.2.3, 6.2.4.1, 6.2.4.2, 

6.2.4.3 

17 

Total 43 6 32 - 13 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs to be improved. 

5.2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

5.2.4.1 Irregular award of contract on negotiation basis – Rs. 1,779.590 million 

(Euro.9.940 million) 

Rule 40 of PPRA, 2004 provides that there shall be no negotiations with the bidder having 

submitted the lowest bid or that any other bid.  

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it was 

observed that the management awarded the contract to M/s K & B Bank Note Solution for procurement 

of bank note inspection, marking, numbering and varnishing machine amounting to Rs. 1,779.59 million 

(Euro.9.54 million). However, the management negotiated the price with the bidder in violation of rules.  

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favour by negotiating with the bidder. 

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021, but no reply was received. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on person(s) at 

fault. 

5.2.4.2 Systematic issues in civil works – Rs. 1,506.520 million 

Section 4(3) Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that chief executive is responsible for 

implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to 

ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and 

effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it was 

observed that the management executed various civil & electrical works involving Rs. 1,506.52 million 

without any qualified and experienced Civil / Electrical Engineer. Presently Mr. Rana Muhammad 

Akram Rajput who was appointed through 3rd party contract is looking after all the matters relating to 

Civil Engineering projects without having professional qualification and experience.  
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Audit is of the view that execution of contracts without having qualified and professional 

engineer raises serious doubts over transparency of work. This reflects slackness and weak monitoring 

mechanism within the organization. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was received. 

Audit recommends corrective measures. 

5.2.4.3 Systematic discretionary recruitment of officers - Rs. 366.330 million 

As per Cabinet Secretariat (Establishment Division) letter No. 06/02/2000, the appointments 

on contract basis in Autonomous/Semi-Autonomous bodies, Corporation, Public Sector Companies etc 

can be through open advertisement in the leading and regional Newspapers indicating prescribed 

Academic and professional qualification, experience, age provincial/regional quotas etc. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it was 

observed that the management has adopted an outsourced recruitment policy with the approval of its 

Managing Director under this policy, the applications for employment are received without open 

advertisement of vacancies, pay package and kept on record in a data base. As and when a vacant 

position is to be filled in the selected applicants from the data base by enforcing above method of 

recruitment, the management recruited 939 employees during the year 2020 to 2021 on different 

position at a salary range of Rs. 40,000 to 250,000 involving annual impact of Rs. 366.332 million. All 

the appointment of 939 employees on outsourced through contractor was without any advertisement. 

Audit is of the view that policy leads to a discretionary procedure for benefit of only those 

persons who are aware of the system of submitting their application without having notification of 

vacancy but only by means of personal contacts with official of the corporation. The policy even does 

not provide a system of periodical advertisement of seeking applications from the candidates in advance 

for undeclared vacancies to provide an equal opportunity to all deserving persons.The system of 

recruitment of discretionary appointments by the management negated the manifesto of equal 

opportunity.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was received. 

Audit recommends for fixing responsibility on the person(s) at fault and adopting remedial 

measures in the defective recruitment system. 

5.2.4.4 Non-payment of stamp duty - Rs. 248.570 million  

Section 15 of the Sindh Revenue Board (Amendment) Act, 2020 states that any instrument in 

the nature of memorandum of agreement made or entered into by contractor with Government, a 

Corporation, local body, local authority, commercial or industrial concern, whether singly owned or run 

through partnership, body registered under the Company Law, a cooperative society or any other 

organization to execute any work or to supply or to undertake cartage of stores and materials and to 

provide engineering consultancy services or any other services covered under above documents 

including a purchase order, work order, cargo bill, a railway ticket of ACC, a running rate contract and 

other levies and taxes pertaining to local bodies shall pay twenty paisa for every hundred rupees or part 

thereof of the amount of the contract.  

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation Ltd. (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it was 

observed that an amount of Rs. 200.460 million was payable to Sind Board of Revenue on account of 

Stamp Duty as on 30.06.2021. However, the management did not deposit stamp duty in Government 

Treasury in violation of above rule. Furthermore, an amount of Rs. 48.110 million (Rs. 200.460 x 2% 

x 12 months) to be paid as penalty/surcharge on account of non-payment of stamp duty. 
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Audit is of the view that management failed to deposit duty and taxes to Government Treasury 

which reflects negligence and violation of Sindh Revenue Board Act.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was received. 

Audit recommends corectives measures. 

(DP No. 559 & 548) 

5.2.4.5 Award of civil contracts without approval – Rs. 178.928 million 

Para 14 at Sr. No.4 of Guidelines for project management unit for power of sanctioning project. 

The existing sanctioning powers of various authorities are indicated below: 

Authority Sanctioning power 

Autonomous 

Body 

(Commercial / 

Non-

Commercial) 

The autonomous organization whether commercial or non-commercial having board to 

sanction their development schemes with 100% self financing with no Government 

Guarantee and involving less than 25% foreign exchange/foreign assistance, subject to the 

following: 

i. A Development Working Party should be constitute by each organization and notified 

to consider and approve their self financial projects. 

ii. The Development Working Party should be headed by the Chairman / Head of the 

organization and among others, should include representatives of the Planning & 

Development Division, the Finance Division and the Ministry/Division concerned, each 

not below the rank of Joint Secretary. 

iii. The quorum of the Development Working Party should be incomplete without presence 

of either representative of the Finance Division and the Planning & Development 

Division. In case either of this Division does not agree to the project proposal or any 

aspect thereof the case would be referred to the Development Working Party for 

consideration. 

iv. The decision of the Development Working Party will be subject to the endorsement of 

the Board of the organization. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it was 

observed that management awarded 22 contracts for various civil works to M/s Aneel and M/s 

Continental valuing Rs.178.928 million without approval of the competent authority and without 

constitution of Development Working Party in violation of rule.  

Audit is of the view that prior approval of competent authority was required to be obtained 

before the award of contracts which indicates negligence on the part of the management. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was received. 

Audit recommends investigating the matter and fix responsibility on the person (s) at fault. 

5.2.4.6 Irregular procurements on cash - Rs. 109.843 million 

Rule 12(2&3) of PPRA, 2004 states that that the all procurement opportunities over two million 

rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or newspapers 

having wide circulation. In cases where the procuring agency has its own website it may also post all 

advertisements concerning procurement on that website as well. Further, Rule 9 of PPRA, 2004 states 

that a procuring agency shall announce in an appropriate manner all proposed procurements for each 

financial year and shall proceed accordingly without any splitting or regrouping of the procurements so 

planned. The annual requirements thus determined would be advertised in advance on the Authority’s 

website as well as on the website of the procuring agency in case the procuring agency has its own 

website. 
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During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it was 

observed that management procured goods and services amounting to Rs. 109.843 million either 

directly from the suppliers or through the quotations in violation of above rules.  

Audit is of the view that procurements without calling tenders stands irregular and unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021, but no reply was received. 

Audit recommends investigating the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the person(s) at 

fault. 

5.2.4.7 Irregular payment of bonus to officers – Rs. 83.182 million 

Rule 10 C of the Sindh Terms and Employement Act 2015, states that every workman 

(either permenant, probationers, badlis, temporary, contract worker) who have a continous 

service of 90-days, will be eligible for payment of bonus. 

According to the bonus policy laid down by the Government of Pakistan, Finance 

Division (Regulation Wing) through OM dated November 30, 2001; the payment of bonus by 

autonomous bodies / semi-autonomous bodies / Corporations required approval by 

administrative ministry and concurrence of the Finance Division. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that the management paidbonus to the officers amounting to Rs. 83.182 million 

in violation of rule and without conccurance of M/o Finance.  

Audit is of the view that undue favour was extended to the officers in payment of bonus 

against rules and Goverment instructions which stands irregular and unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends prompt recovery besides fixing of responsibility on the person(s) at 

fault. 

5.2.4.8 Deployment of staff beyond sanctioned strength – Rs. 82.246 million 

As a general establishment rule, available strength / holding should not exceed the 

sanctioned strength/rationalization. 

According to approval of hiring on permanent basis in different departments dated 

02.08.2017. In 1st Phase recruitment against 64 positions will be processed and in 2nd phase 

recruitment against 40 positions will be carried out. 

Department Designation No. of Position 

Engineer 

Trainee Mechanical Engineer 04 

Trainee Electronics Engineer 03 

Trainee Electrical Engineer 02 

Trainee Computer Engineer  02 

Trainee Civil Engineer  01 

Total 12 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that management appointed 25 trainee engineers against approved strength of 12 

trainee engineers resulting into excess of 13 employees. The excess employees caused extra 
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burden on Corporation which caused a loss of Rs. 57.076 million to the corporation (91,469 x 

13 = 1,189,097 x 48 = 57,076,656).  

Furthermore, it was also observed that management appointed  

Mr. Attaullah Memon as General Manager Audit on deputation basis in July 2017 without 

sanctioned post. Thus, the payment of Rs. 25.170 million is held irregular and unjustified 

(salary Rs. 17.028 million and allied benefits Rs. 8.142 million). 

Audit is of the view that the management appointed excessive staff in violation of 

approved strenghth which resulted in excess expenditure amounting to Rs. 82.246 million 

annualy.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021 but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends investigating the matter and fixing of responsibility on the person(s) 

at fault for excess recruitments. 

(DP No. 581 & 576) 

5.2.4.9 Irregular appointment of Director Finance & Company Secretary - Rs. 73.620 

million 

As per Advertisement dated March 08, 2009, relating to PSPC states that we are looking 

for a self-driven and dynamic individual to join our team of professionals in the position of 

General Manager Finance & Company Secretary, last date of application’s submission was 

March 18, 2009. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that the management appointed Mr. Naveed Ehtesham as Director Finance & 

Company Secretary in August, 2009. Following irregularities were observed: 

 He was appointed as Director Finance & Company Secretary against the advertised post of 

General Manager Finance & Company Secretary. 

 His name was not available in the list of shortlisted candidates for interview. 

 He was prefered over suitable and shortlisted candidates.  

Audit is of the view that the appointment of incumbent against advertised post and 

without fulfilling proper selection procedure is irregular. Thus, an amount of Rs. 73.620 million 

paid on account of salary is irregular and unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends investigating the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

5.2.4.10 Sub-standard work on account of roof water proofing – Rs. 69.658 million 

Clause 29 (iv) of bidding documents states that offered material should confirm strictly 

with the specifications given in the bid document.  

Rule 19(b) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that blacklisted and henceforth 

cross debarred for participation in respective category of public procurement or disposal 
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proceedings for a period of not more than three years, if the bidder fails to perform his 

contractual obligations during the execution of contract or breaches the contract due to his 

capacity and capability to perform or otherwise. However, procuring agency shall initiate such 

blacklisting or debarment proceedings after exhausting the forum of arbitration, provided that 

such provision exists in the conditions of contract, and if such failure or breach is covered in 

the respective dispute settlement clauses of the contract. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that the management awarded a contract of roof water proofing at banknote 

factory to M/s Continental Enterprises on June 04, 2020 amounting to Rs. 69.658 million. 

However, as per report of DSC Committee, the rain water was found trickling / leaked from 

the roof / walls of several departments of banknotes factory.  

Audit is of the view that the management failed to monitor the construction work 

resulted in defective work of Rs. 69.658 million. Furthermore, no action was taken against the 

contractor. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on 

person(s) at fault.  

5.2.4.11 Irregular appointment of staff – Rs. 53.640 million 

As per Establishment Division OM dated April 17, 2003 (referring to a decision of 

Supreme Court of Pakistan) (i) all initial appointments should be made through open 

advertisement (ii) all selections for appointment should be through duly constituted Selection/ 

Promotion Committee/Board (iii) there should be pre-determined criteria for each post (iv) no 

provision for relaxation of rules should be given in favor of any individual.  

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that management appointed 59 officers through outsource agency without 

advertisement and observing codal formalities in violation of above rules. Annex-30. 

Furthermore, management appointed Mr. Amir Altaf in Officer Grade through third 

party at a salary of Rs. 100,000 per month in August 2020. Later on, his degree was found fake 

and management dismissed him from service in August 2021. However, management neither 

lodge F.I.R nor conduct any inquiry and also did not recover paid amount Rs. 1.500 million. 

Audit is of the view that, appointments were made in violation of above rules. Thus, 

the payment of salary amounting to Rs. 53.640 million was irregular and unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on 

person(s) at fault.  

(DP No. 553 & 555) 
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5.2.4.12 Loss due to installation of defective IP based CCTV Cameras –  

Rs. 38.639 million 

Section 4(3) Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that chief executive is 

responsible for implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making 

appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are 

used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that management awarded contract for supply, installation commissioning and 

testing of CCTV system valuing Rs. 38.639 million to M/s International Office Supplier, (IOS) 

on June 09, 2020. However, vendor falied to provide the items as per BoQ. Later on, the 

management asked the contractor for replacement of item as per BoQ within 15 days without 

further delay. In response, the vendor regretted to replace the required cameras and allied 

equipment and enhanced the warranty period for 02 years in place of offered one year which 

was duly agreed by the management.  

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favour to the vendor by 

accepting defective item and enhancing the warrantee period which reflects favourtism. Thus, 

payment of Rs. 38.639 million was held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on 

person(s) at fault.  

5.2.4.13 Irregular procurement of Paper Band Rolls – Rs. 31.420 million (Euro. 159,460) 

Rule 4 of PPRA, 2004 states that Procuring agencies, while engaging in procurement, 

shall ensure that the procurements were conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object 

of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process was efficient 

and economical. Further, Rule 12(2) of PPRA, 2004 states that all procurement opportunities 

over two million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other 

print media or newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall 

principally appear in at least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that the management procured 100 & 1,000 packet paper band roll amounting to 

Rs. 31.420 million (Euro. 159,460) from M/s GTS GMBH Germany on proprietary basis. 

However, the same material was also procured by the management earlier from M/s UNO 

SEISAKUSHO Company Limited in October 2020 which clearly transpired that the item was 

not of proprietory nature. Thus, procurement of item thorugh direct contracting was held 

irregular and unjustified. 

Audit is of the view that procurement of item on direct contracting is a serious violation 

of rules which reflects favourtism. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 
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Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on 

person(s) at fault. 

5.2.4.14 Irregular posting on deputation of the officers - Rs. 25.778 million 

According to Rule-20A of Civil Servants (Appointment, Promotion and Transfer) 

Rules, 1973 state that appointment on deputation.- (1) A person in the service of a Provincial 

Government or an autonomous, semi-autonomous body or corporation or any other 

organization set-up, established owned, managed or controlled by the Federal Government who 

possesses the minimum educational qualifications, experience or comparable length of service 

prescribed for a post shall be eligible for appointment to the said post on deputation for a period 

not exceeding three years which may be extended for another period of two years on such terms 

and conditions as may be sanctioned by Federal Government in consultation with the lending 

Organization. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that 03 officers of State Bank of Pakistan were posted in Pakistan Security 

Printing Corporation (PSPC) on deputation basis w.e.f. June & July 2017 to till date. As per 

above said Rule, the officers were required to re-join State Bank of Pakistan w.e.f. July 2021 

but instead, the management granted an extension in deputation period from July 2021 to till 

date. The posting of officer on deputation in a PSPC was not approved by Government of 

Pakistan through administrative ministry. The said officers were not eligible for over stay 

which resulted in irregular posting on deputation and payment of salary and other allied benefits 

to officers of Rs. 25.778 million is held irregular. 

S. # Name of Officers Designation Period Salary & allied 

benefits (Rs.) 

1 Mr. Haroon Rasheed Malik Managing Director June 2017 15,287,448 

2 Mr. Sikandar Hayat Malik Director Human Resource July 2017 6,993,632 

3 Mr. Attaullah Memon General Manager Audit July 2017 3,497,764 

Total 25,778,844 

Audit is of the view that the management should not have extended the deputation 

period in contravention of its Government policy. Furthermore, the record was called through 

requisition and several verbal requests which were not provided to Government Audit. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021 but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends immediately repatriate of officers to their parent office and 

recovered the additional amount of salary and allied benefits under intimation to audit. 

5.2.4.15 Non-completion of work by the contractor – Rs. 23.180 million 

Rule 4(3) of Public Sector companies (Corporate Governance) Rules 2013 states that 

the chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for 

its procedures in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the 

Board, in accordance with the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include 

implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate 

arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 
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During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that the management awarded two contracts amounting to Rs. 23.180 million to 

M/s Electronic Engineering for construction of workers changing room at PSPC on February 

25, 2020 and April 09, 2021. As per Bill of Quantity (BoQ), Master / Shabir tiles (24x24) were 

to be fixed whereas the contractor executed only cement & sand blocks. 

Audit is of the view that non-completion of work by the contractor as per BoQ despite 

the payment reflects inefficiency and weak financial management.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends investigation of matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

5.2.4.16 Irregular payment of Bonus to MD - Rs. 21.438 million 

According to Finance Division (Regulation Wing), O.M.No.F.3 (5) R.12/80(R-

14)2002-154 dated March 18, 2002 Managing Directors and Members of the Board of 

Directors of autonomous / semi-autonomous bodies / public Corporation / organizations are 

not entitled to receive bonuses. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that the management paid bonuses amounting to  

Rs. 21.438 million (Rs. 11.625 million & Rs. 9.813 million) to Mr. Muhammad Haroon 

Rasheed, Managing Director in violation of rules.  

Audit is of the view that the management paid bonus amounting to  

Rs. 21.438 million in violation of Finance Divisions directives is held irregular and unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends prompt recovery under intimation to Audit. 

5.2.4.17 Irregular execution of works without technical sanction – Rs. 17.000 million 

Para 53 read with Para of central Public works department code provides that there are 

four main stages in the project for a central work, namely administrative, approval, expedite, 

technical sanction and the appropriation or re-appropriation of funds. For each individual work 

proposed to be carried out a properly detailed estimate must be prepared for the sanction of 

competent authority, this sanction is known as the technical sanction to the estimate and must 

be obtained before the construction of the work is commenced. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that the management executed two projects for road construction connecting 

residential estate and repair of existing road network having projects cost of Rs. 17.00 million 

without preparing and getting approval of technical sanctioned estimate. 

Audit is of the view that non-adherence to (PWD) code and award of work to the 

contractor without approval of technical sanction estimation stand irregular and unjustified. 
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The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends investigation of matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

5.2.4.18 Irregular award of contract of boundary wall – Rs. 14.343 million 

Rule 31 (1) of PPRA, 2004 stated that no bidder shall be allowed to alter or modify his 

bid after the bids have been opened. However the procuring agency may seek and accept 

clarifications to the bid that do not change the substance of the bid. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that the management awarded the contract of construction of boundary wall to 

M/s Mill-wala Dreging amounting to Rs. 14.343 million on November 16, 2020. As per Bill of 

Quantity (BoQ), the contractor was required to use a fully coated Pvc barbed wire in 10 gauge 

in size. However, the contractor used a substandard barbed wire of 12 gauge on the pretext that 

10 guage was not available in the market.  

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favour to the contractor by 

accepting a substandard item which reflects favourtism and negligence and chances of 

corruption can not be ruled out. Thus, the award of contract amounting to Rs. 14.343 million 

was held irregular and unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends investigation of matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

5.2.4.19 Irregular /Unjustified reimbursement of salary - Rs. 12.698 million 

Section 4(3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that chief executive is 

responsible for implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making 

appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are 

used economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Press (PSPC) for the year 2010-21, it was 

observed that the management reimbursed an amount of Rs. 12.698 million to SBP in July 

2020 on account of salary and allowances of Mr. Ali Hussain Brohi (Ex-Executive Director 

PSPC) w.e.f. June 2017 to March 2019 for 22 months for his services rendered in Security 

Papers Ltd. (SPL), a private entity despite of the fact that he was initially posted at PSPC. 

 Audit is of the view that the reimbursement of salary to SBP on behalf of an officer 

who worked in SPL is irregular and unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends recovery besides fixing responsibility on the person(s) at fault. 
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5.2.4.20 Irregular appointment of Senior Manager (HR Operations) -  

Rs. 7.533 million 

As per General Practice, joining time of initial appointment should be 15 to 30 days. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that the management appointed Ms. Sadia Ejaz as Senior Manager, HR 

Operations w.e.f. September 30, 2019, against advertisement dated August 2017. However, she 

joined after lapse of more than 24 months. Furthermore, her personal / recruitment file was 

called for which were not provided by the management. In absence of record, Audit was unable 

to ascertain geniuness in her appointment.  

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favor to the incumbent by 

extension in joining time upto 24 months and non provision of record is held irregular and 

unjustified. Hence, payment of salary amounting to Rs. 7.534 million (Rs. 216,384 per month 

x 24 = Rs. 5.193 million plus bonus of Rs. 1.081 million x 2 = Rs. 2.163 million and plus Rs. 

177,840 allied benefits total) is also held irregular.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

persons(s) at fault.  

5.2.4.21 Loss due to procurement of inferior quality printing blankets –  

Rs. 6.230 million (Euro. 32,390)  

Rule 4(3) of Public Sector companies (Corporate Governance) Rules 2013 states that 

the chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for 

its procedures in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the 

Board, in accordance with the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include 

implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate 

arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that the management ordered 6,000 pieces of security printing blankets 

amounting to Rs. 38.937 million (Euro. 202,440 @ Rs. 192.343) to M/s Birkan GMBH 

Germany on March 03, 2021. Keeping in view of user urgency, supplier was asked to provide 

1,000 blankets on urgent basis. In response, supplier dispatched 960 pieces of printing blanket 

on April 08, 2021. However, the said blankets were rejected by the user department due to 

inferior quality. The matter was discussed with the supplier on which supplier stated that it will 

visit PSPC in order to resolve the matter. However, the management did not agree with the 

supplier and the contract was cancelled for remaining balance of blankets. Resultantly, the 

management sustained a loss of Rs. 6.230 million (960 blankets x Euro. 33.73 per blanket x 

Rs. 192.343 per Euro) on receiving defective blankets. 

Audit is of the view that the management sustained loss of Rs. 6.230 million on 

accepting inferior quality blankets which reflects inefficiency and weak internal controls. 
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The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends investigation of matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

5.2.4.22 Non-recovery of rent and utility charges – Rs. 6.056 million 

As per Human Resources Policy Manual of PSPC:  

i. Corporation provides on-site accommodation to permanent employees and Deputationists 

whose presence during off-duty hours is an operational necessity. Other vacant premises are 

offered to eligible employees on request.  

ii. Residents pay rent for the premises as follows: 

 Employees of PSPC including those deputations, 35% of notional/basic salary subject to a 

notified amount as maximum, fixed every 3 years. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that the management allotted accommodation to below mentioned officers but 

not deducted the rent and utility charges amounting to  

Rs. 6.056 million as per detailed given below: 

Name of Officer Period Rent per 

month 

(Rs.) 

Utility Bills per 

month (Avg.) 

Rs. 

Total 

charges 

Total 

Months 

Total (Rs. 

in million) 

Sikandar Hayat Malik, 

DHR (PSPC) 

Jul 2017 to Nov 

2021 

37,575 23,000  60,575 52 3.149 

Muhammad Ashraf Butt, 

CEO (SPL) 

Nov 2017 to 

Nov 2021 

37,575 23,000  60,575 48 2.907 

Total 6.056 

Audit is of the view that non recovery of dues reflects favourtism and violation of rules. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends prompt recovery besides fixing of responsibility on the person(s) at 

fault. 

5.2.4.23 Loss due to unsatisfactory work - Rs. 4.093 million 

As per Sr. No.8, conditions of purchases of local work order dated March 24, 2021 the 

goods supplied must correspond in all respects with this order and must confirmed in every 

respect to sample – specification. In the absence of sample specification, goods supply must be 

the based in first class workmanship, failure to comply with this clause will rendered the goods 

liable to rejection. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that the management awarded a contract for construction of concrete pavement 

at PSPC worker car parking to M/s ZA Khan Brothers on March 24, 2021 at the total contract 

price of Rs. 4.093 million. User department identified numerous discripencies in the workdone 

that include faulty joints, slop, expansion joints, visible cracks and faulty finishing. 

Audit is of the view the work was not done properly by the contractor and same was 

rejected by user department. The management neither just held performance guarantee Rs. 
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0.409 million nor rejection of concrete pavement against the subject work order. The objective 

of the project could not be achieved even after lapse of so many times. Thus, the management 

sustained a loss of  

Rs. 4.093 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends investigation of matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

5.2.4.24 Non-recovery of assets - Rs. 3.074 million  

Rule 4(3) of Public Sector companies (Corporate Governance) Rules 2013 states that 

the chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for 

its procedures in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the 

Board, in accordance with the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include 

implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate 

arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Press (PSPC) for the year  

2010-21, it was observed that the management failed to collect below mentioned assets which 

were handed over to Board Members for official meetings as detailed below: 

Description Cost (Rs. in million) 

Tablet computers 10 Nos. 1.925 

 Keyboards and pen 1.031 

 Insurance 0.117 

Total 3.074 

Cost per tablet: 0.307 

Audit is of the view that the assets were not taken back which reflects negligence and 

weak internal controls.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends promt recovery of assets besides fixing responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

5.2.4.25 Irregular purchase of birds – Rs. 1.272 million  

Rule 4(3) of Public Sector companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that 

the chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for 

its procedures in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the 

Board, in accordance with the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include 

implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate 

arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that the management procured various types of birds valuing Rs. 1.230 million 
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through different doubtful cash memos by splitting. Furthermore, purchases were made without 

considering the financial limit and not inclusion in annual purchase plan as detailed below: 

Particulars Quantity Rate Amount (Rs) 

White fenks hen 04 24,000 96,000 

Black fenks hen 04 22,000 88,000 

German num Pigeon 08 (4 pairs) 14,000 56,000 

Saxon fairy swallow pigeon 19 8,000 152,000 

Green Pigeon 38(19 pairs ) 7,500 142,500 

Birds cargo charges (Mu to KHI) - - 3,000 

Shield cropper pigeon 07 5000 35,000 

Black Partridge 08 20000 160,000 

Green Pigeon - - 80,000 

Peacock  04 20000 80,000 

Saxon fairy swallow pigeon 02 25000 50,000 

Sheild Pigeon 08 5000 40000 

Green Pigeon 10 15000 150,000 

German Pigeon 10 14000 140,000 

Total 1,272,500 

Audit is of the view that purchase of birds without due diligence and transparent in 

manner is held irregular and unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021, but no reply was received 

Audit recommends investigation of matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

5.2.4.26 Non-production of record 

Section 14 of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states: 

The officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities and provide 

record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete form as 

possible and with all reasonable expedition (sub section-2). 

ii.  Any person or authority hindering the Auditorial functions of the Auditor General regarding 

inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant E & D Rules (Sub 

Section-3). 

During audit of Pakistan Security Printing Corporation (PSPC) for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that the management could not produce the requisite record(s) despite frequent 

reminders. Thus, audit was unable to ascertain transparency of various transactions / 

expenditure and due to the non-production / concealment of record, chances of doubtful 

transactions could not be ruled out. Annex-31. 

Audit is of the view that non-production of record tantamount to concealment of facts 

and serious negligence on the part of management.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021, but no reply was 

received. 

Audit recommends investigating the matter with a view to fix responsibility on 

person(s) at fault. 
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5.3 State Bank of Pakistan 

5.3.1 Introduction 

State Bank of Pakistan is the Central Bank of Pakistan and is incorporated under the 

State Bank of Pakistan Act, 1956. Under the provisions of the SBP Act, 1956, the general 

superintendence and direction of the affairs and business of the Bank rests with the Central 

Board of Directors. Through an amendment in SBP Act in 1994, the Central Board of Directors 

was enlarged and now consists of the Governor, Secretary Finance Government of Pakistan 

and seven directors nominated by the Federal Government. From these seven directors, one 

Director from each province is nominated while ensuring representation to agriculture, banking 

and industrial sectors. 

Strategic objectives are: 

i. Broadening access of Financial Services. 

ii. Ensuring viability of the Financial Sector. 

iii. Maintaining Price Stability with Economic Growth. 

iv. Exchange and Reserve Management. 

v. Strengthening the Payment System. 

vi. Human Resources Development. 

vii. Information Technology Development. 

5.3.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

5.3.2.1 The working results of company for the year ended June 30, 2021 as compared to 

previous years are given below:  

(Rs. in million) 

 2020-21 
% 

Inc/Dec 
2019-20 

% 

Inc/Dec 
2018-19 

Discount, interest / markup and / or 

return earned 
755,587.59 (37.48) 

1,208,621.3

0 
87.1 646,009.38 

Net Income 715,683.09 (37.51) 
1,145,333.6

7 
109.7 546,189.82 

Other operating income / 

(expense)-net 
3,671.85 (57.32) 8,603.99 97.9 4,346.93 

Other income – net 395.52 (72.24) 1,424.80 347.5 318.41 

Total operating income-net 816,449.37 (33.26) 
1,223,259.5

5 
2348.8 49,952.81 

Cost of printing bank notes and 

Prize Bonds 
15,762.13 18.29 13,325.21 16.7 11,419.14 

Profit / (loss) after tax 760,858.80 (34.60) 
1,163,432.5

9 

(111,614.7

) 
(1,043.30) 

Gold reserves held by the Bank 577,356.24 (6.50) 617,495.04 31.8 468,625.00 

Earmarked foreign currency 

balances 
20,707.90 (66.61) 62,010.32 (14.7) 72,702.67 
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Investments – local 
6,857,412.2

2 
(7.49) 

7,412,323.1

3 
(6.2) 

7,906,282.0

1 

Current accounts of Government 

(Payable Balances) 

1,295,486.4

3 
73.01 748,790.10 (32.0) 

1,101,513.9

3 

5.3.2.2 Discount, interest / markup and / or return earned of the Bank has significantly 

decreased by 37.5% from Rs. 1,208,621.300 million in FY-2020 to Rs. 755,587.590 million in 

FY-2021, which subsequently resulted in decline in Net Interest Income of the Bank by 37.5% 

during the year, which needs justification. 

5.3.2.3 Other Operating income of the Bank has decreased to Rs. 3,671.850 million during 

the FY 2021 from Rs. 8,603.990 million in FY 2020 by 57.3%, which requires explanation. 

5.3.2.4 Other income of the Bank has decreased to Rs. 395.520 million during the year 

2020-21 from Rs. 1,424.800 million in year 2019-20 by 72.2%, which requires justification. 

5.3.2.5 Cost of printing bank notes and Prize Bonds has increased by 18.3% during year 

under review to Rs. 15,762.130 million from Rs. 13,325.210 million in previous year which 

requires justification. 

5.3.2.6 Profit after tax has significantly declined from Rs. 1,163,432.590 million in year 

2020 to Rs. 760,858.800 million in FY 2021 by 34.6%, which requires explanation. 

5.3.2.7 Gold reserves held by the Bank have decreased to Rs. 577,356.240 million during 

the year 2020-21 by 6.5% from Rs. 617,495.040 million in year 2019-20 which requires 

explanation. 

5.3.2.8 Earmarked foreign currency balances to meet foreign currency commitments have 

drastically decreased to Rs. 20,707.900 million in year 2021 by 66.6% from Rs. 62,010.320 

million in FY 2020 which requires explanation. 

5.3.2.9 Investments - local by the Bank has decreased to Rs. 6,857,412.220 million during 

the year 2020-21 by 7.5% from Rs. 7,412,323.130 million in the year 2019-20 which requires 

justification. 

5.3.2.10 Payable to Islamic banking Institutions (IBIs) against Bai Muajjal transactions has 

been decreased in 2019-20 from Rs. 124,140.000 million to  

Rs. 19,513.000 million which is almost 84% decline from the previous year whereas related 

expenses under Sukuks purchased under Bai Muajjal agreement has been increased from Rs. 

4,636.000 million to Rs. 6,728.000 million. 

5.3.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

No. of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of compliance 

awaited 

%age of 

compliance 

2005-06 13 11 2 73, 76 85 

2006-07 9 3 6 43.2, 43.3, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48 33 

2007-08 5 2 3 51.2, 52,53 40 

2008-09 5 4 1 63 80 
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2009-10 6 4 2 68, 69 67 

2010-11 12 0 12 

7.4.1, 7.4.2, 7.4.2.1, 7.4.2.2, 

7.4.2.3, 7.4.2.4, 7.4.2.5, 7.4.3, 

7.4.4.1, 7.4.4.2, 7.4.4.3, 

7.4.4.4,   

2013-14 24 1 23 

6.3.2.1, 6.3.2.2, 6.3.2.3, 

6.3.2.4, 6.3.2.5, 6.3.2.6, 

6.3.2.7, 6.3.2.8, 6.3.2.9, 

6.3.2.10, 6.3.3, 6.3.4.1, 

6.3.4.2, 6.3.4.3, 6.3.4.4, 

6.3.4.5, 6.3.4.6, 6.3.4.7, 

6.3.4.8, 6.3.4.9, 6.3.4.10, 

6.3.4.11, 6.3.4.12  4 

2015-16 15 1 14 

6.4.4.3, 6.4.4.8, 6.4.2.1, 

6.4.2.2, 6.4.2.3, 6.4.2.4, 6.4.3, 

6.4.4.1, 6.4.4.2, 6.4.4.4, 

6.4.4.5, 6.4.4.6, 6.4.4.7, 

6.4.4.9 7 

2016-17 12 5 7 

6.3.4.1, 6.3.2.1, 6.3.3, 6.3.4.2, 

6.3.4.3, 6.3.4.5, 6.3.4.8,  42 

Total 101 31 70  - 31 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs improvement. 

5.3.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

5.3.4.1 Non-reconciliation of outstanding balances - Rs. 9,386,037.000 million 

As per note (5.3) of Financial statements on financial assets and financial liabilities 

Financial instruments carried on the consolidated balance sheet include cash and bank balances 

held by subsidiaries, local currency - coins, foreign currency accounts and investments, 

earmarked foreign currency balances, investments - local, loans, advances and bills of 

exchange, assets held with Reserve Bank of India (other than gold held by Reserve Bank of 

India), balances due from the governments of India and Bangladesh, certain other assets, 

banknotes in circulation, bills payable, deposits of banks and financial institutions, balances 

and securities under repurchase and reverse repurchase transactions, payable to Islamic 

banking Institutions against Bai Muajjal transactions, current accounts of governments, 

balances with the International Monetary Fund (IMF), amount payable under bilateral currency 

swap agreement, other deposits and accounts and certain other liabilities. The particular 

recognition and measurement methods adopted are disclosed in the individual policy 

statements associated with each financial instrument. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (H.O) & BSC, Karachi for the year 2019-20, it 

was observed that as per Balance Sheet for the year 2019-20 an amount of Rs. 874.322 million 

was lying outstanding and as per Trial Balance  

Rs. 9,386,037.000 million was outstanding which shows non-reconciliation of outstanding 

balances. Annex-32.  
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Audit is of the view that non-reconciliation of balances shows unfair picture of the 

Financial Statements. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that SBP provides loan and advances to banks, FIs and under different schemes 

and balances of Rs. 804.750 million is outstanding against these schemes. Moreover, other 

balances are related various parties, which are duly being reflected in financial statements. The 

reply of the management is not tenable because no adjustment position and supporting 

documents were provided by management. DAC was held on January 28, 2022, but para was 

not dicussed. 

Audit requires justification of differences in receivable/outstanding balances of TB and 

Financial Statements. 

5.3.4.2 Undiversified credit exposure in Money Market & Bond/Treasury Bills – Rs. 

538,115.760 (USD 3,203.07 million) 

One of the objectives of Risk Management Division is to assess, quantify, monitor and 

highlight potential risk factors (market, credit, liquidity, operational, strategic, etc.) that may 

adversely affect SBP business activities and escalate them to the higher management and 

relevant stakeholders. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP- Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management invested in concentrated 

credit exposure especially under Money Market and Bonds/T-Bills placements. Furthermore, 

it was also observed that Credit Exposure in Money Market and Bonds/T-Bills throughout the 

year was concentrated in Switzerland and China respectively. Detail of credit exposure at year 

end was as follows: 

Country of Incorporation Credit Exposure (in USD million) 

Money Market Bonds/T-Bills 

Amount % Amount % 

Australia - - - - 

Canada - - - - 

China - - 1,873.08 98.4% 

Germany - - - - 

Hong Kong - - - - 

Italy - - - - 

Japan - - - - 

Pakistan - - - - 

Switzerland 1,300.03 100% - - 

UAE - - - - 

UK - - - - 

US - - 29.96 1.6% 

Total 1,300.03 100% 1,903.04 100% 
 

Audit is of the view that management failed to divertisy the risk which reflects 

imprudent decision making.  

The matter was reported to the management in March, 2021.The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 28, 2022. The management in its reply stated that 

during the Covid-19 pandemic, markets had witnessed increasing credit and liquidity risks. 
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Hence, money market funds were invested with the safest counterparties i.e. BIS, Switzerland. 

As for as Bonds/T-Bills were concerned, both were sovereign exposures & guaranteed by the 

respective governments. DAC directed the management to submit revised reply. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

5.3.4.3 Imprudent placement in China Development Bank resulting in currency 

exposure risk – Rs. 357,120.00 million (RMB 15.0 billion)  

One of the goals of International Markets and Investment Division (IMID) is to ensure 

prompt currency conversions for debt provisioning currency diversification, portfolio 

rebalancing at optimal levels. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP- Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that RMB 15.0 billion had been placed with China 

Development Bank (CDB). Notwithstanding to the contrary, it was bewildering to note that the 

funds placed in CDB could not be converted into any other currency. Resultantly, SBP faced 

huge currency exposure risk (FX exposure) of 20% on deposits of RMB 15.0 billion 

(Equivalent to  

Rs. 357.12 billion as 1 CNY=Rs. 23.808 on 30-06-2020). Moreover, deposits with CDB were 

generating a mere return of 0.4%. Furthermore, it was observed that had the deposits been 

disbursed in USD rather than RMB, there would been an additional earning equivalent to USD 

120 million. 

Audit is of the view that depositing huge amount of RMB 15.0 billion in China 

Development Bank (CDB) exposed the Bank to a higher currency exposure& mere return of 

0.4% on these deposits renders the investment as imprudent and an opportunity loss of USD 

120 million. Therefore, audit considers the placement of RMB 15.0 billion in CDB as 

unjustified& imprudent. 

The matter was reported to the management in March, 2021.The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 28, 2022. The managementinformed that the 

allocation of limit to China Development Bank (CDB) was approved by the SBP Board and 

Federal Government. DAC directed the management to submit revised reply while 

incorporating the approval from Federal Government. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

5.3.4.4 Irregular investments in violation of SBP Act – Rs. 144,614.050 million 

Section 20 (2) of SBP Act, 1956 relating to businesses which the Bank may not transact, 

The Bank shall not, except as authorized under this Act, purchase its own shares or the share 

of any other bank or of any company, or grant advances or loans upon the security of any such 

shares. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP-Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management has a shareholding in banks 

and Development Finance Institutions (DFIs) in violation of SBP Act. The details are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 
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Name of Institution Investment/Share holding % of share holding 

NBP 15,998.547 75.2 

ZTBL 94,617.528 76.23 

HBFCL 17,489.375 90.31 

DPC 500 100 

Pak Libya-Holding company Limited 3,070.89 50 

Pak-Kuwait Investment Company Limited 5,000 50 

Saudi Pak. Industrial and Agricultural Investment 

Company Limited 

3,300 50 

Less than 50% share holding 4,637.706 - 

Total 144,614.05 
 

Audit is of the view that investing in shareholding of above banks and DFIs reflects 

conflict of interest & self-review risk for SBP. 

The matter was reported to the management in May, 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that SBP invested in mentioned entities on the directives of Ministry of Finance. The 

management’s reply is not tenable as it created conflict of interest for Bank along with the 

autonomy of the Bank being challenged. DAC was held on January 28, 2022, but para was not 

dicussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault.  

5.3.4.5 Unrealized loss due to imprudent decision by holding shares of unlisted 

companies - Rs. 3,582.000 million 

Section 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance), 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its 

procedures in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, 

in accordance with the Ordinance. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and 

policies approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and 

resources are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and 

in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP-Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management held 76.23% shares of Zarai 

Taraqiati Bank Limited & 100% shares of Deposit Protection Corporation but during the year 

2019-20 management incurred unrealized loss of Rs. 3,582.000 million due to diminution in 

shares as detailed below:  

S. # Name of Subsidiary Amount (Rs. in million) 

1. ZaraiTaraqiati Bank Limited 3,082.000 

2. Deposit Protection Corporation 500.000 

Total 3,582.000 

Audit is view that the management failed to safeguard the interest of the Bank by 

holding the shares of unlisted companies which shows imprudent decision and poor financial 

management.  

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that said diminution was in accordance with the requirements of IFRS. However, 
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management did not provide documents in support of its reply. DAC was held on January 28, 

2022, but para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault.  

5.3.4.6 Non-advertisement of unclaimed deposits of foreign currency accounts – Rs. 

1,084.350 million 

As per Banking Company Ordinance, 1962, State Bank shall publish in the Gazette of 

Pakistan and not less than two newspapers once each quarter for a period of one year a list of 

the amounts and articles received by the State Bank under sub-section (1) and not claimed by 

any person. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP- Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that commercial banks had surrendered following 

unclaimed deposits of foreign currency accounts (FCY) in SBP’s account. However, the lists 

of said unclaimed deposits were not published by SBP in any newspaper as mentioned above. 

The details are as under:  

S.# Account No. Foreign 

Currency 

Unclaimed 

deposits 

Exchange rate 

(as on 30.06.2020) 

Amount 

(in Rs.) 

1. 116501 USD 4,716,823 168.0506 792.664 

2. 116504 Pound 990,395 206.5005 204.517 

3. 116507 Euro 313,382 188.6116 59.107 

4. 116508 JPY 70,453 1.5607 0.109 

5. 116509 AED  10,000 45.7511 0.457 

6. 116596 Euro 145,768 188.6116 27.493 

Total 1,084.350 
 

Audit is of the view that non-advertisement of lists of unclaimed deposits which shows 

serious non-compliance.  

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 28, 2022. The management informed that 

Compliance of Banking Company Ordinance, 1962 was difficult due to huge volume of 

unclaimed deposits. Hence, the process of amendment in Ordinance is underway. However, 

SBP published entire bank wise unclaimed deposit record at its website. DAC directed the 

management to submit revised reply and expedite the amendment process and verify 

management’s contention by submitting documentary evidences to audit. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC’s directives. 
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5.3.4.7 Non achievement of performance objective by fund managers –  

Rs. 754.320 million (USD 4.489 million) 

Agreement between Fund Managers and SBP stipulates the performance objectives to 

outperform the Benchmark by 0.50% per annum (after management fees) over rolling three 

year periods.  

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP- Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that none of the Fund Manager has achieved the 

performance objective agreed as per agreement between SBP & Fund Managers. Moreover, 

neither the management had emphasized the fund managers to achieve the same nor any penalty 

was imposed for non-achievement of performance objectives. Details are as under: 

(Amount in USD) 

Name of 

Fund 

Manager 

Total 

Investment 

amount (A) 

Return on 

investment 

(B) 

Achieve

d Rate 

of 

return 

C= 

(B/A) * 

100 

Bench

mark 

rate of 

return 

=D 

Fees (E) Return  

after Fees  

F=(B-E) 

Achieved 

Performance 

objective G = 

(F/A)* 100 

Required 

Performance 

objective 

H=(D+.05) 

Required 

Performance 

objective (in USD) 

I=(A*H) 

JPM 350,166,948 11,616,150 3.32% 3.25% 392,085 11,224,065 3.21% 3.75%  13,131,261  

PIMCO 338,723,674 11,838,962 3.50% 3.25% 494,260 11,344,702 3.35% 3.75%  12,702,138  

UBS 344,446,353 12,144,005 3.53% 3.25% 452,264 11,691,741 3.39% 3.75%  12,916,738  

Total 1,033,336,975  34,260,508  38,750,137 

Non-achievement of Performance Objective 38,750,137 - 34,260,508 = 4,489,629 

 

Audit is of the view that non-reinforcement for achievement of performance objectives 

is unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 28, 2022. The management informed that fund 

managers were not bound to achieve performance objectives. The rationale for keeping 

Performance Objective in the agreement was to extract more value out of Fund Manager’s 

Performance. As mangers had added value and outperformed benchmark substantially, so it 

was a fair assessment that their performance remained adequate given the market dynamics. 

DAC directed the management to verify its factual position from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

5.3.4.8 Loss due to wrong implementation of Board’s policies resulting in substantially 

high pension costs per employee - Rs. 231.530 million per employee 

 Section 4.9-d (vi) of Code of conduct of SBP states that employees shall not 

intervene or influence SBP policies and decisions through unfair means, undue influences and 

recommendations. Further Section 4.1 (b) of Code of Conduct of SBP stipulates that all 

concerned shall be honest in conveying professional conclusions, opinions, research and 

findings for whatever purpose and shall not manipulate the system for personal gains. 
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During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP- Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management allowed similar salary 

increment to employees under Old Monetized Scheme (OMS-employees with pension 

benefits) and New Contributory & Benefit Scheme (NC&BS-employees without pension 

benefits) unjustifiably since 2009, resulting in an additional HR cost (including pension 

liability) by 7 to 9 times.  

Furthermore, in 2007 SBP introduced a new salary structure i.e. NC&BS, based on 

market based compensation and end-of-service benefits linked to defined contributions only. 

Existing employees under pension and gratuity schemes were given an option to convert to 

NC&BS or stay in OMS. Terms of NC&BS envisaged that new salary scales would be 

reviewed every two years according to market salary survey data to remain market competitive. 

Thereafter, salary surveys were conducted in 2009, 2011, 2013, 2015 & 2017, but similar salary 

increments were given to both categories of employees. Unjustifiably, OMS employees got the 

benefit of each market salary survey adjustment even though the survey was only mandated for 

NC&BS employees. The Board and Human Resource Committee (HRC) was never apprised 

of the difference in the substantial financial impact of allowing identical percentage increases 

to OMS till 2018. According to actuarial study for every 1% increase in salaries, the present 

value of defined benefit obligations of OMS employees was 7.3%, whereas for NC&BS 

employees, this impact was only 0.83%. Furthermore, even if an NC&BS employee at the age 

of 60 years had 50% more salary (i.e. Rs. 3.077 million) as compared to an OMS employee at 

same age (i.e. Rs. 2.063 million), the end of service benefits of an NC&BS employee (Rs. 3.752 

million) is only around 2% as compared to an OMS employee (Rs. 235.282 million), which 

resulted an additional pension cost of Rs.231.53 million per employee.  

Audit is of the view that wrong implementation of Board policies had resulted in unjust 

enrichment for OMS employees, legitimate expectation of NC&BS employees and additional 

financial impact on account of substantial high pension costs. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 28, 2022. The management informed that the said 

matter is under discussion in BOD’s meeting. DAC directed the management to expediate the 

process and submit the outcome of decision of BoD with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

5.3.4.9 Irregular hiring of external fund managers – Rs. 224.784 million 

Rule 20 of PPRA, 2004 states that the procuring agencies shall use open competitive 

bidding as the principal method of procurement for the procurement of goods, services and 

works. 

During audit of the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP- Banking Services 

Corporation (BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the external fund managers were 

hired for investment of foreign reserves of Pakistan without competitive bidding. The contracts 

of the same were being extended on yearly basis till date. Hence, fees paid to Fund Managers 

amounting to Rs. 224.784 million (USD 1.338 million @ Rs. 168) stands irregular.  
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Audit is of the view that hiring of services of Fund Managers in violation of rules stands 

irregular.  

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 28, 2022. The management informed that the 

services of all external fund managers were procurredin 2004 with approval of Board. Hence, 

PPRA rules could not be applied. DAC directed the management to seek the waiver or 

clarification from PPRA authority for applicability of PPRA rules in said matter.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

5.3.4.10 Irregular placement of senior executives as Managing Director/ Chief Executive 

Officer - Rs. 180.538 million 

Public Sector Companies (Appointment of Chief Executive) Guidelines, 2015 clearly 

states that every public sector company shall appoint its Chief Executive in accordance with 

the procedure specified in Schedule-I to the Guidelines i.e. development of Job 

profile/description, advertisement for the position, shortlisting process, evaluation of 

candidates, interviewing process, recommendation of minimum three candidates from the 

Board to competent authority/concerned line ministry and finally the appointment of the CEO 

upon concurrence of the competent authority. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP- Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that management had been in continuous practice 

of deputing its Senior Management as Managing Directors / CEOs in all its subsidiaries and 

other related entities. The due process for appointing Managing Directors / CEOs as per 

Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 was never followed by the subsidiaries. Securities and 

Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) had issued separate guidelines for appointment of 

CEO of a Public Sector Entities (PSEs). Currently, following employees of SBP are deputed 

as MDs / CEOs in following entities:  

S. # Name of employee on deputation as MD/CEO Organization Monthly Salary 

(Rs) 

1 Muhammad Ashraf Khan SBP-BSC 2,521,654 

2 Riaz Nazarali Chunara NIBAF 2,476,305 

3 Muhammad Haroon Rasheed PSPC 2,153,606 

4 Syed Irfan Ali DPC 1,985,514 

5 Syed Basit Aly HBFCL 2,174,415 

6 Ms. Lubna Farooq FMU 2,549,955 

8 Muhammad Saleem PCGC 1,183,392 

Total monthly salary 15,044,841 

Total annual amount 180,538,092 
 

Audit is of the view that the posting of Senior Management in entities reflects 

favouritism and violation of fundamental principles of Corporate Governance Rules. 

The matter was reported to the management in May 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that positions of MD in subsidiaries (SBP-BSC, NIBAF, PSPC& DPC) were filled after 

approval from the Governor as per their Articles of Association. For MDs in HBFC & FMU, 

Finance Division appointed the candidates. For PCGC, Governor of SBP assigned charge of 

CEO to the incumbent. The management’s reply was not justified as no supporting document 
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was provided. Moreover, articles of associations of subsidiaries only authorized Governor to 

appoint MDs/CEOs, whereas the procedure to be followed for appointment of MDs is clearly 

mentioned in Corporate Governance rules, which was not followed for appointment in all above 

mentioned entities. DAC was held on January 28, 2022, but para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

5.3.4.11 Unjustified payment of fees to external fund managers on higher rates – Rs. 

159.063 million 

Rule 4(3) of Public Sector companies (Corporate Governance) Rules 2013 states that 

the chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for 

its procedures in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the 

Board, in accordance with the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include 

implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate 

arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP- Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that outsourced portfolio of USD 1.033 billion on 

30.06.2020 was managed by following 3 external fund managers by charging higher fees. 

Moreover, during 2018-19, M/s Black Rock, offering economical fees as compared to 3 

existing fund managers, was also approved as external fund manager by Investment Committee 

of Board; however, no portfolio had been allocated to M/s. Black Rock till date. The detail of 

fees of external fund managers are as follows: 

S.# Name of External Fund 

Manager 

Fees 

(Average Bps) 

Outsourced portfolio 

(USD in Million) 

Fees Paid 

(in USD) 

1. JP Morgan 11.50 350.062 392,085 

2. UBS 13.50 344.464 452,264 

3. PIMCO 15.0 338.784 494,260 

4. Black Rock 12.50 0 0 

Audit is of the view that non-allocation of external portfolio to M/s. Black Rock despite 

offering lower fees, is unjustified. Therefore, audit considers the payment of fees to fund 

managers at higher rates than M/s. Black Rock, amounting to USD 946,524 (Eq. to Rs. 159.063 

million @ 1USD = Rs. 168.05) as unjustified on account of charging higher fees. 

The matter was reported to the management in May 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 28, 2022. The management stated that M/s. Block 

Rock was not assigned any portfolio due to decline in foreign reserves. Moreover, Black Rock 

was charging fixed minimum fees besides above mentioned fees of 12.50 bps. DAC directed 

the management to submit revised reply and verify its contention from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

5.3.4.12 Poorly planned acquisition and non-utilization of land - Rs. 150.000 million 

As per sub section (3) of Section 4 of Corporate Governance Rules for PSE, 2013 the 

chief executive (Governor, in case of SBP) is responsible for the management of the Public 
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Sector Company and for its procedures in financial and other matters. His responsibilities 

include implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate 

arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP- Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management acquired land measuring 6.0 

acres in Gawadar at Rs. 100,000 per acre on a lease for a period of 30 years for a construction 

of SBP-BSC building in Gawadar in 2002. However, it was observed that no building has been 

constructed yet despite lapse of 19 years. Furthermore, it was also observed that the allotted 

land is almost 20 miles away from the main city, which in turn depicted the ill-planning of 

management at the time of acquisition of land. Acquiring land outside city resultantly 

illustrated that main the considerations for acquisition of land for construction of SBP BSC 

office i.e. easy accessibility of general public, security of area and easy accessible location for 

commercial banks, were duly ignored. Current market value of land is Rs. 150.0 million. 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to utilize the land which reflects 

inefficiency and imprudent decision making.  

The matter was reported to the management in May, 2021. The management in its reply 

stated thatthe bank had earlier declined an offer of free of cost allocation of 1.75 acres of land 

by the Gwader Development Authority only due to security concerns. Moreover, construction 

on the plot could not be initiated as the scale of development of the city and initiation of 

business activities has been slow. The management’s reply was not satisfactory as the 

construction of SBP’s building would have encouraged other commercial banks for its presence 

in the vicinity which ultimately had rolling stone impact on development of area. Moreover, 

non-construction since 20 years reflected the ill-planning by the management. Furthermore, 

declining of free of cost plot was itself a loss of an opportunity. DAC was held on January 28, 

2022, but para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends corrective measures along with fixing responsibility on person for 

ill-planned acquisition of land and non-utilization thereof. 

5.3.4.13 Irregular deputations of employees beyond maximum period –  

Rs. 148.903 million 

Section 5.3 (f) of Deputation policy of SBP stipulates that deputations shall be for a 

maximum period of 3 years except for subsidiaries where there is dependence on staff deputed 

from SBP. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP-Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that following employees were deputed in 

Financial Monitoring Unit (FMU) and National Accountability Bureau (NAB) irregularly 

despite expiry of admissible maximum period of deputation.  

Full Name Grade Organization Deputation 

Start Date 

Salary per 

month 

(Rs) 

Total salary paid 

during deputation 

(Rs. in million) 

Jahan Zeb Fareed OG-4 NAB 09.05.2015 384,446 27.295 

Muneer Ahmed OG-5 FMU 22.02.2008 595,066 92.830 
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Sohail Ahmad OG-4 NAB 09.05.2015 405,308 28.776 

Total  148.902 
 

Audit is of the view that undue favoritism was granted to employees in their deputations 

for longer terms. Therefore, payment of salary along with deputation allowance is held 

irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that deputation periods of Mr. Munir Ahmed were being upon extended upon 

request of DG-FMU. Other two mentioned employees were deputed in NAB and their 

deputations were extended upon NAB’s request. The management’s reply was not tenable as 

Mr. Munir Ahmed had been deputed since last 13 years and there is no provision in SBP rules 

for such long duration for deputation. Extension in deputation of other two employees in NAB 

without Governor’s and BOD’s approval was irregular.DAC was held on January 28, 2022, but 

para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends that above mentioned employees must be called back from 

deputation immediately and responsibility be fixed on person(s) responsible for approving 

deputations beyond maximum period. 

5.3.4.14 Imprudent decision of non-investment of excess liquidity – Rs. 92.435 million 

One of the core functions of Financial Inclusion Division of Development Finance 

Support Department (DFSD) is investment of Funds of Credit Guarantee Schemes (CGS) and 

Microfinance Credit Guarantee Facility (MCGF) in Market Treasury Bills (MTBs). 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP- Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management had no mechanism for 

investment of excess liquidity under non-remunerative accounts for Credit Guarantee Schemes 

(CGS). Further, it was also observed that excess liquidity, ranging from Rs.4.800 million to 

Rs.34.800 million and accumulating to Rs.92.435 million remained idle and was not invested 

in short term securities i.e. Market Treasury Bills (MTBs). Detail of excess liquidity is 

mentioned as below: 

CGS-TA-SME A/c 20239999910294 

Date  Available funds (Rs) Delay (days) 

08-04-2019 till 09-05-2019 34,853,915 31 

15-05-2019 till 23-05-2019 9,692,217 14 

05-07-2019 till 17-07-2019 9,443,865 12 

17-07-2019 till 01-08-2019 9,403,265 15 

28-08-2019 till 16-09-2019 6,106,371 19 

16-09-2019 till 14-10-2019 5,956,691 28 

09-01-2020 till 20-01-2020 12,126,307 11 

CGS-DFID A/c 20239999910234 

17-09-2019 till 27-09-2019 4,853,110 10 

Total 92,435,881  
 

Audit is of the view that non-investment of excess liquidity reflected non-monitoring 

of fund and imprudent decision.  

The matter was reported to the management in May, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 28, 2022. The management informed that Rs. 
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50.000 million were initially retained for payment of expenses incurred by SBP BSC Offices 

for SME capacity building and awareness programs under above mentioned account number, 

which was later reduced to Rs. 15.000 million by foreign donor DFID and DFSD Committee. 

DAC directed the management to verify factual position from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

5.3.4.15 Irregular award of contract through negotiated tendering –  

Rs. 66.047 million 

Rule 20 of PPRA, 2004 states that the procuring agencies shall use open competitive 

bidding as the principal method of procurement for the procurement of goods, services and 

works. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP-Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management awarded contract of 

Procurement of maintenance, support services and satellite bandwidth for SBP’s corporate i-

Direct VSAT Network” to M/s. Wateen Telecom Ltd for Rs.66.047 million without calling 

tenders. The management engaged in negotiated tendering with the firm under rule 42(d) (iii) 

of PPRA, 2004 which states that “for technical or artistic reasons, or for reasons connected 

with protection of exclusive rights or intellectual property, the supplies may be manufactured 

or delivered only by aparticular supplier”. However, there were various suppliers available who 

were providing the same services. 

Audit is of the view that management had favored the supplier by awarding contract 

through negotiated tendering without advertisement. 

The matter was reported to the management in March, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 28, 2022. The management informed that 

considering negotiated tendering, Invitation for Bids (IFB) or tender notice was published on 

PPRA and SBP’s website to invite authorized partners of i-direct (OEM). DAC directed the 

management to submit revised reply and get clarification from PPRA for said matter. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

5.3.4.16 Irregular debiting of House Building Finance Company Ltd account without 

approved terms and conditions – Rs. 64.827 million 

Section 188(2) of Companies Act 2017 states that the terms and conditions of 

appointment of a chief executive nominated under section 186 or 187 shall be determined by 

the Government, in such manner as may be specified. 

Section 7.1 of Deputation policy requires that SBP may place the services of its 

employees on secondment to external organizations where SBP plays a supportive role within 

or outside Pakistan. These include organizations having functional linkages with SBP, public 

sector institutions in Pakistan, research institutes, International lending/donor agencies, central 

banks, Academia (to pursue research with reputed institution), on-the-job research/training 

(relevant to the Bank functions) at foreign institutions, except those organizations which are 

regulated by SBP and where a conflict of interest exists. 
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During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP- Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management deputed Syed Basit Aly, 

Director (OG-7), SBP as Managing Director/CEO of House Building Finance Company Ltd 

(HBFCL) on deputation basis for a period of three years from Oct 20, 2017 on arrangement 

that HBFCL would reimburse to SBP on monthly basis the amount of his salary and other 

perquisites as well as other expenses borne by SBP on associated benefits like medical, rest & 

recreation allowance, deputation allowance @ 20% and other compulsory service benefits such 

as Provident Fund and Gratuity. Above all, audit was staggered to spot that the terms and 

conditions of appointment of CEO/MD were not even approved by the Cabinet Division, 

Government of Pakistan, whereas his deputation period was ended in Oct 2020. On the other 

hand, SBP debited Rs. 64.827 million on account of his salary till Apr 2020 from HBFCL’s 

account maintained with SBP without approved terms and conditions by the Cabinet. 

Moreover, the presence/deputation of an employee of a regulator (SBP) at such a vital position 

of CEO in HBFCL created conflict of interest and self-review risk for the SBP, besides, raising 

doubts over the role of SBP as regulator as same was duly evident from non-conducting of 

inspection of HBFCL for any violation of SBP’s Prudential Regulations and other prevailing 

rules/circulars of SBP since 2017. 

Audit is of the view that firstly, the deputation of incumbent as MD/CEO in HBFCL by 

SBP created conflict of interest for SBP and secondly, debiting the account of HBFCL for 

reimbursement of his salary without approved terms and conditions from the Cabinet stands 

irregular.  

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that Syed Basit Aly was appointed Managing Director - HBFCL by Finance 

Division, Government of Pakistan in 2017 for a period of three years. Regarding terms and 

conditions, Finance Division vide letter dated March 7, 2018 informed HBFCL that summary 

of terms and conditions of appointment of Managing Director, HBFCL was under submission 

for approval of the Cabinet Division. Management’s reply was not justified as deputation of 

SBP’s employees at such high level of MD/CEO in an organization regulated and subsequently 

inspected by SBP created colossal conflict of interest, which was evident from non-conducting 

of HBFC’s inspection during his term as MD. Moreover, the terms and conditions of the 

incumbent had not been approved by the Cabinet till date. DAC was held on January 28, 2022, 

but para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends that the matter must be regularized by getting post facto approval 

of agreed terms and conditions from the Cabinet under intimation to audit along with immediate 

recall of the incumbent from HBFCL and strict inspection of HBFCL for any violation of SBP’s 

Prudential Regulations should be carried retrospectively and perpetually. 

5.3.4.17 Loss due to payment of conversion charges – Rs. 62.548 million 

Section 4(3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive 

(Governor, in case of SBP) is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company 

and for its procedures in financial and other matters. His responsibilities include 

implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate 
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arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP- Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management paid Rs. 62.548 million as 

conversion charges to Cantonment Board Gujranwala (CBG) in respect of a Commercial plot. 

To the contrary, it was observed that the land was already declared as commercial as the 

registered sale deed showed the property as Commercial. The status of the land as Commercial 

was also confirmed by CBG on October 20, 2015.  

Audit is of the view that payment of conversion charges of Rs.62.548 million in respect 

of plot/land which was already commercial, as irregular and unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in May 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that during 2019 CBG had not only cancelled their earlier letter confirming status of the 

plot as commercial but also revoked their earlier approval of the building plans. Besides, the 

concerned revenue official of Punjab Land Record Authority, who had earlier provided copy 

of the Fard had later stated that he had mistakenly declared this land as commercial. Moreover, 

later on, Legal opinion pointed that nothing was on record to establish commercial status of the 

plot. The management’s reply was not tenable as due to cancelation of its earlier letter by CBG, 

the position of SBP was strong legally. Moreover, if the legal opinion of management would 

be accepted then the initial purchase of the plot, without bearing Commercial status, by SBP’s 

management would be in question. DAC was held on January 28, 2022, but para was not 

dicussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter and fixation of responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

5.3.4.18 Irregular appointment and awarding of scholarship – Rs. 58.202 million 

Section 6.1 of Recruitment policy of SBP states that all positions shall be advertised in 

the national dailies and international journals (if required) highlighting eligibility criteria in 

terms of qualifications, skills and competencies etc. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP-Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that management appointed Dr. Saeed Ahmed as 

OG-6 without advertisement in 2007. He accepted an offer under SBP’s scholarship scheme as 

Joint Director (OG-V) in 2002 without any NOC from FBR. He after successful completion of 

a PhD program, neither served SBP as JD (OG-V) nor repaid the expenses incurred on 

scholarship as per terms. Later on, he joined SBP on deputation to serve the required period on 

May 23, 2005 and then was appointed as Senior Joint Director (OG-6) on September 07, 2007 

without any advertisement.  

Audit is of the view that the management granted undue favor to the incumbent in 

awarding scholarship without NoC from parent organization and appointment without 

advertisement, which is held irregular. Thus, payment of salary amounting to Rs. 58.202 

million and expenses incurred on his scholarship period is also held irregular. 
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The matter was reported to the management in May 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 28, 2022. The managementin its reply stated that 

Dr. Saeed provided a NOC to apply for Ph.D study from FBR. Subsequent to completion of 

his Ph.D, he joined CBR/FBR as the said organization insisted him to rejoin the CBR and later 

on he was deputed in SBP. Appointment of Dr. Saeed was made in 2007, wherein 

advertisement was not required as per applicable rules at that time for the recruitment. DAC 

directed the management to submit revised reply along with all supporting documents. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

5.3.4.19 Non-recovery from ex-employees - Rs. 47.800 million 

As per Circular No. HRD (COE)/ 06 / 2016 February 01, 2016, all employees separating 

from Bank’s service are required to adjust outstanding liabilities within sixty (60) days from 

the date of separation. In case the liabilities are not adjusted within the stated period, concerned 

ex-employee will be liable to pay mark-up on outstanding liabilities @ KIBOR+5% till the 

date he/she settles liabilities. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP- Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management could not recover outstanding 

loans from ex-employees despite lapse of significant time of their separation. Details of 

outstanding loans are as under:  
 

S. # Name PIN 
Date of 

Resignation 

Outstanding 

Loan (Rs. in 

million) 

 Markup 

KIBOR + 

5% 

Period Total 

Outstanding 

(Rs. in million) 

1 
Syed Ather 

Ali Shah  
50134 17-Aug-15 17.911 13.24% 

5 years & 6 

months 

35.619 

2 
Mr. Baber 

Shehbaz 
8837 17-Apr-19 9.469 13.24% 

2 years  

12.179 

 Total 47.799 
 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of outstanding loans tantamount to slackness and 

weak internal controls. 

The matter was reported to the management in May, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 28, 2022. The management informed that efforts 

for recovery of outstanding liabilities from both incumbents were being pursued by the 

management. Moreover, management is in process of filing of recovery suit against 2nd 

incumbent. DAC directed the management to file recovery suit in court within two months 

under intimation to Audit and expedite efforts for recovery of outstanding amount. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

 (DP No. 88 & 176) 
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5.3.4.20 Loss on sale of flats at lesser rates – Rs. 37.120 million 

Section 4(3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive 

(Governor, in case of SBP) is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company 

and for its procedures in financial and other matters. His responsibilities include 

implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate 

arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

Section 20 (3A) of SBP Act, 1956 states that the Bank shall not, except as authorized 

under this Act, become the owner of any immovable property except where ownership is 

necessary for the use of such property by the Bank, or for the purposes of use for Shariah 

compliant instruments, for the residence, recreation or welfare of its officers or servants. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP-Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management sold 256 residential flats to 

M/s. House Building Finance Company Ltd (HBFCL) at Rs. 129.820 million in 1998-99. Each 

flat was sold at Rs. 505,000 against the market value of Rs. 650,000 thereby resulting in a 

financial loss of Rs. 37.120 million (Rs. 505,000 – Rs. 650,000 = Rs. 145,000 per flat).  

Audit is of the view that sale of flats on lesser rates resulted in a loss of  

Rs. 37.120 million which reflects inefficiency and poor fiancial management.  

The matter was reported to the management in May 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that the cost per flat was Rs. 486,580. HBFC had got the site surveyed by M/s. NESPAK 

who had evaluated a price per flat of Rs. 535,000. SBP negotiated the selling price close to the 

price determined by M/s NESPAK in order to cover the cost incurred. Management’s reply 

was not tenable as management negotiated the property unjustifiably on the basis of valuation 

conducted by HBFC, not by SBP. However, market value of each flat was Rs. 650,000 which 

was sold imprudently to HBFC for Rs. 505,000, resulting in a loss of Rs. 145,000 per flat.DAC 

was held on January 28, 2022, but para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault.  

5.3.4.21 Unjustified appointment due to non-utilization of services of Executive Search 

Firms – Rs. 26.052 million 

As per section 6.1 of recruitment policy of SBP, all positions shall be advertised in the 

national dailies and international journals (if required) highlighting eligibility criteria in terms 

of qualifications, skills and competencies etc. Further, Section 6.2 states that in case the desired 

response is not received through advertisement, services of approved Executive Search Firms 

may be utilized. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP-Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that management recruited two OG-II, three OG-

II officers and nineteen contractual officers for IT department directly by conducting panel 

interviews. It was further observed that the initial written assessment test was not conducted 

despite the ED-HR’s approving remarks in favor of written test except for posts of OG-III. 
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Through scrutiny of record further highlighted that HR department’s basis for waiver of written 

test for mentioned posts was smaller number of shortlisted candidates as tabulated below: 

S. # Position No. of 

vacancies 

Number of 

shortlisted 

candidate 

Payment of 

salary (in 

Rs.)  

1 Data Centre & UPS Infrastructure management (OG-

II) 

1 3 82,000 

2 Configuration change management & Compliance 

(OG-II) 

1 5 100,000 

3 Data Centre Supervision (Hyd) 1 7 82,000 

4 Software Engineer (OG-III) 1 14 202,000 

5 Quality Control Engineer (OG-III) 1 8 188,000 

6 IT Operation Officer (Contractual) 16 28 960,000 

(16*60,000) 

7 Drupal Developer (Contractual) 1 6 195,000 

8 ECM Specialist (Contractual) 1 3 200,000 

9 BPM Specialist (Contractual) 1 6 162,000 

 Total monthly salary 2,171,000 

Total annual salary 26,052,000 
 

It is pertinent to mention here that in case the desired response is not received through 

advertisement (as in the mentioned case i.e. smaller number of shortlisted candidates after 

advertisement), SBP’s recruitment policy mandated the HR department to utilize the services 

of approved Executive Search Firms. However, no search firm was consulted for this 

recruitment to create a larger pool of candidates for strong competition, instead appointment 

was made through interviews from very small number of shortlisted candidates, which in turn 

reflected the lesser competition among candidates and management’s undue favor to candidates 

could not be ruled out. 

Audit is of view that appointment of above mentioned positions without efforts from 

HR department for creating possible strong competition through involving services of approved 

Executive Search Firms as per recruitment policy, is irregular. Hence, audit considers the above 

appointments without larger competition as unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The management in its 

reply stated thattest was not required for lateral hiring because as per practice where the number 

of candidates is less, application of additional steps is not necessary. Moreover, service of 

executive search firm was not utilized due to earlier audit para on it previously. The 

management’s response was not tenable as non-utilization of services of executive search firm 

due to an earlier audit para did not justify the non-compliance of its recruitment policy. DAC 

was held on January 28, 2022, but para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated and responsibility be fixed on 

person at fault.  

5.3.4.22 Irregular award of contract of janitorial services - Rs. 19.352 million  

Rule 39 of PPRA, 2004 states that where needed and clearly expressed in the bidding 

documents, the procuring agency shall require the successful bidder to furnish a performance 

guarantee which shall not exceed ten per cent of the contract amount. 
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As per bidding documents, Bank Statements of three months produced between date of 

publication of tender notice and bid submission date be submitted as evidence showing 

minimum available liquid assets at Rs.1 million at any one instant in statement of last 03 

months.  

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP), Banking Services Corporation, Quetta 

for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management awarded the contract to M/s Khan 

& Sons for hiring of Janitorial Services at Quetta amounting to Rs. 19.352 million being the 

lowest bidder. However, M/s Khan & Sons failed to provide 10% performance guarantee 

amounting to Rs. 1.930 million and bank statements showing the minimum available liquid 

assets of Rs. 1.00 million. 

Audit is of the view that the contract was awarded in violation of rules and without 

observing codal formalities of the bidding documents. Thus, contract amounting to Rs. 19.352 

million held irregular and unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in March, 2021, but no reply was 

received.DAC was held on January 28, 2022, but para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault.  

5.3.4.23 Irregular procurement of medicines – Rs. 14.659 million 

Rule 12(1) & (2) of PPRA, 2004 states procurements over one hundred thousands 

rupees and up to the limit of two million shall be advertised over authority websites. These 

procurements opportunities must be advertised in print media open competitive bidding shall 

be prescribed financial limit for request of quotations. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan, Banking Services Corporation (SBP, BSC) 

Peshawar and Quetta for the year up to 2019-20, it was observed that the management procured 

medicines amounting to Rs. 14.659 million through direct agreement with medical drug 

company without obtaining competitive rates from open market.  

Audit is of the view that the management procured the medicines without competitive 

bidding in violation of rules which held irregular and unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021, but no reply was 

received.DAC was held on January 28, 2022, but para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

(DP No. 166 & 177) 

5.3.4.24 Loss due to gifting of plot without consideration – Rs. 14.400 million 

Responsibilities/objectives of Management Committee on Properties & Equipment 

(MCPE) of SBP include assisting the Governor in exercising oversight responsibilities relating 

to planning, execution and monitoring of activities and functions related to all procurements, 

renovation and replacement of properties and Equipment, excluding equipment relating to IT. 
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During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP-Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management surrendered / gifted 8 Kanals 

of land situated at Ichhra, Lahore to Lahore Development Authority (LDA) & Water and 

Sanitation Agency (WASA) for construction of side raods, sewerage lines and water disposal 

station valuing  

Rs. 14.400 million (Rs. 1.80 million per kanal x 8 kanal) without taking any consideration.  

Audit is of the view that surrendering of plot without consideration to authorities 

resulted in a loss of Rs. 14.400 million which reflects inefficiency and poor financial 

management.  

The matter was reported to the management in May 2021, but no reply was received. 

DAC was held on January 28, 2022, but para was not dicussed.  

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault.  

5.3.4.25 Imprudent decision of sale of land at lower rate – Rs. 12.278 million 

As per section 20 (3A) of SBP Act, 1956 relating to businesses which the Bank may 

not transact, The Bank shall not, except as authorized under this Act, become the owner of any 

immovable property except where ownership is necessary for the use of such property by the 

Bank, or for the purposes of use for Shariah compliant instruments, for the residence, recreation 

or welfare of its officers or servants. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP-Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that management sold an area of land measuring 

31 kanals, 11 marlas & 95 Sqft at Lahore to Mr. Haji Muhammad Sultan & Mr. Muhammad 

Tariq at Rs.42.622 million as against the market value as detailed below: 

Rs. in million 

Market Value Rates of 1st time quotation Rates of 2nd time 

quotation 

Loss 

54.900 51.00 42.622 12.278 

Audit is of the view that the sale of land at lesser rates shows poor financial management 

and ineffeinciy. Thus, the management sustained a loss of Rs.12.278 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in May 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that the estimated value of the plot of Rs. 54.9 million was indeed determined through a 

well renowned evaluator M/s Iqbal A. Nanjee & Company. Board approved its sale for Rs. 

42.6222 million due to the fact that quotations, if called for the third time, might not result in 

realizing the estimated value of the plot and that retaining the plot any longer would only render 

it to encroachment. The management’s reply was not justifiable as valuator in its report clearly 

mentioned that “the area of land was large and rates taken by us are on a lower side. However, 

land is divided into small pieces, the value of land would appreciate substantially.” Hence, it is 

evident that even the market value estimated by valuator was on a lower side. DAC was held 

on January 28, 2022, but para was not dicussed.  

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 
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5.3.4.26 Irregular hiring of space for parking vehicles - Rs. 5.347 million 

Rule 5 (1) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) 2013, states that the 

Board shall exercise its powers and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective 

judgment and independence in the best interests of the company. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan, Banking Services Corporation (SBP.BSC), 

Peshawar for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management hired a space for parking 

of employee’s private vehicles and paid Rent of Rs.5.347 million as detailed below: 

 

S. # Year Rs.in million 

1 2020 1.243 

2 2019 1.254 

3 2018 1.254 

4 2017 1.254 

5 2016 0.342 

 Total 5.347 

Audit is of the view that arranging of parking facilities to private vehicles of employees 

at the cost of company is not justified.  

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021, but no reply was received. 

DAC was held on January 28, 2022, but para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

5.3.4.27 Irregular hiring of services of currency transportation contractor - Rs. 8.109 

million 

Rules 12(2) of PPRA, 2004 states that all procurement opportunities over two million 

rupees should be advertised on the Authority's website as well as in other print media or 

newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally 

appear in at least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu and in case where 

the procuring agency had its own website it may also post all advertisements concerning 

procurement on that website as well. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan, Banking Services Corporation (SBP, BSC) 

Peshawar for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management hired services of a 

contractor Mr. Bahadar Zaib for supplying transport service including labour caring the 

remittance of fresh notes without calling open tender. The aforesaid contractor was engaged 

since long on extension basis time to time on trust basis. He was allowed extension for one 

year w.e.f. January to December, 2020 and further January to March, 2021 for three months on 

the same terms and conditions.  

Audit is of the view that hiring of services of contractor without tender stands irregular 

and unjustified. Thus, payment of Rs. 8.109 million stands irregular and unjustied.  

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021, but no reply was received. 

DAC was held on January 28, 2022, but para was not dicussed. 
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Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

5.3.4.28 Irregular appointmentof officers – Rs. 7.180 million 

According to Section-5 of recruitment policy of SBP, Human Resources Department 

shall prepare a Bank-wide Annual Manpower Plan through rationalization and consolidation 

of individual departmental manpower requirements with the approval of the Governor. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP- Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that management hired four OG-II and one OG-

III officers in the Office of Chief Information Security Officer (OCISO) without advertisement 

and in contradiction to approved Annual Manpower Plan. The detail of recruited employees 

are is as under: 

S.# Name of employee Grade Salary (Rs) 

1 FaizanFarooqi OG-III 125,000 

2 Ayaz Hussain Abro OG-II 130,912 

3 Syed AbeerKazmi OG-II 82,912 

4 Sufiyan Ali Shaikh OG-II 145,412 

5 Waqas Ahmed Khan OG-II 114,109 

 Total monthly salary 598,345 

 Total annual salary 7,180,140 

While reviewing the file at length, following observations were noted: 

 Initially recruitment drive was aimed to hire two OG-II and three OG-III officers in OCISO 

without mentioning the exact number of positions in the advertisement. Later on, keeping same 

number of positions, test was conducted on August 18, 2019 by NTS. Subsequently, 

management decided to hire four additional OG-II candidates from the same recruitment drive, 

reflecting the ill-planning by HR department. 

 Two unfilled positions of OG-III were downgraded to OG-II in manpower plan of FY 2019-20, 

pointing towards the needless creation of posts of OG-III in manpower plan of FY 2018-19 

without prudent planning.  

 Already overdrawn quota of Sindh (U) & Merit was again overdrawn by filling mentioned 

positions against these quotas.  

Audit is of the view that hiring of mentioned OG-II & OG-III officers is unjustified due 

to irregular planning by HR department as posts were not advertised and equal opportunity was 

not provided to the other potential candidates. Therefore, audit considers the said appointments 

as irregular and payment of  

Rs. 7.180 million on account of salaries and other perks as unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that the number of positions was not required to be advertised and approval was granted 

by the Governor for additional hiring considering the critical nature of the functions performed 

by OCISO. Whereas for the other position of OG-III no candidate qualified, therefore owing 

to the acute shortage of staff the position was filled with a candidate qualified against OG-II 

position. Moreover, due to smaller available pool of candidates and shortage of staff in OCISO, 

Sindh (U) quota was overdrawn. Management’s response was not justified as HR failed initially 

to forecast the total number of candidates required in OCISO. Moreover, posts were required 
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to be advertised and due process should have been completed to explore more potential 

candidates.DAC was held on January 28, 2022, but para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends that matter may be further investigated and responsibility be fixed 

on person at fault for human resource ill planning. 

5.3.4.29 Non-recovery of non-performing loans – Rs. 6.762 million 

Section 24.2.3 of HR Manual of SBP states that the personal loan granted to an 

employee is recovered in a maximum of 24 monthly installments or up to the date of retirement 

or termination of service whichever is earlier. The recovery of installment is started from the 

next month of availing loan, if loan is disbursed after 10th of preceding month. 

As per Circular No. HRD (COE)/ 06 / 2016 February 01, 2016 all employees separating 

from Bank’s service are required to adjust outstanding liabilities within sixty (60) days from 

the date of separation. In case the liabilities are not adjusted within the stated period, concerned 

ex-employee will be liable to pay mark-up on outstanding liabilities @ KIBOR+5% till the 

date s/he settles liabilities. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP-Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management failed to recover the non-

performing loans amounting to Rs. 6.762 million. 

Audit is of the view that the management showed slackness to recover non-performing 

loans of Rs. 6.762 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in May 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that the unconsolidated financial statement of SBP did not reflect such non-performing 

loans, so it did not pertain to SBP. Management’s reply was not justified as consolidated 

Financial Statements of SBP reflected amount of Rs. 6.762 million as Non-Performing Loans 

(NPLs) from employees. DAC was held on January 28, 2022, but para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault.  

5.3.4.30 Non-recovery of outstanding dues – Rs. 5.719 million 

Rule 4 (3) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states 

that the Chief Executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and 

for its procedures in financial and other matters. His responsibilities include implementation of 

strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that 

funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and 

effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP-BSC) Peshawar for the year up to 2019-

20, it was observed that an amount of Rs.5.721 million was lying outstanding against different 

parties for more than one year. The detail is as under: 

(Rs in million) 

S.# Description Outstanding 

1 Receivable from Pakistan Banking Mohtasib 0.035 

2 Other Receivables 4.985 
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3 Receivable from litigation parties 0.200 

4 Receivable from FMU 0.499 

 Total 5.719 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of dues reflects inefficiency and weak recovery 

mechanism.  

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021, but no reply was received. 

DAC was held on January 28, 2022, but para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends prompt recovery of outstanding amount.  

5.3.4.31 Irregular appointment of Junior Software Engineer without application – Rs. 

1.452 million 

As a general rule, in order for appointment against a specific post, candidate has to 

apply for that post initially. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP- Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management appointed Mr. Faisal Saleem 

Ahmed, for the post of Junior Software Engineer (OG-II) in IT department in December 2019 

without his application for the post of OG-II. However, the incumbent had applied and was 

successfully interviewed for the post of OG-III.  

Audit is of the view that management extended undue favour to the incumbent in his 

appointment for the post of Junior Software Engineer (OG-II) without his application which 

stands irregular. Thus, the payment of salary amounting to Rs. 1.452 million also held irregular 

and unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021. The managementin its reply 

stated that interview panel decided to offer Mr. Faisal OG-2 position as no other candidate 

could qualify for the position of Junior Software Engineer (OG-2). Moreover, only 10% rise 

was offered to the candidate. Management’s reply was not satisfactory as the incumbent could 

not be offered a position for which he had not applied. Moreover, management’s reply was in 

contradiction with actual results of interview, hence appointing a candidate for a lower position 

on the grounds that no candidate qualified for that lower post, would create legal risk for the 

Bank.DAC was held on January 28, 2022, but para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

5.3.4.32 Irregular secondments in organizations regulated by SBP 

As per section 7.1 of Deputation & Secondment Policy of SBP, SBP may place the 

services of its employees on secondment to external organizations where SBP plays a 

supportive role within or outside Pakistan. These include organizations having functional 

linkages with SBP, public sector institutions in Pakistan, research institutes, International 

lending/donor agencies, central banks, Academia (to pursue research with reputed institution), 

on-the-job research/training (relevant to the Bank functions) at foreign institutions, except 

those organizations which are regulated by SBP and where a conflict of interest exists. 
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During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP-Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management placed the services of 

following employees on secondment basis in the organizations which are being regulated by 

SBP. The details are as under: 

PIN Full Name Grade Organization Deputation Start Date 

8901 Adnan Sarkar OG-4 EXIM Bank 24-Aug-2016 

9138 Muhammad Yasir Hayat Khan OG-3 EXIM Bank 28-Oct-2016 

8061 Tariq Rahman OG-5 HBFCL 26-Feb-2018 

8680 Usman Shaukat OG-4 EXIM Bank 19-Oct-2016 

Audit is of the view that management deputed the employees on secondment basis in 

violation of policy.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting dated 28-01-2021. Managementstated that 

EXIM Bank is not being regulated by SBP. Moreover, incumbent deputed in HBFCL was 

deputed upon requisition of MD, HBFC. However, upon audit’s objection, incumbent had been 

called back. DAC was held on January 28, 2022, but para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC’s directives.  

5.3.4.33 Unjustified appointment of employees in violation of regional quota over years 

Section 10 of State Bank of Pakistan Staff Regulations (2005) stipulates that 

appointment of employees by direct recruitment shall be made in accordance with the Regional 

or Provincial quota as prescribed by the Federal Government. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP-Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the direct recruitment was not made in 

accordance with Regional quota in SBP. Furthermore, quota of Sindh Urban was overdrawn 

against recruitments in all grades on the expense of under drawn quota in other 

regions/provinces. It was flabbergasted to note that the management was in practice of violating 

regional quota in all appointments over the years despite an audit observation earlier. Detail of 

current appointments depicting violation of regional quota is as under: 

Grade 
Opening 

Balance 

Total 

posts 

filled in 

Merit 7.5% Punjab 50% 

Sindh U 

7.6% 

Sindh R 

11.4% 

KP 

11.5% 

Baluchistan 

6% 

FATA / 

GB 

4% 

AJK 

2% 
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OG-2 445 33 3 (0.525) 8 254.0 8 (16.49) 8 66.75 0.0 54.71 2.0 25.14 4 8.12 3 0.03 

OG-3 84.00 2 1 (3.525) - 65.0 1 (42.35) - 13.74 - 20.27 - 12.75 - 9.92 - 5.960 

OG-4 17.00 1 1 (0.075) - 13.0 - (20.55) - 7.17 - 5.27 - 5.30 - 3.92 - 1.960 

OG-5 43.00 0 - 0.675 - 16.0 - (8.33) - 8.51 - 9.71 - 6.11 - 6.16 - 3.080 

OG-6 10.00 1 0 (1.00) 1 9.50 - (5.30) - (0.04) - 3.02 - 0.72 - 1.40 - 0.700 

OG-7 4.00 1 1 (1.075) - 10.0 - (12.17) - 2.73 - 1.76 - 1.31 - 0.96 - 0.480 
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Audit is of the view that management deliberately violated the regional quotas and 

unjustifiably overdrawn the quota of Sindh Urban in appointment in all grades. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 28, 2022. The managementstated that the matter 

will be placed before BOD of SBP for further action.DAC directed the management to verify 

factual position and submit BOD’s approval to Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

5.3.4.34 Non-implementation of Islamic accounting and auditing standards due to non-

appointment of Executive Director (ED) - Islamic Banking 

Section 17(H) of SBP Act, 1956 relating to regulatory powers states that the Bank 

(SBP) shall have power to issue such directives, instructions and regulations in whatsoever 

form as may be necessary for carrying out the functions of the banks under this Act or any 

other law and shall be binding and enforceable. 

The main objectives/goals of Islamic Banking Department is to strengthen legal, 

regulatory, and Shariah compliance framework to facilitate and catalyze development of 

Islamic banking industry in the country and to collaborate with local and international standard 

setting bodies/institutions dealing with Islamic finance, like Islamic Financial Services Board 

(IFSB), Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) 

and International Islamic Financial Market (IIFM) etc. for the development of prudential 

standards/guiding principles for the Islamic banking industry. 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP-Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that management did not appoint Executive 

Director (ED) - Islamic Banking despite its approval from Board of Directors in 2017-18. It is 

pertinent to mention here that Islamic banking had grown substantially same is evident from 

recent substantial growth in Islamic banking. Moreover, Financing to Deposit Ratio (FDR), 

Return of Equity (ROE) & Return of Assets (ROA) of Islamic banking were comparatively 

higher than the overall banking industry of Pakistan. Furthermore, it was also observed that 

SBP had adopted only fifteen Shariah Standards of Accounting & Auditing for Islamic 

Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) out of 26 accounting standards, 5 auditing standards, 2 codes 

of ethics and 7 governance standards for Islamic banking. Current year’s growth of Islamic 

banking is reflected as under:  

Description Islamic banking progress (Rs in billion) Growth (%) 

2019 2020 2019 2020 

Assets 2,992 3,633 20.6 21.4 

Deposits 2,415 2,946 18.8 22 

Total Branches 2,913 3,274 8.5 12.4 
 

Considering the recent growth in Islamic banking industry, Audit is of the view that 

non-appointment of ED-Islamic banking despite its approval from Board of Director since 

long, has resulted in non-implementation of Islamic financial standards in Islamic banking 

industry of Pakistan. Hence, risk of money laundering and terror financing through Islamic 

banking can not be ruled out. 
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The matter was reported to the management in May 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that observation did not fall under the scope of audit as it did not have any financial 

impact. Management’s reply was not tenable as Audit pointed out the consequences of non-

appointment of ED-Islamic Banking as regulator non has resulted in non-implementation of 

Islamic accounting and auditing standards and prevailing risk of money laundering and terror 

financing in Islamic banking industry, which was not replied by management.DAC was held 

on January 28, 2022, but para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends that management should take rigorous efforts to fill the post 

promptly and responsibility be fixed on person at fault for non-appointment of the post. 

5.3.4.35 Non-production of record 

Section 14 of the Auditor General of Pakistan’s Functions, Powers, Terms and 

conditions of Service Ordinance 2001 provides as under: 

(i)The officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities and provide 

record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete form as 

possible and with all reasons bale expedition (Sub Section 2) 

(ii) Any person or authority hindering the Auditorial functions of the Auditor General 

regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary actions under relevant E&D 

Rules (Sub-Section 3) 

During audit of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and SBP-Banking Services Corporation 

(BSC) for the year 2019-20, various requisitions and subsequent reminders were issued for 

provision of record. However, the management failed to provide the auditable record despite 

the lapse of considerable time. Annex-33. 

Audit is of the view that due to non-production of record Audit could not verify the 

authenticity & validity of items and expenditures. 

The matter was reported to the management in May 2021, but no reply was received. 

DAC was held on January 28, 2022, but para was not dicussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault.  

5.4 Joint Ventures  

5.4.1 Hindrance in Audit Function 

Article 170 (2) of the Constitution of Pakistan, 1973 states that the Audit of the accounts 

of Federal and of the Provincial Governments and the accounts of any authority or body 

established by, or under the control of, the Federal or a Provincial Government shall be 

conducted by the Auditor – General, who shall determine the extent and nature of such Audit. 

Section 14 (3) of the Auditor General’sOrdinance, 2001, states that any person or 

authority hindering auditorial functions of the Auditor General regarding inspection of 

accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant Efficiency and Disciplinary Rule, 

applicable to such person . 
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During the year 2021-22, it was observed that 50% shares prescribed to the Government 

of Pakistan of the following joint ventures and comes under the Audit Purview of Auditor 

General of Pakistan (AGP). The Audit required the audited accounts and details of accounts to 

conduct the audit of following joint ventures, under above rule and provisions. On the directives 

of the worthy Auditor General of Pakistan (AGP), the letters were issued to the management 

of following Audit entities to conduct the Audit. However, entities refused to entertain the 

Audit. Due to the refusal of the management, the Office of the AGP could not fulfill its 

constitutional mandate. 

S. # Name of refusing entity Remarks 

1.  Pak Kuwait Investment Company Limited The management refused to Audit on the 

ground that clarification from Law & 

Justice Division dated May 22, 2018 states 

that, 

“Joint Investment Companies which 

have foreign element do not fall within 

the ambit of Article 170 (2) of the 

Constitution of Republic of Pakistan.” 

2.  Pak Oman Investment Company Limited 

3.  Pak Iran Investment Company Limited 

4.  Pak Brunei Investment Company Limited 

5.  Pak Libya Holding Company Limited 

6.  Pak Bahrain Investment Company Limited 

7.  Pak Qatar Investment Company Limited  

Audit is of the view that refusal of management is tantamount to hinder the auditorial 

functions of the AGP.  

Audit recommends that relevant record may be produced to Audit on priority and 

disciplinary action may be taken under E&D rules against those hindering the Auditorial 

functions of the AGP. 
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5.5 SME Bank Limited 

5.5.1 Introduction 

SME Bank Limited was formed and incorporated on October 30, 2001, as a public 

limited company under the Companies Ordinance, 1984 (now Companies Act 2017). The 

prime objective of the Bank was supporting and developing SME sector of the country. Total 

paid-up capital of the Bank was Rs. 2,390 million, out of which Rs. 2,244 million (93.89%) is 

owned by the Government of Pakistan. Other shareholders are NBP (2.56%), UBL (1.66%), 

HBL (0.830%), MCB (0.62%), ABL (0.32%) and IDBP (0.12%). The Bank was operating 

through a network of 13 commercial banking branches. 

The Bank obtained its business commencement certificate on April 16, 2005, which 

became effective from the date of its issue. The main objectives of Bank were: 

● To support, develop and promote SMEs by providing them with the necessary technical and 

financial assistance. 

● To concentrate on value addition and export oriented SMEs. 

● To enable SMEs to play a vital role in stimulating GDP growth, create job opportunities and 

reduce poverty. 

● The Bank was on the list of Privatization Commission of Pakistan. 

5.5.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

5.5.2.1 The financial performance of the bank for the year ended December 31, 2020 as compared 

with previous years is as follows: 

(Rs. in million) 

 2020 % Inc./ (Dec) 2019 % Inc./ 

(Dec) 

2018 

Mark Up/return / interest earned 738.948 (4.81) 776.306 4.70 741.444 

Mark Up/return / interest expensed 1,008.663 (12.26) 1,149.619 58.86 723.660 

Non-markup / interest income (269.715) (27.75) (373.313) - 17.784 

Fee and Commission income 10.914 9.87 9.933 5.21 9.441 

Dividend Income 1.619 (27.94) 2.247 392.76 0.456 

Gain on Securities 0.815 11,543 0.007 (99.30) 1.001 

Other Income 1.576 60.82 0.980 (19.61) 1.219 

Total Non-markup/interest income  14.934 13.42 13.167 8.67 12.117 

Total (loss)/Income  (254.781) (29.26) (360.146) - 29.901 

Non-Mark-up/interest expenses      

Operating expenses 837.299 (4.54) 877.195 4.54 839.127 

Other Charges 69.559 0.19 69.426 2,980.12 2.254 

Total non-mark-up/ Interest expenses 906.858 (4.20) 946.621 12.51 841.381 

Loss before provision (1,161.639) (11.11) (1,306.767) - 811.480 

Provisions & Write offs – Net (14.521) (24.99) (19.358) - 64.796 

Loss before taxation (1,147.118) (10.89) (1,287.409) 46.92 (876.276) 

Taxation (169.954) (21.00) (215.100) 327.31 (50.338) 

Loss after taxation (977.164) (8.87) (1,072.309) 29.83 (825.938) 

Basic/diluted (Loss) per share (Rs.) (4.08) (8.93) (4.48) 29.86 (3.45) 
 

Ratio Analysis 

 2020 2019 2018 

Current Ratio 0.76 time 0.80 time - 
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Return on Asset  -9.73% -10.84% -8.01% 

Capital Adequacy Ratio (required 10%) -107.95% -71.83% -52.19 

Earning / (Loss) per share (4.08) (4.48) (3.45) 

5.5.2.2 The markup / return / interest earned by Bank decreased from Rs. 776.306 million in 2019 

to Rs. 738.948 million in 2020 registering a decrease of 4.82%. Apart from it, interest expensed is 

greater than interest earned, resulting to interest loss of Rs. 269.715 million. Due to decrease in interest 

income by 4.82% and huge amount of interest loss, net loss for the year is Rs. 977.164 million and 

accumulated loss increased to Rs. 5,761.702 million (2019: Rs. 4,811.162 million) as on December 31, 

2020. Further, SME bank is functioning with 13 branch offices in all over the country; the survival of 

bank with such a least number of branches is not possible. The management may focus on operational 

activities to improve the financial health of the bank; otherwise the sustainability of the Bank would be 

at stake. 

5.5.2.3 Despite handsome increase of 13% in Deposits, and other accounts i.e. from Rs. 7500.708 

million in 2019 to Rs. 7,602.613 million in 2020, markup was decreased by only 4.81% instead of 

increase. Despite increase in deposit base, the banks failed to improve its operations. 

5.5.2.4 The current liabilities for the year ended December 31, 2020 stood at Rs. 13.101 million as 

against current assets of Rs. 9.941 million which was 0.76: 1 against the required ratio of 2:1. This 

shows the liquidity position of the company is not in satisfactory range, hence matter needs to be 

reviewed. 

5.5.2.5 The non-performing loans were transferred to NBP for recovery from July 1, 2010 on 

certain terms and conditions. Out of total outstanding amount of Rs. 4,881.305 million as on December 

31, 2018 not a single penny could have recovered by the NBP / SME Bank management till December 

31, 2020. Efforts made for the recovery of said loans need to be explained. 

5.5.2.6 Cash and bank balance with treasury banks includes balances with SBP which has 

decreased by 10.36% from Rs. 468.277 million as on December 31, 2019 to Rs. 419.782 million as on 

December 31, 2020. Detail of such balance along-with statutory requirements issued by the SBP needs 

to be highlighted. Further Balance with NBP bank has increased by 25.39% from Rs. 58.486 million as 

on December 31, 2019 to Rs. 73.334 million as on December 31, 2020.The management may elaborate 

the terms & conditions of deposits with said banks along with detail of markup earned on deposits. 

5.5.2.7 Chartered Accountant issued Qualified Opinion on the financial statements of the bank. 

The basis of qualified opinion is that the bank has an investment in SME Leasing Ltd. (SMEL) Rs. 

80.748 million (net of provision of Rs. 134.709 million) and has outstanding running finance exposure 

of Rs. 144.747 million. SMEL continues to operate on a net loss basis and therefore the recoverability 

of investment and running finance exposure is doubtful. Position needs early attention. 

5.5.2.8 Operating expenses includes directors fee, allowances and other expenses were incurred 

amounting to Rs. 2.659 million (2019-Rs. Nil) in the year 2020. The figure is silent by means of notes. 

It is pertinent to mention here that the expenditure in the same was Nil in the previous years. Audit 

recommends to justify the reason for incurring the abnormal expenditure and to provide the detailed 

break up. 

5.5.2.9 Return on Asset ratio of the Bank for the year 2020 was negative 9.73% whereas Return 

on Asset (ROA) of over positive 5% is generally considered good. The term return on assets (ROA) 

refers to a financial ratio that indicates how profitable a company is in relation to its total assets. A 

higher ROA means a company is more efficient and productive at managing its balance sheet to generate 

profits while a lower ROA indicates there is room for improvement. Negative return on assets ratio 
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needs justification. 

5.5.2.10 Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) of the company was negative 107.95%, whereas Bank was 

required to maintain CAR ratio at positive 10%. The capital adequacy ratio (CAR) is a measure of how 

much capital a bank has available, reported as a percentage of a bank's risk-weighted credit exposures. 

The purpose is to establish that banks have enough capital on reserve to handle a certain amount of 

losses, before being at risk for becoming insolvent. Audit recommends to justify the reason for negative 

CAR i.e. (107.95%). 

5.5.2.11 Earning/(Loss) per share of the SME bank for the year 2020 is negative i.e. (4.08) which is 

consecutively negative since last 6 years A higher EPS indicates greater value because investors will 

pay more for a company's shares if they think the company has higher profits relative to its share price. 

Negative earning per share/ loss per share needs justification. 

5.5.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras No. 

% of 

compliance 

1990-91 04 02 02 221, 225 50 

1991-92 03 02 01 210 67 

1992-93 06 05 01 73 83 

1993-94 12 09 03 53, 54, 57 75 

1994-95 10 03 07 68, 74, 76, 77, 79, 81, 125 30 

1995-96 04 02 02 88, 96 50 

1996-97 11 09 02 66, 71 82 

1997-98 13 12 01 79 92 

1998-99 10 07 03 84, 85, 86 70 

1999-00 21 13 08 110, 121, 122, 124, 125, 126, 127, 

129 

62 

2000-01 23 0 23 86, 88, 89, 91, 92, 94, 95, 97, 98, 

99, 100, 101, 102, 104, 106, 107, 

108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 114, 115 

- 

2001-02 07 02 05 144, 145, 146, 147, 148 29 

2002-03 15 11 04 72 & 72.1, 73, 74, 77 73 

2003-04 15 06 09 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 73, (74,75, 76-

CIRC) 

40 

2004-05 05 04 01 47-CIRC 80 

2005-06 08 03 05 88.4, 89, 90, 91, 92 37 

2006-07 13 05 08 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60 38 

2007-08 06 04 02 55, 56 71 

2008-09 07 0 07 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70 - 

2009-10 07 04 03 70.3, 70.4, 71 63 

2013-14 13 01 12 

6.5.1, 6.5.2.1, 6.5.2.2, 6.5.2.3, 

6.5.4.4, 6.5.4.1, 6.5.4.2, 6.5.4.5, 

6.5.4.3, 6.5.2.4, 6.5.2.5, 6.5.3 

8 

2016-17 15 08 07 
6.4.2.2, 6.4.2.3, 6.4.2.4, 6.4.2.5, 

6.4.2.6, 6.4.3, 6.4.4.2 
53 

Total 228 112 116  49 

Overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be improved. 
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5.6 Zarai Taraqiati Bank Limited 

5.6.1 Introduction 

In pursuance of Section-3 of Agricultural Development Bank of Pakistan (ADBP) (Re-

organization and Conversion) Ordinance 2002, ZTBL was incorporated as a public limited 

company under the Companies Ordinance 1984 (now Companies Act 2017) on October 23, 

2002. All assets, contract, liabilities, proceedings and undertakings of ADBP were transferred 

to and vested in ZTBL on December 14, 2002 at a total worth of Rs. 870 million. Out of total 

issued shares of 1,252.24 million, 1,251.19 million are held by Federal Government, remaining 

shares are held by four Provincial Governments. The Bank’s principal office is situated at 1-

Faisal Avenue, Zero Point, Islamabad. 

Main purpose of the Bank is to provide sustainable rural finance and services 

particularly to small farmers and low-income households to strengthen the rural and 

agricultural sector, mitigate poverty, capital market, and investment activities and other 

banking business. The Bank was disbursing loans of two categories i.e. production loans for 

short term and development loans for long-term purposes. The Bank was being operated 

through 32 Zones with a total number of 460 branches. On December 31, 2016, the net 

advances amounted to Rs. 141.27 billion (2015: Rs. 134.69 billion). 

5.6.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

5.6.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to Audit for review each year. 

Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited annual accounts of the organization for the 

year 2017 to 2020 till December 31, 2021. 

Audit recommends that the annual audited accounts for the years 2017-18 to 

2020-21 be provided immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing 

responsibility for non-submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 
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5.6.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 

Pending Paras No. % of 

compliance 

1989-90 19 14 05 226, 230, 233, 234, 235 74 

1990-91 14 10 04 174, 175, 176, 178 71 

1991-92 13 06 07 154, 155, 148, 150, 152, 151, 153 46 

1992-93 18 12 06 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21 67 

1993-94 17 10 07 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 22 59 

1994-95 19 13 06 7, 12, 15, 20, 14, 22 68 

1995-96 24 15 09 8, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 28 63 

1996-97 06 04 02 7, 11 67 

1997-98 18 11 07 46, 49, 53, 56, 58, 59, 62 61 

1998-99 10 05 05 68, 70, 73-S, 74-S, 75-S 50 

1999-00 11 01 10 
1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1,4.2,5 

(SAR-141) 
9 

2000-01 14 06 08 68, 72, 73, 74, 76, 79, 75, 80 43 

2001-02 10 05 05 133, 134, 135, 138, 139 50 

2002-03 02 01 01 69 50 

2003-04 10 05 05 62.6, 62.2, 62.4, 64, 65 50 

2004-05 03 01 02 45, 46 33 

2005-06 13 06 07 80.5, 80.6, 81, 82, 84, 85, 86 46 

2006-07 13 06 07 62.6, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68 46 

2007-08 11 07 04 59, 60, 61, 62 64 

2008-09 13 05 08 71.3, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78 38 

2009-10 07 03 04 74, 75, 77, 79 43 

2013-14 14 0 14 

6.6.1, 6.6.2.1, 6.6.2.2, 6.6.2.3, 6.6.2.4, 

6.6.2.5, 6.6.2.6, 6.6.2.7, 6.6.2.8, 6.6.3, 

6.6.4.1, 6.6.4.2, 6.6.4.3, 6.6.4.4, 

0 

2016-17 21 12 09 
6.5.2.2, 6.5.2.3, 6.5.2.4, 6.5.3, 6.5.4.1, 

6.5.4.3, 6.5.4.5, 6.5.4.6, 6.5.4.8 
57 

2017-18 24 02 22 

9.6.1, 9.6.2.1, 9.6.2.2, 9.6.2.3, 9.6.2.4, 

9.6.2.5, 9.6.2.6, 9.6.2.7, 9.6.2.8, 9.6.2.9, 

9.6.2.10, 9.6.2.11, 9.6.2.12, 9.6.3, 9.6.4.1, 

9.6.4.3, 9.6.4.4, 9.6.4.5, 9.6.4.7, 9.6.4.8, 

9.6.4.9 & 9.6.4.10 

8 

2019-20 11 0 11 

6.7.2.1, 6.7.2.2, 6.7.3, 6.7.4.1, 6.7.4.2, 

6.7.4.3, 6.7.4.4, 6.7.4.5, 6.7.4.6, 6.7.4.7, 

6.7.4.8 

0 

Total 335 160 175  48 

Overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be improved. 
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5.6.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

5.6.4.1 Poor achievement of loan recovery targets – Rs. 14,309.989 million 

Less achievement of deposit target – Rs. 24,588.59 million 

According to Clause 15.21(i) of credit manual of ZTBL, recovery Department will issue targets 

against recoverable amounts separately against past year dues and recovery installments being fallen 

due during the year as per bank books whereas SAM Department will issue targets as against SAM 

Portfolio to each Zone as assigned by the management. The Zonal Chief will be responsible to issue 

such targets to each branch / MCO circle as per guidelines issued by Head Office.  

During audit of ZTBL (HO) Islamabad for the year ended December 2020, it was observed that 

the Special Assets Management (SAM) department fixed targets against the SAM portfolio to the field 

offices of different zones for recovery of the outstanding loans but the concerned offices failed to 

achieve the desired targets as tabulated below: 

(Rs. in million) 

No. of 

Zone 

No. of 

Branches 

Loan 

type 

Target 

fixed 

Target 

achieved 

Less 

achieved 

%age 

38 38 General 10,633.31 3,078.41 7,554.90 29 

31 - SAM 8,999.972 2,244.883 6,755.089 25 

 Total  19,633.282 5,323.293 14,309.989  

Further in 18 Zones, 287 branches were given the deposit targets of  

Rs. 30,944.32 million out of which only Rs. 6,355.73 million was achieved leaving a balance of 

24,588.59 million which was only 21% of the fixed target. 

Audit is of the view that overall performance of the ZTBL for recovery of outstanding loans 

and deposit targets, was very poor which affects the overall sustainability of the bank in future. 

In the DAC meeting held on 01.02.2022, the management informed that Deposit Weightages 

given to the field functionaries in their annual appraisals and they were appraised according to their 

deposit achievements. In addition LMD is closely monitoring their performance and quarterly 

performance report is sent to HR for their furtherance against non-performers on regular basis.  

The DAC directed the management of ZTBL to rationalize the recovery targets and verify the 

reflection of poor performances in PERs, probe into the causes of poor performance, of the bank and 

take appropriate measures for improvement of performance of 38 branches of ZTBL reported by Audit 

and get the relevant record verified till satisfaction of Audit.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-1, 2 & 3 (ZTBL HO), 2020 

5.6.4.2 Non-recovery of loans decided / decreed by courts in favor of bank - Rs. 69.449 

million 

As per para-19 (3) of Financial Ordinance No XLVI of 2001, in case of mortgage, pledged or 

hypothecated property, the financial institution may sell or cause the same to be sold with or without 
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the intervention of the Banking Court either by public auction or by inviting sealed tenders and 

appropriate the proceeds towards total or partial satisfaction of the decree. The decree passed by the 

Banking Court shall constitute and confer sufficient power and authority for the financial institution to 

sell or cause the sale of the mortgaged, pledged or hypothecated property together with transfer of 

marketable title and no further order of the Banking Court shall be required for this purpose.  

During the audit of ZTBL (HO) Islamabad for the year ended December, 2020, it was observed 

that 110 loan cases were decree/decided in favor of ZTBL by the courts during the years 2019 but the 

outstanding dues amounting to Rs. 69,448,525 was not recovered by auction of such land / other 

properties. 

Despite lapse of considerable period, the management failed to take effective measures/steps to 

recover the amount from the defaulter loanees decided/decreed in favor of Bank through personal means 

or Law Enforcement Agencies. This shows the administrative and financial mis-management of the 

bank. Thus due to non-recovery of the said amount from the defaulters, the Bank sustained loss of Rs. 

69,448,525. 

In the DAC meeting held on 01.02.2022, the management informed that the bank adopts the 

best recovery measures in number of cases Bank has acquired the properties and auctioned them in 

satisfaction of its decree. 

The DAC directed the management to pursue the court cases and outstanding recovery 

vigorously, and get the relevant record/ documents verified by Audit till its satisfaction. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-7 (ZTBL HO), 2020 

5.6.4.3 Loss due to misplacing of loan files – Rs. 15.131 million 

As per Clause-10.11 (i) of ZTBL Credit Manual Vol-1 loan case files containing all legal 

documents to ensure the security of the loan advanced by the Bank should be kept in the joint personal 

custody of the Manager/ Sub Manager and the credit officer (Desk) and Accounts Officer under lock 

and key. Further, as per ZTBL (Head Office) Circular No. CAD/I/2011 dated 26thApril, 2011, all the 

Zonal Chiefs/Zonal Managers/ Area Chiefs/ Chief Managers/ Branch Managers are responsible for re-

construction of loan files damaged/misplaced.  

During the audit of ZTBL (HO) Islamabad for the year 2020, it was observed that 29 loan case 

files disbursed/ sanctioned were misplaced and not traceable due to which the bank sustained a loss of 

Rs. 15.131 million. 

Major penalty of dismissal from service alongwith 50% amount of outstanding loans with up 

to date markup was imposed on Mr. Sikandar Ali Khoso PP No.069612 and retiring benefits of Mr. 

Niaz Ali Manggrio Ex-AVP/OICA were also retained by the bank. Furthermore, the cases were just 

illustrative and not exhaustive; therefore, the management may review all such other cases in all over 

the country.  

In the DAC meeting held on 01.02.2022, the management informed that inquiry proceedings 

against both the accused were completed wherein allegations regarding missing files of 82 SAM loans 

and 30 files of general loan cases were proved.  

The DAC directed the management of ZTBL to get the relevant records/ files and amount 

recovered verified by Audit. The DAC further directed the management of ZTBL to expedite efforts 

for tracing of missing files/ records and furnish progress report during next meeting of the DAC.  
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Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-31 (ZTBL HO), 2020 

5.6.4.4 Loss due to fraud & forgery - Rs. 14.850 million 

According to ZTBL Fraud Prevention Policy 2015, every employee of ZTBL including adhoc, 

temporary, contract, representative of vendors, suppliers, contractors, consultants, service provider or 

any other agency doing any type of business with ZTBL is expected and shall be responsible to ensure 

that there is no fraudulent act being committed in their areas of responsibility/control. As soon as it is 

learnt that a fraud or suspected fraud has taken or is likely to take place they should immediately apprise 

the same to concerned quarter as per procedure.  

During audit of ZTBL Islamabad for the year ended 31.12.2020, it was observed that following 

mangers/assistant managers embezzled Rs. 14.550 million in various loan cases by obtaining 

signature/thumb impression of borrowers on blank papers including cheques in advance but payments 

were not made to the actual borrowers. Allegations against the accused proved after proper inquiry and 

on the recommendations of inquiry Committee, the management imposed major penalty of dismissal 

from service and recovery of Rs. 14.550 million with up to date markup vide office memorandums 

dated 30.04.2021. 

Name of Manager/AM PP No. No. of loan cases Amount 

embezzled 

Mr. Naveed Ashraf late Manager - 01 300,000 

Mr. Zia ud Din Cashier 104786 17 682,392 

Mr. Shankar Lal AM Operations 072834 32 2,885,692 

Mr. Muhammad Junaid MCO 130344 22 3,249,561 

Abdul Samad Manager 038652 42 7,732,539 

Total:-   14,850,184 

Audit is of the view that despite existence of different departments in ZTBL like audit 

department, Anti-corruption cell and disciplinary department, such type of frauds show lack of financial 

mismanagement resulting loss to the bank. 

Matter was reported to the management on 15.09.2021. Management replied that on rejection 

of departmental appeals, the management registered FIR against the accused ex-employees.  

Reply was not acceptable as no further progress in the matter was shown to the audit till 

finalization of the report. 

In the DAC meeting held on 01.02.2022, the management informed that FIR has been lodged 

against him in Police Station Kandiari on 11.09.2021. Further, all cases are now subject to centralized 

approval of head office. 

DAC showed its concern on the issue and pended the para till recovery of outstanding dues. 

Further, directed to refer the cases to FIA through Ministry and also take appropriate remedial measures 

to avoid such recurrence in future. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-32, 33, 34, 40 & 41 (ZTBL HO), 2020 

5.6.4.5 Irregular appointment as AVP on fake degree – Rs. 8.908 million 

According to the Clause – 1 (vi) (f) of the Offer of Appointment No: HROD/ (R&A)/ 1(13)/ 

2009/ 6074 dated: July 11, 2009 issued Agha Hassan Khurshid, in case any information/ documents 

provided at the time of seeking appointment in the Bank or after joining proved to be incorrect/ fake, 

necessary departmental proceedings would be initiated against you, which may result in termination of 
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your services from the Bank. The above action shall not preclude the criminal proceedings that the Bank 

may initiate against you for recovery of its dues/ assets which may, owe to the Bank at the time of 

termination. 

During the audit of ZTBL for the year ended December, 2020, it was observed that management 

appointed Agha Hassan Khurshid as Assistant Vice President in the bank w.e.f July 11, 2009 under 

Staff Regulations-2005. The officer was having Master in Business Administration (marketing).Upon 

verification, his master degree was found bogus by the HEC. The officer was charge sheeted and 

directed to immediately relinquish the charge of the office and hand over the vehicle and other Bank 

assets.  

Audit is of the view that management extended undue favor by not confirming the 

degree/certificates of employees within 30 days’ time hence, tantamount to negligence. The degrees 

were verified after approximately 06 years later. Thus, the appointment and payment of Rs. 8.908 

million made on account of pay & allowances was held irregular. 

In the DAC meeting held on 01.02.2022, the management informed that Honorable Supreme 

Court of Pakistan vide its judgment in Civil Review Petition No. 1165 of 2021 dated 03.01.2021 has 

accepted the Bank’s appeal and directed the Bank to continue the inquiry and pass order within 15-days 

after complying with all codal formalities. 

DAC directed to get the amount recovered from the concerned and share inquiry report in the 

case with the Ministry & Audit, verify the same from audit within 15 days failing which his case will 

be referred to FIA. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-42 (ZTBL HO), 2020 

5.6.4.6 Irregular appointment and payment of salary to the employees already 

employed in WAPDA - Rs. 2.070 million 

According to clause – I vi (f) of the Offer for Appointment No: HROD/ R&A/ 1(13)/ 2016/ 

5980 dated: 07.12.2016, “In case any information/ documents provided by you at the time of seeking 

appointment in the or after joining proved to be incorrect / fake, necessary departmental proceedings 

would be initiated against the you, which may result in termination of your services from the Bank. The 

above action shall not preclude the criminal proceedings that the Bank may initiate against you for 

recovery of its dues / assets which you owe to the Bank at the time of termination.”  

During audit of ZTBL Head Office Islamabad for the year 2020 it was observed that the 

management appointed Ms. Ushna Sohail PP No: 131658 as Officer grade-II as tennis player who joined 

ZTBL on 03.02.2017. Later on WAPDA Sports Board intimated vide letter dated: 13.10.2020 that she 

was employed in WAPDA since 20.12.2008. Ms. Ushna Sohail deliberately concealed the facts of her 

employment in WAPDA Sports Board and managed second appointment by fake / false statement. She 

was appointed as officer grade II officer @ 45000 per months on dated December 07, 2016 and her 

service were terminated vide November 03, 2020 and was paid an approximate amount of Rs. 2.070 

million (45000 x 46 months). 

Audit is of the view that as the candidate concealed her past job and fraudulently got 

appointment in ZTBL hence matter may be taken up at appropriate level for recovery of salary and other 

benefits from her. 

In the DAC meeting held on 01.02.2022, the management informed that on account of fraud & 

forgery committed by her through concealment of her employment with WAPDA, she was discharged 
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from Bank’s service along with recovery of all amount paid to her on account of salary and / or any 

other benefits. The president of bank in DAC further directed his management to counter sue. 

DAC pended the para till recovery of the amount paid by bank. 

Audit recommends investigating the matter and recovery of the amount involved from the 

officer concerned. 

Para-49 (ZTBL HO), 2020 

5.6.4.7 Loss to the bank due to certain irregularities committed in ZTBL branch - Rs. 

34.050 million 

As per clause 19.5 of Credit Manual of ZTBL Security in loan cases transferred to SAM can be 

redeemed only after full repayment/settlement of loan as per standing instructions in vogue.  

Further, as per para 4.22.11 (ii) of credit manual loans against the security of un-cultivable land 

should not be sanctioned, both under Pass Book and Outside Pass Book System.  

During the audit of ZTBL (HO) for the year ended December, 2020, it was observed that local 

management of ZTBL Adda Zakhira Branch Multan Zone committed serious irregularities in the 

following cases which resulted into loss of Rs. 34.050 million to the bank: 

i. Local management of ZTBL has redeemed 04 alive loan cases for which an amount of 

Rs. 1.515 million was still outstanding. 

ii. Field audit team reported a loan case # 011758 worth Rs. 0.267 million in SAM loan 

portfolio, was sanctioned by the branch management without mortgage of security.  

iii. Risky loaning of Rs. 0.575 million against small holding of 12 kanal land only. 

iv. Loan case # 64378 of Rs. 0.150 million was sanctioned against uncultivated land area.  

v. Expected loss of Rs. 26.315 million due to sanctioning of 34 loans beyond repaying 

capacity of loanees. 

vi. 08 No. cases of loaning of Rs. 2.194 million against GL head 9371 “Soghat e Shireen” 

(Gur Making) to the potato cultivator. 

vii. Expected loss due to fake adjustment of loan case # 56393 by sanctioning new Loan 

case # 65085 & LC# 65122 of Rs. 0.903 million 

viii. Expected loss of Rs. 1.633 million due to sale of 12K-10M of land mortgaged in favor 

of bank. This also create doubt about remaining land mortgaged in favor of ZTBL (LC# 

013286). 

ix. Chances of embezzlement due to missing of safe file of loan case # 34920 worth Rs. 

0.498 million 

In the DAC meeting held on 01.02.2022, the management informed that the main accused ex-

Manager, Adda Zakhira Branch was charge sheeted along with 05 other co-accused and after 

completion of inquiry, show cause notices were served to all the accused. The case was under trial with 

NIRC and decided in the favour of bank. 

The DAC directed the management to refer the cases to FIA and submit completion report in 

the case to the Ministry and Audit within six months. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-35 (ZTBL HO), 2020 
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5.6.4.8 Non-recovery of surety bond and one month salary from the employees resigned 

before the prescribed period – Rs. 3.580 million 

Para (a) (vi) of the appointment orders dated 27.12.2019 read with Para – 4 and 5 of the Surety 

Bond made with each appointee states that “the employee and surety abide themselves jointly and 

severally to refund/return an amount of  

Rs. 300,000 if the employee resigns or in any case leaves the Bank before the prescribed period of three 

years from the date of joining in Bank’s service. Any kind of internal / external pressure or Safarish to 

waive off the amount of  

Rs. 300,000 may leads to disciplinary action against the concerned employees” 

During audit of ZTBL Head office Islamabad for the year ended December, 2020, it was 

observed that 11 employees either resigned or left the bank service prior to completion of their surety 

bond period. But neither the surety nor the employees concerned deposited the surety bond amount of 

Rs. 300,000 and one month’s salary of Rs. 28,000 to the bank. Management made no effort to recover 

the amount from the employees and thus bank sustained a loss of Rs. 3.580 million.  

In the DAC meeting held on 01.02.2022, the management informed that the competent 

authority in some deserving cases waived off the condition of submitting surety bond amount as well 

as the amount of one-month salary keeping in view their financial inadequacy to refund the same.  

The DAC directed the management to review the policy besides verification of recovered 

amount till satisfaction of audit.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-26 (ZTBL HO), 2020 

5.6.4.9 Loss due to non-closure / shifting of loss making branches -  

Rs. 5,161.62 million 

According to clause 7.2 (a) of chapter 7 of Branch Licensing Policy 2016 of State Bank of 

Pakistan, the commercial banks / MFBs will be free to close any of their existing places of business 

operating in banked areas, without obtaining prior permission of SBP. For closure of UBCBs, 

commercial banks will be required to obtain prior approval of SBP.  

During the audit of Zarai Taraqiati Bank Limited (ZTBL) for the year ended December 2020 it 

was observed there are 31 zones of the ZTBL and 502 branches in all over the Pakistan. Audit observed 

that in 15 zones, out of total 236 branches, 191 branches were continuously making loss of Rs. 5,161.62 

million in the year 2020. While reviewing the three year’s progress of the zones, net loss of the branches 

was increased from Rs. 2,111.77 million in 2018 to Rs. 5,161.62 million in 2020.  

Management of the ZTBL neither increased the profitability of these branches nor closed the 

loss making branches or shifting to the nearest areas to make them profitable in the light of SBP policy.  

In the DAC meeting held on 01.02.2022, the management explained that 52.37% branches have 

overcome the losses with the recovery of Rs 2,703.25 million out of objection amount of Rs 5,161.62 

million. 

DAC directed to justify measures taken for improvement of their business and pended the para 

for rationalization of branches making continuous losses in consecutively last three years. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC.  

Para-10 (ZTBL HO), 2020 
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5.6.4.10 Irregular appointment without prescribed qualification -  

Rs. 14.760 million 

Non-recovery of embezzled amount - Rs. 5.084 million 

As per clause 12 (B) (xiv) of HR manual, all appointments be made exclusively on 

merit/competitive basis and locally available talent, if otherwise on merit, be preferred. Further, as per 

job advertisement for appointment of SVP, the minimum required qualification for the post of SVP was 

‘Master degree in public administration or any other social sciences’ with maximum age limit of 50 

years.  

During the audit of ZTBL for the year ended December, 2020, it was observed that management 

of the bank hired the services of Cap. ® Rehan-ul- Ghani as SVP in June 2014. As per advertisement 

the required qualification was MPA or MSc (Social Sciences) with 15 year of experience. However it 

was observed that the appointee was a graduate (BSc in naval sciences) and completed one year MSc 

(war Studies). Despite of having irrelevant qualification, the said officer was appointed against the post 

of SVP. Later on the officer committed a fraud due to which he was dismissed from services with the 

direction of recovery of involved amount of Rs. 5.084 million which could not be recovered till 

finalization of the report. 

Audit is of the view that payment of Pay & allowances amounting to Rs. 14,760,000 million 

(180,000 x 82) to the SVP without prescribed qualification and committing fraud was held irregular. 

In the DAC meeting held on 01.02.2022, the management informed that Mr. Rehan Ghani 

possessed the required qualification i.e. Msc. War Studies as mentioned in advertisement and he has 

vast experience of 22 years against the required experience of 15 years.  

DAC directed to write a letter to Navy for action /recovery of outstanding dues. The progress 

report in the case should be presented by the ZTBL during next meeting of the DAC. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-38 (ZTBL HO), 2020 

5.6.4.11 Irregular appointment of VP in violation of rules and expenditure incurred on 

their pay & allowances - Rs. 6.177 million 

In accordance with ZTBL Recruitment/Selection clause-1.3 (i) (ii) “Human Resource 

Operation Department will ensure that candidates having dual nationality may not be considered for 

fresh appointment in the Bank in future. Further in accordance to Para-1.2(B) viii of HR Manual 2017 

read with Para-I of the Human Resource Division Policy & Regulations Department circular letter No. 

hrd/06/2013 dated 23.04.2013, dual nationality holders are not eligible to be appointed in Bank Service 

and those who acquire dual nationality during bank service become ineligible to hold position.  

Further in accordance to clause – 2 (i) of the State Bank of Pakistan circular No.17 dated 11 

June, 2003 “The revised procedure of verification of antecedents of these persons should, inter alia, 

include obtaining of satisfactory confidential reports in writing on the integrity, suitability etc. of the 

applicant from all their former employer (s) (Financial institutions only). 

During audit of ZTBL, Islamabad for the year ended December, 2020, it was observed that 

Syed Muneef Ahmed Bukhari was appointed as Vice President vide offer of appointment letter dated 

25.10.2017 and joined his duty w.e.f. 02.11.2017. Despite confirmation of the dual nationality of USA 

by the officer on 14.03.2108, management confirmed his services as Vice President w.e.f. 02.05.2018. 
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Audit therefore holds that appointment, confirmation and payment of  

Rs. 6,176,592 w.e.f. 02.11.2017 to 14.19.2020 on account of pay & allowances to the dual national was 

held irregular. 

In the DAC meeting held on 01.02.2022, the management informed that Management informed 

that Draft advertisement was prepared and same was approved by the Competent Authority wherein 

there was no clause regarding ineligibility of dual national holders. Audit contented that, as per HR 

Manual 2017 that Dual Nationality holders are not eligible to be appointed in Bank Service and those 

who acquire dual nationality during bank service become ineligible to hold position. 

DAC directed to regularize the case from competent authority and initiate disciplinary proceeds 

against responsible. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-43 (ZTBL HO), 2020 

5.6.4.12 Non-recovery of embezzled amount from officer - Rs. 9.365 million 

According to ZTBL Fraud Prevention Policy 2015, every employee of ZTBL including adhoc, 

temporary, contract, representative of vendors, suppliers, contractors, consultants, service provider or 

any other agency(ies) doing any type of business with ZTBL is expected and shall be responsible to 

ensure that there is no fraudulent act being committed in their areas of responsibility/control. As soon 

as it is learnt that a fraud or suspected fraud has taken or is likely to take place they should immediately 

apprise the same to concerned quarter as per procedure. 

During audit of ZTBL Islamabad for the year ended December, 2020, it was observed that Mr. 

Zahid Hussain Pathan PP No. 069684 was posted as MCO ZTBL in Shikarpur Branch. During his 

posting, the officer was involved in suspicious activities and committed certain irregularities. The 

officer was charge sheeted and authority imposed on him major penalty of dismissal from service with 

recovery of embezzled amount Rs. 9.365 million vide office memorandum No. DPD/IU-III/LRKN (70, 

72)/2021/1913 dated 11.08.2021. However, the management of the ZTBL failed to recover the 

embezzled amount from the concerned employee till finalization of the report.  

In the DAC meeting held on 01.02.2022, the management informed that all cases are now 

subject to centralized approval of head office. 

DAC pended the para till recovery of total amount embezzled with the direction to refer the 

case to FIA besides initiating disciplinary action. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-51 (ZTBL HO), 2020 

5.6.4.13 Unjustified provision of CP Fund in addition to Gratuity -  

Rs. 168.339 million 

According to Para 02 of the F.D. (Regulations Wing II) No. F.15 (3) R-14/84 dated 16.10.1984 

read with Finance Division letter No. F.10 (1)R-7/2009-412 dated 21.01.2015, “the ministries /divisions 

may like to direct all such autonomous / semi-autonomous bodies and corporation etc. under their 

administrative control, where the pension scheme does not exist the payment of gratuity in addition to 

contributory provident fund should not be allowed to their employees on their quitting the services.”  

During audit of ZTBL for the year ended December, 2020, it was observed that management 

paid CP Fund Rs. 83.834 million to 105 employees and  

Rs. 84.505 million to 111 employees during the year 2019 and 2020 respectively.  
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Audit is of the view that payment of CP Fund amounting to Rs. 168.339 million in addition to 

the gratuity scheme was violation of the above Government rules, therefore held irregular. 

In the DAC meeting held on 01.02.2022, the management informed that Contributory Provident 

Fund Scheme is applicable to employees governed under Non-statutory Service Regulations-2005 duly 

approved by the ZTBL Board of Directors in terms of Section (11) Banks’ (Nationalization) Act, 1974 

(as amended). In addition to this ZTBL is dealing with two types of employees i.e. for SR-1961 i.e. 

‘Statutory’ and SR-2005 ‘non statutory’. The matter was discussed at length. 

DAC on the recommendation of audit directed the management to verify the provision for non-

violation of Govt. rules/policies in the Act. Further approval of the Board subject to fact that such 

powers were there in the ambit of the Board. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-57 (ZTBL HO), 2020 

5.6.4.14 Loss due to irregular entertainment of loan cases by the MCO for himself and 

his family - Rs. 5.179 million 

In accordance with Para-8.10.1 of the credit Manual of ZTBL, “Loan facility to the bank 

employees or their family members shall be recommended by the Zonal Credit Committee. Such loan 

shall be secured besides the securities prescribed for other borrowers by personal repayment guarantee 

of the employee on the profroma. 

During audit of ZTBL Head Office Islamabad for the year ended December, 2020, it was 

observed that Mr. Zulfiqar Ali OG-II/MCO Alipur Branch, Muzaffargarh Zone entertained loan cases 

for an amount of  

Rs. 1.380 million for himself and Rs. 3.799 million for his family/spouse, total  

Rs. 5.179 million in violations of above mentioned instruction of the Bank. 

Various inquiries were conducted in the subject case and allegations were also proved against 

the accused employee. However, no action was taken against the accused and the amount is still in 

default. This shows the weak financial control and lack of interest of management, which needs to be 

reviewed at appropriate level. 

In the DAC meeting held on 01.02.2022, the management informed that after completion of 

inquiry proceedings, they have been issued show cause notices on 23.02.2021. Further, it was also 

decided that if Mr. Zulfiqar Ali failed to repay his loan till 31.12.2021, his salary will be linked with 

recovery of loan  

The DAC directed the management to pursue the recoveries vigorously by applying all 

available legal procedures and get the relevant record verified by Audit. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-21 (ZTBL HO), 2020 

5.6.4.15 Loss due to misplacing of loan case files – Rs. 25.009 million 

As per Clause-10.11.1 (i) of ZTBL Credit Manual Vol-1, loan case files containing all legal 

documents to ensure the security of the loan advanced by the Bank should be kept in the joint personal 

custody of the Manager/ Sub Manager and the credit officer (Desk) and Accounts Officer under lock 

and key. Further, as per ZTBL (Head Office) Circular No. CAD/I/2011 dated 26th April, 2011, all the 

Zonal Chiefs/Zonal Managers/ Area Chiefs/ Chief Managers/ Branch Managers are responsible for re-

construction of loan files damaged/misplaced. In Case of failure to reconstruct the 
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damaged/burnt/misplaced loan files, the files custodian/ delinquents will be responsible to recover entire 

loan involved therein within stipulated period. 

During the audit of ZTBL (HO) Islamabad, it was observed that huge amount of Rs. 25.009 

million was disbursed to several loanees of ZTBL Fazilpur branch DG Khan Zone. But no recovery has 

been made by the Bank management due to missing of loan case files. 27 general alive loan case files 

involving  

Rs. 11.152 million and 82 SAM alive loan case files involving Rs. 13.857 were outstanding against Mr. 

Ali Raza PP No 131310 OG-III/AM Operation Fazilpur branch DG Khan Zone. 

Inquiry was initiated against the said officer and show cause notice was issued but with no 

results. Thus due to missing loan case files, the recovery for an amount of Rs. 25.009 million could not 

be affected.  

In the DAC meeting held on 01.02.2022, the management informed that inquiry proceedings 

against both the accused were completed wherein allegations regarding missing files of 82 SAM loans 

and 30 files of general loan cases were proved. 

The DAC directed the management of ZTBL to get the relevant records/ files and amount 

recovered verified by Audit. Further directed the management of ZTBL to expedite efforts for tracing 

of missing files/ records and furnish progress report during next meeting of the DAC. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC.  

Para-25 (ZTBL HO), 2020 
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Chapter-6 

Ministry of Energy (Power Division) 

Overview 

The Ministry of Energy, Power Division is a Government’s Federal level ministry 

created on August 4, 2017, after the merger of the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Resources 

with the Power Division of the Ministry of Water and Power (now renamed Ministry of Water 

Resources), respectively. The ministry has two divisions - Petroleum and Power. The 

Petroleum Division is headed by the Petroleum Secretary and the Power Division is headed by 

the Power Secretary.  

Aims & Objectives 

To ensure availability and security of sustainable supply of power for economic 

development and strategic requirements of Pakistan, and to coordinate the development of 

natural resources. 

Governing Laws and Policies 

● Power Policy 2002 

● National Policy for Power Co-Generation by Sugar Industry 

● Guidelines for setting up private power projects 

● Guidelines for determination of tariff for independent power producers. 

● NEPRA Mechanism for Determination of Tariff for Hydro Power Projects 

● National Power Policy 1994 

● National Power Policy 1995 

● National Power Policy 1998 

● RE Policy for Development of Power Generation 2006 

Sectoral Analysis 

National Engineering Services Pakistan (Pvt.) Ltd (NESPAK) was incorporated in 

1973. It is engaged in providing engineering consultancy services in Pakistan and abroad 

having offices at Masqat, Oman, Riyadh, Qatar and Kabul. There was decreasing trend in 

income of consultancy services outside Pakistan by 16.65% which showed that management 

failed to secure more business in its overseas operations. After-tax profit of the company also 

decreased by 74.35%. Share of profit from associates of the company declined from Rs. 6.125 

million in 2015-16 to loss of Rs. 2.514 million during 2017-18. It was observed that there were 

instances of irregularity and malpractices in appointments, financial management, 

procurement, contract management and overstaffing. There were issues of non-compliance of 

Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance rules) for which a full pledge Thematic Audit 

was carried out and a Separate Thematic Audit Report was generated which is part of this 

report. Management also failed to submit annual audited accounts for the years 2018-19 to 

2020-21 till Dec 31, 2021. 

Audit Profile of Ministry of Energy (Power Division) 

 (Rs. in million) 
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Description Total Audited Expenditure audited 

FY 2020-21 

Revenue /Receipts 

audited FY 2020-21 

Formations 1 1 7,201  

Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 

-    

Authorities 

/Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

1 1   

Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 

-    

Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 4,116.194 million were raised because of this audit. This amount 

also includes recoverable of Rs. 1,314.792 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of the Audit Observations 

Sr. No. Classification Amount (Rs. in 

million) 

1 Non-Production of record - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation  - 

3 Irregularities:  

A HR/Employees related irregularities  2,721.392 

B Procurement related irregularities  5.907 

C Management of accounts with Commercial Banks 0 

4 Value for money and services delivery issues  0 

5 Others  1,388.895 
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6.1 National Engineering Services Pakistan (Pvt.) Ltd. 

6.1.1 Introduction 

The Company was incorporated in 1973 under the Companies Act 1913 (now 

Companies Ord. 1984). The Government of Pakistan owns it and is engaged in providing 

engineering consultancy services through its Divisional Offices at Lahore, Islamabad, Karachi, 

Peshawar and Quetta in Pakistan and Masqat, Oman, Riyadh, Qatar and Kabul abroad. 

6.1.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

6.1.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to Audit for review each year. 

Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited annual accounts of the organization for the 

year 2018-19 to 2020-21 till December 31, 2021. 

Audit recommends that the annual audited accounts for the years 2018-19 to 

2020-21 be provided immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing 

responsibility for non-submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 

6.1.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras No. 

% of 

compliance 

1991-92 05 04 1 754 80 

1995-96 06 04 2 252,254 67 

1998-99 01 0 01 295 - 

2007-08 03 00 03 178, 178.1, 178.2 0 

2009-10 06 03 03 239, 240, 241 50 

2010-11 21 15 06 
25.1.2.1, 25.1.2.4, 25.1.4.1, 25.1.4.2, 

25.1.4.3, 25.1.4.5 
71 

2011-12 15 0 15 

25.1.1, 25.1.2.1, 25.1.2.2, 25.1.2.3, 

25.1.2.4, 25.1.2.5, 25.1.2.6, 25.1.2.7, 

25.1.3, 25.1.4.1, 25.1.4.2, 25.1.4.3, 

25.1.4.4, 25.1.4.5, 25.1.4.6, 

0 

2013-14 22 07 15 

18.1.2.2, 18.1.2.3, 18.1.2.4, 18.1.2.5, 

18.1.4.1, 18.1.4.2, 18.1.4.4, 18.1.4.5, 

18.1.4.6, 18.1.4.7, 18.1.4.8, 18.1.4.9, 

18.1.4.10, 18.1.4.12, 18.1.4.14 

32 

2016-17 21 07 14 

18.1.2.1, 18.1.2.2, 18.1.2.3, 18.1.3, 

18.1.4.1, 18.1.4.2, 18.1.4.4, 18.1.4.5, 

18.1.4.6, 18.1.4.7, 18.1.4.8, 18.1.4.9, 

18.1.4.11, 18.1.4.12 

33 

2017-18 26 01 25 

8.13.2.1, 8.13.2.3, 8.13.2.4, 8.13.2.5, 

8.13.2.6, 8.13.3, 8.13.4.1, 8.13.4.2, 

8.13.4.3, 8.13.4.4, 8.13.4.5, 8.13.4.6, 

8.13.4.7, 8.13.4.8, 8.13.4.9, 

8.13.4.10, 8.13.4.11, 8.13.4.12, 

8.13.4.13, 8.13.4.14, 8.13.4.15, 

04 
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8.13.4.16, 8.13.4.17, 8.13.4.18, 

8.13.4.19 

2018-19 32 05 27 

7.1.2.1, 7.1.2.2, 7.1.3, 7.1.4.1, 

7.1.4.2, 7.1.4.3, 7.1.4.4, 7.1.4.5, 

7.1.4.6, 7.1.4.7, 7.1.4.9, 7.1.4.12, 

7.1.4.13, 7.1.4.15, 7.1.4.16, 7.1.4.17, 

7.1.4.18, 7.1.4.19, 7.1.4.20, 7.1.4.21, 

7.1.4.22, 7.1.4.23, 7.1.4.24, 7.1.4.25, 

7.1.4.26, 7.1.4.27, 7.1.4.28 

16 

Total 158 46 112  29 

Overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be improved. 

6.1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

6.1.4.1 Irregular and unjustified appointments of inexperienced engineers on posts 

meant for professional engineers – Rs. 2,146 million 

According to clause 1 (a) of eligibility criteria for induction and promotion of NESPAK 

Rules 1993 and clause 2 (a) of eligibility criteria for induction and promotion of NESPAK 

Rules 2010, ‘Professional’ means a person who is qualified and registered as such by Pakistan 

Engineering Council (PEC) and Pakistan Council of Architects and Town Planners (PCATP). 

As per PEC Act, 1976, “professional engineer” means a person who holds an accredited 

engineering qualification and after obtaining a professional experience of five years, whether 

working privately or in the employment of an engineering public organization, has passed the 

prescribed engineering practice examination (EPE) and is registered as such by the Council. 

During the audit of NESPAK for the year 2020-21, it was observed that management has been 

in practice of appointing registered engineers on the posts meant for professional engineers since long. 

As per data provided by the Company, 888 engineers were employed in NESPAK out of which 420 

engineers were not eligible to work in NESPAK i.e. they had not attained the status of Professional 

Engineers till finalization of the report. Recruitment of such novice engineers not having requisite 

experience have damaged the business and efficiency of engineering consultancy services of the 

Company dearly. Such malpractice of hiring engineers who haven’t passed EPE exam mandatory to 

attain the status of a Professional engineer, is a deception with the NESPAK in particular and Nation of 

Pakistan in general. 

Due to continuous violation of rules of NESPAK and PEC, all the expenditure spent on these 

employees on account of salaries and allowances is held irregular. 

In the DAC meeting held on 10.02.2022, the management informed that all Engineers, 

Architects & Town Planner registered with PEC 7 PCATP having Professional status in NESPAK and 

there is no restriction for them to pass Engineering Practice Examination (EPE) before being designated 

as Professional. DAC pended the para and directed the management to verify eligibility criteria of 

professional engineers and procedure of appointment to audit.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-1 (NESPAK), 2020-21 
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6.1.4.2 Irregular/unjustified payment of Ad Hoc Relief Allowance to NESPAK 

employees - Rs. 333.41 million 

Finance Division vide its letter No. F.4 (3) R-4/2011 dated 28.7.2016, No. F.4 (3) R-4/2011-

Revision dated 04.08.2017and No. F.4 (3) R-4/2011-Revision dated 07.08.2018 clarified that above 

orders will however not be applicable to those Public Sector Corporation and Autonomous/Semi-

Autonomous Bodies which have adopted different pay scales/allowances. In case of such organization, 

the grant of Ad hoc relief Allowance subject to existing conditions will be allowed with the concurrence 

of Standing Committee of Finance Division on the recommendations of the respective board of 

Directors/Governors of these organizations. The grant of Ad hoc relief Allowance will invariably be 

tagged with the financial position of the organization.  

During the audit of NESPAK for the year 2020-21 it was observed that NESPAK employees 

are being paid the Ad hoc Relief allowances 2016, 2017 and 2018 and an amount of Rs. 333.41 million 

was paid during 2020-21 on account of these two allowances. Further record revealed that these 

allowances are being paid to NESPAK employees on same analogy as admissible to the Govt. 

employees in Federal Government.  

Federal Govt. announced the Ad hoc relief Allowance 2016, 2017 and 2018 to compensate its 

employees from inflationary effect, whereas the NESPAK adopted the different Pay Scales from 

Federal Govt. employees. Thus, being a Federal Govt. entity having different pay Scales, the NESPAK 

management was required to obtain concurrence/ approval from standing committee of Finance 

Division before allowing any change in pay & perquisites of its employees as per policy of the Federal 

Government. the pay & Perquisites of NESPAK are already on higher side and NESPAK management 

had already allowed the Cost-of-living allowance, staff maintenance allowances, utility allowance and 

reimbursement of entertainment cost and utility cost, reimbursement of POL etc. in addition to these 

Adhoc Relief 2016 and Adhoc Relief 2017 to compensate its employees from inflationary effect. These 

allowance and reimbursement of utility cost and entertainment costs are not admissible to Govt. 

employees.  

Audit is of the view that payment of above stated allowance without approval from standing 

committee of Finance Division in violation of Federal Govt. Policy was irregular. 

In the DAC meeting held on 10.02.2022, the management informed that it was discussed in the 

140th Board of Directors meeting of NESPAK held on 26.11.2015, the Board was of the opinion that 

the case of salary revision does not need to be sent to the Finance Division.  

DAC directed the management to obtain concurrence of Finance Division regarding adoption 

of adhoc relief. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-2 (NESPAK), 2020-21 
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6.1.4.3 Non-reporting of contracts over rupees fifty million to National Accountability 

Bureau – Rs. 63.773 million 

As per NAB office letter No. 19 (14) A&P/NAB/2008 dated February, 2012, all Ministries, 

Divisions and attached departments of Federal Government all department of provincial Government 

local Government statutory corporations or authorities established by the Federal Government or 

provincial Governments and holders of Public offices were advised to furnish a copy of any contract to 

NAB entered into by such bodies as mentioned above or on behalf as the case may be of the minimum 

monetary value of fifty million rupees or more within such time as is reasonable practicable (one month 

from the date of signing such contracts) along with certain documents i.e. Copy of advertisement, 

summary of prequalification process/bid evaluation report, technical and financial evaluation criteria, 

copy of integrity pact/performance guarantee etc. 

During the audit of NESPAK for the year 2020-21, it was observed that management made 

contract with M/s Mecatech Pvt. Limited amounting to  

Rs. 63.773 million for supply, replacement, installation, testing & commissioning of two new chillers, 

two cooling towers and accessories with associated works at NESPAK House, Lahore. Relevant file 

was demanded vide Requisition # 6 dated 09.09.2021 which were not provided. In the absence of which 

audit is bound to assume that required documents were not sent to NAB in violation of above rules.  

Audit is of the view that the management was required to send the copies of above contract to 

NAB but the management failed to so which is serious omission on the part of management. 

The matter was reported to the management/Ministry on Dec 02, 2021. Management in its reply 

dated Feb 3, 2022 informed that National Engineering Services Pakistan (Pvt.) Limited (NESPAK) is 

self-funded and functions through its Board of Directors, who by means of delegation of powers have 

been entrusted the same to the Managing Director of NESPAK. Therefore, the Managing Director has 

all the Administrative and Financial powers, duly delegated by the Board of Directors.  

Reply was not convincing as NAB’s instructions are equally applicable on all Government 

department, Autonomous bodies, corporation, companies and public offices. 

In the DAC meeting held on 10.02.2022, the management expressed their view point.  

The DAC directed to ensure the compliance of NAB rules.  

Audit recommends to explain the reason for non-submission of copies of above contracts to 

NAB, fix the responsibility on the person(s) at fault and needful may be done now and in future. 

Para-6 (NESPAK), 2020-21 

6.1.4.4 Inordinate delay in finalization of inquiry against Project Manager for bribery 

and non-recovery - Rs. 12.800 million 

As per Rule 4(b) of NESPAK Employees (E&D) Rules 1974, the major penalties are:  

i) Reduction to a lower post or time scale or to a lower stage in a time scale. 

ii) Compulsory retirement. 

iii) Removal from service 

iv) Dismissal from service 

 During audit of the NESPAK for the years 2020-21, it was observed that management made 

two contracts with M/s Shaheen Construction Company in 2017 and M/s Times Group Pvt. Limited in 

2019 for design and supervision consultancy services in Gwadar Commercial Complex-I and 

Commercial Complex-II & Seaman Center at Gwadar. In both projects Mrs. Samina Butt, General 
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Manager A&P, Karachi appointed as Project Manager. Management of these projects/ companies made 

allegation on 03.06.2019 and 10.06.2019 respectively that she received an amount of Rs. 6.500 million 

and Rs. 6.300 million respectively as bribe. Based on these allegations Ms. Samina Butt was issued 

charge sheet/show cause Notice on July 24, 2019. An inquiry committee was formed on December 12, 

2019 to inquire the matter. As per findings of inquiry committee dated 02.03.2020 the allegations 

against Ms. Samina Butt were proved and recommended for major penalty in accordance with Rule 4(b) 

of NESPAK Employees E&D Rules, 1974 along with return of bribed amount of Rs. 12.800 million to 

the complainants. In the 157th meeting of the Board of Directors’ meeting held on December 24, 2020, 

it was directed to remove her from service from benefits/privileges and nothing was decided for refund 

of bribed amount to complainant companies. Further record revealed that she got stay order from the 

High Court of Sindh against her suspension/removal from service on January 21, 2021. Personal file 

record is silent about the outcome of the decision besides the issue of recovery of bribed amount from 

her.  

Audit is of the view that the management did not take timely action regarding enquiry in the 

matter as show cause notice was served in July 2019, after delay of 5 months inquiry committee was 

formed in December 2019. After further delay of 3 months in March 2020, inquiry findings were 

finalized and again placed before BOD meeting in December 2020after even more delay of 9 months. 

This indicated that the management extended undue favour to her and consequently she succeeded in 

getting stay order from the court. 

In the DAC meeting held on 10.02.2022, the management explained that the case is in Sindh 

High Court and next date of hearing has been fixed for 22.02.2022.  

The DAC directed to finalize the inquiries and share the report with audit and pursue the court 

case.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC.  

Para-7 (NESPAK), 2020-21 

6.1.4.5 Irregular appointment of daily wages staff – Rs. 55.360 million 

As per judgment of Supreme Court of Pakistan dated January 19, 1993 in human right case No. 

104 of 1992, recruitment, both adhoc and regular, without publicly and properly advertising the 

vacancies is violation of fundamental rights. As such no post could be filled in without proper 

advertisement, even on adhoc or contract basis. 

As per Section 508(b) of Company’s Act 2017, in addition to the powers conferred by any 

others section, the federal Government may, by notification in the official gazette, make rules for 

establishment and regulating the activities of any company or class of companies. Further as per clause 

5 (11) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance rules 2013), the Board shall ensure 

compliance with policy directions received from Government from time to time. 

During audit of NESPAK for the years 2020-21, it was observed that the management appointed 

77 daily wage staff and paid Rs. 55.360 million (A/c head 3134) to them. Further to this, certain daily 

wages employees were working with the company for the last five years. There was no approved 

procedure for hiring of daily wage staff in the company. These employees were being engaged on daily 

wage basis without any open competition. 

When pointed out it was learnt that employees were hired as per terms and conditions of 

agreement with CBA. CBA agreement specifying respective clause was not provided to audit on 

demand. Thus, the engagement / recruitment of daily wage staff without advertisement and approved 

criteria was against the Supreme Court instructions and considered irregular by audit.  
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Audit was of the view that daily wage appointments were made by violating the criteria defined 

by the Supreme Court of Pakistan which resulted into irregular/unjustified appointment of staff on daily 

wages and payment of salary amounting to Rs. 55.360 million therein. 

In the DAC meeting held on 10.02.2022, the management explained that these employees were 

appointed on daily wages basis under clause 25 of the “Charter of demands”. 

The DAC directed to investigate the matter for appointment of daily wages through the Inquiry 

Committee by NESPAK’s Board.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-8 (NESPAK), 2020-21 

6.1.4.6 Unauthorized payment of pay & allowances on fake/forged degrees - Rs. 16.562 

million 

As per Serial No: 28 of ESTA Code 2007, it is necessary to check thoroughly the genuineness 

of certificates where the confides persons employed after the 15th August, 1947 are in doubt; and it is 

essential for the appointing authorities to verify the claims of the candidates as regards age and 

educational qualifications and the same will be verified before the appointment. Cabinet Secretariat 

(Establishment Division) also circulated these instructions to all the Autonomous bodies/Companies, 

Corporations vide D.O. No. 6(28)2011-DG-II dated March 08, 2011. 

During audit of NESPAK for the year 2020-21, it was observed that management appointed 

four employees in different cadres during the period from 1994 to 2006. At the time of appointment, 

the management failed to get verified the educational certificates of the respective employees from 

concerned Board/Universities, after a long time when the management get verified their educational 

certificates, the same proved to be fake/bogus.  

Consequently, the management issued show-cause notices to the employees but the employees 

did not give any response. The management initiated inquiries against the culprits and finally, the 

accused were dismissed from service on the basis of bogus degrees/certificates after serving the 

organization for five to 22 years. The management instead of taking prompt action against the accused 

delayed the process intentionally (6 and 3 years delay in two cases at Sr. 1 & 3) which caused 

unauthorized payment of pay & allowances of Rs. 16.562 million. 

Audit is of the view that, as the degrees/certificates of the accused were proved to be fake/bogus, 

thus there was no need for a detailed enquiry, and services of the employees could be terminated 

immediately. Due to unnecessary and deliberate delay, payment of pay & allowances of Rs. 16.562 

million was held unauthorized. 

In the DAC meeting held on 10.02.2022, the management explained that they have file recovery 

suit against Mr. Shahid Hussain Butt in Civil Court. The issue is already pointed out by audit in Audit 

Para No.18.1.4.6 of AR 2016-17.  

The DAC directed to finalize the inquiry against the person and share the report with audit and 

pursue the court case.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-12 & 13 (NESPAK), 2020-21 
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6.1.4.7 Non-recovery of retention money from clients since long -  

Rs. 199.92 million 

According to Rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources (...). 

During the audit of NESPAK for the year 2020-21, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 

119.919 million was booked in books of accounts on account of receivables of retention money as 

opening balance. Audit demanded the details of these receivables vide Requisition # 3 dated 6-9-2021 

which was not provided to audit. It indicates that these projects were completed since long and defect 

liability period of these projects (normally 12 months after completion of the project) was also expired 

but the management failed to get the retention money released from the clients. This resulted into loss 

of Rs. 199.919 million on account of non-recovery of said amount.  

Audit is of the view that management of NESPAK was not paying attention on early recovery 

of retention money due to which sufficient amount of Rs. 199.92 million was stuck-up with client which 

could be utilized to gain maximum benefits for NESPAK.  

In the DAC meeting held on 10.02.2022, the management explained that the matter has been 

taken up with clients in numerous correspondences.  

The DAC directed to verify the amount of Retention Money recovered may be verified from 

Audit and pursues the recovery of remaining amount. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC.  

Para-14 (NESPAK), 2020-21 

6.1.4.8 Irregular purchase of computer software from a sole proprietor in violation of 

Company’s Act – Rs. 5.907 million 

As per Section 196 (1) of Company Act 2017, no company whether incorporated in Pakistan 

or outside Pakistan which is carrying on business in Pakistan shall, without the approval of the 

commission, appoint any sole purchase, sale or distribution agent. Further as per section 196 (2), 

whoever contravenes any of the provisions of this section shall be punished with imprisonment for a 

term which may extend to two years or fine which may extend to one hundred thousand rupees, or with 

both, and if the person guilty of the offence is a company or other body corporate, every director, chief 

executive, or other officer, agent or partner thereof shall, unless he proves that the offence was 

committed without his knowledge or that he exercised all due diligence to prevent its commission, be 

deemed to be guilty of the offence. 

Further as per clause 12 (2) all procurement opportunities over three million Pakistani rupees 

should be advertised on the Authority’s websites as well as in other print media or newspaper having 

wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspaper shall principally appear in at least two national 

dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 

During the audit of NESPAK for the year 2020-21, it was observed that management of 

NESPAK (GT&G Div.) procured computer software from Pakistan Resource Development Services 

Pvt. Ltd (a sole/principal proprietor of an international firm M/s ArcGIS) valuing Rs. 5.907 million 

without approval of the Security Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) and open tendering system 

therefore, held irregular and violation of the PPRA-2004 rules. 
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Audit is of the view that procurement was made only to extend undue favor to a selected firm 

at the cost of public exchequer.  

In the DAC meeting held on 10.02.2022, the management explained that they have purchased 

computer software from Pakistan Resources Development Services Pvt Ltd (a sole/principal proprietor 

of an international firm M/s ARCGIS).  

The DAC directed NESPAK to specify the appropriate fora, which may authorize procurement 

of proprietary object after due diligence in the light of para-42 C (ii) of PPRA Rules.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-15 (NESPAK), 2020-21 

6.1.4.9 Non-recovery from PWD, Gilgit Baltistan for additional work – 

Rs. 25.050 million 

According to Rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information 

by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

As per clause 3.03 of contract/agreement dated July 31, 2018, as soon as the practicable and 

preferably within seven days upon the submission of deliverables, the consultant shall submit his 

invoice to the client who shall pay the same to the consultant within 28 days after receipt of consultant’s 

invoice.  

During audit of NESPAK for the year 2020-21, it was observed that management entered into 

an agreement with Public Works Department, Gilgit Baltistan (GBPWD), on July 31, 2018, for 

feasibility study of RCC Bridge over Gilgit River at Chamugarh; RCC Bridge from River Road 

(Qaziabad) to KIU Road and RCC Bridge Sakarkoi to Basin amounting to Rs. 30.00 million (Job-

3998). The completion period of the said project was three months from the date of signing of the 

agreement i.e. October 30, 2018. Later on, GBPWD, Gilgit assigned consultancy of two additional 

bridges to NESPAK on February 13, 2020, amounting to Rs.10.00 million. 

NESPAK invoiced an amount of Rs. 47.00 million to the client out of which Rs. 24.950 million 

were received leaving a balance of Rs. 22.050 million. Further record revealed that the management 

signed an initial agreement with GBPWD amounting to Rs. 30.00 million instead of Rs. 40.00 million, 

and Rs. 10.00 million was not mentioned anywhere in the contract. Moreover, the agreement of 

additional work was not available in the file, the same was demanded from the management vide 

requisition No. 13 dated: 22.09.2021 but not provided. A considerable period has lapsed and the amount 

of Rs. 15.05 million and Rs. 10.00 million of additional work is yet to be recovered. The concerned 

Project Managers did not make concrete efforts for early recovery of the NESPAK dues. 

Audit is of the view that the management was required to make efforts for early recovery as per 

agreement but due to the negligence and non-pursuing of the recovery by the concerned Project 

Managers/heads of the department recovery was not realized. 

In the DAC meeting held on 10.02.2022, the management explained that they are pursuing their 

due payments and it was not left unattached.  

The DAC directed to pursue the recovery. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 
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Para-16 (NESPAK), 2020-21 

6.1.4.10 Irregular expenditure on advertisement – Rs. 3.529 million 

According to Press Information Department Advertisement Policy 2021 all classified 

advertisements from all public sector organizations will be released directly to newspapers / 

publications by PID on request of ministries /departments/ organizations/ autonomous bodies and 

others. Classified advertisement includes notification of routine character, consisting of plain text and 

logo such as situation vacant, Tender Notices and public notices etc. 

As per Section 508(b) of Company’s Act 2017, in addition to the powers conferred by any 

others section, the federal Government may, by notification in the official gazette, make rules for 

establishment and regulating the activities of any company or class of companies. Further as per clause 

5 (11) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance rules 2013), the Board shall ensure 

compliance with policy directions received from Government from time to time. 

During audit of NESPAK for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management incurred 

an expenditure of Rs. 3.529 million on account of advertisements through private advertising agencies 

(Midas) in various newspapers instead of Press Information Department.  

Audit is of the view that the expenditure of Rs. 1.384 million was not only in violation of 

Government’s instructions but also deprived off public exchequer from a handsome amount. 

During discussion it was learnt that advertisement was made with the approval of 

BoD/competent authority and above referred instructions are not applicable on NESPAK. Contention 

was not acceptable because “as per clause 5 (11) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance 

rules 2013, amendment in 2017), the Board shall ensure compliance with policy directions received 

from Government from time to time”. Further as per Section 508 (1) of Company’s Act 2017 federal 

Government is authorized to make rules for operation of companies. 

In the DAC meeting held on 10.02.2022, the management informed that The Management 

explained that all advertisements were routed through the PID and MIDAS was hired as an advertising 

agency as per APNS rules.  

The DAC directed to verify the record related to PID directives and verify the rate claimed as 

per bill to check the commercial/government rate approved in the bill.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-17 (NESPAK), 2020-21 

6.1.4.11 Expected loss because of non-collection of consultancy fee due to defective 

work – Rs. 19.601 million 

According to Rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information 

by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

During audit of NESPAK for the year 2020-21, it was observed that management entered into 

04 consultancy and supervision contracts with different clients. The fee amounting to Rs. 19.601 million 

was retained by the clients due to defective work done by NESPAK. 
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Audit demanded the complete jobs record vide requisition No. 16 dated: 29.09.2021 which was 

not provided to audit. A considerable period has been lapsed and the chances of the recovery of the said 

amount are slim.  

Audit is of the view that the said loss was purely caused due to negligence of the concerned 

project manager who make defective work and failed to safe guard NESPAK interest and under takes 

such projects which resulted into loss to the organization. 

In the DAC meeting held on 10.02.2022, the management explained that the amount remains 

outstanding despite of several correspondences and verbal/ telephonic requests.  

The DAC directed to pursue the recovery vigorously.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-18 (NESPAK), 2020-21 

6.1.4.12 Loss due to non-recovery of disputed receivables - Rs. 1,077.022 million 

According to Rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information 

by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses.  

During audit of NESPAK for the year 2020-21, it was observed that management entered into 

consultancy and supervision contracts with different clients. It was, however, observed that consultancy 

charges were retained by the clients due to some disputes with NESPAK. A considerable period has 

been lapsed and the chances of the recovery of the said amount are remote. The concerned Project 

managers neither make efforts to remove the objections regarding defective order nor follow their 

clients for early recovery of the NESPAK dues and resultantly the same become complete bad debts. 

Audit is of the view that the organization sustained a loss of Rs. 1,077.022 million due to 

negligence and non-pursuing of the recovery by the concerned Project Managers as well as the heads 

of the department. 

In the DAC meeting held on 10.02.2022, the management explained that they are pursuing early 

recovery of receivable.  

The DAC directed the management to pursue the recovery vigorously. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

Para-20 (NESPAK), 2020-21 

6.1.4.13 Irregular appointments against the approved criteria and on the unregistered 

/ fake degrees – Rs. 157.260 million 

As per clause 8 (a) of induction policy of NESPAK for Induction and Promotion, all inductions 

shall be made on the basis of applications received in response to the requirements as given in 

advertisement” and as per clause 8 (c) candidates short listed strictly in accordance with the 

requirements of the advertisement would be interviewed. As per advertisement published by NESPAK 

for the post of Junior/Senior Engineer, B.Sc. Civil Engineer were required having 1-4 years of 

experience. 

According to clause 1 (a) of eligibility criteria for induction and promotion of NESPAK 

Rules 1993 and clause 2 (a) of eligibility criteria for induction and promotion of NESPAK 
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Rules 2010, ‘Professional’ means a person who is qualified and registered as such by Pakistan 

Engineering Council (PEC) and Pakistan Council of Architects and Town Planners (PCATP). 

As per PEC Act, 1975, “professional engineer” means a person who holds an accredited 

engineering qualification and after obtaining a professional experience of five years, whether 

working privately or in the employment of an engineering public organization, has passed the 

prescribed Engineering Practice Examination (EPE) and is registered as such by the Council. 

As per provisions of sub para 2 (e) of these rules, Multi divisional Interview Committee will 

comprise of at least 4 members from different divisions of NESPAK. 

As per NESPAK Eligibility Criteria for Induction and Promotion, employees having only M.Sc. 

Engineering will be given benefit of marks in interview and benefit of M.Sc. Allowance. 

During the audit of NESPAK for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management 

appointed 12 officers/engineers in various categories in different departments without having the 

required qualification, experience (Annex-34). Further in some cases the engineers were appointed on 

fake degrees or unrecognized / accreditation certificate from the HEC/PEC. 

Audit is of the view that appointments of these officers / engineers were made due to lack of 

internal and financial control of the management and undue favour was given to the ineligible 

appointees at the cost of the public exchequer and deprived the eligible candidates from their due right. 

Thus, expenditure of 

Rs. 157.260 million on account of pay and allowances of the officers/engineers was also irregular. 

In the DAC meeting held on 10.02.2022, the management explained that these employees were 

appointed on daily wages basis under clause 25 of the “Charter of demands”. The policies and 

procedures of recruitment were duly followed as per criteria from publishing the advertisement till the 

appointment. 

The DAC directed to investigate the matter for appointment of daily wages through the Inquiry 

Committee by NESPAK’s Board and verify the criteria for appointment as per approved recruitment 

rules.  

Audit recommends to conduct high level inquiry to investigate the matter and fix responsibility 

on the person(s) at fault besides termination of the services of the concerned officers / engineers. 

Para-22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 (NESPAK), 2020-21 
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Chapter-7 

Ministry of Federal Education and Professional Training 

Overview 

Ministry of Federal Education and Professional Training was established in July 2011 

in the wake of the 18th Amendment. Some of the Departments / Organizations previously under 

MOLM and MOE were placed under this Ministry. Supreme Court of Pakistan in its Judgment 

dated November 25, 2011, directed that because of insertion of Article 25-A in the Constitution, 

the Federal Government cannot absolve itself from the responsibility of providing education to 

its citizens. 

In the light of Supreme Court Judgment, a Summary was moved to Prime Minister of 

Pakistan who was pleased to approve the renaming of Ministry as “Ministry of Education and 

Training” which was duly notified by the Cabinet Division on July 24, 2012. Subsequently, the 

Council of Common Interest (CCI) in its meeting held on November 8, 2012, endorsed the 

renaming of Ministry and approved its functioning with the subjects already assigned to it. 

On the reorganization of Federal Secretariat, the Ministry renamed as Ministry of 

Education, Trainings & Standards in Higher Education vide Cabinet Division’s notification 

No. 4-8/2013-Min-I dated 07th June, 2013. 

On June19, 2014, Ministry has now renamed as Ministry of Federal Education and 

Professional Training vide Cabinet Division’s notification No.  

4-10/2011-Min-I dated19thJune, 2014. 

Aims & Objectives 

 National cohesion on education policies and reforms, and focusing national attention on 

education issues 

 Lead Educational Standard setting 

 Leading programs of national importance to ensure equity and cohesion 

 Leading international cooperation and coordination on education matters 

 Integration of Religious Educational Institutions 

 Collect, analyze and disseminate information on key education indicators including student 

learning assessments and education financing 

 Manage, supervise and implement formal education in schools and colleges under ICT through 

the Federal Directorate of Education 

 Registration & regulation of Private Educational Institutions in ICT and enforcement of 

relevant rules & regulations on the private education sector 

 Lead coordination of academic evaluation across Pakistan, especially for quality in large scale 

student exams through the Inter Board Committee of Chairmen (IBCC). 

Governing Laws and Policies 

● Rule of Business 1973 

Audit Profile of Ministry of Federal Education and Professional Training 

 (Rs. in million) 
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S. No. Description Total Audited 
Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue 

/Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 5 2 943.924 1444.424 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 

-    

3 Authorities /Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 

5 3   

4 Foreign Aided Projects (FAP) -    

 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 11,404.372* million were raised because of this 

audit. This amount also includes recoverable of Rs. 21.929 million as pointed out by the audit. 

Summary of the audit observation classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of the Audit Observations 

S. No. Classification  Amount (Rs. 

in million) 

1 Non-Production of record - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation  - 

3 Irregularities:   

A HR/Employees related irregularities  76.070 

B Procurement related irregularities  30.006 

C Management of accounts with Commercial Banks 5,283.144 

4 Value for money and services delivery issues  - 

5 Others  6,015.152 

 *
Expenditure pertaining to previous years are included   
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7.1 National Textile University Faisalabad 

7.1.1 Introduction 

The National Textile University (NTU), Faisalabad campus was established on 15 

November 2002 under the National Textile University Ordinance, 2002, whereas Karachi 

Campus was established on 1st July 2017. The university is an autonomous body to perform its 

academic and administrative functions. The main purpose of university is the promotion and 

dissemination of knowledge and technology in textile, determination of courses of study in 

textile education and to provide instruction, training, research, demonstration and service. The 

Faisalabad Campus of the university is situated at Main Sheikhupura Road Manawala, 

Faisalabad and the Karachi Campus is situated at Street 2/1, Sector 30, Korangi Industrial Area 

Karachi. 

7.1.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

7.1.2.1 The working results of the University for the year 2020-21 as compared to previous years 

are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

 

2020-21 % Inc./ 

(Dec) 

2019-20 % Inc./ 

(Dec) 

2018-19 

Income from Grants:       

The grant from the Higher Education 

Commission (HEC) for recurring 

274.79 25.41 219.12 (7) 234.93 

Grant from HEC for Tenure Track 

Faculty 

23.79 3.80 22.92 3 22.3 

Textile Cess for recurring 6.96 61.48 4.31 (26) 5.79 

Total Grants 305.54 24.03 246.35 (6) 263.01 

Income from Own Sources:        

Fee from students 352.81 3.96 339.38 15 294.56 

Income from sample testing and 

research projects 

16.68 27.04 13.13 6 12.42 

Other income 37.72 (10.97) 42.37 52 27.89 

Total Income from Own Sources 407.22 3.12 394.89 17 338.05 

Grants amortized during the year 253.20 11.89 226.34 37 164.76 

Total Income 1,065.57 22.83 867.58 13 765.83 

Expenditure:       

Salaries, wages and other benefits 404.55 16.87 346.15 12 308.25 

Employees retirement benefits 146.45 (5.72) 155.34 60 96.99 

Repair and maintenance  25.18 16.14 21.68 16 18.75 
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Communication 17.67 45.91 12.11 47 8.21 

Utilities 33.76 (2.00) 34.45 (3) 35.67 

Travelling and transportation 6.71 (38.94) 10.99 13 9.70 

Printing and stationery 4.28 (32.39) 6.33 60 3.95 

Remuneration to part-time / visiting 

teachers 

12.33 (21.86) 15.78 (6) 16.83 

Merit scholarships and gold medals  12.45 6.41 11.70 (0.3) 11.74 

Others 45.46 (6.44) 48.59 19 40.71 

Amortization of Assets and 

Expenses against Grant 

253.20 11.89 226.34 37 164.76 

Total Expenditure 962.04 8.16 889.46 23 720.76 

Surplus / (Deficit) before 

Depreciation 

3.92 (117.92) (21.88) - 45.07 

Depreciation and amortization 36.71 (3.77) 38.15 5 36.41 

Surplus / (Deficit) after 

Depreciation and Amortization 

(32.79) (45.37) (60.02) - 8.66 

Other comprehensive income/(loss) (33.88) 131.58 (14.63) (92) (187.35) 

Total Surplus/(Deficit) for the year  (66.68) (10.68) (74.65) (58) (178.70) 

(Source: Annual Audited Accounts) 

Accumulated deficit increased from Rs. 537.12 million as on June 30, 2020 to  

Rs. 603.80 million as on June 30, 2021 registering an increase of 12.41%. The management should 

make strenuous efforts and effective measures to mitigate this deficit. 

7.1.2.2 The capital work in progress for up-gradation of Karachi sub campus (PSDP Project) was 

Rs. 5.79 million on June 30, 2020 which increased to  

Rs. 38.56 million on June 30, 2021. Early and timely completion of the up-gradation work of 

building/plant & machinery for Karachi sub campus is required to avoid time over-run and cost 

escalation. 

7.1.2.3 Movement of capital work in progress showed that the university has transferred a sum of 

Rs. 404.706 million in 2020-21 to operating fixed assets whereas, a sum of Rs. 307.018 million is still 

transferable as on June 30, 2021. Status of the project with respect to hiring of the contractor for building 

and infrastructure work alongwith contract cost and tentative completion period for the project needs to 

be explained. 

7.1.2.4 As per schedule of assets from grant in aids, there was an addition of Rs. 929.56 million in 

property and equipment during the year 2020-21 for both campuses. The reasons for increase in these 

physical assets need to be justified as the development and up-gradation work is still in progress. 

7.1.2.5 National Textile University Karachi campus was established on July 01, 2017 and HEC 

awarded the recognition to this sub campus on provisional basis subject to fulfillment of necessary 

requirements. The present recognition status of National Textile University Karachi sub Campus with 

HEC alongwith all documentary evidences regarding fulfillment of HEC requirements may be provided.  
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7.1.2.6 Salaries & other benefits in respect of Karachi campus have increased from Rs. 0.057 

million in 2019-20 to Rs. 11.332 million in 2020-21. The reasons for this abnormal increase need to be 

explained.  

7.1.2.7 National Textile University Faisalabad was handed over three institutes named Plastic 

Technology Center (PTC), Synthetic Fiber Development and Application Center (SFDAC) and Pak 

Korea–German Technology Institute (GTI) for establishment of NTU Karachi campus on July 01, 2017. 

The management started development and educational activities without transfer of title of land in the 

name of NTU. In the absence of non-transfer of title of said land, the entire expenditure on establishment 

of sub campus is held irregular and unjustified. 

7.1.2.8 Salaries wages & other benefits increased by 16.87% from  

Rs. 346.152 million during 2019-20 to Rs. 404.555 million during 2020-21 against the increase @ 10% 

announced by the government. The reasons for disproportionate increase need to be explained.  

7.1.2.9 Expenditure on account of communication increased from Rs. 12.107 million in 2019-20 

to Rs. 17.677 million in 2020-21 resulting an increase of 46%. The reasons for increase need to be 

clarified. 

7.1.2.10 Fee and other charges receivables increased from Rs. 1.756 million on June 30, 2020 to Rs. 

10.203 on June 30, 2021 registering an increase of 481%. Early recovery of receivable is required. 

7.1.2.11 As per note 4.7 of financial statements, actuarial losses due to experience adjustments on 

account of employee’s retirement benefits increased from Rs. 3.90 million on June 30, 2020 to Rs. 36.15 

million on June 30, 2021 registering an increase of 827%. The reasons of increase need to be justified. 

7.1.2.12 An amount of Rs. 14.310 million during 2020-21 was withheld from the payment to 

contractors against PSDP civil works. The reasons for withholding the said amount need to be 

explained. 

7.1.2.13 An amount of Rs. 2.619 million during 2020-21 was incurred against the license of firewall 

for the university’s software. The basis for incurring of said expenditure needs to be justified 

7.1.2.14 Rs. 151.926 million and Rs. 275.868 million during 2020-21 were lying in current and PLA 

accounts respectively. The amount in PLS account was placed at normal profit rates. The management 

needs to work out its working capital requirement. Further, surplus amount may be invested in Term 

Deposit Receipts to earn profit. 

7.1.2.15 An amount of Rs. 6.412 million against Human Resource Development and Rs. 9.087 

million against contingencies for Karachi Campus was amortized during 2020-21. The reasons for 

amortization of such expenditure need to be justified. 

7.1.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras # 

% of 

compliance 

2007-08 02 01 01 172.2 50 

2008-09 08 06 02 221.5, 222 75 

2009-10 06 05 01 233.5 83 

2010-11 08 06 02 23.1.2.4, 23.1.3 75 
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2011-12 17 12 05 
24.1.2.5, 24.1.2.6, 24.1.3, 

24.1.4.1, 24.1.4.2 
71 

2012-13 04 03 01 24.1.3 75 

2013-14 07 03 04 
17.1.2.1, 17.1.2.3, 

17.1.2.4, 17.1.3 
43 

2015-16 07 03 04 
18.1.2.1, 18.1.2.2, 

18.1.2.5, 18.1.3 
43 

2016-17 12 05 07 

17.1.2, 17.1.2.1, 17.1.2.2, 

17.1.2.3, 17.1.3, 17.1.4.1, 

17.1.4.4 

42 

2017-18 18 12 06 
4.6.3, 4.6.4.2, 4.6.4.3, 

4.6.4.5, 4.6.4.6, 4.6.4.8 
67 

Total 89 56 33  62 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs improvement. 

7.2 NFC Institute of Engineering and Technological Training (Pvt.) 

Limited, Multan 

7.2.1 Introduction 

The company was incorporated on June 26, 1984 as a Private Limited Company under 

the name “NFC Technical Training Centre (Pvt.) Limited”. Subsequently the name of the 

Company was changed to “NFC Institute of Engineering and Technological Training (Pvt.) 

Limited” on August 30, 1994. Later on, all assets, properties, rights and interests of whatever 

kind, used, enjoyed possessed, owned or vested in or held in trust by and liabilities legally 

against the company were transferred to NFC Institute of Engineering and Technology. This 

transfer was done in accordance with the provisions of NFC Institute of Engineering and 

Technology Multan Act, 2012 passed by the National Assembly on 8th October 2009 and by 

the Majlis-e-Shoora (Parliament) in its joint sitting on 5th April 2012 which was published in 

“The Gazette of Pakistan” on 8th May 2012 and recognized as Degree Awarding Institute. The 

Institute is engaged in educational and training programs leading to higher degree in the field 

of Engineering. 

7.2.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

7.2.2.1 The working results of the Institute for the year 2020-21 as compared to the previous 

years are given below: 

(Rs. in million) 

 2020-21 % Inc./ 

(Dec) 

2019-

20 

% Inc./ 

(Dec) 

2018-

19 

% 

Inc./ 

(Dec) 

2017-

18 

Income 

Tuition & training fee 

and other income 

600.217 11.48 538.39 1.86 528.58 4.09 507.79 

Expenditure        

Teaching 418.859 11.56 375.46 12.33 334.24 5.71 316.19 

Training 7.901 (28.17) 11.00 (29.62) 15.63 4.13 15.01 
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Admin & general 112.56 11.30 101.13 18.93 85.03 1.89 83.45 

Bank charges 0.26 13.04 0.23 4.55 0.22 (12) 0.25 

Total Expenditure:- 539.58 10.61 487.82 12.11 435.12 4.88 414.89 

Surplus before taxation 60.637 19.88 50.58 (45.88) 93.46 0.60 92.90 

Taxation - - - - - - - 

Surplus after taxation 60.637 19.88 50.58 (45.88) 93.46 0.60 92.90 
(Source: Annual Audited Accounts) 

Training fee income decreased by 9.71% from Rs. 9.677 million in the year  

2019-20 to Rs. 8.737 million in the year 2020-21 and other income also decreased by 9.91% 

from Rs. 179.313 million in the year 2019-20 to Rs. 161.542 in the year 2020-21. This needs 

explanation. 

7.2.2.2 Teaching expenses increased by 11.560% from Rs. 375.457 million in the year 2019-

20 to Rs. 418.859 million in the year 2020-21. Administrative expenses also increased by 

11.304% from Rs. 101.128 million in the year  

2019-20 to Rs. 112.560 in the year 2020-21. Enormous increase in said expenses needs 

justification.  

7.2.2.3 As per note-12, share capital, under the head Fund Account, shows nil value in the 

year 2020-21 as compared to the value of Rs. 25.00 million in previous year 2019-20. Reasons 

for nil value of the share capital in the year 2020-21 need explanation.   

7.2.2.4 According to the Auditor’s Report to the Syndicate, the accounts for the year 2020-

21 are prepared on going concern basis. Revaluation of the free hold land is made during the 

year 2020-21 which resulted in revaluation surplus of  

Rs. 4,029.367. Reasons along with calculations of revaluation surplus may be elaborated.  

7.2.2.5 As per the balance sheet for the year 2020-21, short term investment increased from 

Rs. 750.00 million in the year 2019-20 to Rs. 800.00 million in the year 2020-21 but profit on 

investment decreased from Rs. 93.725 million in the year 2019-20 to Rs. 69.918 in the year 

2020-21 which needs explanation.  

7.2.2.6 As per notes 19 & 21, salaries and other benefits under the heads Teaching Expenses 

increased by 10.57% from Rs. 231.872 million in the year 2019-20 to Rs. 256.374 in the year 

2020-21 and salaries and other benefits under the head Administrative Expenses increased by 

6.41% from Rs. 82.895 million in the year 2019-20 to Rs. 88.207 in the year 2020-21. Further, 

Directors’ remuneration also increased by 33.843% from Rs. 9.949 in the year 2019-20 to Rs. 

13.316 in the year 2020-21 as compared to the previous year. This abnormal increase in the 

salaries & other benefits and Directors’ remuneration needs explanation.  

7.2.2.7 Deferred Grant included an amount of Rs. 20.972 million for coal research center, 

out of which only Rs. 2.288 million were utilized in the year 2020-21. The reasons for non-

utilization alongwith nature of grant needs to be explained.  

7.2.2.8 As per note-9, interest accrued increased to Rs. 36.03 million in the year 2020-21 as 

compared to Rs. 28.018 million in the year 2019-20 registering an increase of 28.6%. Reasons 

for non-recovery of interest accrued needs to be explained and also provide party wise aging 

of interest receivable. 
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7.2.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 

Pending Paras No %of 

compliance 
2011-12 10 01 09 9.5.2.1, 9.5.2.2, 9.5.2.3, 

9.5.2.4, 9.5.2.5, 9.5.2.6, 

9.5.2.7, 9.5.2.8, 9.5.3 

10 

2012-13 06 01 05 9.4.2.1, 9.4.2.2, 9.4.2.3, 

9.4.3, 9.4.4.1 

17 

2013-14 05 04 01 8.23.2.3 80 

2014-15 09 07 02 9.25.3, 9.25.4.1 78 

2015-16 11 10 01 8.24.3 91 

2016-17 05 03 02 7.21.3, 7.21.4.2 40 

2017-18 06 0 06 10.20.1, 10.20.2.1, 

10.20.2.2, 10.20.2.3, 

10.20.2.4, 10.20.3 

0 

2018-19 07 05 02 9.20.2.1, 9.20.2.5 71 

Total 59 31 28  53 

The compliance of the PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs immediate 

attention of the PAO. 

7.2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

7.2.4.1 Irregular purchase of vehicles without prior approval from Austerity 

Committee – Rs. 19.774 million 

As per Finance Division (Expenditure Wing) Office Memorandum No. 7(1) Exp. IV/ 2016-812 

&7(1)Exp. IV/2016-430 dated August, 21, 2019 & dated August 06, 2020, regarding Austerity 

Measures for Financial year 2019-20 & 2020-21 respectively, there was complete ban on purchase of 

all types of vehicles (excluding motorcycles) both for current as well as development expenditure and 

according to Para-10 (i) of the GFR Vol-I, every public officer is expected to exercise the same vigilance 

in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise 

in respect of expenditure of his own money. 

During audit of NFC-Institute of Engineering and Technology (IET), Multan for the year 2019-

21, it was observed that management procured following vehicles costing Rs. 19.774 million during the 

ban period in violation of the above Govt. rules therefore held irregular.  

Sr. # Particulars BPV No. Dated Amount 

1 2 Nos. Battery vehicle 505 23.06.2021 4,987,000 

2 Battery operated vehicle fare 134 06.04.2021 44,000 

3 Toyota-Altis (1598CC) (AEB-532) 159 16.04.2021 3,298,000 

4 Suzuki-Cultus VXR (1000CC) 160 19.04.2021 1,795,000 

5 Hino Bus 06 02.04.2019 9,650,000 

   Total 19,774,000 
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Matter was reported to the management through A.I.R. Management in its response on January 

24th 2022, stated that in Multan, the summer remains very hot therefore the walk between departments 

and to parking plaza becomes very difficult. That’s why the management decided to procure electric 

vehicles/buses. Further provisioning of pick & drop (transport) facilities to the students of the institute 

do not fall under the parameters of austerity devised by the Finance Division. Other vehicles were 

replaced by the old vehicles having huge repair and maintenance cost. Furthermore, NFC Institute 

of Engineering & Technology, Multan is a self-sustained autonomous institution working on its own 

resources without receiving any financial aid/grant from any Government Agency. The budget for 

procurement was properly approved by the Vice-Chancellor in exercise of the powers vested in him 

under Section11(4) of the NFC-IET Multan Act , 2012 which were duly recommended by the F&PC 

and the Syndicate and the same will also be ratified in next meeting of the Senate as per previous 

practice. 

Reply was not convincing as Finance Division’s austerity measures were applicable on all 

public sectors companies. 

Despite repeated requests, no DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends justifying the reason for purchase of vehicles of  

Rs. 19.774 million in violation of the Finance Division instructions, fixing responsibility on the person 

at fault, and adopting remedial measures to avoid recurrence of such incidence in future. 

Para-2 & 13 (NFC-IET, Mtn), 2019-21 

7.2.4.2 Irregular and unjustified award of development projects without hiring of 

supervision and consultant – Rs. 132.539 million 

According to clause 2(aa) of PEC Consulting By-Laws statutory notification S.R.O.809(I)/86 

dated August 24, 1986,"consulting engineer" means any person, partnership, corporate body or any 

other legal entity which independently performs study, prepares reports, makes design, supervises 

construction or similar advisory activities in the engineering disciplines and is registered or licensed as 

such by the Council; further, as per clause 3(7), the individual consulting engineer or the sole proprietor 

of a partnership firm of consulting engineers shall give an undertaking to the Council that he is an 

independent consulting engineer and has no interest in construction and conflicting commercial, 

industrial and business activities which are likely to influence his professional independence and 

neutrality. According to 18(2) (g) of NFC Institute of Engineering and Technology Multan Act 2012, 

powers and functions of the senate, the senate shall have the power to approve financial resource 

development plans of the Institute. 

During audit of NFC-Institute of Engineering and Technology (IET), Multan for the year 2019-

21, it was revealed that the management awarded 09 construction contracts valuing Rs. 132.539 million 

to different contractors without supervision of engineering consultant/ 3rd party validation (Annex-35). 

Similarly, these projects were also not got approved from the competent forum i.e. Senate which 

was violation of the relevant clause of the Act. 

Audit was of the view that payment of Rs. 132.539 million against the construction work 

without supervision of consultant and without budget approval from the senate (the competent forum) 

was held irregular and unjustified. 

Management in its reply dated January 24th 2022 stated that NFC IET has its own civil 

engineering department and experienced and technical staff working under the supervision of Chairman 

Development Works (Civil Engg.) and also a Civil Engineering Department and Architecture Design 
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Deptt. In case of hiring of resident supervision, they had to pay 4% to 5% approximately more on the 

construction cost of all the projects. Budgets were approved by the Vice-Chancellor in exercise of the 

powers vested in him under Section 11(4) of the NFC-IET Multan Act 2012 which were duly 

recommended by the F&PC and the Syndicate, as the matter was of urgent nature and required 

immediate action (Payment of Salaries etc.). The same will also be ratified in next meeting of the Senate 

as per previous practice.  

Reply was not tenable as consultancy firm was not appointed for supervision of the 

work which was violation of the govt. rules. 

Despite repeated requests, no DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to explain the reason(s) for non-hiring of supervision consultant in violation 

of the said instructions, justify the reason(s) for execution of works without approval of senate, 

regularize the budgets as well as the civil works from the Senate besides fixing responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault, 

Para-4 & 7 (NFC-IET, Mtn), 2019-21 

7.2.4.3 Irregular appointment of lecturer in violation of statutes of NFC Institute - Rs. 

17.590 million 

Non-verification of degrees of the contract employees - Rs. 50.946 million 

According to 1st statutes of NFC Institute of Engineering and Technology Multan Promulgated 

by the President of Pakistan under section 39 of NFC Act 2012, Evaluation Criteria for Faculty Section 

for post of lecture is as under: 

Description Point Assigned  

Academic Qualification  40 

Additional Academic Qualification 05 

Medal(Gold, Silver, Bronze) 05(5,3,2) 

Test 10 

Evaluation as Teacher  10 

Interview 30 

Total  100 

According to Establishment Division D.O No.6 (28) 2011-DG-II dated March 08, 2011 the 

Prime Minister directed that measures should be taken to authenticate degrees/ certificates of all federal 

government employees of the respective ministries/ divisions, their attached departments, subordinate 

offices and autonomous bodies under their administrative control. 

During audit of NFC-Institute of Engineering and Technology (IET), Multan for the year 2019-

21, it was observed that management advertised different posts of Lecturers (Architecture, Fashion 

Design, Electrical Engineering, Petroleum & Gas Engineering). The management changed the 

evaluation criteria, omitted two components of the said criteria i.e. test and evaluation as teacher. 

Further, the marks of the interview were increased from 40 instead of 30 and appointed 19 Lecturers on 

contract basis and paid Rs. 17.590 million (Annex-36). 

Similarly, management appointed 51 faculty members (Associate Professor 01, Assistant 

Professor 10, Lecturers 19, Lab Engineers 4, Programmer IT 1, and Assistant 16 but their degrees were 

not verified (Annex-37). The management paid Rs. 50.946 million from the date of appointment to 

31.07.2021.  
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Audit is of the view that management violated the approved criteria of NFC statues and 

Establishment Division. Thus, the payment of Rs. 68.536 million (17.590 +Rs. 50.946) was held 

irregular. 

Matter was reported to the management through A.I.R. Management in its response dated 

January 24th 2022 stated that all these appointments were made on contract basis through third party 

(NFC-IET Welfare Trust) and are on their strength who has made all these appointments on HEC 

criteria. Moreover, these contract employees are not on the strength of the NFC-IET and they are being 

paid salary out of the NFC-IET Trust Fund. However, for future appointment the NFC-IET Welfare 

Trust has been instructed to follow the evaluation criteria as observed by the audit. A cell has been 

established for verification of the degrees and started its work. A compliance report of degree will be 

submitted to audit as soon as the task is completed.  

Reply was not convincing as Govt. rules and NFC Act was violated in appointments of the staff. 

Despite repeated requests, no DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated for changes/ amendment without approval 

of competent authority, responsibility may be fixed, amount be recovered and degrees may be got 

verified from concerned Universities / HED.  

Para-12 & 15 (NFC-IET, Mtn), 2019-21 

7.2.4.4 Unjustified / excess enrollment of students in B.Sc. Engineering Programmes 

Loss due to shifting of self-supporting and overseas Pakistanis quota into 

regular quota – Rs. 42.200 million 

According to Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC) letter No. PEC/EAD/93-P/2019 dated 

October 11, 2019, “Article-2A-annual admission in engineering bachelor’s degree programmes offered 

by engineering institutions and universities. The maximum number of annual admissions in the 

engineering programs offered by higher education institutions shall be approved by the council in light 

of the provisions of PEC Act. Further, all reserved seats/quotas shall be adjusted within the maximum 

allowable intake for annual session approved by the Council for an engineering program of the 

engineering institution/ university. The prior permission of PEC shall be required against the 

government nomination for admission in addition to allowable intake restricted for open merit. 

During audit of NFC-Institute of Engineering and Technology (IET), Multan for the year 2019-

21, it was observed that management enrolled 122 students instead of 120 in B.Sc. Electrical 

Engineering, 40 students of B.Sc. Mechanical Engineering against 39 students and 43 students of B.Sc. 

Civil Engineering against 39 students during the 2019 in violation of PEC policy (Annex-38). 

It was further observed that due to shifting of the students from K & S categories (i.e. Category 

“K-Overseas Pakistanis” “S-Self Supporting) to the regular quota as tabulated below, management 

sustained a loss of Rs. 50.000 million. 
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S. 

# 

Intake 

Year 
Programme 

No. of 

Seats 

Revenue 

Per Seat 

Total Revenue 

Loss 

1 2019 BSc Electrical Engineering 38 400,000 15,200,000 

2 2020 BSc Chemical Engineering 39 300,000 11,700,000 

BSc Electrical Engineering 39 300,000 11,700,000 

BSc Petroleum & Gas Engineering 12 300,000 3,600,000 

Total:- 42,200,000 

Matter was reported to the management on 24.01.2022. Department replied that candidates 

were admitted in discipline of B.Sc. Electrical Engineering, B.Sc. Mechanical Engineering, B.Sc. Civil 

Engineering as per seats given in Prospectus which were approved by PEC who strictly monitor these 

things. No extra candidate is admitted over and above the approved seats. Further, the vacant seats of 

category-S and category-K in the admission 2019 at NFC-IET Multan were shifted to open merit 

because no applicant was available in Category-S and Category-K. In order to reduce the impact of loss, 

category-K and category-S seats were converted to open merit on recommendation of admission 

committee.  

Reply was not tenable as evidence in support of the reply was not produced to audit. 

Despite repeated requests, no DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to justify the position besides fixing responsibility on the individual 

concerned. 

Para-19 (NFC-IET, Mtn), 2019-21 

7.3 National Book Foundation 

7.3.1 Introduction 

National Book Foundation (NBF) is an autonomous body established under an Act of 

Parliament, 1972. National Book Council of Pakistan (NBCP) was merged with National Book 

Foundation on July 01, 1994. Accordingly, all the assets and liabilities of former NBCP on that 

date were incorporated in the books of NBF. National Book Foundation is engaged in the 

promotion of literacy by developing, printing and trading of books and other activities related 

thereto. 

7.3.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

7.3.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to Audit for review each 

year. Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited annual accounts of the 

organization for the year 2020-21 till December 31, 2021. 

Audit recommends that the annual audited accounts for the year 2020-21 be provided immediately and 

timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing responsibility for non-submission of annual 

audited accounts (Annex-2). 

7.3.2.2 Working results of the Foundation for the year 2019-20 as compared with those of 

the previous years are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Particulars 
2019-20 %Inc. / 

(decrease) 

2018-19 %Inc. / 

(decrease) 

2017-18 

Sales 246.836 12.72 218.986 (10.70) 245.236 
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Cost of sales 165.498 (1.29) 167.663 (9.04) 184.322 

Gross profit 81.337 58.48 51.322 (15.75) 60.914 

Admn. & General Expenses 252.847 6.18 238.130 9.11 231.727 

Finance Charges  0.120 (59.32) 0.295 158.77 0.114 

Operating Profit/(Loss) (171.629) (8.27) (187.101) 9.46 (170.928) 

Government Grants 179.420 4.12 172.320 (8.93) 189.217 

Other income  54.020 22.25 44.187 24.79 35.410 

Profit/(Loss)/ before tax  61.811 110.21 29.405 (45.24) 53.699 

Provision for taxation 11.949 241.59 3.498 (71.16) 12.131 

Net Profit/ (Loss) after tax 49.862 92.46 25.907 (38.22) 41.937 

 (Source: Annual Audited Accounts)  

The sales of the Foundation increased by 12.72% to Rs 246.836 million in  

2019-20 (2018-19 – Rs. 218.986 million), whereas, the cost of sales was decreased by 1.29% to Rs. 

165.498 million in 2019-20 (2018-19 – Rs. 167.663 million). Although, the sales were increased during 

the year but Foundation sustained operating loss of Rs. 171.629 million during the year under review 

against operating loss of Rs. 187.101 million in previous year. The foundation is relying on government 

grants and during the year under review grant of Rs. 179.420 million was received. Efforts need to be 

made to make the foundation a self-sustaining entity in the years to come.  

7.3.2.3 Closing stock of books/paper increased by 5.9% to Rs. 107.849 million as on June 

30-2020 (2018-19 – Rs. 101.800 million). A provision of slow moving stock of Rs. 4.281 

million was made in 2019-20 (2018-19 – Rs. 0.161 million). Reasons for abnormal increased 

along with detail of slow moving stock needs to be elaborated. Further, the detail of damaged 

books included in slow moving stock needs to be separated.  

7.3.2.4 Admn. & General Expenses increased by 6.18% to Rs. 252.847 million during the 

year under review (2018-19 – Rs. 238.130 million). The figure included Admn. Selling & 

Distribution expenses of Rs. 225.427 million (which was 89% of the total administrative and 

general expenses). The figure is silent by means of notes, the expenditure needs to be elaborate 

separately head wise. 

7.3.2.5 In Note-22 to the accounts the management disclosed prior period errors & 

omissions of financial statements. The prior period errors & omission affected the heads of 

Reserve by Rs. 119.036 million, Equity with negative impact by Rs. 250.553 million, non-

current liabilities by Rs. 139.504 million and current liabilities by Rs. 18.097 million. The 

management may justify its position with regard to said impacts in detail with full facts & 

figures.   

7.3.2.6 The prior period errors & omissions included adjustment of Rs. 34.767 million on 

account of trade & other payables (1918-19 – Rs. 18.097 million and 2017-18 – Rs. 16.670 

million). Party wise detail of said liabilities and reasons of their reversal needs to be made 

available to Audit.  

7.3.2.7 Other income increased by 22.25% to Rs 54.020 million in 2019-20 (2018-19 – Rs. 

44.187 million). The figure included an amount of Rs. 5.036 million on account of adjustment 

of prior period error & omission. Position needs clarification with facts & figures.  

7.3.2.8 Although, the property & equipment decreased by 5.49% to  
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Rs. 154.094 million as on June 30, 2020 (2018-19 – Rs. 163.051 million. However, the figure 

included capital work in progress of Rs. 23.346 million which is pending since last many years. 

Position needs clarification and early capitalization of work in progress is stressed upon the 

management.  

7.3.2.9 Trade debtors increased by 85.82% to Rs 74.821 million as on June 30, 2020 (2019-

20 – Rs. 40.265 million). Alarming increase under the head needs clarification, early recovery 

of trade debts is stressed upon the management to avoid their conversion into bad debts in the 

years to come.  

7.3.2.10 Although, advances, deposits and prepayments decreased by 13.89% to Rs. 8.228 

million as on June 30, 2020 (2018-19 – Rs. 9.556 million), yet it included receivable from 

employees of Rs. 6.600 million as on June 30, 2020. Detail of employees and aging analysis of 

said receivables needs to be made available to Audit. 

7.3.2.11 Although, Cash & bank balances decreased by 9.82% to Rs. 151.760 million as on 

June 30, 2020 (2018-19 – Rs. 168.294 million). The figure included current account balance of 

Rs. 131.232 million and PLS Saving account balance of Rs. 19.651 million. Keeping the huge 

amount in current or PLS saving account is not a prudent financial management. The 

management may determine its working balance limit as directed by Finance Division in July 

2003 and surplus fund needs to be invested in prudent manners in some profit earning schemes. 

7.3.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Para No. 

%age of 

compliance 

2003-04 04 0 04 34&34.1,34.2,34.3,34.4 - 

2009-10 02 01 01 61 50 

2010-11 07 04 03 5.1.2.1, 5.1.2.2, 5.1.4.1 57 

2011-12 12 06 06 
2.1.2.2, 2.1.2.5, 2.1.2.7, 2.1.2.8, 

2.1.4.1, 2.1.4.2 
50 

2013-14 08 03 05 
3.1.2.1, 3.1.2.2, 3.1.2.3, 3.1.2.4, 

3.1.2.5 
38 

2014-15 07 01 06 
2.1.2.1, 2.1.2.2, 2.1.2.3, 2.1.2.4, 

2.1.2.5, 2.1.2.6 
14 

2015-16 09 02 07 
13.1.2.1, 13.1.2.2, 13.1.2.3, 

13.1.2.5, 13.1.2.6, 13.1.2.7, 13.1.3 
22 

2017-18 08 01 07 
11.2.2.1, 11.2.2.2, 11.2.2.3, 

11.2.2.4, 11.2.2.5, 11.2.2.6, 11.2.3 
13 

2018-19 12 10 02 10.3.2.7, 10.3.3 83 

Total 69 28 41  40 

Overall compliance of PAC directives was poor which needs immediate attention of PAO. 

7.3.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

7.3.4.1 Excess payment of gratuity beyond the qualifying service –  

Rs. 2.787 million 

Irregular payment of encashment for leave refused in addition to normal 

encashment of LPR – Rs. 2.231 million 

As per extracts from the minutes of the meeting of the Board of Governors of NBF held on 

14.02.1978, the Board approved the adoption of the scheme of Revised National Pay Scales and 

Allowances for the employees of NBF.  
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As per reforms in pension/commutation scheme 2001, “the qualifying service for grant of 

pension/gratuity was fixed as 30 years”. 

As per Revised Leave Rules, 1980 “a Civil Servant may, fifteen months before the date of 

superannuation or thirty years qualifying service on or after the 1st July, 1983, at his option, be allowed 

to encash his leave preparatory to retirement, if he undertakes in writing to perform duty in lieu of the 

whole period of three hundred and sixty-five (365) days or lesser period which is due and admissible. 

During audit of National Book Foundation Islamabad for the years 2017-18 to 2019-20 it was 

observed that the management did not adhere to 30 years limit of qualifying service while calculating 

the final dues of seven employees at the time of their retirement. Resultantly, excess payment of Rs. 

2.787 million was made to them on account of gratuity by considering the qualifying service beyond 30 

years. Thus, the payment of gratuity beyond the limit is held irregular. 

Moreover, the management is following the practice of leave encashment on retirement for 365 

days in line with Government policy as well as leave encashment on the basis of leave at his credit equal 

to number of days for which leave was refused or not availed by the employees. A payment of Rs. 2.231 

million was made in eight cases on this account in addition to the normal encashment of 365 days. 

Audit is of the view that dual facility of leave encashment contrary to the rules is irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on 21.04.2021. The management in its reply stated 

that the Civil Servants Act, 1973 regulates service of Civil Servants only whereas NBF is an 

autonomous body and services of NBF employees are governed under NBF Service Rules, 1973. The 

gratuity paid by NBF is not pension/commutation. Moreover, the relevant provisions of NBF Service 

Rules allow leave encashment as in vogue and objected by Audit. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 07.07.2021 directed the management to refer the matter to 

Finance Division for seeking opinion. 

No compliance of the DAC directives was provided to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to stop the irregular practice forthwith and matter be referred to Finance 

Division for clarification.  

Para-2 & 21 (NBF), 2017-20 

7.3.4.2 Irregular procurement of papers below specifications – Rs. 19.882 million 

As per Clause–1 (B) of the agreements signed with three firms, the suppliers were bound to 

supply paper as per specification. As per clause-12 of the agreement, NBF shall not release any advance 

payment to supplier. The payment will be made through crossed cheque after receipt of supplies and 

fulfillment of codal formalities. As per clause 5(b) of agreement, in case the test report is not in 

accordance with approved samples then, the whole lot will be rejected. 

During audit of National Book Foundation Islamabad for the years  

2017-18 to 2019-20 it was observed that as per agreement, M/s Arsam Paper Mills had to provide 100 

M.Ton 80 GSM papers at a cost of Rs. 15.990 million to the Foundation. The samples of papers were 

forwarded to PCSIR laboratories for evaluation of specifications but the management made 75% 

payment i.e.  

Rs. 11.992 million to M/s Arsam Paper Mills in June, 2019 before the receipt of test reports. On receipt 

of results from laboratories, there was difference in specification of paper supplied by the firm. The 

management did not get replacement of papers and accepted the papers with 1% price reduction i.e. 

only Rs. 159,900. 
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Moreover, a contract to supply 550 packets of bleach cards amounting to Rs. 1.322 million was 

awarded to M/s Trade International, Lahore. As per test evaluation report, firm provided bleach cards 

of below specification, whereas, 100% payment had already been released to the firm. Thus, no action 

was taken against the firm for the replacement of bleach cards. 

Furthermore, 100 metric ton papers size 23”x36”/70GSM were purchased from M/s Mandiali 

Paper Mills, Sheikhupura but the same were found below specification. The management informed the 

supplier on May 19, 2017 about said deficiency; however, the supplier did not replace the papers. 

Consequently, sub-standard papers were accepted and utilized in printing of books. Thus, payment of 

Rs. 2.570 million to the firm is held irregular.   

Audit is of the view that the management was required to reject the consignments and should 

have insisted for provision of paper as per specifications given in agreements. 

The matter was reported to the management on 21.04.2021. The management in its reply stated 

that as the academic session had already been started and supply of text books could be late for one 

month. The retendering process was not affordable due to shortage of time hence it was decided to 

purchase the papers with directions to firms to improve the specifications. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 07.07.2021 directed the management to constitute a committee 

including 02 members from the Ministry as representative and comprehensive report may be shared 

with Ministry for perusal of Secretary for decision. 

No compliance of the DAC directives was provided to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives.  

Para-3 (NBF), 2017-20 

7.3.4.3 Irregular utilization of budget due to non-constitution of Board – 

Rs. 4,989.38 million 

As per NBF Act, 1972, the management, overall control and supervision of the affairs of the 

Foundation shall vest in a Board of Governors consisting of 23 members (as elaborated in the Act, 

1972). 

As per Companies Act, 2017 every company (organization) shall hold its first board 

meeting within 30 days from the date of incorporation. Regular and meaningful board meetings will be 

vital in evidencing compliance with that minimum standard. 

 During audit of National Book Foundation Islamabad for the years  

2017-18 to 2019-20 it was observed that last Board meeting of foundation was held in November, 2000 

and thereafter no Board meeting was held due to non-functional Board. Even no regular Managing 

Director of the Foundation has been appointed since December 2019, an amount of Rs. 4,989.38 million 

was spent on various projects by the management during last twenty years without the approval of 

Board. 

Moreover, budgeting in Foundation is altogether ignored. Foundation’s source of revenue 

includes government grant and sales proceeds. Neither proper heads of account are maintained nor 

allocation of funds is being done whereas, expenditure is done on need basis from government grant. 

This practice is against the canons of financial propriety.  

Audit is of the view that the utilization of budget without the approval of competent forum (the 

Board) was irregular. The expenditure was made with the approval of MD. 
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The matter was reported to the management on 21.04.2021. The management in its reply stated 

that BoG was re-constituted and notified on 07.12.2020 as well as MD was appointed by Government 

and he assumed the charge on 26.03.2021. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 07.07.2021 directed the management to constitute an Audit 

Committee including Ministry’s representative and certify all the expenditure from the committee for 

presenting before BoG for approval. 

No compliance of the DAC directives was provided to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends for compliance of directives of the DAC.  

Para-4 (NBF), 2017-20 

7.3.4.4 Irregular grant of advance increments to selected employees –  

Rs. 1.729 million 

As per Finance Division vide its OM No. F.1 (5) Imp/2001 dated 30.01.2002, the existing 

system of advance increments has been discontinued w.e.f. 1.12.2001.  

During audit of National Book Foundation (NBF) Islamabad for the years  

2017-18 to 2019-20 it was observed that advance increments amounting to  

Rs. 1.729 million were paid to 45 employees from July, 2017 to February, 2021. The list included 21 

employees to whom 02 advance increments were granted while in 24 cases 01 increment was granted.  

Audit holds the view that the grant of advance increments to employees against the 

instructions/policy of Finance Division was irregular.  

The matter was reported to the management on 21.04.2021. The management in its reply stated 

that as per provisions of Service Rules (7.13 & 7.14) of NBF, the Managing Director may at his 

discretion give reward to individuals or to a team of individuals for any spontaneous and extraordinary 

acts performed by them beyond the normal call of their duties. Accordingly, MD granted increments to 

the employees of NBF. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 07.07.2021 directed the management to immediately 

discontinue the increments from the officers/officials and refer the matter to Finance Division for 

seeking opinion. 

No compliance of the DAC directives was provided to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends for compliance of DAC directives and recover the paid amounts from the 

concerned employees. 

Para-6 (NBF), 2017-20 

7.3.4.5 Loss due to non-recovery of credit sale proceeds – Rs. 9.615 million 

Unnecessary retention of heavy cash in accounts of shops/outlets – Rs. 113.696 

million 

The Federal Government has enacted Public Finance Management Act 2019 in order to 

strengthen management of public finances, improving implementation of fiscal policy for better macro-

economic management, to clarify institutional responsibilities and strengthen financial and budgetary 

management. The Act is applicable to all matters of the Federal Consolidated Fund and Public Account 

of the Federation and all other matters of the Federal Government connected with or ancillary thereto. 

Financial controls are the procedures, policies, and means by which an organization monitors 

and controls the direction, allocation, and usage of its financial resources. As per sales policy of the 
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National Book Foundation 2017, “sales in charge is fully responsible for the credit sales as well as 

collection of cash within stipulated time period”.  

During audit of National Book Foundation Islamabad for the years  

2017-18 to 2019-20 it was observed that a number of books were sold out on credit at different outlets 

of the foundation but management failed to recover the credit sale proceeds amounting to Rs. 9.615 

million. 

Moreover, Foundation established 24 book shops/outlets across the country without framing 

policy to supply of books at outlets/shops and remittances of sales proceed to Head Office. During 

comparison of total sales at outlets, amount expended on purchase of books and amount remitted to 

Head Office showed that in 15 cases, the book shops/outlets did not remit sale proceeds of Rs. 113.694 

million to the Head office during the three years, whereas, in nine cases the outlets remitted excess 

amount of Rs. 13.423 million to Head office than the actual sale proceeds. The Head Office was un-

aware about the books selected by shopkeepers and stock position in outlets. 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of credit sale proceeds and non-implementation of policy, 

guidelines and SOPs showed weak financial and managerial internal control. 

The matter was reported to the management on 21.04.2021. The management in its reply stated 

that credit sale is common in the book trade and  

Rs. 1.441 million have been recovered leaving a balance Rs. 8.173 million. Furthermore, sale proceeds 

from local purchase books were deposited in the revolving fund accounts maintained at respective 

outlets while sale proceeds of NBF books remitted to Head office. Therefore, sale figure differs from 

the remittance. Moreover, NBF has framed proper sale policy to regulate the sale and purchase books 

and other allied matters. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 07.07.2021 directed that an inquiry committee may be 

constituted at Ministry level for fact finding into the matter. 

No compliance of the DAC directives was provided to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the causes due to which the sale proceeds could not be 

recovered since long either from parties or from the concerned person(s). Besides, a comprehensive 

policy be framed and proper reconciliation may be carried out at each shop/outlet. 

Para-9 & 19 (NBF), 2017-20 

7.3.4.6 Excess payment on account of monetization allowance - Rs. 2.787 million 

Cabinet Secretariat (Establishment Division) vide Notification dated 09.12.2016 notified the 

appointment of Dr. Inam-ul-Haq Javed as Managing Director, NBF in MP-II Scale, on contract basis, 

for a period of three years with immediate effect till further orders. As per terms of appointment notified 

by the controlling Division vide letter dated 13.12.2016, monetization of transport facility of Rs. 77,430 

per month in lieu of Chauffeur Driven Car was allowed.  

During audit of National Book Foundation Islamabad for the years  

2017-18 to 2019-20 it was observed that despite availing benefit of monetization of transport facility 

amounting to Rs. 77,430 per month, the official vehicle also remained under the use of Managing 

Director from 09.12.2016 to 12.12.2019. 

Audit is of the view that dual facility i.e. monetization allowance and chauffer driven car was 

not allowed under the rules, thus, payment of monetization allowance amounting to Rs. 2.787 million 

(Rs 77,430 x 36 months) was irregular. 
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The matter was reported to the management on 21.04.2021. The management in its reply stated 

that all the official vehicles are on pool and no official vehicle was deputed with the MD for personal 

use. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 07.07.2021 directed that recovery may be made from the officer 

concerned and verified from Audit. 

No compliance of the DAC directives was provided to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

Para-11 (NBF), 2017-20 

7.3.4.7 Excess contribution on account of Contributory Provident Fund – Rs. 6.676 

million 

The Finance Division (Regulation Wing) vide its letter dated October 16, 1984 clarified that all 

such autonomous/semi-autonomous bodies and corporations etc. where the Contributory Provident 

Fund (CPF) scheme is applicable to their employees, to strictly follow the instruction in regard to the 

rate of employer’s contribution to CPF. The Finance Division summarized the rate of contribution and 

category of organization. According to said clarification, the employer’s contribution to the CPF is 8¼% 

of the emoluments in the bodies and organizations where the pay scales are generally in line with those 

obtaining government and the fringe benefits are not excessive. 

During audit of National Book Foundation Islamabad for the years  

2017-18 to 2019-20, the record revealed that the rate of contribution by the employer in foundation is 

12% of the emoluments which is beyond the notified rate of Finance Division i.e. 8¼%. Thus, an amount 

of Rs. 6.676 million was paid in excess on account of CPF contribution during 2017-18 to 2019-20. 

Detail of excess contribution in CPF during last three years is as under: 

Years Contribution of 

Foundation @ 12% 

Contribution @ 

8¼% 

Excess Contribution 

(Rs.) 

2017-18 7,137,225 4,906,842 2,230,383 

2018-19 7,214,297 4,959,829 2,254,468 

2019-20 7,012,484 4,821,023 2,191,401 

Total:-   6,676,252 

Audit holds that foundation has adopted government pay scales since 1978 and rate of CPF was 

notified as 8¼%by the Finance Division on 16.10.1984, hence NBF should have contributed CPF 

accordingly, which was not done. Thus, excess contribution in CPF amounting to Rs. 6.676 million was 

irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on 21.04.2021. The management in its reply stated 

that as per service rules, 1973 of NBF, all confirmed employees of foundation shall be entitled to CPF 

@ 12% of their basic pay. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 07.07.2021 directed that case may be referred to Finance 

Division for seeking opinion. 

No compliance of the DAC directives was provided to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to fix responsibility for excess contribution of CPF and excess payment may 

be adjusted in coming years. Besides, compliance of DAC directives be made. 

Para-14 (NBF), 2017-20 
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7.3.4.8 Irregular allotment of stall to various parties and non-recovery of rental charges 

– Rs. 2.780 million 

Rule 10 of GFR provides that every public officer is expected to exercise the same vigilance in 

respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in 

respect of expenditure of his own money. Moreover, Rule 23 of GFR further provides that, every 

Government officer should realize fully that he will be held responsible for any loss sustained by the 

Government through fraud or negligence on his part. 

During audit of National Book Foundation, Islamabad for the years  

2017-18 to 2019-20 it was observed that a Shahr-e-Kitab was established on a plot allotted by CDA at 

F/7 Markaz Jinnah Super Market, Islamabad. The management informed that the plot was allotted for 

the construction of a center for promotional activities for writers and book reading but the same could 

not be established till 2016. The management divided the plot in portions in 2016 and allotted to 17 

private parties for establishing book stalls on rental basis and signed one-page agreements with 13 stall 

holders in May and June 2018, whereas, no agreement was signed with other four parties. The parties 

are not paying rent charges regularly and an amount of Rs. 2,779,600 was outstanding against 14 parties. 

As per agreement, in case of default for three months, the allotment of stall would be cancelled but no 

action was taken in this regard. 

Audit is of the view that foundation failed to utilize the plot for the purpose for which CDA 

allotted rather private parties were doing business at said place. Non-recovery of rental charges might 

cause loss to the foundation to that extent. 

The matter was reported to the management on 21.04.2021. The management in its reply stated 

that approval of PC-I and proposal for construction of “Book Tower” was discussed in different 

meetings but NBF could not succeed in getting funds from Government. As the plot was vacant since 

2004 and illegal occupants were creating problems therefore, Foundation had left no option except 

establishing Shahr-e-Kitab on temporary basis. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 07.07.2021 directed the management to put-up a 

comprehensive brief for Secretary to take appropriate decision. 

No compliance of the DAC directives was provided to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends for compliance of DAC directives. Besides, recovery of outstanding rent be 

made.  

Para-18 (NBF), 2017-20 

7.3.4.9 Conflict of interest by members of Publication Committee and non-compliance 

of guidelines for delayed delivery 

As per SECP rules of corporate governance, the Board of Directors of a Company (formation) 

shall ensure that a formal code of conduct is in place that promotes ethical culture in the company 

(formation) and prevents conflict of interest in their capacity as member of the board, senior 

management and other employees. The board shall take appropriate steps to disseminate code of 

conduct throughout the company along with supporting policies and procedures and these shall be put 

on the company’s website. The core function of NBF is to undertake writing of books and to encourage 

writers to produce good books –  

(NBF Act 6 (1). 

Foundation receives numerous original/translated/ compiled/edited manuscripts/books 

(excluding textbooks) on different categories from time to time for publication. In this regard, “NBF 
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publication committee”, was constituted with the mandate to select such manuscripts/ books received. 

It was observed that some books were approved for publication by the committee, writers of which were 

members of the same committee and present in the meeting which clearly indicates conflict of interest. 

In 04 cases, writers who remained the members of committee approved their books for publication. 

Further, Publication Committee approved a number of books for publications but the same are 

yet to be published. In a case, a print order for printing of Biology textbook for grade XI was issued to 

M/s Crystal Printers on 04.04.2018.The printing order was designated for printing of 8,050 copies for 

academic session within two weeks. However, order was completed late by two months. The delay in 

printing of books benefited the parties doing business of pirated books. As per standing policy of 

foundation, late delivery @ Rs. 1,000 per day was to be charged to the defaulting party. However, in 

this case the foundation imposed minor penalty of Rs. 5,000 only. This undue delay was noticed and a 

meeting was held in this regard on 26 October, 2017, whereby it was decided that no payment shall be 

made to M/s Crystal Printers. Contrary to this, the work order was assigned to the said printer again and 

the payments were released to them. Moreover, production section was directed to initiate case for 

blacklisting of said printer at Govt. level. However, no further action was initiated in this regard.  

Audit is of the view that relevant authorities should be held responsible for non-compliance of 

blacklisting and why clause for penalty in case of late delivery was not made part of print order/ contract. 

Such practice of publication committee members approving their own books of publication should be 

abandoned as this may result in misuse of authority. The non-publication of approved books proved 

that the Committee is mere a formality and the printing is being carried out at the will & wish of the 

management. 

The matter was reported to the management on 21.04.2021. The management in its reply stated 

that Committee has been constituted consisting of eminent writers, educationists, scholars, senior 

officials of Ministry of NBF so that best books may be considered for publishing. Due to extreme 

demand and non-availability of said book in the market, NBF faced embarrassing situation and has 

initiated action against the printer for blacklisting. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 07.07.2021 directed that an inquiry committee may be 

constituted at Ministry level for fact finding into the matter. 

No compliance of the DAC directives was provided to Audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

Para-20 (NBF), 2017-20 

7.4 National Endowment Scholarships for Talent (NEST) 

7.4.1 Introduction 

National Endowment Scholarships for Talent (NEST), a Company incorporated with SECP 

under Section 42 of the Companies Ordinance 1984 is a non-profit organization, whose mission is to 

identify and develop un-served and under-served areas for providing the quality education throughout 

the country. NEST generates revenue from its Endowment fund to achieve its objectives. So far, 

Endowment Fund of Rs. 5.2 billion was invested which realized the profit over 1,559 million for 

scholarships and operational expenditure. Company invests in Term Deposit Receipts (TDR), which is 

considered to be the safest available investment option. 

Objectives:  

The main objectives of the NEST are: 
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 To provide scholarships to needy cum talented students, who do not have enough 

resources to continue their studies.  

 To provide vertical mobility to the most vulnerable segments of society to eradicate 

poverty. 

7.4.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

7.4.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to Audit for review each 

year. Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited annual accounts of the 

organization for the years 2019-20 and 2020-21 till December 31, 2021. 

Audit recommends that the annual audited accounts for the year 

2020-21 be provided immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing 

responsibility for non-submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 

7.4.2.2 The working results of the NEST for the years 2016-17 to 2018-19 are given below: 

 (Rs. in million) 

  2018-

19 

% Inc / 

(Dec) 

2017-

18 

%Inc 

/ (Dec) 

2016-

17 

Revenue ( Markup on Investment 378.984 38.78 273.083 91.04 142.949 

Admin & General Expenses 34.096 (2.50) 34.972 1,012.69 3.143 

Scholarship Programs 25.403 (59.05) 62.034 100 -  

Finance Cost 0.122 1,270.78 0.0089 100  - 

Excess over Expenditure 319.362 81.38 176.068 25.94 139.807 

(Source: - Annual Audited Accounts) 

7.4.2.3 Revenue of the organization has increased by 38.78% during the year 2018-19 as 

compared to 2017-18 which was 91.04 % of the year 2016-17. However, revenue from interest 

on saving account decreased from Rs. 11.122 million to Rs. 3.107 million during 2017-18 to 

2018-19 vide foot note No. 16 of the annual audited accounts 2018-19. The management needs 

to explain the reason of declining trend of revenue.  

7.4.2.4 Scholarship disbursed during the year 2017-18 was Rs. 62.034 million and for the 

year 2018-19 was Rs. 15.075 million. On the other hand, there was an increasing trend in the 

Admn. & General Expenditure during the 2018-19 which was Rs. 34.096 million as compared 

to previous year of Rs. 28.137 million. The decreasing trend in disbursement of scholarship 

and increase in Admn. & General expense was contradictory to the core objective of the project 

for providing scholarships to talented needy student. Audit requires to justify the reason for 

decreasing trend in the year 2018-19. 

7.4.2.5 While checking the annual audited accounts for the year 2018-19, it was observed 

that Administrative & General Expenses for the year 2017-18 were showed as Rs. 28.137 

million instead of Rs. 34.972 million as given in the accounts of 2017-18. The management 

should need to justify/explain the discrepancy. 

7.4.2.6 Long Term Loans include Qarz-e-Hasna loan of Rs. 11.00 million in the financial 
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statements for the year 2017-18 whereas, in financial statements for the year 2018-19 the same 

was reflected as Rs. 7.813 million. Audit to justify/explain the discrepancy in both figures.  

7.4.2.7 The Chartered Accountant has given qualified opinion on the financial statement of 

the organization for the year 2017-18 on the basis of “no provision for taxation” under section 

2(36) of Income tax ordinance 2001, vide Paragraph A of chartered Accountant opinion, 

whereas the chartered accountant has given unqualified opinion on the financial statements for 

the year 2018-19 despite the same discrepancy exist in the accounts. Provision for taxation is 

still not recognized by management. Audit requires justify/explain the position regarding non-

recognition of provision for tax in the financial accounts 2018-19. 

7.4.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

No PAC meeting has been conducted so far hence, no compliance is outstanding. 

7.4.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

7.4.4.1 Irregular investment of funds without approval of the BOD - 

Rs. 5,200 million 

According to the Finance Division letter No. F.4 (1)/2002-BR.II dated. 02.07.2003, (a) for the 

sake of the safety and security of deposits, the bank/financial institutions taking a deposit should have 

a minimum “A” rating (long-term) as appearing on the web-site of the State Bank of Pakistan. (b) The 

process of selection of bank/(s) should be transparent therefore, prior to placing deposits with a bank 

under this new policy, and in case the total working balances exceed Rs. 10 million, the selection of the 

bank/( s) as well as the terms of deposits will be approved by the concerned Board of Directors / 

Governing Body on the basis of competitive bids from at least three independent banks; (c) The risk 

associated with keeping deposits should be diversified therefore, in cases where total working balance 

of an enterprise exceeds Rs.10 million, not more than 50% of such balance shall be kept with one bank; 

(e) The working balance limit of each organization should be determined with the approval of the 

administrative ministry in consultation with Finance Division.  

Clause 7 & 08 of the said policy states that Principal Accounting Officer of the ministry 

concerned will be responsible for the implementation of the above instructions regarding the PSEs / 

local/ autonomous bodies under his control. All the PSEs /local/autonomous bodies of the 

administrative control invest the funds in accordance with the above mentioned policy. 

During audit of the NEST for the year 2016-17 to 2018-19, it was observed that funds to the 

tune of Rs. 5,200 million were invested in the National Bank of Pakistan in different TDRs for short 

period of 03 to 06 ranging from 5.8% to 6.95% since 2015-16 to 2018-19 without approval of the BoD 

and proper competition between different scheduled banks. As investment was more than Rs.10 million, 

therefore the management was required to invest in different banks for minimizing risk of the company. 

The management of the company failed to properly plan in determining the working balances for the 

year and investment of the surplus funds in different banks as per finance division instructions and thus 

company was deprived of the handsome profit/earning from the funds provided by the government. 

Investment committee was also not formed for evaluation of the rates of different banks. 

Matter was reported to the management on 03.01.2022. Management replied that competitive 

rates were obtained from various banks. ABL offered the most competitive rates which matched with 

those of NBP, thus funds were invested with NBP. Investment policy has been approved as part of 

Finance Manual. Due to establishment of new office, the investment could not be done in proper manner 
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but now remaining funds are invested wisely to be matured at various times to ensure funds availability 

as well as maximum profit earning. 

Reply was not tenable as investments were not made as per approved finance division policy 

and prior approval of the Board. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons for non-investments of the funds as per approved 

finance division policy besides taking disciplinary action against the individual(s) held responsible 

Para-1 (NEST, 2016-19) 

7.4.4.2 Non-utilization of the funds as per PC-1 Rs. 681.516 million and non-

achievements of the PC-1 targets 

According to Para 05 of the PC-1 for establishment of Pakistan Human Resource Development 

Endowment Fund (PHRDEF) duly approved by the Executive Committee of National Economic 

Council (ECNEC) in its meeting held on 2nd March, 2015, the objective of the program is to promote 

academic excellence by providing financial support to the talented but needy/less privileged students 

who do not have the financial resources to get educated beyond tenth grade/level. As per table at Para 

08 of the PC-1, 1360 and 6058, 10801 and 15590 number of students were required to be awarded 

scholarships during the year  

2015-16, 2016-17, 2017-18 and 2018-19 respectively at the average rate of  

Rs. 4,786 per month. 

During audit of the NEST for the year 2016-17 to 2018-19, it was observed that an amount of 

Rs. 5,200 million was released by the finance division up to 2018-19 for payment of scholarships under 

the approved programs of Liaqat, Sir Syed, Iqbal, Jinnah and other office running activities. An amount 

of  

Rs. 844.215 million was earned as cumulative profit by placing the funds worth  

Rs. 5,200.000 million in different TDRs on fixed rate of interest in National bank of Pakistan. 

Audit observed that out of total profit of Rs. 844,215,195 earned during the 04 years, only Rs. 

77,109,600 were incurred on the specific task i.e. payment of scholarships and Rs. 82,589,153 utilized 

lavishly on salary and non-salaries. The balance profit of Rs. 681,516,442 was still lying unspent in the 

bank causing non-utilization of the funds on the payment of scholarships up to 30.06.2019. Management 

failed to award scholarships to the needy students of the remote areas as per approved PC-1 of the 

project by the ECNEC and thus main objective of providing scholarships to the students was ignored. 

Out of 33,809 scholarships approved as per PC-1, management provided scholarships to 2609 students 

during the year 2015-16 to 2018-19 which was only 7.71% of the PC-1 target. Similarly, against the 

financial targets of 1,941.56 million in the above years, only 107.057 million was disbursed which was 

5.51%. This shows lack of interest on the part of management in disbursement of the stipends. 

Matter was reported to the management on 03.01.2022. Management replied that NEST was 

established in 2015 but operationalized in May 2017 when the first batch of employees was hired. 

During 2017-18, disbursements for scholarships were Rs. 62 million, however, it dropped significantly. 

New management allocated Rs. 120 million out of Rs. 142 million in 2017-18 for the scholarship. The 

Liaqat and Sir Syed Scholarships involve a tedious task of validation of documents and due to severe 

shortage of staff, the targets could not be achieved whereas planning and budgeting for the relevant 

years show full commitment to deliver. Scholarship to the 1,308 applicants could not be given on the 

instructions of the Secretary Planning. He also withheld the remaining PSDP funding from NEST as 

originally approved. 
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Reply was not acceptable as funds were not utilized as per the approved PC-1 of the project. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter for non-utilization of the funds on scholarships as 

per PC-1 and over expenditure on payment of salaries and non-salaries besides fixing responsibility on 

the individual(s). 

Para-2 & 3 (NEST, 2016-19) 

7.4.4.3 Loss due to investment of funds on low rate of interest - Rs. 24.80 million 

Loss due to investment of funds on low rates - Rs. 42.81 million 

According to the Finance Division letter No. F.4 (1)/2002-BR.II dated. 02.07.2003 working 

balances under the new policy, public sector enterprises and local/autonomous bodies can deposit their 

working balances required for their operations with any public or private bank subject to the condition 

that prior to placing deposits with a bank under this new policy, and in case the total working balances 

exceed Rs. 10 million, the selection of the bank/(s) as well as the terms of deposits will be approved by 

the concerned Board of Directors / Governing Body on the basis of competitive bids from at least three 

independent banks. 

During audit of the NEST for the year 2016-17 to 2018-19, it was observed that management 

of the company invested Rs. 5,200 million in the National Bank of Pakistan in different TDRs for short 

time period 03 months to 06 months since 2016-17 to 2018-19. Interest rates were collected from 17 

scheduled banks of the country for six months period by the Chief Financial Officer and acting CEO of 

the company.  

Audit observed that Allied Bank Limited offered the rate of Rs. 6.25% for the 06 months’ time 

period but the management rejected their rates and deposited the amount in National Bank of Pakistan 

at the rate of 5.80% for the same period causing loss of Rs. 24.80 million (Annex-39). Similarly, the 

KIBOR rates of the banks for the same period were higher than the rates offered by the NBP, but 

management failed to negotiate with other banks for investment on the same or above the KIBOR rates 

of interest prevailing at that time casing loss of Rs. 42.81 million to the company. (Annex-40). 

Matter was reported to the management on 03.01.2022. Management replied that in the Board 

meetings, Secretary Finance had suggested to keep funds in NBP as it is a government bank to avoid 

risk.  

Reply was not acceptable as Govt. funds were invested on low rate of interest which sustained 

loss to the Govt. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter for investment on low rate of interest instead of 

high rates offered by the AA rating bank and not negotiating with the banks on investments on KIBOR 

rates. Responsibility may be fixed on the individual’s held responsible for sustaining loss to the 

government. 

Para-5 (NEST, 2016-2019) 

7.4.4.4 Irregular execution of Qarz-e-Hasna Scheme in violation of PC-1 and non-

recovery of loan from the students - Rs. 28.95 million 

According to Para 05 of the PC-1 for establishment of Pakistan Human Resource Development 

Endowment Fund (PHRDEF) duly approved by the Executive Committee of National Economic 

Council (ECNEC) in its meeting held on 2nd March, 2015, the objective of the program is to promote 
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academic excellence by providing financial support to the talented but needy/less privileged students 

who do not have the financial resources to get educated beyond tenth grade/level. 

As per Annexure B(III) read with the table at Para 08 of the PC-1, specific targets for awarding 

stipends to the students under category of intermediate, bachelor, masters and Ph.D. were fixed in each 

year since 2015-16 to 2018-19.  

During audit of the NEST for the year 2016-17 to 2018-19, it was observed that BOD of the 

company approved Qarz e Hasna loan scheme to the students for studying in different foreign 

universities vide agenda item No. 03 of the BoD in its meeting dated. 26.07.2017. An expenditure of 

Rs. 28.950 million (Rs. 11.000 million and Rs. 17.950 million) was incurred on payment of loans to the 

students in the year 2017-18 and 2018-19 respectively.  

Audit is of the view that award of Qarz e Hasna loan scheme was violation of the PC-1, 

approved by the ECNEC, therefore held irregular. 

Matter was reported to the management on 03.01.2022. Management replied that in light of the 

Articles of Association, Board is competent to decide the direction of the company, to initiate and close 

programs it deems relevant to the current national needs. Furthermore, the program was started by 

NEST Board, which included Minister and Secretary Planning. Planning Ministry is the premier 

department for funding and coordinating with ECNEC so we believe they were competent enough to 

decide on initiating this scheme. We do not believe that regularization from ECNEC of our programs is 

required as Board of Directors are competent to make decisions for the Company. 

Reply was not acceptable as PC-1 was approved by the ECNEC hence revision in the project 

by the BoD requires approval of the same forum. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to justify the initiation of the loan scheme against the PC-1 approved by 

ECNEC besides regularization of the scheme from the competent authority i.e. ECNEC. 

Para-6 (NEST, 2016-2019) 

7.4.4.5 Loss due to retention of funds in the Daily Product Account instead of 

investment in Fixed Deposit Account - Rs. 15.534 million 

According to clause (b) of the Finance Division letter No. F.4 (1)/2002-BR.II dated. 

02.07.2003, the process of selection of bank/(s) should be transparent. Therefore, prior to placing 

deposits with a bank under this new policy, and in case the total working balances exceed Rs. 10 million, 

the selection of the bank/(s) as well as the terms of deposits will be approved by the concerned Board 

of Directors / Governing Body on the basis of competitive bids from at least three independent banks; 

 (e) The working balance limit of each organization should be determined with the approval of 

the administrative ministry in consultation with Finance Division.  

During audit of the NEST for the year 2016-17 to 2018-19, it was observed that funds to the 

tune of Rs. 4,200 million were matured on 01.03.2018 and then kept in the operational daily product 

bank account NIDA No. 3012889312 for a period of one month and 24 days at the daily product rate of 

3.75 % instead of re-investment in the TDR at the fixed higher rate of 6.25% prevailing at the time 

causing loss of Rs. 15.534 million to the company.  

Audit is, therefore, of the view that due to lack of financial control of the management, the 

company was put into a huge loss of Rs. 15.534 million which was held irregular. 
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Matter was reported to the management on 03.01.2022. Management replied that during initial 

stages of company startup, it was expected to have some delays in investment while program 

disbursements are streamlined. The investments were streamlined later during the year and no more 

delays have occurred. 

Reply was not tenable as due to lack of interest of the management, the public money was lost. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends justification for retention of huge funds in the daily product account instead 

of re-investment on fixed rate of interest besides fixing responsibility on the individual(s) for sustaining 

loss to the government. 

Para-7 (NEST, 2016-2019)  
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Chapter-8 

Ministry of Industries and Production 

Overview 

Ministry of Industries & Production (MOI&P)'s role is that of a facilitator in creating 

an enabling environment for industrial growth in the country. 

Aims & Objectives 

The objectives of MOI&P are to achieve efficient, sustainable and inclusive Industrial 

Development and to play the role of facilitator in industrial development and entrepreneurship 

through policy intervention, setting up Industrial Parks and Export Processing Zones for 

investors, skill development of human resource for industrial sector and socio-economic 

development of country with particular focus on SME development and promotion of 

traditional crafts of Pakistan. 

Governing Laws and Policies 

● Rule of Business 1973 

● SME Policy, 2007 

● Auto Development Policy 2016-21 

● Fertilizer Policy, 2001 

● Auto Industry Development Programme  

Sectoral Analysis 

Utility Stores Corporation (Pvt.) Limited was incorporated on September 3, 1971 as a 

private company under the Companies Act, 1913. (Now the Companies Act, 2017). The USC 

has its registered office at Plot 2039-F-7, G/7 Blue Area Islamabad. The Company has paid up 

capital of Rs. 737.73 million fully owned by the Government of Pakistan. The Company is 

working under administrative control of Ministry of Industries and Production. 

The entity comprises of its Head Office at Islamabad, and 09 Zonal Offices at 

Islamabad, Lahore, Gujrat, Multan, Sargodha, Karachi, Sukkur, Peshawar, Abbottabad and 

Quetta, headed by Zonal Managers and 64 Regional Offices are operating under the Zonal 

Managers throughout the country headed by Regional Managers to control the operational 

activities of 3,989 utility stores operating at union council level in the country.  

Sales of the Corporation increased by 406.55% i.e. from Rs. 9,310.06 million during 

2018-19 to 47,160.37 million during 2019-20 whereas Selling & Distribution expenses only 

decreased by 1.36%. Also, administrative expenses increased by 8.57% i.e. from Rs. 437.45 

million during 2018-19 to Rs. 474.96 million during 2019-20. Disproportionate 

decrease/increase in Selling & Distribution expenses and Administrative expenses with respect 

to sales needs explanation. 

The Corporation has loss after taxation amounting to Rs. 1,418.346 million during the 

year 2019-20 which resulted in increase in accumulated losses to  

Rs. 15,513.126 million. The Company has positive cash flows from operations amounting to 

Rs. 3,223.627 million this is just because of Government subsidy.  

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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There were instances of irregularity and malpractices in appointments, financial 

management, procurement, contract management and overstaffing in the Corporation. There 

were issues of non-compliance of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance rules) for 

which Thematic Audit was carried out and a separate Report was generated which is a part of 

this report too. Management also failed to submit annual audited accounts for the year 2020-

21 till Dec 31, 2021. 

Audit Profile of Ministry of Industries & Production 

 (Rs. in million) 

S. No. Description Total Audited 
Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue 

/Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 24 8 42,778.007 111,058.112 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 

-    

3 Authorities /Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 

2 2   

4 Foreign Aided Projects (FAP) -    

 

Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 410,477.359 million were raised as a result of this audit. This 

amount also includes recoverable of Rs. 8,734.665 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the 

audit observation classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of the Audit Observations 

Sr. No. Classification Amount (Rs. 

in million) 

1 Non-Production of record 74,046.400 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation  36.245 

3 Irregularities: 0 

A HR/Employees related irregularities  205.909 

B Procurement related irregularities  5,443.217 

C Management of accounts with Commercial Banks 17.454 

4 Value for money and services delivery issues  88.750 

5 Others 330,639.384 
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8.1 Export Processing Zones Authority 

8.1.1 Introduction 

The Export Processing Zones Authority (hereinafter referred to as “EPZA / the 

Authority”) was established by the Government of Pakistan on Feb 06, 1980 through Export 

Processing Zones Authority Ordinance, 1980. The main objective of the Authority is to plan, 

develop, manage and operate Export Processing Zones (EPZs) in Pakistan in order to invite / 

help foreign investors. 

8.1.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

8.1.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to audit for review each 

year. Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited accounts of the organization 

for the years 2010-11 to 2020-21 despite a number of reminders. 

8.1.2.2 Audit requires that the annual audited accounts of the years 2010-11 to 2019-20 be 

provided immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing responsibility 

for non-submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 

8.1.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

No. of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of compliance 

awaited 

%age of 

compliance 

2000-01 1 - 1 194 0 

2009-10 8 7 1 96 88 

2010-11 8 4 4 11.1.4.1, 11.1.4.2, 11.1.4.3, 

11.1.4.5 

50 

2014-15 22 1 21 9.1.4.2, 9.1.4.8, 9.1.4.11, 

9.1.2.1, 9.1.2.2, 9.1.2.3, 9.1.3, 

9.1.4.3, 9.1.4.4, 9.1.4.5, 

9.1.4.6, 9.1.4.7, 9.1.4.9, 

9.1.4.10, 9.1.4.12, 9.1.4.13, 

9.1.4.14 

5 

2015-16 3 1 2 8.1.2.1, 8.1.3 33 

2019-20 6 5 1 7.1.4.1, 7.1.4.2, 7.1.4.3, 

7.1.4.4, 7.1.4.5 

83 

Total 48 18 30  37 

 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs improvement. 

8.1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

8.1.4.1 Loss of foreign exchange due to non-achievement of export targets - Rs. 

216,374.240 million (US$. 1,352.34 million) 

 According to clause 41 of license agreement states that the investors application, 

undertaking annual export of his products ……. per annum, the sanction / approval letter of the 

license is and shall be treated as integral part of this license agreement.  

As per item No.2 (3) of 122nd Board meeting of EPZA dated 15-02-2019 “in the event 

such units fail in their committed export figure as undertaken by them during a particular fiscal 
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year, they shall be liable to pay a penalty equal to 1% of the shortfall from the committed export 

performance for a particular year”.  

During audit of Export Processing Zones Authority (EPZA), Karachi and Regional 

Office-Lahore for the years 2020-21 and 2019-20, it was observed that some units of EPZ failed 

to achieve the envisaged export targets US$. 1,628.51 million. In this regard the units achieved 

only 17% targets i.e. US$.276.154 million as detailed below: 

 (US$ in million) 

S. # Name of zones Committed Export per annum 
Actual Export 

2019-20 
Difference  

1. Sialkot EPZ 55.19 9.374 45.819 

2. Risalpur EPZ 71.88 3.04 68.83 

3. Gujranwala EPZ 11.39 1.28 10.11 

4. KEPZ  1,490.05 262.46 1,227.58 

 Total 1628.51 276.154 1,352.34 

US$.1,352.34 x 160 = 216,374.24 million 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to check the feasibility of the projects 

before sanctioning units and financial health and resources of the investors which reflects 

inefficiency. 

The matter was reported to the management in June and November, 2021. The 

irregularity was discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was 

apprised by the management that the projection for five years as mentioned by the investors in 

their investment proposal in Part-H of application form is a part of business plan of the investor, 

which depends upon economic condition of the country and overall world economic conditions. 

For Past one decade or so overall economic condition of Pakistan has been affected by 

Financial crisis of 2008, War on terrorism, Load Shedding, High cost of electricity/production 

,Covid-19 and incentives withdrawn by the Government of Pakistan like exemption on 

taxation, imposing of presumptive tax, 80:20 percentage of tariff area export. The targets are 

always tentative dependent of many factors. Non achievement of targets is not a loss. The DAC 

directed the management to take action against the units having less export and share the action 

taken with Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 66, 85 & 535) 

8.1.4.2 Non-production of record - Rs. 74,046.400 million (US$ 462.790 million) 

Section-14 (2) and (3) of Auditor General’s (Function, Powers, and Terms and 

Conditions of Service) Ordinance 2001, provide as under: 

14(2): The officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities and 

provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete 

form as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 
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14(3): Any person or Authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor-

General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant 

E&D Rules. 

During audit of Export Processing ZoneAuthority (EPZA) and Sialkot Export 

Processing Zone (SEPZ) for the year 2020-21 and 2019-20, the audit issued various requisitions 

and reminders for production of audited record to the management. However, only partial 

record was provided.Whereas, the main record of EPZ was not provided to audit, despite 

issuance of various reminders and verbal requests.Due to non-production of record, audit was 

unable to ascertain transparency in relevant transactions and complete audit assignment 

satisfactorily. Annex-41. 

Audit is of the view that non-production of record reflects concealment of facts which 

is a clear violation of Auditor General of Pakistan’s mandate. 

The matter was reported to the management in April and November, 2021. The 

irregularity was discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC showed 

its displeasure on non-serious attitude towards provision of record to Audit. The DAC directed 

the management to provide all requisitioned record to Audit without further delay.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 283, 58 & 529) 

8.1.4.3 Loss due to non-export by sick units - Rs. 55,483.000 million  

(US$ 346.767 million) 

As per part H of Export Projections for five years of Application form of investors for 

setting up an industrial/ trading unit an investor is required to mention committed annual export 

which must be maintained. The investors are bound to follow their commitments in case they 

retain the allocated land. 

Mission Statement of Export Processing Zone (SEPZ) states that “to mobilize and 

promote utilization of the national resources, for socio-economic development of the country 

by enhancing exports. This task is carried out through coordination between national 

development agencies, external cooperation programs and technical assistance; and through 

the promotion of private sector investments”. 

During audit of Export Processing Zone Authority (EPZA) and Sialkot Export 

Processing Zone (SEPZ) and for the year 2019-20 and 2020-21, it was observed that the lands 

at Zone were allotted to the investors for establishment of industrial units. However, 59 units 

completely suspended its business, and no exports were made till now. Resultantly, the 

government exchequer sustained loss in term of foreign exchange due to zero export Rs. 

55,483.000 million. Detail is as under: 

Zone  Name of Unit Period  Committed export in US$ Export  

SEPZ 12 2019-20 20.507 Zero 

KEPZ 47 2016 to 2021 326.260 Zero 

Total 346.767  
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Equivalent to Pak Rs. (US$.346.767 million x Rs.160) = Rs.55,483.000 million 

Audit is of the view that the management has failed to attract the genuine 

exporters/investors in the zones which resulted in loss of foreign exchange. 

The matter was reported to the management in March and November, 2021. The 

irregularity was discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was 

apprised by the management that the reduction in exports in the year 2019-20 was due to Covid-

19 however, regarding the targeted export it is tentative figure which an investor provides at 

the time of the investment proposal but due to International business scenario the export orders 

depend on the order received by investors from the international market. The targeted export 

is an opportunity window not a binding. The DAC directed the management to take action 

against the sick units and share the action taken with Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 59 & 537) 

8.1.4.4 Non transfer of ownership of land – Rs. 12,404.000 million 

Rule 03 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that 

the chief executive is responsible for the implementation of strategies and policies approved 

by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly 

safeguarded and used economically, efficiently, effectively and in accordance with all statutory 

obligations. 

During audit of Export Processing Zones Authority (EPZA), Karachi for the year 2020-

21, it was observed that the lands of EPZA are in three phases,  

Phase-I is on 211 acres land, Phase-II on 94 acres land and Phase-III on 80 acres land, but the 

ownership of 385 Acres land could not be transferred in the name of EPZA after lapse of 10 to 

40 years. Detail of land and its cost is as under: 

S. No. Properties Measurement  Rs. in million 

1. KEPZ Land Phase-I 211 6,788.940 

2. KEPZ Land Phase-II 94 3,899.632 

3. Buildings - 354.124 

4. Infrastructure  - 83.229 

5. KEPZ Land Phase-III 80 529.000 

Total 385 12,403.927 

It was also observed that no concrete efforts were made by the management for 

transferring of ownership in the name of EPZA. 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to transfer the land on its name which 

reflects inefficiency and poor financial management.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that the land was allotted to EPZA by the Government of Sindh in three phases. 

During Phase-I, 211 acres of was allotted, Phase-II 94 acres and Phase-III 80 acres. EPZA had 

written letter to Sindh Board of revenue and Deputy Commissioner, Malir for mutation of land 
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but no positive response received. The DAC directed the management to follow the case 

vigorously andfinalize the mutation in favour of EPZA.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.1.4.5 Less export than import - Rs. 2,810.719 million (US$. 17.566 million) 

Mission Statement of Export Processing Zone states that “To mobilize and promote 

utilization of the national resources, for socio-economic development of the country by 

enhancing exports. This task is carried out through coordination between national development 

agencies, external cooperation programs and technical assistance; and through the promotion 

of private sector investments”. 

During audit of Export Processing Zones Authority (EPZA), SEPZ and EPZA (RO) 

Lahore for the year 2019-20 and 2020-21, it was observed that some units made less export 

against the import amounting to Rs. 2,810.719 million  

(US$ 17.566 million) against the mission statement / objectives of Zone. Detail of such cases 

is as under: 

(Amount in US$) 

Zone No. of 

Units 

Total Export  Total Import  Deference 

SEPZ cumulative as on June 2020 04 2,542,727 4,002,007 1,459,280 

GEPZ for the year 2019-20 02 102,440 520,280 417,840 

REPZ for the year 2019-20 02 74,520 199,102 124,582 

EPZA for 05 years 2016 to 2021 27 28,135,003 43,700,297 15,565,296 

Total 35 30,854,690 48,421,686 17,566,998 

Grand Total US$17,566,998 x Rs.160 = 2,810.719 million 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to monitor the mechanism of imports 

and exports which resulted in violation of EPZA’s mission statement.  

The matter was reported to the management in April and November, 2021. The 

irregularity was discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. 

a) The DAC was apprised by the management that as per Sub rule 5 of 228 of custom rule 2001 

allows warehousing of imported goods / raw material for two years period for further export 

purposes. It is part of business strategy of the exporters. The Rule permits. The export markets 

are competitive. The DAC directed the management to take action against the units having less 

export and share the action taken with Audit.  

b) The DAC was briefed by the management that the units established in EPZA are allowed to 

retain the imported raw material for initial two years and if the investor wants to extend this 

period the collector exports is authorized to grant one year permission if investor again wants 

extension of further one year the Chief Collector Customs empowered to give the extension 

further one year. The DAC directed the management to get facts supported by Rules be got 

verified from Audit within three days. The DAC directed the management to take action against 

the units having less export and share the action taken with Audit.  
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c) The DAC was apprised by the management that as per clause 2226 of SRO-450(1)/2001 dated 

18-06-2001; the Goods admitted to a Zone may remain there for such period as may be 

prescribed by the Authority. The Exports are competitive in the international market. The DAC 

considered the stance of management unsatisfactory and directed the CF&AO / MoIP to 

conduct inquiry within two months and report be shared with Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 524, 282 & 65) 

8.1.4.6 Excess export in tariff area – Rs. 1,860.895 million (US$ 11.630 million)  

Rule 228(5) of Custom Rules 2001, stated that the units established in the Export 

processing Zone shall export only up to twenty percent of their total production to tariff area 

in Pakistan while eighty percent shall be exported to other countries. 

During audit of Export Processing Zone Authority (EPZA) and Sialkot Export 

Processing Zone (SEPZ) and for the year 2019-20 and 2020-21, it was observed that following 

units of Zones made 65.59% export in the tariff area valuing US$ 16.732 million against the 

allowed limit of 20% export in tariff area, which is a clear violation of above-mentioned rules. 

Detail of such export cases is as under: 

(Amount in US$) 

Zone  No. of 

Units 

Export 

Tariff Area 

Export 

Abroad 

Total Export Export 

Allowed in 

Tariff Area 

Excess 

Export in 

Tariff Area 

% in tariff 

area 

SEPZ 03 734,073 751,415 1,485,488 297,098 436,975 49.42 

EPZA 38 15,998,644 8,026,465 24,025,109 4,805,022 11,193,622 66.59 

Total 41 16,732,717 8,777,880 25,510,597 5,102,119 11,630,598 65.59 

US $ 11,630,598 @ Rs.160 = Rs. 1,860,895,000 

Audit is of the view that the management has failed to maintain the check and balance 

on the trading of units. Hence, the units exported more than 20% in the tariff area, which is a 

serious violation of custom rules. 

 The matter was reported to the management in April and November, 2021. The 

irregularity was discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. 

a) The DAC was apprised by the management that as per rule of 228(5) of custom rule 2001 there 

is a provision for export of 20% of their production to tariff area for home consumption in 

addition to that the investor is also allowed to sale 3% defective goods to the tariff area however, 

as per SRO 450(1)/2001 dated 18-06-2001 allows the investor to export their goods to tariff 

area to EOUs, MB and TI SRO2 or 3in tariff for further processing and re-export the goods 

from there to abroad and such type of the export is permissible with the approval of Customs 

Authority. The management agreed with the lapses but apprised that matter is very much 

complicated as generally 20:80 ratios is allowed but there are certain Schemes also allows 

margin. The matter needs to be segregated. The DAC directed the management to segregate 

and reconcile the amounts with Audit and report in this regard be shared with Ministry with 

one month.  
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b) The DAC was apprised by the management that Audit has objected 38 units are exporting goods 

without observing 80:20 ratio whereas the exports are generally allowed from units operating 

in Export Processing Zones are dealt in accordance with the SRO 461(1)/2004, dated 12th June, 

2004 which provided export ratio 80:20 for abroad and Tariff area (for home consumption). 

However, in various other cases, permission to take out finished goods, raw materials and 

machinery are allowed on case to case basis on the Rules specified for these permissions. There 

is no violation of Rules. The DAC directed the management to inquire the matter at Ministry 

level within 3 months and report be shared with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 60 & 523) 

8.1.4.7 Un-authorized activity of import and export in KEPZ – Rs. 1,769.850 million 

(US$ 11.799 million) 

Rule 9-A of Export Processing Zones Authority Rules, 1981, states that if in the opinion 

of the Authority an investor has failed to carry out the purpose for which, or has not fulfilled 

the conditions of, the sanction accorded to him under sub-section (1) of section 11 of the 

Ordinance, it may, after giving him notice to show cause, cancel, revoke or withdraw the 

sanction. 

During audit of Export Processing Zones Authority (EPZA), Karachi for the year 2020-

21, it was observed that the management provisionally sanctioned to the investor M/s. IF Zipper 

on 15.12.2016 for manufacturing of Garment accessories & Packing material in KEPZ Phase-

III. On the execution of license agreement, the management allowed operating and functioning 

of business activities in any rented premises in Phase-I & II of KEPZ on the basis of tenancy 

agreement. A rent agreement was executed on 26.12.2016 with Ms/. Jubilee Apparel for a 

period of 11 months of an area of 1600 square fit. It was also observed that the unit is illegally 

carrying out the business in KEPZ after the expiry of tenancy agreement in rented. The 

following discrepancies were also observed as under:  

  Thereafter, one more extension from 14.02.2018 to 13.01.2019 was given by the Acting Director 

(IP) without lawful authority.  

  Both renting permissions have expired on 25.10.2018 & 13.01.2019. 

  It is continuing its activity with M/s. Jubilee International without EPZA permission from 

25.10.2018 to date.  

  It is continuing its activity with M/s. Home Furnishing without EPZA permission from 

31.01.2019 to date. 

  These are working in SAH Enterprises without approval till to date.  

  EPZA has issued many times various letters but it did not comply with as per tripartite sub-lease 

agreement dated 26.12.2016. 

Audit is of the view that the using of unauthorized EPZA facilities is due to weak 

internal controls and lack of proper monitoring mechanism at EPZ. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 
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management that M/s. IF Zipper Pakistan Pvt Limited was provisionally approved by the 

Chairman EPZA on recommendation of PAC. The tenancy agreement will be for eleven 

months .The sponsor paid 1st installment to EPZA on 16.12.2016. A sub-License Agreement 

was executed (Tripartite) between Jubilee Apparel, IF Zipper and EPZA on 26.12.2016. EPZA 

issued permission to rent out premises of portion area M/s. Jubilee Apparel to M/s.IF zippers 

for a period of 11 months w.e.f. 26.12.2016 to 25.11.2017. As the PC-I for the development of 

Phase-III was scraped by the BoD. The management advised investor get refund of 1st 

installment from EPZA Finance Division. Against this letter, the investor filed litigation against 

EPZA and presently the investor is doing business in the rental premises during the stay period. 

The DAC showed its displeasure on non-serious follow-up of litigation cases and directed the 

management to follow-up the court case vigorously.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.1.4.8 Non-preparation of fresh PC-I of project KEPZ phase-III -  

Rs. 1,763.504 million 

As per decision of 122nd meeting of Board of Directors (item No. 03) on February 15, 

2019 as under: 

i To scrap the PC-I of KEPZ phase-III and prepare a fresh PC-I, because the decision of 

the minutes of DWP meeting dated 25.08.2016 were violated.  

ii PPRA Rules were violated and M/s. Naqvi & Siddiqui Associates be black listed. 

iii Recovery from the contractor be made and responsibility be fixed.  

iv The Board also assigned looking after the fresh work of PC-I, cost estimates to the 

committee consisting of Mr. Hassan Masood Khawaja & Mr. Mustafa Hemani.  

v It was further resolved that EPZA should approach Chief Secretary, Sindh and Supreme 

Court Registry, Karachi to help vacate the encroached land belonging to KEPZ Phase-

III. 

During audit of Export Processing Zones Authority, Karachi for the years 2020-21, it 

was observed that the PC-I of KEPZ Project Phase-III was scraped by the BoD in its 122nd 

meeting on February 15, 2019 and issued the direction to prepare a fresh PC-I.However, despite 

a lapse of 03 years, the management did not prepare a fresh PC-I of KEPZ Project Phase-III 

which is a violation of Board’s directives.The managementfailed to generate revenue on 

account of allotment charges and Annual Ground Rent (AGR) amounting to Rs.1,640.50 

million (193 plots @ Rs.8.50 million allotment per plot) and Rs.123.004 million (1000 Sq. 

meter x 193 plots x US$ 4.00= $768,780 @ Rs.160) respectively.  

Audit is of the view that non-submission of fresh PC-I reflects inefficiency and weak 

management in execution of project resulted in loss of Rs. 1,763.504 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. 

a) The DAC showed its displeasure on non-implementation of the decision of the BoD and 

directed the management to implement the decision of the BoD within one month.  
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b) The DAC was apprised by the management that EPZA Board had scrapped the PC-I resultantly 

development work of Phase-III was stopped and constituted a new committee to prepare new 

PC-I. Since then the Boards meeting could not be hold and it has completed the tenure on March 

7, 2021. Now the matter of fresh PC-I for the development of Phase-III will be placed in the 

next BoD. The DAC showed its displeasure on the inordinate delay occurred in the preparation 

of PC-I and directed the management to prepare fresh PC-I for the development of Phase-III 

within 3 months. 

c) The DAC was apprised by the management that EPZA Board had scrapped the PC-I resultantly 

development work of Phase-III was stopped and constituted a new committee to prepare new 

PC-I. Since then the Boards meeting could not be hold and it has completed the tenure on March 

7, 2021. Now the matter of fresh PC-I for the development of Phase-III will be placed in the 

next BoD. On 23rd November 2021 and EPZA has requested to MOIP to give permission to 

EPZA to execute KEPZ Phase-III project through self-Financed basis or through advance 

payment from Prospective investors who wish to establish industries in KEPZ. After getting 

approval from MOIP EPZA will initiate this project through hiring services of Engineering 

firms for re-visiting the existing master Plan of KEPZ Phase-III along- with the preparation of 

Engineered estimates and supervision of construction of development works. The DAC directed 

the management to complete the process within three months and report be shared to Audit and 

Ministry. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 511, 534 & 533) 

8.1.4.9 Non-imposition of penalty as service charges - Rs. 1,455.125 million 

Clause 18 of license agreement between Export Processing Zones Authority (EPZA), 

and Investors states that the investor shall be free to start production/trading/service activity or 

any other industrial activity as approved by the Authority during the construction period. 

Provided, however, the investor shall be bound to commence such activities within a period of 

3 months from the date of expiry of the construction period or issue of the completion certificate 

whichever is earlier. Provided further if such activity is not commenced within a period of three 

stipulated above, the investor shall be liable to pay service charges applicable on 25% of 

amount of exports stated by the investor at the time of submission of application for license. 

During audit of Export Processing Zones Authority (EPZA), Regional Office-Lahore 

for the year 2019-20, it was observed that EPZA Risalpur, Sialkot and Gujranwala have 

approved various industrial units for enhancing export activities. However, its units did not 

start the industrial activities as mentioned in their approval letter. 

Audit is of the view that the management granted undue favour to these industrial units 

by not imposing 25% of service charges amounting of  

Rs. 1,455.125 million (SEPZ Rs. 714.075 million, REPZ Rs. 464.25 million and GEPZ Rs. 

276.8 million) which resulted in loss. 

 The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that the EPZ in Sialkot and Gujranwala are Joint Ventures between EPZA and 

PSIC (Punjab Small Industries Corporation) and as per clause 09 of MOU between EPZA and 

PSIC, “the ownership of the Land rest with PSIC till such time the expenses incurred by PSIC 
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are fully recovered.” The EPZ in Risalpur is a Joint Venture between EPZA and SDA (Now 

KPEZDMC) and as per clause 6.1 of Agreement between EPZA and SDA, “this agreement is 

subject to the condition that the absolute and indefeasible title to the said land shall be legally 

held by SDA.” Hence as Ownership of land in two cases lies with PSIC, and in case of Risalpur 

lies with SDA the said clause 18 of License Agreement between EPZA and Investors is not 

applicable. The DAC directed to the management to verify the factual position with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.1.4.10 Loss due to non-imposition of construction penalty - Rs. 620.960 million (US$ 

3.881 million) 

As per clause 8 of the License Agreement, the investor is bound to complete 

construction and start running the unit within a period of 18 months from the date of approval. 

As per clause-11 of the License Agreement, 50% of construction is to be completed within one 

year period to avoid cancellation of the plot. Moreover clause No.10 prescribes non-

construction fee @ US$ 5 per square meter per month upon failure of the investor to raise 

construction or to start installing unit. 

During audit of Export Processing Zones Authority, Karachi for the years 2020-21, it 

was observed that 06 Units (KEPZ phase II) failed to complete the construction work despite 

lapse of 06 to 50 months against the allowed period of 18 months. As a result, the envisaged 

investment could not be materialized and achievement of export remained zero. However, the 

management did not impose the non-construction penalty amounting to Rs. 620.960 million 

(US$ 3.881 million). 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to charge penalty on account of 

completion of projects which reflects inefficiency and weak financial management.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022.The DAC was apprised by the 

management that that EPZA board had approved the clause of agreement for imposition of 

penalty of US$ 5 per sq. Meter per month to US $ 3000/- per annum. Audit has objected the 

non-imposition of construction penalty on 6 units. The EPZA will impose penalty during the 

issuance of completion Certificates. The DAC directed the management to impose and recover 

construction penalty within one month and report be shared with Audit and Ministry.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.1.4.11 Loss of presumptive tax and service charges due to non-auctioning of units - Rs. 

136.771 million (US$ 854,824) 

Mission Statement of Export Processing Zone states that “to mobilize and promote 

utilization of the national resources, for socio-economic development of the country by 

enhancing exports. This task is carried out through coordination between national development 

agencies, external cooperation programs and technical assistance; and through the promotion 

of private sector investments”. 

Rule 9 (A) of Export Processing Zones Authority Rules, 1981 states that if in the 

opinion of the Authority an investor has failed to carry out the purpose for which, or has not 
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fulfilled the conditions of, the sanction accorded to him under sub-section (1) of section 11 of 

the Ordinance, it may, after giving him notice to show cause, cancel, revoke or withdraw the 

sanction. 

During audit of Export Processing Zone (EPZA), Karachi for the year 2020-21, it was 

observed that 06 units of KEPZ had been taken over by the management from the years 2015 

to 2020, but no auction was made till now which resulted in a loss on account of presumptive 

tax and service charges Rs.126.312 million (US$ 789,450). Furthermore, a unit M/s. Bahrain 

Recycling remained closed since 1990, however, the management failed to auction the unit and 

also did not charge service charges and Presumptive tax amounting to Rs.10.459 million (US$ 

65,374) despite a lapse of considerable time.  

Audit is of the view that the management failed to auction the units since 2015 which 

reflects slackness and negligence.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. 

a) The DAC was apprised by the management that EPZA has taken over 7 units since 2015. Out 

of 7 units the cases of two units are in court of law. The valuation of these building has been 

assigned to Government valuators as the valuation work is completed the auction of buildings 

will be carried out. The DAC directed the management to complete the auction process on war 

footings within 3 months. 

b) The DAC was apprised by the management that EPZA has served final Show cause Notice to 

M/S Bahrain Recycling. It was further briefed that the unit went to the Banking Court therefore 

EPZ may not take any action in order to avoid contempt proceedings. The DAC directed the 

management to follow the case vigorously.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 517 & 514) 

8.1.4.12 Loss of rental income due to non-renting out of KEPZ warehouses – Rs. 95.840 

million 

Export Processing Zones Authority Ordinance, 1980, section 10, the Authority may, 

pursuant to the master plan, prepare schemes in respect of:  

a) land use, zoning and land reservation; 

b) public buildings; 

c) industrial warehousing and buildings; 

d) transportation and communications; roads, streets, railways, jetties, walls, workshops, sheds, 

godowns, navigation channels; 

e) telecommunication, including wireless, telex and telephones; 

f) community facilities, including water supply, sewerage disposal, electricity supply, gas supply 

and other public utilities;and 

g) Environmental control and prevention ofpollution. 

During audit of Export Processing Zone Authority (EPZA), Karachi for the year 2020-

21, it was observed that six warehouses of KEPZ were lying un-utilized since 2005. Hence the 

management sustained a loss of Rs. 95.840 million as on 30.06.2021. The KEPZ warehouses 

built on plot Nos. 1, 2 & 3, Sector B-X. Annex-42. 
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Audit is of the view that the Authority has failed to rent out KEPZ warehouses since 

long due to inefficient management. Hence, the Authority suffered a loss of Rs. 95.840 million 

due to non-renting of warehouses. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The management was apprised by 

the management that the confiscated goods are lying in the KEPZ warehouses occupied by the 

Custom since 2005. KEZA is under the rules are bond to provide the spaces to the Customs. 

EPZA have reminded 17 times to Customs to auction the goods and vacated the premises. After 

vacation of premises will rent out as per rental policy. The DAC directed the management to 

follow the case vigorously and vacation of the warehouses by the Custom Authorities and their 

proper Auction.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.1.4.13 Non-recovery of outstanding dues – Rs. 79.685 million  

 As per agreement with various investors for rented out property, Annual Ground Rent 

of the allotted plots at the specified rates was required to be recovered in advance on or before 

10th July, every at the prescribed rate in US$. Similarly, the utilities bills were also to be 

recovered on due dates and in case of non-payment of two or three consecutive bills the utility 

services would have to be suspended in order to recover the outstanding balances and to avoid 

their heavy accumulation. 

Rule 5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the 

principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall 

be adhered to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and 

confidential information by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

During audit of Export Processing Zone Authority (EPZA), Karachi for the year 2020-

21, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 79.685 million was lying outstanding against different 

parties as detailed below: 
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No. of Units Nature of Account Outstanding Amount in 

US$ * Rs.160 

Rs. in million 

15 Electricity charges 62,705  10.032 

14 Annual Ground Rent (AGR) 387,944 62.071 

59 Clearing and Forwarding Agents - 3.970 

36 Advances against expenses to 

employees 

- 3.611 

Total 450,649 79.685 

Audit is of the view that the management did not recover its dues, which resulted into 

blockage of funds and chances of converting the receivables into the bad debts cannot be ruled 

out.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. 

a) The DAC was apprised by the management that out of total outstanding amount of US$ 55,394 

have been recovered and remaining receivables are sub-judice in the court of law. The DAC 

showed its displeasure on inordinate delay in the finalization of court cases. The DAC directed 

the management to take concrete measures for the recovery of remaining amount and monthly 

report in this regard be shared with Audit and Ministry.  

b) The DAC was apprised by the management that that EPZA has formed a review committee to 

propose action against all clearing and Forwarding Agents who are defaulters and not functional 

from the last three years, their cases will be forwarded to Pakistan customs for cancellation of 

their clearing and Forwarding licenses. The DAC directed the management to take action 

against defaulters monthly report in this regard be shared with Audit and Ministry.  

c) The DAC was apprised by the management that out of 3.611 million the advances of Rs. 2.670 

million have been adjusted. The record is available for verification. The DAC directed the 

management to get the facts verified from Audit. The DAC directed to the management to 

verify the factual position with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 508, 509 & 510) 

8.1.4.14 Irregular sublet of unit in violation of rule - Rs.70.770 million  

(US$. 471,800) 

Clause 17 (B) of General Agreement and lease deed dated 16.02.2004, states that the 

Authority reserves the right to withdraw / cancel/revoke the sanction of the investor if he 

commits any breach or violates any of the terms and conditions agreed upon between the 

investor and the authority under this agreement or any other agreement or if in the opinion of 

the authority the purpose for which, sanction was accorded is not being fulfilled.  

During audit of Export Processing Zone Authority (EPZA), Karachi for the year 2020-

21, it was observed that the management allowed the premises to M/s Premier Stitching 

Limited and M/s Karima Textile. However, they sublet their premises to various investors 
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without any approval of management. Furthermore, both investors did not make any tangible 

efforts to resume their industrial activities of their approved / sanctioned line of business since 

many years. Annex-43. 

Audit is of the view that undue favour was extended to the investors for rental premises 

in violation of rules which reflects inefficiency and weak internal controls. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021.The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. 

a) The DAC was apprised by the management that the premises of the investors after given leased 

out to the investor, can be sublet to any other investor who required space for storing 

/processing/warehousing of goods to make their own exports subject to condition that EPZA 

will charge @10% of the total rent applicable on the fix rate of US$ 0.50 per square meters. 

This income is additional income of EPZA besides the AGR charges on the lease land. The 

Chairman is competent to approve these cases. In the case of the rental permission granted by 

the EPZA to M/s. Premier Stitching is under the Rules. The DAC directed the management to 

get the facts verified from Audit  

b) The DAC was briefed by the management that EPZA has not violated rules or breach any 

regulations under the EPZA Ordinance 1981, as EPZA is a competent to give rental permission 

therefore, decision of EPZA on  

M/s Karima Textile was in accordance with the Rules Where EPZA is Authority for subletting 

permission to an investor. As EPZA authorized to rental permission, gaining income by means 

of getting rental income from M/s Usman Global Trading and M/s Saltex @ 0.50 per square 

feet along with AGR @ 4.00 per square meters .Moreover, is also pertinent to mention here 

that EPZA is not only obtaining rental income but also getting AGR income on allotted plots. 

The DAC directed the management to get the facts verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 528 & 530) 

8.1.4.15 Less recovery from investor - Rs. 41.887 million (US$ 380,790) 

Clause 08 of lease deed dated 16.02.2004 with M/s Premier Stitching that the Lessee 

shall use the plot for the purpose of manufacturing & processing of all types of textile and shall 

not use or permit it to be used for the purpose other than leased out, except with the prior 

consent in writing of the Lessors.  

Section 4(3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance 

with the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies 

and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and 

resources are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and 

in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Export Processing Zones Authority (EPZA), Karachi for the year 2020-

21, it was observed that the management approved an investment proposal of M/s Premier 

Stitching for manufacturing of bed sheets, curtains and accessories on 18.09.2003. In this 
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regard, the investor has paid down payment for four plots of land admeasuring 5,821 square 

meters on the account of Annual Ground Rent @ 1.50 per square meter. Furthermore, the 

management allowed to M/s. Premier Stitching for changing in line of business, but the 

difference on account of Annual Ground Rent (AGR) and Security Deposit amounting to  

Rs. 41.887 million (US$ 380,790) as detailed below: 

 

Description Industrial 
Processing & 

Recycling 
Difference 

Covered 
Area Sq. 

Meter 

Difference (in 
US$) 

A B C D E F (D*E) 
Annual Ground 
Rent 

1.500 4.000 2.500 5,821 14,552.500 

Security Deposit 5.000 30.000 25.000 5,821 145,525.000 
AGR 7.7 years * 14,552.500= 235,265.420 
Security Deposit = 145,525.000 
Total in US $ = 380,7890.420 * Rs. 110= 41,886,946 

Audit is of the view that the management has failed to collect the applicable difference 

which resulted in to loss of Rs.41.887 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021.The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC considered the stance of 

management unsatisfactory and directed the CF&AO / MoI&P to conduct inquiry within two 

months and report be shared with Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.1.4.16 Non-recovery on account of ground rent - Rs. 26.715 million  

As per clause 10 of Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed between Export 

Processing Zone Authority (EPZA) and Sarhad Development Authority (SDA) stated that 

ownership of the land will rest with SDA. The land will be allotted to investors on lease basis 

by SDA/EPZA. Ground rent will be shared by SDA and EPZA in the manner as mutually 

agreed, SDA being prime beneficiary to recover the cost. 

During audit of Export Processing Zones Authority, (EPZA) Regional Office-Lahore 

for the year 2019-20, it was observed that a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed 

between SDA & EPZA in the year 1997 regarding establishment of Export Processing Zone at 

SDA Industrial Estate, Nowshera to accelerate the pace of industrialization in the Province. As 

per agreement, the SDA was bound to share the ground rent with EPZA. Contrary to the above, 

SDA did not pay a single penny on account of ground rent since 1997. The details are as under: 

Details of Annual ground rent from Risalpur Zone, Nowshera for the year 01.01.2020 to 31.12.2020 

  

Actual area 

(acre) 

Actual area 

(Sq.met) 

Agreed rate per 

Sq.met (USD) 

Total AGR in 

USD 

Area for Industry 54 218,529 0.5 109,265 

Area for warehouse 11 44,515 1.25 55,644 

Total annual AGR in USD 164,909 

Total annual AGR in PKR (164,909 @ Rs.162) 26,715,260 
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Audit is of the view that due to slackness of management, a huge amount of Rs. 26.715 

million could not be recovered from SDA despite a lapse of considerable time.  

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was briefed by the 

management that as per Agreement signed between EPZA and SDA the matter of revenue 

streams was mutually agreed as under; As per Clause 7.5 “For providing such services under 

EPZA concept as detailed above, Export Processing Zones Authority shall charge 

administrative charges from the investors at the rate not more than 1% of FOB value of Export 

as applicable in other EPZs.” And as per Clause 8.10 “SDA shall charge cost of plot, annual 

ground rent and service fee from the investor to carry out its responsibilities as set out in this 

agreement. The cost of plot, service fee and other charges shall be determined in consultation 

with EPZA.” Therefore the AGR is not chargeable by EPZA. The DAC directed to the 

management to verify the factual position with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.1.4.17 Non-imposition of liquidity damages - Rs. 15.930 million 

Clause 47.1 of bidding documents provides that the amount of liquidated damages 

0.10% (one tenth of one percent) of contract price for each day of delay in completion of the 

works subject to a maximum of 10% of contract price stated tin the letter of Acceptance. 

During audit of Export Processing Zones Authority, Karachi for the year 2020-21, it 

was observed that the contract of enhancement of electric load from 11.02 to 27.00 MW was 

awarded M/s Barqtron Engineering Solutions amounting to Rs. 159.30 million. Work 

completion period was fixed for four months i.e. 07.12.2020. Later on, the contract value was 

enhanced upto Rs. 225.000 million. As per schedule, power plants were to be completed within 

06 months i.e. from 13.10.2020 to 24.02.2021 which was further extended up to March 30, 

2021. However, work was not completed up to October, 2021. Neither the liquidity damages 

charges of Rs. 15.930 million were imposed nor the performance bond was forfeited / encashed. 

Audit is of the view that management extended undue favor by not imposing LD 

charges which reflects negligence.  

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC considered the stance of 

management unsatisfactory and directed the CF&AO / Mo&IP to conduct inquiry within 3 

months and report be shared with Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.1.4.18 Excess expenditure on excess working strength – Rs. 9.300 million  

As per Board of Directors (BoD) of Export Processing Zone Authority (EPZA), the 

Board fixes the HR strength of the Authority. 

During audit of Export Processing Zones Authority (EPZA), Regional Office-Lahore 

for the year 2019-20, it was observed that excess employees were working against the 

sanctioned strength as detailed below:  
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S. # Designation Sanctioned 

Strength 

Current Working 

Strength 

Variance/Excess 

1 Deputy Manager 0 2 2 

2 Assistant Manager 1 8 7 

3 Supervisor 1 7 6 

4 Assistant  0 6 6 

5 Clerk / Typist 1 4 3 

6 NaibQasid 1 5 4 

7 Security Guard 0 3 3 

Total 4 35 31 
 

Audit is of the view that the management deployed surplus staff against the sanctioned 

strength as approved by the BoD which resulted in an excess expenditure of Rs.9.300 million 

per annum (31 employees @ Rs. 25,000 per month @ 12 months). 

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that sanctioned strength of the Staff is approved by the BoD. The DAC considered 

the stance of the management unsatisfactory. The DAC directed the management to rationalize 

the staff position, seek fresh approval of sanctioned strength of all regional offices from BoD 

and shift the surplus staff to Headquarters.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.1.4.19 Irregular renting out of premises in violation of BoD directives -  

Rs. 3.664 million  

As per decision of Board of Directors Meeting No: 121 held on January 11, 2019: 

i. The Board decided that to restrict the activity, no fresh permission / license should be given to 

worn (used) clothing. 

ii. No Sale / Purchase / Transfer to be allowed to existing units of worn (used) clothing 

retrospectively effective from 3rd January 2019; thus ratifying the Chairman’s decision. 

During audit of Export Processing Zones Authority (EPZA), Karachi for the year 2020-

21, it was observed that the management allowed premises to M/s. Insiya Packages on lease 

agreement. Thereafter M/s. Insiya Packages sublet the premises to M/s. Greens International 

for 11 months from 15.05.2019 to 14.04.2020 regarding use for warehousing / storage purpose 

of used textile clothing (UTC) in the ban period with the approval of management in violation 

of BoD directives. The rent for 11 months amounting to Rs. 3.664 million (USD. 24,424) is 

also held irregular and unjustified.  

Audit is of the view that the premises was allowed on rental basis in ban period in 

violation of BoD directives which reflects inefficiency and serious procedural lapses. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021.The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022.The DAC was apprised by the 

management that that the EPZA Board of Directors in its 121st Board of Directors Meeting held 

on January 11, 2019 under Agenda Item No.12-viii under title “only restricts Used Textile 

Clothing business through Sale/Purchase/Transfer” however existing units may not be stop to 

work in the zone. Whenever they require spaces on temporarily basis they can be allowed after 

payment of EPZA share. The management agreed to recover the rent amount. The DAC 
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directed the management to get the recovery process completed within one month and report 

be shared with Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.1.4.20 Fraudulent activities in Risalpur Export Processing Zone - Rs. 3.261 million  

Clause 9-A of EPZA Rule, 1981 states that if in the opinion of the Authority an investor 

has failed to carry out the purpose for which, or has not fulfilled the conditions of, the sanction 

accorded to him under sub-section (1) of section 11 of the Ordinance, it may, after giving him 

notice to show cause, cancel, revoke or withdraw the sanction. 

During audit of Export Processing Zone Authority (EPZA), Karachi for the year 2020-

21, it was observed that the Collector (Adjudication) passed an order for recovery of short paid 

amount of duty / taxes Rs.3.261 million and imposed a penalty of Rs. 100,000 on an investor 

M/s. Pearl River Mining due to illegal goods removed from REPZ. Thereafter, management 

conducted an internal inquiry which recommended action against the employees of EPZ i.e. 

Mr. Muhammad Naveed (Manager REPZ), Mr. Muhammad Ikhlaq (Security Guard) and Mr. 

Faiz Ali under EPZA E&D rules against gross negligence in removal of illegal goods. 

However, just after two months, Mr. Muhammad Ikhlaq (Security Guard) was assigned the 

Shoulder promotion from Security Guard (S-I) to S-II on 28.07.2021 and then to ASI on 

11.10.2021. 

Audit is of the view that the removal of goods from EPZ were made due to weak internal 

controls and lack of proper monitoring mechanism. Furthermore, the management did not take 

any action the accused. 

The matter was reported to the management in November 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that Chairman EPZA had constituted a Committee to investigate the case of 

import gate passes of M/s. Pearl River Mining (Pvt) Ltd which was issued by Risalpur EPZ. 

The inquiry committee submitted its report and pointed out that the electronic weigh machine 

was removed on the instructions of Mr. Muhammad Naveed, Ex- Manager (REPZ) with the 

connivance of Security Guard and Pump Operator. M/s. Pearl River Mining (Pvt.) Ltd has 

deposited custom duty along with penalty and the persons who connivance with Mr. 

Muhammad Naveed denied the statement.The Pakistan Customs had recovered the total duty 

and taxes amount of weighbridge. On the basis of above facts, the Chairman EPZA has quashed 

the inquiry. As far as Shoulder Promotion of Mr., Muhammad Akhlaq, is concerned it was an 

incentive on the recommendation of his immediate supervisor without any financial benefit. 

This is not a regular promotion of an employee. Secretary EPZA is competent to approve all 

cases of S-1 to S-III employees. The DAC directed the CF&AO / MoIP to conduct denovo-

inquiry to probe the matter and fix responsibility. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 
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8.1.4.21 Loss due to waive off on rental charges - Rs. 2.426 million  

(US$ 16,170) 

As per rules of Export Processing Zones Authority (EPZA), “Annual Ground Rent of 

the allotted plots at the specified rates was required to be recovered in advance on every 10th 

of January and 10th of July every year”. 

During audit of Export Processing Zones Authority, Regional Office-Lahore for the 

year 2019-20, it was observed that the management granted approval to M/s Sodagher Leather 

Industry, Sialkot to rent out their factory premises to  

M/s Finery Metal Industries on temporary basis for eleven months w.e.f. 01.02.2019 to 

31.12.2019. As per approval, M/s Sodagher Leather Industry was required to deposit an amount 

of USD 16,170 on account of 10% EPZA rental share for period of eleven months within fifteen 

days from the issuance of this letter. Later on, the Project Appraisal Committee (PAC) meeting 

recommended to withdraw it and charge rental processing fees of USD 1,000 only. 

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favour to the investor by 

waiver which reflects poor financial management resulting in a loss of Rs. 2.426 million (US$ 

16,170 @ Rs. 150). 

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that condition of 10% of rent was removed in the light PAC held on 02 March, 

2020 where it was decided that “EPZA may withdraw the letter dated 09.04.2019 and 

approval/permission may be granted subject to the payment of USD 1000 as processing fees 

by the original allottees of all new and old cases. The above facility has been granted by EPZA 

to other Zone investors on account of ease of doing business.” The management agreed with 

the audit and ensured that recovery will be ensured.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.1.4.22 Non-finalization of accounts 

Section (10) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rule, 2017 states that 

every Public Sector Company shall, within one month of the close of first, second and third 

quarter of its year of account, prepare a profit and loss account for, and balance- sheet as at the 

end of, that quarter, whether audited or otherwise, for the Board’s approval. Annual report 

including annual financial statements shall be placed on the Public Sector Company’s website. 

During audit of Export Processing Zone Authority (EPZA), Karachi for the year 2020-

21, it was observed that the annual accounts have not been prepared since 2011-12 till date. 

Audit is of the view that underlying weaknesses in accounting system have caused delay 

in timely preparation of accounts and timely completion of audit.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 2021.The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that EPZA has completed audit of its annual accounts (financial statements) for 

FY 2013-14 and compliance report has been submitted to SECP in accordance with the law. 

However, preparation of annual EPZA accounts for the remaining financial years is at advance 
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stage and Audited Accounts will be provided to the Government Audit. The DAC directed the 

management to get the Accounts prepared and Audited within one month and be shared with 

Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.2 Karachi Tools, Dies and Moulds Centre 

8.2.1 Introduction 

Karachi Tools, Dies and Moulds Centre (KTDMC) was incorporated in 2006 as a 

company limited by guarantee having share capital under Section 42 of the Companies 

Ordinance, 1984. The primary objective of the Company is to establish and run an Information 

Technology (IT) based common facility centre primarily for improving the skills of engineers 

and designers, enhancing the quality of designing, engineering and manufacturing of local 

tools, dies and moulds. The Company is a wholly owned subsidiary of Pakistan Industrial 

Development Corporation (Private) Limited (PIDC). 

8.2.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

8.2.2.1 The working results of company for the year ended June 30, 2020 as compared to 

previous years are given below: 

(Rs. in million) 

 
2019-20 % Inc / 

Dec 
2018-19 

% Inc / 

Dec 
2017-18 

% Inc / 

Dec 
2016-17 

Income 163.34 (18.60) 200.67 14.59 175.12 20.36 139.47 

Other Income 16.09 80.17 8.93 51.35 5.90 (14.34) 6.75 

Total Income 179.43 (14.39) 209.60 15.78 181.02 19.23 146.22 

Direct Cost (132.35) (11.26) (149.14) (20.33) (123.94) (18.55) (100.95) 

Admin Expense (30.33) (0.13) (30.29) (24.44) (24.34) (6.84) (22.68) 

Total Expenses (162.68) (9.33) (179.43) (21.00) (148.28) (16.63) (123.63) 

Surplus/Deficit 16.74 (44.49) 30.16 (7.85) 32.73 31.00 22.58 
(Source: Annual Audited Accounts) 

8.2.2.2 Income of the company decreased from Rs.200.670 million in  

2018-19 to Rs.163.340 million in 2019-20, registering a decrease of 18.60%, which needs 

justification. 

8.2.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

No. of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of compliance awaited %age of 

compliance 

2013-14 5 1 4 8.2.4.1, 8.2.2.1, 8.2.2.2, 8.2.3 25 

2015-16 7 3 4 8.4.2.2, 8.4.4.1, 8.4.4.2, 8.4.4.3,  42 

2019-20 1 1 - 7.4.4.1 0 

Total 13 5 8   38 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needed to be improved. 

8.2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

8.2.4.1 Non-recovery of dues and refund of tax - Rs. 76.415 million 
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Rule 4 (3) of the Public-Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states 

that, the Chief Executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and 

for its procedures in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the 

Board, in accordance with the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include 

implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate 

arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Karachi Tool, Dies & Moulds Centre (KTDMC) for the year 2019-20, 

it was observed that an amount of Rs. 76.415 million was lying outstanding against Students, 

trade debtors and FBR as detailed below:  

S. # Description  Amount (Rs. in million)  

1. Students 3.801 

2. Trade Debtors 4.474 

3. FBR 68.140 

Total  76.415 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of outstanding amount reflected inefficiency and 

weak recovery mechanism.  

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. 

a)  The DAC was apprised by management that as per the audited financial statements of KTDMC 

for the year ended June 30, 2020 the amount of trade debts Rs.60.243 million. Accordingly, Rs. 

56,777,976 have been recovered subsequently. The outstanding balance after recovery is 

Rs.3.465 million. The DAC directed the managment to verifiy the factual position with Audit. 

b) The DAC was apprised by management that under section 153 of the Income Tax Ordinance, 

however, as a Non-Profit Organization, KTDMC may claim for the refund of Income Tax under 

Section 170 of the Income Tax Ordinance, 200. The management further apprised that it has 

filed the refund applications and got refund of two years 2018 and 2020 of Rs.16.018 million. 

The DAC directed the management to follow the cases vigorously with concerned corners and 

efforts be shared with Ministry and Audit on regular basis. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.2.4.2 Irregular procurements without tender - Rs.10.438 million 

Rule 12(2&3) of PPRA, 2004 states that that the all procurement opportunities over two 

million rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media 

or newspapers having wide circulation. In cases where the procuring agency has its own 

website it may also post all advertisements concerning procurement on that website as well. 

Rule 09 of PPRA, 2004 states that a procuring agency shall announce in an appropriate 

manner all proposed procurements for each financial year and shall proceed accordingly 

without any splitting or regrouping of the procurements so planned. The annual requirements 
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thus determined would be advertised in advance on the Authority’s website as well as on the 

website of the procuring agency in case the procuring agency has its own website. 

During audit of Karachi Tool, Dies &Moulds Centre (KTDMC) for the year 2019-20, 

it was observed that the management purchased raw material valuing  

Rs. 10.438 million through different purchase orders without advertisement and on splitting 

basis in violation of rules.  

Audit is of the view that procurements without tender and by splitting is held irregular 

and justified.  

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that, due to project requirements of various sizes for each product, which are 

finalized after the designing of Moulds, KTDMC cannot procure all items at once. Therefore, 

the purchase orders are given time to time to the prequalified suppliers. The management 

contested the audit observation that there is no violation of PPRA Rules. The DAC directed the 

management to get the facts verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.2.4.3 Avoidable expenditure – Rs. 4.214 million 

Rule 4 (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2017 states that the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance 

with the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies 

and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and 

resources are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and 

in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Karachi Tool, Dies & Moulds Centre (KTDMC) for the year 2019-20, 

it was observed that the management outsourced the mould job / machining work from different 

parties / clients amounting to Rs. 4.214 million. The management has all the available technical 

machinery / plant with the required strength of technical and engineering manpower. But, the 

management outsourced the work of mould from various clients / parties instead of utilizing 

its own production capacity to the full extent and reduced the earning capacity. Annex-44. 

Audit is of the view that outsourcing of work in the presence of own production 

capability reflects in-efficiency and poor management of resources available within.  

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was briefed by the 

management that certain jobs were outsourced due to limitation of in-house machining 

resources, non-availability of texturing services, expertise for refurbishment of the Hydraulic 

Cylinders, transportation and wielding. The DAC directed the management to get the facts 

verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 
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8.2.4.4 Non-verification of degrees/certificates 

Cabinet Secretariat, Establishment Division (Management Services Wing) through its 

D.O. No. 6(28)2011-DG-II, dated March 08, 2011 informed that the Prime Minister has been 

pleased to direct that measures should be taken to authenticate degrees / certificates of all 

Federal Government employees of the respective Ministries / Divisions, their attached 

departments, subordinate offices and autonomous bodies under their administrative control. 

The verification process may be initiated by the respective Ministries / Divisions and Heads of 

autonomous / semi-autonomous organizations at their own, and it will be the responsibility of 

concerned Secretary and Head of the Department / Organization to have the degree/ certificates 

verified. 

During audit of Karachi Tool, Dies & Moulds Centre (KTDMC) for the year 2019-20, 

it was observed that the management appointed 36 contract employees for different posts over 

the years, however, their degrees/certificates were not got verified as per instructions of the 

Government.  

Audit is of the view that non-verification of degrees / certificates of the employees / 

officers reflected inefficiency and weak internal controls. 

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022.The DAC was apprised by 

management that it is in process to comply with the aforesaid observation, and is continually 

approaching the employees to submit their degrees / certificates duly endorsed by the HEC. 

The DAC took serious view of this gross negligence and directed the management to get the 

remaining degrees verified within three months report be shared with Ministry and Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.3 National Industrial Parks Development and Management Company 

8.3.1 Introduction 

The National Industrial Parks Development and Management Company (NIPD&MC) 

was incorporated as a public company with a share capital limited by guarantee on March 07, 

2005 under Section 42 of the Companies Ordinance, 1984. Government of Pakistan (GoP) 

holds 58.31% shares and Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation (Private) Limited 

(PIDC) holds 41.69 % shares in the Company. The principal activity of the Company is 

establishing, developing and managing industrial estates of parks and upgrading existing 

estates and undertaking related activities. 

The Company has entered into agreements with PIDC for establishment of Korangi 

Creek Industrial Park (KCIP) and Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) in respect of Bin Qasim Industrial 

Park (BQIP) Project as a consequence of which the Company incurs expenditure on 

development of industrial parks on land owned by PIDC and PSM respectively.  

8.3.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

8.3.2.1 The working results of the Company for the year 2020-21 as compared to previous 

years are given below:       
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(Rs. in million) 

 2020-21 
% Inc / 

(Dec) 
2019-20 

% Inc / 

(Dec) 
2018-19 

% Inc / 

(Dec) 

 

2017-18 

Revenue 57.860 78.76 32.368 (3.10) 43.259 (66.70) 129.905 

Administrative Expenses (94.981) (19.12) (117.44) 3.55 (113.416) 1.11 (112.170) 

Reversal of management fees - - (194.893) 100.00 - - - 

Operating profit/(loss) for the year (37.120) (86.74) (279.966) 285.45 (70.156) 1161.57 5.561 

Other Income 148.963 (50.63) 301.711 35.11 216.238 45.62 148.490 

Financial Charges (0.067) 8.06 (0.062) 100.00 (0.031) (31.11) (0.045) 

Profit/(loss) before taxation 111.776 415.52 21.682 (85.15) 146.049 (5.10) 154.006 

Taxation 4.040 - - - - - - 

Profit/(Loss) after taxation 107.735 396.89 21.682 (85.15) 146.049 (5.10) 154.006 
 (Source: Annual audited accounts) 

8.3.2.2 Other income of the company decreased to Rs. 148.963 million from previous 

year’s of Rs. 301.711 million registering a decrease of 50.63% which needs justification. 

8.3.2.3 Cash and bank balance decreased to Rs. 249.138 million from previous year Rs. 

863.47 million in 2020-21, registering a decrease of 71.150%, which needs justification. 

8.3.2.4 Short term investment decreased from Rs. 1,500.000 million during the year 2019-

20 to Rs. 1,200.000 million during the year under review registering a decrease of 20% which 

needs justification. 

8.3.2.5 Development expenditure of the company increased from  

Rs. 4,269.000 million in 2019-20 to Rs. 4,590.000 million in 2020-21 registering an increase 

of 7.52% which requires justification. 

8.3.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit Year Total No. 

of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of 

compliance 

awaited 

%age of 

compliance 

1994-95 74 71 3 67, 69, 70 96 

1997-98 74 73 1 180 99 

1998-99 20 17 3 137,138,141 85 

2006-07 5 4 1 94 80 

2008-09 4 3 1 104 75 

2013-14 4 1 3 8.1.2.1, 8.1.2.2, 

8.1.3 

25 

2015-16 8 1 7 8.2.4.1, 8.2.2.1, 

8.2.2.2, 8.2.2.3, 

8.2.2.4, 8.2.3, 

8.2.4.2 

13 

2019-20 4 2 2 7.2.4.1, 7.2.4.2, 50 

Total 193 172 21 - 89 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs to be improved. 
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8.3.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

8.3.4.1 Non-utilization of allotted land - Rs.3,790.736 million 

Rule.5.(1)of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 state that 

the board shall exercise its power and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective 

judgment and independence in the best interest of the company. 

During audit of National Industrial Parks Development & Management Company 

(NIPD&MC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that major portion of the land have been 

sold to investors for establishment of industrial units at Korangi Creek Industrial Parks (KCIP). 

However, out of sold land, a little portion of land has been constructed and operational by the 

investors so far. The detail of un-utilized land is as under: 
 

Particular No. of 

Units  

 land in acres Value of land (in 

million) 

Construction was delayed due to non submission of 

building plans to NIP 

20 19.613 748.749 

construction have not been started despite license 

agreement 

12 10.224 247.680 

Pending building plans in CBKC 21 19.951 497.503 

Construction was delayed due to non-provision of 

electricity 

11 10.903 639.998 

Units are under construction - 42.166 1,656.506 

Total land sold but still unconstructed - 102.857 3,790.436 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to take action against the investors for 

not utilization of allotted land which shows inefficiency and lack of planning.  

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that total of 127 acres of land at KCIP has been allotted to various customers. 40 

acres (32%) of land has already been colonized while 24 acres (19%) is under construction and 

expected to be completed by next Financial Year. The land under construction may also be 

considered in the sphere of colonization, and in that way, the total colonization covers more 

than 50% of the area rather than 17.78% as mentioned by the Audit. The DAC directed the 

management to get the above stated facts along with no Real Estate Business going on in the 

allotment of Plots verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.3.4.2 Non-recovery from investors - Rs. 1,107.635 million 

Rule 4(3) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states 

that the chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and 

for its procedures in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the 

Board, in accordance with the Ordinance. His responsibilities include implementation of 

strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that 

funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and 

effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 
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During audit of National Industrial Parks Development & Management Company 

(NIPD&MC) for the year 2019-20 it was observed that an amount of  

Rs. 1,107.635 million was outstanding against the investors. Annex-45. 

Audit is of the view that the accumulation of outstanding amount indicates weak 

internal controls and poor financial management. 

 The matter was reported to the management in March 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that 778 million which is 70% recovery has been made from the 35 customers 

whereas only 329 million is remaining against 7 customers. The DAC showed its displeasure 

on non-serious follow-up of recovery and directed the management to follow-up the recovery 

cases vigorously.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.3.4.3 Recurring loss of AGR due to non-imposing of maintenance charges - Rs. 

1,002.728 million 

As per terms and conditions with investors at KCIP clause 8.6. on execution of the sub-

lease deed, the allottee shall be liable to pay to NIP or its Estate Management Company such 

Annual Ground Rent charges in such manner and at such time as is notified by NIP. Further, 

as per section 8.6.1 on execution of the Certification of Completion, the allottee shall be liable 

to pay to NIP or its Estate Management Company such monthly maintenance charges in such 

manner and at such time as is notified by NIP.  

During audit of National Industrial Parks Development & Management Company 

(NIPD&MC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that various investors/ industrial units are 

operational at Korangi Creek Industrial Parks (KCIP). However, management failed to recover 

an amount of Rs. 1,002.728 million on account of Annual Ground Rent (AGR) /maintenance 

charges from industrial units as detailed below: 

S. 
No. 

Company name Size of plot Total value of 
Manual charges 

License 
agreement date 

1.  ScaalifeFarma (Pvt) Ltd.  2.279 55,835,500 19.11.2013 
2.  Universal Brushware 1.181 34,839,500 18.06.2014 
3.  HooraPharma (Pvt) Ltd. 1.86 223,320,000 22.01.2015 
4.  MAl Pakistan Ltd. 3.937 96,456,500 14.02.2013 
5.  Alpino Foods 0.474 11,613,000 12.03.2014 
6.  Al-Rehman Lubricants (Pvt) Ltd. 0.473 11,588,500 14.02.2013 
7.  Mehran Commercial Enterprices 0.531 13,009,500 22.10.2014 
8.  Prince Are Press (Pvt) Ltd. 0.515 15,192,500 02.07.2014 
9.  Serajsons (Pvt) Ltd.  0.954 28,143,000 02.07.2014 
10.  MullaIbrahimjiKarimbhai 0.473 11,588,500 07.03.2013 
11.  Palpex (Pvt) Ltd. 0.515 12,617,5100 02.07.2014 
12.  Medipllas Innovation (Pvt) Ltd. 1.042 25,929,000 18.6.2014 
13.  Adamjee Automotive (Pvt) Ltd. 0.981 24,034,500 10.04.2017 
14.  Unico Paints Industries (Pvt) Ltd. 0.52 15,340,000 24.08.2017 
15.  Avant Venture Unit-3. 0.392 11,564,000 12.09.2017 
16.  Universal Packaging Company (Pvt) 

Ltd. 
1.201 35,429,500 28.03.2017 

17.  InterwoodMobel (Pvt) Ltd.  1.049 30,945,500 28.03.2017 
18.  Tufail Chemical (Hdz) 2.211 187,935,000 19.06.2018 
19.  Scurprint (Pvt) Ltd. 0.619 18,260,500 10.04.2017 
20.  FarukImpex Corporation 1.042 25,529,000 14.02.2013 
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 Total  22.249 1,002,728,600  

Audit is of the view that the management failed to recover the dues from the investors 

which shows poor financial management and weak recovery mechanism. 

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that the amount of Rs.1, 002.728 million highlighted by the Audit was actually 

the amount of sale value of the plot which was mistakenly taken as maintenance charges by the 

Audit. Ground rent is also applicable to the allottees, only after the execution of the sub-lease 

in their favor. Due to pending issues of MoU renewal with the Govt. of Sindh, no units have 

been sub-leased till date. The DAC directed the management to get the facts and notifications 

issued verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.3.4.4 Irregular payment to contractor outside Bill of Quantity - Rs. 30.823 million 

Rule 5(1) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that 

the board shall exercise its power and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective 

judgment and independence in the best interest of the company. 

During audit of National Industrial Parks Development & Management Company 

(NIPD&MC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that a contract for construction of 

infrastructure development at Naushahro Feroze Industrial Park was awarded to M/s. Gul 

Construction Co. at a contract price of Rs. 264.847 million in August, 2017. Before 

commencement of the work, a soil investigation was conducted by Soil Testing Services (STS) 

in May, 2017, where the sand layer for protection of roads was strongly recommended in the 

soil investigation report however, the consultant failed to incorporate provision of sand cushion 

in BOQ list. Later on, an extra work of sand cushion was added in the Bill of Quantity (BoQ) 

without approval of the PIDC Development Working Party and the payment of Rs. 30.823 

million was made to the contractor on account of sand cushion. 

Audit is of the view that the payment to contractor for any work outside the BoQ is 

irregular and unjustified. This shows weak internal controls and poor financial management.  

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that BOQ of the contracts are tentative which is recommended by the consultant 

and it may subject to variation if the consultant finds it necessary, and any such variation in 

BOQ is not considered an irregularity if it is recommended by the consultant. However, the 

sand cushion was suggested in the Soil Investigation Report and had to be executed, therefore, 

the Management decided to execute the same under clause 51.1 (e) – Variations of General 

Conditions of Contract. Expenditures are within the prescribed limit of 15% over and above 

that is allowed in PPRA rules and was later approved by the Board of Directors, NIP. 

Furthermore, the Finance Division also acknowledges the powers of BoD notified by the 

Finance Division vide letter No. F.1 (25)-DFA (IP&SI)/2006-1210/S/FS/07 Dated March 2007 

endorsed by the representative of Finance Division DS/Expenditure during meeting. The DAC 
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directed the management that it must be ensured that the consultant remains blacklisted and no 

work should be awarded to him in future.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.3.4.5 Non-blacklisting of contractor for providing fake bank guarantee -Rs. 26.484 

million 

Rule 19 of PPRA, 2004 states that the procuring agencies shall specify a mechanism 

and manner to permanently or temporarily bar, from participating in their respective 

procurement proceedings, suppliers and contractors who either consistently fail to provide 

satisfactory performances or are found to be indulging in corrupt or fraudulent practices. Such 

barring action shall be duly publicized and communicated to the Authority: 

During audit of National Industrial Parks Development & Management Company 

(NIPD&MC) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that the contract was awarded to M/s. Gul 

Construction Co. for infrastructure development at Naushahro Feroze Industrial Park at a 

contract price of Rs. 264.847 million. The contract was due to be completed in August, 2018, 

but contractor got extension up to October 31, 2019 and further extended upto April, 2020. Due 

to delay in construction work, performance bank guarantee got expired and fresh bank 

guarantee for amounting to Rs.26.484 million was provided which was found fake. As a result 

of fraudulent activity, the management terminated the contract.  

Audit is of the views that that despite providing fake bank guarantee the contractor was 

not blacklisted by the management which reflects favoritism and undue favour. 

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021.The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that contractor submitted the fake bank guarantee which was verified from the 

concerned bank and the contract was terminated. The PEC and PPRA have been requested to 

blacklist the said firm as per laid down procedure. The Audit contested that putting a bar on 

any firm is the function of the procuring agency. The DAC directed the management to get the 

facts verified from Audit and with the direction that it must be ensured that the contractor 

should not be awarded any work in future. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.3.4.6 Wasteful expenditure on Effluent Treatment Plant - Rs. 12.865 million 

Rule 4(3) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states 

that the chief executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and 

for its procedures in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the 

Board, in accordance with the Ordinance. His responsibilities include implementation of 

strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that 

funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and 

effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of National Industrial Parks Development & Management Company 

(NIPD&MC)for the year 2019-20, it was observed that a contract for procurement of 

consultancy services for Design/Review and construction/ supervision of Combined Effluent 
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Treatment plant was awarded to M/s. NESPAK amounting to Rs. 52.965 million. Later on the 

management terminated the contract due to higher capital and operating cost estimates, 

accordingly the management also terminated the consultancy contract with NESPAK. 

However, till the termination of contract an amount of Rs. 12.865 million was paid to the 

consultant for its consultancy services. 

Audit is of the view that the termination of contract/project on the basis of higher capital 

and operating cost indicated poor planning. Thus, the management sustained a loss of Rs. 

12.865 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that Combined effluent treatment plant at KCIP as envisaged in the Master Plan. 

After designing the CETP, M/s NESPAK conveyed its expected capital cost which was Rs. 

400 million and also its operating cost i.e. Rs. 40.00 million per annum. Upon receiving the 

cost estimates, NIP approached the representative body of KCIP investors. The standing 

committee of KCIP consulted its members and informed NIP that absorbing such a high 

maintenance cost of CETP is not possible. The payment is only consultancy charges paid to  

M/s NESPAK based on milestones mentioned in agreement. The management further apprised 

that it is not wasteful expenditure. The DAC directed the management to ensure that same 

consultancy and should not be awarded in totality in future except cost revision and vetting. 

The DAC directed to verify the factual position to Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.4 Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation, Medical Centre 

8.4.1 Introduction 

PIDC Medical Centre was established in 1959 and awarded Corporation status in 

February, 1986 as a non-profit organization registered under Section 42 of the Companies Act, 

2017 incorporated as Public Limited Company by Guarantee incorporate in Karachi, Sindh. 

The principal activities of the center are to provide medical aid, medical relief and / or 

medical facilities on non-commercial basis to the employees of PIDC (Private) Limited, its 

units / subsidiaries, associated companies, and other state enterprises in particular and to public 

in general. 

8.4.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

8.4.2.1 The working results of PIDC Medical Centre for the year 2019-20 as compared to 

previous year are given below: 

 2019-20 

% Inc / 

Dec 
2018-19 

% 

Inc/Dec 
2017-18 

% Inc / 

Dec 
2016-17 

Income 6.387 3.567 6.167 2.534 6.0146 2.677 5.8578 

Expenditure 6.533 3.567 6.308 6.195 5.940 1.312 5.8631 

Net surplus(deficit) 0.146 3.546 0.141 87.20 1.1015 - (0.0528) 

Accumulated deficit  (11.235) 1.344 (11.086) 1.316 (10.942) 1.311 10.7968  
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8.4.2.2 During the year under review, the accumulated deficit increased by 1.344%from 

Rs.11.086 million to Rs.11.235 million, which needs justification. 

8.4.2.3 Due to its financial condition, the Board had decided to wind-up the company. The 

delay in implementation of this decision needs justification. 

8.4.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

No. of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of 

compliance 

awaited 

%age of 

compliance 

2015-16 4 2 2 8.3.2.1, 8.3.2.2 50 

2019-20 2 0 2 7.3.4.1, 7.3.4.2 -  

Total 6 4 2  - 66  

 

The overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which needed to be improved. 

8.5 Pakistan Chemical & Energy Sector Skill Development Company 

8.5.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Chemical and Energy Sector Skills Development Company (PCESSDC), was 

incorporated as a non-profit public-private partnership on January 09, 2009. Its mandate is to 

promote, facilitate and provide education and training to a young and growing rural population 

in various disciplines of the chemical and energy sector in Pakistan. Its aim is to provide 

employment and invest in the productivity of locals for industrial development by establishing 

Vocational Education and Training Centers (VETCs), Technical Training Centers (TTCs) and 

management schools. PCESSDC’s partners include Pakistan Industrial Development 

Corporation (PIDC), Engro Corporation, Mari Gas Corporation Limited, Descon Engineering 

and Saipem of Italy. 

Objectives of the project: 

The program aims to provide quality technical education offering three year diploma in 

the fields of Chemical and Mechanical Technology through establishment of a recognized 

standard Technical Training Centre (TTC) supervised by Chemical and Energy Sector Skill 

Development Company (CESSDC). It also aims to fill the gaps essential for imparting such 

education by providing complete practical training facilities along with suitable faculty. 

8.5.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

8.5.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to audit for review each 

year. Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited accounts of the organization 

for the years 2018-19 to 2020-21. 

8.5.2.2 Audit requires that the annual audited accounts of the years 2018-19 to 2020-21 be 

provided immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing responsibility 

for non-submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 
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8.5.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total No. 

of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of 

compliance 

awaited 

%age of 

compliance 

2013-14  5  - 5 

8.3.1, 8.3.2.1, 

8.3.2.2, 8.3.2.3, 

8.3.3 0 

2015-16  3   2  1 8.5.2.1 66 

Total 8 2 6  -  25 

 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs improvement. 

8.5.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

8.5.4.1 Non-production of record  

Section 15 (1) of the Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions 

of Service) Ordinance, 2001 entails that the Auditor General shall perform functions and 

exercise powers in relation to the audit including supplementary audit of the accounts of the 

public sector companies in accordance with the provisions of the Companies Ordinance 1984 

(XLVII of 1984). 

Section 14 (3) of the Auditor-General’s Ordinance, 2001, states that any person or 

authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor General regarding inspection of 

accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, 

applicable to such person. 

Audit team of Director General Commercial Audit was deployed for conducting the 

audit of the accounts of Pakistan Chemical and Energy Sector Skills Development Company, 

Daharki vide letter No.674/Admn/Audit Intimation/2020-21 dated 29.04.2021 on 6th 

November 2020, however, audit team of this office was denied even entrance to PCESSDC 

premises. 

It is also pertinent to mention that Audit team had also been deputed in November, 2020 

vide letter No.23/Admn/Audit Intimation/AP-2020-21/ (PSM) dated 23.10.2020, however, 

CEO, PCESSDC had not accorded access to the record. The matter was taken up with CEO 

PIDC who also asked PESSDC to let audit be carried without fail. It may also be noted that 

PIDC, which is fully owned by Govt. of Pakistan, holding over 50% of shares in PCESSDC.  

Audit is of the view that the refusal of the management tantamount to hindering the 

auditorial functions of the AGP. 

The matter was reported to the management in April 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC showed its displeasure 

on non-serious attitude towards provision of Record to Audit and directed the management to 

provide all requisitioned record to Audit without further delay.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 
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8.6 Pakistan Gems and Jewellery Development Company 

8.6.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Gems &Jewellery Development Company (PG&JDC) was incorporated in 

2006 as a company limited by guarantee having share capital under Section 42 of the 

Companies Ordinance, 1984 (now Company’s Act 2017). The registered office of the company 

is situated at PIDC House, Karachi. PG&JDC became operational in April 2007. The primary 

objective of the company is to promote and develop value added gems and jewellery products 

and to enhance its competiveness internationally by facilitation, technology up-gradation, skill 

development, marketing and branding and to support growth of Gems and Jewellery Industry 

by way of supporting and facilitating business development services for the enterprises across 

the Gems and Jewellery value chain. 

8.6.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

8.6.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to audit for review each 

year. Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited accounts of the organization 

for the years 2020-21. 

8.6.2.2 Audit requires that the annual audited accounts of the years 2020-21 be provided 

immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing responsibility for non-

submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 

8.6.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total No. 

of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of 

compliance 

awaited 

%age of 

compliance 

2013-14  3  1 2 8.5.2.1, 8.5.3 33 

2015-16  8  2 6 

8.7.4.1, 8.7.2.1, 

8.7.2.2, 8.7.2.3, 

8.7.2.4, 8.7.2.5 25 

Total 11  3 8   27 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs improvement. 
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8.6.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

8.6.4.1 Non-compliance of Approved Accounting Standards – Rs. 37.522 million 

Section V (10) of Memorandum of Association of PG&JDCstates that the income and 

any profits of the Company, shall be applied solely towards the promotion of objects of the 

company and no portion thereof shall be distributed, paid or transferred directly or indirectly 

by way of dividend, bonus or otherwise by way of profit to the members of the Company or 

their family members.Articles of Association and Section-42 of the Companies Act 2017, 

which interalia restricts the application of companies’ income in promoting its object and 

prohibits the payment of any dividend to its members. 

Further the external Auditors Baker Tilly Mehmood Idrees Qamar (Chartered 

Accountants) have specified in the Annual Audited Accounts 2019-20 that: in our opinion, this 

ultra vires the provisions of the Company’s Memorandum and Articles of Association and 

Section 42 of the Companies Act, 2017 (previously repealed Ordinance, 1984) which inter alia 

restricts the application of Company’s income in promoting its objects and prohibits the 

payment of any dividend to its members. 

During audit of Pakistan Gems and Jewellery Development Company (PG&JDC) for 

the year 2019-20, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 37.523 million was deposited into 

Government Treasury which was supposed to be utilized for the promotion of objects of the 

company. The same could have decreased the accumulated deficit and the utilized for 

promotion or development of the company. 

Audit is of the view that the management showed non-compliance against its 

Memorandum of Association which reflects serious procedural lapses.  

The matter was reported to the management in March 2021.The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that revenues generated by the company were deposited in the Government 

Treasury in past but currently the company is running in losses and getting Grant from the 

Federal Government on annual basis. The DAC directed the management to verify the factual 

position with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.6.4.2 Unjustified expenditure on rent and security - Rs. 26.968 million 

Section 4(3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance), 2013 states that the 

chief executive is responsible for the management of Public Sector Company and for its 

procedures in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the board, 

in accordance with the ordinance. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and 

policies approved by the board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and 

resources are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and 

in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Pakistan Gems and Jewellery Development Company (PG&JDC) for 

the year 2019-20, it was observed that management incurred an expenditure of Rs. 26.968 

million on account of rent and security on non-operational projects/centers as detail below: 
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(Rs. in million) 

Year Rent  Security 

2019-20 11.982 3.481 

2020-21 10.109 1.396 

Total 22.090 4.878 

Grand Total  26.968 

Audit is of the view that the expenditure incurred on rent and security on closed / non-

operational projects and centers which shows weak internal controls and poor financial 

management.  

The matter was reported to the management in March 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that PGJDC acquired premises in different provinces on rent to establish its 

training centers, gem labs, assaying and hallmarking centers and gem exchanges. The rental 

cost of these projects was met through funding from PSDP against an Umbrella PC-1. The 

subject Umbrella PC-1 got finished in the year 2017.Currently PGJDC is in the process of 

entering into collaboration agreements with provincial TEVTAs which have reached advanced 

stage. As soon as the Company enters into agreements with provincial TEVTAs, these projects 

will start operating at their current premises so that easy access to the services of these centers 

could continue to be provided to the sector. The DAC directed the management to further 

expedite the process.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.6.4.3 Irregular appointment of Accounts & Admin Officer and embezzlement of funds 

– Rs. 17.741 million 

Rule 4 (3) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states 

that, the Chief Executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and 

for its procedures in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the 

Board, in accordance with the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include 

implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate 

arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Pakistan Gems and Jewellery Development Company (PG&JDC) for 

the year 2019-20, it was observed that the management appointed Syed Bashir Ahmed as 

Accounts & Admin Officer at Quetta centre in August 2009 at a salary of Rs. 35,640 per month 

without having requisite experience. It was further observed that he was involved in 

Embezzlement of sponsorships fund granted by German Society for International Co-operation 

Ltd. worth Rs. 12.981 millionin 2018 on accounts of submission of fake and untraceable 

invoices pertaining to different vendors.  

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favor at his appointment and 

failed to take any action against his embezzlement which reflects favoritism. Thus, payment of 

Rs. 17.741 million is held irregular and unjustified. (Salary: Rs. 35,000 per month x 136 months 

= 4.760 million, Amount of Embezzlement Rs.12.981 million). 
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The matter was reported to the management in March 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that Principal GJTMC-Quetta resigned on 03.08.2014. The PGJDC Management 

has decided to handover the additional charge of acting Principal GJTMC-Quetta to Syed 

Bashir Ahmed (who was already supervising/handling the affairs of GEM Exchange Quetta 

Project) from 04.08.2014 to run operational activities of GJTMC-Quetta till the new 

appointment of Principal. Audit contested that Syed Bashir Ahmed was involved in 

Embezzlement of sponsorships fund granted by German Society for International Co-operation 

Ltd worth Rs. 12.981 million in 2018. The lists of participants were not approved by Head 

Office. Further, the invoices were fake and the vendors’ addresses were untraceable. The DAC 

directed the management to conduct inquiry at Ministry level to verify the facts reported by 

Audit within two months and report be shared with Audit and Ministry. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.6.4.4 Irregular/unjustified appointment of Assistant Manager (Finance) and non-

recovery of additional charge allowance – Rs. 9.754 million 

Clause 20.3 of Human Resource Policy Manual of PGJDC stipulates that vacancy 

announcements will be made through advertisements placed in the newspapers and uploaded 

on the website of the company. 

During audit of Pakistan Gems and Jewellery Development Company (PG&JDC) for 

the year 2019-20, it was observed that Syed Aamir Ali was appointed as Assistant Manager 

(Finance) without advertisement on July 30, 2010. Later on, the management had given 

additional charge of Assistant Manager (R&D) to the incumbent with 20% additional 

allowance w.e.f. 01.07.2015 which was paid till 05.09.2018 amounting to Rs. 401,911. The 

said post i.e.Assistant Manager (R&D) was abolished by the Board of Directors (BoD) in its 

meeting dated: September 29, 2016.  

Audit is of the view that management appointed the incumbent without advertisement 

and then allowing additional charge allowancestands irregular and unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in March 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that the BoD is competent to make appointments. The Audit contested that 

competency does not mean the BoD bypass the Federal Government Rules and Service Rules 

of the organization. The DAC directed the management to terminate the services of Mr. Syed 

Amir Ali was hired as Assistant Manager Finance with immediate effect and case of 

condonation be placed before BoD. The DAC further directed management to recover 

additional charge allowance from the said employee if drawn beyond ceiling fixed by 

Government. The DAC further directed the management to follow the due process of 

appointment in future. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 
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8.7 Pakistan Steel Mills Corporation (Pvt.) Limited 

8.7.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Steel Mills Corporation (Pvt.) Limited (PSM) was incorporated on July 02, 

1968 as a Private Limited Company and is wholly owned by the Government of Pakistan. The 

Corporation was engaged in the manufacturing and sale of iron and steel products. Pakistan 

Steel Mills is the Country's largest Steel Industrial undertaking, now its operations have closed 

for the last four years. 

8.7.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

8.7.2.1 The working results of Pakistan Steel Mills for the year 2019-20 as compared with 

those of the previous years are given below: 

(Rs in million) 

 2019-20 % Inc / Dec 2018-19 % Inc / Dec 2017-18 

Sales-Net 546.44 16.89 467.47 (13.28) 539.03 

Cost of Sales (6,349.15) 11.07 (5,716.28) (28.61) (8,007.67) 

Gross Profit/(Loss) (5,802.71) (10.55) (5,248.82) (29.72) (7,468.64) 

Distribution costs (132.31) 31.34 (100.74) (34.27) (53.27) 

Administration expenses (2,918.47) 40.59 (2,075.87) (11.31) (2,340.72) 

Other Operating Expenses (482.47) (72.39) (1,747.31) 134.74 (744.35) 

Finance Cost (12,288.96) 15.93 (10,600.72) 31.76 (8,045.55) 

Total expenses (15,822.21) 8.93 (14,525) 28.72 (11,283.88) 

Other Income 1,659.44 (48.49) 3,221.86 (74.97) 12,869.83 

Profit (loss) before Tax (19,962.52) 20.91 (16,510.16) 179.09 (5,915.80) 

Taxation (542.55) 1257.39 (40.00) 25.46 (31.86) 

Net Profit/ (Loss) after Tax (20,505.07) 23.90 (16,550.13) 178.26 (5,947.66) 

Accumulated losses (209,239.16) 10.28 (189,729.79) (9.69) (172,959.60) 
 (Source: Annual Audited Accounts) 

8.7.2.2 Gross Loss increased to Rs. 5,802.710 million in the year 2019-20 as compared to 

Rs. 5,248.82 million in the year 2018-19 registering an increase of 10.55% which requires 

explanation. 

8.7.2.3 Finance cost showed an increase to Rs. 12,288.96 million in the year 2019-20 as 

compared to Rs. 10,600.72 million in the year 2018-19 registering an increase of 15.93% which 

requires justification. 

8.7.2.4 Total expenses increased to Rs. 15,822.21 million in the year 2019-20 as compared 

to Rs. 14,525 million in the year 2018-19 registering an increase of 8.93% which requires 

justification. 

8.7.2.5 In the context of non-operational status and heavy retrenchment of employees, an 

expenditure of Rs. 33.437 million on POL and Repair & Maintenance shows an abnormal 

increase which needs justification.  

8.7.2.6 Loss before Tax reflected an increase to Rs. 19,962.52 million in the year 2019-20 

as compared to Rs. 16,510.16 million in the year 2018-19 registering an increase of 20.91% 

which needs explanation. 
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8.7.2.7 Accumulated losses reflected an increase to Rs. 209,239.16 million in the year 

2019-20 as compared to Rs. 189,729.79 million in the year 2018-19 registering an increase of 

10.28% which needs clarification. 

8.7.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

No. of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup 

of compliance 

awaited 

%age of 

compliance 

1990-91 6 5 1 700 83 

1992-93 25 19 6 136, 137, 138, 140, 143, 145 76 

1994-95 12 9 3 118, 120, 126 75 

1995-96 28 26 2 121, 122 93 

1996-97 36 11 25 

100, 101, 111, 112, 113, 114, 117, 118, 

123, 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 1.8, 1.9, 1.10, 2.2, 

2.3, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, 2.13, 2.15, 

3.1 30 

1997-98 10 7 3 209, 210, 215 70 

1999-00 10 9 1 219 90 

2000-01 10 6 4 216, 218, 220, 224 60 

2003-04 12 9 3 92.5, 92.6, 92.7 75 

2004-05 8 5 3 65, 66, 70 63 

2005-06 28 24 4 117.8,118,122,124 86 

2008-09 16 13 3 107,108,110 81 

2009-10 19 12 7 98.1, 99, 100, 104, 105, 109, 110 63 

2010-11 10 9 1 11.3.4.6 90 

2013-14 15 2 13 

8.7.1, 8.7.2.1, 8.7.2.2, 8.7.2.3, 8.7.2.4, 

8.7.2.5, 8.7.2.7, 8.7.3, 8.7.4.2, 8.7.4.3, 

8.7.4.4, 8.7.4.5, 8.7.4.6 (PAC referred 

for DAC level) 15 

2015-16 18 1 17 

8.9.4.5, 8.9.4.8, 8.9.2.1, 8.9.2.2, 

8.9.2.3, 8.9.2.4, 8.9.2.5, 8.9.2.6, 

8.9.2.7, 8.9.3, 8.9.4.1, 8.9.4.2, 8.9.4.3, 

8.9.4.4, 8.9.4.6, 8.9.4.7, 8.9.4.9  6 

Total 263 167 96  - 63 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs improvement. 

8.7.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

8.7.4.1 Non-payment of Loan and Mark-up – Rs. 13,600.000 million 

Rule 5(5) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules 2013, Board shall 

establish a system of sound internal control which shall be effectively implemented at all levels 
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within the public sector companies to ensure compliance with fundamental principle of probity 

and propriety, objectivity, integrity and honesty. 

During audit of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) for the year 2020-21, it was observed that 

PSM obtained loan of Rs. 13,600.000 million in 2012-13 but neither the principal amount is 

paid nor the due mark up since 2012-13.The loan was received in four trenches since 2013-14 

to 2019-20.The loan carrying mark up on the loan payable semi-annually at 6 months KIBOR 

Plus-1.75%. It was observed that the management failed to repay agreed principal payment 

along with applicable mark up on due dates which raises serious concern of its future going 

concern status. 

The matter was reported to management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the management 

that liability could not be repaid due to extreme liquidity crises of PSM. The privatization of 

PSM is at final stage and liabilities will be paid there off. The DAC directed to intact the para 

till finalization of privatization. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.7.4.2 Doubtful settlement of Retrenchment dues – Rs. 11,614.000 million 

Rule 5(5) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules 2013 states that 

Board shall establish a system of sound internal control which shall be effectively implemented 

at all levels within the public sector companies to ensure compliance with fundamental 

principle of probity and propriety, objectivity, integrity and honesty. 

During audit of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) for the year 2020-21, it was observed that 

the management executed retrenchment plan involving an amount of Rs. 11,614.614 million in 

the absence of reliable information system as per detail shown below:  

Phase Dated No. of employees 

Retrenched Paid Unpaid 

I Nov 27,2021 4,544 2,899 1,645 

II March 22,2021 490 242 248 

III July 02,2022 260 224 36 

Total 5,294 3,365 1,929 

 

Rs. in million 

S. No. Department As on Deduction  Net payment 

1 Provident fund 31.08.2021 128.826 6,631.904 

2 Gratuity  01.09.2021 - 3,723.219 

3 Payroll  31.08.2021 49.381 705.490 

 Total  178.207 11,060.614 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of reliable and authentic professional 

information system, settlement of dues of retrenched employees is held irregular and 

unjustified. 
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The matter was reported to management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the management 

thataround 4,544 employees were retrenched on 27.11.2020. At that time IBM system was 

working and their records regarding Gratuity, P.F Contributions, PF Loan were available for 

the purpose of payment and their payments were accordingly recorded in the system. Now, 

Special Audit on the retrenchment of employees and payment made to them are under progress 

by an Audit Team of Government Commercial Audit Department. The DAC directed to intact 

the para till concrete out come after special Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.7.4.3 Non-recovery / adjustment under various heads – Rs. 1,529.176 million 

Rule 4 (3) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states 

that, the Chief Executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and 

for its procedures in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the 

Board, in accordance with the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include 

implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate 

arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) for the year 2020-21, it was observed that 

the management failed to recover / adjust an outstanding amount under various heads 

amounting to Rs. 1,529.176 million. The details are as under:  

(Rs. in million) 

S. # Description Amount S. # Description Amount 

1. Water 174.016 6. Commercial rent of units 10.80 

2. Electricity bills 118.87 7. Residential rent of township units  2.12 

3. Gas  0.52 8. Downstream Industrial Units 2.81 

4. Trade Debtors 51.42 9. Advances  320.5 

5. Trade Deposit 151.32 10. Other parties 696.8 

Total 1,529.176 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery / adjustment of amounts under various categories 

indicated slackness and weak recovery mechanism.  

The matter was reported to management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022.  

a) The DAC was apprised by the management that most of cases of recovery are in the court of 

law. The DAC showed its displeasure on non-serious follow-up of court cases and directed the 

management to follow-up the cases vigorously and monthly report in this regard be shared with 

Audit and Ministry.  

b) The DAC was apprised by the management that 889.5% recovery has been made from the 

companies except one company due to litigation. The DAC showed its displeasure on non-
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serious follow-up of litigation case and directed the management to follow-up the court case 

vigorously. The DAC directed the management to verify the recovered amount. 

c) The DAC was apprised by the management that Audit has repeatedly issuing the Audit Paras 

for the last few years by audit which are remained under discussion in the meetings of DAC / 

PAC. Lastly, this issue was also discussed in the PAC meeting against Audit Para # 7.9.4.1 

(2019-20) on 20.10.2021 and recently in the DAC meeting on 24.12.2021 while discussing the 

Audit Report for the year 2015-16, 2016-17 & 2017-18. The DAC directed the management to 

reconcile the already objected amount with Audit within 15days in order to avoid duplication.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

(DP No. 460, 461 & 469) 

8.7.4.4 Loss on account of delayed settlement of payment - Rs. 1,069.820 million 

Rule 4 (3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the Chief 

Executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its 

procedures in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, 

in accordance with the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation 

of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure 

that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and 

effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) for the year 2020-21, it was observed that 

the management entered in agreement on 22.06.2008 to supply iron ore over five years with 

M/s. Iran Central Iron Ore Company. After that, management held 10% payment of its supplier 

which was US$ 14.264 million. Further, both parties were placed the matter in litigation and 

the Arbitrator awarded the decision in favor of the supplier. The amount will be paid in PKR 

equivalent based on the rate of exchange prevailing as on the date of payment. 

Outstanding US$. (in 

million) 

Exchange rate 

(2020) 

Exchange rate 

(2011) 

Loss due to exchange difference  

(Rs. in million) 

14.264 Rs.160 Rs.85 14.264 x (160-85)=1,069.82 

Audit is of the view that the management unnecessarily defended the case and bear 

extra expenses in shape of exchange loss Rs. 1,069.820 million which reflects inefficiency and 

weak financial management. 

The matter was reported to management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the management 

that Pakistan Steel entered into long term contract with M/s ICIOC, Iran 22.06.2008 to supply 

400,000 MTN Iron Ore (Fine) per annum for period of (05) years. Contract was valid up-to 

30.06.2013. As per contract, LC was being established for each shipment. The seller was 

entitled to draw 90% LC amount on sailing of the vessel whereas 10% amount was being 

released after making necessary adjustments on the basis of final settled price verified by 

independent auditors. In this way 10% balance amount for the last six shipments received from 

M/s ICIOC, Iran amounting to US$ 15 million was outstanding as the sufficient funds were not 

available. Due to non-payment of  

US$ 14,264,272, the supplier invoked Arbitration Clause of the contract accordingly Mr. 

Salman Talibuddin ASC was appointed as Sole Arbitrator. The Arbitrator pronounced his 
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award on 08.12.2017 in favour of M/s ICIOC. The matter of settlement of PSM’s Liabilities 

by selling stock in trade was presented in 414th meeting of PSM Board of Directors held on 

06.05.2021 and the PSM Board granted permission to PSM Management to retire its liabilities 

after sale of its waste/ other material. Consequently, Pakistan Steel paid the amount of Rs. 

308.6 million (Equivalent to US$ 2,005,236.15) to M/s ICIOC in May, 2021 from the funds 

generated after sale of its waste/ other material. The DAC kept Para intact with the remarks 

that as deferred payment is the last solution to retire debts during the financial crisis. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.7.4.5 Loss due to encroachment of land - Rs. 388.000 million 

Rule 4 (3) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states 

that, the Chief Executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and 

for its procedures in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the 

Board, in accordance with the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include 

implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate 

arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) for the year 2020-21, it was observed 

that19.4 acres land was encroached during the year which resulted in total encroachment of 

and to 269.680 acres. The detail of encroachment of land is as under: 

S. No. Description / Name Area (Acres) Per Acre (Rs) Total (Rs.) 

1.  Mian Khan Jokhio Goth 1.78  

20 million 

 

388 2.  Northern side of Parking Terminal 14.73 

3.  Near KDA Colony 2 

4.  Near Check Post # 15 0.89 

Total 19.4 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to safeguard its assets and to remove 

encroachment from its land which reflects inefficiency and weak internal controls.  

The matter was reported to management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the management 

that the encroachment’s under Pir Sarhindi Goth, Photo Goth, Mian Khan Goth, Ali Akbar 

Goth And Abbasia Society have already been taken by Audit under Printed Para 10.7.4.8 ARSE 

2017-18. The DAC was further explained that the matter relates to the encroachment of land 

by District Authorities and private parties. It was further apprised that matter is sub-judice and 

under court of Law. The DAC showed its displeasure on non-serious follow-up of litigation 

cases and directed the management to follow-up the court case vigorously. The DAC directed 

the management to devise mechanism along-with responsibility to protect the assets of 

organization.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 
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8.7.4.6 Non-recovery of dues from Country Club - Rs. 125.332 million 

Rule 4 (3) of the Public-Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states 

that, the Chief Executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and 

for its procedures in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the 

Board, in accordance with the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include 

implementation of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate 

arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) for the year 2020-21, it was observed that 

the management failed to recover its dues from M/s Arabian Sea Country Club amounting to 

Rs.125.332 million as detailed shown below:  

 

Head of Account Rs. in million 

Electricity  60.360 

Water  6.952 

Treated water 15.450 

Annual Ground Rent 38.265 

Annual Right of Way charges 4.305 

Total 125.332 

 

It was further observed that lease Rent period (i.e. 20 years) has already been expired 

on 31.07.2017 which were not renewed till date.  

Audit is of the view that the management failed to recover its dues from M/s Country 

Club which reflects inefficiency and weak recovery mechanism.  

The matter was reported to management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the management 

that efforts are being made to recover the outstanding amount. The delay was due to 

reconciliation and issue on the revision of ground rent. The DAC directed the management to 

resolve issues with the club and ensure recovery within three months.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.7.4.7 Loss due to supply of gas at lower rates – Rs. 88.750 million 

Rule 5(5) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules 2013, Board shall 

establish a system of sound internal control which shall be effectively implemented at all levels 

within the public sector companies to ensure compliance with fundamental principle of probity 

and propriety, objectivity, integrity and honesty. 

During audit of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) for the year 2020-21, it was observed that 

the management purchases gas at commercial rate and supply it to users at domestic rates which 

resulted in loss of Rs. 88.75million as detailed below: 
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S. # Location (Amount in Rs.) 

1. Average Billing at Commercial Rate 9,853,380 

2. Average Billing at Domestic Rate (Rs.673x3,652 customers)  2,457,796 

3. Excess monthly payment (9,853,380-2,457,796) 7,395,584 

 Excess Annual payment (Avg) (7,395,584 x 12 months) 88,747,008 

 

Audit is of the view that purchases of gas at bulk supply rate and selling it at lower price 

reflects poor financial management.  

The matter was reported to management in August, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the 

management that PSM has been dealing the natural gas supply system / network in Steel Town 

since its inception. PSM receives Natural Gas on Bulk metering category and supply to 

individual consumers on Domestic category rates having fixed charges for employees & non-

employees residing in Steel Town. The management is making serious efforts since December, 

2017 till to date regarding installation / provision of individual / separate natural gas 

consumption meters for Pakistan Steel Township Residential Colony comprising 4500 Houses, 

but M/s SSGC is not paying attention and using delay tactics and the case is still pending at 

M/s SSGC Office. The DAC directed the management to pursue the case with the SSGC 

vigorously and monthly report in this regard be shared with Audit and Ministry.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.7.4.8 Non-recovery of dues from allotees - Rs. 53.520 million 

Section 5.1 of agreement between PSM and NIP dated 13-07-2007, states thatboth 

parties agree that the price of each plot of the land shall be Rs.7.00 million per acre, which 

includes Rs.1.50 million per acre for the cost of land while the remaining amount of Rs.5.50 

million is the cost of infrastructure development charges. Provided that NIP and PSM agree 

that the price of each plot of the land mentioned in the GOP letter shall be mutually reviewed 

by NIP and PSM after a period of five years from the date of this agreement and thereafter on 

an annual basis where after any increase in the amount shall be determined by PSM and NIP 

on the basis of the situation existing at the time of the said revision. 

Section 5.2 of agreement between PSM and NIP dated 13.07.2007, states that it is 

understood by both parties that the aforesaid amount pertaining to the cost of each plot of the 

land shall be paid by NIP to PSM on a pro-rata basis once NIP receives such amount from the 

third party in accordance with the Terms and conditions. 

During audit of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) for the year 2020-21, it was that the 

management failed to recover its agreed share against allotment of land from M/s National 

Industrial Park amounting to Rs. 53.52 million as detailed follows: 

(Rs. in million) 
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S. 

# 

Name of Allottees Area 

in 

Acres 

Date of 

Allocation 

Value of 

land/Acre 

 

Total 

Dues 

 

Recovered Total 

Outstanding 

1 Pinnacle Biotech 10 21.03.2017 13 130 91 39 

2 Lucky Auto 

Industries 

05 03.06.2019 23 115 100.48 14.52 

Total  53.52 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to recover its sharewhich reflects 

inefficiency and lack of internal controls. 

The matter was reported to management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was explained that the matter relates 

to the cost of share of land between PSM and NIP. The matter has already resolved as NIP has 

paid due share of 320.2 acres of land sold. The current outstanding is the share of PSM against 

15 Acres of Land. Out of Rs. 53.52 million, Rs. 14.517 million has been received and the record 

has been provided to Audit for verification. The remaining amount will be received as and 

when paid by the third party to NIP. The Audit apprised that the process of recovery would be 

on-going process. The DAC directed to get the recovered amount verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.7.4.9 Irregular appointment of 36 employees - Rs. 22.130 million 

Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 section 5(1)states that 

the Board shall exercise its power and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective 

judgment and independence in the best interest of the company.  

During audit of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) for year 2020-21, it was observed that the 

management hired 36 employees on different posts for 89 days on daily basis without 

advertisement and codal formalities. Annex-46. 

Audit is of the view that the management appointed the employees in violation of rules 

which reflects inefficiency and weak internal controls.  

The matter was reported to management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the management 

that the BoD is competent to make appointments. The hiring on daily wages as temporary 

employed within the purview and competence of CEO, PSM. Moreso, Board of Directors in 

its 407th Meeting held on 16.01.2020 also resolved / approved to make appointments against 

essential vacant positions. The Audit contested that competency does not mean the BoD bypass 

the Federal Government Rules and Service Rules of the organization. The DAC directed the 

management to justify the appointment on Daily wages basis with Rules along with Daily 

wages rates notified by the Deputy Commissioner of the area. The DAC further directed the 

management to ensure no further appointment be made on the daily wages basis and no 

extension shall be given to existing contractual employees.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 
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8.7.4.10 Loss of revenue due to late allotment of industrial units – Rs. 9.588 million 

As per lease agreement; 

- Lease period 60 years renewable. 

- Lease money total Rs. 59,150,000 at rate 35,000,000 per acer pay able in three installments. 

- Annual ground rent at rate Rs.12.16 per Sq. Yard with yearly increase 5%. 

- Maintenance charges at rate Rs.16 per Sq. yard. 

During audit of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) for the year 2020-21, it was observed that 

the management allotted 4.69 acer lands to three parties on 01.06.2021 for manufacturing of 

auto parts. This allotment was made against the application submitted in 2006 after expiry of 

15 years period. The delayed allotment resulted in sustaining a loss of revenue amounting Rs. 

9.588 million as detailed below: 

Party Name 
Land Area 

(yard) 

Allotment 

year 

Appli-

cation 

Year 

Delay 

years 

GR Rs. 

12.16 per 

SqY x col. 2 

x 5 

(Rs.) 

Maint. Rs. 

16 per SqY 

x col. 2 x 5  

(Rs.) 

Total Rs. 

Col. 5+6 

(Rs.) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

M/s Javed Steel 

Manufacturing 

1.69 Acre 

(8180)  

2021 2006 15  1,492,032 1,963,200 3,455,232 

M/s Javed Steel 2.00 Acre 

(9680)  

2021 2006 15  1,765,632 2,323,200 4,088,832 

M/s Ashtec 

Enterprise 

1.00 Acre 

(4840)  

2021 2006 15  882,816  1,161,600 2,044,416 

Total 4,140,480 5,448,000 9,588,480 

Audit is of view that the management failed in allotment of land on time which resulted 

in loss of revenue Rs.9.588 million which reflect inefficiency. 

The matter was reported to management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the management 

that the Management of PSM have no deliberate part in delay of allotments of DSIU plots and 

causing loss to PSM and National Exchequer because PSM remained on Privatization List since 

2006 on and off till date. Being on the list of privatization program, PSM was barred from 

making any allotments/investments until the finalization of Privatization program or being 

allowed by Privatization Commission. The DAC showed its displeasure on inordinate delay in 

the allotment of industrial units and directed the management to conduct inquiry to fix 

responsibility within one month.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.7.4.11 Loss due to theft of assets - Rs. 6.500 million 

Rule 4 (3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the Chief 

Executive is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its 

procedures in financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, 

in accordance with the Ordinance and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation 

of strategies and policies approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure 

that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and 

effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 
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During audit of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) for the year 2020-21, it was observed that 

the managementsustained a loss of Rs. 6.496 million due to theft incidents of various items as 

detailed below: 

S. 

# 

Case No. Description Occurrence Date Rs. in 

million 

1 1981-D Copper and Brass 07.06.2021  2.250 

2 1913-D Theft of High Tension Wire 16 & 18.10.2020 2.296 

3 1950-D 11 electrical equipment, cables 02.02.2021 1.043 

4 1945-D Theft of copper 18.01.2021 0.866 

5 1905-D Theft of electric pole 30.09.2020 0.040 

6 1927-D Cutting /stealing of 03 core HT Cables 04.10.2020 - 

7 1932-D 132 KV Transmission line conductors. 25 .12.2020 - 

8 1959-D Theft of both sided Railway Track 03.03.2021 - 

  Total 6.496 

Audit is of the view that despite having a full-fledged security department, the 

management failed to safeguard the assets which show negligence and weak internal 

controls.The stolen of costly items is clear negligence of security department.  

The matter was reported to management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the management 

that most of theft cases under investigation of Police of concerned areas. The DAC showed its 

displeasure on non-serious follow-up of investigation cases and directed the management to 

follow-up the cases vigorously and monthly report in this regard be shared with Audit and 

Ministry.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.7.4.12 Irregular continuation of services of officers beyond the age of superannuation 

- Rs. 5.626 million 

As per Establishment Division O.M.No.4/1/84-R.I, dated September 02, 1990, all 

Ministries/Divisions were requested to adhere to the instructions issued by the Establishment 

Division and not to allow any officer to continue in service beyond the age of superannuation 

or contractual appointment without prior approval of the competent authority i.e. Prime 

Minister. 

During audit of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) for the year 2020-21, it was observed that 

the management allowed to continue services of six (06) officers after retirement on 

superannuation in violation of Government instructions. The details are as under: 

S.# Name Designation 
Salary Per 

month 

No. of 

Months 

Salary  

(Rs. in million) 

1 Mr. M. Yameen Job Specialist 60,000 9  0.540 

2 Mr. Rao 

M. Sarfraz 

Job Specialist 60,000 9 0.540 

3 M. Ayub Manager 97,000 12  1.164 

4 M. ShafiqAnjum Secretary 175,000 5 0.875 

5 Mr. M.Iqbal Job Specialist 163,167 7 1.142  

6 Feroz Ahmed Manager  105,000 13 1.365 

Total 5.626 
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Audit is of view that re-appointment and continuation of services of retired officers 

stands irregular and unjustified. Therefore, payment of Rs.5.626 million paid on account of 

salary is also held irregular.  

The matter was reported to the management in August 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022.The DAC was apprised by the 

management that the BoD is competent to make appointments. The hiring on daily wages as 

temporary employed within the purview and competence of CEO, PSM. Moreso, Board of 

Directors in its 407th Meeting held on 16.01.2020 also resolved / approved to make appointments 

against essential vacant positions. The Audit contested that competency does not mean the BoD 

bypass the Federal Government Rules. The DAC directed the management to justify with rules 

the re-employment of superannuated employees and process the case in the light of Audit 

observation for the approval of the Competent Authority within one month.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.7.4.13 Non-recovery of Insurance claims from a private company - Rs. 4.330 million  

As per clause 118 of Insurance Ordinance 2000. Payment of liquidated damages on late 

settlement of claims.-  

(1) It shall be an implied term of every contract of insurance that where payment on a 

policy issued by an insurer becomes due and the person entitled thereto has complied with all 

the requirements, including the filing of complete papers, for claiming the payment, the insurer 

shall, if he fails to make the payment within a period of ninety days from the date on which the 

payment becomes due or the date on which the claimant complies with the requirements, 

whichever is later, pay as liquidated damages a sum calculated in the manner as specified in 

sub-section(2) on the amount so payable unless he proves that such failure was due to 

circumstances beyond his control”.1The coverage of life insurance of employee was requires 

to be arranged from State owned company M/s State Life Insurance Corporation to protect 

employees interest. 

During audit of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) for the year 2020-21, it was observed that 

an amount of Rs.4.330 million was recoverable from M/s East West Life Assurance Company 

since 2012 on account of death and injury claims of employees of PSM. The management 

awarded a contract to M/s East West Life Assurance Company vide letter of award dated 

11.08.2011 regarding group life insurance coverage of its officers on annual basis for the period 

01.07.2011 to 30.06.2012 being the lowest bidder @ 4.99% of total sum assured Rs.1.740 

million. 

Audit observed that full payment of premium Rs.8.686 million was paid in 4 equal 

installments on the basis of draft policy No.G-178. Due to certain disputes, the PSM 

management did not sign the policy for which Insurance Company stopped payment of death 

and injury claims. Management failed to recover the amount of insurance claims after lapse 

period of 10 years. 

The management filed case against the Insurance Company vide suit No. 14/2013 

before the Insurance Tribunal in 2013 for recovery of claim amount of but case is pending for 
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proper evidence due to poor follow-up of the management. Thus, recovery of Rs. 4.330 million 

is still pending. 

Audit is of the view that management failed to recover the due amount which reflects 

poor recovery mechanism.  

The matter was reported to management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the management 

that matter is sub-judice and under court of Law. The DAC showed its displeasure on non-

serious follow-up of litigation cases and directed the management to follow-up the court case 

vigorously. The DAC kept the Para intact and its fate will be decided in the light of the decision 

of the Court during next meeting. 

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.7.4.14 Non-finalization of annual accounts 

Section 10(1) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that every Public Sector 

Company shall, within one month of the close of first, second and third quarter of its year of 

account, prepare a profit and loss account for, and balance-sheet as at the end of, that quarter, 

whether audited or otherwise, for the Board's approval. Annual report including annual 

financial statements shall be placed on the Public Sector Company's website.” 

Section 233 of Companies Ordinance, 1984 states that the balance sheet and the profit 

and loss accounts and income and expenditure account are audited by the statutory auditor of 

the company and auditor’s report is to be attached with the annual accounts. 

During audit of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) for the year 2020-21, it was observed that 

the management failed in preparing annual audited accounts for the year 2020-21.  

Audit is of the view that non-preparation of annual audited accounts is violation of 

rules. 

The matter was reported to management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC was apprised by the management 

that Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) has completed audit of its annual accounts (financial 

statements) for FY-2019-20 and compliance report has been submitted to SECP in accordance 

with the law. However, process of audit of PSM accounts for the financial year 2020-21 is at 

final stage and Audited Accounts will be provided to the Government Audit. The DAC directed 

the management to get the Accounts Audited within one month and be shared with Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 
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8.7.4.15 Non-production of record 

According to Section-14(1)d. & (3) of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and 

Terms and Conditions of Service) Ordinance, 2001, the officer incharge of any office or 

department shall afford all facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with 

requests for information in as complete a form as possible and with all reasonable 

expedition. Any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor General 

regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant 

Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

During audit of Pakistan Steel Mill (PSM) for the year 2020-21, it was observed that 

various requisitions and reminders were issued for information/ record, however tye same was 

not provided by the management. Annex-47. 

Audit is of the view that due non-production of requisite record and restricting access 

to audit evidence, audit team is unable to assess and examine the material area of working 

which reflects slackness and negligence.  

The matter was reported to management in August 2021. The irregularity was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on January 13 & 14, 2022. The DAC showed its displeasure on non-

serious attitude towards provision of Record to Audit. The DAC directed the management to 

provide all requisitioned record to Audit without further delay.  

Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives. 

8.8 Heavy Electrical Complex (Pvt.) Limited 

8.8.1 Introduction 

The Company was incorporated as a Private Limited Company on December 09, 1991, fully 

owned by State Engineering Corporation (Pvt.) Limited Ministry of Industries and Production, 

Government of Pakistan. The registered office of the company is situated at Third Floor, Software 

Technology Park,  

(STP-I), 5-A Constitution Avenue, F-5/1, Islamabad. The Company is engaged in the manufacturing 

and repair of power transformers. 

8.8.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

8.8.2.1 The working results of the Company for the year 2020-21 as compared to the preceding 

years were tabulated below: 

(Rs. in million) 

 2020-21 % Inc/ 

(Dec) 

2019-20 % Inc/ 

(Dec) 

2018-19 

Sales 372.93 68.14 221.80 (27.46) 305.78 

Cost of sales 428.55 235.17 127.86 (57.67) 302.03 

Gross profit/(loss) 55.62 (40.79) 93.94 2411.76 3.74 

Operating expenses      

Administrative expenses 57.73 (6.62) 61.82 4.11 59.38 

Selling & distribution expenses 11.18 (5.25) 11.80 15.46 10.22 

Operating profit/(loss) 124.52 513.10 20.31 (130.84) (65.86) 

Other income 4.54 (42.96) 7.96 48.51 5.36 

Financial charges 43.32 (39.52) 71.63 25.78 56.95 
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Loss for the year before tax 163.30 276.61 43.36 (63.08) 117.44 

Taxation 0.12 (96.43) 3.36 (11.11) 3.78 

Loss after taxation 163.42 249.79 46.72 (61.46) 121.22 
 (Source: Annual Audited Accounts) 

Sale of the company was increased by 68.14% from Rs. 221.80 million in  

2019-20 to Rs. 372.93% in 2020-21, on the other hand the cost of sales was increased by 235.17% from 

Rs. 127.86 million in 2019-20 to Rs. 428.55 million in 2020-21. The disproportionate increase in cost 

of sales to sales resulted in gross loss of Rs. 55.62 million during 2020-21 against gross profit of Rs. 

93.94 million in 2019-20. Due to abnormal increase in cost of sales the net loss was increased to Rs. 

163.42 in 2020-21 from Rs. 46.72 million in 2019-20. Disproportionate increase in cost of sales as 

compared to increase in sales shows inefficient utilization of available resources and rate lack of con 

troll over expenditure. Efforts need to be made to boost the sales and curtail the cost of sales to make 

the company a viable unit in coming years.  

8.8.2.2 Cost of sales increased by 235.17% to Rs. 428.548 million in 2020-21 as compared to Rs. 

127.861 million in 2019-20. One of the element in cost of sales was depreciation of own assets which 

increased by 97.99% to Rs. 35.396 million in 2020-21 in comparison to Rs. 17.878 million in the year 

2019-20. The increase was due to abnormal increase in depreciation of building during the year which 

increased by 876% to Rs. 19.251 million from Rs. 1.973 million in 2019-20. The abnormal increase in 

depreciation of building during the year needs clarification.  

8.8.2.3 Trade debts increased by 7.34% to Rs. 296.906 million as on June 30, 2021 as compared to 

Rs. 276.598 million in 2019-20. A provision for expected credit loss was also made against trade debts. 

Early recovery/adjustment of trade debts is stressed upon the management to avoid further provision on 

account of bad debts in the years to come.  

8.8.2.4 Stock in trade included work in process of Rs. 199.586 million as on June 30, 2021 (2019-

20 – Rs. 314.010 million). Early completion of said work in process is stressed upon the management.  

8.8.2.5 Advances stood at Rs. 16.383 million as on June 30, 2021 (2019-20 – Rs. 16.263 million). 

The figure included advances to suppliers Rs. 16.383 million as on June 30, 2021 (2019-20 – Rs. 15.226 

million). Early adjustment of said advances is stressed upon the management. 

8.8.2.6 Other receivables decreased by 16.99% to Rs. 141.571 million as on June 30, 2021 (2019-

20 – Rs. 170.482 million). The figure included sales tax receivable Rs. 139.788 million as on June 30, 

2021 (2019-20 – Rs. 167.171 million), early recovery of sales tax is stressed upon the management.  

8.8.2.7 Trade and other payables included advances from customers  

Rs. 298.420 million, sales tax payable Rs. 17.639 million and Management pension fund Rs. 18.101 

million. Early clearance of said liabilities is stressed upon the management. 

8.8.2.8 Fixed Assets, store & spares and Work in progress stood at  

Rs. 2,494.092 million, Rs. 1.711 million and 199.586 million respectively as at June 30, 2021 as per 

books of the Company but no physical verification thereof was carried out at the close of financial year. 

In the absence of physical verification of these assets/stores value therefore, cannot be authenticated. 

Need for carrying out physical verification of all the assets/stores at the close of financial year is stressed 

upon the management.   

8.8.2.9 The Chartered Accountants in their qualified opinion expressed that the company has not 

taken into consideration the impact of liquidation damages/late delivery charges while determining the 

transaction price as per provisions of  

IFRS-15. Accordingly, revenue is required to be reduced by penalties comprising late delivery charges. 
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Resultantly, trade debts include an amount of Rs. 181.811 million relating to late delivery charges 

damages which is doubtful of recovery. The company has recognized provision of only Rs. 32.609 

million there against instead of recognition of allowance for expected credit loss considering current and 

forward looking factors enumerated by IFRS-9 (Financial instruments). Consequently, revenue for the 

year is overstated by Rs. 4.910 million, whereas retained earnings and trade debts are overstated by Rs. 

149.201 million as at June 30, 2021.The management may review the case and position needs to be 

explained. 

8.8.2.10 The company has recorded provision for gratuity as per management estimates instead of 

actuarial valuation as per requirement of IAS-19- “Employees benefits”. The management estimate does 

not account for financial, demographic and other actuarial assumptions for calculation of present value 

of the provision against gratuity. The impact of difference of provision from actuarial valuation cannot 

be quantified. 

The above qualifications are repeatedly pointed out by the Chartered Accountants firm; however, no 

corrective action has been taken so far. 

 

8.8.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras No. 

%age of 

compliance 

1995-96 05 04 01 190 80 

1996-97 05 04 01 169 80 

1998-99 03 02 01 262 67 

2000-01 04 03 01 299 75 

2002-03 09 07 02 103.5,103.8 78 

2003-04 05 0 05 
104.2,107&107.1,107.2,104&104.1, 

108.3 
- 

2005-06 06 05 01 132.3 83 

2006-07 05 04 01 107.1 80 

2007-08 03 02 01 80.2 67 

2008-09 06 06 0 NIL 100 

2009-10 03 02 01 132 67 

2010-11 09 01 08 
11.11.1, 11.11.2.1, 11.11.2.2, 11.11.2.3, 

11.11.2.5, 11.11.2.6, 11.11.3, 11.11.4.1 
11 

2013-14 14 03 11 

8.19.1, 8.19.2.1, 8.19.2.2, 8.19.2.3, 

8.19.2.4, 8.19.2.5, 8.19.2.6, 8.19.2.7, 

8.19.4.1, 8.19.4.3, 8.19.4.5 

21 

2015-16 09 01 08 
8.20.1, 8.20.2.1, 8.20.2.2, 8.20.2.3, 

8.20.2.4, 8.20.2.5, 8.20.2.6, 8.20.3 
11 

2019-20 04 02 02 7.14.2.2, 7.14.3 50 

Total 90 46 44  51 

Overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be improved.  
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8.9 National Fertilizer Corporation (Pvt.) Limited 

8.9.1 Introduction 

National Fertilizer Corporation of Pakistan (Pvt.) Limited (NFC) was established in 

August, 1973 as a private limited company to carry out the business of manufacturing, buying, 

selling, exporting and importing all types of chemical fertilizers. The Corporation has three 

wholly owned subsidiaries including two institutes of engineering and one marketing company. 

The Company’s main source of income includes dividend from investment in subsidiary 

companies and return on bank deposits and other investments. 

Due to privatization of all fertilizer manufacturing units of NFC, the principal activities 

of the Corporation like manufacturing, buying, selling, exporting and importing all types of 

chemical fertilizers were stopped. However, marketing and selling of fertilizer imported by 

Trading Corporation of Pakistan is being carried out by the subsidiary company National 

Fertilizer Marketing Limited which was also merged with TCP w.e.f. Dec. 23, 2019. 

8.9.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

8.9.2.1 The working results of the National Fertilizer Corporation of Pakistan (Pvt.) 

Limited for the year 2020-21 as compared with the previous years are given below: 

(Rs. in million) 

 2020-21 
% Inc 

/(Dec) 
2019-20 

% Inc 

/(Dec) 
2018-19 

% Inc 

/(Dec) 
2017-18 

Income:        

Dividend 5.192 (15.20) 6.123 (26.37) 8.316 (27.94) 11.540 

Profit on bank deposits 401.195 (37.16) 638.421 46.55 435.632 44.71 301.030 

Other Income 83.869 357.48 18.333 (20.44) 23.044 (18.28) 28.200 

Total Income 490.257 (26.04) 662.878 41.94 466.993 37.04 340.770 

Expenses        

Administrative Expenses 136.436 (7.98) 148.272 (24.14) 195.450 31.03 149.160 

Financial Charges 0.031 (44.64) 0.0560 (18.84) .069 (23.33) 0.090 

Total Expenses 136.467 (8.00) 148.328 (24.136) 195.519 31.00 149.250 

Profit before taxation 308.789 (39.99) 514.549 89.54 271.473 41.75 191.520 

Taxation 89.020 (40.02) 148.416 90.172 78.043 35.82 57.460 

Profit after taxation 219.769 (39.98) 366.133 89.29 193.430 44.29 134.060 

 Source: (Annual Audited Accounts) 

The profit after taxation of the company decreased from Rs. 366.133 million in 2019-20 to Rs. 

219.769 million in 2020-21 registering a decrease of 39.98% which was mainly due to decrease 

in income from profit on bank deposits from Rs. 638.421 million in 2019-20 to Rs. 401.195 

million (37.16% decrease) and increase in the expenses from Rs. 148.329 million in 2019 to 

Rs.181.468 million in 2020-21 (22.34%). No income has been generated through any 

operational activity as main source of income of NFC is profit on bank deposits. Efforts need 
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to be made to decide the fate of NFC, either assigning some function of the Company or 

otherwise. 

8.9.2.2 The organization booked an expenditure of Rs. 45.00 million on account of loss on 

disposal of subsidiaries in the year 2020-21. Neither any detail of the subsidiaries (name, 

volume of branches) was mentioned in the financial statements nor was any justification for 

their disposal provided. 

8.9.2.3 No provision was made against the tax liability amounting to  

Rs. 81.947 million for the tax year 2016 as declared by FBR on Oct. 31, 2018. Furthermore, an 

amount of Rs. 11.644 million is also receivable from Pakistan Machine Tool Factory was also 

outstanding for which no provision was made in the financial statements for the year 2020-21.   

8.9.2.4 Included in the Property, Plant and Equipment an amount of Rs. 32.742 million for 

free hold land purchased in the name of NFC institute Nausharo Feroz (sub campus of NFC-

IET Multan).However the title of the land was not transferred in the name of the NFC as yet. 

The project has now been declared abundant due to improper selection of site and non-viability 

of the project which caused loss to the Government exchequer. Reasons for wrong selection of 

site and subsequent expenditure incurred needs to be explained.  

8.9.2.5 Federal Government vide notification dated Dec. 23, 2019 merged NFML with TCP 

and two institutes in Ministry of Education and the administrative control was transferred on 

April 30, 2020. However, as on June 30, 2021 the shareholdings were not transferred and still 

appearing in the books of accounts. 

8.9.2.6 Dividend income decreased by 17.93% from Rs. 6.123 million in  

2019-20 to Rs. 5.192 million in 2020-21 mainly due to decrease in the dividend income from 

Alflah GHP Market from Rs. 4.078 million in 2019-20 to Rs. NIL in 2020-21. Reasons for 

decrease in the dividend income need to be explained.  

8.9.2.7 Non-current Assets included an amount of Rs. 18.800 million representing 10% 

shares held in Pak China Fertilizer. The company is inactive since long. Fate of the investment 

along with the returns thereon may be provided.  

8.9.2.8 Non-current Assets included receivables, as at 30th June, 2021 of amount Rs. 

263.937 million on account of WAPDA which is outstanding since many years. Reasons for 

non-recovery of receivables from WAPDA need to be explained. 

8.9.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras No. 

% of 

compliance 
1995-96 36 35 1 36 97 

1999-00 28 27 1 294 96 

2000-01 35 33 2 271,273 94 

2001-02 17 16 1 286 94 

2010-11 08 06 02 11.3.1, 11.13.2.5 75 

2013-14 04 03 01 8.22.2.2, 75 

2019-20 18 01 17 

7.16.2.1, 7.16.2.2, 7.16.2.3, 
7.16.3, 7.16.4.1, 7.16.4.2, 
7.16.4.3, 7.16.4.4, 7.16.4.5, 
7.16.4.6, 7.16.4.7, 7.16.4.8, 

06 
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7.16.4.9, 7.16.4.10, 7.16.4.11, 
7.16.4.12, 7.16.4.13 

Total 146 121 25  83 

The compliance of the PAC directives was satisfactory; efforts need to be made for 100% 

compliance. 

8.10 Pakistan Stone Development Company 

8.10.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Stone Development Company (PSDC) is a public company limited by guarantee 

incorporated under Companies Ordinance 1984 (now Companies Act 2017). The Company is a 

subsidiary of Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation (Pvt.) Limited (PIDC). The registered office 

of the Company is situated at Islamabad Chamber of Commerce building, 2nd floor, G-8/1 Mauve Area, 

Islamabad. 

The objective of the Company is to upgrade the supply of marble and granite in Pakistan 

through improved quarrying practices and support infrastructure. This involves introduction of 

new technologies and techniques and establishment of model quarries, up gradation of existing 

quarries, establishment of industrial cities and establishment of Rock Mining Training 

Institutes to impart quarrying skills in Pakistan. 

8.10.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

8.10.2.1 The working results of the Company for the year 2020-21 as compared to previous years 

are given below: 

(Rs. in million) 

 Description  2020-21 

% Inc / 

(Dec) 2019-20 

% Inc / 

(Dec) 2018-19 

Revenue 74.834  (23.35) 97.628  (13.25) 112.535  

Cost of Sales (66.956) (6.58) (71.673) (13.00) (82.338) 

Gross Income/(Loss) 7.878 (69.65) 25.955 (14.05) 30.197 

Administrative expense (74.466) (10.05) (82.784) 1.40 (81.642) 

Provision for doubtful 

debts (8.270) (53.80) (17.899) (18.12) (21.860) 

Impairment on receivable 

from projects (46.819) (56.28) (107.089) - - 

Programme expense (0.187) (63.90) (0.518) (24.27) (0.684) 

Other income 16.210 (36.00) 25.303 65.54 15.285 

Reversal of impairment 

due to increase in NRV 

of Marble City Risalpur - - - - 10.282 

Net profit/(Loss)  (105.654)  (157.032)  (48.422) 
(Source Annual Audited Accounts) 

Investment made by the GoP in the company was for Rs. 1,274.766 million  

(Rs. 102.185 million share capital and Rs. 1,172.580 million advances against issue of shares). 

However, accumulated loss arrived at the level of Rs. 1,959.756 million due to poor management and 

improper utilization of assets and human resources which needs justification. 

8.10.2.2 The gross income of the company was reduced to Rs. 7.877 million by 69.65% for the year 

2020-21 (Rs. 25.954 million: 2019-20). One of the major contributing factors for abnormal decrease in 

gross income is that the income from Machine pool has been reduced to Rs. 0.590 million by 102 % for 
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the year  

(Rs. 15.450 million: 2019-20). Furthermore, revenue has been reduced to  

Rs. 74.834 million by 23.35 % (Rs. 97.628 million: 2019-20) for the year whereas, cost of sales has 

reduced only by 6.28 %. However, audit recommends to justify the reason for abnormal decrease in 

gross income. 

8.10.2.3 Rs. 0.187 million were booked as programme expenses during the year 2020-21 but no 

activity was performed during the year and Rs. 0.187 million were charged under the same head as 

depreciation expense, which indicated that programme had been closed. The benefits achieved after 

incurring the expenditure may be elucidated. 

8.10.2.4 Financial statements of the company shows that the other income decreased to Rs. 16.209 

million by 36% (Rs. 25.302 million: 2019-20). This abnormal decrease in other income contributes to 

the incurring loss for the year amounting to Rs. 105.655 million. Audit recommends to justify the reason 

along with detail for abnormal decrease in other income. 

8.10.2.5 Cash & Bank balance for the year has decreased to Rs. 32.940 million by 48.67 % (Rs. 

64.171 million: 2019-20). Decrease in cash & Bank balances was due to negative balance of cash from 

operating activities amounts to Rs. 33.743 million. Such huge decrease in cash & bank balances may 

create liquidity problems for the company. However, Audit recommends to justify the reason for 

decrease in cash & Bank balances by 48.67 %.  

8.10.2.6 Cost of Sales includes expenditures on repair & Maintenance has increased to Rs. 6.929 

million by 103% (Rs. 3.414 million- 2019-20). Similarly, expenditures on communication and 

expenditures on expenditures on utilities has been increased during the year by 19.26% and 43.70% 

respectively. It is pertinent to mention here that despite of abnormal increase in above said expenditure 

revenue for the year has been reduced by 23.23 %. Audit recommends that the position needs to be 

clarified. 

8.10.2.7 Administrative expenses includes expenditures on site up-gradation has increased to Rs. 

1.012 million by 40.38% (Rs. 0.721 million- 2019-20). Similarly, expenditures on office utilities and 

auditor’s remuneration has been increased during the year by 30.26 % and 32 % respectively. Audit 

recommends to justify the reason for abnormal increase in above mentioned expenditures. 

8.10.2.8 Financial statement of the company shows that the other income includes reversal of 

provision through recovery amounting Rs. 2.239 million. Notes to the accounts are silent about the head 

of reversal of provision, which needs to be clarified. 

8.10.2.9 Cash and Bank Balances included a sum of Rs. 32.899 million which were kept in deposits 

accounts at nominal mark-up rates of 3% to 4 % p.a. as on June 30, 2021 (2019-20: Rs. 64.006 million 

4% to 6% p.a). The working balance limit of the Company may be determined and surplus funds be 

invested in some other profitable scheme. 

8.10.2.10 Provision for doubtful debts were made on trades debts for Rs. 54.605 million, Rs. 65.290 

million and Rs. 67.393 million in 2018-19, 2019-20 and 2020-21 respectively which showed an 

increasing trend. Furthermore, overall trade debts showed increasing trend of Rs. 21.112 million in 

2019-20 and Rs. 22.734 million in 2020-21 indicating poor receivable management. Early adjustment 

was stressed upon the management. 
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8.10.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras No. 

% of 

compliance 

2013-14 06 0 06 
8.16.1, 8.16.2.1, 8.16.2.2, 8.16.2.3, 

8.16.2.4, 8.16.2.5, 8.16.4.1 
0 

2015-16 03 0 03 8.17.1, 8.17.2, 8.17.4.1 0 

Total 09 0 09  0 

Compliance of the PAC directives was very poor which requires immediate attention 

of the PAO. 

8.11 Small and Medium Enterprises Development Authority 

8.11.1 Introduction 

Small and Medium Enterprises Development Authority (SMEDA) was created under a 

notification dated October 13, 1998 issued by the Prime Minister of Pakistan office and is working 

under the Ministry of Industries, Government of Pakistan. On August 12, 2002 an Ordinance was 

promulgated for the establishment of SMEDA as an autonomous body under the Federal Government 

for encouraging and facilitating the development and growth of small and medium enterprises in 

Pakistan. 

SMEDA is primarily working as an apex policy making body for economic and commercial 

development of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). The primary objective of the Authority is to 

provide a fresh impetus to Pakistan’s economy through launching aggressive SMEs support programs. 

8.11.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

8.11.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to Audit for review each year. 

Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited annual accounts of the organization for the 

year 2018-19 to 2020-21 till December 31, 2021. 

Audit recommends that the annual audited accounts for the years 2018-19to 

2020-21 be provided immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing 

responsibility for non-submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 

8.11.2.2 The working results of the Authority for the year 2017-18 as compared to previous years 

are as under: 
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(Rs. in million) 

 
2017-

18 

%Inc/ 

(Dec) 

2016-

17 

%Inc/ 

(Dec) 

2015-

16 

Income      

Grant from Government of 

Pakistan 
238.221 2.67 

232.0

30 
3.10 

225.0

53 

Income from projects 2.410 (71.64) 8.497  - 

Income from services 4.230 232.55 1.272 (52.84) 2.697 

Other income 1.150 (5.58) 1.218 26.09 0.966 

Total income 246.011 1.23 
243.0

17 
6.25 

228.7

16 

Expenditure      

Salaries, wages and other 

benefits 
151.104 9.37 

138.1

57 
21.33 

113.8

71 

Traveling and vehicle running 29.607 27.54 
23.21

3 
0.93 

22.99

9 

Repair and maintenance 4.110 (2.68) 4.223 33.13 3.172 

Depreciation 4.346 (16.17) 5.184 (20.87) 6.551 

Rent Rates and taxes 23.522 8.99 
21.58

1 
11.78 

19.30

6 

Projects expenditure 2.526 (71.67) 8.917 158.46 3.450 

Provision for staff gratuity 25.799 21.98 
21.15

0 
26.82 

16.67

7 

Other expenditure 35.001 10.58 
31.65

2 
(24.75) 

42.06

1 

Total expenditure 276.015 8.63 
254.0

77 
11.39 

228.0

87 

(Deficit)/surplus of income 

over expenditure 

(30.004

) 
171.28 

(11.0

60) 
(1,858.35) 0.629 

   (Source: Annual Audited Accounts) 

8.11.2.3 The Office cleaning & dusting charges increased from Rs. 4.239 million during 2016-17 to 

Rs. 5.497 million during 2017-18 registering an increase of 29.68%. The reason for huge increase needs 

to be clarified. 

8.11.2.4 Advertisement expenses increased from Rs. 0.312 million during 2016-17 to Rs. 1.071 

million during 2017-18 registering an increase of 243.27%. The reasons for huge increase needs to be 

explained. 

8.11.2.5 Travelling and Vehicle running expenses was increased from Rs. 23.213 million during 

2016-17 to Rs. 29.609 million during 2017-18 registering an increase of 27.56%. The reason for huge 

increase needs to be clarified. 

8.11.2.6 Long term receivables amounting to Rs. 1.079 million are outstanding for last two years. 

The explanation regarding nature of receivables and reasons for non-recovery of said advances may be 

provided to audit. 

8.11.2.7 Provision against doubtful advance to suppliers of Rs. 1.019 million was included during 

2016-17 and remained outstanding during 2017-18. The reasons for non-recovery of said advances 

along with basis for the actions to write off said advances needs justification. 
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8.11.2.8 The advances to employees against gratuity increased from Rs. 19.063 million during 2016-

17 to Rs. 26.719 million during 2017-18. These advances increased either due to non-adjustment of 

previous advances or grant of additional advances which needs to be explained. 

8.11.2.9 An amount of Rs. 28.508 million during 2017-18 lying in current account resulted non-

earning of profit on deposit. The placement of said funds in current account needs to justified. 

8.11.2.10 Salaries, Wages and other benefits of key management personnel increased from Rs. 9.602 

million in 2016-17 to Rs. 17.280 million in 2017-18 registering an increase of 79.96%. Reasons for the 

abnormal increase may be provided. 

8.11.3 Compliance of PAC Directives: 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras No. 

% of 

compliance 

2003-04 02 0 02 120 & 121 - 

2004-05 02 01 01 77 50 

2006-07 04 03 01 86.3 75 

2009-10 09 06 03 114.4, 114.5, 114.6 67 

2015-16 04 0 04 
8.26.1, 8.26.2, 8.26.3, 

8.26.4.1 
0 

Total 21 10 11  48 

Overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be improved. 

8.11.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

8.11.4.1 Loss due to excessive payment on account of hotel stay charges –  

Rs. 2.506 million 

According to clause-1.1 of SMEDA Manual for PSDP, financial transactions in Government 

are governed by the principles of legality/regularity, economy and propriety. The governmental system 

of financial management is based on the concept of stewardship. Funds are released from public treasury 

in the name of any entity to achieve a specific set of objectives. Govt. Functionaries i.e. 

Secretary/Principal Accounting officer of a Ministry, Heads of Department, Heads of Office, Drawing 

and Disbursing Officer etc. act as stewards for these funds and are liable to render an account showing 

that the same have been spent according to given rules and regulations for the desired objectives. 

Furthermore, according to para-5 of Finance Division instructions dated July 3rd 2017, 

“Government servants up to BPS 1-19 can claim actual room rent charges on production of receipts 

subject to maximum of three DAs in specified stations.” 

During audit of SMEDA for the years 2019-21, it was observed that the management of 

National Business Development Program (NBDP) was paying hotel stay charges to employees without 

keeping in view any travel policy. The employees were paid bills of different hotels i.e. PC Hotel, 

Marriott Hotel, Serena Hotel, Holiday Inn Hotel, Avari Hotel, Hotel One, etc. without keeping in view 

any limit. Hotel room rent ranging from Rs. 25,000 per night to Rs. 37,000 per night was claimed and 

paid during their official visits during the period under review. 

It was worth mentioning here that the Govt. officers of BPS-17 to 22 have entitlement of hotel 

stay ranging from Rs. 7,680 per night to Rs. 14,400 per night. Audit noted that the management was 

making 70% extra payment approximately on account of hotel charges by violating the Government 

policy. Payment of  

Rs. 3.580 million on account of hotel stay charges was made by NBDP Project. Thus, loss of Rs. 2.506 

million (Rs. 3,579,920 x 70%) was made to the public exchequer.  
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Audit was of the view that the management should follow Govt. Travel Policy while making 

payment of hotel stay charges but the same was not adhered which resulted lavish expenditure from 

public money. 

The matter was reported to the management on November 29, 2021. The management in its 

reply January 24, 2022 stated that the hotel stay charges were paid in accordance with approved Travel 

Policy.  

The reply was not tenable as the hotel stay charges/lodging allowance per diem mentioned in 

travel policy was ranging from Rs. 3,000 to 6,000 for different levels of employees. The employee wise 

hotel stay charges were at higher side than the admissible. Further, the approval of the travel policy was 

not shared with audit.  

DAC in its meeting held on January, 28, 2022 directed the management to get the clarification 

from the Finance Division regarding no upper cap for claiming of hotel charges. 

Audit recommends compliance of the DAC directives.  

Para-2 (SMEDA), 2019-21 

8.11.4.2 Unjustified grant of additional charge to the SMEDA employees beyond six 

months – Rs. 5.220 million 

According to SMEDA additional charge Policy, the additional charge shall not be for more than 

six months unless reasons for this are recorded and approval by the competent authority.  

During the audit of SMEDA for the year 2019-21 it was observed that management was 

managing the operations of different PSDP Projects by granting additional charge of PD/PM etc. to the 

SMEDA employees. Further, it was noted that the additional charge was granted by more than six 

months. In some cases, the employees were working on additional charge by more than three years due 

to which the performance of the project was affected badly. The projects were being managed on adhoc 

basis and the employees posted on additional charges were enjoying other allied facilities besides 

additional charge payments. Thus, the granting of additional charge to the 21 employees and payment 

of Rs. 5.220 million on account of additional charge was held as unjustified in audit. 

Audit was of the view that the management should have granted additional charge to the 

employees upto maximum period of six months and advertise the post for regular appointments but the 

same was not done just to extend favor to the employees. 

The matter was reported to the management on November 29, 2021. The management in its 

reply dated January 24, 2022 stated that due to non-availability of suitable candidates, the additional 

charge beyond six months was granted to SMEDA employees.  

The reply was not tenable as the management failed to provide the documentary evidence 

regarding hiring process against the post filled through additional charge. Further, the management 

failed to provide any rule in support of granting of additional charge beyond six months.  

DAC in its meeting held on January, 28, 2022 after detailed delibration, kept the Para pending. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix the responsibility on the person(s) at fault, 

additional charge may be terminated immediately and recover the payment beyond six months from 

concerned employees. 

Para-3 (SMEDA), 2019-21 
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8.11.4.3 Excess payment on account of pay and allowances - Rs. 7.255 million 

According to advertisement published in newspapers regarding appointment of CEO of 

SMEDA, the salary and other privileges/benefits will be offered of MP-I Scale after approval of the 

SMEDA Board. 

During the audit of SMEDA for the years 2019-21, it was observed that the management 

appointed Mr. Hashim Raza as Chief Executive Officer of SMEDA w.e.f. January 15, 2020 for three 

years in 19th Board meeting held on 14th October 2019. As per advertisement, the salary was to be fixed 

in MP-I Scale after approval of the Board. Contrary to that, the SMEDA Board approved pay over and 

above MP-I scale in 18th meeting held on September 16, 2017 two years before the appointment of the 

above mentioned CEO.  

Thus, due to non-fixation of salary in MP-I Scale and non-submission of salary matter in 

upcoming Board meeting, the management made excess payment of Rs. 7.255 million (excess payment 

of Rs. 201,540 per month x 36 month) on account of salary to CEO. 

Audit is of the view that had the management should submit the matter in upcoming Board 

meeting for approval of salary of the CEO by keeping in view the salary of MP-I Scale but the same 

was not followed. 

The matter was reported to the management on November 29, 2021. The management in its 

reply January 24, 2022 stated that the MP-I scale was mentioned in advertisement for general 

information and salary was paid in accordance with BOD approval.  

DAC in its meeting held on January, 28, 2022 directed the management to ascertain the position 

that what was approved by the Cabinet Division and what was drawn by the concerned officer. The 

DAC further directed the management to get approval of any change in Package. 

Audit recommends compliance of the DAC directives. 

Para-4 (SMEDA), 2019-21 

8.11.4.4 Loss due to hiring of building at higher rate from the rates announced by the 

Government - Rs. 57.286 million 

According to Ministry of Housing and Works (Estate Wing) OM No. F.2(65)/2011-Policy dated 

March 17, 2017, Standing Committee in its meeting held on November 02, 2016 approved rates for 

hiring of Commercial Buildings for office accommodation i.e. Rs. 60/- per Sft. for DHA, Gulberg, Mall 

Road, Lahore w.e.f. March 17, 2017. The rate for hiring of office accommodation from April 14, 2008 

to March 16, 2017 was Rs. 30 per Sft. for these areas.  

During audit of SMEDA for the years 2019-21, it was observed that management hired 15,810 

sq. ft. w.e.f. 1st July, 2013 in Aiwan-e-Iqbal building situated at Mall Road, Lahore at higher rates i.e. 

Rs.113 per sq.ft against the admissible rates approved by Government. The management paid an amount 

of  

Rs. 150.576 million on account of rent whereas the payment in lines of Government directions was to 

be made Rs. 93.290 million. The management neither bothered to refer the case to Ministry of Finance 

through administrative ministry for approval nor was any assessment certificate obtained from PWD. 

Thus, due to hiring of office accommodation in violation of government directions, the public exchequer 

sustained loss of Rs. 57.290 million. 

Audit is of the view that management was required to follow the Government instructions for 

hiring the buildings for office accommodation but the same was not done. 
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The matter was reported to the management on November 29, 2021. The management in its 

reply January 24, 2022 stated that the building was hired with the approval of BOD.  

The reply was not tenable as the rent was more than the limits approved by the Finance Division. 

The management failed to get approved the rent limits from Finance Division. Further, the management 

also failed to obtain rent reasonability certificate from PWD.  

DAC in its meeting held on January, 28, 2022 directed the management to formulate hiring 

policy for rental building and get it approved from Finance Division. 

Audit recommends compliance of the DAC directives. 

Para-7 (SMEDA), 2019-21 

8.11.4.5 Unjustified purchase of two vehicles without regular appointment of incumbents 

- Rs. 4.241 million 

According to PC-I, six vehicles were to be purchased namely one for Project Director, four for 

Program Directors and one Pool vehicle. Furthermore, as per SMEDA office order, the additional 

charge of the post of Project Director and one Program Director was assigned to SMEDA employees 

i.e. GM and DGMs already availing dedicated official transport facility. 

During audit of SMEDA for the years 2019-21, it was observed that the management of 

National Business Development Program (NBDP) purchased six vehicles valuing Rs. 17.723 million 

on June 30, 2021. During review of record, it was noted that these vehicles were to be purchased, namely 

one for Project Director, four for Program Directors and one for Pool duties. The post of Project Director 

and Program Director was filled by the management by granting additional charge to SMEDA 

employees since inception of the project. Vehicles of SMEDA have already been allotted to these 

officers. As the fresh appointments for these posts were not made by the management and the employees 

working on additional charge basis were already availing designated transport facility, the management 

should have avoided to purchase the two vehicles approved for these designated posts. Vehicles valuing 

Rs. 4.241 million were purchased without any requirements and was held as unnecessary purchase in 

audit. Moreover, the delivery of six vehicles has also not been made by the vendor despite lapse of more 

than four months. 

Audit is of the view that the management should purchase vehicles by keeping in view the 

actual requirement but the same was not followed just to provide dual facility to the SMEDA officers. 

Moreover, no efforts were made by management for early delivery of vehicles by vendor. 

The matter was reported to the management on November 29, 2021. The management in its 

reply January 24, 2022 stated that vehicles purchased were pool vehicles and allocation of vehicles was 

mentioned in PC-I inadvertently.  

The reply was not tenable as allocation of vehicles was clearly mentioned in PC-I. In case of 

any mistake, the revise approval of the said amendment was also not obtained from CDWP. The vehicle 

purchased for the officers already utilizing the SMEDA vehicles tantamount to dual expenditure.  

The DAC in its meetin held on January, 28, 2022 kept the Para intact and its fate would be 

decided in the next meeting in accordance of utilization of vehicles. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix the responsibility on the person(s) at fault, 

the vehicles purchased unnecessarily may be re-sold and receipts therefrom be deposited into 

consolidated fund. Besides, efforts be made for early delivery of vehicles. 

Para-13 (SMEDA), 2019-21 
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8.11.4.6 Irregular promotion of officer without availability of post –  

Rs. 8.877 million 

According to Ministry of Industries & Production, Islamabad’s letter dated April 20, 2004 

containing approval for establishment of SMEDA legal Services Cell, the legal services department in 

the Head Office was to be headed by a Manager (Legal Services) and would be assisted by one Assistant 

Manager and two Management Associates. In all regional offices of SMEDA, there would be one 

Assistant Manager (Legal Services). 

During audit of SMEDA for the years 2019-21, it was observed that the management promoted 

Mr. Shaheen Tahir as Deputy General Manager w.e.f. October 09, 2018 despite non-availability of post 

of Deputy General Manager in Legal Servises Cell.  

Audit holds that the officer was not entitled to be promoted due to non-availability of the post 

of Deputy General Manager in Legal Cell. 

Thus, promotion of officer as Deputy General Manager without having a sanctioned post in 

legal cell and payment of salary valuing Rs. 8.877 million  

(Rs. 227,620 x 39 months) was held irregular in audit.  

The matter was reported to the management on November 29, 2021. The management in its 

reply January 24, 2022 stated that the officer was appointed in legal cell and subsequently posted at 

different posts. The promotion was as per SMEDA rules.  

The reply was not tenable as the legal cell was approved by the ministry and the officer was 

appointed as Assistant Manager Legal after establishment of legal cell and he could not be promoted 

beyond the cap post of legal cell i.e. Manager Legal. Just to accommodate t7he officer, the management 

posted the officer in other wings and promoted against other post. The legal cell could not be merged 

with other wings without approval of Ministry.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January, 28, 2022 directed the management to provide the copy 

of HR policy and Rules approved by the Federal Government. 

Audit recommends compliance of the DAC directives. 

Para-14 (SMEDA), 2019-21 

8.11.4.7 Irregular excess expenditure on account of honorarium –  

Rs. 2.845 million 

As per PC-I pertaining to “National Business Development Program”, the project location was 

all Pakistan consisting of Head Office at Lahore, four Provincial Offices and 35 regional offices and 

accordingly the budget for HR Overhead expenditure was allocated in PC-I. 

During audit of SMEDA for the years 2019-21, it was observed that the management of 

National Business Development Program (NBDP) made payment of Rs. 15.714 million on account of 

salary as mentioned in PC-I to project employees. Besides, the management also paid an allowance to 

project employees which was not included in PC-I. The said allowance was included in salary by 

dividing HR overhead cost proportionately between the employees. Audit further observed that 

management had also made payments on account of employees’ compensation/honorarium, daily 

wages, short term contract employees, Stipend Payments and overtime allowance despite the fact that 

there was no provision in PC-I regarding incurring of these expenses. The management during 

discussion replied that all these payments were made from HR overhead cost. 
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Furthermore, during review of PC-I, it was found that the HR overhead cost valuing Rs. 12.869 

million (included 10% addition in cost of initial year) was provided for in the budget mentioned in PC-

I whereas, Rs. 15.714 million was incurred resulting in excess payment of Rs. 2.845 million in violation 

of PC-I approved by ECNEC. The excessive payment was made to enjoy undue benefits i.e. 

honorarium/compensation payments and allowance to project employees.  

Audit is of the view that the management should have incurred the HR Over Head cost by 

following the limits mentioned in PC-I but the same was not adhered with the intention to enjoy the 

public money for personal benefits. 

The matter was reported to the management on November 29, 2021. The management in its 

reply January 24, 2022 stated that the daily wages, compensations, short-term contract, stipends and 

over-time payments were charged to HR cost. Further, the cost of allowances and cost of internal 

assignments charged to HR overhead. The expenditure was incurred within the budget.  

The reply was not tenable as the management failed to provide any budget allocation in PC-I 

for payment of daily wages, compensations, short term contract, stipend and over time from HR cost. 

All these expenditures were incurred from HR overhead without keeping in view the limits mentioned 

in PC-I.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th January, 2022 directed the management to refer the case 

to the Finance Division for approval of expenditure incurred beyond the limits. 

Audit recommends compliance of the DAC directives. 

Para-16 (SMEDA), 2019-21 

8.11.4.8 Irregular appointment of employees without record - Rs. 67.242 million 

According to Clause-08 of SMEDA appointment Rules, the applications received against the 

advertised vacant post(s), within the closing date, shall be scrutinized and the appropriate potential 

candidates shall be short listed by the HR Department in line with the advertised criteria and presented 

to the relevant HR Committee within two weeks of the closing date of the advertisement for conducting 

tests or interviews as the case may. 

During audit of SMEDA for the years 2019-21, it was observed that the management of 

National Business Development Program (NBDP) appointed 28 candidates during the month of 

February, 2019 against various posts i.e. Program Directors, Managers, Assistant Managers, 

Management Associates Coordinators, etc. The management was requested to provide the detail of 

appointment process i.e. Profiles of all applicants applied against specific post, short listing criteria duly 

approved by the competent authority, details of candidates shortlisted showing segment wise marks 

given to each candidate, interview call letter to shortlisted candidates along with evidence regarding 

delivery of interview call letter to the candidates.  

The management failed to provide the said detail on one or other pretext reasons and provided 

only the summarize form of candidates applied for the post and short listing criteria. The 

implementation of short listing criteria was not provided to audit. Furthermore, the experience 

certificates possessed by the employees should also be verified from ex-employers but the same was 

also not done. Thus, due to non-availability of complete appointment files of each post and non-

verification of experience certificate from ex-employer, the appointment of 28 employees and payment 

of salary valuing Rs. 67,241,921 was held irregular in audit.  

Audit is of the view that the management should make appointment by following the 

transparent appointment process in order to avoid any irregularity. 
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The matter was reported to the management on November 29, 2021. The management in its 

reply January 24, 2022 stated that the appointment process and record was shared with audit.  

The reply was not tenable as the management provided only detail of candidates applied for the 

post. The candidates shortlisted, approval of short listed candidates and interview call letters to the all-

shortlisted candidates was not shared with audit. Further, the experience certificates were also not got 

verified from ex-employers.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th January, 2022 directed the management to fix 

responsibility for the lapses. 

Audit recommends compliance of the DAC directives. 

Para-17 (SMEDA), 2019-21 

8.11.4.9 Excess payment of pay & allowances in deviation of standing instructions of 

Finance Division – Rs. 18.183 million 

According to Para-1 of Finance Division Letter No. F.4(9)R-14/2008 dated July 19, 2017 

regarding Pay Packages for the Project staff recruited for development projects funded by PSDP, the 

standard pay package was announced consisting on PPS-1 to PPS-12 ranging Salary from Rs. 16,000 

per month to  

Rs. 500,000 per months along with admissibility of 5% annual increment. As per Para-2(i) of said letter, 

based on the sensitivity and size of the project, the CDWP shall decide on whether the Project Director 

is to be placed in PPS-10 or PPS-11 or PPS-12. 

During audit of SMEDA for the years 2019-21, it was observed that the management of 

National Business Development Program (NBDP) appointed employees in PPS-5 to PPS-19 in 

February, 2019 against various posts in development project NBDP. However, it was observed that in 

deviation to the above instructions of Finance Division excess payment of Rs. 18.182 million were 

allowed and paid to the officers/officials. 

The matter was reported to the management and Principal Accounting Officer on November 

29, 2021. The management in its reply January 24, 2022 stated that the salaries to the project employees 

were paid in accordance with salary mentioned in PC-I duly approved by the CDWP.  

The reply was not tenable as the Finance Division issued revised project pay scales during July, 

2017 and CDWP approved the project after three months i.e. during October 2017. Further, the said 

project pay scales were effective since 2009 and these were revised during 2017. The management 

should include the salary structure in PC-I in accordance with Finance Division’s directives.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th January, 2022 directed the management to refer case to 

Planning Commission for clarification. The DAC further directed the management to provide certificate 

that no Permanent employee was allowed such package working on the project. 

Audit recommends compliance of the DAC directives. 

Para-18 (SMEDA), 2019-21 

8.11.4.10 Irregular appointments due to consideration of degrees issued by non-

recognized universities/institutes – Rs. 24.108 million 

According to Clsuse-09 (viii) of SMEDA appointment Rules, within six months of the 

appointment to a particular position of an employee, the HR department shall get done the verification 

of the employee’s degrees/credential done. 

During audit of SMEDA for the years 2019-21, it was observed that the management of 
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National Business Development Program (NBDP) appointed 08 candidates during the month of 

February, 2019 against various posts i.e. Deputy Program, Directory Program Assistant Managers, 

Program Management Associates. Audit noted that these employees possessed degrees issued by the 

private sector universities.  

As per short listing criteria, the management awarded marks to the candidates having degrees 

from the Universities not recognized by the HEC. The short listing criteria was defective as the degrees 

issued by the HEC non-recognized institutes could not be accepted. To ensure the genuineness of the 

degrees, the management should have verified the degrees from HEC. 

Contrary to that, the management verified the degrees from concerned private universities 

which was not acceptable. As the verification of degrees issued by the private sector was the mandate 

of HEC, the management should take up the matter with HEC but the same was not done. Thus, the 

appointments of candidates having degrees issued by the HEC non-recognized institutes and payment 

of salary Rs. 24.108 million made to these employees was held irregular in audit. 

Audit is of the view that the management should made consider the degrees issued by HEC 

recognized institutes and also verified the said degrees from HEC rather than from the concerned private 

sector university in order to avoid any irregularity. 

The matter was reported to the management and Principal Accounting Officer on November 

29, 2021. The management in its reply January 24, 2022 stated that the degrees were verified from 

concerned universities and now the degrees have also been got verified from HEC.  

The reply was not tenable as the management provided the copies of degrees verified through 

candidates. The management should take up the matter with HEC in order to ensure the genuineness of 

the degrees provided by the candidates.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th January, 2022 directed the management to get the degrees 

officially verified from HEC. 

Audit recommends compliance of the DAC directives. 

Para-20 (SMEDA), 2019-21 

8.11.4.11 Irregular payment to Training Service Provider (TSP) due to non-fulfillment of 

terms and conditions – Rs. 33.054 million 

According to Clause-5.3(iv) of special condition of contract signed between NBDP and 

different TSPs, payment will be made in two installments for each phase upon submission of following 

documents i.e. Sales tax invoice, participants feedback forms (original), attendance sheets (original), 

Program Brochure, Trainer Profile(s), Photographs, activity completion report. Upon successful 

completion of all training programs assigned/agreed during each phase and submission of requisite 

documents stipulated in the preceding section, the respective TSP shall be paid. 

During audit of SMEDA for the years 2019-21, it was observed that the management of 

National Business Development Program (NBDP) made agreements with different Training Service 

Providers (TSP) and outsourced the training programs. The trainings were conducted by the TSPs on 

certain locations. Audit scrutinized and found that detail of training attributes i.e. participant’s 

intimation to attend the training on certain venue/date and time, participant’s attendance sheets, Trainer 

Profiles, Trainer invitation for certain training on the schedule finalized, participant’s feedback and 

activity completion reports were not available with management.  

Non-availability of core documents raised questions that the trainings were conducted just in 

papers. The management was required to verify the attributes of the trainings conducted by the TSPs 
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and payment should be made after making sure fulfillment of terms and conditions of the agreement. 

Thus, due to non-fulfillment of terms and conditions, the payments of Rs. 33,054 million made to TSPs 

was held irregular in audit. 

Audit is of the view that the management should make sure the fulfillment of terms and 

conditions in order to make the training expenditure fruitful for the participants but the same was not 

followed. 

The matter was reported to the management and Principal Accounting Officer on November 

29, 2021. The management in its reply January 24, 2022 stated that the Training Service Providers 

provide the training in accordance with RFP and staff of the project assured physical delivery of 

training.  

The reply was not tenable as the management failed to provide the documents required for 

payment to TSP. The documentary evidence showing Sales Tax Invoice, Trainer Profile(s), Activity 

Completion Report, participant’s Feed Back Forms (original), was not provided against the payment 

made to each TSP.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th January, 2022 directed the management to probe the matter 

at Ministry level and fix responsibility. 

Audit recommends compliance of the DAC directives. 

Para-23 (SMEDA), 2019-21 

8.11.4.12 Excessive expenditure on renovation at NBDP Lahore based offices in violation 

of PC-I – Rs. 10.080 million 

As per PC-I pertaining to “National Business Development Program”, the project location was 

all Pakistan consisting of Head Office at Lahore, four Provincial Offices and 35 regional offices and 

accordingly the budget was allocated in PC-I for establishment/fixed cost. 

During audit of SMEDA for the years 2019-21 it was observed that the management of National 

Business Development Program (NBDP) arranged renovation work valuing Rs. 15.980 million 

executed at Lahore offices (i.e. NBDP HO, one Provincial office and one RBC). It was mentioned in 

PC-I that the management can incur expenditure on renovation work of Rs. 5.900 million for Lahore 

offices (i.e. NBDP HO, one Provincial office and one RBC) but the same was not followed. The 

management did not adhere to the limits mentioned in  

PC-I. Thus, the management incurred excessive expenditure on renovation work of Rs. 10.080 million 

in Lahore office in violation of PC-I. 

Audit is of the view that the management should incur expenditure on renovation by keeping 

in view the limits mentioned in PC-I but the same was not adhered resulting in irregular incurrence of 

expenditure. 

The matter was reported to the management and Principal Accounting Officer on November 

29, 2021. The management in its reply January 24, 2022 stated that renovation work was completed 

within the budget of PC-I and cost of activities was estimated and could be changed during execution.  

The reply was not tenable as the management referred the total budget of PC-I whereas, in PC-

I, separate budget was mentioned for renovation at HO, Provincial offices and regional offices. The 

management carried out the renovation work at HO by consuming the budget of provincial offices and 

regional offices in violation of PC-I. Further, the approval for change in cost of activities was also not 

obtained from CDWP.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th January, 2022 directed the management to get the PC-I 
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revised from the competent Forum and copy be shared with Audit. 

Audit recommends compliance of the DAC directives. 

Para-26 (SMEDA), 2019-21 

8.11.4.13 Non-return of funds lying in inland LC account since two years – Rs. 15.867 

million 

Non-forfeiture of performance security – Rs. 1.587 million 

As per clause 2.3 of the special conditions of the agreement dated January 24, 2020 signed 

between NBDP and M/s Grant Thornton Anjum Rehman Chartered Accountants for provision of 

counselling services, the consultants shall commence the services within seven days after the date of 

signing of contract agreement or such other time period as the parties may agree in writing. As per 

clause 2.4, the period of completion of services shall be four months from the commencement date of 

the services or such other period as the parties may agree in writing. The services are estimated to be 

completed before May 24, 2020. According to para-3 of letter of acceptance dated December 26, 2019 

issued to M/s Grant Thornton Anjum Rehman Chartered Accountants, as security for due performance 

of the undertaking and obligations of the contract, submit the performance security equal to 10% of the 

amount mentioned in this letter of acceptance within fourteen working days of receipt of the letter of 

acceptance. 

During audit of SMEDA for the years 2019-21, it was observed that the management of 

National Business Development Program (NBDP) made agreements valuing Rs. 15.867 million with 

M/s Grant Thornton Anjum Rehman Chartered Accountants, M/s Tally Marks Consulting Pvt. Ltd and 

M/s Ovex Technologies Pakistan Limited for obtaining of counseling services, Grants Management 

Information System services and website development services.  

Audit noted that the said services were to be provided by the concerned consultant within four 

months from the date of signing of agreement which was not provided despite lapse of two years 

approximately. To avoid laps of funds, the management opened inland Letter of Credit accounts and 

transferred the amount to concerned LC account. Due to non-provision of services by the consultants, 

neither the management transferred the funds valuing Rs. 15.867 million to Finance Division nor 

forfeited the performance security of Rs. 1.587 million. 

Audit is of the view that the management should transfer the amount to Finance Division due 

to non-provision of services by the consultants. 

The matter was reported to the management and Principal Accounting Officer on November 

29, 2021. The management in its reply January 24, 2022 stated that the work by two consultants has 

been completed and accordingly payment was made after imposing 7% penalty on delay in services. 

The services of third consultant will be completed during three years.  

The reply was not tenable, as the detail of work done by each consultant was not provided to 

audit. Further, the penalty on account of delay was to be imposed @ 10% whereas, the management 

imposed 7% penalty on one consultant only.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th January, 2022 kept the Para intact and its fate would be 

decided in the next meeting. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix the responsibility on the person(s) at fault, 

the amount lying in LC account may be returned to Finance Division immediately and the amount of 

performance security may be recovered from the person(s) held responsible. 

Para-28 (SMEDA), 2019-21 
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8.11.4.14 Irregular payment due to grant of excessive increments to certain employees – 

Rs. 5.122 million 

According to Clause-15(1) of employee’s performance, promotions and increment regulations, 

increments shall be given to the employees, as per the percentage decided by the authority against each 

performance rating in the performance appraisals. The Chief Executive Officer may at his discretion 

increase/decrease the increment percentage on the basis of the performance of an employee. Reasons 

for the same shall be recorded by the CEO in writing. 

During audit of SMEDA for the years 2019-21, it was observed that the management granted 

increments to employees w.e.f. July 01, 2020 on the basis of performance rating evaluate by the 

reporting officers. As per performance ratings, the increment ranging from 3% to 15% could be granted 

to the employees proportionate to their performance ratings. Contrary to that, the management granted 

excessive increments i.e. upto 30% to selected employees against the performance rating assigned by 

the reporting officer.  

The management was requested to provide written basis/justifications for grant of excessive 

increment to selected employees but the same was not provided and thus, granting of excessive 

increment and payment valuing Rs. 5.122 million was held irregular in audit. 

Audit is of the view that the management should granted increment by following the 

performance rating in order to avoid any disparity between the employees but the same was not 

followed. 

The matter was reported to the management and Principal Accounting Officer on November 

29, 2021. The management in its reply January 24, 2022 stated that CEO granted the increments in 

accordance with SMEDA Employees Performance, Promotion and Increment Rules.  

The reply was not tenable as increments could be granted ranging from 3% to 15% in 

accordance with performance rating. Whereas, the management granted increments beyond the 

performance rating upto 30%. Further, the documentary evidence regarding performing of extra task by 

the each employee and in written consideration and appreciation by the CEO was not provided.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th January, 2022 directed the management to justify the 

excessive grant of increment to selected employees. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix the responsibility on the person(s) at fault, 

the said payment may be get regularized from Finance Division and the excessive payment made to 

selected employees may be recovered from concerned. 

Para-30 (SMEDA), 2019-21 

8.11.4.15 Irregular payment in violation of PPRA rules - Rs. 4.440 million alongwith non-

deduction of LD and rent charges – Rs. 2.584 million 

According to Clause-42(c-iv) of Public Procurement Rules-2004, a procuring agency shall only 

engage in direct contracting if repeat orders are not exceeding fifteen per cent of the original 

procurement. According to Clause-47.1 of the bidding documents, Rs. 5,000 for each day of delay in 

completion of the works subject to a maximum of 10% of contract price stated in the letter of acceptance 

shall be deducted. 

During audit of SMEDA for the years 2019-21, it was observed that the management of 

National Business Development Program (NBDP) made agreement with M/s Progress Dynamics (Pvt.) 

Ltd and made payment of  

Rs. 19.566 million. The Civil work/renovation work valuing Rs. 13.570 million and purchase & 
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installation of Air conditioners valuing Rs. 3.824 million was incurred at NBDP HO, Provincial Offices 

and Regional Business Centers. 

The management made payment of Rs. 15.795 million on account of renovation work due to 

addition/deletion in work. Further, it was noted that the management approved and paid variation orders 

valuing Rs. 4.440 million which becomes 33% (Rs. 4,439,921/ Rs. 13,570,026 x 100) of the original 

procurement. As per PP rules, the management can issue repeat order equivalent to the 15% value of 

the original procurement of renovation work, however, the said rules was not adhered to by the 

management resulting undue favor extended to the contractor. 

Furthermore, the management granted extension of four months and fifteen days from time to 

time without any logical grounds which resulted inordinate delay in completion of the work. The 

extension was granted with the condition “no cost implications”. The management hired rented space 

on temporary basis at 7th floor of Aiwan-e-Iqbal for two months @ Rs. 209,090 per month in order to 

complete the renovation work smoothly. But due to late completion of renovation work, the 

management paid rent for five months rather than two months. As no cost implications were to be borne, 

the management should have imposed LD on the contractor besides recovery of rent of three months, 

however, the same was not recovered from the contractor due to which undue favor was extended to 

him. Thus, due to non-recovery of LD charges and rent of three months, loss of Rs. 2,583,829 (Rs. 

19,565,591x 10% and Rs. 209,090 x 3 months) was suffered. 

Audit is of the view that the management should not issue repeat order of more than 15% and 

in case of necessary work, re-tendering should be made. Further, the management should have impose 

the LD charges on contractor and recovery of rent for additional months. 

The matter was reported to the management and Principal Accounting Officer on November 

29, 2021. The management in its reply January 24, 2022 stated that the repeat work was due to variation 

in renovation work and was within the limit of 15%.  

The reply was not tenable as the management included the cost of AC in renovation work 

intentionally. Whereas the separate budget for purchase of AC was mentioned in PC-I and nature of 

both procurement was different. The renovation work (civil) contract was of Rs. 13.570 million and 

increase in renovation work was of Rs. 4.439 million indicating 33% increase. Further, the management 

also extended the period of completion four times with no cost implication. The cost implication was 

born by the management in shape of rent for additional months. Moreover, no justification was provided 

for extension in time granted under force major clause.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th January, 2022 directed the management to justify the 

violation of PP Rules and non-imposing of LD charges on contractor. 

Audit recommends compliance of the DAC directives. 

Para-32 & 33 (SMEDA), 2019-21 

8.11.4.16 Non-formulation of BODs and Sub-Committees since three years 

According to Clause-6(1) of SMEDA Ordinance, 2002, the BODs will consist of twelve 

members including six persons from the private sector.  

According, as per clause 8(1), the Board shall meet not less than twice in a calendar year.  

Furthermore, According to clause-09, the Board may, for the purpose of obtaining advice and 

assistance in carrying out the purposes of this ordinance, constitute a committee consisting of the 

members of the Board and any other suitable person or persons as it may deem fit. 
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During audit of SMEDA for the years 2019-21, it was observed that the BODs was not 

constituted for three years. The private members retired since 2017. The BODs was incomplete due to 

which regular meeting of the Board was not held in violation of SMEDA Ordinance. Only one meeting 

during 2019-20 and one meeting during 2020-21 was held by the ex-officio members. Furthermore, the 

sub-committees of the Board were also not formulated in violation of SMEDA Ordinance.  

Audit is of the view that the management should make efforts for early formulation of complete 

Board as well as constitution of sub-committees. 

The matter was reported to the management and Principal Accounting Officer on November 

29, 2021. The management in its reply January 24, 2022 stated that the request was submitted to ministry 

for formulation of board.  

The reply was not tenable as BOD was dysfunctional since four years due to which there was 

no check and balance on SMEDA official activities.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th January, 2022 directed the management to take up the 

matter with government for constitution of Board within three months. 

Audit recommends compliance of the DAC directives. 

Para-37 (SMEDA), 2019-21 

8.11.4.17 Non-finalization of annual accounts since 2017-18 to 2020-21 

According to Clause-24(3) of SMEDA Ordinance, 2002, the accounts of the authority shall be 

audited annually by a reputable firm of chartered accountants selected by the Board and together with 

the report of the Auditors thereon, be submitted to the Board for approval by the 31st December of each 

year. 

During audit of SMEDA for the year 2019-21 it was observed that the annual accounts for the 

years 2017-21 were not prepared due to which true pictures of financial position of the authority was 

not confirmed. The management was requested to provide the reasons for non-preparation of annual 

accounts so far. The management replied that the accounts were in process and would be provided after 

approval of the BOD. The inordinate delay in preparation of annual accounts was not acceptable as it 

was the violation of SMEDA Ordinance.  

Audit is of the view that the management should make efforts for early preparation of annual 

accounts but the same was not done. 

The matter was reported to the management and Principal Accounting Officer on November 

29, 2021. The management in its reply January 24, 2022 stated that the accounts were not finalized due 

to non-existence of BOD.  

The reply was not tenable as the accounts should be finalized before 31st December after 

completion of financial year. The non-completion of annual accounts was the violation of the rules.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th January, 2022 directed the management to get the Accounts 

prepared and audited within two months and be shared with Audit. 

Audit recommends compliance of the DAC directives. 

Para-38 (SMEDA), 2019-21 
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8.12 State Engineering Corporation (Pvt.) Ltd 

8.12.1 Introduction 

State Engineering Corporation (Pvt.) Ltd. (SEC) was incorporated in 1973 under the Companies 

Ordinance 1913 (now Companies Act 2017) with a paid up capital of Rs. 836 million fully subscribed 

by the Federal Govt. The Corporation is working under the administrative control of Ministry of 

Industries and Production. As at June 30, 2019, the company has fully paid up Capital of Rs. 889.96 

million. Moreover the company also has Govt. Equity Fund of Rs. 2,249.76 million  

(Rs. 2,249.76 million on June 30, 2018) representing the funds available for issue of shares to GoP. 

The registered office of the company is situated at Third Floor, Software Technology Park, 

(STP-I), 5-A Constitution Avenue, F-5/1, Islamabad. The Corporation manages and controls important 

segments of Engineering Industry of Pakistan. The industrial units are dealing in designing, engineering, 

manufacturing and supply of light, medium and heavy engineering plants and machinery. 

The core objectives of the Corporation are as follows: 

 To promote Industrial Self-reliance and build a sound technical/Industrial base in the 

country.  

 To upgrade facilities for maximum possible indigenization and maintenance of 

technological edge over other domestic competition.  

 To induct local and foreign Private Sector Partners, whenever possible, to promote joint 

ventures with them for achieving higher operational efficiencies.  

8.12.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

8.12.2.1 The working results of the Corporation for the year 2020-21 as compared to previous 

years are given below: 

(Rs. in million) 

Description 2020-21 
% Inc / 

(Dec) 
2019-20 

% Inc / 

(Dec) 
2018-19 

Income      

Service charges 35.00 (36.36) 55.00 - 55.00 

Interest income 3.208 (29.65) 4.56 21.00 3.77 

Total income 38.208 (35.85) 59.56 1.34 58.77 

Expenditure       

Operating expenses 38.702 (21.37) 49.22 (15.00) 57.91 

Operating Profit/(loss) (0.494)  10.34  0.860 

Profit/(loss) before Taxation (0.501)  10.49  1.442 

Taxation  2.800 (36.36) 4.40 - 4.40 

Profit / (loss) after Taxation (3.301) (154.09) 6.09 - (2.96) 

Accumulated profit/ (loss) (1226.09)  (1,222.79)  (1228.88) 

(Source: Annual Audited Accounts) 
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The main source of income of the corporation was service charges which reduced by 36.36% 

from Rs. 55.00 million in 2019-20 to Rs. 35.00 million during 2020-21 which needs 

justification.  

8.12.2.2 Due to decrease in income, the corporation sustained a net loss of  

Rs. 3.30 million in 2020-21 as against the profit of Rs. 6.09 million in 2019-20. Accumulated 

loss of the Corporation has grossed up to Rs. 1,226.09 million over the years, continuous trend 

in losses raised doubts about the corporation’s ability to run as a “Going Concern”. Presently 

only three (03) companies are functioning under SEC. Out of these three (03) companies, HEC 

is in the process of privatization. The service charges received from these companies are 

insufficient to meet the operating expenses of SEC. Audit would suggest that the Corporation 

should seek avenues of income other than service charges in order to meet its operational 

expenditure, otherwise, Government should wind up the Corporation.  

8.12.2.3 The Corporation had three associated undertakings under its control with 100% 

shareholding namely Pakistan Machine Tool Factory (Pvt.) Limited (PMTF), Heavy Electrical 

Complex (Pvt.) Limited (HEC) and ENAR Petrotech Services (Pvt.) Limited. Corporation also 

partially owned 24.88% shares of Pakistan Engineering Company (PECO). During the year 

2020-21, the shares of PMTF transferred to Strategic Plans Division (SPD) and 100% shares of 

ENAR Petrotech Services (Pvt.) Limited transferred to OGDCL by Ministry of Industries and 

Production, Government of Pakistan in light of decision of Cabinet. Audit would suggest 

detailed scrutiny of record of transfer of shares and subsequent fate.    

8.12.2.4 During the year, the corporation revalued its land measuring 1,746 Kanal and 09 

Marlas using market price valuation method which resulted in a revaluation surplus of Rs. 3,492 

million. Out of total land, 800 Kanal area of land is in the possession of Pakistan Atomic Energy 

Commission under a joint venture agreement dated May 17, 1992 and 850 Kanal area of land is 

in the possession of Heavy Mechanical Complex (Private) Limited. Resultantly, the 

Corporation, without having clear possession, cannot utilize all of the economic benefits 

associated with the land as the land in the possession and use of above mentioned government 

entities cannot be used or sold in active market. Therefore, this land cannot be revalued using 

market price valuation method as the external auditors have given their qualified opinion in this 

regard. Audit would stress to resolve the issue with its associated undertaking for valid valuation 

of its land assets.   

8.12.2.5 The Company has recorded provision for gratuity as per management’s estimates 

instead of actuarial based valuation as per requirements of  

IAS 19- ‘Employee Benefit’. The management’s estimates did not account for financial, 

demographic and other actuarial assumptions for calculation of present value of the provision 

against gratuity. The impact of difference of provision from actuarial valuation cannot be 

quantified. Audit would require the management to adopt standard method of valuation in 

consultation with their external audit firm.  

8.12.2.6 Amount due from associated undertakings increased from Rs. 294.131 million in 

2019-20 to Rs. 323.631 million in 2020-21. Moreover amount due from associated undertakings 

included an un-reconciled balance of Rs. 5.885 million receivables from Heavy Electrical 
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Complex (Private) Limited. Audit would stress the management to take up the matter with its 

associated undertakings for reconciliation and early recovery. 

8.12.2.7 Long term investments include an amount of Rs. 499.751 million in associates. This 

amount represented increase in fair value of 24.88% shares of PECO held by the corporation. 

Current status along with dividend earned on these shares over the last ten years may be 

provided to audit. 

8.12.2.8 Loan from Government has increased from Rs. 208.283 million in 2019-20 to Rs. 

233.283 million in 2020-21 registering an increase of Rs. 12.00 %. This represents loan received 

from Ministry of Finance / Industries & Production for annual operational expenses, new 

induction and expansion in future. Terms and conditions of this loan were not settled. Finance 

Division had claimed repayment of loan but no amount was paid. Audit would stress the 

management to settle the terms and condition and repayment schedule with the Government. 

8.12.2.9 The company maintained SEC management pension fund of Rs. 2.015 million (Note 

20.1c). Out of these funds, management invested an amount of Rs. 3.181 million in shares of 

companies on which a loss of Rs. 0.704 million booked in 2017 and Rs. 0.640 million booked 

in 2016 which needed detailed scrutiny. Justification for non-conducting audit of Pension Fund 

after 2017 may be provided besides providing latest audited accounts of the said fund.  

8.12.2.10 Contingencies and commitments show an amount of Rs. 9.435 million as counter 

guarantees issued by the corporation to various banks, financial institutions and other agencies 

on behalf of its associated undertakings with no movement in last two years. Present status and 

reasons for non-return of counter guarantee to the corporation is required from the management. 

8.12.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras No. 

% of 

compliance 

1996-97 05 04 01 163 80 

1998-99 04 03 01 257 75 

1999-00 06 0 06 319, 320, 321, 322, 323, 324 - 

2000-01 05 04 01 296 80 

2002-03 03 01 02 89 & 90, 90.2 33 

2003-04 05 02 03 102, 102.1, 102.4 40 

2005-06 06 02 04 129.1, 129.2, 129.4, 130 33 

2008-09 05 04 01 120.1 80 

2009-10 04 03 01 129 75 

2013-14 07 01 06 
8.17.1, 8.17.2.1, 8.17.2.2, 8.17.2.3, 

8.17.2.4, 8.17.2.5, 8.17.2.6 
14 

2015-16 09 0 09 

8.18.1, 8.18.2.1, 8.18.2.2, 8.18.2.3, 

8.18.2.4, 8.18.2.5, 8.18.2.6, 8.18.2.7, 

8.18.3 

0 

Total 59 24 35  41 

The compliance of the PAC directives was not satisfactory which need attention of the PAO.  
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8.13 Technology Up-gradation and Skill Development Company 

8.13.1 Introduction 

Technology Up-gradation and Skill Development Company (TUSDEC) is a Company 

incorporated in January 2005 and licensed under Section 42 of the Companies Ordinance 1984 (Now 

Companies Act 2017). The principal activity of TUSDEC is to upgrade technology & skills of the key 

and strategic Industrial Clusters and connect Pakistan to the global value chain. TUSDEC is a subsidiary 

of Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation (Pvt.) Limited (PIDC). The principal office of 

TUSDEC is located at State Cement Corporation Building, Kot Lakhpat, Lahore. 

8.13.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

8.13.2.1 The working results of the company for the year 2020-21 as compared to previous 

years are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Particulars 
2020-

21 

% 

Inc/(Dec) 
2019-20 

% 

Inc/(Dec) 
2018-19 

% 

Inc/(Dec) 
2017-18 

Income from 

services 
79.67 1.48 78.51 (23.94) 103.22 53.90 67.07 

Amortization of 

grant related to 

income 

34.64 39.56 24.82 (14.91) 29.17 72.40 16.92 

Total Income 114.31 10.63 103.33 (21.96) 132.40 57.66 83.98 

Operating Cost 81.89 (33.12) 122.45 2.84 119.07 5.46 112.91 

Project Expenses 32.50 29.79 25.04 (30.11) 35.83 133.72 15.33 

Administrative 

and general 

expenses 

93.57 (12.40) 106.82 (18.16) 130.52 (1.77) 132.87 

Selling Expenses 1.20 4.35 1.15 (11.54) 1.30 2.36 1.27 

Total 

Expenditure 
209.14 (18.14) 255.47 (10.90) 286.72 9.28 262.38 

Other Income 7.13 23.36 5.78 13.56 5.09 (32.40) 7.53 

Deficit before 

taxation 
(87.72) (40.07) (146.36) (1.92) (149.23) (12.66) (170.87) 

Taxation - - - - - - - 

Deficit for the 

year 
(87.72) (40.07) (146.36) (1.92) (149.23) (12.66) (170.87) 

(Source: Annual Audited Accounts) 

The accumulated deficit of the company in the year 2020was Rs. 577.897 million which was 

increased to Rs. 664.570 million in 2021. It is pertinent to mention here that the company is 

projects based organization but accumulated losses clearly shows weak financial management 

of the projects resulting in net accumulated loss of Rs. 664.570 million till financial year 2020-

21. Reasons for continuing losses should be investigated at Ministry level.  
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8.13.2.2 As per Note-19 under head Deferred Grant, management has  

Rs. 877.350 million as opening balance on 1st July 2020 against six projects and received 

another Rs. 377.718 million during the current year. Details of grants project wise are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Name of Project Opening 

Balance 

Addition Deletion/Transfer Closing 

Balance as at 

June 30, 2021 Grants 

Received 

during 

the year 

Other 

Income 

Amortization 

of Grant for 

the year 

Grants 

returned/ 

surrendered/ 

Transferred  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6  

(1+2+3) -(4+5) 

Engineering 

Support Centers 

730.280 120.877 9.583 - 59.657 801.083 

National 

Vocational and 

Technical 

Commission 

6.010 23.139 0.077 12.249 - 16.978 

Footwear Cluster 

Development 

Centre 

24.583 22.0450 - - 1.252 45.380 

NASPAT 24.451 33.400 - - 18.075 39.776 

Industrial 

Designing and 

Automation Centre 

(IDAC) 

92.776 132.275 - - 96.956 128.095 

GIZ (0.750) 45.977 0.470 20.248 - 25.449 

Total 877.350 377.718 10.130 32.497 175.940 1,056.761 

The above table shows that management amortized only Rs. 32.497 million during the year. 

As the company had already sufficient balance of Rs. 877.350 million on account of grant and 

further an amount of Rs. 377.718 million was also received in 2020-21 which clearly showed 

that unrealistic grant was demanded. If budget was prepared realistically basis this amount of 

grant could have been avoided. Demand for further grant, while having sufficient balance on 

account of grant, needs justification.   
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8.13.2.3 Management received an amount of Rs. 308.602 million against the projects namely 

Engineering Support Centers, Footwear Cluster Development Centre, NASPAT and Industrial 

Designing and Automation Centre (IDAC) during the year 2020-21 despite having sufficient 

balance on account of these projects amounting to Rs. 872.09 million but not a single penny 

was spent during this year against these projects. This shows weak operational management 

and negligence at the part of management which needs to be justified with full facts and figures 

8.13.2.4 As per Note-12, management invested Rs. 15.00 million in bank since long in shape 

of TDR on roll-over basis, having maturity period of one to three months and carry mark-up at 

the rate ranging from 5.75% to 7.25% per annum during the year 2020-21. Management should 

have invested the amount on annual basis to earn more interest, while management received 

interest which is almost equal to saving account interest ranging from 5.50% to 6.50% during 

the year. Management needs to justify the investment for one to three months instead of annual 

basis with full facts and figures. 

8.13.2.5 As per Note-20, trade and others payables increased to Rs. 50.293 million in the 

year 2020-21 from Rs. 48.461 million in the year 2019-20. This amount include Rs. 10.679 

million which is payable to M/s TRUMPF (Germany) on account of Performance Bond since 

long which needs justification with full facts & figures along with client wise aging of payables.  

8.13.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras # 

% of 

compliance 

2010-11 15 01 14 

11.9.1, 11.9.2, 11.9.2.2, 11.9.2.3, 
11.9.2.4, 11.9.4.1, 1.9.4.2, 11.9.4.3, 

11.9.4.4, 11.9.4.5, 11.9.4.6, 11.9.4.7, 
11.9.4.8, 11.9.4.9 

7 

2013-14 06 0 06 
8.10.1, 8.10.2.1, 8.10.2.2, 8.10.2.3, 

8.10.2.4, 8.10.4.1, 8.10.4.2, 
0 

2015-16 07 0 07 
8.13.1, 8.13.2.1, 8.13.2.2, 8.13.2.3, 

8.13.2.4, 8.13.2.5, 8.13.2.6 
0 

2019-20 08 02 06 
7.23.2.1, 7.23.2.3, 7.23.2.4, 7.23.2.5, 

7.23.2.6, 7.23.3 
25 

Total 36 3 33  8 

The compliance of the PAC directives was very poor which needs immediate attention 

of the PAO. 
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8.14 Utility Stores Corporation of Pakistan (Pvt.) Limited 

8.14.1 Introduction 

Utility Stores Corporation of Pakistan (Pvt.) Limited (the Company) was incorporated on 

September 03, 1971 as Private Limited Company under Presidential order issued vide President 

Secretariat U.O dated March 26, 1971. The Corporation is registered under Companies Ordinance 1984 

(now Companies Act, 2017) with its registered office at Islamabad.  

The Company has paid up capital of Rs. 737.73 million fully owned by the Government of Pakistan. 

The Company is working under administrative control of Ministry of Industries and Production. The 

key objectives of the Company are to: 

i. Undertake the procurement of essential consumer goods from domestic and external sources. 

ii. Ensure the availability of quality goods in adequate and regular quantities and market them at 

prices lower than the market, through a chain of store operations.  

8.14.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

8.14.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to audit for review each 

year. Contrary to this the management failed to provide audited accounts of the organization 

for the year 2020-21 till December 31, 2021. Audit recommends that the annual audited 

accounts of the past year be provided immediately and timely submission be ensured in future 

besides fixing responsibility for non-submission of annual audited accounts. 

8.14.2.2 The working results of the Corporation for the year 2019-20 as compared to 

previous years are given below: 

(Rs. in million) 

Particulars 2019-20 % inc. /(dec) 

2018-19 

(Restated) % inc. /(dec) 2017-18 

Net Sales 47,160.37 406.55 9,310.06 (65.86) 27,267.17 

Gross Profit 178.15 (5.23) 187.99 (92.05) 2,364.78 

S&D Expenses (7194.18) (1.36) (7293.26) 5.66 (6902.32) 

Admin Expenses (474.96) 8.57 (437.45) 2.17 (428.15) 

Finance Cost (637.06) 4456.94 (13.98) (57.40) (32.82) 

Profit/ (Loss) before Tax (716.36) (88.90) (6,448.51) 36.90 (4,710.41) 

Profit/ (Loss) for the year (1,418.35) (77.74) (6,372.64) 26.85 (5,023.76) 

Share Capital & Reserves 288.83 103.25 (8,871.87) 248.88 (2,542.98) 

Non- Current Liabilities 7,606.07 169.24 2,825.00 19.44 2,365.14 

Current Liabilities 51,949.40 35.39 38,368.62 (2.65) 39,414.55 

Total Equity &Liabilities 59,844.30 85.15 32,321.75 (17.62) 39,236.71 

Fixed Assets 8,066.77 61.24 5,002.99 16.96 4,277.46 

Current Assets 51,777.53 89.53 27,318.76 (21.24) 34,954.50 

Total Assets 59,844.29 85.15 32,321.75 (17.62) 39,236.71 

Net Cash Flow from Operating 

Activities 3,223.63 245.81 932.20 117.39 (5,361.00) 

Net Cash Flow from Investing 

Activities (14.36) (78.88) 68 9.68 62 

Net Cash Flow from Financing 

Activities 11,653.65 -- -- -- -- 

Increase/ (Decrease) in Cash & 

Cash Equivalent 14,862.93 1,385.86 1,000.29 118.88 (5,299) 

Cash & Cash Equivalent at 

beginning of the year 2,611.12 63.29 1,599 (76.82) 6,898 

Net Changes in Cash & Cash 

Equivalent 17,474.03 572.18 2,599.62 62.58 1,599 

Profitability Ratios      

Gross Profit to sales 0.38 (96) 9.52 9.80 8.67 
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Sales of the Corporation increased by 406.55 % i.e. from Rs. 9,310.06 million during 2018-19 to 

47,160.37 million during 2019-20 whereas Selling & Distribution expenses only decreased by 1.36 %. 

Also, administrative expenses increased by 8.57% i.e. from Rs 437.45 million during 2018-19 to Rs. 

474.96 million during 2019-20. Disproportionate decrease/increase in Selling & Distribution expenses 

and Administrative expenses with respect to sales needs explanation. 

8.14.2.3 The Corporation has loss after taxation amounting to Rs. 1,418.346 million during 

the year 2019-20, resulted in increase in accumulated losses to  

Rs. 15,513.126 million. The Company has positive cash flows from operations amounting to 

Rs. 3,223.627 million this is just because of Government subsidy.  

8.14.2.4 Gross profit margin ratio of the USC decreases from 2.02 % to 0.38 % in the year 

2019-20. Furthermore, it remained between 2% and 9% for the financial year 2017 to 2019. A 

low gross profit margin of USC shows that the corporation is not managing its cost of sales 

well. On the other hand, Gross Profit is insufficient to cover operating expenses of the 

corporation. A low profit margin indicates a high cost of goods sold, which can be attributed 

to adverse purchasing policies, low sales, stiff market competition, or wrong sales promotion 

policies. 

8.14.2.5 Net Profit Margin is one of the Profitability Ratios that use to measure and assess 

the proportion of an entity’s net profit after reducing the operating expenses. Financial 

statements of the Utility Stores Corporation show continuously loss for last 4 years. Net loss 

of Rs. 1,418.35 million and net loss to sales ratio is 3 % in the year 2020. It is because of 

increasing operating expenses. 

8.14.2.6 A lower Expense ratio typically means that the business is being managed 

efficiently and is more profitable for investors. Selling & Distribution Expense ratio of the USC 

is very low because of increase in sales or revenue. S&D Expenses are 1% of sales in financial 

year 2019-20. On the other hand, Gross Profit is 38% of the sales which seems dangerous for 

the corporation. 

8.14.2.7 The current ratio for the Utility Stores Corporations is 0.99 for the year 2019-20 

Profit/(Loss) Before Taxation (1.52) (97.44) (59.40) 243.75 (17.28) 

Net Profit/(Loss) to sales (3.01) (95.03) (60.51) 228.50 (18.42) 

Expense Ratios      

% of S&D Expenses 15.26 (77.84) 68.89 172.18 25.31 

% of Admin Expenses 1.01 (77) 4.39 179.62 1.57 

% of Finance Cost 1.35 864.29 0.14 16.67 0.12 

Liquidity Ratios      

Current Ratio 0.99 33.78 0.74 (16.85) 0.89 

Quick Ratio 0.79 16.18 0.68 (9.33) 0.75 

Cash to Current Liabilities 0.33 371.43 0.07 75 0.04 

Net Working Capital (171.87) (98.28) (10,019.93) 124.66 (4,460.06) 

Investment Ratios      

Earnings/(Loss) Per Share Basic (19.23)  (81.72) 20 (68.10) 

Activity Ratios      

Inventory Turnover  4.37 10.35 3.96 34.23 2.95 

Average Age of Inventory 83.57 (9.41) 92.25 (25.38) 123.62 

Receivable Turnover 2 308.16 0.49 (54.62) 1.08 

Average Collection Period 182.24 (75.53) 744.90 120.38 338 

Payable Turnover 0.9 275 0.24 (76) 1 

Average Payment Period 403 (73.50) 1520.83 316.67 365 

Capital Structure Ratios      

Debt to Total Asset 99.51 (15.56) 117.85 10.65 106.5 
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that is very low because a current ratio of 2:1 is considered safe.  

8.14.2.8 Similarly Quick ratio for the Utility Stores Corporations is 0.79 for the year 2018-

19 that is slightly improved from previous year, but it is considered very low because the ideal 

liquidity ratio or the generally accepted ‘norm’ for liquidity ratio is ‘1’. Quick ratio evaluates 

the liquidity of a company by comparing its cash plus almost cash current assets with its entire 

current financial obligations.  

8.14.2.9 Net working capital is a measure of liquidity. It shows how much short-term 

resources the Corporation would have in continuing its operations if it had to settle all of its 

current liabilities. The net working capital is calculated by deducting all current liabilities from 

all current assets. The net working capital of USC resulted in a negative amount of 

Rs.171.87million. It means that the Corporation has to pay current liabilities that are more than 

current assets of which is very alarming.  

8.14.2.10 Liquidity ratios of the Utility Stores Corporation are less than ‘1’ which are very 

low than industry average or ideal ratios and negative working capital. It means the corporation 

has much lesser current assets to pay off current liabilities.  

8.14.2.11 Earnings per Share (EPS), also called net income per share that measures the 

amount of net income earned per share of stock outstanding. The higher the earnings per 

share of a company, the better are its profitability. 

EPS ratio of the Utility Stores Corporation for the year 2019-20 is negative 19.23. It means the 

corporation is bearing loss of Rs. 19.23 per share instead of earning profit. 

8.14.2.12 The inventory turnover ratio is an efficiency ratio that shows how effectively 

inventory is managed by comparing cost of goods sold with average inventory for a period. 

This measures how many times average inventory is “turned” or sold during a period. There is 

a decrease in average age of inventory which was Rs. 92.25 million in 2018-19 decreased to 

Rs. 83.57 million in 2019-20 with a decrease of 9.41%. Low inventory turnover would likely 

indicate weaker sales, excessive inventory (dead or obsolete), and some products cross their 

expiry.  

8.14.2.13 Financial Ratio Analysis of utility Store Corporation shows that the inventory 

turnover ratio is between 3 to 4.5 times for the year 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020 which is very 

low. This means that there is just 3 to 4.5 inventory turns per year due to poor inventory 

management control. Similarly, Inventory Age ratios for the Utility Stores Corporation are 85 

days, 124 days, 92 days and 84 days for the financial years 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020 

respectively. This indicates that Corporation sells its entire inventory within 84-days to 124-

days period. It means for long time inventory is blocked instead of sale which is very high for 

such industry.  

8.14.2.14 The average collection period is the average number of days required to collect 

receivable amounts from Debtors. Average collection period for the Utility Stores Corporation 

182 days in the year 2020. It means 182 days are required to collect debt amount from debtor 

which needs justification.  

8.14.2.15 Average Payment Period (APP) is a solvency ratio that measures 
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the average number of days it takes a business to pay its vendors for purchases made on 

credit. Average payment period is the average amount of time it takes a company to pay off 

credit accounts payable. Average payment period for the Utility Stores Corporation is 403 days 

in the year 2020. It means after 403 days payable amount is paid to a vendor or creditor.  

Activity ratios of the Utility Stores Corporation indicate that the corporation is not managing 

well its inventories, cash, receivables and payables. 

8.14.2.16 The debt to total asset ratio is a ratio that measures the amount of total assets that 

are financed by creditors. Generally, a ratio of 40 percent or lower is considered a good debt 

ratio. A ratio above 60% is generally considered to be a poor ratio. 

8.14.2.17 Debt to equity ratio for the Utility Stores Corporation is between 87% to 127% in 

the last four years. It means the major portion of the Assets is financed by Debt portion which 

seems that corporation is highly leveraged which may be putting themselves at risk 

of insolvency or bankruptcy. 

8.14.2.18 The Chartered Accountants issued qualified opinion in their audit report for the year 

2019-20 on the following basis: 

 As per qualification of the Chartered Accountants, records for sales, inventories, 

salaries and benefits and other expenses are maintained at their regions, which are not 

integrated with the accounting system maintained at head office. Furthermore, the 

absence of proper inventory software system, tracking of quantitative data of goods sold 

is not maintained by USC which resulted in auditor’s inability to obtain assurance on 

the completeness of item-wise sales. 

 Finance Division through office memorandum F.15 (3) R-14/84 dated 16 

October,1984 has directed all autonomous / semi-autonomous bodies and corporations 

are under their administrative control, where the pension scheme does not exist that the 

payment of gratuity in addition to contributory provident fund should not be allowed to 

their employees on their d for quitting the service. However, the company has accounted 

for provision of gratuity amounting to Rs. 1,017.628 million at the reporting date which 

is in contravention/violation of articles of association of the company and finance 

division’s office memorandum, which need justification. 

 The company’s existing process relating fraud prevention, detection and response 

are not formally documented and standardized. In the absence of formalized system of 

fraud risk assessment, prevention, detection and response framework, it is not possible 

to evaluate the effectiveness of these processes and accordingly, auditors remained 

unable to evaluate financial impacts, if any, of ongoing investigations/inquiries and 

cases involves the company and its personnel on the financial statements. 

 The company has recognized a balance payable to Trading Corporation of Pakistan 

(Private) Limited (TCP) amounting to Rs. 23,999.144 million. In response to the 

auditors, standard confirmation letter, TCP confirmed a balance receivable from the 

Company amounting to Rs. 53,526.987 million which comprises of principal amounting 

balance amounting to  

Rs. 24,335.261 million and accrued mark up on outstanding principal balance 

amounting to Rs. 29,191.726 million resulting in a difference of  
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Rs. 29,527. 843 million between the balances as recognized by the Company and the 

amount confirmed directly by TCP. Furthermore, the Company has not provided to 

auditors reconciliation or supported documents in explanation of this difference. As a 

result, auditors were unable to determine whether any adjustment has been required in 

respect of recorded or unrecorded balances payable to TCP. 

 It is emphasized on the matter regarding recoverable from store in charge amounting 

to Rs. 1,569.233 million including Rs. 382.305 million relating to embezzlement of cash 

funds in Quetta region. The company has recorded provision amounting to Rs. 

1,482.254 million on accounts of non-recovery of these balances. 

 The company has advance income tax amounting to Rs. 2,753.455 million relating 

to tax years 2009 to 2016 in respect of amended assessment order which the company 

is contesting before different appellate forums. The recoverability of this amount is 

subject to pending court decision.  

 It is also emphasized on the matter regarding Tax Refund due from the FBR against 

various demands of Sales Tax and Federal Excise Duty valuing Rs. 1,315.891 million 

relating to period from July 2011 to June 2016, which needs early recovery to reduce 

the financial crises of the corporation. The company is in appeal against these cases and 

the recoverability of the amount is subject to the pending court decision. 

8.14.3 Compliance of PAC Directives: 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras No. 

% of 

Compliance 

1990-91 03 02 01 250 67 

1992-93 05 02 03 149,150,151 40 

1994-95 08 05 03 156,157,160 63 

1995-96 13 12 01 131 92 

1997-98 02 01 01 214 50 

1998-99 07 06 01 172 86 

1999-00 04 01 03 251,252,253 25 

2002-03 08 07 01 142.4 88 

2005-06 05 04 01 147.3 80 

2006-07 07 05 02 87.2, 87.4 71 

2007-08 08 03 05 89.2, 89.3, 90, 91, 93 38 

2008-09 06 04 02 116,118 67 

2009-10 13 06 07 117.2, 117.4, 118, 119, 120, 122, 123 46 

2010-11 16 07 09 

11.6.2, 11.6.3, 11.6.4.1, 11.6.4.2, 

11.6.4.3, 11.6.4.4, 11.6.4.6, 11.6.4.7, 

11.6.4.8 

44 

2013-14 09 02 07 
8.25.1, 8.25.2.1, 8.25.2.3, 8.25.2.4, 

8.25.2.5, 8.25.2.6, 8.25.2.7, 8.25.2.8 
22 

2015-16 12 05 07 
8.27.1, 8.27.2, 8.27.3, 8.27.4.1, 8.27.4.3, 

8.27.4.4, 8.27.4.7 
42 

2019-20 23 04 19 

7.24.2.1, 7.24.2.2, 7.24.2.3, 7.24.2.4, 
7.24.2.6, 7.24.2.7, 7.24.2.8, 7.24.2.9, 
7.24.3, 7.24.4.1, 7.24.4.2, 7.24.4.3, 
7.24.4.4, 7.24.4.5, 7.24.4.6, 7.24.4.7, 
7.24.4.8, 7.24.4.9, 7.24.4.11 

17 

Total 149 76 73  51 
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Overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be improved. 

8.14.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

8.14.4.1 Doubtful supply of ghee and oil - Rs. 10.246 million 

As per clause 54 of Accounting Manual of Utility Store, the template of Stock Debit Note 

(SDN), at the time of delivery of Commodities from warehouse to stores, Name of Driver, Vehicle No. 

and Signatures of Driver/person (s) who delivered the commodities to stores was required to be 

mentioned at the face of SDN. 

During the audit of USC Regional Office Islamabad, it was observed that 49,506 Kgs/Ltr of Oil 

and Ghee valuing Rs. 10,246,280 was delivered to 7 identified stores during the month of April, 2021. 

According to above referred template of SDN, Name of Driver, Vehicle No. and Signature of the 

persons who delivered the Commodities to Stores were to be mentioned but management supplied the 

above quantity of ghee /oil without mentioning required data at the face of template of SDN. 

In the absence of above required information, Audit held supply of Ghee and Oil valuing Rs. 

10.246 million as doubtful. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th & 29th January, 2022 was apprised by the management 

that the case under reference pertains to the direct delivery at store by the vendor. Prior and during the 

Holy Month of Ramzan, Regional Manager requested the vendor to arrange direct supply at stores in 

order to ensure timely & un-interrupted supplies to avoid any shortage of subsidized and other essential 

stock at stores and due to non-availability of space at warehouses. The DAC directed the management 

to check due diligence, requirement and sale analyses, prepare internal report of availability of stock 

available on the concerned stores and their consumption during Ramzan. 

Audit recommends to implement the directives of the DAC. 

Para-1 (USC) 2020-21 

8.14.4.2 Un-authorized direct supply of ghee/oil to stores by the vendors - Rs. 55.008 

million 

According to Chapter -2, Para 2.02 (d) of Store Operations Manual of Utility Stores Corporation 

of Pakistan Limited 1982, stated that “on receipt of requisition, the Head Office is to consolidate and 

prepare the bulk purchase order which is to be supplied directly by the Manufacturer Supplier to the 

Warehouse”. 

During the audit of USC Regional Office Islamabad, it was observed that the quantity of 

293,854 kgs of ghee oil valuing Rs. 55.008 million was directly supplied to the stores by the vendors 

concerned. According to the above provisions, the entire quantity of ghee/oils was required to be 

delivered in the warehouse. After preparation of GRN (Goods Receipt Note), the same was to be 

supplied to the stores on demand basis. The details of stores along with quantity of ghee/oil directly 

supplied is given in Annex-48. 

Audit is of the view that the documentation of the ghee was managed as evident from the record 

that the invoice of vendor, GRN, SDN and Store Receipt were found of the same date in most of the 

identical cases. Thus, direct supply of 293,854 Kgs ghee/oil valuing 55.008 million to the stores by the 

vendors was held irregular and unauthorized. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th & 29th January, 2022 was apprised by the management 

that after preparation of GRN (Goods Receipt Note), the same was to be supplied to the stores on 

demand basis. The DAC directed the management to check due diligence, requirement and sale 
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analyses, prepare internal report of availability of stock available on the concerned stores and their 

consumption during Ramzan. The stock position at the warehouses and approval of the competent 

authorities, due vigilance be got verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends to implement the directives of the DAC. 

Para-2 (USC) 2020-21 

8.14.4.3 Expected black marketing of subsidized Ghee/Oil due to inter zones/region 

transfer – Rs. 115.035 million 

As per Corporate Governance Rules 2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails 

that company’s assets and resources are not used for private advantage and due economy is 

exercised so as to reduce wastage.  

During audit of Utility Stores Corporation (USC) Islamabad for the period ending 30th June 

2021, it was observed that Regional Managers of various regions purchased Ghee/Oil from IFFCO Oil 

Mills during January 2020 to May 2021 which were in excess of the requirement. Resultantly a quantity 

of 667,475 packets of 1 Kgs valuing Rs. 115.035 million were transferred to other Zones and Regions 

as given in the enclosed statement. 

Audit is of the view that Government due to shifting and transfer of huge quantity of ghee/oil 

to the other zones/region, the chances of black marketing/ suspicious sale in the open market could not 

be ruled out. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th & 29th January, 2022 was apprised by the management 

that the sole reason of shifting was that during this period insufficient ghee was available at some of 

USC Regions and USC valued customers were seeking to buy subsidized ghee. In order to fill this gap, 

it was decided to shift the Hayat Ghee from Islamabad & Rawalpindi South Regions to stock deficient 

Regions at the risk & cost of the vendor. The DAC directed the management to analyses previous 03 

year practice and due vigilance, link all relevant documents and get the facts verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends to implement the directives of the DAC. 

Para-3 (USC) 2020-21 

8.14.4.4 Doubtful delivery of Atta by flour mills - Rs. 41.242 million 

According to Clause-x of terms and condition for pre-qualification of flour mills for supply of 

Atta by flour mills to USC stores circulated vide USC Head Office letter No. 4092/MAR/W&WF/3458 

dated 14.06.2019, flour mills were required to supply Atta only on receiving of in writing, demand of 

USC duly signed by concerned Regional Manager. No verbal/telephonic demand was to be entertained 

by flour mills. In case of failure of these conditions by pre-qualified flour mills, the security money will 

immediately be forfeited and the defaulted flour mill was to be black listed temporary/permanent basis 

in all government departments. 

During the audit of USC Islamabad for the period ending June, 2021, it was noticed that regional 

management of Islamabad issued demand/supply schedule to flour mills for supply of Atta to stores for 

the months of January to June 2020. Record showed that flour mills management failed to follow Atta 

supply schedule issued by the management and delivered 47,598 bags (20 kg per bag) valuing Rs. 

38.078 million to those stores for which demand was not notified. Hence delivery of Atta without 

demand of USC is open to doubt.  

Similarly, USC Regional Office Attock management fixed allocation of Atta to each store for 

Ramzan 2021 after the Government of Pakistan announced subsidy on Atta. However it was observed 
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from the record that out of total 58 stores of Attock Region, the quantity of Atta issued to 6 stores was 

in excess by Rs. 3.164 million and in remaining 52 stores, the quantity of Atta supplied to these stores 

was less than their allocation.  

Audit is of the view that delivery of Atta without demand and in excess of demand was violation 

of terms and condition of contract/tender documents. This state of affairs clearly showed that the 

delivery was made on the will and wish of the management of flour mills which tantamount to doubtful 

delivery of Atta worth Rs. 41.042 million. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th & 29th January, 2022 was apprised by the management 

that the demand/supply schedule is prepared by the concerned Regional Manager and he is competent 

to amend the demand/ supply schedule at any time according to prevailing situation of stores/ location 

based on availability of stocks at Region. The DAC directed the management to provide detailed daily 

sale reports and due vigilance of all 58 stores to Audit for verification and kept the Para intact to be 

discussed in the next meeting. 

Audit recommends to implement the directives of the DAC. 

Para-4 (USC) 2020-21 

8.14.4.5 Short supply of Atta bags from flour mills – Rs. 267.096 million 

Non-forfeiture of security money and blacklisting of flour mills –  

Rs. 37.500 million 

As per provisions of Contract Agreement signed between USC and Flour Mills, Flour Mills 

were bound to supply 80% Atta against quota of wheat lifted from PASSCO. 

According to Clause-22 (III, IV & V) of the agreement executed between USC & Flour Mills, 

in case miller cause any loss to the wheat stocks because of misappropriation, theft, etc. he/ she will be 

liable to make good the entire loss at the value of wheat stock at the market rate. In such an eventuality 

with the permission of MD, USC ZM/ RM shall be at liberty to launch criminal and civil proceedings 

against the concerned miller for recovery of government dues. Clause 21(v) of the agreement provides 

that in case the miller fails or neglects to observe any of his obligations under the contract, it shall be 

lawful for the government/ agency to forfeit the security after granting opportunity to the miller and the 

mill can also be black listed if MD USC deems fit. 

During audit of Utility Stores Corporation (USC) Islamabad for the year period ending June 

30, 2021, it was observed that management entered into agreement with various flour mills and allocated 

147,280.427 M. Tons wheat during January 2020 to June 2021. The flour mills were required to supply 

5,886,097 bags of 20/Kg Atta to stores but they supplied 5,563,161 bags of 20/Kg Atta and remaining 

323,365.4 bags of 20/Kg Atta valuing Rs. 267.096 million were not provided till the close of audit.  

Furthermore, in various regions of USC Lahore Zone, Regional Managers were intimating the 

store wise allocation of Atta to above flour mills on hand written “kachi parchi”/ “Whatsapp” which 

was violation of the USC Head Office instructions for Atta allocation. Audit holds that security money 

of the flour mills valuing Rs.37.00 million was required to be forfeited as well as to blacklist the flour 

mills on accepting store wise Atta allocation on hand written “kachi parchi”/ “Whatsapp” during 2019-

20 to 2020-21.  

In Regional office, Sargodha, M/s Naseem & Co-Hayat Flour Mill did not lift the PASSCO 

wheat and supply of Atta on verbal and written request of USC Regional management vide letter dated 

25.03.2020 and later on Atta allocation quota has been cancelled vide letter dated 22.10.2020. Thus, 

security money of Rs. 500,000 of flour mill was required to be forfeited besides initiating the case for 

blacklisting against Flour Mill. 
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DAC in its meeting held on 28th & 29th January, 2022 was apprised by the management that at 

present, no balance of 20 kg bag of Atta is pending against allocated Wheat. During Ramzan and 

COVID pandemic situation/ transport restrictions, the supply/ availability of essential commodities was 

to be ensured as per direction of Prime Minister and accordingly stock was ensured with quickest 

available source of communication i.e. Whatsapp etc. Further, the earnest money deposited by M/s 

Hayat Flour Mill for Rs. 500,000 was withheld/ retained by USC and action as per rules against the 

flour mills for non-lifting of PASSCO wheat has been initiated. The DAC directed the management that 

Whatsapp record be regularized and get the facts verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends to implement the directives of the DAC. 

Para-5 (USC) 2020-21 

8.14.4.6 Irregular purchase of Atta from flour mill without signing of agreement – Rs. 

1.770 million 

Irregular supply of Atta by flour mills – Rs. 2.698 million 

According to Rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information 

by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

During audit of Utility Stores Corporation (USC) Islamabad for the year ending June 30, 2021, 

it was observed that the management of Regional Office Lahore (North & South) purchased Atta 

valuing Rs. 1.770 million during Ramzan 2019 from M/s Ali Hajveri Flour Mills, Lahore without 

signing any agreement. Due to non-execution of agreement with flour mill, Thus, due to non-signing of 

agreement, the purchase of Atta of Rs. 1.770 million was held irregular. 

Similarly, the said flour mill supplied 2,000 bags of 20 kg Atta to USC by grinding the market 

wheat rather the PASSCO wheat supplied by the USC. As per agreement, the flour mill was responsible 

to supply Atta by grinding the PASSCO wheat supplied by the USC which was not adhered to by mill. 

The management of the mill requested on May 15, 2021 to USC for payment against Atta of market 

wheat. In response, USC requested the mill management to explain the reasons for supply of Atta of 

market wheat but no response was received. Thus, due to non-compliance of agreement, the Atta 

valuing Rs.2.698 million (Rs. 1350 per 20kg bag x 2,000 bags) supplied by mill management was also 

held irregular. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th & 29th January, 2022 was apprised by the management 

that agreement was signed after completing all formalities. It was further clarified that Atta was received 

prior to PASSCO wheat allocation to ensure availability of Atta and flour mill was paid less amount 

against extra cost of PASSCO wheat and USC has not suffered any loss. The DAC considered the stance 

of management unsatisfactory and directed the management to identify lapses, conduct inquiry within 

one month and report be shared with Audit.  

Audit recommends to implement the directives of the DAC. 

Para-6 (USC) 2020-21 

8.14.4.7 Loss due to extending undue favor to flour mills by allowing each 5th bag of Atta 

in addition to other charges - Rs. 5,302.402 million 

According to Rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 
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to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information 

by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

During audit of Utility Stores Corporation (USC), Islamabad for the period ending 30th June 

2021, it was observed that the management entered into agreements with different flour mills for supply 

of Atta by grinding the wheat supplied by the PASSCO. It was noted that the management allowed each 

5th bag of 20 kg of Atta to Flour Mills as a profit margin. Flour Mills were also allowed to adjust by-

products i.e. Maida, Suji and Bran by keeping 5th bag of Atta. The cost of by-products was more than 

the value of Atta. Moreover, all types of cost pertaining to Atta, i.e. wheat procurement cost, freight, 

loading/unloading, quality test checking cost, grinding charges, empty bag charges, supply charges of 

Atta to USC, milling staff charges, electricity charges, etc. were included in the payment for supply of 

20 kg bags of Atta to USC. Thus, due to inclusion of all types of cost, the management should have 

allowed only a normal profit to Flour Mills by obtaining 5th bag of 20 kg Atta as well as by-product but 

the same was not done. This scenario indicated that undue favor was extended to flour mills. The 

management allocated 662,800,207 Kgs wheat to the flour mills, and Flour Mills delivered 530,240,166 

kgs (i.e. 80% of wheat) of Atta by retaining 132,560,041 (20% of Wheat) i.e. 6,628,002 bags of 20 Kgs) 

which resulted into loss of  

Rs. 5,302,401,640 (i.e. 132,560,041 Kgs/20 Kg = 6,628,002 x Rs. 800 per bag) to the USC. 

Audit is of the view that the USC was required to execute agreement by allowing normal profit 

to flour mills rather than permission to keep each 5th bag of 20 kg Atta which was held irregular and 

undue benefit to the respective flour mills. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th & 29th January, 2022 was apprised by the management 

that each 5th bag of 20 kg of Atta to FMs was allowed to adjust by-products i.e. Maida, Suji and Bran 

by keeping 5th bag of Atta and all types of cost pertaining to Atta. The DAC directed the management 

to review and verify rates competency that who is the beneficiary of agreement, is it a good agreement, 

analyse the facts of agreement. DAC further directed the management to make detailed analysis about 

the viability of agreement within three months. 

Audit recommends to implement the directives of the DAC. 

Para-7 (USC) 2020-21 

8.14.4.8 Expected black marketing/ suspicious sale of subsidized sugar due to inter 

region transfer/shifting – Rs. 66.049 million 

According to Clause-5 (a) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2017, 

the Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented at 

all levels within the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of 

probity and propriety, objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders, in the 

following manner, namely:- (a) the principle of probity and propriety entails that company’s assets and 

resources are not used for private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The 

principle shall be adhered to, especially with respect to the following, namely: - (i) handling of public 

funds, assets, resources and confidential information by directors, executives and employees; and (ii) 

claiming of expenses. 

During audit of Utility Stores Corporation (USC) Regional Office, Islamabad for the period 

ending 30thJune 2021, it was observed that Regional Manager Islamabad demanded/received Sugar 

during January 2020 to April 2021 in excess of the requirement. Resultantly a quantity of sugar valuing 

Rs. 66.049 million was transferred to other Regions. 
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Audit is of the view that Government announced subsidy on the sugar and due to shifting and 

transfer of huge quantity of sugar to the other regions, the chances of black marketing/Suspicious sale 

in the open market cannot be ruled out. Further the demand of the respective regions was also not made 

available to Audit. Extra expenditure on transportation was also borne by the Corporation which directly 

hit the profit and loss account. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th & 29th January, 2022 was apprised by the management 

that excess stock of sugar was shifted within Zone’s regions with the approval of Zonal Manager. The 

consignee region prepared SCN’s duly signed and stamped by concerned Incharge Warehouse against 

consigner region SDN. Hence there is no expected black marketing as the said stock was delivered and 

received on proper documents as per proper procedure. The DAC directed the management to provide 

detailed daily sale reports and due vigilance of all stores to Audit for verification. DAC further directed 

the management to justify the transportation cost for inter-region transfer of Sugar. 

Audit recommends to implement the directives of the DAC. 

Para-8 (USC) 2020-21 

 

8.14.4.9 Excessive issuance of sugar and ghee over and above the approved daily 

allocation to stores - Rs. 25.034 million 

Utility Store Corporation (USC) Rawalpindi South Region fixed the revised daily allocation of 

Sugar, Ghee & Atta to stores for the month of Ramzan 2020 and 2021.  

During the audit of USC, Islamabad it was observed that the management of USC RO 

Rawalpindi South issued 99,200 Kgs of sugar valuing Rs. 6.762 million and 70,272 Kgs Oil and Ghee 

valuing Rs. 11.940 million to 8 stores and Franchise store over and above their approved daily 

allocation. 

On scrutiny of the Inventory Control Ledger (ICL) it was noticed that 56.400 M.ton of Sugar 

was issued in four days w.e.f. 20.05.2020 to 23.05.2020 to store at Muslim Town Rawalpindi. Audit 

observed that the said store with a maximum storing capacity of 6 M.ton at a time has received 56.400 

M.ton of Sugar. The storing of such huge quantity in the said store is beyond the comprehension. 

Furthermore, the average total daily sales of the store was Rs. 1,000,000. Whereas, on 

23.05.2020 abnormal sales of Rs. 5,500,048 were noticed. The same behavior was also observed in 

other stores. Moreover, no daily quota was approved for Franchise Stores. However, it was noticed that 

huge quantity 70 M.ton of subsidized Ghee was issued to a Franchise Chadian Stop Khan Market, 

Rawalpindi. 

Similarly it was observed that USC Regional Office Attock fixed allocation of Atta, Ghee and 

Sugar to each store for Ramzan 2021 after the Government of Pakistan announced subsidy on these 

items. It was observed from record that in 2 stores out of 58, Sugar was supplied in excess of their 

allocation whereas in remaining 56 stores, total allocation fixed for these stores was not provided. 

Detail is given hereunder: 

Sr.# Commodity Store 

Code 

Total 

monthly 

allocation 

Bags (Nos.) 

Issued 

Bags 

(Nos.) 

Excess 

Bags 

(Nos) 

Value of 

Excess 

Rs. 

1. Sugar 3039 30 x 30= 

900 

1163 263 x 40 x 

68 
715,360 
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2. -do- 3037 25 x 30 = 

750 

793 43 x 40 x 

68 
116,960 

      832,320 

The issuance of store over and above the approved daily limit of the stores is held irregular, 

which needs justification. 

Management in its reply dated 21.01.2022 stated that the supply was made to stores due to 

pressure of customers increased at the store outlets due to  

COVID-19 situation and to ensure availability to the main store.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th & 29th January, 2022 considered the stance of management 

unsatisfactory and directed to conduct inquiry within one month and report be shared with Audit. 

Audit recommends to implement the directives of the DAC. 

Para-9 (USC) 2020-21 

8.14.4.10 Irregular grant of franchise license to various parties without insurance of 

stocks – Rs. 418.791 million 

Non-termination of franchise license on purchase of stocks less than Rs. 300,000 

per month – Rs. 84. 938 million 

According to the Clause-2.17 of the agreement Franchise Utility Stores Scheme dated: August 

25, 2020, the franchise will arrange appropriate finances to ensure smooth operating of Franchise Store. 

Franchise will be terminated if it does not purchase USC stock worth Rs. 300,000 in a month. 

During audit of USC, Islamabad for the period ending 30th June 2021, it was observed that the 

management awarded 66 licenses to the franchise owners in Islamabad Region who purchased stocks 

valuing Rs. 418.791 million from USC Islamabad Region during the period 2018-19 to 2020-21 as 

detailed below: 

S. # Name of 

Region 

No. of Franchise 

Stores 

Total Sale 

(Rs.) 

Period 

01 Islamabad 34 333,852,575 2020-21 

02 Lahore North 14 25,358,954 2019-21 

03 Lahore South 18 59,579,520 2019-21 

Total:- 66 418,791,049  

It is also to be added that the management awarded license to following franchise owners which 

purchased stocks of Rs. 84.938 million without observing the criteria of purchase as detailed below: 

S. 

# 

Name of 

Region 

No. of Franchise 

Stores 

Total Sale 

(Rs.) 

Period 

02 Lahore North 14 25,358,954 2019-21 

03 Lahore South 18 59,579,520 2019-21 

Total:- 84,938,474  

Furthermore Franchise Store No: 4002, 4004, 4039, 4041, 4047, 4090, 4100 and 4101 of Lahore 

North and stores No: 5029, 5030, 5036, 5065 and 5066 of Lahore South Region had very meager 

business during 2018-19 to 2020-21. Their contracts were required to be terminated as per terms and 

conditions of the respective agreement but same was not done. This resulted into irregular operation of 

above Franchise Utility Stores having business of Rs. 84.938 million. 
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Audit is of the view that the management was required to get insurance coverage from the 

owners of the franchise according to the terms and conditions of the agreement but no insurance was 

arranged. Further the licenses of the above mentioned stores who did not sale out the stock as per 

agreement may be cancelled. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th & 29th January, 2022 was apprised by the management 

that in the Franchise Agreement the Franchisee will be responsible for getting his stocks insured, and 

USC will not be responsible for any lapse in this regard. So that Franchisee may not raise any claim 

regarding insurance of his stocks upon USC. However, it has not mentioned in agreement that due to 

non-insurance of stock by Franchisee his license will be cancelled. However, due to this lapse on the 

part of Franchisee, directions has been issued to them for getting their stock insured vide letter dated 

19th January 2022. During the period from 2018-19 and 2020 due to acute deficiency of stock at USC 

Warehouses, Franchisees were not able to purchase sufficient stock as per their demand. Therefore, 

Franchisees are not at fault for the less purchases during above period. Since the availability of stock 

has improved and the Franchisees are getting maximum stocks. The DAC directed the management to 

review the Franchise Debtors and Creditors and get the facts verified from Audit 

Audit recommends to implement the directives of the DAC. 

Para-12 (USC) 2020-21 

8.14.4.11 Unjustified return of Atta and sugar from various stores of RM Lahore South – 

Rs. 15.270 million 

According to clause a, n & v of the USC Head Office letter No: 4092/ MAR/W&WF/3074 

dated: May 18, 2017, allocation of Atta to stores will be made according to demand/ population by 

concerned Zonal Manager/Regional Manager. 

During audit of Utility Stores Corporation (USC) Islamabad for the period ending June 30, 

2021, it was observed that the management of Regional Office South Lahore failed to properly assess 

the requirement of Atta and sugar of the stores under their jurisdiction and large quantity of Atta and 

sugar valuing  

Rs. 15.270 million were returned by the respective stores during August 2020 to May 2021 which was 

held irregular. 

Furthermore, certain quantity of sugar was received from other regions without any cogent 

reasons which showed poor planning on the part of head office management who failed to assess the 

actual requirement of sugar in other regions and same was transferred to Lahore South which was also 

held irregular. 

Audit is of the view that Atta and sugar are high saleable items and return of these items from 

stores and franchise stores was failure of the regional management. The regional management was 

required to make proper assessment of the actual requirement of Atta and sugar of the stores of Lahore 

South Region and make adequate allocation of Atta and sugar but incorrect assessment was made which 

resulted into return of Atta and sugar from stores either due to poor quality or due to bad planning. 

In the DAC meeting held on 28th & 29th January, 2022 the management explained that the 

objected amount is hardly 0.4% of the total sales made during the said period which is the part of 

business. The DAC directed the management to get the facts verified from Audit under the policy on 

the subject. 

Audit recommends to implement the directives of the DAC. 

Para-13 (USC) 2020-21 
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8.14.4.12 Loss due to poor execution of lease agreement - Rs. 17.728 million 

As per Clause (h) of lease agreement between Utility Stores Corporation of Pakistan and 

Institute of Computer and Management Sciences (ICMS) Peshawar dated 31stDecember 2004, “the 

monthly rent of the building will be 2.50 lacs, 50% of which will be adjusted towards ICMS investment 

and remaining 50% will be paid by ICMS to the USC in advance by the 10th of every month. The 

monthly rent will be increased @ 25% after every three years. After full adjustment of the ICMS 

investment worth Rs. 5.00 million, ICMS will pay full rent to the USC in advance by the 10th of each 

month”. Furthermore, clause (n) states that “security shall be Rs. 1.00 million with the USC which shall 

be retained by USC from the investment being made by ICMS, till the expiry of agreement.” 

During the audit of Utility Stores Corporation Islamabad for the period ending June, 30 2021 it 

was observed that the management of USC Peshawar Zone rented out its property consisting of four 

floors i.e. basement , ground, first and second floor, each having 20,315 ft. covered areas with a total 

covered area of 81,260 square foot located at plot No. 39 B-2 phase 5 Hayatabad Peshawar to the 

Institute of Computer and Management Sciences (ICMS) Peshawar at a monthly rent of Rs. 250,000 

per month vide lease agreement dated 31stDecember 2004 for a period of 10 years. 

It was observed that the lessee failed to pay the agreed rent since April 2008. The lease 

agreement expired on 2014, however, the lessee continued the possession of building till October 2018 

without any extension in lease agreement. Finally, the building was vacated through Civil Court’s order 

dated September 9th 2018. However, management failed to recover the outstanding rent from the 

defaulter lessee since 2008 worth Rs. 17.729 million till date. Moreover, the management also failed to 

obtain the security Rs. 1 million as per terms and conditions of the lease agreement. 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to execute the lease agreement as per agreed 

terms and conditions with the lessee. Resultantly the organization sustained huge loss of Rs. 17.728 

million on account of rent of building. 

 

The DAC in its meeting held on 28th & 29th January, 2022 was apprised by the management 

that the matter is sub-judice. The DAC showed its displeasure on non-serious follow-up of court cases 

and directed the management to follow-up the cases vigorously and monthly report in this regard be 

shared with Audit and Ministry. 

Audit recommends to implement the directives of the DAC. 

Para-14 (USC) 2020-21 
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Chapter-9 

Ministry of Information Technology and Telecommunication 

Overview 

The Ministry of Information Technology and Telecommunication (MoITT) is the 

national focal Ministry and an enabling arm of the Government of Pakistan for planning, 

coordinating and directing efforts to initiate and launch Information Technology and 

Telecommunication programs and projects aimed at economic development of the country. 

Aims & Objectives 

The following are the functions of the Ministry of Information Technology and 

Telecommunications:  

 Preparation of an overall integrated plan as well as the formulation of policy for the 

development and improvement of Information Technology and Telecommunications, including 

related infrastructure, in Pakistan.  

 Co-ordination with the Provincial Governments, autonomous bodies, private sector, 

international organizations and foreign countries in respect to Information Technology and 

Telecommunications.  

 Human resource development in the field of information technology and telecommunications.  

 Promotion of information technology applications.  

 Providing guidelines for the standardization of software for use within the Government.  

 Planning, policy-making and legislation covering all aspects of telecommunication excluding 

radio and television and issuance of policy directives.  

 Matters relating to the National Information Technology Board and Pakistan Software Export 

Board.  

 All matters relating to National Telecommunication Corporation (NTC), Telecommunications 

Foundation (TF), Special Communications Organization (SCO), Virtual University (V.U) and 

Electronic Certification Accreditation Council.  

 The administration of the Prevention of Electronic Crimes Ordinance 2007 and the rules made 

there under.  

 Safeguard the interest of Government of Pakistan in entities having public shares or government 

equity-like PTCL, USF Co. & Information and Communication Technology R&D Co. 

Governing Laws and Policies 

● The Prevention of Electronic Crime Act, 2016 

● Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-Organization) Act, 1996 

● ETO Act 

● Telegraph Act 1885 

● Wireless Act 

● SF Rules,2006 

● R&D Fund Rules, 2006 

● Rule of Business 1973  

Audit Profile of Ministry of Information Technology & Telecommunication 

(Rs. in million) 
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S. 

No. 

Description Total Audited 
Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue 

/Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 1 1 406.708 167.967 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 

   - 

3 Authorities /Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 

1 1 - - 

4 Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 

- - - - 

 

Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 1,266.400* million were raised as a result of this audit. 

This amount also includes recoverable of Rs. 129.906 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of 

the audit observation classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of the Audit Observations 

Sr. No. Classification Amount (Rs. in 

million) 

1 Non-Production of record - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation  - 

3 Irregularities:  

A HR/Employees related irregularities  - 

B Procurement related irregularities  1,266.400 

C Management of accounts with Commercial Banks - 

4 Value for money and services delivery issues  - 

5 Others  - 

*
Expenditure pertaining to previous years are included 
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9.1 Pakistan Software Export Board (Guarantee) Limited 

9.1.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Software Export Board (Guarantee) Limited was founded in Pakistan under 

the Companies Ordinance, 1984 on June 13, 1998, as a company limited by guarantee. It is an 

apex Government body mandated to promote Pakistan's IT Industry in local and international 

markets. PSEB facilitates the IT industry through a series of projects and programs in 

infrastructure development, human capital development, company capability development, 

international marketing, strategy and research, and the promotion of innovation and 

technologies to deliver high value-added services and enhance IT and IT-enabled services 

export from Pakistan. The registered office of the Company is situated at 2nd floor, Evacuee 

Trust Complex, Sector F-5/1 Islamabad. The company is wholly owned and controlled by the 

Federal Government through the Ministry of Information Technology. 

9.1.2 Comments on Audited accounts 

9.1.2.1 The working results of the Board for the year 2020-21 as compared to previous years are 

as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

 2020-21 
% Inc / 

(Dec) 
2019-20 

% Inc / 

(Dec) 

2018-

19 

% Inc / 

(Dec) 

2017-

18 

Amortization of deferred grants 113.712 326.37 26.67 (72.91) 98.44 (48.07) 189.56 

Federal Govt. grant 126.991 19.60 106.18 8.35 97.97 (0.84) 98.825 

Amortization of deferred grant in-

kind  
31.859 8.59 29.34 5.40 27.83 52.08 18.3 

Revenue from bandwidth and 

related services  
63.865 1.74 62.77 (2.64) 64.47 23.88 52.043 

Registration and renewal fee  72.806 39.82 52.07 10.79 47.00 53.11 30.696 

Other income  22.960 (9.21) 25.29 40.22 18.04 77.01 10.19 

Total income  432.195 42.96 302.31 (14.55) 353.77 (11.47) 399.61 

Expenditure:         

Project Cost-Deferred grant related 

to projects 
113.712 326.43 26.666 (72.91) 98.44 (48.07) 189.56 

Salaries allowances and benefits  122.740 7.17 114.524 13.25 101.13 12.32 90.035 

Data node bandwidth & related 

charges  
30.307 (3.97) 31.561 15.43 27.34 24.11 22.03 

Rent, rates and Taxes 15.010 8.98 13.773 (9.36) 15.19 46.27 10.39 

Repair & Maintenance 5.556 66.00 3.347 16.38 2.88 8.20 2.66 

Others Expenses 78.074 58.67 49.206 (12.65) 56.33 13.37 49.69 

Total expenditures  365.399 52.84 239.077 (20.65) 301.31 (17.30) 364.36 

Surplus Before Taxation 66.795  63.235 20.54 52.46 48.81 35.25 

Taxation 12.833 33.25 9.631 66.63 5.78 (35.97) 9.03 

Surplus After Taxation 53.962 5.630 53.604 14.84 46.68 77.99 26.23 

        
Source: Annual Audited Accounts 

The total income of the board increased to Rs. 432.195 million during the year 2020-21 as compared to 

Rs. 302.31 million during the year 2019-20, registering 42.96% increase over the year but the increase 

is due to amortization of deferred grants during the year. The management needs to increase the revenue 

from their core activities. 
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9.1.2.2 Funds of Rs. 158.547 million have been kept in saving accounts in private banks i.e. Bank 

Alfalah Limited and Habib Bank Limited at interest rate of 5.5% during the year under review. Keeping 

of huge funds in saving accounts bin private banks needs to be explained. 

9.1.2.3 Accrued liabilities as on June 30th 2021 stood Rs. 8.757 million against Rs. 7.223 million 

in the year 2019-20. Detailed break up of accrued along with its current status may be provided. 

9.1.2.4 Grant received in kind received during the year Rs. 14.251 million. Detailed break up of 

assets received along with cost and their physical location may be provided to audit. 

9.1.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Sr. 

No. 

Audit 

Year 

Tot

al 

Par

as 

Full 

Complian

ce 

Partial 

Complian

ce 

Pending Paras No. 

% of 

complia

nce 

1 
2004-

05 
01 0 01 82 - 

2 
2005-

06 
02 01 01 159 50 

3 
2008-

09 
04 03 01 147 75 

4 
2010-

11 
17 12 05 

13.1.4.3, 13.1.4.5, 13.1.4.8, 

13.1.4.9, 13.1.4.10, 
71 

5 
2011-

12 
03 0 03 11.1.2.1, 11.1.3, 11.1.4.1 0 

6 
2012-

13 
03 0 03 11.1.2.1, 11.1.3, 11.1.4.1 0 

7 
2013-

14 
03 0 03 10.1.2.1, 10.1.3, 10.1.4.1 0 

8 
2014-

15 
09 0 09 

11.1.2.1, 11.1.2.2, 11.1.2.3, 

11.1.2.4, 11.1.2.5, 11.1.2.6, 

11.1.2.7, 11.1.2.8, 11.1.3 

0 

9 
2015-

16 
07 0 07 

10.1.2.1, 10.1.2.2, 10.1.2.3, 

10.1.2.4, 10.1.2.5, 10.1.2.6, 

10.1.3 

0 

10 
2016-

17 
04 0 04 9.1.2, 9.1.3, 9.1.4.1, 9.1.4.2 0 

11 
2017-

18 
07 0 07 

12.1.2.1, 12.1.2.2, 12.1.2.3, 

12.1.2.4, 12.1.2.5, 12.1.2.6, 

12.1.3 

0 

Total 60 16 44  27 

Overall compliance with the PAC directives was very poor which requires immediate 

attention of PAO. 
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9.1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

9.1.4.1 Irregular award/ execution of contract - Rs. 550.576 million 

Loss due to certification of trainee at cost of PSEB and non-recovery of 

mobilization advance - Rs. 76.296 million 

According to para-8.2 (Care & Diligence in the training) of the contract signed between 

Pakistan Software Export Board (PSEB) and Information Technology Training Companies, “the party 

B shall exercise care and diligence expected from a company of its category in the provision of the 

Training to the satisfaction of party A shall meet and deliver the performance of related activities as 

specified in this contract.” 

Moreover, according to para-8.3 (c) of the contract, “the party B shall ensure that all the trainee 

who complete the training program may appear for the certification exam.” 

During the audit of Pakistan Software Export Board (PSEB) for the year 2020-21 it was 

observed that DDWP in their meeting held on October 15th 2019 approved development Project 

“Certifications of IT Professionals at cost of  

Rs. 901.250 million. The completion period of the Project was three years from the date of 

administrative approval dated December 18th 2019.  

The management of PSEB awarded contracts for provision of training and arrangement of 

examination to six companies to deliver training in 32 courses to 6000 ICT Graduates and Professionals 

working in ICT industry and Public Sector under Phase –I of the Project. Detail is given below: 

Rs. in million 

S 

# 

Company Name No. of 

course 

awarded 

No. of 

trainees 

allocated 

Total 

Training and 

Certification 

cost 

Value 

of 1st 

Work 

Order 

Mobilization 

Advance 20% 

of value of 1st 

Work Order 

1 Phalia International 14 2500 233.746 141.642 24.500 

2 New Horizon & Stepnex 

Services Pvt. Ltd. 

6 600 122.512 122.512 24.502 

3 Corvit Networks Pvt. Ltd 5 2100 79.349 64.849 12.969 

4 Dice Analytics & 360 

Technologies 

3 300 22.714 22.714 0 

5 Global Knowledge and 

Sigma Ent. 

1 200 54.945 54.945 10.989 

6 Minhaj University 

&Badar Expo 

3 300 37.309 16.039 0 

 Total 32 6000 550.576 422.701 72.960 

The following irregularities were observed during award of contract: 

 It was observed that 200 marks were allocated for infrastructure in technical evaluation 

of training firms as per bidding documents. The technical evaluation was carried out on 

the basis documents only without physical inspection of infrastructure of those trainings 

firms. 

 No performance guarantee was obtained from those training firms.  

 Mobilization advance of Rs. 72.960 million was granted to those firms against 

insurance guarantee  

 As per agreement, the companies failed to collect share of training cost in advance from 

each trainee.  
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 The management cancelled the contracts with all those firms but management failed to 

recover the mobilization advance Rs. 49.002 million.  

 As per agreement, the firms have to train 6,000 trainee but they failed and trained only 

1,704 candidates. 

 The certification exam of trainees was not conducted as per agreement and the 

management awarded contract to M/s Creative Era for certification exam at the cost of 

Rs. 27.294 million. 

Hence, total loss of PSEB is Rs. 76.296 million (Mobilization advance  

Rs. 49.002 million of the defaulted firms + Cost of Certification exam of trainee Rs. 27.294 million). 

The matter was reported to the management but no reply was received. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix responsibility thereof and recover the loss 

from the defaulting companies as per terms and condition of contracts. 

Para-1 (PSEB), 2020-21 

9.1.4.2 Irregular execution of CMMI training in deviation of approved  

PC-I – Rs. 329.673 million 

Non-recovery of mobilization advance – Rs. 53.610 million 

According to approved PC-I of the Project “Certification of IT Professionals” CMMI Trainings 

would be provided to the original training providers only. CMMI training, Consultancies/ appraisal 

would be allocated on turn-key basis to the original training provider” 

Furthermore, 40 participants will be selected from IT Industry and IT Organizations/ 

Departments of Public Sector at the ratio of 50%. The participants from the IT shall pay 50% of the 

course fee and other related expenses in advance to PSEB. Whereas, remaining 50% would be paid 

through this project. 

During the audit of Pakistan Software Export Board for the year 2020-21 it was observed that 

DDWP in the meeting held on October 15th 2019 approved development Project “Certifications of IT 

Professionals” at cost of Rs. 901.250 million. The completion period of the Project was three years from 

the date of administrative approval dated December 18th 2019.  

It was observed that management of PSEB awarded work order to  

M/s Capital Technologies Pvt. Ltd for CMMI Trainings to PSEB selected participants on February 10th 

2020 at cost of Rs. 329.673 million.  

However, it was observed that in deviation of the approved PC-I the training was provided to 

21 participants of Public Sector 03 participants from the private sector.  

The following major deviation from approved PC-I was observed. 

 The participants of CMMI training were selected by training firm himself instead 

of PSEB as per approved PC-I.  

 The training carried out in deviation to approved PC-I because the firm could not 

receive an amount of Rs. 52.725 million from the private sector participants.  

 The total amount of mobilization advance of Rs. 53.610 million was paid to the 

company on entire component despite the fact that second component was to be 

started on completion of first component. 
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The matter was reported to the management but no reply was received. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix responsibility thereof. 

Para-2 (PSEB), 2020-21 

9.1.4.3 Irregular payment of mobilization advance to the Information Technology 

Companies - Rs. 187.460 million 

According to standard conditions of contract of Pakistan Engineering Council, “An interest free 

Mobilization advance up to 15% of the contract price shall be paid by the employer to the contractor 

upon submission of guarantee /bond for the full amount of advance in specified form from scheduled 

bank in Pakistan.” 

Furthermore, according to Rule-25 of Public Procurement Rules-2014, a procuring agency shall 

formulate precise and un-ambiguous bidding documents that shall be made available to the bidders 

immediately upon publication of invitation to bid.” 

During the audit of Pakistan Software Export Board (PSEB) for the year 2020-21, it was 

observed that in deviation of the above instructions the management of PSEB paid mobilization advance 

of Rs. 187.460 million during the above period to various Information Technology Training and 

Appraisal firms from 20% to 70% of the contract price in different development projects. 

Audit observed that the payment of mobilization advance was included at the time of execution 

of contract whereas there has been no clause of mobilization advance in Expression of Interest (EOI) 

advertisement. 

The matter was reported to the management but no reply was received. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix responsibility thereof. 

Para-3 (PSEB), 2020-21 

9.1.4.4 Irregular expenditure due to selection of IT Companies in non-transparent 

method in deviation of approved PC-I – Rs. 68.785 million 

According to para-6 (4) Selection Criteria for IT Companies of the approved PC-I of 

development project “Enhancing IT Export through Industry Support” the selection criteria for 

Information Technology (IT) companies for CMMI level 2, 3 & 5 consultancy and appraisal “the IT 

companies will be invited to submit their expression of interest through national tendering. Selection IT 

company will be made for each level on the basis of evaluation of technical committee according to the 

criteria as per approved PC-I.” 

During the audit of Pakistan Export Board for the year 2020-21 it was observed that 

development project “Enhancing IT Export Through Support Programs” was approved by the Central 

Development Working Party (CDWP) in their meeting held on 11.02.2016 at cost of Rs. 259.600 

million. The duration of the project was five year from the date of administrative approval i.e. April 

28th 2016. 

However, it was observed that in deviation to the criteria as per approved PC-I, the management 

selected ten (10) IT companies for CMMI Level-2 consultancy and appraisal on pick and choose basis. 

The following major lapses were observed. 
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 The selection of IT companies was not as per approved PC-I rather than it was on pick 

and choose basis. 

 Appraisal contract of Stepnex Service Pvt. Ltd was awarded to M/s Quality Assurance 

Institute despite the fact that company was not included the list of consultancy contract 

awarded to M/s Catalytic Consultant. 

 The 18 companies could not acquire CMMI Level 3 as they have acquired the CMMI 

Level 2 in the previous program.  

 IT Company for CMMI Level- 3 & 5 was selected against the approve PC-I because 

they have not acquired CMMI Level 2  

 The record regarding advance receipts of cost of consultancy and appraisal of selected 

IT companies was not available. 

The expenditure incurred on consultancy and appraisal of CMMI Level-2, 3, & 5 worth Rs. 

68.785 million was held irregular due to non-transparent selection of IT companies. 

The matter was reported to the management but no reply was received. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix responsibility thereof. 

Para-4 (PSEB), 2020-21 
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Chapter-10 

Ministry of Information, Broadcasting and  

National History & Literary, Heritage Division 

Overview 

The Ministry is responsible to release the Government information, media galleries, 

public domain and government unclassified non-scientific data to the public and international 

communities. The MoIB has jurisdiction for administrating the rules and regulations and laws 

relating to information, broadcasting and the press media in Pakistan. 

Aims & Objectives 

The goal of MIBS is “to achieve country wide media coverage for a well-informed 

public” 

The specific objectives are: 

● To provide legal and policy framework in order to guide the operations of the media industry 

● To coordinate the provision of government information to the public in order to ensure 

consistency and portray a positive image of government 

● To interpret Government policy to the public in order to solicit their support and participation 

in national programmes 

● To provide timely news and information to the public 

● To improve the capacity of the public media in order to attain countrywide coverage 

● To conduct research in media and national topical issues in order to improve the quality of 

media products, measure public response and influence government policy 

● To facilitate the protection of copyright and related rights in order to reduce piracy and unfair 

exploitation of intellectual property 

● To develop and manage human resources in order to enhance the performance of the ministry 

● To provide effective financial management services and oversight in order to ensure 

accountability and transparency 

● To provide administrative and logistical support services for efficient operations of the Ministry 

● To establish and maintain an information management system in order to improve accessibility 

to information for speedy and informed decision making 

● To plan, coordinate, monitor and evaluate the implementation of ministerial policies, legal 

framework, projects and programmes in order to ensure their effective implementation and 

compliance 

Governing Laws and Policies 

● Rule of Business 1973 

● Information Policy of the Federal Government 

● Copy right Act. 

Sectoral Analysis 

Pakistan Television Corporation (PTV) is the Pakistan’s state-owned television 

broadcaster, founded on 26 November 1964. Pakistan entered into Television Broadcasting age 

with a small pilot TV Station established at Lahore from where transmission was first beamed 

in Black & White with effect from 26 November 1964. Television centers were established in 

about:blank
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Karachi and Islamabad in 1967 and in Peshawar and Quetta in 1974. The National Broadcaster 

has flourished since then, and today has PTV-Centers in Islamabad, Lahore, Karachi, 

Peshawar, Quetta, Muzaffarabad, AJK and Multan. Being the largest Television Network, PTV 

is serving about 92% of the population of Pakistan and having largest terrestrial infrastructure 

of the country. The bouquet of PTV Network consists of nine TV Channels i.e. PTV Home, 

PTV News, PTV World, PTV Sports, PTV Global, PTV Bolan, PTV National, PTV Parliament 

and AJK TV. While introducing the sophisticated branch of the electronic media in the country, 

the broader perspective kept in mind was to inform and educate the people through wholesome 

entertainment and to inculcate in them a greater awareness of their own history, heritage, 

current problems and development as well as knowledge of the world at large. 

Pakistan Television Corporation is the biggest media organization of Pakistan. It is an 

autonomous public sector organization. The main responsibility of PTV is to provide public 

service broadcasting not only within Pakistan but also outside Pakistan. It makes programmes 

for its viewers in different genres i.e. drama, documentaries, current affairs, entertainment and 

sports. Its programmes are produced in Urdu as well as in all regional languages i.e. Sindhi, 

Punjabi, Pashto and Balochi. While producing its programmes, it pays due attention to the 

interest and aspirations of all strata of society and tries to reflect those effectively in its 

programmes. 

Audit Profile of Ministry of Information, Broadcasting and National History & Literary, 

Heritage Division 

(Rs. in million) 

S. 

No. 

Description Total Audited 
Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue 

/Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 4 1    10,627.759 5,154 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 

   - 

3 Authorities /Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 

1 1 - - 

4 Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 

- - - - 
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Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 25,210.511* million were raised as a result of this audit. 

This amount also includes recoverable of Rs. 206.394 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of 

the audit observation classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of the Audit Observations 

Sr. No. Classification Amount (Rs. in 

million) 

1 Non-Production of record - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation  - 

3 Irregularities: - 

A HR/Employees related irregularities  630.179 

B Procurement related irregularities  433.478 

C Management of accounts with Commercial Banks 5,587.636 

4 Value for money and services delivery issues  - 

5 Others  18,559.218 

*
Expenditure pertaining to previous years are included  

10.1 Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation Limited 

10.1.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation (PBC) was incorporated under the Pakistan Broadcasting 

Corporation Act, 1973 effective from 20th December, 1972. PBC has its own Board of Directors 

constituted under the provision of above act and being managed through Ministry of Information & 

Broadcasting and National Heritage.  

The core operational activities of the PBC are to provide broadcasting services for general 

reception in all parts of Pakistan and the territorial waters thereof and on board ships and aircrafts (home 

services) and in other countries and places (External Services) for the purpose of disseminating 

information, education and entertainment through programme which maintain a proper balance in their 

subject matter and a high general standard of quality and morality. 

10.1.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

10.1.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to Audit for review each 

year. Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited annual accounts of the 

organization for the year 2019-20 and 2020-21 till December 31, 2021. 

Audit recommends that the annual audited accounts for the years 2019-20 and 2020-21 be 

provided immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing responsibility 

for non-submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 
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10.1.2.2 Working results of the Foundation for the year 2018-19 as compared with previous 

years are as under:- 

(Rs. in millions) 

 2018-19 
% 

Inc/(Dec) 
2017-18 

% 

Inc/(Dec) 
2016-17 

Advertisement Income 250.454 (23.76) 328.510 (7.42) 354.841 

Cost of Services 3,623.881 5.86 3,423.159 7.43 3,186.328 

Gross Loss 3,373.427 9.01 3,094.650 9.29 2,831.487 

Selling, general and 

administrative expenses 
2,258.974 10.13 2,051.181 11.56 1,838.575 

Loss before tax 5,632.401 9.46 5,145.830 10.19 4,670.063 

Subsidy from Government of 

Pakistan 
5,249.768 20.85 4,344.171 9.01 3,985.000 

Other Income 159.796 343.72 36.013 (14.51) 42.127 

Loss before taxation 222.837 (70.90) 765.646 19.09 642.935 

Provision for taxation 5.795 (34.96) 8.910 9.39 8.145 

Loss after taxation 228.632 (70.48) 774.554 18.96 651.080 
(Source: Annual audited accounts) 

The advertisement Income was decreased from Rs. 328.510 million during  

2017-18 to Rs. 250.454 million during 2018-19 registering a decrease of 23.76%. The 

advertisement income should be the major source of income due to media based organization. 

The decrease in advertisement income needs to be explained. 

10.1.2.3 Under head Selling, General and Administration Expenses, the subscription and 

membership expenses increased abnormally i.e. from Rs. 0.130 million during 2017-18 to Rs. 

76.182 million during 2018-19 for which no detail was provide in the accounts. The reason for 

abnormal increase in these expenses needs to be justified. 

10.1.2.4 Under head Selling, General and Administration Expenses, the interest on CDL 

(Cash Development Loan) was Rs. 35.811 million during 2018-19 as compared to “Nil” 

amount during 2017-18. The said interest was paid against development loan which was also 

increased from Rs. 2,867.586 million during 2017-18 to Rs. 2.936.492 million during 2018-19. 

The utilization of said loan along with plan for repayment of loan to avoid undue interest cost 

needs to be explained. The reasons for payment of interest during 2018-19 also needs to be 

explained as no interest was paid during previous years. 

10.1.2.5 The subsidy received from Government of Pakistan increased from  

Rs. 4,344.171 million during 2017-18 to Rs. 5,249.768 million during 2018-19 registering an 

increase of 20.85%. The increase in said subsidy indicates that the PBC is relying only on Govt. 

funding rather than making efforts for generation of revenue by utilizing its own resources. 

This also indicates that the financial viability of the Corporation is very remote. The efforts 

made by the Corporation for generation of revenue by utilizing its own resources need to be 

explained. 

10.1.2.6 The capital work in progress decreased from Rs. 549.846 million during 2017-18 

to Rs. 538.423 million during 2018-19 registering a decrease of 2.07% only. The management 

succeeded to complete and capitalized the work in progress valuing Rs. 18.925 million during 

2018-19 whereas, additional work valuing  
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Rs. 7.502 million was included in capital work in progress. This scenario indicates the pace of 

the management towards early completion of works was very slow. Thus, the reasons for delay 

in completion of works need to be explained. 

10.1.2.7 The external auditors raised qualification pertains to non-compliance of IAS-19 

“employee’s benefits” as the said standard has not been adopted by the Corporation. 

Consequently, Corporation has not carried out actuarial valuation of staff gratuity amounting 

to Rs. 24,787.133 million as required under the aforesaid IAS. In the absence of related 

information, Auditors were not able to determine the impact of such valuation on these 

financial statements. The qualification raised by the external auditors also needs to be resolved. 

10.1.2.8 The PBC has invested in Shalimar Recording Company by issuing 1,080,000 

shares including 990,000 bonus shares since long. The actual investment was Rs. 900,000 

against 90,000 shares of Rs. 10 each. However, the Shalimar Recording Company did not pay 

a single rupee to PBC against dividend on account of return on their investment. The PBC 

should take up the matter with Shalimar Recording Corporation for receipt of the same and in 

case of no return, the investment should be taken back. The external auditors also raised 

qualification that the said investment is stated at cost in non-compliance with IAS-28 which 

requires to value this investment using the equity method of accounting. The qualification 

raised by the external auditor also needs to be resolved. 

10.1.2.9 Non-current assets classified as Held for Sale valuing Rs. 22.553 million was 

stood same in balance sheet since 2016-17 onward. These assets pertain to flats constructed at 

Karachi. The reasons for non-sale of these flats despite passing of more than three years needs 

to be justified. The external auditor also raised qualification that the building cannot be 

classified as non-current assets held for sale as per requirement of IFRS-5. Therefore, the 

accounting and presentation of these assets are not accordance of International Financial 

Reporting Standards (IFRS). The qualification raised by the external auditor also needs to be 

resolved. 

10.1.2.10 Stores and Spares were of Rs. 123.719 million during 2018-19. The management 

created provision for obsolete and slow moving stores and spares valuing Rs. 65.353 million 

resulted net Stores and Spares valuing Rs. 58.367 million during 2018-19. The huge provision 

against Stores and Spares indicates that these items were procured without any planning 

resulted into loss to the Corporation due to non-utilization of these spares which needs to be 

explained. The external auditor also raised qualification that this provision is based on exercise 

carried out in June, 2006. In absence of such assessment in current and prior years, the auditors 

were unable to determine whether any adjustments to these amounts were necessary. The 

qualification raised by the external auditor also needs to be resolved. 

10.1.2.11 The provision valuing Rs. 51.498 million against Debtors considered doubtful 

was made by the Corporation. The huge provision indicates that the management was not 

making any efforts for receipt of debtors due to which Corporation sustained loss. The reasons 

for creation of huge provision against doubtful debts needs to be clarified. 

10.1.2.12 The PBC received capital Grant from Japan International Corporation and USAID 

valuing Rs. 1,350.670 million and Rs. 721.300 million respectively many years ago. As per 
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available annual accounts of the Corporation, these grants were lying as Deferred Capital 

Grants since 2016-17. The reason for non-capitalization/non-utilization of these grants despite 

passing of more than four years needs to be explained. 

10.1.2.13 Under head of Other Liabilities, payable to Government of Sindh an amount of 

Rs. 80.700 million was lying outstanding in books of accounts since long. The inordinate delay 

in payment caused imposition of penalty. The reason for non-payment along with description 

of transaction resulted creation of said liability needs to be explained. 

10.1.3 Compliance of PAC directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 

Pending Paras No. % of 

compliance 

1990-91 06 04 02 354,359 67 

1991-92 11 10 01 300 91 

1992-93 07 05 02 205, 209 71 

1993-94 10 08 02 182,183 80 

1994-95 05 04 01 219 80 

1996-97 06 04 02 180,182 67 

1997-98 09 08 01 115 89 

1998-99 28 26 02 1.1, 8 (SAR-56) 93 

1999-00 06 02 04 159,160,162, 163 33 

2000-01 04 03 01 127 75 

2003-04 17 14 03 124.4,125,130 82 

2005-06 06 05 01 152.4 83 

2006-07 05 03 02 120.1,120.2 60 

2007-08 11 08 03 94.3, 94.4, 99 73 

2008-09 15 08 07 132, 133, 134, 135, 131.5, 131.6, 136 53 

2009-10 02 0 02 148, 149 0 

2013-14 04 0 04 9.1.2.1, 9.1.3, 9.1.4.1, 9.1.4.2 0 

2014-15 21 01 20 

10.1.2.1, 10.1.2.2, 10.1.2.3, 10.1.2.4, 

10.1.2.5, 10.1.2.6, 10.1.2.8, 10.1.2.9, 

10.1.3, 10.1.4.1, 10.1.4.2, 10.1.4.3, 

10.1.4.4, 10.1.4.5, 10.1.4.6, 10.1.4.7, 

10.1.4.8, 10.1.4.9, 10.1.4.10, 10.1.4.11 

05 

2016-17 09 0 09 
8.1.2, 8.1.3, 8.1.4.1, 8.1.4.2, 8.1.4.3, 

8.1.4.4, 8.1.4.5, 8.1.4.6, 8.1.4.7 
0 

Total      

Overall compliance of the PAC directives was not satisfactory and needs immediate attention 

of the PAO. 

10.2 Pakistan Television Corporation Limited 

10.2.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Television Corporation Limited (PTVCL) was established as an un-quoted 

public limited company under Companies Act 1913 (Now Companies Act 2017) on Nov 26, 

1964. All its shares are held by Government of Pakistan. There is no change in the pattern of 

shareholding of company since incorporation. 

Aims & Objectives  

The main purpose and objectives of the corporation are: 
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i To provide television broadcasting services by telecasting programs of all kinds, news 

pictorials and documentaries, local and foreign films of all kinds and nature for the 

purpose of disseminating information, education and entertainment. 

ii To carry out instructions of the Government of Pakistan with regard to general pattern 

or policies of programs, announcements, news etc. 

iii To carry on the business of commercial advertisement by selling programs and 

advertising time of television stations either directly or through advertising agencies or 

by setting up advertising agencies or by other means. 

10.2.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

10.2.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to Audit for review each year. 

Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited annual accounts of the organization for the 

year 2019-20 and 2020-21 till December 31, 2021. 

Audit recommends that the annual audited accounts for the years 2019-20 and 2020-21 be provided 

immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing responsibility for non-

submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 

10.2.3 Compliance of PAC Directives: 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 

Pending Paras No %age of 

compliance 

1989-90 09 08 1 478 89 

1990-91 06 04 2 362,364 67 

1991-92 07 06 1 312 86 

1992-93 05 3 2 212,214 60 

1994-95 05 02 3 223,225,228 40 

1996-97 05 03 2 184,187 60 

1997-98 09 05 4 121,122,123,124 56 

1998-99 06 04 2 1.1.4,2.1.1(SAR-55) 67 

1999-00 09 02 7 165,166,168,169, 170,172,173 22 

2000-01 18 06 12 
133, 134, 137, 170, (1.1, 1.1.1, 1.1.3, 

1.1.2, 1.1.5, 1.1.6, 1.1 .7, 4.11) 
33 

2001-02 03 02 1 158 67 

2002-03 09 05 04 166.1, 166.3, 166.4, 166.7 56 

2003-04 08 06 02 126.2, 130 75 

2004-05 03 02 01 81 67 

2005-06 12 12 00 Nil 100 

2006-07 21 11 10 
121.6, 121.8, 122, 124, 125, 126, 127, 

128, 129, 130, 
52 

2007-08 07 02 05 100, 100.1, 101.2, 101, 102  29 

2008-09 13 05 8 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145 38 

2009-10 11 03 08 152, 153, 154, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160  27 

2010-11 23 17 06 
12.3.2.5, 12.3.2.6, 12.3.2.7, 12.3.2.13, 

12.3.4.5, 12.3.4.7  
74 

2015-16 

One 

para 

34 07 27 

9.1.2.1, 9.1.2.2, 9.1.2.3, 9.1.2.4, 9.1.2.5, 

9.1.2.6, 9.1.2.7, 9.1.2.8, 9.1.2.9, 

9.1.2.10, 9.1.2.11, 9.1.3, 9.1.4.1, 9.1.4.2, 

9.1.4.3, 9.1.4.4, 9.1.4.6, 9.1.4.8, 9.1.4.9, 

9.1.4.10, 9.1.4.12, 9.1.4.16, 9.1.4.17, 

9.1.4.18, 9.1.4.19, 9.1.4.21, 9.1.4.22 

21 

Total 223 115 108  52 

Overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be improved. 
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10.2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

10.2.4.1 Non-appointment of Chief Financial Officer and Chief Internal Auditor 

According to Rule-13(1) of the Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules 2013, 

the Board shall appoint a chief financial officer, a company secretary and a chief internal auditor. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the PTVC was formed as a 

public limited company bearing registration No: 54/19650201 on February 10, 1965 and new company 

Registration CUIN No 0002026 was made on August 01, 2007.  

After the introduction of Public Sector Companies Corporate (Governance) Rules 2013, the 

company was required to appoint Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and Chief Internal Auditor (CIA) but 

same were not appointed by the management in violation of rule-13(1) of the Public Sector Companies 

Corporate Governance Rules 2013 which was held irregular. Furthermore, no internal audit activity was 

being carried out despite presence of the Internal Audit Department and employees were getting pay 

and allowances without carrying out internal audit. 

Keeping in view of above, the management violated provisions of Corporate Governance Rules 

by non-appointment of Chief Financial Officer and Chief Internal Auditor which was held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that as per decision of PTV Board of Directors in its 229th meeting held 

on September 26, 2019, an agreement was executed with M/s. Career Pakistan for hiring of services of 

Chief of functions in PTVC including Chief Financial Officer. The firm provided top ten candidates 

which were interviewed by HR Committee of PTV Board of Directors. The first two selected candidates 

did not join PTV. Next candidate on the merit list was Mr. Usman Bajwa, who was engaged as Chief 

Financial Officer w.e.f. April 13, 2020, however, he resigned from the services of PTVC w.e.f June 01, 

2020. Further, as per decision of PTV Board the management started the process of hiring of services 

of Chief Financial Officer and General Manager Internal Audit, which will be completed in due course 

of time. Keeping in view the importance of internal audit the management is going to outsource this 

task to chartered accountant firm which is in process and will be completed shortly.  

The reply was not convincing as the management was unable to appoint Chief Financial Officer 

and Chief Internal Auditor despite Board’s direction since 2019. Furthermore, Internal Audit Reports 

were demanded by audit but same were not provided. The outsourcing of Internal Audit System to third 

party in the presence of PTV Audit Department was wastage of resources. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.   

Audit recommends to explain the reasons for the non-compliance of Corporate Governance 

Rules and PTV Board decision dated: September 26, 2019 by non-appointment of Chief Financial 

Officer and Chief Internal Auditor and fix the responsibility thereof. 

Para-4 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.2 Irregular refund of PTV dues To M/s SRBC – Rs. 36.291 million 

According to Rule 5(5) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, to ensure compliance with the fundamental 

principles of probity and propriety. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the management made payment 

of Rs. 56.088 million to M/s SRBC against their invoice for utilization of airtime of ATV Channel 
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during July 18, 2018 to December 31, 2018 after deduction of receivable amount of PTV valuing  

Rs. 36.291 million vide cheque No. 04252230 dated: May 05, 2021. 

The management of M/s SRBC on May 07, 2021 requested PTV to release deducted amount 

of Rs.36.291 million from their invoice as they had gone through tremendous financial pressure due to 

low revenue during COVID-19. Accordingly the PTV management released Rs. 36.291 million in two 

installments to  

M/s SRBC. M/s SRBC ensured to refund the PTV’s dues during next financial year.  

Keeping in view the above facts, the refund of PTV’s own dues of  

Rs. 36.291 million to M/s SRBC was held irregular. 

Audit was of the view that the management was required not to release the deducted receivable 

amount of PTV to M/s SRBC. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that PTVC was continuously pursuing the amount of Rs. 36.00 million 

receivable from M/s. SRBC for which letter No. CF(P&D)/ATV/2018/ PGM/517 dated October 21, 

2021 and letter of even number dated January 04, 2022 was issued to M/s. SRBC. 

The reply was not convincing as the management was unable to recover  

Rs. 36.291 million despite lapse of almost nine months. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of irregular release of PTV’s own dues to SRBC 

beside its non-recovery during current financial year for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-6 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.3 Irregular withdrawal of PSDP funds from assignment accounts –  

Rs. 14.642 million 

According to Revised Procedure for the operation of Assignment Account of Federal 

Government issued by the Finance Division (Budget Wing) vide OM No: F.2(2)-BR-II/2008-295/2017 

dated: June 16, 2017, the transfer of funds from the assignment account for deposit into chest or any 

bank account is completely forbidden. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the Government of Pakistan 

Finance Division provided PSDP funds amounting to  

Rs. 35.043 million for two projects (Rs.17.832 million for RBS Jura Neelam Valley AJK + Rs.17.211 

million for RBS Sharda Neelam Valley AJK) during 2009-10. The management withdrew total released 

amount of PSDP funds from the treasury but could spent an amount of Rs. 20.401 million upto 2020 

and returned Rs. 14.642 million. Furthermore, the management also earned interest on these bank 

deposits which was also retained by the management unnecessarily. 

Audit is of the view that the management was required to withdraw PSDP funds from 

Assignment Account as per cash flow requirement but the management drawn Rs. 35.043 million from 

assignment account in advance and balance amount of Rs. 14.642 million was returned /deposited in 

the Federal Treasury after lapse of 12 years i.e. 2009 to 2021. 

Keeping in view of the above, the withdrawal of PSDP funds of  

Rs. 14.642 million from Assignment Account in advance and its retention in commercial bank account 

for earning profit for 12 years in violation of Finance Division’s instructions was held irregular. 
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The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that main purpose for transferring of funds from the assignment account 

to PTV account was to complete the civil work project timely. There was no violation rather audit 

should appreciate that PTV managed to settle the contractual liabilities without any penalties due to 

delayed payments. 

The reply was not convincing as the civil works contracts of Sharda and Jura were cancelled 

hence advance withdrawal and non-utilization of PSDP funds during 12 years was irregular and failure 

of the management. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons for withdrawal of public funds from assignment 

account in violation of the Finance Division’s instructions for fixing responsibility thereof beside refund 

of interest amount earned on deposits of PSDP funds in Federal Consolidated fund. 

Para-8 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.4 Irregular utilization of PSDP funds against Chagi auditorium, Gilgit Baltistan 

& RBS Mian Channu – Rs. 32.123 million 

According to clause-4.3 of the Guidelines for Project Management issued by Planning 

Commission in August 2008, re-appropriation of funds from one development project to another 

development project is not allowed. 

Moreover according to the Clause-2(2) of the Revised Procedure for the operation of 

Assignment account issued by the Controller General of Accounts Islamabad vide No.916 

/CGAJA.A/RP-2018 (LC) dated: October 16, 2018, The authorities using the assignment accounts must 

ensure that not only the-total expenditure is kept within the limits of the authorized appropriation but 

also that the funds allocated to spending units are expended in the public interest. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that PTV management incurred an 

expenditure of Rs.12.100 million on Chagi Auditorium, Rs.8.700 million on remaining civil work of 

RBS Kotli Sattian and Rs.11.323 million on RBS Mian Channu during the year 2019-20 and 2020-21. 

All these expenditure of Rs. 32.123 million were incurred from the unspent balances of PSDP 

funds of other projects. The expenditure from unspent balances of PSDP funds of other projects were 

made without any approval from the DDWP or Planning Commission of Pakistan. 

Thus expenditure of Rs. 32.123 million from unspent balances of PSDP funds of other projects 

were made in violation of the Project Management Guidelines of Planning Commission of Pakistan as 

well as revised procedure for the operation of assignment account, hence held irregular/ unauthorized. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that PTV has not incurred Rs. 12.100 million on Chaghi Auditorium out 

of PSDP funds allocated during financial year-2020-21. Further PTV awarded contract of RBS-Kotli 

Sattian @ total cost of Rs. 24.700 million to M/s Sher Bacha & Brothers, Engineering cost estimate of 

Rs. 21.660 million for remaining civil work of RBS-Kotli Sattian was prepared by consultant in 2018. 

Therefore, due to time overrun, cost has increased. However, deficit of Rs. 4.457 million instead of Rs. 

8.700 million met out from unspent balance / amount of PSDP completed projects of Gilgit Baltistan 

with the approval of competent authority. The Planning Division had allocated Rs. 20.243 million 

during current financial year-2021-22. Therefore, the deficit of Rs. 4.457 million will be recovered from 

the defaulter contractor M/s. Nafcon Construction Company. In this regard, a case was already under 

process with Legal Department. Further, PTV arranged the re-appropriation of Rs. 15.000 million with 
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the approval of Principal Accounting Officer / Secretary (Information & Broadcasting) to recoup an 

amount of (Rs. 11.323 & Rs. 3.600 million) already spent and payment of final bill of civil work at 

RBS-Mian Channu within the approved cost of said project.  

The reply was not convincing as management was required to obtain the approval of the Finance 

Division to utilize the unspent balances of other PSDP Project Funds. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of utilization of unspent balances of PSDP funds 

on other projects in violation of the government standing instructions for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Obtain the ex post facto approval of the Finance Division for irregular utilization of other projects PSDP 

Funds.  

Para-9 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.5 Irregular / un-justified award of dubbing work - Rs. 42.646 million 

Irregular / un-justified payment of Sindh Sales Tax on behalf of media houses - 

Rs. 4.409 million 

As per Rule 12 (2) of PPRs-2004, all procurements over two million rupees should be 

advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or newspapers having wide 

circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at least two national dailies, 

one in English and the other in Urdu. According to Clause-3(2) of the Sindh Sales Tax on Services Act 

2011, a taxable service is not provided by registered person shall be treated as a taxable service if the 

service is listed in 2nd schedule to this Act is provided to resident person or by a non-resident person in 

the course of an economic activity. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that voice dubbing work of Turkish 

dramas Ertughrul and Yunus Emre was awarded to  

M/s KJ Production Karachi and Team NJ Media for dubbing at total cost of  

Rs. 42.646 million. 

The dubbing work of Turkish dramas was awarded on the basis of quotations instead of 

tendering. Thus violation of PPRA Rules was made by the management. This resulted into irregular 

selection of media houses and payment of Rs. 42.646 million made there against was also held irregular. 

It was further observed that the management executed agreements with these media houses with 

inclusion of 13% Sindh Sales Tax (SST) on per episode cost of dubbing. However instead of deducting 

13% SST from the per episode cost i.e. Rs. 85,000 at the time of payment to the firms concerned, PTV 

management made payment of Rs. 4.409 million @ 13% to Sindh Board of Revenue on account of SST. 

Thus, payment of Sales Tax by PTV management amounting to Rs. 4.409 million on behalf of the firms 

not registered with Sales Tax authorities was held irregular and tantamount to undue favour to the firms. 

Thus, award of dubbing work worth Rs. 42.646 million made in violation of PTV’s own 

Purchase Procedure as well as PPRA Rules and payment of  

Rs. 4.409 million as SST on behalf of both firms was held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that voice dubbing of Turkish drama Ertugrul was awarded to M/s KJ 

Production, Karachi for dubbing of 179 episodes @Rs. 85,000 per episode after completing all 

necessary procedures through a special committee constituted specifically for evaluation of available 

production/dubbing firms. The PTV does not have any such experience of dubbing of drama serials of 

such stature and voice over artists for dubbing of a higher quality. The PTV’s own dubbing cell was not 
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capable to handle big projects like Ertugurul and Yunus Emri. It could not provide seven episodes per 

week as required by the transmission due to its limited resources. 

The reply was not convincing as dubbing work was awarded on quotation basis and PTV own 

dubbing cell was sitting idle. Further, payment of Sindh Sales Tax on behalf of dubbing firms was also 

irregular. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons for award of dubbing work in violation of PPRA 

rules and payment of SST on behalf of firms instead of withholding from their fee, for fixing 

responsibility thereof. 

Para-13 & 17 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.6 Irregular hiring of services of Telephone Operator (BS-07) as Associate 

Electrical Engineer (BS-16) from MOIP – Rs.2.151 million 

According to serial No: 11 of the Civil Establishment Code issued by the Consultation with 

Establishment Division in matters relating to appointments, promotions, deputations etc. In accordance 

with Rule 11 of Rules of Business, "no Division shall, without previous consultation with the 

Establishment Division, issue or authorize the issue of any orders which involve a change in the terms 

and conditions of service of federal civil servants". This provision in the Rules makes it obligatory for 

the Ministries/Divisions to consult the Establishment Division, in matters relating to appointment, 

deputation of civil servants, to any autonomous body or corporation. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that  

Mr. Nasir Javaid Telephone Operator (BS-07) from Ministry of Information, Broadcasting, National 

Heritage was posted in PTV as Associate Electrical Engineer in Group-4 equal to BS-16 on deputation 

basis on standard terms and conditions for a period of two years. . 

The deputation of Telephone Operator (BS-07) as Associate Electrical Engineer in (BS-16) was 

made in violation of rules and tantamount to undue favour to the incumbent. The management also 

extended deputation period of the telephone operator for further two years without obtaining NOC from 

the lending Ministry which was against the rules. 

Keeping in view the above facts, deputation of Telephone Operator  

(BPS-07) as Associate Electrical Engineer (BPS-16) and payment of pay and allowances valuing Rs. 

2.151 million for the period February 2018 to September 2021 in violation of rules was held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that Mr. Nasir Javaid, Telephone Operator (BPS-07), of Ministry of 

Information & Broadcasting, Islamabad submitted a request dated January 16, 2018 for placement of 

his services in PTVC on deputation basis as Associate Engineer (Electrical) (G-4). The prescribed 

qualification for the post of Associate Engineer (Electrical) (G-4) was 03 years Diploma of Associate 

Engineer (Electrical) at least in 2nd Division. The ministry unilaterally placed the services of the 

incumbent on deputation basis to PTVC vide Office Order dated January 17, 2018. The deputation 

period of Mr. Nasir Javaid was further extended for a period of 01 year up to January 18, 2021. Due to 

shortage of Associate Engineer (Electrical) (G-4) at TV Centre, Lahore, Managing Director, extended 

the deputation period for a period of 02 years i.e. up to 18.01.2023. The case regarding repatriation of 

services of Mr. Nasir Javaid, Associate Engineer (Electrical) (G-4) (on deputation) back to Ministry of 

Information & Broadcasting, was under submission to the competent authority for approval and he will 

be repatriated soon. 
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The reply was not convincing as there was no genuine need for the deputation of the telephone 

operator (BPS-07) in PTV. Furthermore, extension of deputation required approval of parent office/ 

ministry but MD PTV approved the extension which was irregular.  

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of obtaining the services of BS-07 official against 

the post of associate engineer electrical (BPS-16) against the rules provision for fixing responsibility 

thereof. 

Para-16 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.7 Engagement of Shoaib Akhtar and Rashid Latif without approval of Board at 

exorbitant rates – Rs. 86.064 million 

According to Agenda Item No: 3 of the 243rd meeting of PTVC Board of Directors dated: 

December 07, 2020, the Board approved termination of the services of professionals/ contract 

employees who are drawing salary above Rs.350,000 per month and their termination letters be issue 

today positively with the signature of Director Admn and the Chairman. 

According to Clause-5 of the agreement for hiring of services of  

Mr. Shoaib Akhtar dated: October 20, 2016, during the pendency of this agreement the second party 

will remain associated exclusively with PTV Sports and shall not appear, or engage with any other 

television network within the Pakistan territory, however he would be allowed to make appearances in 

channels abroad. This exclusively would only be restricted to screen. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the Managing Director 

approved the engagement of the services of Mr. Soaib Akhtar as expert/ analyst/ Brand Ambassador of 

PTV Sports for three years vide contract dated: October 20, 2016 at monthly salary of Rs.1.500 million 

per month.  

Afterwards the management on the recommendations of Director Sports PTV dated May 29, 

2017 terminated the contract agreement of Mr. Shoaib Akhtar due to sale of his game show to Geo 

Channel who had conflict of interest with PTV. The Managing Director again on the recommendations 

of Director Sports PTV approved to engage the services of Mr. Rashid Latif at monthly package of Rs. 

850,000 and Mr. Shoaib Akhtar with package of Rs. 1.111 million per month on January 04, 2019 as 

experts for three years without approval of the PTVC Board. 

Thus, engagement of experts on contract without approval of the Board of Directors at 

exorbitant salary valuing Rs. 86.064 million without obtaining competitive rates was held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that M/s. Shoaib & Rashid were hired on a monthly retainer as talent 

and not as contractual employees. Therefore the ceiling of Rs 350,000 monthly isn't applicable or 

relevant to their hiring. 

The reply was not convincing as PTV engaged the talent through contract hence they were 

contract employees and Board’s decision was also applicable on them. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to explain the reasons for the engagement of experts on three years contract 

without approval of the PTV Board for fixing responsibility. 

Para-18 (PTVC, 2020-21) 
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10.2.4.8 Irregular appointment of chartered accountants for audit of PTVC for 2019-20 

– Rs. 1.326 million 

According to Rule-38 of the PPRs-2004, the bidder with the lowest evaluated bid, if not in 

conflict with any other law, rules, regulations or policy of the Federal Government, shall be awarded 

the procurement contract, within the original or extended period of bid validity. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that M/s Riaz Ahmed & Company 

Chartered Accounts was appointed as statutory auditors for the financial year 2019-20 at fee of Rs. 

1.276 million plus out of pocket expenses of Rs. 50,000. 

However it was observed from tender proceedings that M/s Howarth Hussain Chaudhry & Co 

quoted lowest offer of Rs. 861,300 plus out of pocket expenses. The matter was presented before the 

Audit Committee in its meeting held on July 24, 2020 wherein the committee recommended to negotiate 

the fee with second lowest bidder M/s Raiz Ahmed & Company with bid price of Rs. 1.682 million and 

finalize their appointment as statutory auditors for the financial year 2019-20 on the plea that they have 

strong financial team and working experience with PTVC in comparison with two other competing 

firms.  

This resulted into irregular appointment of 2nd lowest bidder M/s Riaz Ahmed & Company 

Chartered Accountants at higher rates by ignoring the 1st lowest bidder M/s Howarth Hussain Chaudhry 

& Co. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that in the light of revised Rule-36 of PPRs (most advantageous bid) vide 

S.R.O. 442(1)/ 2020 dated May 15, 2020, PTVC appointed M/s. Riaz Ahmed & Company Chartered 

Accountant Firm by completing all the codal formalities as per PPRA & PTVC Rules. 

The reply was not convincing as bid of M/s Howarth Hussain Chaudhry & Co. bid was most 

advantageous but management preferred the appointment of 2nd lowest bidder M/s Riaz Ahmed & 

Company Chartered Accountants at higher rates which was held irregular. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of appointment of 2nd lowest firm as statutory 

auditors by ignoring 1st lowest firm in violation of PPRA Rules with a view to fix responsibility thereof. 

Para-20 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.9 Wasteful expenditure on engagement of guards / commandos for Managing 

Director and continuation of security services without any genuine need – Rs. 

5.460 million 

According to Rule 5(5) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, to ensure compliance with the fundamental 

principles of probity and propriety, especially with respect to handling of public funds. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the management engaged 

special guards / commandos despite having guards of security agency at PTV Headquarters Islamabad 

for the security of the then Managing Director PTVC during February 27, 2014 to February 26, 2016. 

After the appointment of new Managing Director of PTVC in 2016 the special guards/ commandos 

were not laid off by the management and same arrangement was continued till December 31, 2020 when 

the matter was presented to PTVC Board in its 244th meeting. The Board authorized Managing Director 

PTV to take a decision in the matter as Board considered their retention to be unnecessary and an 
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expense for PTV. This resulted into wasteful expenditure of Rs. 5.460 million on the engagement of 

guards / commandos for Managing Director and continuation of security services without any genuine 

need. 

Audit was of the view that the management was required to utilize the guards of security agency 

hired for the purpose but special guards/ commandos were hired without any genuine need. Thus due 

to hiring of special security guards/ commandos for Managing Director PTV instead of utilizing the 

services of already hired security guards, expenditure of Rs. 5.460 million incurred on this account were 

held wasteful. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that PTV being a Public sector organization has a huge amount of costly 

and strategic installations, besides these many of National and International stars/dignitaries frequently 

visit our offices for participation in various Programmes including Sports i.e. current visit of 

International ex-players Sir Vivian Richard and David Gower, who were much exposed to any 

unwanted situation, therefore, keeping this scenario if security services were outsourced, it would be 

much costly for the organization. Therefore, as these professionals were associated with the corporation 

for a considerable amount of time and have a good coordination with all the officials and were well 

versed with the Security Protocols, therefore, it was much feasible to retain their services instead of 

hiring new officials or outsource the security services. 

The reply was not convincing as theses commandos were engaged for the security of the then 

Managing Director PTV and after his transfer/ resignation the security arrangements were required to 

be terminated but management continued with these security arrangements without any genuine need. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the reason for engagement of special guards/ commandos for 

Managing Director in 2014 for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-21 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.10 Irregular retention of anchors current affairs department at exorbitant salary 

package – Rs. 53.425 million 

According to Clause-168 of the Companies Act 2017, the acts of a person acting as a director 

are valid notwithstanding that it is afterwards discovered that there was a defect in his appointment; or 

he was disqualified from holding office; or he had ceased to hold such office: Provided that, as soon as 

any such defect has come to notice, the director shall not exercise the right of his office till the defect 

has been removed. 

According to Agenda Item No: 3 of the 243rd meeting of PTVC Board of Directors dated: 

December 07, 2020, the Board approved termination of the services of professionals/ contract 

employees who are drawing salary above  

Rs. 350,000 per month and their termination letters be issue today positively with the signature of 

Director Admn and the Chairman. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the management hired the 

services of following anchors in Current Affairs Department of PTV News at exorbitant salary 

packages. The PTV Board in its 243rd meeting held on December 07, 2020 directed the management to 

terminate the services of those contract employees who were receiving more than Rs. 350,000 per 

month. The management instead of terminating the services of these employees, their salary package 

were revised / reduced. This resulted into irregular retention of anchors current affairs department at 

exorbitant rates valuing Rs. 53.425 million. 
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Thus due to retention of those anchors which were required to be terminated in compliance of 

BOD’s directives, payment of Rs. 53.425 million made on account of their salary was held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that Anchors were hired in view of their screen value and reputation, 

and these Anchors were associated with PTV for quite a considerable time. If their services were 

terminated at that time, it would have been much difficult to arrange new Anchors at this salary on an 

urgent basis, which could have caused delay in recording of the programs and ultimately damaged the 

repute of the corporation. 

The reply was not convincing as the decision of the Board dated December 07, 2020 was 

without any condition hence the management was required to comply the decision of the Board in letter 

and spirit. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of unauthorized retention of anchors in violation 

of BoD’s directives for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-31 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.11 Irregular utilization of funds released through assignment account – Rs. 378.675 

million 

According to the Clause-2(2) of the Revised Procedure for the operation of Assignment account 

issued by the Controller General of Accounts Islamabad vide No.916 /CGAJA.A/RP-2018 (LC) dated: 

October 16, 2018, The authorities using the assignment accounts must ensure that not only the total 

expenditure is kept within the limits of the authorized appropriation but also that the funds allocated to 

spending units are expended in the public interest but also that allocated to the spending units for which 

the money was provided. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the Finance Division 

Government of Pakistan released funds amounting to Rs. 130.900 million through Assignment Account 

titled, “operational expenses of PTV Multan” bearing No: 26904-4, Rs. 102.850 million through 

Assignment Account titled, “operational expenses English News Channel PTV” bearing No: 26885-7 

and  

Rs. 144.925 million through Assignment Account titled, “Reimbursement of recurring expenses of AJK 

TV to PTV” bearing No: 270350-7. 

However it was observed that these funds were utilized for payment of other expenses of PTV 

Headquarters and other channels. 

Thus utilization of funds of Rs. 378.675 million released under assignment account for the 

purpose other than for which these funds were released, was held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that the quarterly funds/releases were not received in time from the 

Government against the Operational Expenses of PTV-Multan, English News Channel & AJK specially 

1st quarter releases which were received in the month of September, each year and PTV has to pay the 

regular expenses timely i.e., satellite expenses, salaries expenses of staff, TA/DA Medical expenses, 

purchase of stationary and other Misc. office expenses from own funds. Therefore PTV utilized the 

operational expenses funds of these channels to cover its already utilized funds.  

The reply was not convincing as the management was required to obtain prior approval of 

Finance Division for utilization of funds released for PTV-Multan, English News Channel & AJK 
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against expenses of PTV Headquarters Islamabad and other channels but same was not obtained which 

was held irregular. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of irregular utilization of funds for the purpose 

other than for which these were released for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-32 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.12 Non-recovery of risk & cost amount from the defaulting contractors – Rs. 

145.739 million 

According to the Clause-A regarding termination of agreement for the civil work of RBS Kotli 

Sattian and Barkhan dated: June 16, 2021, the agreement shall stand terminated at any stage if the 

second party fails to abide any clause of this agreement and second party shall be responsible for refund 

of all the payments with the markup to first party. The first party shall have the right to claim any losses/ 

damages as a result of termination of the agreement. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management awarded 

three contracts valuing Rs. 133.550 million for the civil work of TV Center Multan, RBS Kotli Sattian 

and Barkhan during 2008 but same were not completed by the respective contractors within scheduled 

period of one year and defaulted. The contractors could not complete the work despite availing several 

extensions. Later on the contracts were terminated by the management during 2010 (TV Centre Multan), 

2019 (RBS Kotli Sattian) and 2017 (RBS Barkhan). After termination of these civil works contracts, 

the management was required to award the remaining civil work valuing Rs. 174.163 million at the risk 

and cost of the defaulting contractors which was not done. This resulted into non-recovery of risk & 

cost amount of Rs. 40.613 million. Thus due to extension of undue favour to the contractors by non-

recovery of risk & cost amount, the management sustained loss of Rs. 145.739 million (Rs. 174.163 

million -  

Rs. 28.424 million). Moreover the management did not provide documentary evidence regarding 

forfeiting 5% retention money and 10% performance bond.  

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that the contractor of PTV Multan could not complete the project in time 

and stopped the construction activity at sites. Amicable settlement as per clause of the tender documents 

was made. The contract of civil work of Kotli Sattian was awarded to M/s. Nefcom Construction 

Company which was terminated due to non-completion of project within given time limit. The contract 

was terminated and an amount of Rs. 1.380 million has been forfeited which was deposited on account 

of earnest money/retention money and performance bond. The case has been filed to recover the risk 

and cost amounting to Rs. 2.812 million through PTV legal department. The contract for remaining 

civil work of Kotli Sattian valuing Rs.24.098 million was awarded to Sher Bacha & Brother Shangla 

on July 02, 2021 which would be completed within current year. Similarly PTVC awarded contract of 

civil work of RBS Barkhan to M/s. ZS (Pvt.) Ltd. Islamabad which was not completed within stipulated 

time, due to slow progress and poor performance, the contract was terminated in January 2018, with the 

approval of competent authority. The amount deposited by the defaulting contractor on account of 

earnest/retention money and performance bond amounting to Rs. 1.229 million has been forfeited. The 

contract for remaining civil work has already been awarded and would be completed at the end of 

current financial year. 
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The reply was not convincing as the management was required to get the remaining work 

completed at the risk and cost of the defaulting contractors but risk and cost amount was not recovered 

which resulted in loss. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons for extension of undue favour to the defaulter 

contractor by non-deduction of LD and to fix responsibility thereof. 

Para-35 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.13 Irregular transfer of PSDP funds into PTV bank account -  

Rs. 75.563 million 

According to Revised Procedure for the operation of Assignment Account of Federal 

Government issued by the Controller General of Accounts, Islamabad vide letter No: 574/CGA/AC-

IV/I-I/2011 dated: June 20, 2012 and according to Revised Procedure for the operation of Assignment 

Account of Federal Government issued by the Finance Division (Budget Wing) vide OM No: F.2(2)-

BR-II/2008-295/2017 dated: June 16, 2017, the transfer of funds from the assignment account for 

deposit into chest or any bank account is completely forbidden. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the Government of Pakistan 

Finance Division provided PSDP funds of Rs. 238.249 million for the project titled, Multan PTV 

Project. The management incurred expenditure of Rs. 162.563 million out of the released funds on the 

project and transferred remaining amount of Rs. 75.563 million in to PTV’s bank account in violation 

of the Revised Procedure for the operation of Assignment Account issued by the Federal Government.  

The Secretary Information and Broadcasting while approving the lowest bid of M/s Hayat 

Brothers Construction Company for the award of remaining civil work valuing Rs. 108.592 million on 

August 20, 2010 directed the PTV management to inquire into the matter regarding transfer of PSDP 

Funds but no inquiry was made.  

Thus transfer of funds of Rs. 75.563 million from assignment account to PTV' own account 

was held irregular.  

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that the main purpose for transfer of funds from the assignment account 

to PTV account was to complete the civil work project timely and it was possible when we make 

payment to contractor timely. Further in the light of tender document clauses, PTV was bound to 

make/process the contractual payments within 30 days on receipt of bill ensuring awarded work would 

be completed within stipulated time and budget provision of approved PC-1 to avoid any complication 

and litigation. 

The reply was not convincing as the transfer of funds from the assignment account for deposit 

into chest or any bank account was completely forbidden according to Revised Procedure for the 

operation of Assignment Account of Federal Government June 16, 2017. Further, management has not 

intimated the reasons for not conducting inquiry as per orders of the Secretary Information and 

Broadcasting. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of irregular transfer of PSDP Funds to PTVC bank 

account besides reasons for not conducting inquiry as per orders of the administrative Secretary for 

fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-37 (PTVC, 2020-21) 
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10.2.4.14 Award of civil work contract of RBS Mian Channu without budget – Rs. 18.239 

million 

According to the Rule-5(b), of the Finance Division letter No: F. 3(2) Exp. III/2006 dated: 

September 13, 2006, Control Over Expenditure: The Principal Accounting Officer shall ensure that the 

funds allotted to a Ministry / Division, etc., are spent for the purpose for which these are allotted. The 

expenditure in excess of the amount of Grant or Appropriation as well as the expenditure not falling 

within the scope or intention of any Grant or Appropriation, unless regularized by a Supplementary 

Grant or a Technical Supplementary Grant, shall be treated unauthorized. The Principal Accounting 

Officer is responsible for any laxity in matters of control over expenditure including that on the part of 

subordinates. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that CDWP in its meeting held on 

May 21, 2005 approved the PC-I valuing Rs. 81.822 million of PSDP Project RBS Mian Channu 

Punjab. The management awarded the civil work contract to M/s Baz Muhammad Khan & Co at 

contract price of Rs. 30.663 million on November 04, 2008. The award of contract was made against 

budget provision of Rs. 15.397 million with a shortfall of 99.16% i.e. Rs. 15.267 million. Moreover, 

the management made payment of escalation bills of the contractor valuing Rs. 2.972 million (Rs. 1.972 

million + Rs.1.00 million) without any specific allocation of budget. This resulted into award of civil 

work contract without budget valuing Rs. 18.239 million (Rs. 15.267 million + Rs. 2.972 million). 

Audit was of the view that the management was required to start the development work after 

ensuring the availability of sufficient budget but contract was awarded and escalation bills were paid 

without budget which was held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that PTVC awarded the civil work contract to M/s. Baz Muhammad 

Khan & Company valuing Rs. 30.663 million as per guideline of Ministry of Planning Commission. At 

the time of awarding contract, the amount of civil work approved under head (building & consultancy) 

was Rs. 15.397 million. Later on it was approved for Rs. 43.134 million in revised PC-I. Therefore the 

short fall of Rs. 15.267 million pointed out in the Audit Para was not justified.  

The reply was not convincing as against approved PC-I cost of Rs. 81.822 million and 

contractor bid of Rs. 30.663 million, available budget was Rs. 15.397 million hence there was short fall 

of Rs. 15.267 million. The management has not intimated the detail of available budget of the project 

at the time of initiation of project. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons for the award of civil work contract without 

availability of budget for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-42 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.15 Non-payment of annual ground rent and lease extension charges – Rs. 31.872 

million 

Loss due to imposition of delay charges - Rs. 2.957 million 

According to Rule 5(5) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, to ensure compliance with the fundamental 

principles of probity and propriety. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that Capital Development 

Authority (CDA) allotted plot No: 02 & 03 measuring 31169.60 sq. yards (6.44 acres) in Sector F-5/1, 
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Islamabad for construction of PTV Headquarters building on 33 years lease in 1974 which was expired 

on April 19, 2007. 

After expiry the management was required to obtain NOC from Building Control Section 

(BCS), NOC Revenue from CDA but the management failed to make payment of annual ground rent 

(AGR) valuing Rs. 2.884 million for the period April 20, 1994 to April 19, 2007 against which CDA 

imposed delay charges of Rs. 2.957 million. Furthermore, the management was also required to make 

payment of lease extension charges valuing Rs. 28.987 million for 2nd term of lease starting from 

September 02, 2007 to September 01, 2040 but same was not paid which was held irregular. 

Audit was of the view that the management was required to make the payment of annual ground 

rent of Rs. 2.884 million for the period April 20, 1994 to April 19, 2007 timely but same was not paid 

which resulted in imposition of delay charges of Rs. 2.957 million. Furthermore, lease extension charges 

of  

Rs. 28.987 million were also not paid which was also held irregular.  

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that CDA served a notice to PTV on January 2020 for outstanding dues 

amounting to Rs. 50.773 million in respect of lease extension charges, + Annual Ground Rent + delay 

charges on AGR etc. In response, PTV asked CDA to provide bifurcation/formula of calculation of 

outstanding dues on February 13, 2020. The CDA served two notices letters dated October 15, 2021 

and January 27, 2021 amounting to Rs. 34.829 million of AGR, delay charges on AGR, and lease 

extension charges. The CDA was requested vide letter dated November 15, 2021 to waive off penalty 

on account of non-construction of buildings, as the buildings have already been constructed on the plots. 

Meanwhile competent authority has constituted committee on December 21, 2021 to finalize the matter 

with CDA for lease extension for a further period of 33 years which was in progress.  

The reply was not convincing as management was required to abide the bylaws of CDA and 

make payment of annual ground rent to avoid penalty but same were not followed which resulted in 

loss. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of non-payment of annual ground rent and lease 

extension charges which resulted in to imposition of delay charges for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-43 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.16 Inadmissible payment of remuneration for comparing - Rs. 3.262 million 

Non-recovery of inadmissible paid advance - Rs. 0.90 million 

According to Rule 5(5) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, to ensure compliance with the fundamental 

principles of probity and propriety, especially with respect to handling of public funds. 

According to the minutes of 216th meeting of PTVC Board of Directors dated: May 10, 2018, 

an Executive Director would not be paid anything extra for doing any program. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the management was making 

continuous payment of Rs. 150,000 per month as remuneration for comparing PTV Sports Game Show 

to Dr. Nauman Niaz Director Sports PTV in addition to his monthly remuneration as Director PTV 

Sports in violation of the above referred decision of the PTV Board of Directors. On December 30, 

2020 the management issued recovery order amounting to  
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Rs. 3.262 million but same was not recovered. In this way undue favour was extended to the officer 

concerned at the cost of PTV. 

Moreover the management also issued recovery orders of Rs. 540,000 from Mr. Osama Azhar 

Executive Organizer Sports and Rs. 360,000 from pension dues of retired Controller Finance (P&D) 

Mr. Sarwar Shahid on May 29, 2017 due to irregular grant of advance of Rs. 900,000 to Mr. Omer 

Saleem Anchor for recording of programme, “Hi Octane-Race De Celeb” without following the 

prescribed procedure. However no recovery was made from the officers concerned and undue favour 

was extended to them at the cost of the company. 

Thus, the company is expected to sustain loss of Rs. 4.162 million on account of non-recovery 

of inadmissible paid amounts for remuneration of comparing and advances. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that the services of Mr. Nauman Hamid Niaz was hired as Content Head 

(Sports)/Anchor Person/Compare/Host for PTV Programs vide an agreement dated January 25, 2012 

which was effective from December 07, 2011 @ Rs. 25,000 per program with minimum 12 programs 

per month for a period of 01 year. The Anchor resigned from the said post upon termination of the 

agreement w.e.f. August 07, 2012. The management re-engaged as Head of PTV Sports/Sr. Anchor at 

a remuneration of Rs. 400,000 per month w.e.f. January 01, 2012 as there was a dire need to continue 

hosting such a high profile program of PTV Sports “Game On Hai”, keeping in view his expertise and 

screen requirement the then Secretary Information, was not only the PTV Board Chairman and MD 

PTV as well granted special waiver to Dr. Nauman Hamid Niaz, Director Sports to screen appearance. 

Further, recovery of Rs. 540,000 from Mr. Osama Azhar and Rs. 360,000 from Mr. Sarwar Shahid was 

under investigation of Inquiry Committee. 

The reply was not convincing as the management was required to obtain approval of the Board 

of Directors for the re-engagement of Dr. Nauman Naiz at exorbitant salary of Rs. 400,000 but no 

approval was obtained which was held irregular. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of undue favour extended to the officers 

concerned by non-recovery of inadmissible paid amounts and to fix responsibility thereof. 

Para-44 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.17 Wasteful expenditure on hiring of professionals at special executive scales – Rs. 

136.752 million 

According to Clause-168 of the Companies Act 2017, the acts of a person acting as a director 

are valid notwithstanding that it is afterwards discovered that there was a defect in his appointment; or 

he was disqualified from holding office; or he had ceased to hold such office: Provided that, as soon as 

any such defect has come to notice, the director shall not exercise the right of his office till the defect 

has been removed. 

Supreme Court in its Order dated: July 14, 2018 directed National Accountability Bureau to 

inquire all the appointments of officers who are drawing monthly salaries of Rs.1.5 million or more and 

a copy be endorsed to auditor General of Pakistan. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the PTV Board in its 128th 

meeting held on October 22, 2018 accorded approval for the hiring of seven functional chief from the 

market without any advertisement at initial of the Special Executive Pay Scales @ Rs. 870,000 per 

month. The Board of Directors in a meeting directed the management to terminate the services of these 
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seven Chiefs and the same was done by management accordingly. Afterwards the management 

reinstated these contract employees upon advice of Ministry of Law & Parliamentary Affairs that in the 

light of the Islamabad High Court decision to dissolve the Board all the decisions became invalid and 

without jurisdiction. The advice of the Ministry of Law & Parliamentary Affairs was made against the 

provisions of Companies Act, 2017. 

Audit was of the view that the management was required to appoint these professionals after 

advertisement as per direction of the Supreme Court but no advertisement was made. Hence payments 

of Rs. 136.752 million on account of their pay and allowances was held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022 but no reply was submitted 

by the management till finalization of this report. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of appointment of these professional in violation 

of prescribed procedure as well as Supreme Court’s orders for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-46 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.18 Irregular and unadjusted expenditure on foreign visits without approval of 

administrative ministry and Finance Division -  

Rs. 16.391 million 

The Government of Pakistan Cabinet Division, Islamabad vide O.M. No. F-9-148/2002-Min 

dated February 19, 2003 prescribed the following procedure for visit abroad for official/officers 

working in autonomous bodies: 

i. In case of officer of BPS-20, and above the approval of the Minister In charge will be 

necessary with prior clearance by the Ministry of Finance. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management granted 

advances against TA/DA valuing Rs.16.391 million to its employees to accompany Prime Minister and 

President of Pakistan for official media coverage since 2018. The cases were forwarded to the Finance 

Division during 2018 but approval was still awaited despite lapse of three years. This resulted into 

irregular expenditure of Rs. 16.391 million on foreign visits by PTVC employees without approval of 

the administrative ministry and Finance Division. 

Audit was of the view that the management was required to get the approval of the 

administrative ministry with prior clearance by the Finance Division before travel but no approval was 

obtained from administrative ministry and Finance Division which resulted into irregular expenditure 

on foreign visits and non-adjustment of Rs. 16.391 million on account of advance TA/DA. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that as per practice, the amount was given to PTV Officials deputed for 

VIP Coverage abroad after nomination by President and Prime Minister Secretariats. After completion 

of tour, TV Officials submitted adjustment of expenditure which was communicated to Ministry of 

Information & Broadcasting, who afterwards issued financial approval. In respect of advances 

amounting to Rs.16.391 million the financial approval of Ministry was still awaited due to some 

unknown reasons, and the amount was still appearing in account code 32004002 “Advance against 

TA/DA”. 

The reply was not convincing as the management was unable to obtain financial approval of 

the administrative ministry/ Finance Division despite lapse of four years. 
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No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the matter for taking the tour without the approval of 

administrative ministry and Finance Division for fixing the responsibility thereof. 

Para-52 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.19 Irregular appointment of contract employees on bogus degrees –  

Rs. 184.227 million 

According to D.O No: 6(28)2011-DG-II dated: March 08, 2011, the Prime Minister has been 

pleased to direct that measures should be taken to authenticate degrees/ certificates of all Federal 

Government employees of the respective ministries/ divisions, their attached department, subordinate 

offices and autonomous bodies under their administrative control. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the management made 

appointment of 21 employees on contract basis during 2001, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012, 2013 and 

2016. On verification, their educational degrees were found bogus and their services were terminated 

during 2017 and 2018. 

This resulted into irregular appointment of employees on bogus degrees and payment of pay 

and allowances valuing Rs. 184.227 million. 

Audit was of the view that the management was required to get the degrees verified immediately 

after joining the services of PTVC but same was verified as late as two to nineteen years. The 

management was also required to file criminal cases against these employees but no case was filed 

against them. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that as per instructions of Government of Pakistan, PTVC started 

degree verification process of its employees in the year-2013, however, being a number of more 

4,000 employees, having different Universities & Educational Boards, financial constraints and 

delayed response from Universities/Boards, the said process remained very time consuming. The 

services of 27 employees was hired on contract basis by PTV during the period from 2001-2013 

and their services have been terminated after declaration of their certificates/degrees as bogus/fake 

and their cases have also been referred to Federal Investigation Agency for criminal proceedings 

and recovery of amount which was drawn in shape of salary and allowances amounting to Rs. 

44.001 million. 

The reply was not convincing as management took almost four years to get the educational 

degrees verified from respective universities/ boards which was bad HR management.  

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of non-verification of degrees just after joining 

the PTV service for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-54 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.20 Non-preparation of consolidated annual procurement plan of PTV 

Irregular procurement by splitting the demand – Rs. 7.245 million 

According to Rule-9 of the PPRs 2004, save as otherwise provided and subject to the regulation 

made by the Authority, with the prior approval of the Federal Government, a procuring agency shall 

announce in an appropriate manner all proposed procurements for each financial year and shall proceed 

accordingly without any splitting or regrouping of the procurements so planned. The annual 
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requirements thus determined would be advertised in advance on the Authority’s website as well as on 

the website of the procuring agency in case the procuring agency has its own website. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the management prepared and 

posted the annual procurement plan of Admn Department of PTV Headquarters Islamabad for the year 

2020-21 at its own website but procurement of goods and services valuing Rs. 7.245 million was made 

by splitting the procurement instead of centralized procurement.  

Moreover, no procurement plan of other departments of PTV Headquarters especially of 

Engineering Department who needed costly imported equipment was prepared and uploaded on PTV 

web site which was violation of the above referred rule. Furthermore, each department of PTV News, 

PTV Global, PTV World, PTV Academy & Sports, PTV Central Sales Office Karachi, PTV Center 

Karachi, PTV Center Lahore, PTV Center Peshawar, PTV Center, Quetta, PTV Center AJK 

Muzaffarabad were also making individual purchases instead of centralized procurement at PTV 

Headquarters which was held irregular. 

Audit was of the view that the management was required to prepare consolidated Annual 

Procurement Plan of PTVC and make centralized procurement for better competitive rates but no 

consolidated Annual Procurement Plan of PTVC was made which was violation of the above referred 

rule. Furthermore, each department of PTV cost centers was making procurement individually in 

violation of the provisions of the PPRs 2004 which was held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that PTV has already adopted centralized procurement system for the 

purchase of all capital items whereas budget for building maintenance, stationery & miscellaneous items 

was being maintained at local level. Hence, nominal budget was allocated to all centers to full-fill their 

day to day exigency of requirement. 

The reply was not convincing as during audit management informed that each department of 

PTV headquarters and each channel make separate procurement and no centralized procurement plan 

was prepared or approved by management. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to explain the reasons for the procurement of goods and services by splitting 

the demand for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-55 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.21 Irregular grant of Special House Rent Allowance @ 70% of the running basic 

to officers – Rs.23.010 million 

According to Rule 5(5) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, to ensure compliance with the fundamental 

principles of probity and propriety, especially with respect to handling of public funds. Moreover as per 

Rule 4.10 of PTV Employees Service Rules, House Rent Allowance @ 50% of progressive basic pay 

is admissible to PTV employees.  

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the management granted 

Special House Rent Allowance @ 70% of running basic pay to the four Directors which was 

discriminatory and unjustified as other employees were receiving House Rent Allowance @ 50% of 

their running basic pay. This resulted into irregular grant of Special House Rent Allowance @ 70% to 

the concerned officers valuing Rs. 23.010 million. 
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Audit was of the view that the management was required grant House Rent Allowance @50% 

as allowed to the other employees of the PTVC but discriminatory treatment was given to above officers 

in violation of the PTV Employees Service Rules. 

 The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its 

reply dated February 03, 2022 stated that PTV BOD who was competent authority for framing rules, 

approved revision/increase of House Rent Allowance facility for the whole time working Directors from 

60% to 70% of progressive basic pay scale in its 202nd meeting held on July 04, 2013. 

The reply was not convincing as these whole time working directors were already drawing 

highest salary range hence grant of additional benefit of house rent allowance @ 70% of progressive 

basic pay scale was not justified. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons for the grant of Special House Rent 

Allowance@70% of the running basic in violation of rules for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-58 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.22 Irregular appointment of anchor persons and cable man at PTV news 

Islamabad – Rs. 59.485 million 

According to the Judgment of Supreme Court of Pakistan, we consider it appropriate to make 

reference of the case titled as Abdul Jabbar Memon (1996 SCMR 1349) wherein it has been observed 

that the Federal Government, Provincial Governments, Statutory Bodies and the Public Authorities have 

been making initial recruitments, both ad-hoc and regular, to posts and offices without publicly and 

properly advertising the vacancies and at times by converting ad-hoc appointments into regular 

appointments. It was held that this practice is prima facie violation of Fundamental Right enshrined in 

Article 18 of the Constitution guaranteeing to every citizen freedom of profession, which must be 

discontinued forthwith and immediate steps should be taken to rectify the situation, so as to bring the 

practice in accord with the Constitutional requirement. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the management made contract 

appointment of 11 anchors and cable man. 

However it was observed from record that these appointments were made without 

advertisement in violation of the existing rules. 

Thus appointment of anchors and cable man made in violation of rules was held irregular and 

payment of pay and allowances valuing Rs. 59.485 million was also held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that in the light of PTV Service Rules Clause-6.04 (i) and criteria laid 

down by PTV Board of Directors in 184th meeting held on April 23, 2009 a data base was maintained 

by PTVC. To further strengthen the data base, advertisements were placed on PTV website and 

newspapers. As such, PTVC invited applications from eligible candidates for its different fields through 

advertisement published on September 19, 2019. 

The reply was not convincing as the management was requested to provide the advertisement 

against these recruitments but no advertisement was shared with audit. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons for irregular appointment without advertisement 

in violation of rules for fixing responsibility thereof. 
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Para-60 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.23 Loss due to less increase in annual rent of various RBS -  

Rs. 8.28 million 

According to Law and Justice Commission of Pakistan Rent Restriction Laws Section 8 A (e) 

with regards to Immovable Properties (Houses and Shops), which are exclusively meant for being rented 

out and are actually on rent for a long time, there should be a provision for an automatic increase in 

their rent, proportionate to the rise in prices and the cost of living. It is suggested that an increase of 

10% in the case of houses and 15% in case of shops and business premises should automatically be 

allowed after every three years or so. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management made an 

agreement with M/s Telenor Pakistan (Pvt.) Limited for a period of 11 years for installation of the BTS 

and associated equipment at RBS Murree, Muzaffarabad on October 10, 2017 @ Rs. 2.225 million per 

year and RBS Besham on January 01, 2018 @ Rs 1.382 million. 

As per agreement the annual rent was to be frozen for first 03 years and rent was to be increased 

@ 5% from 4th year. However, as per above referred Rent Restriction Laws, increase in annual rent 

should be 15% instead of 5%. This resulted into loss of Rs. 8.286 million. 

Audit was of the view that the management was required to make agreement on annual rent 

increase of 15% per year as per Rent Restriction Law but only 5% increase was agreed which resulted 

in to loss to the Corporation to the stated extent. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that it was worldwide trend that telecom operators share their 

infrastructure to save expenses. Similarly,  

M/s Telenor Pakistan (Pvt.) Ltd preferred PTVC for using its infrastructure. The agreement in this 

regard was finalized after consultation of all stake holders i.e. Finance and Legal Department and 

approval from competent authority. The agreement was executed in good faith to safeguard PTV’s 

financial interest and it was feared that telecom company M/s Telenor Pakistan (Pvt.) Ltd. would 

surrender the agreement and avail facility from other telecom companies at lower rates. However 

keeping in view the prevailing rental rules and practice the agreement with M/s. Telenor Pakistan 

Limited has been revised by increasing annual rental charges to 15%. 

The reply was not convincing, despite acceptance of the fact that management increased less 

rent and new rent agreements were concluded by increasing rent @ 15%, no responsibility was fixed 

for the loss which was held irregular. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter of inclusion of provision in the agreement for less 

increase in rent which resulted into the loss to the Corporation for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-61 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.24 Non-recovery of TV license fee from K Electric – Rs. 1,163.189 million 

Un-justified payment of additional TV license fee collection charges – Rs. 

1,067,038 million 

According to Ministry of Water & Power Notification dated: May 16, 2016 the service fee 

collected by Electric Distribution Companies on the collection of TV License Fee from electricity bills 

is reduced to Rs.1 from Rs.5 per paid bill with effect from April 01, 2016. 
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During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 1,163.189 

million of TV License Fee was receivable from  

M/s K Electric during the year under review. 

Further scrutiny of agreement dated: May 24, 2008, between  

M/s K-Electric, Karachi & PTV regarding collection of TV License Fee from electricity consumers, it 

revealed that there was no period or date fixed in the agreement which bound M/s K-Electric to transfer 

collected TV license fee and M/s K-Electric was at liberty to transfer or retain the collected TV license 

fee for an indefinite period which resulted into non-recovery of fee. 

Furthermore, the management received Rs. 1,067.038 million as TV License Fee collected by 

M/s K-Electric but the company also deducted Rs. 5 per bill as electricity bill collection charges as per 

terms of agreement. This provision was against the directions of Ministry of Water & Power 

Notification dated: May 16, 2016 and normal practice being followed by other companies which were 

receiving Rs.1 per bill as collection charges. The management did not provide the detail of additional 

paid amount on account of service charges to K-Electric.  

Thus due to inclusion of less favourable provisions in the agreement, huge amount of Rs. 

1,163.189 million was still recoverable from K-Electric and Corporation was put to loss on account of 

payment of additional collection charges.  

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that total amount of receivables from M/s. K-Electric was Rs. 1,079.663 

million instead of  

Rs. 1,163.189 million because JV No. 32 dated August 18, 2020 amounting to  

Rs. 83.526 million has been incorporated by the Auditors twice. Further out of  

Rs. 1,079.663 million an amount of Rs. 997.372 million has been recovered till June 30, 2021 leaving 

recoverable balance of Rs. 82.290 million. As far as the reduction of service fee from Rs. 5 to Rs. 1 is 

concerned, we have made chain of correspondence with K-E Authorities and matter was also taken upto 

Minister's level. We have also approached the NEPRA, they have also directed K-E to reduce the service 

fee from Rs.5 to Rs.1 but unfortunately no positive response has so far been received from K-Electric. 

The reply was not convincing as the management itself provided the figure of receivable 

amount of Rs. 1,163.189 million from K-Electric during audit. Furthermore, no documentary evidence 

regarding receipt of Rs. 997.372 million was provided with reply. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends toinvestigate the reasons for inclusion of unfavourable terms in the 

agreement by PTV for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-64 (PTVC, 2020-21) 
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10.2.4.25 Huge receivables in the categories of barter, litigation, arbitration and dormant 

agencies – Rs. 913.396 million 

According to Rule 5(5) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, to ensure compliance with the fundamental 

principles of probity and propriety. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 913.396 

million was receivable from various categories of defaulters of the corporation as detailed below: 

S. No. Category Amount outstanding (Rs.) 

1.  Barter 94,059,038 

2.  Litigation 84,015,936 

3.  Arbitration 141,136,846 

4.  Dormant agencies 594,184,127 

 Total  913,395,947 

Audit is of the view that the management was required to make efforts for early recovery of 

above long outstanding amounts but serious efforts were not made due to which same were outstanding 

for the last so many years. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that cases in the courts were vigorously pursued through counsels. 

Further, the matter regarding recovery of outstanding amount form dormant agencies has been referred 

to Federal Investigation Agency vide letter dated October 01, 2021 and instructions have been issued 

to the concerned for continuous pursuance in the matter regarding recovery from dormant agencies vide 

letter dated September 02, 2021, update of which would be shared with Audit authority in due course 

of time. The receivables against barter agreement Rs. 94.059 million have been booked in contradiction 

to the clause of barter agreement. Departmental enquiry regarding the same has been initiated and 

concluded. The implementation on the finding and recommendation of the enquiry committee was 

under process. 

The reply was not convincing as the management remained silent on these matters and taken 

action only after pointing out by audit which was weak financial management. Furthermore, results of 

departmental inquiry were not shared with audit. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to explain the reasons for non-recovery of huge amount for the last so many 

years for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-65 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.26 Irregular sub-letting of civil work contracts of Neelam Valley RBS – Rs. 55.620 

million 

According to the Clause-ii of the contract agreement with M/s Intercity (Pvt.) Ltd and PTV 

dated: June 25, 2009 the contractor, at his own proper cost and expenses shall do all work and furnish 

all labour, materials, supplies, water & power tools, machinery equipment and constructional plant that 

may be necessary for the construction of the works. 
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During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that management awarded civil 

work contracts valuing Rs. 55.620 million of RBS Neelam Valley RBS Dudnial, Kharan, Kel, to M/s 

Intercity (Pvt.) Ltd. 

However it was observed that the contractor sublet these civil works to another contractor in 

violation of the above referred clause of the contract agreement. 

Furthermore, M/s Intercity (Pvt.) Ltd also submitted fake certificate of registration with 

Pakistan Engineering Counsel. This resulted into irregular sub-letting of civil work contracts of three 

RBSs valuing Rs. 55.620 million. 

Audit was of the view that the management was required to be vigilant after award of civil work 

contracts in sensitive areas of AJK but no attention was paid which resulted into sub-letting of civil 

work contracts. Furthermore, the management was also required to check the PEC Certificate of the 

civil work contractor before award of civil work but same was not checked thus award of work worth 

Rs. 55.620 million was held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that contracts of RBSs-Karan, Dhudhnial & Kel (Neelam Valley) 

valuing Rs. 55.620 million were awarded to M/s. Intercity Private Limited, Muzaffarabad after 

completing all codal formalities. Later on, Mr. Muzzamil Hussain, Project Manager of M/s. Intercity 

Private Limited, lodged complaint in FIA against contractor. FIA started inquiry on the matter and order 

to stop the construction activities at sites. During Inquiry the Ex-PTV employees lodged an appeal in 

Honorable High Court, Islamabad. Honorable High Court, Islamabad verdict that “Unicon and its 

Directors were solely responsible for prequalification of all the contractors, including M/s Intercity, 

who in connivance with Unicon has submitted a fake and fictitious certificate of PEC and has also 

submitted the fake scrutiny report, as a result of the fraud committed by the Unicon and M/s Intercity, 

and on receipt of decision of Honorable High Court, Islamabad, case was processed for termination of 

contracts awarded to M/s. Intercity Private Limited, Muzaffarabad which was approved by Competent 

Authority during October, 2017. Meanwhile, contractor obtained stay order against termination on 

October 25, 2017 and case was in court and was last heard on November 22, 2021 and next date of 

hearing was March 31, 2022. Further PTVC had also filed a case for recovery of Rs. 117.580 million 

against defaulter contractors M/s Intercity Pvt. Limited Muzaffarabad and next date of hearing was 

February 22, 2022. 

The reply was not convincing as the contracts were awarded to  

M/s Intercity Private Limited on incorrect technical evaluation. Furthermore, no supervision of 

respective works was carried out by Project Department which resulted in litigation.  

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons for sub-letting of civil work contracts by M/s 

Intercity (Pvt.) Ltd and award of work on fake PEC certificate for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-66 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.27 Huge losses due to non-arranging insurance cover of sports events – Rs. 1,245.00 

million 

According to Rule 5(5) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, to ensure compliance with the fundamental 

principles of probity and propriety. Moreover as per Section 10 of National Insurance Corporation Act 

1976, all insurance business relating to any public property or to any risk or liability appertaining to any 

public property shall be placed with the Corporation and with no other insurer.  
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During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management sustained 

loss of Rs. 1,245.00 million during 2018-19 due to non-arranging insurance cover of the sports events 

telecasted. 

In Audit Committee meeting dated December 17, 2019 Joint Secretary  

M/o Finance stated that management should stop procurement of loss making sports events and prepare 

proposals to telecast sports events in collaboration with private channels to avoid further losses. 

Furthermore, the Chief Commercial Officer deliberated that since very beginning, PTV procure sports 

rights but not a single event has been insured resulting in considerable losses during various cricket 

events due to unpredicted circumstances. 

Audit was of the view that the Board of Directors was required to direct the management to 

arrange insurance cover of all the sports events telecasted on PTV from NIC to minimize the risk of 

unpredicted situations and exchange rate fluctuation resulted into loss but no decision was made 

Thus, PTV was put to loss of Rs. 1,245.00 million during 2018-19 due to non-arranging 

insurance cover of the sports events.  

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that insuring the cricket content was quite complicated as content was 

only insured off-shore and most of the top companies do not insure matches due to droppages or early 

finishes rather they offer on acquisition cost. Therefore, insurance coverage for sports events was not 

feasible keeping in view cost benefit analysis. 

The reply was not convincing as the management was unable to comply the direction of Joint 

Secretary M/o Finance dated December 17, 2019. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to explain the reasons for not arranging insurance cover of all the sports 

events telecasted on PTV to minimize the loss due to exchange rate fluctuation and late payments for 

fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-67 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.28 Difference in certain head of accounts of Financial Statements and subsidiary 

record – Rs. 537.279 million 

According to Rule 5(5) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, to ensure compliance with the fundamental 

principles of probity and propriety. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the Auditors M/s Grant 

Thornton Chartered Accountants during Special Audit of PTVC for the year 2017-18 observed that 

there was a difference of Rs. 537.279 million between receivable amount as per Financial Statements 

and Subsidiary Record/ confirmation by respective parties.  

Audit was of the view that the respective departments of PTVC were required to reconcile the 

receivable figures but lack of coordination between PTV Central Sales Office Karachi and Finance 

Department PTV Headquarters Islamabad resulted into above differences which could not be settled till 

date thus held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that as per their record the difference was Rs. 25.359 million (Rs. 

2,848,850,272 – Rs. 2,873,808,996) which was due to the effects of adjusting entries taken/considered 
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during finalization of accounts and by that time these entries were not taken/updated in the subsidiary 

record. They update record/books as and when the adjusted trial balance received from Head Office, 

Islamabad.  

The reply was not convincing as chartered accountants observed theses discrepancies during 

special audit and management neither shared the reply to the specific observation of special audit nor 

provided reconciliation of the figure of special audit. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to explain the reasons for non-reconciliation of subsidiary accounts record 

and with related parties for fixing responsibility. 

Para-69 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.29 Extra recurring financial burden due to irregular grant and continuation of 

acting charge – Rs. 4.438 million 

According to Establishment Division O.M. No 1/21/76-AR-I/R-II dated April 6, 1987, the 

current charge arrangement is made as a temporary measure pending appointment of a person to the 

post on a regular basis. It is expected that case for regular appointment will be simultaneously initiated 

and finalized within the period of 6 months which is considered sufficient for the purpose. Normally, 

therefore, there should be no occasion for extending current charge arrangement beyond 6 months. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the Board of Directors decided 

to grant two years (730 days) LPR instead of one year (365 days) to 348 employees of the Corporation 

despite the fact that due to severe financial crunch an amount of Rs. 2,042 million of commutation was 

payable by PTV to 423 retired employees who retired between April 24, 2014 to July 2019. 

Furthermore, PTV was also not making payment of its contribution into PTV Employees 

Pension Fund which has been accumulated to the tune of Rs. 12.00 billion. After proceeding of above 

employees on extra ordinary LPR, the management granted acting charge to the junior officer/ officials 

to serve in officiating capacity. This resulted into extra recurring financial burden of  

Rs. 4.438 million (PTV Headquarters only) on the Corporation. Furthermore, in the most of above cases 

officers were serving on acting charge basis beyond the prescribed period of six months which was held 

irregular. 

Thus, due to grant of two years LPR to 348 employees in violation of rules, and grant of acting 

charge to junior officers / officials, Corporation was put to sustain extra financial burden of Rs. 4.438 

million.   

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that officiating arrangements have been made with the approval of the 

competent authority in accordance with Clause-7.11, 7.12 & 7.13 of PTV Service Rules to run day to day 

affairs of the corporation. There was no restriction of specific period in PTV Service Rules as such no 

violation has been committed by the management. Hence any facility or incentive allowed to PTV 

employees was awarded through the approval of the Managing Director, who was the competent authority 

for implementation of PTV Service Rules. 

The reply was not convincing as the corporation cannot make rules in violation of the instructions 

of the Establishment Division. Furthermore, scheme of 730 days LPR also requires approval of the 

establishment division but no approval was obtained which was held irregular. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  
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Audit recommends to explain the reasons for grant of two years LPR in violation of rules and 

promotion of officers/ officials on acting charge basis for fixing responsibility. 

Para-74 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.30 Irregular obtaining of running finance facility from commercial banks – Rs. 

5,512.073 million 

According to Rule 5(5) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, to ensure compliance with the fundamental 

principles of probity and propriety. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management obtained 

interest rates from M/s HBL and M/s MCB and submitted the case to Audit Committee and Board of 

Directors who granted approval for obtaining Running Finance Facility. 

Likewise, state owned PASSCO also obtain cash credit finance from consortium of banks 

including ABL, HBL, UBL, MCB and NBP and other leading commercial bank through competitive 

rates but in case of PTV no competitive rates were obtained which resulted into irregular obtaining of 

Running Finance Facility valuing Rs. 5,512.073 million. 

Audit was of the view that the management was required to obtain most competitive rates from 

all leading commercial banks but they obtained rates from M/s HBL and M/s MCB only without any 

competition which resulted into irregular obtaining cash credit finance valuing Rs. 5,512.073 million. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that PTV was maintaining its accounts in M/s. HBL since its 

establishment. However with the opening of new branch of M/s. AKBL at PTV PTV-HQrs. PTV has 

shifted its some accounts in M/s. AKBL. However PTV has obtained Running Finance Facility of 

Rs.300 million from M/s. HBL & Rs.350 million from M/s. Askari Bank at mark-up rate of KIBOR + 

0.40 %. PTV was not in position to obtain Running Finance Facility from other commercial banks 

because banks demand certain financial securities and full filling other procedural formalities before 

sanctioning running finance facility.  

The reply was not convincing as the management was required to obtain competitive rates from 

leading commercial banks and then ask HBL and AKBL to match the highest rates but no such activity 

was performed which resulted in irregular running finance facility. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to explain the reasons for the irregular obtaining of cash credit finance from 

M/s HBL and M/s MCB for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-75 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.31 Loss due to creation of huge pension liabilities in excess of the fair value of PTV 

assets – Rs. 12.50 billion 

According to Rule 5(5) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, to ensure compliance with the fundamental 

principles of probity and propriety. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the Board in its 239th meeting 

held on August 11, 2020 was told that present value of obligation (pension liability) as at year ended 

June 30, 2019 amounts to Rs. 12.50 billion against fair value of assets of Rs. 52.433 million which was 

in excess of  
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Rs. 12.50 billion. This casts significant doubt about the entity’s ability to pay off the excess liability. 

This resulted into creation of excess pension liability of  

Rs. 12.50 billion. 

Audit was of the view that the PTV Board of Directors /management was required to make 

repayment plan of the huge pension liability but management was maintaining un-funded pension 

scheme and not making contribution into PTV Pension Fund and also not making the full payment of 

commutation to its employees which resulted into huge pension liabilities of Rs. 12.50 billion. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that the pension liability of Rs. 12.50 billion was incorporated in the 

year 2015 upon instructions of Statutory Auditors on account of actuarial valuation.  

The reply was not convincing as the management was also required to payment plan of the 

subject liability but no such plan was approved by the management. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to explain the reasons for the accumulation of huge pension liability for 

fixing responsibility. 

Para-78 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.32 Irregular grant of honorarium to ineligible PTV employees -  

Rs. 18.070 million 

According to policy decision of the Managing Director PTV on August 2015 duly endorsed by 

Chairman PTVC and Federal Minister for I&B, if any public office holder want to grant honoraria then 

the same must be done from their own budget as PTV will not be bound to fund such gestures. 

Furthermore, as per direction of the Secretary Standing Committee dated November 24, 2020, all 

genuine and rightful employees of PTV who worked for budget session 2018-19 & 2019-20 may be 

given honoraria forthwith and payment of honoraria to the rest of employee may follow. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management moved a 

summery to the Prime Minister for the grant of honorarium equal to 05 & 03 month salary announced 

by the Federal Minister of Finance to all employees who performed duties in the Parliament House 

during budget session 2018-19 & 2019-20 on July 22, 2019. After approval of the summary 

management requested the Ministry of I&B for provision of funds in this regard. The ministry informed 

that Finance Division has regretted the request of PTV.  

The Standing Committee of I&B provided list of 12 PTV employees each for session 2018-19 

& 2019-20 but management made payment of honoraria valuing Rs.18.070 million to 61 employees for 

2018-19 and 55 employees for 2019-20 along with seven staff members of minister’s office.  

Thus, PTV management paid irregular payment of honoraria amounting to Rs.18.070 million 

to ineligible employees in violation of the Standing Committee’s directives. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that no payment has been made to any ineligible employee of PTVC in 

compliance with the honorarium announced by the Federal Minister for Finance for the budget sessions 

2018-19 & 2019-20, as all the employees were duly verified by the concerned Head of Division/department. 

It was further stated that 12 to 15 employees were also included in the main list/chart prepared by the Audit 

Team in the subject para, therefore, they have also got this due payment of honorarium along with other 

PTV employees whose names have been verified by their concerned department. In the light of 
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recommendations of Board of Directors in its 248th meeting held on June 24, 2021. The competent 

Authority has approved honorarium for the budget session 2018-19 and 2019-20. 

The reply was not convincing as only 12 employees were recommended by Standing Committee 

of I&B. Hence payment of honorarium to 61 employees for 2018-19 and 55 employees for 2019-20 

was held irregular. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to explain the reasons for the payment of honoraria to ineligible PTV 

employees instead of 12 employees recommended by Standing Committee for fixing responsibility. 

Para-79 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.33 Irregular hiring the services of Regional Sales Manager on invalid degree – Rs. 

4.950 million 

According to appointment letter bearing No: HP/107/152-B/11916 dated: December 28, 2019, 

issued to Mr. Rizwan Malik for the post of Regional Sales Manager, verification of his degrees / 

educational documents was mandatory from the concerned board / institute/ university within one 

month of his joining. In case of non-compliance, his services will be terminated automatically without 

any notice. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the management hired the 

services of Mr. Rizwan Malik as Regional Sales Manager at monthly salary of Rs. 275,000 per month 

for one year contract w.e.f December 28, 2018. An amount of Rs. 4.950 million was paid to officer on 

account of salary for the period December 28, 2018 to August 17, 2020. 

On August 17, 2020 the management terminated his services due to the reasons that his BBA 

and MBA degrees were sent for verification to HEC but HEC responded on October 16, 2019 that 

Premier College of Business Administration & Economics, Lahore was not recognized by HEC. This 

shows that the management released salary to the officer concerned for 10 months despite confirmation 

from HEC that his degree was not valid. In this way undue favour was extended to the officer concerned. 

This resulted into irregular appointment of Mr. Rizwan Malik Regional Sales Manager and 

payment of pay and allowances valuing Rs. 4.950 million  

(Rs. 275,000 x 19 months 20 days). 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that Mr. Rizwan Malik was appointed w.e.f. December 28, 2018 as 

Regional Sales Manager with the approval of competent authority, in accordance with the PTV’s policy 

as approved by PTV’s BOD in its 184th meeting. He joined his duties w.e.f. June 01, 2019. The Bachelor 

& Master degrees were sent to HEC, Islamabad in January-2019 for confirmation, in response, Assistant 

Director, Accreditation & Attestation confirmed that the said institute was not recognized, therefore, 

the transcripts / degrees issued by the said college did not verify/attested by HEC.  

In view of the report, his salary was seized and a case regarding disciplinary proceedings was 

initiated which took at-least one year due to completion of procedural requirements, and finally 

approved by the competent authority wherein his services were terminated w.e.f. August 17, 2020. 

Meanwhile, the incumbent also filled a civil suit No.22432/14 against HEC & Premier College which 

was still pending before court of law. Later on the incumbent requested for release of pending dues 

from June-2019 to August-2020, and on the recommendation of PTV Legal Advisor, his salary was 

released on basis of services rendered during the period. 
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The reply was not convincing the management was required to get the educational degrees of 

the new inductees verified soon after joining the duty but late action was taken which resulted in 

irregular payment of pay and allowances valuing Rs. 4.950 million. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons for the irregular appointment of Regional Sales 

Manager on invalid degree and release of salary for ten months even after confirmation of invalidity of 

degree, for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-81 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.34 Irregular release of 100% share of PCB without 100% receipt of advertising 

income – Rs. 107.789 million 

Non-recovery of advertising income – Rs.17.059 million 

According to clause-10.4 of the agreement for space licensing on satellite beam (Pakistan 

Territory only) between PCB and PTV dated: September 16, 2020, on the next working day after the 

transmission of the relevant PCB content, either party’s share under clause-9.1 from such gross sales as 

received shall be transferred to their designated bank accounts. For any payments received after the 

transmission of the PCB content, the parties’ share of such payments shall be transferred to the 

respective designated accounts on the next working day. Furthermore, as per clause-10.3 of the 

agreement dated: September 16, 2020, a designated account being an escrow account as defined supra 

shall be opened and maintained by PCB wherein all payments from the sale of commercial air time 

shall be deposited. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the PCB did not open and 

maintain an Escrow Accounts for the collection of advertising income and release of the PTV share. 

The PTV management opened a collection accounts for deposit of receipts from the advertisers.  

An amount of Rs. 170.401 million received to PTV out of total sale income of Rs. 187.460 

million. PTV made payment of 100% share of the PCB i.e.  

Rs. 107.789 million against 57.5% share as per agreement i.e. Rs. 97.981 million from total income of 

Rs. 187.460 million. Thus, 100% share was transferred without receipt of 100% advertising income in 

violation of the above referred clause of the agreement as an amount of Rs. 17.059 million was still 

recoverable from the advertisers.  

Audit was of the view that the management was required to ask the PCB to open an Escrow 

Accounts under the provisions of the agreement but same was not opened. Furthermore, PTV released 

100% share of PCB in violation of the above referred agreement instead of release of proportionate 

share of PCB from the received advertising income. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that as per agreement clause 10.3, an escrow account was to be opened 

for receipt of income of PCB events where from respective shares of PCB and PTV was to be transferred 

to their designated account. But due to completion of procedural formalities the said account was not 

opened in time and financial year of advertising companies was going to be closed therefore PTV was 

compelled to offer its own account for receipts of income of three PCB events. The agreement income 

generated through airing of PCB events was required to be distributed between the parties. Therefore, 

PTVC had released 57.50% share of PCB against total income generated Rs. 187.456 million however, 

it was pertinent to mention here that we have ongoing business with PCB and an amount of 

approximately Rs. 50 million related to PCB was at our end that was still to be paid after recovery from 

the market.  
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The reply was not convincing as the management was required to release the share of PCB after 

receipt of income in the collection account but 100% share was released from own sources which was 

held irregular. Furthermore, PCB has not opened escrow account which was held irregular. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons for the release of 100% share of PCB despite 

recoverable amount of Rs. 17.059 million from the advertisers for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-83 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.35 Non-deduction of FED and income tax from the income share of PCB – Rs. 

19.402 million 

According to sub-section-2 of Section-49 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2010, Exemption under 

this section shall not be available in the case of Corporation, Company, a regulatory authority, a 

development authority, other body or institution established by or under a Federal law or a Provincial 

law or an existing law or a Corporation, Company, a regulatory authority, a development authority or 

other body or institution set up, owned and controlled, either directly or indirectly, by the Federal 

Government or a Provincial Government, regardless of the ultimate destination of such income as laid 

down in Article 165A of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the management made payment 

of 100% share of the Pakistan Cricket Board (PCB) (57.5%) i.e. Rs. 107.789 million from the total 

advertising income of Rs. 187.460 million during July 13, 2021 to September 15, 2021. 

However deduction of FED @ 10% and Withholding Tax @ 8% valuing Rs. 19.402 million 

was not made from the payments made to the PCB in violation of the above referred section of the 

Income Tax Ordinance 2010. 

Audit was of the view that the management was required to deduct FED and Withholding Tax 

at prescribed rates as per applicable law but the same was not deducted on production of indemnity 

certificate.  

Thus, PTV management put the Government exchequer to loss of  

Rs. 19.402 million on account of non-deduction of FED and withholding tax. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that PTVC has deducted an amount of Rs.19.402 million of FED and 

Income Tax on M/s. PCB’s share which was objected by M/s. PCB, they demanded full payment 

without deduction of taxes. Number of meetings were held between tax consultants of both the parties 

and it was decided that M/s. PCB will provide Indemnity Certificate against any and all claims arising 

from PCB’s non-compliance of applicable laws relating to any tax, duty or other fiscal impositions. Our 

Tax consultant M/s. KPMG also acknowledge/endorsed the same. Therefore PTVC has released an 

amount of Rs. 19.402 million. 

The reply was not convincing as the arrangement of refund of FED and Income Tax to PCB on 

Indemnity Certificate was not a legal course of action under the rules. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of non-deduction of FED and Withholding Tax 

for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-84 (PTVC, 2020-21) 
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10.2.4.36 Loss due to non-recovery of the missing items during physical verification – Rs. 

7.722 million 

According to Rule-161 of the General Financial Rules, in making a physical verification the 

following instructions should invariably be observed:-  

i) Verification must always be made in the presence of the officer responsible for the 

custody of the stores or of a responsible person deputed by him ;  

ii) all discrepancies noticed should be brought to account immediately, so that the stores 

account may represent the true state of the stores ;and  

iii) Shortages and damages, as well as unserviceable stores, should be reported immediately 

to the authority competent to write off the loss. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management made 

physical verification of assets during 2020-21 and certain items valuing Rs. 7.722 million were found 

short. 

The management was required to conduct inquiry for fixing responsibility of short items and 

making recovery there against which was not done. 

Thus due to non-recovery of missing items, Corporation was put to loss of Rs. 7.722 million. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that the items pointed out by the Auditors being missing items during 

physical verification for the year 2020-21 were either transferred to other PTV Centers/Offices on 

temporarily basis/loan basis or permanent basis through issuance of SIRs and debit notes. 

The reply was not convincing as the same fact was not pointed out by physical verification 

teams of PTV and respective management which was held irregular. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of missing items beside reasons for non-

conducting of inquiry in the case for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-86 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.37 Loss due to acquisition of loss making sports events – Rs. 127.412 million 

According to Rule 5(5) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, to ensure compliance with the fundamental 

principles of probity and propriety. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21 it was observed that the management acquired the 

media rights of the certain sports events during the period from 2019 to 2021 and incurred an 

expenditure of US $ 9,965.610 million for acquisition of media rights. 

However it was observed that PTV sustained loss of Rs. 127.412 million due to receiving very 

low advertising income from these events. The exact amount of advertising income received from these 

events was requested from the management but the same was not provided. 

Thus due to acquisition of sports events without analyzing its rating resulted into loss of Rs. 

127.412 million. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that to full fill PTV screen requirements, the events were procured. In 
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order to assess its viability opportunity cost of regular program cost was also considered which has been 

ignored by audit. Further-more, these were procured to complement other live sporting events. 

Therefore, profit & loss of an individual event was not the key to decision but the overall profit of 

combined events reflected in our profit & loss statement showed overall performance. The non-viable 

events do at value to our combo/bouquet of events which results in overall profitability/rating. 

The reply was not convincing as management was required to comply the direction of Joint 

Secretary M/o Finance dated December 17, 2019 expressed in Audit Committee meeting that 

management should stop procurement of loss making sports events and prepare proposals to telecast 

sports events in collaboration with private channels to avoid further losses. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons for acquisition of sports events without assessing 

its rating resulting loss to the Corporation for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-88 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.38 Non-recovery of outstanding income from advertising agencies -  

Rs. 471.013 million 

According to Rule 5(5) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, to ensure compliance with the fundamental 

principles of probity and propriety. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management purchased 

various dramas of private production valuing Rs. 74.075 million and earned income of Rs. 1,211.737 

million. 

Out of total income of Rs. 1,211.737 million, only Rs. 740.724 million was recovered and Rs. 

471.013 million were still outstanding. The management also purchased a programme “Aslam ka gaon” 

costing Rs. 600,000 per episode. Six episodes were aired and management earned Rs. 3.15 million as 

income without recovery. 

Thus, due to non-recovery of advertising income from the advertisers, Corporation is expected 

to sustain loss to the extent of Rs. 431.013 million. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that Central Sales Office, Karachi was continuously pursuing the 

recoveries of outstanding payments from Advertising Agencies. An amount of Rs.471.013 million was 

recoverable as on June 30, 2021 against various agencies against which an amount of Rs. 193.517 

million has been recovered upto December 31, 2021. 

The reply was not convincing as the management not provided the documentary evidence 

regarding recovery of Rs.193.517 million till December 31, 2021. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reason for non-recovery of income from advertisers and 

provide the detail along with copy of the agreement with advertisers for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-90 (PTVC, 2020-21) 

10.2.4.39 Irregular appointment of officer on contract and payment of pay & allowances 

– Rs. 9.405 million 
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According to Supreme Court of Pakistan orders dated December 26, 1992, the practice adopted 

by the Federal Government, Provincial Governments, Statutory Bodies and the Public Authorities for 

making initial recruitments, both adhoc and regular to posts and offices without publicity and properly 

advertising the vacancies and at times by converting adhoc appointments into regular appointments is 

prima facie violation of Fundamental Rights (Article-18 of the Constitution) guaranteeing to every 

citizen freedom of profession. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management appointed 

Mr. Muhammad Sarosh Butt as Head Sales (Lahore Region) on pay package of Rs. 495,000 per month. 

Audit pointed out the following discrepancies: 

1 The officer was appointed without advertisement as required under the PTV Employees 

Service Rules as well as in violation of Supreme Court orders.  

2 The age of Mr. Sarosh Butt at the time of appointment was 51 years against the required 

35 years in violation of PTV Service Rules. 

3  It was further observed that MBA Degree of the officer was not completed at the time 

of his appointment in PTV. 

4 The Interview assessment Form was initially filled by the Selection Board with led 

pencil and afterwards same was corrected with ball point which created doubt. 

This resulted into irregular appointment of Head Sales (Lahore Region) in violation of rules by 

extending undue favor at the cost of Government exchequer. 

Thus, the appointment and payment of Rs 9.405 million  

(i.e. Rs. 495,000 x 19 months = Rs 9,405,000) on account of pay & allowances w.e.f April 01, 2020 to 

October 31, 2021 was held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that Mr. Sarosh Butt was appointed against advertisement dated 

September 19, 2019. The 35 years age limit was for established induction posts, whereas the incumbent 

was appointed against professional category on the basis of vast market experience in sales functions. 

Further, the Institute of Management Sciences vide letter dated December 11, 2020 has verified his 

MBA transcript and he was a bonafide student of Pak-American Institute of Management Sciences in 

their MBA program from Spring 1993 to Spring 1995. His was not issued due to not submission of fees. 

A member of Selection Board filled the Assessment form through led pencil, which later on filled in 

through a ball point after mutual consent of the other Selection Board Members in the light of interview 

performance. 

The reply was not convincing as no such record was found in the personal file of the officer. 

No age relaxation was granted by the Managing Director PTV in the subject case. Furthermore, as per 

clarification of the American Institute of Management Sciences letter dated December 11, 2020 the 

candidate not yet completed the requirements of MBA (Fall 1994). Hence management appointed the 

officer on incomplete qualification.  

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter at appropriate level for irregular appointment made 

in violation of Court directives and Corporation’s own Service Rules for fixing responsibility thereof. 

Para-91 (PTVC, 2020-21) 
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10.2.4.40 Non-evaluation of the Managing Director PTVC by the Board –  

Rs. 26.351 million 

According to Rule-8(1) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate) Governance Rules 2013, 

the performance evaluation of the members of the Board including the Chairman and the Chief 

Executive shall be undertaken for which the Board shall establish a process, based on specified criteria, 

and the Chairman of the Board shall take ownership of such an evaluation. The committees shall also 

carry out their evaluation on an annual basis. 

During audit of PTVC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the Government of Pakistan 

appointed Mr. Aamer Manzoor as Managing Director PTV at monthly salary of Rs.1.600 million plus 

1800 CC car with driver, unlimited petrol and receipt of medical reimbursement w.e.f June 14, 2019. 

However, it was observed from record that in house production of PTV was almost nil and a 

large portion of the human resource was sitting idle. PTV was resorting on private production dramas 

which was not a healthy sign in the long run. Apart from it, the rating of the PTV was also not improved. 

The Civil Work Projects were not completed despite lapse of almost ten to fifteen years and no concrete 

action has so far been taken to complete these civil work projects. 

Audit was of the view that the Board was required to evaluate the performance of the Managing 

Director PTV with respect to the progress of the Corporation but no performance evaluation was made. 

Thus in the absence of any evaluation as required under the Corporate Governance Rules, pay 

& allowances of Rs. 26.351 million to the officer concerned was held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management on January 03, 2022. The management in its reply 

dated February 03, 2022 stated that as far as performance evaluation of Board members including the 

Chairperson, Managing Director was concerned, during 2020-21, most of the time i.e. 18.09.2020 to 

26.11.2020 and 18.01.2021 to 02.06.2021, the Board of Directors remained incomplete as a result of 

various judgments of the honorable Islamabad High Court. Accordingly, the performance evaluation of 

the Board members including the Chairman and the Chief Executive/Managing Director will be carried 

out after finalization & submission of audited financial statement by Statutory Auditors.  

The reply was not convincing as the management has not carried out the performance 

evaluation of Managing Director PTV in violation of Public Sector Companies (Corporate) Governance 

Rules 2013. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons of non-evaluation of the performance of the 

Managing Director by the Board of Directors in violation of Corporate Governance Rules for fixing 

responsibility thereof. 

Para-77 (PTVC, 2020-21) 
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10.3 Shalimar Recording and Broadcasting Company Limited 

10.3.1 Introduction 

Shalimar Recording and Broadcasting Company Limited (SRBC) is an unlisted public 

limited Company, incorporated in Pakistan on December 18, 1974. The Company commenced 

its commercial business on July 01, 1976. This company is engaged in operating, telecasting, 

and broadcasting facilities. In 1989 it created a wholly owned Peoples Television Network 

(Pvt.) Limited which was later on amalgamated with SRBC with the new name of “STN” now 

called ATV. Currently it is a recording and broadcasting company with 20 ATV stations in the 

urban centers of Pakistan.  

Corporate Information 

Government of Pakistan holds 92.81% shares of the Company through Pakistan 

Television Corporation Limited (70.95%), Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation (19.67%) and 

Pakistan National Council of Arts (2.19%). The registered office of the Company is situated at 

36, H/9 Islamabad. The Company is under the administrative control of Ministry of Information 

and Broadcasting, Government of Pakistan. 

The company has a paid up capital of Rs.54.900 million and is under the administrative 

control of Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. 

10.3.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

9.3.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to Audit for review each 

year. Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited annual accounts of the 

organization for the year 2019-20 and 2020-21 till December 31, 2021. 

Audit recommends that the annual audited accounts for the years 2019-20 and 2020-21 be provided 

immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing responsibility for non-

submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 

9.3.2.2 The statement of profit and loss of the company for the FY 2018-19 and preceding 

years is as follows: 

Statement of profit and loss  

Year 2019 2018 2017 2016 

Revenues  341,407,392 458,340,868 444,036,887 423,809,443 

Transmission expenses  295,145,614 265,722,804 271,434,849 305,007,339 

Gross Profit  46,261,778 192,618,064 172,602,038 118,802,104 

Admin expenses  157,312,231 156,102,811 145,355,069 168,167,967 

Operating profit  (111,050,453) 36,515,253 27,246,969 (49,365,863) 
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Financial charges  278,230 551,581 555,237 494,714 

Sub total  (111,328,683) 35,963,672 26,691,732 (49,860,577) 

Other income  4,547,751 13,837,411 13,744,181 19,496,868 

Profit before taxation  (106,780,932) 49,801,083 40,435,913 (30,363,709) 

Provision for tax  11,853,542 30,494,574 37,104,931 33,514,678 

Profit after taxation  (118,634,474) 19,306,509 3,330,982 (63,878,387) 

Share capital  5,490,000 5,490,000 5,490,000 5,490,000 

Earnings per share  (21.61) 3.52 0.61 (11.64) 

9.3.2.3 Revenue generation of the company has decreased significantly by 26%. Previously 

annual growth of 5%in 2017 and 3% in 2018 can be observed which took a steep dip in 2019. 

This can be attributed to reduction in airtime income by 29% as well as imposition of Federal 

Excise Duty and Sales tax. Management of SRBC needs to increase the channel’s reach to 

increase airtime income. 

9.3.2.4 Direct Cost increased by 9%. Component wise breakup of direct cost includes direct 

cost incurred on ATV Stations, Rebroadcast stations, studios, and FM Stations. Out of these, 

cost escalation of 54.95% alone is observed in Studio Expenses because of the resumption of 

the production and transmission of Morning Show. Annual growth in Transmission expenses 

is -11% and -2% in 2017 and 2018 respectively but in 2019 growth of 11% has occurred. 

Transmission expenses as a percentage of revenues stood 61%, 58% in 2017 and 2018 

respectively and jumped to 86% of total revenues in the 2019. This shows lack of control over 

expenses. 

9.3.2.5 Profitability ratio shows how efficiently a company generates profit. Decrease in 

revenue generation and increase of direct cost has taken its toll on the gross profit which 

decreased by 75% in 2019 as compared to previous year. Gross profit as a percentage of 

revenue has also decreased from 39% in 2017 to 14% in 2019. The net profit margin remained 

consistently low at only 1%, 4% in preceding years and has fallen to negative 35% in 2019. 

This in turn affected the operating profit/loss negatively. Management needs to take remedial 

measures in this regard. 

9.3.2.6 Other income decreased by 67% which comprises rental income, interest income, 

house building advances to employees and other income. Reduction in rental income comes 

out to be 68% whereas for other income decrease comes out to be 66%. This decreasing trend 

is significant and needs to be explained by the management. 

9.3.2.7 Admin expenses as a percentage of revenue increased from 33% in 2017 to 46% in 

2019. However annual growth in admin expenses shows that management has been successful 

in cutting down the expenses as compared to previous year. 
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9.3.2.8 Return on capital employed is a financial ratio used in assessing a company's 

profitability and capital efficiency. This ratio can help to understand how well a company is 

generating profits from its capital as it is put to use. Higher values are considered favorable for 

a business entity but in case of SRBC data from financial statements suggest that the company 

is unable to reap the benefits of its capital employed to the fullest. Computation for successive 

years indicates that ROCE value has decreased continuously from 5% in 2017 to negative 23% 

in 2019. 

9.3.2.9 Interest coverage ratio is used to determine how easily a company can pay interest 

on its outstanding debt. The lower the interest coverage ratio, higher is the company’s debt 

burden. Computation of this ratio suggests that the company is going to face difficulty in 

meeting its interest obligations as the value has decreased considerably from 49 in 2017 to 

negative 399 in 2019. 

9.3.2.10 Earnings per share measures the amount of net income earned per share of stock 

outstanding. The higher the value, the greater is the profitability and market value of the 

company. The EPS computation shows that company’s earnings per share have decreased 

significantly from 0.61 Rupees in 2017 to negative 21.61 in 2019. Annual growth in EPS also 

highlights the low profitability of company. 

9.3.2.11 Receivables collection period of the company has also increased significantly which 

shows that the entity is taking more time to collect accounts receivables from its creditors. 

9.3.2.12 Debtor has been increased to Rs. 514,649,211 in 2019 whereas  

Rs. 342,271,544 in 2018 increased by 50.37% the audit recommends that year wise and entity 

wise breakup of aging of the all debtors be provided. The management of SRBC should need 

to recover the outstanding amount from debtor and also need to justify the huge outstanding 

debtors. 

9.3.2.13 Financial Ratio Analysis for the corresponding years is as under: 

Financial Ratios Analysis 

 2019 2018 2017 

Sales analysis    

Revenue Annual Growth % -26% 3% 5% 

Transmission expense growth % 11% -2% -11% 

Transmission expense as a % of revenue  86% 58% 61% 

Profitability Analysis    

Gross profit 14% 42% 39% 

Admin Expenses as a % of revenue 46% 34% 33% 

Admin Expenses annual growth 1% 7% -14% 

Operating profit margin -33% 8% 6% 

Tax Expense as a % of revenue 3% 7% 8% 

Growth in Tax expense -61% -18% 11% 

Net profit margin -35% 4% 1% 

Return on Capital Employed -23% 6% 5% 

Liquidity Analysis    

Current ratio 3 11 10 

Solvency Analysis    

Gearing Ratio 67% 55% 55% 

Interest coverage ratio (number of times) -399.1 66.2 49.1 

Investors Analysis    

EPS (Rupees) (21.61) 3.52 0.61 
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Annual Growth in EPS -714% 480% 105% 

Working capital Analysis    

Receivables collection period (days) 550.21 272.57 235.74 

Creditors payment period (days) 205.87 68.71 71.54 

 

10.3.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

The overall compliance of PAC was very poor. Immediate attention of the PAO was required 

to improve the situation.  

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras No. 

% of 

Compliance 

2011-12 12 0 12 

10.4.1, 10.4.2.1, 10.4.2.2, 10.4.2.3, 

10.4.2.4, 10.4.3, 10.4.4.1, 10.4.4.2, 

10.4.4.3, 10.4.4.4, 10.4.4.5, 10.4.4.6 

0 

2012-13 04 0 04 10.4.1, 10.4.2.1, 10.4.2.2, 10.4.3 0 

2015-16 08 01 07 

9.2.2.1, 9.2.2.2, 9.2.2.3, 9.2.2.4,  

9.2.2.5, 9.2.2.6, 9.2.2.7 

13 

Total 24 1 23  4 
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Chapter-11 

Ministry of Interior 

Overview 

Interior Ministry is responsible for policing, emergency management, national security, 

registration, supervision of local governments, conduct of elections, public administration and 

immigration matters.  

Aims & Objectives 

To make Islamic Republic of Pakistan a country where rule of law reigns supreme; 

where every Pakistani feels secure to lead a life in conformity with his religious beliefs, culture, 

heritage and customs; where a Pakistani from any group, sect or province respects the culture, 

tradition and faith of the other, where every foreign visitor feels welcome and secure. 

Polices 

● National Internal Security Policy 2018-2023 

● SOPs 2017 

● Government Procedures 2017 

● Rules of Business 

● Visa Policy General 

● Visa Abolition Agreements 

● Visa Policy For Indian Nationals 

● Private Security Companies 

● Updated Arms Policy 2012  

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Police
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergency_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_security
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Register_(disambiguation)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_government
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Election
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_administration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immigration
https://www.interior.gov.pk/index.php/downloads/category/32-policies?download=124:national-internal-security-policy-2018
https://www.interior.gov.pk/images/Policies/SOPs/SOPs-2017.pdf
https://www.interior.gov.pk/images/Policies/Procedures/Government%20Procedures%202017.pdf
https://www.interior.gov.pk/index.php/about-moi/policies-moi/business-rules-2
https://www.interior.gov.pk/index.php/about-moi/policies-moi/visa-policy-general-2
https://www.interior.gov.pk/index.php/about-moi/policies-moi/visa-abolition-agreements-2
https://www.interior.gov.pk/index.php/about-moi/policies-moi/visa-policy-for-indian-nationals-2
https://www.interior.gov.pk/index.php/about-moi/policies-moi/private-security-companies-2
https://www.interior.gov.pk/index.php/downloads/category/11-arms-policy-2012
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Audit Profile of Ministry of Interior 

 (Rs. in million) 

S. 

No. 

Description Total Audited 
Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue 

/Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 1 - - - 

2 Assignment Accounts (excluding 

FAP) 

- - - - 

3 Authorities /Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

1 - - - 

4 Foreign Aided Projects (FAP) - - - - 

Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. Nil were raised as a result of this audit. This 

amount also includes recoverable of Rs. Nil as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observation classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of the Audit Observations 

Sr. No. Classification Amount (Rs. 

in million) 

1 Non-Production of record - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation  - 

3 Irregularities:  

A HR/Employees related irregularities  - 

B Procurement related irregularities   

C Management of accounts with Commercial Banks - 

4 Value for money and services delivery issues  - 

5 Others  
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11.1 National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA) 

11.1.1 Introduction 

National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA) was established on March 10, 2000 

by the Government of Pakistan under the National Database and Registration Authority Ordinance 2000 

by merging the National Database Organization (NDO) and the Directorate General of Registration 

(DGR). The principal office of the Authority is situated at Islamabad. The purpose and object of the 

Authority is to formulate and implement policies and plans for: 

(i) The development and establishment of an improved and modernized system of registration in the 

Country; 

(ii) The broadening of the registration base to bring within its purview all persons and things, 

wherever they may be to the extent and in the manner laid down in the Ordinance; and 

(iii) The establishment and maintenance of multi-purpose databases, warehousing, networking, 

interfacing of databases and related facilities and services. 

11.1.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

11.1.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to Audit for review each 

year. Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited annual accounts of the 

organization for the year 2020-21 till December 31, 2021. 

Audit recommends that the annual audited accounts for the year 2020-21 be provided 

immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing responsibility for non-

submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 

11.1.2.2 Working results of the NADRA for the years 2019-20 with those of the previous 

years are as under: 

 (Rs. in million) 

 2019-20 
% Inc/ 

(Dec) 
2018-19 

% Inc/ 

(Dec) 
2017-18 

Income 

Turnover-net 21,867.31 (14.08) 25,451.64 9.09 23,331.56 

Operating Expenditure 19,177.93 (1.64) 19,497.69 10.61 18,033.38 

Operating Income 2,689.39 (54.83) 5,953.95 12.38 5,298.18 

Finance Cost 299.63 228.58 91.19 (13.95) 105.97 

Other Income 1,685.532 (31.73) 2,468.99 62.60 1,518.41 

Net income before tax 4,075.29 (51.09) 8,331.77 24.16 6,710.62 

Taxation 318.18 (36.36) 499.98 (10.28) 557.27 

Net income for the year 3,757.11 (52.03) 7,831.78 27.28 6,153.35 

Other Comprehensive income 

Actuarial gain/(loss) –Gratuity 164.38 253.73 46.470 - (66.927) 

Actuarial (loss) – Pension (1,675.42) (14.55) (1,960.35 (9.68) (2,170.45) 

 (1,511.04) (21.05) (1,913.88) (14.46) (2,237.37) 

Total comprehensive income 

for the year 

2,246.07 (62.05) 
5,917.89 51.12 3,915.97 

Accumulated profit/(loss) 20,317.10 12.43 18,071.03 48.72 12,842.18 

(Source: Annual Audited Accounts) 

Net income of the Authority has decreased by 52.03% to Rs. 3,757.11 million in 2019-20 as 

compared to Rs. 7,831.78 million in the previous year. The decreased in net income was due 
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to 14% decrease in net revenue and 31.73% decrease in other income respectively during the 

year under review. The other contributory factor of decrease in net income was increase in 

finance cost by 228.58% during the year to Rs. 299.63 million from Rs. 91.19 million in the 

previous year. Furthermore, total comprehensive income for the year was decreased by 62.05% 

to Rs. 2,246.07 million in 2019-20 against Rs. 5,917.89 million in the previous year. Audit 

recommends to justify the reason for abnormal decrease in net income and effort needs to be 

made to increase the net income. 

11.1.2.3 Although, Cash and bank balances decreased by 9.26% from  

Rs. 4,104.435 million as on June 30, 2019 to Rs. 2,988.435 million as on June 30, 2020. The 

authority also had short-term investment of Rs. 2102.796 million as on June 30, 2020. The 

Authority should work out its working capital requirements and surplus funds may be invested 

in appropriate manner at better markup rate. 

11.1.2.4 The accumulated surplus of the Authority increased to Rs. 20,317.10 million as on 

June 30, 2020 against Rs. 18,071.03 million of previous year registering an increase of 12.43%. 

The main contributory factor in revenue was operational revenue i.e. 82% of the total revenue. 

The operations include fee charged from general public on issuance/renewal of CNIC, Form – 

B, Family Tree, marriage certificate etc. As is evident from the working results, the net income 

of the Authority is increasing each year. Resultantly, the accumulated surplus increased to that 

extent. Position showed that the Authority is working as a profit-making concern and the fee 

determined, for different services has a reasonable profit margin. The management may review 

the fee structure of different services and benefit may be granted to the general public by 

making reduction in fee to the maximum possible limit. 

11.1.2.5 Expenditure includes marketing and promotion expenses which was increased by 

145% to Rs. 139.419 million in 2019-20 from Rs. 56.895 million in the previous year. The 

abnormal increase under said head needs to be justified. 

11.1.2.6 The detail of expenditure showed an expenditure of Rs. 1,393.54 million under the 

head Research & Development, whereas, the same expenditure was Nil in the previous year. 

The notes to the accounts are silent about break up and details of said head. Audit recommends 

to justify the reason for incurring Rs. 1,393.54 million and to provide the evidence along with 

further breakup. 

11.1.2.7 Expenditure under the head Fuel & Lubricants was incurred during the year 

amounting to Rs. 270.559 million. The Authority adopted monetization policy, the huge 

amount of expenditure under the head showed that in addition to monetization, the official 

vehicles are being used by the officers. Position needs clarification. 

11.1.2.8 The revenue from export and services performed outside Pakistan was decreased 

by 1% to Rs. 3,704.95 million in 2019-20 (2018-19 - Rs. 3,736.63 million), whereas expenses 

on export and services performed outside Pakistan during the year was increased by 15.77% to 

Rs. 433.028 million against Rs. 384.332 million of previous year. Position with regard to 

decrease in revenue and abnormal increase in expenses needs clarification. 

11.1.2.9 Non-Current Assets included Intangibles assets of Rs. 504.987 million as on June 

30, 2020. Note – 5 to the accounts showed that the cost of computer software was Rs. 1,078.428 
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million, the management is applying rate of amortization per annum 33.33% and value of 

Intangible assets as on June 30, 2020 is appearing Rs. 504.987 million. Although, major cost 

of computer software has since been amortized but the management is still utilizing the said 

computer software at its network spread at Centers level and still have value. The management 

may evaluate the computer software and fair value may be portrayed in the annual accounts. 

11.1.2.10 Non-Current Assets included investment in subsidiary i.e. NADRA Technologies 

Ltd. to the tune of Rs. 25.00 million. But no dividend was received on said investment, position 

needs clarification. 

11.1.2.11 Deposits, prepayments and other receivables included amount due from subsidiary 

company increased by 54 % to Rs. 838.026 million as on June 30, 2020 (2018-19 – Rs. 

543.810). Early recovery is stressed upon the management. 

11.1.2.12 Advance tax – Net increased by 19% to Rs. 1,493.507 million as on June 30, 2020 

(2018-19 – Rs. 1252.717 million). Whereas, tax charged for the year Rs. 318.181 million 

leaving advance tax closing balance Rs. 1,493.507 million. Payment of advance tax without 

adjusting the previous one needs justification.  

11.1.2.13 Current liabilities included contract liability of Rs. 1,755.381 million as on June 30, 

2020 (2018-19 – Rs. 1,165.339 million). The figure is silent by means of notes, position needs 

to be clarified. 

11.1.2.14 Although, Trade & other payables increased by 40% to Rs. 6,921.956 million as on 

June 30, 2020 (2018-19 – Rs. 4,944.692 million). It included payable to NHA Rs. 657.982 

million and to MORE Rs. 259.356 million. The liability is outstanding since long but, yet to be 

cleared. The management may elaborate the reasons for non-clearance of long outstanding 

liability and early settlement is stressed upon the management. 

11.1.2.15 Although, advances decreased by 2.2% to Rs. 310.200 million as on June 30, 2020 

(2018-19 – Rs. 317.368.674 million), however, it includes year end advance to suppliers and 

contractors Rs. 155.580 million (2018-19 Rs. 133.591 million), against expenses Rs. 83.33 

million (2018-19 Rs. 70.801 million) which are still on higher side. Moreover, the figures are 

silent with regard to secured/un-secured advances. The management may intimate the 

secured/un-secured advances, aging analysis and advances doubtful for recovery. 

11.1.2.16 Stores, spares and other consumables includes, stores increased by 242% to Rs. 

39.310 million as on June 30, 2020 (2018-19 – Rs. 11.504 million). Whereas, notes to the 

accounts are silent about reason for such abnormal increase. Audit recommends to justify the 

reason for increase in stores along with detailed break up. 
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11.1.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Sr. 

No. 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras # 

% of 

Compliance 

1 
2003-

04 
75 27 48 

11.3, 11.4, 11.5,11.6, 11.8, 

11.13, 11.14, 11.15, 

11.16,11.22, 11.24, 11.25, 

11.11, 11.12, 11.23, 

11.25,11.26, 11.27, 11.28, 

11.29, 11.30, 11.32, 11.35, 

11.37, 11.44, 11.45, 11.48, 

11.36, 11.38, 11.39, 11.40, 

11.42, 11.54, 11.57, 11.71, 

11.75, 11.46, 11.50, 11.51, 

11.53, 11.54, 11.55,11.59, 

11.61,11.65, 11.67, 11.68, 

11.69 

36 

2 
2016-

17 
22 0 22 

10.1.2, 10.1.3, 10.1.4.1, 

10.1.4.2, 10.1.4.3, 10.1.4.4, 

10.1.4.5, 10.1.4.6, 10.1.4.7, 

10.1.4.8, 10.1.4.9, 

10.1.4.10, 10.1.4.11, 

10.1.4.12, 10.1.4.13, 

10.1.4.14, 10.1.4.15, 

10.1.4.16, 10.1.4.17, 

10.1.4.18, 10.1.4.19, 

10.1.4.20 

0 

3 
2017-

18 
11 06 05 

13.1.1, 13.1.3, 13.1.4.2, 13.1.4.5, 

13.1.4.8, 
55 

4 
2019-

20 
15 05 10 

9.1.2.1, 9.1.2.2, 9.1.2.3, 9.1.2.4, 

9.1.2.5, 9.1.3, 9.1.4.2, 9.1.4.3, 

9.1.4.4, 9.1.4.5 

33 

 Total 123 38 85  31 

The overall compliance of PAC was very poor. Immediate attention of the PAO was required 

to improve the situation. 
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Chapter-12 

Ministry of Maritime Affairs 

Overview 

Ministry of Maritime Affairs in Islamabad is the central administrative authority of the 

Government of Pakistan primarily assigned to facilitate the ports and shipping industry of 

Pakistan by providing policy guideline to encourage port development and growth in shipping 

while maintaining safety standards. The Ministry is headed by the Federal Minister for 

Maritime Affairs assisted by the Secretary, Maritime Affairs. In Karachi Director General 

(Maritime Affairs) represents Ministry. 

Aims & Objectives 

 To formulate and implement plans and policy in conformity with International best practice to 

transform the posts of Pakistan into modern, competitive, user friendly and a transshipment hub 

of the region with hinterland connectivity.  

 To encourage private ship owning under Pakistan flag by creating favourable conditions. 

 To improve governance of the ports while focusing of modern and innovative approaches of 

land lard posts strategies.  

 To maintain safety and security standards as per international Maritime Organization (IMO) 

Conventions with strenuous efforts aimed at maintaining world class standards of marine 

pollution control 

 To ensure and maintain quality of Pakistani seafarers in accordance with the Standards for 

Training Certification and Watch-keeping (STCW) 1978 Convention. 

 To promote Deep Sea Fishing of Pakistan.  

 To regulate the export of Fish and Fisheries Products and also to bring a pronounced positive 

change in the Harbour Environment.  

Governing Laws and Policies 

i. GPA Ordinance, 2002 

ii. KoFHA Ordinance, 1982 

iii. Pakistan National Shipping Ordinance, 1979 

iv. Companies Ordinance 1984 

v. PP Rules 2004. 

(Rs. in million) 

S. # Description Total Audited 

Expenditure 

audited FY 2020-

21 

Revenue/ 

Receipts audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 4 4  34,951.781   53,610.615  

Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations of Rs. 118,391.951 million were raised as a result of this audit. This 

amount also includes recoverable of Rs. 6,478.262 million as pointed out by audit. Summary 

of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

S. # Classification Amount (Rs. in million) 

1. Non-production of record - 
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2. Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation - 

3 Irregularities - 

A HR / Employees related irregularities 343.546 

B Procurement related irregularities 1,326.717 

C Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks 70,166.100 

4 Value for Money and service delivery issues - 

5 Others 46,555.588 
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12.1 Gwadar Port Authority 

12.1.1 Introduction 

Gwadar Port Authority (GPA) was established as a separate organization, after 

promulgation of the GPA Ordinance No. LXXVII of 2002 dated October 17, 2002, for 

construction, operations, management, and maintenance of Gwadar Deep Water Port. 

The Government of Pakistan has adopted the landlord concept for development of 

Gwadar Port. This means that GPA will drive the overall development of the port and will raise 

the funds for development of general port infrastructure (primarily dredging of channels and 

construction of breakwaters), while private sector investors will be the primary source for the 

development of terminals and cargo handling capacity. Reputable private investors/operators 

will be sought on a Build–operate–transfer (BOT) basis for the design, construction and 

operations of the various terminals that are foreseen. In the longer term, as much as possible, 

different cargo types will be handled by dedicated terminals. This will allow for terminals to 

be developed and operated by dedicated operators who are specialized in these particular 

operations. 

12.1.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

12.1.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to audit for review each 

year. Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited accounts of the organization 

for the years 1986-87 to 2020-21 despite a number of reminders.  

12.1.2.2 Audit requires that the annual audited accounts of the years 1986-87 to 2020-21 be 

provided immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing responsibility 

for non-submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 
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12.1.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 
Audit 

Year 

No. of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of 

compliance awaited 

%age of compliance 

2013-14 5 1 4 16.1.2, 16.1.3.1, 

16.1.3.2, 16.1.3.3 

20 

2014-15 4 1 2 18.1.4.1, 18.1.3, 

18.3.2.1 

0 

2015-16 5 - 5 17.1.4.3, 17.1.2.1, 

17.1.4.1, 17.1.4.2, 

17.1.4.4 

0 

2016-17 5 4 1 15.1.2.1, 15.1.3, 

15.1.4.1, 15.1.4.2 

 

2017-18 4 2 2 14.1.4.1, 14.1.4.3  

Total 20 4 -  20 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs improvement. 

12.1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

12.1.4.1 Non-insurance of assets – Rs. 1,347.359 million 

Section 166 of Insurance Ordinance, 2000 states that, all insurance business relating to 

any public property or any risk or liability appertaining to any public property, shall be placed 

with NICL only and shall not be placed with any other insurer. 

During audit of Gwadar Port Authority (GPA) for the year 2020-21, it was observed 

that the management owns following assets that have not in insured in violation of above rule: 

 

S. # Name of Contract Book value / Project cost Rs. in 

million 

1 Mullah Band Project 

Complex -1 

Complex -11 

Seaman  

524.485 

294.485 

332.832 

2 Equipment for Safety of Navigation  14.000  

3 Supply Instll. & Commissioning of Floating Jetty at Gwadar 

Port 
 56.650  

4 Acquisition of Mobile Cranes & Fork lifters for Gwadar Port  111.450  

5 Survey / Speed Boat (Break water) 13.457 

 Total  1,347.359 

 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to secure the assets by not insuring the 

same that might result in loss in case of accidents / disasters.  

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 03, 2022. The management informed that they have 

taken up the matter with National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) for insurance but due 

to shortage of funds only GPA Civic centre building was insured. For the remaining NICL has 
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been contracted to assess the assets. DAC directed to expedite the insurance process and get 

the stated position verify from the Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

12.1.4.2 Operating losses due to poor performance – Rs. 744.942 million 

Rule (4) (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters. 

During audit of Gwadar Port Authority (GPA) for the year 2020-21, it was observed 

that the management underperformed in its business activities which resulted in an operating 

loss amounting to Rs.744.942 million. The management only generated arevenue of 

Rs.115.980 million. Furthermore, the management did not submit its annual audited accounts 

since 2016 due to which actual losses cannot be ascertained till date.  

Audit is of the view that the management failed to follow its revenue targets which 

indicated slackness and poor financial management.  

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on 03.01.2022. The management informed that due to 

operational difficulties & law and order situation, the revenue targets were not achieved. DAC 

directed to submit a comprehensive reply containing proper justification of the matter to Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.1.4.3 Non-preparation / submission of project completion reports -  

Rs. 182.10 million 

Clause 9.7 (vi) of Manual of Ministry of Planning & Development and reforms, terms 

of reference or specified tasks to be accomplished by the Project Directors, states that the 

custodian of all project documents is responsible to prepare and submit the project completion 

report (PC-IV). 

Furthermore, clause 12.2 states that the project is considered to be completed or closed 

when all the funds have been utilized and objectives achieved or abandoned for any reason. At 

this stage the project has to be formally closed and completion report (PC-IV proforma) should 

be submitted to PIA section of DR&R Division. 

During audit of Gwadar Port Authority (GPA) for the year 2020-21, it was observed 

that following three projects were completed and their retention money was returned back on 

account of their completion. However, PC-IV of the projects were neither prepared nor the 

completion reports were submitted to P&A Section of DR&R Division. The details are as 

under: 

S. # Name of Contract Rs. in million  

1 Equipment for Safety of Navigation  14.000  

2 Supply Instll. & Commissioning of Floating Jetty at Gwadar Port  56.650  

3 Acquisition of Mobile Cranes & Fork lifters for Gawadar Port  111.450  

 Total  182.10 
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Audit is of the view that the management failed to submit completion reports which 

stands irregular and unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on 03.01.2022. The management informed that the project 

completion reports now have been prepared and submitted to the concerned Ministry. DAC 

directed the management to get the stated position verified from the Audit. 

Audit recommends that the responsibility may be fixed against the person(s) at fault for 

non-finalization of project completion reports within time. 

12.1.4.4 Loss of rental income due to non-utilization of buildings - Rs. 124.268 million 

Rule (4) (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters. 

During audit of Gwadar Port Authority (GPA) for the year 2020-21, it was observed 

that the management failed to rent out the following buildings that resulted into loss of rental 

income amounting to Rs. 124.268 million as detailed below: 

S. # Name of Project Vacant Space 

(Sq.M.) 

Tentative rent per month 

(Rs.) 

Tentative rent per 

year Rs. 

1 Zirbar Commercial Complex  7050 6,565,030 78,780,360 

2 Gurab Commercial Complex  3150 892,715 10,712,580 

3 Seamen Center  3600 2,897,963 3,477,556 

Total  13,800 10,355,708 124,268,496 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to utilize the buildings despite its 

completion which reflects inefficiency and weak financial management. 

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 03, 2022. The management informed that it is 

taking all out efforts to rent out the vacant space. DAC directed to submit a comprehensive 

reply containing efforts taken to rent out the premises to Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

12.1.4.5 Non-blacklisting of consultant on submission of fake bills – Rs. 26.152 million  

Rule 19 of PPRA 2004 provides that the procuring agency shall devise a comprehensive 

mechanism for blacklisting and debarment of bidders for a specified time in accordance with 

regulations made by the Authority, and the bidder or the bidders shall be declared as (b) ….. if 

the bidder fails to perform his contractual obligations during the execution of contract or 

breaches the contract due to his capacity and capability to perform or otherwise. 
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During audit of Gwadar Port Authority (GPA) for the year 2020-21, it was observed 

that the management awarded the contract of Feasibility Study of Break Water to M/s Techno 

Consultant international (Pvt.) Ltd amounting to Rs.119.20 million. The record revealed that 

the Consultant submitted false payment invoices / bills amounting to Rs. 26.152 million. Later 

on, the matter was resolved through “Memorandum of Resolution”, but management was 

required to blacklist the contractor but it failed to do so. 

 Audit is of the view that non-blacklisting of the contractor shows undue favour towards 

the contractor. 

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 03, 2022. The management informed that 95% 

work has been completed and blacklisting may result in non-completion of project. DAC 

directed to conduct an inquiry at Ministry level with NESPAK members within one month. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.1.4.6 Defective agreement resulted in non-imposition of Liquidity Damages charges - 

Rs.11.920 million 

As per General clause of agreement, para 47.1 regarding condition of contract on 

amount of Liquidated Damages states that, “…maximum of 10% of contract price stated in the 

Letter of Acceptance be imposed.  

As per agreement between Gwadar Port Authority (GPA) and M/s Techno Consultant 

International (Pvt.) Ltd: 

14th June 2018:  Notice to Commence services, Clause 2.1 of SC of Contract 

14th August 2019:  Expected date of Completion as per Contract Agreement 

30th June 2021: Actual Completion 

22 months delayed: Extensively delayed the project 

During audit of Gwadar Port Authority (GPA) for the year 2020-21, it was observed 

that the management awarded the contract of Feasibility Study of Break Water to M/s Techno 

Consultant International (Pvt.) Ltd amounting to Rs.119.20 million on 8.05.2018 for a period 

of 14 months. The contractor did not complete the project within stipulated time and took extra 

22 months to complete the project. Despite the evident delay, the management did not impose 

liquidated damages (LD) charges amounting to Rs.11.920 million on the consultant. 

Audit is of the view that non-imposing of LD charges on the consultant shows 

inefficiency and weak internal controls.  

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 03, 2022. The management informed that liquidity 

damages clause not included in the contract agreement. DAC directed to submit comprehensive 

reply to Audit for verification. 

Audit recommends that the responsibility may be fixed against the person(s) at fault for 

signing a defective contract that resulted in a loss to the organization.  
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12.1.4.7 Irregular procurement of security services without tender – Rs.5.460 million  

Rule 12 (2) of PPRA, 2004 states that all procurement opportunities over two million 

rupees should be advertised on the authority’s website as well as in other print media or 

newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally 

appear in at least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu”. 

During audit of Gwadar Port Authority (GPA) for the year 2020-21, it was observed 

that the management hired 13 security guards without adopting tendering process. The details 

are as under: 

Name Person Rate p/m Total 2 years period 

M/s Askari Guards 

(Pvt) Ltd 

11 17,500 2,310,000 4,620,000 

M/s VIP security 

Services Pvt Ltd 

02 17,500 420,000 840,000 

Total  5,460,000 

Audit is of the view that by avoiding the tendering process, undue favour was extended 

to suppliers and GPA was deprived of the benefits of competitive rates.  

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 03, 2022. The management informed that the 

security guards were hired during various years as per need, however, in future management 

shall ensure tendering process for hiring of security guards. DAC directed the management to 

conduct an inquiry besides initiating tendering process. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

12.1.4.8 Non-recovery of outstanding dues from various tenants -Rs.4.790 million 

Rule (4) (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters. 

During audit of Gwadar Port Authority (GPA) for the year 2020-21, it was observed 

that the management entered into rental agreements with different tenants on account of GPA 

premises at different rates. However, an amount of Rs.4.790 million was lying outstanding 

against following tenants: 

(Amount in Rs.) 

S.# Bungalow/Office 
Name of 

Tenant 

Date of 

Agreement 

Monthly 

rent 

Rent Paid-

upto 

Remaining 

amount  

1 1st Floor GPA old 

Office  

QESCO 01st July 2017 

to 30 June 2020 

24,000 June 30, 

2020 

288,000 

2 1st Floor GPA old 

Office, Room 208, 

210,212 

NGIA 16 Jan, 2019 to 

Jan, 2024  

34,650 July 2019 831,600 

3 Main Gate GPA  Bank Al 

Habib 

1st June 2017 to 

31 May, 2027 

243,256 30 June 

2020 

2,811,072 

4 UBL GPA HO UBL ATM  21 Aug, 2016 20,000 30 Nov, 

2017  

860,000 

Total 4,790,072 
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Audit is of the view that non recovery of outstanding dues resulted in inefficiency and 

poor financial management. 

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 03, 2022. The management informed that an 

amount of Rs. 0.334 million has been recovered from QESCO and efforts are being made to 

recover the remaining amount. DAC directed the management to expedite the recovery besides 

verification of recovered amount from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

12.2 Korangi Fisheries Harbour Authority 

12.2.1 Introduction 

The Korangi Fisheries Harbour Authority (KoFHA) was established under Ordinance 

No. XVI of 1982 for making all arrangements for planning, construction, operation, 

management and maintenance of Korangi Fisheries Harbour for exploiting fisheries resources 

beyond territorial waters. 

The Harbour was completed in 1992 at a cost of Rs. 938.140 million including foreign 

component of Rs. 644.240 million (US$ 26.121 million) financed by Asian Development Bank. 

12.2.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

12.2.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to audit for review each 

year. Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited accounts of the organization 

for the years 2015 to 2021 despite a number of reminders.  

12.2.2.2 Audit requires that the annual audited accounts of the years 2015 to 2021 be 

provided immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides, fixing responsibility 

for non-submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 

12.2.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total No. of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of 

compliance awaited 

% age of 

compliance 

2003-04 5 4 1 180.2 80 

2010-11 5 1 4 16.1.4.1 20 

2013-14 8 1 7 

16.2.2.1, 16.2.2.2, 

16.2.2.3, 16.2.2.4, 

16.2.2.5, 16.2.3, 

16.2.4.1 13 

2014-15 3 1 2 18.2.3, 18.2.2.1 33 

2015-16 7 1 6 

17.2.4.1, 17.2.4.4, 

17.2.2.1, 17.2.3, 

17.2.4.2, 17.2.4.3 14 

2016-17 3 2 1 15.2.2.1, 15.2.2.1 67 
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2017-18 2 1 1 14.2.2.1 50 

Total 33 11 22   33 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs to be improved. 

12.2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

12.2.4.1 Non-payment of Asian Development Bank Loan - Rs. 941.000 million 

According to Financing Agreement signed between G.o.P and KoFHA on 13.07.1982, 

the Authority is required to made repayment of loan within 30 years in equal semi-annual 

installments commencing from April, 1995. The Authority has to made repayment of a total 

US$ 26.121 million (Rupees 664.643 million) of the loan amount with 4% interest. 

As per PC-I (Revised) approved by ECNEC on 28.05.1994, it was anticipated that 

during the first year of operation of the Harbour (1994-95), the Authority would start earning 

a revenue of Rs. 12.4 million which would gradually increase upto Rs. 77.70 million in the 

year 1999-2000, sufficient enough to meet annual operational/recurring expenses of the 

harbour and repayment of the loan amount. 

During audit of Korangi Fisheries Harbour Authority (KoFHA) for the year 2020-21, 

it was observed that Asian Development Bank granted a loan of  

US$ 26.121 million (664.643 million) with 4% interest to Government of Pakistan (GoP) as 

sponsor for the construction of Korangi Fisheries Harbour Authority. GoP relent the same of 

KoFHA through agreement on 13.07.1982. The Authority was required to make repayment of 

loan within 30 years in equal semi-annual installments commencing from April, 1995. The 

Authority was required to make repayment of Rs. 841.952 million) of the loan amount with 

4% interest. The detail is as under: 

         (Rs. in million) 

Principal amount 

due 

 

Interest (4% 

due) 

Total 

outstanding 

Total amount 

paid 

Un-Paid amount 

Principal +Interest 

(A-D) 

664.643 445.333 1,109.98 182.6410 841.952 

The Economic Affairs Division Islamabad has strictly convened to pay the outstanding 

dues up to 30.06.2021. 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to pay the loan on time which results 

inefficiency and weak financial management.  

The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed that an 

amount of Rs. 85.383 million will be paid till 01-10-2024 and remaining balance, the Authority 

is planning to pay extra installment along with current installment. The DAC directed the 

management to verify the stated position from Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.2.4.2 Irregular & irrational investment - Rs. 350.000 million 
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As per Finance Division OM No.F.4 (1)/2002-BR.II dated 2nd July, 2003, para (3) (b) 

says that the process of selection of bank/(s) should be transparent. Therefore, prior to placing 

deposits with a bank under this new policy, and in case the total working balances exceed Rs.10 

million, the selection of the bank/(s) as well as the terms of deposits will be approved by the 

concerned Board of Directors/Governing Body on the basis of competitive bids from at least 

three independent banks. Further, Para 6 states, “Before making any investment under this 

policy, it would be necessary for public sector entities to set up in-house professional treasury 

management functions. The para-3(e) says that “the working balance limit of each organization 

should be determined with the approval of the administrative ministry in consultation with 

Finance Division and the Principle Accounting officer of the ministry concerned will be 

responsible for the implementation of the above instructions. Specifically, they would need to 

have an Investment Committee (IC) with defined investment approval authority. Transactions 

above the approval authority of the IC will be subject to approval of the Board of Directors or 

an equivalent forum. The IC should be assisted by an Investment Management Unit employing 

qualified staff with at least 3-5 years of experience of making investment in debt/equity 

instruments. However, it will be necessary for public sector enterprises to use the services of 

professional fund managers approved by SECP”.  

During audit of Korangi Fisheries Harbour Authority (KoFHA), Karachi for year 2020-

21, it was observed that an investment of Rs.350.0 million was made in National Bank of 

Pakistan (NBP) branch KOFHA for one to three years in (TDR) at 7.5% and special saving 

account in violation of above rules/regulation. Besides, it is pertinent to mention here that 

members of IC are neither assisted by qualified staff nor approved by SECP and also not set 

up in house professional treasure management functions.The details are as under: 

Investment type Period Rate Date Amount (Rs.) 

TDR 2020-21 7.5% 01.04.2021 3,50,000,000 

Audit is of the view that the management has ignored the highest quoted rate of JS Bank 

(7.59%) and investments of Rs.350.0 million without exploring the competitive rates and 

without the approval of Board of directors (B.o.D) is irregular and unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed that the 

investment was made with the approval of BoD. The DAC directed the management to verify 

the factual position.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.2.4.3 Loss of revenue due to suspended deep Sea license - Rs. 98.300 million  

Korangi Fisheries Harbor Authority’s Ordinance 1982, Chapter-III, Section-3 states 

that the Authority shall frame rules for appropriate arrangements for a wholesale auction of 

fish on the premises of the harbor area and cause the auction fees to be received there from to 

be credited to the account of Authority for the purpose of funding of operation, maintenance, 

repair and up keeping of the harbor area. 

During audit of Korangi Fisheries Harbour Authority (KoFHA), Karachi for the Year 

2020-21, it was observed that the management provided the record and statement showing the 
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revenue from deep sea trawlers activities at harbour from Year 2002-03 to 2005-06 and has not 

issued any deep sea liscence since 2005 and hence KoFHA is sustaining loss of rupees each 

year consecutively. It indicates the KoFHA has declined the business targets/ achievements by 

having a loss of Rs.98.300 million approximately up to Year 2021 which seems a poor 

performance of the KoFHA and non-achievement of business targets. The details are as under: 

Rs. in million 

S.#  Years Commission on Coastal 

Trawlers up to 2005 

1 2002-03 6.741 

2 2003-04 9.567 

3 2004-05 5.688 

4 2005-06 2.571 

Total 24.569 

Audit is of the view that if the business operation activity is still suspended in future 

and it results into losses and will be increasing in future and will affect the poor performance 

of the KoFHA of non-achievement of business targets/revenue by suspension of deep sea 

license. 

The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 03, 2022. The management informed that efforts 

are being made at all forums for issuance of licence. The DAC directed the management to take 

up the matter with Ministry and Federal Government under intimation to audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.2.4.4 Loss of revenue due to non-utilization/development plots - Rs. 27.000 million  

Rule (4) (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters. 

During audit of Korangi Fisheries Harbour Authority (KoFHA), Karachi for the year 

2020-21, it was observed that out of total land space of plots measuring 370 acre, 300 acres 

have not been utilized which resulted in a loss of Rs. 27.00 million annually as detailed below: 

S. # Details description of Vacant 

Land/Plot 

Covered area Rate per sq. 

meter 

Total (Rs. in 

million) 

1 370 Acre 150 54.000 

2 70 Utilized/Developed -  

3 300 Non-utilized/not Developed -  

4 150 Acre 150 (27.000) 

Total 27.000 

 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to utilize the land which reflects 

inefficiency and poor financial management.  

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 03, 2022. The management informed that Rs. 

784.000 million has been allocated for development of land and Phase-I will be completed in 

three years. The DAC directed the management to take necessary corrective measures to utilize 

the plots/land in public interest. 
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Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.2.4.5 Non-recovery from of various dues – Rs. 23.836 million 

Article 24 of KoFHA Ordinance, 1982 states that all fees and sums due on account of 

property for the time being vested in the Authority and all arrears of tolls, charges, rates and 

dues imposed under this Ordinance or any rules or regulations may be recovered as arrears of 

land revenue, in addition to the other modes provided by this Ordinance. 

During audit of Korangi Fisheries Harbour Authority (KoFHA) for the year 2020-21, 

it was observed that the management failed to recover an amount of  

Rs. 23.836 million as detailed below: 

Rs. in million 

S.# Description Amount 

1 Flat Commission & Berthing charges 1.054 

2 Power Charges, Water Charges & Ground 

Rent/Berthing charge 

20.863 

3 Mole Holders & NBP 1.029 

4 Karachi Fisheries (Marine) 0.480 

5 Tenants (NBP) 0.41 

Total 23.836 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of various charges indicate that poor financial 

management exists in the organization. 

The matter was reported to the management in September 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 03, 2022. The management informed that recovery 

is a recurring process and an amount of  

Rs. 12.356 million has been recovered. The DAC directed the management to avoid future loss 

and to take necessary corrective measures, to execute proper rent agreement with NBP and 

verify the recovery position by the audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

(DP No. 428,434,430,436,423, 425 &429) 

12.2.4.6 Loss on investment - Rs. 3.100 million 

As per Finance Division OM No.F.4 (1)/2002-BR.II dated 2nd July, 2003, para (3) (b) 

says that the process of selection of bank/(s) should be transparent. Therefore, prior to placing 

deposits with a bank under this new policy, and in case the total working balances exceed Rs.10 

million, the selection of the bank/(s) as well as the terms of deposits will be approved by the 

concerned Board of Directors/Governing Body on the basis of competitive bids from at least 

three independent banks. Further, Para 6 states, “Before making any investment under this 

policy, it would be necessary for public sector entities to set up in-house professional treasury 

management functions. The para-3(e) says that “the working balance limit of each organization 

should be determined with the approval of the administrative ministry in consultation with 

Finance Division and the Principle Accounting officer of the ministry concerned will be 

responsible for the implementation of the above instructions. Specifically, they would need to 

have an Investment Committee (IC) with defined investment approval authority. Transactions 

above the approval authority of the IC will be subject to approval of the Board of Directors or 
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an equivalent forum. The IC should be assisted by an Investment Management Unit employing 

qualified staff with atleast 3-5 years of experience of making investment in debt/equity 

instruments. However, it will be necessary for public sector enterprises to use the services of 

professional fund managers approved by SECP”. 

During audit of Korangi Fisheries Harbour Authority (KoFHA), Karachi for year 2020-

21, it was observed that an investment of Rs. 350.00 million was made in National Bank of 

Pakistan (NBP) for one year in (TDR) at 7.5% against the higher rates offered by JS Bank i.e. 

7.59% which resulted in a loss of Rs.3.100 million.  

Audit is of the view that due to irrational decision, the management sustained a loss of 

Rs. 3.100 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021.The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 03, 2022. The management informed that 

investment was made with highest profit rate. The DAC directed the management to verify the 

factual position and fix the responsibility on the person(s) at fault as per Inquiry report. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.2.4.7 Irregular payment of bonus to officers and staff - Rs. 1.486 million 

Finance Division through O.M. No. F.3 (5) R.12/80(R.14) Vol-II/2001/544 dated Nov 

30, 2001. Applicable to all Autonomous Bodies/Public Sector Enterprises, the payment of 

bonus to the employees is subject to concurrence of Finance Division. Further, the bonus should 

be paid to the employees on the basis of operational profit of the organization. 

During audit of Korangi Fisheries Harbour Authority (KoFHA) for the year 2020-21, 

it was observed that management paid a bonus of Rs. 1.486 million to its officers and staff as 

detailed below:       

Description (Rs. in million) 

Staff Bonus 1.413 

Officer Bonus 0.064 

Contract Employee Bonus 0.009 

Total 1.486 

Audit is of the view that the payment of bonus despite operational loss and without 

approval of M/o Finance is held irregular / unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021.The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 03, 2022.The management informed that bonus 

was paid from own revenues of authority and with the approval of BoD. The DAC directed the 

management to take approval from the Finance Division to regularize the bonus payment. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.2.4.8 Non-preparation of annual accounts 

As per Public Sector Companies (Corporate Government) Rule, 2017, section (10) 

Every Public Sector shall, within one month of the close of first, second and third quarter of its 

year of account, prepare a profit and loss account for, and balance sheet as at the end of that 
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quarter, whether audited or otherwise, for the Board’s approval. Annual report including annual 

financial statements shall be placed on the Public Sector Company’s website: 

During audit of Korangi Fisheries Harbour Authority (KoFHA) for the year 2020-21, 

it was observed that the management failed to finalize its annual accounts since 2013-14. 

Audit is of the view that due to weaknesses in underlying accounting system have 

caused delay in timely preparation of accounts and timely completion of audit. 

The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021.The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 03, 2022. The management informed that Audited 

Accounts for the year 2015-16 have been approved by the BoD. Moreover, efforts are being 

made to completete the remaining backlog. The DAC directed the management to finalize and 

get the annual accounts approved by BoD without further delay and report to Ministry under 

intimation to audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3 Pakistan National Shipping Corporation 

12.3.1 Introduction 

Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (the Holding Company), its subsidiary 

companies and associates (together ‘the Group’) were incorporated under the provisions of the 

Pakistan National Shipping Ordinance, 1979 and the Companies Ordinance 1984, respectively. 

The Group is principally engaged in the business of shipping, including charter of vessels, 

transportation of cargo and other related services.  

12.3.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

12.3.2.1 The working results of the Corporation for the year 2020-21 as compared with the 

preceding years are given below: 

      (Rs. in million) 

 2020-21 
% Inc 

/(Dec) 
2019-20 

% Inc/ 

(Dec) 
2018-19 

No. of Ships 11.00  11.00  11.00 

Cargo carried by owned and chartered 

vessels 11.09 25.89 8.81 (15.17) 10.38 

Operation Revenue  

Own vessels 10,592.72 (13.74) 12,279.63 52.71 8,040.97 

Chartered vessels 1,239.01 (4.39) 1,295.86 (53.71) 2,799.42 

Total income from shipping business 12,567.95 (7.42) 13,575.49 25.23 10,840.39 

Rental Income 220.62 (3.27) 228.08 35.24 168.65 

Other income 1,444.68 52.69 946.17 (47.88) 1,815.23 
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Total revenue 14,233.25 (3.50) 14,749.75 15.01 12,824.27 

Operating expenses      

Fleet expenses Direct and indirect (9,803.74) 8.25 (9,056.29) 10.99 (8,159.30) 

Admin expenses (1,034.52) (7.66) (1,120.28) 0.63 (1,113.28) 

Other expenses including Real Estate 

Exp (321.81) (19.51) (399.83) (38.21) (647.10) 

Total expenses (11,160.07) 5.52 (10,576.40) 6.62 (9,919.68) 

Operating profit/(loss) 3,073.18 (17.33) 3,717.21 27.98 2,904.58 

Finance Cost (557.61) (50.89) (1,135.46) 152.24 (450.15) 

Profit/(Loss) before Taxation 2,442.19 (5.41) 2,581.75 5.19 2,454.43 

Profit/(Loss) after Taxation 2,265.026 (6.17) 2,413.88 10.00 2,194.37 

 (Source: Annual Audited Accounts) 

12.3.2.2 Revenue from own vessels has decreased by 13.74%, from 12,279.63 million tons 

in 2020 as compared to 10,592.72 million in 2021 which needs justification. 

12.3.2.3 Revenue from chartered vessels decreased by 4.39% in the year 2021 to Rs. 

1,239.01 million as compared to Rs. 1,295.86 million during previous year which needs 

clarification. 

12.3.2.4 Total fleet expenses increased by 8.25% in year 2021, from  

Rs. 9.056.29 million in 2020 to Rs. 9,803.74 million in 2021which needs justification. 

12.3.2.5 Gross profit of the company declined by 17.33% from Rs. 3,717.21 million in 2020 

to Rs. 3,073.18 million in 2021 which needs explanation. 

12.3.2.6 Operating expenses increased by 8.2% from Rs. 9,056.29 million in 2020 to Rs. 

9,803.74 million which needs explanation. 

12.3.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

No. of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 
Breakup of compliance awaited 

%age of 

compliance 

2003-04 6 5 1 181 83 

2006-07 18 17 1 189 94 

2008-09 5 4 1 212 80 

2011-12 13 11 2 

22.3.2.1, 22.3.2.2, 22.3.2.3, 

22.3.2.4, 22.3.2.5, 22.3.2.6, 

22.3.2.7, 22.3.2.8, 22.3.2.9, 

2.3.2.10, 22.3.4.1 85 

2012-13 6 4 2 

22.1.2.1, 22.1.2.2, 22.1.2.3, 

22.1.2.4 67 

2013-14 10 7 3 16.3.2.1, 16.3.4.2, 16.3.4.4 70 

2014-15 12 1 11 18.3.2.1, 18.3.2.2, 18.3.2.3, 18.3.3, 

18.3.4.1, 18.2.4.2, 18.2.4.3, 
8 
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18.3.4.4, 18.3.4.5, 18.3.4.6, 

18.3.4.7 

2015-16 11 1 10 

17.3.2.1, 17.3.2.2, 17.3.2.3, 

17.3.2.4, 17.3.3, 17.3.4.1, 17.3.4.2, 

17.3.4.3, 17.3.4.4, 17.4.2.1  9 

2016-17 10 9 1 

15.3.2.1, 15.3.3, 15.3.4.1, 15.3.4.2, 

15.3.4.3, 15.3.4.4, 15.3.4.5, 

15.3.4.6, 15.3.4.7 90 

2017-18 12 11 1 

14.3.2.1, 14.3.2.2, 14.3.2.3, 14.3.3, 

14.3.4.1, 14.3.4.2, 14.3.4.3, 

14.3.4.4, 14.3.4.5, 14.3.4.6, 

14.3.4.7 92 

Total 103 70 33   61 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs improvement. 

12.3.4 AUDIT FINDINGS  

12.3.4.1 Loss of freight income due to less lifting of cargoes - Rs. 16,148.241 million 

Rule (4) (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) for the year 2019-20, it was 

observed that the management suffered a loss of Rs. 16,148.241 million on account of low lifting of 

cargoes. The details of vessels lifted low cargos are as under: 

S.# Name of 

Vessels 

Dead weight Max. Cargo 

Lifted in 

2019-20 

Total 

planned 

voyages in 

2019-20 

Total 

available 

dead 

weight 

2019-20 

Actual 

voyages 

2019-20 

Actual 

weight 

lifted in 

2019-20 

M.Tons 

Actual Revenue 

of lifted 

Cargoes in Rs. 

2019-20  

Difference 

lifted cargos 

in M.Tons 

Loss of Income 

due to lifted low 

cargo in Rs. 

A B C D=B×C E F G H=D-F I=(G÷F×H) 

1. M.T. 
Khairpur 

74,986 62,230 30 1,866,900 14 764,133 1,174,823,000 1,102,767 1,695,458,821 

2. M.T. 
Lahore 

107,018 97,606 27 2,635,362 19 1,360,483 1,314,865,000 1,274,519 11,862,945,311 

3. M.T. 

Karachi 

107,081 94,848 26 2,466,048 21 1,567,064 1,841,788,000 898,984 1,056,586,038 

4. MT. 
Shalamar 

105,315 89,871 24 2,156,904 16 1,177,668 1,843,949,000 979,236 1,533,251,513 

Total  16,148,241,683 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to utilize the capacity of its vessels to 

the optimum which resulted in low lifting of cargoes.  

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed the DAC that 

the there is no adverse impact on freight revenue of PNSC, since PNSC has already agreed the 

freight rates with refineries in excess of market freight rates with a premium of 17 to 18 points 

above AFRA index. The DAC directed the management to get the record verified by Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 
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12.3.4.2 Non-recovery of dues - Rs. 4,393.793 million 

Rule (4) (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) for the year 2017-18, it was 

observed that the management failed to effect recovery of an amount of Rs. 4,393.793 million 

as detailed below: 

S. 

# 

Description Amount S. 

# 

Description Amount 
(Rs. in million) 

1. Non-recovery of dues from 

others (trade debts) 

768.004 2. Non-recovery of dues from 

Government parties 

226.560 

3. Non-recovery of dues from 

Contractors and Suppliers 

19.808 4. Non-recovery of dues 

against Executives and 

employees  

45.447 

5. 
Non-recovery of dues from 

Agents and owners 
9.628  6. Non-recovery from others  88.100  

7. 
Non-recovery of Sales Tax 

Refundable 
26.00 

8. 
Non-recovery of dues from 

parties  
3,210.246 

Total  Rs. 4,393.793 

  

Audit is of the view that the management failed to safeguard Corporation’s interest as 

it did not recover the amount of Rs. 4,393.793 million which indicates negligence, inefficiency, 

lack of propriety approach, weak financial management and poor internal controls within the 

organization. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed that recovery 

of Rs. 942.689 million have been recovered and efforts are being made to recover the remaining 

amount. The DAC directed the management to get the recovered amount verified by Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.3 Loss of income due to transportation of less crude oil - Rs. 643.607 million 

As per Contract of Affreightment (CoA) PNSC with NRL Clause-1(a):- Subject to the 

terms and conditions and provisions of this Agreement, the carrier undertakes to transport from 

the Designated Gulf Ports to Karachi, and the company undertakes to pay freight for 

transportation of estimated quantity of 1,680,000 metric tons crude oil per annum +/-10% (“the 

Estimated Annual Quantity”) at the freight rate determined in accordance with clause 8 of this 

Agreement. The company may on the basis of its crude oil requirements, and with prior written 

notice to the carrier, increase from time to time the Estimated Annual Quantity for the 

remaining period of this Agreement. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) for year 2019-20, it 

was observed that the management suffered a huge loss of freight income due to less 

transportation of crude oil of National Refinery Limited (NRL). The management was required 

to receive freight for transportation of crude oil as per Contract of Affreightment (CoA), which 

was not received. The details are as under: 
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Cargo 

lifted Qty 

(July, 

2019 to 

October, 

2019) 04 

months in 

M.Tons 

Cargo lifted Qty 

(November, 2019 

to February,2020) 

04 months in 

M.Tons 

Cargo lifted 

Qty 

(March,2020 to 

June,2020) 04 

months 

M.Tons 

Total Cargo 

lifted in 2019-

20 M.Tons 

Estimated/ 

Guaranted 

Annual 

quantity in 

M.Tons 

DifferencQty 

lifted in 

M.Tons 

% AFRA 

Rate in 

USS per 

M.Ton 

Total Cost of Dead 

weight charges in 04 

months 

(March,2020 to 

April,2020) US$ 

498,792 483,717.92 204,100.87 1,186,310.79 1,680,000 493,689.21 29.37 7.8064 3,853,935.449 

Total dead freight Income loss in Rs.( 01 US$ equal to Pak-Rs.167 average) 643,607,219.97 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to penalize M/s NRL for short 

transportation of crude oil which resulted in revenue loss sustained a revenue loss of Rs. 

643.607 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022.The management informed the DAC that 

there is no ‘guaranteed’ annual quantity i.e. dead freight quantity of 70,000 MT per voyage for 

which dead freight invoices have already been raised by PNSC as claims to NRL against 

difference in estimated annual quantity. TheDAC directed the management to provide the 

relevant record to audit for verification. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.4 Irregular investment in Silk Bank - Rs. 510.00 million  

As per no.F.4(1)/2000-Br.ii Islamabad, the 22nd September, 2005 office memorandum 

subject:- deposits of working balances and investment of surplus funds belonging to public 

sector enterprises and local/autonomous bodies under federal government: the undersigned is 

directed to refer to this division’s Om of even number, dated 2nd July, 2003 on the above 

subject. The para 3(a) of the said Om may please be read as follows: 3(a): for the sake of the 

safety and security of deposits, the banks/financial institutions taking a deposit should have a 

minimum “a” rating as appearing on the web-site of the credit rating agency… 

PNSC's SoPs for surplus funds, 3) states, ''for the sake of security and safety of deposits, 

the bank/financial institutions taking deposits should have minimum ''A'' rating as appearing 

on the website of the State Bank of Pakistan''. Banks having latest long-term ratings of A/A+ 

or above are encouraged to quote rates. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) for the year 2019-20, 

it was observed that the management invested an amount of  

Rs. 510.000 million through roll over in TDRs in Silk Bank Ltd. on 18-9-2019 for the period 

of three (03) months @ 13.50%. The management continued rolling over the same amount 

throughout the year and last time it rolled over on 23 June, 2020. In this regard, the Audit 

observed the following irregularities: 

i. The Credit Rating of the Bank stood at long term ''A-'' with outlook 'Rating Watch-Negative' 

and short term ''Á-2'', which was below the minimum required ''A/A+'' with a 'Positive outlook'. 

ii. Annual Report of Silk Bank Ltd. for the year 2019, revealed that Silk Bank Ltd. is non-

compliant with the Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR) prescribed by the State Bank of 

Pakistan as its Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) stood at 5.81% against the minimum 

requirement of 12.5%.  
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iii. Financial health of the bank deteriorated as the Bank sustained a loss of  

Rs. 3,953 million in 2019 and loss per share was (0.44). 

Audit is of the view that the management may have given undue favor to Silk Bank by 

investing such a huge amount of Rs. 510.000 million in the said Bank continuously in 2019-20 

and beyond as the said Bank did not meet the required credit rating. Besides, the Bank was in 

losses during the year 2019 and did not have the required credit rating. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed that it had not 

violated any instructions of any memorandum of Finance Division. The DAC directed the 

management to provide the relevant record to audit for verification. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.5 Unjustified expenditure on idle vessels - Rs. 509.084 million 

Rule (4) (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) for the year 2019-20, it was 

observed that the management incurred a huge expenditure on idle vessels amounting to Rs.509.084 

million as detailed below:  

S. # Name of Vessels Total No. of days 

Idleness/Empty/Laid up 

Total 

Expenditure (Rs) 

1. M.T. Bolan 22 45,074,538 

2. M.T. Karachi 44 135,024,277 

3. M.V. Multan 25 53,636,605 

4. M.V. Sibbi 14 15,408,149 

5. M.T. Quetta 12 45,971,981 

6. M.V. Khairpur 34 75,418,632 

7. M.T. Shalamar 35 121,127,127 

8. M.V. Chitral 02 3,351,111 

9. M.T. Malakand 01 1,038,328 

10. M.V. Hyderabad 08 13,033,901 

Total 197 509,084,649 

Audit is of the view that the due to inefficiency of the management, the vessels 

remained idle for 197 days, resulting in a wasteful expenditure of  

Rs. 509.084 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management stated that voyages 

pertain to repairs/dry docking, due to which no revenue is appearing in those voyages and losses 

are appearing due to allocation of overhead / repair expense in these voyages.The DAC directed 

the management to provide the relevant record to audit for verification.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.6 Losses in the voyages of ships – Rs. 428.536 million 
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Rule (4) (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) for the year 2019-20, 

it was observed that 08 vessels performed a total of 100 voyages which incurred an operating 

loss of Rs. 428.536 million as detailed below:  

(Rs in million) 

S.# Name of 

Voyage 

No. of 

Voyages 

Revenue generated 

by the Vessel 

Expenditure 

incurred against 

the Vessel 

Difference/ Net 

loss of each 

Vessel 

1 Hyderabad 03 70.836 99.673 28.838 

2 Multan 04 81.259 151.639 70.380 

3 Quetta 08 376.961 468.494 91.534 

4 Khairpur 09 333.358 527.405 194.048 

5 Sibi 02 116.488 151.041 34.553 

6 Slot chartering 72 0.427 7.177 6.750 

7 Super Lady 01 60.254 61.749 1.495 

8 Kudos 01 63.347 64.288 0.941 

Total 100 1,102.930 1,531.466 428.539 

Audit is of the view that due to ill-planning and poor supervision, the expenditure on 

the vessels exceeded income.  

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed that Shipping 

is a cyclic business and the earning indicator of shipping industry BDI during FY 2019-2020 

experienced one of its worst turmoil due to Covid situation. The DAC directed the management 

to verify the factual position. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.7 Irregular/unjustified adjustment of credit losses of non-recoveries against 

impairment losses - Rs. 339.659 million 

Rule (4) (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) for the year 2019-20, it was 

observed that the management set aside an amount of Rs.339.659 million in anticipation that these were 

expected credit losses and the Corporation is unlikely to recover the same. This amount has a direct effect 

on the current assets of the Corporation. This also means that the revenues which were booked in 

different times are now considered as doubtful in terms of recovery. After due consideration and analysis, 

the management has made a decision to consider financial receivables amounting to Rs.339.659 million 

to be marked as expected credit losses, meaning chances of recoveries are less. Now the management 

has charged Rs.339.659 million in their financial position and profit and loss account. 

Audit is of the view that the management’s expectation of credit losses reflects poor asset 

management, as these are directly associated with the assets and revenues which were already booked in 

previous years, which sustained the Corporation a loss of Rs.339.659 million. 
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The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management stated that the said 

amount pertained to PSO for which ECC has directed PSO to pay the outstanding amount to 

PNSC and PNSC request Ministry of Maritime Affairs to take up the matter with Ministry of 

Petroleum and Energy to implement the decision of ECC for early recovery of said amount 

from PSO. The DAC directed that meeting may be held between MOMA and Ministry of 

Petroleum Energy to resolve the issue at earliest.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.8 Operational losses by subsidiary companies - Rs. 250.848 million 

As per Job description of PNSC, the General Manager of Commercial Division was 

required to perform:  

 Utilize vessels allocated in the most profitable manner 

 Prepare and maintain vessel schedule 

 Ensure proper execution of the voyage, etc 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation for the year  

2019-20, it was observed that the management’s subsidiary companies sustained accumulative 

loss of Rs. 250.848 million as detailed below: 

(Amount in Rs) 

S.# Name of Subsidiary Total profit/(loss) Earnings per share in 2019-

20 

1. Malakand (45,363,000) (0.14) 

2. Multan (92,485,000) (0.66) 

3. Sibi (113,000,000) (0.45) 

 Total (250,848,000)  

Audit is of the view that operational losses reflects poor financial management resulting 

in a loss of Rs. 250.848 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed that each and 

every voyage and its feasibility is properly worked out and assessed with regard to profit / loss 

of the voyage before fixing ships. All the voyages were expected in profit at charter hire 

considering CP daily gross hire above the daily FOC. The DAC directed the management to 

submit revise reply to the audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.9 Loss of income by non-charging of dead freight - Rs. 152.140 million 

Clause 1(b) As per Contract of Affreightment (CoA) PNSC with NRL. The average 

minimum cargo size shall be 70,000 metric tons based on the average cargo sizes notified by 

the COMPANY over 4 calendar months barring the period where refinery is under specific 

turnaround and /or curtailment of crude oil availability imposed by OPEC/crude oil supplier. 

The dead freight shall be payable by the company to the carrier for the quantity determined as 

difference between the total quantity notified by the company over the period of 4 months and 

70,000 MT times no of cargoes performed during the same period. However, carrier shall be 
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responsible to arrange upliftment of the quantities as notified by the company and that cargo 

quantities are not reduced or short loaded for vessel reasons. 

As per Contract of Affreightment (CoA) PNSC with NRL Clause-1(b):- all individual 

cargo sizes below 71,000 Metric Tons shall have the provision of a negative tolerance of 3% 

for each voyage. (c):- in case the average minimum cargo size falls below 68,870 metric tons, 

the company shall pay the carrier dead freight for the average minimum cargo size fallen short 

of 68,870 metric tons. 

As per Contract of Affreightment (CoA) PNSC with NRL Clause-1(b):- the Cargo sizes 

shall not be less than 70,000 metric tons on an average monthly basis subject to a negative 

tolerance of 0.5%. failing which dead freight shall be payable by the company to the carrier on 

the difference between 70,000 metric tons less negative tolerance and the said monthly average 

of cargo sizes to be settled on completion of each month. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation for year 2019-20, it was 

observed that the management did not charge the dead freight of  

Rs. 152.140 million against National Refinery Limited (NRL), Pakistan Refinery Limited 

(PRL) and M/s Pak Arab Refinery Limited (PARL) as per contract agreement. Annex-49. 

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favor to Oil Marketing 

Companies (OMCs) by not charging the dead freight which reflects inefficiency and poor 

financial management. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The irregularity was discussed in DAC 

meeting held on January 17, 2022.  

a The management informed the DAC that the no loss has occurred to PNSC for non-

charging of dead freight from PRL. Voyage wise detail was given to audit for 

clarification.DAC directed the management to provide the relevant record to audit for 

verification. 

b The management informed the DAC that the no loss has occurred to PNSC for non-

charging of dead freight from PARL. Voyage wise detail was given to audit for 

clarification.DAC directed to verify the record. 

c The management informed the DAC that the total lifting quantity applicable for dead-

freight during the said period was 273,729 MT (4 voyages) as against minimum 

quantity of 280,000 MT, i.e. a short lifting of 6,270 MT, for which PNSC has already 

raised invoice to NRL.DAC directed the management to get the record verified by 

Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

(DP No. 222, 223 & 221) 

12.3.4.10 Irregular appointment of retired officers - Rs. 148.299 million 

As per Cabinet division letter no.6/2/2000-r.3 dated 06.05.2000:- policy guidelines for 

contract appointments for posts in autonomous/semi-autonomous bodies, corporations, public 

sector companies etc., owned and managed by the federal government: say that in order to 
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regulate contract appointments in autonomous/semi-autonomous bodies, corporations, public 

sector companies etc., owned and managed by the federal government, the chief executive has 

been pleased to lay down the following policy guidelines:-  

(iii) (a) Where the nature of a particular job/vacant position requires contract appointment for a 

specific period, standing instructions should be issued by the administrative 

Ministry/Division concerned, after consultation with the Chairman of the Board of 

Directors/Board of Governors, specifying such posts and the parameters governing 

appointment on contract basis against such posts.  

(iv) In the case of contract appointment/re-employments of retired civil servants, retired Armed 

Forces Officers and retired Judges of Superior Courts, the condition of open advertisement 

shall not be applicable, provided that such appointments shall be made by or with the prior 

approval of the prescribed authorities in the Federal Government.  

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC), for the year 2019-20, 

it was observed that the management appointed officers of retired armed forces on contract 

basis in violation of rules. Following irregularities were observed: 

i. All appointments were made without approval of Cabinet Division. 

ii. Appointments were made without the approval of Board of Directors. 

iii. All the retired armed forces officers appointed in the Corporation were appointed on contract 

period for initial two years but continued in contract period without getting the prior approval 

from the Ministry. Annex-50. 

Audit is of the view that the management has extended undue favor and appointed 

retired officers of armed forces on contract basis in violation of rules. Thus, the appointment 

as well as the amount Rs. 148.299 in lieu of salary and allowances paid to the officers is held 

irregular and unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed that the matter 

is subjudice in High Court of Sindh. The DAC directed the management to provide the relevant 

record to audit for verification.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.11 Loss of income due to late delivery of vessels - Rs. 114.118 million 

Clause 6 & 8 of General Terms & Conditions of Dry Docking Contract Time 

Completion of Work, the yard shall undertake that is shall give the highest priority to the work 

and any additional work and shall not assign a higher priority to any other work which may 

interfere with its diligent prosecution of work and any additional work. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) for the year 2019-20, 

it was observed that the management awarded four (04) contracts of dry-docking during the 

period 2019-20 to different shipyards, the management lost the business valuing Rs. 114.118 

million. The details of business income loss is as under: 

S. # Name of 

Vessel 

Name of Contract awarded Approved 

days 

Actual 

days 

Difference / 

late 

completion 

Opportunity 

cost loss in 

 (US$ 155 

/PKR) 

Total Loss 

( Rs. in 

million) 

1. Chitral M/s. Zhoushan Nanyang 

Star Building Co. Ltd. 

28 49 21 199,436.38 31.243 
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2. Sibi M/s. Colombo Dockyard 

PLC 

24 27 03 19,701 3.058 

3. Malakand M/s. Colombo Dockyard 

PLC 

24 39 15 393,718 62.597 

4. Multan M/s. Colombo Dockyard 

PLC 

24 32 08 104,803  17.219 

Total 114.118 

Audit is of the view that dry-docking of the vessels beyond the time specified cost the 

management an opportunity loss of Rs. 114.118 million which reflects poor planning. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed the DAC that 

the final scope of work is not in hands of PNSC, as the same always decided by final authority 

i.e Class survey who is working under IMO regulations.Yards were only be penalized when 

delays was on their part.PNSC has penalized yards, and deducted amount as per contract terms 

as given in the reply of draft para.The DAC directed the management to provide the relevant 

record to audit for verification. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.12 Appointment of ship personnel beyond the age of superannuation - Rs. 80.120 

million 

As per Govt. of Pakistan, Establishment Division O.M.No.4/1/84-R-I, dated 

02.09.1990, all Ministries/Divisions were requested to adhere to the instructions issued by the 

Establishment Division and not to allow any officer to continue in service beyond the age of 

superannuation or contractual appointment without prior approval of the competent authority 

i.e. prime minister. Further, as per policy guidelines for contract appointments in 

autonomous/semi-autonomous bodies/corporation, issued by the Government of Pakistan, 

Establishment Division vide O.M No. 6/2/2000-R.3, dated 6th May 2000, the post should be 

advertised. 

As per PNSC Tenders dated 25.03.2018 and 13.06.2019 for appointments of Afloat 

Officers for LR-1 product Carrier/Tankers fixed the maximum age up to 55 & 58 years for 

appointment of Master Mariner (Class-I Deck) and Chief Engineer Mariner (Class-I Motor). 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) for the year 2019-20, 

it was observed that the management appointed retired Afloat Officers on contract for a period 

of initial 03 years which is violation of the tender and Establishment division instructions. The 

details are as under: 
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S. #  

Designation 

 

Date of Birth 

 

Date of 

Appointment 

Age at the time 

of appointment 

Period of 

services  

Salary & 

Allowances 

paid per 

month in Rs. 

Total 

amount paid 

Rs. 

1. Capt. Mirza Rashid 

Baig, Malakand 

05.05.1957 05.05.2019 62 22 months, 

26 days 

656,088 14,984,203 

2. Capt. Muhammad 

Iqbal, Hyderabad 

02.02.1958 16.02.2019 61 25 months 

12 days. 

656,088 16,683,381 

3. Capt. Najeeb 

Anwar, Chitral 

24.03.1959 10.02.2019 60 25 months, 

18 days. 

656,088 16,823,971 

4. Mirajuddin, Chief 

Engr, Hyderabad 

13.02.1960 16.02.2019 59 25 months, 

12 days. 

643,912 16,373,762 

5. ZiaurRehman, Chief 

Engr. Multan 

15.12.1955 24.04.2019 64 23 months, 

06 days. 

657,943 15,264,278 

Total 3,270,119 80,129,595 

Audit is of the view that the management had irregularly hired the services of retired 

captains and chief engineers beyond the age of 60 years. Thus, an amount Rs. 80.129 in lieu of 

salary paid is held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed the DAC that 

the Ministry of Port & Shipping letter dated September 12, 2006 has already approved 

relaxation in appointment of afloat beyond the age of 65 years. The DAC directed the 

management to provide the relevant record to audit for verification. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.13 Loss on sale of bunkers - Rs. 67.466 million 

Rule (4) (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation of Pakistan (PNSC) for the 

year 2019-20, it was observed that the management sustained a loss of Rs.67.466 million on 

sale of bunkers as detailed below: 

S. # Name of Vessel Loss (Rs in 

million). 

1. MV Chitral 11.162 

2. MV Malakand 36.153 

3. MV Sibbi 2.001 

4. MV Multan 18.148 

Total 67.465 

Audit is of the view that due to ill planning and non-assessment, the management 

purchased fuel in bulk quantity which resulted into non-utilization of the same on time and 

subsequent sale on lower rates than the purchased prices, sustaining a loss of Rs. 67.466 

million. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed the DAC that 

this is due to market rates prevailing at time of delivery / re-delivery of vessel, and same cannot 

be controlled by any of the parties and consultant in loss or sometimes in profit. The DAC 
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directed the management to provide the relevant record along with Surveyor’s Reports at the 

time of sale and purchase of bunkers to audit for verification. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.14 Loss of revenue due to ocean losses - Rs. 62.939 million 

As per the agreement clause regarding Ocean Losses, it is agreed that; 

(i) Ocean loss in respect of cargo carried shall not exceed 0.4% by weight of crude oil Loaded 

quantity as per Bill(s) of lading per voyage, compared with measurement of shore tanks at 

discharge port. The quantity delivered shall be quantity actually received in the company’s 

shore tanks. Any unpumpable quantity of crude oil left onboard after completion of discharge 

shall not be adjusted against allowable ocean loss as mentioned herein, such computations of 

ocean losses shall made and settled on a voyage-to-voyage basis. 

(ii) If ocean loss on each cargo carried under this agreement exceeds 0.4% by weight as per above 

clause, the carrier shall be liable to pay the company the cost of ocean loss in excess of 0.4% 

by weight and freight thereof, without prejudice to any liabilities of the carrier. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) for the year 2019-20, 

it was observed that the management incurred ocean losses amounting to Rs. 62.939 million 

due to short delivery of crude oil in excess of 0.4% by weight and freight as detailed below: 

S. # Vessel Name Total voyages Ocean loss (Rs. in million) 

1. MT Quetta 23 30.983 

2. MT Lahore 19 13.370 

3. MT Karachi 21 18.586 

Total 62.939 

Audit is of the view that due to mismanagement and technical fault of the ships, the 

management supplied short quantity causing an ocean loss of Rs. 62.939 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed the DAC that 

these discrepancies are due to density variation of cargo being load on top at shore tank and 

current COA extension with PRL and after tedious negotiation PNSC finally devised a 

mechanism for sample testing at load and discharge port to overcome the density variation 

which is the major factor for ocean losses. The DAC directed the management to provide the 

relevant record to audit for verification. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.15 Irregular sale of vehicles to officers - Rs. 38.566 million 

Section 6 (g) of PNSC Ordinance 1979 states that without prejudice to the generality of 

the foregoing provision, the Corporation shall, to acquire, hold or dispose of any property, 

whether movable or immovable, or any shipping undertaking or undertaking connected with 

shipping. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) for the year 2019-20, 

it was observed that the management sold 32 vehicles to the officers of PNSC (Annex-51). 

Following irregularities were observed:  

i. The management directly sold its vehicles to its officers without calling the public auction.  
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ii. Further, during the scrutiny of expenditure of sold vehicles, it was revealed that before selling 

the vehicles, management incurred an expenditure of Rs.18.370 million against the replacement 

of tyres, replacement of spare parts, replacement of batteries and others etc.  

iii. The amount of all the vehicles sold out to officers has been adjusting through their monthly 

salaries from the head of monetization allowance.  

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favor to its employees by 

selling vehicles directly and after incurring expenditures on repair and maintenance. Besides, 

the sale amount of vehicles has been adjusted through deduction of monthly salary against 

monetization allowances.  

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed the DAC that 

the all PNSC vehicle were sold in open auction in transparent manner and vehicle purchase by 

officers was transferred under approved car monetization policy of PNSC. The DAC directed 

the management to provide the relevant record to audit for verification. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.16 Loss due to accident of MT. Bolan - Rs. 32.757 million 

Rule (4) (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) for the year 2019-20, 

it was observed that the management acquired newly Aframax tanker MT Bolan suffered an 

accident on 31st August, 2019 near Malaysia during berthing operation. As the ship was in 

damaged condition after off-loading cargo, the ship charterer put the vessel on off hire from 

05.09.2019 to 12.09.2019  

(08 days). Thus, the Corporation sustained a loss of revenue income Rs. 18.704 million (US$ 

14,000 per days x 08 days x Rs. 167). Furthermore, due to off hire/idleness, the ship also 

incurred additional cost of bunkering and other overhead amounting to Rs. 14.530 million. 

Audit is of the view that due to inefficiency in the operation of vessel, a loss of revenue 

income and incurring extra expenditure valuing Rs. 32.757 million was incurred. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed the DAC that 

an inquiry was also conducted in which negligence of Master of the vessel was established, 

upon which his services were immediately terminated and PNSC has received an amount of 

Rs.25.085 million whereas claim acceptance of P&I Club amounting to USD 51,125. The DAC 

directed the management to verify the factual position with Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.17 Excess utilization of bunkers - Rs. 17.906 million 

Rule (4) (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters. 
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During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation for the year  

2019-20, it was observed that the management utilized fuel on their vessels in excess than the 

standard, resulting in excess expenditures valuing Rs.23.303 million as detailed below: 

 

S.No. 

 

Vessel 

Name 

 

Period 

Standard 

allowed in 

M.Tons 

Actual 

utilized in 

M.Tons 

Excess 

Utilized in 

M.tons 

Rate of 

US$ per 

M.Ton 

Total Cost 

M.Tons in 

US$ 

A B C=(B-A) D E=(C×D) 

1. MV 

Karachi 

June,2019 498.72 513 14.28 378 5,397.84 

July,2019 821.81 931 109.19 378 41,273.82 

October,2019 1,059.22 1,166.30 107.08 310 33,194.80 

2. MV Quetta September,2019 1,228.74 1,231.10 2.36 342.50 808.30 

3. MV Lahore October,2019 901.41 991.40 89.99 295 26,547.05 

Total amount in US$ 107,221.81 

Total amount in Pak-Rs.01 US$ equivalent to Pak Rs.167 average Rs. 17.906 

million 

Audit is of the view that consumption of excess fuel than the standard reflects 

inefficiency and poor internal controls.  

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management stated that the actual 

consumption was well below the standard consumption and hence there was no inefficiency in 

operation of the vessels by PNSC. The DAC directed the management to submit the revise 

reply and verify the factual position with Audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.18 Irregular appointment as Assistant Manager (Planning) - Rs. 15.289 million 

As per advertisement the required qualification for the post of Assistant Manager 

(Planning) was MBA in any discipline including MBA (Maritime) except IT MIS from any 

HEC approved institution or holders of Master’s Degree in Commerce/Economics with two 

years working experience. 

As per advertisement the required qualification for the post of Deputy Manager 

(Planning) was MBA in any discipline including MBA (Maritime) except IT MIS from any 

HEC approved institution or holders of Master’s Degree in Commerce/Economics with four 

years working experience. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) for the year 2019-20, 

it was observed that the management appointed Mr. Muhammad Zohaib Zafar as Assistant 

Manager (Planning) in 2010 at monthly salary  

Rs. 32,208 on contract basis for a period 02 years without having required qualification i.e, 

MBA. He possessed Bachelor degree in Computer Science. Later on, management re-

appointed him as Deputy Manager (Planning) in September 2014 without having MBA degree. 

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favor in the appointment of 

Mr. Muhammad Zohaib Zafar as Assistant Manager & Deputy Manager (Planning) in violation 

of required criteria. Thus, his appointment & payment of salary amounting to Rs. 15.289 

million is held irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed that all codal 
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formalities were observed in the appointments. The DAC directed the management to provide 

the relevant record to audit for verification. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.19 Irregular promotion of contractual officers - Rs. 15.000 million  

Clause 4 of PNSC Contractual Employee Policy 2013, Promotion Policy required 

mandatory service limits for promotion are: 

Category Contract 
From Managers to General Managers Five Years 

From Deputy Managers to Managers Five Years 

From Assistant Managers to Deputy Managers Three Years 

From Junior Executives to Assistant Managers Five Years 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) for the year 2019-20, 

it was observed that the management promoted junior officers (contractual) in violation of the 

seniority list. The management promoted the junior officers against the senior seats on pick-

and-choose basis without observing the seniority. Moreover, it was also noticed from the 

scrutiny of contractual employee personal files that there is a practice in the Corporation that 

contractual employees are promoted against the permanent employees' seats and even juniors 

were promoted against the seniors' seats in violation of the employees' service rules. The details 

of promoted contractual employee against the permanent employees’ seats as well juniors 

against the seniority are attached at Annex-52. 

Audit is of the view that the management was extending undue favor to its contractual 

employees/junior officers by promotion them in violation of the service rules of PNSC-1984 

and PNSC Contractual Employee Policy-2013. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed the DAC that 

contractual employees are given chance for promotion as per the policy approved by the PNSC 

Board of Directors. The DAC directed the management to provide the relevant record to audit 

for verification. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.20 Loss of freight income due to idleness of vessels - Rs. 10.817 million 

 Rule (4) (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive 

is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) for the year 2019-20, it was 

observed that the management suffered a loss of Rs. 10.817 million on account of cost of idle time of 

ships (i.e. time when no actual voyage was performed). The details of loss are as under: 

Rs. in million 

S. # Name of Vessel Total Idle overhead 

Less: Repair 

&maintenance Idle 

overhead 

Actual Idleness 

  A B C=(A-B) 

1. MV. Khairpur 0.397 0.068 0.328 
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2. M.V. Hyderabad 0.380 0.051 0.328 

3. M.T. Shalamar 1.792 0.339 1.453 

4. M.T. Lahore 2.833 0.600 2.232 

5. M.T. Karachi 2.720 0.663 2.057 

6. MT. Quetta 4.936 0.525 4.411 

Total 13.065 2.248 10.817 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to utilize the vessels properly which 

led to the ships remaining frequently idle during the whole year.  

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed the DAC that 

the vessel can’t be operated in continues basis, vessels were on idleness for few days during 

the year for many reasons for which estimates are incorporated in annual budget for freight loss 

due to idleness. The DAC directed the management to provide the relevant record to audit for 

verification. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.21 Irregular promotion of officers - Rs. 10.000 million 

Clause17(1)of PNSC Service Rules, 1984 states that an Employee other than an 

employee appointed on probation shall rank for seniority in his grade on the basis of his 

continuous services in grade on the date of appointment. 

Further, Clause18 sub-clause (1) states that all promotions shall be made on the basis 

of Seniority-cum-fitness. No employee shall have claimed to be promoted to any particular 

post or Grade by virtue of seniority alone. (2) Every Employee on promotion shall be on 

probation in the higher Grade for six months, extendable by a further period not exceeding 

three months. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) for the year 2019-20, 

it was observed that the management promoted junior officers in violation of the seniority list 

on pick-and-choose basis. The details are as under: 

S. No. Name  Designation Promoted as  Number in 

Seniority list 

1. Mr. Muzaffar Ahmed Manager (XII) General Manager (XIII) 02 

2. Mr. Munaf Ahmed,  Deputy Manager (XI) Manager (XII) 08 

3. Mr. Naeem Ahmed,  Assistant Manager (X) Deputy Manager (XI) 02 

4. Mr. Nusrat Jamil,  Assistant Manager (X) Deputy Manager (XI) 09 

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favor to junior officers by 

promoting them in violation of rules which is held irregular and unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed the DAC that 

the permanent officers are promoted in accordance with PNSC’s approved promotion policy 

for shore-based employees. The DAC directed audit to verify the PNSC’s promotion policy. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.3.4.22 Irregular appointment of Deputy Manager (Tanker) - Rs. 8.351 million  
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As per Cabinet division letter no.6/2/2000-r.3 dated 06-05-2000:- policy guidelines for 

contract appointments for posts in autonomous/semi-autonomous bodies, corporations, public 

sector companies etc., owned and managed by the federal government:- say that in order to 

regulate contract appointments in autonomous/semi-autonomous bodies, corporations, public 

sector companies etc., owned and managed by the federal government, the chief executive has 

been pleased to lay down the following policy guidelines: (ii) For projects which have a limited 

life, appointments may be made on contract basis by the prescribed appointing authority after 

open advertisement of the vacancies. The advertisement should indicate prescribed academic 

and professional qualifications, experience, age, provincial/regional quotas, special quotas etc., 

where applicable, as per rules/government policy. 

During audit of Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC), for the year 2019-20, 

it was observed that the management appointed Mr. Naveed Ahmed Shaikh as Deputy Manager 

(Tanker) on contract basis for a period 02 years on a monthly salary of Rs. 131,985 without 

advertisement in violation of the above rule. The details of salary and allowances paid are as 

under: 

Period Per month salary (Rs.) Amount (Rs. in 

million) 

1st September, 2014 to 1st September, 2016 131,985 3.167 

1st September,2017- to 30th October,2018 131,985 1.583 

1st September,2018 to 1st January, 2019 145,000 0.580 

1st January,2019 to 31st December, 2019 151,439 1.817 

1st January, 2020 to 31stMarch, 2021 185,779 2.786 

 Total 8.351 

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favor to the incumbent by 

appointing him without advertisement is held irregular and unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in April, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 17, 2022. The management informed that 

appointment was made through advertisement and for the post of Deputy Manager (Planning). 

The DAC directed the management to provide the relevant record to audit for verification. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

12.4 Port Qasim Authority 

12.4.1 Introduction 

Port Qasim Authority was established in 1973 under the Port Qasim Authority Act, 

1973 (the PQA Act). The principal activities of the Authority are to provide services of ship 

movement, storage, berthage, wharfage, and towage, etc., besides developing and managing an 

industrial and commercial estate within its occupied area. The location of operations and 

principal office of the Authority is situated at Port Muhammad Bin Qasim, Karachi. 

12.4.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

12.4.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to audit for review each 

year. Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited accounts of the organization 

for the years 2006 to 2020 despite a number of reminders. 
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12.4.2.2 Audit requires that the annual audited accounts of the years 2006 to 2020 be 

provided immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing responsibility 

for non-submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 

12.4.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

No. of 

Directives 

Compliance 

reported 

Compliance 

awaited 

Breakup of compliance awaited %age of 

compliance 

1999-00 5 2 3 67, 68, 70 40 

2000-01 13 10 3 59, 62, 64 77 

2003-04 5 3 2 182, 183 60 

2005-06 14 11 3 225.1, 225.4, 228 79 

2006-07 1 0 1 194 - 

2008-09 5 3 2 213, 214 60 

2010-11 7 2 5 20.3.3, 20.3.4.3 29 

2011-12 15 3 12 22.4.3, 22.4.4.2, 22.4.4.3 20 

2012-13 11 6 5 22.2.3, 22.2.4.1, 22.2.4.2, 22.2.4.4, 

22.2.4.5, 22.2.4.6 

55 

2013-14 13 5 8 16.4.3.1, 16.4.3.2, 16.4.3.3, 16.4.3.4, 

16.4.3.5, 16.4.3.8, 16.4.3.10, 16.4.3.11 

38 

2014-15 63 3 60 18.4.4.2, 18.4.4.4, 18.4.4.27, 18.4.4.26, 

18.4.4.1, 18.4.4.43, 18.4.4.34, 18.4.4.29, 

18.4.4.15, 18.4.3, 18.4.4.3, 18.4.4.5, 

18.4.4.6, 18.4.4.7, 18.4.4.8, 18.4.4.9, 

18.4.4.10, 18.4.4.11, 18.4.4.12, 18.4.4.13, 

18.4.4.14, 18.4.4.16, 18.4.4.17, 18.4.4.18, 

18.4.4.19, 18.4.4.20, 18.4.4.21, 18.4.4.23, 

18.4.4.24, 18.4.4.25, 18.4.4.28, 18.4.4.30, 

18.4.4.31, 18.4.4.32, 18.4.4.33, 18.4.4.35, 

18.4.4.36, 18.4.4.38, 18.4.4.39, 18.4.4.40, 

18.4.4.41, 18.4.4.42, 18.4.4.44, 18.4.4.45, 

18.4.4.46, 18.4.4.47, 18.4.4.4, 18.4.4.49, 

18.4.4.50, 18.4.4.51, 18.4.4.52, 18.4.4.53, 

18.4.4.54, 18.4.4.55, 18.4.4.56, 18.4.4.57, 

18.4.4.58, 18.4.4.58, 18.4.4.59, 18.4.4.60 

5 

2015-16 18 1 17 17.4.4.1, 17.4.4.3, 17.4.4.5, 17.4.4.10, 

17.4.4.15, 17.4.3, 17.4.4.2, 17.4.4.4, 

17.4.4.6, 17.4.4.7, 17.4.4.8, 17.4.4.9, 

17.4.4.10, 17.4.4.11, 17.4.4.12, 17.4.4.13, 

17.4.4.14 

6 

2016-17 10 8 2 15.4.2.1 ,15.4.3, 15.4.4.2, 15.4.4.3, 

15.4.4.4, 15.4.4.5, 15.4.4.6, 15.4.4.7 

80 

2017-18 10 9 1 14.4.2.1.14.4.3.14.4.4.1, 14.4.4.2, 

14.4.4.3, 14.4.4.4, 14.4.4.5, 14.4.4.6, 

14.4.4.7 

90 

Total 190 66 124 - 35 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs improvement. 
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12.4.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

12.4.4.1 Unapproved and unregulated investments - Rs. 66,303.000 million 

As per Finance Division No.F.4(1)/2002-BR.II 3 (a) For the sake of the safety and 

security of deposits, the bank/financial institutions taking a deposit should have a minimum 

“A” rating (long-term) as appearing on the web-site of the State Bank of Pakistan. This “A” 

rating refers to the rating scale used by Pakistan Credit Rating Agency and JCR-VIS Credit 

Rating Company for banks incorporated in Pakistan. Furthermore, as per Finance Division 

No.F.4(1)/2002-BR.II 6 “Before making any investment under this policy, it would be 

necessary for public sector entities to set up in-house professional treasury management 

functions. Specifically, they would need to have an Investment Committee (IC) with defined 

investment approval authority. Transactions above the approval authority of the IC will be 

subject to approval of the Board of Directors or an equivalent forum. The IC should be assisted 

by an Investment Management Unit employing qualified staff with at least 3-5 years of 

experience of managing investment in debt/equity instruments. However, it will be necessary 

for public sector enterprises to use the services of professional fund managers approved by 

SECP”. 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

the management amended the investment policies in violation of Finance Division’s directives. 

Audit observed following amendments against the spirit of the investment made by the PQA 

in its investments policy; 

a. Higher rate of return was compromised with Bank ratings. 

b. Adaptation of investment ratio of 50:50 and 40:60 ratio between AAA and AA banks. 

c. KIBOR Minus points were accepted, causing potential losses to the Authority. 

d. Only NBP was selected for 40% of the investment of surplus fund. 

e. Against the board directives, AA banks were allowed KIBOR minus points. 

Audit is of the view that amendments in the investment policy were the violation of 

Finance Division’s directives which resulted into poor financial management. 

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 stated that the PQA has its own investment policy and funds were 

placed with banks having minimum AA rating banks since 2014 after the PQA Board’s 

decision. The reply of the management is not tenable as it not only violatioed Finance 

Division’s directives but also ignored and compromised the high return on investment by 

formulating its own investment policy. DAC meeting was held on January 17, 2022, but para 

was not discussed.  

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on 

person(s) at fault. 

12.4.4.2 Non-adjustment of tax from tax authorities – Rs. 17,019.421 million 

Rule (4) (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters. 
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During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

an amount of Rs. 17,019.000 million was outstanding on account of withholding taxes, 

receivables etc from income tax authorities as detailed below: Annex-53. 

 

(Rs. in million) 

Receivables from Tax Authorities up to 2009 674.359 

Receivables from Tax Authorities 2009 to 2020 16,345.062 

Total Receivables  17,019.421 
 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to take strenuous efforts to adjust 

outstanding amounting of Rs. 17,019.421 million from tax authorities which reflects 

negligence and inefficiency.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021.The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 apprised that the aforementioned amount appears in PQAs Accounts is 

because, it is the domain and responsibility of FBR to review the cases of assessment of Annual 

Tax Returns u/s 122, and accordingly after finalization of these assessment, this will be settled 

against its corresponding tax payable.DAC meeting was held on January 17, 2022, but para 

was not discussed. 

Audit recommends prompt adjustment of amount from tax authorities. 

12.4.4.3 Irregular deposit of working balances - Rs. 3,000.000 million 

Government of Pakistan, Finance Division (Budget Wing) O.M.No. F.4(1)/2002-BR.II, 

Islamabad dated 02.07.2003, regarding working balances provides vide para-3 that under the 

new policy, public sector enterprises and local/autonomous bodies can deposit their working 

balances required for their operations with any public or private bank subject to the following 

requirements: (b) The process of selection of bank(s) should be transparent. Therefore, prior to 

placing deposits with a bank under this new policy, and in case the total working balances 

exceed Rs.10 million, the selection of bank(s) as well as terms of deposits will be approved by 

the concerned Board of Directors/Governing Body on the basis of competitive bids from at 

least three independent banks. 

(c) The risk associated with keeping deposits should be diversified. Therefore, in cases where 

total working balance of an enterprise exceeds Rs.10 million, not more than 50% of such 

balance shall be kept with one bank. (e) The working balance limit of each organization should 

be determined with the approval of the administrative ministry in consultation with Finance 

Division. 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

the management determined its working balances amounting to  

Rs. 3,000.000 million which was invested in banks without seeking the approval from 

administrative ministry (Ministry of Maritimes Affairs) in consultation with Finance Division 

and without seeking competitive rates. 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to comply with the directives of 

concerned administrative ministry which is held as irregular and unjustified. 
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The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 informed thata letter along with reminder is forwarded to Ministry for 

concurrence.The reply of management is not tenable because the investments were made 

during the period of 2019 and 2020, whereas concurrence letters were written during the year 

2021. DAC meeting was held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault.  

12.4.4.4 Non-recovery of PDC and Allied Charges - Rs. 2,043.250 million 

Sr. No. xx of Annexure-2 states that “you shall complete / commission the proposed 

unit within the time specified in PQA's Land Allotment Policy, 2000. In `case of failure the 

allotment of plot shall be cancelled and 25% of total Peripheral Development Charges shall be 

forfeited.” In accordance with clause (ii), (x) of Para-2 of allotment letter, the parties were 

required to remit remaining Peripheral Development Charges (PDC) within 30 days and 

Annual Land Rent (ALR) payable yearly in advance. 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

the management failed to recover an outstanding amount of  

Rs. 2,043.25 million (Rs. 1,921.653 million - Peripheral Development Charges (PDC) and Rs. 

121.601 million - Allied Charges) from various land allottees. Moreover, the management 

made an adjustment of Rs. 2,090 million in PDC receivables and adjustment of Rs. 957 million 

in Allied PDC in the draft annual accounts for the year 2019-20 without any justification or 

approval of the Board.  

Audit is of the view that management extended undue favour to the allottees due to 

which heavy amount remained outstanding till date.  

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 informed thatPQA received payments of  

Rs. 2,090.000 million against PDC receivable and Rs. 957.000 million receivable against allied 

charges (annual rent and other recoveries/ markup etc.) in the F.Y. 2015-16 and accordingly 

accounted for in FY 2015-16 rather than 2019-20. The reply of the management is not tenable 

as the adjustment’s break up along with details were not provided showing justification of the 

same.DAC meeting was held on January 17, 2022 but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends prompt recovery besides investigating the matter with a view to fix 

responsibility on the person(s) at fault.  

12.4.4.5 Irregular award of annual running civil repair and maintenance contracts – Rs. 

610.000 million  

Rule 36 (b) (v) of PPRA, 2004 states that the procuring agency shall evaluate the 

technical proposal in a manner prescribed in advance, without reference to the price and reject 

any proposal which does not conform to the specified requirements; 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

the management floated six (6) tenders for the civil work of annual running maintenance 

contracts of road networks, housing complex, buildings and offices and water supply and 
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sewerage system amounting to Rs. 610.000 million. However, the management forwarded all 

the technical bids to a third party consultants for technical evaluation whereas it was required 

to be done by their in-house technical evaluation committee, being the procuring agency.  

Audit is of the view that the secrecy and the spirit of technical evaluation process of the 

bidding were compromised by the management by submitting the bidding documents to the 

consultants which is held irregular and unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 stated that the services of 3rd party consultant were acquired to ensure 

transparency as were as better / professional assessment in initial evaluation. The reply of the 

management is not tenable as it compromised the secrecy and the spirit of technical evaluation 

process of the bidding was compromised by submitting the bidding documents to the 

consultants. DAC meeting was held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

12.4.4.6 Award of contract in violation of PPRA Rules – Rs. 296.179 million 

Rule 07 of PPRA, 2004 states that all procuring agencies whether within or outside 

Pakistan shall post Contract Awards over fifty million rupees on PPRA’s website on the 

proformas as set out in Annexure-I and Annexure-II to these regulations. 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

the management appointed Consultants M/s HR Wallingford and M/s Techno-Consultant 

International Pvt. Ltd, (JV of Consultant) for the consultancy services of feasibility study for 

deepening, widening & straightening of existing navigational channel, commissioning of 

alternate inner navigation channel and supervision of Capital dredging work at Port Qasim 

amounting to Rs. 262.105 million. However, the management uploaded the contract on PPRA 

website on 29.07.2020 after the lapse of two and half year period.  

Audit is of the view that the management failed to follow the PPRA rules which is held 

irregular and unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 stated that an amount of  

Rs. 262.105 million was the cost of bid offered by the bidder, whereas amount of Rs. 296.179 

million given at Evaluation Report prepared by PQA in house Committee was also included 

Rs.34.073 million SST @ 13%; the contract amount. The said S.R.O. does not provide the time 

line for posting of contract award. The reply of the management is not tenable as it failed to 

follow the PPRA rules and registering the difference in contract amount as uploaded on PPRA 

website raises serious questions on the transparency of the award of the contract. DAC meeting 

was held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 
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12.4.4.7 Irregularity in cargo collection – Rs. 152.374 million  

Rule-6(I/j) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 the Terms 

of Reference (TOR) of the audit committee may also include (i) ascertaining that the internal 

control system including financial and operational controls, accounting system and reporting 

structure are adequate and effective; (j) review of the Public Sector Company’s statement on 

internal control systems prior to endorsement by the Board;  

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, discrepancy was 

observed between the amount of gate passes issued and actual amount received, amounting to 

Rs. 152.374 million as detailed below:  

(Rs. in million) 

Year Gate pass vouchers received 

from Store Department 

Actual cash Collection 

received at gate 

Difference of 

Collection 

2018-19 4.541 81.168 76.627 

2019-20 3.297 79.044 75.747 

Total 7.838 160.212 152.374 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to establish proper cash handling 

system. The chances of mal-practices/ fraudulent practices in absence of controls cannot be 

ruled out.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021.The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 stated that in the year 2018-19 an amount of  

Rs. 81.168 million was collected against issuance of gate passes and in the year 2019-20, an 

amount of Rs.79.044 million was collected against issuing gate passes. The detailed record is 

available for verification. The reply of the management is not tenable. The management failed 

to explain the non-reconciliation of cash amount Rs. 152.374 million on accounts of difference 

in gate passes and actual cash collection.DAC meeting was held on January 17, 2022 but para 

was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter besides installation of computerized 

ticketing system to avoid such lapses in the future. 

 

12.4.4.8 Undue favour extended in allowing LPG Handling Facilities –  

Rs. 150.000 million (US$ 1,000,000) 

Rule 40 of PPRA, 2004 states that without changing the cost and scope of work or 

services, the procuring agency may negotiate with the successful bidder (with a view to 

streamline the work or task execution, at the time of contract finalization) on methodology, 

work plan, staffing and special conditions of the contract. (2) Authority may determine the 

extent and types of negotiations on procurement by regulations. 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

upon successful bidding an implementation agreement was signed between PQA and Pakistan 

International Bulk Terminal Pvt. Ltd. (M/s PIBT) dated 06.11.2010 to establish and operate a 

dedicated Coal, Clinker and Cement Terminal at Port Qasim. Later on, the PQA Board in its 

183rd Board meeting held on 11.03.2019 passed Board Resolution No.04/2019 it decided that, 
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subject to legal opinion, M/s PIBT shall be allowed to handle LPG Handling Facilities at its 

terminal. Resultantly, M/s Vellani &Vellani Advocates were hired to get the opinion. The 

Advocates categorically advised against signing of any Supplementary Implementation 

Agreement (SIA) declaring it not legal and in violation of PPRA rules as it was beyond the 

scope of the project as per the tender. However, the PQA Board carried on with its previous 

resolution and vide its BR No.23/2019 dated 11 May, 2019 resolved the matter as under; 

“After necessary discussion, the Board resolved to offer “LPG Handling Facilities” to 

all the existing Terminals, on non-exclusive basis against one time Concession fee of 

Rs.150.000 million (US$. 1,000,000 * Rs.150), given the importance of this product to meet 

the energy needs of the Country.” 

Audit is of the view that in order to extend undue favour to M/s PIBT, the PQA Board 

very conveniently side-stepped the matter of PPRA rules violation and disregarded the legal 

opinion. Offering “LPG Handling Facilities” to all existing terminals does not address the issue 

of change of scope of work and post-tender negotiations.  

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021.The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 apprised that the PPRA advice vide its letter dated 13th September 2021 

will be submitted to the PQA Board in its forthcoming meeting. However, provided the 

variation in the legal opinions and the advice by the PPRA, no concession to PIBT for 

establishment of LPG handling facilities has been given. DAC meeting was held on January 

17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be justified and the Board decisions may be 

revisited in light of PPRA rules as well as the legal opinion. 

12.4.4.9 Irregular award of contract of road network – Rs. 150.00 million  

Rule 4 of PPRA, 2004 states that procuring agencies, while engaging in procurements, 

shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object of 

procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient and 

economical. 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

the management awarded the annual civil work contract of running maintenance contract of 

PQA road network in South West Industrial Zone (SWIZ) to M/s Hassan Enterprises & 

Contractors amounting to Rs. 150.000 million. Audit observed following discrepancies in the 

award of the contract:  

1. Technical Evaluation Report revealed that the SRB registration of M/s Hassan Enterprises was 

under process at the time of his submitting the bidding documents.  

2. Evaluation Report was not uploaded on the website. 

3. Agreement was signed on 06.02.2020, four (04) days prior of LOI issuance.  

4. M/s Techno Consultant issued notice to commencement of work on 13.03.2020 which was 

required to be issued after the 14 days of the date of agreement signing.  

5. The management issued letters to the 4 bidders instead of 5 participated bidders for clarification 

of their bids on 17.01.2020. 

Audit is of the view that the management clearly favored the particular contractor and 

disregarded the above mentioned irregularities which is held irregular and unjustified.  
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The matter was reported to the management in June 2021.The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 informed that copy of certificate of SRB provided by bidder reveals 

that bidder was registered with S.R.B. The reply of the management is not tenable as the said 

contractor should not have been declared technically qualified in the first place.DAC meeting 

was held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

12.4.4.10 Non-recovery of penalty – Rs. 124.596 million  

Clause xiii of Terms and conditions of the PQA Allotment Policy provides that any 

deviation (s) found in the construction from approved drawings at any stage shall be removed 

/ demolished at your own risk and cost for which purpose unhindered access shall be provided. 

Further the allottee shall be liable to pay penalties at the following rates till unauthorized 

structures are removed: 

Twenty (20%) Peripheral Development Charges (PDC) per sq. meter per annum plus annual 

land rent at the prevalent rate(s) at the time on covered area of unauthorized construction 

receivable as penalty.  

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

the management failed to impose penalty on various accounts from the following parties 

amounting to Rs. 124.596 million as detailed below: 

S. # Name of Party Amount (Rs. in million) 

1 M/s Shujabad Agro Industries (Pvt) Ltd 112.554 

2 M/s AGS Metals Limited 12.042 

Total 124.596 

Audit is of the view that the management did not follow standard acceptable mechanics 

of imposing penalty which resulted in non-recovery. 

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021.The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 apprised that the case file forwarded to Legal Department to take legal 

action as per rules and regulation for recovery of outstanding dues on account of penalty 

unauthorized construction on the plot EIZ/LL/SP-08/A situated Eastern Industrial Zone PQA. 

Furthermore, the management in its reply dated January 17, 2022 stated that the case file 

forwarded to Legal Department to take legal action as per rules and regulation for recovery of 

outstanding dues on account of penalty unauthorized construction amalgamation on the plots. 

The management acknowledged the stance of the audit however failed to recover the penalty 

amount. DAC meeting was held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

(DP No. 263 & 262) 

12.4.4.11 Irregular transfer of 30 acre plot - Rs. 120.000 million  

BR No. 34/2011 dated 20.06.2011 on conversion fee (category of change) provides 

warehouse to commercial @ Rs.15.0 million per acre and Industrial to warehouse / CFS or viz 
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a viz 10% of total prevailing rate of PDC + difference of rate in PDC charged for the next 

category to which change required.  

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

the management allotted a plot of 30 acres on lease to M/s National Logistic Cell (NLC) for 

the purpose of setting up container freight station, warehouse, scanner and weighbridge on 

06.03.2006. M/s NLC sold/transferred plot in favour of M/s Ismail Resin Pvt. Ltd & M/s Ismail 

Industries Limited 15 acres of the plot each for manufacturing purposes on 14.04.2021.  

Audit observed following irregularities in the allotment process;  

1. Change of category from warehouse to industry was not the part of any approvals / BRs or Land 

Allotment Policy.  

2. Change of category fees amounting to Rs 120.0 million was not received from the allottee till-

date, recoverable before the issuance of allotment letters.  

3. To favour the party, management passed Resolution No. 36/dated 22.03.2021 wherein Board 

resolved to approve the change of category of plots from warehouse to Industry, subject to 

concurrence of Ministry of Law and justice, to the effect that it does not tantamount to a change 

in master plan.  

4. On single day i.e. 11.06.2021, the case was put up by Asstt: Manager (Survey) then Manager 

Estate, Director IM, DG (P&D) and Chairman, all in one go, approved the case, and showing 

extreme favour in the whole process. This was done without even seeking the opinion of the 

Ministry of Law and Justice. 

5. Without receiving the bifurcation fees, though it is mentioned in the noting side of the approvals 

file, survey was conducted and no feasibility study in respect of bifurcation of single plot of 30 

acres into 15 acres was conducted.  

6. No legal opinion was sought as no signature on the noting side of the legal was found in file. 

7. NOC from SEPA and CIE was not obtained. 

Audit is of the view that the allottees were extended undue favour and were allowed the 

transfer of rights of the 30 acres of the plot by mutation into 15 acre each without following 

the appropriate procedures of the transfer of plots as per land allotment policy.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 apprised that there are no need to obtain NoCs from SEPA & CIE as 

these NOC’s are required in change of category but the instant case no change of category been 

executed /done and stated that the Bifurcation fee is received. The reply of the management is 

not tenable as it allowed the transfer of rights of the 30 acres of the plot by bifurcating into 15 

acre each without following the appropriate procedures of the transfer of plots as per land 

allotment policy.DAC meeting was held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

12.4.4.12 Irregular award of maintenance contract – Rs. 80.000 million  

Rule 26 (1) and (2) of PPRA, 2004 states that a procuring agency, keeping in view the 

nature of the procurement, shall subject the bid to a bid validity period and bids shall be valid 

for the period of time specified in the bidding document. Furthermore, Article 14.1 of the 

Bidding Documents states that the validity of bid is 90 days. 
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Clause 5 of Conditions of Contract states that within 14 days from the date of receipt 

of engineer’s notice to commence which shall be issued within 14 days after signing of Contract 

Agreement. 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

the management awarded the annual contract of running civil work of maintenance of building 

and offices to M/s Indusmens Corporation at an amount of Rs.80.000 million. The contractor 

was required to enter into contract within 14 days from the date of issuance of Letter of Intent 

(LOI) i.e. by 07.05.2019 and to furnish a Performance Bank Guarantee with all risk policy and 

workmen compensation Policy. However, the contractor entered into formal agreement after a 

period of almost three months on 01.08.2019. Moreover, the bid validity period had expired 

and the consultant issued the commencement of letter to the contractor on November 01, 2019 

against the requisite date i.e. August 01, 2019.  

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favour to the contractor as 

the contractor not only failed to sign the agreement within specified period and the bid amount 

was also not forfeited.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 stated that to avoid prolong process of re-tendering and keeping in view 

the resource mobilization of Contractor, extension was agreed and contract was signed of 

01.08.2019. The reply of the management is not tenable as the contractor not only failed to sign 

the agreement within specified period but also violated the subject rules and regulations. DAC 

meeting was held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

12.4.4.13 Un-due favour extended to allottee on unauthorized construction and non-

recovery of penalty - Rs.71.999 million  

Clause viii of Terms and conditions of the PQA Allotment Policy provides that 

construction / installation shall only be undertaken after getting approval of the drawing / plan 

in writing on payment of normal fee. 

Clause xiii of Terms and conditions of the PQA Allotment Policy provides that any 

deviation (s) found in the construction from approved drawings at any stage shall be removed 

/ demolished at your own risk and cost for which purpose unhindered access shall be provided. 

Further the allottee shall be liable to pay penalties at the following rates till unauthorized 

structures are removed: 

Twenty (20%) Peripheral Development Charges (PDC) per sq. meter per annum plus annual 

land rent at the prevalent rate(s) at the time on covered area of unauthorized construction 

receivable as penalty.  

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed the 

management allotted a plot measuring 02 acres, on lease to  

M/s Razziq International Pvt. Ltd for the purpose of setting warehouse on 22.07.2005. On 

August 21, 2009, allottee was directed to stop un-authorized construction on plots. The 
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management allowed conversion of plot from warehouse to commercial purposes which 

includes offices, banks and display centres. However, the allottee constructed the Conference 

Center, Canteen and Guest / Rest house in clear violation of the terms and conditions of the 

allotment policy and without approval of revised building construction plan. Furthermore, 

Director IM issued letter regarding unauthorized residential accommodation in plot and 

directed to avoid this practice but, neither the penalty was imposed nor unauthorized 

construction was demolished by the management till date. 

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favor to the allottee by 

allowing him to construct the 5 star Canteen and not imposing the penalty amounting to Rs. 

71.999 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 stated that M/s. Razziq International had deposited Rs. 30.000 million. 

The reply of the management is not tenable as no evidence of recovery amount along with other 

details was provided.DAC meeting was held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

12.4.4.14 Undue favors to the consultant – Rs. 63.690 million 

Clause 1.7 of General Conditions of the Contract provides, “unless specified in the 

Special Conditions (SC), the Consultants, sub-Consultants and their personnel shall pay such 

taxes, duties, fees and other impositions as my be levied under the Applicable Law, the amount 

of which is deemed to have been included in the Contract Price.”  

Clause 47.1 of condition of contract states that “…maximum of 10% of contract price 

be imposed as Liquidity Damages (LD). 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

the management hired M/s HR Wallingford and M/s Techno-Consultant International Pvt. Ltd 

(joint venture) for the consultancy services of feasibility study for deepening, widening & 

straightening of the existing navigational channel, commissioning of alternate inner navigation 

channel and supervision of capital dredging work at Port Qasim amounting to Rs.262.105 

million. However, the management extended undue favor to the Consultant as detailed below: 

S. No. Description Amount (Rs. in million) Remarks 

1. Sindh Sales Tax (SST) 34.073 Paid SST by PQA on behalf of 

Consultant by revising the agreement 

clause. 

2. Liquidity Damages (LD) 29.617 Non-imposition of 10% LD charges 

on non-completion of work within 

time. 

Total 63.690  

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favour to the consultants 

amounting of Rs.63.690 million which is held irregular and unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021.  

a) The management in its reply dated January 17, 2022 stated thatthe Audit mistakenly 

referred Clause-7 of General Conditions instead of RFP Clause-7 of Special Conditions 
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and the Consultants had also obtained Stay Order from Sindh High Court against 

imposition of SST on consultancy services. The reply of the management is not tenable. 

The management revised the contract agreement and added the clause wherein it took 

the responsibility to pay SST on behalf of the consultants including 13% SST million 

causing a loss of Rs. 34.0737 million. 

b) The management in its reply dated January 17, 2022 apprised that the standard contract 

agreement for lump sum consultancy services was used. In such contract there is no 

provision of LD charges, whereas Audit quoted clause 47.1 of condition of contract 

which is not applicable to the instant case. Therefore, no LD was imposed.The reply of 

the management is not tenable as it extended undue favour to the consultant by not 

imposing liquidated damages charges maximum up-to 10% of the contract price 

amounting to Rs. 29.617 million who failed to complete the work within stipulated 

time.DAC meeting was held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

(DP No. 272 &270) 

12.4.4.15 Non-recovery of various dues - Rs. 58.143 million 

As per the clause of Indenture of Lease “ the lessee shall from time to time and at all 

times during the said terms pay and discharge all rates taxes duties charges assessment and 

outgoing whatsoever which are now or may at any time hereafter be assessed charged levied 

or imposed upon the Lessee and an apportioned part of any such moneys together with a penalty 

calculated as compound interest thereon at one percent per annum above the Commercial bank 

rate at the time the payment falls due (with three monthly rests) from Lessee. 

Terms and conditions of the Policy states that if any PQA dues / payments (whether 

legally demanded or not) are is not received within du time as per terms of allotment, a mark 

up at the rate of 3.5% per annum above treasury bills as per change and when approved by 

PQA Board will be charged.  

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

dues amounting to Rs.58.142 million were outstanding for electricity and Right of Way (ROW) 

charges against various clients. Annex-54. 

Audit is of the view that the management s failed to ensure recovery of outstanding 

amount which shows poor recovery mechanism and weak financial management.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. 

a) The management in its reply dated January 17, 2022 informed that out of 10 customers, 

08 have either deposited some amount or in partial. However, evidence was not shared 

with the Audit. 

b) The management in its reply informed that the case file forwarded to Legal Department 

to take legal action as per rules and regulation for recovery of outstanding dues on 

account of Right of Way of the product pipe line of plot No. 1 & 2 SWIZ. The 
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management acknowledged the stance of the audit however failed to recover the penalty 

amount.DAC meeting was held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends prompt recovery besides fixing of responsibility on the person(s) at 

fault. 

(DP No. 481 & 484) 

12.4.4.16 Irregular award of contract of cleaning & sweeping - Rs. 53.936 million 

Rule 31 of PPRA, 2004 states that no bidder shall be allowed to alter or modify his bid 

after the bids have been opened. However, the procuring agency may seek and accept 

clarifications to the bid that do not change the substance of the bid. (2) Any request for 

clarification in the bid, made by the procuring agency shall invariably be in writing. The 

response to such request shall also be in writing. Further rule 44 states that a procurement 

contract shall come into force where the procuring agency requires signing of a written 

contract, from the date on which the signatures of both the procuring agency and the successful 

bidder are affixed to the written contract. Such affixing of signatures shall take place within a 

reasonable time. 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

the management awarded the annual contract of cleaning and sweeping in PQA offices areas 

and housing complex to M/s Elite Services amounting to Rs.30.820 million (Rs.2.568 million 

per month) on 06.12.2018. Moreover, it was noticed that the contract was extended for further 

nine months at same terms and conditions. Scrutiny of the record revealed that the Financial 

Committee used a blanco (correction pen) to over-write and change the scheduled prices quoted 

by the contractor. The following discrepancies were also observed in the process of award of 

contract: 

1. Rates in the Bill of Quantity schedule were over-written by using blanco and new rates were 

written. No “amount in words” was written in the BoQ Schedule by the bidder.  

2. The actual total quoted cost despite cuttings was calculated to Rs. 2.602 million and the 

financial committee calculated the quoted cost to Rs. 2.568 million with a registered difference 

of Rs. 34,446.  

3.  Payments to the contractor were made on account of cleaning and sweeping at PQA offices 

and Complex from the Budget Head “Water Conservancy”.  

4. The agreement was signed on 08.01.2019 for the period of one year whereas effective date of 

the commencement of the contract was made as 06.12.2018. Due to this, contractor was paid 

an amounting to Rs 1.284 million of the difference period of the contract agreement. i.e. (15 

days) as excess payment. 

5. The contract was extended for the total period of nine months on quarterly basis. The first 

extension was given from 16.12.2019 to 15.03.2020 on January 02, 2020, the second extension 

was made from 16.03.2020 to 15.06.2020 on March 16, 2020 and the third one was given from 

16.06.2020 till finalization of the new contract on June 25, 2020.  

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favour to the contractor and 

changed the actual quoted prices. Besides, no application from either side to amend the quoted 

prices was found in the file. Excess payment for the period of 15 days and 75% extension in 

the contract may be justified.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The management in its 

replydated January 17, 2022 stated that the hiring of contractor took some time due to Covid-
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19 and other unavoidable circumstances. On provision, time to time extension was granted to 

meet the required Cleaning & Sweeping Services till finalization of the new contract.The reply 

of the management is not tenable as it changed the actual quoted prices. Excess payment for 

the period of 15 days and 75% extension in the contract was not justified.DAC meeting was 

held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends that an inquiry into the matter may be carried out and responsibility 

may be fixed on person (s) at fault. 

12.4.4.17 Loss due to short revenue collection under Wharfage charges -  

Rs. 43.030 million  

Rule (4) (3) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 states that the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters.  

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

the management received short revenue against the Wharfage charges from M/s Huaneng 

Huyun, M/s Engro Elengy and M/s Pakistan Gasport terminal. There was huge difference in 

Cargo quantities and revenue recorded amounting to Rs. 43.031 million. The detail of the same 

is given as under: 

Rs. in million 

Terminal Quantity as 

per Cargo 

A 

Quantity as per 

Revenue 

 

B 

Difference in 

Quantity 

 

C 

Approved 

rate (Rs) 

 

D  

Approx. 

Value 

(Wharfage) 

E(C*D) 

Huaneng Fuyun 

(3&4) 

1,842,402 907,811 934,591 

(M.Ton) 

34/MT 31.810 

Engro Elengy 

Terminal 

10,088,202 10,032,580 55,622 (C.Met) 87/C.MT 4.839 

Pakistan Gasport 

Terminal  

5,414,378 5,341,015 73,363 (C.Met) 87/C.MT 6.382 

Total  43.031 

Audit is of the view that due to financial mismanagement and weak controls, the 

management sustained a loss of Rs. 43.031 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021.The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 stated that the wharfage was received as per gazette / tariff and PQA 

did not sustain any loss in respect of wharfage charges.The reply of management is not tenable 

because there was clear difference in quantities as per Cargo and Revenue reports of PQA.DAC 

meeting was held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 
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12.4.4.18 Loss in royalty income – Rs. 40.723 million 

As per Implementation Agreement with the terminal, the operators are supposed to 

made payment of royalty at the rate of USD 2.375 and 1.90 / CBM to M/s Engro Elengy 

Terminal and M/s Pakistan Gasport Ltd respectively. 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, audit observed 

variation between the survey report of the Cargo Department and the system generated report 

of Revenue Department regarding the royalty income collection. Details are as under: 

Terminal Quantity as per 

Cargo Dept. (cu. 

meters) 

A 

Quantity as per 

Revenue Dept. 

(cu. meters) 

B 

Difference 

in Quantity 

(cu.m) 

C 

Approved 

rate of 

Royalty 

 

D 

Loss of Royalty 

(Rs. in million) 

E=(C*D*Rs.150) 

Engro Elengy 

Terminal 

10,088,202 10,032,580 55,622 2.375/USD 19.815 

Pak Gasport 

Terminal  

5,414,378 5,341,015 73,363 1.90/USD 20.908 

Total  40.723 

Audit is of the view that revenue department recorded lower cargo quantities as 

compared to the cargo department reports which resulted in loss of royalty income amounting 

to Rs.40.723 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021.The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 stated that the PQA has received Royalty in accordance with the 

Implementation Agreement and there is no shortfall. The reply of management is not tenable 

because there was clear difference in quantities as per Cargo and Revenue reports of PQA.DAC 

meeting was held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

12.4.4.19 Irregular appointment of Manager Finance – Rs. 38.164 million 

Section 4 Schedule IV Serial No.30 of PQA Employees Regulations 2003 (Drafted) 

provides that Academic Qualification required for the post of Manager Finance-BPS 19, is 

ACMA/MBA (Finance).  

Section 4 Schedule IV Serial No. 09 and Sr. 30 of PQA Employees Regulations 2003 

(Drafted) provides that Academic Qualification required for the post of Deputy General 

Manager/ Director -BPS 20, is ACMA/CA/MBA (Finance). 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

the management appointed Mr. Muhammad Asim Sauleh in BPS-19. The management 

conducted the inquiry and found discrepancies/irregularities in the appointment such as the 

incumbent was CA (Inter) on his initial appointment in BS-19. Subsequently the incumbent 

was appointed in BS-20 as Director Finance without advertisement.  

Audit is of the view that the management failed to take action against the incumbent on 

his irregular appointment. Thus, payments amounting to Rs.38.164 million made are also held 

irregular and unauthorized.  
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 The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The management in 

its replydated January 17, 2022 stated that the officer has filed CP No. D-219-2017 and 

obtained stay order from the High Court of Sindh, Karachi and the next hearing of the case is 

fixed on 19.10.2021. The reply of the management is not tenable as it failed to pursue the case 

vigorously and even unable to take efforts to vacate the stay order till now.DAC meeting was 

held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

12.4.4.20 Irregular procurement of spare part - Rs. 29.380 million 

As per terms and condition of Purchase Order, “items will be supplied within 90 days 

after the receipt of supply order. No part supply will be accepted and supply will be made in 

one lot/full quantity.” 

Rule 4 of PPRA, 2004 states that procuring agencies, while engaging in procurements, 

shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object of 

procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient and 

economical. 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

PQA invited tender for the procurement of “Azimuth Thruster” a spare part for its tug boat M.T 

Kadiro, on 14-05-2019. M/s Continental Enterprises submitted required bid documents which 

was compared with the quotation offered by KS&EW, a year ago. Other irregularities were 

also which are as under:  

i. Rates were not taken from market as mentioned by Chairman. 

ii. Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) was not directly contacted or asked to  provide the 

spare part.  

iii. Liquidity damages were not imposed.  

iv. Supply was allowed in parts, and equipment was received after 08 months of the  deadline. 

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favor to the supplier and 

procured a costly part without considering rules and regulations which is held irregular and 

unjustified.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 informed that M/s KS&EW submitted spare parts list of Azimuth 

Thruster received from OEM, based on Standard / Generalized requirement for 05 yearly 

routine maintenance of Azimuth Thruster. The reply of the management is not tenable as in the 

presence of so many irregularities and violations, this procurement is irregular and needs 

clarification from the management.DAC meeting was held on January 17, 2022, but para was 

not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

12.4.4.21 Illegal encroachment of plots – Rs. 27.984 million 
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Rule 5 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that the 

Board shall exercise its powers and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective 

judgment and independence in the best interest of the company. 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

80 plots measuring 300 sq. yards each, worth Rs.27.984 million were encroached. However, 

the management has failed to remove the illegal encroachments to-date. 

Audit is of the view that despite a large-scale anti-encroachment drive carried out in the 

city, the management adopted a laid-back approach towards the issue. 

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 stated that the PQA is a commercial Port, holds no powers like Civil 

Administration, Police and other Law enforcement agencies. The eviction of encroachers could 

only be done with the help of Civil Administration, for which consistent efforts are being made 

till to date.The reply of the management is not convincing as almost 10 years have been passed 

to encroachment and still the plots could not be vacated. DAC meeting was held on January 

17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends that the management should make expeditious efforts to get the land 

vacated without any further delay.  

12.4.4.22 Unjustified regularization of 09 contractual officers/officials –  

Rs. 26.837 million  

Clause 05 of the advertisement published for appointment on two years contract basis 

(extendable) provides that, “No claim whatsoever shall be entertained for regularization of 

contract appointment, notwithstanding provisions contained in PQA Employees Services 

Regulations.” 

The PQA Board BR. No 39/2019 dated 26.11.2019 inter alia approved that future 

appointments be made on contract basis, and the salary pay and allowances of contract and 

regular employees has to be same, based on actuarial basis; i.e. including the terminal benefits 

and all the relevant allowances. ’The appointment on contract be made for a two years, 

extendable from time to time up-to the age of superannuation and regulation No. 21 & 62 

i.e.(21-A) be deleted from the PQA Employees Services Regulations, 2011.  

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

the management appointed 09 officers/officials in Grades 15 to 19 in Operations Division on 

two years contract basis (extendable) during the period 2017. Upon expiration of the two year 

period, their service contracts were extended for one year till June 2020. Resultantly, the Board 

approved the regularization of services of all 09 contractual employees with immediate effect, 

taking exception to the policy directives under BR No. 39/2019 dated 26.11.2019. The 

regularization was made subject to unconditional withdrawal of the petition.  

Audit is of the view that the management extended deliberate undue favour under the 

pretext of the court case and the regularization was done despite clear terms and conditions of 

the appointment letters and advertisement clauses. 
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The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 informed that the PQA Board authorized Chairman to regularize the 

services of nine (09) contract employees with immediate effect on standard terms and 

conditions being competent Authority and the CP No. 1932/2019 filed by the above employees 

in the High Court was withdrawn by them.The reply of the management is not tenable as the 

same does not serve the purpose and unable to justify the stance of the audit observation.DAC 

meeting was held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

12.4.4.23 Non-finalization of annual accounts 

Section 10 (I) Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rule, 2013 provides 

that every Public Sector company shall, within one month of close of first, second, and third 

quarter of its year of account, prepare a profit and loss account for, and balance sheet as at the 

end of, that quarter, whether audited or otherwise, for the board approval. Annual report 

including annual financial statements shall be placed on the public sector company’s website. 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

the annual accounts have not been prepared / finalized since the year 2011-12 till date. 

Audit is of the view that the management failed to fulfill its basic responsibility to 

submit the position and status of the company’s affairs to the stakeholders.  

The matter was reported to the management in June 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 informed that Statutory Audit till June 2016 has been approved by PQA 

Board and further appointed auditors for the preparation of remaining year’s annual accounts. 

DAC meeting was held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

12.4.4.24 Irregular appointment of Assistant Manager Programmer 

As per the Port Qasim Authority (Employees) Service Regulations-2003 part III that 

initial recruitment to posts in basic pay scale-17 to 19 shall be made by appointing authority on 

the recommendation of the Departmental Selection committee along with required 

qualification and experience mentioned in schedule IV of Employees Service Regulation. 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

Mr. Muhammed Naveed Ashraf disqualified for the post of System Analyst, BPS-18. 

Afterwards, he was appointed on the post of Assistant Manager Programmer in BPS 17 without 

any recruitment procedure. The incumbent was well short of the required experience for BS 

17. 

Audit is of the view that the management appointed the person who was already rejected 

for one post and appointed on the post as Assistant Manager Programmer for which neither the 

assessment was conducted nor the post was advertised. 
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The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 informed thaton the recommendations of DG (Admin), Chairman being 

Competent Authority approved the above proposal. The reply of the management is not tenable 

as it appointed that person who was already rejected for one post and appointed in BPS-17 for 

which neither the assessment was conducted nor the post was advertised. DAC meeting was 

held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

12.4.4.25 Irregular appointment of officers 

PQA Employees Regulations 2003 (Drafted) provides that Qualification of the post of 

Executive Engineer (Civil)-BPS 17, is At least 2nd class Bachelor’s degree in Civil Engineering 

having age of Minimum 21 years to 30 years. 

Advertisement was floated for the post of Deputy Manager HRM BS-17 on 01.12.2009. 

Qualification of the post of was at least 2nd class Master Degree HRM, with maximum age limit 

of 30 years. 

PQA Employees Regulations 2003 (Drafted) provides that Qualification of the post of 

manager Transport-BPS 19, is at least 2nd Master’s degree in transport Management/MBA 

having 12 years’ experience in relevant field in a Govt./ Semi Govt/ Large commercial 

organization of repute.  

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, it was observed that 

management appointed following officers in violation of rules/criteria as detailed below: 

S. # Employee Name Designation Remarks 

1 Raj Kumar  Executive Engineer (Civil)-BPS 17 Over age by 5 years 

2 Aijaz Ali Rizvi Deputy Manager HRM BS-17 Over age by 15 months 

3 Nouman Bashir Khan Manger Transport BS-19 Appointed without relevant 

qualification, post qualification 

experience. 

4 Jamil Ajmal Manager Revenue Finance Appointed with short of experience 

and age 

Audit is of the view that the management extended undue favour and appointed the 

incumbent on contract basis in violation of rules/criteria.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. 

a) The management in its reply dated January 17, 2022 stated that the advertisement for the 

said post was published in print media duly approved by the Chairman PQA mentioning 

the age limit as 25-35 years which was equally applicable for all the interested candidates. 

At the time of advertisement the officer was under the age of 35 years. The reply of the 

management is not tenable as itappointed the Executive Engineer (Civil)-BPS 17 on 

contract basis in violation of the PQA Services Regulations 2003. 

b) The management in its reply dated January 17, 2022 confirmed that the incumbent was 

one year and three months over aged against the required age limit of 30 years, however, 

that was considered under the last clause of submission of application method as define 

in the advertisement dated 01.12.2019. The reply of the management is not tenable as it 

appointed Deputy Manager in BPS 17 in violation of the PQA Services Employees Rules 
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& Regulations. Besides, citing the clause of advertisement published in 2019 is not 

related with the subject case.  

c) The management in its replydated January 17, 2022 informed that the inquiry committee 

investigated the matter and rendered its report which is under process for formal inquiry. 

The reply of the management is not tenable as the observation was issued in 2015 and 

till now the matter is under inquiry and no formal inquiry has been initiated, showing the 

casual attitude towards the matter. 

d) The management in its reply dated January 17, 2022 stated that at the time of his 

appointment in PQA, the officer completed the qualification of CMA, possessed five (05) 

years of working experience in different organizations and no age limit was mentioned 

in the advertisement.The reply of the management is not tenable as it appointed the 

incumbent who neither fulfilled the required experience as per PQA recruitment 

rules.DAC meeting was held on January 17, 2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 

(DP No. 496,498, 497 &501) 

12.4.4.26 Non-production of record 

Clause 14(3) of Auditor General of Pakistan Ordinance, 2001 which states, “Any 

person or authority hindering the audit functions of the Auditor General regarding inspection 

of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under relevant Efficiency and Discipline 

Rules, applicable to such person”. Furthermore, the National Assembly Secretariat issued 

instructions of the Public Accounts Committee to all the Principal Accounting Officers, 

Ministries /Divisions/Heads of Departments vide OM No.F-10(1)/2000/2004-PAC dated Jun 

03, 2004, “Make available all information/record to Audit as and when required by them. 

Otherwise disciplinary action will be initiated against person(s) responsible for the delay under 

Section-14(2) of the Auditor General’s Ordinance No. XXIII of 2001.” 

During audit of Port Qasim Authority (PQA) for the year 2019-20, various requisitions 

and reminders were issued to the management for provision of record. However, management 

failed to provide valuable record to audit. Annex-55. 

Audit is of the view that due to concealment of record, audit was unable to ascertain 

transparency of transactions whereas chances of mis-use of public funds cannot be ruled out.  

The matter was reported to the management in June, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 stated thatthe relevant record was submitted to the government auditors 

along with updated status of the degree verification and detailed status of degree verification 

through Director (Internal Audit). The reply of the management is not tenable as the subject 

requisite record was not provided till close of Audit.DAC meeting was held on January 17, 

2022, but para was not discussed. 

Audit recommends investigation of the matter with a view to fix responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault. 
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Chapter-13 

Ministry of National Food Security and Research 

Overview 

The Ministry of National Food Security & Research is mainly responsible for policy 

formulation, economic coordination and planning in respect of food grain and agriculture. It 

also includes procurement of food grains, fertilizer, import price stabilization of agriculture 

produce, international liaison, and economic studies for framing agricultural policies. 

Aims & Objectives 

A Food Secure Pakistan. To ensure a modern and efficient food production and 

distribution system that can best contribute towards food security and nutrition, in terms of 

availability, access, utilization and stability. 

Governing Laws and Policies 

 Rules of Business  

Audit Profile of Ministry of National Food Security and Research 

 (Rs. in million) 

S. No. Description Total  Audited  
Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue 

/Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 3 2 866.469 911.723 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 

   - 

3 Authorities /Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 

3 2 - - 

4 Foreign Aided Projects (FAP) - - - - 
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Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 2,070.849* million were raised as a result of this audit. 

This amount also includes recoverable of Rs. 206.394 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of 

the audit observation classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of the Audit Observations 

Sr. No. Classification Amount (Rs. in 

million) 

1 Non-Production of record 16.893 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation  8.946 

3 Irregularities:  

A HR/Employees related irregularities  28.37 

B Procurement related irregularities  63.143 

C Management of accounts with Commercial Banks 51.279 

4 Value for money and services delivery issues  527.611 

5 Others  1,374.607 
*
Expenditure pertaining to previous years are included 

13.1 Pakistan Agricultural Storage and Services Corporation Limited 

13.1.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Agricultural Storage and Services Corporation Limited (PASSCO) was 

incorporated on August 31, 1973 as a non-listed public limited company. It is involved in the 

implementation of the Federal Government’s policy of support price program of food grains, 

equitable distribution of food commodities and maintenance of their reserve stock.  

The objectives of the Corporation are to purchase, acquire, sell, supply, market, 

distribute, exchange, and dispose of, import, export and store agricultural commodities. The 

Corporation is under the administrative control of Ministry of National Food Security and 

Research.  

13.1.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

13.1.2.1 The working results of the Corporation for the year ended March 31, 2021 as 

compared to the previous years are as under:  
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(Rs. in million) 

  
2020-21 

% Inc / 

(Dec) 
2019-20 

% Inc / 

(Dec) 
2018-19 

Sales 68,763.47 22.62 56,079.88 75 31,978.97 

Cost of sales 69,017.50 19.37 57,819.90 50 38,651.32 

Gross (loss)/ profit (254.03) (85.40) (1,740.02) (74) (6,672.34) 

Allowance for 

incidentals 
10,368.10 12.01 9,256.54 227 2,832.46 

Profit/ (loss) after 

allowance for incidentals 
10,114.07 34.56 7,516.52 - (3,839.87) 

Operating expenses (4,165.96) 150.89 (1,660.46) -13 (1,913.16) 

Administrative and 

general expenses of HO 
505.73 (2.88) 520.74 8 480.6 

Administrative and 

general expenses of Field 

Offices 

808.89 (15.36) 955.7 -3 987.29 

Cost differential 4,564.75 (69.24) 14,840.63 -20 18,607.34 

Other income 507.63 48.96 340.78 40 243.3 

Other expense 0  134.87 - - 

Profit from operations 15,705.85 (19.15) 19,426.15 67 11,629.69 

Finance cost 5,767.30 (55.00) 12,817.36 32 9,686.25 

Profit/ (Loss) before tax 3,938.55 (40.40) 6,608.79 240 1,943.44 

Taxation 3.52 (99.41) 592.57 69 351.18 

Profit/ (Loss) for the year 3,942.06 (34.48) 6,016.23 278 1,592.26 

Accumulated Profit 14,647.62 2.39 14,305.56 73 8,289.33 
(Source: Annual Audited Accounts) 

The sales of the corporation increased by 22% from Rs. 56,079.882 million during 2019-20 to 

Rs. 68,763.468 million in 2020-21 but the operating profit decreased by 34.48% from Rs. 

6,016.23 million during 2019-20 to Rs. 3,942.06 million in 2020-21 respectively. The reason(s) 

for unusual relation between sales and profit for the year needs to be explained. 

13.1.2.2 The receivable from Government of Pakistan decreased to Rs. 42.827 billion from 

Rs. 45.762 billion. The non-payment of outstanding amounts by government timely caused 

high borrowing and PASSCO had / has to pay huge financial cost to the banks. Efforts need be 

made to take up the matter at appropriate level to solve the issue of outstanding balance of Rs. 

42.827 billion.  

13.1.2.3 As per note 14 an amount of Rs. 60.458 million in 2020-21 as compared to Rs. 

65.735 million in 2019-20 was outstanding on account of recoveries imposed due to shortages 

of stock identified in the field. Although the percentage of shortage has reduced by 5% 

however, this shows weak internal control of the corporation that needs to be improved besides 

recovery. 

13.1.2.4 As per note 27 under head office administrative & general expenses, there were 

advances written off valuing Rs. 42.945 million in 2020-21 was appearing, complete details 

alongwith justification/approvals etc. may be provided.  

13.1.2.5 As per note 29, other income of the corporation increased from  

Rs. 340.777 million to Rs. 507.628 million during the year 2019-20 & 2020-21 respectively. 

This includes markup on special saving and deposit account which was decreased by Rs. 73.490 

million i.e. 31.26%: Rs. 161.616 million  

(year 2020-21) as compared to Rs. 235.106 million (years 2019-20). The nature of account was 
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special saving and deposit accounts, the utilization /approval of these savings needs 

justification. 

13.1.2.6 Operating expenses increased from Rs. 1,660.460 million to  

Rs. 4,165.964 million during 2020 & 2021 respectively, registering increase of 151% then of 

previous year, the abnormal increase in operating expenses was mainly due to 

gunny/polypropylene bags consumed which is Rs. 3,840.863 million in year 2021 while 

comparing with previous year which was Rs. 1,414.678 million i.e. registering increase of 

171%. Whereas, other logistic arrangement of wheat handling was remained in normal increase 

in percentage. The expenditure incurred on gunny/polypropylene bags needs to be justified 

with reference to wheat target assigned and actual wheat handled during the year under review. 

13.1.2.7 The Economic Coordination Committee (ECC) of Cabinet assigned wheat 

procurement targets of 1,100,000 and 1,800,000 m. ton for Wheat Crop 2019 and 2020 

respectively to PASSCO. Due to poor procurement planning and non-achievement of targets 

during Crop 2019 and 2020 by PASSCO, Government has to import wheat from Russia on 

Government to Government basis by expending precious foreign exchange.  

13.1.2.8  The details of less achievement of targets is as under: 

Crop year 

Target 

(M. Ton) 

Achievement 

(M. Ton) 

% of 

achievement 

Less achievement 

(M. Ton) 

2019 1,100,000 679,414 62% 420,586 

2020 1,800,000 1,178,376 65% 621,624 

Total 2,900,000 1,857,790  1,042,210 

The management was required to make efforts for the achievement of wheat procurement targets of 

Crop 2019 and 2020 but same were not achieved due to routine efforts by the PASSCO field staff which 

necessitated import of wheat by Government of the Pakistan to stabilize the local market. 

13.1.2.9 As per Note No. 29, finance cost of Rs. 155.119 million was paid on account of 

commission on purchase of wheat excluding bank charges. The payment of commission needs 

justification.  

13.1.2.10 As per Note 36.5, the Gearing Ratio is commonly used by financial analysts to 

understand the overall capital structure of the company, in PASSCO gearing ratio is decreased 

from 80% to 74% i.e. Rs. 77,235.519 million in 2020-21 as compared to Rs. 72,877.812 million 

in 2019-20. The higher the ratio, the higher the chances of default. Hence, it needs to be reduce 

to for better capital management. 
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13.1.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras No. 

% of 

compliance 

1988-89 11 09 02 297, 300 82 

1989-90 07 05 02 318, 319 71 

1990-91 07 05 02 233, 237 71 

1991-92 07 06 01 222 86 

1992-93 14 12 02 121, 122 86 

1993-94 06 04 02 100, 102 67 

1995-96 15 12 03 105, 106, 108 80 

1996-97 15 12 03 118, 122, 123 80 

1997-98 05 04 01 98 80 

1999-00 04 03 01 141 75 

2002-03 04 02 02 82.1, 82.3 50 

2008-09 23 17 06 83, 84, 86, 87, 90, 91 74 

2009-10 12 10 02 81, 82 83 

2010-11 16 13 03 8.1.2.7, 8.1.4.1, 8.1.4.2 81 

2013-14 11 0 11 

11.1.1,11.1.2.1,11.1.2.2,11.1.2.3,11.1.

3,11.1.4.1,11.1.4.2,11.1.4.3,11.1.4.4,1

1.1.4.5,11.1.4.6 

0 

2014-15 37 23 14 

13.1.2.3, 13.1.2.12, 13.1.2.14, 

13.1.2.15, 13.1.3, 13.1.4.4, 13.1.4.5, 

13.1.4.6, 13.1.4.8, 13.1.4.12, 

13.1.4.13, 13.1.4.14, 13.1.4.15, 

13.1.4.18 

62 

2015-16 27 13 14 

12.1.2.3, 12.1.2.6, 12.1.3, 12.1.4.1, 

12.1.4.2, 12.1.4.3, 12.1.4.4, 12.1.4.7, 

12.1.4.9, 12.1.4.10, 12.1.4.11, 

12.1.4.13, 12.1.4.15, 12.1.4.17 

48 

2017-18 17 09 08 16.1.2.1, 16.1.2.2, 16.1.2.3, 16.1.2.4, 
16.1.2.5, 16.1.3, 16.1.4.2, 16.1.4.11 

53 

2018-19 15 05 10 

13.1.2.1, 13.1.2.2, 13.1.2.3, 13.1.2.4, 

13.1.3, 13.1.4.1, 13.1.4.4, 13.1.4.5, 

13.1.4.6, 13.1.4.7 

33 

Total 253 164 89  65 

Overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be improved.  

13.2 Pakistan Tobacco Board 

13.2.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Tobacco Board Peshawar came into existence in 1968 as a semi-autonomous body 

under the control of Ministry of Commerce. The principal activities of the Board is to regulate, control 

and promote the export of tobacco and related produce and to the grading standards, to undertake and 

assist research connected with tobacco industry, impart training in tobacco testing and generally to take 

measures in the interest of tobacco industry. It renders assistance for the development of new tobacco 

growing areas and establishment of model farms, to organize and assist special research connected with 

tobacco cultivation and generally to render assistance for improving tobacco production and to collect 

statistics on any matter relating to tobacco and tobacco industry. 

13.2.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

13.2.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to Audit for review each 

year. Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited annual accounts of the 

organization for the year 2020-21 till December 31, 2021. 
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Audit recommends that the annual audited accounts for the year 2020-21 be provided immediately and 

timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing responsibility for non-submission of annual 

audited accounts (Annex-2). 

13.2.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras No 

% of 

compliance 

2003-04 04 02 02 18 &18.1,18.2 50 

2005-06 04 03 01 26 75 

2007-08 05 04 01 17 80 

2009-10 08 04 04 27, 28, 30, 33 50 

2010-11 16 0 16 

2.5.1, 2.5.2, 2.5.2.1, 2.5.2.2, 2.5.2.3, 

2.5.2.4, 2.5.2.5, 2.5.2.6, 2.5.2.7, 

2.5.2.8, 2.5.2.9, 2.5.2.10, 2.5.2.11, 

2.5.2.12, 2.5.3, 2.5.4.1 

0 

2013-14 11 03 08 
4.6.2.1, 4.6.3, 4.6.4.1, 4.6.4.2, 

4.6.4.3, 4.6.4.5, 4.6.4.7, 4.6.4.8 
27 

2016-17 16 01 15 

3.6.2, 3.6.2.1, 3.6.2.3, 3.6.3, 3.6.4.1, 

3.6.4.2, 3.6.4.3, 3.6.4.4, 3.6.4.5, 

3.6.4.6, 3.6.4.7, 3.6.4.8, 3.6.4.9, 

3.6.4.10, 3.6.4.11, 

6 

 

2017-18 07 06 01 4.5.3 86 

2018-19 09 06 03 4.6.3, 4.6.4.2, 4.6.4.3 67 

Total 80 29 51  36 

Overall compliance of PAC directives was very poor which needs immediate attention of PAO. 

13.2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

13.2.4.1 Loss due to less collection of cess from tobacco companies –  

Rs. 149.26 million 

As per Section (9) of PTB Ordinance and in accordance with SRO. 8(1)/98 dated January, 7, 

1998 “cess on tobacco consumed by a tobacco company in process of cigarette manufacture shall be 

paid to the Pakistan Tobacco Board”. 

During the audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB), Peshawar for the years 2019-20 and 2020-

21, it was observed that as per stock verification reports prepared by Statistical Section of PTB, the M/s 

Philip Morris (Pak) Limited and M/s Pakistan Tobacco Company consumed 95.26 million Kgs tobacco 

during the year 2019-20 & 2020-21 but the said companies paid cess @ Rs. 4.64 per kg on quantity of 

63.09 million Kgs during the said period. Thus, Board suffered a loss of Rs. 149.26 million approx. 

(less quantity 32.17 million kg x Rs. 4.64 per kg) due to less receipt of cess. Furthermore, record 

regarding consumed quantity of tobacco for the three months i.e. April 2021 to June 2021 was not 

provided to audit. 

Audit was of the view that management should compare quantity consumed with the stock 

verification report of companies to avoid loss. 

Management in its reply dated Sep 01, 2021 stated that the quantity consumed on which cess 

paid to PTB cannot be reconciled with the quantity purchased/consumed as per stock verification report 

due to the reasons that (i) as per stock verification report 15% to 20% of wastages is also included in 

the quantity purchased during making of cigarettes; (2) the export quota, which is exempted from the 
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cess is also included in quantity purchased as per stock verification report. After deducting of the same 

from the quantity purchased as per stock verification report, a reconciled statement will be made in case 

of any deficiency in cess received.  

Reply of the management is not convincing as there is no provision of rule for exemption 

against wastage of tobacco. Further management did not verify the consumption of the tobacco at the 

time of verification of stock. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit requires to recover the cess from the companies and to make the loss good.  

Para-1 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.2 Loss on account of non-collection of cess rights - Rs. 54.385 million 

As per Clause-3 (b) in case of dishonor of cheques, the PTB reserves the right to initiate legal 

action (under section 489-F, PPC) against the contractor and cancel the agreement with immediate 

effect.  

During the audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB), Peshawar for the years 2019-20 and 2020-

21, it was observed that a contract of Rs. 11.200 million for Cess Collection of Baluchistan Province 

was awarded to Mr. Sami Ullah through auction on January 29, 2020 for the period Feb 02, 2020 to Feb 

01, 2021. The contractor paid 25% of total contractual amount Rs. 2.800 million plus Rs. 0.28 million 

at the time of contract and provided three postdated cheques of three installments of Rs. 8.400 million. 

First installment cheque was presented in Bank but the same was declared dishonored due to non-

availability of amount. At this time management neither took legal action against the contractor nor 

registered FIR. Meanwhile, the contractor got status quo order for the next period instead of payment 

of Rs. 8.40 million of cess of own period due to negligence of the management for the year 2020-21. 

Status quo order was to be vacated in Feb 04, 2021 but management failed to vacate the check-posts 

and hand over to new contractor up to May 25, 2021 about four months. Thus, management suffered 

revenue loss of Rs. 3.640 million (Rs. 11.200 million/12-months = Rs. 0.933 million x 3.9 months). 

Furthermore, a contract valuing of Rs. 56.500 million of Cess Collection Rights of Punjab 

Region-I was awarded to Mr. Muhammad Aslam through auction on Dec 9, 2019 for the period January 

01, 2020 to Dec 31, 2020. The contractor paid 25% of total contractual amount Rs. 14.125 million at 

the time of contract and provided three postdated cheques of three installments of Rs. 42.345 million. 

The first installment of Rs. 14.125 million was due on March 01, 2020 and presented the cheque in 

Bank but the same was declared dishonored due to non-availability of amount. The contractors stated 

that due to Covid-19 situation, they are not in a position to pay installments. The 2nd and 3rd installments 

cheques were also dishonored. Management neither took legal action against the contractor nor 

registered FIR.  

Audit was of the view that due to negligence of the management regarding non-taking timely 

action against the contractor an amount of Rs. 54.385 million (Rs. 8.400 + Rs. 3.640 + Rs. 42.345) 

could not be recovered from the contractor.  

Management in its reply dated Sep 01, 2021 stated that PTB issued many letters to the 

contractors for depositing the outstanding amount but they failed. PTB has already approached police 

department for registration an FIR on July 30, 2021 against the contractors. Further, Muhammad Aslam, 

Contractor for Punjab  

Region-I (2020) filed Civil Revision No. 551/2021 in the Lahore High Court Multan Bench, Multan on 

May 31, 2021 against PTB. The case is pending before the Lahore High Court, Multan Bench. Reply 
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of the management is not convincing as the management failed to take legal action as per contract and 

granted undue benefit to the contractors. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit requires to investigate the reasons for not taking legal action i.e. FIR and suit against 

contractors, fix responsibility on the person (s) at fault and make the loss good under intimation to audit.  

Para-2 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.3 Loss due to non-payment of cess on import quantity of tobacco - 

Rs. 17.901 million 

In accordance with SRO. 8(1)/98 dated January 7, 1998, “cess on tobacco consumed by a 

tobacco company in process of cigarette manufacture shall be paid to the Pakistan Tobacco Board”. 

During the audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB), Peshawar for the years 2019-20 and 2020-

21, it was observed that M/s Philip Morris (Pak) Limited and M/s Pakistan Tobacco Company imported 

Tobacco having quantity of 1.470 million Kg and 2.388 million kg during the year 2019-20 and 2020-

21(upto March 2021) respectively and did not pay cess on import quantity. Thus, Board suffered a loss 

of Rs. 17.901 million (total 3.858 million kg x Rs. 4.64 per kg cess). Furthermore, record regarding 

import of Tobacco for three months from April 2021 to June 2021 was not provided to audit. 

Audit was of the view that management should charge the cess on imported quantity as the 

same was consumed for the manufacturing of cigarettes as per referred rule.  

Management in its reply dated Sep 01, 2021 stated that cess is levied on tobacco produced in 

Pakistan as per PTB Ordinance while import of tobacco is not taxable under the ordinance. Reply of the 

management is not acceptable as the PTB received cess on consumption of tobacco not on production 

as per referred rule. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit requires to recover the cess on import quantity under intimation to audit. 

Para-3 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.4 Loss due to payment of cess to Federal Board of Revenue instead of PTB - Rs. 

11.21 million 

In accordance with SRO. 8(1)/98 dated January 7, 1998 cess on tobacco consumed by a tobacco 

company in process of cigarette manufacture shall be paid to the Pakistan Tobacco Board. 

During the audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB), Peshawar for the years 2019-20 and 2020-

21, it was observed that M/s Pakistan Tobacco Company (PTC) paid 95% cess to the PTB and 5% to 

Federal Excise Department on account of cost of collection. As the cess was collected by the Board 

instead of Federal Excise department w.e.f October 08, 1978 and all the other companies are also being 

paid 100% cess to the PTB. Thus, the payment of cess amounting to Rs. 11.21 million to the Federal 

Excise Department by PTC is unjustified and put the loss to the Board to that extent.  

Audit was of the view that management should collect 100% cess from the company to avoid 

loss.  

Management in its reply dated Sep 01, 2021 stated that PTB has already requested so many 

times to FBR to refund 5% cess collection charges to PTB but the FBR did not respond till date. Further, 

PTB has repeatedly directed M/s Pakistan Tobacco Company (PTC) for payment of 100% cess to PTB. 
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Reply of the management is not convincing as the management was required to receive 100% payment 

of cess. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit requires to collect 100% cess from the company and make the loss good. Fix the 

responsibility on the person (s) at fault. 

Para-4 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.5 Irregular posting of the officers against the un-sanctioned posts and paid salaries 

- Rs. 18.060 million 

As per Rule-7 (1) of Pakistan Tobacco Board (Service) Rules, 1985, the BoD may create or 

abolish any post in Basic Pay Scale 16 and above. 

During the audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB), Peshawar for the years 2019-20 & 2020-

21, it was observed that MD posted the officers in the area against un-sanctioned posts. Details is as 

under:- 

S. 

# 

Designation  BS Post Sanctioned 

and available at 

Post 

Transferr

ed at  

Date of 

Posting 

Description Payment of 

gross Salary 

Upto July 

2021 

1 Deputy Director 

(Development) 

18 Head Office, 

Peshawar 

Zonal 

Office 

Lahore 

26.11.2018 Incumbent of the post Mr. 

Mohsin Hussain transferred to 

Zonal Office, Lahore on 
temporary basis 

5,149,120 

2 Statistical Officer 

(Research) 

17 Head Office, 

Peshawar 
Mandi 

Bahuddin 

Area 

18.09.2015 Currently 

Mr. Muhammad Abbas, SOR is 

performing duty as ADO, 

M.B.Din area 

10,987,660 

3 Assistant Research 

Officer  

17 i. TRS,Mardan 1 

ii. TRSS, 
Kunjah 1 

 

TRSS 

Okara 

16.12.2020 Currently Mr. M.Ubaid Ullah 

Aleem, ADO, 
Performing duty as ARO at TRSS 

Okara. while 1 Post is vacant at 

TRS, Mardan and other at TRSS, 
Kunjah  

654,577 

4 Assistant 

Entomologist 

17 TRS, Mardan  Mianwali 

Area 

29.12.2020 Currently Mr. Sajawal Niaz, 

performing duty as ADO, 
Mianwali area 

634,347 

5 Chemist 18 RS., Mansehra Dadu 01.03.2021 There is no post and office at 

Dadu further no production of 

tobacco in this area. 

634,565 

Total 18,060,269 

The above details shown that most of the posts were sanctioned for the specific purpose at 

Research Stations but management transferred the officers in the field areas where no post was 

sanctioned. Thus, the posting and transfer against the un-sanctioned post by MD is held irregular in 

audit. Furthermore, the officers at Sr. Nos. 4 & 5 are posted at irrelevant and non-operational area (There 

is no office and production area).  

Audit was of the view that management did not observe the sanctioned strength and requirement 

while posting the officers. 

Management in its reply dated Sep 01, 2021 stated that after promotion of various officers from 

BPS-17 to BPS-18 some posts fill vacant against which officers were required to be appointed/posted 

in the interest of the Board and Tobacco Crop. Therefore, Pakistan Tobacco Board posted/transferred 

them as stop gap-arrangement so that work of the Board may not suffer. Under PTB service rule-17 

“every employee shall be liable to transfer or posting anywhere within Pakistan subject to the orders of 

the Chairman”.  
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Reply of the management is not convincing as employees are promoted only against sanctioned 

posts not for gap arrangements and MD was not authorized as per rule mentioned above. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

 Audit requires fixing the responsibility on the person (s) at fault regarding posting of officers 

against un-sanctioned posts without approval of the BoD. 

Para-5 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.6 Loss due to collection of cess by contractor instead of PTB - 

Rs. 27.593 million 

In accordance with SRO. 8(1)/98 dated January 7, 1998 cess on tobacco consumed by a tobacco 

company in process of cigarette manufacture shall be paid to the Pakistan Tobacco Board. 

During the audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB), Peshawar for the years 2019-20 and 2020-

21, it was observed that M/s Philip Morris (Pak) Limited submitting monthly consumption reports to 

the PTB for the payment of cess. The consumption reports shown that cess on quantity 3,981,272-Kgs 

of tobacco was paid to contractor. The payment of cess to the contractor was discussed with the 

management and they informed that the contractor collect the cess from the company at the time of 

purchase. Thus, Board suffered loss of Rs. 18.473 million due to payment of cess to contractor instead 

of PTB as detailed below:-  

Name of Company Quantity of import of Tobacco (Kg) Rate 

of cess 

(Rs.) 

Cess not 

received 

(Rs.) 
2019-20 2020-21 Total 

Philip Morris (Pak) Limited 1,572,232 2,409,040 3,981,272 4.64 18,473,102 

Furthermore, PTC vide its consumption report for the month of Jan 2020 to March 2020, 

informed the PTB that they have also paid cess amounting to  

Rs. 9.12 million to collection contractor (Haji Zabta Khan) on green leaf purchase. 

Audit was of the view that as per ordinance, PTB is authorized to collect the cess from the 

companies on consumption of Tobacco. Further, collection contractor was not authorized to collect the 

cess from the companies who involved in manufacturing of cigarette. 

The matter was reported to management but no reply was received. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit requires to explain the reason regarding non-collection of cess, fix the responsibility on 

the person (s) at fault and recover the Cess from Companies. 

Para-6 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.7 Irregular collection of cess on export of tobacco – Rs. 40.078 million 

As per clause-6(a) of Ordinance No. 1 of 1968 of Pakistan Tobacco Board, function of the 

Board shall be to promote the export of tobacco. Further, as per Notification of Ministry of Commerce 

dated August 23, 2004, Federal Government exempted cess on tobacco exported in the form of tobacco 

leaf stems and tobacco products imposed under section-9 of PTB Ordinance, 1968 (I of 1968). 

During the audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB), Peshawar for the years 2019-20 and 2020-

21, it was observed that management issued export permit of tobacco and its products to different 

companies and received cess amounting to Rs. 40.078 million on account of 11,470,725 kg export 

tobacco quantity during said period.  
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Management of the companies in different times informed the PTB that exports of tobacco is 

exempted from the cess as per referred rule but we paid the cess under protest. 

Audit was of the view that PTB was established to promote the exports and federal government 

also exempted the cess on export of tobacco. Receipt of cess on export was against the rules and caused 

discourage of export, thus held irregular in audit.  

Management in its reply dated Sep 01, 2021 stated that under section-17 and 18 of PTB 

Ordinance the Federal Government may, after consultation with the Board, by notification in the official 

Gazette, fix for each year the allotment of tobacco and tobacco products and shall distribute the export 

allotment so fixed in such manner as it may deem fit. Every person shall export the full amount of his 

share of the export allotment during the year to which the allotment relates.  

Reply of the management is not correct as the Ordinance did not restrict to export tobacco. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit requires to explain the reasons regarding receipt of cess on exports, investigate the 

reasons of collection of cess and fix the responsibility on the person (s) at fault. 

Para-7 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.8 Wasteful expenditures on pay & allowances of Farm Manager posted at non-

operational Tobacco Model Farm Pishin - Rs. 4.035 million 

According to Para-23 of GFR Vol-I, every government officer should realize fully and clearly 

that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Govt. through fraud or negligence 

on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or 

negligence on the part of any officer to the extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the 

loss by his own action or negligence. 

During audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB) Peshawar for the years 2019-20 & 2020-21, it 

was observed that project “establishment of model form at Pishin” was approved by the Departmental 

Working Party (DDWP) in their meeting held on Nov 21, 2009. Land for the project was acquired in 

2011 while the establishment of model form is still under process. However, management posted (Farm 

Manager, BS-18) at tobacco model form Pishin which is not yet established and paid salary of Rs. 4.035 

million from July 07, 2018 to June 30, 2021. 

Audit was of the view that the posted of officer against non-operational farm was unjustified 

and payment of pay & allowances Rs. 4.035 million had gone wasted. 

Management in its reply dated Sep 01, 2021 stated that the establishment of Farm at Pishin will 

provide permanent office accommodation to the staff of Pakistan Tobacco Board, promote the 

cultivation of tobacco in the area on the scientific lines, increase of tobacco cultivation caused more 

cess and revenue. Research findings related to tobacco at the Farm will benefit the local farmers. 

Tobacco traders and tobacco growers of Baluchistan demanded establishment of the TMF, Pishin for 

the sustainability of tobacco crop.  

Reply of the management is not correct as land was acquired in 2011 but farm was not 

established despite lapsed of ten years and payment of salary to the offices has gone wasted. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit requires to investigate the reasons regarding non-establishment of farm despite elapsing 

of ten years &wastage of resources thereof and fix responsibility on the person (s) at fault. 

Para-9 (PTB), 2019-21 
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13.2.4.9 Loss of interest due to investment of surplus funds at lower interest rate - Rs. 

49.329 million 

As per agenda item regarding investment of surplus fund in the 154th meeting held on August 

08, 2018, management of PTB informed the Board that steep fall in the interest rates over the past few 

years on one hand and the risks factor involved in parking money in private banks on the other, has 

forced PTB to explore other avenues of investment which are more secure and are not less profitable 

than the TDRs offered by schedule banks. 

As per Para-3 (b) of OM No.F.4 (1)/2002-BR.II dated July 2, 2003 of Finance Division, the 

process of selection of bank (s) should be transparent. Therefore, prior to placing deposits with a bank 

under this new policy, and in case the total working balances exceed Rs. 10 million, the selection of the 

bank(s) as well as the terms of deposit will be approved by the concerned Board of Directors/Governing 

Body on the basis of competitive bids from at least three independent banks.  

During audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board Peshawar for the years 2019-20 and 2020-21, it was 

observed that the management PTB invested surplus funds of Rs. 1,523 million in Pakistan Investment 

Bonds (PIBs) through National Bank of Pakistan, Hayatabad Branch, Peshawar at a profit rate of 8% to 

12% per annum on different dates without any competition or compare with other banks during the 

period 2018-19 & 2019-20. On the other hand, an organization of Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

namely Forest Development Corporation (FDC), Peshawar invested its funds of Rs. 200 to 233 million 

in Zarai Taraqiati Bank, Hayatabad Peshawar at profit rate of 13.51% to 13.70% per annum during the 

period. Thus, management suffered interest loss of Rs. 49.329 million due to investment at lower rates. 

Audit was of the view that management did not bother to invite the quotations from the banks 

before investment. 

The matter was reported to management but no reply was received. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit requires to explain the reason of investment of surplus funds at lower rate resulted into 

loss to the board and fix responsibility thereof. 

Para-10 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.10 Loss due to non-pursuing the case of tax exemption and payment of tax on profit 

despite having exemption - Rs. 63.976 million 

According to Para-23 of GFR Vol-I, every government officer should realize fully and clearly 

that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Govt. through fraud or negligence 

on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or 

negligence on the part of any officer to the extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the 

loss by his own action or negligence. Further, as per exemption certificates issued on August 08, 2018 

by FBR for the period July 2018 to July 2019, PTB is exempted from Tax under section 151 and 236P 

of Income Ordinance 2001. 

During audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB) Peshawar for the years 2019-20 & 2020-21, it 

was observed that management of PTB availed the tax exemption upto June 30, 2019 on profit received 

on investment but management did not pursue the case regarding tax exemption on investment for the 

years 2019-20 & 2020-21 and paid tax of Rs. 56.203 million on profit of Rs. 370.303 million.  

Further, PTB invested its funds Rs. 500 million at Khushali Bank Limited on August 23, 2017 

which were matured on August 23, 2018. The Khushali Bank was deducted income tax on profit of Rs. 

7.773 million despite given exemption certificate by PTB. 
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Audit was of the view that management should collect of tax on profit of exemption period and 

pursue the case regarding exemption of tax on profit. 

Management in its reply dated Sep 01, 2021 stated that PTB was applied for tax exemption 

certificate under section 151 of the income tax ordinance 2001 that Tax shall not be deducted from PTB 

on profit on investment but the same was rejected by the FBR authority w.e.f July 01, 2019 to June 30, 

2020 and onward. Further, Khushali Bank Ltd. deducted the tax from PTB under section 151 because 

tax exemption certificate was issued by FBR to PTB on 31st Aug, 2018.  

Reply of the management is not correct as the PTB availed tax exemption till June 2019. The 

deduction of tax after June 2019 is unjustified which shows non-pursuance of exemption case with FBR 

authorities. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit requires to intimate the reasons regarding non-pursuing the case for tax returned and 

exemption and Fix responsibility on the persons at fault. 

Para-11 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.11 Non-payment of dues by the tobacco companies to growers - 

Rs. 144.393 million 

According to Para-23 of GFR Vol-I, every government officer should realize fully and clearly 

that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Govt. through fraud or negligence 

on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or 

negligence on the part of any officer to the extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the 

loss by his own action or negligence. 

During audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB), Peshawar for the years 2019-20 and 2020-21, 

it was observed that certain companies purchased tobacco from the growers amounting to Rs. 144.393 

million but they did not pay the dues to the growers. Growers lodged complaints in Prime Minister 

Portal complaint Cell and various forums as well as approached to the management of Board for not 

payment of dues by the companies i.e. M/s International Tobacco Supplier,  

M/s Maneri Tobacco Company, M/s Indus Tobacco Company and M/s Malik Tobacco Company. In 

case of M/s International Tobacco Supplier and M/s Maneri Tobacco Company, management sought 

advice from its law consultant as these companies are not declared quota for purchase of tobacco as per 

rules and they did not come under the purview of Board as per law.  

In response of advice, Law consultant vide its letter dated July 30, 2019, opinioned that non-

payment of dues by purchasers to growers will indirectly effect tobacco production is to be considered, 

therefore, PTB is bound to protect the right of the tobacco growers. Management did not take any legal 

action against the companies to resolve the issue.  

Audit was of the view that PTB should have been perused the matters and efforts for early 

recovery from the defaulters and save the growers from loss.  

Management in its reply dated Sep 01, 2021 stated that execution of agreements by tobacco 

companies is mandatory under rule 4 of Tobacco Marketing Control Rules 2016. The tobacco 

companies are discouraged to purchase from non-agreement holders. The tobacco growers are also 

directed through open announcement in daily newspaper for their agreements with those companies 

who have declared requirements. Majority of the affected growers had not executed agreements with 

this company and sold their tobacco on their mutual understanding. Keeping in view rule 4 and 21 of 
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Marketing Control Rules 2016, PTB is not under obligation to interfere in such transaction proceeded 

without execution of agreements.  

Reply of the management is not convincing as the PTB is established to regulate and promote 

the production of tobacco, the question of not interference is not correct and there is no need to 

marketing rules in this plea. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit requires investigating the matter at higher level and fixing the responsibility thereof 

besides recovering the dues of growers. 

Para-12 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.12 Loss to the Board and government exchequer due to fraudulent purchase of 

tobacco - Rs. 8.946 million 

As per Section 9 of Pakistan Tobacco Board Ordinance 1968, the Board levy and collect cess 

on tobacco produced in Pakistan at such rate as the Federal Government may, by notification in the 

official Gazette, specify in this behalf, and proceeds of the cess. 

As per Section-236x of income tax Ordinance 2001, Pakistan Tobacco Board or its contractors, 

at the time of collecting cess on tobacco, directly or indirectly, shall collect advance tax at the rate of 

five percent of the purchase value of tobacco from every person purchasing tobacco including 

manufacturers of cigarettes 

During the audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB), Peshawar for the years 2019-20 and 2020-

21, it was observed that Deputy Commissioner, Swabi informed the PTB that M/s International Tobacco 

Supplier and M/s Maneri Tobacco Company purchased the tobacco for Rs. 120 million from the 

growers but they did not pay the dues to growers. The affected growers also approached to PTB for 

recovery of dues. Management did not take any legal action for collection of cess and advance tax on 

purchase of tobacco as per rules. Thus, Board suffered loss of Rs. 2.946 million on account of cess and 

Government exchequer was put to loss of Rs. 6.00 million on account of 5% income tax due to 

fraudulent purchase of tobacco as detailed below:- 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr.# Company / 

Purchaser Name 

Period of 

purchase 

Amount of 

Purchase of 

Tobacco  

Qty 

Purchased 

(Kgs) 

Cess on 

purchase of 

Tobacco @ 

Rs. 

4.64/kg 

Advance 

Tax 

amount 

@ 5% on 

purchase  

1. M/s International 

Tobacco Supplier & 

M/s Maneri Tobacco 

Company 

2018-19 120.000 634,921 2.946 6.00 

Audit is of the view that management should claim the cess and advance tax from the companies 

who purchased tobacco illegally. 

The matter was reported to management but no reply was received. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 
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Audit requires to explain the reason regarding non-collection of cess and income tax and fix 

the responsibility on the person (s) at fault. Recover the cess amount from Companies under intimation 

to Audit. 

Para-13 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.13 Non performing of functions by the Board and non-rationalization & 

restructuring of Board despite changing in business activities 

As per Section-6 of Ordinance 1968 of PTB, the Board shall perform functions; (a) to regulate, 

control and promote the export of tobacco and tobacco products and to fix grading standard, (b) to 

undertake and assist research connected with tobacco industry, impart training in tobacco testing and 

generally to take measures in the interest of the tobacco industry and (c) to render assistance for the 

development of new tobacco growing areas and establishment of model farms, to organize and assist 

special research connected with tobacco cultivation and general to render assistance for improving 

tobacco production. 

During audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB) Peshawar for the year  

2019-20 & 2020-21, it was observed that management failed to perform it functions as detailed below: 

a) To regulate, control and promote the export of tobacco and tobacco products. 

b) To undertake and assist research connected with tobacco industry, impart training in 

tobacco testing and generally to take measures in the interest of the tobacco industry 

c) To render assistance for the development of new tobacco growing areas and 

establishment of model farms, to organize and assist special research connected with 

tobacco cultivation and general to render assistance for improving tobacco production.  

Further, with the passage of time a number of tasks were given to the Board i.e. collection of 

cess from the companies in 1978 vide Notification SRO 1204(I)/78 dated October 8, 1978, start 

marketing activities in 2016 vide Tobacco Marketing Control Rules 2016, and having huge surplus 

amount more than 1.5 billion for investment purpose.  

The sanctioned strength of the Board shown that management retained most of the employees 

to perform the functions of research and promotion of the cultivation which were declined marginally. 

On the other side, for the purpose of cess collection, marketing and investment activities there was no 

specialized staff hired or created posts by the Board as mostly revenue is generated through these 

activities. Due to posting of irrelevant staff on said activities, Board suffered revenue loss on annul 

basis.    

Audit was of the view that research and promotion of cultivation activities were reducing 

abnormally but a number of staff retained without need. Therefore, management should rationalize and 

restructure the strength of the Board as per activities to avoid wastage of resources of the Board. For 

this purpose management should carried out a HR study by HR professionals.  

Management in its reply dated Sep 01, 2021 stated that Pakistan Tobacco Board has directed to 

carry out market research and explore avenues to enhance export of tobacco and its products from the 

country, upgraded its laboratories at Tobacco Research Station, Mardan. PTB management, in 

collaboration with stakeholders, has introduced tobacco cultivation in new areas i.e. Mianwali Area and 

Sialkot area in Punjab. Bajaur area and Swat area in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Further, PTB has created 

some isolated posts to cater to increase workload and addition in scope of functions of the Board.  

Reply of the management is not convincing as the cultivation of land is showing decreasing 

trend, no facility provided to exporter regarding exploring of new markets and charge the cess on 
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exports despite exemption. The production of model farm is less than average production. For the 

restructuring purpose, management should expedite the efforts. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.   

Audit requires to restructure the Board as per activities performed to reduce wastage and take 

necessary actions to enhance the production and export of tobacco. 

Para-14 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.14 Undue benefit to the contractor to collect the collection on previous year crop - 

Rs. 12.547 million 

According to Para-23 of GFR Vol-I, every government officer should realize fully and clearly 

that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Govt. through fraud or negligence 

on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or 

negligence on the part of any officer to the extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the 

loss by his own action or negligence.  

During the audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB), Peshawar for the years 2019-20 and 2020-

21, it was observed that agreement was executed with  

M/s Khaksar Traders C/o Zabta Khan on June 28, 2019 regarding cess collection rights of Crop 2019 

of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Meanwhile, management issued permit to different companies for export of 

tobacco (Qty 2,704,178-Kg of Crop-2018) during the year 2019-20. The permit was issued with the 

condition to pay cess on the said quantity. As the tobacco was pertaining to the crop 2018, the cess will 

be collected by the PTB if required but the said contractor receipt Rs. 12.547 million from companies 

who had no rights to collect the cess of crop-2018. 

Audit was of the view that contractor received cess from the companies on export quantity was 

illegal and undue favour was granted to contractor to receive cess.    

Management in its reply dated Sep 01, 2021 stated that exporters are required to fully utilize 

their export allotment quota during the crop season for which the said quota has been allotted. The cess 

collection on export of tobacco from previous years has been implemented to discourage unscrupulous 

elements who use to obtained export allotment quota but would not export tobacco to evade cess by 

restricting tobacco export allotment to a specific crop season. Pakistan Tobacco Board is also working 

on amendments in collection of cess rules 1968 to also accommodate these exporters who export 

tobacco from previous crop season.  

Reply of the management is not convincing as the management should exempt the export from 

cess or itself collect the cess from companies of previous crops. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit requires to explain the reasons regarding payment of cess to Contractor instead of PTB 

and investigate the reasons of collection of cess by contractor. Fix the responsibility on the person (s) 

at fault. 

Para-16 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.15 Revenue loss due to non-utilization of land of Model Farm Buner - Rs. 2.851 

million 

As per Section-6 (c) of Ordinance 1968 of PTB, the Board shall perform function to render 

assistance for the development of new tobacco growing areas and establishment of model farms, to 
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organize and assist special research connected with tobacco cultivation and general to render assistance 

for improving tobacco production. 

During the audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB), Peshawar for the years 2019-20 & 2020-

21, it was observed that management established model farm consisted of 16-Acre and 12-Marlas at 

Buner in 2010 with the explanations that this area is very suitable for tobacco crop. Management did 

not utilize the six to seven acre land since long resultantly management suffered revenue loss of  

Rs. 2.851 million.  

Year Area 

Acquired 

(Acre) 

Area 

Cultivated 

(Acre) 

Less 

Cultivated 

(Acre) 

Annual Income as 

per production of 

Farm (Per acre) (Rs.) 

Loss due to non-

cultivation of 

Land (Rs.) 

1 2 3 4  

(2-3) 

5 6  

(4 * 5)) 

2015-16 16 10 6 79,656 477,936 

2016-17 16 9 7 83,028 581,196 

2017-18 16 10 6 110,048 660,288 

2018-19 16 10 6 98,822 592,932 

2019-20 16 9.50 6.50 82,904 538,876 

Total 2,851,234 
 

The above table shows that management failed to produce the average production in the model 

farm despite having all the resources which needs justification with full facts and figures. 

Management in its reply dated Sep 01, 2021 stated that it is not possible to cultivate crop on 

mountainous area. At the time of purchase the Committee has to purchase the land including mountains 

for the construction of office building, meeting hall, laboratory, mosque, guest house, colony etc. So 

when civil work will start, that land will be utilized. The management has tried to best utilize the 

available resources.  

Reply of the management is not correct as the land was not acquired for colony; the land was 

acquired only for model farming. Management failed to utilize the land despite lapse of eleven years. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit requires to investigate the matter regarding non-utilization of land of model farm and fix 

the responsibility. 

Para-17 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.16 Non-convening of Board meetings in compliance of PTB Ordinance 

As per Para-3 of S.R.O. 323(I)/85 dated 08-04-1985, Section-31 of the PTB Ordinance, 1968 

(PTB Bye-Laws 1985), “the meetings of the Board shall be held at least thrice in a year on the date, 

time and place fixed by the Chairman. 

During audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB) Peshawar for the year  

2019-20 & 2020-21, it was observed that only three meetings of Board were convened. Detail 

is given hereunder:- 

Sr.# BOD’s meeting No. Meeting Held on 

1. 156th BOD meeting 21.01.2020 

2. 157th BOD meeting 23.06.2020 

3. 158th BOD meeting 14.12.2020 

The above tabulated detail shows that PTB management did not comply with the 

provisions of PTB Ordinance regarding convening of PTB Board meetings i.e. three Board 
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meeting each year. Only two BOD meetings were convened during 2019-20 and one meeting 

was held in 2020-21. 

Thus due to non-compliance of provisions of PTB’s own Ordinance regarding 

convening of BOD’s meeting, policy matters remain pended for a long period. 

Management in its reply dated Sep 01, 2021 stated that Meetings of Board of Directors are 

convened on need basis. Whenever sufficient number of agenda items are available on which decision 

of the BoD is required then a meeting of BoD is convened. It is further stated that the current BoD was 

constituted vide Ministry of Commerce Notification dated 27th September, 2019, therefore the two years 

terms of the current BoD shall expire on 26th September 2021. Four meetings have been conducted since 

the constitution of the current BoD. It is further stated that the post of Chairman remained vacant w.e.f. 

Dec 27, 2020 to May 25, 2021 due to which BoD meeting was not convened during the period.  

Reply of the management is not convincing as the BoD was notified in Sep 2019 then the 

meeting should be scheduled as per Ordinance. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit requires to made compliance of provisions of PTB Ordinance in true spirit. 

Para-18 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.17 Overstatement of assets by irregular booking of operating expenditures under 

current assets - Rs. 4.302 million 

As per accounting treatment, property taxes, which is an overhead cost and should be included 

as an operating expense. 

During the audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB), Peshawar for the years 2019-20 and 2020-

21, it was observed that management paid property tax of  

Rs. 4.302 million for the financial period 1993-94 to 2010-11 of Head Office property situated at 

Hayatabad. These expenses booked under the head Land (current assets) and overstated the current 

assets for such amount. 

Audit was of the view that property tax should be expensed out but the management of the 

Board booked under current asset by Rs. 4.302 million in the financial statement. 

Management in its reply dated Sep 01, 2021 stated that expenditure of  

Rs. 4.302 million has been taken by the M/s Zahid Jamil & Co, Chartered Accountants of PTB and 

recorded it as a fixed assets during their audited period for the year 2017-18 and enhanced the value of 

the land. The matter of operating expenditure will be provided to the current auditors of PTB (M/s PKF 

F.R.A.N.T.S) for their views and further clarifications.  

Reply of the management is not correct as the property tax is an operating expenditure and does 

not capitalize. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit requires to explain the reasons regarding booking of expenses under the head of assets 

with full facts and figures.  

Para-19 (PTB), 2019-21 
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13.2.4.18 Understatement of assets due to non-revaluation of land - 

Rs. 800.00 million 

As per International Accounting Standard of 16.7, items of property, plant and equipment 

should be recognized as assets when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the 

asset will follow to the entity and the cost of the assets can be measured reliably. 

During the audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB), Peshawar for the years 2019-20 and 2020-

21, it was observed that management acquired land for Head Office Peshawar, for Tobacco Research 

Stations at Mardan, Mansehra, Gujrat & Okara, for Zonal Office Lahore and for model farms at Buner, 

Pishin and Jampur. Most of the land was purchased during the years 1978 to 1986 and the land was 

recognized in the Financial Statements upto June 2020 on the purchase price at the time of purchase. 

Now, the price of land was enhanced about ten times, thus the assets are shown in the financial statement 

understated by Rs. 800.00 million.  

Audit is of the view that management should re-evaluate the assets and shown the fair value of 

the assets in the Financial Statement which will depict true picture. 

The matter was reported to the management but no reply was received. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

 Audit requires to explain the reasons regarding recognition of land as assets without fair value 

and take necessary action for revaluation of land.  

Para-22 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.19 Less production of Tobacco despite incurring huge expenses - 

Rs. 20.577 million 

According to Para-23 of GFR Vol-I, every government officer should realize fully and clearly 

that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Govt. through fraud or negligence 

on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or 

negligence on the part of any officer to the extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the 

loss by his own action or negligence. 

During the audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB), Peshawar for the years 2019-20 & 2020-

21, it was observed that management established model farm at Buner with the justifications that this 

area is very suitable for tobacco crop but the production of the model farm is less than average 

production as determined own bulletin 2019-20. Detail is as under: 

Details of Tobacco Production Expenditures over 

the Income (Rs.) Year Area 

Cultivated 

(Acre) 

Qty 

Produced 

of Tobacco 

(Kgs) 

Per Acre Qty 

produced 

Tobacco 

(Kgs) 

Average Qty 

produced of 

Tobacco per 

acre in this 

area* (Kgs) 

Less Qty 

Produced of 

Tobacco in 

Model Farm 

Buner (Kgs) 

1 2 3 4  

(3/2) 

5  6  

(5-4) 

 

 

2015-16 5 3,043 609 999 390 2,930,188 

2016-17 5 3,276 655 985 330 2,425,388 

2017-18 5 4,310 862 1,133 271 3,801,150 

2018-19 5 3,671 734 1,110 376 5,277,238 

2019-20 5 2,358 472 1,032 560 6,143,526 

       20,577,490 
  *Source: Pakistan Bureau of Statistics and published in Bulletin 2019-20 of PTB 
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Audit is of the view that the management failed to produce even the average production in the 

model farm despite deploying of all the resources and incurred huge expenses and did not take interest 

in best utilization of farms which needs justification with full facts and figures. 

Management in its reply dated Sep 01, 2021 stated that the soil texture of Tobacco Model Farm 

Ambela Buner is rocky and sandy in nature and the development of soil is time taking process. PTB 

management has added extrusive soil and Farm Yard Manure over the period of time that has increased 

the yield of tobacco. Most of land of TMF, Buner is Barani and dependent on rain fed Irrigation. Farm 

Manger and staff is not only looking after the TMF, Buner but also performing duties in tobacco 

growing area of Buner to facilitate the growers’ community and therefore they are playing their role is 

revenue generation. Therefore expense on staff pays is justifiable.  

Reply of the management is not acceptable as the land was acquired as suitable in 2011. 

Moreover, after lapse of ten years the production of farm did not achieve average production of the area. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit requires to investigate the matter regarding less production of tobacco at model farm 

despite deploying all resources and fix the responsibility after inquire the matter regarding less 

production. 

Para-24 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.20 Loss due to award of contract of cess collection rights without proper 

assessment of tobacco production - Rs. 44.60 million 

According to Para-23 of GFR Vol-I, every government officer should realize fully and clearly 

that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Govt. through fraud or negligence 

on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or 

negligence on the part of any officer to the extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the 

loss by his own action or negligence. 

During the audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB), Peshawar for the years 2019-20 and 2020-

21, it was observed that management published a notice in newspapers for auction of cess rights for 

tobacco “crop 2020” on April 29, 2020. Auction was carried out on May 14, 2020 in the supervision of 

the Cess Auction Committee and highest auction was offered by Khyber Group of Companies C/o 

Naveen Ahmad Khan of Rs. 90 million. The auction committee unanimously decided to reject the bids 

on the basis that the offered bids are much below the last year’s contract amount and decided to re-

advertise the cess contract. Auction was re-advertised on May 16, 2020 and auction was held on June 

02, 2020 but no one participated in this auction. Auction was advertised again on June 04, 2020 and 

auction was held on June 17, 2020 and highest auction was offered by M/s Khyber Group of Companies 

C/o Naveen Ahmad Khan of Rs. 100.50 million.  

The production of “Crop 2020 showing increasing trend and the demand of the companies also 

increasing from the previous year but management auctioned cess collection rights of Tobacco 

production of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province for the Crop 2020 at lower rates. Thus, management 

suffered a loss of Rs. 44.60 million (145.10 – 100.50) due to sale of rights at lower rate. Detail is given 

below: 

(Rs. in million) 

YEAR 
FCV 

(M.Kg) 

WP 

(M.Kg) 

Burley 

(M.Kg) 

       Total 

(M.Kg) Requirement of 

Companies on 

which PTB 

Procurement 

by Companies 

Rights of 

Cess Sold to 

Contractor 

(M.Kg) 

Cess 

Rate 

Per Kg 

(Rs.) 

Rights of 

cess to be 

sold 

PTB sold 

Rights of 

Cess  
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received cess 

(M.Kg) 

 

1 2 3 4 

5  

(2+3+4) 

6 

7 8  

(5-6) 

9 

10  

(8*9) 

11 

2019-20 68.28 3.02 0.08 71.38 37.97 50.31 33.41 4.64 155.02 145.10 

2020-21 73.52 3.50 - 77.01 42.00 64.50 35.01 4.64 162.45 100.50 

Audit was of the view that management did not bother to access production of the tobacco 

demand of the companies before awarding of contract which needs to be investigated. 

Management in its reply dated Sep 01, 2021 stated that before holding open auction for award 

of cess collection contract, the Cess Auction Committee regularly holds pre-auction meeting in which 

the committee makes assessment of the probable reserve price for that year’s cess collection contract 

on the basis of current cess rates. The cess auction committee assessed the reserve price of 2020-21 cess 

collection contract of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. It is further stated that the out of total demand of 54.453 

million kgs for 2020 crop export demand was 16.636 million kgs which was exempt from cess. Increase 

in crop of 5.30 million kgs in 2020 has been offset by 6.2 million kgs export exemption and 4 million 

kgs increased quota of cigarette manufacturing companies. The cess collection contractor for 2020 had 

actually much less amount of cess-leviable tobacco as compared to 2019 contractor.  

Reply of the management is not correct as the contractor received cess of Rs. 104.40 million 

(64.50 Mkg - 42.00 Mkg=22.5 Mkg * Rs. 4.64/kg) from companies only who procured excess tobacco 

from their requirement and received Rs. 17.750 million on exported quantity excess than quota except 

the other purchased activities.  

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit requires to constitute a higher level committee to investigate the losses being sustained 

by the Board and fix the responsibility on the person (s) at fault. 

Para-26 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.2.4.21 Loss due to poor performance towards collection of cess -  

Rs. 197.91 million 

According to Para-23 of GFR Vol-I, every government officer should realize fully and clearly 

that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Govt. through fraud or negligence 

on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or 

negligence on the part of any officer to the extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the 

loss by his own action or negligence. 

During the audit of Pakistan Tobacco Board (PTB), Peshawar for the years 2019-20 and 2020-

21, it was noted that management collected cess from cigarette manufacturing companies directly on 

tobacco consumption and for collection of the cess from the dealers, agent, purchasers etc. auctioned 

the rights of the cess to private contractor. During analysis of five years’ cess collection data, it revealed 

that collection of cess decrease every year abnormally which shows lack of interest of the management 

in collection of cess due to which management suffered huge losses every year. Details is as under: 

 

(Rs. in million) 

Years Cess Collected Profit/ (Loss) 
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Total 

Production 

(Million Kg) 

From 

Companies 

Through 

Contractors 

Total 

Collection 

Total Cess to 

be collected 

1 2 3 4 
5  

(3+4) 
6 

7  

(5-6) 

2016-17 100.015 85.22 193.03 278.25 271.57 6.68 

2017-18 106.777 155.57 142.69 298.26 327.93 (29.67) 

2018-19 104.355 172.80 152.07 324.88 358.70 (33.82) 

2019-20 113.657 119.68 237.45 357.13 420.46 (63.34) 

2020-21 114.769 132.93 224.30 357.23 434.99 (77.76) 

Total 539.573 666.2 949.54 1,615.75 1,813.65 (197.91) 

The above table shows that in 2016-17 management collected the cess more than estimation 

and afterwards the management received cess less than estimation from 2017-18 to 2020-21 

abnormally. Thus, management suffered huge losses of Rs. 197.91 million.  

Audit was of the view that management failed to collect cess and difference of less receipt of 

cess increased due to poor management. 

Matter was reported to the management but no reply was received. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit requires to constitute a higher level committee to investigate the losses being sustained 

by the Board and fix the responsibility on the person (s) at fault. 

Para-27 (PTB), 2019-21 

13.3 Livestock and Dairy Development Board 

13.3.1 Introduction 

Livestock and Dairy Development Board (the company) was incorporated in Pakistan as a 

Guarantee Limited Company on October 27, 2005 and is registered under Section 42 of the repealed 

Companies Ordinance, 1984 as a non-profit organization. The company's registered office is located at 

Ex-Milk Plant Building, Gate No. 2, National Agriculture Research Centre, Main Park Road, Islamabad. 

The principal activity of the company is to promote and facilitate livestock development (including 

dairy, meat poultry and allied areas) in Pakistan. 

13.3.2 Comments on Audited Accounts 

13.3.2.1 The annual audited accounts are required to be provided to Audit for review each 

year. Contrary to this, the management failed to provide audited annual accounts of the 

organization for the year 2018-19 to 2020-21 till December 31, 2021. 

Audit recommends that the annual audited accounts for the year 2018-19 to  

2020-21 be provided immediately and timely submission be ensured in future besides fixing 

responsibility for non-submission of annual audited accounts (Annex-2). 
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13.3.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 

 

Pending Paras No. 

% of 

Compliance 

2010-11 06 05 01 16.2.2.4 83 

2014-15 09 06 03 13.2.3, 13.2.4.1, 13.2.4.6 67 

2015-16 05 01 04 
12.2.2.1, 12.2.2.2, 12.2.2.3, 

12.2.2.5 
20 

Total 20 12 8  60 

Overall compliance of PAC directives was poor which needs immediate attention of PAO. 

13.3.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

13.3.4.1 Non-performance evaluation of members of the Board including Chairman and 

CEO 

Non-formulation of Board Committees  

As per rule 8(1) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the 

performance evaluation of the members of the Board including the Chairman and the Chief Executive 

shall be undertaken for which the Board shall establish a process, based on specified criteria, and the 

Chairman of the Board shall take ownership of such an evaluation. The Committees shall also carry out 

their evaluation on an annual basis. Further, as Per Rule 12(1&2) of Public Sector Companies 

(Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the Board shall set up Audit Committee, Risk Management 

Committee, HR Committee, Procurement Committee and Nomination Committee. The Board 

Committees shall be chaired by non-executive directors and the majority of their members shall be 

independent. 

During the audit of Livestock Dairy Development Board, Islamabad for the years 2015-16 to 

2019-20, it was observed that neither the Board established any process based on specified criteria for 

evaluation of performance of the members of the Board including Chairman and CEO nor any such 

performance evaluation was made. The management was requested to provide the criteria framed by 

Board for evaluation of the members of the Board but the same was not made available. Thus, due to 

no performance evaluation of the members of the Board including Chairman and CEO, the effectiveness 

of the operations of the Company could not be evaluated. When demanded the minutes of meeting of 

the above said Board Committees, the management contended that no such Committees were framed 

by the Board. 

Audit holds the view that the Corporate Governance Rules-2013 were not implemented by the 

LDDB and the affairs of the LDDB were being managed without following any prescribed procedure. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 24.09.2021. The management in its reply 

dated 02.02.2022 stated that the affairs of LDDB were run as private organization by the then Chairman, 

CEO and Private members. They were of view that there is no need of such kind of evaluation. 

Moreover, Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 were not fully implemented. Afterwards, the committees 

as required by the Corporate Governance Rules were framed.  

The reply is not convincing as the implementation of the Corporate Governance Rules was 

necessary. The performance evaluation of the Board should be made in order to strengthen the 

organization’s business. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to set up process based on specified criteria for performance evaluation of 
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members of the Board including Chairman and CEO immediately and the Board Committees may be 

established for smooth working of the LDDB. 

Para-1 (LDDB), 2015-20 

13.3.4.2 Irregular payment to Provincial Governments without release of proportionate 

funds and adjustment vouchers – Rs. 248.842 million 

According per umbrella PC-1 pertaining to Project namely “Prime Minister’s Initiative for save 

the Calf”, the Project Management Unit (PMU) established at LDDB, Islamabad will be responsible for 

overall project implementation throughout the country in coordination with Provincial PMUs, 

proportionate release of funds to the project authorities, Project monitoring medium term and final, 

provision of written material for training and awareness and Media campaign for public awareness and 

project activities. The PMU will also be meant for the projects namely “Calf Feedlot Fattening in 

Pakistan” and “Prime Minister’s Initiative for Backyard Poultry” executed by LDDB. The funds 

allocated to the provinces will be released by the Ministry of National Food Security and Research in 

proportion to the funds released by the respective Provincial Government on quarterly basis and on 

submission of release letter of the respective province. 

During the audit of Livestock and Dairy Development Board (LDDB), Islamabad for the years 

2015-16 to 2019-20, it was observed that the management initiated three projects namely “Prime 

Minister’s Initiative for Save the Calf”, “Calf Feedlot Fattening in Pakistan” and “Prime Minister’s 

Initiative for Backyard Poultry” from July 2019 for the development of Live Stock. As per Projects’ 

frame work, the LDDB had to make 20% payment to provincial authorities and remaining 80% was to 

be borne by the concerned province to complete the project. The LDDB management made payment of 

Rs. 248.842 million (Rs. 125.554 million,  

Rs. 83.642 million and Rs. 39.646 million respectively) during 2019-20 to provincial authorities for the 

said projects without obtaining evidence regarding prior release of proportionate funds by the respective 

provinces. Further, the management did not obtain adjustments from concerned provincial authorities 

to ascertain that the said amount was incurred for the purpose for which the same was paid.  

Thus, in the absence of requisite evidences, the payment of Rs. 248.842 million was held 

irregular. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 24.09.2021.The management in its reply 

dated 02.02.2022 stated that achievements/operations of the provinces and regions are received on 

monthly basis to FPMU. All data of project beneficiaries received from provinces and regions is updated 

in PMES system. Provinces and regions submit adjustments of funds for the purpose for which the said 

amount was paid.  

The reply was not tenable as the management failed to provide any documentary evidence 

regarding release of proportionate funds by the respective province for this project. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to fix responsibility on the person(s) at fault for. Besides, the evidences 

regarding release of proportionate funds from respective province and adjustment vouchers / certificate 

against the said payments be obtained and shared with Audit. 

Para-2 & 14 (LDDB), 2015-20 

13.3.4.3 Non-finalization of annual accounts / financial statement for the year 2019-20 

According to section 223(1&2) of Companies Act, 2017 the Board of every company must lay 

before the company in annual general meeting its financial statements for the period, in the case of first 
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such statements since the incorporation of the company and in any other case since the proceeding 

financial statement made up to the date of close of financial year adopted by the company. The financial 

statement must be laid within a period of one hundred and twenty days following the close of financial 

year of a company. Further as per Rule 10 of Corporate Governance Rules 2013, every Public Sector 

Company shall, within one month of the close of first, second and third quarter of its year of account, 

prepare a profit and loss account for, and balance sheet as at the end of, that quarter, whether audited or 

otherwise, for the Board’s approval.  

During audit of LDDB for the years 2015-16 to 2019-20 it was observed that the management 

failed to finalize its annual accounts for the year 2019-20, which is clear violation of above mentioned 

rules. 

Audit is of the view that management was required to finalize its accounts timely so that true 

and fair picture of the state of affairs of the company comes to the knowledge of the stakeholders. 

Non-finalization of annual accounts resulted in non-compliance of statutory requirements and 

failure to depict true picture of the affaire of the Company to the stakeholders. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 24.09.2021. The management in its reply 

dated 02.02.2022 stated that the BoD has to be re-constituted. The accounts will be presented on its 

agenda once the formulation of BoD is done.  

The reply was not tenable as the management failed to finalize the annual accounts during the 

time prescribed in rules. Due to non-finalization of accounts, the transparency of financial business 

could not be ensured. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons regarding non-finalization of account within the 

scheduled time and fix the responsibility on the person at fault. 

Para-3 (LDDB), 2015-20 

13.3.4.4 Loss due to investment in TDRs at lower rates – Rs. 1.950 million 

According to Rule-38 of PP Rules-2004, the bidder with the most advantageous bid, if not in 

conflict with any other law, rules, regulations or policy of the Federal Government, shall be awarded 

the procurement contract, within the original or extended period of bid validity. 

According to Rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information 

by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

As per Finance Division OM No.F.4 (1)/2002-BR.II Islamabad, dated 2nd July, 2003 public 

sector enterprises and local/autonomous bodies can deposit their working balances required for their 

operations with any public or private bank subject to the condition that for the sake of the safety and 

security of deposits, the bank/financial institutions taking a deposit should have a minimum “A” rating 

(long-term) as appearing on the web-site of the State Bank of Pakistan. 

During the audit of Livestock and Dairy Development Board (LDDB), Islamabad for the years 

2015-16 to 2019-20, it was revealed that the management made investment in shape of TDRs of Rs. 

150.00 million @ 12.80% per annum in National Bank of Pakistan and Rs. 76.00 million @ 14.10% 

per annum in Silk Bank for one year period w.e.f. October 17, 2019 and October 23, 2019 respectively. 
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The record revealed that the management collected comparative interest rates from different banks. The 

Silk Bank offered highest interest rate of 14.10% per annum. Thus, the management should have 

invested the whole amount in Silk Bank but contrary to that, an amount of Rs. 150.00 million was 

invested in National Bank of Pakistan at less rate i.e. 1.30% (i.e. 14.10%-12.80%) by obtaining approval 

from Audit and Risk Management Committee in its meeting held on October 14, 2019. Audit demanded 

the approval of minutes of meeting of the said Committee but the same were not provided being the 

approval from BOD was not obtained. Thus, due to investment of funds at lesser rate without approval 

of BOD, the organization sustained loss on account of interest income of Rs. 1.950 million (i.e. Rs. 

150,000,000 x 1.30/100). 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 24.09.2021. The management in its reply 

dated 02.02.2022 stated that the investment of funds was made with the approval of BoD committee i.e. 

Audit and Risk Management Committee.  

The reply is not convincing as the funds should have been invested in a bank which offered 

highest interest rate but the same was not done which resulted into loss. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix the responsibility on the person(s) at fault 

and the loss may be made good from the person(s) held responsible. 

Para-4 (LDDB), 2015-20 

13.3.4.5 Inconsistent working by project authorities resulted into surrender of funds – 

Rs. 80.859 million 

According to Rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules 2013, 

the principle of probity and propriety entails that company’s assets and resources are not used for private 

advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered to, 

especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information by 

directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

During the audit of Livestock and Dairy Development Board (LDDB), for the years 2015-16 to 

2019-20, it was revealed that the federal government released funds of Rs. 350.00 million during 2019-

20 for three projects i.e. “Prime Minister’s Initiative for Save the Calf”, “Calf Feedlot Fattening in 

Pakistan” and “Prime Minister’s Initiative for Backyard Poultry” out of which unutilized funds of Rs. 

80.859 million (i.e. 23.10% of the funds released) were surrendered by management. 

Audit is of the view that the management should have performed project activities vigorously 

by keeping in view the availability of funds but the same was not done which led to surrender of funds. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 24.09.2021. The management in its reply 

dated 02.02.2022 stated that late administrative approval delayed appointment of PMU staff. Further, 

no demand for 4th Quarter was received from Gilgit–Baltistan, KP and ICT regions due to Covid 

situation and non-issuance of NOC for purchase of vehicles, less demand in Stationery, printing and 

publication, TA/DA and advertisement etc. resulted in surrender of funds.  

The reply was not convincing as the funds were surrendered due to non-working on core 

operations of the project. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.                         
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Audit recommends to investigate the matter of non-utilization of funds and fix the responsibility 

on the person(s) at fault. Further, the updated progress of the projects towards completion and utilization 

of funds may be shared with audit. 

Para-5 (LDDB), 2015-20 

13.3.4.6 Irregular payments to farmers due to non-provision of record regarding criteria 

for selection of farmers - Rs. 16.893 million 

According to clause-6(3) of PC-I titled “Milk & Meat Supply Chain Improvement & Support 

to Livestock Production in Federally Administrated Areas” in order to enhance the meat production and 

motivate the livestock farming community, 300 feedlot fattening farms of large and small animals will 

be established under the targeted areas and financial support of Rs. 1,500 per beef animal and Rs. 500 

per mutton animal will be provided to the farmers. Out of 300 farms, 200 farms will be small beef farms 

with 10-40 calves on each farm and 100 small mutton farms with 20-50 growing male sheep and goats 

on each farm. 

According to clause-6(C), of PC-1 titled “Development of Yak at High Altitude Areas of 

Pakistan (GB)” the operational support to the feedlot fattening farms will be provided @ Rs. 2,000 lump 

sum amount per yak for operational cost of fattening which includes feed concentrates and marketing 

in a transparent manner in local market. 

During audit of LDDB for the years 2015-16 to 2019-20, it was observed that a PC-I of Rs. 

58.44 million of Camping Milk & Meat Supply Chain Improvement in federally administrated areas 

was approved with the objectives to plan, promote, facilitate and coordinate accelerated development 

of and investment in the livestock, poultry and dairy sectors, to promote and facilitate marketing of 

livestock and its products and to undertake capacity building of all stakeholders. The farmers who had 

fundamental requirements like shed, fodder availability, capacity to invest for purchase of animals, 

agriculture land, water etc. had to be involved in this activity. The record relating to selection of farmers 

for the said project was called for, but the same was not produced. Audit examined the cash book of the 

said project which revealed that an amount of Rs. 9.561 million was paid to various farmers to enhance 

the meat production and motivate the livestock farming community.  

Further, it was also observed that a PC-I valuing Rs. 59.500 million of Development of Yak at 

High Altitude Areas of Pakistan (GB) was approved during the year 2016-17. The PC-1 was revised by 

DDWP on 16.04.2018. The Finance Division released funds of Rs. 54.00 million for execution of the 

Project during 2017-18, 2018-19 and 2019-20. The record relating to selection of farmers for the said 

project was called for, but the same was not produced. Audit examined the cash book of the said project 

which revealed that an amount of Rs. 7.332 million was released to various farmers to achieve the said 

objectives.  

In the absence of record pertaining to the selection of farmers, Audit was unable to verify the 

authenticity and transparency of disbursement of Rs. 16.893 million (Rs. 9.561 m + Rs. 7.332 m 

respectively of said projects) to genuine farmers or otherwise. Thus, payment of Rs. 16.893 million was 

held irregular in Audit. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 24.09.2021. The management in its reply 

dated 02.02.2022 stated that selection of farmers was made in true letter and spirit as mentioned in PC-

I.  

The reply was not convincing as documentary evidence regarding selection process of farmers 

was not produced to audit. 
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No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix responsibility on the person at fault. 

Besides, relevant record may be produced to Audit for verification. 

Para-6 & 7 (LDDB), 2015-2 

13.3.4.7 Non-inclusion of project assets in books of accounts - Rs. 6.329 million 

According to clause Operation and Maintenance of PC-I of Project Titled “Milk & Meat Supply 

Chain Improvement & Support to Livestock Production in Federally Administrated Areas”, after 

completion of project all activities will be taken to non-development side. Staff will be absorbed to 

expand the capacity of LDDB alongwith assets. Models developed during the project tenure will 

continue expansion through seeking further funding from Government and donor agencies for next 

phases and new programs. 

During audit of LDDB for the years 2015-16 to 2019-20, it was observed that a Project Titled 

“Milk & Meat Supply Chain Improvement & Support to Livestock Production in Federally 

Administrated Areas” was started during  

2016-17 to facilitate the farmers and to enhance the meat production as well as supply of milk in 

Federally Administrated Areas. For this purpose, the management procured and distributed various 

equipment among the farmers. It was also observed that certain items were also procured for LDDB 

Head Office and the expenditure charged to the Project. Audit is of the view that the project has since 

been completed and the assets/various equipment given to farmers as well as LDDB were required to 

be taken in annual accounts but in this case, neither the assets valuing Rs. 6.329 million were taken in 

account nor received back from farmers which is violation of the above PC-I clause. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 24.09.2021. The management in its reply 

dated 02.02.2022 stated that the assets were handed over to the farmers as per PC-I obligations. The 

same have been taken on the LDDB books of Accounts and will be re-stated in next audit.  

The reply was not convincing as these assets are lying without any accountability so far and 

chances of mis-utilization are very higher. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons for not taking the assets in annual accounts and 

non-return of assets from farmers. Besides, the needful may be done under intimation to Audit.  

Para-8 (LDDB), 2015-20 

13.3.4.8 Re-appropriation of funds resulting into irregular expenditure – Rs. 1.750 

million 

As per Rule-12 of GFR, a Controlling officer must see not only that the total expenditure is 

kept within the limits of the authorized appropriation but also that the funds allotted to spending units 

are expended in the public interest and upon objects for which the money was provided. 

According to Rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information 

by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

During the audit of Livestock and Dairy Development Board (LDDB), Islamabad for the years 

2015-16 to 2019-20, it was observed that the Federal Government released funds of Rs. 1.5 million for 
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renovation of office building of the project namely “Prime Minister’s Initiative for Save the Calf”. The 

management, however, incurred Rs. 3.250 million for renovation work by re-appropriation of funds of 

Rs. 1.750 million from other heads with the approval of CEO. Audit holds that CEO was not authorized 

to re-appropriate funds and re-appropriation of funds could be done with the approval of BOD or from 

the authority who approved the PC-I. 

Un-authorized re-appropriation resulted into irregular expenditure. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 24.09.2021. The management in its reply 

dated 02.02.2022 stated that as per administrative approval of the project, CEO is competent for 

financial and administrative matter of project. Hence, the re-appropriation was made by AGPR with the 

direction of CEO.  

The reply was not convincing as the there was no provision in PC-I regarding re-appropriation 

of funds. To re-appropriate the funds, the management should take the matter with the Planning 

Commission. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that irregularity may be regularized from the competent forum. 

Para-9 (LDDB), 2015-20 

13.3.4.9 Undue favour in award of contract - Rs. 2.652 million 

According to Rule 10 of PPRA Rules, 2004, specifications shall allow the widest possible 

competition and shall not favour any single contractor or supplier nor put others at a disadvantage.  

During audit of LDDB for the years 2015-16 to 2019-20, it was observed that a tender for the 

supply of Milk Cooling Tank (500 Ltr) with 7 KVA Generator was floated in daily Jang and The News 

on 10th January 2017 to be opened on 26thJanuary 2017. In response, 05 (five) firms / contractors 

participated in the tendering and M/s FMG Supplies (Private) Limited being lowest was finalized and 

purchase order was issued on 10th February 2020. During bidding, the supplier had quoted to provide 

generator of Devo, China. During scrutiny of record it was noted that the supplier provided Milk 

Cooling Tank (500Ltr) with 7KVA Generator of Pakistan Origin instead of Model Devo, China and the 

same was accepted. This resulted into undue favor to the bidder for irregular award of procurement 

contract. 

Audit holds that the required accessories should have been accepted as per specifications 

offered by the supplier during bidding process which was not done and undue favour was extended to 

the supplier. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 24.09.2021. The management in its reply 

dated 02.02.2022 stated that all procedures were adopt according to the PPRA Rules. Contract was 

granted as per rules and codal formalities were adopted.  

The reply is irrelevant as the issue of non-supply of generators as per approved specification is 

not addressed. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons regarding deficiency in specifications, fix the 

responsibility on the person at fault. 

Para-12 (LDDB), 2015-20 
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13.3.4.10 Payment of honorarium to project’s personnel without any fruitful progress of 

the projects – Rs. 1.400 million 

According to Rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information 

by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

During the audit of Livestock and Dairy Development Board (LDDB), Islamabad for the years 

2015-16 to 2019-20, it was revealed that the management initiated a project namely “Prime Minister’s 

Initiative for Save the Calf” and Milk & Meat Supply Chain Improvement. The management paid Rs. 

1.400 million to Project’s Personnel as honorarium without recognizing any identical work performed 

by them.  

The project was at initial stage and any result oriented targets was not achieved. The basis for 

payment of honorarium i.e. any identical work performed by project’s personnel was demanded from 

management but the same was not provided. Further, the said payment was made without approval of 

BOD.  

Audit is of the view that the management should have made payment of honorarium with prior 

approval of BOD keeping in view the progress of the project as well as of the employees but the same 

was not done. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 24.09.2021. The management in its reply 

dated 02.02.2022 stated that the Prime Minister Projects for livestock revamping was prepared by a few 

LDDB staff who worked beyond their capacity. They worked during off days and after office hours to 

complete these projects within the time frame. The cash award/honorarium was awarded to these staff 

to encourage and recognize their efforts in this regard with the approval of CEO.  

The reply was not convincing as the project was at initial stage and admirable achievement of 

the project was not obtained. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to fix responsibility on the person(s) at fault for payment of honorarium 

without observing the codal formalities and payment made may be recovered.  

Para-18 (LDDB), 2015-20 

13.3.4.11 Irregular appointment of Monitoring & Evaluation Officers due to short and 

irrelevant experience – Rs. 4.875 million 

According to PC-I of project namely “Prime Minister Initiative for Save the Calf”, the 

candidates having MSc (Livestock Production)/Post Graduate Master Degree in Monitoring & 

Evaluation along with 5-10 years’ relevant experience in development projects were eligible for the 

Post of Monitoring & Evaluation Officer.   

During the audit of Livestock and Dairy Development Board (LDDB), Islamabad for the years 

2015-16 to 2019-20, it was observed that the management appointed four Monitoring & Evaluation 

Officers on monthly salary of Rs. 125,000 each w.e.f. September 01, 2020 against the posts of project 

namely “Prime Minister Initiative for Save the Calf”. The record revealed the experience possessed by 

the officer was ranging from 1 to 3.5 years as against five years as required in PC-I. Further, the 

experience possessed by these officers was of irrelevant field rather than in development projects. The 
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experience certificates were not get verified from ex-employers. Thus, it is evident that the officers were 

not eligible for appointment even for shortlisting as the candidates having more experience were 

available in the list of candidates applied for the post. The whole scenario indicates that the management 

granted undue favor to the officers by violating the merit. Thus, the appointment of the officers and 

payment of Salary Rs. 4.875 million was held irregular in audit.  

Audit is of the view that the management should have shortlisted the candidates on merit and 

made appointment of the candidates having required experience of relevant field but the same was not 

done. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 24.09.2021. The management in its reply 

dated 02.02.2022 stated that the Monitoring and Evaluation Officers were recruited as per criteria given 

in PC-1 and advertisement for the post.  

The reply was not convincing as the experience of the candidates was short and irrelevant. The 

appointment was made against the experience requirement mentioned in PC-I. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix responsibility on the person(s) at fault and 

the officers may be terminated otherwise appointment may be regularized from Establishment Division. 

Para-20, 21, 22, & 23 (LDDB), 2015-20 

13.3.4.12 Non-receipt of birds’ proceeds paid by farmers from Federal Administrative 

Regions – Rs. 28.598 million 

According to Clause-10(c) of PC-1 pertaining to Project namely “Prime Minister’s Initiative 

for Backyard Poultry”, the PMU will set up a separate PLA bank account for the purpose of sale of 

birds proceeds at Islamabad or one in each region (AJK, GB). Regional departments will deposit the 

share of farmers in the said account which will be returned to the regional department for production or 

procurement for the next cycle and so on.  

During the audit of Livestock and Dairy Development Board (LDDB), Islamabad for the years 

2015-16 to 2019-20, it was revealed that the management released 30% share i.e. Rs. 68.427 million to 

ICT, AJK and GB regions for the purchase and distribution of birds during 2019-20 and 2020-21 under 

Prime Minister’s Initiative for Backyard Poultry Project. The 70% share of said amount i.e. Rs. 47.899 

million paid by farmers on account of sale proceed of these birds should have been deposited by these 

regions in PLA bank account of LDDB/project. Contrary to that, these regions deposited only Rs. 

19.301 million and balance amount of Rs. 28.598 million was not transferred in PLA account. Due to 

non-receipt of said amount, the PMU was not in a positon to release the said amount for next cycle 

which affected the operational activities of the project. 

Audit is of the view that the management should make efforts for early receipt of birds proceeds 

from these regions, however, no efforts were made in this regard. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 24.09.2021. The management in its reply 

dated 02.02.2022 stated that Federal Administrative regions have deposited the beneficiary share of bird 

cost to LDDB’s PLA Account.  

The reply was not convincing as documentary evidence regarding deposit of said amount by 

the concerned was not shared with audit. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 
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Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix the responsibility on the person(s) at fault 

and the birds sale proceed received from farmers may be obtained from federal regions to make the 

project operational. 

Para-26 (LDDB), 2015-20 

13.3.4.13 Loss due to irregular award of contract extending favor to contractor - Rs. 1.575 

million 

According to Rule 40 of PPRA Rules-2004 there shall be no negotiations with the bidder having 

submitted the lowest evaluated bid or with any other bidder. Further, rule10 (i) of GFR provides that 

every public officer is expected to exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from 

public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would do in respect of expenditure of his own money. 

The canons of financial propriety suggest that the expenditure may be incurred prudently and in 

accordance with the best business practices. 

During audit of LDDB for the years 2015-16 to 2019-20, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 

3.097 million was paid to M/s Usman Enterprises on account of renovation work in existing building 

of LDDB. The original tender file was demanded but the same was not produced and stated that the file 

was misplaced and inquiry has been conducted. However the duplicate file of the work was produced 

which revealed that tender for renovation work in existing building to the tune of Rs. 5.000 million was 

floated in daily Jinnah and Pakistan Observer Rawalpindi / Islamabad on 3rd February 2020 and tender 

was opened on 17th February 2020. In response, 11 firms / contractors participated in the tendering. M/s 

NIHAG Construction Company quoted bid of Rs. 2.775 million and stood lowest. The rates quoted by 

the bidder were considered in-appropriate as the material cost was too high to carry out the said work, 

hence committee rejected the bid. The committee further considered four firms / contractors the rates 

of which were below 5.00 million ignoring the others 06 without assigning any reason. The work was 

awarded to M/s Usman Enterprises at a tender cost of Rs. 4.350 million. Audit is of the view that work 

order should have been awarded to M/s NIHAG Construction Company being 1st lowest but it was not 

done and LDDB sustained loss of Rs. 1.575 million (4.350-2.775). Audit holds that award of contract 

to selected contractor was not only irregular but also uneconomical. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 24.09.2021. The management in its reply 

dated 02.02.2022 stated that the tender was awarded to the 2nd lowest bidder due to the non-serious issue 

of the 1st lowest bidder. As compare to the markets rates the rates quoted by the M/s NIHAG 

Construction Company was much lesser. The committee interviewed the representative of 1st lowest 

bidder for the reason and he could not satisfy the committee. Further, the company failed to provide 

documents according to BoQs. Keeping in view the above reasons, the committee preferred 2nd lowest 

bidder for award of contract.  

The reply was not convincing as there was no provision in PP rules for acceptance of 2nd bidder. 

In case of any confusion, the management should scrap the tender in order to ensure transparency. 

No DAC meeting was arranged till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter regarding irregular award of work, fix the 

responsibility on the person at fault, and non-provision of original tender document of contract. 

Para-29 (LDDB), 2015-20 
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Chapter-14 

Ministry of Planning, Development and Special Initiatives 

Overview 

To manage Pakistan's socio-economic development in a strategic and sustainable 

manner" 

Aims & Objectives 

Designing and implementing methodology for leadership for planning social and 

economic development. Development economic programmes designed to achieve 

competitiveness and leadership for national economy. 

Establishing and implementing an approach to strengthen partnership with public 

agencies private sector and other stakeholder. Coordinating efforts to formulate and achieve 

development objectives plan and objective to ensure efficiency in performance.  

Developing the planning and implementation capabilities of public entities, to facilitate 

their roles in formulating and implementing plans and strategies. 

Governing Laws and Policies 

● Rule of Business 1973 

● Economic Development Policy of Federal Govt.  

Audit Profile of Ministry of Planning, Development and Special Initiatives  

 (Rs. in million) 

S. 

No. 
Description Total Audited 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue 

/Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 2 1 43,107.901 52,630.229 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 

- - - - 

3 Authorities /Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 

1 1 - - 

4 Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 

- - - - 

 

Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 2,312.473 million were raised as a result of this 

audit. This amount also includes recoverable of Rs. 1,333.530 million as pointed out by the 

audit. Summary of the audit observation classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of the Audit Observations 

Sr. No. Classification 
Amount (Rs. 

in million) 

1 Non-Production of record - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation  - 

3 Irregularities:  

A HR/Employees related irregularities  - 
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B Procurement related irregularities  772.818 

C Management of accounts with Commercial Banks - 

4 Value for money and services delivery issues   - 

5 Others  1,539.655 

National Logistics Cell 

14.1.1 Introduction 

National Logistic Cell (NLC) was established by the Government of Pakistan vide 

Notification No. 120/19/78-Min dated August 12, 1978 with main objective of providing 

uninterrupted logistic facilities in the country. NLC is also engaged in construction activities, 

infrastructure rehabilitation, and development sector, Management of Dry Ports & Border 

Terminals, Technical Institutes and Express Freight Train Service, toll collection and other 

engineering related activities. It is an attached department of Ministry of Planning, 

Development & Reform of Government of Pakistan. 

The main objectives are as under:- 

● Transportation of commodities from one location to other by all available means. 

● Hiring/maintenance of storage facilities. 

● Carrying out construction of roads and other engineering projects 

● Building of truck bodies and chassis of various makes. 

● Revenue generation through toll collection. 

● Management of Dry Ports and Border Terminals. 

● Express Freight Train Service. 
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14.1.2 Comments on Audited Accounts: 

14.1.2.1 The working results of the NLC for the year 2020-21 as compared to the previous 

years are as follows: 

(Rs. in million) 

 2020-21 % Inc/ 

(Dec) 

2019-20 %Inc 

/(Dec) 

2018-19 

Revenue 47,389.082 60.71 28,947.458 (0.81) 29,130.071 

Operating Costs 41,762.370 49.72 27,892.950 0.35 26,543.123 

Gross Profit 5,626.712 433.58 1,054.508 (12.708) 2,586.948 

Administrative expenses 1,345.531 45.58 924.225 30.381 947.088 

Other operating Income 5,241.147 268.88 1,420.822 46.850 1,014.869 

Operating profit 9,279.994 652.33 1,233.485 (5.311) 2,654.729 

Finance costs 19.574 20.67 16.221 (65.209) 46.544 

Net Profit 9,260.420 660.76 1,217.264 (4.243) 2,608.185 

Current Assets 49,104,740  40,439,560   

Current Liabilities 29,637,896  24,418,571   

Current Ratio 1.65  1.65   

(Source: - Annual Audited Accounts) 

Revenue of the organization increased by 60.71% during the year 2020-21. However, revenue 

from different sources has been decreased i.e. rental income from freight trains by 4.65%, dry 

ports by 5.74%, technical institutes by 8.44% and marine services by 12.55% as compared to 

previous years. The management needs to explain the reasons of declining trend of revenue.  

14.1.2.2 Long term loans to wholly owned subsidiary NLC Developer (Pvt.) Ltd amounting 

to Rs. 1,377.004 million is outstanding since February, 2008. Furthermore, timing of recovery 

of loan is uncertain. Audit recommends to expedite early recovery of loan from NLC Developer 

(Pvt.) Ltd and justify the reason for long outstanding loan. 

14.1.2.3 Long term advances and deposits include Mobilization advance to Enshaa NLC 

Development (Pvt.) Ltd. amounting to Rs. 198.718 million which is outstanding since long. 

Furthermore, whole amount of loan has been considered doubtful and notes to the financial 

statements are silent about reasons for considering the loan as doubtful. The matter need to be 

justified. 

14.1.2.4 Trade debts amounting to Rs. 101.254 million have been written off for the year 

ended 30th June, 2020-21. Notes to the accounts are silent about the reasons for write off. 

Moreover, the management failed to recover their debts from clients. Early recovery of trade 

debts is stressed upon the management, besides requiring detailed break up of trade debts along 

with aging and justification of writing off of trade debts.  
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14.1.2.5 Current ratio for the year 2020-21 is 1.65 times whereas; standard current ratio 

which is considered safer is 2 times. Furthermore, networking capital is negative amounting to 

Rs. 19.466 million. Audit recommends to justify the reason for lower current ratio than that of 

specified standard.  

14.1.2.6 Net loss from aviation worth Rs. 11.437 million is shown in the financial 

statements. Audit requires to justify the reasons of huge loss recognized in financial statements. 

14.1.2.7 Retention money worth Rs. 5,576.444 million is receivable against projects 

completed but not technically and financially closed. The poor execution of civil works lead to 

blockade of huge funds since long. Early recovery of retention money is stressed upon the 

management. 

14.1.3 Compliance of PAC Directives: 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras No. 

% of 

compliance 

1988-89 11 10 01 541 91 

1989-90 23 19 04 635,640,648,650 83 

1990-91 05 03 02 491,494 60 

1991-92 08 07 01 458 88 

1993-94 14 09 05 234,235,238,240,243 64 

1994-95 11 09 02 257,264 82 

1995-96 06 05 01 232 83 

1999-00 11 10 01 235 91 

2001-02 03 02 01 213 67 

2005-06 15 13 02 212,214 87 

2006-07 08 07 01 178 88 

2007-08 04 01 03 154.2,154.3,155 25 

2008-09 08 06 02 202, 207 75 

2013-14 08 01 07 
14.1.1 & 14.1.2.1, 14.1.4.1, 
14.1.4.2, 14.1.4.3,14.1.3, 
14.1.4.4 

12.5 

2016-17 25 07 18 

14.1.3, 14.1.4.1, 14.1.4.2, 
14.1.4.3, 14.1.4.5, 14.1.4.7, 
14.1.4.8, 14.1.4.11, 14.1.4.12, 
14.1.4.13, 14.1.4.14, 14.1.4.15, 
14.1.4.16, 14.1.4.17, 14.1.4.18, 
14.1.4.19, 14.1.4.20, 14.1.4.21 

28 

2019-20 24 0 24 

13.1.2.1, 13.1.2.2, 13.1.2.3, 
13.1.2.4, 13.1.2.5, 13.1.2.6, 
13.1.2.7, 13.1.2.8, 13.1.2.9, 
13.1.3, 13.1.4.1, 13.1.4.2, 
13.1.4.3, 13.1.4.4, 13.1.4.5, 
13.1.4.6, 13.1.4.7, 13.1.4.8, 
13.1.4.9, 13.1.4.10, 13.1.4.11, 
13.1.4.12, 13.1.4.13, 13.1.4.14 

0 

Total  184 109 75  59 

Overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be improved. 

14.1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

14.1.4.1 Irregular hiring of consultancy firms - Rs. 14.69 million 

Loss due to award of contract at higher rates - Rs. 6.39 million 

As per Rule-12 (2) of PPRA Rules-2004, all procurement opportunities over three million 

Pakistani Rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or 

newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at 
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least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu.  

During audit of National Logistic Cell (NLC) Rawalpindi for the year 2020-21, it was observed 

that the management awarded the consultancy work to M/s Colliers for Rs. 8.475 million and Rs. 6.215 

million to conduct feasibility study for Highest and best use of Sultanabad & KNB at Karachi lands 

respectively.  

Following observations were noted in award of these contracts: 

i. Tender for hiring of consultancy firms was not advertised through press in violation of 

PPRA. 

ii. M/s National Management Consultants (Pvt) Ltd was lowest for Sultanabad with cost 

of Rs. 4.5 million and for KNB with cost of Rs. 3.8 million. However, the lowest quoted 

firm was rejected and contract was awarded to M/s Collier International (pvt) Ltd at 

higher rates of Rs. 8.475 million for Sultanabad and Rs. 6.215 million for KNB.  

Thus, due to non-publishing the advertisement in press for hiring consultancy services in 

violation of PPRA rules, award of contracts worth  

Rs. 14.69 million was held irregular and NLC sustained loss of Rs. 6.39  million due to ignoring 1st 

lowest and awarding contract to 2nd lowest bidder.  

In DAC meeting held on 03.02.2022, the management apprised that committee about the 

methods adopted for hiring of consultant in detail.  

DAC directed the management of NLC to verify the procedure of procurement adopted from 

audit. The audit will ensure that the procedure which was adopted by the management was completed 

with due diligence along with Board proceedings. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter at higher level and fix the responsibility on the 

person (s) at fault. 

Para-2 (NLC, 2020-21) 

14.1.4.2 Loss due to purchase of locomotive spares at higher rates - Rs. 7.992 million 

Non-recovery of liquidated damages Rs. 8.189 million  

In accordance with Rule-4 of the PPRA “a procuring agency while making any procurement 

shall ensure that the procurement is made in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement 

brings value for money to the procuring agency and the procurement process is efficient and 

economical.  

During audit of National Logistic Cell (NLC) Rawalpindi (HQ) for the year 2020-21, it was 

observed that the management published tender for the purchase of locomotive spares on August 21, 

2018 for overhauling which were scheduled in July 2019. In response of this, four firms participated in 

the tender. As per evaluation of the bids, all the four firms were declared lowest in different spares as 

detailed below: 

S. 

No. 

Name of Firm Quality/Country of 

Origin of Parts 

No. of 

Parts/Rates 

Quoted 

No. of Parts 

Quoted with 

Low Rates 

Amount 

(USD) 

1. Spirit Industries  OEM Print/USA 203 58 156,137.41 

2. Min Tin Corporation OEM Print/USA 207 66 131,524.27 

3. Aziks Cosmopolitan OEM Print/Canada 212 31 55,519.48 

4. Progress Rail OEM Print/USA 215 70 175,134.23 

Total 225 518,315.39 
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Management of NLC rejected the bids of M/s Progressive Rail on Jan 2019 who was declared 

lowest in 70 items on the plea that the time of delivery was quoted 7-9 months but the spares are required 

in 3-4 months as the repair and maintenance is required in June 2019. The management awarded orders 

to the above first three firms for USD 567,772.27 to supply the spares in 3-4 months after opening of 

LC. As per record, M/s Min Tin Corporation completed supply in June 2021 i.e. 21 Months after the 

opening of LC in September 2019. Audit observed that the object of timely receiving of the spares was 

not achieved. Due to rejection of M/s Progressive Rail’s bid, the spares were procured from other firms 

at higher rates and paid excess amount of Rs. 7.992 million (567,772.27 – 518,315.39 = US$ 49,456.88). 

It is also necessary to mention here that management did not impose any penalty on the firms due to 

late supply of locomotive spares. Thus, management suffered loss of Rs. 7.992 million due to rejection 

of bid of  

M/s Progressive Rail. 

Audit is of the view that management rejected the bid of M/s Progressive Rail despite the fact 

that sufficient time for repair and maintenance was available. On the other hand, other firms also failed 

to supply the spares in stipulated time which showed that management did not require spares in 3-4 

months. Liquidated damages @ 10% amounting to Rs. 518,315 x 0.10 = $ 51,832 = 51,832 x 158 = 

8,189,456 was also not recovered from the suppliers for late delivery of the spares. 

In DAC meeting held on 03.02.2022, the management apprised that  

M/s Progress Rail was rejected due to non-given delivery time as per requirement of NLC. Further, they 

did not impose LD to the suppliers due to Covid-19 and late issuance of Foreign Exchange. 

DAC directed the management of NLC to verify the procedure of procurement adopted from 

audit. The audit will ensure that the procedure which was adopted by the management was completed 

with due diligence along with Board proceedings 

Audits recommends for compliance of DAC directives.  

Para-5 (NLC, 2020-21) 

14.1.4.3 Loss due to shortage of crude oil during transportation - Rs. 14.077 million 

As per clause 5.3 of transportation agreement between Oil & Gas Development Company 

Limited (OGDCL) and National Logistic Cell (NLC), in case of abnormal losses in transit, including 

accidents, and deterioration in quality or contamination attributable to NLC, NLC shall indemnify 

OGDCL to the extent of such loss. The quantity so lost may be determined by field inquiry committee 

of OGDCL and NLC representatives. OGDCL will deduct the amount of such losses from NLC’s 

transportation bill for that period. OGDCL’s claims on account of shortage will be accepted by 

operating Unit/Group of NLC.  

During audit of National Logistic Cell (NLC), Logistic Support, Karachi for the year 2020-21, 

it was observed that the management transported crude oil by own bowsers. During unloading of 

bowsers at different refineries, quantity of 1,732.14 barrels crude oil of Rs. 14.077 million found short 

which was neither billed to OGDCL nor recovered from the responsible.  

Audit is of the view that management should recover the shortage of crude oil from the 

personnel held responsible. 

In DAC meeting held on 03.02.2022, the management apprised that necessary action for 

recoveries is in process and will be finalized in due course.  

DAC directed to recover the amount of shortage of crude oil at the earliest.  

Audits recommends for compliance of DAC directives.  
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Para-28 (NLC, 2020-21) 

14.1.4.4 Irregular award of works - Rs. 203.551 million 

As per clause 12 of PPRA 2004, “Procurements over one hundred thousand rupees and up to 

the limit of two million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website in the manner and format 

specified by regulation by the authority from time to time”.  

During audit of NLC for the year 2012-21 it was observed that the management have obtained 

05 No quotation and the work for improvement of gray structure (Officer Living Accommodation) NLC 

Jamrud Fort was awarded to  

M/s Rasool Khan & Brother Construction being lowest on 11.09.2020 with amount of Rs. 3.091 million. 

Further management of PMU (GB) awarded a contract to  

M/s Safdar Jalalabad titled “Construction of NLC Office/Residency in 10 Kanal at Sakwar Gilgit at a 

cost of Rs. 200.460 million.  

Audit observed that the management obtained quotation instead of publishing the procurement 

opportunities in newspapers in violation of PPRA Rules. Moreover in both the contarcts, the work was 

started before the receipts of quotations from the prospective bidders. This shows that award of work 

was pre-planned.  

In DAC meeting held on 03.02.2022, the management informed that contract was advertised in 

news paper. 03 x firms participated and contract was awarded to lowest bidder. 

 DAC directed to verify the record relating to advertisement of works after receipts of 

quotations. 

Audits recommends for compliance of DAC directives. 

Para-54 & 75 (NLC, 2020-21) 

14.1.4.5 Non-achievement of targets despite granting of Mobilization Advance on - Rs. 

501.06 million 

Non-deduction of income tax - Rs. 30.946 million 

According to rule 2.10 and 4.1(a)(4) of SOP on financial policies of NLC the mobilization 

advance will not be given for contracts of less than contract value of Rs. 400 million. According to 

contract agreement signed between Pakistan Housing Authority and NLC vide dated: February, 2020 

no clause regarding mobilization advance to contractor was included in the agreement. Para 11 of 

Project Management Guidelines issued by Planning Commission in August 2008 provides the specific 

actions required by the Project Directors and sponsoring Ministries/Divisions in the project planning & 

management of Public Sector Development Projects. Sub-para II (18) states that every activity should 

be time based and chased rigorously. According to Income Ordinance 2001, Section 153 payment for 

execution of contracts by companies 7% income tax will be withheld at the time of payment. 

During audit of NLC Baluchistan, for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the NLC 

management signed MOU with M/s Hajvairy Associates (Pvt.) on 21.09.2020 to tune of Rs. 2,947.587 

million for construction of Passenger Terminal building area, walkways and sheds and Terminal 

Parking at Border Crossing Facility Chaman and another MOU signed with M/s Hajvairy Associates 

(Pvt.) on 25.11.2020 to tune of Rs. 1,123.819 million for construction of PHA Foundation Housing 

Scheme Kuchlak package-III. In this connection the following observations have been raised.  

 The MOU was signed with M/s Hajvairy on 21.09.2020 and work was to be completed in 36 

month from date of start, the mobilization advance  

Rs. 442.086 million was given on17.11.2020 but even after lapse of 07 month the 1st running 
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bill amounting to Rs. 59.326 million which shows that only 2% of total work has been executed. 

The contractor was required to complete the work as per work plan. This indicated that despite 

receiving Mobilization Advance and lapse of more than half of the contract period the 

contractor showed negligible progress. 

 The income tax under above ordinance income tax on mobilization advance was required to be 

deducted from contractor, but in this case income tax to tune of Rs. 30.947 million on was not 

deducted, which may be made from contractor. 

 The management granted mobilization advance Rs. 58.974 million to  

M/s. Hajvairy Associates whereas, NLC did not receive any mobilization advance from client 

i.e. PHA. 

 MOU with M/s Hajvairy Associates for construction of Naya Pakistan Housing Scheme 

Kuchlak Package-III was not converted into contract agreement despite lapse of one year. 

In view of the position, undue favour was extended to sub-contractor i.e.  

M/s. Hajvairy Associates in both works by granting mobilization advance against the provisions of 

contract Rs. 58.974 million and Rs. 442.086 million and no steps were taken to improve contractor’s 

performance.  

In DAC meeting held on 03.02.2022 the management informed that payment of mobilization 

advance was made as per NLC SOP after approval of CFA. Moreover, advance was granted against 

bank guarantee.  

DAC directed to produce all relevant record including bank guarantee for verification by audit.  

Audits recommends for compliance of DAC directives. 

Para-84 & 85 (NLC, 2020-21) 

14.1.4.6 Overpayment due to non-deduction of available earth - Rs. 527.160 million 

As per Standing Operating Procedure (SOP) 1/2017, “Operation of Engineering Projects 

agreement for sublet works Part-II clause 1.1 states that these specifications and conditions will be back 

to back and will read in conjunction with the contract agreement of NLC with client”. 

As per Item 108.4.1 (i) of NHA General Specifications, 1995, measurement of “Formation of 

Embankment from borrows” shall be made as under: 

(Formation from Borrow = Total Embankment Quantity (minus) Roadway excavation Quantity 

(minus) structural excavation Quantity). 

During audit of NLC for the year 2020-21, it was noted that an agreement regarding “China 

Pakistan Economic Corridor (CEPC), Western Route, Construction of Hakla (M-I) to Yarik (D.I Khan) 

Motorway, Package-I (Yarik to Rehmani Khel) (55 KM) signed between National Highway Authority 

(Employer) and M/s. National Logistic Cell (NLC) on 18.08.2016. The item 108a “formation of 

embankment from road excavation” and 108c “formation of embankment from borrow excavation” 

earth work was awarded to 13 Nos contractors but the quantity of excavation material as per above 

specification was not deducted from the payment of contractors. Further noted that the client department 

NHA has already deducted the same item from NLC vide IPC No.15, whereas this practice was not 

adopted by NLC from sublet contractors. This resulted into an overpayment of  

Rs. 527.160 million. Audit maintains that the overpayment was due to weak financial controls and 

contract administration. 

In DAC meeting held on 03.02.2022 the management informed that at the start material of road 

was declared unsuitable by the client and accordingly upto IPC- 3 payment was made by the client. 
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Later on said material declared suitable and NHA deducted amount from IPC-4. However, in 

compensation client revised the rate of item108a from 176 per cubic meter to 288 per cubic meter and 

loss was made good.  

DAC directed to verify the record from audit.   

Audits recommends for compliance of DAC directives. 

Para-58 (NLC, 2020-21) 

14.1.4.7 Overpayment due to less receipt - Rs. 505.451 million 

 As per SOP (a) Payment up to 70% will be made to the sub-contractors upon vetting of work 

done included in check request by consultant engineer through running bills (Running Account Receipt-

RAR) after affecting recoveries mentioned in succeeding paragraphs. (b) Remaining 30% payment 

against work done will be released after receipt from client.  

During audit of NLC PD KPK, for the year 2020-21, it was observed that NLC management 

awarded a contract of CPEC-Pkg-1 dated January, 2018 valuing Rs. 559.632 million to M/s MGM JV 

Changezi Builders for construction of road from Rehmani Khel to Yarik CPEC Pkg-I from Rd 04+450 

to 09+000.  

However, it was observed that items No.108a (cutting), of earth work of various RD as 

mentioned in the enclosed statement of said work was sublet and awarded to 35 Nos. contractors. 

Further, the management paid an amount of Rs. 1,438.183 million to contractors for a total quantity of 

7,502,875.35 cum of item 108c. On the other hand, total receipt of said item from client department was 

Rs.932.732 million which shows that the management overpaid Rs. 505.451 million (i.e. Rs. 1,438.183 

million (-) 932.732 million) to sub-contractors. 

Audit is of the view that an amount Rs. 932.732 million was received up to IPC-15 against the 

item No.108c to NLC from client whereas payment made to sub-contractor against the said item of Rs. 

1,438.183 million which is against the provision of SOP as well as contract clause.  

In DAC meeting held on 03.02.2022 the management informed that overpayment was made to 

subcontractors due to non-deduction of available earth i.e. suitable roadway excavation material.  

DAC directed the management to verify the record from audit.  

Audits recommends for compliance of DAC directives. 

Para-59 (NLC, 2020-21) 

14.1.4.8 Overpayment on account of difference in dollar rate - Rs. 244.282 million 

According to Rule-10(i) and (ii) of GFR Vol-I regarding standards of financial proprietary 

every public officer is expected to exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from 

public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own 

money. The expenditure should not be prima facie more than the occasion demands. 

During audit of NLC PD Baluchistan for the year 2020-21 it was noted that the management 

sublet the work “Providing, Laying and testing of pipe from Mangi Dam site to Terminal point at Quetta 

(Mangi Dam and Water Conveyance System) on 18.03.2018 to M/s. J.S Enterprises for an estimated 

cost of  

Rs. 1,757.892 million with completion period of 36 Months.  

It was observed that management paid Rs. 244.281million to contractor on account of 

difference in rate of dollar, whereas on the other hand huge amount of Rs. 1149.133 million was paid 

as secured advances (Annex-56). Hence, Audit hold that a huge amount paid to contractor in advance 
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as well as contractor imported most of material from 04.07.2018 to 17.06.2019 the overpayment of Rs. 

244.282 million made to contractor on account of dollar difference stands overpayment (Annex-57).  

Audit is of the view that overpayment on account of foreign currency difference stand irregular 

which may either be justified or to recover the same from contractor. 

In DAC meeting held on 03.02.2022 the management informed that dollar difference was paid 

as per clauses of the contract.  

DAC directed to verify the record from audit.  

Audits recommends for compliance of DAC directives. 

Para-79 (NLC, 2020-21) 

14.1.4.9 Irregular payment of escalation - Rs. 15.751 million 

According to Rule-10(i) and (ii) of GFR Vol-I regarding standards of financial proprietary 

every public officer is expected to exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from 

public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own 

money. The expenditure should not be prima facie more than the occasion demands. 

During audit of NLC PD Balochistan for the year 2020-21 it was noted that the work 

“Construction Of Mangi Dam and Water Conveyance System Package – IIA providing laying and 

testing of pipeline from Mangi Dam Site to terminal point” at Quetta awarded to NLC for Rs. 2,576.978 

million. The management sublet the work “Providing, Laying and testing of pipe from Mangi Dam site 

to Terminal point at Quetta (Mangi Dam and Water Conveyance System) on 18.03.2018 to M/s. JS 

Enterprises for an estimated cost of Rs. 1,757.892 million with completion period of 36 Months and 

remaining scope of work (General requirement and Civil work) sublet to others sub-contractor.  

It was observed that management received amount of Rs. 38.969 million on account of 

escalation from client department on variables factors i.e. HSD, Cement, Steel and labour. The 

management deducted their 13% share Rs. 5.066 million and remaining amount of Rs. 15.751 million 

paid to M/s. J.S Enterprises as detail below: 

Description Escalation from 

client Rs. 

NLC Share 

Rs. 

EPC withheld 

30% 

Escalation paid to J.S 

Enterprises Rs. 

EPC – I  13,105,871 1,703,763 3,420,632 7,981,475 

EPC – II 25,863,603 3,362,268 6,570,400 7,769,459 

Total 38,969,474 5,066,031 9,991,032 15,750,934 

Audit is of the view that the scope of work of M/s. J.S Enterprises is only Providing, Laying 

and testing of pipe from Mangi Dam site to Terminal point at Quetta (Mangi Dam and Water 

Conveyance System), no such material i.e. HSD, Cement, Steel was used/utilized in his scope of work, 

hence payment of escalation is held irregular/un-justified.  

In DAC meeting held on 03.02.2022 the management informed that escalation was worked out 

on certain basic factors and applied to the whole work done in accordance with the guidelines of PEC.  

DAC directed to verify the record from audit. 

Audits recommends for compliance of DAC directives. 

Para-80 (NLC, 2020-21) 

14.1.4.10 Non-deduction of PST - Rs. 10.628 million 

As per Second Schedule Taxable Services Section-3 of Punjab Sales Tax on Services act 2012, 

construction services and services provided by contractors of building (including water supply, gas 
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supply and sanitary works), roads, bridges, electrical and mechanical works (including air 

conditioning), horticultural works, multi discipline works (including turnkey projects) and other works 

at the rate of 5% without input tax adjustment in respect of Government civil works. 

During audit of National Logistic Cell Project Directorate (Centre), Lahore for the year 2020-

21 it was observed that the management paid Rs. 212.558 million to 41 sub-contractors working on 

different projects and non-deducted the Rs. 10.628 million on account of 5% PST as per above quoted 

rule detail as given below:  

S. 

# 
Name of Project 

No. of 

Contractors  

 Amount Paid to 

Contractors Rs. 
 5% PST (Rs.) 

1 Kashir Underpass Faisalabad  3  31,238,819     1,561,941  

2 DHA Gujranwala 2       802,000       40,100  

3 Samma Dinga Road Gujrat 1    104,750,000     5,237,500  

4 U/G Electrical Works DHA Bhawalpur  2      9,398,000      469,900  

5 DHA Golf Community Multan 33     66,369,555     3,318,475  

Total 41    212,558,374    10,627,916  

Audit is of the view that as per rules, it was the sole responsibility of the management to deduct 

the tax at the time of payment but this was not done. Thus due to non-deduction of PST from the sub-

contractors, Government sustained a loss of Rs. 10.628 million. 

In DAC meeting held on 03.02.2022 the management informed that no PST effect was included 

in BOQ by the Client therefore no deduction was made from sub-contractors bills. 

 DAC directed to recover PST from sub contract and record may be verified from audit. 

Audits recommends for compliance of DAC directives. 

Para-98 (NLC, 2020-21) 

14.1.4.11 Irregular award of contracts beyond the financial limit - Rs. 222.306 million 

Pakistan Engineering Council while issuing license to the contractor for carrying out 

construction/ engineering works, fixed/ prescribed financial limit for each contractor to carry out work 

during the licensed period. 

During audit of NLC PD KPK, for the year 2020-21, it was observed that MOU dated 

07.10.2016 was signed with M/s Cornerstone Builders and management awarded a contract of CPEC-

Pkg-1 from RD 26+760 to 31+260 valuing Rs.104.762 million vide agreement No. CEPEC-Pkg-

1/04/2019/PDK dated 25.04.2019. The management further extended quantities from RD 27+000 to 

31+500 and total work of Rs. 222.306 million given to contractor for execution.  

However it was observed that M/s Cornerstone Builders were allowed upto 25.00 million to 

construct/operate engineering works as per PEC license No. 61486, valid upto December, 2016. The 

management awarded contract valuing Rs. 222.306 million to contractor which was beyond their limit 

of PEC upto Rs. 25.00 million. Audit is of the view that the management did not bother to see the license 

of PEC before award of work to contractor. This resulted into irregular and unauthorized award of work 

for Rs. 222.306 million. 

In DAC meeting held on 03.02.2022 the management informed that at the time of award of 

contract subcontractor was in category C-6. He was asked to revise registration from PEC. Accordingly 
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contractor revised his registration in category-C2 from PEC in 2018. 

 DAC directed to submit revise reply with full justification. 

Audits recommends for compliance of DAC directives. 

Para-61 (NLC, 2020-21) 

14.1 Pakistan Institute of Development Economics 

14.2.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Institute of Development Economics (PIDE) was established in 1957 by the 

Government of Pakistan and initially was registered under Societies Registration Act XXI of 1860. 

In 1964 it was re-established as Pakistan Institute of Development Economics under the 

administrative control of Ministry of Education and Information vide S.R.O. 370 (K) 64 dated May 01, 

1964. 

Pakistan Institute of Development Economics (PIDE) has been contributing towards research 

and teaching in the field of development economics and its associated fields. In 2010 PIDE was declared 

as body corporate and degree awarding status was given through PIDE Act -2010. 

Main objectives of the Institute are: 

i. To function as an agency for conducting and promoting research, surveys, seminars, 

conferences, experiments and demonstrations in the field of Development Economics, 

Islamic Economics, Economic demography and related social disciplines. 

ii. To provide facilities for training in economics and economic demographic analysis and 

research techniques.  

iii. Arrange to publish papers studies and such other works as are completed at the Institute 

or are prepared in collaboration with it or which are otherwise of substantial value to 

the work of the Institute. 

iv. To disseminate information and extend advice to the government and other agencies 

based on original research in economics and related disciplines. 

14.2.2 Comments on Audited Accounts: 

14.2.2.1 The working results of the Board for the year 2020-21 as compared to previous 

years are as under:  

(Rs. in million) 

 2020-21 % Inc/ (Dec) 2019-20 

Revenue:    

Restricted    

Grant for PhD 5.00 (37.50) 8.00 

Grant of COVID-19 0.189   0 

Grant for HEC need based scholarship 3.162   0 

Amortization of deferred grant 2.031 22.50 1.658 

 10.383 7.51 9.658 

General     

Government grants 332.897 12.05 297.109 

Student fee 36.660 (33.47) 55.107 

Other income and recoveries 12.165 (60.85) 31.069 

 381.722 (0.41) 383.286 
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Total income  392.106 (0.21) 392.945 

Expenditure:     

Restricted expenditure 10.383 7.51 9.658 

General     

Employee related expenses 223.745 0.70 222.195 

Project Pre-investment analysis 10.868 (30.02) 15.530 

Operating Expenses 30.950 (30.71) 44.669 

Employee retirement benefits 112.809 17.40 96.087 

Total expenditures  390.323 (0.53) 392.420 

Surplus of income over expenditure 1.783 239.62 0.525 
Source: Annual Audited Accounts 

14.2.2.2 According to PIDE Act, 2010 the Institute was declared as body corporate, 

however, student fee decreased to Rs. 36.660 million as on June 30th 2021 from Rs. 55.107 

million as on June 30th 2020. The abnormal decrease in student fee needs to be justified. 

14.2.2.3 Other income of the Institute decreased to Rs. 12.165 million as on June 30th 2021 

from Rs.31.069 million as on June 30th 2020. The abnormal decrease in other income needs to 

be explained. 

14.2.2.4 Grant for HEC need based scholarship remained nil during the year 2019-20 and a 

sum of Rs. 3.162 million was received during the year 2020-21. The inconsistency in receipt 

of HEC grant reflects the management failure to manage the HEC scholarships. The balance 

of HEC indigenous scholarships payable stood Rs. 10.490 million as on June 30, 2021. 

14.2.2.5 The management received grant related to COVID-19 amounting to  

Rs. 30.149 million during the year 2019-21. However, only a sum of Rs. 0.189 million was 

expended during the year 2020-21. Complete detail of COVID grant may be provided. 

14.2.3 Compliance of PAC Directives: 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 
Pending Paras No. 

% of 

compliance 
2013-14 08 05 03 14.2.2.2, 14.2.4.1, 14.2.4.3 63 

Total  08 05 03  63 

The compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be improved. 
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Chapter-15 

Thematic Audit (15.1) 

1 Thematic Audit on the role of State Life Insurance Corporation 

(SLIC) in overall country’s Life Insurance Sector 

1.1 Introduction 

The life insurance industry in Pakistan is relatively small compared to its peers in the 

region as the sector penetration and density remains very modest. Factually, the ratio between 

Gross Premium Written (GPW) of Life Insurance to nominal GDP of Pakistan was only 0.51% 

as compared to 3.06% of India. Resultantly, life insurance penetration continues to rate 

amongst the lowest in the region and the world. 

Since its inception, State Life Insurance Corporation (SLIC) of Pakistan is smoothly 

striving towards its objective of making life insurance available to large section of the society 

by extending it to common man. As on December, 2020 the total number of policies enforced 

under individual life were 5.75 million and number of lives covered under group life insurance 

were 3.78 million, and number of lives covered under health insurance were 83.78 million.  

Market share of SLIC, being public sector insurance company, was 100% prior to 1992. 

But with new private entrants after 1992, its market share kept declining to 52% in 2020. 

Hence, the assessment of performance, market share and sustainability thereof by public sector 

company, SLIC, was the need of the hour. 

1.2 Background 

The insurance industry in Pakistan had been affected by nationalization measures in 

1972 that perpetuated a limited and segmented insurance sector in the years ahead. Only a state-

owned insurance company i.e. State Life Insurance Corporation (SLIC) was operating on a 

monopoly basis which made no real effort in harnessing the depth and strength of the insurance 

market in Pakistan. In fact, even after financial liberalization in 1991, which allowed 

introduction of private domestic and foreign life insurance companies in Pakistan, the state 

owned corporation continued to dominate the life insurance sector. Additionally, the mushroom 

growth of small-sized domestic private non-life insurers with limited professional expertise 

restricted the development of the non-life insurance sector in the country. However, from 2001 

onwards, the insurance sector saw a consistent improvement in terms of structure and growth. 

Currently, there are nine life insurance companies providing services in Pakistan. State Life 

Insurance Corporation is the only state owned insurance company in the life insurance industry. 

The remaining eight companies in the industry are private players out of whom two operate 

within the Takaful segment (Islamic mode of Insurance) and the other six in conventional 

segment. Market share of State Life Insurance Corporation was 100% prior to 1992. But with 

new private entrants, its market share had declined to 52.4% in 2020.  

Since 1992 with new entrants in Life insurance industry, competition kept getting 

stronger. There is inverse relation between the competition among competitors and the market 

share of a company in the industry. As per universal marketing practice, Porter’s five forces is 
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a robust tool to analyze the competitive environment within the industry. Under Porter’s five 

forces model, following five factors are considered: 

1. Level of rivalry amongst current competitors. 

2. Threat of new entrants to the industry 

3. The bargaining power of customers 

4. The bargaining power of suppliers 

5. The threat of substitute products or services 

After applying and analyzing these factors as per Porter’s Five Forces model, it was 

concluded that life insurance industry of Pakistan is becoming very competitive over the years 

due to following reasons: 

1.2.1 The rivalry amongst current competitors in the insurance industry is high  

Increasing competition and growing strength of other insurers can have an ultimate 

impact on the business and is a core influencer in the marketing strategies of products and 

services. There is very little product differentiation in life insurance industry of Pakistan, as 

product creation is primarily driven by external risks. The price of insurance products is also 

regulated with the capping on maximum management expenses the insurer can factor in its 

product prices, so the most opportune and return maximizing way for life insurers in Pakistan 

is to differentiate themselves through the quality of services provided to policyholder. 

1.2.2 The threat of new entrants to the industry is medium. 

New entrants in the life insurance industry, is challenging for small and medium sized 

investors due to the strict and increasing capital requirements by the regulator. Rigorous 

Regulatory compliance, technical operations and lack of skilled HR serves as barrier to entry. 

Moreover, customer retention and effective distribution channels of the existing companies 

make it difficult for the new entrants to compete with such high standards. 

1.2.3 The bargaining power of customers is high 

Customers force in this tool is crucial due to the wide availability of coverage in 

Conventional and Takaful business at competitive lower prices. Customer influence can be a 

force to be reckoned with in insurer industry due to availability of multiple alternatives for 

procuring products and services. In such insurance market, customers have the power and can 

demand lower prices or higher product quality from insurers, with online aggregators and the 

emergence of social media, today’s individual policyholders are a force. With instantaneous 

awareness of coverages, pricing, and services, modern buyers demand more personalized 

attention and care for the premiums paid. To meet these expectations, insurers need to build 

user-friendly workflows for customer-facing processes, including underwriting, policy 

administration, and claims to increase customer retention. 

1.2.4 The bargaining power of suppliers/insurers is medium  

Agents and brokers have historically leveraged the ability to influence policyholder 

choices into placing business with specific insurers. However, with insurers increasingly 

leveraging front-end tools to reach potential customers directly, the bargaining power of 

distributors is diminishing. Reinsurers also play a big role in supporting insurance 
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organizations for distributing risk and reducing capital constraints. An abundance of capacity 

in the reinsurance market can increase competition and lower rates, ultimately creating 

profitability pressure on the insurance market. 

1.2.5 The threat of substitute products or services is high 

Substitute products and services place competitive pressure on the insurer. Threat of 

substitution is high due to lack of product differentiation. 

1.3 Establishing the Audit Theme 

1.3.1 Reasons of selection 

Market share of SLIC, being public sector insurance company, was 100% prior to 1992. 

But with new private entrants after 1992, its market share kept declining to 52% in 2020. 

Following are the reasons behind selection of this audit theme. 

 Growing competition in life insurance industry of Pakistan. 

 Declining market share of State Life Insurance in insurance industry. 

 Role of public sector insurance company (SLIC) in achievement of Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs) of Pakistan through expanding the life and health insurance cover to a larger 

proportion of the population. 

 Enormous opportunities in life insurance market and sizable potential for current and future 

growth. 

 Comparison of SLIC with its competitors and with industry as a whole. 

 Non-adaptation of new and dynamic trends in insurance industry by State Life Insurance. 

 Lack of focus on revenue generation from Bancassurance.  

 Poor Service delivery especially in areas of Underwriting and claim payment. 

 Adherence to conventional way of doing business by State Life Insurance. 

 Management’s lack of focus on Information Technology. 

 Non generation of revenue from Family Takaful business 

 Non-utilization of digital distribution channels. 

Considering all above factors, it is of pivotal importance to assess the 

contribution/market share of SLIC, being only public sector Company, by providing life & 

health insurance services to the public at large. 
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1.3.2 Purpose 

Main purpose of conducting this thematic audit is to assess the market share and 

effectiveness of State Life Insurance Corporation, being only public sector Company, in overall 

life insurance sector of Pakistan. It will be particularly useful to following stake holders: 

 Management of SLIC in their strategic decision making. 

 Government Institutions and Ministry of Commerce for developing independent and objective 

assessments of process of governance and achievement of SDGs through ensuring basic life & 

health insurance needs to the general public of Pakistan. 

 Government’s regulatory authorities 

 Securities Exchange Commission of Pakistan 

 Insurance Association of Pakistan 

 All life insurance companies 

 Shareholders and investors 

 Employees & Policy holders 

 General public at large 

1.3.3 Scope 

The scope of this thematic audit is limited to following audit areas: 

1. Share of Public sector insurance company (i.e. SLIC) in insurance sector. 

2. Comparative analysis of business model of SLIC and major private insurance companies. 

3. Effectiveness of service delivery of Public Sector Insurance Corporation. 

2 Legal frame work governing the theme 

The Auditor General of Pakistan (AGP) conducts audits subject to Article 169 and 170 

of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973, read with Sections 8 and 12 of the 

Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and condition of Service) Ordinance 2001. 

The thematic audit of State Life Insurance Corporation (SLIC), Ministry of Commerce, was 

carried out accordingly. 

Under the directions of Director General Commercial Audit & Evaluation, Karachi 

thematic audit of SLIC was conducted during September 2021 with a view to assess the Market 

share and effectiveness of State Life Insurance Corporation in overall life insurance sector of 

Pakistan. 

Following are other rules and regulations governing the life insurance business in 

Pakistan: 

 Insurance Ordinance, 2000 

 Insurance Act, 2017 

 Insurance Companies (Sound & Prudent Management) Regulations, 2012 

 Companies Act, 2017 

 Insurance Rules, 2017 

 Micro Insurance Rules, 2014 

 Code of Corporate Governance for Insurance Companies, 2016 

 Anti Money laundering and counter financing of Terrorism (AML & CFT) Regulations. 

3 Stakeholders and Governmental Organizations identified as 

directly/indirectly involved 

http://www.secp.gov.pk/
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State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan work under the guidance of Ministry of 

Commerce & Trade, Govt. of Pakistan.Insurance. It will be particularly useful to following 

stake holders: 

 Management of SLIC in their strategic decision making. 

 Government Institutions and Ministry of Commerce for developing independent and objective 

assessments of process of governance and achievement of SDGs through ensuring basic life & 

health insurance needs to the general public of Pakistan. 

 Government’s regulatory authorities 

 Securities Exchange Commission of Pakistan 

 Insurance Association of Pakistan 

 All life insurance companies 

 Shareholders and investors 

 Employees & Policy holders 

 Public at large. 

4 Role of Important organizations 

Role of following organizations in State Life Insurance Corporation is vital. 

4.1 Ministry of Commerce 

State Life Insurance Corporation is an attached department of Ministry of Commerce 

(MoC). Under the Rules of Business 1973, Commerce Division is assigned the function of Law 

of Insurance and regulation and control of Insurance companies. MoC is regularly monitoring 

the performance and involved in strategic decisions of SLIC. 

4.2 Insurance Association of Pakistan 

 Insurance Association of Pakistan (IAP) is driven with the objective to promote, 

support and protect the status, common interest and welfare of companies carrying on the 

business of insurance and Takaful in Pakistan and in particular of those insurers who are 

members of the Association. The Association also acts on behalf of its members in any matter 

affecting their interest. IAP is unique in as much as it provides a professional platform to guide 

the members in technical matters related to the industry which is recognized both at national 

and international level.  

 IAP not only gathers all financial and market related data of Insurance industry 

of Pakistan but also analyse insurance business, norms and practices thereof and provides 

industry overview for the year. 

4.3 Securities Exchange Commission of Pakistan 

Securities Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) has the mandate of supervision 

and regulation of insurance companies. It provides guidelines for registration of insurance 

companies and after completion of all pre-requisites of registration, registers the company. It 

regularly provides and updates regulations related to insurance business of Pakistan. 

5 Funding Procedures and Sources 

Funding procedures and sources of State Life Insurance Corporation is through issuance 

of equity shares. Issued, subscribed and paid up capital of SLIC consisted of 46 million of 

ordinary shares of Rs. 100 each, total amounting to Rs. 4,600 million at the end of the year 

http://www.secp.gov.pk/
http://www.secp.gov.pk/
http://www.secp.gov.pk/
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2020. During the year, 2020 the management had issued share capital of Rs. 300 million with 

the approval of Finance Division, Govt. of Pakistan.  

SLIC is self-generating revenue organization. It generates revenue in the form of 

premium on insurance policies. Moreover, premiums received on insurance policies are 

reinvested in profitable and safe investments and it generates income thereof as well.  

6 Field Audit Activity 

6.1 Methodology 

Thematic Audit was conducted after collection of related data from various sources 

(specifically mentioned under Reference section). In order to assess & evaluate market share 

of SLIC and other life insurance companies in industry sector, related data was collected from 

financial statements of life insurance companies, through issuance of requisitions to 

management and from websites of Insurance Association of Pakistan, PACRA, SECP, SBP 

etc. Moreover, data was also collected through interviews with senior management of SLIC. 

After collecting all relevant data, it was statistically analyzed to assess the market share 

and effectiveness of SLIC in overall life insurance sector of Pakistan. 

6.2 Key Audit findings 

This thematic audit was conducted taking into account following areas. 

1. Share of Public sector insurance company (i.e. SLIC) in insurance sector. 

2. Comparative analysis of business model of SLIC and major private insurance companies. 

3. Effectiveness of service delivery of Public Sector Insurance Corporation. 

Key audit findings related to each audit area discussed in detail as follows: 

6.2.1 Share of Public sector insurance company (i.e. SLIC) in insurance sector 

TORs of this audit area includes: 

 To assess the overall life insurance business and share of SLIC thereon. 

 To evaluate the expenditure patterns. 

 To check the gross premium and investment income as outputs. 

6.2.1.1 Criticial analysis of share of SLIC in overall life insurance business 

 Currently, there are 9 life insurance companies providing services in Pakistan. 

State Life Insurance Corporation is the only state owned insurance company in the life 

insurance industry. The remaining 8 companies in the industry are private players, out of whom 

2 operate within the Takaful segment (Islamic mode of Insurance) and the other 6 in 

conventional segment. 

Current breakup of market share in life insurance industry of Pakistan during year 2020 

is as follows: 
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(Rs. in 000) 

Name of Company 
Total market capitalization 

(Total Net premium) 
Market share (%) 

Adamjee Life Insurance 16,536,920 7.3 

Askari Life 281,371 0.1 

EFU Life 31,653,339 13.9 

IGI Life 5,949,885 2.6 

Jubilee Life 45,207,696 19.9 

Pak Qatar Family Takaful 7,557,834 3.3 

State Life Insurance 119,034,540 52.4 

TPL Life 951,839 0.4 

 227,173,424 100% 
 (Source: Insurance Association of Pakistan) 

In order to assess overall life insurance business, market capitalization in terms of total 

net premium was considered and share of State Life Insurance Corporation over the last five 

years was observed as follows: 

(Rs. in 000) 

Year 

Total market 

capitalization (Total Net 

premium) SLIC’s share 

Other private 

insurance co. 

Market share 

of SLIC (%) 

Market share 

of Pvt. Co. (%) 

2020 227,173,424 119,034,540 108,138,884 52.4 47.6 

2019 215,036,513 118,237,043 96,799,470 55.0 45.0 

2018 211,627,157 115,238,177 96,388,980 54.5 45.5 

2017 196,692,915 100,760,717 95,932,198 51.2 48.8 

2016 169,062,450 89,727,686 79,334,764 53.1 46.9 
(Source: Insurance Association of Pakistan) 

Above data clearly showed that State Life Insurance Corporation, being only public 

sector company is the market leader and has 52.4% share in life insurance sector of Pakistan in 

2020. However, over the years the market share of SLIC is showing mixed variations, but 

particularly on declining trend. One of the main reasons for such decline is non-provision of 

services to an untapped area of Family Takaful business by SLIC, while on the other hand, 

other competitors are gradually securing full market share of Takaful business. Currently, 

Jubilee Life Insurance, being main competitor of SLIC, is the market leader of Family Takaful 

business in 2020. Current market share of Family Takaful business in year 2020 and SLIC 

share thereof over the years is tabulated as below:  

Family Takaful Business 

(Rs. in 000) 

Year 

Total market capitalization 

(Total Net contribution)  

SLIC's 

share 

Other private 

insurance co. 

Market 

share of 

SLIC 

Market share 

of Pvt. Co. 

2020 29,027,469 0 29,027,469 0 100 

2019 17,969,280 0 17,969,280 0 100 

2018 15,716,794 0 15,716,794 0 100 

2017 11,716,969 0 11,716,969 0 100 
 (Source: Insurance Association of Pakistan) 

Market share of insurance companies in Family Takaful business in year 2020. 
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(Rs. in 000) 

Insurer Name Net Written Contribution Market Share 

Jubilee Life 11,172,030 38.5 

Pak Qatar Family Takaful 7,557,834 26.0 

EFU Life 5,296,981 18.2 

Adamjee Life 3,005,850 10.4 

State Life 0 0.0 

Others 2,002,895 6.9 
 (Source: Insurance Association of Pakistan) 

In order to analyze it further, the growth of SLIC was compared with the growth of life 

insurance sector over the last five years, results of which are as follows: 

(Rs. in 000) 

Year 

Total market capitalization 

(Total Net premium) Rs. In 

000 

SLIC's share 

Rs. In 000 

Growth of 

industry (%) 

Growth of 

SLIC (%) 

2020 227,173,424 119,034,540 5.6 0.7 

2019 215,036,513 118,237,043 1.6 2.6 

2018 211,627,157 115,238,177 7.6 14.4 

2017 196,692,915 100,760,717 16.3 12.3 

2016 169,062,450 89,727,686 11.1 12.2 

2015 152,117,989 79,941,313   
 (Source: Insurance Association of Pakistan) 

It was observed that the growth of SLIC was declining since 2018. Moreover, the 

growth of SLIC during 2020 was 0.7%, which is abysmal as compared to 5.6% growth of Life 

Insurance sector, mainly owing to COVID-19 and untapped business of Family Takaful and 

Pension fund by SLIC. 

6.2.1.2 Criticial Analysis of the Expenditure Patterns 

The success of any organization largely depends on how strategically cost is managed. 

Cost reduction certainly provides competitive advantage which is essential in competitive 

market like life insurance sector of Pakistan. Resultantly, it helps in increasing market share of 

the company. In order to evaluate expenditure patterns of SLIC, cost related data over the five 

years were observed and cost pattern is as follows: 

Pattern of total cost to total net premium 

(Rs in million) 

Year Total Net Premium Total Cost 
Total cost to Net 

premium (%) 

2020 119,035.0 89,666.7 75.3 

2019 112,572.0 84,101.8 74.7 

2018 112,123.0 85,650.4 76.4 

2017 100,761.0 75,885.3 75.3 

2016 89,821.0 65,522.6 72.9 
(Source: Financial Statement of SLIC for year 2020) 

Pattern of First year cost to first year premium   

 (Rs in million) 

Year First Year Premium (Net) First Year Cost 

FY Cost to FY 

Premium 

2020 14,019 7,045 50.3 
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2019 12,876 6,437 50.0 

2018 18,918 12,699 67.1 

2017 17,688 12,015 67.9 

2016 17,036 11,422 67.0 
(Source: Financial Statement of SLIC for year 2020) 

Pattern of Acquisition cost to net premium 

(Rs in million) 

Year Total Net Premium Acquisition cost 

Acquisition to Premium 

ratio (%) 

2020 119,035 16,597 13.9 

2019 112,572 16,502 14.7 

2018 112,123 23,866 21.3 

2017 100,761 21,405 21.2 

2016 89,821 20,483 22.8 
(Source: Financial Statement of SLIC for year 2020) 

Above tables showed the ratios between relevant costs to premium. It was observed that 

the management’s focus was on cost reduction over the years. Due to elimination of SM layer 

from distribution channel since 2018-19, acquisition cost & First Year cost was reduced 

significantly since then. Subsequently, total cost was also declined in 2019. However, an 

increasing trend of total cost to net premium in year 2020 was observed due to increase in 

insurance benefits to policy holders.  

Pattern of Cash generation from underwriting activities to net premium 

(Rs in million) 

Year 
Total Net 

Premium 

Net Cash flow from 

underwriting activities 

Cash flows from underwriting 

activities to net premium (%) 

2020 119,035 30,462 25.6 

2019 112,572 40,831 36.3 

2018 112,123 27,063 24.1 

2017 100,761 26,427 26.2 

2016 89,821 23,606 26.3 
(Source: Financial Statement of SLIC for year 2020) 

It was observed from above table that cash generation from core business of the 

Corporation i.e. Underwriting activities, is on declining trend, resulting in management’s in 

efficiency to generate cash from main business. 

6.2.1.3 Analysis of the outcome i.e. gross premium and investment income 

While investment returns from protection cum investment products also plays a key 

role, however, at times exogenous factors play an important role in influencing investment 

returns.  

In order to evaluate gross premium and resultant investment income thereof, investment 

income to gross premium ratio was calculated for the last five years in order to have fair pattern, 

which is as follows: 

Investment Income to Gross premium 
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(Rs. in million) 

Year Gross Premium Net Investment Income 
Investment Income to Gross 

premium ratio (%) 

2020 119,415 87,207 73.0 

2019 112,777 73,184 64.9 

2018 112,357 69,819 62.1 

2017 101,045 68,788 68.1 

2016 90,074 63,722 70.7 

(Source: Financial Statement of SLIC for year 2020) 

It was observed that management has been investing optimally in profitable investment 

ventures as the investment income to Gross premium ratio has been on rising trend. 

6.2.2 Comparative analysis of business model of SLIC and major private insurance 

companies 

TORs of this audit area includes: 

 Comparison of business model of public sector vs major private sector organizations 

 Overall performance and market share of public sector insurance companies/organization 

 To analyze the technical efficiency and cost efficiency of public sector and the private sector 

insurance companies. 

 To assess implementation of financial reforms and changes in the structure of insurance 

companies. 

6.2.2.1 Comparison of business model of public sector vs major private sector 

organizations 

Business model of almost all life insurance business revolves around their primary 

activities which are Product & Service Development, Underwriting, Policy Administration, 

Asset & Investment Management, Claims Management, Marketing and Sales Distribution and 

Networking. There is very little product differentiation in life insurance industry of Pakistan, 

as product creation is primarily driven by external risks. Hence, in order to improve business 

model, the most feasible way for life insurers in Pakistan is to differentiate themselves through 

the quality of services provided to policy holder. 

It was observed that management has been adhered to conventional and outdated way 

of doing business, whereas on the other hand its competitors were taking the most of the new 

technologies throughout every stage of business model. Insurer’s distinctiveness would win 

competition if distribution channels were efficient and digitally rich, including mobile 

application with chat box and services automation which help to build customer loyalty. 

However, no mobile application of SLIC was available on Google’s Play Store, whereas its 

competitors like Jubilee Life Insurance, EFU Life Insurance etc has user friendly mobile 

applications.  
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6.2.2.2 Overall performance and market share of public sector insurance 

companies/organization 

During year 2020, there are 9 life insurance companies providing services in Pakistan. 

State Life Insurance Corporation is the only state owned insurance company in the life 

insurance industry. The remaining 8 companies in the industry are private players out of whom 

2 operate within the Takaful segment (Islamic mode of Insurance) and the other 6 in 

conventional segment. 

Major competitors of SLIC are Jubilee Life Insurance Company Ltd, capturing 19.9% 

market share, and EFU Life Insurance capturing 13.9% market share. While SLIC is the market 

leader with 52.4% market share. Overall performance of SLIC with its major competitors and 

with industry as a whole was conducted during thematic audit, which is as follows: 

  (Rs in 000) 

S. # Particulars SLIC EFU Jubilee Industry 

1. First year Premium 14,059,221 6,254,519 5,697,917 32,611,659 

2. Renewal Premium 93,243,062 22,511,106 32,075,107 162,012,701 

3. Group Policies 12,112,348 3,160,100 8,461,037 28,902,752 

4. Net Premium 119,034,540 31,653,339 45,207,696 227,173,424 

5. Net claims 64,688,426 17,860,692 28,825,518 127,925,655 

6. Total Gross Acquisition cost 16,596,807 6,628,177 7,020,239 36,702,437 

7. Gross Admin cost 8,381,442 1,878,788 3,591,749 16,849,474 

8. Investment Income 88,588,998 20,836,629 11,501,702 130,150,298 

9. Profit/Loss before tax 5,926,610 2,527,233 4,070,024 12,316,499 

10. Profit after tax 4,206,341 1,784,150 2,884,381 8,543,066 

11. Share Holder's Equity 10,308,532 5,175,089 12,872,206 33,953,259 

12. Total Assets 1,202,297,706 154,479,936 190,422,123 1,652,209,523 

13. No. of employees 5,073 2,660 2,326 13,059 

(Source: Insurance Association of Pakistan) 

Financial Analysis 

S#  SLIC EFU Jubilee Industry 

Profitability Ratios     

1. Profit to Net Premium 4.98 7.98 9.00 5.42 

2. Return on Share Holder's Equity 57.49 48.83 31.62 36.27 

3. Net claims to Net Premium 54.34 56.43 63.76 56.31 

Management Efficiency Ratios     

4. Return on Total Assets  0.49 1.64 2.14 0.75 
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5. Total Gross Acquisition cost to Net Premium 13.94 20.94 15.53 16.16 

6. Gross Admin cost to Net Premium 7.04 5.94 7.94 7.42 

7. Contribution of employees in Net premium 23,464.33 11,899.75 19,435.81 17,395.93 

8. Contribution of employees in profit 1,168.27 950.09 1,749.80 943.14 

Solvency Ratio     

9. Current Ratio 3.25 2.62 1.06  

Investment Ratios     

10. EPS 97.78 17.81 33.05  

Financial performance in terms of profitability ratios and earnings of SLIC is 

satisfactory except for profit to net premium, which is around 5% which is significantly lower 

than its competitors and life insurance sector, attributing to increase in insurance benefits to 

policy holders and net change in insurance liabilities. Moreover, its competitors have also 

captured the business of Family Takaful and enjoying revenues thereof as well. 

Overall, management efficiency ratios showed management’s main focus on cost 

reduction as the costs are properly managed. Whereas, total assets are not being efficiently 

utilized by the management as the return on total assets of SLIC is not only lower than its major 

competitors but also than the life insurance sector.  

SLIC is not facing any solvency problem. Long term solvency will not be a concern 

due to Government backing and huge total assets. On the other hand, short term solvency is 

also efficiently management as current ratio is significantly improved than its competitors as 

SLIC enjoys higher current assets than current liabilities having requiring no running finance 

from financial institutions.  

Investment ratios of SLIC are overwhelmingly better than its competitors, as return on 

investments is outstanding due to the market presence since long and having strong backing of 

Government. 

6.2.2.3 Analysis of the Technology and cost efficiency of public sector and the private 

sector insurance companies 

Innovation through new technologies is a key driver of change in the financial sector 

and this has led to immeasurable efficiency gains. Advancement in technology also gives an 

edge to the insurers over its competitors by reaching out to the customers demand in real time 

acting as a catalyst in terms of growth. Currently, investment in Artificial Intelligence in 

underwriting process; with the data centered approach is also being looked upon by private life 

insurance companies. Whereas, SLIC has not been focusing on technical efficiency or technical 

edge. It was observed that the data of SLIC was not centralized resulting in prolonged delay in 

provisioning of information or data to audit or to its senior management for efficient strategic 

decision making. Moreover, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) System was bought by 

management to provide related customization, implementation, maintenance, and ongoing 

support services to the thirty-three (33) zones. However, same is not operational fully till date. 
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On the other hand, management’s policies of cost reduction during last three years has 

resulted in cost efficient utilization of financial and human resources. Subsequently, total 

acquisition cost & administrative cost to net premium have been effectively managed by SLIC 

as shown in below table. 

 

Cost efficiency SLIC EFU Jubilee Industry 

Total Gross Acquisition cost to Net Premium (%) 13.94 20.94 15.53 16.16 

Gross Admin cost to Net Premium (%) 7.04 5.94 7.94 7.42 

6.2.2.4 Assessing implementation of financial reforms and changes in the structure of 

insurance companies 

As the relationship between the insured and the insurer is of fiduciary nature and the 

gestation period for this business is high i.e. mostly 20 years, hence, the legal obligations with 

respect to regulator, government and other supporting Institutions become so critical for life 

insurance companies. Moreover, Government measures and introduction of stringent laws such 

as compliance with the requirements of FATF, AML, KYC resultantly enhanced regulatory 

affairs in the insurance industry and its clients which could lead to the snowball effect on the 

insurance industry.It was observed that any violation of rules and regulations are being 

regularly monitored initially through internal audit of the SLIC and later on by External 

Auditors and DG- Commercial Audit and corrective measures are being taken. 

With instantaneous awareness of coverage, pricing, and services, modern buyers 

demand more personalized attention and care for the premiums paid. To meet these 

expectations, insurers need to build user-friendly workflows for customer-facing processes, 

including underwriting, policy administration and claims to increase customer retention. 

However, management of SLIC is not conscious to the changing dynamics of the market where 

front to end support must be transformed with the help of internet and technology. 

6.2.3 Effectiveness of service delivery of public sector insurance corporations 

TORs of this audit area includes: 

 To assess the effectiveness of service delivery in respect of underwriting and claim payment 

time. 

 Initiatives of public sector organization in acquiring new trends and technologies in insurance 

processes. 

 To determine real contributors of efficiency in public sector insurance. 

6.2.3.1 To assess the effectiveness of service delivery in respect of underwriting and 

claim payment time 

There is very little product differentiation in life insurance industry of Pakistan, as 

product creation is primarily driven by external risks. Hence, in order to improve business 

model, the most feasible way for life insurers in Pakistan is to differentiate themselves through 

the quality of services provided to policyholder. 

It was observed that management of SLIC has been adhered to conventional and 

outdated way of doing business, whereas on the other hand it’s competitors were taking the 
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most of the new technologies throughout every stage of business model. Insurer’s 

distinctiveness would win competition if distribution channels were efficient and digitally rich, 

including mobile application with chat box and services automation which help to build 

customer loyalty. However, no mobile application was available on Google’s Play Store, 

whereas its competitors like Jubilee Life Insurance, EFU Life Insurance etc., has user friendly 

mobile applications. Due to non-provision of satisfactory service delivery to policy holders, 

SLIC is not able to attract fresh policy holders and gradually losing its market share as evident 

from following table. 

Rs. in million 

 First Year Premium Change (%) Renewal Premium Change (%) 

2020 14,019 8.9 93,073 2.2 

2019 12,876 (31.9) 91,087 5.9 

2018 18,918 7.0 85,998 15.5 

2017 17,688 3.8 74,462 11.6 

2016 17,036 4.7 66,707 15.6 

2015 16,271  57,729  

(Source: Financial Statement of SLIC for year 2020) 

As first year premium equates the new policies issued to policy holders during the year. 

It is clearly evident from above table that the issuance of new policies by SLIC is on declining 

trend with a significant decline during 2019. Resultantly, decline in FY premium from Rs. 

17,036 million in 2016 to Rs. 14,019 million in 2020 depicted the preference of target 

market/general public to its competitors rather than towards SLIC due to poor service delivery. 

As the competitors are capturing more market, hence the market share of SLIC was on 

declining trend. 

As the renewal premium is a critical indicator of customer satisfaction, hence, the same 

situation is also evident from decline in renewal premium.  

Moreover, a high ratio of surrender of policies by policy holders was observed. 

Additionally, policy holders are more intended to surrender their policies as soon as they are 

eligible to surrender i.e. 3rd year of policy which ultimately point towards the fact that SLIC 

loses the remaining premiums. Scrutinization of five years data of surrendered policies shows 

that 44% policies were surrendered in 3rd year of policy (after deposit of only 2 premiums), 

39% were surrendered in 4th year of policy and 16% were surrendered in 5th year of policy in 

the year 2020. 

Timely and efficient claims settlement is at the heart of the Company's business. In 

2020, the SLIC paid Rs. 23,128.233 million on account of insurance claims with a decrease of 

25.9% from last year’s payment. Moreover, outstanding claims piled up by 50.6 % from last 

year’s as depicted in following table: 
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(Rs in 000) 

Particular 2020 2,019 Change (%) 

Claim Payment 23,128,233 31,216,236 (25.9) 

Reported Outstanding claims 34,878,925 23,153,121 50.6 

In order to evaluate the efficiency of service delivery related to claim payment time, 

audit requisitioned related data which was not provided by management due to non-

centralization of data and manual preparation of data. Moreover, net claim to net premium ratio 

of SLIC was even lower than its major competitors and from industry’s average as well which 

is shown below: 

Particulars SLIC EFU Jubilee Industry 

Net claims to Net Premium ratio (%) 54.34 56.43 63.76 56.31 

From all above information, poor service delivery in underwriting is depicted from 

declining trend of First Year premium and renewal premium along with high ratio of 

surrendering policies. Moreover, service delivery for claim payment is inefficient on account 

of piling up of reported outstanding claims, decrease in payment of claim and lower ratio of 

net claim to net premium respectively.  

6.2.3.2 Initiatives of public sector organization in acquiring new trends and technologies 

in insurance processes 

Innovation through new technologies is a key driver of change in the financial sector 

and this has led to immeasurable efficiency gains. Advancement in technology also gives an 

edge to the insurers over its competitors by reaching out to the customers demand in real time 

acting as a catalyst in terms of growth. Investment in Artificial Intelligence in underwriting 

process; with the data centered approach is also being looked upon. 

Insurance penetration in Pakistan is currently at 0.95% which is one of the lowest in the 

world. An important reason for this minuscule penetration is lack of developed delivery 

channels in Pakistan, including a widespread lack of access to technology.  

6.2.3.2.1 Bancassurance 

Bancassurance is an alternate distribution channel to sell life insurance products 

through banks. This line of insurance business ensures wide range coverage at lesser cost than 

conventional distribution channel i.e. Direct Sales Force. Moreover, during times of Pandemic 

COVID-19, Bancassurance was need of the hour due to lockdowns in the country. Though, 

SLIC has signed agreements with various banks under Bancassurance, yet business generation 

through Bancassurance is overwhelmingly lower than its major competitors as shown in 

following table: 

(Rs. in 000) 

 SLIC Jubilee EFU 

Total Gross Premium 119,414,632 46,507,123 24,237,048 
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Premium generated through Bancassurance 1,806,654 29,965,939 11,285,110 

Total Contribution of Bancassurance in Gross 

Premium (%) 
1.51 64.43 46.56 

It can be concluded that major competitors of SLIC are focusing on generation of 

business through Bancassurance, as it is cost efficient, through maintaining and improving 

relationships with banks. On the other hand, SLIC is mainly focusing on traditional and 

conventional distribution channel i.e. Direct Sales Force (DFS), being more costly than 

Bancassurance in terms agency commission. Hence, SLIC is losing the market by not focusing 

on this new way of doing business.  

6.2.3.2.2 Family Takaful  

Family Takaful Contract is an arrangement which rests on key Shariah principles of 

mutual co-operation, solidarity and well-being of community ad based on the principles of 

WakalaWaqaf Model. Under a Takaful arrangement, an individual comes together and 

contribute towards common objectives of protecting each other against financial losses by 

sharing the risk on the basis of mutual assistance.  

It was observed that the management of SLIC obtained the license from SECP in 

August 2016 to act as window Takaful Operator. But the management has not started the 

business yet despite of incurring of huge expenditures of Rs. 193.564 million. On the other 

hand, its major competitors and other life insurance companies are generating huge revenues 

after launch of this new Shariah based product. Market share of SLIC since 2017 in Family 

Takaful business is as under: 

 

Family Takaful Business 

(Rs. in 000) 

Year 
Total market capitalization 

(Total Net contribution) 

SLIC's 

share 

Other private 

insurance co. 

Market 

share of 

SLIC 

Market share 

of Pvt. Co. 

2020 29,027,469 0 29,027,469 0 100 

2019 17,969,280 0 17,969,280 0 100 

2018 15,716,794 0 15,716,794 0 100 

2017 11,716,969 0 11,716,969 0 100 

(Source: Insurance Association of Pakistan) 

Market share of insurance companies in Family Takaful business in 2020 

(Rs.in 000) 

Insurer Name Net Written Contribution Market Share 

Jubilee Life 11,172,030 38.5 

Pak Qatar Family Takaful 7,557,834 26.0 
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EFU Life 5,296,981 18.2 

Adamjee Life 3,005,850 10.4 

State Life 0 0.0 

(Source: Insurance Association of Pakistan) 

It is clearly evident from the above table that during 2020, Jubilee Life Insurance and 

EFU Life Insurance, being major competitors of SLIC, have been successful in achieving 38.5 

% & 18.2% market share of Family Takaful business, whereas SLIC has not generated any 

revenue from this untapped business. 

6.2.3.2.3 Information Technology 

Technology is the future and a possible solution to the changing dynamics of the market 

where front to end support must be transformed with the help of internet and technology. Smart 

and strategic investments in prior years in the Technology stemming around customer 

experiences and operational efficiencies could have placed the Company in a unique position 

to continue its operations efficiently and smoothly amidst COVID-19 lockdowns without any 

disruptions. However, it was observed that the Corporation entered into an agreement with 

SidatHyderMorshed Associates (Pvt) Ltd in 2010 to acquire an Enterprise Resource Planning 

(ERP) System and to provide related customization, implementation, maintenance, and 

ongoing support services to the thirty-three (33) zones. However, ERP solution is not fully 

implemented/adopted at State Life Insurance Corporation till date resulting in non-availability 

of centralized data at Principal Office. On the other hand, major competitors of SLIC have 

adopted technologies such as Omnichannel, Contact Center and Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM) which greatly enabled them to engage with its customers and provide 

seamless services. Jubilee Insurance deployed state-of-the-art Security Information and Event 

Management (SIEM) solution on its IT Infrastructure in the year 2020, with the addition of 

latest upgraded version of Oracle E-Business Suite. Moreover, it continued to increase its 

online product offerings and presence to enable the masses to purchase Life and Health 

insurance from its mobile app and web portal. 

6.2.3.2.4 Digital Distribution Channels 

Insurer’s distinctiveness would win competition if distribution channels were efficient 

and digitally rich, including mobile application with chat box and services automation which 

help to build customer loyalty. Further, customers can also able to connect with the Company 

through various channels such as Call Center, Interactive Voice Response (IVR), Short 

Message Service (SMS), Mobile App, and web portals for enquires and service requests related 

to their policies. However, it was observed that no mobile application of SLIC was available 

on Google’s Play Store, whereas its competitors like Jubilee Life Insurance, EFU Life 

Insurance etc has user friendly mobile applications. Web portal of SLIC was not even updated. 

On the other hand, Jubilee Insurance possesses various strong distribution channels nationwide 

e.g., direct sales force, bancassurance and digital; each with its own unique nature.  

Lack of digital distributions has resulted in inefficient service automation. Resultantly, 

due to absence of any technical competitive advantage and imprudent strategic planning while 
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not aiming to enter low penetration markets with technological edge, has subsequently resulting 

in gradual decline in market share of SLIC.  

6.2.3.2.5 Adoption of Anti-Money Laundering rules 

On the regulatory front, introduction of certain stringent know-your-customer, anti-

money laundering and other requirements emanating from compliance with Financial Action 

Task Force (FATF) requirements, also have an impact on customer confidence, hence writing 

new business and policy renewals was a challenge. It was observed that SLIC was underwriting 

more than 50% of policies during last two months of the year i.e. November & December. 

During such short span of time, critical evaluation of such huge number of potential policy 

holders according to Know Your Customer (KYC) / AML rules & proper creditworthiness 

thereof by insurance agents is quite impossible. Hence, new AML rules are not being 

implemented and followed in letter and spirit. 

6.2.3.3 To determine real contributors of efficiency in public sector insurance 

Apparently, there was not any real contributor of efficiency in SLIC, being only public 

sector company in Pakistan. However, management’s policies of cost reduction during last 

three years has resulted in cost efficient utilization of financial and human resources. 

Subsequently, total acquisition cost & administrative cost to net premium have been effectively 

managed by SLIC as shown in below table: 

Cost efficiency SLIC EFU Jubilee Industry 

Total Gross Acquisition cost to Net Premium (%) 13.94 20.94 15.53 16.16 

Gross Admin cost to Net Premium (%) 7.04 5.94 7.94 7.42 

7 Recommendations 

In order to improve its market share in life insurance sector of Pakistan, the 

management of State Life Insurance Corporation (SLIC) must focus on following actions: 

 Continue to expand business by focusing on increasing the outreach of its distribution channels 

offering products for all the socio-economic segments of the population and using technology 

as a key enabler.  

 For Bancassurance: Proactively manage partnerships and relationships with all banks (large, 

medium, small) to fulfill business growth objectives, expand Referral and Direct Sales models, 

launch new products to penetrate in all customer segments, focus on branch productivity, case 

average and persistency.  

 For Group Life: Enhance presence in all profitable segments of the corporate sector, offer 

tailored solutions as per need of the clients, focus on inclusive and mass-market insurance with 

an aim to increase the number of lives under the insurance social protection net.  

 Distribution channels and their effective utilization will continue to be the primary driving force 

resulting in an increased insurance penetration and expansion of the financial protection safety 

net.  

 Investment on Information Technology should be encouraged especially adopting new trends 

in technology as it will be one of the key aspects of the industry's strategy in future. 

 Due to the long term nature of individual life products, the company must focus heavily on the 

customer journey, right from the pre-acquisition stage to claim payment. Regular interaction 

with customers is done via the sales staff, email, sms, phone calls, letters and social media. This 
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interaction will help to understand and fulfill customer needs in a better way, improve 

persistency, create sales leads, help in upselling and repeat sales. For Bancassurance, the sales 

management and coordination teams interact on a daily basis with staff in bank branches, 

regional levels and head office levels to further our business objectives. For corporate clients, 

the marketing team engages regularly to manage the relationships and offer tailored solutions. 

8 Conclusion 

The life insurance industry in Pakistan is relatively small compared to its peers in the 

region as the sector penetration and density remains very modest. Factually, of Pakistan was 

only 0.51% as compared to.Pakistan's life insurance penetration rate of 0.5% (the ratio between 

Gross Premium Written (GPW) of Life Insurance to nominal GDP) continues to rate amongst 

the lowest in the region (3.06% of India) and the world, highlighting the sizable potential for 

current and future growth. 

Currently, there are nine life insurance companies providing services in Pakistan and 

State Life Insurance Corporation is the only state owned insurance company in the life 

insurance industry.Market share of State Life Insurance Corporation was 100% prior to 1992. 

But with new private entrants, its market share had declined to 52.4% in 2020. In order to assess 

and evaluate the decline in market share of SLIC, comparison of business model, expenditure 

patterns, technical efficiency, cost efficiency, service delivery and overall performance of SLIC 

in comparison with its major competitors i.e. Jubilee Life Insurance and EFU Life Insurance 

was analyzed thoroughly.  

Decline in market share of State Life Insurance Corporation can be mainly attributed to 

the lack of focus of management on ever changing dynamics and new trends of the market and 

technology. Particularly, major factors damaging the overall performance of SLIC was 

technical inefficiencies, adherence to conventional way of doing business through Direct Sales 

Force (DSF), lack of proactive approach in maintaining and improving partnerships and 

relationships with all banks under Bancaassurance, non-generation of revenue from untapped 

Family Takaful business, imprudent decision making due to delayed information on back of 

non-centralization of data, failure to increase business through different distribution channels 

as compared to its competitors, inefficiency to create brand loyalty and brand equity through 

building and maintaining customer relationship. 

However, the deteriorating situation can be controlled and improved if the management 

of State Life Insurance Corporation follow the recommendations proposed by Audit under 

Recommendation section in letter and spirit. 
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Thematic Audit (15.2) 

1 Thematic Audit of Corporate Governance in Pakistan International 

Airlines Corporation Limited 

1.1 Introduction  

The principal activity of the PIAC is to provide commercial air transportation, which 

includes passenger, cargo and postal carriage services. Other activities of the PIAC include 

provision of engineering and allied services. The head office of the Holding Company is 

situated at PIA Building, Jinnah International Airport, Karachi. 

Functions of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) were provided in 

Section 4 of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Act, 1956. Accordingly, the primary 

function of PIAC is to provide and further develop safe, efficient, adequate, economical and 

properly coordinated air-transport services, domestic as well as international, and the 

Corporation shall so exercise its powers as to secure that air-transport services are developed 

to the greatest possible advantage in the interest of the country. 

This Thematic Audit is based on the Corporate Governance practices in Pakistan 

International Airline Corporation. This study will focus on the key governance structure and 

related issues of PIAC.  

1.2 Background 

Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited ("the Holding Company") was 

incorporated on January 10, 1955 under the Pakistan International Airlines Company 

Ordinance, 1955, which was subsequently repealed and replaced by the Pakistan International 

Airlines Company Act, 1956 (the Act). With effect from April 19, 2016, the Holding Company 

(previously the Corporation) has been converted from a statutory company into a public limited 

company by shares, through Act No. XV of 2016 ‘The Pakistan International Airlines 

Company (Conversion) Act, 2016’ (the Conversion Act) approved by the Parliament of 

Pakistan. The Conversion Act has repealed the Pakistan International Company Act, 1956 and 

the Holding Company is now governed under the Companies Act, 2017 (previously repealed 

Companies Ordinance, 1984). According to the Conversion Act, all assets, rights, license, 

privileges and benefits of which the Holding Company (previously the Corporation) was 

entitled were transferred to the Holding Company and the Holding Company has assumed all 

liabilities and obligations of the Holding Company (previously the Corporation). However, the 

management believes that in substance there is no change except for the legal status and 

application of provisions of the Companies Act, 2017 (previously repealed Companies 

Ordinance, 1984).  

This study based on thematic basis explores historical trajectory, models, and 

introduction of CG in PIAC. This study also identifies reasons of governance issues such as 

chronic poor performance, bad governance, key decision-making lapses, flight delays, 

development of technical faults in aircrafts, maintenance of aircrafts, insufficient number of 

aircrafts in fleet, fuel-inefficient aircrafts, unsound human resource practices, favoritism in 
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promotions, appointments, staff involvement in smuggling, long history of union-management 

conflicts and so on. 

1.3 Establishing the Audit Theme 

1.3.1 Reasons of selection 

Aim of this study is to explore historical trajectory of corporate governance with 

reference to its introduction in Pakistan International Airlines. The corporation has experienced 

hard criticism due to its poor performance, corruption and inefficiency. Though corporation 

adopted corporate governance in 2002, however, it has consistently showed discouraging 

performance despite various equity injections and bailout packages. 

The idea behind this study is to assess the role and impact of corporate governance in 

Pakistan International Airlines Company. 

PIAC has always been hot topic with reference to its bad governance, management 

issues, conflicts, performance issues, problems with flight operations such as flight delays, HR 

issues, lack of sound practices of accountability, transparency, practices of corruption, financial 

irregularities, commissions, kick-backs, violations of procurement rules, because of these 

issues Corporate Governance of PIACL has been selected for Thematic audit to ascertain the 

oversight and control of Board and higher management. 

1.3.2 Purpose/Objectives 

To finding the root cause and the dilemma of the downfall of state-owned airline and 

role of key decision makers. 

PIAC, which once used to be benchmark for Qatar Airways, Emirates, Singapore and 

Sri Lanka airlines in the region but now is struggling with its own performance and is under 

hard criticism due to bad governance and poor performance. Because of bad governance, 

PIACL has chronic poor financial problems, operational performance, conflicts of union and 

management, favoritism and nepotism in human resource practices, overstaffing, employees 

involved in smuggling, having inadequate number of aircrafts in fleet, old age and fuel in-

efficient aircrafts, almost swallowed by huge monthly, accumulated losses and liabilities, 

having industry’s highest ever employees to aircraft ratio, blighted by corruption, inefficiency, 

unsound practices of transparency, accountability, mismanagement, miserable and 

unsatisfactory performance. 

1.3.3 Scope 

The scope of this thematic audit is limited to following audit areas: 

 Appointment of BoD’s CEO / Management 

 Selection criteria and process of appointment of BoD and its Sub-Committees to assess the 

principle of right person for the right job. 

 Selection criteria and process of appointment of CEO & other Management. 

 Review of Remuneration Policy of BoD/CEO/Management. 

 Planning and Policy Making 

 BoD/CEO/Management performance in the light of assigned roles and responsibilities as 

per Corporate Governance Rules 

 To review policy making role of Board of Directors (BoD) & its effectiveness. 
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 Execution / implementation and oversight 

 To review the implementation of BoD policies. 

 To ascertain controls & oversight of BoD. 

 Observance of Corporate Governance Rules. 

 Number of BoD and its sub-committees’ meetings to ascertain its sufficiency to take 

strategic decisions and their implementation. 

 Examine overall observances of Corporate Governance Rules. 

 Going Concern/Financial Sustainability 

 Critical evaluation of performance of the company for the last five years to assess 

profitability and future growth prospects. 

 To analyze timely intervention by BoD/government in case of deteriorating financial 

position of the organization. 

2 Legal frame work governing the theme 

The Auditor General of Pakistan (AGP) conducts audits subject to Article 169 and 170 

of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973, read with Sections 8 and 12 of the 

Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and condition of Service) Ordinance 2001. 

The thematic audit of Pakistan International Airlines Company Limited (PIACL), Ministry of 

Aviation, was carried out accordingly. 

Under the directions of Director General Commercial Audit & Evaluation, Karachi 

thematic audit of PIACL was conducted during September 2021 with a view to assess the role 

of Corporate Governance practices in PIAC. 

The binding principles applies in the Thematic audit of Corporate Governance of PIAC 

includes: 

 Companies Act 2017 

 Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules 2013 amended up to 2019 

 PIAC Act 1956/58, with latest amendments 

 Civil Aviation Ordinance 1960 

 Guidelines by Ministry of Aviation 

 IATA Guidelines 

 Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan Act 1997 

 Regulations issued by Pakistan Stock Exchange 

 Securities Act 2015 

 Industry norms and best practices adopted by public sector and listed companies in Pakistan 

3 Stakeholders and Government’s Organizations identified as 

directly/indirectly involved 

PIACL is governed by Ministry of Aviation under Government of Pakistan. Following 

are the major stakeholders: 

 Government of Pakistan through Ministry of Defense and Aviation 

 Civil Aviation Authority 

 IATA 

 Financial Institutions 

 Securities Exchange Commission of Pakistan 

 PIAC Employee Empowerment Trust 

 CDC- Trustee National Investment Trust 

 Various Public Sector Companies and Corporations 
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 Individual Shareholders and investors 

 Employees & Policy holders 

 Public at large. 

 Creditors 

 Employees 

4 Role of Important organizations 

Following public organization and institutions play a vital role in PIAC and its 

operations: 

4.1 Ministry of Aviation 

Being a key policy maker, Ministry of Aviation holds the key position amongst all 

important organization because of sole policy maker. This ministry has the key responsibility 

overlooking National Aviation Policy, current NAP 2019 is implemented. Its functions also 

extend to overseeing airport facilities, air traffic services and carriage of passengers and goods 

by air. The Ministry also administers implementation of the Aircraft Act, 1934, Aircraft Rules, 

1937.  

4.2 Pakistan Civil Aviation Authority 

Functions of Pakistan Civil Aviation directly relates to PIAC includes, Aircraft 

registration, Airworthiness, Managing air transportation, Flight standards, Air navigation 

services, Airport services, etc. 

5 Organizations Financials 

Funding mechanism of PIAC has been derived initially from own sources through 

Equity Shares comprised of 4,998,895,608 ordinary shares of Rs 10 each, 931,028 shares issued 

for other consideration and 233,934,482 shares issued as bonus, and 1,499,999 shares of class 

B for Rs. 5 each, making total paid up capital to Rs. 52,345.110 million. On the other hand loan 

from financial institutions with the approval of GoP is an integral part of managing working 

capital requirements. 

(Rs in million) 

Description 

2020 

(unconsolidated) 

2019 

(Consolidated) 

2018 

(Consolidated) 

2017 

(Consolidated) 

Revenue 94,989.391 164,646.354 117,982.168 103,911.181 

Loss for the year 36,642.811 56,036.735 66,659.564 50,983.821 

Accumulated Losses in 

million 

516,595.078 488,695.707 426,409.013 360,529.457 

Fixed Assets 90,946.488 92,570.158 78,302.168 67,157.187 

Current Assets  42,491.498 52,917.036 34,945.653 32,145.992 

Current Liabilities  322,252.878 325,290.199 288,569.906 244,307.972 

Long-Term Debts 222,960.679 207,050.576 150,970.165 121,096.089 
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Net Worth (448,766.813) (423,258.057) (356,753.631) (291,470.196) 

(Source: Annual Accounts 2020)10 

PIAC is self-revenue generating entity, the key revenue generating areas are: 

 Passenger 

 Cargo 

 Excess baggage 

 Charter services 

 Engineering services 

 Handling and related services 

 Mail 

 Cancellation of Tickets 

 Expired tickets fare 

 Flight Kitchen services 

 Financial Institutions 

6 Field Audit Activity 

6.1 Methodology 

The methodologies used for auditing were mix of qualitative and quantitavtive 

approaches keeping in view of the areas of focus. Review of record, examination of Board 

affairs and discussion with management along with analysis and comments on various policies 

of auditee was also the part of the audit methodology. Moreover, review of the following 

policies and rules and was also carried out: 

 PIAC Act 1955 

 Companies Act 2017 

 Code of Corporate Governance Rules 2013 for Public Sector Enterprises 

 Board Minutes 

 Annual General Meeting proceedings 

 Minutes of Board Sub-Committees meetings and their proceedings 

 ToR’s by AGP 

 Guidelines by Ministry of Aviation 

 CAA guidelines related to PIACL 

6.2 Audit Analysis 

6.2.1 Review of Internal Controls 

During the Thematic Audit of PIAC Corporate Governance, Human Resource Policy 

approved by the Board defines the procedure regarding the appointment of Senior 

Management. However, several violations were observed and discussed in the Thematic Audit 

Report. 

6.2.2 Critical Review 

6.2.2.1 Board of Directors and its Sub-Committees 

                                                           
10

(Source: Annual Accounts 2020) 
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Audit analysed the following information for nomination of BoD Members provided 

by the Aviation Division. 

S. # Particulars11 No. of directors nominated by the F. Govt. 

1 Marine Engineer 01 

2 Corporate Sector Leader 07 

3 Businessmen 10 

4 Serving and Rtd. civil servants  19 

5 Serving and Rtd. Servicemen (1 + 3) 05 

6 Politicians 06 

7 Bankers 06 

8 PIAC’s Pilots 02 

9 Lawyer 01 

10 Educationist 01 

Total 58 

 

It was observed by the audit that none of the members possessed aviation industry 

experience whereas, only 07 members had the corporate sector experience and 10 were 

businessmen. Further, the Govt. of Pakistan, enjoying the powers to nominate the members of 

BoD since 1956, has no criteria/rationale for nomination of the members of BoD. The members 

nominated by the Govt. of Pakistan did not have the sufficient professional experience related 

to aviation field to run the complex organization like PIAC.  

Resultantly, the BoD so constituted during the period under review had lack of relevant 

knowledge and experience due to which the Board failed to provide proper direction to the 

management to achieve primary objectives of PIAC. 

Due to nominations of BoD’s members by the Govt. of Pakistan not having desired 

experience of the Aviation Industry, PIAC failed to achieve its objectives.  

Management in its reply dated 29-12-2021 stated that there is no specific creteria 

including expereince of aviation industry for Directors is mentioned in section 157-185 of 

Companies Act 2017. The reply of the management is not tenable because the Board failed to 

give proper direction to the management to achieve primary objectives of PIAC of attaining 

profitablity and sustanibilty. 

  

                                                           
11Profiles mentioned in financial statements 
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6.2.2.2 Ineffective working of Board Committees 

PIAC Board of Directors formulated its various committees as detail given below: 

S. 

# 
Name of committee 

Date of 

Establishment12 

Number of 

meetings held 

1. Audit Committee 23.07.2002 70 

2. Human Resource &Corporate Governance 

Committee 

27.05.2005 41 

3. Procurement Committee 09.05.2016 03 

4. Finance Committee  

(Renamed as Finance & Risk Management 

Committee in 2016) 

15.01.2009 13 

5. Brand & Advertisement Committee  

Date of establishment of the committee not known 

to the management. 

(Renamed as Engineering Committee in 2017) 

Hand over to 

Secretary PIAC 

in 2011 

19 

6. Information Technology Steering Committee 

(Ceased to exist, last meeting was held on 

13.10.2016) 

01.11.2013 08 

7. Fleet Management Committee 23.01.2015 Nil 

8. Board Commercial, Operation & Engineering 

Committee 

01.11.2019 Nil 

According to Section 176, Proceedings of the board of the Companies Act 2017, the 

Board of Directors shall set up the following committees to support in performing of its 

functions efficiently, and for seeking assistance in the decision-making process, namely: 

a. Audit Committee for an efficient and effective internal and external financial reporting 

mechanism. 

b. Human Resources Committee to deal with all employee related matters including recruitment, 

training, remuneration, performance evaluation, succession planning, and measures for 

effective utilization of the employees of the Public Sector Company. 

c. Procurement Committee to ensure transparency in procurement transactions and in dealing with 

the suppliers.  

d. Risk Management Committee to effectively reviewing the risk function. 

e. Nomination Committee to identify, evaluate and recommend candidates for vacant positions, 

including casual vacancies, on the Board, including the candidates recommended by the 

Government for consideration of shareholders or in case of casual vacancy to the Board of 

Directors after examining their skills and characteristics that are needed in such candidates. 

The audit was of the view that due to non-functioning of Fleet Management Committee, 

Board Commercial, Operation & Engineering Committee & Procurement Committee, the BoD 

                                                           
12 Details of meetings provided in Financial Statements 
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was handicapped in performing its functions efficiently, and for seeking assistance in the 

decision making process from the fleet management committee of PIAC. 

Management in its reply dated 29-12-2021 stated the Fleet committee was not a 

statutory committee. The reply of the management is not tenable because the referred 

committee was constituted on 23-01-2015 by the management incharge at that time to look 

after the fleet management operations, despite of constitution its non-functioning is question 

mark. 

6.2.2.3 Non-Effectiveness of Board of Directors and its Committees 

Audit has observed that the BoD could not perform effectively for the following 

reasons: 

1. Financial Statements for the years 2015 to 2019 were delayed due to which timely facts & 

figures were not available to the stakeholders for decision making. 

 The management in its reply stated that due to erruption of industrial unrest across the 

organisation. In 2016 delay was due to conversion from corporation to Limited Company. In 

2017 & 2018 delay was due to implementation of ERP and in 2019 delay was due to Covid-

19. Management reply in not tenable as the reasons could not justify the delay. 

2. Approval of Annual Budget for the years 2016 and 2019 was delayed.  

 The management in its reply again reasoned the erruption of indsuitrial unrest and 

Board meeting could not be timely held. 

3. The BoD failed to submit Report of Directors to the Federal Govt. as required under Section 17 

of the PIAC Act, 1956, resultantly, the report along with the financial statements could not be 

laid down before the National Assembly. 

 Management in its reply stated that the same were submitted to Federal Govt as and 

when approved and printed. Reply is again not tenable as key stakeholders were compromised 

with decision making on affairs of the company on real time basis. 

4. Audit observed that most of the decisions of the BoD during last ten years were recorded 

without defining the specific timeframe for their implementations. Thereby, BoD could not 

monitor implementation of its decisions. Due to which either BoDs decisions could not be 

implemented or were delayed resulting utility got wasted. 

 The management in its reply stated that the suggestion is noted for future compliance 

however, the reply is not satisfactory becasue the damage caused by delay is irrecoverable. 

5. Board’s Committees failed to perform their function. HR Committee could not rationalize the 

Human Resource despite lapse of 08 years resultantly saving of Rs.2.500 billion could not be 

achieved. No meeting of Fleet Management Committee was held since its formulation on 23-

01-2015. As per Corporate Governance Rules, the Risk Management Committee should have 

been formulated in August 2013. But the same was constituted in 2016 and till date the objective 

of the Committee could not be achieved. Similarly, constitution of the Procurement Committee 

was delayed as it was formulated in 2016 and not a single meeting was held.  

6. The Govt. of Pakistan failed to carry out the performance evaluations of the BoD members, the 

Chairman and the CEO PIAC till date as required under Corporate Governance Rule. 
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Management in its reply stated that the required rationalization has recently been done, 

however the reply is not tenable because, audit highlighted this observation was raised almost 

8 years ago, the consequences of delay in implementastion is costly.  

6.2.2.4 Poor attendance/monitoring of Secretary Finance in Board of Directors meetings 

Secretary Finance of the Govt. of Pakistan is nominated to PIAC Board of Directors in 

his ex-officio capacity to play vital role in the decision making specifically in the following 

areas:  

a. Approval of the annual report of the Corporation, including the financial statements.  

b. Capital expenditure planning and control. 

c. Borrowing of moneys, handling of funds, assets, resources of the Corporation and its usage in 

economical, efficient and transparent manner. 

d. Ensuring compliance with the law and the Corporation’s own procedures, rules & regulations 

relating to investments, procurement and acquisition or disposal of fixed assets. 

e. Write-off of bad or doubtful debts, advances and receivables. 

f. Determination and delegation of financial powers to the Executives. 

Audit observed that 80 Board of Directors’ meetings were held from 2008 to 2020. 

However, the Secretary Finance attended only 27 meetings (23%) whereas, out of total 114 

meetings during 2008 to 2020, no meeting was attended by the Secretary Finance. The detail 

is as under: 

S# Name Year 
Total Meetings 

Held 

Attended by Secretary 

Finance13 

1. Dr. Waqar Masood Khan 2008 4 1 

2. Farrukh Qayyum 2008 2 2 

3. Dr. Waqar Masood Khan 2009 1 1 

4. Salman Siddique 2009 5 2 

5. Salman Siddique 2010 6 1 

6. Dr. WaqarMasood Khan 2010 1 1 

7. Dr. Waqar Masood Khan 2011 7 5 

8. Abdul Majid Rana 2012 9 2 

9. Abdul Majid Rana 2013 1 1 

10. Abdul Khaliq 2013 1 Nil 

11. Nasir Mahmood Khosa 2013 1 Nil 

12. Dr. Waqar Masood Khan 2013 5 5 

13. Dr. Waqar Masood Khan 2014 10 Nil 

14. Dr. Waqar Masood Khan 2015 9 Nil 

15. Dr. Waqar Masood Khan 2016 12 Nil 

16. Shahid Mehmood 2017 6 2 

17. Arif Ahmed Khan 2018 9 4 

18. Arif Ahmed Khan 2019 5 Nil 

19. Naveed Kamran Baloch 2019 7 Nil 

20. Naveed Kamran Baloch 2020 13 Nil 

Total 114 27 
 

The audit was of the view that due to poor attendance of the Secretary Finance, the 

matters decided by the BoD specifically in the areas as stated above were without contribution 

of the Secretary Finance and the purpose of the nomination could not be achieved. 

                                                           
13Attendence Sheets of meetings 
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The management in its reply stated that the matter of absence should be the cause of 

concern to the Federal Government, therfore the response may be obtaibed from Federal Govt 

and concerned ministry.  

6.2.2.5 Ineffective role of the Chairmen (Board of Directors) 

Audit observed that 13 Chairmen of the BoD were nominated by the Government of 

Pakistan during the period of 2008 to 2020 as detailed below: 

S# Name 

Tenure  

Profile14 
From To 

Period 

(Months) 

1. Mr. Zaffar A. Khan 

Chairman/MD 

09.04.07 28.02.08 11 Corporate leader/Ex 

 Chairman Engro/Trainer 

2. Mr. Kamran Rasool 28.02.08 06.05.08 02 Civil Servent/Secretary 

Defence 

3. Ch. Ahmed Mukhtar 06.05.08 05.02.11 33 Minister of Defence 

11.02.11 24.05.12 16 

4. A.Marshal (R) Rao Qamar 

Suleman Chairman/CEO 

25.05.12 18.09.12 04 Retired Chief of Air Staff  

5. Lt. Gen (Retd) Asif Yasin Malik 

Chairman/MD 

23.10.12 03.07.13 08 Secretary Defence 

6. Mr. Aslam Khaliq 04.07.13 05.08.13 01 Corporate Leader 

7. Syed Muhammad Ali Gardezi 06.08.13 16.10.14 02 Civil Servent /Secretary 

Aviation 

8. Mr. Naseer N, S. Jaffer 

Chairman/CEO 

17.10.14 04.02.16 15 Businessman 

9. Mr. Muhammad Irfan Elahi 12.02.16 18.04.16 02 Secretary Aviation 

21.12.16 03.06.17 05 

04.06.17 Till date  

10. Muhammad Azam Saigol 09.05.16 12.12.16 07 Businessman/Corporate 

Leader 

11. Nasser N S Jaffer (PIACL) 12.2.16 04.04.16 02  

12. Muhammed Irfan Elahi (PIACL) 07.07.17 25.02.18 08 Secretary Aviation 

13. Aslam R. Khan (PIACL) 09.03.20 To date  Aviation Industry 
 

Average tenure of PIAC Chairman was 11 months. Thus, due to frequent changes, no 

Chairman was able to perform effectively in governing the PIAC. Other issues were also 

observed by the audit as detailed below:  

a. Out of total 13 Chairmen, 10 were corporate leaders/ businessmen/ Secretary Defense/ 

Aviation/ retired Chief of Air Staff and their total tenure was 06 years. Whereas, Mr. Ahmed 

Mukhtar, Minister of Defense served as Chairman BoD for longest period of 04 years. 

b. Chairmen could not actively participateand provide their inputs in discussions on the matters 

brought before the BoD due to lack of Aviation Industry experience and their own full-time 

engagements.  

c. The Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 were implemented in 

August 2013 which state that the office of the Chairman shall be separate, and his 

responsibilities distinct, from those of the chief executive.  

Total 10 Chairmen, 04 Chairmen also held the office of the CEO/MD PIAC. Due to 

which the BoD was influenced in ratifying the decisions of such MDs/CEOs who were also the 

                                                           
14 Profile details provided in Financial Statements 
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Chairmen of the BoD. This anomaly should have been removed in the PIAC Act but the same 

could not be removed even on implementation of Corporate Governance Rules. 

The audit was of the view that above position depicts that the Chairmen PIAC could 

not perform their function judiciously due to conflict of interest and lack of relevant experience. 

Management in its reply statedin 2016 PIA was converted into public limited company 

by virtue of PIAC Conversion Act 2016. After this conversion in April 2016, both offices of 

Chairman and CEO were separated considering Rule 4 ofPublic Sector Companies Corporate 

Governance Rules 2013. However, the matter of tenure of top management may be referred to 

the Federal Government through Aviation Division.Reply of the management is not tenable 

because audit observed several violations even after the 2016. 

Appointment of MD/CEO and Senior Management 

6.2.2.6 Violation of Recruitment Rules in the appointment of MDs/CEOs 

The Govt. of Pakistan Establishment Division vide its OM dated May 06, 2000 laid 

down the policy for contract appointments in autonomous/ semi autonomous bodies, 

corporation, public sector companies owned and managed by the Federal Govt. According to 

which contract appointment should be made only subject to fulfillment and observing the 

following conditions; 

1. Where the nature of a particular job/vacant position requires contract appointment for a specific 

period, standing instructions should be issued by the Administrative Ministry/Division 

concerned, after consultation with the Chairman of Board of Directors specifying such post and 

the parameters covering appointment on contract basis against such posts. 

2. Vacancies should be advertised in the leading national and regional newspapers. 

Irregularities Found15: 

1. During the period under review 08 MDs/CEOs of PIAC were appointed by the Govt. of 

Pakistan in violation of the prevailing rules and undue favor was extended to them. 

2. The requirements of Public Sector Companies (Appointments of Chief Executives) Guidelines, 

2015 were totally ignored by the BoD in appointment of one CEO.  

3. The pay and allowances granted to MDs/CEOs of PIAC were in violation of the provisions of 

Ministry of Finance standing instructions regarding MP scale. Resultantly, PIAC suffered Loss 

of Rs.98.111 million due to Favourtisim in fixing Pay & Allowances of MDs/CEOs of PIAC at 

exorbitant rates. 

The management in its reply stated that since no observation having been made this 

para does not warrant a response. Reply of the management is not tenable since specific 

observations have been communicated to the management. 

6.2.2.7 Irregularities/favoritism in appointments of DMDs/Chiefs/COO  

                                                           
15 Recruitment files of relevant CEOs/MDs 
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1. Total 36 officers16 were appointed/promoted as DMDs/Chiefs/COO of PIAC during 2008 to 

2017. Their cases were examined on test check basis and irregular appointments/promotions of 

13 officers were pointed out. 

2. It was observed that 08 officers were appointed / promoted without any sanctioned post. 

Management in its reply stated that the matter may be referred to PIAC HR department. 

PIAC HR department did not respond to this para till finalization of this report. 

6.2.2.8 Inconsistencies in incumbency of Managing Directors/CEOs 

The detail of incumbency of the officers posted as MD/CEO PIAC during the period 

2008 to 2020 is as under: 

S# Name of officer Designation From To 
Duration 

(months) 

1. Zafar Ahmad Khan Chairman/MD 09.04.07 28.02.08 11 

2. Aslam R Khan M.D 29.02.08 07.05.08 02 

3. Capt. AijazHaroon M.D 07.05.08 10.02.11 14 

4. Capt. NadeemYousufzai M.D 11.02.11 26.03.12 02 

5. RaoQamarSuleman 
MD 29.03.12 24.05.12 04 

Chairman & CEO 25.05.12 18.09.12 01 

6. Capt. JunaidYounus 
Acting M.D 18.09.12 23.10.12 01 

MD 24.10.12 17.07.14 21 

7. ShahnawazRehman M.D 18.07.14 27.08.15 14 

8. Nasser N S Jafeer Chairman & CEO  28.08.15 04.02.16 05 

9. IrfanElahi Acting Chairman & CEO 12.02.16 18.04.16 02 

10. Hildenbrand Bernd Acting CEO 09.05.16 20.04.17 11 

11. Nayyar Hayat Acting CEO/CFO 21.04.17 05.09.17 04 

12. Musharraf Rasool Cyan President/ CEO 05.09.17 03.09.18 11 

13. Arshad Malik Acting CEO 26.10.18 25.04.19 6 

14. Arshad Malik CEO 26.04.19 To date  

Total 109 

 

It can be observed from the above table that 14 officers remained posted as MD/CEO 

PIAC during the period under review and the average duration of a CEO was 09 months.17 

Thus, due to frequent changes of the Chief Executive Officers (CEOs), PIAC could not 

continue the long-term policies and projects to maximize the efficiency and output of the entity. 

                                                           
16 Recruitment files of DMDs/Chiefs/COO 

17 Data mentioned in Financial Statements 
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Management in its reply state that the matter may be referred to Federal Govt through 

aviation division being the competent authority in the matter. 

6.2.2.9 Irregular approval/revision in prescribed Educational Qualification & Work 

Experience etc for appointment of the Managing Directors  

Audit observed observed that approval/revision of the Job Descriptions for the post of 

Managing Director PIAC were not regular;18 

1. As per above laid down policy, the responsibility for specifying the parameters and criteria for 

the appointment of MD PIAC rest with Administrative Ministry, which should be approved by 

the Federal Govt. However, the Administrative Ministry (Defense/Aviation) failed to prepare 

any parameter for the post of MD/CEO. Further, the criteria so developed by PIAC were not 

submitted to the Federal Govt. through the Administrative Ministry for approval. This shows 

failure on the part of the Federal Govt. to approve prescribed educational qualification and work 

experience for appointment of MD/CEO PIAC.  

Management in its reply state that the matter may be referred to Federal Govt through 

aviation division being the competent authority in the matter.  

6.2.2.10 Appointments/promotions of Directors/Chiefs/Advisor without any provision in 

HRB  

1 Audit observed that 08 officers were posted as Directors/Chiefs during the period under 

scrutiny. At the time of their promotions as Director/Chief there was no provision of the 

vacancies in approved Human Resource Budget (HRB).19 The detail is as under: 

S. # P. No. Name Designation 

Duration Salary for the 

Period 
From  To 

1. 33095 Suhail Mustafa Acting SVO / Director C&PL 09.5.07 10.06.08 2,384,939  

2. 32721 Shahnawaz Rehman Airline Coord. 17.08.12 01.11.12  1,335,156  

3. 56797 Lt C(R) Mahmood Ahmad Dir. Coord to Chairman 23.11.12 31.10.13  4,258,819  

4. 66922 Avm Qasim Masood Khan Adviser to Chairman 18.02.14 01.08.14  2,804,190  

5. 32511 Anjum Amin Mirza 
Director Training/ Accountability/ Pur 

& Commercial 
27.02.14 30.11.14  4,845,402  

6. 44264 Walter J. Bornshin SA To Chairman  19.05.14 07.01.15  2,759,947  

7. 67159 Avm Rana M. Imran Adviser To Chairman 31.10.14 08.08.16  9,082,994  

8. 64717 Nayyar Hayat Chief, ERP 20.04.16 05.09.16  3,900,516  

Total 31,371,963  

Audit is of the view that the due to promotions/postings of the officers without any 

provision of HRB, the services of such officers could not be utilized properly as there were no 

approved job description of the posts by the BoD. All the officers were accommodated in 

                                                           
18 Personnel Files of MDs 

19 PIAC Personal Policy Manual & Human Resource Budget (HRB). 
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irregular manner and Rs.31.372 million was paid to them on account of pay and allowances, 

which is irregular and unjustified. 

Management in its reply stated that the matter may be referred to PIAC HR department. 

PIAC HR department did not respond to this para till finalization of this report. 

Other Irregular appointments of Key Managerial Positions 

6.2.2.11 Irregular appointments of CFO  

1. In 344th BoD meeting held on November 26, 2012, Director, Human Resource & 

Administration submitted that as per Code of Corporate Governance, 2012 appointment, 

remuneration and terms and conditions of employment of the CFO, the Company Secretary and 

Head of Internal Audit of listed company shall be determined by the BoD. The Human Resource 

& Remuneration committee shall be responsible for recommending to the Board the selection, 

evaluation, compensation (including retirement benefits) of COO, CFO, Company Secretary 

and Head of Internal Audit. 

2. Contrary to above rules, Mr. Aftab Ahmad, (P-66882) was appointed as CFO on contract basis 

on salary of Rs.1,200,000 per month vide appointment letter dated December 27, 2012.20 The 

appointment was made without recommendations of the Human Resource & Remuneration 

Committee. Matter was placed before the BoD in its 344thBoD meeting held on November 26, 

2012 by the Director, Human Resource. The BoD waived-off the requirement of 

recommendations from HR& Remuneration Committee and approved the contractual 

appointment of Mr. Aftab Ahmad as CFO on contract for 3 years.  

3. Audit is of the view that the BoD was not empowered to overrule the provisions of Code of 

Corporate Governance. Hence, the appointment was irregular and payment of Rs.43,200,000 

from time to time it has been seen that recruitments rules and policies have been altered to suit 

any specific candidate. 

4. It has been a known fact that the appointments of Managing Directors/CEOs were made in 

violation of above rules and provisions.From 2007 to date, PIAC has recruited/posted 14 

CEO/M.D/Chairman, ranging from 2 months to 21 months period, which shows inconsistency 

at top level. Same pattern goes with the top management as well. Frequent changes of the Chief 

Executive Officers (CEOs), PIAC could not continue the long-term policies and projects to 

maximize the efficiency and output of the entity. 

The management in its reply stated that the observation belongs to 2012where beyond 

the ambit of current audit activity. Reply is not tenable since the themetic audit was mandated 

to cover governance issues upto 2020. 

6.2.2.12 Irregular absorption of Maj. Khurram Mushtaq as Manager Marketing and 

subsequent promotion as Director Marketing 

A request was made by PIAC vide its letter dated November 11 & 21, 2003 to the 

Ministry of Defence for hiring services of officer from Armed Forces on deputation for In-

House Monitoring and Investigation in the Marketing Department. Accordingly, Major 

Khuram Mushtaq was posted on secondment from Pakistan Army as Manager Marketing in 

March 25, 2004 for a period of 02 years. However, after lapse of only 11 months, on the request 

                                                           
20 344th BoD meeting held on November 26, 2012 &personel File of concerned CFO 
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of PIAC, the officer was permanently absorbed in PIAC as Manager Marketing (Pay Group 

IX) on February 05, 2005 and subsequently promoted as Director Marketing. Following 

irregularities were observed in his permanent absorption in PIAC:21 

a. According to the Establishment Division directives as quoted above, all the recruitment rules 

of PIAC should have been followed on his absorption in PIAC, but the same were not followed 

in the subject case. The post of Manager Marketing (In-House Monitoring and Investigation) 

did not exist in the sanctioned strength of PIAC (HRB) and he was not selected through the 

Selection Board. 

b. Request for his permanent absorption in PIAC was made by the management to the Ministry of 

Defense for in house monitoring control and investigations in the marketing department. 

Whereas, after his permanent absorption he was immediately posted as District Manager Sales 

Islamabad and was never assigned the specific job for which his services were acquired. 

c. He was promoted as General Manager just through Transfer letter No. 008/2011 dated 13-01-

2011 (S# 1-iv) without any proper Promotion Board, seniority etc.  

d. Within one year of previous promotion as GM, he was again promoted Director Marketing in 

March 2013 without meeting criteria for promotion for the said post such as, Promotion Board, 

seniority etc.  

e. Since absorption of Major KhuramMushtaq in PIAC w.e.f. 2005 to 2017 four Show Cause 

Notices were issued to him, detail is as under: 

Show Notice  

No.& date 

Brief description Remarks 

DISCIP/60911/2013  

dt. 26.02.13 

While posting as Country Manager S. 

Arabia involved in tempering of invoices of 

SAR 5,416.  

Status of Show Cause i.e. whether 

charges proved or otherwise not 

available in file 

MK-02-2014-034 

 dt.14.02.14 

As Director Marketing involved in 

appointment of M/s APB Travel & Tour as 

GSA Malaysia & Singapore in manner not 

suited to a National carrier. 

Show Cause Notice was withdrawn 

through letter dt. 12.01.14. The letter 

seems to be suspicious as it did not 

contain any reason of withdrawal and 

was without mentioning any authority. 

Further, the date of withdrawal letter 

was 12.01.14 whereas Show Cause 

Notice was issued on 14.02.14 

LAOO-MK-11-

2017-006  

dt. 02.11.17 

As Director Marketing involved in 

fraudulent issuance of tickets. Manage to 

reroute a flight originally bound to operate 

from Multan-Medina but rerouted 

Not yet decided 

                                                           
21 Establishment Division OM. No. 1(28)71-D. II dated March 28, 1972 &personel file 
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Islamabad-Medina to extend undue 

favour/advantage to travel agents.  

LAOO-MK-11-

2017-007 dt. 

02.11.17 

As Director Marketing involved in 

executing GSA Scandinavia in irregular 

manner. 

Not yet decided 

  

All the above stated four Show Cause Notices were issued to the incumbent on charges 

of malpractices in financial matters. The officer was originally inducted for In-House 

Monitoring Control and Investigations in the marketing department, whereas he was allegedly 

involved in financial mismanagement.  

Audit was of the view that the absorption and the promotion the officer was irregular 

and in contravention of rules. Therefore, his pay and allowances of  

Rs. 25.800 million (Average salary Rs. 200,000/month x 129 Months) is also unjustified. 

Management in its reply stated that the matter may be referred to PIAC HR department. 

PIAC HR department did not respond to this para till finalization of this report. 

6.2.2.13 Irregular appointment of Director Finance 

1 Audit observed that Mr. Faisal Imran Hussain Malik, P-64554 was appointed as Director Finance 

on regular basis vide offer letter dated December14, 2009 at a total salary of Rs. 445,650 per month. 

The appointment of the incumbent was made without advertisement of the post in press therefore; 

the Director HR took up the matter in 323rdBoD meeting held on January 14, 2010 for relaxing the 

condition for press advertisement, which was approved by the Board. It is further added that copies 

of experience certificate(s) and documentary evidence for the professional training /courses as 

quoted above were not available in the file. 

2 Audit is of the view that appointment was made without advertising the post in the newspapers 

which can’t be waived of by BoD since every eligible candidate of Pakistan can contest for the 

appointment, thus right to equal opportunity was denied to the eligible candidates. Hence, the 

appointment of the officer was irregular and salary of Rs.8.404 million (Rs. 445,650 x 12 months) 

paid to him annually is unjustified. 

The Govt. of Pakistan, Finance Division vide its OM No. F.3(7)-R.4/98 dated August 

18, 1998 introduced salary package and perquisites for professionals appointed on conrract 

basis against top Mangament Positions (MP) in the public sector organisatons. Significant 

provisons of the above referred OM are as under;22 

a. The salary package and perquisites of MP-1 is meant for professional from the private sector 

proposed to be appointed on contract as Chief Executive in the public sector. 

b. The terms & conditions of professionals appointed from the private sector agansit top 

management position in the public sector may be regulated/determined within the scope of salay 

and perquisite under reference. 

                                                           
22 PIAC Recruitment policy &Personel file 
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The negotiated terms in each case may be submitted to the authority competent for 

formal approval. No other benefits of any kind would be admmissible or may be considered 

for the contract appointments over and above those terms indicated in the perquistes packages 

under refernce. The pay and allowances of the MDs/CEOs of PIAC were required to be 

regulated in accordance with guide lines as provided by Finance Division as quoted above. It 

was however, observed the instructions of the Finance Division were not observed in granting 

pay &allowances of the MDs/CEOs PIAC. 

Management in its reply stated that the matter may be referred to PIAC HR department. 

PIAC HR department did not respond to this para till finalization of this report. 

6.2.2.14 Non-appointment of permanent Chief Internal Auditor   

In Annual Audited Accounts for the year 2016, 2019 & 2020 it was reported by the 

External Auditors that the Chief Internal Auditor was not fit and proper for the position which 

is Non-compliance of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013.  

BoD in its meeting held on May 09, 2016 resolved that Mr. Jawed Mansha, General 

Manager to act as Internal Auditor of the Corporation for a period of three months. Board 

further resolved that management should take all necessary steps for appointment of Head of 

Internal Audit other than the incumbent within three months strictly in accordance with 

Companies Ordinance, 1984 and Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013.23 

Accordingly, BoD in its meeting held on May 09, 2016 again directed to replace him. 

Till 2020 permanent CIA was not appointed.24 

Despite specific BoD directives, management failed to appoint Chief Internal auditor 

other than incumbent even after lapse of almost five years.  Audit was of the view that failure 

in compliance of the BoD directives and repeated non-compliance of Public Sector Companies 

(Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 shows undue favour by the management to the officer.  

The management in its reply state that the matter may be referred to PIAC HR 

department. 

6.2.2.15 Irregular appointment of Chief Operating Officer  

The post of COO PIAC was advertised with the approval of the Govt. of Pakistan on 

March 15, 2017 and Mr. Zia Qadir Qureshi was selected on salary of Rs. 1.500 million per 

month. He assumed the charge of the post on July 14, 2017. As he was 60+ therefore, his case 

was submitted to the Prime Minister of Pakistan for being the competent authority for the 

appointment beyond the age of 60 years by the management through the Aviation Division 

vide letter No. ADC/ 241839/ 2017 dated September 11, 2017. The Secretary Aviation Division 

vide his DO letter dated March 18, 2018 informed to CEO PIAC that, the Prime Minister had 

approved the contract appointment of Mr. Zia Qadir Qureshi as Chief Operating Officer (COO) 

                                                           
23BoD meeting May 09, 2016&Personel File 

24External Auditor’s remarks in Annual Audited Accounts 
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beyond 60 years age subject to Bi-annual performance review against approval and formulation 

of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) within stipulated time. 

The approval was accorded by the Prime Minister with the condition as stated above. It 

was observed that in the first instance the KPIs were not furnished by the incumbent in time 

despite repeated reminders by the Aviation Division. However, when KPIs were submitted to 

the Aviation Division, the same were not up to the requirement of the controlling Ministry as 

the same were lacking measureable targets.25 

It was observed that the officer did not submit the KPIs up to August 2018 despite 

repeated request by the Ministry. Hence his bi-annual performance review could not be 

conducted as per the approval granted by the Prime Minister. Audit observed that as the 

condition laid down by the Prime Minister was not fulfilled, therefore, his continuation of the 

job from July 2017 to August 2018 was irregular and the entire amount of Rs. 18.000 million 

paid to him on account of monthly salary was unjustified.  

Management in its reply accepted the audit point of view that incumbent did not satisfy 

the job requirement moreover, position of CIA was advertised in 2018 but process could not 

be completed due to ban on appointments.  

6.2.2.16 Non-finalization of financial statements on due dates 

The BoD of PIAC failed to lay annual audited accounts in AGM on the scheduled date 

during last three consecutive years. The detail is as under: 

Year Name of Report 
Dates of lay in AGM 26 

Due Date Laid on 

2015 Annual Audited Accounts 30.04.16 28.10.16 

2016 Annual Audited Accounts 30.04.17 12.10.17 

2017 Annual Audited Accounts 30.04.18 24.08.19 

2018 Annual Audited Accounts 30.04.19 21.12.19 

2019 Annual Audited Accounts 30.04.20 15.05.20 
  

Due to delays in approval of the accounts during last three years, there is negative 

impact on all the stakeholders of PIAC. On the one hand Govt. of Pakistan and executives were 

unable to take timely policy decisions and on the other hand, all shareholders, lost confidence 

in annual accounts due to delayed reporting of financial results. 

Similarly, the BoD has also failed to approve Annual Capital and Revenue Budget of 

PIAC for the years 2016 -2018 on its due dates. The Annual Budget should have been approved 

by the BoD before start of the financial year i.e. first January of every year, Whereas the 

budgets for the years 2016 and 2017 were approved by the BoD on March 04, 2016 and March 

14, 2017, respectively i.e. after near-close of the first quarter of the year. 

Audit was of the view that the BoD failed to perform its statutory responsibility to 

present the audited accounts in AGM on the prescribed dates as required by regulators. 

                                                           
25 KPIs & Reminders from management 

26 Annual General Meetings and annual audited accounts 
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The management in its reply stated that due to eruption of industrial unrest across the 

organisation. In 2016 delay was due to conversion from corporation to Limited Company. In 

2017 & 2018 delay was due to implementation of ERP and in 2019 delay was due to Covid-

19. The reply is not tenable as the Finance department failed to fulfill its responsibilities. 

6.2.2.17 Non-circulation of Minutes of BoD meeting  

Rule No. 6(3) of Corporate Governance Rules 2013 was not observed as the Minutes 

of the BoD meeting were not circulated within 14 days27 of the meeting. 

Management in its reply accepted the fact that some minutes were not circulated within 

the stipulated time and audit observation is noted for future compliance. 

6.2.2.18 Attendance of Members in Extra Ordinary General Meeting  

As per regulation 10(6), chapter III of Listed Companies (Code of Corporate 

Governance) Regulations 2019, that “All directors of a company shall attend its general 

meeting(s), (ordinary and extra ordinary) unless precluded from doing so due to any reasonable 

cause” it has been found from the minutes of EOGM28 held on November 28, 2020 that only 

one Board member out of 11 attended the meeting, who was CEO, and also chaired the same 

meeting. This shows the involvement of Board in important matters. Management in its reply 

mentioned the instances in which Directors were not able to Extra Ordinary Meeting and audit 

observation is noted for future compliance. 

6.2.2.19 Annual Orientation course for Directors 

As per rule 11(3)/18 In order to acquaint the Board members with the wider scope of 

responsibilities concerning the use of public resources, to act in good faith and in the best 

interests of the Public Sector Company, at least one orientation course shall be arranged 

annually for the directors. In case of PIAC Board, none of the newly elected director underwent 

for the orientation course29 as required by corporate governance rules. 

6.2.2.20 Poor Performance by Board of Directors 

 The Govt. of Pakistan had the powers to nominate members of the BoD till April 

2016. On conversion from a statutory Corporation into a public limited company w.e.f. April 

19, 2016, members of the BoD were nominated as per provisions of the Companies Ordinance, 

1984 now Companies Act 2017 and Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013. Accordingly, as a public limited company, names of members of first Board were 

approved in PIACL 1st BoD meeting held on May 09, 2016. 

                                                           
27 External Auditor remarks 

28 Extra Ordinary meeting minutes 

29 External Auditor remarks 
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Audit observed that the affairs of Board and its working is reflected from the 

performance30 of company, and financial performance of PIAC is evident that how the 

company is handled by its Board. Negative equity of over 520 billion is alone a question mark 

on all Board members and persons affiliated with PIAC. 

Management in its reply dated 22-12-2021 stated that the para contains brief 

composition of PIAC Board in the light of PIAC act 1956 and does not warrant a reply. 

6.2.2.21 Finance and Risk Management Committee 

According to the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the 

Risk Management Committee was to be formulated by the BoD in 2013. 

The BoD of PIAC did not formulate its Risk Management Committee till 2016. The 

BoD in its 1st meeting held on May 09, 2016 renamed its existing Finance Committee with 

“Finance & Risk Management Committee”31 with the direction that the Committee shall 

formulate significant Risk Management policies as follows:  

a. Reputation Risk 

b. Environment Risk 

c. Credit risk 

d.  Liquidity risk 

e. Market risk: 

i. Interest rate risk 

ii. Commodity (jet fuel) price risk 

iii. Currency risk 

Audit further observed that since formulation of Finance & Risk Management 

Committee, only 03 meetings of the Committee were held and the Committee failed to 

formulate the relevant policies. The BoD in its 325th meeting held on April 29, 2010 directed 

the management to create a Risk Management Division headed by Chief Risk Officer (CRO) 

equivalent to General Manager, who shall report to the Managing Director. Board of Directors 

further directed that ToRs of the Division should be duly approved by the Audit Committee. 

No such Division was formulated by the management till close of audit despite lapse of 08 

years.  

Further, as per directives of the Board, in order to formalize corporate decision-making 

process, significant issues shall be placed for the recommendations of the Finance Committee 

before presenting it for decision of the Board, such as: 

a. Financial restructuring and reorganization plans 

b. Review of the strategic/long term business plans, cash flow projections & forecasts 

c. Acquisition / disposal of fixed assets including aircraft, lands & buildings 

d. Investments and disinvestment of financial assets 

e. Review of budgets including capital and overhead budgets 

f. Evaluation of risk management proposals 

g. Evaluation of project(s) feasibility studies 

                                                           
30 Annual Financial Statements 

31 Minutes of BoD meeting 
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h. Details of joint venture or collaboration agreements or agreements with distributors, agents, 

vendors etc. 

i. Recommendation of the Capital Expenditure beyond approved budget 

j. Write-off monetary assets and determination of a reasonable provision for doubtful amounts 

for all monetary assets including advances, receivables, trade debts and investments. 

k. Write-off inventories and other assets. 

Further, audit observed that only 13 meetings of the Board Finance Committee were 

held during 2008 to 2017.Only one meeting was held ineachyear i.e. 2009, 2012, 2013, and 

2016. No meeting was held in 2010 & 2018 (till August 2018). Eighty five (85) BoDs meetings 

were held during the same period. In every BoD meeting, more than one matter relating to the 

portfolio of Finance Committee was discussed and resolved, which showed that majority of the 

Board’s decisions were taken without recommendations of the Finance Committee and proper 

due diligence. 

Audit was of the view that the area of risk management was totally ignored in PIAC 

and the BoD failed to either actively supervise its own sub-committees or get its orders 

implemented by establishment of Risk Management Division.  

Management in its reply noted the fact rasied regarding Finance Commiittethrough 

observation and shall recommend Bord to make it more robust. Whereas Risk management 

committee functions are carried out by various management functions, however observation 

on creation of Risk Management Division has been noted for further action. 

6.2.2.22 Irregularities in appointments of MDs/CEOs 

1. During the period under review 08 MDs/CEOs of PIAC were appointed by the Govt. of 

Pakistan in violation of the prevailing rules and undue favor32 was extended to them. 

2. The requirements of Public Sector Companies (Appointments of Chief Executives) Guidelines, 

2015 were totally ignored by the BoD in appointment of one CEO.  

3. The pay and allowances granted to MDs/CEOs of PIAC33 were in violation of the provisions 

of Ministry of Finance standing instructions regarding MP scale. Resultantly, PIAC suffered 

Loss of Rs.98.111 million due to excess fixing of Pay & Allowances of MDs/CEOs of PIAC at 

exorbitant rates. 

Management in its reply stated that Federal Government appoints MD/CEO before its 

conversion, and matter may be referred to Federal Government to decide. 

6.2.2.23 BoD meeting Chairman not elected by Board members 

The Board of Directors as they have not elected a chairman after 48th BOD meeting34 

held during the year 2020 in contravention of Rule No. 4(4) of Corporate Governance Rules 

2013 that states that 

                                                           
32Personel& recruitment files 

33 Pay Packages provided by Finance and HR 

34 Relevant minutes of Board meeting 
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“The chairman of the Board shall be elected by the Board of Directors of the Public 

Sector Company. However, this provision shall not apply where chairman of the Board is 

appointed by the Government”.  

 Subsequent Board meetings were presided by adhoc chairman elected for each 

meeting. Management in its reply state that Chairman used to be elected by the Board of 

Directors in every meeting till the time permanent chairman of the Board was appointed by 

Federal Government. 

6.3 Significant Audit Observation 

6.3.1 Failure of Board’s HR committee to rationalize human resource resulting in 

excess expenditure 

The PIAC Board’s HR Committee (HRC) in its 31st meeting held on November 18, 

2014 approved its ToRs as under: 

a. Human Resource Management 

b. Organizational Development 

c. Corporate Governance 

d. Compensation and Benefits 

e. Industrial Relations 

f. Human Resource Budget 

Human Resource Budget (HRB) showing PIAC’s department-wise sanctioned strength 

was approved by the Board of Directors in 2002. Subsequently, frequent changes were made 

in the approved HRB and nomenclature of most of the Departments was also changed through 

Admn Orders with the approval of the HRC. Resultantly, sprinkled information regarding 

overall HRB of PIAC was available. The matter of HR rationalization was discussed in 17th 

meeting of HRC35 held on April 28, 2010. The management presented a preliminary study for 

the next 05 years with the following objectives: 

a. To replace general manpower with quality manpower without affecting the quality of work and 

productivity in phased program from year 2010 to 2015. 

b. Within the next 05 years, there would be reduction of 2500 employees and Rs. 2.500 billion 

(Approx) would be saved.  

The HRC directed the management to prepare a thorough study of each department to 

pinpoint the areas where manpower can be curtailed through merger of functions and 

elimination of duplication of work in different department of the Corporation. The matter was 

again discussed in 18th & 19th HRC meetings held on August 04, 2010 & November 26, 2010 

but directives issued by HRC in its 17th meeting were not complied. The HRC in its 20th 

meeting held on January 24, 2011 re-asserted its earlier directives to revise plan to be named 

as HR Rationalization Plan-2015 and the same should be developed and circulated to HR 

Committee members by February 28, 2011.  

                                                           
35 HRC meeting31st meeting 2014 
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During the last quarter of 2020, the Company announced Voluntary Separation 

Scheme36 for its permanent employees, as part of HR restricting. Under the scheme, over 1,900 

employees opted for voluntary separation. GoP sanctioned grant to pay off the amounts due to 

the outing employees and an assignment account has been opened in national bank of Pakistan. 

The desired results of the scheme to rationalize the human resource are yet to achieve. 

Management in its reply state that the required rationalization has recently been done, 

however the reply is not tenable because, audit highlighted this observation was raised almost 

8 years ago, the consequences of delay in implementation is costly.  

6.3.2 Favourtisim in fixing Pay & Allowances of MDs/CEOs of PIAC at exorbitant 

rates  

 The Govt. of Pakistan, Finance Division vide its OM No. F.3(7)-R.4/98 dated 

August 18, 1998 introduced salary package and perquisites for professionals appointed on 

conrract basis against top Mangament Positions (MP) in the public sector organisatons. 

Significant provisons of the above referred OM are as under; 

1. The salary package and perquisites of MP-1 is meant for professional from the private sector 

proposed to be appointed37 on contract as Chief Executive in the public sector. 

2. The terms & conditions of professionals appointed from the private sector agansit top 

management position in the public sector may be regulated/determined within the scope of salay 

and perquisite under reference. 

3. The negotiated terms in each case may be submitted to the authority competent for formal 

approval. No other benefits of any kind would be admmissible or may be considered for the 

contract appointments over and above those terms indicated in the perquistes packages under 

refernce. 

The salary package of MP-1 as revised time to time by the Govt. of Pakistan, Finance 

Division is as under: 
 

MP - I 

w.e.f. 

Basic pay  

Minimum/  

Maximum 

House Rent Minimum/  

Maximum 

Utilities Minimum/ 

Maximum 

18.08.1998 130,000/160,000 50,000/70,000 6,500/8,000 

11.04.2007 195,000/240,000 75,000/105,000 9,750/12,000 

01.01.2013 263,000/324,000 101,000/142,000 13,100/16,200 

01.12.2016 289,300/355,300 101,000/142,000 13,100/16,200 

14.07.2017 433,950/532,950 101,000/142,000 19,650/24,300 

The pay and allowances of the MDs/CEOs of PIAC were required to be regulated in 

accordance with guide lines as provided by Finance Division as quoted above. It was however, 

observed the instructions of the Finance Division were not observed in granting pay 

&allowances of the MDs/CEOs PIAC as detailed below: 
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S. # 
Name of 

Officer 

Pay 

Per Month 

Allownces 

per month 

Period 

in 

months 

Total 

Irregular 

payment 

Approving 

Authority 
Remarks 

1. Capt. Aijaz Haroon 240,000 659,500 14 9,233,000 
Govt. of 

Pakistan 

Pay was sanctioned as per 

MP-I scale. Whereas, 

Allowances were granted in 

excess of MP-I Scale. 

2. 
Capt. Nadeem 

Yousuefzai 
240,000 916,625 2 1,833,250 

Govt. of 

Pakistan 
--- do -- 

3. Capt. Junaid Younus 240,000 992,000 22 21,824,000 
Govt. of 

Pakistan 
--- do -- 

4. Shahnawaz Rehman 324,000 422,200 14 5,910,800 
Govt. of 

Pakistan 
--- do -- 

5. Hildenbrand Bernd 1,999,998 1209,999 11 35,309,967 
BoD 

PIAC 

The Pay & Allowances were 

in gross violation of MP-I 

Scale. 

6. Musharraf Rasool 1,500,000 500,000 12 24,000,000 
BoD 

PIAC 

The Pay & Allowances were 

in gross violation of MP 

7. Arshad Malik      

Record requested through 

Audit Requisition No. 02 

dated 09-09-2021, but not 

provided 

Total 98,111,017  

 

Audit is of the view that undue favour was extended to the above officers while fixing 

pay and allowances at exorbitant rates, causing unnecessary burden of Rs. 98.111 million on 

the Corporation. 

Management in its reply state that the matter may be referred to Federal Govt. through 

aviation division.  

6.3.3 Irregular appointment of General Manager and promotion as CFO 

An advertisement was published on January 01, 2010 for appointment of General 

Manager-Budget & Financial monitoring with the required qualification of Chartered 

Accountants with minimum six years post qualification experience or ACCA/MBA/ACMA 

with minimum eight years post qualification experience. Mr. Nayyar Hayat having 

qualification of ACMA was appointed as General Manager, Budget & Financial Monitoring 

(PG-X) in March 2010.  

As per directives of the Board of Directors in its 320th meeting held on June 27, 2009 

for the induction of Chartered Accountants in PIAC, the Board’s HR Committee in its 14th 

meeting held on July 23, 2009 approved appointments of 12 Chartered Accountants at market 

based salary of Rs.75, 000 for Assistant Managers (PG-VII) and Rs. 125,000 for Managers 

(PG-VIII). 

Audit observed:  
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a. The Board’s HR Committee approved appointments on the posts of Managers PG-VIII and 

Assistant Managers PG-VII, but the management advertised post of General Manager in PG-

X.  

b. Required qualifications given in advertisement were in contravention from those approved by 

the Board’s HR Committee. The Committee directed the management to induct Chartered 

Accountants, but the management advertised the post with additions of other qualifications such 

as MBA, ACMA. Therefore, the appointment of a person having qualification of ACMA was 

irregular. 

c. The officer lacked required experience. He had acquired certification of ACMA (Associate 

member of Institute of Cost and Management Accountant) on November 08, 2008. Therefore, 

at the time of his appointment in PIAC, he had only 01 year and 03 months post qualification 

experience against the required experience of 08 years. 

d. The officer misreported his date of ACMA in the prescribed application form. He reported that 

he became ACMA in the year 1999 whereas; the correct date was November 08, 2008. He 

deliberately, misreported the fact in order to fulfill the criteria of post qualification experience 

of 08 years.  

e. The Board’s HR Committee had approved induction of 12 Chartered Accountants as Manager 

in PG-VIII with salary of Rs.125,000 and Assistant Manager in PG-VII with salary of 

Rs.75,000 per month respectively (Refer Minute-1 dated 24 March,2010), but the management 

inducted him in PG-X with salary of Rs. 202,500 (Rs.172,500 + Rs.30,000 qualification 

allowance).  

f. The officer remained without any assignment from July 2012 to January 2013. Further, in 

January 2016, the charge of CFO had been taken back from him due to issuance of Show Cause 

Notice dated 30 December 2015 by the SECP on the issue of PIAC’s Employees Provident 

Fund. (The detail was called for by the audit during the special audit but not provided by the 

management). He again remained without assignment from January 2016 to April 2016, which 

shows that he was not capable to perform key positions of Finance and Accounts.  

g. He was also served a Show Cause Notice on August 11, 2018 on the allegations of misreporting 

to the Audit regarding figures of the Govt. of Pakistan’s support to PIAC during the period 

2008 to 2017.  

The above position indicates that the management extended undue favor to the officer 

in his appointment, promotion and postings on important positions. Hence, the appointment of 

above officer was irregular and the pay & allowances of Rs. 38.707 million for the period April 

2010 to December 2017 was unjustified. 

The management in its reply state that the matter may be referred to PIAC HR 

department 

6.3.4 Irregular appointment of CFO-SBU on contract basis 

The post of Chief Financial Officer, PIAC was advertised on February 12, 2014 and 

Chief Financial Officer –Strategic Business Unit (SBU) on contract basis on monthly salary of 

Rs. 900,000 per month for a period of two years as per approval of the BoD in its 356th meeting 

held on April 29, 2014.  

As per policy guidelines for contract appointments in autonomous/semi-autonomous 

bodies/corporation, issued by Establishment Division vide its OM. No. 6/2/2000-R.3, dated 

May 06, 2000 the post should be advertised and selection be made through regularly constituted 
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Selection Committee/Board. There was ban on recruitment process in Federal Ministries 

/Divisions /Autonomous Bodies / Corporations as circulated by the Cabinet Secretariat 

Establishment Division vide its OM No. 53/I/2013-SP, dated February 06, 2014. The BoD in 

its 323rdmeeting held on January 14, 2010 directed the management that in future the 

Recruitment Policy of PIAC, as amended from time to time, should strictly be followed. In 

case any inevitably required deviation from the said Policy, the matter should be put up to 

Board only if recommended by the Board’s HR Committee. 

Following irregularities 38were observed; 

1. The appointment was made during ban period.  

2. After advertisement for the appointment of the post of CFO PIAC on February 12, 2014, 

theBoD in its 356th meeting held on April 30, 2014 re-titled the position as Chief Financial 

Officer-Strategic Business Units (SBU) which was not advertised. Therefore, the appointment 

of the incumbent as CFO SBU was without advertisement of the post. 

3. There was neither any provision of the post of CFO – SBU in the prevailing HRB nor any 

approved job description of CFO – SBU in the Personal Policy Manual of PIAC at the time of 

his appointment.  

4. As the appointment CFO-PIA was not as per prevailing Recruitment Policy of PIAC therefore, 

it required recommendations of the Board HR Committee. Whereas, the BoD in its 356th 

meeting held on April 30, 2014 waived-off the conditions of the recommendations of the Board 

HR Committee Certified copies of degree/certificates/ experience certificates were not 

available in the record. 

5. He was 60+ years at the time of appointment in PIAC and as per standing instructions of the 

Govt. of Pakistan; approval of the Prime Minister was required for the appointment beyond the 

age of 60 years. However, no approval of the Prime Minister was obtained by the management 

for his appointment. 

The management in its reply state that the matter may be referred to PIAC HR 

department.  

6.3.5 Excess payment due to irregular appointment of Deputy Managing Director  

In PIAC, Mr. Salim Sayani (USA nationality holders) was appointed as Deputy 

Managing Director on July 17, 2009 on contract basis at the age of 56 years. The significant 

terms and conditions of his service agreement dated July 16, 2009 were as under: 

a. Contract shall be valid for two years extendable upto two additional terms from date of 

appointment as DMD of PIAC based at Dubai and positioned at PIAC Head Office, Karachi. 

b. Monthly salary USD 20,000, full medical coverage, five star hotel room for 03 months at 

Karachi and family accommodation at Dubai on PIAC’s expense. 

c. The employee shall be entitled for annual increment by 7% of USD 20,000. 

Establishment Division vide its OM dated May 06, 2000 laid down the policy39 for the 

contract appointment in corporation and public sector companies owned and managed by the 

                                                           
38 Appointment and personel file of the employee 

39Establishment Division vide its OM dated May 06, 2000 
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Federal Govt. According to which contract appointment should be made only subject to 

fulfillment the following conditions: 

a. Where the nature of a particular job/vacant position requires contract appointment for a specific 

period, standing instructions should be issued by the administrative Ministry/Division 

concerned, after consultation with the Chairman of Board of Directors specifying such post and 

the parameters covering appointment on contract basis against such posts. 

b. Vacancies should be advertised in the leading national and regional newspapers. 

According to the Clause 34.01.04 of Personnel Policy Manual of PIAC, no person shall 

be recruited whose age is less than 18 years and more than 40 years at the time of recruitment.  

Audit observed following irregularities; 

a. The vacancy was not advertised as required under the standing instructions as quoted above.The 

parameters for appointment on the post were not prepared by the BoD as per procedure quoted 

above. The incumbent was appointed without any recommendations of the Selection Board. He 

was over-aged at the time of appointment in PIAC. 

b. Appointing authority of the post was BoD however, he was appointed by the Managing Director 

on July 17, 2009 without prior approval of the BoD. Subsequently, case was submitted for 

ratification to BoD in its 321stmeeting held on August20, 2009. Therein, the MD PIAC 

informed that after a due diligence, market survey made through headhunter, Mr. Salim Sayani 

was shortlisted. He was interviewed and cleared by Chairman PIAC/Minister for Defense, 

Federal Minister for Finance and MD PIAC. Audit was of the view that role of appointing 

authority i.e. BoD was completely ignored in the procedure adopted for appointment of the 

incumbent. Only Chairman BoD who was also Minister of Defense included in the interview 

panel that was not the full representation of the BoD. Chances of undue influence could not be 

ruled out. 

c. Board of Directors in the above stated meeting decided that, since appointment was made in 

consultation with the Minister Finance therefore, endorsement of the Federal Government for 

the appointment of Mr. Salim Sayani should be obtained. However, neither such endorsement 

was available in PIAC nor his personal file was produced to audit on the ground that the 

appointment of the employee was made in Dubai, therefore, personal file and other relevant 

record is not available in Karachi. 

d. Terms & conditions of appointment of the incumbent included the payment of salary at Dubai 

in USD. The BoD while ratifying his appointment also showed concern and observed that it is 

in violation of rules as his posting is at Karachi. Despite that the condition of the agreement 

was not changed and his monthly salary was paid in USD at Dubai which was irregular and 

burden on the foreign exchange. 

e. According to the Govt. of Pakistan, Finance Division OM No. F.3.(7) R-4/98 dated August 18, 

1998, the pay package of MP-II scale was required to be granted by the management to 

Mr.Salim Sayani. However, pay package at exorbitant rate was allowed. Resultantly, excess 

payment of  

Rs. 86.720 million during the period September 2009 to May 2012 was made by PIAC to the 

incumbent as detail given below: 
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Monthly Permissible 

Packages PerMP-II 

Scale (Rs.) 

Monthly Package 

ActuallyPaid 

Per Month 

Difference 

(Rs.) 

Total 

Service 

(Months) 

Total Excess 

Payments 

(Rs.) 

(USD) @ Rs.01= USD 90  

1 2 3 4=(3 - 1) 5 6 = (4 x 5) 

218,020 31,621 2,845,890 2,627,870 33 86,719,710 

f. Services of the incumbent was acquired by PIAC at a huge package on the plea that PIAC 

needed services of highly skilled professional at market based salary who with his immense 

experience of aviation industry would immediate revive the financial health of PIAC. It was 

however, observed that services of Mr.Salim Sayani was terminated prematurely on July 07, 

2012. This showed that the purpose of hiring of the officer at extremely high package was not 

achieved. 

g. After termination of services of Mr. Salim Sayani , an inquiry was conducted by a three 

members Board of officers of the Ministry of Defense (Administrative Ministry) headed by a 

Joint Secretary on irregular appointment of the officer. The Inquiry report dated December 26, 

2012 clearly concluded that the appointment and salary, perks and benefits of Mr. Salim Sayani 

as DMD, PIAC was in violation of Govt. rules and regulations and Capt. Aijaz Haroonex - MD 

of PIAC was responsible for violation of the Govt. rules. Resultantly, a Show-Cause notice 

dated July 12, 2013 was served to Capt. Aijaz Haroonex - MD. However, neither any action 

was taken against the MD nor any recovery was made from any one.  

Audit was of the view that Mr. Salim Sayani was appointed in irregular manner and 

clear favoritism was extended to him. The BoD was the competent authority for appointment 

of Deputy Managing Director but its powers were exercised by the irrelevant authorities and 

the BoD did not take any notice. 

Management in its reply stated that the matter is already under investigation by FIA. 

Going Concern/Financial Sustainability 

6.3.6 Critical evaluation of performance of the company for the last five years to assess 

profitability and future growth prospects 

Rule 5 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, entails that 

the directors of a Board shall be persons who, in opinion of the Government, shall assist the 

Public Sector Company to achieve its principal objective and the Board shall accordingly 

exercise its powers and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective judgment and in 

the best interest of the company. 

Corporation is being run on adhoc basis instead of framing a long term business survival 

plan. The accumulated losses along with long term and short term loans are piling up each year 

resultantly accumulated losses are rising. Under these circumstances one can-not declare any 

organization as a going concern.  
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The audit observed that the accumulated losses40 of PIACL in 2016 were Rs. 296.299 

billion, which till 2020 rose to Rs.516.595 billion, almost doubled. The company closed several 

routes during the years under review due to their uneconomical operations and low passenger 

load factor. Sector-wise analysis revealed that PIAC sustained operational loss on all its 

international as well as domestic sectors. 

The audit is of the view that over the years, management failed to take steps to match 

the increase in costs with revenues, which resulted into closures of routes which were once 

productive and profitable route. Inefficiency of the management and leakage of revenue with 

the connivance of the PIAC management has brought upon this quagmire. The market share of 

PIAC has considerably decreased and passenger load was taken over by other airlines.  

PIAC is unable to continue as a going concern without the support of the Government 

of Pakistan. It had accumulated losses of Rs.516 billion up to 31st December 2020. 

The management in its reply informed that para has been referred to PIAC Finance 

department, but no reply was received till finalization of the Audit. 

6.3.7 Key Financial Indicators of the Corporation 

Section (4) sub-section (3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013 states that the chief executive is responsible for implementation of strategies and policies 

approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources 

are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in 

accordance with all statutory obligations. 

Top-line items of PIAC Financial Statements are deteriorating. Financing area has been 

growing at a rapid pace due to which corporation’s profit is shrinking and losses are widening. 

PIAC has not been able to generate enough funds to pay finance costs / markups, the reasons 
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for which it takes more loans only to repay principal payments and markups. The brief details 

are as under: 

 (Rs in million) 

Description 

2020 

(unconsoli-

dated) 

%Inc /  

(Dec) 

2019 

(Consoli- 

dated) 

%Inc /  

(Dec) 
2018 

(Consolidated) 

%Inc /  

(Dec) 

2017 

(Consoli- 

dated) 

Revenue 94,989.391 (47.69) 164,646.354 39.55 117,982.168 13.54 103,911.181 

Cost of Service 92,528.351 (39.13) 151,997.761 14.46 132,790.485 13.71 116,784.451 

Long Term Financing 214,644.605 12.07 191,517.237 28.76 164,561.875 60.951 102,242.918 

Short Term Finance 30,576.613 (3.17) 31,580.219 (8.32) 34,447.36 0.25 34,358.474 

Finance Costs 29,724.512 (16.35) 35,537.349 74.33 21,108.003 33.74 15,781.979 

Loss for the year 36,642.811 (34.61) 56,036.735 (19.96) 66,659.564 30.74 50,983.821 

(Source: Annual Accounts 2020)41 

6.3.8 Irregular appointment of Helmut Bachhofner as Consultant  

Establishment Division OM. No. 11-3/2001-III dated January 25, 2002 states regarding 

appointment of consultants in organizations under the administrative control of the 

Government as given below; 

a. As a first step, the client organization is required to ascertain as to whether or not the required 

expertise is available within the organization. In case the expertise is available in-house, reasons 

for not undertaking the assignment internally may be spelled out and detail justification 

including ToRs/specific tasks to be accomplished, anticipated benefits from the proposed 

assignment, approximate time required for accomplishment of the job and cost estimates etc.  

b. Consultancy should be widely advertised indicating the range of package including various 

facilities keeping in view of the nature of the job. 

c. The applications will be short listed and prioritized by an in-house committee of the client 

organization.  

d. For general budget funded consultancies, a selection board headed by the Secretary of the 

Division/Ministry concerned and including a representative each of Establishment Division and 

Finance Division will recommend a panel of at least three candidates in order of merit for 

consideration of the appointing authority. The selection board should also recommend the 

compensation package. 

The management hired consultancy services for Engineering and Maintenance 

Department and signed agreement with Mr. Helmut Bachhofner (a German national) on 

October 14, 2016 for a period of 03 months from October, 2016 to January, 2017 @ USD15 

,000 per month. A change was made in the contract by adding the clause under which he was 

required to give plan for phasing out of A-310 aircraft. The detail of payment is as under: 

S. # Description 
Amount 

(USD) 

1 Consultancy charges @ 15,000 USD per month 45,000 

2 Income Tax paid by PIAC 11,250 

                                                           
41 Annual Financial Statements 
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3 Hotel charges for stay in Pakistan 6,519 

4 Travelling expenses 1,785 

 Total 64,554 

 

It was observed that the procedure as laid down by the Establishment Division42 as 

referred above was not followed in PIAC as no assessment was carried out that the required 

expertise were available in PIAC or not, the opportunity was not advertised, the consultancy 

services was awarded to Mr. Helmut Bachhofner without the recommendations of the selection 

board as referred above. Further, the consultant was involved in controversial sale of PIAC A-

310 aircraft to the Museum in Germany which is under investigation. Thus the management 

failed to safeguard interest of PIAC. 

Management in its reply state that the matter is already taken up by FIA and FIR has 

been lodged. 

6.3.9 Board unable to observe corporate governance requirements in Related Party 

Transactions 

Rule 9(1) of Corporate Governance Rules states that “The details of all related party 

transactions shall be placed before the audit committee of the Public Sector Company and upon 

recommendations of the audit committee, the same shall be placed before the Board for review 

and approval”. 

During the audit it was observed that this key rule has not been observed as the Board 

has not established criteria for review and approval of a non-arm’s length transaction43 and 

recording proper justification for using such alternate pricing mechanism. 

6.3.10 Board allowed availing dual monetary benefits to some employees 

There are 35 officers who drew double monetary benefits having the qualification of 

CA/ACMA. Firstly, in 2003 management allowed a monetary benefit named Qualification Pay 

to those officers having CA/ACMA. Later on, an additional benefit under the head of 

Qualification Allowance as per Admin Order No.22-2015 dated 07.10.2015 was allowed for 

the same qualification. An accumulated amount of Rs. 85.5 million has been paid out by PIAC 

to these 35 officers on account of Qualification Allowance. 

 The management in its reply state that Finance deparmtnet of PIAC will provide 

the relevant reply in this regard 

6.3.11 Irregular appointment of Mr. Wasim Bari Salimi as Chief Legal advisor on 

contract basis  

Ministry of Defence vide its OM dated June 26, 2013 communicated the decision of 

Govt. of Pakistan regarding imposition of ban on all recruitments in Federal Ministries/ 

                                                           
42Establishment Division OM. No. 11-3/2001-III and Appointment file of consultant. 

43 Company Act 2107 and International Accounting Standards reuirement 
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Divisions/ Autonomous Bodies/ Corporations w.e.f. June 20, 2013. Further, as per policy 

guidelines for contract appointments in corporations etc, issued by Establishment Division vide 

its OM. No. 6/2/2000-R.3 dated May 06, 2000, the post should be advertised. 

The BoD in its 323 meeting held on January 14, 2010 directed the management that in 

future the Recruitment Policy of PIAC, as amended from time to time, should strictly be 

followed. In case any inevitably required deviation from the said Policy, the matter should be 

put up to Board only, if recommended by the Board’s HR Committee. 

Mr. Wasim Bari Salimi, (P-67147) was appointed44 as Chief Legal Officer on contract 

basis for a period of two years w.e.f. June 16, 2014, on a gross monthly salary of Rs. 2,588,961 

at the age of 61+ years. The BoD in its 356th meeting held on April 29, 2014, waived off the 

conditions of the requirement of advertisement in press; routing through Board’s HR 

Committee; and seeking PM approval as required for all contractual appointment beyond sixty 

years. The following irregularities were observed; 

a. The Govt. of Pakistan had imposed ban on all recruitments as quoted above and the directives 

were also communicated to PIAC by the M/o Defense (Administrative Ministry) but the officer 

was appointed during the ban period in violation of the orders of the Govt. of Pakistan.  

b. The appointment was made without advertising the vacancy through press, in violation of 

Establishment Division OM dated May 06, 2000 as quoted above. 

c. The officer was more than 61 years of age at the time of appointment in PIAC, but approval of 

the Prime Minister as required under Cabinet Division DO letter No.4/1/84-RI dated April 08, 

1985 for the appointment beyond the age of superannuation was not obtained. The BoD was 

not competent to relax the above rules. 

d. The appointment of the incumbent was in deviation of the PIAC Recruitment Policy and 

therefore, the case of appointment of the incumbent required recommendations of the Board’s 

HR Committee. However, the BoD accorded its approval for the appointment without 

recommendations of the HR Committee.  

e. PIAC Board of Directors in its 356th meeting held on 29th & 30th April, 2014 also authorized 

management to include a severance clause whereby Mr.Wasim Bari Salimi shall be 

compensated for the remaining contractual term if the contractual agreement is terminated by 

PIAC except where the reason is of non-performance, disciplinary failure and / or moral 

turpitude. This was extra favour to the incumbent.  

Audit was of the view that the appointment of the officer was irregular and the payment 

made the payment of Rs. 55.930 million during the period of April, 2014 to May, 2016 was 

unjustified.  

Management in its reply state that the para pertains to HR and referred to them. 

6.3.12 Irregular appointment of Director, Customer Care  

According to the advertisement published in newspapers on April 29, 2016 for the post 

of Director, Customer Care the required qualification was Business Administration or higher 

degree in Management or Aviation Management or hotel Management. As per Job 

Specification for the post, desired experience was 10 to 15 years in airline industry. Further, as 

                                                           
44 Appointment file 
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per clause 34.01.04 of Personnel Policies Procedure Manual, no person shall be recruited whose 

age is less than 18 years and more than 40 years at the time of recruitment.  

Contrary to above rules, Ms. Tabassum Abdul Qadir was appointed45 to the post of 

Director, Customer Care vide appointment letter dated 06.09.2016 for 02 years with salary of 

Rs.1,000,000 per month and accommodation allowance of  

Rs. 200,000 per month. Subsequently she resigned on 05-01-2017. 

Following irregularities were noticed:  

a. She was graduate and had degree of BA Economics. 

b. She had only 6 years’ experience in aviation/airline. 

c. She was over-aged by three years. 

Audit was of the view that the appointment of the incumbent was irregular and payment 

of Rs. 6.00 million was unjustified. 

Management in its reply state that the para pertains to HR department. 

6.3.13 Unauthorized appointment and promotion 

As per Establishment Division letter No. 06/02/2000, the appointments on contract 

basis in Corporation, Public Sector Companies etc. should be made through advertisement in 

the leading Newspapers indicating prescribed Academic and Professional qualification, 

experience, age provincial/regional quotas etc and selection should be made through regularly 

constituted Selection Committee/ Board. 

According to the Ministry of Defense (Aviation Division) letter No. 4-6/PIA-II/80 

dated Oct 25, 1982, the induction / re-employment of armed forces officer can be made in PIAC 

through Ministry of Defense/Selection Board provided that they meet PIAC laid down/ 

prescribed educational, professional standards and age limits etc.  

Contrary to above rules, Mr. Syed Ejaz Mazhar was appointed on Mar 19, 1996 in PG-

VII in PIAC Airport Services Department (ASP) on the recommendations of Prime Minister’s 

Secretariat without advertisement, selection board, Human Resource Budget (HRB), and other 

prescribed procedure for appointment. After one year, his services were terminated on Mar 27, 

1997, due to above mentioned allegation; however, he was again allowed to join PIAC on Sep 

10, 1997 without addressing the above allegations. Mr. Eijaz Mazhar was promoted from PG-

VIII to PG-X within 4 years. He was again promoted as Director w.e.f. September 16, 2011, 

whereas, in accordance with the rules at least 05 years’ service was required for each 

promotion.  

Thus, appointment of Mr. Syed Ejaz Mazhar was irregular as all the codal formalities 

were ignored in his appointment and further he was granted unauthorized out of turn 

promotions. The payment made on account of pay and allowances of Rs. 76. 620 million was 

unjustified.  
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The management in its reply state that para pertains to HR and referred to them for 

response. 

6.3.14 Irregular appointment and promotion  

S# 34.01.11, Chapter 34 of PIAC Recruitment policy states that the vacancies shall be 

advertised through national / provincial / regional newspapers. S# 34.01.11, Chapter 34 states 

that unless the competent authority decides otherwise for reasons to be recorded in writing, all 

appointments to posts in the service of the Corporation shall be made by the competent 

authority on the recommendation of the Selection Board constituted by it for the purpose. 

According to Chapter 30 clause 30.01-PIAC Personnel Policy Manual, promotion shall be on 

the basis of merit and corporations requirements, against available approved permanent posts / 

vacancies only, in accordance with the requisite qualifications or specifications, as the 

competent authority may prescribe from time to time. 

Contrary to above rules, Mrs. Ghazala Rashid (P. No.44307) was appointed46 in PG-VI 

on 30.04.1983. The appointment criteria/ requirements of PIAC such as, available approved 

post, advertisement, quota system, selection board etc. were ignored in her appointment in 

violation of rules and regulations.  

Further, her promotions from PG-VI to Management Special Grade (Director/ 

Executive Director) were made without promotion board, seniority list, available post, 

management courses in violation of PIAC promotion policy.  

As per investigation report submitted by the investigation committee she was found 

involved in misappropriation of funds at Airport hotel, while working as Executive Director, 

for which she was served a Show cause noticed on June 06, 2016, but she did not submit reply 

and present status of the disciplinary case was not available in the file. Subsequently, she was 

posted as Director in Al-Shifa Trust. 

Audit was of the view that the management extended undue favour to the officer in 

appointment, promotion despite the fact that she was involved in misappropriation of funds at 

Airport hotel. Thus, her appointment and promotion was irregular and salary of Rs. 42.00 

million (Avrg salary Rs. 100,000 x 12 months x 35 years) was unjustified.  

Management in its reply state that para pertain to HR and referred to them for response. 

7 Departmental Responces 

Departmental responses of each observation have been incorporated in each 

observation, however, to sum-up summary of responses is as under: 

 Management showed its incapacity to respond to the paras where approvals of the federal 

government was involved and requested to refer the same to concerned ministry.  

 Management instead of responding to the para requested to refer to some other departments of 

the PIACL like HR, Finance etc. ideally management should have got responses from the 

concerned departments of PIACL and should have furnished to audit. 

 In some of the paras management contested the audit point of view because of change of 
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policies and rules but the same was needed to be verified by audit.  

 Moreover, in some paras management accepted audit point of view and noted for corrective 

action in the future. 

8 Recommendations 

Keeping in view of the observations/reviews made in this thematic audit recommends 

following suggestions/ corrective action: 

a. The nominations of the members of the BoD PIAC should be in accordance with the provisions 

of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013.  

b. The members nominated by the Govt. of Pakistan in ex officio capacity should ensure their full 

participation in the BoD meetings in order to oversight management’s decision making on 

behalf of GoP. 

c. The Board’s Committees should be formulated with proper segregation of responsibilities to 

avoid conflict of interest as per best international practices and also in accordance with the 

Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 to support in BoD’s working. 

d. The performance evaluations of the BoD members, the Chairman and the CEO PIAC should 

be conducted by the Govt. of Pakistan regularly for maintaining impartiality and fairness in best 

public and government interest. 

e. Appointments of MDs/CEOs and top executives of PIAC should be made purely on merit basis 

and in accordance with the prevailing rules & regulations and standing orders of the Govt. of 

Pakistan. 

f. Decisions of the Board should be implemented in its true spirit. 

g. Fit and appropriate criteria as mentioned in Public Sector Corporate Governance rules should 

be followed in selection/appointments. 

h. Financial Statements should be finalized and circulated among all Stakeholders within 

stipulated time for better decision making. 

9 Conclusion 

This study explored historical trajectory of Corporate Governance with reference to its 

introduction to PIACL, which once used to be benchmark for Qatar Airways, Emirates, 

Singapore and Sri Lanka airlines in the region but now is struggling with its own performance 

and is under hard criticism due to bad governance and poor performance. Because of bad 

governance, PIACL has chronic poor financial problems, operational performance, conflicts of 

union and management, favoritism and nepotism in human resource practices, overstaffing, 

employees involved in smuggling, having inadequate number of aircrafts in fleet, old age and 

fuel in-efficient aircrafts, almost swallowed by huge monthly, accumulated losses and 

liabilities, having industry’s highest ever employees to aircraft ratio, blighted by corruption, 

inefficiency, unsound practices of transparency, accountability, mismanagement, miserable 

and unsatisfactory performance. 

If we thoroughly look into the issues being faced by PIACL we find those rooted to its 

bad governance and unsound CG practices like Board of Directors and its composition, non-

formulation of criteria for nomination of BoD members, ineffective working of Board 

Committees, non-functioning of fleet management committee, ineffective Finance and Risk 

Management Committee, failure of Board’s HR committee to rationalize human resource 

resulting in excess expenditure, ineffective role of the Chairmen (Board of Directors), violation 

of Recruitment Rules in the appointment of MDs/CEOs, irregularities/favoritism in 

appointments of MDs/CEOs, inconsistencies in incumbency of Managing Directors/CEOs, 
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favoritism in fixing Pay & Allowances of MDs/CEOs of PIAC at exorbitant rates, 

unconstructive role of Board in reducing losses and making corporation debt free and equity 

reliance and adhoc appointments on key positions. 

However, looking at the performance of PIACL, it is concluded that the even though 

the elements of Corporate Governance do exist in PIACL, but unfortunately the same are not 

being implemented in true spirit and needs further improvement in strict implementation of the 

same. CG norms are mentioned in policy papers only whereas there are various discrepancies 

implementing them as a result corporation is experiencing different chronic issues and not 

delivering expected performance. Sound CG practices increase performance, encourage 

managers and provide an environment to maximize operational efficiency productivity and 

growth of corporations. Moreover, sound CG practices confirm stakeholders’ interest and 

reduce abuse of power such measure needs to ensure accountability by monitoring managers’ 

behaviors and cost effectiveness. 
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In the assessment of Corporate Governance rules and practices in PIAC, related record 

was collected from Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited Head Office using the 

following sources: 

 Through requisitions from the management of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation 

Limited. 

 Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited Chairman’s review report. 

 Management’ Profile 

 Shareholding pattern of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited 

 Board meeting working papers. 

 Review report issued to members on the statement of compliance with the Listed Companies 

Code of Corporate Governance regulations 2019 and Public Sector Companies (Corporate 

Governance Rules 2013) 

 Meeting attendance register of various Board and Committees meetings. 

 Director’s report to the shareholders of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Limited 
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Thematic Audit (15.3) 

1 Thematic Audit of Corporate Governance in National Insurance 

Company Limited (NICL) 

1.1 Introduction 

Poor Corporate Governance (CG) may result in downfall of any organization therefore 

it became the major focous in achieving organizational goals and objectives. CG is considered 

a mechanism to control a company and take care of its stakeholders with defined rules and 

regulations aimed at transparency and integrity. Stakeholders include board of directors, 

management, shareholders, customers, employees. 

This study is on thematic review which explores historical trajectory, models, and 

introduction of CG in NICL. It also identifies reasons of poor governance issues such as chronic 

bad performance/governance, key decision-making lapses, unsound human resource practices, 

favoritism in promotions & appointments, etc. 

National Insurance Company Limited was incorporated in Pakistan on March 31, 2000 

as an unquoted public limited company under the Companies Ordinance, 1984. With effect 

from January 01, 2001 the company took over all the assets and liabilities of former National 

Insurance Corporation (NIC) at book values under the National Insurance Corporation (Re-

organization) Ordinance, 2000. Issued, subscribed and paid capital of NICL consists of 200 

million ordinary shares @ Rs. 10/- per each. The Federal Government & Employees 

Empowerment Trust holds 88% & 12% shares respectively. 

1.2 Background 

National Insurance Corporation was established in 1976 with an initial paid up capital 

of Rs. 5 million for the sole purpose of insuring public properties. The corporation became the 

sole insurer of the public sector enterprises. This included properties owned by the government, 

autonomous bodies and organizations in which the Government of Pakistan had controlling 

financial interest. The National Insurance Corporation conducted its business on commercial 

principles similar to private insurance companies transacting general insurance business.  

In January 2001, The National Insurance Corporation has been converted into National 

Insurance Company Limited with effect from January 2001 to operate under the Insurance 

Ordinance 2000. National Insurance Company Limited was incorporated on 31st March and 

took over National Insurance Corporation with effect from January 01, 2002. The Government 

changed the legal status and raised its paid up capital from Rs 5 million to Rs 2 billion, thus 

making it the largest insurance company in Pakistan. The National Insurance Company Limited 

is 100% owned by Government of Pakistan (GOP) and working under the administrative 

control of Ministry of Commerce (MOC).The Government's decision to convert it from a 

Corporation into a limited company was based on the fact that the National Insurance 

Corporation had, over the years, developed a very strong financial base. A Company could 

make a more efficient use of this strength. The change in stature from a statutory corporation 

to a corporate body is aimed at running this organization on purely commercial lines. NICL 
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has the potential to function like a multinational company and emerge as a role model for the 

insurance industry of Pakistan. 

The Government has appointed a new Board of Directors, comprising of highly 

successful individuals from different walks of life. The management is actively considering 

and studying the legal implications of entering into the reinsurance market in competition with 

the International Reinsurers. 

The principal business of National Insurance Company Limited is providing general 

insurance coverage to the State Owned Moveable and Immoveable Assets belonging to Federal 

& Provisional Government, Local Authorities and Statutory Corporations. Insurance coverage 

is being provided in the following areas: 

  Fire and Property Damage 

  Aviation Hull 

  Marine Hull 

  Marine Cargo 

  Credit Risk and Surety ship 

  Motor 

  Liability 

  Workers’ Compensation 

  Accident and Health 

  Engineering / Mechanical 

1.3 Establishing the Audit Theme 

1.3.1 Reasons of selection 

This study explored historical trajectory of Corporate Governance with reference to its 

introduction to NICL. If we thoroughly look into the issues being faced by NICL we find those 

rooted to its bad governance and unsound CG practices. However, looking at the performance 

of NICL with respect of CG, it was observed that generally corporate governance exists in 

NICL but sound practices are not followed. Whereas, there are various discrepancies 

implementing them as a result company is experiencing different chronic issues and not 

delivering expected performance.  

1.3.2 Purpose 

Main objective of exercising the thematic audit is to assess the effectiveness of the 

corporate Governance in the National Insurance Company Limited being public sector 

Company in the insurance sector. It will be useful to the following; 

 Concerned Ministry in the decision making for nomination of board members  

 Management of NICL for appointments at key level positions  

 Board of NICL for developing significant policies and compliance the rules of applicable code 

of governance 

 Ministry of Commerce for developing independent and objective assessments of process of 

governance and achievement of KPI 

 Government’s regulatory authorities 

1.3.3 Scope 

The Scope of the thematic study of Corporate Governance of National Insurance 

Company Limited (NICL) is as under; 
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 Appointment of BoD’s CEO / Management 

 Planning and Policy making 

 Execution / implementation and oversight 

 Observance of corporate governance rules 

 Going Concern/Financial Sustainability 

2 Legal Frame Work Governing the Theme 

The Auditor General conducts audits subject to Article 169 and 170 of the Constitution 

of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973, read with Sections 8 and 12 of the Auditor General’s 

(Functions, Powers and Terms and condition of Service) Ordinance 2001. The thematic audit 

of National Insurance Company Limited (NICL), Ministry of Commerce, was carried out 

accordingly. 

Under the directions of Director General Commercial Audit & Evaluation, Karachi 

thematic audit of NICL was conducted during September 2021 with a view to examine the 

effectiveness of corporate governance and allied issues.  

Following are other rules and regulations governing at NICL: 

 NIC Ordinance, 2000 

 Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 amended up to 2019 

 Code of Corporate Governance for Insurer, 2016 

 Insurance Ordinance, 2000 

 Insurance Companies (Sound and Prudent Management) Regulation, 2012 

 Insurance Rules, 2017 

 Companies Act, 2017 

 SECP Rules & Regulations 

 Guidelines / directives by the Ministry of Commerce 

3 Stakeholders and Government’s Organizations identified as 

directly/indirectly involved 

National Insurance Company Limited works under the guidance of Ministry of 

Commerce & Trade, Govt. of Pakistan. It will be particularly useful to following stake holders: 

 Ministry of Commerce in the decision making for nomination of board members  

 Management of NICL for appointments at key level positions  

 Board of NICL for developing significant policies and compliance the rules of applicable code 

of governance 

 Ministry of Commerce for developing independent and objective assessment of process of 

governance and achievement of KPIs 

 NICL Employees Empowerment Trust 

 Security Exchange Commission of Pakistan 

 Employees & policy holders 

 All Public Organizations 

4 Role of Important organizations 

4.1 Ministry of Commerce 
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National Insurance Company Limited works under the administrative control of the 

Ministry of Commerce. Under the Rules of Business 1973, Commerce Division is assigned the 

function of Law of Insurance and regulation and control of Insurance companies. MoC is 

regularly monitoring the performance and involved in strategic decisions of NICL. 

4.2 Securities Exchange Commission of Pakistan 

Securities Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) has the mandate of supervision 

and making rules / regulations for insurance companies. It provides guidelines for registration 

of insurance companies and after completion of all pre-requisites of registration, registers the 

company. It regularly provides and updates regulations related to insurance business of 

Pakistan. 

4.3 Public Organization  

As per section 166 of Insurance Ordinance 2000, all insurance business relating to any 

public property or any risk or liability appertaining to any public property, shall be placed with 

NICL only and shall not be placed with any other insurer. Following organizations and 

institutions play a vital role in NICL and its operations. 

5 Funding Procedures and Sources 

National Insurance Company Limited was incorporated in Pakistan on March 31, 2000 

as an unquoted public limited company under the Companies Ordinance, 1984. With effect 

from January 01, 2001 the company took over all the assets and liabilities of former National 

Insurance Corporation (NIC) at book values under the National Insurance Corporation (Re-

organization) Ordinance, 2000. Issued, subscribed and paid capital of NICL consists of 200 

million ordinary shares @ Rs. 10/- per each. The Federal Government & Employees 

Empowerment Trust holds 88% & 12% shares respectively. 

NICL is self-generated revenue organization. It generates revenue on account of 

premium from the policy holders. Moreover, premiums are invested in profitable and safe 

investments and generated income from the Real estate. Moreover, organization is consistently 

paying dividend to the federation. The major revenue generated areas are: 

 Earned premiums from the policyholder under the following segments of business: 

 Aviation  

 Marine  

 Engineering  

 Fire, accident  

 Motoretc 

 R/I commission  

 Earning from Investment 

 Real estate income 

6 Field Audit Activity 

6.1 Methodology 

 The audit was conducted in accordance with the INTOSAI Auditing Standards as 

envisaged in Financial Audit Manual (FAM). The audit also included review of record and 

http://www.secp.gov.pk/
http://www.secp.gov.pk/
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discussion with management along with analysis and comments on various auditee policies. 

Comprehensive study of Board affairs including CEO`s and senior management were 

conducted including assessing their appointment / nomination along with prevailing rules, 

remuneration of board members’ relevant knowledge of insurance sector and expertise to run 

the affairs of the company. Moreover, data was also gathered to observe the compliance of code of 

Corporate Governance Rules in Company.  

 

6.2 Key Audit Findings 

Thematic Audit was conducted by focusing on the following ToRs; 

 Appointment of BoD’s CEO / Management 

 Planning and Policy making 

 Execution / implementation and oversight 

 Observance of corporate governance rules 

 Going Concern/Financial Sustainability 

6.2.1 Critical Review 

6.2.1.1 Non-formulation of criteria for nomination of BoD Members 

Audit observed that no criteria of the members of BoD have been laid down by the 

Federal Government / Ministry for the nomination of the board members of NICL. Therefore, 

mostly the members nominated did not have the professional experience47 to run the function 

of NICL. The professional expertise of the board members is summarized below; 

S#. Particulars No. of directors nominated by the Federal Govt. 

1. Barrister, Advocate 02 

2. Banker / Ex-Banker 03 

3. Businessmen 04 

4. Retired civil servants 04 

5. Serving Servicemen 10 

6. Professor 02 (01 never joined) 

7. Insurance sector 02 

8. Director’s Profile N/A 01 

9. Politician 01 

Total 29 

Resultantly, the board so constituted during the periods 2010 to 2020 had lack of 

relevant knowledge and expertise in the insurance sector due to which the Board failed to give 

proper direction to the management to achieve objectives of NICL. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management informed that Insurance 

companies (sound and prudent management) regulations 2012 laid down the specialized 

                                                           
47 Board Members profile 
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criteria for CEOs and Board members of insurance companies. The DAC directed the 

management to verify the factual position with Audit. 

6.2.1.2 Conflict of interest in establishing of board sub-committee 

Board committees were established by 99th meeting of the Board of Directors dated 13-

08-2018 contrary to Rule xxxv-(C) of Code of corporate governance for insurers, 2016 which 

states that the members of the Claim Settlement Committee, other than the Chief Executive 

Officer, shall not be the members of the Underwriting Committee or the Reinsurance & Co-

insurance Committee. 

Mr. Tariq Jamil was appointed as Director at NICL board on 29th November, 2019 and 

he became the chairman of claim settlement committee and also member in the underwriting, 

reinsurance and co-insurance committee. Further, it also came to notice that General Manager 

(Operations) was also secretary / member of the claims and underwriting, reinsurance and co-

insurance committees. Thus, Board of Director and General Manager (Operations) were 

nominated as member of Claim settlement and Underwriting Committee at same time which 

was conflict of interest48 and clear-cut violation of the above-mentioned rule. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management informed that Mr. Tariq 

Jamil has never been nominated as member of underwriting reinsurance and coinsurance 

committee rather he was chairman of claim settlement committee. Moreover, GM operation 

was member of underwriting reinsurance coinsurance committee besides he was secretary to 

claim settlement committee. Being a secretary he was not mandated to take part in any decision 

making as member rather his job was to note down the minutes get its proper approval and 

circulate it.  

The DAC directed the management to get the stated position verified from audit. 

6.2.1.3 Inconsistencies in incumbency of CEOs 

The detail of incumbency of the officers appointed & posted as CEO, NICL during the 

period 2010 to 2021 is as under: 

S. 

# 
Name of CEO Designation From To 

Duration 

(months)  

1. Tariq IqbalPuri Acting CEO  22-Oct-10 08-Jul-12 21 

2. Tahir Raza Naqvi Acting CEO  9-Jul-12 21-Jan-13 07 

3. Syed Mumtaz Ali Shah Acting CEO  20-Mar-13 17-Jul-13 04 

4. Capt. M. JamilAkhtar Khan CEO 20-Apr-16 13-Dec-17 20 

5. Syed Rafeo Bashir Shah Acting CEO  27-Dec-17 26-Jul-19 19 

6. Syed Muhammad Tariq Huda Acting CEO  8-Aug-19 18-May-20 09 

7. Syed Rafeo Bashir Shah Acting CEO  4-Jun-20 27-Apr-21 11 

Total months 91 

                                                           
48 Sub Committee meeting attendance 
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It was observed from the above table that 08 officers remained posted as CEO NICL 

during the period under review and the average duration of a CEO was 12 months i.e. (91/7= 

13).  

However, company had managed the official affairs without regular / acting CEO for 

the period 18.07.2013 to 19.04.2016. However, ministry posted five government officers and 

one officer was appointed by NICL Board to look after the charge of CEO, NICL in different 

span of time. Thus, non-appointment of regular CEO’s NICL and frequent changes49, 

management could not focus in implementation of its core policies and operations.  

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management informed that Federal 

Government is empowered for appointment of CEO on recommendation of the Board. 

Management also agreed that none of the 07 CEOs completed 3 years. The DAC directed the 

management to verify the factual position with Audit. 

6.2.1.4 Board of Directors - Its composition  

The Board shall consists of executive and non-executive directors, including 

independent directors and those representing minority interests with the requisite range of 

skills, competence, knowledge, experience and approach. The composition of the board consist 

atleast one-third of its total member as independent directors. The Federal Government 

appointed 29 members at the board of NICL during the period 2010 to 202050 out of which 17 

were nominated as independent directors. The detail is at Annex-58. 

6.2.1.5 Appointment of Chief Executive Officers by violating of Rules 

 The Chief Executive Officers of NICL were appointed/posted having irrelevant 

qualification and experience contrary to clause 3 of Insurance Companies (Sound and Prudent 

Management) Regulations, 2012 which states that in determining a person's competence and 

capability the following shall be considered for the post of Chief Executive Officer. 

“such person must have a minimum educational qualification of a bachelor's degree or 

equivalent from an institution recognized by the Higher Education Commission of Pakistan or 

foreign qualification of equivalent level recognized by the Higher Education Commission of 

Pakistan, with at least 10 years experience out of which 5 years as Key Officer in the insurance 

industry; or (II) such person must (a) be an ACII or FCII, (b) be a Fellow of the Institute or 

Society of Actuaries or equivalent qualification as recognized by the Pakistan Society of 

Actuaries, (c) hold a masters degree in Insurance, Risk Management or Actuarial Science from 

a university recognized by the Higher Education Commission with at least 5 years experience 

as Key Officer in the insurance industry”. 

However, detail of CEO qualifications are as under: 

S.# Name of CEO Designation From To Qualification 

                                                           
49 CEO profile & list of CEO appointed 

50 Board Members profile 
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1. Tariq Iqbal Puri Acting CEO 22-Oct-10 08-Jul-12 Profile N/A 

2. Tahir Raza Naqvi Acting CEO 9-Jul-12 21-Jan-13 -do- 

3. Syed Mumtaz Ali Shah Acting CEO 20-Mar-13 17-Jul-13 

M.A (Economics) 

M.A (English 

Literature) 

4. Syed Rafeo Bashir Shah Acting CEO 27-Dec-17 26-Jul-19 

Master (International 

Law & Economics)-

Switzerland 

5. 
Syed Muhammad Tariq 

Huda 
Acting CEO 8-Aug-19 18-May-20 M.B.B.S & L.L.B 

  

Therefore, appointment / posting as acting CEO in NICL not only violated of the rules, 

but NICL could not prosper as it would have been if the qualified and experienced CEOs were 

placed51. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management informed that the SECP 

approvals of all CEOs except Mr. Mumtaz Ali Shah have been given to the audit team, on 

which the Insurance Companies (Sound and Prudent Management) Regulations, 2012 apply. 

SECP has, while considering applications of Syed Rafeo Bashir Shah and Syed Muhammad 

Tariq Huda, passed a verdict that the approval of acting charge of CEO is not warranted. The 

SECP, by virtue of Regulation 2(2) and 2(3) of the Insurance Companies (Sound and Prudent 

Management) Regulations, 2012 has taken on the role to evaluate and approve the proposed 

CEOs and Directors. The DAC directed the management to verify the factual position with 

Audit. 

6.2.1.6 Irregular / unjustified appointment of Company Secretary during ban period 

The management advertised the post of Company Secretary in news paper dated 11th 

September, 2016. In response of that 12 candidates applied for the advertised post and amongst 

four out of twelve had been shortlisted. Finally, Mr. Farrukh Majeed Qureshi was selected as 

company secretary at monthly salary of Rs. 351,000/= along with other benefits and joined at 

NICL on 19th December, 2016.  

As per Ministry of Commerce letter No. 1(14)/2013/NICL-Ins dated 2nd June, 2016; 

there was ban on appointment till finalization of HR rules and its approval from the Ministry52. 

Moreover, as per advertisement dated 11th September, 2016, the candidates must have at least 

five years of relevant experience of being engaged in or in managing financial and or corporate 

affairs functions of a company. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management informed that Ministry 

of Commerce, vide its letter dated June 2, 2016, directed to stop the appointment of CFO and 

Company Secretary, consequent upon meeting held on June 2, 2016, which was attended by 

the JS (Admin), SO (Insurance) and GM (HR) of NICL. On June 9, 2016, JS (Admin) issued a 

                                                           
51 CEO profile  

52Ministry of Commerce letter No. 1(14)/2013/NICL-Ins 
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letter to the Establishment Division, with the approval of the Secretary Commerce, requesting 

the Establishment Division to grant NOC for another six months to enable NICL to complete 

the recruitment of CFO and Company Secretary. Vide letter dated June 22, 2016, the 

Establishment Division granted extension for another six months. Vide letter dated September 

1, 2016, Ministry of Commerce forwarded the draft advertisement to the Establishment 

Division. SECP, vide its letter dated July 18, 2017, accorded its clearance w.r.t fitness as the 

Company Secretary of NICL in terms of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) 

Rules, 2013. With regards to the lucrativeness of the salary offered to Mr. 

FarrukhMajeedQureshi upon appointment as the Company Secretary, it is stated that M/s. 

Jubilee General Insurance (one of the biggest non-life insurance companies in Pakistan) made 

an offer to Mr. Farrukh for appointment as its Company Secretary, whereby a monthly gross 

salary of Rs. 650,425 plus other benefits were offered.The DAC directed the management to 

get the stated position verified from audit. 

6.2.1.7 Unauthorized promotion of employees by Acting CEO  

The acting CEO Syed Rafeo Bashir Shah had promoted employees in the next higher 

grades53 in contravention of Commerce notification No. 3(27)/2016-Ins dated 4th June, 2020, 

the decisions regarding promotion, demotion, reinstatement, termination & alteration of the 

perks / privileges of employees shall not be taken by Acting CEO. 

The details as tabulated below: 

S. # 
Name of 

Employees 

Office 

order 

No. 

Date of 

office order 
Present position Promoted to 

Excess payment on 

account of salary as on 

31.10.2021 

1. Muhammad Ali 318 16.10.2020 Chief Manager General Manager 208,080 

2. 
Sahikh Abdul 

Qayyum 
318 16.10.2020 Chief Manager General Manger 208,080 

3 Ali RazaAltaf 319 16.10.2020 Manager Chief Manager 137,610 

Grand Total 553,770 

 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management intimated that Syed 

Rafeo Bashir Shah was given the look after charge of the CEO NICL vides Ministry of 

Commerce Notification dated June 4, 2020. This look after charge was given for a period of 

three months or till the appointment of a regular CEO, wherever is earlier. It is stated that in 

the Notification of June 4, 2020, the Ministry had imposed a condition that the decisions 

regarding inter alia promotions of employees shall not be taken. After the expiry of three 

months, the Ministry of Commerce, vide Notification dated September 8, 2020, again gave the 

look after charge of the CEO NICL to Syed Rafeo Bashir Shah without imposing the condition 

regarding decisions on promotions of employees. However, the promotion of two Chief 

Managers to General Manager level was made vide Office Order dated October 16, 2020.The 

DAC directed the management to get the clarification from M/o Commerce as the Para is based 

on Ministry of Commerce Notification No.3(27)/2016-Ins, dated 4th June, 2020.  

6.2.1.8 Ineffective Board of Directors 
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Audit has observed that the BoD could not perform effectively for the following 

reasons54: 

a. The board has not developed a vision / mission statement and overall corporate strategies. 

b. The board did not appoint regular Chief Executive Officer from 22.10.2010 to 19.03.2013 

and 14.12.2017 to 27.04.2021.  

c. Company runs the official affairs without regular / acting CEO for the period 18.07.2013 

to 19.04.2016 whereas Board of NICL was installed by Ministry / Federal Government on 

March, 2015. 

d. Board misused his power by giving approval of Acting CEO to ED without ministry 

approval / notified. 

e. The Board members did not have the desired experience of insurance industry resultantly, 

the Board failed to give proper direction to the management policy making decisions. 

f. Orientation course(s) / training programs have not been arranged for directors to apprise 

them of their duties and responsibilities. 

g. Board remains failed to monitor and assess the performance of senior management on 

annual / half yearly / quarterly basis. 

h. Board did not fill casual vacancy of the board member within stipulated time period i.e. 90 

days.  

i. Financial Statements for the years 2012 to 2020 were delayed due to which timely facts & 

figures were not available to the stakeholders for decision making. 

j. Annual Budget for the years 2010 to 2020 were not developed.  

k. Board failed to develop / formulate significant polices as required under the Code of 

Corporate Governance for Insurer 2016, 

l. Board unable to develop the sound internal control system.  

m. Board approved 10 polices during the period 2010 to 2021 without defining the specific 

timeframe for their implementation. Further, BoD could not oversight the implementation 

of their policy.  

n. Board / HR Committee could not update the HR Manual, non-developing Job description’s 

employees and non-restructuring the cadre in the company,  

o. Board failed to ensure the existence of the management personnel in the board committee  

p. Numbers of Board’s sub-Committees were held less than required number of meeting in a 

year.  

q. Board did not establish grievance department / functions and risk management system in 

the company. 

r. The Ministry failed to carry out the performance evaluations of the BoD members, 

Chairman and CEO till date as required under Corporate Governance Rules. 

s. Audit inspection reports by O/o D.G. Commercial Audit & Onsite Inspection Reports by 

SECP did not place before the Board or its sub-committee. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management intimated that mission 

statement is already there, board members held experience and qualifications as per the SECP 

insurance companies sound and prudent management regulations 2012. Orientation 

courses/training programs were arranged for directors at PICG. Board has established a 

performance appraisal system as per which the performance of all employees including the 
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senior management is evaluated. K & M points are conflicting; point E & 1.2 backgrounds are 

conflicting. The DAC directed the management to get the stated position verified from audit. 

6.2.1.9 Non-evaluation of the performance of Chairman / Members of the BoD and Chief 

Executives of NICL 

The Federal Government / Ministry did not carry out the performance evaluation of 

members of the board, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer annually55 in contravention of 

rule 8 of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 which states that 

the performance evaluation of members of the Board including the chairman and the chief 

executive shall be undertaken annually by the Government for which the Government shall 

enter into performance contract with each member of the Board at the time of his appointment. 

Hence, it was the responsibility of the federal Government and the board to develop mechanism 

for evaluating performance of the Board members, Chairman & CEO as per essence of the 

corporate governance.  

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management agreed with audit 

objection. The DAC directed the management to seek clarification on the issue from SECP 

being the regulator of insurance sector and share the outcome with Audit/Ministry. 

7C.6.3.2.13 Unproductive role of board HR Committee 

The HR committees did not perform an effective and efficient manner to handle the 

critical issues of the employees56. A number of instances are as under; 

 Failure to update HR Manual 

 Not filled up positions at various department’s head 

 Fail to develop Job description 

 In effective performance procedures  

 Inefficient expertise in HR fields 

 Not developed mechanism of succession planning 

 Non-frequent training of the employees NICL 

 No proper filling system adopted 

 Non-availability of cadre wise sanctioned strength 

 Significant dealys in hiring procedure 

 Hiring / appointment at key positions level without merit 

 Board of Director approved sanctioned strength of 750 employees without mentioning 

the cadre wise breaks up. 

 Rotation policy not adopted. 

Thus, the committee did not perform fiduciary duties in order to update the HR manual 

and others relevant matters. This is a great concern which dire needs to address immediately 

so human resource of company get to be strengthened and they could deliver optimal result for 

the company. 
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The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The DAC directed the management to 

submit the revised reply and get verify the factual position with Audit. 

The Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives 

6.2.1.10 Board of Directors Sub-Committee and its effectiveness 

Audit observed that meetings had held during the period was less than required number 

of meeting in a year57. Details of the committee meetings held during 2016 to 2021 are as 

follow: 

S. # Names of Committees 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

1. 
Underwriting, Reinsurance & Co. 

Insurance Committee 
0 0 1 2 2 1 

2. 

Risk Management Committee / Risk 

Management & Compliance 

Committee 

0 0 1 1 3 0 

3. Claim Settlement Committee 0 1 1 2 2 2 

4. Audit Committee 2 compliant 2 Compliant Compliant 2 

5. Investment Committee 0 2 3 Compliant Compliant 2 

  

Thus, as per rule board committees should have held the four meeting in a year whereas 

record depicts that each committee failed to convene meetings as required except in occasional 

cases. 

Rule 12(1) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 the 

Board of Directors shall set up the following committees to support in performing of its 

functions efficiently, and for seeking assistance in the decision making process, namely: 

a. Audit Committee for an efficient and effective internal and external financial reporting 

mechanism. 

b. Human Resources Committee to deal with all employee related matters including recruitment, 

training, remuneration, performance evaluation, succession planning, and measures for 

effective utilization of the employees of the Public Sector Company. 

c. Procurement Committee to ensure transparency in procurement transactions and in dealing with 

the suppliers.  

d. Risk Management Committee to effectively review the risk function. 

e. Nomination Committee to identify, evaluate and recommend candidates for vacant positions, 

including casual vacancies, on the Board, including the candidates recommended by the 

Government for consideration of shareholders or in case of casual vacancy to the Board of 

Directors after examining their skills and characteristics that are needed in such candidates. 

Further, Code of Corporate Governance for Insurers, 2016 of Clause (xIiii) states that 

all committee (whether management committees or the board committees) shall meet at least 

once in every quarter. 

 However, the nomination Committee and Ethics, Human Resource & Remuneration 

Committee met on need basis and not on a quarterly basis. The proceedings of the meetings 

were not recorded and not kept at the company’s head office. The Secretary didn’t circulate 
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minutes of meetings of the relevant committee to all members, directors and to the Chief 

Financial Officer in the stipulated time. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management agreed to the audit point 

of view to the extent of less meetings held but, further informed that meetings are called as per 

need bases whenever the deliberation of the pressing matter requiring board committees 

attention.The DAC observed that the Para is advisory in nature and directed the management 

to note the audit observation for future compliance. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives 

6.2.1.11 Violation of rule due to pending Credit ratings  

As per press release of JCR-VIS on March 21, 2012, JCR-VIS was suspended the 

Insurer Financial Strength (IFS) rating of M/s National Insurance Company Limited (NICL) 

with immediate effect due to non-submission of approved financial statements for the year 

2010 & non-sharing of interim results for 2011 with JCR-VIS58. Hence, credit rating of NICL 

has been suspended since 2012. Furthermore, financial statements of NICL upto year 2017 

approved by the Board but no efforts have been made by the management to resume the rating 

from credit rating agencies. 

The condition was a violation of Clause (Ixxii) of code of corporate governance for 

insurers, 2016 states that, as part of risk management system, an insurer shall get itself rated 

from a credit rating agency such as PACRA or JCR-VIS, and such rating shall act as a risk 

monitoring tool for the risk management function / department. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management informed that matter is 

under process and outcome will be shared with Audit as and when resolved. DAC directed the 

management to expedite the process and share with audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

6.2.1.12 Violation of rule due to non-preparation of statement of compliance 

The company failed to prepare Audited Statement of Compliance with Code of 

Corporate Governance for Insurer, 2016 and Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) 

2013 for the years 2018 to onward59.  

Hence, the board has fiduciary duty to approve annual audited accounts and compliance 

the rules of CCGI, 2016 & PSC (CG), 2013 in the true letter of spirit.  

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management agreed to the audit point 

of view. The DAC directed the management to take corrective measures.  
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6.2.1.13 Irregular / unjustified issued Cover Note to Policyholders beyond stipulated 

period defined in the Insurance Rules, 2017 

The management issued cover note to the various insured, contrary to rule 58 of 

Insurance Rules, 2017 which stipulates that an insurer may issue a cover note prior to the 

receipt of premium, in order to enable the intending policyholder to review the details and 

scope of coverage being offered. Provided that the cover note should not be for a period 

exceeding seven days in the case of motor business and beyond thirty days in all other cases 

and must be replaced with an insurance policy before expiry of such cover note, subject to 

receipt of premium by the insurer.  

Whereas, rules defines that cover note may be issued in case for review the details and 

scope of coverage being offered to insured by insurer. Contrary to the above rule, management 

accorded approval of cover note to the various insured was over and above time period defined 

in the rule60. Details are as under: 

S# Name of Client 

Cover Note Period Cover Note 

issued for No. 

of Days 

From To 

1. Pakistan State Oil Co. Ltd 
01.01.2019 31.12.2019 365 

01.01.2020 31.12.2020 365 

2. Civil Aviation Authority 06.02.219 05.02.2020 365 

3. VIP flight Government of the Punjab 29.04.2019 28.04.2019 365 

4. National Logistic Cell 
28.04.2019 27.04.2020 365 

28.04.2020 27.04.2021 365 

5. Government of Balochistan 15.06.2019 14.06.2020 365 

6. Government of KyberPakhtunkhwa 
15.01.2020 14.01.2020 365 

15.05.2020 14.05.2021 365 

7. National Power Parks Management Company  08.05.2019 07.05.2020 365 

8. Quaid-e-Azam Thermal Power Pvt Ltd 20.05.2019 19.05.2020 365 

Hence, management extended undue leverage to the policyholders by giving excess 

days of cover note as against period specified in the Insurance Rule, 2017. Therefore, 

management violated the rules by granted extra leverage in terms of days to the insured for 

paying premium of the insurance coverage.  

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The DAC directed the management to 

seek clarification from SECP on the issue and share the outcome with Audit/Ministry. 

6.2.1.14 Non-compliance by Board for issuance of Director Report and Statement of 

compliance 
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The Board passed resolution in the AGM that “no directors’ report as well as the 

statements of compliance shall be issue against annual audited accounts for the years 2010 to 

201461. As per regulation, it is punishable offense with imprisonment for a term to one year 

and with fine to one hundred thousand rupees. Detail of Annual General Meetings (AGM) was 

held for the approvals of the audited accounts are as under: 

S. # No. of AGM Date of AGM Accounts approved for the year 

1. 12 30.03.2017 2010 & 2011 

2. 13 22.12.2017 2012 

3. 14 22.12.2017 2013 

4. 15 22.12.2017 2014 

 

Thus, the BoD failed to perform its statutory responsibility to issue director report and 

statement of compliance on the approved audited annual accounts for the years 2010 to 2014. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management agreed to the audit point 

of view. The DAC observed that the Para is advisory in nature and directed the management to 

note the audit observation for future compliance. 

6.2.1.15 Non-finalized of annual audited financial statements on due dates 

The BoD of NICL failed to lay annual audited accounts in Annual General Meeting 

(AGM) on the scheduled date for the years 2012 to 202062. Detail is as under: 

 

Year Name of Report 

Dates of lay in AGM AGM 

meeting 

No. 

Delayed in 

days Due Date Laid on 

2012 Annual Audited Accounts 30.04.2013 22.12.2017 
13th 1,696 days 

(4.8 years) 

2013 Annual Audited Accounts 30.04.2014 22.12.2017 
14th 1,331 days 

(3.8 years) 

2014 Annual Audited Accounts 30.04.2015 22.12.2017 
15th 966 days (2.8 

years) 

2015 Annual Audited Accounts 30.04.2016 30.12.2020 
16th 1,705 days 

(4.8 years) 

2016 Annual Audited Accounts 30.04.2017 30.12.2020 
17th 1,340 days 

(3.8 years) 

2017 Annual Audited Accounts 30.04.2018 30.12.2020 
18th 975 days (2.8 

years) 

2018 Annual Audited Accounts 30.04.2019 Not yet laid down - - 

2019 Annual Audited Accounts 30.04.2020 Not yet laid down - - 

2020 Annual Audited Accounts 30.04.2021 Not yet laid down - - 

Therefore, BoD failed to perform its statutory responsibility to present the audited 

accounts in AGM and on the prescribed dates. According to the Section 223 of the Companies 

Act, 2017, the Board of every company must lay before the company in Annual General 
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Meeting (AGM) its financial statements for the period up to the date of close of financial year 

adopted by the company. The financial statements must be laid within a period of one hundred 

and twenty days following the close of financial year of a company. Further, clause (xxvii) of 

Code of Corporate Governance for Insurers, 2016 states that, the insurer shall ensure that the 

annual audited financial statements are circulated not later than four months from the close of 

the financial year. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management agreed to the audit point 

of view. The DAC directed the management to expedite early finalization of annual audited 

accounts. 

6.2.1.16 Non-preparation of quarterly unaudited financial statements 

The management did not prepare quarterly unaudited financial statements63 and failed 

to explain when had been prepared of the last quarterly unaudited financial statement. 

As per rule 10 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) 2013 which states 

that, Quarterly and Monthly Financial Statements and Annual Report: Every Public Sector 

Company shall, within one month of the close of first, second and third quarter of its year of 

account, prepare a profit and loss account for, and balance sheet as at the end of, that quarter, 

whether audited or otherwise, for the Board’s approval. Further, Clause (xxv) of the Code of 

Corporate Governance for Insurers, 2016 “the quarterly unaudited financial statements of 

insurer shall be prepared and circulated along with Directors` Review Report on the affairs of 

the insurer for the quarter, which shall disclose the following: 

 Status of Company`s affairs; 

 Business overview with summary of operational results; 

 Reasons for incurring loss and a reasonable indication of future prospects of profit, if any; 

 The amount of interim dividend declared by the directors; 

 Any material information affecting the financial position of the insurer which has occurred 

between the end of the quarter and the date of report; 

 Future outlook of the insurer.” 

Hence, the board has fiduciary duties to adhere the applicable rules in true spirit of 

letter. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management informed that currently 

no Board exists in NICL.The DAC directed the management to place the matter before 

forthcoming BoD and update all remaining financial statements up to end of 2022.  
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6.2.1.17 Critical evaluation of performance of the company for the last ten (10) years to 

assess profitability and future growth prospects:  

 

The audit observed that profit after tax registered declining trend during the years 2010 

to 2012 as compared to 2009. Whereas, management expense was drastically increased in the 

year 2010 and onward64. Besides, underwriting profit marked down trend in the year 2010 & 

2012 as compared to previous year 2009. Further, Investment income registered a declining 

momentum in the years 2010, 2011 & 2017. The Earning Per Share was of Rs 10.51 per share 

in the year 2017 whereas in the preceding year was Rs 15.78 per share which was decreased 

by 33.40%.  

Total assets v/s total liabilities as on 2017 reflected that company financially is stable 

and there is no doubt about the company’s ability to continue as a going concern. 

The study also revealed that the board last increased in General Reserve in the year 

2010. Further, loss ratio and liability of net outstanding claims have been increasing since 2010. 

In the year 2016 & 2017, the net outstanding claims were more than general reserve. Moreover, 

R/I commission declined in the year 2016 as compared to previous year 2015 which decreased 

by 59.18%.  

The whole scenario depicts that without having board in the period of 2010 to 2012, the 

company’s operational profit in that period was significantly declined and other expenses 

increased which dented out overall profitability of company. Further, director of the board 

before recommending any dividend in the period from 2015 to 2017 did not enhance the general 

reserve to meet out future needs and offsetting future losses. The decisions reflected that the 

board had lack of professional expertise in the insurance sector and unaware to foresee the 

future in terms of betterment of the company. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management agreed to the audit point 

of view. The DAC directed the management to take corrective measures 

6.2.2 Significance Audit Observation 

6.2.2.1 Non-formulation of remuneration policy of CEO and senior management  
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Clause (xi) b of code of corporate governance for insurers, 2016 states that 

Remuneration policy for the directors and senior management / including (the Chief Executive 

Officer), key officers and others employees of the insurer. It shall also periodically review and 

adjust the remuneration policy in accordance with changes in the corporate strategies and the 

business environment.  

Contrary to above board failed to develop remuneration policy of the CEO and senior 

management65. The board approved CEO and senior management remuneration packages case 

to case basis. A number of occurrence as follows: 

 Chief Executive Officer 

 Chief Financial Officer 

 Chief Internal Auditor 

 Company Secretary 

 Head of Compliance 

 Head of Re-insurance  

Thus, due to failing to develop remuneration policy, the board had to decide post wise 

remuneration package separately so that remuneration of NICL and demand of the candidates 

could meet out. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management informed that 

remuneration structure defined in the HR Manual. However, formal remuneration policy does 

not exist.The DAC directed the management to share the pay structure of the company with 

Audit under intimation tothis Ministry. 

6.2.2.2 Irregular appointment of General Manager (Re-insurance) 

The management advertised post of General Manger (Re-insurance) in newspapers. The 

two candidates were shortlisted for interview and on the recommendation of the Selection 

Committee, management appointed Mr. Muhammad UsmanGhanias General Manager-

Reinsurance at monthly salary of Rs 270,350/- by adding up 07 additional increments in the 

basis pay and including others benefits66.  

As per advertisement for the post of General Manager (Re-insurance), the requirement 

was at least 10 years of experience in underwriting, reinsurance or claims department of an 

insurance company.  

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management stated that before 

appointed in NICL, incumbent served as Manager (Retrocession) in PRCL for almost two 

years. Before PRCL incumbent engaged with PNSC for more than 9 years where he was 
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looking insurance matter of PNSC. DAC directed the management to get the stated position 

verified from Audit. 

6.2.2.3 Irregular / Unjustified appointment of Head of Compliance 

The management advertised the post of Head of Compliance in newspaper on dated 

27.12.2020. Subsequently, six (06) candidates were shortlisted for interview and three (03) 

candidate were finalized whose ranks as below; Mr. Fahad Alam 1st, Mr. Bilal Ali 

Zafar2nd&Ms. Maria Shaikh3rd position. Being highest marks obtained, management offered 

pay & perks to 1st position candidate but he rejected management offered. Subsequently, 

management offered to 2nd position’s candidate i.e. Mr. Bilal Ali Zafar. He accepted offer and 

appointed him as Chief Manager Compliance at monthly gross salary of Rs 171,226/- along 

with 200 liter & telephone charges Rs. 7,174 per month.  

As per advertisement the required Qualification / Experience was at least ACA / CFA 

/ MBA in Accounting and Finance / LLM from HEC recognized University, having 10 years’ 

with at least 5 years’ experience in compliance67. 

Audit is of the view that the post was advertised Head of Compliance whereas the 

appointed of incumbent made at Chief Manager of Compliance. Further, documentary evidence 

proved that in the process of the selection, the qualification of incumbent was marked as MBA 

whereas he was M.A Eco. & Finance at Arts Faculty. Further, management extended undue 

favor to incumbent not only selection but also short listing of the candidates amongst other 

applicants. The required qualification was mismatch. It reflected that management deliberately 

exploited spirit of the open merit and neglected concept of the transparency to appoint 

incumbent as Chief Manager Compliance.Thus, appointment of incumbent as Chief Manager 

Compliance was manufactured and payment of pay and other emoluments of Rs 1.00 stand 

irregular / unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18th, 2022. The management stated that incumbent 

was offered lower grade i.e. Chief Manager with relevant qualification and experience. The 

DAC directed the management to submit the revised reply and get verify the factual position 

with Audit. 

6.2.2.4 Non-appointment on the statuary position(s) 

The board was unable to perform their fiduciary duties on account of filled the statuary 

positions in the best interest of the company as per requirement of the Code of Corporate 

Governance for Insurer, 201668. Detail of vacant positions as under: 

S.# Name of Position(s) 

1. Head of Underwriting 

2. Head of Claims 

3. Head of Risk Management 
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Hence, board should take concrete steps for compliance the CCGI, 2016 at the earliest. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management agreed to the audit point 

of view.The DAC directed the management that efforts may be made for compliance of audit 

observation. 

6.2.2.5 Non -formulation of insurance/reinsurance policies, SOPs, rules & regulations 

The board failed to develop / formulate significant polices as mentioned below69.  

Clause (xi-b) of code of corporate governance for insurers, 2016 states the Board of 

Directors shall adopt a vision/mission statement and overall corporate strategy for the insurer 

and formulate significant policies; significant policies may include: 

 Product development  Procurement of goods & services 

 Underwriting procedures  Marketing 

 Policy servicing  Risk management 

 Human resource management including 

preparation of succession plan 

 Premium collection & recovery of receivable 

 Acquisition/disposal of fixed assets  Level of underwriting 

 Determination of terms of credit and 

discount to customers 

 Remuneration policy for the directors and the 

senior management 

 Write off of bad/doubtful debts, advances 

& receivable 

 Transactions or contracts with associated 

companies and related parties 

 Re-insurance policy covering adequacy of 

class-wise reinsurance arrangements and 

maximum risk exposure limits in each 

class of insurance business 

 

Thus, non-formulation of polices were in non-compliance of clause xi-b of the CCGI-

2016 and it is also difficult to run smooth function of the operations of the company without 

establishing significant polices.  

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management informed that some of 

the policies have already been approved by the BoD and remaining or rest with the BoD for 

approval. The DAC directed to get stated position verified from audit. 

6.2.2.6 Non-segregation duties of reinsurance department 

Marine & aviation’s underwriting and claim functions were performed by reinsurance 

department resulting non-segregation of functions70 contrary to Clause xiii of Code of 

Corporate Governance for Insurer, 2016 which stipulated that the board of director must 

establish a system of sound internal control, which is effectively implemented at all levels 

within the insurer. Further, the insurer in states policies and procedures such as requiring the 

separation of critical functions i.e. risk management, underwriting, investment, claims 

handling, internal audit and compliance with statuary rules and regulation.  
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Hence, the board failed to develop segregation of duties which reflected weak internal 

control. Therefore, board has responsible of ensuring compliance of the governance rules must 

strictly be followed. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management informed that matter 

has already been taken up with SECP. The DAC directed the management to pursue the matter 

with SECP and share the outcome with Audit/Ministry.  

6.2.2.7 Non-filling casual vacancy of board member 

The casual vacancy was arisen due to resign board member Syed Arshad Ali on 1st 

April, 2019. However, causal vacancy filled by appointment of Mr. Tariq Jamil on 29th 

November, 2019 as Director on NICL board71. Detail is summarized below: 

Name of outgoing 

director 

Date of 

Resignation 

Name of incoming 

director 

Date of 

appointment 

Stipulated 

time  

in days 

Overdue 

in days 

Syed Arshad Ali 01.04.2019 Mr. Tariq Jamil 29.11.2019 90 days 150 days 

As a result, casual vacancy was filled after 150 days whereas this should have filled up 

within in 90 days in violation of Clause (viii) of code of corporate governance for insurers, 

2016 which states that any casual vacancy in the Board of Directors of an insurer shall be filled 

up by the directors at the earliest but not later than 90 days from the date of occurrence of the 

casual vacancy 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022. The management agreed to the audit point 

of view.The DAC observed that the Para is advisory in nature and directed the management to 

note the audit observation for future compliance. 

6.2.2.8 Non-submission of management letter by external Auditor 

The Board of Director(s) approved annual audited accounts for the years 2015, 2016 & 

2017 without obtaining management letter (ML) whereas it was mandatory requirement to 

furnish ML by external auditor72 to the company’s board not later than thirty days from the 

date of audit report.  

Section 23 of sub section 8 states every Public Sector Company shall require external 

auditors to furnish a management letter to its Board not later than thirty days from the date of 

audit report. Code of Corporate Governance for Insurers, 2016 of Clause (Ixvii) states the 
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insurer shall require external auditors to furnish a Management Letter to its Board of Directors 

not later than 45 days from the date of audit report. 

Consequently, Board did not perform his duty on the true professional manner and 

violated the PSCCG, 2013 & CCGI, 2016 by not considering ML before signing of the annual 

audited accounts during the years under review.  

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The irregularity was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on January 18, 2022.The management agreed with the 

contention of audit being fact.The DAC directed the management to expedite the matter with 

external auditor under intimation toAudit/Ministry.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

7 Recommendations 

a. Board members should be accordance with provision of the Public Sector Companies 

(Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 and Code of Governance for Insurer, 2016. 

b. The nominated members in the capacity of the ex-officio should adhere the fit and proper 

criteria as prescribed by the code of Governance.  

c. The board committees should be formulated as per code of Governance 

d. Number of meeting should be held as per Code of Governance. 

e. Performance evaluation should be carried of the board of members, Chairman and senior 

management.  

f. Appointment of the key level positions should be in accordance with the code of corporate 

governance. 

8 Conclusion 

The company has never been in losses ever since the year 2000. The company’s 

operation and governance remained smooth until the year 2009, however, during the period 

between 2009 and 2010 due to certain decision taken by the then Board members as a 

collegiate, the company underwent a state of turmoil due to cases relating to purchase of 

properties. As a consequence, thereof, the company was functioning without a duly constituted 

Board of Directors for a significant period of time. 

During 2010/2011 to 2015 the company largely functioned without Board of Directors. 

From the year 2013 for a period of six month board was appointed. Consequently, the audits 

of the company’s accounts could not be carried out as it created backlog. The board was 

appointed by the end of the year 2015, which got the financial statements for the years 2010 to 

2014 audited and approved. Subsequently, another board was appointed dated May 31, 2018 

and approved the annual audited accounts 2015 to 2017.  

This study explored historical trajectory of Corporate Governance with reference to its 

introduction to NICL. If we thoroughly look into the issues being faced by NICL, we find those 

rooted to its bad governance and unsound CG practices. However, looking at the performance 

of NICL. It is concluded that the norms of CG do exist in NICL but are not sound in practices. 

CG norms are mentioned in policy papers only whereas there are various discrepancies in its 

implementation. As a result, company is experiencing different chronic issues and is not 

delivering expected performance. Sound CG practices increase performance, encourage 

managers and provide an environment to maximize operational efficiency productivity and 
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growth of corporations. Moreover, sound CG practices confirm stakeholders’ interest and 

reduce abuse of power and such measures need to ensure accountability by monitoring 

managers’ behaviors and cost effectiveness.  
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Thematic Audit (15.4) 

1. Thematic Audit of Corporate Governance in National Engineering 

Services Pakistan Private Limited (NESPAK)  

1.1 Introduction 

Existence and efficiency of Corporate Governance Rules (CGR) in Public Sector Companies 

(PSCs) refers to the practice of good governance in Companies owned by Government. Corporate 

Governance Rules were designed to regulate and manage the business of Government companies in an 

efficient and fair manner. Public sector companies account for huge percentage of GDP of Pakistan. 

They are key providers of current and future employment as well as the source of a large proportion of 

economic growth of Pakistan. It is hoped that this pioneering and practical initiative of Supreme Audit 

Institution (SAI) of Pakistan i.e. Auditor General of Pakistan (AGP) for conducting audit of these 

companies with the theme of “Existence and efficiency of Corporate Governance” will significantly 

boost rule of law and good corporate governance in State Owned Enterprises. Securities and Exchange 

Commission of Pakistan (“SECP”) is convinced that Corporate Governance can act as an efficient tool 

in promoting the growth and sustainability of companies registered in Pakistan. Governance is not only 

relevant for listed companies but Corporate Governance is important for all kinds of companies. Good 

corporate governance is particularly important to stakeholders of public sector companies. In most 

cases, such stakeholders have limited ability to sell their ownership stakes, and are therefore committed 

to staying with the company for the medium to long term. This increases their dependence on good 

governance. In an environment of mounting societal scrutiny towards the business world, even PSCs 

will have to devote attention towards fulfilling their corporate responsibilities towards their 

stakeholders. 

Sub-Themes: 

a. Appointment of BoD & CEO/ Management 

Terms of Reference: 

• Selection criteria and process of appointment of BoD and its  

sub-committees to assess the principal of right person for the right job. 

• Selection criteria and process of appointment of CEO and other management. 

• Review of remuneration policy of BoD/ CEO / Management. 

b. Planning & Policy making 

Terms of Reference: 

• To review the role of BoD as strategic planner of the organization. 

• To review policy making role of BoD and its effectiveness. 

c. Execution/ Implementation and oversight  

Terms of Reference: 

• To review the implementation of BoD policies. 

• To ascertain controls & oversight of BoD. 

d. Observance of Corporate governance rules  

Terms of Reference: 
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• Number of BoD and its sub-committee meetings to ascertain sufficiency to take 

strategic decisions and their implementation.  

• Examine overall observances of Corporate Governance rules. 

• BoD/ CEO/ Management performance in the light of assigned roles and 

responsibilities as per Corporate Governance Rules. 

e. Going Concern/ Financial sustainability  

Terms of Reference: 

• Critical evaluation of performance of the Company for the last 5 years to assess 

profitability and future growth prospects. 

• To analyse timely interventions by BoD/ Government in case of deterioration of 

organization.  

1.2 Background 

Corporate Governance Rules come into force in 2013 for strict compliance by the State-Owned 

Enterprises. Compliance of Corporate Governance Rules gained its importance when Public Accounts 

Committee of the National Assembly adopted the recommendations of its sub-committee in which it 

was recommended that within 3 months all directors of Public Sectors Companies should sign off that 

they have read the Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules 2013 and that they will 

comply with the guidelines provided. Furthermore, it also gained importance when State Owned 

Enterprises started with lofty ideas getting sick which resulted frequent mergers or closures due to 

liquidity and other issues and failed to serve the purposes of their institution. 

National Engineering Services Pakistan (NESPAK) was established in 1973 as a private limited 

company by the Government of Pakistan. The objective of its creation was to create a pool of talented 

engineers, attain self-reliance in engineering consultancy and replace foreign consultants. The Company 

is managed by a Board of Directors comprising a Chairman, a Managing Director and 11 other 

Directors. The day-to-day functions of the Company are looked after by the Managing Director assisted 

by Vice Presidents and Division Heads. Various divisions headed by Vice Presidents/General Managers 

are broadly divided into project management and specialty groups. Currently NESPAK has total 

strength of over 4,100 employees. The total estimated turnover for the year 2019-2020 was Rs. 6.66 

billion whereas the total cumulative cost of the projects undertaken by NESPAK is US $ 316 billion. 

NESPAK currently employees 1,555 Professionals, 1429 Para Professionals and 1163 Support Staff 

making a total employee strength of 4147. NESPAK provides services in the fields of prefeasibility & 

feasibility studies, survey & ground investigations, planning & design, tender & contract documents, 

construction supervision & contract management and post-construction services. 

1.3 Establishing the Audit Theme 

1.3.1 Reasons of selection 

The following criteria were employed by the audit team for selecting Existence and efficiency 

of Corporate Governance Rules (CGR) and Human Resource Management as audit themes: 

 Issue being directly related to governance of Government institutions  

 Proven area of governmental priorities 

 An issue of public importance 
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 Being a current issue in the context of prevailing accountability environment in 

Pakistan 

 A considerable audit impact is expected 

To streamline the working of State-Owned Entities (SOEs) and streamline the policies under 

companies Act the necessity was felt to improve the system, procedure of the Government owned and 

controlled State-Owned Entities (SOEs) Corporate Governance rules were framed. As the Corporate 

Governances Rules were framed for sound and prudent management in State Owned Entities to carry 

out business with integrity, objectivity due care and professional skills appropriate to the nature and 

scale of its activities with fit and proper criteria. In the light of provisions of these rules and directives 

of Public Accounts Committee of the National Assembly the compliance of its implementation was 

necessary to be evaluated. 

1.3.2 Objectives 

Main objectives of this thematic audit were to examine whether or not proper systems were in 

place to comply with Corporate Governance Rules to ensure good governance by NESPAK 

management. Whether or not culture in NESPAK had evolved to follow due processes for 

implementation of Corporate Governances Rules. These main objectives of the thematic audit may be 

stipulated as: 

 Effectiveness of Corporate Governance 

 Compliance of Corporate Governance Rules was made by the entities. 

 The entities have sufficient liquidity to meet its liabilities. 

 There are prospects for sustainability and growth of the entity. 

 The entity is competitive enough in the industry.  

1.3.3 Scope 

Scope of this audit was set in the light of audit objectives of thematic audit as mentioned above. 

Audit scope consisted of a comprehensive process of planning, data collection, data analysis, data 

organization and reporting. Record was reviewed, analyzed and group discussions were held with the 

management. Audit team visited the Head office and following were reviewed and analyzed. 

 Existence of Corporate Governances      

 Criteria for appointment of BoD 

 Appointment of CEO and Management as per criteria. 

 Right man for the right job 

 Proper or otherwise placement of BoD 

 Regular meetings of BoD and its Committees 

 Performance evaluation of BoD by the Ministry 

 Conflict of interest of BoD 

2. Legal frame work governing the Theme 

S. No. Theme Governance Framework and Policies 

1 Existence and 

efficiency of 

Corporate 

Governance Rules 

(CGR) 

 Corporate Governance Rules 2013 amended upto July, 2019 

 Companies Act, 2017 

 Orders of Federal Government 

 Memorandum & Articles of Association of NESPAK 

 BoD decisions and rules 
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 Management letters 

3. Stakeholders and governmental organizations identified as 

directly/indirectly involved 

The stake holders directly or indirectly related to the theme are as under: 

1) Ministry of Energy (Power Division) 

2) Ministry of Finance 

3) Securities & Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) 

4) Auditor General of Pakistan (AGP) 

5) Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC) 

6) Association of Consulting Engineers Pakistan 

7) Lahore Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

8) Funding Agencies including World Bank, Asian Development Bank, Islamic 

Development Bank, USAID etc. 

4. Role of important organizations 

Some of the above organizations are playing very important roles in achieving the 

objectives/targets and operation of the Corporation as detailed below: 

4.1 Ministry of Energy (Power Division) 

The Secretary to the Ministry of Energy (Power Division) being Principal Accounting Officer 

as well as Chairman BoD of NESPAK is responsible for its efficient administration, discipline and for 

the proper conduct of business due execution of the sanctioned policy and ensures that the funds 

controlled by him are spend in accordance with the rules. 

4.2 Ministry of Finance 

As described in Rules of Business, no Division shall, without previous consultation with the 

Finance Division, authorize the issue of any orders, other than orders in pursuance of any general or 

special delegation made by the Finance Division, which will affect directly or indirectly the finances of 

the Federation. Further the interpretations of financial rules and financial matters, where the rules of 

Corporation are silent, the finance division provides consultation. 

4.3 Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan 

SECP has investigative & enforcement powers to regulate corporate sector & Capital markets. 

It also supervises & regulates finance companies. It plays its role in supervision and regulation of non-

banking finance companies. SECP also have an oversight of various external service providers to the 

corporate and financial sectors including chartered accountants, credit rating agencies, corporate 

secretaries, brokers, surveyors etc. It is mandated to develop a fair, efficient and transparent regulatory 

framework, based on international legal standards and best practices, for the protection of investors and 

mitigation of systematic risk aimed at fostering growth of a robust corporate sector and broad-based 

capital market in Pakistan. NESPAK is governed by Corporate Governance Rules for which SECP is 

the regulating commission. 

5. Organization's Financials 
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NESPAK generates its own revenue by providing engineering consultancy services within and 

outside Pakistan. Its source of funding is the indigenous business operations. Following is the detailed 

breakup of its financials as provided in the final accounts: 

  

Rupees in 000 

2020  

(Draft) 2,019 2,018 2,017 2,016 2,015 

Assets             

Non-Current Assets             

Property and 

equipment 915,122 970,292 1,017,164 1,143,126 1,201,109 1,203,705 

Intangible assets 1,173 3,822 6,249 7,180 5,378 7,871 

Investment property 100,954 105,478 110,240 15,000 15,000 15,000 

Investment in 

subsidiaries 2,960 2,960 2,977 2,977 6,388 5,315 

Investment in 

associates 64,498 57,651 53,860 56,374 56,674 50,749 

Long term loans and 

advances 26,549 43,789 33,167 34,112 1,159 6,559 

Long term security 

deposits 6,200 6,533 6,713 33,940 46,863 32,475 

Deferred tax asset-net 1,187,669 1,187,669 632,874 503,761 318,908 240,404 

  2,305,125 2,378,194 1,863,244 1,796,470 1,651,479 1,562,078 

Current Assets             

Stationary stores 8,030 9,244 12,540 7,239 11,499 5,465 

Contract fee receivable 8,839,169 8,758,348 9,766,365 9,163,031 8,138,486 7,033,029 

Loans and advances 263,994 213,550 273,068 209,970 154,099 41,811 

Deposits and short-

term prepayments 321,157 305,851 332,397 240,466 201,586 545,556 

Interest accrued 14,141 5,974 16,132 7,612 2,855 4,153 

Other receivables 3,246,343 2,698,594 2,079,318 1,564,248 791,272 207,007 

Short term investments 1,005,261 806,377 813,563 1,042,752 1,338,203 1,251,500 

Cash and bank 

balances 477,344 911,901 991,074 1,515,175 1,746,571 1,057,970 

  14,175,439 13,709,839 14,284,457 13,750,493 12,384,571 10,146,491 

  16,480,564 16,088,033 16,147,701 15,546,963 14,036,050 11,708,569 

Equity and Liabilities             

Share Capital and 

Reserves             

Authorized Capital             

500,000 ordinary 

shares of Rs. 10 each 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 

Issued, subscribed and 

paid-up capital 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 1,500 1,500 

Revenue Reserves       11,101,809 10,497,294 9,351,843 

General Reserves 11,557,516 11,557,516 11,314,799       

Accumulated Losses (1,196,617) (850,854) (20,273)       

Total Equity 10,365,899 10,711,662 11,299,526 11,106,809 10,498,794 9,353,343 

Non-Current 

Liabilities             

Employee retirement 

and other benefits 733,581 781,337 766,616 593,184 576,010 682,035 

Liabilities against 

assets subject to 

finance lease       54 682 1,233 

Current Liabilities             

Trade and other 

payables 4,504,901 3,678,925 2,970,050 3,388,356 2,375,519 1,211,196 

Liabilities against 

assets subject to 

finance lease     54       
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Contract Liabilities 522,879 288,955 476,303       

Dividend payable   50,000 50,000   100,000 4,500 

Provision for taxation 353,304 577,154 585,152 458,560 485,245 456,262 

  5,381,084 4,595,034 4,081,559 3,846,916 2,960,764 1,671,958 

  6,114,665 5,376,371 4,848,175       

Contingencies and 

Commitments             

Total Equity and 

Liabilities 16,480,564 16,088,033 16,147,701 15,546,963 14,036,250 11,708,569 

6. Field Audit Activity 

6.1 Methodology 

The Thematic Audit taken up during 2021-22 witnessed intensive application of desk audit 

techniques, which included examining permanent files, computer generated data and other relevant 

documents along with the compliance of policies and rules followed by the audit entities. Risk 

assessment was carried out by performing analytical procedures and reviewing internal controls. Desk 

audit review helped auditors in understanding the systems, procedures, internal controls and overall 

environment of the audited entity and identification of high-risk areas for further testing. 

The evidence was primarily gathered by applying procedures like inquiries from the 

management; review of minutes of BoD meetings, monitoring reports, examination of payment 

vouchers; and collection, interpretation and analysis of primary, secondary and own sources data. Data 

was also collected through observation and interviews from the relevant officials. Physical inspection 

of selected sites was also carried out to verify the outputs and targets achieved. 

The thematic audit was conducted in accordance with the International Standards of Supreme 

Audit Institutions (ISSAIs) as envisaged in Financial Audit Manual (FAM) of DAGP.  

6.2 Audit Analysis 

6.2.1 Review of Internal Controls 

Internal controls can be defined as the ‘The policies, processes, tasks, behaviors and other 

aspects of an organization that taken together facilitate effective operation by enabling it to respond in 

an appropriate manner to significant business, operational, financial, compliance and other risks to 

achieve its objectives. This includes safeguarding of assets and ensuring that liabilities are identified 

and managed. 

The audit team extensively studied and evaluated the internal controls in the audited entities so 

as to obtain an adequate understanding of the internal control systems. The objective was to identify the 

material and significant internal control weaknesses and report to management for taking corrective 

measures. 

Major weaknesses of internal controls are summarized as under: 

 Job roles and responsibilities were not clearly defined in most divisions especially 

Coordination Division and Human Resource Division. 

 There was no proper segregation of duties among the staff members 

 Lack of proper internal audit function 

 Business plan were not well defined 

 Weak monitoring and supervision mechanism 

 Lack of coordination between different divisions 
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 Loose control over associate companies 

 So specific rules were drafted for monitoring and control of overseas companies and 

investments. 

Some specific instances depicting weaknesses and failures of internal controls are listed as 

under: 

i. The non-establishment of investment Management Unit in NESPAK led to the absence 

of in-house professional treasury management function and deprived NESPAK from 

the other possible better investment opportunities for investing the funds available for 

term deposits (TD) in local as well as foreign banks. 

ii. No concrete policy for timely appointment of MD exists. Incumbent MD’s 3-year 

tenure has expired and still new MD has not been appointed despite early advertisement 

rather incumbent has been granted an extension till the appointment of new MD which 

is clear evidence of weak internal control.  

iii. Internal audit department was established recently which is still not fully functional so 

monitoring of financially transactions lacks vigilance. 

iv. No proper policy for asset management is in place e.g., an MD house in DHA Lahore 

worth millions is lying vacant since years and still no arrangement has been finalized 

for its sale or utilization. 

v. No sanctioned strength of employees has been defined so overstaffing is  

evident in all divisions at all levels. 

vi. Proper criteria for recruitment are yet not standardized and every time a different and 

tailor-made advertisement for similar posts is published to cater a specific employee. 

6.2.2 Critical Review 

This part of the audit findings covers a critical review of the legal framework, role and 

performance of organizations, policy matters and all other details along with impediments affecting 

performance of NESPAK and progress in achieving the targets related to the theme “Compliance of 

Corporate Governance Rules 2013”. 

6.2.2.1 Board Composition 

NESPAK Board was reconstituted vide Ministry of Water & Power notification no. Ent 

7(38)/2000-NESPAK-BOD dated June 21, 2017. Three Members were appointed as independent 

directors instead of four. Moreover, one of the directors did not meet the criteria of Independence. This 

is in clear violation of section 2(d) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 and the independence of board 

is compromised which impedes efficiency of decision making in NESPAK. 

The breakup of BoD composition is given as follows: 

Category Names Date of appointment 

Independent Directors 

Mr. Naeemuddin Khan, President & 

CEO, The Bank of Punjab. 
21.06.2017 

Mr. Muhammad Irfan Akram,  

Ex-Vice President, Mobilink 
21.06.2017 

Mr. Muhammad Nawaz Kasuri, 

Barrister at Law 
21.06.2017 

Executive Directors Hassan Nasir Jamy 10.04.2017 
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Non-Executive 

Directors 

Yousaf Naseem Khokhar 

(Chairman), Secretary - Ministry of 

Water & Power 

21.06.2017 

Chairman, National Highway 

Authority 
21.06.2017 

Chairman, Planning & Development 

Board/Additional Chief Secretary 

(Development), Government of the 

Punjab 

21.06.2017 

Additional Chief Secretary 

(Development), Government of the 

Sindh 

21.06.2017 

Additional Chief Secretary 

(Development), Government of 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

21.06.2017 

Additional Chief Secretary 

(Development), Government of the 

Balochistan 

21.06.2017 

Additional Secretary (CF), Ministry 

of Finance, Government of Pakistan 
21.06.2017 

Additional Secretary (Water), 

Ministry of Water & Power, 

Government of Pakistan. 

21.06.2017 

The matter has been pointed to the board and the Ministry of Water & Power for taking action 

for having at least one-third Independent Directors, so as to comply with the requirement of CODE. In 

the 144th Board of Directors meeting held on 9th September 2017 matter was presented for taking 

action for having at least one-third Independent Directors, so as to comply with the requirement of 

CODE. Moreover, three letters in this regard have been written by the Managing Director NESPAK to 

Secretary Ministry of Energy (Chairman of NESPAK Board of Directors) dated 04 May 2018, 29 June 

2018 & 14 November 2018 respectively. The Audit Committee was informed about the status of 

composition of the Board of Directors in reference to the Public Sector Companies (Corporate 

Governance) Rules, 2013. After some discussion and deliberation, the Audit Committee recommended 

that this item should be put before the Board of Directors of NESPAK, who would then advise on how 

to proceed forward. Such matters raise serious questions on the transparency of appointment of 

Directors and hence impedes the fair decision making by Directors appointed in such a manner. 

6.2.2.2 Fitness of position for Directors 

Only Eight (08) Directors in NESPAK have confirmed their directorships in different 

companies. Three reminders relating to service as a director on more than seven public sector companies 

and listed companies simultaneously have been written to NESPAK Board of Directors in this regard. 

Out of the eight (08), two (02) hold membership in more than seven public sector companies and listed 

companies. Furthermore, one (01) director has been transferred since confirmation of directorships in 

different companies. Audit Committee was informed about the requirement of the Public Sector 

Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 which require each director to confirm “that none of 

them is serving as a director on more than seven public sector companies and listed companies 

simultaneously, except their subsidiaries.” The Audit Committee recommended that another reminder 

should be sent to the remaining Directors who have not replied earlier to comply with the legal 

requirements. 

Moreover, as per directions by Chairman, Planning and Development Board Punjab, NESPAK 

officer visited the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan’s (SECP) office Lahore, and met 

with the Deputy Director SECP, to get clarification of number of directorships held by ex-officio 
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government officers. The SECP officials said that the Current Law shall prevail as published and 

compliance of the same is mandatory, therefore any non-compliance by any organization or individual 

may be addressed at the earliest. 

6.2.2.3 Timely approval of final accounts 

NESPAK Board has neither approved the profit and loss account for, and balance sheet as at 

the end of, the first, second and third quarter of the year as well as the financial year end for current and 

previous financial years nor has placed the annual financial statements on the Company's website. 

Monthly accounts too were not prepared and circulated amongst the Board members. 

6.2.2.4 Orientation courses for Board members 

All the Board members are required to undergo an orientation course arranged by the Company 

to apprise them of the material developments and information as specified in the Rules. No such 

orientation program has been held since many years. Such negligence deprives the members of BoD 

from arising themselves of the material developments and state of the art information as required by 

CGR, 2013.  

6.2.2.5 Procurement Committee 

No Permanent procurement committee has been formed by Board. This non-compliance poses 

a potential risk in ensuring transparency in procurement transactions and in dealing with the suppliers. 

6.2.2.6 Risk Management Committee 

No Permanent Risk Management Committee has been formed by Board. This non-compliance 

renders risk function of the Company inefficient. 

6.2.2.7 Nomination Committee 

No Permanent Nomination Committee has been formed by Board to identify, evaluate and 

recommend candidates for vacant positions, including casual vacancies, on the Board, including the 

candidates recommended by the Government for consideration of shareholders or in case of casual 

vacancy to the Board of Directors after examining their skills and characteristics that are needed in such 

candidates. This non-compliance renders risk function of the Company inefficient. 

6.2.2.8 Appointment of Company Secretary 

No Company Secretary has been appointed by Board despite several interviews and Chief 

Financial Officer is performing duties of CFO as well as company secretary. This practice poses the 

important duties of CFO at stake making all the financial decision making, working and operations of 

company inefficient. 

6.2.3 Significant Audit Observations 

6.2.3.1 Non-compliance of Public Sector Companies (corporate governance) rules 

As per Rule–24(1) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, every 

Public Sector Company shall publish and circulate a statement along with its annual report to set out 

the status of its compliance with these rules, and shall also file with the Commission and the registrar 

concerned such statement along with its annual report.  

During audit of the NESPAK for the years 2020-21, it was observed that the management failed 

to comply with the following provisions of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013: 
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Sr. No. Rules Rule No. 

1.  The Board shall have at least one-third of its total members as independent 

directors. The public sector company shall disclose in the annual report 

non-executive, executive and independent directors.  

3(2) 

2.  No person shall be elected or nominated as a director of more than five 

Public 

Sector Companies and listed companies simultaneously, except their 

subsidiaries. 

3(5) 

3.  The Board shall meet at least once, each quarter of a year, to ensure that 

it discharges its duties and obligations to shareholders and other 

stakeholders efficiently and effectively. In case of non-compliance, the 

same shall be reported to the Commission with reasons of non-

compliance, within fourteen days of the end of the quarter in which the 

meeting should have been held. 

6(1) 

4.  An appropriate conflict of interest policy is developed and duly enforced. 

Such a policy shall clearly lay down circumstances or considerations 

when a person may be deemed to have actual or potential conflict of 

interest, and the procedure for disclosing such interest: 

5(5) 

(b) 

(ii) 

5.  The Board shall also develop and implement a policy on ‘anticorruption’ 

to minimize actual or perceived corruption in the company. 

5(5) 

(b) 

(vi) 

6.  Related party transactions. - (1) The details of all related party 

transactions shall be placed before the audit committee of the Public 

Sector Company and upon recommendations of the audit committee, the 

same shall be placed before the Board for review and approval. (..) 

9 

7.  Provided that Public Sector Companies which are listed on the exchange 

shall prepared half-yearly accounts within such time period and undertake 

limited scope review by the auditors as specified by the Commission from 

time to time. 

10 

8.  Orientation courses shall be held by a Public Sector Company, to enable 

directors to better comprehend the specific context in which it operates, 

including its operations and environment, awareness of Public Sector 

Company’s values and standards of probity and accountability as well as 

their duties as directors. 

11 

9.  The Board shall set up the following committees to support it in 

performing its functions efficiently, and for seeking assistance in the 

decision-making process, namely… 

12 

10.  The Board shall appoint a chief financial officer, a company secretary and 

a chief internal auditor by whatever name called. The chief financial 

officer shall be responsible for ensuring that appropriate advice is given 

to the Board on all financial matters, for keeping proper financial records 

and accounts, and for maintaining an effective system of internal financial 

control. 

13&14 

11.  Audit Committee. - (1) The Board shall establish an audit committee, 

whose members shall be financially literate and majority of them, 

including its chairman, shall be Independent Non-Executive Directors, 

subject to the provisions of sub-rule (2) of rule 12. Names of members of 

the audit committee shall be disclosed in each annual report of the Public 

Sector Company. (2) The chairman of the Board as well as the chief 

executive of the Public Sector Company shall not be a member of the 

audit committee (…) 

21 

12.  Internal Audit. -(1) There shall be an internal audit function in every 

Public 

Sector Company. The chief internal auditor, who is the head of the 

internal audit function in the Public Sector Company, shall be accountable 

to the audit committee and has unrestricted access to the audit committee 

(…) 

22 
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Furthermore, it was also observed that the management of the company submitted this 

compliance to SECP as on 30.06.2019 only, whereas at the end of year 2020 and 2021 management 

failed to submit such compliance which was violation of above rule of Corporate Governance rules. 

Audit is of the view that non-adherence to the rules & regulations are a serious lapse on the part 

of management which requires immediate corrective action. 

The matter was reported to the management on Dec 02, 2021. Management in its reply dated 

Dec 30, 2021 informed that NESPAK has fully complied with some of the Rules as mentioned in the 

audit para. Further some of these observations are of procedural nature and synonymous with NESPAK 

because of their structure. Reply was not convincing as statements of compliance for the year 2019-20 

and 2020-21 have not yet been submitted to the Commission and not provided to audit for verification. 

Audit recommends to explain the reason(s) of non-compliance with the requirements of Public 

Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules as on 30.06.2020 and 30.06.2021, explain reasons for 

non-compliance of above 12 rules pointed out in 2018-19 and its status in upcoming years, fix 

responsibility on the person (s) at fault and comply with the said rules under intimation to audit. 

6.2.3.2 Non-compliance of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 by not finalizing 

accounts for the year 2019-20 & 2020-21 & failure to upload the Annual 

Accounts for the year 2016-17 to 2020-21 on company’s website 

As per rule 10 of Corporate Governance Rules, every public sector company shall, within one 

month of the close of the first, second and third quarter of its year of account, prepare a profit and loss 

account for, and balance sheet as at the end of, that quarter, whether audited or otherwise, for the Board’s 

approval. Annual report including financial statements shall be placed on the Public Sector Company’s 

website.  

According to the Section-223 (2) of the Companies Act 2017, the Financial Statement must be 

laid within a period of one hundred and twenty days following the close of financial year of a company.  

During the audit of NESPAK for the years 2019-20 &2020-21, it was observed that the 

management failed to finalize its annual accounts for the years 2019-20 & 2020-21. Moreover, the 

management was required to upload their financial statements on Company’s website but only uploaded 

the Financial Statements up to 2015-16 which was clear violation of above-mentioned rules.  

Audit is of the view that annual accounts were not prepared timely due to lack of internal control 

of finance wing of the company depriving stake holders of true picture of the company.  

The matter was reported to the management on Dec 02, 2021. Management in its reply dated 

Dec 30, 2021 informed that statutory audit of NESPAK for the year 2019-20 and 2020-21 is under 

process and will be finalized in January 2021 and May, 2022 respectively. Reply was not convincing 

as even the final accounts for the year 2019-20 are still not finalized and not provided to audit for 

verification. As regard to non-uploading of accounts, the management contented that they have now 

uploaded the accounts upto 2018-19 on company’s website. Reply is not convincing as uptill close of 

audit, accounts/financial statements upto 2015-16 were uploaded and now after pointing out by audit 

management had uploaded the accounts upto 2018-19 only. 

Audit recommends to explain the reasons for delay in finalization of annual accounts for the 

years 2019-20 & 2020-21, state reasons for failure to upload accounts since 2015-16 till close of audit 

and fix responsibility on the person(s) at fault.  
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6.2.3.3 Non-compliance of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 by neglecting principle 

of probity and propriety resulting in poor performance of various divisions of 

NESPAK in acquiring new business 

According to Rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information 

by directors, executives, employees, and claiming of expenses. 

During audit of NESPAK for the year 2020-21, it was observed that NESPAK submitted 488 

proposals out of which only 61 projects were awarded in favour of NESPAK which is just 13% (Annex-

59). During examination, it was further observed that in majority of the cases NESPAK technically 

qualified but due to higher financial cost their proposals were rejected and contracts were awarded to 

the competitors due to higher financial cost. It is evident that due to higher financial cost, the 

management of NESPAK failed to capture the major market share due to their huge setup and resultant 

higher fixed cost. Further, some main divisions (at Sr. 4-8-12) of NESPAK failed to secure any project 

whereas some divisions (at Sr. 1-7-14-15) earned nominal business despite spending huge amount on 

salaries and other overhead expenditure. 

Further there were 402 ongoing projects in NESPAK during 2020-21, out of these 350 were the 

public sector projects and 27 were private sector projects within Pakistan (i.e. 8% of public sector 

projects), while NESPAK has 25 ongoing projects in foreign countries (i.e. 7% of public sector 

projects). It indicated that NESPAK’s market share ranged from 7% to 8% in terms of winning of 

projects and has secured only 1.74% market fee from private sector projects in local consultancy 

business despite having state of art infrastructure, experienced human resources and goodwill, being a 

public sector company. This shows poor performance of different divisions of the company. 

Audit is of the view that management should take steps to reduce their fixed cost and overhead 

charging rate so that they can win more projects not in the public sector but also in the private sector.  

The matter was reported to the management on Dec 02, 2021. Management in its reply dated 

Dec 30, 2021 informed that overall result upto Sep, 2021 increased from 13% to 21% and will be further 

improved after receiving results of remaining proposals. Reply was not convincing as the progress is 

still not better with regard to percentage of previous years i.e. 20 to 30%. As regard to poor performance 

in respect of private and foreign projects management intimated that it was due to covid-19 pandemic. 

Reply was again not tenable as the progress with regard to private and foreign projects were also very 

poor in previous years when there was no covid-19 pandemic. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter for the continuous losses to the organization beside 

considerable reduction in the market share of NESPAK and take necessary steps for revival of the 

organization. 

6.2.3.4 Non-compliance of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 by not conducting 

physical verification of assets – Rs. 267.947 million  

According to Rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information 

by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 
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Auditor General of Pakistan vide letter No. 600/02/P&C/1-C/2014 (PF-II) dated August 19, 

2016 issued instructions to all field offices to ensure proper maintenance of assets record during audit 

process of each entity. 

During audit of the NESPAK for the years 2020-21, it was observed that the company had fixed 

assets worth Rs. 267.947 million (net value) as on 30.06.2019. In order to check the accuracy of amounts 

appeared in financial statement and physical existence of the assets, fixed assets register along with 

physical inventory checked by an independent body were demanded vide Requisition# 1 dated 

06.09.2021. The same were not provided to audit despite several verbal requests. In the absence of 

which audit could not verify the balance amounts with physical inventory. 

Audit was of the view that the management was required to ensure physical existence of the 

assets. In the absence of which existence of assets worth  

Rs. 267.947 million considered doubtful. 

The matter was reported to the management on Dec 02, 2021. Management in its reply dated 

Dec 30, 2021 informed that physical verification for the year 2018-19 was undertaken by the external 

auditors M/s Ford Rhodes E&Y. Reply was not convincing as 100% physical verification of all assets 

are necessary to be undertaken and tallied with the figures appeared in final accounts. 

Audit recommends to intimate reasons for non-compliance of Corporate Governance rules, fix 

responsibility and get the verification done at the earliest. 

6.2.3.5 Non-compliance of Company’s Act 2017 by purchasing computer software from 

a sole proprietor – Rs. 5.907 million 

As per Section 196 (1) of Company Act 2017, no company whether incorporated in Pakistan 

or outside Pakistan which is carrying on business in Pakistan shall, without the approval of the 

commission, appoint any sole purchase, sale or distribution agent. Further as per section 196 (2), 

whoever contravenes any of the provisions of this section shall be punished with imprisonment for a 

term which may extend to two years or fine which may extend to one hundred thousand rupees, or with 

both, and if the person guilty of the offence is a company or other body corporate, every director, chief 

executive, or other officer, agent or partner thereof shall, unless he proves that the offence was 

committed without his knowledge or that he exercised all due diligence to prevent its commission, be 

deemed to be guilty of the offence. 

Further as per clause 12 (2) all procurement opportunities over three million Pakistani rupees 

should be advertised on the Authority’s websites as well as in other print media or newspaper having 

wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspaper shall principally appear in at least two national 

dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 

During the audit of NESPAK for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management of 

NESPAK (GT & G Division) procured computer software from Pakistan Resource Development 

Services Pvt. Ltd (a sole/principal proprietor of an international firm M/s ArcGIS) valuing Rs. 5.907 

million vide JV # 3028 dated 07.06.2021. Record revealed that necessary approval from the 

Commission (SECP) was not obtained in violation of above section/rule of Company’s Act 2017. 

Moreover, the management did not advertise the requirement on PPRA or authority’s website in 

violation of clause 12(2) of PPRA on the pretext that  

M/s ArcGIS possesses 45 percent of worldwide GIS market and has/had top most programs for GIS 

mapping services. The contention was not held good in audit as the management itself decided to 

purchase software from single source. As per PPRA rules, management was required to advertise the 

requirement in media and technical and financial bids could have been demanded separately. After 
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receiving the quotations/tenders, management was required to open technical bids first and financial 

bids of technically successful bidders could be opened later to ensure open competition. It is pertinent 

to quote here that management of NESPAK (W&P Division) procured hardware and software relating 

to ArcGIS server from  

M/s LMKT Pvt. Ltd vide Jv#399 dated 05.04.2021 after calling open tenders and fulfilling other codal 

formalities. Thus, purchases of computer software was considered irregular. 

Audit is of the view that procurement was made only to extend undue favour to a selected firm 

at the cost of public exchequer.  

The matter was reported to the management on Dec 02, 2021. Management in its reply dated 

Dec 30, 2021 intimated that procurement was made according to the rule 42-c of PPRA rules i.e. only 

one manufacturer or supplier exists for the required procurement, Provided that the procuring agencies 

shall specify the appropriate fora, which may authorize procurement of propriety object after due 

diligence. Reply was not convincing as it was decided by the management of NESPAK itself and not 

by the appropriate fora which is normally i.e. PAO of the Ministry. 

Audit recommends to investigate the reasons for violating the provisions of Company’s Act 

and PPRA, fix responsibility on person(s) at fault and recover the amount from responsible person(s) 

along with penalty under intimation to audit. 

6.2.3.6 Non-compliance of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 by not recovering 

disputed receivables - Rs. 1,077.022 million  

According to Rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information 

by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

During audit of NESPAK for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management entered 

into consultancy and supervision contracts with different clients. It was, however, observed that 

consultancy charges were retained by the clients due to some disputes with NESPAK. A considerable 

period has been lapsed and the chances of the recovery of the said amount are remote. The concerned 

Project managers neither made efforts to remove the objections regarding defective order nor followed 

their clients for early recovery of NESPAK dues and resultantly the same become complete bad debts. 

Audit is of the view that the organization sustained a loss of Rs. 1,077.022 million due to 

negligence and non-pursuing of the recovery by the concerned Project Managers as well as the heads 

of the department. 

The matter was reported to the management on Dec 02, 2021. Management in its reply dated 

Dec 30, 2021 informed that these receivables are pending due to certain reasons such as non-allocation 

of funds by clients, non-approval of amendments to contracts, audit observations of clients/departments, 

overbilling and work performed without any agreement. Further they are pursuing the recovery cases 

vigorously through BoD and P&D, Government of Punjab etc. The reply was not convincing as most 

of recovery is dumped due to slackness of NESPAK’s management, overbilling or work done before 

signing contracts/agreements with clients etc. 

Audit recommends to investigate the matter and fix responsibility for the loss sustained by the 

organization. Besides, recover the loss from the person held responsible. 
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7. Conclusion 

It is concluded that despite having a long history of corporate environment in NESPAK, the 

management has not been successful in implementing Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 in letter and 

spirit. Matters including formation of Board and relevant committees, appointment of company 

Directors, timely appointments on key posts like Managing Director, Company Secretary and Chief 

Internal Auditor need special attention. Many sections of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 are either 

violated or bypassed by management. NESPAK needs interdivisional coordination which is hampering 

the efficient usage of human resources in the company. Absence of fund management unit is depriving 

company of optimized profits from funds invested in different schemes of term deposits. 

The thematic audit report is expected to assist the government in effective decision making 

related to Disaster Risk Reduction and efficient resource allocation in future, besides, strengthening the 

financial management practices and internal control in the spending entities dealing with DRR 

activities. 

8. Departmental response 

Management’s response received and incorporated in the report. 

9. Recommendations 

It is recommended that: 

 NESPAK management should govern the company affairs under the auspices of CGR, 

2013 and Companies Act, 2017 being the supreme rules of Public Sector Companies. 

 Appointment of Board of Directors should be made as per “Fit and Proper” criteria as 

given in CGR, 2013. 

 Timely appointment of the senior management officers including Chief Executive 

Officer should be ensured. 

 Compliance of Clause 223 of Companies Act 2017 should be ensured according to the 

provisions of the Companies Act.          

 Performance Evaluation of BOD by the Ministry may be carried out. 

 Performance of senior management may be monitored and assessed by the BOD. 

 A permanent committee tasked with the timely recovery of receivables from 

Government departments may be formed who will coordinate with concerned 

departments and ministries to serve the purpose. 

 Policies regarding anti-corruption, conflict of interest and work place harassment may 

be formulated and revised time to time. 

 Orientation courses and training of board members may be arranged. 

 Issues of going concern may be addressed in time. 

 Compliance of directives/decisions of BOD and its committees may be ensured.  
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Thematic Audit (15.5) 

1 Thematic Audit of Corporate Governance in State Owned Enterprises 

1.1 Introduction 

Utility Stores Corporation (Pvt.) Limited (“the Company”) was incorporated on September 3, 

1971 as a private company under the Companies Act, 1913 (now the Companies Act, 2017). The 

Company has its registered office at Plot 2039-F-7, G/7 Blue Area Islamabad. The entity is comprised 

of its Head Office at Islamabad, and 09 Zonal Offices at Islamabad, Lahore, Gujrat, Multan, Sargodha, 

Karachi, Sukkur, Peshawar, Abbottabad and Quetta, headed by Zonal Managers and 64 Regional 

Offices are operating under the Zonal Managers throughout the country headed by Regional Managers 

to control the operational activities of 3,989 utility stores operating at union council level in the country. 

The company has its independent internal audit department headed by G.M Internal Audit. The head of 

internal audit department directly reports to the Managing Director USC. 

The main objectives of the Corporation are to provide high grade hygienically fit genuine food 

and non-food items of daily use to the public and specifically to the poor segments of the society and 

also to act as price moderator in the market and deterrent to profiteering, hoarding etc. 

For sound and prudent management, Public Sector Companies were bound to comply with 

Corporate Governances Rules 2013 at all times. The purposes of these rules were:- 

a) The business of the Public Sector Company is carried own with integrity, objectivity, 

due care and the professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its activities; 

b) Each director and chief executive officer by whatever name called, of the Public Section 

Company complies with the fit and proper criteria specified under these rules; 

c) The Public Section Company is directed and managed by a sufficient number of persons 

who are fit and proper persons to hold the positions which they hold; and 

d) The Public Section Company maintains adequate accounting and other records of its 

business. 

1.2 Background 

Corporate Governance Rules came into force in 2013 for strict compliance by the State Owned 

Enterprises. Compliance of Corporate Governance Rules gained its importance when Public Accounts 

Committee of the National Assembly adopted the recommendations of its sub-committee in which it 

was recommended that within 3 months all directors of Public Sectors Companies should sign off that 

they have read the Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules 2013 and that they will 

comply with the guidelines provided. Furthermore it also gained importance when State Owned 

Enterprises started with lofty ideas getting sick which resulted frequent mergers or closures due to 

liquidity and other issues .and failed to serve the purposes of their institution. 

1.3 Establishing the Audit Theme 

1.3.1 Reasons for Selection 

To uniform the working of State Owned Entities (SOEs) and streamline the policies under companies 

Act, the necessity was felt to improve the system, procedure of the Government owned and controlled 

State Owned Entities (SOEs) Corporate Governance rules were framed. As the Corporate Governances 

Rules were framed for sound and prudent management in State Owned Entities to carry out business 

with integrity, objectivity due care and professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its 
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activities with fit and proper criteria. In the light of provisions of these rules and directives of Public 

Accounts Committee of the National Assembly the compliance of its implementation was necessary to 

be evaluated. Keeping in view the importance the topic was selected. 

1.3.2 Objectives 

The objectives of Audit were to examine whether there was a proper framework and whether 

due process was followed for the key stages during implementation of Corporate Governances Rules. 

The main objectives of the thematic audit are; 

i) Existence of mechanism of Corporate Governance in the entity 

ii) Effectiveness of Corporate Governance 

iii) Issues of Going Concern addressed in time of otherwise. 

iv) Entity has sufficient liquidity to meet its liabilities. 

v) There are prospects for sustainability and growth of the entity 

vi) The entity is competitive enough in the industry. 

1.3.3 Scope 

Thematic Audit for the year 2020-21 was primarily based upon the aforementioned Audit 

Objectives. The audit involved a comprehensive process of planning, data collection, data analysis, data 

organization and reporting. Record was reviewed, analyzed and group discussions were held with the 

management. Audit visited the Head office and following were reviewed and analyzed. 

i) Existence of Corporate Governances 

ii) BoD properly placed or otherwise 

iii) Criteria for appointment of BoD 

iv) Right man for the right job 

v) Regular meetings of BoD and its Committees 

vi) Performance evaluation of BoD by the Ministry 

vii) Conflict of interest of BoD 

viii) Appointment of CEO and Management as per criteria 

2 Legal frame work governing the Theme 

Utility Stores Corporation (Pvt.) Limited (“the Company”) was incorporated on September 3, 

1971 as a private company under the Companies Act, 1913 (now the Companies Act, 2017). The 

Corporation is working under the control of Ministry of Industries and Production, Government of 

Pakistan. To achieve the objectives of the Corporation mentioned in the Memorandum of Association 

and performing the operational activities independent BOD was constituted. For this, Companies Act, 

Public Sectors Companies Corporate Governance Rules, Memorandum and Article of Association, 

USC Service Rules and directives of Federal Government are applicable.  

3 Stakeholders and governmental organizations identified as 

directly/indirectly involved 

Following Stakeholders and governmental organizations are identified as directly/indirectly 

involved: 

i) Ministry of Industries & Production (Being Controlling Ministry). 

ii) Ministry of Finance 

iii) Ministry of Planning & Special Initiatives. (Planning Division). 
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iv) Ministry of National Food Security & Research. 

v) Trading Corporation of Pakistan 

vi) Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) 

4 Role of Important Organizations 

Some of the above organizations are playing very important roles in achieving the 

objectives/targets and operation of the Corporation as detailed below: 

Ministry of Industries and Production 

The Secretary to the Ministry of Industries and Production being Principal Accounting Officer 

of the Corporation is responsible for its efficient administration, discipline and for the proper conduct 

of business due execution of the sanctioned policy and ensures that the funds controlled by him are 

spend in accordance with the rules. 

Ministry of Finance 

As described in Rules of Business, no Division shall, without previous consultation with the 

Finance Division, authorize the issue of any orders, other than orders in pursuance of any general or 

special delegation made by the Finance Division, which will affect directly or indirectly the finances of 

the Federation. Further the interpretations of financial rules and financial matters, where the rules of 

Corporation are silent, the Finance Division provides consultation. In addition, Finance Division 

provided funds for subsidies in financial crunch of Corporation. 

Ministry of National Food Security & Research 

The Ministry is playing role in economic coordination and planning in respect of food, 

economic planning and policy making in respect of agricultural commodities. Since 2019, Ministry is 

making arrangements for provision of wheat to USC through PASSCO. 

Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan 

SECP is a regulatory body of the companies registered under companies Act 2017 which was 

established for beneficial regulation and capital markets, superintendence and control of corporate 

entities and for matters connected therewith and incidental thereto: USC is also being regulated under 

this commission. 

5 Organization’s Financials 

Financial Highlights 

The source of funding of the Corporation was budgeted grants received from the Government 

and revenue from sales of commodities. The detail of grants received from Government during last Four 

years and expenditure there-against is given hereunder: 

(Rs. in million) 

Note: figures pertain to for the year 2019-20 and 2020-21 are provisional 

    2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16 

Sales Million 92,774.48 47,160.367 9,589.32 26,416.50 53,619.49 48,593.95 

Subsidy Million 23,350.32 6,160.28 374.56 850.67 4,250.60 1,779.47 

Net Sales Million 116,124.80 53,320.80 9,963.88 27,267.17 57,870 50,373 

Increase/(Decrease) in Sales 

Revenue 

% 117.79  534.95  (63.70)  (50.73)  10.34  (13.43)  

Other Revenue Million 1,210.28 1,251.42 447.87 288 306 392 

Profit/ (Loss) before Tax Million 2,156.38 (716.36) (5,918.76) (4,710) (2,837) (2,604) 
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Liquidity Ratios: 

Current Ration: 

Above table shows that current ratio for the Corporation is 1:02, 1 and 0:74 for the last three 

years which showed increasing trend in current ratio even then it is very low because a current ratio of 

2:1 is considered safe. 

 

Quick Ratio: 

Similarly Quick ratio for the Utility Stores Corporations is 0.78, 0.79 and 0.68 for the year 

2020-21, 2019-20 and 2018-29 which is considered very low because the ideal liquidity ratio or the 

generally accepted ‘norm’ for liquidity ratio is ‘1’. Quick ratio evaluates the liquidity of a company by 

comparing its cash plus almost cash current assets with its entire current financial obligations.  

Net Working Capital Ratio: 

Net Working Capital Ratio is a measure of liquidity. It shows how much short-term resources 

the Corporation would have in continuing its operations if it had to settle all of its current liabilities. 

Profit/ (Loss) for the year Million 714.82 (1,418.35) (6,028.66) (5,023.76) (3,374.02) (3,073.96) 

Share Capital & Reserves Million 1,003.66 288.83 (9,273.54) (2,542.98) 2,424.25 6,013.47 

Non- Current Liabilities Million 7,384.94 7,606.07 3,483.14 2,365.14 2,292.14 2,147.96 

Current Liabilities Million 42,983.64 51,949.39 38,235.88 39,414.55 49,456.42 44,963.76 

Total Equity & Liabilities Million 51,372.24 59,844.29 32,445.48 39,236.71 54,172.81 53,125.19 

Fixed Assets Million 7,503.14 8,061.27 4,224.23 4,277.46 4,324.91 4,377.77 

Long Term Deposits Million 3.98 4.04 4.74 4.75 4.72 4.72 

Current Assets Million 43,864.14 51,777.53 28,215.95 34,954.50 49,843.18 48,742.69 

Total Assets Million 51,372.24 59,844.29 32,444.92 39,236.71 54,172.81 53,125.18 

Profitability Ratios 

Gross Profit to sales % 8.94  11.89  9.52  8.67  8.01  7.73  

Other Income % 1.04  2.35  4.49  1.06  0.53  0.78  

Profit/(Loss) Before Taxation % 1.86  (1.34)  (59.40)  (17.28)  (4.90)  (5.17)  

Net Profit/(Loss) to sales % 0.62  (2.66) (60.51) (18.42) (5.83) (6.10) 

Expense Ratios 

% of S&D Expenses % 7.28 13.89 68.89 25.31 12.65 12.78 

% of Admin Expenses % (0.45) 0.89 4.39 1.57 0.71 0.81 

% of Finance Cost % (0.39) (1.19) 0.14 0.12 0.08 0.09 

Liquidity Ratios 

Current Ratio Times 1.02 1.00 0.74 0.89 1.01 1.08 

Quick Ratio Times 0.78 0.79 0.68 0.75 0.77 0.79 

Cash to Current Liabilities Times 0.17 0.34 0.07 0.04 0.14 0.10 

Net Working Capital Million 880.50 (171.86) (10,019.93) (4,460.06) 387 3,779 

Investment Ratios 

Earnings/(Loss) Per Share 

Basic 

Rupees 9.69 (19.23) (81.72) (68.10) (45.74) (41.67) 

Earnings/ (Loss) Per Share 

Diluted  

Rupees 5.86 (11.63) (49.43) (41.19) (27.66) (25.20) 

Activity Ratios 

Inventory Turnover  Times 10.06 4.37 3.96 2.95 4.26 3.40 

Average Age of Inventory Days 36 84 92.25 123.62 85.67 107.34 

Receivable Turnover Times 5.09 2.57 0.49 1.08 2.03 1.81 

Average Collection Period Days 72 142 744.90 338 180 202 

Payable Turnover Times 2.62 1.26 0.24 1 1.07 1.03 

Average Payment Period Days 139 289 1,520.83 365 339 353 

Capital Structure Ratios 

Debt to Total Asset % 0.97 0.84 117.85 106.5 96 87 
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The net working capital is calculated by deducting all current liabilities from all current assets. Although 

net working capital of USC resulted in Rs. 880.50 million during 2020-21 as compared to negative 

amount of Rs. 171.86 and Rs. 10,019.93 million in 2019-19 and 2019-20 respectively yet more efforts 

are required to be made to improve the current ratio. 

Liquidity ratios of the Utility Stores Corporation are less than ‘1’ which are very low than 

industry average or ideal ratios. It means the corporation has lesser current assets to pay off current 

liabilities.  

Performance analysis given in above table showed that the corporation earned profit of Rs. 

714.82 million during the year 2020-21 ( based on provisional figures) as compared to net loss of Rs. 

1,418.35 million during with year 2019-20 with accumulated losses aggregating to Rs. 15,513.13 

million upto 30.06.2020 Although the corporation succeeded to put itself into profit from continuous 

losses during 2020-21 yet the growth of the entity is still at stake unless to maintain its profitability in 

coming years. 

6 Field Audit Activity. 

6.1 Methodology 

The audit methodology to achieve each audit objective set which will include Previous ARPSE 

, Audit Report of CAs, and other relevant file reviews, inquiries and interviews from the management, 

testing of provided data, vouching where necessary, inspections of selection institution sites and 

gathering of projects related data from outside source. 

6.2 Audit Analysis 

6.2.1 Review of Internal Control 

As per provisions of Corporate Governance Rules some of the Internal Controls were necessary 

to be devised for sound and prudent management. According to Rule-5 of Corporate Governance Rules 

the Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented at 

all levels within the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of 

probity and propriety; objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders but USC 

BoD failed to ensure compliance of the fundamental principles of probity and propriety; objectivity, 

integrity and honesty. 

Further as per Rule 5(4) the Board did not ensure that adequate systems and control are in place 

for identification and redressal of grievances arising from unethical practices. In the absence of such 

control USC is suffering from heavy losses, frauds and misappropriation. 

As per Rule -5(5) ( c ) (iii) The Board has ensured compliance with the law as well as the 

company’s internal rules and procedures relating to Public Procurement, tender regulations, and 

purchasing and technical standards, when dealing with suppliers of goods and services. But, Board did 

not ensure compliance of such laws, internal rules and procedures which resulted irregularities/ 

discrepancies in procurement and tendering process. 

According to Rule-11 (3) in order to acquaint the Board members with the wider scope of 

responsibilities concerning the use of public resources, to act in good faith and in the best interests of 

the Public Sector Company, at least one orientation course shall be arranged annually for the directors 

and the information i.e. Control environment and control activities, Key policies and procedures, Risk 

management and internal control framework and budgeting, planning and performance evaluation 

systems etc. were to be provided in writing were to the members of the BOD. Management neither 
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arranged such orientation course for the members which violation of the Corporate Governance Rules. 

Due to non-provisions of company profiles, non-holding of orientation course, the members of BoD 

could not be groomed due to which they remained unable to actively participate in the business of 

Corporation. In the absence of awareness the members of BoD remained unable to ensure internal 

controls in due spirit. 

According to Rule-17 (e) after recognition their responsibility to establish and maintain sound 

system of internal control, which was regularly reviewed and monitored by BoD. Neither the internal 

control system was reviewed neither thy BoD nor the report in this regard was submitted to the 

stakeholders.  

According to Rule-21 (6) (i) (j) ascertaining that the internal control system including financial 

and operational controls, accounting system and reporting structure should be adequate and effective 

but the same is not done. (Review of the Public Sector Company’s statement on internal control systems 

prior to endorsement by the Board which was also done). 

Board failed to appoint certified internal control auditor since January 2021 which also affected 

the work. 

6.2.2 Critical Review and Significant Audit Observations 

This part of the audit findings covers a critical review of the legal framework, role and 

performance of organizations, policy matters and all other details along with impediments affecting 

performance of USC and progress in achieving the targets related to the theme “Compliance of 

Corporate Governance Rules 2013”. 

6.2.2.1 Appointment and retention Company Secretary after superannuation  

Non-Disclosure of foreign nationalities by USC officers  

As per advertisement dated 29.01.2019 maximum age limit for the appointment of company 

Secretary was required 45 years (relaxable in case of highly qualified and experienced professionals. 

As per Rule-6 of USC Service Rules 1992, the age of superannuation is sixty years. Further as 

per CSR-459 (e) an employee compulsory retired from service at the age of 60 years. 

According Supreme Court of Pakistan in its judgment declared that persons with dual 

nationality could not retain important government positions as they should choose between a 

government job and a foreign nationality. The Court also ordered the federal and provincial 

governments to develop criteria and standards operating procedures requiring disclosure of the intent to 

seek such foreign nationalities and permanent residence permits and adopt methods to check such 

instances and enforce penalties for non-disclosure. Such criteria and standard operating procedures 

could possibly be incorporated into the existing efficiency and discipline rules/regulations etc. by way 

of amendment or be adopted independently. 

During thematic audit of Utility Stores Corporation Islamabad, Mr. Hamid Usman was 

appointed as Company Secretary on 25th October 2019 for two year contract basis. At the time of 

appointment he was 58 years old whereas as per advertisement the required age limit was 45 years 

because his date of birth is 03.11.1961. According to date of birth, his date of superannuation is 

02.11.2021. According to the above rules the officer was required to be compulsory retired from service 

on 02.11.2021 at the age of superannuation, instead of compulsory retiring the management extended 

his contract period for further one year w.e.f. 01.11.2021 which is clear violation of rules committed by 

the BoD. 
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According to orders of the Supreme Court of Pakistan, SoP was required to be developed 

requiring disclosure of the intent to seek such foreign nationalities and permanent residence permits and 

adopt methods to check such instances and enforce penalties for non-disclosure. But neither the 

management develops such SoP nor obtained disclosure of foreign nationalities from the officers of the 

Corporation. 

The matter was reported to management on 02.12.2021. Management in its reply dated 

03.02.2022 stated that a legal opinion has also sought from the Legal Advisor according to which the 

appointment of Brig Hamid Usman (Retd) on contractual basis and its extension even after the age of 

superannuation by the Competent Authority is legal. 

DAC meeting was held on 09.02.2022 but minutes were not received till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends to probe into the matters for fixing responsibility and taking up corrective 

action. 

6.2.2.2 Non-compliance of Companies Act due to non-finalization of financial 

statements of the Corporation 

According to Section-223 (2) of the Companies Act the financial statements must be laid before 

BOD within a period of one hundred and twenty (120) days following the close of financial year of a 

company. Section-223(1) also states that the board of every company must lay before the company in 

annual general meeting its financial statements for the period made up to the date of close of financial 

year adopted by the company. 

During thematic audit of Utility Stores Corporation It was observed that management of Utility 

Store Corporation failed to finalize and lay its annual accounts for the years 2019-2020 and 20-2021 

before the BOD despite lapse of period ranging between 3 months to more than one year. Non-

maintenance/ finalization and submission of annual accounts to the BoD was serious violation of the 

Companies Act. 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of annual audited accounts the authenticity of 

transactions remained un-reliable and main objective i.e. information about the financial position, 

financial performance and cash flow could not be ascertained. 

In the DAC meeting held on 09.02.2022, the management apprised the DAC that the 

Corporation is conducting its operation manually which takes time for collecting required data and 

information from the Zones, Regions, Warehouses and stores. 

DAC directed the management that in order to avoid undue delay for finalization of accounts, 

make a yearly comprehensive plan and finalize the financial statements for the years 2019-20 and 2020-

21 at the earliest and share with audit for verification.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC.  

 

6.2.2.3 Violation of Corporate Governance Rules in constitution of BOD of 

Corporation 

According to Rule-3 (2) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 the Board shall have at least 

one-third of its total members as independent directors. The Public Sector Company shall disclose in 

the annual report non-executive, executive and independent directors. Furthermore, according to Rule-

3 (7) of Corporate Governance Rules, the appointing authorities, including the Government and other 
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shareholders, shall apply the fit and proper criteria given in the Annexure in making nominations of the 

persons for election as Board members under the provisions of the Act: 

During thematic audit of Utility Stores Corporation Islamabad it was observed that the Federal 

Government constituted new Board of Directors (BoD) vide Notification No. 6-4/2002-USC-II dated 

18th January 2021. According to the above provisions of Corporate Governance Rules, at least one-

third of its total members should be independent directors whereas, all the members of BoD consisted 

of Government office holders which was against the provisions of the Corporate Governance Rules. 

Audit remained unable to check the fit and proper criteria in making nominations of the persons 

for election as Board members because management provided only notification regarding nomination 

of members of BoD issued by the Federal Government. 

In the DAC meeting held on 09.02.2022, the management informed that Management apprised 

the DAC that theUSC is 100% owned by the Government of Pakistan, therefore, under Section-164(1), 

of the Companies Act 2017, the Federal Government has authority to appoint the Directors of USC.  

DAC directed the management to follow the CGR-2013, review the members of BoD and move 

a summary to Cabinet for hiring of new members of board under the rule 3(2) of Corporate Governance 

Rules and progress share with Audit. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

6.2.2.4 Un-authorized chairing the meetings of BOD by the Chairman 

Rule 4 (4) of Corporate Governance Rules, 2017 states that the Chairman of the Board 

shall be elected by the Board of Directors of the Public Sector Company. However, this 

provision shall not apply where chairman of the Board disappointed by the Government 

According to Para-2 of the Industries and Production Division Notification No.6-

4/2002-USC-II dated 18thJanuary 2021, Federal Government with approval of Cabinet 

appointed Secretary, (Industries and Production Division) Islamabad as Chairman of the Board 

of Directors of Utility Stores Corporation for a period of three (3) months or till the appointment 

of a new Chairman BoD whichever is earlier. 

During thematic audit of Utility Stores Corporation Islamabad, it was noticed that 

according to the above notification of Government, after expiry of three months w.e.f. 

18.01.2021, new Chairman was required to be appointed w.e.f. 17.04.2021 but the same was 

not done. 

It is pertinent to mention here that the Chairman of BoD, chaired the under mentioned 

BoD meetings beyond the expiry of appointment period i.e. w.e.f. 17.04.2021 which was un-

authorized. 

S.# Board meeting No. Dated on which the meeting was 

held 

Numbers of Agenda 

items Discussed 

01 163rd Board Meeting 10th June, 2021 03 

02 164th Board Meeting 28th July, 2021 09 
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03 165th Board Meeting 12th August, 2021 04 

04 166th Board Meeting 23rd August, 2021 02 

05 167th Board Meeting 27th September 2021 09 

In the DAC meeting held on 09.02.2022, the management apprised the DAC that in light of 

Cabinet Decision, the appointment was made. 

The DAC directed to the management that since Cabinet appointed the Chairman BoD for the 

period of three (3) months w.e.f 18.01.2021 or till the appointment of new Chairman BoD whichever is 

earlier and said period had come into end on 17.04.2021 therefore, for unauthorized period, move a 

summary for regularization of previous period. Furthermore, a separate summary also move for 

appointment of new Chairman BoD. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

6.2.2.5 Non-appointment of regular Chief Executive Officer/Managing Director of the 

Corporation 

Non-development and succession planning of the Chief Executive resultantly 

USC accumulated losses increased to Rs. 15,513.13 million 

According to Rule 2 (A) of the Corporate Governances Rules, 2013 for sound and prudent 

management of a Public Sector Company, the business of the company is carried on with integrity, 

objectivity, due care and the professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its activities and 

according to Section-3 USC Service Rules Managing Director was required to be appointed by the 

Federal Government. Furthermore according to Rule-5 (2) of the Corporate Governances Rules board 

is also responsible for development and succession planning of the chief executive.  

During thematic audit of Utility Stores Corporation Islamabad, it was revealed that during the 

period from July 2016 till date, 11 officers were posted/appointed as Managing Directors of the 

Corporation. Record showed that out of 11 officers, 06 were posted on additional charge basis, whereas 

except one, none of the regular posted officers completed 02 years period. The details are given below: 

S 

# 

Name of MD Tenure of Posting Status of Posting/ 

appointment 

Total Period 

  From To   

01 Mr. Waseem Mukhtar 20.07.2016 13.11.2017 Regular Posting 01 year & 04 

months. 

02 Mr. Mathar Niaz Rana 13.11.2017 23.02.2018 Regular Posting 03 months 

03 Mr. Iftikhar Ali 

Shalwani 

08.03.2018 05.04.18 Additional Charge 01 month 

04 Mr. Habib Ur Rehman 

Gillani 

16.04.2018 27.06.2018 Regular Posting 02 months 

05 Mr. Iftikhar Ali 

Shalwani 

02.07.2018 01.11.18 Additional Charge 04 months 

06 Mr. Wajid Ali Khan 02.11.2018 04.12.2018 Additional Charge 01 month 

07 Ch. Mushtaq Ahmed 07.12.2018 29.04.2019 Additional Charge 04-1/2 months 

08 Mr. Naeem Jan 30.04.2019 02.05.2019 Additional Charge 02 days 

09 Mr. Umer Habib Lodhi 03.05.2019 15.07.2021 Regular 

Appointment 

2 years & 05 

months 

10 Mr. Riaz-ud-din 16.07.2021 31.08.2021 Additional Charge 1-1/2 month 

11 Mr. Taha Aziz 

Magrabi 

01.09.2021 Till date Regular 

Appointment 

Continue. 
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Audit is of the view that non-posting of regular Managing Directors of the Corporation was 

against the Corporate Governances rules which badly affected integrity, objectivity, due care and 

professional skills, appropriate to the nature and scale of activities of corporation. Furthermore, the 

impact of non-posting of regular Managing Director in the Corporation caused to increase accumulated 

losses in the last three years to the tune of Rs. 12,814.75 million with accumulated losses aggregating 

to Rs. 15,513.13 million upto June, 2020.The above facts proved that no succession plan was made and 

approved by the BoD. 

In the DAC meeting held on 09.02.2022, the management apprised that due to randomly 

transfers/ postings of the Managing Directors no such arrangements could be made. 

DAC directed the management to prepare succession planning and get it approved from BoD. 

DAC further directed the management to provide record to Audit for verification and further comments 

about the appointment of CEO/MD made through MoIP and Board approval.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

 

6.2.2.6 Non-assessment and non-monitoring of the performance of members of the 

Board including Chairman by the Government and senior management by the 

Board 

According to Rule-8 of Corporate Governance Rules 2013, the performance evaluation of 

members of the Board including the chairman and the chief executive was to be undertaken annually 

by the Government for which the Government Shall enter into performance contract with each member 

of the Board at the time of his appointment. 

Furthermore, the Board shall monitor and assess the performance of senior management on a 

periodic basis, at least once a year, and hold them accountable for accomplishing objectives, goal and 

key performance indicators set for this purpose. 

During thematic audit of Utility Stores Corporation Islamabad, it was noticed that the 

performance evaluation of members of the Board including the chairman and the chief executive was 

to be undertaken annually by the Government which was not done by the Government. Further the 

Board has not monitored and assessed the performance of senior management on annual/half –

yearly/quarter basis. 

Non-evaluation of performance of the Board and chairman by the government and non- 

monitoring the performance of senior management by the board is clear violation of Corporate 

Governance Rules which badly affected the accomplishing objectives, goal and key performance 

indicators set for this purpose. 

In the DAC meeting held on 09.02.2022, the management apprised that with regard to 

performance evaluation of the Board including the Chairman and the Chief Executive is required to be 

undertaken by the Government. USC Service Rules are in process, which will be completed in due 

course of time for USC monitoring on performance of senior management and employee performance 

evaluation. 

The DAC directed the management that as per rule 8 of Corporate Governance Rule 2013, 

prepare the performance evaluation of Board members including Chairman of every Board meeting. 

DAC further directed the management to early finalize the USC Service rules, Prepare TOR and SOP 

and get it approved from BoD for monitoring of performance evaluation of Senior Management and 

share record with Audit for verification.  
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Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

6.2.2.7 Inaction of Board of Directors on qualified opinions of external auditors 

According to Rule-21(6) ( C ) (I to V) with the recommendation of Board, Audit Committee 

was required to review of quarterly, half-yearly and annually financial statements of Public Sector 

Company, prior to their approval by the board focusing on:.  

i) Major judgment areas: 

ii) Significant adjustments resulting from the audit 

iii) The going concern assumption; 

iv) Any changes in accounting policies and practices; and 

v) Compliance with applicable accounting standards. 

During thematic audit of Utility Stores Corporation Islamabad, it was noticed that external 

auditors gave their qualified opinion on certain areas in the annual financial statements for the years 

2017-18, 2018-19 and 2019-20,  

(Annex-60), but neither Audit Committee gave any recommendation for BOD of the Corporation nor 

BOD take any action in this regard which is violation of the Corporate Governance Rules.  

In the DAC meeting held on 09.02.2022, the management informed that the annual audited 

accounts were discussed during Board Audit Committee meetings and recommendations of the Board 

Audit Committee along presented to the Board of Directors 

DAC directed the management to follow up the recommendations of external auditor and 

review it with the Board Audit committee and then present it in BoD for consideration. Review of Audit 

Committee, BoD consideration and compliance to recommendation be shared with Audit for 

verification.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

6.2.2.8 Non-formulation of significant policies of the Corporation by the BoD 

According to Rule-7 (J) the Board of Directors of the Corporation was required to formulate 

significant policies of the Public Sector Company, which may include corporate social responsibility 

initiatives including, donations, charities, contributions and other payments of a similar nature. Rule-7 

(m & n) further requires formulating significant policies regarding health, safety and environment and 

development of whistle-blowing policy and protection mechanism. 

Furthermore, according to Rule- 5 (5)(b)(vi) the Board has developed and implemented a policy 

on anti-corruption to minimize actual or perceived corruption in the Company and conflict of interest 

policy. 

During thematic audit of Utility Stores Corporation Islamabad it was revealed that Board of 

Directors of the Corporation did not formulate the above mentioned significant policies of the 

Corporation and according to the Code of Corporate Governance, following policies were also to be 

formulated which was not done by the Board: 

a. Governance of risks and internal control measures 

b. Human resource management including preparation of a succession plan 

c. Permissible fee for non-executive directors including independent directors  

d. Procurement of goods and services  

e. Communication policy and investors’/shareholders’ relations  
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f. Marketing  

g. Determination of terms of credit and discount to customers  

h. Write-off of bad/doubtful debts, advances and receivables  

i. Sale and lease of assets, undertaking, capital expenditure, planning and control  

j. Investments and disinvestment of funds  

k. Debt coverage  

l. Determination and delegation of financial powers  

m. Transactions or contracts with associated companies and related parties  

n. Environmental, social and governance including health and safety aspects in business 

strategies that promote sustainability. This includes but is not limited to Corporate 

Social Responsibility (CSR) initiatives and other philanthropic activities, donations / 

contributions to charities and other social causes; and  

o. Whistle blowing policy, by establishing a mechanism to receive, handle complaints in 

a fair and transparent manner while providing protection to the complainant against 

victimization.  

Non-formulation of above policies is clear violation of the above provisions of the Corporate 

Governances Rules and work is being done on ad-hocism without intact of BOD. 

In the DAC meeting held on 09.02.2022, the management apprised that the draft of policies 

will be completed shortly. 

DAC directed the management that the policies of USC under rule 7 of Corporate Governing 

Rules be prepared at the earliest and get it approved from BoD by June, 2022 and share with Audit for 

verification. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

6.2.2.9 Non-formulation of Committees by the Board of Directors 

According to Rule-12 (1) of the Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 the Board shall set up the 

following committees to support it in performing its functions efficiently and for seeking assistance in 

the decision making process, namely:-  

(a) Audit committee, for an efficient and effective internal and external financial reporting 

mechanism. 

(b) Risk management committee, in case of Public Sector Companies either in the financial sector or 

those having assets of five billion rupees or more, to effectively review the risk function. 

(c) Human resources committee, to deal with all employee related matters including recruitment, 

training, remuneration, performance evaluation, succession planning, and measures for effective 

utilization of the employees of the Public Sector Company. 

(d) Procurement committee, to ensure transparency in procurement transactions and in dealing with 

the suppliers; and 

(e) Nomination committee, to identify, evaluate and recommend candidates for vacant positions, 

including casual vacancies, on the Board, including the candidates recommended by the 

Government for consideration of shareholders or in case of casual vacancy to the board of 

directors after examining their skills and characteristics that are needed in such candidates. 
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During thematic audit of Utility Stores Corporation Islamabad, it was observed that the Federal 

Government constituted new Board of Directors (BoD) vide Notification No.6-4/2002-USC-II dated 

18th January 2021. According to the above provisions of Corporate Governance Rules, committees were 

required to be formulated by the BOD to perform its functions efficiently. Contrary to the above 

provisions, BOD formulated only two committees i.e. Human Resource & Nomination Committee and 

Audit Committee. Remaining three committees were not formulated despite lapse of period of more 

than 10 months which is against the provisions of Corporate Governance Rules and caused inefficient 

performance of the board and Corporation. 

In the DAC meeting held on 09.02.2022, the management that due to less number of Directors 

only two Board Committees were reconstituted in 159th meeting of the Board of Directors held on 23rd 

January 2021. When Independent Directors are appointed, the remaining Board Committees will be 

reconstituted. 

DAC directed the management that under rule 12 (1) of Corporate Governing Rules, formulate 

the BoD all committees at the earliest and compliance be share with Audit for verification.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

6.2.2.10 Appointment of Chief Executive without following fit and proper criteria 

According to Rule -12 of Corporate Governance Rules, the Board shall set up nomination 

committee to identify, evaluate and recommend candidates for vacant positions, including casual 

vacancies, on the Board, including the candidates recommended by the Government for consideration. 

Further to determine whether a candidate proposed to be appointed as a chief executive of 

public sector company is fit and proper for the position, the following factors shall be taken into 

consideration: 

i) Competence and Capability 

ii) Probity, personal integrity and reputation- 

iii) Financial integrity. 

In Para-3 of the said guideline the assessment of the above criteria shall have regard to the 

considerations was set out in details. 

During thematic audit of Utility Store Corporation of Pakistan, Islamabad it was observed that 

the Chief Executives/Managing Directors were appointed without adopting the evaluation /assessment 

criteria described in the Public Sector Companies (Appointment of Chief Executive) Guidelines, 2015, 

and also in disregard to the above mentioned provisions of the Corporate Governance Rules. The 

assessment was done individually instead of through nomination committee and assessment criteria was 

determined by the management itself which was found not in line with Public Sector Companies 

(Appointment of Chief Executive) Guidelines, 2015. The assessment performas were found incomplete; 

some of the columns were left blank by the individual evaluators. 

Audit is of the view that in above mentioned circumstance the process adopted for the 

evaluation/assessment was in disregard to the above provisions of rules. 

The matter was reported to management on 02.12.2021. Management in its reply dated 

03.02.2022 stated that during whole process none of any rule was violated and appointing process for 

the post of Managing Director USC was completed in accordance with the Public Sector Companies, 

(Appointment of Chief Executives) Guidelines 2015 and Corporate Governance Rules, 2013.  
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In the DAC meeting held on 09.02.2022, the DAC directed the management to check the criteria 

implementation and review the same by a committee and share the record with audit for verification. 

DAC further directed the management that in future also make assessment/evaluation of competence, 

personal & financial integrity of newly appointed Chief Executive Officer.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

6.2.2.11 Non-implementation of decisions of the BoD & its sub-committees resulting into 

wasteful expenditure – Rs. 31.500 million 

As per Clause-5 (a) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2017, the 

Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented at all 

levels within the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of 

probity and propriety; objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders, in the 

following manner, namely:- (a) the principle of probity and propriety entails that company’s assets and 

resources are not used for private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The 

principle shall be adhered to, especially with respect to the following, namely: - (i) handling of public 

funds, assets, resources and confidential information by directors, executives and employees; and (ii) 

claiming of expenses. 

During thematic audit of Utility Stores Corporation (USC) Islamabad, it was observed that the 

Ministry of Industries and Production, Government of Pakistan constituted Board of Directors (BoD) 

under the provisions of company Memorandum and Articles of Association. The BoD and its sub-

committee issued several directives to the management of USC but the management had not 

implemented the decisions of the BoD and its sub-committees as detailed below: 

Year Numbers of Meeting Held 

 BOD HRC HR&NC RM&LC F&IT BDC BAC PQAC BNC BIC Sub 

Com 

HR 

Sub 

Com 

BOD 

2013-14 03 03  - -  01 - - - - - 

2014-15 07 06 04 - -  07 - 03 - 02 - 

2015-16 08 03 01 02 04  04 01 02 - 02 - 

2016-17  05 05 - 01 02 - 03 02 - -  1 

2017-18 04 - - 01 01 - - 01 01 -  - 

2018-19 07 - - - - 6 - - 01 01  - 

2019-20 06 - - - - 3 - - -   - 

2020-21 07 - - - - - - - -   - 

2021-22 03 -  -   -  -   - 

 50 07 05 04 07 09 15 04 07 01 04 01 

Management incurred an expenditure of Rs. 31.500 million on these BoD meetings which had 

gone waste due to non-compliance of the directives of BoD and its sub-committees as detailed in the 

attached statement. 

Audit is of the view that working of the USC Board was not according to the provision of the 

Memorandum & Articles of Association, Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules 

2017. Furthermore, management was also not working in the light of Board or its sub-committee 

decisions. This also resulted into decline of company sales since 2014-15, which was a question mark 

upon the performance of the BoD. 

It is also to be mentioned here that no regular meeting of the committees of the BoD was 

convened. Further the TORs of the committees were also not observed while holding the meetings of 

the committees. 
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The matter was reported to management on 02.12.2021. Management in its reply dated 

03.02.2022 stated that many of the Board decisions were implemented by the Management and non-

compliances of the Board decisions has been communicated to the Secretary Ministry of Industries & 

Production. 

In the DAC meeting held on 09.02.2022, the management stated that many of the Board 

decisions were implemented by the Management.  

DAC directed the management to develop mechanism for review of compliance of BoD 

recommendation/directives. Up-dated compliance status be shared with Audit for verification. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

6.2.2.12 Appointment of Company Secretary in disregard to the powers and functions 

of the BoD resulted into payment of Rs. 10.086 million 

As per rule 13 (1) (2) of Corporate Governance Rule 2017 the Board shall appoint a chief 

financial officer, a Company Secretary and a Chief Internal Auditor by whatever name called.(2) The 

appointment, remuneration and terms and conditions of employment of the chief financial officer, the 

company secretary and the chief internal auditor of Public 

As per rule 14 (4) of corporate Governance rule 2017 states that No person shall be appointed 

as the company secretary of a Public Sector Company unless he is a: 

a. Member of a recognized body of professional accountants; or 

b. Member of a recognized body of corporate or chartered secretaries; 

c. Person holding a master degree in business administration or commerce or being a law 

graduate from a university recognized by the Higher Education Commission with at 

least five years relevant experience. 

As per Establishment Division O.M. No. 10/4/60-E.XIII, dated 03.06.1961, the Ministry of 

Defence desired that they should be consulted in regard to the employment of released/retired military 

officers, in civil posts under the various Ministries/Divisions. Accordingly, it has been decided that 

whenever any Ministry/Division, or any authority under them propose to employ a released/retired 

military officer as a result of an application made to them direct (and not through the Ministry of 

Defence) the Ministry of Defence should be consulted by the Ministry/Division etc. concerned before 

such an officer is employed by them. 

The USC management invited application for the post of Company Secretary for a period of 

two years contract on market based salary package. The advertisement was appeared in Daily “The 

NEWS” of 29.01.2019. The maximum age for the post was 45 years. In response, 43 applications were 

received out of which 13 candidates were shortlisted. However, only 6 candidates were called for 

interview. As per record, 4 candidates appeared in person for interview while the remaining two were 

interviewed through video link. As per minutes of HR Committee of Board of Directors dated 

18.10.2019, only two Directors (Chairman Board of Directors and Managing Director) out of three were 

present for interview. As a result of interview, Brig. (R) Hamid Usman, having 58 years of age was 

selected for the position of Company Secretary. As per application submitted by the officer, his relevant 

experience as Co. Secretary was only 3.5 years. However, no documentary evidence of his qualification, 

previous service and experience was available on record produced to audit for verification. Further, the 

entries recorded by the MD in evaluation sheets of Mr. Naeem Rajput and Salman Ahmed were crossed 

and re-written thereby decreasing the scores. The evaluation sheets recorded by MD in respect of Mr. 

Naeem Aslam were also not available on record made available to Audit. 
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In view of the forgoing facts, Audit is of the view that the appointment of the Company 

Secretary was made without observing the required length of relevant experience and by granting age 

relaxation was not transparent. Thus payment of Rs. 10.086 million was made from November 2019 to 

October 2021 Further, due to prior commitments of third Director; any other Director should have been 

nominated for interview. 

The matter was reported to management on 02.12.2021. Management in its reply dated 

03.02.2022 stated that minimum required experience was 10 year, whereas the officer having only 3.5 

year experience and required age was 45 year, whereas the officer was 58 year and further no NOC 

from Ministry of Defense was taken and no relevant qualification & experience. 

In the DAC meeting held on 09.02.2022, the Committee directed that documentary evidence 

and verification documents regarding previous service, qualification and experience certificates, NOC/ 

consultation of Ministry of Defense, age criteria for appointment of Company Secretary be share with 

audit for verification. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

6.2.2.13 Misuse of powers by the BoD for enhancement of perks & privileges Rs. 4.920 

million 

According to Rule-5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information 

by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

As per Clause-62 Tax credit for investment in shares and insurance – (1) A resident person 

other than a company shall be entitled to a tax credit for a tax year either – (i) in respect of the cost of 

acquiring in the year new shares offered to the public by a public company listed on a stock exchange 

in Pakistan, provided the resident person is the original allottee of the shares or the shares are acquired 

from the privatization Commission of Pakistan. 

During scrutiny of record it was observed that Brig. (R) Hamid Usman was issued job offer 

letter as Company Secretary vide No. 237-Estt/CS dated 25.10.2019 for a period of two years on 

contract basis extendable for a further period of two years. The pay was offered as Rs. 265,000 per 

month all-inclusive after negotiation. The officer was also granted 9 years age relaxation. The officer 

joined the service w.e.f. 01.11.2019. 

The USC Board of Directors in its 154th meeting held on 30.12.2019 approved enhancement in 

market based salary package and officer was allowed to draw salary of Rs. 400,000 per month from the 

date of his joining. The officer was also allowed Rs. 70,000 per month in lieu of transport and Rs. 

20,000 utilities. It was also decided that in future, fringe benefits increments, bonuses/ honorarium and 

other allowances would be paid as per USC policy. 

A scrutiny of record revealed that the BOD in its 118th meeting held on 04.06.2014 had 

approved maximum Rs. 250,000 (salary package) plus Rs. 65,000 (in lieu of vehicle & POL). 

Audit holds the view that since the officer was appointed after negotiation on market based 

salary of Rs. 265,000 per month (all inclusive), the revision in salary package within two months of 

appointment of Company Secretary was not justified particularly when the officer could be offered 

salary upto maximum  

Rs. 315,000 per month as per salary package approved in 118th BoD meeting held on 04.06.2014. 
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The case prima facie depicts that undue favour was extended to the officer which resulted into 

extra payment of Rs. 4.920 million (Rs. 205,000 x 24 months from 01.11.2019 to 30.10.2021). 

The record also revealed that the officer submitted a certificate dated 20.01.2020 issued by 

National Bank of Pakistan which indicated that the officer made an investment of Rs. 4.500 million in 

NBP Mahana Amdani Fund on 06.01.2020.The officer was given tax credit of Rs. 81,564 from Nov. 

2019 to June 2020 on such investment.  

Audit is of the view that investment in Mahana Amdani Fund does not qualify for tax credit 

under the income tax rules. 

In the DAC meeting held on 09.02.2022, the management apprised that the BoD is fully 

competent to enhance the perks & privileges beyond the contract price. 

 DAC was not satisfied with the reply of management and directed to make inquiry at Ministry 

level.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC.  

6.2.2.14 Misuse of resources of the corporation by BoD in hiring of market based 

salaries despite adoption of government pay packages –  

Rs. 50.055 million 

As per Clause-5 (a) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2017, the 

Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented at all 

levels within the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of 

probity and propriety; objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders, in the 

following manner, namely:- (a) the principle of probity and propriety entails that company’s assets and 

resources are not used for private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The 

principle shall be adhered to, especially with respect to the following, namely: - (i) handling of public 

funds, assets, resources and confidential information by directors, executives and employees; and (ii) 

claiming of expenses.  

During thematic audit of Utility Stores Corporation (USC) for the year 2017-18 it was observed 

that Board of Directors in its 120th meeting held on August 21, 2014 approved the market based salary 

package for the following posts despite the fact that corporation had adopted the government pay 

packages w.e.f July 06, 1974 as detailed below: 

S. 

No. 

Position Maximum 

package 

limit 

(Rs.) 

In lieu of 

vehicle & 

petrol 

1 Senior General Manager (Retail Business) 300,000 65,000 

2 Senior General Manager (Commercial & 

Marketing) 

300,000 65,000 

3 Senior General Manager (HR-Training & 

Development) 

250,000 65,000 

4 Chief Financial Officer 400,000 75,000 

5 Chief Internal Auditor 300,000 65,000 

6 Company Secretary 250,000 65,000 

7 General Manager (IT) 350,000 65,000 

8 Manager (IT) 200,000 - 

9 Assistant Manager (IT) 100,000 - 
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The approval of market based salary despite adoption of government pay scales was not 

justified as it creates disparity between officers / officials of the corporation and had negative effect on 

the morale of the employees. The management had made total payment of Rs. 50.055 million as detailed 

below: 

S. No. Position Period Salary @ 

(Rs.) 

Total(Rs.) 

1.  Chief Financial Officer 01.01.2015 to 

30.06.2018 

400,000 16,800,000 

2.  Chief Internal Auditor 01.01.2015 to 

31.01.2016 

325,000 4,225,000 

3.  Chief Operating Officer 01.01.2015 to 

23.01.2018 

365,000 13,505,000 

4.  Company Secretary 01.01.2015 to 

31.03.2016 

265,000 3,975,000 

5.  General Manager (IT) 01.01.2015 to 

30.06.2018 

275,000 11,550,000 

 Total   50,055,000 

Audit is of the view that management was required to fix the salary of above officers as per 

government pay scales but market based salaries were offered. Furthermore, management neither 

amended the HR Rules of the corporation nor obtained ex-post fact approval of the Finance Division 

through administrative ministry which was held irregular. 

Matter was reported to the management on 11.11.2019 and in its reply dated 05.10.2020 they 

stated that the as per Memorandum of Articles & Association Section 108 (g) and Public Sector 

Companies Corporate Governance Rules Section 13, USC Board of Directors is Competent forum for 

appointment and fix their remuneration and terms & condition of their employment. Since the USC 

BoD has regularized the services as well as salaries of the intervening period and also resolved in 145th 

meeting held on 07.08.2018. The reply is not tenable as management neither amended the HR Rules 

nor obtained ex-post facto approval of the Finance Division. 

In the DAC meeting held on 09.02.2022, the management appraised that BoD is competent 

forum for hiring of market-based salaries despite adoption of Government pay packages. 

 DAC was not satisfied with the reply of management and directed to refer the case to 

Establishment Division for seeking advice/guidance.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

6.2.2.15 Exercise of powers by BoD beyond authorized competency resulting into 

unauthorized payment of Rs. 7.020 million 

According to Rule-12 (3) of Corporate Governance Rules 2013, the Board shall concern itself 

with policy formulation and oversight and not the approval of individual transactions except which are 

of an extraordinary nature or involve materially large amount. 

During thematic audit of Utility Stores Corporation Islamabad it was noticed that following 

appointments were made on market based salaries during the period mentioned against each. 

S. 

# 

Name 

and 

Designati

on 

Date of 

appoin

tment 

Salar

y 

offer

ed 

(Rs.) 

Period of 

Contract 

Period Extended 

with increase in 

salary 

Excess 

payme

nt 

upto 

31.3.2
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021 

(Rs.) 

01  Mr. 

Shakeel 

Ahmad, 

GM IT 

31.03.2

015 

275,0

00 

05 years 

extendable 

subject of 

satisfactory 

performance. 

 Period extended for 3 

years with from 

31.3.20 increase in 

salary Rs. 350,000 + 

with facilities of   

Grad-20 + Rs.75,000 

project Allowance 

2,850,

000 

02 Mr. 

Hamood-

ur-

Rehman, 

CFO 

31.03.2

015 

275,0

00 

05 years 

extendable 

subject of 

satisfactory 

performance. 

Period extended for 

01 years from 

31.03.20 with 

increase in salary Rs. 

100,000 per month 

with facilities of 

Grad-20 

1,200,

000 

03 Brig ® 

Hamid 

Usman, 

Company 

Secretary 

25.10.1

9 

265,0

00 

02 years 

extendable 

subject of 

satisfactory 

performance. 

Period extended for 3 

years with increase in 

salary Rs. 400,000 + 

with facilities of 

Grade-20 

2,970,

000 

04 Mr. 

Iftikhar 

Ahmed 

Aamer 

CFO 

26.04.2

1 

600,0

00 

02 years 

Extendable 

subject of 

satisfactory 

performance. 

Period extended for 

01 years with 

allowing the facilities 

of Grad-20 

Not 

provid

ed 

Detailed scrutiny of record showed that the pay package of CFO and Company Secretary was 

increased before expiry of contract period which lead to prove that BoD granted individual favour to 

both the officers instead of policy formulation. 

In case of GM IT and Ex CFO contracts were extended by the board for further period as 

mentioned above with increase in salary which was also not in line with the provisions of Corporate 

Governance Rules which resulted excess payment of Rs. 7.020 million. 

It is added that BOD in its 136th meeting granted Rs. 200,000 as USC Allowance and Rs. 

50,000 as utility allowance to Managing Director of USC this also showed that personal/individual 

benefit was granted instead of policy formulation. 

In the DAC meeting held on 09.02.2022, the management stated that the Board of Directors of 

USC is empowered to determine the terms and conditions of employees under Article-108(g) of the 

Articles of Association. 

DAC was not satisfied with the reply of management and directed to review the reply under 

USC Service rules and share with Audit for verification. 

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

6.2.2.16 Non-compliance of BoD directives for special audit report –  

Rs. 32.500 million 

As per Clause-5 (a) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2017, the 

Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented at all 
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levels within the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of 

probity and propriety; objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders, in the 

following manner, namely:- (a) the principle of probity and propriety entails that company’s assets and 

resources are not used for private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The 

principle shall be adhered to, especially with respect to the following, namely: - (i) handling of public 

funds, assets, resources and confidential information by directors, executives and employees; and (ii) 

claiming of expenses.  

During thematic audit of Utility Stores Corporation (USC) for the year 2018-19 it was observed 

that management published tender in the leading newspapers on April 17, 2015 asking bids from big 

four audit firms for special investigation of old balances appearing in the USC books of accounts for 

stock in trade, trade debts, advances to employees and suppliers, insurance claims receivables, shortage 

receivables from store in-charges which needs detailed scrutiny and 100% verification. The financial 

bids were opened on May 07, 2015 and four Chartered Accountants firms participated in the tender. 

After due evaluation Board Audit Committee in its 8th meeting held on May 29, 2015 recommended 

the appointment of M/s M. Yousaf Adil Saleem & Co. (Deloitte) and Board of Directors in its 127 

meeting held on June 01, 2015 approved the appointment of M/s M. Yousaf Adil Saleem & Co. 

(Deloitte). M/s Deloitte were assigned special assignment for three years to determine pilferage, 

shortages, embezzlements, damages, expiry etc., as per approved TORs at the fee of  

Rs. 32.500 million. M/s Deloitte in their letter dated November 8, 2016 raised some serious concerns 

regarding non-cooperation of USC staff. Therefore, the Board Audit Committee heard their grievances 

to elevate their concerns. The Chairman BoD informed the meeting that representatives of M/s Deloitte 

informed that the required ownership was not manifested as officers of USC were not cooperating. The 

consultant also informed that after a lot of meetings, the record was provided in a casual manner. The 

Chairman also informed that they had presented different mile stones, due to which assignment of 

special audit was being delayed. The audit demanded the subject special reports but same was not 

provided by the management hence appointment and continuation of the services of M/s Deloitte 

beyond three years was held irregular.  

Audit was of the view that special investigation of old balances appearing in the USC books of 

accounts for stock in trade, trade debts, advances to employees and suppliers, insurance claims 

receivables, shortage receivables from store in-charges which needs detailed scrutiny and 100% 

verification was a time bound exercise and must be completed now but no timelines were observed and 

assignment was not completed yet. 

In the DAC meeting held on 09.02.2022, the management stated that an inquiry committee in 

the case was made.  

DAC directed the management that findings of inquiry report be implemented and shared with 

Audit for verification.  

Audit recommends compliance of the directives of the DAC. 

6.2.2.17 Non-compliance of approved business plan for the year 2018-19 

Non-preparation of business plan for the years2019-20 & 2020-21 

According to Corporate Governance rule 7 (2) (a) 2017 states that The Board shall establish 

appropriate arrangements to ensure it has access to all relevant information, advice and resources 

necessary to enable it to carry out its role effectively. Significant issues shall be placed before the Board 

for its information and consideration, in order to formalize and strengthen the corporate decision making 

process. (2) For the purpose of sub-rule (1), significant issues shall, inter-alia, include the following, 
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namely:- (a) annual business plans, cash flow projections, forecasts and long term plans; budgets 

including capital, manpower and expenditure budgets, along with variance analyses; 

Automation 

To control the shortages, damages, losses and to improve efficiency, productivity and customer 

service computerization of business and retail operations of the USC will be done by implementing an 

integrated ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning and Retail System). 

Transformation with Control and Efficiency 

IT implementation will bring controls in its operations and will bring organizational efficiency 

in terms of time, resource allocation, decision making, accessibility, availability of required items, 

uniqueness of SOP’s, improved customer services and seamless reporting. IT will also protect 

Document/information security against fire, theft, illegal access or any other incident. IT 

Implementation will ensure that its financial, sales, inventory and operation reports are reliable. 

ERP Implementation Will Reduce Operational Costs and Improve Efficiency 

ERP is still not implemented 

Bailout Package  

 Rs. 1.2 billion, pending subsidy claim of USC. 

 Rs. 5 billion, as bailout package for the operations of USC. 
  

1.2 billion + 5.0 billion = 6.2 billion Rupees  

 30% = 1.86 billion, will immediately be paid to the major vendors to reduce the liabilities 

 15% = 0.93 billion, will be used to pay of liabilities of small vendors 

 30% = 1.86 billion, will be used to buy fresh inventory 

 15% = 0.93 billion, will be used for day to day buying/operations 

 10% = 0.62 billion, will be used for forward buying/pre Ramzan operations for Ramzan 2019. 

The status of funds receive and its utilization was not made available. 

Merchandizing & Buying/Procurement 

Partnership and Joint Ventures with vendors, producers and manufacturers to stabilize USC. 

Restoration of supplies form all the vendors 

The affordable Ghee/Oil Brand will be launched shortly. USC has negotiated with the top 

selling vendors of Ghee/Oil and initially these vendors are agreed to supply the stock once their; 

i) Overdue amount reduced.  

ii) Restoration of USC own brand items.  

iii) Increase in range of item, SKUs including fruits, vegetables, frozen foods & medicines 

etc.  

iv) Conversion of Vendors from Regular to Consignment basis, except multinational 

companies. 

v) USC is bound to procure under PPRA Rules which sometimes cause buying on higher 

rates. 
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vi) Induction of new products having higher profit margins. 

vii) Launching of USC brand “Purified Drinking Water”. 

Store Operations/Training 

i) Top stores delivering 80% sales to be profitable with availability of stock all time.  

ii) To review the viability of existing stores and Regions for merger and shifting 

accordingly.  

iii) Rationalize the operational expenses. 

iv) Change of legal framework, USC Act-2018. 

v) Capacity building of Human Resource through trainings. 

vi) To achieve the breakeven level either by increasing the gross profit or annual sales. 

vii) To fill the vacuum of middle management.  

viii) To improve and update the USC policies of procurement, subsidy, Human Resource 

and other significant policies. 

ix) Hire purchase scheme for Government employees. 

x) Expansion of Franchise utility stores network. 

xi) Gist of Business strategy 

xii) Supply of 15 essential commodity (Atta, Ghee/oil, Rice, Pulses & Daily house hold) 

items at all the stores for the poor segment of the society. 

xiii) Timely payments to the vendors in future. 

xiv) Effective monitoring at Zonal/Regional level. 

xv) Use of better IT and digital technology will improve the efficiency. 

Ultimate outcome 

Win-win situation for all the stack holders 

 Masses 

 Employees 

 Vendors 

 Government  

Benazir Income Support Program (BISP) 

i) Conversion of BISP to IRC (Insaaf Ration Card) and launching it through USC will 

be a win-win situation. 

ii) USC had already delivered the targeted subsidy for the poor segment in Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa successfully. 

iii) USC has the capability to deliver the subsidy through its largest network in Pakistan 

in the following manners: 

iv) Targeted Subsidy: For selected segment of society i.e. Insaaf Cards in KPK 

v) Non-Targeted Subsidy: For general public i.e. Ramzan Relief Packages etc. 

vi) Nearly 39% of Pakistanis live in multi-dimensional poverty. Poverty in urban areas 

is 9.3% as compared to 54.6% in rural areas. USC is a basic provider of commodities 

to the poor segment of society at UC level. 

vii) Government spends around 100 billion annually on BISP.  

viii) Through implementation of IRC (Insaaf Ration Card), the USC will refund 

approximately Rs.20 billion per annum to the Government in shape of taxes. 
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ix) The IRC will enable USC to sustain its present level of employment. Moreover, it 

will generate additional employment opportunities.  

x) The Government will gain political millage by implementing IRC. 

xi) USC will provide targeted subsidy to the IRC card holder, this will help the poor 

segment of the society to get the essential items on discounted rates. 

xii) It is proposed that Government fund being provided to registered people of BISP may 

be converted into food and other house hold items to be provided through USC 

outlets. 

xiii) This activity will increase the tax net of the Government. 

xiv) This will also help USC to come out from the losses into positive digits. 

xv) No additional cost will be made in this regard. 

xvi) The implementation status of the above items was not made available to audit. 

BUSINESS PLAN 2019-20 

No comprehensive business plan was prepared only the comparison of sale target and its 

achievements for the months of January 2019 to October 2019 was presented in the in the 153rd meeting 

of the BOD held on 07.11.2019. The Board deferred the subject matter and advised that subject matter 

will be discussed in presence of the Managing Director. No out-come shown to audit. 

BUSINESS PLAN 2020-21. 

No business plan was prepared and submitted in the BOD. 

In the DAC meeting held on 09.02.2022, the Para was discussed in detail. After detailed 

delibration, DAC directed the management to submit revised reply.  

7 Conclusion 

It is concluded that despite having a long history of corporation environment in USC, the 

management has not been successful in implementing Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 in letter and 

spirit. Matters including irregularity and malpractices in appointments, financial management, 

procurement, contract management and overstaffing in the Corporation need special attention, many 

sections of Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 were either violated nor bypassed by management. USC 

needs interdivisional coordination which is hampering the efficient usage of human resources in the 

corporation. 

8 Departmental Responses 

Departmental response has been incorporated. 

9 Recommendations 

 It is recommended that: 

i) The management was required to comply with corporate governance rules in letter 

and spirit to run the affairs of the corporation. 

ii) Appointment of the senior management officers including Chief Executive Officer 

should be made according to fit and proper criteria. 

iii) Compliance of Clause 223 of Companies Act 2017 was to be made according to the 

provisions of the Companies Act. 

iv) Performance Evaluation of BOD by the Ministry may be carried out. 
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v) Performance of senior management may be monitored and assessed by the BOD 

vi) Significant policies may be formulated. 

vii) Orientation courses and training of board members may be arranged. 

viii) Pay and perks of the senior management and members of the board may be reviewed 

and re fixed by adopting uniformity. 

ix) Issues of going concern may be addressed in time. 

x) Action may be taken on qualified report of the auditors by the board. 

xi) Compliance of directives/decisions of BOD and its committees may be ensured. 

xii) Compliance of PAC directives may be ensured. 
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Annex-2 

Non-submission of Audited Accounts 

Annual audited accounts of Public Sector Enterprises for the year 2020-21, were required to be 

submitted to the Directorates General of Commercial Audit and Evaluation, Islamabad by December 

31, 2021. Despite requests, the Organizations (listed below) failed to submit their annual audited 

accounts for the year(s) indicated against each by the prescribed date. While non-submission of audited 

accounts needs to be explained, efforts should be made for immediate finalization and submission 

thereof: 

S# Name of Ministry/Division/Organization Year of Accounts 

Aviation Division (Cabinet Secretariat) 

1.  Skyrooms (Pvt.) Limited 2017 to 2020 

Cabinet Division 

2.  Printing Corporation of Pakistan (Pvt.) Limited 2019-20 & 2020-21 

3.  Islamabad Employees Social Security Institution 2018-19 & 2020-21 

4.  Pakistan Tourism Development Corporation 2020-21 

5.  Associated Hotels of Pakistan Limited 2019-20 & 2020-21 

6.  Pakistan Tours (Pvt.) Limited  2020-21 

Ministry of Commerce & Textile 

7.  National Insurance Company Limited 2018 to 2020 

8.  Pakistan Expo Centers (Pvt.) Limited 2020-21 

9.  Pakistan Horticulture Development and Export Company (PHDEC) 2017-18 to 2020-21 

Ministry of Defence Production 

10.  Karachi Shipyard & Engineering Works  2020-21 

11.  Wah Nobel (Pvt.) Limited 2019-20& 2021-21 

Finance Division 

12.  House Building Finance Corporation 2020 

13.  National Security Printing Corporation  2019-20 & 2020-21 

14.  Kissan Support Services (Pvt.) Limited 2020 

15.  SME Leasing Company 2018-19 to 2020-21 

16.  Zarai Taraqiati Bank Ltd. 2017 to 2020 

17.  Pak China Investment Company 2018-19 & 2020-21 

18.  Saudi Pak Agriculture and Investment Company  2018-19 & 2020-21 

Ministry of Energy (Power Division) 

19.  National Engineering Services Pakistan (Pvt.) Ltd 2018-19 to 2020-21 

Ministry of Federal Education and Professional Training 

20.  

NFC Institute of Engineering & Fertilizer Research (Pvt.) Ltd. 

Faisalabad 2019-20, 2020-21 

21.  National Book Foundation 2017-18 to 2020-21 

22.  National Endowment Scholarships for Talent (NEST) 2019-20 & 2020-21 

Ministry of Industries & Production 

23.  Export Processing Zones Authority 2010-11 to 2020-21 

24.  Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation 2020-21 

25.  Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation Medical Centre 2020-21 

26.  Karachi Tools, Dies &Moulds Center 2020-21 

27.  Pakistan Chemical & Energy Sector Skill Development Company    2018-19& 2020-21 

28.  Pakistan Gems &Jewellery Development Company 2020-21 

29.  Pakistan Institute of Management  2012-13 to 2020-21 

30.  Pakistan Steel Mills  2020-21 

31.  Pakistan Steel Fabricating Company (Pvt.) Limited 2014-15 to 2020-21 

32.  Furniture Pakistan (Pvt.) Limited 2019-20, 2020-21 

33.  Industry Facilitation Centre (Pvt.) Limited 2017-18 to 2020-21 

34.  National Fertilizer Marketing (Pvt.) Ltd. 2018-19 & 2019-20 

35.  Pakistan Engineering Company Limited 2017-18 to 2020-21 

36.  Pakistan Hunting and Sporting Arms Development Company 2019-20, 2020-21 
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37.  Small and Medium Enterprise Development Authority (SMEDA) & its 

allied projects. 2018-19 to 2020-21 

38.  Utility Stores Corporation of Pakistan (Pvt.) Limited 2020-21 

39.  Aik Hunar Aik Nagar (AHAN) 2017-18 to 2020-21 

Ministry of Information, Broadcasting and National History & Literary, Heritage Division 

40.  Associated Press of Pakistan Corporation 2013-14 to 2020-21 

41.  Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation 2019-20,2020-21 

42.  Pakistan Television Corporation Limited 2019-20, 2020-21 

43.  Shalimar Recording and Broadcasting Company limited 2019-20, 2020-21 

Ministry of Interior 

44.  National Database & Registration Authority (NADRA) 2020-21 

Ministry of Maritime Affairs 

45.  Gwadar Port Authority 1986-87 to 2020-21 

46.  Korangi Fisheries Harbour Authority 2015-16 & 2020-21 

47.  Port Qasim Authority 2006-07 to 2020-21 

Ministry of National Food Security And Research 

48.  Pakistan Tobacco Board 2020-21 

49.  Livestock and Dairy Development Board 2018-19 to 2020-21 

50.  Agribusiness Support Fund 2017-18 to 2020-21 

Ministry of Housing & Works 

51.  Pakistan Environmental Planning & Architectural Consultant (Pvt.) 

Limited 2020-21 

Ministry of Science and Technology 

52.  Pakistan Science Foundation 2017-18 to 2020-21 

53.  STEDEC Technology Commercialization Corporation of Pakistan 

(Private) Limited 

2020-21 

54.  Pakistan Scientific & Technological Information Centre 2017-18 to 2020-21 

55.  Pakistan Museum of Natural History 

 

2017-18 to 2020-21 

Ministry of National Health Services Regulation and Coordination 

56.  National Institute of Health Biological Production Division 2018-19 to 2020-21 

 Pakistan Institute for Parliamentary Services (PIPS) 

57.  Pakistan Institute for Parliamentary Services (PIPS) 2018-19 to 2020-21 
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Annex-3 

Organizations under liquidation / closed 

The under-mentioned Corporations/Units have closed their operational activities. In some cases 

decision about their privatization/liquidation has already been taken but implementation of the same 

was awaited. 

S. No. Name of Ministry/Division/Organization Status/Remarks 

AVIATION DIVISION (CABINET DIVISION) 

Pakistan International Airlines Corporation 

1  Midway House (Pvt.) Limited 

 

Business closed since 2000; however, 

liquidation is still in process. 

CABINET DIVISION 

Pakistan Tourism Development Corporation 

2  PTDC Motels South (Pvt.) Limited Operational activities closed since 1990 

3  Malam Jabba Resorts Limited Operational activities closed since May 

2008 

4  Associated Hotel of Pakistan Limited Operation closed since long 

FINANCE DIVISION 

5  Agricultural Marketing and Storage (Pvt.) Ltd. Under liquidation since 1993 

6  Federal Bank for Co-operatives Under liquidation since 2002 

Pakistan Automobile Corporation Limited 

7  Pakistan Motorcar Company (Pvt.) Limited Operation closed since 1992; however, 

liquidation is still in process.  

8  Republic Motors (Pvt.) Limited Operation closed since 1986; however, 

liquidation is still in process. 

State Cement Corporation of Pakistan (Pvt.) Limited 

9  Associated Cement Limited, Rohri 

 

Operation closed since 1998. The Company 

was placed under liquidation on June 28, 

2005, which is still in process. 
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Annex-4 

Recoveries made at the instance of Audit 

During the year 2021-22, audit of the accounts for the year 2020-21 of Public Sector 

Enterprises of Federal Government was conducted and results thereof, pinpointing various 

types of financial irregularities and loss of public money, etc. were communicated to 

administrative Ministries / Divisions and Organizations concerned in the shape of Audit 

Inspection Reports and Audit Paras. 

In certain cases, the concerned formations while accepting the loss / irregularities 

pointed out by Audit, made recoveries to the tune of Rs. 4806.136 million at the instance / 

pursuance of audit as detailed below: 

S# 

Name of Ministry/ 

Division/ 

organization 

Brief Particulars of Recoveries 

Amount 

recovered at 

the instance 

of audit 

Cabinet Division 

1  PTDC Non-recovery due to non-execution of proper agreement 0.300 

2  PTDC Non-deposit of CPF amount in to provident fund account 25.551 

3  PTDC Non-production of record regarding payments/advances without 

evidence 

15.568 

4  PTDC Motels 

North 

Trade debtors (un-secured) increased to Rs.8.397 million as on 

June 30, 2007 from Rs.6.842 million in 2005-06, registering an 

increase of 23%. Efforts are required to be made to recover the 

outstanding dues. 

8.397 

Ministry of Commerce & Textile 

5  NICL Non-recovery from M/s. Cosco - Rs. 3.10 million  3.10 

6  NICL Non-recovery from different tenants - Rs. 209.948 193.147 

 

7  NICL Loss due to non-enhancement of rent rate and non-recovery of 

rental income within specified period Rs. 29.666 

56.736 

 

8  SLIC Fraudulent payment against fake policies Rs. 106.575 38.834 

9  SLIC Non-recovery of premium - Rs. 1,946.939 million 752.997 

10  SLIC Non-recovery of interest from policy holders -  Rs. 349.639 

million 

31.942 

11  TCP Loss due to stealing of cables of iron gates from Pipri Godown 

Rs. 1.350 million 

1.350 

12  TCP Loss due to penalty for construction of plot -  Rs. 22.475 million 22.475 

13  PHDEC Misuse of public funds by Chief Executive Officer 

 

4.458 

Ministry of Defence Production 

14  KS&EW Non-recovery of dues from customers - Rs. 838.441 million 316.588 

15  KS&EW Loss to KS&EW by imposing of LD Charges by Pakistan Navy 

- Rs. 84.859 million 

84.859 

16  Wah Brass Mills Loss due to non-recovery of GST – Rs. 6.072 million 6.072 

17  POFs Clothing Fy Non-recovery of Risk Purchase amounting to Rs. 4.869. 4.869 

18  POFs Director 

Export 

Non-receipt of sale proceeds from Kenya – US $ 140.637 (Pak. 

Rs. 14.837 million) 

14.837 

19  POFs Director 

Export 

Blockade of Public fund due to supply of defective store to Govt. 

of Bangladesh – Rs. 41.022 million  

41.022 

20  POFs Sanjwal Fy Blockade of fund due to non-conduct of PATLO Inspection – Rs. 

15.706 million. 

15.706 

21  POFs Sanjwal Fy Non-recovery of risk & cost amount Rs. 0.725 million.  0.725 

22  Wah Industries 

Ltd. 

Loss due to sale of defective ammunition Rs. 15.185 million.  15.185 
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Ministry of Industries & Production 

23  EPZA Audit Comments on Accounts 8.997 

24  EPZA Audit Comments on Accounts 4.508 

25  EPZA Non-recovery of Annual Ground Rent (AGR) from various 

parties - US $ 327,472 

14.25 

26  NIP Audit Comments on Accounts 62.00 

27  PIM Non-recovery from various sundry debtors - Rs. 0.312 0.132 

Finance Division 

28  ZTBL Non-recovery of advances from ex-employee 0.38 

29  ZTBL Irregular disbursement of second loan to the defaulters and non-

recovery of previous loans 

0.319 

30  ZTBL Misappropriation of loans 1.058 

31  SME Bank Loss due to irregular investment 20.00 

32  SME Bank Included in long term advances as on December 31, 2004 was an 

amount of Rs.39.829 million receivable from ex-employees. 

Reasons for non-recovery either from ex-employees or from the 

sale of collaterals may be looked into. 

5.679 

33  SME Bank Redemption of securities without recovery of bank dues 12.743 

Ministry of Information & Broadcasting 

34  PTV Long term loans included loan amounting to Rs. 47.35 million 

given to PTV Foundation. The loans were interest free and terms 

of payment have not been decided. There was chance of 

impairment loss for the amount as decision to wind up 

foundation was made by the BoDs. The corporation has made 

provision for doubtful receivables of Rs. 40 million. The reasons 

for non-deciding the terms of repayment may be explained. Steps 

need to be taken for recovery of loan from foundation. 

21.00 

Ministry of Energy (Power Division) 

35  NESPAK Loss due to provision of defective services resulted in non-

receipt of consultancy cost 

12.073 

36  NESPAK Unauthorized payment to Legal Advisor 1.00 

37  NESPAK Loss due to non-recovery of consultancy fee from clients 29.899 

38  NESPAK Loss due to non-receipt of consultancy fee from clients 37.793 

Ministry of Maritime Affairs 

39  PNSC Audit Comments on Accounts 1,782.00 

40  PNSC Non-recovery of freight charges from refineries -  Rs. 306.667 

million 

281.346 

41  PNSC Non-recovery for rent charges from tenants - Rs. 15.64 million 9.04 

42  PNSC Loss due to transportation of furnace oil of wrong specification. 

Rs. 1,731.77 million 46.673 

43  PNSC Non-recovery of outstanding dues from various parties Rs. 

715.454 million 715.454 

44  PQA Loss due to massive violation agreement of ECNEC. Rs. 24.76 

million 

24.76 

45  PQA Loss due to irrgular capping of tariff Rs. 88.227 million 45.900 

Ministry of Planning, Development & Special Initiatives 

46  PEPAC Non-completion of consultancy projects resulting in non-

recovery 

14.414 

   4,806.136 
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Annex-5 

Loses Due to Poor Operational Performance  

Year Route Frequency in 

Blk Hrs 

Total Revenue 

(Rs) 

Total Cost (Rs) Losses (Rs) 

2020 PAK-OSL-PAK 249.67 455,111,000 875,100,000 419,990,000 

2020 PAK-PAR-PAK 435.40 990,526,000 1,739,632,000 749,106,000 

2020 PAK-BCN-PAK 91.87 246,026,000 660,425,000 414,399,000 

2020 PAK-CPH-PAK 224.02 427,440,000 725,332,000 297,892,000 

2020 PAK-MXP-PAK 465.05 970,964,000 1,928,132,000 957,168,000 

Total 2,838,555,000 

 

Annexure of Losses on UK Routes 

Year Route Frequency 

in Blk Hrs 

Total Revenue 

(Rs) 

Total Cost (Rs) Losses (Rs) 

2020 LHE-LON-LHE 219.80 1,594,280,000 2,834,260,000 1,239,980,000 

2020 ISB-LON-ISB 425.05 2,662,640,000 5,325,550,000 2,662,910,000 

2020 PAK-MAN-PAK 591.02 5,928,210,000 10,408,850,000 4,480,640,000 

2020 PAK-BHX-PAK 961.42 1,859,200,000 3,420,140,000 1,560,940,000 

2020 SKT-LON-SKT 196.82 244,190,000 573,830,000 329,640,000 

Total 10,274,110,000 

 

Annexure of Losses on Saudi Routes 

Year Station/City Vacant Seats Cost of vacant seats (Rs.) 

April-2020 Dammam 411 20,550,000 

April-2020 Jeddah 510 25,500,000 

April-2020 Riyadh 868 43,400,000 

Total 1789 89,450,000 

 

Annexure of Losses on Gulf Routes 

Route Seat Factor Loss in million 

PAK-AUH-PAK 9% 183.41 

KHI-DXB-KHI 10% 268.26 

PEW-DXB-PEW 30% 188.30 

KHE-DXB-KHI 27% 381.26 

ISB-DXB-ISB 24% 1,062.85 

MUX-DXB-MUX 35% 143.62 

LHE-AUH-LHE 25% 670.68 

ISB-AUH-ISB 29% 776.72 

PAK-AAN-PAK 16% 204.68 

PEW-AUH-PEW 23% 452.88 

LHE-DXB-LHE 59% 823.07 

Other Routes of Gulf 31% 1,215.17 

Total Losses during 2020             6,370.90 

 

Annexure of Losses on Domestic Routes 

Domestic Route Load Factor Total 

Revenue in 

million 

Total Cost in 

million 

Loss (Rs. In 

million) 

Primary 77.29% 5,888.51 7,009.55 1,121.04 
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Secondary 73.25% 2,577.87 3,133.92 556.05 

ATR 76.82% 1,172.42 1,954.79 782.37 

Total Domestic  9,638.8 12,098.26 2,459.46 

Annexure of Losses on USA/Canada Routes 

ROUTE Revenue in million Cost in million Loss in million 

PAK/USA/CANADA 7,002.738 12,016.101 5,013.363 

Annex-6 

Non-receipt of engines despite payments 

Non-receipt -Engines  

S. # Repair orders Dispatch date  Serial No. Owner Aircraft Amount 

1 201803055 04-Apr-2018 PCE-ED0006 PIA ATR 1000,000 

2 201910087 07-Nov-2019 PCE-ED1507 PIA ATR 1000,000 

3 202002027 03-Mar-2020 PCE-ED0480 ACIA ATR 1000,000 

4 201909021 10-Oct-2019 575-819 GECAS A320 6,000,000 

5 201909022 10-Oct-2019 575-794 GECAS A320 6,000,000 

6 201909024 10-Oct-2019 577567 AERGO A320 6,000,000 

7 202007001 16-Jul-2020 697204 AERGO A320 6,000,000 

8 201905046 16-Jul-2019 906-279 PIA B777 18,000,000 

9 201905048 16-Jul-2019 900-406 AERCAP B777 18,000,000 

10 201905047 16-Jul-2019 900-440 PIA B777 18,000,000 

11 202001070 26-Feb-2020 900-464 AERCAP B777 18,000,000 

    Total (in US $) 99,000,000 

 Sub Total Total  PKR (@ Rs. 144.54) 14,309,460,000 

 Non-receipt-Auxiliary Power Unit    

S. # Repair orders Dispatch date Serial No. Owner Aircraft Amount (in US $) 

1 202011030 20-Dec-2020 P-3497 AERGO A320 305,000 

2 202011003 16-Nov-2020 P-1566 PIA B777 595,000 

     Total (in US $) 900,000 

 Sub Total 

Total  PKR  

(@ Rs 

159.0274) 143,124,650 

 Total 14,452,584,650 
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Annex-7 

Irregular and unauthorized expenditure on repair 

 

Engines – Repair Abroad 

S. 

No. 

REPAIR 

ORDERS 

 

RO 
VENDOR NAME 

 
Description Aircraft Amount (US$) 

1 1905062 5/31/201 GE Engine Services Engine A320 7,579,714 

2  905063 5/31/201 GE Engine Services Engine A320 7,061,880 

3 2001030 1/8/202 MTU Maints Zhuhai Engine A320 6,860,000 

 Total     21,501,594 

 

APU-Repair Abroad 

S.No. REPAIR 

ORDERS 

 

RO VENDOR NAME 

 

Description Aircraft Amount 

(US$) 

1 1901024 1/14/201 HAMILTON (APU) A320 359,891 

2 1907078 7/31/201 HAMILTON (APU) A320 333,704 

3 1904073 4/25/201 TIRBINEAERO 

REPAIR 

(APU) A320 452,700 

4 1906009 6/19/201 TIRBINEAERO 

REPAIR 

(APU) A320 450,000 

5 1907079 7/31/201 TIRBINEAERO 

REPAIR 

(APU) A320 450,000 

6 1901050 1/23/201 HONEYWELL AS 

GMB 

(APU) B777 900,000 

7 1903077 3/22/201 HONEYWELL AS 

GMB 

(APU) B777 847,157 

8 1904074 4/25/201 HONEYWELL AS 

GMB 

(APU) B777 595,900 

9 2011028 11/24/202 TURBINEAERO 

REPAIR 

(APU) A320 293,000 

 Total     4,682,352 

 GRAND TOTAL US $  26,183,946 

 GRAND TOTAL PKR(@ Rs 150.2016  3,932,870,583.51 
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Annex-8 

Statement of Incomplete life of ATR Engines 

 

S. 

# 
R.O. Date 

Part 

Number 

Est. Life 

after 

Repair 

Actual 

Life 

Short 

Life 

Per cycle 

cost 

(appx) 

(US$) 

Cost of 

Incomplete Life   

(US$) 

1 2/20/2017 PW127M 5000 4589 411 200 82,200.00 

2 2/20/2017 PW127M 5000 4 4996 200 999,200.00 

3 6/5/2017 PW127M 5000 2048 2952 200 91,600.00 

4 6/5/2017 PW127M 5000 4036 964 200 192,800.00 

5 9/5/2017 PW127E 5000 2894 2106 200 421,200.00 

6 10/11/2017 PW127M 5000 2905 2095 200 419,000.00 

7 10/11/2017 PW127M 5000 4448 552 200 110,400.00 

8 10/26/2017 PW127M 5000 2470 2530 200 506,000.00 

9 10/26/2017 PW127E 5000 1904 3096 200 619,200.00 

10 3/29/2018 PW127M 5000 2870 2130 200 426,000.00 

11 5/24/2018 PW127M 5000 1487 3513 200 702,600.00 

12 9/4/2018 PW127M 5000 1039 3961 200 792,200.00 

13 11/27/2018 PW127M 5000 3230 1770 200 354,000.00 

14 11/27/2018 PW127M 5000 3169 1831 200 366,200.00 

15 11/27/2018 PW127M 5000 1256 3744 200 748,800.00 

16 2/22/2019 PW127M 5000 3303 1697 200 330,400.00 

17 2/22/2019 PW127M 5000 4479 521 200 104,200.00 

18 1/3/2020 3073453-01 5000 396 4604 200 920,800.00 

 TOTAL US$ 
 

8,694,600.00 

 Total PKR (@ Rs 125.69) 1,092,824,274.00 

Annex-9 

Statement showing of non-recovery from customers 

Number Debtor/party name Outstanding 

receivables 

amount 

Current 3-12 months 1-3 years  More than 2 

years 

97044 NDC 3,250,311 - - 3,250,311 - 

97042 AWC 163,744,006 370,035,703 126,705,463 12,800 9,960 

189056 K-ELECTRIC 18,010 7,530 10,480 - - 

301062 HI TAXILA CANTT. 20,337,124 - - 1,559,921 18,777,203 

97041 CMA 

(DP)RAWALPINDI 

473,943,183 101,202,029 138,102,385 160,774,610 73,864,159 

138056 M/s. Boeing 15,186,484 5,172,037 10,014,447 - - 

301057 BALUCHISTAN 

ENGINEERING 

24,978 - - - 24,978 

65033 AMF PAC  9,689,009 - 2,244,856 7,444,154 - 

97043 SPD 437,463 - - 437,463 - 

189057 ALSONS 5,240 - 5,240 - - 

301061 PAK NAVY 2,607,200 - - 2,527,200 80,000 

105043 NEW II 4,430,822 - - 1,431,274 2,999,548 

138057 M/S CMA HIT 10,574,690 - - - 10,574,690 

673061 MARITIME 
TECHNOLOGIES 

2,412,254 469,165 1,943,089 - - 

301063 PAK ARMY 303,390 - - - 303,390 

228852 FAUJI FERTILIZER 2,948 - - 2,948 - 

301060 OPTICS 
LABORITRIES 

182,231 - - 148,824 33,407 

304057 PEC 8 325,457,092 - - - 325,457,092 

301059 IOP 515,287 - - - 515,287 

97045 M/S NEW –II 3,799,036 1,346,100 - - 2,452,936 

301058 MECH. N. TECH. 70,000 - - - 70,000 

  1,036,990,758 145,232,564 279,025,960 177,589,504 435,142,731 
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Annex-10 

Loss due to selling in lower RBDs & Inventory Mismanagement 

Flight No. 

Dec 2018 

Seats Sold in V, 

U, L 

Seats Sold in All 

other RBDs 

Avg Difference of 

lower and Higher 

RBD Fares in Rs 

Avg Difference of lower 

and Higher RBD Fares 

(Rs) 

(2*4) 

PK-798/782 1825 1835 65,000 118,625,000 

Loss in Revenues on 02 flights in 3rdQtr due to selling in lower RBDs  

 

ANNEXURE FOR 454.738 million 

Flight Seats 

Occupied 

Seats on lower 

RBDs 

U,V,L,I,O,N 

Seats on Higher 

RBDs 

Difference of 

Avg Fare Basis 

Revenue Leakage 

(Rs), if 50% Sold 

on Higher RBDs 

701 8,917 5,885 3,031 45,000 132,412,500 

702 9,343 4,951 4,392 44,000 108,922,000 

786 5,355 2,784  2,571 47,000 65,424,000 

758 11,617 6040 5,577 49,000 147,980,000 

Revenue Losses on 4 flights due to RBDs mismanagement 454,738,500 

Annex-11 

Statement showing of non-Adjustment of huge advances  

Supp. Code Supplier Name Amount (PKR) 

4469 Kidde Graviner Ltd 152,406.40 

4469 Kidde Graviner Ltd 174,203.46 

4469 Kidde Graviner Ltd 174,203.46 

4469 Kidde Graviner Ltd 174,203.46 

4469 Kidde Graviner Ltd 174,203.46 

4469 Kidde Graviner Ltd 174,203.46 

4474 North Atlantic Industries 271,759.75 

46543 UTC Aerospace systems 49,315.07 

46543 UTC Aerospace systems 228,554.00 

46543 UTC Aerospace systems 1,517,145.42 

46543 UTC Aerospace systems 486,744.84 

46875 D. MARCHIORI Aircraft Ground Equipment 291,420.02 

46885 MTI instruments, inc 55,573.57 

46970 AEM LTD 267,823.52 

4703 Sagem Avionics, Llc. 292,646.25 

4714 Crane Hydro Air 89,336.37 

4714 Crane Hydro Air 92,056.10 

4714 Crane Hydro Air 92,056.10 

4714 Crane Hydro Air 92,056.10 

4714 Crane Hydro Air 92,056.10 

4714 Crane Hydro Air 92,056.10 

4714 Crane Hydro Air 92,056.10 

4714 Crane Hydro Air 92,056.10 

4714 Crane Hydro Air 92,056.10 

4714 Crane Hydro Air 92,068.66 

4714 Crane Hydro Air 92,068.66 

4714 Crane Hydro Air 88,421.92 

4735 Aeroflex Wichita, Inc 107,797.93 

4735 Aeroflex Wichita, Inc 63,546.25 

47772 EURAVIA ENGINEERING & SUPPLY CO. LTD 605,308.45 

4790 St Aerospace Systems Pte Ltd. 471,642.62 
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4791 Triumph Thermal Systems, Inc. 52,719.15 

4791 Triumph Thermal Systems, Inc. 527,191.50 

4791 Triumph Thermal Systems, Inc. 524,447.00 

4791 Triumph Thermal Systems, Inc. 526,975.00 

4791 Triumph Thermal Systems, Inc. 526,975.00 

4791 Triumph Thermal Systems, Inc. 52,697.50 

4792 Vibro-Meter, Inc. 452,843.89 

4796 Ws Technologies Inc. 79,694.97 

48003 Skyways Technics 1,803,622.96 

48003 Skyways Technics 1,803,622.96 

4818 Rohde & Schwarz Emirates L.L.C 114,073.55 

4844 Goodrich Corporation 212,692.75 

4851 Messier Bugatti (Safran Group) 3,489,681.60 

49154 Rockwell Collins South East Asia Pte Ltd 3,584,834.39 

49154 Rockwell Collins South East Asia Pte Ltd 678,057.53 

49156 Sherwood Avionics & Accessories d/b/a Sherwood Aviation 212,334.85 

49156 Sherwood Avionics & Accessories d/b/a Sherwood Aviation 310,367.73 

49156 Sherwood Avionics & Accessories d/b/a Sherwood Aviation 329,433.01 

49156 Sherwood Avionics & Accessories d/b/a Sherwood Aviation 343,034.98 

49156 Sherwood Avionics & Accessories d/b/a Sherwood Aviation 314,876.56 

49156 Sherwood Avionics & Accessories d/b/a Sherwood Aviation 337,656.83 

49156 Sherwood Avionics & Accessories d/b/a Sherwood Aviation 286,198.85 

49228 MicrotecnicaS.R.l. 122,342.78 

49357 

Meggitt Aerospace Limited d/b/aMeggitt Control Systems 

Birmingham 2,861,790.91 

49413 

Tyco Electronics Corporation, a TE Connectivity Ltd. Company d/b/a 

Hartman Electrical Manufacturing 161,191.34 

49413 

Tyco Electronics Corporation, a TE Connectivity Ltd. Company d/b/a 

Hartman Electrical Manufacturing 58,718.74 

49413 

Tyco Electronics Corporation, a TE Connectivity Ltd. Company d/b/a 

Hartman Electrical Manufacturing 305,444.95 

49413 

Tyco Electronics Corporation, a TE Connectivity Ltd. Company d/b/a 

Hartman Electrical Manufacturing 159,712.09 

4953 National Institute Of Standards And Technology. 471,851.10 

5026 Artex Inc., 49,055.81 

50288 Camp Systems International Inc. 2,130,596.78 

5074 Tel-Instrument Electronics Corp. 108,477.67 

5094 Ge Aviation Systems 591,017.32 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 1,350,568.86 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 641,656.68 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 636,689.66 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 233,813.75 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 787,387.37 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 781,855.18 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 656,161.38 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 655,632.91 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 703,529.99 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 596,636.84 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 796,180.57 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 702,191.04 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 708,110.09 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 654,346.10 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 1,616,965.56 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 782,989.21 

5106 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. 505,470.81 

5199 Cobham Avionics 280,135.60 

5199 Cobham Avionics 280,135.60 

5236 Chromalloy France 1,272,617.49 
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5236 Chromalloy France 293,403.32 

5236 Chromalloy France 245,481.47 

5236 Chromalloy France 393,564.10 

5326 Max Mro Services Private Limited 4,121,846.12 

5367 Safran Landing Systems 3,271,359.00 

5367 Safran Landing Systems 3,277,792.31 

5367 Safran Landing Systems 3,327,636.34 

5378 B/E Aeropsace 448,435.05 

5385 Ge Sensing Druck Ltd. 120,510.20 

5407 Aog Aviation Spares 299,923.24 

5407 Aog Aviation Spares 304,956.32 

5415 Elta France 219,735.79 

5493 Hamilton Sundstrand - Customer Support Center- Maastricht 243,588.42 

5493 Hamilton Sundstrand - Customer Support Center- Maastricht 265,973.03 

5493 Hamilton Sundstrand - Customer Support Center- Maastricht 265,973.03 

5493 Hamilton Sundstrand - Customer Support Center- Maastricht 1,705,619.05 

5493 Hamilton Sundstrand - Customer Support Center- Maastricht 391,006.04 

5493 Hamilton Sundstrand - Customer Support Center- Maastricht 17,583,249.95 

5493 Hamilton Sundstrand - Customer Support Center- Maastricht 327,036.76 

5821 Woodward Aircraft Engine Systems 3,700,861.34 

5821 Woodward Aircraft Engine Systems 82,888.51 

5821 Woodward Aircraft Engine Systems 1,104,369.81 

5821 Woodward Aircraft Engine Systems 68,506.75 

5821 Woodward Aircraft Engine Systems 68,178.11 

5821 Woodward Aircraft Engine Systems 208,113.80 

5889 Thales Avionics 531,869.23 

5969 Avcom Avionics & Instruments 198,686.01 

5969 Avcom Avionics & Instruments 198,686.01 

5983 Pacific Scientific Aviation Services. (Meggitt) 317,361.85 

5983 Pacific Scientific Aviation Services. (Meggitt) 646,148.93 

6100 Thales Avionics Electrical Systems 1,871,748.94 

6100 Thales Avionics Electrical Systems 300,446.77 

6100 Thales Avionics Electrical Systems 532,102.84 

6100 Thales Avionics Electrical Systems 532,102.84 

6114 Express Caliberation Services 189,055.01 

6114 Express Caliberation Services 94,309.80 

6175 Goodrich AerospaseUk Ltd. 3,106,935.82 

6251 IacobucciHf Aerospace Spa 678,180.38 

6251 IacobucciHf Aerospace Spa 711,217.14 

6251 IacobucciHf Aerospace Spa 408,302.71 

6251 IacobucciHf Aerospace Spa 527,973.29 

6386 Microtechnica 2,064,082.23 

6386 Microtechnica 211,011.80 

6386 Microtechnica 2,182,254.25 

6386 Microtechnica 2,728,627.47 

6386 Microtechnica 3,281,118.33 

6386 Microtechnica 285,230.49 

6386 Microtechnica 475,569.64 

6440 Aero Systems Engineering, Inc. 1,693,001.75 

6474 Airbus France 1,042,280.16 

6474 Airbus France 516,183.35 

6474 Airbus France 756,043.39 

6501 Techno Commercial 4,077,680.31 

6513 Kidde Graviner 53,692.31 

6514 L3 Communications Avionics Systems 657,131.30 

6551 Kidde Aerospace 167,901.71 

6551 Kidde Aerospace 167,901.71 

6575 Rockwell Collins 944,085.97 
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6575 Rockwell Collins 289,758.52 

6575 Rockwell Collins 185,064.20 

6575 Rockwell Collins 202,231.19 

6586 Meggitt (Uk) Ltd T/A 273,669.03 

6596 Safran Cabin Germany GmbH 182,584.24 

6623 Aviyan Aero 408,194.06 

6623 Aviyan Aero 539,472.78 

6623 Aviyan Aero 181,279.40 

6623 Aviyan Aero 782,677.72 

6628 Proponent 73,255.00 

6640 Thales AVS France SAS 793,425.08 

6655 Thales Avoinics Electrical Systems 609,620.52 

6655 Thales Avoinics Electrical Systems 785,273.27 

6655 Thales Avoinics Electrical Systems 820,457.40 

6656 B/E Aerospace  Inc 86,533.01 

6670 Safran Landing Systems SLS 636,323.39 

6670 Safran Landing Systems SLS 636,323.39 

6671 Diehl Aerospace Gmbh 650,632.80 

6671 Diehl Aerospace Gmbh 650,632.80 

6673 AtrGieAvions De Transport 281,328.11 

6673 AtrGieAvions De Transport 2,447,264.69 

6673 AtrGieAvions De Transport 805,861.82 

6673 AtrGieAvions De Transport 100,459.92 

6687 Hamilton Sundstrand Worldwide 442,496.83 

6687 Hamilton Sundstrand Worldwide 5,242,790.00 

6687 Hamilton Sundstrand Worldwide 5,241,930.00 

6687 Hamilton Sundstrand Worldwide 1,053,950.00 

6700 Avtechtyee Inc. 537,609.69 

6711 Technofan 699,906.46 

 TOTAL ( 3 Years And More) 145,188,289.46 

 TOTAL (1- 3 Years ) 126,621,281.7 

 TOTAL (1- 12 months) 103,864,539.17 

 GRAND TOTAL  375,674,110.33 
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Annex-12 

Deployment of officers/ staff over and above the approved HRB Lahore 

S. No. Department Section Approved HRB Existing Variance 

1 Eng& Maintenance Engineering 148 208 60 

2 PTC PTC, AIIAP-LHE 2 6 4 

3 Flight Operation Fire 6 11 5 

4 Vigl. & Monitoring  Vigilance 0 5 5 

5 HR & A Legal 2 3 1 

Total  158 233 75 

 

MEDICAL CENTRE 

S. No Designation Pay Group Approved HRB Existing Excess 

1 Pediatrician VIII 0 1 1 

2 Lab Asst III 1 2 1 

3 Lab Attendant II 0 1 1 

4 S r. Staff Nurse VI 1 2 1 

5 Medical Receptionist IV 6 11 5 

6 Sr. Dispenser /comp office VI 0 2 2 

 Total  8 19 11 

 

Supply Chain Management 

02 employees were posted in UK and USA on Local Pay Scale 

 

MULTAN STATION-ANNEXURE ATTATCHED FROM MAIN FOLDER (NAEEM) 

 

WORKS DEPARTMENT 

S. No. Designation 
Pay 

Group 
Approved HRB Existing Variance 

1 Billing Offr Elect V 0 1 1 

2 Billing Offr Gas & Water V 0 1 1 

3 Electrical Supervisor IV 1 4 3 

4 Water pump Mechanic IV 2 4 2 

5 Works Supr IV 0 1 1 

6 Electrician III 4 9 5 

7 DEO III 0 1 1 

8 Pump Operator III 6 8 2 

9 Billing Asstt. III 0 2 2 

10 Driver III 0 1 1 

11 HR Assistant III 0 1 1 

12 Electrical Helper I to IV 2 7 5 

Total  15 40 25 

 

Passenger Handling Service Department 

Total 436 employees were posted against sanctioned strength of 325 employees as per approved Human 

Resource Budget (HRB) 
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FLIGHT OPERATION 

S. No. Department Pay Group Approved HRB Existing Variance 

1 Central Control I/II/III/IV 0 5 5 

2 Planning and Scheduling 
VII 4 5 1 

III/IV 0 3 3 

3 Flight Technical I/II/III 7 11 4 

Total  11 24 13 

Annex-13 

Statement showing of loss due to default by agents 

S.# Station Agent Name Default Date Default Amount (Rs) 

Domestic 

1 
Karachi M/S CARGO AIDS September, 2007 

                                         

127,414,289  

2 
Lahore M/S CARGO AIDS September, 2007 

                                                          

87,183  

3 
Rawalpindi M/S PAKISTAN FRT PLUS March, 2010 

                                                        

694,122  

4 Peshawar TARIQ TRADERS  September, 2016 390,355  

International 

5 New York VETERAN TRANSPORT March, 2011 210,556 

Total 128,796,505 
 

Parties with Difference Amount 

New Prime Intl 393,191 

Union Travel 1,000,000 

Regal Tours & Travel 4,835,695 

Royal Kashmir Travel Psa 541,209 

Total 6,770,095 
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Annex-14 

Loss due to allowing discount in peak season 

   (Rs. in million) 

Flight No. Period 2020 Total Revenue Discount @ 10% 

701 Jan 15 to 31 Jan 204.249 20.40 

702 Jan 15 to 31 Jan 209.190 20.90 

709 Jan 15 to 31 Jan 67.557 6.75 

710 Jan 15 to 31 Jan 58.541 5.85 

757 Jan 15 to 31 Jan 83.899 8.40 

758 Jan 15 to 31 Jan 78.455 7.84 

777 Jan 15 to 31 Jan 25.927 2.59 

778 Jan 15 to 31 Jan 10.20 1.01 

785 Jan 15 to 31 Jan 11.966 1.20 

786 Jan 15 to 31 Jan 85.867 8.58 

787 Jan 15 to 31 Jan 21.673 2.17 

788 Jan 15 to 31 Jan 16.680 1.70 

Total 87.390 

Annex-15 

Non-recovery of Cost of Deportee 

 

PHS                                                                                           (Amount in Rs) 

Year  Total COD fine imposed COD Fine recovered COD Fine Outstanding 

2019 50,950,237 32,241,004 18,709,233 

2020 57,257,957 36,089,235 21,168,722 

Total 108,208,194 68,330,239 39,877,955 

Lahore Station 

Year 
Total fine 

imposed 
Total COD 

Total fine & 

COD 

Amount 

recovered 

Amount 

outstanding (Rs.) 

2020 6,763,153 14,408,080 21,171,233 12,077,707 9,093,526 

Revenue Management Department 

Year (up-to) COD charges Outstanding (Rs) 

2019 17,945,807 

2020 16,168,443 

Total 34,114,250 
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Annex-16 

Statement showing of loss due to short collection of fare and service charges on special 

flights 

Flight Number Flight date Sector Financial loss (Rs) 

8222 24-4-20 DXB LYP 13,627 

894 11-4-20 ISB KUL 5,298 

895 24-4-20 KUL KHI 20,972 

8749 12-4-20 ISB CDG 120,680 

751 8-4-20 ISB CPH 44,301 

8751 11-4-20 ISB CPH 46,493 

9751 9-4-20 ISB OSL 157,078 

9787 7-8-20 KHI LHR 45,001 

783 7-4-20 LHE YYZ 4,347,801 

781 8-4-20 ISB YYZ 463,953 

783 15-4-20 ISB YYZ 67,112 

781 23-4-20 LHE YYZ 610,692 

757 8-4-20 LHE LHR 664,109 

785 9-4-20 LHE LHR 481,260 

785 10-4-20 ISB LHR 112,258 

785 11-4-20 ISB LHR 152,491 

785 12-4-20 ISB LHR 83,998 

701 7-4-20 ISB MAN 86,938 

709 8-4-20 LHE MAN 559,468 

701 9-4-20 ISB MAN 7,669 

701 10-4-20 ISB MAN 35,713 

709 10-4-20 LHE MAN 115,763 

701 12-4-20 ISB MAN 67,381 

Total Loss 8,310,056 
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Annex-17 

Loss due to irrational procurement of dry fruits 

 2019-2020 2020-2021  

 Islamabad station   

Description  QTY. Rate (Rs) Amount QTY.  Rates (Rs) Amount Difference 

in Rs 

Almond (Whole) 

W/O Shell 

1,300 1,497 1,946,100 1,495 2,194 3,280,030  

Pistachio (Whole) 

W/O Shell 

300 2,994 898,200 345 3,749 1,293,405 

Raisin Cleaned 173 579 100167 199 649 129,151 

Cashew nuts 50 1,474 73,700 58 1,947 112,926 

Desiccated 

coconut powder 

- - - 2,000 649 1,298,000 

Total  1,823  3,018,167 4,097  6,113,512 3,095,345 

 Karachi station   

Almond (Whole) 

W/O Shell 

2,500 1,444 3,610,000 3,000 2,090 6,270,000  

Raisin Cleaned -- - - 1,000 840 840,000 

Walnut - - - 500 1,440 720,000 

Total  2,500  3,610,000 4,500  7,830,000 4,220,000 

Grand Total 7,315,345 
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Annex-18 

Statement of fourteen employees/pilots having fake/bogus /certificates/licenses 

(Position as on 31-12-2020) 

S.# Name of Employee Case No. Nature of Case Status 

1 AsadIlyas Suit No. 2453 of 

2015 

Fake Intermediate 

Certificate 

Pending /ongoing 

2 Capt. (Rtd.) Jamsheed Ali Malik C.P.No. D-1237 of 

2016 

Fake Intermediate 

Certificate 

Pending /ongoing 

3 FawazNaveed  Khan Suit No. 1783 of 

2015 

Fake Intermediate 

Certificate 

Pending /ongoing 

4 Muhammad Abbas Civil Suit No. 

18/2019 

Forged B.Com 

Degree 

Pending /ongoing 

5 Capt. MianShahzad Aziz Civil Suit No. C-

4000/2019 

Fake Degree Pending /ongoing 

6 SarmadRasheedRizvi Civil Suit No. C-

9100/2019 

Fake Degree Pending /ongoing 

7 SabirurRehman Civil Suit No. C-

9104/2019 

Fake Degree Pending /ongoing 

8 TurabBukhari Civil Suit No. C-

9922/2019 

Fake Degree Pending /ongoing 

9 Capt. Uzar Khan and three others W.P.No. 27359/2019 Fake Degree Pending /ongoing 

10 ArshadMehmood CPLA No. 

____/2019 

Fake Degree Pending /ongoing 

11 Syed SaqlainAkhtar WP No. 2040/2020 License issue/fake 

ATPL 

Pending /ongoing 
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Annex-19 

Detail showing of Non-production of auditable record 

S.#  
Req. 

# 
Dated Particulars / Items 

1 01 01.11.2021 

1 A copy of the Management Letter and its reply.  

2 Management Account for the year. 

3 List of Manual. 

4 Copy of policies &SoPs. 

5 Purchase / Procurement Manual. 

6 Annual Procurement Plan 2020 

2 02 01.11.2021 

1 List of bank accounts along with authorized signatories 

2 Bank reconciliation statements.  

3 Cash Book and Petty Cash books during the year under review.  

3 03 01.11.2021 

1 Minutes of the board meetings along with working papers. (incomplete record) 

2 Minutes of the meeting of Finance, Investment, Procurement / recruitment, Audit committees and any 

other(s) minutes of the meeting along with working papers. 

3 Investment schedule during the year under review.  

4 Details of investment made during the years under review in the following format: 

S. 

No

. 

Type 

of 

funds 

Date of 

investment 

Invested 

Amount 

Rates 

Offered 

by banks 

Name of 

banks who 

quoted rates 

Credit 

Rating 

of 

Banks 

Period of 

investment 

Maturity 

date 

1 2 3 4 6 7 8 10 11 

1. Complete files pertaining to the invested fund during the years under review.  

4 04 01.11.2021 

1. Correspondence file for the appointment of External Auditors 

2. Internal Audit Manual. 

3. Internal audit Plan. 

4. Internal Audit Reports 

5. Asset register. (incomplete record) 

6. Physical verification report of assets. 

5 05 02.11.2021 

1. Business Plan 

2. List of software & ERP. 

3. Complete Budget detailed file in respect of all information given relating to the capital / revenue 

expenditures to be incurred head wise/ grant wise 

4. Complete budget file in respect of the capital expenditure head wise/ grant wise 

5. Complete budget file in respect of the revenue expenditure head wise/ grant wise 

6. Comparative statement budget vs actual during the year under review head wise/ grant wise. 

6 06 02.11.2021 

1. Detail of Pay package approved by the Board of Directors during the year under review. 

2. Detail in respect of penalty whether minor or major imposed by any regulator and authority. 

3. Complete file of the SECP related affairs along with correspondence and noting sides. 

4. Complete file in respect of correspondence made with concerned ministry or other ministry / 

authorities. 

5. Complete file in respect of correspondence made with PIACL. 

7 07 02.11.2021 

1. Minutes of the Nomination Committee along with working papers. 

2. Minutes of the Ethics, Human Resource& Remuneration Committee along with working papers. 

3. Detail of duties and withholding tax received, deducted, deposited (along with deposit period). 

8 08 02.11.2021 

1. Copy of form-29 (particulars of Directors & Officers …) submitted to SECP 

2. Details of annual return of the Company submitted to SECP under section 130 of Companies Act, 

2017 

3. Copy of all returns &  reports submitted to SECP &  concerned ministry for the year 2020 

9 09 02.112021 

1. Complete detail of bounced & dishonored  cheques as on 31.12.2021 

2. Complete detail of advance against supplier / vendor / contractor  and employees 

3. Month wise Sales Report. (incomplete record) 

10 10 03.11.2021 

1. Complete file in respect of following contractors / consultant / vendor / supplier; 

 

S. No Description(s) 

1 Grant Thornton  

2 United Human Resources 

2. Detail of Sales target assigned business wise and actual performance.  

11 11 03.11.2021 
1. Complete detail of adjustment of advances to suppliers / contractors / vendors 

2. Complete details of refund & forfeited cases. 
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12 12 03.11.2021 

1. Hotel Rooms Charges’ Cost sheet. 

2. Complete detail of debtors along with aging. (partial provided) 

3. Cost sheet of the Food & Beverage Department. 

4. Complete file in respect of planning of the Food & beverages department. 

13 13 04.11.2021 

1. Minutes of the meeting of CPC along with working papers. (incomplete record) 

2. Aging of Sales Tax payable of Rs. 51.383 million. 

3. Complete file in respect of following contractor / vendor / supplier along with noting and 

correspondence portion; 

S. No Description(s) 

1 Atta Muhammad 

2 M.Z Enterprises 

3 Greaves Pakistan Limited 

4 M.S Enterprises 

5 Al-Maimoon Traders 
 

14 15 05.11.2021 

1. Daily, monthly, semi-annually and annually Food & Beverages consumption report. (incomplete 

record) 

2. Daily, monthly, semi-annually and annually Food & Beverages wastage report. (incomplete record) 

3. Total Asset, Liabilities, Sales (Net) & Expenditures. 

15 16 05.11.2021 

1. Chemical Test report of the delivered items to SRL by contractor / supplier etc. 

2. Annual quantities of each item (Food & Beverages Department). 

3. Expired / damages / obsolete etc stock inventory report as on 31.12.2020. 

16 17 08.11.2021 

1. A copy of all investigation reports which have been carried on the recommendation of the Board of 

Director since 2018. 

2. Complete enquiry reports status of those employees who were deputed on SRL along with 

correspondence file. (incomplete record) 

17 18 08.11.2021 1. Feasibility Report of the hotel Rooms renovation. 

18 20 09.11.2021 

1. Complete correspondence file with respect to FBR, Punjab Revenue Authority and any others 

authorities(s) / regulator(s).   

2. Detail of Notice and  Show Cause served by any institution(s) etc.  

19 22 09.11.2021 
1. Reply of Show Cause Notice served by the FBR vide letter dated 25.09.2020. 

2. Complete file of encashment of Performance bank guarantees (Encashed& withheld). 

20 23 10.11.2021 

1. Internal Audit Report on Skyrooms (Pvt.) Ltd. performed by CIA, PIACL with reference to Agenda 

point no. 6 of 72nd SRL Board meeting. 

2. Minutes of the meeting of the Employment Committee / Selection board along with working papers. 

3. Minutes of meeting of the Stores Purchase Committee along with working papers. 

4. Minutes of meeting of the Work Committee along with working papers. 

5. Detail of declaration of stores & equipment as surplus, obsolete and scrap beyond economical repair. 

6. Detail of write off stores & assets, unsettled accounts and cash since 2018. 

7. Detail of wavier of penalties receivable under all agreement / contract. 

8. Detail of penalties, fines and demurrages imposed under statuary law. 

9. Detail of theft, fraud or negligence cases filed / reported and action taken by the management. 

21 24 16.11.2021 

1. Copy of letter no. AH/DGM-HR/Enq/2020 dated 15th April 2020 regarding Theft/missing of copper 

wire etc. at ex-Indian block-Airport hotel. 

2. Copy of enquiry report with respect of theft/missing of copper wire etc. at Airport hotel. 

Annex-20 

Statement / List of prospective clients & expected business during year 2020 

S. 

# 
Name of the clients / projects Nature of business 

Expected premium 

(Rs. in millions) 

1 M/s Neelum Jhelum Hydro Power Project Power project 1,350 

2 M/s UCH Gas compression Plant-OGDCL Compression Plant 65 

3 M/s BRTS & Pink buses Buses 50 

4 M/s Rawalpindi Waste Management & Co Vehicles 02 

5 M/s National Telecom Corporation Building 04 

6 M/s Pakistan Telecom Authority Building / Vehicles 03 

7 M/s KP Halal Food Authority Building / Vehicles 02 

8 M/s Pakistan Institute of Trade & Development 

Department 

Building 02 

9 M/s Engineering Development Board Building / Vehicles 01 
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10 M/s Pakistan Railways Advisory Vehicles 01 

11 M/s Sanjwal Solar  system Solar System 01 

12 M/s DaralKhwar Hydro (PEDO) Hydro Power Project 33 

13 M/s NLC (Sabzal Quetta Road Project) Contractor All Risk 05 

14 M/s ZaraiTaraqiati Bank ATM / Cash 01 

15 M/s Pakistan Metrological Department Fixed Assets / vehicles 0.5 

16 M/s Railway Carriage Factory Project / fixed assets 02 

17 M/s National Traffic Commission Fixed Assets / vehicles 0.5 

18 M/s National Highway Authority (M-1)  M 1 Project/ Fixed assets 20 

19 M/s State Bank of Pakistan Non-Marine Business 39 

20 M/s Pakistan Petroleum Limited Marine & Non-Marine 

Business 

405 

21 M/s Sui Southern Gas Company Limited Marine & Non-Marine 

Business 

145 

22 M/s Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission Non-Marine Business 18 

23 M/s The Institute of Chartered of Pakistan  Non-Marine Business 14 

24 M/s Gawadar Port Authority Non-Marine Business 14 

25 M/s Pakistan State Oil Marine Business 200 

26 M/s Oil & Gas Company Limited Marine Business 80 

27 M/s People Steel Mill Marine Business 20 

28 M/s Punjab Information Technology (Arfa Kareem 

Tower) 

Fire & Allied Peril 23 

29 M/s LDA & Others Sponsors Fire & Allied Perils 7.9 

30 M/s Punjab Mass Transit (Orange Line Train) Miscellaneous 200 

31 M/s Punjab Health Department Motor 3.2 

32 M/s Dasu Dam Contractor All Risk 125 

33 M/s Mohmand Dam Contractor All Risk 1000 

34 M/s Live Stock & Diary Development Board Cattle 4.9 

35 M/s Punjab Mineral Company Fire 0.5 

Total 3,843 
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Annex-21 

Statement showing of non-recovery of insurance premium 

S. No Insurance Company Recoverable 

amount 

Total 

A Local Insurance Companies   

1. Business &Industrial Insurance Co. Ltd. 20,258,060  

2. Crescent Star Insurance Co. 53,027,014  

3. Dadabhoy Insurance company ltd. 4,868,161  

4. Delta Insurance Co. Limited 28,711,446  

5. Gulf Insurance Co.ltd 6,486,833  

6. National General Insurance Co. 11,292,247  

7. National Security Insurance Co. 20,782,406  

8 PICIC Insurance Co. Ltd. 75,819,919  

9 Progressive Insurance Co.Ltd 2,301,424  

10 Raja Insurance Co. 3,681,390  

11 Sterling Insurance Co. Ltd 5,623,996  

 Total  232,852,896 

B Foreign Resident Insurance Companies   

1. CHUBB Insurance Pakistan Ltd. 1,689,674  

2. Commercial Union 32,384,257  

3. NORWITCH Union fire insurance Society 3,462,192  

 Total  37,536,123 

C Inactive Insurance Companies   

1. Capital Insurance Company Ltd 1,597,695  

2. Commerce insurance Co.Ltd 569,619  

3. Eastern General 2,184,362  

4. Equity Insurance Co.Ltd 620,389  

5. Mercantile Fire &General 671,684  

 Total  5,643,749 

D Claim receivable   

1. Afron Asian Insurance Services Ltd. 9,393,846  

2. Al futtaimwillisco.LCC 41,890,902  

3. AON Group Limited 385,020,348  

4. Asian Re. 5,999,304  

5. Carpenter Bowring Ltd. 1,189,382  

6. CGNMB LLP 79,429,524  

7. E.C.O reins.Pool 5,038,201  

8 Fair Aviation Pool (MOROCCO) 4,616,450  

9. MISR INS Company Ltd. 9,427,710  

10. Partner Reinsurance Ltd. 2,781,068  

11. SOCIET CENTRAL DE REASS (MOROCCO) 13,593,433  

12. Swiss Reinsurance Co. 2,417,684  

13. Trust International Ins Co.E.C 5,393,534  

D Total  566,191,386 

 Grand Total (A+B+C+D)  842.224,154 

 

 (Rs. in million) 

S. 

No 

Name of Company 
Treaty 

Acceptance 

Facultative 

Acceptance 

Compulsory 

Acceptance 

Facultative 

Retrocession 

Compulsory 

Retrocession 

Total 

Balance 

as on 

31.12.20 

1 M/s Alfalah Insurance         35.271        123.486              -                -                -    158.757 
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2 M/s Asia Ins         17.186                -                -                -                -    17.186 

3 M/s Asian Mutual Ins           0.099                -                -                -                -    0.099 

4 M/s Askari General Ins         87.151          93.850              -           0.221              -    181.222 

5 Ms Atlas Insurance          46.728                -           9.741         0.000              -    56.470 

6 M/s CapitalInsurance           1.091           0.502              -                -           0.177  1.770 

7 M/s Co-operative Ins           0.382                -                -                -                -    0.382 

8 M/s Pakistan General Ins         34.820                -                -                -           2.444  37.264 

9 M/s Pakistan Mutual Ins           0.138                -                -                -                -    0.138 

10 M/s Security General Ins       145.674           0.608         0.033              -                -    146.315 

11 M/s Silver star Ins                -                  -           0.781              -           0.000  0.781 

12 M/s. United Ins Co                -             7.711              -           0.987              -    8.698 

13 M/s Universal Ins         37.894                -                -                -                -    37.894 

  Total 406.434 226.156 10.556 1.208 2.621 646.975 

 

Annex-22 

Statement of Non-reconciliation of erroneous  

reporting of receivable/payable balances 

(Rs. in million) 

 

S. 

No 

Name of Company 
Treaty 

Acceptance 

Facultative 

Acceptance 

Compulsory 

Acceptance 

Treaty 

Retrocession 

Facultative 

Retrocession 

Compulsory 

Retrocession 

Total 

Balance 

as on 

31.12.20 

1 M/s Alfalah Insurance 35.271 123.486 - - - - 158.757 

2 M/s Asia Ins 
17.186 (0.284) - - - - 16.901 

3 M/s Asian Mutual Ins 0.099 - - - - - 0.099 

4 M/s Askari General Ins 87.151 93.850 - - 0.221 - 181.222 

5 Ms Atlas Insurance  46.728 (0.451) 9.741 - 0.000 (3.732) 52.287 

6 M/s CaptitalInsuracne 1.091 0.502 (0.173) - - 0.177 1.598 

7 M/s Co-operative Ins 0.382 - - - - - 0.382 

8 M/s Credit Insurance - - - - - - 0.000 

9 M/s Pakistan General Ins 34.820 (0.017) (8.000) - - 2.444 29.247 

10 M/s Pakistan Mutual Ins 0.138 - - - - - 0.138 

11 M/s Security General Ins 145.674 0.608 0.033 - - (0.001) 146.314 

12 M/s Silver star Ins (5.939) - 0.781 - - 0.000 (5.158) 

13 M/s. United Ins Co (28.957) 7.711 (5.201) (0.217) 0.987 (0.696) (26.373) 

14 M/s Universal Ins 37.894 - - - - - 37.894 

 Total 371.538 225.403 (2.818) (0.217) 1.208 (1.808) 593.306 
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Annex-23 

Statement showing of irregular issuance of insurance policies 

Sr. # Policyholder Name No. of 

Policies 

Total sum 

assured 

Remarks 

1 Moazam Ali 01 4,000,000 Proof of income is not available 

2 Muhammad Amjad 01 7,500,000 Tax return is not available 

3 Shahryar  Shahid 01 13,300,000 -do- 

4 Ahmad Mehboob 02 15,000,000 Huge difference of income & assets in tax 

return and financial questionnaire.  

5 Kashif Mehmood 09 71,000,000 Tax return & statement of property are 

not available. 

6 Imran Ali 01 5,000,000 Previous policy surrendered sum assured 

Rs. 10 lac.  Difference in annual income 

as per tax return than claimed in policy 

form.  

7 Numair Ali 01 5,000,000 Tax return is not available and inadequate 

bank balance 

8 Rehan Nazar 01 5,500,000 His two policies were surrendered 

507126956-1 & 507094438-8. Tax return 

bank statement is not available.  

9 Umer Waris 01 10,000,000 Income Tax Return of business is not 

provided to authenticate his income. 

10 Arsalan Farrukh 01 6,200,000 Amount showing on salary slip is 

mismatched with monthly credit entries in 

bank statement. Difference of Rs. 1 lac is 

observed. Tax return is not provided as 

well. 

11 Syed Asifhussain Shah 01 6,000,000 Not provided any proof of business income 

as claimed and bank statement.  

12 Maryam  Naveed 01 4,000,0000 Not provided any proof of business income 

and bank statement showing very minimal 

balance and poor statement  

13 Muhammad Usman 01 10,000,000 Not provided direct of proof income of Rs. 

10 lac per month as claimed. Further, tax 

return is also not provided. 

14 Khizra Ghazanfar Ali 01 5,000,000 No proof of income of husband is provided 

as policyholder is housewife. Further, no 

any financial documents are attached with 

proposal. 

15 Umber Afzalchatha 01 10,000,000 Amount of Insurance Premium is more 

than 20% of annual income which is 

earning from salary. Further, no direct 

evidence of income is provided to other 

income and inactive business status.  

16 Jamshaidiqbal 01 10,000,000 Income tax return showing very minimal 

annual income as Rs. 850,000/-. However, 

policyholder claimed Rs. 500,000/- per 

month income in proposal form. 

Policyholder misstated the financial 

position.  

17 Salman Zaheer Khan 01 6,000,000 Not provided any direct of proof of income 

of Rs. 800,000/- per month as claimed in 

proposal from. Further, bank statement 

showing inadequate balance.  

18 Ali Zaryabbhatti 01 10,000,000 Not provided any proof income i.e. Bank 

Statement and other financial documents.  
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19 Muhammad Ibrahim 01 10,000,000 Not provided any direct proof of income, 

tax return and poor bank statement. 

20 Muhammad Qaisar 

Pervez 

01 330,000,000 His financial information was found fake 

and he was not financially sound  

Total 29 579,500,000  
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Annex-24 

Statement showing of irregular/unjustified payment on death claims 

Irregularities Amount 

Policy holder, Zahid Mehmood, holding policy#603753230-6        

1. First policy number was 6035974902 commenced from 24.09.2012 with sum assured Rs 

4.0 million had irregularly changed with policy number 603753230-6 with sum assured Rs 

7.0 million. 

2. In policy, different proposal numbers were used i.e. 170568 & 241650 

3. First policy was commenced on 24.09.2012 but the proposal form was signed on 

20.01.2015 by tampering the sum assured from Rs.4.0 million to Rs.7.0 million. 

4. Claim of Rs.15.064 million irregularly paid to policy holder brother (guardian) without 

consent of nominee and claim payment to nominee i.e. 03 daughters. 

5. Cause of death was cancer but no medical reports attached.  

15.064 

Policy holder was Subhan Shafiq, holding policy#603639135-0          

1. Fake policy number 504548861-6, and different sum assured Rs 1 million & 3 million was 

disclosed in policy. 

2. The year was manually tampered from 30.4.2003 to 30.4.2013 for Policy number 

603639135-0. 

3. Business value of Mr. Subhan was Rs 2.5 crore and 70 million property but no tax returns 

were submitted. 

4. No bank statement of UK and Pakistan accounts were available in file. 

5. As per HM Revenue & Customs UK final reminder letter dated 15.02.2013, policy holder 

was defaulter of tax 535.12 Euro. 

6. Total sum at risk including previous policies was 10 million but it was wrongly filled Rs 

11.2 million. 

7. Different spellings in different documents of policy holder’s wife are mentioned, 

somewhere as SaeedaSubhanShafique while somewhere as Mrs. SaidaSubhan. 

8. In death certificate of hospital, the name of patient is Malik Subhan while in death 

certificate of NADRA it is SubhanShafiq. 

9. Discrepancy exists in the place of death in the certificates issued by hospital and NADRA 

10. Address in hospital death certificate, NADRA death certificate and in NIC was different.     

11.614 

Policy holder was Muhammad Abid Hayat, holding policy#6034355714              

1. Business & property value of Mr. Muhammad Abid Hayat was more than Rs 2 billion but 

no tax returns were submitted. 

2. Policy holder was owner of 03 petrol pumps and 01 CNG station but only one petrol pump 

one bank account statement attached. 

3. First cheque of premium Rs.781,000 submitted by sales officer was returned back due to 

insufficient funds. 

4. Weight of policy holder was too high 115 kg and abdomen was 113 cm in spite off of that 

he was declared as healthy. 

5. Declaring of wrong age policy holder nominee son 34 years instead of 32 years. 

6. Copy of cheque payment and bank statement showing cheque transfer was not available in 

file. 

17 

Total 43.678 

Annex-25 

Irregular/unjustified payment of death claims 
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Irregularities Amount 

1.       Policyholder, Mr. Muhammad Imran (Late) bearing policy#507185883-1with ADB 

coverage dated 03-03-2014for sum assured of Rs. 2 million . 

2.  Policyholder was died of chronic diabetic on 8-02-2016, after 01 year 11 months 

issuance of the policy. 

3.     Policyholder was suffering chronic diabetic since 12 years as per investigation report 

of early death claim 

4.     Policyholder was revived in other policy bearing number 506577123-5 with an 

amount 0.672 million 

5. Policy holder did not disclosed his pre-insurance ailment he was known case of insulin 

dependent diabetic diseases at proposal stage. 

6. Management accepted the proposal only charging 50%-Extra Mortality and without 

investigation of health of policyholder.  

7. The Regional Claim Committee and Zonal Claim Committee recommended the 

repudiated the death claim of both policies. 

8. Regional Claim Committee recommended that strict action may be initiated against the 

field force witnessed the revival of second policy without taking medical record to ensure 

his health condition. 

2.872 

Policy holder, Mr. Rana Muhammad Ehsan (late) bearing policy No. 507214706-7 with 

sum assured of Rs. 1.7 Million. Dated 20-11-2014 and another policy bearing No 

5072090821-1with sum assured Rs 0.800. Dated 20-09-2014 was proposed as healthy and 

good as well as financially sound at initial stage 

 2.     Policyholder was submitted all financial information is false and based on bogus 

documents and he did not declared that he was ex-serviceman of Pakistan Air-force in two 

page report endorsed by AM/SM. 

 

3.     As per investigation report revealed that he never purchased the car nor owner of Al-

Ghani hospital and his monthly income was Rs 25,000/- instead of Rs. 160,000/- 

 4.    Zonal Claim Committee recommended for repudiated of policies. On later stage RCC 

approved the claims subject to verification bank statement on both policies. 

5.    Policyholder died on 12-11-2016 due to heartattack. 

6.       Management failed to investigate about policyholder financial position at initial 

stage of insurance policy on false financial information  

2.745 

1.      Policyholder Mr. Bilal Ashraf procured a medical insurance policy bearing No 

602337671-2 with ADB for sum of assured Rs. 2 Million. Dated 31-12-2017 and another 

policy bearing number 602241893-0 for sum of assured Rs. 1.110 Million. Dated 12-01-

2013 

3.743 
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 2.        Policyholder was died on 03-01-2019 due to brain Hemorrhage. 

 3.       No medical report was obtain for confirmation of his actual cause of death. 

 4.     As per statement of his widow, deceased was died due to sudden brain Hemorrhage 

during the way to hospital and hospital authority refused to admit the deceased assured, 

therefore, deceases was not hospitalized in hospital. 

5.      As per investigation report revealed that assured deceased was taken to Adil Hospital 

Lahore but no medical report / certificate was attached with investigation report. 

6.    The Zonal Claim Committee (ZCC) and Regional Claim Committee (RCC) admitted 

the case for payment Rs 2.170 Million and RS, 1.573 Million along with FIB at Rs. 9,250/- 

per month till 30-11-2032. 

7.  Management failed to investigate the actual cause of death and investigation report is not 

satisfactory as there is contradiction in the statement of widow of deceased assured 

regarding the hospitalization of deceased. 

1.Policy holder Mr. Samar Abbas procured a non-medical insurance policy bearing No 

602319954-0 dated 20-01-2017 and bearing policy No 605806960-0 dated 18-07-2018 for 

sum of assured Rs 2.000 Million and Rs. 0.500 Million with Accidental Death Benefit 

(ADB). 

2. Policy holder was caption Army. The policyholder got added ADB after issuance of 

policyholder and cancelled of Accidental Indemnity Benefit (AIB) as the same is not 

admissible to persons of armed forces. 

3.     Policyholder was died by drowning in sea at Karachi 13-06-2019. 

4.     Autopsy report (Postmortem) of the deceased assured was not available in record. 

5.      Regional and Zonal Committee admitted the claim of both policy in favor of 

nominee an amounting Rs 5.290 Million including payment of ADB. 

5.290 

 14.650 
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Annex-26 

Details on sale of vehicles at lower rates 

 

S.No Vehicle Name Sales 

price Rs. 

Current market 

price (Rs)  

Difference/ 

Loss (Rs) 

1 Indus Corolla (1300cc) 455,000 500,000/- to 580,000/- 125,000 

2 Suzuki Hi-Roof (800cc) 217,000 315,000/- to 380,000/- 163,000 

3 Suzuki Cultus (1000cc) 217,000 395,000/- to 485,000/- 268,000 

4 Suzuki Cultus (1000cc) 217,000 395,000/- to 485,000/- 268,000 

5 Suzuki Cultus (1000cc) 217,000 395,000/- to 485,000/- 268,000 

6 Suzuki Cultus (1000cc) 560,786 395,000/- to 485,000/- (75,786) 

7 Suzuki Cultus (1000cc) 665,000 595,000/- to 860,000/- 195,000 

8 Suzuki Cultus (1000cc) 639,786 785,000/- to 900,000/- 260,214 

9 Suzuki Cultus (1000cc) 600,000 785,000/- to 900,000/- 300,000 

10 Suzuki Cultus (1000cc) 600,000 785,000/- to 900,000/- 300,000 

11 Suzuki Cultus (1000cc) 750,000 880,000/- to 

1,040,000/- 

290,000 

12 Suzuki Mehran (800cc) 399,786 575,000/- to 685,000/- 285,214 

13 Suzuki Mehran (800cc) 425,000 575,000/- to 685,000/- 260,000 

14 Suzuki Mehran (800cc) 381,000 575,000/- to 685,000/- 304,000 

15 Suzuki Mehran (800cc) 425,000 575,000/- to 685,000/- 260,000 

Total 6,769,358  3,470,642 

Annex-27 

Details of Non-Production of record 

S. No. Req. No & 

date 

Record not provided/incomplete record Remarks  

1 No.01 

Dated 

5.4.2021 

1. Management letter issued by chartered accountants during 2019-20. 

 

Not provided  

2 No.05 

Dated 

5.4.2021 

1. List of HR contractor of KS&EWs alongwith contract file. (in 

original) 

2. Complete details of foreign tours of officers and staff alongwith 

their approval files and expenditure incurred during the period 2019-

20. 

Partial/incomplete 

record provided to 

audit. 

3 No.06 

Dated 

5.4.2021 

1. Complete details of total Government grant received by the 

KS&EW during the years 2018-19 and 2019-20. 

2. Complete details of Government grant utilized in KS&EW during 

the years 2018-19 and 2019-20. 

3. A copy of reconciliation statement of Government grant prepared 

by KS&EW for the years 2018-19 and 2019-20. 

Partial/incomplete 

record provided to 

audit. 

4 No.07 

Dated 

7.4.2021 

1. Tender/ contract file for Supply, Installation, Testing & 

Commissioning of brand new Double beam/ Girder Electrically 

operated Rail mounted Gentry Cranes- infrastructure up-gradation 

of KS&EWduring the period 2019-20 alongwith their relevant 

files. 

2. Tender/ contract file for up-gardation of KS&EW project-313 

package 4-A during the period 2019-20 alongwith their relevant 

files. 

3. Tender/ contract file for Design Install and Commission of 

Mechanical & Electrical System and Associated Civil Works for 

Partial/incomplete 

record provided to 

audit. 
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Ship Lift &Transfer System on Design and Built Basis at 

KS&EW, Karachi during the period 2019-20 alongwith their 

relevant files. 

4. Tender/ contract file for Refurbishment/ overhauling, up gradation 

and procurement of 1×32 /5 Tons Double Boom level luffing 

Crane during the period 2019-20 alongwith their relevant files. 

5. Tender/ contract file for Janitorial services during the year under 

review. (in original). 

6. Tender/ contract file for appointment of Chartered Accountant 

(Audit Firm). 

7. Tender/ contract file for edible items of Canteen during the year 

(in original) 

5 No.08 

Dated 

7.4.2021 

1.  Copy of MoU signed with Parties for preparing the design of 

vessels. 

2. Complete details of maintenance budget for construction   of 

Shipyard Training School (STS) building utilized during 2019-20. 

Partial/incomplete 

record provided to 

audit. 

6 No.9  

Dated  

19.4.2021 

 

1. Contract file for hiring of manpower alongwith list of contractors 

during the year 2019-20. 

2. Copy of approved rates of material, labor and overhead selected by 

management to charge for cost estimation in ship building, Ship 

repairs and General Engineering cost centers. 

Partial/incomplete 

record provided to 

audit. 

7 No.10  

Dated  

19.4.2021 

1. Detail of slow-moving items of stores Rs. 8,647,642/- for the year 

2019-20. 

2. Complete detail/ contract file for purchase of Computers Rs. 

20,172,666/- during the year 2019-20. 

Partial/incomplete 

record provided to 

audit. 

8 No.11 

Dated  

21.4.2021 

 

1. Complete detail/contract file for Tender No. TS4391E during the 

period 2019-20 alongwith their relevant files. 

2. Complete detail/contract file for Tender No. TS386567E during 

the period 2019-20 alongwith their relevant files. 

3. Tender/ contract file for Infrastructure Up-gradation work bearing 

Tender No.TS125548E during the period 2019-20 alongwith their 

relevant files. 

4. Tender/ contract file for Infrastructure Up-gradation work bearing 

Tender No.TS123689E during the period 2019-20 alongwith their 

relevant files. 

5. Tender/ contract file for Infrastructure Up-gradation work bearing 

Tender No.TS121984E during the period 2019-20 alongwith their 

relevant files. 

6. Complete detail/ file for Facilitation charges receivable of -Rs. 

3,751,050/-.  

7. Complete detail/ file for rent receivable of Rs.11.7 million from 

Posco Engineering & TSML for the year 2019-20. 

Partial/incomplete 

record provided to 

audit. 

9 No.12 

Dated  

22.4.2021 

1. Annexed-A: Local Purchases (60% record received) 

2. Annexed-B: Foreign Purchases (55% record received) 

3.Annexed-C: Disposal of scrap items(60% record received) 

Partial/incomplete 

record provided to 

audit. 

10 No.15 

Dated  

01.6.2021 

1. Project file of SLTS alongwith PC-I, PC-II, PC-III & PC-IV files. 

2. A copy of agreement signed between KSEW and Consultant for 

SLTS Project. 

3. A copy of agreement signed between KSEW and Posco for SLTS 

project. 

4. Complete detail list of purchases made in SLTS project during the 

period 2019-20 alongwith relevant files. 

5. A copy of inquiry report conducted by Ministry of Defence 

Production in SLTS Project for irregularities pointed out by audit for 

procurement and contract of execution process of SDE. 

6. Complete details/Tender file for expenditure incurred on Shipyard 

Facilitation centre during the year under review. 

Partial/incomplete 

record provided to 

audit. 
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Annex-28 

Details of submission of fake inspection reports for obtaining construction loans 

S.# 

 

Customer Name & 

account No. & date 

Scheme and Amount Statement in 

valuation 

report 

Physical 

inspection 

Remarks initiatives by 

staff (BM) 

Peshawar 

1 Ali Raza 

9100005033 

24-06-2019 

 

 

GharAsan Flexi  

3 million + 1.5 million 

=4.5 mill 

1)“ arches type” 

2) Corner plot 

and road on left 

side   

3) stairs were 

straight 

1)“corner 

type” 

2) 

constructed 

house on left 

side 

3) stairs were 

in two steps 

with a 

landing 

1) Pictures of first 

inspection report were 

removed and destroyed. 

2) Difference of only 33 

days in plaster and 

installing wooden frames 

and windows. 

3) Market value stated at 

3.95 mill whereas HBFC 

financed at 4.5 mill. 

4)  final tranche of rs 0.5 

mill was never asked for 

nor put up for reducing 

financing 

2 Najma khan  

910000509-0 

Sept & Oct 2019 

Ghar Pakistan  

0.45 mill*3 

= 1.35 mill 

 

1)Roof top with 

chips on walls  

picture but 

wrote that first 

floor has to be 

completed  

Wall with 

chips on 

second floor 

Same picture by valuator 

and BM showing 3 persons 

sitting. This kills the 

purpose of dual inspection.  

Neighbours reported that 

the house was fully 

constructed two years ago.  

3 IshratJehan 

910000500-9 

Apr May 2019 

GharAsan scheme 

0.6 +0.45+ 0.3 =1.35 

mill 

1) stairs on left 

side  

2) stairs on 

right side 

with different 

elevation 

A.J Associates based in 

Hyderabad are well known 

for drawing fake and 

misleading pictures  

4 Anwar Ali Khan 

910000505-8 

25th and 26th June 2019 

GharAsan Flexi  

0.96 m+0.72m +0.48 m 

=2.160 mill 

 

  AJ attached pictures that 

were very different from 

location, structure, size and 

nature.  

5 M. Naeem Khan 

910000501-7 

Ghar Pakistan  

0.45 *3+0.15m 

=1.5 mill 

 

 

 

 

 Finished first 

entrance, 

second floor 

and roof top 

with marble 

flooring 

FI U Team not allowed to 

visit site 

6 Shah Raza 

910000498-6 

Mar Apr 2019 

GharAsan 

0.8+0.6+0.4= 

1.8 mill 

Ground floor is 

roofed and 

plaster work is 

under process 

Only “Front 

Gate” visible. 

Pictures only 

focused 

portion of a 

wall and roof.  

Borrower did 

not 

inspection to 

FIU team.  

1) March statement 

completed external & 

internal plaster, frames of 

doors, windows done. 

Pictures similar for release 

of different tranches.  

2) Did not avail last 0.2 mill 

and case closed within one 

year of financing.  

7 Abdul Qayyum Khan 

610000006-0 

Oct 2018 

Small Builder Scheme 

4 mill+4 mill+2 mill= 

10 mill 

  1) Tranches of Loan were 

released within 7 days. 

2) Small builders’ scheme 

requires payment of rent 

between tranches. But the 

customer payments were 

nil. 

Company cannot pay 

further tranches to 

defaulters.  
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3) BM has used pictures of 

valuators that defeat the 

purpose of dual control.  

4) Property already 

constructed. 

 

8 Dur E Shahwar 

910000495-2 

Dec 2018 

Feb & Jun 2019 

GharAsan 

5.7+2.85+0.95 

=9.5 mill 

 Pictures 

different for 

elevation 

stairs & 

constructed 

plots on 

sides.  

 Amount of 1st& 2nd   

tranche given 

simultaneously. 

2) valuators used pictures 

of another property . 

3) BM endorsed it.  

 

9 Rashid Ahmed 

910000491-1 

Jul & Dec 2018 

GharAsan 

0.6+0.45+0.3= 

1.35 mill 

 Undertaking 

given by 

customer that 

he had 

shifted in the 

house in 

2018 and 

ground + first 

floor were 

constructed. 

 

 

 

 Report, 

pictures 

submitted by 

BM differ 

from actual 

site.  

Some insider of the branch 

had already informed the 

customer that the auditors 

/FIU were coming for 

inspection.  

The customer came out 

from his house and did not 

permit the team inside. 

Infact, he forwarded his 

complaint to Head office. 

His actions and words 

contradicted as he was well 

aware that the team is 

coming and his complaint 

turned out to be Bogus.    

10 ArifaMunir 

910000506-6 

 

GharAsan 

0.52+0.39+0.26= 

1.17 mill 

AJ associates 

had again used 

pictures of 

another 

property.  

An employee 

was a 

guarantor in 

this case. 

Tranches were paid 

according to BM’s 

evaluation.  

 

 

                                                                                                    Total  34.68 million 

Dera Ismail Khan 

1 IkramUllah 

Khan 

(Employee) 

9260002358 

May, Jul & Nov 

2018 

 

 

GharAsan Flexi  

1.2 million + 0.9 + 0.6 

million 

=2.7 mill 

Not availed 0.3 mill 

1) “Only the 

plinth on the 

plot” to obtain 

1st tranche.  

2) “Structure on 

GF/1st / 2nd FL 

(with Block 

Masonry work”. 

For 2ndTranche   

 Corner plot and 

road on left side   

3) Valuation 

report released 

in Dec 2018 

whereas cheque 

already issued in 

Nov 2018. 

1) IAD only 

open plot.  

2) Only DPC 

completed.  

3) actual report 

not available in 

file, but note of 

Branch Staff 

BCCL 

Checklists 3,4,5 

placed at 189-

192/Cr. 

1) Investment Officer 

& BM showed one 

room constructed on 

the plot.  

2) Pictures of first 

inspection report were 

removed and 

destroyed. 

3) BM mentioned “I 

admit that remaining 

02 tranches were 

disbursed without 

completing the 

required construction 

work”.  

2 ShujaatHussain 

9260002283 

Dec 2017 & Feb, 

Mar, Apr & Sep 

2018  

GharAsan (Flexi)   

0.5 mill 

 

1)“completed 

internal & 

external Plaster 

G.F & F.F, 

frames of doors 

& windows are 

fixed, flooring of 

all room done. 

Recommend for 

release of 1st, 

1) BM took close 

photographs, 

only gate visible 

whereas 

elevation should 

be evident. 

 

Same picture by 

valuator and BM 

showing 3 persons 

sitting. This kills the 

purpose of dual 

inspection.  

IAD Report 

&Photograph 

concludes that 

financing was 
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2nd& 3rd 

tranche.” 

sanctioned on already 

constructed property. 

Interview of borrower 

by BM D.I Khan “who 

told that they shifted 

the house in the year 

2016”    

3 Rashid Ullah 

Khan 

9260002457 

Jun 2019 

GharAsan  flexi 

scheme 

2.280 mill out of 5.700 

sanctioned 

1)  A.J associates 

stated “open 

plot”.  

1) BM stated 

“Open Plot”  

Difference in stage of 

construction by IAD as 

open plot & BM 

reported “completed 

plinth with DPC/ lentil 

level of G.F 

recommended for the 

release of 1st tranche. 

Only digging could be 

seen.  

Fake pictures shown of 

a constructed property.  

It was an open plot 

even on the day of 

inspection. 

BM accepted his fault 

and stated that work 

was in progress but 

suspended, ‘l be careful 

in future.  

BM deliberately took 

pictures of adjacent 

property.       

4 Razia Sultana  

9260002515 

Aug Oct  2019 

Ghar Pakistan   

1.24 m+0.930  

=2.170 mill out of 

3.100 mill 

 

 BM took 

pictures  

“Complete 

plinth with DPC 

/lentil level of 

G.F. 

recommended 

for release of 1st 

tranche.  .  

BM accepted fault and 

stated digging was 

done at the time of 

cheque delivery.  

DPC was not complete 

but now in progress.  

Evident that fake 

pictures were taken to 

release funds.  

The use of “whito” indicates tampering of facts.    

                                                                                                                   Total 8.58 million 

Gilgit 

1 AslamBaig 

9310004545 

20th& 26th April 

2019. 

 

 

Ghar Pakistan  

0.6 million + 0.45 

million 

=1.05 mill 

 

1) First cheque 

issued by stating 

that DPC is 

complete. 2) 

“Visited the 

proposed site & 

found RCC 

roofed okay of 

release of 2nd 

tranche”. Three 

Vague pictures 

were taken front, 

inside & corner 

covering only 

corner walls & 

avoiding side 

views 

1)5thsept FIU 

noted that the 

pictures were 

not of the 

property that 

was financed. 

Following 

differences were 

noted: 

a) Front 

elevation 

(chajja) was in 

steps, in pictures 

it was plain.  

b) There were 

two columns 

behind the main 

gate in pic 

whereas actually 

there were no 

columns.  

c) front iron gate 

of original 

property was 

single panel 

1) To facilitate the 

customer, first cheques 

was issued on 

Saturday.  

 Investment Officer 

&BM showed one 

room constructed on 

the plot.  

2) Pictures of first 

inspection report were 

removed and 

destroyed. 

3) BM mentioned “I 

admit that remaining 

02 tranches were 

disbursed without 

completing the 

required construction 

work”.  

After Internal Audit 

Report BM visited 

property and wrote and 

signed : “ placed actual 

pictures of the site after 

visited myself.” She 
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whereas in pic it 

was double 

panel gate. 

d) actual site had 

no property & 

open space on 

left side, 

whereas a 

property 

appeared on the 

left side in the 

pic.   

 

admitted that now she 

took actual pictures 

whereas the first 

physical inspection 

was carried out by 

Shahid Ali who 

provided these pictures 

and she just signed.  

 This is a fraud case. The BM has signed on fake reports. She should have mentioned the fact of pictures taken by someone 

else and only endorsing in good faith. This leads to concealment of true facts.  

2 Shah Rayees Khan   

9310004297 

Dec 2017 & Feb, Mar, 

Apr & Sep 2018  

GharAsan (Flexi)  

2mill+ 1.5 mill+ 1 

mill+0.5 mill= 

5 mill 

 

1) Converted 

the residential 

property loan 

to 

commercial.  

Residential 

property used 

as commercial 

as an institute. 

If  

BCA would 

demolish, and 

then HBFC 

would have to 

bear losses. 

Knew the facts but 

concealed them. 

 

 

3 

 

Imran Khan 

Imran Khan 

9310004503 

Mar Jun 2019 

 

GharAsan  flexi scheme 

0.33 mill*4 

=990+ 0.11mill= 

1.11 million 

1) Created a 

fake 

construction 

loan on 

already 

constructed 

property. 

Pictures taken 

Not covering 

sign board. 

All reports and 

pictures 

depicted false 

evidences. 

The valuator 

also supported 

the B.M 

 

 

 

The staff along with 

valuator was involved 

in making fake reports.  

4 Muhammad Mustafa 

9310004677 

Jun 2019 

With only 2 days gap 

GharAsan Flexi  

1.2 mill+1.2 mil= 2.4 mill 

Did not show 

the use of 

guest house at 

ground floor 

The transit of 

file and 

cheques 

between Gilgit 

Islamabad 

takes two 

days, but the 

date of 

cheques and 

counter on file 

show it on the 

same date. 

This issue 

srise that the 

file was signed 

approved on 

back dates.  

Fake reports –property 

already constructed and 

used as a guest house.  

5 Sultan Khan 

9310004602 

Jun 2019 

2 cheques same & next 

day 

Ghar Pakistan  

Scheme  

0.720 mill+ 0.54 

mill+0.360 mill 

= 1.620 mill 

Taken 

pictures with 

close-ups to 

avoid location 

of the 

property 

BM relied on 

pictures taken 

by someone 

else and 

responsible 

for 

concealment 

Possibility of fraud and 

chances of bribe 

6 Ashraf Nama 

9310004370 

GharAsan Flexi  

0.32mill+0.24mill+0.16 

mill=0.72 mill 

No file 

maintained 

Photographs 

not available 

in record.  

 

7 RehmatKarim 

9310004529 

 

Jan 2019 

GharAsan Flexi  

0.16 mill+0.12 mill+ 0.08 

mill+ 0.04 mill 

= 0.4 mill 

Fake reports 

to release 

loan.  
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8 Bashir Ahmad  

9310004305 

Sept 2018 

Apr Feb 2019  

GharAsan (Flexi) 

1.6 mill+ 1.2 mill+0.8 

mill+0.4 mill= 4 mill 

Fake pictures 

showing 

construction 

going on. 

Property not 

constructed 

and idle. The 

owner resided 

abroad and the 

property was 

vacant.   

It had chances of 

encroachment.  

9 Ikramud Din  

9310004669 

Jun 2019 

3 cheques in one day 

July 2019 

GharAsan (Flexi) 

1.2 mill+0.9 mill+ 0.6 

mill+0.3 mill= 3 mill 

BM reported 

fake pictures 

and valuators 

also supported 

her.  

Pictures of 

another 

property had 

been taken. In 

actual, stairs 

were thicker, 

door available 

in pictures 

adjacent to 

stairs, shops 

under 

construction 

in pictures and 

front elevation 

and chajja also 

different.  

 

10 NasirHussain 

May Jun 2019 

GharAsan (Flexi) 

1.2 mill+1.2 mill= 

2.4 mill 

BM stated GF 

floor complete 

& F.F to 

plinth level.  

Pictures show 

grey structure 

by Valuator 

and Khan 

Engineering. 

BM deliberately took 

fake pictures. Used 

pictures of another 

property and prepared 

deceptive report and 

concealed the actual 

condition.  

11 Rehmat Jan 

9310004271 

Oct 2018  

10 days gap 

Nov 2018  

Mar 2019 

GharAsan (Flexi) 

0.8 mill+0.6 mill+0.4 

mln+0.2 mln = 2 mill 

Shahid Ali 

inspected site 

and declared 

ok for 4th 

tranche.  

Property was 

not eligible for 

4th tranche. 

Property was not 

eligible for 4th tranche. 

12 Dr. 

FarukhSuhanaShahid 

9310004354 

Dec  2018 

2 cheques& 

Jan 2019 

 

GharAsan (Flexi) 

0.6 mill+0.6 mill +0.6 

mill + 0.2 mill= 2 mill 

G.F & F.F 

roofed by 

Shahid Ali.  

A.J associates 

took 

contradictory  

pictures of 

showing 

complete roof 

level then 

only 

shuttering.   

On physical 

site visit, the 

building was 

used as office 

of PEC 

Pakistan 

Engineering 

Council for 

the last two 

years. There 

was a clear cut 

sign board. 

The G.F was 

also financed 

from account 

number 

9310003174.   

Shahid Ali deliberately 

took pictures of back 

view to avoid view of 

PEC sign board.  

The staff was well 

aware that the building 

used was for 

commercial purpose. 

This is clear cut 

violation of residential / 

building plans rules.  

13 ShahidIqbal 

9310004586 

 

 

Ghar Pakistan (Flexi) 

0.15+ 0.15= 0.3 mill 

 

Inspected the 

proposed site 

and 

commented 

RCC roofed.   

FIU visited in 

Sept 19 and 

found that 

there was no 

RCC. 

A clear fraud case 

where the BM is 

responsible for 

preparation of 

deceptive reports, 

concealment of facts 

and misplacement of 

record from files.    

14 Ghulam Mustafa 

9310004651 

13th& 25th 

June 2019 

GharAsan (Flexi) 

0.57 mill + 0.57 mill= 

1.140 mill 

 

 

Both 

chequeswere 

released with 

a difference of 

13 days and 

exposed the 

The couple 

responded that 

the roof filling 

was complete 

on 6/7/2019. 

In order to achieve 

sales target, she gave 

the cheque 13 days 

earlier.  
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company with 

risk.     

                                                                                              Total 27.14 

 

Annex-29 

Statement showing of Loans disbursed on fictitious properties 

S.# Account 

Number 

Name of 

Borrower 

CNIC Mortgage 

Property 

Address 

New Address Sanctioned 

amount/ 

Outstanding 

Principal (Rs 

in million) 

1 946000408-9 Muhammad 

Amir 

42201-0622255-3 R-578, Sector 

16-A, Buffer 

zone North 

Karachi 

The same 

could not be 

traced out in 

KacchiAbadies 

Scheme 

 

 

   5.670/5.549 

2 947000327-9 Iqbal Ahmed 42201-4585556-3 Account No. A-

474, Sector V, 

Ahsanabad 

Society, KDA 

Scheme 33, 

Karachi.   

R-404, Sindh 

Goathabad 

Scheme, Allah 

Bux Goat, 

Karachi East 

 

 

    5.000/4.900 

3 946000374-3 Shahzaib 42201-9808239-7 R-545, Sector 

16-a, buffer 

zone, North 

Karachi. 

House No. 

480, Street no. 

1, Shah Khalid 

Bin Abdul 

Aziz Colony 

vide 

notification of 

Sindh 

KatchiAbadies 

Authorities 

dated 

08.11.1991  

 

 

 

 

  4.641/4.600 

4 946000393-3 Syed Sana Ullah  R-195, Sector 1-

A/4, North 

Karachi 

Encroached 

property 

 

    2.450/2.400 

                                                                                                                                             Total: 17.761/17.449 
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Annex-30 

Details of Irregular appointment of staff 

S.# Name of Officer Consolidated Salary 
1.  Mr. Muhammad Ahsan 50,000 
2.  Ghazali Abbas 63250 
3.  Jawed Arshad 200,000 
4.  Muhammad Yaseen 70,000 
5.  Manoj Kumar 84,637 
6.  Saddam Hussain 36,612 
7.  Kamran Ahmed Khan 94,875 
8.  Ahmad Raza 50,000 
9.  Rida Ashraf 137,500 
10.  Dost Muhammad 40,000 
11.  Rizwan Ahmed 49,680 
12.  Muhammad Khan 80,892 
13.  RukhsanaShahjahan 167,400 
14.  Rana Muhammad Akram 246,100 
15.  QuratulainSiddiqui 57,245 
16.  Syed Mubashar Ahmed 64,800 
17.  Gohar Amin 46,224 
18.  Khalid Mehmood 50,000 
19.  Syed HashimRazaZaidi 80,892 
20.  FarhanHashim 75,900 
21.  Nazir Ahmed 108,000 
22.  Maryam Haqnawaz 45,796 
23.  Muhammad AhsanIrfan 80,892 
24.  Muhammad Maqsood 62,100 
25.  KhizarHayad 124,200 
26.  Muhammad Zakariya 58,850 
27.  AtiqurRehman 75,900 
28.  Bilal Anwar 57,245 
29.  Massab Ahmed Abbasi 68,694 
30.  Muhammad Fahim Khan 80,892 
31.  Malik Muhammad Arsalam 62,150 
32.  HaroonQureshi 120,175 
33.  IftikharHussain 40,072 
34.  Kashif Ahmed 66,501 
35.  Rehan Ahmed 50,600 
36.  ShehzadMehfooz 40,072 
37.  Hafiz Mohsin Ali 55,000 
38.  WasiurRehman 57,245 
39.  Pervaiz Ali 42,757 
40.  FasiuddinHashmi 42,800 
41.  RAhil Jawed 86,135 
42.  Saad Bin Farrukh 51,521 
43.  FawadAhmed Sheikh 66,000 
44.  Zara Khan 61,020 
45.  Muhammad Umair 57,245 
46.  Rabia Ashraf 51,521 
47.  Kamran Khan 110,745 
48.  GhulamSarfaraz Khan 61,525 
49.  AltamashHussain 43,200 
50.  Muhammad Raza Ali 70,200 
51.  Fawad Ahmed Memon 50,000 
52.  Bakhtiar Ali 65,000 
53.  Ryasat Ali 50,000 
54.  Tahoor Ahmed Khan 70,000 
55.  Tariq Ali 45,000 
56.  Dr. Amin Rehmani 150,000 
57.  Yasir Ahmed Khan 70,000 
58.  AitsamRabbani 50,000 
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59.  QuratulAinAzeem 50,000 
Total 4,345,060x12 
Grand total 52,140,720 

Annex-31 

Details of Non-production of auditable record 

  Non Production of Record 2020-21 of PSPC     

Req# Point # Date Description 
Record Provided 

to the Auditors 
Column1 

1 4   subsidiary ledgers 21-Oct-21 PARTIAL 

  12   Age wise detail of other receivables along with files.    NIL 

  
14   

Complete approved Budget allocation file and 

expenditure against it. 18-Oct-21 PARTIAL 

  17   Appointments file of External Auditors.    NIL 

2 2   Approved list of prequalified vendors/suppliers 26-Oct-21 NIL 

  
6   

List of all contracts with agreements and payment 

files 21-Oct-21 PARTIAL 

  7   Complete list of Consultants appointed with files   NIL 

3 
4   

Appointments made last five years with 

appointment files 21-Oct-21 PARTIAL 

  
5   

Approved sanctioned and available strength of 

employees along with copy of approval 21-Oct-21 NIL 

  
9   

List of employees resigned/terminated / suspended 

along with their case files 21-Oct-21 PARTIAL 

  10   List of Officers promoted with files 21-Oct-21 PARTIAL 

  11   List of employees retired along with case files. 21-Oct-21 PARTIAL 

  
12   

List of disciplinary cases of employees along with 
relevant files 21-Oct-21 PARTIAL 

  
13   

Outsourced employees Contract agreement and 

payment file  21-Oct-21 NIL 

  
16   

Files regarding Admin Orders/SOPs/Government 

Circulars during the period 21-Oct-21 NIL 

  
17   

Detail of legal cases lodged/decided/pending with 

files 21-Oct-21 PARTIAL 

  
18   

List of disciplinary cases against employees with 

files 21-Oct-21 PARTIAL 

  19   Detail of cases of theft, fraud, embezzlement, if any 21-Oct-21 Mis Reported 

  
20   

Detail of cases of incidents/accidents/damages 
reported 21-Oct-21 PARTIAL 

  21   Detail of assets insured along with Insurance File   PARTIAL 

Req-4 
1 13-Oct-21 

Repair and maintenance of Security Guards 

quarters 21-Oct-21 NIL 

  
2   

Complete detail along with  expenditure of tree and 
plant 21-Oct-21 NIL 

  
3   

Complete case file and supporting documents of  

changing room building (ground plus two )   NIL 

  
4   

Complete case file of purchase of mineral water 
along with detail of R.O Plant consumption wise   NIL 

  5   Detail of two units AC plant and its allocation   NIL 

  6   Details of security camera and its allocation    NIL 

  7   Details of sale of various waste material 26-Oct-21 PARTIAL 

Req. 5 
2   

List of work orders received with concerned files 
showing works assessment/ cost assessments and 

with factory production files 26-Oct-21 PARTIAL 

  
2   

Complete files of the investment made in the 
mutual funds 26-Oct-21 PARTIAL 

Req-8 1 13-Oct-21 View rights to access software system 21-Oct-21 NIL 

  10   POL purchase files   NIL 

  6   Details of deduction made from allottees   NIL 

Req-13 1 14-Oct-21 Personal file of Executive, Officer and Officials 1-Nov-21 PARTIAL 

  2   Personal File of officers on deputation 1-Nov-21 PARTIAL 

  
3   

Hiring/appointment record of Chief medical officer 

with salary/remuneration 1-Nov-21 NIL 

Req-14 
1 14-Oct-21 

List of legal cases with detailed description, 
decided in favor or against along with case files 1-Nov-21 PARTIAL 

  3   Appointment files of legal consultant advocates 1-Nov-21 NIL 

  
4   

Details of legal and professional Tax Advisory 

service with appointment file   NIL 
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Req-15 

1 14-Oct-21 

Complete details of construction works showing 

amount, date of start,date of completion or ongoing 
aith all relevant files. 1-Nov-21 PARTIAL 

  

2   

Details of project showing amount, date of started, 

date of completion or going along with concerned 
files 1-Nov-21 PARTIAL 

  

3   

Details of repair & maintenance of machinary, 

equipment, buildings & General along with 

relevant files 21-Oct-21 PARTIAL 

  
6   

Details of work in progress with concerned works 

files   PARTIAL 

  7   Details of Pakistan Strategic Allocation Fund 21-Oct-21 NIL 

  9   Details of WIP NBNF and Prize Bond 18-Oct-21 CHECK 

  10   Details of advances to suppliers local   NIL 

  11   Details of scrap and fixed assets sales with files 26-Oct-21 PARTIAL 

  12   Details of imprest and adjustment   NIL 

  13   Details of Extended duty allowance staff   NIL 

  14   Details of overtime with approval files   NIL 

  20   Details of gardening expenses 21-Oct-21 NIL 

  21   Details of Aviary/Zoo expenses 21-Oct-21 NIL 

  22   Details of poly culture forest 21-Oct-21 NIL 

Req-16 

1 

18-Oct-21 

Contract file of M/s continental enterprises on 

accounts of contract file regarding water proofing 

bank note factory   PARTIAL 

  

2   

Construction file of road in estae area along with 

PO, (BOQ report of Civil engineering pertaining to 

Psi ) and its payment   PARTIAL 

  
3   

Details of waste of komori Machine since its 

installation   NIL 

  
4   

Detail of case No. 2A/2020 dated 18-05-2020 along 

with enquiry report 1-Nov-21 NIL 

  5   Details of PSPC Aviary 21-Oct-21 NIL 

  
6   

Details of Retired army officer along with 

retirement file   NIL 

  
7   

Details of rejected papers along with purchase date 

and payment 26-Oct-21 NIL 

  
9   

Details of medical expenses employees on 

deputation 1-Nov-21 NIL 

Req-18 
1 

20-Oct-21 Details of sales and purchase of birds for PSPC 
Aviary for last 03 years 21-Oct-21 NIL 

  
2   

Complete file of misprint signature of Rs. 20 note 

and its present status along with enquiry report   NIL 

  
3   

Complete file of those construction of building 
road ets in which the purchases of material was 

responsbility of corporation   PARTIAL 

  4   Detail of purchase of red brick/tiles   NIL 

  
5   

Complete file regarding incident report shortage of 
70 notes of 5000 at cutpak department along with 

enquiry report   NIL 

Req-19 1 20-Oct-21 Copy of relevent rule of creaing liability   NIL 

  2   Detailed calculation of stamp duty with documents   NIL 

  3   Year wise breakup of stamp duty liability   NIL 

  4   Reason for non-payment of stamp duty   NIL 

  
5   

Govt. Revenue Authority attesting the large 

agreements   NIL 

Req-20 1 21-Oct-21 File of Purchase   PARTIAL 

Req-21 1 22-Oct-21 Rehabilitation of old PSPC factory   NIL 

  3   Rehabilitation and water proofing   PARTIAL 

  4   Establishment of Family Parks   NIL 

  5   Construction of over lying of Road   PARTIAL 

  
6   

Installation of security fencing around Durban and 
DSF flats and quarters   PARTIAL 

  
8   

Reconstruction of Estate boundary wall towards 

Shahra - E - Faisal   NIL 

  
9   

Complete case file and supporting documents of  
changing room building (ground plus two )   PARTIAL 

Req-22 1 26-Oct-21 SOPs of Bank note Production   NIL 

Req-23     Ms. Rukhsana   NIL 

      Mr. HaroonQureshi   NIL 

      Mr. Saifullah   NIL 

      Mr. Rana Muhammad Akram Rajput   NIL 

Req-24   9-Nov-21 1.      Estimated cost.   PARTIAL 

      2.      Original BoQ.   PARTIAL 
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      3.      Revised BoQ.   PARTIAL 

      4.      Mobilization Advance.   PARTIAL 

      5.      Original payment bills.   PARTIAL 

      6.      Payment file.   PARTIAL 

      7.      Completion Certificate.   PARTIAL 

      8.      Note Portion.   PARTIAL 

Req-25 

  

9-Nov-21 file No.LP/T1210/20 for roof water proofing at 

bank note factory    PARTIAL 

Annex-32 

Statement showing Non-recovery/adjustment of outstanding amount 

S# Title of account  Amount  

1 Loans, advances and bills of exchange                                  804,753  

2 Assets held with reserve bank of India                                    11,943  

3 Balances due from the Governments of India & Bangladesh                                    13,141  

4 Commission receivable and others                                      4,426  

5 Other advances, deposits and prepayments                                      9,901  

6 Receivable balance from Railways account                                    30,157  

  Total                                874,322  

 

S# A/c Description Outstanding balances 

1 361006 Receivable from GOP-Under SAFE China Deposit  III                84,025,300,000  

2 361009 Receivable from GOP under FCY Deposit IV                84,025,300,000  

3 361011 Receivable from GOP under FCY Deposit V             336,101,200,000  

4 496103 Receivable/Payable - Karachi Office          3,841,085,428,981  

5 496111 Receivable/Payable - Lahore Office                  4,211,130,720  

6 496115 Receivable/Payable - Islamabad Office             925,786,033,205  

7 496116 Receivable/Payable - Peshawar Office                10,085,235,034  

8 496117 Receivable/Payable - Rawalpindi Office                33,415,425,185  

9 496203 Inter-company Account - Karachi Office          4,051,579,780,539  

10 165512 Coupon Income Receivable on ZTBL Preference Shares                  1,303,750,229  

11 191002 Loans & Advances receivable from Bangladesh                12,195,002,255  

12 238514 Other Receivable-Others                  2,188,974,174  

13 238525 Receivable from DPC (Deposit Protection                        23,893,040  

14 238527 Receivable from PSPC (Pakistan Security Printing Corporation)                        10,821,726  

total          9,386,037,275,087  
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Annex-33 

Details of non-provision of Record  

S# 
Req 

# 
   Dated                        Details of information  / record 

Audit 

Remarks 

01 03 30-12-2020 

Personal files of following officers: 

Governor 

Deputy Governors 

Chief Economic Advisor 

Executive Director(s) 

Only appointment 

notification issued by 

Ministry for Governor and 

DG was provided. 

03 07 04-01-2021 
6. List of employees applied for higher studies abroad during last 5 years along with 

total expenditure incurred. 

Only one year data received. 

06 14 13-01-2021 

3. Details of minimum eligibility criteria for the commercial banks to be part of the 

schemes and what are the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to evaluate/assessed the 

uninterrupted continuity and outcomes of those schemes. 

 

4. Policy related to Contingency planning and Crisis Management Framework. 

 

5. List of institutions/Banks/organizations which availed safety nets and under what 

circumstances the safety net was provided by SBP. 

Not provided. 

07 21 02-02-2021 9. Bank institutions wise liquidity and reserves.  Not provided 

08 24 08-02-2021 

1. Detail of rehiring of employees after retirement for last five years.  

 

2. Observation report by Mr. ZubairSoomro relating to anomalies between OMS & 

NCBS. 

 

3. Legal opinion of Chief Legal Advisor (CLA) relating to anomalies between OMS & 

NCBS. 

 

4. Legal opinion of Chief Legal Advisor (CLA) relating to standardization of 

compensation and benefits of EDs (OG-VIII) appointed as DG. 

 

5. Actuarial report relating to anomalies between OMS & NCBS. 

 

9.  Status of vacant post of ED- Islamic Banking 

 

10. Appointment file along with advertisement and personal file of Mr. 

ShahidMehmood Khan. 

 

11. Appointment file along with advertisement and personal file of Dr. Saeed Ahmed. 

 

13. Work Load Analysis report submitted by consultant (M/s. Mazar) with 

presentation. 

 

19. Detail of instances/activities informed/observed under whistle blow policy. 

 

20. Deputation and personal file of Ms. Erum Saba 

 

21. Hiring file of NTS along with tender documents and payments their against. 

(1)Only one year data was 

provided. 

 

Not provided 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11. Only appointment letter 

was provided. 

 

20. Only deputation request 

and approval were 

provided. 

09 27 10-02-2021 

1. Statement/database of ITRS 

2. Statement/database of ERF 

3. Statement/database of WEBOC 

4. Statement/database of EORS 

5. Statement/database of V-20 

6. Statement/database of V-11 

7. Statement/database of E-FORM 

8. Statement/database of M-FORM 

9. List of Authorized dealers 

10. List of FX license allocated 

11. Complete reports of Banking Inspection Department 

 

1. Remittances Division:  

i. Commercial Remittance for  

a. Service charges, fee,  

b. Purchase of ships from abroad  

c. Pakistani Airlines 

d. Dry-docking, repairing, charter hire, and disbursement at foreign ports, 

contractor hire, communication charges and Insurance of ships of 

P.N.S.C 

e. Shipping Industry related cases (Freight, Demurrage etc.) 

f. Cash to master. 

g. Container detention charges. 

h. Services LC for Engineering, Professional and consultancy charges. 

i. Courier Companies Charges 

j. Visa Fee Collected by various Embassies 

k.  

l. Other Miscellaneous Payments 

m. Acknowledgment of Royalty/ Technical Fee Contracts 

n. Issuance of NOC for Branch/ Liaison Office  

o. FCY Bank Guarantee in favor of Residents and Non-Residents Entities  

p. Issuance of EEC 

q. Payments related to SBP registered loans 

 

Not provided 
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ii. Private Remittances of:  

a. Advertisements in Newspapers and Magazines abroad by exporters / non 

exporters. 

b. BOD Meeting fee payments, Family Remittance Facilities, Training and 

Conference Fee, Travelling Expenses, Medical and Educational 

Expenses. 

c. Daily Allowances in Foreign Exchange to SBP Officials for Official 

Visits abroad 

d. Other Private Remittances  

 

iii. Trade Related Cases:  

a. Issuance of NOC for Re-export of Frustrated Cargo/imported goods 

 

 

b. Issuance of exemptions from export procedure for Books, Newspapers 

etc. under Chapter XII 

c. To accord/allow various kinds of Permissions/remittances/LCs, under 

Chapter XIII & F.E. Circular No.4/95 on case to case basis which are 

beyond the power of Authorized Dealers. 

d. Cases of Export of Raw Cotton.  

 

iv. Insurance:  

a. Issue/Renewal of Revolving Letter of Credit to insurance companies. 

b. Post facto checking of documents/ forms ‘M’ of Re-insurance/claim 

cases, checking of monthly statements submitted by the Pakistan Re-

insurance Company Limited (PRCL) / National Insurance Company 

Limited (NICL). 

c. Salvage Claims  

 

2. Monitoring and Verification Division:  

 

i. Monitoring Processing of Export Overdue Cases:  

a. Issuance of Final Show Cause to delinquent ADs in cases of late/incorrect 

reporting of EOD cases or non/incomplete submission of pre-adjudication 

information/documents.  

b. Issuance of final show cause to delinquent exporters in case of non-

realization of export proceeds within the given timeline.  

c. Lodgment of complaints against exporters/ADs to FEA Court or 

EPD/OSED as the matter may be.  

d. Statement of cases of rectification in EORS and finalized.  

e. Statement of cases of adjustment against Advance Payments.  

f. Statement of cases of Write-off in case of re-import/discount.  

g. Statement of cases of extension in realization period of overdue export 

bills.  

 

ii.    E-Forms data base/statement of Customs Authorities along with show cause 

and complaints lodged. 

iii.   Statement of penalty recovered by ADs in respect of import advance 

payment cases and      deposited to SBP-BSC (Bank) through RTGS:  

iv.    Statement of export cases reported on V-11 

v.     Statement of Import Advance Payments:  

vi.   Statement of Advance Payment Vouchers (APV) and Submission of Shipping 

Documents against Export Advance Payment (Karachi Region Only) 

along with of E-Form, GD, BL, APV, PRC, SWIFT message etc.  

vii.  Statement of Reconciliation & Maintenance of Transactional Break-up of 

Outstanding Export Advance Payment (EAP):  

viii. Statement of EE/EF for Verification under Export Refinance Scheme.  

ix.    Statement of PRCs Verification 

 

3. Govt. Schemes & FE Allocation Division:  

a. Statement of Exchange Accounts along with F. E and allocated, 

released/cleared by Ministry of Finance in favor of all Ministries/Govt. 

Deptts. /Autonomous Bodies/Semi-Autonomous Bodies other than 

Defense Services along with registration numbers allocated/approved 

opening fresh L/C and amendment there in after having clearance from 

EPD SBP.  

b. Statement of all Government subsidy schemes like DDT, DLTL (Textile 

& Non-Textile), Sugar, Wheat, etc. as per the SRO issued by ministry 

concerned. 
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Annex-34 

Detail of the engineers / officers appointed against the advertisement criteria and fake/bogus 

certificate 

10 28 12-02-2021 

1. Selection criteria of fund managers approved by Board. 

2. Hiring file of fund managers along with tender documents. 

 

4. Assessment report of World Bank Advisory and Management Program (RAMP) mission 

and its recommendation. 

 

9. Operational evaluation parameters approved by Board. 

 

Not provided. 

 

 

12 31 15-02-2021 
 4. List of Commercial Banks whose CAR was below than defined limit (11.9%) along with 

imposition of penalty in case of non-compliance. 

Not provided. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13 32 16-02-2020 

Detail list of Minimum Capital Requirement for commercial banks 

Action taken by SBP against any commercial bank due to decrease in MCR 

Up-to what extent MCR action to be taken against bank 

Action taken against any commercial banks for not meeting MCR requirement with decision 

Process of action taken i.e. warning to the banks for not meeting MCR 

Detail of penalty imposed on commercial banks for not meeting MCR 

Not provided. 

14 33 16-02-2020 

6. Complete personal files of following Executive Directors: 

a. Mr. Dr. InayatHussain 

b. Mr. Syed Samar Husnain 

c. Mr. Saleemullah. 

7. Complete Personal files of following Managing Director: 

d. Mr. Muhammad Ashraf Khan 

e. Mr. Syed Irfan Ali 

f. Mr. RiazNazaraliChunara. 

 

Not provided. 

15 37 23-02-2021 
 

2. Complete list of lying vacant posts with date and reasons. 

Not provided. 

16 38 26-02-2021 4. Workload Analysis Report concluded by M/s SidatHyderMorshid during FY 2019-20. Not provided. 

17 43 10-03-2021 

3. Personal files of following officers on deputation FY 2019-20. 

S# PIN Full Name Grade 

1 8836 ABDUR RAUF OG-6 

2 8297 AMJAD MANZOOR OG-8 

3 7344 ASLAM NAVAID OG-4 

4 8631 HASNAIN TAHER DAHODWALA OG-6 

5 5255 IQBAL AHMED SHAHANI OG-2 

6 7754 MUHAMMAD ARIF OG-5 

7 8093 NAJAM ALTAF OG-6 

8 7488 SYED SAJID ALI OG-7 

9 8517 SYEDA SADAF BAQIR OG-5 

10 8922 WASEEM FAZAL UR REHMAN OG-3 
 

Not  Provided 

 

18 44 11-03-2021 

3. Detail of Travelling expenses & daily allowances of Governor under requisitioned format 

by audit as per requisition. 

 

4. Detail of Travelling expenses & daily allowances of Deputy Governors under requisitioned 

format by audit as per requisition. 

Not provided. 

19 45 16-03-2021 

 

3. Last five years Audit and Inspection Group Review on Government Business operations 

submitted/provided by BOP. 

Not provided. 

20 46 18-03-2021 

4. External legal opinion from Mr. Khalid Anwar relating to OMS & NCBS. 

 

6. Enquiry report of Chief Legal Advisor (CLA) relating to OMS & NCBS. 

 

7. Salary survey reports of 2009, 2011, 2013, 2015, 2017 & 2019. 

Not provided. 

21 48 25-03-2021 

3. Complete detail of special debt repayment accounts/deposits of Rs. 24.243 Billion along 

with its movement & return/interest thereon. (Note 30.3 to Financial Statements) 

 

4. Complete file/detail of provisions made against Home remittances of Rs. 260.363 million 

along with reasons. (Note 32.3.2 to Financial Statements) 

 

5. Complete file/detail of provisions made against claims under arbitration amounting to 1.60 

Billion& other provisions of Rs. 985.02 million along with reasons. (Note 32.3.2 to Financial 

Statements) 

Partial record in form 

of GLs provided. 

 

   Non-Provision of record Procurement of Electric Fencing- Rs.13.895 million 
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Sr. 

No. 

Para 

# 

Name Designation Deficiencies Pay & 

Allowances 

(Rs.) 

01 22 Mr. Sohail 

Azam 

Trainee 

Engineer 

 Appointed Without Advertisement 

 Not submitted copy of Degree 

 Appointment against rules on the request of 

Secretary of controlling Ministry. 

 Extension from time to time 

 Promoted in Grade-8, 9, 10 & 11 

10,632,000 

02 23 Mr. Nadeem 

Ahmad 

  Not registered with PEC as Engineer  

 interview committee had only 03 members 

30,050,000 

03 24 Mr. Moazzam 

Ul Ibad 

Junior 

Engineer 

 Appointed against the criteria mentioned in 

advertisement 

 Appointment on abolished post 

 Appointed as Junior Engineer instead of 

Trainee Engineer 

 No required experience and declared as 

professional engineer by the PEC 

14,200,000 

04 25 Ms. Aman 

Asad Fazli 

Junior 

Architects 

 Appointed against the criteria mentioned in 

advertisement 

 Not registered with PCATP 

 No relevant qualification for the post 

13,460,000 

05 26 Mr. Awais 

Iqbal 

  Appointed against the criteria mentioned in 

advertisement 

 Inordinate favour given by awarded 15 

marks in interview 

 Awarded 25 marks without post 

qualification experience 

 Multidivisional interview committee had 

only 03 members having no member from 

HR 

15,740,000 

06 27 Ms. Tayyaba 

Majid Khan 

Design 

Engineer 

 Appointed against the criteria mentioned in 

advertisement 

 No relevant degree and experience as per 

advertisement 

 No equivalence committee (EC) was 

constituted 

 Tempering in the interview sheet to 

increase the marks of the engineer 

 Multidivisional interview committee had 

only 03 members having no member from 

HR 

 Inducted from contract to regular cadre 

after six months instead of 01 year as per 

service requirement 

10,870,000 

07 28 Mr. 

Muhammad 

Naveed 

Junior 

Engineer 

 Appointed against the criteria mentioned in 

advertisement 

 Not registered with PCATP 

 No equivalence committee (EC) was 

constituted (M.D approved special as 

special 

 interview committee had only 03 members 

15,290,000 
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08 29 Mr. Salman 

Ahsan 

Junior 

Engineer 

 Fake/bogus PEC certificate produced at the 

time of appointment 

10,944,000 

09 30 Mr. Yasir 

Naeem 

Junior 

Engineer 

 Appointed against the criteria mentioned in 

advertisement 

 No equivalence committee (EC) was 

constituted 

 Two candidates were disqualify on the basis 

of incomplete documents but the same 

deficiency was observed in the documents 

of the engineer concerned 

13,330,000 

10 31 Mr. Khurram 

Shahzad 

Structural 

Engineer 

 Not registered with PEC as Engineer 

 Master degree not accredited with 

HEC/PEC 

 Conditional appointment order issued due 

to doubtful status of his M.Sc. but the said 

condition was not fulfilled. 

 No action to dismiss the engineer 

14,690,000 

11 32 Mr. Yasin Architect  Appointed against the criteria mentioned in 

advertisement 

 Tempered in interview mark sheet 

 Multidivisional interview committee had 

only 03 members having no member from 

HR 

5,634,000 

12 33 Mr. Saad 

Kibria 

Junior/Senior 

Engineer 

 Appointment was made in violation of the 

criteria and without having the requisite 

experience. 

 Conditionally appointed subject to 

recognition of master degree 

 Master degree was not recognized as 

engineering qualification 

2,420,000 

Total 157,260,000 

Annex-35 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Project Contractor Name Start Date 

Completion 

Date 

Actual 

Cost 

1.  Construction of Student 

Service Center 

Green Power Associates 11.12.2018 30.06. 2020 32.015 

2.  Construction of Parking 

Building / Plaza 

Green Power Associates 11.12. 2018 22.06. 2020 70.715 

3.  Construction of Material 

Lab 

M/s Campaigner 

Associates (Pvt.)Ltd 

10.12. 2018 10.06.2019 5.574 

4.  Extension of Petroleum & 

Gas Engg. 

M/s Campaigner 

Associates (Pvt.)Ltd 

10.12.2018 09.12.2019 11.914 

5.  Construction of Transport 

office 

M/s Waseem Ahmad Arbi 

Govt. Contractors 

20.06.2019 20.05.2020 3.943 

6.  Construction of Buses 

shed 

M/s Waseem Ahmad Arbi 

Govt. Contractors 

20.06.2019 20.05.2020 4.208 

7.  Construction of Road from 

Mosque to transport office 

M/S Qadri Builders Govt. 

Contractor 

16.12.2019 30.06.2020 2.209 

8.  Construction of Wall for 

Extension of V.C. House 

M/S Faisal Saleem & Co 11.02.2021 31.05.2201 0.980 
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9.  Construction of wall 

around buses shed & 

Transport Office 

M/S Faisal Saleem & Co 11.02.2021 31.05.2021 0.981 

Total cost of civil works projects not approved from senate(Competent Authority) 132.539 

 

Annex-36 

Sr. 

# 
Name of Lecturer 

Per 

Month 

Pay 

Date of 

Joining 
As on 

No. of 

Month 

Pay Drawn 

(Rs.) 

1 Engr. Saqib Ejaz  65,000 06.09.19 31.07.21 22 1,430,000 

2 Ms. Laraib Abid 65,000 11.09.19 31.07.21 22 1,320,000 

3 Engr. Habib-ur-Rehman  50,000 16.12.19 31.07.21 19 1,045,000 

4 Engr. Muhammad Jawad Khan  60,000 16.12.19 31.07.21 19 1,045,000 

5 Engr. Aneeq Nasir Janjua 65,000 17.12.19 31.07.21 19 1,045,000 

6 Engr. Muhammad Bilal Akram 70,000 06.01.20 31.07.21 18 1,170,000 

7 Ar. Mohsin Iqbal Deo  70,000 06.01.20 31.07.21 18 1,170,000 

8 Ar. Muhammad Israr Ali  70,000 14.01.20 31.07.21 18 900,000 

9 Engr. Muhammad Tahir 55,000 29.01.20 31.07.21 18 1,080,000 

10 Mr. Muhammad Fuzail 60,000 28.02.20 31.07.21 17 1,105,000 

11 Mr. Mohib Ullah Khan  60,000 28.02.20 31.07.21 17 1,190,000 

12 Engr. Umer Bin Nooman 55,000 05.03.20 31.07.21 16 1,120,000 

13 Engr. Muhammad Umais 65,000 09.03.20 31.07.21 16 1,120,000 

14 Ms. Nazish Huma Khan  65,000 20.10.20 31.07.21 9 495,000 

15 Mr. Muhammad Hamza  65,000 20.10.20 31.07.21 9 540,000 

16 Mr. Muhammad Kamran Abid  60,000 21.10.20 31.07.21 9 540,000 

17 Mr. Mustajib-ur-Rehman  55,000 21.10.20 31.07.21 9 495,000 

18 Dr. Hafiz Muhammad Azib 

Khan  

55,000 05.01.21 31.07.21 6 390,000 

19 Dr. Saqib Ali  55,000 05.01.21 31.07.21 6 390,000 

Total 17,590,000 

Annex-37 

Sr.# Name of employees Designation 
Date of 

Joining 

Salary Per 

month 

1 Dr. Mansoor Ahmad Associate Professor 

(Civil) 

12/7/2020 240,500 

2 Dr. Khizar Abid Assistant Professor 

(P&G) 
9/16/2019 130,000  

S/o Abid Hussain Nizami 

3 Dr. Asad Afzal Hamayon Assistant Professor 

(BBA) 
11/19/2019 150,000  

S/o Abad Hussain Khan  

4 Dr. Muhammad Zahid  Assistant Professor 

(Civil)  
2/3/2020 165,748  

S/o Khadim Hussain  

5 Dr. Muhammad Zulkarnain 

Abbas 

Assistant Professor 

(Mech.)  10/21/2020 130,000  

S/o Ghulam Abbas 

6 Dr. Ammad Ali Khan Jadoon Assistant Professor (EE) 

10/26/2020 130,000  S/o Muhammad Yunus Khan 

Jadoon 

7 Dr. Raheela Naz  Assistant Professor 

(Chemistry)  
10/27/2020 84,000  

D/o Muhammad Saleemm 

8 Dr. Farooq Kifayatullah Assistant Professor (EE)  
10/29/2020 130,000  

S/o Kifayatullah 

9 Dr. Suleman Khan  11/2/2020 84,000  
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S/o Amin Jan Khan 
Assistant Professor 

(Physics)  

10 Dr. Muhammad Yasir  Assistant Professor 

(Mech)  
11/3/2020 138,937  

S/o Umar Gul 

11 Dr. Muhammad Haris Assistant Professor 

(BBA)  
11/5/2020 84,000  

S/o Mukhtar Ahmed 

12 Engr. Saqeb Ejaz  Lecturer (EE)  
9/6/2019 65,000  

S/o Ejaz Ahmed  

13 Ms. Laraib Abid Lecturer (Chem)  
9/11/2019 60,000  

D/o Abid Rasheed 

14 Engr. Habib-Ur-Rehman  Lecturer (P&G) 
12/16/2019 55,000  

S/o Liaqat Ali  

15 Engr. Muhammad Jawad 

Khan  

Lecturer (P&G) 

12/16/2019 55,000  
S/o Muhammad Muntazim 

Ghori  

16 Engr. Aneeq Nasir Janjua Lecturer (P&G) 
12/17/2019 55,000  

S/o Nasir Mahmood Janjua  

17 Engr. Muhammad Bilal 

Akram 

Lecturer (Civil)  

1/6/2020 65,000  

S/o Muhammad Akram Rana 

18 Ar. Mohsin Iqbal Deo  Lecturer (Arch.D)  
1/6/2020 65,000  

S/o Muhammad Iqbal  

19 Ar. Muhammad Israr Ali  Lecturer (Arch. D)  
1/14/2020 50,000  

S/o Muhammad Nasir Ali  

20 Engr. Muhammad Tahir Lecturer (CET) 
1/29/2020 60,000  

S/o Zahoor Hussain  

21 Mr. Muhammad Fuzail Lecturer (C S )  
2/28/2020 65,000  

S/o Muhammad Afzal  

22 Mr. Mohib Ullah Khan  Lecturer (C S )  
2/28/2020 70,000  

S/o Nasim Ullah Khan  

23 Engr. Umer Bin Nooman Lecture (Mech.)  
3/5/2020 70,000  

S/o Muhammad Nooman 

24 Engr. Muhammad Umais Lecturer (Mech.)  
3/9/2020 70,000  

S/o Liaqat Hussain  

25 Ms. Nazish Huma Khan  Lecturer (Fashion 

Design)  
10/20/2020 55,000  

D/o Ashiq Ahmed Khan  

26 Mr. Muhammad Hamza  Lecturer (Fashion 

Design)  
10/20/2020 60,000  

S/o S. Israr Hussain 

27 Mr. Muhammad Kamran 

Abid  

Lecturer (C S)  

10/21/2020 60,000  

S/o Abid Hussain  

28 Mr. Mustajib-Ur-Rehman  Lecturer (C S )  
10/21/2020 55,000  

S/o Muhammad Akram 

29 Dr. Hafiz Muhammad Azib 

Khan  

Lecturer (EE)  

1/5/2021 65,000  

S/o Muhammad Akhtar Khan  

30 Dr. Saqib Ali  Lecturer (EE) 
1/5/2021 65,000  

S/o Rana Zulfiqar Ali  

31 Engr. Saima Akram Lab. Engineer (EE) 
9/6/2019 45,000  

D/o Muhammad Akram Shah 

32 Engr. Abdul Khaliq Khan  Lab. Engineer (Mech.)  9/6/2019 40,000  
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S/o Muhammad Younus 

Khan  

33 Engr. Mudassir Khan  Lab. Engineer (P&G)  
12/16/2019 40,000  

S/o Ubaid-Ur-Rehman  

34 Engr. Mughees Riaz Lab. Engineer (EET)  
1/31/2020 40,000  

S/o Muhammad Riaz Akhtar  

35 Mr. Enam-Ul-Haq Programmer (IT 

Section)  
11/1/2020 45,000  

S/o Muhammad Ajmal  

36 Mr. Faheem Abbas Assistant (Mech.)  
10/30/2019 29,085  

S/o Altaf Hussain  

37 Mr. Faisal Abbas Assistant (Civil)  
10/30/2019 29,085  

S/o Malik Sajid Hussain  

38 Mr. Mohsin Jamal Accounts Assistant 

(BBA)  
11/5/2019 29,085  

S/o Saeed Ahmad  

39 Mr. Muhammad Shahbaz Assistant Supervisor 

Civil  
10/30/2019 24,000  

S/o Malik Abdul Razzak  

40 Ms. Fozia Umber Hostel Assistant (B S)  
10/30/2019 23,100  

D/o Shabbir Hussain  

41 Ms. Fariha Gul Hostel Assistant (EE)  
11/1/2019 23,100  

D/o S.M.K. Pasha Gillani 

42 Mr. Abid Nadeem Lab. Assistant (Mech.) 
12/28/2017 22,050  

S/o Zafar Iqbal Nadeem 

43 Mr. Muhammad Ashraf Lab. Assistant (Mech.) 
12/28/2017 22,050  

S/o Muhammad Arshad  

44 Mr. Muhammad Shahid 

Ashraf 

Lab. Assistant (Civil)  

1/1/2018 21,000  

S/o Hafiz Muhammad Ashraf  

45 Mr. Anzar Iftikhar Lab. Assistant (Civil) 
1/1/2018 21,000  

S/o Iftikhar Ahmad  

46 Mr. Qamar us Zaman Lab. Assistant (C S)  
1/17/2018 22,050  

S/o Muhammad Ashiq  

47 Mr. Abid ur Razaq Lab. Assistant (C S)  
1/23/2018 22,050  

S/o Abdul Razaq 

48 Mr. Shafaqat Rasool Lab. Assistant (Mech.) 
10/29/2019  24,000  

S/o Faiz Rasool  

49 Mr. Ali Raza Zaffar Lab. Assistant (Civil) 
10/28/2019 25,200  

S/o Zafar Hussain  

50 Mr. Adnan Waheed Lab. Assistant (EE)  
10/30/2019 25,200  

S/o Abdul Waheed 

51 Mr. Nadeem Akmal Lab. Assistant (Civil)  
10/30/2019 25,200  

S/o Muhammad Akmal  

Annex-38 

Name of 

Category 
Detail of Category 

B.Sc. 

Electrical 

Engineering 

B.Sc. Mechanical 

Engineering 

B.Sc. 

Civil Engineering 

No. of 

Seats 

No. of 

Students 

actually 

admitted 

No. of 

Seats 

No. of 

Students 

actually 

admitted 

No. of 

Seats 

No. of 

Students 

actually 

admitted 

A Punjab 21 90 7 7 7 7 

B Multan, BWP & D.G. Khan 

Division 

12 9 4 4 4 4 
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E Sindh 9 10 3 3 3 3 

G KPK 6 1 2 2 2 2 

H Balochistan 3 0 1 1 1 1 

I FATA 6 0 2 0 2 0 

J AJK/PATA 3 4 1 1 1 3 

K Overseas Pakistanis 9 0 2 3 2 3 

L DAE 3 3 0 1 0 1 

M Female (All Pakistan Basis) 3 0 1 0 1 1 

N Professional Engineers 3 0 1 1 1 1 

O NFC-IET Employees 7 1 4 1 4 1 

P Armed Forces 2 0 1 1 1 1 

S Self-Supporting 30 1 9 14 9 14 

Q B-Tech (Hons) B.S Technologies 3 3 1 1 1 1 

 Total 120 122 39 40 39 43 
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Annex-39 

Detail of loss sustained by the NEST due to investment on low rate of interest and ignoring the highest 

rate offered by ABL 

S 

No. 

Date of 

issue of 

TDR 

Maturity 

Date 

TDR 

No. 

Interest 

Rate 

applied 

(%) 

Max. 

Rate of 

interest 

offered 

(%) 

Amount 

Invested 

(Rs. in 

million) 

Profit 

Earned 

(Rs. in 

million) 

Required 

profit to 

be earn Days 

Loss 

amount 

(Rs. in 

million) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1 23.06.2017 01.03.2018 641441 5.80 6.25 4,200.00 128.70 139.52 194 10.82 

2 05.07.2017 01.01.2018 15553 5.80 6.25 110 3.13 3.39 180 0.26 

3 21.07.2017 31.08.2017 15554 5.80 6.25 66 0.39 0.46 41 0.08 

4 24.01.2018 25.04.2018 641451 5.80 6.25 2,200.00 31.69 34.28 91 2.59 

5 24.01.2018 25.04.2018 641452 5.80 6.25 50 0.72 0.78 91 0.06 

6 25.01.2018 25.04.2018 641453 5.80 6.25 2,000.00 28.60 30.82 90 2.22 

7 10.01.2018 10.04.2018 641456 5.80 6.25 110 1.57 1.70 90 0.12 

8 10.04.2018 10.07.2018 641456 5.90 6.25 110 1.44 1.53 81 0.09 

9 10.07.2018 09.08.2018 - 6.00 6.25 111.334 0.55 0.57 30 0.02 

10 21.02.2018 01.06.2018 641455 5.80 6.25 1,000.00 15.89 17.12 100 1.23 

11 25.04.2018 25.04.2019 641463 6.25 6.25 4,250.00 40.06 47.30 65 7.25 

12 07.05.2018 07.08.2018 641464 5.90 6.25 60 0.52 0.55 54 0.03 

13 01.06.2018 01.07.2018 641467 5.80 6.25 70 0.32 0.35 29 0.03 

   Total:-     253.58 278.38 1136 24.80 

           

Annex-40 

  Detail of loss sustained by the NEST due to investment on low rate of interest than KIBOR 

S 

No. 

Date of 

issue of 

TDR 

Maturity 

Date 

TDR 

No. 

Interest 

Rate 

applied 

(%) 

KIBOR 

Rate 

during the 

date (%) 

Amount 

Invested 

(Rs. in 

million) 

Profit 

Earned 

(Rs. in 

million) 

Required 

profit (Rs. 

in 

million) 

Days 

Loss 

sustain 

(Rs. in 

million) 

  

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 23.06.2017 01.03.2018 641441 5.80 7.02 4,200.00 128.70 156.71 194 28.01 

2 05.07.2017 01.01.2018 15553 5.80 6.14 110.00 3.13 3.33 180 0.20 

3 21.07.2017 31.08.2017 15554 5.80 6.14 66.00 0.39 0.46 41 0.07 

4 24.01.2018 25.04.2018 641451 5.80 6.20 2,200.00 31.69 34.01 91 2.32 

5 24.01.2018 25.04.2018 641452 5.80 6.20 50.00 0.72 0.77 91 0.05 

6 25.01.2018 25.04.2018 641453 5.80 6.20 2,000.00 28.60 30.58 90 1.97 

7 10.01.2018 10.04.2018 641456 5.80 6.20 110.00 1.57 1.68 90 0.11 

8 10.04.2018 10.07.2018 641456 5.90 6.50 110.00 1.44 1.59 81 0.15 

9 10.07.2018 09.08.2018 - 6.00 7.02 111.33 0.55 0.64 30 0.09 

10 21.02.2018 01.06.2018 641455 5.80 6.22 1,000.00 15.89 17.04 100 1.15 

11 25.04.2018 25.04.2019 641463 6.25 6.17 4,250.00 40.06 46.70 65 6.64 

12 07.05.2018 07.08.2018 641464 5.90 6.50 60.00 0.52 0.58 54 0.05 

13 01.06.2018 01.07.2018 641467 5.80 7.02 70.00 0.32 0.39 29 0.07 

    Total:-        253.58 294.47 1136 40.89 

Annex-41 

Non-production of record 

SEPZ 

Req. 

No. 

Dated Description 

03 22.03.21 Detailed list of legal/court case files Pending, decided of SEPZ, Sialkot and initiated during 

the year 2018-19 & 2019-20 along with files. 

08 29.03.21 1. All investment proposal files of units’ alongwith investment application. 

2. Copy of agreements all of investors 
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3. Details of scrap / waste and estimated value of wastage and rates of taxes applied on waste 

and SEPZ share etc. 

4. Detail of export projections units’ wise last five years alongwith actual exports. 

5. Details of unit wise import for last five years alongwith product wise quota / limit of 

import. 

6. Complete correspondence files of units / investors of SEPZ. 

7. Complete correspondence files of FBR 

8. Files regarding instructions and reminders issued to investors / units, PSIC, Customs and 

others. 

09 29.03.21 1. Complete file of PC-I SEPZ.  

2. Detail of cancellation of project due to non-compliance of SEPZ/PSIC laid down 

procedure. 

3. Detail of action taken against the investors due to non-compliance of laid down procedure. 

10 29.03.21 Approval files of all investors / units of SEPZ, Sialkot 

11 30.03.21 Complete detail of Covid related expenditures upto 30.06.2020 i.e cash distribution, Ration 

distribution, establishment of quarantine centers, procurement of medicines, equipment 

and pandemic response, etc. along with relevant files of SEPZ may please be provided to 

audit for review and return. Further, funds received in this regard may also be informed to 

audit.  

 

20 28.10.21 In this regard, it is requested vide requisition No.20/EPZA/2020-21 dated 

28.10.2021 that the relevant record of clearing and forwarding agents involved in 

illegal activities as mentioned above, which may please be provided to audit along 

with implementation on the board decision may also be provided with 

documentary proof. Nevertheless, no record was produced to audit by the 

management till 15.11.2021.    

 

Annex-42 

Loss of rental income due to non-renting out of KEPZ warehouses 

S. No. Date of 

Dollar 

Conversion 

Dollar 

Conversi

on rate 

Rent 

rate per 

sq. ft. 

US$ 

Amount 

(3x4) x 12 

Area in Sq. Ft. 

(1416 sq. Meter 

convert) 

Amount in 

PKR 

1 30-Jun-05 59.68 0.22 157.56 15,236 2,400,511 

2 30-Jun-06 60.15 0.22 158.80 15,236 2,419,416 

3 30-Jun-07 60.90 0.25 182.70 15,236 2,783,617 

4 31-Dec-08 78.70 0.25 236.10 15,236 3,597,220 

5 31-Jul-09 83.00 0.25 249.00 15,236 3,793,764 

6 30-Jun-10 85.47 0.25 256.41 15,236 3,906,663 

7 30-Jun-11 86.21 0.25 258.63 15,236 3,940,487 

8 30-Jun-12 94.60 0.25 283.80 15,236 4,323,977 

9 30-Jun-13 99.61 0.28 334.69 15,236 5,099,331 

10 30-Jun-14 98.79 0.28 331.93 15,236 5,057,353 

11 30-Jun-15 102.15 0.35 429.03 15,236 6,536,701 

12 30-Jun-16 104.54 0.35 439.07 15,236 6,689,640 

13 30-Jun-17 104.65 0.35 439.53 15,236 6,696,679 

14 30-Jun-18 121.73 0.35 511.27 15,236 7,789,649 

15 28-Feb-19 138.90 0.35 388.92 15,236 8,888,378 

16 30-Jun-20 168.50 0.35 707.70 15,236 10,782,517 

17 30-Jun-21 174.00 0.35 730.80 15,236 11,134,469 

 Total   95,840,370 
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Annex-43 

Irregular sublet of unit in violation of rule 

M/s Premier Stitching Limited 

S. No Period Tenant Agreement Date Amount (US$) 

1 01-12-17 to 30.11.18 M/s Denim Clothing Dec, 2017 55,000  

2 01-09-18 to 31.08.19 M/s Imperial Rags Aug, 2018 55,000 

3 15-08-19 to 15-07-20 M/s Imperial Rags Aug, 2019 55,000 

4 15-07-20 to 15-06-21 M/s Imperial Rags July, 2020 55,000 

Total 210,000 

 

M/s Karima Textile 

S. No Period Tenant AgreementDate Amount (US$) 

1 01-09-17 to 31-07-18 Usman Global Trading  11-09-17 30,800 

2 25-06-18 to24-05-19 M/s Saltex 27-07-18 77,000  

3 27-06-19 to26-05-20 M/s Saltex 26-06-19 77,000  

4 27-05-20to26-04-21 M/s Saltex - 77,000 

Total 261,800 

Grand Total  471,800 

Total US$ 471,800 * Rs.150 = Rs.70.770 million 

Annex-44 

Statement showing of avoidable expenditure 

Date Account  Amount  Short Narration 

7/3/2019 

Imran (Sufian Engineering Works) 

(Cash)              6,000  

Shaper Machine for Student GIZ 

Program 

7/31/2019 

 Kamran Engineering Industries 

(Pvt) Ltd           350,000  Out Source of Machining Works 

7/31/2019 

 Kamran Engineering Industries 

(Pvt) Ltd           350,000  Out Source of Machining Works 

9/22/2018 

 Kamran Engineering Industries 

(Pvt) Ltd             35,000  Out Source of Machining Works 

3/26/2019 Cash              1,800  Brazing charges 

3/28/2019 

 Consultancy & Engineering 

Services               1,400  Argon Welding Charges 

3/28/2019 

 Consultancy & Engineering 

Services               1,400  Argon Welding Charges 

3/28/2019 

 Consultancy & Engineering 

Services               9,700  Argon Welding Charges 

4/8/2019 

 Consultancy & Engineering 

Services                  700  Argon Welding Charges 

5/27/2019 

 Consultancy & Engineering 

Services               4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

5/27/2019 

 Consultancy & Engineering 

Services               2,100  Argon Welding Charges 

8/5/2019 AkhtarZaman Transport (Cash)               3,500  Mould Pickup & Delivery charges 

8/5/2019 AkhtarZaman Transport (Cash)             16,000  Mould Pickup & Delivery charges 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

8/5/2019 AkhtarZaman Transport (Cash)               3,500  Mould Pickup & Delivery charges 

9/4/2019 

 Consultancy & Engineering 

Services                  700  Argon Welding Charges 

9/4/2019 

 Consultancy & Engineering 

Services               4,500  Argon Welding Charges 
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9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

8/1/2019 

OCEANIC INDUSTRIAL 

ENGINEERING SERVICES            10,222  

Refurbishment work of Hydraulic 

Cylinder 

8/7/2019 Cash              1,800  Brazing charges 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

10/15/2019 

OCEANIC INDUSTRIAL 

ENGINEERING SERVICES          235,106  

Refurbishment word of Hydraulic 

Cylinder 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              9,000  Argon Welding Charges 

11/14/2019 Industrial Equipment Solution            50,000  

Gear Hobbing& Gear Milling 

Machine 

9/22/2018 

 Kamran Engineering Industries 

(Pvt) Ltd             30,000  Out Source of Machining Works 

8/7/2019 Cash              1,800  Brazing charges 

8/25/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              1,000  Argon Welding Charges 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services                 700  Argon Welding Charges 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services                 700  Argon Welding Charges 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

10/22/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

10/24/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              1,000  Argon Welding Charges 

11/19/2019 

 Kamran Engineering Industries 

(Pvt) Ltd             35,000  Out Source of Machining Services 

12/9/2019 

Imec Engineering Solutions (Pvt) 

Ltd          350,000  Outsource work of Machining  

10/6/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              1,500  Argon Welding Charges 

1/17/2020 

Sankei Engraving 

Technology(Thailand)Ltd          474,173  Out Source Texturing services 

8/7/2019 Cash              1,800  Brazing charges 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services                  700  Argon Welding Charges 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              5,200  Argon Welding Charges 

10/22/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

10/29/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              2,800  Argon Welding Charges 

7/5/2019 Cash              4,800  Engraving for Ej/57/02/19  

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,800  Argon Welding Charges 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              1,000  Argon Welding Charges 

9/18/2019 Cash              2,800  Brazing charges 

9/25/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              3,000  Argon Welding Charges 

10/14/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              8,200  Argon Welding Charges 

10/24/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              3,000  Argon Welding Charges 

11/21/2019 Cash              5,000  

Sand blasting on chevron bottle 

moulds 

1/2/2020 Cash              3,000  

Sand Blasting services for Chevron 

Botle 

12/9/2019 

Imec Engineering Solutions (Pvt) 

Ltd          350,000  Outsource work of Machining  

1/15/2020 

Imec Engineering Solutions (Pvt) 

Ltd          350,000  Outsource work of Machining  

1/28/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              2,000  Argon Welding Charges 

8/7/2019 Cash              1,800  Brazing charges 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services            13,200  Argon Welding Charges 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              1,200  Argon Welding Charges 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,900  Argon Welding Charges 

1/22/2020 

NED University of Engineering & 

Technology            21,470  

Material Testing charges for AHL 

Moulds 

1/23/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services                 600  Argon Welding Charges 

2/18/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              2,500  Argon Welding Charges 
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5/4/2020 

Sankei Engraving 

Technology(Thailand)Ltd          315,000  Out Source Texturing services 

9/22/2018 

 Kamran Engineering Industries 

(Pvt) Ltd             30,000  Out Source of Machining Works 

5/7/2019 Cash              1,800  Brazing charges 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

1/23/2019 

 Kamran Engineering Industries 

(Pvt) Ltd           350,000  Out Source of Machining Works 

9/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

9/12/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              1,700  Argon Welding Charges 

10/22/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

12/27/2019 AkhtarZaman Transport (Cash)              2,500  Mould Pickup & Delivery charges 

10/1/2019 Cash              1,800  Brazzing charges from Zohaib Autos  

10/22/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

11/19/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              1,400  Argon Welding Charges 

11/21/2019 Cash              1,800  Brazing charges 

11/25/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              1,500  Argon Welding Charges 

11/28/2019 Muhammad Hanif (Cash)              5,000  Delivery charges of AHL Moulds 

11/28/2019 AkhtarZaman Transport (Cash)              5,500  Mould Pickup & Delivery charges 

12/27/2019 AkhtarZaman Transport (Cash)              2,500  Mould Pickup & Delivery charges 

12/30/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

1/24/2020 AkhtarZaman Transport (Cash)              5,500  Mould Pickup & Delivery charges 

8/1/2019 

OCEANIC INDUSTRIAL 

ENGINEERING SERVICES            61,333  

Refurbishment work of Hydraulic 

Cylinder 

11/21/2019 cash              1,800  Brazing charges 

12/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

3/11/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services                 700  Argon Welding Charges 

3/20/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

1/24/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services                 800  Argon Welding Charges 

2/11/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              2,100  Argon Welding Charges 

2/11/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              2,100  Argon Welding Charges 

8/1/2019 

OCEANIC INDUSTRIAL 

ENGINEERING SERVICES            10,222  

Refurbishment work of Hydraulic 

Cylinder 

12/1/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

12/31/2019 Cash              1,800  Brazzing charges from Zohaib Autos 

1/5/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services                 700  Argon Welding Charges 

3/10/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

3/27/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

5/18/2020 AkhtarZaman Transport (Cash)              3,000  Mould Pickup & Delivery charges 

12/27/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

8/1/2019 

OCEANIC INDUSTRIAL 

ENGINEERING SERVICES            30,667  

Refurbishment work of Hydraulic 

Cylinder 

10/1/2019 Cash              1,800  Brazzing charges from Zohaib Autos 

11/7/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              5,200  Argon Welding Charges 

11/14/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services                 700  Argon Welding Charges 

11/28/2019 AkhtarZaman Transport (Cash)              2,500  Mould Pickup & Delivery charges 

12/31/2019 AkhtarZaman Transport (Cash)              6,000  Mould Pickup & Delivery charges 

1/28/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

8/1/2019 

OCEANIC INDUSTRIAL 

ENGINEERING SERVICES            20,445  

Refurbishment work of Hydraulic 

Cylinder 

1/28/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

1/30/2020 Cash              1,800  Brazing charges 

2/11/2020 AkhtarZaman Transport (Cash)              5,500  Mould Pickup & Delivery charges 

6/23/2020 Cash              1,800  Brazzing charges from Zohaib Autos 

12/4/2019 Consultancy & Engineering Services              1,000  Argon Welding Charges 

2/25/2020 Cash                 125  Brazzing against jobs 

3/9/2020 PRO CNC 19,000  

Outsource work of Sliders & 

Electrodes  
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6/10/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              3,500  Argon Welding Charges 

2/25/2020 Cash                 125  Brazzing against jobs 

3/9/2020 PRO CNC            19,000  

Outsource work of Sliders & 

Electrodes  

6/10/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              3,500  Argon Welding Charges 

12/27/2019 AkhtarZaman Transport (Cash)              2,500  Mould Pickup & Delivery charges 

1/15/2020 

Imec Engineering Solutions (Pvt) 

Ltd          350,000  Outsource work of Machining  

2/25/2020 Cash              1,800  Brazzing against jobs 

5/18/2020 AkhtarZaman Transport (Cash)              3,000  Mould Pickup & Delivery charges 

6/23/2020 AkhtarZaman Transport (Cash)              6,000  Mould Pickup & Delivery charges 

1/28/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services                 800  Argon Welding Charges 

12/31/2019 Cash                 975  Brazzing charges from Zohaib Autos 

1/2/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              2,650  Argon Welding Charges 

1/23/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services                 700  Argon Welding Charges 

2/11/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              1,400  Argon Welding Charges 

12/31/2019 Cash                 975  Brazzing charges from Zohaib Autos 

1/2/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              2,650  Argon Welding Charges 

1/23/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services                 700  Argon Welding Charges 

2/11/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              1,400  Argon Welding Charges 

6/13/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

6/22/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services                 700  Argon Welding Charges 

6/23/2020 Cash              1,800  Brazzing charges to Zohaib Autos  

2/11/2020 AkhtarZaman Transport (Cash)              5,500  Mould Pickup & Delivery charges 

3/14/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              1,500  Argon Welding Charges 

6/23/2020 Cash              1,800  Brazzing charges to Zohaib Autos  

6/24/2020 Consultancy & Engineering Services              4,500  Argon Welding Charges 

    4,214,638   

Annex-45 

Statement showing of non-recovery from investors 

S.# Customer Name Pot 

Size/ 

Acres 

Total Plot’s 

Value (Rs) 

Amount 

Received(Rs) 

Outstanding 

amount (Rs) 

A Bin Qasim Industrial Park 

1 M/s. Gasco Engineering Pakistan 

Pvt. Ltd. 

2 27,000,000 22,900,000 4,100,000 

2 M/s. Ahmed Glass Industries 

Pvt. Ltd. 

4.426 79,668,000 61,101,200 18,566,800 

3 M/s.  Hi-tech Auto Parts Pvt Ltd. 12.006 216,108,000 151,275,600 64,832,400 

4 M/s. Pinnacle Biotech Pvt. Ltd. 10 180,000,000 126,000,000 

 

54,000,000 

5 Master Auto Engineering  12 312,000,000 109,200,000 202,800,000 

6 Master Auto Engineering 3 105,000,000 36,750,000 68,250,000 

7 Lucky Auto Industries 5 175,000,000 122,500,000 52,500,000 

8 Lily International  5 175,000,000 122,500,000 52,500,000 
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 Total    517,549,200 

B Korangi Creek Industrial Park 

1 M/s. Al Shaheer Corporation 1.401 41,329,500 31,329,000 1000,000 

2 M/s. Al Rehman Lubricants Pvt. 

Ltd. (Unit-2) 

0.52 15,340,000 11,505,000 3,835,000 

3 M/s.  Gigi Industries(Pvt.) Ltd. 

(Unit-2) 

0.987 29,116,500 16,000,000 13,116,500 

4 M/s. Gigi Industries(Pvt.) Ltd. 

(Unit-1) 

0.988 29,146,000 16,000,000 13,146,000 

5 M/s. Dewan Development (Pvt.) 

Ltd. 

0.988 148,200,000 75,000,000 73,200,000 

6 M/s. Reliance Services Company 

(Pvt.) Ltd. 

0.468 13,806,000 6,903,000 6,903,000 

7 M/s. United King Foods (Pvt.) 

Ltd. 

0.468 13,806,000 6,903,000 6,903,000 

8 M/s. Aluplas (Pvt.) Ltd. 0.633 15,508,500 7,754,250 7,754,250 

9 M/s. Nawan Laboratories (Pvt.) 

Ltd. 

1.977 58,321,000 29,160,750 29,160,750 

10 M/s. Studio 146(Pvt.) Ltd. 0.613 52,105,000 26,052,000 26,052,000 

11 M/s. HooraPharma (Pvt.) Ltd. 1.86 223,320,000 120,300,000 103,020,000 

 Total    293,091,000 

      

C Rachna Industrial Park 

1 M/s. Maxell Power(Pvt.) Ltd 1.0100 10,100,000 3,000,000 7,100,000 

2 M/s. Mr Hassan Mian 1.000 10,000,000 3,000,000 7,000,000 

3 M/s. Next Bridge (Pvt.) Ltd 1.000 10,000,000 3,000,000 7,000,000 

4 M/s. Syed Omer 1.000 10,000,000 3,100,000 6,900,000 

5 M/s. Sky High Industries 1.000 10,000,000 3,000,000 7,000,000 

6 M/s. Iftikhar Ahmed 1.000 10,000,000 3,500,000 6,500,000 

7 M/s. Bamboo King 1.000 10,000,000 3,000,000 7,000,000 

8 M/s. Pak Earth Chemical 1.0075 10,075,000 7,000,000 3,075,000 

9 M/s. Muhammad Nadeem Anwar 0.500 5,200,000 1,560,000 3,640,000 

10 M/s. Muhammad Nadeem Anwar 0.500 5,200,000 1,560,000 3,640,000 

11 M/s. Muhammad Sajjad 0.5000 5,200,000 1,560,000 3,640,000 
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12 Mr. Usman Anwar Kiani 0.4625 5,180,000 3,600,000 1,550,000 

13 M/s. Al Baddar Engineering 0.2500 2,800,000 980,000 1,820,000 

14 M/s. Ray Gold Pakistan 0.1250 1,500,000 450,000 1,050,000 

15 M/s. Muhammad Umair 0.1250 1,500,000 450,000 1,050,000 

16 M/s.HasnainRaza 0.1250 1,500,000 450,000 1,050,000 

17 M/s. CalganPhytoPharma (Pvt.) 

Ltd. 

0.500 5,200,000 2,080,000 3,120,000 

18 M/s.MahmoodShafiBatla 1.500 15,000,000 6,000,000 9,000,000 

19 M/s. Sheikh Tahir Ahmed Munir 3.4500 34,500,000 14,000,000 20,500,000 

20 M/s.InterwoodMobel (Pvt.) Ltd. 25.00 300,000,000 120,000,000 180,000,000 

21 M/s. Muhammad Ali 0.5350 6,420,000 2,400,000 4,020,000 

22 M/s. Mumshad Ali 0.5350 6,420,000 2,400,000 4,020,000 

23 M/s. KadKam technology (Pvt.) 

Ltd 

1.0100 12,120,000 4,800,000 7,320,000 

Total 296,995,000 

Grand Total   A+B+C 1,107,635,200 

Annex-46 

Statement showing of Irregular appointment of 36 employees 

 

S.No Name Designation Date of 

Induction 

up to 

Aug. 

2021 

Served 

in 

months 

Rate per 

month 

(Rs.) 

Salary Paid 

Col-6 x col-7 

(Rs.) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 Ms.FatimaJaved Media Manager Apr-21 Aug-21 5 98,889 497,740 

2 Mr.Irtaza ALI DGM HR Training Jun-20 Aug-21 15 148,333 2,249,722 

3 Mr. Muhammad Ayub Mgr. Education Sep-20 Aug-21 12 97,900 1,184,590 

4 Mr.ShahidHussain Account Officer Mar-21 Aug-21 6 34,621 210,034 

5 Mr.MuhammadYameen Job Specialist Dec-20 Aug-21 9 59,333 537,956 

6 Dr.Naveen Roy Cardiologist Dec-20 Aug-21 9 118,667 1,075,911 

7 Dr.SajidaHamza Medical Officer Aug-20 Aug-21 13 51,917 681,839 

8 Dr.Summiya Akbar Medical Officer May-21 Aug-21 4 51,917 209,397 

9 Dr.Muhammad Ibrahim Medical Officer Sep-20 Aug-21 12 51,917 628,192 

10 Dr.Rabia Hamid Medical Officer Oct-20 Aug-21 11 51,917 576,275 

11 Mr.Ashraf Khan Dy.Administrator Jun-21 Aug-21 3 54,409 163,226 
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12 Mr.SalmanSabir Ast.Administrator Jun-21 Aug-21 3 48,950 146,850 

13 Dr.Muhammadmansoor Medical Officer Jun-21 Aug-21 3 51,917 155,750 

14 

Doctor Muhammad 

Ahmed Medical Officer Jun-21 Aug-21 3 51,917 155,750 

15 Dr.MuntazFareed Medical Officer Jun-21 Aug-21 3 51,917 155,750 

16 Dr.MithooLal Medical Officer Jun-21 Aug-21 3 51,917 155,750 

17 Dr.JaviriaJameel Medical Officer Jun-21 Aug-21 3 51,917 155,750 

18 Dr.MuhammadJabbar Medical Officer Jun-21 Aug-21 3 51,917 155,750 

19 Dr.Shabana Medical Officer Jun-21 Aug-21 3 51,917 155,750 

20 Dr.MariaAkram Medical Officer Jun-21 Aug-21 3 51,917 155,750 

21 Mr.Shoukat Jamal Mgr.Security Mar-21 Aug-21 6 148,333 899,889 

22 Maj. Muhammad  Ali Mgr.Security Mar-21 Aug-21 6 148,333 899,889 

23 Maj. Muhammad  Baqar Mgr.Security Mar-21 Aug-21 6 148,333 899,889 

24 Nil Mgr.Security Mar-21 Aug-21 6 97,900 593,927 

25 Maj.FidaHussain Mgr.Town Ship May-21 Aug-21 4 148,333 598,278 

26 Mr.Feroz Ahmed Mgr. Corp. Plann. Jul-20 Aug-21 14 103,833 1,470,972 

27 Ms.AsiaZareen AM. Finance Oct-20 Aug-21 11 35,600 395,160 

28 Mr.HafizJawadLakhani Audit Officer Sep-19 Aug-21 24 89,000 2,162,700 

29 Mr. Muhammad Adnan Audit Officer Dec-19 Aug-21 21 59,333 1,261,822 

30 Mr.AizazHaider Accountant Nov-20 Aug-21 10 89,000 895,933 

31 

Mr. Muhammad 

Ibrahim Job Specialist Sep-20 Aug-21 12 115,700 1,399,970 

32 Mr.AbidHussain Job Specialist Jul-21 Aug-21 2 59,333 118,667 

33 Mr.MuhammadMoosa Job Specialist Jul-21 Aug-21 2 59,333 118,667 

34 Mr.Yasir Ali Asstt Manager Jun-21 Aug-21 3 47,170 141,510 

35 Mr.MuhammadIqbal Job Specialist Apr-21 Aug-21 5 148,333 746,611 

36 

Mr.AbidHussainQuresh

i Job Specialist Jul-21 Aug-21 2 59,333 118,667 

              22,130,282 
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Annex-47 

Statement showing of non-production of record 

Requisition No 01 dated 08-07-2021 

1) Organization manuals with soft copy. 

2) Soft copy of Policy, Rule and Regulation applicable to Pakistan steel mill. 

3) Job description manual employees with soft copy. 

4) Approved sanctioned strength along with actual placement against each post (with soft copy). 

5) Management letter 

6) Operational activity report of last 5 years 

7) Complete case file of enquiry related matter of Pakistan Steel Mill including finalized and under 

process enquiry proceeding 

Requisition No 02 dated 08-07-2021 

1-Approved and actual budget of Pakistan Steel Mill (Soft and hard copy) 

3-Schedule of Accounts (with soft copy) 

4-Cash book 

6-Minutes of all relevant committees pertaining to the matter of Pakistan Steel Mill along with working 

papers 

7-Detail along with complete file regarding grant or financial support received by PSM from local or 

international source and its actual utilization  

Requisition No 03 dated 08-07-2021 

1- Statement of unadjusted Advance Payment (In hard and soft form) to various vendors in following form 

s.no  Supplier 

name 

Status 

Local/foreign 

Advance 

payment 

amount 

Aging 

Unadjusted since 

    3-12 

months 

1-3 years More than 3 

years 

       
 

Requisition No 04 dated 15-07-2021 

1-Complete detail of existing Electric power supply system of PSM 

2. Detail of own power generation system showing its last operational result in term of  

 production, distribution and sale with outstanding dues on users. 

3. Distribution policy of own produced electricity distribution, 

4. Current status of own power supply system along with fixed expenditure to this system. 

5. Assets of own power supply system along with physical verification report 

6. Complete files of outsourcing power supply alongwith agreements with parties. 

7, Agreements made with outside supplier for electricity supply showing specifically agreed  

 charges 

8. Distribution policy of purchased electricity distribution. 

9. Theft /Un-authorize use of electricity cases with billing details. 

10. Disputed cases or cases in Litigation with complete files 

I I. Details of temporary and permanent connection with detail of annual billing. 

12, Detail of outranging against users showing aging as upto one year,1-3 years and above 3  

 years 

Requisition No 06 dated 27-07-2021 

Item No 2-physical verification report of store,spare,machinery,equipment and finished good in hand 

3-statement of slow moving obsolete or out of order items as at june 30 2019 to 2021 

Requisition No 07 dated 15-07-2021 

1. Approved medical policy 

2. Complete file of agreement with service provider 

3. Complete file of all medical payments 

4. Complete file of all Re-imbursed medical payments 

5. Approved and actual budget of medical department 

6. List of employees with chronic disease along with expenditures incurred 

8 SOP, actual revenue and expenditure of 100 bed hospital along with details of asset at thdisposal of hospital 

Requisition No 08 dated 15-07-2021 

1. Hiring and Re-hiring policy  
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2. List of permanent employees 

3. List of contract employees of PSM with appointment date and salary 

4. List of Daily wagers and outsource employees of PSM with appointment date and salary 

5. Disciplinary Cases 

6. Theft Cases With financial impact 

7. Retrenchment policy along with detail files of retrenched employees 

8    List of employees re-hired after superannuation/retrenchment with Re-appointment date 

and salary 

Requisition No 09 dated 27-07-2021 

1. Budget and actual expenditure of each department 

2. Detail payment made to contractors or service providers, Hospitals, medical store, Medical Store and Medical 

Lab, Utilities. 

3. Detail of procurement made with files 

Requisition No 10 dated 27-07-2021 

1. Outstanding details of utility consumers of PSM 

2. Details of write off cases with relevant policies 

Requisition No 11 dated 28-07-2021 

4- Detail of vehicles at VIP pool and their allotment details along with petrol consumption  

 detail of each allotted vehicle. 

5- No of vehicles non-operational with registration number 

6- Theft or mis-use cases pertaining to transport along with enquiry reports. 7- Detail of Repair expenditure 

(original files) 

10- Detail of rental base hiring of transport. Show terms and condition of hiring and  

 respective use of transport along with actual billing 

11- Detail of accident cases either owned or hired transport. Provide detail of cost of repair  

 on account of accidental damage 

Requisition No 13 dated 03-08-2021 

Item No 1.Legal Relationship of following with PSM 

a- Pakistan Steel Cadet College 

b- Hadded welfare Trust 

c- Country club 

d- Steel town 

Item no 02 - list and source of income 

Item no 03-propertywise approve rent 

Item no 04-Detail of income of Quaid e azampark,Halls,others 

Item no 05-inciome from Officers Mess or other source 

Item No 07-detail of investment and disinvestment 

Item no 08-policy ,sop for investment 

Requisition No 14 dated 03-08-2021 

2-Repair & Maintenance Expenses 

3-Details/files of vehicles/buses used to pick & drop employees of PSM, along with: 

a. Ongoing agreement or arrangement or contract. 

b. Payment made thereon. 

c. ToRs of arrangements. 

4-Records & register of consumption of POL, Diesel, Lubricants.also provide purchase  

5-detail list of POL/Diesel/Lubricants with actual payment rate. 

6-Provide agreement for paying POL, Diesel, Lubricants expenditures 

7-Details  and complete files of all kinds of  vehicles/transport or machine hired on contract basis for short run 

and long run period 

Req. No, 15/DCA-PSM//2020-21 

 Dated-: 03-08-2021 
1- Status of the revival plan of PSM operation or privatization process alongwith GOP/Ministry directives 

2- Enquiry or investigation reports of NAB/FIA/other Agency or consultants or experts on affairs of PSM Since 

2015 to onward. Also provide action detail, if any taken in the light of report. 

Req. No, 16/DCA-PSM//2020-21 

 Dated-: 24-08-2021 
1-A- List of commercial organization/institute/set up operating at the Land of PSM. 

B- Provide documentary evidence of PSM relationship with organization of point-1-A 
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C-Provide All legal agreement (old and mew both) or other relevant document reflecting rights and obligation 

of PSM and organization of point1–A 

2-A-List of non-commercial organization/institute/set up operating at the Land of PSM. 

B-Provide documentary evidence of PSM relationship with organization of point-A 

C-Provide All legal agreement (old and mew both) or other relevant document reflecting rights and obligation 

of PSM and organization of point 2–A 

Req. No, 18/DCA-PSM//2020-21 

 Dated-: 24-08-2021 
1- Complete file of procurement of AC 

2- Complete file of hiring of all service provider who remained in service during 2019-20 to 2020-21 

3- Complete file of hiring of all service provider who discontinued services during 2019-20 to 2020-21 

Req. No, 20/DCA-PSM//2020-21 

 Dated-: 24-08-2021 

 Retrenchment details  

Req. No, 26/DCA-PSM//2020-21 

 Dated-: 31-08-2021 

1- Copy of Trust Deed (Hadeed Welfare Trust) 

2- Function, duties, responsibilities of HWT 

3- Copy of approved Annual accounts of Trust of Last 5 years  

4- Copy of internal Audit Reports 

5- Trial balance, cash book, General Ledger ,income & Expenditure account and statement of position 

6- List of institution, organization, commercial/ residence set up under the control of Trust along with copy of 

agreement of each 

7- Reconciliation of  statement of Trust Account with PSM 

8- Head wise`/Institution revenue detail with outstanding balance. 

9- Detail of other receivables with aging form Trust 

10- Devolution file of Trust with complete correspondence. 

11- Revenue earning from Other activities/function including Marriage Hall and lawn, Tuck Shop, 

12- Data with complete file regarding Trees cutting in steel Town and other  

13- areas of PSM 

Req. No, 27-A/DCA-PSM//2020-21 

 Dated-: 31-08-2021 

1- Complete file of engineering contracts 

2- Complete detail of repair and maintenance 

3- Detail file of special advances 

4- Detail of arrangement through regular employees or other sources along with financial impact 

5- Complete file regarding fund received to settle retired employees dues and current status 

Req. No, 27-B/DCA-PSM//2020-21 

 Dated-: 31-08-2021 

1. Complete list of retired petitioner and non-petitioner employeesalongwith dues and working files. 

2. Court Cases regarding non-payment of dues of retired employees. 

3. Funds received, used and outstanding regarding retired employees. 

4. Funds Reconciliation Statement. 

5. Complete management approvals files etc. 

6. List of retired employees awaiting for settlements. 

Req. No, 28-B/DCA-PSM//2020-21 

 Dated-: 31-08-2021 

1. Organization of security department 

2. List of Security Personnel appointed during 2019-20 and 2020-21 

3. Current duty roster of security personnel. 

4. Incidents/accidents/theft cases report register with case files 2019-20 and 2020-21. 

5. Appointment files of Special Security Guards. 

6. Appointment files of Defence Security Guards  

7. Details of Inquiries, investigation, Disciplinary cases of Security Personal during the years 2019-20 and 2020-

21. 

Req. No, 29-B/DCA-PSM//2020-21 

 Dated-: 31-08-2021 

1. Outstanding rental dues upto June 30, 2021 against Industrial units  

2. Details of litigation/court cases regarding land of PSM. 
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Req. No, 30-B/DCA-PSM//2020-21 

 Dated-: 31-08-2021 

1- Details of following as at June 30 2020 and dec-31 2020 and june 30 2021 

I. Outstanding trade debt(party wise complete list) 

II. Outstanding trade deposit(party wise complete list) 

III. Outstanding other receivables(party wise complete list) 

IV. Outstanding Advances(party wise complete list) 

2- Documentary evidence of recovery and adjustments made against each of above at point 1- during 2020-21 

Annex-48 

S. No. Name of Store Quantity of Ghee/Oil 

supplied (Kgs) 

Value of Ghee/Oil (Rs.) 

01 Aabpara S/M Islamabad 28,270 5,941,750 

02 Tarlai Kalan (1060) 1,000 170,000 

03 Taxila City 5,000 850,000 

04 Thanda Pani Harnoi 30,450 5,176,500 

05 Ali Plaza Bhara Kahu, Ibd 14,726 3,548,990 

06 Ali Pur Frash 1,250 212,500 

07 Bhera Pull B/Kahu 500 85,000 

08 Burma Town Lehtrar Road 1,000 170,000 

09 Cherah Chowk Ibd 10,000 1,700,000 

10 Ghouri Town Ibd 2,500 425,000 

11 Jhang Sayedan 7,500 1,275,000 

12 G-9 Markaz Islamabad 55,164 10,838,650 

13 Khanna Pull Opp CNG 14,196 2,761,640 

14 Kotli Sattian 26,224 4,838,320 

15 Main Trameri Chowk Ibd 17,590 3,154,400 

16 NIH Islamabad 10,650 1,929,600 

17 POFs Wah 7,434 1,495,580 

18 Simli Road Bara Kahu Ibd 500 85,000 

19 Sitara Market G-7,Isld 47,400 8,225,200 

20 Sunny Bank Muree 12,500 2,125,000 

Total 293,854 55,008,130 
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Annex-49 

Loss of income by non-charging of dead freight 

(M/s. NRL) 

Total 

number of 

shipments  

Average Minimum 

cargo to be lifted in 

M.Tons 

Actual Cargo 

Quantity 

lifted M.Tons 

Difference 

Cargo lifted 

M.Tons 

AFRA 

Rate in 

USS per 

M.Ton 

Total Cost of 

Dead weight 

charges  

US$ 

A B C D E F=D*E 

03 70,000×4=280,000 

March,2020 to June, 

2020 

204,100.87 75,899.16 7.8064 592,499.203 

Total dead freight Income loss in Rs.( 01 US$ equal to Pak-Rs.167 average) 98,947,366.84 

 

(M/s. PRL) 

 

S.No. 

 

Vessel Name 

& Cargo 

Code 

Average 

Minimum 

cargo to be 

lifted in 

M.Tons 

Actual 

Cargo 

Quantity 

lifted in 

M.Tons 

Difference 

Cargo 

lifted in 

M.Tons 

AFRA 

Rate in 

US$ per 

M.Ton 

Total Cost of 

Dead weight 

charges in 

US$ 

1. M.T. Lahore 

P-12/19 

 

 

 

68,870 

68,457.76 412.24 5.3129 2190.19 

2. M.T. Quetta 

P-15/19 

68,688.00 182.00 5.3129 966.95 

3. M.T. Quetta 

PK-04/20 

62,129.00 6,741.00 8.4796 57,160.98 

4. M.T. 

Shalamar 

P-06/20 

66,515.85 2,354.15 8.4796 19,962.25 

Total amount in US$ 78,090.18 

Total amount in Rs. average 1US$ equal to Rs.167 13,041,060.06 

 

(M/s. PARL) 

S.No. Vessel Name 

& Cargo 

Code 

Average 

Minimum cargo 

to be lifted in 

M.Tons 

Actual 

Cargo 

Quantity 

lifted in 

M.Tons 

Difference 

Cargo lifted 

in M.Tons 

AFRA 

Rate in 

USS per 

M.Ton 

Total Cost of 

Dead weight 

charges in US$ 

1. M.T. 

Shalamar 

MM-05/20 

 

 

(70,000-

0.5%)=69,650 

66,265 3,385 5.6459 19,111.372 

2. M.T. Quetta 

MA-06/20 

66,752 2,898 5.6459 7,667.818 

3. M.T. Quetta 

MU-10/20 

64,673 4,977 7.4718 37,187.149 

4. M.T. Lahore 

MM-13/20 

55,881 13,769 7.4718 102,879.214 

5. M.T. Quetta 

MU-15/20 

 60,966 8,684 7.4718 73,569.111 

Total amount in US$ 240,414.66 

Total amount in Rs. average 1US$ equal to Rs.167 40,149,248.22 
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Annex-50 

Details of retired officers of armed forces  

 

S. No. 

 

Particulars 

 

Date of 

appointment 

 

Period of 

services 

(in years) 

Salary & 

Allowances 

per month in 

Rs. 

Total Salary 

& 

Allowances 

in Rs. 

1. Capt.® Muhammad Shakil, 

Executive Director 

(Commercial) Grade-(XIV)  

01-01-2016 05  574,417 34.465 

2. Lt. Col.® Sarfaraz Ahmed, 

Manager Grade-(XIII) 

04-12-2012 08  513,273 49.274 

3. Major® Muhammad Tariq, 

Manager Grade-(XIII) 

01-01-2013 08  353,751 33.960 

4. Capt.® RasheedZafar, Manager 

Grade-(XIII) 

12-09-2019 02  315,000 7.560 

5. CDR.® AsadullahQureshi, 

Deputy Manager Grade-(XII) 

04-01-2013 08  240,000 23.040 

Total 148.299 

 

Annex-51 

Statement showing of irregular sale of vehicles to officers 

 

 

S.# 

 

Name & Designation of Officer 

Vehicle Number & Model. Sale Value (Rs) 

1. Syed JararHyder, ED (Finance) T/Corolla CC1299 

GPA-232 Model:2011 

1,000,000 

2. Capt. Muhammad Shakil, ED (Commercial) T/Corolla cc1299 

GPA-233 Model:2015 

1,200,000 

3. Mr. Tariq Majid, ED (SM) T/Corolla CC 1299 

GPA-235 Model:2015 

1,200,000 

4. Mr. KhurramMirza, ED (SP&PL) T/Corolla CC 1399 

GPA-231Model:2015 

1,200,000 

5. Mr. ZeeshanTaqi, GM S/Swift CC 1328 

GPA-192 Model:2015 

1,000,000 

6. Mr. Rao Ahmed Mushtaq, GM S/Swift CC 1328 

GPA-198 Model:2015 

1,000,000 

7. Mr. Zafarullah Khan, GM S/Swift CC 1328 

GPA-195 Model:2015 

1,000,000 

8. Mr. Babar Jamal Zuberi, (CIA)/GM S/Swift CC 1328 

GPA-191 Model:2015 

1,000,000 

9. Mr. Agha NizamuddinPathan, GM S/Swift CC 1328 

GPA-193 Model:2015 

1,000,000 

10. Mr. Dr. M. KhursheedFarooqi, GM S/Swift CC 1328 

GPA-197 Model:2015 

1,000,000 

11. Col® Sarfraz Ahmed, Acct:GM S/Cultus CC 1000 

GPA-200 Model:2015 

800,000 

12. Capt® Mustafa Kizibash, Actt. GM S/Cultus CC 993 

GPA-206 Model:2015 

800,000 

13. Mr. Muhammad Javeed, Manager S/Cultus CC 1000 

GA-5691 Model:2008 

800,000 

14. Capt.® M. AyubChaudhry, Manager S/Cultus CC 1000 

GPA-208 Model:2015 

800,000 

15. Maj® Muhammad Tariq, Manager S/Jeep CC 1328 

GPA-2007 Model:2007 

500,000 

16. Mr. Zaheeruddin Babar, Manager S/Cultus CC 993 

GPA-202 Model:2015 

700,000 

17. Mr. Muzaffar Ahmed, Manager S/Cultus CC 993 

GPA-203 Model:2015 

900,000 
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18. Mr. Santosh Kumar Khatri, Manager S/Cultus CC 993 

GPA-204 

Model:2015 

900,000 

19. Mr. Muhammad Yaseen, Manager S/Cultus CC 993 

GPA-205 Model:2015 

900,000 

20. Engr. Inkisar Ahmed Khan, Manager S/Cultus CC 993 

GPA-207 Model:2015 

900,000 

21. Mr. AamirSaleem, Manager S/Cultus CC 993 

GA-5698 Model:2008 

700,000 

22. Ms. Maria Zeeshan, Manager S/Cultus CC 1000 

GPA-201 

Model:2015 

900,000 

23. Capt.® M. Farooq, Port Captain S/Cultus CC 1000 

GA-5690 Model:2008 

700,000 

24. Mr. Amir Rehman, Deputy Manager S/Cultus CC 993 

GA-5695 Model:2008 

700,000 

25. Mr. FarooqAzam, Deputy Manager S/Cultus CC 993 

GPA-209 Model:2015 

900,000 

26. Mr. Imtiaz Ahmed, Deputy Manager S/Cultus CC 993 

GA-5699 Model:2008 

700,000 

27. Dr. Aqeel, Deputy Manager S/Cultus CC 1000 

GPA-199 Model:2015 

900,000 

28. Mr. Amin-ul-haqNizami, Deputy Manager S/Cultus CC 993 

GPA-211 Model:2015 

800,000 

29. Capt.® Malik Tariq, Deputy Manager S/Cultus CC 993 

GA-6684 Model:2005 

600,000 

30. Mr. Badi-uz-Zaman, Superintendent Engineer S/Cultus CC 1000 

GA-5692 Model:2008 

700,000 

31. Syed Masood Ahmed, Superintendent Engineer S/Cultus CC 993 

GA-5332 Model:2007 

600,000 

32. Mr. Rizwan Ahmed, Superintendent Engineer S/Cultus CC 993 

GA-5335 Model:2007 

600,000 

Total 20,200,000 

Total POL, repair & maintenance expenditure as on 30th June, 2020 18,366,292 

Grand Total 38,566,292 
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Annex-52 

Irregular promotion of contractual officers 

S.# Name & Designation 

of Officer 

Date of 

appointment 

Date of 

Promotion 

Number in 

Contractual 

Seniority list 

Number by-

pass in 

promotion 

as per 

contractual 

seniority list 

Number by-

pass in 

promotion 

as per 

permanent 

employees' 

seniority list 

Promoted as 

designation 

1. Mr. Kashif Kamran 

Khan, Assistant 

Manager (X) 

19.10.2006 02.02.2021 03 02 11 Deputy 

Manager (XI) 

2. Mr. Muhammad 

SaleemSohail, Assistant 

Manager (X) 

07.03.2008 02.02.2021 04 02 11 Deputy 

Manager (XI) 

3. Mr. Abid-ur-Rehman, 
Assistant Manager (X) 

16.11.2009 02.02.2021 05 03 11 Deputy 
Manager (XI) 

4. Mr. Sultan Khan, 

Assistant Manager (X) 

13.10.2010 02.02.2021 08 04 11 Deputy 

Manager (XI) 

5. Mr. 
YousufZahidHussain, 

Assistant Manager (X) 

07.02.2011 02.02.2021 09 04 11 Deputy 
Manager (XI) 

6. Mr. Rehan Ahmed, 
Assistant Manager (X) 

19.03.2015 02.02.2021 16 10 11 Deputy 
Manager (XI) 

7. Mr. AsadullahMunir, 

Assitant Manager (X) 

19.03.2015 02.02.2021 17 10 11 Deputy 

Manager (XI) 

8. Mr. Sikander, Assistant 
Manager (X) 

20.05.2015 02.02.2021 20 12 11 Deputy 
Manager (XI) 

9. Mr. Sajjad Ali, 

Assistant Manager (X) 

28.05.2015 02.02.2021 21 12 11 Deputy 

Manager (XI) 

10. Mr. Muhammad Imran 
Bin Anis, Assistant 

Manager (X) 

27.02.2017 02.02.2021 23 13 11 Deputy 
Manager (XI) 

11. Syed FarazPervaiz, 
Assistant Manager (X) 

01.03.2017 02.02.2021 24 13 11 Deputy 
Manager (XI) 

12. Mr. Muhammad 

ShoibIdress, Assistant 

Manager (X) 

06.03.2017 02.02.2021 25 13 11 Deputy 

Manager (XI) 

13. Mr. Muhammad 

Jahangir Khan, 

Assistant Manager (X) 

31.07.2017 02.02.2021 28 15 11 Deputy 

Manager (XI) 

Annex-53 

Non-adjustment of tax from tax authorities 

From 2009 to 2020 

S.# Details Amount 

1 Withholding Tax (CPF/GPF) 114,423,342.19 

2 Withholding Tax (PQA Foundation Fund) 2009-10 796,519.90 

3 Advance tax (F.A) 2009-10 726,699,894 

4 Withholding Tax (Bank)2009-10 30,167,911.18 

5 Withholding Tax (Investments) 2009-10 188,961,635.09 

6 Withholding Tax (Investments) 20010-11 212,174,538.49 

7 Withholding Tax (Bank) 2010-11 16,973,101.60 

8 Withholding Tax (Investments) 2008-09 10,530,542.21 

9 Withholding Tax (Banks) 2009-10 230,211,985.00 

10 Withholding Tax (Pension Fund) 2009-10 25,393,728.45 

11 Withholding Tax (E.W Fund) 2009-10 157,456.20 

12 Withholding Tax (GFHP A/C) 148,791.98 

13 Withholding Tax  (Bank) 2010-11  255,854,730.39 

14 Withholding Tax (Bank) 2011-12 15,927,734.71 

15 Withholding Tax (Investments) 2011-12 212,097,067.79 

16 Withholding Tax 2011-12 259,115,401.66 
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17 Withholding Tax 2011-12 277,468,782.25 

18 Withholding Tax on import 2012-13 84,010,964.00 

19 Withholding Tax (Bank) 2014-15 603,843,986.53 

20 Withholding Tax Motor 549,698.00 

21 Withholding Tax Banks 2012-13 12,482,728.36 

22 Withholding Tax (Investments) 2012-13 121,101,694.84 

23 Withholding Tax (Investments) 2013-14 96,281,877.81 

24 Withholding Tax (Bank) 2013-14 17,020,407.55 

25 Withholding Tax 2013-14 332,198,095.90 

26 Withholding Tax (Investments) 110,125,891.65 

27 Withholding Tax 2014-15 - Bank  (F.A) 21,883,112.67 

28 Withholding Tax 2015-16 - Bank  (F.A) 17,311,737.16 

29 Withholding Tax (Investments) 2015-16 146,382,832.71 

30 Advance Tax to FBR for 2015-16 (FA) 400,000,000 

31 Withholding Tax 2016-17 Banks FA 25,519,071.27 

32 Withholding Tax 2016-17 Investments 110,839,993.89 

33 Withholding Tax 2016-17 (Revenue) 1,056,047,247 

34 Withholding Tax 2017-18 Banks (FA) 33,552,040.41 

35 Withholding Tax 2017-18 Investments (FA) 168,509,101.22 

36 Withholding Tax 2017-18 Revenue 1,619,291,790 

37 Withholding Tax from LCS 14,141,340 

38 Withholding Tax 2016-17 (Revenue Department) 1,181,599,497 

39 Withholding Tax 2018-19 Banks (FA) 60,131,220.60 

40 Withholding Tax 2018-18 Investments 297,157,555.39 

41 Withholding Tax 2018-18 (Revenue) 2,292,901,393 

42 Withholding Tax 2018-19 Banks (FA) 43,721,403.50 

43 Withholding Tax 2019-20 Banks (FA) 1,172,981,495.30 

44 Withholding Tax 2019-20 (Revenue) 2,848,363,377 

45 Advance Tax to FBR 880,000,000 

TOTAL 16,345,062,214.13 

 

Up-to 2009 

 

S.No. Details Amount 

1 Income Tax Deptt Turnover (FA 58,260,838.53 

2 Income Tax Deptt Turnover (Revenue) 306,850,000 

4 Income Tax Deptt (FA Deptt) 24,780,243.80 

5 Income Tax Deptt (Revenue Deptt) 283,497,997.89 

6 Witholding Tax others 970,435.9 

TOTAL 674,359,514.08 

Annex-54 

Statement showing f non-recovery of various dues 

S.# Party Name Outstanding Amount (Rs) 

1. Pakistan Customs 26,582,312 

2. Pakistan Revenue Automation 6,654,403 

3. Pakistan Army (Embaraktion) 1,654,558 

4. JICA Scanners 1,147,048 

5. Pakistan Railway Freight 801,203 

6. Pakistan Navy 3,127,365 

7. Bhitai Rangers Staff 4,031,009 

8. Bahria Foundation 445,765 

9. Ayesha Siddiqi 875,917 
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10. Khali Nawaz 1,380,518 

11. M/s RazzaqueBasit Oil Industries (ROW  charges) 11,442,910 

Total 58,143,008 

Annex-55 

Details of non-production of auditable record 

 

Requisition No & Date Items Requested 

Req No.51/GA/ PQA/ 

2019-20 dated 26.05.2021 

Complete file of allottee M/s Pak Pansy Private Limited. (EIZ)  

 

Req No.52/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 02.06.2021 

 

1. PQA Services Rules / policy of cadre change. 

2. P.F of Mr. Zaheer-ur-din Talpur Director HR 

3. Complete details of the out of court settlement cases in respect of all the 

officers who initially took stay orders from the courts against their 

termination from job along with justification, BRs and final letters of 

settlement issued to the higher courts for intimation. 

4. Completed details of the degrees / certificates of the employees not 

verified till date- along with dates of dispatch to the concerned 

universities/Boards.       

Req No.54/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 02.06.2021 

 

1. Complete details of the changes in plots against Master Plan along with 

BRs.  

2. Complete details of the allotment made of 2 acres of ROW plot besides 

PEPCO.  

3. Completed details along with files of the allotment of commercial plots 

into warehouses situated against the PQA Housing Complex.  

4. Complete details of the allotment of Industrial Park plots in EIZ.  

Req No.55/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 06.06.2021 

 

1. List of 193 cancelled plots in zone-wise along with list of restored file and 

their allotment files and survey files. 

2. Complete files of transferred plots of all zones during the year 2018-19 

and 2019-20 as per list provided.  

3. File of SP-5, 46.8 Acre of BRR Fertilizers.  

4. File of M/s Tri-Pack Film Ltd. 39 acres.  

5. File of SP -14 Pak china , 100 acre 

6. File of M/s PTA Ltd. EZ-1/350 Acre 

7. Complete details of the court cases of IM/Land, settled in favour / against 

the PQA.  

Req No.58/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 10.06.2021 

1. Agreement / contract file of Dredger. 

Req No.60/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 11.06.2021 

 

1. Complete details of the plots along with files of change of zones, if not, 

provide a certificate countersigned by the relevant DG.  

2.  Complete details of the plots along with files of change of Category, if 

not, provide a certificate countersigned by the relevant DG.  

3. Complete details of the plots along with files of change of Trade, if not, 

provide a certificate countersigned by the relevant DG.  

4. Complete details of the restored plots till-date.  

5. Complete details and copies of the cancellation notices issued to the 

allottees.  

6. Complete details of the vacant and vacated/un-vacated plots after issuance 

of the cancellation notices. 

7. Complete details of sub-let of plots by allottes, if not, provide a certificate 

countersigned by the relevant DG.  

Req No.61/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 11.06.2021 

1.  Complete lease file of M/s Procon Engineering. D-56 to D-66 along with 

copies of amalgamated plots 63-64. 
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ReqNo.62/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 11.06.2021 

 

1. Complete details of 225 missing Files pertaining to IM Department, if 

none, provide a certificate countersigned by the relevant DG.  

2. Names of allottees and numbers of the files along with Details of the Plots 

in Acres.  

3. Details of the Annual ground Rent and Maintenance charges, being 

recoverable from these allottees as per acres.    

Req No.65/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 17.06.2021 

1. Complete Files of the canceled plot of Mr. HAzrat Syed Ahmad, 

EIZ/LL/G-01, 10 Acres along with file of restoration of plot, if none, 

provide a certificate countersigned by the relevant DG.  

2. Complete Files of the canceled plot of Mr. Muhammad Saqib, EIZ/LL/G-

02, 10 Acres along with file of restoration of plot, if none, provide a 

certificate countersigned by the relevant DG.  

3. Complete Files of the canceled plot of Mr. MuhamadHussain, EIZ/LL/G-

03, 10 Acres along with file of restoration of plot, if none, provide a 

certificate countersigned by the relevant DG.  

4. Complete Files of the canceled plot of Mr. Younis Khan Khel, EIZ/LL/G-

01 10 Acres along with file of restoration of plot, if none, provide a 

certificate countersigned by the relevant DG.  

Req No.66/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 18.06.2021 

 

1. Complete survey files along with drawings / revised drawings file of M/s 

Procon Engineering. D-56 to D-66 Complete details of the additional land 

allotment cases along with files and PQA Policy of additional Land 

allotment. 

Req No.67/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 18.06.2021 

1. Complete details / record of gate Pass Books returned to the Store 

Department due to any reason.    

 

Req No.68/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 24.06.2021 

1. P.F of Mr. ShahnawazMangrio along with promotion case files.   

Req No.69/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 24.06.2021 

 

 

1. All files initiated for extra /additional land, along with details of approvals 

of concerned DGs and Chairman from 2015 to 2020. 

2. All cases initiated for change of location and / or re-appropriation along 

with approvals of concerned DGs and Chairman from 2015 to 2020.  

3. All cases of late physical possession fee billed from 2015 to 2020. (If not 

billed reasons may be stated). 

4. All cases of physical demarcation conducted from 2015 to 2020.  

5. All changes made in the map/master plan of industrial zones with respect 

to amenity plots, re-appropriation of plots, allocation of additional lands 

and permission given to allottees to build beyond the approved limits of 

land. These changes may be marked separately in map zone (Year wise) 

from 2015 to 2020.  

6.  Out of court settlement cases made from 2015 to 2020.  

7. Name of the officers posted in survey department for last 5 years and 

involved in initiating and proposing the above required details.  

ReqNo.70/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 24.06.2021 

1. All drawings approved from 2015 to 2020.  

2. Files of all development projects initiated in last 5 years (2015 onwards) 

along with details of scrapped projects.  

Req No.71/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 24.06.2021 

 

1. Billing cases and files of electrical connections to industrial zones and 

PQA housing Complex.   

2. Complete details of inventory procured since 2015 to 2020 and their case 

files along with approvals.   

Req No.72/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 24.06.2021 

1. Complete details of storage allowed by the department in last 5 years 

(2015-2020) 

ReqNo.73/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 25.06.2021 

1. Complete details and record of PSDP Projects.  

2. All implementation agreements initiated / proposed in the last 5 years 

(2015-20)  

Req No.74/GA/PQA/2019-

20 

Dated 25.06.2021 

 

Complete details along with approval copies of NUF waiver cases from 2015 

to 2020.  

Complete details along with approval copies of penalty waiver, PDC waiver or 

any other charges waived from 2015 to 2020.  
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Annex-56 

Detail of Secured Advance to M/s. J.S Enterprises 

Date PV No. Account Description Total Amount 

Rs. 

75% Amount 

Rs. 

27.04.2018 QTA-000-01 JS Enterprises 

(Escrow-NLC) 

Mobilization 

advance 

101,000,000 0 

25.06.2018 QTA-000-04 Do Do 74,800,000 0 

04.07.2018 QTA-000-03 Do Secured 

Advance on 

material 

. 100,000,000 

06.07.2018 QTA-000-04 Do Do 400,000,000 300,000,000 

16.08.2018 QTA-000-03 Do Do 40,000,000 30,000,000 

26.10.2018 QTA-000-02 Do Do 33,333,333 25,000,000 

30.05.2019 QTA-000-02 Do Do 13,333,333 10,000,000 

12.06.2019 QTA-000-05 Do Do 200,000,000 150,000,000 

17.06.2019 QTA-000-06 Do Do 133,333,333 100,000,000 

19.09.2019 QTA-000-01 0000150540000204 Do 20,000,000 15,000,000 

    1,149,133,333 221,058,589 

Annex-57 

Statement of Dollar difference paid to JS Enterprises (Escrow – NLC), 0000150540000204 and 

PMU office  

Date PV No. Account Description Amount Rs. 

19.06.2019 PV-QTA-000-08 JS Enterprises (Escrow-NLC) Dollar Difference 100,000,000 

09.07.2019 PV-QTA-000-03 0000150540000204 Do 65,000,000 

08.01.2020 PV-QTA-000-10 Do Do 15,000,000 

27.02.2020 PV-QTA-000-03 Do Do 2,724,316 

01.06.2020 PV – 09 0000291650505054 Do 10,000,000 

22.06.2020 PV – 37 Do Do 12,000,000 

29.06.2020 PV – 20 Do Do 4,526,723 

11.05.2020 PV – 38 Do Deduction of IT 7,000,000 

13.05.2020 PV – 43 Do Deduction of IT 4,807,550 

27.04.2021 PV – 11 0000291650504903 Dollar Difference 23,222,950 

    244,281,539 
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Annex-58 

Board of Directors - Its composition (From 2010 – 2021) 

S.# Name Position 

Executive / 

Non-

Executive / 

Independent 

Director 

From 

Age at the 

time of 

appointment 

To Qualifi-cation  

1. Mushtaq Ahmed Shah 
Retd. Civil 

Servant 

Non-

Executive 
Director 

15-Mar-13 N/A 14-Sep-13 N/A 

2. Karim Ahmed Khawaja Politician 
Independent 

Director 
15-Mar-13 N/A 14-Sep-13 N/A 

3. FazalKadir Khan Sherani Businessman 
Independent 

Director 
15-Mar-13 N/A 02-Apr-13 N/A 

4. Zubair Ahmed Malik Profit N/A 
Independent 

Director 
02-Apr-13 N/A 14-Sep-13 N/A 

5. Raja Gustasab Khan Insurance  Sector 
Independent 

Director 
15-Mar-13 N/A 14-Sep-13 N/A 

6. IqbalInayat Advocate 
Independent 

Director 
15-Mar-13 N/A 20-Mar-13 N/A 

7. Habibuddin Businessman 
Independent 

Director 
15-Mar-13 N/A 14-Sep-13 N/A 

8. 
Ameen Mohammed 

Bandukda 

Barrister, 

Advocate 

Non-

Executive 
Director 

23-Feb-15 50 years 30-May-18 

MBA-IBA, 

Law Barrister, 
UK 

9. Azher Ali Choudhry 
Additional 

Secretary, MoC 

Non-

Executive 

Director 

10-Mar-15 55 years 9-Dec-15 Graduation 

10. NadeemKaramat Banker 
Independent 

Director 
30-Mar-15 56 years 26-Nov-15 MBA-USA 

11. M. GhalibNishtar Banker 
Independent 

Director 
30-Mar-15 57 years 30-May-18 

Master in 
Computer 

Science 

12. Shaban Khalid Businessman 
Independent 

Director 
30-Mar-15 37 years 30-May-18 BBA,USA 

13. SavakRustomPoonegar 

Ex-Chief 

Secretary, 

Balochistan 

Independent 
Director 

31-Mar-15 81 years 30-May-18 

M.A (Economic 

Development), 

USA 

14. AttiyaYasminJavid Professor 
Independent 

Director 
31-Mar-15 54 years 30-May-18 

PhD 
(Economics) 

15. Kamal Afsar 
Ex-Secretary 

Commerce 

Independent 

Director 
3-Apr-15 68 years 30-May-18 

M.A 

(Economics) 

16. Rizwan Bashir Khan 
Additional 

Secretary, MoC 

Non-
Executive 

Director 

10-Dec-15 58 years 8-May-16 
M.A (Economic 
Development), 

USA 

17. AsadHayauddin 
Additional 

Secretary, MoC 

Non-
Executive 

Director 

9-May-16 34 years 23-Oct-16 N/A 

18. Dr. Aamer Ahmed 
Additional 

Secretary 

Non-

Executive 
Director 

24-Oct-16 N/A 17-Apr-17 N/A 

19. Dr. NazimLatif 
Additional 

Secretary, MoC 

Non-

Executive 
Director (Ex-

Officio 

Member of the 
Board) 

6-Dec-17 N/A 30-May-18 N/A 

20. Roshan Ali Shaikh 
Executive 

Director, State 

Life Insurance 

Non-
Executive 

Director 

31-May-18 50 years 15-Oct-18 

Master in Urban 

Development, 
Japan 

Master in 

Economics 

21. Syed Arshad Ali 
Retd Federal 

Secretary, 

WafaqiMohtasib 

Independent 

Director 
31-May-18 64 years 1-Apr-19 MSc-Physics 

22. 
Syed Muhammad Tariq 

Huda 

Additional 

Secretary, MoC 

Non-
Executive 

Director (Ex-

Officio 
Member of the 

Board) 

31-May-18 52 years 18-May-20 
M.B.B.S 

L.L.B 
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23. NazishAfraz Professor 
Independent 

Director 
31-May-18 N/A 

She never 

joined the 
Board, as 

she 

regretted 
vide her 

letter dated 

09-Jul-18. 

N/A 

24. Shafqaat Ahmed Banker / Advisor 
Independent 

Director 
31-May-18 68 years 30-May-21 B.A 

25. AasimAzimSiddiqui Businessman 
Independent 

Director 
31-May-18 47 years 30-May-21 MBA,USA 

26. Dr. Rashid Manzoor 
Sr. Joint 

Secretary, 

Finance Division 

Non-
Executive 

Director (Ex-

Officio 
Member of the 

Board) 

31-May-18 56 years 30-May-21 M.B.B.S 

27. Manzoor Ali Shaikh 
Executive 

Director, State 

Life Insurance 

Non-
Executive 

Director  

4-Feb-19 52 years 30-May-21 B.E (Civil) 

28. Tariq Jamil Insurance Sector 
Independent 

Director 
29-Nov-19 77 years 30-May-21 

B.A (Math), 

Punjab 
Associate 

Member of 

Chartered 
Insurance 

Institute (ACII), 
UK 

Associate 

Member Bank 
Administration 

Institute, USA 

29. Syed Rafeo Bashir Shah 
Additional 

Secretary 

Non-

Executive 

Director (Ex-

Officio 

Member of the 
Board) 

1-Jun-20 49 years 30-May-21 

Master 

(International 

Law & 
Economics)-

Switzerland 

Annex-59 

S. 

No. 

Division/ Office No. of 

proposal 

submitted 

No. of 

projects 

awarded 

No. of 

projects 

not 

awarded 

Success  

Ratio 

1 Architecture & Planning (Karachi) 54 4 50 7 

2 Architecture & Planning (Lahore) 38 1 37 3 

3 Building Services 13 2 11 15 

4 Construction Management 2 - 2 0 

5 Disaster Management & Reconstruction 2 1 1 50 

6 Economic Studies 10 2 8 20 

7 Environmental & Public Health Engineering 52 2 50 4 

8 Geotechnical & Geo-Environmental 

Engineering 

16 0 16 0 

9 Highways & Transportation Engineering 91 16 75 18 

10 Islamabad 20 2 18 10 

11 Karachi 60 13 47 22 

12 Muscat 5 0 5 0 

13 Peshawar 34 4 30 12 

14 Power & Mechanical 25 1 24 4 

15 Riyadh 16 1 15 6 

16 Structural Engineering 15 4 11 27 

17 Water & Agriculture 35 8 27 23 

TOTAL 488 61 427 13 
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Annex-60 

The Chartered Accountants issued a qualified opinion in their audit report for the year 2019-20 

on the following basis: 

 As per qualification of the Chartered Accountants, records for sales, inventories, salaries 

and benefits and other expenses are maintained at their regions, which are not integrated 

with the accounting system maintained at head office. Furthermore, the absence of proper 

inventory software system, tracking of quantitative data of goods sold is not maintained by 

USC which resulted in auditor’s inability to obtain assurance on the completeness of item-

wise sales. 

 Finance Division through office memorandum F.15 (3) R-14/84 dated 16 October,1984 has 

directed all autonomous / semi-autonomous bodies and corporations are under their 

administrative control, where the pension scheme does not exist that the payment of gratuity 

in addition to contributory provident fund should not be allowed to their employees on their 

d for quitting the service. However, the company has accounted for provision of gratuity 

amounting to Rs. 1,017.628 million at the reporting date which is in contravention/violation 

of articles of association of the company and finance division’s office memorandum, which 

need justification 

 The company’s existing process relating fraud prevention, detection and response are not 

formally documented and standardized. In the absence of formalized system of fraud risk 

assessment, prevention, detection and response framework, it is not possible to evaluate the 

effectiveness of these processes and accordingly, auditors remained unable to evaluate 

financial impacts, if any, of ongoing investigations/inquiries and cases involves the 

company and its personnel on the financial statements. 

 The company has recognized a balance payable to Trading Corporation of Pakistan 

(Private) Limited (TCP) amounting to Rs. 23,999.144 million. In response to the auditors, 

standard confirmation letter, TCP confirmed a balance receivable from the company 

amounting to Rs. 53,526.987 million which comprises of principal amounting balance 

amounting to Rs. 24,335.261 million and accrued mark up on outstanding principal balance 

amounting to Rs. 29,191.726 million resulting in a difference of Rs. 29,527. 843 million 

between the balances as recognized b the company and the amount confirmed directly by 

TCP. Furthermore, the company has not provided to auditors reconciliation or supported 

documents in explanation of this difference. As a result, auditors were unable to determine 

whether any adjustment has been required in respect of recorded or unrecorded balances 

payable to TCP. 

 It is emphasizedon the matter regarding recoverable from store in charge amounting to Rs. 

1,569.233 million including Rs. 382.305 million relating to embezzlement of cash funds in 

Quetta region. The company has recorded provision amounting to Rs. 1,482.254 million on 

accounts of non-recovery of these balances. 

 The company has advance income tax amounting to Rs. 2,753.455 million relating to tax 

years 2009 to 2016 in respect of amended assessment order which the company is 

contesting before different appellate forums. The recoverability of this amount is subject to 

pending court decision.  
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 It is also emphasized on the matter regarding Tax Refund due from the FBRagainst various 

demands of Sales Tax and Federal Excise Duty valuing  

Rs. 1,315.891 million relating to period from July 2011 to June 2016, which needs early 

recovery to reduce the financial crises of the corporation. The company is in appeal against 

these cases and the recoverability of the amount is subject to the pending court decision.  
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DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (FOREIGN & INTERNATIONAL) 

CHAPTER 1 PUBLIC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

1.1 AUDIT FINDINGS 

1.1.1 Non-provision of detailed accounts of expenditure - Rs. 22.745 million. 

In terms of Rules-668 of Federal Treasury Rules, advances granted under special 

orders of competent authority to Government officers for departmental or allied purposes may 

be drawn on the responsibility and receipt of the officer for whom they are sanctioned, subject 

to adjustment by submission of detailed accounts supported by vouchers or by refund, as may 

be necessary. 

Contrary to the above, supporting documents/invoices etc. of expenditure of US$ 

137,995incurred by UN New York were not attached with the vouchers in the following cases.  

S. 

No. 
Description Vr. No. US$ 

Amount in 

PKR 

(in millions) 

1 
Non-provision of invoice of insurance claim 

from insurance company  

22 of 

9/2020 

52,088 8.725 

2 
Non-provision of invoice of insurance claim 

from insurance company 

02 of 

4/2021 

28,833 4.429 

3 Non-provision of invoice of electricity charges  
69 of 

2/2021 

4,986.13 0.802 

4 
Non-provision of invoice of insurance claim 

from insurance company 

17 of 

7/2020 

52,088 8.789 

  Total 137,995.13 22.745 

 Audit is of the view that due to weak internal and managerial controls Ministry failed 

to provide the requisite record. 

The matter was reported to the Management on 11.10.2021. Management replied 

that concerned missions have been requested to furnish their response. 

DAC meeting was held on 04.11.2021 and the management informed that the cases 

have been taken up with the UN New York for provision of detailed account. No further 

progress was shared with the audit till the finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends that detailed vouched account may be provided to audit for 

justification of the expenditure besides issuance of necessary instructions to avoid such lapses 

in future.  

(Para-3 Certification Audit 2020-21) 

 

1.1.2 Misclassification of expenditure for purchase of miscellaneous items- 

Rs.3.260 million. 

As per para-12 of GFR Vol-I, a controlling officer must see not only that the total 

expenditure is kept within the limits of the authorized appropriation but also that the funds 

allotted to spending units are expended in the public interest and upon objects for which the 

money was provided.  
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In violation of the above, an expenditure of Rs.3.260 million was wrongly charged to 

irrelevant heads of account as detailed below:  

Sl. 

No. 

Vr. No. 

& Month 
Brief particulars 

Debited to  

the Head 

To be debited to the 

head 

01 58 of 

06/2021 

Purchase of crystal crockery items 

worth Rs. 627,345 

A09701- Purchase 

of furniture and 

fixture 

A03970-Others 

02 2382 of 

12/2020  

Payment of Rs. 2,623,110 on 

account of accommodation charges 

for the stay of chairman of the 

Presidency of Bosnia and his 

delegation during 4-6 November, 

2020. 

A06301 -

Entertainment and 

Gift 

A03960 - Expenditure 

on Foreign delegation 

arriving in Pakistan 

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal and financial controls Ministry debited 

the expenditures to the wrong heads of accounts. 

The matter was reported to the Management on 11.10.2021. Management replied that 

the matter has been taken up for regularization.  

DAC in its meeting held on 04.11.2021 directed the Ministry to get the expenditure 

regularized from the competent authority. No further progress was reported till the finalization 

of this report. 

Audit recommends that the expenditure may be got regularized from the competent 

forum / PAO and such instances be avoided in future. 

(Para-11 Certification Audit 2020-21) 
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CHAPTER 2 MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

2.1 Introduction 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, under the Rules of Business of the Federal Government, 

has been assigned to formulate, implement and monitor the foreign policy and deal with the 

matters listed below: 

1. Relations and dealings with other countries. 

2. Matters (other than those handled by other Divisions) relating to: 

(a) International organizations and bodies and their decisions. 

(b) Agreements and treaties with other countries. 

3. Diplomatic, consular, trade and other representation abroad. 

4. Declaration of war upon, and the making of peace with any country. 

5. Offences against the laws of nations. 

6. Foreign and extra-territorial jurisdiction. 

7. Negotiations for settlement of Kashmir dispute and implementation of agreements 

reached. 

8. Administration of: 

(a) Foreign Service of Pakistan. 

(b) Pakistan Missions abroad. 

(c) Security and operation of cypher communications. 

9. Visits of the Heads of States and foreign dignitaries to Pakistan and the Head of the 

Government of Pakistan to foreign countries. 

10. Matters relating to: 

(a) Protocol and foreign representatives in Pakistan. 

(b) Federal Government Guest Houses. 

11. Preparation of policies regarding: 

(a) Extradition to and from other countries. 

(b) Repatriation of Pakistan nationals from abroad. 

12. Foreign awards to Pakistanis. 

13. Pakistan Institute of International Affairs. 

14. Coordination of all works pertaining to Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO). 

Table-1 Audit Profile “Ministry of Foreign Affairs” 

(Rupees in millions) 

Sr.

No. 
Description 

Total 

Nos. 
Audited 

Amount held audit 

observation FY2020-

21 

1 Ministry and its Formations 136 31 5,914.807 

2 
Assignments 

Accounts(excluding FAP) 
01 01 Nil 

3 
Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 
02 02 Nil 
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2.2 Sectoral Analysis 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs is guided by the following foreign policy objectives: 

 Promotion of Pakistan as a dynamic progressive, moderate and democratic Islamic 

country. 

 Developing friendly relations with all countries of the world, especially major powers 

and immediate neighbours. 

 Safeguarding national security and geo-strategic interests. 

 Consolidating commercial and economic cooperation with international community  

 Safeguarding the interests of Pakistani diaspora abroad. 

 Ensuring optimal utilization of national resources for regional and international 

cooperation. 

To achieve these goals, the Ministry was provided a budget of approximately  

Rs. 24 billion during financial 2020-21 to cater to needs of headquarter and 123Missions 

abroad. The Ministry was unable to devise an effective financial management system. The 

payments made in Missions on behalf of other ministries remain unadjusted thus causing 

budgetary problems during the year and accounting issues at the end of the year. Monthly 

adjustments with other ministries for payments made in Missions abroad would allow for 

greater transparency in expenditure and accounting. 

Pension payments for officers and staff are released only after clearance of all audit 

objections and other recoveries. This is an effective control measure but audit observations are 

not communicated to the serving officers and staff on a regular basis for timely response. It is 

only at the end of the service that officers and officials come to know of recoveries in their 

name. It is difficult for the persons at this later stage to dig out evidences. Immediate intimation 

of observations and recoveries to concerned would elicit a well-timed and suitable response 

and save them from the agony at the time of their retirement. 

Some cheques especially of tax deducted at source from vendors remain outstanding 

till the end of the financial year. This requires close coordination between administrative 

section, DDO and office of Chief Accounts Officer for timely submission of cheques in state 

treasury. This also points out to non-reconciliation between different wings. Monthly 

reconciliation between administrative wing and office of Chief Accounts Officer is required 

for appropriate adjustments. 

The Ministry has been delegated powers to undertake the repair and maintenance of 

buildings under its control, however no technically qualified staff is available to undertake the 

various small and big projects. The maintenance of record is not up to the mark and the BOQs 

are also made in a very rudimentary form without defining the quantity and rate of work to be 

undertaken. There is no reference to any CSR available in Pakistan PWD or provincial building 

departments for rate determination or comparison. 

Pakistan Community Welfare and Education Fund (PCW&EF) and Fund for 

Improvement of Government Owned Buildings (FIGOB) are funded through 10% surcharge 

on consular fees collected in Missions abroad for each of the two funds. The funds at 
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Headquarter-Ministry of Foreign Affairs are being kept in a single account whereas it is 

required to be kept in separate accounts. Further the extended scope of PCW&EF approved by 

the Prime Minister of Pakistan includes certain services like maintenance of Foreign Office 

Dispensary, bus service for staff of Ministry of Foreign Affairs, etc. Such utilization of fund is 

inconsistent with the spirit of the fund whereby it is to be used for the welfare of Pakistani 

Diaspora in various countries.  

There have been instances noted where the appointments of contingent basis are being 

made without the approval of Ministry of Finance. TA/DA advances are also not being adjusted 

for long periods of time. There is a strong need to develop a coordination mechanism between 

administration wing and office of Chief Accounts Officer for timely resolution of these issues. 

Despite repeated observations of audit in previous audit reports these issues have not be 

resolved by the Ministry. The medical claims especially in Missions abroad also continue to 

rise year after year. The cases test checked by audit reflect non-adherence to laid down 

procedure and also reimbursement of inadmissible items. Ministry may consider introduction 

of medical allowance on the analogy of medical allowance allowed in Pakistan in consultation 

with the Ministry of Finance. 

Visa Fee collected by NADRA on issuance of E visa is being remitted to Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs on a monthly basis but there is no verification mechanism as to what NADRA 

is remitting. Ministry needs to develop verification and reconciliation mechanism with 

NADRA regarding authenticity of visa fee collected and remitted. 

2.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 5,914.807 million were raised as a result of this 

audit. This amount also includes recoverable of Rs. 342.920 million as pointed out by the audit. 

Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

(Rupees in millions) 

Sr. 

No. 
Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record 22.745 

2 
Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

misappropriation 

174.951 

3 Irregularities / Overpayments  

 A- HR / Employees relates irregularities 167.969 

 B- Procurement related irregularities 1,816.818 

 C- Management of Accounts with Commercial 

Banks 

264.169 

4 Value for money and service delivery issues 423.001 

5 Others 3,045.154 

Total 5,914.807 
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2.4 Brief comments on the Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

Year of Audit 

Report 

Total 

Paras 

Compliance 

Received 

Compliance 

not Received 

Percentage of 

Compliance 

1986-87 11 4 7 36 

1987-88 5 3 2 60 

1988-89 6 2 4 33 

1985-86 3 1 2 33 

1989-90 8 1 7 13 

1990-91 13 7 6 54 

1991-92 9 2 7 22 

1992-93 11 8 3 73 

1993-94 10 0 10 0 

1994-95 9 1 8 11 

1995-96 19 5 14 26 

1996-97 30 11 19 37 

1997-98 31 0 31 0 

1998-99 

OIC 

65 25 40 38 

7 5 2 71 

SAR Mexico 

1999-2000 

28 0 28 0 

19 0 19 0 

2000-01 26 3 23 12 

2001-02 25 20 5 80 

2002-03 20 7 13 35 

2003-04 25 8 17 32 

2004-05 47 22 25 47 

2005-06 34 3 31 9 

2006-07 23 8 15 35 

2007-08 17 6 11 35 

2009-10 52 28 24 54 

2010-11 47 14 33 30 

2013-14 05 0 05 0 

2015-16 25 1 24 4 

2017-18 18 14 04 78 

2019-20 10 02 08 20 

Total 658 211 447 32 

The overall compliance in respect of Ministry of Foreign Affairs is comparatively low. 
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2.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Non-Production of Record 

2.5.1 Non-production of auditable record 

According to Section 14 of the Auditor General’s (Function, powers and 

Terms/conditions of Service) ordinance 2001, the Auditor General shall in connection with the 

performance of his duties under this ordinance, have authority to require any accounts, books, 

papers and other documents which deal with or form the basis of or otherwise relevant to the 

transactions to which his duties in respect of audit extend, shall be sent to such place as he may 

direct for his inspection. 

Further, Section 14(3) of the said ordinance provides that any person or authority, 

hindering the auditoria functions of the Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts, shall 

be subject to disciplinary action under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to 

such person. 

Audit observed that contrary to above statutory provisions, Ministry did not provide 

the following auditable record to the Audit team during the course of audit of the accounts of 

the MOFA (HQ) for the year 2020-21, despite repeated requests. 

1. Dead Stock Register and Annual Physical Verification Report 

2. Files / record regarding contracts / agreements with the travel agents 

3. TA/DA advance register 

4. HBA / MCA advance register 

5. Appropriation Register 

6. Sanctioned & available strength of all cadres  

7. Details / list of gift items received during the visits abroad (President & Prime 

Minister / Foreign Minister / Advisor / Delegation of MOFA) 

8. Details / list of gifts received and deposited (from Foreign delegates) in Tosha 

Khana 

9. Details / list of gift items purchased & distribution list by the Protocol Division 

(MOFA) 

10. Log books of 38 official vehicles maintained by MOFA 

11. Movement registers of 18 vehicles  

12. Monthly reconciliation statements 

13. Detail of bank accounts 

14. Fixed assets register 

15. Details of vital project / valuable properties and assets owned by the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs and their insurance status 

16. Record pertaining to repair / renovation of washrooms 

17. Record pertaining to daily wages / contingent paid staff 

18. Files regarding hiring of transaction advisor for commercial utilization of State 

Guest House Lahore 
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Audit is of the view that in the absence of record the propriety and probity of 

expenditure could not be ascertained. Non-provision of record may create doubts as to the 

actual existence of any such record at all, which may make the public money vulnerable to 

misuse. 

The matter was reported to the Management in 1stweek of December, 2021 Ministry 

replied that record is available and will be provided to Audit. 

The DAC meeting was held on 05.01.2022 and the Management informed that the 

requisite record will be provided for audit scrutiny in due course of time. No further progress 

was intimated till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed on the account against person(s) 

at fault besides production of the above record to audit for scrutiny. 

(Para-98, MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 

Fraud / embezzlement & Misappropriation 

2.5.2 Fraudulent claim of transportation charges and overpayment -  

Rs. 1.284 million. 

According to Sr.No.10.7.6 of the book titled FMMA (Vol-II), the entitlement of the 

married officers of BPS-17 and above for transportation of personal effects on transfer from 

Headquarter to Missions Abroad and Missions to Headquarter is 2240 KG or 25M3. 

Audit observed that, contrary to above, an officer of Ministry upon his posting 

transported personal effects from Washington to Tehran (through Karachi)vide a Bill of Lading 

bearing No. FDCU02320135 by booking a container of 1x40’ for transportation of personal 

effects containing weight of 11,566 Kg. Further, the officer vide his letter No. Admn-I/1/2019 

dated 21-11-2019, addressed to custom authorities also confirmed that he had booked 1x40’ 

container for transportation of personal effects. According to the above rule, the officer was 

entitled to only 2240Kg/25M3 (1x20’ container) for transportation of personal effects instead 

of 11,566 Kg (1x40’) container. 

As a result, an overpayment of US$ 7,257 was made against the personal effects 

resulting into a undue loss to the Government exchequer. 

Audit holds that due to weak managerial and internal control unauthorized payment 

was made in excess of the entitlement. 

The matter was reported to the management in 1stweek of December, 2021 and the 

Ministry replied that detailed record in this regard will be shared with Audit in due course of 

time. 

DAC meeting was held on 05.01.2022 and the Ministry informed that the detailed 

record in this regard will be shown to Audit for verification. No further progress was made till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility be fixed against person(s) at fault besides 

recovery of the overpaid amount under intimation to audit.  

(Para-10, MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 
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Irregularities / Overpayments 

A- HR / Employees Related Irregularities 

2.5.3 Un-authorized expenditure on employment of contingent paid staff - 

Rs. 27.079 million. 

As per Para-11 (A) (VI) of Finance Division’s O.M. No. F.3 (2) Exp.III/2006  

dated 13.09.2006, contingent paid staff cannot be appointed without the approval of Additional 

Secretary (Expenditure) Finance Division.  

Audit observed that Ministry at Headquarters and at Pakistan Mission at U.N. Geneva 

incurred an expenditure of Rs. 27,078,972 (Rs. 9,402,852 & CHF 92,400) respectively on 

account of employment of contingent paid staff without prior approval of the Finance Division.  

The details are as under: 

Sl. 

No. 

Mission Period of 

AIR 

Para No 

of AIR 

Amount Remarks 

1 MOFA (HQ) 2020-21 69 Rs. 9,402,852 Paid salaries of 106 contingent 

paid employees at MOFA (HQ). 

2 UN Geneva 2016-21 11 CHF 92,400 Paid salaries of one contingent 

paid gardeners for the period July 

2016 to June, 2021. 

    Rs.9,402,852  

&CHF 92,400 

 

Audit is of the view that the appointment of contingent paid staff and expenditure 

thereof without approval of Finance Division is unauthorized. 

The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021, the 

management replied that matter has been taken up with the Finance Division for regularization. 

DAC in its meetings held on 05.01.2022 and 25.01.2022 directed the Ministry to get 

the expenditure regularized from Finance Division. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the irregularity may be got regularized from the Finance 

Division under intimation to Audit and further the irregular practice may be stopped forth with. 

2.5.4 Non-recovery of misappropriated amount from the employees -Rs.25.732 million 

According to Para-28 of GFR-Vol-I, no amount due to Government should be left 

outstanding without sufficient reason, and where any dues appear to be irrecoverable the orders 

of competent authority for their adjustment must be sought. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that Ministry did not recover an amount of Rs. 

25.732 million, on account of misappropriation by its employees, despite lapse of considerable 

time. The details are as under: 

(Amount in millions) 

Sl. 

No. 
Formations 

AIR 

Para 

No. 

Period 

of 

AIR 

Name & Designation 

M/s 

No of 

Persons 

Amount 

(Rs.) 

1 MOFA (HQ) 1 2020-21 Sajid Hussain, Former Assistant 01 16.644 

2 MOFA (HQ) 2 2020-21 Muhammad Tufail Qazi,  

Former Assistant 

01 9.088 

    TOTAL 02 25.732 
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Audit is of the view that due to weak internal and managerial controls the above 

recovery could not be effected. 

The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021. The 

management replied that the cases are subjudice in the Federal Services Tribunal and Senior 

Civil judge and recovery in the regard will be made in accordance with the verdict of the courts. 

DAC meeting was held on 05.01.2022 and the Ministry informed that the cases will 

be pursued in the relevant court of law for recovery of the outstanding amount. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that recovery of Rs. 25.732 million may be effected from the 

officers/officials concerned besides taking strict disciplinary action against the persons at fault. 

2.5.5 Excess payments on account of TA/DA and recovery of Rs. 14.946 million.  

According to Rule at Sl. No. 10.20.3 of FMMA Vol-II, in case of inter-change of 

Ambassadors between one Mission to another, their families and servants may travel to their 

next place of posting by a route other than the approved route, as may be considered economical 

and administratively feasible by the Ministry. The families and servants can spend preparation 

time partly or wholly at a third place en-route, daily allowance for such preparation time would 

be admissible for the place where it is actually spent. 

According to S.R. 114 of the book titled F.R. &S.R. that, TA/DA will not be allowed 

to the officers/officials transferred from one station to another on own request. 

According to Para-10.7.6 the entitlement of the officers/officials for packing/crating, 

insurance, dispatch and clearance of personal effects on transfer from Headquarters to Mission 

Abroad are as under:  

Grade of officers Entitlement by Rail, Road or sea 

B-17 and Above Packing/Crating Rate Per Kg (Rs.) 

Married 2240 Kg or 25M3 12 

Single 1490 Kg or 17 M3 12 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that the Ministry at its Headquarters and five 

Missions abroad paid an amount of US$ 84,462 (Rs. 14,946,396) to fifty seven (57) 

officers/officials on account of TA/DA without justification and entitlement. The details are 

at Annex-III. 

Audit is of the view that payments made in violation of rules are unauthorized and 

recoverable from the officers/officials. 

The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021. The 

management replied that the recovery process has been initiated and the progress in this regard 

will be shared with Audit in due course of time. 

DAC in its meetings held on 05.01.2022 & 25.01.2022 directed the Ministry to effect 

recoveries within one month. No further progress was intimated till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the amount of US$ 84,462 may be recovered from the 

officers/officials concerned under intimation to audit. 

2.5.6 Unauthorized payment on account of medical charges – Rs. 12.953 million.  
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According to Rule at Sl. No. 6.3.1 of FMMA Vol-II, dental treatment includes 

treatment of alveolar (gum and jaw bone) disease, extraction of teeth, treatment for dental 

caries, gingivitis, pyorrhea and filling (temporary or permanent) or dental cavities including 

root canal treatment, scaling, but does not include dental implants, orthodontic appliances, 

bridging, crowning and provision of dentures. 

As per Clause-6.2.1 of the Foreign Missions Manual Abroad, treatment means the 

use of all medical and surgical facilities required for the treatment of Government servants and 

includes: (i) employment of such pathological, bacteriological, radiological or other methods 

as are considered necessary by the Authorized Medical Attendant; (ii) supply of such 

medicines, vaccines, sera or other therapeutic substances as are considered necessary by the 

Authorized Medical Attendant; (iii) provision of artificial limbs, joints and implants; (iv) cost 

of giving injection; (v) sterility and the expenditure incurred on the treatment of sterility. 

Audit observed that contrary to above five Pakistan Missions abroad paid US$ 

33,570, CHF 21,405, £ 4,989, AZN 2,902 and SOM 3,477,786 (Rs. 12,952,519) on account of 

irregular and inadmissible medical treatment. The details are at Annex-IV. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal and financial controls unauthorized / 

irregular payments were made on account of medical treatment. 

The irregularity was pointed out in November, 2021, the management replied that 

payments in most of the cases were made with the approval of AMA and in remaining cases 

detailed reply will be furnished. 

DAC in its meetings held on 25.01.2022 & 01.02.2022 directed the Ministry to effect 

recoveries for inadmissible items within one month. No further progress was intimated till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the unauthorized/inadmissible reimbursed amount on account 

of medical treatment may be got recovered from officers/officials concerned under intimation 

to Audit. 

2.5.7 Irregular payment of pay and allowances beyond the maximum deputation period 

to an officer - Rs. 11.558 million. 

According to Sl. No.27 of Chapter 3 of ESTA Code “conveying the directives of the 

Prime Minister requiring the period of appointment to be clearly specified in each case of 

contract, secondment or deputation, the following policy is laid down for deputation of 

government servants:” 

i. The normal period of deputation for all categories of government servants 

would be three years. This would be extendable by two years with prior approval 

of the competent authority. 

ii. All cases of initial deputation of government servants holding posts in BPS-17 

and above would be referred to the Establishment Division for approval of the 

competent authority.  

iii. The competent authority to grant extension in deputation beyond the initial 

period of 3 years would be as below: 
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c. Government Servants in BPS-17 and 19  Secretary of the  

       Administration of  

       Ministry concerned. 

d. Cases of government servants in BPS-20 and above would be referred to the 

Establishment Division. 

iv. On completion of the maximum period of five years both the borrowing and the 

lending organizations should ensure immediate repatriation of the deputationist. 

v. In case it is not possible to repatriate a person to his parent organization for 

compelling reasons, the case should be referred to the Establishment Division 

before the expiry of the maximum period of 5 years, fully explaining their 

circumstances due to which immediate repatriation is not possible and measures 

taken to obtain or groom a replacement as early as possible. 

Audit observed that Ministry hired the services of Mr. Zafar Ali, Director General 

(BPS-20) on deputation basis vide MOFA notification No. Estt (III)-49/09/2012 dated 

31.12.2014 and subsequently the said notification was superseded by even number of 

notification dated 12.01.2015 by which the officer assumed the charge of the post of Director 

General (BPS-20) in Strategic Export Control Division (SECDIV), MOFA on 01.06.2013. The 

officer was a contractual employee of Strategic Plans Division, Rawalpindi so he could not be 

posted on deputation basis being not a civil servant. However, the officer completed his 

maximum period of deputation of 05 years on 31.05.2018. Despite the fact that the officer 

should have been repatriated after completion of five years as per prevailing rules his services 

were retained and Ministry made payment of pay and allowances as follows:- 

01-06-2018 to 30-06-2020  Rs. 7,832,741 

01-07-2020 to 30-06-2021  Rs. 3,724,971 

    Total Rs. 11,557,712 

The payment of pay & allowances after completion of 05 years of deputation period 

without approval of competent authority was held irregular. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal and financial controls the officer was 

retained after completion of maximum deputation period without approval of competent 

authority. 

The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021. The 

management replied that the officer has been relieved from Ministry w.e.f. 30.11.2021.  

DAC in its meeting held on 05.01.2022 directed the Ministry that the matter may be 

taken up with Establishment Division / Prime Minister’s office for regularization of his services 

under intimation to Audit. 

Ministry did not share updated status till finalization of this Audit Report.  

Audit recommends that:- 

1. The case may be submitted to Prime Minister for ex-post facto approval as per 

audit recommendations. 
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2. The irregular payment of pay and allowances amounting to Rs. 11,557,712 may 

be got regularized from the competent authority. 

       (Para-17, MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 

2.5.8 Non-recovery of security deposits against hired accommodations – Rs. 5.735 

million. 

As per para-8.6.1(a) of FMMA Vol-II, Pakistani Missions abroad are required to 

ensure recovery of the security deposits from the landlord at the time of vacation of 

accommodations occupied by the officers/officials. The cost of the cleaning or breakage must 

be borne by the occupant and not by the state. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that security deposits/Bank Guarantee 

amounting to CHF 29,978 (Rs. 5,734,791) was not recovered from the landlords / occupants 

upon vacation of the houses during the period 2016-2021 in cases detailed as under: 

Sl. 

No. 
Formation 

AIR  

Para No. 

Period  

of AIR 

Person(s) 

Involved 

Amount 

(CHF) 

1 UN Geneva 27 2016-21 02 21,578 

2 UN Geneva 29 2016-21 01 8,400 

TOTAL 03 29,978 

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal and managerial control, security 

deposits could not be refunded resulting in loss to the Government. 

The irregularity was pointed out in October 2021 and Ministry replied that in one case 

Bank Guarantee has been refunded and in other case matter is under litigation with the landlord 

progress will be shared with Audit. 

DAC in its meeting held on 25.01.2022 directed the Ministry to provide evidence of 

recovered amount and effect remaining recovery within one month. No further progress was 

intimated till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that recovery may be either effected from the landlord(s) or from 

the officers / officials concerned under intimation to Audit.  

2.5.9 Non-recovery of overpayment on account of pay & allowances-Rs. 5.261 million 

In terms of Rule-28 of GFR Vol-I, no amount due to government should be left 

outstanding without sufficient reason and where any dues appear to be irrecoverable the orders 

of competent authority for their adjustment must be sought. 

Contrary to above rule, an amount of Rs. 5.261 million on account of pay & 

allowances was found outstanding/ recoverable from the officers/officials as detailed below: 

(Amount in millions) 

Sl. 

No. 
Formations 

AIR 

Para No. 

Period of 

AIR 

No of 

Persons 

Amount 

(Rs.) 

Remarks 

1 MOFA (HQ) 3 2020-21 28 2.153 Pay & Allowances as per LPCs 

2 MOFA (HQ) 4 2020-21 78 1.964 Pay & Allowances as per LPCs 

3 MOFA (HQ) 13 2020-21 01 0.476 Pay & Allowanced not stopped 

after retirement 

4 MOFA (HQ) 16 2020-21 05 0.390 Non-recovery of Driver facility 

charges. 

5 MOFA (HQ) 37 2020-21 01 0.278 Recovery of Pay & Allowances 

as per LPC 

   TOTAL 113 5.261  
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The amount in question has not been recovered from the officers / officials concerned 

despite lapse of considerable time.   

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal controls the above recovery could not 

be effected. 

The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021. The 

management replied that concerned quarters have been directed to effect recoveries.  

DAC in its meeting held on 05.01.2022 directed the Ministry to effect recoveries 

within one month and also take corrective measures to avoid this kind of lapse in future. 

Audit recommends that recovery of Rs.5.261 million may be effected from the 

officers/officials concerned besides taking corrective measures in this regard to avoid such 

lapses in future.  

2.5.10 Overpayment & non-recovery on account of HRA, HRC and Standard Rent - Rs. 

1.855 million. 

In terms of Rule-26(5) of Accommodation Allocation Rule 2002 , A Federal 

Government Servant who vacates a house or quarter or flat or government accommodation, 

shall be allowed house rent allowance only after obtaining a certificate from concerned Estate 

Office that the official is not occupying a government or hired accommodation. 

Further, Estate Office vide letters No. 5.4. 31.7/2015-16/Rent/E.O dated 18.01.2018 

and No.5.4.31.7/2015-16/Rent/E.O dated 19.02.2019 imposed recovery amounting to Rs. 

1,054,826 on account of house rent ceiling/standard rent against a Senior Auditor. 

As per Annexure E of S.R.O 749(1)/2002 Accommodation Allocation Rules, 2002 

minimum covered area for house hired for Federal Government Servant has been fixed and 

rent are paid accordingly. 

Audit observed that contrary to above rules provisions, the Ministry did not stop 

payment of House Rent Allowance; failed to recover House Rent Charges and Standard Rent 

despite allotment of accommodations. Moreover, payments of rent of hired houses were made 

for covered area less than the prescribed area. The details of recoverable amounts are as under: 

(Amount in millions) 

Sl. 

No. 
Formations 

AIR 

Para 

No. 

Period of 

AIR 

No of 

Persons 

Amount 

(Rs.) 
Remarks 

1 MOFA (HQ) 6 2020-21 01 1.055 Non-recovery of standard 

rent/ceiling as pointed out by 

Estate Office for the period 1991 

to 2010 

2 MOFA (HQ) 14 2020-21 08 0.220 Non-recovery of advance rent 

paid, despite the fact that 

accommodations were de-hired 

due to posting abroad. 

3 MOFA (HQ) 22 2020-21 03 0.580 Paid excess rent for 

accommodations hired having 

less covered area than the 

entitlement. 

   TOTAL 12 1.855  

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal controls, excess payments were made 

and recovery could not be effected from the persons concerned. 
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The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021. The 

management replied that recoveries will be effected.  

DAC in its meeting held on 05.01.2022 directed the Ministry to effect recoveries 

within one month and also take corrective measures. 

Audit recommends that recovery of Rs.5.261 million may be effected from the 

officers/officials concerned besides taking corrective measures in this regard to avoid such 

lapses in future. 

2.5.11 Non-deduction of foreign allowance & entertainment allowance during NDC 

course - Rs. 1.487 million. 

According to Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Training and CP Section) letter No.T&CP-

5/24/2003, dated 22.06.2004, all officers who shall be called to the headquarters on official 

duty temporarily to undertake NIPA and NDC mandatory courses shall be governed by the 

following criteria: 

- Full Foreign Allowance for the first month 

- 75% Foreign Allowance for subsequent months 

- No entertainment or daily allowance for the entire period 

- No foreign Allowance, if an officer stays in Pakistan beyond the course 

period  

Contrary to the above rules provision Pakistan Mission at Baku paid full Foreign 

Allowance and Entertainment allowance to the Ambassador during the NDC from September, 

2017 to January 2018. This resulted into excess payment of US$ 8,405  

(Rs. 1.487 million). The details of overpayments are as under: 

Period 

FA 

Admissible 

(US$) 

FA 

Drawn 

(US$) 

FA 

Excess  

Drawn 

(US$) 

EA  

Admissible 

EA  

Drawn 

(US$) 

EA 

Excess  

Drawn  

(US$) 

Oct-17 3,306.75 4,409 1,102.25 0 1,307 1,307 

Nov-17 3,306.75 4,409 1,102.25 0 1,307 1,307 

Dec-17 3,306.75 4,409 1,102.25 0 1,307 1,307 

Jan. 18 (01.01.18 to 3,911 4,409 498 0 679 679 

Totals 13,831.25 17,636 3,804.75 0 4,600 4,600 

Grand Total (3,805 + 4,600)                                                                                  US$ 8,405 

Audit is of the view that due to weak financial and internal controls Foreign 

Allowance and Entertainment Allowance were paid to the officer in excess of entitlement 

which resulted into loss to Government. 

The irregularity was pointed out in November, 2021 and conveyed to the 

Management, Ministry replied that matter has been taken up with the officer for 

views/comments. 

DAC in its meeting held on 25.01.2022 directed the Ministry to effect recoveries 

within one month. No further progress was intimated till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that recovery may be effected from the officer concerned and take 

corrective measures to avoid such lapses in future.  

(Para-1& 2, Baku, 2015-21) 
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2.5.12 Non-recovery of outstanding pension contribution of an officer - Rs. 1.355 million. 

According to Sr. No.7.211(iii) of the book titled “DDO Hand Book” The foreign 

employer (and where foreign employer is not agreeable to pay the pension contribution) the 

Government servant concerned as the case may be, will during the period of foreign service, 

pay to the Government of Pakistan pension contribution. The contribution will be paid in 

foreign currency if the Foreign Service is outside Pakistan in accordance with the relevant rules 

and at the rates prescribed from time to time by the government of Pakistan. 

Furthermore, as per S.R. 307 if a contribution for pension, due in respect of a 

Government servant in foreign service is not paid within fifteen days from the end of the month 

in which the pay on which it is based has been drawn by the Government servant concerned, 

interest must be paid to Government on the unpaid contribution, unless it is specifically 

remitted by the President, at the rate of [two paisa] a day per Rs.100, from the date of expiry 

of the period of fifteen days up to the date on which the contribution is finally paid. The interest 

shall be paid by the Government servant or the foreign employer according as the contribution 

is paid by the former or the latter. 

Contrary to the above rules provision, it was observed that an officer of Ministry 

remained on deputation at OIC Jeddah from 08-01-2015 to 07-01-2020. However, his pension 

contribution was neither paid by the OIC Jeddah nor by the officer concerned. The CAO, 

MOFA, Islamabad vide its letter No. PC/101-181/2019-20/7418 dated 19-02-2020 intimated 

the officer to pay the outstanding amount of Rs. 1.355millionwhich is still outstanding. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal and financial controls the recovery of 

pension contribution could not be effected. 

The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021. The 

management replied that the officer has deposited Rs. 25,000 and remaining amount will be 

recovered in monthly installments.  

DAC in its meeting held on 05.01.2022 directed the Ministry to effect recovery and 

get it verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends that the pension contribution may be recovered immediately 

besides recovery of interest on the pension contribution for undue retention of Government 

funds. 

(Para-08, MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 

B- Procurement Related Irregularities 

2.5.13 Irregular expenditure without tendering in violation of Public Procurement Rules 

-Rs. 83.424million. 

As per Rule-12(1) of Public Procurement Rules 2004, purchases over  

Rs. 500,000 and up to the limit of Rs. three million shall be advertised on Public Procurement 

Regularity Authority’s website. These procurement opportunities may also be advertised in 

print media as deemed necessary by the procuring agency.  

Further as per Rule-12(2) ibid, all procurement opportunities over three million 

rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or 

newspapers having wide circulation.  
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Furthermore, as per Cabinet Division’s O.M. No. 4/1/2008 dated 09-04-2008 

financial limits for open tender(s) for Pakistan’s Mission abroad have been fixed as under: 

Sl. No. Kind of Tender Monetary Limits. 

1. Open tender US$ 4,000 or € 3,000 & above 

2. Limited tender Less than US$ 4,000 or € 3,000 & above 

US$ 2,000 &€ 1,500 

3. Single tender Up to US$ 2,000 or € 1,500 

Contrary to above rules provisions, it was observed that certain Pakistan Missions 

abroad incurred expenditure worth US$ 66,055, CHF 63,231, £ 230,347, AZN 7,920 & Rs. 

3,815,161 (Rs. 83.424 million) on purchase of physical assets etc., without observing codal 

formalities. Details are at Annex-V. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal and managerial controls irregular 

expenditure was incurred without fulfillment of the codal formalities. 

The irregularity was pointed out in December, 2021. The Management replied that in 

New York expenditure was incurred with the approval of competent authority after following 

due process. In London expenditure was incurred in emergency. Further, rules / procedures laid 

down in CPW Code are not applicable to the Missions.  

The reply is not tenable, being irrelevant as the MOFA has not been exempted from 

procedures laid down in CPW Code. 

DAC in its meetings held on 25.01.2022& 01.02.2022 directed the Ministry to get the 

violations regularized from competent forum and provide advertisement, approvals, tendering 

details, Minutes of the meeting of procurement Committee for Audit verification. DAC further 

directed to issue instructions to Missions, for maintenance of repair / renovation register of 

each buildings / apartments.  

Audit recommends that expenditure be got regularized from the competent forum, 

besides fixation of the responsibility against person(s) at fault under intimation to Audit. 

2.5.14 Irregular award of repair works without completion of codal formalities –  

Rs. 70.295 million. 

Para-56 of CPWD Code provides that for each individual work proposed to be carried 

out, properly detailed estimate must be prepared for the sanction of competent authority; this 

sanction was known as the technical sanction to the estimate. As its name indicates, it amounts 

to no more than a guarantee that the proposals are structurally sound, and that estimates are 

accurately calculated and based on adequate data.  

As per paras-208-11 of Central Public Works Account Code, payment to the 

contractors or suppliers shall be made on the basis of detailed measurement of work done 

recorded in the Measurement Book. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that the following Missions abroad incurred 

heavy expenditure of US$ 183,777 and £158,189 (Rs. 70.295 million) on repair and renovation 

of office and residential buildings without technical sanctions, detailed engineering estimates 

and measurements etc., as detailed below 

Sl. 

No. 

Name of 

Mission 

Period of 

Audit 

Para No 

of AIR 
Amount Remarks 
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1 CG New York 2019-20 11 US$ 76,568 Repair of official residence of CG 

(Including whitewash, sanding, 

refurbishment of wooden floor, 

replacement of bathroom fixtures) 

2 UN New York 2019-20 2 US$ 107,209 Repair & maintenance work of Mission 

building 

3 London 2019-21 5 £ 158,189 Repair of government owned building 

from FIGOB 

    US$ 183,777 

& £158,189 

 

Audit is of the view that due to weak managerial and internal controls, codal 

formalities relating to civil work were not fulfilled and as a result the economy and propriety 

of the work cannot be ascertained. 

The irregularity was pointed out in 1st week of December, 2021. The Management 

replied that on some Missions expenditure was incurred on different occasions and each 

voucher does not fall under tender limit. In some cases, expenditure was incurred in line with 

the PPRA Rules. In Switzerland local firms don’t respond to quotations. Sometimes due to 

emergency and late receipts of funds at the end of June tender cannot be called. 

DAC in its meetings held on 25.01.2022 & 01.02.2022 directed the Ministry to get 

the irregularity regularized in case of Parep Berne, London, Tashkent & UN New York. In 

remaining cases, DAC directed to provide tender documents, bids, minutes of meeting of 

Committee and relevant record to Audit for verification.  

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated for fixing responsibility on 

person (s) at fault besides the irregularity be got regularized from the competent authority. 

2.5.15 Un-authorized advance payment for repair & maintenance of building-  

Rs. 10.972 million. 

As per Rule-397 of FTR Vol-I, no advance payment can be made to the contractor / 

supplier except for work actually done or supplies actually received. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that Consulate General of Pakistan at New 

York made advance payments amounting to US$ 62,000 (Rs. 10.972 million) for repair and 

maintenance of the official residence of the head of mission as detailed below: 

S. 

No 

Cheque 

No 

Date Amount 

(US$) 

Remarks 

1 1305 23-08-2019 12,000 Advance Payment 

2 1306 13-09-2019 10,000 Advance Payment 

3 1308 11-10-2019 20,000 Advance Payment 

4 1309 25-10-2019 20,000 Advance Payment 

Total 62,000  

Audit holds that due to weak internal and financial controls, Mission made advance 

payments in violation of the rules & procedure. 

The irregularity was pointed out in 1st week of December, 2021 and Ministry replied 

that in New York it is not uncommon for contractors to ask for advance payment, as they have 

to purchase special material.  

DAC in its meeting held on 25.01.2022 directed the Ministry to provide details of 

work done with relevant record and adjustment of advance payment. No further progress was 

intimated till finalization of this report. 
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Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated for fixing responsibility on 

person(s) at fault besides regularization of the irregularity under the orders of the competent 

forum.         

(Para-6,CGNew York 2019-20) 

2.5.16 Un-authorized expenditure on repair/ renovation of washrooms –  

Rs. 5.889 million. 

Finance Division vide U.O. No. 44-DS-Exp(FA)/2021, dated 26.02.2021 clarified 

that powers of Ministries / Divisions mentioned at Annex-I of System of Financial Control & 

Budgeting 2006 updated in October 2018 are effective unless further amendments are issued 

in the delegated powers. Therefore, at present the powers of Rs. 500,000 at Sl. No. 9(46) of 

Annex-I are still effective. However, if Ministry of Foreign Affairs requires any specific 

approval of Finance Division the case may be re-submitted with details. 

As per Para-53 of CPW Code (Central Public Works Code), there are four main stages 

in the project for a central work, namely, administrative approval, expenditure sanction, 

technical sanction, and the appropriation or re-appropriation of funds.  

Contrary to the above, it was observed that the Ministry incurred expenditure 

amounting to Rs. 5.889 million vide Vr.28 dated27.07.2020 on repair / renovation of 

washrooms without power of sanction. Further the press advertisement was made in local 

newspapers only. No estimates were prepared nor it was technically sanctioned from the 

competent authority.  

The matter was reported in 1st week of December, 2021. Ministry replied that the repair 

work was carried out in light of administrative powers through amendment in Rules of Business 

in 2017. 

The reply is not tenable as Finance Division has clarified that Ministry’s financial 

powers are restricted to Rs. 500,000 only. Other codal formalities relating to civil work were 

also not complied with. 

DAC in its meetings held on 05.01.2022 & 01.02.2022 directed the Ministry to get 

the expenditure regularized from Finance Division. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated for fixing responsibility 

against persons at fault besides the irregularity be got regularized from the Finance Division. 

(Para-88, MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 

C- Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks 

2.5.17 Unjustified retention of balances in bank account of PCW&EF & FIGOB – Rs. 

264.169 million. 

As per Para-5(ii) of Accounting Procedures for extended scope of PCW&EF and 

FIGOB in Pakistan, a working balance of Rs. 5 million shall be maintained in the bank 

accounts. Funds above this limit shall be invested in the short term / long term schemes offered 

by the scheduled banks with the approval of PAO. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that a balance of Rs. 264.169 million on 

account of PCW&EF & FIGOB was lying unspent (Welfare Account). 
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Audit is of the view that non-observance of accounting procedures for extended scope 

of PCW&EF and FIGOB is serious lapse on part of the Ministry. The idle funds should have 

been invested in a profitable scheme as per policy for benefit of community. 

Audit holds that due to weak financial and managerial controls a huge amount of 

funds remained idle / unutilized in Bank account. 

The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021. 

Management replied that 20% surcharge collected in Missions abroad is received through 

NADRA and matter is under pursuance with NADRA and State Bank of Pakistan for making 

necessary arrangements to send back the share of Missions. 

DAC in its meeting held on 05.01.2022 directed the Ministry to observe the 

accounting procedures limit for working balance and maintain separate accounts. Ministry did 

not share any record till finalization of this Audit Report. 

Audit recommends that the funds may be invested in a profitable scheme with the 

approval of competent forum besides violation of the accounting procedures be got regularized 

under the order of competent forum.  

(Para-60, MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 

Value for Money & Service Delivery Issues 

2.5.18 Loss to Government due to mishandling of Hyderabad Fund Case –  

Rs. 2,682.184 million. 

According to para-23 of GFR Vol-I, “every government officer should realize fully 

and clearly that will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by the government 

through fraud or negligence on his part”. Ministry of Foreign Affairs vide letter No. Ind (I)-

8/2/2016 dated 28.10.2016, conveyed to PAHIC London instructions of the Advisor to the 

Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs that “PAHIC London should not accept the lawyers bills, 

without carefully examining of claims”. 

Audit observed during scrutiny of the record of Pakistan High Commission, London 

for the year 2019-21, that Pakistan High Commission London incurred an expenditure of £ 

11,232,395 (Rs. 2,682,183,602) on mishandling of Hyderabad Fund Casein 2013 

The brief study of the case revealed that the last Nizam of Hyderabad Mir Osman Ali 

Khan deposited £1 million in the UK account in 1948, held by the then Pakistan high 

commissioner, Habib Ibrahim Rahimtoola. For over 70 years, the sum accrued interest and 

valued at £35million by 2013. Nizam VII sought the return of funds in 1950s, claiming that the 

transfer had been made without his authority but the Bank was unwilling to return the fund 

without the agreement of Pakistan, which had legal title to the fund. The case reached the House 

of Lords, which held that the question of ownership of the fund could not be decided because 

of sovereign immunity claimed by Pakistan. In 2013,Mr.Wajid Shams-ul-Hassan, the then 

Pakistan High Commissioner waived off Pakistan's immunity without the consent / prior 

approval of Ministry of Foreign Affairs, by claiming a beneficial interest in the fund that 

opened the way for the current case to proceed. Pakistan applied to withdraw the suit months 

later, but the court dismissed the plea and issued notice to Nizam’s sons / Government of India 

informing them about Pakistan’s claim. Details are at Annex-VI. 
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The Pakistan’s Lawyer Khawar Qureshi failed in establishing the point that Nizam 

had transferred the money in the purchase of weapons in order to resist India's attempts to 

forcibly annex Hyderabad. UK High Court Judge ordered the Government of Pakistan to pay 

nearly £ 5.800 million in legal costs in addition to granting Nizam of Hyderabad the right over 

£ 35.000 million funds. Details of legal costs are as under: 

Sl. 

No. 

Description Amount 

£ 

Remarks 

1 Prince MuffakhamJah 1,835,446 65% of legal cost 

2 India 2,802,192 - 

4 HE VIII Nizam 795,065 65% of legal cost 

5 Bank’s costs 367,388 - 

 Total 5,800,091  

Moreover, Pakistan paid £ 5.232 million in legal costs to firm hired to defend the 

case.  

Audit observed the following irregularities during the course of sample audit:  

1. Due to injudicious claim of funds filed by the then High Commissioner, 

Government of Pakistan was put into loss of £ 11.032 million (£ 5.232 million to 

the legal firms and £ 5.800 Million as legal cost imposed by court). 

2. An amount of £ 5,800,091 was paid out of FIGOB irregularly. 

3. It was learnt that the Government of India was ready for out of court settlement. 

This option was not availed by the mission. 

4. The criterion for selection of the Lawyer / firm to precede the court case was not 

made available to audit.  

5. The Ministry has approved the payment with the condition that the High 

Commissioner of Pakistan, London should not accept the lawyer’s bills without 

carefully/technically examining the lawyer’s claims. Till June 2021, about 56 

invoices had been paid by PAHIC London and the typical examination is that “the 

invoice has been examined and seems to be in order” and payment was released 

to the legal firm. The legal firm in its invoice mentioned that their lawyers 

reviewed the documents for so and so period and other allied staff worked for this 

case for this duration. The management of the mission released the payment as 

per the outputs achieved/inputs rendered as conveyed/claimed by the legal firm 

and did not develop any systematic and objective evaluation criteria to carefully 

examine and evaluate the law firms’ bills and then process these for payment.   

Audit is of the view that the Hyderabad Fund Case has been dealt by Mission’s 

management in injudicious manner leading to a loss of £11,232,395.In addition to losing right 

over the fund valuing at £ 35 million. 

The observation was discussed with the DDO and HOM in November 2021, the 

management didn’t render any reply. 

The matter was reported to Ministry in December, 2021. Ministry replied that the 

matter is under investigation by NAB and relevant record is in possession of NAB. 
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DAC in its meeting held on 25.01.2022 directed Ministry to share the TORs of 

Inquiry/investigations being carried out by NAB. No progress was reported till finalization of 

this Audit Report. 

Audit recommends that the updated status of inquiry by NAB be shared with the Audit 

to proceed further in the matter.  

(Para-1, London 2019-21) 

2.5.19 Non-investment of surplus funds of PCW&EF and FIGOB - Rs. 255.048 million 

As per para-11.3.5 of FMMA Vol-I and Ministry’s letter No.Rules-4/6/95 dated 

30.08.1995, surplus fund in the PCW&EF and FIGOB should be invested in fixed deposit. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that Pakistan Missions at New York, Berne 

and Tashkent did not invest the surplus funds amounting to US$ 1,243,454 & 

CHF 182,990 (Rs. 255.048 million) of PCW&EF and FIGOB. Details are as under: 

Sl. 

No. 

Name of  

Mission 

Period of 

Audit 

Para No 

of AIR 

Amount 

PCW&EF FIGOB 

1 CG New York 2019-20 3 US$ 505,237 US$ 614,865 

2 Berne 2016-21 4 CHF 110,430 - 

3 Berne 2016-21 7 - CHF 72,560 

4 Tashkent 2017-21 19 US$ 66,497 US$ 56,855 

  TOTAL US$ 571,734 & 

CHF 110,430  

US$ 671,720 & 

CHF 72,560 

Due to non-investment of surplus funds, the Government sustained considerable loss 

of profit/ interest. 

This reflects weak financial Management and internal control on part of Pakistan 

Missions abroad. 

The irregularity was pointed out in December, 2021 and Ministry replied that due to 

shifting to online Visa system, Consular receipts of Missions have decreased and Missions 

have insufficient funds to invest. In some cases funds were also transferred to other Missions 

with the approval of competent authority. In case of Tashkent local Banking laws don’t allow 

to open saving account. 

DAC in its meetings held on 25.01.2022 & 01.02.2022 directed the Ministry to review 

its earlier instructions regarding investment of 80% surplus funds and issue revised circular. 

DAC further, directed to share the copy of Finance Division’s letter regarding arrangement for 

purchase/construction of properties abroad and copy of the local banking laws. No further 

progress was intimated till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the surplus funds may immediately be invested in profitable 

fixed deposit schemes. 

2.5.20 Loss to Government due to non-utilization of government property-  

Rs. 113.670 million 

According to para-23 of GFR Vol-I, every Government officer should realize fully 

and clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government 

through fraud or negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for 

any loss arising from fraud or negligence.  
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Contrary to the above, it was observed that the Government owned buildings at 

Washington have not been rented out during the FY 2019-20 and remained vacant. If these 

buildings could have been used by the employees of the mission, the Government would have 

benefited equivalent to an amount of US$ 642,348 (Rs. 113.670 million) which was otherwise 

spent on payment of hiring to third parties. Details are given below: 

Sr.  

No. 

Name of Government. owned 

Building 

No. of 

floors 

No. of officers that 

could have been 

accommodated 

Loss that would 

have been avoided 

(US$) 

1 2315, Massachusetts Avenue, 

NY Washington DC 20008 

4 12 642,348 

2 2201, R Street NW 

Washington DC 20008 

4 12 

 Total 24 642,348 

Audit holds that due to weak managerial and internal controls a huge amount is being 

paid on account of rent and taxes despite availability of Government owned buildings. 

The irregularity was pointed out in November, 2021 and Ministry replied that the 

building at Massachusetts Avenue is used for hosting cultural event and efforts are being made 

to rent it out also. Government has decided to dispose of R-Street building and Mission has 

hired a real estate agent to identify a suitable buyer. 

DAC in its meeting held on 25.01.2022, directed Ministry to share the record showing 

the efforts of Ministry for renting out and disposal of buildings. No further progress was 

intimated till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that non-utilization of Government owned buildings may be 

justified besides taking remedial measures to rent out these buildings immediately.  

(Para-19, Washington 2019-20) 

2.5.21 Unjustified expenditure / non refund of advance paid for reservation of hotel for 

VVIPS for participation in World Economic Forum annual meeting in Davos – Rs. 

54.284 million. 

According Para 23 of GFR, Vol. I, “every government officer should realize fully and 

clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by the government 

through fraud or negligence on his part”. 

Audit observed during scrutiny of the accounts of Pakistan Permanent Mission to 

United Nations Geneva for the period 2016-21 that the Mission made unjustified & irregular 

payments amounting to US$ 130,621& CHF 162,932 (Rs. 54.284 million) on account of hotel 

reservation at Zurich, Geneva & Davos. (Details are at Annex-VII-A) on account of 

reservations of hotels for delegations for participation in annual meeting of World Economic 

Forum in Davos. Audit observed the following:  

1. Annual meeting was being held in Davos but hotel were being booked in Geneva 

and Zurich which were 424 and 148 kilometers away from place of meeting and 

paid US$ 64,296 & US$ 66,325 respectively. 

2.  No delegates stayed at hotel RexcusFelula during 17.01.2017 to 21.01.2017, 

however, refund of advance payment amounting to CHF 150,312 was not effected 

which resulted in loss to government to the stated amount. 
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3. The family members of PM and other delegates such as spouses of Foreign 

Minister, Military Secretary to the PM, Secretary to PM and one MNA were also 

treated as part of delegation without having any role in the WEF meeting and 

expenditure on their stay was made out of public exchequer irregularly. 

4. Extra payment of 50% of hotel charges, amounting to CHF 12,620  

was paid for PMs early arrival at about 11:30 AM before check in time of 03:00 

PM. The claim was not supported with the hotel bill. Moreover, flight arrival time 

was not shared with the Audit. 

Audit held that due to weak financial and internal controls unjustified expenditure has 

been incurred which resulted in loss to the government exchequer.  

The irregularity was pointed out in Oct 2021 and discussed with the management of 

the mission; the management did not provide any justification. 

The matter was reported to Ministry in December, 2021. Ministry replied that Hotel 

RexosFluela was booked for camp office of the Mission. The Hotel Desbergues Geneva was 

booked in anticipation of stay of the PM. 

DAC in its meeting held on 25.01.2022, requested for provision of record. No further 

progress was intimated till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that:  

1. The payment for reservations of hotels at Geneva and Zurich may be justified and 

responsibility be fixed on the person(s) at fault for unjustified expenditure.  

2. Payment for accommodation at Hotel RexosFluela Davos may be justified with 

provision of final bill / refund if any otherwise amount may be recovered and 

credited into Government exchequer. 

3. Expenditure on unauthorized delegates with no role in WEF annual meeting may 

be justified. 

4. Extra payment of 50% of hotel charges, may be justified.  

(Para-6, UN Geneva, 2016-21) 

Others 

2.5.22 Non recovery / refund of amounts forfeited by the orders of the court in Broad Sheet 

case from NAB - Rs. 821.644 million. 

As per Rule 7.1.4 of FMMA Vol-1, inevitable payments on behalf of other 

Governments / Departments can be made only in exceptional circumstances and that too under 

orders of the heads of the Missions. Such payments should be shown in the main statement of 

expenditure, under the relevant head of account and schedules/vouchers etc. in respect thereof 

should be sent to the CAO with the monthly account for adjustment and recovery of the amount 

from the concerned Ministry Department. As per Rule 26 of GFRVol-1, it is the duty of the 

departmental Controlling officers to see that all sums due to Government: are regularly and 

promptly assessed, realized and duly credited in the Public Account. 

Audit observed during scrutiny of accounts of PHC London for the period  

2019-21 that the United Bank Limited London paid £4,115,382 on the orders of the London 

High Court to the Broad sheet from the bank accounts maintained by the Pakistan High 

Commission London without any authority on behalf of NAB. The payments were drawn from 
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FIGOB and PCW&EF. The NAB has yet not refunded the amount valuing  

at £ 3,440,865 (Rs. 821,644,153)to the Mission Accounts. The detailed record of the case was 

not produced to Audit as the Mission’s Management stated that NAB expenditure is not part 

of the Mission’s Imprest Account owing to which audit couldn’t ascertain the exact situation. 

Audit was of the view that lack of internal control resulted in irregular drawl of funds 

from Mission Accounts by the bank without any authority. Moreover, Mission could not get 

refund from NAB. 

The observation was discussed with the Mission in November 2021, the mission 

didn’t render their written response / reply. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 2021. Ministry replied that the 

amount of US$ 2,553,127 has been transferred back to PCW&EF and FIGOB accounts in 

August 2021. 

DAC in its meeting held on 25.01.2022, directed the Ministry to provide evidence of 

recovery of entire amount and its confirmation for Audit verification. No further progress was 

intimated till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the amount due from NAB may be recovered and verified 

from Audit at the earliest. 

(Para-2, London 2019-21) 

2.5.23 Non-clearance of huge pending liabilities / payments of PIA-Rs. 349.388 million. 

As per Para-14 of GFR Vol-I, delay in the payment of money indisputably due by 

Government is contrary to all rules and budgetary provisions and should be avoided.  

Further, as per para-105 of GFR Vol-I, it is an important financial principle that 

money indisputably payable should not, as far as possible, be left unpaid. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 349.388 million on 

account of cargo / diplomatic mail and pre-covid operations was due to be paid to PIAC, which 

was pending since 2008.   

       (Amount in millions) 

Sl. 

No. 

Particulars pending liabilities Amount 

(Rs.) 

1 During Covid-19 operations 46.922 

2 Pre-Covid Operations 287.567 

3 Cargo / Diplomatic Mail 53.229 

 Total 387.718 

4 (-) Paid for 08- Special flights during Covid  for 

period April-June, 2020 

(38.330) 

 Net Outstanding Amount 349.388 

Audit is of the view that non-payment of long outstanding dues of PIA is negligence 

and mismanagement on the part of Ministry.  

The matter was reported to the Ministry in 1st week of December, 2021. Ministry 

replied that it is trying to clear the liabilities.                   

The DAC in its meeting held on 05.01.2022 directed the Ministry to expedite efforts 

for clearing the outstanding dues and share the record with Audit. 
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Audit recommends that the long outstanding government liabilities may be cleared at 

the earliest. 

(Para-63, MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 

2.5.24 Unjustified expenditure incurred on payment of rent of residential buildings to 

third parties instead of taking out mortgage– Rs. 313.717 million. 

GFR 10 (i) provides that every officer incurring or authorizing expenditure from 

public funds should be guided by high standards of financial propriety. Every public officer is 

expected to exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys 

as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money.  

Contrary to the above, it was observed that huge amounts of US$ 1,772,815 

(Rs. 313.717 million) were incurred during the FY 2019-20 on payment of rent of residential 

buildings occupied by the officers/ officials working in Pakistan Missions at UN New York 

and Washington.  

Audit is of the view that the amount spent at hiring of buildings goes to clearing of 

liabilities. However, if Missions had considered the option of mortgaging the buildings for 

residential requirements of officers/ officials the same amount could have been utilitized in 

building government assets.  

The option was pointed out in 1st week of December, 2021 and Ministry replied that 

Audit observation has been noted and would further explore this recommendation. 

DAC in its meeting held on 25.01.2022 pended the para with the direction to devise 

a mechanism to avoid recurring expense to the government exchequer on account of payment 

of rental liabilities. 

Audit recommends that a cost-benefit analysis of ‘rent vs mortgage’ be carried out 

and assets be procured for Government of Pakistan to avoid huge rental payments. 

(Para-18, Washington & Para-32, UN New York 2019-20) 

2.5.25 Non-surrender of unspent amount of SAARC COVID-19 Emergency Fund -  

Rs. 235.943 million. 

According to Para-95 of GFR Vol-1, all anticipated savings should be surrendered to 

government immediately they are foreseen but not later than 31st March of each year in any 

case, unless they are required to meet excesses under some other unit or units which are 

definitely foreseen at the time. No savings should be held in reserve for possible future 

excesses. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that Finance Division vide UO No. 523-DS-

Exp(FA)/2020 dated 07.09.2020 released regular supplementary grant of Rs. 509.250 million 

for the “SAARC Covid-19 Emergency Fund”. Out of this grant an expenditure of Rs. 273.057 

million was incurred on provision of Covid related medical equipments and cash distribution 

to four SAARC member countries (Sri Lanka, Nepal, Maldives & Bangladesh). Unspent 

balance of Rs. 235.943 million was not surrendered to the Government account.  

Audit is of the view that as the SAARC Covid-19 Emergency Fund was allocated for 

a specific purpose, the unspent funds should have been surrendered to Federal Consolidated 

Fund, so that same could have been utilized by the government.  
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Due to weak internal and financial controls Ministry failed to surrender the amount 

resulting lapse of funds. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry in 1st week of December, 2021. Ministry did 

not furnish any response.                   

The DAC in its meeting held on 05.01.2022 directed the Ministry to get the 

irregularity regularized from Finance Division. 

Audit recommends that non-surrender of unspent funds amounting to  

Rs. 235.943 million may be got regularized by obtaining the sanction of Ministry of Finance 

under intimation to Audit. 

(Para-125, MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 

2.5.26 Irregular expenditure on VVIP visits for participation in World Economic Forum 

annual meetings in Davos – Rs. 91.961 million. 

As per Rule at Sl. No.10 of GFR-Vol-1, every public officer is expected to exercise 

the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of 

ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. 

According to Para-2.38.4 of FMMA (Vol-II), Cabinet Division’s O.M. No. 

4/1/2008/PPRA-RA-III dated 09.04.2008 fixed financial limits for open tender(s) for 

Pakistan’s Mission abroad as under: 

Sl. No. Kind of Tender Monetary Limits. 

1. Open tender US$ 4,000 or € 3,000 & above 

2. Limited tender Less than US$ 4,000 or € 3,000 & above 

US$ 2,000 & € 1,500 

3. Single tender Up to US$ 2,000 or € 1,500 

As per para-13.12.1 of FMMA (Vol-II), the limits of cash payment in respect of 

Pakistan’s Missions abroad has been fixed at Rs. 5,000. Payments more than Rs. 5,000 has to 

be made through cheque in compliance of Rule-157 of FTR Vol-I. 

During scrutiny of the accounts of Pakistan Permanent Mission to United Nations 

Geneva for the period 2016-2021, it was noticed that a sum of Rs. 91.961 million (Details are 

at Annex-VII-B) was expended on the logistics (US$ 26,685 & CHF 456,032) for Prime 

Minister of Pakistan delegation to Davos for participation in the WEF annual meetings during 

January 2017 &January 2018. 

The expenditure was irregular on following grounds:-  

i. Heavy amounts valuing at CHF 15,426 & US$ 4,528 were paid on account of 

rent of 38 mobiles with SIMS card and data charges without any plausible reason.  

ii. Similarly, expenditure of CHF 31,817 & US$ 22,157 was incurred on purchase 

of stationery and other items without calling tender. Moreover, the store was not 

taken on stock and no utilization was shared with Audit. 

iii. Heavy expenditure of CHF 383,487 was made on hiring of transport for VVIP 

visit of PM and entourage delegation from M/S Gulf Services without providing 

any details regarding usage of these vehicles.  
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iv. Scrutiny revealed that rates offered were inclusive of driver service and Gas / Oil 

for 160 KM / day but the firm charged CHF 25,302 in their bill against the driver 

service.  

v. Payments were mostly done in cash instead of cross cheques in violation of 

Government rules. 

Audit held that due to weak financial and internal controls, expenditure was made on 

PM visit without observing codal formalities & propriety which resulted in irregular, 

uneconomical & unjustified expenditure to the stated extent. 

The matter was pointed out in October, 2021 and discussed with the top management 

of the mission; the management did not offer any comments. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry in 1st week of December, 2021. Ministry 

replied that advance payments were made partially to the hotels as per practice in Switzerland 

in order to avoid any chance of non-availability of accommodation for delegations. Tender 

process for hiring of vehicles was done. Further, the cash payments were made as the delegates 

had no bank accounts in Geneva. 

DAC in its meeting held on 25.01.2022, pended the Para for detailed 

verification/Audit. No further progress was intimated till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommendations that: 

1 Plausible reasons may be provided for expenditures on rent of mobiles alongwith 

provisions of IMEI numbers of cell phones rented. 

2 Expenditure on purchase of stationery may be got regularized from the Finance 

Division. Moreover utilization report may be shared with Audit. 

3 Detailed utilization report for usage of vehicles alongwith detail of delegates and 

tour plan may be shared with the Audit.  

4 Justification for additional payments for driver service may be shared with the 

Audit. 

5 Payment made in cash be justified and got regularized from the Finance Division. 

(Para-4 &5, UN Geneva, 2016-21) 

2.5.27 Irregular payments in cash instead of crossed cheques – Rs. 95.949 million. 

As per para-13.12.1 of FMMA (Vol-II), the limit of cash payment in respect of 

Pakistan’s Missions abroad has been fixed at Rs. 5,000. Payment more than Rs. 5,000 has to 

be made through cheque in compliance of Rule-157 of FTR Vol-I. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that the Ministry irregularly drew funds 

amounting to Rs. 39.097 million through DDO cheques and made payments in cash. Further, 

certain Missions abroad also made payments of Rs. 56.852 million (US$ 194,075, AZN 

130,221 &Rs. 48,144,208) on various accounts in cash instead of crossed cheques. The details 

are at Annex-VIII. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal and financial control led to the irregular cash 

payments. 
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The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021. Ministry 

informed that it was not possible to make payment through cheques in various cases due to 

various reasons. 

The reply is not tenable as payments through cheques to third parties and government 

employees was requirement of treasury rules. 

The DAC in its meetings held on 05.01.2022, 25.01.2022& 01.02.2022 directed the 

Ministry to get the irregularity regularized from the Finance Division. No progress has been 

shared with Audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the irregularity may be got regularized from the Finance 

Division. 

2.5.28 Wasteful expenditure on repair and payment of tax of government owned buildings 

- Rs.86.055 million. 

Para 23 of GFR Vol-I states that every Government officer should realize fully and 

clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government 

through fraud or negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for 

any loss arising from fraud or negligence. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that an amount of US$ 486,296  

(Rs. 86.055 million) was spent from FIGOB on repairs of Government Owned Buildings and 

payment of taxes during the FY 2019-20 despite the fact that these buildings were neither used 

by Embassy nor were rented out. Details are given below: 

Sr. 

No. 

Vr. 

No. 

Date (DD-

MM-YY) 

Cheque 

No. 

Name of Government. Owned 

Building 

Nature of 

Payment 

US$ 

1 1 07-08-19 0301 2315 Massachusetts avenue 

Repair & 

maintenance 

4,606 

2 2 16-07-19 0302 2201 R Street/ Old Chancery 4,920 

3 3 22-07-19 0303 2315 Massachusetts avenue 10,747 

4 4 30-09-19 0304 2315 Massachusetts avenue 2,406 

5 5 10-04-19 0305 2315 Massachusetts avenue 7,380 

6 7 27-11-19 0307-12 2201 R Street  Tax Levied  452,426 

7 15 15-04-20 0313 2201 R Street/ Old Chancery Repair & 

maintenance 

3,811 

 Total (US$) 486,296 

Audit holds that due to weak managerial and financial controls, Mission incurred 

expenditure on repair of buildings and payment of taxes. 

The irregularity was pointed out in 1st week of December, 2021 and Ministry replied 

that as both the buildings were government properties and as per local law it was responsibility 

of Mission to maintain the buildings. 

DAC in its meeting held on 25.01.2022 directed Ministry to beef up efforts for 

utilizing / renting / selling of the buildings and provide copy of the local tax laws to Audit. 

Audit recommends to share the detail of efforts done so far to utilize / rent / sell the 

building.  

(Para-17, Washington 2019-20) 

2.5.29 Non-adjustment of advances paid to government departments – Rs. 52.688 million.  

As per Rule 668 of FTR, advances granted under special orders of the competent 

authority to government officers for departmental or allied purposes may be drawn on the 
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responsibility & receipt of the officer for whom they are sanctioned subject to adjustment by 

submission of detailed accounts supported by vouchers or refund. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that Ministry made advance payments 

amounting to Rs. 52.688 million to the following departments on different accounts. The same 

have not been adjusted by providing detailed vouched accounts.  

(Amount in millions) 

Sl. 

No. 

Particulars Vr No. & Date Amount 

(Rs) 

1 Advance to DG Rangers, Sindh 4838 /09.06.2021 8.976 

2 Advance to DG Rangers, Punjab 4225 /28.04.2021 13.464 

3 PWD, Islamabad  - 30.248 

  TOTAL 52.688 

Audit holds that due to weak internal and financial controls the adjustment of 

advances is still outstanding. 

The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021. Ministry 

informed that concerned quarters are being approached and requisite record will be shared with 

Audit. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 05.01.2022 directed the Ministry to provide all 

relevant record to Audit. Ministry did not provide any record till finalization of this Audit 

Report. 

Audit recommends that the adjustment of the advances along with complete vouched 

account be provided to Audit. 

 (Para-67 &102, MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 

2.5.30 Un-authorized payment / expenditure on account of services of security agency- Rs. 

39.077 million. 

As per para-18(10) of Schedule-II of Rules of Business, 1973, Interior Division has 

been assigned the function regarding security measures for the Federal Secretariat, attached 

departments and sub-ordinate offices. 

Further, as per para-2/N of Ministry’s file No. C(&S)-1/14/2019(Security) dated 

21.07.2020, the sanctioned strength of 53 ICT Police personnel was allowed for security of 

office buildings of MOFA. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that Ministry entered into an agreement for 

three years from 01.09.2019 to 31.08.2022 with M/s Askari Guards to provide 106 Security 

Guards for MOFA (HQ) & hostel buildings at monthly rate of Rs. 2,938,118. It was further 

observed that against the sanctioned strength of 53, there was shortage of 25policemen, 

whereas Ministry hired the services of 106 Security Guards and paid an amount of Rs. 39.077 

million on this account during the financial year 2020-21.  

The expenditure on security arrangements was held irregular as it was the 

responsibility of Interior Division (Islamabad Police) to provide security services for Foreign 

Office buildings. 

Audit holds that due to weak financial and managerial controls Ministry incurred 

irregular expenditure on account of security services. 
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The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021. Ministry 

replied that due to security threats and non-provision of security by police this arrangement 

was made. 

DAC in its meeting held on 05.01.2022 directed the Ministry to get the irregularity 

regularized from M/o Interior/ Cabinet Division. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be taken up for regularization of the 

expenditure from competent authority. 

 (Para-83 & 84, MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 

2.5.31 Loss due to purchase of incompatible Ventilators &Continuous Positive Air 

Pressure (CPAP) out of SAARC COVID-19 Emergency Fund-Rs. 24.975 million. 

According to para-2/N of note portion of approval for expenditure out of SAARC 

Covid-19 Emergency Fund, Pakistan’s Missions to SAARC countries, approached the host 

authorities (apart from India) for seeking their requirements regarding science & technology 

products indigenously manufactured in Pakistan and shared the lists of products/requirement 

provided by the host Government. Accordingly, approval was granted for provision of 

Ventilators and CPAP to Government of Maldives. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that Ministry purchased 30 ventilators and 30 

CPAP for Rs.5.199 million and Rs.19.776 million respectively out of SAARC Covid-19 

Emergency Funds for donation to Government of Maldives. Further,PAHIC Male vide e-mail 

message No. Pol-1/18/2021 dated 18.07.2021 & 01.08.2021, intimated the Ministry that 

Maldives Health Ministry informed the Pakistan High Commission that donated ventilators & 

CPAP do not fulfill their requirements. Mission’s fax message dated 18.07.2021 transpired that 

the equipment was lying in the Mission. 

Audit is of the view that due to lack of coordination and weak managerial control, the 

donated medical equipments did not meet the requirement of Health Ministry of the host 

country and lying useless in Pakistan Mission, which resulted into loss to national exchequer. 

The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021. Ministry 

replied that matter was under pursuance with the concerned Mission and outcome will be 

shared with Audit. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 05.01.2022 directed the Ministry to share the relevant 

record including decision/directions of ECC in this regard with Audit. Ministry did not share 

any record till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated for fixing responsibility 

against person(s) at fault besides informing the latest status about the delivery of medical 

equipments. 

(Para-96, MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 

2.5.32 Inadmissible/irregular payment out of PCW&EF - Rs. 23.589 million. 

As per Sl. No. 10.4.1 of FMMA provides that the Head of Mission is competent to 

authorize expenditure from the fund for various purposes laid down in the aforementioned rule.  

Contrary to the above, it was observed that Embassy of Pakistan, Washington 

incurred expenditure amounting to US$ 133,300 (Rs. 23.589 million) on 14.02.2020 for 
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purchase of 05 Thermo Scanner Machines on behalf of Directorate of Central Health, NIH, 

Government of Pakistan from the PCW&EF which was unauthorized/ inadmissible under 

prevailing rules. The expenditure was to be borne by the Directorate of Central Health. 

The matter was reported to the Mission in 1st week of December, 2021. Ministry 

replied that due to Covid-19 pandemic, Ministry of Health approached MOFA to make 

payment for purchase of 05 thermo Scanners, accordingly payment was made out of PCW&EF. 

DAC in its meeting held on 25.01.2022 directed the Ministry to provide the request 

of M/o Health and approval of competent authority to Audit. No further progress was intimated 

till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery from Directorate of Central Health under 

intimation to Audit. 

(Para-9(1), Washington 2019-20) 

2.5.33 Unauthorized charging of interest from embassy imprest account against loan 

obtained from FIGOB for purchase of government residential accommodation – 

Rs. 20.152 million. 

As per Para-25 of GFR Volume-I, all departmental regulations in so far as they 

embody orders or instructions of a financial character or have important financial bearing 

should be made by, or with the approval of the Ministry of Finance.  

Para-11.4.1(iv&v) of FMMA-Vol-I provides, in case the amount form FIGOB / PCW 

& EF is taken for the purpose of purchase of a building for any of our Mission Abroad, 

Chancery Building or residence the amount will be repaid by the borrowing Mission from their 

annual rental provisions allocated by the Finance Division. The borrowing Mission will repay 

the actual amount, received on transfer from the lending Mission, without any mark up until 

and unless any such clear directions are given from the Ministry in this regard. 

Para-11.4.2 further provides that, any further query in this regard may kindly be got 

clarified from Finance Division or MB & SP Directorate.  

Audit observed during scrutiny of record of CG New York that a loan of  

US$ 1.500 million was obtained from FIGOB & PCW&EF Account of CG New York during 

the year 2006 for purchase of property and repayment of loan alongwith interest @ 3% was 

made from imprest account/ regular budget of the Consulate General. Under the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs letter No. MB-1/89/2005 dated March 07, 2006, an amount of US$ 113,877 

(Rs. 20,151,674) was to be recovered upto June 2020 as interest which was held unauthorized 

as approval from Ministry of Finance was not obtained in this regard. Moreover, there is no 

provision in rules for charging interest from one Government Account to other maintained by 

same formation. Details are at Annex-IX. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry/Mission in 1st week of December, 2021. 

Mission replied that 3% interest on loan refunded from regular budget to FIGOB was applied 

with the approval of Ministry. 

The reply is not tenable as Audit is of the view that charging of interest on refund of 

loan from regular budget to FIGOB is authority of Finance Division rather the Ministry. 
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DAC in its meeting held on 25.01.2022 directed the Ministry to get the irregularity 

regularized from Finance Division. No further progress was intimated till finalization of this 

report. 

Audit recommends that approval of Finance Division may be shown to audit 

otherwise matter may be investigated to fix responsibility. 

(Para-2,CGNew York 2019-20) 

2.5.34 Irregular payment to a private hospital out of SAARC COVID-19 Emergency Fund 

-Rs. 17.897 million. 

As per para-4 of Ministry of Foreign Affairs summary for the Prime Minister office 

vide U.O. No. SIFs/AP-23/2021 dated 11.02.2021, the Prime Minister’s approval was solicited 

for disbursement of SAARC Covid-19 Emergency Fund among the member states bilaterally, 

while meeting the necessary codal requirements. Accordingly, the summary was approved by 

the ECC & Cabinet and Prime Minister. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed from the relevant record i.e. para-6/N of note 

portion of approval for expenditure out of SAARC Covid-19 Emergency Fund by the relevant 

Committee & Foreign Secretary, that in case of Bangladesh, due to reluctance on the part of 

host government, Pakistan’s High Commission in Dhaka proposed donation of 10 ventilators 

and CPAP machines amounting to Rs. 17.898 million for the COVID ward of the biggest 

charitable hospital in Dhaka i.e. Ahsania Mission Cancer and General Hospital. 

Audit is of the view that ECC & Cabinet had approved the disbursement of fund to 

SAARC member countries bilaterally; hence the disbursement should have been made through 

Government to Government, instead of disbursement to a private hospital. The 

expenditure/payment to a hospital was therefore irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021. Ministry 

informed that payment was made on recommendation of Pakistan High Commission Dhaka 

and with the approval of competent authority. 

The reply is not tenable as the payment was made to a private hospital, rather to the 

Bangladesh Government. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 05.01.2022 directed the Ministry to share the relevant 

record including decision/directions of ECC in this regard with Audit. Ministry did not share 

any record till finalization of this Audit Report. 

Audit recommends that the violation of directions of ECC/Cabinet may be got 

condoned /regularized from the competent forum besides providing documentary evidence of 

receipt of amount by the concerned hospital authorities. 

(Para-97, MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 

2.5.35 Un-authorized transfer of funds from FIGOB account to mission main US$ 

Account -Rs. 15.572 million. 

According to Rule at 11.1.1 of FMMA, Vol-I, the purpose of Fund for Improvement 

of Government Owned Buildings (FIGOB) is to generate resources for the maintenance and up 

keep of buildings owned by the Government of Pakistan in foreign countries. 
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Contrary to the above, it was observed that Pakistan Mission at Baku transferred funds 

amounting to US$ 88,000 (Rs. 15,572,480) during the period 2015-21 from FIGOB account to 

Embassy Main Dollar account. Details are as under:- 

Vr.No. and month Brief particulars Amount in US$ 

Dec-2015  

Transfer of funds from FIGOB  

account to main embassy dollar 

 account   

18,000 

Sept-2016 10,000 

July-17 20,000 

36 of 10/2017 20,000 

09 of 03/2016 20,000 

 Total  88,000 

Audit holds that due to weak financial and managerial controls Mission made 

unauthorized transfer of amount from FIGOB to Main Account. 

The irregularity was pointed out in November, 2021. Ministry replied that the funds 

from FIGOB were transferred to the main imprest account due to delay of monthly recoupment 

of imprest to meet obligatory payments. The amounts borrowed were transferred back to 

imprest upon receipt of remittance. 

DAC in its meeting held on 25.01.2022 directed Ministry to provide evidence of 

recoupment of FIGOB for Audit verification. No further progress was intimated till finalization 

of this report. 

Audit recommends that the irregularity may be justified and the fund may 

immediately be refunded back to FIGOB besides stoppage of this practice in future. 

(Para-9, Baku, 2015-21) 

2.5.36 Un-authorized expenditure incurred on account of repair of residential building - 

Rs. 13.620 million. 

Finance Division vide U.O. No. 44-DS-Exp(FA)/2021, dated 26.02.2021 clarified 

that powers of Ministries / Divisions mentioned at Annex-I of System of Financial Control & 

Budgeting 2006 updated upto October 2018 are effective unless further amendments are issued 

in the delegated powers. Therefore, at present the powers of Rs. 500,000 at Sl. No. 9(46) of 

Annex-I are still effective. However, if Ministry of Foreign Affairs requires any specific 

approval of Finance Division the case may be re-submitted with details. 

Further, as per Para-192 of GFR-Vol-I, when works allotted to a civil department 

other than the Public Works Department are executed departmentally, whether direct or 

through contractors, the form and procedure relating to expenditure on such works should be 

prescribed by departmental regulations framed in consultation with the Accountant General 

generally on the principles underlying the financial and accounting rules prescribed for similar 

works carried out by the Public Works Department. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that Ministry incurred huge expenditure of Rs. 

13.620 million on repair of residential houses owned by CDA/PWD allotted to the officers of 

Foreign Service officers and residences in Foreign Office lodges without any financial 

authority. Further, Ministry has no Engineering and technical wing having the required 

expertise to carry out such repair works. Ministry has neither framed any procedures nor 

followed the prevailing procedures of Pak PWD as required under Para-192 of GFR-Vol-I. 

Ministry did not follow the procedures which require technical sanctions, detailed estimates 

and measurement etc., Details are at Annex-X. 
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Incurring of expenditure on repairs without delegation of financial powers and in 

violation of PWD procedures is held un-authorized and irregular. 

Audit holds that due to weak financial and managerial controls Ministry incurred 

unauthorized expenditure on repair and maintenance of residential buildings. 

The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021. Ministry 

replied that expenditure was incurred after obtaining NOC from PWD/CDA and in light of 

administrative powers delegated through amendment in the Rules of Business. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 05.01.2022 directed the Ministry to provide NOCs 

of CDA/PWD and get the expenditure and violation of laid down procedures condoned from 

the competent forums. Ministry did not share any record till finalization of this Audit Report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated to fix responsibility on 

person(s) at fault for violation of Government rules besides regularization of irregular 

expenditure of Rs. 13,619,983 incurred on account of repair/maintenance of residential 

buildings from the competent authority under intimation to Audit. 

(Para-99, MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 

2.5.37 Irregular payment of pending liabilities of contractors out of PCW&EF and 

FIGOB - Rs. 9.386 million. 

According to Para-125 of GFR-Vol-I and Rules at Para-136 of FTR, the claims 

against Government, which are barred by time under the provisions contained in section 3 read 

with the First Schedule of the Limitation Act of 1908 or under any other provisions of law 

relating to limitation, should ordinarily be refused and no claim on account of such a time-

barred item should be paid without the sanction of Government. The onus is upon the claimant 

to establish a claim to special treatment for a time-barred item.  

Moreover, as per rules laid down in FMMA Vol-I, the PCW&EF can be utilized for 

the welfare of Pakistan Community only. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that Ministry paid Rs. 4.918 million to M/s 

A.S. Khan Construction Company (Pvt) Ltd vide cheque No. 0000026 dated 20.10.2020 

against pending liabilities on account of External Development work of High Security Block 

(HSB) at MOFA pertaining to year the 2015-16 and also made a payment of Rs. 4,467,472 out 

of PCW&EF and FIGOB to M/s Chirag Din & Co vide Cheque No. 00000039 dated 01.04.2021 

on account of payments for supply of furniture & fixture for HSB pending since 2014-2018 

The payment was held irregular, as it should have been made out of regular budget of 

PSDP of HSB instead of PCW&EF and FIGOB. Further, the claims pertain to the years 2015-

16 & 2014-18 respectively and cannot be paid without investigation of the claim and 

consultation of Finance Division. 

Audit holds that due to weak financial and managerial controls irregular payments 

out of PCW&EF and FIGOB were made. 

The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021. 

Management replied that due to escalation payments were made to the contractors. 
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DAC in its meeting held on 05.01.2022 directed the Ministry to share the record 

pertaining to escalation, PC-I, reasons for delay and all relevant record. Ministry did not share 

any record till finalization of this Audit Report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated as to why the expenditure of 

HSB was not cleared when the PSDP budget was available and how the project was closed 

without clearing the pending liabilities of Contractor, besides regularization of irregularity 

from the competent forum.  

(Paras-61 & 62 MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 

2.5.38 Irregular payment of taxes –Rs. 4.892 million 

According to Para 8.12.2 of FMMA Vol-II, Missions in Pakistan are exempted from 

all taxes other than service tax viz. Conservancy and Water Taxes on reciprocal basis. Our 

Mission should also be exempted from such taxes.  

Contrary to the above, it was observed that Real State (Property) Tax amounting to 

US$ 27,645 was levied on Government owned Apartment No. 171-J occupied by Consul 

General which was required to be exempted from taxes. Moreover, no such tax has been levied 

on another Government owned building occupied by HOC. Details are given below: 

S. 

No 

Name of vender  

and invoice 

Vr& date Tax type Amount of 

Tax in 

US$ 

Remarks 

1 Real Estate Tax on 

Government owned 

Apartment No. 171J 

July-Dec 2019 RE Tax 13,567 There is no Real Estate Tax 

on other Government 

Owned Apartment occupied 

by HOC 

2 -do- Jan-June -do- 14,078  

Total 27,645  

Audit holds that due to weak financial and managerial controls avoidable payment 

of taxes was made by the Mission.  

The irregularity was pointed out in 1st week of December, 2021. Ministry replied that 

the state Department of USA had taken away the tax-exemption from the Embassies and all 

consulates w.e.f April, 2019 and the same were restored w.e.f February 2020. 

DAC in its meeting held on 25.01.2022 directed the Ministry to provide evidence for 

taking back of VAT exemption by the local Government. No further progress was intimated 

till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be taken up with the host Government for 

refund of paid tax. 

      (Para-4 CG New York 2019-20) 

2.5.39 Irregular / unauthorized sanction of expenditure on Prime Minister’s visits to 

foreign countries – Rs. 3.634 million. 

As per Rules-9 of GFR (Vol-I) “As a general rule no authority may incur any 

expenditure or enter into any liability involving expenditure from public funds until the 

expenditure has been sanctioned by general or special orders of the President or by an authority 

to which power has been duly delegated in this behalf and the expenditure has been provided 

for in the authorized grants and appropriations for the year. 
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Furthermore, as per Sr. No.38 of Re-delegation of Financial Powers issued by M/o 

Foreign Affairs vide No. Rules-18/1/2021(Del/Fin) dated 17-05-2021 (the same was in 

supersession of circular No. Rules-18/1/2011(Del/Fin) dated 06-09-2011) Director General 

(HQ&F) has full powers to sanction the expenditure in connection with Pakistani delegations 

to Foreign Countries i.e. under the minor head of account A03912. 

Audit observed that an amount of Rs.3,633,616 was sanctioned in twelve (12) cases 

by the Chief of Protocol, Ministry Foreign Affairs for expenditure on account of cost of air 

tickets, reimbursement of cost of Covid test, payment for iftar dinner etc in connection with 

Prime Minister’s Visit to Sri Lanka w.e.f. 23.02.2021 to 24.02.2021. Details are at Annex-XI. 

According to above stated rule position Chief of Protocol, M/o Foreign Affairs was 

not authorized to sanction the above mentioned expenditure.  

Audit holds that due to weak internal, financial and managerial controls Ministry 

incurred expenditure in violation of delegated financial powers. 

The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021. Ministry 

replied that Chief of Protocol has been delegated financial powers in this regard. 

The reply is not tenable as Ministry failed to provide orders of competent authority 

for the relevant delegation of financial powers. 

DAC in its meeting held on 05.01.2022 directed the Ministry to provide orders of 

competent authority containing delegation of financial powers to the Chief of Protocol. 

Audit recommends that: 

1. The expenditure amounting to Rs. 3,633,616may be got regularized through 

ex-post facto sanction of the competent authority in terms of Rule -58 of 

GFR (Vol-I).  

 

2. All other expenditure sanctioned by Chief of Protocol, M/o Foreign Affairs 

may also be calculated and got regularized under intimation to audit.  

(Para-33, MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 

2.5.40 Irregular payment to SAARC Energy Centre, Islamabad on account of rent of 

building – Rs. 3.600 million. 

As per FTR Rules-205, a government officer entrusted with the payment of money 

shall obtain for every payment he makes, a voucher setting forth full and clear particulars of 

the claim and all information necessary for its proper classification, identification in the 

accounts. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that Ministry paid Rs. 3.600 million during 

April and June, 2021 to SAARC Energy Centre, Islamabad on account of rent of office building 

occupied by the Centre for the period January 2021 to December, 2021. 

The payment / expenditure was held irregular on the following grounds: 

i. The assessment report of PWD showing the covered area was not available as 

required under the rule to ensure that rent has been paid according to the rates 

prescribed by the government. 
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ii. The payment was made to the SAARC Energy Centre, Islamabad instead of the 

owner of the building. 

iii. Payee’s receipt / acknowledgement was also not available on record. 

iv. Income tax was also not deducted from the payment of rent. 

Audit holds that due to weak financial and managerial controls Ministry incurred 

irregular expenditure on account of rent of building occupied by the SAARC Energy Centre, 

Islamabad. 

The matter was reported to the management in the 1st week of December, 2021. 

Ministry replied that funds were transferred to SAARC Energy Centre as per delegated 

financial powers and record has been shared with Audit. 

The reply is not tenable as except lease agreement relevant record has not been shared 

with Audit. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 05.01.2022 directed the Ministry to provide 

assessment of PWD, acknowledgment receipt of the owner, evidence for deduction of income 

tax on rent and the rule under which payment has been made to SAARC Energy Centre. 

Ministry did not share any record till finalization of this Audit Report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated for fixing responsibility for 

lapses besides its regularization from the competent authority. Further, the requisite record as 

directed by the DAC may also be provided to Audit. 

 (Para-86, MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 

2.5.41 Irregular appointment of staff without advertisement and paid salaries thereof - Rs. 

2.688 million. 

As per Para-11 of Part-III and Rule-19 of Part-VI of Section-A to Chapter-II, of 

ESTTA Code, initial appointment, adhoc and temporary recruitments may be made after 

advertisement in the newspapers. 

Audit observed from the scrutiny of PCW&EF record that contrary to above Ministry 

appointed 07-Clerks and 4-Staff on contract basis w.e.f 01.07.2020 to 30.06.2021 for consular 

hall at MOFA (HQ) out of PCW&EF without advertisement. Ministry paid monthly 

Rs.224,000 and for the year Rs.2.688million.Details are at  

Annex-XII. 

Audit held the appointments as well as payments of salary w.e.f. 01.07.2020 to 

30.06.2021 amounting to Rs. 2,688,000 irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management in 1st week of December, 2021. Ministry 

replied that the staff was recruited from PCW&EF funds on daily wages with the approval of 

competent authority. 

The reply is not tenable as recruitment was made on contract basis without 

advertisement. 

DAC in its meeting held on 05.01.2022 directed the Ministry to get the irregularity 

condoned from Establishment Division. Ministry did not share any record till finalization of 

this Audit Report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated for fixing responsibility 

besides regularization of the irregular expenditure from the Establishment Division. 
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 (Para-65, MOFA (HQ) 2020-21) 

2.5.42 Difference due to non-reconciliation of consular receipts - Rs. 2.595 million. 

As per para-3.3.1 of FMMA Vol-I, any money received by a Mission on account of 

the revenues of the State shall not be kept out of the Public Account of the Federal Government. 

All transactions to which an officer of a Mission is a party in his official capacity must be 

brought to account without delay. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that there was a difference of  

US$ 14,664 (Rs. 2.595 million) for the month of March 2020 between the amount of Consular 

receipts as per Consular Fee Report and amount of Consular receipts credited into Main Imprest 

Account as per detailed below: 

Consular Fee Report (Receipts in US$) As per Imprest 

account Cash Book 

(in US$) 

Difference 

(US$) Money Order Credit  

Card 

Total 

6,875 27,472 34,347 49,010.50 14,663.50 

Audit holds that due to weak financial and managerial controls the figures of Consular 

Fee Report Receipts and Cash Book of Imprest Account were not reconciled.  

The irregularity was pointed out in 1st week of December, 2021.Ministry replied that 

the correct figures were communicated to the CAO through the monthly cash account of the 

said month and thus the difference was adjusted. 

The reply is not tenable as the reconciliation of figures has not been provided to Audit. 

DAC in its meeting held on 25.01.2022 directed the Ministry to provide the 

reconciliation of consular receipts with relevant evidences. No further progress was intimated 

till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the figures may be reconciled to tally amounts of receipt 

besides devising a mechanism for timely reconciliation of consular receipts under intimation 

to Audit. 

(Para-12, Washington 2019-20) 

2.5.43 Wasteful expenditure on printing of book from PCW&EF - Rs. 2.077 million. 

As per Sr. No. 2.1.1 of FMMA (Vol-II), 2.1.1, every officer authorized to incur public 

expenditure should observe high standards of financial propriety. Some of these standards are 

as follows: 

i. Every public servant is expected to exercise the same kind of vigilance in respect 

of expenditure from public money, as a person of ordinary prudence would 

exercise in respect of his personal expenditure. 

ii. The expenditure should not be prima facie more than the occasion demands. 

Contrary to the above, it was observed that the Embassy of Pakistan, Noor Sultan 

incurred expenditure amounting to LC 39,847,000 (US$ 11,736) (Rs. 2.077 million) in July & 

December 2017 for Translation and Printing of 1,500 copies of the book “The Struggle of 

Pakistan”. Upon physical verification, it was noticed that large number of copies (books) were 

still found undistributed in racks. No proper stock register was maintained.  
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Audit held this expenditure wasteful as it is not covered under the rules for PCW&EF. 

Further, a number of books were got printed without any real assessment of demand/need of 

occasion. 

The irregularity was pointed out in October, 2021. Ministry replied that the books 

were printed with approval of the competent authority, books have been taken into account and 

are being distributed in accordance with the requirement. 

DAC in its meeting held on 25.01.2022 directed the Ministry to provide updated 

record of distribution of books and certified copy of stock register. No further progress was 

intimated till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the wasteful expenditure out of PCW &EF on printing of 

books may be justified besides regularization of irregularity from the competent authority.  

  (Para-17, Noor Sultan 2017-21) 
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CHAPTER 3 CIVIL AVIATION 

 

3.1 Introduction 

The Aviation Division works in coordination with different aviation related organizations 

under its umbrella to promote aviation services in Pakistan. 

 Aircraft and air navigation, administration of the Civil Aviation Ordinance, 

1960 (XXXII 1960). 

 Development of civil aviation in Pakistan. 

 Provision of aerodromes. 

 Airports Development Agency. 

 Regulation, organization and safety of air traffic and of aerodromes and 

administration of Airports Security Force. 

 Pakistan International Airlines Corporation. 

 Air Service agreements with other countries, liaison with International Civil 

Aviation Organization and other international agencies concerned with 

aviation. 

 Federal Meteorological Organizations and Meteorological observations; 

World Meteorological Organizations. 
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3.2 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC directives 

Aviation Division 

Year of  

Audit Report 

Total 

Paras 

Compliance 

received 

Compliance 

not received 

Percentage 

of 

compliance 

2001-02 50 34 16 68 

2004-05 5 2 3 40 

2006-07 2 - 2 0 

2009-10 16 1 15 6 

2015-16 2 1 1 50 

2017-18 03 - 03 0 

TOTAL 78 38 40 49 

 

The overall compliance in respect of Aviation Division is comparatively moderate. 

3.3 AUDIT FINDINGS 

1. Fraud, Embezzlement & Misappropriation 

3.3.1 Irregular fraudulent practice committed for obtaining funds under UK Furlough 

Scheme – Rs. 173.667 million. 

The UK Government announced the Corona virus Job Retention Scheme on 20 March 

2020. The purpose of the Scheme was to provide grants to employers to ensure that they could 

retain and continue to pay staff, despite the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. As per scheme, 

if an employer makes an error in a claim that has resulted in an over claimed amount, it must 

pay this back to HMRC. The scheme initially covered 80% of an employee’s wages (up to £ 

2,500 per month) as well as employer National Insurance and pension contributions.  

Audit observed during scrutiny of the accounts of PIA Office London for the period 

2017-2021, that the Manager London claimed 100% pay from HRMC whereas 80% of pay was 

paid to the furlough staff. In this way 20% pay amounting to £ 727,278 (Rs. 173,666,714) was 

excess claimed and put Pakistan’s integrity at risk for wrong claim as only 80% of pay could 

be claimed for further payment to the furlough staff.   

Audit held that due to weak financial and internal controls, excess claim of furlough 

pay put Pakistan’s integrity at stake due to wilful act of the management. 

The matter was discussed with PIAC authorities in exit meeting and reported to the 

Ministry in January 2022. Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 17.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends fixing responsibility on person(s) responsible for this financial 

dishonesty which put Pakistan’s integrity at stake and excess amounts refunded to the HMRC.  

(Para-7, PIAC London 2017-21) 
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Irregularities / Overpayments 

3.3.2 Irregular / wasteful expenditure on transfer of Finance/ Station Managers to 

(London / Bradford) during EASA Ban and Covid -19 Pandemic - Rs. 26.012 

million. 

Clause – vii of Code of Corporate Governance requires that, “The directors of listed 

companies shall exercise their powers and carry out their fiduciary duties with a sense of 

objective judgment and independence in the best interests of the listed company”. European 

Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) suspended PIA flights in July 2020 due to safety issues. 

Audit observed during audit of the accounts of Pakistan International Airline 

Corporation (PIAC), London for the period 2017-21 that one Station Manager and two 

Finance Managers were transferred from Pakistan and posted at Manchester, London and 

Bradford despite the fact that PIAC has stopped flight operation due to Covid-19 pandemic as 

all international flights were stopped in early March 2020. Subsequently, the European 

Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) has imposed ban on PIA in July 2020. There was no 

requirement of the staff at UK as there were no flights and hence no work at London. But the 

authorities posted these staff members without any work and paid salaries amounting to £ 

108,932to the officers which has put PIAC in monetary loss to the stated extent. Details are 

at Annex-XIII. 

The matter was discussed with PIAC authorities in exit meeting and reported to the 

Ministry in January 2022. Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 17.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends fixing responsibility on person(s) at fault for such unnecessary 

posting of staff in the event of Covid-19 and EASA ban and wasteful expenditure to the stated 

extent. 

(Para-12, PIAC London 2017-21) 

Procurement Related 

3.3.3 Non fulfillment of the obligation of the contract with M/S Peregrine/AerCap one 

vs PIAC. Expenditure incurred on hiring services of legal firm -  

Rs. 27.266 million. 

Rule-5 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance), 2013 states that the 

Board shall exercise its powers and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective 

judgment and independence in the best interest of the company. Rule 12 of Public Procurement 

Rules 2004 states that all procurement opportunity over two million should be advertised on 

the Authority’s website as well as in other print media or newspaper having wide circulation. 

The advertisement in the newspaper shall principally appear in at least two national dailies, one 

in English and other in Urdu. Rule-42 of PPRA states that a procuring agency shall only engage 

in direct contracting if only one manufacturer or supplier exists for the required procurement. 

Audit observed during audit of the accounts of PIAC London office for the period 

2017-21 that PIAC entered into a leasing contract with AerCap Ireland Capital Limited for 

Boeing 777-200 ER (first lease) (32716) on 1st October 2015. It also entered into second lease 

for BOEING 777-200 ER (32717) on the same date. The agreement with the firm was not made 
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available to check whether all codal formalities including PPRA Rules were observed or not. 

The PIAC entered into a deed of notation in March 2018 and agreed to assume, rights, liabilities 

and obligations of AerCap but could not fulfill the obligation. As a result, the AerCap claimed 

$13,077,056 against breach of contract, late payments, interest and costs. PIAC engaged a 

lawyer firm Norton Rose Fulbright to take the PIAC’s matter on board without any tender for 

consultancy of lawyer firm. The PIAC has paid £ 114,185 to the firm due to its negligence. 

Details are at  

Annex-XIV. 

The matter was discussed with PIAC authorities in exit meeting and reported to the 

Ministry in January 2022. Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 17.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that relevant record of all contract process with the firm M/S 

AerCap Ireland Capital Limited as well as contract with the legal firm may be shared with the 

Audit. Responsibility be fixed for non-fulfilling the contract clauses which led to the court case 

against PIAC which may lead to loss in millions of rupees to PIAC. 

(Para-11, PIAC London 2017-21) 

Value for Money & Service Delivery Issues 

3.3.4 Poor performance of Management of PIAC London due to decrease in net sales – 

Loss of Rs. 4,154.574 million. 

Rule- 5 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that 

the Board shall exercise its powers and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective 

judgment and independence in the best interest of the company. Further, rule 10 of General 

Financial Rules states that every public officer is expected to exercise the same vigilance in 

respect of expenditure incurred from the public money as a person of ordinary prudence would 

exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. 

Audit observed during comparison of net sale data at PIAC London for the period 

2017 to 2019, that there was a trend of decrease in net sales in corresponding years due to 

which PIAC suffered a loss of £ 26,073,234 (Rs. 4,154,573,713) (Details are at Annex-XV). 

Neither any reasons were recorded nor was the matter inquired at higher level for fixing 

responsibility for such decrease in net sales.   

The matter was discussed with PIAC authorities in exit meeting and reported to the 

Ministry in January 2022. Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 17.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends thorough probe of the decrease in sales besides fixing 

responsibility for the loss sustained to PIAC under intimation to audit. 

    (Para-1, PIAC London 2017-21) 

3.3.5 Loss due to mishandling and lost/stolen baggage, Passenger’s layover and other 

uninsured losses - Rs. 2,713.682 million. 

Passenger Handling Manual of PIAC provides standard operating procedure for 
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baggage acceptance at check-in of the passenger for carriage on international and domestic 

flights for all classes of travel. The procedure states: 

 Before acceptance of baggage, check its condition. If the baggage is open, torn, 

perishable, damaged, fragile, improperly packed, bring it to the notice of the 

passenger and affix a "Limited Release Tag" on it. While using "Limited Release 

Tag", make sure that the signature of passenger is on it and in case of a manual UR 

tag; ensure that the tag number is entered in the system. 

 Check if the baggage is name labeled or not. If not, then ask the passenger on the 

spot to fill in a Self-Adhesive Name Sticker and affix it on the baggage. Also 

ensure that no baggage without the name sticker is accepted. 

 Remove all old tags from the baggage before affixing new tags. 

 Ask the passenger to take out all valuables from the baggage in order to avoid any 

financial loss to the airline or to the passenger in case of theft, pilferage and/ or 

mishandling of the baggage. 

Audit observed during the audit of PIAC London office for the years 2017-21 that the 

management paid a sum of £ 11,364,304 (Rs. 2,713,682,152) during the period to the 

passengers as compensation of damage, pilferages and lost pax baggage, passenger layover and 

other uninsured losses in transit or at the destination. The details are at  

Annex-XVI. 

This loss to PIAC has been caused due to non-adopting the standard procedure and 

careless handling of passenger's baggage by PIAC ground staff. These payments are indicative 

of negligence of PIA staff which resulted in losses on this account. Thus, weak internal controls 

prevalent in the corporation put the corporation to a loss of £ 11.364 million. 

The matter was discussed with PIAC authorities in exit meeting and reported to the 

Ministry in January 2022. Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 17.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends fixing responsibility on person(s) at fault for mishandling of 

passengers baggage which were lost / stolen during travel besides recovery of the stated 

amount. 

(Para-2, PIAC London 2017-21) 

Others 

3.3.6 Loss due to late payment of rent and other expenses to Asia Aircraft Capital Limited 

of aircraft Airbus A320 operating leases MSN 2926 (19th October 2015) and MSN 

2944 (11th September 2015) –Rs. 1,210.406 million. 

Rule- 5 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that 

the Board shall exercise its powers and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective 

judgment and independence in the best interest of the company. 

Audit observed during audit of the PIAC London for the period 2017-21, that PIAC 

had contracted with the AACL for hiring of aircrafts for 6 years paying the monthly rent of $ 
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265,000 each and the associated monthly charges for the rental and maintenance of the engines, 

landing gear, and auxiliary power units. PIAC did not pay the monthly rental and associated 

charges for a period from December 2019 to March 2020. As a result, AACL issued 

proceedings in the High Court on 23rd December 2019, and claimed the sum of US$ 

7,842,820 (equivalent to £ 6,031,913, at the date of issue) which were granted to them by the 

court.  The PIAC has made following payments on this account so far:- 

Date of Payment Amount 

(US$ in millions) 

24/12/2019 2.000 

17/01/2020 0.500 

21/01/2020 0.500 

30/01/2020 1.040 

11/02/2020 1.000 

05/03/2020 1.500 

31/03/2020 0.300 

Total 6.840 

Audit was of the view that PIAC should have considered how it could have satisfied 

the outstanding sum due to Asia Aircraft Capital Limited (AACL), and also meet the ongoing 

fixed monthly charges under the leases, which approximate to US$565,000 per month. The 

maintenance charges in respect of the engines and APUs should have been reduced if the aero 

planes were not in use.  

The matter was discussed with PIAC authorities in exit meeting and reported to the 

Ministry in January 2022. Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 17.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends fixing responsibility on person(s) at fault for breach of contract 

which put PIAC in financial loss to the stated extent. 

(Para-3, PIAC London 2017-21) 

3.3.7 Loss due to payment in pursuance of Court case to M/s Times Travel & Nottingham 

Travel –Rs. 38.206 million. 

Rule- 5 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 states that 

the Board shall exercise its powers and carry out its fiduciary duties with a sense of objective 

judgment and independence in the best interest of the company. 

Audit observed from the PIAC London case for the years 2017-21that UK court of 

law gave a verdict that it was the right of travel agents to receive commission on fuel surcharge 

part of the cost of ticket. When PIAC tried to file an appeal against this decision, court refused 

to admit their appeal with comments that there is no reason to believe that appeal would have 

any effect on the decision already made. It was also commented that the decision of this case 

would open door for all the travel agents operating across UK and Europe to claim commission 

on fuel surcharge part of the price of the ticket.Taking advantage of the APTA case, M/s Times 

Travel and M/s Nottingham Travels (Non APTA members) also approached the Court of Law 

in UK for claiming benefits as provided to APTA members and claimed £ 3.558 million. The 

PIAC hired legal firms to contend the case however, they could not get any relief and has so 

for paid £ 3,228,829 to M/s Times Travel and M/s Nottingham Travels. 
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Audit is of the view that in presence of such clear decision by the court there was no 

reason to defend the case filed by M/s Times Travel and M/s Nottingham Travels. PIAC could 

have resolved the matter out of court which could have resulted in saving of £ 160,000 (Rs. 

38.206 million) paid to legal counsel M/s Farani & Taylor. Hence, PIAC sustained a loss to the 

stated extent due to injudicious decision. 

The matter was discussed with PIAC authorities and reported to the Ministry in 

January 2022, however, Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 17.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that inquiry may be conducted to fix responsibility for financial 

loss sustained by PIAC and initiate disciplinary action against the person(s) at fault. 

(Para-4, PIAC London 2017-21) 

3.3.8 Loss due to payment of compensation for delayed flights - Rs. 342.050 million. 

The Flight Compensation Regulation 261/2004 is a regulation in EU law establishing 

common rules on compensation and assistance to passengers in the event of denied 

boarding, flight cancellations, or long delays of flights. It requires compensation of €300 to 

€600 depending on the flight distance for delays over 3 hours, cancellations, or being denied 

boarding from overbooking. Airlines must provide refreshments and accommodation where 

appropriate. The Court of Justice of the European Union has interpreted passenger rights 

strictly, so that there are virtually no exceptions for airlines to evade their obligations for breach 

of contract. 

As per EU Regulation 261 adopted by the UK, the passengers can claim compensation 

within06 years. The purpose of the regulation is to protect passengers against the inconvenience 

caused by long flight delays or cancellations. Passengers are only entitled to claim under the 

law if the delay or cancellation was within the airline’s control. To avoid paying compensation, 

the airline must prove that the delay was caused by an ‘extraordinary circumstance’ and it took 

all reasonable steps to prevent the delay. 

Audit observed during audit of the accounts of PIAC office London for the period 

2017-21, that payment of £ 1,432,430 (Rs. 342,049,960) was made on account of compensation 

to the passengers for delayed flights from London Station during the period audited. The flights 

were frequently late / delayed due to poor maintenance of aircrafts by the engineering 

department or some other reasons best known to the administration. From 31 Jul 2018 till 

January 2019 total 28 flights (PK702/Manchester) were delayed.PK758 had 9 flights delayed 

and PK786 had 8 flights delayed since December 2018. PIAC has over 100 flights being 

delayed within the last 6 years. Many cancellations or delays were due to technical faults. The 

compensation was purely suffered by the airline due to delays and cancellations at the short 

period of time. There was no proper data kept at the airport terminals and most details in 

Departure performance reports are conflicting with the actual events which makes it nearly 

impossible to defend the claims. The direct effect of a delay or cancellation is that PIAC had 

to pay € 600 per person as compensation. The details are at Annex-XVII. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:439cd3a7-fd3c-4da7-8bf4-b0f60600c1d6.0004.02/DOC_1&format=PDF
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regulation_(European_Union)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EU_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flight_cancellation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overbooking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Court_of_Justice_of_the_European_Union
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Audit held that due to weak administrative and internal controls, flights were delayed 

due to maintenance and other problems without taking notice timely which resulted in loss to 

the PIAC. 

The matter was discussed with PIAC authorities in exit meeting and reported to the 

Ministry in January 2022. Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 17.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that: 

1 The responsibility may be fixed for such negligence on person(s) at fault besides 

recovery of the pointed amount. 

2 The flight scheduling and handling be improved, it was possible to minimise the 

compensation against such claims.  

3 The cabin crew, engineers and staff at the airports needed to improve the 

reporting mechanism and training might be required in this area. Also, call 

centre or customer support lines need to be improved to tackle claims.  

4 There was provision in the EU law that if the airline informs the passengers of 

any schedule change or cancellation at least 14 days prior to departure date the 

airline may avoid paying compensation. 

5 Cases of similar nature may be intimated to audit besides taking the similar 

action. 

(Para-5, PIAC London 2017-21) 

3.3.9 Unauthorized expenditure on account of legal charges – Rs. 227.314 million. 

As per para-9(23) of F.D OM No.F.3(2) Exp-III/2006 dated 13.9.2006, full powers 

have been delegated to HOM for incurring expenditure on legal fees subject to the concurrence 

of Law Division. 

Audit observed during scrutiny of expenditure statements of PIAC London for the 

period 2017-21, that an expenditure of Rs. 227,314,012 was incurred on account of legal 

charges. Record of payments, legal cases dealt and vouchers were not made available to audit. 

The approval of the Law Division for engagement of lawyers during 2016to 2021 was also not 

made available to audit. In the absence of complete record, Audit was unable to ascertain the 

authenticity of the claims and regularity of the expenditure. The details are at Annex-XVIII. 

The matter was discussed with PIAC authorities in exit meeting and reported to the 

Ministry in January 2022. Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 17.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends production of all record of expenditure incurred on legal cases 

and regularization of the expenditure from Law Division. 

(Para-14, PIAC London 2017-21) 

3.3.10 Loss due to non-recovery from defaulted agent – Rs. 139.230 million. 

Clause 3.06 of Credit Policy of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation (PIAC) 

states that, credit to non-IATA agents and GSAs should be available against bank guarantees 
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or similar financial arrangements depending on business risk involved, financial viability of 

the party and the local circumstances. Station Head will be responsible for ensuring that losses 

are not incurred due to insufficient security of the credit extended. In case of defaults and delays 

the stock of revenue documents and further issuance to be completely stopped.  

Under the provision of Article-9 of Passenger Sales Agency Agreement, the PSA 

shall be under obligation to submit sales reports and remittances on fortnightly basis in the 

following manner:- 

i) Sales from 1st to 15th day of the month will be settled on 30th of the same month. 

ii) Sales from 16th to the last day of the month will be settled on 15th of the 

following month. 

Article-27 of PSA Agreement states that PSA will be liable for any outstanding 

amounts in default and immediately upon notification of default, ticketing authority will be de-

linked and held guarantee(s) will be en-cashed to cover the amounts in default.  

Audit observed during audit of the PIAC London, for the period 2017-21, that M/S 

AAN TRAVEL(IATA No. 91213220) did not deposit the amount of £ 583,064 to PIA on account 

of Sales of tickets, which was required to be deposited fortnightly with PIA. Details are as 

under: 

list of defaulted agent (pax) as at 30 September 2021 (£) 

Original 

amount 

date of 

default 

Lon R-8 

InvNo.Date 
S.R Period 

BG 

Encashed 

O/S as 

per R-8 £ 

637,372 30/10/2015 

570/150108 - 

31 OCT 2015 

01-

30/09/2015 54,307.38 583,064 

45,692   TBA 

01-

07/10/2015 45,692.62 - 

683,064         583,064 

The above position clearly transpires that a considerable amount of £583,064 (Rs. 

139,229,853) was lying un-recovered against the customers in question. Despite the lapse of 

more than 05 years which shows slackness of the management who could not devise an 

effective mechanism against the defaulting agents. 

Audit is of the view that the agents are given undue favour by extending  limit/capping 

of the sale without bank/cash guarantee by the Country Managers/district managers.    

The matter was discussed with PIAC authorities in exit meeting and reported to the 

Ministry in January 2022. Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 17.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that: 

1.Action may be taken against the persons found at fault for non-collection of the 

amount timely. 

2.It may be intimated as to what legal action has been taken against the concerned 

defaulter? 

3.Amount of loss may be recovered from the concerned agent or the person at fault 

under intimation to audit. 
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(Para-8, PIAC London 2017-21) 

3.3.11 Non recovery of amounts from Ministry of Foreign Affairs on account of handling 

of VVIP flights - Rs. 56.823 million. 

According to para-28 of GFR Vol-I, no amount due to government should be left 

outstanding without sufficient reasons and where any dues appear to be irrecoverable the order 

of competent authority for their adjustment must be sought. 

 Audit observed during scrutiny of record of PIAC London for the period 2017-21, 

that a sum of £ 237,962 (Rs. 56,822,946)was outstanding against MOFA on account of 

handling of VVIP flights since long. No concrete efforts were made to recover the amounts 

from MOFA. 

The matter was discussed with PIAC authorities in exit meeting and reported to the 

Ministry in January 2022. Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 17.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends for early recovery of the long outstanding amounts or adjustments 

in accounts under intimation to audit.  

(Para-10, PIAC London 2017-21) 

3.3.12 Imposition of penalties due to violation of UK Health Protection Amended 

Regulations 2021 – Rs. 1.433 million. 

According to UK Health Protection Amended Regulations 2021, all carriers were 

requested to fulfill Corona virus pre-departure testing and operator liability and completion of 

relevant locator form on arrival etc. 

Audit observed during audit of the accounts of PIAC London for the period 2017-21, 

that PIAC London management has violated the regulations in number of cases. The CAA UK 

has issued fixed penalties notices for not complying with the local laws/regulations. The detail 

is as under:- 

FPN Reference Penalty £ 

V000571/14-02-21-PLF 2,000 

V000449/07-02-21-PLF 2,000 

V000447/07-02-21-PLF 2,000 

Total 6,000 

Audit checked the record randomly; the PIAC may work out and communicate all 

such penalty cases to audit. 

The matter was discussed with PIAC authorities in exit meeting and reported to the 

Ministry in January 2022. Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 17.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends fixing responsibility on person(s) at fault for this negligence and 

loss recovered from the persons held responsible. 

(Para-15, PIAC London 2017-21) 
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CHAPTER 4 MINISTRY OF COMMERCE 

4.1 Introduction 

Under the Rules of Business of the Federal Government, Ministry of Commerce has been 

assigned the functions of trade and commerce between provinces and with other countries 

including trade agreements with other countries and promotion of International Trade. 

Commercial wings functioning in Pakistan Missions abroad play an important role in 

promoting international / bilateral trade and thus earning substantial foreign exchange. These 

trade wings fall under the audit jurisdiction of DG Audit (F&I). The major functions of the 

Ministry are as under;  

i. Commercial intelligence and statistics. 

ii. Trade marks. 

iii. Organization and control of Chambers and Associations of Commerce and Industry. 

iv. Tariff (protection) policy and its implementation. 

v. Law of insurance, regulation and control of Insurance Companies, actuarial work, 

insurance of war, riot and civil commotion risks and life insurance but excluding 

health and unemployment insurance for industrial labour and post office insurance. 

vi. Export promotion. 

vii. Anti-dumping duties, countervailing and safeguard laws. 

viii. Management of EDF / EMDF with representation of Textile Industry Division on 

their Boards.  

ix. Management of Trade Development Authority of Pakistan (TDAP). 

4.2 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC directives 

Name of Ministry 
Year of  

Audit Report 

Total 

Paras 

Compliance 

received 

Compliance 

not received 

Percentage 

of 

compliance 

Ministry of 

Commerce 

1990-91 2 0 2 0 

1992-93 1 1 0 100 

1994-95 1 0 1 0 

1995-96 3 0 3 0 

1996-97 6 2 4 33 

1998-99 6 4 2 67 

1999-00 3 3 0 100 

2000-01 3 1 2 33 

2001-02 10 5 5 50 

2002-03 1 1 0 100 

2004-05 1 0 1 0 

2005-06 9 3 6 33 

2006-07 6 4 2 67 
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2009-10 21 2 19 10 

2010-11 4 2 2 50 

2013-14 1 1 0 100 

2015-16 2 - 2 0 

2017-18 2 - 2 0 

2018-19 1 - 1 0 

TOTAL 83 29 54 35 

 

The overall compliance in respect of Ministry of Commerce is comparatively low. 

4.3 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Irregularities / Overpayments 

A- HR / Employees related irregularities 

4.3.1 Unauthorized payment of entertainment allowance - Recovery of - Rs. 11.540 

million. 

According to rule at Sr. No. 4.7.2 of FMMA Vol-II, officers belonging to other 

/Divisions/Departments who are not Heads of Divisions will continue to receive Ministries 

Entertainment Allowance at 50 percent of the normal rate as heretofore and no deduction will 

be made from this amount on account of their marital status.  

Audit observed during scrutiny of accounts record of WTO Geneva for the period 

2016-21, that following officers were drawing full entertainment allowance according to 

officers of diplomatic wing. They were entitled to 50% of entertainment allowance as per rule 

quoted above. The details are as under: -  

Vr.  No. 

/Month  

Name of Officer Amount  

Drawn  

Entitled  

Amount 

Excess 

Amount 

08, 09/2017 Mr. Tariq ViqarBakhshi, Minister 1115*12*3 

= 40,140 

557.50*12*3 

=20,070 

20,070 

09, 09/2016 Mr. M. MoshinRafiq, Counsellor 836*12*3  

= 30,096 

418*12*3  

= 15,048 

15,048 

10, 09/2016 Mr. Mohammad Irfan, Counsellor 836*12*3 

 = 30,096 

418*12*3  

= 15,048 

15,048 

20, 06/2020 Mr. MajidMohsin Panhwar T & I, 

Counsellor 

836*12*3 

 = 30,096 

418*12*3  

= 15,048 

15,048 

Total 65,214 

Audit held that due to weak financial and internal controls, excess payment was made 

on account of entertainment allowance than admissible to the officers of non-diplomatic wing 

which resulted in overpayment to the stated extent. 

The irregularity was pointed out in November 2021 and discussed with the top 

management of the mission; the management did not offer their written comments.   

The matter was discussed with Mission authorities in exit meeting and reported to the 

Ministry in January 2022. Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 05.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 
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Audit recommends that the excess amount of entertainment allowance as mentioned 

above be recovered from above named officers under intimation to audit. 

(Para-5, WTO Geneva, 2016-21) 

4.3.2 Irregular payment of education subsidy for third child - Rs. 8.213 million.   

According to Rule at Sl. No. 5.6.2- (A) of FMMA Vol-II, education subsidy @ 90% 

of the total cost of education in the approved schools, for two children between the age of 05 

and 20 at Pakistan Missions Abroad where this facility is available. 

Audit observed during scrutiny of record Voucher No. 18 of 8/2018 that education 

subsidy of 3rd child of an officer amounting to CHF 42,934 (Rs. 8,213,274) was paid from 

public exchequer contrary to above mentioned rule position. The officer was already availing 

facility of education subsidy for his two daughters namely Sana Mohsin and Sajal Mohsin from 

public exchequer and education subsidy for his son Mr. Shayaan Mohsin was, therefore, held 

un-authorized. The details are at Annex-XIX. 

Audit held that due to weak of financial and internal controls, unauthorized payment 

was made on account of education subsidy for third child which resulted in overpayment to the 

stated extent. 

The irregularity was pointed out in November 2021 and discussed with the top 

management of the mission; the management did not offer their written comments.   

The matter was discussed with Mission authorities in exit meeting and reported to the 

Ministry in January 2022. Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 05.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends recovery of CHF 42,934 at current rate of exchange from the 

officer under intimation to audit. 

(Para-3, WTO Geneva, 2016-21) 

4.3.3 Irregular payment of Education Subsidy to the Child of PR/HOM – Recovery of - 

Rs. 1.413 million. 

As per Rule 2.2.2 of FMMA Vol-II, no money shall be drawn from the bank unless 

it is required for immediate disbursement. It is not permissible to draw money from the bank 

in anticipation of demands or to prevent the lapse of Budget Grants. Further as per Rule 

5.6.1(vi) of FMMA Vol-II, the education subsidy will not be admissible for a child of officials 

receiving education in a country other than the country of posting. 

Audit observed that contrary to the above rule, the Mission has paid an amount of 

CHF 7,385 (Rs. 1,412,751) vide Vr. No.02 of 06/2018 on account of education subsidy of the 

child of Permanent Representative/Ambassador for upcoming academic year with the consent 

of officer that in case of his earlier return, he would refund the said expenditure into government 

treasury. After that, the officer proceeded back to headquarters in the month of August, 2018 

before the start of academic year. This irregular payment on account of education subsidy 

resulted in loss to public exchequer. 

Audit is of the view that such anticipated expenditure was incurred in violation of 

rules and was recoverable from the officer. The irregularity was pointed out in November 2021 
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and discussed with the top management of the mission; the management did not offer their 

written reply.  

The matter was discussed with Mission authorities in exit meeting and reported to the 

Ministry in January 2022. Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 05.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the stated amount may be recovered from concerned HOM 

and credited into the Government treasury. 

(Para-19, WTO Geneva, 2016-21) 

 

B- Procurement 

4.3.4 Irregular expenditure on purchase of video conferencing equipment –  

Rs. 3.272 million. 

As per PPRA Rule 20, the procuring agency shall use open competitive bidding as a 

principal method of procurement for the procurement of goods, services and works. 

Furthermore, PPRA Rule 9 specifies that a procuring agency shall announce in an appropriate 

manner all proposed procurements for each financial year and shall proceed accordingly 

without any splitting or regrouping of the procurements so planned.   

Further as per Para-2.38.4 of FMMA (Vol-II), Cabinet Division vide its OM No. 

4/1/2008/PPRA-RA-III dated 09.04.2008 fixed financial limits for open tender(s) for 

Pakistan’s Missions abroad as under: 

Sl. 

No. 

Kind of Tender Monetary Limits. 

1. Open tender US$ 4,000 or € 3,000 & above 

2. Limited tender Less than US$ 4,000 or € 3,000 & above 

US$ 2,000 &€ 1,500 

3. Single tender Up to US$ 2,000 or € 1,500 

Audit observed during audit of WTO Geneva for the year 2016-21, that mission 

incurred expenditure of CHF 17,106 (Rs.3,272,378) vide voucher No. 13 of 06/2017 on account 

of purchase of video conferencing equipment without calling open tender through PPRA. 

Further, the bill of the firm was also not attached with the claim. 

Audit held that due to weak of financial and internal controls, expenditure was 

incurred without open tender through PPRA which resulted in irregular expenditure to the 

stated extent. 

The irregularity was pointed out in November 2021 and discussed with the top 

management of the mission; the management did not offer their written comments.  

The matter was discussed with Mission authorities in exit meeting and reported to the 

Ministry in January 2022. Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 05.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 
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Audit recommends the regularization of the expenditure with the sanction of 

competent authority i.e., Finance Division or Cabinet Division under intimation to Audit. 

(Para-10, WTO Geneva, 2016-21) 

Others 

4.3.5 Loss to government due to negligence in accommodation contract- Rs. 5.739 

million. 

As per clause No 25 of Rent agreement in r/o HOM, “Starting the 2nd year of rental, 

the tenant will have the possibility to cancel the lease contract with 3 months advance notice 

for the end of a month, should the Ambassador and Permanent Representative of Pakistan to 

the WTO, be transferred out of the Lake Geneva area or Switzerland for professional reasons. 

The same goes should the tenant be changing employer or laid off. The clause can be used as 

of July 15th 2016 and upon presentation of an adequate attestation delivered by the tenant’s 

employer”. 

Audit observed during audit of the WTO Geneva for the period 2016-21 that HOM 

was directed to finalize administrative and logistic arrangements within 8 weeks by the 

Ministry of Commerce vide Letter No. 2(1)/2015-Admn.II Dated; Islamabad, the 20th 

June,2018. He relinquished charge on 19th August 2018. In light of the clause 25 (Diplomatic 

Clause) of contract mentioned above, the notice to Lessor should have been served in June 

2018 for discontinuation of the contract and this notice would have averted the loss of CHF 

30,000 (Rs. 5,739,000) as only one-month penalty out of three months could have been 

affected. 

The irregularity was pointed out in November 2021 and discussed with the top 

management of the mission; the management did not offer their written reply.  

The matter was discussed with Mission authorities in exit meeting and reported to the 

Ministry in January 2022. Ministry did not respond. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry for holding of DAC meeting on 05.01.2022 

and 31.01.2022 but no response received till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends fixing responsibility on person at fault besides recovery from the 

concerned under intimation to Audit. 

(Para-7, WTO Geneva, 2016-21) 
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CHAPTER 5 MINISTRY OF DEFENCE PRODUCTION 

5.1 Introduction 

Following functions were assigned to Defence Production Division vide SRO No. 

433(I)/2003, (F.No.4-10/2002-Min) dated 20.05.2003. 

i. Laying down policies or guidelines on all matters relating to Defence 

Production. 

ii. Procurement of arms, firearms, weapons, ammunition, equipment, stores and 

explosives for the Defence forces. 

iii. Declaration of industries necessary for the purpose of defence or for the 

prosecution of war. 

iv. Research and development of defence equipment and stores. 

v. Co-ordination of defence science research with civil scientific research 

organizations. 

vi. Indigenous production and manufacture of defence equipment and stores. 

vii. Negotiations of agreements or MOUs for foreign assistance or collaboration and 

loans for purchase of military stores and technical know-how or transfer of 

technology. 

viii. Export of defence products. 

ix. Marketing and promotion of activities relating to export of defence products. 

x. Co-ordinate production activities of all defence production organizations or 

establishments. 
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5.2 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC directives 

Name of 

Ministry 

Year of 

Audit 

Report 

Total 

Paras 

Compliance 

received 

Compliance 

not 

received 

Percentage 

of 

compliance 

Ministry of  

Defence 

Production 

1992-93 8 0 4 0 

1996-97 8 3 5 38 

2005-06 3 0 3 0 

2015-16 2 1 1 50 

TOTAL 21 04 13 19 

 

The overall compliance in respect of Ministry of Defence Production is comparatively low. 

5.3  AUDIT FINDINGS 

Irregularities / Overpayments 

A-  HR / Employees Related Irregularities 

5.3.1 Un-authorized payment of 100% entertainment allowance to the officers of other 

than diplomatic wings -Rs. 12.830 million. 

As per Finance Division OM No. 9(9) Reg-1/2008 Dated; 24th August 2011, 100% 

entertainment allowance is admissible to the diplomatic officials of corresponding ranks. 

Officers belonging to other ministries/ divisions/ departments who are not heads of their wings 

will however receive entertainment allowance at the rate of 50% of their normal rates (MOFA 

No. Rules-11/3/82 Dated; 27-04-1982). 

As per rule 3.18.1 FMMA Vol-II  “Heads of the non-diplomatic and technical wings 

will receive 100 percent of the Foreign Allowance and Entertainment Allowance as admissible 

to the diplomatic officials of their corresponding ranks. Similarly, where military Missions are 

established, the senior military liaison officers will be treated as heads of the military divisions. 

Audit observed during audit of the accounts of PAHIC London for the FY 2019-21, 

that officers of Defence Wing are also drawing 100% entertainment allowance against the rule. 

Thus an amount of US$ 72,504 was paid to them in excess of their entitlement. Details are at 

Annex-XX. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak financial and internal controls entertainment 

allowance was paid in excess than admissible which resulted in loss to public exchequer. 

The observation was served and dully discussed with the DDO and HOM in 

November 2021, however, no written response was rendered to Audit.  

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 2021. Ministry did not respond. 

DAC meeting was held on 27.01.2022 but this para could not be discussed as the 

Ministry did not furnish reply to the para.  

Audit recommends stoppage of this practice in future besides recovery of overpaid 

amount from person(s) responsible under intimation to the audit. 

(Para-16, London 2019-21) 
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B-  Procurement related irregularities 

5.3.2 Un-authorized payment of contracts on account of purchase of various items - Rs. 

1,615.700 million. 

As per clause R(1) (Chapter VIII) of Defense Purchase Procedures and Instructions, 

“the dispute shall be referred for adjudication to two arbitrators one to be nominated by each 

party, who before entering upon the reference shall appoint an umpire by mutual agreement, 

and if they do not agree a judge of the Superior Court will be requested to appoint the umpire. 

The arbitration proceedings shall be held in Pakistan and under Pakistan Law.” 

As per clause 5 (a) (chapter XII) of the said manual, in case of FOB/FAS/C&F/CIF 

Contracts(1) 80%-90% of the net FOB/FAS etc. value of the accepted stores plus the ocean 

freight at actual (in case of C&F/CIF contracts only) will be paid to the suppliers/principal 

through LC or by the Accounts Officer working with ADP as applicable on delivery of stores 

for the shipment supported by relevant shipping documents, production of relevant Inspection 

Note, submission of insurance documents and BG as the case may be. Remaining 20%-10% of 

payment would be released on receipt of claim duly supported by CRV issued by consignee 

within 30days of receipt of stores after due satisfaction. 

In violation of the above, it has been observed that contrary to the above rules and 

instructions Defence Wing in Pakistan Missions at Washing & London finalized contract worth 

US$ 1,358,570 & £ 5,759,401 (Rs. 1,615.700 million) without observing codal formalities 

(Annex-XXI), therefore, the expenditure incurred was held unauthorized. During scrutiny of 

record it was observed that:  

i- There was no proof indicating that the suppliers were the authorized agents of the 

OEMs or otherwise. 

ii- Arbitration clause was inserted with remarks that “The parties shall make their 

attempt to settle all disputes arising under this contract through friendly 

discussions in good faith” which was contrary to the relevant rules. 

iii- Purchase committee was not formed before finalizing the contract as no such 

document was found attached with the contract agreement. 

iv- No documents regarding Invitation of Tender were found attached. 

v- No documents regarding comparative statement and LPR were found attached. 

vi- No CRV was found attached with the contract agreement. 

The observations were served and dully discussed with the management in November 

2021. However, the management did not offer their written response / reply. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 2021. The Management 

informed the DAC that they are in process of revision of rules / procedures and other record 

such as invitation for tender, comparative statement, bid committee approval, OEM certificate 

and CRVs are available and will be provided to Audit for verification. 

DAC in its meeting held on 27.01.2022 directed the Ministry to get the record verified 

from audit within 15-days. Ministry did not share any progress till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that relevant record may be provided to Audit for scrutiny / 

verification.  
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Others 

5.3.3 Non refund of special remittances lying idle in accounts – Rs. 831.006 million. 

Para 11 GFR Volume-I states that each head of a department is responsible for 

enforcing financial order and strict economy at every step. He is responsible for observance of 

all relevant financial rules and regulations both by his own office and by subordinate disbursing 

officers.  

Further, as per rule 7 (i) of the Chapter I of the Defence Purchase Procedure and 

Instructions-35, issued by Government of Pakistan Ministry of Defence Production, the 

Attaches for Defence Procurement are responsible for managing efficient working of DP 

offices within allocated funds/ resources. 

Audit observed during scrutiny of record at PAHIC London for the year 2019-21, that 

certain amounts US$ 13,125, € 663,000 & £ 2,916,017 (Rs. 831,006,249) of special remittances 

were lying idle without utilization in different accounts of Defence Wing. The ADP London 

received money from Pakistan for purchase of Naval /PAF stores against some contracts but 

these contracts could not be finalized. Audit observed that despite the non-finalization of these 

contracts in considerable time period, the amounts in precious foreign exchange were lying in 

current bank account as detailed below:  

S. No. Title of A/C Outstanding Balances 

1 Navel Store  US$13,125.00 

2 Navel Store £ 47,487.57 

3 PAF Store £ 2,868,529.18 

Total £ 2,916,016.75 

4 Navel Store Euro 663,000.00 

Audit is of the view that the non-finalization of contracts requires justification and audit 

may be apprised about actions taken by the management against parties who failed to execute 

contracts and whether any penalties etc have been imposed or not.  Audit is also of the view 

that the management should not have kept these significant balances in current account for the 

benefit of a commercial bank and should have sought approval of the competent authority and 

remitted the funds back to Government of Pakistan. However, this was not done which shows 

that supervisory and monitoring controls are required to be more vigilant to safeguard the 

interests of the government. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 2021. Ministry informed the 

DAC that balances held in the Defence Procurement Accounts of the Mission cannot be 

surrendered in order to ensure the contractual obligations and to avoid legal complications in 

case of default. 

DAC in its meeting held on 27.01.2022 directed the Ministry to provide contract wise 

status of procurements and payments. It also directed to justify the non utilization of funds 

pertaining to the contracts lying pending since last 05-06 years. Further, DAC directed the 

Ministry to issue instructions to the concerned Missions to repatriate unspent balances to the 

government treasury. 

 Audit recommends that: 
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1. A reconciliation exercise may be carried out aiming at identifying all contracts 

for at least last 10-15 years and justification for each balance available at ADP 

London.  

2. Amounts which are not required and for which no valid functional contract exists 

may immediately be remitted back to government. 

3. Existing internal, financial and management controls at the ADP/High 

Commission level be reviewed and strengthened to ensure that government 

money is timely remitted and not allowed to lie idle in private bank. 

4. CMA DP should strengthen its oversight function and while 

reimbursing/releasing amounts to the ADPs, the needs of the missions be 

examined carefully to avoid release of funds which are not immediately required 

and to ensure that the previous releases are regularly adjusted. 

(Para-15, London 2019-21) 

 

Annex-II  Currency Table 
 

  Rate 1 176.96 238.79 191.3 103.37 0.41 199.65 

 
DP No. 

Amount 

PKR 
PKR US$ Pound CHF AZN SOM  Euro 

NPR 

1.1.1 
  22,745,000              

22.745  22.745  -    -    -    -    -    - 

2.5.1 
  -    -    -    -    -    -    - 

-    -    -    -    -    -    -    - 

Fraud 
2.5.2 

    7,257            

1.284  -    1.284  -    -    -    -    - 

3.3.1 

  -    -    727,278  -    -    -    -    

173.667  -    -    173.667  -    -    -    -    

H
R

 R
elated

 Irreg
u

larities 

2.5.4 

  25,732,000  -    -    -    -    -    - 

25.732  25.732  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.3 

  9,402,852  -    -    92,400  -    -    -    

27.079  9.403  -    -    17.676  -    -    -    

2.5.5 

  -    84,462  -    -    -    -    -    

14.946  -    14.946  -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.6 

  -    33,570  4,989  21,405  2,902  3,477,786  -    

12.953  -    5.941  1.191  4.095  0.300  1.426  -    

2.5.7 

  11,557,712  -    -    -    -    -    -    

11.558  11.558  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.8 

  -    -    -    29,978  -    -    -    

5.735  -    -    -    5.735  -    -    -    

2.5.9 

  5,261,000  -    -    -    -    -    -    

5.261  5.261  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.10 

  1,855,000  -    -    -    -    -    -    

1.855  1.855  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.11 

  -    8,405  -    -    -    -    -    

1.487  -    1.487  -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.12 

  1,355,000              

1.355  1.355  -    -    -    -    -    -    

3.3.2 

  -    -    108,932  -    -    -    -    

26.012  -    -    26.012  -    -    -    -    

4.3.1 

  -    65,214  -    -    -    -    -    

11.540  -    11.540  -    -    -    -    -    

4.3.2 

  -    -    -    42,934  -    -    -    

8.213  -    -    -    8.213  -    -    -    

4.3.3 

  -    -    -    7,385  -    -    -    

1.413  -    -    -    1.413  -    -    -    

5.3.1 

  -    72,504  -    -    -    -    -    

12.830  -    12.830  -    -    -    -    -    

P
ro

cu
rem

e

n
t R

elated
 

Irreg
u
laritie

s 

2.5.13 

  3,815,161  66,055  230,347  63,231  7,920  -    -    

83.424  3.815  11.689  55.005  12.096  0.819  -    -    

2.5.14 

  -    183,777  158,189  -    -    -    -    

70.295  -     32.521  37.774  -    -    -    -    
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2.5.15 

  -    62,000  -    -    -    -    -    

10.972  -    10.972  -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.16 

  5,889,000  -    -    -    -    -    -    

5.889  5.889  -    -    -    -    -    -    

3.3.3 

      114,185          

27.266  -    -    27.266  -    -    -    -    

4.3.4 

  -    -    -    17,106  -    -    -    

3.272  -    -    -    3.272  -    -    -    

5.3.2 

  -    1,358,570  5,759,401  -    -    -    -    

1,615.700  -    240.413  1,375.287  -    -    -    -    

Mgt of 

Accounts 2.5.17 

  264,169,000  -    -    -    -    -    -    

264.169  264.169  -    -    -    -    -    -    

V
alu

e fo
r M

o
n

ey
 

2.5.18 

  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    

                    

-    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.19 

  -    1,243,454  -    182,990  -    -    -    

255.048  -    220.042  -     35.006  -    -    -    

2.5.20 

  -    642,348  -    -    -    -    -    

113.670  -    113.670  -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.21 

  -    130,621  -    162,932  -    -    -    

54.284  -    23.115  -    31.169  -    -    -    

3.3.4 

  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    

-    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    

3.3.5 

  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    

-    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    

Others 

1.1.2 

  3,260,000  -    -    -    -    -    -    

3.260  3.260  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.22 

  -    -    3,440,865    -    -    -    

821.644  -    -    821.644  -    -    -    -    

2.5.23 

  349,388,000  -    -    -    -    -    -    

349.388  349.388  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.24 

  -    1,772,815  -    -    -    -    -    

313.717  -    313.717  -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.25 

  235,943,000  -    -    -    -    -    -    

235.943  235.943  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.26 

  -    26,685  -    456,032  -    -    -    

91.961  -    4.722  -    87.239  -    -    -    

2.5.27 

  48,144,208  194,075  -    -    130,221  -    -    

95.949  48.144  34.344  -    -    13.461  -    -    

2.5.28 

  -    486,296  -    -    -    -    -    

86.055  -    86.055  -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.29 

  52,688,000  -    -    -    -    -    -    

52.688  52.688  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.30 

  39,077,000  -    -    -    -    -    -    

39.077  39.077  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.31 

  24,975,000  -    -    -    -    -    -    

24.975  24.975  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.32 

  -    133,300  -    -    -    -    -    

23.589  -    23.589  -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.33 

  -    113,877  -    -    -    -    -    

20.152  -    20.152  -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.34 

  17,898,000  -    -    -    -    -    -    

17.898  17.898  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.35 

  -    88,000  -    -    -    -    -    

15.572  -    15.572  -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.36 

  13,620,000  -    -    -    -    -    -    

13.620  13.620  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.37 

  9,386,000  -    -    -    -    -    -    

9.386  9.386  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.38 

    27,645  -    -    -    -    -    

4.892  -    4.892  -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.39 

  3,633,616  -    -    -    -    -    -    

3.634  3.634  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.40 

  3,600,000  -    -    -    -    -    -    

3.600  3.600  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.41 

  2,688,000  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.688  2.688  -    -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.42 

  -    14,664  -    -    -    -    -    

2.595  -    2.595  -    -    -    -    -    

2.5.43 

  -    11,736  -    -    -    -    -    

2.077  -    2.077  -    -    -    -    -    

3.3.6   -    6,840,000  -    -    -    -    -    
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-    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    

3.3.7 

  -    -    160,000  -    -    -    -    

38.206  -    -    38.206  -    -    -    -    

3.3.8 

  -    -    1,432,430  -    -    -    -    

342.050  -    -    342.050  -    -    -    -    

3.3.9 

  227,314,012  -    -    -    -    -    -    

227.314  227.314  -    -    -    -    -    -    

3.3.10 

  -    -    583,064  -    -    -    -    

139.230  -    -    139.230  -    -    -    -    

3.3.11 

  -    -    237,962  -    -    -    -    

56.823  -    -    56.823  -    -    -    -    

3.3.12 

  -    -     6,000          

1.433  -    -    1.433  -    -    -    -    

4.3.5 

        30,000        

5.739  -    -    -    5.739  -    -    -    

5.3.3 

                

-    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    

Grand Total 5,914.807  
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Annex-III (Para-2.5.5) 
 

Sl. 

No. 

Formations & 

AIR period 

AIR 

Para No. 

No of 

Persons 

Amount 

(US$) 

Remarks 

1 MOFA (HQ) 

2020-21 

20 01 1,134 Official claimed DA for specified 

Hotel without production of Hotel 

receipt. 

2 MOFA (HQ) 

2020-21 

35 01 24,046 Paid TA/DA to the officer who was 

posted on his own request. 

3 MOFA (HQ) 

2020-21 

36 01 974 Paid transportation charges of 

personal effects of an officer for 

28M3 instead of 25 M3 

4 UN New York 

2019-20 

3 01 1,720 Availed full DA for 06 days joining 

time despite availability of 

accommodation 

5 UN New York 

2019-20 

4 01 3,583 Paid TA/DA to the official but he 

didn’t join the HQ and was granted 

two years leave. 

6 UN New York 

2019-20 

13 01 2,153 Officer travelled without family 

members but claimed full 

transportation charges. 

7 Berne 2016-

21 

24 01 3,735 The Ambassador spent joining time 

at place of posting and claims 06-

days joining time 

8 Berne 2016-

21 

33 01 1225 Paid excess DA to Cat-I officer who 

himself arranged accommodation. 

9 London 2019-

21 

20 18 32,632 Claims 06-days DA despite 

availability of accommodation. 

10 London 2019-

21 

21 03 5159 Claims 06-days joining time DA 

while availing leave exceeding four 

months. 

11 Baku 2015-21 03 09 3784 Claimed DA for specified hotel 

without hotel receipt 

12 Noor Sultan 

2017-21 

03 18 2920 Claimed DA for specified hotel 

without hotel receipt 

13 Noor Sultan 

2017-21 

14 01 1397 Claimed full joining time DA despite 

availability of accommodation 

   57 84,462  
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Annex-IV  (Para-2.5.6) 

 

Sl. 

No. 

Name of 

Mission 

Para 

of 

AIR 

Year of 

Audit 
Amount 

No of 

Persons 

involved 

Remarks 

1 UN New 

York 

5 2019-

20 

US$ 4,245 03 Sealant of teeth, 

Orthodontics,Occlusal 

adjustment of teeth 

2 UN New 

York 

28 2019-

20 

US$ 28,957 01 Psychotherapy and 

Attention Deficit 

Hyperactivity 

Disorder which is not 

covered under the 

rules. 

3 Berne 14 2016-

21 

CHF 21,405 06 Orthodontic treatment 

and Bridging 

4 London 28 2019-

21 

£ 4,989 13 Medical treatment 

from specialized 

hospitals without 

AMA’s reference, 

inadmissible dental 

treatment and 

reimbursement of 

inadmissible items 

5 Baku 13 2015-

21 

AZN 2,902 02 Physiotherapy 

Without prescription/ 

diagnosis of AMA, 

unauthorized purchase 

bandage, 

lavipoluampul serum 

and massage, paraffin, 

Shampoo & Vitamins. 

6 Tashkent 20 2017-

21 

SOM 

3,477,786 

& US$ 368 

05 Teeth cleaning and 

polishing, Hair 

growing, Vitamins 

and mineral comples, 

Shampoo and creams. 

    US$ 33,570, 

CHF 21,405, 

£ 4,989, 

AZN 2,902 

& 

SOM 

3,477,786  

30  
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Annex-V  (Para-2.5.13) 

 
Sl. 

No. 
Formations 

Period of  

AIR 

AIR 

Para No. 
Amount 

Remarks 

1 

UN New York 2019-20 7 

US$ 7,998 Purchase of furniture 

& Fixture and misc 

items for embassy 

residence through 

splitting  in the same 

month 12/2019 

2 

UN New York 2019-20 9 

US$ 24,358 Incurred expenditure 

on insurance of 

vehicle without 

calling tender 

3 

UN New York 2019-20 19 

US$ 32,000 Advertisement was 

only made on PPRA 

web site. 

4 

UN Geneva 2016-21 17 

CHF 49,144 

& US$ 1,699 

Purchase of 

computers, scanners 

and 22 lenovo PCs 

without tender 

5 

Berne 2016-21 15 

CHF 14087 Purchase of CCTV 

and installation of 

telephone exchange 

6 

London  2019-21 05 

£ 158,189 Repair of office and 

residential buildings 

in piece meal 

7 

London 2019-21 09 

£ 42,950 Insurance of vehicle 

without tendering 

8 

London 2019-21 13 

£ 29,208 Contract for insurance 

of government owned 

building and lifts 

9 

Baku 2015-21 8 

AZN 7,920 Rent of cars hired 

during PM visit 

without quotations 

and payment made in 

cash. 

10 

Tashkent 2017-21 6 

Rs. 3,815,161 Purchased furniture & 

fixture, machinery 

&equipment,  

computersetc 

 

  TOTAL 

US$ 66,055, 

CHF 63,231, 

£ 230,347, 

AZN 7,920 

&Rs. 3,815,161 

 

 

Annex-VI  (Para-2.5.18) 

 
Sr. 

No.  

Name of legal firm Period  Amount (£)  

1 Different advocates  2015 1,309,668.79 

2 FaridiJavid Taylor 2016  935,000.00 

3 Hardwood LLP 2016 663,450.36 

4 Stephen Harwood LLP 2017 166,820.90 

5 Stephen Harwood LLP 2018 625,406.81 

6 Stephen Harwood LLP 2019 1,440,574.38 
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7 Stephen Harwood LLP 2019-20 (1/20 to 

6/20) 

91,473.87 

 Total 5,232,395.11 

 Payment of legal cost imposed by Court 6,000,000 

 Total Loss 11,232,395.11 

Payments made to Solicitors for Hyderabad Fund from FIGOB 

1- Devenshires Solicitors LLP A/C 

No63895378, 20-36-47 Barclays 

    1,835,445.83 payment of 

interpleaded 

claimant cost  

2- Withers LLP A/C 80250020, 15-99-

00, C house & Co bank 

        795,064.63  payment of 

interpleaded 

claimant cost  

3- TLT LLP A/C no 43071685, 20-13-

94, Barclays 

        367,387.90    

 total payment     2,997,898.36    

 Balance     2,691,446.80    

 Funds arranged by MOFA through 

Jeddah, Dubai, Abu Dhabi 

    5,689,345.16    

 payments made by mission      2,997,898.35    

 Balance available     2,691,446.80    

31-01-

21 

current payment to be made     2,802,192.22  TLT LLP A/C 

no 80589683, 

Barclauys 

Bank 

  Short fall to be met from Mission 

FIGOB 

        110,745.42    

  Total payments made  £ 5,800,090.58    
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Annex-VII-A (Para-2.5.21) 

Expenditure incurred on VVIP Visit to attend meeting at WEF Davos 

during January 2017 

S.  

No 

VR 

No 

Date Particulars of expenditure  US$  Object 

charged 

1 6 6/9/2016 reservation of hotel for PM visit to 

Devos (Hotel RexosFleula, Davos 

(Contract 16-01-17 to 21-01-17  (5 

nights) 

123,324 A03912- 

TA (HQ), 

special 

remittance 

2 9 19-09-16 reservation of hotel for PM visit to 

Devos ((Hotel RexosFleula, Davos 

           26,988  A03912- 

TA (HQ), 

special 

remittance 

3 2 16-Dec Advance payment to hotel 

intercontinental Devos for VVIP visit 

           13,000  --do-- 

4 3 16-Dec Advance payment to hotel Deldor Grand 

Zurich for VVIP visit (early check in at 

11.0 AM 

           12,620  --do-- 

5 4 16-Dec Advance payment to hotel Deldor Grand 

Zurich for VVIP visit 

           25,120  --do-- 

6 21 16-Dec Payment to Grand hotel Bad Ragas for 

VVIP visit to Devos 

           46,395  --do-- 

7 2 6/1/2017 Advance payment to hotel Dolder Grand 

Zurich for VVIP visit for reservation of 

additional rooms 

             5,775  --do-- 

8 5 11/1/2017 Advance payment to hotel Des Burgees 

Four season Geneva for VVIP visit 

           42,605  --do-- 

9 9A 17-01-17 Advance payment to hotel Metro pole 

Geneva for crew members during VVIP 

visit 

           12,860  --do-- 

10 9 16-02-17 Final payment to hotel Dolder Grant, 

Zurich 

  22,810  --do-- 

11 10 16-02-17 Final payment to hotel Inter-Continental 

Davos 

  41,137  --do-- 

12 12 16-02-17 Final payment to hotel Desbergues 

(four-season Geneva) 

             8,831  --do-- 

13 15 16-02-17 Final payment to hotel Grand Resort, 

Bad RegazDevos 

           33,712  --do-- 

   Total 415,177  

   Less Hotels Booked at Davos 284,556  

   Net Payment for hotels booking other 

than Davos 

130,621  

 

Annex-VII-B (Para-2.5.26) 

S. 

No 

VR 

No 

Date Particulars of expenditure Amount 

1 7 16-02-17 rent of telephone and services charges 

for VVIP visits 

CHF 15,426  

2 28 23-02-18 Hiring of Mobiles and Sims for VVIP 

Visit 

US$ 4,528 
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   Total of Mobile Phones CHF 15,426 & 

US$ 4,528 

3 73 25-02-17 Purchase of stationery  CHF 3,956  

4 44 30-01-17 Stationery for VVIP visit CHF 9,140  

5 8 12/1/2017 Advance payment for hiring of 

photocopier and fax machine for VVIP 

visit at Devos (Hotel Intercontinental) 

CHF 1,542  

6 9 13-01-17 Hiring of computers, printers and other 

necessary items for VVIP visit 

CHF 15,000  

7 16 20-01-17 Expenditure on misc items for camp 

office at Dolder Grand Zurich 

CHF  2,179  

8 9 23-02-18 stationery for VVIP visit US$ 7,451 

9 13 17-04-18 M/S Zesta Bureatistc (Hiring of 

machinery & Equipment, computers 

and printers for VVIP visit) 

US$ 11,669 

10 20 26-04-18 M/S Creatronic Event Solution, Zurich 

(Rent of IT equipment, fax machine, 

Photostat and phone connections at 

hotel Intercontinental, Davos) 

 US$ 3,037 

   Total for Stationery CHF 31,817 & 

US$ 22,157 

11 40 30-03-17 Gulf Services for hiring of transport for 

VVIP visit  

CHF 191,955  

12 1 of 5/2018 Gulf Services SA (Limousine and 

Chauffeur Service) Hiring of vehicles 

for VVIP visit to Davos from 23-25-

1/18 (CHF 216,835 – 25,302) 

 CHF 191,532 

   Total for hiring of transport CHF 383,487 

13 1 of 5/2018 Drivers Services paid being separately 

(Included in the bill for hiring of 

transport) 

CHF 25,302 

 

 

Annex-VIII (Para-2.5.27) 

Sl. 

No. 
Formations 

Period 

of AIR 

AIR 

Para 

No. 

Amount Remarks 

1 Baku 2015-21 04 US$ 65,387 & 

AZN 118,541 

Payment on account of  pay of cook, pay 

of Gardner, Petrol, repair of car, purchase 
of carpet, stationery, furniture, lap top, air 

conditioner, CCTV Camera, etc. 

2 Baku 2015-21 08 AZN 7,920 Rent for hiring of Car 

3 Baku 2015-21 12 AZN 3,760 Purchase of Mobile phones 

4 Tashkent 2017-21 06 Rs. 3,815,161 Purchase of Camera, computer, LCD, 

UPS, Photocopier, printers, T,.V, 
Dispenser, Cabinet, sofa, chairs, 

stationery, laptop etc. 

5 Tashkent 2017-21 13 US$ 15,278 & 

Rs. 5,232,047 

- 

6 Noor Sultan 2017-21 01 US$ 113,410 Rent of building 

7 MOFA (HQ) 2020-21 100 Rs. 39.097 million Irregular drawl of funds through DDO 

cheques and disbursement in cash 

    US$ 194,075 

AZN 130,221 

&Rs. 48,144,208 
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Annex-IX (Para-2.5.33) 

Year Interest amount in US$ 

2006 30,252 

2007 9,913 

2008 9,524 

2009 9,082 

2010 8,586 

2011 8,037 

2012 7,434 

2013 6,776 

2014 6,062 

2015 5,292 

2016 4,466 

2017 3,583 

2018 2,642 

2019 1,643 

2020 585 

TOTAL 113,877 
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Annex-X (Para-2.5.36) 

S # Location / Address of Residencies repaired 
Amount 

(Rs.) 

1 House No.33-I, St. No.10, F-6/3, Islamabad 1,887,828 

2 House No.34, St.No.12, Sector F-6/3, Islamabad 522,941 

3 House No.21, Street No.12, F-6/3, Islamabad 597,150 

4 Flat No.9/2-F, St.No.51, F-6/4, Islamabad 359,600 

5 House No.18, Street No.10, F-6/3, Islamabad 3,263,820 

6 House No.36, School Road, F-6/3, Islamabad 66,849 

7 House No.26-H, School Road, F-6/3, Islamabad 134,354 

8 House No.66, St.No.1, Sector F-6/3, Islamabad 570,891 

9 House No.72, St.No.55, F-6/4, Islamabad 195,000 

10 House No.15/4F, F-6/4, Islamabad 49,822 

11 Various Residential Apartments of Foreign Office Lodges 5,971,728 

 TOTAL 13,619,983 

 

Annex-XI  (Para-2.5.39) 

S/ 

No. 

Sanction No. /Date Particulars Amount 

Rs 

1 P(A&A)-4/03/2020-2021  

Dated 02.03.2021 

Cost of Air Tickets of the members of Delegation of  

PM Visit to Sri Lanka (23-24 Feb, 2021) 

1,025,970 

2 P(A&A)-4/03/2020-2021  

Dated 29.06.2021 

Regularization of expenditure incurred on Prime 

Minister’s Visit to Sri Lanka(23-24 February, 2021)  

 2,062,703 

3 P(A&A)-4/03/2020-2021  

Dated 16.03.2021  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Re-imbursement of COVID test charges for the 

members of Delegation of  Prime Minister’s Visit to 

Sri Lanka (23-24 Feb, 2021) 

6,200 

4 P(A&A)-4/03/2020-2021 

Dated 07.06.2021 

6,200 

5 P(A&A)-4/03/2020-2021 

Dated 07.06.2021 

6,200 

6 P(A&A)-4/03/2020-2021 

Dated 07.06.2021 

6,200 

7 P(A&A)-4/03/2020-2021 

Dated 07.06.2021 

6,200 

8 P(A&A)-4/03/2020-2021 

Dated 07.06.2021 

6,200 

9 P(A&A)-4/03/2020-2021 

Dated 07.06.2021 

6,200 

10 P(A&A)-4/02/2020-2021  

Dated 16.12.2020 

Cost of Air Tickets of Delegation of  PM Visit to 

Kabul, Afghanistan, 19th November, 2020) 

464,000 

11 P(A&A)-4/05/2020-2021  

Dated 15.06.2021 

Iftar Dinner served to Delegation of PM’s at Aircraft 

during visit to Saudi Arabia on 7th May, 2021 

37,543 

Total  3,633,616 

Annex-XII (Para-2.5.41) 

Sl. 

No. 

Name of Employee Monthly Pay 

(Rs.) 

Remarks 

1 Ms. NageenaQasim, Clerk 22,000 Included in the list later on through 

hand written entry 

2 Ms. Almas Shahid, Clerk 22,000 Volunteer 

3 Mr. YasirJaved, Clerk 22,000 

4 Mr. Mohsin Khan, Clerk 22,000 - 

5 Mr. Faizan-ur-Rehman, Clerk 22,000 - 

6 Mr. SajjadHaider, Clerk 22,000 - 
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7 Mr. Muhammad Muneeb, Clerk 22,000 - 

8 Ms. IrumBibi, Staff 17,500 Included in the list later on through 

hand written entry 

9 Ms. FahmidaBibi, Staff 17,500 Daughter of Mr. Said Akbar an 

employee of hostel. 

10 Mr. Muhammad Usman, Staff 17,500 Not in the list of applicants 

11 Mr. Irtaza Ahmed, Staff 17,500 

  224,000  

 

Annex-XIII (Para-3.3.2) 

Expenditure incurred on new staff posted at PIAC UK Stations 

during Covid/EASA Ban period 

Sl. 

No 

Name / Designation 

/Posting 
P-No PG Dep. 

DOJ - 

UK 

Monthly 

Salary 
Total Paid 

1 

NadeemMurtaza / 

Station Manager / 

Manchester 

P-

53004 VIII PHS 43908 4333.32 64,999.80 

2 

AftabJamilAbbasi / 

Finance Manager / 

London 

P-

61386 VIII Finance 44158 3897.62 23,385.72 

3 

Shabbir A. Abbasi / 

Finance Manager / 

Bradfort 

P-

53020 VI Finance 44179 3424.43 20,546.58 

Total 108,932.10 
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Annex-XIV (Para-3.3.3) 

Invoice No / Date Claim 

for 

Remarks Amount £ 

9205067354, 31 December 

2020 

12/2020 Professional Services Rendered to 23 

December 2020  

15,247.80 

9205066683, 24 December 

2020 

11/20 Professional Services Rendered to 30 

November 2020  

14,610.60 

9205064198, 27 November 

2020 

10/20 Professional Services Rendered to 30 

October 2020  

15,477.60 

9205064191, 27 November 

2020 

10/20 Professional Services Rendered to 30 

October 2020  

10,107.60 

9205062466, 29 October 

2020 

9/20 Professional Services Rendered to 30 

September 2020  

16,239.60 

9205062462, 29 October 

2020 

9/20 Professional Services Rendered to 30 

September 2020  

11,679.60 

9205060455, 28 September 

2020 

8/20 Professional Services Rendered to 31 

August 2020  

6,143.40 

9205058349, 14 August 

2020 

7/20 Professional Services Rendered to 31 

July 2020  

3,641.40 

9205056834, 14 July 2020 6/20 Professional Services Rendered to 02 

July 2020  

21,037.20 

Total 114,185 
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Annex-XV (Para-3.3.4) 

 

TOTAL NET SALE-UK(STN-WISE)(BSP+CNTR) 

STN MONTH  year 2016   year 2015   INCRSE/DCRSE  % CHANGE 

BHX 01_JAN        1,492,585.75         1,734,864.44  -         242,278.70  -14% 

  02_FEB        1,529,445.82         1,972,802.11  -         443,356.29  -22% 

  07_JUL        1,444,037.10         1,474,364.20  -           30,327.11  -2% 

  09_SEP        1,191,208.41         1,282,960.26  -           91,751.86  -7% 

BRF 02_FEB        1,620,317.79         1,964,872.39  -         344,554.60  -18% 

  03_MAR        1,794,791.51         2,069,088.38  -         274,296.87  -13% 

  05_MAY            899,587.00         1,316,385.59  -         416,798.59  -32% 

  06_JUN            973,369.22         1,206,900.43  -         233,531.21  -19% 

  07_JUL        1,688,559.34         1,964,552.59  -         275,993.25  -14% 

  08_AUG        1,233,343.67         1,301,367.09  -           68,023.42  -5% 

  09_SEP        1,068,813.91         1,475,877.35  -         407,063.45  -28% 

  10_OCT        1,076,062.33         1,503,175.80  -         427,113.47  -28% 

  11_NOV            908,808.27         1,399,176.87  -         490,368.59  -35% 

GLA 02_FEB              15,620.32               17,346.00  -             1,725.68  -10% 

  04_APR              15,265.73               22,047.45  -             6,781.72  -31% 

  05_MAY              11,990.89               14,565.33  -             2,574.44  -18% 

  06_JUN              14,806.81               18,065.70  -             3,258.88  -18% 

  07_JUL              14,394.45               18,990.58  -             4,596.12  -24% 

  08_AUG                7,603.62               21,907.87  -           14,304.25  -65% 

  10_OCT              18,916.45               25,079.56  -             6,163.12  -25% 

  11_NOV              16,772.76               20,319.90  -             3,547.14  -17% 

LON 02_FEB        2,658,485.96         3,708,101.54  -     1,049,615.57  -28% 

  03_MAR        3,861,330.89         4,410,335.16  -         549,004.27  -12% 

  04_APR        2,751,906.37         3,111,958.12  -         360,051.75  -12% 

  05_MAY        2,258,128.78         2,761,538.25  -         503,409.47  -18% 

  06_JUN        2,059,194.35         2,798,446.52  -         739,252.16  -26% 

  07_JUL        3,197,971.26         3,556,222.49  -         358,251.23  -10% 

  08_AUG        2,914,369.16         3,043,338.89  -         128,969.72  -4% 

  09_SEP        2,825,883.53         3,196,257.86  -         370,374.33  -12% 

  10_OCT        2,657,341.88         2,857,012.82  -         199,670.94  -7% 

  11_NOV        2,409,871.81         2,846,641.54  -         436,769.73  -15% 

MAN 01_JAN        1,094,991.69         1,216,182.67  -         121,190.98  -10% 

  02_FEB            703,216.80         1,107,022.78  -         403,805.98  -36% 

  03_MAR            936,551.18         1,173,952.87  -         237,401.69  -20% 

  04_APR            598,366.08             794,863.09  -         196,497.01  -25% 

  05_MAY            538,650.89             788,346.32  -         249,695.43  -32% 

  06_JUN            529,397.78             731,733.16  -         202,335.38  -28% 

  07_JUL            854,905.76             976,409.75  -         121,503.99  -12% 

  09_SEP            678,633.86             800,771.30  -         122,137.45  -15% 

  10_OCT            677,703.30             737,689.44  -           59,986.14  -8% 

  11_NOV            688,607.54             810,559.63  -         121,952.09  -15% 
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Total      51,931,810.04       62,252,094.11  -   10,320,284.07    

Conversion into 

PKR 
£ 10,320,284 x 126.193 

PKR. 

1,302,347,599  

STN MONTH  year 2017   year 2016   INCRSE/DCRSE  % CHANGE 

BHX 04_APR        1,287,802.46         1,431,919.49  -         144,117.03  -10% 

  05_MAY            971,180.07         1,140,063.30  -         168,883.23  -15% 

  06_JUN            681,956.18         1,058,850.84  -         376,894.66  -36% 

  07_JUL            825,032.08         1,444,037.10  -         619,005.02  -43% 

  08_AUG            709,415.62         1,155,902.53  -         446,486.91  -39% 

  09_SEP            730,577.91         1,191,208.41  -         460,630.49  -39% 

  10_OCT            872,730.98         1,180,796.10  -         308,065.12  -26% 

  11_NOV            699,741.62         1,018,266.33  -         318,524.70  -31% 

  12_DEC            779,629.24         1,100,338.85  -         320,709.61  -29% 

BRF 01_JAN        1,862,218.30         2,235,549.03  -         373,330.73  -17% 

LON 01_JAN        2,775,316.95         4,174,556.49  -     1,399,239.54  -34% 

Total      12,195,601.41       17,131,488.45  -     4,935,887.05    

Conversion into 

PKR 
£ 4,935,887 x 149.12 

PKR. 

736,039,469  

STN MONTH  year 2018   year 2017   INCRSE/DCRSE  % CHANGE 

BHX 01_JAN        1,183,383.78         1,495,521.36  -         312,137.58  -21% 

  02_FEB        1,112,382.64         1,816,681.08  -         704,298.44  -39% 

  03_MAR        1,047,136.13         2,079,607.10  -     1,032,470.97  -50% 

  04_APR            706,993.04         1,287,802.46  -         580,809.42  -45% 

  05_MAY            725,401.19             971,180.07  -         245,778.88  -25% 

  07_JUL            788,850.35             825,032.08  -           36,181.73  -4% 

  08_AUG            593,101.23             709,415.62  -         116,314.39  -16% 

BRF 01_JAN        2,390,864.18         1,893,587.30            497,276.88  26% 

  02_FEB        2,055,013.14         3,038,297.26  -         983,284.12  -32% 

  03_MAR        2,202,174.82         2,413,966.77  -         211,791.95  -9% 

  04_APR        1,204,898.41         1,421,440.07  -         216,541.66  -15% 

  05_MAY        1,101,450.96         1,139,682.04  -           38,231.08  -3% 

  07_JUL        1,187,679.95         1,724,474.66  -         536,794.71  -31% 

  08_AUG        1,033,381.10         1,468,768.59  -         435,387.49  -30% 

  09_SEP        1,010,338.82         1,524,614.76  -         514,275.94  -34% 

  10_OCT        1,328,190.07         1,749,967.53  -         421,777.46  -24% 

  11_NOV        1,123,729.70         1,423,758.06  -         300,028.36  -21% 

  12_DEC        1,273,793.98         1,767,462.36  -         493,668.38  -28% 

GLA 02_FEB              21,441.00               23,583.94  -             2,142.94  -9% 

  06_JUN              22,831.12               31,558.21  -             8,727.09  -28% 

  07_JUL              12,345.90               30,131.98  -           17,786.08  -59% 

  08_AUG              13,040.40               39,926.82  -           26,886.42  -67% 

  09_SEP                5,219.00               26,346.95  -           21,127.95  -80% 

  10_OCT              18,227.00               41,765.02  -           23,538.02  -56% 

  11_NOV              14,599.00               26,929.77  -           12,330.77  -46% 

  12_DEC                6,748.00               25,296.20  -           18,548.20  -73% 

LON 07_JUL        3,862,349.97         3,981,843.89  -         119,493.92  -3% 
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  08_AUG        3,144,134.21         4,008,698.70  -         864,564.49  -22% 

Total      29,189,699.09       36,987,340.65  -     7,797,641.56    

Conversion into 

PKR 
£ 7,797,642 x 177.99 

PKR. 

1,387,902,300  

STN MONTH  Year 2019   Year 2018   INCRSE/DCRSE  % CHANGE 

BHX year        1,102,541.74         1,112,382.64  -             9,840.90  -1% 

BRF 01_JAN        1,700,857.76         2,390,864.18  -         690,006.42  -29% 

  02_FEB        1,282,543.02         2,055,013.14  -         772,470.12  -38% 

  03_MAR        1,260,370.05         2,137,979.82  -         877,609.77  -41% 

GLA 01_JAN              17,040.00               35,739.90  -           18,699.90  -52% 

  02_FEB              15,531.00               21,441.00  -             5,910.00  -28% 

  03_MAR              12,519.00               35,981.50  -           23,462.50  -65% 

MAN 02_FEB        1,877,798.64         1,949,845.74  -           72,047.10  -4% 

  05_MAY        2,076,717.53         2,247,732.97  -         171,015.44  -8% 

  06_JUN        2,282,665.42         2,420,385.89  -         137,720.47  -6% 

  08_AUG        2,160,968.48         2,401,607.10  -         240,638.62  -10% 

Total      13,789,552.64       16,808,973.88  -     3,019,421.24    

Conversion into 

PKR 
£ 3,019,421 x 241.20 

PKR. 

728,284,345  

Grand Total £ 26,073,234 (PKR 4,154,573,713) 

 

Annex-XVI (Para-3.3.5) 

Year Department Location Account Account Desc  Amount Paid  

2017 LAS UKLLONB 83102002 Uninsured Losses – Pax              104,639  

2017 LAS UKLLONA 81703003 Passenger Layover              120,161  

2017 LAS UKLLONA 83102002 Uninsured Losses – Pax              173,088  

2017 LAS UKLLONA 83102002 Uninsured Losses – Pax           2,154,851  

2018 LAS UKLLONB 83102002 Uninsured Losses – Pax           1,055,395  

2018 LAS UKLLONA 81703003 Passenger Layover           3,899,188  

2018 LAS UKLLONA 83102002 Uninsured Losses – Pax              182,277  

2019 LAS UKLLONB 83102002 Uninsured Losses – Pax           1,330,847  

2019 LAS UKLLONA 83102002 Uninsured Losses – Pax              335,124  

2020 LAS UKLLONB 83102002 Uninsured Losses – Pax              718,499  

2020 LAS UKLLONA 83102002 Uninsured Losses – Pax              468,642  

2021 LAS UKLLONA 83102002 Uninsured Losses – Pax              821,592  

Total 11,364,304 
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Annex-XVII (Para-3.3.8) 
 

S. No Month  Compensation £  

1 Feb-17        43,086.55  

2 Mar-17        57,689.37  

3 Apr-17        11,350.00  

4 May-17        23,877.12  

5 Jun-17        25,560.80  

6 Jul-17        22,042.03  

7 Aug-17        36,183.06  

8 Sep-17        18,782.78  

9 Oct-17        16,019.78  

10 Nov-17        15,894.45  

11 Dec-17        32,472.44  

12 Jan-18        33,123.40  

13 Feb-18        48,115.91  

14 Mar-18        15,987.08  

15 Apr-18        14,958.31  

16 May-18          8,324.96  

17 Jun-18          3,843.11  

18 Jul-18        16,109.51  

19 Aug-18        24,189.50  

20 Sep-18        53,273.46  

21 Oct-18        46,672.67  

22 Nov-18     103,921.94  

23 Dec-18        71,557.88  

24 Jan-19        67,890.09  

25 Feb-19        12,581.99  

26 Mar-19        87,509.87  

27 Apr-19        74,402.73  

28 May-19     103,094.16  

29 Jun-19        44,973.17  

30 Jul-19        90,027.59  

31 Aug-19        61,155.30  

32 Sep-19        96,504.79  

33 Oct-19        51,253.76  

Total 1,432,429.56 

Annex-XVIII (Para-3.3.9) 

Detail of expenditure incurred on legal charges 

Year 2017 

SBU Department Location Account 

Account 

Desc  Actual  

11 MPM UKLLONB 83901001 Legal Fees     28,394,185  

Year 2018 

16 MCM UKLLONB 83901001 Legal Fees        2,784,770  
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11 MPM UKLLONB 83901001 Legal Fees     92,118,993  

Year 2019 

16 MCM UKLLONB 83901001 Legal Fees        6,267,764  

11 MPM UKLLONB 83901001 Legal Fees     28,324,586  

Year 2020 

11 MPM UKLLONB 83901001 Legal Fees     31,578,022  

Year 2021 

11 MPM UKLLONB 83901001 Legal Fees     37,845,694  

Total 227,314,012 

 

 

Annex-XIX (Para-4.3.2) 

VR & Month Name of officer Name of child Amount 

CHF 

21 of 9/2016 

Mr. 

MohsinRafique, 

HOC 

 

Sana Mohsin Daughter  33,100 

-do- Sajal Mohsin Daughter  35,250 

2 of 8/17 Sajal Mohsin Daughter  35,700 

3 of 8 /17 ShayaanMohsin son 31,620 

3 of 8/2016  Sana Mohsin and 

SajalMohsin Daughter 

8,200 

10 of 9/16  Sana Mohsin and Sajal 

Mohsin Daughter (Admission 

Fee) 

900 

2 of 7/17 Sana AP fee 915 

30 of 1/2019 Shayaan Mohsin son 

(22618/2=11314) 

11,314 

  Sajal Mohsin Daughter 11,314 

Total un-authorized for 3rd Child against voucher No. 3 of 8/17   

31620 +Vr. 30 of 1/2019+ 11314 – (CHF 42,934) 

74,554 

 

 

Annex-XX (Para-5.3.1) 

Sr # 1 Name Entertainment 

Paid 2019-21 £ 

Entertainment 

Entitlement  

Recovery 

(GB) 

1 Col. Rana Muhammad Asif Khan 24 * 697 = 16,728 24 * 348.5 = 8,364 8,364 

2 Col. Muhammad Waqas 24 * 697 = 16,728 24 * 348.5 = 8,364 8,364 

3 Major Wajahat Ali 24 * 581 = 13,944 24 * 348.5 = 8,364 8,364 

4 CaptAbidRafique 24 * 930 = 22,320 24 * 465.0 = 11,160 11,160 

5 MrRehmatullah Khan 24 * 581 = 13,944 24 * 290.5 = 6,972 6,972 

6 MrNazarHussain 24 * 581 = 13,944 24 * 290.5 = 6,972 6,972 

7 Col. Jaffar Sultan 24 * 697 = 16,728 24 * 348.5 = 8,364 8,364 

8 Major UmerShaukat Ali Khan 24 * 581 = 13,944 24 * 290.5 = 6,972 6,972 

9 Muhammad Iqbal 24 * 581 = 13,944 24 * 290.5 = 6,972 6,972 

Total 72,504 
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Annex-XXI (Para-5.3.2) 

Sl. 

No. 

Para No. 

of AIR 

Amount of  

contract 

Remarks 

 London 2019-21 

1 11 £ 3,099,637 Supply of CAD/PAD items, MB Seat Spares and PK-16 LE 

Ejection Seat Kits for JF-17 bearing No. DSF/1300/P-45/2019-

20  

2 10 £ 1,414,528 Supply of MB Seat Spares (147 Line/Items) bearing No. 

DSF/1301/P-45/2019-20 

3 09 £ 637,382 Supply of PK-16 LE Ejection Seat Kits for JF-17 A/C (149 

Line items) bearing No. DSF/1302/P-45/2019-20 

4 13 £ 132,687 supply of Flare CM 118 MK3 Type I Product Code 58500 and 

Chaff Pack BOL Mk2 Type I Product Code 00627 bearing No. 

DSF/1303/P45/2019-20 

5 05 £ 91,500 Supply  of Life Preserver Yoke item bearing No 

DSN/10636/5339/902470/B-1912/340416/2019-20 

6 03 £ 83,648 Supply of Survival Pack 25 Men Life raft Emer 25/A/1/18/ 

Solas item bearing No. DSN/10632/5341/902362/B- 

1911/340222/2019-20 

7 06 £ 78,275 Supply of Lube Oil OM 33 NATO H-576 with QC Petroleum 

Anti wear Hydraulic fluid item bearing No. 

DSN/10635/5347/ 

924354 /B-1910/340148/2019-20 

8 04 £ 69,240 Supply of Tyne Air Intake Filter item bearing No 

DSN/10665/5342/987428/B-1912/320398/2019-20 

9 12 £ 45,576 Supply of overhauling of EMG Oxygen Set and CO2 Cylinders 

bearing No. DSF/1299/P-45/2019-20 

10 08 £ 42,885 Supply of Argus MI-TIC 320 3BTN Camera MI-TIC 320-3 

item bearing No DSN/10631/5345/902402/B-1910/ 

340133/2019-20 

11 07 £ 38,184 Supply of Kittiwake OTC with Heated Viscometer with Tan 

Cell item bearing No. DSN/10667/5348/987531/B-

1912/340415/2019-20 

12 02 £ 17,769 Supply of Shear Pin coupling item bearing No. 

DSN/10669/5346/987113/B-1904/320798/2019-20 

13 01 £ 8,090 Supply of Inter smooth 7460 HS SPC, Black and Interhane 870 

Acrylic Polyurethane Finish DK Grey items bearing No. 

DSN/10593/5320 

 Washington 2019-20 

14 04 US$ 497,255 Supply of spares for helmet and oxygen mask (14 l/items) 

bearing No AF/DPD/27539/A/ Washington 

15 06 US$ 233,100 Supply of Helmet flyer’s (HGU-55/P) (02l/items) bearing No 

AF/DPD/27531/Washington 

16 09 US$ 162,348 Supply of dye smoke (red & green)bearing No 

AF/DPD/27541/Washington 

17 07 US$ 150,600 Supply of helmet flyer’s (SPH-4B) regular & x large item 

bearing No AF/DPD/27533/Washington 

18 05 US$ 110,852 Supply of spares for helmet and oxygen mask (06 l/items) 

bearing NO AF/DPD/27539/C/Washington  

19 01 US$ 66,800 Supply of diesel filtration skid/ element for HSDO (VELCON) 

bearing NO. N/DPD/13111/872270/WASH/AAIM/12382C 

20 08 US$ 63,726 Supply of ANTI “G” SUITS bearing No  AF/DPD/27530/ 

Washington 

21 10 US$ 48,684 Supply of sunglasses aircrew bearing No AF/DPD/27532/ 

Washington 

22 03 US$ 16,209 Supply of Calibration of PME (10 L/ITEMS) bearing N0 

AF/DPO/27538/Washington 
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23 02 US$ 8,996 Supply of Driven Shaft and Drive Shaft Model VXE 232-

85/2/N bearing No. N/DPD/13207/955420/SPO-43/WASH/ 

AAIM 

 TOTAL £ 5,759,401 & 

US$ 1,358,570 
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DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (SOCIAL SAFETY NET) 

CHAPTER 1 

SOCIAL PROTECTION SECTOR ANALYSIS 

1.1 Introduction 

 Social Protection sector is the emerging sector of the state, with increased budgetary allocations 

over the years. Universal access of the poor and marginalized sector to the basic necessities of life 

including proper food, clothes and housing facilities is the basic goal of this sector. Various federal and 

provincial governments have introduced Social Safety programmes. Starting from 1967, the Provincial 

Employees Social Security Scheme (PSSS) was introduced as first social protection measure in Pakistan. 

Currently, Benazir Income Support Programme, Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund, Workers Welfare 

Fund, Employee Old Age Benefit Institution, Bait-ul-Mal and Zakat are the main social protection 

programmes catering both chronic and transient poor population for reducing poverty. The beneficiaries 

registered with these programmes are increasing gradually.  

The total budget allocation and expenditure of these programmes in  

FY 2020-21 was Rs. 265.87 billion and Rs. 222.905 billion respectively. Details of budget and number of 

beneficiaries registered with these social protection programmes are given in the graphs below: 
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The present Government streamlined the Conditional Cash Transfers and established appropriate 

graduation programmes to enhance the coverage of Social Protection Programmes to reduce the poverty 

in all its forms. In this regard, Poverty Alleviation Coordination Council was created to synergize the 

efforts of various organizations working for poverty alleviation in public and private sector, to eliminate 

duplication and overlap and to develop a framework to improve the implementation plans for capacity 

building and performance enhancement of such organizations. Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety 

Division has also been established to effectively administer all Social Protection Programmes through one 

window operation. Moreover, Ehsaas Program has been initiated which implies a multi-dimensional 

approach to reduce poverty effectively. However, the major initiatives under Ehsaas Program include 

Kafalat program, Under-graduate Scholarships, Ehsaas Nashonuma and establishment of Sehat Insaf 

Card for free medical treatment to around eight million families. 

1.2 Sectoral Analysis 

Following are the organizations under Social Protection Programmes to counter poverty by 

graduating the poor out of poverty and making them self-sufficient. 

1.2.1 Benazir Income Support Programme 

BISP is a federal cash transfer Social Safety Net initiative of Government of Pakistan. Its long-

term objectives include meeting the targets set by Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to eradicate 

extreme & chronic poverty and empowerment of women through establishment of comprehensive social 

protection. BISP has a nationwide presence with headquarter in federal capital and six regional offices at 

provincial capitals, Azad Jammu & Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan. There are also 34 divisional and 385 

Tehsil offices all across the country. From inception of this programme till 30.06.2021, Rs. 1,042.40 

billion was disbursed under different cash transfer programmes and total number of beneficiaries now 

stands at seven million (approx.). BISP uses Poverty Score Card, where a score of PMT 16.7 (Old Survey) 

and PMT 32 (New Survey) makes the beneficiary eligible for this cash transfer programme. BISP has 

following programs: 

 Unconditional Cash Transfers (UCT) provides minimum income support package (Rs. 2,000 

monthly) to those rated poor on Poverty Score Card. 

 Conditional Cash Transfer Programmes which include Waseela-e-Taleem to facilitate 

primary education 
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 Ehsaas Nashonuma Program provides women cash stipends, specialized nutritious food, 

immunizations, antenatal and postnatal checkups, health awareness sessions and tackling stunting 

in children across 15 most stunted districts in the country. 

 Ehsaas Under-graduate Scholarships Program started in 2019 provides a total number 

of 200,000 scholarships with 50,000 scholarships each year with a 50% scholarships quota is 

reserved only for girls. 

BISP started in 2008 with the aim to reduce poverty and making beneficiaries self-sufficient to 

prevent them from falling below the poverty line. In FY 2020-2021, Rs. 128.756 billion was disbursed as 

Unconditional Cash Transfer, Rs. 3.67 billion was disbursed for Conditional Cash Transfer Programme 

i.e., Waseela-e-Taleem and Rs. 1.95 billion and Rs. 8.468 billion were disbursed for Ehsaas Nashonuma 

and Under-graduate scholarships program, respectively. 

BISP has developed the database of its beneficiaries in Management Information System through 

multiple surveys by participation of both public and private sector. To track down the financial status of 

the beneficiaries being covered by the BISP programmes over the long period of time, it is very important 

to update the beneficiaries’ data after shorter periods to check the economy, efficiency and effectiveness 

of the programme. Latest Survey report (National Socio-economic Registry) was due in 2017 but it is still 

under progress. Moreover, data integration across the multiple social safety organizations remains an issue 

because auditors have reported deficiencies in beneficiaries’ record in these MIS. 

To become a productive and robust vehicle to deliver services to the poorest, BISP still has to 

plug the identified gaps as reported in the recent audit report. Though efforts have been made to improve 

the payment mechanism and currently Biometric Verification System is operational, still instances of 

fraud and embezzlement have been reported from different regions of the country. This speaks for 

inadequate inbuilt controls in the payment mechanism. That is why the Complaint Monitoring System 

needs to be more effective for timely remedial measures to address recipients’ concerns. Delayed and 

incomplete reconciliation process among BISP, Banks and Post Offices are potential grey areas. In 

addition to this, retention of undisbursed funds by the banks is against the terms of agreements. 

1.2.2 Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal 

 Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal (a welfare fund) established in 1992 by PBM Act, 1991. PBM is 

significantly contributing towards poverty alleviation through its various poorest of the poor 

focused services and providing assistance to the poor and needy persons, as per eligibility criteria 

approved by Bait-ul-Mal Board irrespective of their gender, cast, creed and religion through its 

establishment at the district level. A person to be eligible for PBM programme should have 

monthly household income less than Rs. 17,000 for the FY 2020-21. During FY 2020-21, PBM 

has disbursed an amount of Rs. 6.796 billion through its following core projects /schemes: 

 Individual Financial Assistance caters poor, widows, and orphans for medical treatment, 

education and general assistance. 

 School for Rehabilitation of Child Labour (SRCLs) are working for the rehabilitation of 

the bonded child labour and provide them primary education. PBM has established 159 

National Centre’s for Rehabilitation of Child Labour countrywide since 1995. 

 Women Empowerment Centers (WEC) works for the skill-development i.e. cutting, 

sewing, knitting, computers and embroidery along with other trades to women and provide 

free training to widows, orphans and poor girls in different skills. There are 160 WECs 
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operating across the country. 

 Pakistan Sweet Homes/Dar-ul-Ehsaas are for the orphan children where they get free food, 

medical treatment, boarding and lodging and free education. There are 51 Sweet Homes now 

called Dar-ul-Ehsaas across the country. 

 Pakistan Great Home enrolls seniors (above 60 years of age) and provide them free of cost 

boarding/lodging, messing and medical care. 

 Child Support Program is a conditional cash transfer program, in which cash incentive is 

provided to the parents for sending their children to schools.  

 Orphan Widow Support Program for families having orphan child, preferably girls, 

launched in four districts Abbottabad, Peshawar, Gujrat and Okara. This program has 

launched in replacement of 4 closed Dar-ul-Ehsas 247 children in those districts. 

 Panagahs Under the vision of Prime Minister, PBM launched the program of Panaghas (5 

in Islamabad, 1 in Mardan, 1 in Abbottabad, 5 in Karachi, 1 in Quetta, 1 in Gawadar, 1 in 

Qilla Abdullah, 1 in Lasbella and 1 in Skardu) during the FY 2020-21. 

 Ehsas Koe Bokha na Soay Under the vision of Prime Minister, PBM launched the Program 

of 12 Ehsas Koe Bokha na Soay food vehicle (4 in Peshawar, 4 in Lahore, 2 in Islamabad and 

2 in Faisalabad) 

 Institutional Rehabilitation for NGOs is grant-in-aid for registered non- governmental 

organizations (NGOs) having excellent track record aimed at institutional rehabilitation of 

the poor and deserving persons of the society. 

1.2.3 Workers Welfare Fund 

 Workers Welfare Fund (WWF) was established under Workers Welfare Fund Ordinance, 1971 

for providing low cost housing and other welfare amenities to the industrial labour. Initial contribution of 

Rs.100 million was made by the Federal Government and the further resources were to be raised by the 

private sector. The main objective of WWF is to finance housing schemes for the industrial workers which 

include construction of houses, flats and development of plots, establishment of health facilities like 

hospitals, wards and dispensaries and education facilities like secondary and higher secondary schools, 

technical institutes and industrial homes in all major industrial cities. Provision of death grant to the 

widow/legal heir of the deceased workers and marriage grant for the marriage of daughters of workers is 

also provided. Total budget for the FY 2020-2021 was Rs. 17,242.51 million. 

In construction of the housing colonies, significant number of instances of overpayments 

was reported. Moreover, there were cases of fraudulent withdrawals from the accounts of 

Workers Welfare Board, KP in the name of withholding tax. In addition to this, there was less 

collection of rental income from labour colonies amounting to Rs. 322.962 million. While over 

payments to the contractors were made amounting to Rs. 29.153 during the financial year 2020-

21. 

1.2.4 Zakat 

Zakat plays an important role in poverty alleviation. Apart from support to the poor and 

needy, it helps in re-distribution of wealth which curtails unemployment and reduces chances of 
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economic recession. Zakat funds are utilized for assistance to the needy, indigent, poor, orphans, 

widows, handicapped and disabled for their subsistence or rehabilitation. These poor segments 

of society are provided Zakat funds either directly through respective Local Zakat Committee or 

indirectly through institutions i.e. educational, vocational, social institutions and hospitals, etc. 

The subject of Zakat stands devolved to the provinces and federal areas. Poverty 

Alleviation and Social Safety Division (Zakat Cell) has been assigned the task of collection and 

disbursement of Zakat funds to the Provinces/Federal Areas till next NFC Award under the 

Council of Common Interests approved formula. Mustahiqeen should have income less than Rs. 

670 per head in a household. A total amount of Rs. 6,190.370 million was collected during FY 

2020-21 and distributed in lump sum amongst the Provinces/Federal Areas.  

Auditors during the Audit of FY 2020-2021 found the issues of non-constitution of 

Central Zakat Council and irregular Zakat exemptions granted on invalid declarations. The issues 

of duplication in payments and accommodating non-mustahiqeen were reported. 

1.2.5 Employees’ Old-age Benefits Institution 

EOBI Act, 1976 was enforced w.e.f. 01.04.1976. The statute intends to provide security 

and benefits to the old-age employees of industries, commercial or other organizations covered 

under it. EOBI provides an Old-Age Pension, Invalidity Pension, Old-Age Grant and Survivor's 

Pension to eligible beneficiaries. The purpose of EOBI is to achieve the objective of Article 38(C) 

of the Constitution, by providing compulsory social insurance.  

In provision of pension grant, the significant number of incidences of payments to 

government employees and registration of government employees as insured persons has been 

noticed. Moreover, there are instances of non-recovery of contributions from defaulting 

employers. Total Budget allocation and expenditure of these programs in financial year 2020-21 

is Rs. 47.471 billion and Rs. 45.289 billion, respectively. 

1.3 Conclusion 

Social Protection Programmes are often fragmented and duplicated, because each 

programme has been working on its own and under different ministries, whereas inter-ministerial 

coordination is weak. The Social Safety Nets Institutions do not have clear division of 

responsibilities in terms of target groups and have their own eligibility criteria for rating an 

individual as poor so they have their own database. Due to lack of data sharing and 

correspondence among different programmes and ministries, beneficiaries are being covered by 

multiple programmes which lead to decrease in overall efficiency and effectiveness of Social 

protection Sector in achieving the targets of poverty alleviation and self-sustainability in 

beneficiaries. Recently, government created Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety Division as 

the administrative head of these programmes. Still, EOBI is under Ministry of Overseas 

Pakistanis and Human Resource Development. To make the Social Safety nets result oriented it 

is very important to use a single criterion of poverty measurement in line with the national 

definition of poverty and develop a single database for all programmes which should be re-

evaluated after appropriate number of years to track down the progress made by each programme. 

Cash transfer programmes may be time barred to reduce the dependency syndrome in 
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beneficiaries while the core programme should include Poverty Graduation Schemes through 

skill enhancement and subsequent asset transfer and micro-financing to make the beneficiaries 

self-sufficient. It is also desired that there may be segregation of duties among social protection 

sector and development of key performance indicators along with the proper monitoring and 

evaluation mechanism.  

In short term, there may be a policy level intervention to resolve the issues of cumbersome 

delivery mechanism, limited funding, ineffective targeting and low coverage to create the time 

value of money and make the social protection sector efficient and effective in service delivery. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BENAZIR INCOME SUPPORT PROGRAM 

2.1 Introduction 

A. The Government of Pakistan launched BISP in July 2008 with an immediate objective 

to eradicate poverty and to evaluate the status of marginalized and under privileged sections 

of society, especially women, through establishment of comprehensive Social Protection 

Net. Accordingly, the Benazir Income Support Programme Act, 2010 was passed by the 

parliament to provide a basis for regulation and establishment of an autonomous Social 

Safety Net Authority to coordinate the design and implementation of targeted programmes 

for the poor. The purpose of the program is to: 

 Enhance financial capacity of the poor and their dependent family members; 

 Formulate and implement comprehensive policies and targeted programs; 

 Reduce poverty and promote equitable distribution of wealth, especially for the low-income 

groups. 

The President of Pakistan is Chief Patron and the Prime Minister is Executive Patron of BISP, 

while a Special Assistant on Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety to the Prime Minister of 

Pakistan, with the status of Federal Minister, manages its operations as Chairperson with the help 

of a Board constituted by the President on the advice of the Prime Minister.  

Key powers and functions of the Board are as under: 

 To approve the budget of the programme prepared by the management; 

 To take decisions on the financial aspects of the programme; 

 To monitor the programme in a transparent manner; 

 To make regulations and approve policies and manuals in order to carry out the purposes of the 

Ordinance; 

 To approve criteria of eligible families for financial assistance under the programme; 

 To present annual progress reports to the Council and consider recommendations. 

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Budget allocated to the Benazir Income Support Program for the Financial year 2020-21 was 

Rs. 200,000 million, out of which the Program incurred an expenditure of Rs. 194,324.74 million 

resulting in savings of Rs. 5,675.26 million (including surrendered amount of Rs. 5,089.32 million) 

which is 2.84% of the Final Budget. 

Rs. in million 

Grant No Grant Type 
Original Grant/ 

Appropriation 

Supplementary 

Grant/ 

Appropriation 

Final Grant/ 

Appropriation 

Actual 

Expenditure 

Excess/ 

(Savings) 

% age 

Excess/ 

(Saving) 

26 Current 200,000 - 194,910.68 194,324.74 (5,675.26) (2.84) 
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C. Sectoral analysis on the achievements against targets under MTBF  

The performance indicators, targets and achievements for the FY 2020-21 by BISP is 

tabulated below: 

Outputs Selected Performance Indicators Targets Achievements 

Unconditional cash 

transfer services   

Number of beneficiaries (In thousand) 6,825 6,903 

Waseela-e-Taleem 

programme 

Number of beneficiaries (In thousand) 3,811 1,500 

Graduation 

Program 

Number of beneficiaries graduated (In 

thousand) 

65 0 

Table 1: Audit Profile of Benazir Income Support Program  

Rs. in million 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos 

Audited Expenditure audited 

(FY 2020-21)  

1 Formations 40 09 *194,324.74 

2 Assignment Accounts (excluding FAP) 01 01 99,360.68 

3 Foreign Aided Projects (FAP) 06 06 54,317.06 

*including Ehsaas Emergency Cash of Rs.40,647 million 

2.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 15,474.058 million were raised as a result of this audit. 

This amount also includes recoverable of Rs. 3,793.274 million as pointed out by the audit.  

 

Table 2:     Overview of the Audit observations 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Classification Amount  

1 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation 2,736.960                  

2 Irregularities     3,223.89     

A HR/ Employees related irregularities 233.845 

B Management of accounts with commercial banks 7,688.00 
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3 Value for money and service delivery issue 427.765  

4 Others  1,163.60`  

2.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Year of 

AR 
PAC Status 

No. of 

Actionable 

points 

Compliance 
Non-

compliance 

% 

Compliance 

2011-12 Held 3 2 1 66.67 

2012-13 Held 8 - 8 - 

2013-14 Held 18 6 12 33.33 

2014-15 Held 9 - 9 - 

2015-16 Held 6 4 2 66.67 

2016-17 Not Held - - - - 

2018-19 Held 5 1 3 25.00 

2019-20 Not Held - - - - 

2020-21 Not Held - - - - 

2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Fraud and Embezzlement 

2.4.1 Fraudulent activity made by some franchises exactly at the same time or upto 6 

transactions in less than a minute – Rs. 2,723.24 million 

Clause 1.5(D)(xii) of contracts between BISP and Banks provides that “onus of any fraudulent 

activity either due to low quality  Biometric Verification System (BVS) hardware, saving of biometric 

images, or any other fraudulent activity relating to BVS shall squarely rest with the Bank. 

Para 8(d) of the contracts signed with the banks provide that after successful system integration 

as per time lines prescribed in Clause-15 of SSC, the HBL shall be responsible to report data of all 

beneficiaries' related transactions/activities to BISP MIS i.e. enrollment/account activation, deposit, 

withdrawal, transfer of funds to linked saving account, de-crediting including forced de-crediting and 

reversal entries on a real time basis with maximum margin of three working days' time lag due to any 

issues failing which penalty @ 0.05 % of the unreported amount shall be applicable on each 

delayed/non- reporting transaction/activity. 

Suspicious withdrawal activities in cases of some BVS franchises and ATMs, such as more 

than one transaction occurring exactly at same time, more than two transactions  within one minute, 

upto 1000 transactions in one day and withdrawals upto Rs. 235 million by one BVS in one financial 

year were reported in the BISP-MIS. 

Audit observed cases of suspicious and/or fraudulent withdrawal through multiple transactions 

at the same time and up to 6 transactions in one minute.  

Detail of Franchises/ BVS made withdrawals more than 120 million in a year is given at Annex-

2. However, detail of BVS Franchises, on sample basis, showing transactions exactly as same time, 

upto 5 transactions within a day etc., is as under: 
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Sr. 

No. 

CNIC Franchise 

District 

Franchise 

ID 

Transaction 

Type 

Withdrawal Time and 

date 

1 3510326285391 Kasur 44666 202 08/25/2020 09:50:22 

2 3510163754790 Kasur 44666 202 08/25/2020 09:50:22 

3 3510359748007 Kasur 44666 202 08/25/2020 09:50:22 

4 3510339312089 Kasur 44666 202 08/25/2020 09:30:06 

5 3510355862387 Kasur 44666 202 08/25/2020 09:30:10 

6 3510171521856 Kasur 44666 202 08/25/2020 09:30:12 

7 3510344490017 Kasur 44666 202 08/25/2020 09:30:20 

8 3510351568099 Kasur 44666 202 08/25/2020 09:30:49 

9 3510406644312 Kasur 44666 202 08/25/2020 09:30:59 

10 3640234006416 Pakpattan 120085 202 8/4/2020 10:01:33 

11 3640208309547 Pakpattan 120085 202 8/4/2020 10:01:54 

12 3640280370153 Pakpattan 120085 202 8/4/2020 10:01:56 

13 3640291623915 Pakpattan 120085 202 8/4/2020 10:01:56 

14 3640264397901 Pakpattan 120085 202 8/4/2020 10:10:12 

15 3640292191107 Pakpattan 120085 202 8/4/2020 10:10:12 

16 3640289557599 Pakpattan 120085 202 8/4/2020 10:10:12 

17 3640249229502 Pakpattan 120085 202 8/4/2020 10:10:15 

18 4110348922372 Badin 77203 202 07/29/2020 09:38:55 

20 4110348922372 Hyderabad 77203 202 07/29/2020 09:38:55 

21 4130247041240 Hyderabad 77203 202 07/29/2020 17:21:48 

22 4130680171771 Jaffarabad 77203 202 07/29/2020 17:21:48 

23 4130264470082 Hyderabad 77203 202 7/29/2020 9:42:03 

24 4130359788766 Hyderabad 77203 202 7/29/2020 9:42:15 

25 4130229282782 Hyderabad 77203 202 7/29/2020 9:42:31 

26 4130360413234 Hyderabad 77203 202 7/29/2020 9:42:36 

27 4130218825326 Hyderabad 77203 202 7/29/2020 9:42:52 

Audit is of the view that these suspicious withdrawals need to be investigated to fix 

responsibility and recovery of fraudulent withdrawals from culprits. 

Management replied that detailed response will be submitted later as it requires thorough 

analysis and verification of all these transactions in consultation with BISP field offices, MIS and 

Banks. 

The reply is not tenable as no detailed response was provided to audit. 
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DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to refer the un-reported franchises mentioned 

in the para to FIA, if not already reported, till 31.03.2022. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated and recoveries be effected from 

fraudsters in cases of suspicious withdrawals.  

 {Para No.51 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.2 Non-recovery of embezzled amount as per complaints of fake biometric reported 

in different tehsil offices – Rs 13.72 million 

Para 7(vi) of banking contract between BISP and two partner banks states that as soon as the 

complaint(s) (individually or collectively) of deduction (partial payment) or embezzlement (full stipend 

amount or full amount in case of de-credit beneficiaries) is received, the bank shall immediately block 

the Branchless Banking Agent and simultaneously initiate investigation and once proven/ established 

then blacklist the accused Branchless Banking agent and compensate the affected beneficiaries or 

deposit the embezzled amount in the government treasury within four weeks, regardless of the recovery 

of the deducted/embezzled amounts. 

The management of BISP disbursed an amount of Rs. 132,423 million amongst beneficiaries 

of UCT and CCT during the FY 2020-21 through two partner banks i.e., Bank Alfalah and HBL. 

Audit observed that numerous complaints of fake withdrawals were received in respective 

Tehsil offices regarding these two banks amounting to Rs. 13,720,500. 

Audit further observed that these complaints were unresolved till close of audit. 

Detail is as under. 

 

Rs. in million 

Region Total 

Cases 

Amount 

Involved 

Amount 

Recovered 

Outstanding 

amount 

Punjab 396 4.710 0.029 4.681 

Sindh 108 1.306 0.036 1.270 

Balochistan 188 2.325 0 2.325 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 452 5.418 0 5.418 

KPK Migrated ben. 3 0.036 0 0.036 

Total 13.720 

Audit is of the view that neither the affected beneficiaries were compensated nor the embezzled 

amount was deposited into the Government Treasury.  

The management stated that Regional Offices of BISP have already taken up all their cases with 

FIA on the directions of BISP HQs. However, in the light of contractual obligations, BISP has requested 

HBL for the joint inquires to probe the matter. HBL has shared names of its members for the joint 

inquires which are being planned to be conducted.  

The management has accepted the contention of the Audit. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided that the amount may be recovered as 

per contract. 
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Audit recommends that the amount may be recovered and action be initiated against responsible 

person(s) at fault. 

{Para No.32 of BISP HQ, Para 4 of RO Quetta and RO Peshawar} 

Irregularity and non-compliance 

2.4.3 Non-decrediting of beneficiaries’ accounts– Rs. 2,227.52 million 

The BISP Board in its 30th meeting held on 24.12.2018 approved that the accounts of the 

beneficiaries having no activity for six months may be blocked and de-credited. The Board further 

directed that the matter be taken up with the banks such that de-credited funds are deposited on weekly 

basis in Government Treasury. 

Management of BISP enrolled and served 6.90 million and 6.75 million beneficiaries, 

respectively under Regular BISP UCT and CCT during the financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that beneficiaries’ accounts were not de-credited during the period from 

01.11.2020 to 30.06.2021. 

Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Bank 

No. of 

Accounts 

Amount not de-credited as amount in respective accounts 

24000 or more as on 30.06.2021 

1 HBL 70,569 1,701.98 

2 Alfalah 21,850 525.54 

 Total 2,227.52 

Audit is of the view that no approval of Board was available to halt de-credit of accounts of 

beneficiaries. Audit is also of the view that such non de-crediting of accounts and onward non-deposit 

of de-credited amount into Government treasury was loss to Government exchequer. 

 Management replied that as per practice, the de-crediting process is always suspended on the 

cut-off date for each generation, to avoid payments to beneficiaries de-credited after the cut-off date. 

At the time of approval of de-crediting policy by the Board in its 30th meeting, payments were generated 

to beneficiaries on quarterly basis and to give two chances to the beneficiaries in six months to withdraw 

their payments before de-crediting. However, since April, 2020 the frequency of the generation is 

changed to bi-annual basis and only one tranche is generated to the beneficiaries in a six-month period. 

While the generation was in process, BISP Board in its 42nd meeting decided that upon completion of 

new NSER survey, the exiting beneficiaries will be provided two additional quarterly tranches till 

December, 2020. Therefore, in order to facilitate the prospective exiting beneficiaries whose BISP 

Board approved Jan – June, 2021, tranche was being released, de-crediting was kept on hold to allow 

all such beneficiaries to withdraw their funds.  

The reply of management is not relevant as no approval of Board was made available to halt 

de-credit of accounts of beneficiaries. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to apprise the BISP Board about the insistence 

of audit on the issue of non-decrediting for the period 01.11.2020 to 30.06.2021 and take 

guidance/decision of BISP Board on the matter already being taken before the Board. 
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Audit recommends that approval of the Board to halt the de-credit process be produced to audit 

beside responsibility for non-compliance be fixed. 

    {Para No.34 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.4 Non-monitoring by BISP resulted in over-utilization of funds shown by WFP in 

Annual Report –USD 5.028 million 

Article II Clause 11.2(12) of the agreement between WFP and BISP, obligated WFP for 

provision of compliance monitoring data for conditionality as requested by BISP. 

The data relating to registration of beneficiary, child, number of visits, payment made to the 

beneficiary on every visit, consumption of Specialized Nutritious Food (SNF) Sachet (Wawamum and 

Maamta)  etc., has been reported to BISP-MIS through software application in use of World Food 

Program.  

Audit observed that data monitoring has not been carried out as the cost of total sachet 

distributed comes to USD 841,252 upto 31.03.2021 as per BISP-MIS. Whereas, utilization of USD 

5,869,421 under the expenditure head “Food and related cost” was communicated to BISP73  

Detail is as under. 

Amount in USD 

Commodity No. of Sachet  

distributed 

Number of 

Grams in one 

Sachet 

Rate per gram as 

provided by WFP  

Cost of total 

Sachet 

distributed 

Maamta 914,587 75 0.0045  412,518 

Wawamum 1,964,371 50 0.0042 310,960 

Total 841,252 

Audit is of the view that the adjustment provided by WFP in Certified Financial Report for the 

year ending 30.03.2021 was without mentioning of closing inventory of SNF purchased in bulk and the 

rate of SNF charged was on the higher side. 

Audit is further, of the view that this shows over utilization of USD 5,028,169 as head wise 

cost distribution in the agreement was different from that reported by WFP in annual report. 

Management replied that implementing partner i.e., WFP has procured SNF as per estimated 

beneficiaries for one year and the amount reported includes closing inventory of the SNF. Details 

provided by WFP are given as under a target of enrollment of 189,736 beneficiaries was set for pilot 

phase of the Ehsaas Nashonuma Project. Based on this target, estimated quantity of 2,769 MT SNF 

(2,404 MT from BISP funds and 365 MT WFP from WFP funds) including 1,825 MT Maamta and 944 

MT Wawamum was procured, in advance. The cost of BISP share comes to USD 5.721 million. The 

same was reported in the financial report. It is also added that out of the procured SNF, 817 MT SNF 

(452 MT from BISP funds and 365 MT WFP from WFP funds) has been utilized and 1952 MT SNF is 

available in balance stock.  

The reply of the management is not tenable as closing stock was not reported by WFP in its 

certified financial report as at 31.03.2021 that was submitted to the BISP. 

                                                           
73 WFP in certified Financial Report as at 31.03.2021 
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DAC in its meeting held on 28.12.2021 decided to pend the para till provision of break-up of 

the stock, its cost and the outstanding amount in question in para. Authorities agreed to include the 

balance amount of para in their financial statements to depict outstanding stock available with WFP 

before 14.01.2022. 

The management has provided information about status of stock (in MT tons and not in grams). 

However, the second part of the decision of the DAC regarding the disclosure about these funds related 

to the subject contract in certified financial statements is yet to be provided. 

Audit recommends that the decision of DAC may be implemented in letter and spirit.  

{Para No.53 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.5 Non-adjustment of savings of 1st year in budget releases of next year -  

Rs. 415.104 million  

Article IV(2) of the agreement between BISP and WFP states that payments by BISP will be 

made for activities of one year at the commencement of each year.  

Article IV(6) of the agreement between BISP and WFP provides that any identifiable interest 

accrued on the contribution and any residual income derived from WFP’s activities financed by the 

Contribution shall be utilized by WFP in accordance with WFP Regulations and Rules.  

BISP signed an agreement for Ehsaas Nashonuma with WFP on 28.02.2020 and amendment 

on 15.06.2021. Total value of the program implementation was Rs. 5,846,382,498. BISP contribution 

was Rs. 1,599,446,836 for the 1st year.  

Audit observed as under:  

i. BISP contributed Rs. 1,599,446,836 as the advance payment of first year-2020. 

ii. The Certified Financial Report of WFP as on 31.03.2021 showed savings of Rs. 

415,104,525 (USD 2,515,785*165) at the end of 1st year of contract.  

 Audit is of the view that BISP management transferred funds to the tune of Rs. 1,946,192,527 

as 2nd year’s installment to WFP, without adjusting last year’s saving amounting to Rs. 415,104,525 in 

2nd year’s budget.  

Audit is further of the view that a total amount of Rs. 415,104,525 was required to be adjusted 

by BISP from the budget of the 2nd year from WFP. 

Management replied that as per Article III(3) of the agreement, WFP will mobilize and 

contribute USD 1.5 million on a twining basis, as additional financing for the Project’s operational and 

support costs. As per Article IV Payment Schedule, projects funds will be transferred from BISP to 

WFP in installments, payments by BISP will be made for activities of one year at the commencement 

of each year and the WFP shall return to BISP all remaining unspent funds within 90 days upon 

expiration, termination or suspension of this agreement. 

The reply is not tenable as contribution for 2nd year was required to be paid after adjusting the 

balance of 1st year fund released by BISP and available with WFP. 

DAC in its meeting held on 28.12.2021 decided to pend the para till provision of 

detailed revised interim Financial Statement of WFP for reconciliation as of 31.03.2022 and of 

an outstanding amount of USD 1.5 million. 
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Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated and additional funds paid to WFP more 

than the actual requirement may be recovered.  

{Para No. 54 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.6 Irregular payment of Cash Transfers to Government employees/pensioners and 

to their spouses – Rs. 369.636 million 

Section 4(a) of BISP Act 2010 provides that the objectives and purposes of the program shall 

be to enhance the financial capacity of the poor people and their dependent family members. 

Federal Cabinet, inter alia, approved exclusion of government employee (self)” & “government 

employees’ (spouse)” from Regular BISP UCT Program. 

 Management of BISP enrolled and served 6.90 million and 6.75 million beneficiaries 

respectively under Regular BISP, UCT during the Financial year 2020-21. 

 Audit observed that a total number of 21,041 Government employees & pensioners and their 

spouses (Grade 1 to Grade 22) were drawing Cash Transfers payments. A total of Rs. 369,636,000 has 

been disbursed by BISP during the FY 2020-21 to them. 

Details are as under. 

  Rs. in million 

Pool Self/ 

Spouse 

No. of 

beneficiaries 

Grade 

Range 

Total 

Amount 

Kafalat Programme beneficiaries Self 231 1-17 5.54 

NSER new enrollment Self 2193 1-22 26.32 

Kafalat Programme beneficiaries Spouse 9531 1-19 228.74 

NSER new enrollment Spouse 9086 1-20 109.03 

Total 21041 1-22 369.64 

 Audit is of the view that payment of Regular BISP UCT to government employees & 

pensioners and to their spouses is irregular.  

 Management responded that the observation raised by the audit is not based on facts. The recent 

data of serving government employees obtained by the audit was not available with BISP at the time of 

processing beneficiaries, these government employees benefited from the programme. BISP has 

blocked all mentioned beneficiaries for further benefits. BISP will also write letters to all concerned 

government departments for the recovery of amount from these employees who benefited from regular 

Kafalat, EEC etc. and requested to initiate legal proceedings.  

 The reply of management is self-contradictory as BISP is mandated to perform such activity 

and it says that BISP didn’t have the data yet BISP blocked the employee. However, these employees 

did get included in the program. The reply is also silent about the status of pensioners. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to obtain the details of these 

government servants from CGA/Provincial governments and other Payment Offices with 

request to provide their pay scales and salaries/pension of government servants and pensioners 

for necessary blockage in the system and further allied actions. 
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 Audit recommends cleansing the database for excluding the government servants (serving, 

pensioners and their spouses) and recovery may be effected from Government employees/pensioners 

and their spouses.  

{Para No.30 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.7 Non-recovery of penalty from the survey firms due to less deployment of 

Enumerators – Rs.360.765 million  

Clause 18(b) of contract between BISP and survey firms states “for identification of possible 

violations during the course of implementation, the data against various performance indicators to be 

provided on Data Collection Support System will be used to auto-calculate deductions, wherever 

applicable. Deductions shall either be made from the due/subsequent invoice or adjusted from the final 

payment.” 

Clause 18(d) of the contract states that each time staffing shortfall surfaces, the firm will be 

penalized Rs.1,500 per staff member per day starting with eighth day, since the position is left vacant. 

Benazir Income Support Programme management awarded Door to Door Survey to the 

following survey firms. 

Rs. in million 

Sr.No Name of Survey Firm Cluster Contract 

Cost  

01 M/s Aurat Foundation, Islamabad. 1 997.40 

02 M/s Sustainable Development Policy Institute (SDPI) 2 1,244.90 

03 M/s Sustainable Development Policy Institute (SDPI) 3 1,042.18 

04 M/s Aurat Foundation, Islamabad. 5 1,025.02 

Total 4,309.51 

Audit observed, on sampling basis, in case of June 2021, that the Survey Firms did not deploy 

the enumerators as per agreement. The detail of enumerators less deployed is as under: 

 

S. 

No. 

Name of 

Firm 

Cluster 

No. 

Enumerators as 

per Contract 

Maximum Enumerators 

Engaged in a Day 

Less 

Deployed 

1 Aurat 

Foundation 

1 3,216 154 3,062 

2 SDPI 2 3,108 1,751 1,357 

3 SDPI 3 2,580 1,744 836 

4 Aurat 

Foundation 

5 3,354 592 2,762 

 Total 8,017 

Audit is of the view that an amount of Rs.360,765,000 (Number of enumerators 8017 x penalty 

@ 1500/day =12,025,500 x 30 days) is required to be recovered from the survey firms. As the sample 

data pertains only to the month of June 2021, the management may calculate total penalty for the 

remaining period. 
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Management replied that the penalty is to be recovered from subsequent invoices which are yet 

to be paid to partner firms. Once the coverage is achieved, NSER will recover penalty amount from the 

last deliverable i.e., project completion report. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to pend the para till full recovery of the 

amount from partner firms.  

Audit recommends that the decision of DAC be implemented in letter and spirit. 

{Para No.64 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.8 Irregular creation of 882 posts of Compliance Monitors during the period of ban 

- Rs. 168.345 million 

Finance Division vide its O.M. No. 7(1) Exp.IV/2016-430 dated 06.08.2020 imposed ban on 

creation of new posts except those required for Development Projects and approved by the competent 

authority for which NOC from Finance Division would be required. 

  The management of Benazir Income Support Programme, Islamabad created 882 posts of 

Compliance Monitors at a lump sum package of Rs. 43,000 per month and paid Rs. 168,345,182 during 

the year 2020-21 to Compliance Monitors who joined their duties.  

Audit observed that the posts of Compliance Monitors were created during ban period. 

Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Month Amount of payment 

1 February 2021 34.814 

2 March 2021 25.555 

3 April 2021 32.990 

4 May 2021 36.766 

5 June 2021 38.221 

Total 168.345 

  Audit is of the view that the creation of post during ban was irregular. 

  Management replied that institutionalizing of compliance monitoring activity has been initiated 

as a project and with the approval of BISP Board/Competent forum; 882 - vacancies of Compliance 

Monitors have been created purely on temporary basis for a period of one year, extendable on yearly 

basis. In view of the autonomy of the BISP, it did not require approval of any forum, other than its 

Board, to approve creation of 882-project based posts. 

 The reply is not relevant because the issue is not the powers of the Board to create posts but 

creation of posts during ban period.    

 DAC in its meeting held on 28.12.2021 decided to refer the matter to the BISP Board to appraise 

it about the creation of posts during the ban period under Austerity Measures as circulated by the 

Ministry of Finance and to seek Board’s guidance in this regard.  

Audit recommends that the decision of DAC be implemented in letter and spirit. 

{Para No.24 of AIR of BISP} 
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2.4.9 Irregular enrollment of beneficiaries under NSER not meeting the eligibility 

criteria of PMT score – Rs. 149.172 million 

BISP Board in its 42nd meeting dated 23.10.2020 approved that “All households below or at 29 

PMT score in updated NSER will be eligible to receive BISP UCT and CCTs until the next reassessment 

of eligibility and next recertification”. 

BISP enrolled 2,612,029 new beneficiaries of Regular UCT under NSER during the 2020-21. 

Audit observed that 12,431were ineligible because they did not fulfill the criteria of 29 or less 

PMT score. These ineligible beneficiaries have been enrolled and an amount of Rs. 149,172,000 was 

released in their names during FY 2020-21. 

Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

Source No. of beneficiaries Amount  

Roll out 11,106 113.27 

Teacher based 1,325 15.90 

Total 12,431 149.17 

Audit is of the view that these beneficiaries did not meet the eligibility criteria of PMT score 

within 29 or less. Therefore, payment of UCT to them was irregular. 

 The management replied that as per policy and board decision, the PMT as eligibility criteria 

for regular beneficiaries has increased from 29 to 32. For the data of “Rollout”, there were some 

beneficiaries made that had PMT more than 37. However, before payment disbursement they were 

blocked. For the data of “Teacher”, all minimum PMT is less than or equal to 37. There are only 32 

beneficiaries exist whose PMT is greater than 32, all of these beneficiaries have been blocked now.  

The reply is not based on facts as the criteria were changed in 52nd BISP Board meeting which 

was held after 30.06.2021 and therefore, not applicable to the audit period till 30.06.2021. Moreover, 

in 2/3 of the cases mentioned in para, the PMT scores were more than 32. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided that data of 12,431 beneficiaries may 

be re-checked/re-run in system and certified by DG Technology till 05.01.2022 under 

intimation to audit and affect recovery from beneficiaries who are found ineligible.  

Audit recommends that, as no further progress was reported by the management till the 

finalization of this report, responsibility for wrong selection of beneficiaries be fixed besides recovery 

of objected amount. 

{Para No.39 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.10 Irregular up-gradation of posts and paid arrears of Rs. 65.500 million 

Para 5(2) of BISP Service Regulations, 2018 states that any matter not expressly provided for 

in these Regulations, shall be governed by the Rules applicable to the employees of the Federal 

Government subject to its adoption in the prescribed manner. 

 Estacode Vol-I Sl. No. 25-B(3)1(i) states that subject to the observance of the parameters the 

future cases for the up-gradation/re-designation of posts in BS-1 to 19 will be decided by the Finance 

Division in consultation with the Establishment Division.  
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   The BISP Board, after recommendation of HR Committee, in its 46th meeting approved to re-

designate and upgrade the various posts w.e.f. 01.06.2019 and allowed SPS-16 as one time dispensation 

to the existing incumbents in BISP. 

 Detail is as under. 

Sr. No. Up-Gradation 

Nomenclature  From To 

1 Assistant Compliant, Data Entry Assistant, Assistant Media, 

Field Supervisor, Accounts/Audit Assistant and Assistant 

Engineer Chiller 

SPS-14 SPS-15 

2 Receptionist  SPS-11 SPS-15 

3 Record Keeper SPS-09 SPS-11 

4 Assistant Record Keeper SPS-07 SPS-09 

 Audit observed as under: 

i. BISP Board in its 27th meeting dated 26.09.2016 approved the up-gradation of BISP 

ministerial posts as per Establishment Division OM dated 10.08.2016 with the 

advice to complete all codal formalities. 

ii. In 28th BISP Board meeting dated 16.02.2017, it was informed that, a case for up-

gradation of the Ministerial post of Assistant & UDC was made provisionally 

subject to the approval of Finance Division’s Regulation Wing who advised that the 

case be taken up with the Establishment division. 

iii. On 19.01.2017, Establishment Division advised BISP to finalize the instant case in 

light of provision available in Service Rules or Act. 

iv. BISP Board in its 29th meeting, dated 29.01.2018 advised to pend the case until 

concurrence to the BISP Service Regulations 2017 received from Finance and 

Establishment Divisions. 

v. BISP Board was informed in its 46th meeting held on 02.04.2021 that the BISP 

Employees Service Regulations (BESR-2018) were approved by the BISP Board in 

its 31st meeting held on 08.03.2019. 

vi. Thereupon, after recommendation of HR Committee the Board of BISP in same 

meeting approved to upgrade the posts w.e.f. 01.06.2019 and allowed SPS-16 one 

time dispensation to the existing incumbents in BISP. 

vii. Rs. 65,500,797 was paid to the employees of BISP as arrears on up-gradation dated 

04.05.2021 as detailed below: 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Cheque No. Bank Amount 

1 898449/6304 310008-Allied Bank Ltd. 1.218 

2 898450/6305 310007-Habib Bank Ltd. 43.949 

3 898451/6306 310009-Muslim Commercial Bank 0.401 

4 898452/6307 310003-NBP Main Branch Islamabad 15.974 

5 898453/6308 310002-United Bank Ltd. 3.959 

Total 65.501 
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 Audit is of the view that the BISP Act, 2010 and BISP Service Regulations, 2018 did not contain 

any provision for upgradation. Therefore, the Board did not have the authority to upgrade the posts. 

Hence, up-gradation of ministerial posts without the approval of the Finance Division and 

Establishment Division was irregular and unauthorized. 

 Management replied that in view of the legal/statutory provisions, up-gradation of posts in BISP 

falls within the ambit of BISP’ own functions and no consultation from Establishment / Finance 

Division was required for this purpose. 

 The DAC decided to apprise the BISP Board regarding audit observation and its point of view 

that up-gradation and one time dispensation are not covered in HR regulation and get necessary 

guidance/ratification from BISP Board in this regard. 

Audit recommends that the decision of DAC be implemented in letter and spirit. 

         {Para No.11 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.11 Unauthorized payment of under-graduate scholarship program to the children of 

Government Officers (BS-17 to BS-21) – Rs. 44.935 million 

Section 3.2 (d) of Revised Operations & Payment Manual for BISP-HEC of Ehsaas 

Undergraduate Scholarship Project provides that household income (from all sources) threshold set by 

the Poverty Score Card is equal to or less than Rs. 45,000.  

Section 3.10 (a) of Revised Operations & Payment Manual for BISP-HEC of Ehsaas 

Undergraduate Scholarship Project states that the scholarship funds will be recovered from the students 

by the university if student concealed information about household income/assets etc., which is later 

disclosed by third party audits/physical verification.  

The management of BISP places an amount of Rs 4,800 million (Batch-I) at the disposal of 

HEC under Ehsaas Undergraduate Scholarship Project for onward submission to Higher Education 

Institutions. The Higher Education Institutions were required to disburse it as scholarships to 50,484 

undergraduate students during the FY 2020-21. 

Audit observed that HEC awarded scholarship to 473 students who are the children of 

Government Officers in BS-17-21. An average amount of  

Rs. 44.935 million (473 x 95000) was paid to such students by Higher Education Institutions during the 

FY 2020-21. 

Detail is given at Annex-3. 

Audit is of the view that the payment of scholarships to dependents of the government 

employees was irregular, as household income (from all sources) was equal to or less than Rs. 45,000. 

Management replied that HEC will be taking stringent measures of action which including 

cancellation of Ehsaas Undergraduate Scholarship Project of such awardees who are children of 

Government Officers, serve notices of recovery of amount along with disciplinary action, re-

constitutions of Institutional Scholarship Award Committees of the university, disciplinary action 

against any university official if identified to be involved and development of data repository at the 

university level in order to avoid scholarship duplication in future. 

The management has accepted the audit contention. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to pend the para till verification of the 

payment of scholarships made only to the wards of the families having income less than Rs. 
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45,000. DAC directed the HEC authorities to take up the matter with the concerned universities 

and to get the record verified from the audit authorities within 2 weeks from the audit 

authorities. Recovery is to be effected till 31.03.2022.  

Audit recommends that the decision of DAC be implemented in letter and spirit. 

       {Para No.56 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.12 Irregular expenditure on construction of 3rd floor - Rs 26.90 million 

Regulation 2.2.2 of Islamabad Residual Sectors Zoning (Building Control) Regulations, 2005 

provides that no building or structure shall be constructed or any addition/alteration made thereon 

except (a) with the prior approval of the Authority. 

 The work of construction of 3rd Floor at BISP F- Block, Pak Secretariat, Islamabad was awarded 

to PWD with total cost of Rs. 134.52 million and accordingly payment of Rs. 26.90 million was made 

to PWD.  

 Audit observed that the prior approval of building plan from Capital Development Authority 

(CDA) Islamabad was not obtained. 

 Audit is of the view that Construction of 3rd floor at BISP F-Block, Pak Secretariat, Islamabad 

was unauthorized. 

 Management replied that in 2016, BISP sought clarification from the CDA regarding procedure 

to get BISP HQs building under their supervision for payment of utility bills and repair & maintenance 

of BISP building. In response, the CDA stated that the F Block, Pak Secretariat where BISP exist has 

never been maintained by CDA and advised to approach Cabinet Division. Therefore, BISP approached 

the Cabinet Division who responded that the subject matter may be taken up with M/o Housing and 

Works. Therefore, the activity in question is carried out by engaging Pak PWD. 

 The reply is not relevant as it is the issue of construction of additional floor and not of repair 

and maintenance.  

 DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to pend the para subject to provision of approval 

of CDA for original building plan and directed the BISP management to provide the record for audit 

verification. 

Audit recommends that the decision of DAC be implemented in letter and spirit. 

         {Para No.08 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.13 Payments to ineligible beneficiaries – Rs. 26.15 million 

Federal Cabinet vide summary/case no. 1052/47/2019 dated 24.12.2019, inter alia, approved 

the following profiling criteria to exclude the BISP beneficiaries for payment: 

• One or more foreign travel by beneficiary or spouse 

• Ownership of motor vehicle/ car by beneficiary or a spouse 

• Average monthly PTCL/mobile bill of more than Rs. 1,000 (self) for the last 6 months 

in the name of beneficiary or spouse. 

• Three or more family members of beneficiaries having obtained CNIC with executive 

fee through executive processing 
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Management of BISP enrolled 6.90 million and 6.75 million beneficiaries have approached the 

Point of Sales (POS) respectively under Regular BISP CCT and UCT during the Financial year 2020-

21. 

Audit observed that payments to the tune of Rs. 26,148,000 were made to 2179 ineligible 

beneficiaries enrolled under new NSER as per provided pool of NADRA, during the FY 2020-21. 

Detail is as under: 

Rs. in million  

Sr. No. Nature of ineligibility No. of beneficiaries Amount 

1 In NADRA foreign travelling pool  292 3.50 

2 In NADRA motor vehicle pool 35 0.42 

3 Av. monthly PTCL/mobile bill > Rs. 1,000 1317 15.80 

4 NADRA executive CNIC data pool 535 6.42 

 Total 2179 26.148 

Audit is of the view that these payments were made by violating the profiling criteria approved 

by Federal Cabinet and BISP Board. 

Management replied that data shared by BISP has been marked cleared by NADRA during the 

profiling exercise.  

The management has accepted the audit observation.  

DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to seek clarification from NADRA and 

apprise the Board on the performance of NADRA on this issue and effect recovery from 

NADRA if any payments have been made on the basis of wrong profiling.  

Audit recommends that the decision of DAC be implemented in letter and spirit. 

         {Para No.37 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.14 Irregular payments to undergraduate students by both BISP and Pakistan Bait-

ul-Mal – Rs. 17.29 million 

Section 3.3 of Revised Operations & Payment Manual for BISP-HEC Undergraduate 

Scholarship Project states that a student is ineligible for the scholarship if found availing any other 

scholarship or continuous grant. 

Management of BISP provided data of 50,495 undergraduate students of BISP-HEC 

programme selected under Batch-I during the Financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that HEC awarded scholarship to 182 ineligible students through institution 

selection committees of different colleges/universities that were also getting undergraduate 

scholarships, upto maximum of Rs. 100,000, from Bait-ul-Mal under the same discipline and in the 

same financial year.  

Detail of payments made to students by both BISP and Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal is at Annex-4. 

Audit is of the view that an amount of Rs. 17.290 million (average basis) was disbursed amongst 

ineligible students by BISP as they were also beneficiary of scholarships granted by Pakistan Bait-ul-

Mal.  

Management replied that the objected cases of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal were referred to the 

concerned HEIs for confirmation of statuses of EUSP awardees availing funding of PBM. As per 

received responses, 86 students approached directly to PBM, 61 had not availed PBM funding despite 
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being applicant of PBM, 13 cases were cancelled by HEI probe committee and in remaining cases, the 

amount is either refunded by university/ student or agreed to be refunded. Recovery will be made from 

those awardees that availed scholarships from both BISP and PBM through the respective universities 

within a month. 

Management has accepted audit point of view. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to pend the para till the recovery of the 

outstanding amount of the duplicate scholarship. BISP authorities were directed to enact recovery of 

one scholarship duly endorsed by BISP through a certificate and to get it verified from audit. DAC 

further directed that the audit para amount would be reduced after verification of the recovered amount 

till 31.03.2022. 

Audit has verified the record of only 11 cases, as per the decision of this report and has also 

reduced the objected amount to that extent. Audit, however, recommends that the decision of DAC in 

all remaining cases be implemented in letter and spirit. 

{Para No.42 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.15 Irregular roaming of devices/geo fencing not observed –  

Rs. 15.925 million 

Clause 1.5 (iv) of the agreement states that the Geo fencing of BVS devices shall be carried out 

within a radius of 50 meters of the registered location of retailer. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the 

BAFL shall take measures to ensure that BVS device does not move beyond the registered location of 

the retailer. 

Clause 7(xxi) of contract provides that no roaming of devices shall be allowed. The Bank shall 

ensure IMEI tagging and geo fencing of the BVS devices. Moreover, General Guidelines of the contract 

include that restriction on devices mobility through IMEI tagging/geo-fencing. No lDs are shared 

between Branchless Banking (BB) Agents. Additionally, multiple logins against single Agent ID shall 

not be allowed. FIs shall also ensure that Agent login is through biometric verification only. 

The management of BISP disbursed Cash Transfers amongst beneficiaries of UCT and CCT 

during the FY 2020-21 through two partner banks i.e., Bank Alfalah and HBL. 

Audit observed from the withdrawals record that, in 906 cases, single IMEI/MAC was shared 

amongst Branchless Banking (BB) agents and geo fencing was not imposed on Franchises/ POS agents.  

Moreover, in many cases, one POS/ franchise made transactions from entirely different 

locations during the FY 2020-21. A total number of 1304 transactions amounting to Rs. 15.925 million, 

on sample basis, are summarized below, whereas detail of transactions was provided to BISP 

management. 

Franchise ID GPS Latitude reported during withdrawal 

transaction (rounded off) 

Transaction 

Count 

(0303)-905-3085 33 44 

(0303)-905-3085 34 2984 

(0311)-970-8350 28 136 

(0311)-970-8350 34 1 

(0312)-211-0350 31 12 

(0312)-211-0350 35 2217 

(0313)-337-0691 28 71 
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(0313)-337-0691 33 1084 

(0345)-305-7720 34 4 

(0345)-305-7720 35 2570 

(0346)-542-9988 24 37 

(0346)-542-9988 34 298 

(0346)-972-4228 31 130 

(0346)-972-4228 32 768 

(0347)-886-0436 30 2 

(0347)-886-0436 34 1162 

1018601 33 65 

1018601 35 6 

1043505 33 126 

1043505 34 72 

 Total transactions from different locations 438 

 Total Amount involved (438x12,000) 5.256 million 

 

Rs. in million 

RANCHISE 

ID 

POS 

District 

DISTRICT 

GPS 

 

POS Longitude 

at the time of 

Transactions 

POS Latitude 

at the time of 

Transactions 

Transactions 

made 

Amount  

(0311)-970-

8350 

Swat 72 Longitude & 

34 Latitude 

70.10718 28.29823 27 0.552 

(0343)-800-

0782 

Shangla 72 Longitude & 

34 Latitude 

67.0332 24.95324 15 0.180 

(0345)-884-

1781 

Rawal- 

-pindi 

73 Longitude & 

33 Latitude 

71.89937 34.33948 74 0.900 

(0345)-889-

1888 

Swat 72 Longitude & 

34 Latitude 

68.11005 25.82303 18 0.348 

(0348)-987-

7536 

Tank 70 Longitude & 

32 Latitude 

72.10307 35.02646 732 8.689 

Totals 866 10.669 

Grand Total (5.256 million+10.669 million) 1304 15.925 

Audit is of the view that non-imposing of geo-fencing has resulted into roaming of devices i.e., 

transactions made by POS agents from entirely different locations, as indicated from more than one 

addresses (Longitude & Latitude) shown against one device during withdrawals, which was held as 

irregular.  

Management replied that since April, 2020, payments under all initiatives of BISP are being 

disbursed through designated campsites, established in coordination with Provincial Governments as 

per approved mechanism by NCOC in the wake of Covid-19 and special circumstances. The condition 

of Geo fencing of BVS devices was applicable on retailer shops only and this condition was not 

applicable on campsites or cash on wheels as per contractual provision. It is also added here that for 

facilitation to beneficiaries the device/agent/campsite locations were changed, on and off, on the 

request/s of BISP field office in coordination with local district administration. Further details against 

the provided franchisee will be shared after the consultation/investigation with MIS Wing.  

The management has accepted Audit point of view as they have agreed to analyze the records. 
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DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to conduct fact finding analysis strictly 

according to content of the para and share the report with Audit through BISP Management till 31st 

March 2022. 

Audit recommends that embezzled amount be recovered from persons at fault besides 

strengthening of relevant controls. 

       {Para No.49 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.16 Irregular expenditure due to non-approval of building plan/design by CDA- 

Rs.12.906 million 

Metropolitan Corporation Islamabad letter No. MCI/DMA/Admin-2 (1)2021/445 dated 

04.01.2021 states that “subject building shall be renovated by BISP. The details of renovations along 

with estimated cost of such renovation shall be discussed with and approved by Finance Wing, CDA 

and Directorate of Municipal Administration”. 

 The management of BISP incurred an expenditure of Rs. 12.906 million on Civil and Electrical 

work at the Model Tehsil Office at G-7 (One Window Center, Aam Sarai), Islamabad. 

 Audit observed that the renovation works were carried out without the approval of Finance 

Wing, CDA and Directorate of Municipal Administration. 

 Audit is of the view that carrying out of renovation works without the approval of Finance 

Wing, CDA and Directorate of Municipal Administration was irregular. 

  The management replied that to establish “One Window Center” BISP hired a building “Aam 

Sarai”, Sector, G-7, Islamabad which was under administrative control of Metropolitan Corporation 

Islamabad (MCI). The structure of the building was already constructed, BISP just carried out its 

renovations/furniture & fixture works as per requirements in order to operationalize BISP’s functions.  

 The management has accepted the fact that they did carryout the renovation works, however, 

no proof of approval by Finance Wing, CDA and Directorate of Municipal Administration was available 

with BISP. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 28.12.2021 decided to pend the para subject to required approval 

from the CDA & MCA Finance wing till 14.01.2022. 

Audit recommends that the approval of Finance Wing, CDA and Directorate of Municipal 

Administration be sought otherwise responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity. 

{Para No.05 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.17 Withdrawals from the accounts of dead beneficiaries– Rs. 10.246 million 

Para 9(vii) of UCT payment generation parameters states that no installment is to be 

generated for beneficiaries marked as dead 

 The management of BISP disbursed Cash Transfers during the FY 2020-21 through two 

partner banks i.e., Bank Alfalah and HBL. 

Audit observed that many beneficiaries were either marked dead in Payment Complaint 

Management System or reported by NADRA as dead but still the amount to the tune of Rs. 10.246 

million has been withdrawn from such beneficiaries’ accounts during FY 2020-21.  

Detail is as under. 
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Rs. in million 

Particulars No. of 

transactions 

Amount 

 

Other Remarks 

From BISP dead Pool (amount 

withdrawn after inserted as dead 

in BISP-MIS 

30 0.353 In most cases, the insertion stamp date was 

missing, which needs clarification 

From NADRA dead Pool 738 8.856 180K dead pool received from NADRA but 

Date of Death not provided with individual 

cases 

*SLIC beneficiaries 06 0.051 The nominees of dead beneficiaries received 

100,000 each during 2013-14 as Insured 

amount from SLIC 

Pakistan Post 68 0.987 Reported as dead by Post man in 2018 

delivery status report of Money Order 

Total 842 10.246  

Audit is of the view that the above mentioned amount was withdrawn though the use of fake 

biometric, which needs to be recovered and investigated to fix responsibility. 

The management replied that the payment was not made to the dead beneficiaries. The summary 

of data analysis is attached as follows: 

Particulars No. of  

transactions 

Other Remarks 

From BISP 

dead Pool  

30 UCT Payment Generation not found since 01.07.2019. The data of 

enrollment was shared with banks in Nov-2019. At that time these CNICs 

were active for payment.  

From 

NADRA 

dead Pool 

738 UCT Payment is not generated after blocking is performed on center. The 

data of enrollment was shared with banks in Nov-2019. At that time these 

CNICs were active for payment.  

*SLIC 

beneficiaries 

6 The mentioned beneficiaries were still active in system. The request has 

been shared with CT wing to review, analyze and mark as dead these 

beneficiaries so further payments will not be generated. CT wing has 

confirmed that mentioned beneficiaries have been blocked. The matter will 

undergo forensic investigation. 

Pakistan 

Post 

68 

The management has agreed to the audit observation and agreed for forensic 

investigation. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to pend the para till finalization of a 

fact findings report regarding the contents of this para through Director M&E (BISP) and to 

share the said report with audit authorities till 31.03.2022. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated for fixation of responsibility against 

person(s) at fault and besides effecting the recovery thereof. 

   {Para No.35 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.18 Unauthorized change in PMT scores of the beneficiaries under new NSER survey 

recalculated in the FY 2020-21 

BISP Board in its 42nd meeting dated 23.10.2021 approved that “All households below or at 29 

PMT score in updated NSER will be eligible to receive BISP UCT and CCTs until the next reassessment 

of eligibility and next recertification”. 

The management of BISP provided to audit the total PMT scores of the following households 

during the FYs 2019-20 & 2020-21. 
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Particulars (NSER) Upto June 2020 Upto June 2021 

PMT NSER (Total) 13,602,487 - 

PMT (Pilot) complete - 1,285,105 

PMT (Roll Out) complete - 9,806,177 

PMT (Teacher Model) upto 37 - 2,842,960 

 Audit observed that PMT NSER scores of households calculated earlier (upto June 2020), 

under the new survey, were changed/re-calculated during the FY 2020-21. 

Audit is of the view that scores were changed without any approval of competent authority. 

147,017 beneficiaries who were not eligible earlier on the basis of original scores (provided during FY 

2019-2020) have now become eligible for enrollment in regular program after re-run/ recalculation of 

PMT scores. 

Audit is, further, of the view that recalculation of survey scores has resulted into change in the 

status of beneficiaries who according to the revised calculation of scores were no more eligible for 

Ehsaas Kafalat Program, as their PMT scores became greater than eligibility threshold of 29.  

 The management replied that the PMT was not re-run/ re-calculated. The PMT formula was 

executed according to set of SOPs. The PMT calculation is an automated process, and there is no 

possibility for changing the PMT, unless there is change in weights of any specific variable. They were 

analyzing all 147,017 records provided by auditor. As per policy and board decision, the PMT as 

eligibility criteria for regular beneficiaries has increased from 29 to 32. Also, there are beneficiaries 

created up to 37 PMT for which disability has been verified from NSER and NADRA data. And the 

PMT for EEC-2 beneficiaries is up to 37 PMT. 

 The management has accepted Audit point of view as they have agreed to analyze all 147,017 

records.  

DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to conduct fact finding report, analyze 

the data and share the results with audit by 05.01.2022.  

The management has conducted the fact finding, in which it was stated that on the basis 

of comparison of the given sources of PMT values, the committee confirms the variation. 

However, based on the clarification given by the Technology Wing, the approved PMT formula 

was not changed or recalculated, rather the updated PMT score was the result of unifying and 

developing the correct address library. Further based on the discussions and a review of 

documentation, it is also concluded that no mala fide was involved and no fresh approval of 

the competent forum was required.  

 Audit is of the view that the management of BISP has accepted the audit Para. Audit is still of 

the opinion that the approval of competent forum was required as change/variation in the PMT scores 

did take place as ascertained by the Fact Finding. The PMT score is the primary basis for selection of 

beneficiaries under Ehsaas Kafalat Programme. The change in PMT scores resulted in inclusion of new 

beneficiaries and exclusion of already registered beneficiaries as observed by audit in this para. 

 Audit recommends that the matter be placed before the Board, along with audit’s assertions, 

and a third party independent inquiry be got conducted. 

{Para No.46 of AIR of BISP} 
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2.4.19 Un-authentic withdrawals of cash transfers out of districts/ province 

Clause 4(2)(c) of the contracts with banks provides that Fl shall ensure system based (geo 

fencing/lMEl tagging of agent BVS device) restrictions for all beneficiaries, to restrict out of district 

cash withdrawal or fund transfer. 

Clause 4(2)(d) further provides that, in case of a beneficiary who is not within her registered 

district, visits any BVS Agent to withdraw cash or fund transfer, the system shall identify the out of 

district beneficiary at the time of biometric and display the error message 'to visit the BVS enabled 

branch or BVS ATM of the FI' or as per BISP's guidelines. 

The management of BISP disbursed an amount of Rs 132,423 million amongst beneficiaries of 

UCT and CCT during the FY 2020-21 through two partner banks i.e., Bank Alfalah and HBL. 

Audit observed that withdrawals of Cash Transfers were shown from out of province/ districts. 

25 POS agents were involved in out of districts withdrawals of Cash Transfers ranges from beneficiaries 

belonging to 51-79 districts. 

Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

POS District Franchise  ID Total Bene. Districts withdrawals Amount  

Abbottabad 106430 51 4.440 

Bahawalpur 97141 51 2.304 

Faisalabad 2440 62 50.725 

Faisalabad 45092 52 7.392 

Gujranwala 81335 54 5.652 

Gujrat 83377 57 3.027 

Hyderabad 77203 62 15.782 

Hyderabad 44261 54 11.113 

Jamshoro 123121 52 5.628 

Jamshoro 121335 51 7.801 

Karachi East 43829 79 21.682 

Karachi East 127156 51 4.884 

Karachi West 122037 74 11.033 

Kasur 44666 52 10.007 

Lasbela 89156 58 5.274 

Lasbela 54279 55 4.884 

Lasbela 125962 51 2.952 

Quetta 47178 75 5.856 

Quetta 116345 63 3.688 

Quetta 124535 63 27.296 

Quetta 120020 62 2.964 

Quetta 44060 51 14.328 

Rawalpindi 63205 51 5.213 

Sheikhupura 91082 51 10.837 

Sialkot 116262 57 5.196 

Total 249.957 

Audit is of the view that out of district withdrawals of Cash Transfers by one POS agent of 

beneficiaries belonging to 51-79 districts was held as irregular and needs proper investigation.  
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Management replied that the detailed response will be submitted later as it requires 

thorough analysis and verification of all these transactions in consultation with BISP field 

offices and Banks. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to carryout study on the sample 

drawn by audit and share the results with Audit by 31.03.2022. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be studied and amount of fake biometric be recovered 

besides strict action against the person(s) at fault. 

       {Para No.50 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.20 Irregular representation of ex-officio members in BISP Board meetings 

Section 5 (4) of BISP, Act 2010, the member of the board shall be appointed from amongst 

Government, non-governmental organizations and technical experts who have relevance to the purposes 

of the programme having such qualifications and experience as may be determined by the Federal 

Government by notification in the official gazette for a term of three years. The members shall be 

appointed from Government and non-governmental organizations with equal representation.  

The President of Pakistan vide Finance Division Notification dated 05.12.2018 and dated 

29.12.2020 has approved following ex-officio members of BISP Board with immediate effect for a 

tenure of three years. 

i. Chairperson BISP -Ex-Officio 

ii. Secretary BISP -Ex -Officio 

iii. Secretary/Additional Secretary, Finance Division -Ex-Officio 

iv. Secretary/Additional Secretary, Economic Affairs Division -Ex-Officio 

v. Secretary/Additional Secretary, Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety Division Ex-Officio 

vi. Chairman, NADRA -Ex-Officio  

Audit observed that proper representation of ex-officio members was not observed in 40th to 

50th Board meetings conducted during the year 2020-21 as under:  

a. Secretary/Additional Secretary, Economic Affairs Division Ex-Officio did not attend 

any board meeting (Deputy Secretary and Section Officer of EAD attended meetings 

on their behalf)  

b. Chairman NADRA did not attend any Board meeting instead Project Director Ehsaas 

Program attended the meetings on his behalf which is also conflict of Interest, as he 

signed contracts of different services offered by NADRA on its behalf. 

c. Secretary/Additional Secretary, Finance Division attended only 06 meetings out of 11 

meetings (Deputy Secretary attended meeting on their behalf). 

 Management replied that proper representation of ex-officio members was observed in all 

Board meetings (40th to 50th). The Section 5(4) of BISP Act, 2010 is silent regarding participation of ex-

officio members in person or through representative. The nominated representative(s) participate in 

Board meeting as ex-officio members by virtue of their high level office(s) are engaged in other official 

engagements. Deputy Secretary and Section Officer, EAD attend Board’s meeting(s) as a nominated 

representative on the behalf of Secretary/Additional Secretary, Economic Affairs Division. Project 

Director Ehsaas Program as a representative of Chairman, NADRA attended Board’s meeting on his 

behalf while declaring ‘No Conflict of Interest’ statement in response to Chairperson’s query prior to 

initiating formal proceeding on agenda items of every meeting of BISP Board. 
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 The management has accepted the contention of Audit. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to apprise BISP Board about audit 

observation and request the board that ex-officio members may personally attend the Board 

meetings. 

Audit recommends that attendance of statutory ex-officio Board members be ensured. 

           {Para No.57 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.21 Non-monitoring of performance of the Operation Review (OR) Firm by BISP’s 

NSER Wing due to non-provision of data to BISP Server 

Clause-E.1.2.2 (Process Evaluation Tools) of the Contract with Operation Review (OR) firm 

provides that the OR firm will develop monitoring tools required to observe and record community 

perceptions and evaluate efficacy of the communication and social mobilization campaigns of the 

survey firms.  The OR firm will create the android application of the tools. The application should be 

designed to be compatible with the requirements of BISP (these requirements will be shared following 

the award of contract). The application will be reviewed and approved by BISP before it becomes 

effective for implementation. The OR firm will be required to send data to BISP server on regular basis 

after which the same will be made available on the dashboard (to be provided by BISP) for  review and 

analysis of the data to be conducted by OR. 

Benazir Income Support Programme and M/s Innovative Development Strategies (Pvt) Ltd., 

Islamabad both entered into Contract vide No.NSER/RFP/ 16/013/OR on 21.06.2018 for monitoring 

Cluster-I to VIII at agreed Contract Price of Rs.897,272,806. 

Audit observed that the NSER Wing of the BISP has no access to monitor the performance of 

the OR Firm on regular basis. Audit further observed that the responsibility of the OR Firm was to send 

data to BISP server on regular basis after which the same will be made available on the dashboard (to 

be provided by BISP) for review and analysis of the data to be conducted by the OR Firm. 

Audit is of the view that non-monitoring of performance of the OR Firm occurred due to non-

adherence to the contractual provisions and inadequate implementation of technical and internal 

controls. 

Management replied that the OR firm has submitted process evaluation reports and spot check 

reports as per deliverable plan. Data collected during process evaluation and spot check was submitted 

to BISP in CDs because BISP was unable to provide the data hosting platform to Third party firm. The 

third party has now itself developed dashboard. The impression that the third party work is not 

monitored is totally deduced from the fact that the data hosting was not provided. Moreover, all the data 

collected by OR firm was available to BISP in form of reports which was dully checked by BISP hence 

the impression of not monitoring OR work is incorrect. Further, all the collected information is available 

now on the server and dashboard along with GIS coordinates.  

 The reply is not tenable as BISP has accepted the audit point of view that the OR firm was 

required to send data to BISP server on regular basis to made available on the dashboard (to be provided 

by BISP) for  review and analysis which was not done. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to pend the para for fact finding report about 

the whole matter through Director M&E and to share this report with audit till 14.01.2022. 

Audit recommends investigating the matter for fixing responsibility against the persons at fault. 
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       {Para No.61 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.22 Non-conduct of re-survey by firms due to more than 20% coverage error  

Clause-E.4 of the Contract with survey firms provides that the results of spot checks exceeding 

the acceptable thresholds of “household coverage” and “data quality” will be accepted and the 

remainder will be subject to different penalties, including (i) specific percentage deductions from the 

contractual amounts of, and (ii) resurvey in the respective blocks by the survey firms. The abnormal 

results will lead to the resurvey and the resultant costs will be borne by the respective survey firms not 

by BISP. Resurvey will be conducted in the entire block (tehsil) if the survey coverage and/or data 

quality related error is greater than 20%.  

M/s Innovative Development Strategies (OR Firm) submitted three (03) Spot Check Reports 

for the following clusters to the NSER Wing detail as under:- 

Sr.No. Name of Survey Firm Cluster Letter No Date 

01 M/s Aurat Foundation 1A No.IDS/NSER/PPC103/2021 05.03.2021 

02 M/s RSPN 6 No.IDS/NSER/PPXR/2021 25.03.2021 

03 M/s RSPN 7 No.IDS/NSER/PP45/2021 18.01.2021 

Audit observed that the Survey Firms did not conduct resurvey of the 50 blocks and the BISP 

management did not make the efforts for re-survey against the blocks pointed out by the M/s Innovative 

Development Strategies (OR Firm). 

Audit is of the view that non-conduct of resurvey occurred due to non-adherence to the 

contractual provision. 

Management replied that NSER is not paying the partner firm for blocks with above 20% 

coverage or content error, hence NSER is not requiring partner firms to resurvey such blocks. The 

missed households with erroneous data have the opportunity to visit Ehsaas Registration Centers 

already established across Pakistan at tehsil levels to ensure 100% carpet coverage. 

The reply is not tenable as no proof of non-payment was provided to audit. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to pend the para for verification of the 

related record for non-payment to partner firms for discrepant blocks. 

Audit recommends fixing responsibility against the persons at fault. 

       {Para No.63 of AIR of BISP} 

 

2nd Phase of Ehsaas Emergency Cash 

2.4.23 Undue favour to banks by excess release of funds during 2nd phase of Ehsaas 

Emergency – Rs. 7.688 billion 

ECC of the Cabinet and BISP Board approved the 2nd phase of Ehsaas Emergency Cash on 

26.05.2021 and 04.06.2021 respectively to provide one time Emergency Cash @ Rs.12,000 to 4 million 

beneficiaries having PMT scores between 29-37 range. 

Para 6.3.1 of contracts signed between BISP and the banks stated that:  
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a. Initially, BISP shall provide funds to the Bank equivalent to 20% of total case load 

(eligible beneficiaries with valid CNIC whose bank accounts are required to be 

opened/activated) in the allocated Cluster of the Bank. 

b. If the funds are utilized before ten (10) days as per data reported by the Bank to BISP 

MIS, BISP on the request of Bank shall provide additional funds equivalent to 20% of 

total case load. 

c. Subsequent funds shall be provided based on the last ten (10) days average of LMA 

account activation proportionate to future fifteen (15) days requirement. 

 BISP selected 2,957,764 beneficiaries for 2nd phase of Ehsaas Emergency Cash upto 

30.06.2021 and total case load/funds to be released was Rs. 35.493 billion @ Rs.12,000 per beneficiary. 

 Audit observed as under: 

i. An amount to Rs. 28.984 billion (82% of case load) in total was released to 

the partner banks for 2nd phase of Emergency Cash Transfer during the 

period from 14th to 30th June, 2021  

ii. An amount of Rs. 7.688 billion (20% of case load) was excess released up 

to 30.06.2021, as it was more than the case load of operational funds. 

iii. An amount of Rs. 13.880 billion (40% of case load) of 2nd phase of 

Emergency Cash Transfer remained unutilized with banks as on 30.06.2021.  

 Detail is as under: 

Rs. in million 

Name of Bank Cluster Amount with banks as on 30.06.2021 

HBL 2 7,983.17 

HBL 3 3,652.47 

Bank Alfalah Ltd. 1 2,244.12 

Total Funds available with banks 13,879.76 

  Audit is of the view that an effort to prevent the lapse of funds caused a release of more than 

60% of case load up to 30.06.2021, which resulted in extension of undue favour to banks. 

Management replied that as for the observation related to release of advance/operational funds 

of Rs. 28.984 billion to banks during 14th to 30th June, 2021 for enrollment of EEC-2 beneficiaries, it is 

apprised that as per record, BISP released Rs. 21.14 billion as advance/operational funds to banks from 

11th to 30th June, 2021 for enrollment of EEC-2 beneficiaries. Out of these, an amount of Rs. 10.63 

billion was utilized for enrollment of 886,031 beneficiaries till 30th June, 2021. Thus, the remaining 

balance with banks was Rs. 10.5 billion on 30th June, 2021. It is pertinent to mention that till 30th June, 

2021, data of 2,410,229 beneficiaries was identified out of which 886,031 beneficiaries were 

enrolled/disbursed till 30th June, 2021. Out of remaining 1,524,198 beneficiaries, the balance advance 

funds of Rs. 10.5 billion were sufficient for only 875,709 beneficiaries.  

It is also highlighted that after the start of new financial year, the first tranche of budgetary 

allocations is usually received from Finance Division after two to three weeks.  In order to keep the 

enrollment/disbursement process continued during first two to three weeks of July, it is necessary that 

sufficient funds are available with the banks during these days. Moreover, it was anticipated that few 

more batches of eligible beneficiaries will also become available in July, 2021 which will increase the 

turnout of beneficiaries at disbursement points and resultantly the advance funds available with the 
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banks would be utilized before receipt of tranche from Finance Division. Keeping in view these facts 

and in the best interest to keep the operations continued, BISP released some additional advance funds 

to banks during last days of June, 2021.  

To cover this change in procedures for release of advance funds to beneficiaries, an addendum 

to the contract is being signed with the banks which will define procedures for release of advance funds 

under all new initiatives. 

The management has accepted the audit contention that additional advance funds were released 

to banks during last days of June, 2021 and efforts were made to avoid lapse of fund.     

DAC meeting was not convened by the PAO. 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated to fix responsibility.  

{Para No.36 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.24 PMT scores of beneficiaries enrolled under ECC 2nd phase are more than 

prescribed threshold of eligibility/poverty line–Rs. 80.508 million 

Para 3(ii) of summary of 2nd phase of ECC duly approved by Federal Cabinet stated that “4 

million additional beneficiaries will be identified through ongoing NSER survey by using higher 

eligibility threshold while remaining within the national poverty line”. 

The BISP Board in its 48th Meeting dated 04.06.2021 approved the eligibility threshold of PMT 

score between 29.01 to 37 under ongoing NSER survey. Further, the upper PMT will be locked where 

the desired target i.e., 4 million will be achieved within given PMT range. Number of 4 million to be 

reached on first come first basis. 

BISP identified 2,957,764 beneficiaries upto 30.06.2021 for 2nd phase of Ehsaas Emergency 

Cash.  

Audit observed that (the lowest score of) total number of 6,709 beneficiaries was found above 

the threshold level of national poverty of 37 approved by Federal Cabinet and accordingly fixed by the 

BISP Board. An amount of Rs. 80.508 million was released to banks against them (the detail was 

provided to the management in soft form). 

Audit is of the view that the release of Rs. 80.508 million to ineligible beneficiaries was 

irregular hence recoverable.  

Management replied that the PMT for EEC-2 beneficiaries is up to 37 PMT. The data of 6,709 

have been analyzed and PMT was found greater than 37 against 33 records only and after disbursement 

only few took out payment. Currently, all beneficiaries with ineligible PMT scores have been blocked. 

The reply is not tenable as no relevant record in support of management response has been 

produced. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021decided that data of beneficiaries may be re-checked/re-

run and certified by DG Technology till 05.01.2022 under intimation to audit and recovery may be 

effected from beneficiaries who are found ineligible. 

Audit recommends that responsibility for wrong selection of beneficiaries be fixed besides 

recovery of objected amount.  

{Para No.45 of AIR of BISP} 
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2.4.25 Irregular payment of EEC Phase-II to those who are likely to receive assistance 

under regular program within next 6 months – Rs 67 million 

Para no. 10 of summary approved by Cabinet dated 26.05.2021 regarding launching of 2nd phase 

of Ehsaas Emergency Cash provides that, in order to maximize the overall welfare impact of the 

proposed emergency cash support, BISP may ensure that it is provided to person/families other than 

those who are already receiving assistance under the regular Ehsaas programme or likely to receive it 

within a period of six months of receiving the emergency cash transfer. 

BISP identified 2,957,764 beneficiaries upto 30.06.2021 for 2nd phase of Ehsaas Emergency 

Cash. 

 Audit observed that BISP paid an amount of Rs. 67.008 million as Ehsaas Emergency Cash to 

5,584 beneficiaries whose PMT scores were within the eligible threshold of <=29 and were either 

already receiving assistance under the regular Ehsaas programme or were likely to receive it within a 

period of six months (of approval of the Federal Cabinet). 

Audit is of the opinion that these beneficiaries received the cash transfers because of change in 

the PMT scores which occurred due to unauthorized re-run of PMT formula by BISP management. 

Management replied that this is not the case of PMT re-run/re-calculation. All are linked to 

multiple surveys of household data in system. All minimum PMT is less than or equal to 37. Either they 

are Ehsaas Kafalat beneficiary or Ehsaas Emergency Cash Program-II. The analysis of Minimum and 

Maximum PMT is attached. Minutes of 50th Board Meeting for considering lowest PMT in case of 

multiple surveys have been attached. 

The reply is not tenable as it was the violation of decision of Federal Cabinet. 

DAC meeting was not convened by the PAO. 

Audit recommends that the matter of change in the PMT scores of beneficiaries may be 

investigated and responsibility for payment to ineligible beneficiaries be fixed. 

         {Para No.40 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.26 Irregular payment of Cash Transfers to Government employees/pensioners and 

to their spouses – Rs. 146.784 million 

Section 4(a) of BISP Act 2010 provides that the objectives and purposes of the program shall 

be to enhance the financial capacity of the poor people and their dependent family members. 

Federal Cabinet, inter alia, approved exclusion of government employee (self) & government 

employees’ (spouse) from Regular BISP UCT Program. 

 Management of BISP enrolled 2,957,764 beneficiaries under EEC Phase-II during the Financial 

year 2020-21. 

 Audit observed that a total number of 12,232 Government employees & pensioners and their 

spouses (Grade 1 to Grade 20) were drawing Cash Transfers payments. A total of Rs. 146.784 million 

has been disbursed by BISP during the FY 2020-21 to them. 

Details are as under: 

  Rs. in million 

Pool Self/ Spouse No. of beneficiaries Grade Range Total Amount 

EEC-II Self 2,631 1-19 31.572 
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ECC-II Spouse 9,601 1-20 115.212 

Total 12,232 1-20 146.784 

 Audit is of the view that payment of EEC Phase-II to government employees & pensioners and 

to their spouses is irregular.  

 Management responded that the observation raised by the audit is not based on facts. The recent 

data of serving government employees obtained by the audit was not available with BISP at the time of 

processing beneficiaries, these government employees benefited from the programme. BISP has 

blocked all mentioned beneficiaries for further benefits. BISP will also write letters to all concerned 

government departments for the recovery of amount from these employees who benefited from regular 

Kafalat, EEC etc. and requested to initiate legal proceedings.  

 The reply of management is self-contradictory, as BISP is mandated to perform such activity 

and it says that BISP didn’t have the data yet BISP blocked the employee. However, these employees 

did get included in the program. The reply is also silent about the status of pensioners. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to obtain the details of these 

government servants from CGA/Provincial governments and other Payment Offices with 

request to provide their pay scales and salaries/pension of government servants and pensioners 

for necessary blockage in the system and further allied actions. 

 Audit recommends cleansing the database for excluding the government servants (serving, 

pensioners and their spouses) and recovery may be effected from Government employees/pensioners 

and their spouses.  

{Para No.30 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.27  Payments to ineligible beneficiaries – Rs. 14.792 million 

Federal Cabinet vide summary/case no. 1052/47/2019 dated 24.12.2019, inter alia, approved 

the following profiling criteria to exclude the BISP beneficiaries for payment: 

• One or more foreign travel by beneficiary or spouse 

• Ownership of motor vehicle/ car by beneficiary or a spouse 

• Average monthly PTCL/mobile bill of more than Rs. 1,000 (self) for the last 6 months 

in the name of beneficiary or spouse. 

• Three or more family members of beneficiaries having obtained CNIC with executive 

fee through executive processing 

Management of BISP identified 2,957,764 beneficiaries under Ehsaas Emergency Cash (EEC) 

Phase-II during the Financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that payment to the tune of Rs. 14,792,000 was made to 1,233 ineligible 

beneficiaries enrolled under new NSER as per provided pool of NADRA, during the FY 2020-21. 

Detail is as under: 

Rs. in million  

Sr. No. Nature of ineligibility No. of beneficiaries Amount 

1 In NADRA foreign travelling pool  475 5.70 
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2 In NADRA motor vehicle pool 37 0.44 

3 Av. monthly PTCL/mobile bill > Rs. 1,000 44 0.528 

4 NADRA executive CNIC data pool 677 8.124 

 Total 1,233 14.792 

Audit is of the view that the payment was made to ineligible beneficiaries under Ehsaas 

Emergency Cash (EEC) Phase-II by violating the profiling criteria approved by Federal Cabinet and 

BISP Board. 

Management replied that data shared by BISP has been marked cleared by NADRA during the 

profiling exercise.  

DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021, in similar para, decided to seek clarification 

from NADRA and apprise the Board on the performance of NADRA on this issue and effect 

recovery from NADRA if any payments have been made on the basis of wrong profiling.  

Audit recommends that the decision of DAC be implemented in letter and spirit. 

         {Para No.37 of AIR of BISP} 

2.4.28 Target of 4 million of 2nd phase of EEC not achieved by BISP 

Para 3(ii) of summary of 2nd phase of ECC duly approved by Federal Cabinet, “4 million 

additional beneficiaries will be identified through ongoing NSER survey by using higher eligibility 

threshold while remaining within the national poverty line. These 4 million beneficiaries will also be 

provided one-time emergency cash assistance of Rs. 12,000 per beneficiary”. 

BISP selected 2,957,764 beneficiaries for 2nd phase of Ehsaas Emergency Cash upto 

30.06.2021. 

Audit observed that BISP was unable to achieve the provided target of 4 million beneficiaries. 

Only 2.96 million beneficiaries have been enrolled under the program, out of which only 2.169 

beneficiaries have received emergency cash assistance under 2nd phase of ECC (till close of audit on 

21.09.2021). 

Audit is of the view that the irregularity occurred due to delay in completion of new survey. 

 Management replied that as per data extracted from the database, more than five million 

beneficiaries were identified falling within the approved PMT score. However, only around three 

million beneficiaries had valid CNICs at that time and their data was shared with the banks for 

enrollment/disbursement. CNICs of remaining two million beneficiaries were not available in the 

database. Therefore, their data was shared with NADRA for identification of their CNICs from family 

tree. These beneficiaries were also being referred to Ehsaas Registration Centers established by 

NADRA where they can update their CNICs in BISP database. BISP is putting all efforts to include 

more beneficiaries from the pool of pending beneficiaries (without CNICs) as well as from other 

sources.   

It is also opined that observations related to non-achievements of targets are usually highlighted 

in Performance Audits and not in Financial Audits. Moreover, it is not possible to achieve 100 % target 

under any program especially under such a large program and that too in an emergency situation. 
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The management has accepted that it was unable to achieve target set by the Federal Cabinet. 

Further, under Article 170 of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973 it is the Auditor 

General of Pakistan, who determines the nature and extent of any audit. 

DAC meeting was not convened by the PAO. 

Audit recommends that the matter be intimated to Federal Cabinet besides fixing the 

responsibility for non-achievement of targets. 

{Para No.40 of AIR of BISP} 
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CHAPTER 3 

PAKISTAN BAIT-UL-MAL 

3.1 Introduction 

A. Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal (a welfare fund) established in 1992 by PBM Act, 1991 (amended 

2002 & 2016) under the umbrella of Ministry of Social Welfare & Special Education. The 

mission of the PBM is to provide social protection to the poor and marginalized segments of 

the society. All the programs of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal are funded through “Grant-in-Aid” 

provided by Government of Pakistan. The Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal is administered by the Board 

which is constituted by the Federal Government. All administrative and financial powers under 

the Act are exercised by the Managing Director who is appointed by the Federal Government. 

According to Section 4 of PBM Act, 1991, the money in the Bait-ul-Mal shall be utilized for the 

following purposes: 

 Provide financial assistance to destitute and needy widows, orphans, invalid, infirm and 

other needy persons; 

 Rendering help for rehabilitation of the persons specified in clause (a) in various 

professions or vocations;  

 Provide assistance to children of the deserving persons for educational pursuits;  

 Provide residential accommodation and necessary facilities to the deserving persons; 

 Provide free medical treatment to indigent sick persons and set up free hospitals, poor 

houses and rehabilitation centers and give financial aid to charitable institutions, 

including industrial homes and other educational institutions established specially for 

poor and needy; 

 Provide stipends to educated youth during training before their employment in jobs; 

 Provide stipends and financial assistance to brilliant but poor students who cannot 

afford to acquire higher technical or medical education abroad for lack of money; 

 Sponsor and promote self-employment scheme; and 

 Any other purpose approved by the Board having regard to the aims and objects of the 

Bait-ul-Mal. 

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

Statement of Accounts of Bait-ul-Mal Fund for the year 2020-21 was as under: 

Rs. in million 

Particulars Amount  

Total Budget of PBM 2020-21 6,796.194 

Total Disbursements 6,796.194 

Balance (Lapsed) Nil 

Budget of Formations Audited: 
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Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Name of Formation Receipts/ Budget Expenditure 

1 PBM HQ Islamabad 1,378.470 1378.470 

2 PBM Regional Office ICT 546.608 546.608 

3 PBM Regional Office Gilgit Baltistan 151.198 151.198 

4 PIMS, Islamabad  769.628 644.156 

5 FGHS Islamabad (FYs 2019-21) 30.273 19.333 

6 Nishtar Hospital Multan (FYs 2019-21) 202.626 94.778 

7 Institute of Kidney Disease Peshawar 1.370 0.458 

8 Khyber Teaching Hospital Peshawar  42.900 15.721 

9 Mayo Hospital Lahore (FYs 2019-21) 109.434 84.072 

10 Allied Hospital Faisalabad (FYs 2018-21) 57.564 57.564 

11 DHQ Hospital Faisalabad, (FYs 2018-21) 3.370 3.370 

12 JPMC Hospital Karachi, (FYs 2016-21) 409.463 409.463 

13 Civil Hospital Karachi, (FY 2016-21) 75.450 75.450 

Total 3,778.354 3,480.639 

C. Sectoral analysis on the achievements against targets agreed under MTBF 

The performance indicators, targets and achievements for the FY 2020-21 by PBM is tabulated 

below: 

Output Selected performance indicators Targets Achievement 

Provision of 

financial assistance 

related to health and 

education through 

Individual Financial 

Assistance 

Number of beneficiaries of individual 

financial assistance general 

3,800 5,397 

Number of beneficiaries of individual 

financial assistance medical 

30,000 23,268 

Number of beneficiaries of individual 

financial assistance education 

5,500 6,755 

 

Table:      Audit Profile of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal 

Rs. in million 
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Sr. No. Description Total Audited Expenditure audited 

FY 2020-21  

1 Formations 121 13 3,480.639 

2 Assignment Account (excluding 

FAP) 

09 03 2,076.276 

3 PBM Hospitals 112 10 1,404.363 

3.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 1,567.648 million were raised as a result of this audit. This 

amount does not include any recoverable amount. Summary of audit observations classified by nature 

is as under:  

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Classification Amount  

1 Irregularities 250.553  

A HR/ Employees related irregularities 404.080 

B Procurement related irregularities 893.340  

2 Value for money and service delivery issue - 

3 Others 19.675  

3.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Year of AR No. of Actionable points Compliance Non-compliance % Compliance 

1993-94 9 8 1 89 

1997-98 8 7 1 88 

2000-01 1 0 1 0 

2003-04 2 0 2 0 

2006-07 5 3 2 60 

2007-08 3 0 3 0 

2009-10 11 7 4 64 

2010-11 16 1 15 6 
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2015-16 10 0 0 - 

2016-17 3 0 3 - 

2019-20 PAC not held - - - 

2020-21 PAC not held - - - 

3.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Non-production of record 

3.4.1 Non-production of record  

Section 14(2) of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that "the Officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all 

facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with request for information in as complete 

a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition." 

The management of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal, Regional Office, ICT Islamabad was requested for 

provision of record relating to the appointment of staff for Panagha but no record was produced to 

audit. 

Moreover, the managements of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal Headquarters, Islamabad and Pakistan 

Bait-ul-Mal, Regional Office, Gilgit Baltistan were requested for provision of following record, but no 

record was produced to audit. 

 Detail is as under.  

Head Office Regional Office Gilgit Baltistan  

i. Financial Statements for the Year 2020-

21 i.e (Trial Balances, Income & 

Expenditure accounts, Balance Sheet etc.) 

ii. Internal Audit Plan, Tour Programme and 

Internal Audit Reports for the year 2019-

20 & 2020-21 

iii. Soft copy of assignment account for the 

year 2020-21 (in Excel format) 

iv. Utilization Reports / Expenditure 

Statements (Complete Administration & 

Projects) 

v. Approved Sanction Strength of Head 

Office & Field Offices 

vi. Detail of buildings hired by PBM all over 

Pakistan along with rent paid detail (for 

all projects), Complete files 

vii. Data/files related to appointment of staff 

for Panagha 

i. Vouchers of all expenditure for the financial 

years 2018-2020. 

ii. Pay roll for the year the financial years 2018-20 

in soft and hard 

iii. Cheque Book (counter folios of used cheque and 

un-used cheque books) 

iv. Detail of Bank accounts, Bank Statements of all 

accounts along with Bank Reconciliation 

Statement of all accounts. 

v. Reconciliation with AG/DAO/Banks for the 

financial years 2018-20 

vi. List of employees appointed/promoted/ 

retired/terminated 

vii. Detail of inquiry conducted under process and 

finalized during financial years 2018-20 

viii. Correspondence, Honorarium and tender Files 

ix. Internal Audit Report for the financial years 

2018-21 

x. Detail of Court & NAB Cases for the financial 

years 2018-21 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of the above documents, the authenticity of expenditure 

incurred could not be verified. The non-production of record is the violation the Auditor-General of 

Pakistan Ordinance. 
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The management of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal Headquarters, Islamabad replied that, the observation 

was raised during early days of audit team and same was entertained by the management. Most of the 

mentioned record has already been provided to audit team during course of audit. 

 Management of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal, Regional Office, ICT Islamabad replied that all the 

available record was shown to Audit. Main record of recruitment is available at PBM Head Office.  

 Management of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal, Regional Office, Gilgit Baltistan replied that all requisite 

record was provided in two batches. The record of 2nd batch (FY 2018-20) is still ready and can be 

verified at any time. 

 The replies are not based on fact, as none of the referred record was provided during the audit 

and even during subsequent verification exercises.   

 DAC in its meeting held on 04.01.2022 took serious notice and showed displeasure on 

non-production of record. DAC directed to produce complete record to Audit. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decisions of the DAC.  

 {Para No.14, 19 & 10 of AIR of PBM HQ, ICT, GB} 

Irregularity and non-compliance 

3.4.2 Un-authorized use of unspent balance on IFA medical in annual budget -Rs. 

250.553 million 

 Para 2(vi) of revised procedure of Assignment Account issued vide letter No.AC-II/1-39/08-

Vol-V/632 dated 24.09.2008, states that the officers holding Assignment Accounts will ensure that no 

money is drawn from these accounts unless it is required for immediate disbursement. Moneys will not 

be drawn for deposit into chest or any bank account. The cheques for payments on account of purchases 

/ supplies will be drawn in the name of contractor/supplier. 

 Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal Islamabad transferred an amount of Rs.2,543,415,604 against 16,731 

beneficiaries during the financial year 2020-21 to different hospitals on account of Individual Financial 

Assistance (IFA) Health.  

Rs. in million 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Formation No. of 

Beneficiaries 

Amount 

Disbursed 

1 PBM Regional Office ICT 3,428 482.817 

2 PBM Regional Office Punjab 4,391 683.918 

3 PBM Regional Office Punjab Region-II 2,234 338.765 

4 PBM Regional Office Sindh 2,406 403.055 

5 PBM Regional Office Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 3,099 508.747 
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6 PBM Regional Office Balochistan 815 94.317 

7 PBM Regional Office Gilgit Baltistan 358 31.797 

 Total 16,731 2,543.416 

 Audit observed that a sum of Rs. 250,552,579 was not utilized by hospitals and was refunded 

back to Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal Head Quarters and Regional Office ICT, which was kept by respective 

formations in the following bank accounts. 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Name of Formation Accounts Title Account No. Funds not utilized 

1 PBM HQ Islamabad PBM-IFA 

Recovery A/c 

3008607544 

NIDA 39-5 

164.812 

2 PBM Regional Office 

ICT, Islamabad 

PBM IFA 

recovery A/c 

3008607606 85.741 

Total: 250.553 

 Audit is of the view that refunding of the funds back to Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal headquarters, 

Islamabad and deposit of the same into their commercial accounts for future usage was unlawful. 

 Management of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal Head Quarter, Islamabad and Regional Office 

ICT, Islamabad replied that main purpose is to provide free medical treatment for poor/needy 

sick persons. In this regard, PBM Board in its 67th meeting held on 10.06.2020 was apprised 

that PBM received a large number of requests for provision of IFA (Medical) from deserving 

people which required funds much more than the budget released for the purposes by the 

Finance Division. Hence, excess demand will be met through the PBM unspent amount 

retrieved from hospitals, and profit earned on reserves. The Board approved the point with the 

desire that the amounts retrieved from hospitals and expenditures out of these may be clearly 

indicated in the financial statements of PBM.  

 The reply is not acceptable as unused funds were required to be deposited into Government 

Treasury and the Board was (probably) not informed of the applicable rules. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 04.01.2022 decided to pend the para with the direction that the 

PBM Board to make the Rules and seek the approval from competent forum and complete case may be 

submitted to Finance Division for streamlining the process. 

Audit recommends that matter may be referred to Finance Division for decision besides deposit 

of the unspent balances into Federal Consolidated Fund. 

{Para No.6 & 2 of AIR of PBM HQ & ICT} 
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3.4.3 Overpayment on account of House Rent Allowance - Rs. 208.514 million 

Finance Division vide letter No.10(3)DS(Exp-PA&SSD)/2020-21-320 dated 11.12.2020 states 

that consultation of Finance Division is mandatory for “a change in the terms and conditions of service 

of Government servants on their statutory rights and privileges, which have financial implications”. 

 The Management of PBM HQ, Islamabad did not adopt the rates of House Rent Allowance 

(HRA) as notified by Federal Government through Finance Division. 

 Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

Sr. 

No. 

Formation Name Number of 

Employees 

HRA 

due 

HRA 

drawn 

Over payment 

of HRA   

01 PBM HQ Islamabad 299 30.920 190.341 159.070 

02 PBM Regional Office 

ICT, Islamabad 

91 9.445 52.817 43.372 

03 PBM Regional Office 

Gilgit Baltistan 

11 1.244 7.316 6.072 

 Total 401 41.609 250.474 208.514 

 Audit observed that all the officer/official of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal Head Quarters, Islamabad 

and Regional Offices of Islamabad and Gilgit Baltistan were paid a sum Rs. 250.474 as House Rent 

Allowance at the rate of 80% (70% in case of  Gilgit Baltistan) of the running basic pay during the 

financial years 2019-21. 

  Audit is of the view that the payment of House Rent Allowance @ 80% of running basic pay 

was the violation of Finance Division’s above referred OM and the payment was required to be made 

at the rates prescribed by the Federal Government through Finance Division. 

 Managements replied that, the HRA was approved by the competent forum i.e. PBM board in 

its 65th meeting held on 05.09.2019. The audit also raised same observation vide Para-20 in the audit 

report of audit year 2019-20 and submitted the audit report before the honorable Supreme Court of 

Pakistan in SMC No.1/2020 which was replied by the PBM vide CMA No.3094/2020 and the matter is 

still pending in honorable Supreme Court of Pakistan. 

 The reply is not tenable as the payment of HRA @ 80% of running basic pay is beyond the 

powers of the Board as clarified by the Finance Division vide above referred OM. The management has 

also not provided details of the case being heard by the Supreme Court of Pakistan.  

 DAC in its meeting held on 04.01.2022 decided that the Para be pended till the decision from 

the honorable Supreme Court of Pakistan. 

Audit recommends that management may comply with the directives of Finance Division. 

{Para No.7, 3 & 3 of AIR of PBM HQ, ICT & GB} 

3.4.4 Un-authorized up-gradation of Assistant Director from BS-17 to BS-18 on 

performance basis - Rs. 93.828 million 

Serial No.25-B (3) 1(i) of Estacode Vol-I states that the cases for up-gradation/re-designation 

of the posts in BS-1 to 19 will be decided by the Finance Division in consultation with the Establishment 

Division. 

 The Management of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal up-graded 45 Assistant Director along with posts 

from BS-17 to BS-18 vide office order No.PBM/Estb/029/2909 dated 06.04.2018 and up-graded 10 
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Assistant Director from BS-17 to BS-18 vide office order No.PBM/Estb/029/4029 dated 18.10.2019. 

These upgraded employees received a sum of Rs.93,827,688 as salary during financial year 2020-21.  

 Audit was of the view that the approval of Finance Division, Establishment and Law Division 

was not obtained as per DAC decision held on 27.02.2020, as Up-gradations without reference to the 

Finance Division and payment made were irregular.  

Detail attached at Annex-5. 

 Management replied that, the up-gradation was made by the Managing Director – PBM and the 

same was approved /endorsed by the Bait-ul-Mal Board in its meeting 65th meeting held on 05.09.2019. 

Further, as per Sections 15 & 16 of PBM Act, 1991, the Bait-ul-Mal Board may prescribe the Terms 

and Conditions of the employees of PBM. As the up gradation was made by the competent authority/ 

forum in exercise of its legal power provided in the status, therefore, management is of the view that 

there was no irregularity occurred. The matter is still sub judice, before the honorable Supreme Court 

of Pakistan. 

 The reply is not tenable as the up-gradation does not fall in the ambit of Terms and Conditions 

and therefore beyond the powers of the Board. Further, this was done without the approval of Finance 

Division. The management has also not provided details of the case being heard by the Supreme Court 

of Pakistan.  

 DAC in its meeting held on 04.01.2022 stated that the management point of view was that, as 

per section 9 of PBM Act, MD had the power for up-gradation of the posts. The MD exercised such 

power and intimated to PBM Board. The same para was also sub-judice in honorable Supreme Court 

vide SMC No. 01/2020 and PBM also submitted reply in this regard vide CMA No.3094/2020. Audit 

was the view that up-gradation does not fall in the definition of terms and condition and the honorable 

Supreme Court has not granted the stay order in this regard. DAC pended the Para till the decision from 

the honorable Supreme Court of Pakistan. 

 Audit recommends that management may comply with the directives of Finance 

Division and the Establishment Division. 

{Para No.4 of AIR of PBM} 

3.4.5 Irregular purchase of vehicles during ban period – Rs. 46.076 million 

Section 23 of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal Act, 1991 states that the Federal Government may make 

rules fot carrying out the purposes of this Act. 

 Para(i)(a) of Finance Division (Expenditure Wing) OM No.7(1)Exp.IV/2016-430 dated 

06.08.2020 states that “There Shall be complete ban on purchase of all types of vehicles (excluding 

motorcycles) both for current, as well as, development expenditure”. 

 Pakistan Bait ul Mal (PBM) incurred an expenditure for Rs.46,075,417 on purchase of 07 

Toyota HILUX REVO MT (G) vehicles. 

 Audit observed that the purchase of vehicle during the ban period was irregular.  

 The PBM management replied that the controlling Division (PA&SS Division) and PBM were 

of the view that Staff Car Rules, 1980 were not applicable on PBM being the Autonomous Body. The 

PBM has also referred the matter to Law and Justice Division vide letter dated 08.07.2021 and the reply 
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was still awaited. The Finance Division in a connected matter ruled that the O.M’s of Finance Division 

are not applicable on PBM ipso facto, being an autonomous body. 

 The reply is not acceptable as Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal Board does not have the power to make 

rules without the prior approval of Federal Government. Further, if there are any rules available for such 

purchases, they had to be the ones that are made by the Federal Government and not Pakistan Bait-ul-

Mal Board. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 04.01.2022 decided that the para be pended as it was informed that 

clarification has been sought from Ministry of Law & Justice whether Finance Division’s O.M 

regarding the imposition of ban was applicable on PBM or not as Finance Division had not agreed with 

the contention of PMB regarding the imposition of ban. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed against the person (s) at fault besides 

surrendering the vehicles to the Cabinet Division. 

          {Para No.1 of AIR of PBM} 

3.4.6 Procurement by splitting to avoid open tenders – Rs.16.660 million 

 Rule 12(1) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that procurements over five hundred 

thousand rupees and up to the limit of two million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website 

in the manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to time. These procurement 

opportunities may also be advertised in print media. 

 Pakistan Bait-ul-mal, Regional Office, Gilgit Baltistan procured different items amounting to 

Rs. 16.660 million during the FY 2020-21. 

Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Detail of Items Purchased Amount  

01 Purchase of Uniform  2.720 

02 Purchase of Food Item  4.150 

03 Purchase of Furniture & Fixture  9.720 

04 Purchase of Disinfection items  0.070 

Total: 16.660 

 Audit observed that the procurement amounting to Rs. 16.660 million was made without calling 

of open tenders.  

 Audit is of the view that incurring of expenditure without procurement planning and calling of 

tenders has lead to splitting of the procurement and is, therefore, irregular. 

Management replied that all procurement files were provided to the audit team wherein all codal 

formalities were fulfilled. 

The reply is not tenable as Public Procurement Rules,2004 were not followed during 

procurement of above mentioned items. 

DAC in its meeting held on 04.01.2022 pended the para with the direction to get the record 

verified. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of the DAC. 

{Para No.7 of AIR of PBM R.O GB} 
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3.4.7 Non-depositing of recoveries of House Building Advance/Motor Car Advance/ 

motor cycle advances into Federal Consolidated Fund (FCF) – Rs. 14.149 million 

Rule 7(1) of Federal Treasury Rules Vol-I states that, “all moneys received by or tendered to 

Government officers on account of the revenues of the Federal Government shall without undue delay 

be paid in full into a treasury or into the Bank. Moneys received as aforesaid shall not be appropriated 

to meet departmental expenditure, nor otherwise kept apart from the Federal Consolidated Fund of the 

Federal Government. No department of the Government may require that any moneys received by it on 

account of the revenues of the Federal Government be kept out of the Federal Consolidated Fund of the 

Federal Government.” 

 The PBM granted Rs. 167,959,120 as HBA/MCA/Motor Cycle advances to the 

officers/officials of PBM during the financial year 2020-21. 

 Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

S. No Type of loan Advance Granted  Advance Recovered  

1 House Building Advance  75.759 9.606 

2 Motor Car Advance  88.200 3.501 

3 Motor Cycle Advance  4.000 1.042 

 Total 167.959 14.149 

 Audit observed Rs. 14,149,187 were recovered from their salaries on account of deduction 

against advances during the financial year 2020-21. The management of PBM transferred these 

recoveries into PBM Account, instead of depositing into Federal Consolidated Fund. 

 Audit is of the view that deposit of the recovered deductions against advances into a commercial 

account was unlawful. 

 The Management replied that PBM loan and advances policy has been approved by the 

PBM board in its 50th meeting. According to Loan and Advance Policy “the amount of 

advances recovered from PBM employees shall be utilized in every month of June to dispose 

of the pending applications of advances to the maximum extent”. 

 Reply is not acceptable as recoveries are required to be deposited into Federal 

Consolidated Fund. 

DAC in its meeting held on 04.01.2022 directed to stop the practice forthwith. The case may 

be placed before the PBM Board regarding the rules and policy and seeking the guidance. Rs.14.149 

million, as pointed out in the para may be deposited in FCF. 

Audit recommends that the recoveries may be deposited into Federal Consolidated Fund 

besides discontinuation of the practice. 

          {Para No.19 of AIR of PBM} 

3.4.8 Unjustified payment of subsistence from both PBM and BISP to same 

beneficiaries – Rs. 5.526 million 

Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal’s IFA General Policy guidelines state that the applicants should not be 

beneficiary of similar subsistence from any other government organization i.e., Zakat, Khushhali Bank, 

Provincial - Bait-ul Mal & BISP etc. The Government Servants (including their dependents) are not 
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eligible to apply for IFA. Employee serving in Public Sector Enterprises, Corporations and autonomous 

bodies are also not eligible to apply. 

 Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal, disbursed an amount of Rs. 108,564,000 amongst 5,397 beneficiaries 

under the head IFA General during the financial year 2020-21. 

 Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Name of Formation No. of Ben. Amount  

1 PBM Regional Office ICT 633 12.81 

2 PBM Regional Office Punjab 1477 26.79 

3 PBM Regional Office Punjab Region-II 764 14.399 

4 PBM Regional Office Sindh 990 25.195 

5 PBM Regional Office Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 1048 21.855 

6 PBM Regional Office Balochistan 300 5.735 

7 PBM Regional Office Gilgit Baltistan 185 1.78 

 Total 5397 108.564 

 Audit observed that, out of 5,397 beneficiaries, 281 beneficiaries also took similar benefit from 

BISP amounting to Rs.5,526,000.  

Detail is given in Annex-6. 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No Name of Formation No. of Beneficiaries Amount  

1 PBM Regional Office, ICT 27 0.49 

2 PBM Regional Office, Punjab 45 0.745 

3 PBM Regional Office, Punjab Region-II 58 0.836 

4 PBM Regional Office, Sindh 81 2.125 

5 PBM Regional Office, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 50 1.07 

6 PBM Regional Office, Balochistan 9 0.19 

7 PBM Regional Office, Gilgit Baltistan 11 0.07 

 Total 281 5.526 

 Audit is of the view that payments from both Bait-ul-Mal and BISP was a violation of Pakistan 

Bait-ul-Mal’s IFA General Policy guidelines and was, therefore, irregular. 

 Management replied that as both the programs (PBM & BISP) run by the federal government 

under its Ehsaas program, proper mechanism to check the duplication of the beneficiaries in different 

Ehsaas programs was still to be devised. PBM has made several efforts and coordinate with BISP to set 

up such central data base and a comprehensive mechanism to check the duplication etc., but still there 

is need to improve in this area.   

Management has agreed with audit point of view. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 04.01.2022 decided that DAC pended the para with the direction 

that this issue to be placed before the PBM Board so that other agencies that provide the social safety 

may coordinate for data sharing. 
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Audit recommends that proper mechanism to check the duplication of the beneficiaries may be 

devised under the aegis of PASS Division. 

          {Para No.13 of AIR of PBM} 

3.4.9 Irregular up-gradation of Audit & Accounts Posts – Rs. 101.738 million 

Estacode Vol-I Sl. No. 25-B(3)1(i) states that subject to the observance of the parameters, the 

future cases for the up-gradation/re-designation of posts in BS-1 to 19 will be decided by the Finance 

Division in consultation with the Establishment Division. 

The Management of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal up-graded 64 officers/ official vide office order 

No.PBM/Estb/029/208 dated 07.01.2011. 

 Detail is as under. 

S. 

No. 

Post held before up-gradation Post held after Up-gradation No. of person 

upgraded 

1 Assistant Director (BPS-17) Assistant Director (BPS-18) 10 

2 Accountant/AAO (BPS-16) Accountant/AAO (BPS-17) 14 

3 Accounts/Audit Asst. (BPS-14) Accounts/Audit Asst.(BPS-16) 28 

4 Accounts Clerk  (BPS-9) Accounts Clerk  (BPS-14) 12 

  Total 64 

 Audit observed that these upgraded employees received a sum of Rs.101,737,548 as salary 

during financial year 2020-21. 

Audit is of the view that up-gradation of employees was made without the approval of Finance 

Division. Management itself is required to calculate the difference of total salaries paid in access due to 

irregular up-gradation. 

Management replied that, FST in its judgment dated 05.12.2008, upgraded the posts of audit 

and accounts cadre of the federal Govt. which was also endorsed  by the Supreme Court of Pakistan in 

its judgment dated 15.03.2010 also and directed to up-grade Audit and Accounts Cadre posts. As per 

Section 15 & 16 of PBM Act, 1991, the Bait-ul-Mal Board is competent to prescribe the terms and 

conditions of the employees of PBM. PBM Board in its 53rd meeting held on 12.07.2010 has also 

implemented the same in PBM. As the up gradation of the posts was made by the competent forum in 

exercise of its legal power provided in the status, therefore, management is of the view that there was 

no irregularity occurred. 

The reply was not tenable as up-gradation of employees was made without the approval of 

Finance Division as per rule mentioned in the criterion and these posts do not belong to the Pakistan 

Audit and Accounts Cadre. 

DAC in its meeting held on 04.01.2022 pended the Para till the further outcome as the matter 

(may) again be placed before the PBM Board with all details for further guidance since the Management 

(of PBM) was of the point of view that up-gradation was made in the light of judgment of appeal No. 

1620:1621:1623 to 1632 & 1696 & 1811 (R), CS/2010 dated 16.04.2011 of the FST. Implementation 

of this FST decision was applied on the basis of discrimination between employees working in PBM 

on deputation and regular basis. While, Audit was of the opinion that these posts did not belong to the 

cadre of Pakistan Audit & Accounts Service and the decision was made only for the cadre of Pakistan 

Audit & Accounts Service. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be referred to Finance Division. 
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{Para No.5 of AIR of PBM} 

3.4.10 Non-preparation of annual Procurement Plan and non-uploading on the websites 

of the Procuring Agency and PPRA 

Rule 9 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that save as otherwise provided and subject to 

the regulation made by the Authority, with the prior approval of the Federal Government, a procuring 

agency shall announce in an appropriate manner all proposed procurements for each financial year and 

shall proceed accordingly without any splitting or regrouping of the procurements so planned.  The 

annual requirements thus determined would be advertised in advance on the Authority’s website as well 

as on the website of the procuring agency in case the procuring agency has its own website. 

Managements of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal Headquarters, Islamabad and Regional Offices of ICT 

Islamabad and Gilgit Baltistan procured different items during the FY 2020-21. 

Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Name of Formation Amount  

01 PBM HQ Islamabad 186.140 

02 PBM Regional Office ICT, Islamabad 13.292 

03 PBM Regional Office Gilgit Baltistan 16.660 

Total 216.092 

Audit observed that Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal Headquarters, Islamabad and Regional Offices of 

ICT, Islamabad and Gilgit Baltistan neither prepared annual procurement plan nor uploaded the Annual 

Procurement Plan on the website of the PPRA. 

Audit is of the view that non-preparation of annual procurement plan occurred due to non-

adherence to the Public Procurement Rules. 

Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal Headquarters, Islamabad replied that under Section 8 & 9 of Public 

Procurement Rules 2004 annual procurement plan was prepared for the year 2020-21 and for the year 

2021-22. The provinces were also directed to prepare their annual procurement plans. 

Management of PBM Regional Office ICT Islamabad replied that annual procurement plan for 

the financial year 2020-21 was prepared and forwarded to PBM Head Office for information.  

Management of PBM Regional Office, Gilgit Baltistan replied that letter was written to Press 

Information Department for annual procurement publications/advertisements. 

The replies are not tenable as no proof of timely preparation of Annual Procurement Plan and 

uploading on the websites of the Procuring Agency and PPRA was shown to audit. 

DAC in its meeting held on 04.01.2022 directed that an inquiry may be conducted to probe the 

matter and report be shared with Audit. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC decision. 

{Para No. 34 ,10&8 of AIR of PBM HQ, ICT & GB respectively} 

3.4.11 Purchase of medicines without calling open tender - Rs.614.512 million 

Rule 20 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that save as otherwise provided 

hereinafter, the procuring agencies shall use open competitive bidding as the principal method 

of procurement for the procurement of goods, services and works. 
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 Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal, Head Quarters, Islamabad releases funds to the following hospitals 

against the treatment of different patients from PBM fund. 

Audit observed that the following hospitals incurred an expenditure of Rs. 614.512 million on 

purchase of medicine for PBM beneficiaries, without calling of open tenders.  

Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Name of Formation AIR Para 

No. 

Amount Remarks 

1 PIMS, Islamabad 3 134.078 Medicines purchased from other 

than approved supplier(s) 

2 FGSH, Islamabad  1 5.719 -do- 

3 KTH, Peshawar  6 1.048 -do- 

4 Mayo Hospital, Lahore  7 0.906 -do- 

5 JPMC Hospital, Karachi 1 337.318 Medicines purchased without 

calling open tender 

6 Nishtar Hospital, Multan  1 73.508 -do- 

7 Civil Hospital, Karachi 1 55.743 -do- 

8 DHQ Hospital, Faisalabad 1 3.37 -do- 

9 Allied Hospital,Faisalabad 3 2.822 -do- 

Total:  614.512  

Audit is of the view that procurements were made in violation of Public Procurement Rules, 

2004. 

Management of JPMC replied that procurement of all kinds of medicines from Pakistan Bait-

ul-Mall fund are purchased on individual/patient wise to whom funds are released.  There is neither any 

fixed allocation of PBM funds for JPMC nor any limited prescribed list of medicines.  Bait-ul-Mal 

release funds for the non-affording patients as per prescribed by the different medical Specialists 

/Consultants of diseases for their treatments. 

Management of PIMS replied that there are some companies i.e M/s Roche Pakistan, M/s 

Novartis Pharma and Supplier of Cardiac Items were not interested to supply of their items through the 

approved vender, therefore, directly supplying matter will resolved soon. 

 Management of Nishter Hospital replied that Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal has its own authorized 

Distributors for procurement of medicines instead of open tender, on approved discounted rates. 

Management of Civil Hospital Karachi replied that Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal itself performs 

procurement of medicines through Memorandum of Understanding (MOU’s) and issued direction for 

purchase medicines from different companies. There is no need of open tender from this office. 

 Management of DHQ Hospital Faisalabad replied that as the funds from Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal 

are released case to case basis, so the procurement is dealt according to the received single amount for 

single patient. 

Management of Allied Hospital Faisalabad replied that due to administrative issues i.e. strike 

of doctors the tender formalities might not be completed in the said span of time. 

Management of Mayo Hospital replied that non-nominated committee exists for Pakistan Bait-

ul-Mal beneficiaries fund/rate estimation. Social Welfare Department is available in hospital outdoor 

for necessary collaboration with PBM for patient. 
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The managements of Federal Government Services Hospital, Islamabad and Khyber Teaching 

Hospital, Peshawar did not submit reply. 

The replies are not tenable as Public Procurement Rules, 2004 were violated. 

Despite repeated requests, the DAC meeting has not been convened by the management so far. 

Audit recommends to fix the responsibility through fact finding inquiry against the 

person(s) at fault. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MINISTRY OF OVERSEAS PAKISTANIS AND HUMAN RESOURCE 

DEVELOPMENT 

4.1 Introduction 

A. The Ministry of Overseas Pakistanis and Human Resource Development oversees 

matters concerning Overseas Pakistanis and human resource development in Pakistan. 

According to Rules of Business, 1973 following functions are assigned to allied departments/ 

offices:  

1. National policy, planning and coordination regarding manpower development and 

employment promotion for intending overseas workers.  

2.  Preparation of short and long-term programs for manpower development and employment 

promotion abroad.  

3. Research into problems of overseas Pakistanis; promotion and coordination of measures best 

suited to resolving them and motivating Pakistani citizens abroad to strengthen their links 

with the mother country.  

4.   Policy for linkages between the training of workers/labour force with the latest requirements 

abroad.  

5.  Linkage of training imparted at training institutes like National Training Bureau, Pakistan 

Manpower Institute, etc. with the efforts for increase in manpower export through Overseas 

Employment Corporation and Bureau of Emigration and Overseas Employment. This 

would also include close coordination and linkage with the Community Welfare Attaches 

abroad.   

6.  Welfare of Pakistani emigrants abroad and their dependents in Pakistan.  

7.  Periodic assessment, review and analysis of manpower resources and employment 

requirements overseas.  

8.  Administrative control of Overseas Pakistanis Foundation. 

9.   Special Selection Board for selection of Community Welfare Attaches for posting in 

Pakistan Missions abroad.   

10. Administration of:  

a) Emigration Ordinance, 1979;  

b) Control of Employment Ordinance, 1965;  

c) Workers Welfare Fund Ordinance, 1971;  

d) Companies Profits (Workers Participation) Act, 1968; 

e) Employees’ Old Age Benefits Act, 1976 including supervision and control of the 

employees’ old age benefits institutions.   

11.  Administrative control of:  

  a) Overseas Employment Corporation; and  
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  b) Bureau of Emigration and Overseas Employment.   

12.  Foreign Employment and Emigration.  

13. Administration of the Industrial Relations Act, 2012 and keeping a watch on labour 

legislation from international perspective, coordination of labour legislation in Pakistan 

and the Industrial Relations Commission. 

14.  Dealing and agreements with international organizations in the fields of Labour and Social 

Security. 

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts 

Statement of Receipts/ Budget allocated and expenditure for the FY(s) 2018-21 is as under: 

Rs. in million 

Name of Formation  FY(s) Receipts/ 

Budget 

Expenditure 

Ministry of OP&HRD 2019-21 474.432 465.565 

EOBI HQ, Regional Office Multan, Sahiwal, Lahore 

North, Lahore Centre, Sheikhupura, Gujranawala, 

Gujrat, Rawalpindi, Sukkur 

2020-21 66,057.667 46,688.687 

WWF Islamabad 2020-21 2,256.260 1,397.039 

WWB Punjab 2020-21 10,293.285 3,489.587 

WWB KPK 2020-21 4,062.675 4,035.947 

WWB Balochistan 2020-21 630.289 630.289 

OPF HQ Islamabad & Regional office, Peshawar 2020-21 3,807.118 4,723.266 

Bureau of Immigration & Overseas Employment, 

Islamabad 

2020-21 246.885 201.535 

Protectorate of Emigrant, Quetta  2018-21 29.196 27.374 

NIRC, Islamabad  2019-21 174.945 172.286 

NIRC, Peshawar 2019-21 18.963 17.780 

NIRC, Quetta  2018-21 29.471 25.496 

 Total  88,081.186 61,874.851 

C. Sectoral analysis on the achievements against targets agreed under MTBF 

The performance indicators, targets and achievements for the FY 2020-21 by Ministry of 

Overseas Pakistanis and Human Resource Development Division is tabulated below: 

Outputs Selected Performance Indicators Targets Achievements 

Promotion of overseas 

employment and welfare 

of overseas Pakistanis 

Number of Community Welfare Attachés 

around the world 

19 19 

Number of complaints of emigrants 

registered by Community Welfare 

Attaches 

34,500 Details were 

not provided to 

Audit 

Percentage of complaints of emigrants 

resolved by Community Welfare Attaches 

66% 

Resolution of 

Industrial Disputes 

Number of labor disputes resolved 15,530 
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Overseas employment 

promotion and regulation 

of overseas employment 

promoters 

Number of employees hired by foreign 

countries 

440,000 

Monitoring and control of 

immigration and overseas 

employment 

Computerization of data of outgoing 

emigrants 

440,000 

 

 

 

Table: Audit Profile of Ministry of Overseas Pakistanis and Human Resource Development 

Rs. in million 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos 

Audited Expenditure audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 69 22 61,874.851 

2 Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 

- - - 

3 Authorities/ Autonomous 

Bodies etc., under the PAO 

53 16 60,964.82 

4 Foreign Aided Projects - - - 

4.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 11,419.990 million were raised as a result of this audit. 

This amount also includes recoverable of Rs. 8,697.269 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary 

of audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Classification Amount  

1 Non-production of record  -  

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation 73.242    

3 Irregularities  3,782.956    

A HR/ Employees related irregularities 230.740 

B Procurement related irregularities 61.865 

4 Others 7,271.187  

4.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Year of 

AR 

Formation  PAC 

Status 

No. of 

Actionable 

points 

Compliance Non-

compliance 

% 

Compliance 

2013-14 Ministry of Overseas 

Pakistanis and Human 

Resource Development 

Not Held 1 0 1           -    

2011-12 -do- Held 2 1 1           50  

2014-15 -do- Not Held 8 0 8           -    

2016-17 -do- Not Held 3 0 3           -    

2012-13 EOBI Held 7 2 5               29 
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2014-15 EOBI Held 17 2 15            12 

2015-16 EOBI Held 17 0 17             - 

2017-18 EOBI Held 3 0 3             - 

1989-90 OEC Held 5 3 2           60  

1990-91 OEC Held 5 3 2           60  

1991-92 OEC Held 9 6 3           67  

1992-93 OEC Held 7 5 2           71  

1996-97 OEC Held 10 8 2           80  

1997-98 OEC Held 7 6 1           86  

2000-01 OEC Held 5 4 1           80  

2005-06 OEC Held 7 6 1           86  

2006-07 OEC Held 7 3 4           43  

2007-08 OEC Held 2 1 1           50  

2010-11 OEC Held 5 1 4           20  

2011-12 OEC Held 3 2 1           66  

2012-13 OEC Held 3 0 3           - 

2013-14 OEC Held 7 5 2           71  

2016-17 OEC Held 4 0 4           -    

1987-88 OPF Held 20 19 1           95  

1989-90 OPF Held 12 9 3           75  

1990-91 OPF Held 5 4 1           80  

1992-93 OPF Held 5 3 2           60  

1994-95 OPF Held 7 4 3           57  

1995-96 OPF Held 10 6 4           60  

1996-97 OPF Held 12 10 2           83  

1997-98 OPF Held 7 5 2           71  

1999-20 OPF Held 3 1 2           33  

2000-01 OPF Held 14 11 3           79  

2001-02 OPF Held 2 0 2           -    

2003-04 OPF Held 19 3 16           16  

2004-05 OPF Held 3 1 2           33  

2006-07 OPF Held 9 5 4           56  

2007-08 OPF Held 4 1 3           25  

2008-09 OPF Held 10 3 7           30  

2009-10 OPF Held 8 4 4           50  

2010-11 OPF Held 26 8 18           31  

2011-12 OPF Held 13 9 4           69  

2013-14 OPF Held 7 3 4           43  

2014-15 OPF Held 3 3 0             - 

2016-17 OPF Held 12 2 10           17  

2017-18 OPF Held 9 7 2           22 

2019-20 OPF Not held - - -           - 

2020-21 OPF Not held - - -           - 

WWF Islamabad and Boards  

Years Formation 

PAC 

Status 
No. of 

Actionable 

points 

Compliance Non-

compliance 
% 

Compliance 

2012-13 WWF & Boards Held 44 4 40 10 

2015-16 WWF & Boards Held 17 0 17 - 

2017-18 WWF & Boards Held 15 4 11 27 
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4.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Employees’ Old-age Benefits Institution 

Irregularity and non-compliance 

4.4.1 Non-recovery of arrears of contribution from defaulter employers –  

Rs. 5,669.719 million 

Para No.05.11 of EOBI Operating Manual states that all the Regional Heads have been invested 

with the powers of Assistant Collector (Grade-1) to recover the arrears of contributions as arrears of 

land revenue. 

The management of EOBI was to recover due contributions from Registered Employers during 

the Financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed, during Audit of EOBI head office and nine regional offices of EOBI, that a 

sum of Rs. 5,669.719 million was outstanding against defaulting employers on account of contributions 

up to 30.06.2021. 

Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

S. No. Name of Formation FY 
Para of 

AIR 

No. of 

Employers 
Amount  

Remarks 

 

1 EOBI HQ 2020-21 17 36,630 3,528.665 Employers that had not made 

a single contribution since 

registration 

2 -do- 2020-21 17 6,113 265.733 Employers that had defaulted 

after making some 

contribution during the year 

3 RO Lahore Central 2020-21 9 698 57.445 Further details are given at 

respective paras of relevant 

AIRs 
4 RO Lahore North 2020-21 8 216 20.240 

5 RO Gujranwala 2020-21 7 182 6.897 

6 RO Gujrat 2020-21 1 - 7.377 

7 RO Multan 2020-21 3 1484 165.021 

8 -do- 2020-21 13 - 2.361 

9 RO Sukkur 2020-21 2 135 130.593 

10 RO Rawalpindi 2020-21 1 1914 1,207.546 

11 RO Sahiwal 2019-21 2 244 128.642 

12 RO Sheikhupura 2019-21 2 389 149.199 

 Total    5,669.719  

Audit is of the view that EOBI has sustained a loss to the tune of Rs. 5,669.719 million  due to 

non-recovery of arrears of contribution from defaulter employers 

Management replied that the data pointed out by the auditors pertains to 39 Regional Offices 

which have been disbursed to regions for reporting. As it involves huge data and is a time consuming 

job, therefore, the response will be shared in couple of days as received from the concerned quarters. 

 The reply of management is not acceptable as it was the duty of the management to recover the 

outstanding contribution 

  DAC in its meeting held on 03.02.2002 pended the para and directed EOBI to give a revised 

reply with reference to details provided in soft form by audit. Moreover, a special team be constituted 

including participation from Law department of EOBI to calculate exact amount of arrears of 
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contribution, recover the arrears of contribution from defaulter employers after cleansing of litigation 

cases. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

{Para 17 of EOBI HO} 

4.4.2 Loss to EOBI due to non-updation of Facilitation System of payment of 

contributions made by employers through Auto Vouchers –  

Rs. 1,513.517 million 

Section 3(2) of EOBI Contribution Rules 1976 states that contribution falling due at the end of 

the month, to which they relate, shall be paid not later than 15th of next following month. 

EOBI provides a facilitation system to Employers for payment of contributions through 

generation of auto voucher with a purpose to ease the process of payment, reconciliation and to maintain 

a track of the employer in the system including exact number of Insured Persons. A total contribution 

of Rs. 4,372,383,149 was collected through Facilitation System/Auto voucher from 11,011 employers 

during the Financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that the rate of contribution has been fixed/locked in the system @ Rs.780 per 

month (based of minimum wages of Rs.13,000 for the FY 2015-16), which has resulted in loss to EOBI 

as the willing employers making payment through Facilitation System/Auto Voucher are forced to pay 

@ Rs.780 whereas the rate of minimum wages has been revised to Rs.17,500 (Rs.1,050 per month).  

Audit is of the view that if contribution rate/cap had not been fixed @ Rs.780, the EOBI would 

be benefited with the maximum additional contribution of Rs. 1,513,517,244 which needs justification. 

Detail is provided to EOBI in soft form. 

Management replied that the issue of minimum wages is sub judice in Supreme Court of 

Pakistan due to 18th amendment, as well as, the Finance Bills declared ultra vires by the apex court, 

therefore, the higher minimum wage of Rs.20,000 only applies in jurisdiction of ICT and could not be 

incorporated in FS for other provinces. 

 Then reply is not relevant as the management has not touched the core issue of fixation of 

cap/lock in the system @ Rs.780 per month. 

 In DAC meeting held on 03.02.2022, the management apprised that the systematic check/cap 

for minimum contribution has now been removed from the system. DAC pended the para with the 

direction to take up the matter with the concerned employers to recalculate, reconcile and recovery of 

said amount. 

 Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

          {Para 18 of EOBI HO} 

4.4.3 Non-credit of contributions by Bank Alfalah from EOBI MCA to EOBI MIA on 

daily basis – Rs. 1,490.527 million  

Para 1(viii) of banking Services Agreement between EOBI and Bank Alfalah Ltd., provides 

that MCA means EOBI Main Contribution Account at BAFL, in which all funds collected at designated 

collecting branches will be consolidated. This will be a non-checking account. 
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Para 1(ix) of banking Services Agreement between EOBI and Bank Alfalah Ltd., provides that 

MIA means as investment account where amount from Main Contribution Account shall be 

automatically collected on daily basis with zero balance at credit. 

Bank statements of Main Contribution Account of EOBI showed that the daily closing balances 

were not being credited into MIA account. 

Audit observed, on sample basis, that a total amount of Rs. 1,490.527 million was not 

automatically transferred by Bank Alfalah Ltd., on daily balances, from Main Contribution Account to 

Investment Account for the months of May and June 2021, and the daily balances of MCA did not show 

zero balance at credit. 

Detail is given at Annex-7. 

Audit is of the view that the Bank Alfalah did not automatically transfer the amount of 

contributions collected from MCA to MIA and unduly availed the Float which was irregular. 

Management replied that the observation is noted. The working of the interest has been done 

by applying mutual agreed rate KIBOR minus 1.5 (points) on the day end closing balances in Bank 

Alfalah Ltd. EOBI Main Collection Account which were not transferred to EOBI Main Investment 

Account. As per our calculation the interest amount comes to Rs. 181,296 but the loss is not Rs. 

1,033.530 million as per auditor statement which is only the sum total of the closing balances which is 

incorrect.  However, on the observation, it is decided by the head of the F&A to write the letter to the 

Manager Bank Alfalah Limited for refund of the interest accrued on the balances.  

The reply is not tenable as the pointed out amount only pertains to the months of May and June 

2020-21. The interest amounts of daily balances not credited into MIA account of remaining 10 months 

needs to be calculated by EOBI. Moreover, the calculation of KIBOR minus 1.5 points was also not 

shared with audit.  

 DAC in its meeting held on 03.02.2022 pended the para with the direction to calculate 

and share exact interest amount pertaining to the whole period since the signing of the contract 

with the bank and recover the amount of interest. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

          {Para 25 of EOBI HO}  

4.4.4 Loss to EOBI due to late de-credit of funds by bank –  

Rs. 870.734 million 

Clause 6.12 of the Services Agreement signed between Employees’ Old-Age Benefits 

Institution (EOBI) and Bank Alfalah Limited (BAFL) states that “BAFL shall be responsible to intimate 

EOBI about the funds available in individual pension accounts in real time. Subject to clearance from 

state bank of Pakistan, EOBI shall demand the refund of funds lying unused in pension accounts lying 

dormant for a consecutive period exceeding six calendar months”. 

 Clause 6.15 of the Services Agreement signed between Employees’ Old-Age Benefits 

Institution (EOBI) and Bank Alfalah Limited (BAFL) states that “BAFL shall be responsible for 

reconciliation of all funds received from EOBI, disbursement/credited to pensioners and contributions 

received. BAFL shall also provide monthly MIS for main disbursement account, main collection 

account and main investment account to EOBI”. 

 Clause 6.16 of the Services Agreement signed between Employees’ Old-Age Benefits 

Institution (EOBI) and Bank Alfalah Limited (BAFL) states that “BAFL shall be responsible to de-
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credit un-withdrawn pensioner account and credit EOBI disbursement account on the instruction of 

EOBI subject to approval of State Bank of Pakistan.” 

 The EOBI, since September 2015, transferred funds to EOBI Main Disbursement Account 

maintained at Bank Alfalah Limited MA Jinnah Road Branch, Karachi every month, against 400,000 

pensioners (average), for onward disbursement of pension into pension accounts of the pensioners. 

 Audit observed as under: 

a. BAFL made first de-credit after a lapse of almost a year in October 2017.  

b. BAFL did not intimate EOBI about the funds available, in individual pension 

accounts, in real time. 

c. EOBI did not demand the refund of funds lying unused in pension accounts 

lying dormant for a consecutive period exceeding six calendar months. 

d. BAFL did not de-credit un-withdrawn pensioner accounts and credit EOBI 

disbursement account 

e. BAFL did not reconcile disbursement/credited to pensioners accounts for last 

six years 

f. The de-crediting was made without provision of aging on individual pensioners’ 

accounts.  

 Audit is of the view EOBI sustained a loss of Rs. 870,734,418 due to the late de-credited amount 

of Rs.2,625,395,868 into the Main Disbursement Account of EOBI in the month of May, 2021. Audit 

is further of the view that this de-credited amount pertains to the period prior to October, 2017. 

 Detail is as under: 

Rs. in million 

S.No Bank Al-falah 

Account No 

Transaction/

Posting Date 

Amount de-

Credited 

Source/Remarks 

1 00151005051527 05.05.2021 121.978 As Per Bank Statement 

of Bank Al-Falah 

during the Financial 

year 2020-21.  

2 00151005051527 07.05.2021 1,036.076 

3 00151005051527 08.05.2021 1,444.606 

4 00151005051527 10.05.2021 22.736 

Total 2,625.396  

The unearned profit on the basis of KIBOR rate for the period from October 2017 to April 2021 

is calculated below: 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Period Months Kibor Unearned Interest by EOBI  

1 Oct 2017 to June 2018 9 7.37 145.119 

2 July 2018 to June 2019 12 13.63 357.841 

3 July 2019 to June 2020 12 7.35 192.967 

4 July 2020 to April 2021 10 7.99 174.808 

     Total    870.734 

 Management replied that as per SoP (EOBI Contribution Collection and Pension Disbursement) 

signed by EOBI and BAFL representatives the role of Reconciliation Department is well defined under 

SOP “E” Reconciliation. As per E3-4 of Pension Disbursement which states, “BAFL will provide 
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Monthly Bank Statement of EOBI Main Disbursement Account of de-credit transactions along with de-

credit report via email to F&A, Reconciliation and Internal Audit Department”. The same report is 

reconciled with the bank statements. Moreover, the loss calculated by the audit is from 2016 to 2021 

whereas, BAFL has de-credited the amount from 2017 to 01.05.2020 detail of which is enclosed for 

your information. It is also pertinent to mention that due to COVID-19 in which keeping the plight of 

poor pensioner the Director General (Operations) with the approval of the Chairman EOBI 

communicated to BAFL on 23.04.2020 vide Letter no. EOBI/BAFL/POL/2020/905 for extension in 

Time for proof of Life (POL) due to which the activity of suspension of account as well as de-credit of 

account were suspended.  

 The management has accepted that the de-crediting of the funds was delayed. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 03.02.2022 pended the para with the direction to calculate 

the exact amount of loss occurred to EOBI on the basis of reconciliation and verify it from 

audit alongwith detailed working and showing date and pensioner wise amount de-credited. 

Moreover, Audit will provide the checklist of information to be obtained from the Bank. In 

future, reconciliation should be carried out on quarter basis.  

 Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

       {Para 5 OF EOBI HO} 

4.4.5 Unjustified process of pension cases without verification of PR-02 Forms – Rs. 

551.856 million 

Section 10 of the EOBI Act, 1976 states that, every employer shall keep such records and shall 

submit to the institution such returns, at such times, in such form and containing such particulars relating 

to persons employed by him, as may be provided in regulations. 

EOBI Regional Office Sukkur processed different pension cases during the FY 2020-21. 

Audit observed that Old-Age pension and Grant cases amounting to Rs. 551.856 million were 

processed without any PR-02 Form Verification.  

Audit is of the view that EOBI Regional Office Sukkur was required to check and reconcile 

PR-02 (provided by the employer) data of the employees with their office record whether full 

contribution of the employee came for pensionable period or not.  

Management replied that it is a policy issue which will be taken up with EOBI top management. 

 The reply is not tenable as it was the duty of the regional office to process the pension and Grant 

cases on the basis of PR-02 forms. 

 DAC pended the para with the direction to scrutinize the objected cases and findings 

be verified from audit within two months’ time. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

{Para 1 of AIR EOBI RO Sukkur} 

4.4.6 Irregular award  of pension to pensioners without their entry/ registration found 

in the IP database – Rs. 302.268 million 

Section 22 (1) (b)  of Employee Old-Age benefits Act, 1976 describes that, “an insured person 

shall be entitled to monthly old age pension as specified in the schedule” provided that contributions in 

respect of him were paid for not less than fifteen years.” 
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The management of EOBI awarded pensions to more than 700,000 beneficiaries over the period 

of time upto 30.06.2021. 

Audit observed in the data provided (in soft form) that the record of 47,486 beneficiaries was 

non-existent in the EOBI Insured Persons (IPs) database.  

Audit is of the view that the payment of pension in absence of record of payments of 

contributions against their names, was illegal. 

Management replied that the EOBI numbers are available in the sheet shared by the auditors. 

In case of survivor pension, the EOBI number of insured person is available in the list. The survivors 

are not the insured persons therefore searching of the survivor CNIC for EOBI number is irrelevant. 

However, the EOBI number of the insured person is available on the basis of whom the pension case 

was processed. 

The reply of management is not tenable as neither the para relates only to survivor pensioner 

cases nor only CNIC numbers were used by Audit for searching the name of pensioners in IP database. 

Moreover, in case of survivor pension, the EOBI number remains same, only the claim number gets 

changed.  

 DAC in its meeting held on 03.02.2022 pended the para with the direction to share with 

audit the detail of their linkage with main claim number along with proper reconciliation of 

cases. Moreover, the management must ensure that survivor will be linked with original IP of 

the deceased employee in case of survivor’s pension.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

{Para No. 16 of EOBI HO} 

4.4.7 Unjustified amount of employer’s contribution found entered in EOBI database 

but not found in Main Contribution Account’s Bank Statement – Rs. 77.856 

million 

Para 1(viii) of banking Services Agreement between EOBI and Bank Alfalah Ltd., provides 

that, “MCA means EOBI Main Contribution Account at BAFL, in which all funds collected at 

designated collecting branches will be consolidated.” 

The management of EOBI received a total contribution of  

Rs. 3,873,662,151 during the month of June 2021 as per EOBI database. 

Audit observed that an amount of Rs. 77,856,136 was entered by respective Regional Offices 

as contribution collected from 231 employers during the month of June but such amounts could not be 

traced in the bank statement for the month of June 2021 of MCA of EOBI. 

Detail is at Annex-8. 

Management replied that the data shared by the audit was without region code. Due to this 

operation department is unable to identify that case. Therefore, the same is sent to IT Department with 

the request to identify the region of entry, so that updated position may be obtained for the regions. 

 The reply is not tenable as it takes no time to extract the region codes from MIS against the 

Employer IDs, which were already provided to the EOBI management with the AIR. 

 In DAC meeting held on 03.02.2022, the management apprised that Rs. 27 million (approx.) 

has now been deposited in bank accounts. DAC pended the para with the direction to reconcile the issue, 
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verify the amount of Rs. 27 million  deposited in bank accounts from Audit. Moreover, case wise details 

be shared with audit within one month’s time.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

          {Para No. 21 of EOBI HO} 

4.4.8 Recoverable payment of Special Allowance – Rs. 55.459 million 

Section 44(1) of Employees' Old-Age Benefits Act, 1976 states that the Federal Government 

may, subject to the condition of previous publication in the official Gazette, make rules to carry out the 

purposes of this Act. 

 Rules 12(1)h of Rules of Business 1973 states that no Division shall, without previous 

consultation with the Finance Division, authorise the issue of any orders, other than orders in pursuance 

of any general or special delegation made by the Finance Division, which will affect directly or 

indirectly the finances of the Federation or which in particular involve a change in the terms and 

conditions of service of Government servants on their statutory rights and privileges, which have 

financial implications. 

 BOT of Employees Old-Age Benefits Institution in decided in 94th meeting held on 03.09.2010 

to allow the payment of the Special Allowance equal to 100% of Basic Pay for executive/Supervisory 

staff working in Institution. 

 Audit observed as under: 

i. An amount of Rs.55,459,212 was paid w.e.f July 2020 to June 2021. 

ii. The Finance Division vide O.M dated 26.06.2018 directed to stop said 

allowance immediately. 

iii. The management continued to pay the allowance till 18.02.2021 even after 

specific instructions by the Finance Division. 

 Audit is of the view that payment of Special Allowance equal to 100% of Basic Pay 

was unauthorized as it was granted without concurrence of Finance Division.  

 Management replied that EOBI framed EOBI (Employees’ Service), Regulations, 1980 

for its employees in terms of Section 45 of EOB Act, 1976 and terms & conditions of services 

of employees are determined by Boards of Trustees. The Finance Division, however, has 

directed vide their O.M NoF.4(6) R-4/2008-EOBI dated 26.06.2018, in June, 2018 that Special 

Allowance may be stopped immediately as the same requires approval of PM. The institution 

was directed by Secretary, Ministry of OP & HRD to discontinue these allowances mentioned 

in the letter. The Lahore High Court, Lahore has restrained the operation of above referred 

letter dated 17.12.2015 of Ministry of OP & HRD. However, the Institution will implement the 

final orders of Honorable Courts as and when received as to fate of allowances referred in audit 

observations, accordingly. 

The reply is not tenable as the Special Allowance was paid after the date on which 

Finance Division directed for stoppage of such allowance. Further, the details, and progress 

since 2015, of the restraining orders of the honorable court have not been shared. 

 In DAC meeting held on 3.02.2022, the management informed that the matter is sub 

judice. Allowance in respect of officers has also been discontinued. As far as staff is concerned, 
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more than 50% of the staff also opted for foregoing the special allowance, which has 

accordingly be discontinued. DAC directed to pend the para till final concurrence of Finance 

Division and outcome of court case.  

 Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

{Para No. 1 of EOBI HO} 

4.4.9 Payment of Gratuity in addition to Contributory Provident Fund (CPF) – Rs. 

7.355 million 

Finance Division Office Memorandum No.F.15(3)R-14/84 dated 16.10.1984 states that the 

payment of ‘gratuity’ cannot, therefore, be made part of the CPF Scheme, and as such it should not be 

paid in addition to CP Fund contribution. All such autonomous/Semi-autonomous bodies and 

corporations etc. under the administrative control of ministries/divisions, where the pension scheme 

does not exist that the payment of ‘gratuity’ in addition to contributory provident fund is not allowed to 

their employee on their quitting the service. 

The Employee Old Age Benefit Institution (EOBI) has adopted both schemes i.e., payment of 

Gratuity and Contributory Provident Fund. 

 Audit observed that the EOBI, during the financial years 2019-21, paid a sum of Rs. 7,354,725 

as Gratuity and Rs. 9,345,352 as Contributory Provident Fund to its employees. 

Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

S. 

No. 

Name of employee P. No. Designation Date of 

retirement 

Amount of 

gratuity 

Amount of 

CP Fund 

Trust 

1. Muhammad Shafique 903526 Assistant Director 09.12.19 2.847 5.708 

2. Mirza Awais Syed 915662 Director 30.06.19 4.508 3.638 

                                                                                    Total:  7.355 9.346 

Audit is of the view that the management has allowed an un-due favor to its employees which 

resulted into loss to government exchequers to the tune of Rs. 7,354,725. 

 Management replied that at the time of appointment of above mentioned officers, 

retirement benefits were admissible under Employees' Old-Age Benefits Institution 

(Employees Provident Fund) Regulations, 1982 and Gratuity Regulations-1980. Under these 

Regulations, payment of Gratuity and Contributory Provident Fund (CPF) were allowed to the 

employees of the Institution. EOB (Employees Provident Fund) Regulations, 1982 were 

repealed with Employees’ Old-Age Benefits (Employees’ Pension & Gratuity) Regulations, 

1987 that were enforced w.e.f. 01.07.1987 and included General Provident Fund (GPF) and 

Pension in lieu of CPF. Under the Regulation-3 of these Regulations, all EOBI employees were 

required to tender an option within six months’ time to opt for Pension & Gratuity, failing 

which their retirement benefits were to continue to be governed under EOB (Employees 

Provident Fund) Regulations, 1982. The officers were amongst thirty three (33) employees 

who did not tender option, and as such remained included in CPF Scheme. However, 
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Government of Pakistan had already discontinued the scheme of Gratuity vide its OM # 

F.15(3)R-14/84 dated 16.10.1984 but this O.M had not been considered in the Institution while 

enforcing the EOB (Employees’ Pension & Gratuity) Regulations, 1987. Rather the Board in 

its 18th meeting held on 02.01.1988 had resolved that “those employees who do not opt for the 

pension scheme should continue to be benefited by the existing scheme of gratuity and 

contributory provident fund. Hence, the employees included in the list of CPF/Gratuity Scheme 

were entitled for both benefits of CPF and gratuity. 

 The reply is not tenable as payment of Gratuity in addition to Contributory Provident 

Fund (CPF) was a violation of Ministry of Finance Division Office Memorandum. 

  DAC in its meeting held on 03.02.2022 pended the para with the direction to verify the 

judgment of the court regarding their eligibility of drawing both schemes from Audit. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

{Para No. 9 of EOBI HO} 

4.4.10 Illegal provision of pension from EOBI to government pensioners –  

Rs. 8.976 million 

Section 47 of Employees Old-age benefits rules, 1976 states that nothing in this act shall apply 

to persons in the service of the state, including members of the Armed forces, Police force and Railway 

servants.  

Management of EOBI awarded pension to more than 700,000 beneficiaries over the period of 

time till June 2021. 

Audit observed that 88 government pensioners were registered in EOBI Regional Office, 

Rawalpindi, and also getting self-pension from the State/Government.  

Audit is of the view that pension disbursed to such pensioners during the financial year 2020-

21 amounting to Rs. 8,976,000 was illegal.  

Detail is at Annex-9. 

 The management did not submit reply till the finalization of audit report.  

 DAC in its meeting held on 03.02.2022 pended the para with the direction to EOBI to 

scrutinized all 88 cases, stop and recover the amount of EOBI pension from pensioners in cases 

of overlapping period of dual jobs after proper consultation/reconciliation with Controller 

General of Accounts (CGA).  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

{Para No. 3 of EOBI RO Rwp} 

4.4.11 Unjustified award of pension to the employees of different establishments more 

than their total Registered Insured Persons to-date as per IP’s database – Rs. 8.589 

million 

Section 9B of The Employers Old Age Benefits Act 1976 provides that on and from the 1st day 

of July 2001, the contribution shall be payable every month by an insured person at the prescribed rate. 
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Rule 2(aa) of The Employees’ Old Age Benefits (Contribution) Rules, 1976 provides that 

“Contribution means the contributions, payable by the employer, consisting of the employers’ share of 

contribution, under section 9 of the Act and the insured persons’ share of contributions, under section 

9B of the Act. 

The management of EOBI awarded pension to 2,760 employees registered under 20 different 

employers upto the financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that the total number of pensioners accommodated to date against such 20 

employers was more than the number of total Insured Persons registered (1,371 in numbers) to date 

against those (respective) employers. 

Detail is at Annex-10. 

Audit is of the view that 1,389 pensioners were accommodated more than the registered insured 

persons against concerned employers and an average amount of Rs. 8.589 million was disbursed to 

them, which is irregular. 

Management replied that the actual numbers of pensioners are 2207 and not 2706 of which 834 

pensioners are those who have linked claim number i.e. pension was awarded to insured person and 

after his/her death the survivor pension was awarded. Hence, the number of pensioners are appearing 

twice, whereas in actual it is continuity of old age pension to survivor pension. Moreover, the word paid 

was substituted in year 2002, and before that the word payable was applicable. Therefore, as per Act if 

any person satisfies that he/she has worked in the establishment than institution is under obligation to 

award benefit under the term payable. 

The reply of the management is not tenable as in case of survivor pension, the EOBI number 

remains same, only the claim number gets changed.  

 DAC in its meeting held on 03.02.2022 pended the para with the direction to investigate 

five employer’s cases on random basis (Sr.No.1,6,11,15,20) and detailed findings be shared 

with audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

{Para No. 22 of EOBI HO} 

4.4.12 Illegal registration of Insured Persons (IPs) who are under the employment of 

State – Rs. 4.66 million 

Section 47 of Employees Old-age benefits rules, 1976 states that nothing in this act shall apply 

to persons in the service of the state, including members of the Armed forces, Police force and Railway 

servants.  

Management of EOBI registered more than 9 million Insured persons (IPs) over the period of 

time till June 2021. 

Audit observed that 510 Insured Persons (IPs) were registered in EOBI Rawalpindi Regional 

Office who were also in the employment of State/ Government. 

Audit is of the view that contribution received against such IPs during the financial year 2020-

21 amounting to Rs. 4,660,320 is illegal. 

Detail is at Annex-11. 

 The management did not submit reply till the finalization of audit report.  
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 DAC in its meeting held on 03.02.2022 pended the para and directed EOBI to scrutinize 

all objected cases. In cases where date of entry in government service is after registration in 

EOBI and overlapping period of dual jobs is not established, their status may be changed to 

inactive. Moreover, in cases where date of entry in government service is before registration 

in EOBI, their registration be cancelled.  

 Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

{Para No. 4 of EOBI RO Rawalpindi} 

4.4.13 Recoverable amount from Chairmen EOBI on account of Club Membership Fee 

- Rs. 3.15 million 

The Board of Trustees (BoT) of EOBI in its 36th meeting held on 13.06.1994 under agenda 

no.13, “to consider to allow payment of membership fee of two clubs for Chairman on the same pattern 

as is being allowed in other autonomous bodies” stated that “The Board considered the item and 

approved club membership for Chairman EOBI on the same terms and conditions for the Chairman 

State Life Insurance Corporation”. 

The management of EOBI paid club membership against three Chairmen EOBI amounting to 

Rs. 3.15 million over the period of time. 

Audit observed that the club membership was paid in favour of individuals instead of corporate 

membership and an amount of Rs. 3,150,000 is still recoverable from two Chairmen EOBI. 

Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

Sr# Name  Period Amount  

1 Mr. Zafar Iqbal 2010-11 0.60 

2 Mr. Azhar Hameed 2019-20 0.25 

3 Mr. Azhar Hameed 2020-21 2.30 

Total 3.15 

  Audit is of the view that the club membership paid in favour of individuals was due to wrong 

interpretation of BoT decision and was held irregular and recoverable. 

Management replied that the payment on account of Club membership was released as per the 

decision of 36th BoT’s meeting. While the Board of Trustees in its 123rd meeting held on 29.07.2021 

and 30.07.2021 vide Para 109, agenda item no.16 decided that the interpretation of its earlier decision 

taken in 36th meeting, the club membership would be considered as corporate membership and be issued 

in the name of chairman EOBI instead of issuance in favor of individual. Further, the Board directed 

EOBI to write letter to Ex-Chairmen to refund the amount paid to clubs by EOBI on their behalf. It is 

submitted that the recovery cases as per the decision of the Board are under active consideration of 

management. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 03.02.2022 pended the para with the direction to verify the minutes 

of 123rd & 36th meeting alongwith detailed working papers submitted to the BoT and also the details of 

letter written to Chairmen EOBI.  

Audit recommends implementation of directives of DAC decision. 

          {Para 3 of EOBI HO} 
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4.4.14 Irregular award of Pension against dummy Employer’s ID –  

Rs. 1.886 million 

Section 22 (1) (b)  of Employee Old-Age benefits Act, 1976 describes that, “an insured person 

shall be entitled to monthly old age pension as specified in the schedule” provided that contributions in 

respect of him were paid for not less than fifteen years.” 

Management of EOBI awarded pension to more than 700,000 beneficiaries over the period of 

time till June 2021. 

Audit observed that the following 10 beneficiaries were awarded pension during the period 

2014-19 against dummy employer ID “ZZZ99999” and an amount of Rs. 1,885,500 was disbursed 

against such pensioners. 

Detail is as under: 

Rs. in million 

IP EOBI No. Claim No. CNIC No. Name  Award date Amount  

3700G270062 TBW03869 35403-1106117-0 Hanifan Bibi 08.09.2019 0.305 

0800H809675 KDW02172 42201-9516257-4 Gul Nargis 05.23.2019   0.315 

4800B050125 KDW01499 37104-5032568-2 Sitara Bibi 05.24.2016 0.126 

4672J006184 KDW01453 37103-2011448-0 Saleema 04.11.2016   0.357 

0500B101761 CBW01613 42101-2890100-0 Sughra Begum 02.23.2016   0.058 

4672A014047 KDW01304 37101-4364928-8 Bibi Khatoon 09.29.2015 0.221 

3700H225121 TBW02893 35402-8569946-2 Hanifan Bibi 12.30.2014   0.305 

4800G047088 KDW01089 37104-0941642- Feroz Jan 10.30.2014   0.147 

2800H001405 NA 05862 38403-2249370-5 Faiz Muhammad 07.11.2014   0.053 

99999999999 HAW01393 35202-1073468-2 Mst. Maqsooda 

Begum 

07.11.2014   NP 

 Total 1.886 

Audit is of the view that award of pension against dummy employers created doubt on the 

authenticity of these claims. 

Management replied that as per business rule, a pensioner must be an insured person in the 

EOBI system. To be an insured person, an employee must be attached with an employer. The records 

under question in the audit observation are without a genuine employer. In order to bring these records 

in the system, a unique employer ID was required to which these orphan insured persons could be 

attached. Hence, the employer ID ZZZ99999 was used. This employer is still used when an IP is exited 

by an employer. To keep the IP in the system, it is attached with ZZZ99999. 

The management has accepted that the above pensioners were without a genuine employer. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 03.02.022 pended the para with the direction to initiate an 

inquiry to probe the matter, reconcile the record and report be shared with audit. Relevant SOPs 

may also be designed and got approved from BOT. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

          {Para 33 of EOBI HO} 

4.4.15 Difference due to non-reconciliation of contribution deposited by employers 

Para 5.8 of EOBI Operating Manual states that at least once in a year, EOBI’s department will 

produce a statement of each employer showing the amounts due for each month and the amounts 

received against them. The total amount received during the year from an employer should agree with 
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its total liability for the year. If the amount received is lesser than the liability, then the matter will be 

taken up with the employer to reconcile the amounts. The difference could be due to un-accounted 

receipts or wrong calculation of liability or short deposits by the employer, which should be sorted out 

with the employer as soon as possible.   

The management of EOBI received a total contribution of Rs. 27,588.152 million during the 

financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that EOBI Head Office, Karachi did not reconcile the figures and a sum of Rs. 

3,333,992,610 (absolute value) was shown as a difference of contribution between the EOBI record and 

the Bank Statements as per database which was required to be reconciled.  

Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

Month Contribution as per EOBI Contribution as per Bank Difference 

July 1,654.916 1,713.334 58.418 

August 1,612.103 2,758.452 1,146.349 

September 2,081.185 2,063.459 -17.726 

October 2,044.864 *33.583 33.583 

November 2,390.076 2,401.052 10.976 

December 2,377.551 2,384.905 7.354 

January 2,225.651 2,202.833 -22.818 

February 2,228.685 2,220.951 -7.734 

March 2,526.212 2,552.239 26.027 

April 2,371.218 2,375.137 3.920 

May 2,202.030 2,181.661 -20.369 

June 3,873.662 3,872.641 -1.022 

Total 27,588.152 26,760.247 3,333.993 
*provided by Bank Alfalah as sum of contributions credited into MCA during the month which seems doubtful. 

 Audit is of the view that non-reconciliation of contributions receipts with banks was serious 

lapse on the part of the management. 

 Management replied that reconciliation is ongoing process and under active consideration by 

the Institution as the complete data in requisite format as per agreement has not been provided by the 

bank, so far. As soon as, the requisite data/information is received from the bank, the process will be 

finalized and shared accordingly. 

 The management has accepted that the audit contention is correct, however, the reply is partially 

relevant as the management has not touched the issue of both the variations. 

 In DAC meeting held on 03.02.2022, the management informed that the actual amount of 

contribution collected during the financial year 2020-21 is  

Rs. 27.3 billion as per bank record. DAC pended the para with the direction to reconcile the accounts 

within 02 months and get the record verified from audit.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

         {Para 19 of  EOBI HO} 

4.4.16 Non-compliance of the statutory provision regarding preparation of Annual 

Accounts 

Rule 4 (Audit) of Employees’ Old-Age Benefits Audit and Accounts Rules, 1977, state that the 

Auditors shall forward to the Board of Trustees (BoT) their report together with an audited copy of the 
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accounts within six months of the end of the accounting year or within such extended period as the 

Board may, with the prior approval of the Federal Government, allow. 

Audit observed that EOBI did not maintain annual audited accounts.  

Audit is of the view that delay in preparation of accounts resulted in non-availability of the 

approved financial statements of EOBI to all the stake holders. 

Management replied that the abnormal delay in preparation / submission of accounts for the 

year 2013-14 to 2020-21 are due to the fact that accounts for the year 2010-11 were not signed by the 

President BOT and were not provided to statutory auditors, thereby causing onward delay in finalization 

of Annual Accounts.  

The management has accepted the audit observation.   

 In DAC meeting held on 03.02.2022, the management informed that the issue of delay in 

finalization of accounts goes back to 2012-13 when mega corruption cases took place. Now the accounts 

for the financial year 2012-13 have been prepared and signed and subsequently all accounts till the 

financial year 2014-15 have been prepared and are under process for signatures. DAC pended the para 

with the direction to expedite the progress and complete the Annual Accounts preparation by December 

2022. Moreover, management may also share progress made so far with audit.  

 Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

          {Para 23 of EOBI HO} 

Workers Welfare Fund Islamabad 

Irregularity and non-compliance 

4.4.17 Payment of allowances without approval of Federal Government -  

Rs. 23.68 million 

Section 8(3) Workers’ Welfare Fund Ordinance, 1971 states that the Governing Body shall 

determine the terms and conditions of service of the Secretary and the employees with the previous 

approval of the Federal Government. 

 Workers Welfare Fund Islamabad paid Welfare Service Allowance Rs. 23,676,000 during the 

financial year 2020-21. 

 Audit observed that the Workers Welfare Fund, Islamabad paid Welfare Service Allowance 

without the approval of the Federal Government. 

 Audit is of the view that payment of the allowance without the approval of the Federal 

Government was unlawful.  

 The management, inter alia, replied that the Governing Body, WWF in terms of section 8(3) 

of the WWF’s Ordinance, 1971, is fully empowered to determine the terms and conditions of the 

Secretary and employees of the Fund being competent forum. Further, in exercise of powers conferred 

u/s 8(3) of the Ordinance ibid the Governing Body, WWF in its 111th meeting held on 28.04.2011 

approved the Welfare Service Allowance and Conveyance Allowance for the employees of WWF. Both 

the above allowances have been incorporated in the draft amendments in the WWF (Employees Service) 

Rules, 1997, which are under process with Establishment and Finance Division for concurrence. The 

Welfare Service Allowance is sub judice in the Honourable Islamabad High Court, Islamabad and Stay 

Order has already been granted. 
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 The Management has accepted the contention of audit as the management also referred to Para 

8(3) of The Act in their reply but missed out the words “with the previous approval of the Federal 

Government”. The management has incorporated the same in the (proposed) draft amendments in the 

WWF (Employees Service) Rules, 1997. Therefore, the management (probably) did not inform the 

Governing Board of these words. Furthermore, the management has not shared the current status of the 

case as the Stay was granted, till the next date of hearing, on 14.10.2015. 

 In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022, the management apprised that the matter was sub judice 

due to the reason that BoG decided to discontinue the Welfare Allowance against which the employees 

resorted to Court. Audit contended that it was clear provision of the Ordinance and the BoG was not 

informed that prior approval of the Government was required. DAC pended the para with the direction 

to the management to vigorously pursue the Case. However, if the management deems that the matter 

still lingers on, next higher Court may be approached without delay, as it has been more than seven 

years and still case has not been decided. 

 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para No. 15 of WWF AIR} 

4.4.18 Payment of gratuity in addition to Contributory Provident Fund (CPF) 

- Rs. 7.733 million 

Finance Division Office Memorandum No.F.15(3)R-14/84 dated 16.10.1984 states that the 

payment of ‘gratuity’ cannot, therefore, be made part of the CPF Scheme, and as such it should not be 

paid in addition to CP Fund contribution. All such autonomous/Semi-autonomous bodies and 

corporations etc. under the administrative control of ministries/divisions, where the pension scheme 

does not exist that the payment of ‘gratuity’ in addition to contributory provident fund is not allowed to 

their employee on their quitting the service. 

 Worker Welfare Fund, Islamabad has adopted both schemes i.e., payment of Gratuity and 

Contributory Provident Fund.  

 Audit observed that the WWF, Islamabad, during the financial year 2020-21, paid a sum of Rs. 

7.733 million as Gratuity and Rs. 7.704 million as Contributory Provident Fund to its employees. 

 Audit is of the view that the payment of Gratuity in addition to Contributory Provident Fund is 

irregular. 

 Management replied that Audit referred to O.M of Finance Division dated 16.10.1984. 

Whereas, WWF (Employees Service) Rules, 1997 were notified in 1997 duly vetted by the 

Establishment Division & Finance Division. If Finance Division had any objection on payment of 

Gratuity in addition to CP Fund, it would have not been approved. The job of WWF is not pensionable. 

Therefore, Gratuity is paid at the time of retirement in pursuance of Chapter 17 of WWF (ES) Rules 

1997 which is duly vetted by the Establishment and Finance Division.  

The reply is not tenable as payment of gratuity in addition to CP fund is the violation of above 

mentioned O.M of Finance Division. 

 In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022, the management of WWF informed that the Service Rules 

of WWF have been submitted to Finance Division for their opinion in light of Finance Division’s O.M 

dated 21.01.2015 on the issue payment of both CP Fund and gratuity. The representative of Finance 

Division was of the opinion that the practice was unauthorized. DAC pended the para with the direction 
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to seek an early clarification from Finance Division besides discontinuation of the additional stream of 

CP Fund.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para No. 25 of WWF AIR} 

4.4.19 Unauthorized payment of Ad hoc Relief Allowance without approval of Finance 

Division – Rs. 4.806 million 

Para No.2 of Finance Division (Regulation Wing) Office Memo No.F.4(3)R-4/2011-Revision 

dated 07.08.2019 states that the grant of Ad hoc Relief allowance 2019 will be allowed with the 

concurrence of Standing Committee of Finance Division on recommendation of respect Board of 

Directors/ Governors of Public Sector Corporations, autonomous and semi-autonomous bodies 

Workers Welfare Fund Islamabad paid Ad hoc Relief Allowance 2019 to its employees. 

Audit observed that Workers Welfare Fund, Islamabad that the employees of the Workers 

Welfare Fund were granted Ad hoc Relief Allowance 2019 amounting to Rs. 4,806,936 without 

approval of Finance Division.  

Audit is of the view that this has resulted in an unauthorized payment of Adhoc Relief 

Allowance to employees of WWF, Islamabad. 

The management replied that subject Finance Division’s order is not applicable to the 

WWF which has adopted basis pay scales of Federal Government. 

The reply is not tenable as the management has not provided evidence that they have 

adopted the Basic Pay Scale Scheme, in totality. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 28.01.2022, the management of WWF informed that they 

have adopted the BPS and therefore the referred OM was not applicable to them. Audit 

contented that the WWF has not adopted BPS scheme in totality. DAC pended the para with 

the direction to seek clarification from Finance Division regarding Ad-hoc Relief Allowance 

being awarded to employees of WWF and to re-examine whether the scheme was adopted in 

totality or otherwise.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

 {Para No. 37 of WWF AIR} 

4.4.20 Mis-procurement of consultancy services- Rs. 61.865 million 

 Rule 20 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that save as otherwise provided hereinafter, 

the procuring agencies shall use open competitive bidding as the principal method of procurement for 

the procurement of goods, services and works. 

 Rule 50 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that any unauthorized breach of these rules 

shall amount to mis-procurement. 

Workers Welfare Fund, Islamabad hired Consultants for multiple projects during the financial 

years 2018-2021. 

Audit observed that that WWF, Islamabad hired following three consultants for seven 

construction Projects on the basis of pre-qualification approved by the Governing Body, twelve years 
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ago, in its 99th meeting held on 09.10.2008. An expenditure of Rs. 61.685 million was paid during the 

FYs 2018-21 as design fee and supervision fee to following consultants.  

i. Al-Jadid Associates 

ii. M/s NESPAK 

iii. Shahzad Associates 

Detail is at Annex-12. 

 Audit is of the view that Consultancy services were hired without observing Public 

Procurement Rules, 2004 as the award was made on the basis of an approval accorded twelve 

years ago resulting into mis-procurement. 

 The management stated that the Expression of Interest (EOI) was advertised on 28.06.2008 for 

pre-qualification of consultants for planning, designing and detailed construction supervision. 

Accordingly, the shortlisted consultants were placed before the Governing Body in its 99th meeting held 

on 09.10.2008. The Governing Body approved the panel of consultants. Further, the consultant hiring 

was done according to scope of the project and payment was made accordingly as per work done.  

The management has agreed to the audit point of view. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 28.01.2022 directed the management to provide a 

Certificate of Pre-Qualification Panel of WWF and also share year wise chronology of the 

projects executed and corresponding award of consultancy from the prequalified firms and also 

advised the management to initiate the process of Pre-Qualification afresh six months prior to 

start of new financial year in future. DAC pended the para with the direction to conduct a Fact 

Finding about the actually commencing of the projects.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para No. 9 of WWF AIR} 

Worker Welfare Board Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

Fraud and embezzlement 

4.4.21 Fraudulent withdrawal from Worker Welfare Board in the name of withholding 

tax on profit from the bank accounts maintained at UBL-  

Rs. 72.142 million 

 Section 16 of the Workers’ Welfare Fund Ordinance, 1971 states that notwithstanding anything 

contained in any other law, the Federal Government may, by order in writing, exempt the Institution 

from any tax, duty, or rate leviable by the Federal Government or by a local authority under the control 

of the Federal Government. 

Workers Welfare Board Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar was maintaining two Accounts 

having number 000244304366 & 000246468983 in United Bank Limited, Tahkal Payan Branch, 

Peshawar with title CP Fund and Security account respectively and another account No. 2007614961 

in Bank of Khyber Gur Mandi Branch, Peshawar with the title “CP Fund Account of KPK Board”.  

 Audit observed during the financial year 2018-21 as under: 

i. The Bank statements showed the deduction of Withholding tax on profit through 

cheques amounting to Rs. 72,142,236 from the above referred accounts.  
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ii. The bank statements provided to audit were fabricated. 

iii. Multiple cheque Books were used to withdraw funds. 

iv. No proof was available for the deposit of the profit on which this tax was 

withheld.  

Detail is at Annex-13-A, B & C. 

Audit is of the view that it was a fraudulent activity in the name of deduction of 

Withholding tax on profit and subsequent transfer as the Workers Welfare Board Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar is an entity which has been exempted from levy of taxes. 

Audit is further of the view the management is required to take-up the matter with bank 

authorities to fully calculate and recover the amount fraudulently withdrawn from these accounts.  

Management replied that in compliance of audit observation the KP, Workers Welfare Board, 

Peshawar made efforts and approached to the concerned bank dated 15.11.2021 for recovery/returned 

the excess deduction of withholding tax. The concerned bank returned Rs. 18,629,000 in the subject 

issue and the balance recovery is under process will be retuned shortly. Bank statement attached wherein 

the intimated the retuned amount. When the total amount is returned will be shared with audit. 

The management has agreed to the audit point of view. 

 In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022 directed, the management of KP WWB informed that so 

far recovery made in this issue is Rs. 27.368 million and the probable persons involved in the fraud 

have been suspended. The Secretary Ministry of Overseas Pakistanis & Human Resource Development 

being PAO/Chairman of the DAC appreciated the Audit for such a remarkable job and asked the Audit 

to initiate a case for award of Reward for the Director General, the Concerned Audit Officer and his 

team who conducted this Audit and unearthed such huge fraud. He further asked the audit to also send 

the case to M/o OP&HRD for their recommendation of Award. DAC also directed the management of 

KP WWB to reconcile the amount of fraud so as to ascertain the actual amount defrauded and recovery 

made so far.  

Audit recommends that amount fraudulently withdrawn from the accounts along with interest 

be calculated, reconciled and recovered besides actions be taken against person(s) at fault. The issue 

may also be referred to State Bank of Pakistan. 

{Para 16 of WWB KPK AIR} 

4.4.22 Fraudulent transfer of funds from WWB, Peshawar Bank Account No. 

00024304366 maintained in UBL- Rs. 1.10 million 

 GFR-23 provides that every Government officer should realize fully and clearly that he will be 

held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or negligence on his 

part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or negligence 

on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown that he contributed 

to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

 Workers Welfare Board Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar is maintaining an Account having 

number 00024304366 in United Bank Limited, Tahkal Payan Branch, Peshawar.  

 Audit observed that: 
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i. On 31.08.2020 an amount of Rs. 495,000 was shown as transferred from UBL 

CP Fund account to Haleem Telecom’s Account No. 201469884 vide cheque 

no. 26906394. 

ii. On 01.02.2021 an amount of Rs. 597,500 was shown as transferred from UBL 

CP Fund account to Al-Hobaib Traders’ Account No. 0002****5416 vide 

cheque no. 26906397. 

 Audit is of the view that these were fraudulent transactions as no record and entries into ledgers 

were available in support of transactions. This shows that the funds were transferred to accounts 

unknown to the Workers Welfare Board Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar. 

 The management stated that in compliance of Audit observation the KP, Workers Welfare 

Board, Peshawar approached to the concerned bank dated 15.11.2021 for clarification of transaction 

made from Account No. 00024304366 to M/s Haleem Telecom Account No.201469884 for Rs.495,000 

showing in the Bank Statement as deduction of withholding tax. The amount reported by the audit has 

been recovered. 

 The management has accepted the audit point of view to the extent of amount objected in the 

AIR. However, other amount stated in this para and such similar transactions may be thoroughly re-

examined and reported. 

In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022 directed, the management of KP WWB informed that so 

far recovery made in this issue is Rs. 27.368 million (in both the paras) and the probable persons 

involved in the fraud have been suspended. The Secretary Ministry of Overseas Pakistanis & Human 

Resource Development being PAO/Chairman of the DAC appreciated the Audit for such a remarkable 

job and asked the Audit to initiate a case for award of Reward for the Director General, the Concerned 

Audit Officer and his team who conducted this Audit and unearthed such huge fraud. He further asked 

the audit to also send the case to M/o OP&HRD for their recommendation of Award. DAC clubbed this 

para with the para no 4.5.20 (above) and directed the management of KP WWB to reconcile the amount 

of fraud so as to ascertain the actual amount defrauded in these two paras and recovery made so far.  

 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 18 of WWB KPK AIR} 

Irregularity and non-compliance 

4.4.23 Irregular payment of scholarship to employees of WWB Khyber Pakhtunkhwa- 

Rs. 70.818 million 

Para 2(j) of the Workers Welfare Fund Ordinance, 1971 states "worker" has the same 

meaning as in section 2 of the Industrial Relations Ordinance. 

 Section 2 Industrial Relations Act, 2012 states that “Worker” and “Workman” mean 

person not falling within the definition of employer who is employed (including employment 

as a supervisor or as an apprentice) in an establishment or industry for hire or reward either 

directly or through a contractor whether the terms of employment are express or implied but 

does not include any person who is employed mainly in managerial or administrative staff. 

 The Governing Body of Workers Welfare Board Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar in its 

38thmeeting held on 08.01.1997 launched the scheme of Scholarship. Scholarships have been approved 
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for talented children of workers studying in F.A, F.Sc, upto M.A, M.Sc, besides Medical and 

Engineering Colleges/Universities. 

 Audit observed that management of Workers Welfare Board, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 

Peshawar paid a sum of Rs. 65,216,391 during the financial year 2020-21 on account of 

scholarship to employees of the Board. 

 Audit further observed that Workers Welfare Board Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar paid a 

sum of Rs. 5,599,306 during financial year 2020-21 on account of reimbursement of educational 

expenses against different employees’ Children education expenses. 

 Audit is of the view that the employees of Workers Welfare Board Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar did not fall in the definition of “worker” and they were not entitled 

for scholarship out of the Fund.  

 Management replied that the Governing Body in its 139th meeting held on 27.12.2017 decided 

and approved revised SOPs which states that “the employees of WWF, Regional Offices and Provincial 

Workers Welfare Board who are paid from WWF/WWBs regular budget can avail the scholarship 

facility for their children subject to three years of service”. The decision of the Governing Body is very 

much clear and there are no irregularities involved in payment of Scholarship. The payment has been 

made in light of the approval of the Governing Body. 

 The reply is not tenable as the payment was made in violation of provisions of Workers Welfare 

Fund Ordinance, 1971. 

 In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022, DAC was of the view that Worker Welfare Board 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar needs to have its own legislation as a number of anomalies 

that have been observed in the working of the Board in such issues. DAC pended the para with 

the direction to conduct a Fact Finding on the issue and take necessary steps for enactment of 

the legislation.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 10 & 20 of WWB KPK AIR} 

4.4.24 Non-receipt of School Fee from students – Rs.18.957 million 

Rule 26 of GFR (Vol-I) states that, it is the duty of the departmental Controlling officers 

to see that all sums due to Government: are regularly and promptly assessed, realized, and duly 

credited in the Public Account.  

 A total of 21,759 students were enrolled in 48 Schools of the Workers Welfare Boards, Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa during the financial year 2020-21.  

 Audit observed that total recoverable fee for the financial year 2020-21 was Rs. 56.424 million. 

However, only a sum of Rs. 37.467 million was collected and deposited while remaining fee amounting 

to Rs. 18.957 million has not been recovered from the students. Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

Shift  Prep+ 

Primary 

 Middle + 

Secondary 

Higher secondary 

+ Commerce 

Total 

Monthly 

Annual Total 

2020-21 

1st 2.288 0.782 1.412 4.482 53.782 
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2nd 0.090 0.130 - 0.220 2.642 

Total 2.378 0.912 1.412 4.702 56.424 

 Amount received during the year  37.467 

 Recoverable amount  18.957  

 Audit is of the view that non-existence of any proper system towards the collection of fees was 

the cause of less recovery which resulted in loss to the Fund.  

 Management replied that the audit point of view has been noted. These schools were closed in 

the month of March 2020 due to COVID-19 Pandemic and remained closed till 15.09.2020 and later-

on, again closed from time to time hence, the recovery is outstanding. 

The management has accepted the audit observation. 

 In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022, the management informed that the process of 

recovery was in progress. DAC pended the para with the direction to share the updated status 

of recovery made so far along with the amount of arrears. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 8 of WWB KPK AIR} 

4.4.25 Un-authorized appointment & payment of salaries to employees of WWB having 

dual jobs - Rs. 10.737 million 

Para 16(1) of Government Servant Conduct Rules, 1964 states that no Government servant 

shall, except with the previous sanction of the Government, engage in any trade or undertake any 

employment or work, other than his official duties” 

 Para 4 of Workers Welfare Funds Employees Service Rules, 1997 states that unless in any case 

if otherwise provided, the whole time employee shall be at the disposal of the Fund and he may be 

employed in any manner required by proper authority without claim for additional remuneration. 

 There are 4278 employees of Worker Welfare Board Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar who 

were on their payroll during 2020-2021. 

 Audit observed that Worker Welfare Board Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar paid a sum of Rs. 

10,737,624 as salaries to 16 employees during 2020-2021 who were also on the payroll of Provincial 

Government.  

 Detail is at Annex-14. 

 Audit is of the view that the appointment and payment of salaries to persons having two jobs 

in same time is unlawful. 

 Management replied that the KP WWB has approached the Accountant General Regional 

Office, Peshawar on 25.11.2021 for verification/ confirmation on account of employee’s dual job. The 

concerned office confirmed dual job of 16 employees vide letter dated 16.12.2021. However, the actions 

against these employees are initiated by the KP, Workers Welfare Board, Peshawar which is under 

process for the approval of the Competent Authority. 

The management has accepted the audit observation. 
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In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022, the management informed the DAC that disciplinary 

action has been taken against all the 16 persons mentioned in the audit para and they have been 

suspended. Inquiry against them was also in progress. DAC pended the para with the direction to the 

management to make a comprehensive comparative statement of salary drawn from federal/provincial 

governments (wherein the employees were drawing dual salaries), reconcile and recover it and dispose 

of the case within one month as all the evidences were available. DAC further directed that an exercise 

be conducted across Workers Welfare Fund and all Boards to rule out any such practice there.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 2 of WWB KPK AIR} 

4.4.26 Payment of gratuity in addition to Contributory Provident Fund (CPF) 

- Rs. 6.260 million 

Finance Division Office Memorandum No.F.15(3)R-14/84 dated 16.10.1984 states that the 

payment of ‘gratuity’ cannot, therefore, be made part of the CPF Scheme, and as such it should not be 

paid in addition to CP Fund contribution. All such autonomous/Semi-autonomous bodies and 

corporations etc. under the administrative control of ministries/divisions, where the pension scheme 

does not exist that the payment of ‘gratuity’ in addition to contributory provident fund is not allowed to 

their employee on their quitting the service. 

 Worker Welfare Board Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar has adopted both schemes i.e., 

payment of Gratuity and Contributory Provident Fund.  

 Audit observed that the WWB, during the financial year 2020-21, paid a sum of Rs. 6,260,220 

as Gratuity and Rs. 9,453,375 as Contributory Provident Fund to its employees. 

 Detail is as under; 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Department Gratuity Payment CP Fund Payment Total Payment 

1 Education 1.382 1.862 3.243 

2 Main office 4.879 7.592 12.470 

 Grand total 6.260 9.453 15.714 

Audit is of the view that the payment of Gratuity in addition to Contributory Provident 

Fund is irregular. 

Management replied that the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Workers Welfare Board, Peshawar 

is a body corporate Constituted under the WWF Ordinance, 1971. According to clause 

7(1),2abc,3,4 of the said Ordinance, the Governing Body is competent forum. The rule/ 

regulation of the Finance Division Federal Government is not applicable to the Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa Workers Welfare Board, Peshawar. The KP, Workers Welfare Board, Peshawar 

has adopted Workers Welfare Fund Employees Service Rules, 1997 and the payment of 

gratuity and contributory provident fund payment is being paid to employees in light of the 

provision available in the said rules. 

The reply is not tenable as payment of gratuity in addition to CP fund is the violation 

of above mentioned O.M of Finance Division. 
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 In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022, the management of WWF informed that the Service Rules 

of WWF have been submitted to Finance Division for their opinion in light of Finance Division’s O.M 

dated 21.01.2015 on the issue payment of both CP Fund and gratuity. The representative of Finance 

Division was of the opinion that the practice was unauthorized. DAC pended the para with the direction 

to seek an early clarification from Finance Division besides discontinuation of the additional stream of 

CP Fund.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 19 of WWB KPK AIR} 

4.4.27 Non-recovery of rent from allottees of labour colonies-Rs.5.899 million 

Section 11-C and 11-D of Worker Welfare Fund ordinance, 1971 state that the Board has the 

power to recover the rent and arrears of rent of such houses. 

 Workers Welfare Board Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar rented out flats and Quarters at 

different areas of the province where Rs. 18,817,560 was the rent due for 2020-2021 from these allotees.    

 Audit observed that the management of Workers Welfare Board Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 

Peshawar recovered rent amounting to Rs. 12,918,917 and failed to recover Rs. 5,898,643 from allottees 

of labour colonies during 2020-2021.  

 Detail is at Annex-15. 

 Audit is of the opinion that due to non-collection of rent from allottees, the revenue of the 

Workers Welfare Board Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar was affected adversely. 

 Management replied that the audit para with regard to non-recovery of rent receipt from 

Allottees of Labour Colonies Rs. 5.899 million is not correct, as the amount recovered from the 

Employees of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Workers Welfare Board, to whom Quarters / Flats were allotted 

are not included in the rent collection. The actual un-collected rent for the Financial 2020-2021 is 

amounting to Rs. 1,231,917. However, this Board has initiated various efforts for recovery of rent 

arrear/outstanding from the defaulting Management/Workers. Resultantly the rent recovery process has 

been accelerated, whereas, due to Corona Virus (COVID-19) various Managements/Workers have not 

deposited their Quarters/Flats rents, as well as the Care Takers have not transferred the rent to the 

accounts maintaining in the Head Office.  

The management has accepted the audit observation. 

In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022, the management informed that recovery was being made. 

DAC directed the management to reconcile the amount of recovery and coordinate with respective 

Deputy Commissioners for affecting the recovery as the arrears of Land Revenue. DAC pended the para 

with the direction to vigorously peruse the recovery.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 6 of WWB KPK AIR} 

Worker Welfare Board Punjab 

Irregularity and non-compliance 

4.4.28 Non-recovery of rent from Allottees of labour colonies Rs.268.546 million 

Section 11-C and 11-D of Worker Welfare Fund ordinance, 1971 state that the Board has the 

power to recover the rent and arrears of rent of such houses. 
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 Workers Welfare Board Punjab, Lahore rented out flats and Quarters at different areas of the 

Province.    

 Audit observed that the management of WWB recovered total rent amounting to Rs. 262.576 

million instead of 534.665 million and failed to recover Rs. 268.546 million from allottees of labour 

colonies upto June 2021.  

 Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

Particulars No. of 

Properties 

Total Amount 

Recoverable Upto 

June, 2021 

Total Amount 

Recovered upto 

June, 2021 

Balance 

Amount 

Recoverable 

Hire Purchase Basis 26,161 433.117 228.722 204.396 

Rental Basis 27,523 101.548 33.854 64.150 

Total 53,684 534.665 262.576 268.546 

 Audit is of the opinion that due to non-collection of rent from allottees, the revenue of the 

Workers Welfare Board was affected adversely. 

 Management replied that a new mechanism has been launched and the observation has been 

noted for future compliance. 

 The management has accepted the audit observation. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 28.01.2022 directed the management to reconcile the 

amount of recovery and coordinate with respective Deputy Commissioners for effecting the 

recovery as the arrears of Land Revenue. DAC pended the para with the direction to conduct 

a Fact Finding regarding the actual bifurcation of the amount of Rs. 268.546 million between 

the categories mentioned in the Para.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 02 of WWB Punjab AIR} 

4.4.29 Payment of gratuity in addition to Contributory Provident Fund (CPF)-     Rs 

4.325 million 

Finance Division Office Memorandum No.F.15 (3) R-14/84 dated 16.10.1984 states that the 

payment of ‘gratuity’ cannot, therefore, be made part of the CPF Scheme, and as such it should not be 

paid in addition to CP Fund contribution. All such autonomous/Semi-autonomous bodies and 

corporations etc. under the administrative control of ministries/divisions, where the pension scheme 

does not exist that the payment of ‘gratuity’ in addition to contributory provident fund is not allowed to 

their employee on their quitting the service. 

Worker Welfare Board Punjab, Lahore has adopted both schemes i.e., payment of Gratuity and 

Contributory Provident Fund.  

Audit observed that the WWB Lahore, during the financial year 2020-21, paid a sum of Rs. 

4.325 million as Gratuity and Contributory Provident Fund to its employees. 

Audit is of the view that the payment of Gratuity in addition to Contributory Provident Fund is 

irregular. 
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 Management replied that Gratuity and CPF both are allowed as per Workers’ Welfare fund 

(Employees Service) Rules 1997 Chapter 15 & 17 respectively as department is non-pensionable. 

 The reply is not tenable as payment of gratuity in addition to CP fund is the violation of above 

mentioned O.M of Finance Division. 

 In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022, the management of WWB, Punjab informed that the 

Service Rules of WWF have been submitted to Finance Division for their opinion in light of Finance 

Division’s O.M dated 21.01.2015 on the issue payment of both CP Fund and gratuity. The 

Representative of Finance Division was of the opinion that the practice was unauthorized. DAC pended 

the para with the direction to seek an early clarification from Finance Division besides discontinuation 

of the additional stream of CP Fund. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 06 of WWB Punjab AIR} 

4.4.30 Inadmissible payment on account of Talent Scholarship and Marriage Grant - Rs. 

4.205 million 

 Para 2(j) of the Workers Welfare Fund Ordinance, 1971 states "worker" has the same 

meaning as in section 2 of the Industrial Relations Ordinance. 

 Section 2 Industrial Relations Act, 2012 states that “Worker” and “Workman” mean 

person not falling within the definition of employer who is employed (including employment 

as a supervisor or as an apprentice) in an establishment or industry for hire or reward either 

directly or through a contractor whether the terms of employment are express or implied but 

does not include any person who is employed mainly in managerial or administrative staff. 

Para-1 (ii) of Workers Welfare Board Punjab, Lahore letter No. PWB (WEL) 5(02(2017)/F-

674) dated 09.10.2017 states that person who is employed mainly in managerial or administrative 

capacity e.g. any kind of Executive Officer, Purchase officer, Admin Officer, Accounts Officer etc. 

does not fall in the definition of worker and workmen. 

Worker Welfare Board Punjab, Lahore awarded Talent Scholarship to 660 persons of various 

establishments and paid 395 marriage grant cases in FY 2020-21. 

Audit observed that Secretary, Worker Welfare Board Punjab, Lahore awarded Talent 

Scholarship worth Rs. 2,905,215 and Marriage grant worth Rs. 1,300,000 to ineligible beneficiaries 

who were either managerial or supervisory staff. 

Detail is in Annex-16. 

Management replied that all the payments are made as per the directions of Governing 

Body. 

Reply is not acceptable beneficiaries at question do not fall in the definition of worker and 

workmen as stated in Industrial Relations Act, 2012 and The Factories Act, 1934. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 28.01.2022 pended the para with the direction to affect 

recovery from the ineligible persons and conduct a Fact Finding alongwith details of recovery 

affected so far. DAC further directed the management to get the record verified relating to 

supervisory/managerial staff.  
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 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 10 of WWB Punjab AIR} 

Workers Welfare Board Balochistan 

Irregularity and non-compliance 

4.4.31 Non-recovery of amount on account of sale of quarters in labour colonies - 

Rs.48.517 millions 

 The Workers Welfare Fund Ordinance, 1971 section 6(a) states that moneys in the Fund shall 

be applied to the financing of projects connected with the establishment of housing estates or 

construction of houses for the workers; 

 Section 11-C and 11-D of Worker Welfare Fund ordinance, 1971 state that the Board has the 

power to recover the rent and arrears of rent of such houses. 

 Workers Welfare Board Balochistan Quetta, sold 1404 quarters to workers on installments 

during previous years. 

 Audit observed that the Workers Welfare Board Balochistan, Quetta: 

i. Was not authorized to sell the quarters. 

ii. Even failed to collect due installments amounting to Rs. 48,517,482 from the 

persons to whom these quarters were unlawfully sold.  

 Detail is given at Annex-17. 

 Audit is of the view that Board was not competent to sell the quarters and was violation of the 

Ordinance. 

 Management replied that a sum of Rs. 4,979,500 has been recovered from the allottees 

of the quarters residing in the respective labour colonies. 

The reply is not acceptable as no breakup and evidence regarding recovery was made available 

to audit. 

DAC in its meeting held on 28.01.2022 was of the view that WWB, Balochistan needs to have 

its own legislation as a number of anomalies that have been observed in the working of the Board in 

such issues. The management informed the DAC that Rs. 4.0 million out of Rs. 48.517 million has been 

recovered. Further efforts were being made. DAC pended the para with the direction to vigorously 

peruse the recovery and take necessary steps for enactment of the legislation.  

 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 20 of WWB Balochistan AIR} 

4.4.32 Un-authorized payment of educational expenditure of WWB employees- Rs. 

16.679 million   

Para 2(j) of the Workers Welfare Fund Ordinance, 1971 states "worker" has the same 

meaning as in section 2 of the Industrial Relations Ordinance. 

 Section 2 Industrial Relations Act, 2012 states that “Worker” and “Workman” mean 

person not falling within the definition of employer who is employed (including employment 

as a supervisor or as an apprentice) in an establishment or industry for hire or reward either 
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directly or through a contractor whether the terms of employment are express or implied but 

does not include any person who is employed mainly in managerial or administrative staff. 

 The Governing Body of WWF in its 38thmeeting held on 08.01.1997 launched the scheme of 

Scholarship. Scholarships have been approved for talented children of workers studying in F.A, F.Sc, 

upto M.A, M.Sc, besides Medical and Engineering Colleges/Universities. 

Audit observed that management of Workers Welfare Board Balochistan, Quetta paid a sum of 

Rs. 16,679,332 to 424 employees during the financial year 2020-21 on account of educational expenses 

to employees of the Board. 

Audit is of the view that the employees of WWB did not fall in the definition of 

“worker” and they were not entitled for scholarship out of the fund.  

 Management replied that the payment of scholarship to the children of employees of the Board 

is made according to the decision and instruction of the Governing Body of Workers Welfare Fund 

Islamabad. 

 The reply is not tenable as approval of GB meeting cannot supersede the Ordinance in which 

there is no such provision for assistance to employees of Workers Welfare Board Balochistan, Quetta. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 28.01.2022 was of the view that Workers Welfare Board 

Balochistan, Quetta needs to have its own legislation as a number of anomalies that have been observed 

in the working of the Board in such issues. DAC pended the para with the direction to conduct a Fact 

Finding on the issue and take necessary steps for enactment of the legislation. 

 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 17 of WWB Balochistan AIR} 

4.4.33 Payment of gratuity in addition to Contributory Provident Fund (CPF)-  

Rs. 4.859 million 

 Finance Division Office Memorandum No.F.15(3)R-14/84 dated 16.10.1984 states that the 

payment of ‘gratuity’ cannot, therefore, be made part of the CPF Scheme, and as such it should not be 

paid in addition to CP Fund contribution. All such autonomous/Semi-autonomous bodies and 

corporations etc. under the administrative control of ministries/divisions, where the pension scheme 

does not exist that the payment of ‘gratuity’ in addition to contributory provident fund is not allowed to 

their employee on their quitting the service. 

 Worker Welfare Board Balochistan, Quetta has adopted both schemes i.e., payment of Gratuity 

and Contributory Provident Fund.  

 Audit observed that the Worker Welfare Board Balochistan, Quetta during the financial year 

2020-21, paid a sum of Rs. 4,859,634 as Gratuity and  

Rs. 6,802,263 as Contributory Provident Fund to its employees. 

Detail is as under; 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Name and Designation  CP Fund Gratuity 

1 Molvi Nawaz Ali 0.477 0.351 

2 Muhammad Hussain (Ex Mali) 0.060 0.096 

3 Muhammad Mubarak (Ex-Arabic Teacher) 0.202 0.228 

4 Muhammad Iqbal (Ex PTI) 0.260 0.116 
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5 Abdul Haye (Ex Sweeper) 0.727 0.477 

6 Muhammad Kareem (Ex-Senior Clerk) 0.876 0.784 

7 Khalid (Ex-Sweeper) 0.311 0.175 

8 Bibi Razia  1.304 1.009 

9 Pandi Khan (Ex-Chowkidar) 1.148 0.421 

10 Khunsa Farukh Bhatti (Ex-Principal) 1.438 1.201 

 Total 6.802 4.860 
 

Audit is of the view that the payment of Gratuity in addition to Contributory Provident Fund is 

irregular. 

 Management replied that since the service of the Workers Welfare Fund and Workers Welfare 

Boards is not pensionable till moment, therefore, the policy of payment of Gratuity equivalent to the 

number of services years at the basic salary and contributory provident fund (CPF) including profit is 

paid to the employees on retirement. 

 The reply is not tenable as payment of gratuity in addition to CP fund is the violation 

of above mentioned O.M of Finance Division. 

 In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022, the management of Workers Welfare Board Balochistan, 

Quetta informed that the Service Rules of WWF have been submitted to Finance Division for their 

opinion in light of Finance Division’s O.M dated 21.01.2015 on the issue payment of both CP Fund 

and gratuity. The representative of Finance Division was of the opinion that the practice was 

unauthorized. DAC pended the para with the direction to seek an early clarification from Finance 

Division besides discontinuation of the additional stream of CP Fund.  

 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 25 of WWB Balochistan AIR} 

4.4.34 Loss to Workers Welfare Board due to non-filer status – Rs. 4.51 million 

 Section 16 of the Workers’ Welfare Fund Ordinance, 1971 states that notwithstanding anything 

contained in any other law, the Federal Government may, by order in writing, exempt the Institution 

from any tax, duty, or rate leviable by the Federal Government or by a local authority under the control 

of the Federal Government. 

 Section 151 (1)(b) of Income tax Ordinance 2001, provides that profit on debt paid by Banking 

company or financial institution on account or deposit maintained should be charge to tax as per the 

following rate: 

Nature of Payment Tax rate for filer Tax rate for non-filer 

Profit on debt up to Rs.500,000 10% 20% 

Profit on debt more than Rs,500,000 15% 30% 

 Section 114 “ Return of Income” states that, subject to this Ordinance, the following persons 

are required to furnish a return of income for a tax year, namely:- 

i. Any non-profit organization as defined in clause (36) of section 2. 

ii. Any welfare institution approved under clause (58) of part I of the second 

schedule. 

 The Workers’ Welfare Board Balochistan, Quetta maintained saving accounts in different 

Banks.  
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 Audit observed that the Banks charged withholding Tax @ 30% on profit of these saving 

accounts.  

 Detail is at Annex-18. 

 Audit is of the view that Worker Welfare Board Balochistan, Quetta is an exempt entity but the 

management did not claim the exemption. Therefore, an amount of Rs. 9,021,270 was deducted by the 

bank as withholding tax @ 30% on profit from the accounts of Workers’ Welfare Board Balochistan, 

Quetta. 

 Management replied that the matter will be taken up with FBR for extending exemption of 

deduction withholding tax on profit of Bank Account of Workers Welfare Board, being corporate Body.        

 The management has accepted the audit observation. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 28.01.2022 pended the para with the direction to the 

management to file last five years tax returns to become a filer, claim refund and seek 

exemption for future. 

 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 26 of WWB Balochistan AIR} 

4.4.35 Un-authorized expenditure on children of non-workers - Rs. 3.608 million 

Section 6(b) of The Workers Welfare Fund Ordinance, 1971 states that moneys in the Fund 

shall be applied to the financing of other welfare measures including education, training, re-skilling and 

apprenticeship for the welfare of the Workers. 

Workers Welfare Board Balochistan, Quetta incurred an expenditure of Rs. 3,608,320 during 

the financial year 2020-21 for purchase and provision of Books and stationery. 

Audit observed that the above expenditure was made for provision of supplied to the children 

of non-workers studying in Schools established by the Board for the children of Workers. 

Audit is of the view that the children of non-workers did not fall in the definition of “worker” 

as these schools and subsequent provision of supplies was made from the contribution of the Workers. 

Management replied that as per decision taken in Provincial Workers Welfare Board 

Balochistan, Quetta Board meeting held 29.03.2004 vide item No. 6, the members decided that 

free of cost Books & Uniform may also be provided to the children of non-workers. 

The reply is not tenable as approval granted by Provincial Board is in violation of WWF 

Ordinance.  

 DAC, in its meeting held on 28.01.2022, was of the view that Workers Welfare Board 

Balochistan, Quetta needs to have its own legislation as a number of anomalies that have been 

observed in the working of the Board in such issues. DAC pended the para with the direction 

to approach the Provincial Government for provision of study material and take necessary steps 

for enactment of the legislation.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 22 of WWB Balochistan AIR} 
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4.4.36 Doubtful promotions of the employees of Workers Welfare Board 

Rule 18 of WWF Service Rules, 1997 states that an employee possessing such qualifications 

and length of service and fulfilling other conditions, as are laid down in rule 20 and Part-III of Appendix 

-2 to these rules, shall be eligible for promotion to a higher post, for the time being, reserved for 

promotion in the cadre to which he belongs. The prescribed minimum length of the service is condition 

for eligibility for promotion and does not confer a right to promotion. Where a senior person has not 

put in requisite service, the junior, as a rule, should not be considered even if he fulfills the requisite 

condition of length of service. Even for Selection post, the persons shall be considered in the order of 

their seniority. 

Worker’s Welfare Board Balochistan, Quetta promoted 62 employees during the FY 

2020-21 which includes both teaching and non-teaching staff.  

Audit observed that no record relating promotion of employees was maintained by the 

Board and only notifications of promotion was available with the management.  

Detail of the promotions made in FY 2020-21 is at Annex-19. 

Sr. No. Department  Letter No. Date  No. of Emp. 

01. WWB, Head Office WWB/QTA/2020/934-41 25.09.20 04 

02. -do- WWB/QTA/2020/1094-96 06.10.20 12 

03. Workers Model  Higher 

Schools in Balochistan 

DWC19/WWB/QTA/2020/ 

647-51 

29.09.20 19 

04. -do- DWC119/WWB/QTA/2020/7

31-36 

02.10.20 28 

 Total 63 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of complete record relating the sanctioned strength, 

promotion quota, working papers, seniority lists of employees and recommendations of Promotion 

Committee, these promotions are doubtful. 

Management replied that the seniority lists of staff of Main office and staff of Workers Model 

Higher Secondary Schools in Balochistan are available. However, the relevant record was provided to 

NAB Balochistan dated 20.08.2021 by Mr. Munir Ahmed, Focal Person and Ex-Assistant Account 

Officer who was relieved from that office on 23.09.2021. He was directed to return original record of 

appointment made in WWB Balochistan during 2020-21 which was handed over to him for submission 

to NAB Balochistan. No response from his end has been received. 

The reply is not tenable as seniority list of main Office & Workers Model Higher 

Secondary Scholl staff has still not been provided. Moreover, copy of relieving letter and report 

of NAB inquiry/finding may be shared with Audit. 
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 In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022, the management informed that the investigations 

of NAB were underway. DAC pended the para with the direction to management to seek 

relevant record from NAB and conduct its own inquiry to fix responsibility of these doubtful 

promotions.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 07 of WWB Balochistan AIR} 

4.4.37 Doubtful regularizations of employees of WWB  

Rules 30 of the Workers’ Welfare Fund (Employees Service) Rules, 1997 state A person may 

be appointed on contract in Fund subject to such terms and conditions as specified in rule 31.  

Rules 31 of the Workers’ Welfare Fund (Employees Service) Rules, 1997 elaborates the terms 

and conditions of contract appointment which inter alia provides that the appointment during the period 

of contract shall be liable to termination on thirty days’ notice on either side, or payment of basic pay 

in lieu thereof, without assigning any reason.  

Secretary Workers’ Welfare Board Balochistan, Quetta, during the financial year 2020-

21, regularized the services of 37 contract employees, which included 2 employees of Head 

Office, Quetta and 35 teaching and non-teaching staff of Workers Model Higher Secondary 

School for boys and girls in Balochistan. 

Details are as under. 

Sr. 

No 

Department  Letter No. Date of 

letter 

No of 

Employees 

promoted 

01. WWB, Quetta Admin/WWB/QTA/2020/2614-18 08.04.2021 01 

02. -do- Admin/WWB/QTA/2020/3026-30 12.10.2020 01 

03. Workers Model  

Higher Schools 

in Balochistan 

DWC-49/WWB/QTA/2020/590-94 18.09.2020 35 

 Total 37 

Audit observed that no record relating regularization of employees was maintained by 

the Board and only notifications of regularization were available with the management. 

Audit is of the view that the absence of complete record relating to the authority who 

is competent to grant such regularization, the sanctioned strength, Personal files, quota, 

working papers, seniority lists of employees, rendered the regularization as doubtful. 
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Management replied that the relevant record was provided to NAB Balochistan dated 

20.08.2021 by Mr. Munir Ahmed, Focal Person and Ex-Assistant Account Officer who was 

relieved from that office on 23.09.2021. He was directed to return original record of 

appointment made in WWB Balochistan during 2020-21 which was handed over to him for 

submission to NAB Balochistan. No response from his end has been received. 

The reply is not tenable as report of NAB inquiry/finding has not been shared with 

Audit. 

 In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022, the management informed that the investigations 

of NAB were underway. DAC pended the para with the direction to management to seek 

relevant record from NAB and conduct its own inquiry to fix responsibility of these doubtful 

promotions.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 08 of WWB Balochistan AIR} 

4.4.38 Payment of salaries to persons having no appointment record with WWB - Rs. 

34.711 million 

Rules 16(1) of the Workers’ Welfare Fund (Employees Service) Rules, 1997 states that an 

initial appointment shall be subject to such verification of the character and antecedents of the candidate, 

as the appointing authority may require. 

Worker’s Welfare Board, Balochistan, Quetta paid Rs. 34,710,792 during the financial year 

2020-21 to the 151 employees of Head Office, Quetta and 319 teaching and non-teaching staff of 

Workers Model Higher Secondary School for boys and girls in Balochistan. 

Audit observed that 55 such employees are on the payroll of the Board against whom 

no record as well as personal files were available with the management and the management 

of WWB informed that their personal files are missing / not available. 

Detail is given at Annex-20. 

Sr. No Department No. of Employees 

01. WWB Main Office 18 

02. Education Deptt. 37 

 Total 55 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of record, their antecedents could not be 

verified. 

Management replied that the relevant record was provided to NAB Balochistan dated 

20.08.2021 by Mr. Munir Ahmed, Focal Person and Ex-Assistant Account Officer who was 

relieved from that office on 23.09.2021. He was directed to return original record of 
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appointment made in WWB Balochistan during 2020-21 which was handover to him for 

submission to NAB Balochistan. No response from his end has been received. 

The management has accepted the audit observation. 

 In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022, the management informed that the investigations 

of NAB were underway. DAC pended the para with the direction to management to seek 

relevant record from NAB and conduct its own inquiry to fix responsibility of this payment of 

salaries to the persons having no appointment record. 

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 09 of WWB Balochistan AIR} 

Overseas Pakistanis Foundation 

Irregularity and non-compliance 

4.4.39 Payment to contractor against quantities claimed in excess to BOQ -  

Rs 17.353 million 

 Para 6.09 of Central Public Works Department Code states that technical sanction is a guarantee 

that proposals are structurally sound and the estimates are accurately calculated and based on adequate 

data. As such Technical Sanction ensures that the proposal is structurally sound and estimate is an 

economical one. 

 Director (Housing & Works) Overseas Pakistanis Foundation, Islamabad awarded certain 

contracts to contractors during financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The quantities of certain items were increased beyond than BOQs 

ii. The contractors claimed quantities in excess to that which were in BOQs/ 

Engineer estimates. 

iii. A sum of Rs. 17,353,139 was paid by the management against items which were 

claimed in excess to BOQs. 

Details are at Annex-21. 

 Audit is of the opinion that the payment made against quantities as claimed in excess to 

Engineer estimates/BOQ resulted in loss to Organization. 

 Management replied that the Managing Director has authorized the Head of Housing & Works 

Division/Director (H&W) to direct the contractor to increase or decrease the quantity of any work 

included in the Contract.  

 The management reply is not considerable as no such directions for increase of quantities were 

issued by the Division. Furthermore, no approval for increase of quantity was obtained from the 

Employer. 

 In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022, audit inquired as to whether the Variation Order 

was issued with due approval of competent authority or otherwise and sought copy of such 

Variation Order. The management apprised that there was no increase in actual cost of the 

contract. DAC directed the management to get the record of Variation Order issued with 
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approval of Competent Authority verified before finalization of the minutes. However, no 

record was produced till finalization of these minutes. Therefore, the Para is pended.  

 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 09 of OPF HQ AIR} 

4.4.40 Non execution of approved BOQ items without seeking approval of Competent 

Authority – Rs 2.50 million 

 Clause 51.1 General Condition of the Contract states that if, by reason of circumstances of the 

Works and its requirements, or by necessity to carry out certain works for the purpose of completing 

the Works, variations in the form, quality or quantity of the Works or any part thereof, shall, in the 

opinion of the Engineer, be necessary or appropriate for any other reason, he shall have the authority 

(as per clause 2.1b after obtaining the approval of the Employer) to instruct the Contractor to do and 

the Contractor shall do any of the following: 

(a) increase or decrease the quantity of any work included in the Contract, 

(b) omit any such work (but not if the omitted work is to be carried out by the 

Employer or by another contractor),  

(c) change the character or quality or kind of any such work,  

(d) change the levels, lines, position and dimensions of any part of the Works,  

(e) execute additional work of any kind necessary for the completion of the Works, 

(f) Change any specified sequence or timing of construction of any part of the 

works. 

 Director (Housing & Works), OPF, Islamabad awarded work “Uplifting of Boundary wall & 

Horticulture/ Landscaping Works at OPF Girls College F-8/2 Islamabad” to M/S Khurshid Alam 

Tauskhel dated 04.01.2021 at agreed cost Rs.58,033,242. The commencement date of work was 

21.01.2021 and was required to be completed on 20.06.2021. 

 Audit observed that the management of OPF excluded the approved BOQ item No. 9-100/186. 

Excluded BOQ items were related to the safety, security and protection of the premises from any 

unforeseeable event. 

 Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

Description Qty as pr BOQ Rate Amount  

Supply and fix, barbed wire, galvd 12 guage, strands 4 

points barbs at 75mm apart fixed with staples, nails etc 

and connect up ends complete 

15642 Rft 15,642 x 

23.27 

0.364 

Supply and fix, Razor Wire, 12 guagegalvd wire single 

coil/ cross type, loop dia 0.7M, with/ without clips all as 

specified 

15642 Rft 15,642 x 

137.14 

2.145 
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Audit is of the view that non-execution of these items shows that safety, security and protection 

of the premises has been compromised. Further, no approval for excluding these items were obtained. 

 Management replied that the Managing Director has authorized the Head of Housing & Works 

Division/Director (H&W) to direct the contractor to increase or decrease the quantity of any work 

included in the contract.  

 The reply is not considerable as no such directions for omission of quantities were issued by 

the Division. Furthermore, the required work was included in the BOQ and omission of two items may 

result in compromised security of the premises in these vulnerable times. Moreover, undue favor was 

provided to the contractor by excluding the above mentioned items as there was a price hike in steel 

prices by 30% from January 2021 to May 2021. 

 In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022, management apprised that there was saving 

because of non-execution of this item as the material used earlier was reused instead of the 

item mentioned in para. DAC pended the Para with the direction to get the record, of the 

approval of Competent Authority for reuse of earlier material, verified and also show that the 

material used earlier led to the saving.   

 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 10 of OPF HQ AIR} 

4.4.41 Loss to Foundation due to excess payment than approved covered area - Rs. 124.42 

million 

Para 208 of Central Public Works Accounts Code, payments for all work done are made on the 

basis of measurements recorded in the Measurement Book (Form 23) in accordance with Para 209 (d) 

of CPWA code which provides that all payments for work or supplies are based on quantities recorded 

in the Measurement Book. It is incumbent upon the person taking the measurements to record the 

quantities clearly and accurately.  

Capital Development Authority vide its letter No. CDA/DD/I BC/II/6(93)/P-127/10/D/OPF/Z-

V/525 dated 23.09.2020 conveyed the approval of building plan for construction in OPF Housing 

Scheme in Zone V with a covered area of 3772.79 sft. 

 Director (Housing & Works) OPF, Islamabad awarded work “Construction of fifty (50) 

Country Homes at OPF housing scheme Zone-V, Islamabad” to M/s KMAK Construction Company 

vide dated 08.04.2020 at agreed cost of Rs.769,900,000 on Engineering Procurement Construction 

(EPC) basis and proposed Sale price was fixed at Rs. 4,600 per sft with a covered area of 4500 sft for 

single Country Home.  

 Audit observed that: 

i. The award of the contract was on basis of covered area of 4500 sft.   

ii. The layout plan of Country Homes as available in the Brochures  provided that 

the total covered area for each Country Home as 4500 sft (i.e ground floor 2705 

sft + 1st floor 1795 sft = 4500 sft). 

iii. The approval of building plans obtained from CDA reflects total covered area 

3772.79 sft of single home (i.e. ground floor 2133.24 sft + 1st floor 1639.55 sft 

= 3772.79 sft) instead of 4500 sft.  
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iv. There was difference of 727.21 sft covered area for each home. 

v. The Contractor would be overpaid an amount of Rs. 124,425,631 (i.e 36,360.50 

sft x Rs 3,422 per Square-feet cost) 

 Audit is of the view that the payment was made to the contractor according to covered area as 

per unapproved layout plan besides the sale price has also been fixed for the 4500 sft. 

 Management replied that the CDA does not take into account the porch area, Over Head Water 

Tank, Under Ground Water Tank, Harvest Tank and shades. 

 Management reply is not satisfactory as no justification along with documentary evidences 

were provided. 

 In DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022, audit inquired as to whether the layout of the 

building was approved by CDA before the finalization/execution of the contract? The 

management explained that first the Contract was executed/signed and approval from CDA 

was obtained later, after the Contract had already been signed. However, the management was 

also of the view that it was an EPC mode contract rather than a normal construction contract. 

The audit contended that it was the issue of approval of lesser covered area as approved by 

CDA compared to the one in the Contract awarded. DAC pended the Para with the direction 

to conduct a Fact Finding Inquiry and responsibility be fixed. The Inquiry may be completed 

within one month time from the issuance of the minutes.  

 Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 18 of AIR of OPF HQ} 

National Industrial Relations Commission 

Non-production of record 

4.4.42 Non-production/ maintenance of record  

Section 14(2) of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) 

Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete a form 

as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 

Rule 5 (a) of the National Industrial Relations Commission Act, 2012 state that the Registrar 

and the Joint Registrar shall have function of “the registration of trade unions under this Act and 

maintenance of a register for the purpose.” 

Despite repeated requisitions, the management of NIRC Islamabad did not produce auditable 

record for the FYs 2019-2021. 

Detail is as under: 

i. Details of Elections/Referendum conducted under NIRC Act 2012 in FY 2019-

21. 

ii. Details of Bank accounts of receipts of Elections/Referendum /Registration. 

iii. Number of cancelled registration of Trade Unions. 

iv. Details of inquires conducted, warnings issued & punishments awarded by 

Registrar Trade Union. 
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v. Number of summons issued to Employers during FY 2020-21. 

vi. Duty list of Officers/Officials during Election/Referendum conducted during 

FY 2019-21. 

vii. Details of Rules/Regulations regarding financial matters, Service Rules and 

Performance/function/procedure made by Commission under NIRC Act, 2012. 

Audit contends that in the absence of above-mentioned record, audit could not verify 

the authenticity of receipts collected and expenditures incurred by the National Industrial 

Relations Commission.  

The management replied that the record is being provided. 

The reply is not tenable as above mentioned record was not provided to audit till finalization of 

audit report. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 28.01.2022 directed the management of NIRC to produce 

relevant record before Audit on 01.03.2022 in the premises of M/o OP&HRD. DAC pended 

the para with the direction to provide record to audit.  

Audit recommends compliance of DAC directives. 

{Para 05 of AIR} 

Bureau of Emigration & Overseas Employment 

Irregularity and non-compliance 

4.4.43 Outstanding rent and utility charges from tenants resulting in blockage of funds - Rs. 35.21 

million 

Clause-2 of the tenancy agreement executed by Bureau of Emigration and 

Overseas Employment with the tenants state that, “Lessee shall pay the annual rent in 

advance, first payment shall be made at the time of signing of the Rent/Tenancy 

Agreement and the next payment would be payable within 30 days’ time period after the 

end of first year from the effective date of signing of Rent Agreement. 

Bureau of Emigration and Overseas Employment rented out spaces of the 

different floor of the Emigration Tower to different tenants.  

Audit observed that tenants failed to pay an amount of Rs. 35.21 million on 

account of rent and allied charges of occupied space upto 30.06.2021.  

Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

S# Tenants Outstanding 

Rent  

Outstanding  

Allied charges 

Total Recoverable 

Amount  

1 FIA 7.00 3.24 10.24 
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2 GCISC 7.68 0 7.68 

3 L&J 0.03 0.81 0.84 

4 OP&HRD 8.51 2.80 11.31 

5 NCD 3.51 1.63 5.14 

Total 26.73 8.48 35.21 

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of outstanding rent and allied charges show poor 

performance and in-efficiency of the management. 

Management replied that there is no chance of loss of money owing to Government 

departments. Further, this office is always in contact with the tenants and issue written reminders and 

conduct meeting with focal persons of all the tenants on fortnightly basis for recovery of outstanding 

dues. 

DAC in its meeting held on 28.01.2022 pended the para till complete recovery from the tenants. 

DAC further directed to get the record of recovered amount verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends that responsibility for non-recovery of rent and allied charges may be fixed 

and efforts be made for early recovery.  

{Para no.5 of AIR} 
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CHAPTER 5 

CENTRAL ZAKAT FUND, ZAKAT COLLECTION CONTROLLING 

AGENCIES/ ZAKAT COLLECTION OFFICES 

5.1 Introduction 

A. Zakat Collection and Refund Rules, 1981 prescribe procedures to be followed by Zakat 

Collection Controlling Agencies (ZCCA) and Zakat Collection Offices (ZCO) for the 

collection/deduction of Zakat Fund. The flow of accounting information for collection is from 

the ZCOs to ZCCAs to Central Zakat Fund Account No.8 being maintained at State Bank of 

Pakistan.  

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts 

The total deductions (including refunds) made by ZCCAs/ZCOs during the year 2020-

21 were Rs. 7,929.16 million as compared to Rs. 9,256.656 million in previous year. This 

shows a decrease of 17% as compared to last year. 

C. Sectoral analysis on the achievements against targets agreed under MTBF 

No specific targets were set by Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety Division for poverty 

reduction specifically related to Zakat. However, the Directorate General Audit, Social Safety Nets 

conducted audit of 11 ZCCAs/ZCOs during the Audit Year 2021-22 out of many ZCCAs (banks and 

companies), 13,000 Post Offices (ZCOs) and 367 National Saving Centers (ZCOs) working under 12 

Regional Directorates.  

Table: Audit Profile of Central Zakat Administration 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Description Total Nos Audited Expenditure audited FY 2020-21 

1 Formations 61 11 7,929.16 

5.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs 6.111 million were raised, all of which is recoverable. 

Summary of audit observations classified by nature is as under:  

 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Classification Amount  

1 Irregularities - 

A Others (weak internal controls) 6.111 

5.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC Directives 

Audit Year Status of 

PAC/Remarks 

No. of Audit 

Paras (Sub-

Paras) Discussed 

Paras (Sub-Paras) 

Not Complied 

Percentage of 

compliance 

1995-98 PAC held 19(104) 3(36) 65 
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1998-99 PAC held 79 14 82 

1998-99 PAC held 21 21 0 

1999-00 PAC held 21 21 0 

2000-01 PAC held 47 5 90 

2002-03 PAC not held - - - 

2003-04 PAC held 7 (23) (12) 48 

2004-05 PAC held 8 8 0 

2005-06 PAC not held - - - 

2006-07 PAC held 8 5 37.5 

2007-08 PAC held 8(16) 8(5) 69 

2008-09 PAC held 10 7 30 

2009-10 PAC held 3 3 0 

2010-11 PAC held 18 (64) (44) 31 

2011-12 PAC not held - - - 

2012-13 PAC not held - - - 

2013-14 PAC held 13 10 23 

2014-15 PAC not held - - - 

2015-16 PAC not held - - - 

2016-17 PAC held 1(7) 1(7) 0 

2017-18 PAC not held 12 10(2) - 

2018-19 PAC held 06 Actionable Points not received 

2019-20 PAC not held - - - 

2020-21 PAC not held - - - 

5.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Central Zakat Administration/ Fund 

Irregularity and non-compliance 

5.4.1 Non-existence of Central Zakat Council 

Section-12(1) of the Zakat & Ushr Ordinance, 1980 states that the Federal Government shall, 

by notification in the official Gazette, establish, a Central Zakat Council to provide policy guidelines 

for, and to exercise general superintendence and control over matters relating to Zakat and Ushr, 

particularly the Zakat Funds and maintenance of their accounts. 
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Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety Division has not requested the Federal Government for 

the establishment of Central Zakat Council.  

Audit observed that Central Zakat Council has not been established by the government. 

Audit is of the view that Central Zakat Council has pivot role to play in the light of Ordinance 

and in the absence of Central Zakat Council, policy guidelines  could not be enumerated and the general 

superintendence and control over matters relating to Zakat and Ushr, particularly the Zakat Funds and 

maintenance of their accounts has not been exercised besides it is violation of the Zakat & Ushr 

Ordinance, 1980. 

 Management stated that as a consequence of 18th constitutional amendment the subject of Zakat 

has been devolved to the Provinces/Federal Areas. The Law & Justice Division advised that after 

devolution of subject of Zakat, there is no need of constitution of Central Zakat Council. The Federal 

Government in Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety Division has the mandate of Collection of Zakat 

and its disbursement. The provinces have their own Zakat Laws and system of Zakat after 18th 

constitutional amendment. 

 The management has accepted that Central Zakat Council does not exist. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 29.12.2021 decided that Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety 

Division may take up the matter with the Federal Government for highlighting this legal anomaly. 

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

{Para 04 of CZF AIR} 

5.4.2 Irregular transfer of Zakat Cell to PAAS Division 

Section 22(1) of the Zakat & Ushr Ordinance, 1980 states that the administrative organization 

under this Ordinance shall be through a Division to be known as the Religious Affairs, Zakat and Ushr 

Division 

Government vide SRO 487(1)/2019 dated 23.04.2019 transferred Zakat and Ushr matters to 

Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety Division. 

Audit observed that it was the violation of the Zakat & Ushr Ordinance, 1980. 

Audit is of the view that amendment in the Zakat & Ushr Ordinance, 1980 is required. 

The management stated that the Federal Government in Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety 

Division has the mandate of Collection of Zakat and its disbursement in accordance with the formula 

approved by the Council of Common Interests (CCI) as per Sr.No. 31AA of Second Schedule of the 

Rules of Business, 1973. This Division in consultation with Law & Justice Division has already 

proposed some amendments in section 13 and 22 of Zakat and Ushr Division by replacing the words 

“Religious affairs, Zakat and Ushr Division” with “Division Concerned” and same are under 

consideration of the Cabinet Committee for Legislative cases (CCLC). After approval of the CCLC the 

said amendment bill will be introduced in the parliament. However, this Division is dealing the subject 

in accordance with the approval of the Federal Government and mandate as per Rules of Business, 

1973. 

The management has accepted the audit point of view regarding both the issues highlighted in 

AIR. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 29.12.2021 decided that Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety 

Division may appraise the Federal Government for immediate rectification of this legal anomaly.  
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Audit recommends that the decision of DAC be implemented in letter and spirit. 

{Para 06 of CZF AIR} 

Zakat Collection Controlling Agencies/ Zakat Collection Offices 

Irregularity and non-compliance  

5.4.3 Irregular exemption granted from Zakat against late received declarations (CZ-

50) - Rs. 6.11 million  

 Rule 20 (1) of Zakat (Collection and Refund) Rules, 1981 describes that Zakat shall not be 

deducted in respect of the assets of a person claiming exemption on ground of faith and fiqah under the 

first proviso to sub section (3) of section 1 of the Ordinance, provided he files with the ZCO a 

declaration, on the form CZ.50 or an attested true copy thereof, within a period not less than thirty days 

preceding the valuation date. 

Rule 2(b) of Zakat (Collection and Refund) Rules, 1981 states that “Valuation Date” means 

commencing day of Zakat years, that is, the first day of Ramadhan-ul-Mubarak. 

 CDA Islamabad, First Micro Finance Bank Ltd., HQ, Islamabad and  Khushhali Bank HQ 

Islamabad granted exemption to its employees from deduction of Zakat on non-refundable advances 

and final payment of Provident Fund on invalid declarations during the year 2020.21.  

 Detail is at Annex-22. 

 Audit observed that Zakat amounting to Rs. 6.11 million was exempted to certain employees 

without receiving the declaration on form CZ-50 thirty days prior to the valuation date.  

 Summary is tabulated below. 

Rs. in million 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of ZCO FY(s) Amount of Zakat 

exempted  

1 CDA Islamabad 2018-20 0.623 

2 First Micro Finance Bank Ltd. HQ Islamabad 2020-21 0.434 

3 Khushhali Bank HQ, Islamabad  2019-21 5.053 

   6.11 

 Audit is of the view that the irregularity occurred due to non-observance of the Zakat 

collection and refund rules 1981 and the exemption was granted irregularly which results in 

loss to Zakat Fund.  

 Management of CDA replied that CZ-50 were receipt one month preceding valuation of Zakat 

i.e., GP Fund, non-refundable advances and final payment. 

  Management of First Micro Finance Bank Ltd. HQ Islamabad replied that as per legal opinion 

obtained, there is no illegality but irregularity. 

Management of Khushhali Bank HQ, Islamabad replied that most of the customers’ 

accounts were opened within same month and CZ-50 were attached with account opening 

applications. 

The replies are not tenable as declarations were not received one month prior to 

valuation date for the concerned Zakat Year. 
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 DAC in its meeting held on 29.12.2021 directed respective managements to get their 

record verified from audit within a week. 

 Audit recommends that the amount be recovered from these employees and deposited 

into CZF besides referring the matter to State Bank of Pakistan for taking action against 

person(s) at fault. 

{Para 01 of CDA, Khushhali and FMFB AIRs} 

5.4.4 Un-justified non-deduction of Zakat by all branches of Khyber Bank on any asset 

other than 101( Saving and Similar Bank Accounts) 

Rule 3(1) of The Zakat Collection and Refund Rules 1981 provides that “Each ZCCA 

shall ensure the correct deduction of Zakat by its ZCOs, and the proper accounting, control and 

remittance thereof, in accordance with the provision of the Ordinance, the rules and the 

instruction which the CZA may issue in this behalf, from time to time”. 

Rule 6 of the Zakat Collection and Refund Rules 1981 reads with Row 3 of First 

Schedule to the Zakat and Ushr Ordinance 1980, inter alia, require that Zakat be deducted from 

Fixed Deposit Receipts and Accounts, including those based on profit and loss sharing and 

similar receipts and accounts and certificates, by whatever name described, on which return is 

receivable by the asset holder periodically or is received earlier than the maturity or withdrawal.  

Bank of Khyber, Head Office, Peshawar collected and deposited Zakat amounting to Rs. 

11,362,639 during the FY 2020-21 on account of Zakat deducted by its all 180 branches all over 

Pakistan. 

Audit observed that all the Zakat collected and deposited during the Year relates only 

to Saving and Similar Bank Accounts (asset code 101) and Dividend on shares (asset code 108) 

amounting to Rs. 7,447,191 and Rs.3,988,448 respectively. However, not a single rupee has 

been deducted as Zakat by any branch of Khyber Bank on asset codes 102,103 & 104. Total 

assets at valuation date under such asset codes were 17.287 billion, which was exempted as a 

whole without any bifurcation of asset-wise exemption in consolidated summary provided to 

the audit, which needs justification.  

Summary is as under. 

Rs. in million 

Asset code Total Assets at Valuation Total Assets exempted Zakat deducted 

102 3,102.935 All assets as per 

consolidated summary 

Nil 

103 9,668.280 

104 4,516.120 

Total 17,287.34 17,287.34 

Audit is of the view that non-deduction of Zakat without mentioning the reasons of exemption 

was held as irregular and a loss to Zakat exchequer. 

Management replied that the Bank collectively reported the exempted amounts and hence the 

statements which were submitted to SBP showed total assets of Rs. 17.278 billion at valuation date 

which were exempted from compulsory deduction of Zakat and hence showed a nil Zakat deduction 
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there against. Furthermore, a major portion of these amounts was referred back to the concerned 

branches for rechecking the exemption status and no discrepancy was reported. Most of the fixed 

deposits reported in assets code 102, 103 and 04 on valuation date pertained to Government deposits 

which are exempt from Zakat. 

 The reply is not tenable as the Government deposits shown in the annual report of Bank of 

Khyber of respective year are not more than 60% of overall deposits. 

The management did not attend DAC meeting. DAC in its meeting held on 29.12.2021 shown 

its displeasure and directed respective managements to get their record verified from audit within a 

week. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated and responsibility for non-deduction of 

Zakat be fixed besides recovery of Zakat not deducted. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THEMATIC AUDIT 

Theme I : Procurement and Contract Management in BISP 

1.1 Introduction  

In order to bridge the financial gaps between the haves and have nots, current regime have 

introduced an extensive range of social safety programs aimed at creation of a social welfare state 

responsive to and cognizant of its people needs. Pakistan, like the rest of the world, has been a victim 

of COVID-19 induced financial crisis. In order to face the deadliest wave of delta variant during 2020-

2021, Government took smart lock down measures to save masses from virus. This inadvertently led to 

financial losses to the poorest of the poor, the daily wagers and low-income families. Government in its 

bid to help its masses launched its biggest ever relief program through Ehsaas, an amount of Rs. 

168,758.09 million was allocated during FY 2020-2021. An amount of Rs. 169,403.41 million was 

disbursed through BISP. The management of BISP undertook a procurement of goods and services to 

streamline and facilitate its core tasks and to improve its performance. 

If we look at the task assigned to BISP by the Government, its effective performance can play 

a vital role in improving the government image both locally and internationally. So, it becomes 

imperative that the internal processes of BISP are digitized to enhance visibility, transparency while 

distributing the amounts among poor and needy etc. BISP beneficiaries are spread across all over 

Pakistan. Thousands are being added to the program due to increasing poverty due to COVID-19 

induced financial crisis. BISP has to maintain its database to prevent frauds and illegal payments.   

1.2 Background  

The Government of Pakistan has faced criticism over inflated public sector procurement 

through media. There has been reports of procedural lapses and collusion of vested interests etc. 

resulting in mis-procurements in the public sector. During audit special attention was paid to following 

of relevant laws while making procurement during 2020-2021; whether sufficient internal controls were 

in place to prevent loss of public money during the procurement process and lastly, if the services and 

goods so procured has been used effectively for the purposes assigned to them.  

1.3 Establishing the Audit theme  

There was a need to carry out a thematic audit solely for checking the procurement and 

contract management cycle of the social safety programmes of the government. This exercise 

becomes important as Pakistan has been signatories to the global SDGs especially of reducing 

hunger, poverty and better access to health & education facilities and lastly, empowerment of 

women, to name a few relevant ones. In order to achieve these global targets and to improve 

the lives of its millions of people government allocated sizeable amount for running the 

administrative offices of BISP. Hence, there is a need to analyse, if these funds were being used 

judiciously. 

1.3.1 Reasons of selection: To study the entire procurement and contract management 

cycle during 2020-2021 in BISP, Islamabad. 
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1.3.2 Purpose/Objective: The focus of this chapter is to identify if the whole 

procurement cycle is being completed as per the applicable laws, within the 

specified timelines and for the intended purposes.  

1.3.3 Scope: To gain assurance that adequate controls exist in key business processes 

for procurement and that they have remained operational throughout the period 

under consideration at all significant locations during 2020-2021 in BISP, 

Islamabad. During the financial year 2020-21 BISP allocated a budget of Rs. 

1,499.13 million for procurement of assets and services, out of which an amount 

of Rs. 1,466.68 million was utilized. 

2. Legal framework governing the Theme:  

i. BISP Act, 2010 

ii. BISP Financial Regulations, 2017 

iii. BISP Payment Regulations, 2018 

iv. Delegation of Financial Powers (Revised, 2017) 

v. Delegation of Administrative Powers Dec, 2017 

vi. Accounting Procedure for BISP  

vii. Public Procurement Rules, 2004 

3. Stakeholders and governmental organizations identified as directly/ indirectly 

involved:   

BISP beneficiaries, Government of Pakistan, Development Partners and NADRA. 

4. Role of important organization(s):  

BISP, Government of Pakistan, Development Partners  and NADRA: verification of 

beneficiaries, data verification etc. 

5. Organization’s Financials:  

Rs. in million 

Sr. 

No. 

Sources of 

Fund (GoP/ 

Loan/Grant) 

Name of Foreign Aid Projects Budget Expenditure 

1 GoP - 140,593.62 140,007.68 

2 68550-Pak Pakistan Crises Resilient Crisp 22,660.12 22,660.12 

3 203029-Pak Support to Pakistan National Cash Transfer 

Programme 

3,771.73 3,771.73 

4 5973-IDA NSPP (National Social Protection Programme 5,100.66 5,100.66 

5 ADB-3049 SPDP (Social Protection Development 

Programme 

22.61 22.61 
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6 3837-Pak Social Protection Development Project 2,878.66 2,878.66 

7 3923-Pak ADB-Emergency Assistant for fighting Covid-

19 pandemic 

19,883.28 19,883.28 

Total 194,910.68 194,324.74 

6. Field audit activity 

Desk Audit and Field Audit; reviewing the documents of contracts and procurement  

6.1 Methodology 

 Sample based Field Audit of the procurement cycle & contract management during 2020-

2021of BISP HQ, Islamabad was carried out in order to ensure that the requisite internal controls were 

put in place and that all the procurements (goods & services) were in line with the government policies. 

 

 

6.2  Audit Analysis 

6.2.1 Review of internal controls 

During audit sufficient internal control mechanisms were found in place, as far as, procurement 

and contract management was concerned in BISP. Independent Procurement Wing is established in 

BISP with professional Expert appointed in the Wing. Further regular Fiduciary Risk Assessment of 

Procurement wing is carried out through reputed audit firms on annual basis. 

BISP has also developed Error Fraud Corruption Manual under guidance and approval from 

World Bank couple of years ago. During the development of this manual, loopholes in various 

department were identified and after detailed review. Relevant Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) 

were given in this manual; another ‘whistle blowing policy’  has also been put in place wherein any 

employee can point out any system loophole etc. by writing to designated management members at any 

time. In addition to all the above, an independent Internal Audit Cell is also working in BISP which 

carries out audit on periodical basis. The findings of the internal audit are placed in front of the Audit 

Committee of the BISP Board. 

Audit is of the opinion that BISP authorities could perform better if the initiatives by the 

government are announced before 30th June each year so that BISP authorities could plan and execute 

their activities in timely manner and after observing all codal formalities. The pressure to develop and 

implement the government BISP initiatives within short span of time during an already ongoing 

financial year may lead to internal control compromises.  Audit is of the view that procurement of 

around Rs 7-8 million on quotation basis could be avoided. Government support in this regard would 

facilitate the BISP authorities. 

6.2.2 Critical Review 

Benazir Income Support Program (BISP) was launched in 2008 with the prime 

objectives of consumption smoothening for the poor families and provide them cushion against 

negative economic shocks that includes global financial crisis and rising food prices. Its long-

term objectives include meeting the target of sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to 
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eradicate extreme poverty, provide education and uplift of underprivileged and vulnerable 

people i.e., Women. In order to achieve these targets BISP launched various social safety 

programs like Conditional Cash Transfer, Un-Conditional Cash Transfer, Waseela-e-Taleem, 

etc. In order to run these programs, BISP needed to sign multiple contract agreements and to 

carry out procurements for ensuring smooth data collection of the beneficiaries and the 

resultant social mobilization. Preparation of annual procurement plan clearly highlights the 

futuristic needs of the organization and its preparation in order to achieve these needs. The 

organization needed to have an effective procurement section alongside the Annual 

Procurement Plan. Audit found that BISP authorities had developed a comprehensive Annual 

Procurement Plan and it had placed it on its website, as well as, at PPRA website.  

Procurement and contract management plays a pivotal role in the operations of BISP. 

Being a social security program it is imperative that its performance is assessed on the basis of 

best value for money obtained from the procurement and contract management. Audit observed 

that the BISP has predominantly followed the prevailing rules and regulations in procuring 

various services; however, there were a few points of concern, which the management needs 

to address for procurement management and obtaining best value for money.  

As major component of the procurement of services were contracted from NADRA, 

being the direct contracting source, it was all the more important that prior thorough need 

assessment was done. The BISP authorities could not devise a mechanism where the prices 

offered by single source contractor could be evaluated for its reasonability and best value for 

money, rather cost structure was presented before BISP board that was approved. In the case 

of direct contracting, it becomes the primary responsibility of the procuring entity that need 

assessment, market survey and evaluation of parity in similar nature contracts are done so that 

the reasonability of price is ensured at all levels. Although, the BISP management has stated 

that the price was agreed upon after negotiation, there exists no evidence to support that those 

prices were agreed upon on the basis of any extensive need assessment or market price analysis. 

It is also worth mentioning, that the profile of direct contracting source cannot be made basis 

for not exercising due diligence in determining the reasonability of the price offered. NADRA 

being a national database authority could have been subjected to the same scrutiny as any other 

direct source contracting.     

 Although, as stated earlier, the normal procedure for procuring services were followed, 

such as, constitution of evaluation committees, open invitation for RFPs, wide publicity etc., 

thorough market analysis was missing. For instance, there is no evidence to suggest that any 

analysis was carried out, while agreeing on the price of data sharing about the beneficiaries of 

the cash transfer payment, similar nature contracts with other agencies or services procured 

needed to be assessed for best evaluation. Likewise, for efficient contract management, mode 

and method of arbitration is made part and parcel of every contract, more so in direct source 

contracting. Thus, in order to safeguard the interest of the government, it was imperative that 

method of arbitration was made integral part of the contract, but it was not done by the 

procuring entity i.e. BISP. 
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In the services contract, a clear and precise method of arbitration is important to ward 

off against future dispute which may lead to jeopardizing the whole program. As in services 

contracts, payments are made upon receiving deliverable, contract security becomes secondary. 

Therefore, dispute resolution process needs be clearly outlined at the outset of the contract. 

Thus, the absence of a clear method for arbitration, in case of any dispute, tarred the efficiency 

of contract management. 

Similarly, contract provisions for blacklisting and debarment of firms /companies may 

be made part of every contract, for effective contract management. However, BISP 

administration failed to do so, which was not only the violation of statutory provisions but 

against the spirit of efficient contract management. Audit also observed that there was a lack 

of coordination among various Wings of BISP as the Administration Wing of BISP made 

(certain) procurements, on need to need basis, without consulting procurement wing. That 

clearly highlights the weakness in internal controls mechanism. In order to meet the emergent 

needs of the organization, BISP authorities may sign running contracts with the vendors so that 

the requisite approval of the designated authorities are always available and serious audit 

observations could be avoided. As already discussed, the BISP management violated Rule 

12(1) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 by splitting during purchasing of computer hardware, 

furniture, and office equipment on quotation basis from different vendors without calling open 

tenders.  

Moving on to the contract management while procuring the services for managing the 

operations of BISP many instances of violation of contract agreements have come to the light.  An 

example in this case is defective contract management of the Waseela-e-Taleem Program. It was 

observed from record that, Independent Partner Firms (IPFs) that has to create Beneficiary Committees 

(BBCs) and make them self-sufficient to continue social mobilization, coordination & capacity building 

and follow-up, were replaced by compliance monitors.  

Contract Agreement between BISP and IPFs like Aurat Foundation and RSPN state that during 

the stipulated timeframe, IPFs will be required to create BBCs. The BBCs creation marks the second 

major activity in the order of activities bottomed in Waseela-e-Taleem program. Efficient planning to 

ensure timely identification followed by an impactful mobilization of the beneficiary families will be 

pivotal to meaningfully embed them into BBCs. Besides, Firm were to formulate and implement a 

strategy for continued technical oversight and meaningful community level engagement of the BBCs 

during course of project implementation. The strategy must clearly spell-out set of activities and 

corresponding timelines to be achieved during project life.  

BISP management stated that the compliance monitors were hired as a replacement of 

Implementing Partner Firms (IPFs) for collection of attendance compliance data from the schools on 

quarterly basis. It was indicated in the revised design document that IPFs implementation modal was 

not effective in terms of cost and delivery. BISP was bearing huge cost by engaging the IPFs. That’s 

clear testimony of the fact that the contract was not properly prepared by considering the needs of the 

program and it resulted in huge financial loss to the organization.    

On several occasions audit noted weakness in contract implementation, e.g., Aurat Foundation 

procured Tablets to carryout activities. As per contract, Aurat Foundation had to return these data 

collecting equipment to BISP. However, BISP have not yet received a number of them. This resulted 

in loss to the BISP. 
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It was also noted that there was no imposition of penalties to IPFs on non-

accomplishment of deliverables. It was observed that in contract agreements between BISP and 

Implementation Partner Firms for Waseela-e-Taleem Program, there was no clause mentioned 

regarding imposing of penalties on IPFs for non-deliverables/achievements of given targets. It 

shows major flaw in contract between BISP and IPFs. Management failed to impose penalty 

as there was no clause in the agreement. 

6.2.3 Significant Audit Observations 

Mis-procurement of services from NADRA 

Rule 42(C) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that (i) the procurement concerns 

the acquisition of spare parts or supplementary services from original manufacturer or supplier: 

Provided that the  same are not available from alternative sources; (ii) only one manufacturer 

or supplier exist for the required procurement: Provided that the procuring agencies shall 

specify the appropriate fora, which may authorize procurement of proprietary object after due 

diligence; & (iv) repeat orders not exceeding fifteen percent of the original procurement; (v) in 

case of an emergency: Provided that the procuring agencies shall specify appropriate fora 

vested with necessary authority to declare an emergency; (vi) when the price of goods, services 

or works is fixed by the government or any other authority, agency or body duly authorized by 

the Government, on its behalf, & (vii) for purchase of motor vehicle from local original 

manufactures or their authorized agents at manufacturer’s price. 

The management of the BISP procured different services from NADRA and sum of 

Rs.588,930,215 vide No.NADRA/BISP-DV SMS-8171/001 dated. 02.06.2021 was paid to NADRA. 

Audit observed that this procurement was made without specifying any appropriate fora to determine 

the price reasonability. Audit is of the view that procurement made without specifying any appropriate 

fora was mis-procurement.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 28.12.2021 decided to pend the para with the direction to 

constitute appropriate fora for determining the price reasonability of future as well as objected direct 

contracting in the para and also apprise the BISP Board . 

Procurement by splitting to avoid open tenders 

Rule 12(1) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that procurements over five hundred 

thousand rupees and up to the limit of three million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website 

in the manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to time. These procurement 

opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the procuring agency. 

The management made procurements of assets worth Rs 560.61 million during the FY 2020-

21. Audit observed that BISP incurred an expenditure of Rs. 7,202,309, out of above referred 

expenditure, on purchase of  computer hardware, furniture and office equipment, on quotation basis, 

from other vendors without calling tenders. Audit is of the view that incurring of expenditure without 

procurement planning has lead to splitting of the procurement of computer hardware, furniture and 

office equipment. 

DAC in its meeting held on 28.12.2021 decided to pend the para till finalization of a fact finding 

report regarding Annexure B of the para, whether splitting was done or not, prior to 14.01.2022 and 

share with audit. 
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The fact finding committee recommended that in future Admin wing may plan their annual 

procurement by obtaining demands / requirements from each wings. The procurement plan be prepared 

well in time as per Public Procurement Rules 2004 to arrive at economical rates for different items 

  

7. Departmental Responses 

In response to the observation raised by the audit regarding mis-procurement of services from 

NADRA, the management of BISP replied that since NADRA maintains family tree information, CNIC 

validation & verification checks and various databases to run data analytics on the received CNICs, the 

matter was presented before BISP Board to seek principal approval to enter into direct contracting with 

NADRA. The matter was duly approved by BISP Board in its 46th meeting held on 02.04.2021. Later, 

the costs were negotiated at the highest level and the cost structure was again presented before BISP 

Board in its 47th meeting held on 28.04.2021 which was duly approved. After the formal approval, the 

contract with NADRA was signed on 28.05.2021. 

Regarding splitting of tender BISP was of the opinion that due to launching of new initiatives 

the hardware was procured on urgent basis to facilitate the requisitioning officers in order to timely 

disposal of their assigned duties. The procurements were made on different occasions as and when 

demand received in Admin Wing. In order to avoid any delay assigned assignments of the officers, they 

have been facilitated, after completion of all codal formalities. In current financial year Admin Wing 

has prepared a “Procumbent Plan” which is shared with the Procurement Wing. The same is under 

process and all the procurements will be made as per approved the plan. 

8. Recommendations 

BISP authorities need to devise a mechanism where the prices offered by third party 

and single source contractor could be evaluated for price reasonability and best value for 

money. Dispute resolution mechanism and process needs to be clearly outlined for arbitration 

in case of any conflict alongside blacklisting and debarment of firms or companies for effective 

contract management. Procurement should only be made through procurement wing with prior 

planning and instances like splitting should be avoided. 

9. Conclusion: 

Audit is of the view that BISP authorities were making efforts to ensure transparent 

procurement and effective contract management. However, proper procurement planning is 

not possible as initiatives by the government are being announced throughout the financial 

year. 

Theme II:    Analysis of Management and Control Processes of Cash Transfer 

Mechanism in Health and Education Sector of Zakat and Bait-ul Mal 

1.1  Introduction:   

Zakat 

Zakat is 4th important “RUKAN” of Islam which is compulsory for all Muslims who are sahib-

e-nisab to pay Zakat @2.5% and Ushr is collected on agriculture land @ 5% from land lords. Zakat & 

Ushr system was introduced in Pakistan through Zakat and Ushr Ordinance, 1980. The Zakat is public 

money, which can be utilized for specific purpose as defined under Shariah. It is not available for 

appropriation for the government functions. It is utilized on various programmes, namely Guzara 
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Allowance, Educational stipends including technical education, Deeni Madaris, Social Welfare/ 

Rehabilitation, Marriage Assistance to un-married women and Healthcare. Through the said Ordinance, 

it was made necessary to make provision regarding collection and disbursement of Zakat and Ushr and 

also matters connected, as Pakistan, being a Muslim state must provide for implementation of Islamic 

precepts.  

The primary objective of the collection of Zakat & Ushr and disbursement thereof is, 

to assist the needy, the indigent and the poor. The Federal Government is responsible for 

collection of Zakat which is then distributed among the federating units on the basis of 

population through the Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety Division (PASS), Islamabad. 

These zakat funds are then released to respective Provincial Zakat Fund(s). It is important to 

note that the zakat funds are released to the Provincial Zakat Fund which is then distributed by 

the Provincial Zakat Councils, at the respective provincial headquarters, to the District Zakat 

Committees, hospitals, deeni madaris etc. All cash transfers thus practically take place at the 

provincial level. 

The Compliance with authority audit of Zakat fund (Disbursement) is conducted to ensure that 

the entity is properly complying with all rules and regulations pertaining to disbursement of Zakat 

framed by Provincial Zakat Council as provided in their respective Provincial Zakat and Ushr 

legislations. 

Zakat & Ushr system was introduced in Pakistan through Zakat and Ushr Ordinance, 1980. The 

Zakat Fund is public money, which can be utilized for specific purpose as defined under shariah. It is 

not available for appropriation for the government functions. It is utilized on various programmes, 

namely Guzara Allowance, Educational stipends including technical education, Deeni Madaris, Social 

Welfare/ Rehabilitation, Marriage Assistance to un-married women and Healthcare. Zakat is 

compulsory for all Muslims who are sahib-e-nisab to pay Zakat @2.5% and Ushr is collected on 

agriculture land @ 5% from land lords. Zakat and Ushr Department established in1980 with an 

Ordinance issued by the President of Pakistan, wherein it is necessary to make provision regarding 

collection and disbursement of Zakat and Ushr and also matters connected, being a Muslim state must 

provide for implementation of Islamic precepts. The primary objective of the collection of Zakat & 

Ushr and disbursement thereof is, to assist the needy, the indigent and the poor. After 18th amendment 

in the constitution Federal government is responsible for collection of Zakat which is then re-distributed 

among the federating units on the basis of population through the Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety 

Division (PASS), Islamabad. These zakat funds are released to respective Provincial Zakat Fund. 

Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal 

Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal (PBM) is an autonomous body established in 1992 by the government 

through Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal Act, 1991. It works under the umbrella of Poverty Alleviation and Social 

Safety Division (Old Ministry of Social Welfare & Special Education). 

The mission of the PBM is to provide social protection to the poor marginalized segments of 

the society. All the programs of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal are funded through “Grant-in-Aid” provided by 

Government of Pakistan. 

The Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal is administered by the Board which is constituted by the Federal 

Government. All administrative and financial powers under the Act are exercised by the Managing 

Director who is appointed by the Federal Government. 
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 According to PBM Act, 1991, the money in the Bait-ul-Mal shall be utilized for the following 

purposes: - 

i. To provide financial assistance to destitute and needy widows, orphans, invalid, 

infirm and other needy persons; 

ii. For rendering help for rehabilitation of the persons specified in clause (a) in 

various professions or vocations;  

iii. To provide assistance to children of the deserving persons for educational 

pursuits;  

iv. To provide free medical treatment to indigent sick persons and set up free 

hospitals, poor houses and rehabilitation centers and give financial aid to 

charitable institutions, including industrial homes and other educational 

institutions established specially for poor and needy; 

v. To provide stipends to educated youth during training before their employment 

in jobs; 

vi. To provide stipends and financial assistance to brilliant but poor students who 

cannot afford to acquire higher technical or medical education abroad for lack of 

money. 

1.2 Background:  

It is important to note that the zakat funds are released to the Provincial Zakat Fund which is 

then distributed by the PZC (Provincial Zakat Council), at the respective provincial headquarters, to the 

DZCs (District Zakat Council), hospitals, deeni madaris etc. All cash transfers thus practically take 

place at the provincial level. DG Audit, Social Safety Nets carries out separate Zakat audit at the 

provincial level and subsequently issues separate report to each provincial government as well. Hence, 

the discussion in the following paras is based on the issues identified during audit of zakat funds at the 

provincial levels. 

As far as Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal is concerned, a one line annual budget is released by the 

government through assignment account which is then distributed to regional offices as per requirement. 

The cash transfer in health and education take place at both level; at the Head Quarter and Regional / 

Provincial level. The process of payment gets initiated by the individual level application submitted in 

regional office and after verification of the financial health of the applicant as well as the verification 

of the medical estimate prepared by the hospital authority the case is approved by the competent 

authority and cheque is issued to the concerned hospital for the treatment of the patient.  

In hospitals a separate designated accounts are being maintained and no other transaction is 

made through these accounts. Same process is followed while making the payment of educational 

stipend through universities. Any unspent balances, in the designated health and education bank 

accounts, are credited back to Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal at the close of the financial year. These bank 

accounts’ balances and utilization reports along with other auditable documents are being audited on 

regular basis. 

1.3 Establishing the Audit theme:   
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It is imperative to study the processes of cash transfer mechanism to health and education 

sectors through Zakat funds or Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal due to Pakistan’s international commitments to the 

SDGs of reduction of hunger and poverty and to enhance access to education.  

1.3.1 Reasons of selection:  

i. To check the system of internal controls and their compliance. 

ii. To check transparency in distribution of Zakat/Funds. 

iii. To conduct compliance with authority audit of Zakat and Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal 

iv. To check the criteria for selection of assistance and rehabilitation programs and 

their impact on the targeted beneficiaries.  

v. To ascertain the veracity of selected beneficiaries whether the persons selected for 

financial assistance, come up to the criteria set forth in Acts.  

vi.  To check whether the beneficiaries are receiving financial assistance from any 

other poverty alleviation program. Study the issues involved in cash distribution in 

health and education sectors through zakat and Bait-ul-Mal  

1.3.2 Purpose/Objective: The focus of this chapter is to identify key issues which 

are related to the cash transfer of funds from Zakat and Bait-ul Mal for education 

and health sectors and not actual provision of funds to the beneficiaries but to 

the institutions rendering education and health services to them. 

1.3.3 Scope: This part is limited to identification of issues only as all audit findings 

identified during the audit must be responded to by the PAOs in the respective 

PACs. During the financial year 2020-21 PBM incurred an expenditure of Rs. 

2,730.081 million on IFA- Health and Education. 

2 Legal framework governing the Theme:  

Following are the legal documents related to the Theme 

i. Zakat & Ushr Ordinance 1980. 

ii. Decisions of Central Zakat Council. 

iii. Public Procurement Rules, 2004 

iv. Zakat Disbursement Procedures. 

v. The Sindh Zakat & Ushr Act, 2011 

vi. The Punjab Zakat & Ushr Act, 2018 

vii. The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Zakat and Ushr Act, 2011; 

viii. Sindh Zakat Disbursement Procedures. 

ix. Instructions issued time to time by PASS Division. 

x. Instructions issued time to time by M/O Zakat & Ushr and Provincial Zakat Council. 

xi. Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal Act 1991 

xii. Decisions of Bait-ul-Mal Board. 
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3 Stakeholders and governmental organizations identified as directly / indirectly 

involved:   

Federal and Provincial Governments, Provincial & District Zakat Councils and 

mustahiqeen. 

4 Role of important organizations 

Provincial/District level Health Institutions, Federal/Provincial/District level 

Educational Institutions, Vocational Training Institutes, School for Rehabilitation of Child 

Labour  

5 Organization Financials Funding procedures and Sources:  

Government of Pakistan released following funds in 2020-202174 as Zakat: 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Name of Province Budget 

1 Punjab 4,229.795 

2 Sindh 1,748.404 

3 KPK 1,019.103 

4 Balochistan 376.8175 

5 Gilgit Baltistan 103.0712 

6 PLA of Zakat Fund under ICT 195.0415 

7 Provincial Zakat Fund, KPK (PATA) 256.9286 

Total 7,929.16 

Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal Budget 

Rs. in million 

6 Field audit activity 

Desk Audit and Field Audit; reviewing the documents  

6.1 Audit Methodology 

Sample based field audit activity was carried out in order to find the efficacy of the cash transfer 

mechanism in health and education sectors. These following findings are based on the understanding of 

both entities developed over audit experience of many years as well. An effort has been made to list 

                                                           
74 Letter No 1(3) ZC/20212-Zakat/187-193 dated 07/09/2020 issued by PASS Division Islamabad 

Particulars 2020-21 

Budget received from GOP 6,105.000 

Other Receipt i.e (Un-spend from hospitals, Donation, other 

receipt) included in Annual Budget  

   691.194 

Total Budget 6,796.194 

Total Expenditure  6,796.194 
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few systemic issues which if corrected could make the maximum impact towards effective service 

delivery and resultant welfare of the poor and needy. 

6.2 Audit Analysis 

6.2.1 Review of Internal Controls 

Internal control review mechanism is not very effective in both Zakat and Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal. 

Internal audit wing does exist in Pakistan Bait ul Mal and they do focus on pre-audit of the claims and 

bills but the story is totally different when it comes to the Zakat Offices. 

Internal audit offices do not exist in the Zakat department of Balochistan Province which needs 

to be set up immediately. Audit is of the view that all the internal controls may be regularly reviewed 

by the management and changes may be made wherever required. Fraud and wrong payment control 

procedures and SOPs may be updated as well. 

6.2.2 Critical Review 

Data integration between the MIS of various government departments operating in the social 

safety arena of the federal government appears to be the major issue as many beneficiaries were 

discovered who were obtaining aid from multiple organizations. As far as, Zakat money is concerned 

that is handed over to the provinces on the basis of the population and as per the share worked out in 

the NFC. After 18th amendment provincial governments are responsible for the disbursement of zakat. 

However, in order to ensure uniformity and transparency federal government may at least direct the 

respective provincial governments for development of their MIS. 

Similarly, despite a clear-cut policy issued by the Cabinet Division that government employees 

were ineligible to receive zakat, multiple cases were found involving this irregularity due to the non-

integration of data at all levels. 

In the presence of health card especially in KP, sizeable funds may be directed towards 

marriages of the poor people in the local community. In some instance health authorities failed to 

consume the entire funds in the provinces either due to the late release or availability of Sehat card. As 

far as stipends were concerned, the provincial departments were doing a good job. In Sindh a systemic 

issue of issuance of NOC by the Deputy Commissioner for release of fund to the deeni madaris was 

creating bottleneck which may be removed. Late release of health funds by the provincial governments, 

dormant bank account of the District Zakat Committees, absence of Chairmen of Zakat committees etc. 

lead to major savings on the health portion of Zakat distributable budget which practically deprived the 

needy from availing benefit of the zakat scheme. 

Non-assessment and consequent non-collection of Ushr and its subsequent non-disbursement 

to the poor is a chronic issue. It can be a significant source of funds generation for the welfare of poor. 

Despite Pakistan being an Islamic country, this important issue is being ignored. 

The procedure for declaration of mustahiqeen needs to be automated. If possible, a joint poverty 

survey may be carried out, through the administration of the district, under multiple agencies dealing 

with the issues of cash transfer to mustahiqeen and based on the results the electronic records of the 

mustahiqeen may be generated and shared among the multiple departments and agencies. 

Payment of amount from multiple programs to the same beneficiaries and unavailability of 

verified data of the beneficiaries all were found common. The departments operating on the social safety 

nets side need to hold regular meeting among themselves to identify the cross cutting issues and 

mechanism to address those issues, as well. 
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In time treatment of the deserving patients is of paramount importance. Late releases of the 

funds to the concerned hospitals cause a lot of problem to the beneficiaries. Multiple times it has been 

observed that the cases take too long to be processed that either the individual expires or is forced out 

to private hospitals. The main purpose of facilitating the needy at that critical time is hardly achieved. 

Despite the fact that funds are available but because of this inordinate delays in processing deprives the 

needy. During the course of audit, it was found that in many hospitals huge amount of funds couldn’t 

be utilized because of the processing hurdles.  

Proper utility of the funds towards the needy in case of medical can only be assure by the PBM, 

when it will have a proper utilization and corresponding reconciliation report(s) from the hospitals. In 

the year 2021, Rs.1,837.778 million were released to different hospitals against 11,946 number patients. 

Out of that total money allocated, Rs.164 million couldn’t be utilized by the hospital and ultimately 

they had to return back this money. Management of PBM failed to reconcile this cash transfer with the 

hospitals.  

  Management of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal transferred cash to 160 Women Empowerment Centers 

(WECs) across country. During audit it was observed that the WECs in KPK and Balochistan were not 

registered with their Technical Boards respectively. These Women Empowerment Centers are working 

from more than 20 years without registration. 

Cash transferred in Zakat is being disbursed in the shape of Guzara Allowance, Marriage 

assistance, Educational stipend and in Health assistance. Fund is being paid as education stipend for 

both general and technical stipend. In Punjab Province Vocational Training Institutes were established 

by Punjab Vocational Training Council (PVTC) in all districts of the province. These institutes are 

imparting technical training to deserving students whom are financed out of zakat fund. A major portion 

of the Zakat budget of the District Zakat Fund is being paid to Vocational Training Institutes. Audit 

observed that in certain cases the students did not complete the course and were dropped out before 

completion of course which resulted in wastage of zakat fund as the purpose for which Funds were 

released could not be fulfilled.  Zakat Fund as one time grant was paid to the deserving persons who 

received technical training from Vocational Training Institutes in different trades for start of their 

business under the Program. Audit observed that no follow-up has been carried out by the Zakat 

Department to check whether the objective for which Cash was transferred could be fulfilled. In the 

absence of proper monitoring and follow-up the payment of one time grant remained fruitless.  

As per Zakat procedure a monitoring committee of at least two DZC members was required to 

be constituted to supervise the conduct of the course and the quality of training. The committee was 

required to keep contact with course beneficiaries and comment upon their chances of permanent 

settlement after successful completion of training and award of diploma/certificate. However, audit 

observed that no such committees were formed to check the quality of technical education being 

provided to the students.  

From the record of District Zakat Committees it was also observed that the management failed 

to utilize the Fund and after retaining the amount in the account of District Zakat Fund, refunded it to 

Provincial Zakat Fund which resulted in depriving the mustahiqeen of the concerned district. Despite 

the fact that the Zakat Funds were available but the same could not be utilized for the betterment of the 

poor segment of the society. The same issue was also noticed in case of hospitals to whom Zakat Funds 

were released for treatment of poor patients. Hospital management refunded the amount without 

utilization; resultantly the poor patients were deprived of from getting medical assistance out of Zakat 

Fund 
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6.2.3 Significant Audit Observations 

Un-authorized use of unspent balance on IFA medical  

The management of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal issued cheques to different hospital on 

account of IFA Medical but the amount was not utilized by hospital. The reason may be, the 

delay in the released of fund by PBM management or negligence of hospital staff, the said 

amount of Rs.164,812,015 was kept in PBM IFA recovery account No.3008607544 (NIDA-

39-5) maintained in NBP Industrial Branch Islamabad against the above-mentioned DAC 

directives. 

In-Ordinate delay in process of IFA-Cases  

Inordinate delay has been done by Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal Head Office Islamabad in processing 

of Individual Financial Assistance-cases which resulted in non-treatment of poor patients out of Bait-

ul-Mal. Record provided by Pakistan Bait ul Mal management regarding IFA Cases, most of the cases 

were processed, has taken 8 to 11 months, whereas, it is evident that the applicants need the fund most 

urgently. It shows that Bait-ul-Mal failed to utilize the fund for the betterment of poor sector of the 

country.  

7. Departmental responses 

 The management of Pakistan Bait ul Mal replied that Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal’s main purpose is 

to provide free medical treatment for poor/needy sick persons. PBM use its major portion of  budget for 

this purpose, but due to large number of applications received from general public it is not possible to 

full fill the requirement of medical cases under this budget allocation. According to PBM Individual 

Financial Assistance Policy unspent amount will be used for pending cases of IFA (Medical). In this 

regard PBM Board in its 67th meeting held on 10th June 2020 was apprised that PBM received a large 

number of requests for provision of IFA (Medical) from deserving people which required funds much 

more than the budget released for the purposes by the Finance Division. Hence excess demand will be 

met through the PBM unspent amount retrieved from hospitals, and profit earned on reserves. The board 

approved the point with the desire that the amounts retrieved from hospitals and expenditures out of 

these may be clearly indicated in the financial statements of PBM. Furthermore, according to Finance 

Division, Budget Wing Letter No.F.2(32)/S.O(TSA)/187/2020 dated 16.12.2020, Cash Management & 

Treasury Single Account Rules, 2020 are not applicable on Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal being autonomous 

body. Regarding in ordinate delay in medical cases the management of PBM was of the opinion that 

they provide financial assistance to the poor/ deserving beneficiaries in the field of Medical. All the 

medical applications of deserving beneficiaries are processed on priority and the assistance is provided 

well in time. However, incomplete documentation or non-availability of funds may result non treatment 

of the patients and delay in provision of financial assistance. The preference is given to the continued 

patients of Cancer, Heart, already getting treatment from PBM. Moreover, the processing time of IFA 

Medical cases has been minimized by launching the E-filing Software in December 2021.  

Now PBM established F.C facilitation center at Headquarter and at regional offices, BMS and 

E filling/ E processing of cases and more than 90% case are being concluded/ disposed of within 10 to 

12 days. 

8. Recommendations: 

 Proactive and synergetic approach may be adopted to gain maximum value out of the 

public money and to lower the incidence of poverty and hunger in our country.  
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In time treatment of deserving patients is very important. Late release of funds, 

processing delays and non-utilizations of available funds seriously affects the beneficiaries. All 

the above mentions issues can be addressed by keeping the strict check towards the compliance. 

9. Conclusion 

 Processing delays despite the available funds causes a lot of issues to the patients. In 

time treatment in medical cases is of paramount importance. Poor patients are forced to move 

towards private treatment that is expensive and as well as unaffordable for them. All these 

issues need to be addressed for the relief of needy and effectiveness of these social protection’s 

programs. 

Cash payments on health and education can be made more effective if internal audit 

mechanism is made functional and is established where it does not exists; ERPs working in the 

public sector start talking with each other and timely reallocation of funds are made and funds 

are not kept unutilized due to the dormant bank accounts. 
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Annex-2 
Franchises/ BVS made withdrawals more than 120 million in a year 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. POS ID No. of 

transactions 

during Year 

Bank  Status Province Franchise 

District 

Amount 

withdrawn  

1 44666 19572 102 In-Active Punjab Kasur 235.11 

2 120085 18634 102 Active Punjab Pakpattan 222.75 

3 77203 14928 102 Active Sindh Hyderabad 79.18 

5 123508 14618 102 Active Punjab Faisalabad 176.38 

6 48319 14196 102 In-Active Punjab Faisalabad 170.48 

7 115714 13515 102 Active Punjab Jhang 166.65 

8 91808 13884 102 Active Punjab T.T Singh 166.19 

9 46875 13537 102 In-Active Punjab Hafizabad 160.52 

10 114043 13282 102 Active Punjab Khanewal 160.06 

11 113998 12793 102 Active Punjab Bahawalnagar 147.93 

13 91206 11869 102 Active Punjab Rawalpindi 141.68 

15 128247 11343 102 Active Punjab Faisalabad 135.16 

16 46020 11460 102 Active Punjab Vehari 134.92 

17 36577 11430 102 Active Punjab Multan 133.83 

18 91110 11464 102 Active Punjab Narowal 132.73 

19 122828 10880 102 Active Punjab Multan 130.46 

20 119455 10818 102 Active Punjab Sahiwal 129.22 

  Total     2723.24 
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Annex-3 
Duplicate payments to undergraduate students by both BISP and Pakistan Bait ul Mal – Rs 17.29 

million 

Amount in Rs. 

Sr. No. University Name STUDENT CNIC PBM Reg. 

Date 

BISP Date Baitul Mal 

Amount 

BISP amount 

(avg) 

1 University of Peshawar 1110130900295 6/13/2019 5/19/2021 16,612 95,000 

2 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

1120101488933 7/1/2020 11/26/2020 46,100 95,000 

3 AWKU  Mardan 1120104481655 4/15/2019 11/23/2020 24,050 95,000 

4 University of Peshawar 1120152885767 9/23/2019 7/10/2020 27,500 95,000 

5 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

1220126365565 8/1/2020 9/29/2020 33,300 95,000 

6 Federal Urdu University of 

Arts, S&T, Karachi 

1310102727779 6/3/2020 9/29/2020 46,500 95,000 

7 Hazara University, 

Mansehra 

1350392541466 8/8/2019 11/27/2020 13,463 95,000 

8 KUST Kohat 1410145302669 2/9/2019 9/25/2020 16,285 95,000 

9 KUST Kohat 1410193410506 12/11/2019 12/17/2020 31,105 95,000 

10 KUST Kohat 1430116752017 1/27/2020 9/23/2020 18,825 95,000 

11 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

1430119957287 8/1/2020 9/28/2020 47,100 95,000 

12 University of Malakand 1540275907257 1/25/2021 2/22/2021 14,000 95,000 

13 University of Swat 1560182735875 7/14/2020 8/21/2020 11,636 95,000 

14 University of Swat 1560266935999 8/7/2020 8/21/2020 8,865 95,000 

15 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

1560299834955 6/3/2020 9/29/2020 47,200 95,000 

16 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

1560503448451 2/3/2020 9/29/2020 11,400 95,000 

17 KMU 1560603469097 3/27/2019 1/26/2021 42,500 95,000 

18 University of Swat 1560603565429 6/7/2020 8/21/2020 12,650 95,000 

19 University of Swat 1560703760581 7/16/2020 8/21/2020 12,647 95,000 

20 University of Swat 1560703804927 8/2/2019 9/25/2020 8,865 95,000 

21 UET Peshawar 1610206211621 11/15/2019 10/23/2020 19,649 95,000 

22 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

1610218652021 5/3/2020 9/29/2020 23,600 95,000 

23 Islamia College Peshawar 1620130959173 7/11/2019 10/9/2020 26,000 95,000 

24 University of Swabi 1620181297991 3/22/2019 11/23/2020 19,509 95,000 

25 Islamia College Peshawar 1620246309262 2/25/2020 9/25/2020 26,000 95,000 

26 UoT Nowshera 1620280251249 4/17/2019 10/9/2020 21,000 95,000 

27 Islamia College Peshawar 1710174954999 7/20/2020 10/9/2020 28,500 95,000 

28 National University of 

Sciences & Technology, 

Islamabad 

1720103827075 5/5/2020 9/21/2020 100,000 95,000 

29 UET Peshawar 1730125650663 1/17/2020 5/19/2021 10,649 95,000 

30 University of Peshawar 1730195400014 2/19/2020 10/23/2020 40,000 95,000 

31 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

2120307784593 3/1/2020 9/28/2020 38,800 95,000 

32 University of Peshawar 2130210875799 1/20/2020 12/17/2020 36,900 95,000 

33 Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid 

Agriculture University, 

Rawalpindi 

2130356014063 2/28/2020 9/29/2020 34,600 95,000 

34 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

2140560671947 12/27/2019 9/28/2020 46,100 95,000 

35 KMU 2150584235501 8/27/2019 10/9/2020 39,000 95,000 
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36 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

2170883050553 6/25/2020 11/24/2020 36,200 95,000 

37 Government Sadiq College 

Women University, 

Bahawalpur 

3110492006318 11/27/2020 12/31/2020 9,500 95,000 

38 Islamia University, 

Bahawalpur 

3120289168568 5/5/2020 7/28/2020 8,000 95,000 

39 University of Agriculture, 

Faisalabad 

3130290908507 3/19/2020 8/19/2020 28,150 95,000 

40 KFUEIT, Rahim Yar Khan 3130392411210 3/16/2020 8/19/2020 38,500 95,000 

41 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

3210242816571 3/1/2020 9/28/2020 46,100 95,000 

42 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

3210261760717 12/27/2019 9/28/2020 46,100 95,000 

43 Gomal University 3210362178200 2/18/2020 8/19/2020 25,375 95,000 

44 Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid 

Agriculture University, 

Rawalpindi 

3220189987625 7/2/2019 11/23/2020 30,100 95,000 

45 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

3220212580509 12/27/2019 9/28/2020 47,100 95,000 

46 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3220306662083 2/25/2020 8/19/2020 28,800 95,000 

47 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3230150955761 3/3/2020 8/19/2020 13,200 95,000 

48 MNS University of 

Agriculture, Multan 

3230293198970 2/17/2020 8/19/2020 26,900 95,000 

49 Ghazi University, Dera 

Ghazi Khan 

3230321333351 12/11/2020 10/12/2020 34,500 95,000 

50 Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid 

Agriculture University, 

Rawalpindi 

3230376950281 6/2/2020 9/28/2020 45,100 95,000 

51 Ghazi University, Dera 

Ghazi Khan 

3230406676311 1/15/2021 2/24/2021 29,550 95,000 

52 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3230433494613 12/2/2020 7/28/2020 24,200 95,000 

53 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3230452240943 9/18/2019 8/19/2020 13,200 95,000 

54 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3230457812433 3/19/2019 11/23/2020 24,200 95,000 

55 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3230458551603 2/4/2019 11/23/2020 22,000 95,000 

56 Ghazi University, Dera 

Ghazi Khan 

3230460860361 4/2/2020 8/19/2020 13,850 95,000 

57 NFCEIT Multan 3230462660557 5/3/2020 9/25/2020 33,000 95,000 

58 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3230465740533 11/15/2019 1/26/2021 13,200 95,000 

59 Rawalpindi Medical 

University, Rawalpindi 

3240315387735 12/19/2019 2/2/2021 10,262 95,000 

60 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3240332533348 5/7/2019 8/19/2020 20,700 95,000 

61 University of the Punjab, 

Lahore 

3320204274874 2/21/2020 9/25/2020 10,900 95,000 

62 Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid 

Agriculture University, 

Rawalpindi 

3410125464064 6/2/2020 9/29/2020 45,100 95,000 

63 Federal Urdu University of 

Arts, S&T, Karachi 

3410421484491 6/2/2020 9/28/2020 64,500 95,000 

64 University of Gujrat, Gujrat 3420138426814 9/3/2020 9/25/2020 14,249 95,000 

65 University of Engineering & 

Technology, Taxila 

3460366861013 8/4/2019 9/21/2020 21,000 95,000 

66 University of Agriculture, 

Faisalabad 

3510207982681 5/22/2019 9/24/2020 36,500 95,000 
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67 University of Engineering & 

Technology, Lahore 

3520253747942 5/3/2021 4/5/2021 40,975 95,000 

68 University of Okara 3530118579460 12/23/2020 12/28/2020 8,500 95,000 

69 University of Okara 3530209319294 12/19/2019 12/16/2020 28,900 95,000 

70 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

3530217246531 7/1/2020 9/28/2020 46,100 95,000 

71 University of Okara 3530229179449 10/29/2020 12/18/2020 13,375 95,000 

72 Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid 

Agriculture University, 

Rawalpindi 

3530233160957 5/24/2019 11/23/2020 7,700 95,000 

73 University of Okara 3530244070822 10/15/2019 6/16/2021 17,675 95,000 

74 University of Okara 3530289079243 8/28/2020 1/26/2021 10,500 95,000 

75 University of Okara 3530357109386 10/16/2019 6/11/2020 28,900 95,000 

76 University of Okara 3530391665399 12/24/2019 12/16/2020 8,500 95,000 

77 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3550301630195 2/4/2019 11/23/2020 22,000 95,000 

78 National University of 

Sciences & Technology, 

Islamabad 

3610311014925 4/22/2020 11/23/2020 100,000 95,000 

79 University of Engineering & 

Technology, Lahore 

3610442623921 12/30/2019 11/8/2020 30,000 95,000 

80 MNS University of 

Agriculture, Multan 

3610485753056 2/24/2020 8/19/2020 26,500 95,000 

81 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3620111682803 5/3/2020 8/19/2020 13,200 95,000 

82 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3620116402069 3/3/2020 8/19/2020 13,200 95,000 

83 Islamia University, 

Bahawalpur 

3620323078803 7/2/2020 8/19/2020 23,400 95,000 

84 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3620346464813 9/3/2020 8/19/2020 29,500 95,000 

85 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3620350830709 3/3/2020 8/19/2020 13,200 95,000 

86 National University of 

Modern Languages, 

Islamabad (NUML) 

3630106797029 6/8/2019 8/19/2020 27,700 95,000 

87 MNS UET Multan 3630218170251 5/22/2019 8/19/2020 31,000 95,000 

88 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3630239504898 2/17/2020 8/19/2020 13,200 95,000 

89 The Women University, 

Multan 

3630246116508 7/31/2019 8/19/2020 9,500 95,000 

90 MNS University of 

Agriculture, Multan 

3630251334755 10/2/2020 8/19/2020 13,500 95,000 

91 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3630278408871 2/27/2020 8/19/2020 13,200 95,000 

92 MNS University of 

Agriculture, Multan 

3630287999162 8/29/2019 7/28/2020 21,500 95,000 

93 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3630292543627 3/13/2019 5/24/2021 24,200 95,000 

94 National University of 

Sciences & Technology, 

Islamabad 

3630327825181 7/7/2020 11/23/2020 100,000 95,000 

95 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

3630430842421 10/2/2020 9/28/2020 47,100 95,000 

96 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3630463686384 1/6/2020 8/19/2020 23,700 95,000 

97 University of Poonch 

Rawalakot AJ&K 

3650282157415 2/20/2019 11/23/2020 38,732 95,000 

98 University of Agriculture, 

Faisalabad 

3660140057180 9/14/2020 12/11/2020 21,000 95,000 
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99 University of Agriculture, 

Faisalabad 

3660155657809 8/26/2020 10/11/2020 6,200 95,000 

100 National University of 

Modern Languages, 

Islamabad (NUML) 

3660159450572 10/1/2020 11/23/2020 28,220 95,000 

101 Cholistan University of 

Veterinary and Animal 

Sciences, Bahawalpur 

3660224582015 3/19/2020 8/19/2020 17,000 95,000 

102 Federal Urdu University of 

Arts, S&T, Karachi 

3710426689585 3/21/2019 11/23/2020 54,000 95,000 

103 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

3710479773658 1/17/2019 11/23/2020 37,400 95,000 

104 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

3720131947607 7/1/2020 9/29/2020 47,950 95,000 

105 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

3720364215990 2/20/2020 9/28/2020 79,300 95,000 

106 Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid 

Agriculture University, 

Rawalpindi 

3720374811191 8/1/2020 4/2/2021 45,100 95,000 

107 National University of 

Modern Languages, 

Islamabad (NUML) 

3740525262947 1/13/2020 1/10/2020 36,720 95,000 

108 Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid 

Agriculture University, 

Rawalpindi 

3740529814606 5/4/2019 11/23/2020 30,100 95,000 

109 National University of 

Modern Languages, 

Islamabad (NUML) 

3740537169440 2/26/2020 9/28/2020 70,680 95,000 

110 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

3740545824344 1/13/2020 9/28/2020 53,100 95,000 

111 Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid 

Agriculture University, 

Rawalpindi 

3740557881091 5/21/2019 11/23/2020 30,100 95,000 

112 Federal Urdu University of 

Arts, S&T, Karachi 

3740581330903 4/29/2019 11/23/2020 33,000 95,000 

113 Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid 

Agriculture University, 

Rawalpindi 

3740584205945 8/1/2020 9/29/2020 16,600 95,000 

114 University of Sargodha, 

Sargodha 

3810193562512 8/4/2021 6/16/2021 14,400 95,000 

115 National University of 

Modern Languages, 

Islamabad (NUML) 

3830228695177 3/19/2020 9/29/2020 61,570 95,000 

116 Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid 

Agriculture University, 

Rawalpindi 

3830265526955 6/2/2020 9/28/2020 16,600 95,000 

117 University of Engineering & 

Technology, Lahore 

3840111677885 3/19/2020 3/9/2020 46,000 95,000 

118 University of Sargodha, 

Sargodha 

3840133022436 11/16/2020 11/20/2020 4,325 95,000 

119 Peoples University of 

Medical & Health Sciences 

for Women, NawabShah 

4120564669658 5/25/2021 2/6/2021 26,600 95,000 

120 The Women University, 

Multan 

4130423629902 6/1/2020 8/19/2020 15,500 95,000 

121 Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid 

Agriculture University, 

Rawalpindi 

4140166251515 5/24/2019 1/2/2021 28,200 95,000 
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122 Peoples University of 

Medical & Health Sciences 

for Women, NawabShah 

4150606184326 8/12/2020 12/23/2020 17,600 95,000 

123 University of sindh 4170106249273 9/28/2020 12/11/2020 38,500 95,000 

124 Sindh Agriculture 

University, Tandojam 

4170106749108 10/16/2020 12/11/2020 30,000 95,000 

125 Federal Urdu University of 

Arts, S&T, Karachi 

4250165226449 11/19/2020 12/14/2020 43,600 95,000 

126 Shaheed Mohtarma Benazir 

Bhutto Medical University 

Larkana 

4310584867949 11/18/2020 12/14/2020 39,400 95,000 

127 Shaheed Mohtarma Benazir 

Bhutto Medical University 

Larkana 

4310587184285 5/5/2021 2/6/2021 31,900 95,000 

128 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

4320761489830 10/14/2019 5/5/2021 20,200 95,000 

129 University of sindh 4410712898521 5/6/2020 2/9/2020 5,900 95,000 

130 Peoples University of 

Medical & Health Sciences 

for Women, NawabShah 

4420310822926 5/5/2021 2/6/2021 26,600 95,000 

131 National University of 

Sciences & Technology, 

Islamabad 

4510583585167 4/22/2020 9/21/2020 100,000 95,000 

132 Peoples University of 

Medical & Health Sciences 

for Women, NawabShah 

4520262701786 5/10/2020 12/11/2020 45,350 95,000 

133 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

4520290149799 10/7/2019 10/3/2021 27,230 95,000 

134 Shah Abdul Latif 

University, Khairpur 

4520386636317 8/20/2020 2/9/2020 4,750 95,000 

135 Peoples University of 

Medical & Health Sciences 

for Women, NawabShah 

4520433018540 4/20/2020 12/11/2020 100,000 95,000 

136 Peoples University of 

Medical & Health Sciences 

for Women, NawabShah 

4550271129880 11/1/2021 1/25/2021 26,800 95,000 

137 Shaheed Mohtarma Benazir 

Bhutto Medical University 

Larkana 

4550462494168 7/24/2020 2/9/2020 37,400 95,000 

138 UET Khuzdar 5140107800325 2/6/2020 9/21/2020 14,390 95,000 

139 UET Khuzdar 5140132089733 7/22/2020 9/21/2020 13,390 95,000 

140 UET Khuzdar 5140136108896 2/10/2020 10/16/2020 35,000 95,000 

141 UET Khuzdar 5140168419084 8/5/2020 12/21/2020 13,477 95,000 

142 UET Khuzdar 5140192000921 1/10/2020 10/16/2020 16,390 95,000 

143 UET Khuzdar 5140192631073 7/21/2020 9/21/2020 10,220 95,000 

144 LUAWMS 5150107898282 9/25/2020 10/16/2020 7,255 95,000 

145 LUAWMS 5150575188343 9/25/2020 10/16/2020 7,255 95,000 

146 LUAWMS 5170303568791 8/5/2020 10/3/2021 7,600 95,000 

147 University of Turbat 5210130924540 3/26/2021 4/13/2021 5,900 95,000 

148 University of Turbat 5210139772615 3/18/2021 3/29/2021 5,900 95,000 

149 University of Turbat 5210186774328 3/18/2021 3/29/2021 5,900 95,000 

150 University of Turbat 5210198010286 3/26/2021 4/13/2021 5,900 95,000 

151 Bolan Medical University 

Quetta 

5220318826787 9/23/2019 10/3/2021 18,400 95,000 

152 University of Balochistan 5220391182435 7/24/2020 9/21/2020 9,910 95,000 

153 UET Khuzdar 5320215133396 2/18/2021 10/3/2021 35,000 95,000 

154 University of Balochistan 5340471735161 12/4/2021 10/6/2021 17,630 95,000 
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155 BUITEMS, Quetta 5420205203165 3/24/2021 4/13/2021 18,240 95,000 

156 BUITEMS, Quetta 5430340579719 8/24/2020 4/1/2021 22,300 95,000 

157 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

5430364437803 3/19/2019 9/21/2020 29,700 95,000 

158 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

5430396218349 3/1/2020 9/28/2020 53,600 95,000 

159 University of Balochistan 5440011195954 3/11/2020 12/21/2020 4,570 95,000 

160 UET Khuzdar 5440068266511 8/3/2021 3/17/2021 15,610 95,000 

161 University of Balochistan 5440180637314 8/24/2020 10/16/2020 25,870 95,000 

162 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

5510385705453 10/15/2020 5/11/2020 28,600 95,000 

163 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

5650325676503 6/2/2020 9/28/2020 21,000 95,000 

164 University of Balochistan 5660103623551 11/3/2020 3/29/2021 11,375 95,000 

165 KFUEIT, Rahim Yar Khan 6110106136340 9/24/2019 12/11/2020 33,500 95,000 

166 Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid 

Agriculture University, 

Rawalpindi 

6110195075174 4/18/2019 11/23/2020 7,700 95,000 

167 University of Health 

Sciences, Lahore 

7110430529303 9/11/2020 11/2/2021 19,700 95,000 

168 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

7110503449419 1/13/2020 9/28/2020 46,100 95,000 

169 Federal Urdu University of 

Arts, S&T, Karachi 

7130276564123 2/28/2020 9/28/2020 46,500 95,000 

170 Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid 

Agriculture University, 

Rawalpindi 

7140254599707 4/16/2019 1/2/2021 28,150 95,000 

171 University of Sargodha, 

Sargodha 

7150145467237 1/13/2020 9/29/2020 24,200 95,000 

172 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

7160105995306 7/1/2020 9/28/2020 46,100 95,000 

173 University of Poonch 

Rawalakot AJ&K 

7160106035739 3/18/2021 5/31/2021 22,904 95,000 

174 MUST, Mirpur 7160106049677 8/2/2019 9/21/2020 27,525 95,000 

175 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

7160106055285 2/26/2019 11/23/2020 28,400 95,000 

176 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

8130223794611 5/9/2019 11/23/2020 28,400 95,000 

177 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

8210268070971 8/7/2019 11/23/2020 28,400 95,000 

178 University of Health 

Sciences, Lahore 

8220342092015 4/17/2019 12/17/2020 31,927 95,000 

179 University of Health 

Sciences, Lahore 

8220370733226 3/28/2019 12/17/2020 31,927 95,000 

180 University of Poonch 

Rawalakot AJ&K 

8230332439424 1/22/2021 5/17/2021 19,965 95,000 

181 National University of 

Modern Languages, 

Islamabad (NUML) 

8240189644443 1/13/2020 9/28/2020 70,680 95,000 

182 Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid 

Agriculture University, 

Rawalpindi 

8240191792208 7/24/2019 11/23/2020 30,100 95,000 

 Total 5,153,858 17,290,000 
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Annex-4 

Unauthorized payment of under-graduate scholarship program to the children of Government 

Officers BS-17 to BS-21 – Rs 44.935 million 

Amount in Rs. 

Sr.  

No. 

University_Name Student  

CNIC 

FATHER’s  

CNIC 

Employee 

Subgroup 

Average 

Amount 

paid  

1 University of Balochistan 5440067734115 5440093914841 Grade 21 95,000 

2 UST Bannu 1110147968816 1110114573691 Grade 20 95,000 

3 UST Bannu 1110184989106 1110166782343 Grade 20 95,000 

4 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3230452063154 3230415523467 Grade 20 95,000 

5 University of Health Sciences, 

Lahore 

3840399644494 3840379256907 Grade 20 95,000 

6 University of sindh 4110560277501 4110528253661 Grade 20 95,000 

7 JSMU,KARACHI 4320368787197 4320309771953 Grade 20 95,000 

8 BBS University of Technology 

& Skill Development Khairpur 

Mirs 

4520385685467 4520206783515 Grade 20 95,000 

9 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520377738334 4520326058311 Grade 20 95,000 

10 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520543789095 4520581568227 Grade 20 95,000 

11 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520696800189 4520692927341 Grade 20 95,000 

12 Dawood University of 

Engineering & Technology 

Karachi 

4520879528663 4520873834771 Grade 20 95,000 

13 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4550260312855 4550208216743 Grade 20 95,000 

14 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4550465109762 4550411216303 Grade 20 95,000 

15 BUITEMS, Quetta 5150354976046 5150388459647 Grade 20 95,000 

16 UET Khuzdar 5160246574747 5160211350975 Grade 20 95,000 

17 Bolan Medical University 

Quetta 

5160213435010 5160290329419 Grade 20 95,000 

18 Bolan Medical University 

Quetta 

5160213435010 5160290329419 Grade 20 95,000 

19 University of Balochistan 5220377965171 5220309886445 Grade 20 95,000 

20 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

5220351048583 5220309944047 Grade 20 95,000 

21 Bolan Medical University 

Quetta 

5220397143387 5220347283925 Grade 20 95,000 

22 SBK Quetta 5430346817758 5430320307937 Grade 20 95,000 

23 SBK Quetta 5430347461420 5430320574915 Grade 20 95,000 

24 SBK Quetta 5440053514034 5440004593345 Grade 20 95,000 

25 BUITEMS, Quetta 5440001612557 5440089656603 Grade 20 95,000 

26 KMU 1120174916707 1120103676067 Grade 19 95,000 

27 University of Peshawar 1120125542733 1120104091029 Grade 19 95,000 

28 University of Engineering & 

Technology, Lahore 

1420335190475 1420320431329 Grade 19 95,000 
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29 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

1710304200271 1710124364879 Grade 19 95,000 

30 University of Peshawar 1730175544146 1730113178973 Grade 19 95,000 

31 AUP 1560263115799 1730167537541 Grade 19 95,000 

32 University of Peshawar 2110320439219 2110305295463 Grade 19 95,000 

33 University of Agriculture, 

Faisalabad 

1610195386857 2110322945833 Grade 19 95,000 

34 UST Bannu 2150586499370 2150546880387 Grade 19 95,000 

35 MNS UET Multan 3120157552165 3120103223913 Grade 19 95,000 

36 University of Engineering & 

Technology, Lahore 

3120306091945 3120387870919 Grade 19 95,000 

37 University of the Punjab, 

Lahore 

3430193919723 3430117704881 Grade 19 95,000 

38 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

3450111565159 3450158521529 Grade 19 95,000 

39 Punjab Tianjin University of 

Technology, Lahore 

3520165403603 3520113323969 Grade 19 95,000 

40 Punjab Tianjin University of 

Technology, Lahore 

3520113364973 3520113323969 Grade 19 95,000 

41 COMSATS University 

Islamabad 

3520259145477 3520224043359 Grade 19 95,000 

42 University of the Punjab, 

Lahore 

3110537446681 3520253892253 Grade 19 95,000 

43 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3630214679602 3630256964985 Grade 19 95,000 

44 The Women University, 

Multan 

3660213698774 3660209169711 Grade 19 95,000 

45 University of sindh 4160306145781 4110592301697 Grade 19 95,000 

46 University of sindh 4180306123699 4130135206827 Grade 19 95,000 

47 JSMU,KARACHI 4220139134245 4220107874921 Grade 19 95,000 

48 Benazir Bhutto Shaheed 

University, Lyari Karachi 

4230113909750 4230122529695 Grade 19 95,000 

49 University of sindh 4310573442523 4230148897259 Grade 19 95,000 

50 JSMU,KARACHI 4250115422558 4250115338647 Grade 19 95,000 

51 Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto 

University of Law, Karachi 

4310279508161 4310255962861 Grade 19 95,000 

52 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4310270134511 4310270134511 Grade 19 95,000 

53 Peoples University of Medical 

& Health Sciences for Women, 

NawabShah 

4310502039884 4310547395923 Grade 19 95,000 

54 Dawood University of 

Engineering & Technology 

Karachi 

4320269038063 4320216767543 Grade 19 95,000 

55 Shaheed Mohtarma Benazir 

Bhutto Medical University 

Larkana 

4320344334810 4320313441039 Grade 19 95,000 

56 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

4320536445653 4320515231577 Grade 19 95,000 

57 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4320694665694 4320687045839 Grade 19 95,000 

58 University of sindh 4330315562167 4330379447625 Grade 19 95,000 

59 JSMU,KARACHI 4330495119084 4330494152785 Grade 19 95,000 
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60 QUEST, Nawabshah 4410360729269 4410357391007 Grade 19 95,000 

61 University of sindh 4440460765495 4410476140319 Grade 19 95,000 

62 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4510218451641 4510268052847 Grade 19 95,000 

63 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520168848369 4520104118561 Grade 19 95,000 

64 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520367431639 4520380035309 Grade 19 95,000 

65 Dawood University of 

Engineering & Technology 

Karachi 

4520498778773 4520405270311 Grade 19 95,000 

66 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520448666072 4520415499623 Grade 19 95,000 

67 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520512281336 4520541112437 Grade 19 95,000 

68 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520629853635 4520623454327 Grade 19 95,000 

69 Sindh Agriculture University, 

Tandojam 

4520616065423 4520653399047 Grade 19 95,000 

70 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520604736393 4520684276951 Grade 19 95,000 

71 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520696543892 4520685588645 Grade 19 95,000 

72 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520665455231 4520685588645 Grade 19 95,000 

73 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520857600618 4520845297877 Grade 19 95,000 

74 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520818329505 4520846838763 Grade 19 95,000 

75 Federal Urdu University of 

Arts, S&T, Karachi 

4520848461061 4520875343147 Grade 19 95,000 

76 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520815989573 4520877460995 Grade 19 95,000 

77 University of sindh 4530363628958 4530315273857 Grade 19 95,000 

78 Shaheed Mohtarma Benazir 

Bhutto Medical University 

Larkana 

4530463947277 4530424473259 Grade 19 95,000 

79 QUEST, Nawabshah 4540194747247 4540106166523 Grade 19 95,000 

80 Peoples University of Medical 

& Health Sciences for Women, 

NawabShah 

4540405762778 4540209735469 Grade 19 95,000 

81 Liaquat University of Medical 

and Health Sciences, Jamshoro 

4540404380435 4540223775033 Grade 19 95,000 

82 QUEST, Nawabshah 4550136007849 4550118696725 Grade 19 95,000 

83 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4550463859211 4550410393243 Grade 19 95,000 

84 LUAWMS 5110109245441 5110123698391 Grade 19 95,000 

85 University of Turbat 5110101778051 5110154745235 Grade 19 95,000 

86 University of Balochistan 5120203138943 5120217890655 Grade 19 95,000 

87 SBK Quetta 5130141182312 5130121408295 Grade 19 95,000 

88 University of Turbat 5170303538479 5130304883293 Grade 19 95,000 

89 University of Balochistan 5140117309017 5140131546207 Grade 19 95,000 

90 Bolan Medical University 

Quetta 

5140152896430 5140173859097 Grade 19 95,000 
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91 Bolan Medical University 

Quetta 

5160220261114 5160269393305 Grade 19 95,000 

92 Bolan Medical University 

Quetta 

5210110024336 5210105622575 Grade 19 95,000 

93 University of Turbat 5210171587895 5210153856541 Grade 19 95,000 

94 University of Turbat 5210468105206 5210490583853 Grade 19 95,000 

95 University of Turbat 5220182431696 5220113593773 Grade 19 95,000 

96 BUITEMS, Quetta 5220384890295 5220309800409 Grade 19 95,000 

97 University of Turbat 5220377778987 5220309823475 Grade 19 95,000 

98 University of Turbat 5220395093507 5220309857841 Grade 19 95,000 

99 University of Turbat 5220386749885 5220309882527 Grade 19 95,000 

100 University of Turbat 5220357356003 5220309882773 Grade 19 95,000 

101 University of Turbat 5220346355963 5220309900211 Grade 19 95,000 

102 University of Turbat 5220340052897 5220309992123 Grade 19 95,000 

103 University of Turbat 5220385422432 5220319195507 Grade 19 95,000 

104 University of Turbat 5220370267306 5220341131805 Grade 19 95,000 

105 University of Turbat 5220398411006 5220353689663 Grade 19 95,000 

106 University of Turbat 5220309573053 5220361260133 Grade 19 95,000 

107 University of Turbat 5220455651651 5220410575355 Grade 19 95,000 

108 University of Turbat 5220466466364 5220410598539 Grade 19 95,000 

109 University of Turbat 5220436031744 5220422809925 Grade 19 95,000 

110 University of Turbat 5220405453949 5220491603377 Grade 19 95,000 

111 University of Balochistan 5230173891369 5230103244257 Grade 19 95,000 

112 SBK Quetta 5310452674096 5310406976889 Grade 19 95,000 

113 University of Balochistan 5320128384490 5340314134949 Grade 19 95,000 

114 BUITEMS, Quetta 5340354773409 5340314341693 Grade 19 95,000 

115 BUITEMS, Quetta 5430223925931 5430207760499 Grade 19 95,000 

116 BUITEMS, Quetta 5430334656915 5430320345419 Grade 19 95,000 

117 SBK Quetta 5430319960074 5430320456375 Grade 19 95,000 

118 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

5430383538423 5430320563207 Grade 19 95,000 

119 SBK Quetta 5440158206380 5440005073579 Grade 19 95,000 

120 SBK Quetta 5440110585877 5440005073579 Grade 19 95,000 

121 SBK Quetta 5440177989048 5440005330305 Grade 19 95,000 

122 DOW  University of health 

science karachi 

5440177698559 5440016765079 Grade 19 95,000 

123 BUITEMS, Quetta 5440030270019 5440024362481 Grade 19 95,000 

124 SBK Quetta 5440173943350 5440052789687 Grade 19 95,000 

125 BUITEMS, Quetta 5440161038790 5440074457803 Grade 19 95,000 

126 BUITEMS, Quetta 5440128178445 5440096713727 Grade 19 95,000 

127 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

3210392182431 5510266411099 Grade 19 95,000 

128 BUITEMS, Quetta 5510376422555 5510318725861 Grade 19 95,000 

129 AUP 5530160241561 5530160241561 Grade 19 95,000 

130 BUITEMS, Quetta 5620121694769 5620117615225 Grade 19 95,000 

131 AUP 5650318396959 5650318396959 Grade 19 95,000 

132 SBK Quetta 5650335384690 5650318515243 Grade 19 95,000 
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133 COMSATS University 

Islamabad 

7130115129739 7130126263143 Grade 19 95,000 

134 Islamia University, 

Bahawalpur 

7150319455209 7150339899911 Grade 19 95,000 

135 Islamia University, 

Bahawalpur 

7150339279454 7150350601097 Grade 19 95,000 

136 University of Poonch 

Rawalakot AJ&K 

8230371404187 8230310066057 Grade 19 95,000 

137 University of Poonch 

Rawalakot AJ&K 

8230360814646 8230326599965 Grade 19 95,000 

138 AUP 1110177662466 1110173044167 Grade 18 95,000 

139 Gomal University 1210123859621 1210134745855 Grade 18 95,000 

140 IM Sciences 1540289155127 1540260021685 Grade 18 95,000 

141 Hazara University, Mansehra 1560703847393 1560202610523 Grade 18 95,000 

142 KMU 1560221459570 1560230821407 Grade 18 95,000 

143 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

1710117424129 1710102617525 Grade 18 95,000 

144 SBBWU Peshawar 2120165320486 1730113620579 Grade 18 95,000 

145 AWKU  Mardan 2140786973401 2140786973401 Grade 18 95,000 

146 University of Health Sciences, 

Lahore 

3120248787829 3120258469601 Grade 18 95,000 

147 KFUEIT, Rahim Yar Khan 3130124179445 3130131158325 Grade 18 95,000 

148 Islamia University, 

Bahawalpur 

3130215385558 3130239168623 Grade 18 95,000 

149 Islamia University, 

Bahawalpur 

3130289495127 3130284205591 Grade 18 95,000 

150 Ghazi University, Dera Ghazi 

Khan 

3210403432920 3210209192615 Grade 18 95,000 

151 NFCEIT Multan 3210403452927 3210220181375 Grade 18 95,000 

152 Ghazi University, Dera Ghazi 

Khan 

3210312904619 3210390851043 Grade 18 95,000 

153 Nishtar Medical University, 

Multan 

3210360150795 3210390851043 Grade 18 95,000 

154 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3230185383348 3230140342631 Grade 18 95,000 

155 KFUEIT, Rahim Yar Khan 3230175766031 3230178728987 Grade 18 95,000 

156 University of Health Sciences, 

Lahore 

3230406542000 3230441936519 Grade 18 95,000 

157 Gomal University 3240334742315 3240380343871 Grade 18 95,000 

158 GC University, Faisalabad 3310668526681 3310603462063 Grade 18 95,000 

159 University of Agriculture, 

Faisalabad 

3330223347321 3330257503389 Grade 18 95,000 

160 University of Engineering & 

Technology, Taxila 

3460185592532 3460160529733 Grade 18 95,000 

161 University of the Punjab, 

Lahore 

3460346397171 3460355539235 Grade 18 95,000 

162 University of the Punjab, 

Lahore 

3510150163611 3510124938955 Grade 18 95,000 

163 University of Engineering & 

Technology, Lahore 

3520276621647 3520291389227 Grade 18 95,000 

164 University of Okara 3530154149278 3530118604225 Grade 18 95,000 

165 University of Agriculture, 

Faisalabad 

3530392605675 3530320927799 Grade 18 95,000 
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166 GC University, Faisalabad 3540422581090 3540415337583 Grade 18 95,000 

167 University of Engineering & 

Technology, Lahore 

3640196932883 3640108879671 Grade 18 95,000 

168 University of the Punjab, 

Lahore 

3640269350339 3640235228091 Grade 18 95,000 

169 MNS University of 

Agriculture, Multan 

3660397449721 3660314434745 Grade 18 95,000 

170 University of Sargodha, 

Sargodha 

3810188510264 3810105871735 Grade 18 95,000 

171 University of sindh 4110104550432 4110155962577 Grade 18 95,000 

172 QUEST, Nawabshah 4110397103219 4110364683031 Grade 18 95,000 

173 Liaquat University of Medical 

and Health Sciences, Jamshoro 

4110483062582 4110456496773 Grade 18 95,000 

174 University of sindh 4120137752539 4120198105595 Grade 18 95,000 

175 QUEST, Nawabshah 4120564933179 4120502909801 Grade 18 95,000 

176 Peoples University of Medical 

& Health Sciences for Women, 

NawabShah 

4130247142524 4130394593331 Grade 18 95,000 

177 JSMU,KARACHI 4130620639029 4130694739031 Grade 18 95,000 

178 Sindh Agriculture University, 

Tandojam 

4170106490959 4130757145451 Grade 18 95,000 

179 Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto 

University of Law, Karachi 

4140616534427 4140657243873 Grade 18 95,000 

180 Peoples University of Medical 

& Health Sciences for Women, 

NawabShah 

4140948702611 4140948702611 Grade 18 95,000 

181 Liaquat University of Medical 

and Health Sciences, Jamshoro 

4310505570797 4310524198523 Grade 18 95,000 

182 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4310511286276 4310590780089 Grade 18 95,000 

183 Shaheed Benazir Bhutto 

University Shaheed, 

Benazirabad 

4310597634019 4310598612303 Grade 18 95,000 

184 Dawood University of 

Engineering & Technology 

Karachi 

4320304599067 4320382381525 Grade 18 95,000 

185 University of sindh 4330361111630 4330346507155 Grade 18 95,000 

186 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

4440178578863 4410701808949 Grade 18 95,000 

187 PAQSJIMS, Gambat 4410797261481 4410787474609 Grade 18 95,000 

188 PAQSJIMS, Gambat 4410797261481 4410787474609 Grade 18 95,000 

189 PAQSJIMS, Gambat 4410797261481 4410787474609 Grade 18 95,000 

190 DOW  University of health 

science karachi 

4420353717416 4420343735575 Grade 18 95,000 

191 MUET JAMSHORO 4420482652531 4420440913823 Grade 18 95,000 

192 University of sindh 4430157198071 4430180406931 Grade 18 95,000 

193 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4510239261571 4510269334893 Grade 18 95,000 

194 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520203840887 4520206900389 Grade 18 95,000 

195 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520343359272 4520308080783 Grade 18 95,000 
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196 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520308674794 4520390399041 Grade 18 95,000 

197 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520455352197 4520449722837 Grade 18 95,000 

198 BBS University of Technology 

& Skill Development Khairpur 

Mirs 

4520526122233 4520573010429 Grade 18 95,000 

199 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520514512127 4520574408617 Grade 18 95,000 

200 BBS University of Technology 

& Skill Development Khairpur 

Mirs 

4520578827779 4520584838001 Grade 18 95,000 

201 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520660946173 4520648068429 Grade 18 95,000 

202 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520608302124 4520675400671 Grade 18 95,000 

203 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520621009363 4520697559217 Grade 18 95,000 

204 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520850691501 4520804967469 Grade 18 95,000 

205 JSMU,KARACHI 4520835865128 4520841072881 Grade 18 95,000 

206 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520825145611 4520850929681 Grade 18 95,000 

207 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520887759504 4520864660221 Grade 18 95,000 

208 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520824235901 4520872912671 Grade 18 95,000 

209 Shaheed Mohtarma Benazir 

Bhutto Medical University 

Larkana 

4530107537243 4530146250989 Grade 18 95,000 

210 Shaheed Benazir Bhutto 

University Shaheed, 

Benazirabad 

4530246828655 4530203836639 Grade 18 95,000 

211 University of sindh 4530504040439 4530279055015 Grade 18 95,000 

212 Sindh Agriculture University, 

Tandojam 

4530303378749 4530322898293 Grade 18 95,000 

213 QUEST, Nawabshah 4530360208589 4530373529423 Grade 18 95,000 

214 Shaheed Benazir Bhutto 

University Shaheed, 

Benazirabad 

4540322105985 4540307881289 Grade 18 95,000 

215 Shaheed Benazir Bhutto 

University Shaheed, 

Benazirabad 

4540356849757 4540398047051 Grade 18 95,000 

216 JSMU,KARACHI 4550153519837 4550118297425 Grade 18 95,000 

217 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

4550425322261 4550447906829 Grade 18 95,000 

218 SBK Quetta 5120189566128 5120116054921 Grade 18 95,000 

219 University of Balochistan 5150125217119 5150118905987 Grade 18 95,000 

220 University of Balochistan 5440149080851 5150321698497 Grade 18 95,000 

221 University of Balochistan 4220168482375 5150363871011 Grade 18 95,000 

222 LUAWMS 5160276042587 5160290044589 Grade 18 95,000 

223 University of Balochistan 5210174272556 5210191456905 Grade 18 95,000 

224 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

5220314558032 5220310013757 Grade 18 95,000 

225 University of Turbat 5220439688477 5220410595291 Grade 18 95,000 



1977 

 

226 University of Turbat 5230149649265 5230103045071 Grade 18 95,000 

227 University of Turbat 5230149639765 5230103045071 Grade 18 95,000 

228 LUAWMS 5230102921105 5230103108347 Grade 18 95,000 

229 QUEST, Nawabshah 4310556479673 5340149169651 Grade 18 95,000 

230 BUITEMS, Quetta 5420112514245 5420124506313 Grade 18 95,000 

231 SBK Quetta 5440195546852 5440003798085 Grade 18 95,000 

232 BUITEMS, Quetta 5440133599201 5440015443427 Grade 18 95,000 

233 University of Balochistan 5440016467097 5440043279151 Grade 18 95,000 

234 BUITEMS, Quetta 5440161563985 5440043880387 Grade 18 95,000 

235 Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid 

Agriculture University, 

Rawalpindi 

5440018996227 5440087119121 Grade 18 95,000 

236 Bolan Medical University 

Quetta 

5620298933654 5620209592531 Grade 18 95,000 

237 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

5630163197151 5630110758299 Grade 18 95,000 

238 Karakurum International 

University, Gilgit 

7150169967653 7120146698439 Grade 18 95,000 

239 UAJ&K Muzaffarabad 7130118978981 7130123164537 Grade 18 95,000 

240 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

7130161338493 7130186504411 Grade 18 95,000 

241 University of Engineering & 

Technology, Taxila 

7150155492107 7150102171643 Grade 18 95,000 

242 GC for Women University, 

Faisalabad 

7150126847300 7150149440949 Grade 18 95,000 

243 Karakurum International 

University, Gilgit 

7150169703707 7150181938315 Grade 18 95,000 

244 Karakurum International 

University, Gilgit 

7150122285370 7150193887489 Grade 18 95,000 

245 University of Poonch 

Rawalakot AJ&K 

8120184491296 8120136723019 Grade 18 95,000 

246 Women University of Azad 

Jammu and Kashmir Bagh 

8210107410012 8210103170163 Grade 18 95,000 

247 University of Poonch 

Rawalakot AJ&K 

8210170219015 8210145530671 Grade 18 95,000 

248 University of Poonch 

Rawalakot AJ&K 

8220294320262 8220203931511 Grade 18 95,000 

249 University of Kotli Azad 

Jammu and Kashmir 

8230268541459 8230250870723 Grade 18 95,000 

250 University of Poonch 

Rawalakot AJ&K 

8230393344263 8230348790081 Grade 18 95,000 

251 University of Veterinary and 

Animal Sciences, Lahore 

3210397626432 3210302945131 Grade 17  95,000 

252 KFUEIT, Rahim Yar Khan 3210304197211 3210332253695 Grade 17  95,000 

253 NED University of 

Engineering & Technology 

4220120170729 4220104410027 Grade 17  95,000 

254 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4250134402155 4250153499385 Grade 17  95,000 

255 DOW  University of health 

science karachi 

4310476981652 4310405646679 Grade 17  95,000 

256 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4310589314116 4310505453157 Grade 17  95,000 

257 QUEST, Nawabshah 4320476827953 4320476372099 Grade 17  95,000 



1978 

 

258 Sukkur IBA University 4330493259341 4330464378021 Grade 17  95,000 

259 Sukkur IBA University 4330485958057 4330482298101 Grade 17  95,000 

260 JSMU,KARACHI 4420124997551 4420191969071 Grade 17  95,000 

261 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520562945725 4520515837887 Grade 17  95,000 

262 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4530425118963 4530424508473 Grade 17  95,000 

263 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4550468232597 4550468232597 Grade 17  95,000 

264 UET Khuzdar 5110179702599 5110180488509 Grade 17  95,000 

265 LUAWMS 5110263375067 5110207896839 Grade 17  95,000 

266 Dawood University of 

Engineering & Technology 

Karachi 

5110272662051 5110216632981 Grade 17  95,000 

267 LUAWMS 5150148695089 5150118939815 Grade 17  95,000 

268 BUITEMS, Quetta 5220113183620 5220113576575 Grade 17  95,000 

269 University of Turbat 5220240296074 5220238205787 Grade 17  95,000 

270 University of Turbat 5220359593041 5220309817425 Grade 17  95,000 

271 National University of Modern 

Languages, Islamabad 

(NUML) 

5220397479799 5220309884587 Grade 17  95,000 

272 University of Turbat 5220352550804 5220309895747 Grade 17  95,000 

273 University of Turbat 5220389672582 5220309908467 Grade 17  95,000 

274 MUET JAMSHORO 5220365201215 5220309990101 Grade 17  95,000 

275 MUET JAMSHORO 5220313269315 5220323278147 Grade 17  95,000 

276 UET Khuzdar 5330262051451 5330201802021 Grade 17  95,000 

277 University of sindh 4350304929079 5340356856151 Grade 17  95,000 

278 SBK Quetta 5430216294130 5430207818465 Grade 17  95,000 

279 Sindh Agriculture University, 

Tandojam 

5430263716893 5430207893733 Grade 17  95,000 

280 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

5540119526769 5540120599749 Grade 17  95,000 

281 BUITEMS, Quetta 5620251554183 5620211332617 Grade 17  95,000 

282 BUITEMS, Quetta 5620252600133 5620211332617 Grade 17  95,000 

283 University of Balochistan 5620220329389 5620235911529 Grade 17  95,000 

284 BUITEMS, Quetta 5650333666949 5650388172707 Grade 17  95,000 

285 Gomal University 1110150833421 1110114351077 Grade 17 95,000 

286 KKK Karak 1110106925815 1110114571241 Grade 17 95,000 

287 KMU 1110156512195 1110114845571 Grade 17 95,000 

288 KMU 1110118713677 1110114987723 Grade 17 95,000 

289 University of Peshawar 1110203706289 1110115059497 Grade 17 95,000 

290 Islamia College Peshawar 1110165679731 1110140669923 Grade 17 95,000 

291 UST Bannu 1110164808214 1110169967463 Grade 17 95,000 

292 Gomal University 1110173273501 1110195579239 Grade 17 95,000 

293 UST Bannu 1120118146823 1120103394851 Grade 17 95,000 

294 UST Bannu 1120198727593 1120103604781 Grade 17 95,000 

295 University of Peshawar 1120181147013 1120104018829 Grade 17 95,000 

296 Gomal University 1120138284697 1120122502157 Grade 17 95,000 

297 UST Bannu 1120138349283 1120138349283 Grade 17 95,000 



1979 

 

298 Gomal University 1220124101419 1220104399935 Grade 17 95,000 

299 Gomal University 1220159473063 1220118708969 Grade 17 95,000 

300 AUST 1310206316092 1310108965585 Grade 17 95,000 

301 University of Haripur 1320118117293 1320118117293 Grade 17 95,000 

302 AWKU  Mardan 1350358282546 1350320788731 Grade 17 95,000 

303 Hazara University, Mansehra 1350358282546 1350320788731 Grade 17 95,000 

304 University of Peshawar 1410116569397 1410198836503 Grade 17 95,000 

305 UST Bannu 1420345486952 1420320613979 Grade 17 95,000 

306 AUP 1430128623701 1430163801873 Grade 17 95,000 

307 University of Chitral 1520101985977 1520105689101 Grade 17 95,000 

308 University of Chitral 1520153476474 1520105748547 Grade 17 95,000 

309 National Defence University, 

Islamabad (NDU) 

1520196136097 1520105800623 Grade 17 95,000 

310 University of Peshawar 1520138998732 1520208111967 Grade 17 95,000 

311 Islamia College Peshawar 1520263658257 1520208324233 Grade 17 95,000 

312 University of Chitral 1520208421813 1520208421813 Grade 17 95,000 

313 AWKU  Mardan 1530214784781 1530209200359 Grade 17 95,000 

314 AUST 1560143062065 1560110303535 Grade 17 95,000 

315 Hazara University, Mansehra 1560239509379 1560291885921 Grade 17 95,000 

316 SBBU Shringal Dir 1530287540186 1570224788489 Grade 17 95,000 

317 AWKU  Mardan 1610160786942 1610106069903 Grade 17 95,000 

318 Hazara University, Mansehra 1620289340213 1620210143005 Grade 17 95,000 

319 Bacha Khan University 

Charsad 

1710285799998 1710211405609 Grade 17 95,000 

320 SBBWU Peshawar 1710260531340 1710282615353 Grade 17 95,000 

321 AUP 1730107242249 1730114746725 Grade 17 95,000 

322 University of Peshawar 1730172391865 1730116191981 Grade 17 95,000 

323 University of Peshawar 1730169303523 1730126084683 Grade 17 95,000 

324 SBBWU Peshawar 1730126002090 1730171625855 Grade 17 95,000 

325 KMU 2130312463019 2130324094129 Grade 17 95,000 

326 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

2150773059057 2150759730695 Grade 17 95,000 

327 University of Health Sciences, 

Lahore 

3110130066231 3110126507041 Grade 17 95,000 

328 Islamia University, 

Bahawalpur 

3120261176470 3120202648929 Grade 17 95,000 

329 Islamia University, 

Bahawalpur 

3120276415610 3120259066283 Grade 17 95,000 

330 KFUEIT, Rahim Yar Khan 3130104646289 3130114521741 Grade 17 95,000 

331 Islamia University, 

Bahawalpur 

3130123268507 3130151717045 Grade 17 95,000 

332 MNS UET Multan 3130169007783 3130184576361 Grade 17 95,000 

333 Government Sadiq College 

Women University, 

Bahawalpur 

3130212052112 3130266577869 Grade 17 95,000 

334 Islamia University, 

Bahawalpur 

3130263612833 3130274397929 Grade 17 95,000 

335 KFUEIT, Rahim Yar Khan 3130244864875 3130274397929 Grade 17 95,000 

336 KFUEIT, Rahim Yar Khan 3130368829717 3130313681851 Grade 17 95,000 



1980 

 

337 Islamia University, 

Bahawalpur 

3130460905387 3130420741393 Grade 17 95,000 

338 KFUEIT, Rahim Yar Khan 3130496513857 3130434068373 Grade 17 95,000 

339 Gomal University 3210164473163 3210165000941 Grade 17 95,000 

340 Cholistan University of 

Veterinary and Animal 

Sciences, Bahawalpur 

3210233021381 3210208986707 Grade 17 95,000 

341 National University of Modern 

Languages, Islamabad 

(NUML) 

3210255881793 3210249032791 Grade 17 95,000 

342 Gomal University 3230379688115 3230307782371 Grade 17 95,000 

343 KFUEIT, Rahim Yar Khan 3230461841445 3230466195213 Grade 17 95,000 

344 University of Poonch 

Rawalakot AJ&K 

3240395192831 3240316496969 Grade 17 95,000 

345 University of Education, 

Lahore 

3310007842113 3310007842113 Grade 17 95,000 

346 University of Engineering & 

Technology, Lahore 

3310696718825 3310602903145 Grade 17 95,000 

347 University of Engineering & 

Technology, Lahore 

3320337718295 3320386378441 Grade 17 95,000 

348 GC for Women University, 

Faisalabad 

3330353785168 3330304942413 Grade 17 95,000 

349 COMSATS University 

Islamabad 

3410168371121 3410124667295 Grade 17 95,000 

350 University of Engineering & 

Technology, Lahore 

3410164968204 3410127145373 Grade 17 95,000 

351 University of the Punjab, 

Lahore 

3460193278419 3460149754145 Grade 17 95,000 

352 University of the Punjab, 

Lahore 

3540452229186 3520202304593 Grade 17 95,000 

353 University of Health Sciences, 

Lahore 

3520211207237 3520226388895 Grade 17 95,000 

354 Lahore College for Women 

University, Lahore 

3520209954340 3520226388895 Grade 17 95,000 

355 University of Okara 3530277865992 3530120107735 Grade 17 95,000 

356 University of Okara 3530212643762 3530218719925 Grade 17 95,000 

357 University of Okara 3530225971510 3530218930787 Grade 17 95,000 

358 University of Engineering & 

Technology, Lahore 

3540129954047 3540154878679 Grade 17 95,000 

359 University of Health Sciences, 

Lahore 

3610117095335 3610102470593 Grade 17 95,000 

360 Cholistan University of 

Veterinary and Animal 

Sciences, Bahawalpur 

3620386128199 3620396098603 Grade 17 95,000 

361 Cholistan University of 

Veterinary and Animal 

Sciences, Bahawalpur 

3620373685994 3620396098603 Grade 17 95,000 

362 Bahauddin Zakariya 

University, Multan 

3630208726853 3630204597477 Grade 17 95,000 

363 The Women University, 

Multan 

3630426551420 3630488425213 Grade 17 95,000 

364 Lahore College for Women 

University, Lahore 

3660191171216 3660105043029 Grade 17 95,000 

365 Lahore College for Women 

University, Lahore 

3810188149250 3810106819219 Grade 17 95,000 



1981 

 

366 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

3810161275755 3810120475847 Grade 17 95,000 

367 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

3830230548579 3830211745863 Grade 17 95,000 

368 Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto 

University of Law, Karachi 

4110537057115 4110507733329 Grade 17 95,000 

369 University of sindh 4110508332087 4110507876901 Grade 17 95,000 

370 University of sindh 4120169547789 4120138745511 Grade 17 95,000 

371 University of sindh 4120572664086 4120582543829 Grade 17 95,000 

372 University of sindh 4150606004236 4120602554299 Grade 17 95,000 

373 University of sindh 4130458258694 4130469711755 Grade 17 95,000 

374 University of sindh 4140952584512 4140940391219 Grade 17 95,000 

375 University of sindh 4140968560790 4140994681249 Grade 17 95,000 

376 Peoples University of Medical 

& Health Sciences for Women, 

NawabShah 

4240176582078 4240159362125 Grade 17 95,000 

377 Sindh Agriculture University, 

Tandojam 

4240198585535 4240198585535 Grade 17 95,000 

378 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

5440079791939 4320198568289 Grade 17 95,000 

379 MUET JAMSHORO 4320150251403 4320199268219 Grade 17 95,000 

380 University of Karachi 4340205203041 4320262424221 Grade 17 95,000 

381 QUEST, Nawabshah 4320323952212 4320319100543 Grade 17 95,000 

382 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4340404107719 4320498172393 Grade 17 95,000 

383 Benazir Bhutto Shaheed 

University, Lyari Karachi 

4330209612731 4330221266787 Grade 17 95,000 

384 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4330320297109 4330369902433 Grade 17 95,000 

385 University of sindh 4420378238625 4420354473809 Grade 17 95,000 

386 Peoples University of Medical 

& Health Sciences for Women, 

NawabShah 

4420558689822 4420510102135 Grade 17 95,000 

387 National University of 

Sciences & Technology, 

Islamabad 

4430177576945 4430118244097 Grade 17 95,000 

388 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4510265467849 4510218334019 Grade 17 95,000 

389 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520234903011 4520206844695 Grade 17 95,000 

390 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520221987006 4520265176035 Grade 17 95,000 

391 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520350843453 4520308077979 Grade 17 95,000 

392 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520378470692 4520309309289 Grade 17 95,000 

393 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520324818303 4520327127189 Grade 17 95,000 

394 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520387942531 4520331968817 Grade 17 95,000 

395 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520318380693 4520344526919 Grade 17 95,000 

396 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520527747363 4520515967983 Grade 17 95,000 



1982 

 

397 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520664964863 4520618581193 Grade 17 95,000 

398 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520611775891 4520691081001 Grade 17 95,000 

399 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4520808194505 4520805099657 Grade 17 95,000 

400 QUEST, Nawabshah 4520842611295 4520893880703 Grade 17 95,000 

401 BBS University of Technology 

& Skill Development Khairpur 

Mirs 

4520864068767 4520893880703 Grade 17 95,000 

402 Peoples University of Medical 

& Health Sciences for Women, 

NawabShah 

4530142679998 4530106926537 Grade 17 95,000 

403 QUEST, Nawabshah 4530165969029 4530194150641 Grade 17 95,000 

404 Shaheed Mohtarma Benazir 

Bhutto Medical University 

Larkana 

4530253960648 4530203750801 Grade 17 95,000 

405 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4530240186744 4530227415455 Grade 17 95,000 

406 QUEST, Nawabshah 4540144015445 4540153376195 Grade 17 95,000 

407 QUEST, Nawabshah 4540180714519 4540194506199 Grade 17 95,000 

408 QUEST, Nawabshah 4540217353963 4540205375019 Grade 17 95,000 

409 MUET JAMSHORO 4540277897657 4540205375019 Grade 17 95,000 

410 QUEST, Nawabshah 4540404312717 4540208988591 Grade 17 95,000 

411 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4550163323071 4550175187403 Grade 17 95,000 

412 Shah Abdul Latif University, 

Khairpur 

4550206514689 4550213287403 Grade 17 95,000 

413 Quaid-i-Azam University, 

Islamabad 

5119182397973 5110123730763 Grade 17 95,000 

414 SBK Quetta 5160288016398 5160211424843 Grade 17 95,000 

415 SBK Quetta 5160201855278 5160211424843 Grade 17 95,000 

416 LUAWMS 5160218724881 5160277345867 Grade 17 95,000 

417 University of Turbat 5210156328675 5210105719177 Grade 17 95,000 

418 University of Turbat 5210192858548 5210105728473 Grade 17 95,000 

419 University of Turbat 5210260919947 5210215620963 Grade 17 95,000 

420 University of Turbat 5220352403232 5220309820251 Grade 17 95,000 

421 University of Turbat 5220357966722 5220310017569 Grade 17 95,000 

422 University of Karachi 5220384731209 5220310027487 Grade 17 95,000 

423 University of Turbat 5220361555808 5220326231475 Grade 17 95,000 

424 University of Turbat 5220392807571 5220385752845 Grade 17 95,000 

425 University of Turbat 5220329011910 5220391093513 Grade 17 95,000 

426 University of Turbat 5220374478593 5220398461957 Grade 17 95,000 

427 University of Turbat 5220484853393 5220445920235 Grade 17 95,000 

428 University of Turbat 5220427005956 5220451467325 Grade 17 95,000 

429 University of Turbat 5230113508061 5230103113905 Grade 17 95,000 

430 UET Khuzdar 5310248608449 5310291596153 Grade 17 95,000 

431 BUITEMS, Quetta 5320193903579 5320174110219 Grade 17 95,000 

432 University of Balochistan 5330296239255 5330203816023 Grade 17 95,000 

433 UET Khuzdar 5330334026837 5330307854923 Grade 17 95,000 



1983 

 

434 Sindh Agriculture University, 

Tandojam 

4310523045737 5340233517539 Grade 17 95,000 

435 SBK Quetta 5410276561464 5410281625663 Grade 17 95,000 

436 AUP 5430383496385 5430339979129 Grade 17 95,000 

437 AUP 5430375757573 5430339979129 Grade 17 95,000 

438 SBK Quetta 5430340818392 5430385960693 Grade 17 95,000 

439 BUITEMS, Quetta 5440046872291 5440004246713 Grade 17 95,000 

440 BUITEMS, Quetta 5440175611879 5440004609305 Grade 17 95,000 

441 University of Balochistan 5440048521870 5440004658903 Grade 17 95,000 

442 SBK Quetta 5440183269560 5440005024471 Grade 17 95,000 

443 BUITEMS, Quetta 5440062423475 5440005336697 Grade 17 95,000 

444 University of Balochistan 5440054309983 5440031754119 Grade 17 95,000 

445 University of Balochistan 5440191044141 5440040937415 Grade 17 95,000 

446 SBK Quetta 5440045331947 5440045331947 Grade 17 95,000 

447 SBK Quetta 5440195602614 5440045331947 Grade 17 95,000 

448 University of Balochistan 5440047887473 5440059670465 Grade 17 95,000 

449 Bolan Medical University 

Quetta 

5440079335334 5440062241021 Grade 17 95,000 

450 SBK Quetta 5440111045220 5440076034425 Grade 17 95,000 

451 University of Balochistan 5550203402619 5530123389563 Grade 17 95,000 

452 University of Veterinary and 

Animal Sciences, Lahore 

5540151853669 5540120612161 Grade 17 95,000 

453 UET Khuzdar 5620265678471 5620209549019 Grade 17 95,000 

454 University of Balochistan 5620256302991 5620209589947 Grade 17 95,000 

455 BUITEMS, Quetta 5630231030949 5630208454147 Grade 17 95,000 

456 Bolan Medical University 

Quetta 

5630414301245 5630414301245 Grade 17 95,000 

457 SBK Quetta 5650336219420 5650318341971 Grade 17 95,000 

458 University of Balochistan 5650319066231 5650396851597 Grade 17 95,000 

459 University of Poonch 

Rawalakot AJ&K 

7110216419201 7110247118351 Grade 17 95,000 

460 Karakurum International 

University, Gilgit 

7150160857161 7140102119889 Grade 17 95,000 

461 Bahria University, Islamabad 7150144245550 7150144037775 Grade 17 95,000 

462 Karakurum International 

University, Gilgit 

7150197273240 7150168550701 Grade 17 95,000 

463 Federal Urdu University of 

Arts, S&T, Karachi 

7170103393567 7150314987191 Grade 17 95,000 

464 UAJ&K Muzaffarabad 8120271373937 8120210662131 Grade 17 95,000 

465 University of Kotli Azad 

Jammu and Kashmir 

8120253576929 8120210662131 Grade 17 95,000 

466 University of Poonch 

Rawalakot AJ&K 

8130256483491 8130263213701 Grade 17 95,000 

467 Women University of Azad 

Jammu and Kashmir Bagh 

8210157505658 8210103056601 Grade 17 95,000 

468 Women University of Azad 

Jammu and Kashmir Bagh 

8210152025530 8210117297063 Grade 17 95,000 

469 Hazara University, Mansehra 8210218961976 8210224201379 Grade 17 95,000 

470 UAJ&K Muzaffarabad 8250201178714 8220123578967 Grade 17 95,000 



1984 

 

471 International Islamic 

University, Islamabad 

8220365572202 8220311202469 Grade 17 95,000 

472 UAJ&K Muzaffarabad 8220334007168 8220381384347 Grade 17 95,000 

473 University of Poonch 

Rawalakot AJ&K 

8230396786090 8230314036415 Grade 17 95,000 

  Total   44,935,000 



1985 

 

Annex-5 
Un-authorized up-gradation of assistant director from BS-17 to BS-18 on performance basis Rs 

93.828 million 

Sr. 

No. 

Name Designation Place of 

Posting 

 Salary  

Per Month  

 Salary  

Per Annum  

1 Zafar Khan Safdar Assistant Director HQrs 182,886  2,194,632  

2 Sardar Muhammad Assistant Director HQrs -    -    

3 Shabab Aslam Toor Assistant Director Lahore 219,904  2,638,848  

4 Gouar Afshan Zaidi Assistant Director HQrs 191,471  2,297,652  

5 Rubina Kausar Assistant Director Sindh 210,254  2,523,048  

6 Haroon Shah Assistant Director Quetta 209,922  2,519,064  

7 Kamran Munir Bhutta Assistant Director HQrs 183,401  2,200,812  

8 Javed Iqbal Assistant Director HQrs -    -    

9 Muhammad Azmat Malik Assistant Director HQrs 183,401  2,200,812  

10 Lal Badshah Assistant Director KPK 214,890  2,578,680  

11 Zahir Shah Assistant Director KPK -    -    

12 M.Sarfraz Ahmed Assistant Director KPK -    -    

13 Iqbal Ahmed Assistant Director HQrs 216,676  2,600,112  

14 Nazir Ahmed Bhatti Assistant Director ICT -    -    

15 Sarfraz Ahmad Assistant Director Layyah -    -    

16 Malik Ashdar Assistant Director HQrs 244,793  2,937,516  

17 Ashfaq Ahmed Assistant Director HQrs -    -    

18 Muhammad Ishaq Assistant Director Washak 199,130  2,389,560  

19 M.Qaswar Nadeem Assistant Director HQrs 184,687  2,216,244  

20 Ijaz Qasim Assistant Director KPK 171,274  2,055,288  

21 Majid Hussain Sarki Assistant Director Sindh 170,463  2,045,556  

22 Shamsher Ali Khan Assistant Director Gilgit 198,196  2,378,352  

23 Ghulam Abbas Khan 

Niazi 

Assistant Director Lahore 188,035  2,256,420  

24 Faisal Naseem Assistant Director ICT 194,740  2,336,880  

25 Javed Iqbal Assistant Director HQrs 164,466  1,973,592  

26 Mujahid Iqbal Assistant Director Lahore 172,690  2,072,280  

27 Faisal Ayub Assistant Director Punjab 156,078  1,872,936  

28 Yasir Sarwar Tanoli Assistant Director ICT 141,805  1,701,660  

29 Muhammad Saeed Ahmad 

Raza 

Assistant Director HQrs 157,938  1,895,256  

30 Muhammad Zaheer Khan Assistant Director HQrs 152,055  1,824,660  

31 muhammad Atif Riaz Assistant Director HQrs 157,938  1,895,256  

32 Sumera Bibi Assistant Director HQrs -    -    

33 Asad Iqbal Assistant Director Distt.office 

Karak 

166,650  1,999,800  

34 Masroor Ahmad Assistant Director ICT 176,986  2,123,832  

35 Sadia Ashraf Assistant Director Sindh 170,268  2,043,216  

36 Kaleem Ullah Assistant Director KPK 180,195  2,162,340  

37 Agha Taimour Ahmad Assistant Director F-9 Park 151,413  1,816,956  

38 Imran Riaz Satti Assistant Director HQrs 141,884  1,702,608  

39 Wijdan Asif Assistant Director ICT 162,259  1,947,108  

40 Uzma Naveed Assistant Director HQrs 141,884  1,702,608  

41 Muhammad Shahbaz Assistant Director Multan 165,181  1,982,172  

42 Shahzad Mahmood  Assistant Director HQrs 156,514  1,878,168  

43 Muzaffar Hussain Assistant Director HQrs 138,361  1,660,332  

44 Lal Muhammad Fareed Assistant Director Quetta 157,377  1,888,524  

45 Shahzado Jaskani Assistant Director S.Benazir 

abad 

143,483  1,721,796  

46 Mansoor-ul-Hassan Assistant Director Lahore 217,731  2,612,772  

47 Shabana Kanwal Assistant Director Lahore 147,341  1,768,092  
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48 Fouzia Buhkari Assistant Director  -    -    

49 Muhammad Shahzad 

Maqsood 

Assistant Director Lahore 173,022  2,076,264  

50 Rabia Mariam Assistant Director HQrs 142,135  1,705,620  

51 Shaista Kanwal Assistant Director HQrs 139,375  1,672,500  

52 Abuzar Assistant Director Lahore 158,008  1,896,096  

53 Abdul Latif Assistant Director Sindh 157,375  1,888,500  

54 Gul Sursanda Kakar Assistant Director Quetta 164,439  1,973,268  

Total: 7,818,974  93,827,688  
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Annex-6 

Unjustified withdrawal of Individual Financial Assistance (General) from both PBM and BISP by 

same beneficiaries -Rs 5.526 million 

Sr. No. CNIC No.  Sum of Amount  PBM Project 

1 1110119680140                                 60,000  IFA General 

2 1110141757020                                 20,000  IFA General 

3 1110148635706                                 20,000  IFA General 

4 1110184589946                                 15,000  IFA General 

5 1210109243128                                 25,000  IFA General 

6 1210120834306                                 25,000  IFA General 

7 1210121604552                                 10,000  IFA General 

8 1210126764528                                 25,000  IFA General 

9 1210449956710                                 30,000  IFA General 

10 1310135933610                                 20,000  IFA General 

11 1350357332640                                 15,000  IFA General 

12 1350371141122                                 30,000  IFA General 

13 1350373395662                                 15,000  IFA General 

14 1430185204222                                 20,000  IFA General 

15 1510102988084                                 15,000  IFA General 

16 1510103542368                                 15,000  IFA General 

17 1510173832922                                 15,000  IFA General 

18 1510193603844                                 15,000  IFA General 

19 1540213670318                                 20,000  IFA General 

20 1550140438022                                 25,000  IFA General 

21 1610111616946                                 50,000  IFA General 

22 1610162251886                                 30,000  IFA General 

23 1620208582542                                 50,000  IFA General 

24 1620269092010                                 25,000  IFA General 

25 1710154398972                                 10,000  IFA General 

26 1710211094314                                 15,000  IFA General 

27 1710305790978                                 20,000  IFA General 

28 1710306054966                                 25,000  IFA General 

29 1720137720092                                 10,000  IFA General 

30 1720191697186                                 10,000  IFA General 

31 1730116797036                                 15,000  IFA General 

32 1730120700308                                 15,000  IFA General 

33 1730130463892                                 20,000  IFA General 

34 1730131684928                                 15,000  IFA General 

35 1730136177824                                 10,000  IFA General 

36 1730143478994                                 15,000  IFA General 

37 1730148692840                                 30,000  IFA General 

38 1730153419532                                 25,000  IFA General 

39 1730160410714                                 20,000  IFA General 

40 1730162983476                                 25,000  IFA General 

41 1730177073486                                 10,000  IFA General 

42 1730177923462                                 15,000  IFA General 

43 1730182198390                                 20,000  IFA General 
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44 1730184342854                                 10,000  IFA General 

45 1730191114950                                 20,000  IFA General 

46 1730198035226                                 30,000  IFA General 

47 2170809476218                                 20,000  IFA General 

48 3110186146190                                 10,000  IFA General 

49 3110190461742                                 10,000  IFA General 

50 3110383151798                                 25,000  IFA General 

51 3120103864056                                 15,000  IFA General 

52 3120202110182                                 10,000  IFA General 

53 3120211275218                                   4,000  IFA General 

54 3120228104492                                   5,000  IFA General 

55 3120240749818                                 25,000  IFA General 

56 3120241325424                                   4,000  IFA General 

57 3120269875740                                   5,000  IFA General 

58 3130103535884                                   5,000  IFA General 

59 3130191261376                                   5,000  IFA General 

60 3130219281140                                   5,000  IFA General 

61 3130226058044                                   5,000  IFA General 

62 3130323442246                                   5,000  IFA General 

63 3210109088414                                 30,000  IFA General 

64 3210216066162                                 25,000  IFA General 

65 3210236649174                                 15,000  IFA General 

66 3210243063940                                 25,000  IFA General 

67 3210244450186                                 30,000  IFA General 

68 3210266910712                                 25,000  IFA General 

69 3210296041104                                 15,000  IFA General 

70 3220104858834                                 10,000  IFA General 

71 3220152230592                                 10,000  IFA General 

72 3220178689302                                 10,000  IFA General 

73 3220340664978                                 10,000  IFA General 

74 3230269099948                                 20,000  IFA General 

75 3240440299208                                 15,000  IFA General 

76 3310263579736                                 15,000  IFA General 

77 3320115846758                                 20,000  IFA General 

78 3320132214200                                 20,000  IFA General 

79 3320151566924                                 20,000  IFA General 

80 3320405933826                                 15,000  IFA General 

81 3330215234346                                 25,000  IFA General 

82 3330217691968                                   5,000  IFA General 

83 3330259553626                                 20,000  IFA General 

84 3410179738136                                   5,000  IFA General 

85 3410203975654                                 15,000  IFA General 

86 3410298224038                                 15,000  IFA General 

87 3420113128646                                 15,000  IFA General 

88 3450126525412                                 20,000  IFA General 

89 3450159332826                                 35,000  IFA General 

90 3450166413664                                   5,000  IFA General 

91 3450215033794                                 25,000  IFA General 
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92 3450237458288                                 25,000  IFA General 

93 3450274967932                                   5,000  IFA General 

94 3520111289920                                   5,000  IFA General 

95 3520112008280                                 30,000  IFA General 

96 3520115057988                                 25,000  IFA General 

97 3520118742438                                 20,000  IFA General 

98 3520133265608                                 15,000  IFA General 

99 3520161468146                                   5,000  IFA General 

100 3520163268774                                   5,000  IFA General 

101 3520166409914                                   5,000  IFA General 

102 3520169176644                                 20,000  IFA General 

103 3520169893804                                   5,000  IFA General 

104 3520196209414                                   5,000  IFA General 

105 3520197134732                                   5,000  IFA General 

106 3520216294030                                 10,000  IFA General 

107 3520254326450                                 40,000  IFA General 

108 3520284204394                                 15,000  IFA General 

109 3520288950106                                 10,000  IFA General 

110 3530345596644                                 15,000  IFA General 

111 3530375397944                                 25,000  IFA General 

112 3540119370294                                 15,000  IFA General 

113 3630202355830                                 20,000  IFA General 

114 3630255726296                                 20,000  IFA General 

115 3630272256302                                 20,000  IFA General 

116 3630302903766                                 10,000  IFA General 

117 3630320152804                                 30,000  IFA General 

118 3630348489586                                 20,000  IFA General 

119 3630353470390                                 10,000  IFA General 

120 3630411127860                                 10,000  IFA General 

121 3630423671944                                 15,000  IFA General 

122 3630478756728                                 20,000  IFA General 

123 3640207411600                                 25,000  IFA General 

124 3650246267018                                 10,000  IFA General 

125 3650247368130                                 25,000  IFA General 

126 3660115461182                                 10,000  IFA General 

127 3660146383238                                 20,000  IFA General 

128 3660198728852                                 20,000  IFA General 

129 3660313419884                                 20,000  IFA General 

130 3740503108102                                 30,000  IFA General 

131 3810106797602                                 20,000  IFA General 

132 3830309277564                                 20,000  IFA General 

133 3840408067726                                 20,000  IFA General 

134 3840424756402                                 20,000  IFA General 

135 3840460631300                                 15,000  IFA General 

136 4110194443080                                 20,000  IFA General 

137 4110401430260                                 10,000  IFA General 

138 4110426398672                                 10,000  IFA General 

139 4110446376292                                 10,000  IFA General 
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140 4110449185796                                 10,000  IFA General 

141 4110470755430                                 10,000  IFA General 

142 4110497567866                                 30,000  IFA General 

143 4110581290818                                 30,000  IFA General 

144 4130141865014                                 20,000  IFA General 

145 4130298557178                                 25,000  IFA General 

146 4130335192870                                 25,000  IFA General 

147 4130372263876                                 25,000  IFA General 

148 4130820945406                                 25,000  IFA General 

149 4140571988254                                 25,000  IFA General 

150 4140754385930                                 10,000  IFA General 

151 4140917667570                                 25,000  IFA General 

152 4140961750430                                 30,000  IFA General 

153 4140995751236                                 60,000  IFA General 

154 4160105942166                                 15,000  IFA General 

155 4200004348508                               200,000  IFA General 

156 4220102514330                                 20,000  IFA General 

157 4220134226454                                   5,000  IFA General 

158 4220191201378                                 10,000  IFA General 

159 4230184362548                                 60,000  IFA General 

160 4240104421446                                 10,000  IFA General 

161 4250119272152                                 10,000  IFA General 

162 4250138354272                                 10,000  IFA General 

163 4250158668358                                 10,000  IFA General 

164 4250164294196                                 10,000  IFA General 

165 4250171121486                                 10,000  IFA General 

166 4250178618658                                 10,000  IFA General 

167 4250190494762                                 10,000  IFA General 

168 4250196304294                                 10,000  IFA General 

169 4310287423222                                 25,000  IFA General 

170 4320329112754                                 15,000  IFA General 

171 4320331666514                                 15,000  IFA General 

172 4320372914842                                 15,000  IFA General 

173 4320590241950                                 60,000  IFA General 

174 4320691318478                                 60,000  IFA General 

175 4330130652538                                 30,000  IFA General 

176 4330148809906                                 20,000  IFA General 

177 4330156248976                                 20,000  IFA General 

178 4330177620554                                 20,000  IFA General 

179 4330185453202                                 20,000  IFA General 

180 4330187996858                                 20,000  IFA General 

181 4330201373294                                 20,000  IFA General 

182 4330256360026                                 20,000  IFA General 

183 4330334032170                                 20,000  IFA General 

184 4340405660918                                 15,000  IFA General 

185 4340705880486                                 30,000  IFA General 

186 4340706162446                                 25,000  IFA General 

187 4350306339298                                 50,000  IFA General 
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188 4410189429616                                 30,000  IFA General 

189 4410302927032                                 10,000  IFA General 

190 4410363850318                                 10,000  IFA General 

191 4410395123184                                 30,000  IFA General 

192 4410632179614                                 25,000  IFA General 

193 4410719857078                                 25,000  IFA General 

194 4410731679646                                 30,000  IFA General 

195 4410753305578                                 30,000  IFA General 

196 4410760956928                                 30,000  IFA General 

197 4420511864616                                 30,000  IFA General 

198 4430234862528                                 25,000  IFA General 

199 4430294771478                                 25,000  IFA General 

200 4440104239160                                 30,000  IFA General 

201 4440316771218                                 30,000  IFA General 

202 1210184388406                                 25,000  IFA General 

203 1510160756166                                 15,000  IFA General 

204 1540161350030                                 40,000  IFA General 

205 1620299112220                                 20,000  IFA General 

206 3120110070442                                 20,000  IFA General 

207 3120206949430                                 25,000  IFA General 

208 3120209013358                                 10,000  IFA General 

209 3120227827606                                 10,000  IFA General 

210 3120262671830                                   4,000  IFA General 

211 3120266419498                                 10,000  IFA General 

212 3120296473402                                   5,000  IFA General 

213 3120298347120                                   4,000  IFA General 

214 3210284481492                                 25,000  IFA General 

215 3220142447288                                 10,000  IFA General 

216 3220156988732                                 10,000  IFA General 

217 3220356084982                                 10,000  IFA General 

218 3520131787930                                 30,000  IFA General 

219 3530347685764                                 25,000  IFA General 

220 3610315807732                                 10,000  IFA General 

221 3620294473242                                 15,000  IFA General 

222 3630301753266                                 30,000  IFA General 

223 3840434634508                                 25,000  IFA General 

224 4110374760878                                 30,000  IFA General 

225 4130359560392                                 25,000  IFA General 

226 4150706082230                                 25,000  IFA General 

227 4250134761808                                 10,000  IFA General 

228 4250189171764                                 10,000  IFA General 

229 4330143152362                                 20,000  IFA General 

230 4410584141674                                 30,000  IFA General 

231 4420318847234                                 30,000  IFA General 

232 4440184853648                                 30,000  IFA General 

233 4520348777368                                 30,000  IFA General 

234 4520515409268                                 10,000  IFA General 

235 4520617161472                                 50,000  IFA General 
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236 4520879637052                                 50,000  IFA General 

237 4540183359360                                 15,000  IFA General 

238 4540366495134                                 60,000  IFA General 

239 4550108403682                                 25,000  IFA General 

240 4550143126104                                 25,000  IFA General 

241 4550198643252                                 25,000  IFA General 

242 5220309578712                                 15,000  IFA General 

243 5220313590262                                 15,000  IFA General 

244 5430319576700                                 10,000  IFA General 

245 5440003596960                                 15,000  IFA General 

246 5440004009800                                 30,000  IFA General 

247 5440084094360                                 30,000  IFA General 

248 5510190586986                                 20,000  IFA General 

249 5520398809246                                 25,000  IFA General 

250 5530305730286                                 30,000  IFA General 

251 6110152330086                                 25,000  IFA General 

252 6110191954198                                 15,000  IFA General 

253 7110226888804                                   5,000  IFA General 

254 7110252217150                                   5,000  IFA General 

255 7110254571834                                   5,000  IFA General 

256 7110388399866                                   5,000  IFA General 

257 7120124036290                                   5,000  IFA General 

258 7120230164288                                 10,000  IFA General 

259 7120298469716                                 10,000  IFA General 

260 7150130881438                                   5,000  IFA General 

261 7150183213566                                   5,000  IFA General 

262 7170405663986                                 10,000  IFA General 

263 8120210659870                                 10,000  IFA General 

264 8130245838656                                   5,000  IFA General 

265 8210103103184                                 10,000  IFA General 

266 8210103140912                                   5,000  IFA General 

267 8210133322980                                   5,000  IFA General 

268 8210138782930                                   5,000  IFA General 

269 8210156738356                                   5,000  IFA General 

270 8210353204244                                 20,000  IFA General 

271 8210365117660                                 20,000  IFA General 

272 8210388164188                                 20,000  IFA General 

273 8210394176456                                 20,000  IFA General 

274 8210399493878                                 20,000  IFA General 

275 8220169759546                                 15,000  IFA General 

276 8220295023814                                 30,000  IFA General 

277 8220361889532                                 50,000  IFA General 

278 8240119187572                                 20,000  IFA General 

279 8250105926290                                 20,000  IFA General 

280 8260105655188                                 10,000  IFA General 

281 8260105715590                                 20,000  IFA General 

Total Amount                            5,526,000   
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Annex-7 

Non-credit of Contributions by Bank Alfalah from EOBI MCA to EOBI MIA on daily basis – Rs 

1,490.527 million  

Date  Day closing balances 

6/5/2021                                         29,099,148 

7/5/2021                                       114,677,764 

9/5/2021                                         50,402,204 

18/05/2021                                       178,934,434 

20/05/2021                                         25,910,812 

23/05/2021                                           4,189,833 

25/05/2021                                         27,395,950 

27/05/2021                                         23,648,797 

30/05/2021                                           2,737,408 

6/6/2021 501,770 

6/8/2021 209,439 

6/9/2021 24,781,965 

6/11/2021 38,880,503 

6/13/2021 41,685,591 

6/14/2021 46,234,036 

6/17/2021 23,910,882 

6/18/2021 16,328,929 

6/20/2021 17,765,135 

6/21/2021 24,042,668 

6/22/2021 30,654,525 

6/23/2021 20,427,315 

6/25/2021 1,371,390 

6/27/2021 6,732,106 

6/29/2021 288,905,998 

6/30/2021 451,098,208 

 1,490,526,810 
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Annex-8 

Unjustified amount of Employer’s Contribution found entered in in EOBI database but not found in 

Main Contribution Account’s Bank Statement –  

Rs 77.856 million 

MAIN_CD SUB_CD RECEIPT_DATE RECEIPT_NO TOTAL AMOUNT PAID 

FAA685 0 6/30/2021 1001131113 7,483,320 

BKA192 0 6/30/2021 2722815 6,041,019 

BIA2694 0 6/16/2021 2515266 5,233,235 

BIB2945 0 6/30/2021 2715063 5,000,000 

FAA151 0 6/29/2021 2251497 4,659,164 

BIB1259 0 6/29/2021 2715057 2,110,212 

AAB1 CC4 6/30/2021 1111111 2,024,100 

FAA2225 0 6/30/2021 2 1,461,015 

AAC697 0 6/30/2021 2742424 1,452,120 

BIB2109 0 6/22/2021 271747 1,200,572 

CGB11 0 6/29/2021 1914815 1,177,050 

AAF783 AA2 6/8/2021 2132288 1,162,124 

BGA1204 BG3 6/16/2021 28028336 1,129,300 

BOA393 0 6/29/2021 18181753 1,074,240 

FAA1096 0 6/11/2021 1001121691 956,560 

BTB366 0 6/28/2021 3681655 788,319 

BLA141 0 6/22/2021 2632855 756,000 

BLA586 0 6/30/2021 2647428 710,000 

BKA470 0 6/30/2021 2521944 705,047 

FAA176 0 6/9/2021 929618 695,079 

BLA3178 0 6/21/2021 1047906 671,229 

BIA3359 BT8 6/28/2021 2681696 644,436 

AAF1985 AA62 6/30/2021 2149098 624,780 

BIB3181 0 6/16/2021 2411387 616,200 

AAB33 AA3 6/22/2021 2279245 615,390 

BOA666 BO1 6/30/2021 2707412 581,256 

CCA536 0 6/14/2021 996852 573,707 

AAC1227 AA2 6/4/2021 2740063 567,147 

FAA3246 0 6/17/2021 6645700 558,967 

AAD1508 0 6/28/2021 6000710 531,960 

AAF487 0 6/14/2021 2750461 509,657 

AAF1985 AA20 6/30/2021 2154081 503,478 

BKA113 0 6/17/2021 2722953 501,658 

AAA1193 AA4 6/17/2021 118966 499,566 

BPA246 BP2 6/28/2021 2747594 497,950 

BGA25425 0 6/21/2021 2045926 477,160 

BTB220 0 6/30/2021 2550011 454,846 

BNC35 0 6/21/2021 123 411,000 

FAA1766 0 6/1/2021 2560285 408,450 

BNA30 0 6/23/2021 2667807 405,140 
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BGA2206 0 6/26/2021 443751269 399,816 

FAA1274 0 6/11/2021 443575745 397,323 

FAA87 FA2 6/30/2021 2368759 385,350 

BOA679 0 6/30/2021 2705183 379,990 

BIB411 0 6/2/2021 2024054 374,720 

BIA4603 0 6/15/2021 1001124697 370,040 

FAA808 0 6/10/2021 1001122221 363,096 

BIB1989 0 6/17/2021 2441578 355,620 

BJA2006 0 6/18/2021 1274358 345,800 

AAB36 0 6/25/2021 2692459 339,880 

AAC309 0 6/29/2021 1738014 334,360 

FAA1246 BB1 6/10/2021 1001121984 326,700 

AAG1963 0 6/16/2021 1798400 323,128 

AAA239 0 6/30/2021 2686246 322,000 

BIA982 BK1 6/30/2021 2186509 316,457 

BIB1560 0 6/15/2021 1001123554 315,812 

BIA5105 BP9 6/8/2021 2090305 314,822 

BIB1075 0 6/16/2021 1990572 312,982 

AAB3655 0 6/30/2021 2 307,680 

AIF312 0 6/11/2021 2616189 304,750 

BEA747 0 6/15/2021 2385280 302,515 

BTB829 0 6/1/2021 2339460 301,088 

AAA2014 0 6/30/2021 2763462 295,459 

AAE3066 AH1 6/25/2021 1001132318 282,999 

BAA1162 0 6/11/2021 2167782 278,978 

AAB2169 AA1 6/14/2021 1001124580 258,050 

FAA1395 0 6/30/2021 251607 251,607 

FAA430 0 6/28/2021 2718546 250,001 

BIB2931 0 6/30/2021 1001131569 247,950 

AAF3325 0 6/15/2021 1001126961 247,889 

BCA194 0 6/30/2021 1606914 233,100 

BPB452 0 6/28/2021 2747592 224,070 

FAA736 0 6/15/2021 1001130547 214,404 

AAC2559 AA18 6/15/2021 1001129867 211,866 

BKA449 0 6/30/2021 2521943 211,394 

AAD4209 0 6/14/2021 6001180 210,060 

FAA1162 0 6/3/2021 2292883 206,750 

AAH58 0 6/1/2021 2733603 205,259 

BEC2 0 6/13/2021 629858 201,676 

BOA1134 0 6/22/2021 2500743 193,640 

BIA4201 0 6/14/2021 1001127751 188,234 

FAA64 0 6/8/2021 2415371 183,715 

AAD765 AA1 6/17/2021 2477128 182,271 

BGA51708 0 6/16/2021 2697393 176,906 

DAA462 0 6/30/2021 2643608 175,482 
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FAA480 0 6/16/2021 2696627 174,880 

FAA2986 0 6/9/2021 1001125063 166,003 

AAE1322 CA10 6/7/2021 2608136 162,383 

AAA3803 0 6/14/2021 1001124148 156,252 

FAA2734 0 6/10/2021 1001127871 152,715 

BTB844 0 6/30/2021 1000990062 141,398 

BCC35 0 6/29/2021 1001130704 137,872 

BGA2263 0 6/30/2021 1001124756 135,253 

BIB37 0 6/3/2021 1001120865 134,320 

AAE1559 0 6/30/2021 1679569 126,369 

CAA34 0 6/30/2021 92617161 125,275 

AIF32 0 6/15/2021 2611484 123,370 

AAF1985 AA27 6/30/2021 2149089 119,324 

BGA2305 0 6/24/2021 2547404 116,640 

FAA330 0 6/29/2021 2685319 116,070 

FAA3935 0 6/4/2021 1001121122 114,249 

DAA67 0 6/30/2021 2756443 108,150 

BIA5242 0 6/30/2021 1001132081 107,452 

BIC138 0 6/15/2021 655475 104,000 

BOA1710 0 6/23/2021 2419222 103,350 

BIA50434 FA12 6/7/2021 2729202 101,970 

FAA222 0 6/25/2021 2110474 100,001 

BLA1668 0 6/30/2021 2185068 99,783 

BIA858 0 6/30/2021 1601223 98,800 

AAA588 0 6/25/2021 2653189 95,960 

CCA1069 0 6/18/2021 885779 95,554 

AAE4369 0 6/3/2021 1001120193 94,540 

AJA87 0 6/13/2021 429329 94,400 

AAB2131 BI1 6/11/2021 2737909 93,660 

AAA1501 AA2 6/14/2021 2482177 90,775 

BIB1440 0 6/15/2021 1001129713 88,450 

AAF3708 0 6/23/2021 1001129339 87,510 

FAA1906 0 6/1/2021 892144 87,105 

AAE2605 AA2 6/9/2021 1001127053 86,227 

BIB729 AA4 6/10/2021 2411413 85,779 

BOA73 BO2 6/29/2021 2503764 85,482 

CCC2 0 6/2/2021 1 83,177 

BGA50903 0 6/14/2021 1001128264 82,240 

BGA50691 0 6/15/2021 1001129921 82,080 

AAE5031 0 6/30/2021 563741 80,120 

BIA3281 FA3 6/28/2021 1001123271 78,878 

AAD888 0 6/15/2021 1001130442 78,802 

AAB2666 0 6/30/2021 1 76,830 

AAF2791 AA1 6/9/2021 1001126425 76,680 

FAA1296 CB2 6/29/2021 2712478 75,400 
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BIB2307 0 6/15/2021 1464786434 73,720 

CBA125 0 6/2/2021 2498235 73,716 

DAA434 0 6/30/2021 2643609 73,369 

BGA25466 0 6/29/2021 1001131303 71,600 

AAE1338 0 6/4/2021 1001119458 70,140 

AAC1645 AA1 6/11/2021 1001126810 69,860 

BGA26060 0 6/24/2021 443576999 68,950 

BGA691 BT2 6/14/2021 2599331 67,740 

AAF2128 0 6/14/2021 2727773 67,020 

BBA476 FA4 6/15/2021 2405214 66,969 

FAA2957 0 6/28/2021 921838 66,950 

CAA160 0 6/10/2021 2020190 66,250 

AAF1982 AA20 6/30/2021 2751416 65,572 

AAF1982 AA20 6/2/2021 2650972 65,455 

BIB1222 0 6/30/2021 2441593 65,420 

CAA314 0 6/25/2021 2377897 63,900 

BIA1106 BG69 6/14/2021 2658161 63,690 

BIA1724 BI1 6/11/2021 1001123253 63,420 

AAC30 AL2 6/11/2021 2525831 59,080 

FAA3895 0 6/17/2021 1001131943 57,288 

CCA1254 0 6/23/2021 2181929 55,658 

AAE3443 AA1 6/4/2021 1001119443 55,145 

CJA35 0 6/17/2021 2590676 54,700 

BBA136 0 6/29/2021 1114832 54,100 

FAA2452 0 6/25/2021 2718537 53,425 

AAA3213 AA8 6/25/2021 2418511 53,240 

AAA3179 0 6/9/2021 1001121824 52,720 

AAA1057 0 6/14/2021 2254140 52,160 

BPA960 0 6/25/2021 2747685 52,050 

BGA52007 0 6/29/2021 2531729 52,007 

FAA3246 0 6/7/2021 3159000 50,874 

BIA755 0 6/24/2021 2740315 50,320 

BGA50173 0 6/14/2021 2734514 50,173 

AAA3929 0 6/15/2021 2114934 49,996 

BLA2186 0 6/14/2021 1001127039 49,620 

AAC2606 0 6/14/2021 2749091 48,860 

AAA588 0 6/30/2021 2655187 48,129 

AAC1490 0 6/15/2021 1001129240 46,821 

AHA1555 0 6/11/2021 351562 46,808 

BSA512 0 6/30/2021 2757702 44,337 

BIB2036 0 6/25/2021 1001132494 43,962 

BGA4 BG1 6/30/2021 1 43,873 

BNA37 0 6/21/2021 123 39,500 

AAD2654 0 6/2/2021 2660890 38,550 

BBA1078 AH3 6/7/2021 46919 38,402 



1998 

 

AAF2150 0 6/30/2021 2741659 37,548 

AAD3788 0 6/30/2021 2748047 36,666 

BBA244 0 6/29/2021 2495480 36,650 

FAA3552 0 6/15/2021 8151080 36,208 

AHA686 0 6/29/2021 2718632 35,560 

AHA1455 0 6/22/2021 2478158 35,140 

COA19 0 6/24/2021 1618085 35,110 

BKA631 0 6/15/2021 1001125866 34,760 

ALA118 0 6/2/2021 2563763 34,350 

FAA3297 0 6/11/2021 1001125424 33,396 

FAA1837 0 6/15/2021 1722646 32,650 

AAF1970 0 6/11/2021 2748478 32,240 

AAB1890 BL1 6/30/2021 1809496 31,686 

BBA2663 0 6/15/2021 2192524 31,550 

BGA25915 0 6/29/2021 2045935 30,780 

FAA3732 0 6/25/2021 2110118 30,500 

BOA2368 0 6/16/2021 1001119906 30,405 

BIA4939 0 6/30/2021 2517446 29,730 

BTB1029 0 6/9/2021 1752464 28,850 

AHA926 0 6/6/2021 2688773 28,016 

AAE3654 0 6/30/2021 2423717 28,011 

BIA2337 FA1 6/2/2021 1001119215 27,852 

BIC240 0 6/11/2021 1001122983 26,940 

AHA1038 0 6/14/2021 2719031 26,800 

BMA130 BM1 6/29/2021 2460219 25,520 

AAF1982 AA40 6/30/2021 2751417 24,970 

BBA934 0 6/28/2021 2094637 24,900 

BLA1674 0 6/18/2021 2456907 24,840 

AAA501 0 6/29/2021 2675674 24,552 

AAB1231 0 6/29/2021 2728567 23,686 

AIF312 0 6/2/2021 2616182 23,650 

CCA1138 0 6/15/2021 1806503 23,500 

FAA1463 0 6/15/2021 1001119610 22,490 

AAF1985 AA56 6/30/2021 2154088 21,724 

AAH487 0 6/1/2021 1901306 21,340 

AAH2043 0 6/29/2021 516223 21,200 

AAB1890 BD12 6/30/2021 1809497 20,190 

BIA5556 0 6/1/2021 1001117623 19,821 

BCA206 0 6/4/2021 2052085 18,920 

FAA2487 CC1 6/18/2021 988571 18,833 

AAD2998 0 6/29/2021 1434936 18,640 

AAE4755 0 6/4/2021 1001119445 18,150 

BIA1399 0 6/24/2021 2438796 18,140 

BKA707 0 6/15/2021 1001130882 17,782 

BQA233 0 6/4/2021 1001121817 16,250 



1999 

 

BPA351 0 6/9/2021 2461494 15,250 

AAE703 FA30 6/21/2021 12347 14,970 

AAE4861 0 6/29/2021 2111935 14,940 

BKA207 0 6/22/2021 2525165 14,696 

BBA782 0 6/26/2021 2113141 14,550 

BOA2102 0 6/17/2021 2174685 13,842 

DNC741 0 6/14/2021 1574417 13,420 

AFE4 0 6/21/2021 1518591 13,064 

AAA3936 AA1 6/24/2021 2686235 10,919 

BCA204 0 6/15/2021 1753748 10,550 

AHA1093 0 6/14/2021 1136383 10,230 

  Total  77,856,136 
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Annex-9 

Illegal provision of pension from EOBI to Government Pensioners – Rs 8.976 million 

Sr. 

No. 

CLAIM NO CNIC Employee 

Sub-group 

Name as per EOBI & 

Federal Govt. 

Amount 

(Rs.) 

1 60414 14301-1937066-1 Grade 07 Ejaz hussain 102,000 

2 CB 04800 37401-1505126-9 Grade 14 Raja akhtar hussain 102,000 

3 DA 04153 37401-9563009-1 Grade 08 Asghar hussain 102,000 

4 IA 04952 37401-1508540-1 Grade 08 Nazeer ahmed 102,000 

5 KA 10351 37402-8264424-1 Grade 11 Muhammad rasheed 102,000 

6 KA 11026 37405-0271268-9 Grade 07 Mirza muhammad firdaus 102,000 

7 KA 11093 37402-0976390-3 Grade 14 Chaudhary ulfat ali iqbal 102,000 

8 KA 11789 37402-7152625-7 Grade 14 Raja sultan mehmood 102,000 

9 KA 12108 37401-6949129-3 Grade 14 Abdul aziz 102,000 

10 KA 12317 37401-4756806-5 Grade 07 Muhammad nawaz 102,000 

11 KA 12563 37405-6968145-3 Grade 17 Karar hussain shah 102,000 

12 KA 12976 37401-1410693-5 Grade 14 Mumtaz ali 102,000 

13 KA 13048 37405-0206315-5 Grade 04 Iqrar hussain mughal 102,000 

14 KA 13539 37405-4587846-1 Grade 07 Muhammad yaqoob 102,000 

15 KA 13775 37402-0396115-9 Grade 08 Abdul qayyum khan 

ghauri 

102,000 

16 KA 13889 37401-8272865-9 Grade 07 Muhammad rasheed 102,000 

17 KA 13902 37401-1442334-7 Grade 05 Muhammad riaz 102,000 

18 KA 14510 37402-7104754-1 Grade 09 Fayyaz hussain 102,000 

19 KA 14774 37401-2524412-1 Grade 07 Sajwal khan 102,000 

20 KA 15013 37402-1624233-3 Grade 02 Abdul ghafar 102,000 

21 KA 16071 37405-0511268-1 Grade 03 Gul afsar 102,000 

22 KA 16124 37405-0226250-6 Grade 16 Hanifa maqsood 102,000 

23 KA 16307 61101-3916077-3 Grade 14 Muhammad banaras 102,000 

24 KA 16689 37405-4129104-5 Grade 17 Asif ur rehman 102,000 

25 KA 16782 37405-0451109-9 Grade 12 Anwar hussain 102,000 

26 KA 17191 61101-2024981-5 Grade 12 Syed nazim hussain zaidi 102,000 

27 KA 17210 37405-0594809-9 Grade 17 Muhammad asghar 102,000 

28 KA 17273 37405-0582543-5 Grade 16 Muhammad ashraf sulehri 102,000 

29 KA 17300 37405-4244827-1 Grade 20 Talat faruq lone 102,000 

30 KA 17517 37401-7860937-3 Grade 08 Muhammad yousaf 102,000 

31 KA 17847 37402-0998310-3 Grade 08 Muhammad yaseen 102,000 

32 KA 17959 37401-2465253-1 Grade 08 Muhammad razzaq 102,000 

33 KA 18221 37405-1862942-4 Grade 05 Nusrat sultana 102,000 

34 KA 18294 37405-0240063-9 Grade 07 Mohammad asif 102,000 

35 KA 19129 37402-1013551-9 Grade 08 Ghulam farid 102,000 

36 KA 19142 37405-0398337-0 Grade 17 Naseem akhtar 102,000 

37 KA 19421 37405-6201024-1 Grade 04 Muhammad sabir 102,000 

38 KA 19433 15202-8086969-9 Grade 07 Saat muhammad 102,000 

39 KA 19530 37405-0340245-7 Grade 11 Muhammad aftab ahmed 102,000 

40 KA 19571 37405-7186351-9 Grade 06 Muhammad nawaz awan 102,000 

41 KA 19836 37401-2053267-1 Grade 14 Shoukat ali bhatti 102,000 

42 KA 19877 37201-7464833-5 Grade 14 Muhammad ayub 102,000 

43 KA 19926 37405-0558577-3 Grade 16 Malik shah nawaz 102,000 

44 KA 19931 37405-0896449-3 Grade 07 Mulazim hussain 102,000 

45 KA 20506 37405-3821478-7 Grade 09 Malik muhammad riaz 102,000 

46 KA 20698 37401-1506584-7 Grade 12 Muhammad nazir 102,000 

47 KA 20725 37105-6500178-9 Grade 07 Abdul rasheed qureshi 102,000 

48 KA 20761 37405-0557184-1 Grade 15 Malik qurban ali 102,000 
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49 KA 20791 17201-4823246-1 Grade 15 Lal nawab sabir 102,000 

50 KA 20898 37203-1484998-7 Grade 06 Deen muhammad 102,000 

51 KA 20950 37405-1802391-9 Grade 05 Faiz muhammad 102,000 

52 KA 21075 37201-1710682-5 Grade 07 Muhammad munir 102,000 

53 KA 21333 37302-8377567-9 Grade 09 Mukhtar ahmed 102,000 

54 KA 21426 37405-2054791-7 Grade 02 Muhammad talib 102,000 

55 KA 21557 37405-3230656-3 Grade 06 Basharat ali 102,000 

56 KA 21641 37405-4523652-1 Grade 02 Muhammad mushtaq 102,000 

57 KA 22338 37405-5915916-1 Grade 16 Non-Gazat. Shaukat hussain chotana 102,000 

58 KA 22350 14301-1959003-7 Grade 11 Ahmed shah 102,000 

59 KA 22351 13504-4673096-1 Grade 05 Jannat gul 102,000 

60 KA 22438 37405-3133198-9 Grade 09 Ameer khan 102,000 

61 KA 22450 14301-9231333-1 Grade 16 Gul sahib khan 102,000 

62 KA 22916 37405-0290023-3 Grade 02 Gulzar masih 102,000 

63 KA 23042 14203-9421091-7 Grade 05 Sher andaz 102,000 

64 KA 23560 37405-8956359-5 Grade 16 Touqeer ahmed 102,000 

65 KA 23817 61101-5866657-3 Grade 06 Muhammad shafique 102,000 

66 KA 23895 37405-0394165-7 Grade 16 Raham dil khan 102,000 

67 KA 23903 37405-6099369-1 Grade 03 Boota masih 102,000 

68 KA 23925 37405-0918546-8 Grade 01 Shama begum 102,000 

69 KB 00854 37405-0281033-1 Grade 01 Sadiq masih 102,000 

70 KB 01439 37402-0943697-9 Grade 07 Abdul aziz 102,000 

71 KB 01682 37405-0678713-9 Grade 13 Abdur rasheed khan 102,000 

72 KB 01750 37402-6314416-3 Grade 07 Mehfooz khan 102,000 

73 KB 02034 16202-0926865-1 Grade 03 Fazal khalique 102,000 

74 KB 02977 37405-2956300-7 Grade 18 Rasheed ahmad shad 102,000 

75 KB 03269 61101-1768320-7 Grade 18 Muhammad riaz khan 102,000 

76 KB 03533 37401-1459760-9 Grade 08 Muhammad akbar 102,000 

77 KB 03843 37405-0507845-3 Grade 07 Abdul majeed 102,000 

78 KB 04228 37405-5512438-9 Grade 17 Muhammad saleem akhtar 102,000 

79 KB 04377 37403-0654913-9 Grade 08 Ghulam nabi satti 102,000 

80 KB 04559 37405-3937287-7 Grade 17 Pervaiz iqbal 102,000 

81 KB 04604 37402-8009835-5 Grade 01 Muhammad shabbir 102,000 

82 KBW01219 37405-0547082-8 Grade 11 Baseerat sultana 102,000 

83 KC 00635 37405-3879604-3 Grade 05 Chaudhry muhammad 

zamurd 

102,000 

84 KZ 08035 37405-4903449-3 Judges Muhammad yousaf 102,000 

85 KZ 08802 61101-6584461-5 Grade 10 Ashiq hussain 102,000 

86 KZ 09064 37402-8993404-3 Grade 08 Akhmat hussain 102,000 

87 KZ 09231 37405-8180631-5 Grade 02 Chaman  masih 102,000 

88 TA 01332 37401-1423069-3 Grade 07 Bostan khan 102,000 

     8,976,000 
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Annex-10 

Unjustified award of pension to the employees of different establishments more than their total 

Registered Insured Persons to-date as per IP’s database –  

Rs 8.589 million 

Sr. No. MAIN CD Pension amount 

paid during the 

Year 

Region 

Code 

Total 

pensioners to-

date 

Total IPs to-

date 

Difference 

excess 

1 AAD2000 2,028,582 5100 307 73 234 

2 BFA6 2,802,500 2800 529 315 214 

3 BGA137 667,700 2700 161 14 147 

4 BOE1 1,077,450 2100 251 147 104 

5 AIF5 803,475 1000 151 67 84 

6 AAB168 1,164,480 4700 174 93 81 

7 BOA53 561,908 2100 166 87 79 

8 CIF8 855,238 5200 105 29 76 

9 BIA1613 1,993,250 3600 280 219 61 

10 BBA22 413,963 5300 78 20 58 

11 BPA94 416,955 500 93 48 45 

12 BGA62 334,897 2500 52 15 37 

13 AAA1408 109,700 4800 35 6 29 

14 AAB1104 185,450 200 29 1 28 

15 AAB2 146,730 400 28 1 27 

16 AAB1190 356,981 200 66 44 22 

17 AAC1165 146,925 800 23 6 17 

18 CAC25 2,449,769 5300 174 157 17 

19 CIF175 362,381 5200 39 23 16 

20 BIA29 187,383 3300 19 6 13 

  Total 17,065,717  2760 1371 1389 

 Average pension paid to 1389 during 2020-21 

(1389x6183.23) 

8,588,507 
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Annex-11 

Illegal registration of Insured Persons (IPs) who are under the employment of State – Rs 4.66 million 

Sr. 

No. 

CNIC Pers no Cost Center Description of 

Federal Govt. 

Job Title Grade Birth date Date of 

Joining 

Govt. Job 

Date of 

Joining 

EOBI 

EOBI 

Number 

1.  10166223948 50056540 INTELLIGENCE BUREAU NAIB 

CONSTABLE 

2 1/19/1964 5/21/2004  4600H118

365 

2.  10168087063 50006614 IMCG (PG) F-7/4 ASSISTANT 

PROFESSOR 

19 9/15/1968 6/22/2000 10/1/1997 4600C107

652 

3.  10168601465 50006725 PRIME MINISTER SECTT 

(PUB) 

STAFF CAR 

DRIVER 

7 8/27/1968 5/16/1996 1/1/2003 4600D136

537 

4.  10172035874 50007623 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL FOR BOYS 

TRAINED 

GRADUATE 

TEACHER 

17 2/12/1972 11/17/2000  4600G100

208 

5.  10172173320 50007755 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL FOR BOYS 

S.S.T 18 8/14/1972 3/2/1999  4600D098

585 

6.  10173232301 50057321 INTELLIGENCE BUREAU ASSTT. 

PRIVATE 

SECRETARY 

16 4/2/1973 1/7/1999  4700D020

753 

7.  10175343943 50009087 IMCG G-9/2 SENIOR 

TEACHER 

18 4/5/1975 1/14/2002 10/1/1998 4600J082

465 

8.  10177311148 50009851 ESTABLISHMENT 

DIVISION SECTT 

ASSTT. 

PRIVATE 

SECRETARY 

16 4/27/1977 10/27/2003 10/1/1999 4600I077

429 

9.  1120143207787 50553403 DISTRICT POPULATION 

WALFARE OFFICE 

FAMILY 

WELFARE 

ASSTT 

7 4/21/1989 2/17/2020  4600I238

009 

10.  1210171367687 50126953 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

COLLEGE FOR BOYS 

LECTURER 17 4/13/1981 12/4/2008  4600H248

013 

11.  1310127451553 50545477 NATIONAL COMMISSION 

ON THE STATUS OF 

ASSISTANT 15 1/25/1991 11/4/2019 11/6/2018 4600J269

130 

12.  1310134007957 50388434 DG AUDIT FEDERAL 

GOVERNMENT, 

ISLAMABAD 

SENIOR 

AUDITOR 

16 3/1/1991 12/28/2017 1/12/2016 4600E253

126 

13.  1310197879371 50376032 ASF BBIA, ISLAMABAD WAITER 1 9/16/1989 10/23/2017 1/5/2012 4600E200

652 

14.  1330191913973 50548716 NAT HIGHWAYS & PAK 

MOTORWAY POLICE 

MOTOR 

PATROL 

OFFICER 

14 12/2/1991 1/28/2020  4600G254

340 

15.  1330285747243 50096414 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL FOR GIRLS(I-V) 

CHOWKIDAR 1 11/6/1966 8/13/2007 1/1/2016 4600A242

674 

16.  1350103229127 50551170 NATIONAL RESPONSE 

CENTRE FOR CYBER 

INSPECTOR 16 12/31/1986 1/7/2020 1/1/2015 0500A109

744 

17.  1610257370035 50534562 TEXTILE INDUSTRY 

DIVISION 

STENO TYPIST 14 4/20/1992 8/26/2019 2/1/2017 4700E431

709 

18.  1720147185973 50506425 FEDERAL DIRECTORATE 

OF EDUCATION 

ASSISTANT 15 1/1/1994 5/15/2019  4600D245

475 

19.  1720157070954 50116782 CHILDREN HOSPITAL 

PIMS ISLAMBAD 

CHARGE 

NURSE 

16 6/28/1986 8/30/2007  4600C151

211 

20.  1730126748702 50494266 FEDERAL GENERAL 

HOSPITAL CHAK 

SHEHZAD 

MEDICAL 

OFFICER 

17 10/31/1987 1/16/2019 3/12/2013 4600A209

731 

21.  1730136155491 50354087 ISLAMABAD HIGH 

COURT. ISLAMABAD 

ASST: 

ACCOUNTS 

OFFICER 

17 6/25/1987 6/22/2017  4600C217

465 

22.  1730193727575 50491844 DIRECTOR GENERAL FIA 

H.Q., ISLAMABAD 

NAIB QASID 1 7/8/1993 2/15/2019  4600E252

099 

23.  21185177152 50049806 IMCG G-6/1-4 ISLAMABAD DEPUTY 

HEADMISTRES

S 

18 5/9/1966 5/4/1987  4600D857

840 

24.  21187137600 50050291 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

COLLEGE FOR BOYSF-8/4 

ASSOCIATE 

PROFESSOR 

19 2/5/1966 6/20/1996  4600I051

075 

25.  21188258149 50050513 CHILDREN HOSPITAL 

PIMS ISLAMBAD 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

3 7/1/1970 8/9/1991 10/1/1994 4600E101

646 

26.  21189222928 50050650 FEDERAL DIRECTORATE 

OF EDUCATION 

CHOWKIDAR 2 6/12/1969 6/1/2002  4600D097

979 

27.  21261185522 50006993 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

COLLEGE FOR BOYSG-

10/4 

ASSOCIATE 

PROFESSOR 

20 8/11/1961 9/22/1987  4600H857

927 

28.  21263005643 50007166 REGIONAL TAX OFFICE 

RAWALPINDI. 

INSPECTOR 16 5/25/1963 2/1/1987  4600B857

915 

29.  21266035985 50007432 NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 

SECTT (CHARGED) 

PRIVATE 

SECRETARY 

17 2/25/1966 9/25/1989 1/4/1988 4600H037

991 

30.  21272031478 50007612 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

COLLEGE FOR BOYS I-8/3 

ASSOCIATE 

PROFESSOR 

20 10/29/1972 12/23/2000 4/1/1900 4600I110

918 

31.  21274150651 50007708 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

COLLEGE FOR GIRLS 

ASSISTANT 

PROFESSOR 

18 8/15/1974 1/27/2003 11/1/1901 4600C130

231 

32.  21279323378 50007907 CHIEF COORDINATOR 

COMPUTER WING 

DRIVER 5 8/1/1979 6/30/2003 7/7/1997 4600G031

483 
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33.  21287125694 50008407 IMCG I-9/1 S.S.T 18 1/4/1965 9/2/1990 1/10/1989 4600E031

883 

34.  21472057059 50010911 REGIONAL TAX OFFICE 

RAWALPINDI. 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 9/5/1973 5/19/1999  4600C037

815 

35.  21476179114 50011035 POLICE DEPARTMENT OF 

FEDERAL AREA ISLAMA 

LANGARY 2 7/1/1976 6/18/1999  4600F109

596 

36.  30578290080 50062164 MANAGMENT SERVICES 

WING ISB 

STENO TYPIST 14 1/1/1978 5/29/2004 ######## 4600D120

104 

37.  3310025341727 50553736 NATIONAL RESPONSE 

CENTRE FOR CYBER 

SUB-

INSPECTOR 

14 11/11/1994 2/12/2020 6/11/2019 4600B286

596 

38.  3310045239578 50527510 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

MEDICAL 

OFFICER 

17 5/29/1993 5/23/2019  4600J266

409 

39.  3310144763629 50554883 CH. REHMAT ALI 

COMMUNITY CENTRE G-7 

ISLA 

SWEEPER 1 5/4/1995 2/20/2020 2/6/2014 4600A218

277 

40.  3320168031997 50548178 HOUSING AND WORKS 

DIV(MAIN SECRETARIAT) 

ASSISTANT 15 9/6/1988 1/13/2020 1/1/2017 4600H259

739 

41.  3320212895769 50097412 SECTT STF OF PRES 

SECRETARIAT (PUB) 

ASSTT. 

PRIVATE 

SECRETARY 

16 8/27/1981 9/4/2007  4600C147

254 

42.  3320327408109 50129637 ISLAMABAD COLLEGE 

FOR BOYS 

LECTURER 17 5/5/1982 3/12/2009 11/8/2017 4600E258

249 

43.  3410196163871 50554968 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

POLYCLINIC ISLAMBAD 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

1 6/22/1997 2/15/2020 7/5/2015 4600G230

493 

44.  3440105279519 50548682 NAT 

HIWAYS&MOTORWAY 

POLICE (N 5) NORTH S 

PATROL 

OFFICER 

14 3/13/1989 1/21/2020 1/9/2014 4600F219

341 

45.  3440206657059 50554306 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

DOCTOR 

TRAINEE 

17 8/1/1986 1/23/2020  4600G214

497 

46.  3440319557155 50087311 ISLAMABAD COLLEGE 

FOR BOYS 

ASSISTANT 

PROFESSOR 

18 1/1/1973 11/20/2006  4600G247

987 

47.  3450133580149 50556207 Federal Govt. College of 

Home Economics 

SANITARY 

WORKERS 

1 1/1/1996    4600D258

672 

48.  3450151891639 50432240 PRESS INFORMATION 

DEPARTMENT (HQ) ISB 

SWEEPER 1 3/24/1989 3/5/2018 8/6/2015 4600D230

713 

49.  3460224393431 50463535 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

1 10/10/1992 10/27/2018 1/11/2014 4600H227

978 

50.  3460242094299 50532991 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

POLYCLINIC ISLAMBAD 

SENATORY 

WORKER 

1 8/4/1997 4/23/2019 1/11/2015 4600D236

612 

51.  3520008564419 50364767 Hajj and Umrah Directorate PROGRAMMER 17 8/31/1990 9/25/2017 1/8/2015 3100D558

182 

52.  3520196271243 50398272 SENATE SECTT 

(CHARGED) 

ASSISTANT 

DIRECTOR 

17 6/11/1990 4/3/2018  4600B250

969 

53.  3520211153741 50556126 NATIONAL RESPONSE 

CENTRE FOR CYBER 

DSR/MTO 5 1/17/1988 12/30/2019  3600A395

752 

54.  3520279684269 50556477 SECRETARIAT TRAINING 

INSTITUTE 

SECTION 

OFFICER 

17 4/8/1993 10/17/2019  4600D234

814 

55.  3550103386893 50553493 CARDIAC CARE CENTRE 

PIMS ISLAMABAD 

DISPENSER 9 12/8/1994 2/17/2020 1/12/2018 4600C274

158 

56.  3610399465139 50541955 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

DOCTOR 

TRAINEE 

17 1/10/1986    4600I209

644 

57.  3630203395105 50532381 INSTITUTE OF REGIONAL 

STUDIES (IRS) 

ASSISTANT 

COLLECTOR 

17 1/15/1968 5/2/2007 1/7/2007 4600F154

999 

58.  3630222333015 50065390 COUNTER TERRORISM 

DEPARTMENT (CTD), 

ASSISTANT 

SUB 

INSPECTOR 

11 8/8/1981 7/12/2005  4600F136

250 

59.  3630309445083 50127883 PBS (H.Q) ISLAMABAD LIBRARIAN 17 4/1/1980 10/21/2008 1/2/2007 4600C151

261 

60.  3630344091239 50109123 MINISTRY OF NATIONAL 

FOOD SECURITY AND 

DRIVER 4 1/1/1984 12/26/2007  4600F121

988 

61.  3710117546411 50129606 ISLAMABAD COLLEGE 

FOR BOYS 

LECTURER 17 2/9/1981 2/7/2009  4600E138

261 

62.  3710194515631 50507324 BUREAU OF EMIGRATION 

AND OVERSEAS 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 9/13/1993 5/14/2019 5/9/2016 4600D243

481 

63.  3710502093209 50379288 CABINET DIVISION SECTT CHOWKIDAR 1 12/18/1974 12/27/2017 1/5/2015 4600E226

153 

64.  3710502139460 50066254 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

CHARGE 

NURSE 

16 7/18/1975 11/30/2005  4600E120

470 

65.  3720119781984 50543054 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

CHOWKIDAR 1 5/26/1994 11/26/2019 1/7/2014 4600H263

411 

66.  3720160536390 50537359 MOTHER & CHILD 

HELATH CARE CENTRE 

DOCTOR 

TRAINEE 

17 10/16/1989 1/17/2018  0400G389

729 

67.  3720189754459 50061274 POLICE DEPARTMENT OF 

FEDERAL AREA ISLAMA 

CONSTABLE 7 9/2/1985 1/25/2005 1/8/2017 4600H257

232 

68.  3730205334497 50508270 MODEL CUSTOMS 

COLLECTORATE 

ISLAMABAD. 

UPPER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

11 2/5/1995 9/26/2018  4600B253

349 

69.  3730267880364 50067303 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

CHARGE 

NURSE 

16 1/10/1977 1/27/2006  4600G145

096 



2005 

 

70.  3730311215475 50382594 CABINET DIVISION SECTT CLEANER 1 5/25/1975 12/29/2017  4600G228

771 

71.  3730370044021 31477835 ANTI NARCOTICS FORCE 

REGIONAL 

CONSTABLE 5 10/14/1985 9/30/2010  4600I171

338 

72.  3730379248177 50470409 FEDERAL BOARD OF 

REVENUE (HQ) ISB 

UPPER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

11 4/15/1997 12/14/2018 10/6/2016 4600A240

363 

73.  3740113959148 50114203 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

COLLEGE FOR GIRLSI-10/4 

LECTURER 17 9/30/1981 11/11/2006  4600B137

250 

74.  3740178175043 50555203 NATIONAL RESPONSE 

CENTRE FOR CYBER 

DRIVER 1 10/16/1993    4600J238

545 

75.  3740213400035 50542973 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

MALI 1 7/30/1992 11/27/2019 3/10/2015 4600D233

101 

76.  3740226406251 50551584 CHILDREN HOSPITAL 

PIMS ISLAMBAD 

DRIVER 4 4/29/1989 11/30/2019  4600B265

176 

77.  3740270341697 50393939 INTELLIGENCE BUREAU NAIB 

CONSTABLE 

1 7/16/1979 3/16/2018  4600E259

619 

78.  3740306622723 50116590 SUPREME COURT NAIB QASID 3 7/1/1966 8/8/2008  4600C124

696 

79.  3740306692623 50097082 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL FOR GIRLS (I-V) 

CHOWKIDAR 1 1/1/1970 8/13/2007  4600D148

160 

80.  3740357252133 50348457 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

POLYCLINIC ISLAMBAD 

JUNIOR 

TECHNICIAN 

9 4/13/1988 8/4/2016  4600D233

729 

81.  3740405788793 50406055 NO 4 PARTY MURREE 

DEFENCE 

NAIB QASID 1 3/25/1991 6/1/2018  4600D229

110 

82.  3740416422387 50408201 SENATE SECTT 

(CHARGED) 

NAIB QASID 1 8/9/1991 6/20/2018 1/9/2016 4600I288

606 

83.  3740501946527 50514804 ASF BBIA, ISLAMABAD GUARD 

DRIVER 

5 2/7/1991 6/12/2019 10/2/2015 4600E238

100 

84.  3740502306179 50069671 PAKISTAN MET 

DEPARTMENT 

ISLAMABAD 

METROLOGIST 17 6/15/1971 5/24/2002 1/9/2014 4600H219

739 

85.  3740502467638 50071138 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL (I-V) F-6/4 IBD 

TRAINED 

GRADUATE 

TEACHER 

17 7/1/1977 6/11/2005  4600G138

552 

86.  3740502606871 50094340 MALIK TAIMOOR 

SHAHEED MODEL 

COLLEGE 

CHOWKIDAR 1 12/3/1964 8/13/2007  4700J033

174 

87.  3740503063441 50098331 E-OFFICE REPLICATION 

AT 45 DIVISION IN F 

MASTER 

TRAINER 

18 4/11/1981 10/5/2007 2/2/2006 4600E154

178 

88.  3740503697389 50069214 NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 

SECTT (CHARGED) 

SUPERINTENDE

NT 

16 12/12/1972 5/10/2006 1/10/1998 4600A139

415 

89.  3740504333090 50063096 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL (I-V) NO. 2 

TRAINED 

GRADUATE 

TEACHER 

16 1/6/1981 6/10/2005 1/8/2003 4600J139

393 

90.  3740504476760 50057121 DIRECTOR GENERAL FIA 

H.Q., ISLAMABAD 

SUB-

INSPECTOR 

14 7/10/1980 8/10/2004  4600H122

966 

91.  3740504791468 50542020 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

DOCTOR 

TRAINEE 

17 2/10/1992 7/15/2019  4600G252

657 

92.  3740504819769 50051151 POLICE DEPARTMENT OF 

FEDERAL AREA ISLAMA 

SUB 

INSPECTOR 

14 3/3/1963 12/9/1982 1/4/2008 4600G261

004 

93.  3740504883698 50115969 PLANNING AND DEV 

DIVISION SECTT 

ASSISTANT 

CHIEF 

18 7/22/1976 5/8/2008 1/3/2006 3100C307

168 

94.  3740505692777 50486190 PBS (H.Q) ISLAMABAD CHOWKIDAR 1 10/1/1990 1/15/2019 ######## 4600H213

814 

95.  3740505776456 50537863 MOTHER & CHILD 

HELATH CARE CENTRE 

DOCTOR 

TRAINEE 

17 11/10/1993 7/15/2019 6/7/2018 4600B282

704 

96.  3740506586341 50096418 FEDERAL DIRECTORATE 

OF EDUCATION 

DIRECTOR 19 8/11/1964 7/1/2000 2/4/2012 4600H196

745 

97.  3740506754983 50128172 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

COLLEGE FOR BOYS 

LECTURER 17 8/1/1983 2/19/2009  4600J162

736 

98.  3740508701284 50449332 PROTECTORATE OF 

EMIGRATNS, 

RAWALPINDI. 

INSPECTOR 16 5/3/1991 9/17/2018 8/7/2015 4600A239

508 

99.  3740509207105 50554004 CERTIFICATION OF IT 

PROFEESSIONALS 

FINANCE 

OFFICER 

18 4/5/1980 2/17/2020 1/7/2008 0400F205

633 

100.  3740510374069 50066971 INDUSTRIES & 

PRODUCTION DIVISION 

SECTT 

NAIB QASID 2 1/2/1977 12/26/2005 5/12/2019 4600I287

472 

101.  3740510668501 50096830 Capital Regional HQ (IB) SUB-

INSPECTOR 

14 12/12/1978 2/11/2006 11/6/2000 4600I146

121 

102.  3740511612425 50433117 COMMISSIONER INLAND 

REVENUE BENAMI 

STENO TYPIST 16 4/2/1988 5/28/2018  4600F211

084 

103.  3740512289909 50554950 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

TRAINEE 

MEDICAL 

OFFICER 

17 12/30/1984 1/23/2020  4600C201

189 

104.  3740514325343 50462290 DEFENCE DIVISION NAIB QASID 1 8/16/1995 12/24/2018 8/9/2016 4600H243

592 

105.  3740514624633 50007394 BOARD OF INVESTMENT 

ISLAMABAD. 

SYSTEM 

OPERATOR 

16 7/27/1965 10/23/1990 1/7/2007 4600E154

990 

106.  3740515355869 50130068 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

COLLEGE FOR BOYSF-11/1 

ASSISTANT 

PROFESSOR 

18 4/18/1978 3/13/2009 11/4/2005 4600E152

299 
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107.  3740516442916 50066399 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL FOR GIRLS 

COMPUTER 

LAB INCHARGE 

12 12/18/1986 12/15/2005 1/2/2018 4600A263

874 

108.  3740516560177 50097064 PAKISTAN MET 

DEPARTMENT 

ISLAMABAD 

ASSISTANT 

METROLOGIES 

16 12/17/1984 5/24/2007  4600C223

830 

109.  3740516741179 50372799 COUNTER TERRORISM 

DEPARTMENT (CTD), 

SWEEPER 1 11/18/1991 11/11/2017  4600B241

156 

110.  3740517177195 50538419 POLICE DEPARTMENT OF 

FEDERAL AREA ISLAMA 

CONSTABLE 7 4/5/1995 10/12/2019 2/2/2016 4600H236

919 

111.  3740523070262 50399080 REGIONAL TAX OFFICE 

RAWALPINDI. 

ASSISTANT 

COMMISSIONE

R 

17 8/21/1988 9/18/2017 2/4/2015 4600D225

255 

112.  3740524062035 50369983 FEDERAL GENERAL 

HOSPITAL CHAK 

SHEHZAD 

MEDICAL 

OFFICER 

17 1/10/1987 10/18/2017  4600J275

898 

113.  3740529643366 50346765 MINISTRY OF COMMERCE 

SECTT 

ASSISTANT 

CHIEF 

17 6/5/1988 7/22/2015 2/7/2012 4600I203

892 

114.  3740531372198 50528133 CHILDREN HOSPITAL 

PIMS ISLAMBAD 

MEDICAL 

OFFICER 

17 12/5/1993 5/23/2019 1/11/2018 4600F273

450 

115.  3740532924511 50537149 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

MEDICAL 

OFFICER 

17 7/30/1987 6/13/2019 1/4/2015 4600D225

962 

116.  3740533091033 50514799 ASF BBIA, ISLAMABAD GUARD 

DRIVER 

5 3/1/1992 6/12/2019  4600D231

832 

117.  3740534429613 50349736 ACCOUNTANT GENERAL 

PAKISTAN REVENUES ISL 

JUNIOR 

AUDITOR 

11 3/6/1988 5/24/2017 1/5/2015 4600A226

157 

118.  3740538495292 50506407 INDUSTRIES & 

PRODUCTION DIVISION 

SECTT 

SECTION 

OFFICER 

17 11/23/1995 10/25/2018 8/8/2017 4600J259

703 

119.  3740543557468 50116752 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

POLYCLINIC ISLAMBAD 

CHARGE 

NURSE 

16 12/8/1975 8/30/2007  4600C145

105 

120.  3740544539480 50506709 EXTERNAL PUBITY WING 

ISB 

ASSISTANT 

DIRECTOR 

17 7/23/1994 10/25/2018  4600C258

047 

121.  3740545577868 50543646 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

DOCTOR 

TRAINEE 

17 6/7/1992 7/15/2019 1/3/2019 4600B277

741 

122.  3740546238767 50537154 PLANNING AND DEV 

DIVISION SECTT 

ASSISTANT 15 6/19/1989 10/16/2019  4600H257

622 

123.  3740547630699 50094593 NATIONAL 

ACCOUNTABILITY 

BUREAU (HQ) 

STENO TYPIST 14 4/21/1984 8/16/2007  4700D033

382 

124.  3740548498693 50127777 SENATE SECTT 

(CHARGED) 

SECTION 

OFFICER 

18 3/15/1984 12/23/2008 6/2/2008 4600C160

587 

125.  3740549398269 50061582 NATIONAL 

ACCOUNTABILITY 

BUREAU (HQ) 

UPPER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

11 9/8/1976 5/18/2005 1/1/1999 4600G176

429 

126.  3740549511997 50129440 ISLAMABAD COLLEGE 

FOR BOYS 

LECTURER 17 9/15/1980 3/26/2009 5/4/2005 4600B028

891 

127.  3740549614665 31479042 SPECIAL COURT (ANTI 

TERRORISUM-II) 

PRIVATE 

SECRETARY 

17 3/20/1980 1/6/2011 1/4/2008 4600C168

763 

128.  3740550226280 50346884 REGIONAL TAX OFFICE 

RAWALPINDI. 

ASSISTANT 

COMMISSIONE

R 

17 7/5/1991   1/4/2015 4600D225

302 

129.  3740550244465 50064910 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL FOR GIRLS (I-V) 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 4/15/1978 10/19/2005  4600G206

127 

130.  3740550868720 831555 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL (I-V) G-10/1 IBD 

S.S.T 17 10/1/1975 11/18/2016 1/9/2000 4600E167

642 

131.  3740551015383 50350103 PETROLEUM DIVISION 

(MAIN SECRETARIAT) 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

1 8/14/1994 4/11/2017  4600H238

791 

132.  3740554754622 50403820 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

POLYCLINIC ISLAMBAD 

MEDICAL 

OFFICER 

17 6/20/1988 4/17/2018 1/8/2017 4600J258

406 

133.  3740556395567 50362514 DIRECTORATE GEN 

IMMIGRATION&PASSPOR

T (HQ 

GRAPHIC 

DESIGNER 

17 1/1/1990 7/1/2017 1/7/2014 4600F216

393 

134.  3740556493977 20087220 ASF BBIA, ISLAMABAD ASSISTANT 

SUB 

INSPECTOR 

11 5/15/1984 9/1/2007 1/8/2018 4600B270

236 

135.  3740557454723 50348051 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

POLYCLINIC ISLAMBAD 

JUNIOR 

TECHNICIAN 

9 5/9/1990 8/10/2016 4/1/2012 4600A197

667 

136.  3740558552491 50386725 DG AUDIT DEFENCE 

SERVICES, RAWALPINDI 

SENIOR 

AUDITOR 

16 1/6/1987 1/5/2018 4/8/2014 4600D241

895 

137.  3740561798726 50413055 LARGE TAXPAYERS 

OFFICE, ISLAMABAD. 

INSPECTOR 16 3/19/1991 5/31/2018 1/1/2018 4600A262

763 

138.  3740562756948 50365776 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

COLLEGE FOR GIRLS 

LECTURER 17 9/19/1985 7/19/2017  4600G231

211 

139.  3740565254659 50553738 NATIONAL RESPONSE 

CENTRE FOR CYBER 

SUB-

INSPECTOR 

14 2/4/1994 12/23/2019 11/6/2018 4600D269

160 

140.  3740567482879 50393141 BUREAU OF EMIGRATION 

AND OVERSEAS 

DATA ENTRY 

OPERATOR 

12 10/8/1988 1/22/2018  3600E254

164 

141.  3740567684022 50556395 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

DOCTOR 

TRAINEE 

17 11/22/1992 1/30/2020  4600F282

700 

142.  3740567714847 50116743 DEFENCE PRODUCTION 

DIVISION 

KHAKROOB 1 7/1/1979 7/1/2008 1/12/2012 4600F202

514 



2007 

 

143.  3740569100941 50066276 ZARGHAM MAZHAR 

SHAHEED MODEL 

COLLEGE 

TRAINED 

GRADUATE 

TEACHER 

17 12/12/1976 1/25/2006  4600G288

381 

144.  3740569525207 50007343 SERVEY OF PAKISTAN, 

CONTROLLING & ADMN. 

ASSTT. 

PRIVATE 

SECRETARY 

16 4/12/1964 8/26/1986 1/10/1998 4600G119

435 

145.  3740570017983 50362443 DIRECTORATE GEN 

IMMIGRATION&PASSPOR

T (HQ 

DATA ENTRY 

OPERATOR 

11 4/13/1985 1/6/2016  4600J231

527 

146.  3740571412231 50394077 Capital Regional HQ (IB) CONSTABLE 7 10/5/1993 2/23/2018 1/8/2013 4600B206

481 

147.  3740572500951 50346735 ASF BBIA, ISLAMABAD SWEEPER 1 8/20/1989 3/29/2017 1/10/2015 4600J230

911 

148.  3740574028495 50394159 INTELLIGENCE BUREAU NAIB 

CONSTABLE 

1 2/28/1988 3/5/2018 1/4/2007 4700F261

381 

149.  3740574355673 50112325 ISLAMABAD HIGH 

COURT. ISLAMABAD 

SWEEPER 2 6/15/1986 4/5/2008 10/4/2017 4600F252

925 

150.  3740575529462 50551838 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

POLYCLINIC ISLAMBAD 

JUNIOR 

TECHNICIAN 

9 10/7/1995 2/4/2020 1/2/2018 4600H265

332 

151.  3740575904331 50554905 FEDERAL GENERAL 

HOSPITAL CHAK 

SHEHZAD 

SUB-ENGINEER 11 5/10/1991 3/20/2020 ######## 4600B209

104 

152.  3740579878944 50377217 ASF BBIA, ISLAMABAD MEDICAL 

OFFICER 

17 11/26/1990 10/19/2017 1/10/2016 4600I244

864 

153.  3740581640271 50515153 ASF BBIA, ISLAMABAD GUARD 

DRIVER 

5 5/10/1993 7/4/2019 1/9/2016 4600A243

638 

154.  3740582741559 50371151 ASF BBIA, ISLAMABAD WAITER 1 12/16/1989 10/18/2017 1/1/2015 4600J239

614 

155.  3740585020751 50064175 ASF BBIA, ISLAMABAD SERGEANT 9 2/15/1986 9/12/2004  4600E135

849 

156.  3740587201697 50346743 ASF BBIA, ISLAMABAD SWEEPER 1 3/7/1990 3/24/2017 10/2/2020 4600B289

675 

157.  3740587806323 50065830 DEFENCE DIVISION NAIB QASID 2 8/26/1980 12/27/2005 12/2/2009 4600A161

268 

158.  3740588267727 50538410 POLICE DEPARTMENT OF 

FEDERAL AREA ISLAMA 

ASSISTANT 

SUB 

INSPECTOR 

11 10/2/1994 10/9/2019 7/10/2016 4600D249

673 

159.  3740591108909 50417292 PAKISTAN MET 

DEPARTMENT 

ISLAMABAD 

RADIO 

MECHANIC 

7 11/10/1987 8/13/2018  4600J256

747 

160.  3740591734849 50070331 PAKISTAN MET 

DEPARTMENT 

ISLAMABAD 

METROLOGIST 

ASSISTANT 

14 4/25/1983 7/26/2006  4600A214

435 

161.  3740592109386 50067343 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

COLLEGE FOR BOYSI-8/3 

SENIOR 

TEACHER 

17 8/10/1977 11/17/2005 1/8/2005 4600B146

241 

162.  3740593993690 50542366 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

DOCTOR 

TRAINEE 

17 1/21/1994   6/7/2018 4600A272

085 

163.  3740595368599 50393365 NARCOTICS CONTROL 

DIVISION (MAIN 

STENO TYPIST 14 2/26/1988 2/19/2018 1/5/2013 4600J208

354 

164.  3740596034477 50384908 DIRECTOR AUDIT 

DEFENCE  SERVICES RWP 

SENIOR 

AUDITOR 

16 3/15/1988 12/27/2017 4/9/2013 4600H223

827 

165.  3740596721385 50555116 NATIONAL RESPONSE 

CENTRE FOR CYBER 

CONSTABLE 5 12/30/1986 12/26/2019  4600I236

811 

166.  3740597672098 50542117 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

DOCTOR 

TRAINEE 

17 4/22/1994 8/9/2018 8/6/2018 4600I268

957 

167.  3740653098547 50506721 REGIONAL TAX OFFICE 

ISLAMABAD 

INSPECTOR 16 11/7/1990 5/6/2019  4600F236

806 

168.  3740661574089 50458674 INTELLIGENCE BUREAU ASSISTANT 

MANAGER 

17 10/22/1992 12/14/2018  4600H262

198 

169.  3820109684123 50537141 ACCOUTABILITY COURT 

IV RWP 

NAIB QASID 1 1/15/1989 10/7/2019 1/10/2005 4600D156

008 

170.  3820112975087 50480461 ACCOUNTANT GENERAL 

PAKISTAN REVENUES ISL 

SENIOR 

AUDITOR 

16 10/31/1989 1/18/2019 3/7/2018 4600J269

318 

171.  3820115171665 50368441 ASF BBIA, ISLAMABAD CORPORAL 7 2/2/1992 10/18/2017 11/2/2016 4600C237

342 

172.  3820174014535 50386704 DIRECTOR GENERAL 

AUDIT WORKS 

(FEDERAL), 

SENIOR 

AUDITOR 

16 7/18/1990 12/29/2017 5/1/2015 4600A224

511 

173.  3840302040013 50369529 ASF BBIA, ISLAMABAD ASSISTANT 

SUB 

INSPECTOR 

11 11/24/1990 10/18/2017 1/4/2017 4600C257

504 

174.  3840321559638 50129306 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL (I-V) NO.2 E-8/1 

TRAINED 

GRADUATE 

TEACHER 

17 8/11/1981 11/21/2008 1/9/2004 4600G151

932 

175.  4130576295071 50054540 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

CHARGE 

NURSE 

16 4/15/1978 11/4/2003  4600C192

869 

176.  4200064762883 50433182 PBS (H.Q) ISLAMABAD STATISTICAL 

ASSISTANT 

15 11/18/1992 8/6/2018 1/5/2016 4700F324

448 

177.  4210151906335 70040538 IMCB H-9 LECTURER 17 11/24/1981 2/16/2017  4600G247

945 

178.  4220130059663 50527530 FINANCE DIVISION 

(MILITARY). 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 4/4/1981 2/23/2007 1/3/2011 4600B181

136 



2008 

 

179.  4220142556213 50370449 GT PAK COUNCIL OF 

RENEWABLE ENGG 

TECHNO 

DEPUTY 

DIRECTOR 

18 2/7/1986 11/12/2011  4600B178

010 

180.  4240150701467 50548223 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

DRIVER 4 1/20/1994 11/29/2019 8/7/2017 4600C256

003 

181.  4310478994283 50121829 CLIMATE CHANGE (MAIN 

SECRETARIAT) 

DIRECTOR 19 1/1/1976 8/19/2008  4600I148

301 

182.  4420520401117 50509874 NATIONAL HOUSING 

AUTHORITY H Q ISB 

DRIVER 4 4/18/1989 5/14/2019 2/6/2016 4600F240

431 

183.  4510282780273 50470382 FEDERAL BOARD OF 

REVENUE (HQ) ISB 

ASSISTANT 15 5/1/1991 1/15/2019  4600C218

136 

184.  4510402706461 50088833 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

DRIVER 6 6/30/1967 12/18/2006  4700E084

413 

185.  4520438982693 50094524 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

COLLEGE FOR BOYSG-

10/4 

ASSISTANT 

PROFESSOR 

18 1/8/1975 8/9/2007  1600A021

866 

186.  4520506878289 50112046 OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY 

COMMISSIONER ISLAMA 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 2/1/1985 4/11/2008 1/3/2008 4600D152

884 

187.  4530246851663 50403226 INTELLIGENCE BUREAU DATA ENTRY 

OPERATOR 

12 1/1/1993 4/24/2018  4600B236

818 

188.  4530304826035 50353833 DEFENCE PRODUCTION 

DIVISION 

STENO TYPIST 14 1/1/1993 7/26/2017  4600H255

696 

189.  4550171828207 50554007 CERTIFICATION OF IT 

PROFEESSIONALS 

ASSISTANT 

PROJECT 

OFFICER 

17 12/25/1990 2/10/2020 4/1/2016 4600E237

502 

190.  50262590505 50049951 LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING 

OFFICE 

DEPUTY 

MANAGER 

17 2/1/1962 2/1/1984 1/8/1988 4600C050

237 

191.  6110102008843 50507555 FEDERAL SHARIAT 

COURT ISB 

CATALOGER 15 2/18/1988 5/9/2019  4600I203

931 

192.  6110103210033 50064082 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL FOR BOYS (I-V) 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

2 7/20/1983 5/14/2005 8/6/2015 4600A230

481 

193.  6110104225992 50551732 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

NAIB QASID 1 12/24/1994 2/13/2020 4/9/2018 4600D273

096 

194.  6110105463385 50097729 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL (I-V) ALIPUR 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

2 12/28/1983 11/14/2007 2/5/2018 4600G267

270 

195.  6110106675231 50059230 ALI ABBAS SHAHEED 

MODEL COLLEGE FOR 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

2 2/9/1984 1/3/2005  4600F230

753 

196.  6110107861485 50501812 FEDERAL PUB SERVICE 

COMMISSION ISB 

UPPER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

11 3/18/1992 2/4/2019 1/6/2014 4700C255

113 

197.  6110116241149 50541966 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

DOCTOR 

TRAINEE 

17 4/24/1985 1/2/2017  4600E244

509 

198.  6110117262543 50486810 ACCOUNTANT GENERAL 

PAKISTAN REVENUES ISL 

SENIOR 

AUDITOR 

16 12/27/1992 2/21/2019 4/12/2017 4600J262

201 

199.  6110117537256 50116751 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

COLLEGE FOR GIRLSF-8/1 

COMPUTER 

LAB INCHARGE 

12 4/25/1978 4/12/2008 7/8/2007 4600B159

228 

200.  6110117554811 50093521 DEFENCE DIVISION STENO TYPIST 14 12/25/1977 6/20/2007 7/1/2005 4600D155

866 

201.  6110117924186 50057224 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

MEDICAL 

OFFICER 

17 12/3/1974 5/25/2004 1/11/2009 4600F167

510 

202.  6110118978236 50062851 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL (I-V) NO. 3 

TRAINED 

GRADUATE 

TEACHER 

17 2/22/1972 6/11/2005 4/7/1997 4600F103

388 

203.  6110119025415 50355852 SENATE SECTT 

(CHARGED) 

NAIB QASID 1 6/26/1990 7/29/2017  4600F170

864 

204.  6110119025782 50064563 Govt. Polytechnic Institute for 

Women 

INSTRUCTOR 17 6/11/1980 11/12/2013  4600F139

208 

205.  6110119158321 50069646 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL FOR GIRLS (I-V) 

FARASH 2 3/29/1980 5/30/2006 2/6/2015 4600E230

615 

206.  6110119393573 50069437 NATIONAL COUNCIL OF 

SOCIAL WELFARE 

SUPERINTENDE

NT 

17 10/3/1983 5/30/2006  4700F087

004 

207.  6110119605205 50097626 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL FOR BOYS 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

2 3/11/1981 8/20/2007 1/7/2016 4600H241

231 

208.  6110119843193 50063211 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL FOR GIRLS (I-V) 

CHOWKIDAR 2 2/2/1964 4/14/2005  4600E144

505 

209.  6110119965145 50108399 LUMP PROVISION FOR P 

M & E CELL. 

ASSISTANT 15 9/3/1980 7/25/2007  4700I090

834 

210.  6110120470711 50556495 SECRETARIAT TRAINING 

INSTITUTE 

SECTION 

OFFICER 

17 6/17/1992 10/17/2019  4600G231

368 

211.  6110121656209 50542321 NATIONAL ARCHIVES OF 

PAK ISB 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

1 9/21/1991 10/25/2019  0400C339

532 

212.  6110123121399 50468966 LARGE TAXPAYERS 

OFFICE, ISLAMABAD. 

NAIB QASID 1 10/24/1988 9/11/2018 1/5/2012 4600B197

250 

213.  6110124666491 50408536 REGIONAL TAX OFFICE 

ISLAMABAD 

INSPECTOR 16 3/1/1993 5/26/2018  4600B218

925 

214.  6110124843351 50509553 PAKISTAN INSTITUTE OF 

TRADE AND 

SWEEPER 1 11/12/1995 5/13/2019 2/2/2016 4600I236

926 

215.  6110126117917 50556587 HOSPITAL WASTE 

MANAGEMENT 

NAIB QASID 1 1/23/1991 3/18/2020  4600D248

601 



2009 

 

216.  6110129352231 50362454 DIRECTORATE GEN 

IMMIGRATION&PASSPOR

T (HQ 

DATA ENTRY 

OPERATOR 

11 4/1/1981 1/4/2016 1/6/2010 4600J187

540 

217.  6110130531027 50468818 REGIONAL TAX OFFICE 

ISLAMABAD 

NAIB QASID 1 12/25/1996 9/11/2018 10/6/2015 4600A230

449 

218.  6110131504961 50532985 ANTI DUMPING 

APPELLATE TRIBUNAL, 

MEMBER 22 1/20/1973 10/3/2019  4700F091

964 

219.  6110132680915 50066423 DEFENCE DIVISION NAIB QASID 2 12/5/1985 1/2/2006  4700G051

086 

220.  6110133408640 50118325 ISLAMABAD COLLEGE 

FOR GIRLS 

SENIOR 

TEACHER 

17 4/17/1981 11/1/2008  4700J090

566 

221.  6110135569691 50514765 ASF BBIA, ISLAMABAD GUARD 

DRIVER 

5 12/27/1992 6/12/2019  4600F241

487 

222.  6110137216139 50354056 OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY 

COMMISSIONER ISLAMA 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 2/17/1992 7/4/2017 1/9/2014 4600D219

597 

223.  6110137863173 50539913 POLICE DEPARTMENT OF 

FEDERAL AREA ISLAMA 

CONSTABLE 7 8/18/1995 10/22/2019 3/4/2017 4600I259

827 

224.  6110139618177 50069381 DIRECTOR ZAKAT AUDIT 

ISB 

SWEEPER 2 10/28/1976 7/1/2006 2/9/2008 4600C153

970 

225.  6110139747239 50492601 COUNCIL OF ISLAMIC 

IDEOLOGY COUNCIL OF 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 10/5/1990 1/21/2019 1/3/2018 4600H266

702 

226.  6110144757169 50410254 SECRETARIAT MAIN NAIB QASID 1 12/6/1995 7/10/2018 8/1/2018 4600E262

727 

227.  6110144865633 50057801 DEFENCE DIVISION ASSTT. 

PRIVATE 

SECRETARY 

16 3/15/1978 12/9/2004  4600F155

602 

228.  6110146124537 50362009 COUNTER TERRORISM 

DEPARTMENT (CTD), 

CONSTABLE 7 1/1/1995 8/25/2017 1/11/2016 4600F249

710 

229.  6110146296949 50351560 GT PAK COUNCIL OF 

RENEWABLE ENGG 

TECHNO 

SWEEPER 1 3/17/1997 2/23/2017 12/5/2015 4600J230

589 

230.  6110146796685 50063560 IMCG G-6/1-4 ISLAMABAD SANITARY 

WORKER 

2 2/22/1975 6/6/2005  4700B086

913 

231.  6110148074585 50556457 PAK-CHINA 

COOPERATION FOR 

AGRICULTURAL 

SWEEPER 1 6/19/1995   1/8/2016 4600D244

916 

232.  6110149064453 50374447 HOUSING AND WORKS 

DIV(MAIN SECRETARIAT) 

NAIB QASID 1 1/1/1991 10/25/2017 9/9/2016 4600B243

289 

233.  6110149970103 50384445 CENTRE FOR RURAL 

ECONMOY ISSLAMABAD 

ASSISTANT 15 11/22/1969 6/29/2017  4600C180

244 

234.  6110150482523 50360469 ESTABLISHMETNT OF 

MODEL POLICE STATION 

SWEEPER 1 7/7/1992 9/12/2017  4600D238

868 

235.  6110150642439 50378956 SOCIAL WELFARE 

TRAINING INSTITUTE 

NAIB QASID 1 3/26/1994 9/21/2017 1/11/2014 4600E221

852 

236.  6110151610609 50372898 ESTATE OFFICE ISB DATA ENTRY 

OPERATOR 

14 3/1/1992 10/17/2017 1/8/2012 4700H199

794 

237.  6110156311635 50367254 LAW  & JUSTICE  

DIVISION (SECRETARIAT) 

I 

NAIB QASID 1 10/22/1991 10/4/2017  4600B233

349 

238.  6110157110729 50114269 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

COLLEGE FOR GIRLSF-7/4 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

1 5/4/1982 2/25/2008 1/7/2016 4600F241

233 

239.  6110160168185 50463705 BURN CARE CENTRE PIMS 

ISLAMABAD 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

1 10/9/1995 11/2/2018 10/5/2015 4600A230

627 

240.  6110160892425 50094683 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL FOR GIRLS 

SENATORY 

WORKER 

2 1/1/1986 9/1/2007 9/9/2016 4600D243

295 

241.  6110161403235 50346745 WAFAQI MOHTASIB 

SECTT 

NAIB QASID 1 6/6/1987 2/13/2017 1/7/2007 4600C155

312 

242.  6110163120905 576138 ANTI NARCOTICS FORCE 

REGIONAL 

UPPER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

11 2/9/1988 1/27/2011 6/10/2008 4600C168

991 

243.  6110163478841 31707039 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL FOR BOYS 

P.T.I 16 10/11/1986 4/3/2015 2/7/2012 4600F203

879 

244.  6110163876141 50459403 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

1 12/28/1999 10/26/2018 1/12/2016 4600J253

587 

245.  6110163992186 50413057 COMMISSIONER INLAND 

REVENUE AEOI ZONE 

INSPECTOR 16 6/13/1990 5/28/2018 ######## 4600A220

478 

246.  6110164886574 50458694 INTELLIGENCE BUREAU ASSISTANT 

MANAGER 

17 12/20/1992 12/24/2018  4600F263

992 

247.  6110164937703 50061514 ISLAMABAD MODEL 

SCHOOL FOR BOYS (I-V) 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

2 7/1/1977 2/28/2005  4600A250

203 

248.  6110165387005 50506558 NAT HIGHWAYS & PAK 

MOTORWAY POLICE 

MOTOR 

COOK 1 8/10/1994 5/7/2019 1/2/2018 4700B485

612 

249.  6110165890211 50348065 DEPTT OF 

COMMUNICATIONS 

SECURITY 

KHAKROOB 1 9/15/1985 4/4/2017  4700E266

104 

250.  6110169584677 50531973 ANTI NARCOTICS FORCE 

HEADQUARTER RWP 

SWEEPER 1 4/15/1999 2/15/2019 2/8/2017 4600G257

152 

251.  6110170927562 50129019 IMCG (PG) G-10/4 LECTURER 17 2/27/1983 1/30/2008  4600I152

716 
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252.  6110175141409 50388545 POSTAL SERVICES 

DIVISION (MAIN 

DRIVER 4 1/24/1984 1/1/2018 ######## 4600C221

147 

253.  6110175633353 50551642 CHILDREN HOSPITAL 

PIMS ISLAMBAD 

DRIVER 4 10/11/1992 2/10/2020 6/6/2015 4600H227

067 

254.  6110177123434 50401789 INTELLIGENCE BUREAU CONSTABLE 7 7/31/1986 3/20/2018 2/2/2008 0200D224

572 

255.  6110177424901 50556155 Federal Govt. College of 

Home Economics 

NAIB QASID 1 9/3/1992   1/11/2018 4600B273

682 

256.  6110178616955 50458304 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

1 5/30/1989 11/12/2018 12/8/2008 4700F200

238 

257.  6110179716935 50388429 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

POLYCLINIC ISLAMBAD 

SENATORY 

WORKER 

1 2/12/1993 11/22/2017  4600E230

665 

258.  6110181254066 50361971 DIRECTORATE GEN 

IMMIGRATION&PASSPOR

T (HQ 

TECHNICAL 

OFFICER 

17 7/20/1987 7/1/2017 1/10/2009 4600C172

372 

259.  6110183644032 50379657 REGIONAL TAX OFFICE 

ISLAMABAD 

INSPECTOR 16 11/15/1989 12/19/2017  4600G239

544 

260.  6110183734614 50480340 CONTROLLER GENERAL 

OF ACCOUNTS ISB 

SENIOR 

AUDITOR 

16 1/30/1991 1/31/2019 1/5/2014 4600B214

638 

261.  6110183751689 50370231 ASF BBIA, ISLAMABAD CARPENTER 1 8/7/1989 10/19/2017  4600J251

234 

262.  6110184410011 50369624 POLICE DEPARTMENT OF 

FEDERAL AREA ISLAMA 

NAIB QASID 1 10/25/1993 11/10/2017  4600C233

704 

263.  6110184739599 50471188 DIR INTERNAL AUDIT 

INLAND REVENUE IBD 

DRIVER 4 3/12/1985 9/12/2018  4600C149

468 

264.  6110185165225 50384862 NATIONAL TRANSPORT 

RESEARCH CENTRE 

ISLAM 

DESPATCH 

RIDER 

4 1/17/1987 1/25/2018  2600E298

891 

265.  6110186214439 50506699 INDUSTRIES & 

PRODUCTION DIVISION 

SECTT 

STENO TYPIST 14 6/29/1995 1/16/2019  4600F268

324 

266.  6110186739917 50394147 INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 

ACADEMY IBD 

CONSTABLE 7 3/5/1990 1/26/2018  4600A218

861 

267.  6110187807085 50458977 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

1 1/2/1997 11/8/2018 1/2/2018 4600A264

919 

268.  6110190234875 50348052 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

POLYCLINIC ISLAMBAD 

Jr Technician 

(Emergency) 

9 11/3/1987 8/16/2016 1/12/2010 4600J209

392 

269.  6110190362612 50382270 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

POLYCLINIC ISLAMBAD 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

1 9/3/1991 11/29/2017 8/5/2015 4600G230

689 

270.  6110191929806 50554309 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

DOCTOR 

TRAINEE 

17 5/15/1993 2/28/2020  4600J267

455 

271.  6110197782719 50402070 Federal College of Education SUBJECT 

SPECIALIST 

15 10/17/1991 1/3/2017  4600A206

539 

272.  6110198097904 50546509 NAT HIGHWAYS & PAK 

MOTORWAY POLICE 

MOTOR 

ACCOUNTANT 16 2/19/1996 12/31/2019 6/5/2019 4600F281

461 

273.  6110198868453 50548283 ESTABLISHING ONLINE 

LINKAGE OF FEDERAL 

WEB 

DEVELOPER 

17 11/9/1987    4600I203

680 

274.  6110199693289 50556211 Federal Govt. College of 

Home Economics 

SANITARY 

WORKERS 

1 4/18/1993   10/5/2015 4600C230

641 

275.  6110199708055 50116084 BURN CARE CENTRE PIMS 

ISLAMABAD 

NAIB QASID 2 7/1/1978 8/7/2007 1/8/2017 4600C257

261 

276.  71061042346 50053120 NO 1 CARTOGRAPHIC 

OFFICE DEFENCE 

NAIB QASID 4 4/16/1961 9/19/1984 12/3/1986 4600F025

815 

277.  71089008520 50053376 SERVEY OF PAKISTAN, 

CONTROLLING & ADMN. 

UPPER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

11 7/26/1971 11/3/1996  4600J093

408 

278.  7130151606095 50544692 WAGES OF HOUSE HOLD 

SRT PRESSECTT (PER) 

COOK 14 12/15/1983 12/1/2019  4600I163

084 

279.  8110358713585 50556217 Federal Govt. College of 

Home Economics 

CARTOGRAPHE

R 

1 6/19/1995 12/2/2019  4600C260

549 

280.  8130230152989 50537253 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

DOCTOR 

TRAINEE 

17 12/19/1988 1/1/2018  4600D229

461 

281.  8210162619281 50435532 NATIONAL COMISSION 

FOR HUMAN 

FIELD OFFICER 16 1/15/1974 7/1/2013  4600F172

523 

282.  8210197064783 50450744 NATIONAL COMISSION 

FOR HUMAN 

FIELD OFFICER 16 4/6/1986 7/1/2013  4600A172

510 

283.  8220342400264 50554292 PAKISTAN INISTITUTE OF 

MEDICAL SCIENCE 

DOCTOR 

TRAINEE 

17 8/16/1986 1/22/2020 1/8/2013 4600E208

456 

284.  8230371300481 50402067 COMMISSIONER INLAND 

REVENUE BENAMI 

INSPECTOR 16 6/29/1987 1/4/2018  4600E187

927 

285.  8240181689395 50503786 ACCOUNTANT GENERAL 

PAKISTAN REVENUES ISL 

SENIOR 

AUDITOR 

16 11/9/1992 1/31/2019 1/9/2016 4600A244

309 

286.  1120113746487 50234127 ELAHI COTTON MILLS 

LTD 

RECRUIT 6 12/14/1993 8/1/2015 1/6/2014 4600B215

422 

287.  12186322070 50018511 HAYAT WALI MEDICAL 

CENTRE 

O.T.TECHNICIA

N 

12 4/10/1968 6/6/1987 1/9/1990 4600H054

579 

288.  1310155601559 50293753 SKILLS hub (pVT) LTD. 

(ALBAYRAK) 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 4/26/1993 5/16/2016 1/8/2015 4600A234

249 

289.  1350352787057 50140251 SKILLS hub (pVT) LTD. 

(ALBAYRAK) 

FARASH 1 2/14/1988 10/4/2010 6/7/2017 4600E255

835 
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290.  13586350419 50025379 SENIOR SIR SYED 

SCHOOL 

TRAINED 

GRADUATE 

TEACHER 

17 10/3/1968 7/29/1992 7/1/1989 4600E063

767 

291.  1420209200043 50343719 ROYAL AIRPORT 

SERVICES PVT LTD. 

CORPORAL 7 9/10/1993 2/6/2017 1/2/2015 4600G238

093 

292.  1430186332450 50143212 FOUJI FOUNDATION 

HOSPITAL 

CHARGE 

NURSE 

16 3/2/1984 2/8/2011 1/4/2009 4600C192

568 

293.  1520143720253 50342463 AGA KHAN HEALTH 

SERVICES 

ASSISTANT 14 7/20/1985 2/1/2017 4/3/2015 4600A231

851 

294.  1610140788497 50299638 J TELEMARKETING CONSTABLE 7 9/8/1994 6/25/2016 10/3/2015 4600E229

583 

295.  1720106352885 50252458 HRSG OUTSOURCING PVT. 

LTD. 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 10/26/1986 6/23/2015 1/10/2011 0900B168

474 

296.  1730114258569 50146146 AL SHIFA TRUST EYE 

HOSPITAL 

ACCOUNTS 

OFFICER 

17 5/6/1971 1/13/2012  4600J143

740 

297.  1730194597381 50196286 ISLAMIC INTERNATIONAL 

MEDICAL COLLEGE 

TRUST 

PROJECT 

OFFICER 

17 7/1/1982 4/22/2014  4600E196

829 

298.  20492105115 50031534 RAWAL HOTEL BEARER 3 1/1/1972 4/5/1996 10/1/1995 4600A036

609 

299.  20492135080 50031536 S B FEED MILLS LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 11/25/1973 2/26/2001 1/1/1901 4600I109

739 

300.  20687104496 50033578 ARMY WELFARE TRUST INSPECTOR 14 1/7/1969 8/5/1996 5/4/1990 4600J080

730 

301.  21061300894 50041292 UNIVERSAL COLLEGE TRAINED 

GRADUATE 

TEACHER 

17 12/25/1961 12/17/1989 1/9/1986 4600A027

228 

302.  21073300218 50043011 UNITED HR SERVICES CONSTABLE 7 12/26/1973 1/4/2003 5/1/1901 4600C121

101 

303.  21075495763 50043262 SILVER OAKS SCHOOL SENIOR 

PATROL 

OFFICER 

16 1/1/1975 1/7/2002 9/1/1900 4600B105

499 

304.  21081663844 50043862 UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF 

ADVANCED 

TECHNOLOGIES 

NAIB QASID 2 12/10/1981 7/20/2000 11/1/1901 4600A134

910 

305.  21086518629 50044726 I D LOAN & SONS LTD ASSISTANT 16 1/1/1967 11/24/1990  4600G020

806 

306.  21087090351 50044825 SIR SYED EDUCATION 

COMMITTEE 

S.S.T 18 1/27/1965 9/5/1990  4600B031

690 

307.  21088254753 50045170 KENHALL PUBLIC 

SCHOOL 

DEPUTY 

HEADMISTRES

S 

18 3/21/1963 10/18/1989 2/5/1988 4600J067

554 

308.  21088283908 50045178 NATIONAL 

COMMUNICATION 

SERVICES (SMC) PVT. 

LTD. 

SUPERVISOR 14 6/5/1973 9/21/1994  4600E130

166 

309.  21165077755 50048626 INTEC 

MICROELECTRONICS LTD 

S.S.T 18 1/7/1965 3/19/1987  4600J850

876 

310.  21166000389 50048696 JANNAT MODEL SCHOOL S.S.T 18 2/26/1966 5/3/1997  4600H053

248 

311.  21167390097 50048818 CONTINENTAL FOODS 

PVT LTD 

REVENUE 

OFFICER 

18 3/10/1967 6/28/1999 6/9/1996 4700J004

280 

312.  21175431177 50049331 HOTEL SHALIMAR 

(OWNER CENTRAL 

ASSOCIATES LTD) 

LABORATORY 

ATTENDANT 

3 3/1/1975 1/29/2001 5/1/1998 4600J095

777 

313.  21669287441 50014526 FAUJI FOUNDATION H.O. ASSOCIATE 

PROFESSOR 

19 12/28/1969 8/11/1996  4600C092

336 

314.  21680299074 50014793 ZAMAN FLOUR MILL WASHER MAN 2 3/5/1980 6/1/2003 7/1/1999 4600D110

492 

315.  21687147875 50015081 SHAMA HOTEL & 

RESTAURANT 

MALI 3 4/3/1967 2/13/1992 1/1/1986 4600F037

684 

316.  21770409660 50016723 KOHINOOR TEXTILE 

MILLS LTD 

AUDITOR 16 11/5/1971 6/28/1999 6/10/1998 4600F105

330 

317.  21777368435 50016980 ARMY WELFARE TRUST SENIOR 

PATROL 

OFFICER 

16 2/4/1977 11/10/2002 10/8/1998 4600B096

242 

318.  21777422057 50016984 OPF GIRLS COLLEGE 

RAWALPINDI 

ASSISTANT 

PROFESSOR 

18 8/15/1977 10/24/2001 4/6/1901 4600G103

701 

319.  22175205766 50020021 ADABISTAN PUBLIC 

SCHOOL 

ASSISTANT 

SUB 

INSPECTOR 

9 3/15/1975 11/18/2002 2/1/1997 4600J106

895 

320.  22187414221 50020520 FAUJI CEMENT COMPANY 

LIMITED 

ASSISTANT 

SUB 

INSPECTOR 

11 4/1/1968 11/1/1990 8/2/1995 4600F092

773 

321.  23366174640 50026776 JANNAT MODEL SCHOOL S.S.T 18 1/20/1966 11/14/1990 6/1/1988 4600H053

206 

322.  23986235645 50030469 ANGLO ARABIC COLLEGE 

& SCHOOLS 

S.S.T 18 4/19/1968 1/23/1994 7/2/1989 4600B032

913 

323.  25561278007 50034983 DAILY JANG RAWALPINDI STENO TYPIST 14 8/9/1961 1/10/2003  4600C143

242 
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324.  28991010563 50039271 ARMY WELFARE TRUST CHIEF PETROL 

OFFICER 

17 10/10/1980 1/11/2002 2/2/1998 4600A096

219 

325.  30385222610 50040818 AL MALIK FAMILY 

HOSPITAL TLD 

CHIEF 

TECHNICIAN 

16 3/2/1967 9/8/1988 1/3/1991 4600B037

450 

326.  3110106552263 50199513 MR. CABIN PUBLIC HIGH 

SCHOOL 

ASSISTANT 15 11/30/1989 9/19/2014 2/9/2013 4600D207

532 

327.  3110133208983 50292666 DEHRI FARMS CHAKRI 

SALMAN POULTRY Pvt 

Ltd. 

HEAD 

CONSTABLE 

9 3/18/1986 4/26/2016 1/1/2016 4600J235

490 

328.  3110311621145 50143270 NATIONAL 

COMMUNICATION 

SERVICES (SMC) PVT. 

LTD. 

ASSISTANT 

PROFESSOR 

18 4/12/1980 12/14/2010 1/9/2008 4600C153

336 

329.  3120203363633 50155991 D M TEXTILE MILLS LTD ELECTRICIAN 5 3/6/1980 4/23/2012  4600G147

789 

330.  3230415841760 50152546 FOUJI FOUNDATION 

HOSPITAL 

ASSOCIATE 

PHYSICIAN 

18 2/10/1978 3/13/2012 5/1/2010 4600A260

999 

331.  3230447614898 50140517 ISLAMIC INTERNATIONAL 

MEDICAL COLLEGE 

TRUST 

CHARGE 

NURSE 

16 2/1/1983 10/21/2011  4600C169

159 

332.  3410110194289 50302672 UNITED SALES (PVT) LTD LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 1/14/1986 6/24/2016 6/12/2013 4600H223

291 

333.  3410135556629 50346472 UNITED HR SERVICES SWEEPER 1 1/1/1990 3/16/2017 1/8/2017 4600E259

635 

334.  3410415213909 50315220 AXACT PRIVATE LIMITED System 

Administrator 

18 2/11/1989 10/7/2016 1/9/2014 0400A358

952 

335.  3420170289241 50318763 HOTEL PEARL 

CONTINENTAL 

BAKER 9 1/10/1989 12/14/2016  4600A212

158 

336.  3420247507903 50199477 FAUJI FERTILIZER CO LTD DEPUTY 

COMMISSIONE

R 

18 10/8/1985 11/18/2013  4600H199

874 

337.  3430117434449 50039154 WALI FILLING STATION L.M.P. 11 2/28/1963 5/21/1983  4600H192

458 

338.  3460149101107 50256160 UNITED HUMAN 

RESOURCE SERVICES PVT 

LTD 

SWEEPER 1 2/3/1988 10/28/2015 2/6/2014 4600C218

267 

339.  3460251403787 50209171 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

Info. Security 

Expert 

18 8/20/1985 1/1/2015 1/1/2009 4600H163

873 

340.  3460321615463 50335520 ASKARI BANK LTD ADIMINISTRAT

IVE OFFICER 

17 9/25/1982 1/16/2017 1/7/2008 4600B166

495 

341.  3520109354609 50275754 ID-WARE PAKISTAN 

(SMC-PRIVATE) LIMITED 

ASSISTANT 

ENGINEER 

17 8/28/1990 1/11/2016 1/4/2020 4600A291

063 

342.  3520189174702 50344101 FAUJI FERTILIZER BIN 

QASIM LIMITED 

PROBATION 

OFFICER 

17 7/19/1993 9/30/2016  4600B243

352 

343.  3540462821663 50311883 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

SEPOY 5 10/1/1992 9/1/2016 5/1/2015 4600B222

445 

344.  3710202745431 50237993 RAWALPINDI WASTE 

MANAGEMENT COMPANY 

STAFF CAR 

DRIVER 

4 8/1/1983 6/15/2015 10/4/2014 4600E222

507 

345.  3710403803517 50143800 CITY SCHOOL LECTURER 17 6/1/1980 1/27/2011 5/8/2008 4600F156

030 

346.  3710409788765 50132817 CITY SCHOOL S.S.T 17 4/11/1973 6/4/2009 7/10/2007 4600A156

035 

347.  3710484032645 50154718 FOUJI FOUNDATION 

HOSPITAL 

TECHNICIAN 12 5/18/1988 3/12/2012 12/9/2006 4600F192

549 

348.  3710507840151 50334146 ATTOCK REFINERY 

LIMITED 

CORPORAL 7 6/5/1991 1/30/2017  4600C248

458 

349.  3720116304943 50019941 KARAKORAM SECURITY 

SERVICES PVT LTD 

NAIB QASID 2 2/1/1966 10/4/2003 1/3/2012 4600G214

120 

350.  3720116618349 50138394 WHITE ONION 

RESTAURANT 

ASSISTANT 

DIRECTOR 

17 10/12/1974 6/8/2010  4700J088

682 

351.  3720162222055 50299649 AXACT PRIVATE LIMITED LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 5/9/1995 6/13/2016  0400A356

196 

352.  3720201993791 50311855 ALBAYRAK TURIZM 

SEYAHAT INSAAT 

TICARET 

SEPOY 5 6/6/1993 9/1/2016 1/5/2015 4600E226

064 

353.  3720331764907 50327872 GIGA JUNIOR 

PETROLING 

OFFICER 

7 3/19/1995 12/14/2016  4600G239

992 

354.  3720343699397 50033723 MUSTEHKAM CEMENT 

LTD 

ASSOCIATE 

PROFESSOR 

20 4/5/1972 3/5/2003 1/7/2008 4700H106

165 

355.  3730397655851 50292608 NATIONAL 

COMMUNICATION 

SERVICES (SMC) PVT. 

LTD. 

LECTURER 17 3/19/1988 5/17/2013 1/10/2011 4600H197

806 

356.  3740103035931 50135918 FAUJI FERTILIZER CO LTD LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 4/26/1977 12/16/2009 1/4/2008 4600H163

784 

357.  3740107674219 50232197 KARAKORAM SECURITY 

SERVICES PVT LTD 

CORPORAL 7 2/4/1989 5/15/2015 1/2/2012 4600H224

881 
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358.  3740110551877 50185781 Philip Morris Pakistan Limited NAIB QASID 1 9/11/1984 8/11/2011 1/11/2008 4600H161

481 

359.  3740114405210 50131660 RADIANT SEC SCHOOL TRAINED 

GRADUATE 

TEACHER 

17 12/28/1975 7/16/2009 1/4/2007 4600D175

793 

360.  3740125574961 50043848 Philip Morris Pakistan Limited NAIB QASID 2 5/11/1981 6/24/2002  4600F039

490 

361.  3740183752947 50192507 AL KARAM STUDIO LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 12/21/1993 2/6/2014 1/10/2013 4600D208

897 

362.  3740198943925 50324687 KOHINOOR (GUJAR 

KHAN) MILLS LTD 

JUNIOR 

PETROLING 

OFFICER 

7 10/16/1994 12/14/2016 8/7/2015 4600C229

048 

363.  3740216215802 50227090 SIDEEQ PUBLIC SCHOOL DEPUTY 

COMMISSIONE

R 

18 11/30/1986 11/7/2014 7/1/2011 4600H190

113 

364.  3740373354657 50136908 FAIZ UL ISLAM HIGH 

SCHOOL 

ASSTT. 

PRIVATE 

SECRETARY 

16 1/20/1986 4/10/2010 1/7/2008 4600H154

840 

365.  3740405702923 50332827 UNIVERSAL ENTERPRISES NAIB QASID 3 1/10/1973 11/1/1995  4600F221

479 

366.  3740445278735 50323918 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

DATA 

CONTROL 

OFFICER 

16 1/4/1991 12/13/2016 6/2/2015 4600G223

933 

367.  3740490193055 50342067 CINEPAX LIMITED CORPORAL 7 6/2/1997 1/30/2017 1/7/2016 4600A240

892 

368.  3740501598516 50136458 FOUNDATION MEDICAL 

COLLEGE 

MEDICAL 

OFFICER 

17 2/12/1978 11/24/2009  4600F144

449 

369.  3740502211054 50143954 IQRA INTERNATIONAL 

PUBLIC SCHOOL 

TRAINED 

GRADUATE 

TEACHER 

16 4/24/1965 12/18/2010  4600F118

139 

370.  3740502374555 50048188 SABA ASLAM 

EDUCATION & WELFARE 

TRUST 

ASSISTANT 15 11/17/1962 11/8/1982 1/1/2003 4600E151

138 

371.  3740502467967 50311922 ST MARYS CAMBRIDGE 

SCHOOL 

ASSISTANT 

PROFESSOR 

18 12/6/1979 8/31/2012  4600J136

808 

372.  3740503548313 50316287 ISLAMIC INTERNATIONAL 

MEDICAL COLLEGE 

TRUST 

DATA ENTRY 

OPERATOR 

14 11/18/1981 10/13/2016 9/12/2013 4600F209

639 

373.  3740504263004 50132352 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 1/1/1980 9/28/2009 6/7/2006 4600F153

919 

374.  3740504417020 50191114 VALUE ADDED SERVICES 

CORPORATION 

E.S.T TEACHER 14 3/4/1969 1/27/2011 1/9/2007 4600B155

460 

375.  3740504483507 50298651 ST MARYS CAMBRIDGE 

SCHOOL 

UPPER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

11 2/1/1991 3/25/2016 1/11/2013 4600D229

568 

376.  3740504828116 50144496 FAIZ UL ISLAM HIGH 

SCHOOL 

ELEMENTARY 

SCHOOL 

TEACHER 

14 6/4/1963 12/8/2010 1/3/2009 4600G163

002 

377.  3740504946453 50307466 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

SENIOR 

AUDITOR 

16 7/22/1980 9/5/2016  4600A218

837 

378.  3740505104459 50144057 MUSTEHKAM CEMENT 

LTD 

T.U.G.T. 16 2/1/1967 10/30/1994 1/7/2008 4700C106

160 

379.  3740505327721 50140105 KARAKORAM SECURITY 

SERVICES PVT LTD 

NAIB QASID 1 12/15/1968 11/13/2010 1/5/2010 4600J186

691 

380.  3740505854778 50141123 SIDEEQ PUBLIC SCHOOL LECTURER 17 10/25/1978 10/5/2010 9/10/2007 4600I152

782 

381.  3740505876859 50154244 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

DEMONSTRAT

OR 

17 6/27/1977 4/24/2012 9/9/2009 4600B164

396 

382.  3740506404637 50304614 ASKARI BANK LTD PRIVATE 

SECRETARY 

17 3/22/1983 5/17/2016 3/7/2009 4600B174

171 

383.  3740507669795 50144594 AQSA SECURITY GUARDS 

PVT LTD 

NAIB 

CONSTABLE 

1 7/1/1973 6/4/2011  4600I210

522 

384.  3740510272523 50024639 UTILITY STORES 

CORPORATION 

NOTICE 

SERVIOR 

4 12/11/1967 1/10/2003  4600D276

094 

385.  3740510556571 50325058 FAUJI SECURITY 

SERVICES 

JUNIOR 

PETROLING 

OFFICER 

7 10/25/1991 12/14/2016 1/7/2015 4600J227

722 

386.  3740510797283 50143976 UNIVERSAL BUSINESS 

EQUIPMENTS 

SUB-

INSPECTOR 

14 5/20/1990 6/10/2011  4700G131

292 

387.  3740512419103 50234021 SKILLS hub (pVT) LTD. 

(ALBAYRAK) 

DRIVER 4 6/21/1989 5/12/2015  4600J238

951 

388.  3740514032803 50232261 AQSA SECURITY GUARDS 

PVT LTD 

NAIB QASID 1 12/12/1990 5/28/2015 9/8/2011 4600D210

543 

389.  3740515265420 50143369 FOUJI FOUNDATION 

HOSPITAL 

CHARGE 

NURSE 

16 1/20/1979 2/9/2011 1/7/2010 4600J260

966 

390.  3740516908523 50318678 AVIATION H.R 

CONSULTANTS (PVT) 

LIMITED 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 3/1/1989 9/26/2016 1/5/2013 4600A208

361 
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391.  3740517837362 50328914 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

I.T. ASSISTANT 17 2/10/1988 10/5/2016  4600A196

328 

392.  3740518122267 50315057 ALBAYRAK TURIZM 

SEYAHAT INSAAT 

TICARET 

UPPER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

11 12/25/1989 9/5/2016 5/3/2016 4600H236

430 

393.  3740521158301 50154748 ISLAMIC INTERNATIONAL 

MEDICAL COLLEGE 

TRUST 

LAB 

ATTENDENT 

2 8/16/1983 5/11/2012 4/6/2007 4600G170

994 

394.  3740523874530 50310610 THE CITY SCHOOLS (PVT) 

LTD. 

LECTURER 17 4/15/1980 8/7/2014 3/8/2009 4600E167

105 

395.  3740523907745 50346502 Askari Guards pvt ltd CASH 

IN TRANSIT SERVICE 

CORPORAL 7 4/4/1992 2/6/2017  4600I221

785 

396.  3740524391859 50343886 ATTOCK REFINERY 

LIMITED 

CORPORAL 7 3/15/1994 2/6/2017  4600H245

081 

397.  3740524911475 50193338 THE EXPERT NAIB QASID 2 1/15/1988 4/9/2014 3/8/2008 4600G154

003 

398.  3740528419157 50307104 TRILLIUM PAKISTAN 

(PVT) LTD 

DRIVER 4 10/20/1986 8/30/2016  4600B209

324 

399.  3740529542121 50194759 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

DATA ENTRY 

OPERATOR 

12 9/23/1989 3/19/2014 12/3/2012 4600I196

320 

400.  3740531447525 50264412 SHAIGAN 

PHARAMACEUTICAL PVT 

LTD 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 5/20/1986 11/2/2015 12/2/2012 4600D202

184 

401.  3740532706194 50145164 SIDEEQ PUBLIC SCHOOL LECTURER 17 11/17/1983 8/15/2011 1/7/2007 4600J152

723 

402.  3740532862037 50294915 SKILLS hub (pVT) LTD. 

(ALBAYRAK) 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

1 7/15/1990 4/21/2016 5/1/2009 4700J112

520 

403.  3740535757605 50304393 ROYAL AIRPORT 

SERVICES PVT LTD. 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 4/1/1988 6/27/2016  4600D234

505 

404.  3740537104445 50198548 HOTEL PEARL 

CONTINENTAL 

Asstt Dir 

(Translation) 

17 11/24/1964 7/15/2014 1/12/2006 4600E152

223 

405.  3740538101053 50231708 GRAY MACKENZIE 

RESTAURANT 

INTERNATIONAL 

CORPORAL 7 12/2/1993 5/18/2015 1/3/2015 4600E224

282 

406.  3740540081040 50346694 CITY SCHOOL SECTION 

OFFICER 

17 2/12/1987 9/30/2016  4600H236

587 

407.  3740545281895 50316276 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 12/7/1987 11/21/2016  4600C218

110 

408.  3740546614765 50143150 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

PATROL 

OFFICER 

14 12/31/1984 2/20/2011  4600A160

628 

409.  3740549080851 50269845 NATIONAL 

INSTITUTIONAL 

FACILITATION 

TECHNOLOGIES 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

7 4/11/1990 1/20/2016  4600F213

808 

410.  3740549327315 50304590 The bkry NAIB QASID 1 4/28/1993 6/30/2016  4600I234

958 

411.  3740551038523 50344239 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

STATISTICAL 

ASSISTANT 

15 10/25/1989 3/4/2017 6/3/2014 4600G212

013 

412.  3740551301525 50183428 RELIANCE WEAVING 

MILLS LTD & SPINNING 

UNIT 

GUARD-I 7 6/18/1990 6/1/2013 10/8/2014 4600C219

190 

413.  3740552123401 50041187 AL SHIFA TRUST EYE 

HOSPITAL 

ASSISTANT 

SUPERVISOR 

14 2/21/1961 5/6/1981  4600F143

736 

414.  3740553636667 50192309 ISLAMIC INTERNATIONAL 

MEDICAL COLLEGE 

TRUST 

HEAD 

CONSTABLE 

9 5/6/1986 1/13/2014 9/8/2012 4600D201

196 

415.  3740553693151 50299950 ALLIED SCHOOL(CITY 

CAMPUS) 

ASSISTANT 

SUB 

INSPECTOR 

11 1/25/1992 6/7/2016  4600F210

282 

416.  3740556471617 50237950 SIZA FOODS PVT LTD NAIB QASID 1 9/30/1993 5/26/2015 2/2/2012 4600B200

948 

417.  3740562686526 50168561 THE CITY SCHOOL PVT 

LTD 

ASST 

FINANCIAL 

ADVISOR 

18 8/31/1987 10/5/2012 6/9/2009 4600F167

447 

418.  3740565040439 50191244 ISLAMIC INTERNATIONAL 

MEDICAL COLLEGE 

TRUST 

ASSISTANT 

SUB 

INSPECTOR 

11 4/18/1986 12/27/2013 1/2/2011 4600A180

555 

419.  3740565304018 50146015 FOUJI FOUNDATION 

HOSPITAL 

MEDICAL 

OFFICER 

17 1/13/1978 6/8/2011 4/4/2011 4600J260

982 

420.  3740570081865 50134797 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 1/29/1988 12/12/2009 1/4/2010 4600B172

593 

421.  3740572480019 50315995 Jubilee Life Insurance 

Company Limited 

ASSISTANT 14 11/24/1986 10/15/2016 12/5/2009 0800D181

720 

422.  3740572537679 50139198 CINEPAX LIMITED WASHER MAN 2 5/1/1978 7/1/2001 11/5/2008 4600D160

706 
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423.  3740573863170 50170759 FAIR FACTOR FORCE F.3 

TECHNOLOGIES 

DATA 

CONTROL 

OFFICER 

16 6/24/1982 3/25/2013 2/6/2007 4600H191

486 

424.  3740581728815 50147329 KOHINOOR TEXTILE 

MILLS LTD 

STATISTICAL 

ASSISTANT 

0 12/26/1982 1/1/2011 1/11/2008 4600F158

773 

425.  3740583624553 50193353 UNIVERSAL ENTERPRISES WAITER 1 4/12/1985 3/13/2014 1/10/2005 4600C147

000 

426.  3740584401243 50253561 MULLER & PHIPPS 

PAKISTAN LTD 

CORPORAL 7 12/1/1991 10/20/2015 1/10/2011 4600D209

429 

427.  3740586353978 50162000 ST MARYS CAMBRIDGE 

SCHOOL 

ASSISTANT 

DIRECTOR 

17 4/1/1987 3/6/2013 1/2/2012 4700F165

200 

428.  3740587876148 50139615 SIDEEQ PUBLIC SCHOOL DEPUTY 

DIRECTOR 

18 8/10/1984 1/1/2010  4600J153

274 

429.  3740590064573 50139301 ISLAMIC INTERNATIONAL 

MEDICAL COLLEGE 

TRUST 

STENO TYPIST 14 11/2/1983 12/14/2009  4600C151

635 

430.  3740595641903 50155971 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

DATA 

PROCESSING 

ASSISTANT 

15 4/10/1986 8/6/2012 7/12/2007 4600D156

121 

431.  3740598124325 50135572 CINEPAX LIMITED MALI 2 2/5/1986 12/31/2009 1/10/2007 4600E149

149 

432.  3740598135234 50317008 AVIATION H.R 

CONSULTANTS (PVT) 

LIMITED 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 7/21/1986 9/15/2016  4600B257

547 

433.  3740598708953 50231660 MURREE BREWERY CO 

LTD 

CORPORAL 7 7/30/1991 5/18/2015 6/4/2010 4600E194

673 

434.  3740599159132 50132331 GRAMMAR SCHOOL 

RAWALPINDI 

ELEMENTARY 

SCHOOL 

TEACHER 

14 12/25/1977 7/3/2009 1/1/2009 4600C155

744 

435.  3740628648320 50151185 ISLAMIC INTERNATIONAL 

MEDICAL COLLEGE 

TRUST 

ASSISTANT 

PROFESSOR 

18 9/22/1976 4/26/2011  4600I180

719 

436.  3740648856498 50222002 FOUNDATION 

UNIVERSITY 

RAWALPINDI 

CAMPUS(FURC) 

SECTION 

OFFICER 

18 4/8/1987 11/7/2014 3/10/2011 4600B197

959 

437.  3740675656999 50232244 FAIR FACTOR FORCE F.3 

TECHNOLOGIES 

WEB 

DEVELOPER 

17 5/27/1985 5/30/2015 11/3/2013 4600F203

447 

438.  3740697579127 50138694 KOHINOOR TEXTILE 

MILLS LTD 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 12/1/1987 4/17/2010  4600D159

624 

439.  3820139743261 50132492 ELAHI COTTON MILLS 

LTD 

ASSISTANT 

SUB 

INSPECTOR 

11 10/4/1972 4/2/2009  4600F142

528 

440.  3820147310395 50132945 KOHINOOR TEXTILE 

MILLS LTD 

NAIB QASID 1 4/18/1982 9/9/2009  4600C159

552 

441.  3830149772737 50230298 ROYAL AIRPORT 

SERVICES PVT LTD. 

CORPORAL 7 5/15/1993 5/18/2015 5/1/2013 4600C209

721 

442.  3840156644547 50155777 ALBAYRAK TURIZM 

SEYAHAT INSAAT 

TICARET 

JUNIOR 

TECHNICIAN 

9 6/7/1989 9/13/2012 4/5/2016 4600D239

301 

443.  4120150587285 50145136 CITY SCHOOL ASSISTANT 

DIRECTOR 

17 2/1/1984 10/25/2011 3/3/2010 4600G170

805 

444.  4150404140681 50141392 MODEL SERVICE STATION STENO TYPIST 14 3/11/1989 10/19/2010 1/11/2018 4600A273

154 

445.  4220143311502 50152558 ISLAMIC INTERNATIONAL 

MEDICAL COLLEGE 

TRUST 

DEMONSTRAT

OR 

17 10/22/1984 4/26/2011  4600F218

599 

446.  4220158233668 50170971 BEACONHOUSE PUBLIC 

SCHOOL (PVT) LTD 

DEPUTY 

DIRECTOR 

18 5/18/1984 10/5/2012 1/9/2008 4600C167

424 

447.  4220180009615 50173246 NATIONAL 

COMMUNICATION 

SERVICES (SMC) PVT. 

LTD. 

ASSISTANT 

PROFESSOR 

18 2/1/1980 11/10/2003 1/9/2012 4600C223

822 

448.  4230104597515 50168616 ASKARI BANK LTD SECTION 

OFFICER 

18 2/27/1984 10/5/2012  4600J173

957 

449.  4340605657308 50143214 FOUJI FOUNDATION 

HOSPITAL 

CHARGE 

NURSE 

16 1/11/1983 2/1/2011 9/6/2009 4600B189

312 

450.  43976424836 50048275 FAUJI FOUNDATION 

COLLEGE FOR GIRLS 

LECTURER 18 10/13/1976 4/30/2003  4600J135

501 

451.  4530337679223 50132443 GUARDIAN SECURITY 

SERVICES PVT LTD. 

LOWER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

9 4/23/1978 8/20/2009  4600G209

913 

452.  4540209547629 50047721 NATIONAL 

COMMUNICATION 

SERVICES (SMC) PVT. 

LTD. 

ASSOCIATE 

PROFESSOR 

19 3/3/1976 12/31/2001  4600J258

228 

453.  4550252664309 50263797 PAK MULTI SERVICES 

PVT LTD 

NAIB QASID 1 3/21/1985 12/14/2015 1/11/2014 4600B222

380 

454.  5440028480371 50304698 TECH GLOBE UPPER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

11 2/28/1986 7/15/2016 1/10/2012 4600A200

622 
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455.  6110101562874 50281101 SIDEEQ PUBLIC SCHOOL SECTION 

OFFICER 

18 7/31/1988 10/3/2015 1/12/2013 4600D227

558 

456.  6110102928767 50314266 Scoop ice cream LABORATORY 

ATTENDANT 

2 7/13/1993 3/7/2013 7/9/2012 4600G203

593 

457.  6110106515895 50276000 GULF MEDICAL CENTRE CHOWKIDAR 1 3/6/1991 2/9/2016 8/2/2012 4600A201

238 

458.  6110109741809 50161962 ASKARI BANK LTD ASSISTANT 

DIRECTOR 

17 9/29/1986 3/6/2013  4600F188

419 

459.  6110111692625 50299933 PAK MULTI SERVICES 

PVT LTD 

SWEEPER 1 10/19/1994 5/24/2016 1/11/2014 4600J227

976 

460.  6110111783069 50144841 SKILLS hub (pVT) LTD. 

(ALBAYRAK) 

SWEEPER 1 2/8/1992 9/13/2011  4600G261

363 

461.  6110111980237 50230647 KOHINOOR TEXTILE 

MILLS LTD 

STENO 

GRAPHER 

17 4/16/1985 5/19/2015  4600J216

420 

462.  6110112885857 50024436 UNITED MEDICAL 

CENTRE 

SENIOR 

TECHNICIAN 

14 3/4/1960 3/11/1977 1/11/2008 4600G163

816 

463.  6110115220513 50144559 ISLAMIC INTERNATIONAL 

MEDICAL COLLEGE 

TRUST 

CHOWKIDAR 1 1/2/1978 10/15/2010 5/4/1999 4600A137

510 

464.  6110116540287 50194993 CITY SUPER MARKET NAIB QASID 1 4/24/1991 4/2/2014  4600G178

120 

465.  6110118607134 50168467 NATIONAL 

COMMUNICATION 

SERVICES (SMC) PVT. 

LTD. 

ASSISTANT 

PROFESSOR 

18 3/7/1978 2/18/2013 1/9/2010 4600D176

579 

466.  6110119274163 50137399 PIONEER Human resource 

MANAGEMENT Pvt. Ltd. 

ASSISTANT 0 10/23/1982 2/18/2010  4700H067

905 

467.  6110119833311 50045298 TOTAL MEDIA SOLUTION ASSISTANT 

DIRECTOR 

17 2/8/1979 4/13/2001 5/10/2007 4600B196

678 

468.  6110119936493 50267543 SKILLS hub (pVT) LTD. 

(ALBAYRAK) 

NAIB QASID 1 10/12/1981 11/20/2015 4/2/2014 4700G244

956 

469.  6110120023495 50132620 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

ASSISTANT 

DIRECTOR 

17 11/8/1983 9/15/2009 5/8/2009 4600D172

363 

470.  6110120371151 50264445 SKILLS hub (pVT) LTD. 

(ALBAYRAK) 

CONSTABLE 5 3/5/1985 11/4/2015 11/3/2015 4600I234

306 

471.  6110122017001 50342664 ASKARI BANK LTD DEPUTY 

DIRECTOR 

18 12/10/1989 1/23/2017  4600G239

528 

472.  6110124754555 50145119 FAIZ UL ISLAM HIGH 

SCHOOL 

TRAINED 

GRADUATE 

TEACHER 

16 5/12/1970 2/20/1995  4600H146

041 

473.  6110126028795 50239550 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

STENO 

GRAPHER 

17 10/21/1991 7/31/2015 5/1/2015 4600C222

606 

474.  6110127548528 50141219 SIDEEQ PUBLIC SCHOOL LECTURER 17 3/15/1985 9/21/2010  4600C153

271 

475.  6110127794139 50300426 SKILLS hub (pVT) LTD. 

(ALBAYRAK) 

SWEEPER 2 7/1/1980 5/10/2016 5/8/2016 4600G242

343 

476.  6110128047263 50154223 ISLAMIC INTERNATIONAL 

MEDICAL COLLEGE 

TRUST 

COMPUTER 

OPERATOR 

14 6/15/1986 4/9/2012 12/8/2011 4600G191

005 

477.  6110128247671 50252070 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

1 5/9/1991 8/21/2015  4600H224

611 

478.  6110130513845 50222986 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

ASSISTANT 

RECORD 

KEEPER 

9 6/2/1988 5/21/2015  4600F217

349 

479.  6110134232115 50187465 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

SCANNER 

OPERATOR 

14 4/12/1986 11/12/2013  4600J164

403 

480.  6110138790607 50290863 J TELEMARKETING UPPER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

11 8/1/1995 4/13/2016 1/10/2016 4600C244

682 

481.  6110146452580 50153174 ISLAMIC INTERNATIONAL 

MEDICAL COLLEGE 

TRUST 

DEMONSTRAT

OR 

17 7/2/1975 4/26/2011 1/2/2008 4600H168

996 

482.  6110148370822 50131952 SLS SCHOOL ELEMENTARY 

SCHOOL 

TEACHER 

14 12/1/1968 6/4/2009  4600B139

074 

483.  6110150891727 50156929 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

UPPER 

DIVISION 

CLERK 

11 4/6/1985 10/9/2012 4/6/2009 4600C163

933 

484.  6110153031701 50222939 SKYWAYS HJ (PVT) LTD ASSTT. 

PRIVATE 

SECRETARY 

16 6/1/1990 5/18/2015 1/3/2013 4600J207

633 

485.  6110158124048 50191000 CHAUDRY REHMAT ALI 

MEMORIAL SCHOOL 

SYSTEM 

ELEMENTARY 

SCHOOL 

TEACHER 

14 6/6/1977 1/27/2011  4600A191

912 

486.  6110163499222 50141359 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

STATISTICAL 

OFFICER 

17 3/13/1984 12/6/2010 4/8/2008 4600H160

223 

487.  6110166824899 50281412 SKILLS hub (pVT) LTD. 

(ALBAYRAK) 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

1 1/2/1989 3/11/2016  4600B260

477 
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488.  6110168476147 50292662 Jubilee Life Insurance 

Company Limited 

HEAD 

CONSTABLE 

9 3/8/1988 4/11/2016 1/8/2015 4600F228

730 

489.  6110171647261 50145762 NICON INSTITUTE OF 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 

SWEEPER 1 3/20/1978 1/1/2011  4600E144

335 

490.  6110172157573 50299741 UNITED HUMAN 

RESOURCE SERVICES PVT 

LTD 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

1 10/13/1994 5/5/2016 2/6/2014 4600B218

242 

491.  6110172548426 50292695 AGA KHAN HEALTH 

SERVICES 

ASSISTANT 

SUB 

INSPECTOR 

11 3/14/1989 5/2/2016  3600B231

826 

492.  6110173342252 50175985 SIDEEQ PUBLIC SCHOOL TECHNICAL 

ASSISTANT 

14 5/18/1989 5/15/2013 2/7/2012 4600C203

848 

493.  6110173432181 50299512 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

ASSISTANT 

SUB 

INSPECTOR 

11 1/4/1992 6/18/2016 5/1/2015 4600C222

591 

494.  6110174829237 50293797 DR A Q KHAN COLLAGE 

OF SCIENCE & 

TECHNOLOGY 

CASHIER 7 6/12/1987 5/26/2016 1/12/2011 4600E224

800 

495.  6110175316293 50157100 URBAN POVERTY 

ALIVATION PROGRAM 

NAIB QASID 1 9/27/1988 10/16/2012 1/5/2012 4600J199

589 

496.  6110180185453 50271039 KOHINOOR TEXTILE 

MILLS LTD 

CONSTABLE 5 1/15/1989 11/7/2015  4600C195

370 

497.  6110181233635 50145369 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

ASSISTANT 0 3/3/1977 9/12/1995  4700E090

587 

498.  6110185758473 50144685 MUSTEHKAM CEMENT 

LTD 

DATA ENTRY 

OPERATOR 

14 11/16/1978 11/24/2010 1/7/2008 4700G106

158 

499.  6110189352571 50166701 SKILLS hub (pVT) LTD. 

(ALBAYRAK) 

CHOWKIDAR 1 12/17/1985 1/20/2011 8/6/2016 4600J240

429 

500.  6110190721353 50281452 PAK MULTI SERVICES 

PVT LTD 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

1 12/25/1994 3/11/2016  4600J210

775 

501.  6110193022685 50135949 FAUJI SECURITY 

SERVICES 

CONSTABLE 7 3/7/1971 7/28/2009 1/11/2008 4600D163

039 

502.  6110194022226 50139553 ASKARI BANK LTD DEPUTY 

COMMISSIONE

R 

18 7/31/1982 1/1/2010 1/7/2008 4600H166

465 

503.  6110196102457 50157082 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

ASSISTANT 

RECORD 

KEEPER 

9 3/22/1985 10/18/2012 7/12/2007 4600H156

915 

504.  6110196198570 50134359 MEDICAL 

TRANSCRIPTION BILLING 

COMPANY PVT LTD 

SUPERINTENDE

NT 

16 6/28/1983 12/16/2011 9/4/2009 4600B172

462 

505.  7120163782699 50193855 CADET COLLEGE 

MURREE 

ASSISTANT 

DIRECTOR 

17 6/10/1985 2/10/2014 1/1/2005 4600C198

467 

506.  8210252742283 50143014 FOUNDATION 

UNIVERSITY 

RAWALPINDI 

CAMPUS(FURC) 

JUNIOR 

LIBRARIAN 

16 1/3/1975 3/18/2011 1/12/2005 4600B160

512 

507.  8220361474081 50339263 HILLCREST SOLUTIONS 

PVT LTD 

ASSISTANT 

SUB 

INSPECTOR 

11 2/25/1989 3/6/2017 10/8/2012 4600I201

793 

508.  8230259358625 50299396 RAWAL CADET COLLAGE PATROL 

OFFICER 

14 11/1/1987 5/5/2016 1/9/2013 4600G207

369 

509.  8240104013123 50310835 FOUJI FOUNDATION 

HOSPITAL 

SWEEPER 2 11/23/1990 9/17/2013  4600I189

234 

510.  8240158150987 50343909 FOUJI FOUNDATION 

HOSPITAL 

SANITARY 

WORKER 

1 12/6/1993 4/11/2017  4600B258

153 
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Annex-12 

Mis-procurement of Consultancy Services- Rs. 61.865 million 

Sr. 

No. 

Project Title  Name of 

Consultants 

Design fee Supervision 

fee 

1. i. Construction of 1008 Labour Colony Zone-V, 

Islamabad. 

Al-Jadid 

Associates  

- 25.250 

ii. Construction of 500 Houses Labour Colony at 

Zone-V, Islamabad. 

iii. Construction of Amenity Building at Zone-V, 

Islamabad. 

Al-Jadid 

Associates 

0.976 

 

3.043 

iv. Construction of Boundary Wall Guard, Room 

and Tube-well at Zone-V, Islamabad. 

M/s NESPAK 1.872 4.233 

v. Construction of Septic Tank at Zone-V, 

Islamabad. 

- - 

vi. External Electrification Works at Labour 

Colony Zone-V, Islamabad. 

1.921 - 

2.  Dismantling and Reconstruction of Workers 

Welfare Fund office / commercial building at 

Plot No.16, Sector F-6, Markaz Islamabad. 

M/s NESPAK 2.215 3.344 

3.  Construction of Boys High School at Sanghar, 

Sindh. 

Shahzad 

Associates 

- 1.146 

4.  Construction of Infrastructure Development 

work of WWF Labour Colony Taxila. 

M/s NESPAK - 3.857 

5.  Construction of 50 bedded Hospital at 

Choundko District Khairpur, Sindh. 

Al-Jadid 

Associates 

- 8.243 

- 

6.  128 Flats, Sajawal, Sukkur Shahzad 

Associates 

- 1.233 

7.  1024 Flats in Sukkur Shahzad 

Associates 

- 4.332 

  Total 6.984 54.681 

  Grand Total 61.865 
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Annex-13 
Fraudulent withdrawal from Worker Welfare Board in the name of Withholding tax on profit from 

the Bank Accounts maintained at UBL- Rs.72.142 million 

Annex-13-A 

Sr. No Date Account  

Number 

Instrument 

No 

Amount 

1.  01.02.2019 000244304366 23968155 287,000  
2.  01.03.2019 000244304366 23968163 340,000  
3.  01.04.2019 000244304366 23968156 541,800  
4.  01.05.2019 000244304366 23968160 596,400  
5.  01.06.2019 000244304366 23968152 563,625  
6.  01.07.2019 000244304366 23968151 762,878  
7.  01.08.2019 000244304366 23968158 507,500  
8.  01.08.2019 000244304366 23968159 391,500  
9.  02.09.2019 000244304366 23968161 712,313  
10.  02.09.2019 000244304366 23968162 474,875  
11.  02.10.2019 000244304366 23968165 695,250  
12.  02.10.2019 000244304366 23968164 578,921  
13.  31.10.2019 000244304366 23968166 720,000  
14.  01.11.2019 000244304366 23968168 484,313  
15.  02.12.2019 000244304366 23968169 706,000  
16.  02.12.2019 000244304366 23968167 490,600  
17.  31.12.2019 000244304366 23968170 596,000  
18.  02.01.2020 000244304366 23968171 500,000  
19.  31.01.2020 000244304366 23968172 720,500  
20.  02.02.2020 000244304366 23968173 595,000  
21.  01.03.2020 000244304366 26906379 926,890  
22.  02.03.2020 000244304366 26906378 692,400  
23.  31.03.2020 000244304366 26906376 750,580  
24.  01.04.2020 000244304366 26906380 588,000  
25.  30.04.2020 000244304366 26906382 789,500  
26.  01.05.2020 000244304366 26906174 669,400  
27.  31.05.2020 000244304366 26906381 693,500  
28.  01.06.2020 000244304366 26906386 579,350  
29.  26.06.2020 000244304366 26906388 789,450  
30.  29.06.2020 000244304366 26906389 697,600  
31.  30.07.2020 000244304366 26906390 493,500  
32.  02.08.2020 000244304366 26906377 443,390  
33.  31.08.2020 000244304366 26906394 495,000  
34.  01.09.2020 000244304366 26906393 494,500  
35.  30.09.2020 000244304366 26906384 496,500  
36.  01.10.2020 000244304366 26906396 493,000  
37.  01.11.2020 000244304366 26906402 497,500  
38.  02.11.2020 000244304366 26906403 493,500  
39.  01.12.2020 000244304366 26906404 497,000  
40.  02.12.2020 000244304366 26906405 489,000  
41.  31.12.2020 000244304366 26906406 498,600  
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42.  03.01.2021 000244304366 26906408 593,500  
43.  15.01.2021 000244304366 26906409 597,600  
44.  01.02.2021 000244304366 26906397 597,500  
45.  02.02.2021 000244304366 26906395 597,000  
46.  01.03.2021 000244304366 26906410 595,500  
47.  02.03.2021 000244304366 23968175 497,000  
48.  01.04.2021 000244304366 26906412 589,000  
49.  05.04.2021 000244304366 26906411 597,000  
50.  03.05.2021 000244304366 26906413 593,000  
51.  06.05.2021 000244304366 26906414 593,000  
52.  01.06.2021 000244304366 26906415 1,350,000  
53.  02.06.2021 000244304366 26906416 1,306,458  

Total: 32,339,193 

Annex-13-B 

Sr.No Date Account  

Number 

Instrument 

No 

Amount 

1.  02.01.2018 000246468983 00181904 531,378  

2.  02.01.2019 000246468983 00181910 332,111  

3.  02.07.2019 000246468983 00181906 737,122  

4.  02.07.2019 000246468983 00181905 921,407  

5.  02.01.2020 000246468983 00181937 1,376,900  

6.  03.01.2020 000246468983 00181917 911,000  

7.  31.03.2020 000246468983 00181902 492,000  

8.  30.06.2020 000246468983 00181909 1,487,000  

9.  30.06.2020 000246468983 00181911 1,391,000  

10.  02.08.2020 000246468983 00181907 589,600  

11.  01.09.2020 000246468983 00181912 589,000  

12.  28.10.2020 000246468983 00181914 794,300  

13.  30.11.2020 000246468983 00181915 793,000  

14.  17.12.2020 000246468983 00181916 795,000  

15.  31.12.2020 000246468983 00181920 147,725  

16.  31.12.2020 000246468983 00181918 896,000  

17.  04.01.2021 000246468983 00181921 797,000  

18.  14.01.2021 000246468983 00181923 897,000  

19.  01.02.2021 000246468983 00181926 897,000  

20.  02.02.2021 000246468983 00181927 897,000  

21.  01.03.2021 000246468983 00181928 897,000  

22.  02.03.2021 000246468983 00181929 848,500  

23.  01.04.2021 000246468983 00181922 893,000  

24.  05.04.2021 000246468983 00181930 897,000  

25.  03.05.2021 000246468983 00181932 897,000  

26.  04.05.2021 000246468983 00181931 897,000  

27.  02.06.2021 000246468983 00181933 798,000  

28.  03.06.2021 000246468983 00181934 893,000  

29.  01.07.2021 000246468983 00181938 893,000  

30.  01.07.2021 000246468983 00181935 989,000  

31.  01.08.2021 000246468983 00181940 989,000  

32.  02.08.2021 000246468983 00181939 887,000  

33.  02.08.2021 000246468983 00181941 893,000  

34.  04.09.2021 000246468983 00181942 980,000  
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35.  05.11.2021 000246468983 00181944 879,000  

Total: 29,803,043 

Annex-13-C 

Sr.No Date Account  

Number 

Instrument 

No 

Amount 

1.  11.11.2021 2007614961 44820456 10,000,000  
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Annex-14 
Un-Authorized appointment & payment of salaries to Employees of WWB having Dual jobs - Rs. 

10.737 million 

Sr. 

No 

DESIG. BPS CNIC Pay & 

Allowance 

 Per Year 

DOB DOA Period 

of 

Service 

Dual Job 

posting 

1 Elementary 

Teacher 

BPS-14 1120104042003 679,788 4/3/83 2/24/12 9 years 8 

Month 

16 days 

Patwari Deputy 

Commissioner 

Lakki martwat 

2 Elementary 

Teacher 

BPS-14 1220123134690 756,708 N/A N/A NA Primary School 

Teacher , DEO 

Primary 

Education  SOU 

3 Elementary 

Teacher 

BPS-14 1220137114952 727,260 N/A N/A NA Primary School 

Teacher , DEO 

Primary 

Education  SOU 

4 Security 

Guard 

BPS-2 1330204627943 365,700 10/15/64 4/4/11 10 years 

7 Month 

7 days 

Personal number 

in AG  office 

00785625 

5 Subject 

Specialist 

BPS-17 1550502137261 1,276,596 6/1/76 5/19/04 17 years 

5 Month 

23 days 

Primary school 

teacher Persoal 

No 00552268 

6 Cook BPS-2 1710183311731 371,244 1/1/1979 8/7/18 3 years 3 

Month 4 

days 

Jowkidar District 

office school AN 

government 

middle school 

7 Lab Attendant BPS-2 1720128478007 342,204 3/4/1995 4/30/15 6 years 6 

Month 

11 days 

Naib Qasid 

District Healt 

Office 

8 Elementary 

Teacher 

BPS-14 1720178036357 562,404 4/2/1984 8/17/10 11 years 

2 Month 

25 days 

Assistant, DG 

provincial 

Disaster 

Management 

9 Elementary 

Teacher 

BPS-14 2170223382359 775,188 7/1/1983 2/21/12 9 years 8 

Month 

19 days 

Teacher , DEO 

South Waziristan 

10 Elementary 

Teacher 

BPS-14 2170229270523 826,020 6/2/1982 9/27/10 11 years 

1 Month 

14 days 

Theology 

Teacher, DEO 

Primary 

Education  SOU 

11 Elementary 

Teacher 

BPS-14 2220113695301 679,788 2/10/87 2/14/12 9 years 8 

Month 

26 

Month 

Stenographer , 

Inspectorate of 

Mines PRO 

12 Pesh Imam BPS-2 1710107339445 151,320 3/19/83 4/23/10 Not 

Known 

Head Master 

GHS Khat Kill 

13 Pump 

Operator 

BPS-5 2120194229475 428,844 11/12/82 11/12/11 9 years 

11 

Month 

19 days 

Constable  

Khyber 

Khasadar 

14 Officer  1110181587815 1,227,336 1/4/1981 N/A Not 

Known 

Assistant 

Engineer, 

Assistant 

DirectorLocal 

Government & 

Rural 

Development 
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15 Teacher  1710166785273 1,225,020 N/A N/A Not 

Known 

Junior Clerk 

District office 

soll conversation 

AB 

16 Class-IV  1720121097957 342,204 N/A N/A Not 

Known 

Cattle attended  

Account office 

Directorate 

General L& DD 

 Total   10,737,624     
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Annex-15 

Non-recovery of rent receipts from allottees of labour colonies- 

Rs.5.899 millions 

Sr. 

No 

Name of Colony Total rent 

receivable 

Rent 

received 

Uncollected 

rent 

1 Family Quarter Workers City Hattar 3,918,000 3,559,773     358,227  

2 150 Family Quarter Workers City Haripur 1,350,000 605,164     744,836  

3 50 Family Quarter Workers City Haripur 438,000 165,200     272,800  

4 352 Family Quarter Workers City Hakimabad 2,418,000 1,629,000     789,000  

5 1152 Family Quarter Workers City Gadoon 

Amazai P-I 

2,364,000 2,117,500     246,500  

6 290 Family Quarter Workers City Mardan 1,650,600 876,700     773,900  

7 252 Family Quarter Workers City Takhtbai 1,758,000 1,535,000     223,000  

8 300 Family Quarter Workers City Amangarh (P-

I) 

1,843,200 855,205     987,995  

9 100 Family Quarter Workers City Amangarh (P-

II) 

660,000 452,500     207,500  

10 100 Family Quarter Workers City Amangarh (P-

III) 

851,760 330,625     521,135  

11 200 Family Quarter Workers City Peshawar 1,566,000 792,250     773,750  

 Total  5,898,643  
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Annex-16 
Inadmissible Payment on account of Talent Scholarship and Marriage grant - Rs. 4.205 million 

Inadmissible payment on account of Marriage Grant 

Name Designation Nikkah Date 
Amount 

Paid 
A/C   

Bank Account 

No. of the 

Beneficiary 

Abdul Khaliq 

S/o Faiz Bukhsh 

31202-0286128-

3 

Supervisor  2/2/2019      100,000  
109002015443000

0 

BOP Lodhran 

Bahawalpur road 

Lodhran code  

Liaqat Ali s/o 

Sher Muhammad                      

CNIC 33201-

3323987-9 

Supervisor 09-07-2019 100,000 001004831332 

Bank Alflah 

Chiniot Brancg 

Code 0111 

Abdul Aziz 

Awan  

son of Abdul 

Khaliq 

37406-5606377-

5 

Clerk 06.03.2019 100,000 
PK78BPUN32300

20139350005 

BOP Lalazar 

Wah cantt 0201 

Riyaz Ahmed 

S/o Sardar 

Muhammad 

31304-2052046-

7 

Chief 

Supervisor  
19-Dec-20 200,000 

PK78 ASCM 0002 

 2603 2000 0084 

Askari Bank Ltd, 

F,F,C Goth 

Machi Sadiqabad 

Br Code 

No:(0226) 

Iftikhar Ahmed 

S/O Sardar Ali 

35403-9291871-

9 

Supervisor 21.12.19      100,000  
PK85NBPA05340

02200017689 

NBP Shahkot, 

Code.#.0534 

Munir Masih 

S/O Khushi 

Masih 

35403-7310349-

9 

Cashier 07.03.20      100,000  
PK53HABB00089

77901137261 

HBL Shahkot, 

Code.#.0897 

Munir Masih 

S/O Khushi 

Masih 

35403-7310349-

9 

Cashier 07.03.20      100,000  
PK53HABB00089

77901137261 

HBL Shahkot, 

Code.#.0897 

Muhammad Riaz 

S/O Jewan 

33202-6616947-

9 

Supervisor 19.03.20      100,000  
PK07NBPA05340

04073256612 

NBP Shahkot, 

Code.#.0534 

Muhammad 

Ayoub S/O Allah 

Yar  

Supervisor 18/5/2019      100,000  
PK48MUCB00956

02010131177 
MCB Bank, 

Naseerabad, 
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37405-0335220-

3 

Rawalpindi(0956

) 

Altaf Ahmed   

S/O Abdul 

Razaq 

37405-0473588-

5 

Accountant 22/1/2020      100,000  
PK05ALFH0083 

001004700351 

Bank Alfalah, 

Jinnah Road, 

Rawalpindi(0083

) 

Muhammad 

Ashfaq S/O 

Wazeer 

Muhammad 

82401-2494332-

1 

Supervisor 16/1/2020      100,000  
PK64MUCB0799 

486001005883 

MCB Bank, 

Naseerabad, 

Rawalpindi(0956

) 

M.Zulfiqr Ali 

S/O Abdul Sattar 

33100-9835559-

3 

Senior 

Supervisor 
17/1/2020      100,000  

PK05MUCB0605 

479921003780 

MCB Bank, 

Naseerabad, 

Rawalpindi(0956

) 

Subtotal Annexure-1 1,300,000   

Inadmissible payment on account of Talent Scholarship  

Name  Name of 

Father/Worker              

CNIC No. of 

Designation  Educational 

Institute 

Nature of 

Course 

Total 

Anila Rajab 

33202-7255128-

4   16-04-1995 

Rajab Ali Mubarak 

S/o Roshan Khan  

33202-1395181-5 

Accountant University of 

Agricultural Fsd 

MSc Rural 

Sociology 

98,425 

Shumaila Rajab  

33202-7244773-

4     09-07-1998 

Rajab Ali Mubarak 

S/o Roshan Khan  

33202-1395181-5 

Accountant Islamia College of 

Commerce Jhang 

I.com 31,700 

Muhammad 

Mudassir                 

35202-43429207 

Ch. Abdul Razzaq 

Tahir S/o Haji Alaf 

Din                               

35202-21698409 

Clerk Al- Aleem 

Medical College 

Lahore 

MBBS        

1,072,000  

Zahid Khadim                 

35405-04110087 

Zahid Khadim S/o 

Khadim Hussain                  

35401-04110087 

Store Asstt. The Superior 

College University 

Shahdra Campus 

Lahore 

Master In 

Commerce 

      52,560  

Mujahid Rafi                     

35501-04337801 

Mujahid Rafi S/o 

Muhammad Rafi                              

35501-04337801 

Supervisor Govt. College 

University 

Faisalabad 

MA       72,400  

Fatima Kamal           

35202-78630212 

Syed Kamal Raza 

Bukhari S/o Syed 

Haider Shah                         

35202-23315365 

Supervisor Govt. Fatima 

Jinnah College 

(W) Chuna Mandi 

Lahore 

MA   

Education 

      56,065  
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Muhammad 

Ashraf                     

36104-54896751 

Muhammad Ashraf 

S/o Sadiq Ali                           

36104-54896751 

Clerk Allama Iqbal Open 

University 

Islamabad 

MA  (Special 

Education) 

      34,515  

Muhammad 

Usman                                  

35401-66417205 

Shamshad Ali S/o 

M. Siddique                       

35401-18110475 

Supervisor University Of the 

Punjab New 

Campus Lahore 

MSC   

Chemical 

Engineering 

      68,200  

Hassan Zaib 

Hayat                      

34302-67954195 

Hafiz M. Akram 

Tahir S/o Mallah 

Khan                            

34302-67954195 

Supervisor University Of The 

Punjab New 

Campus Lahore 

M. PHIL   

(CS) 

      17,580  

Sundas Akram                    

34302-67954195 

Hafiz M. Akram 

Tahir S/o Mallah 

Khan                            

34302-67954195 

Supervisor Riphah 

International 

University 

Faisalabad 

Campus 

Faisalabad 

M. pHIL   

English  

      60,000  

Muhammad 

Usman S/o 

Nasira Javed 

35202-3819539-

5 

8-6-2001 

Nasira Javed S/o 

Muhammad Javed  

35302-190749-3 

Supervisor Government 

College Township 

Lahore 

ICS       20,240  

Areeba 

Tabassum 

31205-1881168-

4 ( 16-06-2002) 

Ghulam Mustafa 

Tabassum S/o 

Muhammad Anwar 

31205-1653190-9 

Accountant  The Govt.Sadiq 

College women 

university 

bahawalpur 

Fsc             

20,400  

Saba Shahbaz 

36102-6371039-

6 (04-12-1999) 

Shahbaz Hayder 

S/O Ashiq Hussain 

36102-4974700-9 

Supervisor Government 

Degree College for 

Women Lodhran 

B.SC             

38,350  

kashaf Shahbaz 

36102-5755699-

8(15-12-2001) 

Shahbaz Haydar 

S/o Ashiq Hussain 

36102-4974700-9 

Supervisor Govt.Degree 

Collage (w) 

Lodhran 

ICS             

21,305  

Muhammad 

Mobeen S/o 

Muhammad 

Naveed Baig  

34201-5742462-

3 

27-8-2003 

Muhammad Naveed 

Baig S/o 

Muhammad Zameer  

34201-1296942-1 

Accountant Government 

Islamia College 

Civil Lines Lahore 

ICS         

23,225  

Nabiha Wahid                          

36104-6203506-

6 

Abdul Wahid Talha 

S/o Fatheh 

Muhammad  

36104-7900128-1 

Qureshi 

Textile Mills 

Ltd.   

MBBS 2016 

To 

2021 

      42,000  
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Shanzay Bloch     

38302-9916653-

2    DOB 

28.10.2001 

Shah Jahan Khan          

38302-4680034-7 

Maple Leaf 

Cement 

Factory 

MBBS  2019 

 to 

 2023 

      42,000  

Shahwaiz Ali 

Baloch 38302-

4570310-5 DOB 

20.02.1998 

Shah Jahan Khan          

38302-4680034-7 

Maple Leaf 

Cement 

Factory 

MBBS  2016  

to 

 2020 

 1,050,250  

Fawad Ahmad / 

34601-0916688-

3 

Muhammad Iqbal 

s/o Nazir Ahmad / 

34601-2545693-5 

Supervisor Azra Naheed 

Medical Collage 

Raiwand Road 

Lahore 

M.B.B.S         

42,000  

Madiha Abdul 

Sattar 

34102-8119258-

4 

23.11.1999 

Abdul Sattar s/o 

Fazal Din 

34102-8995452-9 

Supervisor University  

College of  

Medicine &  

Dentistry 

The University 

of Lahore 

M.B.B.S       42,000  

 Sub-total Annexure-1     2,905,215 

Grand Total   4,205,215 
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Annex-17 

Non recovery of amount on account of sale of Quarters in labour colonies-Rs.48.517 millions 

S. 

No. 

Name of Labour 

Colony / Labour 

Colony. 

Location 

Total 

Quart

ers  

Year of 

Allotme

nt 

Total Amout 

Due 

Amount 

Recovered 

Outstanding 

Dues 

1 

Old-N Labour 

Colony, Nawa 

Killi, Quetta 

Nawa Killi 

Quetta 
236 1996   90,860,000    88,944,000     1,916,000  

2 

Old-NA Labour 

Colony, Nawa 

Killi, Quetta 

Nawa Killi 

Quetta 
87 2006   26,010,000    23,676,500      2,333,500  

3 

New Labour 

Colony Pak: 

PWD, Nawa Killi 

Quetta 

Nawa Killi 

Quetta 
150 2012   40,500,000    39,071,500       1,428,500  

4 

Old Labour 

Colony, Eastern 

By Pass Quetta 

Eastern By 

Pass 

Quetta 

272 1995   76,160,000    73,579,600       2,580,400  

5 

New Labour 

Colony, Eastern 

By Pass Quetta 

Eastern By 

Pass 

Quetta 

127 2006   40,005,000    33,107,700       6,897,300  

6 
Labour Colony, 

Khuzdar 
Khuzdar 66 1994   17,963,880    13,646,620       4,317,260  

7 
Labour Colony, 

Hub Chowki 

Hub 

Chowki 
300 1998   89,724,000    63,151,978     26,572,022  

8 
Labour Colony, 

Duki 
Duki 50 2005   10,700,000      9,519,500      1,180,500  

9 
Old Labour 

Colony, Loralai 
Loralai 66 1994     6,236,000      6,080,500          155,500  

10 
New Labour 

Colony, Loralai 
Loralai 50 2012     6,795,000      5,658,500       1,136,500  

Total 1404   404,953,880  356,436,398  48,517,482  
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Annex-18 

Loss to Workers Welfare Board due to non-filer status - Rs 4.51 million 

Sr. 

No 

Bank 

Account 

Bank 

Name 

Month Profit Normal 

Tax 

Tax  

Under 

Finance 

Act 

Excess Rate 

1 211397405 UBL Jul-20 708,256 106,238 106,238 106,238 15% 

2 211397405 UBL Aug-20 828,123 124,218 124,218 124,218 15% 

3 211397405 UBL Sep-20 626,500 93,975 93,975 93,975 15% 

4 211397405 UBL Oct-20 593,455 89,018 89,018 89,018 15% 

5 211397405 UBL Nov-20 724,143 108,621 108,621 108,621 15% 

6 211397405 UBL Dec-20 870,515 130,577 130,577 130,577 15% 

7 211397405 UBL Jan-21 723,861 108,579 108,579 108,579 15% 

8 211397405 UBL Feb-21 489,290 73,393 73,393 73,393 15% 

9 211397405 UBL Mar-21 967,047 145,057 145,057 145,057 15% 

10 211397405 UBL Apr-21 827,302 124,095 124,095 124,095 15% 

11 211397405 UBL May-21 706,839 106,025 106,025 106,025 15% 

12 211397405 UBL Jun-21 579,447 86,917 86,917 86,917 15% 

13 211761013 UBL Jul-20 1,049,417 157,412 157,412 157,412 15% 

14 211761013 UBL Aug-20 1,058,380 158,757 158,757 158,757 15% 

15 211761013 UBL Sep-20 1,043,791 156,568 156,568 156,568 15% 

16 211761013 UBL Oct-20 1,172,608 175,891 175,891 175,891 15% 

17 211761013 UBL Nov-20 1,150,811 172,632 172,632 172,632 15% 

18 211761013 UBL Dec-20 1,200,637 180,095 180,095 180,095 15% 

19 211761013 UBL Jan-21 1,216,477 182,471 182,471 182,471 15% 

20 211761013 UBL Feb-21 1,107,387 166,108 166,108 166,108 15% 

21 211761013 UBL Mar-21 1,263,596 189,539 189,539 189,539 15% 

22 211761013 UBL Apr-21 1,262,848 189,427 189,427 189,427 15% 

23 211761013 UBL May-21 1,366,816 205,022 205,022 205,022 15% 

24 211761013 UBL Jun-21 1,335,341 218,157 218,157 218,157 16% 

25 222031552 UBL Jul-20 280,584 42,087 42,087 42,087 15% 

26 222031552 UBL Aug-20 280,952 42,142 42,142 42,142 15% 

27 222031552 UBL Sep-20 272,778 40,916 40,916 40,916 15% 

28 222031552 UBL Oct-20 282,762 42,414 42,414 42,414 15% 

29 222031552 UBL Nov-20 274,536 41,180 41,180 41,180 15% 

30 222031552 UBL Dec-20 284,585 42,687 42,687 42,687 15% 

31 222031552 UBL Jan-21 285,515 42,827 42,827 42,827 15% 

32 222031552 UBL Feb-21 258,728 38,809 38,809 38,809 15% 

33 222031552 UBL Mar-21 287,295 43,094 43,094 43,094 15% 

34 222031552 UBL Apr-21 278,936 41,840 41,840 41,840 15% 

35 222031552 UBL May-21 289,146 43,372 43,372 43,372 15% 

36 222031552 UBL Jun-21 280,734 42,110 42,110 42,110 15% 

37 3001142442 NBP Jul-20 912,003 136,800 136,800 136,800 15% 

38 3001142442 NBP Jan-21 568,003 85,200 85,200 85,200 15% 
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39 3001-0081-

021733-01-3 

BAH Jul-20 47,814 7,212 7,212 7,212 15% 

40 3001-0081-

021733-01-3 

BAH Aug-20 50,696 7,685 7,685 7,685 15% 

41 3001-0081-

021733-01-3 

BAH Sep-20 52,536 7,921 7,921 7,921 15% 

42 3001-0081-

021733-01-3 

BAH Oct-20 65,125 9,869 9,869 9,869 15% 

43 3001-0081-

021733-01-3 

BAH Nov-20 78,001 11,741 11,741 11,741 15% 

44 3001-0081-

021733-01-3 

BAH Dec-20 98,824 14,864 14,864 14,864 15% 

45 3001-0081-

021733-01-3 

BAH Jan-21 108,330 16,299 16,299 16,299 15% 

46 3001-0081-

021733-01-3 

BAH Feb-21 102,185 15,580 15,580 15,580 15% 

47 3001-0081-

021733-01-3 

BAH Mar-21 96,973 14,546 171,846 157,300 15% 

48 3001-0081-

021733-01-3 

BAH Apr-21 11,388 1,748 15,580 15,580 15% 

49 3001-0081-

021733-01-3 

BAH May-21 15,757 2,444 15,580 15,580 16% 

50 3001-0081-

021733-01-3 

BAH Jun-21 18,041 2,747 2,747 2,747 15% 

51 100412971000

10 

ABL Dec-20 177,612 26,672 26,672 26,672 15% 

52 100412971000

10 

ABL Jun-21 182,116 27,318 27,318 27,318 15% 

    Total   4,510,635  
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Annex-19 

Doubtful Promotions of the employees of Workers Welfare Board 

Sr.No Employee Name Promoted From Promoted To 

1 Mr. Daroo Khan 17 18 

2 Abdul Karim Durrani 16 17 

3 Roz Mohammad 16 17 

4 Peer Muhammad 16 17 

5 Jan Muhammad 11 16 

6 Aziz Ahmed 11 16 

7 Khsahal khan 9 11 

8 Muhammad Qasim 9 11 

9 Obaid Ur Rehman 9 11 

10 Nawaz Ahmed 2 9 

11 Waqas Ahmed 2 9 

12 Gulam Nabi 2 9 

13 Muhammad Ayoub 16 17 

14 Muhammad Farooq Buzdar 17 17 

15 Mohammad Ilyas Kakar 16 17 

16 Mohammad Saleh 16 16 

17 Feroz khan 17 18 

18 Amina Kakar 17 18 

19 Abida Khalil 17 18 

20 Perveen Baloch 17 18 

21 Muhammad Ishaq 16 17 

22 Liaquat  Ali 16 17 

23 Muhammad Hanif 16 17 

24 Nizam ud Din 16 17 

25 Asma Mail 16 17 

26 Huma Ambreen 16 17 

27 Nadir Khan 16 17 

28 Muhammad Iqbal 16 17 

29 Azazullah 11 16 

30 Muhammad Rafiq 11 16 

31 Adeel Khan 11 16 

32 Ghulam Akbar 9 16 

33 Jabbar Khan 9 16 

34 Bushra Jaffar 9 16 

35 Najma  Sikandar 9 16 

36 Shamsullah 11 16 

37 Wali Khan 9 11 

38 Noorullah 9 11 

39 Abdul Aziz 9 11 

40 Mmuhammad Ilyas 9 11 

41 Mmuhammad Asif 7 9 

42 Zafar Habib 7 9 

43 Gul Muhammad 7 9 

44 Muhammad Hussain 7 9 

45 Abdullah 7 9 

46 Sanaullah 7 9 

47 Mushtaq Jaffar 7 9 

48 Muhammad Zaman 7 9 
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49 Muhammad Iqbal 7 9 

50 Sharaf ud din 7 9 

51 Kalsoom 7 9 

52 Sania Nayer 7 9 

53 Shreen Gul 7 9 

54 Nousheen Lal 7 9 

55 Saima Wahab 7 9 

56 Aziz ur Rehman 2 9 

57 Deen Muhammad 2 9 

58 Abdul  Raheem 2 9 

59 Mubarak Din 2 9 

60 Shah Bakhsh 2 9 

61 Bah ud Din 2 9 

62 Muhammad Hashim 2 9 

63 Raja 2 9 
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Annex-20 

Irregular and unauthorized payment of salaries to persons having no record with WWB Rs. 34.711 

million 

Sr.No Name Designation Grade Monthl

y Gross 

salary 

Annual 

Gross 

Salary 

Departmen

t 

1 Mr. Nazeer Ahmed DD Works BS-18 88,201 1,058,406 Main office 

2 Mr. Riaz Ahmed AD Works BS-17 77,581 930,966 Main office 

3 Mr. Muhammad Masood 

Khan 

Exective 

Officer 

B-16 57,734 692,808 Main office 

4 Mr. Waleed Khan Senior 

Assistant 

(Accounts) 

B-16 55,758 669,096 Main office 

5 Mr. Nadir Ali Sub-engineer B-11 41,074 492,888 Main office 

6 Mr. Muhammad Arif Sub-engineer B-11 41,074 492,888 Main office 

7 Mr. Muhammad Hashim Sub-engineer B-11 41,074 492,888 Main office 

8 Mr. Sanaullah Recovery 

Supervisor 

B-07 33,729 404,748 Main office 

9 Shah Zaman Naib Pesh 

Imam 

Not 

available 

25,263 303,156 Main office 

10 Ghulam Jan Chowkidar B-02 25,170 302,040 Main office 

11 Muhammad Saleem Not available Not 

available 

30,631 367,572 Main office 

12 Ghulam Hader Chowkidar B-02 25,263 303,156 Main office 

13 Abdul Haleem Chowkidar B-02 25,692 308,304 Main office 

14 Muhammad ishq Chowkidar B-02 25,263 303,156 Main office 

15 Abdul jabar Chowkidar B-02 25,263 303,156 Main office 

16 Salal Khan Chowkidar B-02 25,692 308,304 Main office 

17 Hafiz Abdul Ghani Chowkidar B-02 25,170 302,040 Main office 

18 Abdul Wahab Sweeper BS-02 25,263 303,156 Main office 

19 Abdul Ghafoor Naib Qasid BS-2 26,167 314,004 Education 

20 Hira Masood Senior Clerk BS-11 47,889 574,668 Education 

21 Kaleemullah Chowkidar BS-2 28,506 342,072 Education 

22 M. Asghar Chowkidar BS-2 26,236 314,832 Education 

23 Miss. Bushara Jafer S.S.T General BS-16 46,325 555,900 Education 

24 Miss. Najma Sikandar SST General BS-16 44,366 532,392 Education 

25 Miss. Nasreen Baloch Vice 

Principal 

BS-17 110,367 1,324,398 Education 

26 Miss. Sania Nayer Junior 

Teacher 

BS-9 45,029 540,348 Education 

27 Mr Zeeshan Ahmed Comp: 

Instructor 

BS-18 136,411 1,636,926 Education 

28 Mr. Abdul Lateef Vice 

Principal 

BS-17 128,775 1,545,294 Education 

29 Mr. Abdul Raheem Junior Clerk BS-9 46,325 555,900 Education 

30 Mr. Abdul Waheed Senior 

Teacher 

BS-17 110,367 1,324,398 Education 
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31 Mr. Ali Muhammad Senior 

Subject 

Specialist 

BS-17 107,299 1,287,582 Education 

32 Mr. Ameer Bakhsh Superintende

nt 

BS-17 96,275 1,155,300 Education 

33 Mr. Atta Muhammad Vice 

Principal 

BS-17 112,867 1,354,398 Education 

34 Mr. Deen Muhammad Junior Clerk BS-9 76,526 918,312 Education 

35 Mr. Farooq Ahmed Office 

Assistant 

BS-16 59,230 710,760 Education 

36 Mr. Imram Hamid Vice 

Principal 

BS-17 122,639 1,471,662 Education 

37 Mr. Jamil Ahmed Senior 

Subject 

Specialist 

BS-17 39,325 471,900 Education 

38 Mr. Junaid Khan Drawing 

Teacher 

BS-9 42,295 507,540 Education 

39 Mr. Khawaja Sohail Superintende

nt 

BS-17 94,527 1,134,318 Education 

40 Mr. Liaqat Ali Senior 

Teacher 

BS-17 78,630 943,560 Education 

41 Mr. Mehr Jan Senior 

Teacher 

BS-17 110,367 1,324,398 Education 

42 Mr. Muhammad Khalis Junior Clerk BS-9  - Education 

43 Mr. Muhammad Tariq Lehri Vice 

Principal 

BS-17  - Education 

44 Mr. Nasrullah Lab 

Attendent 

BS-2 27,014 324,168 Education 

45 Mr. Nazeer Ahmed Junior Clerk BS-9 30,885 370,620 Education 

46 Mr. Nazeer Ahmed Chowkidar BS-2 27,014 324,168 Education 

47 Mr. Sajid Ali Junior 

Teacher 

BS-9 42,795 513,540 Education 

48 Mr.Khalid Mahmood Arabic 

Teacher 

BS-9 37,306 447,672 Education 

49 Mrs. Tasnia Rabab Senior 

Teacher 

BS-17 110,367 1,324,398 Education 

50 Rashida J.V.Teacher BS-7 37,829 453,948 Education 

51 Samina J.V.Teacher BS-7 37,829 453,948 Education 

52 Shah Bakhsh Chowkidar BS-2 33,071 396,852 Education 

53 Suleman Chowkidar BS-1 25,094 301,128 Education 

54 Suraya Kausar Aya BS-1 26,636 319,632 Education 

55 Yasmeen Sharif Aya BS-1 25,094 301,128 Education 

  Total   34,710,792  
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Annex-21 

Payment to contractor against Quantities claimed in excess to BOQ - Rs 17.353 million 

Project: Uplifting of Boundary wall & Horticulture/ Landscaping Works at OPF Girls 

College F-8/2 Islamabad 

Item 

No. 

Qty as per 

BOQ  

Rate Qty actual 

measured/paid 

Excess 

Qty 

Excess Qty x 

Rate 

Amount in 

Rs. 

42(240) 18642 kg 168.79 38386.75 kg 19744.8 

kg 

19744.8 x 

168.79 

3,332,716.35 

6392 124560 cft 52.04 127050 cft 2490 cft 2490 x 52.04 129,579.60 

7/392 124560 cft 2.51 133750 cft 9190 cft 9190 x 2.51 23,066.90 

2 (392) 48963 cft 33.52 50825 cft 1862 cft 1862 x 33.52 62,414.24 

3 (392) 48963 cft 1.40 50825 cft 1862 cft 1862 x 1.40 2606.80 

11/392 210456 cft 22.88 259200 cft 48744 cft 48744 x 

22.88 

1,115,262.72 

Total A 4,665,646.61 

Project: Construction of Hostel Building at OPF Boys College, H-8/4, Islamabad 

Item 

No. 

Qty as per 

BOQ  

Rate Qty actual 

measured/paid 

Excess 

Qty 

Excess Qty x 

Rate 

Amount in 

Rs. 

C-1 33748.31 

cft 

85 73758 cft 40009.7 

cft 

40009.7 x 85 3,400,823.40 

C-2 30837.17 

cft 

10 60337.6 cft 29500.4 

cft 

29500.4 x 10 295,004.30 

C-3 20335.52 

cft 

650 3687.94 cft 1654.42 

cft 

1654.42 x 

650 

1,075,373 

C-5 5742 cft 220 9079 cft 3337 cft 3337 x 220 734,140 

C-6 29605.82 

cft 

240 30909.28 cft 1303.46 

cft 

1303.46 x 

240 

312,830.40 

C-8 1099.02 

sft 

100 1446.99 sft 347.97 sft 347.97 x 100 34,797 

C-9 1099.02 

sft 

100 1446.99 sft 347.97 sft 347.97 x 100 34,797 

C-12 6841.748 

cft 

1100 9900.59 cft 3058.84 

cft 

3058.84 x 

1100 

3,364,726.75 

C-13 953.66 cft 700 1277.06 cft 323.4 cft 323.4 x 700 226,380 

C-15 1835.97 cft 1100 2206.39 cft 370.42 

cft 

370.42 x 1100 407,462 

Total B 9,886,333.85 
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Project: Rehabilitation/ Improvement of Roads/ Street at OPF Housing Scheme Phase-I, 

Raiwind Road, Lahore 

Item 

No. 

Qty as per 

BOQ  

Rate Qty actual 

measured/paid 

Excess 

Qty 

Excess Qty x 

Rate 

Amount in 

Rs. 

302a 26,284 

sqm 

144.52 45,665.80 sqm 19,381.80 

sqm 

19,381.80 x 

144.5252 

2,801,159.10 

Total C 2,801,159.10 

Grand Total A+B+C 17,353,139.56 
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Annex-22 
Irregular exemption granted from Zakat against late received declarations (CZ.50) - Rs. 6.11 million 

Capital Development Authority (CDA) Islamabad 

S.No Name Amount 

Paid 

Zakat 

Amount 

Date of 

Payment 

Date of CZ-

50 

Valuation 

Date 

1 Muhammad Ansar 

Abbas 

415,968 10,399 06-11-2020 15-04-2020 24-04-20 

2 Asif Jameel 608,188 15,205 19-11-2020 18-11-2020 -do- 

3 Raiz Mustafa 641,982 16,050 30-12-2020 2-12-2020 -do- 

4 RahatHussain 1,127,251 28,181 08-01-2021 08-01-2021 -do- 

5 Asif Jah 799,370 19,984 18-01-2021 14-01-2021 -do- 

6 Syed Athar Ali 1,146,204 28,655 13-01-2021 08-12-2020 -do- 

7 Musthaq Ahmed 415,129 10,378 17-02-2021 11-02-2021 -do- 

8 Khurshid Ahmed 370,396 9,260 02-03-2021 09-02-2021 -do- 

9 AkhlaqHussain 216,782 5,420 02-03-2021 27-01-2021 -do- 

10 Abdul Rauf 52,809 1,320 15-04-2021 02-04-2021 14-04-2021 

11 Nasr ullah Khan 352,631 8,816 02-06-2021 12-04-2021 -do- 

12 M.Tamaz 1,156,619 28,915 31-12-2019 29-04-2019 05-05-2019 

13 Faisal Hussain 497,085 12,427 16-09-2019 24-04-2019 -do- 

14 NaveedAkhthar 534,019 13,350 09-10-2019 15-04-2019 -do- 

15 Abdul Rauf 292,885 7,322 26-01-2021 13-01-2021 24-04-2020 

16 Jamil Ahmed 320,666 8,017 07-04-2021 26-03-2021 -do- 

17 GhulamYasin 333,470 8,337 15-04-2021 24-03-2021 14-04-2021 

18 Mubbarik Shah 260,070 6,502 30-12-2020 17-12-2020 24-04-2020 

19 Hafeeza Begum 738,747 18,469 31-12-2020 23-12-2020 -do- 

20 Masood Tariq 1,678,036 41,951 04-01-2021 30-12-2020 -do- 

21 M. Akhtar 439,278 10,982 25-01-2021 24-12-2020 -do- 

22 Abdali Shah 877,943 21,949 03-02-2021 19-01-2021 -do- 

23 Najma Shahnaz 494,815 12,370 24-02-2021 10-02-2021 -do- 

24 Fazalur Rehman 269,164 6,729 09-03-2021 11-02-2021 -do- 

25 Abdul Rauf 314,705 7,868 24-03-2021 21-02-2021 -do- 

26 M. Banaras 257,104 6,428 31-03-2021 09-09-2021 -do- 

27 Iftikhar Ahmed 623,839 15,596 -do- 16-03-2021 -do- 

28 Zia-ul-Hassan 1,478,772 36,969 20-04-2021 31-03-2021 14-04-2021 

29 Nazakat Hussain 441,704 11,043 21-04-2021 12-04-2021 -do- 

30 Qamar-ur-Rehman 1,429,590 35,740 27-04-2021 09-04-2021 -do- 

31 Naiz Ali 42,550 1,064 26-05-2021 13-04-2021 -do- 

32 Ishtaiq Ahmed 1,891,993 47,300 16-06-2021 17-05-2021 -do- 

33 IbrarHussain 1,628,031 40,701 29-01-2021 25-01-2021 24-04-2020 

34 Naeem Khan 1,827,953 45,699 02-03-2020 08-04-2019 05-05-2019 

35 M. Hassan 222,202 5,555 02-06-2021 08-04-2021 14-04-2021 

36 M. Saleem 231,731 5,793 20-09-2019 16-04-2019 05-05-2019 

37 Nisar Ahmed 438,932 10,973 22-08-2019 16-04-2019 -do- 

38 Ishrat Ali Shah 74,627 1,866 11-03-2020 25-04-2019 -do- 

  24,943,240 623,583    

First Micro Finance Bank Head Office Islamabad 

Sr. No Name Amount Paid Payment date Date of CZ-50 Zakat due 

1 ShamimMallah 1,142,412 26-12-2019 26-10-2019 28,560 

2 Jubilee Bano 401,933 1-10-2019 11-9-2019 10,048 

3 Usman Bhutta 1,545,977 6-9-2019 2-9-2019 38,649 
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4 M. Ahmed Farhan 1,416,645 12-11-2019 7-10-2019 35,416 

5 Sahib Nabi 399,278 8-7-2019 7-5-2019 9,982 

6 Muhammad Tarique Abbasi 187,196 23-12-2019 27-09-2019 4,680 

7 Zawar Hussain 269,494 4-12-2019 26-11-2019 6,737 

8 Tahira Zahra Farman Ali 288,439 22-07-2019 19-07-2019 7,211 

9 Huma Bibi 206,833 24-07-2019 18-06-2019 5,171 

10 Dost Ali 140,717 12-7-2019 6-8-2019 3,518 

11 Muhammad Mushtaq 113,140 31-07-2019 1-6-2019 2,829 

12 Kanwal Shaikh 111,467 23-09-2019 1-8-2019 2,787 

13 Salman Abid 61,754 12-9-2019 10-7-2019 1,544 

14 Ghulam Muhammad 408,739 24-07-2020 24-07-2020 10,218 

15 Habib ur Rahman 1,215,121 10-9-2020 9-9-2020 30,378 

16 NasrullahJamro 168,856 30-01-2021 24-12-2019 4,221 

17 ZarMohd Afridi 224,308 13-03-2020 3-3-2020 5,608 

18 SardarNizamuddin 195,149 19-10-2020 8-10-2020 4,879 

19 ShamasMadni 177,390 7-2-2020 16-11-2019 4,435 

20 Muhammad Abbas 152,981 10-3-2020 20-11-2019 3,825 

21 M.YounisSolangi 131,751 4-11-2020 5-8-2020 3,294 

22 Farhan Yousaf 157,207 19-01-2020 8-11-2019 3,930 

23 M.Hammad Aziz Khan 111,663 23-07-2020 19-06-2020 2,792 

24 Muhammad Hassan 58,723 4-11-2020 6-8-2020 1,468 

25 Shams Ul Karim 74,472 23-09-2020 21-09-2020 1,862 

26 Muhammad Asad 771,209 4-2-2020 30-01-2020 19,280 

27 FaizanTasleem 85,295 12-3-2020 19-02-2020 2,132 

28 Sabir Aarwani 47,433 2-11-2020 14-09-2020 1,186 

29 Mian Muhammad Waqar 55,249 24-08-2020 4-11-2020 1,381 

30 Muhammad Rizwan Khalid Butt 132,179 25-06-2020 11-5-2020 3,304 

31 Yasir Masud 381,030 29-06-2020 29-06-2020 9,526 

32 Atif Aziz 660,721 16-3-2021 22-03-2021 16,518 

33 FarouqSafdar 900,302 22-01-2021 21-01-2021 22,508 

34 Masood Mehdi 589,939 19-04-2021 8-4-2021 14,748 

35 Kamal Uddin 166,807 16-03-2021 25-01-2021 4,170 
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36 ArslanSakhawat 288,607 8-6-2021 1-12-2021 7,215 

37 Gul Munir Khawaja 56,830 8-4-2021 22-12-2020 1,421 

38 WaqarHussain 90,909 23-02-2021 23-11-2020 2,273 

39 Bilal Irfan 244,100 8-3-2021 29-01-2021 6,103 

40 FarheenAzhar 173,714 18-06-2021 18-06-2021 4,343 

41 Ghulam Shah 2,484,352 9-7-2019 11-7-2019 62,109 

42 Abdul Sattar 616,129 30-10-2019 7-10-2019 15,403 

43 Syed Hassan Ali Raza 260,895 8-4-2020 17-03-2020 6,522 

 Total    434,184 

Khushhali Bank, Head Office Islamabad 

Sr. 

No 

Account 

Number 

Account Title Balance Date of 

CZ-50 

Zakat Due 

1 2066339532 Khalid Farooq 25,004,826 08/04/2021 625,121 

2 2049657358 Ghulam Zikria 9,501,244 11/04/2021 237,531 

3 2066280058 Sajid Hussain 

Bhatti 

22,004,826 05/04/2021 550,121 

4 2065417939 Allah Ditta 7,719,198 16/03/2021 192,980 

5 2065981184 Musrat Rani 7,331,819 16/03/2021 183,295 

6 2061417896 Yawar Khan 

Afridi/Tahira 

Afridi 

4,029,760.55 06/04/2021 100,744 

7 2065450561 Muhammad 

Razzaq 

47,360,617 16/03/2021 1,184,015 

8 2066129977 Feisal Khan 16,420,750 20/03/2021 410,519 

9 2056419856 Tanya Shafi 

Khan/Laila Karim 

199,272 21/04/2020 4,982 

10 2066179608 Raza Ali Khan/ 

Ayesha Raza Ali  

59,814,696 31/03/2021 1,495,367 

11 2064730889 Nabeela Rani 1,047,206.34 16/03/2021 26,180 

12 2002833638 Muhammad 

Irshad 

1,692,339 13/04/2020 42,308 

 Total  202,126,553  5,053,164 
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DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (SOCIAL SAFETY NET) 

CHAPTER– 1 PROVINCIAL ZAKAT FUND 

1.1   Introduction 

A. Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety Division releases Zakat fund to Provincial Zakat 

Councils as per provincial share on population basis, after making direct lump sum releases to 

Gilgit Baltistan Zakat Fund (GBZF), Islamabad Capital Territory (ICT), natural 

calamities/emergency relief and others administrative/non-administrative, special Eid grants 

out of total budget. In addition to regular Zakat disbursement programmes, funds are also 

allocated on account of Educational Stipends. 

 Provincial Zakat Administration (PZA), Khyber Pakhtunkhwa releases funds to DZCs 

and the Provincial Level Health Institutions/hospitals in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province for 

onward disbursement amongst mustahiqeen through Local Zakat Committees, Deeni Madaris 

and Educational Institutions (General and Technical Education) with the approval of PZC. The 

summary of auditable formations alongwith expenditure audited is as follows: 

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts 

 Statement of accounts of the Provincial Zakat Fund Khyber Pakhtunkhwa for the 

financial year 2020-21 is as under: 

Rs. in million 

Particulars Amount  

Opening Balance 2,838.479 

Receipts from CZF during 2020-21 1,276.032 

Total Available 4,114.511 

Total Expenditure 3,910.661 

Balance 203.850 

A sum of Rs. 4,114.511 million was available with the Provincial Zakat Council, Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa during the year 2020-21, out of which Rs. 3,910.661 million (95% of total) was released 

to the 32 DZCs and 14 PLHIs in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province. 

 

 

 

C. Audit profile of Provincial Zakat Administration, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

Rs. in million 
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Sr. No. Description Total Nos. Audited Expenditure audited FY 2020-21  

1 Formations 47 05 844.757 

1.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 92.064 million were raised as a result of this audit. This 

amount includes recoverable amount of Rs. 92.064 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of 

audit observations classified by nature is as under:  

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Classification Amount 

1 Value for money and service delivery issue 92.064 

1.3        Brief Comments on the Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

 No PAC meeting has ever been held on the Audit Reports of Provincial/ District Zakat Funds. 

Audit recommends that Audit Reports of Provincial/ District Zakat Fund may be placed before the PACs 

regularly. 

1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

1.4.1 Irregular payment to BISP and Bait-ul-mal beneficiaries -  

Rs. 81.648 million 

 Para 1.2 of the Zakat Disbursement Procedure provides that before certifying istehqaq, the 

beneficiary will furnish the declaration that he/she is not in receipt of financial assistance from any other 

poverty alleviation program of the government and that presently he/she possesses neither any source 

of income nor any employment to provide for the subsistence of himself/herself and his/her family. 

 The management of Provincial Zakat Fund paid and amount of Rs. 81,648,000 to different 

beneficiaries as Guzara Allowance during financial year 2020-21. 

 Audit observed that the Zakat beneficiaries were also registered as BISP and Bait-ul-Mal 

beneficiary and were paid the above amount.  

 The management replied that provision of Mustahiqeen list is the sole responsibility of 

Chairman Local Zakat Committee wherein they are bound to not entertain those Mustahiqeen who have 

already benefited from any other source such as Bait ul Mal, BISP etc. There is no MOU/Agreement 

between BISP & Zakat department regarding data sharing of Mustahiqeen benefitted from BISP, 

however, before disbursement of Zakat Fund for the year 2020-21 on the direction of Chief Minister 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa BISP data was shared with Zakat department and cross checked with the 

registered Mustahiqeen of Zakat and those already benefitted from BISP was removed from Zakat 

registered Mustahiqeen list. 

 The reply is not tenable as the Zakat Disbursement Procedure has been violated. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided to refer the matter to PZC to take strict 

action, within one month, against such delinquent LZCs who determined the istehqaq of non-

mustahqueen.  
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Audit recommends for implementing the decision of the DAC. 

{Para No. 6 & 7 of AIR} 

1.4.2   Irregular disbursement of Zakat Fund to serving/retired government employees - 

Rs.10.416 million 

 Para 1.2 of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Zakat Disbursement Procedure states that before 

certifying istehqaq, the beneficiary will furnish the declaration that he/she is not in receipt of financial 

assistance from any other poverty alleviation program of the government and that presently he/she 

possesses neither any source of income nor any employment to provide for the subsistence of 

himself/herself and his/her family.  

 The management of Provincial Zakat Fund paid an amount of Rs. 3,065,176,000 to different 

beneficiaries as Guzara Allowance. 

 Audit observed during financial year 2020-21 that 868 beneficiaries were paid the Rs. 

10,416,000. These 868 beneficiaries were government servants and were also registered as Zakat 

beneficiary with Zakat department. 

 Audit is of the view that the payment of Guzara allowance to government servants who 

were non- Mustahiqeen is irregular. 

 The management replied that Provision of Mustahiqeen list is the sole responsibility of 

Chairman Local Zakat Committee wherein they are bound to collect data according to the laid down 

procedure by Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Zakat Council to not entertain those Mustahiqeen who are 

government servants or those who don’t fall below poverty line. However, those government servants 

identified by audit will be probed and recovery will be ensured under intimation to audit. 

 The management has agreed with the audit observation.  

 The DAC during its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided that matter be referred to PZC to take 

strict action, within one month, against such delinquent LZCs whose determined the istehqaq of non 

mustahqueen. 

Audit recommends for implementing the decision of the DAC in letter and spirit. 

{Para No. 5 of AIR} 
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CHAPTER - 2 DISTRICT ZAKAT COMMITTEES 

2.1 Introduction 

A. Provincial Zakat Council/Administration, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa releases lump sum 

amount directly to 32 District Zakat Committees constituted in each District of Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa on population basis. The DZC provides Zakat Funds to LZCs and various 

institutions for disbursement to Mustahiqeen under various regular and special Zakat 

programmes, like Guzara Allowance, Educational Stipend, Deeni Madaris, Health Care, 

Social Welfare/Rehabilitation and Marriage Assistance to unmarried Mustahiq women.  

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts 

A total amount of Rs. 3,681.723 million was released by Provincial Zakat Council Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa to 32 districts during the year 2020-21, out of which 2 Districts, as detailed below, having 

total available budget of Rs. 814.757 million were audited, which was 22% of total amount. 

Rs. in million 

Name of District 

Zakat Committee 

Financial 

Years 

Opening 

Balance 

Receipts 

 

Total 

Available 

Disbursement Closing 

Balance 

Peshawar 2019-21 0 534.673 534.673 402.063 132.609 

Swat 2019-21 0 280.084 280.084 280.079 0.005 

C. Audit profile of District Zakat Committees, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Description Total Nos Audited Expenditure audited FY 2020-21  

1 Formations 32 02 814.757 

2.2      Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 159.513 million were raised as a result of this audit. 

Summary of audit observations classified by nature is as under:  

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Classification Amount  

1 Non-production of record - 

2 Payment in cash/open cheques 74.151 

3 Value for money and service delivery issue 2.016 

4 Others 83.346 

 

2.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC Directives 

 No PAC meeting has ever been held on the audit reports of District Zakat Committees. Audit 

recommends that audit reports of District Zakat Committees may be placed before the PAC regularly. 
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2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

2.4.1 Non-production of record 

 Section 14(2) of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that the Officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all 

facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with request for information in as 

complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 

 District Zakat Committee, Peshawar was requested for provision of records relating to 509 

Local Zakat Committees. 

 The Management of District Zakat Committee Peshawar did not produce the record of 204 

Local Zakat Committees.  

 The non-production of record is the violation of the Auditor General's (Functions, 

Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) Ordinance, 2001 and therefore is illegal. 

 The management replied that the record was produced to the audit team, but due to paucity of 

time, they could not carry out audit of all the available record in the office. 

The reply of the management is not acceptable as no record was produced during the 

audit. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided that the record be produced to Audit 

for verification within one month. 

  Audit recommends to implement the decisions of the DAC.  

{Para No. 18 of AIR} 

2.4.2 Payment in cash / through open cheques instead of crossed cheques – Rs. 71.001 million 

 Section 9(3) of The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Zakat and Ushr Act, 2011provides that a Local 

Committee may disburse or incur expenditure from the Local Zakat Fund as may be prescribed through 

crossed cheques or any mode prescribed and approved by the Zakat and Ushr Council. 

 The Chairmen of 82 LZCs of DZC Peshawar disbursed a sum of  

Rs. 45,719,119 during the years 2019-21 to beneficiaries in cash/through open cheques.  

 The Chairmen of 55 LZCs of DZC Swat disbursed a sum of  

Rs. 25,282,200 during the years 2019-21 to beneficiaries in cash/through open cheques.  

 Audit observed that disbursement through cash/open cheques was not prescribed and approved 

by the Zakat and Ushr Council. 

 Audit is of the view that in the absence of prescription of any other mode by competent forum, 

the disbursement through cash/through open cheques was illegal.  

 Management of DZC Peshawar replied that before disbursement, all the local chairmen were 

directed to make payment either through crossed cheques or order cheques, but most of them failed to 

do so. The concerned Chairmen LZCs have been directed to explain their position within fortnight. 

Management of DZC Swat replied that the District Zakat Committee Swat instructed all the 

Local Zakat Committees to issue crossed cheques to Mustahiqeen. Provincial Zakat Council decided to 
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relax the condition of crossed cheque to order cheque. Hence, the disbursement was made through 

ordered cheque. 

Management replies are not tenable as payment was made through open cheques/through cash 

in violation of the Act. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided that matter be clarified through the 

Bank and record thereof be got verified from audit within one month. 

 Audit recommends that responsibility for illegal payment(s) may be fixed. 

{Para No. 19 & 05 of AIRs} 

 

2.4.3 Non-refund of un-spent balances of LZCs - Rs. 60.834 million  

 Section 7(b)(iv) of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Zakat and Ushr Act, 2011 states that a District 

Zakat Fund shall be credited with the transfers, if any, from the Local Zakat Funds. 

 Para 62 of minutes of 92nd meeting of CZC held on 28.06.2004 provides that unspent balances 

as on 30th June, every year will be refunded to Central Zakat Fund/Provincial Zakat Fund.  

 In DZC Peshawar the accounts of 62 Local Zakat Committees were found to be non-functional 

for more than one financial year. 

 Two hundred thirty five (235) LZCs of District Peshawar and Swat did not refund the unspent 

balance.  

  Audit observed that: 

a. An amount of Rs. 8,520,779 was lying in accounts of 62 Local Zakat 

Committees of Peshawar.  

b. Rs. 52,313,060 was lying in accounts of 235 LZCs of District Peshawar (180) 

and Swat (55) and did not refund the unutilized balance to the District Zakat 

Fund(s) of the respective District.  

Detail is given below. 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No Name of District Amount 

1 Peshawar 8.520 

2 Peshawar 34.646 

3 Swat 17.666 

Total 60.832 

 Audit is of the view that non refund of the funds lying in these accounts is irregular and 

therefore, required to be refunded to District Zakat Fund. 

 Managements of DZC Peshawar replied that until now dormant accounts of 25 LZCs have 

been activated and refunded unspent balance to the District Zakat Fund for onward depositing to the 

PZF. Efforts are under way for the remaining, and 128 Local Zakat Committees out of 180, have been 

refunded the amount of Rs.19,979,44. 
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  Management of DZC Swat replied that the list of Mustahiqeen was generated by Zakat 

Management information System on 08.06.2021 and the funds had to be disbursed till 30.06.2021. As 

the time was very short, therefore, Chairmen Local Zakat Committees made late disbursements. 

The replies of managements are not tenable as no relevant record against refund/utilization by 

the Local Zakat Committees included in the audit paras have been provided to audit. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided that records pertaining to the referred LZCs 

be provided to audit for verification within one month. 

 Audit recommends that the objected amount under these audit paras may be refunded. 

{Para No. 8, 17 & 6 of AIR of DZC Peshawar and Swat respectively} 

2.4.4 Difference of balances due to non-reconciliation of District Zakat Fund - Rs.15.179 

million 

 Para 89 (5) (viii) of General Financial Rules (Volume-I) provides that the Head of Department 

and the Accountant General office are jointly responsible for reconciliation of the figures given in the 

accounts maintained by the head of the department with those that appear in the District Treasury pass 

book and that the reconciliation should be made on monthly basis. 

 Management of District Zakat Committee (DZC) Peshawar utilized Zakat Funds on 

disbursement to Mustahiqeen during the FY 2020-21. 

 Audit observed that a sum of Rs. 15,179,300 was appearing as a difference between the books 

of accounts of DZC and the District Accounts Office. 

 Detail is as follows.  

Rs. in million 

Year Balance as per Pass Book Balance as per Cash Book Difference 

2020-21 93.125 77.946 15.179 

 Audit is of the view that the difference of above figures appeared due to non-reconciliation 

between two offices. 

 The management replied that Statement showing the correct figure of Cash Book etc. 

as on 30.06.2021 has been made available. 

 The management reply is not tenable as no relevant record relating reconciliation of accounts 

provided to audit. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 directed that the record be produced to Audit for 

verification within one month.  

   Audit recommends that the decision of the DAC be implemented and record be got 

verified. 

{Para No. 2 of AIR} 

2.4.5 Irregular payment to BISP beneficiaries Rs. 7.356 million 

 Para 1.2 of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Zakat Disbursement Procedure states that before 

certifying istehqaq, the beneficiary will furnish the declaration that he/she is not in receipt of financial 

assistance from any other poverty alleviation program of the government and that presently he/she 
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possesses neither any source of income nor any employment to provide for the subsistence of 

himself/herself and his/her family. 

 The managements of District Zakat Committees Peshawar and Swat paid a sum of Rs. 

418,685,000 to different beneficiaries as Guzara Allowance. 

 Audit observed that 613 Guzara Allowance recipients were paid Rs.7,356,000 who were also 

registered with Benazir Income Support Program as beneficiary.  

 Audit is of the view that the management was not vigilant and made the irregular payment. 

 The managements replied that the identification of Mustahiqeen is the sole responsibility of 

Local Zakat Chairman and the submitted list is generated through Zakat Management information 

system. Most of the Mustahiqeen deny getting any assistance from other aiding institutions, and it gets 

difficult to point out such beneficiaries. The local chairmen have been directed to be careful in future, 

and not to repeat such practices, otherwise disciplinary proceeding will be initiated against the 

delinquents. 

 The managements have accepted audit’s contention and have passed on orders for future vigil. 

 The DAC in its meeting on 30.12.2021 decided for referring the matter to PZC to take strict 

action, within one month, against such delinquent LZCs who determined the istehqaq of non-

mustahiqeen. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of the DAC in letter and spirit. 

{Para No. 14&01 of AIRs} 

2.4.6 Irregular release of Marriage Assistance without determination of Istehqaq and 

obtaining Copies of Nikahnamas – Rs. 4.740 million  

 Para 5.1 of Zakat Disbursement Procedure states that Istehqaq of a female shall be 

determined by the LZC of her area of residence.  

 Para 5.6 of Zakat Disbursement Procedure states that production of Nikahnama will be 

mandatory prior to issuance of cheque, otherwise, Chairman concerned shall be responsible. 

 The DZC Peshawar released a sum of Rs. 4,740,000 during 2020-21 to beneficiaries on account 

of Marriage Assistance. 

 Audit observed that Istehqaq of these beneficiaries was not determined and copies of 

Nikahnama have not been obtained before making payment. 

 Detail is given in Annex-2. 

 Audit is of the view that the payment made without determination of Istehqaq and 

obtaining Nikahnama rendered the transactions as doubtful besides depriving the actual 

Mustahiqeen. 

 The management replied that out of 158, Jahez forms 54 forms of Jehez completed in 

all respect have been made available for the consideration of the DAC. Efforts are under way 

for the remaining. 

 The management has accepted audit’s contention. 
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  DAC, in its meeting held on 30.12.2021, decided that inquiry be initiated, within one 

month, against the person(s) at fault.  

 Audit recommends for implementing the decision of DAC decision in letter and spirit. 

{Para No. 10 of AIR} 

 

2.4.7 Irregular payment of Guzara Allowance by drawing self cheques/ cash payment instead 

of crossed cheques – Rs. 3.15 million 

 Section 9(3) of The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Zakat and Ushr Act, 2011provides that A Local 

Committee may disburse or incur expenditure from the Local Zakat Fund as may be prescribed through 

crossed cheques or any mode prescribed and approved by the Zakat and Ushr Council.  

 The Chairmen of 34 LZCs of DZC Peshawar has withdrawn a sum of Rs. 3,153,200 during the 

year 2020-21 from the accounts of Local Zakat Committees through self cheques. Detail is given in 

Annex-3. 

 Audit observed that withdrawal of amount through self cheques and disbursement through cash 

was not prescribed and approved by the Zakat and Ushr Council. 

 Audit is of the view that in the absence of approval of Zakat and Ushr Council, the 

disbursement through cash was illegal.  

 Management replied that the matter has been referred to Internal Audit Officer for inquiry. On 

receipt his reply, audit will be informed accordingly. 

 The management has agreed with the audit point of view. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided that matter be referred to PZC to 

conduct inquiry within one month and take strict action against Chairmen of LZCs. 

 Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives. 

{Para No. 20 of AIR} 

2.4.8   Irregular disbursement of Zakat fund to serving/retired government employees - 

Rs.2.016 million 

 Para 8(a) of The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Zakat and Ushr Act, 2011 states that the money in Zakat 

Funds shall be utilized for the purposes, namely, assistance to the needy, the indigent and the poor 

particularly orphans and widows, the handicapped and the disabled, eligible to receive Zakat under 

Shariah for their subsistence. 

 Para 1.2 of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Zakat Disbursement Procedure states that before 

certifying istehqaq, the beneficiary will furnish the declaration that he/she is not in receipt of financial 

assistance from any other poverty alleviation program of the government and that presently he/she 

possesses neither any source of income nor any employment to provide for the subsistence of 

himself/herself and his/her family. 

 The managements of District Zakat Committee Peshawar and Swat paid a sum of Rs. 

418,685,000 to different beneficiaries as Guzara Allowance during financial year 2020-21. 
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 Audit observed that 167 persons who received Guzara Allowance to the tune of Rs. 2,016,000 

were government servants and were also registered as Zakat beneficiary with Zakat department. Detail 

is at Annex-4(a&b). 

 Audit is of the view that the managements of the respective DZCs/LZCs were not vigilant and 

let the irregularity happen. 

 The management of DZC Peshawar replied that the identification of beneficiaries is the sole 

responsibility of Local Zakat Chairman and the submitted list is generated through Zakat Management 

information system. However, concerned Chairmen LZCs have been directed to recover the mentioned 

amount, as soon as possible, from such persons and refund the recovered amount back into District 

Zakat Fund for onward deposit into Provincial Zakat Fund Account No.III. 

Management of DZC Swat replied that according to the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Zakat & Ushr 

Council decision the Internal Audit Cell District Zakat Committee Swat had done 10 percent 

verification and had declined all such Mustahiqeen who were Government servants, beneficiaries of 

other Organization or were not poor. Then list of Mustahiqeen were generated by Zakat Management 

information system in the remaining Mustahiqeen. Therefore, the District Zakat Committee issued 

funds to those lists generated by Zakat Management information system.  

 The managements have accepted audit’s contention.  

 The DAC during its meeting held on 30.12.2021 decided that matter be referred to PZC to take 

strict action, within one month, against such delinquent LZCs whose determined the istehqaq of non-

mustahiqeen.  

 Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives.  

{Para No. 13 & 02 of AIRs} 
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ANNEXURES 

Annex-2 

Irregular Release of Marriage Assistance without Istehqaq and without obtaining Copies of 

Nikahnamas -Rs 4.740 million 

Rupees 

S. No. Name of 

Mustahiq 

CNIC No LZC Date Amount 

1.  Haleema 1730116104185 Achini Bala 14.06.2021 30,000 

2.  Sana Bibi 1730192879019 Achini Mera 14.06.2021 60,000 

3.  Asma 2120311907446 Achini Mera 

4.  Iqra 1730160065331 Baigzai Achar 14.06.2021 30,000 

5.  Iqra Tariq 1730177597311 Cantt: Board 

Office 

21.06.2021 90,000 

6.  Nusrat Bibi 1730114281900 

7.  Zonaira Bibi 1730169058875 

8.  Amna Bibi 1730186017470 Chamba Pir 22.6.2021 60,000 

9.  Afshan 1730164126058 Chamba Pir 

10.  Seema 1730139248288 Garhi Baloch 

Abad 

17.6.2021 30,000 

11.  Shumaila 1730102024092 Garhi Sikander 

Khan 

17.6.2021 30,000 

12.  Salma Bibi 1730115255379 Garhi Wahid 17.6.2021 30,000 

13.  Nida Gul  Gul Bela 22.6.2021 30,000 

14.  Maryum 

Bibi 

 Head Post Office  60,000 

15.  Sana Riaz 173014936263-6 Head Post Office 

16.  Saba 1730175441291 Head Post Office 

17.  Bibi Hajira 1730130648041 Kakshal No.3 22.06.2021 30,000 

18.  Risalat Bibi 1730175124665 Kankola 17.06.2021 30,000 

19.  Wajeha 1730116307631 Kharaka 17.6.2021 90,000 

20.  Asmat 1730120405182 Kharaka 

21.  Shehnaz 1730194254398 Kharaka 

22.  Kainat Bibi 1730158427014 Larama No.2 17.6.2021 30,000 

23.  Bushra 

Begum 

1730185892521 Mahal Jelarian 

No.2 

17.6.2021 30,000 

24.  Nazo 1730178985608 Mashogagar 

No.3 

17.6.2021 90,000 

25.  Nasreen 1730195921968 Mashogagar 

No.3 

26.  Shazia 1730116087475 Mashogagar 

No.3 
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27.  Aqsa Shahid 1730106301440 Military Family 

Hospital 

22.6.2021 90,000 

28.  Sania Baloch 1730119410962 Military Family 

Hospital 

29.  Mahroosh 1730151884430 Military Family 

Hospital 

30.  Shazia Bibi 1730111691103 Military Family 

Hospital 

21.6.2021 30000 

31.  Alishba 1730194289017 Nadir Ali 21.6.2021 90,000 

32.  Taiba 1730114708261 Nadir Ali 

33.  Sumaira 1730145497205 Nanak Pura 

34.  Ishrat Bibi 1730185556170 Nazar Bostan 

Abad No.3 

18.6.2021 60,000 

35.  Laiba 1730129874420 Nazar Bostan 

Abad No.3 

36.  Malik Nayab 

Ahmad 

1730172551540 Nouthia Road 22.06.2021 30,000 

37.  Saba Gul 1730123804076 Pajjagi  30,000 

38.  Shazia 1730194140476 Pakha Ghulam 

No.1 

14.06.2021 90,000 

39.  Fatima 1730124671719 Pakha Ghulam 

No.1 

40.  Zainab Bibi 1730181738457 Pakha Ghulam 

No.1 

41.  Saira 1730135651792 Palosi Maqderzai 

Payan 

14.06.2021 30,000 

42.  Bukhtawar 1730115244511 Pishtakhara 

Payan 

14.06.2021 30,000 

43.  Salma 1730104567780 Pishtakhara 

Payan 

17.6.2021 60,000 

44.  Areeba 1730160801604 Pishtakhara 

Payan 

45.  Saima Ikram 

Ullah 

1730173761376 Sufaid Dheri 

No.1 

17.6.2021 30,000 

46.  Huma Gul 1730143382141 Qara Khel Masho 

Khel 

17.6.2021 30,000 

47.  Azra 1730180825972 Saddar Bazar 

No.1 

21.6.2021 90,000 

48.  Sumbal 

Sardar 

1730156506430 Saddar Bazar 

No.10 

49.  Qurat un ain 1730149035440 Saddar Bazar 

No.10 

50.  Sapna 1730107685776 Sangu No.2  60,000 

51.  Saba 1730108339925 Sangu No.2 

52.  Maria 

Ghulam 

Mustafa 

1730183070400 Sarbanan Lahori 17.6.2021 30,000 

53.  Durre Arab 1730178814942 Sarwar Ganj 22.6.2021 150,000 
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54.  Tahmeena 1730113603194 Sarwar Ganj 

55.  Tayyaba 

Bibi 

1730102661246 Sarwar Ganj 

56.  Amina Bibi 1730137781632 Sarwar Ganj 

57.  Nazia  Shahi Payan 

58.  Sumbal 

Saddique 

1730107767522 Sirka Feroshan 17.6.2021 30,000 

59.  Haseena 

Maheen 

1730151185646 Waderian 22.6.2021 30,000 

60.  Ayesha Bibi 17301714944059 Gulozai 21.06.20 150,000 

61.  Saeeda Bibi 1730146417559 Gulozai 

62.  Noor ul Ain 1730162794457 Gulozai 

63.  Alishba 1730175031945 Gulozai 

64.  Kainat Bibi 1730176196239 Zaryab Colony 

No.2 

 30,000 

65.  Atia Urooj 1730177665943 Kucha Molvi 

Abdul Hakeem 

 90,000 

66.  Asia Noreen 3710176035294 Kucha Molvi 

Abdul Hakeem 

67.  Nagina Bibi  Kucha Molvi 

Abdul Hakeem 

68.  Sumbal Bibi 1730116828325 Surezai Payan-5 22.6.2021 30,000 

69.  Sundas Bibi 1730124482540 Pakha Ghulam 

No.2 

17.6.2021 90,000 

70.  Robina 6110120575187 Mullazai 17.6.2021 30,000 

71.  Raheela 1730150511868 Mir Pura No.4 21.06.2021 60,000 

72.  Aisha Bibi 1730127421850 

73.  Seema Bibi 1730171291056 Sheikhan 14.6.2021 60,000 

74.  Sidra Khan 1730115201349 Sheikhan 

75.  Mahwish 1730175196060 New Colony 

Sunehri Masjid 

21.6.2021 90,000 

76.  Momna 1730116021427 New Colony 

Sunehri Masjid 

77.  Maliha 

Munir 

1730153717230 New Colony 

Sunehri Masjid 

78.  Asia Bibi 1730161136922 Qazi Khelan 21.06.2021 30,000 

79.  Faiza Ali 1730102356698 Daftar Bandan 18.6.2021 30,000 

80.  Raheema 

bibi 

1730115634995 Garhi Mali Khel 17.6.2021 120,000 

81.  Sarah Bibi 1730152596460 Garhi Mali Khel 

82.  Hifsa 1730110516798 Nazar Garhi 

83.  Nazish Javed 1730167581555 Nazar Garhi 

84.  Tahira Bibi 1730107212991 Mashogagar 

No.2 

17.6.2021 90,000 

85.  Farzana  bibi 1730103743005 Mashogagar 

No.2 
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86.  Bibi Salma 212016316168 Mashogagar 

No.2 

87.  Sana Bibi 1730175746180 Jala Bela  60,000 

88.  Aisha 1730142345460 Jala Bela 

89.  Ghazala 1730194834872 Haryana Bala 17.6.2021 30,000 

90.  Hamida bibi 1730114612019 Aza Khel No.4 21.06.2021 30,000 

91.  Sabrina 173017879539 Aza Khel No.4 22.6.2021 60,000 

92.  Rehmana 4240117681191 Aza Khel No.4 

93.  Tahira Bibi 162024860575 Mathra 22.6.2021 60,000 

94.  Tanzila 1730178279599 Mahal Gabri 

Hassan Garhi 

No.1 

95.  Sahra Naz 1730114591620 Surezai Payan 

No.1 

17.6.2021 30,000 

96.  Rahida 1730129737421 Ali Sherzai 

Pawaka 

17.6.2021 30,000 

97.  Laila Bibi 1730162855113 Haji Khel Tehkal 

Bala 

 30,000 

98.  Saima 1730186710555 Khatki 22.06.2021 30,000 

99.  Neelam 

Shoaib 

1730171273557 Khatki 21.06.2021 90,000 

100.  Naz Bibi 1730114921793 Khatki 

101.  Haleema 1730112502155 Khatki 

102.  Leloma 1730110532903 Issa Khel 

Hameed 

21.06.2021 30,000 

103.  Muskan 

Ishtiaq 

1730167567466 Olia 21.06.2021 30,000 

104.  Maryam  Landi Akhun 

Ahmad 

21.06.2021 30,000 

105.  Amna  Nouthia Payan 

Rural 

21.06.2021 30,000 

106.  Shehla Bibi  Shaheed Abad 

Bara Road 

21.06.2021 30,000 

107.  Mairee Bibi 1730114884919 Shahi Bala No.1 21.06.2021 30,000 

108.  Rafia 1730109198596 Nouthia Road 21.06.2021 30,000 

109.  Sumaira 

Shaheen 

 Civil Quarter 22.06.2021 30,000 

110.  Fatima Bibi 1730177244954 Garanga Bala 22.06.2021 30,000 

111.  Bisma 1730123692384 Pishtakhara 

Payan 

22.06.2021 30,000 

112.  Sana Bibi 1730144967328 Pishtakhara 

Urban 

22.06.2021 30,000 

113.  Maryum 1730167599296 Saddar Bazar 

No.4 

22.06.2021 30,000 

114.  Nilo 173010188349 Baig Zai 

Hazarkhawani 

22.6.2021 30,000 
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115.  Mah Noor 1730113184027 Ahadi Pura 22.6.2021 30,000 

116.  Iram Durani 1730147021122 Silo Deport No.2  120,000 

117.  Rahila 1730112062904 Garhi Fazal Deh 

Faqir 

118.  Ariba 173010608720 Mandra Khel 

119.  Sana Bibi 1730140563461 Mandra Khel 

120.  Afsha 1730115952609 Sulman Khel 22.6.2021 30,000 

121.  Sheema Bibi 1730120209840 Urmar Miana 

No.1 

22.6.2021 120,000 

122.  Bushra 

Imtiaz 

5440012769058 Urmar Miana 

No.1 

123.  Kalsoom 

Bibi 

1730128084836 Urmar Miana 

No.1 

124.  Montha Bibi 1730115965946 Urmar Miana 

No.1 

125.  Noreen 1730169274683 Arbaban Landi 

Yarghajo 

22.6.2021 30,000 

126.  Ayesha 

Imtiaz 

1730150044086 Dheri Baghbanan 

No.2 

22.6.2021 90,000 

127.  Sobia 

Waheed 

1730126367374 Dheri Baghbanan 

No.2 

128.  Saiqa 1730130863874 Dheri Baghbanan 

No.2 

129.  Muntaha 1730116508837 Habib Abad 22.6.2021 30,000 

130.  Shabana 

Bibi 

1730132132114 Rasheed Garhi 22.6.2021 60,000 

131.  Faiza Bibi 173017297314 Rasheed Garhi 

132.  Muskan 

Amir 

1730197766985 Talab Garhi 22.6.2021 30,000 

133.  Sobia 1730112165764 Head Post Office 22.6.2021 30,000 

134.  Samina 1730192810596 Garhi Baloch 

Abad 

22.6.2021 30,000 

135.  Shahno 1730128734114 Barbar 22.6.2021 30,000 

136.  Shukria Bibi 1730107254887 Bela Baramad 

Khel 

22.6.2021 90,000 

137.  Nadra Bibi 1730175749454 Bela Baramad 

Khel 

138.  Zarshada 

Bibi 

1730103189881 Bela Baramad 

Khel 

139.  Mariam 1730113915475 Haji Banda 22.6.2021 60,000 

140.  Laiba Bibi 1730132363045 Haji Banda 

141.  Khansa Bibi 1730115892757 Haji Banda 

142.  Sidra Bibi 1730197740122 Urmar Miana 

No.1 

22.6.2021 30,000 

143.  Salma 1730110347958 Banda Kachori 22.6.2021 120,000 

144.  Nadra Bibi 1730115925891 Banda Kachori 

145.  Shima Bibi 1730110399213 Banda Kachori 
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146.  Lubna 2120346486629 Banda Kachori 

147.  Samina 1730149654947 Fatu Abdul 

Rahima 

22.6.2021 60,000 

148.  Haleema 1730134935603 Fatu Abdul 

Rahima 

149.  Alishba 1730179520478 Pishtakhara 

Payan 

22.6.2021 30,000 

150.  Sidra Ismail 1730168433130 Kotla Mohsin 

Khan Bala 

22.6.2021 30,000 

151.  Faryal Khan 1730152742021 Saddar Bazar 

No.7 

22.6.2021 30,000 

152.  Asia Bbi 1730163552733 Sureizai Payan 

No.4 

22.6.2021 60,000 

153.  Laiba 1730112992975 Sureizai Payan 

No.4 

154.  Rabia Gul 1710147322145 Yaseen Abad 22.6.2021 30,000 

155.  Hajara  Panam Dheri 22.6.2021 30,000 

156.  Hina Bibi 1730114688441 Surezai Payan-5 22.6.2021 30,000 

157.  Bibi Razia 1710138957046 Pishtakhara 

Payan ( R ) 

22.6.2021 60,000 

158.  Bibi Alia  Pishtakhara 

Payan ( R ) 

159.      4,740,000 
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Annex-3 

Irregular payment of Guzara Allowance by drawing self cheques / cash payment instead of 

crossed cheques – Rs. 3.15 million 

Rupees 

S. NO. LZC's CODE Period Cheque No. Date Amount 

1 Tarnab 

No.2 

3011496 2020.21 29742499 24.6.21 24,000 

2 Kheshki 3011225 2020.21 26267365 20.4.21 8,000 

31990526 23.6.21 7,000 

26267375 24.6.21 7,000 

26267371 24.6.21 7,000 

26267366 24.6.21 7,000 

31990527 25.6.21 7,000 

31990528 28.6.21 7,000 

26267370 28.6.21 7,000 

31990529 2/7/2021 7,000 

26267367 2/7/2021 7,000 

26267372 6/7/2021 7,000 

26267368 6/7/2021 7,000 

26267369 7/7/2021 7,000 

3 Suleman 

Khel 

3011451 2020.21 30494961 8/1/2021 298,800 

4 

 

Issa 

Nalband 

 

3011184 

 

2020.21 25677178 19.1.21 35,000 

2020.21 25677181 18.03.21 7,000 

5 Shah 

Qabool 

Colony 

3011217 2020.21 0010768 28.1.21 33,000 

6 Cholay 3011074 2020.21 00000154 23.6.21 6,500 

7 Buniadi 3011059 2020.21 1810880734 09.08.21 9,000 

8 

 

Kuchian 

Gul Bela 

 

3011238 

 

2020.21 41780188 15.6.21 16,000 

2020.21 00490002 17.03.21 5,000 

9 Garhi 

Fazil Deh 

Faqir 

3011129 2020.21 26224287 12/7/2021 11,000 

10 

 

Pajjagi 

 

3011345 

 

2020.21 

 

89319391 26.3.21 5,000 

89319403 7/5/2021 10,000 

11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nachapa 

Payan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3011315 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2020.21 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1809529936 17.6.21 36,000 

1809529937 17.6.21 36,000 

1809529938 17.6.21 36,000 

1809529940 17.6.21 36,000 

1809529939 17.6.21 36,000 

1809529942 18.6.21 36,000 

1809529943 18.6.21 36,000 

1809529945 21.6.21 36,000 

1809529944 21.6.21 36,000 
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1809529946 21.6.21 36,000 

1809529947 21.6.21 36,000 

1809529948 23.6.21 36,000 

1809529950 23.6.21 36,000 

1809529951 23.6.21 36,000 

1809529952 23.6.21 36,000 

1809529956 24.6.21 36,000 

1809529953 24.6.21 36,000 

1809529958 24.6.21 36,000 

1809529957 24.6.21 36,000 

1809529954 24.6.21 36,000 

1809529955 24.6.21 36,000 

1810433200 24.6.21 36,000 

1810433200 24.6.21 36,000 

12 Sheikhan 3011438 2020.21 1802349865 8/5/2021 25,000 

13 Sherkera 

Mushtari

ka 

3011441 2020.21 1813136718 5/8/2021 50,000 

14 Regi 

Aftazai 

3011381 2020.21 1814451650 9/9/2021 36,000 

15 

 

Bashi 

Khel 

(Pakhi) 

3011507 

 

2020.21 

 

52131851 5/7/2021 720,000 

52131852 6/7/2021 389,000 

16 Nazar 

Bostan 

No 1 

3011331 2020.21 51794856 19.7.21 32,000 

17 

 

 

Aza Khel 

No 3 

 

3011501 

 

 

2020.21 1807386648 17.6.21 10,000 

2020.21 1807386692 21.6.21 24,000 

2020.21 1807386693 24.6.21 10,000 

18 Mula 

Fasih 

3011305 2020.21 24922016 5/8/2021 10,000 

19 

 

Nazar 

Gahri 

 

 

 

 

3011332 

 

 

 

 

 

2020.21 00466995 02.07.21 11,500 

2020.21 51964310 02.07.21 11,500 

2020.21 51964305 02.07.21 11,500 

2020.21 00466994 02.07.21 11,500 

2020.21 51964311 02.07.21 11,500 

2020.21 51964312 02.07.21 11,500 

18 Ziarat 

Sattar 

Shah 

Colony 

3011487 2020.21 730126680880 12.07.21 11,500 

19 Lakar 

Mandi 

3011243 2020.21 87818396 07.07.21 15,000 

20 Mohallah 

Barh 

3011297 2020.21 29711105 20.04.21 5,500 

21 

 

Shah 

Allah 

3011423 

 

2020.21 730113861290 13.04.21 5,500 

2020.21 730112728990 08.07.21 11,000 
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Dad 

Ziarat 

22 Waderian 3011473 2020.21 52138954 17.08.21 5,000 

23 Shaghali 

Bala 

3011425 2020.21 0000025015534 30.06.21 29,500 

24 Issa Khel 

Hameed 

3011182 2020.21 24322334 28.06.21 9,000 

25 Bhatian 3011052 2020.21 26224358 26.03.21 11,500 

26 

 

Khawaji 

 

3011223 

 

2020.21 49210161 25.06.21 11,500 

2020.21 49210166 25.06.21 29,000 

27 Mahal 

Gabri 

Hassan 

Garhi.2 

3011167 2020.21 22091614 11.03.21 11,900 

28 Darmang

i Urban 

3011094 2020.21 48727454 24.03.21 5,000 

29 

 

 

Azmat 

Khel 

Tehkal 

Payan 

3011023 

 

 

2020.21 24309433 April.21 8,000 

2020.21 24309434 April.21 7,000 

2020.21 24309435 April.21 8,000 

30 Ghazi 

Abdur 

Rashid 

No.2 

3011153 2020.21 49646061 24.04.21 5,000 

31 Sama 

Bada 

Bera 

3011503 2020.21 52078882 13.07.21 11,000 

32 Terai 

Bala 

3011461 2020.21 00000031 26.03.21 11,500 

33 Nanak 

Pura 

3011319 2020.21 47733536 28.06.21 11,500 

34 Feelbana

n Karim 

Pura 

3011110 2020.21 24516351 25.10.21 17,500 

2020.21 24516353 25.10.21 157,500 

Total 3,153,200 
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Annex-4(a) 

Irregular disbursement of Zakat Fund to Serving/Retired Government Employees Rs.2.016 

million  

Rupees 

S. 

No 

Name Of 

Beneficiarie

s 

Beneficiaries 

CNIC 

Father Name Name Of 

Employees 

Grade Amount 

1 Shah Murad 1570557430555 Gul Nawab Shah Murad Grade 12 12,000 

2 Dil Ara 1710211028626 Ghulam Hazrat Dil Ara Grade 05 12,000 

3 Taj Bibi 1730103794262 Mursalen Muslim 

Khan 

Grade 04 12,000 

4 Saif U 

Rahman 

1730105869661 Allah Baksh Saif  Ur 

Rehman 

Grade 02 12,000 

5 Meraj 

Begum 

1730106945310 Ghulam Abbas Miraj Bibi 

2nd Widow 

(KW-F-

2262) 

Grade 05 12,000 

6 Amnaa 

Begum 

1730107349956 Khan Nazir 

Muhammad 

Grade 05 12,000 

7 Bakht Munir 1730108666377 Rehman Gul Bakht Munir Grade 05 12,000 

8 Taslim 1730110649884 Sabit Khan Tasleem Bibi Grade 01 12,000 

9 Sultan Zari 1730111221964 Hameed Gul Sultan Zari Grade 01 12,000 

10 Khalida 

Begum 

1730111932906 Wali 

Muhammad 

Khalida 

Begum 

Grade 05 12,000 

11 Nargis Bano 1730112376810 Abdul Ghaffar Nargis Bano Grade 03 12,000 

12 Sharafat 

Bibi 

1730112570804 Israr Ali Shah Sharafat Bibi Grade 04 12,000 

13 Fazal Akbar 1730112630419 Khalil Ur 

Rahman 

Fazle Akbar Grade 03 12,000 

14 Shoukat 

Begum 

1730112701416 Ahmad Jameel 

Ahmad 

Grade 05 12,000 

15 Sattar 

Muhammad 

1730112778031 Muhammad 

Altaf 

Sattar 

Muhammad 

Grade 02 12,000 

16 Rasheeda 

Bano 

1730112863312 Khan Muhammad 

Sharif 

Grade 01 12,000 

17 Alam Ara 1730112902298 Hussain Nigah 

Hussain 

Grade 05 12,000 

18 Munir 

Akhtar 

1730112976152 Kiramt Ali Muneer 

Akhtar 

Grade 05 12,000 
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S. 

No 

Name Of 

Beneficiarie

s 

Beneficiaries 

CNIC 

Father Name Name Of 

Employees 

Grade Amount 

19 Sabroo 1730113618942 Sabroya Sher Zaman Grade 01 12,000 

20 Hahi 

Muhammad 

Khan 

1730113646975 Faqir 

Muhammad 

Khan 

Haji 

Muhammad 

Grade 04 12,000 

21 Hussan Ara 1730113721934 Rahmat Gul Mst. Hussan 

Ara 

Grade 04 12,000 

22 Zenat Bibi 1730113973864 Gul Mohib Ullah Grade 07 12,000 

23 Marhaba 

Bibi 

1730113974108 Shad 

Muhammad 

Mst Marhaba 

Bibi 

Grade 01 12,000 

24 Farzida 

Bigham 

1730114092722 Khan Imdad Khan Grade 01 12,000 

25 Norol Hoda 1730114262660 Mst Noor Ul 

Huda 

Rehman Gul Grade 01 12,000 

26 Azizurahma

n 

1730114517815 Mir Rehman Aziz  Ur 

Rahman 

Grade 04 12,000 

27 Sabeeha 1730114976372 Alla Uddin Miss Sabiha Grade 03 12,000 

28 Shabana 1730116431806 Anwar Shah Shabana Bibi Grade 05 12,000 

29 Shameem 

Ara 

1730123833136 Muhammad Pukraj 

Muhammad 

Grade 01 12,000 

30 Zorawara 

Bibi 

1730126822854 Gul Muhammad Zar Wara Grade 02 12,000 

31 Husan Zarri 1730128160976 Hussan Zari Siraj U Din Grade 02 12,000 

32 Yasmeen 

Khan 

1730133333780 Azad Khan Yasmin Bibi Grade 05 12,000 

33 Abdul Rauf 

Shah 

1730135332963 Abdul Hameed 

Shah 

Abdur  Rauf 

Shah 

Grade 02 12,000 

34 Muhammad 

Khan 

1730138900729 Abdur Rouf Mohammad 

Khan 

Grade 02 12,000 

35 Ourangzab 1730144084001 Toor Aurang Zeb Grade 04 12,000 

36 Zinat Begum 1730144266752 Rabnawaz Khan Zeenat 

Begum 

Grade 13 12,000 

37 Noor Nabia 1730145233042 Xyz Noor Nabia Grade 01 12,000 

38 Robina Bibi 1730147023922 Robina Bibi Muhammad 

Ismail 

Grade 02 12,000 

39 Gull Shira 1730148259026 Muhd Jamil 

Khan 

Gul Shera Grade 02 12,000 
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S. 

No 

Name Of 

Beneficiarie

s 

Beneficiaries 

CNIC 

Father Name Name Of 

Employees 

Grade Amount 

40 Nusrat Bibi 1730148480852 Haji 

Muhammad 

Nusrat Bibi Grade 01 12,000 

41 Gulam 

Rasool 

1730151066753 Faqir 

Muhammad 

Ghulam 

Rasool 

Grade 02 12,000 

42 Tahira 

Jabeen 

1730152175066 Ghulam 

Murtaza 

Tahira 

Jabeen 

Grade 05 12,000 

43 Mukhtiara 

Bibi 

1730157631378 Muhammad 

Hassan 

Sher Hassan Grade 01 12,000 

44 Gul Nasreen 1730158233892 Ajab Khan Gul Nasreen Grade 03 12,000 

45 Shaheen 1730160859108 Umar Gul Shaheen 

Umar 

Grade 05 12,000 

46 Saeeda Bano 1730161189678 Shah Hayat Ali 

Shah 

Grade 09 12,000 

47 Tariqkhan 1730161883365 Ibrahim Khan Tariq Khan Grade 03 12,000 

48 Muhammad 

Qurash 

1730162787905 Ashraf Noor Muhammad 

Qurish 

Grade 01 12,000 

49 Fazal 

Wadood 

1730167892451 Kifayat Ullah Fazal 

Wadood 

Grade 14 12,000 

50 Saima 

Tousif 

1730169997492 Saeed Khan Saima Tauef Grade 05 12,000 

51 Hayat Khan 1730171696369 Jamal Khan Hayat Khan Grade 05 12,000 

52 Waheda 

Bigem 

1730175153896 Ghulam Nabi Muhammad 

Ismail 

Grade 01 12,000 

53 Fazli Subhan 1730177491471 Atta Ullah Jan Naveed 

Akhtar 

Grade 12 12,000 

54 Ulfat Bibi 1730179326174 Aurangzeb Aurangzeb Grade 05 12,000 

55 Gul Zadgai 1730179939194 Momraig Khan Gulza Dgai Grade 05 12,000 

56 Molana 

Roshan 

Zamer 

1730182394877 M. Naeem Roshan 

Zameer 

Grade 05 12,000 

57 Syed 

Rameez Ali 

1730185027233 Syed Shoukat 

Ali 

Syed 

Rameez Ali 

Grade 03 12,000 

58 Khatima 1730189231243 Hamesh Gul Jamroz Khan Grade 19 12,000 

59 Mashraba 1730189574722 Gul Gul Faraz Grade 01 12,000 

60 Sabar Jan 

Bibi 

1730191842226 Khan Shamsher 

Khan 

Grade 01 12,000 
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S. 

No 

Name Of 

Beneficiarie

s 

Beneficiaries 

CNIC 

Father Name Name Of 

Employees 

Grade Amount 

61 Shameem 

Akhtar 

1730197142058 Khan 

Muhammad 

Shamim 

Akhtar 

Grade 04 12,000 

62 Iftikhar 

Ahmad 

Khan 

1730199173853 Qayyum Khan Iftikhar  

Ahmad Khan 

Grade 02 12,000 

63 Amreena 2250165482621  Usman Sher Grade 07 12,000 

64 Sabahat 

Khalid 

3520225859230 Mushtaq 

Hussain 

Sabahat 

Mushtaq 

Grade 05 12,000 

65 Farzana 

Kalsoom 

3840197184544 Noor Elahi Farzana 

Kalsoom 

Grade 07 12,000 

  Total    780,000 
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Annex-4(b) 

Irregular disbursement of Zakat Fund to Serving/Retired Government Employees Rs.2.016 

million  

Rupees 

Sr.  

No. 

CNIC Name F. Name As Zakat 

Record 

Name of 

Employees 

Grade Amount 

1 1550121870632 Begum Amir Nawb Late Amir Nawab Grade 05 12,000 

2 1550122828161 Abdulatif Saeed Rahmat Abdul Latif Grade 04 12,000 

3 1560107448804 Ziq Ur 

Rahman 

Bakht Muhammad 

Kha 

Late Fati Khan Grade 12 12,000 

4 1560109439422 Nizara Bigam Mohammad Jalat 

Kha 

Late Muhammad 

Jalad 

Grade 10 12,000 

5 1560109480058 Bibi Halema Abdul Hamed Late Abdul 

Hameed 

Grade 13 12,000 

6 1560109523936 Bibi 

Montazera 

Abdulkareem Late Abdur Rahim Grade 10 12,000 

7 1560109617114 Sher Bano 

Bibi 

Gulam Habib Ghulam Habib 

(Late) 

Grade 05 12,000 

8 1560109809068 Hamida Bibi Hakim Khan Late Hakim Khan Grade 02 12,000 

9 1560109809077 Hatebar Gul Dil Bar Zain  Ul Abidin Grade 15 12,000 

10 1560110106295 Sarfaraz Khan Dilawar Sarfaraz Khan Grade 04 12,000 

11 1560110463185 Hakimkhan M.Azemkhan Hukam Khan Grade 02 12,000 

12 1560111460860 Dorfanai Raaj Gull Late Raj Gul Grade 02 12,000 

13 1560117296240 Haram Bibi Haji Muhammad Late Haji 

Muhammad 

Grade 02 12,000 

14 1560152151076 Ajmeer Bibi Abdul Karim Abdul Karim 

(Late) 

Grade 03 12,000 

15 1560154672032 Shakela Talezar Mrs Shakeela Grade 04 12,000 

16 1560156362424 Bakht Bacha Abdul Ghaffar Late Abdul Ghaffar Grade 17 12,000 

17 1560162777580 Ayesha Bibi Kareem Shah Karim Shah (Late) Grade 02 12,000 

18 1560178864351 Yousaf Khan Gul Ambar Yousaf Khan Grade 15 12,000 

19 1560193113400 Hussan Zeba Bahader Khan Bahadar Khan 

(Late) 

Grade 10 12,000 

20 1560202809660 Jehan Wala 

Bibi 

Bakhtyar Khan Bakht Yaar Grade 05 12,000 

21 1560202870316 Aqal Sultana Banaras Khan Late Banaras Khan Grade 02 12,000 

22 1560202999780 Malaeka Bostan Malaka Grade 05 12,000 

23 1560203020136 Sultan Zeba Shamsul Hadi Late  Shams Ul 

Hadi 

Grade 14 12,000 

24 1560203140708 Sadiqa Kefayat Ullah Late Kifayat Ullah Grade 10 12,000 

25 1560203420824 Mastoorya 

Begum 

Ali Mehmood Late Ali Mahmood Grade 11 12,000 

26 1560203421162 Rabiabibi Ahsanulla Rabia . Grade 03 12,000 

27 1560203434994 Shahzadgy Rahim Nawaz Shahzadgai Bibi Grade 05 12,000 

28 1560203444450 Zobida Khaliq Ur Rahman Late Khaliq Ur 

Rahman 

Grade 05 12,000 

29 1560203585636 Nargis Farid Khan Nargas W/O Late 

Farid Khan 

Grade 18 12,000 

30 1560203592548 Taj Mahal Sahibzada Late Sahib Zada Grade 05 12,000 

31 1560203664514 Sufia Bibi Ihsanullah Safia Bibi Grade 12 12,000 
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32 1560203771933 Shamozai Ajar Shamozai Grade 05 12,000 

33 1560203816906 Riaz Begum Noor Elahi Late Samiullah Grade 05 12,000 

34 1560203847002 Bibi Aysha Javed Iqbak Aisha Bibi Grade 05 12,000 

35 1560203852852 Ajmina Manaras Munaras Khan 

(Late) 

Grade 05 12,000 

36 1560203931078 Zarbaha Tajgul Late Taj Gul Grade 01 12,000 

37 1560206403563 Sher 

Muhammed 

Khan 

Lajbar Khan Sher Muhammad 

Khan 

Grade 05 12,000 

38 1560208956770 Bakh Zarina Abdul Wahid Late Abdul Wahid Grade 02 12,000 

39 1560212127042 Sultania Muhammadi Gul Late Muhammad 

Gul 

Grade 02 12,000 

40 1560212665989 Noshad Ali Kamran Nowshad Ali Grade 02 12,000 

41 1560223898580 Raza Begum Kafaietulllah Raza Begum Grade 05 12,000 

42 1560225502965 Zafar Ali Abdul Qadar Zafar Ali Grade 06 12,000 

43 1560229093472 Raja Mena Fazal Wahid Late Fazal Wahid Grade 11 12,000 

44 1560236421968 Razvya Bobi Liqat Ali Liaqatali Khan 

(Late) 

Grade 05 12,000 

45 1560237634056 Rahat Begum Said Mukaram 

Shah 

Late Syed 

Mukaram Shah 

Grade 12 12,000 

46 1560237763752 Hussain Taga Fazal Wahid Late Fazal Wahid Grade 05 12,000 

47 1560238273923 Bahrooz Khan Dilfaroz Khan BAHROZ Khan Grade 09 12,000 

48 1560244125634 Zaib Anat Rozi Khan Late Rozi Khan Grade 05 12,000 

49 1560244732442 Rafaat Fazal Wahab Fazal Wahab 

(Late) 

Grade 07 12,000 

50 1560250375308 Sanga Bibi Kameen Khan Late Kamin Khan Grade 05 12,000 

51 1560259724677 Gul 

Muhammad 

Zardad Khan Gul Muhammad Grade 01 12,000 

52 1560264429238 Khatoon Abdul Sattar Late Abdul Sattar Grade 02 12,000 

53 1560269400523 Akhtar Ali Sharawan Akhtar Ali Grade 03 12,000 

54 1560271707412 Bakht Taslem Ihsan Udin Late Ihsan U Din Grade 03 12,000 

55 1560272003954 Nasim Akhtr Mqsoud Khadang (Late) Grade 02 12,000 

56 1560272052698 Sheren Jana Manzary Late Manzaray Grade 04 12,000 

57 1560272771727 Amir Rahman Muhammad 

Hussain 

Amir Rehman Grade 04 12,000 

58 1560274481651 Muhammad 

Rawan 

Bakht Rawan Muhammad Rawan Grade 04 12,000 

59 1560276657754 Zahrabibi Jafar Late Jaffar Khan Grade 01 12,000 

60 1560278803154 Saadia Fazal Khaleq Sadia Bibi Grade 05 12,000 

61 1560278830988 Tahira Begum Zafar Ullah Tahira Bibi Grade 05 12,000 

62 1560281461389 Muhmmad 

Rahman 

Mir Saleem Khan Muhammad 

Rahman 

Grade 02 12,000 

63 1560284068860 Alzebat Abdulkabir Abdul Kabir Khan 

(Late) 

Grade 04 12,000 

64 1560287544098 Bacha Mahar Muhammad 

Akbar 

Late Muhammad 

Akbar 

Grade 02 12,000 

65 1560288166345 Amer Zadgai Muhammad 

Karim 

Late Muhammad 

Karim 

Grade 02 12,000 

66 1560289318736 Wahida Mohd Usman Late Fazal Karim Grade 07 12,000 

67 1560289318736 Wahida Mohd Usman Late Fazal Karim Grade 07 12,000 

68 1560289984899 Fazal Umar Taj Umar Fazal Umer Grade 03 12,000 
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69 1560290638952 Jehan Wala Taza Muhammad 

Seha 

Late Taza 

Muhammad 

Grade 10 12,000 

70 1560293053777 Pazal Hayat Sabir Jan Fazal Hanan Contract 

Employees 

12,000 

71 1560297411508 Khabibi Kafayat Ullah Late Kifayat Ullah Grade 03 12,000 

72 1560405786478 Rohma Wazer Alam Late Dilraish Grade 10 12,000 

73 4240128167169 Hzratali Abduljalal Muhammad Zubair Grade 05 12,000 

74 1340393072704 Abdul Haq 

Janbaz 

Abdul Haq Rukia Haq Grade 12 12,000 

75 1560107448804 Bakht 

Muhammad 

Khan 

Said Gohar Late Fati Khan Grade 12 12,000 

76 1560109617114 Gulam Habib Ghulam Haider Ghulam Habib 

(Late) 

Grade 05 12,000 

77 1560110106295 Dilawar Dilawar Sarfaraz Khan Grade 04 12,000 

78 1560110463185 M.Azemkhan Muhammad Azim 

Khan 

Hukam Khan Grade 02 12,000 

79 1560111460860 Raaj Gull Not Available Late Raj Gul Grade 02 12,000 

80 1560146065319 Mohad Ali Muhammad Ali 

Khan 

Sami Ullah Grade 03 12,000 

81 1560184273202 Mohammad 

Sher Ali Khan 

Gulbar Khan Late Muhammad 

Sher Ali Khan 

Grade 03 12,000 

82 1560203421162 Ahsanulla Ihsan Rabia . Grade 03 12,000 

83 1560203816906 Noor Elahi Ahmad Late Samiullah Grade 05 12,000 

84 1560203852852 Manaras Khairati Munaras Khan 

(Late) 

Grade 05 12,000 

85 1560204834527 Muhammad 

Yousaf 

Muhammadyousaf Muhammad 

Younas 

Grade 08 12,000 

86 1560206403563 Lajbar Khan Lajbar Khan Sher Muhammad 

Khan 

Grade 05 12,000 

87 1560208956770 Abdul Wahid Noor Parast Late Abdul Wahid Grade 02 12,000 

88 1560209026791 Bachagul Badshah Gul Gul Jan Grade 01 12,000 

89 1560209803243 Naeem Shah Rahim Shah Azam Shah Grade 04 12,000 

90 1560212665989 Ali Kamran Ali Rehman Nowshad Ali Grade 02 12,000 

91 1560223898580 Kafaietulllah Kifayatullah Raza Begum Grade 05 12,000 

92 1560226449995 Fazal Rahim Fazal Rahim Fazal Tawab Grade 05 12,000 

93 1560238273923 Dilfaroz Khan Dil Faroz BAHROZ Khan Grade 09 12,000 

94 1560240559318 Sayyed 

Faqeer 

Mohmmad Sherin Late Said Faqir Grade 08 12,000 

95 1560244732442 Fazal Wahab Chaman Fazal Wahab 

(Late) 

Grade 07 12,000 

96 1560264429238 Abdul Sattar Xyz Late Abdul Sattar Grade 02 12,000 

97 1560272771727 Muhammad 

Hussain 

Mohammad 

Husian 

Amir Rehman Grade 04 12,000 

98 1560278830988 Zafar Ullah Zafarullah Tahira Bibi Grade 05 12,000 

99 1560284068860 Abdulkabir Misree Khan Abdul Kabir Khan 

(Late) 

Grade 04 12,000 

100 1560287544098 Muhammad 

Akbar 

Akbar Khan Late Muhammad 

Akbar 

Grade 02 12,000 

101 1560405786478 Wazer Alam Said Ullah Jan Late Dilraish Grade 10 12,000 

102 4240128167169 Abduljalal Mupal Muhammad Zubair Grade 05 12,000 

  Total    1,236,000 
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DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (SOCIAL SAFETY NET) 

CHAPTER– 1 PROVINCIAL ZAKAT FUND 

1.1   Introduction 

A. Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety Division releases Zakat Fund to Provincial Zakat 

Councils as per provincial share on population basis, after making direct lump sum releases to 

Gilgit Baltistan Zakat Fund, Islamabad Capital Territory, natural calamities/emergency relief 

and others administrative/non-administrative, special Eid grants out of total budget. In addition 

to regular Zakat disbursement programmes, funds are also allocated on account of Educational 

Stipends. 

 Provincial Zakat Administration (PZA), Punjab releases funds to DZCs and the 

Provincial Level Health Institutions/hospitals in Punjab Province for onward disbursement 

amongst mustahiqeen through Local Zakat Committees, Deeni Madaris and Educational 

Institutions (General and Technical Education) with the approval of PZC. The summary of 

auditable formations alongwith expenditure audited is as follows: 

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts 

 Statement of accounts of the Provincial Zakat Fund Punjab for the Financial Year 2020-

21 is as under: 

Rs. in million 

Particulars Amount  

Opening Balance 154.335 

Receipts from CZF during 2020-21 4,229.795 

Receipt as refund from DZCs/ Institutions 844.650 

Total Available 5,228.780 

Total Expenditure/ releases 4,739.069 

Balance 489.71 

A sum of Rs. 5,228.780 million was available with the Provincial Zakat Council, Punjab during the 

year 2020-21, out of which Rs 4,739.069 million (91% of total) was released to the 36 DZCs and 46 

PLHIs in the Punjab Province. 

C. Audit Profile of Provincial Zakat Administration, Punjab 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Description Total Nos Audited Expenditure audited FY 2020-21  

1 Formations 83 11  4,804.225 
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1.4      Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 170.925 million were raised as a result of this audit. This 

amount also includes recoverable amount of Rs 5.688 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of 

audit observations classified by nature is as under:  

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Classification Amount 

5 Weakness of Internal Controls 170.925 

1.5        Brief Comments on the Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

 No PAC meeting has ever been held on the Audit Reports of Provincial/ District Zakat Funds. 

Audit recommends that Audit Reports of Provincial/ District Zakat Fund should be placed before the 

PACs regularly. 

1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

1.4.1 Irregular payment to BISP beneficiaries - Rs.158.118 million 

Para 1.2 of the Zakat Disbursement Procedure provides that before certifying istehqaq, the 

beneficiary will furnish the declaration that he/she is not in receipt of financial assistance from any other 

poverty alleviation program of the government and that presently he/she possesses neither any source 

of income nor any employment to provide for the subsistence of himself/herself and his/her family. 

 The management of Provincial Zakat Fund paid and amount of Rs. 158.118 million to 9238 

beneficiaries as Guzara Allowance during financial year 2020-21.  

 Audit observed that these above mentioned Zakat beneficiaries were also registered as BISP 

beneficiary and were paid the above amount.  

 The management replied that account of PZF is maintained at provincial level while the 

accounts of DZFs are maintained at district level. However, as per decision of last DAC, department 

has taken up the matter with the BISP for integration of data of beneficiaries, in order to avoid 

duplication in data of beneficiaries in future. Response from concerned department is awaited. The 

funds have not been released to an individual from PZF. 

 The reply is not tenable as the Zakat Disbursement Procedure has been violated. 

 The DAC kept the para pending and decided that department will take up the matter with the 

BISP for integration of data of beneficiaries in order to avoid duplication in data of beneficiaries in 

future.  

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

{Para No.11 of AIR} 

1.4.2 Doubtful payment to beneficiaries by allowing multiple transactions on the same Cell No. 

and CNIC - Rs.7.119 million 

 Para B (1) of Subject 3 of PZC’s 17th meeting held on 22.09.2020 states that “For the lists of 

Mustahiqeen, DZO will personally ensure that lists provided by LZCs are prepared as per the 

information provided and there is no error in it and there is a concordance between the lists emailed and 

the lists dispatched duly signed by chairman DZC or DZO to focal person (provincial administration)”. 
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 The provincial Zakat Administration distributed Zakat Funds to Mustahiqeen in Punjab during 

the financial year 2020-21 through branchless banking mechanism. 

 Audit observed from the data provided by the Zakat Administration that multiple transaction 

were made against single cell number/CNIC number (even 117 transactions as depicted on Sr. No. 1 of 

annexure.  

 Detail is at Annex-2. 

 Audit is of the view that multiple transactions against a single cell number/CNIC made the 

disbursement of Zakat Fund, to the Mustahiqeen, doubtful. 

 The management replied that account of PZF is maintained at provincial level while the 

accounts of DZFs are maintained at district level. However, as per decision of last DAC, concerned 

DZCs have been directed to verify the record and struck off the names of such beneficiaries from data 

base in order to avoid duplication in data of beneficiaries in future. Since, funds have not been released 

to an individual from PZF. Therefore, para may be dropped from PZF. 

 The reply of the management is not tenable as they did not produce any evidence of recovery 

and subsequent disbursement to concerned beneficiaries to support its reply. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 21.12.2021 recommended for settlement subject to production 

of record.  

   Audit recommends that the decision of the DAC be implemented and record be got verified. 

No record was produced till the finalization of this report, therefore, audit recommend that an inquiry 

be conducted to fix responsibility. 

{Para No.10 of AIR} 

1.4.3   Irregular disbursement of Zakat Fund to serving/retired government employees - 

Rs.5.688 million 

 Para 1.2 of the Zakat Disbursement Procedure provides that before certifying istehqaq, the 

beneficiary will furnish the declaration that he/she is not in receipt of financial assistance from any other 

poverty alleviation program of the government and that presently he/she possesses neither any source 

of income nor any employment to provide for the subsistence of himself/herself and his/her family. 

 PZA letter No. 1224/AZ/PO/2020 dated 25.03.2020 states that serving or retired government 

servants are not eligible for zakat funds. 

 The management of Provincial Zakat Fund paid an amount of Rs. 5.688 million to 585 

beneficiaries as Guzara Allowance.  

 Audit observed during financial year 2020-21 that these beneficiaries were government servants 

and were also registered as Zakat beneficiary with Zakat department and were paid the above amount.  

 The management replied that account of PZF is maintained at provincial level while the 

accounts of DZFs are maintained at district level. However, as per decision of last DAC, department  

taken up the matter with the Accountant General of Pakistan for integration of data of 

beneficiaries/retired Government employees in order to avoid duplication in data of beneficiaries in 

future. Response from concerned department is awaited. Since, funds have not been released to an 

individual from PZF. Therefore, para may be dropped from PZF.  

 The reply of the management is not tenable as the payment has already been drawn by the 

serving/retired government employees.  
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 The DAC kept the para pending during its meeting held on 21.12.2021 and decided that the 

matter may be taken up with the Accountant General Punjab for provision of complete antecedents of 

the retired/government employees who received amount of Guzara Allowance, unlawfully. 

Subsequently, if amount is taken by retired government employees then decision of Federal Cabinet 

being taken in case of BISP beneficiaries may be followed. However, in case of serving government 

employees the matter may be taken up with their departments for recovery from their pay and necessary 

action under the law.  

Audit recommends to implement the decision of the DAC.  

{Para No.08 of AIR} 
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CHAPTER–2   PROVINCIAL LEVEL HEALTH INSTITUTIONS 

2.1 Introduction 

A. Provincial Zakat Council/Administration, Punjab issues lump sum amount directly to 

46 Provincial Level Health Institutions (PLHIs) throughout the province for the provision of 

health assistance to poor and needy people. The Health Welfare Committee (HWC) of each 

hospital has been authorized to utilize Zakat Funds. The composition of Health Welfare 

Committee is as under: 

i. Medical Superintendent/ Head of the Health Institution Chairman 

ii. A Senior Doctor of the Health Institution   Member 

iii. Chairman, District Zakat Committee (DZC)  Member 

iv. Social Welfare Officer     Secretary 

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts 

A total amount of Rs. 244.00 million was released by Provincial Zakat Council Punjab to 46 

Provincial Level Health Institutions (PLHIs) during the year 2020-21. The six PLHIs, as detailed 

below, having total available budget for the FYs 2016-2021 and Rs. 273.950 million, were audited. 

Rs. in million 

Name of Hospital Financial 

Years 

Opening 

Balance 

Receipts Total 

Available 

utilization 

 

Closing 

Balance 

Allied Hospital, 

Faisalabad 

2018-21 0 10.4 10.4 10.16 0.239 

DHQ Hospital 

Faisalabad 

2018-21 0.0143 13.332 13.648 10.92 2.728 

Mayo Hospital, 

Lahore 

2016-21 0 98.00 98.00 98.00 0 

Punjab Institute of 

Cardiology, Lahore 

2017-21 0 84.00 84.00 84.00 0 

Nishter Hospital, 

Multan 

2019-21 11.266 33.033 44.301 44.29 0.0109 

Ch. Pervez Elahi 

Institute of 

Cardiology, Multan  

2017-21 0 34.00 34.00 34.00 0 

 

C. Audit Profile of Zakat Funded PLHIs, Punjab 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Description Total Nos Audited Expenditure audited 

1 Formations 46  06 271.210 

2.2      Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 19.715 million were raised as a result of this audit. 

Summary of audit observations classified by nature is as under 

Rs. in million  

Sr. No. Classification Amount  
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1 Procurement related irregularities 12.715  

2 Others 7.000 

2.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC Directives 

 No PAC meeting has ever been held on the audit reports of District Zakat Committees. Audit 

recommends that audit reports of District Zakat Committees should be placed before the PAC regularly. 

2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

2.4.1 Purchase of medicines through defective tendering process by DHQ Hospital Faisalabad– 

Rs. 8.69 million 

 Para 36(A) of Punjab Procurement Rules, 2014 states that in any procurement one 

person may submit one bid and if one person submits more than one bid, the procuring agency 

shall reject all such bids. 

 The Management of DHQ hospital Faisalabad awarded the tender to M/s Sohail Medicos for 

supply of medicines for financial year 2019-20. 

 Audit observed that a disqualified bidder i.e. M/s Adeel Pharmacy lodged a complaint that the 

winning bidder submitted two bidding documents from different names i.e. M/s Sohail Medicos and 

M/s Sohail Enterprises with same ownership. The management accepted the complaint and instead of 

rejecting all bids, it re-awarded the tender to one of the same bidders i.e. M/s Adeel Pharmacy.  

 Audit is of the view that the management of DHQ hospital, Faisalabad incurred the expenditure 

of Rs. 8.69 million in violation of Procurement Rules as all the bids were to be rejected and the 

medicines were purchased from the complainant.  

 The management replied the medicines were purchased through prescribed process of open 

tender, consisting of, publication of tender in newspaper, opening of bids, making comparative 

statements.    

 The reply is not tenable as no documentarty evidence was provided to audit. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 21.12.2021 kept the para  pending and the committee decided 

that Deputy Administrator Zakat (M&E), Faisalabad will probe the matter and submit fact finding report 

within three months. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of the DAC. 

{Para No.09 of AIR} 

2.4.2 Non utilization of Zakat Fund - Rs. 7.00 million 

 Para-6 of the Revised Zakat Disbursement Procedure states that the “Mustahiqeen are to be 

provided by the institution with the facility of treatment, medicines and other assistance free of cost” 

 Government of Punjab released a sum of Rs. 7,000,000, through Provincial Zakat Fund, to 

HWC Ch. Pervez Ellahi Institute of Cardiology, Multan, for treatment of Mustahiqeen for the year 

2017-18.  

 Audit observed that the HWC did not utilize the Fund and instead of that the amount was 

withheld during the financial year.  

 Audit is of the view that HWC did not make efforts for the utilization of Zakat Fund till the 

close of financial year 2017-18. By this act of HWC Mustahiqeen were deprived of treatment. 
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 The management replied that due to non-finalization/delay due to incomplete documents of 

tender procedure and some audit issues for the purchase of costly products said amount was not utilized. 

 The reply is not tenable as Mustahiqeen suffered because of laxity of the management. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 21.12.2021 observed that Zakat funds of Rs.7.0 million were 

allocated for hospital during 2017-18. However, the amount was not utilized on the treatment of poor 

patients mainly due to inefficiency of the concerned Medical Superintendent and Medical Social 

Officer. The committee decided that reference may be sent to Secretary, Specialized Health Care 

Department and Secretary, Social Welfare & Bait-ul-Mal Department for necessary action against 

Medical Superintendent/Medical Social Officer on account of inefficiency for non-utilization of Zakat 

fund. The para was kept pending. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of the DAC. 

{Para No.01 of AIR} 

2.4.3 Overpayment to the contractor – Rs. 1.993 million 

 Para-23 of GFR Volume-I provides that every Government officer should realize fully and 

clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud 

or negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from 

fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown 

that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

 The management of HWC DHQ Hospital, Faisalabad paid an amount of 2,677,240 for the 

procurement of Total Hip Replacement (THR) & Hearing Aids and HWC Nishter Hospital Multan paid 

Rs. 2,012,852 on procurement of medicines during the financial year 2020.21.  

 Audit observed that the contractors were over-paid an amount of Rs. 1.993 million for 

supplying of Total Hip Replacement (THR), Hearing Aid and medicines. 

 Detail is a under. 

Rs. in  million 

Sr. 

No 

Name of Formation Amount 

Paid  

Total cost as per 

Market/ PBM Rate  

Amount over 

paid  

1 DHQ Hospital Faisalabad 2.677 1.355 1.322 

2 Nishter Hospital Multan 2.013 1.342 0.671 

 Total  4.69 2.697 1.993  

 Audit is of the view that the management was aware of the rates charged by the Contractors 

against items for the patients who were provided assistance by the PBM, even then the contractor was 

overpaid. 

 The management replied that the matter was taken up with the contractors regarding charging 

of higher rates of medicines. The rates charged by the vendors were according to Market Retail Price 

(MRP) and these rates were checked and verified by the pharmacy of the hospital.      

 The replies of management are not tenable as rates charged by the contractor were in excess to 

actual rates. 
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 The DAC in its meeting held on 21.12.2021 decided to keep the para pending and the committee 

decided that Deputy Administrator Zakat (M&E), Faisalabad will probe the matter and submit fact 

finding report within three months. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of the DAC. 

{Para No. 11 & 1 of DHQ Hospital, Faisalabad & Nishter Hopsital Multan respectively} 

2.4.4 Overpayment of discount rate to the suppliers - Rs. 1.912 million 

 Letter No. 541/Admin CPEIC, Multan dated 07.01.2020, and letter No. 9056/ Admin CPEIC, 

Multan dated 27.05.2021 of Ch. Pervez Ellahi Institute of Cardiology, Multan state that the Health 

Welfare Committee approved tender of M/S Patient Welfare Pharmacy, Multan and M/S Model 

Pharmacy, Multan @ 10% discount on supply of surgical & disposable items as quoted by the firm on 

their tender bids. 

 The management of HWC Ch. Pervez Ellahi Institute of Cardiology, Multan for the year 2017-

21, received surgical & disposable items of worth Rs. 19,122,704. 

 Audit observed that M/S Patient Welfare Pharmacy, Multan and M/S Model Pharmacy, Multan 

did not deduct the discount of 10% from the bills of medicines and the management of HWC Ch. Pervez 

Ellahi Institute of Cardiology, Multan overpaid an amount of Rs.1,912,270 (10% of 19,122,704). 

 Detail is at Annex-3. 

 Audit is of the view that as a result of this overpayment of Rs. 1,912,270 was made to suppliers 

i.e., M/S Patient Welfare Pharmacy, Multan and M/S Model Pharmacy, Multan.  

 The management replied that a letter has been issued to Contractor to the return the said 

amount into the account of Health Welfare Committee. Matter also discussed verbally with the 

concerned manager/pharamacist, according to them discount has been already deducted and 

bills were issued after that.  

 On one hand, the management agreed to the audit observation relating recovery of 

amount, while on the other hand, reply of management is not tenable as no proper 

justification/documentary evidence was provided for the verification. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 21.12.2021 kept the para pending and decided that Auditee 

will produce record to audit for verification within 15 days. 

 Audit recommends as no record was produced for verification within 15 days and till the 

finalization of this report, therefore an inquiry be conducted to fix responsibility.  

{Para No.02 of AIR} 
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CHAPTER - 3 DISTRICT ZAKAT COMMITTEES 

3.1 Introduction 

A. Provincial Zakat Council/Administration, Punjab issues lump sum amount directly to 

36 District Zakat Committees constituted in each District of Punjab on population basis. The 

DZC provides Zakat Funds to LZCs and various institutions for disbursement to Mustahiqeen 

under various regular and special Zakat programmes, like Guzara Allowance, Educational 

Stipend, Deeni Madaris, Health Care, Social Welfare/Rehabilitation and Marriage Assistance 

to unmarried Mustahiq women.  

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts 

A total amount of Rs. 4,495.069 million was released by Provincial Zakat Council Punjab to 

36 Districts during the year 2020-21, out of which 4 Districts, as detailed below having total available 

budget of Rs. 1,400.308 million were audited, which was 31% of total formations. 

Rs. in million 

Name of District 

Zakat Committee 

Financial 

Years 

Opening 

Balance 

Receipts 

 

Total 

Available 

Disbursement Closing 

Balance 

Hafizabad 2016-21 0.477 314.490 314.967 298.565 16.403 

Chiniot 2015-21 7.836 373.939 381.775 340.324 41.451 

Kasur 2019-21 6.407 349.527 355.933 335.683 20.249 

Mandi Bahauddin 2015-21 - 347.633 347.633 257.957 89.676 

C. Audit Profile of District Zakat Committees, Punjab 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Description Total Nos Audited Expenditure audited FY 2020-21  

1 Formations 36 04 1,400.308 

3.2     Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs 18.004 million were raised as a result of this audit. 

Summary of audit observations classified by nature is as under:  

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record - 

2 Non-reconciliation of accounts 6.754 

3 Procurement related irregularities 11.250 

 

3.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC Directives 
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 No PAC meeting has been held since 2005 on the audit reports of District Zakat Committees. 

Audit recommends that audit reports of District Zakat Committees may be placed before the PAC 

regularly. 

3.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

3.4.1 Difference of balances between District Zakat & Ushr Committee’s record and District 

Accounts Office – 6.754 million 

 Para 89 (5) (viii) of General Financial Rules (Volume-I) provides that the Head of Department 

and the Accountant General office are jointly responsible for reconciliation of the figures given in the 

accounts maintained by the head of the department with those that appear in the District Treasury pass 

book and that the reconciliation should be made on monthly basis. 

 Management of DZC Mandi Bahauddin utilized Zakat funds for payments to mustehqueen for 

the FYs 2017-21. 

 Audit observed that a sum of Rs. 8,064,285 was appearing as a difference between the books 

of accounts of DZC and the District Accounts Office. 

 Detail is as follows.  

Rs. in million 

Years Ended Balance as per DAO Balance as per DZUC Difference 

30th June, 2017 45.548 45.403 0.145 

30th June, 2018 7.915 6.733 1.182 

30th June, 2019 14.782 13.476 1.306 

30th June, 2020 11.325 8.597 2.728 

30th June, 2021 4.627 3.234 1.393 

Total 84.197 77.443 6.754 

 Audit is of the view that the difference among figures appears because of non-reconciliation 

between two offices. 

 The management replied that the reconciliation statement will be provided to audit as 

soon as it is received from Accounts Office. 

 Management has agreed to the audit observation that reconciliation has not been carried 

out. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 21.12.2021 recommended the para for settlement subject to 

production of record by auditee to audit for verification within 15 days.  

  Audit recommends as no record was produced for verification within 15 days and till 

the finalization of this report, therefore an inquiry be conducted to fix responsibility. 

{Para No.07 of AIR} 

VOCATIONAL TRAINING INSTITUTES  

3.4.2 Non-production of Record 

 Section 14(2) of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that "the Officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all 
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facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with request for information in as complete 

a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition." 

 Vocational Training Institutes Chiniot and Hafizabad were requested for provision of records 

relating to the VTI Zakat activities from the respective Principals of VTIs. 

 The VTI did not produce the following record.  

 Approved Budget Allocation  

 Expenditure/Bank Statement  

 Head-wise files of expenditure (sanctions/approvals, vouchers, etc.)  

 Stock Register/Fixed Asset Register  

 Stationery Register/Consumeable Goods Register  

 Tender Files  

 Contract Agreements 

 Personal Files of Staff  

 Record relating to transfer of stipend from MoRA account to student’s account and 

from student’s account to VTI’s account during  

 VTI operational account 

 Non-production of record is not only the violation the Auditor-General of Pakistan 

Ordinance but also of decision made by the DAC’s. 

 Management of VTI Chiniot replied that record produced for verification. 

  Management of VTI Hafizabad replied that the said record already audited by PVTC 

from Chartered Accountant Firm at every financial year. 

 Replies of both the managements are not tenable as no record has been provided to 

audit.  

 DAC in its meeting held on 21.12.2021 kept the para pending and directed that auditee 

will produce record to audit for verification within 15 days. 

 Audit recommends as no record was produced for verification within 15 days and till the 

finalization of this report, therefore an inquiry be conducted to fix responsibility. 

{Para No.05 of AIR} 

DISTRICT HEADQUARTER HOSPITALS 

3.4.3 Misprocurement of Medicine Supplies – Rs.11.250 million   

 Rule-22 of Punjab Procurement Rules, 2014 states that procuring agencies shall use open 

competitive bidding or publication of request for tender as the principal method of procurement for the 

procurement of goods, services and works.  

 Rule-12 (1) of Punjab Procurement Rules, 2014 states that procurements over two hundred 

thousand rupees and up to the limit of three million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website 

in the manner and format specified by regulation, but if deemed in public interest, the procuring agency 

may also advertise the procurement in at least one national daily newspaper. 
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The District Head Quarter Hospital, Hafizabad and District Head Quarter Hospital, Mandi 

Bahuddin purchased medicines, out of Zakat Fund, to the tune of Rs. 11.250 million during FY 2017-

18 to 2020-21. 

Detail is as under. 

Rs.in million  

Name of Hospital Financial Years Amount 

DHQ Hospital, Hafizabad 2018-20 5.931 

DHQ Hospital, Mandi Bahuddin 2015-21 5.319 

Total 11.250 

 Audit observed that in case of DHQ Hospital, Hafizabad no competitive bidding process was 

followed. A simple tender notice written on a plain paper was circulated among medical stores near the 

DHQ vicinity. The contract was awarded to M/S Nadeem Medical Store for the years 2019-20 and M/S 

Hajvery Medical Store for 2018-19. 

Audit observed that in case of DHQ, Hospital Mandi Bahuddin Tenders are not being published 

on the PPRA’s website. 

 Audit is of the opinion that award of Contract without the competitive process was irregular. 

  The Management of HWC, DHQ Hospital, Hafizabad, replied that the tender was advertised 

and uploaded on PPRA website. 

  The Management of HWC, DHQ Hospital, Mandi Bahauddin replied that the tenders were 

being floated in the newspaper and the comparaison of the rates were being carried out between the 

bidders and after conseding the lowest rate offer by the contractor was considered and resulting the 

contract was awarded for supply of medicines. 

Management replies are not acceptable as no record relating the publishment of tender on PPRA 

website has been produced to audit. Further, the fair competition was not held in both the cases. 

  The DAC in its meeting held on 21.12.2021 kept para pending and directed that the auditee will 

produce record to audit for verification within 15 days. 

  Audit recommends as no record was produced for verification within 15 days and till the 

finalization of this report, therefore an inquiry be conducted to fix responsibility. 

{Para No. 4 & 7 of AIR of DHQ Hospital, Hafizabad & Mandi Bahuddin respectively}  
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ANNEXURES 

Annex-2 

Doubtful Payment to Beneficiaries by allowing multiple transactions on the same Cell No. and 

CNIC Rs.7.119 million 

Rupees 

Sr. No. Cell CNIC No. Frequancy/  

Count 

Transaction 

Amount  

1 
3062888999 3630260081368 117 

1,095,000 

2 
3201610300 3530264635714 116 

1,050,000 

3 
3117505858 3640145504616 72 

654,000 

4 
3153268395 3220319566448 64 

582,000 

5 
3086200013 3230491883622 63 

567,000 

6 
3332836403 3630324745448 41 

375,000 

7 
3034088686 3210238273245 40 

360,000 

8 
3166886488 3840367406402 39 

351,000 

9 
3203882055 3130264995375 37 

333,000 

10 
3358789072 3630280471299 34 

318,000 

11 
3186200013 3210243327327 31 

279,000 

12 
3246540711 3130329889166 28 

252,000 

13 
3012577086 3630355077194 26 

234,000 

14 
3066969455 3230399329482 25 

225,000 

15 
3212919751 3130472234294 25 

225,000 

16 
3037868686 3540278712266 24 

219,000 

Total: 7,119,000 
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Annex-3 

Overpayment of Discount Rate to the Suppliers - Rs. 1.912 million 

Rupees 

S.No Name of 

Patient 

Name of Supplier Inv No Inv Date Amount Paid 

01 Babar Anwaar Patient Welfare 

Pharmacy 

19006646 06.03.2019 152,199 

02 Muhammad 

Mohsn 

-do- 19006649 06.03.2019 151,152 

03 Saima Shaukat -do- 19006650 06.03.2019 151,152 

04 Muhammad 

Iqbal 

-do- 19006651 06.03.2019 206,387 

05 Muhammad 

Ashraf 

-do- 19006653 06.03.2019 95,235 

06 Anwaar Bibi -do- 19006654 06.03.2019 215,968 

07 Muhammad 

Ayan 

-do- 19006655 06.03.2019 153,026 

08 Wajiha Fatima -do- 19006656 06.03.2019 153,026 

09 Sarwar Mai -do- 19009259 28.03.2019 141,361 

10 Liaqat Ali -do- 19009351 28.03.2019 141,361 

11 Elahi Bukash -do- 19009352 28.03.2019 141,361 

12 Pervaiz Akhtar -do- 19010281 06.04.2019 141,361 

13 Wakeelan Bibi -do- 19009354 29.03.2019 141,361 

14 Mahar Shabir  -do- 19009457 30.03.2019 235,602 

15 Fiaz Buksh -do- 19009458 03.03.2019 141,361 

16 Allah Wasaya -do- 19009459 30.03.2019 141,361 

17 Nazeeran Bibi -do- 19009260 28.03.2019 108,848 

18 Hayat Khatoon -do- 19010285 06.04.2019 130,419 

19 Asia Bibi -do- 19010059 04.04.2019 321,624 

20 Muhammad 

Subhn 

-do- 19009266 28.03.2019 428,326 

21 Muqadas 

Ghafoor 

-do- 19017399 14.06.2019 457,750 

22 Muhammad 

Ishfaq 

-do- 19017401 14.06.2019 142,566 

23 Abdullah -do- 19017403 14.06.2019 267,718 

24 Muhammad 

Kashif 

-do- 19017404 14.06.2019 321,624 

25 M Ashraf -do- 19017407 14.06.2019 141,361 

26 Karam Khatoon -do- 19017513 15.06.2019 141,361 

27 Hameeda Bibi -do- 19017515 15.06.2019 141,361 

28 Eid Muhammad -do- 19017406 22.06.2019 141,361 

29 Rehana Saleem -do- 19013335 03.05.2019 14,398 

30 Maqsood 

Ahmad 

-do- 19017516 15.06.2019 14,398 

31 Suriya Bibi -do- 19017517 15.06.2019 14,398 

32 Munawar 

Aslam 

-do- 19017687 17.06.2019 62,775 

33 Shamshad 

Akbar 

-do- 19017688 17.06.2019 62,775 
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34 Muhammad 

Yousaf 

-do- 19017689 17.06.2019 62,775 

35 Mohsin Khan -do- 19017691 17.06.2019 64,618 

36 Muhammad 

Sajid 

-do- 19017692 17.06.2019 64,618 

37 Sana Ullah -do- 19017822 18.06.2019 64,618 

38 Muhammad 

Umar 

-do- 19017823 16.08.2019 64,618 

39 Javaria -do- 19017825 18.06.2019 64,618 

40 Shahida 

Parveen 

-do- 19017826 18.06.2019 64,618 

41 Kaniz Mai -do- 19017828 18.06.2019 64,618 

42 Muhammad 

Tousef 

-do- 19018014 19.06.2019 64,618 

43 Shazia Bibi -do- 19018401 22.06.2019 64,618 

44 Fida Hussain -do- 19018403 22.06.2019 64,618 

45 Muhammad 

Majid 

-do- 19018404 22.06.2019 64,618 

46 Ghazala M Ali -do- 19018376 22.06.2019 265,184 

47 Khadija Bibi -do- 19019100 27.06.2019 256,545 

48 Sidra -do- 19019099 27.06.2019 285,068 

49 Ayesha Bibi -do- 20003012 27.01.2020 238,942 

50 Asia Nasir -do- 20003013 27.01.2020 238,942 

51 Sadia Bibi -do- 20003015 27.01.2020 240,209 

52 Muhammad 

Rashid 

-do- 20003129 28.01.2020 240,209 

53 Aneela Yousaf -do- 20003016 27.01.2020 185,340 

54 Tehmina 

Nawaz 

-do- 20003132 28.01.2020 185,340 

55 Sardaran Mai -do- 20003133 28.01.2020 196,283 

56 Nasreen Mai -do- 20003134 28.01.2020 185,340 

57 Ishtiaq -do- 20003277 29.01.2020 185,340 

58 Muhammad 

Bilal 

-do- 20003278 29.01.2020 199,738 

59 Muhammad 

Sajid 

-do- 20003279 29.01.2020 157,592 

60 Rehana Ramzan -do- 20003284 29.01.2020 157,592 

61 Manzoor 

Hussain 

-do- 20003409 30.01.2020 265,545 

62 Bakhat Swai -do- 20003410 30.01.2020 141,361 

63 Tayaba Bibi -do- 20003411 30.01.2020 113,089 

64 Khalida 

Perveen 

-do- 20012270 27.04.2020 256,544 

65 Shagufta Talib -do- 20012271 27.04.2020 229,842 

66 Zaboo Mai -do- 20012272 27.04.2020 229,842 

67 Uzma Bibi -do- 20012340 28.04.2020 286,282 

68 Nusrat Mai -do- 20012338 28.04.2020 229,884 

69 Shamim Bibi -do- 20012347 28.04.2020 185,340 

70 Faiza Mai -do- 20012486 30.04.2020 199,738 

71 Jamila Bibi -do- 20012487 30.04.2020 199,738 

72 Balqees Bibi -do- 20012483 30.04.2020 141,361 

73 Ghulam Fatima -do- 20012555 02.05.2020 199,738 
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74 Shamim Akhtar -do- 20012556 02.05.2020 199,738 

75 Ghulam Fatima -do- 20012557 02.05.2020 141,361 

76 Muhammad 

Zeshan 

-do- 20012731 05.05.2020 501,570 

77 Shanza Bibi -do- 20012730 05.05.2020 238,743 

78 Muhammad 

Zubair 

-do- 20012632 04.05.2020 229,842 

79 Wakeela Bibi -do- 20012634 04.05.2020 229,842 

80 Muhammad Ali -do- 20012635 04.05.2020 229,842 

81 Noor Fatima -do- 20016438 25.06.2020 224,083 

82 Zahida Perveen -do- 20016439 25.06.2020 224,083 

83 Muhammad 

Aslam 

-do- 20016444 25.06.2020 99,476 

84 M Walid Dad -do- 20016668 29.06.2020 99,476 

85 Abdul Latif -do- 20016512 26.06.2020 300,198 

86 Nazeeran Mai -do- 20016513 26.06.2020 291,099 

87 Kinza Bibi -do- 20016562 27.06.2020 238,942 

88 Hafza Bibi -do- 20016563 27.06.2020 299,842 

89 Alisha Bibi -do- 20016569 29.06.2020 224,083 

90 Shareefan Mai -do- 20016514 26.06.2020 112,041 

91 Iman Nasir -do- 20019446 29.07.2020 167,539 

92 Ali Hassan -do- 20019445 29.07.2020 255,392 

93 Waseem Ali -do- 20022151 31.08.2020 204,188 

94 Qurt-ul-ain -do- 20027725 28.10.2020 235,602 

95 Naseer Begum -do- 20027729 28.10.2020 118,325 

96 M Naeem Baig -do- 20027728 28.10.2020 118,325 

97 Muaaz Ahmad Model Pharmacy 21016867 21.08.2021 418,848 

98 Muhammad 

Zubair 

-do- 21016870 24.08.2021 418,848 

99 M Kamran 

Shahid 

-do- 21016814 24.08.2021 94,241 

100 Haji Karam 

Khan 

-do- 21016814 24.08.2021 178,848 

101 Mahid Hussain -do- 21017303 30.08.2021 94,241 

102 Muhammad 

Yunis 

-do- 21016864 24.08.2021 235,602 

103 Safia Bibi -do- 21016816 24.08.2021 94,241 

104 Muqadas -do- 21016962 25.08.2021 188,482 

105 Seema -do- 21016811 24.08.2021 94,241 

106 Muhammad 

Qasim 

-do- 21016863 24.08.2021 235,602 

Total 19,122,704 

Discount not deducted (19,122,704x10%) 1,912,270 
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DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (SOCIAL SAFETY NET) 

CHAPTER– 1 PROVINCIAL ZAKAT FUND 

1.1   Introduction 

A. Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety Division releases Zakat fund to Provincial Zakat 

Councils as per provincial share on population basis, after making direct lump sum releases to 

Gilgit Baltistan Zakat Fund (GBZF), Islamabad Capital Territory (ICT), natural 

calamities/emergency relief and others administrative/non-administrative, special Eid grants 

out of total budget. In addition to regular Zakat disbursement programmes, funds are also 

allocated on account of Educational Stipends. 

 Provincial Zakat Administration (PZA), Sindh releases funds to DZCs and the 

Provincial Level Health Institutions/hospitals in Sindh Province for onward disbursement 

amongst Mustahiqeen through Local Zakat Committees, Deeni Madaris and Educational 

Institutions (General and Technical Education) with the approval of PZC. The summary of 

auditable formations alongwith expenditure audited is as follows: 

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts 

 Statement of accounts of the Provincial Zakat Fund Sindh for the financial year 2020-

21 is as under: 

Rs. in million 

Particulars Amount 

Opening Balance 1,747.116 

Receipts from CZF during 2020-21 and Institutions 1,748.403 

Receipt as refund from DZCs/ Institutions 185.762 

Total Available 3,681.282 

Total Expenditure/releases 3,007.114 

A sum of Rs. 3,681.282 million was available with the Provincial Zakat Council, Sindh during the 

year 2020-21, out of which Rs. 3,007.114 million (82% of total) was released to the 29 DZCs and 44 

PLHIs in the Sindh Province. 

C. Audit profile of Provincial Zakat Administration, Sindh 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Description Total Nos Audited Expenditure audited FY 2020-21  

1 Formations 73 06 235.208 
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1.6      Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations regarding non-assessment and collection of Ushr were raised by audit. 

1.7 Brief Comments on the Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

 No PAC meeting has ever been held on the Audit Reports of Provincial/District Zakat Funds. 

Audit recommends that Audit Reports of Provincial/District Zakat Fund may be placed before the 

PACs regularly. 

1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

1.4.1 Non-pursuance for assessment and collection of Ushr 

Section 14(2) of Sindh Zakat and Ushr Act, 2011 states that the District Committee shall, 

subject to such guidelines as may be given by the Council oversee, generally, the functioning of 

administrative organization of Zakat and, more particularly, the assessment of Ushr and atiyyat and the 

disbursement and utilization of the moneys in the District Zakat Fund and the Local Zakat Fund; 

Management of the following three District Zakat Committees (DZCs) was requested for 

record of assessment/collection of Ushr but the same was not available with them. 

S. No. Name of DZC FY 

1 Mirpur Khas 2018-21 

2 Sanghar 2017-21 

3 Naushahro Feroze 2018-21 

Audit observed that no Ushr is being assessed and collected by the DZCs. 

Audit is of the view that non- assessment and corresponding non-collection are violations of 

provisions of Sindh Zakat and Ushr Act, 2011 that has resulted in non-collection of Ushr. 

 Management replied that a procedural and technical part of assessment and collection of Ushr 

have been taken up with Board of Revenue, Government of Sindh. Resultantly, Board of Revenue has 

requisitioned certain Ushr forms for collection of Ushr in the Province. Unfortunately, printing of Ushr 

forms was delayed for the reason of outbreak of the Corona Virus pandemic and closure of offices 

(including Sindh Government Press). However, in June 2021, all the requisitioned Ushr forms have 

been supplied in the office of Secretary, Board of Revenue. Thereafter, on regular basis the matter of 

assessment and collection of Ushr has been taken up with Revenue authorities by this department. The 

assessment shall be completed as expeditiously as possible and the collection of Ushr will start soon. 

 The reply is not tenable as no record regarding pursuance for assessment and collection of Ushr 

was available in the respective DZCs. 

DAC in its meeting held on 06.01.2022 decided to pend the para till collection of Ushr 

as stipulated in Sindh Zakat & Ushr Act 2011. 

 Audit recommends for implementing the decision of DAC in letter and spirit, across the whole 

province. 

{Para No.4 of AIRs of DZC Mirpur Khas, Sanghar and Naushahro Feroze}  
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CHAPTER - 2 DISTRICT ZAKAT COMMITTEES 

2.1 Introduction  

A. Provincial Zakat Council / Administration, Sindh releases lump sum amount directly 

to 29 District Zakat Committees constituted in each District of Sindh on population basis. The 

DZC provides Zakat Funds to LZCs and various institutions for disbursement to Mustahiqeen 

under various regular and special Zakat programmes, like Guzara Allowance, Educational 

Stipend, Deeni Madaris, Health Care, Social Welfare/Rehabilitation and Marriage Assistance 

to unmarried mustahiq women. 

 B. Comments on Budget & Accounts 

A total amount of Rs. 395.114 million was released by Provincial Zakat Council Sindh to 29 

Districts during the year 2020-21, out of which three Districts, as detailed below having total available 

budget of Rs. 90.208 million were audited, which was 23% of total amount. 

Rs. in million 

Name of District 

Zakat Committee 

Financial 

Years 

Opening 

Balance 

Receipts Total 

Available 

Disbursement 

 

Closing 

Balance 

Mirpur Khas 2019-21 0 9.375 9.375 3.656 5.719 

Naushahro Feroze 2018-21 6.654 40.403 47.057 15.164 31.893 

Sanghar 2017-21 8.008 25.768 33.776 10.245 23.531 

C. Audit profile of District Zakat Committees, Sindh 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. Description Total Nos Audited Expenditure audited FY 2020-21  

1 Formations 29 03 90.208 

2.2      Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 38.839 million were raised as a result of this audit. 

Summary of audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Rs. in million  

Sr. No. Classification Amount  

1 Non-production of record - 

2 Procurement related irregularities 1.529 

3 Value for money and service delivery issue 37.310 
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2.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC Directives 

 No PAC meeting has ever been held on the audit reports of District Zakat Committees. Audit 

recommends that audit reports of District Zakat Committees may be placed before the PAC regularly. 

2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

2.4.1 Non-utilization of Zakat funds – Rs. 37.310 million 

 Section 14(2)(a) of The Sindh Zakat and Ushr Act, 2011states that the District Committee shall 

oversee, generally, the functioning of administrative organization of Zakat and, more particularly, the 

assessment of Ushr and atiyyat and the disbursement and utilization of the moneys in the District Zakat 

Fund and the Local Zakat Fund. 

 DZC Mirpur khas, Naushahro Feroze and Sanghar received Rs. 9,375,408, 19,202,783 and Rs. 

33,776,326, respectively during the financial years 2017-18 to 2020-21 under different heads for Zakat 

programmes.  

 Audit observed that the managements of the above referred Districts were unable to utilize 

Zakat Funds under different heads during the financial years 2017-18 to 2020-21. 

 Detail is as under. 

Rs. in million 

Sr. No. District Received Funds  Un-utilized amount Percentage 

unutilized 

1 Mirpur Khas 9.375 5.720 61% 

2 Naushahro Feroze 19.203 10.948 57% 

3 Sanghar 33.776 20.642 61% 

 Total 62.354 37.31 60% 

 Audit is of the view that because of non-utilization of Zakat Fund, poor beneficiaries of districts 

were deprived off of due welfare stipulate to be provided by the state. 

The management of DZC Mirpur Khas replied that the accounts of Local Zakat Committees 

were dormant, due to dormant accounts the Zakat Funds have not been utilized properly and in the due 

time. The Deeni Madaris fund also has not been utilized due to non-issuance of NOC by the Deputy 

Commissioner, Mirpur Khas as per National Action Plan. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic in the year 

2019-20 & 2020-21 the offices were closed by the government of Sindh. So, the Zakat funds has not 

been utilized in due time. The Zakat funds lapsed and the un-utilized Zakat funds also refunded to 

provincial Zakat funds account No. III, State Bank of Pakistan. 

 The management of DZC Sanghar replied that the DZUC, has tried its best to utilize/disburse 

more & more (Maximum Zakat Fund) under various Heads, but due to resignation/completion of the 

tenure of one Chairman DZUC and appointment/nomination of an others Chairman DZUC, as well  

closure of offices by NCOC/Government of Sindh due to COVID-19 days and also due to the dormant 

Accounts of LZUC, declared by banks the said amount of Zakat show in the Audit observation 
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(periodically) could not disbursed, the same balanced Zakat fund thereof has been refunded to PZF 

Account No. III, State Bank of Pakistan on the closing of each Financial Year. 

The management of DZC Naushahro Feroze replied that the due to non-availability of 

Chairman and District Zakat Officer due to in the lengthy time constitution of DZ&UC Naushahro 

Feroze consuming process of election/selection of Taluka Zakat Committee and Local Zakat 

Committees due to epidemic situation of COVID-19, Zakat fund amounting to Rs. 10.947 million not 

utilized by DZC during the Financial Years 2018-19, 2019-20, 2020-21, and amount was refunded to 

PLA Account No. III, State Bank of Pakistan, Karachi through crossed cheque duly endorsed from the 

District Accounts Officer Naushahro Feroze. 

Managements have agreed with the audit observation. 

DAC in its meeting held on 06.01.2022 decided to pend the para and directed to hold 

an inquiry. 

 Audit recommends for inquiry and to fix the responsibility against the person(s) at fault 

besides issuing instructions for immediate and prudent utilization of allocated funds for the 

betterment of the poor. 

{Para No.1 of AIRs of DZC Mirpur Khas, Sanghar and Naushahro Feroze} 

2.4.2 Non-provision of Secondary School Certificates of 42 Chairmen Local Zakat 

Committees (LZCs)  

 Section 16(5) of The Sindh Zakat and Ushr Act, 2011 states that the members of a Local 

Committee shall elect one of their members, being a person who possesses Secondary School 

Certificate, to be the Chairman of the Local Committee. 

 DZC, Mirpur Khas constituted 42 Local Zakat Committees and record of the chairmen of these 

LZC did not show availability of Secondary School Certificates in their personal files. 

 Detail is given at Annex-2.  

  Audit is of the opinion that non-availability of Secondary School Certificates in their personal 

files of the above individuals created doubts about requisite educational qualification.  

 Management replied that the DZC has constituted 42 Local Zakat Committees as per Zakat 

disbursement procedure. All the Chairman Local Zakat Committees were Matric passed. The attested 

photocopies of matriculation certificates are enclosed for your perusal and justification. 

Management reply is not satisfactory as Secondary School Certificates have not been produced 

to audit.  

 DAC in its meeting held on 06.01.2022 decided to pend the para till the provision of remaining 

matriculation certificates of Chairmen/Members of Local Zakat Committees (LZCs). 

 Audit recommends that the record be got verified and if not found, responsibility be fixed 

against the person(s) held responsible besides removal of non-qualified chairmen of LZC. 

{Para No. 10 of AIR} 
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2.4.3 Non-constitution of Local Zakat Committees 

 Section 16(1) of The Sindh Zakat and Ushr Act, 2011 states that a Local Zakat and Ushr 

Committee shall be constituted for: (a) Each revenue estate in settled rural area, (b) Each Deh or village 

in non-settled rural area; and (c) Each ward in urban area. 

 DZC, Mirpur Khas did not reconstitute 22 Local Zakat Committees subsequent to completion 

of previous Committees’ tenure. 

 Detail is given at Annex-3. 

 Audit is of the view that because of non-constitution of Local Zakat and Ushr Committees poor 

beneficiaries of district were deprived off due welfare from the state. 

 The management replied that total Local Zakat Committees in District Mirpur Khas are 491 

due to disputes. The 22 Local Zakat Committees has not been constituted by the DZC, Mirpur Khas. 

 Management agreed with the audit observation. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 06.01.2022 decided to pend the para till the constitutions of Local 

Zakat Committees. 

 Audit recommends constituting Local Zakat and Ushr Committees forthwith besides 

fixing the responsibility against the person(s) at fault.  

{Para No. 06 of AIR} 

DISTRICT HEADQUARTER HOSPITALS 

2.4.4 Non-production of record by DHQ Naushahro Feroze 

 Section 14(2) of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that "the Officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all 

facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with request for information in as complete 

a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition." 

 HWC, DHQ Hospital Naushahro Feroze was requested for provision of records pertaining to 

Zakat funds for the financial years 2016-17 to 2020-21. 

 The management of HWC DHQ Hospital Naushahro Feroze did not produce the following 

record.  

 

S. No. Nature of Record not Produced to Audit 

1 Cash Book 

Resolution of HWC 

Contractor Bill/Vouchers 

Patients History Charts 

Income Tax Record   

Stock Register 

Istehqaq Certificates and other record 

Cheque Books 

 The non-production of record is violation of the Auditor-General of Pakistan 

Ordinance. 
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 Management did not reply to audit observation. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 06.01.2022 did not discuss the para due to absence of 

concerned Medical Superintendent. 

 Audit recommends production of the above record to conduct audit besides fixing the 

responsibility against the person(s) at fault for the non-production of record.  

{Para No. 01 of AIR} 

2.4.5 Mis-procurement of medicine supplies – Rs. 1.529 million   

 Rule 17(1) of Sindh Public Procurement Rules, 2010 states that procurements over one 

hundred thousand rupees and up to one million rupees shall be advertised by timely 

notifications on the Authority’s website and may in print media in the manner and format 

prescribed in these rules.  

 The District Head Quarters Hospital, Sanghar and District Head Quarters Hospital, Naushahro 

Feroze purchased medicines, out of Zakat Fund, to the tune of Rs. 1,529,436 during FY 2017-18 to 

2020-21.  

 Audit observed that no open competitive bidding process was followed. Procurement of 

medicines was made through quotations.  

Rupees in million 

Name of Hospital Financial Years Amount 

DHQ Hospital, Sanghar 2018-20 1.190 

DHQ Hospital, Naushahro Feroze 2018-19 0.340 

Total 1.529 

 Audit is of the opinion that award of Contract without the competitive process was irregular. 

  The Management of hospitals did not reply to the audit observations. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 06.01.2021 did not discuss the para due to absence of concerned 

Medical Superintendents. 

  Audit recommends conducting an inquiry and fixation of responsibility against person(s) 

responsible.  

{Para No. 1 & 2 of DHQ Hospital Sanghar and Naushahro Feroze respectively} 
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ANNEXURES 

Annex-2 

Non provision of Secondary School Certificates of 42 Chairmen Local Zakat Committees 

(LZCs) 

S.No Code Name of LZC Name pf Chairman 

1 2072062 Deh 259 Rashid Ali 

2 2072071 Deh 277 Jalal Khan 

3 2072001 Deh 283 Muhammad Riaz 

4 2071119 Deh 107 Sagheer Ahmed 

5 2073038 Deh 190 Azizullah 

6 2071113 Deh 111 Shakeel Ahmed 

7 2073089 Deh 156 Waqas Ahmed 

8 2071064 Deh 76 Aijaz Ali 

9 2083088 Deh Phulladiyoon T.C Sikandar 

10 2073063 Deh 359 Muhammad Ramzan 

11 2072047 Deh 338 Abdul Razaque 

12 2072002 Deh 307 Abdul Moseed 

13 2071008 Deh 95 Ghulam Farooque 

14 2071114 Deh 94 Mohd Rahib 

15 2071040 Deh 109 Lal Muhammad 

16 2071148 Deh 80 Tarique Ali 

17 2071156 Deh 79 Tasleem 

18 2071122 Deh 77 Fazal 

19 2071167 Deh 384 Mumtaz 

20 2073138 Deh 145 Riaz Ali 

21 2071106 Deh 239 Lakhmeer 

22 2071124 Deh 247 Gul Hassan 

23 2071103 Deh 250 Sajid Ali 

24 2072014 Deh 234 Naik Muhammad 

25 2072101 Deh 258 Muhammad Akram 

26 2072003 Deh 267 Abdul Ghaffar 

27 2072025 Deh 268+269 Muhammad Saleem 

28 2072007 Deh 286 Muhammad Ali 

29 2073026 Deh 166 Shahid Hussain 

30 2071070 Hirabad North Abrar Ahmed 

31 2071015 Walkert Baloch Para Zubair 

32 2071084 Khad Plot-13 Roshan Ali 
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33 2071112 Mir Ka Plot-03 Asad Khan 

34 2071028 Deh Chelaro Asghar Ali 

35 2071162 Deh Seeri Mevo Ali  

36 2071002 Deh 383 Muhammad Naeem 

37 2071054 Deh 382 Ghulam Mustafa 

38 2071143 Deh 381 Shoukat Ali 

39 2071049 Deh Mirwah Mazhar Ali 

40 2071117 Mirwah Town Gul Hassan 

41 2071088 Deh Khumbri Mukhtiar Ali 

42 2071022 Deh Bhorji Azeem Khan 
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Annex-3 

Non-constitution of Local Zakat Committees 

S.No Code No Name Of LZC 

1 2071024 Deh 224 

2 2071041 Deh 236 

3 2071081 Deh Kantrai  

4 2071147 Deh Panonodani 

5 2071034 Dholan abad West 

6 2071072 Inspecation Banglow 

7 2083042 Amin Okar 

8 2071051 Deh 81-A 

9 2071018 Deh 88 

10 2071060 Deh 89 

11 2071170 Deh 91 

12 2071177 Deh 102 

13 2073053 Deh Akuto west 

14 2071036 Deh D-Khandar 

15 2083077 Sarhal  

16 2083012 Daheroro No: 01-02 

17 2071127 Deh 74 

18 2072096 Deh 324 

19 2072119 Deh 330 

20 2072026 Deh 333 

21 2072036 Deh 334 

22 2071151 Police Line 
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DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (CLIMATE CHANGE & 

ENVIRONMENT) 

 

Chapter -1 

Provincial Disaster Management Authority (PDMA), Balochistan 

1.1 Introduction  

A. An Act No. XXIV of 2010 called NDMA Act was promulgated for establishment of National 

Disaster Management Authority by the Parliament. In compliance of Serial No. 15 of the Act, Provincial 

government of Balochistan established Provincial Disaster Management Authority to deal with natural 

disasters and calamities occurring in Balochistan and to make a plan annually to take measures for 

prevention and mitigation of natural disasters. For the purpose of relief measures and expenditure, a 

fund was created called Provincial Disaster Management Fund (PDMF). The Federal and Provincial 

Governemnts make provisions for the said fund in their annual budgets for carrying out the activities 

and programmes set out in its disaster management plans. PDMA has established District Disaster 

Management Authority in each district of Balochistan headed by Deputy Commissioner, who is 

provided with funds and relief goods. The purpose for establishment of PDMA Balochistan was to 

facilitate sustainable social, economic and environmental development in Balochistan. The objectives 

of PDMA includes to develop a mechanism to reduce disaster risks and vulnerabilities particularly of 

the poor and marginalized groups in the province and enhance Province’s ability to manage all disasters 

(floods, earthquakes, tsunamis, droughts and landslides etc.).  

B. Comments on Budget and Accounts of audited entities (Variance Analysis) 

                          (Rs. in million) 

Financial Year Budget Expenditure Balance 

2020-21 2,344.53 

 

2,095.603 248.927 

C. Sectoral Analysis  

The details of the budget and expenditutre of PDMA Balochistan audited entities for 

the current year and previous year is tabulated as follows: 

      

(Rs. in million) 

Financial Year Budget Expenditure Balance 

2020-21 2,344.53 
 

2,095.603 248.927 

2019-20 2,643.127 2,215.704 427.423 

Percentage (%) decrease in 

budget & expenditure 
11.29% 5.73% -- 

The graphical representation of budget and expenditure of last two financial years is 

given as under: 
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The above comparison indicates that there was 11.29% decrease in the budget of current 

year as compared to previous financial year. 

A review of the activities carried out by PDMA Balochistan indicates that major thrust of the 

activities was on post disaster activities and the relief activities were undertaken once the disaster had 

occurred. Apart from relief activities, the entity was also required to strengthen the early warning 

systems and early response to hazard threats and disaster situations by enhancing institutional capacities 

at the provincial, district and community levels, including those related to technology, training, human 

and material resources. The range of activities carried out by PDMA during FY 2020-21 reveals that 

mitigation measures were not catered for properly in the development schemes and effective policy 

interventions were not made to reduce the risk of disasters.This contention is further strengthened by 

current year expenditure analysis where an amount of Rs. 1,540.439 million was spent on post disaster 

relief activities as compared to only Rs. 4.95 million spent on preparation of winter contingency plan. 

The detail of expenditure Rs. 1,540.439 million incurred on relief activities during financial year is as 

under:  

     (Rs. in million) 

S. 

No. 
Name of account 

Expenditure incurred 

during FY 2020-21 

1. Relief Account 1,260.072 

2. Rescue & Shelter Account 98.772 

3. Balochistan Disaster Management fund 

Account  

181.595 

Total 1,540.439 

The graphical representation is as under: 
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PDMA has established District Disaster Management Authority in each district of Balochistan 

headed by Deputy Commissioner and funds and relief items are provided to Deputy Commissioners as 

and when required. However,  and no proper organizational set up was in place for coordination between 

District Administration and PDMA. The funds transferred from PDMA Balochistan to various DDMAs 

during financial year for carrying out relief activities is given as folows:  

 

 One of the functions of PDMA is to prepare Community Based Disaster Risk Management 

(CBDRM) program in Balochistan. It was noticed that PDMA has prepared a program on CBDRM  for 

different relevant CBOs and other stakeholders for launching activities regarding CBDRM. Moreover, 

PDMA has also developed guidelines and sample modules for initiating CBDRM activities in the 

province, which is a good step for raising awareness in the community for disaster risk reduction.  
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Table-I Audit Profile of Provincial Disaster Management Authority (PDMA), 

Balochistan 

               (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

Nos. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue / Receipts 

audited FY 2020-21 

1. Formations 01 01 2,095.603 

 

Nil 

2.  Assignment 

Accounts 

 SDAs 

 ETC. 

 (Excluding FAP) 

Nil 

 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

3. Authorities / 

Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under 

the PAO 

Nil Nil Nil Nil 

4. Foreign Aided 

Project (FAP) 

01 01 204.392 Nil 

      

1.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 1152.395 million have been raised in this report 

during the current audit of PDMA Balochistan. An amount of Rs. 88.15 million has been 

pointed out by Audit in the observatons raised. Summary of the audit observations classified 

by nature is as under: 

Table –II Overview of Audit Observations 

    (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Classification Amount 

1. Procurement related Irregularities 849.965 

2. Financial Management 213.08 

3. Human Resource Management 82.20 

4. Others 7.15 

Total 1152.395 

1.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC directives 

This Directorate General conducted the audit of Disaster Management Organizations 

of Balochistan since 2016-17 and no report / Para has so far been discussed in the PAC, 

therefore no directives were issued.   
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1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Procurement related irregularities 

1.4.1. Constitution of procurement committee in violation of Balochistan Public 

Procurement Rules and irregular payment on account of procurement of face 

masks - Rs. 187.00 million      

As per Rule 15 (2) of Balochistan Public Procurement Rules 2014, all procurements 

opportunities over one million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in the 

newspapers as prescribed in these rules. 

According to Rule 7 of Balochistan Public Procurement Rules 2014, “Procuring Agency shall, 

with approval of its Head of the Department, constitute as many procuring committees, as it deems fit, 

each comprising of odd number of persons and headed by an officer not below the rank of BPS-18, or 

if not available, the officer of the highest grade, and shall ensure that at least one third of the members 

of a procurement committee are from the agencies or departments other than the Procuring Agency.” 

PDMA Balochistan purchased 340,000 N95 face masks @ Rs.550 per mask amounting to 

Rs.187,000,000 from M/s Global Associates during the outbreak of Corona virus in the FY 2020-21. 

Details are as under:  

                     (Rs. in million) 

S. 

No. 
Supply order No. 

Cheque 

No./date 

Bill No. and 

date 

Unit Rate 

per Mask 

(Rs.) 

Qty.in 

Nos. 

Total 

Amount 

1. 

DG/PDMA/Acctt/Relief/ 

2019-20/1587-88 dated                  

08.05. 2020 

63462331-

32/06.08.2020 

08/ 04.08.2020 

550 80,000 4.400 

2. 
-do- 63462326-

27/04.08.2020 

07/30.7.2020 
550 100,000 55.000 

3. 
-do- 63462324-

5/29.7.2020 

06/22.7.2020 
550 150,000 82.500 

4. 

DG/PDMA/Acctt/Relief/

2019-20/386-87 dated 

30.06.2020 

63462333-

4/07.08.2020 

09/06.08.2020 

550 10,000 5.500 

Total 340,000 187.00 

Audit observed that the procurement was made on quotation basis without tendering and open 

competition. 

Audit further observed that in order to purchase the above mentioned items, PDMA 

(Balochistan) formed a procurement committee comprising of five (5) members all from PDMA without 

including any member outside the PDMA (Balochistan).  

Audit is of the view that procurement was made in violation of rules.  

The matter was pointed out on 30.09.2021. PDMA replied that items were purchased on 

emergency and it was not possible at that stage to include member from other department because all 

other departments stood closed.  
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The reply of management is not acceptable because as per BPPRA rules PDMA was required 

to constitute procurement committee by including members from other departments also. Moreover, the 

procurement was made on quotation basis.  

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures. 

PDP# 294 (PDMA) 

1.4.2. Unjustified procurement of N95 face masks on quotation basis – Rs. 181.5 

million     

As per GFR 10 (i), “Every public officer is expected to exercise the same vigilance in respect 

of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect 

of expenditure of his own money”.  

PDMA Balochistan purchased 400,000 Face masks N95 from M/s Global Associates on 

quotation basis during the financial year 2020-21 and paid an amount of Rs. 181,500,000 as under: 

.                             (Rs. in million) 

S. No. Bill No. and 

date 

Required 

to be 

delivered 

on  

Actual date 

of delivery as 

per delivery 

challan and 

Inspection 

Report 

Period 

of 

delay 

Unit 

Rate 

Rs./ 

Mask 

Qty Total 

Amount  

1. 08/ 04.08.2020 22.05.2020 23.07.2020 61 days 550 80,000 44.000 

2. 07/30.7.2020 22.05.2020 20.07.2020 58 days 550 100,000 55.000 

3. 06/22.7.2020 22.05.2020 17.07.2020 55 days 550 150,000 82.500 

Total 330,000 181.5 

 

Audit observed as under: 

a. The work order was issued on 08.05.2020 with the delivery period of two weeks 

however only 70,000 face masks out of total 400,000 face masks were received 

within agreed two (02) weeks delivery period.  

b. No agreement was signed with the supplier.  

c. The purpose of emergency procurement was not achieved as the items were not 

delivered in time.  

Audit is of the view that the procurement of N95 face masks on quotation basis instead 

of procuring the same through open tendering process and thereby payment of Rs. 181,500,000 

was unjustified since purpose of emergency procurement was not achieved due to delayed 

delivery of N95 face masks after almost two months of issuance of work order.  

The matter was pointed out on 30.09.2021. PDMA replied that Covid - 19 was at peak, 

all the businesses were closed, due to shortage and lockdown, the contractors were unwilling 

to work and M/s Global Associates was requested for provision of face masks which supplied 
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the available 70,000 face masks and further time period was allowed for provision of remaining 

quantity of face masks (330,000).  

The reply of PDMA is not acceptable as only 70,000 face masks out of 400,000 were 

supplied by the contractor within agreed period (02 weeks).  

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures.  

PDP # 300 (PDMA) 

1.4.3. Un-authorized procurement of vehicles – Rs. 110.90 million 

 According to Part VIII, Para 37 Schedule-II Serial No. 04 of PDMA Rules 2012, only 

“Authority’ i.e has administrative/financial powers to purchase vehicles.  

 The management of of PDMA (Balochistan) purchased vehicles from M/s Isuzu Quetta Motors 

during FY 2020-21 as detailed under:  

           (Rs. in million) 

S. 

No. 

Type of Vehicle/No. of 

vehicles purchased 

Work Order No. 

& Date 

Price per 

Vehicles 

(Rs.) 

Total 

Amount 

Paid 

1. Ambulance with Equipments 

(03 No.) 

PDMA/DG/Acct/2

019-20/651-52 

dated 17.02.2020 

11,000,000 33.00 

2. Fire Fighting Trucks (03 No.) -do- 14,950,000 44.85 

3. Water Bowser (03 No.) -do- 6,950,000 20.85 

4. Fire Fighting Motor Cycles 

(05 No.)  

-do- 490,000 2.45 

5. Wireless Communications  

(05 No.) 

-do- 1,950,000 9.75 

Total 110.90 

It was observed that the above mentioned vehicles were purchased without administrative and 

financial approval of the Authority i.e PDMA Authority.  

Audit holds that procurement of vehicles amounting to Rs. 110,900,000 without the 

administrative and financial approval of the Authority was irregular.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management replied that procurement of 

Rescue 1122 items are according to the PDWP meeting under the chairmanship of Additional Chief 

Secretary Planning and development dated 12.06.2013. The decision regarding procurement of stated 
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items “ (The procurement of the Machinery and equipment) would be made through international 

Competitive Bidding and after fulfillment of all the codal formalities as are required as per lay down 

procedure and after assuring the funding for purpose. 

The reply of the management is not cogent since as per PDMA rules, the approval of the 

provincial authority was required to purchase the vehicles.   

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends that the expenditure should be got regularized from the competent forum 

besides fixing responsibility on the person(s) at fault for procuring vehicles and making payment 

amounting to Rs. 110,900,000 without approval of the designated Authority.  

Para # 24 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.4. Unjustified purchase of tents without confirmation of standard specification  – Rs. 

85.520 million  

Supply orders No.DG/PDMA/Acctt./Relief/2020-21/15-16 & 21-22 dated 14.09.2020 & 

21.09.2020 for purchase of tents provided that “In order to ensure adherence to the standard 

specification, an appropriate sample to be sent to approved laboratories like PCSIR. Checking will be 

at the cost of venders. The product shall be acceptable only if all criteria are passed on the given 

sample”.  

The management of PDMA Balochistan purchased tents from M/s Ghaznavi Contractor 

amounting to Rs. 85.520 million during the financial year 2020-21.  

It was observed that as per record produced to audit, the samples of tents were not sent to 

approved laboratories like PCSIR, for confirmation of standard specification of tents. The detail is given 

follows:   

        (Rs. in million) 

S. No. 
Cheque No. 

/ Date 

Deliver Challan / 

Inspection Report 
Qty. 

Rate  

(Rs.) 

Amount 

Paid 

1. 
63693253-55/ 

17.09.2020 
16.09.2020 1,000 17,600 17.60 

2. 
63693265-67/ 

22.09.2020 
21.09.2020 1,500 17,600 26.40 

3. 
63693268-70/ 

28.09.2020 
25.09.2020 1,500 17,600 33.60 

4. 
65193250-52/ 

02.02.2021 
25.09.2020 450 17,600 7.92 

Total 85.52 

Audit holds that in absence of proper laboratory tests, the specification / quality of items 

procured could not be ascertained and chances of supply of tents below specification cannot be ruled 

out. Audit is of the view that receipt of tents without confirmation of standards of items from the 
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laboratory not only resulted into undue favor to the contractors but it has also made the quality of the 

tents received/procured doubtful.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management in its reply stated that the 

laboratory tests are attached with the reply. However,  no document regarding laboratory tests was 

found attached with the reply. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the required confirmation of specifications should be done. Moreover, 

responsibility shall be fixed on the person(s) at fault for making payment amounting to Rs. 85,520,000 

without confirmation of standards specifications of tents from the approved laboratory.    

Para 31 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.5. Irregular procurement of snow removing equipment without open tendering and 

competitive bidding – Rs. 65.556 million  

As per Rule 15 (2) of Balochistan Public Procurement Rules 2014, all procurements 

opportunities over one million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in the 

newspapers as prescribed in these rules.  

Finance Department, Government of Balochistan vide letter No FD.S.IV.2-3 (Relief)/2019-

20/621-25 dated 17th September, 2019 released Rs. 500 million (Rupees five hundred million) on 

account of purchase of snow removing machines and its accessories alongwith 05x tractors. The release 

of funds was subject to completion of all codal formalities/BPPRA rules and relaxation of ban where 

required. It was mentioned in the letter that concerned DDO shall be responsible for any violation of 

the above conditions. 

The management of PDMA Balochistan paid an amount of Rs. 65,556,000 to M/s Green Care 

on account of procurement of Wheal Loader, Snow Blower and Snow Rescue Kits including boots. The 

detail is attached as Annexure II.  

 Audit observed that: 

 

a. The Finance Department of Balochistan had released the amount for said purpose subject 

to completion of all codal formalities/BPPRA rules. However, the procurement was carried 

out on quotations basis instead of tendering and open competition. The work order for 

procurement of these items was issued on 20.01.2020 i.e. after a period of 04 months after 

releases of funds. 

b. The delivery period for provision of these items was one  month after issuance of work 

order i.e. 20.02.2020, however Wheel Loader and Snow Blower/snow Rescue Kits 

including boots were delivered in July 2020 and in December 2020 respectively. Thus, the 

purpose of resorting to alternative method of procurement was also not achieved.  

Audit is of the view that despite availability of ample time to procure the above items on 

competitive rates through open tender, the decision to procure the items on quotation basis and payment 

of Rs. 65,556,000 to M/s Green Care was not justified and thus irregular.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management in its reply stated that there was 

Snowfall, Heavy Rain Fall Emergency in the month of January 2020 and then an uncertain outbreak of 

corona virus in the month of February 2020 and the situation was aggravating day by day which required 
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action by PDMA and the entire staff remained engaged in making necessary arrangements. It was not 

possible to attend to other affairs and being simply due to this reason that the quotation could be obtained 

after 4 months.  

The stance of the management is not acceptable as quotations were invited on 15.01.2020 when 

there was no covid-19 emergency. The supply order was issued on 20.01.2020 and items were to be 

delivered within a period of one month i.e. upto 20.02.2020 i.e. before the covid-19 issue. Further, snow 

fall in Quetta during the month of January is a routine matter. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility should be fixed on the person(s) at fault for procuring 

Snow removing Equipments on quotation basis instead of inviting open tender for obtaining competitive 

rates.   

 Para # 33 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.6. Irregular expenditure on account of hiring of transportation charges –     Rs. 62.20 

million 

According to Rule 10(1) of the General Financial Rule, every public officer is expected to 

exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of 

ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. 

As per Accounting Policies and Procedure Manual Para No. 4.5.7.2 the authorizing officer shall 

ensure that the claim voucher (bill) bears valid evidence that preparation, approval and certification 

have been properly carried out. 

Private coaches were hired by PDMA (Balochistan) for the transportation of stranded pilgrims 

from Iran border Taftan to Quetta and further to DG Khan, Lakki Marwat, Chaman, Lahore, 

Bahawalpur, Mianwali, Gujranwala, Rawalpindi, Gujrat and Sialkot. An amount of Rs. 62.20 million 

was paid to M/s Ghaznavi Contractors on account of transportation charges of hired buses.  

Audit observed as under:  

a. No details (names and CNIC numbers) of persons was available to whom the transportation 

was provided.  

b. No record regarding job completion was available.  

c. As per record of PDMA, no request from any Deputy Commissioner or any other office 

was received for transportation of persons from one place to other place.  

d. No record regarding detention of buses and drivers was available in PDMA 

e. The detention of buses/drivers was not certified by any officer other than PDMA.  

 Audit is of the view that in the absence of above mentioned record, expenditure amounting to 

Rs. 62,200,749 on account of transportation charges and stay charges was irregular.  

The matter was pointed out on 30.09.2021. PDMA replied that details of persons (names and 

NIC number) who were transported to different cities were not possible due to heavy influx of visitors 

entered at Pak-Iran border during Covid-19 and PDMA only provided services of transportation. 

 Reply of PDMA was not acceptable as the management was required to fulfill all the codal 

formalities before making payment as per General Financial Rules.   
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 Audit recommends that the management should strengthen internal controls and fix 

responsibility on the person(s) at fault.  

PDP# 296  (PDMA) 

1.4.7 payment on account of purchase of wheel loader (for snow fall) – Rs. 47.54 million 

As per Rule 15 (2) of Balochistan Public Procurement Rules 2014, all procurements 

opportunities over one million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in the 

newspapers as prescribed in these rules.  

PDMA (Balochistan) invited/received quotations for procurement of wheel loader (for snow 

fall) on 05.02.2020 and Work Order for supply of 4x wheel loaders was issued to M/s Green Care 

Trading (Pvt) Ltd on 10.02.2020 with the delivery schedule of 4-6 months after issuance of work order. 

Accordingly the contractor was paid Rs. 47,536,000 vide cheque no. 65193245 dated 26.01.2021. 

 Audit observed as under:  

a. There was no COVID-19 pandemic or emergency situation on 05.02.2020 necessitating 

the procurement through quotations. 

b. Delivery schedule of four months specified at the time of work order was indicative of 

the fact that the department had enough time to procure the subject items through 

proper tendering process and obtain competitive rates. 

c. Work order was issued in February 2020 and the items were delivered in January 2021 

i.e. after eleven months of issuance of work order.  

d. In work order there was no clause added regarding penalty/liquidated damages for late 

delivery which was an undue favor to the contractor. 

Audit is of the view that PDMA had enough time to procure the items through tendering 

process, however, the procurement was done on quotation basis instead of tendering which was 

irregular. Further, the items were delivered after 11 months of issuance of work order which was not 

justified. 

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management in its reply stated that the wheel 

loaders were purchased on quotation due to emergency basis. As in January/February 2020 heavy snow 

and rain fall took place across the Balochistan Province and usual codal formalities are not observed 

for making purchases in emergency as per Section-32 of NDMA Act 2010. The contractor had requested 

for extension of time period till December/ January 2021 and the same was delivered in the month of 

January 2021 dated (on 15.01.2021). The quotations were invited in emergency of heavy snow and 

rainfall rather than the COVID-19 Emergency. The purchased equipments are related to  snow and 

rainfall and not for Pandemic.    

The reply is not acceptable because as per routine snow and rain is expected every year 

during winter season and PDMA is expected to make necessary arrangements as required. 

Incurrence of huge expenditure i.e. Rs. 47.54 million on quotation basis was therefore not 

justified.  Further, the items were delivered after 11 months of the issuance of work order i.e. 

in January 2021. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 
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Audit recommends that responsibility shall be fixed on the person(s) at fault for procuring wheel 

Loader (for snow fall) on quotation basis instead of inviting open tender for obtaining competitive rates.   

Para # 07 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.8 Irregular payment on procurement of hard surface disinfection solution – Rs. 

14.45 million  

As per Rule 15 (2) of Balochistan Public Procurement Rules 2014, all procurements 

opportunities over one million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in the 

newspapers as prescribed in these rules.  

An amount of Rs. 14,444,600 was paid by PDMA (Balochistan) during financial year 2020-21 

on procurement of hard surface disinfection solution as detailed under:  

                         (Rs. in million) 

Item 

Description 
Payee 

Date of 

Quotation 

Date of 

Work 

Order 

Delivery 

Schedule 

Date of 

Delivery of 

Items 

Amount 

 

Hard Surface 

Disinfection 

Solution 

(20,000 Ltr) 

M/s 

Ghaznavi  

Contractor 

28.05.2020 29.05.2020 

Within 2 

weeks of 

issuance of 

work order 

28.09.2020 14.445 

Total 14.445 

 

  

Audit observed that: 

i. The procurement of above mentioned items was made on single quotation basis 

instead of inviting tender.  

ii. The procured items were received after four (04) months of issuance of work 

order which clearly indicates that the procurement of the items on emergency 

basis through single quotation was not justified. 

iii. Neither penalty charges clause was included in the work order nor were penalty 

charges deducted from the contractor for late delivery, which resulted in undue 

favor to the contractor.  

Audit is of the view that in the light of above mentioned discrepancies, expenditure amounting 

to Rs. 14,444,600 on account of procurement of hard surface disinfection solutions was irregular.  

The matter was pointed out on 30.09.2021. PDMA replied that delivery of disinfection solution 

was made on 08.06.2020.  

The reply is not acceptable as inspection report indicates that the items were handed over to 

PDMA on 28.09.2020. 
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Audit recommends that responsibility should be fixed on the person(s) at fault for procuring the 

hard surface disinfection solution in violation of Balochistan Public Procurement Rules. 

PDP# 293 (PDMA) 

1.4.9 Irregular payment to the contractors without obtaining performance security – 

Rs. 11.00 million  

Clause 7 of the Terms & Conditions of the contract provides that Performance Security @10% 

of the supply order value in the form of Pay Order, Demand Draft, Bank Guarantee, or Insurance Bond 

(by AA ranking Insurance Company) favoring the Procurement Officer, shall be required to be provided 

by the bidder at the time acceptance of supply order/award of contract. Further, as per Clause 17 the 

Terms & Conditions of the contract “Performance Security of the successful bidder shall be released 

within two months from the date of successful inspection. In case of unsatisfactory performance on part 

of the supplier, the Performance Security shall be forfeited or retained till satisfactory completion of 

task.  

 A Work Order amounting to Rs. 110,000,000 for supply of vehicles/Equipments for Rescue 

1122 was issued by PDMA (Balochistan) to M./s Isuzu Quetta Motors vide letter No. 

PDMA/DGA/Acct/2019-20/651-52 dated 17.02.2020 during FY 2020-21.    

It was observed that PDMA paid an amount of Rs. 66,220,499 to the contractor without 

obtaining Performance Security. 

Audit holds that payment to the contractor without obtaining performance security amounting 

to Rs. 11,000,000 was irregular.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management in reply provided a simple paper 

as performance security, which cannot be accepted.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that proper Performance Security should be obtained from the contractor 

besides fixing responsibility on the person(s) at fault for making payment without obtaining 

performance security.   

Para # 22 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.10 Irregular payment on purchase of oxygen cylinders – Rs. 10.68 million   

As per Para 149 of GFR, Vol I, when materials are issued, a written acknowledgement should 

be obtained from the person to whom they are ordered to be delivered or dispatched, or from his duly 

authorised agent. 

According to Para 23 of GFR Vol-I, “Every government officer should realize fully and clearly 

that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud and 

negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from 

fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown 

that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence”. 

Quotations for procurement of (240 CFT) oxygen cylinders, its refilling & loading/unloading 

were invited by PDMA (Balochistan) on 27.04.2021 and work orders amounting to Rs. 13,122,000 and 

Rs. 6,998,400 were issued accordingly vide letters No DG/PDMA Acctt/2019-20/48-49 dated 
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27.04.2021(for 300 cylinders) and DG/PDMA Acctt/2019-20/52-53 dated 30.04.2021(for 160 

cylinders) to M/s Ghaznavi Contractor.  

Audit observed that PDMA issued Oxygen Cylinders to different hospitals other than the 

specifications of cylinders which were purchased from the vendor. Details are as under: 

S. 

No. 
To whom provided/issued 

Specifications of 

purchased/recei

ved cylinders 

Specifications of 

provided/issued 

cylinders 

No. of 

cylinders 

1. 
MS Bolan Medical 

Complex Hospital, Quetta 
240 CFT 220 CFT 50 

2. 

M/s Sheikh Khalifa Bin 

Zayyad Complex Hospital, 

Quetta 

240 CFT 220 CFT 100 

3. 
M/s Sandeman Provincial 

Hospital 
240 CFT 220 CFT 100 

Total 250 

 Audit is of the view that provision of 250 oxygen cylinders of different specifications 

amounting to Rs. 10,647,000 (42,588x 250) was not justified.  

The matter was pointed out on 30.09.2021. PDMA replied that issuance of oxygen cylinders of 

220 cft instead of 240 cft is due to clerical mistake. 

 The reply of the management is not acceptable as PDMA purchased cylinder of specification 

240 cft however, issued 220 cft cylinders to different hospitals.  

 Audit recommends that the management should probe the matter. 

PDP # 299 (PDMA) 

1.4.11 Unauthorized payment of hiring charges for private coaches/buses hired for 

transportation of stranded pilgrims at Iran border Taftan – Rs. 10.37 million  

According to Rule 10(1) of the General Financial Rule, every public officer is expected to 

exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of 

ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. 

As per Accounting Policies and Procedure Manual Para No. 4.5.7.2, the authorizing officer 

shall ensure that the claim voucher (bill) bears valid evidence that preparation, approval and certification 

have been properly carried out. 

Private coaches were hired by PDMA (Balochistan) for the transportation of stranded pilgrims 

from Iran border Taftan to Quetta and further to DG Khan, Lakki Marwat, Chaman, Lahore, Mianwali, 

Gujrnawala, Bahawalpur, Rawalpindi, Gujrat and Sialkot. An amount of Rs. 28,826,000 was paid to 

M/s Ghaznavi Contractor vide cheque no. 1363462297 dated 15.07.2020 for hiring charges.  

Audit observed that amount of Rs. 28,826,000 also included payment of Rs. 10,368,500 for 

those stations which were not mentioned in the work order as detailed follows: 
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Names of 

cities not 

mentioned 

in work 

order 

Number 

of buses 

Per 

bus 

stay 

days 

Total 

No. of 

days 

buses 

stayed 

Hiring 

charges 

per day 

without 

BRA 

(Rs.) 

Total 

hiring 

charges 

without 

Tax (Rs.) 

BRA Tax 

15% (Rs.) 

Total 

hiring 

charges 

including 

Taxes (Rs.) 

Sukhur 1 9 9 38,696 348,261 52,239 400,500 

Sukhur 1 7 7 38,696 270,870 40,630 311,500 

Attock 7 31 217 38,696 8,396,957 1,259,543 9,656,500 

Total 9,016,088 1,352,412 10,368,500 

Audit is of the view that payment of hiring charges of private coaches/buses in respect of those 

cities which were neither mentioned in the quotation nor mentioned in the work order was unauthorized.  

The matter was pointed out on 30.09.2021. PDMA replied that as per verbal orders of 

competent authority DG PDMA, the buses were sent to Sukhur and Attock. Comparative statement 

showing these stations has been provided.  

The reply of PDMA is not acceptable as hiring charges were paid without written request from 

concerned DC, work order and fulfilment of other codal formalities.  

Audit recommends that amount of Rs. 10,368,500 should be recovered from the vendor besides 

fixing responsibility on the person(s) at fault.   

PDP# 295 (PDMA) 

1.4.12 Irregular payment on procurement of snow removing machine – Rs. 9.75 million 

As per Rule 15 (2) of Balochistan Public Procurement Rules 2014, all procurements 

opportunities over one million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in the 

newspapers as prescribed in these rules. 

PDMA Balochistan paid an amount of Rs. 9,750,000 to M/s Imran Enterprises during FY 2020-

21 on procurement of Snow Removing Machine as follows:  

             (Rs. in million) 

Date of 

Quotation 

Date of 

Work Order 
Delivery Schedule 

Date of 

Delivery of 

Items 

Amount 

(Rs.) 

17.01.2020 21.01.2020 
Within 01 month of 

issuance of work order 
03.08.2020 9.75 

 It was observed that procurement of above mentioned items was made on single quotation basis 

instead of inviting tenders. The procured items were received after six (06) months of issuance of work 

order, which shows that the purpose of procurement of these items on emergency basis was not 
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achieved. Further, neither any penalty charges clause was included in the work order nor penalty charges 

were recovered/deducted from the payable amount.  

Audit is of the view that in the light of above mentioned discrepancies, expenditure amounting 

to Rs. 9,750,000 on account of procurement of Snow Removing Machines was irregular.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management replied that the purchase of snow 

removing machine was made in the month of January 2020 when there was an emergency of Heavy 

Snow and rain fall across the Balochistan Province. Moreover as per Section-32 of NDMA act 2010 

usual codal formalities are not observed for making purchases in emergency and in the instant case the 

vendor could not make supply within the stipulated time because of outbreak of covid-19. The supplier 

submitted such application about his inability to supply the same because all borders and companies 

had closed their businesses and it was not possible to arrange the articles. 

 

The reply is not acceptable because as per routine snow and rain is expected every year during 

winter season and PDMA is required to make necessary arrangements accordingly. Further as per 

delivery schedule the items were required to be delivered on 21.02.2020 i.e. before the covid-19 

pandemic.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility shall be fixed on the person(s) at fault for procuring the 

Snow Removing Machines in violation of Rules.  

Para # 37 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.13 Irregular expenditure on repair and maintenance of trucks in violation of 

Balochistan public procurement rules – Rs. 9.75 million 

As per Rule 17 (a) of Balochistan Public Procurement Rules, 2004, “In cases of emergency, 

minimum time periods, specified in Rule 16 (fifteen 15 calendar days) may be reduced subject to the 

prior approval with reasons to be recorded by the Head of Department.” Further, as per Rule 15 (2), 

“All procurements opportunities over one million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website 

as well as in the newspapers.” 

PDMA Balochistan incurred an expenditure of Rs. 9,750,000 (Cheque No.64474498-

64474500 dated 29.10.2020), Establishment Account) on repair and maintenance of Trucks and 

payment was made to M/s Tayyab & Brother. The procurement was made on quotation basis. The detail 

is attached as Annexure III. 

The following shortcomings were observed in the procurement process: 

i. The quotations were requested on 04.05.2020 and the repair work was completed on 

25.09.2020. Sufficient time was available to complete the tendering process and 

carrying out the procurement through principal method of procurement by obtaining 

competitive rates through open competitive bidding. 

ii. NOC was not obtained from Agriculture Engineering Work Department (Work Shop) 

regarding repair work.  

iii. Requests from drivers regarding repair of trucks was also not available in record. 
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Audit is of the view that the huge expenditure incurred on repair and maintenance of trucks 

on quotation basis instead of inviting tender was not justified and thus irregular.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management in its reply stated that since the 

Covid-19 emergency was underway, it was impossible to get all the vehicles repairs and therefore the 

vehicles were sent for replacement one by one in order to avoid disturbance of work during the 

emergency. As far as the quotation process is concerned PDMA rules explicitly permit to procure items 

through quotation instead of tendering during any emergency. 

The reply of the management cannot be accepted as the quotations were requested on 

04.05.2020 and the repair work was completed on 25.09.2020. Sufficient time was available to complete 

the tendering process and carrying out the procurement through principal method of procurement by 

obtaining competitive rates through open competitive bidding. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility should be fixed on the person(s) at fault for getting repair 

work done on quotation basis instead of inviting tender and resultant loss to government. 

Para # 16 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.14 Irregular expenditure on purchase of tyres in violation of Balochistan public  

procurement rules 2014- Rs. 8.498 million  

Rule 17 (a) of Balochistan Public Procurement Rules 2014, provides that “In cases of 

emergency, minimum time periods, specified in Rule 16 (fifteen 15 calendar days) may be reduced 

subject to the prior approval with reasons to be recorded by the Head of Department.” Further, as per 

Rule 15 (2), “All procurements opportunities over one million rupees shall be advertised on the 

Authority’s website as well as in the newspapers.” 

According to the Agenda No.2 of the meeting regarding Provincial Disaster Management 

Commission held on 27.11.2019 in the Chief Minister Secretariat Balochistan, “The PDMA was 

required to utilize the Balochistan Disaster Management Fund only after approval from relevant forum 

(PDM Authority). 

PDMA Balochistan incurred an expenditure of Rs. 8,498,400 on procurement of tyres for 

trucks. Payment was made to the vendor M/s Mir Qalati Khan & Brothers vide cheque No.01204641-

43 dated 01.04.2020 from Balochistan Disaster Management Fund. Details are as follows: 

           (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Delivery 

Challan 

Date 

Particulars 

Unit 

Rate 

(Rs.) 

Quantity 
Amount 

paid 

1. 16.10.2020 

Tyre Tube  with Langoti 

(7x50-16) Six Wheeler 22 

Trucks (Six Tyres Each 

Truck) 

36,700 132 4.844 

2. -do- 

Tyre Tube with Langoti 

(1020) Ten Wheeler 07 

Trucks (10 Tyres Each 

Truck) 

52,200 70 3.654 

Total 8.498 
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Following shortcomings were observed in the procurement process: 

i. Quotations were invited on 02.07.2020 and the Tyres were delivered on 16.10.2020 

(as per delivery challan). Sufficient time was available to complete the tendering 

process and allowing completion of procurement with competitive rates through open 

tender. 

ii. The expenditure was incurred from Balochistan Disaster Management Fund, 

however approval of PDM Authority was not obtained. 

iii. NOC was not obtained from Agriculture Engineering Work Department (Work 

Shop) regarding replacement of tyres.  

Audit hold that the expenditure amounting to Rs. 8,498,400 incurred on procurement of tyres 

on quotation basis and without obtaining approval of PDM Authority was irregular.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management in its reply stated that the 

expenditure had been made in emergency therefore; it was not possible to conduct Authority meeting 

at that stage. Ex-post facto approval of Authority meeting will be taken and copy of approval will be 

sent to audit for information. 

The reply of the management is not acceptable as replacement of tyres was a routine matter and 

after covering certain mileage by the trucks, the tyres were required to be replaced. The matter was not 

a case of emergency in any manner and the management was bound to make the procurement of tyres 

on tender basis through competitive bidding process.   

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility shall be fixed on the person(s) at fault. 

Para# 20 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.15 Irregular purchase of rescue track suit and rescue uniform in contravention to the 

basic eligibility criteria – Rs. 7.709 million 

According to Serial # 13 of the Supply orders No.DG/PDMA/Acctt./ Relief/2020-21/17-18 dated 

16.09.2020 and specifications mentioned in the tender document, the PDMA Balochistan was required 

to procure Rescue Track Suit and Rescue Uniform, made by ISO certified company”.  

As per GFR 148, Vol.-I, “All materials received should be examined, counted, measured or 

weighed as the case may be, when the delivery is taken, and they should be taken in charge by a 

responsible Government officer who should also see that the quantities are correct and their quality is 

good, and record a certificate to that effect. The officer receiving the stores should record them in the 

appropriate stock register.” 

PDMA Balochistan purchased Rescue Track Suit and Rescue Uniform amounting to Rs. 7.709 

million from M/s Abdul Manan during the financial year 2020-21. The detail is as under: 

                                                                                          (Rs. in million)  

S. 

No. 
Name of Item 

Delivery Challan / 

Inspection Report 
Qty 

Rate  

(Rs) 

Amount 

Paid  

1. Rescue Track Suit 01.10.2020 500 1738 0.869 

2. Rescue Uniform 01.10.2020 500 5651 2.825 
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3. Rescue Track Suit 17.05.2021 550 1700 0.935 

4. Rescue Uniform 17.05.2021 550 5600 3.080 

Total 7.709 

It was observed that as per record of PDMA (Balochistan) no documentary evidence was 

available to authenticate that the Rescue Track Suit and Rescue Uniform were procured form an ISO 

certified company.   

Audit holds that procurement of Rescue Track Suit and Rescue Uniform in violation of the 

eligibility criteria and without confirmation of specifications (made by ISO certified Company) as 

required in tender documents/supply order not only resulted into unjustified expenditure amounting to 

Rs. 7,709,500,  but it also led to undue favor to the contractor.   

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management in its reply stated that ISO 

certificate was attached with the reply. However, the same was not found attached with the reply.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that matter shall be inquired at appropriate level and responsibility shall be 

fixed on the person(s) at fault.  

Para # 15 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.16 Non-renewal of performance guarantee- Rs. 7.00 million 

According to Rule 44(1) of Balochistan Public Procurement Rules 2014, Procuring Agency 

shall, in all procurement of goods and works of value more than twenty-five (25) million, carried out 

through open competitive bidding, require security in the form of pay order or demand draft or bank 

guarantee or insurance bond by AA ranking insurance company, an amount sufficient to protect the 

Procuring Agency in case of breach of contract by the contractor or supplier or consultant, provided 

that the amount shall not be more than ten percent (10%) of contract price. According to Rule 44(2), 

the performance guarantee shall be released within sixty days of completion of the contract subject to 

clearance of everything else. 

 PDMA Balochistan issued a supply order on 31.08.2020 to M/s Toyota Zarghoon Motors 

Quetta (Authorized Dealer of M/s Indus Motor Co. Ltd) for procurement of 10 Toyota Troop Carrier 

4x4 Ambulance @ Rs. 14,000,000 per vehicle amounting to Rs. 140,000,000. The delivery period was 

03-04 months after issuance of Work order.  

Audit observed that the performance Guarantee of Rs. 7,000,000 was expired on 30.08.2021 

and the same was not renewed. 

Audit holds that non renewal of performance guarantee was a failure on the part of management. 

The issue become more serious as no ambulance was delivered till the date of audit.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management replied that they had issued a 

letter to United Insurance Co of Pakistan Ltd stating about the renewal of Performance Guarantee for 

further one year i.e. up to 02-09-2022 and as soon as reply of renewal of performance guarantee is 

received in this Authority it will be provided to Audit. 

The reply of the management is not satisfactory without provision of renewed performance 

guarantee. 
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The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that performance guarantee should be got renewed.  

Para # 08 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.17 Irregular purchase of rescue items without tendering – Rs. 5.995 million  

As per Rule 15 (2) of Balochistan Public Procurement Rules 2014, all procurements 

opportunities over one million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in the 

newspapers as prescribed in these rules.    

PDMA Balochistan invited tender and issued supply order for procurement of Rescue items 

vide supply order dated 11.08.2020. Later on the management of PDMA Balochistan issued another 

supply order to the same contractor (as repeat order) vide  letter No. DG/PDMA/Acct/Relief/2020/17-

18 dated 14.09.2020 for procurement of items from M/s Abdul Manan as follows: 

      (Rs. in million) 

Supply Order No. & date Name of Item 
Unit Price 

in Rs. 
Qty. Total  

DG/PDMA/Acctt/Relief/2

020-21/16-19 dated 

17.09.2020 

Accessories 

(Trolley) for Fiber 

Boats 

650,000 7 4.55 

-do- Roof of Fiber Boat 390,000 3 1.17 

-do- Reflector Jacket 550 500 .275 

Total 5.995 

Audit observed that above mentioned items were neither included in the list of items to be 

procured through tendering process nor these items were included in the 1st supply order issued vide 

letter dated 11.08.2020.   

Audit is of the view that the procurement of above mentioned items was made without open 

competitive tendering process which was not only violation of BPRA Rules but also a serious lapse on 

the part of management. Hence, payment amounting to Rs. 5,995,000 vide Cheque No.65193241-43 

dated 04.01.2020 in violation of BPPRA Rules was irregular.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management stated that as per BPPRA rule 

(51) sub clause (f) the Authority issued Repeat order to the same contractor i.e. M/S Abdul Manan Spare 

Parts Trading Co. which reflects the Accessories and Roof of Fiber Boats which is directly related to 

the core object Fiber Boats as mentioned in 1st Supply order of this Authority. 

The stance of the management cannot be accepted as all the three items were neither mentioned 

in the tender documents nor included in the first supply order.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the matter should be inquired and responsibility be fixed on the 

person(s) at fault for procuring the rescue items in violation of BPPRA Rules.  
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Para # 30 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.18 Irregular procurement of Covid-19 related items without fulfilling codal 

formalities - Rs. 4.989 million   

According to the Agenda No.2 of the meeting regarding Provincial Disaster Management 

Commission held on 27.11.2019 in the Chief Minister Secretariat Balochistan, the PDMA was required 

to utilize the Balochistan Disaster Management Fund only after approval from relevant forum  i.e PDM 

Authority. 

According to the Notification No. PDMA/DG/Acctt/37/2019-20/792-800 dated 23rd February, 

2020, the Director General Provincial Disaster Management Authority constituted a Procurement 

Committee for purchase of relief items/health equipment during emergency of Covid-19. 

PDMA Balochistan incurred expenditure from Balochistan Disaster Management Fund 

amounting to Rs. 4,989,910 (Cheque No.99265334-36 dated 27.08.2020) on account of procuring IT 

equipment, online server and Media Wall TV. The payment was made to M/s GMD Brothers as detailed 

under: 

S. No. Item Name Price Quantity 
Total Amount 

paid (Rs.) 

1. 
Laptop HP & Lenovo (i7 8 GB, 500 GB 

SSD, 10th Gen,500 GB HDD) 
130,000 4 520,000 

2.. Printer HP 81,900 2 163,800 

3. Barcode Printer 56160 2 112,320 

4. 
Covid Website online Server 

(Including Domain) 
270,000 1 270,000 

5. Covid Result Masking No 210,000 1 210,000 

6 Covid Website GIS Map 80,000 1 80,000 

7. Samsung Tab & Hawai Tab 24,500 20 490,000 

8. Media Wall 3,143,790 1 3,143,790 

Total 4,989,910 

Audit observed as under: 

 The expenditure amounting to Rs.4,989,910 was incurred without approval of the PDM 

Authority. 

 The procurement was made without involvement of procurement committee. 

 Inspection of the procured/received items was not made. 

 Delivery challans of the procured items were not available on record. 

 Necessary documents regarding warrantee of the equipment were also not available on 

record. 

 The stock register entries of the items procured were not made / shown to audit. 

Audit is of the view that in the light of above discrepancies, the expenditure amounting to Rs. 

4,989,910 was incurred on account of procurement of Covid-19 related items stands irregular.  
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The matter was pointed out on 30.09.2021. PDMA replied that in the meeting of authority dated 

22.04.2020, ex-post facto approval of Corona Emergency Call Centre was accorded and it was the 

responsibility of CMDU to constitute the procurement committee. PDMA had written a letter to provide 

the required documents and same will be provided as and when they are received.  

The reply of PDMA is not acceptable as the observations raised in the audit para have not been 

addressed.  

Audit recommends that responsibility should be fixed on the person(s) at fault.  

PDP# 297 (PDMA) 

1.4.19 Doubtful expenditure on hiring of trailer trucks, wheel floor body trucks for 

transportation of prefabricated room and wash rooms – Rs. 3.67 million 

As per Para 149 of GFR, Vol I, when materials are issued, a written acknowledgment should 

be obtained from the person to whom they are ordered to be delivered or dispatched, or from his duly 

authorised agent. 

 PDMA Balochistan was requested by the Deputy Commissioners of different districts for 

placement of prefabricated rooms and wash rooms at main highways of different districts to cope with 

requirement of passenger traveling in these areas. Accordingly quotations were invited and work rider 

was issued to M/s Ghaznavi Contractor vide letter No. RC/PDMA/DG/Transport/39294 dated 

09.11.2020 for transportation of fabricated rooms and wash room containers & their 

loading/unloading. An amount of Rs. 17,263,500 was paid for the said purpose vide cheque No. 

65193246 dated 28.01.2021.  

  As per record provided to audit, the transportation of prefabricated room and wash rooms was 

carried out at different locations as per detail attached at            Annexure–IV. 

Audit observed that an amount of Rs. 3,671,500 was paid on account of transportation charges 

for those stations for which receivings of prefabricated rooms & wash rooms was not available in the 

record of PDMA.   

Audit holds that in the absence of receiving of the remaining Prefabricated Rooms and Wash 

Rooms by PDMA at different locations/stations, the expenditure amounting to Rs. 3,671,500 (Rs. 

17,263,500 – Rs.13,592,000) was doubtful.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. In reply the management stated that as per demand 

from various DC's regarding supply of prefabricated containers, this Authority acted accordingly and 

dispatched containers to the required stations. 

In the absence of proper receiving of the remaining Prefabricated Rooms and Wash Rooms by 

PDMA at different locations/stations, the reply of the management cannot not acceptable. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends that the matter should be probed and report be shared with audit. 

Para # 26 of AIR (PDMA) 
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1.4.20 Overpayment due to non delivery of rescue track suits and rescue uniforms - Rs. 

2.190 million 

As per GFR 148, Vol.-I, “All materials received should be examined, counted, measured or 

weighed as the case may be, when the delivery is taken, and they should be taken in charge by a 

responsible Government officer who should also see that the quantities are correct and their quality is 

good, and record a certificate to that effect. The officer receiving the stores should record them in the 

appropriate stock register.” 

The management of PDMA Balochistan purchased 550 Nos each of Rescue Track Suit @ Rs. 

1700 and Rescue Uniform @ Rs 5600 and paid an amount of Rs. 4,015,000 to M/s Abdul Manan during 

the financial year 2020-21.  

It was observed that on the basis of delivery challan & inspection report dated 17.05.2021 in 

which it was shown that complete quantity of both the items has been delivered, PDMA paid an amount 

of Rs. 4,015,000 to the vendor, whereas as per record of warehouse, only 250 pieces of Rescue Track 

suits and Rescue Uniforms were actually received in warehouse on 28.8.2021. This resulted into over 

payment to the vendor amounting to Rs. to 2,190,000. The detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

S. 

No. 

Date of 

Supply 

order 

Name of 

Item 

Delivery 

Challan 

/Inspection 

Report 

Qty 
Amount 

Paid 

Date of actual 

receiving of 

the items as 

per warehouse 

record 

Qty 

received 

as per 

ware-

house 

record 

Qty of 

items not 

delivered 

Amount 

of 

Quantity 

not 

delivered 

1. 07.05.21 
Rescue 

Track Suit 
17.05.21 550 0.935 28.8.21 250 300 0.510  

2. -do- 
Rescue 

Uniform 
17.05.21 550 3.080 28.8.21 250 300 1.680  

Total 4.015    2.190 

Audit holds that payment of Rs. 2,190,000 on account of 300 pieces each of Rescue Track suits 

and Rescue Uniforms which were not received in the warehouse of PDMA was irregular and resulted 

in loss to government.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management in its reply stated that Rescue 

Uniforms and Rescue Suits were delivered as mentioned in supply order. The actual quantity reflected 

in PDMA stock Register was 550 Rescue Uniforms and 550 Rescue Track Suits. Warehouse received 

250 Rescue and Track Suit each which reflects in warehouse record and 300 Rescue Uniform and 

Rescue Track Suit received in PDMA Office which is still lying in PDMA Office. 

 In reply the PDMA provided copy of stock register prepared subsequent to audit exercise, 

whereas copy of actual register is available with audit which indicates that items mentioned in the para 

have not been delivered and received by PDMA. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 
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Audit recommends that overpaid amount should be recovered from the contractor and deposited 

in the treasury. Besides, responsibility shall be fixed for the lapse. Futher, an independent inquiry be 

held to probe the matter. 

Para # 03 of AIR (PDMA) 
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1.4.21 Procurement of tyres in violation of Balochistan public procurement rules  2014 

– Rs. 1.996 million 

As Per Rule 11 (1) of Balochistan Public Procurement Rules Rules 2014, for each financial 

year all Procuring Agencies shall prepare annual plans in detail for all their proposed procurements, 

determining the requirement of the Procuring Agency, within its available resources. The Procurements 

plans thus prepared shall be uploaded on Authority’s website and on websites of the respective 

procuring agency if available. 

Further, as per Rule 15 (2) “All procurements opportunities over one million rupees shall be 

advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in the newspapers.” 

PDMA Balochistan purchased Tyres for official vehicles amounting to Rs. 1.996 million during 

FY 2022-21.  The details are attached as Annexure V. 

Audit observed that management did not plan the purchase of Tyres at the start of the financial 

year and procurements were made in piece meal without open competition in violation of procurement 

rules. 

Audit is of the view that the procurement of tyres during the entire year was required to be 

planned at the start of the financial year and was required to be purchased through open competitive 

bidding.  

Audit holds that procurement of tyres amounting to Rs. 1,996,000 during FY 2020-21 on 

quotation basis instead of inviting tender was not justified.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management replied that as the department was 

officially bound to carry out its obligations during the emergency. The PDMA vehicles transported 

relief items round the clock to the far plunged area which made it mandatory to replace the tyres 

otherwise it would have been completely impossible to carry out transportation of essential goods to 

quarantine centers. However, the department will take care of such things in future.  

The reply of the management is not acceptable since replacement of tyres was a routine matter 

and after covering a certain mileage by the trucks, their tyres are to be replaced which is in the 

knowledge of the management. The management was required to procure the tyre on tender basis after 

obtaining competitive rates.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter and take corrective action. 

Besides, internal controls shall be strengthened to avoid similar recurrence in future. 

Para # 17 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.22 Overpayment on account of supply & installation of portable hand washing units 

– Rs. 1.71 million     

 According to Para 23 of GFR Vol-I, “Every Government officer should realize fully and clearly 

that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud and 

negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from 

fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown 

that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence”. 
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A work order for supply/installation of 100 portable hand wash units & one month’s filling of 

water & liquid soap at 100 locations of Quetta was issued by PDMA (Balochistan) to M/s Qserve 

Enterprises on 26.04.2021.  

Audit observed that as per list provided by Deputy Commissioner Quetta and the vendor, 

portable hand washing unit were installed at 77 locations instead of 100 locations. However, payment 

was made to the vendor for 100 locations. Consequently the vendor was overpaid an amount of Rs. 

1,705,524 as under:   

S. 

No. 
Item Name 

Qty 

Paid 

Qty 

required to 

be paid 

Difference 

(Qty) 

Per Unit 

Cost (Rs.) 

Total Price 

Over Paid 

(Rs.) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (5x6) 

1. Provision of Liquid 

Soap & Refill 

Services (1 month) 

100 77 23 20,790 478,170 

2. Provision of Liquid 

Soap & Refill 

Services (1 month) 

90 77 13 23,908(20790

+3118) 

310,804 

3. Provision of  Portable 

Hand Washing Unit 

100 77 23 39,850 916,550 

Total  1,705,524 

Audit is of the view that over payment to the supplier resulted in loss to government. 

The matter was pointed out on 30.09.2021. PDMA replied that 23 portable hand wash units 

were handed over to different offices and their refilling was done.  

The reply of PDMA is not acceptable as the vendor had supplied only 77 portable hand wash 

units as per list provided by Deputy Commissioner Quetta and the vendor.   

Audit recommends that the overpaid amount of Rs. 1,705,524 should be recovered from the 

vendor and deposited into the government treasury. 

PDP # 298 (PDMA) 

Financial Management  

1.4.23 Irregular expenditure under various heads without the approval of the authority 

– Rs. 116.24  million 

 As per Chapter 9 Para 30(1) of NDMA Act 2010 “The Provincial  Governments shall, 

immediately after notifications issued by constituting the Provincial Authority and the District 
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Authorities, establish for the purposes of this Act as fund to be called the Provincial Disaster 

Management Fund.” 

  As per Chapter 9 Para 30(4) of NDMA Act 2010 “The Provincial Disaster Fund shall be 

administered by the Provincial Authority towards meeting the expenses of emergency preparedness, 

response, mitigation, relief and reconstruction in the province.”   

 During the FY 2020-21 expenditure amounting to Rs. 116,238,046 was incurred by PDMA 

under different heads from Balochistan Disaster Management Fund. The details are attached as 

Annexure VI. 

 It was observed that contrary to the above referred clauses of NDMA Act 2010, PDMA 

(Balochistan) incurred expenditure amounting to Rs. 116,238,046 from BDMF without the approval of 

the Authority.  

Audit holds that the payment under different heads from BDMF without obtaining approval of 

the Authority was violation of above referred clauses of NDMA Act and thus irregular.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management replied that all the expenditure 

mentioned in this para have approval of Authority in different minutes of Authority meeting and is not 

violation of NDMA Act 2010. 

The reply of the management is not cogent as no documentary evidence/approval of the 

Authority has been provided with the reply.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that expenditure amounting to Rs. 116,238,046 incurred in different heads 

without the approval of the Authority should be got regularized from the competent forum.   

Para # 23 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.24 Un-authorized payment from Balochistan disaster management fund – Rs. 

77.67 million   

 As per Chapter 9 Para 30(1) of NDMA Act 2010 “The Provincial  Governments shall, 

immediately after notifications issued by constituting the Provincial Authority and the District 

Authorities, establish for the purposes of this Act as fund to be called the Provincial Disaster 

Management Fund.” 

  As per Chapter 9 Para 30(4) of NDMA Act 2010 “The Provincial Disaster Fund shall be 

administered by the Provincial Authority towards meeting the expenses of emergency preparedness, 

response, mitigation, relief and reconstruction in the province.”   

 During the FY 2020-21 an amount of Rs. 77,666,112 was paid by PDMA (Balochistan) under 

different heads from Balochistan Disaster Management Fund. The details are attached as Annexure 

VII. 

 Audit observed that PDMA (Balochistan) incurred expenditure amounting to Rs. 77,666,112 

from the Fund in above mentioned heads, whereas as per above referred clause of the NDMA Act 2010, 

Provincial Disaster Fund was required to be administered by the Provincial Authority towards meeting 

the expenses of emergency preparedness, response, mitigation, relief and reconstruction in the province.  

Audit is of the view that the payment of Rs. 77,666,112 from the Disaster Management Fund 

for the purpose other than the purpose defined in the NDMA Act 2010 was irregular.  
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The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management replied that all the expenditure 

mentioned in this para have approval of Authority in different minutes of authority meeting and is not 

violation of NDMA Act 2010. 

The reply of the management is not cogent as no documentary evidence/approval of the 

Authority was provided with the reply. Moreover, the Fund was used for the purposes other than the 

specified ones which was not justified. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should take corrective action and fix responsibility on 

the person(s) at fault. Besides, internal controls should be strengthened to avoid similar recurrence in 

future. 

Para # 42 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.25 Unauthorized retention of bank profit – Rs. 15.40 million 

As per clause 5.2.2.1 of APPM, all monies received as revenue of the Government, must be 

banked in the name of the Government without delay and included in the Consolidated Fund of the 

respective Federal or Provincial Government.  

PDMA Balochistan was maintaining three bank accounts with ABL. The said accounts are non-

lapsable and have been maintained by way of saving accounts and an amount of Rs. 15,405,870 was 

earned as profit during the financial year 2020-21 as detailed below: 

  (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
ABL A/c No. Budget Description 

Amount of 

Profit 

1. 0010023955410012 PDMA Establishment 3.714     

2. 0010023955530013 PDMA Relief  10.846      

3. 0010023955550011 PDMA Shelter Account                0.844 

Total 15.404 

Audit observed that the profit earned was not deposited in the government treasury at the end 

of financial year or reported to the Finance Department for adjustment in next financial year budget.  

Audit holds that non deposit of profit by the management of PDMA deprived the government 

from due revenues.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. In reply the management stated that the case had 

been put up in Authorities meeting and it was decided that the profit of all the accounts of PDMA 

Balochistan be deposited in Relief Account for utilization of Relief activities. 

The reply of the management is not acceptable since as per above mentioned clause of APPM, 

all monies received as revenue of the Government, must be banked in the name of the Government 

without delay. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that profit earned should be deposited in the government treasury.  

Para # 04 of AIR (PDMA) 
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1.4.26 Non deduction of income tax and GST on purchase of wheel loader (for snow 

fall) – Rs. 3.76 million 

As per Section (3) (1) of Sales Tax Act, 1990 as amended from time to time, subject to the 

provisions of the Act, there shall be charged, levied and paid a tax known as sales tax at the rate of 

seventeen per cent of the value of supplies. 

According to clause-B of Sub Section (i) and clause-A of Sub Section (i) of Section 153 of 

Income Tax Ordinance amended from time to time, rate of withholding tax for services is 10% and 

supply of Goods is 4.5%. 

Quotations for procurement of 4x wheel loader (for snow fall) were invited by PDMA 

Balochistan on 05.02.2020 and Work Order was accordingly issued to M/s Green Care Trading (Pvt) 

Ltd Quetta on 10.02.2020 by indicating that rates were inclusive of all taxes. The vendor was paid an 

amount of Rs. 47,536,000 vide cheque no. 65193245 dated 26.01.2021. 

Audit observed that the payment was made without deducting Income Tax and GST as follows: 

       (Rs. in million) 

Total 

Amount of 

Work Order 

Income Tax 

to be 

deducted 

Amount of 

GST to be 

withheld 

Total Amount 

Payable 

Amount 

Paid to 

Vendor 

Difference 

a b c 
d = 

a – (b+c) 
e 

f = 

e – d 

47.536 2.139 1.616 43.781 47.536 3.755 

  Audit is of the view that the an amount of Rs. 2,139,120 and Rs. 1,616,224 was not deducted 

as Income Tax and GST respectively from the vendor which resulted into overpayment to the vendor 

and loss to government revenues.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. In reply the management stated that the contractor 

submitted the Goods Declaration Certificate in which Income tax; Sales Tax and Additional Sales Tax 

were deducted at source under section 148 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001. 

The reply of the management is not acceptable since no document in its support was provided 

to ascertain the factual position. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that overpaid amount of Rs. 3,755,344 should be recovered from the vendor 

and deposited in the treasury.  

Para # 14 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.27 Non-preparation of annual financial statements 

As per Rule 33(2) of Balochistan Provincial Disaster Management Authority Rules 2012, “A 

Statement of Accounts in the prescribed form audited by the auditors (Chartered Accountants) shall be 

furnished to the Provincial Government.”  
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As per Rule 35 of Balochistan Provincial Disaster Management Authority Rules 2012, 

statements of Accounts of the Authority together with report of Auditor General of Pakistan shall be 

laid down before the Provincial Assembly. 

As per Para 3.3.14.1 Accounting Polices and Procedure Manual (APPM), an annual statement 

of expenditures against budget (appropriation), referred to as the Annual Appropriation Accounts, is 

prepared and published by the Provincial Accountant General. All the self-accounting entities prepare 

and publish their own Annual Appropriation Accounts, duly certified by the DGs of Audit. Further Para 

3.3.14.2 states the said report must provide, for the whole financial year just completed: 

a. A comparison of actual expenditure with original and supplementary budget. 

b. Details of excesses and surrenders and supporting explanatory notes (as provided by 

spending divisions and departments). 

c. Comparison of actual expenditure with previous year actual. 

Manual of Accounting code for Self Accounting Entities sets outs the Accounting Principles 

and the Financial Reporting Responsibilities which Self Accounting Entities are required to adhere to 

in pursuance of Articles 170 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. Further the Para 

3.2.1.1 of said Manual states that All Self Accounting Entities (SE) will be responsible for producing 

the Monthly Accounts Pack. The Components of the Monthly Accounts Pack for Self Accounting 

Entities includes: 

i. Revenue and Expenditure Statement - Consolidated Funds. 

ii. Division / Department Schedule - Consolidated Funds  

iii. Public Account Summary Schedule  

iv. Statements of Cash Flows  

v. Grant Expenditure Analysis  

vi. Programs Report  

vii. Project Expenditure Statement 

viii. Statement Fixed Assets 

ix. Revenues Analysis 

x. Losses Report 

xi. Bank Reconciliation Statement 

It was observed that PDMA, Balochistan being Self Accounting Entity was not preparing any 

kind of Monthly or Annual Financial Statements. These statements are a formal record of the financial 

activities and position of an entity. Financial Statements provide information about the financial 

position, performance and changes in financial position of an entity that is useful for stakeholders. 

Further, statements of Accounts of the Authority together with report of Auditor General of Pakistan 

were not being laid down before the Provincial Assembly. 

Audit holds that this was a serious lapse and violation of PDMA Rules on the part of PDMA 

Balochistan. Inaction on part of the PDMA defeated the purpose and true spirit of the above mentioned 

provisions. 

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management in its reply stated that the 

instructions have been noted for compliance in future. 
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The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the Annual Financial Statements for the Financial Year 2020-21 

should be prepared, got audited from the Auditor General of Pakistan and submitted to the provincial 

government for requisite actions at that end.  

Para # 45 of AIR (PDMA) 

Human Resource Management  

1.4.28 Irregular payment of house rental ceiling to employees without fulfilling the 

required codal formalities- Rs. 46.75 million 

Rule 23 of PDMA Rules 2012 ‘Hiring of Residential Accommodation’ provides that “The 

employees of the authority shall be entitled to hire a residential accommodation with the prior approval 

of the Provincial Authority”.  

As per S&GAD Balochistan Notification No. CEO(S&GAD)/ House Requisition/2-

1/2006/602-25 dated 04.09.2006, the government of Balochistan sanctioned “House Requisitioning 

Scheme”  for the employees of Balochistan Civil Secretariat, Chief Minister’s Secretariat, Governor’s 

Secretariat, Provincial Assembly Secretariat, High Court of Balochistan and the office of the Provincial 

Ombudsman with the following Terms and Conditions; 

a. The applications along with copies of NIC, Pay Slips, Fard-e-Malkiyyat and Map 

of Accommodation will be forwarded by the Administrative Department of the 

Civil Servant to the Estate Office of the S&GAD for examination. 

b. In S&GAD a committee shall be constituted under the Additional Secretary 

(Regs) Deputy Secretary (Admn), Civil Estate officer, and an officer (of BS-17) 

of Finance Department and an Executive Engineer from C&W Department, as 

members to examine the rent of accommodation in accordance with the status of 

Government Servant.  

c. The committee shall submit its recommendations for approval of the Secretary 

S&GAD. 

d. After the approval of the authority, the Civil Estate Office S&GAD shall issue 

house requisitioning order indicating the rental ceiling to be drawn as per 

entitlement. The amount of the rent shall be paid through a cheque issued in the 

name of owner of the hired/rented house. 

e. The specifications of accommodation for each category are reproduced as 

Annexure VIII. 

The management of PDMA paid an amount of Rs. 46,745,700 on account of House Rental 

Ceiling to the employees during the financial year 2020-21 without fulfilling any of the above 

required/mentioned codal formalities. Details are at Annexure-IX. 

Audit holds that the payment of house rental ceiling amounting to Rs. 46,745,700 without 

fulfilling the codal formalities was irregular.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021, but no reply was provided till finalization of this 

report. 
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The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that irregular paid amount on account of house rental ceiling should be 

recovered and deposited in the treasury besides immediate stoppage of payment of house requisition 

ceiling. Moreover, internal controls should be strengthened to avoid similar recurrence in future.  

Para # 05 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.29 Inadmissible and unauthorized drawl of risk allowance – Rs. 35.45 million   

  According to Rule 22 of PDMA Rules 2012 titled “Pay and Allowances/Facilities”, the 

employees of the Authority shall be entitled to Pay and Allowances and other facilities as prescribed 

by the Finance Department, Government of Balochistan. In addition, these employees shall be eligible 

to receive following perks and Privileges as attraction to work in the service of Authority: 

(i) Authority Allowance @ 50% of the running pay scale. 

(ii) Utility Charges like electricity and gas charges as per approval of the 

Provincial Authority.   

As per Clause 16 of NDMA Act 2010 “Powers and Functions of Provincial Authority Sub 

Section (1); “Subject to the provisions of this Act, a Provincial authority shall be responsible for 

implementing policies and plans for disaster management in the province”.  

 An amount of Rs. 35,448,000 was paid by PDMA (Balochistan) during FY 2020-21 to the 

officers/officials of the PDMA on account of “Risk Allowance”. Details are attached at Annexure-X. 

Audit observed that the admissibility and payment of Risk Allowance to the employees of 

PDMA was neither covered under the PDMA Rules nor it was prescribed by the Finance Department 

of Balochistan as required in the Rule 22 of PDMA Rules 2012. 

Audit holds that payment of Rs. 35,448,000 on account of Risk allowance was irregular and 

unauthorized and resulted in loss to government.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. The management in its reply stated that PDMA 

Balochistan is an government Authority and has its own Board of member called PDMA Authority 

comprising of 7 members from different departments of Govt of Balochistan. Besides, PDMA has its 

own Rule named as PDMA  Rule 2012 in which it is clearly mentioned in sub rule  37 schedule II 

S.No.10 that Authority has full power to grant any allowance to PDMA employees and the same 

allowances were also approved by the Authority. 

The stance of the management is not acceptable since payment of Risk Allowance is neither 

covered under the PDMA Rules nor it was prescribed by the Finance Department of Balochistan as 

required in the Rule 22 of PDMA Rules 2012. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that inadmissible amount drawn on account of Risk Allowance should be 

recovered and deposited in the treasury. Besides, the payment of said allowance shall be stopped 

forthwith.  

Para # 01 of AIR (PDMA) 

Others    
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1.4.30 Irregular expenditure on account of compensation – Rs. 7.15 million  

As per Accounting Policies and Procedure Manual Para No. 4.5.7.2, the authorizing officer 

shall ensure that the claim voucher (bill) bears valid evidence that preparation, approval and certification 

have been properly carried out. 

An amount of Rs. 7,150,000 was paid by PDMA on account of compensation for deaths/injuries 

due to Kohlu cylinder blast incident occurred during a wedding ceremony at Kohlu on 08.11.2020. 

Detail are as under: 

 

      (Rs. in million) 

S. 

No. 

Reason for which 

amount paid 

No. of 

persons 

Amount paid @ 

per Person (Rs.) 

Total 

Amount 

1. Death 12 400,000 4.80 

2. Serious 03 250,000 .75 

3. Stable 03 250,000 .75 

4. Discharged 11 50,000 .55 

5. Recovered 06 50,000 .30 

Total Persons 35 Total  Amount  7.15 

Audit observed the following irregularities: 

a. Approval of the expenditure was not available in the record provided to audit.  

b. Death Certificate in case of death was not available on record. 

c. Discharge Certificate issued by the hospital in case of serious/stable/discharged/ 

recovered persons was not available on record. 

d. Documents regarding legal heirs of the martyred / death person(s) was not 

available. 

e. Acquaintance roll of received amount was not prepared and attached with 

payment vouchers. 

f. Survey list conducted by the any authorized person / committee constituted to 

assess the loss was not made available to Audit. 

g. No policy or eligibility criteria was available to declare the person 

injured/serious/stable/recovered.   

Audit holds that payment of Rs. 7,150,000 on account of compensation for deaths/ injuries due 

to Kohlu cylinder blast, without fulfilling the codal requirements was irregular.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. In reply the management stated that blast took place 

in weeding ceremony at Kohlu on 08-11-2020 in which many injures as well as casualties were 

occurred. On the verbal direction of Hon’ble Chief Minister Balochistan this Authority has compensated 

the injured and death cases and Authority (Director General PDMA) has initiated a summary stating 

about the payment of Kohlu blast.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the matter should be looked into by the management for ascertaining 

the factual position, besides providing documentary evidence as mentioned above. 
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Para # 28 of AIR (PDMA) 

1.4.31 Non- preparation of annual report for the financial year 2020-21  

As per Section 41(2) of National Disaster Management Act 2010, “Provincial Authority shall 

prepare once every year, in such form and at such time as may be prescribed by rules, an annual report 

giving a true and full account of its activities during the previous year and copies thereof shall be 

forwarded to the Provincial Government which shall lay it before the Provincial Assembly.” 

Annual report of PDMA’s activities for the 2020-21 was required to be submitted to the 

Provincial Government and Provincial Assembly in pursuance of the Act. 

 During audit it was observed that the annual report for 2020-21 was not prepared. Non-

preparation of said report implies that PDMA-Balochistan did not disclose the performance to Assembly 

as required above. This was pre-requisite for the discussion in the parliament and for taking corrective 

measures/feed-back /directions from the legislators.  

Audit holds that non- preparation and non submission of Annual (activities) Report was a 

serious lapse on the part of management of PDMA-Balochistan.  

The observation was issued on 30.09.2021. In reply the management stated that PDMA 

Balochistan do not conceal any information from public rather promote its services. In this regard, 

PDMA generated a precise report for 2020 work and planning to generate same report for 2021. 

However, no report was found attached with the reply. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that an annual report giving a true and full account of PDMA’s activities 

during the previous year should be prepared and submitted to the provincial government for requisite 

action.  

Para # 46 of AIR (PDMA) 
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Chapter-2 

District Disaster Management Authorities (DDMAs), Balochistan 

2.1  Introduction  

A. The District Disaster Management Authorities were established under the National Disaster 

Management Act in 2010 in each District of Balochistan. The District Authority is responsible for 

planning, coordination and implementation activities related to disaster management in the District in 

accordance with the guidelines laid down by the National / Provincial Authority. 

B. Comments on Budget and Accounts of Audited Entities (Variance Analysis)  

The budget and expenditure position of DDMA Quetta and Commissioner office Nasirabad for 

the financial year 2020-21 is as under: 

                                                                                                       (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Office 

Financial 

Year 
Budget Expenditure 

1. District Disaster Management 

Authority, Quetta 
2020-21 18.20  18.20  

2. Commissioner Office Nasirabad 2020-21 35.00 29.692 

Total  53.20 47.892 

The graphical representation of budget and expenditure of DDMA Quetta and Commissioner office 

Nasirabad for the financial year 2020-21 is as under: 
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Sr. 

No. 
Description Total Nos. Audited 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue / Receipts 

audit FY 2020-21 

1. Formations 26 (which include 

all DDMAs at 

district level) 

02 47.892 Nil 

2.  Assignment 

Accounts 

 SDAs 

 ETC. 

 (Excluding FAP) 

Nil 

 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

3. Authorities / 

Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under 

the PAO 

Nil Nil Nil Nil 

4. Foreign Aided 

Project (FAP) 

Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 

2.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 52.81  million have been raised in this report 

during the current audit of DDMAs. An amount of Rs. 2.25 million has been pointed out by 

Audit in the observatons raised. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as 

under: 

Table –II Overview of Audit Observations 

    (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Classification Amount 

1. Procurement related irregularities 21.24 

2. Others 31.57 

Total 52.81 

2.3 Brief Comments on the Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

This Directorate General started conducting the audit of Disaster Management Organizations 

of Balochistan since 2016-17 and no report / Para has so far been discussed in the PAC, therefore no 

directives were issued. 
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2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Procurement related irregularities 

2.4.1 Irregular payment on account of supply of food to quarantine centers and 

hospitals in Quetta – Rs. 15.00 million  

As per para 149 of GFR Vol-I, when materials are issued, a written acknowledgment should be 

obtained from the person to whom they are ordered to be delivered or dispatched, or from his duly 

authorised agent. 

Para 668 of FTR Vol-I provides that the grant released for departmental or allied purposes is 

subject to adjustment by submission of detailed accounts supported by vouchers or refund.   

DDMA Quetta paid an amount of Rs. 15,000,000 during financial year 2020-21 to M/s Hanan 

Enterprises on account of supply of food to the quarantine centers and hospitals in Quetta. Dedtails are 

as under: 

 (Rs. in million)  

Sr. 

No 

Name of Vendor 
Cheque 

No. 
Date 

Amount 

paid 

1. M/s Hanan Enterprises 97822527 02.12.2020 5.039 

2. -do- 97822528 03.12.2020 3.904 

3. -do- 97822529 04.12.2020 1.954 

4. -do- 97822530 04.12.2020 1.842 

5. -do- 97822534 18.12.2020 2.261 

Total 15.000 

 

Audit observed as under: 

a. Necessary details of the individuals to whom the food was provided was not 

available on record. 

b. The claims/bills were not verified by any responsible officer/official. 

c. List of persons who were admitted in hospitals/quarantine centers was not 

verified by the responsible officers of the hospitals/quarantine centers. 

d. Enrolment and discharge record in respect of patients of 

hospitals/quarantine centers in which food was provided was not available 

on record.  
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Audit is of the view that payment of Rs. 15,000,000 on account of provision of 

food/transportation charges was irregular and unverifiable.  

The DAC meeting was held on 20.12.2021. DAC directed to produce documentary evidence 

related to distribution of food items and its verification by a responsible officer to audit for verification. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures 

and fix responsibility on person(s) at fault for making payment without fulfilling the codal formalities. 

PDP # 302 (DDMA Quetta) 

2.4.2 Irregular payment without documentary evidence of transaction/vouched 

Account – Rs. 2.64 million 

Para 668 of FTR Vol-I provides that the grant released for departmental or allied purposes is 

subject to adjustment by submission of detailed accounts supported by vouchers or refund.  

 As per Cash Book of Commissioner office Nasirabad, an amount of Rs. 1,729,250 was shown 

on payment side of the cash book as detailed under:  

        (Rs. in million) 

S. No. Cheque No. Date of Cheque/ Payment Amount 

1. 1761561 29.09.2020 .2725 

2. 1761593 05.10.2020 .5315 

3. - 06.05.2021 .2547 

4. - 21.06.2021 .3705 

5. - 21.06.2021 .3000 

Total 1.7292 

 Audit observed that no record/vouchers regarding the above payments were available on record.

  

It was further observed that, two voucher (No. 15 dated 26.04.2021 and 79 dated 30.04.2021) 

amounting to Rs. 453,500 each were submitted by M/s Baloch Photostate & General Order Suppliers 

for payment on account of providing relief items to the general public and amount of Rs. 453,500 each 

was paid by Commissioner office Nasirabad to the vendor vide cheque No. 1713277 dated 07.06.2021 

and cheque No. 1713276 dated 07.06.2021 without obtaining the documentary evidence of the 

transactions/vouched account. 

 Audit is of the view that the payment amounting to Rs. 2,636,250 (1,729,250+907,000) without 

documentary evidence of transaction/relevant record/vouched account was irregular.  

Observation was issued on 07.10.2021. In reply the management provided incomplete record 

of the transaction, which did not fulfill the purpose of audit scrutiny.  

In the DAC meeting held on 20.12.2021, it was directed to provide complete 

record/documentary evidence (vouched account) of the transaction. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter and take corrective actions.  

Para # 04 of AIR (Commissioner Nasirabad) 
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2.4.3 Over payment to the vendor due to non deduction of Balochistan Sales Tax 

on services – Rs. 2.25 million 

As per Second Schedule Part-B of Balochistan Sales Tax on Services (Amendment Act) 2019, 

Sales Tax @ 15% shall be charged on services provided or rendered by caterers, suppliers of food and 

drinks.  

  DDMA Quetta paid an amount of Rs. 15,000,000 to M/s Hanan Enterprises during FY 2020-

21 on account of supply of food to the quarantine centers and hospitals in Quetta.  

 Audit observed that Sales Tax on Services @ 15% amounting to Rs. 2,249,999 was not 

deducted from the supplier. Details are as follows: 

 (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No 

Name of 

Vendor 
Cheque No. 

 

Date 

Amount 

paid 

15% Balochistan 

Sales 

Tax on Services 

1. 
M/s Hanan 

Enterprises 
97822527 02.12.2020 5.039 0.756 

2. -do- 97822528 03.12.2020 3.904 0.586 

3. -do- 97822529 04.12.2020 1.954 0.293 

4. -do- 97822530 04.12.2020 1.842 0.276 

5. -do- 97822534 18.12.2020 2.261 0.3393 

Total 15.000 2.2503 

Audit is of the view that non deduction of Sales Tax on Services by the DDMA Quetta resulted 

in loss to government revenues amounting to Rs. 2,249,999.  

The DAC meeting was held on 20.12.2021. DAC directed to recover the amount of Balochistan 

Sales Tax on Services from vendor. 

Audit recommends that amount should be recovered from the vendor and deposited in the 

government treasury.  

PDP # 301 (DDMA Quetta) 

2.4.4 Doubtful issuance of store items and ration bags without obtaining 

signature/thumb impression of recipients – Rs. 1.35 million 

According to Para 23 of GFR Vol-I, “Every Government officer should realize fully and clearly 

that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud and 

negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from 
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fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown 

that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence”. 

Following relief items were issued by Commissioner office Nasirabad to DDMA Jaffarabad 

during 2020-21:  

S. No Name of Item Qty Rate (Rs.) Amount (Rs.) 

1. Ration Bags 200 2,500 500,000 

2. Tents 100 1,715 10,290 

3. Quilts 60 2,950 295,000 

4. Blanket 40  - 

5. Mist Fan 05  - 

6. Charpoy  20 1,298 194,700 

7. Plastic Mat 25 980 98,000 

8. Kitchen Set 12 4,995 249,750 

Total 1,347,740 

 During audit it was observed that the above items were issued by Deputy Commissioner 

Jaffarabad to different persons without obtaining signature/thumb impression of the recipients/ 

authenticity of any officer/official.  

Audit is of the view that issuance of store items and ration bags amounting to Rs. 1,347,740 

without any documentary evidence i.e. signature or thumb impression of the recipients and its 

verification by any responsible officers/official resulted in unauthentic distribution of relief items which 

cannot be verified.  

Observation was issued on 01.10.2021. In reply the management provided incomplete record 

of the transaction which did not fulfill the purpose of audit scrutiny. 

In the DAC meeting held on 20.12.2021, it was decided that the para will be settled after 

provision of complete verified record regarding issuance & receipt of store items by the recipients. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter and take corrective actions 

besides provision of complete verified record regarding issuance & receipt of store items by the 

recipients..  

Para # 01 of AIR (Commissioner Nasirabad) 

Others 

2.4.5 Non-availability of necessary record related to receipt and distribution of 

relief items – Rs. 30.28 million 

As per GFR 148, Vol.-I, “All materials received should be examined, counted, measured or 

weighed as the case may be, when the delivery is taken, and they should be taken in charge by a 

responsible Government officer who should also see that the quantities are correct and their quality is 
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good, and record a certificate to that effect. The officer receiving the stores should record them in the 

appropriate stock register.”   

 A number of relief items were issued by PDMA (Balochistan) to DDMA Quetta during FY 

2020-21. The detail is attached at Annexure XI.  

 During audit of DDMA Quetta it was requested to provide complete distribution record related 

to above mentioned items i.e their entries regarding receipt, issuance and balances of available stocks, 

however the same was not made available for audit and inspection.  

 Audit is of the view that non-availability of the record related to receipt and distribution of 

relief items worth millions of rupees was a serious lapse on part of the management resulting in loss to 

government. Observation was issued on 01.10.2021, but no reply was received till the finalization of 

this report. 

 In the DAC meeting held on 20.12.2021, the management was of the view that no items were 

provided by PDMA Quetta to DDMA Quetta for further distribution. DAC directed the representative 

of DDMA to submit their stance through written reply. 

 Audit recommends that receipt and distribution record of all items should be provided to audit 

authorities for review, verification and inspection. In case of non-availability of necessary record the 

matter shall be referred to SMBR for initiating a formal inquiry into the matter.  

Para # 05 of AIR (DDMA Quetta) 

2.4.6 Irregular expenditure on account of clearing of roads – Rs. 1.290 million   

According to Para 157 (2) of FTR, cheques drawn in favor of corporate or local bodies, firms, 

private persons for payments of Rs 200 and above or in favor of Central Gazetted Government servants 

or Central non-Gazetted Government servants drawing emoluments of Rs 2000 and above for payments 

in respect of their personal claims shall be crossed wherever such payments are made by cheques. Where 

payments are not made by means of crossed cheques, on specific request by payee order cheques only 

should be issued.    

Commissioner office Nasirabad made payment of Rs. 1,290,000 (cheque No. 1694320 dated 

28.08.2020) to DC Kachhi on account of hiring of machinery for clearing of road as follows:        

               (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Period of 

work 
Name of Vendor Amount  

1. 

07.08.20 to 

11.08.20 

Gul Khan S/o Shadi Khan, Tractors Owner, 12 

Tractors 

             

0.240 

2. 

07.08.20 to 

11.08.20 

Muhammad Nasir S/o Sultan Muhammad, Loader 

Driver, 4 Loaders @ Rs 15000 

      

0.300 

3. 

07.08.20 to 

11.08.20 

Abdus Samad S/o Huzoor Bakhsh, Excavator 

Driver, 5 Excavators @ Rs 15000 per day 

             

0.375  

4. 

07.08.20 to 

11.08.20 

Muhammad Ayoob S/o Abdul Ghafoor, Dumper 

Driver, 5 Dumpers @ Rs 15000 per day 

             

0.375 

Total 

         

1.29 

Audit observed the following discrepancies: 
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a. The payment was made to the suppliers in cash instead of cross cheques.  

b. No measurement/detail of work done was available on record. 

c. The bill was not verified by concerned XEN of National Highway. 

Audit is of the view that in light of above discrepancies, the amount of Rs. 1,290,000 paid on 

account of clearing of Roads was irregular.  

Observation was issued on 07.10.2021. In reply the management provided incomplete record 

of the transaction which did not fulfill the purpose of audit scrutiny. 

In the DAC meeting held on 20.12.2021, it was decided that the para will be settled after 

provision of complete record/vouched account regarding expenditure incurred on clearing of road. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter and take corrective actions 

besides, provision of complete record/vouched account regarding expenditure incurred on clearing of 

roads.  

Para # 03 of AIR (Commissioner Nasirabad) 

2.4.7 Non-maintenance of stockpiles for emergency situations 

According to section 20(2)(P) of the National Disaster Management Act 2010, the District 

Authority may establish stock piles of relief and rescue materials or ensure preparedness to make such 

materials available at a short notice. 

During audit of Commissioner office Nasirabad for the financial year 2020-21, the details 

regarding strategic reserve/stockpiles maintained by its DDMAs was requested but no such detail was 

available and provided to audit authorities.  

Audit holds that non establishment of stockpiles of disaster relief items for emergency situation 

was not only violation of statutory obligation but it is also likely to compromise the availability of relief 

goods during emergency situations. Further, without stockpiles it is likely that delay may occur in 

provision of relief items to the affectees.  

The observation was issued on 07.10.2021. The management replied that due to emergency 

situation no material was dumped at any stockpile otherwise stockpiles are established in each district 

headquarter. Due to involvement of emergency all relief goods were shifted directly to the affected 

sites. 

The reply of the management is not satisfactory since stock piles should be maintained to meet 

the emergency situation.  

In the DAC meeting held on 20.12.2021, it was directed that the para will be settled after 

provision of record regarding availability of stock already held. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter and take corrective 

measures accordingly besides, provision of record regarding availability of stock already held. 

Para # 05 of AIR (Commissionere Nasirabad) 

2.4.8 Non-preparation and non-submission of annual report to provincial 

government as required under NDM Act 2010 

As per Section 41(2) of National Disaster Management Act 2010, “District Authority shall 

prepare once every year, in such form and at such time as may be prescribed by rules, an annual report 
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giving a true and full account of its activities during the previous year and copies thereof shall be 

forwarded to the Provincial Government which shall lay it before the Provincial Assembly.” 

During audit it was observed that the Annual Report covering the activities of DDMA Quetta 

and Commissioner Nasirabad was not submitted to the Provincial Government and Provincial Assembly 

as required.  

. Audit holds that this was a serious lapse and violation of the National Disaster Management 

Act, 2010 on the part of DDMA Quetta and Commissioner Nasirabad office. Inaction on part of the 

DDMAs defeated the true spirit of the above mentioned legislation which limited the corrective 

measures and improvements resulting thereof from the discussion on the annual report of the DDMAs.  

Observation was issued on 07.10.2021. The management replied that such instructions have 

been issued to the respective Deputy Commissioners to submit their performance report to the 

Provincial Government for the year 2020-21. 

 In the DAC meeting held on 20.12.2021, it was directed to provide the record regarding 

submission of annual report to the Provincial Government. 

Audit recommends that the annual report for the Financial Year 2020-21 should be submitted 

to the provincial government for requisite actions at their end and necessary action be taken against the 

person(s) responsible for non-compliance of the statutory obligations.  

Para # 07 of AIR (DDMA Quetta) and Para # 06 of AIR (Commissioner Nasirabad) 
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Chapter-3 

Environment Protection Agency (EPA), Balochistan 

3.1     Introduction  

A. Environment Protection Agency (EPA), Balochistan Quetta was established vide Notification 

No S.O (OHM) 1 (5) / 2016-S&GAD /936-1025 dated 24.10.2016 under the administrative control of 

Secretary Climate Change and Environment department Government of Balochistan Quetta.  

EPA is an attached department of the Climate Change and Environment Department 

Balochistan and is responsible to implement the Balochistan Environmental Protection Act, 2012 in the 

Province. This Act provides for the protection, conservation, rehabilitation and improvement of 

environment; prevention and control of pollution and promotion of sustainable development. 

Environmental Protection Agency also provides technical assistance to the Climate Change & 

Environment Department Balochistan for formulation of environmental policies and programs. 

B. Comments on Budget and Accounts of audited entities (Variance Analysis)                                                                                  

(Rs. in million) 

Financial Year Budget Expenditure 
Unspent 

Balance 

2020-21 94.144 76.669 17.475 

C. Sectoral Analysis 

The details of the budget and expenditutre of Environment Protection Agency 

Balochistan for the current year and previous year is tabulated below: 

(Rs. in million) 

Financial Year Budget Expenditure 
Unspent 

Balance 

2020-21 94.144 76.669 17.475 

2019-20 147.79 101.449 46.34 

Percantage (%) decrease in budget 

& Expenditure 
36.29% 24.42% 

 

The graphical representation of budget and expenditure of last two financial years is 

given as follows: 
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The above comparison indicates that there was 36.29% decrease in the budget of current 

year as compared to previous financial year.  

 Based on the findings of this report and previous audit reports it appears that the Balochistan 

Environmental Protection Agency has not been able to achieve its objectives as were conceived since 

inception and effective environmental protection in the Province remains an issue. Only one 

Environmental lab is available in Quetta and the same is nonfunctional for want of operational budget 

and qualified manpower. This is resulting into non utilization of available resources and non-gathering 

of data regarding various sectors of environment in Balochistan.  

One of the main function of Balochistan Environmental Protection Agency is  to 

communicate its approval or otherwise within a period of four months from the date the Initial 

Environmental Examination (IEE) or Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is filed. 

Environment Protection Agency Balochistan did not conducted IEE in the  following sectors: 

 

 

S. 

No. 
Name of Sector 

No. of units for which 

IEE not conducted 

1. Housing Schemes 108 

2. Small Industrial Units 308 

Total 416 

The graphical representation of the sectors of which no IEE was conducted/approved is given 

as below: 
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Environment Protection Agency Balochistan is required to conduct IEE of the above sectors on 

priority basis so that the environmental issues are properly addressed and any violations etc. are properly 

monitored by the Agency. 

In the provincial ADP no development schemes have been provided for Environment 

Department. Similarly, the Federal PSDP has also not catered for any environmental scheme for 

Balochistan. There is a strong need that environmental projects and schemes are properly catered for in 

federal PSDP and Provincial ADP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table-I   Audit Profile of Environment Protection Agency (EPA), Balochistan   

(Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total Nos. Audited Expenditure 

audited FY 2020-

21 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

audit FY 

2020-21 

1. Formations/offices 26 (including 

all regional 

offices)  

01 (main EPA 

HQs where 

major 

expenditure was 

incurred) 

76.669 Nil 

2. 
 Assignment 

Accounts 

 SDAs 

 ETC. 

Nil 

 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

 

Nil 

Nil 
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 (Excluding FAP) 

3. Authorities / Autonom 

ous Bodies etc. under 

the PAO 

Nil Nil Nil Nil 

4. Foreign Aided Project 

(FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Summary of the audit observations raised in this report pertaining to Environmental 

Protection Agency Balochistan classified by nature is as under: 

Table –II Overview of Audit Observations 

   (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. Classification Amount 

1. Others - 

3.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC directives 

This Directorate General started conducting the audit of Environmental Protection Agency, 

Balochistan since 2016-17 and no report / Para has so far been discussed in the PAC, therefore no 

directives were issued. 
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3.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Others 

3.4.1 Launching of housing schemes in Quetta without filing of Initial Environmental 

Examination (IEE), approval of EPA and submission of review fee resulting in 

adverse environmental effects in the capital city  

According to Section 15(1) of the Balochistan Environmental Protection Act, 2012, no 

proponent of a project of public and private sector shall commence construction or operation unless he 

has filed an Initial Environmental Examination with the Government Agency designated by Balochistan 

Environmental Protection Agency, as the case may be, or, where the project is likely to cause an adverse 

environmental effects an environmental impact assessment, and has obtained from the Government 

Agency approval in respect thereof. Further According to section 15(16) of the Balochistan 

Environmental Protection Act, 2012 that the proponent of the project shall remit fifty thousand rupees 

as review fee of an Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) and one hundred thousand as review fee 

for Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). 

Clause I(1) of the Pakistan Environmental Protection Agency (IEE/AIE) Regulations 2000 

states that Housing Schemes fall under, Schedule-1 requires IEE @ Rs.50,000/- fee.  

As per data available with Balochistan Environment Protection Agency (EPA) Quetta, there 

were 108 housing schemes in Quetta either fully constructed or under construction.  

During audit of Environment Protection Agency (EPA) Balochistan Quetta for the FY 2020-

21, it was observed that the proponents of the housing schemes did not file IEEs of the projects and no 

approval of EPA was obtained. Thus, neither any mandatory IEE of the projects was conducted by EPA 

nor any fee was deposited by the proponents for review.  

It was also observed that the EPA did not conduct any survey of the projects from an 

environmental protection point of view and also failed to serve/issue any notice to the housing schemes. 

Moreover, no cases were filled in the Environmental Protection Tribunal against the defaulters.  

Audit is of the view that EPA Balochistan Quetta was unable to perform its duties as required 

under the Act and no action was taken against the proponents of the housing projects resulting in adverse 

environmental effects.  

Observation was issued on 28.10.2021, but no reply was provided till the finalization of this 

report. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the matter should be looked into and corrective measures shall be 

initiated. Besides, IEE of all the housing schemes in Quetta should be conducted and review fee 

amounting to Rs. 5,400,000 (108 x 50,000) be got recovered from the defaulters. 

Para # 01of AIR (EPA) 

3.4.2 Non establishment of green squad in contravention with section 21 of Balochistan 

environmental protection act 2012  

Section 21 subsection (4) of the Balochistan Environmental Protection Act, 2012 states that to 

regulate the provision of this Act a green squad comprising of representative of Traffic Police, Motor 
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Vehicle Examiner, Excise & Taxation and EPA Balochistan shall be in place to monitor and inspect the 

automobiles running on the road as per the Environment Quality Standard. 

Furthermore, subsection (5) of section 21 of the Balochistan Environmental Protection Act, 

2012, provides that the inspection or monitoring shall be carried out at least once in a month wherein a 

mechanism be chalked out for issuance of warning tickets (red: Highly polluted, Blue: less polluted) on 

a prominent on the vehicle, as the case may be for specific period of time not exceeding 30 days to 

maintain the vehicle in order. 

During audit of Environment Protection Agency (EPA) Balochistan Quetta for the FY 2020-

21, it was observed that no green squad was in place in Balochistan to monitor and inspect the 

automobiles running on the road as per the Environment Quality Standards. Similarly, no 

inspection/monitoring of vehicles was carried out by EPA Quetta, as a result of which no vehicles were 

made off road and no punishment with fine was given by EPA Quetta during FY 2020-21.  

Audit is of the view that non establishment of green squad and non-monitoring of vehicles was 

not only violation of BEPA Act 2012, but also resulted in adverse environmental effects.  

Observation was issued on 28.10.2021, but no reply was provided till finalization of this report. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that green squad should be established as required under the Act and 

inspection of vehicles be carried out at least once a month and mechanism shall be chalked out for 

issuance of warning tickets for violation as per section 21 of the Balochistan Environmental Protection 

Act, 2012. 

Para # 02 of AIR (EPA)  

3.4.3 Non maintenance of proper record related to Initial Environmental 

Examination(IEE) and Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

According to the Section 15(7) of the Balochistan Environmental Protection Act 2012, the 

Government Agency shall maintain separate registers for initial environmental examination and 

environmental impact assessment projects, which shall contain brief particulars of each project and a 

summary of decisions taken thereon, and which shall be open to inspection by the public at all 

reasonable hours and the disclosure of information in such registers shall be subject to the restrictions 

specified. 

During audit of Environment Protection Agency (EPA) Balochistan Quetta for the FY 2020-

21, it was observed that no separate registers for IEE and EIA were maintained by the Agency as 

required under the Balochistan Environmental Protection Act 2012. 

Audit is of the view that non maintenance of registers for IEE and EIA containing brief 

particulars of each project, a summary of decisions taken and keeping the register open for inspection 

by the public at all reasonable hours was a clear violation of Balochistan Environmental Protection Act 

2012. Moreover non-maintenance of proper record related to IEE and EIA is likely to hamper the 

process of issuance and post monitoring of the environmental approvals by the EPA Balochistan.  

Observation was issued on 28.10.2021, but no reply was provided till finalization of this report. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 
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Audit recommends that proper registers for IEE and EIA should be maintained as required 

under the law. 

Para # 08 of AIR (EPA) 

3.4.4 Non-preparation and publication of annual Environment report by BEPA 

Balochistan 

According to the Section (6) subsection (1) clause (d) of the Balochistan Environmental 

Protection Act, 2012, “The Environmental Protection Agency Balochistan shall prepare and publish an 

Annual Environment Report on the state of the environment”. 

During audit of Environment Protection Agency (BEPA) Balochistan Quetta for the FY 2020-

21, it was observed that Annual Environment Report on the state of the environment in the province 

was not prepared and published by the Agency during the year 2020-21. 

  Audit is of the view that non preparation of annual environmental report was a clear violation 

of the Balochistan Environmental Protection Act, 2012 and a serious lapse on the part of the 

management.  

Observation was issued on 28.10.2021, but no reply was provided till finalization of this report. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter and prepare the Annual 

Environment Reports as required under the Act. 

Para # 09 of AIR (BEPA) 

3.4.5 Delay in processing of Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) and 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

According to the Section 15(4) of the Balochistan Environmental Protection Act 2012, the 

Government Agency shall communicate its approval or otherwise within a period of four months from 

the date the initial environmental examination (IEE) or environmental impact assessment (EIA) is filed 

complete in all respects in accordance with the prescribed procedure, failing which the initial 

environmental examination or, as the case may be, the environmental impact assessment shall be 

deemed to have been approved, to the extent to which it does not contravene the provisions of this Act 

and the rules and regulations. 

 During audit of Environment Protection Agency (EPA) Balochistan Quetta for the FY 2020-

21, it was observed that following EIA/IEE cases were still under process in EPA for more than 04 

months.  

Sr. 

No. 

Name and Address of 

the Proponent 
Subject 

Date of 

Submission/ 

confirmation 

Status 
Delay 

Period 

1. 

Mr. Zahar Shah, Attal 

Coal Company, Airport 

Road Quetta 

EIA Report for Attal Coal 

Company Quetta 

Balochistan 

19.04.2021 
Under 

Process 

Two 

Months 
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2. 

Dr. Rubina Kausar, 

Deputy Director 

(Environment),National 

Highway Authority, 

Islamabad 

EIA of Consultancy 

Services for Feasibility 

Study & Preliminary 

Design for Dulazation of 

Kuchlac-Zhob Section of 

N-50 (350 KM) 

03.03.2021 
Under 

Process 

Four 

Months 

3. 

M/S Dost Filling 

Station, Moza Bhroth 

Hub Road, Hub 

Chowki, Lasbela 

IEE of M/S Dost Filling 

Station District Lasbela 
2.03.2021 

Under 

Process 

Four 

Months 

4. 

Dr. Rubina Kausar, 

Deputy Director 

(Environment),National 

Highway Authority, 

Islamabad 

EIA of Construction of 

Hoshab-Awaran-Khuzdar 

Section of M-8 (400 KM) 

(Two Lane Road) 

03.03.2021 
Under 

Process 

Four 

Months 

5. 

Dr. Rubina Kausar, 

Deputy Director 

(Environment),National 

Highway Authority, 

Islamabad 

EIA of Feasibility Study 

and Detailed Design of 

Construction of 2-Lane 

Carriageway at Bela – 

Awaran Road (142 KM) 

03.03.2021 
Under 

Process 

Four 

Months 

Audit is of the view that non communication of approval or otherwise within a period of four 

months was a serious lapse on the part of management of EPA.  

Observation was issued on 28.10.2021, but no reply was provided till  finalization of this report. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the cases should be processed as prescribed in the rules and 

responsibility for delay in processing of IEE and EIA be fixed on the person(s) at fault. 

Para # 14 of AIR (EPA) 

3.4.6 Lack of action on part of EPA Balochistan against the hospitals causing adverse 

effects on environment in violation of environmental protection Act 2012  

According to the Clause 19(1) of the Balochistan Environmental Protection Act 2012, ‘no 

person may collect, transport, sort, recover, store, dispose of or otherwise manage waste in a manner 

that results in a significant adverse effect’.  

Similarly, Clause 19(3) provides that the owner or proponent of every premises upon which 

solid and hazardous hospital waste is produced shall ensure that all hazardous waste whether solid or 

hospital waste is separated from other waste, and is stored in separate containers pending disposal, in 

accordance with the requirements of the Balochistan Environmental Protection Agency as set out in 

regulations, published guidelines or license conditions.  

During audit of the Environmental Protection Agency Balochistan for the financial year 2020-

21, a sample of environmental monitoring reports of hospitals in Quetta was reviewed by the audit team 

and it was observed that the hospitals/laboratories were not disposing hospital waste in an appropriate 
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manner and there were violations of the above clauses of the Balochistan Environmental Protection Act 

2012. Despite the violations the management of BEPA Quetta did not take any action against the 

hospitals/ laboratories i.e. imposition of penalty or legal prosecution under Section-30 of BEPA Act 

2012 before the Balochistan Environmental Protection Tribunal. The detail of environmental 

monitoring reports of hospitals are attached at Annexure-XII. 

Audit is of the view that inaction against the hospitals/ laboratories involved in the violation of 

BEPA Act 2012 was the serious lapse on the part of management resulting in environmental pollution 

in the Capital city.  

Observation was issued on 28.10.2021, but no reply was provided till finalization of this report.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the EPA should look into the matter and impose penalties on the 

defaulting hospitals/laboratories involved in environmental degradation. 

Para # 17 of AIR (EPA) 
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Annexures 

Annexure II  

(Para No.1.4.5)  

Irregular procurement of snow removing equipment without open tendering and competitive bidding – 

Rs. 65.556 million 

Item 

Name 

Qty Amount 

Released on  

Work order 

issued on  

Delivery 

Period 

Items 

Delivered in  

Cheque no. Amount 

(Rs.) 

Wheel 

Loader 
3 17.09 .2019 20.01 2020 01 Month July 2020 

63462323 

dated 

29.07.2020 

35,652,000 

Snow 

Blower 
6 -do- -do- -do- 

December 

2020 

65193240 

dated 

24.12.2020 

22,407,840 

Snow 

Rescue 

Kits 

including 

boots 

115 -do- -do- -do- 
December 

2020 

65193240 

dated 

24.12.2020 

7,496,160 

Total 65,556,000 

Annexure III 

(Para No. 1.4.13) 

Irregular expenditure on repair and maintenance of trucks in violation of Balochistan public 

procurement rules – Rs. 9.75 million 

Sr. 

No. 

Truck No. Particulars Amount paid 

in Rs. 

1. 
Truck No. QAK-2732, Six(06) Wheeler 

Truck 

Minor Engine 

Overhauling 

626,000 

Self & Generator Repair 15,000 

Denting Painting 60,000 

Kamani Repair 7,000 

Door Repair 10,000 

Dalha Repair 7,000 

Front Side Repair 25,000 

2. 
Truck No. QAK-2529 Six Wheeler 

Truck 

Complete Engine 

Overhauling 

1,000,000 

3. Truck No.QAK-2738 Six Wheeler Truck -do- 1,000,000 

4. 
Truck No. QAK-2520 Six Wheeler 

Truck 

-do- 1,000,000 
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5. 
Truck No QAK-.2522 Six Wheeler 

Truck 

-do- 1,000,000 

6. 
-do- -do- 1,000,000 

7. 
Truck No.QBA-520 Ten Wheeler Truck -do- 1,500,000 

8. 
Truck No.QAK-2521 Six Wheeler Truck -do- 1,000,000 

9. 
Truck No.QBA-522 Ten Wheeler Truck -do- 1,500,000 

Total 9,750,000 

 

Annexure IV 

(Para No. 1.4.19) 

Annexure V 

(Para No. 1.4.21) 

Doubtful expenditure on hiring of trailer trucks, wheel floor body trucks for transportation of 

prefabricated room and wash rooms – Rs. 3.67 million 

S. No. 
Type of Vehicles 

(transported items) 
From To Amount (Rs.) 

1. Six Wheeler Frash 

Body Truck 

Warehouse PDMA, 

Quetta 

Killa Abdullah at 

Chaman 

168,000 

2. -do- -do- Kachhi 340,000 

3. -do- -do- Sibi 92,000 

4. -do- -do- Pishin 144,000 

5. -do- -do- S&GAD Quetta 

Balochistan 

18,000 

6. -do- -do- Killa Abdullah at 

Chaman 

30,000 

7. -do- -do- Lasbella 3,960,000 

8. -do- -do- Gawadar 8,840,000 

Total 13,592,000 
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Procurement of tyres in violation of Balochistan public procurement rules  2014 – Rs. 

1.996 million 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Supplier Vehicle No. 

Supply 

Order Date 

Amount 

(Rs.) 

1. M/s Rasco Contractor QBA-2536 (4 Tyres @ Rs.35000) 13.07.2020      140,000  

2. -do- QAZ-03 (4 Tyres @ Rs 35000) 28.07.2020      140,000 

3. -do- QBA-2537 ( 4 Tyres @ Rs 35000) 06.07.2020      140,000 

4. 

M/S Muhammad 

Jawaid QAY-317 (4 Tyres @ Rs. 4000) 

17.07.2020 

     16,000  

5. M/s Rasco Contractor QAL-28 (4 Tyres @ Rs 32500) 06.11.2020      130,000  

6. M/s Shakir Traders QAY-1409 (4 Tyres @ Rs 32500) 19.1.2021      130,000  

7. M/s Rasco Contractor QAL-7373 ( 4 Tyres @ Rs 32500) 26.11.2020 130,000 

8. -do- QAY-1228 ( 4 Tyres @ Rs 10000) 04.12.2020 40,000 

9. -do- QAY-1406 ( 4 Tyres @ Rs 32500) 17.11.2020 130,000 

10. M/s Shakir Traders QAV-3372 ( 4 Tyres @ Rs 32500) 08.01.2021 130,000 

11. M/s Shakir Traders QBA-2534 ( 4 Tyres @ 46250) 06.04.2021 185,000 

12. -do- QBA-2538 ( 4 Tyres @ 46250) 19.02.2021 185,000 

13. M/s Rasco Contractor QBA-1087 (4 Tyres @ 10000) 28.12.2020 40,000 

14. M/s Shakir Traders QAZ-01 (01 Tyre @ 55000) 31.05.2021 55,000 

15. M/s Rasco Contractor QBA-2535 (04 Tyres @ 46250) 16.10.2020 185,000 

16. -do- QBA-2539 ( 04 Tyres @ 46250) 26.03.2021 185,000 

17. M/s Rasco Contractor QBA-0145 (04 Tyres @ 8750) 06.8.2020 35,000 

Total 1,996,000 

Annexure VI 

Para No. 1.4.23 

Irregular expenditure under various heads without approval of authority – Rs. 116.24  million 

S. No.  Head Amount (Rs) 

1. TA/DA (DDMT) 825,690 

2. Other Charges 6,420,450 

3. Telephone & Trunck 31,099 

4. Advertisement 255,584 

5 IT Equipment charges 5,852,310 

6. M&E Charges 39,143 

7. Furniture & Fixture 966,380 

8. Stationary Charges 683,145 

9. Refreshement Charges 293,476 

10. Hot & Cold Charges  192,633 

11. Transfer Account 63,920,000 

12. COVID-19 Emergency 45,390 

13. Portable Hand Wash 4,499,066 

14. Locust Assessment 7,949,929 

15. Video & Alert SMS Covid-19 2,407,320 

16. Civil Work 21,840,935 

17. WHT 15,496 
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Total 116,238,046 

Annexure VII 

Para No. 1.4.24 

Un-authorized payment from Balochistan disaster management fund – Rs. 77.67 million 

S. No. Head Amount (Rs.) 

1. Pay of Temporary Staff 28,067,358 

2. TA/DA (DDMT) 825,690 

3. Miscellaneous Charges 663,305 

4. Seminar/Workshop 600,000 

5. Other Charges 6,420,450 

6. Telephone & Trunck 31,099 

7. Advertisement 255,584 

8. IT Equipment charges 5,852,310 

9. R&M Transport 9,280,150 

10. M&E Charges 39,143 

11. Printing & Publication 1,654,454 

12. Furniture & Fixture 966,380 

13. Stationary Charges 683,145 

14. Refreshment Charges 293,476 

15. Hot & Cold Charges  192,633 

16. Civil Work 21,840,935 

Total Expenditure 77,666,112 

 

Annexure VIII 

Para No. 1.4.28 
 

Irregular payment of house rental ceiling to employees without fulfilling the required codal 

formalities- Rs. 46.75 million 

Category 

of the  

Property 

Entitlement 

Basic Pay Scale 

Minimum 

covered area 

in Sq Ft 

Scale of Accommodation 

1. 01-02 350 Sq Ft One To Two Rooms with cooking area 

bath/W.C 

2. 03-06 450 -do- 

3. 07-10 550 Two to Three rooms, kitchen Bath/W.C 

4. 11-13 750 -do- 

5. 14-16 950 Drawing Rooms Dining Room, two bed 

rooms Kitchen Bath/W.C  

6. 17-18 1250 -do- 
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7. 19 1550 Drawing cum Dining Room, Two or three 

bed rooms with two baths, Kitchen, One 

servant Quarter with toilet 

8. 20 2000 -do- 

9. 21 2500 Drawing cum Dining Room, Three bed 

rooms with three baths, Kitchen, One 

servant Quarter with toilet 

 

              Annexure – IX  

           (Para No. 1.4.28)  

Irregular payment of house rental ceiling to employees without fulfilling the required codal 

formalities- Rs. 46.75 million 

S. No. Designation 

 House Requisition 

per month paid 

(Rs.) 

House Requisition 12  

months paid (Rs.) 

1. Director Generals (BS-19) 37,989 455,868 

2. Directors (BS-18/19) (28,574/37,989) 1,940,400 

3. Deputy Directors (BS-17/18) 28,574 2,400,216 

4. Accounts Officer PDMA BPS (17) 28,574 342,888 

5. Superintendent (BS-17) 28,574 2,400,216 

6. Assistant (B-16/14) 21,587 1,295,220 

7. Junior Clerks (BS-11) 17,183 3,889,608 

8. Store Keepers (BS-07) 11,391 1,43,6424 

9. Drivers (B-05) 7,625 1,737,384 

10. Security Guard (BS-05) 7,625 5,673,000 

11. Cooks (BS-05) 7,625 732,000 

12. Driver B-04 7,625 12,535,,500 

13. Supporting Staff (BS-04) 7,625 6,771,000 

14. Naib Qasids (BS-03, 02, 01) 4,881 801,648 

15. Chowkidars (BS-02) 4,881 351,432 

16. Cleaners (BS-02) 4,881 702,864 

18. Helpers (BS-02) 4,881 468,576 
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19. Chowkidars (BS-01) 4,881 468,576 

20. Naib Qasids (BS-01) 4,881 1,757,160 

21. Sweepers (BS-01) 4,881 585,720 

Total 46,745,700 

Annexure X 

(Para No. 1.4.29)  

Inadmissible and unauthorized drawl of risk allowance – Rs. 35.45 million 

S. No.  Designation 
 Risk Allowance Per 

Month (Rs.)  

Total Risk Allowance 

for the FY 2020-21 

1. Directors 30,000/       25,000 1,980,000 

2. Deputy Directors 25000/ 20,000 1,920,000 

3. Executive Engineer PDMA 25,000 300,000 

4. Assistant Engineer 20,000 240,000 

5. Assistant Directors 20,000 960,000 

6. Superintendents  480,000 

7. Accounts Officer PDMA 20,000 240,000 

8. Assistant B-16 15,000 1,080,000 

9. Drone Operator B-15 10000 120,000 

10. Assistant Account Officer 10000 120,000 

11. Assistants B-14 10,000 600,000 

12. Senior Clerk B-14 10,000 600,000 

13. Store Keeper  (B-07) 7000 84,000 

14. Junior Clerk B-11 10,000 600,000 

15. Transport Supervisor B-11 10000 120,000 

16. Security Supervisor B-9 10000 120,000 

17. Security Sup-8 7000 84,000 

18. Electrician B-08 7000 84,000 

19. Mechanic B-8 7000 84,000 

20. Mechanic B-8 7000 84,000 

21. Store Keeper (B-07) 7,000 336,000 

22. Tube Well Operator (B-07) 7,000 168,000 

23. Generator Operator (B-05) 7,000 168,000 

24. Driver B-05/06 7,000 1,176,000 

25. Security Guard B-5 7,000 5,208,000 

26. Cook B-05 7,000 672,000 

27. Driver B-04 5,000 8,160,000 

28. Supporting Staff B-04 5,000 4,500,000 

29. Plumber B-04  120,000 

30. Naib Qasid B-3/2/1 5,000 600,000 

31. Chowkidar B-02 5,000 360,000 

32. Cleaner B-2 5,000 720,000 

33. Helper B-2 5,000 480,000 

34. Chowkidar B-1 5,000 480,000 

35. Naib Qasid B-1 5,000 1,800,000 
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36. Mali B-01 5,000 120,000 

37. Sweeper B-01 5,000 480,000 

Total 35,448,000 

Annexure XI 

(Para No. 2.4.5) 

Non-availability of necessary record related to receipt and distribution of 

relief items – Rs. 30.28 million 

S. 

No. 
Date of Issue Name of Item Qty Rate 

Amount 

(Rs.) 

1. 24.10.2020 Tents 06 1715 10,290 

2. 02.01.2021 Quilts 100 2950 295,000 

3. 02/08.01.2021 

Blanket 

300 

(200+100)  - 

4.  Folding Bed   - 

5. 02/08.01.2021 Hygiene Kit 150(100+50) 1298 194,700 

6 02.01.2021 Plastic Mat 100 980 98,000 

7. 02.01.2021 Kitchen Set 50 4995 249,750 

8 02.01.2021 Solar Light 100 1440 144,000 

9. 02/08.01.2021 Gas Cylinders 104 (100+4) 1545 160,680 

10. 02.01.2021 Jerry Can 50 500 25,000 

11. 02.01.2021 Water Cooler 50 1025 51,250 

12. 02/08.01.2021 

Mix Clothes 

700 

(300+400)  - 

13. 23/24.07.2020 

& 08.09.2020 Water Tank 400gln 16 18,845 295,760 

14. 19.11.2020 Pre-Fab Washrooms 03 130,000 390,000 

15. 10.06.2021 Prefab Container 2 950,000 1900,000 

16. 15/23.07/2020 

& 18.05.2021 Disinfectant 200 ltr drum 154 

722.23 

per ltr 22,244,684 

17. 24.10.2020/29.

03.2021 Surgical Mask 

6000(5000+

1000) 550 3300,000 

18. 24.10.2020 Sanitizer 500ml 1500 615 922,500 

19. 29.03.2021 Sanitizer 1ltr 100 696 696,00 

Total 30,282,310 
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Annexure XII 

Para No. 3.4.6 

Lack of action on part of EPA Balochistan against the hospitals causing adverse effects on 

environment in violation of environmental protection Act 2012 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Hospital 

Date of 

Visit 

Finding of Monitoring Reports Action 

Taken 

1. Sahib-e-Zaman, 

Shifa Khana 

Hospital Marri-

abad, Quetta 

06.10.2020 The Team observed that fire extinguishers 

were expired; dust bin’s condition was poor 

and directed to change them all, and 

segregate the bio-medical waste.  

-Nil- 

2. Al-Khidmat 

Hospital, Quetta 

13.10.2020 The waste was mostly not segregated, 

scissor and syringe cutters were available, 

but the staff not culminated drip & syringe, 

staff was not in complete lab dress. The 

management had directed to collect and 

segregate the waste properly and further 

provide to the QMC vehicle, failing which 

strict disciplinary action will be taken 

against your hospital. 

-Nil- 

3. Helper Eye 

Hospital, Quetta 

13.10.2020 The fire extinguishers were expired; dust 

bin’s condition was poor the waste 

supervisors had directed to segregate the 

waste in proper manner and further deliver 

to QMC for burial at incinerator site. 

-Nil- 

4. Rehan Hospital 16.10.2020 The date of fire extinguishers installed in the 

hospital found expired, indoor plants were 

not placed in the hospital. The management 

has directed to place indoor plants and 

culminate the drips and syringes and 

properly segregate the waste, failing which 

-Nil- 
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strict action will be initiated against the 

hospital. 

5. M/S DOW 

Laboratory 

16.10.2020 The team directed to segregate the waste 

properly and further provide it to the QMC 

vehicle for further transportation to the 

incinerator site. 

-Nil- 

6. International 

Pathology Lab 

16.10.2020 The dust bins were not according to our 

suggestion; they had directed to place 

covered dust bins and segregate the waste 

properly and further provide it to the QMC 

vehicle. 

-Nil- 

7. Dr. Manzoor 

Jinnah Hospital / 

Clinic 

19.10.2020 The team observed that Indoor plants were 

not placed nor fire extinguishers found 

available in the clinic, the staff was not 

segregating the waste on the spot. Nor they 

were providing waste to the QMC vehicle.  

-Nil- 

8. Mufti Mehmood 

Hospital, 

Kuchlak 

28.10.2020 The Lab staff present in Laboratory without 

proper dress, colored Dust Bins, Drip 

cutters, Disposable test tubes, fire 

extinguishers and disposable urine 

containers were not available. The Lab staff 

informed that they re-use the containers and 

test tubes again and again without 

sterilization or clearing from autoclave, 

because the hospital management has 

several time requested to provide the test 

tubes and urine containers, but they failed to 

do so. 

-Nil- 

9. Liaqat Clinic, 

Kuchlak 

28.10.2020 The staff was un-trained regarding Bio-

medical waste and directed to cut/ culminate 

the drips and syringes as and when used, 

because they were not in practice to do so. 

-Nil- 
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The team directed to collect and segregate 

the waste properly and provide it to the 

QMC vehicle for further delivery to the 

incinerator site, because they were dumping 

the waste beside Railway track, which was 

exploring infection in surrounding area of 

Kuchlak. 

10. Saleem Medical 

Hospital 

09.11.2020 The date of fire extinguishers installed in the 

hospital found expired, indoor plants were 

not placed in the hospital; overall cleanliness 

was normal, the management has directed to 

place indoor plants and culminate the drips 

and syringes and properly segregate the 

hazardous waste and provide it to the QMC, 

failing which strict action will be initiated 

against the hospital. 

-Nil- 

11. M/s AASA 

Laboratory 

9.11.2020 The team directed to collect and segregate 

the waste properly and provide it to the 

QMC vehicle for further delivery to the 

incinerator site. 

-Nil- 

12. Doctor’s 

Diagnostic 

Laboratory 

9.11.2020 The waste was not segregated, syringes were 

not culminated, staff of the lab had advised 

to properly wear Lab dress, collect and 

segregate the waste for further provision to 

QMC vehicle. 

-Nil- 

13. Heart & General 

Hospital 

3.11.2020 Fire extinguishers not found available in the 

hospital, the staff was not segregating the 

waste on the spot. They were not providing 

waste to the QMC vehicle. 

-Nil- 

14. Al-Hamd 

Laboratory 

3.11.2020 The staff working in Lab found without 

safety measures not weared uniform, gloves, 

caps nor apron during the practice. It has 

-Nil- 
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been observed that the waste was not 

segregated nor placed dust bins according to 

the bio-medical waste rules, because of 

which the waste was mixed.  

15. Haji Sangeen 

Khan Hospital 

28.9.2020 The date of fire extinguishers installed in the 

hospital was found expired, indoor plants 

were not placed in the hospital. The 

management has directed to place indoor 

plants and proper cutting of drips, syringes 

and segregation of hazardous waste. 

-Nil- 

16. Abdul Khaliq 

Hospital 

28.9.2020 The drips and syringes found without 

culminating, hospital waste was not 

segregated, nor provided to QMC or Pak 

Glorious Firm, cleanliness of the hospital 

was very poor, moping was nil and only one 

washroom/ toilet was dirty and useless. 

Plastic shoppers were thrown here and there 

in vicinity of hospital. 

-Nil- 

 

 

 

DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (CLIMATE CHANGE & 

ENVIRONMENT) 

Chapter-1 

Punjab Emergency Service (Rescue 1122) 

2.5  Introduction of the Department 

A. The Punjab Emergency Service (Rescue 1122) was established under the Punjab 

Emergency Service Act, 2006 for professional management of emergencies such as road traffic 

accidents, building collapses, hazardous material incidents, fires and disasters. The mission of 

the department is ‘Development of Safer Communities through establishment of an effective 

system for Emergency Preparedness, Response and Prevention’ and the objective is 

‘Establishment of an emergency service for the purpose of maintaining a state of preparedness 
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to deal with emergencies, to provide timely response, rescue and emergency medical treatment 

to the persons affected by emergencies and recommending measures to be taken by related 

organizations to avoid emergencies. 

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts of the audited formations of Rescue 1122 

(Variance Analysis) 

            (Rs. in million) 

F. Y Budget Expenditure Unspent Balance 

2020-21 2,514.067 2,349.335 164.732 

C. Sectoral Analysis 

 The detail of the total budget allocation and expenditure of Rescue 1122 Punjab for FY 2020-

21 and 2019-20 is tabulated below: 

                      (Rs. in million) 

Financial Year Budget Expenditure Unspent Balance 

2020-21 8,110.301 7,770.543 339.76 

2019-20 7,681.769  7,368.269  313.50 

Percentage (%) increase in 

budget & expenditure 
5.58 5.46 - 

 The trend analysis of budget reflects an increase of 5.58% in budget allocation as compared to 

previous year. The main reason of increase in budget allocations is expansion of rescue services in wider 

geographic span through penetration at tehsil levels. The following chart portrays the increase in budget 

and expenditure:  

        

The Punjab Emergency Service (Rescue 1122) is the leading emergency humanitarian service 

in Punjab with infrastructure in all 36 districts of Punjab. The organization is also providing technical 
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assistance to other provinces. The Punjab Emergency Service Act was promulgated in 2006 to provide 

legal cover to the Emergency Services Reforms initiated in 2004 from Lahore. Establishment of 

Rescue 1122 Service was necessitated after failure of repeated attempts to revitalize and modernize 

the old organizations mandated for emergency management. Now as a result of the performance of 

Rescue 1122 during emergencies and disasters in recent years, it has also been notified as the Disaster 

Response Force by the Provincial Disaster Management Authority (PDMA) & Government of the 

Punjab. The major services provided by Punjab Emergency Service Rescue 1122 include Ambulance 

Service, Rescue Service, Fire Service, Community Safety, Fire Safety & Prevention, Road Safety, 

Community Emergency Response Teams (CERTs), Safety Education and Emergency Training of 

Citizens. 

During July 2020 to June 2021, 1.1 million emergency calls were attended by Rescue 1122 as 

detailed below: 

Description No. of Calls 

Road Traffic Accidents 337,585 

Medical 591,877 

Fire 20,120 

Building Collapse 822 

Crime Incidents 32,259 

Drowning 1,502 

Explosions 156 

Falls 25,270 

Miscellaneous  90,124 

Total  1,099,715 

Emergency calls in terms of percentage are as under: 
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 Section (7)(d)(f) of Punjab Emergency Services Act 2006 provides that Punjab Emergency 

Council shall review and analyze statistics relating to all emergency incidents, accident and disaster and 

the actions which have been taken by the service and make recommendations to the Government for 

the prevention and mitigation of hazards endangering public safety. Further as per section (5)(j), the 

Rescue Service shall collect, compile, maintain and analyze emergency response data and statistics 

relating to emergencies and to use it for research and prevention of such emergencies. It was noted that 

1.1 million emergency calls (being 5% of total dialed calls to Rescue 1122) from July 2020 to June 

2021 were made. The analysis of the data was not made by the organization for research and prevention 

of such emergencies in future, resulting in non-formulation of recommendations to the Government.  

 As per the Punjab Emergency Service Act, 2006 the Council of the Rescue-1122 Punjab shall 

meet at least once within three (03) months to lay down the policies and issue directions for efficient, 

effective and expeditious actions in dealing with emergencies etc. However, since promulgation of the 

Act, the Council held only six (6) meetings which are far below the required minimum fifty-eight (58) 

meetings. 

Table-I  Audit Profile of Punjab Emergency Service (Rescue 1122) 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No 
Description 

Total 

Nos 

Audited 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21 

1. Formations/sub-

offices 

53 (1122 HQ 

and 

district/tehsil 

offices) 

2 (including the main 

entities where major 

expenditure was 

incurred) 

2,349.335 

2. Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 

--- ---  

3. Authorities/ 

Autonomous Bodies/ 

companies etc. under 

the PAO 

--- ---  

4. Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 

----- ---  

2.6 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

 Audit observations amounting to Rs. 93.295 million were raised in this report during the 

current audit of Rescue 1122 Punjab. Recoveries amounting to Rs. 5.535 million have been pointed out 

in the audit observations. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Table-II Overview of Audit Observations 
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          (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No 
Classification Amount 

1. 
Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

misappropriation 
--- 

2. Irregularities 93.295 

A HR/Employees related/internal controls irregularities 32.058 

B Procurement related irregularities 61.237 

C Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks --- 

3. Value for money and service delivery issues --- 

4. Others --- 

2.7  Brief Comments on the Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

 This Directorate General conducted the audit of Rescue 1122 since 2016-17 and no report / 

Para has so far been discussed in the PAC, therefore no directives were issued.   
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2.8  AUDIT FINDINGS 

Irregularities- HR/Internal Controls 

2.8.1 Irregular procurement of miscellaneous items on cash basis - Rs. 23.589 

million. 

Rule 4.15 (b) of Treasury Rules Punjab provides that in the absence of a specific request to the 

contrary from the payee, cheques drawn in favour of corporate or local bodies, firms, private persons 

or officers (in respect of their personal claims) shall always be crossed. 

Para 4.3.1.1 of Accounting Policies and Procedures Manual (APPM) provides that all 

expenditures apart from inter-government transfers, certain salaries & pension payments, GP Fund 

payments and those met from imprest account will be paid through cheque. 

Emergency Service Academy Punjab incurred an expenditure of Rs. 23.589 million during the 

financial years 2017-2021 under the head “Cost of other stores” and “Others” as detailed below: 

           (Rs. in million) 

S. 

No 
Head of account 

Amount 

 

1. Cost of other stores 14.659 

2. Others 8.930 

Total 23.589 

Audit observed that procurement was made from various vendors and payments were made on 

cash basis instead of payment through cross cheques. The detail is at Annexure-II. 

 Audit is of the view that cash payment to suppliers instead of crossed cheques was violation of 

rules and thus irregular. 

 Audit observations were issued on 01.09.2021. The management replied that the amount 

pertains to payments of miscellaneous store items made in favour of different vendors / suppliers during 

last 4 financial years starting from July, 2017 to 30th June, 2021. Moreover, all the claims during the 

said financial years under the head cost of other stores were submitted for pre-audit to the office of A.G 

Punjab. The AG office had issued mostly crossed cheques directly in the name of vendors and some 

cheques were issued with the stamp “not negotiable” in favor of DDO. However, in pursuance of 

direction issued by the office of AG Punjab, the matter regarding opening of vendor numbers has been 

taken with the said office and all the payments are now being made from last 2 years directly to the 

relevant vendors through AG Punjab. 

 The reply is not tenable as audit highlighted the payments which were made in cash instead of 

cross cheques. 
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 The DAC meeting was held on 30.11.2021. The Department explained that amount of 

Rs.23.589 million is clubbed and pertains to 04 years expenditure under different object heads. DAC 

directed that the present practice should be stopped forthwith and expenditure be regularized from 

Finance Department.  

 Audit recommends that the matter should be taken up with Finance Department for 

regularization. 

(Para No. 2, 5 -Rescue Academy) 

2.8.2 Non deposit of General Sale Tax in govt treasury - Rs. 2.987 million 

As per S.R.O. No. 660(I)/2007 dated 30th June, 2007, ‘in accordance with Sales Tax Act 1990 

amended from time to time under clause (2) a withholding agent shall deduct an amount equal to one 

fifth of the total sales tax shown in the sales tax invoice issued by a registered person and make payment 

of the balance amount to him. 

Emergency Service Academy 1122 made purchases of miscellaneous items amounting to Rs. 

22.105 million on cash basis from different suppliers during the financial years 2017-21. The suppliers 

provided the bills with 17% GST and Accountant General office made deduction of 1/5th of the sale tax 

and 4/5th amount was released to suppliers.  

It was observed that suppliers did not submit the GST deposit certificates confirming that the 

remaining GST was deposited to FBR. Details are given at Annexure -III. 

Audit is of the view that 4/5th GST released to suppliers on cash payments was not credited into 

government accounts by the concerned suppliers as they have not provided the proof of deposit of tax 

to FBR. 

Audit observation was issued on 01.09.2021. The management replied that the GST has been 

credited into Government accounts by the concerned vendors through monthly sales tax returns. In 

accordance with the Sales Tax Special Procedure (Withholding) Rules, 2007, withholding agent is 

responsible only to withhold 1/5th of total sales tax amount at the time of payment against taxable 

supplies. 

Reply is not satisfactory as the procurement was made on quotation basis and payment to 

vendors was made in cash instead of cross cheques which may result in non-deposit of taxes by the 

vendors. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 30.112021 directed to verify 4/5th sales tax returns filed by the 

vendors against relevant sales tax invoices.  

The relevant record was not provided to audit till finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends recovery of Rs. 2.987 million as Sales Tax from the suppliers for depositing 

into the government treasury.  

(Para#10 - Rescue Academy Punjab) 

2.8.3 Misclassification of expenditure - Rs. 2.934 million 

Para 7.2 of Punjab General Financial Rules provides that sanction to the expenditure of money 

becomes operative only when funds have been appropriated to meet such expenditure, and does not 

become operative until they have been so appropriated. There are, thus two elements necessary before 

public-money can be spent on any object or work:  
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I. There must be an act of sanction of an authority competent to sanction.  

II. There must be an act of appropriation of funds for the purpose by an authority 

competent to appropriate 

Emergency Service Academy expended an amount of Rs. 2.934 million on procurement of 

furniture, hardware and plant & machinery during the financial years 2017-21.  

It was observed that all these procurements were charged to the budget head ‘others’ instead of 

charging them to their relevant heads of accounts as provided in budget allocation / NAM. Details are 

at Annexure -IV. 

Audit is of the view that due to misclassification the expenditure was irregular. 

 Audit observation was issued on 01.09.2021. The management replied that miscellaneous 

consumable items pointed out by audit were purchased after obtaining actual demand along with proper 

justifications from different wings of the Academy and accordingly charged to the relevant head i.e. 

Others as the budget under the said head was available to meet the expenditure.  
  

The DAC in its meeting held on 30.112021 decided to refer the matter to Finance Department 

for regularization. 

Audit recommends implementing the DAC decision. Besides, internal controls should be 

strengthened to avoid recurrence of similar nature irregularities in future. 

(Para#11 - Rescue Academy Punjab) 

2.8.4 Non-deduction of taxes - Rs. 1.451 million 

As per Sales Tax Act 1990, a registered person making a taxable supply shall issue a serially 

numbered tax invoice at the time of supply of goods containing (a) name, address and registration 

number of the supplier. 

Rescue 1122 (HQ) incurred an expenditure amounting to Rs 10.084 million on purchase of 

different items during the FY 2020-21.  

During audit of Rescue 1122 (HQ), it was observed that GST amounting to Rs. 1.451 million 

was not deducted as the suppliers had not provided the GST invoices and the claim of GST by the 

suppliers on the bills was not valid. Details are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr# Supplier Particulars Cheque# Date 
Gross 

amount 

GST 

amount 

1. M/s Usman Ent Medicine 3818176 06.11.2020 1.677 0.244 

2. M/s SBG Ent Other cost 4000959 04.05.2021 1.074 0.156 

3. M/s COS Traders Do 3925505 15.04.2021 2.373 0.345 
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4. Pakistan Rubber 

& Tyre Co. 

Repair of 

vehicles 

3777059 05.09.2020 0.082 0.012 

5. Do Do 3797599 12.10.2020 0.164 0.024 

6. Do Do 3852489 04.02.2021 0.850 0.124 

7. Do Do 3852489 08.02.2021 0.850 0.124 

8. Do Do 3906010 05.03.2021 0.094 0.014 

9. Do Do 3925508 14.04.2021 0.172 0.025 

10. Do Do 3925435 15.04.2021 0.172 0.025 

11. Do Do 3927821 06.05.2021 0.211 0.031 

12. Do Do 3999435 27.05.2021 0.086 0.013 

13. M/s TPL tracker 

Ltd 

El. 

communication 

(PST 16%) 

3797596 12.10.2020 2.279 0.314 

Total 10.084 1.451 

Audit is of the view that payment of GST to suppliers who had not provided GST invoices 

stands irregular and loss to government revenues. 

Audit observation was issued on 23.08.2021. The management replied that in case of Sr. No. 1 

to 3, GST invoices had been provided by suppliers, whereas, in case of 4 to 12, suppliers had supplied 

imported tyres and paid taxes at import stage and produced import documents. In case of Sr. No. 13, 

PST of 16% was not deducted because as per Punjab Sales Tax (withholding) Rules 2015, 

Telecommunication Company, being in the active taxpayer list is not liable for deduction of tax by 

withholding agent. 

The reply of the department was not satisfactory as in case of Sr. No 1 to 3 GST number on the 

invoices provided by suppliers were not available and invoices were also not serially numbered. In case 

of M/s Pakistan Rubber & Tyre Company, import documents were not attached with reply. In case of 

Sr. No. 13, the proof of supplier being active taxpayer of Punjab Revenue Authority was also not 

attached. 

 The DAC meeting was held on 30th November, 2021. The Department explained that firms 

have submitted sales tax invoices with proper numbers and dates along with value of 17% Sales Tax. 

The Department withheld 1/5th of Sales Tax from the claims. The DAC directed to verify the record 

within two weeks. 
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The relevant record was not provided to audit till finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends that Rs. 1.451 million Sales Tax should be recovered from suppliers and 

deposited into government treasury. 

(Para#6 - Rescue-1122 (HQ))  

Irregularities- Procurement 

2.8.5 Non-preparation of bid evaluation report in respect of procurement of 

medicines - Rs. 22.41 million 

According to rule 37 of Punjab Public Procurement Rules 2014, a procuring agency shall 

announce the results of bid evaluation in the form of a report giving justification for acceptance or 

rejection of bids at least ten days prior to the award of procurement contract. 

Rescue 1122 (HQ) Punjab incurred an expenditure of Rs. 22.41 million during the FY 2020-

21on purchase of medicines as detailed below: 

        (Rs. in million) 

Sr# Particulars Supplier 

Amount 

 

1. Surgical bandages 6.5cm x 6 cm M/s Cotton Craft Pvt Ltd 3.88 

2. Surgical bandages 10cm x 6 cm Do 5.547 

3. Elastocraft 7.5cm x 4.5 cm Do 4.7 

4. Elastocraft 7.5cm x 4.5 cm Do 2.68 

5. Unisol-RL Lactated Ringer Solution Unisa Pharmaceutical  0.713 

6. Unisol NS Normal Saline Do 0.660 

7. Glucose Test Strips with compatible 

glucometers etc. 

M/s Roche Pakistan Ltd 4.230 

Total 22.41 

Audit observed that bid evaluation report was not prepared while making the procurement. 

Moreover, the non-successful bidders were also not informed about the technical and financial results. 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of bid evaluation report the bidding process was doubtful 

leading to mis-procurement.  
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Audit observation was issued on 23.08.2021. The management replied that procurement of 

medical and surgical items was made by the Health Department government of Punjab on the request 

of ERS. 

Reply of the department was not satisfactory as bid evaluation report was not prepared in 

violation of rules. 

In the DAC meeting held on 30.11.2021, the Department explained that all record pertaining to 

procurement of medicines is available. The DAC directed to provide the relevant record for verification. 

The relevant record was not provided to audit till finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends that the matter should be referred to health department for conducting an 

independent inquiry and outcome be shared with audit.  

(Para#21 - Rescue-1122 (HQ)) 

2.8.6 Irregular expenditure on repair of vehicles - Rs. 17.222 million 

As per rule 17 of Punjab Emergency Service Financial Rules 2007, the Service shall advertise, 

pre-qualify and shortlist a workshop for emergency repair of a category of equipment or vehicles in a 

district for ensuring timely repair and availability of an emergency vehicle and equipment for quick 

management of an emergency and a short-listed workshop shall enter into a rate contract with the service 

for a period of 2 years extendable for another year provided the quality of work is satisfactory. 

Rescue 1122 HQ and Emergency Service Academy Lahore incurred an expenditure amounting 

to Rs. 17.222 million on repair of vehicles. Details of expenditure is as under:                 

        (Rs. in million)                                                              

S. 

No 

Office 
No of 

vehicles 

Financial 

Year 
Amount 

1. Emergency Service Academy 35 2017-21 11.463 

2. Rescue 1122 HQ 32 2020-21 5.759 

Total 17.222 

It was observed that the repair work was carried out from prequalified workshops without 

entering into rate contracts as required under rules. 

Audit holds that non-execution of rate contracts with the workshops was a clear violation of 

rules.  

Audit observations were issued on 23.08.2021 and 01.09.2021. The management replied that 

workshops opined that exchange rates had direct impact on prices of auto mobile parts. Owing to high 

fluctuation in exchange rates, it was not feasible for them to enter into rate contracts. 

Reply of the department was not satisfactory. As per Punjab Emergency Service Financial 

Rules 2007, rate contracts with pre-qualified workshops were required to be made. 
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The DAC meeting was held on 30.11.2021. The management informed that the public money 

was saved for not going to undertake rate running contracts.  DAC directed that analysis report of the 

rates be prepared by R&M Wing of the department showing savings due to non-conducting of rate 

contracts with prequalified firms. DAC further directed to get the relevant rule / clause of Punjab 

Emergency Service Financial Rules 2007 regarding rate running contract be amended from the 

competent forum.  

The relevant record was not provided to audit till finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends that relevant record as agreed in the DAC meeting should be provided.  

(Para# 1, 9 - Rescue HQ, Academy) 

2.8.7 Mis-procurement under the head ‘cost of other stores’ - Rs. 10.866 million 

As per rule (9) of Punjab Procurement Rules 2014, a procuring agency shall       announce in 

an appropriate manner all proposed procurements for each financial year and shall proceed accordingly 

without any splitting or regrouping of the procurements so planned.  

Further, Rule (12) provides that a procuring agency shall advertise procurement of more than 

0.1 million rupees and up to the limit of 2 million rupees on the website of the Authority in the manner 

and format specified by regulations but if deemed in public interest, the procuring agency may also 

advertise the procurement in at least one national daily newspaper. 

Emergency Service Academy 1122 Punjab incurred an expenditure of  

Rs. 10.866 million during the financial years 2017-2021 on purchases under the head “cost of other 

stores” and “other Misc.” from different suppliers. Detail is at Annexure-V. 

It was observed that the purchases were made by splitting of expenditure and without tendering 

process by avoiding competitive rates in violation of rules. 

Audit holds that procurement in piecemeal by way of splitting was in violation of procurement 

rules and thus irregular. 

Audit observation was issued on 01.09.2021. The management replied that in order to avoid 

excess purchase of consumable store items, the purchases were made after completing all codal 

formalities as per actual requirements of the different wings of the Academy. The purchases were made 

on quotation basis under one lac rupees.  

The reply was not satisfactory as the procurements were made in piecemeal by way of splitting 

the expenditure to avoid tendering process. The procurements were not made at competitive rates, rather 

through quotations. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 30.11.2021 directed to provide items wise breakup of amounts 

of annual procurements and verify the record within two weeks. 

The relevant record was not provided to audit till finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends that violation of PPR 2014 should be inquired to fix responsibility on the 

person (s) at fault. 

(Para#7- Rescue Academy Punjab) 
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2.8.8 Mis-procurement on account of ‘printing and publication’ – Rs. 5.709 

million 

According to rule 12(2) of Punjab Public Procurement Rules 2014, any procurement 

exceeding two million rupees shall be advertised on the website of the Authority, the website of the 

procuring agency, if any, and in at least two national daily newspapers of wide circulation, one in 

English and one in Urdu. 

 Rescue-1122 (HQ) Punjab incurred an expenditure amounting to Rs. 5.709 million on account 

of printing and publication during the F.Y 2020-21. 

It was observed that the department had requested the Government Printing Press, Lahore for 

printing work. The Printing Press recommended below mentioned private vendors along with rates (by 

stating wrong clauses of Punjab Procurement Rules 2014 which deals with emergency procurements) 

to get the printing work done. The Rescue 1122 accordingly issued work orders to the specified vendors 

and an amount of Rs. 5.709 million was paid. Details are as below:  

       (Rs. in million) 

Sr # Vender Name Cheque No Cheque Date Total Cost  

1. Noor-e-Ahad Pakages 3843218 18.12.2020 4.478 

2. Zanders Printers 3851198 27.01.2021 0.650 

3. Noor-e-Ahad Pakages 3894849 17.02.2021 0.581 

Total 5.709   

 It was further observed that GST amounting to Rs. 735,131 & Rs. 94,444 were included in the 

bills of M/s Noor-e-Ahad Packages & M/s Zanders Printers respectively but GST invoices were not 

available. Hence, suppliers claim on account of GST was un-authentic.  

 Audit holds that recommendation of Printing Press Punjab to get printing work from private 

printers along with rates was against the rules as the recommendation letter of Printing Press Punjab 

has narrated the clauses of PPRA rules 2014 which do not apply to the instant case. Further it was not 

the jurisdiction of Printing Press Punjab to recommend private printers without having any authority. 

Upon refusal of Government printing press, the department was required to proceed for printing work 

as per Punjab Public Procurement Rules instead of issuing work order to the suppliers recommended 

by Printing Press. The printing and publication work was carried out in violation of rules and thus 

irregular.  

Audit observation was issued on 23.08.2021. The management replied that printing work was 

done from private firms as the same were recommended by Government Printing Press, Lahore on 

provided rates. Further the vendors had provided the GST invoices and 1/5th GST was deducted. 

 The reply of the department was not satisfactory as the Government Printing Press, Lahore 

recommended private printing firms along with rates without any authority. PPRA rules did not allow 

such type of procurement process. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 30.11.2021 directed that management would request to Punjab 

Printing Press for printing articles and in case of inability of Printing Press they shall issue NOC and 

Department would process the printing work through open tender advertisement. The present practice 
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should stop forthwith and the expenditure in the instant case be regularized from Finance Department.

  

Audit recommends that matter should be referred to Finance department for regularization 

besides stoppage of such practice hence forth.  

(Para#12 of Rescue-1122 (HQ))  

2.8.9 Un-economical procurement of medicines - Rs. 5.03 million 

As per Rule (4) of the Punjab Procurement Rules 2014, a procuring agency, while making any 

procurement, shall ensure that the procurement is made in a fair and transparent manner, the object of 

procurement brings value for money to the procuring agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical. 

Rescue 1122 (HQ) incurred an expenditure amounting to Rs. 14.140 million during the FY 

2020-21 on purchase of medicines (through Health Department).  

It was observed that the purchases were made from M/s Cotton Craft Pvt. Ltd. on higher rates 

than the cost estimates obtained through market survey. Details are as under: 
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(Rs. in million) 

Sr# Particulars Qty Cheque No 
Rate as 

per tender 

Rate as 

per 

market 

survey 

Excess 

rate 

Excess 

amount 

1. Cotton bandage 

dozen pack 10cm 

x 6 cm 

86674 4048226 dt 

22.06.21 

64 42 22 1.907 

2. Cotton bandage 

dozen pack 7.5cm 

x 4.5 cm 

46292 4049478 dt 

25.06.21 

101.8 65 36.8 1.704 

3. Cotton bandage 

dozen pack 6.5cm 

x 6 cm 

94633 4049478 dt 

25.06.21 

41 26 15 1.419 

Total 5.030 

Audit is of the view that bidding process was not prudent and economical as the procurement 

was made on higher rates than the rates determined through market survey for cost estimates which 

resulted in excess expenditure to the tune of Rs. 5.03 million. 

Audit observation was issued on 23.08.2021. The management replied that the demand for 

medicine was initiated based on the estimated cost of previous year’s purchase prices. The market price 

of product fluctuated time to time and the realistic current market price was sought by the Health 

Department at the time of initiation of procurement procedure.  

The reply of the department was not satisfactory as procurement of medicines was made on 

higher rates than the rates ascertained through market survey.  

 The DAC in its meeting held on 30.11.2021 directed to provide relevant record of medicines 

procured through Primary and Secondary Health Department within two weeks. 

The relevant record was not provided to audit till finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends that matter be probed to ascertain the factual position and outcome 

be shared with audit authorities. 

(Para#4 - Rescue-1122 (HQ)) 

2.8.10 Over payment to the vendor on account of procurement of medicines                              

- Rs. 1.097 million 

As per Rule (4) of Punjab Procurement Rules 2014, a procuring agency, while making any 

procurement, shall ensure that the procurement is made in a fair and transparent manner, the object of 

procurement brings value for money to the procuring agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical. 

Rescue 1122 (HQ) incurred an expenditure amounting to Rs. 24.425 million during the FY 

2020-21 on purchase of medicines (Latex gloves) from M/s Endoaid Biomedica. 

It was observed that the supplier had quoted two different rates, one inclusive of GST and one 

without GST. The higher rate which was inclusive of GST was considered for evaluation of bid. The 
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supplier submitted bill at agreed rate which was inclusive of tax, however, the supplier produced FBR 

notification regarding exemption of GST on latex gloves. Resultantly, the department did not deduct 

GST from the payment. The supplier’s bill was inclusive of GST amount and non-deduction thereof 

resulted in excess payment as detailed below: 

   (Rs. in million) 

Sr 

No. 
Particulars Qty Cheque No 

Rate 

quoted 

with tax 

Rate 

quoted 

without 

tax 

Excess 

rate 
Amount 

Excess 

amount 

1. Medicines 

(Latex Gloves) 

11000 4059188 dt 

28.06.21 

1425 1361 64 15.675 0.704 

2. Do 3000 

 

4046069 dt 

16.06.21 

1425 1361 64 4.275 

 

 

0.192 

3. Do 3140 4058278 dt 

2506.21 

1425 1361 64 4.475 0.201 

Total 24.425 1.097 

Audit holds that payment was required to be made net of taxes. Non deduction of taxes resulted 

in excess payment to the supplier. 

Audit observation was issued on 23.08.2021. The management replied that GST on said supply 

was exempted by FBR vide letter dated 25.11.2020 and same was not included in invoice/quotation. 

The reply of the department was not satisfactory as payment was made at the rate of Rs. 1,425 

per glove which was inclusive of GST, while rate of Rs. 1,361 was quoted without GST.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 30.11.2021 directed to verify the record of deposit of GST 

withheld at source from the total claim of the vendor at the time of payment within two weeks  

The relevant record was not provided to audit till finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends that excess payment should be recovered from the supplier and deposited 

into government treasury. 

(Para#8 - Rescue-1122 (HQ))  

Others - Service Delivery issues 

2.8.11 Non-holding of Rescue 1122 Council meetings as per Punjab Emergency 

Services Act, 2006 

As per Punjab Emergency Rescue Service Act, 2006 notified on 19th June, 2006, clause (6), 

there shall be Council of the Rescue 1122 Punjab headed by Chairman (Chief Minister of Punjab) and 

the Council shall meet at least once within three (03) months to lay down the policy and issue directions 

for efficient, effective and expeditious actions in dealing with emergencies etc. 
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During audit of Rescue 1122 (HQ) Punjab, for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that since 

promulgation of the Act, the Council held only six (6) meetings which were far below the required 

minimum fifty-eight (58) meetings to be held. The last meeting of the Council was held on 26.10.2020.  

It was also observed that the decisions taken in previous six meetings were not implemented by 

the department. Details of some of the decisions taken and their non-compliance is attached at 

Annexure-VI. 

Audit is of the view that non-holding of Council meetings was violation of the Act resulting 

into lack of strategic direction for the organization.  

Audit observation was issued on 23.08.2021.  The management replied that efforts were made 

for holding of Council meetings from time to time and last 6th meeting was held on 26.10.2020. 

The reply of the department was not satisfactory as the meetings of council were not held as per 

provisions of the Act. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 30.11.2021 directed to convene the Council meeting. 

Audit recommends that the meetings of the Council of the Rescue 1122 Punjab should be held as 

required under the Act to ensure laying of policy directives and issuance of directions for efficient, 

effective and expeditious actions in dealing with emergencies in the province. 

(Para#7 - Rescue-1122 (HQ))  

2.8.12 Unjustified recruitment on 538 posts by Rescue 1122 (HQ) 

As per ESTACODE Punjab, 2019 (letter No. SOR.I-9-5/74 dated 8th April 1974), it was 

directed that some administrative departments have advertised the posts or placed requisitions with the 

Punjab Public Service Commission for the posts which are not covered by any of the existing 

Service/Recruitment Rules and have specified the qualifications by themselves. This has resulted in 

anomalies. As already explained, a proposal for framing of Service/Recruitment rules or an amendment 

in any of the existing rules, is still a proposal unless it has gone through the entire process and has been 

formally promulgated by the orders of the Chief Minister. Normally, therefore, no post which is not 

covered by any of the Service/Recruitment Rules should be advertised nor a request in respect of such 

a post be placed with the Punjab Public Service Commission.  

Rescue 1122 (HQ) made recruitment on 538 posts (from BS-01 to BS-11) for expansion of Rescue 

1122 in Punjab during the FY 2020-21.  Detail of recruitment is as under: 
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Sr. 

No. 
District/Tehsil Post 

Candidates 

qualified for 

interview 

Candidates 

selected 

Candidates 

not selected 

1. D.G Khan EMT 61 28 33 

2. Do CTWO 4 3 1 

3. Do MT 3 2 1 

4. Do Driver  33 14 19 

5. Do Sweeper 4 2 2 

6. 32 

Tehsils/Districts 

EMT 142 95 47 

7. Do Driver 559 394 165 

Total 806 538 268 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Punjab Emergency Service was established in 2006, however, till audit date 

recruitment rules were not framed but recruitment was made on various posts from 

time to time. Moreover, selection criteria were defined by Rescue-1122 at its own 

end without taking approval from the relevant forum as per Rules of Business, 

Punjab. 

ii. The interview marks were decisive for selection by a 5 members interview 

committee, however, there was no evidence of awarding of interview marks by the 

committee members in respect of each candidate. In case of selected candidates all 

member had given 3 or more marks and in case of failed candidates all members 

had given 1 mark as depicted in candidate selection sheet.   

iii. The original record of 538 selected candidate’s i.e. written test paper results and 

other test results was not available with Rescue 1122 Punjab. 

iv. In case of recruitment for D.G Khan, advertisement was made with the indication 

that preference would be given to candidates having domicile of D.G Khan. 

However, as per record, candidates having D.G Khan domicile were considered 

only and therefore seeking applications from candidates of other districts was of no 

use as they were not short listed. Other districts candidates had submitted 

applications numbering 3346 and application fee was Rs. 490 thus an amount of Rs. 

1.64 million was collected from candidates which was not fair. 

v. As per advertisement 5% and 15% quota was reserved for minority and female 

candidates, however, same was not observed and no post was filled against these 

quotas. 
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Audit is of the view that advertisement of posts without recruitment rules was irregular, besides 

allocation of interview marks without logic as in case of selected candidate all members of interview 

committee unanimously agreed and vice versa and non-availability of audit trail of minutes of interview 

meetings for respective members who have attended the meeting made the process doubtful. 

Audit observation was issued on 23.08.2021. The management replied that recruitment was 

made as per recruitment policy approved by HRMC constituted as per 1st Council meeting decision. In 

case of Sr. No. 1, each member of selection/recruitment committee gave 1 mark up to maximum of 4 

or 5 marks for characteristics i.e., appearance, communication skills, physique, clarity of speech and 

manners. In case of Sr. No.2, the record is kept with PTS as per MOU. In case of Sr. No. 3, local 

residents were given preference as same was provided in advertisement. In case of Sr. No. 4, quota was 

conveyed to selection/ recruitment committee and appropriate candidates were selected. 

The reply of the department was not satisfactory as the department failed to frame the 

recruitment rules since its inception i.e. 2006 and recruitments were made without framing rules. Reply 

regarding logic of unanimous decision of selection and rejection of candidates by selection / recruitment 

committee without having documentary trail of committee members awarded marks and non-

shortlisting of other districts candidates in case of recruitment of staff for D.G Khan was not plausible. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 30.11.2021 directed to verify the record of recruitment process 

pointed out by Audit within two weeks. 

The relevant record was not provided to audit till finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends that matter should be inquired to fix the responsibility on the persons at 

fault for making recruitment without having approved recruitment rules besides other issues as pointed 

out in the audit para. 

(Para#10 - Rescue-1122 (HQ))  

2.8.13 Non-conducting of research and non-taking of measures for prevention of 

emergencies by Rescue 1122 (HQ) 

As per Punjab Emergency Services Act 2006, clause (7)(d)(f), Punjab Emergency Council shall 

review and analyze statistics relating to all emergency incidents, accidents and disasters and the actions 

which have taken by the service and make recommendations to the Government for the prevention and 

mitigation of hazards endangering public safety. 

As per Punjab Emergency Services Act 2006 clause (5)(j), the Rescue Service shall collect, 

compile, maintain and analyze emergency response data and statistics relating to emergencies and to 

use it for research and prevention of such emergencies.  

During audit of Rescue 1122 (HQ) Punjab, for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that total 1.1 

million emergency calls being 5% of total dialed calls to Rescue 1122 from July 2020 to June 2021 

were made. Analysis of this call data was not made for research and prevention of such emergencies in 

future resulting in non-formulation of recommendations to the Government.  

It was also observed that during financial year 2020.21, the Finance Department, Punjab had 

provided an allocation of Rs 8.459 billion for Rescue-1122 Punjab. The emergency calls attended were 

1.01 million and budget cost per emergency call comes to Rs. 7,275. Details are as under: 

Road Traffic Accidents 337,585  
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Medical 591,877  

Fire 20,120  

Building Collapse 822  

Crime Incidents 32,259  

Drowning 1,502  

Explosions 156  

Miscellaneous  90,124  

Falls 25,270  

Total Emergency attended 1,099,715  

Audit is of the view that emergency data should have been analyzed by conducting research on 

this data for prevention of such emergencies in future and making recommendations to take mitigation 

measures for prevention of emergencies and hazards. The research was also important for enhancement 

of skills of human resource and capacity of Rescue Service for efficient and effective utilization of 

resources. 

Audit observation was issued on 23.08.2021. The management replied that various training 

programs of volunteers and students are in execution. In addition, seminars etc. were also arranged 

besides celebrations on special occasional days for awareness of the public. 

The reply of the department was not satisfactory as measures provided in Emergency Rescue 

Service Act for research, analysis, review and recommendations on the basis of compiled emergency 

data were not taken up.  

 The DAC in its meeting held on 30.11.2021 directed to provide research reports as pointed 

out by Audit. 

The relevant record was not provided to audit till finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends that Punjab Emergency Services (Rescue 1122) should review and analyze 

statistics relating to all emergency incidents, accidents and disasters and the actions which have taken 

by the service and make recommendations to the Government for the prevention and mitigation of 

hazards endangering public safety. 

(Para#11 - Rescue-1122 (HQ)) 
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Chapter-2 

Provincial Disaster Management Authority (PDMA) Punjab & 

District Disaster Management Authorities (DDMAs) 

2.1 Introduction of the Department 

A. An Act No. XXIV of 2010 called National Disaster Management Act was promulgated for 

establishment of National Disaster Management Authority by the Parliament.  In compliance of Serial 

No.15 of the Act, Provincial government of Punjab established Provincial Disaster Management 

Authority to deal with natural disasters and calamites occurring in Punjab and to make a plan annually 

to take measures for prevention and mitigation of natural disasters. For the purpose of relief measures 

and expenditure, a fund was created called Provincial Disaster Management Fund (PDMF). The 

Provincial Government make provisions for the said fund in their annual budgets for carrying out the 

activities and programs set out in its disaster management plans. PDMA has established District Disaster 

Management Authority in each district of Punjab headed by Deputy Commissioner, who is provided 

with funds and relief goods. 

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts of audited formations (Variance Analysis) 

   (Rs. in million) 

F.Y. Budget Expenditure Unspent Balance 

2020-21 796.031 709.492 86.539 

C. Sectoral Analysis 

 The detail of the total budget and expenditure of PDMA and DDMAs for Financial Year 2020-

21 is tabulated below: 

          (Rs. in million) 

F.Y. Budget Expenditure Unspent balance Percentage of 

unspent amount 

 
2020-21 1,216.731 938.605 278.126 22.86 % 

  PDMA Punjab and DDMAs could not utilize the allocated funds which indicate weak financial 

management. The portion of budget utilization and unspent balance is reflected in chart as under: 
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 The Provincial Disaster Management Authority (PDMA) Punjab is constituted under the 

National Disaster Management Act 2010. PDMA specializes in mitigation, preparedness and an 

organized response to disasters. PDMA also acts as the coordinating authority, which articulates the 

coordination mechanism between key provincial departments. In case of emergencies, the PDMA works 

closely with District Governments to organize initial and subsequent assessment of disaster affected 

areas and determine the course of action to ensure long-term rehabilitation of the affected population. 

The District Disaster Management Authority is the district planning, coordinating and implementing 

body for disaster management in the district. 

 An overview of the major activities and expenditure of PDMA Punjab for the FY 2020-21 

indicates that major thrust was on post disaster activities and the relief activities were being undertaken 

once the disaster had occurred. The entity was also required to strengthen the early warning systems 

and early response to hazards, threats and disaster situations by enhancing institutional capacities at the 

provincial, district and community levels, including those related to technology, training, human and 

material resources. The range of activities carried out by PDMA reveals that mitigation measures are 

not catered for properly in the development schemes and effective policy interventions were not made 

to reduce the risk of future disasters. 

 PDMA has established District Disaster Management Authority in each district of Punjab 

headed by Deputy Commissioner. Funds and relief items are provided to Deputy Commissioners as and 

when required, however no proper organizational set up was found in place for coordination between 

District Authority and PDMA. 

Table-I Audit Profile of PDMAs & DDMAs Punjab 

  (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No 
Description 

Total 

Nos 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited  

FY 2020-21 

1. Formations 22 (including 

PDMA and 

DDMAs) 

06 (which includes 

main PDMA and 05 

DDMAs) 

709.492 
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Budget Expenditure Unspent Balance
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2. Assignment 

Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 

--- ---  

3. Authorities/ 

Autonomous 

Bodies/ 

companies etc. 

under the PAO 

--- ---  

4. Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 

01 01 378.231 

2.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

 Audit observations amounting to Rs. 414.617 million were raised in this report during the 

current audit of PDMA Punjab and five DDMAs. Recoveries amounting to Rs. 20.697 million have 

been pointed out in the audit observations. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is 

as under: 

Table-II Overview of Audit Observations 

  (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No Classification Amount 

1. Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

misappropriation 

--- 

2. Irregularities 414.617 

A HR/Employees related irregularities/ internal controls 358.584 

B Procurement related irregularities 56.033 

C Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks --- 

3. Value for money and service delivery issues --- 

 

2.3 Brief Comments on the Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

This Directorate General conducted the audit of Disaster Management Organizations 

of Punjab since 2016-17 and no report / Para has so far been discussed in the PAC, therefore 

no directives were issued. 
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2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Irregularities- HR/Internal Controls 

2.4.1 Un-authorized payment of supplies for Covid-19 Vaccination Centers (CVC) – Rs. 

212.762 million 

Para 3(1) of second schedule Sr. No. (3) of delegation of Financial Powers Rules Punjab 2016 

provides that the category-II officer can sanction expenditure not exceeding Rs. 2.000 million at a time.  

DDMA, Lahore incurred expenditure of Rs. 212.762 for establishment and operationalization 

of six Covid-19 Vaccination Centers (CVC) in Lahore during F.Y 2020-21 on account of hire charges 

for miscellaneous items.  The detail is as under:               

   (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of supplier  Particulars Amount 

1. M/s Ahmed Construction Co Tents,Tpt etc,  92.00 

2. M/s Rafique Ent Electric items,  Generators etc 12.994 

3. M/s Rashid Ali Awan Qillah, Grouting etc 32.00 

4. M/s ANW Tents etc 59.00 

5. M/s Event Organizer Tents etc 9.268 

6. M/s @ Print/Balance Publicity Walkthrough etc 7.50 

Total 212.762 

Audit observed that the expenditure was incurred without obtaining the approval of the 

competent authority. 

Audit is of the view that incurrence of expenditure without obtaining the approval shows weak 

internal controls and violation of delegation of Financial Powers Rules Punjab 2016 which resulted into 

un-authorized payment. 

The matter was pointed out on 24.08.2021. The management replied that P&SHC and S&GAD 

issued certain instructions / directions for establishment and operationalization of CVC. The Provincial 

Government gave 24 hours’ timeline for making arrangements for CVC. DCs were given the targets 

and lead role to meet the laid down targets through District Vaccination Administration Coordination 

Cell. Moreover, PDMA also declared Covid-19 as an emergency vide letter dated 20.03.2020. 

The reply of the management is not cogent as the reply pertaining to the audit observation with 

regard to non-adherence of delegation of Financial Powers Rules Punjab 2016 was not provided.  
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The DAC in its meeting held on 17.12.2021 directed to provide the order / record for 

verification. 

The relevant record was not produced till finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures. 

(AIR Para # 1, DDMA, Lahore) 

2.4.2 Wasteful expenditure on tents – Rs. 63.600 million 

As per annual report of PDMA-Punjab for the Financial Year 2017 (report of 2018 to 20 are 

not published) stock position of tents in PDMA warehouses including DDMAs was 49,120 tents 

including 6,175 tents in PDMA warehouse Lahore. 

DDMA, Lahore expended an amount of Rs. 63.6 million for provision of tents for Covid-19 

vaccination centers in Lahore during F.Y 2020-21.  

It was observed that tents etc. were arranged on hire basis for establishment and 

operationalization of six (06) CVCs in Lahore. As per PDMA, Punjab Annual Report of 2017 (only 

available report) available quantity of tents at Lahore warehouse was 6,175 out of total available 

quantity of 49,120 tents in all Punjab warehouses. The detail is as under:  

            (Rs. in million) 

Sr 

# 

Supplier Particulars Quantity Amount 

 

1 M/s ANW Enterprises Kuppa,Kuppa Jaquard etc. 262 54.3 

2 M/s Event Organizor Qanat Jaquard etc  738 9.3 

Total 63.6 

Audit is of the view that incurrence of expenditure on tents despite the fact that considerable 

quantity was available in warehouse was wasteful expenditure. 

The matter was pointed out on 24.08.2021, the management replied that the tents in PDMA 

warehouses are meant for rescue and relief efforts and establishment of tentative arrangements for 

refugees, flood and earthquake etc. Further, efforts were to make the CVCs more attractive and 

presentable at provincial headquarter and dignitaries from Pakistan and foreign travelers may also visit 

the CVCs. Moreover, directions from the government was received to operationalize CVCs on urgent 

basis.  

The reply of the management is not cogent as available store and stock was not utilized and 

procurement amounting to Rs. 63.600 million was made without justification.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 16 & 17.12.2021 directed to provide the specification of the 

tents used in CVCs and the specification of the tents currently held in PDMA ware house and justify 

the use of tentage on rental basis from the contractor. 
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The relevant record was not produced till finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends that the matter should be inquired at appropriate level to fix the 

responsibility.  

(AIR Para # 7, DDMA Lahore) 

2.4.3 Irregular payment of liabilities – Rs. 21.443 million 

As per Punjab Financial Rules Volume-I rule (17.2), sanction to the expenditure of money 

becomes operative only when funds have been appropriated to meet such expenditure, and does not 

become operative until they have been so appropriated.  

DDMA, Lahore made payment to various contractors amounting to Rs. 21.443 million during 

the FY 2020-21 on account of pending liability for the F.Y 2019-20.  

Audit observed that the payment was made on account of pending liability without 

appropriation of funds and approval of competent authority. The detail is as under: 

 

(Rs. in million) 

S# Supplier Particulars Amount  

1 M/s Amjad Ali Purchase/rent 7.101 

2 M/s Bistol CCTV cameras 1.48 

3 M/s Rashid Ali Awan Purchase/rent/food 5.072 

4 M/s Farooq & Co Purchase/rent 6.568 

5 M/s Rafique Purchases/rent 1.222 

Total 21.443 

 Audit is of the view that processing of previous year payment in current year is non adherence 

of rules which resulted into irregular payment. 

The matter was pointed out on 24.08.2021. The management replied that PDMA declared 

COVID-19 as an emergency and allowed to proceed with the purchase of equipment to combat COVID-

19 by invoking emergency under PPRA rules 2014. The expenditure was incurred from SDA account 

and after completion of assignment, necessary funds were demanded from the department. The 

expenditure was incurred during FY 2019-20 but the requisite funds were released in the FY 2020-21. 

The reply of the management is not cogent as no documentary evidence in support of reply 

regarding allocation of funds to pay the pending liabilities was provided.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 16 & 17.12.2021 directed for verification of record. 

The relevant record was not produced till finalization of the Report. 
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Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures. 

 (AIR Para # 12, DDMA Lahore) 

2.4.4 Irregular payment of compensation without fulfilling codal requirements - Rs. 14.400 

million 

         According to Para No 3 (General Guidelines) of the Notification No 594-2017/823/CR-I dated 

07.08.2017 issued by PDMA, the Biometric verification was necessary for identification of the claimant 

before payment through NADRA.  

        District Disaster Management Authority (DDMA) Khushab paid Rs. 14.400 million on death 

compensation related to Monsoon 2020 calamity to the affectees. 

It was observed that the payment was made without biometric verification from NADRA and 

without obtaining Family Registration Certificates (FRC) from NADRA. Further, Court Succession 

orders for legal heirs were also not obtained and were not available on record, which was necessary 

before payment. Details of payments made on death compensation are attached at Annexure –VII.  

 Audit also observed the following irregularities: 

I. Applications received from beneficiaries at S. No. 10 to 12, 15 and 18 were found without any 

inward diary number and date. 

II. The date of death was not mentioned in the applications of beneficiaries at     S. No. 10 to 12, 

15 and 18 

III. Death registration certificate from NADRA for beneficiary mentioned at      S. No. 11 was not 

provided. 

 Audit holds that in absence of mandatory verification, non-following of govt instructions and 

non-observing of codal requirements, the genuineness of the claims cannot be verified rendering the 

payments as unverified. 

          Audit observation was issued in September, 2021. The management replied that DDMA released 

grants for death compensation after complete verification and forwarded the same to the approving 

authority. After verifying of socio-economic report from the field formation, the payment was made to 

the family of deceased person. Mostly, the cases were presented by hand at the time of visit of SMBR 

to District Khushab. All the cases were processed after fulfillment of relevant procedures. 

 The reply was not tenable as payments were made without fulfilling the codal requirements as 

pointed out. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 17.12.2021 directed that para will be settled after provision of 

FRCs of bereaved families and bio-metric verification from NADRA. 

 The relevant record was not provided till finalization of the Report. 

          Audit recommends that relevant record as agreed in the DAC meeting should be provided.  

(AIR Para#1- DDMA Khushab) 

2.4.5 Non-deposit of profit into government treasury - Rs. 13.198 million    

 Rule 9(1) of Punjab Treasury Rules states that a Government servant may not, except with the 

special permission of the Government, deposit in a bank, moneys withdrawn from the Consolidated 

Fund or the Public Account of the Province under the provisions of Section VII of these rules.  
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Further, Rule 2.2 of Punjab Subsidiary Treasury Rules states that Account sanctioned under 

Treasury Rule 9 must be opened with an office of the State Bank of Pakistan or with a branch of a bank 

acting as its agent, according to the convenience of the officer opening the account.  

PDMA, Punjab was maintaining Six (6) bank accounts (2 with NBP and 4 with BoP) 

having accumulated balance of Rs. 4,104.666 million as on 30th June, 2021. Out of these, 03 

bank accounts are profit bearing daily product accounts and yielded profit of Rs. 13.198 million 

during FY 2020-21 as detailed below: 

               (Rs. in million) 

S 

No. 
Account Title 

Balance as on           

30-06-2021  

Profit as on 

30.06.2021 

1. Current Account No. 4034999590 NBP 0.002 - 

2. 
Prime Minister’s Kissan Package 2015 

(NBP) Current Account No 3058218102 
11.107 

- 

3. 
Prime Minister’s Kissan Package 2015 

(BOP) A/c No (6580047009300016) 
461.020 

2.075 

4. 
Prime Minister’s Kissan Package 2015 

(BOP) A/c (6580047009300027) 
0.675 

0.003 

5. 
Provincial Disaster Management Fund 

(PDMF) (BOP) A/c No  
2,470.899 

11.120 

6. 
CM Punjab Package for Corona Control 

(BOP) A/c No 6010204028500013) 
1160.964 

- 

 Total 4,104.667 13.198 

It was observed that the funds were allocated by the Provincial Government for certain 

projects and the same were to be utilized and the accounts were to be closed after completion 

of the projects. Accordingly, the closing balances were required to be surrendered to provincial 

government along with the profit earned.  

Audit is of the view that inaction on part of the management resulted in blockade of 

government funds.   

Audit pointed out the irregularity in August, 2021. The management replied that 

Finance Department, Punjab in term of rule 9(I) of Punjab Treasury Rules read with rule 2.2 of 

Punjab Subsidiary Treasury Rules allowed the Department to maintain the bank accounts for 

different purposes as per its exigencies. Finance Department, Government of the Punjab while 

according its concurrence regarding opening of these bank accounts had not imposed or issued 

any specific directions / instructions regarding deposit of profit to Treasury Office.  

 The reply of the department was not convincing because these accounts were non-lapsable and 

profit was accumulating every year. In the previous year’s DAC meeting held on 13.01.2021, it was 

directed that matter may be taken up with Finance Department Punjab to get clarification regarding 

opening of PLS accounts and deposit of profit of these accounts into government treasury. The DAC 

had further directed that accounting procedure of PDMF may be prepared and approved from competent 

forum. However, no action was taken so far after lapse of about one year. 
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 The DAC in its meeting held on 16.12.2021 directed to get the clarification from Finance 

Department regarding deposit of profit into Government Treasury within a month. 

 Audit recommends that matter should be referred to Finance department for clarification. 

(Para#4 - PDMA Punjab) 

2.4.6 Unnecessary expenditure on sanitizer – Rs. 9.500 million 

As per Punjab Financial Rules Vol-1 rule (15.21) (4), stores, in many cases, represent a locking 

up of capital which is not justifiable unless essential. In order to effect economy in this direction audit 

will see that the balance in hand does not exceed the maximum limit prescribed by competent authority 

and is not in excess of requirements for a reasonable period. 

DDMA, Lahore procured 22,480 sanitizers of 500 ml from M/s Ahsan Enterprises for 

establishment and operationalization of six (06) CVCs in Lahore and made payment of Rs. 9.500 million 

during the FY 2020-21. 

Audit observed that PDMA-Punjab has sufficient quantity of sanitizers on stock which were 

purchased in the last Financial Year. Neither DDMA, Lahore consulted PDMA, Punjab before 

procurement nor demanded the required quantity of sanitizer for utilization at CVCs. 

Audit is of the view that non consultation before procurement shows lack of co-ordination and 

non-utilization of available stock which resulted into non-prudent decision. 

The matter was pointed out on 24.08.2021. The management replied that directions were 

received from higher authorities for establishment of mass vaccination centers on urgent basis, 

therefore, this office took necessary steps for provision of Covid-19 related items. The requisitions were 

also received from ACs and DDHOs.  

The reply of the management is not cogent as available store and stock was not utilized and 

procurement amounting to Rs. 9.500 million was made without justification.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 16 & 17.12.2021 directed for verification of justification 

provided by DDMA Lahore. 

The relevant record was not produced till finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures.  

(AIR Para # 8, DDMA Lahore) 

2.4.7 Irregular expenditure on POL of rented vehicles – Rs. 7.876 million 

Bid evaluation report dated 14.02.2020 and contract agreement dated 10.06.2020 signed with 

M/s Ahmed Construction & Co provided that loading vehicles for transportation will be charged @ 

12000 for Pickup and Rs 15,500 for Shahzoor per day. 

DDMA, Lahore engaged M/s Ahmed Construction & Co for provision of vehicles on rental 

basis for establishment and operationalization of CVCs in Lahore. An expenditure of Rs. 7.876 million 

was incurred during the FY 2020-21 on account of fuel charges for the vehicles hired on rental basis 

for CVCs. The detail is as under: 

   (Rs. in million) 
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Sr # Name of vaccination 

center  

Vehicle Detail of fuel Amount  

1 Expo Centre Shahzoor 150 ltr x 83 days x Rs 111 rate 1.382 

2 Pickup 100 ltr x 83 days x Rs 111 rate 0.921 

3 Walton Railway 

Dispensary 

Shahzoor 150 ltr x 52 days x Rs 111 rate 0.866 

4 Pickup 100 ltr x 52 days x Rs 111 rate 0.577 

5 LDA Sport Complex  Shahzoor 150 ltr x 45 days x Rs 111 rate 0.749 

6 Pickup 100 ltr x 45 days x Rs 111 rate 0.500 

7 PKLI Shahzoor 150 ltr x 52 days x Rs 111 rate 0.866 

8 Pickup 100 ltr x 52 days x Rs 111 rate 0.577 

9 Lahore Dental College Shahzoor 150 ltr x 27 days x Rs 111 rate 0.500 

10 Pickup 100 ltr x 27 days x Rs 111 rate 0.300 

11 Central Park Shahzoor 150 ltr x 23 days x Rs 111 rate 0.383 

12 Pickup 100 ltr x 23 days x Rs 111 rate 0.255 

 Total   7.876 

Audit observed that the payment was made to the contractor as fuel charges on rented vehicles 

in addition to the rent of vehicles which was not provided in contract agreement. 

Audit is of the view that the payment of fuel charges was violation of contract agreement which 

resulted into irregular payment of Rs. 7.876 million and needs to be recovered from the contractor. 

The matter was pointed out on 24.08.2021, the management replied that the contractor 

submitted bills of POL but the firm voluntarily withdraw from his claim and reduced the instant bill 

from Rs. 110.94 million. Further the rationalization committee also reduced the bills to Rs. 92.00 

million. No payment has been made to the firm on account of fuel charges.  

The reply of the management is not cogent as no documentary evidence in support of reply was 

provided.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 17.12.2021 directed to provide the certificate that the payment 

of POL was not made to the vendor after intervention of rationalization committee.  

The relevant record was not produced till finalization of the Report.  

Audit recommends that recovery of fuel charges should be made from the quarters concerned.  
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(AIR Para # 6, DDMA, Lahore) 

2.4.8 Unjustified expenditure of compensation for house damages during monsoon 2020 due to 

unauthentic survey - Rs. 5.020 million 

 According to Para No. 3 (General guidelines) of the Notification No 594-2017/823/CR-I dated 

07.08.2017 issued by PDMA, the following District Committee will carry out survey in a transparent 

manner for assessment of completely / partially damaged houses. 

i. ADC Revenue      Convener 

ii.  Deputy District Agricultural (Extension)   Member 

iii. SDO (Buildings) Concerned    Member 

iv. Any Other Member Co-opted by Deputy Commissioner Member 

 Further, according to Sr. No. 1 of the minutes of meeting dated 30.09.2020, (regarding survey 

reports of losses / damages in the aftermath of monsoon flood 2020), it was clarified that joint survey 

was mandatory to assess the inundation at Mouza level. This should be submitted only after completion 

of joint survey. Representative of Building Deptt must be included in the committee for assessment of 

house damages. All the Deputy Commissioners were requested to immediately complete the surveys 

through android app also. 

 District Disaster Management Authority (DDMA) Mianwali paid an amount of Rs. 5,020,000 

on account of compensation of fully / partially damaged houses in respect of monsoon 2020 calamity 

during FY 2020-21.  

 Audit observed the following discrepancies: 

 The survey for house damages (fully / partially) was conducted by Patwari instead of 

nominated survey committee.  No evidence was available for jointly conducted survey. 

 No evidence was available regarding submission of survey / report for fully / partially 

damaged houses by SDO Building Deptt. 

 Start and completion date of survey was also not on record. 

 The amount was paid without verification / signature from the ADC Revenue (Convener) of 

the survey committee, Deputy District Agricultural officer (Extension) and SDO (Buildings) 

concerned being members of the Survey Committee. 

 As reported by DDMA Office, 94 houses were damaged (fully / partially) out of which 58 

cases were disposed of and payment Rs. 5.020 million was released. The criteria set out for 

release of payments in 58 cases (45 fully and 13 partially damaged) was not available on 

record. 

 Further according to Para No. 4 (General Guidelines) of the notification No 594-

2017/823/CR-I dated 07.08.2017, the biometric verification was necessary for identification 

of the claimant before payment through NADRA. The biometric verification from NADRA 

was not on record regarding payments of compensation.   

 The payment to 58 beneficiaries was made on pick and choose basis without 

following any criteria. 
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 Audit holds that the survey was completed and payments were released without signature / 

verification through notified Committee members, without procedural requirements and bio metric 

verification from NADRA as required under rules, which has rendered the payment as irregular. 

 The matter was reported in September, 2021, but no reply was furnished by the management. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 17.12.2021 decided that the para will be settled after provision 

of verified record of receipts of payments by the beneficiaries and joint survey report duly signed by 

ADC(R). 

 The relevant record was not provided to audit till finalization of the Report. 

 Audit recommends to probe the matter and fix responsibility for the lapses.  

(AIR Para#1-DDMA Mianwali) 

2.4.9 Non-deduction of Income Tax from payment released to DGPR in respect of 

advertisement services - Rs. 4.475 million 

 As per FBR notification No.3(8) SS(WHT)/99-2000 dated 16.11.1999, 10% income tax on 

commission of agency (DGPR) and 5% on media is to be deducted.  

Provincial Disaster Management Authority (PDMA), Punjab released payments 

amounting to Rs. 161.268 million to Directorate General Public Relations (DGPR) in respect 

of advertisement services for media campaign during the FY 2020.21.  

It was observed that Income Tax amounting to Rs. 4,475,233 was not deducted at 

source. 

Audit holds that non-deduction of Income Tax resulted in loss of Rs. 4.475 million to 

government revenues. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in August, 2021.  The management replied that as per frequent 

circulars of the DGPR, departments/agencies can neither directly give advertisements to the media 

agencies nor can make payment. It is the sole domain of the office the DGPR to give advertisement and 

make payment to the media agencies. In the instant case, the payment was made to the office of DG 

Public Relations (DGPR), Punjab for further payment to the vendors/media agencies. The deduction of 

Income Tax is the responsibility of the office of the DGPR while making payment to the vendors. 

The reply was not tenable as the responsibility of deduction of income tax lies with 

PDMA office. In last year’s DAC held on 13.01.2021 it was directed by the DAC that proof of 

tax deduction by DGPR may be shown to audit authorities and in future tax be deducted while 

making payment to DGPR.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 16.12.2021 directed to provide Income Tax deduction 

certificates from DGPR. 

  Audit recommends that matter should be inquired to fix responsibility for the lapse, besides 

obtaining the proof of deposit of taxes from relevant department. 

(AIR Para#8 - PDMA Punjab) 

2.4.10 Irregular expenditure on purchase of 50KVA generator – Rs. 2.200 million 

According to para 2.10(a)(1) of the PFR Vol-1, same vigilance should be exercised in respect 

of expenditure incurred from Government revenues, as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise 

in respect of the expenditure of his own money. 
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 DDMA DG Khan purchased a 50KVA Generator from M/s Arham Builders on quotations basis 

for establishment of vaccination center for Covid-19.  

 Audit observed as under:  

 Purchase committee was not nominated to finalize the procurement process. 

 Comparative statement was neither prepared nor signed by purchase committee. 

 Work order was not issued to the supplier. 

 Specifications were not mentioned. 

 Neither technical committee was constituted nor inspection report was prepared. 

 The invoice was without date. 

 Guarantee / warranty not mentioned or attached with the bill.  

 The payment was made to the vendor without deduction of GST @17% amount to Rs. 

374,000. 

 The registration certificates with regard to NTN, GST and PST of the supplier with the tax 

authorities was not available on record. 

 Audit is of view that the procurement was made without observing codal formalities, hence 

stands irregular.  

 The matter was pointed out on 09.09.2021. The management replied that heavy duty generator 

was required to be provided in CVCs for smooth functioning of vaccination process. The unit was 

checked by the committee and payment made to the vendor. 

 The reply of the management is not cogent as the observations were not responded along with 

supporting documents.   

The DAC in its meeting held on 16 & 17.12.2021 directed to provide the relevant record 

pertaining to objections raised by audit within a week.  

 The relevant record was not produced till finalization of the Report.  

Audit recommends that the management should inquire the matter at appropriate level to fix 

responsibility, besides recovery of GST amounting to Rs. 374,000. 

(AIR Para # 3, DDMA DG Khan) 

2.4.11 Non-deduction of Punjab Sales Tax on Services & Income Tax – Rs. 1.328 million 

According to rule 5 read with Sub-Rule (2) of rule 1 of the Punjab Sales Tax on Services 

(Withholding) rules, 2012, a withholding agent shall, on receipt of taxable services from an unregistered 

service provider, deduct Sales Tax @ 16% of the value of taxable services provided to him. 

DDMA DG Khan made payment of Rs. 7.477 million during FY 2020-21 on account of supply 

of goods, transportation and rendering of services.  

 Audit observed as under: 

i. The procurement was made from the vendors who were not registered with tax 

authorities. 

ii. The payments were made to the service providers / contractors without deduction of 

Punjab Sales Tax on Services amounting to Rs. 789,646.  
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iii. The payments were made to the service providers / contractors without deduction of 

Income Tax amounting to Rs 548,300. The detail is as under: 

 

 

(Rs. in million) 

Cheque 

No 
Dated Paid To Detail 

Total 

Amount  

of Bill 

Amount of 

Income 

Tax 

PST @ 

16%  

A201076 23.06.21 M/s Asim Mughal 

Tent House 

Tentage Service 2.00          0.200  0.320  

A201077 23.06.21 M/s New Lahore 

Light House  

LED Lights, 

Generator, 

Changeover, and 

Wire 

1.5         0.150  0.240  

A201028 01.06.21 M/s Arham Builders Purchase of 

Generator 

2.2         0.099  -    

A150030 19.10.20 R.Z Enterprise   Janitorial  Services 1.177         0.071  0.188  

        0.010  

A150029 19.10.20 Chohan Tent Service Tentage Service 0.2                -    0.032  

A201024 01.06.21 DG Traders Face Mask 0.4 0.018  -    

Total 7.477 0.548 0.780 

Total tax non deducted 1.328 

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal controls the procurement was made from the 

unregistered vendors / contractors and payment was made without deduction of taxes. This resulted into 

non recovery of taxes and loss to public exchequer amounting to Rs. 1.328 million 

The matter was pointed out on 09.09.2021. The management replied that vendors were hired 

for work and the bills were paid after proper scrutiny and approval from competent authority. The claims 

were on account of hiring charges and nothing was purchased.  

The reply of the management is not cogent as the payment was made without deduction of 

Income Tax and PST.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 17.12.2021 directed to provide the record of necessary 

deduction of taxes.  

The relevant record was not produced till finalization of the Report.  

Audit recommends that the management should recover the taxes and deposited into 

government treasury.  

(AIR Para # 08&09 DDMA DG Khan) 
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2.4.12 Irregular expenditure on janitorial services – Rs. 1.176 million 

Notification No. 382 -2020-21/457/B-1 states that the Governor of the Punjab accorded 

approval and placed funds of Rs. 405.000 million for establishment of Corona Vaccination Center 

(CVC) in 36 districts of the Punjab.  

The funds amounting to Rs. 10.00 million was released to the DDMA DG Khan out of which 

payment of Rs. 1.177 million was made on account of janitorial services. The detail is as under: 

        (Rs. in million) 

Cheque 

No 

Dated Paid To Detail Period Amoun

t  

A150030 19.10.20 R.Z Enterprise Janitorial  Services 14.03.20 to 31.03.20  1.177 

Audit observed as under:  

a. Verified list of sanitary workers along with duty roster who were detailed at medical camp was 

not available on record. 

b. Contract agreement was not signed and work order was also not issued. 

c. No evidence for physical verification of expenditure along with certification of purchase 

process for medical camp through committee was available.  

d. Expenditure was incurred on food without preparing menu and scale. 

Audit is of the view that the payment was made without observing codal formalities which 

resulted into irregular payment.   

The matter was pointed out on 09.09.2021. The management replied that the staff and health 

facilities was arranged by health department. They arranged at their own level and thereafter matter for 

payment was referred to this office. The funds were provided to the DDMA for establishment of CVCs. 

The reply of the management is not cogent as no reply pertaining to audit observation was 

provided along with documentary evidence.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 17.12.2021 directed to provide the relevant record for 

verification. 

The relevant record was not produced till finalization of the Report.   

 Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures. 

(AIR Para # 4, DDMA DG Khan) 

2.4.13 Non deduction of Income Tax from vendors - Rs. 1.052 million 

 According to rule 2.10 (a)(1) of the Punjab Financial Rules, same vigilance should be exercised 

in respect of expenditure incurred from Government revenues, as a person of ordinary prudence would 

exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money. 

 District Disaster Management Authority (DDMA) DG Khan paid an amount of Rs. 1,052 

million to DC Inland Revenue on account of Income Tax.  

Audit observed that the Income Tax amount was not withheld/deducted from the vendors but 

was deposited in the treasury out of own SDA account. Details are as under: 
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       (Rs. in million) 

Cheque No Date Detail Income Tax  

A201029 01-06-21 Procurement / Hiring of Services  0.163 

A201030 01-06-21 Procurement / Hiring of Services  0.579 

A201051 05-06-21 Procurement / Hiring of Services 0.175 

A201078 23-06-21 Procurement / Hiring of Services 0.135 

Total 1.052 

 Audit is of the view that Income Tax was not deducted from the supplier payment / bills 

and instead the tax was paid from SDA account which was irregular. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in September, 2021, but no reply was furnished by the 

management. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 17.12.2021 directed to recover Income Tax amount from the 

vendors. 

 Audit recommends that the Income Tax should be recovered from the vendors. 

(AIR Para#5 - DDMA DG Khan) 

2.4.14 Non-deduction of stamp duty – Rs. 0.644 million 

Section 22(A)(b) of Schedule-I of Stamp Act 1899 read with Finance Act 1995 (Act-VI of 

1995) provides that stamp duty shall be levied on the contracts entered into for procurement of stores 

and materials by a contractor with government, agencies or organizations set up or controlled by the 

provincial government at the rate of 25 paisa for every Rs.100 of the amount of contract. 

DDMA, Lahore expended an amount of Rs 257.762 million on account of supplies for CVCs 

in Lahore by making rate running contracts with suppliers during F.Y 2020-21.  

Audit observed that the payment was made to the contractors without deduction of stamp duty 

amounting to Rs. 644,000. The detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No 

Supplier Particulars Amount  Stamp Duty 

0.25%  

1 M/s Ahmed Construction Co Tents,Tpt etc  92 .230 

2 Do Branding etc 9.5 .024 

3 M/s Rafique Ent Electric items,  Generators etc 12.994 .032 

4 M/s Rashid Ali Awan Qillah, Grouting etc 32 .080 

5 M/s Ahsan Ent Covid items 30.5 .076 
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6 M/s Sh. Waeed & Co Branding etc 5 .013 

7 M/s ANW Tents etc 59 .147 

8 M/s Event Organizer Tents etc 9.268 .023 

9 M/s @ Print/Balance Publicity Walkthrough etc 7.5 .019 

Total 257.762 0.644  

Audit is of the view that non-deduction of stamp duty amounting to Rs. 644,000 was violation 

of rule and loss to government exchequer.  

The matter was pointed out on 24.08.2021, the management replied that stamp duty will be 

deducted when final payment will be released to the contractors.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 16 & 17.12.2021 directed to provide the record showing 

deduction of stamp duty. 

The relevant record was not produced till finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends that the stamp duty should be recovered from the contractors and deposited 

into government treasury. 

(AIR Para # 4, DDMA Lahore) 

Irregularities- Procurement 

2.4.15 Mis-procurement on account of Covid-19 supplies – Rs. 30.5 million 

As per Rule 12 of Punjab Procurement Rules 2014, a procuring agency shall advertise 

procurement of more than Rs. 0.200 million and up to the limit of Rs. 03.00 million on the website of 

the Authority in the manner and format specified by regulations but if deemed in public interest, the 

procuring agency may also advertise the procurement in at least one national daily newspaper. 

Moreover, as per Rule 9, a procuring agency shall announce in an appropriate manner all 

proposed procurements for each financial year and shall proceed accordingly without any splitting or 

regrouping of the procurements so planned. 

 DDMA, Lahore procured miscellaneous items for CVCs in Lahore from M/s Ahsan Enterprise 

and made payment of Rs. 30.5 million during the FY 2020-21. 

 Audit observed that the items were procured on quotation basis instead of open competitive 

bidding process. The detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Particulars Supplier Name Amount  
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Sanitizers, face mask, water bottles, glass, bed 

sheets etc. 

M/s Ahsan Enterprise 30.5 

 Audit is of the view that procurement on quotation basis instead of open bidding was violation 

of PPRA rules which resulted into mis-procurement. 

The matter was pointed out on 24.08.2021. The management replied that the Provincial Cabinet 

declared emergency in the Province & PDMA conveyed decision on 20.03.2020 and allowed to 

purchase the equipment on emergency basis. The contractor was hired as per PPRA rules. There were 

few items which were exceptions and had not been included in process of procurement planning. These 

items of healthcare were procured under special circumstances as per requirement of professionals.  

The reply of the management is not cogent as the procurement was made without open 

competitive bidding process in violation of rules.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 16 & 17.12.2021 directed for verification of record. 

The relevant record was not produced till finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures.  

(AIR Para # 11, DDMA Lahore) 

2.4.16 Unjustified expenditure on mass media campaign - Rs. 8.448 million 

According to rule 16 (1) and (2) of Punjab Procurement Rules 2014, a procuring agency 

may, prior to floating the tenders or invitation to proposals or offers, engage in prequalification 

of bidders in case of services, civil works, turnkey projects and also in case of procurement of 

expensive and technically complex equipment to ensure that only technically and financially 

capable firms or persons having adequate managerial capacity are invited to submit bids. 

Provincial Disaster Management Authority, Punjab incurred an expenditure amounting to Rs. 

8.448 million on account of mass media campaign for Smog and Covid-19 through panaflexes / 

streamer / brochures / banners etc. as detailed below: 

                          (Rs. in million) 

Supplier Cheque No Amount  Remarks 

M/s Creative 

Junction (Pvt) Ltd 

A157970  

dt 08.01.21 

1.194 Social Media Campaign Covid-19Bill No 

3077 SMMC Jun-to Jul-20 

M/s M. Arshad 

Enterprises 

A157977  

dt 01.02.21 

4.174 Smog Media Campaign  

Items procured on quotation basis 

(Standees Qty 200, Streamers Qty 5,500, 

Ground Hoarding Qty 20, Banners Qty 

100 

M/s A.H 

Enterprises 

A205004  

dt 11.02.21 

3.080  Smog Media Campaign  

Procured Streamers Qty 4,500 
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Total 8.448  

Audit observed that the suppliers were hired on quotation basis instead of tendering / open 

competition.  

Audit further observed that media campaign of Covid-19 through daily newspapers was also 

launched and huge payment was made to DGPR. Hence the expenditure on panaflexes / streamer / 

brochures / banners etc. was unjustified.  

Audit holds that procurement in violation of PPRA rules was irregular.   

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in August, 2021. The management replied that Smog was 

declared as “Calamity” under Section 3 of the Punjab National Calamities (Prevention & Relief) Act, 

1958 by Provincial Cabinet in its 36th meeting held on 6th October, 2020 and the same was notified by 

PDMA, Punjab on 14th October, 2020. Further, due to COVID-19 and Locust threat to food basket of 

Pakistan, there was dire need of awareness of public through outdoor publicity and social media 

(Facebook, WhatsApp & Twitter). Outdoor publicity campaign was also launched to facilitate the brick 

kiln owners for filling of applications for loan throughout the province. All these campaigns were 

required on emergent basis hence there was no sufficient time for prequalification / tendering. 

The reply was not tenable as smog being environmental subject was declared Calamity and 

was subsequently dealt by PDMA. However, no emergency was invoked for procurement. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 16.12.2021 decided that Para will be settled after provision 

of notification mentioning smog as calamity and that the calamity came under the purview of PDMA 

for the first time. 

The relevant record was not produced till finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter and share outcome 

with audit authorities.  

(Para#5 - PDMA Punjab) 

2.4.17 Irregular procurement without prequalification of vendors / firms –     Rs. 5.456 million  

 PDMA letter No. PQVF-19/C&R/119 dated 25th March, 2019 provided that the process of pre-

qualification of vendors/firms after observing all legal/procedural/codal formalities as required under 

PPRA Rules shall be completed. The special mechanism may be evolved for proper checking of quality 

and quantity of relief goods. Specification for cooked food, drinking water and Transportation may be 

standardized through District Standardization Committee as per specific need of each district. 

 Para 3(O)(2)(d) of the NDMA stock guidelines states that short listing of vendors must be done 

in every financial year.  Each vendor may be categorized in short listing as Category A, B, C etc. based 

upon his capacity of manufacture / supply, as evidenced by respective production capacity / supply 

capacity, financial strength, past experience, quality of product etc.  

 DDMA, DG Khan incurred expenditure of Rs. 5.456 million on procurements and hiring of 

tentage services for establishment of 03 CVCs.  

 Audit observed that the hiring of services along with procurements were carried out in 

contravention of rule.  The hired firms / vendors were not NTN/GST/PST registered, which shows that 

the procurement was made from unregistered vendors / firms. The details are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 
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Description Supplier / Vendor Cheque 

No 

Dated Amount 

Tentage Service M/s Asim Mughal Tent 

House 

A201076 23.06.21 2.000 

LED Lights, Generator, 

Changeover, and Wire 

M/s New Lahore Light 

House  

A201077 23.06.21 1.500 

Tentage Service Chohan Tent Service A150029 19.10.20 0.200 

Pedistal Fan Hire M/s New Lahore Light 

House 

A201048 01.06.21 0.030 

Janitorial Services R.Z Enterprise   A150030 19.10.20 1.177 

Ac Plant Procured DG Traders A0201026 01.06.21 0.450 

Water Dispenser  DG Traders  A201023 01.06.21 0.100 

Total 5.457 

 Audit is of the view that due to weak internal control and financial discipline the procurement 

was made from un-registered firms instead of prequalified registered authorized firm which resulted in 

unjustified expenditure. 

The matter was pointed in 09.09.2021. The management replied that district administration 

established CVCs for vaccination of the public in an emergency situation in compliance of government 

instructions. The vendors were hired for procurement of various items and provision of services by 

negotiation keeping in view the economical aspect in public interest.  

The reply of the management was not cogent as procurement was made in violation of rules. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 16 & 17.12.2021 directed to provide the record of NTN 

registration of the firms.  

The relevant record was not produced till finalization of the Report.  

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures. 

(AIR Para # 2, DDMA DG Khan) 

2.4.18 Irregular expenditure on account of locust - Rs. 3.648 million 

          According to rule 4 of the PPRA Rules 2014, a procuring agency, while making any procurement, 

shall ensure that the procurement is made in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement 

brings value for money to the procuring agency and the procurement process is efficient and economical.  
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 Rule 8 further provides that a procuring agency shall, within one month from the commencement 

of a financial year, devise annual planning for all proposed procurements with the object of realistically 

determining the requirements of the procuring agency, within its available resources, delivery time or 

completion date and benefits that are likely to accrue to the procuring agency in future. 

         District Disaster Management Authority (DDMA) Jhang transferred an amount of Rs. 3.648 

million to Assistant Commissioner Tehsil Athara Hazari vide cheque No. A029348 dated 15.10.2020 

to clear the pending liabilities incurred for mitigation of Locust. The AC Tehsil Athara Hazari submitted 

the vouched account with the following details: 

 

          (Rs. in million) 

Sr 

No 
Period Item Firm Name 

Amount 

(Rs.) 

1. 27.04.20 to 20.06.20 Tentage M/s Al-Wahab Govt 

Contractor 

0.599 

2. 27.04.20 to 11.06.20 Tractor POL 

Drivers etc. 

M/s Ali Hamza Arshad 

Kusra 

0.413 

3. 27.04.20 to 25.06.20 Transportation M/s Mohammad Zia- Ul- 

Haq 

0.517 

4. 11.06.20 to 03.07.20 Transportation M/s Bharwana Travel 

Service 

1.281 

5. 11.06.20 to 03.07.20 Tentage & Catering M/s Sagar Traders 0.598 

6. 01.07.20 to 31.08.20 Electricity Bill Principal Chenab College 0.233 

7. 01.07.20 to 31.08.20 Telephone Bill Principal Chenab College 0.007 

Total 3.648 

 Audit observed as under: 

i. The expenditure of Rs. 1,196,132 was incurred on tentage / catering and           Rs. 2,210,476 

on transportation through single quotation basis instead of open tendering and competitive 

bidding process. 

ii. Purchase committee to finalize the procurement process was not nominated. Market 

rate analysis and negotiations to obtain lowest competitive rates was not made.  

iii. Neither contract agreements were signed with vendors nor work orders were issued. 

This shows that rates were not agreed upon before procurement. 

iv. The bills of vendors were found without number and date. 

v. The claims were paid without verification of the Tehsil Committee.  

vi. Electricity charges of Rs. 233,093 were paid for 2 months without inquiring the previous 

bills. 

vii. Documentary evidence showing linkage of expenditure with locust was not available. 
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viii. The payment of Rs. 3,406,608 mentioned at Sr. No 1 to Sr No 5 belonged to previous year 

liability but detail of its pendency and approval of payment in next financial year was not 

available on record.  

           Audit holds that the expenditure incurred in violation of PPRA rules and without fulfilling codal 

requirements was irregular and doubtful.  

         The matter was reported in September, 2021, but no reply was furnished by the management. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 17.12.2021 directed to provide the record showing that 

quotations were obtained; the claim was admitted after verification of Tehsil committee; vendor bills 

with number & date; pictorial evidence of Locust and approval of amount of Rs. 3,406,608. 

The relevant record was not produced till finalization of the Report. 

         Audit recommends that matter should be inquired to fix responsibility on the person (s) at fault.  

  (AIR Para #1, DDMA Jhang) 

2.4.19 Mis-procurement of cooked food and transportation services - Rs. 3.106 million  

 According to rule 4 of the PPRA Rules 2014, a procuring agency, while making any 

procurement, shall ensure that the procurement is made in a fair and transparent manner, the object of 

procurement brings value for money to the procuring agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical. 

 District Disaster Management Authority (DDMA) Khushab invited tenders to pre-qualify the 

firms for food hampers, drinking water, rice (10kg), atta (10/20 KG), cooked food and transportation 

for year 2020 monsoon season.  

 Audit observed that a condition (No 3) in NIT was added that preference shall be given to 

authorized dealers/distributors/whole sellers/stockiest/general order suppliers who have their supply set 

up at District Level / Divisional Level.  Accordingly, some vendors were pre-qualified being the reason 

that they were local level / District level Vendors. Details are as under: 

               (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No 
Vendors Description 

Expenditure  

FY 2020.21 

1. M/S City Traders Cooked Food 2.885 

2. M/s Ghosia Forwarding Agency Transportation 0.221 

Total 3.106 

 Audit holds that the pre-qualification process by inserting above condition was un-just and 

deprived other vendors from equal participation in bidding process for healthy and fair competition and 

undue favor was extended to some vendors. 

    The matter was pointed in September, 2021. The management replied that advertisement was 

published in newspaper and PPRA website and vendors applied for prequalification through 

prequalification documents. The committee prequalified the lowest bidders. 
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 The reply is not tenable as the observation pointed out by Audit was not addressed. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 17.12.2021 directed to stop such practice in future besides 

regularization. 

 Audit recommends that the matter should be referred to the Finance department for regularization 

besides stoppage of such practices in future.  

(AIR Para#2, DDMA Khushab) 

2.4.20 Payment for procurement of jute bags without confirmation of specifications – Rs. 2.450 

million 

According to rule 10 of the PPRA Rule 2014, a procuring agency shall determine specifications 

in a manner to allow the widest possible competition which shall not favor any single contractor nor put 

others at a disadvantage. Further according to rule 2.10(a)(1) of the PFR Vol-1, same vigilance should 

be exercised in respect of expenditure incurred from Government revenues, as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money.  

PDMA, Punjab issued work order for procurement of jute bags with specified specifications as 

detailed under: 

 

(Rs. in million) 

Item procured Specification Amount 

Jute bags 
100% Jute, Width 14", Length 30", GSM 305 GSM+5%, Gross weight 

170GM+5%, Capacity 20Kgs sand and imported condition.  
2.450 

Audit observed that Lab test of the jute bags was not carried out to confirm that bags were in 

accordance with the required specifications.  

Audit is of the view that acceptance of material without confirmation of the specifications was 

not justified as chances of sub-standard material could not be ruled out. 

The matter was pointed out on 06.08.2021. The management replied that specifications of 

jute/sand bags were standardized by the departmental technical committee on 08.07.2020 and 

procurement was made as per PPRA rules. As far as the question of lab test is concerned, it was not 

cost effective.  

The reply of management is not satisfactory as specifications were not checked at the time of 

delivery to confirm the required quality and quantity. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 16 & 17.12.2021 directed to provide the inspection report on 

jute bags for verification of jute bags specification provided by supplier within a week. 

The relevant record was not produced till finalization of the Report.  

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter and fix responsibility on 

the person(s) at fault.  

(AIR Para # 7, PDMA Punjab)       
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2.4.21 Mis-procurement on account of printing and publication - Rs. 2.425 million 

 According to Para 12(2) of Punjab Procurement Rules 2014, any procurement exceeding two 

million rupees shall be advertised on the website of the Authority, the website of the procuring agency, 

if any, and in at least two national daily newspapers of wide circulation, one in English and one in Urdu. 

PDMA Punjab expended an amount of Rs. 2,425,405 on account of printing and publication 

from M/s Arshad Enterprises.  

It was observed that PDMA had requested vide letter No. PDRP-2020/698/F&P dated 

06.07.2020 to Government Printing Press Punjab Lahore for printing of its Annual Plan. The Printing 

Press declined to perform the printing work and recommended a private vendor along with printing 

rates. Accordingly, the work order was issued on 20.07.2020 to the private vendor and payment of Rs 

2.425 million was made as detailed below:  

          (Rs. in million) 

Name of Vendor  Cheque No Amount  

M/s Arshad Enterprises A15793 2.425 

Audit holds that recommendation of Government Printing Press to get printing work from 

private printing press along with rates was against the rules. The said direction by Government Printing 

Press along with rates was clear violation of PPRA rules and beyond the mandate of printing press. In 

case the Press was unable to undertake the work, an NOC was to be issued for getting the printing work 

from private vendors. Audit is of the view that PDMA was required to get the printing work done 

thorough open tendering process and proper competition for obtaining competitive rates.  

 The matter was pointed out on 06.08.2021. The management replied that Provincial Disaster 

Response Plan (PDRP) is published by PDMA in June/July every year based on Departmental and 

District Response Plans. PDMA vide letter dated 06.07.2020 requested Govt. Printing Press Punjab for 

printing of 500 copies of PDRP. The Govt Printing Press informed that the job cannot be done due to 

some issues and recommended that the same job may be got done by M/s M. Arshad Enterprises on the 

rates assessed and approved by them as per their SOPs.  

 The reply of the management was not acceptable because recommendation of private vendor by 

Government Printing Press and procurement from private vendors without tendering is violation of 

rules. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 16.12.2021 decided that the para shall stand. 

Audit recommends that the matter should be looked into by the management for corrective 

actions.  

(AIR Para#10, PDMA Punjab) 

Others- Service Delivery issues 

2.4.22 Non preparation of Annual Financial Statements 

        As per para 3.3.14.1 of Accounting Polices and Procedure Manual (APPM), an annual 

statement of expenditures against budget (appropriation), referred to as the Annual Appropriation 

Accounts, is to be prepared and published by the Provincial Accountant General. All the self-accounting 

entities shall prepare and publish their own Annual Appropriation Accounts, duly certified by the DG 

Audit. 
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Audit observed that PDMA Punjab was maintaining 6 bank accounts in addition to Special 

Drawing Account. However, PDMA was not preparing Annual Financial Statements. These 

statements are a formal record of the financial activities and position of entity. The objective of 

financial statements is to provide information about the financial position, performance and changes 

in financial position of an entity that is useful to a wide range of users and stakeholders. Details of 

bank accounts are as under: 

     (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Account Title 

Balance as on           

30-06-2021 

1. Current Account No. 4034999590 NBP 0.002 

2. 
Prime Minister’s Kissan Package 2015 (NBP) 

Current Account No 3058218102 
11.107 

3. 
Prime Minister’s Kissan Package 2015 (BOP) A/c 

No (6580047009300016) 
461.020 

4. 
Prime Minister’s Kissan Package 2015 (BOP) A/c 

(6580047009300027) 
0.675 

5. 
Provincial Disaster Management Fund (PDMF) 

(BOP) A/c No  
2,470.899 

6. 
CM Punjab Package for Corona control (BOP) 

A/c No 6010204028500013) 
1,160.964 

Total 4,104.667 

Audit is of the view that non-preparation of Annual Financial Statements by the department 

was violation of accounting procedure. Moreover, financial position of the entity could not be certified 

without preparation of Financial Statements. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in August, 2021. The management replied that Disaster 

Management Department is not a self-accounting entity, as all the payments are made either through 

the office of the Accountant General, Punjab or Treasury Office, Lahore. It is pertinent to mention here 

that vouched accounts of the disbursements through Treasury Office are regularly furnished to the office 

of the Accountant General Punjab for pre-audit and accounting purposes. Hence no violation of the 

rules has been committed. 

 The reply was not acceptable as in addition to AG office transactions and SDA, a separate Fund 

account is also being maintained. In last year’s DAC meeting held on 13.01.2021, the DAC had directed 

that Annual Financial Statements should be prepared and produced to audit authorities from next 

financial year.  

 The DAC in its meeting held on 16.12.2021 directed to prepare the Annual Financial 

Statements. 

Audit recommends that the PDMA Punjab should prepare Annual Financial Statements for the 

Financial Year 2020-21and get them audited from the respective DG Audit. 

(AIR Para No-16, PDMA Punjab) 
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2.4.23 Non-convening of Provincial Disaster Management Commission meetings 

Section 14 of National Disaster Management Act, 2010 provides that subject to the provisions 

of this Act, a Provincial Commission shall have the responsibility for laying down policies and plans 

for disaster management in the province.  

As per the Act, the PDMA works under the umbrella of PDMC. National Disaster Management 

Act prescribes the powers and functions of PDMC as under: - 

i. Lay down the Provincial Disaster Management policy 

ii. Approve DM plans 

iii. Review the implementation of the plans 

iv. Oversee the provision of funds for mitigation and preparedness measures 

v. Review development plans of the different departments 

During the course of audit of PDMA Punjab for FY 2020-21, it was observed that despite the 

crucial importance of PDMC as a monitoring and evaluation body for all disaster management activities 

performed under PDMA, neither the Commission was constituted nor any meeting was convened. 

Audit is of the view that PDMC was required to be constituted as per National Disaster 

Management Act, 2010. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in August, 2021. The management replied that Provincial Disaster 

Management Commission stands notified vide notification No. 558-2011/638/Admn-I dated 

29.08.2011. However, Chief Minister, Punjab vide notification dated 12.07.2017 constituted Cabinet 

Committee on Floods. Later on, after the outbreak of Locust and Covid-19, the Committee was renamed 

as Cabinet Committee on Disaster Management under the chairmanship of Minister for Disaster 

Management on 25th September, 2019 with the mandate to review all stages of Disaster Management 

spectrum including risk assessment, prevention & mitigation, awareness & capacity building, 

preparedness, early warning, rescue, relief, recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction for all potential 

disasters in Punjab. Hence, as provided under Sections 24 and 48 of NDM Act, 2010, the Cabinet 

Committee on Disaster Management, instead of PDMC, has become the relevant forum to perform the 

functions as per specific needs of the Province of Punjab. 

 The reply was not acceptable as Cabinet Committee on Disaster Management cannot replace 

the PDMC as provided in the Act. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 16.12.2021 decided that para will be settled after provision of 

record of Cabinet meetings on Disaster Management and implementation of its decisions by PDMA 

Punjab. 

Audit recommends that the record pertaining to Cabinet meetings on Disaster Management and 

implementation of its decisions should be provided. 

(AIR Para#19 - PDMA Punjab) 
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Chapter-3 

Environment Protection Department, Punjab 

3.1 Introduction of the Department 

A. To ensure control, reduction and elimination of pollution in Punjab, a nucleus organization 

known as Environmental Pollution Control Organization (EPCO) was created in the year 1975 in the 

Public Health Engineering Department, Punjab. EPCO focused on some areas of the environment but 

detailed work and follow up was not possible due to its limited scope. On December 31, 1983, under 

the Pakistan Environmental Protection Ordinance, a provision was made for the establishment of 

Provincial Environmental Protection Agency. In 1985, the Federal Government was requested to 

delegate powers of the Agency to the Housing Physical and Environmental Planning (HP&EP) 

Department. On July 1, 1987, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Punjab was formed. Punjab 

was the first province where an EPA was created in the best interest of citizens. The staff of the existing 

Directorate of EPCO was transferred to EPA, Punjab. 

 On December 31, 1996, a separate administrative unit, Environment Protection Department 

(EPD) was formed under the Government of the Punjab. EPA Punjab was then detached from the 

HP&EP Department and now works as functional unit under the EPD, Punjab. 

After 18th Amendment in the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan 1973, the 

subject of Environment was devolved to the provinces. Consequently, Punjab province enacted 

the Punjab Environmental Protection Act, 1997 and framed rules and regulations for carrying 

out the purposes of the Act. Presently, the Environmental Protection Agency Punjab is an 

attached department working under administrative control of Environment Protection 

Department. 

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts (Variance Analysis) 

(Rs. in million) 

F.Y. Budget Expenditure Unspent Balance 

2020-21 237.147 228.452 8.695 

C. Sectoral Analysis 

The detail of the budget and expenditure of Environment Protection Department for current 

year and previous year is tabulated below: 

               (Rs. in million) 

 The trend analysis of budget reflects 4.78% increase in budget allocation as compared to 

previous year. The following chart portrays the increase in budget allocation and expenditure:  

F.Y. Budget Expenditure Unspent 

Balance 2020-21 237.147 228.452 8.695 

2019-20 226.322 191.062 35.260 

Percentage (%) increase in budget & expenditure 4.78% 19.57% - 
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 Apart from granting environmental approvals and other regulatory functions, one important 

function of EPA is to ensure compliance with Punjab Environmental Quality Standards (PEQS). EPA 

Lab Punjab Lahore received 278 samples on account of liquid waste during FY 2019-2021, out of which 

202 cases were declared unfit after lab tests. Similarly, 131 samples were received on account of air 

pollution, out of which 88 cases were declared unfit after lab testing as exceeding the limits defined in 

PEQS.  The graphical presentation of tests performed and results thereof is as under: 

 

The above data reflects that there were a large number of cases which were found non-

compliant to PEQS, however, EPA was not able to initiate any action or impose fine on 

violators as per provisions of Section 11 of the Act. 

Based on the findings of this report and previous audit reports, it appears that Punjab 

Environmental Protection Agency has not been able to fully achieve its objectives as were 

conceived since inception and effective environmental protection in the province remains an 

issue. EPA did not prepare and publish Annual Environmental Reports as required under the 

act and deprived the general public and other stakeholders about the information on progress 

of work performed and initiatives taken by the Agency during the year. In absence of the 
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Report, performance of EPA and current status of environmental conditions in the whole 

geographical span of Punjab could not be judged. Further, EPA did not formulate the Penalty 

Rules which are mandatory for monitoring and controlling of environmental violations.  

 

Table-I Audit Profile of Environment Protection Department Punjab 

                 (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No 
Description 

Total 

Nos 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21 

1. Formations 47 (EPA and 

its regional 

offices) 

03 (including EPD 

and main EPA HQs 

where major 

expenditure was 

incurred) 

228.452 

2. Assignment 

Accounts 

(excluding FAP 

--- ---  

3. Authorities/Auton

omous Bodies/ 

companies etc. 

under the PAO 

--- ---  

4. Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 
02 02 302.21 

3.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

 Audit observations amounting to Rs. 13.641 million were raised in this report during the 

current audit of EPD and EPA HQ Punjab.  Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is 

as under: 

Table-II Overview of Audit Observations 

            (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No Classification Amount 

1. Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

misappropriation 

--- 

2. Irregularities 13.641 

A HR/Employees related, internal controls irregularities 8.054 

B Procurement related irregularities 5.587 

C Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks -- 
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3. Value for money and service delivery issues --- 

3.3 Brief Comments on the Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

 This Directorate General conducted the audit of Environmental Protection Department and EPA 

Punjab since 2016-17 and no report / Para has so far been discussed in the PAC, therefore no directives 

were issued. 
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3.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Irregularities - HR/Internal Controls 

3.4.1 Irregular payment through cash - Rs. 8.054 million 

 According to instructions contained in Finance Department Letter No FD(FR) V-6/75 

(P) dated 17.09.2008 read with rule 4.49(a) of Punjab STR read with Government of the Punjab 

Finance Department letter No. F.D (FRV-6/75(P) dated 20.06.2007, all payments (exceeding 

Rs. 100,000) should be made through bank/pay order instead of cash.  

As per Treasury Rules Punjab rule (4.15) (b), in the absence of a specific request to the 

contrary from the payee, cheques drawn in favour of corporate or local bodies, firms, private 

persons or officers (in respect of their personal claims) shall always be crossed.  

Para 4.3.1.1 of Accounting Policies and Procedures Manual provides that all 

expenditures apart from inter-government transfers, certain salaries & pension payments, GP 

Fund payments and those met from imprest account will be paid through cheque. 

 EPA Punjab and EPD Punjab made payments of Rs. 6.160 million and         Rs. 1.894 million 

respectively in cash and through DDO account’s cheques to various suppliers. The detail is attached at 

Annexure-VIII. 

 Audit observed as under: 

i. The payments were made either in cash or through DDO account cheque by obtaining 

cheques from AG Punjab Office in the name of DDO instead of crossed banking 

instrument in the name of concerned supplier or vendor.  

ii. No acquaintance roll was maintained to ensure that payments/cash had been delivered 

to concerned supplier / vendor. 

iii. Certain vendors had their allotted vendor numbers in AG office, hence payment to 

them in cash by department was not justified. 

 Audit holds that making payments to vendors and employees in cash was against the rules and 

depicts weakness of internal control in respect of cash outflow of the organization. This may lead to 

risks of over payment, payment to unauthorized persons and misappropriation. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in August, 2021. The management replied that items were 

purchased on need basis at different periods. None of the individual payment was more than one 

hundred thousand rupees and all codal formalities required for the purchase under delegation of 

financial power rules were followed. Further, this practice has been discontinued/stopped now and the 

department makes all payments through cheque to vendor and it will be ensured that all payments in 

future be made in the above stated way.  

 The DAC in its meeting held on 25.11.2021 decided that Para will be settled after verification 

of record within two weeks in light of management reply which states that petty cash payments were 

not exceeding Rs. 100,000. 

The relevant record was not provided to audit till finalization of the Report. 

 Audit recommends that responsibility should be fixed for making payments in cash and through 

DDO cheques. Besides, the practice of making payments in cash instead of crossed cheques should be 

stopped. 
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(AIR Para#1 & 4, EPA Punjab, EPD) 

Irregularities- Procurement 

3.4.2 Irregular expenditure on repair & maintenance of transport - Rs. 3.494 million 

  Rule 12 of Punjab Procurement Rules, 2014 provides that the procuring agency shall 

advertise procurement of more than one hundred thousand rupees and up to the limit of two million 

rupees on the website of the Authority in the manner and format specified by regulations.  

Rule 16 further provides that a procuring agency may, prior to floating the tenders or 

invitation to proposals or offers, engage in prequalification of bidders in case of services, civil works, 

turnkey projects and also in case of procurement of expensive and technically complex equipment to 

ensure that only technically and financially capable firms or persons having adequate managerial 

capacity are invited to submit bids. 

 EPA Punjab incurred expenditure amounting to Rs. 3.494 million during FY 2019-21 on 

repair and maintenance of vehicles.  Detail is attached at Annex-IX.  

Audit observed that the work was done through local vendors without open competitive 

bidding process and pre-qualification of workshops and even quotations were not obtained. 

 Audit further observed that: 

 Most of the payments were made in cash through obtaining cheques in the name of DDO. 

 The fleet of vehicle was not vetted from S&GAD Department Punjab. 

 The Invoice numbers were doubtful as only one invoice pad was used. 

 History Sheets / repair register were not maintained. 

 Expenditure was incurred without quotations from three vendors as per rules. 
 

 Audit holds that the expenditure incurred in violation of rules and without fulfilling of codal 

requirements was irregular. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in August, 2021. The management replied that most of the 

vehicles in EPA Punjab were purchased about 14 years ago and they need periodical repair and 

maintenance which is carried out through expert mechanics. M/s Qasim Autos kept a separate voucher 

book for EPA and the vehicles were repaired in three different months but due to the fact as mentioned 

above the voucher are in series. This practice has now been discontinued/stopped and all payments are 

made through cheques to vendors. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 25.11.2021 directed to advertise and pre-qualify the vendors as 

per PPRA rules in July every year. Further, the relevant record be provided to audit for verification 

within two weeks  

The relevant record was not provided to audit till finalization of the Report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures.  

(AIR Para No 3 - EPA Punjab) 

3.4.3 Irregular expenditure on repair and maintenance without observing codal 

requirements - Rs. 2.093 million 

 Rule 4 of Punjab Procurement Rules, 2014 provides that a procuring agency, while making 

any procurement, shall ensure that the procurement is made in a fair and transparent manner, the 
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object of procurement brings value for money to the procuring agency and the procurement process 

is efficient and economical. Rule 12 further provides that the procuring agency shall advertise 

procurement of more than one hundred thousand rupees and up to the limit of two million rupees on 

the website of the Authority in the manner and format specified by regulations.  

 EPA, Punjab incurred expenditure amounting to Rs. 2.093 million on account of repair and 

maintenance of furniture and equipment from different vendors during FY 2019-2021.  

It was observed that the work was done on quotation basis without advertisement of the 

procurement opportunity on PPRA website/Newspapers. 

Audit further observed that: 

 Work completion certificates were not available on record. 

 Repair register / history register was not maintained. 

 Payment to the vendors was made in cash instead of cross cheque. 

 The replaced parts of AC and generator were not taken on stock  

 An amount of Rs. 239,265 was expended on tonners refilling of 05 A model. The same 

was repeated time and again and cash payment was made. 
 

Audit holds that the expenditure in violation of rules and without fulfilling codal 

formalities was irregular. 

 The irregularity was pointed out in August, 2021. The management replied that the 

repair work was carried out in different months and years from different vendors. None of the 

individual payment as mentioned in the para is more than one hundred thousand rupees and all 

codal formalities were followed. Further, the practice has been discontinued/stopped and now 

the department makes all payments through cheque to vendor and it will be made sure that all 

payments in future shall be made through cheques. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 25.11.2021 directed that relevant record be provided 

to audit for verification within two weeks. 

 The relevant record was not provided to audit till finalization of the Report. 

 Audit recommends that matter should be probed for fixing responsibility for violation of 

procurement rules, besides regularization of the expenditure from Finance Department. 

(AIR Para#5 - EPA Punjab) 

Others- Service Delivery issues 

3.4.4 Non-framing of Hazardous Substance Management Rules 

 Section 14 of the Punjab Environmental Protection Act, 1997 states that no person shall 

generate, collect, consign, transport, treat, dispose of, store, handle or import any hazardous substance, 

except under a license by the Provincial Agency. 

During audit of EPA, it was observed that the department had not framed any rules regarding 

handling of hazardous substance in order to implement the provisions contained in the Act. 

Audit is of the view that due to non-framing / absence of necessary rules and regulations, the 

department was not in a position to stop the activities leading to generation of hazardous substances. 

This state of affairs poses a serious danger to the environment. 
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The matter was pointed out in August, 2021. The department replied that rules have been 

framed and vetting has also been done by the law department. Currently rules are in process of 

approval from the competent forum.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 25.11.2021 directed to expedite the matter regarding approval 

of the rules from Cabinet. 

Audit recommends that the EPA should frame necessary rules related to handling of hazardous 

substances in order to implement the provisions contained in the Punjab Environmental Protection Act, 

1997. 

(AIR Para#17 - EPA Punjab) 

3.4.5 Non preparation of Annual Environment Report of Punjab 

 Section 6(1)(d) of the Punjab Environmental Protection Act, 1997, provides that the Agency 

shall prepare and publish an annual Punjab Environmental Report on the state of affairs of the 

environment in the province. 

During audit for the FY 2019-21, it was observed EPA did not prepare and publish Annual 

Environmental Report of the province as required under the Act. The publishing of report was a 

mandatory requirement for providing awareness/information towards environment related 

initiatives/steps taken by EPA for the betterment of environment in whole Province.  

Audit holds that non-preparation of Annual Report was violation of Act and also deprived 

the general public and all stakeholders about the progress of work performed by the Agency during 

the year. In absence of Annual Environmental Report, the performance of EPA and current status of 

environmental conditions in the whole geographical span of Punjab could not be judged. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on August, 2021, but no reply was provided.  

The DAC in its meeting held on 25.11.2021 decided that para will be kept pending till the 

preparation of Annual Environmental Report. 

Audit recommends that Annual Environmental Report of the province should be prepared by 

EPA. 

(AIR Para#18 - EPA Punjab) 

3.4.6 Non-formulation of Penalty Rules by EPA 

Section 17(7) of Punjab Environmental Protection Act, 1997 provides that where the Director 

General of the Provincial Agency is of the opinion that a person has contravened any provision of this 

Act, he may, subject to the rules, by notice in writing to that person require him to pay to the Provincial 

Agency an administrative penalty in the amount set out in the notice for each day the contravention 

continues; and a person who pays an administrative penalty for a contravention shall not be charged 

under this Act with an offence in respect of such contravention. 

During audit of EPA HQ for the FY 2019-21, it was observed that the EPA had not formulated 

the necessary penalty rules which are mandatory to penalize the persons responsible for violation of 

provisions of the Punjab Environmental Protection Act.  

Audit holds that in absence of necessary rules it was not possible for EPA to control pollution 

as no mechanism exists for penal action. 
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 The matter was pointed out in August, 2021. The management replied that draft Penalty Rules 

have been framed and are placed on the agenda of Punjab Environmental Protection Council. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 25.11.2021 decided that Para stands till the finalization of 

Penalty Rules. 

Audit recommends that EPA should formulate the necessary Penalty Rules for penalizing the 

persons responsible for violation of provisions of the Punjab Environmental Protection Act.  

(AIR Para#19 - EPA Punjab) 

3.4.7 Non-issuance of environmental approvals in prescribed timeframe and non-

imposition of penalties 

Section 12 (4) of Punjab Environmental Protection Act, 1997 stipulates that the Provincial 

Agency shall communicate its approval or otherwise within a period of four months from the date the 

initial environmental examination or environmental impact assessment is filed complete in all respects 

in accordance with the prescribed procedure, failing which the initial environmental examination or, as 

the case may be, the environmental impact assessment shall be deemed to have been approved, to the 

extent to which it does not contravene the provisions of this Act and the rules and regulations made 

thereunder. 

Regulation 15 of Review of IEE/ EIA 2000 stipulates that the four-month period for 

communication of decision stipulated in sub-section (4) of section 12 shall commence from the date of 

filing of an IEE or EIA in respect of which confirmation of completeness is issued by the Agency under 

clause (a) of sub-regulation (1) of Regulation 9. 

 During audit of EPA, it was observed that a total of 927 applicants had filed EIA/IEE cases for 

issuance of Environmental NOC during the year 2019-21, out of which 151 Environmental NOCs were 

issued and 776 were pending. Year wise detail is as under:  

Year Total Cases 
No. of NOCs 

issued 
Pending 

Year 2020 718 151 567 

Year 2021 209 Nil 209 

Total 927 151 776 

 Audit selected 5 cases on sample basis out of pointed out cases and it was observed that EPA 

had not conveyed its approval/NOCs or objection within the prescribed timelines and the 

applicant/proponents made constructions / extensions without NOC / Environment approvals from 

EPA. Details of cases are as below: 

Name of Proponent 

Case 

Submission 

Dated 

EIA /IEE 

Fee (Rs.) 

Due date  

(4 months) 

Remarks from 

Deptt. 
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Shalimar Organic Lahore 06-06-2018 30,000 05-10-2018 Violation of Act 

Dynamics Sports Ware 04-03-2015 30,000 03-07-2015 Violation of Act 

Aluminium Process Unit 

Lahore 

27-02-2019 30,000 26-06-2019 Violation of Act 

Seokarana Chemicals 07-08-2019 30,000 06-12-2019 Violation of Act 

Khalis Fiber Pvt Ltd 22-01-2018 15,000 21-05-2018 Violation of Act 

 Audit holds that due to non-observing the timelines for issuance of NOCs/approvals and weak 

monitoring, the proponents continued to make constructions / extensions without approval /NOCs and 

thus the environment was endangered. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in August, 2021, but no reply was furnished by the 

management. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 25.11.2021 directed to provide the record for verification 

within two weeks in light of management reply.  

The relevant record was not provided to audit till finalization of the Report. 

 The matter of delayed approval should be looked into by the management for taking corrective 

actions. Moreover, penalties should be imposed on the proponents for undertaking the construction 

etc. without NOC/approval from EPA. 

(AIR Para#24 - EPA Punjab) 

3.4.8 Running of brick kilns on old technology causing environmental pollution 

 A meeting was held under the chairmanship of the Chief Secretary, Punjab on 07.07.2018, 

wherein the chair emphasized on the need of advance working for removal of smog. In addition to the 

other measures, the Chief Secretary, Punjab directed that zig-zag firing (induced) technology brick kilns 

will be allowed and construction of old conventional technology brick kilns shall not be allowed. 

Further, all old technology brick kilns and industrial units without air emission abatement equipment 

shall not be allowed to operate with effect from 20.10.2018 to 31.12.2018.  

 During audit of EPA, it was observed that 761 number of brick kilns were still running on 

conventional technology instead of zig-zag technology which was against the policy. 

 Audit holds that due to inaction on part of EPA Punjab the brick kilns were operating on 

conventional technology, thereby causing severe harm to the environment in the province. 

 Audit pointed out the irregularity in August, 2021, but no reply was furnished by the 

management. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on 25.11.2021 directed to provide the record for verification 

within two weeks.  

The relevant record was not provided to audit till finalization of the Report. 
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 Audit recommends that all conventional technology brick kilns should be closely monitored for 

their conversion into new approved zig-zag technology. 

(AIR Para#25 - EPA Punjab) 

3.4.9 Inaction against violators of provisions of Section 11 of PEPA 1997 related to air 

pollution and liquid wastages 

 Section 11 (1) of Punjab Environmental Protection Act, 1997 stipulates that subject to the 

provisions of this act and the rules and regulations made there under no person shall discharge or emit 

or allow the discharge or emission of any effluent or waste or air pollutant or noise in an amount, 

concentration or level which is in excess of the [Punjab] Environmental Quality Standards or, where 

applicable, the standards established under clause (g) of sub-section (1) of section 6. (2) The 

[Government] may levy a pollution charge on any person who contravenes or fails to comply with the 

provisions of sub-section (1), to be calculated at such rate, and collected in accordance with such 

procedure as may be prescribed. 

 Deputy Director (Lab) EPA Punjab Lahore received 278 Lab test cases on account of liquid 

waste during FY 2019-2021, out of which 202 cases were declared unfit by the lab on the basis of lab 

tests as detailed below: 

FY 
Total No of Samples 

Received 

Total Unfit 

Cases 
Total Fit Cases 

2019-20 91 64 27 

2020-21 187 138 49 

Total 278 202 76 

 Audit observed that the lab forwarded the unfit cases to P&C Section of EPA for further 

necessary action against the violators. Audit further observed that even after lapse of considerable time 

neither any action was taken nor any fine was imposed on the violators. 

 Similarly, 131 lab test cases were received on account of air pollution during the FY 2019-21, 

out of which 88 cases were declared unfit by the Lab on the basis of Lab tests evidence and the cases 

were referred to P&C Section of EPA for further necessary action against violators. Audit observed that 

after lapse of considerable time neither any action was taken nor any fine was imposed. 

  Audit holds that the EPA was unable to take necessary action against the violations of 

provisions of Section 11 of the Act. 

 Audit pointed out the matter in August, 2021. The management replied that the duty of lab is 

just to declare sample fit or unfit.  However, action against violators of PEQS is duty of Director (P&C) 

& DD(R&I) of EPA. Therefore, the details of action may be sought form Directorate of (P&C).  

 DAC meeting held on 25.11.2021 directed to frame comprehensive reply with collaboration of 

concerned officer within two weeks. 

 The reply was not provided to audit till finalization of the Report. 

 Audit recommends that responsibility should be fixed on responsible person (s) for not taking 

legal action against the violators. 

(AIR Para#9 - DD Lab EPA) 
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Annexures 

Annexure-II 

PARA#1.4.1 

 

Irregular procurement under the head others stores on cash basis- Rs. 8.930 million 

S# Vr. No Supplier Amount (Rs.) Dated 

1 17 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 29,823 22.01.2018 

2 41 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 31,120 07.06.2018 

3 44 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 78,707 07.06.2018 

4 05 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 98,088 30.08.2018 

5 04 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 43,640 30.08.2017 

6 06 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 77,693 30.08.2018 

7 -- M/s Al-Quraish Traders 92,850 30.08.2018 

8 21 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 74,200 27.11.2018 

9 55 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 93,635 19.06.2019 

10 56 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 99,918 19.06.2019 

11 -- M/s Al-Quraish Traders 95,472 13.09.2019 

12 13 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 90,501 20.09.2019 

13 10 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 96,337 20.09.2019 

14 11 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 86,375 20.09.2019 

15 14 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 48,858 22.11.2019 

16 32 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 86,480 17.01.2020 

17 40 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 77,142 18.04.2020 

Irregular Procurement of Miscellaneous item on cash basis Rs. 14.659 million 

S# Vr. No Supplier Amount (Rs.) Dated 

1 2 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 62,401 16.08.2017 

2 80 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 67,392 16.08.2017 

3 25 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 66,960 11.02.2018 

4 61 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 89,762 24.04.2018 

5 64 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 75,004 25.04.2018 

6 62 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 85,795 25.04.2018 

7 71 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 81,819 07.06.2018 

8 19 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 93,307 30.08.2018 

9 18 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 99,922 30.08.2018 

10 23 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 45,470 07.11.2018 

11 24 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 92,266 06.12.2018 

12 28 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 86,580 11.12.2018 

13 17 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 99,964 30.08.2018 

14 27 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 65,790 19.10.2018 

15 60 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 99,654 03.04.2019 

16 50 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 65,426 13.04.2019 

17 52 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 69,030 13.04.2019 
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18 40 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 93,500 28.04.2020 

19 41 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 74,155 31.05.2020 

20 42 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 77,863 31.05.2020 

21 11 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 89,376 28.10.2020 

22 -- M/s Al-Quraish Traders 93,825 28.10.2020 

23 62 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 95,873 19.06.2019 

24 83 M/s Hafiz Trading Corp 72,758 22.06.2020 

25 84 M/s Hafiz Trading Corp 95,622 22.06.2020 

26 02 M/s Hafiz Trading Corp 59,616 07.09.2020 

27 30 M/s Hyper Trading 99,424 17.01.2020 

28 33 M/s Hyper Trading 87,564 17.01.2020 

29 34 M/s Hyper Trading 67,439 17.01.2020 

30 72 M/s Hyper Trading 80,208 12.06.2020 

31 16 M/s Hyper Trading 90,814 28.10.2020 

32 71 M/s Hyper Trading 93,650 20.05.2020 

33 29 M/s Khan enterprises 48,024 04.02.2021 

34 03 M/s Khan enterprises 95,120 28.08.2020 

35 04 M/s Khan enterprises 37,551 07.09.2021 

36 60 M/s GM Chowdary Traders 74,048 19.06.2019 

37 59 M/s GM Chowdary Traders 98,548 19.06.2019 

38 58 M/s GM Chowdary Traders 84,300 19.06.2019 

18 59 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 98,630 13.04.2019 

19 37 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 33,403 10.05.2019 

20 65 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 91,505 19.06.2019 

21 85 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 90,592 19.06.2019 

22 67 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 74,645 19.06.2019 

23 75 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 49,922 19.06.2019 

24 81 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 97,461 24.06.2019 

25 82 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 98,397 24.06.2019 

26 83 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 96,876 24.06.2019 

27 84 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 98,818 24.06.2019 

28 11 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 99,563 20.09.2019 

29 12 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 35,101 20.09.2019 

30 13 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 89,972 24.09.2019 

31 30 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 99,450 22.11.2019 

32 31 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 81,432 22.11.2019 

33 25 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 16,030 31.09.2019 

34 29 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 37,588 09.12.2019 

35 39 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 61,441 17.01.2020 

36 38 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 50,828 17.01.2020 

37 45 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 61,495 17.01.2020 

38 49 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 48,758 17.01.2020 

39 57 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 68,470 04.02.2020 
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39 12 M/s Chauhan Traders 83,309 06.11.2017 

40 17 M/s Chauhan Traders 68,534 22.01.2018 

41 18 M/s Chauhan Traders 88,107 22.01.2018 

42 21 M/s Chauhan Traders 70,200 22.01.2018 

43 22 M/s Chauhan Traders 86,916 22.01.2018 

44 -- M/s Chauhan Traders 88,107 22.01.2018 

45 17 M/s Chauhan Traders 68,541 22.01.2018 

46 22 M/s Chauhan Traders 86,916 22.01.2018 

47 -- M/s Chauhan Traders 99,750 14.06.2018 

48 02 M/s Chauhan Traders 92,850 31.07.2018 

49 10 M/s Chauhan Traders 95,407 30.08.2018 

50 11 M/s Chauhan Traders 98,329 30.08.2018 

51 46 M/s Chauhan Traders 95,000 30.08.2018 

52 39 M/s Chauhan Traders 95,150 13.03.2019 

53 46 M/s Chauhan Traders 95,000 14.06.2018 

54 47 M/s Chauhan Traders 99,100 14.06.2020 

55 48 M/s Chauhan Traders 99,750 14.06.2018 

56 -- M/s Chauhan Traders 26,650 13.03.2019 

57 37 M/s Chauhan Traders 96,600 13.03.2019 

58 36 M/s Chauhan Traders 36,000 13.03.2019 

59 61 M/s Chauhan Traders 99,866 19.06.2019 

40 66 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 98,104 24.02.2020 

41 58 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 84,228 24.02.2020 

42 59 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 87,608 24.02.2020 

43 60 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 99,450 24.02.2020 

44 06 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 62,162 28.08.2020 

45 10 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 74,935 20.09.2020 

46 30 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 35,088 03.11.2020 

47 36 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 49,600 04.02.2021 

48 45 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 85,458 26.03.2021 

49 72 M/s Al-Quraish Traders 50,343 16.06.2021 

50 -- M/s Al-Quraish Traders 91,833 18.06.2021 

51 41 M/s Hassan Traders 98,876 18.04.2018 

52 51 M/s Hassan Traders 73,710 25.04.2018 

53 50 M/s Hassan Traders 49,834 25.04.2018 

54 67 M/s Hassan Traders 98,362 25.04.2018 

55 68 M/s Hassan Traders 60,852 25.04.2018 

56 59 M/s Hassan Traders 93,015 25.04.2018 

57 63 M/s Hassan Traders 99,509 25.04.2018 

58 53 M/s Hassan Traders 90,675 25.04.2018 

59 65 M/s Hassan Traders 67,626 25.04.2018 

60 66 M/s Hassan Traders 75,687 25.04.2018 

61 78 M/s Hassan Traders 93,015 07.06.2018 
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60 -- M/s Chauhan Traders 74,656 19.06.2019 

61 -- M/s Chauhan Traders 49,306 22.11.2019 

62 08 M/s Chauhan Traders 90,732 20.09.2019 

63 14 M/s Chauhan Traders 99,389 20.09.2019 

64 23 M/s Chauhan Traders 99,055 29.10.2019 

65 28 M/s Chauhan Traders 96,000 17.01.2020 

66 -- M/s Chauhan Traders 87,500 19.01.2020 

67 50 M/s Chauhan Traders 49,200 13.05.2020 

68 53 M/s Chauhan Traders 88,859 20.05.2020 

69 01 M/s Chauhan Traders 94,600 28.08.2020 

70 05 M/s Chauhan Traders 90,320 28.10.2020 

71 12 M/s Chauhan Traders 93,825 28.10.2020 

72 13 M/s Chauhan Traders 81,725 28.10.2020 

73 -- M/s Chauhan Traders 82,760 20.09.2019 

74 -- M/s Chauhan Traders 97,931 24.09.2019 

75 -- M/s Chauhan Traders 93,717 24.09.2019 

76 11 M/s Ideal Traders 89,154 06.11.2017 

77 13 M/s Ideal Traders 98,963 06.11.2017 

78 -- M/s Ideal Traders 85,309 06.11.2017 

79 -- M/s Ideal Traders 98,963 06.11.2017 

80 -- M/s Ideal Traders 76,342 16.08.2018 

62 04 M/s Hassan Traders 94,536 30.08.2018 

63 18 M/s Chauhan Traders 95,525 06.11.2017 

64 22 M/s Chauhan Traders 98,348 06.11.2017 

65 28 M/s Chauhan Traders 89,505 22.01.2018 

66 29 M/s Chauhan Traders 93,356 22.01.2018 

67 58 M/s Chauhan Traders 49,905 25.04.2018 

68 52 M/s Chauhan Traders 99,604 25.04.2018 

69 60 M/s Chauhan Traders 89,476 25.04.2018 

70 84 M/s Chauhan Traders 81,600 07.06.2018 

71 18 M/s Chauhan Traders 79,546 22.06.2018 

72 8 M/s Chauhan Traders 50,782 30.08.2018 

73 13 M/s Chauhan Traders 29,025 30.08.2018 

74 27 M/s Chauhan Traders 94,211 06.12.2018 

75 29 M/s Chauhan Traders 33,854 06.12.2018 

76 -- M/s Chauhan Traders 97,422 06.12.2018 

77 38 M/s Chauhan Traders 97,648 19.03.2019 

78 -- M/s Chauhan Traders 92,299 16.04.2019 

79 -- M/s Chauhan Traders 33,620 20.09.2019 

80 18 M/s Chauhan Traders 93,717 24.09.2019 

81 19 M/s Chauhan Traders 24,511 24.09.2019 

82 12 M/s Chauhan Traders 32,639 26.09.2019 

83 45 M/s Chauhan Traders 13,230 26.09.2019 
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Annexure-III 

81 05 M/s Ideal Traders 94,192 16.08.2017 

82 31 M/s Al Hayat Traders 84,612 18.04.2018 

83 32 M/s Al Hayat Traders 92,841 18.04.2018 

84 37 M/s Al Hayat Traders 99,824 18.04.2018 

85 39 M/s Al Hayat Traders 92,056 18.04.2018 

86 07 M/s Al Hayat Traders 73,558 30.08.2018 

87 08 M/s Al Hayat Traders 89,622 30.08.2018 

88 15 M/s Al Hayat Traders 98,222 10.10.2018 

89 35 M/s Al Hayat Traders 99,388 13.03.2019 

90 04 M/s J.K Traders 99,788 16.08.2017 

91 -- M/s J.K Traders 95,612 07.06.2018 

92 20 M/s J.K Traders 73,980 29.10.2019 

93 01 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 90,758 16.08.2017 

94 02 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 72,427 16.08.2017 

95 03 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 82,840 16.08.2017 

96 -- M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 90,758 16.08.2017 

97 09 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 115,339 06.11.2017 

98 14 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 44,737 06.11.2017 

99 23 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 320,821 22.01.2018 

100 24 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 288,900 22.01.2018 

101 35 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 80,806 18.04.2018 

84 34 M/s Chauhan Traders 88,994 22.11.2019 

85 43 M/s Chauhan Traders 62,267 17.01.2020 

86 75 M/s Chauhan Traders 98,426 24.02.2020 

87 73 M/s Chauhan Traders 59,888 24.02.2020 

88 74 M/s Chauhan Traders 88,480 24.02.2020 

89 130 M/s Chauhan Traders 83,601 20.05.2020 

90 136 M/s Chauhan Traders 38,123 21.06.2020 

91 167 M/s Chauhan Traders 59,754 22.06.2020 

92 163 M/s Chauhan Traders 70,828 22.06.2020 

93 164 M/s Chauhan Traders 75,965 22.06.2020 

94 63 M/s Chauhan Traders 53,820 16.03.2021 

95 60 M/s Chauhan Traders 85,761 22.03.2021 

96 80 M/s Chauhan Traders 75,517 25.03.2021 

97 81 M/s Chauhan Traders 94,177 25.06.2021 

98 -- M/s ARA Trade Vision 62,572 05.07.2018 

99 1 M/s ARA Trade Vision 79,356 29.08.2018 

100 3 M/s ARA Trade Vision 28,665 29.08.2018 

101 10 M/s ARA Trade Vision 68,796 30.08.2018 

102 14 M/s ARA Trade Vision 90,746 30.08.2018 

103 -- M/s ARA Trade Vision 41,278 30.08.2018 

104 15 M/s ARA Trade Vision 97,461 30.08.2018 

105 16 M/s ARA Trade Vision 80,159 30.08.2018 
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PARA#1.4.2 

102 21 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 50,610 29.10.2019 

Total 8,930,196  

106 -- M/s ARA Trade Vision 61,066 13.04.2019 

107 -- M/s ARA Trade Vision 81,900 13.04.2019 

108 66 M/s ARA Trade Vision 96,495 19.06.2019 

109 90 M/s ARA Trade Vision 76,730 24.06.2019 

110 91 M/s ARA Trade Vision 62,127 24.06.2019 

111 2 M/s ARA Trade Vision 98,280 04.09.2019 

112 24 M/s ARA Trade Vision 99,450 24.10.2019 

113 23 M/s ARA Trade Vision 88,452 29.10.2019 

114 04 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 89,3014 16.08.2018 

115 05 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 99,192 16.08.2018 

116 07 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 91,692 16.08.2018 

117 10 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 85,632 16.08.2018 

118 -- M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 80,379 30.08.2018 

119 06 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 64,350 30.08.2018 

120 53 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 89,364 02.04.2019 

121 54 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 73,242 02.04.2019 

122 55 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 90,792 02.04.2019 

123 57 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 65,595 02.04.2019 

124 -- M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 87,527 02.04.2019 

125 -- M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 92,502 20.09.2019 

126 17 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 65,856 24.09.2019 

127 15 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 99,333 30.09.2019 
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128 22 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 74,926 28.10.2020 

129 82 M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 98,559 26.06.2021 

130 6 M/s J.K Traders 90,692 16.08.2017 

131 1 M/s J.K Traders 80,795 16.08.2017 

132 8 M/s J.K Traders 95,472 17.08.2017 

133 9 M/s J.K Traders 90,770 16.08.2017 

134 -- M/s J.K Traders 95,485 16.08.2017 

135 12 M/s J.K Traders 63,105 16.08.2017 

136 -- M/s J.K Traders 96,226 25.04.2018 

137 -- M/s J.K Traders 99,684 31.07.2018 

138 1 M/s J.K Traders 98,110 31.07.2018 

139 -- M/s J.K Traders 22,642 03.04.2019 

140 47 M/s J.K Traders 50,397 03.04.2019 

141 03 M/s Ideal Traders 65,960 16.08.2017 

142 12 M/s Ideal Traders 95,016 16.08.2017 

143 16 M/s Ideal Traders 69,196 06.11.2017 

144 17 M/s Ideal Traders 72,540 06.11.2017 

145 42 M/s Ideal Traders 83,363 18.042018 

146 74 M/s Ideal Traders 49,140 07.06.2018 

147 76 M/s Ideal Traders 98,280 07.06.2018 

148 16 M/s Reemn & Rahimah Ent 94,461 30.08.2018 

149 111 M/s A-Tech 87,750 20.05.2020 
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150 -- M/s A-Tech 58,500 20.05.2020 

151 -- M/s A-Tech 87,750 12.06.2020 

152 51 M/s Shazup International 78,998 16.04.2019 

153 68 M/s Shazup International 74,870 19.06.2019 

154 72 M/s Shazup International 90,487 19.06.2019 

155 41 M/s Shazup International 42,022 07.06.2018 

156  M/s Shazup International 99,776 20.09.2019 

157 56 Innovative Trade Solution 95,004 13.04.2019 

158 22 Innovative Trade Solution 95,004 29.102019 

159 35  Innovative Trade Solution 36,283 24.01.2019 

160 30 M/s Human Health Care 64,800 06.12.2018 

161 31 M/s Human Health Care 96,384 06.12.2018 

162 33 M/s Human Health Care 88,703 06.12.2018 

163 36 M/s Hafiz Trading Corp 37,412 04.02.2021 

164 70 M/s Hafiz Trading Corp 79,869 16.06.2021 

165 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 84,806 30.08.2018 

166 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 97,719 30.08.2018 

167 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 81,919 30.08.2018 

168 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 68,334 30.08.2018 

169 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 94,536 30.08.2018 

170 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 99,684 10.10.2018 

171 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 40,786 10.10.2018 
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Non deposit of General Sale Tax in Govt Treasury Rs. 2.987 million 

S# Vr. No Particulars Amount Dated 17%GST 
1/5th 

deduction 
Balance 

M/s Al-Quraish Traders 

1 2 Cost of other Stores 62,401 16.08.2017 9,067 1,813 7,254 

2 80 Cost of other Stores 67,392 16.08.2017 9,792 1,958 7,834 

3 25 Cost of other Stores 66,960 11.02.2018 9,729 1,946 7,783 

4 61 Cost of other Stores 89,762 24.04.2018 13,043 2,609 10,434 

5 64 Cost of other Stores 75,004 25.04.2018 10,898 2,180 8,718 

6 62 Cost of other Stores 85,795 25.04.2018 14,925 2,985 11,940 

7 71 Cost of other Stores 81,819 07.06.2018 11,888 2,378 9,510 

8 19 Cost of other Stores 93,307 30.08.2018 13,557 2,711 10,846 

9 18 Cost of other Stores 99,922 30.08.2018 14,519 2,904 11,615 

10 23 Cost of other Stores 45,470 07.11.2018 6,607 1,321 5,286 

11 24 Cost of other Stores 92,266 06.12.2018 13,406 2,681 10,725 

12 28 Cost of other Stores 86,580 11.12.2018 12,580 2,516 10,064 

13 17 Cost of other Stores 99,964 30.08.2018 14,525 2,905 11,620 

172 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 49,725 03.09.2019 

173 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 68,818 13.09.2019 

174 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 49,199 13.09.2019 

175 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 99,216 13.09.2019 

176 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 93,600 13.09.2019 

177 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 89,364 02.04.2019 

178 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 92,079 24.06.2019 

179 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 79,560 24.06.2019 

180 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 49,725 03.09.2019 

181 - M/s Al Hayat Traders 82,760 20.09.2019 

Total 14,659,113  
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14 27 Cost of other Stores 65,790 19.10.2018 11184.3 2,237 8,947 

15 60 Cost of other Stores 99,654 03.04.2019 16941.2 3,388 13,553 

16 50 Cost of other Stores 65,426 13.04.2019 11122.4 2,224 8,898 

17 52 Cost of other Stores 69,030 13.04.2019 11735.1 2,347 9,388 

18 59 Cost of other Stores 98,630 13.04.2019 16767.1 3,353 13,414 

19 37 Cost of other Stores 33,403 10.05.2019 5678.51 1,136 4,543 

20 65 Cost of other Stores 91,505 19.06.2019 15555.9 3,111 12,445 

21 85 Cost of other Stores 90,592 19.06.2019 15400.6 3,080 12,321 

22 67 Cost of other Stores 74,645 19.06.2019 12689.7 2,538 10,152 

23 75 Cost of other Stores 49,922 19.06.2019 8486.74 1,697 6,789 

24 81 Cost of other Stores 97,461 24.06.2019 16568.4 3,314 13,255 

25 82 Cost of other Stores 98,397 24.06.2019 16727.5 3,345 13,382 

26 83 Cost of other Stores 96,876 24.06.2019 16468.9 3,294 13,175 

27 84 Cost of other Stores 98,818 24.06.2019 16799.1 3,360 13,439 

28 11 Cost of other Stores 99,563 20.09.2019 16925.7 3,385 13,541 

29 12 Cost of other Stores 35,101 20.09.2019 5967.17 1,193 4,774 

30 13 Cost of other Stores 89,972 24.09.2019 15295.2 3,059 12,236 

31 30 Cost of other Stores 99,450 22.11.2019 16906.5 3,381 13,525 

32 31 Cost of other Stores 81,432 22.11.2019 13843.4 2,769 11,075 

33 25 Cost of other Stores 16,030 31.09.2019 2725.1 545 2,180 

34 29 Cost of other Stores 37,588 09.12.2019 6389.96 1,278 5,112 

35 39 Cost of other Stores 61,441 17.01.2020 10445 2,089 8,356 

36 38 Cost of other Stores 50,828 17.01.2020 8640.76 1,728 6,913 

37 45 Cost of other Stores 61,495 17.01.2020 10454.2 2,091 8,363 

38 49 Cost of other Stores 48,758 17.01.2020 8288.86 1,658 6,631 

39 57 Cost of other Stores 68,470 04.02.2020 11639.9 2,328 9,312 

40 66 Cost of other Stores 98,104 24.02.2020 16677.7 3,336 13,342 

41 58 Cost of other Stores 84,228 24.02.2020 14318.8 2,864 11,455 

42 59 Cost of other Stores 87,608 24.02.2020 14893.4 2,979 11,915 

43 60 Cost of other Stores 99,450 24.02.2020 16906.5 3,381 13,525 

44 6 Cost of other Stores 62,162 28.08.2020 10567.5 2,114 8,454 

45 10 Cost of other Stores 74,935 20.09.2020 12739 2,548 10,191 
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46 30 Cost of other Stores 35,088 03.11.2020 5964.96 1,193 4,772 

47 36 Cost of other Stores 49,600 04.02.2021 8432 1,686 6,746 

48 45 Cost of other Stores 85,458 26.03.2021 14527.9 2,906 11,622 

49 72 Cost of other Stores 50,343 16.06.2021 8558.31 1,712 6,847 

50 -- Cost of other Stores 91,833 18.06.2021 15611.6 3,122 12,489 

51 17 Other Misc.  29,823 22.01.2018 5069.91 1,014 4,056 

52 41 Other Misc.  31,120 07.06.2018 5290.4 1,058 4,232 

53 44 Other Misc.  78,707 07.06.2018 13380.2 2,676 10,704 

54 5 Other Misc.  98,088 30.08.2018 16675 3,335 13,340 

55 4 Other Misc.  43,640 30.08.2017 7418.8 1,484 5,935 

56 6 Other Misc.  77,693 30.08.2018 13207.8 2,642 10,566 

57 -- Other Misc.  92,850 30.08.2018 15784.5 3,157 12,628 

58 21 Other Misc.  74,200 27.11.2018 12614 2,523 10,091 

59 55 Other Misc.  93,635 19.06.2019 15918 3,184 12,734 

60 56 Other Misc.  99,918 19.06.2019 16986.1 3,397 13,589 

61 -- Other Misc.  95,472 13.09.2019 16230.2 3,246 12,984 

62 13 Other Misc.  90,501 20.09.2019 15385.2 3,077 12,308 

63 10 Other Misc.  96,337 20.09.2019 16377.3 3,275 13,102 

64 11 Other Misc.  86,375 20.09.2019 14683.8 2,937 11,747 

65 14 Other Misc.  48,858 22.11.2019 8305.86 1,661 6,645 

66 32 Other Misc.  86,480 17.01.2020 14701.6 2,940 11,761 

67 40 Other Misc.  77,142 18.04.2020 13114.1 2,623 10,491 

68 40 Other Misc.  93,500 28.04.2020 15895 3,179 12,716 

69 41 Other Misc.  74,155 31.05.2020 12606.4 2,521 10,085 

70 42 Other Misc.  77,863 31.05.2020 13236.7 2,647 10,589 

71 11 Other Misc.  89,376 28.10.2020 15193.9 3,039 12,155 

72 12 Other Misc.  93,825 28.10.2020 15950.3 3,190 12,760 

73 62 Other Misc.  95,873 19.06.2019 16298.4 3,260 13,039 

74 -- Other Misc.  95,472 13.03.2019 16230.2 3,246 12,984 

Total 751,947 

M/s Hassan Traders 

75 41 Cost of other Stores 98,876 18.04.2018 16808.9 3,362 13,447 
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76 51 Cost of other Stores 73,710 25.04.2018 12530.7 2,506 10,025 

77 50 Cost of other Stores 49,834 25.04.2018 8471.78 1,694 6,777 

78 67 Cost of other Stores 98,362 25.04.2018 16721.5 3,344 13,377 

79 68 Cost of other Stores 60,852 25.04.2018 10344.8 2,069 8,276 

80 59 Cost of other Stores 93,015 25.04.2018 15812.6 3,163 12,650 

81 63 Cost of other Stores 99,509 25.04.2018 16916.5 3,383 13,533 

82 53 Cost of other Stores 90,675 25.04.2018 15414.8 3,083 12,332 

83 65 Cost of other Stores 67,626 25.04.2018 11496.4 2,299 9,197 

84 66 Cost of other Stores 75,687 25.04.2018 12866.8 2,573 10,293 

85 78 Cost of other Stores 93,015 07.06.2018 15812.6 3,163 12,650 

86 4 Cost of other Stores 94,536 30.08.2018 16071.1 3,214 12,857 

Total 135,415 

M/s Chauhan Traders 

87 18 Cost of other Stores 95,525 06.11.2017 16239.3 3,248 12,991 

88 22 Cost of other Stores 98,348 06.11.2017 16719.2 3,344 13,375 

89 28 Cost of other Stores 89,505 22.01.2018 15215.9 3,043 12,173 

90 29 Cost of other Stores 93,356 22.01.2018 15870.5 3,174 12,696 

91 58 Cost of other Stores 49,905 25.04.2018 8483.85 1,697 6,787 

92 52 Cost of other Stores 99,604 25.04.2018 16932.7 3,387 13,546 

93 60 Cost of other Stores 89,476 25.04.2018 15210.9 3,042 12,169 

94 84 Cost of other Stores 81,600 07.06.2018 13872 2,774 11,098 

95 18 Cost of other Stores 79,546 22.06.2018 13522.8 2,705 10,818 

96 8 Cost of other Stores 50,782 30.08.2018 8632.94 1,727 6,906 

97 13 Cost of other Stores 29,025 30.08.2018 4934.25 987 3,947 

98 27 Cost of other Stores 94,211 06.12.2018 16015.9 3,203 12,813 

99 29 Cost of other Stores 33,854 06.12.2018 5755.18 1,151 4,604 

100 -- Cost of other Stores 97,422 06.12.2018 16561.7 3,312 13,249 

101 38 Cost of other Stores 97,648 19.03.2019 16600.2 3,320 13,280 

102 -- Cost of other Stores 92,299 16.04.2019 15690.8 3,138 12,553 

103 -- Cost of other Stores 33,620 20.09.2019 5715.4 1,143 4,572 

104 18 Cost of other Stores 93,717 24.09.2019 15931.9 3,186 12,746 

105 19 Cost of other Stores 24,511 24.09.2019 4166.87 833 3,333 
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106 12 Cost of other Stores 32,639 26.09.2019 5548.63 1,110 4,439 

107 45 Cost of other Stores 13,230 26.09.2019 2249.1 450 1,799 

108 34 Cost of other Stores 88,994 22.11.2019 15129 3,026 12,103 

109 43 Cost of other Stores 62,267 17.01.2020 10585.4 2,117 8,468 

110 75 Cost of other Stores 98,426 24.02.2020 16732.4 3,346 13,386 

111 73 Cost of other Stores 59,888 24.02.2020 10181 2,036 8,145 

112 74 Cost of other Stores 88,480 24.02.2020 15041.6 3,008 12,033 

113 130 Cost of other Stores 83,601 20.05.2020 14212.2 2,842 11,370 

114 136 Cost of other Stores 38,123 21.06.2020 6480.91 1,296 5,185 

115 167 Cost of other Stores 59,754 22.06.2020 10158.2 2,032 8,127 

116 163 Cost of other Stores 70,828 22.06.2020 12040.8 2,408 9,633 

117 164 Cost of other Stores 75,965 22.06.2020 12914.1 2,583 10,331 

118 63 Cost of other Stores 53,820 16.03.2021 9149.4 1,830 7,320 

119 60 Cost of other Stores 85,761 22.03.2021 14579.4 2,916 11,663 

120 80 Cost of other Stores 75,517 25.03.2021 12837.9 2,568 10,270 

121 81 Cost of other Stores 94,177 25.06.2021 16010.1 3,202 12,808 

122 12 Other Misc.  83,309 06.11.2017 14162.5 2,833 11,330 

123 17 Other Misc.  68,534 22.01.2018 11650.8 2,330 9,321 

124 18 Other Misc.  88,107 22.01.2018 14978.2 2,996 11,983 

125 21 Other Misc.  70,200 22.01.2018 11934 2,387 9,547 

126 22 Other Misc.  86,916 22.01.2018 14775.7 2,955 11,821 

127 -- Other Misc.  88,107 22.01.2018 14978.2 2,996 11,983 

128 17 Other Misc.  68,541 22.01.2018 11652 2,330 9,322 

129 22 Other Misc.  86,916 22.01.2018 14775.7 2,955 11,821 

130 -- Other Misc.  99,750 14.06.2018 16957.5 3,392 13,566 

131 10 Other Misc.  95,407 30.08.2018 16219.2 3,244 12,975 

132 11 Other Misc.  98,329 30.08.2018 16715.9 3,343 13,373 

133 46 Other Misc.  95,000 30.08.2018 16150 3,230 12,920 

134 39 Other Misc.  95,150 13.03.2019 16175.5 3,235 12,940 

135 47 Other Misc.  99,100 14.06.2020 16847 3,369 13,478 

136 48 Other Misc.  99,750 14.06.2018 16957.5 3,392 13,566 

137 -- Other Misc.  26,650 13.03.2019 4530.5 906 3,624 
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138 36 Other Misc.  36,000 13.03.2019 6120 1,224 4,896 

139 61 Other Misc.  99,866 19.06.2019 16977.2 3,395 13,582 

140 -- Other Misc.  74,656 19.06.2019 12691.5 2,538 10,153 

141 -- Other Misc.  49,306 22.11.2019 8382.02 1,676 6,706 

142 8 Other Misc.  90,732 20.09.2019 15424.4 3,085 12,340 

143 14 Other Misc.  99,389 20.09.2019 16896.1 3,379 13,517 

144 23 Other Misc.  99,055 29.10.2019 16839.4 3,368 13,471 

145 -- Other Misc.  87,500 19.01.2020 14875 2,975 11,900 

146 50 Other Misc.  49,200 13.05.2020 8364 1,673 6,691 

147 15 Other Misc.  90,320 28.10.2020 15354.4 3,071 12,284 

148 12 Other Misc.  93,825 28.10.2020 15950.3 3,190 12,760 

149 13 Other Misc.  81,725 28.10.2020 13893.3 2,779 11,115 

150 -- Other Misc.  82,760 20.09.2019 14069.2 2,814 11,255 

151 -- Other Misc.  97,931 24.09.2019 16648.3 3,330 13,319 

152 -- Other Misc.  93,717 24.09.2019 15931.9 3,186 12,746 

Total  691,039 

M/s ARA Trade Vision 

153 -- Cost of other Stores 62,572 05.07.2018 10637.2 2,127 8,510 

154 1 Cost of other Stores 79,356 29.08.2018 13490.5 2,698 10,792 

155 3 Cost of other Stores 28,665 29.08.2018 4873.05 975 3,898 

156 10 Cost of other Stores 68,796 30.08.2018 11695.3 2,339 9,356 

157 14 Cost of other Stores 90,746 30.08.2018 15426.8 3,085 12,341 

158 -- Cost of other Stores 41,278 30.08.2018 7017.26 1,403 5,614 

159 15 Cost of other Stores 97,461 30.08.2018 16568.4 3,314 13,255 

160 16 Cost of other Stores 80,159 30.08.2018 13627 2,725 10,902 

161 -- Cost of other Stores 61,066 13.04.2019 10381.2 2,076 8,305 

162 -- Cost of other Stores 81,900 13.04.2019 13923 2,785 11,138 

163 66 Cost of other Stores 96,495 19.06.2019 16404.2 3,281 13,123 

164 90 Cost of other Stores 76,730 24.06.2019 13044.1 2,609 10,435 

165 91 Cost of other Stores 62,127 24.06.2019 10561.6 2,112 8,449 

166 2 Cost of other Stores 98,280 04.09.2019 16707.6 3,342 13,366 

167 24 Cost of other Stores 99,450 24.10.2019 16906.5 3,381 13,525 
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168 23 Cost of other Stores 88,452 29.10.2019 15036.8 3,007 12,029 

Total 165,040 

M/s Zulfiqar Ali & Co 

169 4 Cost of other Stores 93,014 16.08.2018 15812.4 3,162 12,650 

170 5 Cost of other Stores 99,192 16.08.2018 16862.6 3,373 13,490 

171 7 Cost of other Stores 91,692 16.08.2018 15587.6 3,118 12,470 

172 10 Cost of other Stores 85,632 16.08.2018 14557.4 2,911 11,646 

173 -- Cost of other Stores 80,379 30.08.2018 13664.4 2,733 10,932 

174 6 Cost of other Stores 64,350 30.08.2018 10939.5 2,188 8,752 

175 53 Cost of other Stores 89,364 02.04.2019 15191.9 3,038 12,154 

176 54 Cost of other Stores 73,242 02.04.2019 12451.1 2,490 9,961 

177 55 Cost of other Stores 90,792 02.04.2019 15434.6 3,087 12,348 

178 57 Cost of other Stores 65,595 02.04.2019 11151.2 2,230 8,921 

179 -- Cost of other Stores 87,527 02.04.2019 14879.6 2,976 11,904 

180 -- Cost of other Stores 92,502 20.09.2019 15725.3 3,145 12,580 

181 17 Cost of other Stores 65,856 24.09.2019 11195.5 2,239 8,956 

182 15 Cost of other Stores 99,333 30.09.2019 16886.6 3,377 13,509 

183 22 Cost of other Stores 74,926 28.10.2020 12737.4 2,547 10,190 

184 82 Cost of other Stores 98,559 26.06.2021 16755 3,351 13,404 

185 1 Other Misc.  90,758 16.08.2017 15428.9 3,086 12,343 

186 2 Other Misc.  72,427 16.08.2017 12312.6 2,463 9,850 

187 3 Other Misc.  82,840 16.08.2017 14082.8 2,817 11,266 

188 -- Other Misc.  90,758 16.08.2017 15428.9 3,086 12,343 

189 9 Other Misc.  115,339 06.11.2017 19607.6 3,922 15,686 

190 14 Other Misc.  44,737 06.11.2017 7605.29 1,521 6,084 

191 23 Other Misc.  320,821 22.01.2018 54539.6 10,908 43,632 

192 24 Other Misc.  288,900 22.01.2018 49113 9,823 39,290 

193 35 Other Misc.  80,806 18.04.2018 13737 2,747 10,990 

194 21 Other Misc.  50,610 29.10.2019 8603.7 1,721 6,883 

Total 352,233 

M/s J.K Traders  

195 6 M/s J.K Traders 90,692 16.08.2017 15417.6 3,084 12,334 
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196 1 Cost of other Stores 80,795 16.08.2017 13735.2 2,747 10,988 

197 8 Cost of other Stores 95,472 17.08.2017 16230.2 3,246 12,984 

198 9 Cost of other Stores 90,770 16.08.2017 15430.9 3,086 12,345 

199 -- Cost of other Stores 95,485 16.08.2017 16232.5 3,246 12,986 

200 12 Cost of other Stores 63,105 16.08.2017 10727.9 2,146 8,582 

201 -- Cost of other Stores 96,226 25.04.2018 16358.4 3,272 13,087 

202 -- Cost of other Stores 99,684 31.07.2018 16946.3 3,389 13,557 

203 1 Cost of other Stores 98,110 31.07.2018 16678.7 3,336 13,343 

204 -- Cost of other Stores 22,642 03.04.2019 3849.14 770 3,079 

205 47 Cost of other Stores 50,397 03.04.2019 8567.49 1,713 6,854 

206 4 Other Misc.  99,788 16.08.2017 16964 3,393 13,571 

207 -- Other Misc.  95,612 07.06.2018 16254 3,251 13,003 

208 20 Other Misc.  73,980 29.10.2019 12576.6 2,515 10,061 

Total 156,775 

M/s Ideal Traders 

209 3 Cost of other Stores 65,960 16.08.2017 11213.2 2,243 8,971 

210 12 Cost of other Stores 95,016 16.08.2017 16152.7 3,231 12,922 

211 16 Cost of other Stores 69,196 06.11.2017 11763.3 2,353 9,411 

212 17 Cost of other Stores 72,540 06.11.2017 12331.8 2,466 9,865 

213 42 Cost of other Stores 83,363 18.042 14171.7 2,834 11,337 

214 74 Cost of other Stores 49,140 07.06.2018 8353.8 1,671 6,683 

215 76 Cost of other Stores 98,280 07.06.2018 16707.6 3,342 13,366 

216 11 Other Misc.  89,154 06.11.2017 15156.2 3,031 12,125 

217 13 Other Misc.  98,963 06.11.2017 16823.7 3,365 13,459 

218 -- Other Misc.  85,309 06.11.2017 14502.5 2,901 11,602 

219 -- Other Misc.  98,963 06.11.2017 16823.7 3,365 13,459 

220 -- Other Misc.  76,342 16.08.2018 12978.1 2,596 10,383 

221 5 Other Misc.  94,192 16.08.2017 16012.6 3,203 12,810 

Total 146,393 

M/s A-Tech 

222 111 Cost of other Stores 87,750 20.05.2020 14917.5 2,984 11,934 

223 -- Cost of other Stores 58,500 20.05.2020 9945 1,989 7,956 
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224 -- Cost of other Stores 87,750 12.06.2020 14917.5 2,984 11,934 

Total 31,824 

M/s Shazup International 

225 51 Cost of other Stores 78,998 16.04.2019 13429.7 2,686 10,744 

226 68 Cost of other Stores 74,870 19.06.2019 12727.9 2,546 10,182 

227 72 Cost of other Stores 90,487 19.06.2019 15382.8 3,077 12,306 

228 41 Cost of other Stores 42,022 07.06.2018 7143.74 1,429 5,715 

229 -- Cost of other Stores 99,776 20.09.2019 16961.9 3,392 13,570 

Total 52,517 

M/s Innovative Trade Solution 

230 56 Cost of other Stores 95,004 13.04.2019 16150.7 3,230 12,921 

231 22 Cost of other Stores 95,004 29.102 16150.7 3,230 12,921 

232 35 Cost of other Stores 36,283 24.01.2019 6168.11 1,234 4,934 

Total 30,776 

M/s Human Health Care 

233 30 Cost of other Stores 64,800 06.12.2018 11016 2,203 8,813 

234 31 Cost of other Stores 96,384 06.12.2018 16385.3 3,277 13,108 

235 33 Cost of other Stores 88,703 06.12.2018 15079.5 3,016 12,064 

Total 33,985 

M/s Al Hayat Traders 

236   Cost of other Stores 84,806 30.08.2018 14417 2,883 11,534 

237   Cost of other Stores 97,719 30.08.2018 16612.2 3,322 13,290 

238   Cost of other Stores 81,919 30.08.2018 13926.2 2,785 11,141 

239   Cost of other Stores 68,334 30.08.2018 11616.8 2,323 9,293 

240   Cost of other Stores 94,536 30.08.2018 16071.1 3,214 12,857 

241   Cost of other Stores 99,684 10.10.2018 16946.3 3,389 13,557 

242   Cost of other Stores 40,786 10.10.2018 6933.62 1,387 5,547 

243   Cost of other Stores 49,725 03.09.2019 8453.25 1,691 6,763 

244   Cost of other Stores 64,818 13.09.2019 11019.1 2,204 8,815 

245   Cost of other Stores 49,199 13.09.2019 8363.83 1,673 6,691 

246   Cost of other Stores 99,216 13.09.2019 16866.7 3,373 13,493 

247   Cost of other Stores 93,600 13.09.2019 15912 3,182 12,730 
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248   Cost of other Stores 89,364 02.04.2019 15191.9 3,038 12,154 

249   Cost of other Stores 92,079 24.06.2019 15653.4 3,131 12,523 

250   Cost of other Stores 79,560 24.06.2019 13525.2 2,705 10,820 

251   Cost of other Stores 49,725 03.09.2019 8453.25 1,691 6,763 

252   Cost of other Stores 82,760 20.09.2019 14069.2 2,814 11,255 

253 5 Other Misc.  84,612 18.04.2018 14384 2,877 11,507 

254 31 Other Misc.  92,841 18.04.2018 15783 3,157 12,626 

255 32 Other Misc.  99,824 18.04.2018 16970.1 3,394 13,576 

256 37 Other Misc.  92,056 18.04.2018 15649.5 3,130 12,520 

257 39 Other Misc.  73,558 30.08.2018 12504.9 2,501 10,004 

258 7 Other Misc.  89,622 30.08.2018 15235.7 3,047 12,189 

259 8 Other Misc.  98,222 10.10.2018 16697.7 3,340 13,358 

260 15 Other Misc.  99,388 13.03.2019 16896 3,379 13,517 

Total 278,522 

M/s Hafiz Trading Corp 

261 83 Other Misc.  72,758 22.06.2020 12368.9 2,474 9,895 

262 84 Other Misc.  95,622 22.06.2020 16255.7 3,251 13,005 

263 2 Other Misc.  59,616 07.09.2020 10134.7 2,027 8,108 

Total 31,007 

M/s Hyper Trading 

264 30 Other Misc.  99,424 17.01.2020 16902.1 3,380 13,522 

265 33 Other Misc.  87,564 17.01.2020 14885.9 2,977 11,909 

266 34 Other Misc.  67,439 17.01.2020 11464.6 2,293 9,172 

267 72 Other Misc.  80,208 12.06.2020 13635.4 2,727 10,908 

268 16 Other Misc.  90,814 28.10.2020 15438.4 3,088 12,351 

269 71 Other Misc.  93,650 20.05.2020 15920.5 3,184 12,736 

Total             70,597 

M/s Khan Enterprises 

270 29 Other Misc.  48,024 04.02.2021 8164.08 1,633 6,531 

271 3 Other Misc.  95,120 28.08.2020 16170.4 3,234 12,936 

272 4 Other Misc.  37,551 07.09.2021 6383.67 1,277 5,107 

Total 24,575 
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M/s GM Chowdary 

273 60 Other Misc.  74,048 19.06.2019 12588.2 2,518 10,071 

274 59 Other Misc.  98,548 19.06.2019 16753.2 3,351 13,403 

275 58 Other Misc.  84,300 19.06.2019 14331 2,866 11,465 

Total 34,938 

Grand Total 2,987,583 

 

Annexure-IV 

PARA#1.4.3 

Misclassification of expenditure Rs. 2.934 million 

S# Vr# Suppliers Amount 

(Rs.) 

Dated Particulars 

1 28 M/s Chauhan 

Traders 

97,422 10.06.2018 Exhaust Fan, Air Coolers 

2 74 88,480 24.02.2020 Ceiling fan 

3 60  

 

 

M/s Quraish 

Traders 

99,654 03.04.2019 Air cooler 

4 10 74,935 20.09.2020 Steel almirah 

5 31 99,450 22.11.2019 Steel shoes rack 

6 80 67,392 16.08.2017 Air cooler 

7 02 62,401 16.08.2018 Exhaust fan, Air coolers 

8 71 81,819 07.06.2018 UPS, exhaust fan 

9 160 99,215 21.06.2020 Steel shoes rack 

10  49,725 21.06.2020 Window blinds 

11 145 49,725 21.06.2020 Hp printer 

12 06  

 

64,350 30.08.2018 LED TV 

13 -- 146,361 25.04.2018 Wooden table 
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14 57 M/s Zulfiqar Ali 64,595 02.04.2019 Scanner 

15 21 44,167 26.09.2019 Air cooler 

16 126 59,670 12.06.2020 Officer chair 

17 01 M/s J.K Traders 98,110 31.07.2017 Steel shoes rack 

18 47 50,397 13.04.2019 Exhaust fan 

19 38  

 

M/s ARA 

Traders 

49,140 18.04.2018 Steel almirah 

20 49 87,750 18.04.2018 Wooden table 

21 87 65,286 14.06.2018 Toners 

22  41,278 30.08.2018 Folding table & chair 

23 14 90,746 30.08.2018 Folding table & chair 

\24 90 76,730 26.09.2019 Tables 

25 23 88,452 29.10.2019 Water dispenser 

26 -- 62,401 29,102019 Ceiling fan 

27 -- M/s Hayat 

Traders 

93,600 19.03.2019 Wooden tables 

28 06 98,280 26.09.2019 Toners 

29 07 49,140 26.09.2019 Toners 

30 17 M/s Ideal 72,540 06.01.2017 Toners 

31 74 49,140 07.06.2019 Toners 

32 76 98,280 07.06.2019 Toners 

33 15 M/s Trader Link 

Vision 

83,760 28.10.2020 Printer 

34 18 77,016 28.10.2018 Toners 
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35 24 83,477 28.10.2018 Water dispenser 

36 26 97,015 28.10.2018 Toners 

37 29 87,189 28.10.2018 Toners 

38 39 85,735 04.02.202 Hard Drive, Flash Drive 

Total 2,934,823   

 

Annexure-V 

PARA#1.4.7 

 

Mis-procurement under the head cost of other stores – Rs. 10.866 million 

Sr. No Supplier 
Voucher 

No 

Cheque 

No 
Date 

Amount 

(Rs.) 

1 M/s Al 

Hayat 

Traders 

37 3174367 18.04.2018 90,675 

39 98,105 

43 97,590 

44 99,113 

47 87,750 

48 99,947 

38 3174366 18.04.2018 49,140 

45 81,081 

49 87,750 

Total 791,151 

2 M/s Al 

Hayat 

Traders 

2  30.08.2018 68,334 

7 81,919 

8 40,428 

9 84,806 

12 94,536 

37  19.03.2019 92,216 

42 49,199 
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45 60,018 

-- 93,600 

Total 665,056 

3 Tried Link 

International 

85 3684941 13.05.2020 68,455 

86 67,438 

87 78,976 

88 97,407 

116 3687507 12.06.2020 79,677 

-- 99,333 

119 99,508 

120 99,158 

137 3749867 21.06.2020 39,341 

149 99,982 

151 78,066 

159 88,061 

Total 995,402 

4 Al Quraish 

Traders 

145 3749834 21.06.2020 49,725 

152 75,195 

153 98,865 

154 98,700 

160 99,215 

Total 421,700 

5 Zulfiqar Ali 

Co 

4 2970770 16.08.2017 89,304 

5 99,192 

7 91,962 

10 85,623 

Total 366,081 

6  

 

 

23 3102669 22.01.2018 34,000 

27 99,985 

32 255,938 
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Zulfiqar Ali 

Co 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

33 322,631 

55 3183259 25.04.2018 244,908 

57 158,067 

-- 146,361 

70 3398449 25.04.2018 249,728 

71 93,383 

67 3605165 24.02.2020 51,480 

68 87,750 

105 94,675 

102 3689214 12.05.2020 58,968 

105 94,675 

106 82,602 

 52,193 

 64,935 

 89,973 

121 3691963 12.06.2020 99,918 

122 70,200 

124 93,600 

125 99,782 

126 59,670 

139 3749812 21.06.2020 70,200 

141 70,200 

143 96,127 

144 72,072 

 3338324 13.09.2019 509,618 

 475,890 

 236,165 

 3102669 22.01.2018 288,990 

 297,031 

Total 4,821,715 
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7 Human 

Health Care 

30 3253674 06.12.2018 64,800 

31 96,384 

33 88,703 

Total 249,887 

8 J K Traders 21 3102667 22.01.2018 238,427 

24 166,912 

32 238,427 

   3039419 06.11.2017 278,405 

Total 922,171 

9 Chauhan 

Traders 

163 3450430 22.06.2020 70,828 

167 59,754 

168 75,965 

Total 206,547 

10 Hassan 

Traders 

59 3183258 25.04.2018 99,509 

65 67,626 

66 75,687 

67 98,362 

68 93,015 

-- 3183261 25.04.2018 49,834 

51 73,710 

53 90,675 

11 Trade Link 

International 

 4046066 16.06.2021 73,968 

 153,277 

Total 875,663 

12 GM 

Chowdary 

 3852498 04.02.2021 117,224 

 68,243 

 3687509 12.06.2020 93,600 

 98,280 

 75,400 

 98,280 
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Annexure-VI 

PARA#1.4.11 

Non-holding of Rescue 1122 council meetings as per Punjab Emergency Services Act, 

2006 

Sr

# 

Council 

meeting 

and date 

Agenda item Decision 
Compliance 

status 

1 6th, 

26.10.2020 

Consideration and 

approval of draft 

emergency service 

employees 

(appointment & 

condition of service) 

regulations and 

schedule of posts 

Minister for Law in 

consultation with ACS, 

Home, Secretary Law, 

Secretary Regulations and 

DG, PES 1122 will finalize 

the draft regulations and 

schedule of posts with in 

fortnight time. 

Not complied 

2 Do Performance review To work out plan for 

procurement of snorkels for 

all cities of Punjab within 15 

days along with financial 

implications. 

Not complied 

3 5th, 

06.11.2019 

Transfer of functions 

of patient transport 

service 

PES shall work out financial 

implications of various 

models as decided by the 

Chief Secretary vide minute 

of meeting dated 01.10.2019 

and home department will 

place the matter before 

Chief Minister through 

summary. 

Not complied 

Total 551,027 

Grand Total 10,866,400 
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4 2nd, 

03.11.2007 

Launching of 

Emergency Service 

Fund 

Establishment of ES Fund 

was approved with proposed 

board. 

Bank account 

was opened for 

Fund, however, 

neither board 

was constituted 

nor more 

quantifiable 

funds were 

demanded for 

the Fund 

 

 

Annexure-VII 

PARA#2.4.4 

Irregular payment of compensation without fulfilling codal requirements – Rs. 14.400 

million 

Sr No Cheque No Date 
Amount 

(Rs.) 
Paid to legal heirs 

1 A065448 22-09-20 800,000 Ahsan Farooq S/o Arshad Farooq 

2 A065449 22-09-20 800,000 Rehmat Noor W/o Muzaffar Iqbal 

3 A065450 22-09-20 800,000 Mohammad Farooq S/o Alam Sher 

4 A065451 22-09-20 800,000 Mohammad Irfan S/o Ghulam Hussain 

5 A065452 22-09-20 800,000 Syed Ameer S/o Ghulam Shabbir 

6 A065453 22-09-20 480,000 Mohammad Hussain S/o Ali 

Mohammad 

7 A065454 22-09-20 160,000 Shahnaz Akhter W/o M Younus 

8 A065455 22-09-20 160,000 Mussarat Parveen W/o Ashfaq 

Hussain 
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9 A065456 22-09-20 800,000 Hakim Khan S/o Ali Mohammad 

10 A065457 22-09-20 800,000 Mohammad Hayyat S/o Nawaz 

11 A065458 22-09-20 800,000 Sadhu S/o Meer Dil 

12 A065459 22-09-20 800,000 Mohammad Naseer S/o Mohammad 

Ameer 

13 A065460 22-09-20 800,000 Ghulam Skeena S/o Gul Mohammad 

14 A065461 22-09-20 800,000 Ghulam Skeena S/o Gul Mohammad 

15 A065462 22-09-20 800,000 Allah Buksh S/o Mohammad Khan  

16 A065463 22-09-20 800,000 Hakim Khan S/o Ali Mohammad 

17 A065464 22-09-20 800,000 Sadia Noureen W/o Mohammad 

Nadeem 

18 A064465 22-09-20 800,000 Mohammad Shoaib S/o Malik 

Mohammad 

19 A065623 09-02-21 800,000 Yasmeen Akhter W/o Shehzad 

20 A0264617 19-06-21 800,000 Parveen Akhter W/o Mohammad 

Pervaiz 

Total 14,400,000  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Annexure-VIII 

PARA#3.4.1 
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Irregular payment through cash – Rs. 8.054 million 

Cheque 

No 
date Paid to 

Amou

nt 

(Rs.) 

Detail 

355524

0 

13-12-19 Pearl Sea 14,040 Reflector jackets for 

Smog 

368065

0 

20-03-20 Pearl Sea 95,004 Uniform for drivers 

356211

0 

27-12-19 Pearl Sea 19,890 Executive chair (1) 

360941

5 

26-02-20 Pearl Sea 80,730 Executive chair (2) 

381629

3 

11-11-19 Saga Traders 91,260 3 Steel rack 

412037

9 

02-06-20 Pearl Co 94,770 3 Steel rack 

392597

8 

20-04-21 Qasim Traders 11,700  4 T.P link 

392938

2 

30-03-21 Pearl Sea 11,700 4 T.P link 

384481

2 

05-01-21 Pearl Sea 11,700 6 Bracket fan 

360080

0 

10-02-20 Pearl Sea 10,000 5 T.P link 

356245

9 

13-01-20 Pearl Sea 29,700 11 Electric heater 
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345544

5 

28-08-19 Pearl Sea 39,760 2 Android mobile 

360800

8 

16-02-20 Qasim Traders 99,450 5 Android mobile 

345544

9 

23-08-19 M.R Enterprises 95,850 Upgradation of mobile 

Net Work  

350679

0 

03-10-19 Pearl Sea 18,000 18 LED bulb 

350679

0 

03-10-19 Qasim Traders 62,525 Misc. 

353586

5 

29-11-19 Pearl Sea 28,080 2 flood light 

350678

8 

08-10-19 Qasim Traders 95,191 Misc.  

351101

4 

16-10-19 Qasim Traders 67,310 Kitchen items 

350679

0 

23-10-19 Qasim Traders 98,339 Misc. 

351101

4 

16-10-19 Hafiz Traders 17,600 Computer / Lap Top 

repair 

351101

4 

16-10-19 -do- 26,500 

351101

4 

16-10-19 -do- 28,089 

351101

4 

16-10-19 -do- 35,506 
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353579

0 

25-10-19 Pearl Sea 33,506 

368065

2 

20-03-20 Saga Traders 24,391 

349388

4 

16-09-19 Qasim Traders 15,800 AC repair (Evaporation 

/gas charging /Out 

Door/Indoor / kit) 
349488

4 

16-09-19 Qasim Trades 34,346 

349388

4 

16-09-19 Qasim Traders 14,424 

350678

8 

03-10-19 Qasim Traders 26,602 

350678

8 

03-10-19 Qasim Traders 10,500 

350678

8 

03-10-19 Qasim Traders 26,794 

350678

8 

03-10-19 Qasim Traders 37,654 

350678

8 

03-10-19 Qasim Traders 23,710 

350678

8 

03-10-19 Qasim Traders 27,294 

350678

8 

03-10-19 Qasim Traders 45,259 

350678

8 

03-10-19 Qasim Traders 48,052 
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353586

5 

29-11-19 Qasim Autos 39,685 Repair of generator 

356235

4 

09-01-20 Qasim Autos 23,575 

368006

49 

20-03-20 Qasim Autos 97,900 

356245

9 

13-01-20 Qasim Autos 21,190 

356245

9 

13-01-20 Qasim Autos 94,191 

368064

9 

23-03-20 Fout Brothers 48,600 Revolving chairs/ 

chairs/tables 

368062

8 

20-03-20 Saga Traders 59,343 

368062

8 

20-03-20 Saga Brothers 64,127 

356211

0 

27-12-19 Four Brothers 23,387 

351101

4 

16-10-19 Hafiz Brothers 90,814 

368064

9 

23-03-20 Qasim Traders 96,299 LRN-9550 Toyota 

Corolla 

353527

4 

12-11-19 Qasim Traders 99,157  

 

 
353527

4 

12-11-19 Qasim Traders 82,867 
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353527

4 

12-11-19 Qasim Traders 82,094  

 

Repair of vehicles 
353527

4 

12-11-19 Qasim Traders 69,696 

353526

7 

12-11-19 Qasim Traders 69,804 

353526

7 

12-11-19 Qasim Traders 92,627 

353526

7 

12-11-19 Qasim Traders 99,419 

353572

1 

22-11-19 Qasim Traders 75,574 

353572

1 

22-11-19 Qasim Traders 88,478 

353572

1 

22-11-19 Qasim Traders 80,094 

353579

0 

25-11-19 Qasim Traders 94,204 

353579

0 

25-11-19 Qasim Traders 81,155 

353579

0 

25-11-19 Qasim Traders 98,280 

353579

0 

25-11-19 Qasim Traders 82,488 

368064

9 

20-03-20 Qasim Traders 84,906 
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368064

9 

20-03-20 Qasim Traders 33,776 

368065

2 

20-03-20 Qasim Traders 85,377 

368065

2 

20-03-20 Qasim Traders 93,346 

Total 3,703,4

79 

 

FY 2020-21   

4000008 31-05-21 General Packages 73,737 Stationery items 

4058593 26-06-21 Qasim Traders 73,757 

3849687 15-01-21 Pearl Sea 95,004 Uniform 

3816273 11-11-20 Saga Traders 96,525 Kitchen items 

3816273 11-11-20 Pearl Sea 96,806 Misc. / sanitation items 

3772465 20-08-20 Saga Traders 76,993/ 

3816273 11-11-20 Pearl Sea 96,806 

4046085 16-06-21 99,427 

3816273 11-11-21 82,602 

3924382 30-03-21 94,904 

3772465 20-08-20 Pearl Co 98,760 Blinder installation one 

window Cell  

3772465 20-08-20 Glorious Traders 99,401 DG office room partition 

3772465 20-08-20 Qasim Autos 21,675 Generator repair 
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3772465 20-08-20 Qasim Autos 43,621 

3895413 22-02-21 Qasim Autos 11,700 

3924055 26-03-21 Qasim Autos 19,295 

4003260 11-06-21 Qasim Autos 11,700 

4047240 17-06-21 Qasim Traders 43,675 AC Repair (Evaporation 

/Gas charging 

/Outdoor/Indoor / kits) 
4047240 17-06-21 Qasim Traders 46,849 

4047241 17-06-21 Qasim Traders 46,389 

4047241 17-06-21 Qasim Traders 24,400 

4047238 17-06-21 Qasim Traders 33,808 

3847685 29-03-21 Qasim Traders 46,728 

3847685 29-03-21 Qasim Traders 46,833 

3549696 29-03-21 Qasim Traders 18,890 

3799090 22-10-20 Qasim Traders 44,835 

3799090 22-10-20 Qasim Traders 26,315 

3799090 22-10-20 Qasim Traders 49,280 

3799090 22-10-20 Qasim Traders 41,888 

3799088 22-10-20 Qasim Traders 48,624 

3774530 27-08-20 Qasim Autos 79,829  

 

Repair of vehicles 

3774530 27-08-20 Qasim Autos 93,760 

3774530 27-08-20 Qasim Autos 96,207 

3799992 15-10-20 Qasim Autos 57,724 
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3799992 15-10-20 Qasim Autos 31,920 

3799992 15-10-20 Qasim Autos 97,283 

3849687 15-01-21 Qasim Autos 48,798 

3849687 15-01-21 Qasim Autos 47,535 

4046092 16-06-21 Qasim Autos 46,663 

4046092 16-06-21 Qasim Autos 72,132 

4046092 16-06-21 Qasim Autos 62,699 

4046092 16-06-21 Qasim Autos 71,298 

4046092 16-06-21 Qasim Autos 78,795 

4046150 16-06-21 Qasim Autos 37,112 

4046150 16-06-21 Qasim Autos 96,633 

Total 2,216,7

93 

 

404724

2 

17-06-21 Pear Sea 33,696 Refill of tonner 28 Nos  

20 Nos 05/A,  53/A, 5 

Nos and  17/A 2 Nos 
404724

2 

17-06-21 34,398 

404724

2 

17-06-21 34,398 

377246

5 

20-08-20 16,848 

377776

0 

15-10-20 25,272 
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384902

0 

08-01-21 Pearl Sea 16,848 

389540

9 

22-02-21 Pearl Sea 8,424 

389540

9 

22-02-21 Pearl Sea 8,775 

389540

9 

22-02-21 Qasim Traders 9,711 

389540

8 

22-02-21 Pearl Sea 8,424 

392495

1 

07-04-21 Qasim Traders 8,424 

8,775 

392597

7 

20-04-21 8,424 

392778

2 

05-05-21 Pearl Sea 16,848 

Total 239,26

5 

 

EPA Total Rs 3,703,479+2,216,793+239,265=6,159,537 

  EPD - (A) Misc. 2019-20  

368895

7 

07-05-20 Glourious Trading & 

Qasim Traders 

45,147 Sanitation items 

360515

8 

24-02-20 Qasim Traders 96,496 Printing of file covers, note 

pads etc. 

349005

8 

- Abdullah Traders 98,397 Sanitation and Misc. items 
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349358

3 

- - 52,065 -do- 

356005

8 

17-01-20 Asif Traders 28,080 -do- 

356005

8 

17-01-20 - 66,805 -do- 

379994

5 

28-10-20 Ahmed Traders 64,865 -do- 

349358

3 

-- A.S Traders 72,808 AC repair 

349358

3 

-- ANT Traders 55,298 -do- 

-Total 579,961  

(B) Transportation 2019-20   

349005

8 

- Umer Traders 64,119 LEG-13 145 

349005

8 

- Umer Traders 98,585 

349005

8 

- Umer Traders 99,493 

350963

9 

04-10-19 Danish Motors 40,950 LWL-9144 

42,218 LWL-9144 

21,390 LEG-13 145 

16,776 LEG-146 

18,889 LEG-1510 
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23,379 LRW-3579 

350963

9 

04-10-19 ANT Motors 67,993 LEG-1054 & Motor. Cycles 

350963

9 

04-10-19 AS Motors 95,791 LWL-9144 

350963

9 

04-10-19 Danish Motors 98,542 LEG-13 145 

355262

8 

26-11-19 Nasir Auto Traders & 

Workshop 

93,266 LRW-3578 

355261

9 

26-11-19 ANT Traders 65,140 LEG-232 

355261

9 

26-11-19 A.S Motors 93,454 LEG-1510 

355307

1 

29-11-19 Danish Motors 81,206 LEG-146 

360583

5 

03-03-20 Nasir Auto Traders & 

Workshop 

61,180 LEG-1004 

360583

6 

03-03-20 Qasim Autos 89,145 LEG-145 

Total 1,171,516  

Printing 2019-20     

360515

8 

24-02-20 M/S Qasim Traders 

Bill No 632 dated 07-

02-20 

62,000 File covers, printed note pad 

and Note Pad Cover 
9,600 

10,875 

28-10-20 45,000 File covers A4 / 
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379994

3 

A.S Motor / Traders 

Bill No 2413 dated     

22-10-20       

16,000 File covers legal size 

Total 143,475  

 EPD Total Rs (579,961+1,171,516+143,475) =1,894,952 

Grand Total   EPA + EPD Rs (6, 159,537+1,894,952=8,054,489 

 

 

 

Annexure-IX 

PARA#3.4.2 

Irregular expenditure on repair & maintenance of transport – Rs. 3.494 million 

Cheque 

No 
Date Paid To Vehicle No 

Invoice 

No 

Amount 

(Rs.) 

3680649 20-03-20  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- 561 96,299 

3535274 12-11-19 - 420 99,157 

3535267 12-11-19 LEG-1650 448 60,262 

LEG-5512 452 0 

3535267 12-11-19 LEG-5217 430 85,417 

LEG-147 449 89,198 

3535267 12-11-19 LEG-2207 454 92,747 

LHR-1838 455 0 

3535267 12-11-19 LEG-1295 447 69,804 

3535267 12-11-19 LEG-1290 423 92,627 
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Qasim Autos 

LEG-1296 425 0 

3535267 12-11-19 LEG-148 417 99,419 

3535274 12-11-19 LEG-1296 428 82,861 

LEG-1298 444 0 

3535274 12-11-19 LEG-6369 431 82,094 

LEG-6369 473 75,574 

LEG-1557 476 88,478 

LEG-1054 472 0 

LEG-2184 477 80,094 

3535790 25-11-19 LEG-5207 475 94,204 

LEG-1559 471 81,155 

LEG-148 478 98,260 

LEG-1212 461 82,488 

LEG-1547 462 0 

3535274 12-11-19 LEG-1293 426 69,696 

LEG-1297 427 0 

3680649 20-03-20 LEG-2187 570 84,906 

LEG-1054 563 33,776 

3680652 20-03-20 LEG-1833 558 85,377 

LEG-6369 559 0 

3680652 20-03-20  LEG-148 574 93,346 
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     1,917,239 

FY-2020-21    

3774530 27-08-20  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Qasim Autos 

LEG-1180 624 79,829 

LEG-5217 622 93,760 

LEG-2184 613 96,207 

3797993 15-10-20 LEG-6369 777 47,147 

3799992 15-10-20 LEG-147 635 56,726 

LEG-1212 775 31,920 

LEG-1212 638 97,283 

3849687 15-01-21 LEG-1647 790-791 48,798 

LEG-1651 796 47,535 

3925976 20-04-21 LEG-147 848 59,807 

3925986 20-04-21 LEG-5512 847 87,875 

LEG-1296 840 47,991 

3925991 20-04-21 LEG-1297 851 44,436 

4046085 16-06-21 LEG-1556 1077 45,960 

LEG-1649 1053 32,388 

4046084 16-06-21 LEG-1751 1051 30,523 

LEG-1293 1052 30,000 

4046092 16-06-21 LEG-1649 1060 46,663 

LEG-1752 1058-

1059 

72,132 
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LEG-1751 

LEG-1048 1030 62,699 

LEG-1647 1029 71,298 

LEG-2148 1026 78,795 

4046093 16-06-21 LEG-1975 1040 45,890 

LEG-1510 1033 66,934 

4046148 16-06-21 LEG-1650 1065 48,142 

LEG-1510 1063 69,585 

4046150 16-06-21 LEG-1294 1042 37,112 

Total   1,577,435 

Grand total   3,494,633 

 

DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (CLIMATE CHANGE & 

ENVIRONMENT) 

Chapter - 1 

Provincial Disaster Management Authority and Emergency Rescue Service 

(Rescue 1122) under Relief, Rehabilitation & Settlement Department, 

Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

1.1 Introduction 

A. Provincial Disaster Management Authority Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

In order to alleviate the sufferings of people affected by earthquake, floods and military 

operations, there was need to establish a system of relief, reconstruction and rehabilitation for affected 

persons.  In this regard an Act No. XXIV of 2010 was promulgated for establishment of National 

Disaster Management Authority by the Parliament.  In compliance of Serial No. 15 of the said Act, the 

Provincial Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa established Provincial Disaster Management Authority 

on 27 October 2008 to deal with the disaster management activities in the province. PDMA Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa is mandated to prepare and implement the disaster management policies in the Province 

under National Disaster Management (Khyber Pakhtunkhwa) Act, 2012. The District Disaster 
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Management Units (DDMUs) are mandated for executing disaster management activities at district 

level.  

 Emergency Rescue Service 1122 Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Emergency Rescue Service (Rescue 1122) was established in 

January 2010. Latter, the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Emergency Rescue Service Act, 2012 was enacted as 

guiding legislation of the department. After successful implementation of Emergency Offices in the 

major Districts of the Province, now the expansion is being made in the merged areas of FATA. Rescue-

1122 Khyber Pakhtunkhwa is mandated to ensure the presence of rescue service in the province in 

efficient and effective manner. Its function include to respond and carry out the relief operations for 

public in emergences i.e. acts of terrorism, fire incidents, road traffic accidents, building collapse and 

medical emergencies.  

 

 

 

 

 

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts of audited formations (Variance analysis) 

                 (Rs. in billion) 

C. Sectoral Analysis 

The Relief Rehabilitation and Settlement Department (RR&SD), KPK is mandated to formulate 

policies, strategies and guidelines for relief, rehabilitation and emergency activities in the Province. The 

Provincial Disaster Management Authority (PDMA), Rescue 1122 and Directorate of Civil Defence act 

as implementation agencies of the Department. 

The detail of budget and expenditure of PDMA, KPK for the financial years 2020-21 & 2019-

20 is as under: 

                             (Rs. in billion) 

Sr.No Financial 

Year 

Formation Budget Expenditure 

1. 2020-21 PDMA & DDMUs KPK 18.41 18.15 

Sr. No. 
Financial 

Year 
Name of formation Budgeted Expenditure 

1. 2020-21 PDMA & DDMUs KPK 18.41 18.15 

2. 2020-21 Rescue 1122 (HQ) & DEOs KPK 4.54 3.92 

3. 2020-21 Department  of Relief, Rehabilitation and 

Settlement, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 
0.32 0.31 

Total 23.272 22.377 
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2. 2019-20 PDMA & DDMUs KPK 27.77 16.28 

Graphical representation of the budget and expenditure for the last two financial years is as 

below:      

 

Out of the total expenditure of PDMA, KPK for the financial year 2020-21, major expenditure 

of Rs. 16 billion was incurred on Citizen Losses Compensation Program (CLPC) for Temporary 

Displaced Persons (TDPs) of newly merged areas of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa during operation Zarba-i-

Azeb.              

Provincial Disaster Management Authority (PDMA), KPK is the lead agency dealing with 

disasters and disaster planning in the province. While the Authority has achieved success in the post 

disaster related activities and relief operations in the aftermath of disasters, the activities related to 

mitigation and prevention measures have not been well initiated and the focus has not been on the 

Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) measures. The Provincial and District Disaster Management Plans have 

not been prepared by PDMA and DDMUs which indicates that there is lack of proper ground work and 

planning in dealing with the future disasters. PDMA is also responsible for preparing Multi Hazard 

Vulnerability Risk Assessments (MHVRAs) required under National Disaster Management Plan 

(NDMP) for assessing the vulnerability of the Province towards disasters and suggesting appropriate 

mitigation and preventive disaster management measures. PDMA has not been able to achieve any 

considerable progress on conducting the MHVRAs. Moreover, District Disaster Management Units 

(DDMUs) were notified, however, they are not effective due to non-allocation of dedicated human 

resource and budgetary support. 

The detail of budget and expenditure of Rescue-1122, KPK for the financial years 2020-21 & 

2019-20 is as under: 

                         (Rs. in billion) 

Sr.No Financial Year Formation Budget Expenditure 

1. 2020-21 Rescue 1122 (HQ) & DEOs KPK 4.54 3.92 

2. 2019-20 Rescue 1122 (HQ) & DEOs KPK 6.35 4.79 

Graphical representation of the budget and expenditure for the last two financial years is as 

under:           

18.41
27.77

18.15 16.28

 FY 2020-21  FY 2019-20

PDMA

Budget and Expenditure

Budget (Rs. in billion) Expenditure (Rs. in billion)
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A review of Rescue-1122 expenditure for the financial year 2020-21 indicate that the major 

expenditure of Rs. 583 million was incurred on the expansion of Rescue Service in the newly merged 

areas of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (procurement of specialized emergency vehicles and equipment), Rs. 

324 million on patient referral ambulance service and Rs. 1,554 million as development expenditures 

on District Emergency Offices. 

The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Emergency Rescue Service (Rescue 1122) has played a key role in 

providing rescue services in the Province since inception. There is a need to expand the emergency 

service in all districts so as to cater the entire population of the Province. Emergency Service Academy 

has not been established so far resulting in lack of training and non-enhancement of HR skill. Moreover, 

Rescue1122 has not established Emergency Rescue Service Fund for dealing with emergency 

operations and staff welfare as required under Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Emergency Service Act 2012.  

Data related to rescue operations carried out by Rescue Service 1122, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

since establishment to date is as under: 

 

 

There are 35 ongoing projects of Relief, Rehabilitation & Settlement Department, KPK in the 

provincial ADP 2020-21, out of which 28 projects pertain to Rescue-1122 and 07 belong to PDMA. 

Rescue-1122 projects include development expenditures on District Emergency Offices, capacity 

enhancement of Rescue-1122, up-gradation of Rescue vehicles, establishment of Rescue Academy and 

Rescue stations etc. PDMA projects include purchase of IT equipment, capacity building of PDMA, 

disaster mitigation and preparedness, economic revitalization of North Waziristan-compensation for 

business loss etc. The approved cost of these projects was Rs. 23,487 million and expenditure incurred 

was Rs. 10,877 million up to June 2021 representing 46% of approved cost. Graphical representation is 

as under: 

4.54
6.35

3.92 4.79

 FY 2020-21  FY 2019-20

Rescue-1122

Budget and Expenditure

Budget (Rs. in billion) Expenditure (Rs. in billion)

Road accidents, 

123,724 

Medical 

emergencies, 

422,368 

Fire Emergencies, 

19,329 

Crime incidents, 

11,177 

Building 

collapse, 

1,143 

Patient rescued, 

601,346 

Drowning, 2,315 
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The total size of ADP 2020-21 of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa was Rs. 177,000 million, out of which 

an allocation of Rs. 4,578 million (2.6%) was made for the development schemes of Relief, 

Rehabilitation and Settlement Department (PDMA & Rescue-1122) for FY 2020-21. 

Table I: Audit profile of Relief, Rehabilitation & Settlement Department, Government of Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa. 

(Rs. in billion) 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total Nos. Audited Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21  

 

Revenue/Rece

ipts audited 

FY 2020-21 

1. Formations 73 (main entity 

and 

regional/district 

offices) 

9 (including main 

PDMA (HQ) & 4 

DDMUs & 

Rescue-1122 (HQ) 

where major 

expenditure was 

incurred) 

9.29 Nil 

2.  Assignment 

Account 

 SDAs 

 Fund A/c 

(excluding FAP) 

1 

Nil 

Nil 

1 

1 

- 

- 

1 

Nil Nil 

3. Authorities 

/Autonomous 

2 2 Nil Nil 

15.887

7.68.451

2.4

Rescue 1122 KPK PDMA KPK

ADP 2020-21
OF RR&S Deptt KPK

Approved ADP Cost  (Rs. in billion)

Expenditure up to June 2021 (Rs. in billion)
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bodies etc.  under 

the PAO 

4. Foreign Aided 

project (FAP) 

USAID Funded 

1 1 0.902 Nil 

1.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 7,241.963 million have been raised in this 

chapter of the audit Report pertaining to “Rescue-1122 (HQ) Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and 

its DEO offices in Peshawar & Abbottabad, PDMA (HQ) Peshawar and DDMUs / DCs 

at Peshawar, Khyber, Nowshera & South Waziristan. Recovery of Rs. 22.223 million has 

been pointed out in the audit observations. Summary of the audit observations classified 

by nature is as under: 

Table II: Overview of Audit Observations 

     (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No Classification Amount 

1. Non- production of record - 

2. Report cases of fraud, embezzlement, misappropriation and  - 

3. Irregularities 7,241.963 

A 
HR/Employees related irregularities 46.91 

B 
Procurement related irregularities 294.552 

C 
Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks 2,031.83 

D 
Taxation 6.201 

4. 
Value of money and services delivery issues Nil 

5. Others 4,862.47 
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1.3 Brief Comments on the Status of Compliance with PAC Decision 

This Directorate General started audit of Disaster Management Organizations of Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa during the year 2016-17. No PAC decisions have been issued yet as the Audit Reports 

have not been discussed in the PAC. 

 

 

 

 

1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Irregularities (HR/Employees) 

1.4.1 Un-authorized appointment of staff on contingent basis by PDMA since 2014 and 

payment of salaries - Rs. 42.113 million 

According to Para-139 of General Financial Rules Vol-I, contingencies regulated by scales 

include such charges as liveries to Class-IV servants, rewards for destruction of wild animals, diet and 

conveyance charges to witnesses and the like. The authority prescribing the scale should lay down the 

condition’s precedent to the application of the scale, making it clear whether the bills must be 

countersigned before or after payment and what certificate should support the bills. It should be the duty 

of the Controlling officers to see that the charges incurred are in accordance with the prescribed scales 

and the conditions which govern them. Only class-IV employees can be hired on contingent basis as a 

temporary arrangement. 

Finance Department, Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa vide Notification No. BO.I/FD/5-

8/2017-18 dated 30.06.2017 banned the appointment of contingent paid staff.  

 PDMA (Complex Emergency Wing), paid an amount of Rs. 42.113 million during the FY 2020-

21 on account of salaries / wages of contingent staff as detailed below: 

                (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No Description Amount 

1. Payment of contingent staff of Bakka Khel Camp 16.655 

2. Contingent staff working in Director Complex Emergency Wing 

of PDMA 

25.461 

Total 42.113 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Contingent staff could only be hired on Class-IV positions. PDMA / CEW hired 

contingent staff on other position from BS-1 to 18. Hiring of contingent staff (who were 

hired for 3 months and extended further for 3 months from time to time) against posts 

other than Class-IV posts was not covered under rules. 
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ii. Hiring of Class-IV staff on contingent basis was temporary arrangement, however, the 

hired staff was serving in the department since 2014. 

iii. Designation wise need assessment of the posts was not prepared and approved by any 

competent authority. 

iv. Due process of recruitment was not followed. Personal information of the hired staff 

along with their TORs was not available on record. 

v. Employees working on same posts and designations were drawing different salaries and 

fixation of pay of each post was made in a discretionary manner. 

Audit is of the view that appointment of staff was made in violation of instructions of Finance 

Department KPK and stands unauthorized.  

The matter was pointed out to the management on 11th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that consequent to North Waziristan TDPs displacement in June 2014 and establishment of 

TDPs Camp in Baka Khel, Ex FDMA hired staff for camp management and TDPs grievances both in 

the camp and headquarter as per requirements of army formations and Temporarily Displaced Persons 

(TDPs). Their selection was made purely on contingent basis. Contracts were extended on monthly 

basis or after 90 days after reviewing their needs and performance whichever deemed appropriate. 

Process of recruitment was not followed. Personal information of the hired staff along with their TORs 

are not being maintained. 

Reply of the management was not acceptable as appointment on contingent basis in violation 

of rules was irregular. 

DAC meeting was held on 7th December 2021 and it was directed that administrative 

department should review the matter and prepare a comprehensive policy with respect to requirement 

of contingent staff, approval of strength and make appointments strictly as per rules and regulations. 

 Audit recommends that administrative department should prepare a comprehensive policy with 

respect to requirement of contingent staff, approval of strength and make appointments strictly as per 

rules and regulations. 

 (Para 35, PDMA KPK) 

1.4.2 Un-authorized appointment of staff on contingent basis by DDMU Khyber since 

2016 - Rs. 4.797 million 

According to Para-139 of General Financial Rules Vol-I, contingencies regulated by scales 

include such charges as liveries to class IV servants, rewards for destruction of wild animals, diet and 

conveyance charges to witnesses and the like. The authority prescribing the scale should lay down the 

condition’s precedent to the application of the scale, making it clear whether the bills must be 

countersigned before or after payment and what certificate should support the bills. It should be the duty 

of the Controlling officers to see that the charges incurred are in accordance with the prescribed scales 

and the conditions which govern them. Only Class-IV employees can be hired on contingent basis as a 

temporary arrangement. 

Finance Department, Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa vide Notification No. BO. I/FD/5-

8/2017-18 dated 30.06.2017 banned the appointment of contingent paid staff.  

 Seven (07) employees were working in District Disaster Management Unit, Khyber under 

Citizen Losses Compensation Program on contingent basis since 2016. An amount of Rs. 4.797 million 

was paid on this account during the FY 2020-21 as detailed below:  
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   (Rs. in million) 

Sr# Name Designation Monthly Salary 

July to Dec, 

2020 

Monthly 

salary Jan 

to June 

2021 

Total 

Salary  

1. Waleed Ahmad Saiddiqi Co-Ordinator CLCP 70,000 73,500 0.861 

2. Muhammad Irtiza Ayub MIS Officer 65,000 68,250 0.800 

3. Tufail Ahmed Khalil M&E Assistant 60,000 63,000 0.738 

4. Syed Abbas Ahmad M&E Assistant 60,000 63,000 0.738 

5. Farhad Khan Data Entry Operator 45,000 47,250 0.554 

6. Abdul Ghafoor Data Entry Operator 45,000 47,250 0.554 

7. Suliman Khan Data Entry Operator 45,000 47,250 0.554 

Total 4.797 

 Audit observed as under: 

i. Contingent staff could only be hired on Class-IV positions as per rules. DDMU Khyber 

appointed contingent staff on other positions in violation of rules. 

ii. Hiring of Class-IV staff on contingent basis was a temporary arrangement. However, 

the hired staff was serving in the department since 2016. 

iii. Post / designation wise need assessment was not prepared and approved by the 

competent authority. 

iv. Process of recruitment was not followed. Personal files containing all information along 

with their TORs were not available on record. 

v. Fixation of salary and approval was not available in record. 

vi. 5 % annual increment was also granted without any provision in rules. 

Audit is of the view that appointment of staff was made in violation of instructions of Finance 

Department KPK and stands unauthorized.  

The matter was pointed out to the management on 20th August 2021, but no reply was furnished 

by the management. 

PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter and initiate necessary 

corrective actions. 

(Para 12, DDMU/ DC Khyber KPK) 

Procurement 

1.4.3 Irregular award of contract for procurement of goods - Rs. 134.842 million 

 Bidding documents for procurement of goods issued to bidders provides that minimum 

threshold for technical qualification is 70 % of the total marks. Bids failed to achieve 70 % marks in 

technical evaluation will stand disqualified. As per technical evaluation sheet, 15 marks were fixed for 
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submission of audited accounts of last three years showing more than 50 million sales. 5 marks each 

year and zero marks for less than 50 million sales were fixed.  20 marks were fixed for last two years 

bank statement showing 50 million or more transaction. Similarly, 20 marks were fixed for product 

local performance and 4 marks for each satisfactory performance certificate of similar nature works. 

The firm shall provide clear address and phone numbers to verify the credentials. In case of unverifiable 

certificate zero marks shall be given. 

 PDMA, KPK awarded a contract for procurement of goods to M/s Aura Associates during FY 

2020-21. As per technical evaluation, M/s Aura Associates secured 78.5 marks.  PDMA paid an amount 

of Rs. 134.842 million to M/s Aura Associates for procurement of various goods as detailed below: 

 

 

                                                                           (Rs. in million) 

Sr# Description Amount  

1. Kitchen sets 73.949 

2. Blankets 40.181 

3. Quilts 20.712 

Total 134.842 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Complete 15 marks were awarded to the bidder for submission of accounts; however, 

sales of one year were less than 50 million. Hence 05 extra marks were awarded. 

ii. For kitchen sets, 16 marks were given for 04 performance certificate. However, only 

one certificate was attached with the technical bid. Later on, two more certificates were 

provided from open record out of which one was not verifiable. Hence 8 to 12 marks 

were extra awarded. 

iii. In case of blanket and quilts, only two certificates were attached which clearly indicates 

that 08 extra marks were given to the bidder. 

 Audit holds that 13 to 17 extra marks were awarded to the bidder in violation of the evaluation 

criteria; hence, the bidder was not technically qualified as firm marks were less than the threshold limit 

of 70. Award of contract by increasing the marks was irregular. 

 The matter was pointed out to the management on 11th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that 10 marks were given for submission of accounts. The required certificates were 

provided by the bidder but during shifting of PDMA office the record was mixed up.  However, required 

certificates are available and attached as ready reference.  

Reply of the management was not cogent as the marks were awarded to the bidder in violation 

of the evaluation criteria; hence, the bidder was not technically qualified as its marks were less than the 
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threshold limit. Further, the required certificates were not available at the time of evaluation. Provision 

of the same at later stage is not acceptable. 

DAC meeting was held on 7th December 2021 and it was directed that the department shall 

examine the matter and conduct a detail fact finding and report be placed before DAC for consideration. 

Furthermore, the procurement agency shall keep all the record in an appropriate manner in future. 

 Audit recommends that department should conduct fact finding and report be placed before 

DAC for consideration.  

(Para 03, PDMA KPK) 

1.4.4 Irregular award of contract for transportation services and payment of  

- Rs. 2.517 million 

 According to Rule 11 of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Public Procurement of Goods, Works and 

Services Rules, 2014, procurement opportunity over Rs. 2.5 million shall be advertised in print media, 

appearing in at least one National English and one Urdu daily newspaper with nationwide circulation 

along with advertising the same on the procuring entity’s website and Authority’s website, respectively.  

 Rule 39 and 40 further provides that all bids shall be evaluated in accordance with the evaluation 

criteria and other terms and conditions set forth in the bidding documents. No procuring entity shall 

introduce any condition, which discriminates between bidders or that is considered to be met with 

difficulty. In ascertaining the discriminatory or difficult nature of any condition reference shall be made 

to the ordinary practices of that trade, manufacturing, construction business or service to which that 

particular procurement is related. 

 PDMA KPK awarded a contract for provision of transportation services to  

M/s Islamabad Nowshera Goods Transport Company on 18.11.2020. The tender was floated on KPPRA 

website and two newspapers namely “Daily Aaj” and “Daily Munazam” Peshawar on 16.10.2020. The 

rates of 4-wheeler, 6-wheeler, 10-wheeler and 22-wheeler vehicles from warehouse Jalozai to 41 

different destinations were required as per bidding documents. Each firm quoted different rates for 

different vehicles for 41 destinations. The management awarded contract to lowest bidder by calculating 

average rate of 41 destinations and then again taking average single rate of 4 types of vehicles. 

 Audit observed as under: 

i. Advertisement was not floated on the Authority’s own web site. 

ii. Advertisement was floated in only two local newspapers instead of newspapers having 

vide circulation. Further advertisement was not floated in English Newspaper. 

iii. Method of evaluation of bids for award of contract was not mentioned in the bidding 

documents. 

iv. Method of making comparisons of rates after taking average of 41 different rates and 

then again averages for different types of vehicles was not fair and transparent. The 

rates were required to be obtained on per Kilometer basis to make the fair competition. 

The absence of bid evaluation criteria in the bidding documents led to discretion in 

decision making resulting in non-transparent evaluation of bids.  

v. Destinations which were falling outside the provincial jurisdiction i.e., GB, Quetta, 

Karachi and Lahore were included in the bid. These destinations were not required to 

be used frequently. Hence inclusion of the same was not justified as the same had 

impact on average rates. 
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 Audit holds that procurement of transport services in violation of KPPRA rules 2014 was 

irregular. 

 The matter was pointed out to the management on 11th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that advertisement was floated in 03 newspapers through information department and also 

on the KPPRA website and the evaluation criteria was given in the bidding documents. The rates for 41 

different stations were obtained. The contract was awarded on the basis of lowest price offered. Besides, 

considering the average, the individual rates quoted by the said firm were lowest among other bidders 

for each station. The relief items are different in weights and the stations/districts are scattered 

geographically, some districts are plain while some districts are located in hilly and hard areas. 

Secondly, the calculations of mileage may become difficult for each destination/delivery point across 

the province. The capital city of each province was included because during disasters or any emergency, 

PDMA donate or receive items from other provinces which require transportation for carriage. 

Moreover, some times NDMA donates the items which are available in other provincial headquarters 

like Karachi, Lahore & Islamabad. The rates were fixed through tender for the purpose to avoid hiring 

of transportation on quotation basis. 

The reply of the management was not tenable as the claim of department that individual rates 

for all destinations quoted by the firm were lowest was not correct. The evaluation criterion was not 

provided in the bidding documents and the transportation services were hired in violation of the KPPRA 

rules 2014. 

DAC meeting was held on 7th December 2021 and it was directed that matter shall be probed 

by the administrative department and report be shared with audit. Furthermore, the procurement agency 

should incorporate an un-ambiguous evaluation criterion in the bidding documents and keep all the 

record in an appropriate manner in future. 

 Audit recommends that compliance of DAC decision be made and outcome be shared with 

audit. Moreover, PDMA should include an un-ambiguous evaluation criterion in the bidding documents 

while making procurements in future. 

 (Para 04, PDMA KPK) 

1.4.5 Irregular procurement of search lights - Rs. 2.00 million 

As per bidding documents of bid for procurement of search lights, the bidders were required 

to provide at least two successful transaction certificates of similar nature supplies as one of the 

mandatory requirements. The bid shall straightaway be rejected in case of non-compliance of any 

mandatory criteria. 

PDMA, KPK awarded a contract to M/s MAD for purchase of search lights. An amount of 

Rs. 2.00 million was paid to the contractor during FY 2020-21. 

Audit observed that the contractor was not fulfilling the criterion of having at least two 

successful transaction certificates of similar nature supplies as one of the mandatory requirements.  

Audit is of the view that award of contract to the firm was violation of mandatory requirement 

of bidding documents and was irregular. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 11th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that the supplier submitted all the required documents along with certificates with the bid. 

However, the same was not reflected in the evaluation sheet which was a typing mistake. 
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The reply of the management was not acceptable as all the procurement committee members 

signed the bid evaluation sheets in which it was mentioned that the firm was not fulfilling the mandatory 

criteria technically. Therefore, the bid was not evaluated properly and in fair manner.  

DAC meeting was held on 7th December 2021 and it was directed that matter shall be probed 

by the administrative department and report be shared with audit. Furthermore, the procurement agency 

shall keep all the record in an appropriate manner in future. 

 Audit recommends that matter should be inquired by the administrative department. 

(Para 05, PDMA KPK) 

1.4.6 Irregular award of contract to ineligible firm in respect of fabrication of recovery  

vehicle  - Rs. 52.995 million 

As per bidding documents following were the mandatory requirement as basic eligibility 

criteria to open technical proposal of a bidder: 

i. Sales Tax Registration & Income Tax Registration. 

ii. KPPRA Registration. 

iii. Certificate of Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC in category C-6 and above in ME-02, 

ME-05, & ME-06). 

PDMA, KPK issued a work order amounting to Rs. 52.995 million on account of fabrication of 

recovery vehicle to M/s Javed Industrial Company on 30.04.2021. The mandatory requirement set out 

in the bidding documents for each bidder was to provide  registration certificate with Pakistan 

Engineering Council in category C-6 and above in ME-02, ME-05 and ME-06.  

Audit observed while scrutiny of documents submitted by M/s Javed Industrial Company that 

the firm was not registered with the Pakistan Engineering Council at the time of bidding process. Proof 

of registration attached with the bid documents was a renewal case applied in Pakistan Engineer Council 

in category C-5. Therefore, despite not meeting the mandatory eligibility criteria, the procurement 

committee considered the bid of M/s Javed Industrial Company for further evaluation and accordingly 

awarded the contract to the said firm declaring it as “best evaluated highest ranking bid”.  

Audit is of the view that department awarded the contract to the firm which was non-responsive 

due to not fulfilling the mandatory requirements. This also indicates that there was an alleged pooling / 

cartel among the bidders as the competitor bidders did not raise any objection or showed grievance on 

it.  

The matter was pointed out to the management on 30th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that firm was registered with Pakistan Engineering Council and before expiry of validity 

the same was applied for renewal. The firm was considered on its merit and considered advice of PEC 

that if the renewal application is placed before the expiry than the same may be considered. The rate 

quoted was lowest and therefore the work was awarded. 

The reply of the management was not satisfactory. The contract was awarded to a firm which 

did not fulfil the mandatory requirements. The firm was to be registered with PEC and merely applying 

of PEC registration was not sufficient. The firm was not eligible to be considered for technical and 

financial evaluation.  

DAC meeting was held on 8th December 2021 and it was directed that administrative 

department shall probe the matter and report will share with audit within one month. 
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Audit recommends that the matter should be inquired at appropriate level by the administrative 

department. 

(Para 01, Rescue 1122 (HQ), KPK) 

1.4.7 Non-transparent award of contract on account of procurement of video search 

cameras - Rs. 11.115 million 

As per the criteria set out in the bidding documents, total weightage of technical evaluation was 

70% and weightage of financial evaluation was 30% and the contract was required to be awarded to the 

best evaluated highest ranking bid.  

Emergency Rescue Service (Rescue-1122) Khyber Pakhtunkhwa invited tenders for purchase 

of video search cameras during the FY 2019-20. After evaluating the technical and financial proposals, 

the contract was awarded to M/s Ahmad Medix on 18.05.2020 amounting to Rs. 11.115 million and 

payment was made accordingly during FY 2020-21.  

The result of the technical and financial proposals is as under: 

Sr # Evaluation Criteria Max. 

Points 

Points Obtained 

M/s A-Tech International M/s Ahmad Medix 

1. Compliance with Technical 

Specifications 

15 15 15 

2. Financial/Bank Statements 15 15 15 

3. Previous Experience 10 10 05 

4. Staffing 05 05 05 

5. Office in Peshawar 05 00 05 

Total Points of Technical Evaluation  45 (0.7*45=31.50) 45 (0.7*45=31.50) 

Total Points of Financial Evaluation  30.00 30.00 

Total Weightage  

(Technical + Financial) 

 31.50+28.26=59.76 31.50+30.00=61.50 

Audit observed that as per the bidding documents, M/s A-Tech International provided proof of 

its office located in Peshawar with complete address and was eligible to obtain 05 marks but the 

procurement committee did not awarded 05 marks to the firm as per evaluation criteria. On the other 

side, procurement committee gave 05 marks to M/s Ahmad Medix despite the fact that proof of its office 

being located in Peshawar provided by the firm seemed fake as it was an unattested photocopy with 

incomplete address. The original letter head of M/s Ahmad Medix attached with the submitted bid and 

with other bids showed offices of the firms only in Lahore and Karachi. 

Audit is of the view that the technical evaluation made on the basis of record attached with the 

bids did not depict a fair evaluation and the tender was awarded in an irregular manner. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 30th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that evidence or document was not attached with SBD’s by M/s A-Tech that the firm has 

its registered office in Peshawar. Furthermore, M/s Ahmad Medix has provided undertaking of its 3S 

facility at Peshawar. 
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The reply of the management was not satisfactory. The documents provided by the department 

were not part of the bidding documents. 

DAC meeting was held on 8th December 2021 and it was directed that administrative 

department shall probe the matter and the same be reported to the audit. The DAC further directed to 

take the rent agreement / ownership from the prospective bidders to ensure that their office existed in 

Peshawar. Furthermore, the blacklisting process be initiated against the bidders for false submission 

and declaration of the office existence in Peshawar. 

Audit recommends that the matter should be probed by the administrative department. 

(Para 02, Rescue 1122 (HQ), KPK) 

1.4.8 Irregular award of contract to the firm without fulfilling the mandatory 

evaluation criteria - Rs. 25.090 million 

As per terms and conditions laid down in advertisement for acquisition of Standard Bidding 

Documents and submission of tender, an affidavit regarding the non-blacklisting of the firm in any part 

of Pakistan was required to be submitted with application for Soliciting Bidding Documents. 

Emergency Rescue Service (Rescue-1122) Khyber Pakhtunkhwa invited tenders for 

procurement of Mobile Masting Tower. The mandatory requirements were to furnish the proof of 

registration with Income Tax, Sales Tax, KPPRA and Pakistan Engineering Council. The firms were 

also required to provide affidavit with the bidding documents regarding non-blacklisting. Following 

firms participated in the bidding process: 

i. M/s High Tech Safety 

ii. M/s A-Tech Internal  

iii. M/s Global Fire Fighting 

Further, the bidders were also required to provide financial statements, bank statement and 

staffing detail to evaluate that the bidder had sufficient resources to complete the contract in an effective 

and timely manner. 

M/s Global Fire Fighting was awarded contract for purchase of Mobile Masting Tower at a cost 

of Rs. 25.090 million.  

During the scrutiny of the bid documents it was observed that the bidder did not provide 

affidavit that the firm was not blacklisted and not involved in any litigation anywhere in Pakistan. The 

firm also did not provide detail of its technical staff. Detailed scrutiny of the bank statement revealed 

that the firm was not financially sound and to cover the requirement of the technical evaluation it had 

deposited an amount of Rs. 4.852 million on 20.06.2019 and Rs. 3.3 million on 10.12.2019 and secured 

15 points on the basis of having balance of Rs. 1.00 million and above. 

Audit is of the view that the firm did not comply with mandatory requirements and technical 

evaluation criterion, hence was ineligible for awarding of contract. Therefore, award of contract to the 

firm was irregular. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 30th August 2021.  The management in its 

reply stated that firm affidavit regarding non-blacklisting is available.  

The reply was not satisfactory as the affidavit regarding black listing was not provided by the 

firm at the time of obtaining bidding documents. 
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DAC meeting was held on 7th December 2021 and it was directed that administrative 

department shall probe the matter and report will share with audit. DAC further advised for establishing 

a procurement wing of Rescue-1122 and to develop the check list for evaluation of bidding documents 

Audit recommends that matter should be probed by the administrative department.  

(Para 6, Rescue 1122 (HQ), KPK) 

1.4.9 Irregular procurement of uniforms - Rs. 65.993 million 

According to standard bidding documents, the criteria of technical evaluation was as under: 

Sr. # Description Total Marks 

1. Compliance with technical specifications 15 

2. Financial/Bank statement  

01 million and above   =15 

0.5 million and above  =10 

0.5 million and below  =05 

15 

3. Previous Experiences (Similar Nature) 

05 work order and above =10 

04 work order and below =05 

10 

4. Staffing  05 

5. Office in Peshawar 15 

Total points 50 

Emergency Rescue Service (Rescue-1122) Khyber Pakhtunkhwa awarded a contract to M/s 

Jahangir Sons Enterprises for procurement of uniforms.  

It was observed that technical evaluation was not made in fair and transparent manner.  

The shortcomings observed in technical evaluation are detailed as under:  

i. No breakup and detailed criterion of 15 marks against technical specification was given. 

ii. The audited financial statements were not provided by the bidder but full 15 marks were 

given. Financial position of M/s Jehangir sons was less than 1.00 million hence giving 

15 marks instead of 10 was not justified. No Annual Financial Statements for last three 

years. were provided by M/s Jahangir Sons. In absence of AFS, the financial soundness 

could not be judged. 

iii. Only managerial staff detail was attached with the bid. The detail of technical staff was 

not provided by M/s Jehangir sons and still full 05 marks were granted. The grant of 

full marks was not justified.  

Besides above audit also observed that: 

i. Attendance sheet of the participants as well as the procuring committee members was 

not prepared. 
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ii. Minutes of meeting of technical and financial proposals were not recorded and signed 

by the procurement committee. 

iii. Pre-bid meeting was not convened and minutes of meeting were also not prepared. 

Audit is of the view that the technical evaluation of the bidders was not made with due diligence 

and lacked transparency, hence award of contract stand irregular. 

 The matter was pointed out to the management on 30th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that all the record is available. 

The reply of the management was not acceptable as the procurement was not transparent as 

breakup and basis of allocation of 15 marks was not available in comparative statement of technical 

evaluation.  

DAC meeting was held on 8th December 2021 and it was directed that administrative 

department shall examine complete procurement process of uniforms and share the report with the audit 

within one month. 

Audit recommends that administrative department should examine complete procurement 

process. 

(Para 10, Rescue 1122 (HQ), KPK) 

Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks 

1.4.10 Un-necessary transfer of funds from CEW designated account to PDMF account 

and retention of balance - Rs. 563.214 million 

Government of Pakistan had announced budget grants / allocation through Federal Funds for 

TDP’s camp management and house damage compensations as a result of military operation. 

Finance Department KPK made releases to PDMA / Complex Emergency Wing (CEW) for 

TDPs in the designated bank account of CEW for camp management and compensation to TDPs.  

Audit observed that an amount of Rs. 5,477.376 million was transferred from the designated 

account of CEW to PDMF (PLS) account for further disbursement on account of compensation to TDPs. 

Out of that an amount of Rs. 4,914.162 million was released to various departments leaving a balance 

Rs. 563.213 million as on 30th June 2021.  

Detail is as under. 

                                                                                                                       (Rs. in million) 

Sr# Description Amount 

1. Amount transferred from CEW A/c  to PDMF A/c  5,477.376 

2. 

 

Expenditure /releases incurred out of PDMF A/c 

1. Releases to RRU Rs. 22.462 million. 

2. Releases to DC’s for CLCP Rs. 3,818.957 million.  

3. Releases to 11 core (Army) Rs. 893.339 million.  

4. Releases to World Food Programme Rs. 63.044 million. 

5. Releases to Mobilink for Food Allowance Rs. 116.360 

million. 

4,914.162 
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3. Remaining Balance in PDMF A/c 563.214 

 

Audit holds that amounts were unnecessarily transferred from the designated account of CEW 

to the PDMF profit bearing account. The amount could be utilized from the regular account opened for 

the purpose. The transfer of funds from designated account and parking them in PDMF account was not 

justified. 

 The matter was pointed out to the management on 11th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that PDMA KPK designated account was PLS while CEW-PDMA was not PLS at that 

time and in order to follow the instructions of Finance Department, it was deemed appropriate to keep 

the amount in a saving account of PDMA KPK. Immediate Rehabilitation funds are transferred to HQ 

11 Corps and CLCP funds are released to Deputy Commissioners of merged districts of Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa on demand.  

Reply was not tenable as the funds were transferred without any requirement and unspent 

balance was not returned back to the designated account. 

DAC meeting was held on 7th December 2021 and it was directed that matter regarding transfer 

of funds from designated account of CEW to PDMF be decided as per guidelines / instructions of 

Finance Department KPK. 

Audit recommends that management should look into matter and take corrective measures. 

(Para 38, PDMA KPK) 

 

 

 

 

 

1.4.11 Unspent balance laying in designated bank accounts - Rs. 36.429 million 

Para-7 of General Financial Rules Vol-I, provides that moneys may not be removed from the 

Public Account for investment or deposit elsewhere without the consent of the Finance Department. 

 As per PDMA budget for the FY 2020-21, the Finance Department KPK kept two hundred 

million each year as block allocation under the head others for Civil Victims Support Fund for making 

compensations to the affectees. 

 During audit of DDMUs / DCs Peshawar & Nowshera for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that 

amounts of Rs. 13.4 million and Rs. 23.029 million were still laying in the account by DC Peshawar & 

DC Nowshera respectively under Civil Victim Support Fund (CVSF) as on 30th June 2021. The funds 

were obtained from PDMA without any immediate requirement which remained unutilized during the 

whole Financial Year. 

 Audit holds that drawing / obtaining unnecessary funds from the public account without 

immediate requirement was not justified. 
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The matter was pointed out to the management on September 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that in case of DDMU / DC Peshawar, FBR had taken/withheld complete amount laying in 

bank account to recover its pending liabilities on account of Government taxes. Whereas in case of 

DDMU / DC Nowshera funds laying in the bank account are required to be paid to persons as per SOPs 

of PDMA, therefore, the amount cannot be surrendered. 

DAC meeting was held on 9th December 2021 and it was directed that unspent amount under 

the head CVSF should be deposited back into Government Treasury and matter shall be referred to 

Finance Department for ex-post facto authorization / approval. 

Audit recommends that unspent amount should be deposited back into Government Treasury. 

 (Para 09, DDMU/ DC Peshawar KPK & Para 02, DDMU/ DC Nowshera KPK) 

 

1.4.12 Blockade of Government funds under CLCP program in respect of un-cleared and 

undelivered cheques - Rs. 153.584 million 

 According to the policy in respect of surveys for Citizen Losses Compensation Programme 

(CLCP) 2019, the team shall clearly communicate that each beneficiary shall have an active bank 

account to receive the payment. It also stipulates that survey team shall verify the ownership documents 

of the buildings. 

  DDMU / DC South Waziristan paid an amount of Rs. 1,958 million to the affectees on account 

of house damaged compensation under Citizen Losses Compensation Program (CLCP) during the year. 

As per procedure adopted by the DDMU, cross cheques in the name of beneficiaries were issued and 

delivered to the affectees by holding cheque distribution ceremonies.  

 Audit observed that cross cheques of Rs. 153.584 million were laying with the DDMU / ACs 

concerned and not yet handed over to the beneficiaries due to non-traceability or any other reason.  

The detail is as under: 

                                 (Rs. in million) 

Sr# Description Amount 

1. Assistant Commissioner Ladha 191 cases 102.00 

2. Assistant Commissioner Ladha on account of court stay cases 

but no proper record of stay order 101 cases 
38.00 

3. Assistant Commissioner Sarwekai 13.584 

Total 153.584 

 Audit observed as under: 

i. CDRs of non-traceable individuals laying with DDMU resulted in blockage of 

Government funds which could not be utilized elsewhere. 
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ii. It was also not clear that how many cross cheques out of handed over / delivered 

cheques were cleared / encashed by affectees as neither bank statement nor 

reconciliation was available. 

Audit holds that cross cheques amounting to Rs. 153.584 million with un- traceable 

beneficiaries was not in line with CLCP survey SOPs and resulted into blockade of government funds.  

The matter was pointed out to the management on 26th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that most of the beneficiaries have no bank account as the area is badly affected due to 

military operations and this office is still facing problems in relief activities. All the beneficiaries were 

requested to open bank accounts so that funds may be transferred through cross cheques or vendors. In 

few cases the cross cheques were prepared and retained by the office as the beneficiaries have still not 

opened and given the bank account numbers. Cheques will be issued by the competent authority after 

opening of accounts. 

The reply was not acceptable as the department had blocked the government funds in shape of 

un-cleared cheques. Further, no reconciliation was made with the bank and the bank statement was also 

not available with the DDMU.  

DAC meeting was held on 9th December 2021 and it was directed that PDMA should get a 

report from DDMU South Waziristan regarding undisbursed funds, cancellation of in-valid cheques and 

proper reconciliation of expenditure / beneficiary payment with banks and report be shared with audit 

within 02 months. DAC further directed that current account be converted in PLS account in line with 

policy of Finance Department Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. 

Audit recommends that reconciliation should be made besides conversion of current account 

into PLS account.  

(Para 05, DDMU / DC South Waziristan KPK) 

1.4.13 Un-authorized opening and operating of bank accounts without approval of 

Finance Department and non-conversion of current bank accounts into PLS 

accounts - Rs. 341.416 million.  

 According to Paragraph 3(ix) of Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Finance Department 

Letter No.2/3(F/L)FD/2019-20/Vol-XIII dated 03.02.2020, current account be converted to PLS mode 

and the profit earned on designated bank accounts be deposited in Government Treasury immediately 

except where Department / Offices/ Autonomous & Semi-autonomous Bodies / Organizations/ 

Corporations have been specifically permitted under some Statute /Act.  

DDMU / DC South Waziristan and its subordinate AC offices were maintaining following bank 

accounts with National Bank in respect of relief funds released from PDMA, KPK: 

 

 

 

 

 The details are as under: 

                  (Rs. in million) 
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Sr# Description Account No Title Closing 

Balance in 

Rs. as on 

30.06.2021 

as per cash 

book 

1. DC SW- Covid-19 4165295334 COVID-19 SWTD 25.191 

2. DC SW-General Relief and LEAs  4133364533 TDPs FUND Zafar Islam 56.015 

3. DC - CLCP Operational Exp.  4117752304 Political Agent Mr. Sohail 

Khan 04 

24.307 

4. DC- CLCP compensations  4150648883 CLCP Phase III 7.580 

5. A.C Sarwekai - CLCP + LEAs  4154579594 -- 0.084 

6. A.C Ladha - CLCP + LEAs  4154579585 ---- 228.240 

7. DC office dormant account   000 

8. DC office dormant account   000 

Total 341.416 

Audit observed that all the above-mentioned accounts were opened and operated without 

approval of the Finance Department, Government of KPK.  

Audit further observed that all these accounts maintained with the National Bank of 

Pakistan were current accounts. In light of Finance Department instructions, these current 

accounts were required to be converted into PLS accounts. Non-conversion of current accounts 

into PLS accounts resulted in loss to the public exchequer. 

Audit holds that opening and operating bank accounts without approval of the Finance 

Department and non-conversion of current accounts into PLS accounts was not justified. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 26th of August 202. The management in its 

reply stated that these accounts are designated accounts which were opened by Deputy Commissioner 

for relief activities. 

DAC meeting was held on 9th December 2021 and it was directed that matter regarding opening 

of Bank accounts shall be referred to Finance Department Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Further, current 

accounts be converted in PLS account in line with the policy of Finance Department Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa. 
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Audit recommends that the matter regarding opening of Bank accounts should be referred to 

Finance Department Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Further, current accounts be converted in PLS account in 

line with the policy of Finance Department Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. 

 (Para 7 DDMU / DC South Waziristan KPK) 

1.4.14 Blockage of huge Government funds under CLCP program in respect of un-

cleared and undelivered CDR - Rs. 30.240 million 

 According to the policy in respect of survey for Citizen Losses Compensation Programme 

(CLCP) 2019, the team shall clearly communicate that each beneficiary shall have an active bank 

account to receive the payment. SOPs further provided that survey team shall verify the ownership 

documents of the buildings. 

  DDMU / DC Khyber paid an amount of Rs. 1,028.537 million to the affectees on account of 

house damaged compensation under Citizen Losses Compensation Program (CLCP). As per procedure 

adopted by the DDMU, a single cheque in the name of bank was being issued along with list of 

beneficiaries. The bank accordingly prepared CDRs in the name of beneficiaries and handed over to the 

DDMU staff. DDMU accordingly delivered these CDRs to the concerned beneficiaries.   

 Audit observed that CDRs amounting to Rs. 30.240 million out of Rs. 1,028.537 million were 

laying with the DDMU and not handed over to the beneficiaries due to non-traceability. Similarly, 

amount in respect of previous years could also be outstanding due to non-traceable individuals, as the 

detail of previous years was demanded but not produced for scrutiny. 

 Audit further observed the following discrepancies: 

i. The procedure of disbursement through CDR instead of cross cheque was adopted 

without any approval of competent forum. 

ii. CDRs of non-traceable individuals laying with DDMU resulted in blockage of 

Government funds. 

iii. The whole amount in respect of all CDRs was debited to DDMU’s account and credited 

to bank irrespective of the fact that some CDRs were not cleared and are laying un-

cleared. This resulted in loss in shape of interest/profit on PLS account. 

iv. It was not clear that how many CDRs were handed over to ACs and to beneficiaries and 

how many were cleared finally. Similarly, it was also not clear as to how much cash 

was received by beneficiaries and how much was laying with bank. 

v. The bank was earning interest on the DDMUs amount by transferring the CDRs amount 

in its own name. 

Audit holds that CDRs of Rs. 30.240 million with un-traceable beneficiaries was not in line 

with the CLCP survey SOPs and resulted into blockade of government funds.  

The matter was pointed out to the management on 20th August 2021, but no reply was furnished 

by the management. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that matter should be inquired by the department. 

(Para 10, DDMU / DC Khyber KPK) 
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1.4.15 Non return of unspent balance held by DDMUs in designated accounts – Rs. 

906.948 million 

Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Finance Department Letter No.BO IX/FD/1-1/2020-

21/Relief (COVID-19) dated 02.12.2020 provides that the balance amount (principal + mark-up) 

available with Relief, Rehabilitation and Settlement Department shall be returned / surrendered to 

Finance Department. 

PDMA KPK released funds to District Disaster Management Unit (DDMUs) in the financial 

year 2020-21 to incur expenditure on Covid-19 activities.  

Audit observed that unspent balances of Rs. 906.948 million at the end of financial year held 

with DCs/DDMUs out of releases made by PDMA, were not returned to Finance Department.  

Details are as under: 

      (Rs. in million) 

Sr# District Purpose 
 Available 

Balance  

1.  Chitral Upper Covid-19             2.416  

2.  Mansehra Covid-19 49.077  

3.  Dir Upper Covid-19 3.180  

4.  Haripur Covid-19           29.246  

5.  Kohistan Upper, Dassu Covid-19           11.718  

6.  North Wazirstan Covid-19             1.882  

7.  Karak Covid-19           16.338  

8.  Torghar Covid-19           25.852  

9.  Bannu Covid-19 26.771  

10.  Lakki Marwat Covid-19           37.445  

11.  Tank Covid-19           19.550  

12.  Kohistan Lower Covid-19           38.788  

13.  Dir Lower Covid-19           19.023  

14.  Buner Covid-19           42.899  

15.  Malakand Covid-19           28.308  

16.  D.I Khan Covid-19         277.301  

17.  Swat Covid-19           54.791  

18.  Khyber  Covid-19 49.886 

19.  South Waziristan Covid-19 25.191 

20.  Peshawar Covid-19 147.286 

Total   906.948 
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Audit is of the view that non-surrender of funds was violations of government instructions 

resulting in blockade of funds. 

Audit para was issued on 11.08.2021. It was replied that instructions for surrender of funds 

were issued to all DDMUs/DCs and some offices had surrender funds to PDMA Fund account and for 

rest of offices the matter is still in progress. 

DAC meeting held on 07.12.2021 directed that the amount returned by DDMUs be deposited 

into government treasury under relevant head of account and retrieval of funds from districts be 

expedited and complete record be shared with audit. 

Audit recommends that amount should be surrendered to Finance Department in compliance of 

DAC decision. 

 (Para # 2 PDMA, KPK & paras # 1 each of DDUMs Khyber, Peshawar & South Waziristan ) 

Taxation 

1.4.16 Non-deduction of taxes from M/s Mobilink - Rs. 5.015 million  

 Section 153(1)(c) of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001, states that every prescribed person making 

a payment in full or part including a payment by way of advance to a resident person on the execution 

of a contract, shall, at the time of making the payment, deduct tax from the gross amount payable.  

 PDMA (CEW) released an amount of Rs. 2,597.627 million to M/s Mobilink for onward 

disbursement of different monthly cash grants to Temporarily Displaced Persons (TDPs). As per 

agreement, M/s Mobilink was charging 1% commission / service charges.  

It was observed that PDMA did not deduct Income Tax and Services Tax from the payments 

made to M/s Mobilink on account of commission charges.  

The detail is as under: 

  (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No Description Amount 1% 

Commission 

Income 

Tax 

Service 

Tax 

Amou

nt  

1. Cash subsistence allowance to 

North Waziristan TDPs @ Rs. 

12,000 per month  

2399.481 23.757 1.069 

 

3.564 4.633 

2. Return cash grant and transport 

cash grant to retiring TDPs 

81.786 

 

0.810 0.036 0.121 0.158 

 

3. Ration allowance to North 

Waziristan TDPs @ Rs. 12,000 

per month 

116.360 1.152 0.052 0.173 0.225 

Total  25.719  1.157  3.858   5.015  

 Audit holds that non-deduction of government taxes resulted in loss to the government 

revenues. 

 The matter was pointed out to the management on 11th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that funds were released to CEW-PDMA designated account maintained in Micro-Finance 

Bank account No. 100274717 for disbursement to the TDPs of Tribal Districts. The payment is not 
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made to the vender directly. Furthermore, as per clause 3 of the agreement signed with Mobilink Micro 

Finance Bank, PDMA shall be liable to pay 1% commission on each transaction of beneficiaries 

(inclusive of all taxes) for disbursement. It is the responsibility of Mobilink Micro-finance Bank to 

provide the detail of their tax to FBR / KPRA. 

Reply of the management was not acceptable as the PDMA did not deducted Income tax and 

Services Tax from the payments made to M/s Mobilink on account of commission charges. 

DAC meeting was held on 7th December 2021 and it was directed that matter may be taken up 

with tax authorities for clarification and outcome may be shared with audit. 

Audit recommends that all due taxes should be recovered from M/s Mobilink and deposit into 

government treasury. 

(Para 30, PDMA KPK) 

1.4.17 Non deduction of government taxes from the vendors – Rs. 1.186 million 

 Deputy Commissioner Inland Revenue, Peshawar vide letter No. WH-UNIT-47/RTO/2020-

2021/43 date 08-04-2020 stated that through Finance Act, 2020, the withholding tax under various 

heads have been changed w.e.f. 01.07.2020. The rate of withholding income tax is 3% on advertisement 

through print and electronic media. Further as per KPRA notification No. BO (Res-III) FD/2-2/2019-

20/Vol-1), services tax @ 15% is applicable on transportation services w.e.f. 05.08.2020. 

 DDMU / DC Khyber procured various services and goods from different vendors and paid an 

amount of Rs. 6.591 million.  

Audit observed that while making payment during the financial year 2020-21, income tax and 

services tax was not deducted from the vendors.  

Detail is as under:  

Sr# 
Cheque No.  

& Date 
Description 

Amount 

(Rs. in 

million) 

I. Tax 3% 

(Rs.) 

PST 

15% 

(Rs.) 

Total    

(Rs. in 

million) 

1.  

 21601731  

dt 28.07.2020 

Labour charges paid through Muhammad 

Sarwar 

       0.181  5,433     27,165      0.033  

2.  

21601732  

dt 28.07.2020 

Catering charges (COVID)- Shoaib 

catering Peshawar 

       0.162        4,847     24,233       0.029  

3.  

 2002227173 

 dt 26.05.2021 

Hiring Charges of vehicle- Super Kashmir 

rent a car services Peshawar 

       0.350      10,500     52,500       0.063  

4.  

21601717  

dt 21.10.20 

rent of generator Kamran Technical 

Company Peshawar 

       0.455      13,656     68,280       0.082  

5.  

200226691 

 dt 13.01.2021 

Stationary charges CLCP/toner refilling - 

Waleed Ahmed 

         0.99         2,982      14,910       0.018  

6.  

 21601734  

dt 06.08.2020 

Cooked food charges - Shoaib khan    5.002   150,048   750,240       0.900  
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7.  

21601728  

dt 28.07.2020 

Purchase of furniture for establishment of 

office for corona from Saif wood furniture 

Peshawar 

       0.169        5,070     25,350        

0.030  

8.  

21601740  

dt 19.08.2020 

Cooked food charges (COCID         0.173         5,205     26,024       0.031  

Total 7.482 197,740 988,702 1.186 

 Audit is of the view that non-deduction of government taxes resulted in loss to the government 

revenues. 

 Audit para was issued on 20.08.2021 but no reply was provided by the management. 

PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends that government taxes should be recovered from the concerned and 

deposited into government treasury. 

(Para#03 DDMU/DC Khyber)                                                                             

Others 

1.4.18 Irregular award of work and payment of commission charges to  

M/s Mobilink - Rs. 25.719 million 

 According to Rule 11 of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Public Procurement of Goods, Works and 

Services Rules 2014, procurement opportunity over Rs 2.5 million shall be advertised in print media, 

appearing in at least one national English and one Urdu daily newspaper with nationwide circulation 

along with advertising the same on the procuring entity’s website and Authority’s website, respectively.  

Rule 39 and 40 further provides that all bids shall be evaluated in accordance with the evaluation 

criteria and other terms and conditions set forth in the bidding documents.  

 PDMA Complex Emergency Wing (CEW) released an amount of Rs. 2,597.627 million to M/s 

Mobilink for onward disbursement of different monthly cash grants to TDPs on 1% commission 

charges.  

The detail is as under: 

                                            (Rs. in million) 

Sr# Description Amount  

1. Cash subsistence allowance to North Waziristan TDPs @ Rs. 12,000 per 

month  
2,399.481 

2. Return cash grant and transport cash grant to returning TDP 81.786 

3. Ration allowance to North Waziristan TDPs @ Rs. 12,000 per month 116.360 

Total 2,597.627 
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 Audit observed that the previously the services of cash disbursement of monthly cash grants to 

TDPs through branchless banking system was being provided by M/s Zong. The agreement with M/s 

Zong was terminated in May 2020 and after termination, the work was awarded to M/s Mobilink. 

However, the work was awarded to M/s Mobilink without competitive bidding process in violation of 

KPPRA rules. An amount of Rs. 2,597.627 million was released during the FY 2020-21 which includes 

1% commission charges amounting to Rs. 25.719 million. 

 Audit holds that award of contract / work without competitive bidding process and without 

obtaining competitive rates was contrary to rules and hence irregular. 

 The matter was pointed out to the management on 11th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that previously M/s Zong was providing services since 2014 for disbursement of monthly 

sustenance allowance to the TDP @ 1.29% profit / commission. However, w.e.f 30th March 2020 M/s 

Zong did not provided further services and formal notice was also issued by M/s Zong Management on 

8th May 2020 about business closure and termination of contract on one-month notice in line with the 

agreement. Keeping in view the above scenario, PDMA analyzed and deliberations were made on 

available options i.e. either to go for a fresh tender process or engage another existing disbursement 

partner i.e.  Mobilink / Jazz which was already working under an agreement with PDMA. Keeping in 

view the closure of majority of offices due to Covid-19 pandemic and the sensitivity of regular 

uninterrupted disbursement of cash sustenance allowance, the subject matter was put-up as agenda item 

in PDM Authority meeting held dated 14th September 2020 wherein it was decided to engage the already 

existing partner .i.e. Jazz / Mobilink. 

Reply of the management was not tenable as the previous vendor before quitting the services 

had given timely notice. Hiring of services of M/s Mobilink in violation of KPPRA rules was irregular.  

DAC meeting was held on 7th December 2021 and it was directed that that the department shall 

examine the matter and conduct a detail fact finding and report be placed before DAC for consideration. 

Audit recommends that fact finding report should be prepared by the administrative department. 

(Para 28, PDMA KPK) 

1.4.19 Non availability of back-up data and non-reconciliation with M/s Zong for 

returning the undisbursed amount laying in bank account - Rs. 126.972 million 

  As per agreement entered between CWE/FDMA and M/s Zong, PDMA was releasing the 

amounts to M/s Zong for onward disbursements to the IDPs on monthly basis since 2014. 

  Agreement between PDMA (CEW) and M/s Zong was terminated in May 2020. After 

termination of the agreement, M/S Zong returned an amount of  

Rs 126.972 million laying in Askari Bank to CWE and the same was deposited in Complex Emergency 

Wing (CEW) designated bank account.  

  Audit observed that the detail showing the amount released by CEW from time to time and the 

amount disbursed to IDPs was not available / attached. Reconciliation on this account after termination 

of the agreement was not made by PDMA / CEW.  Due to non-availability of complete details and 

non-reconciliation, it was uncertain that how much amount was required to be returned.  Further it was 

not clear that commission amount for undisbursed amount was also returned or not.  

  Audit holds that without a detailed reconciliation showing transaction wise disbursement to 

IDPs the chances of non-utilization and non-returning of commission amount on undisbursed portion 

cannot be ruled out. 
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 The matter was pointed out to the management on 11th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that proper verified online Management Information System is available to maintain the 

record of TDPs of merged districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. All the required data both in hard and soft 

form has been submitted by the Mobilink Bank which can be shared on demand. Moreover, after proper 

reconciliation, Rs. 126.972 million was refunded to CEW-PDMA main designated account.  

Reply of the management was not acceptable as no such data is available with the department. 

There was no reconciliation made as to how much funds were placed by PDMA at the disposal of the 

bank and how much amount was paid to TDPs. It was also not clear that whether commission charges 

on undisbursed amount were also returned back by the company or not as commission charges were 

claimed in advance by the company. 

DAC meeting was held on 7th December 2021 and it was directed that administrative 

department shall inquire the matter. Further, PDMA shall conduct detailed reconciliation with the 

cellular company. It may be ensured that complete amount released by PDMA has been disbursed to 

TDPs and un-disbursed amount has been returned back along with the commission charges claimed in 

advance by the company. 

  Audit recommends that PDMA should carry out a detailed review and reconciliation as to how 

much amount was released to M/s Zong and what amount was disbursed to TDPs so that the actual 

amount of funds and commission thereof required to be returned by M/s Zong be ascertained.  

(Para 29, PDMA KPK) 

1.4.20 Unjustified payment of different monthly cash grants to TDPs without proper 

authentication - Rs. 2,597.627 million  

Para-12 of General Financial Rules Vol-I, provides that a controlling officer must see not only 

that the total expenditure is kept within the limits of the authorized appropriation but also that the funds 

allotted to spending units are expended in the public interest and upon objects for which the money was 

provided. In order to maintain a proper control should arrange to be kept informed not only of what has 

actually been spent from an appropriation but also what commitments and liabilities have been and will 

be incurred against it. He must be in a position to assume before Government and the Public Accounts 

Committee if necessary complete responsibility for departmental expenditures. 

 PDMA (CEW) released an amount of Rs. 2,597.627 million to M/s Mobilink for onward 

disbursement of different monthly cash grants to TDPs.   

The detail is as under: 

                   (Rs. in million) 

Sr# Description Amount  

1. Cash subsistence allowance to North Waziristan TDPs @ Rs. 12,000 per 

month - plus 1 % commission 

2,399.481 

2. Return cash grant and transport cash grant to returning TDP 81.786 

3. Ration allowance to North Waziristan TDPs 14,401 families  

@ Rs. 8,000 per month - plus 1 % commission 

116.360 
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Total 2,597.627 

 Audit observed that: 

i. Monthly cash subsistence allowance was paid to 15,229 families @ Rs. 12,000 per 

month.  However, details of payees, their names, CNIC numbers, authentication from 

Army and District Administration was neither available nor provided. 

ii. Similarly, the detail of payees and its proper endorsement by the relevant authorities 

i.e. Pak army and District administration was not available and checked before making 

monthly payment of Return Cash Grant, Transport Cash Grant and ration allowance to 

the TDPs. 

iii. The claims were not checked by the approving authority and pre-audit was also not 

made before making payments. 

iv. Last return of 473 TDP families was made in March 2020, but payment was made for 

more than 2000 families. However, no such detail showing previous outstanding 

liabilities was attached with the claim. 

Audit is of the view that payments of various cash grants to TDPs without following codal 

formalities and non-maintenance of proper verifiable record of payments was not justified. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 11th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that all data was initially collected by PDMA and shared with NADRA which was 

accordingly verified by the NADRA as per agreed business rule and also verified from time to time as 

and when required. A proper verified online MIS system is available to maintain the record of TDPs 

belong to all merged areas. All type of record is available in MIS online system. As per SOP, verification 

of record was not required from Army / district administration. Some of the returned family’s amount 

had not been disbursed due to some technical issues and their amount was being provided to the 

company after clearance upon their request. Sequel to the above, 473 families returned and accordingly 

their return grant was processed along with liabilities amount of the pending cases. After merger, the 

affairs of Ex - FATA is the domain of provincial government. The subject grant has been initiated by 

PDMA after approval granted by the Chief Minister KPK through a summary. 

Reply of the management was not satisfactory. The amount was released by accounts sections 

without any proper record, verification and pre-audit checks. 

DAC meeting was held on 7th December 2021 and it was directed that matter should be inquired 

by the administrative department. 

 Audit recommends that matter should be inquired by the administrative department 

besides maintenance of proper record and reconciliation of disbursed amount. 

(Para 31, PDMA KPK) 

 

 

 

1.4.21 Excess payment on account of monthly transport cash grants to TDPs  

- Rs. 12.2 million  
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 As per approved policy, a return cash grant at the rate of Rs. 25,000 and transport cash grant at 

the rate of Rs. 10,000 was fixed for payment to the TDP families returning to their home stations. 

 PDMA (CEW) released an amount of Rs. 81.786 million to M/s Mobilink for onward 

disbursement of Return Cash Grant (RCG) and Transport Cash Grant (TCG) to returning TDPs. RCG 

was paid to 975 families and TCG was paid to 2,195 families in total.  

It was observed from the district wise details that transport cash grant was paid to more numbers 

of families than the families receiving return cash grants.  

The detail is as under:  

                (Rs. in million) 

Sr# District 
RCG 

families 

TCG 

families 

Difference 

Excess TCG 
Rate Amount  

1. Bara Khyber 190 778 588 10,000 5.880 

2. Kurram 446 617 171 10,000 1.710 

3. S. Waziristan 339 800 461 10,000 4.610 

Total 975 2,195 1,220  12.200 

 Audit holds that numbers of families receiving transport cash grants should be the same / equal 

to number of families receiving return cash grants. Increased numbers of families receiving TCG as 

compared to families receiving RCG shows that payment of TCG was made in excess than actually 

required. 

 The matter was pointed out to the management on 11th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that Transport Grant @ Rs. 10,000 was disbursed on CNIC, while Return Grant @ Rs. 

25,000/- was disbursed on the ATM Cards. PDMA faced a lot of problems in disbursement of amount 

in respect of Return Grants through ATMs and accordingly collection percentage was low as compared 

to Transport Grants. This created a difference among the above referred grants. Funds were released to 

Mobilink Micro-Finance Bank for onward disbursement to leftover TDPs on duly verified data. 

Reply of the management was not satisfactory as transport cash grant was paid to more number 

of families than the families receiving return cash grant but no reconciliation and detailed record was 

available with the department. 

DAC meeting was held on 7th December 2021 and it was directed that matter shall be inquired 

by the administrative department to ensure that no excess / inadmissible payment has been made on 

account of transport cash grant. 

Audit recommends the matter should be inquired by the administrative department. 

(Para 32, PDMA KPK) 

1.4.22 Irregular issuance of cheques in the name of Tehsildar instead of legal heirs  

- Rs. 17.181 million  
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 According to Regulation 6 of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Provincial Disaster Management Authority 

Relief Compensation Regulations 2019, the DDMU in each district shall be the Sanctioning Authority 

for all claims of compensations based on the assessment by the claim assessment committee assigned 

under the regulations. The Deputy Commissioner of the District concerned shall be the paying authority, 

after sanction of such payment by the DDMU concerned and subject to fulfillment of codal formalities.  

DDMU / DC Peshawar expended an amount of Rs. 17.181 million on account of payment of 

general relief compensation to the affectees and rent of houses occupied by LEAs.  

It was observed that payment was made through issuance of cheques in the name of Tehsildar 

instead of direct payments to the affectees, legal heirs and house owners.  

The detail is as under: 

 (Rs. in million) 

Sr

# 
Description 

Cheque issue 

to 

Cheque 

No 

Cheque 

Date 
Amount 

1. Houses Occupied by LEAs Tehsildar 39381217 15.10.2020   1.491  

2. Compensation of Victims Tehsildar 39381230 25.11.2020 10.600 

3. Compensation of Dengue Fever Victim 

Aleema  

Tehsildar 39381232 08.12.2020      0.500 

4. Compensation of Victims Tehsildar 39381240 09.02.2021   4.010 

5. Compensation in respect of Mr. Shah Alam  Tehsildar 39381241 09.02.2021      0.400  

6. Compensation of Victims Tehsildar  39381242 09.02.2021     0.180 

Total 17.181  

Audit holds that issuance of cheques to the Tehsildar for further disbursement to the affectees, 

legal heirs and house owners was not justified. The authority was required to issue crossed cheque 

directly in the name of affectees / house owners. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 2nd September 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that duly verified acquaintance rolls were obtained from Tehsildar concerned after 

distribution. Verification of same was done through citizen feedback model.  

Reply was not acceptable as issuance of cheques in the name of Tehsildar for further 

disbursement to the affectees, legal heirs and house owners was irregular. The paying authority was 

required to issue cheques directly in the name of affectees / house owners instead of Tehsildar. 

DAC meeting was held on 9th December 2021 and it was directed that payment for previous 

cases may be regularized from the competent forum. 

Audit recommends that regularization from the competent forum should be made. 

(Para 12, DDMU/ DC Peshawar KPK) 

1.4.23 Irregular payment of compensation through cash instead of cross cheques -Rs. 

5.903 million 

 According to Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Provincial Disaster Management Authority Relief 

Compensation Regulations 2019, the DDMU in each district shall be the sanctioning authority for all 
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claims of compensations based on the assessment by the claim assessment committee assigned under 

the regulations. The paying authority may make payment by way of electronic mode i.e. ATM, cellular 

company outlet or manual payment like bank draft / pay order payee’s account cheque. 

As per Para 9.2.1.1 of Accounting Policies and Procedures Manual, each self-accounting entity 

is responsible for all aspects of its financial transactions from budgetary control, approval, certification, 

authorization through to recording, reconciliation reporting and monitoring of transactions. 

 DDMU / DC Nowshera paid an amount of Rs. 5.903 million to the beneficiaries on account of 

relief compensations. The detail is attached at   Annexure-II. 

 Audit observed that payments were made through open cheques instead of issuance of cross 

cheques. The same amount was reflected as cash withdrawn in the bank statement. Further, 

acquaintance roll was also not maintained. 

Audit holds that issuance of open cheques instead of cross cheques was irregular.  

 The matter was pointed out to the management on 7th September, 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that cross cheques were issued to the beneficiaries but most of the beneficiaries returned 

the cheques with the request that bank refused to open the bank account due to biometric issues, hence 

open cheques were issued. 

 Reply was not acceptable as no evidence is support of reply was furnished.  

 DAC meeting was held on 7th December 2021 and it was directed to properly inquire the matter 

and report be shared with audit. In future issuance of open cheque be strictly discontinued and all 

payment shall be made as per Government rules and procedures. 

Audit recommends that matter should be inquired by the administrative department. 

(Para 03, DDMU / DC Nowshera KPK) 

1.4.24 Irregular payment on account of compensation - Rs. 14.1 million 

 According to Regulation 6 of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Provincial Disaster Management 

Authority Relief Compensation Regulations 2019, the DDMU in each district shall be the sanctioning 

authority for all claims of compensations based on the assessment by the claim assessment committee 

assigned under the regulations.  

 Further, Regulation 7 provides that CNIC of the deceased and next of kin / legal heir, death 

certificated signed by the concerned medical officer / revenue filed staff / NADRA, original medical 

certificate issued by the district medical board, certified copy of ownership documents and pictorial 

evidence is the mandatory documentation for compensation cases. Regulation 5 provides that claim 

assessment committee shall include local school head master / principal among many others. Further 

the paying authority may make payment by way of electronic mode i.e. ATM, cellular company outlet 

or manual payment like bank draft/pay order payee’s account cheque. 

DDMU / DC South Waziristan and DDMU / DC Khyber disbursed an amount of Rs. 14.1 

million during the FY 2020-2021 to the affectees out of general relief fund on account of natural 

disasters.  

The detail of amount in respect of DDMU / DC Khyber is as under: 

               (Rs. in million) 
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Sr# Cheque No Description Amount  

1. 21601735 100 different types of general relief compensation cases 10.420 

The detail of amount in respect of DDMU / DC South Waziristan is as under: 

              (Rs. in million) 

Sr# Cheque No Date Payee’s name Description Amount  

1. 16496684 29.04.21 Bakhmali Khan Death compensation 1.00 

2. 16496685  29.04.21 M. Younis Death compensation 1.00 

3. 16496686 29.04.21 M. Sadiq Death compensation 1.00 

4. 16496688 30.04.21 Farman Ullah Injured 0.100 

5. 16496689 30.04.21 Inayat Ullah Death compensation 0.300 

6. 16496690 30.04.21 Warey Jana Injured 0.100 

7. 16496691 30.04.21 Zain Ullah - 0.100 

8. No record  No record House damage 0.080 

Total 3.680 

 Audit observed as under: 

i. Proper contingent bill / voucher containing the relevant documents was not prepared. 

ii. Death certificate and cause of death issued by relevant department were not attached / 

available. 

iii. Legal heirs’ certificates of the deceased persons were not available. 

iv. Original medical certificate issued by the district medical board ascertaining type of 

injury were not available. 

v. Ownership documents of the property were not available / attached with the payment 

record. 

vi. No clear pictorial evidences in respect of house damages were attached with some 

cases. 

vii. Payment for death compensation was fixed @ 300,000 as per policy. However, 

payment @ 1,000,000 was made to three beneficiaries resulting in unauthorized 

payment of Rs 2.10 million in the office of DDMU/DC South Waziristan. 

viii. No proper internal checks were found to be in place to avoid duplications and fake 

cases. 
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Audit is of the view that payments of compensation to affectees without following codal 

formalities and non-maintenance of proper verifiable record of payments was violation of rules. 

 

 The matter was pointed out to the management in August 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that all codal formalities were fulfilled before making the final payments to concerned and 

separate file and record was made. No reply was provided by DDMU / DC Khyber. 

Reply was not acceptable as the payment was made in deviation of the approved policy. 

DAC meeting was held on 7th December 2021 and it was directed that compensation payment 

of rupees one million per case as pointed out is deviation of policy and shall be got regularized from 

the competent forum. Further, the complete record as pointed out in audit observation be provided to 

audit for verification. 

Audit recommends regularization from the competent forum should be made besides, providing 

complete record for audit verification. 

  (Para 03, DDMU / DC South Waziristan KPK & Para 07, DDMU / DC Khyber KPK) 

1.4.25 Irregular payment on account of house damaged compensation under CLCP 

 program - Rs. 1,958 million 

 According to policy for Citizen Losses Compensation Programme (CLCP) 2019 (N 1), 

the District Steering Committee will comprise of DC / ADC, AC, Army Rep (Commandant / 

Col / Lt Col), Engineer / XEN Buildings, Community Rep and Co-opted member. The DSC 

shall ensure transparency and efficiency of the overall process of survey verification and 

payments to beneficiaries and countersign the survey forms after receipts from survey teams. 

Survey team shall comprise a minimum of Tehsildar, Rep of Army (Captain / Major or above), 

engineer/sub engineer, school teacher and a community representative / local notable. No 

political Moharrar shall be deputed to replace Tehsildar in any team. Political Moharrar with 

acting charge of any tehsil shall not be part of survey team. 

 DDMU / DC South Waziristan paid an amount of Rs. 1,958 million to the affectees 

on account of house damaged compensation under Citizen Losses Compensation Program 

(CLCP).  

  The detail is as under: 

                                                   (Rs in million) 

Sr# Description Amount 

1. Assistant Commissioner Ladha 1,392.00 

2. Assistant Commissioner Sarwekai 566.00 

Total 1,958.00 

 Audit observed as under: 

i. Proper contingent bill / voucher containing the relevant documents was not prepared. 
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ii. Official stamps of the members of the survey team i.e. Tehsildar, Army Major / Captain 

and engineer were not affixed along with the signatures. 

iii. Engineer / XEN Buildings and Community Rep were also not included in the DSC as 

the proformas were not countersigned by them.  

iv. Official stamp of the members of the District Steering Committee i.e. ADC and Army 

Rep. were also not affixed on the survey form along with their counter signatures. 

v. The forms were countersigned by the Assistant Commissioner instead of Additional 

Deputy Commissioner. 

vi. Acquaintance roll / receipts duly signed by all members in 90% cases were not 

available. 

vii. Property ownership documents were not verified and attached with the claim. 

Audit is of the view that payments of house damage compensation to the affectees without 

following codal formalities and non-maintenance of proper verifiable record of payments was violation 

of rules. 

 

 The matter was pointed out to the management on 26th of August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that complete record of payment has been maintained at each level according to time to 

time instructions and SOPs received from the higher ups in order to avoid irregular payments.  

DAC meeting was held on 7th December 2021 and PDMA was directed to re-check the 

payments on sample basis in line with audit observation and report be shared with audit authorities for 

considering the settlement of Para. 

 Audit recommends that report regarding compliance of codal formalities in payment of claims 

should be prepared by the department. 

(Para 04, DDMU/ DC South Waziristan KPK) 

1.4.26 Irregular payment on account of house damaged compensation under CLCP 

program - Rs. 29.280 million 

 According to the policy for Citizen Losses Compensation Programme (CLCP) 2019), 

the District Steering Committee will comprise of DC / ADC, AC, Army Rep (Commandant / 

Col / Lt Col), Engineer / XEN Buildings, Community Rep and Co-opted member. The DSC 

shall ensure transparency and efficiency of the overall process of survey verification and 

payments to beneficiaries and countersign the survey forms after receipts from survey teams. 

Survey team shall comprise a minimum of Tehsildar, Rep of Army (Captain / Major or above), 

engineer / sub engineer, school teacher and a community representative / local notable. No 

political Moharrar shall be deputed to replace Tehsildar in any team. Political Moharrar with 

acting charge of any tehsil shall not be part of survey team. 

 The policy provided that during survey execution, the team shall clearly communicate 

that each beneficiary shall have an active bank account to receive the payment. It was further 

provided that survey team shall verify the ownership documents of the buildings.  

 DDMU / DC Khyber paid an amount of Rs. 1,028.537 million to the affectees on account of 

house damaged compensation under Citizen Losses Compensation Program (CLCP). The Audit Team 

on sample basis selected a tranche (10th tranche) in which an amount of Rs. 29.280 million was paid to 

the affectees as detailed below: 
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                          (Rs. in million) 

Sr# Description No of affectees Amount  

1. Compete damage 60 24.00 

2. Partial damage 33 5.280 

Total 93 29.280 

 

 Audit observed as under: 

i. Proper contingent bill / voucher containing all the relevant documents was not prepared. 

ii. Engineer / sub engineer and school teachers were not included in the survey teams as 

required. 

iii. As per policy, Rep of Army was to be a Captain / Major or above, however Lieutenants 

were made part of the survey team. 

iv. Representative of the Political Agent signed the proformas instead of Tehsildar as 

required. 

v. Engineer / XEN Buildings and Community Rep were not included in the DSC as the 

proformas were not found countersigned by them. 

vi. Property ownership documents were not verified and attached with the claim. 

vii. Payments were made by the way of CDRs in the beneficiary’ name instead of cross 

cheques. 

viii. No reconciliation was made to ascertain that how many CDRs were cleared. 

 Audit is of the view that payments of house damage compensation to affectees without 

following codal formalities and non-maintenance of proper verifiable record of payments was violation 

of rules. 
 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 20th August 2021, but no reply was provided 

by the management. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that matter should be inquired by the department. 

(Para 09, DDMU / DC Khyber KPK) 

1.4.27 Irregular payment on account of house rent charges for houses occupied by Law 

Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) - Rs. 10.094 million 

As per policy “Terms of reference” (e), the Deputy Commissioner concerned will forward the 

complete case along with required document (ownership certificate, rent deed agreement, valid CNIC 

of the owner, rent assessment certificate by C&W department and NOC / Certificate from representative 

of Pakistan Army regarding occupation) to PDMA for further processing the cases. 

 DDMU / DC Khyber paid an amount of Rs. 12.405 million on account of rent of house to 30 

owners hired for LEAs.  
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Audit observed that in 21 cases the codal requirements were not fulfilled. Details are as under. 

 

 

   (Rs. in million) 

Sr#  Name Cheque No Cheque date Amount  

1. Fahad Khan 2002226681 12.01.2021   1.140  

2. Malik Nasir Khan 2002227137 22.03.2021      0.110  

3. Muhammad Zahir 2002227159 13.04.2021      0.726  

4. Muhammad Yousaf 2002227160 13.04.2021      0.677  

5. Dolat Khan 2002227161 13.04.2021      0.213  

6. Ahmed Shah 2002227162 13.04.2021      0.166  

7. Umar Taj 21601742 08.09.2020      0.337 

8. Muhammad Sharif 21601743 08.09.2020      0.166  

9. Aurangzeb 21601745 08.09.2020      0.176  

10. Sulaiman Khan 21601746 08.09.2020      0.765  

11. Dilawar Khan 21601747 08.09.2020      0.130 

12. Bangi Shah 21601748 08.09.2020      0.594  

13. Waleef Khan 21601749 08.09.2020      0.661  

14. Sahms Ud Din 21601751 08.09.2020      0.361 

15. Rehmat Shah 21601752 08.09.2020      0.211 

16. Gul Rehman 21601753 08.09.2020      0.100  

17. Muhammad Idrees 21601754 08.09.2020      0.363  

18. Shah Meena 21601771 28.11.2020      0.168  

19. Niaz Ali  2002227204 30.06.2021      0.554 

20. Mansoor Khan 2002227211 19.07.2021   1.338  

21. Shafiq ur Rehman 2002227214 11.08.2021   1.140  

Total 10.094 

Audit observed the following shortcomings: 

i. Occupancy certificate from the occupant (Army / FC) was not attached. 

ii. Tenancy agreement between the lessor (the owner) and the lessee  (LEAs / DDMU) 

was not made. 

iii. Ownership documents of the property were not available.   
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iv. Rent assessment certificates from C&W Department were not obtained for fixation 

of rents. 

v. Period for which property was occupied was not available on record.   

 Audit holds that payment of rent without fulfillment of codal formalities, documentary proof 

of ownership, occupancy and calculation of rent was irregular. 

 The matter was pointed out to the management on 20th August 2021, but no reply was furnished. 

Audit recommends that matter should be inquired to fix responsibility against the person (s) at 

fault. 

(Para 11, DDMU / DC Khyber) 

1.4.28 Irregular issuance of cheques in the name of employees instead of vendors  

- Rs. 2.456 million  

Para 4.3.1.1 of Accounting Policies and Procedures Manual provides that all expenditures apart 

from inter-government transfers, certain salaries & pension payments, GP Fund payments and those 

met from imprest account will be paid through cheque. 

DDMU / DC Khyber expanded an amount of Rs. 2.456 million on procurement of different 

goods and services.  

Details are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr# Date Cheque 

No 

Description Cheque issue in 

favor of 

Amount  

1. 28.07.2020 21601727 Salary of Contingent Paid Staff 

hired for corona activities 

Mr. Hammad 

Sarwar 

1.187 

2. 28.07.2020 21601731 Labour Charges (Corona) Mr. Hammad 

Sarwar 

0.181 

3. 28.07.2020 21601728 Purchase of furniture for 

establishment of office for corona 

Mr. Zia ur 

Rahman 

0.169 

4. 14.09.2020 21601758 Salaries of Contingent Paid Staff Mr. Hammad 

Sarwar 

0.407 

5. 06.10.2020 21601767 Staff Salary for the month of 

September 2020 

Mr. Hammad 

Sarwar 

0.412 

6. 13.01.2021 2002226691 Stationary Charges CLCP Mr. Waleed 

Ahmad 

0.099 

Total 2.456 

It was observed that the cheques were issued in the name of employees instead of making direct 

payments to the concerned vendors. 

Audit holds that issuance of cheques in the name of employees instead of relevant vendors for 

different procurements was violation of rules and thus irregular. 
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The matter was pointed out to the management on 20th August 2021, but no reply was furnished. 

Audit recommends that responsibility should be fixed on the person(s) at fault. Besides, internal 

controls should be strengthened to avoid recurrence of similar irregularity in future. 

(Para 13, DDMU / DC Khyber KPK) 

1.4.29 Irregular payment on account of Secretariat Allowance - Rs. 3.822 million 

According to the Finance Department KPK notification No. FD(SOSR-II)8.7/2019 dated 

27.11.2019, executive allowance/schedule post allowance will not be admissible to those employees 

who are getting other such like allowance (s) having high quantum of financial benefits. As per 

condition No. 3 of the Finance Department KPK Notification No. FD(SOSR-II)8.7/2016-17 dated 

02.02.2018, PAS, PCS and PMS officers posted against scheduled post and are receipt of such 

allowances other than regular allowances shall be entitled to one of the allowances whichever is more 

beneficial. 

 During audit of Relief, Rehabilitation and Settlement Department for the  

FY 2020-21, it was observed that 06 officers were drawing Secretariat Allowance @ 30 % in addition 

to executive allowance @ 150% of the running basic pay. 

 Audit holds that secretariat allowance @ 30% amounting to Rs 3.822 million  w.e.f. 01.07.2018 

to 30.06.2021 in addition to executive allowance was inadmissible and hence stands irregular. 

The Detail is as under: 

                  (Rs. in million) 

Sr# Designation F.Y 2018-19 F.Y 2019-20 F.Y 2020-21 Amount 

1. Section Officer   -   -  0.065  0.065  

2. Deputy Secretory  0.147  0.258  0.256  0.661  

3. Additional Secretory  0.285  0.296  0.301  0.883  

4. Section Officer  0.178  0.167  0.164  0.509  

5. Secretory  0.259  0.444  0.406  1.108  

6. Section Officer  0.187  0.186  0.224  0.596 

Total 1.055  1.351  1.415  3.822  

The matter was pointed out to the management on 16th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that case has been taken up with Finance Department, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and reply of 

the same was awaited. 

DAC meeting was held on 7th December 2021 and it was directed that matter shall be pursued 

with Finance Department and decision/outcome be shared with audit. 

 Audit recommends that the inadmissible amount should be recovered and deposit into 

government treasury. 

(Para 07, RR & S Department KPK) 

1.4.30 Undue favour to contractor due to non-obtaining of performance guarantee - Rs. 

2.288 million  
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As per clause 14 of General Condition of Contract read with Clause 3 of Special Condition of 

the Contract, the supplier within 07 days of signing of the contract shall provide the purchaser a 

Performance Guarantee equivalent to 10% of the total Contract amount on the prescribed format and in 

prescribed manner. Failure to submit a Performance Guarantee shall result into forfeiture of Bid 

Security and Cancellation of Contract. The Performance Bank Guarantee shall be released upon 

completion of one year free of cost support and after sales services including all the warranties of 

hardware. 

Emergency Rescue Service (Rescue-1122) Khyber Pakhtunkhwa issued work order to M/s 

Ahmad Medix Pvt. Ltd at a contract cost of Rs 22.885 million on account of fabrication of emergency 

ambulance for district Tank and Bunner in the FY 2020-21. Upon award of the contract, the Supplier 

was required to submit a performance guarantee of Rs. 2.288 million within 07 days.  

Audit observed that department did not obtain any performance guarantee from the supplier as 

required under the GCC clause 14 and SCC clause 3 of the Contract Agreement. 

Audit is of the view that non-obtaining of performance guarantee was not only violation of the 

contract agreement but also undue favour to the contractor. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 30th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that Bank Guarantee was taken for full period of the project completion and till the expiry 

of warranty period. 

DAC meeting was held on 8th December 2021 and it was directed that the bank guarantee be 

released upon completion of the contract, however, 10% performance guarantee of the total cost be 

retained till expiry of the warrantee period  

Audit recommends that management should look into the matter and take corrective actions. 

 (Para 3, Rescue 1122 (HQ) KPK) 

1.4.31 Late obtaining of performance guarantees from the contractors -          Rs. 8.951 

million 

As per clause 33.1 of standard bidding documents, within twenty (20) days of the receipt of 

notification of award from the Procuring agency, the successful bidder shall furnish the performance 

security in accordance with the Conditions of Contract.  

As per Special Conditions of Contract, the supplier within 07 days of signing of contract shall 

provide to the Purchaser a Performance Guarantee equivalent to 10% of the total contract amount on 

the prescribed manner. Failure to submit a Performance Guarantee will result into forfeiture of Bid 

Security and Cancellation of Contract.  

Emergency Rescue Service (Rescue-1122) Khyber Pakhtunkhwa made different contracts for 

procurements during FY 2020-21. As per terms and conditions of the bidding documents, the 

performance securities were to be provided within 07 days from the date of award of the contracts. 

Audit observed that the successful bidders did not provide the performance Guarantees in 

stipulated time. The procuring agency awarded the contracts without obtaining performance guarantees 

which was against the terms of the contract agreements.  

The detail is as under:   

                                                                                                                        (Rs. in million) 
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Sr.# Name of Firm Award Date Due date of 

PG 

Actual date 

of PG 

Contract 

value 

Performance 

Guarantee   

1. M/s Mohsin 

Engineering 

18.05.2020 08.06.2020 23.10.2020 3.024 0.300 

2. M/s Ahmed Mehdix 18.05.2020 08.06.2020 15.02.2021 11.115 1.111 

3. M/s Global Fire 

Fighting 

18.05.2020 08.06.2020 27.11.2020 25.090 2.509 

4. M/s Ahmed Mehdix 30.04.2021 10.05.2020 10.06.2021 27.435 2.743 

5. M/s Ahmed Mehdix 30.04.2021 10.05.2020 10.06.2021 22.885 2.288 

Total 8.951 

Audit is of the view that spirit of the Performance Guarantee was to safeguard the Government 

interest in case the contractor fails to fulfil contractual obligations. Hence, non-obtaining performance 

on due time was undue favour to the contractors and violation of the contract clauses. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 30th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that expansion of Rescue-1122 have been taken on war footing to facilitate the masses in 

emergencies and reduce the colossal losses to minimum. The work orders were issued despite delayed 

submission of performance guarantees to avoid any delays in supply of the desired equipment for Search 

& Rescue operation. Though performance guarantee has been obtained but in KPPRA Rules, the same 

is not mandatory. 

The reply is not acceptable as performance guarantees were not obtained after lapse of 

considerable time as required under conditions of contract agreements. 

DAC meeting was held on 8th December 2021 and it was directed that performance guarantees 

be obtained from the contractors and produce the same to audit for verification. DAC further directed 

that performance guarantee should be taken in a timely manner in future to ensure government interest. 

Audit recommends that performance guarantees should be obtained as per the contract 

agreement. 

(Para 11, Rescue 1122 (HQ) KPK) 

1.4.32 Irregular issuance of cheques in the name of employees instead of vendors and 

DDO - Rs. 28.243 million  

Para 4.3.1.1 of Accounting Policies and Procedures Manual provides that all expenditures apart 

from inter-government transfers, certain salaries & pension payments, GP Fund payments and those 

met from imprest account, will be paid through cheque. 

PDMA / Complex Emergency Wing expanded an amount of Rs 35.157 million on operating 

expenses during FY 2020-21. 

It was observed that an amount of Rs. 28.243 million was paid through issuance of cheques in 

the name of employees instead of direct payments to the vendors. It was further observed that cheques 

amounting to Rs. 25.197 million alone were issued in the name of camp coordinator Bakha Khel. The 

detail is at    Annexure-III. 

Audit also observed the following irregularities: 
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i. Issuance of cheque in the names of employees and depositing of the same in personal 

accounts was irregular. 

ii. Expenditure of Rs 28.243 million was booked under the head miscellaneous. However, 

amount was expended under different heads i.e. stationary, utility charges, electric 

items, hardware items etc. 

iii. Annual planning for need assessment of various items was not done and purchases were 

made in piecemeal by the employee and then cheques were issued in their names instead 

of vendors. 
 

Audit holds that issuance of cheques in the name of employees for different procurements were 

irregular. Further charging them under the head of miscellaneous instead of proper relevant head was 

also unjustified and irregular. 

 The matter was pointed out to the management on 11th August 2021. The management in its 

reply stated that petty expenditure was paid by the employees from their own pocket, therefore, cheques 

were issued in the name of employees. Secondly, the expenditure was booked under misc. head as the 

budget was approved under misc. head by the competent forum. lastly duration of TDPs camp is 

unpredicted, therefore, preparing proper procurement plan is very difficult. 

DAC meeting was held on 7th December 2021 and it was directed that matter should be inquired 

by the administrative department and report be shared with audit. 

Audit recommends that matter should be inquired by the administrative department. Moreover, 

the practice of issuance of cheques in the name of employees instead of vendors should be stopped and 

all payments should be made directly to the suppliers / vendors in future. 

(Para No. 39 of PDMA, KPK) 

 

 

 

1.4.33 Irregular payment on account of contingent staff and labour charges –  

Rs. 2.207 million 

 Para 10 of GFR of Volume-I provides that same vigilance should be exercised in respect of 

expenditure incurred from government revenues, as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in 

respect of the expenditure of his own money. 

 DDMU/DC Khyber paid an amount of Rs. 2.207 million in the financial year 2020-21 to DC 

office employees on account of hiring of contingent paid staff for provision of services in Covid-19.  

The detail is as under. 

   (Rs. in million) 

Sr# Date 
Cheque 

No 
Description 

Cheque issue in 

favour of 
Amount 

1. 28.07.2020 21601727 Salary of Contingent Paid Staff hired 

for corona activities 

Mr. Hammad 

Sarwar 

1.187 

2. 28.07.2020 21601730 Salary of corona staff Mr. Sohail 0.020 
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3. 14.09.2020 21601758 Salaries of Contingent Paid Staff  Mr. Hammad 

Sarwar 

0.407 

4. 06.10.2020 21601767 Staff Salary for the month of 

September 2020 

Mr. Hammad 

Sarwar 

0.412 

Total Salary 2.026 

1. 
28.07.2020 21601731 

Labour Charges (Corona) Mr. Hammad 

Sarwar 

0.181 

Grand Total 2.207 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The prior approval of competent authority for hiring of staff on contingent basis was 

not obtained. 

ii. The purpose of hiring of contingent paid staff was not mentioned. 

iii. Process of hiring and fixation of pay was not recorded. 

iv. No acquaintance roll was maintained for contingent paid staff payment and record 

related to receipt of payment by the staff was not available. 

v. Number of quarantine centers, placement of staff, period of placement, TORs was not 

mentioned. 

Audit is of the view that non-adherence to the codal formalities was violation of government 

rules and show weak internal controls. 

 Audit para was issued on 20.08.2021 but no reply was provided by the management. 

PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that management should look into matter and take corrective measures. 

(Para # 04 DDMU/DC Khyber) 

1.4.34 Irregular payment on account of hiring of vehicles/generators and POL charges – 

Rs. 3.807 million 

 Para 11 of GFR Volume-I provides that each head of a department is responsible for enforcing 

financial order and strict economy at every step. He is responsible for observance of all relevant 

financial rules and regulations both by his own office and by subordinate disbursing officers. 

 DDMU/DC Khyber paid an amount of Rs. 3.807 million in the financial year 2020-21 on 

account of hiring of vehicles and generator on rental basis for Covid-19 activities and POL charges for 

Citizen Losses Compensation Program (CLCP). Details are at Annexure-IV. 

 Audit observed as under: 

i. Vehicles and generators were hired without prior approval of the competent authority. 

ii. The requirement of the vehicles on rental basis for Covid-19 pandemic management 

and CLCP staff was not mentioned. 

iii. The vehicles and generator were obtained without any market analysis and obtaining of 

competitive rates. 

iv. Agreement was not signed with the vendors. 
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v. Utilization of the vehicle and generators for Covid-19 activities was not available on 

the record. 

vi. Log books and movement register were not maintained for use of vehicles and 

generator. 

vii. An amount of Rs. 30,000 was added in the generator bill for mechanic salary which 

was not justified. 

 Audit is of the view that non-adherence to the codal formalities was violation of General 

Financial Rules thus show weak internal controls. 

 Audit para was issued on 20.08.2021 but no reply was provided by the management. 

PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that management should look into the matter and provide necessary record 

to ascertain the factual position. 

(Para # 05 DDMU/DC Khyber) 

1.4.35 Non-verifiable expenditure on purchase of food for quarantine centers -  

Rs. 10.886 million 

 Para 12 of GFR Volume-I provides that a controlling officer must see not only that the total 

expenditure is kept within the limits of the authorized appropriation but also that the funds allotted to 

spending units are expended in the public interest and upon objects for which the money was provided. 

In order to maintain a proper control the Competent Authority should arrange a system to keep itself 

informed not only of what has actually been spent from an appropriation but also what commitments 

and liabilities have been and will be incurred against it. 

 DDMUs/DCs Peshawar & Khyber paid an amount of Rs. 10.886 million during the financial 

year 2020-21 on account of procurement of cooked food for the Covid-19 suspect/patients at quarantine 

centers.  

The detail is as under: 

 (Rs. in million) 

Sr# Description Cheque No Cheque Date Amount Remarks 

1.  Provision of food at Shahi Bala 

QC 24.05 to 03.06.20 TMA 

Town III Peshawar  

39381196 28.07.2020        2.053  Without any 

market rate 

analysis and 

quotations 

2.  Provision of food at Shahi Bala 

QC 18.05 to 23.05.20. TMA 

Town III  

39381197 28.07.2020        1.999  -do- 

3.  Provision of food at QC ZAB 

PGPI 07.05 to 12.05.21. BEF 

Traders on account of Cooked 

Food  

39381289 29.06.2021        0.076  On quotations 

basis 
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4.  Provision of cooked food at 

PGPI Duran QC. Malik 

Enterprises  

39381290 29.06.2021       0.357  -do- 

5.  Malik Enterprises for Cooked 

food to PGPI Quarantine Center 

39381291 29.06.2021        0.701  -do- 

6.  Provision of food at PGPI Duran 

QC. Malik Enterprises  

39381292 29.06.2021        0.527  -do- 

7.  Cooked Food Charges (by DC 

Khyber) 

21601734 

 

06.08.2020 5.00 - 

8.  Cooked Food Charges Corona(by 

DC Khyber) 

21601740 19.08.2020 0.173 - 

Total 10.886  

 Audit observed as under: 

i. Purchase committee to finalize the procurement process was not constituted for 

purchases indicated at Sr. No. 1 and 2. Market rate analysis and negotiations to obtain 

lowest competitive rates were also not made resulting in violation of PPRA rules.  

ii. Neither contract agreements were signed with vendors nor work orders were issued. 

This shows that rates were not agreed upon before procurement of items. 

iii. Vendors did not provide sales tax invoices. Calculation and deduction of income tax, 

GST and PST was not indicated on the bills. 

iv. Quarantine center wise daily detail of Covid-19 patient/suspects was not attached with 

the claim/voucher. 

v. Per day food requirement with regard to number of Covid-19 patient/suspects at each 

quarantine center was not attached with the claim/voucher. 

vi. Menu and scale were not prepared and approved for procurement in respect of Sr. No. 

1 and 2.  

vii. Cheques were issued in the name of TMA instead of relevant vendors. The 

issuance/payment to vendors from TMA was not available on record. 

viii. Copies of cross cheques issued in the name of TMA were also not attached with the 

claim. 
 

Audit is of the view that non-adherence to the codal formalities is violation of General 

Financial Rules and show weak internal controls. 

Audit para was issued on 02.09.2021 to DC, Peshawar and on 20.08.2021 to DC, Khyber. 

DDMU/DC Peshawar office replied that procurement was made on emergency basis under emergency 

procedure, sales tax and PST deduction were duly followed in case of Sr. No. 3 to 6. Whereas, in case 

of Sr. 1 & 2 procurement was made by TMA Town-III. Procurements were made for actual requirement 

as communicated by incharge of quarantine center on daily basis, food was provided as per need and 

availability of food items. Operations of quarantine centers were handed over to TMAs concerned and 

payment was released for procurement. Bank statement for reconciliation is available. No reply was 

provided by DC, Khyber.  
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DAC held on 09.12.2021 directed that administrative department shall probe the matter and 

report be shared with audit. 

Audit recommends that management should probe the matter and fix the responsibility. 

 (Para # 02 DDMU/DC Peshawar & Para# 2 of DDMU, Khyber) 

1.4.36 Irregular expenditure without vouched accounts - Rs. 4.600 million 
 

Para 17 of GFR Vol-I provides that, it is the duty of every departmental and controlling officer 

to see that the Auditor General is afforded all reasonable facilities in the discharge of his functions, for 

the preparation of any account or report, which it is his duty to prepare. No such information nor any 

books or other documents to which the Auditor General has a statuary right of access may be withheld. 

 DDMU/DC South Waziristan office released an amount of Rs. 4.600 million in the financial 

year 2020-21 to AC office, Wana for incurring expenditure on account of Covid-19 activities.  

Detail is as under: 

         (Rs. in million) 

Sr# Cheque No Date Amount 

1. 821312 16.07.20 1.00 

2. 821317 11.08.20 1.50 

3. 821318 13.08.20 2.10 

Total 4.60 

Audit observed as under: 

i. No voucher/contingent bill was prepared and available in the record for release of 

payment. 

ii. No demand for the concerned office was available in the record. 

iii. Vouched accounts and reconciliations were not obtained from the concerned AC office 

in respect of payments, even after elapse of one year. 

Audit is of the view that non-maintenance and non-provision of auditable record was violation 

of General Financial Rules thus show weak internal controls. 

Audit para was issued on 26.08.2021. DDMU/DC South Waziristan office replied that relevant 

record is available i.e vouchers, no demand certificates, reconciliation etc. and same could be verified. 

DAC held on 07.12.2021 and directed to obtain the vouched account from the concerned AC 

offices and be provided to audit for verification. 

Audit recommends that management should look into matter and get the vouched accounts form 

the quarter concerned and accordingly verify and adjust the same. 

(Para # 2 of DDMU/DC South Waziristan) 
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Chapter – 2 

Environment Protection Agency (HQ) under Forest, Environment & Wildlife 

Department, Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

2.1  Introduction 

A. After 18th Amendment in the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, the subject of 

environment was devolved to the provinces. Consequently, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province enacted the 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Environmental Protection Act, 2014. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa was established in 1989 with headquarter at Peshawar. The Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) Khyber Pakhtunkhwa is mandated to ensure compliance with applicable 

environmental laws in industries, industrial & business units, development projects etc. under Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa Environmental Protection Act, 2014. The major functions of Environment Protection 

Agency are protection, conservation, rehabilitation and improvement of environment; prevention and 

control of pollution; and promotion of sustainable development in the Province. EPA Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa has established its Sub-offices in 4 regions i.e. Peshawar, D.I Khan, Abbottabad & Swat.  

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts of audited formation (Variance Analysis) 

 (Rs. in million) 

C. Sectoral Analysis 

Environment Protection Agency works under the administrative control of Forestry, 

Environment & Wildlife Department, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.  

The detail of budget and expenditure of EPA (HQ), Khyber Pakhtunkhwa for the financial years 

2020-21 & 2019-20 is as under: 

 (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. Financial Year Budget Expenditure 

1. 2020-21 85.69 62.56 

2. 2019-20 117.643 109.398 

 

  Graphical representation of the budget and expenditure for the last two financial years is as 

under:        

Sr. No. Financial Year Name of Formation Budget Expenditure 

1. 2020-21 Environment Protection Agency KPK 85.69 62.56 

Total 85.69 62.56 
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 The major portion of expenditure of EPA, KPK relates to Employees Related Expenses (ERE). 

The role of Environmental Protection Agency, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa is pivotal for 

environmental protection in the Province. Main industries under the jurisdiction of EPA, KPK are as 

under: 

Sr. 

No. 

Description of industrial units Number of units 

1. Steel  29 

2. Paper and packaging  18 

3. Chipboard 04 

4. Ghee and Banaspati 11 

5. Plastic  16 

6. Grinding 25 

7. Poultry Feed 07 

8. Chemical & Lubricants 17 

9. Pharma  21 

10. Food & Beverages  18 

11. Woolen mills  06 

12. Miscellaneous 14 

Total 186 

 

 

85.69
117.643

62.56
109.398

 FY 2020-21  FY 2019-20

EPA

Budget & Expenditure

Budget (Rs. in million) Expenditure (Rs. in million)
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The major industries in the jurisdiction of EPA, KPK in term of percentage (%) is as under: 

 

An analysis of the audit findings contained in the audit reports of the Auditor General of 

Pakistan, indicate that the EPA has not been able to fully achieve its objectives as were conceived 

since inception and effective environmental protection in the Province remains a challenge. Only one 

Environmental lab is available in Peshawar and the same is also understaffed. This is resulting into 

non- utilization of available resources and non-gathering of data regarding various sectors of 

environment in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. EPA is also handicapped due to staff shortage and want of 

logistic support which has further weakened its monitoring capacity. Environment Protection Council 

and Advisory Committees have not been established resulting into non-achievement of objectives as 

envisaged in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Environment Protection Act 2014. The department needs to be 

strengthened in terms of financial and human resources so as to fully achieve the conceived objectives. 

Similarly, the EPA is required to strengthen its monitoring and enforcement regime.   

In the provincial ADP, there is only 1 ongoing project under EPA related to Zigzag technology 

for Brick Kilns. Similarly, the Federal PSDP has also not catered for any environmental scheme for 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. In order to address the environment related issues in the Province, there is a 

strong need to enhance the share of Environment Protection Agency (EPA) in the provincial ADP as 

well as launching of schemes under Federal PSDP.  

An expeditious formulation of coordination mechanism among all government departments at 

federal and provincial level is the need of the hour for conservation and rehabilitation of the environment 

and to cater for the issues related to underground water level, open water reservoirs, wildlife, fisheries 

and clean water etc. in the Province. Environment department is required to launch new schemes for 

mitigation and prevention of environmental hazards, besides capacity building of EPA offices. 

Table I: Audit profile of Forest, Environment & Wildlife Department, Government of Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa (Environment only). 

          (Rs. in million) 

Steel 

16%

Paper and packaging 

10%

Chipboard

2%

Ghee and Banaspati

6%Plastic 

9%Grinding

13%

Poultry Feed

4%

Chemical & 

Lubricants

9%

Pharma 

11%

Food & Beverages 

10%

Woolen mills 

3%

Miscellaneous

7%

Main industires under jurisdiction of EPA KPK
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Sr. 

No 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21  

Revenue/Receipts 

audited FY  

2020-21 

1. Formations 6 1 (including 

main EPA HQ 

where major 

expenditure 

was made) 

62.56 Nil 

2.  Assignment Account 

 SDAs 

 Etc. 

(excluding FAP) 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

- 

- 

- 

Nil Nil 

3. Authorities /Autonomous 

bodies etc under the PAO 

Nil - Nil Nil 

4. Foreign Aided project 

(FAP) 

Nil - Nil Nil 

 

2.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observation amounting to Rs. 53.403 million has been raised in this chapter 

pertaining to “Environment Protection Agency (HQ)”. Summary of audit observations 

classified by nature is as under: 
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Table II: Overview of Audit Observations 

       (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No Classification Amount 

1. Non- production of record Nil 

2. Report cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation Nil 

3. Irregularities 53.403 

A 
HR/Employees related irregularities Nil 

B 
Procurement related irregularities Nil 

C 
Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks Nil 

4. Value of money and services delivery issues Nil 

5. Others 53.403 

2.3 Brief Comments on the Status of Compliance with PAC Decision 

This Directorate General started audit of environment related organizations in KPK during year 

2019-20 and no report has so far been discussed in PAC.  
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2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS  

Irregularities (Value of money and service delivery issues) 

2.4.1 Unauthorized working of Environmental Laboratories due to non-renewal of 

Certification from EPA 

As per Rule 11 of National Environmental Quality Standards (Certification of Environmental 

Laboratories) Regulations 2000, no laboratory shall function as an environmental laboratory unless it 

is granted certification under the rules. According to Rule 13, “An application for renewal of 

certification shall be made in the form set out in Schedule IV to the EPA at least forty-five days prior 

to the date of expiry of the certificate issued under regulation 8. 

Environment Protection Agency, KPK granted license / certification to the following 

laboratories as environmental Labs for one year as detailed under: 

Sr# Name Period Valid up-to Renewal 

application 

date 

1. M/s Qarshi Research Industries Laboratory One year  30.12.2020 Not applied 

2. M/s Steps Environmental Laboratory One year 21.11.2020 18.11.2020 

3. M/s Integrated Environmental Laboratory One year 15.11.2020 16.12.2020 

  It was observed that the validity period of the certification of the three labs had expired and the 

labs were functioning without valid certification by EPA. M/s Qarshi Research Industries Laboratories 

did not apply a fresh and the application of M/s Steps Environmental Laboratory and M/s Integrated 

Environmental Laboratory were received in EPA office on 18.11.2020 and 16.12.2020 respectively in 

contravention of renewal of certification rules.  

Audit is of the view that the functioning of the laboratories without valid certification was 

unauthorized. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 4th October 2021, but no reply was furnished. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter and take corrective action. 

(Para 01, EPA (HQ) KPK) 

2.4.2 Non implementation of Terms & Conditions laid down in EIA approvals by EPA  

As per section 6(1) (xii), of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Environmental Protection Act, 2014, the 

Environmental Protection Agency shall carry out and conduct environmental monitoring and 

implementation of environmental approvals.  

Environment Protection Agency, KPK granted approval of Environmental Impact Assessment 

(EIA) Report of M/s Hazara Steel Re-rolling Mills & Furnace. The approval was conveyed on 
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02.11.2020. The EIA approval was accorded subject to fulfillment of the terms and conditions as laid 

down in the EIA. The details of the main conditions are as under: 

i. The proponent shall submit agreement details for slag sale to foreign dealers and the 

record of the same shall be maintained at the unit. 

ii. The proponent shall submit quarterly compliance report of the conditions of 

Environment Approval. 

iii. CCTV cameras shall be installed at the effluents / emission sites and online access shall 

be provided to the CCTV Cameras recording to EPA KPK officials to ensure round the 

clock monitoring of Pollution Control Technology. 

iv. Plantation of 150 trees shall be carried out in the available open spaces of the proposed 

project unit. 

The proponent was required to implement the conditions laid down in the EIA. However, it was 

observed that no post monitoring mechanism was devised by the EPA to get implemented the conditions 

of the EIA approval. 

Audit holds that due to lack of effective monitoring system compliance of condition of 

environmental approval cannot be ascertained. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 4th October 2021, but no reply was furnished. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures. 

Besides, a comprehensive post-monitoring mechanism should be devised to oversee the implementation 

of the essential conditions of EIA approvals. 

(Para 11, EPA (HQ) KPK) 

2.4.3 Non-implementation of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) commitments laid 

down in EIA approvals 

Rule 13 of IEE / EIA Regulation 2000 states that every approval of an IEE or EIA shall in 

addition to such conditions as may be imposed by the Agency be subject to the condition that the project 

shall be designed and constructed and mitigatory and other measures adopted strictly in accordance 

with the IEE or EIA. 

Environment Protection Agency, KPK granted approval of EIAs of different projects with the 

condition that the proponents will carry out certain activities under Corporate Social Responsibility as 

detailed below: 

Name of Proponent EIA Approval Detail of CSR Responsibility 

M/s Fatima Oil & 

Ghee Mills Private 

Limited 

EPA/EIA/Oil &  

Ghee/Fatima/Hatter/

20/112-13 dated 

24.09.2020 

Distribution of company products among needy members. 

Financing to poor school/college students. Supporting 

healthcare and educational institutions by provision of 

equipment. Regular meetings of the management to find out 

ways and areas of CSR and steps to be taken.  
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M/s Lucky Cement 

Private Limited 

EPA/EIA/Cement/L

ucky/Clay/Lease-

III/20/103-05 dated 

25.08.2020 

Free of cost medical facility from the existing BHU to locals. 

Provision of drinking water from company tube well. 

Allocation of one million per year for the specific villages to 

be utilized with the consultation of EPA and local committee. 

M/s Saif Cement 

Private Limited 

EPA/EIA/Cement-

Indust/Saif/LS&C/1

9/56 dated 

02.08.2019 

Creation of employment opportunities. Establishment of 

dispensary. Vocational training to locals. Water filtration 

plant for providing clean drinking water. Improvisation of  

existing road network for logistic support to factory. A new 

road lining cement plant with Daki-Paharpur road would be 

developed in coordination with the concerned government 

department for better transportation for general public.  

M/s Hazara Steel Mill 

Private Limited 

EPA/EIA/Steel/Haza

ra/Haripur/20/34-35 

dated 02.11.2020 

Allocation of Rs. 16.00 million for construction phase which 

includes plantation plan, fire extinguishers, air pollution 

control system, settling tank / cooling tanks and maintenance 

of all these activities. 

It was observed that no record was available that the proponents had fulfilled terms and 

condition of the approvals granted against the projects. Moreover, the Agency has not developed any 

monitoring system to check the implementation of conditions set out in EIA approvals. Due to Lack of 

effective monitoring system, EPA KPK was unable to identify the violations of EIA approvals and thus 

unable to take appropriate corrective actions. 

Audit holds that due to lack of effective monitoring system compliance of condition of 

environmental approval cannot be ascertained. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 4th October 2021, but no reply was furnished. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures. 

Besides, a comprehensive post-monitoring mechanism should be devised and installed to oversee the 

implementation of the essential conditions of environmental approvals. 

 (Para 13, EPA (HQ) KPK) 

Others  

2.4.4 Uneconomical expenditure on preparation of industrial unit’s database in KPK - 

Rs. 53.403 million 

As per Rule 4 of National Environmental Quality Standards (Self-Monitoring and Reporting 

by Industry) Rules 2001, all industrial units shall be responsible for correct and timely submission of 

Environmental Monitoring Reports to the Agency on the basis of the pollution level of an industrial 

unit. Further, the Director General shall classify the units into category “A”, “B” or “C” for liquid 

effluents, and category “A” or “B” for gaseous emissions. 
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EPA Rules require that an industrial unit in category “A” shall submit Environmental 

Monitoring Reports on monthly basis. The industrial units in category “B” shall submit Environmental 

Monitoring Reports on quarterly basis and industrial units classified under category “C” on a biannual 

basis. 

Environment Protection Agency, KPK initiated a project titled “Inventory for Industrial 

Pollution in KPK” to make a database for all industrial units operating in KPK. The Scheme was 

approved with a cost of Rs. 53.403 million to be completed up-to June 2020. 

The detail of database maintained under this project is as under: 

 

 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Description of industrial units Number of units 

1. Steel  29 

2. Paper and packaging  18 

3. Chipboard 04 

4. Ghee and Banaspati 11 

5. Plastic  16 

6. Grinding 25 

7. Poultry Feed 07 

8. Chemical & Lubricants 17 

9. Pharma  21 

10. Food & Beverages  18 

11. Woolen mills  06 

12. Miscellaneous 14 

Total 186 

Audit observed that project was completed but the classification of the industry was not made 

as category “A”, “B” or “C”. The purpose of the project was to classify the units into the categories 

depending upon the level of liquid and gaseous effluents.  
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Audit is of the view that the intended objectives of the project were not achieved and the 

database was not established to produce desired results. Further, non-classification has also resulted 

in failure to monitor the environmental performance, preparation of environmental database and 

enforcement of the Environmental Quality Standards in respect of Industrial Units.     

The matter was pointed out to the management on 4th October 2021, but no reply was furnished. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into for taking corrective measures 

besides classifying the industrial units in relevant categories. 

(Para 14, EPA (HQ) KPK) 
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Annexures (Related to paras) 

 

 Annexure-II 

(Para # 1.4.21)  

Irregular payment of compensation through cash instead of cross cheques - 

Rs. 5.903 million 

Sr# 
Description cheque in favor of Cheque 

date 

Cheque 

No 

Amount 

(Rs.) 

1.  House damage  Ramiz Khan S/o Mir Bahadur 23.07.2020 93902031      50,000  

2.  Injury Case Habib Ullah S/o rustam Khan 23.07.2020 93902017    200,000  

3.  Death Case Uzma Gul W/o Ismail Khan 23.07.2020 93902009    300,000  

4.  Injury Case Uzma Gul W/o Ismail Khan 23.07.2020 93902019    100,000  

5.  House damage Fayaz Muhammad S/o Musharaf 

Shah 

23.07.2020 93902042 50,000 

6.  Injury Case Waheed Gul S/o Amro Din 26.08.2020 93902185    100,000  

7.  House damage  Waheed Gul S/o Amro Din 26.08.2020 93902183      50,000  

8.  House damage  Waqar Khan S/o Mir Bahadur 26.08.2020 93902147    100,000  

9.  Death Case Nadia D/o Malook 26.08.2020 93902189    300,000  

10.  House damage  Farhad Ali S/o Abdul Gafoor 26.08.2020 93902166      50,000  

11.  House damage  Gul Daraz Khan S/o Shamas Khan 26.08.2020 93902129      80,000  

12.  House damage  Shams ul Wara W/o Sarwar Khan 26.08.2020 93902158     50,000  

13.  House damage  Ijaz Ahmad S/o Jalozai 26.08.2020 93902174      50,000  

14.  -  Murak Khan S/o Razeem khan 26.08.2020 93902078      50,000  

15.  House damage  Azaz Khan S/o Liaqat Ali 26.08.2020 93902171      50,000  

16.  House damage  Banaras Khan S/o Rehmar Khan 26.08.2020 93902128      50,000  

17.  House damage  Shoaib Ur Rahman S/o Abdur 

Rehman 

26.08.2020 93902156      50,000  

18.  Injury Case Sadia W/o Shebar Khan 26.08.2020 93902184   100,000  

19.  House damage  Zeeshan Khan S/o Gul Wali Khan  18.09.2020 93902197  100,000  

20.  House damage  Muhammad Muaz S/o Saif 18.09.2020 93902196   100,000  

21.  House damage  Qaiser Khan S/oTaj Gul  21.09.2020 4234542      30,000  

22.  House damage  Zareen Khan S/o Khitab Gul 26.08.2020 93902103      30,000  

23.  House damage  Rooh ul Amin S/o Zamin Khan  21.09.2020 4234538      50,000  

24.  House damage  Khan Muhammad S/o Abdul Rehan 26.08.2020 93902091      50,000  
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25.  Death Case Gohar Taj S/o Saleem Khan  16.10.2020 4234553    300,000  

26.  House damage  Faqeer Muhammad S/o Badshah Gul 26.08.2020 93902058    100,000 

27.  House damage  Jibran Khan S/o Fayaz Khan 22.10.2020 4234654    100,000  

28.  House damage  Nazir Khan  22.10.2020 4234626    100,000  

29.  House damage  Shamshaid Rehman S/o Gul 

Rehman 

22.10.2020 4234631      30,000  

30.  House damage  Said Bibi W/o Hazarat Gul 22.10.2020 4234637      50,000  

31.  House damage  Naseem Bibi W/o Anwar Khan 22.10.2020 4234639    100,000  

32.   House 

damage 

 Koosar khan S/o Safdar khan  26.08.2020 93902119      80,000  

33.  House damage  Almas Bibi D/o Mian Gul 22.10.2020 4234655      50,000  

34.  House damage  Niaz Gul S/o Ahmad Khan 22.10.2020 4234530     50,000  

35.  House damage  Rabnawaz S/o Noor Khan  24.11.2020 4234690    100,000  

36.  - Niaz Muhammad S/o Dost 

Muhammad 

24.11.2020 4234711   100,000  

37.  House damage  Pari Begum W/o Shah Jahan 24.11.2020 4234709     80,000  

38.  House damage  Tayab Gul S/o Janat Gul 24.11.2020 4234677     50,000  

39.  House damage  Muhammad Ali S/o Mir Rahman 24.11.2020 4234705      30,000  

40.  House damage  Amina W/o Iftikhar 23.12.2020 12831555     50,000  

41.  House damage  Sheron Bibi W/o Khan Farooq 23.12.2020 12831532   100,000  

42.  House damage  Ahmad Tariq S/o Tariq Javed 23.12.2020 12831552   100,000  

43.  House damage  Waqar S/o Khair Muhammad  23.12.2020 12831543  100,000  

44.  House damage  Wajid Ali S/o Niaz Ali 23.12.2020 12831541     80,000  

45.  House damage  M.Zaman S/o Awal Shah  23.12.2020 12831547     30,000  

46.  House damage  Sher Reham S/o Abdul Khaliq 23.12.2020 12831546      50,000  

47.  House damage  Parogy W/o Nobat Khan 23.12.2020 12831550     50,000  

48.  House damage  Inayat Ullah S/o Samin Jsan 23.12.2020 12831533      50,000  

49.  House damage  Musman S/o Rahim Khan  25.01.2021 12831589      80,000  

50.  House damage  Sahib shah S/o said bakhsha 25.01.2020 12831567    100,000  

51.  House damage  Asad Ali S/O Mughal Sayed 25.01.2020 12831563    100,000  

52.  House damage  Sania W/o Abdul Rehman 25.01.2020 12831588   100,000  

53.  House damage  Parveen begum W/o Almas Khan 25.01.2020 12831569      50,000  

54.  House damage  Razia Begunm D/o Sher Abaz Khan  01.04.2021 41515896     50,000  

55.  House damage  Nouman Ali s/o Jan Ali  01.04.2021 41515898    100,000  
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56.  House damage  Shahida Begum w/o Iqbal 01.04.2020 41515902   100,000  

57.  House damage  Akhtar Ullah S/o Faraz  01.04.2021 41515891      50,000  

58.  House damage  Sohail Khan S/o Dawar Khan 28.04.2021 41515915   100,000  

59.  House damage  Inam Ullah S/o Gohar Ali  28.04.2021 41515906   100,000  

60.  House damage  Minhas Gul S/o Anar Gul  28.04.2021 41515916   100,000  

61.  House damage  Zar wali khan S/o Mir Badshah  19.05.2021 41515920      50,000  

62.  House damage  Zeeshan Khan S/o Gul Wali Khan  28.05.2021 41515930      80,000  

63.  House damage  Akbar Ali S/o Muzammil Khan  28.05.2021 41515924     80,000  

64.  House damage  Gul Faqeer S/o Said Faqeer 28.05.2021 41515913      50,000  

65.  -- Lahore hotel food for Panagah 03.02.2021 12831594 53,295 

66.  House damage Bacha Begum W/o Fazal Rahman 25.01.2021 12831592 50,000 

67.  House damage Nabeela begum W/o Jamal khan 25.01.2021 12831578 30,000 

68.  House damage Zafar ullah S/o Sarwar Khan 25.01.2021 12831570 80,000 

69.  House damage Said Muhammad S/o Zarif khan 22.02.2021 12831599 30,000 

70.  House damage Shumaila bibi W/o Adnan  02.03.2021 12831615 50,000 

71.  Injury  Fazal Amin S/o Fazal Wahab 02.03.2021 12831608 100,000 

72.  House damage Rooz Ali S/o Bahadur Shah 02.03.2021 12831619 100,000 

73.  House damage Ejaz Azeem S/o Saad ul Akbar 23.12.2020 12831535 50,000 

Total 5,903,295   
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Annexure – III 

(Para # 1.4.30) 

Irregular issuance of cheques in the name of employees instead of vendors and DDO - Rs. 28.243 

million  

Cheques issued in the name of employees—CEW 

Sr# Date Name Description Cheque No 
Amount 

(Rs.) 

1.  28.07.2020 Inam Ali AD (Admin) HQ petty Expenses 66672059 199,307 

2.  19.08.2020 Inam Ali AD (Admin) HQ petty Expenses 66672082 102,200 

3.  
19.08.2020 Ehsan ullah (Caretaker) HQ petty Expenses 66672083 84,855 

4.  25.08.2020 
Fawad khan (Network 

Admn) 

Renewal of CEW 

website 
66672095 50,686 

5.  27.08.2020 Ehsan ullah (Caretaker) 
Repair of Generator 40 

KVA 
66672098 68,322 

6.  31.08.2020 Inam Ali AD (Admin) HQ petty Expenses 66672108 199,810 

7.  31.08.2020 
Muhammad Ejaz 

(Assistant) 
HQ petty Expenses 66672112 59,360 

8.  09.09.2020 Ehsan ullah (Caretaker) 

Repair of Tonner 

control room (HQ) 

CEW 

1677454 7,800 

9.  18.09.2020 
Fawad khan (Network 

Admin) 
Purchase of UPS 1677466 14,915 

10.  18.09.2020 Ghulam Akbar Kansaro 
Photostat for National 

Assembly 
1677470 18,150 

11.  21.09.2020 Ejaz (Assistant CEW) 
Purchase of 2 routers 

WIFI 
1677471 11,400 

12.  22.03.2020 Inam Ali AD (Admin) 
HQ Repair of Rent a 

Car and other Expenses 
1677473 97,428 

13.  22.09.2020 Ehsan ullah (Caretaker) Misc Expenditure HQ 1677474 92,300 

14.  
06.10.2020 

Asif Zeb AD (Coord 

CEW) 
Misc Expenditure HQ 1677495 7,900 

15.  
07.10.2020 Inam Ali AD (Admin) HQ petty Expenses 1677502 199,932 

16.  10.11.2020 Inam Ali AD (Admin) HQ petty Expenses 1677539 198,408 

17.  12.11.2020 Ehsan ullah (Caretaker) 
Purchase of Tyre A-

1304 
1677563 8,701 

18.  02.12.2020 
Raheem Noor 

(Computer Operator)  

Purchase of Laptop 

Batteries 
1677596 21,800 
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19.  23.12.2020 
Zia Ur Rahman District 

(Coordinator Khyber) 
Misc Expenditure  1677626 85,816 

20.  08.12.2020 Inam Ali AD (Admin) HQ petty Expenses 1677609 195,301 

21.  04.01.2021 
Fawad khan (Network 

Admin) 
Repair of Laptop 1677854 15,000 

22.  05.01.2021 Sohail Khan (N/Q) Repair of Photocopier 1677858 8,000 

23.  19.01.2021 Syed Iqtidar Shah  Purchase of Hard Disk 1677879 25,000 

24.  01.02.2021. Inam Ali AD (Admin) 
Petty Expenses HQ 

CEW 
1677914 241,144 

25.  
02.02.2021 Ehsan ullah (Caretaker) 

Repair of Vehicle AA-

5675 
1677921 58,190 

26.  02.02.2021 Inam Ali AD (Admin) Repair 1677924 99,290 

27.  02.02.2021 Inam Ali AD (Admin) Court Case Expenses 1677932 11,200 

28.  02.02.2021 
Tariq Jamal (Assist 

CEW) 

Repair of vehicle AA-

2215 
1677933 38,970 

29.  13.04.2021 Inam Ali AD (Admin) 
Petty Expenses HQ 

CEW 
1677729 222,280 

30.  18.03.2021 Inam Ali AD (Admin) 
Petty Expenses HQ 

CEW 
1677695 198,695 

31.  19.04.2021 Ehsan ullah Caretaker 
Wiring of Telephone 

HQ CWE 
1677749 21,510 

32.  04.05.2021 Inam Ali AD (Admin) 
Petty Expenses HQ 

CEW 
1677780 160,500 

33.  08.06.2021 
Muhammad Fawad 

Khan (Admin)  

Renewal of  official 

Domain CEW 
1677831 2,350 

34.  09.06.2021 Inam Ali AD (Admin) 
Petty Expenses HQ 

CEW 
1677839 212,418 

35.  24.06.2021 
Muhammad Fawad 

Khan 
Purchase of hard Drive 34798832 8,000 

Sub-Total (A) 3,046,938 

Camp Bakka Khel 

36.  02.07.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Labour Charges TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
66672397 215,400 

37.  02.07.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
66672401 785,050 

38.  02.07.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
66672405 346,855 

39.  28.07.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
66672056 395,585 
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(Rs 

in 

million) 

40.  28.07.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
66672058 722,620 

41.  28.07.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 
Repair of Transformer 66672061 82,000 

42.  28.07.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Replacement of tyres  

Vehicle  BUA-1177 
66672062 64,000 

43.  12.08.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Labour Charges TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
66672071 244,800 

44.  12.08.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
66672074 688,285 

45.  12.08.2020 Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 

66672075      602,470 

 

 

46.  
12.08.2020 

Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
66672077 96,280 

47.  27.08.2020 Mudasir Ubaid 
Repair of Transformer at 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
66672101 63,075 

48.  27.08.2020 Ameen 
Repair of Tube Well at 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
66672104 58,939 

49.  27.08.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure)TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
66672107 473,600 

50.  09.09.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Labour Charges TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677457 198,400 

51.  09.09.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677459 603,325 

52.  09.09.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677460 700,074 

53.  12.10.2020  Mudasir Ubaid 
Repair of Transport  

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
1677507 85,600 

54.  12.10.2020  Mudasir Ubaid 
Repair of Transport TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677508 71,100 

55.  16.10.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677509 481,105 

56.  16.10.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Labour Charges TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677510 176,400 

57.  16.10.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677511 611,586 

58.  16.10.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677512 417,425 
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Annexure-IV 

59.  16.10.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Repair of vehicle TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677515 46,368 

60.  27.10.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677521 602,895 

61.  27.10.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677522 456,920 

62.  11.11.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Labour Charges TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677540 178,800 

63.  
11.11.2020 

Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677547 437,705 

64.  11.11.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677548 463,615 

65.  11.11.2020 Ameen 
Repair of Tube Well at 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
1677549 64,970 

66.  
27.11.2020 

Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677576 716,788 

67.  27.11.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677577 793,925 

68.  08.12.2020 Ameen 
Repair of Tube Well at 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
1677601 49,950 

69.  
08.12.2020 

Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677604 517,807 

70.  08.12.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Labour Charges TDP 

Camp Bakka kKel 
1677605 207,000 

71.  08.12.2020 Mudasir Ubaid Repair of Transport 1677606 44,030 

72.  23.12.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677629 709,175 

73.  23.12.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677630 427,140 

74.  23.12.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677631 137,150 

75.  23.12.2020 Mudasir Ubaid 
Repair of Transformer at 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
1677632 72,372 

76.  23.12.2020 Ameen 
Repair of Tube Well at 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
1677635 55,722 

77.  23.12.2020 Mudasir Ubaid 
Repair of Transformer at 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
1677638 48,876 

78.  06.01.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677859 922,435 
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79.  06.01.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Labour Charges TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677863 150,600 

80.  06.01.2021 Ameen 
Repair of Tube Well at 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
1677865 57,720 

81.  25.01.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677889 686,355 

82.  25.01.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677890 360,705 

83.  
25.01.2021 

Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677891 361,900 

84.  02.02.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677934 447,990 

85.  02.02.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677935 432,220 

86.  
02.02.2021 Ameen 

Repair of Tube Well at 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
1677936 54,020 

87.  02.02.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Labour Charges TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677942 164,400 

88.  02.02.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677654 585,345 

89.  
02.02.2021 Ameen 

Repair of Tube Well at 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
1677655 55,648 

90.  08.03.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Labour Charges TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677668 57,600 

91.  08.03.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677669 532,155 

92.  
05.04.2020 

Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677704 381,235 

93.  05.04.2020 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677705 190,145 

94.  05.04.2021 Mudasir Ubaid 
Repair of Transformer 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
1677707 46,147 

95.  
15.04.2021 

Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Labour Charges TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677731 75,600 

96.  15.04.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
6177733 504,000 

97.  15.04.2021 Mudasir Ubaid 
Repair of Transformer 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
6177734 50,616 

98.  30.04.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677757 459,025 
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Para No. 1.4.36 

Irregular payment on account of hiring of vehicles/generators and POL charges – Rs. 3.807 

million 

 

99.  30.04.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677758 413,900 

100.  30.04.2021 Ameen 
Repair of Tube Well at 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
1677759 53,946 

101.  04.05.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677778 735,955 

102.  04.05.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Labour Charges TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
6177779 69,000 

103.  25.05.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677787 463,230 

104.  25.05.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677788 344,750 

105.  25.05.2021 Ameen 
Repair of Tube Well at 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
6177789 57,572 

106.  25.05.2021 Ameen 
Repair of Tube Well at 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
1677792 64,232 

107.  07.06.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
1677816 760,410 

108.  07.06.2021 Ameen 
Repair of Tube Well at 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
1677817 65,712 

109.  07.06.2021 Mudasir Ubaid 
Repair of Transformer 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
6177822 65,156 

110.  07.06.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Labour Charges TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
6177825 84,600 

111.  07.06.2021 Mudasir Ubaid 
Repair of Transformer 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
1677826 42,476 

112.  24.06.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
34798827 543,115 

113.  24.06.2021 Ameen 
Repair of Tube Well at 

TDP Camp Bakka Khel 
34798828 58,164 

114.  24.06.2021 
Imran Khan District 

Coordinator 

Misc Expenditure TDP 

Camp Bakka Khel 
34798833 583,260 

 Sub-Total (B)  25,196,521 

Grand Total (A+B)  28,243,459 
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Sr# Date 
Cheque 

 No 
Description Vendor Purpose Amount 

1.  06.08.2020 21601733 Vehicle Hiring 

charges for 

Coordinator PDMA 

Mr. Sayd 

Muhammad 

COVID 0.166 

2.  19.08.2020 21601736 POL for the generator 

of Quarantine Center 

Landikotal 

Mr. Haji Akbar COVID 0.466 

3.  19.08.2020 21601737 POL for the generator 

of Quarantine Center 

Jamrud 

Mr. Sayd Nabi COVID 0.218 

4.  19.08.2020 21601739 Transportation 

Charges Corona 

Mr. Sayd 

Muhammad 

COVID 0.055 

5.  14.09.2020 21601757 Vehicle Hiring 

charges for 

Coordinator PDMA 

Mr. Sayd 

Muhammad 

COVID 0.275 

6.  06.10.2020 21601768 Transportation 

Charges Corona 

Sayd 

Muhammad 

COVID 0.208 

7.  12.01.2021 2002226689 CLCP survay POL Shah Filling 

Station 

CLCP 0.287 

8.  21.01.2021 2002226692 Transport charges 

(Corona ) 

Sayd 

Muhammad 

COVID 0.129 

9.  21.01.2021 2002226693 Transport charges 

(Corona ) 

Mr. Sayd 

Muhammad 

COVID 0.181 

10.  06.05.2021 2002227172 POL Charges M/s Shah Filling 

Station 

CLCP 0.186 

11.  26.05.2021 2002227173 Hiring Charges of 

vehicle 

M/s Supper 

Kashmir rent a-

car services 

CLCP 0.350 

12.  17.03.2021 2002227135 POL Charges M/s Shah Filling 

Station 

CLCP 0.376 

13.  03.06.2021 2002227181 POL Charges M/s Shah Filling 

Station 

CLCP 0.242 

14.  30.11.2020 21601787 POL Charges M/s Shah Filling 

Station 

CLCP 0.213 

15.  21.10.20 21601717 rent of Generator Kamran 

Technical 

company 

COVID 0.455 

Total 3.807 

 

DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (CLIMATE CHANGE & ENVIRONMENT) 
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Chapter-1 

Secretary Rehabilitation, Sindh and Provincial Disaster Management Authority 

(PDMA), Sindh 

1.1 Introduction  

A. The Provincial Disaster Management Authority (PDMA) Sindh was constituted under the 

National Disaster Management Act 2010. The PDMA aims towards mitigation, preparedness and an 

organized response to the disasters. PDMA also acts as the coordinating authority which articulates the 

coordination mechanism between key provincial departments. In case of emergencies, PDMA works 

closely with District Governments to organize initial and subsequent assessment of disaster affected 

areas and determine the course of action to ensure long-term rehabilitation of the affected population.  

The Rehabilitation Department was created vide Notification dated 26th November, 2010 with 

the mandate of uplifting the calamity-hit areas by initiating development projects. The Board of 

Revenue was established in Sindh by adopting the West Pakistan Board of Revenue Act 1957 as Sindh 

Board of Revenue Act 1957 with effect from 1st July 1970. Board of Revenue Sindh is the Controlling 

Authority relating to management of state land, collection of land revenue and other taxes/duties, 

maintenance of Revenue Record and other allied matters related to land. Senior Member Board of 

Revenue is the administrative in-charge of all functions, being carried out in the Board of Revenue. In 

addition Senior Member is Chief Land Commissioner, Sindh and also Relief Commissioner.  

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts of audited entities (Variance Analysis) 

                       (Rs. in million) 

The comparison of expenditure vis-a-vis funds released to the Secretary Rehabilitation and 

PDMA Sindh, in terms of percentage is as under: 

Sr. No. Financial Year Formations Funds Released  Expenditure 

1. 2019-21 Secretary Rehabilitation  85.970 68.988 

2. 2020-21 PDMA-Sindh 1,413.225 1,399.977 

Total 1,499.195 1,468.965 
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C.  Sectoral Analysis 

The PDMA-Sindh aims towards mitigation, preparedness and providing an organized response 

to the disasters. The Authority is also responsible for ensuring close liaison with district governments 

to organize necessary assessment of disaster affected areas and determine the course of action to ensure 

long-term rehabilitation of the affected population.  

There are three ongoing schemes of Rehabilitation Department namely ‘Sindh Resilience 

Project (World Bank funded)’, ‘Establishment of Regional Offices of PDMA (Larkana, Shaheed 

Benazirabad & Mirpurkhas) by PDMA, Sindh’ and ‘Mobile Health Care Unit Project’. The total cost 

of schemes is Rs. 3,784 million and expenditure incurred upto June 2021 was Rs. 819.6 million. The 

incurred expenditure was 22% of the approved cost which is graphically illustrated as under: 
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The above mentioned graph depicts that the progress of work was slow as compared to the 

funds released and the organization is required to speed up its activities for timely completion of the 

works. 

 Details of major activities of Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-component) with milestones and 

target dates (2016-2021) are given as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

No. of 

Projects 

Progress of 

projects 

Cost of 

projects 

Projects cost as a proportion 

of total cost of all projects 

(%) 

1. 02 Completed 33.000 1.69% 

2. 07 In progress 435.000 22.22% 

3. 20 Not yet started 1,490.025 76.10% 

Total 29  1,958.025 100% 

 According to the above data only 02 projects were completed, while 7 projects were in progress 

and 20 projects are yet to be started. The progress of projects in terms of %age of total cost is graphically 

illustrated as under:  

 

 

The above mentioned graph shows that cost of the projects not yet started was 76% of the total 

cost resulting into non achievement of targets as planned.  

Audit findings indicate that both Rehabilitation department and PDMA, Sindh have mainly 

concentrated on post disaster activities and the focus on mitigation and disaster risk reduction measures 

to reduce the impact of disasters in the Province was missing. In order to fully achieve its objectives, 
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the PDMA-Sindh is required to focus on mitigation measures and Disaster Risk Reduction in the 

Province. 

Table I: Audit profile of Relief Department Government of Sindh 

        (Rs. in million) 

 

Sr. 

No 

 

Description 

 

Total 

Nos. 

 

Audited 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue / 

Receipts audited 

FY 2020-21  

1. Formations 2 2 1,468.965 - 

2.  Assignment 

Account 

 SDAs 

 PDMA Fund 

A/C  (Excluding 

FAP) 

1 

Nil 

1 

1 

Nil 

1 

- - 

3. Authorities 

/Autonomous 

bodies etc  under the 

PAO 

1 1 - - 

4. Foreign Aided 

Project (FAP) 

1 1 1296.758 - 

1.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 1,919.121 million have been raised in this 

report pertaining to Secretary Rehabilitation, PDMA Sindh and Sindh Resilience Project. 

An amount of Rs. 613.975 million has been pointed out as recovery in the audit 

observations. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Table II: Overview of Audit Observations 

                                                                                                 (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No Classification Amount 

1. Report cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation - 

2. Non production of record - 
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3. 
Irregularities / Non Compliance 1,712.315 

A 
HR/Employees related irregularities 13.227 

B 
Procurement related irregularities 1,482.846 

C 
Irregularities due to Weak Internal Controls 216.242 

4. 
Value of money and service delivery issues 195.345 

5. 
Others 11.461 

1.3 Brief Comments on the Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

This Directorate General started conducting audit of Disaster Management Organizations of 

Sindh from the audit year 2016-17. Since then, no Audit Report has been discussed in the PAC and no 

directives were issued.  
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1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Irregularities/Non Compliance 

1.4.1 Irregular payment on account of TA/DA – Rs. 1.429 million 

According to Rule 88 of the Sindh Financial Rule Vol-1 Section-111, every public officer 

should exercise the same vigilance in respective of expenditure incurred from Government revenues as 

a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in spending his own money. 

Office of the Secretary Rehabilitation Department, Sindh made payments to various employees 

on account of TA/DA during financial year 2019-20 and 2020-21 amounting to Rs 1.429 million. 

It was observed that the expenditure Rs 1.429 million on account of TA/DA was made without 

fulfilling codal formalities. Details are at Annexure-A. 

Audit noticed the following irregularities: 

i. Approval of the tour programs and TA/DA bills in r/o Secretary Rehabilitation by 

the competent authority were not available on record. 

ii. Extra amount was paid in most of cases on mileage charges Rs. 10 per KM instead 

of Rs. 2.5 per KM. 

iii. Mileage charges were claimed by officers being allotted government vehicles. 

iv. Non availability of attendance certificates for official meetings.  

v. Extra kilometers were charged instead of actual. 

vi. Items issuing and attendance certificates from PDMA warehouses were not issued 

to visiting officials for collection of relief items. 

vii. A Section officer visited Larkana PDMA warehouse for collection of relief items 

on 14.03.2021 to 21.03.2021. During audit of DG PDMA office, it was noticed that 

Larkana warehouse was still under construction, only Sukkur, Jamshoro and 

Karachi warehouses were functional/ operative. 

viii. Cheques issued in respect of claimed TA/DA were not found on record. 

Audit is of the view that payment on account of TA/DA amounting to Rs. 1.429 million was 

made in violation of rules resulting in irregular payments. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 02.09.2021. In reply, the management stated that an 

amount of Rs. 1.429 million was incurred on the TA/DA after fulfilling the codal formalities and 

included surprise visits of the Secretary Rehabilitation. The Administrative Secretary is allowed to 

inspect the field offices in Emergency or otherwise and no extra amount has been allowed to any 

employee.  

Para was discussed in DAC meeting held on 06.12.2021. DAC directed to verify the record 

within two weeks in light of management reply. 

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends that the management should produce the relevant record for verification and 

strengthen internal controls to avoid recurrences of similar cases in future.  

(Para #01-Sec.Rehab 2019-21) 
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1.4.2 Non-deduction of Income Tax and Sindh Sales Tax on rent of building – Rs. 1.198 

million 

As per Section 15 subsection (1) of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, the rent received or receivable 

by a person for a tax year, other than rent exempt from tax under this Ordinance, shall be chargeable to 

tax in that year under the head “Income from Property”. 

Furthermore, subsection (6) Section 15 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001 provides that, income 

under this section derived by an individual or an association of persons shall be liable to tax at the rate 

specified in Division VIA of Part I of the First Schedule. Moreover, rate of tax to be paid under section 

15, in the case of individual and association of persons, where the gross amount of rent exceeds Rs. 

2,000,000 but does not exceed Rs. 4,000,000 shall be Rs. 210,000 plus 20 per cent of the gross amount 

exceeding Rs. 2,000,000. 

Office of the Secretary Rehabilitation Department Government of Sindh paid an amount of Rs. 

4.00 million on account of rent for office building to owner for the period July 2020 to June 2021. 

It was observed that Income Tax and Sindh Sales Tax were amounting to Rs. 1.198 million 

were not deducted. Details are at Annexure-B. 

Audit holds that non-recovery of the taxes resulted in loss to government revenues. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 02.09.2021. In reply, the management stated that office 

of the Secretary Rehabilitation Department Government of Sindh acquired building on rental basis. 

Income Tax and Sindh Sales Tax has been deducted by the AG Sindh, Karachi.  

DAC meeting held on 06.12.2021. The para was discussed in DAC in line with audit 

observations and departmental replies. DAC directed that to verify the record for factual position within 

two weeks. 

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report.   

Audit recommends to recover the applicable taxes. 

(Para #08-Sec.Rehab 2019-21) 

1.4.3 Doubtful expenditure on account of quotations and bills – Rs. 1.393 million 

Para 40-B Appendix 18-A (1) Sindh Financial Rules volume-I “Means should be advised to 

ensure that every Government officer should realize fully and clearly that he will be held personally 

responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or negligence on his part and that he 

will be also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or negligence on the part of 

any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the loss by 

his own action or culpable negligence”. 

Office of the Secretary Rehabilitation Department Government of Sindh paid an amount of Rs. 

1.393 million to various firms/ vendors for different purchases during the financial years 2019-20 and 

2020-21 under different heads of accounts. 

It was observed that purchases were made without verifying the genuineness of vouchers/ 

quotation presented by vendor/ supplier. Details are at Annexure-C. 

Audit observed the following irregularities: 
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i. Bills/quotations were made on same pattern, like same number of rows and 

columns, dates, serial numbers and signatures. 

ii. Heading of firm’s quotations were changed but body of quotations remained 

same on each and every voucher/ quotation attached for purchase/ repair. 

iii. Font size, font themes looked same on each and every quotation attached for 

procurement or repair. 

iv. While checking in details, it was also noticed that in so many cases heading of 

vouchers were not in order (changed in directions with below tables, drawn on 

voucher body). 

v. Tables in vouchers were mostly possessing 21 rows and 03 columns with same 

size and width. It was not possible that all firms had designed and kept the same 

kind of vouchers/ invoices for their sales/ services. 

Audit holds that due to doubtful and non-verifiable quotations and bills, the expenditure was 

not justified and thus irregular.  

Initial audit observation was issued on 02.09.2021. In reply, the management stated that 

miscellaneous items were purchased in emergency from the local market as per lowest rates from 

different Supplies / Vendor. 

DAC meeting held on 06.12.2021. The para was discussed in DAC in line with audit 

observations and departmental replies. DAC directed to verify the record within two weeks. 

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report.   

Audit recommends that the management should inquire into the matter and fix responsibility 

for the lapses, besides strengthening of internal controls. 

 (Para #10-Sec.Rehab 2019-21) 

1.4.4 Non-deduction of Sales Tax from Canteen Stores Department (CSD) –by PDMA - 

Rs. 2.964 million 

Section 3 subsection (1) of the Sales Tax Act, 1990 states that subject to the provisions of this 

Act, there shall be charged, levied and paid a tax known as sales tax at the rate of seventeen per cent of 

the value of taxable supplies made by a registered person in the course or furtherance of any taxable 

activity carried on by him.  

In addition to above, Section 23 subsection (1) of the Sales Tax Act, 1990 provides that the 

registered person making a taxable supply shall issue a serially numbered tax invoice at the time of 

supply of goods. 
 

Provincial Disaster Management Authority, Sindh, incurred an expenditure amounting to Rs. 

20.402 million on procurement of various relief items from Canteen Stores Department (CSD) during 

the Financial Year 2020-21. 
 

During the audit of PDMA, Sindh it was observed that sales tax at the rate of 17% amounting 

to Rs 2.964 million was not withheld and deposited into Government treasury. Details are at 

Annexure-D. 

Audit observed as under: 
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i. Sales Tax Invoices were not issued by CSD as per provisions of Section 23 of 

Sales Tax Act, 1990. 

ii. Sales Tax amount was not stated on invoice @ 17 % by supplier in 

contravention with provisions of Section 3 subsection (1) of Sales Tax Act, 1990 

and SRO No. 525(I)/2008. 

iii. Sales Tax amount was not deducted and deposited as per provisions of SRO No. 

525(I)/2008 dated 11th June 2008. 

Audit holds that non-deduction of sales tax was a violation of Sales Tax Act, 1990 and resulted 

in loss to government revenues. 

 The initial audit observation was issued on 02.09.2021. In reply, the management stated that a 

letter will be written for clarification of Sales Tax deductions to Canteen Store Department (CSD) and 

Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) for guidance. As soon as reply is received, the management will 

inform the status to Audit. 

DAC meeting was held on 02.12.2021 and 03.12.2021. DAC recommends that outcome from 

the FBR in line with the management reply may be shared with the Audit. 

Audit recommends that the clarification / guidance from Federal Board of Revenue should be 

sought and amount be recovered. 

(Para #01-PDMA Sindh 2020-21) 

 

1.4.5 Less deduction of withholding Income Tax – Rs. 2.379 million  

Division III of Part III of the First Schedule of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 states that the rate 

of tax to be deducted from a payment referred to in clause (a) of sub-section (1) of section 153 shall be 

–  

I. In the case of the sale of rice, cotton seed or edible oils, 1.5 % of the gross amount 

payable; (Explanation. — For removal of doubt, it is clarified that “cotton seed and 

edible oils” means cotton seed oil and edible oils) 
 

II. In the case sale of goods. 

a) In case of a company, 4% of the gross amount payable, and  

b) In any other case, 4.5% of the gross amount payable 

Provincial Disaster Management Authority engaged different firms/vendors for procurement of 

Ghee for relief activities and paid an amount of Rs 79,293,490 during Financial Year 2020-21.  

It was observed that Income Tax was charged at the rate of 1.5 % instead of 4.5 %. Resultantly, 

tax amounting to Rs 2.379 million was deducted less. Details are at Annexure-E. 

Audit holds that less-recovery of income tax resulted into loss of Government revenues. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 02.09.2021. In reply, the management stated that edible 

or cooking oil was fat of plant, animal or microbial origin, which was liquated at room temperature and 

was suitable for food use. Edible oil of animal origin was e.g fish oil. Microbial oil was also 

encompassed and Ghee was also form of oil. 

The reply of the department is not tenable as Ghee was not exempted from deduction of Income 
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Tax. 

DAC meeting was held on 02.12.2021 and 03.12.2021. DAC recommends that outcome from 

the FBR in line with the management reply shall be obtained and shared with the Audit. 

Audit recommends that necessary clarification should be sought from FBR and recovery be 

affected. 

(Para #04-PDMA Sindh 2020-21) 

1.4.6 Irregular and wasteful expenditure on procurement of animal mosquito nets – Rs. 

220.50 million 

Rule 17 (1) of Sindh Public Procurement Rules, 2010 as amended on 15.03.2019 states that  

“procurement over three hundred thousand rupees and up to three million rupees shall be advertised by 

timely notifications on the Authority’s website and may in print media in the manner and format 

prescribed in these rules.   

As per letter dated 03.07.2020 (issued on 08.08.2020) by Rehabilitation Department, 

Government of Sindh, the Provincial Disaster Management Authority was authorized to make necessary 

emergency procurements and while doing so the standard procedure requiring inviting of tenders shall 

be deemed to be waived. However, this waiver was subject to due diligence, financial propriety and to 

meet imminent emergency only.  

PDMA Sindh purchased Animal Mosquito Nets amounting to Rs. 220.50 million from various 

suppliers/firms as detailed under: 

S. 

No 

Work 

order date 
Description Supplier/ firm Quantity 

Rate 

(Rs.) 

Total (Rs. 

in million) 

01. 14.09.2020 

Animal 

Mosquito 

Nets 

M/s Pearl associates 

Islamabad 
35,000 3,000 105.000 

02. 14.09.2020 
M/s Paramount 

tarpaulin  
10,000 3,000 30.000 

03. 26.09.2020 M/s Aijaz Enterprise  30000 2850 85.500 

Total  220.500 

Audit observed as under: 
 

i. Emergency declaration letter by Secretary Rehabilitation Department, Sindh clearly 

mentioned that necessary emergency procurements be made to help displaced 

vulnerable families of affected areas meeting only imminent emergency. However, 

contrary to this, an irrelevant item i.e. Animal Mosquito Nets were procured and a 

huge amount was spent on Animal Mosquito Nets instead of basic needs for affectees. 

ii. The procurement opportunity was not advertised in the newspaper/print media and no 

tenders were invited to obtain competitive rates. The procured items did not fall under 

the category of necessary emergency procurements and therefore were required to be 

procured through open competition and proper tendering process. 
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iii. Major portion of procured items (Mosquito Nets) was stocked at stores without further 

distribution to the end users (affecttees). 

iv. The procurement of mosquito nets was made without duly vetted/authenticated 

requirement for the item. 

v. Procurement committee was not established for the procurements of items in violation 

of clause (7) of Sindh Public Procurement Rules, 2010. 

vi. While checking the last five years purchases, such kind of item was never found in 

the list of relief activities of the Province. PDMA Sindh did not provide its annual 

procurement plan to verify these items. 

vii. Approval for purchase of animal mosquito nets was not available on record. 

viii. Purchases were made from general order suppliers instead of manufacturer/ 

authorized dealer for such items. 

ix. Most of the delivery documents were found to be unsigned by the supplier. Delivery 

documents submitted by supplier were not entered in the inward receipts letter 

registers and thus remained unverifiable. 

x. As per delivery documents goods were delivered at warehouses in Karachi and Deputy 

Commissioner Offices, however, the object of delivery was not mentioned on delivery 

documents i.e. consignment number, signatures of sending official etc. Entry of stock 

registers in respect of received items was not indicated on payment voucher. 

xi. Deputy commissioner Badin, Tharparkar, Mirpurkhas did not submit their demands 

prior to purchases. Further, the distribution of the items to the end users was not 

available on record. 

xii. 13,442 animal mosquito nets were handed over to Karachi warehouse on 16.10.2020, 

which were neither used till June 2021 nor distributed among affecttees, which is 

indicative of the fact that the purchases were made without any requirement. 

xiii. Payment was initiated by Finance Assistant a contractual employee by skipping the 

Assistant Director (Finance) being a regular civil servant. Moreover, the warehouse 

staff was working on temporary basis (services rendered basis for 90 days) and 

Assistant Director (Procurement) was also working as contractual staff, which is 

indicative of the fact that there were no internal controls installed to carry out the 

procurement process. 

xiv. Contract agreements were not signed with the suppliers. Moreover, integrity pacts as 

required under SPRA Rules were also not signed with suppliers. 

xv. Items receiving challans were without proper dates. 

Audit holds that the Animal Mosquito Nets were procured during the emergency period 

irregularly by bypassing the tendering process, which was waived for only imminent emergency 

procurements resulting into an established loss to the government.  

The initial audit observation was issued to the management on 02.09.2021. It was replied that 

Animal Mosquito Nets were procured on the demand of the District Administration as a mandate of 

PDMA to provide and strengthen the demands of the DDMAs. During rains / floods there was an 

extreme rise in reproduction of mosquitoes which affected both human and animals in 2020 monsoon. 

There was heavy rain and during visit of affected areas several flooded areas were seen. The same net 

can also be used for the whole family catering 4 to 5 persons at a time in the open air. 
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The reply is not satisfactory as tendering process was waived for imminent emergency 

procurements only. Moreover, Animal Mosquito Nets were purchased without any demand and need 

resultantly major portion of procured items (Mosquito Nets) was stocked at stores without further 

distribution to the affected areas, resulting into loss to the government. 

DAC meeting was held on 02.12.2021 and 03.12.2021. The para was discussed in DAC in line 

with audit observations and departmental replies. DAC directed that to verify the record within two 

weeks. 

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of the 

report.   

Audit recommends that matter should be inquired and responsibility be fixed on the person (s) at 

fault and amount recovered accordingly. 

(Para #06-PDMA Sindh 2020-21) 

1.4.7 Non-adjustment of released amount by PDMA – Rs. 6.781 million 

According to Rule 88 of the Sindh Financial Rule Vol-1, every public officer should exercise 

the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from Government revenues as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in spending his own money. 

GFR 213 (5) provides that advances made for public expenditure will be held under objection 

until a detailed account duly supported by vouchers is furnished in adjustment of them. 

Provincial Disaster Management Authority Sindh transferred/released an amount of Rs. 6.781 

million during Financial Year 2020-21 to Headquarter 5 Engineers Corps for repair of flood fighting 

equipment. The equipment which mainly included boats, operating boat machines, pumps and search 

lights etc. was handed over to HQs 5 Corps by PDMA during 2015 to 2019 for relief activities.  

Audit observed as under: 

i. Instead of incurring the expenditure by PDMA, the funds for repair work were 

transferred to HQs 5 Corps without any provision. 

ii. Details of the expenditure and vouched account/ payment vouchers were not 

obtained. 

iii. PDMA had not adjusted the payment released for repair of the equipment. 

Audit is of the view that release of funds in lump sum for repair of relief items and non- 

obtaining of the vouched account was not justified. 

The initial audit observation was issued on 02.09.2021. In reply, management stated that the 

Audit observation have been taken into consideration and will be placed for approval from Board. 

Furthermore, Headquarter Engineering 5 Corps have been requested to provide condition certificate of 

Boats / Dewatering Pumps / Boat Engine, before and after the repair. 

DAC meeting was held on 02.12.2021 and 03.12.2021. DAC directed that vouched accounts 

from HQ 5 Corp be provided. 

Audit recommends that the vouched accounts should be obtained from the concerned quarters 

and the same be verified and adjusted by PDMA accordingly. 

 (Para #08-PDMA Sindh 2020-21) 
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1.4.8 Irregular expenditure by PDMA on account of rent without assessment and open 

tender – Rs. 11.698 million 

Serial No. (4b), section (xxii) of the Second Schedule Part – I, Sindh delegation of Financial 

Powers and Financial Control Rules, 2019, states that expenditure on rent of non-residential buildings 

and land shall be subject to the conditions that: 

i. Accommodation is according to the scale prescribed by the Government. 

ii. The rent does not exceed the tax assessed by the Excise & Taxation Department for 

the purpose of urban immovable property tax. In case the rent exceeds from the rent 

assessed by the Excise & Taxation Department, the Administrative Department shall 

give rent reasonability certificate.  

iii. The rent is made on the basis of property tax, and 

iv. Non-availability certificate is obtained from the Works and Services Department. 

Provincial Disaster Management Authority Sindh paid an amount of Rs. 11.698 million during 

the Financial Year 2020-21 on account of rent to the landlord/owner of office building and two 

warehouses. Details are at Annexure–F. 

It was observed that the amount of rent was paid to landlord/ owner without fulfilling the 

following codal formalities as detailed under: 

i. Assessment of rent from Excise & Taxation Department was not available on record. 

ii. Monthly rate of rent was not approved from the Finance Department. 

iii. Open tender was not called for obtaining competitive rates. 

iv. Non-availability certificate from the Works and Services Department was not 

obtained. 

v. Payment vouchers in r/o Kisan Gowdon hawks Bay were not found on record. 

Audit holds that hiring of office building and warehouses without open competition and in the 

absence of rent assessment was irregular. 

The initial audit observation was issued on 02.09.2021. In reply the management stated that 

there was a need of the warehouse on urgent basis as delivery of all procured items during Covid-19 

was in pipeline and no space was available to keep them safe and secure. Temporary warehouse was 

hired for store items procured by PDMA. 

The reply is not satisfactory as the highlighted observations have not been addressed therein.  

DAC meeting was held on 02.12.2021 and 03.12.2021. DAC recommends to verify the record 

within two weeks. 

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective actions and 

strengthen internal control to avoid similar recurrences in future. 

(Para #10-PDMA Sindh 2020-21) 

1.4.9 Non-availability of record with PDMA on account of locust control - Rs. 4.79 

million 
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GFR 213 (5) provides that advances made for public expenditure will be held under objection 

until a detailed account duly supported by vouchers is furnished in adjustment of them’. 

Provincial Disaster Management Authority, Sindh released an amount of Rs. 4.79 million to 

Deputy Commissioners on account of Locust Control during Financial Year 2020-21 as detailed under: 

          (Rs. in million) 

S. No Deputy Commissioner   Amount paid  

01. Tharparkar 1.940 

02. Badin  0.250 

03. Ghotki 0.400 

04. Khairpur 0.550 

05. MirpurKhas 0.100 

06. Sanghar 0.250 

07. Sukkur 0.700 

08. Kashmore 0.200 

09. Umerkot 0.400 

Total 4.790 

During audit it was observed that the following record was not available with PDMA for audit 

scrutiny: 

i. Payment vouchers/ bills 

ii. Field locust sheets and areas for spray 

iii. List of machinery used for spray 

iv. Detail of hired vehicles for spray 

v. POL vouchers 

vi. List of staff deployed for control of Locust 

Audit holds non-obtaining the details of expenditure and vouched account was a lapse on the 

part of the management. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 02.09.2021. In reply, the management stated that the 

PDMA Sindh has already intimated to concern Deputy Commissioners for production of all necessary 

documents / record to PDMA Sindh for Audit purpose. 

DAC meeting was held on 02.12.2021 and 03.12.2021. DAC directed that the management 

shall provide vouched accounts from the respective Deputy Commissioner. 

 

Audit recommends that the documents/record should be obtained from concerned Deputy 

Commissioner Officers and amounts be adjusted accordingly after necessary verification. 

(Para #13-PDMA Sindh 2020-21) 

1.4.10 Non-taking of relief items on charge and improper issuance/distribution by PDMA 

in contravention of rules – Rs. 240.476 million  

 Sindh Financial Rules Volume -I provides as under: 

i. Rule 113 states that all materials received should be examined, counted measured or 

weighed, as the case may be, when delivery is taken and they should be kept in 
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charge of a responsible Government Servant who should be required to give a 

certificate that he actually received the materials and recorded them in his 

appropriate Stock Registers. 

ii. Rule 114 states that when materials are issued from stock for departmental use, 

manufacture or sale etc. the Government Servant incharge of the store should see 

that an indent in PW account Form-7 has been made by a properly authorized person 

and examine it carefully with reference to any orders or rules for the issue of stores 

and sign it after making suitable alterations under this dated initials, in the 

description and quantity of materials, if he is unable to comply with the requisition 

in full. 

Provincial Disaster Management Authority, Sindh incurred an expenditure amounting to Rs. 

240.476 million on purchase of relief items during Financial Year 2020-21.  

 It was observed that different relief items like tents, tarpaulin sheets and mosquito nets 

purchased during FY 2020-21 were not properly entered upon receipt in the warehouses and 

were not properly issued from the store as required under the rules. Details of items are at 

Annexure-G. 

 Following irregularities were observed:  
 

i. The store in-charge did not enter the store in the stock register immediately after 

receipt and issue of store items. 

ii. No certificate regarding taken of charge and struck of store was available on 

record. 

iii. No indents were being received from the indenting officer and items were issued 

without indent. 

iv. Approval of the competent authority was not obtained for issuance of store 

items. 

v. No annual physical verification of store was conducted.  

Audit holds that failure of the management to properly take on charge and issue the 

store/ stock was indicative of weak internal controls, and is likely to lead to unauthorized 

issuance of the costly store items. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 02.09.2021. In reply, the management stated that the 

Store In-charge recorded the entries of received relief items at Warehouse in stock register along with 

delivery challans. The Warehouse Supervisor duly signed the stock registers. The qualities of the goods 

were ensured by the recipient whether by Provincial Disaster Management Authority Sindh Warehouses 

or the district management staff.   

The reply was not satisfactory as no documentary evidence was provided with the 

reply.  

DAC meeting was held on 02.12.2021 and 03.12.2021. DAC directed to verify the record within 

two weeks. 

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 
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Audit recommends that relief items should be taken on charge and properly issued as per the 

procedure provided in the rules. Moreover, the management should carry out a detailed physical 

verification of stores and stocks at all warehouses within one month and share the results with audit 

authorities. 

(Para #15-PDMA Sindh 2020-21) 

1.4.11 Unauthentic procurement of relief items by PDMA – Rs. 571.848 million 

Rule - 4 of Sindh Public Procurement Rules 2010, provides that while procuring goods, works 

or services, procuring agencies shall ensure that procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent 

manner and the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement 

process is efficient and economical. 

As per letter dated 03.07.2020 (issued on 08.08.2020) by Rehabilitation Department, 

Government of Sindh, PDMA Sindh was authorized to make necessary emergency procurements and 

while doing so the standard procedure requiring inviting of tenders shall be deemed to be waived. 

However, this waiver was subject to due diligence, financial propriety and to meet only imminent 

emergency. 

Provincial Disaster Management Authority Sindh incurred an expenditure amounting to Rs 

571.848 million on purchase of relief items during the Financial Year 2020-21. Details are at 

Annexure- H. 

Audit observed the following irregularities: 

i. In most quotations, the invitation and receiving dates were found to be the same. 

ii. The quotations were given by firms belonging to Islamabad, Lahore, Kasur and 

Karachi and it was not possible for the firms to provide quotations on the same 

date on which request for quotations were published in newspapers. 

iii. Lists of available stock at warehouses after declaration of emergency on 

08.08.2020 were not produced for verification. 

iv. Distribution record of the procured relief items was not available in PDMA 

Sindh, office. 

v. Purchases were made without entering into any agreements with the suppliers. 

This was essential to bind the suppliers for any quality/ quantity issue or delayed 

deliveries. 

vi. Procurements were made from general order suppliers instead of authorized 

dealers, manufacturers or whole sellers.  

vii. Most of the bills were not stamped. 

Audit holds that the procurement of relief items in violation of rules was irregular. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 02.09.2021. In reply, the management stated that 

procurements were made during emergency and were made to provide relief to the affected districts 

during the emergency period / monsoon seasons. SPPRA Rule 16 b (viii) relaxes tendering process and 

therefore, items were procured through direct contracting method. However, for transparency purposes, 

quotations on lowest rates from the general market were called for the comparison of rates with 

minimum response time.  

The reply was not satisfactory as the codal requirement and formalities were not fulfilled. 
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DAC meeting was held on 02.12.2021 and 03.12.2021. DAC directed to verify the record. 

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter and share outcome for 

taking corrective actions. Besides, internal controls should be strengthened to avoid similar recurrence 

in future. 

(Para #18-PDMA Sindh 2020-21) 

 

1.4.12 Irregular and unjustified expenditure on procurement of tarpaulin sheets by 

PDMA – Rs. 27.100 million 

Clause 7 of Sindh Public Procurement Rules 2010 provides that the procuring agency shall, 

with approval of its head of the department, constitute as many procuring committees, as it deems fit, 

each comprising odd number of persons and headed by a gazetted officer not below the rank of BS-18, 

or if not available, the officer of the highest grade, and shall ensure that at least one third of the members 

of a procurement committee are from the agencies or departments other than the procuring agency.  

Provincial Disaster Management Authority, Sindh procured tarpaulin sheets amounting to Rs. 

27.10 million during Financial Year 2020-21 for relief activities. 

 It was observed that Tarpaulin Sheets were purchased from different suppliers/ firms without 

any demand and utilization. Details are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No 
Items purchased Firm 

Delivery 

date 
Amount 

Stored at 

ware house 

1. 4,000 Tarpaulin sheets  
Ms Times Services-

TE/021/20  
28.08.20 12.960 Karachi 

2. 10,000 Tarpaulin sheets  Ms Pearl Associates  07.09.20 14.140 Jam Shoro 

Total (Rs)  27.100  

Audit also observed following irregularities: 

i. The procurement opportunity was not advertised in the newspaper/ print media. 

ii. The procurement was carried out without procurement committee in 

contravention of rules. 

iii. Invitation for quotation was made on 30.08.2020 and on same date the quotation 

was received from the suppliers. 

iv. Work orders were issued to suppliers without mentioning the delivery/ supply 

dates. 

v. Agreements between PDMA Sindh and firms regarding quality and quantity of 

procured items were not available on record. 

vi. Items were purchased without demand and necessity. 
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vii. The items were procured in September, 2020 and were stored at different 

warehouses. The items were not distributed at rain affected areas for usage after 

being procured and a major portion was available on stock till June, 2021. This 

is indicative of the fact that the procurement was made in haste without any 

demand for the items. 

Audit holds that procurement in violation of public procurement rules without proper demand 

and subsequent utilization was not justified. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 02.09.2021. In reply, the management stated that the 

initial demand of the same was received from the districts and the items were procured in anticipation 

of the situation. To cater the demand the same was procured initially through direct emergency 

procurement and later the items were procured after the advertisement in the newspapers. 

The reply is not satisfactory as the codal formalities were not fulfilled as per SPPRA-2010 

rules. 

DAC meeting was held on 02.12.2021 and 03.12.2021. The para was discussed in DAC in line 

with audit observations and departmental replies. DAC directed to verify the record. 

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends that the matter should be inquired through a fact finding committee and 

results be shared with audit authorities. 

(Para #19-PDMA Sindh 2020-21) 

1.4.13 Irregular expenditure on procurement of de-watering pumps by PDMA – Rs. 

12.88 million 

As per Sindh Delegation of Financial Powers & Financial Control Rules 2019, Second 

Schedule, Part-1, Serial No 4b(ii), the category-1 officer while sanctioning expenditure on purchase / 

addition to stores, durable goods, equipment, instruments etc. and commodities can incur an expenditure 

of up to Rs. 1 million during the financial year for one article / item or class of similar articles of stores 

/ commodities. 

Para 10 (i) of GFR provides states that every public officer is expected to exercise the same 

vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would 

exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. 

Provincial Disaster Management Authority Sindh engaged M/s NENE Enterprise for 

procurement of 19 De-watering pumps with complete accessories and paid Rs. 12.88 million during the 

Financial Year 2020-21 as detailed below: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No 
Description 

Firm/ 

supplier 
Demand 

Work 

order 

Received 

on 
Cost 
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01. 

25 hp  7 Dewatering 

pumps  

16 hp 5 Dewatering 

pumps  

NENE 

Enterprise 

Karachi 

 

 

Nil  04.09.20 

08.09.2020

warehouse 

Karchi 

4.980 

02. 
30 hp 7 dewatering 

pumps  

DC Umer 

kot 

22.10.2020 

26.10.20 28.11.2020 7.900 

Total  12.880 

Audit observed the following shortcomings:  

i. Sanction was not accorded by Competent Authority.  

ii. Quality and quantity certificate after receiving of the items was not found on record. 

iii. 12 Dewatering pumps were purchased without demand/need and same were 

stocked at Karachi warehouse on 04.09.2020. 

iv. Bill invoices were hand written and without NTN numbers. 

v. Detailed specification of Dewatering pumps was not specified by the Authority. 

vi. Quotations were without dates and serial numbers. 

vii. The items were purchased from general order supplier, instead of manufacturer/ 

whole seller of machinery equipment. 

viii. The procurement was made without constitution of procurement committee and 

advertisement as required under rules. 

ix. No record related to delivery of items and acknowledgement of recipient was 

available on record.  

x. Contract agreement was not signed with contractor. 

xi. Asset/stock register was not maintained by Karachi Warehouse showing the exact 

quantity of Dewatering pumps available in PDMA warehouses.  

Audit holds that in the light of above discrepancies, the expenditure amounting to Rs.12.88 

million incurred on procurement of De-watering pumps was irregular.  

Initial audit observation was issued on 02.09.2021. In reply, the management stated that de-

watering pumps were procured in anticipation to the emergency for various districts and were being 

sent on need basis.  Bills and invoices were submitted by the supplier on their usual format and working 

style. The accounts department will in future ensure that the invoices/ bills/ delivery challans are with 

reference numbers and dates. All the delivery receipts show the delivery points of the respective pumps 

and the pumps delivered at PDMA Sindh warehouses are also entered in the stock register of the 

warehouses.    

The reply of department was not satisfactory as sanction of the expenditure was not accorded 

and other codal formalities were also not fulfilled. 

DAC meeting was held on 02.12.2021 and 03.12.2021. The para was discussed in DAC in line 

with audit observations and departmental replies. DAC directed to verify the record within two weeks.  
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No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility should be fixed on the person(s) at fault. Besides, internal 

controls should be strengthened to avoid similar recurrences in future. 

(Para #20-PDMA Sindh 2020-21) 

1.4.14 Irregular appointment of internees as contractual employees by PDMA – Rs. 

11.798 million 

As per Schedule II of the Sindh Government, Rules of Business1986, the mandate for creation 

of the post is vested with the Finance Department.  

Rule 10 of Sindh Civil Servant (Appointment, Promotion and Transfer Part III) Rules 1974 

provides that the initial appointments to posts in BS 11 to 22 shall be made if the posts: 

i. Fall within the purview of the Commission, on the basis of examination or test 

to be conducted by the Commission. 

ii. Do not fall within the purview of the Commission, in the manner as may be 

determined by Government. 

Provincial Disaster Management Authority Sindh in its 5th Board Meeting dated 17.01.2013 

recommended the regularization of services of 43 internees who were hired from time to time. Out of 

43 internees, 23 were appointed on contractual basis by PDMA through its letter No 

DG/PDMA/PF/2573/2013 dated 20.02.2013, out of which 16 internees are still working on contract 

basis. Seven employees had subsequently left or were terminated by the Authority. 

Audit observed the following: 

i The Authority appointed 23 internees on contract basis without availability of any 

such posts in PDMA and without concurrence of Finance Department. 

ii The internees were appointed on contract without creating additional posts by the 

Finance Department and the individuals were appointed on posts that never 

existed.  

iii Appointment of employees on contract basis did not fall under the purview of 

PDMA. 

iv The posts were not advertised, no criteria for appointment i.e. qualification, 

experience and age etc. was specified nor any job description was indicated for 

the posts. 

v An expenditure amounting to Rs. 11.798 million was incurred during FY 2021-

21 on pay and allowances of the staff appointed irregularly. Details are at 

Annexure-I. 

Audit holds that the internees were appointed on contract without availability of posts and 

without following the specified procedure and thus stands irregular. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 02.09.2021. In reply, the management stated that as per 

Section 5(vi) of PDMA Rules of Business, the Board is Competent to appoint staff on contract, render 

services, contingency basis after the fulfilling the codal formalities and their extension thereupon by 

defining terms of references (TOR’s) and financial remuneration. Furthermore, Officers/Officials 
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appointed in 2013 filed the petition in the High Court C.P No. D-8068 of 2019 and the court passed the 

remarks that no coercive action be taken against the petitioners till the next date. 

The reply is not satisfactory as employees were appointed on contract basis without availability 

of posts and approval of Finance Department. 

DAC meeting was held on 02.12.2021 and 03.12.2021. DAC observed that the issue was sub-

judice in court. The outcome will be shared with audit accordingly.    

Audit recommends that the outcome of the court decision / proceedings should be shared with 

audit. Moreover, the case should be perused as per law and rules and copy of latest order sheet of the 

honorable court be provided for information.  

(Para #21-PDMA Sindh 2020-21) 

1.4.15 Irregular payment on account of lump sum provision - Rs. 137.842 million 

Sr. No. 11 (Chapter-I) of Project Guidelines for Project Management issued by Planning 

Commission Government of Pakistan provides that lump sum provisions shall not be provided in PC-

I”. 

Project Director Sindh Resilience Project Sindh award a contract “Refurbishment of PDMA 

warehouses at Jamshoro and Sukkur” to the firm Ms TEK Engineering Lahore for Rs 119.862 with 15% 

additional work amounting to Rs 17.98 million. 

Audit observed that an amount of Rs. 137.842 million was paid on lump sum basis against 

various item of works. Further, the payments were made without supporting evidences i.e. description 

of works carried out, quantity executed, rates paid, measurement sheets, completion certificate and PC-

4. The detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

S# Firm Description/ items Payment mode Amount Payment date Project 

01. 

M/S TEK 

Engineering 

Lahore 

Purchase and 

Installation Main 

structure, 

Strengthening of 

existing structures, 

Secondary structure, 

Bracings, wall and 

roof cladding, PPGI 

sheets, wall panel 

form, Roof panel, 

sandwich panels, 

Trims and flashing, 

sky light, Doors, RCC 

flooring, PCC, RCC 

Bars, electrification 

10% of contract cost 

on submission of 

drawing/ plan 

11.986 

 

13.11.2020 

Refurbishm

ent of 

PDMA 

warehouses 

at Jamshoro 

and Sukkur 

02. 20% on completion 

of civil work 
23.973 

10.02.2021 

03. 30% on delivery 

structural work/ 

material  

 

35.959 

 

20.11.2020 

04. 

 

15% on delivery on 

sandwich panel at 

Sukkur warehouse  

17.979 

 

20.11.2020 

05. 15% on delivery on 

sandwich panel at 

Jamshoro warehouse  

17.980 

 

20.11.2020 

06. 10% on acceptance 

certificate in last 
11.986 

22.03.2021 

07. 15% additional 

supplies in original 

contract 

17.979 

 

10.02.2021 

 Total  137.842   
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Audit holds that lump sum provision in PC-I was against the guidelines of Planning 

Commission. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 04.10.2021. In reply, the management stated that the 

activity was approved under the category “Procurement of Goods.” The bidding documents were 

approved by the Bank and NOL was issued to Project before advertisement of request for bids. The 

Unit price of each shed was quoted by the bidder accordingly as per the scope of work, technical 

specification and drawings as per approved bidding document.  

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. DAC decided that in line with audit observation, 

approval of variation order along with engineering estimate, drawings of additional work for Rs. 17.98 

million will be provided to audit for verification within two weeks. 

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends that the documents should be produced for verification. 

    (OS-03-FAP SRP -PDMA Sindh 2020-21) 

1.4.16 Non approval of annual work plans and budget 2020-21 for Sindh Resilience 

Project (PDMA-component) 

As per Section-1 (E) 1&2 of Finance agreement signed between Government of Pakistan and 

World Bank (IDA) on August 31st 2016, each year, the recipient shall prepare, or cause to be prepared; 

a draft annual work plan and budget for the project (including Training and Operating Costs) (an annual 

work plan and budget) for each subsequent year of project implementation of such scope and detail as 

the association shall have reasonably requested. Such draft annual work plan and budget shall include 

all project activities financed from the funds of the credit as well as those financed from counterpart 

funds to be submitted to the World Bank up to 31st January of each year. 

During audit of Project Director Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-component) for the financial 

year 2020-21, it was observed that the annual work plan and budget for the Financial Year 2020-21 was 

neither approved by the program steering committee nor submitted to the World Bank.  

Audit holds that non-compliance of finance agreement signed between World Bank and Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan was violation of finance agreement and is likely to hamper the project activities. 

Audit observation was issued on 04.10.2021. The management replied that during the fiscal 

year 2020-21 the project funds were redirected to COVID-19 by the World Bank and Government of 

Sindh. However, the Program Steering Committee will be convened soon for approval of Annual Work 

Plan. 

The reply of the management was not tenable as annual work plan and budget for the project 

was not prepared and submitted to the World Bank (IDA) up to 31st January in accordance with 

provisions of Finance Agreement signed between Government of Pakistan and World Bank (IDA). 

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. The DAC directed to share the minutes of PSC meeting. 

No minutes of PSC were produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till 

finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that annual work plans and budget should be approved. 

     (OS-19-FAP SRP- PDMA Sindh 2020-21) 
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1.4.17 Non preparation of project reports by Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-

component) 

Section II (A) (1) of Project Agreement provides that the recipient shall monitor and evaluate 

the progress of the project and prepare project reports in accordance with the provision of Section 4.08 

of the general conditions and on the basis of the indicators expectable to association. Each project report 

shall cover the period of one (1) calendar quarter, and shall be furnished to the association not later one 

(1) month after the end of the period covered by such report for incorporation in and forwarding by the 

recipient to the association of the overall project report.  

During audit of Sindh Resilience Project for the financial year 2020-21, it was observed that 

project reports were not prepared and submitted to the World Bank. The project reports were meant to 

control / monitor the project activities and achievements of its deliverable. Non-preparation of such 

reports clearly depicts lack of monitoring and evaluation setup at project implementation level.  

Audit is of the view that non-preparation of monitoring and evaluation reports was violation of 

finance agreement and is likely to hamper the project activities. 

Audit observation was issued on 04.10.2021. The management replied that the routine project 

activities were halted due to Covid-19 restrictions. However, reports were being prepared for current 

tenure and would be shared with relevant forum. 

The reply is not plausible as management was required to prepare project reports in accordance 

with the provision of Section 4.08 of the general conditions of the Project Agreement and on the basis 

of the indicators acceptable to International Development Association (IDA). The project reports were 

not prepared and submitted to relevant forum. 

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. The DAC decided to share the compliance report in line 

with audit observation within two weeks. 

No compliance report was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till 

finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that management should prepare project reports as per agreement. 

     (OS-20-FAP SRP- PDMA Sindh 2020-21) 

1.4.18 Non-recovery of stamp duty from the contractors by Sindh Resilience Project 

(PDMA-component)– Rs. 1.586 million 

 As per Section 22(A)(b) of Schedule-I of Stamp Act 1899, stamp duty is levied on the contracts 

entered into for procurement of stores and materials by a contractor with government agencies or 

organizations set up or controlled by the provincial government at the rate of 25 paisa for every one 

hundred rupees or part thereof of the amount of contract. 

 Project Director Sindh Resilience Project signed different agreements with firms/ contractors 

amounting to Rs. 634.17 million. 

 During audit of Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-Component) for the Financial Year 2020-21, 

it was observed that various agreements amounting to Rs 634.17 million were executed without 

obtaining stamp duty amounting to Rs. 1.586 million. Details are at Annexure-J. 

 Audit holds that non-recovery of stamp duty was against Stamp Act, 1899 and resulted in loss 

to government revenues. 
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 Audit observation was issued on 04.10.2021. The management replied that letters will be issued 

by finance section to concerned firms/institutions for deposit of the stamp duty and Para was also noted 

for the future compliance. 

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. The DAC directed to recover amount from the vendors 

and verified challans be shared with audit. 

No verified challans were produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till 

finalization of the report. 

 Audit recommends that stamp duty should be recovered from the contractors. 

  (OS-11-SRP PDMA Sindh 2020-21) 

1.4.19 Non-obtaining of performance security by Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-

component) – Rs. 21.466 million 

As per Rule 39 of Sindh Public Procurement Rules, 2010, “Procuring Agency shall, in all 

procurement of goods, works and services, carried out through open competitive bidding, require 

security in the form of pay order or demand draft or bank guarantee, an amount sufficient to protect 

the procuring agency in case of breach of contract by the contractor or supplier or consultant, 

provided that the amount shall not be more than 10% of contract price”.  

Project Director Sindh Resilience Project awarded contracts amounting to Rs. 214.667 million 

for refurbishment of warehouses and capacity building of PDMA & DDMAs staff during Financial 

Year 2020-21. 

It was observed that performance security 10% amounting to Rs. 21.466 million was not 

obtained from the contractors/ firms prior to award of contracts. Detail is tabulated below:  

 

(Rs. in million) 

S. 

No 

Firm/ 

contractor 

 

Work 

Date of award 

of work 

Amount of 

contract 

Performance 

security 10% 

01. 

Ms TEK 

Engineering 

Services Lahore 

Refurbishment of 

PDMA warehouses at 

Jamshoro and Sukkur 

15.10.2020 137.842 13.784 

02. 
Asian Institute 

of Technology  

Capacity building & 

training of PDMA & 

DDMA staff  

28.06.2019 76.825 7.682 

Total  214.667 21.466 

Audit holds that non-obtaining of performance security was violation of Sindh Public 

Procurement Rules, 2010. 

Audit observation was issued on 04.10.2021. In response the department stated that the 

performance security for Serial No 1 activity could not be obtained by the project. However, the matter 

was discussed with the World Bank and World Bank asked to release final payment to the supplier after 
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the completion of refurbishment of PDMA warehouses. It was further stated that performance security 

is not applicable on consultancy services. 

The reply of the department was not satisfactory as the non-obtaining of performance security 

was clear violation of Rule 39 of Sindh Public Procurement Rules, 2010.  

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. The DAC decided to get ex-post facto approval from 

competent forum.  

Approval from finance department/competent forum was not produced by the department in 

compliance of DAC decision till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends the implementation of DAC decision.  

  (OS-2-SRP PDMA Sindh 2020-21)  

 

1.4.20 Irregular purchases on account of “Establishment of PDMA Command and 

Control Centre” by Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-component) – Rs. 3.088 

million 

As per Section-4 of Operational Manual of Sindh Resilience Project, the procurement policy is 

based on the following principles:  

 Economy and efficiency; both in the process and outcome, in the procurement of goods, works 

and services.  

 Equal opportunity in providing goods and works and services.  

 Transparency and integrity in procurement process at all times. 

As per Clause 1.18 of World Bank Guidelines for ‘procurement of goods, works, and non-

consulting services’, the preparation of a realistic procurement plan for a project is critical for its 

successful monitoring and implementation. As part of the project preparation, the Borrower shall 

prepare a preliminary procurement plan, however tentative, for the entire scope of the project. At a 

minimum, the Borrower shall prepare a detailed and comprehensive procurement plan including all 

contracts for which procurement action is to take place in the first 18 (eighteen) months of project 

implementation. The Borrower shall update procurement plans throughout the duration of the project at 

least annually by including contracts previously awarded and to be procured in the next 12 (twelve) 

months. 

Project Director Sindh Resilience Project engaged M/s Noor enterprises for procurement of 

supplies for “Establishment of PDMA command and control centre” in Provincial Disaster Management 

Authority Sindh head office. An amount of        Rs 3.088 million was paid during the Financial Year 

2020-21. Details are at Annexure-K. 

Audit observed the following: 

i. Purchases were made without preliminary and updated procurement plan. duly approved 

by the Bank  

ii. “Establishment of PDMA Command and Control Centre” component was not available in 

PC-I of Sindh Resilience Project. 

iii. Supplier’s sales tax invoice was not in compliance with section 23(1) of Sales Tax Act, 

1990. 
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iv. Quality and Quantity Inspection report of purchased items was not available on record. 

v. Delivery challan duly endorsed by responsible official was not found on record. 

Audit holds that purchases were made without preliminary and updated procurement plan 

approved by the Bank was not justified. 

Audit observation was issued on 04.10.2021. In response the department stated that the said 

activity was a part of sub component 1.2 “Strengthening Disaster Management Agencies” under 

Strengthening the Provincial Emergency Operation Centre. It was also approved by the procurement 

committee meeting held on 19.04.2021.  

The reply of the department was not satisfactory as the purchases were made without 

preliminary and updated procurement plan and no documentary evidences were provided as pointed out 

in the audit observation. 

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. The DAC decided to verify the record within two weeks. 

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends that all procurements should be made as per World Bank Guidelines for 

‘procurement of goods, works and non-consulting services’ and Operational Manual of SRP, Sindh. 

  (OS-05-SRP PDMA Sindh 2020-21)  

1.4.21 Irregular purchase of medical equipment by Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-

component) – Rs. 9.650 million  

As per Section-4 of the Operational Manual of Sindh Resilience Project, the procurement policy is 

based on the following principles:  

 Economy and efficiency; both in the process and outcome, in the procurement of goods, 

works and services. 

 Equal opportunity in providing goods and works and services.  

 Transparency and integrity in procurement process at all times. 

As per minutes of the Procurement Committee meeting for SRP (PDMA) held on 09th January, 

2020, the core purpose of the meeting was to discuss and finalize the procurement plan of SRP (PDMA-

component); procurement methods, evaluation of bidding documents and specifications of the items to 

be procured. Committee decided to procure medical equipment and first aid kits as emergency 

procurements.  

Project Director Sindh Resilience Project purchased medical equipment and first aid kits from 

M/s Diamond Star International and an amount of Rs 9.650 million was paid to the supplier. Delivery 

period was 30 days maximum as per the purchase order dated 13.03.2020. The details are as under: 

       (Rs. in million) 

Description Firm  
Purchase 

Order 

Invoice 

date 
Station 

Delivery 

dates 

Total 

amount 

Gloves 100, Hygiene kit 200, 

water purification straw 350, 

first aid kit 100, hygiene kit 

female only 100, Tourniquet 

200, CPR mask 200, Dead 

Diamond Star 

International 
13.03.2020 18.07.2020 

PDMA 

Ware 

House 

Jamshoro 

12,16 and 

18 June-

2020  

9.650 
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body bags 200, pocket first 

aid kits 300, stretchers 200 

Audit observed the following irregularities: 

i. Inspection of purchased items was not made by Quality Assurance firm, SGS as 

per advice/ suggestion by Medical Procurement Committee in its meeting held on 

1st May, 2020. 

ii. Procured items were stored at warehouse and distribution / usage of the items was 

not available on record as on 30th June 2021. 

iii. Procurement was made from Diamond Star International general order supplier 

instead of authorized Surgical / medical equipment supplier/ firm.  

iv. Delivery period of 30 days maximum was not adhered to by the supplier and the 

items were delivered from 12-16 June, 2020.  
 

Audit holds that the management made the procurement in an inefficient manner resulting in 

late supply of items, besides, non-inspection of the delivered goods was unjustified.  

Audit observation was issued on 04.10.2021.The management replied that the supplies received 

under this activity were certified by the procurement section to confirm that the goods were in 

accordance with the specification mentioned in Purchase Order. The Third-Party Inspection and Quality 

Assurance Firm were not hired during the procurement time of the said activity. Items were stored in 

warehouse due to Covid-19 lockdown and restrictions for community gathering. Penalty could not be 

imposed on supplier due to force majeure.  

The reply of the department is not satisfactory as inspection of the goods delivered was not 

carried out and no documentary evidences to justify the department stance were produced in support of 

reply. 

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. The DAC decided that record will be verified in line 

with audit observation within two weeks. 

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends that management should look into the matter for corrective action, beside 

internal controls be strengthened to avoid similar recurrences in future. 

  (OS-8- FAP SRP- PDMA Sindh 2020-21)  

1.4.22 Non recovery of Sindh Sales Tax by Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-component) 

– Rs. 17.919 million 

 Schedule II, Part-B of Sindh Sales Tax on Services Act, 2011 provides that services provided 

or rendered by persons engaged in contractual execution of work or furnishing supplies shall be taxable 

@ 13%. 

 Project Director Sindh Resilience Project, Government of Sindh engaged M/s TEK Engineering 

Lahore for refurbishment of PDMA Sindh warehouses at Jamshoro and Sukkur. An amount Rs. 137.842 

million was paid during the Financial Year 2020-21. 
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 It was observed that an amount of Rs 17.919 million on account of Sindh Sales Tax was not 

deducted at applicable rates while making payments to vendors/ contractors. Details are at Annexure-

L. 

 Audit holds that non-recovery of the taxes was violation of Sindh Sales Tax on Services Act, 

2011 and resulted in loss to government revenues. 

Audit observation was issued on 04.10.2021. The management replied that the activity 

approved by the World Bank is under goods category with minor civil works. Taxes were deducted and 

deposited in accordance to the applicable rates for goods. The Sindh Sales Tax on Services on the minor 

civil work was deducted and deposited in Sindh Revenue Board.  

The reply of the department is not satisfactory as Sindh Sales Tax on Services was required to 

be levied @ 13% upon a person engaged in contractual execution of work or furnishing supplies. 

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. The DAC decided to verify the record within two weeks.  

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

 Audit recommends to recover the applicable taxes. 

  (OS-1- FAP SRP- PDMA Sindh 2020-21)  

1.4.23 Non deduction of Sindh Sales Tax – Rs. 7.722 million and less deduction of Income 

Tax Rs. 1.180 million on consultancy services by Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-

component) – Rs. 8.91 million 

Section 8 (1) of Sindh Sales Tax on Services Act, 2011 provides that subject to the provisions 

of this Act, there shall be charged, levied and collected a tax known as sales tax on the value of a taxable 

service at the rate specified in the Schedule in which the taxable service is listed. The rate of tax for 

‘Other services not specified elsewhere’ was specified @ 13%. 

Section 153 subsection (1) of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 states that every prescribed person 

making a payment in full or part including a payment by way of advance to a resident person shall at 

the time of making the payment deduct tax from the gross amount payable at the rate specified in 

Division III of Part III of the First Schedule. 

Further, Para 2 of Division III of Part III of the First Schedule states that the rate of tax to be 

deducted from a payment referred to in clause (b) of sub-section (1) of section 153 shall be; in case of 

rendering of or providing of services other than sub-clause (i),-  

(a) in case of a company, 8% of the gross amount payable;  

(b) in any other case, 10% of the gross amount payable; and 

(c) in respect of persons making payments to electronic and print media for advertising 

services, 1.5% of the gross amount payable. 

Project Director Resilience Project (PDMA-component) made payments Rs.59.400 million on 

account of consultancy services for contracts ‘Development and Operationalization of Disaster 

Management Information System’ (DMIS) and ‘Development of Multi-Hazards Vulnerability Risk 

Assessment’ (MHVRA) study to SUPARCO during the financial year 2019-20 and 2020-21. 

It was observed that withholding Income Tax was deducted from SUPARCO @ 8 % instead of 

10 % as required. Moreover, Sindh Sales Tax was not deducted at all. Details are as under: 
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(Rs. in million) 

S. 

No 

Financial 

Year 

Invoice 

Value 

Sindh Sales Tax 

on Services @ 

13 % 

Income Tax 

Deducted @  

8 %  

Income Tax 

deductible @ 10 % 

on Gross Amount 

Less 

Deductions 

01. 2019-20 19.800 2.574  1.584   1.980  0.396  

02. 2019-20 19.800   2.574   1.584   1.980       0.396  

03. 2020-21 19.800   2.574   1.584   1.980       0.396 

 59.400 7.722 4.752 5.940 1.188 

Grand Total (7.722+1.188) 8.910 

Audit holds that less / non deduction of taxes resulted in loss to government revenues. 

Audit observation was issued on 04.10.2021. The management replied that the Income Tax was 

deducted in accordance with the provisions of section 153(1) of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 at the rate 

applicable for withholding Income Tax deduction from companies. 

The reply of the department is not satisfactory as no documentary evidence was provided to 

audit indicating that SUPARCO was a company thereby liable for income tax @ 8%. Further, Sindh 

Sales Tax on Services @ 13% was not deducted and deposited into government treasury.  

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. The DAC directed to verify the record related to taxes 

within two weeks. 

No record was produced in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that due taxes should be recovered. 

          (OS-27 FAP SRP- PDMA Sindh 2020-21)  

1.4.24 Defective procurement process on account of PCR Kits – Rs.  222.479 million 

 As per Section-4 of Operational Manual of Sindh Resilience Project, the procurement policy is 

based on the following principles:  

 Economy and efficiency; both in the process and outcome, in the procurement of goods, works 

and services  

 Equal opportunity in providing goods and works and services.  

 Transparency and integrity in procurement process at all times. 

 Project Director Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-component), Sindh purchased 85,064 PCR 

Kits (COVID-19) from Roche Pakistan Limited for COVID-19 Pandemic amounting to Rs. 222.479 

million during the financial year 2020-21. 

 Audit observed as under: 

i. The PCR kits were inspected by M/s SGS Pakistan firm for quantity assurance through 

checking delivery challans for quantity of the item, however quality assurance through 
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proper testing reports was not done by any Laboratory. In the absence of any 

documentary evidence the quality assurance and inspection of kits was not authentic.  

ii. M/s SGS Pakistan inspected only 38,400 PCR kits out of 85,064 kits. 

iii. Inspection was carried out at a private hospital “Wood Craft Indus Hospital” instead of 

I&I Depot of Health department, Government of Sindh. 

iv. Distribution and utilization record of 85,064 PCR kits was not available on record. 

v. Issuance of PCR kits to Dow University of Health Sciences was not found on record, 

for which these kits were purchased.  

vi. Due delivery date was 13.07.2020, however, the inspection and the date of bill was 

21.09.2020, which indicates that there was a delay in delivery of items. 

 Audit is of the view that due to defective procurement process the quality of the kits and its 

distribution to the end user remains unverified. 

Audit observation was issued on 04.10.2021. The management replied that the said activity is 

the part of COVID-19 response and was duly approved by the Medical Procurement Committee and 

World Bank. The LD charges could not be imposed due to force majeure. The kits were handed over to 

Health department. The Quality Assurance and inspection were assured by the Third-Party Firm and 

the assurance of usage was not in the scope of work of inspection and Quality Assurance Firm.  

The reply is not acceptable as the procurement was made to cater emergency of COVID-19 and 

the supplier failed to deliver the medical equipment in line with the delivery schedule agreed in purchase 

order. Besides, no documentary evidences were produced to justify the department’s stance.  

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. DAC directed that a fact finding report along with 

recovery of LD charges from contractor be provided to audit within two weeks. 

No compliance of DAC decision was produced by the department till finalization of the report. 

 Audit recommends that the fact finding report should be provided besides recovery of LD 

charges. 

 (PDP # 390, FAP-SRP) 

 

1.4.25 Non imposing of liquidated damages on the suppliers / firms – Rs. 60.854 million  

Clause 2.41 of World Bank Guidelines for ‘procurement of goods, works, and non-consulting 

services’ states that provisions for liquidated damages or similar provisions in an appropriate amount 

shall be included in the conditions of contract when delays in the delivery of goods, completion of 

works, or failure of the goods, works, and non-consulting services to meet performance requirements 

would result in extra cost, or loss of revenue, or loss of other benefits to the Borrower. Provision may 

also be made for a bonus to be paid to suppliers or contractors for completion of works or delivery of 

goods ahead of the times specified in the contract when such earlier completion or delivery would be 

of benefit to the Borrower. 

Sindh Resilience Project and Roche Pakistan limited signed a contract agreement costing Rs. 

222.479 on 13.06.2020 for supply of PCR kits. The delivery date for supplies was 13.07.2020. 

Condition of contract No.19 (19.1,19.2) specified Liquidated Damages 0.5% per week to 10% of the 

Maximum to be imposed in case of late delivery. 
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Similarly, two agreement were signed between SRP Sindh and Noor International for supply 

of Ventilators and Infusion & Syringe pumps at a cost of Rs. 446.701 and Rs. 76.500 million 

respectively. Condition of contract No.19 (19.1,19.2) specified Liquidated Damages 0.5% per week to 

10% of the Maximum to be imposed in case of late delivery. As per the purchase orders, the maximum 

time limit for delivery of 168 ventilators was 15.10.2020.  

Audit observed that after issuance of work orders to the suppliers/ firms, the firms failed to 

supply the medical equipment within timeline mentioned in contract agreement. SRP did not imposed 

penalty amounting to Rs. 60.854 million on suppliers/ firms. Details are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

S. 

No. 

Purchase order No. & 

date 

Items Firm Due 

date 

Delivery 

Date 

Contract 

Cost  

Amount of 

LD charges  

1. (PK-PDMA-SINDH-

177511-GO-DIR) 

03.06.2020 

p/o 168 

Ventilators 
Noor 

International 

15.10.20 15.01.21 

(10% LD) 

466.701 46.67 

2. (PK-PDMA-SINDH-

178360-GO-DIR) 

13.06.2020 

p/o 85056 

PCR Kits 

Roche 

Pakistan 

International 

13.07.20 21.09,20 

(5% LD) 

222.479 11.124 

3. PK-SINDH-172324-

GO-DIR Dated 

09.05.2020 

Infusion and 

Syringe 

pumps 

Noor 

International  

26.06.20 13.08.20 

(4% LD) 

76.500 3.06 

 Total  765.68 60.854 

Audit is of the view that non-imposition of liquidated damages was violation of contract 

agreement and resulted in loss to government. 

The matter was pointed on 04.10.2021. The management replied that the liquidation damages 

could not be imposed due to force majeure in accordance with the World Bank guidelines. 

The reply is not acceptable as the procurement was made to cater emergency of COVID-19 and 

the supplier failed to deliver the medical equipment in line with the delivery schedule agreed in the 

purchase order. Besides, no documentary evidences were produced to justify the department’s stance. 

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. DAC directed to recover LD charges from contractor 

and the matter may be taken up with World Bank and outcome be shared with audit. 

No compliance of DAC decision was produced by the department till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that LD Charges should be recovered at the earliest under intimation to 

Audit. 

(PDP # 389, FAP-SRP) 

1.4.26 Excess payment to supplier  – Rs. 56.129 million 

 As per minutes of meetings of medical procurement committee of Covid-19 Pandemic 

Emergency held on 21.05.2020, it was decided to purchase 168 units turbine based Ventilator (Brand 

Hamilton medical model C3) instead of built in compressor ventilators form M/s Noor International at 

the cost of 16750 Swiss Franc per unit. The term of payment were decided as partial shipment and 
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partial payment. Schedule of delivery of 168 ventilators was to be submitted by vendor after 

confirmation from manufactures on 28.05.2020. 

 Project Director Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-Sindh, COVID-19) issued purchase order 

amounting to Rs. 466.701 million on 03.06.2020 for 168 ICU Ventilators with a per unit cost Rs. 2.778 

million (Swiss Franc-16750 per unit) to M/s Noor International with delivery date 15.10.2020.  

 Audit observed that SRP Sindh paid an excess amount Rs. 56.129 million to supplier in shape 

of conversion of rates at the time of partial deliveries instead of the amount fixed in the purchase order. 

Details are at Annexure-M. 

 Audit further observed as under: 

i. SRP-PDMA issued purchase order without obtaining delivery schedule from vender/ 

firm.  

ii. The purchase order carried an amount of Rs. 466.701 million; however payment was 

made amounting to Rs. 522.83 million. In this way overpayment of Rs. 56.129 million 

was made to the supplier. 

iii. SRP management applied the conversion rate of State Bank of Pakistan at the day of 

payment without any approval of the procurement committee of Covid-19 Pandemic 

Emergency Sindh. 

 Audit is of the view that excess payment resulted in loss to Government Exchequer.  

Audit observation was issued on 04.10.2021. The management replied that it was decided by 

the Government of Sindh notified Central /Medical Procurement Committee to procure the Swiss 

Ventilator by Hamilton company @ 16000 CHF (Swiss Frank) without taxes. It was agreed that the 

payment would be made in PKR accordingly to the State Bank of Pakistan foreign exchange rate on the 

date of payment for both orders. It is also stated that procurement was of an emergency nature and the 

delay in the delivery was due to unavoidable reasons where liquidity damages could not be imposed as 

per World Bank guidelines. 

The reply was not acceptable as the purchase order was issued to the supplier without obtaining 

the delivery schedule and the purchase order carried an amount of Rs. 466.701 million; however 

payment was made amounting to Rs. 522.83 million. In this way overpayment of Rs. 56.129 million 

was made to the supplier. 

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. DAC directed to recover LD charges from contractor 

and the matter may be taken up with World Bank and outcome be shared with audit. 

No compliance of DAC decision was produced by the department till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that matter should be inquired into by the management and responsibility 

be fixed. Moreover, the excess payment should be recovered from the supplier. 

 (PDP # 388, FAP-SRP) 

1.4.27 Loss to public exchequer on account of purchase of ventilators at higher rates – 

Rs. 22.761 million 

 As per Section 4 of Operational Manual of Sindh Resilience Project, the procurement policy is 

based on the following principles:  
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 Economy and efficiency; both in the process and outcome, in the procurement of goods, works 

and services.  

 Equal opportunity in providing goods and works and services.  

 Transparency and integrity in procurement process at all times. 

 As per minutes of Central Procurement Committee Covid-19 held on 19.03.2020, it was decided 

to purchase 100 Ventilator units (Model Hamilton C3) form M/s Noor International at the cost of 16,000 

Swiss Franc per unit. Similarly in meeting held on 21.05.2020, it was decided to purchase 168 Ventilator 

units (Model Hamilton C3) form M/s Noor International at the cost of 16,750 Swiss Franc per unit. 

 Project Director Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-Sindh) issued purchase order dated 

27.03.2020 for 100 ICU Ventilator @ Rs 2.756 million per unit amounting to Rs. 275.600 to M/s Noor 

International to supply the item within 3 months. Out of 100 ventilators, 52 units were delivered up to 

September 2020.  Likewise 2nd purchase order was issued on 03.06.2020 for 168 ICU Ventilator @ Rs 

2.777 million per unit amounting to Rs. 466.702 to M/s Noor International for supply of the item up to 

15th October 2020. The firm made final delivery on 13.01.2021.  

 The cost per unit was Rs 2.756 million (Swiss Franc 16000) per unit in 1st purchase order (1 

Swiss Franc rate equals PKR 172.25) and Rs 2.778 per unit (Swiss Franc 16750) million in 2nd Purchase 

order (1 Swiss Franc equals PKR 165.85) at the time issuance of purchase orders. 

 Audit observed that extra rate was paid on per unit in second work order when the rate of Swiss 

Franc was lower i.e. PKR 165.85 per 1 Swiss Franc instead of first work order when rate of 1 Swiss 

Franc was 172.25. Difference between cost in per unit CHF-750 (CHF-16000 - CHF-16750) was 

unjustified when the rate of Swiss Franc was lower on 03.06.2020 PKR 165.85 per 1 Swiss Franc instead 

of PKR 172.25 per 1 Swiss Franc at the time of issuance of purchase order.  

 Moreover, the payment to the firm was made PKR 180.643 per 1 Swiss Franc. Excess rate CHF-

750 per unit, Total 168 units (168*750=126,000 CHF*180.643 PKR=22,761,018). 

 Audit is of the view that economy and efficiency in purchases were not adopted causing loss of 

Rs. 22.761 million to Government Exchequer.   

The matter was pointed on 04.10.2021. The management replied that it was decided by the 

Government of Sindh notified Central /Medical Procurement Committee to procure the Swiss Ventilator 

by Hamilton company @ 16000 CHF (Swiss Frank) without taxes. It was agreed that the payment would 

be made in PKR accordingly to the State Bank of Pakistan foreign exchange rate on the date of payment 

for both orders. It is also stated that procurement was of an emergency nature and the delay in the 

delivery was due to unavoidable reasons where liquidity damages could not be imposed as per World 

Bank guidelines. 

The reply is not acceptable because the increase in rate of Ventilator from 16000 CHF to 16750 

CHF is not justifiable. Payment terms were not agreed which resulted in loss due to fluctuations in PKR 

to CHF exchange rate. Liquidated damages are required to be imposed due to the fact that purchase 

order was issued during the pandemic and delivery schedule was decided considering the COVID-19 

restrictions and lockdowns. 

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. DAC directed to recover LD charges from contractor 

and the matter may be taken up with World Bank and outcome be shared with audit. 

No compliance of DAC decision was produced by the department till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that LD Charges should be recovered from the supplier. 
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 (PDP # 386, FAP-SRP) 

 

1.4.28 Unjustified expenditure on purchase of Surgical masks – Rs. 9.652 million 

 A meeting of the Medical Procurement committee of COVID-19 Pandemic emergency was 

held on 04th May 2020 at Jinnah postgraduate Medical Centre, Karachi, for discussion and procurement 

of medical supplies i.e. Machinery, Equipment, PPEs and Kits etc. Committee decided to purchase 

500,000 Surgical Masks from M/s Brand Roots firm, 500,000 masks from M/s Swiss and Scot and 

500,000 masks from M/s Zahoor Saboor.   

 Furthermore, it was stated in the meeting that emergency purchase of medical supplies/ items 

were required during COIVID-19 pandemic for providing to the quarantine hospitals, isolation wards 

and Government Health facilities. 

 Office of the Project Director Sindh Resilience Project procured surgical masks to curb COVID-

19 pandemic during the Financial Year 2020-21 amounting to Rs. 9.652 million. 

 Purchase orders for 500,000 masks were issued to different suppliers amounting to Rs. 9.652 

million. Details are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

S. 

No. 

Purchase order Firm Items Amount 

1. (PK-PDMA-SINDH-165787-

GO-DIR) dated 13.06.2020 

Brand Roots 250000 surgical Masks 4.680 

2. (PK-PDMA-SINDH-165787-

GO-DIR) dated 13.06.2020 

Swiss “N” Scott 250000 surgical Masks 4.972 

Total  9.652 

Audit observed as under: 

i. No demand for surgical masks was available on record. The management had not 

obtained the demand of surgical masks for use at quarantine hospitals, isolation wards 

and Government Health facilities. 

ii. A huge quantity of 500,000 surgical masks were procured to fight the Pandemic, 

however, after procurement, the masks were stored at PDMA warehouse Karachi. 

iii. Since the procured item was not distributed for use and remained stored at the 

warehouse, therefore purchase of the same from selected vendors without open 

competition was not justified.  

Audit is of the view that in the absence of demands for the item, the expenditure incurred was 

unjustified as the masks were stored at warehouse without any distribution to the health facilities. 

The matter was pointed on 04.10.2021. The management replied that during the peak time of 

COVID-19 pandemic there was dire need of masks for the front-line workers and all departments’ staff 
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who were engaged in COVID-19 response. The masks were distributed by PDMA upon request of all 

engaged departments for COVID-19 response.  

The reply is not acceptable because no demand for surgical masks was available on record and 

purchase of the same from selected vendors without open competition was not justified. 

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. The DAC directed that requisition and distribution 

record will be provided for verification within two weeks. 

No verified record in line with audit observation was produced by the department in compliance 

of DAC. 

Audit recommends that the matter should be look into by the management for corrective actions 

and outcome be shared with audit. 

 (PDP # 385, FAP-SRP) 

1.4.29 Irregular procurement of mobile x-ray machines on higher rates -         Rs. 7.465 

million 

As per minutes of Central Procurement Committee (CPC) meeting held on 19th March,  2020 

under items agenda (20) it was decided that Portable X-Ray Machine (15 Nos) digital 300mA with fully 

charged battery operated, will be procured by PDMA, from M/s BIOS @ Rs. 5.3 million each. 

Management of SRP (PDMA-Sindh) incurred an expenditure of Rs. 76,364,436 on purchases 

of 13 X-Ray Machines @ Rs. 5,460,000 million each during financial year 2020-21. 

Audit observed that SRP (PDMA-Sindh), issued purchase order to M/s BIOS for supply of 15 

Mobile X-Ray Machines @ Rs. 5,460,000 (Euro 30000) per unit on 20.03.2020 instead of @ Rs. 5.3 

million of each unit in violation of the decision made by Central Procurement Committee (CPC) in 

meeting held on 19th March,  2020. 

The detail of 13 X-ray machines purchased during financial year 2020-21 is given below: 

 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Date of 

Purchase 

No of X-

Ray 

Machines 

Amount 

paid in Rs. 

Rate paid in 

Rs. 

Rate 

decided 

by the 

CPC 

Difference 

in Rate 

(Rs.) 

Amount 

over paid 

1 21.7. 20 5 28,530,900 Rs. 5,706,180 

(30000 Euro x 

Rs 190.2060)  

5,300,000 406,180 2.031 

2 14.9.20 8 47,833,536 Rs 5,979,192 

(30000 Euro x 

Rs. 199.3064) 

5,300,000 679,192 5.434 

   76,364,436   Total 7.465 
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Audit is of the view that issuance of purchase order and payment of Rs. 76,364,436 on the basis 

of quotation dated 20.3.2020 i.e.( Rs. 5,460,000/unit, Euro 30,000) was irregular as the rate was already 

approved by the Central procurement Committee of Government of Sindh in the meeting held on 

19.3.2020 i.e. Rs. 5,300,000/ unit in Rupees only and not in Euros. The Government sustained the loss 

of Rs. 7,464,436 due to payment on higher rates. 

 The matter was pointed out to the management on 03.12.2021 but no reply was received.  

PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends that responsibility should be fixed on the person(s) at fault besides recovery 

of Rs. 7.464 million from the supplier. 

(PDP # 393, compliance audit -SRP) 

 

 

1.4.30 Loss to Government due to late delivery of 52 ICU ventilators – Rs. 5.309 million 

 Clause 2.41 of World Bank Guidelines for ‘procurement of goods, works, and non-consulting 

services’ states that provisions for liquidated damages or similar provisions in an appropriate amount 

shall be included in the conditions of contract when delays in the delivery of goods, completion of 

works, or failure of the goods, works, and non-consulting services to meet performance requirements 

would result in extra cost, or loss of revenue, or loss of other benefits to the Borrower. Provision may 

also be made for a bonus to be paid to suppliers or contractors for completion of works or delivery of 

goods ahead of the times specified in the contract when such earlier completion or delivery would be 

of benefit to the borrower.  

  As per minutes of Central Procurement Committee Covid-19 held on 19.03.2020 it was decided 

to purchase 100 Ventilator units (Model Hamilton C3) form M/s Noor International at the cost of 16,000 

Swiss Franc per unit.  

  Project Director Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-Sindh) issued purchase order dated 

27.03.2020 for 100 ICU Ventilator @ Rs 2.756 million per unit amounting to Rs. 275.60 million to M/s 

Noor International. The items were to be supplied within 3 months (12 Weeks) up till 25.06.2020. The 

payment was required be made in PKR, however the payment for each unit was to be calculated as 

Swiss Frank 16,000. At the time of payment to supplier/agent/vendor, payment was to be made 

accordingly to the conversion rate of same day in PKR. 

  The management made payment of Rs 151,658,707 (52 x 16000 CHF x Rs. 182.2821) on 21st 

September 2020 for 52 units which were delivered on 8th September 2020. 

 Audit observed that last date of the delivery was 25.06.2020 and the rate of Swiss Franc on that 

date was Rs 175.8994. The rate of Swiss Franc was increased to Rs. 182.281 on 21st September 2020 

and the payment of late delivered 52 units of ICU ventilators was calculated on the basis of this rate. 

The increase in the rate of Swiss Franc was of Rs. 6.3816 (Rs. 182.281- Rs. 175.8994 = Rs. 6.3816) 

due to late delivery of 52 units of ICU ventilators and Government sustained the loss of Rs. 5,309,491 

(52 x 16000 CHF x 5.8347). 

  Audit is of the view that management did not safeguard the public interest by incorporating the 

clause of freezing of Swiss Franc rate on the last date of delivery in the Purchase order/ Agreement due 

to which government sustained loss of Rs. 5,309,491. The payment was required to be made on the 
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basis of Swiss Franc rate of Rs. 175.8994 on 25.06.2020 because that was the last date of delivery 

schedule. 

 The matter was pointed out to the management on 03.12.2021 but no reply was received.  

PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends that recovery of Rs. 5,309,491 should be made from the supplier.  

(PDP # 391, compliance audit -SRP) 

1.4.31 Irregular procurement of Surgical Masks (50 GSM) without approval of Central 

Procurement Committee- Rs. 3.1 million 

As per minutes of Central Procurement Committee (CPC) meeting held on 19th March, 2020, 

“after discussion on each item the committee unanimously decided the procurement of Personal 

Protective Equipment (PPEs) for Health Department Govt. of Sindh for improving services facilities 

for quarantine and isolation in terms of Covid-19 emergency”. 

During meeting of SRP-PDMA Covid-19 Response Procurement Committee held on 20th 

March, 2020, it was decided to issue the Purchase order for 100,000 numbers of surgical masks to M/s 

Technocratic Services @ of Rs. 26.5/Mask exclusive of GST. 

The management of SRP (PDMA-Sindh) made payment of Rs. 3,100,500 to M/s Technocratic 

Services on account of purchases of 100,000 Surgical Masks (50GSM) during the financial year 2020-

21.  

Audit observed as under: 

i. The quantity of 100,000 surgical masks to be procured, per unit rate and name of 

supplier was not approved by the Central Procurement Committee (CPC) in its 

meeting held on 19th March 2020. 

ii. The quotation from M/S Technocratic Services was obtained on 23rd March 2020, 

whereas the approval of the rate and name of supplier was made by SRP-PDMA 

Covid-19 Response Procurement Committee in its meeting held on 20th March 

2020. The approval of rate and selection of vendor was made before the quotation. 

iii. Undue favor was extended to the Suppler M/s Technocratic Services by  allowing 

an extended delivery time of 20 weeks (up till 22.08.2020) vide purchase order 

dated 23.03.2020. The prices of masks were decreased with the passage of time 

which is evident from another purchase order issued for procurement of 250,000 

masks (70GSM) @ Rs. 16/Mask on 13.06.2020 to M/s Brand Roots with the  

delivery time of 30 days. This shows that government sustained loss of Rs. 

938,175 (89350*26.5-89350*16) on the procurement of 89,350 masks @ Rs. 

26.5/Mask delivered on 11.08.2020. 

Audit is of the view that undue favour to contractor resulted in loss to the government. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 03.12.2021 but no reply was received.  

PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 
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Audit recommends that matter should be inquired and responsibility be fixed on the person 

(s) at fault. 

(PDP # 394, compliance audit -SRP) 

1.4.32 Non-recovery of stamp duty on agreements pertaining to COVID-19 funds – Rs. 

2.60 million  

 Section 22(A)(b) of Schedule-I of Stamp Act 1899 has levied the stamp duty on the contracts 

entered into for procurement of stores and materials by a contractor with government agencies or 

organizations set up or controlled by the provincial government at the rate of 25 paisa for every one 

hundred rupees or part thereof of the amount of contract. 

 Project Director Sindh Resilience Project signed different agreements amounting to Rs. 

1041.281 million with firms/ vendors for supply of medical equipment to contain COVID-19 pandemic. 

 Audit observed that the agreements were signed with contractors without obtaining stamp duty 

amounting to Rs. 2.60 million. Detail is as under: 

         (Rs. in million) 

S. 

No. 

Particulars Firm/ contractor Contract 

cost  

Stamp duty 

@  0.25%  

1. Purchase of Cobas  6800 SARS-CoV2 kits Roche Pakistan Ltd 222.479 0.556 

2. Purchase of  ICU 168 ventilators Noor International 466.702 1.167 

3. Purchase of  ICU 100 ventilators Noor International 275.6 0.689 

4. Purchase of  Infusion and Syringe Pumps Noor International 76.5 0.191 

Total  1041.281 2.60 

 Audit is of the view that non-recovery of Stamp duty was against Stamp Act, 1899 and resulted 

in loss to government revenues. 

The matter was pointed on 04.10.2021. The management replied that letters will be issued by 

finance section to concerned Firms/institutions for deposit of the stamp duty and Para is also noted for 

the future compliance.  

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. The DAC directed to recover amount from the vendor 

and deposited challans be provided for verification within two weeks. 

No verified challans were produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till 

finalization of the report. 

 Audit recommends that the recovery of Stamp duty should be effected. 

(PDP # 384, FAP-SRP) 

1.4.33 Loss to public exchequer on account of purchase of KN-95 masks at higher rates 

– Rs. 1.900 million 

 A meeting of the Medical Procurement Committee of COVID-19 Pandemic emergency was 

held on 11th June 2020 at Jinnah postgraduate Medical Centre, Karachi, for discussion and procurement 

of medical supplies i.e. Machinery, Equipment, PPEs and Kits etc. The committee decided to purchase 
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200,000 KN-95 masks with metal clips from M/s The Designer at final rate Rs. 170 per piece and 

delivery was to start immediately after giving confirm purchase order.  

 SRP COVID-19 response procurement committee meeting held on 11th June 2020 on same day, 

decided to purchase 50,000 thousand KN-95 masks from M/s Designer @  Rs. 170 per piece exclusive 

of GST/SST. 

 Project Director Sindh Resilience Project issued purchase order to the firm M/s The Designer 

amounting to Rs. 10.400 million on 17.06.2020 for purchase of 50,000 KN-95 masks @ Rs. 208 per 

piece including GST. 

 Audit observed that purchase of 50,000 KN-95 masks was made on higher rates as the final rate 

Rs. 170 per piece was decided by the Medical Procurement Committee of COVID-19 Pandemic 

emergency. SRP paid Rs. 208 per piece to the firm resulting in overpayment of Rs.38 per piece 

resultantly Rs. 1.900 million was paid in excess. Detail is tabulated below. 

(Rs. in million) 

Purchase order Firm Final 

Rate 

approved  

Rate paid 

per piece 

Difference  Quantity Extra 

paid 

(PK-PDMA-SINDH-165787-

GO-DIR) dated 17.06.2020 

M/s The 

Designers  

170 208 38 50000 1.900 

Audit further observed as under: 

i. Rs. 170 per piece rate was mentioned and agreed by the firm in quotation dated 

15.06.2020.  

ii. In the work order dated 17.06.2020, the unit price was mentioned at Rs. 208 per piece. 

No Sales Tax invoice of the firm / supplier was available on record. 

iii. 50,000 KN-95 masks were stored at PDMA Karachi warehouse instead of distribution at 

the user end. 

Audit is of the view that excess amount paid to the supplier resulted in loss to the government. 

Audit observation was issued on 04.10.2021. The management replied that it was decided in 

Medical Procurement Committee meeting to procure the KN-95 masks exclusive of taxes. Erroneously 

while adding the tax during payment process withholding tax was also included in the payment. The 

letter by finance section will be written to the supplier for recovery of PKR 447,525 paid extra and 

deposit slip/record would be provided to the audit team. 

The reply is not acceptable as the Medical Procurement Committee decided all the rates 

inclusive of taxes. Extra amount paid to the supplier on account of taxes need to be recovered. 

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. DAC directed to recover Rs. 447,525 from vendor on 

account of income tax besides provision of purchase order rates breakup within two weeks. 

No compliance of DAC decision was produced by the department till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the excess amount should be recovered. 

(PDP # 387, FAP-SRP) 
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1.4.34 Loss to Government due to non-processing of invoice submitted by vendor – Rs. 

1.573 million 

As per minutes of Central Procurement Committee Covid-19 held on 19.03.2020 it was decided 

to purchase 100 Ventilator units (Model Hamilton C3) form M/s Noor International at the cost of 16,000 

Swiss Franc per unit.  

  Project Director Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-Sindh) issued purchase order dated 

27.03.2020 for 100 ICU Ventilator @ Rs. 2.756 million per unit amounting to Rs. 275.60 million to 

M/s Noor International. The items were to be supplied within 3 months (12 Weeks) up till 26.06.2020. 

The payment was required be made in PKR, however the payment for each unit was to be calculated as 

Swiss Frank 16,000. At the time of payment to supplier/agent/vendor, payment was to be made 

accordingly to the conversion rate of same day in PKR. 

  The management of SRP made payment of Rs. 151,658,707 (52 x 16000 CHF x Rs. 182.2821) 

on 21st September 2020 for 52 units of ICU ventilators. 

  Audit observed that 52 units were delivered on 8th September 2020 and the invoice of Rs. 

150,085,312 was submitted by M/s Noor International for payment. The management made payment 

of Rs. 151,658,707 (52 x 16000 CHF x Rs. 182.2821) on 21st September 2020 on the basis of Swiss 

Frank rate of Rs. 182.2821 dated 21st September 2020, resultantly, the Government sustained loss of 

Rs. 1,573,395 (Rs. 151,658,707-150,085,312) by making the payment on the basis of Swiss Frank rate 

of 21.09.2021 instead of making payment on 08.09.2020.   

  Audit is of the view that due to negligence government sustained a loss of Rs. 1.573 million. 

 The matter was pointed out to the management on 03.12.2021 but no reply was received.  

PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends that recovery from the supplier should be made. 

(PDP # 395, compliance audit -SRP) 

1.4.35 Overpayment on account of 6 undelivered infusion pumps and 4 Syringe pumps- 

Rs.  798,000 

Clause 2.34(a) of World Bank Guidelines for ‘procurement of goods, works, and non-

consulting services’ states that Contracts for supply of goods shall provide for full payment on the 

delivery and inspection, if so required, of the contracted goods except for contracts involving 

installation and commissioning. 

As per minutes of meeting of Medical Supply Procurement Committee of Covid-19 Pandemic 

emergency held on 4th May, 2020, it was decided to procure the 340 Infusion Pumps @ of Rs. 87,000 

each and 680 Syringe pumps @ of Rs. 69,000 each from M/s Noor International.   

The management of SRP-PDMA Sindh incurred an expenditure amounting to Rs. 28.449 

million on the purchases of 327 Infusion Pumps (SYS-6010A) @ Rs. 87000 each and Rs. 44.781 million 

on the purchases of 649 Syringe pumps (SYS-50) @ Rs. 69,000 each from M/s Noor International 

during the financial year 2020-21.  

Audit observed as under: 
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i. The vendor provided 321 Infusion Pumps instead of 327 by counting twice 

the Infusion Pumps of serial Numbers 64451, 64522, 64533, 64504, 64408 

and 64584. The detail of serial numbers is at Annexure-N. 

ii. The vendor provided 645 Syringe Pumps (SYS-50) instead of 649 by 

counting twice the Syringe Pumps of serial Numbers 53417,54976,75916 and 

75810. The detail of serial numbers is at Annexure-O. 

Audit is of the view that overpayment of Rs. 522,000 (6 x Rs 87000) was made on account of 

Infusion pumps and Rs. 276,000 (4x Rs. 69,000) on account of Syringe pumps to the supplier.  

The matter was pointed out to the management on 03.12.2021 but no reply was received.  

PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should be looked into the matter for corrective 

action and recover the amount of Rs. 798,000 from the supplier. 

(PDP # 396, compliance audit -SRP) 

Value for money and service delivery issues 

1.4.36 Slow pace of work resulting in delay and non-achievement of set targets within 

timelines by Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-component) 

 Economic Affairs Division (EAD), Government of Pakistan and International Development 

Association signed loan agreements (Loan Credit No. 5888-Pak) on 31st August, 2016. According to 

section IV B (02) of the Finance agreement, the loan closing date was 28th February, 2022. 

 According to PC-I of Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-component), the implementation of the 

Project (Section-12 of PC-I) key activities with milestones and target dates were as under: 

i. Date of Start of Project   2016 

ii. Date of Completion of Project   2021 

 During audit of Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-component) for the financial year 2020-21, it 

was observed that the physical progress of the project was slow and behind the agreed schedule. The 

key activities were not performed / achieved within the timelines set forth. A copy of year wise 

implementation schedule in line with chart correlated with the phasing of physical activities is at 

Annexure-P. 

 Audit holds that the Project was not able to achieve its targets and key activities within the 

timelines. 

Audit observation was issued on 04.10.2021. The management replied that the project was 

started in 2016 but frequent changes at senior management level and Covid-19 restrictions lead to delay 

in the implementation of project activities.  

The reply is not cogent as the key activities of the project were required to be implemented in 

consonance with milestones and target dates of PC-I. Further, Covid-19 restrictions triggered in March 

2020, whereas, project activities commenced in 2016. 

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. The DAC decided that Para will be settled on provision 

of project relevant documents. 
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No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

 Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter and take steps to implement 

the activities as per the agreed timelines of financing agreement and PC-1. 

     (OS-10-FAP SRP -PDMA Sindh 2020-21) 

1.4.37 Delay in submission of deliverables to Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-

component) by SUPARCO – Rs. 118.80 million 

 According to Para 10 (i) of GFR Vol-I, “Every public officer is expected to exercise the same 

vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would 

exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money”. 

 A contract was signed on 27th June, 2019 between the Project Director Sindh Resilience Project 

(PDMA-component) and Pakistan Space and Upper Atmosphere Research Commission (SUPARCO) 

Karachi to provide consultancy services as below: 

 Multi Hazard Vulnerability Risk Assessment Study 

 Development and Operationalization of Web Based Disaster Management Information 

System 

 Development of MHVRA informed Disaster Management Plans. 

 The submission of deliverables by SUPARCO were agreed to be step wise in 24 months. 

Details are at Annexure-Q. 

 It was observed that the required deliverables were not submitted as per schedule of submission. 

This resulted in inordinate delay in the completion of project and procrastination in allied activities 

related to implementation of Multi-hazard Vulnerability Risk Assessment and operationalization of web 

based Disaster Management Information System. This ultimately resulted in delay in achievement of 

the objectives of Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-component). 

 Audit holds that non-submission of deliverables within the stipulated period was against the 

terms of contract agreement and was not justified. 

Audit observation was issued on 04.10.2021. Management replied that Covid-19 lockdown and 

restrictions imposed by NCOC resulted in delay in the implementation and completion of the activity.  

The reply is not cogent as the key activities of the project were required to be implemented in 

consonance with milestones and target dates of PC-I. 

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. The DAC directed to share copy of no cost extension 

with audit within two weeks. 

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

 Audit recommends that the management should place the matter of delayed submission of 

deliverables by SUPARCO before the Program Steering Committee for deliberation and necessary 

corrective measures and the results be shared with Audit. 

        (OS-29- FAP SRP- PDMA Sindh 2020-21)  

1.4.38 Delay in submission of deliverables to Sindh Resilience Project (PDMA-

component) related to CDBRM by M/s SDS - Rs. 76.545 million 
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 A contract was signed on 18th June, 2019, between Sindh Resilience Project and Solutions for 

Development Support (SDS), Islamabad to provide consultancy services regarding Developing 

‘Community Based Disaster Risk Management’ (CBDRM) Model for Sindh and Piloting of CBDRM 

activities. 

 The submission of deliverables by SDS related to CBDRM was agreed to be step wise in 18 

months as detailed below: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Deliverable 

No. 
Deliverable 

Amount (% of 

contract 

amount) 

Amount 

01. 01 

Approval of Deliverable 1. Scoping 
exercise and submission of inception 
report. To be completed within 2 months 
from signing of the contract 

10%         7.654 

02. 02 
Approval of Deliverable 2. CBDRM 
model for Sindh to be completed within 4 
months from signing of the contract. 

5%         3.827  

03. 03 

Approval of Deliverable 3. Development 

of CBDRM Training Tool kit. To be 

completed within 5 months of signing of 

contract. 

5% 3.827 

04. 04 

Completion of Deliverable 4. To be 

completed within 7 months from signing 

of the contract. 

18 % to be paid 

incrementally at 

3 % after 

completion of 

each training 

      13.778  

05. 05 

Completion of Deliverable 5. To be 

completed within 8 months from signing 

of the contract. 

15 % to be paid 

incrementally at 

3 % after 

completion of 

each training 

      11.482  

06. 06 

Completion of Deliverable 6. To be 

completed within 15 months from signing 

of the contract 

25 % to be paid 

incrementally at 

5 % after 

completion of 5 

trainings 

      19.136  

07. 07 

Completion of Deliverable 7. To be 

completed within 16 months from signing 

of the contract 

 

5%         3.827  
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08. 08 

Completion of Deliverable 8. To be 

completed within 17 months from signing 

of the contract 

5%         3.827  

09. 09 
Completion of Deliverable 9. Submission 

of quarterly reports 

4 % to be paid 

incrementally at 

1 % after 

submission of 

each report 

        3.062  

10. 10 

Submission of final report. To be 

completed within 18 months from signing 

of the contract. 

8%       6.124  

Total    76.545  

 Audit observed that the required deliverables were not submitted by SDS as per schedule of 

submission. This resulted in inordinate delay in the finalization of Community Based Disaster Risk 

Management (CBDRM) Model for Sindh and Piloting of CBDRM activities. This delay will ultimately 

result in delayed achievement of the overall objectives of the project. 

 Audit holds that non submission of deliverables within the stipulated period was against the 

terms of contract agreement and was not justified. 

Audit observation was issued on 04.10.2021. The management replied that Covid-19 

lockdowns and restrictions imposed by NCOC resulted in delay in the implementation and completion 

of the activity. 

The reply of the department is not satisfactory as Covid-19 lockdown was imposed after March 

2020, while the agreement was signed in June 2019 and the project was started during the year 2016. 

DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. The DAC decided that justification in this regard be 

provided to Audit. 

 Audit recommends that the management should place the matter of delayed submission of 

deliverables by M/s SDS before the Program Steering Committee for deliberation and necessary 

corrective measures and the results be shared with Audit. 

  (OS-30- FAP SRP- PDMA Sindh 2020-21)  

 

1.4.39 Unauthorized utilization of funds for COVID-19 -USD 486,342 

 According to the World Bank’s letter dated 17.03.2020, funding up to US$ 10 million can be 

mobilized on an emergency basis through the SRP (PDMA). These funds can be redirected towards 

procurement of goods and supplies necessary to respond to COVID-19. The same was approved by 

Chief Minister of Sindh through summary sent by Secretary, Rehabilitation Department Govt of Sindh 

on 7th April 2020.  

 Audit observed that the management of SRP expended total amount of USD 10,486,342 on 

account of COVID-19 instead of USD 10,000,000 up till 30.06.2021 in violation of the approval and 

World Bank’s instructions.  

The detail is given below: 
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          (million) 

Financial year Amount expended in USD Amount expended in PKR 

2019-20 5.180 846.773 

2020-21 5.306 854.185 

Total 10.486 1700.958 

 Audit is of the view that excess utilization of funds amounting to USD 486,342 was violation 

of Chief Minister and World Bank’s instructions. 

 The matter was pointed out to the management on 03.12.2021 but no reply was received.  

PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends that the management shall look into the matter and share outcome with audit 

authorities. 

(PDP # 392, compliance audit -SRP) 

1.4.40 Weak warehouse management by PDMA Sindh to store COVID-19 related items- 

Rs. 11.461 million 

According to Rule 88 of the Sindh Financial Rule Vol-1 Section--111, every public officer 

should exercise the same vigilance in respective of expenditure incurred from Government revenues as 

a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in spending his own money. 

During visit of PDMA warehouse at Maripur, Karachi it was noticed that following COVID-

19 related items amounting to Rs. 11.461 million were available in the warehouse. The detail is as 

under: 

Sr 

No.  

Items Unit Balance on 30.11.21  Rate in Rs. Amount in Rs. 

1 K-N95 MASKS PCS 38,000 208            7,904,000  

2 SURGICAL MASKS PCS 157,300 16            2,516,800  

3 SANITIZERS 100 ML PCS 4,866 115                559,590  

4 SANITIZERS 1 LTR PCS 702 685                480,870  

Total          11,461,260  

Audit observed as under: 

1. There was no fire extinguisher available in whole warehouse.  

2. Items are stored without any temperature control.  

3. Items are placed on the floor instead of proper racks/sacks. 
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4. No inventory management system was in place to make arrangement of first in first out 

or last in last out as the case may be. 

Audit is of the view that without proper arrangement the quality and effectiveness of goods 

procured and stored at PDMA warehouse can be compromised. Due to non-availability of fire 

extinguisher items stored at warehouse are likely to be damaged.  

The matter was pointed out to the management on 03.12.2021 but no reply was received.  

PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should make proper arrangements for storage of 

COVID-19 items with inventory management system to manage the store items. 

(PDP # 397, compliance audit -SRP) 
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Chapter-2 

Environment Climate Change & Coastal Development Department, Sindh 

Environment Protection Agency, Regional office EPA and Coastal Development 

Authority 

2.1 Introduction 

A. The Sindh Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) was established in 1989 having 

its Headquarters at Karachi and Regional Offices in Hyderabad, Sukkur, Mirpurkhas and 

Larkana. The major functions of EPA include protection, conservation, rehabilitation and 

improvement of the Environment; prevention and control of pollution; and promotion of 

sustainable development through enforcement of Environmental Laws. 

Environmental Protection was a Federal subject enacted through Pakistan Environmental 

Protection Act, 1997. However, after 18th Amendment in the Constitution of Islamic Republic 

of Pakistan, the subject of Environment was devolved to the provinces. Consequently, Sindh 

Province enacted the Sindh Environmental Protection Act, 2014 and developed rules and 

regulations for carrying the purposes of the Act.  

The Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA) was created through an Act of Sindh 

Provincial Assembly in 1994 for improvement, beautification and development of the coastal areas. 

B. Comments on Budget & Accounts of audited entities (Variance Analysis)                   

 (Rs in million) 

The comparison of expenditure incurred vis-à-vis funds released to the Environment 

Department Sindh in terms of percentage is illustrated as under: 

Sr. 

No. 

Financial 

Year 

Formations Funds / Releases Expenditure  

1. 2018-21 ECC&CDD 185.309 138.893 

2. 2020-21 SEPA 96.770 72.783 

3. 2020-21 Regional Office EPA Mirpurkhas 31.738 22.734 

4. 2020-21 SCDA 96.000 78.107 

Total 409.817 312.517 
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C. Sectoral Analysis 

The major functions of SEPA include protection, conservation, rehabilitation and 

improvement of the environment; prevention and control of pollution; and promotion of 

sustainable development through enforcement of environmental laws. 

SCDA is responsible for development projects on coastal areas of Sindh and the 

Authority has played vita role for development of vast area of more than 15,000 square 

kilometer along 300 km long coast in Sindh. The Authority works under the administrative 

control of Secretary Environment Climate Change and Coastal Development Authority, 

Government of Sindh. 

In case of SEPA, three ADP schemes namely ‘Study of Environmental & Health impacts of 

pesticides and chemical fertilizer in Sindh Province’, ‘Strengthening of Environmental Monitoring 

system in EPA’ and ‘Environmental Awareness & Education for Conservation and Protection of Natural 

and Ecological Resources of Sindh’ are in progress having an estimated cost of Rs. 288 million. An 

expenditure of Rs. 139.3 million was incurred upto June 2021 being 48% of total estimated cost of 

schemes. 

In case of SCDA, two schemes are in progress with estimated cost of Rs. 1,087.30 million with 

an expenditure of Rs. 950.7 million incurred upto June 2020 being 87% completed.  

The expenditure on the above mentioned schemes is graphically illustrated as under: 
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 Timely release of ADP funds by the Provincial Government is essential for completion of 

schemes as per the target dates, leading to completion of the environmental schemes in the Province in 

a timely manner.  

Based on the audit findings of this report and previous audit reports it appears that Sindh 

Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) and Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA), which 

are the designated agencies for protection and conservation of environment, were not able to fully 

achieve their objectives as were conceived at the time of inception. The environmental and coastal 

issues /challenges require research based strategies to understand and minimize environmental hazards 

and natural threats in Province.  

SEPA laboratory was established in the Province but it is not performing to its full potential. 

The equipment is mostly outdated / out of order due to which the necessary testing cannot be performed 

properly resulting in weak enforcement of environmental laws in the Province. Moreover, Regional 

Environment Offices were established at Karachi, Hyderabad, Sukkur, Mirpurkhas and Larkana, 

however, these are not working properly due to non-appointment of staff and lack of proper 

infrastructure.  

SEPA is required to take concrete steps and improve its monitoring mechanism and strengthen 

the existing enforcement regime. Further, lack of coordination between SEPA (HQ) and its regional 

offices has also led to increased cases of non-compliance of environmental laws. SEPA is required to 

put in place a proper coordination mechanism between the HQs and the regional offices. Further, SEPA 

is required to frame proper SoPs for deposit of IEE/EIA fee into the sustainable fund account.  

Table I: Audit profile of Environment, Climate Change & Coastal Development Department, 

Government of Sindh 

(Rs. in million) 
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Sr. 

No 
Description 

Total 

Nos. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited FY 2020-

21 

Revenue / 

Receipts audited 

FY 2020-21 

1. Formations 10 4 312.517 - 

2.  Assignment 

Account 

 SDAs 

 Etc. 

                (excluding 

FAP) 

1 

Nil 

Nil 

1 

Nil 

Nil 

- - 

3. Authorities 

/Autonomous bodies 

etc.  under the PAO 

1 1 - - 

4. Foreign Aided project 

(FAP) 

Nil - - - 

2.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 337.060 million have been raised in this report 

pertaining to “Environment, Climate Change and Coastal Development Department 

Sindh”. An amount of Rs. 13.753 million has been pointed out as recovery in the audit 

observations. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Table II: Overview of Audit Observations 

                      (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No Classification Amount 

1. Report cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation  

2. Non production of record 0 

3. 
Irregularities / Non Compliance 147.448 

A 
HR/Employees related irregularities - 

B 
Procurement related irregularities 118.716 

C 
Irregularities due to Weak Internal Controls 28.732 
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4. 
Value of money and services delivery issues 189.612 

5. 
Others - 

2.3 Brief Comments on the Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

This Directorate General started conducting audit of Environment related organizations of Sindh 

during the year 2016-17 and since then, no audit report has been discussed in the PAC. 
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2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Non production of record 

2.4.1 Non-production of record by Sindh Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) 

As per Section 14 of Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance 2001, (2) The officer incharge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete a form 

as possible and with all reasonable expedition. (3) Any person or authority hindering the auditorial 

functions of the Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action 

under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

During Compliance Audit of Sindh Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) for the Financial 

Year 2020-21, the management did not produce the following record despite repeated requests from 

Audit authorities vide letters dated 23.07.2021, 11.08.2021, 26.08.2021 and 27.08.2021.  

1. List of IEEs/ EIAs conducted during Financial Year 2020-21 along with original 

files. 

2. Approvals of EIAs and IEEs by SEPA office and EPOs. 

3. List of licenses issued for the consignment, handling, transport, treatment, disposal 

and storage of hazardous substances. 

4. File/ Case/ Detail of amount of Rs. 80,000,000 recovered by SEPA from mineral 

water companies. 

5. List of environmental courses, topics, literature and books recommended by EPA 

Sindh for incorporation in curricula and syllabi of educational institutions (if any). 

6. Review and approval of mitigation plans by the Agency (if any). 

7. List of public complaints and record of inquires or investigation into environmental 

issues (if any). 

8. Notification for the establishment of Sindh Environmental Co-ordination 

Committee/ Advisory Committee along with minutes of meeting since its 

establishment (if any). 

9. Monthly, quarterly and biannually Self-Environmental Monitoring Reports 

submitted by the Category A, B, C and Special industries. 

10. The detail of compilation, analysis and management of data contained in the 

environmental monitoring reports (if any). 

11. Register of applications to the Director General to compound an offence. 

12. Detail of SEPA projects.  

Audit holds that non-production of record was a serious lapse on the part of the management. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 30.08.2021. In reply, the management stated that the 

details were provided to the Audit team through letter No Admin/Audit/ 20-21/340/2021 dated 

30.08.2021.  

The management produced some record on the last working day of Audit, which was not possible 

to be audited. 
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The DAC meeting was held on 07.12.2021. DAC directed to inquire the case and provide the 

record to Audit team within two weeks.  

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends that the matter should be inquired and responsibility should be fixed on the 

person(s) for non-production of record. 

(Para #12-SEPA 2020-21) 

Irregularities/Non compliance 

2.4.2 Irregular issuance of NOC by Sindh EPA 

According to rule 19(1) of Sindh Environmental Protection Agency (Review of Initial 

Environmental Examination and Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations, “For the purpose of 

verification of any matter relating the review or to the conditions of approval of an IEE or EIA or 

environmental check list prior to, before or during and after commencement of construction or 

operation of a project, duly authorized staff of the Agency shall be entitled to enter and inspect the 

project site, factory building and plant and equipment installed therein.” 

 Moreover, rule 14(2)(a) of above mentioned regulation states that “Where the Agency accords 

its approval subject to certain conditions, the proponent shall before commencing construction of the 

project, acknowledge acceptance of the stipulated conditions by executing an undertaking in the form 

prescribed in Schedule-VIII”. 

 SEPA Regional Office Mirpurkhas was required to inspect the site for confirmation of IEEs 

submitted by the proponents. 

An application from the proponent (M/s Indus Gas Pvt. Ltd., Mirpurkhas) was received along 

with IEE for issuance of NOC to start the work of LPG storage station of M/s Indus Gas Private Ltd. 

Hussain Bux Mari, Distt. Mirpurkhas. In response to the application, a team of Regional Office 

Mirpurkhas visited the site.  

During audit of SEPA Regional Office Mirpurkhas for the Financial Years 2018-21, following 

shortcomings were pointed out regarding issuance of NOCs to the proponents: 

i. In response to the application received from the proponent (M/s Indus Gas Pvt. Ltd., 

Mirpurkhas) NOC was issued despite the fact that the 

a. location mentioned in the report was different and focal person lead the SEPA team 

about 05 KM away from the location which was indicated in the IEE report map. 

b. Map showing the location of proposed project was unjustified. 

c. Land record (Form-VII) was missing. 

ii. The site inspections were not carried out by Regional Office to confirm the authenticity of 

IEEs. Furthermore, the decision letters/ NOCs were issued without inspecting the sites. 

Details are at Annex-R. 

iii. The decisions/ NOCs were issued without getting undertakings from the proponents. 

Details are at Annex-S. 
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Audit holds that issuance of NOC/ approval without addressing the observations was not 

justified. Moreover, issuance of NOCs/ approvals without inspection by Regional Office and required 

undertakings was not justified. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 05.09.2021. In reply the management stated that the site 

map of IEE Report was taken from the Google Map which may be incorrect. Moreover, few projects 

were not visited due to Covid-19 pandemic. And letters have been issued to all concerned proponents 

to submit affidavits and current position of project.  

The DAC meeting was held on 07.12.2021. DAC decided to submit relevant record i.e. map 

proving proper location, Land record (Form-VII) of the proposed project, investigation/ monitoring 

reports and undertakings for verification to the audit team within two weeks.  

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of the 

report.  

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective actions. 

 (Para #2, 3 & 4-R/O EPA Mirpurkhas 2018-21) 

2.4.3 Non-submission of monthly financial reports by EPA regional office Mirpurkhas 

for the FY 2018-21 -Rs. 9.002 million 

Environment, Climate Change & Coastal Development Department Sindh vide letter No. 

SO(G) (ECC&CDD)III-39/2020/1181 dated 2nd February, 2021 directed SEPA to submit Monthly 

Financial Report on prescribed proforma latest by 5th of each calendar month, positively. 

Para 5(n) of Finance Department Sindh letter No. FD(B&E-VII)36(1)/B.E/2020-21 dated 09th 

July, 2020, states that all Administrative Departments should reconcile departmental actual, revenue 

receipts and expenditure with Accountant General Sindh on monthly basis and furnish Reconciliation 

Accounts results to Finance Department latest by 15th of following month failing which releases of 

concerned department (s) will be stopped. 

During audit of SEPA Regional Office Mirpurkhas for the Financial Years 2018-21, Monthly 

Financial Reports were demanded but the management produced a consolidated yearly expenditure 

statement (2020-21) for Rs. 9,002,806. Moreover, this report was prepared by District Accounts Office 

instead of Regional Office Mirpurkhas. 

Audit holds that non-preparation of Monthly Financial Reports and reconciliation statement 

was violation of government instructions. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 05.09.2021. In reply the management stated that 

concerned office has been directed to prepare and reconcile the accounts on monthly basis. 

The DAC meeting was held on 07.12.2021. DAC decided that the receipt/ acknowledgement 

letter regarding submission of monthly Financial Report in compliance letter No. 

SO(G)(ECC&CDD)II1-39/2020/1181 dated 2 February, 2021 shall be furnished/produced before the 

Audit authorities for verification within two weeks.  

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends that monthly financial reports should be prepared/reconciled on monthly 

basis and the instant case should be investigated and the outcome be shared with Audit authorities. 
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 (Para #8-R/O EPA Mirpurkhas 2018-21) 

2.4.4 Non-maintenance of IEE register by EPA regional office Mirpurkhas in the 

prescribed manner 

According to Regulation 22 of Sindh Environmental Protection Agency (Review of Initial 

Environmental Examination and Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations, 2014, “separate 

Registers to be maintained by the Agency for IEE, EIA and environmental check list projects under 

sub-section (6) of section 17 shall be in the form prescribed in Schedule-IX.” 

One of the most important records of Sindh EPA is the Initial Environmental Examination 

(IEE) register, wherein all the historic and chronological record of IEE reports are required to be 

entered. 

During audit of SEPA Regional Office Mirpurkhas for the Financial Years 2018-21, it was 

observed that IEE register containing the detail of proponents and projects, was not properly 

maintained. Following information was found missing in the register: 

i. Category type (as per Schedules I, II & III),   

ii. Name of consultant 

iii. Description of project  

iv. Date of receipt of IEE/EIA/Environmental Check List  

v. Date of confirmation of completeness  

vi. Approval granted (Yes/No)  

vii. Date of approval granted or refused  

viii. Conditions of approval/reasons for refusal  

ix. Date of Undertaking 

x. Date of extension of approval validity 

xi. Period of extension 

xii. Date of commencement of construction 

xiii. Date of issue of confirmation of compliance 

xiv. Date of commencement of operations 

xv. Dates of filing of monitoring reports 

xvi. Date of cancellation, if applicable 

Moreover, the necessary records of cases of IEEs prior to FY 2018-19 were also not 

maintained in IEE Register. 

Audit holds that the improper/ incomplete maintenance of IEE register was a serious lapse on 

part of the management. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 05.09.2021. In reply the management stated that the 

technical staff was directed strictly to maintain the register in future. 

The DAC meeting was held on 07.12.2021. DAC decided that the IEE/EIA register shall be 

constituted and maintained as per Regulation-2014, SEPA Act-2014 and same shall be 

furnished/produced before the Audit authorities for verification within two weeks.  

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 
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Audit recommends to maintain IEEs register strictly as per Rules and Regulations and 

responsibility should be fixed on the concerned who did not maintain the IEE/EIA register in the instant 

case. 

 (Para #10-R/O EPA Mirpurkhas 2018-21) 

2.4.5 Inability of Sindh Coastal Development Authority to start work on construction 

of road - Rs. 5.339 million 

According to GFR 23, every Government officer should realize fully and clearly that he will be 

held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or negligence on his 

part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or negligence 

on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown that he contributed 

to the loss by his own action or negligence.  

Bids were invited by Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA) under the scheme 

“Improvement of Major Fishermen’s Settlements & Rehabilitation of Flood Affected Areas in Coastal 

Areas on Thatha, Sujawal & Badin District (IMFS)”, on 16.02.2018 for the “Construction of road from 

Haji Allah Dino Mandro Road to Village Muhammad Umer Jat 1.4 KMs” (at Serial No.6 of tender 

notice) with estimated cost for Rs.8.049 million. After evaluation of bids, the work was awarded to M/s 

Askari Enterprises at the cost of Rs. 5,338,997 and the contract was signed on 18.04.2018. 

Consequently, work order to start the work w.e.f., 23.04.2018 with completion period of 6 months was 

issued accordingly.  

During Compliance Audit of Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA) Karachi for the 

Financial Year 2020-21, it was observed that the said work was not completed/ executed despite lapse 

of more than 3 years. 

Audit holds that non-execution of work resulted in wastage of time & resources and was loss 

to government. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 16.09.2021. In reply management stated that 

the delay in completion of construction work on the said road is not on the part of SCDA but delay was 

caused due to untimely and un-matching release of funds and funds were frozen during the FY 2019-

20 due to Covid-19. Hence, the construction work on the road from Haji Allah Dino Mandro Road to 

Village Muhammad Umer Jat 1.4 KMs could not be completed as per schedule. 

The DAC meeting was held on 06.12. 2021. DAC decided to provide current status of project 

and verify the initiation of the work on the said road within two weeks.  

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective actions in a 

timely manner and outcome should be shared with Audit authorities. 

 (Para #2-SCDA 2020-21) 

2.4.6 Irregular payment of civil works by Sindh Coastal Development Authority 

without authentication of contractor, Divisional Accounts Officer and Site 

Engineer-Rs. 30.142 million 

According to Memorandum of Payment of civil works bills, the full signature of the contractor 

is required besides the signature of the employer.  
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Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA) initiated the execution of work of construction of 19 

different roads by the contractors under the scheme “Improvement of Major Fishermen’s Settlements 

& Rehabilitation of Flood Affected Areas in Coastal Areas (IMFS)”. As per payment record, the bills 

for Rs.30,141,931 were cleared for payment. Details are at Annex-T. 

During Compliance Audit of Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA) Karachi for the 

Financial Year 2020-21, the following irregularities were observed: 

1. Bills were cleared without the signatures of the contractors. 

2. Bills were not approved/ verified by the Divisional Accounts Officer. 

3. The Measurement Books related to these bills were also not verified by the 

concerned DAO. 

4. The requests of Site Engineer/ Assistant Engineer to process the bills were also not 

available in the record.   

Audit holds that due to the shortcomings mentioned above the authenticity of bills cannot be 

verified. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 16.09.2021. It was replied by the management 

that the payment under question was made to contractor after authentication by the concerned site 

Engineer and the bills were signed by the contractor.  In respect of the query regarding verification of 

the bills by DAO, it is clarified that as per request of SCDA vide letter dated 27.02.2018, the DAO was 

posted by the AG, Sindh vide order dated 01-03-2019 (who retired in June 2020), thereafter, no DAO 

was posted by the AG, Sindh. However, the bills of the contractors were checked and verified before 

payment by the Accounts Section of Sindh Coastal Development Authority. 

The DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. DAC decided to verify the record within two weeks.  

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of the 

report. 

Audit recommends that necessary documentary evidence should be produced for verification. 

 (Para #3-SCDA 2020-21) 

2.4.7 Non-imposition of liquidated damages charges by Sindh Coastal Development 

Authority – Rs. 13.753 million 

According to clause 7.4 of contract agreement, “Amount payable due to failure to complete 

work shall be 0.05% per day up to maximum of (10%) of sum”. 

Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA) initiated the execution of work of construction of 19 

different roads under the scheme “Improvement of Major Fishermen’s Settlements & Rehabilitation of 

Flood Affected Areas (IMFS)”. The works costing Rs.137,525,528 were required to be completed by 

the contractors in the stipulated period of six (6) months. 

During audit of Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA) Karachi for the Financial Year 

2020-21, it was observed that the works for construction of 19 different roads could not be 100% 

completed despite lapse of more than three years. Liquidated Damages Rs.13,752,552 were required to 

be imposed on the contractors who failed to complete the work within given period of time. Details are 

at Annex-U.  
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Audit holds that non-completion of work in time and non-imposition of LD charges was an 

undue favor to the contractor, resulting in loss to government. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 16.09.2021. It was replied by the management that 

no any kind of un-due favor was given to contractor. Further, it is clarified that delay in completion of 

construction work on the said roads is not on the part of contractor but delay caused due to untimely & 

un-matching release of funds and funds were frozen during the FY 2019-20 due to Covid-19. Hence the 

construction work on the said roads could not be completed as per schedule. 

The DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. DAC decided to verify the record of work done and 

payment made to the contractors within two weeks.  

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends to recover Liquidated Damages from the concerned contractors and deposit 

the amount into government treasury. 

 (Para #4-SCDA 2020-21) 

2.4.8 Non-refund of tax to Sindh Coastal Development Authority withheld by FBR – 

Rs. 5.925 million 

FBR vide letter No. ACIR/UNIT-05/WHT ZONE-V./RTO-III/2016-17 dated 30.11.2016 

addressed to Project Director/DG Coastal Development Authority requested to furnish information as 

evidence of withholding taxes. FBR further stated that in case of non-compliance penalty shall be 

initiated accordingly. 

Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA) entered into a contract agreement with M/S 

Agha Khan Planning & Building Service (consultant), on 09.03.2016 for execution of community 

relevant interventions such as drinking water supply, culverts, one room school building and solar 

electrification etc. At the time of payment, tax was not deducted as the consultant was declared 

exempted from tax by the FBR. In response to appeal filed by the Authority on 01.01.2017, the 

Commissioner Inland Revenue issued order on 26.04.2017 for annulment of impugned orders and 

directed to verify the facts of case. However, in continuation to the notice served by FBR, referred to 

above, on 24.06.2017 the tax department deducted Rs.5,925,464 from the SCDA’s Bank Account 

No.4105289810 maintained in NBP.  

During Compliance Audit of Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA) Karachi for the 

Financial Year 2020-21, it was observed that despite the orders of annulment by the Competent 

Authority, the management has not claimed the refund amounting to Rs. 5,925,464 withheld by FBR, 

despite lapse of more than four years. 

Audit hold that the management failed to secure the interest of the department and did not take 

up the case for refund of Income Tax. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 16.09.2021. It was replied by the 

management that the Authority is continuously pursuing the said case with FBR through Tax Consultant 

and it is expected to be resolved in due course of time. 

The DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. DAC directed to expedite the issue for early refund 

of the said amount.  

Audit recommends that the management should pursue the refund case with FBR.  
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 (Para #6-SCDA 2020-21) 

2.4.9 Unauthorized use of luxury vehicles due to non-retrieval of vehicles by Sindh 

Coastal Development Authority from ex-ministers and ex-DGs - Rs. 13.805 

million (estimated) 

According to GFR 23, every Government officer should realize fully and clearly that he will be 

held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or negligence on his 

part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or negligence 

on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown that he contributed 

to the loss by his own action or negligence.  

The record/ detail of vehicles provided by Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA) 

revealed that out of total 22 vehicles, 02 were off road, 11 were used by Secretary office / ex-officers 

and only 09 were used by the SCDA.  

During Compliance Audit of Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA) Karachi for the 

Financial Year 2020-21, it was observed that vehicles were not retrieved from ex-Ministers and ex-DGs 

of SCDA. The details of valuable vehicles being irregularly used are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

S# 
Vehicle 

No 
Make & Model Allocated to Estimated Cost 

1. GSA-183 Toyota Avanza 2011 

 

Ex-Minister 

ECC&CDD 

1.960 

2. GSA-577 
Toyota Double Cabin 

2012 
4.700 

3. GS-9949 Toyota Corolla 2007 1.175 

4. GS-9721 
Toyota Double Cabin 

2011  
Ex-DG SCDA 

3.250 

5. GS-7710 Mitsubishi Double Cabin 2.720 

Total (Rs.) 13.805 

Audit holds that the ex-officers of the department were not unauthorized to use the vehicles. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 16.09.2021. The management replied that 

the Authority is approaching to recover the said vehicles. 

The DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. DAC directed to convey the audit observation to 

the higher authorities for the recovery of the said vehicles. 

Audit recommends to retrieve the vehicles from Ex-officials. 
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 (Para #7-SCDA 2020-21) 

2.4.10 Non-revalidation of expired security advances by Sindh Coastal Development 

Authority – Rs. 7.343 million 

According to the contract agreements, the contractor was required to submit the 6% retention 

money and 4% security advance for execution of work. 

Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA) initiated the execution of work of construction 

of 19 different roads by the contractors under the scheme “Improvement of Major Fishermen’s 

Settlements (IMFS)”. 6% retention money and 4% bid security (converted into security advance) for 

these projects were received in the shape of Pay Orders. These Pay Orders were valid for 6 to 12 months. 

During Compliance Audit of Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA) Karachi for the 

Financial Year 2020-21, it was observed that due to delay in completion of works, most of the Pay 

Orders costing Rs. 7,343,226 were expired, thus the instruments were not serving the purpose. Details 

are at Annex-V. 

Audit holds that the Authority failed to secure the interest of the government. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 16.09.2021. It was replied by the 

management that the contractors were approached for revalidation of the pay orders and same have been 

re-validated. The aforementioned amounts are returned to contractor after three months of completion 

of the work awarded to them as per satisfactory completion report submitted by the XEN with the 

approval of competent authority. 

The DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. DAC decided that to verify the Re-validated Pay 

Orders within two weeks. 

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends that security advance should be revalidated and the matter be looked into 

by the management. 

 (Para #11-SCDA 2020-21) 

2.4.11 Payment to the contractors by Sindh Coastal Development Authority without 

submission of running abstract bills - Rs. 62.139 million 

According to Para 4.9.4.13 of Accounting Policies and Procedures Manual (APPM), the 

Divisional Account Officer shall certify and authorize the bill and ensure that the bill is complete. 

Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA) invited bids under the scheme “Improvement 

of Major Fishermen’s Settlements & Rehabilitation of Flood Affected Areas in Coastal Areas on 

Thatha, Sujawal & Badin District (IMFS)”, on 16.02.2018 for the construction of 19 roads. 

During Compliance Audit of Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA) Karachi for the 

Financial Year 2020-21, while checking the payments to the contractors against the works mentioned 

above, it was observed that payments for work done amounting to Rs.62,138,711 were made to the 

contractors without preparation and verification of bills. Details are at Annex-W. Moreover, the 

measurement books were also not signed and verified by the contractors and Divisional Accounts 

Officer due to which the authenticity of work cannot be verified. 
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Audit holds that the payment to the contractors without presenting the bills was against rules 

and thus irregular. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 17.09.2021. It was replied that payments for 

work done amounting to Rs. 62.138 million was made to the contractors after verification of the bills.  

Further, it is clarified that payment to contractors was made after recording the MB by the Assistant 

Engineer which is being verified by the Project Manager/DD (Engg) thereafter, bills were submitted to 

DG, SCDA being the PD of the Project and payment was made to contractors after completing all codal 

formalities. 

The DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. DAC decided to verify the record related to running 

bills within two weeks. 

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter and share outcome with 

Audit. 

 (Para #14-SCDA 2020-21) 

2.4.12 Non-preparation of annual appropriation accounts by Sindh Coastal 

Development Authority 

According to para 3.3.14.1 of Accounting Policies and Procedures Manual (APPM), all self-

accounting entities shall prepare and publish their Annual Appropriation Accounts duly certified by the 

DGs of Audit. 

Annual Appropriation Accounts are required to be prepared and presented to Audit as per 

government rules and policies. 

During Compliance Audit of Sindh Coastal Development Authority (SCDA) Karachi for the 

Financial Year 2020-21, Annual Appropriation Accounts were demanded being self-accounting entity, 

but the management could not produce the same. This indicates that Annual Appropriation Accounts of 

SCDA were not prepared by the entity.  

Audit holds that non-preparation of Annual Appropriation Accounts was a lapse on part of the 

management and against the rules. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 17.09.2021. It was replied by the 

management that Annual Appropriation Accounts of Development and Non-Development Budget of 

SCDA are being updated at the closing of every financial year. The Annual Appropriation Accounts for 

the financial 2020-21 were shown to Audit for verification during the course of Audit. 

The DAC meeting was held on 06.12.2021. DAC decided to verify the Budget allocation 

(Headwise breakup - Non-Development) and expenditure incurred during the financial year 2020-21 

within two weeks. 

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends that Annual Appropriation Accounts as per the prescribed format should be 

prepared and produced to Audit. 

 (Para #15-SCDA 2020-21)  
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Value for money and service delivery issues 

2.4.13 Non-utilization of Sindh Sustainable Development Fund by Sindh 

Environmental Protection Agency – Rs. 189.612 million 

According to Sub-section (3) of Section 8 of SEPA Act, 2014, the Sindh Sustainable 

Development Fund shall be utilized for providing financial assistance to the projects for protection, 

conservation, rehabilitation and improvement of the environment; prevention and control of pollution 

and sustainable development. 

Furthermore, Sub-section (6) of Section 9 of the Act states that the Board shall constitute 

committees of its members to undertake regular monitoring of projects financed from the Sindh 

Sustainable Development Fund and to submit progress reports to the Board. Moreover, as per section 

9(5)(b), the Board shall have power to invest this money in such profit bearing government bonds, 

saving schemes and securities as it may deem suitable. 

Sindh Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) established a fund named “Sindh Sustainable 

Development Fund”. As of 30th June 2021, an amount of Rs.189.612 million was accumulated in the 

Fund.  

During audit of Sindh EPA for Financial Year 2020-21, it was observed that the said funds were 

neither utilized for environmental purposes nor invested in profitable securities or bonds.  

Audit holds that the failure on part of the management to utilize the funds for the stated purposes 

resulted in non-achievement of the objectives of the Fund.  

Initial audit observation was issued on 31.08.2021. In reply the management stated that as per 

Finance Department’s advice the funds were invested in Daily Product profit basis Account.  

The reply cannot be accepted as the funds were required to be invested in profit bearing 

government bonds or saving schemes or securities as per government rules, which was not done by the 

management. 

The DAC meeting was held on 07.12.2021. DAC decided that utilization of Sindh Sustainable 

Development Fund should be made as per the Sindh government instructions and Finance Department 

advice.  

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter as per rules and 

government policy. 

 (Para #08-SEPA 2020-21) 

Others 

2.4.14 Non-issuance of annual environmental report and failure to undertake research 

& development for protection of environment by Sindh Environmental 

Protection Agency  

 According to section 6(1)(d) of SEPA Act, 2014, the SEPA shall prepare and publish an Annual 

Environmental Report on the state of environment in the province. Furthermore, as per section 6(1)(i) 

of the same Act, SEP A shall take measures to promote research and development for protection of 

environment and sustainable development. 

Audit requested the management of Sindh Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) to 

provide the Annual Environmental Report and details of measures taken by the Agency to promote 
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R&D for protection of environment. However, neither the report nor the details of measures taken were 

provided to Audit.  

During Compliance Audit of Sindh Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) for the Financial 

Year 2020-21, it was observed that neither any such report was published nor R&D work was initiated 

by the Agency in violation of the Act. 

Audit holds that management failed to publish the Annual Report and promote Research & 

Development work for protection of environment in Sindh Province. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 31.08.2021. In reply, the management stated that the 

Audit team has rightly pointed out the important task of Agency. It was assured that serious efforts will 

be made at the time of preparation of SNE 2022-23 and the Finance Department will be approached to 

allocate funds for Research & Development.  

The DAC meeting was held on 07.12.2021. DAC decided to the prepare Annual Report. 

No report was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends that SEPA should prepare Annual Environmental Report. Besides, Research 

and Development should also be undertaken for protection of environment and sustainable development 

as required under the Act.  

 (Para #02-SEPA 2020-21) 

2.4.15 Non-preparation of annual statement of accounts and holding of quarterly 

meetings of Sindh Sustainable Development Fund Board by Sindh 

Environmental Protection Agency  

According to rule 3(i) of Sindh Sustainable Development Fund (Procedure and Utilization) 

Rules, 2014, “the Board shall meet as often as necessary but shall at least once in each quarter.” 

Furthermore, as per section 10(1) of SEPA Act 2014, the Agency shall prepare annual statement of 

accounts of Sindh Sustainable Development Fund.  

The management of Sindh Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) was requested to provide 

minutes of quarterly meetings and Annual Statement of Accounts of Sindh Sustainable Development 

Fund. However, the same was not available on record. 

During compliance audit of Sindh Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) for the Financial 

Year 2020-21, neither the Annual Statement of Accounts was provided nor the minutes of meeting of 

the Sindh Sustainable Development Fund Board produced to Audit for scrutiny. 

Audit holds that non maintenance of Annual Statement of Accounts was violation of 

Sustainable Development Fund Rules, 2014. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 31.08.2021. In reply, the management stated that the 

Sindh Sustainable Development Fund Board had not been notified yet.  

The DAC meeting was held on 07.12.2021. DAC decided to prepare annual statement of 

accounts and efforts shall be made to notify appointment of the non-official members for the SSDF 

within two weeks.  

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization of 

the report. 
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Audit recommends to prepare Annual Statement of Accounts and to ensure holding of quarterly 

meetings of Sindh Sustainable Development Fund Board as required under the rules. 

 (Para #03-SEPA 2020-21) 

2.4.16 Non-functioning of Sindh Environmental Protection Council 

According to section 3(4)(5) and 4(1)(b)(d)(h) of Sindh Environmental Protection Agency 

Act, 2014,  

i. The Sindh Environmental Protection Council shall frame its own Rules of 

Procedure. 

ii. The Council shall hold meetings, as and when necessary, but not less than two 

meetings, shall be held in a year.  

iii. The Council shall approve comprehensive provincial environmental and 

sustainable development policies.  

iv. The Council shall provide guidelines for the protection and conservation of species.  

v. The Council shall provide guidelines for biosafety and for the use of genetically 

modified organism.  

During audit of Sindh Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) for the Financial Year 2020-

21, it was requested to provide details regarding Rules of Procedures, meetings, approval of sustainable 

development policies, guidelines for protection of species and for biosafety conducted by the Council 

during the year. In response, it was intimated that the Council has not performed these activities/ 

functions. 

Audit holds that as per SEPA Act, 2014, the above-mentioned activities were required to be 

conducted by the Council. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 31.08.2021. In reply the management stated that in CPD 378 of 

2018 titled ‘SITE Association versus the Province of Sindh’, the honorable Sindh High Court on 

16.01.2018 has given a stay order and the matter is sub-judice. 

The DAC meeting was held on 07.12.2021. DAC observed that the matter was sub-judice 

before the Honourable High Court, Sindh and the outcome be shared after final decision of court.  

Audit recommends that suitable measures should be taken to pursue the case. Moreover, the 

Sindh Environmental Protection Council should be made functional as per the Act. 

(Para #05-SEPA 2020-21) 

2.4.17 Improper disposal of hazardous hospital waste due to non-availability of landfill 

sites and inaction by the Sindh Environmental Protection Agency  

According to rule 2(f) of Sindh Hospital Waste Management Rules, “Hospital waste" includes 

any waste which is generated during the diagnosis, treatment or immunization of human beings or 

animals or in research activities or in the cleaning of medical equipment, supplies and accessories 

pertaining thereto or in the production or testing of biological, and including categories mentioned in 

Schedule I”. Such hazardous waste should be disposed of at land fill sites. 

On 02.05.2018, in the honorable Court of Judicial Magistrate-I, Mirpurkhas, the Chief 

Municipal Officer and Municipal Committee Mirpurkhas gave the undertaking that the landfill sites 

will be prepared in the region of Mirpurkhas. 
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In the region of Mirpurkhas, the Civil Judge & Judicial Magistrate-I imposed penalty on the 

management of hospitals (Maria Medical Complex & Al-Shifa Medical Center MPS) to deposit 

Rs.10,000 each as a fine on account of improper disposal of hospital waste.  

During audit of SEPA Regional Office Mirpurkhas for the Financial Years 2018-21, it  was 

observed that despite given the undertaking by the Chief Municipal Officer, Municipal Committee 

Mirpurkhas dated 02.05.2018, no landfill sites was developed in the region of Mirpurkhas and EPA 

did not made efforts to resolve the matter. 

Audit holds that waste was not disposed-off properly as per the SOPs and regulations. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 05.09.2021. In reply the management stated that said 

issue was brought into the notice of District administration. Director General SEPA requested to take 

up matter with higher authorities of Local Government to notify the Land Fill Site at Mirpurkhas.  

The DAC meeting was held on 07.12.2021. DAC decided that efforts/steps should be initiated 

for the installation of Incinerator Plant in District Mirpurkhas, Sindh with the coordination of local 

District Administration. 

Audit recommends that landfill site should be developed and hospital waste be properly 

disposed off. 

 (Para #1-R/O EPA Mirpurkhas 2018-21) 

2.4.18 Non submission of post monitoring reports by the independent monitoring 

consultants and inaction by Sindh Environmental Protection Agency 

According to the para 5 ( c ) of decision letter/ NOC issued by the Regional Office 

Mirpurkhas issued vide No.EPA/ROM/IEE/21/2021 dated 21.01.2021, the proponent shall hire an 

independent monitoring consultant having experience in carrying out environmental Monitoring of the 

projects who will submit quarterly reports. 

During audit of SEPA Regional Office Mirpurkhas for the Financial Years 2018-21, quarterly 

post monitoring reports by the Independent Monitoring Consultants (IMC) were demanded but the 

management could not produce the same. Details are attached at Annex-X. This shows that the 

quarterly monitoring of the projects was not conducted by the consultants.  

Audit holds that due to non-conducting of monitoring, the Regional Office was not in a 

position to judge the performance of proponents. This was a serious lapse on the part of the 

management. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 05.09.2021. In reply the management stated that the 

proponents of the projects were called for explanation and reasons of delay in submission of Post 

monitoring Reports. 

The DAC meeting was held on 07.12.2021. DAC decided to submit the post monitoring 

report through Independent Monitoring Consultants having experience in the relevant field of all the 

projects under jurisdiction of Mirpurkhas, within two weeks for verification. 

No record was produced by the department in compliance of DAC decision till finalization 

of the report. 

Audit recommends that quarterly post monitoring report prepared by independent 

monitoring consultant should be obtained from the proponents. 
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 (Para #6-R/O EPA Mirpurkhas 2018-21) 
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Annexures 

Annexure (Related to Paras) 

Annexure-A 

            (Para # 1.4.1) 

Irregular payment on account of TA/DA – Rs. 1.429 million 

S. 
No 

Name/ designation 
Date 
From 

Date To 
Place of 
Visit 

Days 
Amount 

(Rs.) 
Remarks 

1 Zahid Ahmed- SO 
27-
Aug-19 

27-Aug-
19 

Islamabad 1 
      

40,540  
No meeting attendance certificate at 
NDMA, Islamabad 

2 Sarfaraz Farooqi – SO 
2-Jan-
20 

5-Jan-20 Sukkur 4 
      

33,400  

Extra mileage Rs 10 per KM instead 
Rs 2.5, no attendance certificate at 
commissioner Sukkur office (GS-623 
corolla vehicle also allotted but 
enjoying mileage charges)   

3 Sarfaraz Farooqi – SO 
19-
Dec-19 

22-Dec-
19 

Ghotki 4 
      

30,000  

700 km instead 540 km, extra 
mileage rate Rs 10 instead Rs 2.5, no 
any evidence for attendance at 
Ghotki Katchri 

4 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

3-Dec-
19 

3-Dec-19 Mithi 1 
        

4,960  
No approval by competent authority 
(one day trip) charged 2adily  

5 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

10-
Dec-19 

10-Dec-
19 

Sanghar 1 
        

4,960  
-do- 

6 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

20-
Dec-19 

22-Dec-
19 

Ghotki 3 
      

14,880  
Entitled only 3 daily but charged 6 
daily , no approval 

7 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

29-
Dec-19 

29-Dec-
19 

Hyderabad 1 
        

6,560  
No approval  

8 Sarfaraz Farooqi – SO 
11-
Dec-19 

17-Dec-
19 

Sukkur 7 
      

49,200  

Rs 10 per Km (1000 km) mileage 
instead of Rs 2.5, no any meeting or 
purpose 

9 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

2-Jan-
20 

2-Jan-20 Thatta 1 4960 
Charged 02 daily for one day, no 
approved tour 

10 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

10-Jan-
20 

10-Jan-
20 

Badin 1 4960 Charged 02 daily for one day 

11 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

21-Jan-
20 

23-Jan-
20 

Sukkur 2 
        

13120 
Charged 4 special daily instead of 02, 
no approval for tour 

12 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

29-Jan-
20 

29-Jan-
20 

Hyderabad 1 
        

6,560  
No approval, charged 02 special 
daily instead of 01 

13 Mir Hassan- chowkidar 
16-Feb-
20 

21-Feb-
20 

Islamabad 6 
      

19,200  
No any reason for visit 

14 Sarfaraz Farooqi – SO 
16-Feb-
20 

21-Feb-
20 

Islamabad 6 
      

71,200  

No attendance at DG audit. Visit for 
collection of DAC minutes. Charged 
3200 km at 10 instead 2.5 per KM 

15 
Mujeebur Rehman- 
Driver 

16-Feb-
20 

21-Feb-
20 

Islamabad 6 
      

19,200  
No any reason for visit 

16 Akhtar Ali- NQ 
16-Feb-
20 

21-Feb-
20 

Islamabad 6 
      

19,200  

05 days at Islamabad to collect DAC 
minutes (doubtful) no any attendance 
certificate, claimed 3200 km instead 
of 2800 km 

17 Sarfaraz Farooqi  - SO 
23-
Mar-20 

1-Apr-20 Sukkur 10 
      

66,000  

No any duty certificate at quarantine 
center sukkur, charged 1000KM*10 
instead of 2.5, also has allotted govt: 
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vehicle GS 623 corolla. Charged 20 
daily 2800 per daily for 09 days 

18 Sarfaraz Farooqi – SO 
23-Apr-
20 

1-May-
20 

Sukkur 9 
      

60,400  

No any duty certificate at quarantine 
center sukkur, charged 1000KM*10 
instead of 2.5, also has allotted govt: 
vehicle GS 623 corolla. Charged 18 
daily 2800 per daily for 09 days 

19 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

4-Nov-
19 

4-Nov-19 Thatta 1 
        

4,960 
No approval, 2daily instead of 01 

20 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

12-
Nov-19 

12-Nov-
19 

Badin 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

21 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

18-
Nov-19 

20-Nov-
19 

Sukkur 3 
      

13,120 
-do 

22 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

26-
Nov-19 

26-Nov-
19 

Hyderabad 1 
        

6,560 
-do- 

23 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

3-Mar-
20 

4-Mar-20 Qamber 2 
        

4,960 
-do- 

24 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

4-Mar-
20 

4-Mar-20 Dadu 1 
        

2,480 
-do- 

25 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

4-Mar-
20 

5-Mar-20 Dadu 2 
        

4,960 
-do- 

26 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

11-
Mar-20 

11-Mar-
20 

Sanghar 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

27 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

17-
Mar-20 

17-Mar-
20 

Mirpurkhas 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

28 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

20-
Mar-20 

20-Mar-
20 

Umerkot 1 
        

2,480 
-do- 

29 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

24-
Mar-20 

25-Mar-
20 

Khairpur 2 
        

4,960 
-do- 

30 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

25-
Mar-20 

25-Mar-
20 

Nawabshah 1 
        

2,480 
-do- 

31 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

28-
Mar-20 

28-Mar-
20 

Nawabshah 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

32 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

2-Jun-
20 

2-Jun-20 T.A Yar 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

33 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

4-Jun-
20 

4-Jun-20 Jamshoro 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

34 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

9-Jun-
20 

9-Jun-20 Hyderabad 1 
        

6,560 
-do- 

35 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

5-May-
20 

5-May-
20 

Mithi 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

36 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

8-May-
20 

8-May-
20 

Badin 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

37 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

15-
May-20 

15-May-
20 

T.M Khan 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

38 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

20-
May-20 

20-May-
20 

Thatta 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

39 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

21-
May-20 

21-May-
20 

Sajawal 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

40 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

3-Sep-
19 

3-Sep-19 Thatta 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 
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41 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

11-Sep-
19 

11-Sep-
19 

Badin 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

42 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

18-Sep-
19 

19-Sep-
19 

Sukkur 2 
        

6,560 
-do- 

43 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

19-Sep-
19 

20-Sep-
19 

Karachi 2 
        

6,560 
-do- 

44 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

26-Sep-
19 

26-Sep-
19 

Karachi 2 
        

6,560 
-do- 

45 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

5-Aug-
19 

5-Aug-19 Hyderabad 1 
        

6,560 
-do- 

46 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

19-
Aug-19 

19-Aug-
19 

Badin 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

47 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

26-
Aug-19 

26-Aug-
19 

Mithi 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

48 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

3-Oct-
19 

3-Oct-19 Mithi 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

49 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

10-Oct-
19 

10-Oct-
19 

Mirpurkhas 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

50 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

20-Oct-
19 

21-Oct-
19 

Larkana 2 
        

6,560 
-do- 

51 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

21-Oct-
19 

22-Oct-
19 

Larkana 2 
        

6,560 
-do- 

52 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

29-Oct-
19 

29-Oct-
19 

Hyderabad 1 
        

6,560 
-do- 

53 
Mr. Majid Shafi- 
Assistant 

24-Apr-
20 

1-May-
20 

Sukkur 8 
      

54,200 
No attendance at quarantine center 
Sukkur, extra mileage and Daily  

54 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

8-Jul-
19 

8-Jul-19 Mithi 1 
        

4,960 
No approved program 

55 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

16-Jul-
19 

16-Jul-19 Badin 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

56 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

22-Jul-
19 

22-Jul-19 Gorakh Hill 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

57 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

24-Jul-
19 

24-Jul-19 Gorakh Hill 1 
        

4,960 
-do- 

58 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

29-Jul-
19 

29-Jul-19 Hyderabad 1 
        

6,560 
-do- 

59 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

2-Apr-
20 

3-Apr-20 Ghotki 2 
        

4,960 
-do- 

60 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

3-Apr-
20 

3-Apr-20 Sukkur 1 
        

3,280 
-do- 

61 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

3-Apr-
20 

4-Apr-20 Karachi 2 
        

6,560 
-do- 

62 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

8-Apr-
20 

9-Apr-20 Jacobabad 2 
        

4,960 
-do- 

63 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

9-Apr-
20 

9-Apr-20 Kashmore 1 
        

2,480 
-do- 

64 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

9-Apr-
20 

10-Apr-
20 

Karachi 2 
        

6,560 
-do- 

65 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

14-Apr-
20 

15-Apr-
20 

Shikarpur 2 
        

4,960 
-do- 
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66 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

15-Apr-
20 

15-Apr-
20 

Larkana 1 
        

2,480 
-do- 

67 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

15-Apr-
20 

16-Apr-
20 

Karachi 2 
        

6,560 
-do- 

68 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

22-Apr-
20 

22-Apr-
20 

Hyderabad 1 
        

6,560 
-do- 

69 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secretary 

27-Apr-
20 

27-Apr-
20 

Hyderabad 1 
        

6,560 
-do- 

Total (A)  789,580  

 

S. 
No 

Year 2020-21 

1 Majid Shafi- Asst: 
16-Jan-
21 

17-Jan-
21 

Islamabad 2 67,840 

No purpose of visit & attendance 
certificate, extra mileage 10 rupees 
instead of 2.5, claimed 3200 KM 
instead of 2800 KM, extra dailies 

2 Sobia Abid- SO 
3-Mar-
21 

10-Mar-
21 

Sukkur 2 54,800 

Extra mileage Rs 10 per KM instead 
of 2.5, no any attendance, already  
enjoying Govt: vehicle GS-623 
corolla but charged mileage. No any 
receiving of goods evidence. 

3 Sobia Abid- SO 
14-
Mar-21 

21-Mar-
21 

Larkana 2 54,800 

Same above but there is no any 
PDMA warehouse functional at 
Larkana, how officer has collected 
relief goods.  

4 Sajid Ali- SO 
4-Apr-
21 

9-Apr-21 Hyderabad 6 38,200  

Charged mileage Rs 10 per km 
instead of Govt: vehicle GSC-7049, 
no any evidence of items received 
from PDMA warehouse Hyderabad. 
Charge 14 daily 

5 Sajid Ali- SO 
9-Apr-
21 

9-Apr-21 Hyderabad 1 4,600  
No approved program by competent 
authority, extra 1 daily charged 

6 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

3-Sep-
20 

3-Sep-20 Mithi 1 4,960  -do- 

7 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

10-Sep-
20 

10-Sep-
20 

Mirpurkhas 1 4,960  -do- 

8 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

14-Sep-
20 

14-Sep-
20 

Larkana 1 6,560  -do- 

9 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

15-Sep-
20 

15-Sep-
20 

Larkana 1 6,560  -do- 

10 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

22-Sep-
20 

23-Sep-
20 

Hyderabad 2 6,560  -do- 

11 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

24-Sep-
20 

24-Sep-
20 

Hyderabad 2 6,560  -do- 

12 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

28-Sep-
20 

28-Sep-
20 

Ghotki 1 4,960  -do- 

13 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

29-Sep-
20 

29-Sep-
20 

Ghotki 1 4,960  -do- 

14 Nazakat Ahmed- DS 
1-Jul-
20 

8-Jul-20 Islamabad 08 57,200 

No attendance certificate from 
NDMA and no evidence of material 
collection, extra mileage Rs 10 
instead of Rs 2.5, extra km charged 
3600 instead of 2800. Govt: vehicle 
GSD-932 also allotted to officer, 
charged 20 daily for 08 days 
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15 Nazakat Ahmed- DS 
19-
Aug-20 

20-Aug-
20 

Umarkot 2 14,000 
Mileage charged Rs 10 per KM, 
instead of Govt: vehicle GSD-932. 
extra daily charged  

16 Nazakat Ahmed- DS 
8-Sep-
20 

10-Sep-
20 

Sajawal 3 18,000  -do- 

17 Nazakat Ahmed- DS 
24-Sep-
20 

25-Sep-
20 

Mirpurkhas 3 17,920 -do- 

18 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

2-Jul-
20 

05-Jul-20 Sukkur 4 19,680 No approval by competent authority  

19 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

6-Jul-
20 

6-Jul-20 Mirpurkhas 1 6,560  -do- 

20 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

16-Jul-
20 

18-Jul-20 Larkana 3 13120 -do- 

21 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

22-Jul-
20 

22-Jul-20 Hyderabad 1 6,560  -do- 

22 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

29-Jul-
20 

30-Jul-20 Johi 2 9,920 -do- 

23 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

3-Aug-
20 

5-Aug-20 Sukkur 4 13,120 -do- 

24 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

11-
Aug-20 

11-Aug-
20 

Mirpurkhas 1 6,560  -do- 

25 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

15-
Aug-20 

17-Aug-
20 

Larkana 03 13,120 -do- 

26 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

22-
Aug-20 

22-Aug-
20 

Hyderabad 1 6,560  -do- 

27 
Riaz Hussain Sumro- 
Secr: 

28-
Aug-20 

30-Aug-
20 

Ghotki 03 9,920  -do- 

28 Majid Shafi- Assistant 
12-Sep-
20 

18-Sep-
20 

Larkana 2 45,840 -do- 

29 Sobia Abid- SO 
22-
Dec-20 

26-Dec-
20 

Mirpurkhas 7 
31,600 

 

Extra mileage charges Rs 10 per KM 
instead of Rs 2.5, already officer 
have govt; vehicle. Extra dailies 

30 Sajid Ali- SO  
2-Dec-
20 

5-Dec-20 Sukkur 4 37,750 
Extra mileage charges Rs 10 per KM 
instead of Rs 2.5, already officer 
have govt; vehicle. Extra dailies 

31 Nazakat Ahmed- DS 
12-
Dec-20 

17-Dec-
20 

Larkana 5 45,840 
Extra mileage charges Rs 10 per KM 
instead of Rs 2.5, already officer 
have govt; vehicle. Extra dailies 

Total (B)  639,590  

Grand Total (A+B)    Million 1.429  

 

 Annexure-B 

(Para # 1.4.2) 

Non-deduction of Income Tax and Sindh Sales Tax – Rs. 1.198 million 

S. No 
Months for 

rent 
Amount 

Sindh Sales 

Tax @ 13 

% 

Income Tax on 

Gross Rent as per 

Section 15 of 

Income Tax 

Ordinance, 2001. 

Sindh 

Sales 

Tax 

Deduct

ed and 

Paid 

Income 

Tax 

Deducte

d 

Sindh Sales 

Tax  to be 

recovered 

Income 

Tax   to be 

recovered 
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       (A) (B) 

01 
July 20 to 

Sep:20 
    840,000    109,200        142,340  - -      109,200      142,340  

02 
Oct:20 to 

Dec:20 
    840,000    109,200        142,340  - -      109,200      142,340  

03 
Jan:21 to 

March:21 
    840,000    109,200        142,340  - -      109,200      142,340  

04 April, 2021     280,000     36,400         41,847  - -        36,400        41,847  

05 
May & 

June: 21 
    600,000     78,000        104,500  - -        78,000      104,500  

06 

*Voucher 

were not 

produced 

    600,000     78,000        104,500           78,000      104,500  

TOTAL 4,000,000 520,000 677,867   520,000     677,867  

Total (A+B) Rs. In million 1.198 

 

 

Annexure-C 

(Para # 1.4.3) 

Doubtful expenditure on account of quotations and bills – Rs. 1.393 million 

S.No 
Invoice 

Date 
Bill Date Supplier Name Quotations with Datse 

Bill 

Amount 

Sales 

Tax @ 

17 % 

Gross 

Amount 

(Rs.) 

OTHERS       

1 27-Aug-19 21-Oct-19 Anabia Arsalan 

Anabia Arsalan 20.08.19 

Anus Raza 20.08.19 

Best Rose traders 20.08.19 

13,500 2,295 15,795 

2 17-Aug-19 21-Oct-19 Anabia Arsalan 

Anabia Arsalan 05.08.19 

Anus Raza 05.08.19 

Best Rose traders 05.08.19 

16,020 2,723 18,743 

3 16-Sep-19 21-Oct-19 Anabia Arsalan 

Anabia Arsalan 08.09.19 

Anus Raza 08.09.19 

Best Rose traders 08.09.19 

10,480 1,782 12,262 

4 26-Mar-20 3-May-20 Shareef Associates 

Shareef Associates 24.03.20 

Anabia Arsalan 24.03.20 

Anus Raza 24.03.20 

22,700 3,859 26,559 

5 16-Mar-20 3-May-20 Shareef Associates 

Shareef Associates 15.03.20 

Anabia Arsalan 14.03.20 

Anus Raza 14.03.20 

16,780 2,853 19,633 
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6 11-Mar-20 3-May-20 Shareef Associates 

Shareef Associates 09.03.20 

Anabia Arsalan 09.03.20 

Anus Raza 09.03.20 

18,060 3,070 21,130 

7 4-Mar-20 
Not 

Mentioned 
Shareef Associates 

Shareef Associates 02.03.20 

Anabia Arsalan 02.03.20 

Anus Raza 02.03.20 

20,280 3,448 23,728 

8 31-Mar-20 14-May-20 Shareef Associates 

Shareef Associates 28.03.20 

Anabia Arsalan 28.03.20 

Anus Raza 28.03.20 

22,180 3,771 25,951 

9 6-Jul-20 11-Aug-20 Shareef Associates 

Shareef Associates 03.07.20 

Zebra Expert 03.07.20 

Umair Farooq Co 03.07.20 

23,200 3,944 27,144 

10 5-Aug-20 3-Sep-20 Shareef Associates 

Shareef Associates 03.08.20 

Zebra Expert 03.08.20 

Umair Farooq Co 03.08.20 

18,980 3,227 22,207 

11 5-Sep-20 6-Oct-20 Shareef Associates 

Shareef Associates 03.09.20 

Zebra Expert 03.09.20 

Umair Farooq Co 03.09.20 

22,440 3,815 26,255 

12 25-Sep-20 8-Oct-20 Shareef Associates 

Shareef Associates 23.09.20 

Zebra Expert 23.09.20 

Umair Farooq Co 23.09.20 

19,100 3,247 22,347 

13 19-Sep-20 8-Oct-20 Shareef Associates 

Shareef Associates 17.09.20 

Zebra Expert 17.09.20 

Umair Farooq Co 17.09.20 

16,280 2,768 19,048 

14 15-Dec-20 26-Jan-21 Shareef Associates 

Shareef Associates 11.12.20 

Anus Raza 11.12.20 

Sajid Enterprises 11.12.20 

25,000 4,250 29,250 

15 26-Nov-20 20-Jan-21 Shareef Associates 

Shareef Associates 20.11.20 

Anus Raza 20.11.20 

Sajid Enterprises 20.11.20 

25,200 4,284 29,484 

16 18-Dec-20 20-Jan-21 
Zeenat Jamal 

Associates 

Zeenat Jamal Associates 

15.12.20 

Hadi Associates 15.12.20 

Sajid Enterprises 15.12.20 

24,400 4,148 28,548 

17 29-Mar-21 9-Apr-21 Shareef Associates 

Shareef Associates 27.03.21 

Anus Raza 27.03.21 

Sajid Enterprises 27.03.21 

25,000 4,250 29,250 
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18 26-Mar-21 9-Apr-21 Shareef Associates 

Shareef Associates 24.03.21 

Anus Raza 24.03.21 

Sajid Enterprises 24.03.21 

24,800 4,216 29,016 

19 11-Mar-21 9-Apr-21 
Zeenat Jamal 

Associates 

Zeenat Jamal Associates 

09.03.21 

Hadi Associates 09.03.21 

Sajid Enterprises 09.03.21 

25,320 4,304 29,624 

20 8-Apr-21 12-Apr-21 
Zeenat Jamal 

Associates 

Zeenat Jamal Associates 

06.04.21 

Hadi Associates 06.04.21 

Sajid Enterprises 06.04.21 

25,220 4,287 29,507 

PURCHASE OF HARDWARE       

1 7-Oct-20 No Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 05.10.20 

Anus Raza 05.10.20 

Hadi Associate 05.10.20 

26,000 4,420 30,420 

2 30-Sep-20 13-Oct-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 28.09.20 

Anus Raza 28.09.20 

Hadi Associate 28.09.20 

23,000 3,910 26,910 

3 26-Sep-20 13-Oct-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 24.09.20 

Anus Raza 24.09.20 

Hadi Associate 24.09.20 

22,000 3,740 25,740 

4 9-Oct-20 No Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 07.10.20 

Anus Raza 07.10.20 

Hadi Associate 07.10.20 

19,000 3,230 22,230 

PURCHASE OF UNIFORM       

1 16-Dec-20 20-Jan-21 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 13.12.20 

Hadi Associate 13.12.20 

Sajid Enterprises 13.12.20 

99,960 16,993 116,953 

PURCHASE OF STATIONERY    

1 20-Aug-20 21-Oct-19 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 10.08.19 

Umair Farooq Co 10.08.19 

Shareef Associates 10.08.19 

12,370 2,103 14,473 

2 11-Sep-20 21-Oct-19 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 06.09.19 

Umair Farooq Co 06.09.19 

Shareef Associates 06.09.19 

10,505 1,786 12,291 

3 17-Jan-20 18-Feb-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 07.01.20 

Umair Farooq Co 07.01.20 

Shareef Associates 07.01.20 

18,175 3,090 21,265 
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4 27-Feb-20 3-Apr-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 20.02.20 

Umair Farooq Co 20.02.20 

Shareef Associates 20.02.20 

18,950 3,222 22,172 

5 11-Mar-20 2-May-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 09.03.20 

Umair Farooq Co 09.03.20 

Shareef Associates 09.03.20 

20,800 3,536 24,336 

6 14-Mar-20 2-May-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 12.03.20 

Umair Farooq Co 12.03.20 

Shareef Associates 12.03.20 

14,025 2,384 16,409 

7 28-Mar-20 2-May-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 26.03.20 

Umair Farooq Co 26.03.20 

Shareef Associates 26.03.20 

17,985 3,057 21,042 

8 26-Mar-20 14-May-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 24.03.20 

Umair Farooq Co 24.03.20 

Shareef Associates 24.03.20 

23,500 3,995 27,495 

9 21-Mar-20 14-May-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 19.03.20 

Umair Farooq Co 19.03.20 

Shareef Associates 19.03.20 

23,680 4,026 27,706 

10 26-Feb-21 12-Apr-21 
Shahzain 

Enterprises 

Shahzain Enterprises 

22.02.21 

Anus Raza & Co 22.02.21 

Hadi Associates 22.02.21 

24,400 4,148 28,548 

11 12-Mar-21 12-Apr-21 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 10.03.21 

Zebra Expert 10.03.21 

Umair Farooq Co 10.03.21 

25,000 4,250 29,250 

12 5-Jul-20 11-Aug-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 02.07.20 

Anus Raza & Co 02.07.20 

Hadi Associates  02.07.20 

18,020 3,063 21,083 

13 6-Aug-20 3-Sep-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 04.08.20 

Anus Raza & Co 04.08.20 

Hadi Associates  04.08.20 

17,290 2,939 20,229 

14 10-Sep-20 6-Oct-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 07.09.20 

Anus Raza & Co 07.09.20 

Hadi Associates  07.09.20 

14,690 2,497 17,187 

15 5-Jan-21 12-Mar-21 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 03.01.21 

Zebra Expert 03.01.21 

Umair Farooq Co 03.01.21 

25,000 4,250 29,250 

PURCHASE OF FURNITURE    
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1 14-Oct-20 21-Oct-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 12.10.20 

Sajid Enterprises 12.10.20 

Zebra Expert 12.10.20 

18,000 3,060 21,060 

2 9-Oct-20 21-Oct-20 
Shahzain 

Enterprises 

Shahzain Enterprises 

07.10.20 

Hadi Associates 07.10.20 

Sajid Enterprises 07.07.20 

42,500 7,225 49,725 

3 9-Oct-20 21-Oct-20 Best Rose Traders 
Best Rose Traders 07.10.20 

Sajid Enterprises 07.10.20 
20,000 3,400 23,400 

4 6-Oct-20 21-Oct-20 Best Rose Traders 
Best Rose Traders 04.10.20 

Sajid Enterprises 04.10.20 
20,000 3,400 23,400 

5 6-Oct-20 21-Oct-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 28.09.20 

Sajid Enterprises 28.09.20 

Zebra Expert 28.09.20 

23,000 3,910 26,910 

6 25-Sep-20 6-Oct-20 
Shahzain 

Enterprises 

Shahzain Enterprises 

23.09.20 

Hadi Associates 23.09.20 

Sajid Enterprises 23.09.20 

41,500 7,055 48,555 

7 28-Aug-20 6-Oct-20 
Shahzain 

Enterprises 

Shahzain Enterprises 

25.08.20 

Hadi Associates 25.08.20 

Sajid Enterprises 25.08.20 

41,000 6,970 47,970 

8 20-Aug-20 21-Oct-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 18.08.20 

Sajid Enterprises 17.08.20 

Zebra Expert 17.08.20 

24,000 4,080 28,080 

9 13-Aug-20 21-Oct-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 11.08.20 

Sajid Enterprises 11.08.20 

Zebra Expert 11.08.20 

21,000 3,570 24,570 

10 6-Aug-20 21-Oct-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 04.08.20 

Sajid Enterprises 04.08.20 

Zebra Expert 04.08.20 

24,000 4,080 28,080 

11 22-Jul-20 21-Oct-20 Best Rose Traders 

Best Rose Traders 20.07.20 

Sajid Enterprises 20.07.20 

Zebra Expert 20.07.20 

26,000 4,420 30,420 

Total (Rs.) 1,190,290 202,350 1,392,640 

 

Annexure-D 

(Para # 1.4.4) 

Non-deduction of Sales Tax from CSD - Rs. 2.964 million 
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S. 

No 
Date Invoice Number Particulars 

Retail 

Price 

Price 

inclusive of 

sales tax 

Sales Tax 

to be 

deducted  

01 17-Aug-2020 CSD/20201001/PDMA SINDH Soap 112 Gram 190,171  222,500  32,329  

02 17-Aug-2020 CSD/20201001/PDMA SINDH Ghee 3 Kg 3,006,410  3,517,500  511,090  

03 25-Aug-2020 CSD/20201003/PDMA SINDH 
Ghee Banaspati 

01 Kg 
5,440,000  6,364,800  924,800  

04 25-Aug-2020 CSD/20201003/PDMA SINDH 
Toilet Soap 112 

Gram 
391,111  457,600  66,489  

05 04-Sep-2020 CSD/20201004/PDMA SINDH Ghee 3 kg 2,615,385  3,060,000  444,615  

06 04-Sep-2020 CSD/20201004/PDMA SINDH Soap 100 Gram 188,034  220,000  31,966  

07 11-Sep-2020 CSD/20201005/PDMA SINDH Soap 112 Gram 376,068  440,000  63,932  

08 11-Sep-2020 CSD/20201005/PDMA SINDH Ghee 3 Kg 5,230,769  6,120,000  889,231  

Total (Amount in rupees) 17,437,949  20,402,400  2,964,452 

 

Annexure-E 

(Para # 1.4.5) 

Less deduction of withholding Income Tax – Rs. 2.379 million 

S.No 

 

Financial 

Year  

Supplier Name Gross Value of 

Ghee Purchased 

WHIT 

Deducted @ 

1.5 % 

WHIT Required to 

be deducted @ 4.5 %  

Short Deduction of 

WHIT (Rs.) 

01 2020-21 M/s Roshan Star     16,199,984      243,000        728,999          486,000  

02 2020-21 

M/s Sun Shine Trading 

company       4,000,000   60,000        180,000          120,000  

03 2020-21 

M/s Sharun 

International company         860,000       12,900          38,700            25,800  

04 2020-21 M/s Star Traders       5,300,166          79,502        238,507          159,005  

05 2020-21 

M/s Muhammad Saad & 

Company       2,350,000  35,250        105,750            70,500  

06 2020-21 

M/s Indus Associates & 

Company       5,160,000   77,400        232,200          154,800  

07 2020-21 Zam Entereprises       1,380,000       20,700          62,100            41,400  

08 2020-21 Sawaira Enterprises       8,436,570     126,549        379,646          253,097  

09 2020-21 Karbuild Enterprises     14,244,870     213,673        641,019          427,346  

10 2020-21 Azan Enterprises       9,397,600      140,964        422,892          281,928  

11 2020-21 Logflix Enterprises     11,964,300      179,465        538,394          358,929  

        79,293,490  1,189,402    3,568,207      2,378,805  
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Annexure-F 

(Para # 1.4.8) 

Irregular expenditure on a/c of rent – Rs. 11.698 million 

S 

No. 

Name of Land 

Lord 
Period 

Total 

month 

P.M 

Rent 

Total Amount 

(Rs.) 
Remarks 

01 

Furqan Ahmed 

Khan son Anees 

Ahmed Khan 

October 2020 

to February 

2021 

05 48,8491 2,442,455 

Plot No 26/c main Khayaban e 

Jami Phase Six DHA, Karachi 

(5610 square feet)  

02 -do- 

March 2021 to 

September 

2021 

07 525,127 3,675,889 -do- 

03 -do- -do-   93,459 
Conservancy/ water charges of 

office building 

04 
Mr Umer Farooq 

owner 

August 2020 

February 2021 
07 234,256 1,639,792 

Shed No.08 Ansari Gowdon hawks 

bay road Karachi (8200 Sqt0 

05 -do- 

March 2021 to 

September 

2021 

07 257,682 1,803,774 -do- 

06 *Shaheen traders  
22.08.2020 to 

21.11.2020 
03 510,540 1,531,620 

Kisan Gowdon hawks pay road 

Karachi  

07 *Shaheen traders  
22.11.2020 to 

21.12.2020 
01 510,540 510,540 -do- 

Total  11,697,529  

 

Annexure – G 

(Para # 1.4.10) 

Non-taking of relief items and improper distribution – Rs. 240.476 million 

S. No Bill date Items Firm 
Amount Rs. 

in million 
Ware house 

01 28.09.20 p/o 5000 tents single fly 3*4 meter Pearl associates Islamabad/ 003 49.500 HRF Jamshoro 

02 21.09.20 p/o 4400 tents single fly 3*4 meter  Sabri Textiles Kasur/ 81 43.560 HRF Jamshoro 

03 25.09.20 p/o 5000 tents single fly 3*4 meter  Sabri Textiles Kasur/ 82 49.500 HRF Jamshoro 

04 23.09.20 p/o 4000 Tarpaulin sheets  Time Services Karachi/TE/021/20 12.960 HRF Karahi 

05 05.11.20 p/o 2000 tents single fly 3*4 meter  Ms Swiss “N” scott Karachi/001 19.700 HRF Jamshoro 
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06 29.09.20 p/o 10000 mosquito net Zahra Tents Kasur-03/2020 6.500 HRF Jamshoro 

07 16.09.20 p/o 1000 tents single fly 3*4 meter  Zahra Tents Kasur-01/2020 9.900 HRF Jamshoro 

08 21,28.09.20 p/o 4935 mosquito nets for animals 
Paramount Tarpaulin Industries 

Karachi 
48.856 HRF Jamshoro 

Total  240.476  

 

 

Annexure – H 

(Para # 1.4.11) 

Unauthentic procurement of relief items – Rs.571.848 million 

 

S 

#. 

Supplier/ 

firm 

Admini

strative 

approv

al date 

Invitati

on for 

quotati

on 

Quotation 

dates  

Work 

Order 

Date 

Item 

received 

on 

Bill date 

Items 

purchas

ed 

2020.21 

Quantit

y 

purchas

ed 

Rate 
Total 

(Rs.) 

01 

CSD 

Rawalpind

i 

25.08.20 09.08.20 

09.08.20 

single 

quotation 

09.08.20 
10 to 14 

aug 2020 
17.08.20 

Ration 

bag 

        

5,000  

              

2,226  

          

11,028,000  

02 

CSD 

Rawalpind

i 

26.08.20 13.08.20 

13.08.20 

CSD, 

Imtiaz 

 

13/25/27 

08.2020 

16  to 23 

sep 20 
25.08.20 

Ration 

bag 

      

25,400  

              

2,050  

          

52,070,000  

03 
Indus 

Associates 
04.09.20 29.08.20 02.09.20 04.09.2020 

04 to 09 

sep 20 
24.09.20 

Ration 

bag 

      

15,000  

              

2,230  

          

33,450,000  

04 
Sawaira 

Enterprises 
04.09.20 29.08.20 02.09.20 04.09.2020 22.09.20 

21, 

30.09.20/0

4.11.20 

Ration 

bag 

      

15,000  

              

2,230  

          

33,450,000  

05 
Roshan 

Star co 
04.09.20 29.08.20 02.09.20 04.09.2020 

04 to 

10.09.20 
18.09.20 

Ration 

bag 

      

15,000  

              

2,230  

          

33,450,000  

06 
Karbuild 

Enterprises 
04.09.20 29.08.20 02.0920 04.09.2020 

05 to 

14.09.20 
21.09.20 

Ration 

bag 

      

15,000  

              

2,230  

          

33,450,000  

07 

Azan 

Enterprises

/ amir 

04.09.20 29.08.20 02.09.20 04.09.2020 
12 to 

16.09.20 
22.09.20 

Ration 

bag 

      

10,000  

              

2,230  

          

22,300,000  

08 Logflix 04.09.20 29.08.20 02.09.20 04.09.2020 
08 to 

15.09.20 
Nil 

Ration 

bag 

        

6,000  

              

2,230  

          

13,380,000  

09 
Roshan 

Star Co. 
09.09.20 29.08.20 02.09.20 09.09.2020 

13 to 

19.09.20 
25.09.20 

Ration 

bag 

      

10,000  

              

2,230  

          

22,300,000  

10 

Star 

Traders / 

Javeed 

09.09.20 29.08.20 02.09.20 09.09.2020 
12 to 

15.09.20 
15.09.20 

Ration 

bag 

        

3,000  

              

2,230  

             

6,690,000  

11 
Sun Shine 

Trading  
09.09.20 29.08.20 02.09.20 09.09.2020 

13 to 

17.09.20 
18.09.20 

Ration 

bag 

      

10,000  

              

2,230  

          

22,300,000  

12 
Pearl 

associates 
31.08.20 30.08.20 30.08.20 01.09.20 07.09.20 09.11.20 

Tarpauli

n sheets 
10000 1414 14140000 
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13 
NeNe 

enterprise  
03.09.20 Nil  03.09.20 04.09.20 8.09.20 Nil  

Dewater

ing 

pumps 

12 395000 4980000 

14 
NeNe 

enterprise  
24.10.20 Nil 24.10.20 26.10.20 28.11.20 01.12.20 

Dewater

ing 

pumps 

07 1128571 7899997 

15 
Pearl 

associates 
01.09.20 29.08.20 31.08.20 01.09.20 

04 to 

05.09.20 
13.09.20 Tents  5000 12592 62960000 

16 
Pearl 

associates 
01.09.20 29.08.20 31.08.20 01.09.20 

11 to 

17.09.20 
18.09.20 Tents  5000 9900 49500000 

17 
Pearl 

associates 
08.09.20 29.08.20 31.08.20 11.09.20 20 to 24.20 28.09.20 Tents  5000 9900 49500000 

18 
Zahra tent 

industry 
01.09.20 29.08.20 30.08.20 01.09.20 

04 to 

12.09.20 
06.09.20 Tents  5000 9900 49500000 

19 
Zahra tent 

industry 
08.09.20 29.08.20 30.08.20 11.09.20 

15 to 

24.09.20 
28.09.20 Tents  5000 9900 49500000 

Total  571.848 
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Annexure – I 

(Para # 1.4.14) 

Irregular appointment of internees as contractual employees – Rs. 11.798 million 

S 

No 
Name of Employees Designation 

Renewal of 

Contract for 

2020.21 

P.M 

Pay 

Total Period 

Calculated 1.7.20 

to 30.6.21 

Total Pay 

Received (Rs.) 

01 Ajay Kummar Sehwani AD B-17 Not renewed 156,,976 12 1,883,712 

02 Abdul Rehman AD B-17 Not renewed 144976 12 1,739,712 

03 Mehtab Hussain Qureshi Asst:B-14 Not renewed 77,484 12 929,808 

04 Alamgir Memon Asst:B-14 Not renewed 71,484 12 857,808 

05 Bashir Ahmed Asst:B-14 Not renewed 71,484 12 857,808 

06 Khadim Buledi Disp: Rider -4 Not renewed 41,231 12 494,772 

07 Naseer Ahmed DriverB4 Not renewed 45,426 12 545,112 

08 Mubarak Driver B-4 Not renewed 45,426 12 545,112 

09 Muhammad Irfan NQ B-1 Not renewed 41,086 12 493,032 

10 Muhammad Shahid NQ B-1 Not renewed 41,086 12 493,032 

11 Tariq Ali NQ B-1 Not renewed 41,086 12 493,032 

12 Abdul Hameed NQ B-1 Not renewed 41,086 12 493,032 

13 Muhammad Sajid NQ B-1 Not renewed 41,086 12 493,032 

14 Muhammad Owais NQ B-1 Not renewed 41,086 12 493,032 

15 Imam Chowkidar Not renewed 41,086 12 493,032 

16 Attaullah Chowkidar Not renewed 41,086 12 493,032 

Total 11,798,100 

 

Annexure-J  

(Para# 1.4.18) 

Non-recovery of stamp duty from the contractors – Rs. 1.586 million 

(Rs. in million) 

S. 

No. 
Name of work Firm/ contractor Contract cost Stamp duty 0.25%  

01 
Community Based Disaster Risk Management  for 

Sindh & piloting of CBDRM activities  

Solution for Development 

Support 
76.545 0.191 

02 
Consultancy services for Capacity Building & 

Training PDMA & DDMA Staff 

Asian Institute of 

Technology 
76.825 0.192 
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03 

MHVRA Study, Development & operationalization 

of web based disaster management Information 

System, Development of MHVRA informed 

disaster management Plan 

SUPARCO Pakistan 198 0.495 

04 
Development of DMIS and establishment of 

Provincial Emergency Operation 

SAPPHIRE Services PVT 

Limited 
54.491 0.136 

05 

Support to line departments for Disaster Risk 

Reduction main streaming in development planning 

under SRP 

Community Resilience 

Initiative  
27.047 0.068 

06 

Corporate SMS, Broadcast of all telecoms, Robo 

calls 30 seconds per pulse, web portal account and 

web API 

ITS Succeeding 

Technologies 
12.32 0.031 

07 p/o Blankets and Mosquito Nets 
Paramount Tarpaulin 

Industries 
51.1 0.128 

08 Refurbishment of PDMA warehouses  TEK Engineering 137.842 0.345 

Total  634.17 1.586 

Annexure-K 

(Para# 1.4.20) 

Irregular purchases on a/c of “Establishment of PDMA CC&C” – Rs. 3.088 m 

S. No Description 
Firm/ 

supplier 
Quantity  Price per unit Total amount (Rs.) 

01 Grand stream video conference CDEC 

M/s Noor 

enterprises 

01 1327387 1,327,387 

02 APC-UPS RT 6000 with dry batteries  01 544927 544,927 

03 Imported executive office Table 01 224951 224,951 

04 Imported executive office Chair 01 124355 124,355 

05 Media wall stands  03 139725 419,175 

06 Side shelf 01 224957 224,957 

07 Office sofa two seated 01 222162 222,162 

Total  3,087,914 

 

Annexure-L 

(Para# 1.4.22) 

Non recovery of Sindh Sales Tax – Rs. 17.919 million 

S. 

No 
Firm  Work  

Payment mode  Payment date Amount 

(Rs) 

01 
Ms TEK 

Engineering 

Lahore 

Refurbishment of 

PDMA Sindh 

10% of contract cost on submission of 

drawing/ plan 

13.11.20 
11,986,264 

02 20% on completion of civil work 10.02.21 23,972,528 
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03 warehouses at 

Jamshoro and Sukkur 

30% on delivery structural work/ 

material  

20.11.20 35,958,792 

04 15% on delivery on sandwich panel at 

Sukkur warehouse  

20.11.20 
17,979,396 

05 15% on delivery on sandwich panel at 

Jamshoro warehouse  

20.11.20 
17,979,396 

06 10% on acceptance certificate in last 22.03.21 11,986,264 

07 15% additional supplies out of original 

contract 

10.02.21 
17,979,396 

Total payment 137,842,036 

 Non deduction of Sindh Sales Tax 13% 17,919,464 

 

Annex –M 

(Para #1.4.26) 

Excess payment to supplier on purchase of 168 ICU Ventilators – Rs. 56.129 million 

S. No Payment date Quantity of Ventilators Cost (Rs.) Remarks 

01 11.06.2020 40% advance (466.701) 186,680,760 Undue favour to Supplier by 

SRP -PDMA COVID-19 

response Procurement 

Committee for fixing rate of 

Swiss Franc according state bank 

conversion rates at the time of 

payment instead fixing rate at the 

time of agreement. 

02 21.09.2020 28 58,330,272 

03 03.12.2020 Less paid in previous bill 3,827,924 

04 28.12.2020 25 75,107,167 

05 11.01.2021 30 64,734,060 

06 16.02.2021 35 75,617,372 

07 05.03.2021 50 58,533,099 

Amount paid using rate of state Bank of Swiss Franc at time of payment 522,830,654 

Amount payable according Medical Procurement Committee of COVID-19 

Pandemic Emergency decision on 21.05.2020 for 168 Ventilators 

466,701,900 

Over paid  56,128,754 

Annexure-N 

(Para #1.4.35) 

Overpayment on a/c of 6 undelivered infusion and 4 Syringe pumps- Rs.798,000 

S.No. S# of Infusion 

Pump (SYS-

6010A) 

S.No. S# of Infusion 

Pump (SYS-

6010A) 

S.No. S# of Infusion 

Pump (SYS-

6010A) 

S.No. S# of Infusion 

Pump (SYS-

6010A) 
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1 0041306 83 64644 165 54359 247 64452 

2 0041321 84 64666 166 54301 248 64637 

3 0041372 85 64694 167 54321 249 64503 

4 0041390 86 64561 168 54345 250 54349 

5 0041420 87 64555 169 54371 251 64385 

6 0041469 88 64552 170 54343 252 64408 

7 0041494 89 64564 171 64383 253 64466 

8 0041620 90 53723 172 54358 254 64540 

9 0041785 91 53673 173 64473 255 64520 

10 0041832 92 53683 174 64390 256 64587 

11 0041912 93 53701 175 64502 257 64576 

12 0041915 94 64574 176 54347 258 64579 

13 0041930 95 64658 177 54355 259 64558 

14 0041992 96 64649 178 64392 260 64543 

15 0042021 97 64604 179 54024 261 64549 

16 0042035 98 64455 180 64457 262 54344 

17 0042067 99 64486 181 54375 263 64411 

18 0042070 100 64416 182 64492 264 54363 

19 0042073 101 64429 183 64430 265 54370 

20 0042096 102 64399 184 64446 266 64519 

21 0042121 103 64488 185 64539 267 64469 

22 0042140 104 64482 186 64412 268 64517 

23 0042189 105 64465 187 64478 269 64511 

24 0042214 106 64434 188 64523 270 64597 

25 0042224 107 54379 189 64426 271 64717 

26 0042226 108 64470 190 64643 272 64726 

27 0042230 109 64402 191 54368 273 64685 

28 0042272 110 64424 192 64607 274 53616 

29 0042276 111 54336 193 64518 275 64615 

30 64531 112 64451 194 64489 276 64593 

31 64406 113 64417 195 64422 277 64468 

32 64476 114 64522 196 64530 278 64654 
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33 64471 115 64609 197 64475 279 64365 

34 64582 116 64533 198 64410 280 64596 

35 64646 117 64554 199 64384 281 64647 

36 64572 118 64619 200 64393 282 64474 

37 64691 119 64516 201 54354 283 64463 

38 53686 120 64631 202 64443 284 64507 

39 53652 121 64657 203 64460 285 64547 

40 53679 122 64528 204 64480 286 64420 

41 53589 123 64557 205 64386 287 64461 

42 64451 124 64577 206 64395 288 54374 

43 64568 125 64494 207 64445 289 64403 

44 64595 126 64418 208 64435 290 64515 

45 64571 127 64456 209 64499 291 54353 

46 64542 128 64632 210 64630 292 64396 

47 64600 129 64617 211 64605 293 54197 

48 64556 130 64431 212 64661 294 64584 

49 64625 131 54369 213 64546 295 64532 

50 64413 132 64427 214 64464 296 64638 

51 64381 133 64409 215 64567 297 64585 

52 54253 134 64438 216 64536 298 64394 

53 64401 135 64454 217 64467 299 54351 

54 64683 136 64449 218 64484 300 64441 

55 64590 137 64433 219 64589 301 64391 

56 64653 138 64437 220 64496 302 64448 

57 64624 139 64444 221 64514 303 64608 

58 54341 140 54323 222 54346 304 64477 

59 54373 141 64400 223 64436 305 64538 

60 6442 142 64387 224 64526 306 64636 

61 64380 143 54350 225 64522 307 64660 

62 64428 144 64405 226 64529 308 64659 

63 64423 145 54356 227 64527 309 64641 

64 64447 146 64692 228 64618 310 64611 
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65 64389 147 64583 229 64656 311 64628 

66 64562 148 54288 230 54372 312 64623 

67 64670 149 64621 231 64472 313 64537 

68 64566 150 64506 232 64498 314 64633 

69 64626 151 64487 233 64408 315 64640 

70 64485 152 64479 234 64521 316 54362 

71 54331 153 64439 235 64559 317 54378 

72 64419 154 64459 236 64565 318 64382 

73 64407 155 64388 237 64580 319 54348 

74 64594 156 64440 238 64525 320 64695 

75 64483 157 54376 239 64541 321 64727 

76 64535 158 64504 240 64598 322 64681 

77 54364 159 64510 241 64491 323 64690 

78 64509 160 64493 242 64504 324 64544 

79 64570 161 54192 243 64588 325 64432 

80 64614 162 54265 244 64505 326 64512 

81 64578 163 64462 245 64533 327 64584 

82 64651 164 54357 246 64591     

Annexure-O 

(Para #1.4.35) 

Overpayment on a/c of 6 undelivered infusion and 4 Syringe pumps- Rs.798,000 

Sr.

No. 

S# of Syringe 

Pump SYS-50 

Sr.

No. 

S# of Syringe 

Pump SYS-50 

Sr.

No. 

S# of Syringe 

Pump SYS-50 

Sr.

No. 

S# of Syringe 

Pump SYS-50 

1 55272 164 55342 327 53562 490 54986 

2 55327 165 55194 328 53553 491 55274 

3 54990 166 55213 329 55036 492 55027 

4 55015 167 55152 330 55148 493 55167 

5 55078 168 55219 331 55308 494 55138 

6 55160 169 55197 332 55247 495 55248 

7 55242 170 585161 333 53478 496 55112 

8 54956 171 55092 334 43074 497 53825 

9 55294 172 55189 335 53740 498 53419 
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10 54976 173 54997 336 53535 499 53555 

11 54999 174 55174 337 53379 500 53291 

12 54976 175 55019 338 42442 501 53507 

13 55215 176 55183 339 53557 502 53308 

14 55409 177 55220 340 42770 503 53739 

15 55062 178 55016 341 53518 504 43142 

16 55156 179 55029 342 53348 505 53382 

17 55051 180 55256 343 53512 506 53500 

18 55149 181 55345 344 53301 507 53934 

19 55163 182 55378 345 53314 508 43109 

20 55139 183 55268 346 42899 509 53380 

21 55537 184 55329 347 54050 510 53357 

22 53969 185 55269 348 53654 511 53683 

23 53835 186 55296 349 55136 512 53561 

24 53554 187 54994 350 55230 513 55131 

25 54982 188 55321 351 55090 514 55140 

26 55088 189 53511 352 55030 515 55166 

27 55122 190 53691 353 53330 516 55082 

28 55188 191 53253 354 53402 517 53504 

29 55282 192 54104 355 53409 518 53701 

30 55170 193 55146 356 53361 519 53424 

31 55293 194 55169 357 55264 520 53677 

32 55312 195 55137 358 55302 521 53300 

33 55040 196 55207 359 55133 522 53963 

34 54957 197 53868 360 55252 523 53417 

35 55017 198 53509 361 55005 524 53373 

36 55283 199 53429 362 55287 525 75873 

37 55236 200 53372 363 55284 526 75908 

38 55199 201 42289 364 55288 527 75886 

39 55223 202 53829 365 55129 528 75836 

40 55238 203 53962 366 55209 529 75840 

41 55255 204 53353 367 55212 530 76007 
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42 54995 205 55058 368 55250 531 75924 

43 55339 206 55072 369 53502 532 75847 

44 55334 207 55081 370 53965 533 76029 

45 55063 208 55124 371 53333 534 75916 

46 55229 209 55038 372 53964 535 75867 

47 55181 210 55198 373 53480 536 75870 

48 55119 211 55022 374 43186 537 75893 

49 55192 212 55134 375 53534 538 76044 

50 55147 213 53484 376 53536 539 75917 

51 55228 214 42288 377 53485 540 76026 

52 55251 215 54091 378 42520 541 75851 

53 55317 216 53837 379 42588 542 75849 

54 55120 217 53505 380 54063 543 76000 

55 55068 218 53959 381 53369 544 75922 

56 55265 219 42578 382 53527 545 75880 

57 55263 220 53854 383 53302 546 75910 

58 55184 221 55158 384 53532 547 76046 

59 55291 222 55060 385 53832 548 76025 

60 55035 223 55037 386 42958 549 75808 

61 55077 224 55306 387 53433 550 75877 

62 55258 225 5527 388 53378 551 75932 

63 55080 226 55117 389 55324 552 75871 

64 55234 227 55257 390 55132 553 76036 

65 55070 228 55240 391 55273 554 75938 

66 55154 229 55123 392 55280 555 75916 

67 54998 230 55231 393 54983 556 76012 

68 55300 231 55217 394 55279 557 75860 

69 55033 232 55046 395 55315 558 75858 

70 55151 233 55144 396 55006 559 75865 

71 55031 234 55128 397 53404 560 75903 

72 55024 235 55187 398 53503 561 76060 

73 55237 236 55050 399 53364 562 75909 
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74 55010 237 53860 400 53239 563 76040 

75 55102 238 53996 401 55206 564 75863 

76 55145 239 43177 402 55114 565 75894 

77 55362 240 53363 403 55075 566 75889 

78 55307 241 53571 404 55130 567 75862 

79 55371 242 43163 405 55210 568 76035 

80 55318 243 54170 406 55303 569 76058 

81 55011 244 53828 407 55159 570 75818 

82 55177 245 53498 408 55097 571 75906 

83 55179 246 53236 409 55266 572 76064 

84 55042 247 53371 410 54980 573 75919 

85 54067 248 53533 411 55316 574 75879 

86 53368 249 55241 412 55311 575 76055 

87 53508 250 53011 413 55370 576 75856 

88 42395 251 55304 414 42483 577 75887 

89 55175 252 43133 415 53359 578 75838 

90 55064 253 55047 416 42786 579 76054 

91 55141 254 55157 417 55356 580 76016 

92 55079 255 55012 418 55004 581 76041 

93 55057 256 55153 419 54958 582 76019 

94 55227 257 53418 420 55335 583 75929 

95 55067 258 54032 421 53358 584 75936 

96 55221 259 24290 422 53423 585 76050 

97 55374 260 53559 423 53569 586 75888 

98 5531 261 55200 424 53684 587 75885 

99 55001 262 55014 425 55276 588 75988 

100 55298 263 55218 426 55246 589 76053 

101 55032 264 55180 427 55162 590 75859 

102 55041 265 55142 428 55295 591 75869 

103 55013 266 55104 429 53844 592 75810 

104 55165 267 55259 430 53568 593 75882 

105 53366 268 55243 431 53411 594 75883 
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106 54014 269 55135 432 42451 595 76011 

107 53540 270 54959 433 53375 596 75926 

108 42988 271 55195 434 54124 597 75866 

109 55115 272 55201 435 54101 598 76001 

110 55056 273 53415 436 53459 599 76033 

111 55076 274 53405 437 42908 600 75815 

112 55066 275 53678 438 53349 601 75853 

113 54960 276 53355 439 53931 602 76020 

114 54992 277 55173 440 53210 603 75861 

115 55262 278 55059 441 53396 604 76056 

116 55325 279 55182 442 53384 605 75807 

117 54920 280 55208 443 53381 606 75832 

118 55172 281 55155 444 53416 607 75819 

119 55048 282 55009 445 53947 608 75821 

120 55196 283 55222 446 43179 609 75809 

121 53449 284 55203 447 53494 610 75822 

122 53457 285 55235 448 53543 611 75814 

123 53456 286 55249 449 53417 612 75817 

124 53426 287 55043 450 53698 613 76034 

125 55103 288 55045 451 53367 614 75811 

126 55211 289 53258 452 53289 615 75857 

127 55233 290 53664 453 53350 616 75896 

128 55020 291 53548 454 53524 617 75900 

129 55098 292 42538 455 53410 618 75848 

130 55191 293 54059 456 53738 619 75833 

131 55116 294 53808 457 42893 620 75891 

132 55053 295 43091 458 53455 621 75826 

133 55348 296 54007 459 53693 622 75933 

134 55309 297 42972 460 53506 623 76004 

135 55372 298 53672 461 53408 624 75820 

136 55320 299 53296 462 53479 625 75823 

137 53448 300 43144 463 53986 626 75831 
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138 54066 301 55244 464 53690 627 75803 

139 153247 302 55239 465 55326 628 75827 

140 53852 303 55168 466 55089 629 75337 

141 55292 304 55178 467 55261 630 75810 

142 55286 305 53422 468 55000 631 76032 

143 5537 306 53824 469 53884 632 76059 

144 55275 307 53428 470 53414 633 76057 

145 55226 308 53566 471 53893 634 76043 

146 55073 309 53526 472 42405 635 76002 

147 55126 310 53488 473 55052 636 75850 

148 55039 311 53515 474 55204 637 75824 

149 53680 312 53688 475 55125 638 75805 

150 53550 313 53362 476 55214 639 75813 

151 53303 314 53425 477 55224 640 75829 

152 53354 315 53311 478 54975 641 75878 

153 42371 316 42619 479 55023 642 75923 

154 53788 317 42509 480 55061 643 75868 

155 53565 318 53556 481 55376 644 75892 

156 53523 319 53552 482 55355 645 75912 

157 54996 320 53544 483 55254 646 75852 

158 55336 321 55028 484 54993 647 75874 

159 55299 322 55100 485 53310 648 53510 

160 55008 323 55190 486 53573 649 42314 

161 55337 324 55107 487 42485     

162 55289 325 53421 488 53376     

163 54965 326 53412 489 55278     

Annexure-P  

(Para# 1.4.36) 

Slow pace of work resulting in delay and non-achievement of set targets 

YEAR-WISE/ COMPONENT - WISE FINANCIAL PHASING 

Subcomponent 1.1. Improving Risk Identification and Using Risk Information for Development Decision-making 
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Description Unit Unit Cost 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 Total (Rs.) 
Remark

s 

Multi Hazard Risk 

Assessment Studies 

Cities and Districts 

20 4,000,000 4,000,000 16,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 80,000,000 
In 

progress 

Analytical work on 

Climate Change and 

Related Risks 

2 8,000,000 
                       

-    
  8,000,000   8,000,000 16,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet 

Analytical Work 

(Cyclones) 
1 8,000,000 

                       

-    
8,000,000       8,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet 

Analytical Work 

(Urban Flooding) 
4 8,000,000 

                       

-    
8,000,000 16,000,000 8,000,000   32,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet 

Analytical Work 

(Drought) 
1 8,000,000 

                       

-    
  8,000,000     8,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet 

Development of 

building Codes and 

awareness 

1 10,000,000 
                       

-    
      10,000,000 10,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet 

Support to line 

departments for 

DRR mainstreaming 

into development 

planning 

1 15,000,000 
                       

-    
    7,500,000 7,500,000 15,000,000 

Complet

ed  

DRM Plans and 

Other Analytical 

Work 

1 12,000,000 
                       

-    
3,000,000 3,000,000 3,000,000 3,000,000 12,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet 

Subtotal Without 

Tax 
  73,000,000 4,000,000 35,000,000 55,000,000 38,500,000 48,500,000 181,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet 

Tax on Services @ 

15 % 
    600,000 5,250,000 8,250,000 5,775,000 7,275,000 27,150,000 

Not 

started 

yet 

Subtotal 1.1     4,600,000 40,250,000 63,250,000 44,275,000 55,775,000 208,150,000   

Subcomponent 1.2. Strengthening Disaster Risk Management Agencies   

  
Uni

t 
Unit Cost 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 Total   

Capacity 

Assessment of 

PDMA Sindh and 

DDMAs 

1 18,000,000 18,000,000 
                       

-    

                       

-    
                       -                           -    18,000,000 

Complet

ed  

CBDRM Plan and 

Piloting 
1 15,000,000                        -    7,500,000 7,500,000                        -                           -    15,000,000 

In 

progress 

Early Warning 

Dissemination 

System 

1 10,000,000                        -    
                       

-    
10,000,000                        -                           -    10,000,000 

In 

progress 

Mobile Operations 

Units 
3 20,000,000                        -    40,000,000 20,000,000                        -                           -    60,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet  

Strengthening 

Provincial and 

Regional EOCs 

6 6,500,000                        -    
                       

-    
13,000,000 13,000,000 13,000,000 39,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet  

Disaster 

Management 

Information System 

1 10,000,000                        -    10,000,000 
                       

-    
                       -                           -    10,000,000 

In 

progress 
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Communication 

System and Allied 

Facilities 

1 15,000,000                        -    7,500,000 7,500,000                        -                           -    15,000,000 
Not yet 

started  

Furniture/ Fixture/ 

Vehicles 
1 25,000,000 8,333,333 8,333,333 8,333,333                        -                           -    25,000,000 

In 

progress 

Establishment of 

Rescue and Relief 

Services 

1 140,000,000                        -    
                       

-    
70,000,000 70,000,000                        -    140,000,000 

Not yet 

started  

Capacity Building 

and Training of 

PDMA and DDMA 

Staff 

1 50,000,000                        -    12,500,000 12,500,000 12,500,000 12,500,000 50,000,000 
In 

progress 

Capacity Building / 

Equipment / 

Furniture/ Fixture 

for DDMAs 

23 5,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 15,000,000 115,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet 

Urban Search and 

Rescue Teams 
5 75,000,000                        -    75,000,000 75,000,000 150,000,000 75,000,000 375,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet 

Subtotal Taxable 

Heads 
    51,333,333 185,833,333 248,833,333 270,500,000 115,500,000 872,000,000   

Tax @ 15 %     7,700,000 27,875,000 37,325,000 40,575,000 17,325,000 130,800,000   

Sub Total With 

Taxes 
    59,033,333 213,708,333 286,158,333 311,075,000 132,825,000 1,002,800,000   

Stock Piles/ Relief 

Goods 
1 245,000,000                        -    61,250,000 61,250,000 61,250,000 61,250,000 245,000,000 

In 

progress 

Land acquisition 

Cost of PDMA 

Sindh 

1 104,000,000 104,000,000 
                       

-    

                       

-    
                       -                           -    104,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet 

Construction Cost 

PDMA Office 
1 95,000,000                        -    47,500,000 47,500,000                        -                           -    95,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet 

Escalation Charges 

on Construction 
                     -                           -    2,850,000 6,175,000                        -                           -    9,025,000 

Not 

started 

yet 

Subtotal Non-

Taxable Heads 
    104,000,000 111,600,000 114,925,000 61,250,000 61,250,000 453,025,000   

Subtotal  1.2     163,033,333 325,308,333 401,083,333 372,325,000 194,075,000 1,455,825,000   

Subcomponent 1.3 Enhancing Fiscal Resilience   

  
Uni

t 
Unit Cost 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 Total (Rs.)   

Fiscal Disaster Risk 

Assessment Study 
1 15,000,000                        -    15,000,000 

                       

-    
                       -                           -    15,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet  

Development of 

Disaster Risk 

Financing Strategy 

1 15,000,000                        -    
                       

-    
15,000,000                        -                           -    15,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet  

Piloting of Risk 

Financing 

Instrument in 

selected areas 

1 280,000,000             -    140,000,000 140,000,000                        -                           -    280,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet  

Support to Sindh 

Provincial Disaster 

Management Fund 

(Bank) 

1 42,000,000                        -    
                       

-    
14,000,000 14,000,000 14,000,000 42,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet  
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Support to Sindh 

Provincial Disaster 

Management Fund 

(GoS) 

1 100,000,000                        -    
                       

-    

                       

-    
50,000,000 50,000,000 100,000,000 

Not 

started 

yet  

Subtotal                            -    155,000,000 169,000,000 64,000,000 64,000,000 452,000,000   

Tax @ 15 %                            -    23,250,000 25,350,000 9,600,000 9,600,000 67,800,000   

Subtotal  1.3                            -    178,250,000 194,350,000 73,600,000 73,600,000 519,800,000   

Grand Total 167,633,333 543,808,333 658,683,333 490,200,000 323,450,000 
2,183,775,0

00 
  

Annexure-Q 

(Para# 1.4.37) 

Delay in submission of deliverables by SUPARCO – Rs. 118.80 million 

S. No Steps 
Schedule of Completion from 

the date signing the Contract 
Status of Step Amount (Rs.) 

01 Mobilization Within 15 Days Completed                    -    

02 Inception Report Within 2 X Months Completed       19,800,000  

03 
Demonstration of Beta Products for pilot 

Districts 
Within 6 X Months Completed       19,800,000  

04 Interim Report 1 Within 12 Months Completed       19,800,000  

05 Interim Report 2 Within 18 Months Not Started       19,800,000  

06 Final Report Within 22 Months Not Started       59,400,000  

07 
Final Deployment of Disaster Management 

Information System 
Within 24 Months Not Started       59,400,000  

Total amount to be paid for consultancy      198,000,000  

Amount Pertaining to Completed Steps        59,400,000  

Amount Pertaining to Steps not started yet      118,800,000  

 

Annexure – R 

(Para# 2.4.2) 

Irregular issuance of NOC by Sindh EPA without inspecting the sites 

Financial 

Year 

Date of Filling of 

IEE 
Name of Project Proponent Site Visits 

2020-21 9 June 2021 

Report of proposed LPG storage and filling 

plant located at Survey #112 at Khrewah on 

Nokot Mithi Road 

Mr. Roshni Riaz Memon Missing 

2020-21 
23 September 

2020 

Three small dams namely Samlee, Sheryoon 

and Paro Jo Wandhio Nangarparker, Distt. 

Mithi 

Mr. Jawed Ahmad Memon Missing 
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2019-20 21 January 2020 
Installation and operation solar power plant 

(1MW) Chhor Cantt. Umer Kot 

Mr. Farman Ahmad Khan 

Lodhi 
Missing 

2020-21 8 March 2021 

Construction and operation of 10 MW coal 

fired (1x10MW steam turbine and boiler) 

Power plant, Islamkot Therparker Sindh 

AGJV Pvt. Ltd 

Missing 

due to 

covid 

2020-21 12 February 2020 
Construction and operation of iron recycling 

plant, Distt. Sanghar 

M/s High Tech Steel 

Industries 
Missing 

2020-21 19 May 2021 

To increase the production, PPL indents to 

carry out work over activities on few 

producing & suspended wells namely Kabir 

X-1,Faiz X-1, Hatim X-1 and Badeel X-1 

and installation of flow lines 

Wells work over line 

Laying Activities in 

Ghambat South Block 

Sindh (PPL) 

Missing 

2018-19 
13 November 

2018 

OGDCL development and production 

activities in Jakhro D&PL, Distt. Sanghar 

Sindh 

OGDCL Islamabad Missing 

2017-18 1 January 2018 
Effluent treatment plant Mirpurkhas Sugar 

Mill Ltd 

1.M/s Mirpurkhas Sugar 

Mills Cogeneration power 

plant. No proper severage 

Missing 

 

Annexure – S 

(Para# 2.4.2) 

Irregular issuance of NOC by Sindh EPA without proponent’s undertakings 

S# 
Financial 

Year 

Date of Filling of 

IEE 
Name of Project Proponent Undertaking 

1 2018-19 20 December 2018 

OGDCL development and production 

activities in Bobi and Dhamrakhi 

mining lease area district Sanghar 

OGDCL Islamabad Missing 

2 2020-21 9 June 2021 

Report of proposed LPG storage and 

filling plant located at Survey #112 at 

Khrewah on Nokot Mithi Road 

Mr. Roshni Riaz Memon Missing 

3 2020-21 23 September 2020 

Three small dams namely Samlee, 

Sheryoon and Paro Jo Wandhio 

Nangarparker, Distt. Mithi 

Mr. Jawed Ahmad Memon Missing 

4 2019-20 21 January 2020 
Installation and operation solar power 

plant (1MW) Chhor Cantt. Umer Kot 

Mr. Farman Ahmad Khan 

Lodhi 
Missing 

5 2020-21 24 November 2020 

Construction and operation of 11 

small dams located in Nagarparkar 

Distt. 

PD SRP Sindh irrigation 

component, Karachi 
Missing 

6 2020-21 8 March 2021 

Construction and operation of 10 MW 

coal fired (1x10MW steam turbine 

and boiler) Power plant, Islamkot 

Therparker Sindh 

AGJV Pvt. Ltd Missing 

7 2020-21 12 February 2020 
Construction and operation of iron 

recycling plant, Distt. Sanghar 

M/s High Tech Steel 

Industries 
Missing 

8 2018-19 13 November 2018 

OGDCL development and production 

activities in Jakhro D&PL, Distt. 

Sanghar Sindh 

OGDCL Islamabad Missing 

9 2018-19 12 November 2018 

OGDCL development and production 

activities in Bitrism West D&PL 

Distt. Sanghar Sindh 

OGDCL Islamabad Missing 
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Annexure – T 

 (Para # 2.4.6) 

Irregular payment of civil works -Rs. 30.142 million 

S #. Name of Contract 
Name of 

Contractor 

Running Bill 

Amount (Rs.) 
Running Bill# 

1 

Construction of road from charch jehan khan-Jatoi farm road mile 

1/5 to village rafiq jat road mile o/0-0/5=1km Taulka jati district 

Sujawal 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
4,432,317 2nd RA 

2 
Construction of road from Nizamani Farm road to Ladiun Kothi 

road mile 0/0-0/3=0.60km Taluka Shah bander district Sujhawal 

M/S Askari 

Enterprises 
461,718 3rd RA 

3 
Construction of road from Rabdino Jat Road to village Karo 

Gungro Road Mile 00-0/5 1.0 km Taluka Jati district Sujawal 

M/S Askari 

Enterprises 
1,533,623 3rd RA 

4 
Construction of road from Dargah Ahmed Shah (Pardesi) road to 

village Haji Dawood Jamali road mile 0/0-0/6=1.20 km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
1,961,919 2nd RA 

5 
Construction from Qadir Dino Shah to Village Mullan Bachan 

Khan Jamali road mile 0/0-0/6=1.2 km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
1,602,419 3rd RA 

6 
Construction of road from Haji Abdul Rahim Jat to Village Qadir 

Baksh Jat 1 km 

M/S Askari 

Enterprises 
4,112,371 1st RA 

7 
Construction of road Rabdino Malyo road to village Haji abrahim 

Mallah via Meendh dino khore road 1.60 km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
2,904,550 4th RA 

8 
Construction of road Mori keti khosa to village Allah dino otho 

road 1.2 km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
237,748 5th RA 

9 
Construction of nooh baran road to village waryam chalko road 1 

km 

M/S Askari 

Enterprises 
4,622,426 Ist RA 

10 
Construction  of road from Jati koti to village Arbab Ismail 

Hingrojo 1.2km 

M/s Yaroo Shah 

& Company 
1,625,046 3rd RA 

11 
Construction of road pir lal bus abro to village Haji Ibrahim Jat 

Road Mile 0/0-1/1=1.80 km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
6,647,794 2nd RA 

Total Rs. 30,141,931  
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  Annexure – U 

            (Para # 2.4.7) 

Non-imposition of liquidated damages charges – Rs. 13.753 million 

S#. Name of Contract 
Name of 

Contractor 

Total 

Amount as 

per Work 

order 

Srart 

Date 

Expected 

Completion 

Date 

Current 

Date 

10% of 

Work 

Done (Rs. 

In M) 

1 

Construction of road from 

chach jehan khan-Jatoi farm 

raod mile 1/5 to village rafiq 

jat road mile o/0-0/5=1km 

Taulka jati district Sujawal 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
7,771,991 

23 April 

2018 

20 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

777,199 

2 

Construction of road from 

Nizamani Farm road to 

Ladiun Kothi road mile 0/0-

0/3=0.60km Taluka Shah 

bander district Sujhawal  

M/S Askari 

Enterprises 
3,344,244 

23 April 

2018 

20 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

334,424 

3 

Construction of road from 

Sikandar Hingorjo road mile 

1/0 to village Ismail Hingrojo 

mile 0/0-0/5=1km Taluka Jati 

district Sujawal 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
4,581,586 

23 April 

2018 
  

10 

September 

2021 

458,159 

4 

Construction of road from 

Rabdino Jat Road to village 

Karo Gungro Road Mile 00-

0/5 1.0 km Taluka Jati 

district Sujawal 

M/S Askari 

Enterprises 
5,414,688 

23 April 

2018 

25 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

541,469 

5 

Construction of road from 

Dargah Ahmed Shah 

(Pardesi) road to village Haji 

Dawood Jamali road mile 

0/0-0/6=1.20 km  

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
6,299,589 

23 April 

2018 

25 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

629,959 

6 

Construction of road from 

Ahsanabad to village meero 

Khashkeli 0.90km 

M/S Askari 

Enterprises 
4,545,161 

23 April 

2018 

25 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

454,516 

7 

Construction of road from 

Jeand zangejo to village 

master hussain mandhro via 

omer  zangejo road 0/0-

1/7=3km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
14,570,619 

23 April 

2018 

25 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

1,457,062 

8 

Construction from Qadir 

Dino Shah to Village Mullan 

Bachan Khan Jamali road 

mile 0/0-0/6=1.2 km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
6,099,053 

23 April 

2018 

25 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

609,905 

9 

Construction of road from 

Haji Abdul Rahim Jat to 

Village Qadir Baksh Jat 1 km  

M/S Askari 

Enterprises 
5,325,695 

23 April 

2018 

25 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

532,570 

10 

Construction of road Rabdino 

Malyo road to village Haji 

abrahim Mallah via Meendh 

dino khore road 1.60 km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
8,221,103 

23 April 

2018 

25 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

822,110 

11 

Construction of road Mori 

keti khosa to village Allah 

dino otho road 1.2 km  

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
6,072,484 

23 April 

2018 

25 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

607,248 
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12 

Construction of road Mirza 

mori to village TAJOO 

/Sajan Jamali road 1.20km  

M/S Askari 

Enterprises 
5,577,193 

23 April 

2018 

25 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

557,719 

13 

Construction of road from 

Tajo Jamali road to village 

Syed Ghulam Hussain 

Badhai road 1.6 km including 

(2x10) bridge 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
9,608,405 

23 April 

2018 

25 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

960,841 

14 

Construction of nooh baran 

road to village waryam 

chalko road 1 km 

M/S Askari 

Enterprises 
5,525,675 

23 April 

2018 

25 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

552,568 

15 

Construction of road from 

Haji Allah dino mandhro to 

Jati village Muhammad 

Umer Jat/ Jabal Jat road 1.4 

km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
7,407,173 

23 April 

2018 

25 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

740,717 

16 

Construction  of raod from 

Jati koti to village Arbab 

Ismail Hingrojo 1.2km 

M/s Yaroo 

Shah & 

Company 

7,275,749 
23 April 

2018 

25 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

727,575 

17 

Construction of road from 

mitho khan jalvani to village 

ismail chandio road 5 km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
21,643,643 

23 April 

2018 

25 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

2,164,364 

18 

Construction of road pir lal 

bus abro to village Haji 

Ibrahim Jat Road Mile 0/0-

1/1=1.80 km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 
8,241,477 

23 April 

2018 

25 October 

2018 

10 

September 

2021 

824,148 

Total 137,525,528       13,752,553 

 

Annexure – V 

(Para # 2.4.10) 

Non-revalidation of expired security advances – Rs. 7.343 million 

S# 
Name of 

Contractor 

Detail of 

Work 

Run

ning 

Bill 

(RB)  

Chq/B

C/P.O/

S.D 

Chq/BC/P

.O/S.D No 

Referenc

e No 

Date 

of 

issue 

Valid 

for 

period 

Valid 

upto 

(Date) 

 Amount 

(Rs.)  
Remarks 

1 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   Cheque 15433613 15433613 
10.04.

2019 

6 

months 

10.10.20

19 

             

97,503  
  

2 
M/S Askari 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road from 

Ahsanabad to 

village meero 

Khashkeli 

0.90km 

  B.C 4779504 
00402093

/18-19 

12.12.

2019 

12 

months 

11.12.20

20 

           

182,000  
  

3 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   B.C 5079087 
00566772

/2018-25 

12.12.

2019 

12 

months 

11.12.20

20 

             

62,898  
  

4 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   B.C 4541474 
00295146

/2019-09 

12.12.

2019 

12 

months 

11.12.20

20 

             

25,000  
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5 
M/S Askari 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road from 

Haji Allah 

dino mandhro 

to Jati road 1 

km 

  B.C 4779503 
00402091

/2018-80 

12.12.

2019 

12 

months 

11.12.20

20 

           

232,000  
  

6 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   B.C 4541475 
00295147

/2018-29 

12.12.

2019 

12 

months 

11.12.20

20 

             

25,000  
  

7 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   B.C 4541473 
00295145

/2018-89 

12.12.

2019 

12 

months 

11.12.20

20 

             

25,000  
  

8 
M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road from 

Haji Allah 

dino mandhro 

to Jati village 

Muhammad 

Umer Jat/ 

Jabal Jat road 

1.4 km 

  B.C 4541471 
00295144

/2018-69 

12.12.

2019 

12 

months 

11.12.20

20 

             

25,000  
  

9 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

    B.C 5079086 
00566766

/2018-92 

12.12.

2019 

12 

months 

11.12.20

20 

             

72,287  
  

10 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   B.C 5079084 
00566788

/2018-56 

12.12.

2019 

12 

months 

11.12.20

20 

             

48,222  
  

11 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   B.C 5079085 
00566751

/2018-82 

12.12.

2019 

12 

months 

11.12.20

20 

             

71,532  
  

12 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   B.C 5079081 
00566743

/2018-19 

12.12.

2019 

12 

months 

11.12.20

20 

             

46,418  
  

13 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   B.C 5079082 
00566746

/2018-76 

12.12.

2019 

12 

months 

11.12.20

20 

             

44,682  
  

14 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   B.C 5079083 
00566786

/2018-13 

12.12.

2019 

12 

months 

11.12.20

20 

             

40,951  
  

15 
M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road from 

charch jehan 

khan-Jatoi 

farm raod mile 

1/5 to village 

rafiq jat road 

mile o/0-

0/5=1km 

Taulka jati 

district 

Sujawal 

  P.O 00105321 
`0061809

30248778 

11.12.

2019 
    

             

40,000  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

16 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   P.O 00105320 
`0061809

30248735 

11.12.

2019 
    

             

40,000  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 
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17 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   P.O 00105324 
`0061809

30249327 

11.12.

2019 
    

             

25,000  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

18 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   P.O 00105319 
`0061809

30248714 

11.12.

2019 
    

             

40,000  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

19 
M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road Mori 

keti khosa to 

village Allah 

dino otho road 

1.2 km  

3rd 

RB 
P.O 

LSP01494

6 

`0060549

0 

11.12.

2019 
    

             

30,145  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

20 
M/S Askari 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road from 

Ahsanabad to 

village meero 

Khashkeli 

0.90km 

3rd 

RB 
P.O 

LSP01494

4 

`0060548

8 

11.12.

2019 
    

             

30,129  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

21 
M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

Construction 

from Qadir 

Dino Shah to 

Village 

Mullan 

Bachan Khan 

Jamali road 

mile 0/0-

0/6=1.2 km 

2nd  

RB 
P.O 

LSP01494

9 

`0060549

2 

11.12.

2019 
    

             

35,839  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

22 
M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road from 

Jeand zangejo 

to village 

master hussain 

mandhro via 

omer  zangejo 

road 0/0-

1/7=3km 

2nd 

RB 
P.O 

LSP01494

7 

`0060649

1 

11.12.

2019 
    

           

511,096  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

23 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   P.O LSP016029 `00680774 
11.12.

2019 
    

             

41,163  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

24 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   P.O LSP016026 `00680772 
11.12.

2019 
    

           

243,785  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

25 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   P.O LSP016027 `00680773 
11.12.

2019 
    

             

51,798  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

26 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

-NIL-   P.O LSP016028 `00680774 
11.12.

2019 
    

           

209,113  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

27 -do- 

Construction 

of road from 

Haji Allah 

dino mandhro 

to Jati village 

Muhammad 

Umer Jat/ 

Jabal Jat road 

1.4 km 

  P.O LSP014948 `006805493 
11.12.

2019 
    

           

282,550  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 
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28 
M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road from 

Tajo Jamali 

road to village 

Syed Ghulam 

Hussain 

Badhai road 

1.6 km 

including 

(2x10) bridge 

3rd 

RB 
P.O LSP014945 

`0068054

89 

11.12.

2019 
    

             

30,115  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

29 -do- 

Construction 

of road from 

mitho khan 

jalvani to 

village ismail 

chandio road 5 

km 

M/S 

Rajg

an 

Ente

rpris

es 

Cheque  14261989 14261989 
12.12.

2019 

6 

months 

11.05.20

20 

           

866,000  
  

30 
M/S Askari 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road from 

Rabdino Jat 

Road to 

village Karo 

Gungro Road 

Mile 00-0/5 

1.0 km Taluka 

Jati district 

Sujawal 

  Cheque  14261990 14261990 
12.12.

2019 

6 

months 

11.05.20

20 

           

126,000  
  

31 
M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road from 

Jeand zangejo 

to village 

master hussain 

mandhro via 

omer  zangejo 

road 0/0-

1/7=3km 

  Cheque  14261806 14261806 
12.12.

2019 

6 

months 

11.05.20

20 

           

584,000  
  

32 
M/S Askari 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road from 

Haji Abdul 

Rahim Jat to 

Village Qadir 

Baksh Jat 1 

km  

  Cheque  14261804 14261804 
12.12.

2019 

6 

months 

11.05.20

20 

           

214,000  
  

33 -do- 

Construction 

of road pirlal 

baksh aabro to 

village Haji 

Ibrahim Jat 

road 1.8 km 

  Cheque  14261988 14261988 
12.12.

2019 

6 

months 

11.05.20

20 

           

330,000  
  

34 
M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road from 

Sikandar 

Hingorjo road 

mile 1/0 to 

village Ismail 

Hingrojo mile 

0/0-0/5=1km 

Taluka Jati 

district 

Sujawal 

  Cheque  14261996 14261988 
12.12.

2019 

6 

months 

11.05.20

20 

           

184,000  
  

35 
M/S Askari 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road Mirza 

mori to village 

TAJOO /Sajan 

Jamali road 

1.20km  

  Cheque  14261994 14261994 
12.12.

2019 

6 

months 

11.05.20

20 

           

385,000  
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36 
M/S Askari 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road from 

Nizamani 

Farm road to 

Ladiun Kothi 

road mile 0/0-

0/3=0.60km 

Taluka Shah 

bander district 

Sujhawal  

  Cheque  14261993 14261994 
12.12.

2019 

6 

months 

11.05.20

20 

           

136,000  
  

37 
M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road 

Rabdino 

Malyo road to 

village Haji 

abrahim 

Mallah via 

Meendh dino 

khore road 

1.60 km 

  Cheque  14261807 14261807 
12.12.

2019 

6 

months 

11.05.20

20 

           

329,000  
  

38 
M/S Askari 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of nooh baran 

road to village 

waryam 

chalko road 1 

km 

  Cheque  14261992 14261992 
12.12.

2019 

6 

months 

11.05.20

20 

           

222,000  
  

39 
M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road Mori 

keti khosa to 

village Allah 

dino otho road 

1.2 km  

  Cheque  14261986 14261986 
12.12.

2019 

6 

months 

11.05.20

20 

           

243,000  
  

40 
M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road from 

Dargah 

Ahmed Shah 

(Pardesi) road 

to village Haji 

Dawood 

Jamali road 

mile 0/0-

0/6=1.20 km  

  Cheque  14261987 14261987 
12.12.

2019 

6 

months 

11.05.20

20 

           

252,000  
  

41 
M/S Askari 

Enterprises 

Construction 

of road Mirza 

mori to village 

TAJOO /Sajan 

Jamali road 

1.20km  

  Cheque  14261805 14261805 
12.12.

2019 

6 

months 

11.05.20

20 

           

224,000  
  

42 
M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

Construction 

from Qadir 

Dino Shah to 

Village 

Mullan 

Bachan Khan 

Jamali road 

mile 0/0-

0/6=1.2 km 

  Cheque  14261997 14261997 
12.12.

2019 

6 

months 

11.05.20

20 

           

244,000  
  

43 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

    Cheque  14261998 14261998 
12.12.

2019 

6 

months 

11.05.20

20 

             

30,000  
  

44 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

    S.D `06368395 
`0636839

5 

12.12.

2019 
    

           

170,000  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

45 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

    P.O `00105324 
`0061809

30248979 

11.12.

2019 
    

             

25,000  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 
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46 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

    P.O `00105322 
`0061809

30248910 

11.12.

2019 
    

             

25,000  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

47 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

    P.O `00105323 
`0061809

30248940 

11.12.

2019 
    

             

25,000  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

48 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

    P.O `00105318 
`0061809

30248688 

11.12.

2019 
    

             

40,000  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

49 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

    P.O `00105316 
`0061809

30248649 

11.12.

2019 
    

             

40,000  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

50 

Detail of 

contract not 

mentioned on 

pay order 

    P.O `00105317 
`0061809

30248673 

11.12.

2019 
    

             

40,000  

Validity 

period not 

mentioned 

Total (Rs.) 7,343,226  

Annexure – W 

(Para # 2.4.11) 

Payment without submission of running abstract bills - Rs. 62.139 million 

Sr# Name of work 
Contractor 

Name 
Missing RA#  RA1   RA2   RA3   RA4   Total  

1 

Construction of road 

from mitho khan 

jalvani to village 

ismail chandio road 5 

km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

RA1-3 

Missing 

            

3,340,920  

  

9,837,328  

  

2,012,115  
     15,190,363  

2 

Construction of road 

from Ahsanabad to 

village meero 

Khashkeli 0.90km 

M/S Askari 

Enterprises 

RA1-3 

Missing 

               

836,415  

  

1,750,486  

     

224,037  
       2,810,938  

3 

Construction of road 

Mirza mori to village 

TAJOO /Sajan Jamali 

road 1.20km  

M/S Askari 

Enterprises 

RA1-2 

Missing 

            

1,087,339  

  

1,965,009  
         3,052,348  

4 

Construction from 

Qadir Dino Shah to 

Village Mullan 

Bachan Khan Jamali 

road mile 0/0-0/6=1.2 

km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

RA1-2 

Missing 

            

3,631,497  

     

597,327  
         4,228,824  

5 

Construction of road 

from Jeand zangejo to 

village master hussain 

mandhro via omer  

zangejo road 0/0-

1/7=3km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

RA1-2 

Missing 

               

737,878  

  

8,518,272  
         9,256,150  

6 

Construction of road 

Mori keti khosa to 

village Allah dino otho 

road 1.2 km  

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

RA1-4 

Missing 

            

1,302,484  

  

2,647,674  

     

502,420  

  

1,783,483  
     6,236,061  
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7 

Construction of road 

from Tajo Jamali road 

to village Syed 

Ghulam Hussain 

Badhai road 1.6 km 

including (2x10) 

bridge 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

RA1-4 

Missing 

            

1,288,871  

  

2,796,178  

     

501,924  

  

1,848,851  
     6,435,824  

8 

Construction of road 

Rabdino Malyo road 

to village Haji abrahim 

Mallah via Meendh 

dino khore road 1.60 

km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

RA Ist & 3rd 

Missing 

               

939,241  
  

     

566,184  
       1,505,425  

9 

Construction of road 

from Haji Abdul 

Rahim Jat to Village 

Qadir Baksh Jat 1 km  

M/S Askari 

Enterprises 

2nd Running 

bill missing 

               

373,440  
              373,440  

10 

Construction of road 

from Haji Allah dino 

mandhro to Jati village 

Muhammad Umer Jat/ 

Jabal Jat road 1.4 km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

RA1-2 

Missing 

               

133,303  

  

4,709,179  
         4,842,482  

11 

Construction of road 

from Rabdino Jat 

Road to village Karo 

Gungro Road Mile 00-

0/5 1.0 km Taluka Jati 

district Sujawal 

M/S Askari 

Enterprises 

Ist RA 

Missing 

               

743,213  
              743,213  

12 

Construction of road 

from Nizamani Farm 

road to Ladiun Kothi 

road mile 0/0-

0/3=0.60km Taluka 

Shah bander district 

Sujhawal  

M/S Askari 

Enterprises 

Ist RA 

Missing 

               

496,569  
              496,569  

13 

Construction  of road 

from Jati koti to 

village Arbab Ismail 

Hingrojo 1.2km 

M/s Yaroo 

Shah & 

Company 

RA1-2 

Missing 

            

2,011,018  

  

3,088,632  
         5,099,650  

14 

Construction of road 

pir lal bus abro to 

village Haji Ibrahim 

Jat Road Mile 0/0-

1/1=1.80 km 

M/S Rajgan 

Enterprises 

Ist RA 

Missing 

            

1,867,424  
           1,867,424  

Total (Rs.)    62,138,711  
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Annexure – X 

(Para #2.4.18) 

Non submission of post monitoring reports by the independent monitoring consultants 

S# 
Financial 

Year 

Date of Filling of 

IEE 
Name of Project Proponent 

Post Monitoring 

Reports by IMC 

1 2018-19 20 December 2018 

OGDCL development and production 

activities in Bobi and Dhamrakhi mining 

lease area district Sanghar 

OGDCL Islamabad Missing 

3 2020-21 23 September 2020 

Three small dams namely Samlee, 

Sheryoon and Paro Jo Wandhio 

Nangarparker, Distt. Mithi 

Mr. Jawed Ahmad 

Memon 
Missing 

4 2019-20 21 January 2020 
Installation and operation solar power 

plant (1MW) Chhor Cantt. Umer Kot 

Mr. Farman Ahmad 

Khan Lodhi 
Missing 

5 2020-21 24 November 2020 
Construction and operation of 11 small 

dams located in Nagarparkar Distt. 

PD SRP Sindh irrigation 

component, Karachi 
Missing 

6 2020-21 12 November 2020 

LPG storage station of M/s Indus Gas 

Private Ltd. Hussain Bux Mari, Distt. 

Mirpurkhas 

Indus Gas Prvt. Ltd., 

Mirpurkhas 
Missing 

7 2020-21 12 February 2020 
Construction and operation of iron 

recycling plant, Distt. Sanghar 

M/s High Tech Steel 

Industries 
Missing 

8 2018-19 13 November 2018 

OGDCL development and production 

activities in Jakhro D&PL, Distt. Sanghar 

Sindh 

OGDCL Islamabad Missing 

9 2018-19 12 November 2018 

OGDCL development and production 

activities in Bitrism West D&PL Distt. 

Sanghar Sindh 

OGDCL Islamabad Missing 
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DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (CLIMATE CHANGE & ENVIRONMENT) 

Chapter 1 

Earthquake Reconstruction & Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA) 

1.1 Introduction 

A. The earthquake of 8th October 2005 caused severe damage and massive loss of life and 

assets in the province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and the State of AJ&K. Immediately after the 

earthquake, the Federal Relief Commission was established on 10.10.2005 to mobilize all 

resources and coordinate relief activities. Thereafter, on 24.10.2005, the Government of 

Pakistan established Earthquake Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA), as an 

autonomous organization for post disaster damage assessment and reconstruction & 

rehabilitation of the affected areas. The Authority was established in pursuance of Earthquake 

Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Authority Ordinance, 2006 (Ordinance No. XXVIII of 

2006). The said Ordinance was re-promulgated as Ordinance No. XI of 2007. Later on, the 

Parliament passed an Act called as “Earthquake Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Authority 

Act 2011” which was published in the Gazette of Pakistan on 14.03.2011. 

ERRA is performing its functions in five earthquake affected districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

(Abbottabad, Mansehra, Battagram, Shangla and Kohistan) through Provincial Earthquake 

Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Agency (PERRA) and four Districts of Azad Jammu and Kashmir 

(Muzaffarabad, Bagh, Rawalakot and Poonch) through State Earthquake Reconstruction and 

Rehabilitation Agency (SERRA).  District Reconstruction Units (DRUs) have been established under 

PERRA & SERRA for the each affected district.  

B.  Comments on Budget and Accounts of audited entities (Variance Analysis) FY 2020-21 

           (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Entity Expenditure Head Budget Expenditure 

1. ERRA HQs 
Non-Development 239.275 239.275 

Development  179.687 179.687 

2. SERRA Non-Development 9.295 9.295 

3. DRU Muzaffarabad 
Development 183.938 183.938 

Non-Development 33.168 33.168 

4. PERRA Abbottabad Non-Development 7.238 7.238 

5. Reconstruction Abbottabad Development 81.237 81.237 

6. Reconstruction Abbottabad Non-Development 42.213 42.213 

7. Reconstruction Mansehra Development 73.478 73.478 

8. 
District Reconstruction Unit 

(DRU) Mansehra 
Non-Development 0.313 0.313 
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 The entire payment on account of development and non-development expenditure of PERRA, 

SERRA & other field offices in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and AJ&K are centralized and are processed 

and paid through Finance Wing of ERRA HQs. 

C. Sectoral Analysis  

ERRA was established with the objective to plan, coordinate, monitor and regulate 

reconstruction and rehabilitation activities in the earthquake affected areas of AJ&K and Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa. In the rehabilitation stage, under its Rural Housing Reconstruction Program, ERRA has 

provided financial compensation to more than 28000 urban residents for construction of houses. The 

total amount disbursed among the affectees for reconstruction of houses in rural part of earthquake 

affected areas is Rs 71.95 billion75.  

In the reconstruction phase, a total of 14,795 projects / schemes in 12 sectors were planned to 

be reconstructed / rehabilitated in earthquake affected areas of AJ&K and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa by 

reconstructing the lost and destroyed facilities while following highest standards of reconstruction and 

rehabilitation with the obligation to “Build Back Better”. Since inception of ERRA till 30th June 2021, 

a large number of schemes in these sectors have been completed and handed over to the end users. The 

overall sector-wise progress / achievement of ERRA as on 30.06.2021 is as under:  

Sector Total Projects 
Completed 

Projects 

Education 5,724 3,357 

Livelihood 2,384 1,571 

Water & Sanitation 4,747 4,652 

Governance   726    591 

Environment   467    299 

Transport   347    304 

Health   327    240 

Town Planning    33      31 

Power    18      15 

Social Protection    15      11 

Medical Rehab    06      04 

Telecommunication    01      01 

Total 14,795 11,076 

The above table reveals that out of total 14,795 projects, 11,076 have been completed with 

balance portfolio of 3,719 schemes / projects.  

                                                           
75 ERRA Financial Statements 2020-21 
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 The graphical presentation of the planned and completed projects in major sectors is as 

under: 

 
 

The ongoing and completed projects / schemes also include the schemes completed by ERRA 

(GoP funds) and donors funded schemes. The bifurcation of projects / schemes i.e. GoP funded and 

Donors funded with achieved level of progress is as under:  

 Total Projects Completed Balance 
% of 

completion 

GoP Portfolio 10,408 6,815 3,593 65.47% 

Donors  4,387 4,261    126 97.12% 

Total 14,795 11,076 3,719 74.86% 

The above table reveals that the completion percentage of Donors funded projects was 97.12 % 

as compared to the GoP funded projects which was only 65.47%. Further, ERRA could achieve overall 

progress of 75% since its inception till 30th June 2021.76 Graphical representation is as under: 

                                                           
76 Para No. 1.4.17 
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City Development Projects 

In addition to above projects / schemes, four (04) City Development Projects i.e. New Balakot 

City Development Project (NBCDP) in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Muzaffarabad City Development 

Project (MCDP), Bagh City Development Project (BCDP) and Rawalakot City Development Projects 

(RCDP) in AJ&K are also being executed by ERRA. Reconstruction of government facilities, road 

networks, water facilities, sewerage networks and other miscellaneous works are included in the 

respective City Development Projects (CDPs).  

The land for NBCDP was acquired for Rs 1.43 billion and work for construction was awarded 

to M/s Mumtaz Construction company at a cost Rs. 2,432.614 million on 25.06.2007. An amount of Rs 

2,966.571 million (development 2,822.115 million and operational 144.456 million) had been spent on 

NBCDP upto the FY 2019-20. At present the project is stalled and ERRA is required to take concrete 

measures to reinstate the project to ensure that the expenditure incurred does not go waste.77   

Total funding available for AJ&K Urban Development Program was USD 353 million, out of 

which USD 300 million (85% foreign component) was made available through a preferential buyer 

credit of EXIM Bank of China and USD 53 million (15% local component) was made available by 

Government of Pakistan through PSDP allocation as counterpart funding. The program was launched 

during December 2009.  

Although, the CDPs in AJ&K have been physically completed, however, the financial closure 

is in process and final bills of the projects after ascertaining the recoveries pointed out by audit are 

required to be adjusted, besides, adjustment of mobilization / secured advance and financial assistance 

granted to contractors. 78 

Table-I  Audit Profile of Earthquake Reconstruction & Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA) 

         (Rs. in million) 

                                                           
77 Para No. 1.4.8 

78 Para No. 1.4.12. 1.4.13, 1.4.14, 1.4.16, 1.4.31 
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Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

Nos. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue / 

Receipts audit 

FY 2020-21 

1. Formations 26 08 (which 

includes main 

offices where 

major 

expenditure was 

incurred) 

849.843 Nil 

2.  Assignment 

Accounts 

 SDAs 

02 

 

Nil 

02 

 

Nil 

849.843 

 

Nil 

Nil 

 

Nil 

3. Authorities / 

Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under 

the PAO 

Nil Nil Nil Nil 

4. Foreign Aided 

Project (FAP) 
02 02 45.100 Nil 

1.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 15,673.47 million have been raised in this report 

pertaining to ERRA. Recovery amounting to Rs. 4,304.23 million has been pointed out in the 

audit observations. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Table –II Overview of Audit Observations 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. Classification Amount  

1. Irregularities 334.85 

A HR/Employees Related issues 299.94 
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B Procurement related irregularities 34.91 

2. Value for money and service delivery issues 3,631.24 

3. Financial Management 3,713.35 

4. Others  7,993.21 

5. Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

misappropriation  
0.814 

1.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC directives 

Since inception of ERRA, thirteen (13) audit reports on the accounts of ERRA have been 

published, out of which Audit Reports pertaining to the year 2006-07, 2009-10 and 2010-11 to 2017-

18 were discussed in the PAC meetings held from time to time. Current status of compliance with PAC 

directives for reports discussed so far is given below: 

S. 

No. 

Audit 

Report 

PAC held 

on 

Number of Audit Paras Compliance 

discussed 

in PAC 

Settled 

by PAC 

Directives 

issued  
Received Awaited % 

1. 2006-07 15.12.08 
43 10 33 32 01 98 

2. 2009-10 19.10.19 
49 49 00 00 00 -- 

3. 2013-14 04.05.16 
74 25 49 34 15 70 

4. 
2010-11 to 

2017-18 
13.08.21 

15 07 08 00 08 00 

5. 
2010-11  

to 2017-18 
20.10.21 

15 08 07 02 05 29 

 

1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

HR/Employees related irregularities 

1.4.1 Inadmissible payments to project staff in violation of standard pay package-2017– 

Rs. 161.61 million 

Finance Division (Regulations Wing) OM No. F.4(9)R-14/2008 dated 19.07.2017 provides the 

Standard Pay Package for the project staff directly recruited for development projects funded from 

PSDP. As per condition 2(ii) of the notification, lump sum pay package was admissible for fresh / direct 

/ existing employees of PSDP projects. The notification further provided that the pay of existing PSDP 

funded projects employees shall be fixed to the next higher of the revised stage of the pay package.  
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During audit it was observed that ERRA paid salaries to project staff hired under various 

development projects in contravention of the pay package contained in the Finance Division OM 

dated 19.07.2017. 

Audit observed following irregularities: 

i. PC-Is were prepared without determination of PPS/BPS in disregard of the instructions 

of Finance Division. 

ii. Pay of existing staff was revised on lump sum basis instead of PPS/ BPS. 

iii. The pay of employees from BPS 1-16 was fixed by granting annual increments from 

the date of issuance of Finance Division OM dated 18.08.2009 and in some cases from 

the date of appointment in contravention of the standard pay package 2017. 

iv. The grant of increments to lower staff (equivalent to slab 1-16) resulted into irregular 

payment amounting to Rs. 161.61 million w.e.f. July 2017 to June 2021 as detailed 

below: 

 (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. PC-I Period Excess payment  

1. Capacity Building 
July 2017 to 

June 2021 
23.396 

2. Reconstruction & Rehabilitation -do- 40.025 

3. SERRA Muzaffarabad -do- 45.256 

4. PERRA Abbottabad -do- 31.658 

5. DRU Abbottabad (Non-Dev.) -do- 21.275 

Total 161.61 

*Calculation made on the basis of payroll produced by management and allowing annual increments 

on due dates.  

Audit is of the view that non-adoption of Standard Pay Package 2017 and excess payment of 

salaries to the project staff beyond entitlement was irregular and resulted in loss to government.  

The matter was pointed out during August 2021. The management replied that salaries of 

contract staff (BPS-01 to16) were fixed and paid by ERRA with the approval of Deputy Chairman 

ERRA. 

The reply was not satisfactory as the instructions of Finance Division were not followed. The 

salaries of projects employees were fixed and paid in violation of said notification which resulted into 

excess payment beyond entitlement.  

DAC meeting was held on 28 & 29.12.2021 in which it was decided that the management of 

ERRA shall prepare detailed calculation / comparative statement of salaries paid by ERRA against the 

working carried out by audit authorities and  the same be referred to Finance Division for clarification 

in light of Finance Division notification dated 19.07.2017. 

The clarification from Finance Division was awaited till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the pay should be fixed as per standard pay package 2017 and 

inadmissible payments be recovered.  
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{AIR Para No. 02 ERRA HQrs, 06 PERRA, 04-DDR ATD (Non-Dev.)} 

 

1.4.2 Irregular payment of salaries to project employees – Rs. 126.528 million 

Condition 2(x) of Notification No. F.4(9)R-14/2008 dated 19.07.2017 issued by Finance 

Division (Regulations Wing) provides that the project employees will be appointed on contract basis in 

PSDP projects for an initial period not exceeding two years which will be  extendable further till the 

completion period of the project on yearly basis after evaluation of their performance.  

ERRA paid an amount of Rs. 126.528 million on account of salaries of project / contract 

employees for the period July 2018 to June 2021.  

Audit observed that the contract agreements of project employees were expired but no further 

extension in contract periods / agreements was granted and an amount of Rs. 126.528 million was paid 

to the employees beyond July 2018 without any contract agreements. Details are as under:  

                                                                                                             (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Entity 

Amount 

paid 

Period of payment 

without contract 

agreement  

1. DRU Muzaffarabad 58.142 July 2018 to June 2021 

2. Reconstruction PERRA Abbottabad 34.399 July 2020 to June 2021 

3. PERRA Abbottabad 27.890 -do- 

4. DRU Mansehra 6.097 -do- 

Total 126.528 -- 

Audit holds that payment on account of salaries amounting to Rs. 126.528 million to contract 

employees without extension in the contract agreements was irregular. 

The matter was pointed out during July / August 2021. The management replied that matter 

regarding extension in contract agreements of contract employees has already been taken up with ERRA 

HQs. 

The reply was not acceptable as extension in contract agreements was not granted and payment 

was made against expired contract agreements which was irregular.  

DAC meeting was held on 28 & 29.12.2021 in which it was decided that contract agreements 

of all the project / contract staff be got approved from competent authority and provided to audit 

authorities for verification. 

No compliance to DAC directives was produced till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that either the amount should be recovered from employees or necessary 

corrective action should be taken.  

(AIR Para No. 16 DRU Mzfd:, Para 03, DDR ATD (Non-Dev:), Para 07, PERRA, Para-01 DRU Mansehra) 

1.4.3 Irregular payment of honorarium without delegation of financial powers and non-

recovery – Rs. 4.131 million 
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According to letter No.F.2(4)/IA/ERRA/2016-17 dated 10.11.2016, ERRA HQrs directed DG 

SERRA to (i) recover the amount of honorarium paid to contract / contingent paid employees, (ii) 

initiate disciplinary action against the staff involved in wrongful initiation / processing of the case, and 

(iii) desist from any such payment in future, out of Development / Operational Funds without explicit 

approval of ERRA HQrs Islamabad.  

According to ERRA letter No. F.I(129)/IA/ERRA/Audit Plan/2016-17/661 dated 10.12.2018,  

DG SERRA, Muzaffarabad was directed to recover the amount sanctioned and paid during financial 

years 2015-16, 2016-17 and 2017-18 on account of honorarium to employees of SERRA and its DRUs 

being without any delegated financial powers.  

SERRA Muzaffarabad paid an amount of Rs. 4.131 million on account of honorarium to the 

employees of SERRA and DRUs during the financial year 2015-16 to 2020-21 as detailed below: 

Sr. No. Financial Year Amount paid (Rs.) Entity 

1. 2015-16 1,269,310 SERRA 

2. 2016-17 1,299,415 SERRA 

3. 2017-18 739,435 SERRA 

4. 2018-19 607,560 SERRA 

5. 2018-19 215,000 DRU Muzaffarabad 

Total 4,130,720 --- 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Neither the amount paid on account of honorarium during 2015-16 was 

recovered nor any action was taken as required under ERRA letter dated 

10.11.2016. 

ii. Despite clear instructions of ERRA to desist payment of honorarium, SERRA 

continued the payment of honorarium in an unauthorized manner during 2016-

17, 2017-18 and 2018-19. 

iii. No recovery was effected as required vide letter dated 10.12.2018. 

Audit holds that sanctioning and payment of honorarium without delegation of financial powers 

and non-recovery despite instructions of ERRA HQs was a serious lapse which shows lack of financial 

discipline on the part of management of SERRA. 

Initial observation was issued on 04.08.2021 and it was replied that as per AJ&K Delegation of 

Administrative Powers Rules 2011, the administrative Secretary has full powers to sanction honorarium 

up to two months. Further, honorarium was paid during FY 2018-19 and 2020-21 directly by ERRA 

HQrs. 

The reply was not acceptable because ERRA vide letter dated 10.11.2016 and 10.12.2018 

directed to recover the amount of honorarium besides taking disciplinary action for initiating the 

wrongful payment. Further, the AJ&K Delegation of Administrative Powers Rules 2011 were not 

applicable as the funds were issued by Federal Government / ERRA.  

DAC meeting was held on 28 & 29.12.2021 wherein it was decided that case may be referred 

to Finance Division for clarification regarding applicability of AJ&K Delegation of Administrative 
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Powers Rules 2011 on Federal Govt. / ERRA funds. Further, the approval of ERRA Board for the FY 

2018-19 also be produced to audit authorities for verification. 

No compliance to DAC directives was produced till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the amount should be recovered.   

(AIR Para No. 7 SERRA, Para 19 DRU Muzaffarabad) 

1.4.4 Unauthorized payment of allowances  – Rs. 3.457 million 

  According to Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Finance Department (Regulation Wing) 

letter No. FD (SOSR.II)8-7/2202/Vol-IV dated 03.03.2008, 20% Special Allowance was admissible to 

all those who were on deputation to Civil Secretariat and employees of Civil Secretariat posted outside. 

Further, Notification No. FD (SOSR.II) 8-53/2008 dated 06.02.2008 provided that Utility Allowance 

will be allowed to officers and officials of Civil Secretariat, Chief Minister’s Secretariat and Governor’s 

House/ Secretariat. 

PERRA paid an amount of Rs. 3.457 million on account of Special Allowance, Utility 

allowance and Incentive allowance till 30.06.2021 to the regular staff paid out of 1/3rd Provincial funds 

as below: 

 

 

Sr. 

No. 
Allowance 

Amount paid 

(Rs.) 

1. *Special Allowance (30%) 1,303,920 

2. Utility Allowance (20%) 1,549,913 

3. Incentive Allowance (20%) 603,327 

Total 3,457,160 

*Pay roll for period 2015-16 was not provided. Payroll for the month of October 2016 

to May 2017 was provided only. 

During audit it was observed that the payment of Special Allowance and Utility Allowance was 

made to the staff who were not on the strength and part of Civil Secretariat. As such the payment was 

made unauthorizedly in violation of above notifications. Further no justification for payment of 

Incentive Allowance was provided during audit. 

Audit is of the view that payment of inadmissible allowances resulted in loss to the government. 

The matter was pointed out on 16.09.2021. Management replied that according to ERRA Act, 

PERRA will work as Secretariat to Provincial Steering Committee (PSC). Further DG PERRA being 

Ex-Officio Secretary to the Provincial Government, is authorized to receive all admissible authorized 

perks privileges and allowances being BPS 20 officers (PMS/PCS, PAS), hence no irregularity has been 

done.  

The reply was not acceptable as 20% Special Allowance was admissible to employees of Civil 

Secretariat only, while  Utility Allowance was allowed to officers and officials of KPK Civil Secretariat, 

Chief Minister’s Secretariat and Governor’s House/ Secretariat only. Further, no reply as to payment of 

incentive allowance was provided.  
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DAC meeting was held on 28 & 29.12.2021 in which it was decided to refer the case to Finance 

Department KPK for clarification on the matter. 

The clarification from Finance Department was awaited till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the amount should be recovered.  

     (AIR Para No. 16, PERRA Abbottabad) 

 

1.4.5 Irregular approval of Mobile Subsidy and payment thereof  -                  Rs. 2.150 

million 

As per 1st ERRA Board Meeting held on 23.01.2006, Chairman ERRA shall have the power to 

extend mobile facility to any officers / official of ERRA and that the ERRA Board shall have the powers 

of fixing of amount of monthly mobile phone subsidy for various officers / officials. The Board 

approved payment of monthly mobile phone subsidy / allowance to those officers / officials of ERRA 

as may be determined by the Chairman. 

Secretary / DG SERRA vide Order No. SERRA/Admin/1422-32/2015 dated 04.03.2015 

granted the approval of mobile subsidy to the employees of SERRA & DRUs w.e.f. 01.03.2015 at fixed 

rates and an amount of Rs. 2,096,000 was paid during the period 01.07.2015 to 31.01.2018. 

Audit observed that payment of mobile subsidy was made without approval of Chairman ERRA 

and as such, entire payment made on account of mobile subsidy was irregular and unauthorized.   

Further, the record revealed that an amount of Rs. 54,600 was paid to M/s 02 Communications 

Muzaffarabad on account of mobile load. As per sanction order, the expenditure was met from PC-I 

“Establishment of SERRA & DRUs” under head “Mobile Subsidy”. Audit noticed that no such head 

i.e. Mobile Subsidy exist in said PC-I. Further, no record i.e. contract agreement with M/s 02 

Communications, detail of employees who benefited from load and relevant cell numbers etc. was 

produced during audit. This resulted into irregular / unjustified payment on account of mobile subsidy 

of Rs. 2.150 million (Rs. 2,096,000 + Rs. 54,600).   

Audit holds that authorizing payment of mobile subsidy by DG SERRA and payment thereof 

was clear violation indicating financial mismanagement and lack of internal controls in the entity. 

Further payment of Mobile Subsidy to the Contract Employees in addition to their lump sum contract 

agreement was also not justified.  

Initial observation was issued on 04.08.2021 and it was replied that mobile subsidy to the 

employees of SERRA and its DRUs was sanctioned in 1st Meeting of ERRA Board held on 23.01.2006. 

Further as per AJK Services & General Administration Department Notification dated 12.02.2000 & 

08.05.2007, the Secretaries to Government are entitled to the expenditure upto Rs. 12,000 in connection 

to their office, home and mobile telephone facility. Accordingly an amount of Rs. 54,600 was paid as 

mobile load to the Secretary SERRA through vendor M/s 02 Communications.   

The reply was not acceptable because the payment of mobile subsidy was made without 

approval from Chairman ERRA and ERRA Board. Further, AJ&K Delegation of Administrative 

Powers Rules 2011 are not applicable as the funds were provided by Federal Govt. / ERRA.   

DAC meeting was held on 28 & 29.12.2021 wherein it was directed that case may be referred 

to Finance Division Government of Pakistan for clarification regarding applicability of AJ&K 

Delegation of Administrative Powers Rules 2011 on Federal Govt. / ERRA funds. 
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Audit recommends that irregular / unjustified payment on account of Mobile Subsidy without 

approval of competent authority should be inquired and amount be recovered. 

(AIR Para No. 8, SERRA Abbottabad) 

1.4.6 Irregular dual appointment of legal counsel resulting in overpayment – Rs. 2.064 

million 

According to Sr. No. 4 (i) of terms and conditions of contract agreement of legal counsel in DG 

PERRA office, the legal council will devote whole time to duties of legal counsel and (iv) he shall not 

indulge in private practice, business or occupation. The same terms and conditions are incorporated in 

another contract agreement dated 01.03.2011 of legal counsel in Chief Engineer’s office. 

PERRA Abbottabad appointed Mr. Aurangzeb Assad Advocate as legal counsel and an amount 

of Rs. 1.440 million was paid on account of salary during 2015-16 to 2017-18 @ Rs. 60,000 per month.  

During audit it was observed that: 

i. Initial appointment on contract was made during August 2009 for one year. The 

contract was extended several times upto 30.06.2017. 

ii. The officer was also appointed as Chief Legal Counsel in Chief Engineer PERRA 

Abbottabad office @ Rs. 86,000 pm. An amount of Rs. 2,064,000 was also paid to legal 

counsel along with other perks and privileges.  

iii. Services of separate advocates were also hired during 2015-16 to 2016-17 for each 

District i.e. Abbottabad, Mansehra, Battagaram and Shangla/ Kohistan through DRUs. 

Audit holds that: 

a. The legal counsel was regular incumbent of two posts with one and the same job 

description in PERRA that too on full time basis at two different pay packages and thus 

irregular.  

b. The remuneration for one position is required to be recovered from the individual ab-

initio. The recoverable amount for two years for the position held in Chief Engineer 

PERRA office  is worked out to Rs. 2.064 million (Rs 86,000 x 24 months). 

The matter was also pointed out in previous audit reports of PERRA but management had not 

taken any corrective action which has again led to raising of the issue by audit authorities.  

Initial audit observation was issued on 16.09.2021 and it was replied that a single lawyer can 

be a legal counsel of the few offices, therefore, there is no irregularity in the appointment of the said 

legal counsel for the two offices. He has effected saving to the national exchequer in many cases. 

The reply was not acceptable because the legal counsel was appointed on full time basis 

simultaneously in one and the same organization i.e. PERRA and Chief Engineer PERRA office and 

was paid salary from both the offices along with other perks and privileges. 

DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed that remuneration for one position, whichever 

is less, be recovered from the individual. 

No recovery was effected and produced to audit for verification till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that remuneration of one position, whichever is less, should be recovered 

and deposited into Government treasury.  

(AIR Para No. 17 PERRA ATD) 
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Procurement related irregularities 

1.4.7 Irregular award of consultancy contract to NESPAK – Rs. 34.911 million 

 As per Public Procurement Rules, 2004 (Principles of Procurements), procuring agencies, while 

engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent 

manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process 

is efficient and economical. 

 A consultancy contract for conducting a detailed feasibility study for development of New 

Balakot City Development Project (NBCDP) at Bakrial District Mansehra as a tourism Hub on PPP 

basis was awarded to NESPAK on 16.03.2020 at a cost of Rs. 34.911 million.  

 ERRA floated a request for proposal (RFP) for conducting the detailed feasibility study in 

newspapers on 16.10.2019. The last date for purchase and submission of bid documents was fixed as 

28.10.2019 and 03.12.2019 respectively.  The pre bid meeting was held on 11.11.2019, wherein 

following five firms who purchased the bidding documents participated: 

Sr. No. Name of Firm 

1. M/s Mirza Associate Engineering Services (MAES), 

2. M/s SMEC International Private Ltd. 

3. M/s MMP Pakistan Pvt-Ltd Islamabad 

4. 
M/s Engineer Farooq -e Azam & Co. Engineering 

Consultants Islamabad 

5. M/s MICON Engineering Consultant Peshawar 

 It was decided in the said meeting that last date for submission of bid be extended upto 

19.12.2019 and period of submission of detail feasibility report be extended from 28 to 52 weeks. 

Further, NESPAK vide letter dated 16.12.2019 requested ERRA that the organization missed the 

opportunity of purchasing the biding documents / RFPs, but intends to participate in bidding process, 

hence, date may be extended to 06.01.2020. Resultantly, ERRA extended the bid purchase date from 

28.10.2019 to 23.12.2019 and submission of bid date was extended from 03.12.2019 to 20.01.2020 as 

published in newspaper on 19.12.2019.   

 Audit observed the following irregularities: 

i. As per ERRA letter dated 17.09.2019, the Authority had requested NESPAK to 

submit RFP for preparation of detailed feasibility study of NBC. This reveals that 

even before publishing of advertisement, NESPAK had already been requested to 

participate in the process. 

ii. Last date for submission and opening of bids was 03.12.2019. However, later on 

the request of NESPAK, the dates for purchase and submission of bids were 

extended which was a violation of rules. It clearly indicates the fact that an undue 

favour was extended to NESPAK for award of contract. 

iii. The detailed evaluation criteria upon which the firms were evaluated was not 

provided in the bidding documents. 
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iv. The contract was awarded to NESPAK as a Joint Venture with KPMG. However, 

agreement on stamp paper was not attached with the bidding document. 

v. In technical evaluation section of company profile, total 50 marks were fixed 

which were further bifurcated as 35 marks for tourism hub development and 15 

marks were for infrastructure development and projects of minimum Rs.10 billion 

in last 20 years. Audit noticed that complete 50 marks were given to NESPAK, 

however no proper record of previous relevant projects was attached with the bid. 

NESPAK claimed that it has done work amounting to Rs. 12 billion of NBCDP, 

but audit noticed that total contract cost of civil work of NBCDP was Rs. 4,401.00 

million after including variation orders and consultancy charges. Further the 

project was not successfully completed and the feasibility study of the same 

project was re-awarded. 

vi. 200 marks were fixed for key personals. No criteria for marking was available in 

the bidding document. NESPAK secured 175.38 marks, however no relevant 

documents showing qualification and experience were attached. 

vii. 200 marks were fixed for approach and methodology and NESPAK secured 

134.50 marks and Engineering Associates (EA) consultant secured 116.22 marks. 

However, no detail bifurcation of scoring was available. 

In view of the above irregularities / shortcomings, Audit holds that contract was 

awarded to NESPAK in violation of rules and undue favor was extended to M/s NESPAK. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 01.07.2021 and it was replied that 

letter to NESPAK dated 17.09.2019 was written only to draft the request for proposal (RFP). 

To create the healthy competition, the date was extended. Further all the firms were technically 

evaluated and the consultant NESPAKs was asked to provide the joint venture agreement with 

KPMG on stamp paper. The same will the provided to audit as and when received. 

The reply of the management was neither point-wise as per each observation raised by 

audit nor supporting documentary evidences were provided with the reply.  

DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed the management of NBCDP to submit revised 

reply with point wise justification to audit authorities. 

No revised reply was produced to audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures. 

{AIR Para 05, NBCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

Value for money and service delivery issues  

1.4.8 Wasteful expenditure on New Balakot City Development Project (NBCDP)  – Rs. 

2.967 Billion 

 The city of Balakot was extensively destroyed by earthquake of 2005. The government decided 

to construct a new Balakot city and shift all affectees of old Balakot city to the new location. 

Accordingly as per letter dated 18.05.2007, a project namely New Balakot City Development Project 

(NBCDP) was launched. The work for construction of NBCDP was awarded to M/S Mumtaz 
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Construction Company at a cost Rs. 2,432.614 million.  Contract agreement was signed on 25.06.2007 

and completion time of the projects was three (03) years. 

 Audit observed that the encumbrance free land was not available at the time of award of contract 

by ERRA. The development work was carried out in bits and pieces despite release of Rs. 1.50 billion 

to KPK Government on account of land compensation. The development work/project was stopped in 

2014 and last IPC No. 75 on account of development expenditure was paid in 2014 showing progress 

of 48.71%. As per statement provided to audit, an amount of Rs. 2,966.571 million (development Rs. 

2,822.115 million and operational Rs. 144.456 million) had been spent on NBCDP upto the FY 2019-

20.  

 Further, the Honourable Supreme Court of Pakistan in its order dated 07.01.2019 had directed 

ERRA to present and get approval of revised PC-I worth Rs. 16.00 billion within 30 days and ensure 

no further cost overruns. The Honorable Court further held that project shall be completed in 30 months 

by ERRA and Chief Secretary KPK shall ensure all possible support of various departments of 

Provincial Government to make the project successful. Ministry of Finance was directed by the Apex 

Court to release Rs. 1.00 billion immediately to ERRA for NBC and remaining cost to be included in 

future budget allocation.  

 Later on Chairman ERRA briefed the Prime Minister of Pakistan on 16.09.2019 regarding 

development of NBCDP on Public Private Partnership (PPP) mode and PM accorded the requisite 

approval with the directions that ERRA should carry out a detailed feasibility study to transform NBC 

into a tourism hub. 

 Audit observed that the work could not be re-started /resumed till date of audit i.e. June 2021. 

NBCDP project also resulted in huge cost overruns without achieving any targets for development 

activities. The activities of civil work on the project were stopped in 2014, but the operational 

expenditure is being incurred regularly and an amount of Rs. 42.935 million was spent from FY 2015-

16 to FY 2019-20 which stand wasteful 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 01.07.2021. It was replied that work was 

started in 2007 but was being carried out slowly due land issues and during 2014 the wok was stopped 

completely. Latter on Supreme Court of Pakistan took Suo-Moto action on NBCD and instructed to 

resume the work as per MOU. Accordingly, PC-I of Rs. 16 billion was submitted to Planning 

Commission and Finance Division was approached to release Rs. 1.00 billion but the matter was not 

addressed till date. The Prime Minister of Pakistan on 16.09.2019 approved the proposal of NBCDP as 

tourism hub on PPP mode. The contract of consultancy for preparation of feasibility report on PPP 

mode was awarded to NESPAK which is in process. Further the man power of the project in 2015 

consisted of 18 personal which is now reduced to 10 personal for curtailing the operational expenses. 

The reply of the management was not tenable as the department failed to explain the current 

status of the project since 16.09.2019. Even otherwise the work is stalled since last seven years and was 

not resumed till date. Moreover, the operational expenditure is being incurred regularly and an amount 

of Rs. 42.935 million was spent from FY 2015-16 to FY 2019-20 on the project which were stopped in 

2014. 

 DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed that a Fact Finding Committee may be 

constituted and Report be submitted to audit authorities. 

No fact finding report was shared with audit till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that fact finding report should be provided for review by the DAC.  
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{AIR Para 01, NBCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

1.4.9 Wasteful expenditure on terminated projects and failure to re-award works at risk 

and cost of defaulting contractors – Rs. 664.238 million 

As per Para 23 of GFR Vol-I, every Government officer should realize fully and clearly that he 

would be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or negligence 

on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or 

negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown that he 

contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

 ERRA terminated 174 projects / schemes under Clause 63.1 of Conditions of Contract i.e. due 

to default of contractor. An expenditure of Rs. 664.238 million was incurred on these projects / schemes 

at the time of termination as detailed below: 

                       (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of entity 

No. of 

contracts 

terminated 

Expenditure 

incurred  

1. Reconstruction PERRA Abbottabad 86 260.141 

2. Reconstruction PERRA Mansehra 78 318.562 

3. DRU Muzaffarabad 10 85.535 

Total 174 664.238 

During audit for the year 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that terminated projects could 

not be re-awarded at risk and cost of defaulting contractors as required.  

Audit is of the view that an amount of Rs. 664.238 million incurred on the terminated projects 

has resulted in wasteful expenditure. 

Initial audit observation was issued during July & September 2021 and it was replied that the 

projects were terminated on contractor’s default but due to financial crunch and policy of ERRA, these 

project could not be re-tendered. On availability of funds and revision of policy regarding re-tendering 

by ERRA, these projects would be re-tendered and completed.  Further, no loss to government occurred 

as leftover work would be completed and facilities would be handed over to line department after 

completion. 

The reply was not tenable because the works could not be re-awarded at risk and cost of 

defaulting contractors. The expenditure already incurred on these projects has gone waste unless the 

management takes concrete steps to re-tender/re-award the works and get them completed as committed 

in the reply.  

DAC meeting was held on 28 & 29.12.2021. The management explained that re-tendering of 

the schemes was awaited due to financial constraints of ERRA. Further, in 14th Council Meeting of 

ERRA, it has been decided by the Federal Govt. that the projects under 95% achievements may be 

transferred to Provincial / State Governments. After detailed deliberation, the DAC directed the 

management to provide revised reply along with update on the decision of ERRA 14th Council Meeting. 

No compliance to DAC directives was produced till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter and provide an updated 

status on the decisions taken in 14th ERRA Council meeting.  

(AIR Para 1, DDR-ATD (Dev), Para 1 & 2 DDR Mansehra, Para 02 DRU Mzd.) 
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Financial Management  

1.4.10 Non-deposit of Income Tax - Rs. 1.812 billion and accretion of default surcharge – 

Rs. 1.215 billion 

 Section 153(1)(c) of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001, provides that every prescribed person 

making a payment in full or part including a payment by way of advance to a resident person on the 

execution of a contract, shall, at the time of making the payment, deduct tax from the gross amount 

payable. Whereas, section 161 (1) provides that where a person (a) fails to collect tax or deduct tax from 

a payment or (b) having collected tax or deducted tax fails to pay the tax to the Commissioner as 

required under section 160, the person shall be personally liable to pay the amount of tax to the 

Commissioner. Furthermore, Section 161 subsection (1B) states that where at the time of recovery of 

tax under sub-section (1) it is established that the tax that was to be deducted from the payment made 

to a person or collected from a person has meanwhile been paid by that person, no recovery shall be 

made from the person who had failed to collect or deduct the tax but the said person shall be liable to 

pay  default surcharge at the rate of twelve per cent per annum from the date he failed to collect or 

deduct the tax to the date the tax was paid. 

ERRA awarded contracts for “Roads and Bridges Package-I” and “Urban Infrastructure 

Development Package II” to the contractors M/s China Xinjinang Construction and  M/s China 

International Water and Electric Corporation for USD 169.268 million and  USD 183.732 million 

respectively. 

During audit it was observed that ERRA deducted income tax amounting to Rs. 

1,811.980 million from the payments made to Chinese Contractors since May 2012, but the 

amount of income tax was not deposited into the government treasury in accordance with the 

above-mentioned provisions of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. The detail is as under: 

      (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. Name of Entity Amount of Income Tax  

1. MCDP 1,039.452 

2. BCDP 600.797 

3. RCDP 171.731 

Total 1,811.98 

Further as a consequence of non-deposit of income tax, the entity would have to pay 

default surcharge of Rs. 1,215.439 million at the rate of 12 % per annum as stated above. Details 

are at Annexure-II. 

Audit holds that non-deposit of government taxes amounting to Rs. 1,811.980 million 

since long was irregular. Further non-deposit of taxes may lead to penal action against ERRA 

from taxation authorities in term of default surcharge amounting to Rs. 1,215.439 million. 

The matter was pointed out to ERRA during June/July 2021 and it was replied that a 

letter has been sent to Chairman FBR for expeditious confirmation/verification of the Tax 
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amount required to be deposited with FBR. Upon verification from FBR, the tax liability will 

be considered for allocation of funds by the Planning Commission. 

The reply was not acceptable because the tax amount was required to be deposited in 

Government treasury immediately after the same was withheld from the contractors. Further, 

no reply as to accretion of default surcharge due to non-deposit of income tax was provided.  

DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed for verification of tax liability from FBR. 

Compliance to DAC directives was awaited till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that Income Tax withheld from the contractors from time to time 

should be reconciled and deposited in the government treasury.  

 {Para No. 1& 2, MCDP,  Para 2&3 BCDP,  Para 5, RCDP AIRs 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

1.4.11 Loss due to less deduction of Income Tax from contractors -                   Rs. 273.882 

million 

As per Section 153(1)(C) Income Tax Ordinance 2001 (As amended in Finance Act 2014), the 

rate of income tax on execution of contracts (other than companies) was increased to 7.5% with effect 

from 01.07.2014.  

ERRA awarded contracts for “Roads and Bridges Package-I” and “Urban Infrastructure 

Development Package II” to the contractors M/s China Xinjinang Construction and  M/s China 

International Water and Electric Corporation for USD 169.268 million and  USD 183.732 million 

respectively. 

During audit of City Development Projects of ERRA i.e. Muzaffarabad City Development 

Project (MCDP) and Bagh City Development Project (BCDP) it was observed that an amount of Rs. 

273.882 million was less deducted from the payments made to the Chinese contractors. The rate of 

income tax was applied @ 6% w.e.f July 2014 onward instead of 7.5% as required under Finance Act 

2014. This resulted into less deduction of Income Tax as detailed below:  

             (Rs. in million) 

Financial Year 
IT deducted 

6% 

Total IT 7.5% 

deductible 

Less IT 

deducted 1.5% 

Name of 

entity 

2014-15 266.589 333.236 66.647 MCDP 

2015-16 180.904 226.13 45.226 MCDP 

2016-17 196.29 245.362 49.072 MCDP 

Total (a) 643.783 804.728 160.945 --- 

2014-15 130.240 162.800 32.56 BCDP 

2015-16 114.627 143.283 28.656 BCDP 

2016-17 206.885 258.606 51.721 BCDP 

Total (b) 451.752 564.689 112.937 --- 

Grand Total (a+b) 1,095.535 1369.417 273.882 --- 

 Audit holds that less deduction of income tax resulted into loss of government revenues to the 

tune of Rs. 273.882 million. 

The matter was pointed out during June/July 2021 and it was replied that a letter has 

been sent to Chairman FBR for expeditious confirmation/ verification of the Tax amount 

required to be deposited with FBR. Upon verification from FBR, the tax liability will be 

considered for allocation of funds by the Planning Commission. 
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The management has accepted the audit observation.  

DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed for verification of tax liability from FBR. 

Compliance to DAC directives was awaited till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the Income Tax should be recovered from the contractors and 

deposited into government treasury.  

{AIR Para No. 04 MCDP, Para 5 BCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

1.4.12 Non-adjustment of Financial Assistance paid to the contractor – Rs. 174.449 

million 

Clause 14.3 of General Conditions of Contract (GCC) provides that the contractor shall submit 

a statement in six copies to the engineer after the end of the period of payment stated in the contract in 

a form approved by the engineer, showing in detail the amount to which the contractor considers himself 

to be entitled, together with supporting documents which shall include the relevant report on progress. 

ERRA / MCDP paid an amount of Rs. 446.109 million to the contractor M/s CXB as advance 

payment in respect of 16 projects against bank guarantees.  

During audit it was observed that out of 16 projects, Final Payment Certificates (FPC) of nine 

(09) projects were received and approved /signed by the competent authority, while FPCs of 07 projects 

were still pending for adjustment against the advance paid. As such an amount of Rs. 174,448,691 has 

not yet been adjusted against work done at site, as detailed below:  

             (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Project 

Financial 

Assistance Paid 

1. Airport to Langarpura Road 70.190 

2. Retrofitting of High Court Building 63.333 

3. Tahlee Mandi Road 15.403 

4. Carpeting of City Roads 13.751 

5. GGHS Langurpura 4.895 

6. 4x Parks 3.877 

7. Graveyard Sundgali 3.000 

Total 174.449 

Audit holds that non-recovery / adjustment of advance amount after lapse of considerable 

time period was not justified. 

The matter was pointed out during July 2021. It was replied that financial assistance has been 

adjusted in the FPCs, however, the same are under process for signing by the PAO.  

DAC meeting was held on 28 & 29.12.2021. The forum was apprised that financial assistance 

has been adjusted in the FPCs, however the same are under process for signing by the PAO. DAC 

directed to expedite the finalization of FPCs and adjustment of financial assistance be produced to 

audit authorities for verification.  

The compliance to DAC directives was awaited till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the financial assistance paid to the contractors in advance should be 

recovered/adjusted.  

{Para No. 28, MCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 
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1.4.13 Non-recovery/adjustment of advances – Rs. 159.381 million  

According to Clause 60.12 of the contract between ERRA and M/s Mumtaz Construction 

Company for the construction of New Balakot City Development Project (NBCDP), an interest free 

mobilization advance up to 15% of the contract price shall be paid to the contractor in two equal parts 

upon submission of guarantee from a scheduled Bank for the full amount of the Advance. Amendment 

No.3 of the contract agreement provides that recovery of mobilization advance shall be made @ 20% 

of the value of work done measured and paid in the bill(s) in hand and all future bills received. 

As per Clause 60.11 of the contact agreement, the recovery of secured advance paid to the 

contractor shall be affected from the monthly payments on actual consumption basis. 

ERRA paid an amount of Rs. 446.109 million as mobilization and secured advance to the 

contractor M/s Mumtaz construction Company.  

During audit it was observed that complete amount was not adjusted from the bills of the 

contractor and an amount of Rs.159.381 million was outstanding since last 10 years and the project is 

stopped since 2014. The detail of advances given and recovered is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

S. 

No 
Description Amount paid  

Amount 

recovered upto 

75th IPC  

Outstanding 

amount  

1. Mobilization advance 456.115 321.540 134.575 

2. Secured advance 101.546 76.741 24.805 

Total  557.661 398.281 159.381 

Audit holds that: 

i. Secured advance paid against material brought at site by the contractor was 

required to be adjusted as per utilization of the material. The complete material 

was utilized by contractor either in the project or elsewhere as the project is 

stopped since 2014. Hence the secured advance was required to be recovered in 

full from the contractor.   

ii. Recovery of mobilization advance was required to be made @ 20% of the value 

of work done. An amount of Rs. 2,143.600 million was paid to the contractor upto 

IPC#75, but advance was not adjusted in full. 

iii. The project is stopped /stalled since 2014, but no efforts were made by the 

management to recover the advances.  

iv. A consultancy agreement to prepare a feasibility report regarding development of 

NBC as a tourism hub on PPP mode was made, however, neither the status of 

previous project of NBCDP was decided nor the outstanding issues such as 

adjustment and recovery of advances were addressed till the date of audit viz June 

2021. 
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The matter was pointed out on 01.07.2021 and it was replied that renewed bank guarantees of 

Rs. 134.229 million up to 30.06.2022 with regard to secured advance and indemnity bond of Rs. 36.205 

million have been provided by the contractor. 

Reply of the management was not satisfactory as the project is stopped / stalled since 2014 and 

the advances paid have not been recovered from the contractor. Further the confirmation from the bank 

against the Bank guarantees submitted by the contractor and the status of the utilization of material at 

site were not provided in support of reply.  

  DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed the management of NBCDP to produce 

original record i.e. Guarantees and IPC wise recovery of advances to audit authorities for verification. 

The compliance to DAC directives was awaited till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the amount should be recovered/adjusted from the contractor.  

{AIR Para 03, NBCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

1.4.14 Less recovery from contractor on account of Chinese security and consultancy 

claim – Rs. 61.924 million 

As per Umbrella PC-I titled “Urban Infrastructure Development Projects of AJ&K” the cost of 

establishment of PMU (Personnel & equipment), Consultancy Services (@ 2% of civil works cost) and 

Security for Chinese Construction Companies was to be borne by the Government of Pakistan as 

counterpart funding. 

In 29th meeting of Program Steering Committee for AJK Urban Development Program held on 

18.03.2015, it was decided that the total cost incurred on Chinese Security and Consultancy Charges 

will be recovered from the Chinese loan duly adjusted in the project cost from the ongoing and 

forthcoming projects, but not exceeding the costs actually paid to the NESPAK and Police Department 

AJK. This amount was to be included in contractor’s IPC as BOQ item and a profit/ overhead margin 

of not more than 10% was to be paid to the contractor. 

Management of Rawlakot City Development Project (RCDP) claimed amount on account of 

Chinese security and consultancy from the loan account through contractor’s IPCs. The amounts were 

received by obtaining cheques from the contractor in the name of ERRA Fund Account.   

Audit observed that as per statement provided by management, an amount of Rs. 61.924 million 

was less recovered/ claimed from the contractor in 12 projects. Details are at Annexure-III. 

It was further observed that 10% profit was also paid to the contractors for claiming this amount 

through contractor’s IPCs and not against any work done which was serious irregularity and a 

established loss to the government. 

 Audit holds that cheques received from the contractors were of lesser amounts than actual 

amounts drawn from the Chinese loan. Further it was not ensured that cheques given by the contractors 

were got cleared / encased.  

 Audit observation was issued on 12.07.2021 and it was replied that Chinese security and 

consultancy has been worked out correctly and income tax and contractor’s overhead were also included 

in the amount at the rate of 10% and 6% respectively. Therefore, the amount has correctly been 

recovered. 

 The reply was not acceptable as no evidence in support of reply was provided to substantiate 

the matter. Further, the 10% profit paid to the contractor was not justified and resulted in loss to the 

government. 
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 DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed for re-verification of record from audit 

authorities. 

No record was produced for verification till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective 

measures.  

                             {Para No. 6, RCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

1.4.15 Over payment due to application of higher rates –Rs. 10.768 million  

 According to contract agreement, rate for the item NSI (21-36) providing and laying 1:1.5:3 

cement concrete in road, paths, creteways using ¾” (19mm) Margalla Crush and Lawrencepur sand” 

was agreed at the rate of Rs. 12,070.14                      per cubic meter. 

 An item of work i.e. item No. NSI (21-36) providing and laying 1:1.5:3 cement concrete in 

road, paths, creteways using ¾” (19mm) Margalla Crush and Lawrencepur sand” was executed in work 

through variation order. The rate of the item was worked out and agreed in rate analysis as Rs. 12,070 

per cum.  

During audit of Rawalakot City Development Project (RCDP), it was observed that item was 

paid at the rate of Rs. 14,611 per cum instead of Rs. 12,070 which resulted in over payment of Rs. 

10.768 million as detailed below: 

    (Amount in Rupees) 

Sr. 

No 
V.O Qty. Cum 

Rate agreed in rate 

analysis 
Rate paid  Excess rate  Over payment  

1. 02 1935.829 12,070.14 14,611 2,541 4,918,941 

2. 03 2301.883 12,070.14 14,611 2,541 5,849,085 

Total 10,768,026 

 Audit holds that application of higher rates than agreed resulted in over payment to the 

contractor. 

 Audit observation was issued on 12.07.2021 and it was replied that agreed rates were 

formulated for using static concrete mixtures at site.  But to avoid delays in the project, the contractor 

was directed to use the batching plant with transit mixture. 

 Reply was not tenable as it was the responsibility of the contractor to complete the project 

within agreed timeline as per agreed rates. 

DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed that original Variation Order (VO) be produced 

to audit for verification. 

The compliance to DAC directives was awaited till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the overpayment to the contractor should be recovered.  

  {Para No. 18, RCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 
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1.4.16 Non-recovery from the contractor – Rs. 5.943 million  

According to Para 28 of GFR Vol-I, no amount due to Government should be left outstanding 

without sufficient reasons.  

ERRA vide letter No. CDPs/CC/(MCDP/2019/50 dated 20.03.2019, directed the contractor M/s 

CWE to deposit an amount of Rs. 5.944 million in ERRA Fund Account. 

During audit of Muzaffarabad City Development Project (MCDP), it was observed that an 

amount of Rs. 257,169 (local Share) and US $ 40,907 (Rs. 5,686,073.00) was established as deductible 

from the contactor M/s CWE in the project / scheme ‘Electrification of Seattleite Town Thotah’ based 

on final measurements of all items of work of the contract. The contractor was directed to deposit an 

amount of Rs. 5.943 million (Rs. 257,169 + Rs. 5,686,073) in ERRA Fund Account, however the 

amount was not deposited as is evident from the record of MCDP. 

Audit holds that non-recovery from the contractor resulted into loss to government exchequer. 

The matter was pointed out during July 2021. It was replied that recovery as pointed out by 

audit authority is in process out of the amount received from M/s CWE CDR held in ERRA Fund 

Account.   

DAC meeting held on 28&29.12.2021 directed that overpayment be recovered and record 

produced to audit for verification.    

The compliance to DAC directives was awaited till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that overpayment to the contractor should be recovered.  

{Para No. 17, MCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

Others 

1.4.17 Non-achievement of targets despite lapse of more than 16 years and incurrence of 

huge expenditure on operational activities  

According to Article 5 of ERRA Act 2011 and Clause 1.3 of ERRA Operational Manual, the 

ERRA shall be responsible for all reconstruction, rehabilitation and early recovery programs and 

projects in affected areas.  

Government of Pakistan established Earthquake Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Authority 

(ERRA) on 24.10.2005 with the objective to plan, coordinate, monitor and regulate reconstruction and 

rehabilitation activities in the earthquake affected areas. A total of 14,795 projects / schemes in 12 

sectors were planned to be reconstructed / rehabilitated.  

Audit observed that since inception, ERRA has incurred huge operational expenditure but the 

planned targets could not be achieved despite lapse of more than 16 years. The sector-wise progress / 

achievement of targets as on 30.06.2021 is worked out as under:  

 

Sr. 

No. 
Sector Projects 

GoP 

Portfolio 

Donor / 

Sponsor 

1. Education 5,725 3,931 1,794 

2. Health    327   148   179 

3. Governance   726   633     93 

4. Transport   346   130   216 

5. Livelihood 2,384 2,381     03 
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6. Town Planning     33     31     02 

7. Environment   467   467    00 

8. Power    18    00    18 

9. WATSAN 4,747 2,665 2,082 

10. Telecommunication     01    01     00 

11. Social Protection    15   15     00 

12. Medical Rehabilitation    06   06     00 

Total 14,795 10,408 4,387 

A. Completed Projects 11,076 6,815 4,261 

B. Balance Portfolio   3,719  3,593   126 

The above table reveals that out of total 14,795 projects, 11,070 could be completed with 

balance portfolio of 3,725 schemes / projects. The overall progress achieved by ERRA comes to 75% 

till June 2021. 

Audit holds that non-achievement of targets by ERRA despite lapse of more than 16 years and 

incurrence of huge operational expenditure is resulting recurring loss to Government as well as cost 

overrun of projects / schemes. 

Non-achievement of targets was pointed out to the management of ERRA HQrs on 19.11.2021 

and it was replied that due to financial crunch faced by ERRA, the schemes could not be completed in 

time.  

DAC meeting was held on 28 & 29.12.2021. ERRA briefed the DAC that out of total 14,795 

planned projects, 11,070 have been successfully completed and handed over while the balance portfolio 

is 2,539 schemes / projects only. ERRA has faced severe financial crunch after 2010, which resulted 

into intermittent cash flow from GoP over the past decade. The uncertainty and meager release of funds 

against demanded / required funds has forced majority of the contractor to demobilize from sites. The 

funds provided to ERRA / PERRA have been fully utilized. The management of PERRA further 

apprised the DAC that according to 14th meeting of ERRA Council, it has been decided by the Federal 

Government that the projects under 95% progress will be transferred to Provincial Government. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter and take necessary 

measures towards full achievement of the stated targets.  

(Para No. 1 ERRA HQrs, 02 PERRA, 01 SERRA) 

1.4.18 Capping /closure of PC-I of running projects and splitting of PC-Is resulting in 

bypassing the required approval  

As per Clause 1.2 of ERRA Operational Manual, ERRA is responsible for reconstruction and 

development of earthquake affected areas and rehabilitation of affected population. According to 

ERRA’s Notification No. NWFP-ERRA/ P&D/ ERRA/ 01-2006/ 004, ERRA was overall responsible 

and accountable for the timely and efficient execution of all programs activities in the area of its 

jurisdiction. Moreover, State Earthquake Reconstruction & Rehabilitation Agency (SERRA) was 

established for planning, implementation and supervision of ERRA funded activities in the earthquake 

affected districts.  

As per Sr. No. 3.33 of Guidelines for Project Management issued by the Planning Commission 

(Projects Wing), the project is considered to be completed / closed when all the funds have been utilized 

and objectives achieved, or abandoned due to various reasons. At this stage the project has to be closed 

formally and reports to be prepared on its overall level of success on a proforma PC-IV and forwarded 

to the Projects Wing of Planning Commission. 
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In 27th ERRA Board meeting held on 19.02.2020, (under agenda item No. 3 & 4), the Board 

unanimously approved capping of following PC-Is as under:  

  (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
PC-I Entity Period 

Expenditure 

incurred 

1. 
5th revised PC-I Establishment of 

SERRA & DRUs 

SERRA 

Muzaffarabad 

01.03.2006 

to 

31.01 2020 

1,095.661 

2. 
5th revised PC-I of Capacity 

Building Component 

PERRA 

Abbottabad 
-do- 873.930 

3. 

3rd revised PC-I Strengthening of 

Existing setup of Chief Engineer 

(EQAA) under PERRA/ 

Engineering Wing PERRA 

Reconstruction 

PERRA 

Abbottabad 

01.01.2009 

to 

31.01. 2020 

550.142 

Total --- --- 2,519.733 

 

 

Audit observed as under:  

i. The schemes planned to be reconstructed / rehabilitated by SERRA and PERRA 

were not completed while the PC-Is were capped and fresh PC-Is were prepared.  

ii. The closure of PC-Is required formal closure of the projects and preparation of 

reports on its overall level of success i.e. PC-IV as provided in Sr. No. 3.33 of 

Guidelines for Project Management.  

iii. Fresh PC-Is for the period January 2020 to June 2020 and July-2020 to June 2021, 

respectively were prepared. The PC-Is were splitted / prepared in piece meal 

keeping each below Rs. 100 million thereby avoiding approval of next higher 

forum i.e. PSC.  

iv. The status of employees of the closed PC-I was not addressed in ERRA Board 

meeting i.e. termination / repatriation, re-appointment etc. 

v. No record regarding completion of all closure formalities, progress on the 

summary submitted to the Prime Minster and outcome of the discussion in 

ECNEC and submission of progress as directed in 27th ERRA Board meeting was 

available and provided to audit.  

Audit holds that capping / closure of PC-Is of running projects and preparation/ approval of 

fresh PC-Is without approval of the required forum was not justified.  

Initial audit observation was issued on during August/ September 2021 and it was replied that 

fresh PC-Is were prepared as per directions of ERRA. 

The reply was not satisfactory as the PC-Is of running projects were capped and fresh PC-Is 

were prepared bypassing the approval of next higher forum.  

DAC meeting was held on 28 & 29.12.2021. The management of ERRA briefed DAC that 

ERRA Board in its 27th meeting unanimously approved capping of revised PC-Is. Secretary Planning 

Division also attended the said meeting being member of ERRA Board. The PC-1s were not closed to 
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avoid the competency of ERRA Board which is Rs. 3.00 Billion at present and for high than the costs 

of last revised PC-1. Audit authorities were of the view that capping/closure of PC-Is of running projects 

and preparation/ approval of fresh PC-Is, that too in piece meal was not in line with Planning 

Commission’s Guidelines for Project Management. Further, other observations pointed out in Paras 

were not addressed.  

DAC directed the management to provide point-wise revised reply to Audit authorities. 

The compliance to DAC directives is still awaited. 

Audit recommends that the matter should be probed and responsibility should fixed the for the 

lapses.  

(AIR Para No. 3 SERRA, Para 1 PERRA, Para 1 DDR-ATD)  

1.4.19 Unjustified expenditure in excess of the PC-Is – Rs. 3,658.86 million  

Para 9.1 of Guidelines for Project Implementation issued by Planning Commission (Projects 

Wing) provides that after the approval of the project, the executing agency implements the project 

according to the provisions of PC-I. Para 9.2 provides that during the implementation of project, if it is 

felt that there will be major change in the scope of work or increase in the approved cost by more than 

15%, then the project has to be revised and submitted for approval by the competent authority. Further 

Para 9.3 states that the revised PC-I should provide reasons and justifications for revision in cost/scope 

of work 

The management of Bagh City Development Project (BCDP) paid an amount of Rs. 3,658.86 

million against various schemes. Details are at Annexure-IV. 

During audit it was observed that these schemes were completed and handed over to the end 

users but original / revised PC-Is were not approved till date of audit viz June 2021. Further, in many 

cases, the actual completion cost of the projects had increased by more than 15% which required the 

revision of PC-I, however the same were neither revised nor any reason and justification for revision in 

cost / scope of work was provided.  

Audit is of the view that incurrence of expenditure without approved PC-Is and non-revision of 

PC-I of projects where expenditure had increased the permissible limit of 15% was serious lapse on the 

part of management of BCDP. This renders the entire expenditure as irregular. 

The matter was pointed out on 30.06.2021. It was replied that all PC-I / Revised PC-I are in 

process for approval of competent forum i.e. SPSC and ERRA Board.  

DAC meeting was held on 28 & 29.12.2021 wherein it was directed to expedite the process of 

approval of PC-Is of remaining schemes and the same be produced to audit authorities for verification, 

as and when approved. 

No compliance to DAC directives was produced till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures.

  

{Para No. 01, BCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

1.4.20 Irregular incurrence of expenditure without approval of PC-Is from ERRA Board  

– Rs. 2,519.733 million  

According to Rule 14(2) of ERRA Project Planning & Implementation Rules, the Board 
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may approve a project costing up to Rs. 500 million. If the cost of the project is more than Rs. 

500 million, the Board may recommend it to the Council for approval.  

As per Rule 12.2(5) (Powers Delegated to ERRA Board) of ERRA Financial Rules 

2012, the Board will approve all projects that fall within the power of CDWP but which are 

beyond the sanctioning powers of the Deputy Chairman ERRA. 

According to Sr. No. 10.1(v) of Guidelines for Project Management issued by the 

Planning Commission, no project under directive of any authority shall be started without 

proper preparation of PC-I/PC-II and approval of the relevant competent forum.  

An amount of Rs. 2,519.733 million was incurred by SERRA and PERRA against the following 

PC-Is: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
PC-I Title Entity 

Expenditure 

incurred 

1. Establishment of SERRA & DRUs SERRA Muzaffarabad 1,095.661 

2. Capacity Building Component PERRA Abbottabad 873.930 

3. 

Strengthening of Existing setup of Chief 

Engineer (EQAA) under PERRA/ 

Engineering Wing PERRA 

Reconstruction PERRA 

Abbottabad 
550.142 

Total --- 2,519.733 

It was observed that an expenditure of Rs. 2,519.733 million was incurred on account of 

operational activities but the said PC-Is were not got approved from the competent forum i.e. ERRA 

Board. As such, the expenditure incurred without the approval of PC-I from competent forum i.e. ERRA 

Board was irregular. 

Audit holds that PC-I costing more than Rs. 250 million was required to  be got approved from 

ERRA Board which was not done.  

Initial audit observation was issued during August / September 2021 and it was replied that 

working papers were submitted to ERRA for the anticipatory approval of Deputy Chairman ERRA. The 

same will be placed for approval before the coming ERRA Board Meeting. 

DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed that approval of PC-Is be included in the 

Agenda item of next ERRA Board Meeting.  

Audit recommends that the matter should be looked into for necessary corrective measures as 

agreed in DAC meeting.  

 (AIR Para No. 2 SERRA, Para 3 PERRA, Para 2-DDR-ATD) 

1.4.21 Inadmissible payment on account of General Items – Rs. 893.610 million  

 Section 0120 of the contract agreement volume –II “specification” provides that construction 

and maintenance of the contractor’s project site offices or main camp and sub camp including all offices, 

shops and warehouses and related facilities including accommodations of the contractor’s personnel 

shall be the responsibility of the contractor.  The location of the contractor’s camps, including all 

buildings, utilities and facilities thereof and of the camp or establishments all persons /parties in the 
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vicinity operating or associated with the contractor shall be subject to approval of the engineer.  No 

compensation shall be paid for any of the work involved in this section.  The cost thereof shall be 

deemed to have been included in quoted rates of other items of BOQ.  

Further, Section 0130 provides that the contractor shall make the stake out survey for 

construction purposes with competent qualified men consistent with current practices.  All instruments, 

stakes and other material necessary to perform all work shall be provided by the contractor.  No 

compensation shall be paid for any of the work involved in this section.  The cost thereof shall be 

deemed to have been included in quoted rates of other items of BOQ. 

Clause B-5 (i) of Umbrella Contract Agreement provided that the rate analysis of each item 

provided in the BOQs shall be worked out on the basis of prices of labor, material and equipment given 

in a mutually agreed composite schedule of rates adjusted with market prices. 25% of this amount shall 

be added for the contractor’s design, overhead cost and profit. 

 ERRA paid an amount of Rs. 893.610 million to the Chinese contractors on account of General 

Items in respect of three (03) City Development Projects i.e. MCDP, BDCP and RCDP.   

During audit it was observed that payment of general items included: 

i. Site superintendence establishment including site office, stores and 

maintenance yard etc. 

ii. Test charges, survey instrument maintenance and approval 

iii. Safety measures 

iv. Environment protection facilities and activities 

Details are at Annexure-V. 

 Audit holds that as per Clause B-5(i) of Umbrella Contract Agreement, and Section 0120 & 

0130 of the contract agreement volume –II titled “specification”, the items of work shown as general 

items were already covered under 25% of contractor’s design, overhead cost and profit and the 

provisions of the contract agreement. Hence, additional payment in the name of General Items was 

unauthorized and was beyond the agreed rates provided in the contract agreement. 

 Audit observation was issued during 07.07.2021 and department replied that similar 

Para was discussed in PAC on 13.08.2021 wherein the Committee pended the Para and directed 

the PAO/Chairman/Deputy Chairman, ERRA to make a new DAC on the Para and submit the 

recommendations, with the proposal, to the Committee in the next meeting for further 

consideration and decision of the Committee. 

DAC meeting was held on 28 & 29.12.2021. The forum was apprised that in light of 

PAC directives, a Fact Finding Committee was formulated. The recommendations of 

committee have been received and will be presented to PAC.  

DAC pended the Para till decision of PAC. 

Audit recommends that the inadmissible amount should be recovered.  

{AIR Para 6 BCDP, Para No. 13, RCDP, Para 6 MCDP, 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

1.4.22 Irregular expenditure beyond the scope of PC-1 – Rs. 301.312 million 

 According to Para 4.12 and 13 of the Manual for Development Projects, the physical and 

financial scope of a project, as determined and defined in the project document (PCI), is appraised and 
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scrutinized by the concerned agencies before submitting it for approval of the CDWP/ECNEC. Once 

approved by the competent authority, the executing agency is supposed to implement the project in 

accordance with the PC-I provisions. It has no authority to change and modify the main approved 

parameters of the project on its own beyond permissible limit of 15%. However, if at some stage 

modifications / changes become imperative then project authorities should revise the project and submit 

it for the approval of competent authority.  

 A contract for construction of Anayat Bakery to Chak Airport Road was awarded to M/S CXB 

in February, 2013 at a cost of Rs. 305.438 million. Subsequently, four (04) variation orders were 

prepared and approved by the authorities as detailed below: 

 (Rs. in million) 

VO.  

No. 
Approved by Purpose Amount  % 

1. PD Design change flexible to rigid 0056-0740 16.241 5.32 

2. PD 
link road-additional work Anayat Bakery to Javid café 

rigid pavement 160 M 
16.089 5.27 

3. 31st PSC 
conversion from flexible to rigid RD 1+110 to 1+240 and 

4+490 to 4+544      
35.607 11.66 

4. 35 & 36 PSC 

i. Javid café to Baldia adda additional road including 

Murgi Gali 1.5 km only one side left    ii). Chak Bazar to 

Khigala 2 KM additional road 

183.000 59.91 

Total 250.937 82.16 

 Audit observed that the expenditure on the projects was incurred beyond the scope of PC-1 as 

under: 

       (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. Description Amount  

1. Original PC-1 cost  337.508 

2. Revised PC-1 Cost  638.820 

3. Expenditure beyond PC-1 301.312 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Expenditure was incurred beyond the scope of PC-1 and revised PC-1 was not got 

approved from the competent forum.  

ii. Three link roads were included in the project through variation orders as 

mentioned above. Audit holds that inclusion of new work of link road through 

variation order was irregular and clear violation of rules 
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iii. Change is design and addition of new facilities/work resulted in almost 100% 

increase in the original project cost. Hence, PC-1 was required to be revised and 

approved before execution, which was not done. 

Audit holds that this resulted into irregular incurrence of expenditure beyond approved 

scope of PC-I.   

Audit observation was issued on 12.07.2021 and it was replied that revised PC-1 is in 

process of ex-post facto approval from the competent forum. 

DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed to submit revised reply along with copies of 

PC-I for re-verification of audit authorities. 

No record was produced till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures. 

  {Para No. 15, RCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

1.4.23 Un-authorized acceptance of performance security from other than approved 

insurance company and non-renewal – Rs. 243.261 million 

Clause 32.1 of the agreement between ERRA and M/S Mumtaz Construction Company 

regarding construction of New Balakot City Development Project (NBCDP) provides that, the 

successful bidder shall furnish to the employer in the form of unconditional on demand guarantee issued 

from a scheduled bank in Pakistan or at the contractor’s option, in the form of Insurance Guarantee 

from the following Insurance companies. The amount of guarantee shall be 10% of the total contract 

price stated in the letter of acceptance. 

S. 

No 
Name of company 

S. 

No 
Name of company 

1. National Insurance Co. Ltd. 6. Premier Insurance Co. Ltd. 

2. Adamjee Insurance Co. Ltd. 7. Alpha Insurance Co. Ltd. 

3. Askari Insurance Co. Ltd. 8. Reliance Insurance Co. Ltd. 

4. New Jubilee Insurance Co. Ltd. 9. Central Insurance Co. Ltd. 

5. EFU General Insurance Co. Ltd.   

 The contractor of NBCDP M/s Mumtaz Construction Company provided insurance guarantee 

w.e.f. 01.01.2018 to 30.06.2018 from M/s United Insurance Company Pvt. Ltd. The performance 

guarantee expired on 30.06.2018.  

  During audit of NBCDP, it was observed that M/s United Insurance Company Pvt. Ltd. was 

not listed in the contract agreement and therefore acceptance of guarantee from the non-specified 

company was un-authorized. Further the department did not get the guarantee re-validated & renewed 

and thus government’s interest was put at stake to the tune of Rs. 243.261 million. 

Audit holds that acceptance of guarantee from the non-specified company was not justified and 

thus irregular. 
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The matter was pointed out to the management on 01.07.2021 and it was replied that letter has 

already been written to the contractor for submission of revised valid performance guarantee. Further 

united issuance is ‘A’ rated company as stated in NHA circular dated 26.04.2012.  

The reply of the management was not tenable as the department failed to obtain valid 

performance security from the contractor in line with contract agreement as M/s United Insurance 

Company Pvt. Ltd. was not listed in the contract agreement.  

 DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed the management of NBCDP to submit revised 

reply to audit authorities with full justification.  

 No compliance to DAC directives was produced till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the matter should be inquired to fix responsibility for the lapse. Besides, 

internal controls should be strengthened to avoid recurrence of similar irregularities in future.  

{AIR Para 02, NBCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

1.4.24 Unjustified payment on account of price adjustment – Rs. 191.564 million 

The Standard Procedure and Formula for Price Adjustment (First Edition March 2009) issued 

by Pakistan Engineering Council provides that (1), no method, other than given in this document, is 

acceptable to compute the price adjustment. Further according to Part-I, Procedure (B-Parameters), 

Weightages of Specified Items, each of the cost elements, having cost impact of five (05) percent or 

higher can be selected for adjustment. (C) 1, the billed amount of the Works for each calendar month 

will be obtained from the checked bills submitted by the Contractor. In case the billed amount is for 

more than one month, the amount of the bill shall be segregated for actual work done in each month. 

Office of the Dy. Director Reconstruction Abbottabad, DDR Mansehra and DRU Muzaffarabad 

paid price adjustments of various projects / schemes to the contractors during FY 2018-19 to 2020-21. 

Scrutiny of a few selected projects revealed that an amount of Rs. 191.564 million was paid on account 

of price adjustment as detailed below: 

                                                                                 (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of entity 

No. of sample 

schemes 

Price adjustment 

paid  

1. Reconstruction PERRA Abbottabad 
04 85.877 

2. Reconstruction PERRA Mansehra 
07 61.767 

3. DRU Muzaffarabad 
06 43.920 

Total 
17 191.564 

During scrutiny of price adjustment bills / IPCs, it was observed that the amount of actual work 

done carried out in a calendar month was not segregated while calculating the price adjustment as 

required under Standard Procedure and Formula for Price Adjustment. Instead, the amount of price 

adjustment was calculated by distributing the amount of work done of each IPC on proportionate / 

average basis over the months of the billing period.  

Audit holds that distribution of work done on proportionate basis was violation of instruction 

of PEC which render the whole payment irregular. 
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Initial audit observation was issued during July & September 2021. It was replied that it was 

not possible for the contractor to submit monthly IPC due to funding issue. As a general practice, if the 

billed amount is for more than one month, then the price adjustment is calculated on the basis of average 

work done in each month. Further, the average method is favorable to the Employer.   

The reply was not satisfactory as the payment of price adjustment was made in violation 

instruction of PEC. 

DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed the management to submit revised reply along 

with the calculations of price adjustment / comparative statements by applying both the methods i.e. 

average method and as per formula provided in PEC Standard Procedure, to prove that no loss occurred 

to government exchequer 

No compliance to DAC directives was produced till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures. 

 (AIR Para 03 DDR, ATD Dev. Para 03 DDR Mansehra, Para 04 DRU Mzfd.) 

 

1.4.25 Unjustified payment on account of Housing Cash Grant – Rs. 85.725 million 

 According to 18th Meeting of ERRA Board (agenda item No. 47), the ERRA Board accorded 

approval for final closure of Housing Cash Grant program. Further, according to clarification issued by 

ERRA HQs, vide letter No. 1-1/Gen/Rehab/ERRA dated 22.02.2019, the Housing Cash Grant Program 

stands closed w.e.f. 18.12.2012.  

SERRA Muzaffarabad disbursed an amount of Rs. 74.20 million on account of housing cash 

grant to the affectees of Earthquake 2005 during FYs 2015-16 to 2019-20. Similarly an amount of Rs. 

11.525 million was disbursed by PERRA Abbottabad during the period February 2017 to February 2020 

on account of housing cash grant.  

Audit observed that housing cash grant program was closed w.e.f 18.12.2012, however payment 

of housing cash grant to the earthquake affectees remained continued till February 2020.   

Audit holds that the payment amounting to Rs. 85.725 million (Rs. 74.20 million + Rs. 11.525 

million) on account of housing cash grant despite the closure of HCG was not justified.  

The matter was pointed out during August / September 2021. The management of SERRA 

replied that closure of HCG w.e.f. 18.12.2012 pertains to non-conducting of fresh survey for housing 

compensation. The amount under observation pertains to the beneficiaries whose damaged houses were 

surveyed before the said date and payment could not be made due to unavailability of funds with ERRA 

or the amount was returned to SERRA due to incorrect particulars of the beneficiaries. Further, people 

also approached legal institutions and the claims were paid on decision of said institutions. PERRA 

replied that HCG last tranches list No.54, 36 & 27 were received in October, 2012 from NADRA and 

the funds against these lists received from ERRA in June, 2016 and amount disbursed accordingly. 

Further due to late release of funds and other bank anomalies in affectees bank accounts i.e. dormant 

accounts, wrong title of accounts etc. Some amounts bounced back to PERRA Housing Cash Grant 

account. The amount remained in the HCG account to make repayment to affectees after fulfillment of 

all the codal formalities. 

The reply was not acceptable because as per minutes of 18th ERRA Board Meeting and 

clarification issued by ERRA vide letter dated 22.02.2019, the HCG stand closed w.e.f. 18.12.2012. 
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Further, no evidence of orders of legal institutions regarding payment of HCG was provided in support 

of reply by SERRA. 

DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed to present the matter before the next ERRA 

Board meeting. The decision will be intimated to audit authorities accordingly.  

No compliance to DAC directives was produced till date.  

Audit recommends that the matter should be presented before the ERRA Board for 

regularization/appropriate decision.  

    (AIR Para No. 04 SERRA Mzfd, Para 09, PERRA ATD,) 

1.4.26 Unjustified excess payment due to non-utilization of available hard rock material 

– Rs. 23.221 million  

According to Note 2 to Bill No. I (Earthwork) of BOQ, the cost of excavation of rock / any 

other material which is used anywhere in the project shall deemed to be included in pay item relating 

to part of work where the material is used. In no case, cost of excavation shall be paid separately.  

Offices of the Reconstruction (PERRA) Abbottabad and Mansehra awarded various contracts 

for the reconstruction / rehabilitation of earthquake damaged roads in Districts Abbottabad and 

Mansehra respectively.  

The scrutiny of a few contracts revealed that contractors were paid Rs. 23.221 million under 

bill No. 1 (Earthwork) for item of work i.e. item No. 106di “Excavate surplus Hard Rock Material” at 

different rates. Similarly another item of work under bill No. 4 & 5 item No. (411b) “Stone Masonry 

Random with Mortar” was paid for Rs. 170.724 million. 

During audit it was observed that out of total quantity of excavated hard rock, deduction at a 

flat rate of only 25% for utilization of hard rock was made in all the contracts, while 75% of available 

hard rock material was declared surplus and an amount of Rs. 23.221 million was paid to the contractors 

on account of excavation. It is worth mentioning that the calculation was made for 08 roads / projects 

only on sample basis.   

Audit holds that entire quantity of hard rock was required to be utilized in stone masonry which 

was not done. As such payment of Rs. 23.221 million on account of excavation of hard rock material 

was not justified and amounts to undue favor to concerned contractors.  Details are at Annexure-VI.    

The matter was pointed out during September 2021 and it was replied that the excavation of 

hard rock material and its stacking was very difficult due to limited space as the roads have to be kept 

operational for traffic while carrying out construction activities at site.  During excavation/cutting, most 

of the excavated material either rolled down towards valley side or was wasted due to stacking problem. 

In most of the cases,  it was not possible to re-use the excavated material , however in order to safeguard 

the employer’s interest, it was decided by ERRA in consultation with all stakeholders that 25% of the 

overall excavated hard rock material will be deducted from the contractors bill for re-use in other items 

of work if required.  The utilization of 25% hard rock material even if it cannot be re-used due to site 

condition was deducted from the contractor in line with the policy decision of ERRA.   

The reply was not acceptable because instead of utilizing the total quantity of excavated hard 

rock material, only 25% hard rock was utilized while 75% of available hard rock material was declared 

surplus. 
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DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed the management to produce RD wise survey 

reports of NESPAK and recovery schedule to audit authorities for verification. 

No compliance to DAC directives was produced till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures 

besides strengthening of internal controls. 

(AIR Para 5, DDR, ATD. Dev. Para 09, DDR Mansehra) 

1.4.27 Un-authorized claim of granular sub base on link roads under rigid pavement – 

Rs. 17.725 million 

Detailed drawings of the work ‘Anayat Bakery to Chak Airport Road’ were prepared and 

submitted to the consultant M/s NESPAK and employer and same were vetted by the consultant subject 

to some changes/ variations. NESPAK instructed to add 5cm Asphalt wearing course and 15cm water 

bound macadam after scarifying and removing existing asphalt. Further, exposed surface after removing 

of existing asphalt may be treated as sub base and re-compacted and additional sub base material will 

be added only where required.  

 Scrutiny of record of the project ‘Anayat Bakery to Chak Airport Road’ revealed that the 

contractor executed and claimed item No.21-36 “making rigid pavement” (RCC road instead of asphalt) 

at link roads. These link roads were not provided in original PC-I and were additionally added in the 

scope through variation orders.  

Audit observed that the contractor also claimed item of granular sub base under the rigid 

pavement on the link roads.  

 Audit holds that item of granular sub base was disallowed by the engineer on existing road. 

Further, the sub base is required and laid under the asphalt wearing course of 5cm on main roads. The 

instant case was of link roads with rigid pavement (RCC) which was 0.275 meter thick. Hence, sub base 

was not required under RCC 0.275 thick link roads and stands un-authorized. The detail of unauthorized 

claim is as under: 

   (Rs.) 

Sr. 

No 
Description 

Qty. 

cu.m 
Rate Amount  

1. 

VO-2 additional work of link road named as 

bank road Javid café to baldia adda 0+0 - 

1+155 and murgi gali road 0000-0+097 2,317.07 3,469.04 8,038,015 

2. 
VO-3 additional work chak bazar road 2 KM 

chak bazar to Khigala 000-2000 2,831.68 3,421.04 9,687,290| 

Total 17,725,306 

 Audit observation was issued on 12.07.2021 and it was replied that the approved design 

required scarification, removal of existing asphalt providing layer of 15 CM WBM under 5CM AWC. 

WBM was later on replaced with sub base cheaper than WBM.  

 DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed that record be got re-verified by the audit 

authorities. 
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No record was produced for verification till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures 

besides strengthening of internal controls. 

  {Para No. 17, RCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

1.4.28 Unjustified payment to NESPAK on account of consultancy services - Rs. 15.349 

million 

As per contract agreement, the payment to the consultant was required to be made on percentage 

basis in line with submission of deliverables. 

A consultancy contract for detailed feasibility study for development of New Balakot City 

Development Project (NBCDP) at Bakrial District Mansehra as a tourism Hub on PPP basis was 

awarded to NESPAK at a cost of Rs. 34.911 million on 16.03.2020. An amount of Rs. 15.349 million 

was paid to consultant up to 30.06.2021.  

 The timelines for submission of deliverables after commencement of services as decided in 1st 

pre bid meeting are given in Annexure-VII , while schedule of payment as per contract agreement is 

at Annexure-VIII. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. The contract agreement was not signed by Joint Venture (JV) partner of NESPAK 

i.e. KPMG 

ii. Contract agreement on stamp paper was also not signed. 

iii. Payment was released to the consultant without submission of deliverables as per 

agreement. 

iv. The contract award letter was issued on 16.03.2020 and all the deliverables were 

required to be completed within 52 weeks. However, the consultant failed to 

accomplish the required task up to 30.06.2021. 

v. Some deliverable like detailed topographic survey, necessary geotechnical 

investigations, master layout plan/conceptual design and traffic impact 

assessment report which were agreed in bid documents were latter excluded from 

the contract agreement 

vi. An amount of Rs. 681, 485 was paid to M/s Axis Law Chamber, however the 

same was not a JV partner with NESPAK. 

vii.  Provincial Sales tax on services (PST) @ rate of 2% was deducted from the 

payment. However, contract was awarded by ERRA, which is a Federal entity, 

hence ICT tax was required to be deducted @ 16 %. 

viii. Income tax amounting to Rs. 690, 694 @ 4.5 % was deducted, however, Income 

tax of Rs. 1,151,157 (Rs. 15,348,756 x 7.5%) at the rate of 7.5 percent was 

required to be deducted. 

Audit is of the view that the payment to the consultant was not justified as deliverables were 

not provided within the agreed timelines. 
 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 01.07.2021 and it replied that consultant has 

been requested for provision of signed copy of contract agreement and joint venture agreement. The 

payment was made after the presentation of deliverable to chairman NDMA / ERRA. The award letter 
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was issued on 16.03.2020 but the contract agreement signed in October 2020 due to Covid-19 pandemic, 

locust and flood disaster in Pakistan. Further all the work was carried out as per requirements. M/s Axis 

law chamber is part of KPMG. PST is deducted @ 2% as the project is being executed in KPK Govt. 

The reply of the management was not tenable as the department did not got executed the 

contract in letter and spirit to achieve targets within the specified timelines as no evidence for 

submission of deliverables were provided in support of reply. Contract document along with JV 

document was also not signed till date. Moreover, PST and income tax was not deducted as per 

applicable rules. 

DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed the management of NBCDP to submit revised 

reply with point wise justification to audit authorities. 

No compliance to DAC directives was produced till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures 

besides recovery of applicable taxes. 

 {AIR Para 06, NBCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

1.4.29 (a) Inadmissible payment on account of price adjustment – Rs. 12.536 million 
(b) Undue favor to contractor by not imposing LD charges –  Rs. 5.949 million  

According to Chief Engineer PERRA Abbottabad letter No. 2102/ 1-EOT dated 10.06.2015, 4th 

Extension in time limit of Dalola Dabban Road was accorded with the condition that contractor will not 

claim price adjustment beyond 3rd EOT i.e. 19.07.2014. 

According to Clause 47.1 (Appendix-A to Bid), the amount of Liquidated Damages was 

provided as 0.01% of the contract price for each day of delay in completion of the works subject to 

maximum 10% of contract price stated in the letter of acceptance.  

 Office of the Dy. Director Reconstruction Abbottabad awarded a contract for reconstruction / 

rehabilitation of Dalola Dabban Road to M/s Zia-ur-Rehman & Co. Government Contractor for contract 

cost of Rs. 59.497 million during November 2008. The completion period was 24-months from the date 

of commencement of work.  

During audit it was observed that the contractor could not complete the work within stipulated 

time and 3rd extension was accorded upto 19.07.2014. As per the Chief Engineer PERRA Abbottabad 

letter dated 10.06.2015, the contractor could achieve only 57% physical progress upto June 2015 and 

the project could not be completed even after 4th EOT as proposed by the consultant. The 4th EOT up to 

21.06.2015 was accorded by Chief Engineer PERRA with the condition that contractor will not claim 

price adjustment beyond 3rd EOT i.e. 19.07.2014. 

It was further observed that the contractor was paid price adjustment amounting to Rs. 15.261 

million up to August 2018. This amount included price adjustment of Rs. 12.536 million beyond 

19.07.2014. The road was still incomplete (91% physical progress) and 5th EOT was accorded to 

contractor up to 17.01.2018 for 2-years, 6-months and 27-days.  

 Audit holds that Liquidated Damages for Rs. 5.949 million (Rs. 59.497 million x 10%) was 

required to be imposed and recovered from the contactor which was not done. Instead, contractor was 

favored by allowing payment of price adjustment beyond July 2014 (i.e. 3rd EOT).  

Initial audit observation was issued on 16.09.2021 and it was replied that the work could not be 

completed within stipulated /extended time due to financial crunch faced by ERRA. On the basis of 

delay on part of Employer, 5th EOT was granted to the Contractor. The condition imposed by the 
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Employer for grant of 4th EOT, that contractor will not claim Price adjustment beyond 3rd EOT has 

been clarified by the “Engineer” that grant of EOT due to default of employer without price adjustment 

is not covered under any clause of CoC. In order to avoid violation of provision in contract, the stance 

of NESPAK was agreed. The price adjustment has been made under clause 70.1 of CoC. 

 The reply was not acceptable because the EOT was accorded by Chief Engineer PERRA 

specifying that no price adjustment will be paid beyond 19.07.2014.  

DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed the management to provide revised reply to 

audit authorities. 

No compliance to DAC directives was produced till finalization of this report.  

 Audit recommends that LD charges should be imposed and recovered from the contractor.  

(AIR Para 6, DDR, Abbottabad Development) 

1.4.30 Inadmissible payment against deleted works – Rs. 8.738 million  

Para 23 of GFR Vol-I, states that every government officer should realize fully and clearly that 

he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or negligence 

on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or 

negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown that he 

contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence.  

Muzaffarabad City development Project (MCDP) paid certain items in the Final Payment 

Certificate (FPC) of project “Construction of President House and Secretariat, Muzaffarabad’  

It was observed that the paid items were already deleted through variation orders No. 4 & 5, 

however the deleted items were measured and paid to the contractor in 17th and Final Payment 

Certificate. Details are at Annexure-IX. 

Similarly, the perusal of FPC of RCC Bridge Thoth, Muzaffarabad revealed that item of work 

NSI  “35mm steel Expansion Joint including Sealant” was deleted vide variation order No. 4. However, 

the said item was claimed and paid to contractor for Rs. 72,505 against a quantity of 7.25 R.M vide Sr. 

No. 43 of FPC. 

Audit holds that this has resulted into overpayment of Rs. 8.738 million (Rs. 8,665,669 + Rs. 

72,505 = Rs. 8,738,174) to contractor for items deleted from the scope of the pointed out works.  

The matter was pointed out during July 2021 and it was replied that not all items of work were 

completely deleted from BOQ rather some of the quantities were deleted and new quantities were added 

for the same items. In reply to Sr. No. 2 of Para, it was replied that the expansion joint payment is made 

only for footpath area while expansion joint for bridge carriage way is paid under variation order No. 

02. Moreover these items were essentially required as per site and accordingly used and no double 

payment has been made against these items. 

The reply was not acceptable as payment was made against deleted items which resulted into 

inadmissible payment. During verification of record, overpayment of completely deleted items for Rs. 

1.44 million + Rs. 0.893 million was admitted. Moreover, no evidence related to partially deleted items 

was produced.  

DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed the management to recover the overpayment, 

while the record regarding partially deleted items be produced to audit authorities for verification. 

No compliance to DAC directives produced till finalization of this report.  
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Audit recommends that inadmissible payment should be recovered.  

{Para No. 15, MCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

1.4.31 Overpayment on account of lease money – Rs. 8.049 million 

Clause B-5 (i) of Umbrella Contract Agreement provided that based on the design approved by 

the employer, rate analysis of each item provided in the BOQ shall be worked out on the basis of prices 

of labor, material and equipment given in a mutually agreed Composite Schedule of Rates (CSR) as 

adjusted with market prices.  25% of this amount shall be added for contractor’s design, overhead costs 

and profit, and then Income Tax shall be added to the cost so obtained to determine the total cost of that 

item. 

Item of work under bill ‘Earth work’ 21-06 (NSI) namely ‘making earthen embankment with 

earth….’ and item of work No. NSI namely ‘filling in culverts or drains……’ were executed in different 

contracts. Rate analysis carried out by the contractor for these items revealed that composite rate of the 

item included some portion/ amount on account of lease money.  

A comparison of rate analysis of item with that of AJK CSR June 2009 revealed that Lease 

money was not included in the inputs of the item. Thus due to inclusion of lease money in the item rate 

(in rate analysis), the item rate was increased to that extent which resulted into overpayment of Rs. 

6.283 million as detailed below: 

(Rs.) 

Sr. # Name of the Project 
IPC 

No 

Qty. executed 
Lease money 

(included 
Over 

payment 

(cu.m) in unit rate)  

1. Protection Bund IHK FPC 6,769.60 140.864 953,592 

2. Sudan Gail Road Part-B FPC 5,898.37 140.864 830,868 

3. Dhulia road FPC 24,041.31 140.864 3,386,555 

4. Ring Road Section-IV FPC 18,268.15 140.864 2,573,325 

5. Ring Road Section-III FPC 2,166.31 140.864 305,155 

Total 8,049,494 

Further, no record as to lease agreement for borrow pits was available on record. 

Audit holds that overpayment of Rs. 8.049 million was made to the contactor due to inclusion 

of lease money in item rate (rate analysis) which was not justified. 

The matter was pointed out during July 2021 and it was replied that the term lease for this 

purpose means “lease granted on tenure basis for a specified period for excavation and collection of any 

specified quantity of materials. Borrowed material used for making earthen embankment was excavated 

from land owned by local people, who demanded money for same. Accordingly, this input was 

incorporated as lease. Therefore, no overpayment was made to the Contractor in this regard. 

The reply was not acceptable because comparison of rate analysis of item with that of AJK CSR 

June 2009 revealed that lease money was not included in the inputs of the item. Further, no record as to 
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lease agreement for borrow pits was available on record. As such the amount paid on account of lease 

money is required to be recovered. 

DAC meeting was held on 28 & 29.12.2021. The management of BCDP explained before DAC 

that the term lease for this purpose means lease granted on tenure basis for a specified period for 

excavation and collection of any specified quantity of materials and accordingly, this input was 

incorporated as lease money. Audit authorities was of the view that amount added on account of ‘Lease 

money’ was not included in the inputs of rate analysis of item in mutually agreed AJK CSR June 2009. 

As such, overpayment was made to contractor. Upon detailed deliberation, DAC pended the Para. 

Audit recommends that overpayment made to contractor should be recovered and deposited 

into treasury. 

{Para No. 21, BCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

1.4.32 Unjustified expenditure on link road without provision in PC-I and approval of 

Variation Orders – Rs. 2.688 million  

According to approved PC-I for construction of ‘Jalalabad RCC Bridge Muzaffarabad’, 

execution of works and payment thereof on Jalalabad Access Road was not provided.   

The record / FPC of Jalalabad RCC Bridge Muzaffarabad revealed that an amount Rs. 2.668 

million was paid on account of execution of certain items of works on Jalalabad Access Road (RD 

00+00 to 00+449.33).  

Audit observed that the said road was neither provided in approved PC-I nor any variation order 

was approved. As such, payment for works not provided in approved PC-I and without any variation 

order was not justified. Detail of payment is as under: 

                                                                                                 (Rs.) 

Sr. 

No. 

Item 

No. 
Description 

Qty. 

paid 
Rate Amount 

1. 203b Asphalt Base Course 65.706 22,640.48 1,487,615 

2. 302a 
Cut back asphalt for 

bituminous prime coat 
1051.301 124.735 131,134 

3. 303a 
Cut back asphalt 

bituminous take coat 
1051.301 48.241 50,716 

4. 305b Asphalt wearing course 39.424 25,844.79 1,018,905 

Total 2,688,370 

Audit holds that expenditure without provision in PC-I and approval of Variation Orders was 

not justified. 

The matter was pointed out during July 2021 and it was replied that construction of 

access roads of both sides of the bridge were part of contract and quantities were provided in 

BOQ which form part of PC-I.  

The reply was not acceptable as no provision in PC-I regarding execution of work on 

link road was provided. Moreover, no variation orders were prepared and approved for 

carrying out the additional work. 
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DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed that record i.e. PC-I & BOQ be provided to 

audit authorities for verification. 

No record was produced to audit for verification till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures. 

{Para No. 26, MCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

1.4.33 Overpayment due to allowing additional inputs in unit rate - Rs. 2.966 million 

Clause B-5 (i) of Umbrella Contract Agreement provided that based on the design approved by 

the employer, rate analysis of each item provided in the BOQ shall be worked out on the basis of prices 

of labor, material and equipment given in a mutually agreed Composite Schedule of Rates (CSR) as 

adjusted with market prices.  25% of this amount shall be added for contractor’s design, overhead costs 

and profit, and then Income Tax shall be added to the cost so obtained to determine the total cost of that 

item. 

Final Payment Certificate (FPC) of Ring Road Section III, provided that additional work in the 

roads shall be paid under Non Schedule Item No. 21-36 (NSI) “Providing and laying cement concrete 

having cylinder strength of 3000 psi for roads, paths, crete ways” as worked out in the rate analysis. 

The perusal of FPC of Ring road Section III at Bagh revealed that an amount of Rs. 12.721 

million was paid to the contractor under item No. 21-36 (NSI) against a quantity 798.583 Cu.m.  

Audit observed from the rate analysis of the item that quantities of some inputs for the item 

were increased/paid extra in unit rate instead of taking the same inputs as allowed in AJK-CSR 2009. 

This resulted into unauthorized /excess payment of Rs. 2.966 million to the contractor as detailed below: 

(Rs.) 

Sr. 

No 
Inputs of the item Unit 

Qty. admissible 

as 

per AJK CSR 

Qty. applied in 

rate analysis 

Qty. 

excess 

claimed 

Rate 

 

Amount 

 

1. Cement K.G 400 430 30 11.97 359.10 

2. Sand Lawrence pur Cum 0.42 0.43 0.01 3,185.41 31.85 

3. Water charges - 0 139.13 139.13 139.13 139.13 

4. Water reducing admixture Ltrs. 0 5.26 5.26 50 263 

5. Concrete batching plant Hrs. 0 0.50 0.50 2,000 2,000 

 Excess rate claimed per Cums 2,793.08 

 (+) Profit 25% 698.27 

 (+) 6% Income Tax 222.852 

 Total (6+7+8) 3,714.202 

 Quantity paid 798.583 

 Total over Paid (9*10) 2.966 

Audit is of the view that while working out unit rate, due to addition of inputs which are not 

admissible in adopted AJK CSR, rate has been inflated to the tune of Rs. 3,714.202 per cum. Resultantly 

an amount of Rs. 2.966 million  (798.583 cum* Rs. 3714.202 per cum) was over paid to the contractor. 

The matter was pointed out during July 2021. It was replied that massive concrete of about 

798.583 Cum quantity was required for rigid pavement which necessitated use of batching plant instead 

of conventional mixer having capacity of 0.25 Cum. Secondly 3000 psi concrete strength was required 

for these works which was not part of the CSR. This has resulted for call of NSI item, while using item 

21-36 as basis of inputs. To achieve desired strength of concrete i.e., 3000 Psi mix design was prepared. 

Quantities of cement, aggregates and water reducing admixture considered in rate analysis are as per 

that approved mix design. As far as water charges are concerned, we believe that same are inadvertently 
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missed in item No. 21-36 of AJK CSR, as water is essentially required for preparation/mixing of 

concrete as well as for curing. 

The reply was not satisfactory as additional items were not provided in mutually agreed AJK 

CSR 2009. 

DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 directed the management to provide approved variation 

order to audit authorities for verification.  

No record was produced for verification till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that the over payment should be recovered from the contractor and 

deposited into Government treasury.  

  {Para No. 20, BCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)} 

Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation  

1.4.34 Misappropriation of cash – Rs. 0.814 million 

According to Para 5 of GFR Vol-I, if loss has occurred through fraud, every endeavor 

should be made to recover the whole amount lost from the guilty persons, and if laxity of 

supervision has facilitated the fraud, the supervising officer at fault may properly be penalized 

either directly by requiring him to make good in money a sufficient proportion of the loss, or 

indirectly by reduction or stoppage of his increments or pay. Para 7 states that in all cases of 

fraud, embezzlement or similar offences, departmental proceedings should be instituted 

possible moment against all the delinquents and conducted with strict adherence to the Rules. 

 An amount of Rs. 814,000 was drawn as cash vide cheque No. 1459673 dated 16.04.2014 by 

the Project Management Unit (PMU), Rawalakot City Development Project (RCDP).  

During audit it was observed that entry was recorded as payment made to the contractor, 

however, the corresponding cheque number and IPC number was not mentioned against said entry. To 

further probe the matter, the payment record of contractor i.e. M/s CXB against concerned scheme (i.e. 

Chinar Rest House to Eidgah Road) was scrutinized which revealed that complete amount of work done 

was claimed by the contractor and paid separately in addition to this transaction. The matter was 

discussed with the management but no satisfactory reply was received which indicates that the amount 

may have been misappropriated in the name of payment to contractor. 

 Audit is of the view that cash withdrawal of Rs. 814,000 in the name of payment to the 

contractor was a serious lapse on the part of management which resulted loss of government money.  

 Audit observation was issued on 12.07.2021. The management replied that a fact finding 

committee is being formulated to inquire the matter and recover the amount.  

DAC meeting held on 28 & 29.12.2021 in which it was decided that a Fact Finding Committee 

be constituted to probe the matter and report be shared with audit authorities. 

No such report was shared till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that a fact finding inquiry should be conducted and responsibility be fixed 

on the person(s) at fault.  

  {Para No. 12, RCDP 2019-20 (Phase-II)}  
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Chapter 2 

Ministry of Climate Change Islamabad 

2.1 Introduction 

A. The Government of Pakistan in exercise of the powers conferred by Article 90 and 99 

of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan constituted the Ministry of Disaster 

Management to handle the functions retained at the federal level after the 18th Amendment. 

The new Ministry was envisaged to act as a reporting agency for international and national 

commitments and facilitate and coordinate to enable provinces to develop their capacities to 

effectively handle their responsibilities.  

The Ministry of National Disaster Management was later renamed as Ministry of Climate 

Change owing to the magnitude and recurrence of climate change related disasters, such as consecutive 

floods of 2010, 2011 and 2012. The Ministry of Climate Change has been vested with the mandate to 

comprehensively address disaster management along with spearheading national climate change 

initiatives related to adaptation and mitigation. 

B. Comments on Budget and Accounts of audited entities (Variance Analysis)  

(Rs. in million) 

S # Name of Authority 
Financial 

year 

Budget / 

Receipts  
Expenditure 

1. 
Ministry of Climate Change Islamabad 

(MoCC) 
2020-21 216.101 210.582 

2. 
Pakistan Environmental Protection 

Agency (Pak-EPA) Islamabad 
2020-21 57.623 56.123 

3. 
Islamabad Wildlife Management Board 

(IWLMB) 
2020-21 25.808 25.790 

 

The graphical representation of budget and expenditure of audited entities of MoCC for the 

FY 2020-21 is as under: 
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C. Sectoral Analysis  

The subject of Environment and Climate Change has attracted the attention of policy makers 

worldwide in the last few decades. Due to drastic changes in the climate of the globe and emerging 

threats, the governments around the world are focusing on policies and plans to mitigate risks as well 

as invest in different ventures for sustainable development. 

According to Long Term Climate Risk Index (CRI), Pakistan was ranked amongst the top ten 

most climate change affected countries during 2000-201979. The country is prone to a number of hazards 

such as floods, earthquakes, droughts, glacial lake outburst flood (GLOF) and landslides etc. In past, 

Pakistan has witnessed massive human, structural and financial losses e.g. the consecutive floods during 

2010 to 2014 have resulted in monetary losses of over US$ 18 billion with 38.12 million people affected, 

3.45 million houses damaged and 10.63 million acres of crops destroyed. Agricultural sector growth 

dropped from 3.5% to 0.2% between 2009 and 2010 due to 2010 flood. Similarly, 1200 people died in 

Karachi during unprecedented heat wave in 201580.  

In order to mitigate the risks associated with climate change, the Government of Pakistan 

established the Ministry of Disaster Management, which was later re-named as Ministry of Climate 

Change owing to the magnitude and recurrence of climate change related disasters in the Country.  

Pakistan is party to a number of regional and international environmental agreements and 

forums e.g.  UNFCCC, UNCCD, Cartagena Protocol, Nagoya Protocol, CITES, IPBES, Ramsar 

Convention, Malé Declaration on Trans-boundary Air Pollution, SACEP, SAARC, UNEP, UN Habitat, 

UNICEF, UNCSD, GLOBE etc. Ministry of Climate Change works as a focal federal institution to 

fulfill international obligations under various Multilateral Environmental Agreements (Conventions, 

Protocols, Treaties etc.) to establish National Environmental Quality Standards and facilitate & 

harmonize environmental standards, laws, acts and policies at national level.  

Attached Departments 

The Ministry of Climate Change carries out its functions through various attached 

departments as under: 

 

 

                                                           
79 Global Climate Risk Index 2021 (German Watch) 

80 Pak INDC Report 

Zoological Survey of 
Pakistan (ZSP)

Pakistan Environmental 
Protection Agency (Pak-

EPA) 

Global Change Impact 
Study Center (GCISC) 

Islamabad Wildlife 
Management Board  

(IWLMB)

Mountain Area 
Conservancy Fund 

(MACF)
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PSDP allocation FY 2020-21 & major projects / programs of MoCC 

Total allocation under the Federal PSDP 2020-21 for Climate Change Division was Rs. 

5,995.984 million.81 The utilization of the funds and major projects / programs of MoCC is tabulated 

below: 

      (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Project 

Funds received 

during 2020-21 

Utilization up 

to 30.06.2021 

1. 

Ten Billion Tree Tsunami Program, (Ph-I) 

Up-scaling of Green Pakistan Program 

(Revised) 

5,942.715 5,938.708 

2. 
Sustainable Land Management Program to 

Combat Desertification in Pakistan (Ph-II) 
20.423 19.299 

3. 

Establishment of Pakistan WASH strategic 

planning & Coordination Cell (Facilitating 

achievement of SDG 6.1 & 6.2) 

12.00 9.082 

4. 
Climate Resilient Urban Human Settlement 

Unit 
19.394 8.289 

5. 

Establishment of Geomatic Center for 

Climate Change and Sustainable 

Development 

1.452 1.447 

Total 5,995.984 5,976.825 

The Ten Billion Tree Tsunami Program (TBTTP) is major ongoing project of Ministry of 

Climate Change in terms of budget and expenditure. An analysis of physical and financial performance 

of forestry component of TBTTP for the financial year 2019-20 and 2020-2182 is as under:  

  

                                                           
81 Federal PSDP 2020-21 

82 Year Book 2020-21 (MoCC) 
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   (Figures in million) 

Province KP Punjab Sindh Baluchistan AJK GB Total 

No. of Plants planted/ 

regenerated/distributed FY 

2019-20  

167.04 58.00 177.03 2.90 69.09 4.69 478.74 

No. of Plants planted/ 

regenerated/distributed FY 

2020-21  

223.90 10.67 231.36 3.20 41.50 18.20 528.84 

Total 390.94 68.67 408.39 6.102 110.59 22.89 1007.58 

Area in Hectare 350,090 25,124 28,519 2,425 50,733 31,623 488,514 

Area in Acre 8,64,722 62,056 70,442 5,990 1,25,311 78,109 216,597 

Amount Released to 

Provinces  

PSDP 3778.96 3031.296 1259.43 589.475 2167.764 876.654 11,704 

ADP 3242.7 3429.797 664.47 425.001 0 0 7,762 

Total 7021.66 6461.093 1923.9 1014.476 2167.764 876.654 19,466 

Daily Wagers Engaged 30230 32781 39392 17976 37844 6267 164,490 

Nursery Stock 332.91 85.237 148 7.5 121.46 6.182 701.289 

Moreover, the Ministry has undertaken a number of foreign funded projects relating to a variety 

of issues concerning environment. The projects are detailed as under:  

Sr. No. Title 

1. Glacial Lake Outburst Flood (GLOF-II) 

2. 
Transforming the Indus Basin with Climate Resilient 

Agriculture and Water Management 

3. Sustainable Forest Management 

4. 
Pakistan Snow Leopard & Ecosystem Protection Program 

(PSLEP) 

5. National Ozone Unit 
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Plans and Policies 

The Ministry of Climate Change (MoCC) has formulated various policies/programs related to 

climate change and environment issues. These include:  

 National Action Program to Combat Desertification in Pakistan (2002),  

 National Environment Policy (2005)  

 National Water Policy (2005) 

 National Wetland Policy (2007) 

 Drinking Water Policy (2009) 

 National Rangeland Policy (2010) 

 National Sanitation Policy (2012)  

 National Forest Policy (2016)  

 National Climate Change Policy (2021) 

 National Biodiversity Strategies and Action Plan 2017-2030.  

Organizational Management and Governance 

A sound organizational management and governance plays a vital role in accomplishment of 

desired objectives. The findings of this report and previous audit reports indicate that the government 

in Pakistan successfully installed a reasonable governing framework related to environment and climate 

change. However, the full benefits could not be achieved due to non-operationalization and non-

functioning of a number of important bodies. For instance, meetings of Pakistan Environment Protection 

Council could not be held till date as required under Pakistan Environment Protection Act 1997. Due 

to non-holding of Council meetings, the functions and powers of Council i.e. approval and 

implementation of comprehensive national environmental policies, provision of guidelines for 

protection and conservation of species, conservations of renewable and non-renewable resources etc. 

could not be performed. Moreover, the composition of Council was notified in 1997 and since then, no 

revisions and review of the apex body has been carried out which requires the attention of government. 

The Mountain Area Conservancy Fund (A Company established under Section 42 of 

Companies Act) working under the control of Ministry of Climate Change Islamabad could not achieve 

its objectives since its establishment i.e. February 2004. The Annual General Meeting (AGM) and 

meetings of Board of Directors (BoD) were not held after February and April 2019 respectively.. 

Similarly, the available funds amounting to Rs. 741.746 million with MACF could not be invested as 

required under the Memorandum of Association (MoA). Moreover, Pak-EPA Islamabad established a 

Fund i.e. Clean Environment Fund (A company under Section 42 of Companies Act) during May 2015. 

The CEF could not hold its Annual General Meeting (AGM) as well as Board of Director Meetings 

(BoD) even after lapse of 06 years after its incorporation. The license granted by SECP was expired 

during May 2020, but the management has not got the license renewed from SECP and as such, CEF is 

not operational till date as conceived.83  

Major Achievements (2020 & 2021) 

The following major achievements were made by the Ministry of Climate Change during 2020 

and 2021 are as under: 

                                                           
83Para No. 2.4.2 
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2020 

 Distributed 38,000 forest and 1338 fruit plants 

 Distributed 40 Chilgoza Harvesting Toolkits among 

communities  

 Established and demarcated 13 ANR sites comprised of 

630 Ha (GPS coordinates and report) 

2021 

 Distributed 48,500 forest and 3700 fruit plants 

 50 Acers Block Plantation raised in Adil Abad  

 6 Cone Crushers procured and will be provided before 

start of Chilgoza harvesting season 

Implementation 

Ministry of Climate Change is the apex policy making body which formulates policies related 

to environment and Climate Change. The implementation of these policies, programs and projects is 

the responsibility of a variety of implementation agencies at federal, provincial and district levels. These 

implementing agencies mainly include Provincial Agriculture, Forest, Livestock, Fisheries & Irrigation 

Departments as well as the Federal & Provincial Environmental Protection Agencies. The cross cutting 

nature of activities spanning over a number of agencies at various level of the government makes it 

difficult to effectively coordinate and follow-up the plans and program.  

 

Table-I  Audit Profile of Ministry of Climate Change Islamabad and its Attached Departments / 

Agencies 

          (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

Nos. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited FY 2020-

21 

Revenue / 

Receipts audit 

FY 2020-21 

1. Formations 06 03 292.495 Nil 

2.  Assignment Account 

 SDAs 

 Others 

01 

Nil 

06 

01 

Nil 

06 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

3. 
Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 
03 02 Nil Nil 

4. 
Foreign Aided Project 

(FAP) 
01 01 148.988 Nil 

2.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 
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Audit observations amounting to Rs. Nil have been raised in this report pertaining to 

Ministry of Climate Change and its attached departments/ formations. Summary of audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

Table –II Overview of Audit Observations 

       (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. Classification Amount 

1. Irregularities -- 

A. HR/Employee related irregularities - 

2. Others -- 

2.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC directives 

The Directorate General Audit (CC&E) Islamabad started conducting audit of Ministry of 

Climate Change Islamabad since 2018-19. Ten (10) Paras pertaining to the Audit Report of MoCC for 

the Audit Year 2019-20 were discussed in the PAC meeting held on 25.11.2021. Current status of 

compliance with PAC directives for report discussed so far is given below: 

Audit 

Report 

Number of Audit Paras Compliance 

Discussed 

in PAC 

Settled by 

PAC 

Directives 

issued  
Received  Awaited Percentage  

2019-20 10 03 07 00 07 00 
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2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

HR/Employees related irregularities 

2.4.1 Non-appointment of Inspector General (Forest) in the Ministry of 

Climate Change resulting into non-implementation of plans and 

policies related to forests, desertification and biodiversity etc. 

Under the Rules of Business, 1973 as amended from time to time, Climate Change Division is 

assigned different functions including formulating national policy, plans, strategies and programs with 

regard to disaster management including environmental protection, preservation, pollution, ecology, 

forestry, wildlife, biodiversity, climate change and desertification. 

Ministry of Climate Change has devised major functions and key performance indicators of 

different posts under the administrative control of the Secretary, Ministry of Climate Change. As per 

approved function and key performance indicators, the Inspector General (Forest) is overall responsible 

for implementation of National Forest Policy, Pakistan Trade Control of Fauna and Flora Act 2012, 

National Biodiversity Strategy & Action Plan, different Conventions on Biological Diversity, 

desertification and migration of species etc.  

Audit observed that the post of Inspector General (Forest) was lying vacant since 23.03.2019 

and the appointment of suitable individual possessing requisite academics and experience was not made 

to fill this important position. 

Audit is of the view that post of IG (Forest) was technical in nature and a key post to manage 

the affairs pertaining to Environment and Climate Change. Non-appointment of IG (Forest) is likely to 

hamper the implementation of policies related to forest and achievement of stated objectives and targets 

related to environment and climate change in the country. 

The matter was pointed out on 05.11.2021, but no reply was furnished.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the matter should be looked into by the management and Inspector 

General (Forest) should be appointed for proper implementation of plans and policies related to forests, 

desertification and biodiversity etc. 

(Para #11, MOCC, FY 2019-20, 2020-21) 

2.4.2 Non-functioning of the Clean Environment Fund resulting in non-

achievement of targets related to protection and sustainable 

development of environment 

Clause 39 read with sub-clause (h) of Articles of Association of “Clean Environment Fund” 

states that the Board shall conduct and manage all the business affairs of the company, exercise all the 

powers, authorities and discretion of the company, obtain or oppose the application by others for all 

concessions, grants, charters and legislative acts and authorization from any government  or authority, 

enter into such contracts and do all such other things as may be necessary for carrying on the business 

of the company, except only such of them as under the statues and articles are expressly directed to be 

exercised by general meetings and (without any way prejudicing or limiting the extent of such general 

powers) shall have the special powers and duties to constitute from time to time committee(s) from 
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among themselves or co-opt other persons for the purpose and delegate to them such functions and 

powers as board may see fit to carry out the objects of the company. 

Pakistan Environmental Protection Agency, Islamabad incorporated a company on 25.05.2015 

under Section 42 of Companies Ordinance, 1984 namely ‘Clean Environment Fund’ for achievement 

of different objectives related to environmental matters.  

During audit of Pak-EPA for the financial year 2020-21, it was observed that: 

i. The Company was non-functional and the management failed to fulfill the 

objectives as stated in Clause III of the Memorandum of Association of “Clean 

Environment Fund” as summarized at Annexure-X. 

ii. The management of the Company could not convene Annual General Meetings 

(AGM) in violation of Section 132 subsection (1) of Companies Act 2017 which 

may result in imposition of penalty by SECP. 

iii. The management of the Company did not prepare annual financial statements 

in violation of Section 223 of the Companies Act 2017. 

iv. The management did not appoint Chartered Accountants as auditors in violation 

of Section 246 and 247 of the Companies Act 2017.  

Audit is of the view that being non-functional, the Fund was not able to achieve targets as stated 

in Memorandum of Association and Articles of Association of the company for the protection and 

conservation of environment. Moreover, non-convening of AGM, non-preparation of financial 

statements and non-appointment of auditor was violation of the provisions of Companies Act 2017. 

The matter was reported to the management on 11.10.2021. It was replied that the Clean 

Environment Fund is non-functional and presently is dormant due to transfer, postings, retirement of 

the Board members. The company is in the process to hire / appoint new members of the Board. 

Therefore due to the aforesaid circumstances, it was not possible to hold meetings of the board for 

taking decisions to meet the objectives of the Clean Environment Fund. As soon as the new members 

of the board are appointed it will ensure compliance of the audit observation. Further, since there was 

no expenditure incurred from the Fund, therefore services of firm were not hired.  

The reply of the management was not tenable as non-achievement of objectives of the Clean 

Environment Fund was against the spirit of incorporation of the Fund. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the Clean Environment Fund should be operationalized so as to ensure 

regulating, conservation, protection and sustainable management of environment and other natural 

resources in the jurisdiction of Federal Government. 

(Para # 10, 11, 12 & 13, Pak-EPA) 
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Others 

2.4.3 Deficiencies in issuance of NOC for import of iron and steel  

re-meltable compressor scrap/waste   

The Basel Convention aims at controlling trans-boundary movements of hazardous wastes and 

their disposal. As per Basel Convention, the import of hazardous material is not allowed unless NOC is 

issued by the Ministry of Climate Change after observing all formalities. 

M/s Zam Zam International applied for issuance of NOC for import of compressor scrap vide 

application dated 25.01.2019. In response, the M/o Climate Change forwarded the application to the 

Secretary, Environmental Protection Department, Punjab on 17.05.2019 to provide the Environmental 

Management Plan duly approved by EPD, Punjab and the Environmental Audit Report. Subsequently, 

the Ministry of Climate Change, Islamabad issued the NOC to M/s Zam Zam International, Faisalabad 

vide letter No. 1(139)/18/ Zam Zam Int /DD (Chem) dated 19.07.2019 subject to fulfillment of some 

conditions including provision of specific information / documents to the Ministry. The detail is as 

under:- 

i. EPA Punjab shall submit quarterly environmental reports including quantity of scrap 

of the said company to the Ministry. 

ii. The proponent shall submit copies of complete documents (mentioning quantity of 

waste) of each shipment to EPA Punjab and Ministry of Climate Change. 

iii. The proponent shall submit Environmental Management Plan and Environmental 

Audit Report separately. 

iv. The proponent shall provide details of the furnaces/foundry and have a valid EPA 

Environmental Approval. Monthly report of this activity shall be submitted to EPA 

Punjab. 

Audit observed that before issuance of NOC, the requisite documents i.e. Environmental 

Management Plan and Environmental Audit Report were not obtained from the firm. Further, after 

issuance of the NOC, post monitoring reports were not obtained by the M/o Climate Change and the 

fulfillment of the conditions was not watched.   

Audit is of the view that codal formalities were not observed prior to issuance of the NOC. 

Besides post monitoring and review was not made which was against the spirit of the approval/NoC 

and requirements of Basel convention. 

The matter was reported to the management on 05.11.2021, but no reply was furnished.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the matter should be looked into by the management for corrective 

action and outcome be shared with audit authorities. 

(Para #06, MOCC, FY 2019-20, 2020-21) 

2.4.4 Non-maintenance of registers of Initial Environmental Examination 

(IEE) and Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

As per Pakistan Environment Protection Act 1997 clause 12(7), the Federal Agency shall 

maintain separate Registers for initial environmental examination and environmental impact 
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assessment, which shall contain brief particulars of each project and a summary of decisions taken 

thereon, and which shall contain brief particulars of each project and a summary of decisions taken 

thereon, and which shall be open to inspection by the public at all reasonable hours and the disclosure 

of information in such Registers shall be subject to the restrictions specified in sub-section (3). 

During audit of the Pak- Environmental Protection Agency for FY 2020-21, it was observed 

that the entity had not maintained separate Register of each project for Initial Environmental 

Examination (IEE) and Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). 

Audit is of the view that non- maintenance of the EIA/IEE register was violation of the 

Act. Moreover, this was issue repeatedly pointed out in previous audit reports, however, no 

corrective action has been taken by the EPA and Ministry of Climate Change. 

The matter was pointed out to the management on 11.10.2021 and it was admitted that 

record was not maintained in physical form of a “Register”. However, the Agency shall 

endeavor to maintain the record in accordance with Schedule-VIII form and the observation of 

the audit. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that separate registers for IEE and EIA of the projects should be properly 

maintained as required under the Pakistan Environment Protection Act 1997. 

       (Para #06, Pak-EPA) 

2.4.5 Delay in processing of Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) and 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) approvals by Pak-EPA 

According to the Section 12(4) of the Pakistan Environmental Protection Act 1997, the Federal 

Agency shall communicate its approval or otherwise within a period of four months from the date the 

initial environmental examination (IEE) or environmental impact assessment (EIA) is filed complete in 

all respects in accordance with the prescribed procedure, failing which the initial environmental 

examination or,  as the case may be, the environmental impact assessment shall be deemed to have been 

approved, to the extent to which it does not contravene the provisions of this Act and the rules and 

regulations made there under. 

Pak-EPA received 29 cases of EIA and 12 cases of IEE during the year 2020-21, which were 

processed for issuance of environmental approvals. The brief detail of the cases is as under: 

Detail EIA IEE Remarks 

Total No. of cases received 29 12 - 

Total No. of cases approved 15 2 More than four month 

Total No. of cases under process 13 5 More than four month 

Total No. of cases rejected 1 5 Cases were rejected in time 
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  Audit observed that the cases received for granting of IEE and EIA approvals were not finalized 

within a period of four months from the date, the cases were filed as required under the PEPA Act 1997. 

Audit is of the view that non-observance of time frame was violation of PEPA Act 1997. 

The matter was reported to the management on 11.10.2021 and it replied that Section 

12(4) of the Pakistan Environmental Protection Act, 1997 clearly links the time frame with the 

provision “from the date of IEE or EIA is filed complete in all respects”. During the review 

process of the IEE/EIA Reports, necessary / requisite information and subsequent details are 

required as the case matures and inputs/observations of the review committee members, 

participants of the public hearing or any other administrative or legal entities are received. The 

review committee forwards its feedback on honorary basis and hence the replies are received 

after considerable lapse of time. The proponents through their consultants also require time to 

collect and analyze data / information and forward replies to Pak-EPA. Besides, assessment 

issues pertaining to territorial jurisdiction of Pak-EPA, land utilization aspects of the projects 

and legal considerations also delay the process of review and issuance of approvals. Every 

effort was made to ensure timely disposal of the cases. 

The reply of the department was not tenable. The department was required to make 

efforts to finalize the cases within stipulated timeframe and where the delay was unavoidable, 

the reasons should have been recorded to ensure transparency, besides, taking concrete steps 

to follow-up the submitted cases.   

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective actions and 

ensure that the cases of IEE and EIA should be approved as per the specified timelines. 

        (Para #08, Pak-EPA) 

2.4.6 Non-prosecution of cases related to violations of environmental 

approvals granted by Pak-EPA 

As per Clause 13 & 14 of Pakistan Environment Protection Agency Review of IEE and EIA 

Regulations, 2000, every approval of IEE or EIA shall be subject to the conditions imposed by agency 

that project design, construction and mitigation measures are in accordance with IEE or EIA approved 

by agency. The compliance of conditions imposed by agency shall be ensued by submitting 

Environment Management Plan. 

Pak-EPA granted approvals of IEE/EIA to different proponents during the year 2020-21. The 

approvals were granted subject to fulfillment and the compliance of the conditions imposed in the 

respective approvals.  

Audit observed that compliance reports were neither submitted to Pak-EPA, Islamabad by the 

proponents nor post monitoring was carried out. Besides, no enforcement measures were taken by 

Agency against the violators. Details are at Annexure-XI. 

Audit is of the view that non-taking of action against the proponents violating the environmental 

approvals was violation of EPA Act resulting into environmental issues in the capital city. 
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The matter was reported to the management on 11.10.2021 and it was replied that 

submission of compliance reports by the proponent against the conditions of approval remains 

an issue and extensive punitive measures as permissible under the law need to be taken. 

Availability of human resource to follow up the compliance process / reports by the proponent, 

site visits and prosecution in the court remains a week area. The EIA /Monitoring and legal 

section need to be sufficiently strengthened through induction of officers and staff so as to 

address the observation effectively. 

The reply was not tenable as deficiencies pointed out by audit were required to be 

addressed. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that management should look into the matter and improve the monitoring 

mechanism as well as enforcement regime. 

(Para # 09, Pak-EPA) 
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Chapter 3 

National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) 

3.1 Introduction 

A. NDMA was established under the National Disaster Management Act, 2010 and 

functions under the supervision of National Disaster Management Commission (NDMC) 

which is headed by the Prime Minister of Islamic Republic of Pakistan. NDMA manages the 

whole Disaster Management Cycle (DMC) which includes Preparedness, Mitigation, Risk 

Reduction, Relief and Rehabilitation.  

B. Comments on Budget and Accounts  (Variance Analysis)  

                                                                                                  (Rs. in million) 

Account Head 
Financial 

Year 
Budget Expenditure 

Vaccine Procurement Cell (VPC) 2020-21 31,028.50 28,990.93 

Karachi Transformation Plan (DTP) 2020-21 34,506.00 2,347.64 

Covid-19 2020-21 13,473.96 7,546.80 

Locust Operation 2020-21 565.00 531.97 

Regular (Non-Development) 2020-21 363.28 336.15 

Total 79,936.74 39,753.49 

The graphical representation of the budget and expenditure for the FY 2020-21 is as under:  
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C. Sectoral Analysis 

National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA), is mandated to deal with whole spectrum 

of disasters and their management in the country. The NDMA formulate and enforces national disaster 

policies at federal and provisional levels and collaborates closely with various government ministries, 

institutions and other agencies to jointly coordinate efforts to conduct disaster management, search and 

rescue, and wide range of humanitarian operations in the country. The NDMA aims to develop 

sustainable operational capacity and professional competence to undertake its humanitarian operations 

at its full capacity. The vision and mission statements of NDMA defines its core objectives as below: 

 

NDMA act as Secretariat of National Disaster Management Commission to facilitate 

implementation of DRM Strategies. The main objectives of NDMA are as under: 

 Map all the hazards in the Country and conduct risk analysis on a regular basis. 

 Develop guidelines and standards for national and provincial stakeholders 

regarding their role in Disaster Risk Management. 

 Ensure establishment of DM authorities and Emergency Operations Centers at 

provincial, district and municipal levels in hazards-prone areas.  

 Provide technical assistance to federal ministries, departments and provincial DM 

authorities for disaster risk management initiatives. 

 Organize training and awareness raising activities for capacity development of 

stakeholders, particularly in hazard-prone areas. 

 Collect, analyze process, and disseminate inter-sectoral information required in 

an all hazards management approach. 

 Ensure appropriate regulations are framed to develop disaster response volunteer 

teams. 

 Create requisite environment for participation of media in DRM activities.  

 Serve as the lead agency for NGOs to ensure their performance matches accepted 

international standards e.g. the SPHERE standards.  

 Serve as the lead agency for international cooperation in disaster risk 

management. This will particularly include information sharing, early warning, 

•Achieve sustainable social, economic and environmental
development in Pakistan through reducing risks and
vulnerabilities, particularly those of the poor and
marginalized groups, and by effectively responding to and
recovering from all types of disasters events.

Vision

•To manage complete spectrum of disasters by adopting a
disaster risk reduction perspective in development
planning at all levels, and through enhancing institutional
capacities for disaster preparedness, response and
recovery.

Mission
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surveillance, joint training and common standards and protocols required for 

regional and international cooperation.  

 Coordinate emergency response of federal government in the event of a national 

level disaster through the National Emergency Operations Center (NEOC) 

 Require any government department or agency to make available such men or 

resources as are available for the purpose of emergency response, rescue and 

relief.  

Detail of disasters / emergency situations handled by NDMA: 

 Earthquake on 31 January 2018 (20km East of Bela, Balochistan & Hindukush 

Region)  

 Shimshal Valley likely GLOF Situation.  

 Margalla Hills Fires – March & May 2018.  

 Kotli Sattian Forest Fire – May 2018.  

 Islamabad Sunday Market Fire incidents in July 2018.  

 Heat wave in Sindh – May 2018  

 Monsoon Season – 2018.  

 Covid-19 

 Locust Combat Operation 

Table-I Audit Profile of National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

Nos. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited FY 2020-

21 

Revenue / 

Receipts audit 

FY 2020-21 

1. Formations 01 01 3,215.757 Nil 

2.  Assignment Account 

 SDAs 

 NDMA Fund A/c 

01 

Nil 

01 

01 

Nil 

01 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

3. Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 

Nil Nil Nil Nil 

4. Foreign Aided Project (FAP) Nil Nil Nil Nil 
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3.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 7,482.09 million and USD 62.27 million have 

been raised in this report pertaining to NDMA. Recovery amounting to Rs. 477.22 million 

has been pointed out in the observations. Summary of the audit observations classified by 

nature is as under: 

Table –II Overview of Audit Observations  

               (Amount in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Classification PKR USD 

1. Financial Management 5,377.53 -- 

2. Irregularities 192.27 -- 

A. Procurement related irregularities 192.27 -- 

3. Others 1,912.29 62.27 

3.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC directives 

The Directorate General Audit (CC&E) started conducting the audit of NDMA Islamabad 

since 2015-16. PAC meeting on Audit Reports for the audit year 2015-16 to 2017-18 was held on 

22.11.2021 wherein fifteen (15) Audit Paras were discussed.  Current status of compliance with PAC 

directives for report discussed so far is given below: 

Audit 

Report  

Date of 

PAC 

Number of Audit Paras Compliance 

Discussed 

in PAC 

 Settled 

by PAC 

Directives 

issued 
Received Awaited 

% of 

compliance  

2016-17 14.05.20 05 00 05 00 05 00 
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3.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Financial Management 

3.4.1 Loss due to late Conversion of US Dollars 4.00 million donated by China for 

construction of Isolation Hospital in Islamabad – Rs. 26.20 million 

 According to Para 23 of the GFR Vol-1, every Government officer should realize fully 

and clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government 

through fraud or negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for 

any loss arising from fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the 

extent to which it may be shown that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence.  

 Peoples Republic of China donated 4.00 million USD on 27.03.2020 to Government of Pakistan 

for establishment of Isolation Hospital at Islamabad during the Covid-19 pandemic.  

 NDMA utilized the funds already available in NDMF (NIDA Account) for establishment of the 

Hospital instead of utilizing the amount transferred by China held in Dollar account. Later on, after one 

year, NDMA transferred 4.00 million USD from its dollar account to NIDA PKR account on 

05.04.2021.  

Audit observed that due to late conversion of USD into PKR, the Authority sustained a 

conversion loss of Rs. 26.200 million i.e. (USD 4,000,000* (Rs. 160.00 - Rs. 153.450 = Rs. 6.55). At 

the time of receipt of funds by NDMA on 27.03.2020, the rate of USD was Rs. 160.00, while at the 

time of conversion of amount by NDMA on 05.04.2021, the rate of USD was Rs. 153.40.  

 Audit is of the view that NDMA was required to transfer the amount in its PKR account when 

it was received and should have utilized the same for the intended purposes.   

Initial observation was issued to the management on 08.10.2021, but no reply was provided by 

NDMA.   

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting on certification audit, however, the same 

was not convened till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should refer the case to Finance Division for 

regularization, besides the matter should be inquired for fixing responsibility for the loss to public 

exchequer amounting to Rs. 26.20 million.  

(ML Para No. 8, Certification Audit NDMA 2020-21) 

3.4.2 Non-utilization of funds lying in bank accounts transferred by Emergency Relief 

Cell (ERC) to NDMA – Rs. 3,755.56 million 

Section 29 (3) of National Disaster Management (NDM) Act 2010 stipulates that on 

commencement of this Act, the following Funds shall become part of the National Disaster Management 

Fund, namely:  

(a) Prime Minister’s Disaster Relief Fund; and  

(b) Any other fund relatable to natural calamities established at Federal level as the 

Federal Government may determine. 

 Prime Minister’s office Islamabad vide letter No. 2084(S)/2015 dated 04.07.2015 instructed 

that the present function assigned to ERC including distribution of cash compensation shall immediately 
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be transferred to NDMA along with all ERC’s bank accounts. The entire exercise may be completed 

within thirty days time frame.  

Cabinet Division vide letter dated 01.01.2016 forwarded minutes of meeting held on 

31.12.2015 to NDMA in which the following recommendations were made:  

(a) NDMA shall operationalize ERC relief funds by assuming their administrative control and 

shall ensure change of signatories from ERC to NDMA as early as possible.  

(b) The ERC relief funds shall not be merged with the NDM Funds and shall continue to retain 

their individual entity.  

(c) NDMA shall formulate proposals/schemes for the utilization of these funds for the purpose 

they were created and submit them to the Government for approval as per rules and 

procedure in vogue.  

Later on, Cabinet Division vide office order dated 16.02.2016, transferred the administrative 

control of eleven (11) ERC accounts having balance of Rs. 3,755.56 million from Cabinet Division to 

NDMA. Details are at Annexure-XII. 

 It was observed that the accounts having credit balance of Rs. 3,755.56 million were transferred 

to NDMA during 2016 however, the fate of these accounts has not been decided despite lapse of 

considerable time. This resulted in tied up of Government funds and loss in shape of interest/profit. 

Further, these account balances were not taken up in books of accounts and disclosed in the financial 

statements.  

 

Initial observation was issued to the management on 08.10.2021, but no reply was provided by 

NDMA.   

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting on certification audit, however, the same 

was not convened till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends that bank accounts of ERC along with credit balances should be taken in 

the books of accounts. Further, the management should look into the matter of blockade of funds since 

2016 and share outcome with audit authorities.  

(ML Para No. 4, Certification Audit NDMA 2020-21) 

3.4.3 Investment in Terms Deposits Receipts (TDRs) without prior approval of the 

Finance Division – Rs. 1,100.00 million 

 According to Section 23 (2) of Public Finance Management Act, 2019, no authority shall 

transfer public moneys for investment or deposit from government account [including the assignment 

accounts] to other bank account without prior approval from the Federal Government. 

 Para 7 of GFR Vol-I, provides that moneys may not be removed from the Public Account for 

investment or deposit elsewhere without the consent of the Ministry of Finance. 

 NDMA made an investment of Rs. 1,100.00 million in Zarai Taraqiati Bank Limited (ZTBL) 

in shape of TDRs. The amount of investment was drawn / transferred from NDMF account.  

Audit requested to provide approval of Finance Division, however the same was not available 

on record which indicates that the investment was made without obtaining approval of the Finance 

Division. 
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 Audit is of the view that investment of public funds without approval of Finance Division was 

violation of rules and thus irregular. 

Initial observation was issued to the management on 08.10.2021, but no reply was provided by 

NDMA.   

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting on certification audit, however, the same 

was not convened till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends that the matter should be taken up with Finance Division and outcome be 

shared with audit authorities.  

(ML Para No. 9, Certification Audit NDMA 2020-21) 

3.4.4 Non-deposit of General Sales Tax (GST) - Rs. 430.45 million 

 According to Section 3(1)(a) of Sales Tax Act 1990, there shall be charged, levied and paid a 

tax known as sales tax at the rate of seventeen percent of the value of taxable supplies made by a 

registered person in the course or furtherance of any taxable activity carried on by him. 

 According to S.R.O. No. 237(1)/2020 dated 20.03.2020 issued by FBR, the import and 

subsequent supply of some items/goods mentioned in the notification were exempt from GST for a 

specified period of time. 

 NDMA procured various COVID-19 related items from different vendors during the FY 2020-

21. 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Payment of Rs. 1,803.385 million was made to various suppliers, however GST 

amounting to Rs. 306.575 million (@ of 17 %) was not included in the bills, hence 

not deducted and not deposited in government treasury. Details are at Annexure-

XIII. 

ii. Similarly, an amount of Rs. 728.682 million was paid to various suppliers, 

however GST amounting to Rs 123.875 million was not included in the bills 

hence not deducted. The GST was not included on the plea that import and 

subsequent supply of these items was exempted from tax. Audit on sample basis 

checked / scrutinized 35 vouchers and noticed that import documentation was 

neither attached nor provided. This reveals that supply was made by the vendors 

through local purchases instead of import.  Details are at Annexure-XIV. 

 Audit is of the view that non-deduction and non-deposit of GST amounting to Rs. 430.450 

million (Rs. 306.575 + Rs. 123.875) resulted in loss to the government revenues. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 31.01.2022. It was replied that majority of the vendors 

fall in the category of local importers and were covered under SRO issued by the FBR for exemption 

of GST, however, NDMA will work out the amount of GST after verification of vouchers and deposit 

the same into public treasury with the approval of National Authority.  

DAC meeting was held on 18.02.2022.  It was decided that NDMA shall carry out a detailed 

working of amount of GST to be deducted / deposited and accordingly deposit the same into government 

treasury. 
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Audit recommends that all due taxes should be properly worked out by NDMA and be deducted 

and deposited into government treasury. 

(Para No. 43 & 44, AIR NDMA, Covid-19 Expenditure) 

3.4.5 Non-deduction of Income Tax from Frontier Works Organization (FWO) – Rs. 

33.825 million  

Para 10 (i) of GFR Vol-I  provides that every public officer is expected to exercise the same 

vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred form public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence 

would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. 

NDMA awarded a contract to M/s Frontier Works Organization (FWO) for construction 

of Isolation Hospital and Infectious Treatment Center (IHITC) during the COVID-19 

pandemic. A cumulative payment of Rs. 845.620 million was made to FWO for construction 

of the hospital. 

 Audit observed that income tax on the payments made to the contractor was not 

deducted. NDMA did not deduct income tax, as while ascertaining the legal status of FWO for 

entitlement of exemption of income tax, the Office of the Commissioner Inland Revenue Zone-

I , RTO Rawalpindi vide letter dated 12.01.2015 had held that FWO is not liable to tax in view 

of provision of Article 165 of Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan. Details of payment 

and income tax are as under: 
 

                        (Rs. in million) 

Total Payment Income Tax @ 4% 

845.62 33.82 

Audit is of the view that Article 165 (1) provides that the Federal Government shall not, 

in respect of its property or income, be liable to taxation under any Act of Provincial Assembly. 

However, it does not provide any exemption from taxation under the Act of the Federal 

Government. Moreover, Section 49 (4) of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 read with Section 159 

(1) (a) of the Ordinance also does not allow exemption from Income Tax to 

entities/bodies/institutions set up, owned and controlled, either directly or indirectly, by the 

federal government or a provincial government. Hence, grant of exemption and non-deduction 

of Income Tax is not justified, as FWO is performing commercial activities and earning profit 

which is not becoming part of the consolidated fund and resulting is loss to the government 

revenues.   

Initial observation was issued on 31.01.2022. NDMA replied that income tax was not 

deducted as FBR had exempted FWO being a Government Organization in view of the 

provisions of Article 165 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan vide RTO 

Rawalpindi letter No. CIR-Zone-I/F.22/2013-2642 dated 12 January 2015. 

Reply was not tenable as FWO is performing commercial activities and earning profit 

which is not becoming part of consolidated fund of the Government. Further Article 165 of the 

Constitution does not provide any exemption to FWO from Income Tax. 

DAC meeting was held on 18.02.2022.  It was directed that NDMA shall obtain latest 

exemption certificate from FWO.  
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Audit recommends that the matter should be taken up with FWO and FBR for 

clarification.  
(Para No. 46, AIR NDMA, Covid-19 Expenditure) 

3.4.6 Non-deduction of Income Tax from supplier –  Rs. 10.713 million 

 According to Section 153(1)(a)&(c) of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, every prescribed 

person making a payment in full or part including a payment by way of advance to a resident 

person for the sale of goods including toll manufacturing, except where payment is less than 

seventy-five thousand Rupees in aggregate, during a financial year on the execution of a 

contract, including contract signed by a sportsperson but not including a contract for the sale 

of goods or the rendering of or providing services, shall, at the time of making the payment, 

deduct tax from the gross amount payable (including sales tax, if any) at the rate specified in 

Division III of Part III of the First Schedule. 

 According to the general exemption issued by FBR, M/s Pakistan Oxygen Limited is 

allowed to make supply of goods manufactured by the firm without tax deduction under Section 

153(1)(a) of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001, for a period from 01.07.2020 to 31.12.2020. 

 NDMA issued a work order to M/s Pakistan Oxygen Limited for supply of Oxygenation of 

1,119 hospitals in Punjab, Sindh & KPK. The contractor supplied both foreign and indigenous 

products/items amounting to Rs. 404.359 million. However, import documents in respect of supply of 

imported items amounting to Rs. 267.815 million were not provided to NDMA. 

Audit observed that Income Tax on supply of items which were not manufactured by the 

contractor was not deducted as detailed below: 

          (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Bill No. Date Territory 

Imported 

items 

Local 

items 

Total 

payment 

1. 918/2020-21 03.05.2021 
Sindh 

   69.016   33.309  102.324 

2. 757/2020-21 04.03.2021    76.274   27.500  103.774 

3. 918/2020-21 03.05.2021 
Punjab 

   22.961   22.777  45.738 

4. 757/2020-21 04.03.2021    55.133   32.052  87.184 

5. 918/2020-21 03.05.2021 KP      2.875     3.263  6.138 

6. 918/2020-21 03.05.2021 Federal    41.556   17.644  59.201 

Total (Rs.) 267.815 136.545 404.359 

Income Tax @ 4% 10.713 ---  

Audit is of the view that non-deduction of Income Tax amounting to Rs.10.712 million resulted 

into loss to the government. Further, the exemption on self-manufactured items was valid upto 

31.12.2020 only. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 14.12.2021. NDMA replied that as per general 

exemption issued by FBR, M/s Pakistan Oxygen Limited is allowed to make supply of goods 
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manufactured by him without tax deduction under Section 153(1)(a) of Income Tax Ordinance, 

2001, for a period extended from time to time. On every delivery, M/s Pakistan Oxygen Limited 

provided latest tax exemption and therefore NDMA did not deduct the tax. 

The reply was not satisfactory. The exemption was allowed only on the goods manufactured by 

the supplier, whereas objected amount pertains to import/ local supply. Further the exemption on self-

manufactured items was valid upto 31.12.2020. 

DAC meeting was held on 18.02.2022.  It was directed that NDMA shall examine the 

issue of non-deduction of income tax in-house for deliberation and further action in the next 

DAC meeting. 

Audit recommends that income tax should be deducted from the supplier.  

(Para No. 34, AIR NDMA, Covid-19 Expenditure) 

 

3.4.7 Unjustified transfer of funds to PSO for POL of DPP vehicles and non-

obtaining/adjustment of vouched accounts - Rs. 10.370 million 

Para 4.2.15.1 of Accounting Policies and Procedure Manual (APPM) provides that payment 

must not be made in advance unless it is required by the agreement with the supplier and supported by 

a bank guarantee for the value of the advance. An agreement of that type must not be entered into merely 

to avoid the lapsing of an appropriation. 

As per GFR 213 (5), advances made for public expenditure will be held under objection until a 

detailed account duly supported by vouchers is furnished in adjustment of them. 

Department of Plant Protection (DPP), Ministry of National Food, Security and Research vide 

its letter dated 26.06.2020 requested NDMA that share of Department of Plant protection (DPP) 

amounting to Rs. 10.370 million embarked for POL for vehicle out of locust funds may be transferred 

to PSO. The funds shall be utilized for DPP’s vehicles deputed for locust survey and control operations. 

NDMA accordingly, transferred/released funds vide cheque no 81497966 dated 01.07.2020 to PSO 

(Pakistan State Oil).     

During audit of NDMA for the Financial Year 2020-21, it was observed that funds were 

transferred to PSO in advance on lump sum basis without invoice or any supporting documents. Further, 

actual expenditure incurred on fueling of DPP vehicles was also not available and detail of utilization 

and vouched accounts were not obtained from DPP. 

Audit is of the view that the transfer of funds to the vendor PSO in advance instead of transfer 

to DPP for its utilization and non-obtaining of vouched accounts was not justified. 

Initial observation was issued on 22.11.2021 and it was replied that DPP provided the detailed 

expenditure vide letter dated 29.11.2021 and informed that audit of the DPP has not been conducted 

therefore, they will submit post audit documents after audit is conducted. 

The reply was not acceptable as complete record/vouched accounts were not obtained from 

DPP. Moreover observation regarding payment released to PSO in advance was not attended by 

NDMA. Further, DPP provided the details of expenditures of Rs. 1.996 million only and status of Rs. 

8.374 million was not provided.  
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DAC meeting was held on 04.02.2022.  It was decided that claims and payment vouchers 

against the expenditure should be obtained from the concerned and same be got verified by NDMA and 

adjusted accordingly against the total payment released. Moreover, saving if any may be retrieved. 

Audit recommends that the claims and payment vouchers against the POL drawn/used should 

be obtained from the DPP and the same be got verified by NDMA and adjusted.   

      (AIR Para#2 Locust) 

3.4.8 Excess transfer of funds to Government of Sindh on account of LDPs 

compensation – Rs. 8.190 million  

 As per Karachi Transformation Plan (KTP), payment on account of compensation to 

Government of Sindh for locally displaced persons (LDPs) at the rate of Rs. 15,000 per month as a 

house rent support for a period of 2 years and for hiring of machinery to clear encroachments was to be 

made by Sindh Government and funds were to be provided by NDMA (Federal Government). 

 Minutes of 4th PCIC (Provincial Coordination & Implementation Committee) meeting dated 

28.12.2020 provided that the estimated 319 LDPs/households (liable to change as dictated by NED Svy) 

will be provided with resettlement support in cash at the rate of Rs. 15,000 per month for 02 years to be 

paid on 06 monthly basis in a manner which ensures abandonment and eviction of encroached land.  

 As per 4th PCIC meeting dated 28.12.2020, the total number of LDPs of Mahmoudabad Nallah 

were 319 households. It was also decided that compensation for a period of 2 years shall be transferred 

in four equal tranches. NDMA accordingly transferred an amount of Rs. 28.710 million to Sindh 

Government as first tranche on account of compensation of Mahmoudabad Nallah LDPs on 06.01.2021 

as detailed below:         

                                                                                           (Rs. in million) 

No. of 

LDPs 

Monthly 

rate (Rs.) 

Total amount for two years 

(Rs.)   

Amount of 1sttrench 

transferred 

319 15,000 319 x 15000 x 24 = 114,840,000 28.710 

 During audit of NDMA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that actual number of LDPs was 

reduced from 319 to 57 in the survey carried out by KMC. Hence, due to reduction in the number of 

LDPs, total amount of compensation for the whole period of two year comes to Rs. 20,520,000 (57 x 

Rs. 15,000 x 24 months). Resultantly, an amount of Rs. 8.190 million (Rs. 28.710 million – Rs. 20.520 

million) was over transferred as first tranche. 

 Audit is of the view that excess transfer of funds resulted in blockade of public funds. 

 Initial observation was issued on 13.12.2021. It was replied that the matter was already 

identified by the NDMA and the amount of Rs. 8.18 million will be adjusted against resettlement 

support for other 2x Nallahs (Gujjar and Orangi). 

DAC meeting was held on 04.02.2022.  It was directed that complete record after adjustment 

of funds be arranged and verified from audit authorities. 

Audit recommends that excess transferred amount should be recovered and adjusted by the 

Authority. 
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 (AIR Para # 13 KTP) 

3.4.9 Unjustified payment of Custom Duty  - Rs. 2.227 million 

FBR letter No. C.No.1/1/Mach./Misc./2001-Pt.2 dated 09.11.2020 provided that agricultural or 

horticultural sprayers are subject to 0% custom duty. 

NDMA awarded a contract for procurement of 83 Micron Sprayer to M/s Micron Sprayers Ltd. 

UK on 07.05.2020. The import of the said equipment was subject to 0% custom duty.  

During audit of NDMA for the Financial Year 2020-21, it was observed that NDMA paid 

custom duty amounting to Rs. 2,227,389 on 29.07.2020 to Pakistan Customs for clearance of 1st 

consignment of 05 Micron sprayers.  

Audit is of the view that payment made on account of Custom Duty was against the rules/policy 

which resulted in loss to the Authority. 

Initial observation was issued on 22.11.2021. It was replied that matter of refund of Rs. 

2,227,389 has been taken with FBR. In response, FBR informed that 1st tranche of 5 x Micron Sprayers 

arrived in Pakistan in July 2020 and SRO issued on 29.09.2020. Therefore, no exemption is to be 

granted retrospectively. NDMA again submitted a request for reimbursement of tax amount in 

pursuance of ECC approval but no response has been provided as yet. 

DAC meeting was held on 04.02.2022.  It was directed to peruse the matter with FBR for refund 

of the amount.  

Audit recommends that amount should be got refunded from Pakistan Customs and deposited 

into government treasury.  

(AIR Para # 4 Locust) 

3.4.10 Unauthorized expenditure from National Disaster Management Fund   

Section 29 (5) of National Disaster Management Act 2010 provides that the National Disaster 

Management Fund (NDMF) shall be administered by the National Authority towards meeting the 

expenses for emergency preparedness, response, mitigation, relief and reconstruction. 

 NDMA paid an amount of Rs. 680,110 vide cheques No. 87472198-200 & 87472201-13 to the 

employees of the Authority from NDMF during FY 2020.21. 

 Audit observed that payment from NDMF was made for non-specified purposes in clear 

violation of Section 29(5) of the Act. 

 Audit is of the view that the NDMF cannot be utilized for the purposes other than those 

specified in the Act. The expenditure on non-specified purposes resulted in unauthorized drawl of the 

Fund which was meant for meeting the disaster and emergency related expenses only.   

 Initial observation was issued on 14.12.2021. NDMA replied that in the year 2020, NDMA was 

confronted with multiple challenges which include response to COVID-19, managing floods during Monsoon 

and conduct of anti-locust operation. During the prevailing crises situation, the employees of the Authority 

performed duties beyond the office timings including weekends with full devotion and commitments for 

emergency preparedness, response, mitigation and relief during COVID-19 and Locust disasters. It is because 

of NDMA’s efforts along with other relevant Government Departments that the country was saved from a 

major setback from the disasters. The late sitting charges were paid to the staff from NDMF after approval of 

the National Authority. 
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 The reply was not acceptable. The payment from NDMF account for non-specified purposes was 

unauthorized. 

DAC meeting was held on 18.02.2022.  It was directed that NDMA shall examine the issue of 

payments made from NDMF and the outcome will be shared in the next DAC meeting.  

Audit recommends that the management should deposit the amount drawn in the 

National Disaster Management Fund. Moreover, NDMA should work out all such payments 

made from NDMF for non-specified purposes and take necessary corrective action.  

(Para No. 6, AIR NDMA, Covid-19 Expenditure) 

Procurement related irregularities  

3.4.11 Mis-procurement of surgical gowns – Rs. 133.500 million 

Rule 10 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 states that the procuring agency shall allow the 

widest possible competition by defining such specifications that shall not favor any single contractor or 

supplier nor put others at a disadvantage. Rule 23 states that the procuring agencies shall formulate 

precise and unambiguous bidding documents that shall be made available to the bidders immediately 

after the publication of the invitation to bid. Rule 30 states that all bids shall be evaluated in accordance 

with the evaluation criteria and other terms and conditions set forth in the prescribed bidding documents. 

Further, as per sub-clause (iv) of clause (c) of Rule 36, no evaluation criteria shall be used for evaluation 

of bids that had not been specified in the bidding documents. 

NDMA procured “Surgical Gown/water impermeable” amounting to Rs. 255.00 million during 

FY 2020-21. Single stage one envelop process was adopted for procurement and 17 firms participated 

in the tendering process. As per tender evaluation report, first four firms offered the rates ranging from 

Rs. 162 to Rs. 330, however these firms were rejected on technical grounds. The purchase orders were 

issued to M/s Blue Bird and M/s Pak Business International falling at Sr. No. 5 & 6 of the comparative 

statement at the rate of Rs. 340 per unit and an amount of Rs. 255.00 million was paid. Details are as 

under: 

                                                            (Rs. in million) 

Sr. # Name of Vendor Quantity  Amount  

1. Blue Birds Enterprises  500,000 170.00 

2. Pak Business International  250,000 85.00 

Total 255.00 

 

Audit observed as under: 

i. No criteria was devised in bidding document for the evaluation of bidders in 

contravention of PPRA Rules. Required specifications of the items were not 

finalized by any forum before procurement and were neither inserted in the 

tender nor in bidding document. Hence, in the absence of prior required 

specifications and unambiguous evaluation criteria, the award of contract to the 
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suppliers stands irregular which resulted in loss of Rs. 133.500 million (Rs. 340 

– Rs. 162 *750,000). 

ii. The earnest money and performance guarantee was not obtained from any 

vendor.  

iii. No test reports were available on record to confirm that the suppliers have 

provided the items as per specifications i.e. GSM laid down by the Authority at 

the time of evaluation of bids.  

iv. The bank statement of M/s Blue Birds was showing a negative balance which 

indicates that the firm was not financially sound.  

Audit is of the view that non-compliance of provisions of PPRA Rules resulted in mis-

procurement. 

The initial observation was issued on 14.12.2021. It was replied that the composite technical / 

procurement committee of NDMA having representation from all stakeholders / professionals made 

need assessment with respect to the quality of an item. The quality parameters were also communicated 

to vendors during an open meeting and no firm had shown any grievances. First four firms were rejected 

by the Technical Committee on the basis of quality and firms at Sr. No. 5 & 6 were selected being most 

advantageous. It was mentioned in the tender notice as well as in para 11 of the terms and conditions 

that “Firms / vendors shall quote their standard specification acceptable to Drug Regularity Authority 

and other relevant authorities of Pakistan as well as comply to international standard. However, firms 

may quote their own standard specification and highlight unique / distinctive features if any. Technical 

team comprised a Bio Medical Engineer from GHQ, two Bio Medical Equipment Specialists / Engineers 

from PIMS Hospital, a professional medical doctor from Army Medical Corp and a representative of 

DRAP, besides other generalists and procurement specialists. Firms quoted the specifications according 

to tender and were accepted by the Committee after proper evaluation. Earnest money @ 2% was 

obtained from the selected firms as mentioned in Para 14 of terms and conditions of tender document 

and Para 3(d) of the purchase orders. Moreover, no complaint was received against items supplied. 

 The reply was not satisfactory as the requirement of 50 GSM was neither part of advertisement 

nor bidding document. Further, in the absence of bid evaluation criteria, the bids were evaluated without 

predetermined criteria. Similarly, the GSM was neither confirmed at the time of evaluation nor at 

delivery time. No documentary evidence regarding obtaining of earnest money and performance 

guarantee was provided. 

DAC meeting was held on 18.02.2022. It was directed that NDMA should look into the matter 

and get the relevant record verified from audit authorities. 

Audit recommends that matter should be inquired at appropriate level and outcome be shared 

with Audit. 

 (Para No. 12, AIR NDMA, Covid-19 Expenditure) 

3.4.12 Mis-procurement on account of purchase of 700 ICU beds  -                    Rs. 58.765 

million 

 Rule 29 and 30 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 provides that procuring agencies shall 

formulate an appropriate evaluation criterion listing all the relevant information against which a bid is 

to be evaluated. Such evaluation criteria shall form an integral part of the bidding document. Failure to 
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provide for an unambiguous evaluation criterion in the bidding document shall amount to mis-

procurement. All bids shall be evaluated in accordance with the evaluation criteria and other terms and 

conditions set forth in the prescribed bidding document. Further, as per sub-clause (iv) of clause (c) of 

Rule 36, no evaluation criteria shall be used for evaluation of bids that had not been specified in the 

bidding documents.   

 NDMA paid an amount of Rs. 91.00 million to M/s Pindi Surgical Center on account of 

procurement of 700 ICU beds along with accessories at the rate of Rs. 130,000 each. As per minutes of 

the procurement committee meeting dated 19.06.2020, the tender was advertised in the newspaper and 

on PPRA as well as authority’s website and single stage single envelop method was adopted and 10 

firms submitted bids. The purchase order was issued on 18.06.2020.  It was mentioned in the minutes 

of the committee meeting that all bidders showed their inability to start deliveries before 30th June 2020 

except M/s Pindi Surgical Center, hence PO was issued to the firm. As per purchase order, 350 beds 

were required to be supplied up to 30.06.2020 and remaining to be supplied up to 15.07.2020. 

Audit observed as under:  

1. The bidding document did not contained clear specifications and bid evaluation 

criteria. 

2. Bank Guarantee of Rs. 4.550 million (5%) which was required to be valid till 

completion of warranty period was not provided. 

3. As per tender evaluation sheet, M/s Mumtaz Brothers, M/s Pak Business, M/s TK 

Medical and M/s Zeb & Company offered rates of Rs. 46,050, Rs. 100,626, Rs. 

116,000 and Rs. 92,250 respectively. However, it was mentioned in the tender 

evaluation sheet that these firms were technically not recommended. Hence, in 

the absence of prior required specifications and unambiguous evaluation criteria, 

the award of contract stands irregular which resulted in loss of Rs. 58.765 million 

(Rs. 130,000 - Rs. 46,050 = Rs. 83,950 x 700). 

4. The Director Procurement as member of the procurement committee did not 

signed the minutes and had written his remarks that cheque instead of CDR was 

submitted on the date of tender opening. CDR was submitted on 19th June. Audit 

holds that in the absence of CDR, selection of the bidder was violation of PPRA 

rules and Director Procurement /member also not signed the minutes for the stated 

reason. 

5. The vendor did not provide 5 years warranty for repair and services as required 

in the purchase order. 

6. Agreement was recorded on the simple paper instead of stamp papers. 

7. Proper delivery challans were not available on record. As per record provided, 

only 380 beds out of 700 beds were supplied by the vendor at different locations.  

8. As per purchase order 500 beds Huntleigh UK model, 100 beds enterprise UK 

and100 beds of Avant Guard USA were ordered, however, delivery of the same 

models was not confirmed. 
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Audit is of the view that non-compliance of provisions of PPRA Rules resulted in mis-

procurement. 

Initial observation was issued on 14.12.2021. It was replied that in view of emergency situation, 

bidding criteria was chalked out and also mentioned in tender documents which states that ICU beds 

should be refurbished, fully motorized and remote control operated. Mattress should be of high density, 

with waterproof cover and provision of side cabinet and over head table. A CDR and cross cheque from 

M/s Pindi Surgical (Pvt.) Ltd. has been withheld as Bank Guarantee for five years. All the tender 

participants except one firm i.e. M/s Pindi Surgical had shown their inability to start deliveries of ICU 

Motorized Beds before 30th June 2020. M/s Pindi Surgical agreed to deliver 700 beds by 30th June, 

2020. M/s Mumtaz Brothers, M/s Pak Business, M/s TK Medical and M/s Zeb & Company were not 

awarded POs being technically rejected as well as their late delivery time. Initially M/s Pindi surgical 

submitted a cross cheque instead of CDR, however NDMA accepted CDR on 19th June, 2020 keeping 

in view the need and urgency as the only firm showing its ability to deliver the required item before 30th 

June and 15th July. The observation regarding signing of agreement is noted for future compliance. All 

the delivery challans are available duly verified by concerned departments. The beds of same 

specifications were received however, the consignee did not mention the make and type but only the 

number of beds that were actually received.     

The reply was not satisfactory as the bidding document did not specify clear specifications and 

bid evaluation criteria. The total amount of CDR and cheque was of only Rs. 3.00 million which was 

less than the required amount and also having the validity period of less than warranty period (i.e. two 

year from supply, June 2022). All participants including M/s Pindi Surgical Center were not fulfilling 

the required delivery time of one week, further, the delivery period was not mentioned against the M/s 

Zeb and Company. The actual delivery time offered in the proposal by these four firms was not 

provided.  CDR was also not provided by the bidder along with bid. Further the stance of department 

that cross cheque was obtained for warranty was not acceptable as cheque was retained for PG which 

also have validity of six months. As per delivery challans, 50 beds were provided to Fatima Jinnah 

hospital Quetta, whereas NDMA has claimed delivery of 100 beds. Similarly, delivery challans of the 

vendor showing the delivery of the exact model beds were not provided. 

DAC meeting was held on 18.02.2022.  It was decided that matter should be looked into by 

NDMA and para will be discussed in next DAC meeting. 

Audit recommends that matter may be looked into, further probed and report be shared. 

 (Para No. 15, AIR NDMA, Covid-19 Expenditure) 

Others  

3.4.13 Non-obtaining of invoices and vouched account in respect of amount transferred 

to Embassy of Pakistan, Beijing - USD 62.271 million 

Para 23 of GFR Vol-I provides that every government officer should realize fully and clearly 

that he would be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by government through fraud or 

negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from 

fraud or negligence on the part of any other government officer to the extent to which it may be shown 

that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

NDMA transferred an amount USD 87.00 million to Embassy of Pakistan, Beijing for 

procurement of medical equipment to cater the Covid-19 pandemic. An amount of USD 62.271 million 

was expended on various procurements. The detail of funds transferred and expenditure incurred is as 

under:    
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                                                        (USD in million) 

Sr. No. Description Date of Transfer Amount 

1.  Transferred by FD 26.03.2020 50.00 

2.  Transfer by SPD 26.03.2020 02.00 

3.  Transfer By NDMA 01.04.2020 35.00 

Total 87.00 

Total Expenditure 62.271 

Audit observed that vouchers, invoices, bills and vouched accounts/ supporting documents 

were not obtained from Pakistan Embassy Beijing in respect of expenditure.   

 Audit is of the view that the transfer of huge funds in shape of foreign exchange without having 

necessary supporting documents was against the financial rules and discipline. Further without vouchers 

and supporting documents expenditure is not verifiable. 

Initial observation was issued on 14.12.2021. NDMA replied that USD 50.00 million were 

transferred directly in the Pakistan Embassy Account Beijing by Finance Division for procurement of 

Covid-19 related items. Its vouchers are being maintained with NDRMF. The remaining amount was 

transferred by NDMA with the approval of Finance Division. NDMA has written many letters to 

Pakistan Embassy Beijing for provision of vouched accounts but only bank statement has been provided 

so far. NDMA has tried to obtain the copies of vouchers from CAO, MoFA and some of copies of these 

vouchers have been collected.  

The reply was not acceptable as the complete amount was transferred to Pakistan Embassy 

Beijing for procurements for NDMA and amount was booked to NDMA. Hence complete vouchers and 

allied record was required to be available with NDMA. 

 DAC meeting was held on 18.02.2022.  It was directed that NDMA shall pursue the matter with 

Embassy of Pakistan, Beijing and obtain the vouchers and other relevant documents and carry out 

necessary adjustment accordingly.  

Audit recommends that complete invoices, vouchers and vouched account/supporting 

documents should be obtained from Pakistan Embassy Beijing and accordingly verified and adjusted. 

(Para No. 20, AIR NDMA, Covid-19 Expenditure) 

3.4.14 Release of funds to Government of Sindh and other entities by NDMA and non-

obtaining of vouched accounts – Rs. 1,644.479 million  

According to Para 213(5) of GFR Vol-I, advances made for public expenditure will be held 

under objection until a detailed account duly supported by vouchers is furnished in adjustment of them. 

NDMA released an amount of Rs. 1,644.479 million out of Funds meant for Karachi 

Transformation Plan (KTP) and Locust Operations to Government of Sindh, various contractors and 

DG Budget GHQ Rawalpindi as detailed below:  
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     (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of 

recipient 
Purpose Amount 

Expenditure 

Head 

1. 
Government of 

Sindh 

Resettlement support to LDPs of 

Mehmoodabad, Gujjar and Orangi Nallahs 
1,092.690 KTP 

2. 
Government of 

Sindh 

Hiring of machinery to remove encroachment 

on Mehmoodabad, Orangi and Gujjar Nallahs 
232.650 KTP 

3. NLC 
Removal of utility services at Orangi Nallah K-

Electric 
13.908 KTP 

4. FWO 
Removal of utility services at Gujjar Nallah K-

Electric 
7.231 KTP 

5. 
DG Budget 

GHQ 

Purchase of spare parts of BJR Helicopter Fleet 

used for Anti Locust Aerial Spray 
298.000 Locust funds 

Total 1,644.479 --- 

During audit of NDMA for the FY 2020-21 it was observed that: 

i. The releases by NDMA to different entities / contractors were made without any 

agreed/approved mechanism. Releases were made lump sum in advance, while 

the expenditure was incurred by the recipient entities at their end in the absence 

of any SOPs defining the role of the Authority and recipient agency and manner 

of final settlement of the accounts.  

ii. Relevant documents in support of payments released to Government of Sindh, i.e. 

approval of expenditures from competent authority, sanction orders, vouchers, 

invoices, detail of amount paid to LDPs and vouched/adjustments accounts were 

not obtained. Moreover, in the absence of proper physical verification of removed 

encroachments, there are chances that payments may have been made to 

households/LDPs whose houses were not removed being not falling at marked 

line. 

iii. In respect of payments mentioned at Sr. No. 3 & 4 of the observation, the amount 

was released to the contractors for removal of utility services instead of relevant 

department. Further, adjustment/ vouched accounts were not obtained from the 

contractor and relevant department (s) and the advance payment was also not 

adjusted. 

iv. The detailed working and funds requirement for utilization on Locust operation 

was not obtained from DG Budget GHQ. Further, the amount was transferred in 

the month of July, 2020, but adjustment/vouched accounts were not obtained till 

close of the year i.e. 30.06.2021. 

Audit is of the view that transfer of huge funds to entities for various works without any 

approved mechanism may lead to complications at later stages. Moreover, non-obtaining of vouched 

accounts in a timely manner has resulted in non-adjustment of the advances. 

Initial observation was issued on 13.12.2021. The management replied that requisite details / 

documents will be furnished on completion of Anti Encroachment Drive by Government of Sindh. The 

required documents along with completion certificate of relocation of utility service will be produced 
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on completion of the projects. Logistic Support Branch, Chief of Logistic Staff (CLS) has forwarded 

summary of Rs. 275.00 million. NDMA has again requested for provision of vouched accounts of Rs. 

298.00 million.  

DAC meeting was held on 04.02.2022.  It was directed that all relevant documents including 

approval of expenditures from relevant Authority, sanction orders, vouchers, invoices, tax deductions 

and vouched/adjustment account should be obtained, verified and adjusted accordingly. Moreover, 

savings if any may be retrieved from quarters concerned. 

Audit recommends that the claims and payments vouchers should be obtained from the 

concerned and the same should be got verified by NDMA and adjusted accordingly against the total 

amounts released. 

(AIR Para # 10, 14 & 15 KTP, Para 1 Locust) 

3.4.15 Non-obtaining of warranties of imported equipment in violation of contract 

agreement – Rs. 267.815 million 

As per terms and conditions contained in para 3(e) of work order No. F.2 (50-i)/2019-20-

NDMA/9(Proc.) (Pt. file) dated 15.07.2020, “all warranties of imported equipment shall be provided 

by M/s Pakistan Oxygen.” 

NDMA issued a work order to M/s Pakistan Oxygen Limited for supply of Oxygenation for 

various hospitals in Sindh & Punjab. The contractor provided the details of manufacturer (import or 

local make) while submitting his quotations separately for Sindh and Punjab hospitals. Accordingly, an 

amount of Rs. 404.359 million was claimed for supply of both foreign and indigenous products/items 

which includes Rs. 267.815 million on account of provision of imported items as detailed below: 

                       (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. Bill No. Date Territory Amount 

1. 918/2020-21 03.05.2021 
Sindh 

   69.016  

2. 757/2020-21 04.03.2021    76.274  

3. 918/2020-21 03.05.2021 
Punjab 

   22.961  

4. 757/2020-21 04.03.2021    55.133  

5. 918/2020-21 03.05.2021 KP      2.875  

6. 918/2020-21 03.05.2021 Federal    41.556  

Total 267.815 

Audit observed that payment of Rs. 267.815 million was made without obtaining warranty of 

the items as required under the work order and contract agreement. 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of warranty of the imported items, the supplier is not 

bound to repair / replace the defected items and the interest of the government was not secured by the 

Authority. 

Initial audit observation was issued on 14.12.2021. NDMA replied that an amount of 

Rs. 31.655 million was withheld as retention money as warranty of the oxygen items which is 

still withheld with NDMA till completion of warranty period. 
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The reply was not acceptable as the retention money was withheld against clause 3(d) 

of terms and conditions of above mentioned work order. The warranties of imported items 

were required to be provided as required under clause 3(e).  

DAC meeting was held on 18.02.2022. During the meeting, NDMA held the stance that 

the warranty was available in the purchase order and contract agreement. Moreover an amount 

of Rs. 31.655 million was withheld as retention money as warranty of oxygen items, which is 

still withheld with NDMA, till completion of warranty period. Audit held the firm view that 

no warranty was available with NDMA and in case of any defect, the Authority will not be 

able to claim its replacement/repair and the supplier/manufacturer will not have any liability 

and responsibility for such costly imported equipment. DAC decided that the matter be referred 

to the PAC for an appropriate decision. 

Audit recommends that warranty documents should be obtained from the supplier. 

(Para No. 35, AIR NDMA, Covid-19 Expenditure) 
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Chapter 4 

Environment and Emergency & Disaster Management Wings of 

Metropolitan Corporation Islamabad (MCI) 

4.1 Introduction 

A. The Environment Wing of Metropolitan Corporation Islamabad (MCI) includes Environment 

Directorate (East), Environment Directorate (West), Environment Directorate (Regional), Directorate 

of Parks and Zoo & Wildlife Management. The major functions of environment wing include 

protection, conservation and management of Islamabad city. It also caters for the protection and 

conservation of forests, control of forest fires, afforestation and development of the viewpoints and their 

maintenance. The Emergency & Disaster Management (E&DM) Directorate and CARES (Rescue 

1122) also falls under the audit jurisdiction of this Directorate General. 

B.   Comments on Budget and Accounts (Variance Analysis)  

          (Rs. in million) 

Wing 
Financial 

Year 
Budget Expenditure  

Environment Directorate (Parks) 2020-21 1,161.979 948.505 

Environment Directorate (East) 2020-21 659.877 595.078 

Environment Directorate (West) 2020-21 478.744 369.746 

Environment Directorate (Regional) 2020-21 283.489 272.721 

CARES (Rescue 1122) 2020-21 129.932 129.932 

Emergency & Disaster Management 

Directorate 
2020-21 79.229 79.229 

The graphical representation of the budget and expenditrue for the FY 2020-21 

is as under: 
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Table-I Audit Profile of Environment and E&DM Wing, MCI 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Expenditure 

audited FY 2020-

21 

Revenue / 

Receipts audit 

FY 2020-21 

1. Formations 06 06 2,745.432 Nil 

2.  Assignment Account 

 SDAs 

 Others 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil  

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

3. Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 

Nil Nil Nil Nil 

4. Foreign Aided Project (FAP) Nil Nil Nil Nil 

4.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 264.98 million have been raised in this report 

pertaining to Environment and E&DM Wings of MCI. Recovery amounting to Rs. 9.30 

million has been pointed out in the audit observations. Summary of the audit observations 

classified by nature is as under: 

 

Table –II Overview of Audit Observations 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. Classification Amount 

1. Irregularities  115.445 

A. HR/Employees Related irregularities 111.365 

B. Procurement related irregularities 4.080 

2. Financial Management 13.663 
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3. Value for money and service delivery issues 2.890 

4. Others 132.979 

4.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC directives 

The Directorate General Audit (CC&E) Islamabad started conducting audit of MCI 

formations since the year 2018-19. No Audit Report has been discussed in PAC meeting so far.  

4.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

HR/Employees related irregularities 

4.4.1 Un-justified expenditure on deployment of temporary staff -                   

Rs. 91.32 million 

According to Para 10(i) of GFR Vol-I, every public officer is expected to exercise the 

same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys, as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. Para 10(ii) provides that 

expenditure should not be prima facie more than the occasional demands. 

Directorate of Parks, Environment Wing CDA Islamabad paid an amount of Rs. 91.32 million 

during financial year 2019-20 on account of muster roll staff, daily wages and contract staff as detailed 

below:  

      (Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. Description Expenditure 

1. Muster Roll Staff 90.762 

2. Daily Wages 0.410 

3. Contract Staff 0.148 

Total 91.320 

Audit observed as under: 

i. Neither duty roster of deployed temporary and regular staff nor scale of deployment 

was available with the Authority  

ii. Directorate of Parks had sufficient staff i.e. OGM, Security Guards and sanitary 

workers, as detailed below. Hiring of muster roll staff in addition to regular staff was 

unjustified.  
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Sr. 

No. 
Name of Post 

Regular 

staff 

Muster 

roll Staff 

1. OGM 633 184 

2. Security Guards 136 66 

3. Sanitary workers 56 43 

iii. During FY 2019-20, no major work was carried out by Directorate of Parks and most 

of the activities remained stalled due to outbreak of Covid-19.  

Audit is of the view that deployment of temporary staff in addition to available regular staff 

was unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management on 01.06.2021 and it was replied that staff engaged 

on daily wages and muster roll was purely on need basis to safeguard the safety and security of the 

parks equipment. Most of DPL staff was regularized against the sanctioned posts. There are 272 parks 

out of which five are Mega Parks and of these five, only two have amusement facilities, so only these 

remained closed. Rest of the parks remained opened. Even the closed parks were never left abandoned 

for safety, security and maintenance of landscape area, fixtures and park gadgets. 

The reply was not tenable as temporary staff was being paid regularly despite availability of 

regular staff. Further, no documentary evidence justifying the necessity and deployment of temporary 

staff was produced during audit as well as with reply.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures. 

(Para No. 3, AIR 2019-20, Directorate of Parks, Environment Wing CDA Islamabad) 

4.4.2 Excess expenditure due to employment beyond sanctioned strength – 

Rs. 20.045 million 

As per Para 10(i) of GFR Vol-I, every public officer is expected to exercise the same vigilance 

in respect of expenditure from public money as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect 

of expenditure of his own money. 

Directorate of Parks, Environment Wing CDA Islamabad paid an amount of Rs. 20.045 million 

on account of salaries to the staff of various categories. 

During Audit for the financial year 2019-20, it was observed that staff was employed over and 

above the sanctioned strength which resulted into excess expenditure. Details are as under:  

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Post 

Sanctioned 

Strength 

Working 

strength 
Excess 

Pay Per 

month (Rs.) 
Months 

Amount 

(Rs.) 

1. 
Security 

Guard 
170 204 34 41,962 12 17,120,496 

2. Electrician 4 6 2 37,750 12 906,000 

3. Forest Guard 0 2 2 46,813 12 1,123,512 

4 Foreman 0 1 1 74,589 12 895,068 

Total 20,045,076 
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Audit is of the view that excess employment beyond the sanctioned strength was unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management on 01.06.2021 and it was replied that staff was 

engaged over and above the sanctioned strength with the approval of competent authority. Most of these 

employees have been regularized, while case for additional posts has been submitted to HR Directorate 

for issuance of revised sanctioned strength.  

The reply was not acceptable as excess employment beyond the sanctioned strength and 

payment thereof is not covered under rules.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the management should look into the matter for corrective measures. 

 (Para No. 4, AIR 2019-20, Directorate of Parks, Environment Wing CDA Islamabad) 

Procurement related irregularities  

4.4.3 Splitting of expenditure on account of purchase of horticulture basic 

tools/ implements – Rs. 4.08 million 

According to Rule 12(1) of the Public Procurement Rules 2004 as amended vide S. R. O. 

442(I)/2020 dated 15.05.2020, “Procurements over five hundred thousand rupees and up to the limit of 

three million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website in the manner and format specified 

by regulation by the Authority from time to time. These procurement opportunities may also be 

advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the procuring agency”.  

Further, Rule 9 provides that a procuring agency shall announce in an appropriate manner all 

proposed procurements for each financial year and shall proceed accordingly without any splitting or 

regrouping of the procurements so planned. The annual requirements thus determined would be 

advertised in advance on the Authority’s website as well as on the website of the procuring agency in 

case the procuring agency has its own website. 

Finance Wing of CDA vide letter No. CDA/FW(B)-42(3) / 2020-21/1109 dated 21.10.2020 

allocated funds amounting to Rs. 11.00 million for purchase of horticulture basic tools / implements 

with the direction that PPRA Rules be followed while utilizing the funds. 

Directorate of Environment (East) CDA incurred an amount of Rs. 4,078,321 on procurement 

of horticulture basic tools / implements (F-Series) for Urban Division-II as detailed below:  

Sr. 

# 
Payee 

Work order 

date 

Amount 

(Rs.) 

1. M/s Fawad Khan & Co 18.05.2021 498,841 

2. M/s Fawad Khan & Co 18.05.2021 497,550 

3. M/s Fawad Khan & Co 18.05.2021 496,958 

4. M/s Evolve Enterprises 17.05.2021 497,950 
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5. M/s Evolve Enterprises 17.05.2021 4,99,052 

6. M/s Evolve Enterprises 17.05.2021 496,080 

7. M/s Evolve Enterprises 17.05.2021 497,590 

8. M/s Evolve Enterprises 19.05.2021 495,975 

9. M/s Evolve Enterprises 18.05.2021 498,321 

Total 4,078,321 

Audit observed that contrary to the rules and instructions, the expenditure was made through 

quotations by way of splitting and keeping each transaction below    Rs. 500,000 to avoid tendering and 

competitive bidding process. 

Audit is of the view that as per PPRA Rules, any procurement over and above Rs. 500,000 was 

required to be carried out through floating tenders which was not done. Further, the expenditure was 

split to avoid obtaining of approval of higher authority. As such, the expenditure amounting to Rs. 

4,078,321 on procurement of horticulture basic tools/implements without following the PPRA Rules 

was irregular.  

The matter was reported to the management on 02.11.2021. It was replied that upon transfer 

back of administrative control of Environment Directorate from MCI to CDA, immediate action was 

taken for efficient utilization of work force. For this purpose, procurement of new store material was 

made through quotations after approval from competent authority.  

The reply was not acceptable as the procurement was made in violation of Public Procurement 

Rules 2004.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility should be fixed on the person(s) at fault for violating the 

PPRA Rules, besides internal controls should be strengthened to avoid similar recurrence in future. 

(Para No. 02, Environment Directorate (East), CDA)  

Financial Management 

4.4.4 Unauthorized payment due to non-capping of scheme and creation of 

huge liability without availability of funds – Rs. 7.256 million 

According to Para 208 of Note sheet dated 10.05.2018, an amount of Rs. 6.50 million (in 

addition to already approved amount Rs. 0.50 million) was allocated from the approved budget of MCI 

during 2017-18, out of Revenue Account of CDA for the work “Operation / Maintenance of existing 

fountains installed at various locations of Islamabad (Rate Running Contract). The amount was 

allocated with the conditions that the work may be capped up to the allocated funds amounting to Rs. 

7.00 million against agreement amount of Rs. 14.255 million. The note sheet further provided that no 

further funds shall be demanded by the Division and no work shall be carried out beyond 30.06.2018. 
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Further, according to Para 208, 221,246 & 247 of Note sheet, proposal submitted by Director Technical 

for allocation of remaining funds amounting to Rs. 7.256 million was not agreed by AFA (Budget).  

Directorate of Parks, Environment Wing CDA Islamabad awarded a contract for “Operation / 

Maintenance of existing fountains installed at various locations of Islamabad (Rate Running Contract) 

to M/s Hamza Builders & Co for contract cost of Rs. 14.255 million for one year period i.e. 15.01.2018 

to 14.01.2018. The contractor submitted 3rd and final bill during June 2020 and a total amount of Rs. 

13.73 million was paid to the contractor.  

During audit it was observed that: 

i. Bid cost of Rs. 14.255 million was accepted against available funds of Rs. 0.50 million 

which resulted into creation of financial liability without availability of funds.  

ii. The contractor quoted Rs. 14.256 million against engineering estimate of Rs. 9.950 million 

i.e. 39.786% above MES 2014 items and 47.786% above the NSR items which were 

accepted. This resulted into irregular award of work on higher rates Rs. 4.286 million. No 

justification as to acceptance of higher rates was available on record.  

iii. Finance Wing vide Note sheet Paras No. 208 (dated 10.05.2018),  213 (dated 30.05.2018),  

217 (dated 11.06.2018), 221 (dated 15.06.2018) and 246 (dated 11.03.2019) has repeatedly 

directed to process the case for approval of competent authority for capping the scheme 

before issuance of revised expenditure sanction of Rs. 7.00 million. However, the case was 

not put up to competent authority for capping the scheme at work done amount Rs. 7.00 

million upto 30.06.2018. 

iv. No notice was issued to the contractor to stop the work. The contractor submitted 

application dated 23.04.2019 that he has carried out the work upto 06.04.2019 and 

requested for release of payment. No evidence as to execution of work by contractor during 

the period July 2018 to January 2019 was available on record.   

v. As per note sheet Para No. 243 to 252, dated 06.05.2019, the CO MCI allowed the payment 

to contractor by referring Notification No. MCI-I(1)/ Notification - 5 /2018/342 dated 

21.12.2018. Audit observed that the said notification pertained to Islamabad Fire 

Prevention and Life Safety Regulations 2010, hence not applicable in the instant case.  

vi. Relevant record i.e. PC-I / revised PC-I, logbooks of fountains etc. was not produced / 

available on record.  

In view of the above irregularities / shortcomings, audit holds that payment made was irregular 

and unjustified. 

The matter was reported to the management on 01.06.2021 and it was replied that funds 

amounting to Rs. 0.500 million against the engineering estimate of Rs. 9.950 million was allocated for 

completion of bidding process. The rates of contractor were accepted being lowest. As regard Sr. No. 3 

of Para, an inquiry was conducted and upon receipt of inquiry report, case was submitted to competent 

authority for approval of recommendation of inquiry report. The competent authority decided that the 

work shall be completed as per agreement. Accordingly the work was completed successfully as per 

record entry by the Engineer Incharge. PC-I was not prepared being the cost estimates below Rs. 25.000 

million. 

 The reply was not acceptable because rates were accepted 39.786% above MES 2014 items and 

47.786% above the NSR items. The scheme was not capped despite recommendations and a huge 
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liability was created. Further, no evidence as to execution of work by contractor during the period July 

2018 to January 2019 was available on record.  The logbooks of fountains etc. were also not available 

on record. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that matter should be inquired and investigated to fix the responsibility for 

the lapses. 

(Para No. 5, AIR 2019-20, Directorate of Parks, Environment Wing CDA Islamabad) 

4.4.5 Overpayment to contractor – Rs. 2.129 million  

According to item No. 6 of BOQ for the work “Operation / Maintenance of existing fountains 

installed at various locations of Islamabad, Rs. 38,340 per month was provided against each fountain 

on account of operation & maintenance, cleaning,  repair / replacement etc. 

Directorate of Parks, Environment Wing CDA Islamabad awarded a contract for “Operation / 

Maintenance of existing fountains installed at various locations of Islamabad (Rate Running Contract) 

to M/s Hamza Builders & Co for contract cost of Rs. 14.255 million for one year period i.e. 15.01.2018 

to 14.01.2019. The contractor submitted 3rd and final bill during June 2020. 

The perusal of 3rd and final bill revealed that contractor claimed and was paid against Item No. 

6 operation / maintenance of 19 fountains as detailed below: 

                                                                                                  (Rs.) 

No. of fountains Months Rate per month  Total  

18 12 – months 38,340 8,281,440 

01 08 – months 38,340 306,720 

01 16 –days 1,278 20,448 

Total 8,608,608 

Add: Contractor premium @ 47.786 % above 4,113,709 

Grand total 12,722,317 

The scrutiny of record further revealed that an inquiry was conducted by Director Sanitation 

during January 2019. As per recommendations of inquiry (Para 10), the payment for certain fountains 

installed at various locations of Islamabad was not allowed. The detail of fountains and reasons for not 

allowing payments is tabulated as below: 
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Sr. 

No. 
Fountain Location Reasons for not allowing payment 

1. Faisal Chowk Handed over to Pak Steel through CSR on 01.10.2018 

2. Askari Chowk, F-10 
Working properly, however the said fountain /chowk 

was handed over to Oakes through CSR. 

3. Gomal Road E-7 
Partially working due to damaged piping network. No 

payment should be made to contractor after 01.07.2018 

4. PTC Chowk, F-10 

Not working due to disconnection of electricity, 

therefore, no payment should be made during 

disconnection period of electricity.  

Audit observed that contrary to the recommendations of the inquiry, the payment against the 

entire fountain work item No. 6 was made. This resulted into overpayment of Rs. 2.129 million to 

contractor. Details are at Annexure-XV. 

Further, relevant record i.e. log books of the fountains, detail of repair / maintenance carried 

out and detail of dismantled items etc. was not produced to audit. 

Audit is of the view that payment of Rs. 2.129 million to contactor was inadmissible and thus 

irregular.  

 The matter was reported to the management on 01.06.2021 and it was replied that no payments 

were made for fountains after handing over to M/s Pak Steel and M/s Silver Oaks through CSR. Gomal 

road E-7 fountain was working partially due to damage piping network. PTC Chowk fountain was 

temporally nonfunctional due to disconnection of electricity. The contractor staff remained present to 

look after and watch at ward of said fountain. Further an inquiry report was received after the completion 

of contractual period and upon recommendations of the enquiry, penalty of Rs. 0.200 million was 

imposed and recovered from the contractor. 

 The reply was not acceptable as contractor was overpaid an amount of Rs. 2.129 million. 

Further, no documentary evidence in support of reply was produced.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that overpayment made to contractor should be recovered and responsibility 

should be fixed. 

(Para No. 6, AIR 2019-20, Directorate of Parks, Environment Wing CDA Islamabad) 
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4.4.6 Non-fulfillment of contractual obligations and negligence by the 

department resulting in loss – Rs. 2.86 million 

According to Para 10(i) of GFR Vol-I, every public officer is expected to exercise the same 

vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public money as a person of ordinary prudence would 

exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. 

As per BOQ Item No. 01-39 (Part-A), the contractor was required to do the work of watering 

and subsequent maintenance for three months complete in all respects as per standard horticulture 

practices and instructions of the site incharge. 

Environment Directorate (West), CDA awarded a contract to M/s Malik Masroor & Co for 

horticulture works of Peshawar More Interchange, Islamabad for Rs. 28,875,000 during 2020-21.  

It was observed that the contractor did not carry out the work of watering and subsequent 

maintenance of plants as per standard horticulture practices/ BOQ and instructions of the site incharge. 

Resultantly a quantity of 111,204 plants became dead and government suffered a loss amounting to Rs. 

2,861,540. Further, in March 2021, CDA decided to stop all the payments to the contractor till 

improvement of work at site, however the payments was made to the contractor despite the fact that the 

contractual obligations were not fulfilled.  

Audit is of the view that due to negligence/non-performance of work by the contractor as per 

requirements of BOQ and poor management of Environment Directorate (CDA), 111,204 plants 

became dead and government suffered a loss amounting to Rs. 2,861,540. Details are at Annexure-

XVI. 

The matter was reported to the management on 02.11.2021. It was replied that a committee has 

been constituted with the approval of competent authority for evaluation and fact finding to evaluate 

the quantum of work and payment matters. The action will be taken as per reports / recommendation of 

said committee and contract agreement. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that inquiry should be conducted to probe the matter and responsibility be 

fixed on the person(s) at fault.  

(Para No. 02, Environment Directorate (West), CDA)  

4.4.7 Unauthorized payment to contractor for substandard work –                 

Rs. 1.42 million 

According to Para 10(i) of GFR Vol-I, every public officer is expected to exercise the 

same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys, as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. Para 10(ii) provides that 

the expenditure should not be prima facie more than the occasional demands. 

As per Para No. 4.5.7.2 of Accounting Policies and Procedure Manual, the authorizing officer 

shall ensure that the claim voucher (bill) bears valid evidence that preparation; approval and 

certification have been properly carried out. 
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Environment Directorate (West), CDA awarded a contract to M/s Malik Masroor & Co for 

horticulture works at Peshawar More Interchange, Islamabad for Rs. 28,875,000 during 2020-21. As 

per BOQ (Part-B) Item No. 2 & 4, the contractor was required to do the following works: 

(Rs.) 

Item  

No. 
Description Qty. Rate  Unit Amount 

2 

Supplying and stacking approved garden soil 

2”(sweet soil) free from salts, pebbles, and 

grass etc. all leads and lifts 

74,760 11.72 P/cft 876,187 

4 

Supplying and stacking well decayed farm yard 

manure from approved sources i/c all leads and 

lifts to the site 

36,250 15.22 P/cft 543,750 

Total 1,419,937 

It was observed that the contractor failed to execute the above mentioned works as per 

specifications of the BOQ.  Substandard farm yard manure and sweet soil was used for plants & grassing 

and resultantly plants were dried up for improper care and for want of water. Despite of above 

deficiencies, payment amounting to Rs. 1,419,937 for above mentioned defective work was made to the 

contractor. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal controls the payment was made to the contractor 

against the substandard work which resulted into irregular payment.  

The matter was reported to the management on 02.11.2021. It was replied that the quantity of 

sweet soil and farm yard manure below specification was got replaced immediately after bringing it on 

record. Further, as per contract agreement, the maintenance period is three months and the plants that 

dried up during the maintenance period will be replaced by the contractor, hence no loss was inflicted 

on authority.  

 The reply was not acceptable as no documentary evidence in support of reply was produced  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that amount paid on account of defective work should be recovered besides 

initiating inquiry against the person authorizing payment against substandard work.  

(Para No. 03, Environment Directorate (West), CDA)  

Value for money and service delivery issues 

4.4.8 Non-imposition and recovery of penalty for delay in completion of 

work – Rs. 2.89 million 

According to Clause 2 of Conditions of Contract, the contractor shall pay as compensation an 

amount equal to 1% (one percent) on the amount of the contract cost of the whole work as shown by 

the tender for every day that the work remains un-commenced or unfinished after the proper dates, 

provided that the entire amount of compensation to be paid under the provisions of clause shall not 

exceed 10% (ten percent) on the amount of the contract.  

Environment Directorate (West), CDA awarded a contract to M/s Malik Masroor & Co. for 

horticulture works at Peshawar More Interchange, Islamabad for Rs. 28.875 million during 2020-21. 

As per contract agreement, the contractor was required to complete the work by 03.03.2021. However, 
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extension in the contract period was granted from 04.03.2021 to 03.04.2021 with the condition that no 

further extension will be granted in any case and in case, the work is not completed within stipulated 

period of time, penalty will be imposed.  

Audit observed that the contractor failed to complete the work within stipulated / extended 

period of time. Further, no extension of time (EOT) was granted to the contractor. As such, penalty 

amounting to Rs. 2,887,500 (at the maximum rate of 10% of contract cost) was required to be imposed 

and recovered from the contractor which was not done.  

Audit is of the view that non-imposition and recovery of penalty amounting to Rs. 2,887,500 

was undue favor to the contractor.  

The matter was reported to the management on 02.11.2021. It was replied that penalty for delay 

equal to one percent of contract cost amounting to Rs. 1.443 million was imposed. Further a committee 

has also been constituted with the approval of competent authority for evaluation and fact finding to 

evaluate the quantum of work and payment matters. The matter will be taken up as per reports / 

recommendations of said committee and contract agreement.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that penalty should be imposed and recovered from the contractor for delay 

in completion of work. 

(Para No. 01, Environment Directorate (West), CDA)  

Others  

4.4.9 Irregular allotment of land to Aero Modeling Flying Club and 

resultant loss due to non-realization of rent – Rs. 99.379 million  

According to Islamabad Land Disposal Regulations 2005, Chapter-II          (Sr. No7), the plots 

in Islamabad shall be classified in different catagories including plots planned, developed and 

maintained as public parks.  

Chapter III of the said regulations provides that the plots shall be sold or leased out by the 

Authority according to the provision for each category of plots and the allotment shall be subject to the 

terms and conditions contained in the respective allotment letters or, as the case may be, in the 

conveyance or lease deeds executed by the Authority in respect of plots. 

Sr. No. 11 of the Regulations states that public parks, playing fields and graveyards, shall be 

planned developed and maintained by the Authority. However, the Authority may license / lease out 

some sites or the portions of public parks, playing fields or open spaces to private sector on agreed 

terms and conditions through auction amongst pre-qualified parties for recreational purposes, sports 

facilities and usages. Further, Chapter VI of the Islamabad Land Disposal Regulations 2005 provides 

that the allotment of plots shall be liable to cancelation on account of non-payment of dues within 

specified period and violation of other terms and conditions of allotment etc.  

Directorate of Parks, Environment Wing vide letter No. CDA/DG/ (173) / 2006/66 dated 

21.03.2006 conveyed the formal incorporation of site of Aero Modeling Club in revised master plan of 

F-9 Park. As per the said letter the site was in use of Aero Modeling Club from the last many years. 

Further, CDA vide letter No. Dir/(PMO)/52/aeromm/ 2008/ 203 dated 25.01.2008 had permanently 

allotted the site to M/s Islamabad Aero Modeling Club.  
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Audit observed as under: 

i. Public parks being designated parks for public cannot be permanently allotted for any 

commercial activity.  Thus the allotment of land / site to Aero Modeling Flying Club 

Islamabad was not covered under the rule/ regulations. 

ii. The allotment letter reveals that land / site was already in use of Aero Modeling Flying 

Club prior to formal allotment vide letter dated 25.01.2008. However, no record i.e. auction 

notice, list of pre-qualified parties, comparative statements, lease agreements, terms & 

conditions of allotment, measurement of area allotted, receipt of rent  / revenue for the 

period prior to 2008 and after allotment was available on record. 

iii. Environment Directorate CDA did not charged any rent of the land being used by the M/s 

Aero Modeling Flying Club Islamabad nor the occupant was paying any lease / rent money 

since the date of allotment. 

In order to ascertain the rent of the land allotted to M/s Aero Modeling Flying Club, the Audit 

team examined three contract agreements in F-9 Park i.e. in similar vicinity as detailed at Annexure-

XVII.  

The area of the Aero modeling Flying Club was not made know to audit. However, with the 

help of Google map, the area under the use of flying club was measured as 12,584 sq. yards. Further, 

audit also worked out estimated loss to authority by comparing the rent of M/s McDonalds in the same 

park. Details are at Annexure-XVIII. 

Audit holds that irregular allotment of site / land of designated public part for commercial 

activities and non-collection of rent from M/s Aero Modeling Flying Club not only resulted in loss to 

state (amounting to          Rs. 99.378 million approx since 2008 excluding annual increase in rent) but 

also led to undue benefit to the occupant at the expense of state.  

Audit is of the view that allotment of land without monthly rent in Public Park for commercial 

activities deprived the Authority from considerable revenue on one hand and on the other the general 

public was deprived of basis facilities. 

The matter was reported to the management on 01.06.2021 and it was replied that site was 

allotted on telephonic direction from Aiwan-e-Saddar to Chairmen CDA. No annual rent or fee was 

fixed at the time of allocation of the site and therefore no recovery whatsoever was made till date. The 

allotment was made from the office of Project Management Office CDA which was subsequently 

dissolved in 2013 and the relevant record was not handed over to Parks Directorate. 

The authority has admitted the audit observation.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that matter should be inquired and investigated, besides assessment and 

recovery of rent from M/s Aero Modeling Flying Club since allotment of land. 

(Para No. 1 AIR 2019-20, Directorate of Parks, Environment Wing CDA Islamabad) 
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4.4.10 Loss due to non-leasing out of available facilities at Lake View Park 

– Rs. 33.600 million 

An Entertainment Hub at Lake View Park consisting of 28 shops constructed by Special Project 

Directorate was transferred to Landscape Division, Parks Directorate, CDA during 2008-2009. 

Similarly various other entertainment facilities were also available at Lake View Park. 

During audit it was observed that:  

i. Entertainment hub consisting of 28 shops was lying unutilized. This resulted into annual 

loss of Rs. 33.600 million (approx) to the Authority (Rs. 100,000 approximate rent of a 

shop x 28shops x 12 months). 

ii. Food Court at Lake View Park with vast open area was also lying unutilized / not leased 

out, thus depriving the Authority from considerable revenues.  

iii. Kids play area was spread on a vast area of 10 acres, however, no deposit/ collection of 

revenue from kids play area was being made.  

iv. There were many stalls / kiosks in parking area and inside the lake view park but the 

revenue collection / deposit from these stalls was also not being made.  

Further, the relevant record i.e. date of handing / taking over of the Entertainment Club to 

Directorate of Environment Parks, previous lease agreements of Food Court and Kids Play Area, 

number of stalls / kiosks existing in Lake View Park along with lease agreements / license issued, detail 

of revenue receipts etc. was not available / provided to audit.  

Audit is of the view that due to inaction by the management the Authority suffered a recurring 

loss of millions of rupees annually.  

The matter was reported to the management on 01.06.2021 and it was replied that outsourcing 

of various facilities could not take place due to lack of administrative decision. However a proposal for 

outsourcing of all available facilities at Lake View Park, including above three facilities has been 

submitted for the approval of competent authority. Subsequent to which an open auction will be held. 

As far as the deposit of revenue collection on account of Kiosks and Stalls is concerned, the same is 

presently deposited into Directorate of Municipal Administration (DMA), MCI. Observation has been 

submitted to competent authority for taking further decision. 

The reply was not tenable because no measures were taken to outsource the available facilities 

at Lake View Park.    

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that matter should be looked into besides taking corrective measures to 

safeguard the government interest.  

(Para No. 2 AIR 2019-20, Directorate of Parks, Environment Wing CDA Islamabad) 
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Chapter 5 

National Disaster Risk Management Fund (NDRMF) 

5.1 Introduction 

A. Government of Pakistan established the National Disaster Risk Management Fund 

(NDRMF) in December 2016 to generate and consolidate resources and invest in a 

comprehensive risk reduction and mitigation strategy to reduce the impact of disasters in a 

proactive manner. NDRMF is a government-owned not-for-profit institution registered with 

the Securities & Exchange Commission of Pakistan under Section 42 of Companies Act. The 

Fund is established as a non-banking financial intermediary with a corporate structure with the 

aim to provide funding through matching grants of up to 70% for a range of structural and non-

structural interventions carried out through a variety of stakeholders including UN Agencies, 

NGOs as well as Public Sector departments and other Entities. 

NDRMF holds a key role in implementing, coordinating and monitoring disaster risk 

reduction. The Fund is responsible for awarding, managing and guiding investments that shall 

reduce risk and vulnerabilities that are associated with climatic change and natural hazards. 

The objective of the Fund is to focus on primary or critical level disaster planning, 

preparedness, pre-disaster mitigation, and early warning systems.  

At present, the administrative control of NDRMF rests with the Ministry of Planning, 

Development & Special Initiatives. 

B. Comments on Budget and Accounts (Variance Analysis)  

                (Rs. in million) 

Financial Year Budget Expenditure 

2020-21 8,820.150 5,281.249 

The graphical representation of the budget and expenditure of NDRMF for the 

FY  2020-21 is as under: 

 

C. Sectoral Analysis 

NDRMF is responsible for awarding, managing, and guiding investments that reduce risk and 

vulnerabilities associated with climatic change and natural hazards. The objective of the Fund is to focus 
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on primary or critical level disaster planning, preparedness, pre-disaster mitigation, and early warning 

systems. The objectives of the NDRMF as per Article of Association84 are as under: 

  

 

 

Focused Interventions: 

The resources pooled under the National Disaster Risk Management Fund (NDRMF) are 

dedicated to supporting the implementation of the National Disaster Management Plan (NDMP) 2012-

2022 and National Flood Protection Plan (IV) (NFPP-IV) 2015-2025. The fund is required to finance 

projects relevant to given targets, however, phase-based interventions are finalized based on imminent 

needs and demands. 

Detail of Funds: 

The initial financing of NDRMF was made through a loan of $200 million by the Asian 

Development Bank and grants of $3.4 million by the Government of Australia respectively. The overall 

position of Loan /Grants received, disbursement / expenditure made and balance available with 

NDRMF is as under: 

        (Amount in million) 

S. 

No. 
Donor Loan/ Grant No. 

Amount of 

Loan / 

Grants 

(USD) 

  

Opening 

Balance 

(Rs.) 

Cumulative 

Disbursement / 

Expenditure 

made by 

NDRMF (Rs.) 

  

Balance as 

on 

30.06.2021 

(Rs.) 

1. 
Asian Development 

Bank 

Loan No.3473-

PAK (USD) 
75.00 6,940.168 5,217.136 1,723.031 

2. 
Asian Development 

Bank 

Loan No.3474-

PAK (USD) 
125.00 473.223 282.498 190.724 

                                                           
84 Article of Association Para 1 (III) 

Objective

• To enhance Pakistan resilience to climatic and other natural 
hazards and disasters.

Objective

• To strengthen the technical and financial capacity of the Govt. of 
Pakistan to quickly respond to climatic and other natural 
hazards and disasters.

Objectiive

• To reduce socio-economic and fiscal vulnerability of the Islamic 
Republic of Pakistan to climatic and other natural hazards and 
disaster
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3. Australian Grant 
Grant No. 0519- 

PAK (USD) 
3.36 60.753 0 60.753 

4. 
Government of 

Pakistan 
-- 25.00 98.297 22.769 75.527 

5. Swiss Grant (SDC) 
Grant No.0639-

PAK (USD) 
1.50 47.377 0 47.377 

6. 

Agence Francaise 

De Developement 

(AFD) 

AFD CPK-1036 

01 (EURO) 
20.00 3,511.318 0 3,511.317 

7. World Bank 
Credit No. 6246-

PK (USD) 
188.00 410.296 2.084 408.212 

8. 
Asian Development 

Bank 

Loan No. 3923-

PAK (USD) 
100.00 0 0 0 

9. Norwegian Grant 
Grant No. 0701-

PAK (USD) 
5.28 0 0 0 

Detail of Expenditures / disbursement during the Last 5 years 

The increase in expenditure / disbursement of NDRMF since its establishment to 30.06.2021 

is reflected as below: 

 

Major Schemes / Projects of NDRMF 

 The major schemes / projects undertaken by NDRMF are as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. Name of Project /Scheme FIP 
Total 

Cost 

1. 
Promoting Integrated Mountain Safety in Northern 

Pakistan (PIMSNP) 

Agha Khan 

Foundation 
834.600 

2. Building Resilience to Disasters & Climate Change PPAF 823.980 

3. 
Disaster Preparedness Support Plan for Emergency 

Rescue Services 

Rescue-

1122 KP 
613.850 
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4. 
Rehabilitation of Hajipur Gujran Flood Protection 

Bund from Rd 0+000 To Rd 37+750 

Punjab 

Irrigation 

Department 

500.570 

5. 

Building resilience by strengthening the 

community through inclusive Disaster Risk 

Management 

Muslim 

Aid 
400.850 

6. 
Recoupment of Damaged T-head Spur along Agani 

Akil Loop Bund 
IRR Sindh 389.800 

7. 
Rehabilitation of Old Deg Nullah from Deg 

Diversion Channel to Q.B Link Canal 

Punjab 

Irrigation 

Department 

385.440 

8. 
Providing Stone Apron, Stone Pitching, and Earth 

along LS Bund Work Dadu Division 
IRR Sindh 300.766 

9. 
Multi-Hazard Vulnerability Risk Assessment 

(MHVRAs) 
NDMA 277.700 

10. From Vulnerability to Resilience (V2R) 

Pakistan 

Red 

Crescent 

Society 

228.100 

11. 
Restoration of Jalala Flood Protection Bund from 

RD 0+000 To Rd 26+700 

Punjab 

Irrigation 

Department 

210.550 

12. 
Resilient and Adaptive Population in Disaster 

(RAPID) 

Islamic 

Relief 

Pakistan 

192.600 

13. 
Strengthening Tsunami and Earthquake 

Preparedness in Coastal Areas of Sindh Province 

PDMA 

Sindh 
180.000 

(11) 14. 

(12) Protecting village Abadied 

Shahapur Changora, Fatehpur etc. against 

Erosive Action of Bein Nullah 

Punjab 

Irrigation 

Department 

162.880 

Table-I Audit Profile of National Disaster Risk Management Fund (NDRMF)  

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

Nos. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited FY 2020-

21 

Revenue / 

Receipts audit FY 

2020-21 

1. Formations 01 01 5,281.249 Nil 

2. 

 Assignment Account 

 SDAs 

 Others 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

3. 
Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 
Nil Nil Nil Nil 

4. Foreign Aided Project (FAP) 01 01 5,281.249 Nil 
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5.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs. 1.164 million and USD 7.789 million have been 

raised in this report pertaining to NDRMF. Recovery amounting to Rs. 1.164 million has 

been pointed out in the audit observations. Summary of the audit observations classified by 

nature is as under: 

Table –II Overview of Audit Observations 

Sr. 

No. 
Classification 

Amount (in million) 

(PKR) USD 

1. Non-compliance to regulatory framework -- -- 

2. Financial Management 1.164 7.789 

5.3 Brief comments on the status of compliance with PAC directives 

The Directorate General Audit (CC&E) started conducting audit of National Disaster Risk 

Management Fund (NDRMF) since FY 2016-17. No Audit Report has been discussed in PAC 

meeting so far.  
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5.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Non-compliance to regulatory framework 

5.4.1 Non-establishment of Disaster Risk Management Committee (DRMC) 

at Federal Level 

According to para 26 of Project Administration Manual (PAM) a coordination unit under the 

CEO with staff from all core units will function as the client relationship and outreach arm of the Fund. 

For public sector partners, the federal and the respective provincial/regional governments will notify 

DRM coordination committees in the respective federal, provincial or regional domain headed by 

Ministry of Finance at the federal level and the P&D departments at provincial/regional level, with 

representation from all key public departments dealing with DRM. The key functions of the 

coordination committees will be (i) share opportunities available through the fund, including its 

business plan and priority investment areas; (ii) share the accreditation and risk assessment procedures 

for public and non-government entities; (iii) share and educate the partners on proposal submission 

guidelines in different subsectors; (iv) coordinate and learn from the DRM activities being undertaken 

in the region; and (v) update the status of the NDMP implementation and prioritize/reprioritize the 

activities in the DRMP roadmap. 

The scrutiny of record revealed that Disaster Risk Management Committee (DRMC) was not 

formulated at Federal level despite lapse of five (05) years since inception of the Fund.  

Audit holds that due to non-establishment of DRMC at Federal level, the objectives of disaster 

risk reduction and risk financing were compromised and the Fund was not able to perform its functions 

as conceived.  

The initial audit observation was issued on 08.10.2021 to the management, but no 

response was received. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the matter should be justified besides establishment of DRMC 

at federal level without further delay so that the Fund is able to achieve the stated objectives. 

 (AIR Para No.2 NDRMF 2020-21) 

Financial Management  

5.4.2 Deduction of Commitment Charges by the Donor and its non-disclosure by NDRMF 

thereby depicting incorrect loan amount in the Financial Statements– USD 7.789 million 

According to Article II Section 2.01 of the Loan Agreement (No.3473-PAK & 3923-PAK), the 

ADB agreed to lend to the borrower from ADB’s ordinary capital resources an amount of seventy five 

million dollars ($75,000,000) & three hundred million dollars ($300,000,000). Article II section 2.03 

of the loan agreement further provides that the borrower shall pay commitment charges of 0.15% per 

annum.  Such charge shall accrue on the full amount of the loan less amount withdrawn from time to 

time commencing 60 days after the date of this loan agreement. 

According to Article –II section 2.03 of Financing Agreement of Credit Number 6246-PK, the 

maximum commitment charge rate is one-half of one percent (1/2 of 1%) per annum on the un-

withdrawn Financing Balance. Further, Section 2.04 provides that the services charge is three-fourth of 
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one percent (3/4 of 1%) per annum on the withdrawn Credit Balance. Section 2.05 provides that interest 

charge is one and a quarter percent (1.25%) per annum on the withdrawn Credit Balance.  

Government of Pakistan through EAD signed various loan agreements with international 

Donors and made available funds for utilization by NDRMF. As per the provision of agreement, the 

donor deducted various charges as interest, services and commitment charges amounting to USD 

7,789,846 from the principal amount and showed it as disbursed amount in the Schedule of 

Capitalization Charges. Details are at Annexure-XIX.  

 Audit observed that due to poor financial management, the Fund was not able to withdraw and 

utilize the full amount of loan and the charges accrued as given above resulted in deductions from the 

principal amount of loan causing loss to government. Audit further observed that the deducted charges 

on account of interest, services and commitment were not shown in the financial statement of NDRMF 

as expenditure, thereby giving incorrect reflection of the loan amount to the stakeholders including 

EAD.  

Audit observation was issued to the management on 05.10.2021, but no reply was received. 

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the Fund should look into the matter and take necessary measures to 

address the issue of deduction of commitment charges and share outcome with audit authorities.  

Besides, charges deducted by the Donor on account of interest, services and commitment charges should 

be properly disclosed.  

(OS 4, FAP-NDRMF 2020-21) 

5.4.3 Non-deduction of Islamabad Sales Tax - Rs. 1.164 million 

As per Sr. No. 12 of Schedule 5 of Islamabad Capital Territory (Tax on Services) Ordinance, 

2001, 16% Sales Tax on services will be charged on Services provided by technical, scientific, 

engineering consultants, software or IT-based system development consultants and Services provided 

by other consultants including but not limited to human resource and personnel development services; 

market research services and credit rating services.  

National Disaster Risk Management Fund (NDRMF) hired the services of individual 

consultants as well as consultancy firms and incurred an expenditure of Rs. 7,272,997 during FY 2020-

21.  

It was observed that management did not deduct Rs. 1,163,680 on account of Islamabad Sales 

Tax from the consultants. Details are at Annexure-XX. 

It was further observed that tax advisory consultant (mentioned at Sr. No. 2 of Annexure-XX)  

had claimed ICT on Services in addition to gross amount as agreed in the contract agreement i.e. Rs. 

40,000 + ICT on services which comes to Rs. 115,200.  

Audit is of the view that non-deduction of Sales Tax on services from the consultants resulted 

in loss to government revenues.  

Audit observation was issued to the management on 08.10.2021, but no reply was provided.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the amount of Sales Tax on services should be recovered.  
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5.4.4 Appointment of chartered accountant firm as external auditor without concurrence of the 

Auditor General of Pakistan 

Rule 23 (1) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 provides that 

every Public Sector Company shall ensure that its annual accounts are audited by external auditors, as 

envisaged under section 252 of the Ordinance. When carrying out audit of a Public Sector Company, 

the external auditors shall take into account the specific requirements of any other relevant regulations, 

ordinances or ministerial directives which affect the audit mandate and any special auditing 

requirements. 

According to Finance Division O.M No.F.3 (i) law III/80-406 dated 25.03.1981, appointment 

of Chartered Accountants firms is required to be concurred by the Auditor General of Pakistan. 

According to these instructions, the Board of Director (BoD) of the Government owned / controlled 

company / body shall decide to engage the CA firm and accordingly forward the request through the 

Controlling Ministry to the AGP office for concurrence. 

National Disaster Risk Management Fund (NDRMF) hired a Chartered Accountants firm M/s 

PWC (A.F Ferguson & Co) to conduct external audit for the FY 2019-20 and an amount of Rs. 

1,764,449 was paid on account of audit fee vide BPV 0384 and 0385 dated 14.06.2021. 

Audit observed that M/s A.F. Ferguson & Co was hired without obtaining prior approval/ 

concurrence of the Auditor General of Pakistan. 

Audit is of the view that appointment of Charted Accountants Firm without prior approval / 

concurrence of Auditor General of Pakistan was not justified and irregular.  

Audit observation was issued to the management on 08.10.2021, but no reply was provided.  

The PAO was requested to convene DAC meeting, however, the same was not convened till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the matter should be taken up with the office of the AGP through the 

concerned Ministry for obtaining ex-post facto approval. 

(OS 12, FAP-NDRMF 2020-21) 
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Chapter 6 

Thematic Audit on Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) 

6.1.1 Introduction  

Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) refers to a broad conceptual framework that includes the steps 

and efforts to prevent, minimize or reduce the damage and adverse impact caused by natural hazards. 

According to United Nations International Agency for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR), Disaster Risk 

Reduction is the concept and practice of reducing disaster risks through systematic efforts to analyze 

and reduce the causal factors of disasters. Disaster Risk Reduction aims to reduce the damage caused 

by natural hazards like earthquakes, floods, droughts and cyclones, through prevention measures. 

Reducing exposure to hazards, lessening the vulnerability of people and property, wise management of 

land and the environment, and improving preparedness and early warning for adverse events are all 

examples of disaster risk reduction.  

INTOSAI GUID 5330 states that ‘Disaster Risk Reduction is aimed at preventing new and 

reducing existing disaster risk and managing residual risk, all of which contribute to strengthening 

resilience and minimize vulnerabilities and therefore to the achievement of sustainable development85’.  

Investing in Disaster Risk Reduction saves lives, protects assets and builds resilience of 

communities and societies. 

6.1.2  Background  

Pakistan’s geophysical conditions, climatic extremes, and high degrees of exposure and 

vulnerability have categorized Pakistan as a severely disaster-prone country. According to the Index for 

Risk Management (INFORM) 202186, Pakistan’s risk rating stands at 6.1 out of 10, as the country 

continues to suffer from a plethora of natural and human-induced hazards that threaten to affect the 

lives and livelihood of its citizens. 

Impacts of natural disasters in Pakistan have been colossal in recent history. An Earthquake of 

7.6 magnitudes struck the northern areas of Pakistan in October 2005, resulting in loss of over 73,000 

lives and leaving behind 3.5 million people homeless. This mammoth disaster caused huge damage to 

the properties and lifeline infrastructure, which costed 5.5 billion USD. This was followed by Flood of 

2010 which affected 78 districts across Pakistan (about 1/5 of the total land area of the country) and 

resulted in the loss of lives, property, and infrastructure. It claimed 1985 lives and affected over 20 

million people. Further, it damaged 1.6 million houses and 160,000 square km of the cropped area. 

Flood of 2010 caused an overall economic loss of 10 billion USD87. The successive events of natural 

disasters in the country led to an increased realization and accelerated the developments in the field of 

Disaster Risk Reduction. 

International Day for Disaster Risk Reduction takes place on 13th of October each year. In 

Pakistan also the International Day for Disaster Risk Reduction is marked reiterating the need for 

                                                           
85 INTOSAI GUID 5330 ‘Guidance on Auditing Disaster Management’ available at https://www.issai.org 

86Available at https://www.europe.undp.org/content/geneva/en/home/partnerships/inform--index-for-risk-management-.html 

87 Source: https://www.ndrmf.pk/about-us/ 
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redoubling of efforts under the United Nations and other international platforms including sharing of 

experiences, knowledge and transfer of technology to mitigate risks of disasters and to save lives88. 

6.1.3 Establishing the Audit Theme 

6.1.3.1 Reasons of selection 

The following criteria were employed by the Directorate General for selecting Disaster Risk 

Reduction as an audit theme during 2021-22: 

 Issue being directly related to SDGs (directly linked to various targets and 

achievements of SDGs) 

 Clear linkages with Medium Term Budgetary Framework (MTBF)  

 Proven area of governmental priorities 

 An issue of public importance 

 Being a current issue 

 A considerable audit impact is expected 

Goal 1, Target 1.5 of SDGs aims to build by 2030 the resilience of the poor and those in 

vulnerable situations and reduce their exposure and vulnerability to climate related extreme events and 

other economic, social and environmental shocks and disasters. Similarly, SDG target 13.1 provides to 

strengthen resilience and adaptive capacity to climate-related hazards and natural disasters in all 

countries. SDG 11.b provide to substantially increase the number of cities and human settlements 

adopting and implementing integrated policies and plans towards inclusion, resource efficiency, 

mitigation and adaptation to climate change, resilience to disasters, and develop and implement, in line 

with the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030, holistic disaster risk management 

at all levels. 

The National Prioritized Goals/SDGs as per SDGs Framework of Pakistan – 2018 also contains 

goal 1, 11 and 13 as specified in category II and III. Thus, the theme is not only directly linked to UN 

SDGs but also to national prioritized goals of Pakistan. 

6.1.3.2 Purpose / Objectives  

The objective of the study was to the assess the policy framework for DRR, implementation of 

National Disaster Management Plan 2012-22 and evaluate the efforts made by and steps taken by the 

concerned agencies towards Disaster Risk Reduction in line with the Intervention-7: Infrastructure 

Development for Disaster Risk Reduction and Intervention-8: Mainstreaming Disaster Risk Reduction 

into Development and its strategy and priority action plan as envisaged in the NDMP. The purpose is 

to give an overview of the DRR initiatives and highlight systemic issues for consideration by the 

stakeholder agencies and government at large. 

6.1.3.3 Scope 

Scope of Audit extends to examining the implementation of National Disaster Management 

Plan 2012-22 and the efforts made and steps taken towards Disaster Risk Reduction as envisaged in 

NDMP intervention 7 and 8, Provincial Disaster Response Plan and other key interventions at the 

Federal and Provincial level (limited to one province i.e. Punjab). The main entities covered in audit 

                                                           
88 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Pakistan press release No. 430/2020 dated 13th October, 2020 
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include Ministry of Climate Change, NDMA, NDRMF and PDMA Punjab. The sub-themes covered in 

the study are as under: 

 National, Provincial and District Plans for Disaster Management at Federal, Provincial and 

District levels 

 Governance framework and Policy measures related to DRR and implementation thereof 

 Integration of risk reduction into development plans and programs 

 Disaster Risk Financing 

 

6.2  Legal Framework Governing the Theme: 

Theme Governance Framework and Policies 

Disaster Risk 

Reduction 

 National Disaster Risk Management Framework (NDRMF), 2007  

 National Disaster Risk Management Fund, 2006 

 National Disaster Risk Reduction Policy, 2013 

 National Disaster Management Plan (NDMP) 2012-22  

 National Environment Policy, 2005  

 Provincial Disaster Response Plan (Punjab), 2020 

6.3  Stakeholders and Governmental Organizations identified as directly / indirectly 

involved: 

The stake holders directly or indirectly related to the theme are as under: 

9) Ministry of Climate Change 

10) National Disaster Management Authority  

11) National Disaster Risk Management Fund 

12) Provincial Disaster Management Authorities 

13) Provincial Planning and Development Departments/Board 

14) District Disaster Management Authorities (DDMA) 

15) Development Authorities/Agencies 

16) Donor Agencies (ADB, WB etc.) 

17) Partner Organizations (Financial Implementing Partners) which includes 

various government organization like Irrigation Department Punjab/Sindh and 

private bodies/ NGOs like Agha Khan Foundation, Pakistan Red Crescent 

Society 

18) National DRR forum Pakistan 

19) General Public 

6.4  Role of important organizations  

The role of main government organizations involved in Disaster Risk Reduction covered during 

the thematic audit is detailed as under:  

6.4.1  Ministry of Climate Change 

The Ministry of Climate Change (MoCC) is a Cabinet-level Ministry of the Government of 

Pakistan concerned with climate change in Pakistan. The Ministry of Climate Change (MoCC) is 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cabinet_of_Pakistan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_of_Pakistan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_of_Pakistan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change
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responsible for national policy, plans, strategies and programs regarding ecology, forestry, wildlife, 

biodiversity and desertification. The vision of the Ministry is to mainstream climate change in the 

economically and socially vulnerable sectors of the economy and to steer Pakistan towards climate 

resilient development. MoCC has the following attached departments.  

 1Pakistan Environmental Protection Agency 

 Global Change Impacts Studies Centre. 

 Zoological Survey of Pakistan 

 Islamabad Wildlife Management Board 

The MoCC like all other Ministries of the federal government receives development and non-

development budget through Finance Division to carry out its activities and projects. Financial size of 

the entity is as under:                                                                                           

         (Rs. in million) 

Financial 

Year 

Non-development 

Budget 
Total Expenditure 

2020-21 216.101 210.582 

6.4.2  National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) 

National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) is the lead agency at the Federal level to 

deal with whole spectrum of Disaster Management activities. It is the executive arm of the National 

Disaster Management Commission (NDMC), being the apex policy making body related to Disaster 

Management in the country. In the event of disaster, all stakeholders including Government Ministries 

/ Departments / Organizations, Armed Forces, INGOs, NGOs, UN agencies work through and form part 

of the NDMA to conduct one window operations. 

NDMA is established under the National Disaster Management Act, 2010 and functions under 

the supervision of National Disaster Management Commission (NDMC) which is headed by the Prime 

Minister of Islamic Republic of Pakistan. NDMA manages the whole Disaster Management Cycle 

(DMC) which includes Preparedness, Mitigation, Risk Reduction, Relief and Rehabilitation.  

NDMA primarily carries out its functions through the National Disaster Management Fund 

which is financed by grants made by the Federal Government; loans, aid and donations from the national 

or international agencies; and donations received from any other source. Financial size of the entity is 

as under: 

 

 

                 (Rs. in million) 

Financial Year 
Non-development  & 

Development Budget 
Total Expenditure 

2020-21 69,464.317 46,374.972 

http://www.environment.gov.pk/
http://www.gcisc.org.pk/
http://www.zsd.gov.pk/
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6.4.3  Provincial Disaster Management Authorities (PDMA, Punjab) 

At provincial level, the provincial governments have set up Provincial Disaster Management 

Authorities (PDMAs) which are responsible for disaster management in the respective jurisdictions. To 

name one, the Provincial Disaster Management Authority (PDMA), Punjab is constituted under the 

NDM Act (National Disaster Management Act). PDMA, Punjab perform functions related to 

mitigation, preparedness and provides an organized response to disasters. The most important role of 

PDMA lies in providing a platform for all provincial departments to come together and strategize 

management and response to disasters and calamities. Thus, PDMA acts as the coordinating authority, 

which articulates the coordination mechanism between key provincial departments in Punjab. 

According to Section 16(2) (b) of NDMA Act, 2010, the Provincial Authority may coordinate 

and monitor the implementation of the National Policy, National Plan and Provincial Plan. Further, as 

per Section 16(2) (m) of the Act, the Provincial Authority may perform such other functions as may be 

assigned to it by the National or Provincial Authority. 

The PDMA Punjab primarily carries out its functions through the Provincial Disaster 

Management Fund which is financed by grants made by the Federal Government or Provincial 

Government and loans, aid and donations from the national or international agencies. Financial size of 

the entity is as under: 

                                                                                     (Rs. in million) 

Financial Year 
Non-development & 

Development Budget 
Total Expenditure 

2020-21 391.731 362.668 

 

6.4.4  National Disaster Risk Management Fund (NDRMF) 

Following the 2005 earthquake, due to the increase in frequency and magnitude of disasters in 

Pakistan, the Government discerned the need to focus and invest in Disaster Risk Management and 

Financing through pro-active strategies. As a result, the Government of Pakistan established the 

National Disaster Risk Management Fund (NDRMF) in December 2016 to generate and consolidate 

resources and invest in a risk reduction and mitigation strategy to reduce the impact of disasters in a 

proactive manner. 

NDRMF is a government-owned not-for-profit institution registered with the Securities & 

Exchange Commission of Pakistan under Section 42 of Companies Act, 2017. The Fund is established 

as a non-banking financial intermediary with a corporate structure whose aim is to provide funding 

through matching grants of up to 70% for a range of structural and non-structural interventions to be 

carried out by United Nation Agencies, International and/or National Non-Governmental Organizations 

as well as Public Sector Entities. 

The Fund is responsible for awarding, managing and guiding investments aiming to reduce risk 

and vulnerabilities that are associated with climatic change and natural hazards. The Fund’s objective 

is to focus on primary or critical level disaster planning, preparedness, pre-disaster mitigation, and early 

warning systems. The organization does not carry out any post-disaster activities. 

The objectives of the NDRMF as per Memorandum of Associations are given below:  
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i. To enhance Pakistan resilience to climatic and other natural hazards and disasters. 

ii. To strengthen the technical and financial capacity of the Government of Pakistan to 

quickly respond to climatic and other natural hazards and disasters. 

iii. To reduce socio-economic and fiscal vulnerability of the Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan to climatic and other natural hazards and disasters. It is also contributing 

to international development targets such as the Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs), UN Sendai Framework and the Paris Agreement on Climate Change. 

                                                                       (Rs. in million) 

Financial 

Year 

 Non-development & 

Development Budget 
Total Expenditure 

2020-21 11,356.68 5,540.36 

 

6.5   Organization’s Financials 

MTBF 2020-21 to 2022-23 (Green Book) require creation of DRR awareness and making DRR 

part of government plans and policies for which Rs. 363.287 million was earmarked for NDMA during 

FY 2020-21. Similarly, an expenditure amounting to Rs. 5053.631 million was incurred by NDRMF 

during FY 2020-21 till February 2021. 

A subsidiary Grant agreement was signed between GoP and NDRMF in December, 2016. 

Pursuant to the Financing agreements, the GoP agreed to make available to the NDRMF, grant in an 

amount equivalent to $ 75,000,000 from Loan No. 3473-Pak, $ 125,000,000 from Loan No. 3474-Pak 

(SF) and  

$3,361,500 from Grant No. 0519-Pak (EF). Further, as per financing agreement, GoP was to provide 

USD 25 million. Out of the total allocation, USD 23.275 million were for Endowment fund and USD 

1.725 million were meant to meet operational expenses comprising of taxes, professional payment and 

charges (counterpart funding).  

In addition, the credit financing of USD 20 million is made by Agence De Francaise De 

Development (ADF). The funds will be expended to address specific issues linked to Covid-19 crisis 

as described in Pakistan Preparedness Response Plan (PPRP). Further, under the financing agreement, 

WB (IDA) extended a credit loan No. 6246 of USD 188 million, which will be utilized for Pakistan 

Hydrometer logical and Services, enhancing resilience relating to community, Covid-19 response and 

ecosystem restoration by including nature based solutions, climate adaptation, mitigation and climate 

smart technology. Further, Loan facility No. 3923 of USD 100 million was extended by ADB and Grant 

No. 0701 of USD 5.281 million co-financed by Norwegian Government and ADB for emergency 

assistance against Covid-19 pandemic.  

6.6 Field Audit Activity: 

6.6.1  Methodology 

The thematic audit taken up during audit year 2021-22 witnessed intensive application of desk 

audit techniques, which included examining permanent files, computer generated data and other 
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relevant documents along with the compliance of policies and rules followed by the audited entities. 

Risk assessment was carried out by performing analytical procedures and reviewing internal controls. 

Desk audit review helped auditors in understanding the systems, procedures, internal controls and 

overall environment of the audited entity and identification of high-risk areas for further testing. 

The evidence was primarily gathered by applying procedures like inquiries from the 

management; review of policy documents, monitoring reports, interpretation and analysis of primary 

and secondary data. Evidence was also collected through observation and interviews from the relevant 

officials. Physical inspection was also carried out to verify the outputs and targets achieved. 

The thematic audit was conducted in accordance with the Financial Audit Manual (FAM) of 

DAGP which is in line with the International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions (ISSAIs).  

6.6.2    Audit Analysis  

6.6.2.1  Review of Internal Controls 

Internal controls can be defined as the ‘The policies, processes, tasks, behaviors and other 

aspects of an organization that taken together facilitate effective operation by enabling it to respond in 

an appropriate manner to significant business, operational, financial, compliance and other risks to 

achieve its objectives. This includes safeguarding of assets and ensuring that liabilities are identified 

and managed.89 

The audit team extensively studied and evaluated the internal controls in the audited entities so 

as to obtain an adequate understanding of the internal control systems. The objective was to identify the 

material and significant internal control weaknesses and report to management for taking corrective 

measures. 

Major weaknesses of internal controls are summarized as under: 

 Job roles and responsibilities were not clearly defined in most entities and the 

DRR wing where established was mostly understaffed.  

 There was no proper segregation of duties among the staff members. 

 Lack of proper internal audit function in most of the entities. 

 Non-updating of organizational plans by the entities. 

 Weak monitoring and supervision mechanism. 

 Lack of proper reconciliation system. 

Some specific instances depicting weaknesses and failures of internal controls are listed as 

under: 

i. The approvals of the draft documents were not sought from competent forums/ 

commissions. For example, Provincial Disaster Management Plan, District Disaster 

Management Plans (20 districts) and Response Plan for Forest Fires and Tsunami 

were not approved by the relevant forums. (Para No. 16 TA-AIR NDMA, 6 TA-AIR PDMA, 1 TA-

AIR DDMA AY 2021-22)  

                                                           
89 The Turnbull Report, published in 1999 
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ii. The annual reports of the Disaster Management Agencies were not being published 

and laid before Parliament and Provincial Assemblies. (Para No. 16 TA-AIR NDMA-AY 2021-

22) & (Para No. 1.2.19 and 2.2.10 Audit Report AY 2016-17) 

iii. The non-establishment of Investment Management Unit in NDRMF led to the 

absence of in-house professional treasury management function and deprived 

NDRMF from the other possible better investment opportunities for investing the 

endowment fund. The endowment fund account was established to finance 

NDRMF’s recurrent costs starting from the fourth year of the project 

implementation. The amount USD 20 million was released to NDMA from 

endowment fund account before signing GIA with NDMA and amendments in the 

Loan agreement No. 3474 and PAM. (Para No. 8 SPA-AIR NDRMF-FY 2016-2020) 

iv. Income tax was not applicable on NDRMF being a non-profit organization 

registered under section 42 of Companies Act as its income is exempt from tax. But 

due to delay in obtaining of approval of Commissioner regarding non-profit 

organization and also non-inclusion of NDRMF into 2nd Schedule of Income Tax 

Ordinance 2001, an amount of Rs. 24.626 million was deducted by the banks. The 

Non-refund of withholding tax is indicative of weak internal control on the part of 

NDRMF. (Para No. 11 SPA-AIR NDRMF-FY 2016-2020) 

v. Due to weak internal controls in NDRMF, the funds could not be drawn and utilized 

even after completion date of loan agreement. Due to non-utilization of loan, 

commitment charges accrued on complete un-withdrawn amount. (Para No. 1 TA-AIR 

NDRM AY-2021-2022)    

vi. Non-reconciliation of Loan / Grant by NDRMF with EAD $ 134.319 million. 

Moreover, the reconciliation of expenditure on account of foreign aid with AGPR 

and EAD on monthly basis was not carried out as required under Para 20 of Revised 

Accounting Procedure for Foreign Aid Assignment Accounts issued by Finance 

Division. (Para No. 18 SPA-AIR NDRMF-FY 2016-20) 

vii. The operational expenditure was more than the expenditure on DRR activities by 

NDRMF. This led to the non-achievement of targets/ milestones set out in PAM. 
(Para No. 5 TA-AIR NDRM AY-2021-2022) 

viii. The funds withdraw by NDRMF from ADB were transferred into Endowment Fund 

Account without observing the Government prescribed rules and regulations. (Para 

No. 16 SPA-AIR NDRMF-FY 2016-20) 

ix. No internal audit function was in place in most of the entities dealing with disasters. 

x. The non-availability of sufficient human resource against the sanctioned strength in 

case of MoCC, NDMA, PDMA Punjab and DDMAs led to hampering the 

performance of the Disaster Management Organizations related to DRR activities. 

Further, the understaffing in DRR wing in NDMA also restrains the Authority in 

playing its due role for disaster management, prevention and mitigation. (Para No. 17 

TA-AIR MoCC, 4 TA-AIR NDMA, 12 TA-AIR PDMA AY 2021-22)   
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xi. The National Climate Change Policy, National DRR Policy and NDM Plan were 

not reviewed/ updated since their approval from NDMC. The DRR policy and 

NDMP were required to be reviewed every three years and every year respectively. 
(Para No. 10 TA-AIR MoCC, 1 & 2 TA-AIR NDMA AY 2021-22)  

xii. The National Institute of Disaster Management (NIDM) was not properly 

established and functioning thereby leading to non-achievement of targets as 

outlined in NDMP such as planning and promoting training and research and 

developing core competencies, monitor HDRM Plan and review of NDM Plan. (Para 

No. 4 TA-AIR NDMA AY 2021-22).  

   Critical Review 

This part of the audit findings covers a critical review of the legal framework, role and 

performance of organizations and other details along with impediments affecting performance of 

institutions and progress in achieving the targets related to ‘Disaster Risk Reduction’ in the country. 

Regulatory and policy framework of DRR required the establishment of a number of bodies at various 

levels to oversee the disaster related work including DRR. A coordinated and concentrated effort by all 

such bodies was a prerequisite for effective disaster risk reduction in the country. A number of bodies 

such as Pakistan Climate Change Commission, Pakistan Climate Change Authority, Pakistan Climate 

Change Fund, Provincial Disaster Management Commission, District Disaster Management Authority, 

Provincial Climate Change Policy Implementation Committees and Federal Coordination Committee 

(for projects funded through NDRMF) were not constituted as required. Thus, at the very outset the 

institutional framework was not in place to effectively deal with the subject of DRR at federal, 

provincial and district levels. (Para No. 1,2,3&7 TA-AIR MoCC, Para No. 1 TA-AIR PDMA, Para No. 2 TA-AIR NDRMF 

AY 2021-22) 

The meetings of Provincial Disaster Management Commission (PDMC), DDMA, NDMP 

Implementation Steering Committee, Cabinet Committee on Disaster Management (Punjab), National 

Climate Change Policy Implementation Committee and Provincial Climate Change Policy 

Implementation Committees were not being convened regularly as required and therefore the strategic 

oversee and monitoring of the activities related to DRR was also missing.  (Para No. 1&3 TA-AIR PDMA, Para 

No. 1 TA-AIR DDMA, Para No. 12 TA-AIR NDMA, Para No. 7 TA-AIR MoCC AY 2021-22)  

The Board of Directors (Bod) and committees as required under Articles of Associations (AoA) 

were not constituted in a timely manner. The non-completion of BoDs caused an impediment to smooth 

conduct and management of business affairs of NDRMF and affected decision making process. 

Similarly, the NDRMF management was not able to curtail the operational cost of the organization. The 

procurement of vehicles & equipment and recurring cost appeared to be at the forefront, whereas the 

core objective of NDRMF was Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR). The expenditure on DRR was less as 

compared to operational cost. Late deposit of counterpart funding (GOP) to endowment fund of 

NDRMF also led to non-achievement of the desired outputs within set timelines. (Para No. 2,4,14&17 SPA-

AIR NDRMF FY 2016-20) 

The findings indicate that NDMA was facing with resource constraints making it not possible 

to make full efforts towards the DRR framework and activities. In last two years since the outbreak of 

Covid-19 pandemic, the NDMA had been dealing with relief, procurement and distribution activities 

leaving little room for taking up its core activities i.e. DRR. The NDMP and DRR policy 2013 was 

formulated by NDMA but the same were not implemented in letter and spirit by the responsible 

agencies. Areas like Multi Hazard Vulnerability Risk Assessment (MHVRA), legislation, budgetary 

allocations and policies, plans and capacity building were not properly undertaken and deficiencies and 
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shortcomings resulted in slow pace of DRR activities in the country. (Para No. 3, 7&8 TA-AIR NDMA,  Para No. 

8 & 14 TA-AIR PDMA, Para No. 4 & 15 TA-AIR DDMA AY 2021-22) 

DRF and Disaster Risk Insurance (DRI) were conceived as pivotal steps in the DRR Policy 

2013 contributing towards holistic Financial Protection Strategy for mitigation of risks arising out of 

national disasters. An assessment of the disaster management organizations at Federal and Provincial 

levels revealed that except for DRF arrangement in shape of NDRMF, no other arrangements for DRF 

and DRIF were in place thereby defeating the very purpose of the idea conceived in the DRR policy 

2013. (Para No. 13 TA-NDMA, Para No. 19 TA-PDMA AY 2021-22) 

Despite the fact that all Disaster Management activities require a strategic input and close 

oversight, no meeting of Provincial Disaster Management Commission Punjab has yet been convened. 

Resultantly PDMA, Punjab is not in a position to perform its functions at an optimum level. Similarly, 

non-compliance of statutory requirements by PDMA, Punjab for inspection of construction activities 

and non-formulation of disaster-resistant building codes, guidelines and architectural designs led to 

non-implementation of DRR policy in letter and spirit. (Para No. 1, 15&16 TA-AIR PDMA, Punjab) 

The integration of DRR into Public Sector Development Projects is important for effective 

preparedness. Non-integration of DRR in PSDP and ADP schemes and no review of development plans 

prepared by the departments at federal, provincial and district levels was not only violation of NDMP, 

DRR Policy and instruction of Planning Commission but it also led to non-prevention and mitigation 

of any upcoming disasters. Moreover, the slow pace in carrying out the MHVRA throughout the country 

led to a failure in identifying the nature and degree of vulnerability or risk, prioritizing the problems on 

a rational basis and sound DRR interventions by the respective governments. (Para No. 10 TA-AIR NDMA, 

Para No. 2 TA-AIR LDA, Para No. 1,2 & 4 TA-AIR P&DD, Punjab Para No. 7 TA-AIR DDMA AY 2021-22). 

Against a background of rapid urban growth and potential urban disasters in the country, the 

promotion of DRR through land-use plans and building codes was required to be given high priority. In 

this regard the revision of municipal regulations, building by-laws and structural and non-structural 

safety-features was required to identify major safety issues in relation to major hazards including 

earthquakes, landslides, fires and flooding and accordingly devise proper and realistic measures to 

strengthen the enforcement regime and compliance mechanisms. The NDMC in its second meeting 

dated 03.01.2009 directed Ministry of Housing and Works to formulate legislation in consultation with 

Ministry of Law and Justice for making the violation of building codes as criminal offence. After 

Earthquake, 2015, the standing committee on Law, Justice and Human Rights decided that Building 

Construction Act may be enacted empowering the government to promulgate the building code as a 

legally binding document. NDMA was tasked to formulate a proposed bill through the core group. The 

draft bill was forwarded to Ministry of Housing and Works for placement before Senate Standing 

Committee for legislation after vetting from Ministry of Law and Justice. No further progress on the 

Building Construction Act was available. Similarly, at the provincial level, surveys of dangerous/ 

hazardous public building, infrastructure and private building were conducted by the District / 

Divisional technical committees and the District Fire Safety Committees in respect of building above 

38 feet, however no reports were prepared by PDMA Punjab/ DDMA /LDA which resulted in non-

framing of rules and bye-laws. (Para No. 13 TA-AIR MoCC, Para No. 11 & 15 TA-AIR NDMA, Para No. 15&16 TA-AIR 

PDMA, Para No. 3,4&5 TA-AIR LDA, Para No. 13&14 TA-AIR DDMA AY 2021-22) 

The main function of NDMA/PDMAs is coordination, monitoring and implementation of plans 

and policies at national level/provincial level, while DDMAs are the frontline agencies to implement 

field activities. The respective Provincial Governments have established DDMAs in each district, 

however, no dedicated staff for DDMAs has been recruited and posted in districts. There are no 

recruitment rules, job description and organogram for DDMAs and as a result DDMAs have become 
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subordinate organizations under the Deputy Commissioner of the respective district. Thus, at present 

the DDMAs are not properly established as per the requirements of Section-18 of National Disaster 

Management Act, 2010. Proper establishment and operationalization of DDMAs is pivotal towards 

ensuring that the areas in the district vulnerable to disasters are identified and measures for the 

prevention of disasters and the mitigation, of its effects are undertaken by the departments of the 

Government at the district level as well as by the local authorities. 

6.6.2.2 Significant audit observations in shape of case studies 

The observations raised during the audit were properly communicated to the respective entities 

in shape of Audit & Inspection Reports which are an integral part of the thematic audit exercise. The 

replies of the respective entities to the audit observations have been incorporated in the AIRs and the 

key audit findings have been finalized in the light of the departmental replies. The key audit findings 

related to the theme are summarized in the following three (03) case studies:  

6.6.2.2.1 Case Study 1: Institutional and Policy Framework of Disaster Risk Reduction 

As part of the thematic audit, the institutional and policy framework for DRR in Pakistan was 

examined in detail. A comprehensive review of the DRR framework indicated that the governance 

framework for DRR was not in place as conceived and a number of bodies which were required to be 

established for reducing disaster risk and enhancing resilience against disasters were either not instituted 

or not functioning properly. 

As a case study, the following issues related to the governance structure are highlighted: 

 Pakistan Climate Change Council, Climate Change Authority and Climate Change Fund have 

not been established as required under Climate Change Act, 2017. (Para No.1, 2, 3 TA-AIR MoCC 

AY 2021-22) 

 Disaster Risk Management Coordination Committee (DRMC) was not established at federal 

level as per Project Administration Manual (PAM) of NDRMF. (Para No.2 TA-AIR NDRMF AY 

2021-22) 

 National Adaptation Plans were not prepared and approved to identify medium- and long-

term adaptation needs and developing and implementing strategies and programs of the 

country for building resilience to climate change as required under Climate Change Act, 

2017. (Para No.06, TA-AIR MoCC AY 2021-22) 

 National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) was not established as required under National 

Disaster Management (NDM) Act, 2010. (Para No.09, TA-AIR NDMA AY 2021-22) 

 Building Code Act for making the violation of building codes a criminal offence was not 

legislated upon. (Para No.11, TA-AIR NDMA AY 2021-22) 

 Disaster Risk Insurance policy was not formulated and implemented. (Para No.13, TA-AIR NDMA 

AY 2021-22) 

 Disaster Risk Financing Strategy was not prepared and approved. (Para No. 19, TA-AIR PDMA-

Punjab AY 2021-22) 

 Provincial Disaster Management Commission (PDMC), Punjab was not established. (Para No. 

1, TA-AIR PDMA-Punjab AY 2021-22)  

 Meetings of Cabinet Committee on Disaster Management, Punjab were not convened. (Para 

No. 3, TA-AIR PDMA-Punjab AY 2021-22) 
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 Provincial Disaster Management Policy, Punjab was not formulated. (Para No. 5, TA-AIR PDMA-

Punjab AY 2021-22) 

 Provincial Disaster Management draft Plan, Punjab was not approved from PDMC, Punjab. 
(Para No. 6, TA-AIR PDMA-Punjab AY 2021-22) 

Management Response 

The management of NDMA held that NDMA moved a case for establishment of smart NDRF 

at national level and a number of initiatives were also taken including formulation of a PC-I with the 

help of World Bank for funding which, after approval in principle, was revoked by the Planning 

Commission.  A Summary is under submission to the Prime Minister. However, the case was held up 

due to Covid-19 and merger of ERRA with NDMA. 

The management of NDMA further held that NDMC on 21.02. 2013 approved the proposal in 

principle of establishment of Disaster Risk Insurance Framework in Pakistan and directed NDMA to 

continue working on it and bring up the draft policy for consideration by the Cabinet. The NDMA also 

apprised about its efforts in development of Disaster Risk Insurance Framework (DRIF) in collaboration 

with different agencies. LEAD Pakistan hosted national workshop on Disaster Risk Insurance 

Framework for Pakistan, on 8th February, 2017 and the event brought together various National and 

Provincial stakeholders to enable coordination and synergy in the area. The Final report on Developing 

Disaster Risk Insurance Framework for Pakistan was shared with all PDMAs, GBDMA and SDMA for 

their input / comments. SDMA and PDMA Sindh had endorsed the report.  However, report could not 

be finalized as PDMA KPK and Punjab had raised objections and no response was received from 

PDMA Balochistan and GBDMA despite issuing reminders. 

The management of NDMA also held that NDMA, in consultation with Pakistan Engineering 

Council (PEC) has drafted penalty provisions against violation of Building Code and mechanism for 

Implementation of Building Code of Pakistan (Seismic Provisions). The legislation and implementation 

of provision regarding building codes is the responsibility of concerned Ministries/development 

authorities and provincial government. However, NDMA will continue to make efforts to highlight the 

need for such legislation and its implementation. Furthermore, with the support of NDMA, an SRO was 

issued on 31.10.2016 for the Fire Safety Code in the existing Building Code of Pakistan. The 

implementation and enforcement of this bye-law shall vest with the Authority having jurisdiction within 

their respective jurisdictions and circles. 

The management of Ministry of Climate Change, NDRMF, PDMA, Punjab and DDMA Lahore 

did not provide their responses. 

Case study 2: National Disaster Risk Management Fund (NDRMF) 

6.6.2.3.2.1 Investment of Endowment Fund of NDRMF for efficient management 

of the fund and availability of resources for Disaster Risk Reduction activities 

in the country 

Para 3 (2) of National Disaster Management Fund Rules-2016 provides that the Endowment Fund 

shall be invested, in a portfolio or through a third party, in Government Securities, the National Savings 

Schemes or a scheduled bank. Para 6 of Finance Division (Budget Wing), Notification dated 02.07.2003 

provides that before making any investment, it would be necessary for public sector entities to set up in 
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house professional treasury management functions, which need to have an Investment Committee (IC), 

assisted by an Investment Management Unit employing qualified staff, using services of fund managers 

approved by SECP. 

Para 5.5 of Subsidiary Grant Agreement signed between Government of Pakistan and NDRMF 

provides that to ensure the financial viability and sustainability of NDRMF, the NDRMF shall ensure 

that, unless ADB agrees otherwise, earnings generated from the endowment fund shall be used for (a) 

the NDRMF recurrent costs starting from the fourth year of the NDRMF’s operations; (b) additional 

investments in interest / profit bearing securities; and (c) financing of disaster risk reduction activities, 

as approved, from time to time, by its board of directors. Further, Para 39 of Project Administration 

Manual (PAM) and Para 5.4 Subsidiary Grant Agreement provides that a tripartite fund agreement 

acceptable to ADB will be signed between the EAD, ADB, and the Fund clearly outlining; the 

composition of endowment fund, purpose of establishment, conditions for disbursement, sanctity and 

use of endowment resources, treatment or use of interest earned on the investment of the endowment 

fund, and procedure for closure of the endowment fund in case the Fund is closed. 

NDRMF established endowment fund during the FY 2016-17 amounting to Rs. 10,199.171 

million by contribution from ADB. Audit observed as under:  

 The funds were kept in National Income Daily Account (NIDA) account during the 

FY 2017-18 w.e.f. 22.06.2017 to 19.09.2018. Later on, the funds were invested in 

TDR and MTB @ 10.10% and 14.25% during the FY 2018-19 and 2019-20 

respectively. The NDRMF did not establish investment Management Unit 

employing qualified staff and using the services of professional fund managers. 

 NDRMF transferred funds of Rs. 20 million on account of Covid-19 to Government 

of Pakistan from interest / profit from Endowment fund account during the FY 

2019-20. 

 Tripartite fund agreement between the EAD, ADB, and the Fund was not signed. 

Audit is of the view that non-investment of the endowment fund deprived the NDRMF from 

availability of resources for DRR activities in the country. 

Management Response 

The management of NDRMF held that there was no investment policy of NDRMF prior to 

March 2018 and therefore, the Endowment Fund were lying in National Income Daily Account (NIDA) 

maintained with NBP since the incorporation / inception of the company. Further, after the approval of 

NDRMF’s Investment Guidelines 2018, investments of Endowment Fund is currently managed by the 

Finance Management Group (FMG) of NDRMF which has the capacity to manage the investment 

portfolio. The management further held that NDRMF received instructions from EAD for making 

available funds to the National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) on top priority as directed by 

Prime Minister’s Office to control Covid-19 spread in Pakistan. Moreover, the draft Tripartite Fund 

Agreement has been vetted by ADB and shared with EAD on 10.01.2020 for signatures, which is still 

lying pending with the EAD. 

(Para No. 8 & 9 SPA-AIR NDRMF FY 2016-20, Para 13, FAP-NDRMF FY 2020-21) 
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6.6.2.3.2.2 Targets as per Project Administration Manual (PAM) of NDRMF 

Article II section 2.03 of the Financing Agreement of Credit Number 6246-PK between Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan and Internal Development Association provides that the borrower shall pay 

commitment charges of 0.15% per annum. Such charge shall accrue on the full amount of the loan less 

amount withdrawn from time to time commencing 60 days after the date of the loan agreement. The 

maximum commitment charge rate is one-half of one percent (1/2 of 1%) per annum on the un-

withdrawn Financing Balance.    

It was observed that:  

 Government of Pakistan through EAD signed two loan agreements with ADB. The 

committed amount remained unwithdrawn by NDRMF out of loan upto 30.06.2021 

after a lapse of considerable time. Due to non-utilization of loan, the commitment 

charges amounting to Rs. 1.422 million have been accrued on complete un-

withdrawn amount of loan. 

 NDRMF incurred excessive expenditure on recurrent cost rather than investment in 

DRR activities since inception till date (2016-17 to 2020-21). The percentage of 

expenditure incurred on DRR was on lower side as compared to operational cost of 

the entity. 

 Targets / key activities with milestones under output 2 and 3 of PAM, could not be 

achieved till June 2021. Further, some key activities pertaining to “development of 

DRF instruments for pilot testing” and “commencement of pilot testing of one DRF 

instrument” could not be initiated even after expiry of original timelines. 

Audit is of the view that due to slow progress of activities, the targets pertaining to DRR could 

not be achieved with in the timeframe and loss also occurred due to payment of commitment charges 

by the Fund due to non-utilization of loan. 

Management Response 

No response was given by the management. 

 (Para 15, FAP-NDRMF FY 2020-21, No. 4 &5 TA-AIR NDRMF AY 2021-22) 

6.6.2.3.3 Case Study 3: Implementation and Operational Level Issues 

related to DRR 

6.6.2.3.3.1  Multi-Hazard Vulnerability Risk Assessment (MHVRA)  

 The DRR Policy 2013 requires DRR plans and initiatives to be based upon assessments that 

identify the nature and degree of vulnerability or risk (including the identification of particularly 

vulnerable groups), that allow prioritizing problems or geographical areas on a rational basis and that 

inform the design of appropriate and technically sound DRR interventions. Hazard and Vulnerability 

Assessments, Risk Assessments and Indices are core tools and processes to identify, diagnose and 

prioritize risk. According to Table-2 of implementation plan given in PAM for NDRMF, one (01) 

National level MHVRA and 20 Sub-national MHVRAs were required to be completed by Q2-2018 and 

Q3-2019 respectively.  
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It was observed that: 

 The National Disaster Management Plan Implementation Road Map 2016-2030 

chalks out the phase wise targets for the Multi-Hazard Vulnerability Risk 

Assessment of entire country to draw the risk atlas upto lowest tier i.e. City (Urban) 

and Village (Rural) level. NDMA planned to carry out MHVRAs of 39 districts 

between 2016-18, 55 districts between 2019-22 and 63 districts between 2023-30. 

NDMA formulated a PC-I titled ‘District-Level MHVRA of Pakistan’ which is 

awaiting approval of CDWP since 2019.  

 NDRMF released funds for the completion of national level MHVRA and 20 

subnational MHVRA on 27.08.2019, which were returned by NDMA without 

execution of project after lapse of four months.  

 PDMA, Punjab through ADB funded project Flood Emergency Reconstruction and 

Resilience (FERR) completed MHVRA of 20 districts of Punjab out of 36 districts. 

These MHVRAs were carried out near river line areas of districts only. Whereas, 

the industrial and urban centers of the surveyed districts were not covered in the 

MHVRAs. Further, the PDMP and DDMPs (20 districts) contain exactly same 

Programs, Projects and Activities (PPAs) options and corresponding indicative 

costs of all districts. This shows that the PDMP / DDMPs were not based on actual 

risk assessment of specific geographical conditions of each district and were simply 

copied on same lines. 

 The MHVRAs of the remaining 15 districts of Punjab were not conducted. 

Management Response 

The matter was discussed with NDMA and the management held that NDMA has given top 

priority to conduct MHVRA since 2015 but the same could not be completed due to lack of resources. 

NDMA has completed MHVRA of hazard prone 13 districts. Furthermore, NDMA also developed and 

digitized the MHVRA baseline data for 15 districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan. The delay 

in conduct of MHVRA is not on the part of NDMA as NDMA had made hectic efforts for availability 

of funds. 

(Para No.3 TA-AIR NDRMF, No. 07 & 08 TA-AIR NDMA, No. 17, 23 & 24 TA-AIR PDMA Punjab AY 2021-22) 

6.6.2.3.3.2 Mainstreaming of DRR into Development Projects  

SDG Goal 13 (target 13.2) requires to integrate climate change measures into national policies, 

strategies and planning. Further, Para 9(4) of NDMP provides to promote mechanism for mainstreaming 

disaster risk reduction measures into development planning processes. In addition, Planning 

Commission circular No. 5(7)Misc./PP&H/PD/10 dated 23.11.2010 provides that all projects requiring 

approval of Government should give due consideration to vulnerability from natural and human induced 

disasters and incorporate measures of disaster risk reduction at the project design, planning and 

implementation stages. Accordingly, checklist (infrastructure, Production and social sectors) may be 

made part of PC-I and PC-II for consideration of competent forum (i.e. DDWP, CDWP, PDWP, 

ECNEC). 

During the course of audit of Ministry of Climate Change, NDMA, P&D Board Punjab and 

LDA Lahore, it was observed that:  
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 PC-I form was not revised after 2005. 

 DRR / Climate change concerns were not incorporated in the Planning 

Commission proformas. 

 Instructions circulated by Planning Commission in 2010 were not adhered by the 

stakeholder agencies. 

Audit is of the view that mainstreaming of DRR into development projects has not been 

achieved as was required. 

 

 

Management Response 

The audit observation was issued to the management of Ministry of Climate Change, NDMA, 

P&D Board Punjab and LDA Lahore. The management of NDMA held that DRR checklist has been 

notified and circulated by the Planning Commission for mainstreaming DRR component and NDMA 

was the lead agency. NDMA is not part of the project approval process and thus, Planning Commission 

is responsible for the implementation of DRR checklist. No response was given by other departments. 

 (Para No.9, TA-AIR MoCC, No. 10, TA-AIR NDMA, No. 1, TA-AIR P&D-Punjab, No. 2 TA-AIR LDA AY 20-21) 

6.6.2.3.3.3 Monitoring, Review and updation of DRR Policy 2013 and 

NDMP 2012  

Para 4.1 of DRR Policy provides that the DRR Policy would be reviewed every three years. 

However, in case of a need to introduce changes at a specific point of time to address any policy issues 

based on the feedback during implementation of action plans, the national and provincial DRM 

institutions (NDMA & F/G/S/PDMAs) will hold consultations and propose changes for approval by the 

competent forum. Further, section 10 of National Disaster Management Act, 2010 requires a plan to be 

drawn for disaster management for the whole country to be called the ‘National Plan’. Section 10 (4) 

of the Act provides that the National Plan shall be reviewed and updated annually by National Disaster 

Management Authority. Similarly, Sections 16 2(b) and 20 (2)(b) of NDMA Act-2010 require PDMA 

and DDMAs to co-ordinate and monitor the implementation of the National Policy, Provincial Policy, 

National Plan, Provincial Plan and District Plan.  

NDMA, Islamabad formulated Disaster Risk Reduction Policy (DRRP) in 2013 and National 

Disaster Management Plan (NDMP) in 2012, duly approved from the NDMC in 2013. It was observed 

that:  

 NDMA neither reviewed nor updated the NDMP and DRR policy as required. 

 PDMA Punjab and DDMA, Lahore were requested to provide status of 

implementation of DRRP-2013 and NDMP-2012. However, no record was 

available regarding monitoring and implementation of DRRP-2013 and NDMP-

2012. 

Audit is of the view that despite provision in the NDM Act and replacement of Hyogo 

Framework by Sendai Frame Work 2015-30, NDMP was not updated / revised and DRR Policy was 

also not updated / reviewed in line with the requirements of Sendai Frame Work. Further, the non-

implementation of NDMP and DRR policy in the absence of an approved Provincial Disaster 
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Management Plan (PDMP) is likely to affect the progress of activities pertaining to DRR in the province 

of Punjab. 

Management Response 

The management of NDMA held that the matter of revision and updation of NDMP was 

recently taken up with the JICA and Japanese Government approved the project after fulfillment of 

codal formalities and a meeting for planning survey was held on 07.09.2021. Further, section 4.1 of 

DRR policy provides that National DRR Policy is a living document which will be reviewed and 

updated regularly to keep the policy parameters aligned with national priorities, changing weather 

patterns and risk profile and international obligations. No response was given by other departments. 

(Para No.01 & 2 TA-AIR NDMA, No. 7 & 2 TA-AIR PDMA-Punjab & TA-AIR DDMA-Lahore AY 2021-22) 

6.6.2.3.3.4 Coordination among the Federal Ministries / Provincial 

Departments on Climate Change 

Para 11 (II) of National Climate Change Policy provides that the National and Provincial 

Climate Change Policy Implementation Committees shall meet biannually. The Provincial Committees, 

which will be the key actors in implementation of the proposed climate change agenda, shall report the 

status of implementation of the Policy to the National Committee. The National Committee shall report 

to the “Prime Minister’s Committee on Climate Change” on a regular basis. 

During the audit, it was observed that no record pertaining to horizontal/ vertical coordination 

mechanism between Federal Ministries / Provincial Departments was shared with audit for 

implementation and review of SDGs/ Paris agreement and Intended Nationally Determined 

Contributions (INDCs). 

Audit is of the view that there was no proper mechanism / SoPs for coordination among the 

Federal Ministries and Provincial Departments to direct their efforts towards implementation of 

National Climate Change Policy and DRR.  

Management Response 

No response was given by the management. 

(Para No.11, TA-AIR MoCC AY 2021-22) 

6.6.2.3.3.5 Climate Resilient Urban Human Settlement Unit 

Para 11(v) of Revised PC-I of ‘Climate Change Urban Human Settlements Unit’  held that 

delay may lead to various financial and technical funding opportunities, likely to be available to 

Pakistan by international donors after the adoption of SDG; UN Urban Agenda & Climate Change 

Action; & impede the achievements of Vision 2025.  

A Climate Resilient Urban Human Settlements Unit was to be established under the control of 

Ministry of Climate Change. The details related to approval of PC-I and revisions is detailed below:         

(Rs. in million) 
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Description 
Cost / revised 

Cost of PC-I 
Financial Years 

Date of Admin 

Approval 

PC-1 56.824 
2018-19 

to 2022-23 

11th September, 

2018 

Modified PC-I, Change in financial outlay 

only. No change in Outputs / Deliverables 
59.288 

2019-20 

to 2023-24 

21st July, 2020 

1st Revision in PC-I. Change in financial 

outlay only. No change in Outputs / 

Deliverables 

90.158 
2019-20 

to 2023-24 

2nd August, 2021 

Audit observed that: 

i. PC-I to the Project was revised in August, 2021 after lapse of 3 years. The 

modification / revision of PC-I was only limited to financial outlays of the 

project. No change was noted in the Outputs / Deliverables of the project / unit.  

ii. Funds were allocated for the project during the FY 2018-19, 2019-20 and 2020-

21, however expenditure incurred remained low against the allocated funds as 

below: 

        (Rs. in million) 

 
Financial Year Allocation Utilization 

Savings 

 
2018-19 20.000 0 

20.000 

 
2019-20 20.000 1.905 

18.095 

 
2020-21 38.788 8.289 

30.499 

iii. Non / less utilization of funds shows that the Climate Resilient Urban Human 

Settlements Unit was not functional.   

Audit is of the view that this has resulted into delay in implementation of the project and non-

achievement of objectives / outputs / deliverables within the period specified in the PC-I. 

Management Response 

No response was given by the management. 

(Para No.12, TA-AIR MoCC AY 2021-22) 
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6.6.2.3.3.6 Inclusion of NDMP Priority Action/Program in the Five-Year 

Plan 

Para 10(5) of NDMA Act-2010 states that the Federal Government shall make appropriate 

provision for financing the measure to be carried out under the national plan. Further, Para 3.3.1 (5) of 

NDMP provides that the Federal Government shall make appropriate provisions for financing the 

measures to be carried out under the National Plan.  

NDMA in consultation with the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) formulated a 

project document National Disaster Management Plan (NDMP) for Pakistan and NDMC approved 

NDMP in its fourth meeting held on 21.02.2013. NDMP consist of certain intervention, strategies and 

action plan / program to make the Pakistan resilient against disasters. The overall NDMP is a 

comprehensive plan, having a total investment cost of USD 1,040.9 million. 

It was observed that NDMA forwarded its input, containing priority areas for Disaster risk 

management (along with the tentative cost) to Planning Division for inclusion of NDMP priority action 

/ programs in the 11th Five Year Plan of the country. However, the same was not reflected in the 11th 

Five Year Plans. Similarly, neither any inputs were requested by Planning Division nor were those 

inputs furnished by NDMA for inclusion of the priority action / programs in the 12th Five Year Plan 

(Pakistan Vision – 2025).  

Audit is of the view that non-publishing of NDMAs input in the 11th Five Year Plan and non-

inviting the input for the 12th Five Year Plan, implies that disaster risk reduction is on a low priority in 

the planning paradigm. 

Management Response 

The management of NDMA held that the inputs for 11th Five-Year Plan were forwarded by 

NDMA, while NDMA was not consulted for the 12th Five Year Plan by the Planning Commission. 

Further, Disaster Management is only high on national agenda when a major disaster strikes the country 

and that too only for disaster response. Bringing DRR on national agenda is continuous process 

requiring advocacy and awareness efforts.  
(Para No.03, TA-AIR NDMA AY 2021-22) 

6.6.2.3.3.7 National Disaster Management Plan (NDMP) Steering 

Committee  

Para 2 of Annex-H of National Disaster Management Plan Implementation Road Map 2016-

2030 provides that NDMP Implementation Steering Committee (SC) shall be established to review and 

monitor the implementation of NDMP, its priority program’s progress and institutional coordination. 

During the course of audit, the management provided minutes of meeting of NDMP 

Implementation Steering Committee dated 7 & 8.01.2016. The scrutiny of minutes of meeting and 

annual reports of NDMA revealed that: 

i. NDMP Steering committee meeting was held only once on 7 & 8.01.2016 since its 

constitution on 02.11.2015, whereas as per ToR, NDMP SC was required to carry out NDMP 

implementation review on quarterly basis. 

ii. NDMA published Annual Progress Reports for the Year 2016, 2017 and 2018. The report for 

the Year 2016 contained information regarding convening of NDMP (SC) meeting whereas 
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the reports for the Year 2017-18 are silent regarding meetings convened, progress upon 

NDMP priority programs and actions thereof. 

iii. In its meeting on 7 & 8.01.2016, NDMP (Steering Committee) observed that there is lack of 

coordination among the Provincial departments and federal organization on flood 

management. This has resulted in an overlap and repetition of similar activities e.g flood 

mapping hazard, hazard risk assessment atlas and NFP-IV etc.  

Audit is of the view that non-convening of NDMP Steering Committee meetings shows lack of 

coordination among the departments at federal and provincial level. The non-publication / disclosure of 

NDMP implementation review shows that the matter of weak implementation and monitoring could not 

be brought to the notice of higher authorities.  

Management Response 

The management of NDMA held that NDMP Steering Committee meetings were not convened. 

NDMA made concrete efforts for the implementation of the Plan at different forums. The observation 

of the Audit is well noted and NDMA will plan to establish an effective oversight mechanism for 

development of revised NDMP and its implementation in the future.  

(Para No.12, TA-AIR NDMA AY 2021-22) 

6.6.2.3.3.8 Formulation of Land use plan and Sectoral & Hazard Specific 

DRR /DRM Plans 

Para 4.2 of DRR Policy 2013 provides that the current policy will be implemented through three 

main instruments: a) development plans; b) disaster risk reduction/management plans; and c) sectoral 

and hazard-specific plans. In order to implement specific components of the policy, a range of specific 

plans and strategic frameworks need to be designed or finalized. Further, Para 4.2.3 of National DRR 

Policy regarding Sectoral and hazard-specific plans provides that in addition to capitalizing on multi-

tier development and DRR/DRM plans, federal ministries/departments and provincial and district line 

departments will be required to develop sector-specific DRR/DRM plans to be reviewed and updated 

annually. This approach will allow each public-sector entity to complement and strengthen the overall 

structure of DRM both horizontally and vertically. NDMA will provide technical assistance in terms of 

preparing guidelines and imparting technical skills to government officials for developing sectoral 

DRR/DRM plans at the national and provincial levels. 

During the course of audit, NDMA was requested to provide specific plans and strategic 

frameworks for the implementation of the DRR policy. However, strategic frameworks to promote safer 

and sustainable land-use in a variety of socio- economic, geographic and risk contexts and Sectoral and 

Hazard Specific Disaster Risk Reduction / Management Plans were not available with the Authority. 

Audit is of the view that the non-formulation of land use plan and Sectoral & Hazard specific 

DRR / DMP has led to non-development of DRR structure and achievement of targets as conceived. 

Management Response 

The management of NDMA held that the land use planning may only be possible after the 

completion of micro level MHVRA. NDMA has implemented pilot MHVRA in 13 districts of Pakistan. 

Now it is possible to develop a land use plan as pilot project in coordination with the respective 

development authorities and provincial governments. Further, NDMA has secured two (02) projects for 

land use plan development, i.e. One with UN Habitat and the other with German Government, which 
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were signed by Economic Affairs Division. After implementation of these projects, spatial land use plan 

for few districts as pilot will be developed.  

(Para No.15, TA-AIR NDMA 2021-22) 

6.6.2.3.3.9 Community Based Disaster Risk Management training 

(CBDRM) and community awareness 

According to Sections 16 (2)(h) and 20(u) of NDMA Act-2010, the Provincial Authority may 

promote general education, awareness and community training and facilitate community training and 

awareness programs for prevention of disaster or mitigation with the support of local authorities, 

governmental and non-governmental organizations. 

It was observed that Project Implementation Unit – PDMA Punjab formulated 3 documents 

namely CBDRM Program Punjab Province, CBDRM Trainer’s Guidebook and Participant’s Work 

Book CBDRM through DCRIP foreign aid project. Further, sufficient guidelines regarding CBDRM 

i.e. Trainers Manual and Instructor guidelines on CBDRM were also formulated by the NDMA through 

foreign consultants i.e. JICA and UNDP etc. PDMA Punjab and DDMA Lahore were requested to 

provide record to establish that community training and awareness programs for prevention of disaster 

were undertaken, however no record was available with the authorities. 

Audit is of the view that repetitive work regarding formulation of guidelines and manual has 

been carried out at federal and provincial level and its actual implementation in the shape of execution 

of CBDRM training program at grass route level could not be initiated.  

Management Response 

No response was given by the management. 

 (Para No. 10, 21, TA-AIR PDMA-Punjab, No. 6, TA-AIR DDMA-Lahore AY 2021-22) 

6.7 Recommendations 

Recommendations in audit reports of the Auditor General of Pakistan highlight actions that are 

expected to improve the performance of the audited entities when implemented. The appropriate and 

timely implementation of audit recommendations is an important part of realizing the full benefit of the 

audit activity.  

 

Audit recommendations are as under: 

1) The proforma/checklist formulated by NDMA in 2010 should be made part of PC-

I to ensure catering the aspects of Disaster Risk Reduction and Environment 

Assessment of the PSDP projects. 

2) Planning departments of all provinces should be approached to play their role for 

mandatory integration of DRR in PSDP. There is a strong need that development 

should be regulated in terms of its impact on disaster risk, otherwise, the 

developmental activities will further increase disaster risks.  
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3) While planning development programs / schemes, the disaster risk framework and 

environmental standards should be given due consideration and be made an 

essential part of planning process at all levels of the government. 

4) In compliance with the provisions of Articles of Association, Project 

Administration Manual and Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) 

Rules, 2013, the NDRMF should complete Board of Directors, general body and a  

ppoint a full-time CEO so that the objectives of the Fund are achieved properly. 

5) NDRMF should fast-track its activities to fully utilize the financial resources at its 

disposal. Concrete efforts should be made to complete the designed activities within 

the stipulated time schedules as approved by ADB. 

6) Provincial Disaster Management Policy should be formulated in Punjab province 

and got approved from the PDM Commission Punjab to guide disaster risk 

management mainstream in the province by providing policy strategies that would 

achieve the long-term goal of reducing disaster risk of precious lives and social, 

economic and environmental assets of communities.  

7) Effective coordination mechanism should be devised between disaster management 

agencies and organizations throughout the country to achieve the objectives related 

to DRR. 

8) Establishment and enforcement of building codes (technical and functional 

standards) should be ensured by all development authorities and other regulators 

across the country. 

9) International Day for Disaster Risk Reduction’ should be marked regularly on 13th 

of October each year by the Ministry of Climate Change and NDMA/PDMAs. 

MoCC should organize walks, seminars and public awareness forums on the day.  

10) NDMA should complete the remaining MHVRAs in 101 districts, which is a pre-

requisite for developing risk atlases and Disaster Risk Reduction Plans for the 

vulnerable regions/ districts in the country. Further, the PDMA Punjab should give 

due focus to the industrial and urban centers of the province while carrying out 

MHVRAs.  

11) Mainstreaming of DRR into Development projects is essential to make the country 

resilience to disasters. Concrete efforts should be made by concerned agencies to 

mainstream the DRR into development projects through revision of PC-I & II forms 

and its proper implementation and monitoring.  

12) Mechanism / SoPs should be devised for effective implementation, coordination 

and monitoring of National Climate Change Policy (NCCP).  

13) The responsible agencies should take concrete steps to provide awareness and 

facilitate community trainings for prevention of disasters and reducing the risks of 

disasters and calamities. 

It is expected that the concerned entities will put in place appropriate systems for monitoring 

the implementation of recommendations given by the audit authorities. 
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6.8    Conclusion 

Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) concentrates on pre-disaster actions and is important for 

reducing future risks to the precious lives and resources of the country. In Pakistan, the realization about 

DRR and its implementation took place in the aftermath of 2005 earthquake and since then the DRR 

has been addressed through a range of policy interventions, strategies and institutional frameworks.   

An overview of the DRR as an audit theme during the year 2021-22 suggests that Pakistan 

being a developing country has to take concrete steps to mitigate the effects of future disasters. The 

finding indicates that the disaster risk considerations are not properly factored into urban and regional 

planning at present. For effective mitigation and reduction of disaster related risks, it is extremely 

important that the Provincial Disaster Management Plans (PDMP) and District Disaster Management 

Plans (DDMPs) in respect of each province and district are in place and are updated / reviewed 

periodically. Moreover, PDMP and DDMP should be based on actual risk assessment of specific 

geographical conditions and vulnerabilities of each district. Further, there is a strong need that the plans, 

strategies and policies framed by the government(s) are properly translated into actions so as to 

effectively manage and reduce the risks arising out of the future disasters. 

The organizations involved in DRR at national and provincial levels like, MOCC, NDMA, 

NDRMF and PDMAs have a pivotal role in this regard. These organizations are required to improve 

their governance structures, strengthen internal controls and improve financial management practices 

in order to achieve their stated objectives and organizational goals. 

The Ministry of Climate Change has an essential role in Disaster Risk Reduction as climate 

change affects disaster risk through increase in weather and climate hazards and by increasing the 

community’s vulnerability to the natural hazards. The Ministry of Climate Change has to adopt a 

proactive approach and make coordinated and systematic efforts in leading the activities related to 

reducing disaster risks and achieving climate resilient development in Pakistan.  

The thematic audit report is expected to assist the government in effective decision making 

related to Disaster Risk Reduction and efficient resource allocation in future, besides, strengthening the 

financial management practices and internal control in the spending entities dealing with DRR 

activities. 
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Annexures 

Annexure-II 

(Para No. 1.4.10) 

 

Non-deposit of Income Tax - Rs. 1.812 billion and accretion of default surcharge – Rs. 1.215 

billion 

 (Rs.) 

S. 

No 
Financial Year 

Income Tax not 

deposited by MCDP 

in Govt. Treasury 

Total 

years of 

Default 

Default Surcharge 

@ 12 % per annum 

Pertaining MCDP 

Name of 

Entity 

1 2011-12 17,414,819 9.09 18,991,218 MCDP 

2 2012-13 144,298,360 8.01 138,621,307 MCDP 

3 2013-14 233,955,587 7.01 196,676,527 MCDP 

4 2014-15 266,589,218 6.01 192,119,529 MCDP 

5 2015-16 180,904,168 5.00 108,601,976 MCDP 

6 2016-17 196,289,899 4.00 94,283,685 MCDP 

Total (a) 1,039,452,051 -- 749,294,242 MCDP 

1 2011-12 4,016,838 9.09 4,380,444 BCDP 

2 2012-13 38,021,375 8.01 36,525,520 BCDP 

3 2013-14 107,006,986 7.01 89,956,229 BCDP 

4 2014-15 130,240,475 6.01 93,858,780 BCDP 

5 2015-16 114,627,383 5.00 68,814,116 BCDP 

6 2016-17 206,884,605 4.00 99,372,627 BCDP 

Total (b) 600,797,662 -- 392,907,716 BCDP 

1 2011-12 5,253,877 9 5,674,187 RCDP 

2 2012-13 13,927,574 8 13,370,471 RCDP 

3 2013-14 36,171,716 7 30,384,241 RCDP 

4 2014-15 33,679,003 6 24,248,882 RCDP 

5 2015-16 40,541,655 5 24,324,993 RCDP 

6 2016-17 42,156,742 4 20,235,236 RCDP 

Total (c) 171,730,567 -- 118,238,011 RCDP 

Grand Total (a+b+c) 1,811,980,280 -- 1,215,439,969 -- 
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Annexure-III 

(Para No. 1.4.14) 

Less recovery from contractor on account of Chinese security and consultancy claim – Rs. 

61.924 million 

Sr. 

No 
Project Name 

Amount claimed 

in Final bill/ SAC 

(Rs.) 

Amount 

recovered 

(Rs.) 

Balance 

(Rs.) 

1. Dhreak Water supply Treatment Plant 41,795,209 21,694,606 20,100,603 

2. Water Distribution Network, Rawalakot 27,166,648 23,215,136 3,951,512 

3. 
Police station to Baldia adda western 

bypass 
15,554,992 13,292,447 2,262,545 

4. Anayat Bakery to Airport Road 43,347,412 24,634,224 18,713,188 

5. Baldia Adda to Khrick Chungi Road 9,709,646 8,297,334 1,412,312 

6. CMH Road to PDA 10,223,702 8,736,618 1,487,084 

7. Qasai Gali Road 3,707,156 3,167,934 539,222 

8. Munir Chowk to united hospital Road 3,903,461 1,021,496 2,881,965 

9. Officer's Colony to united hospital Road 6,492,752 - 6,492,752 

10. BHQ to  khrick chungi Goi Nullah Road 20,859,012 17,824,973 3,034,039 

11. Eatern Bypass Road 10,268,526 17,814,445 (7,545,919) 

12. Chinar Rest house to Eid Gaha road 20,060,025 11,465,523 8,594,502 

Total 213,088,541 151,164,736 61,923,805 
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Annexure-IV 

 (Para No. 1.4.19) 

Unjustified expenditure in excess of the PC-Is – Rs. 3,658.86 million  

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Original 

Contract 

cost  

Actual 

completion Cost  
Remarks 

1. 
Construction of Protection Bund around 

IHK Refugees camp 
50.428 168.742 

Scheme completed but 

original as well as 

revised PC-I not 

approved as yet. 
2. 

Construction of Link Road from FG school 

to Bhagloor Bhount 
116.633    116.633 

3. 
Construction of infrastructure services Part-

B (Drainage System) 
568.69 743.814 

Approved Revised Pc-I 

not provided. 

4. 
Construction of Greater Water Supply 

Scheme Part-A 
399.52 204.105 -do- 

5. 
Construction of Greater Water Supply 

Scheme Part-A 
194.52 249.988 -do- 

6. Construction of Ring Road Section –II 715.14 998.804 -do- 

7. Construction of Bypass Road Part-A 161.96 233.914 -do- 

8. Construction of Numan Pura Bridge 284.06 349.682 -do- 

9. 

Construction/Widening/improvement of 

Rawalpindi / Bagh Road Shamas Bridge to 

Bount Chowk 

0 215.055 -do- 

10. Construction of Bagh Rest House Bagh 116.92 173.238 -do- 

11. Construction of GGHS Jhol Panyail Bagh 66.17 82.431 -do- 

12. 
Construction of Link Road from Main 

Bridge G/Station to Banni Pasari Bagh 
0 73.7 -do- 

13. Construction of GMS Kayat Bagh 38.94 48.754 -do- 

Total  2,712.981 3,658.86 -- 
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Annexure-V 

(Para No. 1.4.21) 

Inadmissible payment on account of General Items – Rs. 893.610 million  

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Project/Facility 

General Items                  

@ 6% (Rs.) 

Name of 

entity 

1. Ring Road Section-I (RRS-I) 21,197,556 BCDP 

2. Greater Water Supply Part-A 12,246,351 BCDP 

3. Greater Water Supply Part-B 14,977,270 BCDP 

4. Greater Water Supply Part-C 18,755,359 BCDP 

5. Greater Water Supply Part-D 34,269,698 BCDP 

6. Infrastructure Services, Sewerage Part –A 24,392,314 BCDP 

7. Infrastructure Services, Sewerage Part –B 44,628,856 BCDP 

8. Infrastructure Services, Sewerage Part –C 25,961,112 BCDP 

9. Hullar Bridge 21,416,840 BCDP 

10. Naumanpura Bridge 20,980,952 BCDP 

11. Bypass Road Part A 13,826,584 BCDP 

12. Bypass Road Part B 5,588,400 BCDP 

13. FG Public School 10,038,699 BCDP 

14. Ring Road Section-II (RRS-II) 59,862,777 BCDP 

15. Bagh Rest House 10,394,283 BCDP 

16. Sports Complete Bagh 17,868,461 BCDP 

17. Kohala Dhirkot Road Part – A 57,326,085 BCDP 

18. Kohala Dhirkot Road Part – B 23,661,390 BCDP 

19. Govt. Girls Model School- Bani Pasari 1,253,167 BCDP 

20. Govt. Girls Model School- Kayat 1,558,412 BCDP 

21. Ring Road Section-III 21,528,456 BCDP 

22. L/R from PWD Rest House to Awera 7,823,042 BCDP 

23. Road Valley Inn to Bount Chowk 12,903,325 BCDP 

24. Doctor's Mess 1,855,975 BCDP 

25. Police Station 2,058,408 BCDP 

26. Nurses Hostel 1,271,673 BCDP 

27. Paramedical Hostel 1,653,450 BCDP 
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28. Construction of Dhulli Road 46,932,296 BCDP 

29. Community Centre 7,735,713 BCDP 

30. Sudhan Gali Road Part-A 27,544,445 BCDP 

31. Sudhan Gali Road Part-B 31,803,346 BCDP 

32. Bagh fort 868,944 BCDP 

33. Govt. Boys Model School Kayat 2,925,251 BCDP 

34. Govt. Girls Model School Johla Panayali 4,945,887 BCDP 

35. GMOSS Kahna Mohri 770,985 BCDP 

36. Ring Road Section IV 27,590,991 BCDP 

37. L/R Hari Chowk to RRS-I 3,419,222 BCDP 

38. Bagh Public Park 3,087,671 BCDP 

39. L/R Boys College to Nindrai Road 2,542,945 BCDP 

40. Bus and Taxi Stand 6,361,716 BCDP 

41. Q. Qandeel Hill View Point 974,131 BCDP 

42. Slaughter House 1,787,122 BCDP 

43. Working Women Hostel 1,575,896 BCDP 

44. Link Road  Main Bridge-B. Pasari 4,422,028 BCDP 

45. Link Road FG – Baghloor Bhount 6,998,008 BCDP 

46. Road Bridge Valley Inn 3,025,688 BCDP 

47. Protection Bund (IHK) 10,124,538 BCDP 

48. Kotla Road Phase – I 3,503,589 BCDP 

49. Kotla Road Phase – II 10,990,459 BCDP 

Total (a) 699,229,766 -- 

50. Dhreak Water Treatment Plant 8,500,000 RCDP 

51. Sabir Shaheed Stadium 3,135,727 RCDP 

52. Goin Nala Bus Terminal, Rawalakot 7,823,374 RCDP 

53. Western Bypass 5,374,870 RCDP 

54. Anayat bakery to Airport Road (balance amount) 6,716,508 RCDP 

Total (b) 31,550,479 -- 

55. RCC Bridge Jalalabad 15,697,536 MCDP 

56. Walkway at River Neelum 18,495,231 MCDP 
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57. RCC Bridge Thotha 17,494,229 MCDP 

58. RCC Bridge Langerpura and Access Road 19,669,963 MCDP 

59. Additional Access Road Domail 6,747,779              MCDP 

60. EGST (Elect & Mech) 17,559,412 MCDP 

61. Water Treatment Plant Makri-II 26,532,000 MCDP 

62. Elect of Satellite Town Langerpura 6,708,278 MCDP 

63. President House & Secretariat Building 28,600,158 MCDP 

64. Elect of Satellite Town Thotha 5,325,640 MCDP 

Total (c) 162,830,226 --- 

Grand Total (a+b+c) 893,610,471 --- 
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Annexure-VI 

(Para No. 1.4.26) 

Unjustified excess payment due to non-utilization of available hard rock material – Rs. 23.221 

million  

Description  
IPC 

No. 

Soil Classification 

Qty. 

Excavated 

(cubic 

meter) 

Qty. 

utilized 

(cubic 

meter) 

Surplus / 

paid (cubic 

meter) 

% of 

utilization 

Lora Swargali Lahoor Road Abbottabad 

(Package-II) 

64th & 

FPC 
27717.637 6930 20787.637 25% 

Alignment of Kala Bagh Cher Sajikot Jabri 

Road (P-III) 
FPC 15297.589 3824.397 11473.192 25% 

Oghi Darband Road (III) 

25th 

and 

FPC 

8,979.55 2,244.89 6,734.66 25% 

Palm Gali Khabbal Road (VI) 
21th & 

FPC 
3,857.34 964.33 2,893.00 25% 

Palm Gali Khabbal Road (III) 
20th & 

FPC 
10,928.87 2,732.22 8,196.65 25% 

Bandi Parao to Chamial Gorian Gali Road (I) 
13th & 

FPC 
4,038.08 1,009.52 3,028.56 25% 

Mangloor to Bhalag Bala, Bhalag Payeen 

Road (II) 

20th & 

FPC 
995.57 248.89 746.68 25% 

Mangloor to Bhalag Bala, Bhalag Payeen 

Road (I) 

20th & 

FPC 
1,132.93 283.23 849.70 25% 

Total (Qty.)  29,932.34 7,483.08 22,449.25 -- 
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Annexure-VII 

(Para No. 1.4.28) 

Unjustified payment to NESPAK on account of consultancy services - Rs. 15.349 million 

Sr. # Deliverables 

Submission time line 

(From commencement of 

Service) 

1. Inspection report 6 weeks from 

2. 
Detailed Topographic survey, necessary Geotechnical 

Investigations 
10 weeks from 

3. Master layout Plan/Conceptual Design 18 weeks from 

4. 
Conceptual Layout Plan for services/ Infrastructures (including 

roads, sewerage, drainage, water supply & utilities 
22 weeks from 

5. Estimated BOQs based on conceptual layout plans 28 weeks from 

6. Financial Models including revenue and cost projection 31 weeks from 

7. Environmental Impact Assessment report 37 weeks from 

8. Traffic Impact Assessment report 40 weeks from 

9. 
Draft feasibility Report including all tasks mentioned in scope 

of services 
46 weeks from 

10. Feedback and discussion with client 49 weeks from 

11. 
Financial feasibility report after incorporating all feedback from 

the client 
52 weeks from 
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Annexure-VIII 

(Para No. 1.4.28) 

Unjustified payment to NESPAK on account of consultancy services - Rs. 15.349 million 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Remuneration (as 

per contract) 

% of 

contract 

price 

1. First payment upon signing of contract 4.514 15 

2. Upon submission of Inspection report 3.100 10 

3. Upon submission of concept design & estimated cost 7.524 25 

4. 
Upon submission of Financial and PPP model including 

costs & revenues 
6.019 20 

5. 
Upon submission of Environmental Impact Assessment 

Report 
4.514 15 

6. Upon submission of feasibility Report 3.100 10 

7. 
Upon submission of concession Agreement(s) of proposed 

facilities 
1.505 5 

Total 30.276 -- 
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Annexure-IX 

(Para No. 1.4.30) 

Inadmissible payment against deleted works – Rs. 8.738 million  

Details of deleted Items 

Sr. No Item No. Qty. deleted Rate (Rs.) 
Qty. paid in 

FPC 
Amount  (Rs.) 

1. 14-22 150 (Meter) 118.08 1,183.94      139,800  

2. 14-24 250 (Sq.meter) 126.59 623.12        78,881  

3. 16-7 © 463 (Sq.meter) 9,269.03 197.84   1,833,785  

4. 16-3 669 (Meter) 1,778.27 481.79      856,753  

5. 16-87 

 

18 (Sq.meter) 926.9 82.35        76,330  

6. 15 (Sq.meter) 1,622.08 56.62        91,842  

7. 16-10 

 

216 (Sq.meter) 7,394.75 37.12      274,493  

8. 100 (Sq.meter) 1,294.08 37.12        48,036  

9. 16-11 101 (Sq.meter) 8,131.31 69.43      564,557  

10. 16-87 40 (Sq.meter) 813.13 25.23        20,515  

11. 16-66 235 (Nos.) 7,849.51 68.00      533,767  

12. 30-87 98 (Sq.meter) 6,279.00 106.00      665,574  

13. 30-113 32 (Nos.) 2,290.00 40.00        91,600  

14. 30-114 8 (Nos.) 3,387.00 4.00        13,548  

15. 

Item No. i. 

to xix under  

the work 

‘Fitting & 

Fixture’ 

83 (Nos.) 2,537.00 144.00      365,328  

16. 86 (Nos.) 2,163.00 51.00      110,313  

17. 95 (Nos.) 5,854.00 144.00      842,976  

18. 140 (Nos.) 1,720.00 112.00      192,640  

19. 425 (Nos.) 2381 262      623,822  

20. 5 (Nos.) 5463 52      284,076  

21. 20 (Nos.) 2455 86      211,130  

22. 18 (Nos.) 5705 31      176,855  

23. 10 (Nos.) 4160 32      133,120  

24. 40 (Nos.) 2884 119      343,196  

25. 8 (Nos.) 6846 2        13,692  

26. 20 (Nos.) 4160 19        79,040  

Total   8,665,669  
 

(Rs. 8,665,669 + Rs. 72,505 = Rs. 8,738,174, say Rs. 8.738 million) 
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Annexure-X 

(Para No. 2.4.2) 
 

Non-functioning of the Clean Environment Fund resulting in non-achievement of targets 

Sr. 

No. 

Clause (s) of 

Memorandum 
Summary of Stated objectives 

1. III (1) 

To establish manage and operate " Clean Environment Fund"  for 

regulating, conservation, protection and sustainable management of 

environment and other natural resources in the jurisdiction of Federal 

Government and to provide technical, financial, institutional, 

managerial assistance  etc. 

2. III (2) 

To establish manage and operate " Clean Environment Fund"  to meet 

the ongoing costs of management of environmental issues in the 

jurisdiction of federal government etc. 

3. III (3) 
To establish & maintain analytical Geographic Information System 

(Labs) for monitoring & assessment of environmental indicators etc. 

4. III (4) 

To procure arrange, secure, receive and accept aid, grants, loan and 

endowment and such sums for the promotion of its aims and objects 

may arise to it from any lawful source etc. 

5. III (7) 

To promote research and stimulate innovative ideas, methods, 

techniques, processes for maintaining, promoting and protecting the 

environment of sustainable basis. 

6. III (8) 

To promote, facilitate and negotiation with environmental NGOs and 

other local level civil society organizations in support of protecting 

environment through awareness and advocacy 

7. III (9) 
To undertake efforts leading to institutional development and capacity 

building of different type of organizations 

8. III (10) 

To involve private sector, civil society, academia, researchers and 

relevant individuals for protection and sustainable development of 

environment 

9. III (14) 
To establish, setup, run, operate, manage and carry out the business of 

television broadcasting in various cities 

10. III (15) 
To establish, setup, run, operate, manage and carry out the business of 

radio broadcasting in various cities 

11. 

III (5) III (6), 

III (11), III 

(12), III (13), 

III (16), III 

(17), III (18) 

and III (19) 

Various clauses for the promotion of activities related to conservation 

and protection of environment in collaboration with different 

government departments and NGOs 
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Annexure-XI 

(Para No. 2.4.6) 

Non-prosecution of cases related to violations of environmental approvals 

granted by Pak-EPA 

S# Proponent details Subject 
Date of 

Submission 

Date of 

Issuance 
Remarks 

1. Mr. Atif Masood, CEO, M/s 

Imarat Group of Companies, 

4th Floor Beverly Centre, 

Blue Area, Islamabad. 

EIA Report of 

Amazon Hotel Plot 

No. 36, Sector G-11, 

Islamabad. 

04.09.2020 02.03.2021 Environmental 

Approval Issued. 1st   

Compliance Report  

Submitted after lapse 

of two quarter  

2. Mr. M. Abdullah, Deputy 

Project Director – PMU, 

Rawalpindi Development 

Authority, Rawalpindi. 

EIA Report of 

Rawalpindi Ring 

Road (RRR), 

Islamabad. 

22.09.2020 03.02.2021 Environmental 

Approval Issued. 

Compliance Report 

not Submitted. 

3. Mr. M. Faheem Ayaz Kundi, 

Executive Engineer, Project 

Civil Division-III, Pak-PWD, 

Islamabad.  

EIA Report of 

Extension of 

Extensive Care 

Department of 

Mother & Child 

Health Centre & 

Children Hospital, 

(PIMS), Islamabad. 

05.10.2020 29.07.2021 NOC Issued. 

Compliance Report 

not Submitted 

4. Mr. M. Nawaz Nadeem, Chief 

Engineering (Development) 

Project Management Unit 

Islamabad Electric Supply 

Company, Islamabad. 

EIA Report of 132 

KV Grid Station,  

Sector I-11/2, 

Feeding 

Transmission Line 

Project, Islamabad. 

24.11.2020 01.06.2021 Environmental 

Approval Issued. 1st   

Compliance Report  

Submitted after lapse 

of two quarter 

5. Lt. Col ® Nauman Munir 

Afzal, Director (Admin/P&D), 

Frequency Allocation Board 

(FAB), Plot No. 112, Sector 

H-10/4, Islamabad. 

EIA Report of 

Frequency 

Allocation Board  

HQ Monitoring 

Station, Plot # 13, 

Mauve Area, Sector 

G-8/1, Islamabad. 

07.12.2020 10.08.2021 Environmental 

Approval Issued. 

Compliance Report 

not Submitted. 

6. Mr. Taimoor Ul Haq, Head of 

Regulatory Affairs, M/s 

IMARAT Group of 

Companies, Level-4, Beverly 

Centre, Islamabad. 

EIA Report of Golf 

Floras Apartments, 

Zone-IV, Islamabad.  

14.12.2020 31.05.2021 Environmental 

Approval Issued. 1st   

compliance report  

submitted after lapse 

of two quarter 

7. Mr. M. Mohsin Ali, Managing 

Partner, M/s 11 Central 

Apartments, 27, 2nd Floor, 

Silver City Plaza, Sector, G-

11 Markaz, Islamabad 

EIA Report of 11 

Central Apartments 

Project, at Sector G-

11/1, Islamabad.  

21.12.2020 06.07.2021 Environmental 

Approval Issued. 

Compliance Report 

not Submitted. 

8. Mr. Rizwan Alam, Manager 

Partner, M/s the Fourth Star 

Residence Office No. 204, 

Block-21, Street No. 98, 

Sector G-11/3, Islamabad 

EIA Report of  

Fourth Star 

Residence Project, 

Sector G-11/3, 

Islamabad.  

24.12.2020 06.07.2021 Environmental 

Approval Issued. 

Compliance Report 

not Submitted. 

9. Mr. M. Kashif Afridi  EIA Report of IJP 

Road, Faizabad 

Interchange to N-5 

24.12.2020 24.09.2021 Environmental 

Approval Issued. 

Compliance Reports 

Submitted. 
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G.T. Road, 

Islamabad.  

10. Major Tariq Jamal ®, Shifa 

Medical Center Islamabad 

Private Limited Sector H-8/4, 

Islamabad 

EIA Report of Shifa 

Medical Center 

Islamabad Project, 

Plot No. 5, Sector F-

11 Markaz, 

Islamabad.   

12.01.2021 24.09.2021 Environmental 

Approval Issued. 

Compliance Report 

not Submitted. 

11. Mr. Maqsood Ur Rehman, 

CEO, M/s Pakland Builders, 

2nd Floor, Mustafa Mansion, 

Sumbal Road, Sector F-10 

Markaz, Islamabad. 

EIA Report of 

Pakland Tower-II 

Project. New Blue 

Area, Sector G-9, 

Islamabad.    

08.02.2021 24.09.2021 Environmental 

Approval Issued. 

Compliance Report 

not Submitted. 

12. Mr. M. Ashfaq, Deputy 

Director (Services) Ministry 

of National Health Services 

Regulations and Coordination 

(NIRM) Street No. 9, Sector 

G-8/2, Islamabad. 

EIA Report for 

Installation and 

Operation of Bio-

Medical Waste 

Incinerator at 

National Institute of 

Rehabilitation 

Medicine, Islamabad, 

Sector G-8/2, 

Islamabad. 

08.02.2021 16.08.2021 Environmental 

Approval Issued. 

Compliance Report 

not Submitted. 

13. Mr. Zafar Iqbal, Executive 

Engineer Central Civil 

Division-IV, Pakistan Public 

Works Department, Pak-

PWD, Islamabad 

EIA Report of 

Construction of 

Session Division 

(East and West)  

Mauve Area, Sector 

G-11/4, Islamabad.  

24.03.2021 16.08.2021 Environmental 

Approval Issued. 

Compliance Report 

not Submitted. 

14. Mr. Waseem Hayat Bajwa, 

Executive Director Lands & 

Estate, Naya Pakistan Housing 

& Development Authority, C-

423, 4th Floor Prime Minister 

Office Secretariat, Islamabad 

EIA Report of Naya 

Pakistan Housing 

Scheme, Sangjani, 

Islamabad.  

30.03.2021 24.09.2021 Environmental 

Approval Issued. 

Compliance Report 

not Submitted. 

15. Mr. Shafqat Nadeem Butt, 

Project Coordinator, M/s 

Curve Stone Building Private 

Limited Sector F-8 Markaz, 

Islamabad.  

EIA Report of 

Capital Icon Mall 

and Residence 

Project Mouza Lohi 

Bher, Zone-5, 

Islamabad.   

20.04.2021 24.09.2021 Environmental 

Approval Issued. 

Compliance Report 

not Submitted. 

16. Chaudhry Riaz Ahmed, 

Proponent, House No. 13, 

Street No. 61, Sector F-7/4, 

Islamabad 

 IEE Report of 23 

East Building Blue 

Area, Fazal-e-Haq 

Road, Sector G-6 / F-

6, Islamabad. 

22.09.2020 16.08.2021 Environmental 

Approval Issued. 

Compliance Report 

not Submitted. 

17. Dr. Ahmmad Hussain 

Qureshi, Chief Engineer / DG 

Pakistan Atomic Energy 

Commission (PINSTECH), 

P.O. Nilore, Islamabad 

IEE Report of 

Pakistan Research 

Reactor -3, at 

PINSTECH, Nilore, 

Islamabad. 

02.11.2020 08.07.2021 Environmental 

Approval Issued. 

Compliance Report 

not Submitted. 
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Annexure-XII 

(Para No. 3.4.2)  

Non-utilization of funds lying in bank accounts transferred by Emergency Relief Cell (ERC) to 

NDMA – Rs. 3,755.56 million 

  (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Object Description of Accounts 

Balance as 

on 

31.12.2015 

1. G12130 President Relief Fund for earthquake -2015 3,239.34 
2. G12148 Prime Ministers Baluchistan Earthquake Relief Fund -2013 179.78 

3. PLA Relief & Rehabilitation for Earthquake Victims-2005  144.26 
4. PLA Director General Emergency Relief Cell Cabinet Divisions 68.81 

5. G12140 Prime Minister’s Relief Flood Funds-2010  55.80 

6. G12152 PM’s Flood Relief Fund -2014 28.56 

7. G12149 PM’s Relief Fund for Thar (Sindh)-2014 12.48 

8. G12150 PM’s Relief Fund for IDPs-2014 12.48 

9. G12135 PM Special Relief Funds for victims of Terrorism -2010 3.81 
10. G12145 Prime Minister’s Relief Fund -2011 7.62 

11. G12153 PM’s Relief Fund for Earthquake Affectees of Nepal-2015 2.61 

Total  3,755.56 
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Annexure-XIII 

Par No.3.4.4  

Loss to the Government due to non-deposit of GST- Rs. 430.450 million 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Vendor 

Purchase 

Order No. 
Description 

Invoiced 

amount (Rs.) 

GST 17% 

(Rs.) 

1.  
M/s Texol International 

(Pvt.) Ltd 
Covid-19/71 KN-95 Mask 3,270,000 555,900 

2.  
M/s Trade Visions 

International 
Covid-19/230 

Cardiac Monitor UMEC 

12 Mindray 
1,250,000 212,500 

3.  -do- Covid-19/230 
Cardiac Monitor UMEC 

15 Mindray 
17,500,000 2,975,000 

4.  
-do- 

Covid-19/230 
Cardiac Monitor UMEC 

12 Mindray 
1,080,000 183,600 

5.  -do- Covid-19/230 -do- 1,200,000 204,000 

6.  
-do- Covid-19/T15-

01 

Ventilator - SV 300 

Mindray 
2,590,000 440,300 

7.  
M/s Blue Birds Enterprises 

Covid-19/T8-06 

 

Shoe Cover (Pair) 

 

2,000,000 

 
340,000 

8.  -do- Covid-19/T8-16 Surgical Gown 170,000,000 28,900,000 

9.  M/s Magma International Covid-19/T8-07 Head Cover 800,000 136,000 

10.  
M/s Astral Contractors (Pvt) 

Ltd 
Covid-19/213 5 KVA  Power Stabilizer 120,000 20,400 

11.  
M/s Astral Contractors (Pvt) 

Ltd 
 2 KVA  Power Stabilizer 60,000 10,200 

12.  M/s SR Traders Covid-19/01 KN-95 Mask with Filter 19,500,000 3,315,000 

13.  M/s SR Traders Covid-19/01 
KN-95 Mask without 

Filter 
39,800,000 6,766,000 

14.  
M/s SR Traders Covid-19/73 Disposable Caps 880,000 149,600 

15.  
M/s Maris International (Pvt) 

Ltd 
Covid-19/02 KN-95 Mask with Filter 19,500,000 3,315,000 

16.  
M/s Maris International (Pvt) 

Ltd 
Covid-19/02 

KN-95 Mask without 

Filter 
22,000,000 3,740,000 

17.  M/s HooraPharma Covid-19/02 -do- 22,000,000 3,740,000 

18.  M/s HooraPharma Covid-19/02 KN-95 Mask with Filter 19,500,000 3,315,000 

19.  M/s Sial Enterprises Covid-19/03 -do- 19,500,000 3,315,000 

20.  M/s Al-Umair& Company Covid-19/01 Protective Suit 80 GSM 38,900,000 6,613,000 

21.  M/s Suleman Enterprises Covid-19/02 Protective Suit 80 GSM 38,900,000 6,613,000 
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22.  
M/s Zafar Amin Textile 

Industries 
Covid-19/03 

-do- 
38,900,000 6,613,000 

23.  M/s Altaf Sons Covid-19/04 -do- 19,450,000 3,306,500 

24.  M/s Altaf Sons Covid-19/07 -do- 19,450,000 3,306,500 

25.  
M/s Afia Noor Textile 

Industries (Pvt) Ltd 
Covid-19/02 

Surgical Mask ICU (3 

Ply Meltblown) 
12,780,000 2,172,600 

26.  
M/s Afia Noor Textile 

Industries (Pvt) Ltd 
Covid-19/05 Protective Suit 80 GSM 38,900,000 6,613,000 

27.  
M/s Afia Noor Textile 

Industries (Pvt) Ltd 
Covid-19/02 Surgical Gown 50 GSM 14,250,000 2,422,500 

28.  
M/s Afia Noor Textile 

Industries (Pvt) Ltd 
Covid-19/02 

Disposable Gown 30 

GSM 
13,000,000 2,210,000 

29.  
M/s RK Engineers and 

Consultant 
Covid-19/02 Nitrile Gloves 11,200,000 1,904,000 

30.  -do- -- -- 4,800,000 816,000 

31.  
M/s Hitech Technological 

Concern (Pvt) Ltd 
Covid-19/06 Protective Suit 80 GSM 38,900,000 6,613,000 

32.  -do- Covid-19/05 Surgical Gown 50 GSM 28,500,000 4,845,000 

33.  M/s Interlink Corporation Covid-19/01 Surgical Gown 50 GSM 41,065,080 6,981,064 

34.  
M/s Nisar General Trading 

(NGT) 
Covid-19/03 -- 14,250,000 2,422,500 

35.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/07 
Disposable Gown 30 

GSM 
12,000,000 2,040,000 

36.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/256 

X-Ray Illuminator Wall 

Mounted (Model LED-

200) 

400,000 68,000 

37.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/256 
X-Ray Lead Apron Front 

Only Shielding Intl USA 
480,000 81,600 

38.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/256 
Crash Cart Trolley 

(Made in Taiwan) 
290,000 49,300 

39.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/256 

Stainless Steel 20' Guage 

Trolley with Drawers 

(Incubation/dressing) 

300,000 51,000 

40.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/256 

Stainless Steel 20' Guage 

Trolley with Drawers 

(Gen Purpose/ Inst 

Trolley) 

414,000 70,380 

41.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/256 Swab Hanger Trolley 396,000 67,320 

42.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/256 
Commode Chair with 

Wheel 
31,500 5,355 
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43.  
M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/239 

BP Apparatus (Aneroid) 

YamasuKenz Medico 

Co. Ltd, JAPAN 

120,000 20,400 

44.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/239 

BP Apparatus (Stand 

Model) Kenz Medico 

Co., Ltd. JAPAN 

200,000 34,000 

45.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/239 IV Stand (Medium) 4,200,000 714,000 

46.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/239 
Bed Pain Urinal Stainless 

Steel 
80,000 13,600 

47.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/239 Urine Measuring Jug 20,000 3,400 

48.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/239 
Instrument Set (Minor 

Procedures) 
375,000 63,750 

49.  
M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/239 

Instrument Sets 

(Catheterization) 
240,000 40,800 

50.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/239 
Infection Waste Bin 

(capacity 45 Liter) 
25,000 4,250 

51.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/239 Catheter Tray 15,600 2,652 

52.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/238 
Nasal Cannula Safety 

Brand China 
275,000 46,750 

53.  M/s Hospital Appliances Covid-19/238 
Oxygen Regulator with 

Humidifier 
280,000 47,600 

54.  M/s MS Enterprises Covid-19/06 
Disposable Gown 30 

GSM 
13,000,000 2,210,000 

55.  M/s Zeb& Company Covid-19/02 Disposable Caps 440,000 74,800 

56.  M/s MB Traders Covid-19/210 IV Fistula (China) 34,000 5,780 

57.  M/s MB Traders Covid-19/210 
Falcon Tube, 15 ml 

imuMed /China 
10,500 1,785 

58.  M/s MB Traders Covid-19/210 
Malaria, 25 test Bio-tech/ 

Accurate USA 
33,500 5,695 

59.  M/s MB Traders Covid-19/210 
HIV Screening, 40 Test 

Bio-tech/Accurate USA 
19,240 3,271 

60.  
M/s MB Traders Covid-19/210 

COVID-19 lgG/lgm, 25 

Test 
465,000 79,050 

61.  
M/s MB Traders Covid-19/210 Gen Body Test Korean 800,000 136,000 

62.  
M/s Hospital Supply 

Corporation 
Covid-19/215 

Therapeutic Plasma 

Exchange Set 225 

ml/125 ml with ACD 

Solution 

12,500,000 2,125,000 
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63.  
M/s Basic Pharmaceuticals 

(Pvt.) Ltd 
Covid-19/216 

Plasma Exchange Kit 

with ACDA Solution 
4,800,000 816,000 

64.  M/s Roche Pakistan Limited Covid-19/211 
Actemra 200 mg/10ml 

Injection 
2,539,970 431,795 

65.  M/s Searle Company Ltd Covid-19/218 
Remdesivir Injection 100 

mg IV infusion 
1,490,000 253,300 

66.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/219 

Oxygen Cylinder 48 CFT 

with flow meter and 

regulator 

14,000,000 2,380,000 

67.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/237 

Oxygen Cylinder 48 CFT 

with flow meter and 

regulator 

14,000,000 2,380,000 

68.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/237 

Oxygen Cylinder 240 

CFT with flow meter and 

regulator 

36,000,000 6,120,000 

69.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/221 

Oxygen Cylinder 240 

CFT with Flow Meter 

and Regulator 

375,000,000 63,750,000 

70.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/221 
Flow Meter and 

Regulator 
  

71.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/252 
Oxygen Cylinder of 48 

CFT 
132,500,000 22,525,000 

72.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I Copper Pipes 213,400,087 36,278,015 

73.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I (2") 54mm Dia 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

74.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I (1-1/2") 42mm Dia 

75.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I (1-1/4") 35mm Dia 

76.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I (1") 28mm Dia 

77.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I (3/4") 22mm Dia 

78.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I (1/2") 15mm Dia 

79.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I (1/3") 12mm Dia 

80.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I G.I Pipe (Spec 4) 

81.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254-I 
Isolation Volve Kitz 

Imported 

82.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I 12mm 

83.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I 22mm, 3/4" 

84.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I 28mm 

85.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I 35mm 

86.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I 42mm 
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87.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I 54mm  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

88.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254-I 

Medical Gas Outlets 

ACBM (UK)/Amico 

(US) 

89.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I Oxygen 

90.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I Medical Air 

91.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I Medical Gas Vacuum 

92.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I Oxygen Flow Meter 

93.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254-I 

Oxygen Flow Meter with 

Humidifier Bottle and 

Prob from 1 to 5 lmp 

(Amico US) 

94.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254-I 

Oxygen Flow Meter with 

Humidifier Bottle and 

Prob from 1 to 5 lmp 

(China) 

95.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254-I 
Suction Regulator 

(Amico US) 

96.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254-I 

Suction Regulator with 

Sterilizable, Unbreakable 

2 Ltr Suction Jar 

97.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254-I 

Multiple Zone Valve 

Box with Alarms ACBM 

(UK) 

98.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I Madizone 3 Gases 

99.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I Bed Head Units 

100.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254-I 
Bed Head Unit 1200 MM 

with Provisions 

101.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254-I 

Manifold - Oxygen 2x10 

without Cylinder ACBM 

(UK) / Amico (US) 

102.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254-I 

Medical Oxygen 

Manifold, O2 Oxygen 

Manifold Head Rack 

2x10 

103.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254-I 
Medical Oxygen 

Cylinder 

104.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254-I 

Oxygen Cylinder 240 

CFT, European Standard 

and POL Tested 
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105.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254-I 

Oxygen Cylinder 48 

CFT, European Standard 

and POL Tested 

190,958,448 32,462,936 

106.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I Trolly for 48 CFT 

107.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254-I 
Medical Air 

Compressor/Plant 

108.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I Medical Air Plant 

109.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254-I 
Vacuum Plant Medical 

Vacuum System 

110.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254-I Medical Vacuum Plant 

111.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254-I 

Allied Works 

(Installation, Testing, 

Commission, Civil 

Work) 

112.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 Copper Pipes 

113.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 (2") 54mm Dia 

114.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 (1-1/4") 35mm Dia 

115.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 (1") 28mm Dia 

116.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 (3/4") 22mm Dia 

117.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 (1/2") 15mm Dia 

118.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 (1/3") 12mm Dia 

119.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 42mm 

120.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 G.I Pipe 

121.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254 
Isolation Volve Kitz 

Imported 

122.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 22mm, 3/4" 

123.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 28mm 

124.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254 

Medical Gas Outlets 

ACBM (UK) / Amico 

(US) 

125.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 Oxygen 

126.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 Medical Air 

127.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 Medical Gas Vacuum 

128.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 Oxygen Flow Meter 

129.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254 

Oxygen Flow Meter with 

Humidifier Bottle and 

Prob from 1 to 15 lpm 

(Amico US) 
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130.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254 
Suction Regulator 

(Amico US) 

131.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254 

Suction Regulator with 

Sterilizable, Unbreakable 

2 Ltr Suction Jar 

132.  

M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254 

Multiple Zone Valve 

Box with Alarms ACBM 

(UK) 

133.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 Madizone 3 Gases 

134.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 Bed Head Units 

135.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254 
Bed Head Unit 1200 MM 

with Provisions 

136.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254 
Medical Oxygen 

Cylinder 

137.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254 
Medical Air 

Compressor/Plant 

138.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 Medical Air Plant 

139.  
M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd 

Covid-19/254 
Vacuum Plant Medical 

Vacuum System 

140.  M/s Pakistan Oxygen Ltd Covid-19/254 Medical Vacuum Plant 

141.  
M/s Excel Medical 

Technology 
Covid-19/267 

Video Laryngscope 

Model: VL3R 
1,625,000 276,250 

142.  M/s Rotan (Pvt) Ltd Covid-19/260 
Weight/Height Machine 

Life Care China 
144,000 24,480 

143.  M/s Rotan (Pvt) Ltd Covid-19/249 
Oxygen Concentrator 

Model: FoleeYoo 7-5 
150,000 25,500 

144.  M/s FDS (Pvt) Ltd 
Covid-19/T15-

02 
Ventilator - VG 70 1,794,500 305,065 

145.  -- -- Ventilator - S 1100 740,000 125,800 

146.  M/s Digionics (Pvt) Ltd 
Covid-19/T15-

03 

Ventilator - Boaray 

1000D 
1,000,000 170,000 

147.  -- -- 
Ventilator - Boaray 

5000D 
740,000 125,800 

148.  
M/s Ghani Chemical 

Industries Ltd 
Covid-19/246 Oxygen Cylinder XL 55 5,250,000 892,500 

149.   Covid-19/255 Oxygen Cylinder XL 55 1,050,000 178,500 

150.  M/s Maple Pharmaceuticals Covid-19/02 Hand Sanitizer  640,000 108,800 

151.  -do- Covid-19/01 Hand Sanitizer   1,125,000 191,250 

152.  -do- Covid-19/01 Hand Sanitizer   520,000 88,400 
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153.  -do- Covid-19/01 Hand Sanitizer  330,000 56,100 

154.  M/s Beyond Covid-19/04 
10x20 Porta Cabin/ Sea 

Container 
720,000 122,400 

155.  M/s Beyond Covid-19/04 -do- 720,000 122,400 

156.  M/s Beyond Covid-19/04 Gree 2 Ton AC 250,000 42,500 

157.  M/s Beyond Covid-19/04 Samsung LED 32'' 117,000 19,890 

158.  M/s Beyond Covid-19/04 Office Table 35,000 5,950 

159.  M/s Beyond Covid-19/04 Office Chair 25,000 4,250 

160.  M/s Beyond Covid-19/04 Visitor Chair 55,600 9,452 

161.  M/s Beyond Covid-19/04 
Dinning Table with 6 

Chairs 
90,000 15,300 

162.  M/s Beyond Covid-19/04 HP Laser Jet M26 26,000 4,420 

163.  M/s Beyond Covid-19/04 
Desktop System Core i5, 

10 Generation / Laptop 
150,000 25,500 

164.  M/s Beyond Covid-19/04 TIP Telephone Set 7,000 1,190 

165.  M/s Beyond Covid-19/04 Civil Work 240,000 40,800 

166.  M/s Beyond Covid-19/04 Plumbing Works 117,500 19,975 

167.  M/s Beyond Covid-19/04 Electric Work 63,500 10,795 

168.  M/s Beyond Covid-19/04 Microwave Oven 12,500 2,125 

169.  M/s Beyond Covid-19/04 Dawlance Refrigerator 72,000 12,240 

170.  M/s Multan Chemicals Ltd Covid-19/251 
Cryogenic Liquid 

Cylinder 
2,946,000 500,820 

171.  M/s Sharif Oxygen (Pvt) Ltd Covid-19/254-Ii 
Medical Grade Copper 

Pipe  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

172.  M/s Sharif Oxygen (Pvt) Ltd Covid-19/254-Ii 

Oxygen Outlet Point 

Surface Type Wall 

Mounted 

173.  M/s Sharif Oxygen (Pvt) Ltd Covid-19/254-Ii 

Oxygen Flow Meter 

Wall Mounted Complete 

with Humidifier, Probe 

along with Mask & Nasal 

Pipe 

174.  M/s Sharif Oxygen (Pvt) Ltd Covid-19/254-Ii Oxygen Failure Alarm 

175.  -do- Covid-19/254-Ii 
Isolation Volve with 

complete Fittings 

176.  -do- Covid-19/254-Ii Gas Manifold System 
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177.  

-do- 

Covid-19/254-Ii 

Central Oxygen 

Manifold Manual (3x3 

without XL) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14,701,540 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2,499,262 

178.  -do- Covid-19/254-Ii Ambient Air Vaporizer 

179.  M/s Sharif Oxygen (Pvt) Ltd Covid-19/254-Ii 
SS Hose Pipe 

connections 

180.  M/s Sharif Oxygen (Pvt) Ltd Covid-19/254-Ii 

Pressure Control 

Assembly with dual 

regulators and bi-pass 

System 

181.  M/s Sharif Oxygen (Pvt) Ltd Covid-19/254-Ii 
Pressure Guages with 

Isolation Valves 

182.  M/s Sharif Oxygen (Pvt) Ltd Covid-19/254-Ii 
Safety Valves (Pressure 

Relief Valves) 

183.  M/s Sharif Oxygen (Pvt) Ltd Covid-19/254-Ii 
Copper Piping 1", elbow, 

tees and other fittings 

184.  M/s Sharif Oxygen (Pvt) Ltd Covid-19/254-Ii 

Copper Piping 0.5", 

elbow, tees and other 

fittings 

185.  M/s Sharif Oxygen (Pvt) Ltd Covid-19/254-Ii 

Civil Work Foundation 

for Liquid Oxygen 

Supply System with 

Portable Cryogenic 

Containers (XL) 

Total 1,803,385,065 306,575,461 
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Annexure-XIV 

Para 3.4.4 

Loss to the Government due to non-deposit of GST- Rs. 430.450 million 

Sr. 

No. 
Cheque No Date Paid To Description Amount (Rs.) 

GST 17% 

(Rs.) 

1.  87472329-30 04.11.2020 
M/s Anwar 

Khwaja 
Face Shield 7,450,000 1,266,500 

2.  81498051-52 22.07.2020 -do- Face Shield 7,450,000 1,266,500 

3.  87472196-97 01.09.2020 -do- Face Shield 7,450,000 1,266,500 

4.  87697741 18.06.2021 Sr Traders Boot Gums 4,000,000 680,000 

5.  87472194-95 01.09.2020 Sr Traders Shoe Cover 1,000,000 170,000 

6.  81497978-79 02.07.2020 McServics PCR Kits 168,960,000 28,723,200 

7.  81498025-26 15.07.2020 
Afia Noor 

Textile 
Face Shield 8,500,000 1,445,000 

8.  
81498000-01 09.07.2020 Afroze Traders Tyke Suit 28,500,000 4,845,000 

9.  
81498029-30 15.07.2020 

Mumtaz 

Brothers 
Face Shield 8,500,000 1,445,000 

10.  81498163-64 26.08.2020 -do- Face Shield 8,500,000 1,445,000 

11.  81497974-75 02.07.2020 -do- ICU Grade Googles 59,600,000 10,132,000 

12.  81498011-12 13.07.2020 -do- ICU Grade Googles 59,600,000 10,132,000 

13.  81497986-87 02.07.2020 
Quintix 

Medicals 
ICU Grade Googles 20,740,800 3,525,936 

14.  81498009-10 13.07.2020 -do- ICU Grade Googles 59,600,000 10,132,000 

15.  

80498015-16 14.07.2020 Sial Enterprises 
N-95 Mask  without 

filter 
22,000,000 3,740,000 

80498015-16 14.07.2020 Sial Enterprises N-95 Mask with filter 19,500,000 3,315,000 

16.  81498056-57 22.07.2020 -do- 
Latex Gloves 

(Malaysia) 
11,835,000 2,011,950 

17.  80497988-89 07.07.2020 
Esac 

International 
Gum Boots 13,720,000 2,332,400 

18.  80498031.32 15.07.2020 
Zeb & 

Company 
Face Shield 8,500,000 1,445,000 

19.  80497982.83 02.07.2020 
Zeb & 

Company 
Shoe Cover 490,000 83,300 

20.  81498017-18 15.07.2020 
Esac 

International 
Gum Boots 6,296,000 1,070,320 
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21.  80498007-08 13.07.2020 

Scribble 

General 

Supplier 

ICU Grade Sterilized 

Googles 
14,900,000 2,533,000 

22.  81497990-91 02.07.2020 
Shabbier & 

Sons 
Shoe Cover 1,800,000 306,000 

23.  81498021-22 15.07.2020 
Texole 

International 

Surgical Gowns 

30Gsm 
9,500,000 1,615,000 

24.  80498019-20 15.07.2020 
Esare 

International 

300 Portable Fab 

Container 
99,900,000 16,983,000 

25.  80498107-18 30.07.2020 3A Diagnostic 
Surgical Mask ICU 

Grade 
19,170,000 3,258,900 

26.  

87472187 01.09.2020 POF Protective Suits 4,243,750 721,438 

87472187 01.09.2020 POF 
Protective Suits Non 

woven Fab 
5,605,500 952,935 

27.  80498097-98 29.07.2020 DESTO D-95 Mask 2,066,000 351,220 

28.  80498097-98 29.07.2020 DESTO Face Sheild 5,110,000 868,700 

29.  81498141-42 18.08.2020 
Hospital 

Appliances 

Disposable Gowns 30 

gsm 
2,400,000 408,000 

30.  81498137-38 18.08.2020 
Pak Business 

International 

Disposable Gowns 30 

gsm 
13,000,000 2,210,000 

31.  81498135-36 17.08.2020 Mega Traders 
Surgical Mask ICU 

Grade 
6,390,000 1,086,300 

32.  80498124-26 04.08.2020 

Industrial 

Petroleum 

Services 

Finger Tip Pulse 

Oximeter 
6,000,000 1,020,000 

33.  80498122-23 04.08.2020 
Pak Business 

International 
Face Shield 3,400,000 578,000 

34.  80498114-15 04.08.2020 Rotan Pvt. Ltd 
Finger Tip Pulse 

Oximeter 
2,400,000 408,000 

35.  

80498114-15 04.08.2020 Rotan Pvt. Ltd Stethoscope Rossmax 260,000 44,200 

80498114-15 04.08.2020 Rotan Pvt. Ltd Wheel Chair Imported 345,000 58,650 

Total 728,682,050 123,875,949 
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Annexure-XV 

(Para No. 4.4.5) 

Overpayment to contractor – Rs. 2.129 million  

Location of 

fountain 

Findings of Inquiry 

Committee 
Duration 

Rate per 

month 

(Rs.) 

Total 

(Rs.) 

Rate per 

day (Rs.) 

Total 

(Rs.) 

G. Total 

(Rs.) 

Faisal Chowk 

Handed over to Pak 

Steel through CSR on 

01.10.2018 

5 months, 

19 days 38,340 191,700 1278 24,282 215,982 

Askari Chowk, 

F-10 

Handed over to Oakes 

through CSR 12 months 38,340 460,080 -- 24,282 484,362 

Gomal Road E-

7 

Partially working due 

to damaged piping 

network. No payment 

will be made to 

contractor w.e.f. 

01.07.2018 

6 months, 

and 19 

days 38,340 230,040 1278 24,282 254,322 

PTC Chowk, F-

10 

Not working due to 

disconnection of 

electricity, therefore, 

no payment should be 

made during 

disconnection period of 

electricity.  12 months 38,340 460,080 1279 24,282 484,362 

Total 1,439,028 

Add: Contractor Premium @ 47.786% above 690,733 

Grand Total 2,129,761 
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Annexure-XVI 

(Para No. 4.4.6) 

Non-fulfillment of contractual obligations and negligence by the department 

resulting in loss – Rs. 2.86 million 

S # Name of Plant 
No of Plants 

Dead in Site 
Rate  (Rs.) Amount (Rs.) 

1. Melaluca 650 200 130,000 

2. Juniper Golden 5,845 65 379,925 

3. Irisine 14,910 5 74,550 

4. Alternanthera 500 5 2,500 

5. Queen Palm 7 5,000 35,000 

6. Durante Golden 81,200 6 487,200 

7. Murraya Dwarf 2,449 75 183,675 

8. Euphorbia Milii 286 65 18,590 

9. Karonda 354 75 26,550 

10. Ficus King 46 250 11,500 

11. Chorisia 15 250 3,750 

12. Cordyline 96 250 24,000 

13. Date Palm 40 10,000 400,000 

14. Cassia Glauca 3 800 2,400 

15. Brachycotton 3 2,000 6,000 

16. Lantana 218 85 18,530 

17. Spirea 53 90 4,770 

18. Bougainvillea 25 250 6,250 

19. Ficus Hawaii 1,804 250 451,000 

20. Ficus Golden 1,029 250 257,250 

21. Black Ficus 640 250 160,000 

22. Yucca 75 80 6,000 

23. Pitrosporum Variegated 625 80 50,000 

24. Akhlifa 31 150 4,650 

25. Cycas Palm 6 3,000 18,000 
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26. Five Head Topiary 2 25,000 50,000 

27. Roses 150 80 12,000 

28. Ashoka 13 400 5,200 

29. Hibiscus Variegated 129 250 32,250 

Total  111,204 -- 2,861,540 
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Annexure-XVII 

(Para No. 4.4.9) 

 

Irregular allotment of land to Aero Modeling Flying Club and resultant loss due 

to non-realization of rent – Rs. 99.379 million  

Sr. 

No. 

Name of facility Company Area 
Date of lease 

agreement 

Annual rent 

(Rs.) 

Remarks 

1. Bowling Center 
M/s S&S 

Enterprise 

02 

Acres 
27.11.94 

752, 000 

per annum 

20-years 

2. McDonalds 
M/s Siza Foods 

(Pvt) Ltd 

6000 

square 

yards 

14.01.05 
 316,250  

per month 

Rs. 316,250 or 

5% of the gross 

income from 

sales, whichever 

is higher 

3. 

Operation 

Management & 

Maintenance of 

Mega Zone / 

Bowling Club at 

F-9 Park 

Fatima 

Construction & 

Builders 

-- 29.11.09 
62.00 million  

per annum 

Leased out for 2 

years period, 

extendable for 3rd 

year 
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Annexure-XVIII 

(Para No. 4.4.9) 

 

Calculation of rent of land / site of Aero Modeling Flying Club on the basis of Rates of M/s 

McDonalds in F-9 Park 

Period 

Per month 

rent of 

McDonalds 

Area 

Per SQ Yards 

Rent (Per 

month) 

Estimated 

area of  

Flying 

Club 

Estimated 

Rent for 

Flying 

Club (Per 

month) 

Months 

Estimated 

Annual 

Rent (Rs.) 

01.02.2008 

to 

31.12.2008 

Rs 316,250 

6000 

sq 

yards 

316,250/6000 

= Rs. 52.70 

12654 sq 

yards 

12654 x Rs. 

52.70 = 

666,971 

11 7,336,684 

Annual Rent for the period 01.01.2009 to 31.12.2009  =  

Rs. 66,971x12 

12 8,003,652 

Rent for the period 01.01.2010 to 30.06.2020 = 126 84,038,349 

Total 99,378,685 

Say Rs. 99.379 million (Approx)  

Note:   This amount is calculated without taking 5% of the gross income from sales and      

             annual increment in amount of Rent 
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Annexure-XIX 

(Para No. 5.4.2) 

 

Deduction of Commitment Charges by the Donor and its non-disclosure by NDRMF thereby 

depicting incorrect loan amount in the Financial Statements – USD 7.789 million 

(Amount in USD) 

Loan / 

Grant 

Loan Start 

and closing 

Date 

Total Loan 

Approved  

As per ADB 

disbursed 

Amount  

Interest 

Charges 

 

Service 

Charges / 

Management 

Fee  

Commitment 

Charges  
Total 

Loan 3473 
02.12.2016 to 

30.11.2021 
75,000,000 52,808,844 1,514,341 - 365,221 1,879,562 

Loan 3474 
02.12.2016 to 

30.11.2021 
125,000,000 111,467,149 4,815,385 - - 4,815,385 

Loan 3923 
23.06.2020 

to30.11.2022 
101,823,652 - - - 129,283 129,283 

World Bank 

/ PHCSP 

6246-Pak 

01.06.2020 to 

31.12.2024 
188,000,000 2,561,705 32,021 6,404 927,191 965,617 

Total 6,361,747 6,404 1,421,695 7,789,847 
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Annexure-XX 

(Para No. 5.4.3) 

 

Non-deduction of Islamabad Sales Tax - Rs. 1.164 million 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Consultant Date BPV 

Total 

(Rs.) 

Gross 

Including 

SST/ 

GST(Rs.) 

GST/SST 

(Rs.) 

Less 

deduction 

of SST (Rs.) 

1. Dr. Shahid Iqbal 21.08.2020 51 362,500 362,500 58,000 58,000 

2. Mr. Sharif Uddin Khilji 19.05.2021 
349, 

350 
720,000 720,000 115,200 115,200 

3. Mr. Sharif Uddin Khilji 11.09.2020 121 240,000 240,000 38,400 38,400 

4. Mr. Tahir Shamshad 11.09.2020 122 3,351,807 3,351,807 536,289 536,289 

5. Mr. EhsanSaqib 21.08.2020 49 90,000 90,000 14,400 14,400 

6. Mr. Naunehal Shah 21.08.2020 48 40,000 40,000 6,400 6,400 

7. Mr. Shahban Baber Baig 21.08.2020 47 1,080,000 1,080,000 172,800 172,800 

8. Mr. Shahban Baber Baig 09.09.2020 81 960,000 960,000 153,600 153,600 

9. Mr. Muhammad Farooq 21.08.2020 50 281,000 281,000 44,960 44,960 

10. Mr. Nasreen Rashid 09.09.2020 82 61,524 61,524 9,844 9,844 

11. 
Direct Payments Consultants 

in USD 
-- -- 86,166 86,166 13787 13,787 

Total 7,272,997 7,272,997 1,163,680 1,163,680 
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DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (POWER) 
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SECTORAL ANALYSIS OF THE POWER SECTOR FOR THE FINANCIAL 

YEAR 2020-21 

 

a) Introduction 

The power sector envelopes a broad canvas of entities ranging from government ministries to 

public sector entities to private power producing firms. Some of the major players include  

o DISCOs: ten companies supplying, distributing, and selling power (electricity) in their 

designated areas;  

o CPPA-G: the power sector market operator;  

o NEPRA: the authority that determines power tariffs;  

o IPPs: providing energy, based on contracts with GoP and fuel supply agents such as PSO, 

SNGPL, etc.  

The Power Division under the Ministry of Energy, as prescribed in Para 31-B Schedule-II of 

the Rules of Business-1973, is exclusively assigned the responsibility to deal with matters of the power 

sector, including aspects such as development of energy, engaging power sector contracts, and 

managing electric utilities, etc. 

b) Goal of the Power Division   

The goal of the Power Division is “to develop the most efficient and consumer-centric 

power generation system that meets the needs of its population and boosts its economy 

sustainably and affordably”. In order to achieve its goal, the following three medium-term 

outcomes were assigned to the Division:  

 Improving fuel mix for power generation with an aim to reduce reliance on 

expensive imported fuel. 

 Improvement in efficiency, conservation and cost effectiveness of power 

generation. 

 Reduction in circular debt.90 

c) Budget profile and utilization of Power Division 

The Non-development budget profile and utilization for the Power Division during the last two 

Financial Years was as under: 

 

  

                                                           
90 MTBF of the Federal Government 2019 to 2022, Page-100 
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Table No. 1 

(Rs. in million) 

Demand 

No. 28 

Final Budget 

2019-2020 

Expenditure 

2019-2020 

Unspent 

Budget 

% 

Final Budget 

2020-2021 

Expenditure 

2020-2021 

Unspent 

Budget 

% 

Main 

Secretariat 
462.26 224.29 (51.48) 792.20 682.97 (13.79) 

(Source: Appropriation Accounts of the Federal Government 2019-20 & 2020-21) 

 

Performance of an entity can be gauged from implementation and utilization of resources. It is 

evident from the above table that performance in terms of budget utilization has increased over the year 

but significant amount of budget remained un-spent. 

d) The High-Price Energy Mix  

The energy-mix is the most vital factor in power sector as it determines the cost of energy to be 

notified by the government. Electricity demand of Pakistan is being met through a variety of fuel-based 

sources like Residual Furnace Oil (RFO), Gas / RLNG, Coal and through other indigenous sources like 

Hydel, Nuclear, Wind and Solar. During the Financial Year 2020-21, total electricity generated in the 

country in CPPA-G/ NTDC system was 143,588.60 GWh91. This included hydel based energy generation 

of 38,800.54 GWh92 which was 27.02% of the total energy generation volume. Energy from relatively 

expensive thermal sources was 86,588.50 GWh93 which was 60.3% of the total energy generation. This 

indicated that generation of energy was highly skewed towards expensive fuel sources causing the unit 

price of energy to be costly. 

e) Extra Financial burden due to payments against high volume of idle/surplus 

capacity  

The power sector in Pakistan has now excess energy capacity that is significantly higher than 

the expected demand in the country. The installed power generation capacity in the FY 2020-21 stood 

at 39,772 MW94 including IPP based power having a volume (IPP thermal 17,276 MW + IPP hydel 472 

MW) of 17,748 MW95. The de-rated / or available capacity stood at 37,271 MW96 as on 30.06.2021. 

Whereas during July to September 2021, maximum energy of 14710.70 Gwh97 was generated and 

utilized for monthly consumption. At present, the total bearing capacity of the national grid / NTDC is 

                                                           
91 Para 3.3, NEPRA State of Industry Report-2021 page-37 

92 Para 3.3, NEPRA State of Industry Report-2021 page-37 

93 Para 3.3, NEPRA State of Industry Report-2021 page-37 

94 Para 3.2, NEPRA State of Industry Report-2021 page-35 

95 Para 3.2, NEPRA State of Industry Report-2021 page-35 

96 Para 2.1.1, NEPRA State of Industry Report-2021 page-12 

97 Table-24 NEPRA State of Industry Report-2021 page-136 
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30,610 MW98. Thus, capacity payments for idle/surplus capacity are being made to the IPPs as per 

binding PPAs’ without setting off this component of cost against any commercial activity. Resultantly, 

overall cost of energy was increasing rampantly. 

During the Financial Year 2020-21, capacity payments of Rs.613.92 billion99 were made to all power 

producing entities, whereas, an amount of Rs.723.741 billion, on account of capacity payments, was 

payable by CPPA-G to power producers as on June 30, 2021. 

Prudent planning is required to ensure utilization of excess energy and for avoiding the risk of 

making material capacity payments without any consumption of energy. 

f) Revenue Shortfall at the end of DISCOs 

In the FY 2020-21, 99,370 MKWh units worth Rs.1,745,133 million were billed to 

consumers against which recovery of Rs.1,366,064 million was made (78.28%) as shown in 

Table-2. The Shortfall indicated less receipt of revenue by the DISCOs. (Annexure-A) 

Revenue Shortfall in DISCOs indicated managerial inefficiencies and policy 

bottlenecks constraining CPPA-G to pay-off its energy procurement liabilities. Although, the 

division showed a comparative increase in shortfall by 5.84% compared with the FY 2020-21, 

it still remained 24% less and constituted a significant operational issue for DISCOs. Recovery 

in QESCO & TESCO of 23.65% & 28.52% only (in the Financial Year 2020-2021) showed 

that major policy interventions were needed to save the subject DISCOs from practical 

insolvency.   

g) Line losses over and above the limit allowed by NEPRA 

NEPRA has determined certain percentage of admissible T&D losses for power sector 

and had made tariff determinations accordingly. Losses beyond the limit set by NEPRA meant 

financial losses for the company as well as cyclic increase in the CPPA-G payables pertaining 

to the DISCOs. The trend of T&D losses in DISCOs in the last two years was as follows: 

Table-2 

Years Units 2019-20 2020-21 

Units sold M.kWh 92,792 99,370 

Allowed T&D losses % 16.99 13.5 

Actual T&D losses % 19.60 17.3 

Excess losses of discos % 2.61 3.9 

                                                           
98 Para 4.7 NEPRA State of Industry Report-2021 page-45 

99 Executive Summary Sate of Industry Report-2021 page-04 
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Excess unit lost M.kWh 2,243 4,627 

Rate per unit Rs./kWh 18.89 18.3 

Impact of excess loss Rs. in Million 42,362 91,911 

 (Source: PEPCO Data FY -2020-2021) 

 

The above table showed impact of excess loss of Rs.91,911 million beyond NEPRA targets in 

the power sector during the FY 2020-2021. This implies operational inefficiencies in the sector and 

development initiatives aimed at enhancing the power transmission and distribution system now yet to 

make any positive impact.  

h) Huge receivables from running and dead defaulters 

Over the years, the volume of receivables from running and dead energy defaulters has 

increased significantly and it has become an important cause for power sector debt accumulation. As of 

June 2021, the total receivables from running and dead defaulters amounted to Rs.950,045 million. 

(Rs.823,188 million i.e. 86.65% pertained to running defaulters and Rs.126,857 million i.e. 13.35% to 

dead defaulters respectively.) 

i) DISCOs’ receivables from the government  

Due to un-resolved power-sector issues of the federal government with different other 

governments and bodies, Rs.718.58 billion were held up as on June 2021. Details were: 

 

Table-3 

Description 
Amount  

(Rs. in billion) 

%age 

Receivables of Agricultural Tube-well consumers in 

QESCO/Baluchistan (consumer's share) 
304.72 42.40 

Receivables for Supply of AJK 89.73 12.48 

Receivables from Govt. Owned entities, departments 99.15 13.79 

Sub Total 493.60 68.98 

Receivables from KE 224.98 31.31 

Grand Total  718.58  

(Source: PEPCO Data 2020-2021) 

 

j) Circular Debt in Power Sector 

The phenomenon of Circular Debt arises when one party in a supply chain faces cash flow 

inadequacies to discharge its obligations to its suppliers; thus, affecting the entire supply chain and causing 

liquidity crunch. As on June 30, 2021, the total amount of circular debt stood at Rs.2,280,149 million 

including PHL loans of Rs.930,000 million as detailed below: 
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Table No. 4 
(Rs. in million) 

Circular Debt on 30th June, 2021 

Fiscal 

Years 

CPPA-G Payable to IPPs/GENCOs  

Total 

Due for Payments 

against verified 

invoices of Power 

Generation 

Companies 

Payables to 

GENCOs 

(Invoice 

based) 

Payables to 

Fuel Suppliers 

by GENCOs 

Total 

Energy 

Payables by 

PHL 

1 2 3 4 5 = 1+2+3+4 6 7 = 5+6 

2020-21 1,244,835 105,314 - 1,350,149 930,000 2,280,149 

2019-20 1,038,115 48,040 105,092 1,143,207 1007,218 2,150,425 

(Source: NEPRA State of Industry Report, 2021) 

 

The major constituents of the circular debt include outstanding payments against invoices of 

power generation companies of Rs. 1,244,835 million. The overall circular debt has increased from Rs. 

2,150,425 million in FY 2019-20 to  

Rs.2,280,149 million in FY 2020-21 registering an increase of Rs. 129,724 million (6.03%).  

k) Adhocism in Debt management 

PHL loans represent an adhoc-mechanism adopted by the management to pay-off pending 

CPPA-G liabilities to the IPPs. As per record provided to audit, the principal amount of loan is not part 

of the electricity tariff which is being charged to the consumers. As highlighted earlier, an amount of 

Rs.930,000 million is the loan volume of PHL as on June 30, 2020. Implying that as the loan (principal) 

amounts become due, there would be no receipt source to pay-off the debt. Resultantly, either energy 

price would have to be increased or subsidy is to be provided. Government owned assets have been 

pledged/rights sold to different commercial banks, hence defaulting on the loan payback terms would 

entail loss of major government assets.  

A sound, well-envisaged and realistic strategy needs to be formulated to deal with such financial 

impacts in the near future.   

l) Strategic re-organization & resilience of National Transmission Network and 

Distribution Network of DISCOs 

Although interventions are being made to enhance the transmission and distribution networks, yet there 

is still a significant gap between the power generation capacity of 36,934 MW100 and the transmission 

capacity of 24,488 MW101. Moreover, there were allied network management issues such as network 

overloading and transmission tripping. At the DISCOs’ level, during the Financial Year 2020-21, out 

of 10,188 (11 KV) distribution feeders 2,098 feeders remained overloaded102. Whereas during Financial 

Year 2019-20 out of 9,220 (11KV) distribution feeders 2,226 feeders remained overloaded, hence, as 

                                                           
100 Table 6 of NEPRA State of Industry Report 2021, page 102 

101 Para 2.4 NEPRA State of Industry Report 2021, page 21 (31900 MVA x 0.8) 

102 Para 5.7(b) NEPRA State of Industry Report 2021, page 56 
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compared to previous year 2020-21 the percentage of overloaded feeders have decreased from 24% to 

20.59% in 2021-22.   

Hence, a more strategic and long-term vision was needed to ensure a high-capacity resilient 

National Distribution and Transmission Network. This required that such business models may be 

adopted which would ensure continuous un-interrupted supply across the country even in case of 

multiple disruption incidents. 

m) Sustainability Challenges 

From the above discourse, it is apparent that outstanding energy receivables as well as power 

sector debt remained the key high risk areas during FY 2020-2021. The nature of debt in the power 

sector has diversified causing its impact to be more complex and multifaceted. From simple loans to 

more recent IPPs’ BOOT model arrangements, all represented different manifestations of debt in the 

power sector each having unique payback dynamics based on sound guarantees. Making new projects, 

adding energy capacity and enhancing the power infrastructure alone will not alleviate the issues that 

are being faced in the sector. If the root causes of circular debt and its offshoots as highlighted above 

are not addressed, new interventions would become unsustainable. Hence, a strong National Policy of 

Energy Sustainability is needed in order to ensure that all the initiatives being introduced in the power 

sector remain financially viable. 

Moreover, considering the present gap between power demand and excessive production capacity, there 

is a strong case for assessing future energy needs of the country, undertaking initiatives to increase the 

energy demand and endeavoring to make the energy mix more economically viable.  
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1. ISSUES OF THE POWER SECTOR 

 

1.1 Piling up of energy receivables 

 CPPA-G purchases energy from power producers on behalf of the DISCOs using the energy 

transmission network maintained by NTDC. The energy is then sold to the consumers by the DISCOs. 

Revenue earned from sale of energy is paid back by the DISCOs to the power producers through CPPA-

G to balance out the energy payment invoices sent from the power producers. Thus, recovery of energy 

charges delivered to the consumers is the central link in the power sector supply chain. Piling up of 

energy receivables implies that cash-shortfall is faced not only in the DISCOs but also in linked entities 

including CPPA-G and power generation companies. CPPA-G’s receivables from DISCOs caused the 

circular debt burden on the power sector.  

 The accumulation of liability at the part of CPPA-G comprises of different attributes. 

Receivables from DISCOs are one part. Other factors include receivables from the government in lieu 

of energy subsidy, pending receivables from K-electric and outstanding Late Payment Surcharges levied 

by the power generation companies on CPPA-G on account of delayed payments instances.  

 The piling of energy receivables at the end of DISCOs can be categorized into different 

classifications and allied causes. The DISCOs were not successful to recover 100% of the amount billed 

to the consumers during financial year causing increase in the receivables to the stated extent. Moreover, 

the DISCOs were maintaining a list of running and dead defaulters (consumers). These consumers 

belonging to different categories, i.e. industrial, commercial and agriculture etc. had failed to pay their 

energy dues over an extended period of time causing cash-shortfall as well as financial loss to the 

company.  

 Additionally, theft of energy through kunda connection, meter tempering and wrong reading 

etc. is also prevalent in the DISCOs. There are also systemic issues such as low recovery of dues from 

tube-well connections and delays in settlement of subsidy pertaining to AJK which contribute to the 

pilling up of overall receivable. 

 On the above lines, audit has analyzed the issue of pilling up of energy receivables in the DISCOs 

from different aspects: broadly at a company level as well as at operation circle & consumer level, on a 

sample analysis basis to highlight the piling up of receivables and causes illustrated in the following paras: 

 

1.1.1 Non-recovery of receivables from energy defaulters –        Rs.316,131.30 million 

According to Para-1.3 of Commercial Procedure, “the Revenue Officer and Assistant Manager 

are responsible for: i) implementing in conjunction with the Executive Engineer, the commercial policy 

laid down from time to time by the Authority through the Company ii) efficient application of billing 

and collection procedure”. 

In various DISCOs, an amount of Rs.316,131.30 million was recoverable from running and 

permanently disconnected (P-Disc.) energy defaulters (Government and private). In this respect, no efforts 

were made by the management to accelerate the recovery from defaulters. The detail is as under:- 
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Sr. 

No. 

Name of  

Formation 

Draft Para No. No of 

consumers 

Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. FESCO 276, 334 & 352/2021-22 3,611 55,218.34 

2. GEPCO 03 & 859/2021-22 2,695 11,445.57 

3. HESCO 12, 13, 15, 26 & 672/2021-22 2,085 4,460.91 

4. IESCO 533/2021-22 - 71,534.00 

5. LESCO 440 & 821/2021-22 - 147,985.71 

6. MEPCO 187, 278,  677, 681, & 736/2021-22 4,393 9,658.36 

7. QESCO 652/2021-22 96,523 2,551.18 

8. SEPCO 242/2021-22 754 1,907.08 

9. TESCO 575 & 852/2021-22 16,098 11,370.15 

Total 126,159 316,131.30 

 

 Non-adherence to WAPDA Commercial Procedure resulted into non-recovery of 

Rs.316,131.30 million from energy defaulters up to the financial year 2020-21. 

Audit is of the view that subject matter was a significant issue and major business sustainability 

risks for the DISCOs. It is also a major source for accumulation of circular debt in the Power Sector. 

The matter was taken up with the management during July to November, 2021 and reported to 

the Ministry during September to December, 2021. The management replied that in some cases amount 

had been recovered and efforts were being made to recover the remaining amount.  

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021, January 6-7, 13, & 24-25, 2022 

directed the management to produce the recovery record to Audit within a week and expedite recovery 

from remaining consumers by giving priority to top 100 defaulters as per the aging / significance of 

outstanding dues. Further progress was not reported till finalization of the report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility for inordinate delay in clearance of arrears. 

 

1.1.2 Delayed payment of CPPA-G’s energy invoices –  

 Rs.280,941.58 million 

Under power purchase agreement, invoicing and payment were to be made as per clause 9.3 of 

the Power Purchase Agreement (PPA), which essentially provided that any invoice was payable within 

a period of fifteen days from its delivery. 

In SEPCO, the CPPA-G vide its memo dated 26.06.2021 served delayed payment notice to 

SEPCO amounting to Rs.93,404.00 million due to late / non-payment of CPPA-G Energy Invoices. At 

present, SEPCO had outstanding liability of Rs.280,941.58 million (2019: Rs.192,224.64, 2020: 

Rs.241,945.88 million), which were increasing day by day. Audit holds that delayed payment of energy 

invoices were loss to SEPCO as it entails additional charges in case of default. If payments were made 

in time, SEPCO could have been saved from these additional charges. 
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Non-adherence to Power Purchase Agreement resulted into delayed payment of Rs.280,941.58 

million to CPPA-G’s energy invoices up to the financial year 2020-21.   

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that efforts are being made to make 100% recovery from 

their consumers and bring the T&D losses down. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to reconcile 

energy invoices with CPPA-G for clearance within 60 days. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility for inordinate delay in reconciliation of energy invoices with CPPA-G. 

(Draft Para No. 858/2020-21) 

 

1.1.3 Non-recovery on account of “consumer share” from the subsidized  agricultural 

consumers – Rs.222,837 million 

As per Ministry of Water and Power letter No. ECC-5/37/1989-PF dated 2nd July, 2015, the 

subsidy to the agriculture consumers has been provided. “The consumer will pay fixed bill @ 

Rs.10,000/- at each month. The remaining amount of bill would be paid by the GOP/GOB at the rate of 

40/60% at each month.” 

In QESCO, an amount Rs.222,837 million was recoverable from 27,450 agricultural consumers 

on account of “consumer share” subsidized by the GOP and GOB. As per annual progress report of 

QESCO, for the financial year 2018-19, the consumers paid only Rs.1,287.17 million share against the 

billed amount of Rs.35,610 million which was  3.61%.  

 Non-adherence to the rules/regulation of the authority resulted into non recovery of Rs.222,837 

million on account of “consumer share” from the agricultural consumers in the financial year 2018-19. 

 The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2019 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2019. The management replied that recovery was under process and Audit would be 

intimated accordingly.  

 The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to expedite 

recovery and get the record verified from Audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till 

the finalization of report.   

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides ensuring 

recovery. 

(Draft Para No. 753/2019-20) 

 

1.1.4 Non-removal of electrical equipment and non-recovery of arrears –Rs.151,093.14 million 

According to Para-3 of Authority’s circular dated April 15, 1998, “disconnections will be 

effected through removal of meters, transformers, span or any other equipment to ensure that no 

possibility of loop hole is left for unauthorized use of energy during the period of disconnection. The 

equipment after having been removed from site was required to be returned to store”. 
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In DISCOs, 469,770 consumers of all categories defaulted to pay energy charges of Rs.151,093.14  

million. The equipment removal orders (EROs) were issued but not implemented. The detail is as under:- 

 

Sr. 

 No. 

Name of 

Company 
Draft Para No. No. of cases 

Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. FESCO 355/2021-22 974 374.09 

2. GEPCO 50/2021-22 482 5,579.96 

3. HESCO 14 & 612/2021-22 455,821 79,440.23 

4. LESCO 706, 735 & 790/2021-22 10,234 13,082.56 

5. QESCO 756/2021-22 1,027 43,990.69 

6. SEPCO 254/2021-22 1,033 3,708.59 

7. TESCO 941/2019-20, 880/2019-20, 943/2019-20 199 4,917.02 

TOTAL 469,770 151,093.14 

 

Non-adherence to Authority’s instructions resulted into non-removal of electrical equipment 

and non-recovery of energy charges amounting to Rs.151, 093.14 million up to the financial year 2020-

21.  

The matter was taken up with the management during July to September, 2021 and reported to the 

Ministry during September to December, 2021. The management replied that efforts were being made to 

implement the EROs. However, further progress would be intimated accordingly. The reply was not 

accepted as non-implementation of EROs was not justified. 

 The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 and January 6-7 & 13, 2022 directed 

the management to provide the recovery record to Audit for verification within a week and expedite the 

remaining recovery or to implement the EROs. No further progress was reported till finalization of the 

report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility. 

 

1.1.5 Non-recovery of subsidies from Government – Rs.97,872.38 million 

As per Clause-9.6.2 of Commercial Code, each Distribution Company will continue to follow 

up with concerned ministries authorities for disbursement to CPPA-G against the verified claims of 

their subsidy claims. 
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In various DISCOs, an amount of Rs.161,988.38 million was claimed on account of Tariff 

Differential Subsidy, Agriculture Subsidy, Industrial Subsidy and Zero Rated Industry Rebate from Federal 

and Provincial Governments. An amount of Rs.64,116.00 million was received leaving a balance of 

Rs.97,872.38 million. The detail is as under:- 

 

Sr. No. 
Name of 

Company 
Draft Para No. 

Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. PESCO 564/2021-22 63,703.00 

2. SEPCO 486/2021-22 14,607.00 

3. TESCO 572/2021-22 19,562.38 

TOTAL 97,872.38 

 

Non-receipt of subsidy increased the receivables of the Company amounting to Rs.97,872.38 

million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September & October and reported to the 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that claiming and receipt of subsidies was a 

regular and continuous process. However, management is pursuing the matter with Ministry of Finance.  

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 and January 13, 2022 directed the 

management to follow up the matter and get the recovery effected verified from Audit within a month. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides ensuring 

recovery. 

 

1.1.6 Non-recovery/adjustment of markup receivables from DISCOs – Rs.25,238.85  million 

According to Commercial Code, whenever, any distribution company fails to fully pay any monthly 

invoices by the CPPA-G, the calculation of the interests or any penalties that may be justified by 

existing power purchase contracts shall be reflected in the next monthly invoices. CPPA-G shall 

communicate the failure of any Distribution Company to fully pay any monthly invoice issued by 

CPPA-G to Authority, the Ministry of Water and Power and the Ministry of Finance in order to assure 

the enforcement of the Market values and Commercial Code or to assure that other suitable substitute 

actions may be taken by these institutions. 

 In CPPA-G, an amount of Rs.25,238.85 million was recoverable from DISCOs on account of 

mark-up on Syndicated Term Finance facilities. However, neither the said amount was recovered / 

adjusted nor legal course of action taken. Non recovery of such a amount also contributed adversely 

on company`s financial position for payment to IPPs and ultimately piling up of circular debt for 

which CPPA-G had to obtain loans from PHL. 

 Non-adherence to condition of commercial code resulted into non- recovery/adjustment of 

markup on STF from DISCOs Rs.25,238.85 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 
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The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that servicing of loans from May 2012 to December 2014 

was made from revenue collection till the imposition of surcharge in June, 2015. The shortfall has now 

been reduced to Rs.25.2 billion (2020: 46.3 billion) as on 30-Jun-2021. It is expected that this gap would 

be reduced to zero in next few months. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to furnish revised 

reply to Audit within a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides ensuring 

the recovery/adjustment of mark-up from DISCOs. 

(Draft Para No. 392/2021-22) 

 

1.1.7 Non-recovery of temporary loan from CPPA-G as per recovery plan – Rs.3,420.00 million 

According to letter No.19252 dated: 07/02/2020 MEPCO developed a recovery plan for 

recovery of temporary loan from CPPPA amounting to Rs.5,720/- up to June, 2021. 

In MEPCO, the authority transferred an amount of Rs.8,060 million as temporary loan to 

CPPA-G out of funds of Security Deposits, Capital Receipt, Deposit Works and Pak MDGs/CDL/STG 

in violation of Companies Ordinance. When the issue was raised by Government Audit for recovery, 

MEPCO management prepared a recovery plan to recover the balance amount of Rs.5,720.00 million 

up to June, 2021. However, the record reveals that a amount of Rs.3,420.00 million was still recoverable 

from CPPA-G up to 10/2021, which shows negligence on the part of MEPCO management and require 

justification.  

  Non-adherence to recovery plan resulted into non-recovery of temporary loan from CPPA-G as 

per recovery plan amounting to Rs.3,420.00 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that balance amount will be recovered during the current 

financial year 2021-22 and audit would be informed accordingly. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the stance 

and record verified from audit. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides ensuring 

recovery. 

(Draft Para No. 638/2021-22) 

 

1.1.8 Non-recovery of late payment surcharges – Rs.44.66 million  

According to Rule-5(5) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules-2013, “the 

Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented at all 

levels within the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of 

probity and propriety; objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders”. 

In Operation Circle Sialkot GEPCO, an amount of Rs.44.66 million on account of Late Payment 

Surcharge (LPS) pertaining to energy connections of MES & TMA Sialkot was lying outstanding since 
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June, 2018. Any effort for recovery of the said amount was not forthcoming from the record made 

available to Audit. 

Non-adherence to the rules resulted into non-recovery of late payment surcharge amounting to 

Rs.44.66 million up to the financial year 2019-20. 

The matter was taken up with the management in July, 2020 and reported to the Ministry in 

September, 2020. The management replied that recovery from Govt. connections is an ongoing process 

and Audit would be intimated accordingly.  

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to furnish 

latest status of the recovery and expedite the process of recovery under intimation to Audit. No further 

progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides ensuring 

recovery of late payment surcharge from the concerned departments.  

(Draft Para No. 92/2020-21) 

 

Concluding Recommendations 

Piling up of receivables is a potential failure for the Distribution companies. It directly affects 

their financial viability as a going concern. The issue is complex having multifarious factors as 

explained above and thus needs a multi-pronged strategy to address it. An efficient billing and collection 

mechanism is needed to be implemented to ensure greater efficiency in the recovery process. 

Furthermore, efforts are needed to expedite identified recoveries / receivable amounts.  

 

1.2 Significant line losses in the Power Sector 

Power is being delivered to the consumers through a power distribution network being managed 

by Distribution Companies (DISCOs). Certain volume of energy is lost in the distribution process and 

not delivered to the end-consumers. In this context Line losses refer to the losses suffered by a 

distribution company in delivery of energy across its Transmission (i.e 132 KV Grid) and distribution 

network (11 KV Grid). Line Losses reflect the extent of a company’s inability to sale energy procured 

from the power producers causing cash-flow constraints. Line Losses is a multi-faceted issue having 

linkages with different operational and financial activities of the company. 

NEPRA has allowed certain percentage of line losses (termed as NEPRA targets), being 

inevitable and has included them in its tariff determination for the DISCOs. Losses up-to these permissible 

limits are passed on to the end-consumers in the shape of per-unit tariff. However, losses beyond NEPRA 

targets convert directly into financial loss of the company, affects its liquidity position and makes it unable 

to payback its liabilities to power producers through CPPA-G.  

The Distribution network or grid comprises of cluster of 11KV feeders. At present there are 

9706 feeders103 spread across the domain of all the DISCOs. Feeders are actually meters through which 

energy, once received at the grid-station, is distributed along low-tension lines to the consumers. There 

are two types of feeders i.e. independent feeder and general feeder. The independent feeder is installed 

                                                           
103 NEPRA, State of Industry report, pg 43 
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for a single high-end commercial / industrial consumer whereas the general feeder provides energy to 

multiple / thousands of consumers (average varies company to company). Hence, general/mixed-load 

feeders indicate a specific area or locality to where electricity is being delivered. The information / data 

of these feeders are also a key point of calculating and analyzing line losses. 

Meter reading on the feeders, installed at grid stations, is compared with the energy utilized by 

the consumer’s meters so to work out how much of energy was dispatched and billed to the consumer 

of a specific locality. If the energy units delivered through the feeders are more than the billed units, it 

illustrates that the line losses have taken place. High percentage of line losses against a feeder is a sound 

indication of over loading in that specific feeder locality. Similarly, if feeder units are less than the units 

billed to the consumers, this indicates that overbilling has been done to the consumers of that locality. 

On the above lines, audit has analyzed the line losses position in the DISCOs: firstly, at 

company level and then on sample test check basis at operational circle level & feeder level to highlight 

line losses, high pilferage of energy, high technical losses and operational inefficiencies, which is 

illustrated in the following paras. 

 

1.2.1 Loss of revenue due to line losses beyond NEPRA’s targets –  

Rs.170,518.52 million 

NEPRA fixed targets of energy losses ranging from 9.34% to 21.33% for the financial year 

2020-21 in respect of following DISCOs. 

In DISCOs, the percentage of line losses was more than the targets of losses set by the NEPRA. 

Hence, 10,065.95 million units valuing Rs.170,518.52 million were lost beyond the NEPRA’s target. 

The detail is as under:- 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Company 

Draft Para No. NEPRA 

Target 

(%) 

Actual 

%age of 

Loss 

Units lost 

beyond 

NEPRA target 

(million) 

Amount 

 

(Rs. in million) 

1. HESCO 
25, 87 & 599/2021-

22 
19.74 28 to 62 1,923.34 28,831.51 

2. MEPCO 678/2021-22 14.90 20 to 100 160.41 2,576.26 

3. PESCO 
467, 803 & 

804/2021-22 
21.33 38 to 100 5,026.30 90,469.40 

4. QESCO 461/2021-22 17.15 43 1212.38 18,185.64 

5. SEPCO 252 & 253/2021-22 18.11 31 to 97 1,664.45 29,960.04 

6. TESCO 421/2021-22  11.96 13 to 99 79.07  495.67 

 TOTAL 10,065.95 170,518.52 

  

Non-adherence to NEPRA’s targets resulted into loss of revenue amounting to Rs. 170,518.52 

million on account of line losses during the financial year 2020-21. 
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The matter was taken up with the management in July to October, 2021 and reported to the 

Ministry during October to December, 2021. The management replied that due to lengthy distribution 

system technical losses were on higher side and NEPRA’s target was not framed on realistic ground. 

The reply was not tenable as the efforts were not made to contain the line losses within NEPRA, s target. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021, January 6-7, 13, & 24-25, 2022 

directed the management to carry out analysis of all the feeders including the feeders under observation 

for last two years to find out the reasons for line losses beyond NEPRA targets. It was further directed 

that the progressive line losses appearing in the CP-22-A be reconciled with CP-22 B, C, D & E for 

elucidating true picture within a month. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon the person at fault. 

 

1.2.2 Revenue loss due to non-transmission of electricity caused by tripping – Rs.68.64 million 

 According to the instructions issued by WAPDA dated July 17, 1982, “all losses, whether of 

public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary investigation by the officer in whose charge 

they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the amount involved”. 

In NTDC, 500 KV transmission line Dadu-Moro and Moro-Rahim Yar Khan was executed 

under contract ADB-65-R-2012 (Package-I) and energized on November 14, 2018 & May 22, 2019 

respectively. The said T/Line was not formally handed over to GSO formation. Two tripping incidents 

on the said T/Line occurred on May 25 & 26, 2020 and power transmission remained suspended for a 

period ranging 0.383 hours to 6.233 hours, which caused revenue loss of Rs.68.64 million.    

 Poor asset management resulted into revenue loss of Rs.68.64 million due to non- transmission 

of energy up to the financial year 2019-20. 

 The matter was taken up with the management on September 25, 2020 and reported to the 

Ministry on December 29, 2020. The management replied that no loss was sustained by NTDC as power 

flow passed through other circuits during tripping hours. Audit contended that tripping of transmission 

line would definitely result in claims of IPPs for project missed volume. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 24-25, 2022 did not agree with the reply and directed 

the management to provide detailed / revised reply. No further progress was reported till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 926/2021-22) 

 

Concluding Recommendations 

Line Losses is a key issue affecting the ability of DISCOs to operate viably as a going concern. 

It has a direct impact on circular debt accumulation. The matter needs to be reviewed not just at 

company level but also at feeder and operational-circle level ensuring that such system based 

interventions are made that would enable the company to transparently monitor and reduce its line 

losses. Effective supervision by senior DISCO management and strong enforcement of internal controls 

would facilitate the same.  
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1.3 Overbilling  

Accuracy and reliability of consumer’s billing-data is the key attribute on which the overall 

business of the distribution companies is based upon. In fact, the working of the whole power sector, 

including government subsidy calculations, CPPA-G liability pay-off etc., and all such activities were 

directly or indirectly linked with the source billing data. In this context, overbilling by the DISCO’s 

represent weak internal check failures and data credibility errors in managing the billing data by the 

companies resulting in financial loss to the company on one hand and misreporting of facts to the allied 

power sector players on the other hand.  

In the following paras, audit has analyzed the extent and types of overbilling practices found 

prevalent in the distribution companies:  

 

1.3.1 Unjustified charging of Neelum Jhelum Surcharge to the consumers – Rs.5,816.39 million 

The ECC of the Cabinet in its decision No.ECC-53/6/2021, dated 19.02.2021 removed Neelum 

Jhelum Surcharges (NJS) already imposed on electricity consumers @ Rs.0.10 / KWH for development 

of Neelum Jhelum Project from the date of taking over all units of Neelum Jhelum Projects by WAPDA. 

The Neelum Jhelum Surcharge collected after 28.12.2018 the date of taking over of the NJP by WPADA 

may be returned to the eligible consumers/adjusted in their forthcoming electricity bills.  

In various DISCOs, the Neelum Jhelum Surcharge amounting to Rs.5,816.39 million was 

imposed on electricity bills of the consumers from December 18, 2018 to June 30, 2021. Subsequently 

the same was not adjusted in their forthcoming electricity bills. The violation of ECC decision had 

caused over billing to the consumers to the tune of Rs.5,816.39 million. The detail is as under:- 
 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Company 

Draft Para No. Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. HESCO 35, 84 & 606/2021-22 1,214.62 

2. MEPCO 674/2021-22 1,421.00 

3. PESCO 545/2021-22 1,808.49 

4. QESCO 818/2021-22 792.28 

5. SEPCO 259/2021-22 580.00 

TOTAL 5,816.39 

 

Non-adherence to the ECC decision resulted into unjustified charging of Neelum Jhelum 

Surcharge amounting to Rs.5,816.39 million to the consumers up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in July to September to October, 2021 and reported to 

the Ministry in September & December, 2021. The PESCO management replied that proper reply 

would be furnished after receiving the supportive detail from audit.  
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The DAC in its meeting held in January, 2022 directed the PESCO management to implement ECC 

decision without further delay.  

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

 

1.3.2 Unjustified overbilling to the consumers due to variation in number of days of billing – 

Rs.347.43 million  

As per company’s billing programs various dates were permanently assigned for billing of 

various batches in Sub-divisional offices each and every month. 

In FESCO & HESCO, it was noticed that allowed number of billing days in a month by  

regulator were 30/31 days; however, number of days exceeded on average by six (06) days which 

resulted in irregular generation of revenue amounting to Rs.347.43 million. Resultantly, burden was 

shifted to consumers due to change in slabs.   

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Company Draft Para No. No. of extended 

days 

Amount  

(Rs. in million) 

1. FESCO 501/2021-22 12 336.45 

2. HESCO 814/2021-22 09 10.98 

TOTAL  13 347.43 

 

Non-adherence to rules resulted into irregular generation of revenue of Rs.347.43 million up to 

the financial year 2021-22. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that the NEPRA decided to allow credit to consumers 

during billing month December, 2021 as relief. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 13 & 25, 2022 directed the management to conduct 

departmental inquiry and submit fact finding report within 30 days. No further progress was intimated 

till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

 

1.3.3 Unjustified charging of adjustment on permanently disconnected consumers – Rs.53.99 

million 

According to Para-1.3 of Commercial Procedures, “Revenue Officer and Assistant Manager are 

responsible for implementing in conjunction with the Executive Engineer, the commercial policy laid 

down from time to time by the Authority, ii) efficient application of billing and collection procedures”. 
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In PESCO, an adjustments amounting to Rs.53.99 million was charged against 534 permanently 

disconnected consumers. The connections were declared permanently disconnected after 

implementation of equipment removal orders (EROs) and the security was adjusted against these 

connections. The charging of amount against the permanent disconnect consumers was irregular. 

Non-adherence to the procedure resulted into irregular adjustment of Rs.53.99 million charged 

against permanently disconnected consumers during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that proper reply would be furnished after receiving the 

details from Audit. 

 The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to justify the 

matter and submit revised reply to audit within a week. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 550/2021-22) 

 

Concluding Recommendations 

Overbilling is a significant organizational issue for the distribution companies. It negatively 

reflects the image of the DISCOs and reduces their credibility in the eyes of the consumers. Shortage 

in recoveries and different court cases were linked with this lack of reliability in the DISCO’s billing 

data. Ministry may make efforts to ensure that overbilling instances should be controlled and within 

operations of the respective companies. 

 

1.4 Unsatisfactory Operational Management by the Distribution Companies 

 Operational Management involves a comprehensive set of business activities being undertaken 

by the DISCOs aimed at effective maintenance / enhancement and augmentation of its distribution-

network infrastructure as well as efficient management of its consumer portfolio. The consumers are 

classified among different categories such as domestic, commercial, industrial, agriculture, bulk-supply 

etc. The categories have further been classified based on the load being supplied to these consumers. 

High energy load consumed by a customer necessitates additional charges and additional equipment for 

independent feeder and grid-station. Thus, due diligence in overall operational activities is necessary to 

manage the power sector distribution network efficiently. 

Weak internal checks and inadequate operational management lead to different anomalies in 

the distribution network operations, causing loss to the company and adversely affects the performance 

of its infrastructure. For example, cases where the consumers had extended load without regularization 

meant that on one hand the electricity network was overloaded and on the other hand due charges were 

not being received from the consumers. 

Similarly, another gray area, in operational management, was delay in non-replacement of 

defective meters. This lapse creates space for financial irregularities make the whole billing process un-

transparent causing material financial loss to the company on account of in-accurate energy bills. 
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On the above lines, audit has analyzed the operational management issues in the DISCOs from 

different aspects: broadly at company level and on sample basis at operation circle/consumer level, to 

highlight the irregularities, internal check lapses and financial losses being incurred by the companies, 

which is illustrated in the following paras: 

 

1.4.1 Non-implementation of ECC’s decision regarding imposition of surcharge for servicing 

of financing facilities – Rs.240,810 million 

The Economic Coordination Committee of Cabinet considered the Summaries 

submitted by the Power Division regarding syndicated Term Finance Facilities and decided 

that the servicing of new facility as well as principal amount will be done through imposition 

of surcharge, however, for the interim period of six months, the mark up- servicing will require 

GoP support and the same will be treated as equity in the Distribution Companies.  

In PHL, Ministry of Energy (Power Division) had raised syndicated Term Finance Facility 

amounting to Rs.25,000 million, Rs.80,000 million, Rs.50,000 million (1st tranche), Rs.50,000 million 

(2nd tranche) and Rs.35,806 million (3rd tranche) in order to repay the liabilities of the Distribution 

Companies and to reduce / settle the circular debt of the power Sector. However, neither ECC’s 

decisions were implemented through imposition of surcharges nor strategy for repayment / servicing of 

these facilities was chalked out with the concerned stakeholders.  

Non-adherence to ECC’s decision resulted into accumulation of debt servicing by non-

imposition of surcharge against financing facilities of Rs.240,810 million up to the financial year 2020-

21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that the difference is due to the adjustments made by 

CPPA-G to PHL on the instructions of Ministry of Energy (Power Division) and Finance Division 

against the PHL facilities on which surcharge has not been imposed.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to submit the 

revised reply within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 292/2021-22) 

 

1.4.2 Non-recovery of detection charges / pending units from consumers –  

Rs.6,105.60 million 

According to Para-1.3 of Commercial Procedure, “the Revenue Officer and Assistant Manager 

are responsible for: i) implementing in conjunction with the Executive Engineer, the commercial policy 

laid down from time to time by the Authority through the Company ii) efficient application of billing 

and collection procedure”. 

In various DISCOs, energy meters of domestic, industrial, agricultural & commercial categories 

were physically checked by the Surveillance teams / metering & testing (M&T) of the company and 

detection charges of 269.700 million units amounting to Rs.6,105.60 million on account of slowness, 
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tempering in meters and pending units etc. were approved for recovery from the consumers which was 

not recovered. The detail is as under:- 

 

Sr. No. Name of Company Draft Para No. Units Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. FESCO 230 & 239/2021-22 2,881,860 195.21 

2. GEPCO 772/2021-22 - 617.98 

3. HESCO 104/2021-22 41,687 0.83 

4. LESCO 349, 719 & 721/2021-22 241,675,000 4,840.40 

5. MEPCO 192, 193, 629 & 680/2021-22 24,065,410 421.17 

6. PESCO 474 & 568/2021-22 311,336 7.19 

7. SEPCO 217/2021-22 - 15.57 

8. TESCO 627/2021-22 725,120 7.25 

Total 269,700,413 6,105.60 

 

Non-adherence to Commercial Procedure resulted into non-recovery of detection charges 

amounting to Rs.6,105.60 million from the consumers up to the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management during August to November, 2021 and reported 

to the Ministry during September to December, 2021. The management replied that in some cases 

detection charges had been recovered while efforts were being made to recover the remaining amount 

from consumers.  

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021, January 6-7, 13, & 24-25, 2022 

directed the management to produce the recovery record of completed actions within a week and 

expedite recovery in remaining cases. Further progress was not reported till finalization of the report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility against the officers / officials primarily at fault. 

 

1.4.3 Loss due to shortage / missing of electrical material –  

Rs.4,995.83 million 

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for Losses 

due to Fraud, Theft or Negligence of Individuals, 1982 (amended up to June 01, 2001), “all losses 

whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary investigation by the officer in 

whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the amount involved”. 

As per Barqaab, S&I reports and Transformer Reclamation Workshop Report, electrical 

material and transformer oil valuing Rs.4,995.83 million were found missing / short in various DISCOs 

& NTDC. Neither any departmental inquiry was conducted nor any action taken against the responsible 

persons. The detail is as under:- 
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Sr. No. 
Name of 

Company 
Draft Para No. 

Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. GEPCO 10 & 492/2021-22 120.55 

2. LESCO 720 & 723/2021-22 45.78 

3. MEPCO 640/2021-22 12.84 

4. PESCO 554, 559, 669, 660 & 661/2021-22 4,799.72 

5. SEPCO 222/2021-22 6.17 

6. NTDC 458/2021-22 10.77 

TOTAL 4,995.83 

 

 

Non-adherence to Authority’s instructions resulted into loss of  

Rs.4,995.83 million due to missing / shortage of electrical material up to the financial year 2020-21.

  

The matter was taken up with the management during August to November, 2021 and reported to 

the Ministry during September to December, 2021. The management replied that inquiry was under 

process in most of the cases and Audit would be intimated after finalization of inquiries. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021, January 24-25, 2022 directed the 

management to finalize departmental inquiry proceedings within a month and provide reports to Audit. 

Further progress was not reported till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides making 

the loss good. 

 

1.4.4 Loss due to theft of electricity – Rs.2,817.97 million 

According to Guidelines for Policy and Procedure on Detection Bills circulated vide letter dated 

October 26, 1999, “whoever found to connect his installation appliances and apparatus for the purpose 

of supply of energy without its (with the work of license) written consent commits an offence to be 

prosecuted under Section 39 & 39A of Electricity Act, 1910 which requires FIR to be lodged with 

police. Further to compensate the loss sustained on account of theft, assessment bills were to be served 

as per laid down procedures to such illegal and unregistered consumers”.  

In various DISCOs, an amount of Rs.2,817.97 million was recoverable from 437,841 consumers 

involved in theft of electricity through illegal direct connections, tempering in meters and bogus 

installation of meters. Departmental and legal actions were not taken for fixing responsibility and recovery 

of the energy charges. The detail is as under:- 
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Sr.  

No. 

Name of  

Company 

Draft Para No. No. of 

Cases 

Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. LESCO 822/2021-22 8,297 1,604.84 

2. PESCO 471, 472, 473 & 563/2021-22 909 46.27 

3. QESCO 646/2021-22 2,477 46.92 

4. SEPCO 256/2021-22 426,158 1,119.94 

TOTAL 437,841 2,817.97 

 

Non-adherence to Authority’s instructions resulted into loss of  

Rs.2,817.97 million due to theft of electricity up to the financial year 2020-21. 

Audit was of the view that theft of energy was material business risk issue for all DISCOs and 

needs strong remedial measures in collaboration with all stakeholders enabling the DISCOs to reduce 

their losses. 

The matter was taken up with the management during September to November, 2021 and 

reported to the Ministry during November & December, 2021. The management replied that efforts 

were being made for recovery from the concerned and progress would be intimated accordingly. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 and January 24-25, 2020 directed the 

management to produce the record of completed actions and expedite the pending actions. No further 

progress was reported till the finalization of report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility against the officers / officials primarily at fault. 

 

1.4.5 Sub-optimal performance of BoD due to inordinate delay in   finalization of EOT claims 

of suppliers / contractors / consultants – Rs.2,398.84 million 

As per General Conditions of Contract for EoT, the contractor shall submit to the project 

manager a notice of a claim for an extension of time for completion, together with particular of the 

event or circumstances justifying such extension as soon as reasonably practicable after the 

commencement of such event or circumstances. As soon as reasonably practicable after receipt of such 

notice and supporting particulars of claim, the employer and the contractor shall agree upon the period 

of such extension. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that thirty six (36) Extention of Time (EoT) cases arising due 

to delayed execution of contractual obligations were lodged by the Suppliers / Contractors & 

Consultants. Out of 36 in 23 cases, 10% balance payments and LDs amounting to Rs.2,398.84 million 

(Rs.983.67 million + US$ 8.81 million + Euro 0.13 million) were withheld / deducted. All of the 36 

EoT cases could not be decided and were still pending for want of decision by the BoD despite elapse 

of considerable period ranging from 03 to 12 years and expiry of defect liability period.  

The majority of the contracts were financed from foreign loans and the same had been closed. 

Since, the release of withheld balance payments and LDs was hinged upon decision of EoT cases, 

therefore, delayed decisions of EOT cases would involve subsequent grave financial and contractual 
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implications for NTDC. This could have been avoided, had the EoT decided in time and payments 

released within the Loan / Contract validity period. 

Inefficient decision making resulted in sub-optimal performance of BoD due to inordinate delay 

in finalization of EOT claims of contractors / suppliers / consultants amounting to Rs.2,398.84 million 

up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that Board of Directors of NTDC had not delayed any EoT 

claims. The BoD had already described the SoPs for the processing of EoT cases and directed the 

management to prepare a list of all pending EOT claims so that the same could be finalized / processed 

to resolve this matter. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the reply and directed to 

hold an inquiry at Ministry level within 90 days. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 937/2021-22

) 

 

1.4.6 Blockage of funds due to un-necessary procurement of electrical equipment – Rs. 1,029.15 

million 

According to Para-5 of WAPDA Office Memorandum dated January 17, 1978, purchases 

should be made only of such items and in such quantities as are required for a specific work. In no case 

should these purchases be made for storing an item for indefinite period. As per Section 2.13 of Project 

Manual for ADB Loan-2289/2290, NTDC shall ensure that all Goods, Works and consulting services 

financed out of such proceeds are used exclusively in the carrying out of the Project. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that electrical material / equipment valuing Rs.1,029.15 

million procured under own resources and different foreign loans of ADB / IBRD was lying idle and 

unistalled in warehouses at the intended projects for a period ranging 01 year to more than 07 years. 

The said material consisted of items like Circuite Breakers, Current Transformers, Bus Isolators, Line 

Isolators, Lightening Arrestors, Potential Transformers and different types of Panels. In most of the 

cases their warranty had expired while the warranty in remaing cases was about to expire.  

Ineffective Procurement management resulted in blockage of funds due to un-necessary 

procurement of electrical equipment valuing Rs.1,029.15 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management explained that item wise position of material would be furnished to 

Audit. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to expedite 

preparation of item wise detail of material along with detailed reply to audit within 15 days. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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(Draft Para No. 938/2021-22

) 

 

1.4.7 Non-recovery of cost of independent grid stations from consumers –Rs.920.92 million 

According to NEPRA instructions, “every consumer having load 5000 KW is required to 

provide independent grid station of his own including land, building, transformers, circuit barkers and 

other necessary equipment and apparatus”. As per Tariff Determination, “B-4 tariff is applicable for 

supply for all loads of more than 5,000 KW supply at 66 KV, 132 KV”. 

In various DISCOs, one (01) bulk supply and six (06) industrial consumers had qualified for 

provision of independent grid stations owing to extension of load more than 5,000 KW; however, no 

action was taken for installation of independent grid station. Hence, undue favour of Rs.920.92 million 

was extended to the consumers by non-recovery of the cost of independent grid stations. The detail is 

as under:- 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Company 
Draft Para No. No. of cases 

Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. GEPCO 07 & 381/2021-22 5 820.92 

2. MEPCO 690/2021-22 1 60.00 

3. TESCO 423/2021-22 1 40.00 

TOTAL 7 920.92 

 

Non-adherence to NEPRA’s instructions resulted into non-recovery of cost of independent gird 

stations amounting to Rs.920.92 million from consumers up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management during September and October, 2021 and 

reported to the Ministry during October and November, 2021.  The management replied that detailed 

reply would be submitted after consultation of record. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 30-31, 2021, January 13 & 24-25, 2022 directed to 

ensure recovery of cost of independent grid station by regularizing the extended load of the consumers 

and provide the record of completed actions to Audit within a month. Further progress was not reported 

till finalization of the report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

 

1.4.8 Loss on account of penalty and default surcharge – Rs.867.51 million  

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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According to Sales Tax Act 1990, Section 33(5) any person who fails to deposit the 

amount of tax due or any part thereof in the time or manner laid down under this Act or rules 

or orders made there under shall be liable to pay penalty. Section 34(1)(a), the person liable to 

pay any amount of tax or charge or the amount of refund erroneously made, shall pay default 

surcharge @ 12%, of the amount of tax due or the amount of refund erroneously made.  

In CPPA-G, sales tax was less paid for an amount of Rs.3,854.279 million due to excess / illegal 

claim of input tax from December, 2015 to June, 2016. Thus, default surcharge amounting to Rs.646.45 

million and penalty of Rs.221.06 million was imposed and recovered by Federal Board of Revenue 

(FBR). Resultantly, the company had sustained loss to the stated amount.  

Non-adherence to provision of sales tax resulted into loss of Rs.867.51 million on account of penalty 

and default surcharge up to the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021  

and reported to the Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that tax reference was 

pending before the Division Bench of the Honorable Lahore High Court.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to furnish revised 

reply to Audit within in a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing of 

responsibility on the officers / officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 481/2021-22) 

 

1.4.9 Non-utilization of transmission line redundant due to abandonment of Karkay rental 

power project – Rs.786 million 

According to Rule-2A (a) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules-2013 

regarding sound and prudent management, the business of Public Sector Company is carried out with 

integrity, objectivity, due care and the professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its 

activities.  

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-21 

on test check basis, it came into notice that a transmission line valuing Rs.786 million was constructed for 

evacuating the power from Karkay rental power project, which was later abandoned, rendering the 

transmission line redundant since long. No plan had been envisaged for either utilizing the transmission line 

to some other projects or outsourcing / selling the same to K-Electric which was operating in the area. Hence, 

the investment turned into wastage without reaping any benefits. Moreover, in financial statements the 

expenditure on the said transmission line still appeared as Capital Work in Progress and no impairment was 

being charged.    

Non-adherence to the rules resulted in non-utilization of transmission line valuing Rs.786 

million which became redundant due to abandonment of Karkay rental power project up to the financial 

year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the project could not be capitalized because NTDC possess 

the Power Dispatch License only for 500kV & 220kV Grid Stations and Transmission Lines for Power 
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Evacuation whereas the subject Transmission Line is of 132kV. However, NTDC approached the 

authorities of K-Electric to take over the said project. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to pursue the matter 

with K-Electric and submit utilization plan within 90 days. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 950/2021-22

) 

 

1.4.10 Unjustified detection bills to disconnected consumers –  

Rs.670.87 million 

According to Para-1.3 of Commercial Procedures, “Revenue Officer and Assistant Manager are 

responsible for implementing, in conjunction with the Executive Engineer, the commercial policy laid 

down from time to time by the Authority, ii) efficient application of billing and collection procedures”. 

In LESCO, as per statement of Division Wise Debit Adjustments against disconnected 

consumers, 35.408 million units of detection bills amounting to Rs.670.87 million were charged to 

various disconnected consumers in order to decrease line losses for window dressing. This state of 

affairs showed weak internal checks over charging of detection bills to the consumers and failure of 

authority over monitoring of detection bills. 

Non-adherence to Commercial Procedure resulted into unjustified detection bills amounting to 

Rs.670.87 million charged to disconnected consumers up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that whenever a disconnected consumer was found to 

have connected supply to LESCO system illegally, an FIR was registered with local police station and 

detection bill was charged to recover the amount. The management stance needs to be substantiated 

with documentary evidence. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to submit 

revised reply to audit within a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that the management to inquire the matter to fix responsibility regarding 

charging of detection bills to disconnected consumers. 

(Draft Para No. 792/2021-22) 

 

1.4.11 Loss on account of compensation payment made to IPP due to late completion of 

power purchaser interconnection works –  

Rs.616.87 million 

According to Section 6.5(b) of Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) of Patrind Hydropower 

Project, if the Power Purchaser has not completed, Commissioned and energized the Power Purchaser 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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Interconnection Works then it would pay compensation charges under certain heads to the Company 

(Star Hydropower Limited (SHPL) and as per Section 9.6, in the event the Complex is not 

commissioned on or before the Required Commercial Operations Date, then the Company shall pay 

liquidated damages to the Power Purchaser.  

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a PPA was signed with Independent Power Produer (IPP) 

Star Hydro Power Limited (SHPL) on March 08, 2012 for 147 MW hydro-electric power generation 

facility / complex located at Patrind, Muzaffarabad, AJ&K and NTDC, being power purchaser, was 

required to arrange for interconnection works (transmission system). The complex was required to be 

completed and commissioned by March 20, 2017 but it achieved its Commercial Operation Date (COD) 

on November 08, 2017. The SHPL attributed delay to late completion of Power Purchaser 

Interconnection Works (PPIW) by 224 days and raised the invoices of Rs.2,487 million against NTDC 

but the same were disputed by NTDC and  raised invoice of LD of US$ 2.80 million against SHPL for 

non-achieving the COD.  

Later on, the matter was decided by an Expert, who held NTDC liable for delay of 146 days 

thereby exposing to a liability of Rs.616.87 million and held SHPL for delay of 54 days exposing to 

pay LD of USD 649,250 to NTDC. However, BoD, NTDC resolved to contest the decision of Expert 

determination before London Court of Internation Arbitration (LCIA) despite observing the weak 

position of NTDC by a member of BoD and Chief Law Officer (CLO). Hence, NTDC had to bear the 

loss of Rs.616.87 million by making payment to IPP as determined by the Expert before going for 

arbitration. 

Project mismanagement resulted in loss of Rs.616.87 million on account of compensation 

payment made to IPP due to late completion of power purchaser interconnection works  up to the 

fianancial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the case was currently pending adjudication before the 

London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA).  

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to conduct 

departmental inquiry in this regard within 90 days. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

  (Draft Para No. 936/2021-22

) 

 

1.4.12 Non-recovery of cost of independent feeders from consumers – Rs.560.75 million 

As per Authority’s instructions dated August 09, 2003, “the connections having load up to 1,000 

KW are permissible from a mixed load feeder after recovery of feeder rehabilitation charges”. 

In MEPCO, twenty five (25) industrial consumers running on mixed load feeders had extended 

the load illegally above 500 KW; hence, were qualified for provision of electricity through independent 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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feeders by recovering the capital cost and security amount of Rs.560.75 million, which was not done. 

(Annexure-B) 

 Non-adherence to Authority’s instructions resulted into non-recovery of Rs.560.75 million 

from consumers on account of cost of independent feeders during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management during September to October, 2021 and reported 

to the Ministry during December, 2021. The management replied that notices had been served to the 

consumers and the cases would be pursued in terms with revised consumers’ service manual. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the record 

verified from audit. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para Nos. 185, 675 & 687/2021-22) 

 

1.4.13 Non-verified claims of rebate granted to industrial consumers –  

Rs.445.35 million 

According to Rule-5(5) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules-2013, “the 

Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented at all levels 

within the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of probity and 

propriety; objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders”. 

In FESCO, claims of Rs.9,974.88 million on account of special relief package for zero 

rated industrial consumers were lodged to Ministry of Energy (Power Division) out of which, 

claims of Rs.9,529.53 million were verified by subsidy cell of Ministry of Energy (Power 

Division). However, an amount of Rs.445.35 million (4.46%) was not verified by the authority.  

Non-adherence to Corporate Goverance Rules resulted into non-verified claims of 

Rs.445.35 million on account of rebate granted to industrial consumers by company up to 

financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that matter has already been taken up 

with GoP Subsidy Cell Ministry of Energy. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 13, 2022 directed the management to follow 

up with Subsidy Cell and expedite the process of verification. No further progress was intimated 

till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 272/2021-22) 
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1.4.14 Irregular retention of surplus funds by PITC – Rs.403.97 million 

According to (vii)  minutes of 5th BoD meeting dated 21/12/2012, PITC shall invest all amount 

held in cash account above 3 month expected expenditures by 4th of December through a transparent 

mechanism and as per company approved investment policy. 

In PITC, an amount of Rs.403.97 million was held by PITC during July, 2020 to June, 2021 

despite clear instruction given by Board of Directors to invest all amount held in cash account, which 

was not done. This state of affair shows complete negligence of the management because the return on 

investment could have been availed. 

Non-adherence to authority’s instructions resulted into irregular retention of funds Rs.403.97 

million up to financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that the retained funds have been invested in Pension 

Fund as approved by the BoD.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the record 

verified from Audit within 15 days.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 306/2021-22) 

 

1.4.15 Non-recovery of cost of grid from the University of Punjab –  

 Rs.392.75 million 

According to revised SOP for external electrification of housing schemes/colonies/societies as 

suggested by G.M (Technical Services) PEPCO WAPDA approved by BoD MEPCO in its 212th 

meeting held on 27.02.2020 and circulated vide Chief Engineer (P&D) LESCO office order No. dated 

02.03.2020 “External electrification of housing schemes and recoverable amounts for load above 5 MW 

at one point supply will be given through their own 132-KV proposed grid station. The grid system 

shall be constructed by the sponsor/LESCO (at sponsor cost) according to the design approved by 

LESCO and as per option A(3) the land must not be less than 20 kanals for AIS and 12 kanals for GIS 

grid station. ii) As per Section-I 2.1.3 Note-1, deposit work shall be undertaken only after getting the 

full amount of sanctioned estimate deposited with Company, with an undertaking from the depositor to 

meet any variation.  

In PMU LESCO, the LESCO was constructing a new 132-KV GIS Grid Station at the 

University of Punjab, Lahore at its own cost amounting to Rs.392.75 million by acquiring a piece of 

land measuring not more than 05 kanal instead of 12 kanal from the University. The load was more than 

5 MW and the construction of independent grid station from the resources of LESCO was clear cut 

violation of the SOP as the University of Punjab is semi autonomous body and the work for construction 

of independent grid falls under the purview / scope of deposit work. The LESCO has awarded the work 

of construction of Grid Station to M/s DESCON-Chint Electric Co. Ltd. and an amount of Rs.40.64 

million had also been paid to the contractor upto 06/2020. Moreover, on the Suo Moto action of the 

Honorable Supreme Court of Pakistan published in the Daily Dawn on 09.06.2018, regarding the 

handing over of 5 kanal land to LESCO, the University of Punjab Lahore vide letter No. D/600/R dated 

21.06.2018 had stopped the construction / installation of machinery work till the clarity and 

reconsideration of lease agreement between LESCO and the University of the Punjab. Resultantly, the 
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expenditure incurred amounting to Rs.40.64 million for the construction of independent grid has been 

blocked. 

Non-adherence to Authority instruction’s resulted into non-recovery of cost of grid station 

amounting to Rs.392.75 million from the sponsor up to the financial year 2019-20. 

The matter was taken up with the management in July, 2020 and reported to the Ministry in 

September, 2020. The management replied that the construction of grid station was necessary to meet 

the load demand of the area adjacent to the Punjab University. The reply was not tenable as the 

connected load of the University was more than 5 MW and the grid station was constructed only to 

facilitate the Quaid-e-Azam Campus, University of the Punjab through LESCO resources.  

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to furnish 

revised reply alongwith actions taken to resolve the issue. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to investigate the matter and recover Rs.392.75 

million including Rs.40.64 million from the University of the Punjab. 

(Draft Para No. 41/2020-21) 

1.4.16 Undue favour to the consumers by non-regularization of unauthorized extended load – 

Rs.365.23 million 

According to Condition-6 of Abridged Conditions of Supply, “in case of non-removal / non-

regularization of un-authorized extended load, the supply to the consumer shall be disconnected”. 

In DISCOs, 720 consumers of different categories extended the load of their energy connections 

illegally without approval of competent authority. The field formations neither disconnected the energy 

connections nor regularized the un-authorized extended load in violation of the above condition. The detail 

is as under:- 

 

Sr. No. Name of Company Draft Para No. No. of cases 

Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. FESCO 336, 337 & 353/2021-22 118 33.31 

2. GEPCO 127 & 494/2021-22 119 182.70 

3. HESCO 27 & 99/2021-22 157 51.05 

4. IESCO 541/2021-22 18 2.28 

5. LESCO 350/2021-22 68 9.43 

6. MEPCO 186 & 801/2021-22 183 52.65 

7. SEPCO 105/2021-22 55 25.43 
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8. TESCO 625/2021-22  02 8.38 

TOTAL 720 365.23 

 

Non-adherence to the Abridged Condition of Supply resulted into non-recovery of Rs.365.23 

million from consumers on account of additional security deposit, feeder rehabilitation charges and 

capital cost due to unauthorized extension of load up to the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management during July to October, 2021 and reported to the 

Ministry during September to December, 2021. The management replied that in some cases, extended 

load had been reduced / regularized after recovery of dues, while in remaining cases notices had been 

issued to the consumers.  

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021, January 6-7 & 13, 2022 directed the 

management to devise a built-in system so that the action could be initiated on the occurrence of event 

instantly. It was further directed to serve notices to the consumers strictly as per SoPs and after 

regularization of extended load, relevant record be provided to Audit for verification within a month. 

Further progress was not reported till finalization of the report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

 

1.4.17 Insufficient cash balance against pending liability of receipt against consumer security – 

Rs.314.53 million 

According to Consumer Service Manual Para 5.4, Special Account For Security Deposit, 

“MEPCO shall maintain a separate bank account for the security deposits in accordance with the 

provisions laid down under Section 217 of the Companies Act 2017. MEPCO shall not utilize this 

amount for any of its purposes. The profit so received from this security deposit account shall be 

mentioned in the tariff petition for passing on the benefit to the consumers”. 

In MEPCO, it was observed from consumer security cash book for the period 06/2021 that 

MEPCO has a balance of Rs.10.631 billion in the bank. However, CP-41 of the same period shows 

closing balance of the consumer security as Rs.10.95 billion. This indicates that MEPCO had 

insufficient cash balance of Rs.314.53 million against its pending liability of receipt against consumer 

security deposits and the amount received against meter security head has been utilized somewhere else, 

which was not only prohibited by consumer service manual but also NEPRA has time and again 

restrained MEPCO from unlawful utilization of consumer security deposits.  

Non-adherence to authority rules/directions resulted into insufficient cash balance against 

pending liability of receipt against consumer security amounting to Rs.314.53 million up to the financial 

year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that as per cash book of consumer security deposit our 

balance was Rs.12.405 billion as on 30/11/2021 and as per CP-41 the balance was Rs.11.296 billion, 

now the cash book balance is more than CP-41 balance.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the record 

verified from Audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 
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Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 691/2021-22) 

 

1.4.18 Non-recovery of electricity dues from consumers after court decisions in favour of 

DISCOs – Rs.291.27 million 

According to Para-1.3 of Commercial Procedure, “the Revenue Officer and Assistant Manager 

are responsible for: i) implementing in conjunction with the Executive Engineer, the commercial policy 

laid down from time to time by the Authority through the Company ii) efficient application of billing 

and collection procedure”. 

In various DISCOs, 650 court cases involving an amount of Rs.291.27 million were decided in 

favour of the companies. The amount of decided court cases was required to be recovered from the 

consumers, which was not done. The detail is as under:- 

 

Sr.  

No. 

Name of  

Company 

Draft Para No. No. of Cases Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. FESCO 333/2021-22 118 23.36 

2. GEPCO 33/2021-22 55 4.60 

3. HESCO 740/2021-22 112 13.03 

4. IESCO 658/2021-22 362 23.04 

5. QESCO 648/2021-22 03 227.24 

TOTAL 650 291.27 

 

Non-adherence to Commercial Procedure resulted into non-recovery  

of electricity dues of Rs.291.27 million from consumers up to the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management during July to September, 2021 and reported to 

the Ministry during September to December, 2021. The management replied that efforts were being 

made to recover the amount and progress would be informed accordingly. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021, January 6-7, 13 & 24-25, 2022 

directed the management to produce the record of completed actions to Audit within a week and 

expedite completion of pending actions. Further progress was not reported till finalization of the report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

 

1.4.19 Non-recovery due to irregular charging of units under defective meter code to consumers – 

Rs.263.28 million 

According to Para-1.3 of Commercial Procedure, “the Revenue Officer and Assistant Manager 

are responsible for; i) implementing in conjunction with the Executive Engineer, the commercial policy 
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laid down from time to time by the Authority, ii) efficient application of billing and collection 

procedures”. 

In Operation Circle Laar HESCO, data analysis of MIS statements of defaulters through Audit 

Command Language (ACL) showed that EROs issued to 1,750 consumers were being charged under 

‘defective code’. Instead of implementing EROs, the electricity was being supplied to consumers by 

charging under defective meter code by concealing the facts. The scenario resulted in increased 

receivables against defaulted consumers to the tune of Rs.263.28 million due to irregular charging of units 

under defective meter code. 

Non-adherence to the Commercial Procedure resulted into non-recovery due to irregular 

charging of units amounting to Rs.263.28 million under defective meter code to consumers included in 

the list of EROs during the financial year 2019-20. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2020 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2020. The management replied that para had already been taken in pending EROs. The 

reply was not agreed to as only those consumers were highlighted in this observation to whom the EROs 

were issued due to default in making payment and also found in the list of consumers against whom 

replacement of meters were pending. Hence, a consumer simultaneously cannot fall in both categories 

i.e. EROs and defective meters.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to share details 

of actions taken and get the record verified from Audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated 

till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to inquire the matter for fixing responsibility of 

concealment of facts due to irregular charging under defective meter code to the consumers included in 

the list of EROs. 

(Draft Para No. 866/2020-21) 

 

1.4.20 Non-accountal / non-consumption of electrical material –  

Rs.255.34 million  

According to Para-4.5 (Section-8) of Distribution Stores Manual,“ the Line Superintendent will 

use the materials on the job for which he drew and will record the consumption in his Electrical 

Measurement Book (EMB) / Material at Site Register (MSR) showing any materials left after the work 

has been completed”. 

In various DISCOs, electrical material valuing Rs.255.34 million was drawn by field staff from 

stores for installation at different sites but the accountal / consumption of material was not forthcoming 

from the record. The detail is as under:- 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Company 
Draft Para No. 

Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. GEPCO 17/2021-22 21.58 
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2. LESCO 732 & 733/2021-22 232.58 

3. MEPCO 54/2021-22 1.18 

Total 255.34 

 

Non-adherence to Distribution Stores Manual resulted into non-accountal / non-consumption 

of electrical material valuing Rs.255.34 million up to the financial year 2020-21.  

 The matter was taken up with the management during September, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

during September and December, 2021. The management replied that the record was ready for 

verification. No record was produced up till now. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to take 

disciplinary actions against the persons at fault and produce the record to Audit within a week. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility for non-accountal/non-consumption of electrical material. 

 

1.4.21 Non-receipt of surplus amount deposited in the treasury for acquisition of land – 

Rs.216.51 million 

According to Rule-5(5) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules-2013, “the Board 

shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented at all levels within 

the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of probity and propriety; 

objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders”. 

In EHV-I, NTDC, Lahore, an amount of Rs.702.56 million was deposited in District Treasuries 

Khusab and Sheikhupura for acquisition of land in 2019 through Land Acquisition Collector. However, 

the award of cost of land amounting to Rs.486.05 million was issued by the Land Acquisition Collector. 

Hence, the excess amount deposited in the District Treasuries amounting to Rs.216.513 was required 

to be recovered from the treasuries, but the same was not done upto August, 2021. 

Non-adherence to Corporate Governance Rules resulted into non-receipt of surplus amount 

deposited in the treasury for acquisition of land amounting to Rs.216.51 million upto the financial year 

2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. Management replied that the acquisition proceedings for land for 220 KV Grid Station 

Jaurahabad was under process due to security reasons. Moreover, acquisition proceedings for 550 KV 

Grid Station North Lahore could not be completed due to non receipt of Qabzul Wasool from the District 

Revenue Department Sheikhupura. Surplus amount has been returned to acquiring agency. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to inquire the 

matter at the management level and get the record verified from audit within 15 days. No further progress 

was intimated till the finalization of report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 700/2021-22) 
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1.4.22 Non-forfeiture of bid securities of the bidders involved in corrupt and fraudulent 

practices / misrepresentation – Rs.142.72 million 

As per Clause IB 19.6. The Bid Securities of the bidder (s) found involved in corrupt and 

fraudulent practices shall be forfeited. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that two (02) bidders participated in bidding process with 

fake / bogus performance certificate / mis-representation of facts, which resulted their non-

responsiveness. Hence, their bid securities amounting to Rs.142.72 million was required to be forfeited 

along with taking other punitive actions in the light of bidding documents but the same was not done. 

The detail is as under:-  

 

Sr. 

No. 

Tender 

No. 

Nature Bidder Value of bid 

security 

Irregularity 

1 NPP-04-M(R)-

2020 

Supply of complete hardware 

strings including pre-RTV 

coated disc insulators for 

500KV double circuit quad 

bundle transmission lines for 

evacuation of power from K-

2/K-3 Nuclear Power Plants 

M/s SiChuanYiBin 

Global Group Co 

 Rs. 50.16 million eqv 

to US$ 300,000/- @ 

1US$=Rs.167.20 

The bidder was declared “Non-

Responsive” due to submission of 

fake / bogus performance 

certificate. 

2 ADB-201-2018 Procurement of plant, design, 

supply, installation testing 

and commissioning of 

220KV/ transmission lines 

(Lot-IV) 

M/s Netracon-

SEPCC/CWTWC 

(JV) 

Rs. 92.56 million eqv 

to US$ 800,000/- @ 

1US$=Rs.115.70 

Misrepresentation of facts which 

was considered as fraudulent 

practice under clause ITB 3.1 

section-1 of bidding documents. 

 

Non-adherence to the provision of bidding documents resulted in non-forfeiture of bid 

securities of Rs.142.72 million of the bidders involved in corrupt and fraudulent practices / 

misrepresentation up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that bid security of Tender NPP-04M(R)-2020 expired before 

establishment of allegations whereas there was no provision of forfeiture of Bid Security due to 

misrepresentation / fraudulent practice in the Bidding Documents for ADB-201-2018.  

 Audit contended that the process for ascertaining the end user certificates should have been 

concluded before expiry of bid security of M/s SiChuanYiBin Global Group Co in order to invoking 

the relevant clause of bidding document. As regards Tender ADB-201-2018, in bid evaluation report 

the bidder was required to be held responsible for misrepresentation of facts which was to be considered 

as fraudulent practice under Clause-ITB-3.1 Section-1 of bidding documents but the same was not done. 

Moreover, non-inclusion of clause for forfeiture of bid security due to fraudulent practice of bidder in 

bidding documents was reflective of non-standardized bidding documents as the same was incorporated 

in the Tender NPP-04M(R)-2020. 
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 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to investigate the 

matter and submit inquiry report to Audit within 90 days. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para Nos. 954 & 958/2021-22

) 

 

1.4.23 Loss due to non-recovery of pending electricity dues against temporary connections – 

Rs.94.57 million 

According to special condition of supply under Tariff-E of NEPRA schedule of electricity tariff, 

“the supply shall not be given by the Company without obtaining security equal to the anticipated supply 

and other miscellaneous charges for the period of temporary supply”. 

In various DISCOs, electricity dues of Rs.94.57 million were pending against the 1747 No. 

temporary connections. In contravention of special condition, the companies did not obtain security 

equal to the anticipated supply charges and resultantly had nothing to adjust against the outstanding 

dues. The detail is as under:- 

 

Sr.  

No. 

Name of  

Company 

Draft Para No. No. of Consumers Amount 

(Rs. in 

million) 

1. GEPCO 23/2021-22 36 2.54 

2. HESCO 101, 605 & 607/2021-22 883 24.75 

3. LESCO 314/2020-21 54 34.05 

4. MEPCO 188 & 683/2021-22 257 5.84 

5. PESCO 475 & 654/2021-22 517 27.39 

TOTAL  1747 94.57 

 

Non-adherence to tariff condition resulted into loss of Rs.94.57 million due to non-recovery of 

electricity dues from temporary consumers up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The above cases were identified on sample test check basis and more cases in DISCOs could 

not be ruled out. Audit was of the view that pending dues for temporary connections indicated weak 

internal checks as sufficient security deposit should have been obtained against electricity being 

supplied to temporary consumers supply. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September to November, 2021 and reported 

to the Ministry in September to December, 2021. The management replied that proper reply would be 

submitted after consultation the record. No further progress was intimated. 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 and January 24-25, 2022 directed the 

management to produce record of completed actions within a week and expedite completion of pending 

actions. No further progress was reported till finalization of the report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility. 

 

1.4.24 Loss due to undue benefit extended to industrial consumers to avoid from late payment 

surcharge – Rs.131.00 million 

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for Losses 

due to Fraud, Theft or Negligence of Individuals, 1982 (amended up to June 01, 2001), “all losses 

whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary investigation by the officer in 

whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the amount involved”. 

In FESCO, 122 industrial consumers habitually got undue favor by extending due date of 

payment from company almost every month to avoid late payment surcharge amounting to Rs.131.00 

million.   

Non-adherence to authority’s guideline resulted into loss due to undue benefit extended to 

industrial consumers to avoid from late payment surcharge Rs.131.00 million up to the financial year 

2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that frequent extension of due date in a particular case 

could not be declared as loss. Extension in due date is a facility which was being provided to customers. 

There are no such instructions ever issued by the competent authority to refuse frequent due-date 

extension. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 13, 2022 directed the management to discourage 

habitual consumers and take necessary actions to recover the payment on due date under intimation to 

audit. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing of 

responsibility upon the officers/officials at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 235/2021-22) 

 

1.4.25 Extra financial cost on account of compensation claim by the contractor due to delay in 

site possession – Rs.130.78 million 

According to Rule-2A (a) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rule 2013 

regarding sound and prudent management the business of the Public Sector Company is carried out with 

integrity, objectivity, due care and the professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its 

activities. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a contract agreement No.ADB-72R-2016 (Lot-I) for civil 

works, erection, testing and commissioning at 220KV Lalian substation was signed with M/s Transmark 

Pvt Ltd on October 31, 2016 at price of Rs.360.77 million with completion period of 300 days up to 

September 12, 2017. The project was sponsored through foreign funding which lapsed in 2019. 

However, the proposed site for Lalian substation was finalized in February, 2021 with lapse of almost 
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five years. Resultantly, the contractor raised a compensation claim of Rs.130.78 million due to delay in 

site possession. 

Poor project management resulted in extra financial cost of Rs.130.78 million on account of 

compensation claim by the contractor due to delay in site possession up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the project was delayed due to delay in land acquisition. 

However, presently land had been acquired and project would be completed soon. Audit contended that 

the project had already been delayed as it was intended to be completed in June, 2013 according to PC-

I. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to ensure timely 

completion of the project. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility for inordinate delay in completion of the project causing extra financial burden. 

(Draft Para No. 953/2021-22

) 

 

1.4.26 Excess overhead costs charged than actual overheads of standard amount – Rs.97.20 

million 

As per General Manager Operation’s instructions issued vide office letter No.14115-25 dated 

24.09.2003, installation charges at the rate of 8% on cost of material will be applied while preparing the 

estimates by field formations. 

In Construction Circle GEPCO, an amount of Rs.97.20 million was excessively booked to 105 

completed works over and above the limit standard of 8% overheads. The J. Vs for capitalization of 

these works were also passed on to F.D office for capitalization thereof. The excessive booking of 

overheads was irregular and needs to be probed into for fixing of the responsibility as it could distort 

the asset accounts of the company to the tune of stated overheads excessively booked.  

Non-adherence to Authority’s instructions resulted into excessive charging of overheads to 

works amounting to Rs.97.20 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in July, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

September, 2021. The management replied that excess overhead expenditure was mainly due to 

adjustment of employee’s retirement benefits. The management further replied that it is the duplication 

of DP-65/2011 and the case was referred to Ministry of Law & Justice for clarification. In the light of 

clarifications, the BoD is empowered to deal with financial matters subject to any conditions enunciated 

in Companies Act-2017 and rules, regulations or instructions issued there under along-with any 

obligation under Article of Association of GEPCO. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to get the 

record verified from the Audit. No Further progress was intimated till the finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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(Draft Para No. 67/2021-22) 

 

1.4.27 Non-replacement of muted and non-installation of AMR meter – Rs.88.29 million 

On the dispute of overbilling against Sindh Government and SEPCO, the ECC of the Cabinet 

fully and finally settled the old billing disputes upto July, 2016 vide Para 7(i) of the summary and it was 

agreed that: i) An automatic meter reading system (AMR/AMI) would be installed on all connections 

owned by GoS by 31.12.2016, 50% of the cost of which would be borne by GoS. The Energy 

Department of GoS will also prescribe a maximum limit of consumption for each connection/ meter to 

the DISCO, intimate to the respective DISCO when such limit is crossed and ask for disconnection of 

supplies of such consumer, ii). Any delay in identifying such connection shall be the responsibility of 

GoS which shall continue to pay the electricity charges as reflected on the bulk meter till installation of 

individual meter, iii) The remaining billing i.e august 2016 till installation of AMR / AMI meter shall 

be paid by GoS on the basis of average agreed billing for the 67 month i.e 555.82 million per month for 

SEPCO and these amounts will be cleared within 60 days from the date of issuance of particular bill. 

In Operation Circle Dadu SEPCO, 1,111 AMR meters installed on Government connections 

were muted and non-communicating the data of billing and GoS denied to make the payment of 

electricity dues against the said connections as per agreement. Consequently, an expenditure of Rs.49.99 

million (45,000 x 1,111) incurred on the said meters was wasted. On the other hand, the same could 

still not be replaced. Moreover, 851 connections with sanctioned load of 10,409.3 KW were running 

without AMR meters. As per agreement, the installation of AMR meters valuing Rs.38.30 million (851 

* 45,000) were required to be made, which were not installed.  

Operational mismanagement resulted into non-replacement of muted and non-installation of 

AMR meters valuing Rs.88.29 million on Government connections up to the financial year 2020-21.   

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

October, 2021. The management replied that a committee had been framed for vigilance of these meters 

and report of the committee would be submitted to audit for ready reference. No further progress was 

intimated till the finalization of report.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to submit 

revised reply within 15 days showing the reasons of non-installation of 851 No. AMR meters on site 

alongwith verification of in hand stock. Moreover, an inquiry should be conducted and its findings be 

submitted within 30 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon the person at fault. 

(Draft Para Nos. 156 & 157/2021-22) 

 

1.4.28 Inadmissible inclusion of survey charges in cost estimates of SDGs schemes – Rs.73.22 

million  

According to Para-4(iii) d, 4(vii) of guidelines of the Cabinet Division Islamabad issued vide 

notification dated Feb 27, 2019 for implementation of Prime Minister’s Global Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGS) Achievement Programme, “there shall be no cushion available to meet any 

extra cost on any account and no administrative overheads shall be charged by any agency for execution 

of SDGs schemes’’. 
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In Construction Circle FESCO, an amount of Rs.73.22 million on account of Survey Charges 

was included in the cost estimates of 184 capitalized SDGs schemes. The inclusion of survey charges 

in SDGs schemes was not admissible as the same was against the guidelines of the Cabinet Division. 

Non-adherence of Cabinet Division guidelines resulted into inadmissible inclusion of survey 

charges in SDGs schemes amounting to Rs.73.22 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in July, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that approval for inclusion of survey charges to cope with 

expenses occurred on the works was conveyed by GM (Technical) FESCO Faisalabad dated 

23.04.2012. However, detailed reply will be furnished after provision of detail of works. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 13, 2022 directed the management to conduct an 

Inquiry at PPMC level and submit its report to audit within 30 days. No further progress was intimated 

till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 592/2021-22) 

 

1.4.29 Irregular approval and execution of LT proposal works –  

 Rs.65.71 million 

As per  para 2.2.9 of Feeder Rehabilitation Guidelines  “Addition of New LT Lines 

Conversion of existing overloaded, extended, and deteriorated LT cables into single phase and 

three phase LT lines can also result in substantial reduction of losses and improvement of 

system reliability. New LT lines may be required even in the case of bifurcation of existing LT 

circuits through installing new transformers. In many residential areas, particularly in villages, 

vast networks of LT cables and service cable chains (service to service connections) should be 

rehabilitated.” 

In PESCO, after scrutiny of statement of approved LT Proposals, it was noticed that eighty five 

(85) LT proposals costing Rs.65.71 million were approved and executed. These LT lines were extended 

beyond three (3) to seventeen (17) LT poles. The LT rehabilitation proposals were not meant for new 

electrification. Such extension of LT lines seems to provide the supply to the un-electrified area and 

further lead to use of unlawful means for pilferage of electricity through use of direct hooks on LT 

distribution lines. The LT proposals executed in violation to prevailing guidelines and used as mean for 

new electrification cannot be termed as justified. 

Non-adherence to the Authority instructions resulted into irregular and unjustified execution of 

LT proposals amounting to Rs.65.71 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

 The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that proper reply would be furnished after receiving the 

supporting details from Audit. 

 The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to justify the 

matter and submit revised reply to audit within a week. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 
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(Draft Para No. 659/2021-22) 

 

1.4.30 Loss due to provision of unauthentic free electricity to employees – Rs.53.06 million 

According to Clause-4.7 of WAPDA Commercial Procedure, free electricity supply 

information with RO/CSO and computer centre will be revalidated every year in July by obtaining fresh 

applications. As per note to Clause-4.8, it would be the responsibility of the concerned Drawings & 

Disbursing Officer to ensure that the facility of free electricity is availed by the bona fide WAPDA 

employee. 

 In various DISCOs, free electricity amounting to Rs.53.06 million was supplied to the 

employees of different formations / DISCOs and 143 debit advices were issued accordingly. However, 

the said debit advices were not accepted by the concerned formations / DISCOs and reversed with the 

remarks that they were not their employees. No action to stop the free electricity was taken nor was fate 

of the loss of Rs.53.06 million was forthcoming from the record. The detail is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Company 

Draft Para No. No. of Debit 

Advices  

Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. HESCO 603/2021-22 09 4.32 

2. LESCO 786/2021-22 54 2.85 

3. PESCO 567/2021-22 80 45.89 

TOTAL 143 53.06 

 

 Non-adherence to Authority’s instructions resulted into loss of  

Rs.53.06 million due to supply of free electricity to bogus employees during the financial year 2020-

21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September & October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry during December, 2021. The management replied that if any associated company rejected the 

claims with the remarks that said employee did not belong to that Company, then the supply of particular 

employee got cancelled and he had asked to get fresh supply form signed and endorsed from the 

Company. The reply was not tenable as no effort was made to get bogus employees deleted from the 

list of bona fide employees maintained in other DISCOs and the delinquents responsible for certifying 

such bogus employees to other DISCOs was not exposed which resulted in loss to GoP.  

The DAC in its meeting held on December 30-31, 2021 and January 24-25, 2022 directed the 

management to follow up the matter and get verification of recovery within a month. No further progress 

was intimated till the finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 
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1.4.31 Irregular posting of government receipts in the general public bills – Rs.48.79 million 

According to Rule-5 (5) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules-2013, “the Board 

shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented at all levels within 

the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of probity and propriety; 

objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders”. 

In HESCO, government payments of Rs.48.79 million against electricity connections were 

made to clear electricity dues but the same were credited / posted against general public consumers in 

many Revenue Offices. In this situation, it was apprehended that these consumers were given extra 

ordinary favor at the cost of the payment made by the Government departments. 

Non-adherence to the Company rule resulted into irregular posting of government receipts in 

the general public bills amounting to Rs.48.79 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that an inquiry committee had been constituted vide office 

order No. 868-73 dated 01.02.2021 under the Chairmanship of Manager (S&I) HESCO. The inquiry had 

not yet completed its proceedings. However, they assured that upon completion of inquiry, its report and 

implementation progress would be submitted to Audit.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to expedite the 

matter and the record should be presented to Audit for verification. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 602/2021-22) 

 

1.4.32 Undue favour to industrial consumers due to misuse of industrial relief package – Rs.31.38 

million 

According to Ministry of Energy Notification No. PI-4 (18)/2015-16 (ISP) dated 04 December, 2020, i) In 

case of “Minimum charges” no relief will be allowed on incremental consumption. ii) New connection, 

disconnection, reconnection consumers and consumers having no corresponding consumption, will be 

accommodated through slab wise consumption structure as provided in notification.  

In GEPCO, a relief of Rs.31.38 million was given to industrial consumers running under B-3 tariff. 

The said consumers were not eligible to enjoy the relief package due to having minimum charges and 

non-charging slab wise consumption as specified under relief package. Hence, relief of Rs.31.38 

million extended towards the said consumers was irregular and required to be recovered from them. 

Non-adherence to Industrial relief package resulted into undue favor to Industrial consumers 

amounting to Rs.31.38 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

  The matter was taken up with the management during September 2021 and reported to the 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that industrial relief package was granted to 

consumers in the light of NEPRA decisions and billing software developed by PITC. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to get the record 

verified from Audit. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report.  
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Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 498/2021-22) 

 

1.4.33 Unjustified revalidation of expired released orders – Rs.25.01 million 

According to Note-1 of the Released Orders “validity of the release order is (30 days) 

from the date of issuance after which it shall stand cancelled.  

In SEPCO, as per statement of revalidation of expired released orders, twenty four (24) expired 

release orders amounting to Rs.25.01 million were revalidated after a period of 01 year to 03 years. The 

authority issued revalidation orders against these expired release orders without any justification and 

confirmation from respective stores as to whether the material was issued or not. Further, the utilization 

of the same material was not forthcoming from the record.   

Non-adherence to Authority’s instruction resulted into unjustified revalidation of expired 

released orders amounting to Rs.25.01 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that revalidation of release order was due to non-

availability of store items at the time of issuance and required that decision to complete remaining work.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to conduct an 

inquiry under intimation to Audit. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report.    

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 216/2020-21) 

 

1.4.34 Non-recovery of risk & cost from defaulted firm – Rs.23.03 million 

According to clause-26 (A) I, failure and termination of bidding documents, “if you 

(manufacturer / supplier) fail to deliver the stores or any consignment thereof within specified 

delivery period, the purchaser shall be entitled at his option either;- i) to cancel procurement at 

your risk and cost in the event of action taken under clause (ii) or (iii) above, you shall be liable 

for any loss which the purchaser may suffer on the account, but you shall not be entitled to any 

gain on repurchase made against the supply order”. 

In MEPCO, a Purchase Order amounting to Rs.312.81 million @ Rs.167,100/- per 

Transformer (without GST) was placed with M/s Validus Engineering Pvt. Limited Lahore for 

the procurement of 1600 transformers of  

50 KVA on 01.11.2019 with delivery period of 120 days. The supplier could not supply the 

quantity of material upto March, 2020. However, MEPCO management was required to forfeit 

the performance bond / guarantee valuing Rs.15.64 million as the firm failed to supply the 

material. Subsequently, Purchase Order amounting to Rs.257.63 million for the procurement 

of 1200 transformers of 50 KVA @ Rs.183,500/- per T/F was placed with M/s. J.F. Industries 
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Pvt. Ltd. Lahore on 16.12.2019. This revealed difference of Rs.16,400/- per transformer 

(without GST) as the previous procurement of 1600 transformer of 50 KVA was made @ 

Rs.167,100/- per transformer. This state of affair reflected loss of Rs.23.03 million (Rs.16,400 

x 1200 T/F 50 KVA + 17% GST) as the said firm had breached the tender conditions and 

caused considerable financial  loss to the MEPCO in terms of increased rates as well as 

hampering operational activities. Hence, risk and cost amounting to Rs.23.03 million was also 

required to be recovered besides black listing the said firm by invoking the tender condition 

clauses 04, 26 & 28 which was not done by the management. 

Non-adherence to bidding conditions and PPRA Rules resulted into non-recovery of 

risk and cost amounting to Rs.23.03 million from defaulted firm. By that, MEPOC sustained 

that loss owing to breach of tender conditions during the financial year 2019-20. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2020 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2020. The management replied that action against the delinquent firm was under process 

as per procedure in vogue.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to furnish 

details of actions taken to Audit for verification. No further progress was reported till finalization of the 

report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 384/2020-21) 

 

1.4.35 Non-reconciliation of data between Bank & MIS – Rs.20.13 million 

According to Para-1.3 of Commercial Procedure, the Revenue Officer and Assistant Manager 

are responsible for; i) implementing in conjunction with the Executive Engineer, the commercial policy 

laid down from time to time by the Authority through the Company, ii) efficient application of billing 

and collection procedures. 

In Operation Circle Dadu SEPCO, there was a difference of Rs.20.13 million as per bank 

collection data and that of MIS collection data. The difference shows that bogus payments of consumer 

bills were shown whereas as per MIS data there was no payment. The matter of bogus payments of 

consumer bills is a issue and requires immediate attention of high ups for probing the facts through 

inquiry which caused loss to the Company. 

Non-adherence to Commercial Procedure resulted into difference in bank collection data and 

MIS collection data amounting to Rs.20.13 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

October, 2021. The management replied that difference was due to date of collection and remittance 

between Bank and MIS. The same would be rectified through reconciliation. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to reconcile 

the matter internally by taking onboard concerned RO & BAO Banking and this report should be 

submitted to audit within 30 days. No further progress was reported till finalization of the report. 
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Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 106/2021-22) 

 

1.4.36 Unjustified Covid-19 relief to defaulters and disconnected consumers – Rs.18.20 million 

According to point 6 of PITC operational instruction, disconnected consumers and consumers 

having connection date greater than 29th of February 2020 will not be considered for relief. 

In LESCO, based on data analysis of MIS Reports on Audit Command Language (ACL) 

relating to Covid-19 relief given consumers, it was found that Rs.18.201 million was given to 4,800 

Permanently Disconnected Consumers (P-Disc) in violation of Standard Operating Procedures issued 

by Pakistan Information Technology Company. Covid-19 relief given to PDISC was unjustified and 

showed that internal controls mechanism in field formation was not robust enough to identify 

weaknesses in the system. 

Non-adherence to SOPs issued by PITC in the light of instructions given by Ministry of Energy 

(Power Division) resulted into unjustified relief given to defaulters amounting to Rs.18.20 million. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that during pandemic of Covid-19, Federal Government 

announced relief for small and medium size enterprise w.e.f May-2020 to Oct-2020. The relief was granted 

on the basis of software prepared by PITC which was applicable to all DISCOs, including LESCO. No 

human intervention was involved while affording the said relief. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to submit 

revised reply with complete documentary evidence to audit within a week. No further progress was 

intimated till the finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides 

conducting an inquiry in order to fix responsibility. 

(Draft Para No. 820/2021-22) 

 

1.4.37 Non-recovery of outstanding dues from independent idle feeder – Rs.14.59 million 

According to Clause 7(2a) of NEPRA Notification issued on January 20, 2009, “upon removal 

or replacement of dedicated distribution system or any part thereof on account of permanent 

disconnection, the DISCO shall retain the dedicated distribution system or any part thereof as the case 

may be upon payment in lump sum after adjustment of any arrear/pending bills in case of permanent 

disconnection within two months of date of disconnection”. 

In Operation Circle Dadu SEPCO, an amount of Rs.14.59 million was outstanding against M/s 

Sadhoja Textile Mill Ltd having reference No.24-38341-0000140 (B-3) since bifurcation of HESCO 

and SEPCO. Furthermore, the said consumer was disconnected in 10/2007 by removing the cable only 

but the independent feeder bearing length of 1.8 K.M. was not removed uptill now. 

Non-adherence to NEPRA Instruction’s resulted into non-recovery of outstanding dues from 

independent idle feeder amounting to Rs.14.59 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 
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The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

October, 2021. The management replied that the lower formation is being directed to arrange with M/s 

Sadhoja Textile Mill for RCO or dismantling of material of feeders and recovery of outstanding dues. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to conduct 

inquiry at its own level for fixing responsibility and to submit its report within 30 days. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 160/2021-22) 

 

1.4.38 Loss due to violation of Safety SOPs that led to fatal accident – Rs.13.92 million 

As per Authority letter No. GM (HR)/M (HESCO) Cell/PEPCO/1141-57 dated 30-03-2021 

“Considering the above alarming situation; it has decided that the amount of ex-gratia should be 

recovered from the employees (officers / officials) who are held responsible for the fatal / non fatal 

accident of line staff and failed to implement the PEPCO Safety SOPs / Guideline / Instructions”.  

In HESCO, Deputy Manager (Safety) pointed out 57 safety violations in its survey report during 

the period 2020-21 and same was forwarded to the quarter concerned for implementation but it was not 

done. The ex-gratia amount of Rs.13.92 million paid by the company should have been recovered from 

the employees (officers / officials) primarily responsible for the fatal / non-fatal accident of line staff. 

However, no efforts were made by the HESCO management to accelerate the recovery from the concerned 

officers/officials.  

Non-adherence PEPCO safety SOP resulted into loss of Rs.13.92 million that led to fatal 

accident during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that the fatal accidents of employees were investigated by 

the standing committee of HESCO and ex-gratia was paid on the recommendations of the said 

committee. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 apprised the management that it did not 

agree with its reply and direction was given to initiate an inquiry at PPMC level. No further progress 

was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 670/2021-22) 

 

1.4.39 Illegal/irregular electrification of private housing society –  

Rs.13.74 million 

According to clause 2.7.2 of Consumer Service Manual approved on 13th January, 2021, (a) the 

material should be procured from PESCO’s approved vender and the same shall be as per the 

standard/specification of PESCO, (b) the sponsor/applicant will not purchase/use any material bearing 

any distribution company’s monogram/color scheme/identification, (c) in case distribution company’s 

material is found installed, PESCO shall reserve the right to lodge FIR against the sponsor/applicant. 
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In PESCO, an estimate of Rs.13.74 million for external electrification of a private housing 

society namely M/s Durrani Media Colony was approved on September 21, 2018 as per Chief Engineer 

letter No. CE(P&E)/7355-62 dated September 11, 2019 but the sponsor of society did not deposit the 

amount and started work at site without intimation to PESCO. As per inquiry report of Addl. D.G. 

(Confd.), PESCO vide No. 6455-59/Enq-11557 dated September 14, 2020, the work was completed by 

utilizing local material having tempered stamps of PESCO & TESCO. The inquiry committee 

recommended not to energize the colony till the recovery of outstanding dues and to ensure installation 

of the material as standard design / specification in addition to take disciplinary action against the 

responsible persons. However, documentary evidence regarding recovery of electrification charges of 

Rs.13.74 million and implementation of inquiry committee’s recommendations was not forthcoming 

from the record.  

Non-adherence to instructions resulted into illegal/irregular electrification of private housing 

society during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that proper reply would be furnished after receiving the 

supporting details from Audit. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to justify 

matter and to submit revised reply to audit within a week. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 552/2021-22) 

 

1.4.40 Non-electrification of tube-wells schemes – Rs.13.00 million 

As per paras 4.1.3 to 4.1.6 of Distribution Rehabilitation Guidelines September, 2003, “total 

time for approval of work, execution and preparation of completion report will be restricted to 130 

days.” 

In Construction Circle QESCO, an amount of Rs.13.00 million deposited by Project Director 

Quetta Water Supply & Environmental Improvement Project (QWSEIP) for construction of dedicated 

feeder for electrification of eight (08) tube well during 2007. As per Executive Engineer RED-I QESCO 

Quetta letter No. XEN/RED-I/QESCO/DB/Pingo/77-81 dated July 05, 2021, the work was started and 

installed 194 HT PCC Pole at tail end of the feeder and remaining poles and allied material was also 

shifted to site by the contractor for installation but work has been withheld due to dispute since 2007. 

However, no efforts were made by the management to resolve the dispute so that works could be 

completed.  

Non-adherence to the Distribution Rehabilitation Guidelines resulted into non-completion of 

electrification of tube-wells schemes amounting to Rs.13.00 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that dedicated feeder was to be constructed to energize 8 x tube 

well connections under Supply & Environmental Improvement Project (QWSEIP). Later on the work was 

cancelled and the material drawn for this purpose was returned to Store. 
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 The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the stance 

verified from audit within 15 days. No further progress was reported till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 643/2021-22) 

 

1.4.41 Wasteful expenditure incurred on investment project –  

 Rs.10.51 million 

As per para 2.1.4 of Distribution Rehabilitation Guidelines September, 2003, overloaded or 

lengthy feeders are selected. Only one feeder is selected for bifurcation and a new feeder is essentially 

involved in this case. In many urban and rural areas, the existing HT lines / feeders are extremely 

overloaded and lengthy. Replacement of these lines with new 11 kV lines can result in considerable loss 

reduction. In addition to above the introduction of new HT line/feeders can result in improvement of 

quality of supply and reduction in losses.   

In Operation Circle Dadu SEPCO, management allowed/ approved investment plan for an 

amount of Rs.10.51 million for two (02) projects in Dadu Circle in the financial year 2016-17 to reduce 

line losses. Instead of decreasing, the actual losses were increased in the financial year 2018-19 to 2020-

21. Hence, the investment made during the year failed to achieve its desired objectives.  

Non-adherence to Distribution Rehabilitation Guidelines resulted into wasteful expenditure of 

Rs.10.51 million incurred on investment project up to the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

October, 2021. The management replied that the line losses were due to non-shifting of account 

numbers/proper coding and difference in billing cycle dates. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to submit 

revised reply and get the stance verified from audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till 

the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 110/2021-22) 

 

1.4.42 Loss due to non-recovery of payment made on account of repair of transformers – Rs.6.19 

million 

According to Rule-5(5) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules 2013, “the 

Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented within 

Public Sector Corporate to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of probity and propriety: 

objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders.” 

In PESCO, a fact finding report of Director Investigation (S&I) dated August 10, 2021 revealed 

that a work order for repair of damaged transformers was awarded to a private workshop M/s Bismillah 

Electric Company vide No. 47950-57 on June 9, 2016. An amount of Rs.6.19 million was paid to the 

said contractor for repair of 293 transformers of different capacities. Neither these transformers were 

repaired nor an amount of Rs.6.19 million recovered from the contractor. 
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Non-adherence to the guidelines resulted into loss due to non-recovery of payment of Rs.619 

million made to private workshop upto the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that proper reply would be furnished after receiving the 

supporting details from Audit. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to conduct 

inquiry at CFO level and submit the same to audit. No further progress was intimated till the finalization 

of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 653/2021-22) 

1.4.43 Undue benefit on account of installation of industrial and commercial  connections 

– Rs.6.15 million 

 According to Para-2.6(6) of Consumer Service Manual “industrial connections having load up 

to 8-KW can be given from the common distribution transformer”. 

In Operation Circle Peshawar PESCO, as per industrial MDI batches, forty one (41) industrial 

and commercial consumers were given connections from the general distribution transformers by 

avoiding independent transformers with sanctioned load ranging from 5 to 8 KW whereas their 

connected load was ranging from 19 to 75 KW. The said consumers had been given favour to avoid 

installation of independent transformer with substations resulting in an undue benefit of Rs.6.15 million 

to the consumers.                                                                                                               

Non-adherence to Authority’s instructions resulted into loss of Rs.6.15 million due to non-

installation of independent transformers during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that action would be taken in due course of time under 

intimation to Audit.  

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to submit revised 

reply to audit within a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 469/2021-22) 

 

1.4.44 Excess installation of material than material drawn from stores – Rs.6.10 million 

According to Para-4.5 (Section-9) of Distribution Stores Manual, “the Line Superintendent will 

use the materials on the job for which he drew and will record the consumption in his Electrical 

Measurement Book (EMB) / Material at Site Register (MSR) showing any materials left after the work 

has been completed”. 

In Construction Circle MEPCO, as per reconciliation statement of material (Form-C) prepared 

by consultants, electrical material amounting to Rs.6.10 million was found short / less drawn due to 

excess installation of material at sites. These works were completed but neither the matter of excess 
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installation of material was regularized nor was any inquiry conducted to dig out source of excess 

installation of material. 

Non-adherence to Distribution Stores Manual resulted into excess installation of electrical 

material valuing Rs.6.10 million to store up to the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in July, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

September, 2021. The management replied that an inquiry committee had been constituted vide office 

order No. 32161-64 dated December 31, 2021 to probe in to the matter. Audit would be intimated after 

finalization of inquiry.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to finalize the 

inquiry within 30 days and to furnish its report for verification. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 45/2021-22) 

 

Concluding Recommendations 

 Unsatisfactory operational management constitutes an area of significant internal control lapses 

in the distribution companies. It entails both financial losses as well as operational in-efficiency in the 

power sector. Strict adherence to established standards and SoPs for tariff assessment, load 

management, extension of load and installation of additional equipment are needed to address the issue. 

Prompt action against all those responsible for the subject operational shortcomings is also required to 

be taken across the board. Furthermore, efforts are needed to expedite recoveries identified by Audit.  

 

1.5 Unsatisfactory Asset Management 

The companies are managing assets having worth billions of rupees. Further, every year 

additional assets are continuously being replaced / upgraded to meet the growing electricity demands 

of the country. Each entity has a designated Material Management Department to manage the allocation 

and utilization of electrical equipment for different works and for their record keeping at different stores. 

In this context, gaps in the asset management practices are a major gray area and a significant 

operational challenge for the distribution companies. 

The Material Management data is partially automated across the DISCOs/NTDC and use of 

manual forms and sheets remain entrenched in the companies. There are various anomalies in the 

manual record keeping processes. For example, there are differences between material issued from 

stores and those installed at sites. Return of surplus material to stores is commonly found wanting. The 

final utilization of material is not properly maintained on different occasions. Transfer of installed 

material from site A to site B is also based on manual records with no system-based reconciliation. 

Thus, there is an overall lack of transparency and accuracy in the material management process creating 

an environment vulnerable to irregular/illegal practices in the DISCOs/NTDC having financial 

implication and creating organizational in-efficiencies. 
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Moreover, allied aspects of asset management have entailed timely disposal of unserviceable 

material as well as rationalization of store items. Unnecessary purchase of material without planning 

and forecasting has resulted not only in blockage of company funds but also the material is losing its 

shelf-life and warranty without ever being put to use. 

On the above lines, audit has analyzed the asset management issues in the DISCOs/NTDC from 

different aspects: firstly at company level and secondly on sample basis at operation / circle level to 

highlight the in-efficiencies, lack of transparency, irregularities and internal control lapses incurred by 

the companies as illustrated in the following paras: 

 

1.5.1 Irregular investment of public money on private land –  

Rs.4,362.80 million  

According to Para-5 (5) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 “the 

board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which will be effectively implemented at all levels 

within the public sector company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of probity and 

propriety; objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders.” 

In QESCO, 132 KV Grid Stations, 33 KV Grid stations & XEN Office & Colony (New) Kalat 

was constructed on the Private Land. The land had not been mutated in the name of QESCO and the 

QESCO management made investment of Rs.4,362.8 million on these sites. 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Grid Station / Colonies / Other Stations Area (ARP) Owner 

1. 132 KV Grid Station Dukki 12-00-10 Private Land Owner 

2. 132 KV Grid Station KhanzaiDist: Pashin 01-01-23 Private Land Owner 

3. 132 KV Grid Station Mangochar 13-03-04 Private Land Owner 

4. 33 KV Grid Station Musa Khail - Private Land Owner 

5. 33 KV Grid Station Druk - Private Land Owner 

6. 33 KV Grid Station Takht Johan Dist: Kalat - Private Land Owner 

7. 33 KV Grid Station WahirDist: Kalat - Private Land Owner 

8. XEN Office & Colony (New) Kalat 05-00-03 Private Land Owner 

9. 132 KV Grid Station Khanozai 00-32-16 Private Land Owner 

 

The expenditure made on the above stated sites are at risk due to claim of the private land owner 

and the assets on the private land will have no utility if land was decided in favor of private owners.  

Non-adherence to Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 QESCO 

management put at risk the public money amounting to Rs.4,362.8 million. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that one land has been transferred in the name of QESCO 

while the other lands were either disputed or under process of finalization. 
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The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to submit 

revised reply within 15 days alongwith completion of formalities processed and finalized till to date. 

No further progress was reported till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 645/2021-22) 

 

1.5.2 Blockage of funds due to non-utilization of grid station, transmission lines and power 

transformer – Rs.1,988.37 million 

 According to Para-5 (5) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013 “ the board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which will be effectively 

implemented at all levels within the public sector company, to ensure compliance with the 

fundamental principles of probity and propriety; objectivity, integrity and honesty and 

relationship with the stakeholders.” 

In EHV-I NTDC, 220 KV grid station solar park Bahawalpur was commissioned in February, 

2018, the said grid station including one 220/132kV, MVA transformer and one 132 kV DC 

transmission line was not in use since then. Further, the load flow study showed that the interconnection 

of 132 KV transmission lines with existing 132 KV MEPCO transmission line was not feasible in the 

long run. Hence, the assets of the Company remained blocked / unutilized for the period of more than 

two years which requires justification from the management along with fixing of responsibility of 

imprudent allocation of scare resources of NTDC.  

Non-adherence to the Corporate Governance Rules resulted into blockage of assets of 

Rs.1,988.37 million due to imprudent allocation of scare resources of NTDC up to the financial year 

2019-20. 

The matter was taken up with the management in May, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

October, 2021. The management replied that 1000 MW generation from Solar Power Plant, as originally 

planned by Government of Punjab could not be completed by Government of Punjab. Therefore, the 

installation could not be utilized upto maximum level. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to conduct fact 

finding inquiry at management level within 30 days. No further progress was reported till finalization 

of the report.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

  (Draft Para No. 120/2021-22) 

 

1.5.3 Loss due to non-replacement of electrical material damaged during warranty period – 

Rs.801.73 million 

According to warranty clause of purchase orders, “the suppliers will be held responsible for all 

losses and that the un-acceptable goods will be substituted with acceptable goods at their own expense 

and cost”. 
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In various DISCOs, distribution transformers and meters worth Rs.801.73 million were 

damaged under warranty period and not got replaced from the manufacturers / suppliers as required 

under the clauses of purchase orders. The detail is as under:- 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Company 
Draft Para No. 

No. of 

Transformers 

No. of 

Meters 

Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. FESCO 395 & 586/2021-22 126 - 64.14 

2. GEPCO 18 & 496/2021-22 54 - 129.39 

3. IESCO 532, 535 & 538/2021-22 392 - 73.22 

4. LESCO 722/2021-22 25 - 6.37 

5. MEPCO 204 & 682/2021-22 119                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       189 28.88 

6. PESCO 556/2021-22 14 - 4.00 

7. QESCO 460/2021-22 17 - 5.02 

8. SEPCO 246, 325/2021-22 17 4,330 90.71 

9. NTDC 427/2021-22 02 - 400.00 

TOTAL 766 4,519 801.73 

 

Non-adherence to warranty clause of purchase orders resulted into non-replacement of 

electrical material worth Rs.801.73 million damaged within warranty period, from manufacturers / 

suppliers up to the financial year 2020-21. 

 Audit was of the view that not getting under warranty goods replaced well in time showed 

unsatisfactory maintenance of Company assets by the DISCOs.  The matter was taken up with the 

management during August to November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry during September to December, 

2021. The management replied that in some cases replaced material had been received from suppliers 

whereas replacement of balance material was under process.  

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021, January 6-7, 13, & 24-25, 2022 

directed the management to produce record of completed actions within a week and ensure replacement 

of remaining material expeditiously. Moreover, DAC also directed the SEPCO management to conduct 

an inquiry and furnished its report to Audit within 30 days. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 
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1.5.4 Non-mutation of land – Rs.744.46 million 

According to Section-42 of Land Revenue Act, “any person acquiring by inheritance, purchase, 

mortgage, gift, or otherwise, any right in an estate as a land-owner, or a tenant for a fixed term exceeding 

one year, shall, within three months from the date of such acquisition, reports his acquisition of right to 

the Patwari of the estate, who shall enter in his register of mutations every report made to him”. 

In various DISCOs, twelve (12) lands valuing Rs.744.46 million were not yet transferred / mutated 

in the name of the Companies. Non-mutation of land would create dispute between land owners and 

companies. The detail is as under:-  

 

Sr. No. Name of Company Draft Para No. Cases Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. FESCO 581/2021-22 5 611.36 

2. GEPCO 61, 234 & 487/2021-22  3 45.18 

3. HESCO 455/2021-22  1 3.06 

4. MEPCO 203/2021-22  1 16.50 

6. QESCO 835/2021-22  1 16.56 

7. NTDC 525/2021-22  1 51.80 

Total  12 744.46 

 

Poor asset management resulted into non-mutation of the land valuing  

Rs.744.46 million up to the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with management in August to November, 2021 and reported to the 

Ministry during September & December, 2021. The management replied that mutation of lands was 

under process and latest status would be informed accordingly. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 30-31, 2021, January 13 & 24-25, 2022 directed the 

management to produce the record of completed actions within 15 days and expedite completion of 

pending actions. Further progress was not reported till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility. 

 

1.5.5 Non-return of surplus material to stores – Rs.663.83 million 

As per Para-74 of WAPDA Accounting Manual 1978, on completion of the work, the excess material will 

be returned to godown or transferred to another work.  

In various DISCOs & NTDC, electrical material/equipments amounting to Rs.663.83 million drawn 

against different works were found surplus/scattered but not returned to store by the concerned 

quarter. No efforts were made to recover the material from the concerned quarters. The detail is as 

under:-  
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Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Company 

Draft Para No. Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. GEPCO 20 & 618/2021-22 38.60 

2. MEPCO 41, 52, 202 & 412/2021-22 32.28 

3. NTDC 56, 130, 143, 282 & 825/2021-22 582.26 

4. SEPCO 109 & 327/2021-22 10.69 

TOTAL 663.83 
 

Non-adherence to WAPDA Accounting Manual resulted into non-return of surplus material valuing 

Rs.663.83 million to stores up to financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in August & September, 2021 and reported to the 

Ministry in September & December, 2021. The management replied that material of other works was 

installed for which store requisition was required to be drawn and disciplinary actions would be taken 

in the light of recommendations of inquiry report.  

The DAC in its meeting held on December 30-31, 2021 and January 24-25, 2022 directed the 

management to get the record of completed actions verified from Audit within 15 days. Moreover, 

DAC also directed the GEPCO management to conduct inquiry regarding non return of surplus 

material and furnish inquiry report to audit within 60 days. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

 

1.5.6 Non-disposal of off-road vehicles and unserviceable material – Rs.236.04 million 

According to Clause-1.4 of the WAPDA Disposal Procedure, “unserviceable vehicles and 

material are to be disposed off timely”. 

In various DISCOs and NTDC, off-road vehicles and unserviceable material / equipments 

worth Rs.236.04 million were not disposed off. The vehicles and material were kept in the open yards 

and exposed to the adverse environmental conditions causing deterioration and further decrease in 

salvage value. The detail is as under:- 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Company 
Draft Para No. 

Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. FESCO 356 & 824/2021-22 12.42 

2. GEPCO 116/2021-22 2.30 

3. HESCO 95 & 454/2021-22 5.40 

4. IESCO 58 & 534/2021-22 59.25 

5. PESCO 555 & 566/2021-22 16.66 

6. QESCO 466 & 755/2021-22 29.82 

7. SEPCO 227 & 299/2021-22 61.49 

8. NTDC 31, 164, 363, 364, 377, 426, 436 & 457/2021-22 48.70 

Total 236.04 
 

Non-adherence to WAPDA Disposal Procedure resulted into non-disposal of off-road vehicles 

and unserviceable material worth Rs.185.14 million up to the financial year 2020-21.  
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The matter was taken up with the management during July to October, 2021 and reported to the 

Ministry during September to December, 2021. The management replied that disposal process was under 

way and further progress would be informed accordingly.  

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021, January 6-7, 13 & 24-25, 2022 

directed the management to produce the record of completed actions within a week and expedite 

completion of pending actions. Further progress was not reported till finalization of the report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s directives 

besides fixing responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 
 

1.5.7 Loss due to fire incident caused by lack of proper preventative/ precautionary measures 

– Rs.181.15 million 

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for Losses 

due to Fraud, Theft or Negligence of Individuals, 1982 (amended up to June 01, 2001), “all losses 

whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary investigation by the officer in 

whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the amount involved”. 

In LESCO, a fire incident occurred at Chichoki Mallian (CKM) warehouse on June 12, 2019 due 

to weak safety measures which caused damage of material valuing Rs.181.15 million. PEPCO in its 

inquiry conducted vide letter No. 133-35WE/MD/PEPCO/DDE/EC-181/2020 dated January 18, 2021 

declared LESCO’s inquiry insufficient. Moreover, the inquiry recommended to initiating disciplinary 

action against SDO Operation concerned and LS Operation. The same was not done even after lapse of 

considerable period.  

Lack of proper preventive /precautionary measures resulted into loss of Rs.181.15 million due 

to fire incident up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied PPMC has inquired the matter and recommended certain 

actions to be taken at company’s level. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to furnish 

detail of actions completed in line with recommendations of inquiry report. No further progress was 

intimated till the finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 712/2021-22) 

 

1.5.8 Non-recovery on account of interest from land acquisition collector – Rs.79.71 million 

According to Rule-2A(a) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules, 2013, “the 

business of the Public Sector Company is carried on with integrity, objectivity, due care and 

professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its activities. 

 In EHV-I NTDC, an amount of Rs.239.37 million was deposited with the District Treasury 

through Land Acquisition Collector EHV-I Lahore on October 12, 2017 for acquisition of land for 

construction of 500-KV Grid Station, Chakwal. Afterwards, the site of the Grid Station was changed 

and the deposited amount was returned by LAC in February, 2021. Resultantly, the said amount 
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remained blocked / un-used for a period of more than three (03) years. Audit is of the view that this 

happened due to bad planning which not only resulted in time over run & cost overrun but also caused 

loss of Rs.79.71 million (@ 10% per annum) on account of interest.  

Non-adherence to Corporate Governance Rules resulted into blockage of funds amounting to 

Rs.239.37 million due to bad planning and loss of Rs.79.71 million on account of interest upto the 

financial year 2020-21. 

 The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that the amount was returned after 03 years on de-

notification of land at the request of acquiring agency. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to inquire the 

matter at management level within 30 days and share with Audit. No further progress was intimated till 

the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 365/2021-22) 

 

1.5.9 Loss due to purchase of land through private negotiation –  

Rs.63.88 million 

As per Section-4 Part-II of Acquisition of Land Acquisition Act 1894, whenever it appears to 

the Collector of the District that land in any locality is needed or is likely to be needed for any public 

purpose or for a company, a notification to that effect shall be published in the official gazette and the 

Collector shall cause public notice of the substance of such notification to be given at convenient place 

in the said locality. 

In GSC NTDC Lahore, a notification under Section IV of Land Acquisition Act 1894 for the 

acquisition of land measuring 1625 Kanal & 02 Marla in Village Kamalpur Tehsil Fateh Jang for 

Islamabad WEST Grid station was published in the official gazette on March 22, 2016. Later on, NTDC 

management decided to acquire the land through private negotiation and advised to de-notify the 

acquisition proceedings accordingly. Land measuring 232 kanal & 16 marlas was acquired through 

private negotiation amounting to Rs.495,000 per acre against the approved DC rate. Resultantly, an 

amount of Rs.63.88 million on account of excess negotiated price against the prevailing DC rate was 

purchased from land owners.  

Non-adherence to the Land Acquisition Act clauses resulted into loss of Rs 63.88 million to the 

company during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that land was acquired through private negotiation in line 

with resettlement action plan duly approved/endorsed by the World Bank. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to inquire the 

matter for acquisition of land through private negotiation in contradiction to land acquisition act and 

report thereof be furnish to audit. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 
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(Draft Para No. 527/2021-22) 

 

1.5.10 Non-recovery of excess payment on account of land acquisition – Rs.28.07 million 

According to Rule-2A(a) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules, 2013, “the 

business of the Public Sector Company is carried on with integrity, objectivity, due care and 

professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its activities. 

In HVDC NTDC Lahore, an amount of Rs.28.07 million was recoverable from Land Acquisition 

Collector due to change in requirement of land for convertor station Head Balloki District Nankana 

Sahib. Initially the land requirement was assessed to be 371 Kanal and payment of Rs. 50.32 million 

was made to Land Acquisition Collector. Later on, the requirement of land was revised two times and 

finally land requirement was reduced to 164 kanal and two marlas. Resultantly, excess payment 

amounting to Rs.28.07 million was made which was not recovered after a lapse of a period of three 

years.  

Non-adherence to general financial rules resulted into lack of internal control and non-recovery of 

Rs.28.07 million up to the financial year 2019-20.  

The matter was taken up with the management in June, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that the matter has been taken up with LAC and progress 

would be intimated to Audit. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to expedite the matter 

with LAC for early recovery of amount. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 431/2021-22) 

 

1.5.11 Loss to public exchequer due to non-resolving the issue of disputed distribution 

transformers – Rs.18.78 million  

According to Rule-5(5) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules-2013, “the 

Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented at all 

levels within the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of 

probity and propriety; objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders”. 

In SEPCO, five hundred and eight (508) transformers were handed over by field staff to PWF 

for repair before bifurcation of HESCO & SEPCO. After establishment of SEPCO, as an independent 

company, 233 of transformers were delivered to SEPCO’s staff on the demand of CEO SEPCO on July 

26, 2011 whereas the ownership of these transformers was still under dispute. HESCO was demanding 

the transformers as the same were delivered to PWF Workshop Sukkur for repair by HESCO. In order 

to resolve the subject issue, a meeting was held between team of HESCO, SEPCO and WAPDA 

Foundation on November 12, 2020. After detailed deliberations, participants mutually agreed to 

constitute a committee with agreed TORs to reconcile/settle the issue amicably. A sufficient time period 

has been elapsed but no action was taken by the committee to resolve the long outstanding dispute.  

Non-adherence to Corporate Governance Rules resulted into loss of Rs18.78 million to public 

exchequer due to non-resolving the issue of disputed transformers up to the financial year 2020-21. 
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The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that the departmental inquiry has been constituted under 

the convener-ship of Chief Engineer (Dev).  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to finalized the 

inquiry expeditiously and report be submitted within 30 days. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 228/2021-22) 

 

1.5.12 Loss due to repair of under warranty damaged distribution transformers – Rs.18.05 

million 

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for Losses 

due to Fraud, Theft or Negligence of Individuals, 1982 (amended up to June 01, 2001), “all losses 

whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary investigation by the officer in 

whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the amount involved”. 

In PESCO, as pointed out by Manager (Internal) Audit PESCO vide IR No. I-2 for the period 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, an amount of Rs.18.05 million was paid to private reclamation workshop on 

account of repair of reclaimed 696 transformers damaged within warranty period. The same was not 

done.  

Non-adherence to the Guidelines resulted into loss of Rs.18.05 million due to repair of under 

warranty damaged distribution transformers during financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that proper reply would be furnished after receiving the 

supporting details from Audit. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to justify the 

matter and submit revised reply to audit within a week. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 569/2021-22) 

 

1.5.13 Non-recovery of cost of spare tower material from the contractor – Rs.16.09 million  

The Contractor i.e. M/s ICC (Pvt) Limited vide letter No. 3316/8277 dated 06.06.2012 

undertook that in case of failure to return any material to NTDC stores, NTDC may recover cost of 

material from retention money.  

In NTDC, a contract No. ADB-43-2008 was awarded to M/s ICC Pvt. Limited Survey for tower 

stacking, foundations, erection, stringing, testing and commissioning of 220 KV D/C twin bundle and 

132 KV D/C transmission lines Lot-I/220KV D/C twin bundle T/L from Dherki CCPP to Engro CCPP 

to 220 KV Rohri New Grid Station. After completion of the project, balance tower material was required 
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to be returned to NTDC. Contrarirly, balance tower material valuing Rs.16.09 million was not returned 

by the contractor. In this regard, the recovery of said outstanding amount from the retention money of 

the contractor was not done. Detail is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 
Reference No. 

Value of spare tower 

material (Rs.) 

1. XEN S&I Rahim Yar Khan letter No. 960-60 dated 21.03.2012 12,145,274/- 

2. XEN TLC Hyderabad letter No. 462-66 dated 08.02.2012 2,649,072/- 

3. XEN TLC Hyderabad letter No. 899 dated 16.10.2012 1,299,623/- 

Total 16,093,969/- 

 

   Non-recovery of cost of spare tower material valuing Rs.16.09 million resulted into undue 

favour to the contrctor up to the financial year 2019-20. 

 The matter was taken up with the management on September 25, 2020 and reported to the 

Ministry on December 29, 2020. The management replied that the contractor had returned the spare 

material as depicted from the material reconciliation report.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get its stance 

verified from Audit. No further progress was reported till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 918/2021-22) 

 

1.5.14 Loss due to substandard civil work at 132 KV Grid Station Besham – Rs.5.37 million 

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for Losses 

due to Fraud, Theft or Negligence of Individuals, 1982 (amended up to June 01, 2001), “all losses 

whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary investigation by the officer in 

whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the amount involved”. 

In GSC PESCO, a work order amounting to Rs.5.37 million for construction of remaining work 

of boundary wall & construction of metering room, CT, PT foundation for SMS project at 132 KV grid 

station Besham was awarded to M/s Shaheen construction Co, Dir vide work order No. 8710-14 dated 

October 6, 2020. Later on, SDO GC Sub Division GSC PESCO, Abbottabad vide letter No. 567-

68/SDO/GC/PESCO dated March 10, 2021 pointed out that the contractor did not complete the subject 

work as per WAPDA approved drawing/design & specification. Punitive action in the light of contract 

agreement was required to be taken against the contractor, but the same was not done.  

Non-adherence to the Authority’s instruction/rules resulted into loss due to substandard civil 

work at 132 KV Grid Station Besham amounting to  

Rs.5.37 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that the substandard civil work at 132 KV Grid Station 
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Besham has been rectified by the contractor as per drawing/Design & specification, duly verified by the 

SDO GC Sub Division Abbottabad. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to produce 

the record for verification to audit within a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of 

report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides 

blacklisting the contractor. 

(Draft Para No. 480/2021-22) 

Concluding Recommendations 

Unsatisfactory asset management is a significant issue prevailing in the working of the DISCOs 

and other relevant entities / formations. It has created an environment for mal-practices and irregularities 

in their business. Practical steps from senior management of entities are required, on a sustainable basis, 

to ensure real-time and transparent recording of assets and asset management processes. In addition, 

careful objective planning is needed to avoid over-stocking. Lastly, inquiries for fixing of responsibility 

and affecting the recoveries may be held against cases highlighted by audit to ensure improvement in 

the system. 

1.6 Contract mismanagement and procurement shortcomings 

The business process of DISCOs/NTDC entailed undertaking high-value contracts throughout 

the year. These included large-scale procurements of electrical equipment (transformers, poles etc), 

distribution network expansion/repair works, general civil works and IT purchases. Significant donor-

funded contracts were also executed. Prudence in contract making was essential to ensure that the 

contract works were completed within timeline with due regards to desired quality. 

Contract mismanagement reflected anomalies and shortcomings present in contract process starting 

from the Bid preparation stage till the work completion point. This included instances where open 

competition was not observed, the bid evaluation was untransparent, reserve price assessment carried out 

with little research, and cartelization among contractors was not tackled properly. Once lapses occurred at 

the contract award stage, it led to further irregularities during work execution.  

Some of the issues linked with work execution included abnormal Extension of Time approvals 

(EOT) and short deduction of LD charges. In such cases the EOT was processed after the completion time 

of the contract rendering it unjustified. Short deduction of LD charges deprived the companies from due 

recovery.  

Delays in execution of project-works not only resulted into cost overruns but more critically 

constituted a business failure case for the companies whereby the companies were unable to 

enhance/improve their business infrastructure from the desired project works. This meant that other 

activities linked with infrastructure development such as control over line losses also suffered. 

Additionally, contract mismanagement also included aspects of unsatisfactory equipment 

testing and non-renewal/acquiring of performance/bank guarantees, non-adjustment of contractor 

advances etc. Unsatisfactory testing led to procurement of substandard material suffering from frequent 

faults. Non-adjustment of advances meant high-risk of overpayment to the contractor while non-renewal 

of performance guarantee implied that the company had not secured its interest if the contractor defaults 

against the contract terms.    
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On the above lines, audit has analyzed the combined issue of contract 

mismanagement and procurement shortcomings found in the DISCOs/NTDC/ 

GENCOs, on a sample analysis basis to highlight the inefficiencies, lack of 

transparency, irregularities and internal control lapses which is illustrated in the 

following paras: 

 

1.6.1 Non-recovery of liquidated damages from contractors/suppliers –  

Rs.34,885.90 million 

According to Clauses of the Contracts, “the rate of liquidated damages is 0.05% to 0.10% for 

each day of delay in completion of the works subject to a maximum of 10% of contract price”. 

In DISCOs, two hundred and seventeen (217) contracts were awarded to contractors for 

execution / construction of civil works, transmission lines and grid stations. The contractors could not 

complete the works within the stipulated period hence, they were liable to pay the liquidated damages 

of Rs.34,885.90 million but the same were not recovered. The detail is as under:- 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Company 
Draft Para No. 

No. of 

cases 

Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. FESCO 289, 338, 577, 774, 798, 831 & 842/2021-22 16 210.23 

2. GEPCO 11 & 155/2021-22 8 103.61 

3. GENCO-I 311/2021-22 1 42.35 

4. HESCO 808/2021-22 4 3.77 

5. IESCO 48, 53, 393, 446, 656 & 759/2021-22 15 20.30 

6. LESCO 1032/2019-20 &734/2021-22 13 156.28 

7. MEPCO 213, 633, 684 & 800/2021-22 53 94.02 

8. NTDC 
196/2019-20, 605/2020-21, 49, 121, 142, 168, 

198, 201, 280, 301, 768 & 867/2021-22 
48 34,174.19 

9. PESCO 90, 551, 738 & 805/2021-22 17 19.79 

10. QESCO 753, 833 & 855/2021-22 24 35.90 

11. SEPCO 179 & 251/2021-22 9 11.47 

12. TESCO 571 & 576/2021-22 9 13.99 

Total 217 34,885.90 

Non-adherence to contract clauses resulted in non-recovery of liquidated damages amounting 

to Rs.34,885.90 million from the contractors/suppliers up to the financial year  2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management during August to November, 2021 and reported 

to the Ministry during September to December, 2021. The management replied that in some cases, LD 

had been recovered / extension of time granted or works completed within time line while in remaining 

cases, recovery / EoT was under process.  

The DAC in its meetings held in December 30-31, 2021, January 6-7, 13, & 24-25, 2022 

directed the management to provide the record relating to completed actions within a week and expedite 

the finalization of remaining cases. Further progress was not reported till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility. 

1.6.2 Irregular award of contracts due to defective / deficient bid evaluation – Rs.22,789.11 million 

According to Clause-ITB-33.2 of Bidding Documents for Contract ADB-401-A, “the request 

of the Employer to the Bidder regarding information or documentation on nonconformities shall not be 
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related to any aspect of the Price Bid. According to ITB-21.3 & ITB-21.4 of Request for Bids WB-04-

2019, the original and all copies of the Bid shall be typed or written in indelible ink and shall be signed 

by a person duly authorized to sign on behalf of the Bidder and the name and position held by each 

person signing the authorization must be typed or printed below the signature. In the case that the Bidder 

is a JV, the Bid shall be signed by an authorized representative of the JV on behalf of the JV. According 

to Clause-4.2(a) of bidding documents of Tender WB-07E-2020 & WB-08A-2020, “the bidder should 

have experience in two contracts of similar nature of 220 kV or above substation within last ten (10) 

years and one of them outside the country of origin, with a value of at least US $ ten (10) million for 

each contract that have been successfully completed and operational for the last three years as on bid 

opening date.” 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the FY 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came to notice that in the presence of violations to the clauses of bidding 

documents, three (03) contracts valuing Rs.22,789.11 million were awarded to the contractors. The 

detail is as under: - 

  

Sr. 

No. 

Contract 

No. 

Nature Contractor Value Irregularity 

1 ADB-401A EPC contract for 500 kV 

transmission line from Suki 
Kinari Hydropower station 

to interconnection point of 

existing Neelum Jhelum 500 
kV transmission line. 

M/s China Energy 

Engineering Group North 
East No.02 Electric 

Power Construction 

Company Ltd. China 
(CEECNEPC-II) 

Rs. 17,697.79 

million 

Clarifications relating to Price Bid were 

sought, offered and permitted to bidder. 

2 WB - 04-2019 Augmentation works at 220 

kV grid station Shikarpur 

JV of M/s China 

National Technical 
Import & Export 

Corporation and 

Shanghai Electric Group 
Co. Ltd. 

Rs.              

868.67 
million 

 Power of attorney was vague as it 

was without the signature of legal 
representative of Principal i.e Mr. 

Zheng Jianhua of M/s Shanghai 

Electric Group Co. Ltd.  

 Signature of the authorized member 

of JV i.e. “Wu Dequan” on bidding 
documents as well on subsequent 

correspondence was mismatching 

from the signature on the power of 
attorney.  

 The power of attorney was valid till 
21.08.2020 whereas Mr. “Wu 

Dequan” of M/s China National 

Technical Import & Export 
Corporation was acting as authorized 

representative of JV even after the 

lapse of validity of the power of 
attorney. 

3 WB-07E-2020 

& WB-08A-
2020 

EPC contract for 

augmentation works at 220 
kV grid stations under 

National Transmission 

Modernization Project-I 
World Bank Loan No. 8814-

PK 

-do- Rs.  4,222.65 

million 

Non-fulfilling the qualification criteria 

due to deficient specific experience 
regarding successful completion and 

operation of contract. 

  

Violation of provisions of bidding documents resulted in irregular award of contracts valuing 

Rs.22,789.11 million due to defective / deficient bid evaluation up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that relevant formation of NTDC involved in evaluation 

process of the bids might be asked for clarification of observation regarding contract No. ADB-401A. 

As regards the contract No. WB-04-2019, the JV of China National Technical Import & Export 

Corporation and Shanghai Electric Group Co. Ltd authorized Mr. “Wu Dequan” and the power of 

attorney was signed by the legal representative of respective partners of the joint ventures and signature 
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of Mr. Wu Dequan was not appended on it while in contracts No. WB-07E-2020 and WB-08A-2020, 

operational acceptance certificate submitted by the bidder was considered for determination of bidder’s 

experience. 

 Audit contended that since the JV between China National Technical Import & Export 

Corporation and Shanghai Electric Group Co. Ltd was made well before the dead line for submission 

of bid, the power of attorney should have been signed by both members of JV but the same was not 

done. Further, the signature of Principal on the power of attorney was not affixed and the signature of 

“Mr. Wu Dequan” on the power of attorney was mismatching from the signature affixed on bidding 

documents as well as on subsequent correspondences. Further, in contracts WB-07E-2020 and WB-

08A-2020, operational acceptance could not be regarded as successful completion of contract as 

required in the qualification criteria. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the replies of the management 

and directed to conduct inquiry at Ministry level within 90 days in contract No. ADB-401A and at PPMC 

level within 60-90 days in contracts Nos. WB-04-2019, WB-07E-2020 & WB-08A-2020. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para Nos. 945, 947 & 948/2021-22

) 

 

1.6.3 Non-engagement of Design Review Consultants despite effectiveness of contracts for 

extension and augmentation works at 220 kV grid stations – Rs. 7,150.43 million 

   

According to clause-2A (a) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

“the business of the Public Sector Company is carried on with integrity, objectivity, due care and the 

professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its activities”. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the FY 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came to notice that design review consultants for four (04) World Bank funded 

contracts i.e. WB-08B-2020, WB-08A-2020, WB-07E-2020 and WB-09A-2020 valuing US $ 31.774 

million + EURU 0.740 million + PKR 1,401.326 million for extension and augmentation works at 

different 220 kV grid stations were not engaged despite commencement of effectiveness dates of these 

contracts. Resultantly, not only the execution of these contracts for removal of critical system 

constraints were delayed but it would also result in arising out of subsequent EOT claims.  

Non-adherence of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules resulted in delayed 

execution of extension and augmentation works at 220 kV grid stations valuing Rs.7,150.43 million due 

to non-engagement of Design Review Consultants. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the process of hiring services of the “Design Review and 

Construction Supervision Consultant” was under evaluation, however, already appointed consultants 

i.e. M/s Decon GmBH, Germany had been engaged for “Design Review” services since 20-09-2021. 

Hence, three (03) out of four (04) contracts became effective on or after 20-09-2021. As regard to 

contract’s effectiveness for WB-08B-2020, non-availability of ‘Design Review’ consultant for such a 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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shorter period of about one month might not result into applicability of EOT by the relevant contractor. 

Audit contended that non-engagement of exclusive “Design Review and Construction Supervision 

Consultant” well before the effectiveness date of contracts would definitely cause complication at later 

stage. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to get the record 

verified from audit and expedite the process of engaging exclusive “Design Review and Construction 

Supervision Consultant”. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 946/2021-22

) 

 

1.6.4 Non-recovery/adjustment of advances – Rs.3,809.64 million  

According to Para 9.2.6 of WAPDA accounting manual, "advances made to the outside 

parties like advance made to building contractors shall be adjusted against the running bills as per 

the terms and conditions of the agreement / contract". 

In various DISCOs & NTDC, advances of different nature amounting to Rs.3.809.64 

million were given to the contractors, suppliers, consultants, employees and other departments. 

The said advances were required to be adjusted / recovered but the same was not done. The 

detail is as under:-  

Sr. No. Name of 

Company 

Draft Para No. Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. GEPCO 115/2021-22 26.23 

2. IESCO 456/2021-22 19.19 

3. NTDC 425, 429, 432, 515 & 526/2021-22 3,764.22 

TOTAL 3,809.64 
 

Inefficient financial management resulted non-recovery/adjustment of advances of 

Rs.3,809.64 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management during June to October, 2021 and 

reported to Ministry in October & December, 2021. The management replied that efforts would 

be made for adjustment of advances however, some cases pertained to retention money 

/security deposit.  

The DAC in its meetings held in December 30-31, 2021, January 6-7 & 24-25, 2022 directed 

the management to get the record verified from audit and also directed the management of IESCO to 

hold an inquiry at CEO level for fixing of responsibility and submit its report within 30 days. No further 

progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

 

1.6.5 Risk of imposition of penality due to delay in completion of power purchaser interconnection 

works – Rs.3,119.29 million 

According to Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) of Suki Kinari Hydropower Project, if the 

Power Purchaser has not completed, Commissioned and energized the Power Purchaser Interconnection 

Works then it would pay compensation charges under certain heads to the Company (Suki Kinari 

Hydropower Limited (SKH). In the event the Complex is not commissioned on or before the Required 

Commercial Operations Date, then the Company shall pay liquidated damages to the Power Purchaser.  

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a PPA was signed with Independent Power Produer (IPP) 

Suki Kinari Hydro Pvt Limited (SKH). As per PPA, SKH had to construct 884 MW hydro-electric power 

generation facility / complex with Scheduled Commercial Operation Date (SCOD) of September 30, 2022 

whereas NTDC was responsible to provide  facility / back feed arrangement for evacualtion of power by 

February 02, 2022 i.e. 240 days prior to SCOD. Consequently, NTDC had awarded a contract No. ADB-

401A for consturction of transmission line on the December 24, 2020 to M/s China Energy Engineering 

Group, which became effective on April 22, 2021 with scheduled completion date of April 11, 2023.  

This depicted that the trnasmission line would be completed 12 months later than the SCOD 

agreed in PPA, hence, the NTDC would expose to pay  

Rs. 3,119.29 million equivalent to US $ 19.8 million (US $2.2 million per month) as liquidated damages 

for delayed completion of interconnection facility. Moreover, it was also worth considering that the IPP 

M/s SKH was a China based company and the contractor hired by NTDC for completion of transmission 

line was also China based i.e. M/s China Energy Engineering Group, hence, it was feared that if the later 

could not complet the transmission line within time then it would have to pay considerabley much less 

LD to NTDC and on the other hand NTDC would have to pay colossal amount on account of LD to IPP.  

Ineffecient project mismanagement would result into risk of imposition of penality of 

Rs.3,119.29 million on account of late completion of power purchaser interconnection works. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the power producer has applied for force majeure and the 

SCOD of the power project was expected to be extended by almost 20 months and the completion of 

transmission line was well before the expected SCOD.   

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to apprise the BoD 

about the state of affairs for taking appropriate measures to avoid risk of imposition of penalty. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 962/2021-22

) 
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1.6.6 Irregular expenditure due to excess execution of BoQ items –  

Rs.1,804.74 million 

As per Book of financial Power NTDC- 2007, variation/ change orders in original contract/ 

work order 4.5 is: i) Chief Executive Officer Upto maximum 25% of total amount of original contract 

price ii) TD/TNO Upto 20% iii) Chief Engineer Upto 10% iv) Manager up to 05%. 

In NTDC, thirteen (13) civil and electrical works were executed in excess than the BoQ items 

provided in contracts without change in design, justification and approval from the competent authority.  

Hence, execution of excess BoQ items amounting to Rs.1,804.74 million was irregular. 

Non-adherence to financial powers resulted into irregular expenditure amounting to 

Rs.1,804.74 million due to excess execution of BoQ items during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in May, August & September, 2021 and reported to the 

Ministry in December, 2021. Management replied that the quantities given in the BoQ were estimated 

and provisional. However, the payments were made on actual quantities of work executed by the 

contractor and verified by the engineer. Moreover, all the payment made to the contractor was within 

contract price. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the record 

verified from audit. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para Nos. 699, 828 & 865/2021-22) 

 

1.6.7 Loss due to inordinate delay and bungled bid evaluation process – Rs.1,754.43 million 

According to ADB Procurement guidelines Para-2.57, borrowers shall complete evaluation of 

bids and award of contract within the initial period of bid validity so that extensions are not necessary. 

The extension shall be for the minimum period required to complete the evaluation, obtain necessary 

approvals, and award the contract.  

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a Tender No. ADB-300A-2018 for construction of 

500/220/132KV Lahore north substation & extension work at 500/220/132KV Nokhar substation on EPC 

basis was floated on December 28, 2018, technical bids were opened on April 25, 2019 and NOL issued 

by ADB on February 13, 2020. Later on, price bids of three (03) technically qualified bidders were opened 

on February 18, 2020 and M/s SDEPCI, China was declared as lowest responsive bidder. However, the 

ADB disagreed with the financial bid evaluation and NTDC revisited the evaluation and prepared 

Supplementary Report of Price Bid Evaluation in June, 2020 accordingly. Resultantly, M/s Grid Solution 

SAS, France, which was 2nd lowest bidder earlier, became the 1st lowest bidder with quoted price of 

Rs.11,420.99 million. During the bid evaluation process, NTDC sought nine 909) extensions in bid 

validity period from bidders, which exhausted all the bidders and they eventually refused to extend their 

bid validity further. Hence, the contract could not be awarded.  

Subsequently, BoD NTDC gave approval for “Limited Competitive Bidding” under the old 

tender and fresh bids were invited from same 10 bidders and M/s SEPCO III, China, which was at 3rd 

position in previous evaluation, became 1st lowest responsive bidder with quoted bid price of 

Rs.13,175.425 million in bid evaluation in August, 2021. Resultantly, notification for approval of award 
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was issued by NTDC BoD Company Secretary on August 27, 2021. Later on, as a result of further 

clarification by ADB, the NTDC prepared Supplementary Bid Evaluation Report wherein M/s SEPCO 

III, China was disqualified and M/s CET China, non-qualified in 1st bid evaluation and 2nd lowest in 2nd 

bid evaluation, became the 1st lowest bidder with quoted bid price of Rs.14,874.36 million in October 

2021.  

This state of affairs of bid evaluation in NTDC, which was still far from materializing at the 

time of writing this report, underscored bungled bid evaluation punctuated by following grave issues 

 Loss up to the extent of Rs.1,754.43 million due to increase in bidding value which 

was uneconomical. 

 In ordinate delay of 03 years in preparation of BER and Revised BER for 04 times 

and 09 times extension of bid validity period defeated the very purpose of efficient 

procurement. 

  Deficient bid evaluation resulted in acceptance of non-responsive bidders and 

rejection of responsive bidders. 

 Standard Operating Procedures did not exist for specifying time lines for technical 

/ financial bid evaluations.  

Procurement mismanagement resulted in loss of Rs.1,754.43 million due to inordinate delay 

and bungled bid evaluation process which is still pending. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the evaluation of bids was completed in time. However, 

ADB took abnormal time in granting final NOL. Audit contended that inordinate time was consumed 

for evaluation of bids and discrepancies in bid evaluation report caused delay in grant of NOL by ADB. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the reply of management and 

directed to conduct inquiry at PPMC level within 60 days. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 949/2021-22

) 

1.6.8 Award of further contract to the supplier already supplied substandard transformers – 

Rs.765.63 million 

 According to Rule-08 of PPRA Rules 2004, “within one year of commencement of these 

rules, all procuring agencies shall devise a mechanism, for planning in detail for all proposed 

procurements with the object of realistically determining the requirements of the procuring 

agency, within its available resources, delivery time or completion date and benefits that are 

likely to accrue to the procuring agency in future”. Moreover, according to the Rule-34 of 

Public Procurement, i) “if the procuring agency has rejected all bids under rule 33 it may call 

for a re-bidding. ii) The procuring agency before invitation for re-bidding shall assess the 
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reasons for rejection and may revise specifications, evaluation criteria or any other condition 

for bidders as it may deem necessary”. 

In LESCO, tender # 2605 for procurements of 1050 of 50 KVA transformers opened on 

08.02.2021. M/s Skypower (Pvt) Limited quoted lowest price of Rs.219,500 of each transformer for 

both Lots (Lot-I 525 and Lot-II 525) despite the fact that inquiry was under process against M/s 

Skypower; therefore, M/s Skypower should have been declared nonresponsive during technical 

evaluation. However, the same was not done. Later on, a penalty of Rs.3.368 million was imposed on 

M/s Skypower after finalization of inquiry in May 2021 on account of supplying sub-standard 

transformers. 

Non-adherence to PPR-2004 resulted into non-award of contract to lowest bidder and bad 

procurement planning valuing of Rs.765.63 million during the financial year 2020-21 

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that in tender No. 2605, M/s Skypower were declared the 

lowest responsive bidder and the case was put up before the Procurement Committee of BOD LESCO. 

But at that time there was an inquiry going on against M/s Skypower on account of supply of high loss 

transformers as compared to their quoted losses in the ongoing Purchase Orders. There were concerns 

about the quality of production and performance of M/s Skypower, therefore no directions were passed 

by the Procurement Committee of BoD to the management regarding procurement against said tender. 

Procurement of 50 KVA transformers from second lowest bidder was not feasible due to higher TOC 

value (total owning cost).  

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to provide 

inquiry report to audit. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report.   

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides 

blacklisting the supplier. 

(Draft Para No. 870/2021-22) 

 

1.6.9 Loss due to non-award of contract within bid validity period –  

Rs.633.85 million 

As per PPRA Rules 26 (3) the procuring agency shall ordinarily be under an obligation to 

process and evaluate the bid within the stipulated bid validity period.  However, under exceptional 

circumstances and for reason to be recorded in writing, if an extension is considered necessary, all those 

who have submitted their bids shall be asked to extend their respective bid validity period.  Such 

extension shall be for not more than the period equal to the period of the original bid validity. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a tender No. NPP-03M-2018 for procurement of 

transmission line material was floated on July 19, 2018. The technical bids were opened on September 

26, 2018 and financial bids on December 21, 2018. The approval of BoD for award of contract to M/s 

Qingdao Qiangli China in Lot-I at a price of US $ 15.75 million was issued by Company Secretary on 

April 04, 2019. However, the contract could not be concluded as the said contractor had refused to extend 

its bid validity period. The second lowest bidder i.e. M/s Nanjing Daji with bid price of US $ 18.48 million 

was approached for price negotiation but it also refused to revise the price. Resultantly, the bidding process 

was scrapped on July 24, 2019.  
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During retendering, the 1st lowest bidder of previous bidding i.e. M/s Qingdao Qiangli China, 

again became the 1st lowest bidder but with increased quoted bid price of US $ 19.77 million and 

contract was awarded. Hence, inordinate delay in finalizing the award of contract within the bid validity 

period caused a loss of US$ 4.02 million equivalent to Rs.633.85 million to NTDC due to increased bid 

price from the same contractor in retendering.  

Inefficient procurement process resulted in loss of Rs.633.85 million due to rate increase in 

retendering because of inordinate delay in bid evaluation within bid validity period up to the financial 

year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that bid evaluation was carried out timely. However, delay 

occurred due to lengthy process for award of contract. Audit contended that the management failed to 

conclude the award process within the bid validity period which resulted into retendering and loss due 

to award of contract to the same bidder at higher rates. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the reply of management 

and directed to conduct holistic inquiry in the light of contents of audit para at PPMC level within 90 

days 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 951/2021-22

) 

1.6.10 Non-renewal/forfeiture of performance guarantees – Rs.572.65 million 

According to the conditions of contract, “The Contractor shall provide Performance Security to the 

Employer in the prescribed form. The said Security shall be furnished or caused to be furnished by the 

Contractor within 28 days after the receipt of the Letter of Acceptance. The Performance Security shall be 

of an amount equal to 10% of the Contract Price stated in the Letter of Acceptance. 

In various DISCOs, performance bank guarantees in 54 of cases amounting to Rs.572.65 million 

submitted by the contractors were expired. The performance guarantees were to be renewed which was 

not done thereby putting the interest of the company at risk. Efforts were not forthcoming from record for 

renewal / forfeiture of the said performance guarantees. The detail is as under:- 

  

Sr.  

No. 

Name of  

Company 

Draft Para No. No of 

cases 

Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. FESCO 664 & 775/2021-22 2 15.00 

2. HESCO 608 & 742/2021-22 2 10.65 

3. IESCO 76 & 78/2021-22 2 4.87 

4. MEPCO 197, 214, 628, 635, 676 & 689/2021-22 32 288.94 

5. NTDC 905/2021-22 1 163.28 

6. QESCO 752 & 857/2021-22 3 43.49 

7. SEPCO 158, 218, 221, 229, 249 & 266/2021-22 12 46.43 

TOTAL 54  572.65 
 

Non-adherence to the conditions of contracts resulted into non-renewal / forfeiture of 

performance guarantees amounting to Rs.572.65 million up to the financial year 2020.21. 
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The matter was taken up with the management during September to November, 2021 and 

reported to the Ministry during September to December, 2021. The management replied that efforts 

would be made to renew expired bank guarantees and progress would be informed accordingly. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021, January 6-7 & 13, 2022 directed the 

management to produce the record of completed actions within 15 days and expedite completion of 

pending actions. Further progress was not reported till finalization of the report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

 

1.6.11 Non-recovery of electrical material provided to DISCOs/contractors on loan basis – 

Rs.534.66 million 

According to Rule-2A(a) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules regarding 

sound and prudent management the business of the Public Sector Company is carried on with integrity, 

objectivity, due care and the professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its activities. 

In various DISCOs & NTDC, electrical material worth Rs.534.66 million was issued on loan 

basis to other DISCOs and contractors but the same was not received back and resulted in blockage of 

funds to the stated extent. Detailed as below:- 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Company Draft Para No. Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. IESCO 766/2021-22 51.15 

2. LESCO 838/2021-22 76.00 

3. NTDC 29, 437, 919 & 921/2021-22 372.13 

4. PESCO 360/2021-22 35.38 

TOTAL 534.66 
 

Inefficient assets management resulted into blockage of funds amounting to Rs.534.66 million due to 

non-recovery of electrical material provided to DISCOs/contractors on loan basis up to the financial 

year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in September & December, 2021. The management of replied that the matter was being pursued for 

return of material.  

The DAC in its meetings held in December 30-31, 2021, January 6-7, 24-25, 2022 directed the 

management to submit revised reply with complete documentary evidence to audit within a week.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

 

1.6.12 Non-recovery of cost of balance material from contractor –  

Rs.508.39 million 

As per Sub clause-90(a) Special condition of contract, the contractor shall be and is responsible 

to furnish  the tower material, shield wire, OPGW, Conductor, Insulator, accessories, dampers & 

hardware for conductor, shield wire and OPGW for completion of line in all respect within the quoted 
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cost considering all in the requirement for sag wastage and breakage etc., the material required for sag 

wastage and breakage shall be paid initially and paid amount shall be deducted upon material 

reconciliation. 

 In NTDC, transmission line of Goth Qazi Mehar to Rahim Yar Khan (Lot-III) under contract 

ADB 65(R)-2012 (Package-I) for procurement of plant, design, supply, installation, testing & 

commissioning of 500 kv transmission line 3rd Circuit Jamshoro-Moro-Dadu to Rahim Yar Khan was 

energized on no load on 22.05.2019. However, complete section comprising 333 KM from Moro-Rahim 

Yar Khan (163.5 KM out of complete section was in scope of M/s Sinosteel) was energized on load on 

06.09.2019 and accordingly, completion certificate was issued on 17.09.2019. However, recovery of 

RMB 18.34 million as pointed out by the Consultant due to difference of material received and 

consumed by the Contractor had not been effected. (Annexure-C) 

 Non-adherence to contract clause resulted into non-recovery of cost of balance material 

amounting to Rs.508.39 million from contractor up to the financial year 2019-20. 

 The matter was taken up with the management on September 25, 2020 and reported to 

the Ministry on December 29, 2020. The management replied that payment invoices of the 

contractor had been withheld till the return of spare material. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to resolve the 

matter with contractor expeditiously and share the progress with Audit. Further progress was not 

reported till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 928/2021-22) 

 

1.6.13 Procurement of line hardware material from suppliers involved in alleged bid 

manipulation – Rs.418.37 million 

 According to Declaration of Fees, Commission and Brokerage etc. payable by the supplier of 

goods services & works, submitted with bids by bidder in the light of special condition-4 of the tender 

document, “the suppliers/ manufacturers certify that they have made and will make full disclosure of 

all agreements and arrangements with all persons in respect of or related to the transaction with GoP.” 

According to Special Conditions-5 of the tender documents “cartel / pool rates are strictly prohibited 

and the firms found in collusive practice shall be dealt under PPRA Rules/ PEPCO instructions.”   

In HESCO, distribution line hardware material valuing Rs.418.37 million was procured from 

the four (4) manufacturers / suppliers i.e. M/s Ajmer Electric, M/s Al-Shams Engg, M/s Climate Engg 

and M/s A.M Associates Pvt. Ltd. These firms were involved in alleged bid manipulation as disclosed 

by Inquiry Report of Competitive Commission of Pakistan dated June 8, 2020. The inquiry report 

highlighted that these manufacturers were working under the umbrella of a Contractors and 

Manufacturers Association, which fell under the definition of “Prohibited Agreements” under section-

4 of the Competitive Commission Act, and were involved in bid manipulation / suppression / rotation 

through collusive practices for achieving market sharing. Hence necessary action was required to be 

taken against these manufacturers in the light of provisions of tender documents for not disclosing 

agreement with Contractors and Manufacturers Association but the same was not done.  
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Violation of provisions of tender documents resulted into procurement of distribution line 

hardware material from manufacturers involved in alleged bid rigging valuing Rs.418.37 million during 

the financial year 2019-20. 

The matter was taken up with the management and reported to the Ministry in November, 2020. 

The management replied that implementation on inquiry committee’s recommendations is under 

process and Audit would be intimated accordingly.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to furnish the 

record of action taken to Audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of 

report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers / officials responsible for delay in implementation of inquiry committee’s 

recommendations. 

(Draft Para No. 682/2020-21) 

 

1.6.14 Unjustified issuance of performance certificate to the contractor – Rs.325.34 million 

As per Clause-10(ii) of Purchase Order dated 12.01.2018 “10% of the value of the AMI Meters 

will be paid on Individual Meter Installation, Testing and Commissioning (Certificate to be issued by 

concerned SDO (Opr) XEN (Op) & S.E. (Op), iii) 10% of the value of Meters will be paid upon 

Successful Commissioning, Operation and Acceptance of AMI System (Acceptance Certificate to be 

issued by Committee constituted by Chief Executive Officer SEPCO, iv) remaining 10% of the value 

of Meters on completion of (01) year “Satisfactory Performance” (Project Acceptance Certificate to be 

issued by Committee constituted by Chief Executive Officer SEPCO”. 

In SEPCO, a Purchase / Work Order for design, supply, installation and commissioning of 

Advanced Metering Infrastructure was awarded to M/s KBK Electronics (Pvt) Ltd, Lahore for an amount 

of Rs.325.34 million on 12.01.2018. The supplier was required to install 17,167 Single Phase, 3-Phase & 

Time of Use (TOU) Energy Meters in Sukkur, Larkana and Dadu Circles with warrantee period of (36) 

months. The manager MIS vide No. Mang: (MIS)/SEPCO/Admn /2458-63 dated Novemember 10, 2020 

pointed out poor performance of Installed AMR Meters and intimated that communicated meters were 

sub-standard. Out of 10,232 installed meters, 3,711 Meters (36.27%) were muted within only (09) months 

of their installation. However despite poor performance of AMI Meters, “Satisfactory Performance 

(Project Acceptance Certificate) was issued to the contractor which resulted into undue favour to the 

contractor.  

Non-adherence to Clause of the Purchase Order resulted into un-justified issuance of 

Performance Certificate just to release payments of the contractor amounting to Rs.325.34 million 

during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that a number of meetings were held between M/s. KBK & 

SEPCO regarding other issues including Non-communicated/muted meters. It was clarified by M/s. KBK 

that meters were being non-communicated/muted due to failure of power supply, network problem and weak 

signals. M/s KBK has performed job as per agreement. 
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The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to inquire the 

matter by PPMC for fixing responsibility and report be submitted within 60 days. No further progress 

was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 387/2021-22) 

 

1.6.15 Irregular award of purchase orders at higher rates – Rs.315.48 million 

According to Rule-4 of PPRA Rules 2004 Principles of Procurement, “Procuring agencies, 

while engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and 

transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the 

procurement process is efficient and economical”. 

In PMU QESCO, a Purchase Orders for supply of ZM-30 and ZM-60 type towers amounting 

Rs.306.52 million (Tender No. STG-666) was awarded to M/s. Associated Technologies (Pvt.) Ltd. 

Similarly another Purchase Order dated 14.04.2021 for supply of Control Cables amounting Rs.8.96 

million (Tender No. STG-678) was awarded to M/s Newage Cables (Pvt.) Ltd. As per comparative 

statements (Annexure-D) of both the tenders, the bidders M/s. Specialist Group Inc: Lahore and M/s 

Pioneer Cables Karachi were lowest. The competent authority awarded the contract to the highest 

bidders, which was a violation of PPRA rules. 

Non-adherence to the PPRA Rules resulted into irregular award of purchase orders at higher 

rates amounting to Rs.315.48 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

  The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that the bid evaluation of two tenders were made as per 

PPRA Rules. 

 The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the 

evaluation reports verified from audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization 

of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 748/2021-22) 

 

1.6.16 Misprocurement of HT steel structures due to cartelization of bidders – Rs.287.47 million 

According to Para-3 (2) of The Competition Act-2010, “An abuse of dominant position shall be 

deemed to have been brought about, maintained or continued if it consists of practices which prevent, restrict, 

reduce, or distort competition in the relevant market”. As per Rule-2 (f), Definitions, of Public 

Procurement Rules-2004, “corrupt and fraudulent practices” includes collusive practices among bidders 

(prior to or after bid submission) designed to establish bid prices at artificial, non-competitive levels and to 

deprive the procuring agencies of the benefits of free and open competition”.  

In LESCO, a tender for procurement of 6500 HT steel structures by splitting into two (2) lots 

each for 3250 was opened on July 24, 2020. Two manufacturers had participated. M/s A.W Engineering 

had quoted the rates for Lot-I & and M/s A.M Engineering offered a price for Lot-II. Both the 
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competitors had quoted almost the same rate of Rs.39,786 /HT Structure. This was clearly evident of 

their collusive practice / cartelization to distort open competition, for which no action was taken by the 

management. Accordingly, two purchase orders amounting to Rs.287.47 million were placed upon the said 

firms. Had the tender not been split up into lots, the manufacturers could not had taken the advantage of their 

dominant position by offering collusive rates.  

Non-adherence to the Competition Act-2010 and Public Procurement Rules-2004 resulted into 

misprocurement of 6500 HT steel structures amounting to Rs.287.47 million due to collusive practice / 

cartelization of bidders during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that PPRA did not restrict to divide the tender into lots 

and procurement was made in healthy competition in line PPRA rules. The reply was not tenable 

because procurement was not in line with provision of the competition act 2010 and both suppliers 

quoted rate of selected lot irrespective of both lots. Moreover, as per Rule-2 (f), Definitions, of Public 

Procurement Rules-2004, “corrupt and fraudulent practices” includes collusive practices among bidders 

(prior to or after bid submission) designed to establish bid prices at artificial, non-competitive levels and to 

deprive the procuring agencies of the benefits of free and open competition”.   

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to seek 

clarification from Public Procurement Authority and provide to audit within 15 days. Further progress 

was not intimated till the finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 711/2021-22) 

 

1.6.17 Unjustified payment to the contractor – Rs.186.48 million 

As per General Condition-1 of Appendix-D to Bid of tender documents “The schedule of 

quantities shall be read in conjunction with the conditions of contract specifications and drawings. The 

schedules do not generally give a full description of the services to be performed under each item. 

Bidders shall be deemed to have read the technical specification and other sections of the Bidding 

documents and reviewed the drawings to ascertain the full scope of the requirements included in each 

item prior to filling in the rates and prices. The entered rates and prices shall be deemed to include for 

the full scope as aforesaid, including overheads and profits. 

In EHV-II NTDC Hyderabad, a contract No. NOR-701-2019 dated 27.02.2019 for Civil work, 

Erection, Testing & commissioning of 220/132 kv Grid Station Jhampir-II awarded to M/S Al-Hussain 

Traders at a cost of Rs.561.25 million. The contractor claimed the payment of additional work done due 

to change in design based on extra BOQ items under item No. 6 of associated Civil work of Section (a) 

which was challenged by the consultant M/S Barqaab with the comments vide letter dated 11.03.2021 

issued to Project Director EHV-II NTDC Hyderabad that the Manager Design did not clarify any change 

in the design of foundation and super structure. The matter be proceeded as per contract provision, as 

there was no change of design of super structure and foundation. The foundation rate are not lump sum 

rate in BOQ. So the claim for additional BOQ items rate to the same foundation was not justified. By 

violating the consultant instructions an amount of Rs.186.48 million on account of extra work done 

under item No. 6 vide invoice No. 5 AHT/NOR-701/INV-07 dated 16.04.2021 has been paid to the 

contractor.  
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Non-adherence to the contract clause resulted into unjustified payment of Rs.186.48 million 

without executing additional civil work of Super Structure and foundation.  

The matter was discussed with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that revised reply would be furnished after consulting the 

record.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to furnish 

revised reply within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to investigate the matter for fixing responsibility 

regarding unjustified payment to contractor without executing additional foundation civil works and 

change of super structure design. 

(Draft Para No. 208/2020-21) 

 

1.6.18 Non-deduction of withholding tax from the payments – Rs.165.51 million 

According to Section-10 Chapter-II of Sales Tax Act-1990,” if the input tax paid by a registered person 

on taxable purchase made during a tax period exceeds the output tax on account of zero rated local 

supplies or export made during that tax period, the excess amount of input tax shall be refunded to the 

registered person not later than forty five (45) days of filing of refund claim”. 

In DISCOs & NTDC, an amount of Rs.165.51 million on account of income/withholding tax was not 

deducted at the time of payment of contractors’ claims and house acquisition bills of employees as detailed 

below:- 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Company 

Draft Para No. Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. LESCO 728/2021-22 1.45 

2. PESCO 807/2021-22 5.29 

3. QESCO 754/2021-22 7.92 

4. NTDC 817/2021-22 150.85 

TOTAL  165.51 

 

Non-pursuance of reimbursement claims resulted into non-deduction of withholding tax amounting to 

Rs.165.51 million up to the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management during August & September, 2021 and reported to the 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management of LESCO & PESCO replied that 5% amount would be 

recovered from third party owners regarding acquisition payments. Moreover the area where the works 

executed were declared exempted from income tax by FBR.  

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 & January 24-25, 2022 directed the 

management to deduct the income tax and produce relevant record to audit for verification within (30) 

days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s directives besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 
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1.6.19 Excess payment to the contractor – Rs.146.89 million 

As per clause 52.3 and clause 70.1 of General conditions of contract if the additions or 

deductions from the contract price are in excess of 15% of the “effective contract price” will be 

determined after consultation by the Engineer with the employer and the contractor. These shall be 

added to or deducted from the contract price such further sum as may be agreed between the contactor 

and the engineer. 

In MP&M NTDC Lahore, it was observed from letters No. CE/MP&M/ MP/DM-1/HPP-02-

2015/20783-87 dated 17.04.2020 and 1698-1701/CE/EHV/ ISB dated 15.07.2020, an amount of 

Rs.308.56 million was paid to the two contractors against the original contract cost Rs.258.44 million. 

As a result an amount of Rs.146.89 million has been paid in excess to the contractor, which is 69% and 

132.57% over and above the original estimate respectively. The said expenditure was to be regularized 

as per contractor clause but the same was not done. Hence, unjustified payment was made to contractor 

in violation of contract.  

Non-adherence to the contract clauses resulted intoto unjustified payment to the contractor 

amounting to Rs.146.89 million to the contractor. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that the quantities given in the BoQ were estimated and 

provisional. However, the payments were made on actual quantities of work executed by the contractor 

and verified by the engineer. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management observed 

abnormal increase in the contract cost and directed to inquire the matter at PPMC level and report 

thereof may be furnished within 30 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 433/2021-22) 

 

1.6.20 Cancellation of notified award for contract of Cranes due to 

 mismanaged procurement – Rs.146.89 million 

According to Clause 2.3.1 of Bidding Documents dealing with Contractual Experience, the 

bider must meet requirement of successful completion as main supplier within the last 10 (ten) years, 

of at least 2 (two) contracts each valued at Lot I USD 2,000,000. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a tender No.ADB-301D-2019 Lot-I for procurement of 

three (03) Cranes was opened on September 19, 2019. After issuance of NOL by ADB, BoD approved 

award of contract to M/s Zoomlion Pakistan (Pvt) for total price of USD 937,420/- equivalent to 

Rs.146.89 million on August 24, 2020. Later on, the Center of Investigative Journalism (CIJ) pointed 

out the non-responsiveness of the said bidder due to non-fulfilling the experience criterion. After 

reviewing the situation and record, ADB declared its earlier NOL void, held the bidder non-responsive 

and cancelled the bidding on January 04, 2021. Consequently, BoD had cancelled its earlierly issued 

award on April 26, 2021 but subject to fixing the responsibility and directed to come back within three 

weeks to present its requirements. However, no action against the responsible was forthcoming from 

the record. After elapse of nearly two years, the procurement process could not be materialized and 

caused inordinate delay.  
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Procurement mismanagement resulted in cancellation of notified award for contract regarding 

procurement of Cranes amounting to Rs.146.89 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that M/S Zoomlion China was mistakenly mentioned as 

Zoomlion Karachi Pakistan. However, withdrawal of NOL by ADB was not because of typographical 

error as the ADB did not accept the contracts executed by M/s Zoomlion China being manufacturer as 

per Clause 2.3.1, Section 3 of Bidding Document.  As per need and demand for cranes, retendering 

process had been initiated. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the reply and directed the 

management to conduct a fact-finding inquiry regarding defective bid evaluation which caused 

withdrawal of NOL by the ADB and non-compliance of BoD directives regarding fixing of 

responsibility within 30 days. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No.934/2021-22

) 

 

1.6.21 Irregular procurement of stationery and other items – Rs. 132.34 million 

According to PPRA rules 2004, Section 42 (b) (i) “Where  the value  of procurement is  more 

than  one  hundred thousand  Pakistani  Rupee but  does not exceed five hundred thousand Pakistani 

Rupee, the procuring agency may engage in procurement through request for three quotations from GST 

registered  firms, original  equipment  manufacturers or authorized dealers, without resorting  to  

bidding.” 

In IESCO, an amount of Rs.132.34 million was paid on local purchase of stationery items as 

well as other items from un-registered vendors having no NTN & GST numbers. In the absence of 

registered vendors, procurement of local purchase items as well as payment could not be termed as 

regular. 

Non-adherence to company rules resulted into irregular procurement of stationery and other 

items amounting to Rs.132.34 during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that all the purchase has been made from the local market. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to hold an inquiry 

at CEO IESCO level regarding purchase from un-registered vendors for fixing responsibility and submit 

its report within 30 days. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 695/2021-22) 

 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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1.6.22 Non-replacement of damaged equipment by the supplier –  

Rs.120.96 million 

As per Clause No.24.2 of Special Conditions of the Contract, “should a loss be sustained the 

supplier shall replace or repair any loss or damage and complete the supplies of goods in accordance 

with the contract as soon as possible after such loss or damage without waiting for the settlement of the 

insurance claim.” 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a contract No.ADB-301D-Lot IV-2019 was signed on 14th 

May 2020 with M/s Translink International Sales Ltd for procurement and supply of three (3) units of 

integrated line insulator washer of 500KV and 200 Transmission lines under ADB Loan No.3677 Pak at 

price of US $ 2.426 million. During supply of goods, one (1) integrated live line washer unit costing US 

$ 0.767 million was damaged. However, after a lapse of considerable period, the supplier did not replace 

the damaged unit. 

Non-adherence to the rules resulted in non-replacement of damaged equipment valuing 

Rs.120.96 million by the supplier up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the matter has been taken up with the supplier for repair / 

replacement of damaged equipment. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to expedite the 

matter. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 952/2021-22

) 

 

1.6.23 Irregular procurement through variation order instead of open competitive bidding – 

Rs.109.92 million 

As per Note-2, under Clause-B Section-II of the delegation of financial power NTDC, if the 

expenditure exceeded more than 15% of the estimated cost, approval of revised administrative and 

technical sanction was to be obtained. 

In MP&M NTDC, a contract was awarded to M/s Dalian Insulator Group T&D Limited China 

on 28.06.2019 for the procurement/supply of 300,000 No. 160-KN & 50,000 No. 80-KN Disc Insulator 

at a cost of CNY 55,562,880. Subsequently, an additional order for  procurement/ supply of new item 

50,000 No. 100-KN Disc Insulator at a cost of Rs.109.92 million (CNY 4.630 million x 23.74) was also 

issued through variation order vide No. 2172-79 dated 30.07.2019. The procurement of new item was 

to be made through open competitive bidding but the Management procured 100-KN Disc Insulators 

through variation order without open competitive rates and rate analysis. Hence the procurement stands 

irregular.  

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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Non-adherence to PPRA Rules resulted into irregular procurement of 100-KN Disc Insulator 

through variation order instead of open competitive rates amounting to Rs.109.92 million during the 

financial year 2019-20. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2020 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2020. The management replied that revised reply would be furnished after consulting the 

record.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to furnish 

revised reply within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 778/2020-21) 

 

1.6.24 Unjustified variation order against switchyard retaining wall and drainage water – 

Rs.98.05 million 

As per Note-3, 5 & 6 of construction of associated civil works i) switchyard trenches shall be 

provided with gradual slope for proper disposal / drainage of rain water keeping in view the safety of 

other equipment in the switchyard ii) Any other item deemed necessary by the bidder for the successful 

completion and smooth operation of the project and not quoted above may also be quoted separately 

and mentioned herewith prior to the bid submission iii) Any item/ sub item and its quantity not 

mentioned above or not quoted separately by the bidder in his bid, shall not be paid after the award of 

the contract to the successful bidder 

In EHV-II NTDC Hyderabad, an amount of Rs.98.05 million was made to the contractor by 

issuing variation order on account of retaining wall and water drain system (around switchyard). As per 

the above noted instructions, it was the responsibility of the contractor to provide the switchyard with 

gradual slope for proper disposal / drainage of rain water keeping in view the safety of other equipment 

in the switchyard. Contrary to this, variation order for retaining wall and drainage water valuing 

Rs.98.052 million was awarded to the contractor in violation to the contract. 

Non-adherence to the contract clause resulted into undue favor to the contractor due to variation 

order for retaining wall and drainage water amounting to Rs.98.05 million during the financial year 

2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. Management replied that variation order has been approved by competent authority 

duly recommended by consultant. The payment would be made from the provisional sum of subject 

contract. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to inquire the 

matter at management level and report thereof be furnished to Audit. No further progress was intimated 

till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 302/2021-22) 
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1.6.25 Unjustified award of contract to single bidder in violation to PPRA Rules – Rs.77.83 

million 

According to guidelines of PPRA Rules-2004 (under frequently asked questions) circulated on April 

22, 2010, whenever a procuring agency is confronted with such a situation whereby the rate quoted by the 

single bidder cannot be compared so as to declare it as the lowest rate or otherwise it may make a prudent 

decision. While making a decision, the following factors may be kept in view as the comparison of price of 

the goods, works or services if procured during the current financial year. a) Market price of the goods works 

and services to be procured. b) In case abnormal increase in prices is observed, the procuring agency may 

like to re-advertise the procurement opportunity, if time permits. 

In MP&M NTDC Lahore, three contracts valuing Rs.77.83 million were awarded to the 

contractors. Scrutiny of the evaluation report revealed that these tenders were awarded to the single 

bidders in violation of PPRA Rules without any evaluation and market comparison. 

Violation of PPRA’s Rules 2004 resulted into unjustified award of contracts valuing Rs.77.83 

million to the single bidder during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that work was awarded with due consideration to PPRA 

rules and evaluation of rate analysis. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the record 

verified from Audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 517/2021-22) 

 

1.6.26 Irregular reduction in tendered quantity after bidding –  

 Rs.77.04 million 

As per terms and conditions of the tender No. 174, No.5, this bid should be for full 

quantity of tender/lot and bid for less quantity of tender/lot will not be accepted, 7) IESCO 

reserves its rights to cancel/reject the conditional bid. Moreover, As per Query answered by 

PPRA “there is no express provision available under PPR-4 which allows to increase or decrease 

the quantity of items during continuation of a procurement process as same is against the spirit 

of PPRA rules because quantity always leads to the cost. In case of re-tendering, however 

quantity may be increased or decreased as it will provide level playing field to all prospective 

bidders. It is further added that after the completion of procurement process the procuring agency 

may place repeat orders which shall not exceed fifteen percent of the original procurement under 

rule 59(c)(iv) of PPR-14”. 

In IESCO, a tender No.174 was called for purchase of (71) 11KV 4-Way Pad Mounted Switches 

(RMU). Three (3) bidders participated in bidding process and technical bid was opened on 16.03.2020 

by bid opening committee. After evaluation Chief Engineer (TSW) recommended M/s Simens Pakistan 

engineering Karachi technically responsive and financial bid was opened 04.05.2020. M/s Simens 
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Pakistan engineering Karachi was declared lowest with Rs.1.15 million per unit which was 30.76% 

higher than the previous procurement. Later on, the supplier offered discount @ 6% per unit on its bid 

quoted price total value Rs.77.04 million. As per TEC recommendations, the same was forwarded to 

the CEO IESCO for approval. The Chief Executive Officer approved only 50% quantity of (35), 

whereas tender was floated for procurement of (71) 11KV 4-Way Pad Mounted Switches (RMU). The 

PPRA Rules only allow 15% increase during the bidding process or in case of retendering. Moreover, 

PPRA does not allow post bid negotiation. The decision of the authority regarding decrease in 50% as 

well as accepting post bid lower rates was not in line with PPRA Rules.  

Non-adherence to PPRA Rules/Bidding Conditions resulted into irregular reduction in tendered 

quantity after bidding amounting to Rs.77.04 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that a proper response would be furnished within due 

course of time. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to hold an inquiry 

at CEO IESCO level and submit its report along with recommendations within 30 days. No further 

progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 846/2021-22) 

 

1.6.27 Irregular payment on account of escalation to the contractor –  

Rs.43.28 million 

As per clause 70.1 (e) of Particular Condition of Contract, if the contractor fails to complete the 

works within the time for completion prescribed under clause 43, adjustment of prices thereafter until 

the date of completion of the works shall be those the prescribed time for completion, or the current 

indices or prices, whichever is more favorably to the employer, provided that if an extension of time is 

granted pursuant to clause-44, the above provision shall only to adjustment made after the expiry of 

such extension of time.   

 In EHV-II NTDCL Multan, two (02) contracts were awarded to different contractor at cost 

Rs.2,484.11 million for the construction of transmission line work. The contractors were required to 

complete the works within stipulated time period but failed to complete the work within scheduled 

completion period. An amount of Rs.43.28 million was paid to the contractor on account of escalation 

of the extended period without the certification / verification of escalation invoices from the Engineers/ 

consultants of the contract. This resulted in irregular payment of Rs.43.28 million on account of 

escalation in violation to contract provision.  

Non-adherence to the contact clause resulted into irregular payment of Rs.43.28 million on 

account escalation. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that comprehensive reply would be furnished after 

scrutiny of record. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the record 

verified from Audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 
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Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 516/2021-22) 

 

1.6.28 Loss due to non-recovery of risk and cost from original contractor – Rs.34.22 million

      

According to Clause-63.1 of General Condition of Contract, in case of default on the part of the 

contractor in carrying out such instruction within the time specified therein or, if none, within a 

reasonable time, the employer shall be entitled to employ and pay other persons to carry out the same 

and all costs consequent thereon or incidental thereto shall, after due consultation with the employer 

and the contractor, be determined by the engineer and shall be recoverable from the contractor by the 

employer, and may be deducted by the employer from any monies due or to become due to the 

contractor and the engineer shall notify the contractor accordingly, with a copy to the employer. 

In EHV-I NTDC Islamabad, a contract for construction of 500KV Double Circuit Quad Bundle 

Neelum-Jhelum to Domeli Transmission Line was awarded to M/s NCL-AEL JV at a cost of    

Rs.1,191.11 million. The contractor did not complete work. Subsequently, the remaining work was 

awarded to another contractor i.e. M/s National Pak Construction Company who completed the work at 

cost of Rs.34.22 million under NTDC Own Resources. The said amount was to be recovered from the 

original contractor or to be blacklisted by NTDC. But no action was taken by the management resulting 

loss to the stated extent. 

Non-adherence to the contract clause resulted into loss of  

Rs.34.22 million due to non-execution of remaining works at risk and cost of original contractor.  

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that the matter is subjudice in court of law. However, 

sufficient amount of the contractor is available to cover the risk and cost. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to expedite the 

matter and get the stance verified from Audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 442/2021-22) 

 

1.6.29 Irregular payment on account of escalation – Rs.24.93 million 

As per BoD NTDCL vide Company Secretary NTDCL Notification No.C.S/NTDC/1797-99 

dated 29.08.2016 has accorded approval to grant Extension of Time (EoT) for the period 17.09.2011 to 

31.10.2013 (776 days) without imposition of liquidated damage charges and without involvement of 

additional funds in favor of M/s ICC (Pvt) Limited Lahore.  

 In EHV-II NTDC Multan, a contract for tower stacking, foundations, erection, stringing, testing 

and commissioning of 220KV D/C twin bundle D.G.Khan-Loralai transmission line (Lot-I) under ADB 

Loan No.2289 (ADB-21-2009) was awarded to M/s ICC (Pvt) Limited Lahore at cost Rs.856.39 million 

on 12th July, 2010. The contractor was required to complete the work within 390 days i.e. upto 
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16.09.2011 but failed to complete the work within schedule time period. Board of Director (NTDCL) 

granted the Extension of Time (EoT) for the period 17.09.2011 to 31.10.2013 (776 days) subject to the 

condition that no liquidated damage charges will be imposed and without involvement of additional 

funds. Contrary to this, an amount of Rs.24.927 million was paid to M/s ICC (Pvt) Limited Lahore by 

the NTDCL through own resources on account of escalation vide Payment Voucher No.01 dated 

31.12.2020 after the lapse of 10 years. This resulted in irregular payment of Rs.24.93 million on account 

of escalation in violation to BoD decision.  

Non-adherence to the Authority decision resulted into irregular payment of Rs.24.93 million on 

account escalation. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

November, 2021. The management replied that EoT was granted to the contractor and price escalation 

was accordingly paid to the contractor. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 observed that EoT was granted with the 

remarks “without involvement of additional funds” DAC further directed the management to furnish 

the revised reply to Audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 284/2021-22) 

 

1.6.30 Unjustified payment to the contractor due to change in scope of work – Rs.17.81 million 

As per Contract Clause 36 (b) the Project Manager shall not adjust rates from changes in 

quantities if thereby the Initial Contract Price is exceeded by more than 15 percent, except with the prior 

approval of the Employer.  

In GSC IESCO, a civil work contract worth Rs.13.46 million was awarded to M/s Gravity 

Engineer (Pvt) Limited for construction of three (03) line bays along with extension of bus bar 

switchyard and extension of control at room 132 KV Fatehjang grid station under IESCO system 

constraints vide tender No. IESCO/PMU/CIVIL/NCB-62/2020 (LOT-II). Main estimate (Civil work + 

Electrical work) was prepared without prior approval of GLO/drawings. According to main estimate, 

three (3) line bays were approved. Later on, GLO/drawings were revised for the 4th line bay which was 

constructed without obtaining prior approval of the competent authority. Due to construction of 1 No. 

additional line bay cost of work enhanced to Rs.17.81 million from Rs.13.46 million (Rs.4.35 million) 

i.e 32.3% above (4.35/13.462 * 100) was paid to the contractor before revision of the estimate. 

Non-adherence to the Contract Clause resulted into un-justified payment of Rs.17.81 million to 

the contractor during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in July, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

October, 2021. The management replied that 4th Line Bay was added for shifting of load on Ahmdal circuit 

from new Bus Bar. Design drawing of the same has already been approved on 29-10-2020. Case for 

revision of estimate is in process. The same has been submitted to C.E. (Development) IESCO. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to get verified 

the record from audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 
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(Draft Para No. 122/2021-22) 

 

1.6.31 Substandard purchase of distribution transformers– Rs.16.70 million 

According to Clause-38b(2) of PPRA Rules 2004 “The procuring agency shall make a decision 

with due diligence and in compliance with general principles of procurement like economy, efficiency 

and value for money”. 

In IESCO, 518 distribution 50 KVA transformers were procured from M/s W.O.E, out of which 

(97) transformers were damaged within warranty period i.e 18.7% of total quantity of transformers. The 

frequency of damage showed that due diligence was not exercised in procurement of transformers.  

Non-adherence to the Rules resulted into substandard purchase of power transformers worth 

Rs.16.70 million in the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that the as per Clause-9 of purchase order, the firm is 

bound to repair damaged transformers free of cost within warranty period whereas the firm has repaired 

and supplied 85 No. transformers out of 97 damaged transformers within warranty period and remaining 

12 No. transformers will be recovered soon. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to hold an inquiry 

at CEO IESCO level and submit its report along with recommendations within 30 days. No further 

progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 657/2021-22) 

 

1.6.32 Unjustified deletion of type test clause from purchase order – Rs.15.66 million 

As per Type Test Requirement Policy of NTDC, the validity of the Type Test Reports shall be 

10 years from the date of issuance of reports. However, fresh Type Tests shall be required/repeated if, 

a) the applicable standards have changed, b) the validity of the Test Reports has expired, c) the material 

used for the manufacturing has changed, d) the design has changed, e) the sub-contractors/suppliers 

have changed, f) the manufacturing process has changed, g) country of origin has changed, h) 

manufacturing facility has changed.   

In PMU SEPCO, a Purchase Order No. 1480-87 dated 29.10.2020 valuing Rs.15.66 million for 

procurement of Control Panels (CP-30 & CP-50) was issued to M/s Siemens Pakistan, Karachi. As 

these panels were subject to Type Test, the suppliers provided the expired Type Test Report which was 

issued in 2008 (validity of type test report for ten years). The subject matter was neither discussed in 

the Bid Evaluation Report carried out by CE (TSW) Islamabad nor the subject clause was included in 

the Purchase Order which require the subject Type Test. The deletion of said clause from PO was 

unjustified and cannot be termed as regular. 

Non-adherence to the Clauses of Type Test Requirement Policy of NTDC resulted into 

unjustified deletion of Type Test Clause from Purchase Order amounting to Rs.15.66 million during the 

financial year 2020-21. 
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The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that all procurement is being done according to PPRA & 

other procurement rules. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to conduct 

enquiry at its own level for fixing responsibility and submit report within 30 days. No further progress 

was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 268/2021-22) 

 

1.6.33 Irregular award of contract due to inaccurate bid evaluation – Rs.14.90 million 

According to type test requirements of the bidding documents, “the supplier shall offer only 

pre-type tested equipment from the specified testing laboratories. Further no Inspection Reports issued 

by any STL member lab shall be acceptable. Only those type test reports of the equipments shall be 

acceptable, which have been performed at the premises of the STL members.” 

In PMU SEPCO, bids for Tender NCB-S-02/2019 (Lot-IV) for procurement of 132KV 

Lightening Arrester with SSS were opened on March 10, 2020. The bid evaluation report of the said 

tender revealed that the bidder M/s EMCO, Lahore furnished type test reports from Chinese independent 

laboratory along with its bid. The said type test report was deficient as the same was not in line with the 

type test requirements of the bidding documents wherein type test report from STL member laboratory 

was required. Further the contractor also failed to furnish end user certificates of different clients in 

order to substantiate quality of the offered material. Since the bidder failed to adhere to the requirements 

of the bidding documents, its bid was required to be declared as “Non-responsive” but contrary to this 

contract valuing Rs.14.90 million was awarded to the said bidder.  

Violation of the provisions of bidding documents resulted into irregular award of contract 

valuing Rs.14.90 million due to inaccurate bid evaluation during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that type-test reports of offered type lightening arrestor 

from Chinese independent lab is available. Audit contended that Chinese independent lab is not 

accredited by STL. Moreover, the end user certificate of different clients was not provided. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to submit 

revised reply within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 388/2021-22) 

 

1.6.34 Loss due to non-invoking of contractual provision for change orders – Rs.14.85 million 

According to Clause-33.3 of Section-IV: Part-II: Particular conditions of Contract CPP-

04M(R)-2017, “The Purchaser may increase or decrease the quantities of Goods to the extent of 15% 

of the Contract Price during currency of the Contract without any change in the unit price or other terms 

and conditions of the Contract”.  
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During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the FY 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came to notice that two contracts i.e. CPP-04M-R-2017 Package II (Lot-I) and 

Package-III (Lot-I) for procurement of 245 & 247 Steel Towers 500 kV were awarded to M/s Nanjing 

Daji China at unit cost of US $ 43,612/- and US $ 40,743/-. Since there was a significant difference of 

US $ 2,869/- per unit cost of both the contracts, it was in favour of the company to invoke the contractual 

provisions for change order @ 15% by adjusting quantities of both the contracts but the same was not 

done. The same situation prevailed in case of CPP-04M-R-2017 Package-II (Lot-II) and Package-III 

(Lot-II) for procurement of All Aluminum Alloy Conductor (AAAC) Greely Conductor wherein there 

was a difference of US $ 107/- per unit cost of both these contracts. Resultantly, the company had to 

suffer a loss of Rs.14.85 million (11.677 + 3.168) due to procurement of 500 kV Towers and AAAC 

Greely Conductor at higher rates by not adjusting the quantities of the contracts. 

Non-invoking of contractual provisions for change orders resulted into loss of Rs.14.85 million 

due to procurement of material at higher rates. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the basic purpose of Clause No. 33.3 was to cater for any 

unforeseen contingencies in supply of material. This was included in line with the proposition of 

“Repeat Orders” as per PPRA Rules. In case the advantage of this clause was achieved, there would 

have been no room for variation in quantities in case of any contingency or urgency. Audit contended 

that had the contract clause for variation order been invoked by prudent contract management, loss on 

account of payment of higher cost could have been avoided. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to ensure 

compliance to variation clause in future purchase orders. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility. 

(Draft Para No. 944/2021-22

) 

1.6.35 Unjustified obtaining of performance guarantee for lesser amount –Rs.14.70 million 

According to GCC Clause-4.2 and PCC of the Contract No.ADB-78-2015(Lot-I), “the 

performance guarantee will be in the form of an unconditional bank guarantee in the account(s) of ten 

percent (10%) of the accepted contract amount”. 

 In NTDC, a contract ADB-78-2015(Lot-I) valuing Rs. 622.82 million for civil work, erection, 

stringing, testing and commissioning of 220 kV Transmission Lines for Grid Stations at D.I Khan and 

Lalian under Loan No. 3203-Tranche-IV was awarded to M/s ICC Pvt Ltd Lahore on May 04, 2016. 

Accordingly a performance bank guarantee for an amount of Rs.62.28 million was received from 

Contractor. Later on, contract price was extended up to Rs.769.86 million but instead of getting the 

extended performance bank guarantee of Rs.76.98 million, the performance bank guarantee of Rs. 62.28 

million, at the original contract price, was obtained valid up to May 29, 2020. Hence, obtaining of 

performance bank guarantee for lesser amount i.e. Rs. 14.70 million (Rs. 76.99 million – Rs. 62.28 

million) was unjustified. 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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 Non-adherence to the contract clauses resulted into unjustified obtaining of performance 

guarantee for lesser amount - Rs. 14.70 million up to the financial year 2019-20. 

 The matter was taken up with the management on September 25, 2020 and reported to the 

Ministry on December 29, 2020. The management replied that the amount of performance guarantee 

was not revised in the light of contractual provisions as increase in contract price was below the limit 

of 25%. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get 

its stance verified from audit. Further progress was not reported till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 904/2021-22) 

 

1.6.36 Non-execution of works at the risk & cost of the original contracts – Rs.13.87 million 

According to Clause 12.1 (Default by Contractor) if the contractor abandons the work, refuse 

or fails to comply with a valid instructions of the engineer/employer fails of proceed expeditiously 

employer may terminate work. The contractor shall then demobilize from the site leaving behind any 

contractor’s equipment to be used for the completion of the works at the risk and cost of the contractor.  

In SEPCO, two (02) Work Orders amounting to Rs.13.87 million were awarded to different 

contractors for construction works. The contractor was required to complete the work within stipulated 

time period from the date of commencement of work. Instead of completing the works, both the 

contractors abandoned the works at sites. The remaining works were to be executed at the risk and cost of 

the original contracts contractually but the same was not done. Furthermore the management also did not 

forfeit the security call deposits of the contractors amounting to Rs.0.693 million.  

Non adherence of contract agreement resulted into non-execution of works at risk and cost of 

the original contracts amounting to Rs.13.87 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that 1 No. work would be completed and LD would be 

deducted accordingly. While in 2nd case, the matter was being taken up with concerned contractors to 

execute the remaining works without further loss of time. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the stance 

verified from audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault.  

(Draft Para No. 265/2021-22) 

 

1.6.37 Irregular acceptance of expired type test report by bid evaluation committee – Rs.12.06 

million 

As per Type Test Requirement Policy of NTDC, the validity of the Type Test Reports shall be 

10 years from the date of issuance of reports. However, fresh Type Tests shall be required/repeated if, 

a) the applicable standards have changed, b) the validity of the Test Reports has expired, c) the material 
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used for the manufacturing has changed, d) the design has changed, e) the sub-contractors/suppliers 

have changed, f) the manufacturing process has changed, g) country of origin has changed, h) 

manufacturing facility has changed. 

In PMU SEPCO, a tenders No.NCB-S-07/2020 (Lot-I & IV) for procurement of Transformer 

Differential Relay & DC Supervision Relay was opened on 02.12.2020. Four (04) bidders participated 

in the bidding process. The bidding documents along with bids prices were sent to the Chief Engineer 

(Technical Services), FESCO for evaluation. After evaluation the Chief Engineer (TS), FESCO sent its 

report with the remarks that approval of E-Lab Supervision Relay from System Protection Lab was not 

found attached with bid. Instead of fresh approval, M/s. Epesol (Pvt) Ltd, Lahore provided approval 

dated 02.03.1999. The same was accepted by the Chief Engineer (TS) FESCO. The Chief Engineer 

PMU issued Purchase Order No.2210-17, dated 16.06.2021 valuing Rs.12.058 million to M/s. Epesol 

(Pvt) Ltd, Lahore. Audit holds that undue favour was extended to the supplier by accepting 22 years old 

approval which was unjustified/irregular. Irregular evaluation of bid made by the Chief Engineer 

(Technical Services), FESCO and purchases of material their on required justification.  

Non-adherence to the clause of Purchase Order and Type Test Requirement Policy of NTDC 

resulted into illegal acceptance of expired  

approval in bid evaluation report valuing Rs.12.06 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that on the recommendations of TSW, IESCO, Islamabad 

E-Lab DC Supervision Replay was accepted. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to conduct 

inquiry at its own level for fixing responsibility and submit report within 30 days. No further progress 

was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 296/2021-22) 

 

1.6.38 Irregular award of purchase order – Rs.11.28 million 

As per Chief Engineer (D&S) NDC instruction and S.R.O. 827(1)/2001, dated 03.12.2001 

issued by Ministry of Commerce, Government of Pakistan, “tender documents may not be issued to 

such new companies till the completion of educational orders ad satisfactory field performance. 

In SEPCO, a Purchase Order dated 04.09.20 was issued to M/s Rabee Steel Metal Works & 

Suppliers, Hyderabad amounting to Rs.11.28 million for procurement of Single Structure Platform. The 

supplier was already issued Educational Purchase Order from Material Management, HESCO in 2017. 

As per requirement of NTDC and SRO-827(1)/2001, the supplier was to provide Completion 

Certification of Educational Order and satisfactory field performance during participation in bidding of 

SEPCO’s tender but the same was not provided by the supplier. In the absence of above 

repots/certificates, the issuance of Purchase Order stands irregular because undue favour was granted 

during the evaluation of the bid.  

Non-adherence to Authority’s instructions/SRO resulted into irregular award of Purchase Order 

amounting to Rs.11.28 million during the financial year 2020-21. 
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The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that the contractor was prequalified with SEPCO in 

category M-11 and Prototype Test Report is not needed as per (S&S) Department. The PO was awarded 

to the firm on the basis of various purchase orders of other DISCOs. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the stance 

verified from audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 219/2020-21) 

 

1.6.39 Non-recovery of rental charges from contractors – Rs.10.97 million 

 According to Contract No. ADB-65-R, Package-II, the Employer (NTDC) was not responsible 

for providing space to Contractor for establishing warehouse/stores. According to GCC Clause 24.7 of 

section-7, as soon as possible after completion, the contractor shall complete all outstanding minor items 

so that the facilities are fully in accordance with the requirements of the contract, failing which the 

employer will undertake such completion and deduct the costs thereof from any monies owing to the 

contractor. 

In NTDC, three (03) contractors M/s TBEA, ICC & Al-Hussain Trader were enganged in 

execution of Contract No.ADB-65-R, Package-II, ADB-68R-2013 & No. ADB-41-2009 respectively. 

They were required to pay the rental charges of Rs.10.97 million for utilizing NTDC space / 

accomodation, however, no recovery was made from them despite completion of the works. 

Non-adherence to Contract Clause resulted into non-recovery of rental charges of Rs.10.97 

million from contractors up to the financial year 2019-20. 

The matter was taken up with the management on September 25, 2020 and reported to the 

Ministry on December 29, 2020. The management replied that the outstanding amount would be 

deducted from the contractors’ retention money / invoice. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to expedite 

recovery from the contractors and share the progress with Audit. Further progress was not reported till 

finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 897/2021-22) 

 

1.6.40 Irregular award of works in violation of PPRA Rules –  

 Rs.9.97 million 

According to Rule-42b (i) of PPRA Rules-2004, a procuring agency shall engage in the 

quotation method of procurement only, if the cost of the object of procurement is below the prescribed 

limit of one hundred thousand rupees. 

In GSC IESCO, fifty-two (52) No. quotations works carried out from the various contractors 

other than main contractors. Main estimate (Civil+ electrical) of twenty five (25) No different nature of 

works has already been approved including the quotation works. Later on quotation works were not 
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incorporated in contract work and the same was awarded to the contractors through tenders.  Audit is a 

view that required extra work/material would be carried out by the main contractor through variation 

order instead of quotation call. Resultantly, irregular execution of work amounting to Rs.9.97 million 

was done due to splitting of work.  

Non-observance to PPRA rules resulted into irregular award of works amounting to Rs 9.97 

million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in July, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

September, 2021. The management replied that complete record of this office has been scrutinized in 

detail but such 25-No. quotations cases have not been traced out. The IR Para along with detail of works 

is requested from the audit for the preparation of detailed reply. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to submit the 

revised reply within week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 79/2021-22) 

 

1.6.41 Non-recovery of disputed invoices – Rs.9.56 million 

As per Power Purchase Agreement clause-5(b) “The company shall pay the invoice amount to 

wapda no later than 25 days after delivery by wapda of invoice for liquidated damages late payments 

shall bear interest at a rate per annum equal to the Base Rate plus two percent per annum (or at the Base 

Rate in the event that the company has notified wapda within twenty five (25) day period that it disputes 

such payment and pays within such twenty five days period all undisputed amounts) compounded semi 

annual and shall be computed for the actual number of days on the basis of a three hundred sixty five 

(365) day year”. 

In EHV-I NTDC Lahore, a low power factor penalty of Rs. 9.50 million was charged to IPP i.e 

Pakistan Power Company. The invoice of said amount became disputed due to non-connection of 2nd 

transmission line of Pakistan Power to its designated location at terminal power station Muzffargarh. 

Hence, a loss to the public exchequer incurred due to non-recovery of invoice. 

Non-adherence to the above resulted into loss due to non-recovery of low power factor penalty 

during the financial year 2019-20. 

The matter was taken up with the management in May, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that project feasibility and load flow studies are done by the 

office of General Manager (PSP) NTDC and this office has only execution scope of project after its 

approval from the competent authority. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to inquire the 

matter at PPMC level within 30 days and share with Audit. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 366/2021-22) 
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1.6.42 Non-imposition of penalty on ERP contractor for delay –  

 Rs.9.31 million 

As per clause 20 of the contract agreement “the contractor will be bound to complete the 

requisite the requisite tasks as per contract, within specified time and quality parameters. If the 

contractor fails to complete these task within specified time and quality parameters, FESCO shall have 

the rights to get the tasks completed by a third party at the cost of contractors. If the contractors are 

unable to execute the contract according to satisfaction then FESCO may invoke any or all of the 

following clauses i.e. i. Forfeit the Performance Security ii. Termination of the contract; iii or in 

addition, may impose a penalty which will be decided by FESCO. 

In PMU FESCO, contract agreement amounting to Rs.9.31 million for Evaluation, Quality 

Assurance and Internal Audit Control of SAP ERP was made with M/s A.F. Ferguson on November 7, 2017. 

The work was to be completed within eight (8) months but M/s A.F. Ferguson & Co, failed to implement 

within stipulated time. However, neither the project was completed in scheduled time nor any action i.e. 

imposition of penalty was taken against the ERP Contractor as per contract clause.    

Non-adherence to contract clause resulted into Non-imposition of penalty on ERP contractor 

for delay Rs.9.31 million upto the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that FESCO MIS department has also processed ERP 

HCM Payroll of December 2021 as final Go-Live month. 50% payment is still to be paid to M/S A.F 

Ferguson that will be paid after Go-Live the Project. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 13, 2022 directed the management to recover the LD 

charges immediately from the contractor and to get the record verified from audit. No further progress 

was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 843/2021-22) 

 

1.6.43 Non-recovery of outstanding amount from contractors/suppliers – Rs.7.67 million 

According to Rule-213 (5) of GFR, “advances made for public expenditure will be held under 

objection until a detailed account duly supported by vouchers is furnished in adjustment of them.” 

In GSC IESCO, an amount of Rs.7.67 million was recoverable from suppliers/contractors since 

long. The age analysis of advances indicated that this amount was outstanding from September, 2013 

to April, 2018. Efforts to recover such amount were not forthcoming from the record. This state of 

affairs put the company in to a loss in the shape of devaluation as well as less recovery from the 

sponsors. The background of outstanding amount was not found from record. 

Non-adherence to government rules resulted into the non-recovery of outstanding amount of 

Rs.7.67 million from the contractor/ suppliers and sustained loss to the stated extent during the financial 

year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in July, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

September, 2021. The management replied that after the consultation of record, reply would be 

furnished.  
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The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to submit the 

revised reply within week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 80/2021-22) 

 

1.6.44 Non-recovery on account of testing and commissioning at Matiari Convertor Station – 

Rs.6.62 million 

As per the Section 8.2 and 8.3 of the Transmission Services Agreement signed between NTDC 

and the Project Company i.e M/S PMLTC. Tests prior and after synchronization of the HVDC 

transmission project shall be carried out by the contractor in the presence of Engineers and witness by 

the purchaser    

In HVDC (NTDC) Hyderabad, an amount of Rs.6.62 million on account of testing of AC yard 

equipment’s, protection relays and end to end testing, was conducted by the HVDC NTDC management 

through the O/o the Chief Engineer TSG South NTDC Hyderabad w.e.f February, 2020 to November, 

2020. The invoices amounting to Rs.6.62 million for services provided by the concerned office were 

submitted to the M/s PMLTC for payment. Even after CoD on 01.09.2021, the amount of Rs.6.62 

million was not paid by the Project Company PMLTC to NTDC.  

Non-adherence to the agreement resulted into non-recovery of Rs.6.62 million on account of 

testing and commissioning during financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

November, 2021. The management replied that the invoices raised by TSG South which is chargeable 

to Chief Engineer HVDC Lahore is invalid and no payment chargeable to PMLTC in this case. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the stance 

verified from Audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 287/2021-22) 

 

1.6.45 Unjustified change of purchase order clause to decrease quantity –  Rs.6.11 million 

As per Clause-B (viii) of Purchase Order No. 09/610 dated 24.03.2021 “SEPCO reserves the 

right to increase 15% quantity of this Purchase Order, as per PPRA Rules. Moreover, as per query 

answered by PPRA “there is no express provision available under PPR-4 which allows to increase or 

decrease the quantity of items during continuation of  a procurement process as same is against the spirit 

of PPRA rules because quantity always leads to the cost. In case of re-tendering, however quantity may 

be increased or decreased as it will provide level playing field to all prospective bidders. It is further 

added that after the completion of procurement process the procuring agency may place repeat orders 

which shall not exceed fifteen percent of the original procurement under rule 59 (c)(iv) of PPR-14”. 

In SEPCO, a Purchase Order dated 24.03.2021 was issued to  

M/s Transfopower Industries (Pvt.) Ltd, Lahore for procurement of 50,000 static single phase electricity 

meter amounting to Rs.61.13 million. Contrary to the Rules, the authority solicited the approval for 

reduction of 5,000 electricity meters in Purchase Order. The PPRA Rules only allow 15% increase during 
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the bidding process or in case of retendering. Furthermore the M/s Transfopower, Lahore vide its letter 

dated 01.07.21 also refuse to reduce the quantity as the meters were ready for final inspection. The decision 

of the authority was the result of poor planning and against PPRA Rules.  

Non-adherence to Purchase Order Clause resulted into illegitimate change of Purchase Order 

clause against PPRA to the extent of Rs.6.11 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that as per bidding documents Clause-8, SEPCO reserves 

the right to increase / decrease the quantity to purchase at the time of award or during the currency of 

contract. Audit contended that the management cannot decrease the quantity as per PEPRA Rules. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the stance 

verified from audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 324/2021-22) 

 

1.6.46 Irregular procurement of Aluminum Tubular Conductor without type tests & factory 

acceptance tests     

According to clause-4 of Section 6 (Employer’s Requirement) of Bidding Documents of ADB-

41-2009, “The ordered plant / equipment shall be subjected to tests as per relevant provisions of the 

specifications.”  

In NTDC, an EPC Contract ADB-41-2009 for procurement of Rohri Grid Station was awarded 

to M/s Chint Electric Company Ltd. According to provisions of contract documents, all the items / 

equipments of the project were subject to tests as per relevant provisions of specifications. However, 

the Contractor had submitted inappropriate / incomplete TDS and type test reports of Aluminum 

Tubular Conductor manufactured by M/s Guangzhou White Lotus Electric Power Equipment Co. China 

thrice but the same were not accepted by the Manager Design. Later on, waiver of type tests / factory 

acceptance tests was granted with condition to perform certain tests from local laboratory. But the 

contractor failed to perform all the specified tests. Since, the said Chinese-make material was being 

installed for the first time in NTDC system—complete tests in the light of specifications mentioned in 

the contract agreement were mandatory. It was noticed that inspite of rejection, the offered material was 

accepted in lieu of extended warranty. 

Non-adherence to the provisions of contract agreement resulted into irregular procurement of 

Aluminum Tubular Conductor without type tests & factory acceptance tests up to the financial year 

2019-20. 

 The matter was taken up with the management on September 25, 2020 and reported to the 

Ministry on December 29, 2020. The management replied that due to urgency, waiver of type / factory 

acceptance tests was granted with the condition that all the tests would be performed after procurement 

and the same was performed except one test for which extended warranty of 5 years was obtained. Audit 

contended that the contractor failed to perform all the specified tests for the material being installed for 

first time in NTDC system. The obtaining of extended warranty in lieu of specified tests was not in line 

with the contractual provisions. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 24-25, 2022 did not agree with the reply and 
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directed the management to provide detailed / revised reply. No reply was furnished up till 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 906/2021-22) 

 

1.6.47 Irregular acceptance of 11 KV termination kits without KEMA’s final inspection type test 

report 

 According to the Minutes of Pre-Award Meeting against Tender No. ADB-67R-2012, for 

procurement of 220 KV AIS Mansehra, “the contractor i.e. M/s Chint Electric Co. Ltd. confirmed to 

provide requisite Type Test Reports or carryout the Type Tests during project execution stage 

complying with the specified requirement and the relevant clauses of the Bidding/ Contract Documents 

for the specified equipment/ materials. 

In NTDC, a turnkey Contract  ADB-67R-2012 valuing CNY 65.86 million + Rs.172.90 million 

for design, manufacturing, supply, erection, testing and commissioning of 220 KV Substation Mansehra 

was awarded to M/s Chint Electric Co. Ltd. According to contract agreement, the contractor was 

required to provide requisite type test reports of the offered material/ equipment. The contractor had 

submitted KEMA’s inspection Type Report for 11 KV Termination Kits, which was referred to KEMA 

for authentication. The KEMA responded that the submitted Inspection Type Test Report was different 

from the Final Report issued by it. Resultantly, the Design Office NTDC took the matter with the 

Contractor for provision of final KEMA’s Inspection Type Test Report during June, 2016. The response 

of the contractor was not forthcoming from the record, in the absence of which, acceptance of 

Termination Kits without KEMA’s Final Inspection Type Test Report was irregular. 

Non-adhering to the provisions of the contract agreement resulted into irregular acceptance of 

11 KV termination kits without KEMA’s final inspection type test report up to the financial year 2019-

20. 

 The matter was taken up with the management on September 25, 2020 and reported to the 

Ministry on December 29, 2020. The management replied that type test reports of originally offered 

material were not authenticated by KEMA. However later on, the Contractor submitted the data of 

Raychem, Germany make Termination Kits, which were already installed in system and had proven 

track record. Audit contended that requisite type test reports of the offered material were required to be 

obtained from the contractor during the project execution stage. Further provision of suspicious type 

test reports by the contractor needed to be inquired. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 24-25, 2022 did not agree with the reply and 

directed the management to provide detailed / revised reply. No reply was furnished up till 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 908/2021-22) 
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1.6.48 Defective civil work for equipment foundations due to non-usage of Sulphate Resistant 

cement 

 According to SI-03.1 of Section 6-Employer Requirements of Bidding Documents, “soil 

conditions are such that only Sulphate Resistant (SR) cement is feasible for the civil works”. 

In NTDC, contrary to provisions of Bidding Documents, the contractor M/s Chint Electric Co. 

Ltd used Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) in equipment foundations under Phase-I program of Rohri 

Grid Station. Use of OPC instead of SR Cement resulted into defective equipment foundations and put 

a question mark on the reliability of civil works. 

Non-adherence to the provisions of Bidding Documents resulted into defective civil work for 

equipment foundations due to non-usage of Sulphate Resistant cement up to the financial year 2019-20. 

 The matter was taken up with the management on September 25, 2020 and reported to the 

Ministry on December 29, 2020. The management replied that as per contractual provisions, the 

contractor could form its own opinion regarding the character of the work and of the materials as per 

soil conditions to meet with the specifications and satisfaction of the employer. Audit contended that 

Bidding Documents clearly stated usage of only Sulphate Resistant (SR) cement for civil works. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 24-25, 2022 did not agree with the reply and directed 

the management to provide detailed / revised reply. No reply was furnished up till finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to inquire the matter for fixing responsibility 

regarding usage of unspecified cement in equipment foundations by the Contractor in violation of 

Contractual provisions. 

(Draft Para No. 915/2021-22) 

 

1.6.49 Irregular procurement of shield wire hardware assembly from banned manufacturer 

 According to Manager (Proc) PMU MEPCO vide letter No 8253-55/M (Proc)/061241 dated 

August 13, 2015, MEPCO had imposed ban on  

M/s Shaheen Traders, Pakistan. 

In NTDC, a turnkey Contract  ADB-67R-2012 valuing CNY 65.86 million + Rs. 172.90 million 

for design, manufacturing, supply, erection, testing and commissioning of 220 KV Substation Mansehra 

was awarded to M/s Chint Electric Co. Ltd. The contractor requested for change of manufacturer for 

supply of Shield Wire Hardware Assembly to M/s Shaheen Traders Pakistan on September 19, 2017 

with the justification that they had already used same material of D-Shackle for Tension and Suspension 

Assembly from the same manufacturer. In response, the Design Office refused to approve the said 

manufacturer being banned by MEPCO. The justification furnished by the Contractor for change of 

manufacturer revealed that he had procured Shield Wire Hardware Assembly from the said banned 

manufacturer, which was irregular. 

Procurement of Shield Wire Hardware Assembly from banned manufacturer without the 

approval of Employer was irregular up to the financial year 2019-20. 

 The matter was taken up with the management on September 25, 2020 and reported to the 

Ministry on December 29, 2020. The management replied that shield wire hardware assembly for 220 

KV Grid Station NTDC Mansehra was procured from M/S “SUBCON” and installed at site. Audit 
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contended that the contractor while requesting change of manufacturer stated that they had already used 

same material from the proposed manufacturer. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 24-25, 2022 did not agree with the reply and 

directed the management to provide detailed / revised reply. No reply was furnished up till 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to inquire the matter for fixing responsibility 

regarding procurement of Shield Wire Hardware Assembly from banned manufacturer by the 

Contractor. 

(Draft Para No. 909/2021-22) 

 

1.6.50 Non-preparation of annual procurement plan in NTDC 

According to Rule-8 & 9 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004, “all procuring agencies shall 

devise a mechanism, for planning in detail for all proposed procurements and shall announce it for each 

financial year for proceeding accordingly without any splitting or regrouping by advertising in advance 

on the Authority’s website as well as on the website of the procuring agency. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that the procurements in NTDC were at large scale and highly 

diversified through multi-contractual or Engineering Procurement Construction (EPC) / Turn-key 

contractual approaches financed through foreign development partners / local financial institutions and 

utilizing own financial resources. However, NTDC entered into fifty two (52) contracts amounting to 

Rs.70,000 million during the F.Y 2020-21 without any annual procurement plan. 

Non-adherence to the PPRA Rules resulted in non-preparation of annual procurement plan in 

NTDC during the F.Y 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that 5-year Procurement Plan was under preparation and would 

be submitted for approval in due course of time. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the reply and directed to 

prepare annual procurement plan as required by PPRA within 30 days. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

 (Draft Para No. 931/2021-22

) 

 

1.6.51 Irregular award of contract due to discriminative / stringent evaluation and qualification 

criteria  

According to Rule-32 of PPRA, “No procuring agency shall introduce any condition which 

discriminates between bidders or that is considered to be met with difficulty. In ascertaining the 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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discriminatory or difficult nature of any condition reference shall be made to the ordinary practices of 

that trade.” 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the FY 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came to notice that the evaluation and qualification criteria set for evaluating 

the awarded EPC contract No. ADB-401-A i.e. average annual turnover of US$ 54 million and bidder’s 

experience for completion of 50 km 380 KV or higher voltage transmission line was stringent and 

discriminatory as compared to other similar nature tenders awarded by NTDC i.e. ADB-301A-2018, 

CASA 1000 /TL/ TW02/ Package TW02 for 500 kV HVDC line and FW(1) -002 for 500 kV 

Muzaffargarh Gatti T/L wherein lesser average annual turnover and bidders experience for completion 

of 220 kV or higher transmission lines was required. This state of affairs not only resulted into violation 

of PPRA Rules but also discouraged domestic bidders to participate in the bidding of the said tender. It 

also reflected that there was no standard bidding document prepared by NTDC with reference to 

evaluation and qualification criteria in similar nature contracts. 

The discriminative and stringent evaluation and qualification criteria resulted in irregular award 

of contract due to violation of PPRA Rules as well as GoP policy regarding promotion of domestic 

entrepreneurship. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that Suki Kinari project was unique in nature being involved in 

new type of conductor, towers and difficult hilly terrain. Therefore, bidder’s experience for completion of 

380 KV or higher voltage transmission and higher average annual turnover was set as qualification criteria 

by the NESPAK in consultation with the ADB. Audit contented that similar nature project i.e. 500 KV 

Neelum-Jehlum T/L was executed with the prevalent design experience of 220 KV or higher transmission 

line. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to substantiate its 

stance with the contracts executed in the similar terrain. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 939/2021-22

) 

 

1.6.52 Irregular enlistment of private agent in NTDC WeBOC without tendering process 

According to Rule-20 of PPRA Rules, “the procuring agencies shall use open competitive 

bidding as the principal method of procurement for the procurement of goods, services and works”. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the FY 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came to notice that a private agent i.e. M/s PKG was approved for enlistment 

in NTDC WeBOC (Web based One Custom) without adopting tendering process. As the NTDC had 

already approved / authorized clearing agent i.e. M/s Daco International Transport Private Ltd. hence, 

enlisting another agent, without tendering process, would involve consequential potential impact of 

misusing the NTDC’s NTN at later stages regarding recoveries / short payments / under invoicing / 

refund claims from Customs etc. The approval of enlistment of private agent in NTDC WeBOC without 

tendering process was irregular and depicted undue favour to M/s PKG. 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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Violation of PPRA Rules resulted in irregular enlistment of private agent in NTDC WeBOC 

without adopting tendering process. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that no enlistment / access to Web based One Custom 

(WEBOC) had been granted to M/s. PKG to date. Audit contended that approval for enlistment of the 

said contractor without competitive bidding was granted by the MD NTDC. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to furnish revised 

reply to Audit within 15 days. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 941/2021-22

) 

 

1.6.53 Non-provision of extended warranty by the supplier  

NTDC allowed 3rd party inspection for type test and pre-shipment inspection/FAT subject to 

provision of extended warranty of five (5) years for material delivered under the contract No.70R2-

2019. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a contract agreement No.NOR-70-R2-2019 was signed 

with M/s TBEA Shenyang Transformer Group China for procurement of 07 Nos 250MVA 

220/132/11KV Auto transformers for various 220/132KV substations at a cost of CNY 69.462 million. 

Due to prevalent Covid-19, the management of NTDC approved the request of the supplier for 3rd party 

inspection subject to provision for an extended warranty of five years. However, the contractor supplied 

the material without extended warranty and balance payment was released to him.  

Non-adherence to the provision of contract resulted into  

non-provision of an extended warranty of equipment procured during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the manufacturer had been asked to provide the warranty 

certificate as per 3rd part Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) conditions and the same would be ensured 

before issuance of acceptance certificate. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to expedite 

provision of extended warranty from the contractor before release of balance payment. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 955/2021-22

) 

 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 

 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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1.6.54 Inordinate delay in award of contract and deficient bid evaluation highlighted by aggrieved 

bidder 

According to Public Procurement Rules 4, Principles of Procurement, Procuring agencies, 

while engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and 

transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the 

procurement process is efficient and economical. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that technical and financial bids against tender No.ADB-

301A-2018 for procurement of plant-design, supply, installation, testing and commissioning of 500 kV 

transmission line Nokhar S/S- Lahore North S/S- Lahore HVDC switching / converter station were 

opened on November 26, 2018 and July 31, 2019 respectively. The BoD NTDC gave the approval for 

award of contract to M/s NETRACON-DAJI (JV) at bid Price of 7,013.63 million on September 25, 

2019. However, ADB gave     No Objection Letter (NOL) for award of contract to the said bidder on 

March 31, 2021. 

After publication of evaluation results on April 02, 2021, certain grievances were shown by 

M/s China Electric Power Equipment & Technology. The Grievance Redressal Committee accepted the 

grievances and declared the M/s NETRACON-DAJI (JV) as non-responsive. Resultantly, the 

management issued notification of award / LOA to the next lowest responsive bidder i.e. M/s CET 

China on August 20, 2021 with a delay of almost three years at a price of Rs.7,472.72 million. 

Inefficient bidding process resulted into inordinate delay in award of contract and deficient bid 

evaluation highlighted by aggrieved bidder up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that Bids evaluation / evaluation reports were concluded well 

within a reasonable time, however, issuance of NOL from ADB was delayed. Audit contended that 

inordinate time was consumed for evaluation of bids and discrepancies in bid evaluation report caused 

delay in grant of NOL by ADB. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the reply of management 

and directed to conduct holistic inquiry in the light of contents of audit para at PPMC level within 90 

days. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 956/2021-22

) 

 

1.6.55 Delay in procurement leading to potential risk of price hike due to non-award of contract 

within bid validity period  

As per PPRA Rules 26 (3) the procuring agency shall ordinarily be under an obligation to 

process and evaluate the bid within the stipulated bid validity period. Moreover, as per PPRA Rule 4 

Procuring agencies, while engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and 

the procurement process is efficient and economical. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a tender No.NOR-70M-2020 (Lot-V) for procurement of 

grid station material for 220/132KV Substation Jhampir-II was floated under own resources on 

September 28, 2020. The technical and financial bids were opened on November 03, 2020 and February 

26, 2021 respectively and M/s Pakistan Cable was declared as the sole responsive bidder with bid Price 

of Rs.72.81 million. However, approval for award was given on April 05, 2021, after expiry of bid 

validity date on April 02, 2021. Meanwhile, the sole responsive bidder refused to extend its bid validity 

and tendering process was cancelled eventually. Later on, the retendering was made in July 2021, but 

no bidder participated in the tender. Hence, non-award of contract to the lowest responsive bidder within 

bid validity period not only delayed the procurement but would also caused risk of increase in price of 

material. 

Inefficient bidding process resulted into delay in procurement of material leading to potential 

risk of price hike due to non-award of contract within bid validity period up to the financial year 2020-

21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that price bid evaluation report was prepared and sent to GM 

(P&CM) on 04-03-2021 and the said office asked to prepare revised final bid evaluation reports. 

Accordingly, the same was prepared and sent to the office of GM (P&CM) on 22-03-2021. Audit 

contended that management failed to award contract within the bid validity period though the final bid 

evaluation report, stated to have been prepared and sent to GM P&CM on 22.03.2021 which needs to 

be investigated. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the reply of management 

and directed to conduct holistic inquiry in the light of contents of audit para at PPMC level within 90 

days. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 957/2021-22

) 

 

1.7 Unsatisfactory Project Management 

The companies undertake different mega projects comprising of a series of sub-tasks and works. 

Depending upon the complexity of the project, different works were executed either through company’s 

own project offices or through collaboration with EPC contractors for delivery of specific good / services 

/ tasks. Based on their projected financial outlay, PC-1 form was formally made for these projects and 

their approval was sought from the relevant government forum. Generally, in DISCOs / NTDC, the 

projects aimed at enhancing and improving the electricity transmission / distribution system and allied 

assets of the companies. These projects represent the strategic milestones which were set by the 

government for the attainment of desired goals and outcomes in the power sector.  

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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Unsatisfactory project management refer to all such shortcomings and lapses on account of 

which the project could not be got executed in a timely, transparent and efficient manner. Lack of project 

planning and poor feasibility led to projects getting stuck up during execution. Delays in finalization of 

project documents, allocation of land, timely arrangement of financial sources etc led to significant cost 

overruns for a subject project. On the other hand, myopic need / unrealistic growth assessment of the 

projects led to mere procurement exercises with surplus stock getting piled up in the DISCOs/NTDC. 

During course of completion of project, as the requirement and cost of a project changed, the 

revision of the PC-1 was mandated which in many cases was not sought making the project expense 

irregular and void of due administrative sanction. 

Moreover, project completion reports were delayed/not prepared for completed projects which 

implied that management could not objectively review whether the project had been executed in a 

successful manner, due processes adopted and envisaged benefits materialized or not. 

On the above lines, audit has analyzed the issue of unsatisfactory project management in the 

DISCOs/NTDC/GENCOs, on a sample analysis basis to highlight the in-efficiencies, lack of 

transparency, irregularities and internal control lapses which is illustrated in the following paras: 

 

1.7.1 Non-utilization of funds on a highly valuable project –  

Rs.2,449.17 million 

As per Finance Division (Govt. of Pakistan) Endorsement No.FI (1)/2020-21/1120 dated 

03.12.2020, a release of cash development loans to QESCO amounting to Rs.2,698.89 million was granted 

with the approval of President of Islamic Republic of Pakistan for a highly valuable project. According to 

PC-1 of the project, completion date of project was September, 2021. 

In PMU QESCO, funds amounting to Rs.2,698.89 million were granted to QESCO for 

interconnection of Isolated Makran / Gawader area with National Grid System of Pakistan, out of which 

only funds of Rs.249.72 million were utilized which shows less utilization of funds amounting to 

Rs.2,449.17 million as well as poor execution of project.  

Non-adherence to the provision of PC-1 and instructions of the Finance Division resulted into 

non-utilization of funds on a highly valuable project amounting to Rs.2,449.17 million up to the 

financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that the awarding of contract and procurement of material 

was a lengthy process which takes lot of time from preparing of bidding documents to award of work, 

moreover the process was also delayed due to Covid-19 and lockdowns in local/international markets. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the stance 

verified from audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 853/2021-22) 

 

1.7.2 Incorrect bid evaluation by accepting deficient specific experience of bidder – Rs.1,081.74 

million 
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According to Clause-13.4 (a) (ii) (Specific Experience) of bidding No. 350/PMU for EPC/ 

turnkey work regarding capacity enhancement of 132 kv transmission line circuits through re-

conductoring/ replacement of existing rail conductor with High Temperature Low Sag Conductor 

(HTLS): i) “The manufacturer should have been manufacturing offered High Temperature Low Sage 

conductor for at least five (05) years and should have been successfully completed at least two (02) no. 

of contracts of supply of same offered HTLS conductor worldwide as per NTDC specification. Ii) The 

offered high temperature low sag conductor must be operating satisfactory in the field for at least two 

(02) consecutive years on bid opening date. 

In PEPCO, an inquiry regarding the process of LESCO Tender No. 350/ PMU for EPC/Turnky 

works for capacity enhancement of 132 KV T/L circuit through re-conductoring/ replacement of 

existing rail conductor with High Temperature Low Sag (HTLS) conductor was conducted. The inquiry 

committee concluded that M/s LS Consortium, Korea, the lowest evaluated responsive bidder declared 

by bid evaluation committee, did not meet the specific experience criteria of the tender clause due to 

non-provision of end user certificates of offered  HTLS type LSCC 550 m2 conductor. The scenario 

depicted that evaluation of tender was not conducted in a fair and transparent manner and technically 

non-responsive bidder was declared responsive without establishing specific experience for supply and 

successful operation of offered HTLS type LSCC 550 m2 conductor.  

Violation of provision of tender documents resulted into incorrect bid evaluation by accepting 

deficient specific experience of bidder valuing Rs.1,081.74 million (US$ 5.34 million + PKR 130.418 

million) (Lot-I & II) to M/s LS Consortium, Korea during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management and reported to the Ministry in December, 2021. 

Management replied that inquiry was conducted by PEPCO and was transferred to LESCO for 

implementation and requested to transfer/shift para to LESCO for further pursuance. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 transfer the para to LESCO for proper 

reply and verification of record. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 880/2021-22) 

 

1.7.3 Losses due non-approving the PC-I for replacement of LT Bare Conductor with ABC 

Cable in PESCO – Rs.410.54 million 

As per Minutes of Pre-CDWP Meeting held on October 21, 2020, CDWP required from 

Ministry of Energy (Power Division) to present DISCO wise revenue losses and an analysis on subsidies 

and tariff structure to the CDWP within one month.  

In Ministry of Energy Power Division Islamabad, a PC-1 for replacement of ABC cables with 

LT Bare conductor in PESCO was under approval from more than one year which was beneficial for 

reduction in line losses. The delay in the approval of PC-I was due to non-preparation of DISCO wise 

revenue analysis of losses as per monitoring framework. Had the PC-I was approved timely and project 

was completed in time, the company would have earned a profit of Rs.410.54 million each year through 

saving of 4089 MkWh electricity.  

Non-adherence to minutes of Pre-CDWP meeting resulted into losses due to non-approving of 

PC-I for replacement of LT Bare conductor with ABC cable in PESCO amounting to Rs.410.54 million 

up to the financial year 2020-21. 
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The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in October, 2021. The management replied that the delay in the approval of PC-I for project as CDWP 

approved the project for inclusion in PSDP at an indicative cost of Rs.2,806.4 million, without FEC 

subject to the condition that PESCO will carry out detailed feasibility study and modified PC-I will be 

reconsidered by the CDWP. Now CDWP approved the project after approval of feasibility study in 

January-2021. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to get the stance 

verified from audit within 15 days.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 139/2021-22) 

 

1.7.4 Irregular purchase of land for converter station at Lahore through private negotiation – 

Rs.350.38 million 

As per Section-4 Part-II of Land Acquisition Act 1894, whenever it appears to the Collector of 

the District that land in any locality is needed or is likely to be needed for any public purpose or for a 

company, a notification to that effect shall be published in the official gazette and the Collector shall 

cause public notice of the substance of such notification to be given at convenient place in the said 

locality. 

 In HVDC NTDC, Lahore, a Contract for construction of HVDC Transmission Project was awarded 

to Pak MLTC (Pvt) Limited at a cost of Rs.1,658 million US $ (including taxes) on Build, Own, Operate 

and Transfer (BOOT) basis for 25 years. For the Construction of 660 KV HVDC Converter Station Lahore 

at Head Balloki District Nankana Sahib, the NTDC at its own, by seting aside the provision of Land 

Acquisition Act 1894, acquired 1144 Kanal and 02 Marla land valuing Rs.350.380 million through private 

negotiation. Audit held that Land Acquisition Act 1894 is intact and the land was to be acquired through 

Collector of the District. The question did arise that the cost of land @ 306,276/- per Kanal purchased by 

NTDC through private negotiation was at par the cost of land situated in the same locality or adjacent to 

subject land during the same period.    

Non-adherence to Land Acquisition Act resulted into irregular acquiring of land valuing 

Rs.350.38 million through private negotiation instead of Collector of the District during the financial 

year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that BoD NTDC had approved the acquisition of land for 

converter station Lahore through private negotiations to expedite the process as there were strict 

timelines for the completion of the project. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to inquire the 

matter for acquisition of land through private negotiation in contravention to the provisions of Land 

Acquisition Act. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 703/2021-22) 
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1.7.5 Irregular transaction/activity in PESCO without approval of PC-I – Rs.279.52 million 

As per Powers of PAO Regulations 2021 Rule 3. Head of financial management.—(1) The 

principal accounting officer shall be responsible for all financial matters relating to all offices under his 

administrative control and he shall be custodian and operator of the financial resources.  

In Ministry of Energy (Power Division) Islamabad, M/s Newage Cable (Pvt.) Ltd. supplied 

ABC cable 95 MM2 4/C costing Rs.279.524 million in PESCO against purchase order No. 

0701203/CEX/M(MM)/106 dated 16.07.2019 without approval of PC-I. No action was taken against 

the PESCO management despite the fact that the PC-I was under approval with Power Division. The 

situation exposed the weak internal controls of the Power Division, which may lead to litigation between 

the supplier and the PESCO.  

Non-adherence to the rules resulted into irregular transaction/activity in PESCO without 

approval of PC-I Rs.279.52 million up to financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in October, 2021. The management replied that the material was procured with the approval of BoD 

PESCO. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 did not agree with  

the reply of management and directed PEPCO to inquire the matter for  

fixing responsibility against BoD PESCO for procurement of material without approved PC-I. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 134/2021-22) 

 

1.7.6 Unknown whereabouts of electrical material – Rs.94.44 million 

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for enforcing responsibility for losses due 

to fraud, theft or negligence of individuals, 1982 (amended up to June 01, 2001), “all losses whether of 

public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary investigation by the officer in whose charge 

they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the amount involved”. 

 In various DISCOs, electrical material/equipments worth Rs.94.44 million removed from 

different sites/issued from stores was neither installed at other sites nor returned to stores. Hence their 

whereabouts were unknown. The detail is as under:- 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Company Draft Para No. Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. FESCO 207 & 705/2021-22 38.78 

2. HESCO 741/2021-22 15.81 

3. PESCO 547/2021-22 39.85 

TOTAL   94.44 
 

Poor assets management resulted into unknown whereabouts of electrical material amounting to 

Rs.94.44 million during the financial year 2020-21.  
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The matter was taken up with the management during July to November, 2021 and reported to 

the Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that proper reply would be furnished after 

receiving the supporting details from audit.  

The DAC in its meetings held in December 30-31, 2021, January 13 & 24-25, 2022 directed 

the management to justify the matter and submit revised reply to audit within a week.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

 

1.7.7 Unjustified payment on account of tube well compensation to the land owners of 

Matiari – Rs.18.80 million  

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for Losses 

due to Fraud, Theft or Negligence of Individuals, 1982 (amended up to June 01, 2001), “all losses 

whether of public money or of store, shall be subjected to preliminary investigation by the officer in 

whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the amount involved”. 

In HVDC (NTDC), land measuring 188 acres was required for Convertor Station Matiari and 

the compensation of Diesel Engine tubewell was fixed as Rs.75,000 and the compensation of diesel 

engine tubewell with room was fixed as Rs.100,000. The amount of Rs.18.80 million was deposited in 

the account of Land Acquisition Officer and paid to land owners on account of tubewell without 

assessing the actual existence of tubewells. The compensation of tubewell for each acre is not justified. 

Non-adherence to the instruction resulted into unjustified payment of Rs.18.80 million on tube 

well compensation to the land owners upto financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that comprehensive reply would be furnished after 

scrutiny of record. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to furnished 

revised reply and get the record verified from Audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated 

till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 378/2021-22) 

 

1.7.8 Irregular use of DOP funds for maintenance works – Rs.15.49 million 

According to Rule-2A (a) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules, 2013, “the 

business of the Public Sector Company is carried out with integrity, objectivity, due care and 

professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its activities”. 

In SEPCO, six (06) maintenance works amounting to Rs.15.49 million were approved from 

Development of Power (DOP) budget instead of maintenance budget. The use of DOP budget for 

maintenance work was irregular and could not be justified as the same was meant for development of 

existing distribution system. 
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Inefficient budgetary controls resulted into irregular use of DOP budget of Rs.15.49 million for 

maintenance work during the year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that six (06) works submitted by field formation regarding 

hazardous points for administrative approval under DOP/maintenance head. So, the budget incurred on 

six works from the head of maintenance. Audit contended that DOP funds were used for maintenance. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to submit 

revised reply and get the stance verified from audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till 

the finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 226/2021-22) 

 

1.7.9 Inadmissible expenditure incurred on transportation of material –  

Rs.6.26 million  

 According to Para-8 &9.4 of Section 6-Employer’s Requirements for Contract ADB-72R-2016 

(Package-I-Lot-II)& ADB-72R-2016 (Package-II), “NTDC shall / supply goods plant/ equipment for 

the substations and the contractor shall be responsible (bear the cost) for the transportation of such 

goods/ plant/ equipment (stated at para-8) from NTDC’s warehouses to the site.  

 In NTDC, while scrutinizing contracts ADB-72R-2016 (Package-I , Lot-II) & ADB-72R-2016 

(Package-II) for Civil Works, Erection, Testing and Commission at 220 kV Grid Stations at D.I.Khan 

and Nowshera, it came to notice that a Tender Notice for “transportation, loading and un-loading of 

control relay panels and control cable from NTDC warehouse to D.I.Khan and Nowshera with estimated 

cost of Rs. 6.26 million was sent for publication on 10.05.2018. According to the provisions of contract 

agreement, the respective contractors were responsible for transportation of NTDC provided equipment 

from warehouse to site. Hence, initiating tender process and subsequent award of contract for 

transportation of material, for which the contractor was responsible, was not admissible and warranted 

recovery from the contractors. (The outcomes as a result of said publication i.e. award of contract and 

its cost was not made known to the audit during field audit execution. The same may be provided to 

ascertain the recoverable amount from the contractors). 

 Non-adherence to provision of contract documents resulted into inadmissible expenditure of 

Rs.6.26 million incurred on transportation of material from NTDC’s warehouse to Project sites up to the 

financial year 2019-20. 

 The matter was taken up with the management on September 25, 2020 and reported to the 

Ministry on December 29, 2020. The management replied that the contract ADB-72R-2016 was 

awarded for civil work and transportation was not included in the original BoQ, therefore same was 

arranged separately through tender after obtaining concurrence of competent authority. Audit contended 

that contractually, the transportation cost of goods / plant/ equipment from NTDC’s warehouses to the 

site was the responsibility of the contractor. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 24-25, 2022 did not agree with the reply and directed 

the management to provide detailed / revised reply. No reply was furnished up till finalization of report. 
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Audit recommends that the management needs to recover the transportation cost from 

the contractor at the earliest. 

(Draft Para No. 916/2021-22) 

1.7.10 Non-preparation of PC-IV & V for the projects executed by NTDC 

According to Para 1.55 of the Planning Commission Manual for Development Projects, “PC-

IV form is required to be submitted at the time when the project is adjudged to be complete while the 

PC-V form is to be furnished on an annual basis for a period of five years by the agencies responsible 

for operation and maintenance of the projects”. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that the fifty five (55) projects were executed and completed 

during the FY 2018-19 to 2020-21, however, PC-IV & PC-V were not prepared and submitted to 

Planning Commission as such practice did not exist in NTDC. Hence, non-preparation of the said 

proforma deprived the most critical analysis of planned vs actual achievements of the completed 

projects. 

Non-compliance to the Planning Commission Manual for Development Projects resulted in 

non-preparation of PC-IV & PC-V up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the procedures were being developed for preparation of 

specific performas like PC-IV & V for compliance in future. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to prepare PC-IV 

& V of all the projects executed under approved PC-I for the FY 2020-21 & 2021-22 and submit it to 

Planning Commission within 90 days. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

 (Draft Para No.932/2021-22

) 

 

1.7.11 Non-revision of PC-I(s) for cost overrun / scope changing projects  

According to Para 6.13 of the Manual for Development Projects (Revised 2019) of Ministry of 

Planning, Development and Reform, Government of Pakistan, if the total estimated cost, as sanctioned 

increases by a margin of 15 per cent or more, or if any significant variation in the nature or the scope 

of the project has been made, irrespective of whether or not it involves an increased outlay, the approval 

of ECNEC or competent forum shall be obtained in the same manner as in the case of the original 

scheme without delay. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that in following four (04) projects comprising Transmission 

Lines / Grid Stations and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) Phase-3 executed under 

foreign loan / own resources, the cost increased by more than 15% of the approved cost in PC-I. In 500 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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kV Substation Faisalabad West project the scope was also changed. However, the PC-I(s) were not  

revised through Planning Commission. 

 (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Source of 

Funding 
Description of Projects PC-I Cost  

Award Cost 

/ Increased 

cost  

Increase in 

cost  
% Increase  

1 NOR 

Evacuation of Power from 2x1100 MW K-2/K-3 

Nulear Power Plants Near Coastal Area of 

Karachi 

7,501.41 9,115.52 1,200.69 15.17% 

2 ADB 

220 kV Dera Ismail Khan – Zhob 

Transmissionline alongwith 220 kV Zhob 

Substation 

6,878.51 11,278.60 4,400.09 63.97% 

3 JICA 500 kV Substation Faisalabad West 9,379 16,354.05 6,975.05 74.37% 

4 ADB 

Procurement of Plant, Design, Supply, 

Installation, Testing and Commissioning of of 

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

(SCADA) Phase-3 and Revenue Metering 
System (RMS) 

15,168.28 

with 
excalation 

17,784.58 

(17,049.58 + 

PST Rs.735) 

2,616.30 17.25% 

 

Non-adherence to Manual for Development Projects resulted into non-revision of PC-I(s) for 

cost overrun / scope changing projects up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that PC-I of 220 kV Dera Ismail Khan – Zhob Transmission 

line alongwith 220 kV Zhob Substation was under process of revision whereas there was no requirement 

for revision of PC-I for Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) Phase-3 project as Punjab 

Sales Tax (PST) cost was not included in PC-I. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to get clarification 

from the Planning Commission regarding inclusion of PST in PC-I cost and expedite the process of 

revision of PC-I. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

 (Draft Para No. 959/2021-22

) 

 

1.7.12 Inordinate delay in project management right from planning to execution in NTDC  

According to Rule-5(5) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules-2013, “the Board 

shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented at all levels within 

the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of probity and propriety; 

objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders”.  

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that there was entrenched trend of delayed completion of 

almost all projects right from conceptualization in PC-I to procurement process and execution. A 

delayed project ultimately not only led to time and cost overrun but also deprived reaping the envisaged 

financial, economic and technical benefits. A deep drill down analysis suggested that there were 

multifarious factors behind this chronic issue of delay, which could be attributed arguably to the 

following internal as well as external factors. 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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Internal Factors:- 

 Lack of SOPs for restricting / setting time lines for preparation of PC-I of the 

projects by the Power Planning Department 

 Lack of timelines for preparation of bidding documents by Design Department 

 Lack of standardized bidding documents for transmission lines / grid stations 

triggers complaints, plethora of pre-bid clarifications and amendments.  

 Use of outdated version of FIDIC Red Book-1987 for construction projects. 

 Conflict of interest as the Design Department prepares the bidding documents and 

also performs bid evaluation. 

 Lack of SOPs describing the timelines for technical / financial bid evaluation and 

seeking frequent extensions in bid validity period. 

 Ineffective / deficient bid evaluations by Design Department and its review by 

Procurement & Contract Department caused revision / revisiting the bid evaluation 

reports in the wake of development partner’s remarks / review. 

 Lack of dedicated project manager leads to shifting ownership of the project 

management right from preparation of PC-I to arranging of finance, preparation of 

bidding documents, bid evaluations, award of contract and execution of project. 

 Lack of priority planning / mechanism exist in NTDC and projects usually 

prioritized by urgency. 

External Factors:- 

 Non-arrangement of source of financing and acquisition of land before preparation 

of PC-I of the projects 

 Average 02 to 03 months required for approval from Ministry of Finance and State 

Bank for opening of LC, which also determines the effectiveness of contract 

 Right of way problems and litigations associated therewith. 

Inefficient project / procurement management resulted in inordinate delay in project 

management right from planning to execution in NTDC up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that in order to address the external factors a separate land 

directorate has been established to tackle the issues of land acquisitions and ROW and to improve the 

LC opening timelines, the bidder were encouraged to quote in Chinese Yuan (CNY) currency to reserve 

the foreign exchequer of US Dollars. As regards internal factors, SOPs were introduced from time to 

time to improve the working of system and reduce procedural delay. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to apprise the BoD 

for devising the appropriate policies to address the external and internal factors causing inordinate delay 

in project management as pointed out by Audit. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 961/2021-22

) 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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 Concluding Recommendations 

 Project management is a reflection of the professionalism with whom the relevant field experts 

can carry out a mega assignment. The above mentioned shortcomings in project management reflect 

poor institutional work of the company and imply that the company’s long-term targets envisaged 

through such projects were not being achieved. It is proposed that the ministry may look into the project-

based shortcomings to identify control lapses and facilitate improvements in the project work of the 

companies. 

1.8 Theft / Misappropriation / Fraud  

As in any organization, theft, misappropriation or fraud incidents highlight material lapses and 

failures present in the relevant organization. The subject issue indicates malpractices existing in the 

concerned organization, causing the financial losses as well as being a source of significant operational 

in-efficiencies.  

In the following paras, audit has stated on a sample test check basis its findings on the issue.  

 

1.8.1 False reporting of electricity billing by revenue offices –  

 Rs.1,217.56 million 

According to note to Clause-9.11 of WAPDA Commercial Procedure, Revenue Officer is 

responsible for ensuring correct bank reconciliation. He will therefore, take action to correct the errors 

which give rise to the differences on CP-48B, before the next statement is due. 

In LESCO, test checking of collection and remittance of banks with billing data as per CP-104 

revealed that Assistant Manager (Customer Services), Defence and Phoolnagar regions have falsely 

reported billing data mentioned in CP-48 & 49 amounting to Rs.1,217.56 million. Such 

misrepresentation in billing data affected the fair reporting of billing statistics to higher authorities.  

Non-adherence to commercial procedures manual resulted into false reporting of electricity 

billing amounting to Rs.1,217.56 million upto financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that Special Audit of R.O. Defence by Internal Audit 

LESCO has been started and detailed report shall be produced to audit accordingly. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to conduct 

special audit through internal audit department of LESCO at the earliest and produce detailed report to 

audit. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 784/2021-22) 

 

1.8.2 Doubtful record of equipment removal orders entered in MIS – Rs.1,112.13 million  

  

According to Para-3 of Authority’s circular dated April 15, 1998, “disconnections will be 

effected through removal of meters, transformers, span or any other equipment to ensure that no 
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possibility of loop hole is left for unauthorized use of electricity during the period of disconnection. The 

equipment after having been removed from site was required to be returned to store”. 

In Operation Circle Laar HESCO, data analysis through Audit Command Language (ACL) 

showed that 34,500 Equipment Removal Orders (EROs) were issued to consumers on default of 

payment. Out of said cases, 6,284 EROs amounting to Rs.1,112.13 million ranging from 01 to 28 

months were appearing without number and date, which seemed to be doubtful. This state of affairs 

showed weak and un-reliable internal control mechanism relating to data entry as ERO number was a 

unique feature in data punching without which system could not accept fake entries. 

Non-adherence to Authority’s instructions resulted into fake equipment removal orders of 

defaulting consumers amounting to Rs.1,112.13 million during the financial year 2019-20. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2020 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2020. The management replied that the necessary instructions had been given to all 

XENs/ROs to elaborate the matter as pointed out by audit. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 04 - 07, 2021 viewed the matter seriously and directed 

the management to resolve the matter within one month before the next DAC meeting and also directed 

the management to take action against those still in service and not to release the pension. The cases of 

retired personnel may be referred to investigating agencies for recoveries.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

 (Draft Para No. 864/2020-21) 

1.8.3 Misappropriation of store material – Rs.66.44 million 

According to the instructions issued by WAPDA dated July 17, 1982, “All losses, whether of 

public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary investigation by the officer in whose charge 

they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the amount involved”. 

In LESCO, difference of Rs.66.44 million was pointed out during reconciliation of ERP 

generated store statements and value of super subscribed cheques (SS cheques) collected from central 

field store during October, 2016 to August, 2020. The matter was inquired by the management and it 

was reported that material was misappropriated using fake documents by officers/officials of field 

stores. The disciplinary action against the delinquents was recommended in the inquiry which was not 

yet implemented. 

Non-adherence to the guidelines resulted into misappropriation of store material valuing 

Rs.66.44 million upto the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that an inquiry committee was constituted to probe into 

the matter regarding the issuance of material beyond the value of SS Cheque in Field Store Central 

LESCO. The Chief Executive Officer LESCO referred the matter to FIA for investigation and initiation 

of criminal proceedings against all the accused.  

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to conduct 

fresh departmental inquiry within 60 days and provide corrective measures taken and amendment in 

SOPs after incident. Responsibility may also be fixed upon outsourced firm / personnel relating to ERP 

for leakages / loopholes. 
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Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 615/2021-22) 

 

1.8.4 Loss due to non-deposit of recovery made from domestic consumers into TESCO’s 

accounts – Rs.50.57 million 

As per Para-1.3 of Commercial Procedure, the Revenue Officer and Assistant Manager are 

responsible for; (i) implementing in conjunction with the Executive Engineer, the commercial policy 

laid down from time to time by the Authority through the Company, (ii) efficient application of billing 

and collection procedures”. 

In TESCO, an inquiry committee was constituted to probe into the matter regarding collection 

of Rs.220/- per Consumer in the area of Bajour Sub Division TESCO. The Committee concluded that 

an amount of Rs.50.574 million was collected during 24.12.2009 to 2018 in the area of three feeders of 

Bajour Sub Division TESCO. The Committee further concluded that the same amount was not deposited 

into the accounts of TESCO. Hence TESCO sustained a loss up to the stated extent during the period 

from 12/2009 to 2018.  

Non-observance of Commercial Procedure resulted into loss due to non deposit of recovery 

made from domestic consumers into TESCO’s accounts amounting to Rs.50.57 million upto to the 

financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The Management replied that the competent authority did not agree with the 

preliminary inquiry report and set aside its recommendations/findings. Another inquiry is under 

progress. Therefore, till the finalization of the inquiry report the Para may not be pressed. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 13, 2022 took stern notice of the matter of setting 

aside inquiry committee’s recommendations and directed to immediately implement the 

recommendations of already conducted inquiry within 30 days under intimation to audit. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 620/2021-22) 

 

1.8.5 Doubtful reconciliation of theft of material items – Rs.10.00 million 

According to GCC contract clause 32.1 of section-7, “condition to care of facilities,  the 

contractor shall be responsible for the care and custody of the facilities or any part thereof until the date 

of completion of the facilities pursuant to GCC Clause 24 or, where the contract provides for completion 

of the facilities in parts, until the date of completion of the relevant part, and shall make good at its own 

cost any loss or damage that may occur to the facilities or the relevant part thereof from any cause 

whatsoever during such period”. 

  In NTDC, material comprising copper conductor 120 sq mm (5 Nos drums of earth Mesh) and 

05 Nos drums of control cable and 09 pieces of tubler bus valuing Rs.10.00 million were stolen at 220 

kV Loralai Grid station on August 05, 2014 at the time of energization of grid station as reported by SE 

GSO Circle, Quetta vide letter No. 1085 -91 dt. 12.12.2014 to the DOP Loralai. However, no action 
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was taken by the employer i-e PD EHV-II, Hyderabad and the contractor M/s Siemens. Further handing 

/ taking over of material was made between both the parties on May 19, 2015 after 2 years since 

energization of Grid Station and reconciliation on theft material items was made without any settlement. 

Subsequently, SE GSO brought the matter into the notice of higher ups with punch list items vide letter 

No. date. 25.05.2015 but no action was taken by the management. 

 Non-adherence to Contract Clause resulted into doubtful reconciliation of theft material items 

Rs.10.00 million up to the financial year 2019-20. 

 The matter was taken up with the management on September 25, 2020 and reported to 

the Ministry on December 29, 2020. The management replied that the issue had already been 

taken in DP-594/2015-16. However, inquiry was under process and audit would be updated 

after its finalization. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to expedite the 

inquiry and furnish its report to audit for review. Further progress was not reported till the finalization 

of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 920/2021-22) 

 

1.8.6 Excess withdrawal of material by tempering / manipulating store requisitions – Rs.9.80 

million 

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for Losses 

due to Fraud, Theft or Negligence of Individuals, 1982 (amended up to June 01, 2001), “all losses 

whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary investigation by the officer in 

whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the amount involved”. 

In LESCO, electrical material valuing Rs.9.80 million was withdrawn by manipulating store 

requisitions illegally by the line staff. Evaluation of internal controls regarding sanctioning, withdrawal 

and recording of material in the relevant books revealed that controls were breached in ERP module and 

showed weak cross referencing, over recording and consumption of material. However, neither the 

material was returned nor any administrative / disciplinary action against the concerned officers/officials 

was taken. 

Non-adherence to authority’s instruction resulted into loss of the Rs.9.80 million to the 

Company due to excess drawal of material by tempering/ manipulating store requisition up to the 

financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that Para is duplicate with DP-615/2021-22. The reply 

was not tenable as issue is related with breach of internal control in ERP module of material.   

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to produce 

record in support of its stance to audit within a week. Further progress was not intimated till the 

finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 
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(Draft Para No. 707/2021-22) 

 

1.8.7 Unauthorized installation of connections in un-electrified area –  

Rs.7.00 million 

According to the instructions issued by WAPDA dated July 17, 1982, “all losses, whether of 

public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary investigation by the officer in whose charge 

they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the amount involved”. 

In Operation Circle Southern LESCO, as per letter of explanation by S.E. Operation South Circle, 

served to Mr. Muhammad Rasheed LS-I of Kahna Sub Division LESCO, illegal connections were given 

to 293 consumers through installation of un-authorized LT line in un-electrified area. The illegal 

installation of connections in un-electrified area caused revenue loss of Rs.7.00 million to the company, 

as assessed by the inquiry committee. 

Non-adherence to Authority instructions resulted into unauthorized installation of connections 

in un-electrified area amounting to Rs.7.00 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

November, 2021. The management replied that on recommendation of inquiry report under 

Convenership of Director (M&S) LESCO, Disciplinary actions have been initiated against officers and 

officials.  

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to provide 

inquiry report to audit within 30 days. Further progress was not intimated till the finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 344/2021-22) 

 

 Concluding Recommendations 

Audit recommends strict actions against those responsible besides expediting recovery 

identified in the above para.  

 

1.9 Unsatisfactory management of Foreign-Aided Loan initiatives 

Despite financial constraints, the Government of Pakistan was actively engaged in making 

improvements in the working of the power sector enterprises through donor funded programmes. The 

loans were acquired from the donor agencies (such as the ADB, World Bank, JICA etc.) after detailed 

working of the tasks to be performed through such funding and envisaged benefits to be attained. In 

NTDCL and GENCOs, key objectives of these programmes were enhancement and modernization of 

the National Transmission Grid and development of new and more efficient power plants respectively. 

In this context, audit observed under-utilization of loans due to lack of proper planning and 

delayed execution of projects. Resultantly, envisaged benefits from the donor-funded program could 

not be fully achieved. The project management also could not adequately resolve bottlenecks faced 

during execution of the projects. Delayed material procurements, design flaws, delays in tendering 
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processes and right of way problems contributed towards the slow execution of projects causing under-

utilization of donor funds. 

Moreover, overall donor-funded package was linked with commitment charges payable to the 

donor agency. The borrower i.e. “the power sector entities” committed that they had demand for and 

would seek a certain amount of loan over a specified period of time from the donor. The donor agency 

then made arrangements for availability of such loan on defined timelines as agreed with the borrower 

and charged commitment charges accordingly. Due to poor planning and over-estimations, extra funds 

were sought from the donor which were eventually never drawn and utilized. Resultantly, commitment 

charges were paid to the donor for the whole loan amount causing extra financial burden on the 

companies.  

Another indicator of unsatisfactory loan-management was poor utilization of material acquired 

through the donor-funded programme. In a few instances, either excessive material was procured or 

procurement was made well in advance without proper timelines for the utilization of the said material. 

Warranties of material got lapsed and shelf-life diminished without drawing any benefit from these assets. 

The same indicated poor material management / procurement on part of the management towards carrying 

out a donor funded initiative. 

On the above lines, audit has analyzed the issue of unsatisfactory management of Foreign-

Aided Loan initiatives in NTDCL and GENCOs on a sample basis to highlight shortcomings observed 

which are illustrated in the following paras: 

 

1.9.1 Non-repayment of foreign loan liabilities – Rs.21,032.99 million 

As per Economic Affairs Division (budget section) Islamabad letter No. 6-16(5)/DMR-II/2011 

dated 21st May, 2019 the overdue amount on account of principal, interest and Exchange Risk Fee 

against foreign loans relent to DISCOs was to be deposited to the Government Treasury and paid challan 

in original duly verified from the Federal Treasury Office/DAO concerned to be sent to EAD for 

confirmation and record. 

In various DISCOs, an amount of  Rs.21,032.99 million was overdue / outstanding for payment 

on account of principal, interest and exchange risk free against foreign relent loans as intimated by 

Economic Affair Division (EAD). Non-payment not only resulted into increased liability/obligation on 

the part of DISCOs but it also enhanced the amount of interest due to accumulated outstanding principal 

amount of loan and ex. Risk fee for an amount of Rs.21,032.99 million. The detail is as under:- 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Company Draft Para No. Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. FESCO 844/2021-22 9,013.61 

2. GEPCO 148/2021-22 3,400.66 

3. HESCO 673/2021-22 8,618.72 

TOTAL 21,032.99 
 

Non-adherence to Economic Affairs Division Guidelines resulted into non-clearance of foreign 

loan liabilities amounting to Rs.21,032.99 million upto the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August and September, 2021 and reported to 

the Ministry in September and December, 2021. The management replied that the matter had constantly 
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been taken up with PEPCO / Ministry of Energy (Power Division) in order to sought directions 

regarding payment / adjustment of loan liabilities.  

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 and January 13 & 25, 2022 directed 

the management to take up the matter with Ministry of Finance and get it resolved. No further progress 

was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

 

1.9.2 Unjustified payment from own sources after closing of ADB loans – Rs.713.63 million 

According to instructions issued by WAPDA dated July 17, 1982, all losses whether of public 

money or of stores shall be subjected to preliminary investigation by the officer in whose charge they 

were to fix the loss and the amount involved. 

In PMU FESCO, FESCO entered into Turnkey Contracts with different contractors under ADB 

Loans. ADB Loans has been closed on 30.06.2018 and its extension period for processing of pending 

claims of contractors was also expired on 31.01.2019. The subject contract could not be executed within 

the stipulated period of ADB loan closing which resulted in payment of Rs.713.63 million through FESCO 

own source. The optimum amount could not be utilized due to contractual and financial mismanagement by 

FESCO.  

  Non-adherence to authority’s instructions resulted into unjustified payment from own sources 

after closing of ADB loans amounting to Rs.713.63 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. FESCO stated that no payment was made to contractors from own sources which 

were due & to be disbursed out of ADB Loans. Contractor’s claims against executed works as well as 

Extension of Time & Exchange Rate to be applied were under consideration in BoD Committees of 

FESCO. Further action will be taken upon approval of the competent authority of FESCO.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 13, 2022 directed the management to submit revised 

reply to Audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 776/2021-22) 

 

1.9.3 Loss on account of commitment charges on un-utilized balance of ADB Loan – Rs.683.60 

million   

As per Article-II, section 2.03 of loan agreement, the borrower shall pay commitment charges 

of 0.15% per annum. Such charge shall accrue on the full amount of the loan (Less amounts withdrawn 

from time to time). 

 In NTDC & GENCO-I, an amount of Rs.683.60 million was paid on account of commitment 

charges due to non-utilization of loan within schedule period against the ADB loan No. 3090, 3419, 

3420, 3577 & 3677. Such expenditure could be saved if the loan was utilized as per schedule period. 

The detail is as under:- 
 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Company 

Draft Para No. Amount 

(Rs. in million) 
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1. NTDC 878/2021-22 331.60 

2. GENCO-I 522/2021-22 352.00 

TOTAL  683.60 
 

In-efficient financial management resulted into loss of Pak Rs.683.60 million and on account 

of commitment charges on un-utilized balance of ADB Loan upto the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in September & October, 2021 and reported to the 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that commitment charges are inherent 

component of any loan which are incurred on unutilized portion of the loan and as such could not be 

avoided completely. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 13 & 24-25, 2022 directed the management to list down the 

objectives secured through these loans and share it with audit. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to investigate the matter and fix the 

responsibility for non-utilizing of loan within schedule period. 

 

1.9.4 Irregular payment of ex-risk of repayment of loan – Rs.69.79 million 

According to Para- 10 of General financial Rules, “every public officer is expected to exercise 

the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money, according to cannons of financial 

propriety and probity”. 

In PMU LESCO, it was noticed from the cash vouchers for the month of 06/2021 that an amount 

of Rs.69.79 million was to be paid on account of ex-risk fee to the donor agency due to delay in 

repayment of ADB-2727 PK which was totally irregular / unjustifiable. The management did not give 

proper justification for the payment of ex-risk fee. 

Non-adherence to the rules resulted into irregular payment of ex-risk fee Rs.69.792 million of 

said loan during the financial year 2020-21. 

 The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that payment of relent loan # 2727 PK was being made in 

accordance with the annual payment plan received from Economic Affairs Division. Exchange risk fee 

was a part of Amortization Schedule, which reflects the amount of Ex-Risk Fee i.e. 69.792 million 

against loan # 2727-PK to be made for FY 2020-21. Thus it was evident that all such payments being 

made as per Amortization Schedule and annual repayment plan issued by the Economic Affairs 

Division. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to produce 

record for verification to audit within a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of 

report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 862/2021-22) 
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 Concluding Recommendations 

Unsatisfactory loan utilization was a significant issue with regard to the working of the NTDC 

and GENCOs. It implied that long-term initiatives, meant to enhance the performance of these 

companies, were not being well planned and executed. The Ministry should take a holistic view of the 

issue, look into the inefficiencies in the entire process with a view to take appropriate future remedial 

measures.   

 

1.10 Unsatisfactory management of Power generation capacity, power purchase 

agreements and allied infrastructure 

The “Power Sector” represents a network of entities linked with one another having key attributes 

of electricity generation, transmission and utilization. Fuel generation companies (e.g PSO, SNGPL etc) 

provide fuel to power generation companies (e.g IPPs and GENCOs) for generation of electricity. The 

“Energy” so generated is transmitted in-bulk over the national grid system and provided to the distribution 

companies, from where it is sold to the electricity consumers.  

Efficient management of the power sector requires that the electricity is generated from cheaper 

fuel alternatives and adequately utilized. However audit observed that there was imbalance in the 

demand and supply of electricity and cheaper fuel sources were not fully utilized by the power sector 

which negatively impacted the economy. 

In-line with power purchase agreements, the power generation companies maintained a certain 

generation capacity at all times and charged capacity payments to the CPPA-G accordingly. Idle 

capacity (i.e. surplus power generation capacity) in the system meant that the capacity payments being 

made could not be off-set with generation of revenue through electricity sale. This also attributed 

towards increase in the overall price of electricity as the price of idle capacity was passed on to the 

consumers. 

Another important aspect was the inadequacy of the power transmission network to efficiently 

evacuate electricity from the generation facility and deliver it to the power distribution companies. Poor 

management of the transmission system including its limitation to sustain high electricity loads meant 

that surplus electricity could not be transmitted through the system. 

On the above lines, audit has analyzed the issue of unsatisfactory management of power sector 

capacity and its allied infrastructure to highlight significant shortcomings which are illustrated in the 

following paras: 

 

1.10.1 Extra burden to consumer due to underutilized power plants – Rs.18,714.72 million  

According to the Section-3.1(a) of Power Purchase Agreement (PPA), the Company shall from 

and after the Commercial Operation Date subject to the terms of this agreement: (i) make available to 

the Power Purchaser the Declared Available Capacity at the contract capacity, (ii) deliver and sell 

Despatch Net Electrical Output to the Power Purchaser at the Interconnection Point and (iii) provide to 

the Power Purchaser the Ancillary Service. 

In CPPA-G, underutilization of RLNG Power plants and some other cost inefficient power 

plants were observed. Under-utilization of these power plants was due to their reducing efficiency. On 

the other hand, unutilized capacity was also increasing their per unit capacity payment. In case of their 
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generation on partial load, these thermal plants were generally eligible for partial load adjustment 

charges as per PPA in addition to capacity charges. Resultantly, an amount of Rs.18,714.72 million 

(Annexure-E) was paid as Partial Load Adjustment charges (PLAC) during the financial year 2020-21 

which increased the consumer end price of electricity to the stated extent. Audit held that such payment 

were an extra burden due to lack of demand in the system, weak transmission and distribution and poor 

governance.  

Poor asset management resulted into extra burden to consumer amounting to Rs.18,714.72 

million due to under-utilized power plants during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that under Grid code, utilization and operation of power 

plants was the sole prerogative and responsibility of System operator-NPCC/NTDC. Based on the 

guidelines available in the Grid code, it operates plants connected with the national grid as per system 

requirements; the load on plants varies as system demand varies based on which NPCC gives Dispatch 

instructions to power plants. CPPA-G has no role in Dispatch instructions of Power plants which is 

entirely NPCC’s domain, CPPA-G only rely on the verified data provided by NPCC/NTDC under the 

relevant terms of PPAs while processing the invoices of all power plants. As pointed out above the 

Dispatch of plant is entirely scope of NPCC/NTDC. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to furnish revised 

reply to Audit within in a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends the management to look into the matter with the concerned stack holder. 

(Draft Para No. 322/2021-22) 

 

1.10.2 Irregular procurement of electricity from Tavanir without approval of NEPRA – 

Rs.5,106.17 million 

According to Provision-6 of NEPRA Notification (S.R.O.549(1)/2017 Dated 22.06.2017 

regarding  NEPRA (Import of Electric Power) Regulations, 2017, no amendment in terms and 

conditions of the PPA, affecting the rates or their conditions, shall be made except with prior approval 

of the Authority. 

In CPPA-G, amendment No.6 of extension of tariff from 1st January 2020 to 31st December, 2021 for 

supply of 104 MW Electricity was made between CPPA-G & Tavanir, Iran on January 29, 2020 without 

prior approval of NEPRA. Thus, electricity of Rs.5,106.17 million procured during the year 2020-21 

from Tavanir without approval of amendment No. 6 from NEPRA is termed as irregular.  

Non-adherence to NEPRA Import of Electric Power Regulations, 2017 resulted into irregular 

procurement of electricity from Tavanir without approval of NEPRA Rs.5,106.17 million during the 

financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that case was forwarded on February 16, 2021 to seek 

formal approval from NEPRA. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to furnish revised 

reply to Audit within in a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 
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 Audit recommends the management to look into the matter besides seeking approval of 6th 

amendment from NEPRA.  

(Draft Para No. 315/2021-22) 

1.10.3 Non-settlement of reimbursement claims against SNGPL – Rs.4,699.43 million 

CPPA-G has executed the “ Reimbursement Agreement” with SNGPL in respect of three 

RLNG based IPPs at Balloki, Bhiki and Heveli Bahadur Shah, Punjab. As per the Reimbursement 

Agreement, Upon the occurrence of a SNGPL Non-supply event solely due to which the company is 

not available for dispatch, SNGPL shall be liable to reimburse the capacity payments  (or part thereof 

to the extent that the company is unavailable) to CPPA-G ,within a period of thirty (30) days of any 

notice received from it seeking such reimbursement of Capacity Payments or part thereof paid by 

CPPA-G to the company under the PPA during the period of the SNGPL Non-supply Event. Failure of 

SNGPL to timely reimburse the aforesaid undisputed payments shall entitled to deduct the same amount 

from payments due to SNGPL under the GSA. 

In CPPA-G, claims were raised amounting to Rs.4,699.43 million against SNGPL during the 

period 2018-19 &2019-20 on account of Non supply Event in respect of three RLNG based IPPs at 

Balloki, Bhiki and Heveli Bahadur Shah. But, these claims against SNGPL were not settled despite 

elapse of a period.  

Non-adherence to reimbursement agreement resulted into non-settlement of reimbursement 

claims against SNGPL Rs.4,699.43 million upto the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that the matter is under reconciliation and audit will be 

intimated as and when the matter is settled. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to furnish revised 

reply to Audit within in a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends the management to resolve the matter regarding reimbursement claims form 

SNGPL expeditiously. 

(Draft Para No. 391/2021-22) 

 

1.10.4 Loss due to payment on account of “Non-Project Missed Volume” without receiving 

electricity – Rs.3,293.53 million 

According to Energy Purchase Agreements, “Non-Project Missed Volume or NPMV” is the 

volume of Net Delivered Energy not delivered by the complex which non-delivery is due to a Non-

Project Event(s). As per NEPRA Grid code CC 4.2(b), the preliminary estimate for connection and 

registration fee, shall be determined and shall be payable on submission of application for connection, 

and shall cover the reasonable costs of all works anticipated to arise from investigating the application 

to connect and preparing the associated offer to connect. This should include additional capital cost 

related to the new connection, and to make the connecting transmission system at par with the system 

before the connection.  

In CPPA-G, an amount of Rs.3,293.53 million was paid to twenty one (21) wind power 

producers on account of NPMV. The said projects were ready to dispatch the electricity but the NTDC 

system was not capable enough to sustain full load of wind energy. Hence, the payments of Rs.3,293.53 
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million were made to the said IPPs without receiving a single unit of electricity which caused loss to 

the Company.  

Operational mismanagement resulted into loss of Rs.3,293.53 million due to payment on 

account of Non-Project Missed Volume without receiving electricity up to financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

November, 2021. But no reply was given by the management. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to conduct an 

inquiry at PEPCO level and finalize its recommendations within in a month. No further progress was 

intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to look into the matter besides up-gradation of 

system to avoid NPMV. 

(Draft Para No. 313/2021-22) 

 

1.10.5 Non-recovery/adjustment of liquidity damages from IPPs –  

Rs.772.09 million 

According to Section 9.4 (d) of PPA the amounts of all of the liquidated damages set forth in section 

9.4(b) shall be adjusted from time to time in accordance with schedule 6 

In CPPA-G, invoices of liquidated damages amounting to Rs.772.09 million on account of short fall 

of electricity / failure to achieve Dispatch Level were raised to IPPs. But, neither LD charges were 

recovered nor amounts were set off against payables of IPPs.  

Non-adherence to PPA clauses resulted into non-recovery/adjustment of liquidated damages of 

Rs.772.09 million from IPPs during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that recovery /adjustment of LDs were under process. No 

further progress was intimated. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to furnish revised 

reply to Audit within in a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides ensuring 

the recovery/adjustment of LD charges from IPPs.  

(Draft Para No. 504/2021-22) 

 

 Concluding Recommendations 

Unsatisfactory management of power sector capacity and its allied infrastructure was a mega 

and multi-faceted issue faced by all government stakeholders of the power sector. If not addressed, the 

same would continue to negatively impact the economy and create further financial bottlenecks for the 

government. Moreover, highlighted cases of transmission failure and usage of expensive fuel may be 

looked into for future remedial measures. 
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1.11 Delay in finalization / implementation of Inquiry Cases  

 In order to achieve desired efficiency in the Power Sector, it was necessary that an effective 

mechanism of administrative check and balance was implemented i.e. those found involved in 

negligence, irregularities or fraud should have been promptly and decisively proceeded against. This 

was necessary to ensure a transparent working environment and to prevent spread of irregular practices. 

On the identification of irregularity/fraud etc. inquiries were initiated at the level of respective 

companies. Serious embezzlement/unlawful incidents were probed through inquires by PEPCO which 

act as an overall monitoring body over the power sector government entities on behalf of the ministry.  

 In the context of the above mechanism, it was analyzed that inquiries were not being concluded 

adequately in the power sector companies. There were instances where long delays were found in the 

processing of subject inquiries. Further even after finalization of inquiries by PEPCO/Company there 

were cases of delays and inaction on the findings of the inquiries by the respective companies. This 

scenario implied that identified miscreants were not timely proceeded against, creating a negative and 

irregularity prone environment in the subject companies. 

 On the above lines, audit has analyzed the issue of unsatisfactory inquiry management, on 

sample basis, and shortcomings found are illustrated in the following paras: 

(13)  

1.11.1 Doubtful and incomplete inquiry – Rs.113.78 million 

According to Rule-2A (a) of public sector companies Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 “the 

business of the public Sector Company is carried on with integrity, objectivity, due case and 

professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its activities”. 

In PEPCO, a complaint No. 05008/2176/20 was lodged against  

Mr. Ashraf Ali, XEN GEPCO regarding misappropriation and corruption in POL. An inquiry was 

conducted vide which Mr. Ashraf Ali, XEN City-1 Sialkot was declared innocent on the basis of already 

conducted GEPCO level inquiry committee. However, the inquiry committee of PEPCO did not bother 

to dig out the factual position regarding irregularities pointed out in Special Audit Report (Internal 

Audit) amounting to Rs.113.78 million.  

Non-adherence to the Corporate Governance Rules resulted into doubtful and incomplete 

inquiry amounting to Rs.113.78 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that the proper reply would be submitted after scrutiny of 

record. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to submit 

revised reply to Audit. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

 Audit recommends that mater may be re-inquired at higher level and factual position be 

intimated at the earliest. 

(Draft Para No. 963/2021-22) 
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1.11.2 Non-recovery of penalty imposed on employees – Rs.36.73 million  

According to Rule-5(5) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules-2013, “the 

Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented at all 

levels within the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of 

probity and propriety; objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders”. 

In DISCOs, penalty of Rs.36.73 million was imposed upon twenty nine (29) employees on 

account of shortage of material and others; however, recovery was not made from them. The detail is 

as under:- 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Company Draft Para No. No. of cases Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. FESCO 591/2021-22 07 11.58 

2. LESCO 09/2020-21 10 12.70 

3. MEPCO 51, 57 & 685/2021-22 04 7.81 

4. SEPCO 267/2021-22 04 2.21 

5. TESCO 422/2021-22 03 2.00 

6. NTDC 424/2021-22 01 0.43 

Total 29 36.73 
 

Non-adherence to the rules resulted into non-recovery of penalty of Rs.36.73 million from 

employees up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management during July to October, 2021 and reported to the 

Ministry during July to September to December, 2021. The management replied that efforts were being 

made to recover the amount from the concerned officials. 

The DAC in its meetings held in December 30-31, 2021, January 13 & 24-25, 2022 directed 

the management to get the completed actions verified from Audit within a week and expedite the 

pending actions in the light of recommendations of inquiry report. Further progress was not reported 

till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides ensiuring 

recovery. 

1.11.3 Non-disposal of inquiry case transferred by NAB regarding theft of electricity – Rs.29.61 

million 

According to Rule-2A (a) of public sector companies Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 “ the 

business of the public Sector Company is carried on with integrity, objectivity, due case and 

professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its activities 

In PEPCO, an inquiry case against Mr. Rehmat ullah Baloch, Chief Executive Officer, QESCO 

and others regarding corruption and corrupt practices by misuse of authority causing loss to state 

exchequer through theft of electricity to the tune of 733,155 units amount to Rs.29.61 million was 

transferred by NAB Baluchistan to Managing Director PEPCO WAPDA House, Lahore in 2019 for 

disposal. It was observed from the record that no action was so far taken by the management which 

depicts the non-serious attitude of the management towards the important nature case sent by NAB. 
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Non-adherence of Corporate Governance Rules resulted into non-disposal of inquiry case 

transferred by NAB regarding theft of electricity amounting to Rs.29.61 million up to the financial year 

2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management and reported to the Ministry in December, 2021. 

The management replied that the disciplinary case was initiated against Mr. Rehmat Ullah Baloch the 

then CEO QESCO as per report of higher power PEPCO inquiry committee. However, during pendency 

of the case, Mr. Rehmat Ullah Baloch filed petition in Baluchistan High Court. The honorable court 

declared the letter issued to Mr. Rehmat Ullah Baloch as illegal and directed the Department to allow 

the application filed by the petitioner for his premature retirement.    

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 observed that no apex court appeal was 

filed against the judgment Baluchistan High Court which was required to be inquired into for fixing 

responsibility. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report.    

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides justified 

and strict disciplinary action may be taken against person at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 885/2021-22) 

 

1.11.4 Non-implementation of the recommendations of inquiry committee regarding 

transformers – Rs.26.45 million 

According to Rule-2A(a) of public sector companies Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 “ the 

business of the public Sector Company is carried on with integrity, objectivity, due case and 

professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its activities. 

In PEPCO, a complaint No. 05008/2235/21 2021 was lodgeed against  

Mr. Abdul Sattar Khokher, Bismillah Electrical Company, Peshawar regarding non-settling of long 

outstanding issues/dues amounting to Rs.26.45 million. The matter was inquired by the management 

and recommended some actions to C.E.O PESCO, Peshawar. The most important recommendation was 

to get the 198 of transformers from Bismillah Electrical Engineer Company Peshawar, but the same 

was not done by the PESCO management.  

Non-adherence of Corporate Governance Rules resulted into non-implementation of the 

recommendations of the inquiry committee amounting to Rs.26.45 million up to the financial year 2020-

21.  

The matter was taken up with the management and reported to the Ministry in December, 2021. 

The management replied that Director (S&I) PPMC (PEPCO) sent inquiry report with 

recommendations to CEO PESCO and Chairman BoD PESCO for implementation vide letter dated 

14.10.2021. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the Ministry to follow up 

PESCO for implementation of inquiry recommendations. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 884/2021-22) 
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1.11.5 Unjustified release of bid security / guarantee – Rs.13.10 million 

According to Rule-2A (a) of public sector companies Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 “the 

business of the public Sector Company is carried on with integrity, objectivity, due case and 

professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its activities. 

In PEPCO, a complaint regarding massive corruption by M/s Skypower (Pvt.) Ltd. was lodged by 

Mr. Saleem Ahmad. The matter was inquired by PEPCO and recommended to initiate disciplinary action 

against Mr. Sohail Afzal the then Director (Admin) MEPCO, on account of malafide intention, ulterior 

motives, betrayal of the Authority through leakage of inquiry report without prior approval of competent 

authority and pointed out that MEPCO sustained a loss of  

Rs.13.10 million due to refund of confiscated bid gurantee of M/s Skypower.  

Non-adherence to Corporate Governance Rules resulted into unjustified release of bid security 

/ guarantee amounting to Rs.13.10 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in January, 2022. Management replied that inquiry was conducted by PEPCO and was transferred to 

MEPCO for implementation and requested to transfer/shift para to MEPCO for further pursuance. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to revisit and 

re-inquire the matter within 30 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides 

recovering the amount from the firm. 

(Draft Para No. 895/2021-22) 

 

1.11.6 Non-finalization of inquiry regarding change in bidding documents – Rs.12.31 million  

According to the Authority’s instruction issued by WAPDA dated July 17, 1982, “All losses, 

whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary investigation by the officer in 

whose charges they were, to fix the causes of the losses and the amount involved”  

In QESCO, bid documents against Tender No. 1349 floated for procurement of cell phone was 

tempered during bidding process. An inquiry committee was constituted by Deputy Director Admin 

dated 02.05.2020, but despite of issuance of several reminders the members of inquiry committee did 

not provided relevant documents/ findings up till now. Non-finalization of inquiry indicates that undue 

favor was granted to M/s Shah Gee (contractor). 

Non-adherence to authority instructions resulted into non-finalization of inquiry regarding changing 

in bidding documents during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that due to frequent transfer postings in the company, the 

report could not be finalized on time.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to finalize the 

enquiry and report thereof be submitted within 30 days. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides 

responsibility be fixed against person(s) at fault. 
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(Draft Para No. 649/2021-22) 

 

1.11.7 Non-finalization of action against officers on account of recoverable amount from 

consumers – Rs.4.47 million  

According to Rules-5(5) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules-2013, “the 

Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implanted at all 

levels within the public sector company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principle of probity 

and propriety; objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders”. 

In PEPCO a complaint No. 05008/2202/2021 was lodged against Mr. Shams ul Haq, XEN 

MEPCO City Bahawalpur and Mr. Barkat Ullah SDO MEPCO Abbasia Sub Division Bahawalpur 

regarding corruption and irregularities. The matter was inquired by the management and recommended 

that recovery of outstanding amount Rs.4.47 million may be affected from the consumers along with 

taking strict disciplinary action against the officers. However, neither the recovery has been made nor 

any action has so far been taken against the officers. 

Non-adherence to the Corporate Governance Rules resulted into non-recovery of Rs.4.47 

million from consumers and non-finalization of action against the officers during the financial year 

2020-21.   

The matter was taken up with the management and reported to the Ministry in December, 2021. 

Management replied that inquiry was conducted by PEPCO and was transferred to MEPCO for 

implementation and requested to transfer/shift para to MEPCO for further pursuance. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 transferred the para to MEPCO for proper 

reply and verification of record. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides taking 

disciplinary action against the officers. 

(Draft Para No. 891/2021-22) 

1.11.8 Non-implementation of inquiry findings  

According to Rule-5(5) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules-2013, “the 

Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented at all 

levels within the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of 

probity and propriety; objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders”. 

In SEPCO, two (02) complaints were filed by Mr. Muhammad Malook Balouch against Mr. 

Irfan Qazi LS due to his involvement in corruption and illegal sale and purchase of transformers in 

Salehpat Sub-Division to Atta Chakies, running of 162 Tube Wells. Deputy Manager (S&I) SEPCO, 

Sukkur in his investigation report dated November 9, 2020 fixed responsibilities on Mr. Tanveer Shaikh, 

LS, Mr. Deedar Ali Solangi, LM-II, Mr. Mansoor Bhutto, ALM and Mr. Irfan Qazi, LS and 

recommended strict action against the delinquent officials due to their involvement in illegal supply of 

electricity in two sub divisions. The investigation committee recommended to rectify discrepancies 

pointed out by S&I teams and take legal action against the stealers. The management did not take any 

action against the delinquents nor were the cases referred to any investigative agency.  

Non-adherence to Corporate Governance Rules resulted into non-implementation of inquiry 

findings up to the financial year 2020-21 
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The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that disciplinary actions against the involved officials as 

per recommendations of investigation report was under process.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to submit 

inquiry report to Audit for verification. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report.   

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing the 

responsibility upon the person at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 261/2021-22) 

 

Concluding Recommendations 

Delay in finalization of inquiries, non-implementation of inquiry findings and non-conduct of 

inquiries according to ToRs was an indicator of poor organizational management in the companies. In 

order to promote an efficient and transparent work-environment it was needed that all inquiries were 

probed without delay and actions proposed in the inquiry findings were implemented in letter and spirit. 

 

1.12 Unsatisfactory maintenance of accounts 

 In order to have transparent and efficient business operations it was essential to maintain the 

accounts in an accurate and timely manner. Accounts represent a key final manifestation of the overall 

working of an organization and its business outcomes. Lapses in account management practices create 

an environment highly vulnerable towards financial misappropriations and irregularities. 

 In this context, audit observed instances of in-ordinate delay in account finalization, inaccurate 

recording of data etc. Comments on the financial statements of the companies are placed in Chpater-2 

whereas shortcomings pertaining to account’s management, analyzed on sample basis, are illustrated in 

the subsequent paras. 

 

1.12.1 Bogus accounting adjustment made in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) – 

Rs.567,459.93 million 

According to International Accounting Standards (IAS)-1.15, “the financial statements 

must ‘present fair’ the financial performance and cash flows of an entity. Fair presentation 

requires the faithful representation of the effects of transactions, other events, and conditions 

in accordance with the definitions and recognition criteria for assets, liabilities, income, and 

expenses set out in the Framework. The application of IFRS, with additional disclosure when 

necessary is presumed to result in financial statements that achieve a fair presentation”.  

In LESCO, 85 accounting entries worth Rs.567,459.93 million were made in Enterprise 

Resource Planning (ERP) for adjusting the untraceable trails of Remittances, IOT, Current Account (SS 

Cheques). These closing balances were not entered as opening balances in ERP module of respective 

heads and were adjusted illegally by passing bogus adjusting entries. These balances were pended 

against receivables from field formations on account of consumers billing, securities and capital cost 

and material issued and awaiting booking against SS Cheques etc.  
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Non-adherence to relevant provision of IFRS resulted into bogus adjustment of IOT amounting 

to Rs.567,459.93 million in ERP system of LESCO during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that the BoD, accorded such approval after consultation 

with a firm of Chartered Accountants and an independent legal opinion from a law firm as well. Further, 

before taking up the matter with BoD, a comprehensive activity for verification of all the entries relating 

to IOT was carried out by another firm of Chartered Accountants i.e. M/s Deloitte. The said accounting 

entries have a net financial impact of Rs.251.70 million consist of Rs.2,782 million Credit and Rs.2,531 

million Debit balance instead of Rs.567,459 million. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to verify its 

stance with complete documentary evidence to audit within a week. Further progress was not intimated 

till the finalization of report.   

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 708/2021-22) 

 

1.12.2 Non-recognition of Supplemental Charges in financial Statement –Rs.105,950.76 million 

According to Rule-17 (2) (b) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules-2013 (b) 

the financial statements, prepared by the management of the Public Sector Company, present fairly its 

state of affairs, the result of its operations, cash flows and changes in equity. 

In PESCO & HESCO, invoices on account of supplemental charges were raised by CPP-G to 

the tune of Rs.105,950.76 million. Supplemental charges were delayed payment charges to be paid to 

Independent Power Producers (IPPs). PESCO & HESCO had neither paid this amount to CPPA-G nor 

recognized in its financial statement. Due to non-settlement of supplemental charges between PESCO 

and CPPA-G, Chartered Accountants had given a qualified report for the financial year 2019-20. Hence, 

the financial statements of PESCO & HESCO did not represent true and fair view of its financial 

strength to the stated extent in the aforementioned subject. 

Financial indiscipline resulted into non-recognition of supplemental charges of Rs.105,950.76 

million in financial statement during financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September & October, 2021 and reported to 

the Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that in the light of NEPRA determinations, 

the supplementary charges are booked by PESCO & HESCO up to the extent of late payment surcharge 

billed to the consumers. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 and January 24-25, 2020 directed the 

management to resolve the matter and recommendations in this regard may be made in financial 

statement to represent fair view of financial status of the company. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para Nos. 655 & 810/2021-22) 
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1.12.3 Violation of NEPRA’s directive relating to tagging of Assets –  

Rs.85,322.53 million 

According to Section-9 of NEPRA’s Tariff MYT Determination of LESCO for financial year 

2015-16 to 2019-20 dated 08.12.2020 directed to maintain a proper record of its assets by way of tagging 

each asset for its proper tracking and to provide an explanation on the concerns raised by the Authority 

in terms of its R&M cost not later than 30 June, 2016. 

In LESCO, NEPRA in determination of tariff for the financial year 2015-16 to 2020-21 dated 

March 08, 2016 directed the LESCO to maintain a proper record of its assets by way of tagging each 

asset for its proper tracking. However, LESCO had not assigned tag to distribution transformers, plant 

& equipment and meters worth Rs.85,322.53 which might result in expensing out some of capitalized 

assets. Audit is of the view that tagging of assets was of utmost importance to properly classify the cost 

in terms of capital or expense. 

Non-adherence to Authority’s instructions resulted into violation of NEPRA’s direction by non-

tagging of operating assets of LESCO. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that Ministry of Energy – Power Division in its road map 

for DISCOs has given the time-frame of June – 2023 to complete the digitization of its 11 kV and LT 

Network. For remaining works tender was called which was later on, scrapped. Now retendering is 

under progress. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to complete 

the tagging of assets in line with NEPRA’s direction and produce the record for verification to audit. 

No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 613/2021-22) 

 

1.12.4 Non-deposit of surplus amount into post retirement benefits fund – Rs.10,854.56 million 

According to Para (13.1) of NEPRA Tariff Petition dated 08 December, 2020, “a separate post-

retirement benefits funds has been opened and surplus amount after making actual payments of post-

retirement benefits, has been deposited in the Fund.” 

In FESCO, a separate post retirement benefits fund has been opened in compliance of authority 

directions and deposited Rs. 6,376.46 million but the surplus amount of Rs. 10,854.56 million 

(17,231.028-6,376.46) was not deposited into the Fund. This state of affair shows irregular retention of 

surplus amount of Rs.10,854.56 million. 

Non-adherence to authority’s directions resulted irregular retention of amount Rs.10,854.56 

million upto financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that FESCO Employees Pension Fund 

Trust (FEPFT) was being made in line with the determination of NEPRA in FESCO’s annual 

tariff. For FY 2018-19 the updated amount deposited in the Fund Trust was Rs.10,403 million. 
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For FY 2019-20 & 2020-21, FESCO already submitted annual adjustments regarding Tariff 

Determination for said years to NEPRA, however, the decision was pending.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 13, 2022 directed the management to furnish 

detailed reply to Audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of 

report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 394/2021-22) 

 

1.12.5 Under stated liabilities due to non-accepting debit raised by CPPA-G – Rs.3,870 million 

As in the Companies Act, 2017 (220), Every company shall prepare and keep at its registered 

office books of account and other relevant books and papers and financial statements for every financial 

year which give a true and fair view of the state of the affairs of the company. 

In HESCO, some debits for the amount of Rs.3,870 million were raised by CPPA-G but the 

same were not accounted for in the financial statements. As a result, the liabilities of the company were 

understated. Therefore, the financial statements of HESCO did not reflect true and fair view of 

company’s financial health.  

Non adherence to Companies Act resulted into under stated liabilities due to non-accepting 

debit raised by CPPA-G amounting to Rs.3,870 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was discussed with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that CPPA-G have issued debit advices on account of 

borrowing of loan and its mark up as arranged by Power Holding Company which being unauthorized 

has been disallowed by NEPRA and HESCO was not signatory to these loans. 

 The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to resolve the 

issue with CPPA-G within 30 days and get the record verified from Audit. No further progress was 

intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 671/2021-22) 

 

1.12.6 Non-booking of NTDC use of system charges in financial statement –Rs.3,793 million 

According to Rule-17 (2) (b) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules-2013 (b) 

the financial statements, prepared by the management of the Public Sector Company, present fairly its 

state of affairs, the result of its operations, cash flows and changes in equity. 

In HESCO, invoices of Rs.3,793 million on account of NTDC use of system charges (UoSC)for 

the period 2014-15 to 2016-17 were raised by CPP-G, but the same were not booked by HESCO. Due 

to non-settlement of NTDC UoSC between HESCO and CPPA-G, the financial statements of HESCO 

did not represent true and fair view of its financial strength to the stated extent. 
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The matter was taken up with management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that the said invoices have been booked in the books of 

accounts. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the record 

verified from the Audit. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 812/2021-22) 

 

1.12.7 Understated liabilities due to non recognition of CPPA-G invoices – Rs.3,425.55 million 

According to International Accounting Standard (IAS) – 01, the financial statement should 

present fairly the financial position, financial performance and cash flows of the enterprise.  

In HESCO, invoices No. 13 & 14 amounting toRs.3,425.55 million on account of power purchase 

was raised by CPPA-G but the same were not accounted for / booked by HESCO. Hence, the liabilities of 

the company remained understated and financial statements did not reflect true and fair view financial health. 

Inefficient financial management resulted into understated liabilities due to non recognition of 

CPPA-G invoices amounting to Rs.3,425.55 million upto the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that invoices from CPPA-G have not so for been received. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to take up the 

matter with CPPA-G for reconciliation and final resolution within 30 days. No further progress was 

intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 809/2021-22) 

 

1.12.8 Less remittance of Debt Servicing Surcharges (DSS) to CPPA-G –Rs.2,696 million 

As per SRO No. 908(1)/2014 dated 3 October, 2014, DSS was levied and collected by PESCO 

on behalf of Government of Pakistan and is being settled against debt servicing of loans arranged upto 

June, 2015.  

In PESCO, an amount of Rs.18,905 million was collected against debt servicing surcharge 

(DSS) from the consumers during the year 2015-16 to 2020-21. Out of which, an amount of Rs.16,209 

million could only be  remitted to CPPA-G. Thus an amount of Rs. 2,696 million was less remitted to 

CPPA-G on account of DSS which resulted in delayed discharge of loan liabilities putting extra burden 

on exchequer. 

financial indiscipline resulted into less remittance of debt servicing surcharge amounting to 

Rs.2,696 million to CPPA-G upto the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that total Difference of collection & 
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Remittance from FY: 2015-2021 has reduced from 2,692 to 1,721 which will be brought to 

minimum at the close of current financial year 2021-22. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to 

produce the record for amount remitted under DSS and clear the pending DSS up to June, 

2022.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 557/2021-22) 

 

1.12.9 Non-acceptance of debit advices by CPPA-G for electricity payments  to SPPs – 

Rs.2,600 million 

According to Rule-17 (2) (b) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules-2013 (b) 

the financial statements, prepared by the management of the Public Sector Company, present fairly its 

state of affairs, the result of its operations, cash flows and changes in equity. 

In PESCO, debit advices of Rs.2,077.37 million on account of  electricity purchased from Small 

Power Producers (SPPs) were issued to CPPA-G for the period 2008-09 to 2017-18. Out of which, 

CPPA-G had accepted the advices of Rs.522.95 million only for the period 2008 to 2018, leaving 

balance of Rs.2,600 million un-settled. Moreover, the said position was not disclosed in the financial 

statements; hence, the financial statements did not reflect true and fair view to the stated extent. 

Non-adherence to the rules resulted into non-disclosure of debit notes in financial statement to 

the tune of Rs.2,600 million upto financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that out of total debit Advice of 5.43 billion debits amounting 

of Rs 2.83 billion has been accepted and the clarification regarding the balance of Rs. 2.6 billion has 

been provided which will be settled. The matter been taken up with CPPA-G. 

 The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to reconcile 

the figures with CPPA-G and the matter may be resolved without further delay. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 531/2021-22) 

 

1.12.10 Non-settlement/ adjustment of long outstanding provision included in DISCO billing – 

Rs.2,558 million 

According to provision 6.1.2 For each billing period, CPPA-G shall calculate the capacity transfer rate 

and electricity transfer rate, in accordance with the Authority approved Transfer Pricing Mechanism, 

for the purposes of invoices against each Distribution Company for the electricity and capacity 

purchased during previous month.  

  In CPPA-G, a provisional cost amounting to Rs.2,558 million for purchase of electricity during 

the period 2009-2017 from Pehure and Jagran power projects (Rs.1,040 million & Rs.1,519 million) 

was included in the computation of Energy Transfer Rate (ETR). But said provisional cost was not 
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adjusted till date. Non-adjustment of actual ETR instead of provisional ETR showed the slackness of 

the management to run the business of the company. 

  Poor financial management resulted into non-settlement/ adjustment of long outstanding 

provisional cost included in DISCO billing Rs.2558 million up to the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. No reply was given. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to furnish revised 

reply to Audit within in a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to look into the matter in order to ensure 

settlement/ adjustment of long outstanding provisions. 

(Draft Para No. 413/2021-22) 

 

1.12.11 Non-recognition of credit notes of CPPA-G – Rs.2,335.64 million 

According to International Accounting Standard (IAS) – 01, the financial statement should 

present fairly the financial position, financial performance and cash flows of the enterprise.  

In HESCO, credit notes of Rs.2,335.64 million issued by CPPA-G were not accounted for / 

booked by HESCO. Non-recognition of credit notes caused overstated receivables of CPPA-G in the 

books of HESCO. Therefore, the financial statement of HESCO did not reflect true and fair view of 

company’s financial health. 

Inefficient financial management resulted into non-recognition of credit notes of Rs. 2,335.64 

million issued by CPPA-G upto the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that CPPA-G have issued debit advices on account of 

borrowing of loan and its markup  arranged by Power Holding Company which was unauthorized as 

HESCO was not signatory to these loans. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to take up the 

matter with CPPA-G for final resolution within 30 days. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 813/2021-22) 

 

1.12.12 Long outstanding / un-reconciled pension & medical balances receivable from 

associated companies – Rs.2,111 million 

According to International Accounting Standards (IAS)-1.15, “the financial statements 

must ‘present fairy’ the financial performance and cash flows of an entity. Fair presentation 

requires the faithful representation of the effects of transactions, other events, and conditions 

in accordance with the definitions and recognition criteria for assets, liabilities, income and 
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expenses set out in the Framework. The application of IFRS, with additional disclosure when 

necessary is presumed to result in financial statements that achieve a fair presentation”.  

In LESCO, balances of pension & cash medical Rs.2,111 million were receivable from other 

associated companies since long but no efforts made to liquidate amount. The management did not 

reconcile pension & cash medical claims paid to employees of other associated undertakings.  

Financial indiscipline resulted into long outstanding / un-reconciled pension & medical 

balances receivable from associated company’s upto the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that an amount of Rs.460 million has been received for 

the year 2020-21. Rigorous efforts are being made to reconcile the balance amount. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to reconcile 

the pending balances with associated companies and record may be produced to audit for verification. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides ensuring 

recovery. 

(Draft Para No. 717/2021-22) 

 

1.12.13 Wrong Charging of expenditure under the head of un-appropriated Surplus / (Deficit) – 

Rs.82.67 million 

As in the Companies Act, 2017 (220), Every company shall prepare and keep at its registered 

office books of account and other relevant books and papers and financial statements for every financial 

year which give a true and fair view of the state of the affairs of the company.  

In NTDC, an amount of Rs.82.67 million was actually the expenditure of pay & allowances during 

financial year 2020 and adjustment was shown under the head of un-appropriated surplus / (Deficit) 

erroneously, which needs justification. 

Non-adherence to the Companies Act, 2017 (220) resulted the misrepresentation of book of 

accounts Rs.82.67 million for the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. Management replied that the income is parked under suspense head and is ultimately 

settled through IOT. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to furnish 

revised reply and get verified from audit within 30 days. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 398/2021-22) 
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Concluding Recommendations 

Maintaining accounts in a transparent and timely manner is a key obligation of the companies. 

To improve working of the power sector enterprises and to enable the government to make well-

informed decisions, it is important that all companies make efforts for maintaining accurate accounts 

on real-time data-entry basis and get their annual accounts certified without further delay. 

 

1.13 Miscellaneous Issues 

1.13.1 Unjustified payment of FCS/DSS out of revenue collection accounts of DISCOs – 

Rs.163,023.76 million       

GoP guaranteed finance facilities amounting to Rs.930 billion have been executed as 

on June 30, 2020 through Power Holding Limited for reducing power sector payables. These 

finance facilities were executed after approval of ECC of the Cabinet on the terms and 

condition approved by the Finance Division. 

In CPPA-G, an amount of Rs.344,419.76 million was paid to PHL from FCS/DSS 

accounts and DISCOs revenue collection accounts whereas only Rs.181,396.02 million was 

received from DISCOs on account of FCS/DSS as on 31.03.2021. Thus an amount of 

Rs.163,023.76 million was excess paid from revenue collection account of DISCOs which was 

not justified.   

Poor financial management resulted into unjustified payment of Rs.163,023.76 million on 

account of FCS/DSS out of revenue collection accounts of DISCOs during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that shortfall was due to non-imposition of additional 

surcharge as proposed in the ECC decisions of respective PHL Loan facility. As per the ECC decisions, 

surcharge was to be imposed by NEPRA but it could not be implemented due to limitation NEPRA Act, 

1997. However, as per Section 31(8) of the Regulation of Generation, Transmission and Distribution of 

Electric Power (Amendment) Act 2021, the Federal Government has the authority to levy any 

surcharges subject to certain conditions. CPPA-G was waiting for the final decision of the Federal 

Government. The mechanism for recovery of FCS / DSS against shortfall of repayment of markup / 

profit of PHL Debt financing facilities was available but the decision was to be made by the Federal 

Government. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to furnish revised 

reply to Audit within in a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

 Audit recommends the management to pursue the matter at appropriate forum for devising 

mechanism for recovery of such short fall. 

(Draft Para No. 317/2021-22) 

 

1.13.2 Non-reconciliation of differences in loan accounts between PHL and CPPA-G – Rs.85,000 

million 
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As per IFRS (International financial Reporting Standards) frame work, the financial statements 

must” present fair” the financial position, financial position, financial performance and cash flows of 

an entity. Fair presentation requires the faithful representation of the effects of transactions, other 

events, and conditions in accordance with the definitions and recognition criteria for assets, liabilities, 

income and expenses set out in the framework. 

In CEO Power Holding Limited (PHL), Islamabad, an amount of Rs.930,000 million was 

reflected as payables to borrowers in its books of accounts; however, CPPA-G reflected payable 

balances of loans in its books of accounts amounting to Rs.854,000 million as on 30.06.2021. It has 

resulted in net difference of loan accounts balances Rs.85,000 million. Therefore, it concludes that the 

financial statements of PHL and CPPA-G do not reflect true and fair view of its financial health to the 

stated extent.  

Poor financial management resulted into non-reconciliation of differences in loan accounts 

between PHL and CPPA-G to the extent of Rs.85,000 million during the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that the difference is due to the adjustments made by 

CPPA-G to PHL on the instructions of Ministry of Energy (Power Division) and Finance Division 

against the PHL facilities on which surcharge has not been imposed.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to get the figure 

reconciled with CPPA-G and get it verified from Audit within 15 days.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 291/2021-22) 

 

1.13.3 Non-adjustment of PHL debts against outstanding power sector subsidy claims – 

Rs.72,630 million     

The ECC in its decision dated 15.10.2020 approved the supplementary grant of 

Rs.72,630 million with the condition that the same would be adjusted against outstanding 

power sector subsidy of XWDISCOs claims not paid as on June 2020. Power Division and 

Finance Division will reconcile the outstanding subsidies on half year basis.   

In Power Holding Limited, supplementary grant amounting to Rs.72,630 million was issued 

during the financial year 2020-21 by Finance Division on account of “conversion of Power Holding 

Limited’s Debt to Public Debt” against repayment of principal amounts of financing facilities. The 

payments of financing facilities made by PHL was cleared, however, the adjustment of this payment 

against PHL loan accounts and subsidies accounts of DISCOS was not confirmed. Moreover, no criteria 

for allocation and treatment of accounts with PHL, CPPA-G and DISCOs have been devised.   

Non-adherence to ECCs Decision resulted into non-adjustment of PHL debts against 

outstanding power sector subsidy claims Rs.72,630 million upto the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that the subject payment was released to respective banks 

by PHL and CPPA-G was directed by the Finance Division to adjust the payments among respective 
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DISCOs to clear their books of account against outstanding AJK subsidy claims in accordance with the 

decisions of the ECC of the Cabinet.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to transfer the 

para to CPPA-G for prompted reply.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 309/2021-22) 

 

1.13.4 Irregular adjustment of DISCO’s equities for clearance of circular debt against AJK 

Claims – Rs.66,989.51 million 

As per ECC decision dated June 19, 2019 , on account of AJ&K receivables of three 

DISCOs i.e. Rs.119.05 billion (IESCO Rs.80.58 billion + GEPCO Rs.15.08 billion + PESCO 

Rs.23.39 billion), Rs.18.6 billion are on account of taxes. From the balance Rs.100.5 billion in 

(Rs.119.05 - Rs.18.6), Rs.27 billion will be adjusted as cash @ Rs.9 billion per year, Rs.16 billion 

as non-cash against re-lent loans for the aforementioned DISCOs and balance Rs.57.7 billion as 

equity in the DISCOs in ratio equivalent to the percentage share of their outstanding liabilities 

against CPPA, claims of AJK subsidy beyond June 30, 2019 will be dealt with in accordance 

with agreement of GoAJK.  

In CPPA-G, it was noticed that debit advices amounting to Rs.66,989.51 billion were 

raised to adjust of claims of AJK subsidy by the CPPA-G to all DISCOs except TESCO during 

the financial year 2020-21 for revision of GOP equity as per Ministry of Energy (Power Division)  

dated 23.12.2020. The adjustment of subsidy receivable claims of AJK was not in line with the 

ECC decision as these receivables were to be adjusted against IESCO, GEPCO and PESCO. The 

above position indicates that the book of accounts of CPPA-G and DISCOs did not reflect the 

true picture. Thus adjustment of equity against AJK Claims Rs.66,989.51 million in the books 

of accounts CPPA-G and DISCOs termed as irregular. 

Non-adherence to ECC,s decision and Finance Division (Memorandum Authorization) resulted 

into  irregular adjustment of DISCO,s equities for clearance of circular debt against AJK Claims Rs. 

66,989.51 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that matter was adjusted after getting approval of 

Secretary Power Division, dated 23rd Dec 2020 wherein CPPA-G was authorized to issue necessary 

adjustment. Reply was not tenable as adjustment of equity against AJK Claims was not in line with the 

decision of ECC which needed justification. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to furnish revised 

reply to Audit within in a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to look into the matter for justification with 

documentary evidence. 

(Draft Para No. 770/2021-22) 
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1.13.5 Extra burden on Public Exchequer on account of interest on delayed payments to IPPs – 

Rs.35,724.06 million 

 According to Clause of Power Purchase Agreement (PPA), “late payments by either party of 

amounts due and payable under this agreement shall bear interest at a rate per annum equal to the 

Delayed Payment Rate”.  

 In CPPA-G, an amount of Rs.35,724.06 million was paid to IPPs on accounts of interest on 

delayed payments. Had the payment been made within specified period, extra burden on public 

exchequer amounting to Rs.35,724.06 million on account of interest on delayed payments could have 

been avoided by managing recovery of receivables from DISCOs. 

 Poor financial management resulted into extra burden on Public Exchequer Rs.35,724.06 

million on account of payment of interest on delayed payments to IPPs upto the financial year 2020-

21. 

 The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that payables on account of late payment interest to IPPs or the 

PHL loans were due to the non-performance of DISCOs. However, the markup rate of PHL loans which 

was on lower side. The reply was not tenable as extra payment on account of interest on delayed payments 

to IPPs was made due to short fall of recovery of DISCOs. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to furnish revised 

reply to Audit within in a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to look into the matter and fix responsibility. 

(Draft Para No. 866/2021-22) 

 

1.13.6 Non-reconciliation with CPPA-G on account of cost of purchase of power – Rs.34,360 

million  

As per IAS-1 the financial statement should be present truly and fairly. 

In HESCO, Rs.34,360 million were booked on account of purchase of power from CPPA-G 

whereas, the reconciliation for cost of power was not done by the HESCO. Resultantly, the books of 

account might not present true and fair position of the company which reflects poor fiscal governance 

of the entity. 

Non adherence to the financial rules resulted into non-reconciliation with CPPA-G on account 

of Cost of Purchase of Power amounting to  

Rs.34,360 million upto the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was discussed with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that the cost of power purchase amounting Rs. 77.335 

billion has been booked as per invoices issued by CPPA-G and there was not difference between CPPA-

G and HESCO during the financial year 2020-21. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the record 

verified from the Audit within 30 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No. 667/2021-22) 
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1.13.7 Financial implication on procurement of electricity from Neelum Jhelum Hydropower 

Project – Rs.26,482.67 million 

According to provision 6.1.1 & 6.1.2 of commercial code, the invoices for electricity and capacity 

sold by generation companies, for each billing period, shall be sent to CPPA-G. For each billing period, 

CPPA-G shall calculate the capacity transfer rate and electricity transfer rate, in accordance with the 

Authority approved Transfer Pricing Mechanism, for the purposes of invoices against each Distribution 

Company for the electricity and capacity purchased during previous month.  

In CPPA-G, procurement of electricity amounting to Rs.26,482.67 million was made by CPPA-G 

from Neelum Jhelum Hydro Power Project during the period Oct 2020 to  June 21. But, neither invoices of 

said procurement of electricity was accepted by CPPA-G nor computed and included in the overall cost pool 

and allocated the cost to all DISCOs. Due to non- allocation of the cost of electricity of such procurement to 

the DISCOs in relevant period; it ultimately would be burden to the consumers. However, inordinate delay 

in finalization of invoices of such procurement of electricity may cause the delayed recovery from consumers 

and would be contributing factor to the circular debt. Moreover, no provision for this financial implication 

was made by purchaser in its books of accounts. 

 Poor financial management resulted into financial implication on procurement of electricity 

from Neelum Jhelum Hydropower Project Rs.26,482.67 million during the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

November, 2021. The management replied that provisional costs cannot be included in the overall cost pool 

due to non-issuance of gazette notification by GoP for NEPRA determined tariff. The tariff from 17th October 

2020 to Jun-21 has been determined by Authority on 30th July, 2021. Thus, the Company submitted its 

invoices and CPPA-G processed invoices accordingly.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to furnish revised 

reply to Audit within in a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to look into the matter besides ensuring to 

resolve the financial implication on procurement of electricity from the Neelum Jhelum Hydro Power 

Project. 

(Draft Para No. 314/2021-22) 

 

1.13.8 Non-recovery/ adjustment of bridge financing loan from Finance Division – Rs.22,383.76 

million 

As per ECC decisions of Syndicated Term Finance Facility Rs. 80.00 billion, Rs.50.00 billion (1st 

Tranche), Rs.50.00 billion (2nd Tranche), Rs.35.806 billion,Rs.30.00 billion, Rs.25.00 billion and Rs.7.487 

billion, these amounts would be utilized for the purposes of funding the repayment liabilities of Distribution 

Companies towards CPPA-G and ultimately the sectorial entities. Ministry of Finance would provide 

government guarantee for the requisite loan amounts.  

In Power Holding Limited Islamabad, an amount of Rs.22,383.76 million was obtained from CPPA-

G for repayment of accrued markup, principal payments and trustee& legal fee of above financing facilities  

guaranteed under Finance Division (Government of Pakistan) upto the financial year 2020-21 ended. But, 

the said loan amount was not recovered/ adjusted from the Finance Division. Resultantly, non-
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recovery/adjustment of repayments of financing facilities from Finance Division caused accumulation of 

circular debt of power sector.  

Poor financial management resulted into non-recovery/adjustment of bridge financing loan 

from Finance Division Rs.22,383.76 million upto financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that the PHL management is following up the matter of 

release of funds by the Finance Division and is taking necessary steps to address the issue.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to pursue 

vigorously the case with Ministry of Finance for early released of funds.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 308/2021-22) 

 

1.13.9 Less remittance of Debt Service Surcharge to PHL –  

Rs.20,965.40 million 

According to Schedule-I of Market Operations, “the operations and responsibilities to be performed 

and discharged by the market operator, shall include in accordance with the grid code and the 

commercial code:- (e) Collection from the DISCOs and settlement to the market participants as per 

the commercial code”.  

In CPPA-G, an amount of Rs.39,812.68 million was received from DISCOs on account of Debt 

Service Surcharge against which Rs.18,847.28 million were paid to PHL during the financial year 2020-

21. This shows that an amount of Rs.20,965.40 was less paid/remitted to PHL for repayment of 

Loans/Facilities. Moreover, detail of repayment of loan/Financing Facilities against which DSS charges 

received and remitted to PHL was not forthcoming into record. This scenario indicates that DSS funds 

were allocated to other purpose which was irregular and needs justification.  

Poor financial management resulted into less remittance of Debt Service Surcharge to PHL  

Rs.20,965.40 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. No reply was given by the management. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to furnish revised 

reply to Audit within in a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to look into the matter besides ensuring the 

utilization/allocation of balance amount of DSS charges. 

(Draft Para No. 390/2021-22) 

 

1.13.10 Non-creation of provision of electricity procured from KANUPP-2 – Rs.20,760.40 million 

According to provision 6.1.1 & 6.1.2 of commercial code, the invoices for electricity and 

capacity sold by generation companies, for each billing period, shall be sent to CPPA-G. The 

mechanism for the electricity and capacity invoicing for Generation Companies is detailed in Annexure-

I. For each billing period, CPPA-G shall calculate the capacity transfer rate and electricity transfer rate, 
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in accordance with the Authority approved Transfer Pricing Mechanism, for the purposes of invoices 

against each Distribution Company for the electricity and capacity purchased during previous month.  

 In CPPA-G, it was noticed that electricity amounting to Rs.20,760.40 million was received 

from KANUPP-2 since Grid connection date March,2021without power purchase agreement. 

However, neither invoices of said procurement of electricity were accepted by CPPA-G nor provision 

was computed and included in the overall cost pool and allocated the cost to all DISCOs. Non- 

provision/allocation the cost of electricity to the DISCOs in relevant period would be burden to the 

consumers because of subsequent processing of arrear invoices. Moreover, inordinate delay in 

finalization of invoices, such procurement of electricity may cause the delayed recovery from 

consumers and also would be contributing the circular debts. 

 Poor financial management resulted into financial implication on procurement of electricity 

from KANUPP-2 Rs.20,760.40 million during the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that the invoices of K-2 would be processed after the tariff 

was got notified in the Official Gazette as per NEPRA’s decision. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to furnish revised 

reply to Audit within in a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to look into the matter and take steps to resolve 

the financial implication on procurement of electricity from the KANUP-2. 

(Draft Para No. 319/2021-22) 

 

1.13.11 Non-recognition of supplementary charges debited by CPPA-G – Rs.20,317.23 million 

According to IFRS Conceptual Framework for financial Statements, “For financial information 

to be useful, it needs to meet the qualitative characteristics set out in the Framework. The fundamental 

qualitative characteristics are relevance and faithful representation. Faithful representation means the 

information must be complete, neutral and free from error.”  

In MEPCO, CPPA-G had issued Supplemental Charges Invoices being the mark-up charged by 

Independent Power Producers (IPPS) on account of delayed payments aggregating to Rs.20,317.23 

million since 2009-10. However, MEPCO has not recognized the impact of debit notes issued by Central 

Power Purchasing Agency (Guarantee) Limited. Moreover, MEPCO has not shared any details with 

respect to the invoices raised by CPPA-G under the head of mark-up on delayed payments for FY 2015-

16, FY 2016-17 and FY 2017-18 with NEPRA as evident from NEPRA tariff distribution determination 

for the FY 2018-19 and 2019-20. Therefore, the amount of LPS allowed for those financial years were 

not adjusted. Resultantly, financial statements of MEPCO do not represent true and fair view of its 

financial strength and it also contribute toward pilling up of circular debts.   

Non-adherence to financial rules resulted into non-recognition of supplementary charges debited 

by CPPA-G amounting to Rs.20,317.23 million up to the financial year 2021. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that MEPCO has taken into account the amount of 

supplemental charges equal to the amount of Late Payment Surcharge (LPS) of the respective year, 

However, the amount over and above the Late Payment Surcharge (LPS) has not taken into account in 

compliance to the NEPRA decision. 
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The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to reconciled 

the matter with CPPA-G within a month and seek clarification from NEPRA. No further progress was 

intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 637/2021-22) 

 

1.13.12 Over charging of fuel cost component adjustment by CPPA-G – Rs.11,982 million 

In term of section 40 & 42 (Part-7) of NEPRA Guidelines for Determination of Consumer End 

Tariff-2015, the Power Purchase Price shall include fuel component, variable O & M, capacity charges 

& transmission charges. Each component of Power Purchase Price (PPP) is included in the revenue 

requirement of the petitioner company on the projected basis for the test years and these projected 

figures would be subject to adjustment as per actual being passed through. 

In MEPCO, an amount of Rs.63,908 million was  charged against the amount allowed by 

NEPRA Rs.51,926 million on account of Fuel Cost Component by the Central Power Purchasing 

Agency (CPPA-G)  for the period July, 2017 to January, 2018. Hence, Rs.11,982 million were charged 

in excess on account of fuel cost component by the CPPA to the Company. 

Non-observance of NEPRA Guidelines for determination of consumer end Tariff-2015 resulted 

into over charging of fuel cost component of Rs.11,982 million up to the financial year 2019-20. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2020 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2020. The management replied that revised reply would be furnished to audit after 

scrutiny of the record. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to furnish 

revised reply within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 252/2020-21) 

 

1.13.13 Irregular retention of company funds over and above the distribution margin – 

Rs.5,021.96 million  

As per NEPRA tariff determination Distribution Margin of HESCO is to be retained @ Rs 

3.07/Kwh. 

In CEO HESCO an excess amount of Distribution Margin (DM) worth Rs.5,021.96 million was 

retained as against NEPRA determination, as detailed attached. The mismanagement of funds resulted 

into irregular retention of Company funds worth Rs.5,021.96 million over the Distribution Margin (DM) 

set by NEPRA. 

Non adherence to the above instructions resulted into irregular retention of company funds over 

and above the distribution margin amounting to Rs.5,021.96 million during the financial year 2020-21. 
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The matter was discussed with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that audit has taken amount inclusive of amount retained 

for taxes which was not part of distribution margin for O&M expenses. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to furnish 

detailed reply duly substantiated with documentary evidence within 15 days. No further progress was 

intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 609/2021-22) 

1.13.14 Non-segregation of stores & spares with respect to own resources and consumer finance 

– Rs.3,867.53 million 

As per NEPRA tariff determination dated March 03, 2016 “In view of the aforementioned 

reasons the Authority considers that it will be unfair and unjust for the consumers to suffer due to the 

unlawful act of the Petitioner. Accordingly, the Authority has decided, to include the entire amount of 

receipts against deposit works as a part of Deferred Credits for the assessment of RAB for FY 2015-16. 

The Authority directs the Petitioner to ensure that in future consumer's deposits are not utilized for any 

other purpose. The Petitioner is also being directed to restrain from unlawful utilization of receipts 

against deposit works and security deposits, failing which, the proceedings under the relevant law shall 

be initiated against the Petitioner. The Petitioner is also directed to give clear disclosures in its financial 

Statements with respect to the consumer financed spares and stores, work in progress and cash & bank 

balance.” 

In LESCO, the management was required to maintain stores & spares amounting to 

Rs.3,867.525 million as per direction of NEPRA and give clear disclosure in its financial statements 

with respect to consumers financed stores & spares, work in progress and cash balances but no such 

disclosures were given in audited financial statements and violated regulator’s direction in preparing 

financial statements. It was further observed that field formations did not observe due care to keep 

record of stores & spares bifurcated while preparing GRN and issuing material from stores. In absence 

of such record, impact of such bifurcation cannot be reflected in books of the Company. 

Non-adherence to NEPRA’s direction resulted into non-segregation of stores & spares 

amounting to Rs.3,867.53 million with respect to own resources and consumer finance up to the 

financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that segregation between consumer finance and own 

resources can only be made at the time of issuance of material. These facts were explained to NEPRA 

in public hearing for 2020-21, therefore, in recent hearing for distribution margin. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to conduct 

inquiry at PEPCO level and give findings within 60 days. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 710/2021-22) 
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1.13.15 Negative impact on applicable tariff due to reversal of write off amount by NEPRA – 

Rs.2,848 million 

According to para 14.23 of Multi-Year Tariff (MYT) determination dated 08-03-2016 by 

NEPRA decided to allow an amount of Rs.2,848 million as write offs, instead of the requested amount 

of Rs.5,291 million, strictly on provisional basis, after adjusting for the impact of GST and other 

Government charges from the requested amount, subject to fulfillment of the laid down criteria. i) The 

connection has to be permanently disconnected for more than 3 years and due process of law to recover 

the outstanding dues as arrears of Land Revenue has been followed. ii) The amount to be written off 

shall be duly approved by the Board of Directors (BOD) of LESCO. iii) The amount of write off shall 

be duly supported with the details pertaining to the name & address of the premises/consumers, CNIC 

etc.  

In LESCO, an amount of Rs.2,848 million of private defaulters was allowed for write off by 

NEPRA on provisional basis after adjusting the impact of GST and other Government charges subject 

to fulfillment of the laid down criteria. However, to write off arrears beyond 03-years, LESCO could 

not finalize the matter with Government of Punjab for recovery after lapse of five years. Resultantly, 

NEPRA decided to reverse back the written off amount which resulted into negative impact on 

applicable tariff and financial interest of LESCO due to slackness and inefficiency of management. 

Non-adherence to directive given by NEPRA in in tariff determination resulted into reversal of 

allowed written off amount Rs.2,848 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that recovery was not posted for the past many years. MD 

PEPCO was also approached to take up the matter with GoP for recovery. Reply was not tenable as 

NEPRA gave detailed SoPs for written off defaulter’s amount at Company’s request but due to poor 

performance of management, said amount could not be written off and reversed back which resulted in 

negative impact on tariff. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to affect 

recovery from defaulters against which an amount of Rs.2,848 was to be written off and provide 

complete details to audit along with NEPRA’s stance on this matter as soon as possible. No further 

progress was intimated till the finalization of report.  

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 614/2021-22) 

 

1.13.16 Loss due to non-availing the discount/ rebate against repayment of 2nd installments of 

financing facilities – Rs.443.56 million 

According to terms and conditions of syndicated term Finance Facility Agreement, it is 

agreed that the customer shall be entitled to discount/ reduction in the Margin from 2.00% to 

1.00% per annum upon the customer making payment of the relevant installment of the mark-

up portion of the purchase price within 30 (thirty) days of the installment date. 

In Power Holding Limited (PHL), Islamabad, 2nd installment of Syndicated Term Finance 

Facilities of Rs.136.45 billion & Rs.41.457 billion was due in March 31st, 2020 with grace period of 

due date till April 29th, 2020 but the payment was made in June, 30th 2020 after elapse of grace period. 
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Resultantly, company had been deprived to avail the discount/rebate facility of Rs.443.56 million due 

to non-arranging funds within grace period time 

Poor financial management resulted into loss due to non-availed the discount / rebate against 

repayment of 2nd installments of financing facilities Rs.443.56 million during the financial year 2020-

21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that delay was due to economic relief measures like 

deferment of installment payment by consumers which resulted in low recovery which negatively 

impacted the CPPA-G revenue leading to monetary shortfall.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to convene 

meeting with concerned banks for subject rebates. No further progress was intimated till the finalization 

of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 
(Draft Para No. 293/2021-22) 

1.13.17 Non-settlement of long outstanding unidentified cash –  

Rs.332.61 million 

According to Para-1.3 of Commercial Procedures, “Revenue Officer and Assistant Manager are 

responsible for implementing in conjunction with the Executive Engineer, the commercial policy laid 

down from time to time by the Authority through the Company efficient application of billing and 

collection procedures”. 

In DISCOs, an amount of Rs.332.61 million had been lying under suspense head “Un-

identified” cash. The said amount pertained to different consumers with aging from 3 to beyond 10 

years. The detail is as under:- 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Company 

Draft Para No. Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. GEPCO 04/2021-22 7.51 

2. PESCO 549/2021-22 325.10 

TOTAL 332.61 
 

Inefficient financial management resulted into non-settlement of long outstanding unidentified cash 

under suspense head amounting to Rs.332.61 million up to financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August to October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in September & December, 2021. The GEPCO management replied that un-identified cash was credited 

by collecting agencies against incorrect reference numbers/consumers and was cleared on production of 

original receipt by the respective consumers. The PESCO management replied that proper reply would 

be furnished after receiving the supporting details from audit.  

 The DAC in its meeting held on January, 2022 directed the GEPCO management to get the record 

verified from audit. The DAC directed the PESCO management to inquire the matter at company 

level and furnished its recommendation for settlement of long outstanding un-identified cash to 

resolve the matter. 
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Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

 

1.13.18 Irregular excess retaining of market operation fees from collection accounts of DISCOs 

& KE – Rs.250.74 million 

 According to Schedule-I of Market Operations, “the operations and responsibilities to be 

performed and discharged by the market operator, shall include in accordance with the grid code and 

the commercial code:- (e) Collection from the DISCOs and settlement to the market participants as 

per the commercial code”.  

 In CPPA-G, billing of Rs.520.29 million on account of Market operation fees was made to 

DISCOs and KE during the financial year 2020-21 against which an amount of Rs.731.23 million was 

retained from the collection accounts of DISCOs and KE. Resultantly, excess market operation fees 

amounting to Rs.250.74 million were retained upto June, 2021 which was irregular.  

 Poor financial management resulted into irregular excess retaining of market operation fees 

from collection accounts of DISCOs & KE Rs.250.74 million up to the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021. But no reply was given by the 

management. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to furnish revised 

reply to Audit within in a week. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to look into the matter besides justification of 

excess retention of fee. 

(Draft Para No. 414/2021-22) 

 

1.13.19 Non-production of record on account of payment to Civil Contractors – Rs.184.17 million  

According to the directives of the Public Accounts Committee issued on June 03, 2004, ‘make 

available all information/record to audit as and when required by them. Otherwise disciplinary action 

would be initiated against persons responsible for the delay under Section 14-C (2) & (3) of the Auditor 

General’s (Functions, Power s and Terms and conditions of Service) Ordinance 2001 it is obligatory for 

all the Government entities to provide record to Audit on demand. 

In MEPCO, an amount of Rs.184.17 million was paid to various civil contractors 

through vouchers / running bills. In these vouchers / running bills, the purchased material was 

certified by the Engineer. However, the invoices and quotations of the contractor’s running 

bills were not produced to audit. 

Non-adherence to PAC directives resulted into irregular payment of Rs.184.17 million 

to civil contractors during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that the contract was awarded to income tax registered 

contractors and rendered the services from them for completion of civil works as per composite rate 

including material & labour cost and all the taxes has been deducted from their claims as per income 
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tax rules after completion of civil works as per tender documents and the sale tax invoices were not 

required as per conditions of contract agreement. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the record 

verified from Audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 636/2021-22) 

 

1.13.20 Loss due to less application of rate of dismantled Copper & Oil by TRW – Rs.129.70 

million 

 According to Rule-10(i) of GFR, “every public officer is expected to exercise the same 

vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would 

exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money”. 

In IESCO, transformers of different capacities were repaired from different workshops during the 

financial year but pre-assessment report of damaged transformers was prepared by the reclamation 

workshop in the absence of IESCO, as such the weight/quantity of credit given cannot be authenticated. 

Moreover, the rational approach was not applied by the workshop management to decide the rate of 

dismantled copper and oil. Due to application of less rate of dismantled copper and dirty oil, the authority 

had sustained a loss of Rs.129.70 million. 

Non-adherence to the company rules resulted into loss due to less application of rate of 

dismantled Copper & Oil by TRW Rs.129.70 million during financial year 2020-21. 

 The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that a proper response would be furnished within due 

course of time. 

 The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to submit the 

revised reply and get the stance verified from audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till 

the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 873/2021-22) 

 

1.13.21 Non-deposit of 40% Share of Inspection Fee in the accounts of NTDC – Rs.81.25 million 

According to DG (HR&A) NTDC letter No. HR-Dept/HR-Operations/ DEP-11/6884-92 dated 

10.11.2020, “the revenue generated by the MI (PEPCO) department i.e Inspection fee against purchase 

orders of distribution material (0.5% of total order price in case of DISCOs Purchase Orders and 2.5% 

of total order price in case of Private Purchase orders) shall be deposited: The 60% of the revenue so 

generated in the shape of inspection fee shall be deposited in PEPCOs accounts while 40% share (of 

S&S NTDC department) shall continue to be deposited in the accounts of NTDC w.e.f 01.09.2020.   
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In PEPCO, an amount of Rs.203.12 million was received as inspection fee by the office of 

Material Inspection. As per Ministry’s instruction the 40% share of above said fee i.e. Rs.81.25 million 

was required to be deposited in the account of NTDC but the same was not done. 

Non-adherence of Authority instructions resulted into non deposit of Rs.81.25 million 

to NTDC during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. Management replied that as per financial Modalities, agreed on reversion of 

Material Inspection from NTDC to PPMC (former PEPCO), a financial, Legal and Technical 

committee comprising the representatives of both companies will furnish a report that, those 

assets of Material Inspection to be transferred to PEPCO and assets to be retained by NTDC 

for monetization and closing of financial balances and afterward the proposal will be sent to 

BoD NTDC for final approval. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to 

expedite the matter and decision of BoD may be conveyed to Audit within a month. No further 

progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 889/2021-22) 

 

1.13.22 Non-clearance of right of way problems – Rs.73.93 million 

 As per Section 6.1 (b) of Transmission Services Agreement, Any payment of the land fee and the 

ROW Area compensation fee for the initial term as specified under this agreement prior to the Commercial 

Operation date shall be paid in Pakistan Rupees on the basis of prevailing exchange rate between US$ and 

Pakistan Rupees on each payment date and shall in any case include all present and future federal, 

provincial, municipal or other lawful taxes applicable to the lesser as and when required under the Laws 

of Pakistan.   

In HVDC (NTDC) Hyderabad, bills amounting to Rs.73.93 million on account of crops 

compensation remained unpaid and the area of the transmission line was also not cleared due to non-

payment of compensation fee to the land owners. Even the commercial operation date had been achieved 

by the quarter concerned on 01.09.2021. Moreover, It was observed from the scrutiny of record vide Sub 

Divisional Officer HVDC (O&M) NTDC Salepat letter dated 11.08.2021 that  due to non-payment of 

stringing & crop/trees damage compensation to effectees, few towers i.e from tower No. 564 to tower No. 

603 and other in green land could not be accessed /checked. It revealed that non-payment to the effectees 

would create future problems for operation and maintenance of the transmission line as would as the 

contractor PMLTC would also not accept these claims after the commercial operation date.  

Non-adherence to the Transmission Services Agreement and Land Acquisition Act 1894 

resulted into non clearance of right of way and payment of compensation to the effectives during the 

financial year 2020-21.  
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The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that Rs.46.152 million has been released while the remaining 

amount is still under process. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the stance 

verified from Audit within 15 days and expedite the dispersal of remaining amount to farmers. No 

further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 520/2021-22) 

 

1.13.23 Unjustified payment of dislocation allowance – Rs.59.56 million 

 According to PEPCO letter No. 2068-93 dated February 7, 2018 2(i). A dislocation 

allowance for every officer posted on promotion out of his parent Company equivalent to one 

month’s basic pay per month. 1) According to PEPCO letter No.8263-82 dated 30.07.2019 (iii 

& v). The officers of DISCOs (including BPS-17) can also be posted out of their parent 

Companies in the interest of work or on administrative grounds. (v). All officers who A 

dislocation allowance for every officer posted on promotion out of his parent Company 

equivalent to one month’s basic pay per month. 

 In PEPCO, officials were posted on deputation basis in PEPCO on different dates from LESCO 

& NTDC. Under the Federal Government Rules and according to Deputation Policy 20% of Basic pay 

and Rs.12,000/- whichever is less was allowed, but all the officials were drawing equal to one Running 

Basic Pay, which was against the Deputation Policy and PEPCO Dislocation Allowance Policy. As per 

BoD decision in its 73rd meeting in 2019, a dislocation allowance was allowed to all officers posted on 

promotion out of their parent Company equivalent to one month’s basic pay per month. An order issued 

vide No.9729-40/MDP/E-1/10/3947/Officers/3/60 dated 17.09.2019 was not based on facts because the 

word deputation not mentioned in 173rd meeting of PEPCO. According to above mentioned clarity the 

payment made as dislocation allowance was unjustified and recoverable from concerned officials. 

Non-adherence of Authority instructions resulted into unjustified payment of dislocation 

allowance amounting to Rs.59.56 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management and reported to the Ministry in December, 2021. 

Management replied that the case was being represented before BoD of PPMC (former PEPCO) for 

consideration. The decision of BoD PPMC will be conveyed in due course.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to expedite the 

matter and decision of BoD may be conveyed to Audit within a month. No further progress was intimated 

till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 882/2021-22) 

 

1.13.24 Loss due to imposition of penalty by NEPRA – Rs.57.00 million 
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According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for Losses due to 

Fraud, Theft or Negligence of Individuals, 1982 (amended up to June 01, 2001), “all losses whether of 

public money or of stores, shall be subject to preliminary investigation by the officer in whose charge 

they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the amount involved”. 

In various DISCOs, fine amounting to Rs.57.00 million was imposed on DISCOs by 

NEPRA on account of fatal/non-fatal accidents that claimed human life due to design fault, 

system deterioration, less clearance of HT/LT lines and lack of safety measures. The detail is 

as under:- 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Company 

Draft Para No. Amount 

(Rs. in million) 

1. MEPCO 631/2021-22 16.00 

2. PESCO 560/2021-22 13.00 

3. SEPCO 223/2021-22 28.00 

TOTAL   57.00 
 

Non-adherence to Authority instructions resulted into loss of  

Rs.57.00 million due to imposition of penalty during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

November & December, 2021. The PESCO management replied that enquiries had already been 

conducted and fixed responsibilities on delinquents. However an appeal had been filed in Islamabad 

High Court against the NEPRA’s fine.    

The DAC in its meetings held in December 30-31, 2021, January 24-25, 2022 directed the 

management to devise a comprehensive safety standards and actions taken against the delinquents be 

intimated to audit.   

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

 

1.13.25 Non-recovery of standard rent from unauthorized occupants – Rs.56.34 million 

As per Director (Services) PEPCO office letter dated January 19 2010, “no one is 

competent to accord permission for unauthorized retention of official accommodation beyond 

admissible period according to instructions in vogue and recovery of market rent shall be 

effected from the employees who retained accommodation beyond admissibility”. 

In various DISCOs, GENCO & NTDC, an amount of Rs.56.34 million was recoverable from 

seventy eight (78) unauthorized occupants on account of standard rent. Neither efforts were made to get the 

accommodation vacated from these illegal / unauthorized occupants nor was standard rent of Rs.56.34 

million recovered from these defaulters. 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Company 

Draft Para No. No. of 

Occupants 

Amount 

(Rs. in million) 
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1 GENCO-III 479, 484/2018-19 23 17.98 

2 IESCO 537/2021-22 11 2.61 

3 NTDC 211/2021-22 01 10.85 

4 QESCO 1168/2018-19 & 465/2021-22 43 24.90 

TOTAL  78 56.34 
 

Violation of the instructions resulted into non-recovery of Rs.56.34 million on account of 

standard rent from unauthorized occupants up to the financial year 2020-22.  

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2018 & May to October, 2021 and 

reported to the Ministry during November to December, 2021. The management replied that recovery 

was under process. However, notices were issued to all illegal occupants to vacate the accommodation.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6 – 7 & 13, 2022 directed the management to get 

recovery verified from audit and expedite the remaining recovery from defaulter within 15 days. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(14)  

1.13.26 Loss on account of exchange rate due to inordinate delay in payment to supplier 

– Rs.54.30 million 

According to Clause-5 a, b, c of Notification of Award for Tender No. ADB-02-2007, payment 

of material shall be made 10% advance payment within 28 days of signing of the contract – 80% 

payment upon shipment through Letter of Credit under ADB commitment proceudure and 10% payment 

with in 28 days upon receipt of Goods upon submission of the claim supported by Acceptance 

Certificate issued by the Purchaser. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that 500 kV Auto Transformer Banks were procured from 

M/s Xian Electric Engg Co. China at a contract price of US$ 16.74 million under contract No.ADB-02-

2007. The contract was awarded on July 13, 2007 and Letter of Credit (L/C) opend on October 07, 

2007. The delivery was completed upto December 12, 2008 with delay and LD of US$ 1.67 million 

was imposed and adjusted against 10% retention money / balance payment of supplier.  

Later on, BoD NTDC approved EoT of 165 days without LD on October 11, 2012 but retention 

money / balance payment of US$ 754,162 adjusted against LD was not released to the supplier and loan 

attained its financial closure on February 08, 2013 with expiry of L/C. However, one transformer bank 

could not be installed and lying idle at warehouse for a period of about 10 years, which was energized 

in 2019. Consequently, the supplier claimed its long standing payment of US$ 754,162 and NTDC had 

to pay it to him. This inordinate delay in payment caused loss of Rs.54.30 million on account of 

exchange rate, which could have been avoided had the payment made in 2012 (1US$=Rs.95 in 2012 

and Rs.167 in 2021).  

Contract mismanagement resulted in loss of Rs.54.30 million on account of exchange rate due 

to inordinate delay in payment to supplier up to the fianancial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the utilization of the said material made it possible for 
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addition of 500/220 KV Auto Transformer Bank (ATB) in record time at Ghatti Grid Station to provide 

relief to system and overcome the load shedding problem in load center of NTDC network. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the reply and directed 

PPMC to conduct an inquiry within 60 days in the light of the lapses highlighted in audit observation. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No.935/2021-22

) 

 

1.13.27 Irregular hiring of legal services of Lawyers against the Standard Operating 

Procedures – Rs.53.56 million  

According to section 10(i) GFR Every officer incurring or authorizing expenditure from public 

funds should be guided by high standards of financial propriety. Among the principles on which 

emphasis is generally laid are the following. “Every pubic officer is expected to exercise the same 

vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would 

exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money”.   

In LESCO, an amount of Rs.53.56 million was paid as legal charges for hiring services of lawyers 

without approved Standard Operating Procedures (SoPs). In most cases, services of lawyers to represent on 

behalf of LESCO before Court of Law were rendered on verbal orders.  

Non-adherence to established Standard Operating Procedures to hire legal services resulted into 

irregular expenditure amounting to Rs.53.56 million. 

The matter was taken with management in November, 2021 and reported the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that Open Competitive Bidding is the principal 

method/mode under PPRA Rules 2004 but Legal Directorate like all public sector legal departments 

operates on the “Alternative Method” of procurements described under Rule 42 (c)(v) of the PPRA 

Rules, 2004 i.e., on “Emergency” basis. PPRA Rules are therefore being followed and there is no breach 

of any SOP by Legal Directorate. As a minimum of 15 days are required for competitive bidding and 

their cases have shorter deadlines in addition to have 14,000 fresh cases each year. Hence, like all public 

sector legal departments, they use PPRA Alternative Mode of “Emergency” basis due to unsuitability 

of open competitive bidding. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to produce 

relevant record in support of its stance within 15 days. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 879/2021-22) 

1.13.28 Irregular expenditure on appointment of officers – Rs.50.99 million 

                                                           
 The said DP is also included in Chapter-3 of Thematic Audit 
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According to office memorandum of Finance Division dated June 26, 1999, revision of Pay Scales / 

Salaries / Allowances in Corporations, Autonomous / Semi Autonomous bodies will require clearance 

from the Finance Division to ensure a rational basis and a degree of uniformity in such revision. 

In NTDC Lahore, an amount of Rs.50.99 million was paid to eight (08) officers on account of pay and 

bonus during 2020-21. These officers were appointed on exorbitant rate without due consideration to 

Government of Pakistan pay scales. The package of pay and allowances was not regularized from the 

Finance Division, which was unjustified. 

Non-adherence to GoP’s instructions resulted into irregular expenditure of Rs.50.99 million on 

account of appointment of officers up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management Management replied that the Board of Directors NTDC under the 

corporate governance rules is empowered to frame and amend policies of the company as per business 

requirement. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to take up the 

matter with Finance Division for vetting and approval and progress thereof be intimated to Audit. No 

further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 372/2021-22) 

 

1.13.29 Payment made on account of fatal accident – Rs.49.99 million  

As per Para-4 of PEPCO letter No.MD/GM(HR)/M(HSEQ)Cill/PEPCO/ 141-57 dated March 

30th , 2019,  it was decided that the amount of ex-gratia should be recovered from the employees 

(Officers/Officials) who are held responsible for the fatal/non fatal accidents of line staff and failed to 

implement the PEPCO Safty SOPs/Guidelines/Instructions. 

In IESCO, an amount of Rs.49.99 million was paid on account of fatal accident out of IESCO’s 

fund instead of recovering from the employees (Officers / Officials) who were held responsible for the 

fatal / non fatal accidents of line staff and failed to implement the PEPCO Safety SOPs / 

Guidelines/Instructions. The fatal accidents were occurred due to non-observing the SOPs as per initial 

inquiry and a amount was spent on safety. 

Non-observance of authority’s instructions resulted into loss of precious human lives and 

financial loss of Rs.49.99 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that in previous fiscal year 2020-21, fatal accidents were 

occurred to five No. of IESCO employees and Ex-gratia payment of Rs.16.00 million was made to 4 

No. employees. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to hold an inquiry 

at PEPCO level to assess whether PEPCOs safety SOPs /Guidelines /instructions were adhered to and 

submit its fact finding report along with recommendations within 60 days. 
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Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 694/2021-22) 

 

1.13.30 Recoverable excess land acquisition charges paid to land owners – Rs.17.60 million  

As per section 23 (2) of the Land Acquisition Act, 1894, “In addition to the market-value of the 

land the Court shall award a sum of 15% on such market-value, in consideration of the compulsory 

nature of the acquisition, if the acquisition has been made for a public purpose and a sum of 25% on 

such market-value if the acquisition has been made for a Company”.   In GSC 

PESCO, land acquisition charges amounting to Rs.17.60 million were paid to the land owners @ 25% 

instead of 15%. According to Land Acquisition Act-1894 compulsory fees would be charged @ 15% 

for Public purpose and @ 25% for a private. PESCO is Government owned entity and construction of 

grid stations were for public purpose and requires @ 15% compulsory acquisition charges to be paid to 

the land owners. 

Non-adherence of Land Acquisition resulted into recoverable excess land acquisition charges paid 

to land owners Rs.17.60 million during the year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that under the Land Acquisition Act-1894 refer section-23 

sub section-2, 25% compulsory acquisition charges in addition to its own value was to be paid to land 

owners. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 endorsed audit point of view and 

directed the management to conduct inquiry and report thereof be furnished to audit within a month. No 

further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides ensuring 

excess recovery. 

(Draft Para No. 420/2021-22) 

 

1.13.31 Irregular approval for bifurcation of 11 KV feeders –  

Rs.16.63 million  

According to Para-2.1.4 of Chapter-2 of Distribution Rehabilitation Guidelines (September 

2003), “In this case, overloaded or lengthy feeders are selected. Only one feeder is selected for 

bifurcation and new feeder is essentially involved in this case. In many urban and rural areas, the 

existing HT lines/feeders are extremely overloaded and lengthy. Replacement of these lines with new 

11 KV Line can result in considerable loss reduction. In addition to above the introduction of new HT 

line/feeders can result in improvement of quality of supply and reduction in losses”.  

In IESCO, the bifurcation of 11 KV Ghouri Garden and 11 KV Sudhran Feeders emanating 

from 132 KV Tramri for the reduction of line losses with B/C ratio of 2.81 for cost of Rs.16.63 million 

was approved in June, 2021. The Executive Engineer IESCO Operation division on November 10, 2021 

reported B/C ratio as 0.3 for cost of Rs.17.04 million in 11/2020 with remarks it was not a viable 

proposal. Both the reports were contradictory, there was a time lag of only 6 month between two reports 

which led to conclusion that proposal approved was not based on technical parameters. Hence, the 

approval could not be considered regular/justified. 
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Non-adherence to the authority’s guidelines resulted into wasteful expenditure of Rs.16.63 

million during the financial year 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that the B/C ratio was wrongly calculated by the XEN with 

parameters of low voltage in the FDRANA software, whereas it should be calculated by using the HT / 11 

KV parameters in the Software. Therefore the proposal has been re-analyzed by using latest version of 

SynerGee Software which is presently being used and is proper Software for analysis of 11 KV feeders. As 

per analysis the B/C ratio comes to 2.81. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to submit revised 

reply entailing the comments of the Engineer of the Project and get it verified from audit within 15 days. 

No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 841/2021-22) 

 

1.13.32 Irregular payment on account of transport monetization policy – Rs.15.67 million 

 According to office memorandum of Finance Division dated June 26, 1999, revision of Pay 

Scales / Salaries / Allowances in Corporations, Autonomous / Semi-Autonomous bodies will require 

clearance from the Finance Division to ensure a rational basis and a degree of uniformity in such 

revision. 

In Project Director GSC GEPCO, an amount of Rs.15.67 million was paid to the officers of 

BPS-17 & above on account of transport monetization policy without concurrence of Finance Division, 

Government of Pakistan. Hence, in the absence of Finance Division’s concurrence, the payment under 

the heads of driver salary, vehicle expenses, repair of vehicle and POL was irregular and unlawful. 

Non-adherence to Government Rules resulted into Irregular payment of Rs.15.67 million on 

account of transport monetization policy up to financial year 2020-21.  

 The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

October, 2021. The management replied that the public sector companies operate under the Companies 

Ordinance 1984 and the BOD have the power and Authority to take decisions without the requirement 

of taking approval from the Government but stay within the guidelines provided in the “Public Sector 

Companies Corporate Governance Rules 2013”. 

 The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 did not agree with the management 

reply and directed to conduct inquiry at PEPCO level and furnish report within 30 days. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 112/2021-22) 

 

1.13.33 Non-production of record on account of (R&M) of Computers –  

Rs.13.10 million 
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According to Rule-10(i) of General financial Rules, “every public officer is expected to exercise 

the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money”. 

In FESCO, an amount of Rs.23.15 million was spent on account of (Repair & Maintenance) of 

computers out of which the record of Rs.10.05 million was produced but the record of remaining 

Rs.13.10 million was not produced to audit for scrutiny. This state of affair needs justification. 

Moreover, the record was also incomplete and did not justify the R&M expense.  

Non-adherence to the rules resulted into un-justified expenditure of Rs.13.10 million on account 

of (R & M) up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that the budget of FY 2020-21 was allocated by FESCO 

Management for (R&M) under head 8040050(FESCO Computer Centre) amounting to Rs.12.32 

million. The budget was utilized during the FY 2020-21 is Rs.10.05 million. All expenditures detail 

dully approved along with authentication of approving authority, so the expenditure are justified. The 

amount of 13.10 million pointed out Audit not relates to MIS department.  

The DAC in its meetings held on January 13, 2022 directed the management to conduct 

departmental inquiry and submit fact finding report besides fixing responsibility within 30 days under 

intimation to audit. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 277/2021-22) 

 

1.13.34 Unjustified payment of miscellaneous expenses paid to CRRK – Rs.10.50 million 

According to Rule-2A(a) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules, 2013, “the 

business of the Public Sector Company is carried on with integrity, objectivity, due care and 

professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its activities. 

In Chief Engineer (Development) PMU, PESCO Peshawar, an amount of Rs.269.57 million 

was paid to Chief Resident Representative Karachi on account of custom duty and taxes against 

Purchase Orders for supply of material. While checking of payment details, it was noticed that an 

amount of Rs.10.50 million was also paid to CRRK, Karachi as miscellaneous expenses without any 

justification as there was no provision for these charges. Due to unauthorized payment of Misc. 

Expenses company sustained a loss of Rs.10.50 million. 

Non-adherence to Corporate Governance Rules resulted into unjustified payment of 

miscellaneous expenses paid to CRRK, Karachi amounting Rs.10.502 million up to the financial year 

2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in October, 

2021. The management replied that this amount was included in demands of funds on the estimated 

basis and later actual miscellaneous expenses of Rs.13,965,987 incurred for clearance of both shipments 

were in excess than the estimated demanded amount. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 30-31, 2021 directed the management to provide 

the detail of miscellaneous expenses to audit and get verified the record within 10 days. No further 

progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 
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Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 91/2021-22) 

 

1.13.35 Potential financial burden due to interest claim by contractor on delayed payments – 

Rs.10.48 million 

 According to Rule-4 (3) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

“The chief executive is responsible for making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and 

resources are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in 

accordance with all statutory obligations”. 

In NTDC, a contract No. ADB-65-R-2012, Package-I for procurement of plant, design, supply, 

installation, testing and commissioning of 500 kV Transmission Line Jamshoro-Moro-Dadu to Rahim 

Yar Khan under Loan No. 2846 Tranche-III was awarded to M/s TBEA. The said contractor had lodged 

a claim of Rs.10.48 million on account of interest due to delay in payments under GCC Sub-Clause 

12.3 and Appendix-I. Since, the said project was financed by the ADB, hence, delay in payments was 

incomprehensible, which would cause extra financial burden on account of interest of Rs. 10.48 million 

to the Company. 

Financial mismanagement resulted into extra financial burden due to claim of interest of 

Rs.10.48 million on delay in payments to contractor up to the financial year 2019-20. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2020 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2020. The management replied that there was no extra financial burden as NTDCL didn’t 

pay the interest amount and claim of the contractor was rejected. Audit contended that it needed to be 

intimated whether the said contract had been concluded successfully by settling all the claims / counter 

claims of M/s TBEA once and for all. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to furnish 

revised reply. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 898/2021-22) 

 

1.13.36 Non-removal of houses in the right of way line despite payment to the house owners – 

Rs.9.87 million 

As per Section-16 of Land Acquisition Act 1894 regarding power to take possession, when the 

collector has made an award under section 11, he may take the possession of land, which shall thereupon 

free from all encumbrances. 

 In EHV-I NTDC Islamabad, an amount of Rs.9.87 million was paid to the house owners on 

account of compensation falling in the corridor of 132 KV Double Circuit Transmission Line Patrind to 

Rampura 132 KV Grid Station. The houses falling in the corridor of subject transmission line have not 

been dismantled after a lapse of years, though all the actual house owners have received the compensation 

payment for houses through District administration of Muzaffarabad AJ&K with the commitment through 

affidavits that they will remove their houses within 6 month but the same was not done. 
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Non-adherence toLand Acquisition Act resulted into non-dismantlement of houses by the 

owners despite the payment of Rs.9.87 million and sustain loss to the company. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that the local administration committed and concerned house 

owners furnished affidavit dismantled within the month. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 expressed its concern over non-removal 

of houses and directed the management to investigate the matter. No further progress was intimated till 

the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 402/2021-22) 

 

1.13.37 Illegal annual repair and maintenance of bungalow – Rs.9.07 million 

According to Para-5(5) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 “the 

board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which will be effectively implemented at all 

levels within the public sector company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of 

probity and propriety; objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders.” 

In IESCO, an amount of Rs.9.07 million was incurred for special repair of CEO’s Bungalow No. 

6-F G-7/4, Islamabad during 2014 to 2021. As such a amount was spent on the said bungalow for an 

individual interest without observing rules and regulations as special repair of building is allowed. The 

expenditure incurred was irregular / unjustified.   

Non-adherence to Corporate Governance Rules resulted into illegal annual repair and 

maintenance of bungalow amounting to Rs.9.07 million the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that 06 No. work order amounting to Rs.8.925 million 

were issued for Repair /Maintenance works of said Bungalows during the period from 2014 to 2021 as 

the said bungalow is an old building constructed during WAPDA period in 1980s decade. During this 

period from 2014 to 2021 almost 05 CEOs of IESCO have resided there and works were done after 

completing all codal formalities. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to hold an inquiry 

at PEPCO level regarding expenditure on R&M of bungalow in 5 year for fixing responsibility and 

submit its report within 60 days. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 847/2021-22) 

 

1.13.38 Irregular upgradation of Divisional Accounts Officers from BPS-16 to BPS-17 – Rs.7.92 

million  
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As per clarification PEPCO letter No. MDP/E-I/10/3043 dated 11/11/2019 wherein directed 

that the category of “Divisional Accounts Officer” does not fall under domain of “Dead Cadre” and 

cannot be termed be treated in GM(HR)PEPCO letter dated 28.06.2018. 

  In IESCO, twenty (22) Division Account Officers were given step scale upgradation from BPS-

16  to BPS-17 w.e.f 28.08.2018 in the light of BOD IESCO decision dated April 20, 2019 by considering 

that DAO cadre was a dead cadre. The said decision of BAO IESCO was not in the line with the 

clarification of PEPCO. Resultantly, irregular time scale upgradation was given to DAO causing 

irregular payment of Rs.7.92 million. 

Non-adherence to PECO’s instructions/clarification resulted irregular time scale upgradation 

was given only those officials who were working as Divisional Accounts Officer as on 28-08-2018 

against Dead End Cadre. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that BoD being a Supreme Policy making body under 

Companies Ordinance Act-1984 is competent to allow /approve all such expenses. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to provide rule 

position regarding promotion of DAO and provide the detail of incumbents. No further progress was 

intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault.   

(Draft Para No. 542/2021-22) 

 

1.13.39 Recoverable amount on account of Income Tax and undue Tax Rebate – Rs.4.79 million 

 According to Sections 12 to 14 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, Clauses (1) to (56) of the 

part-I of the second schedule to Income Tax Ordinance-2001 and rule 03 to 09 of Income Tax Rule 

2002, further clarified by FBR vide letter C.No.2{9}ITR/08 dated 06.08.2010 that “entire amount 

received by an employee on account of self-hiring shall become part of salary as per section 12 {2} [a] 

of the income Tax Ordinance, 2001, Income from self-hiring is to be included in salary for the purpose 

of deduction of tax on salary”. As per Section 13 (1) of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, “For the 

purpose of computing the income of an employee for a tax year chargeable to tax under the head 

“Salary”, the value of any perquisite provided by an employer to the employee in that year that is 

included in the employee salary under section 12 shall be determined in accordance with this section”. 

As Per Income Tax Ordinance 2001 170(1) ,”A tax payer who has paid tax in excess of the amount 

which the tax payer is properly chargeable under this ordinance may apply to the commissioner for a 

refund of the excess”. 

 In NTDC, rebate was granted to (544) officers and officials of NTDC despite less deduction of 

income tax as per scheduled tax slabs from salaries. It is very alarming to point out that NTDC has not made 

an application income tax rebate. 

 Non-adherence of the above rule resulted into undue rebate to the employees of Rs 4.79 million 

for the financial year 2020-21. 

 The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

December, 2021. The management replied that comprehensive reply would be furnished after scrutiny 

of record. 
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 The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to inquire the 

matter and get the record verified from Audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till the 

finalization of report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides ensuirng 

recovery. 

(Draft Para No. 374/2021-22) 

 

1.13.40 Non-production of record by Ministry of Energy (Power Division) 

According to the directives of the Public Accounts Committee issued on June 03, 2004, ‘make 

available all information/record to audit as and when required by them. Otherwise disciplinary action 

would be initiated against persons responsible for the delay under Section 14-C (2) & (3) of the Auditor 

General’s (Functions, Power s and Terms and conditions of Service) Ordinance 2001 it is obligatory for 

all the Government entities to provide record to Audit on demand.  

In Ministry of Energy (Power Division), except (E&D) and Development Wing, no record was 

provided to Audit for scrutiny. The purpose was to assess and review the accuracy, completeness and 

transparency in execution of its core functions assigned with reference to:- 

1.  Matters relating to development of power resources of the country.  

2.  Matters relating to electric utilities.  

3.  Liaison with international engineering organizations in power sector.  

4.  Federal agencies and institutions for promotion of special studies in power  sector.  

5.  (a) Electricity;  (b) Karachi Electric  

6.  National Engineering (Services) Pakistan Limited.  

7.  Private Power and Infrastructure Board.  

8.  Administrative Control of Alternative Energy Development Board.  

9.  Federal Government functions in regard to National Electric Power Regulatory  Authority.  

10.  National Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority. 

 

It is pertinent to mention here that despite many visits and requisitions to the administration of 

Power Division by Audit team, the concern Section Officers In-charge did not extend their cooperation 

in production of record with lame excuses like they were in meetings or with statement that the record 

would be produced subject to permission of top brass which showed hesitation in production of record.  

Non-adherence to PAC directive resulted into non-production of record by Ministry of Energy 

(Power Division) during the financial year 2020-21. 

 The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to the Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that the record point out is available which can be verified. 
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 The DAC in its meetings held on January 6-7, 2022 directed the management to submit the 

revised reply and get the stance verified from audit within 15 days. No further progress was intimated till 

the finalization of report. 

 Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 195/2021-22) 

 

(15) 1.13.41 Non-production of record relating to promotion cases of 

officers 

According to the directives of the Public Accounts Committee issued on June 03, 2004, ‘make 

available all information/record to audit as and when required by them. Otherwise, disciplinary action 

will be initiated against person’s responsible for the delay under Section 14- C (2) & (3) of the Auditor 

General’s (Functions, Power s and Terms and conditions of Service) Ordinance 2001 it is obligatory 

for all government entities to provide record to Audit on demand.  

In PEPCO, requisition of record/documents etc. relating to promotion cases files of officers of 

DISCOs and NTDC from Executive Engineer to Superintending Engineer (BPS-17 to BPS-18), and  

Superintending Engineer to Chief Engineer (BPS-19 to BPS-20) and Chief Engineer to General 

Manager (BPS-19 to BPS-20) was placed on 13-10-2021 in order to ascertain transparency of promotion 

cases made during the year 2019-20 as it was one of core function of the PEPCO. In response to audit 

requisition, PEPCO did not provide requisite record of promotion cases files inspite of various requests.  

Hence non-supply of record was placed under non-production of records. 

Non-adherence to PAC directive June, 2004 resulted into non-production of record relating to 

promotion cases of officers/functions of NEPRA up to the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management and reported to the Ministry in December, 2021. 

The management replied that the record is ready and requested that Audit may review the promotion 

cases. 

The DAC in its meetings held on January 24-25, 2022 directed the management to get the record 

verified from Audit within 30 days. No further progress was intimated till the finalization of report. 

Audit recommends that the management needs to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility upon officers/officials primarily at fault. 

(Draft Para No. 890/2021-22)
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INTRODUCTION OF ENTITIES AND COMMENTS ON 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
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2.1 POWER PLANNING & MONITORING COMPANY (PPMC) 

 

2.1.1 Introduction  

Power Planning & Monitoring Company (PPMC) previously known as PEPCO was 

incorporated as private limited company on May 13, 1998, under Companies Ordinance, 1984. PEPCO 

is responsible for the management of National Transmission and Dispatch Company (NTDC), PITCL and 

ten (10) Distribution Companies (DISCOs) working under independent Board of Directors. PPMC is 

engaged in monitoring and controlling the different activities of distribution companies including technical, 

financial, operational, personnel, legal and IT related activities as an agent of the Government of Pakistan. 

 

The detail of formations and expenditure audited was as under: 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21  

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue / 

Receipts  

FY 2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 01 01 641.72 108.28 340.00 

2. Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil N/A N/A 

3. Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 
N/A N/A Nil N/A N/A 

4. Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 

2.1.2 Comments on financial Statements  

According to Section-223 of Companies Act 2017, “the board of every company must lay 

before the company in annual general meeting its financial statements for the period, in the case of first 

such statements since the incorporation of the company and in any other case since the preceding 

financial statements, made up to the date of close of financial year adopted by the company”.  

 In PPMC, financial statements of the company for the financial year 2020-21 could not be 

finalized by the management up till December 31, 2021. 
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2.1.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 Audit observations amounting to Rs.1,409.96 million were raised in this audit. Summary of the 

audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. HR/Employees related irregularities 233.87 

B. Procurement related irregularities 1,081.74 

C. Irregularities pertaining to violation of entity’s 

 own rules / regulations 

94.35 
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2.2 FAISALABAD ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY 

(FESCO) 

 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Faisalabad Electric Supply Company Limited (FESCO) started its operations as Public Limited 

Company in March, 1998 registered under Companies Ordinance, 1984. The Company obtained 

distribution license from National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA). The principal 

activity of the Company is distribution and supply of electricity to consumers within defined 

geographical boundaries. The Company purchases electricity from CPPA-G through NTDC system and 

sells it to various consumers within Faisalabad, Jhang, Toba Tek Singh, Chiniot, Sargodha, Mianwali, 

Khushab and Bhakkar districts. 

The operational activities are performed through four Operation Circles, Grid System Construction, 

Project Director Construction & Grid System Operation Circles. The detail of formations and expenditure 

audited is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited budget 

FY 2020-21  

 

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21  

 

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue / 

Receipts FY 

2020-21 
(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 11 05 33,738.41 22,307.93 216,717.78 

2. Assignment 

Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 

Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3. Authorities/ 

Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under 

the PAO 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4. Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 

2.2.2 Comments on financial Statements 

2.2.2.1 Financial Overview 

As per the audited financial Statements for the year 2020-21, the Company earned profit at the 

year ended on 30th June, 2021 and turned from losses to profit. Accordingly, the accumulated loss 

decreased from Rs.78,597 million in the financial year 2019-20 to Rs.63,938 million in the financial year 

2019-20 registering 18.65% decrease. Moreover, the net electricity sale increased from Rs. 226,210 

million in the financial year 2019-20 to Rs.231,780 million in the financial year 2020-21 registering 2.46% 

increase. Increase in sales was one of the factors which resulted in the company turning from loss to profit.  
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2.2.3 Extracts of the financial Statements 

Statement of financial Position as on June 30, 2021 

(Rs.in million) 

  2020-21  % 2019-20 % 2018-19 

Equity and Liabilities:      

Authorized share capital                   50   50  50 

Accumulated Profit/(Loss)  -          63,938  -18.65 -78,597 11.88 -89,194 

Deposits for the issuance of shares            15,641  -21.24 19,859 - 19,859 

Surplus on revaluation of operating fixed assets            47,433  -1.59 48,200 85.89 25,929 

Total Equity -               862  -91.82 -10,533 -        75.25  -42,561 

Non-current liabilities          153,390  6.36 144,220 4.92 137,463 

Trade and other Payables           109,219  -8.50 119,371 56.38 76,332 

Current portion of long-term loans               1,807  26.28 1,431 35.51 1,056 

Mark up payable               3,472  33.90 2,593 8.45 2,391 

Current liabilities          114,499  -7.21 123,395 54.67 79,779 

          267,027  3.87 257,078 47.89 173,835 

Non-Current Assets          133,501  5.20 126,898 29.48 98,005 

Stores and spares               3,242  6.12 3,055 -2.46 3,132 

Trade debts             43,549  -0.10 43,593 116.4 20,145 

Short-term advances                    76  22.58 62 3.33 60 

Advances to employees against expenses              5,975  -30.76 8,630 1.58 8,496 

Tariff differential subsidy            33,614  -1.04 33,968 186.18 11,870 

Other receivables             16,869  13.34 14,883 34.21 11,089 

Interest accrued                    45  -74.58 177 11.32 159 

Bank balances             27,883  8.03 25,811 23.62 20,879 

Current assets          133,525  2.57 130,180 71.67 75,830 

          267,027  3.87 257,078 47.89 173,835 

 

(Source: Audited financial Statement of FESCO financial year 2020-21 – Riaz Ahmad & Co., Chartered Accountant) 
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2.2.4 Statement of Profit & Loss Account 

For the year ended June 30, 2021 

  2020-21  % 2019-20 % 2018-19 

Revenue      

Sale (Billing to consumers)         172,602                  2.96  167,648 13.36 147,887 

Tariff differential subsidy from GoP           59,178                  1.05  58,561 42.7 41,039 

         231,780                  2.46  226,210 19.73 188,926 

Cost of electricity         193,010  -              0.89  194,741 10.32 176,517 

Gross profit / (loss)           38,770                23.20  31,468 153.59 12,409 

Amortization of deferred credit             1,746                10.58  1,579 8.15 1,460 

           40,516                22.60  33,047 138.28 13,869 

Operating expenses:      

Distribution cost           19,973  -            13.45  23,078 14.02 20,240 

Administrative expenses             3,178  -            21.32  4,039 18.48 3,409 

Customer services cost             2,340  -              2.34  2,396 12.12 2,137 

       

Other income             5,196  -              7.90  5,642 31.61 4,287 

Operating Profit/(loss)           20,221              120.34  9,177 220.29 -7,629 

Finance cost                493  -            44.92  895 189.64 309 

Profit/ (loss) before taxation           19,728              138.20  8,282 204.33 -7,938 

Taxation             2,326                  5.34  2,208 129.28 963 

Profit/ (loss) after taxation           17,402              186.50  6,074 168.24 -8,901 

 

(Source: Audited financial Statement of FESCO financial year 2020-21 – Riaz Ahmad & Co., Chartered Accountant) 

  

2.2.5 Comments on Audited Accounts 

i) Profitability 

The Company earned a net profit of Rs.17,402 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

However, accumulated losses have reduced to Rs.63,938 million from Rs.78,597 resulting in 

net capital deficiency. As on June 30, 2021 the Company’s current assets exceeded current 

liabilities by Rs.19,026 million indicating positive trend. 

ii) Sales and Cost of sales 

The sales of the Company were Rs.231,780 million including the subsidy received from 

Government of Pakistan amounting to Rs.59,178 million and cost of sales of the company stood 

at Rs.193,010 million which was 83.27% of sale.  

iii) Trade Debts and other Receivables 

Major receivables of the Company were Rs.92,507 million as on June 30, 2021. This included 
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an amount of Rs.33,614 million which is receivable from Government of Pakistan against tariff 

differential subsidy, Rs.43,549 million from various consumers 

The trade debts stood at Rs.43,549 million. The pending receivables were a significant business 

sustainability risk for the Company and required long term rectification measures. Huge balance 

of receivables depicts poor recovery efforts of the Company, which needs justification. 

iv) Trade and other Payables 

Trade & Other payables of the Company substantially decreased from Rs.119,371 million in the 

financial year 2019-20 to Rs.109,219 million in the financial year 2020-21. The major amount of 

Rs.86,711 million was payable to CPPA-G on account of purchase of electricity. Payables 

towards CPPA-G decreased to Rs.11,033 million from the previous financial year indicating 

decrease of 11.29%. Immediate short-term measures and prudent long-term action were needed 

to stop the accumulation of payables and ensure steady reduction of pending payables in the 

future. 

v) Non-Recognition of Debit note of Rs.10,887.26 million on account of mark-up paid 

by CPPA-G 

The External Auditors of FESCO during certification audit exercise on FESCO accounts for 

the financial year 2020-21, highlighted that the Company had not given due disclosure of its 

liabilities towards CPPA-G as on June 30, 2021. The claims included supplementary charges 

(the markup charged on CPPA-G by independent power producers on account of delayed 

payments) aggregated to Rs.10,887.26 million. Had these charges been applied, it would have 

enhanced the expenditure and put the Company into overall net loss. In order to avoid financial 

impediment in the power sector supply chain, it was necessary that difference between CPPA-

G and FESCO was resolved timely.  

vi) Operating expenses   

The operating expenses of the Company decreased from Rs.29,512 million during the financial 

year 2019-20 to Rs.25,490 million during the year 2020-21 registering decrease of Rs.4,022 

million (13.63%). The decrease in its operating expenses shows efficiency. 

vii) Re-valuation of Company Assets 

As per detail given at note 15 of the financial Statements, date of valuation of land has not been 

stated in the statements. The total land-freehold of the entire company has been valued at 

Rs.31,245 million only. Under IFRS 16.31 re-valuation should be carried out regularly so that 

the carrying amount of an assets does not differ materially from its fair value at the balance 

sheet date. 

 

2.2.6 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 Audit observations amounting to Rs.78,398.06 million were raised in this audit. The amount 

also includes recoverables of Rs.55,811.00 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 
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Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. HR/Employees related irregularities 11.58 

B. Procurement related irregularities 298.69 

C. Irregularities pertaining to violation of entity’s 

 own rules / regulations 

551.96 

D. Irregularities pertaining to violation of 

 Regulatory Laws & Regulations 

11,373.13 

E. Recoveries pointed out by Audit  55,811.00 

2. Others 10,351.70 
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2.3 GUJRANWALA ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 

(GEPCO) 
 

2.3.1 Introduction 

 Gujranwala Electric Power Company (GEPCO) is a subsidiary of PPMC. The 

Company started its operation as a Public Limited Company registered under Companies 

Ordinance 1984 (now Companies Act 2017) in May, 1998. The Company obtained distribution 

license from National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA). The principal activity 

of the Company is distribution and supply of electricity within its defined geographical 

boundaries. The Company purchases electricity from CPPA-G through NTDC system and sells 

it to various consumers within Gujranwala, Gujrat, Mandi Bahaudin, Narowal, Hafizabad and 

Sialkot Districts. 

 The operational activities are performed through five Operation Circles and Grid 

System Construction, Project Construction & Grid System Operation Circles. 

The detail of formations and expenditure audited was is under: 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21  

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

FY2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 11 05 15,455.00 22,326.49 176,916.05 

2. Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3. Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4. Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 

2.3.2 Comments on financial Statements  

2.3.2.1 Financial Overview 

 As per the audited financial Statements for the year 20120-21, the Company turned from continuous 

losses to profit and earned a marginal profit amounting to Rs.1,076 million at the year ended dated 30th June, 

2021. Accordingly, the accumulated loss decreased from Rs.26,178 million in the financial year 2019-20 to 

Rs.24,723 million in the financial year 2020-21 registering 5.56% decrease. Moreover, the net electricity 

sale increased from Rs.121,626 million in the financial year 2019-20 to Rs.142,647 million in the financial 

year 2020-21 registering 17.28% increase. 
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2.3.3 Extract of the financial Statements 
Statement of financial Position as on June 30, 2021 

(Rs. in millions)                   

  
2021 

%age 

Inc/(Dec)  
2020 

%age 

Inc/(Dec)  
2019 

Equity & Liabilities       

Issued, subscribed and paid up share 

capital 

                    

0.01  

- 0.01  - 0.01  

Accumulated (losses) un-appropriated 
profit 

 (24,723.00) -5.56  
(26,178.00) 

225.35 (8,046.00) 

Deposit for issuance of share 15,498.00  0.00 15,498.00  87.70 8,257.00  

Total Equity  (9,225.00) -13.62 (10,680.00) -5161.61 211.00  

Non-current liabilities 124,978.00   -     -    

Deferred  credit 22,306.00  7.98 20,658.00  11.21 18,576.00  

Long term financing –secured 11,451.00  34.02 8,544.00  9.04 9,393.00  

Deferred liabilities 83,927.00  5.08 79,866.00  15.41 69,202.00  

Security deposit 7,294.00  13.16 6,446.00  9.20 5,903.00  

Total non-current liabilities 124,978.00  8.19 115,514.00  12.07 103,074.00  

Current liabilities -     -     -    

Trade and other payable 42,788.00  -15.11 50,407.00  134.16 21,527.00  

Current portion of long term financing 5,375.00  -19.81 6,703.00  55.20 4,319.00  

Total Current liabilities 48,163.00  -15.67 57,110.00  120.96 25,846.00  

Total equity and liabilities 163,916.00  1.22 161,944.00  25.41 129,131.00  

  -     -     -    

Non-Current Asset -     -     -    

Property, plant and equipment 57,883.00  6.38 54,412.00  8.94 49,947.00  

long term loan- considered good 638.00  51.18 422.00  1047.18 426.00  

Total Non-current assets 
58,521.00  0.39 54,834.00  8.86 50,373.00  

-    -    -    

Current Asset -     -     -    

Store and Spares 1,018.00  -49.53 2,017.00  12.62 1,791.00  

Trade debts 35,546.00  -21.94 45,536.00  22.39 37,205.00  

Loans and advances 296.00  122.56 133.00  29.13 103.00  

Tax refunds due from Government 9,921.00  20.61 8,226.00  18.24 6,957.00  

Receivable from Government of Pakistan 37,090.00  -0.54 37,291.00  73.43 21,502.00  

Short term investments 7,798.00  41.04 5,529.00  256.48 1,551.00  

Other receivables 7,128.00  14.07 6,249.00  8.41 5,764.00  

Cash and bank balances 6,598.00  209.91 2,129.00  45.20 3,885.00  

Total Current Assets 105,395.00  -1.60 107,110.00  36.00 78,758.00  

Total Assets 163,916.00  1.22 161,994.00  25.41 129,131.00  

Source: Audited financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2021 and Un-audited financial Statements for year ended 30 June 2020 
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2.3.4 Statement of Profit and Loss Account 

For the year ended June 30, 2021 

(Rs. in millions) 

  2020-21 
%age 

Inc/(Dec) 
2019-20 

%age 

Inc/(Dec) 
2018-19 

Sale of electricity 142,647 17.28 121,626 -5.48 128,682 

Subsidy from Government of Pakistan on sale 22,663 -20.25 28,418 17.37 24,213 

Total Sale 165,310 10.17 150,044 -1.86 152,895 

Cost of Electricity 144,511 0.48 143,817 12.38 127,971 

Gross profit 20,799 234.01 6,227 -75.02 24,924 

Amortization of deferred credit 1,111 9.57 1,014 11.43 910 

  21,910 202.58 7,241 -71.97 25,834 

Operating expenses -  -  - 

Distribution cost 16,260 -10.66 18,200 22.89 14,810 

Administrative expenses 6,036 13.05 5,339 27.73 4,180 

Total operating expenses 22,296 5.28 23,539 23.95 18,990 

  -  -  - 

Operating profit / (loss) before interest and tax 386 -97.63 16,298 -338.14 6,844,000 

  -  -  - 

Other income 3,413 13.05 3,019 49.53 2,019 

Financing cost 1,528 5.61 1,498 6.02 1,594 

Net profit /(loss) after interest and before taxation 1,445 -109.78 14,777 -303.29 7,269 

Taxation 369 7.89 342 -55.76 773 

Net profit/(loss) after tax 1,076 -107.12 15,119 -332.74 6,496 

Source: Audited financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2020 and Un-audited financial Statements for year ended 30 June 2021 

 

2.3.5 Comments on Audited Accounts 

i) Profitability 

The Company earned a net profit of Rs.1,076 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

However, the total accumulated losses have reduced and reached to the tune of Rs.24,723 

million resulting in net capital deficiency. This condition indicated existence of material 

uncertainty as to the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern. The Company has no 

strategic business plan to turn around the Company into a viable and sustainable profit making 

entity. 

ii) Gap between Cost and Sales Revenues 

Revenue from sale of electricity has increased by 17.28% in 2021 whereas the cost of 

electricity has decreased which caused increase in gross profit upto Rs.20,799 million from 

Rs.6,227 million. Net profit of Rs.1,076 million was earned in FY-2021.  
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iii) Heavy CPPA-G Payables 

(Rs. in million) 

 2021 % age Inc/(dec) 2020 % age Inc/(dec) 2019 

CPPA-G Payable 21,382 38.54% 34,788 335.01% 7,997 

 

CPPA-G Payables were Rs.7,997 million in 2019 which were increased by 335.01% in 2020. 

In 2021, CPPA-G Payables are 21,382 million which consist of 49.97% of total trade and other 

payables. Non-payment of CPPA-G’s dues on time is the major cause of circular debt. It is 

recommended that in order to ensure timely payments of CPPA-G dues, the management of 

GEPCO should enhance its recovery/collection.  

iv) Trade Debts and other Receivables 

Major receivables of the Company were Rs.35,546 million as on June 30, 2021. This included 

an amount of Rs.3,993 million which was receivable from Government of Pakistan against 

tariff differential subsidy and Rs.3,653 million (Rs.7,646 million - Rs.3,993 million) was 

receivable from other Government  institutions. There was a decrease in receivables from 

private consumers, however, Rs.10,418 million is still receivable from private consumers as on 

June 30, 2021. Huge pending receivables were a significant business sustainability risk for the 

Company and required long term rectification measures. The said balance receivables depict 

poor recovery efforts of the Company, which needs justification. 

v) Operating expenses 

The Operating expenses of the company decreased from Rs.23,539 million to Rs.22,296 million 

during financial year ended on June 30, 2021 and company managed to earn operating profit of 

Rs. 386 million which shows a positive impact of the company. 
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2.3.6 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 Audit observations amounting to Rs.22,738.79 million were raised in this audit. The amount 

also includes recoverables of Rs.17,695.31 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. Procurement related irregularities 259.23 

B. Irregularities pertaining to violation of entity’s 

 own rules / regulations 

1,170.81 

C. Irregularities pertaining to violation of 

 Regulatory Laws & Regulations 

47.05 

D. Recoveries pointed out by Audit  17,695.31 

2. Others 3,566.39 
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2.4 HYDERABAD ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY 

(HESCO) 
 

2.4.1 Introduction 

Hyderabad Electric Supply Company (HESCO) is a subsidiary of PPMC. The Company started 

its operations as a Public Limited Company in July, 1998 and registered under Companies Ordinance 

1984 (now Companies Act 2017) as a public limited company. The Company obtained distribution 

license from National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA). The principal activity of the 

Company is distribution and supply of electricity within its defined geographical boundaries. The 

Company purchases electricity from CPPA-G through NTDC system and sells it to various consumers 

in thirteen districts of Sindh Province.  

The operational activities are performed through four Operation Circles and Grid System 

Construction, Project Construction & Grid System Operation Circles. 

The detail of formations and expenditure audited was as under: 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21  

 

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21  

 

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

audited 

FY2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 09 05 14,991.17 10,113.44 16,566.62 

2. Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3. Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4. Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 

2.4.2 Comments on financial Statements 

According to Section-223 of Companies Act 2017, “the board of every company must lay 

before the company in annual general meeting its financial statements for the period, in the case of first 

such statements since the incorporation of the company and in any other case since the preceding 

financial statements, made up to the date of close of financial year adopted by the company”.  

 In HESCO, financial statements of the company for the financial year 2020-21 could not be 

finalized by the management up till December 31, 2021. 

 

2.4.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  
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 Audit observations amounting to Rs.211,734.31 million were raised in this audit. The amount 

also includes recoverables of Rs.83,939.76 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. HR/Employees related irregularities 4.32 

B. Procurement related irregularities 432.79 

C. Irregularities pertaining to violation of entity’s 

 own rules / regulations 

1,472.57 

D. Irregularities pertaining to violation of 

 Regulatory Laws & Regulations 

64,698.90 

E. Recoveries pointed out by Audit 83,939.76 

2. Others 61,185.97 
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2.5 ISLAMABAD ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY 

(IESCO) 

2.5.1 Introduction 

Islamabad Electric Supply Company (IESCO) is a subsidiary of PPMC. The Company started 

its operations as a Public Limited Company in May, 1998 registered under Companies Ordinance, 1984. 

The Company obtained distribution license from National Electric Power Regulatory Authority 

(NEPRA). The principal activity of the Company is distribution and supply of electricity within its 

defined geographical boundaries. The Company purchases electricity from CPPA-G through NTDC 

system and sells it to various consumers within Attock, Chakwal, Islamabad, Jhelum and Rawalpindi 

Districts. 

The operational activities are performed through five Operation Circles, Grid System 

Construction, Project Construction and Grid System Operation Circles. The detail of formations and 

expenditure audited is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21  

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

FY2020-21 
(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 12 04 24,705.00 21,193.92 102,297.00 

2. Assignment 

Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 

Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3. Authorities/ 

Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under 

the PAO 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4. Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 

As per the audited financial Statements for the year 2019-20, the Company remained in loss of Rs. 12.728 

billion at the year ended 30th June, 2020. However, the Company earned a net profit of Rs.3.440 billion in 

the financial year 2020-21. This resulted into minor reduction (4.79%) in accumulated losses of the Company 

from Rs.65.593 billion in 2019-20 to Rs. 62.592 billion in 2020-21. Moreover, the net electricity sale 

increased from Rs.145.892 billion in the financial year 2018-19 to Rs.161.191 billion in the financial year 

2020-21 registering 10.49% increase in last two years. 

2.5.2 Extracts of the financial Statements 

2.5.2.1 Statement of financial Position as on June 30, 2021 

(Rs. in million) 

  2020-21 % 

Inc/Dec 

  

2019-20 

  

% 

Inc/Dec 

  

2018-19 

  
Assets   

Non-current assets           
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Property, Plant and Equipment 153,935.39 51.34 101,717.25 1.93 99,792.71 

Intangible asset under development 114.03 0.00 114.03 161.06 43.68 

Long term loans 189.84 (0.87) 191.50 56.89 122.06 

  154,239.26 51.18 102,022.78 2.07 99,958.45 

Current assets       

tores, spares and loose tools 1,253.71 (11.04) 1,409.31 21.83 1,156.74 

Trade debts 69,805.87 (45.53) 128,158.44 32.16 96,970.19 

Advances 275.21 (36.97) 436.66 37.61 317.32 

Receivable from Govt. of Pakistan 5,290.25 (29.07) 7,458.53 53.82 4,848.75 

Security deposits 73.74 0.00 73.74 0.00 73.74 

Other receivables 3,948.29 4.41 3,781.45 8.35 3,489.96 

Sales Tax Receivable 21,672.24 0.00 21,672.24 (0.88) 21,864.38 

Advance Income tax 1,320.08 (12.47) 1,508.23 73.03 871.67 

Cash and bank balances 8,791.34 68.92 5,204.37 56.15 3,332.89 

  112,430.73 (33.75) 169,702.97 27.67 132,925.64 

 Non-current assets held for sale 65.89 0.00 65.89 0.00 65.89 

 112,496.62 (33.74) 169,768.86 27.65 132,991.53 

TOTAL ASSETS 266,735.88 (1.86) 271,791.65 16.67 232,949.98 

 

Equity and Liabilities 

        

Share capital and reserves         

Authorized share capital 

5,000,000,000 (2018: 5,000,000,000)  

Ordinary shares of Rupees 10 each 

50,000.00 0.00 50,000.00 0.00 50,000.00 

Issued, subscribed and paid-up capital 5,798.25 0.00 5,798.25 0.00 5,798.25 

Revenue reserved-accumulated loss (62,592.11) (4.58) (65,593.09 22.83 (53,403.43) 

Capital reserves      

Deposits for the issuance of shares 15,977.87 -21.10 20,250.77 0.00 20,250.77 

Surplus on revaluation of operating fixed assets-net  

of deferred income tax 

69,039.26 135.35 29,335.04 (3.93) 30,534.96 

 85,017.13 71.45 49,585.81 (2.36) 50,785.73 

Total reserves 22,425.02 (240.09) (16,007.27) 511.50 (2,617.70) 

Total equity 

 

 

 

LIABILITIES 

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 

28,223.27 (376.45) (10,209.02) -  3,180.55 

Long term loans 5,449.71 (13.02) 6,265.59 (11.16) 7,053.03 

Long terms security deposits 7,304.78 11.80 6,533.61 8.08 6,045.08 

Staff retirement benefits 45,646.05 6.57 42,832.87 4.00 41,187.41 

Deferred credits 29,768.76 5.19 28,300.12 4.82 26,997.54 

  88,169.29 5.05 83,932.19 3.26 81,283.06 

Current liabilities       

Trade and other payables 140,142.54 (26.25) 190,022.96 33.26 142,595.90 

Accrued mark-up 7,045.37 23.84 5,689.22 31.30 4,332.90 

Current portion of long term loans 3,155.40 33.91 2,356.29 51.28 1,557.57 

  150,343.32 (24.10) 198,068.47 33.39 148,486.38 

TOTAL LIABILITIES 238,512.61 (15.42) 282,000.66 22.73 229,769.43 

CONTINGENCIES AND COMMITMENTS -  -  - 

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 266,735.88 (1.86) 271,791.65 16.67 232,949.98 

 

(Source: Audited financial Statement of IESCO financial year 2020-21) 

 

2.5.3 Statement of Profit & Loss Account 

 For the year ended June 30, 2021 

(Rs. in million) 

 2020-21 

% 

Inc / Dec 2019-20 

% 

Inc / Dec 2018-19 

Electricity sale-net 138,780.78 4.44 132,878.34 3.07 128,926.73 
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Subsidy from Govt. of Pakistan 22,410.58 (7.61) 24,257.341 42.99 16,964.94 

 161,191.37 2.58 157,135.68 7.71 145,891.67 

Cost of electricity 143,196.57 (2.51) 146,881.53 (210.51) (132,916.34) 

Gross Profit/(Loss) 17,994.79 75.49 10,254.16 (20.97) 12,975.33 

Amortization of deferred credit 1,640.06 7.11 1,531.25 6.93 1,432.07 

 19,634.85 66.60 11,785.41 (18.20) 14,407.40 

Operating expenses:      

Administrative Expenses (5,816.29) (16.67) (6,979.84) (6.73) (7,483.59) 

Distribution Costs (15,066.03) 2.38 (14,716.40) 15.22 (12,772.71) 

Customer Services Costs (1,101.48) 17.58 (936.83 35.33 (692.26) 

 (21,983.81) (2.87) (22,633.08) 8.04 (20,948.56) 

Loss from operations (2,348.95) (78.35) (10,847.67) 65.84 (6,541.16) 

Other income 2,373.15 20.54 1,968.69 (12.24) 2,243.36 

Finance Cost (1,611.52) (11.36) (1,818.12) 9.75 (1,656.65) 

Loss before taxation (1,587.32) (85.16) (10,697.09) 79.65 (5,954.45) 

Taxation 5,026.98 (347.48) (2,031.27) 23.94 (1,638.92) 

Loss after taxation  3,439.66 (127.02) (12,728.37) 67.62 (7,593.37) 

 

(Source: Audited financial Statement of IESCO financial year 2020-21) 

 

2.5.4 Qualified Opinion given by the External Auditors on the financial Statements of IESCO 

for the financial year 2020-21: 

   It was observed that External Auditors had qualified the accounts of IESCO for the financial 

year 2020-21 on the basis that the Company carried out revaluation of land, buildings and distribution 

equipment in 2020-21 resulted revaluation surplus amounting to Rs.48,965.99 million. But the 

Company did not comply with the requirements of IAS-16 with respect to recording of increase in 

carrying amount of assets resulting from revaluation in the statement of Comprehensive Income or 

Statement of Profit or Loss. This effect of deviation from International financial Reporting Standards 

on the financial statements included but not limited to the effect on revaluation surplus, deferred income 

tax, profit for the year and accumulated loss, could not be determined. 

  

2.5.5 Comments on Audited Accounts: 

 i) Profitability 

The Company suffered a net loss of Rs.12,728.37 million during the financial year 2019-20. 

However, the position was changed in 2020-21 resulting in net profit of Rs.3,439.66 million. 

But the total accumulated losses have reached to the tune of Rs.62,592.11 million resulting in 

net capital deficiency in the year under review. The Company’s short term financial position 

further worsened in 2020-21 as the current liabilities exceeded current assets by Rs.37,912.58 

million which resulted in negative working capital and a bad impact on day to day operational 

efficiency. This condition indicated existence of material uncertainty as to the Company’s 
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ability to continue as a going concern. 

ii) Sales and Cost of sales 

The sales of the Company were Rs.161,191.37 million including the subsidy received from 

Government of Pakistan for the year 2020-21 as compared to sales of Rs.157,135.68 million 

for 2019-20 registering an increase of 2.58% only. On the other hand, cost of sales of the 

company were Rs.143,196.57 million in 2020-21 which was 88.84% of the sale. This meant 

that the Company earned Gross Profit of Rs.17,994.79 million (11.16%) and unable to recover 

the operating expenses. 

 iii) Trade Debts and other Receivables 

Although the total receivables of the Company were reduced to Rs.100,991.86 million in 2020-

21 from Rs.161,507.32 million in 2019-20. However, an amount of Rs.5,290.25 million was 

receivable from Government of Pakistan against tariff differential subsidy,  

Rs.3,948.29 million from other Associated Companies, Rs.69,805.87 million from various 

consumers for electricity sold, Rs.21,672.24 million from tax authorities, Rs.275.21 advances. 

Huge pending receivables were a significant business sustainability risk and depicted poor 

recovery efforts of the Company, which needs justification. 

Furthermore, receivable from Trust Fund Investment Bank Limited (TFIBL) amounting to Rs. 

30.79 million was reflected in the accounts as on June 30th 2021. These represented investment 

made in the Term Deposit Receipts (TDRs) of TFIBL which were matured in 2013 but due to 

liquidity issues of bank, a settlement agreement was made in 2014 but recovery of the principal 

amount of Rs. 96.68 million and accumulated interest of Rs.10.29 million is still pending with 

NAB. The present status of such receivables may also be provided.  

 iv) Trade and other Payables 

Trade and Other Payables of the Company were decreased from Rs.190,022.96 million in the 

financial year 2019-20 to Rs.140,142.54 million in the financial year 2020-21 registering a 

26.25% decrease. However, the major amount of Rs. 95,728.02 million was payable to CPPA-G 

for which debit notes regarding alignments in certain account heads i.e. Payable to CPPA-G, 

Tariff Rationalization Surcharge, Finance Cost Surcharge etc. were issued by CPPA-G to the 

Company for which necessary adjustments were made in the accounts. 

Furthermore, ECC of the cabinet through its decision No. ECC-53/6/2021 dated 19.02.2021 

approved the Neelum Jhelum Surcharge revocation summary submitted by Ministry of Energy 

(Power Division). It was also approved that NJ surcharge collected by the DISCOs and transferred 

to WAPDA will be audited by the Auditor General of Pakistan and amount will be returned to 

the eligible consumers/adjusted in their forthcoming electricity bills. The amount of Rs. 2,936.49 

million was added in the accounts in 2020-21, the fate of which is still to be decided. Immediate 

short term measures and prudent long term actions were needed to control the accumulation of 

payables and ensure steady reduction of pending payables in the future. 

v) Non-acknowledgement of CPPA-G Payables 

As per note 24.2 under the head “Contingencies and Commitments” regarding non agreement 

of books of accounts of the Company with the CPPA-G records in respect of amount payable 

to CPPA-G. There is a net difference of Rs. 4,210.19 million between the amount confirmed 

by CPPA-G and the amount recorded in the books of IESCO as on June 30, 2021. The major 
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claims not acknowledged as debts by the Company are Supplementary charges of Rs.6,864.324 

million, Syndicated Loans Interests amounting to Rs.(3,865.02) million and power purchased 

amounting to Rs.1,605.28 million. Had these charges been applied, it would have enhanced the 

expenditure and increased the current year loss to the stated extent. In order to avoid financial 

crises, it was necessary that the difference between CPPA-G and IESCO were to be resolved 

without further delay.  

vi) Abnormal deviation in operating expenses 

The Operating expenses of the company decreased from Rs.22,633.08 million during the 

financial year 2019-20 to Rs. 21, 983.81 million during the year 2020-21 registering a minor 

decrease of 2.87%. The detail of abnormal increase in operating expenses is as under: 

 

Description 2020-21 2019-20 Increase  

(Rs. in 

million) 

%age  

increase 

Miscellaneous- Admn Costs 64.68 35.80 28.88 80.67 

Miscellaneous- Distribution Costs 165.93 65.14 100.79 154.73 

Miscellaneous- Customer Service Costs 10.09 4.63 5.46 117.93 

Power, Light & Water charges 48.70 16.30 32.4 198.77 

Electricity bill collection charges-Admn Costs 143.18 124.13 19.05 15.35 

Electricity bill collection charges-Customer Service 

Costs 

178.20 134.59 

43.61 32.40 

Office Supplies and other expenses 129.38 108.17 21.21 19.61 

Bank Charges-Finance Costs 41.44 4.57 36.87 806.78 

 

As the Company was incurring losses, abnormal increase in its operating expenses needs to be 

arrested to make the concern viable. 

vii) Un-necessary Provision/Reversal of Slow Moving Inventory   items 

The Stores, Spares and Loose tools were stood at Rs. 1,433.62 million in 2020-21 as against 

Rs. 1,545.14 million in 2019-20. The Company did not review the carrying amounts of Stores, 

Spares and Loose Tools on regular basis in order to show correct figures in the books of 

accounts which resulted in reversal of provision amounting to Rs.13.87 million in 2019-20 and 

again a large amount was provided amounting to Rs.44.08 million in 2020-21 which resulted 

in under/over increase in expenditure in last two years which needs justification. 

 

2.5.6 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 Audit observations amounting to Rs.72,264.74 million were raised in this audit. The amount 

also includes recoverables of Rs.71,559.65 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 
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Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. HR/Employees related irregularities 7.92 

B. Procurement related irregularities 379.10 

C. Irregularities pertaining to violation of entity’s 

 own rules / regulations 

318.07 

D. Recoveries pointed out by Audit  71,559.65 
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2.6 LAHORE ELECTRIC SUPPLY 

COMPANY (LESCO) 
 

2.6.1 Introduction 

 Lahore Electric Supply Company (LESCO) started its operation as a Public Limited Company 

registered in July, 1998 under Companies Ordinance 1984 (now Companies Act 2017). The Company 

obtained distribution license from National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA). The 

principal activity of the Company is distribution and supply of electricity within its defined geographical 

boundaries. The Company purchases electricity from CPPA-G through NTDC system and sells it to 

various consumers within Kasur, Lahore, Okara, Nankana Sahib and Sheikhupura Districts.  

The operational activities are performed through seven Operation Circles and Grid System 

Construction, Project Construction & Grid System Operation Circles. The detail of formations and 

expenditure audited is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21  

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

FY2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 15 05 168,842.56 49,086.05 191,033.31 

2. Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3. Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4. Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 

2.6.2 Comments on financial Statement 

According to Section-223 of Companies Act 2017, “the board of every company must lay 

before the company in annual general meeting its financial statements for the period, in the case of first 

such statements since the incorporation of the company and in any other case since the preceding 

financial statements, made up to the date of close of financial year adopted by the company”.  

In LESCO, financial statements of the company for the financial year 2020-21 could not be finalized 

by the management up till December 31, 2021. 

 

2.6.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  
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 Audit observations amounting to Rs.833,440.21 million were raised in this audit. The amount 

also includes recoverables of Rs.168,446.47 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement, misappropriation 

and theft 

66.44 

2. Irregularities  

A. HR/Employees related irregularities 15.55 

B. Procurement related irregularities 1,215.75 

D. Irregularities pertaining to violation of entity’s 

 own rules / regulations 

569,736.73 

E. Irregularities pertaining to violation of 

 Regulatory Laws & Regulations 

93,662.55 

F. Recoveries pointed out by Audit  168,446.47 

3. Others 296.72 
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2.7 MULTAN ELECTRIC POWER 

COMPANY (MEPCO) 

 

2.7.1 Introduction  

Multan Electric Power Company (MEPCO) is a subsidiary of PPMC. The Company started its 

operations as a Public Limited Company in May, 1998 registered under Companies Ordinance, 1984. 

The Company obtained distribution license from National Electric Power Regulatory Authority 

(NEPRA). The principal activity of the Company is distribution and supply of electricity within its 

defined geographical boundaries. The Company purchases electricity from CPPA-G through NTDC 

system and sells it to various consumers within Multan, Khanewal, Sahiwal, Vehari, Bahawal Pur, 

Lodhran, Bahawal Nagar, Rahim Yar Khan, D.G Khan, Muzzafar Garh, Rajan Pur and Layyah Districts. 

The operational activities are performed through nine Operation Circles, Grid System 

Construction Circle, Project Construction and Grid System Operation Circles. The detail of 

formations and expenditure audited was as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21 

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue/ 

Receipts 

FY2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 16 04 25,786.56 19,387.38 134,935.58 

2. Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 
Nil  Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3. Authorities/ 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

Nil  Nil Nil Nil Nil 

4. Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 
Nil  Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 

2.7.2 Comments on financial Statements  

2.7.2.1 Financial Overview 

 As per the audited financial Statements for the year 2020-21, the company earned profit at the 

year ended dated 30th June, 2021. However, the profit decreased from Rs.13,241.68 million in the 

financial year 2019-20 to Rs.10,048.41 million in the financial year 2020-21 registering 24.12% 

decrease. Moreover, the net electricity sale increased from Rs.199,343.17 million in the financial year 

2019-20 to Rs.216,780.89 million in the financial year 2020-21 registering 8.75% increase. 

 

2.7.3 Extracts of the financial Statements 

 Statement of financial Position as on June 30, 2021 
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  2020-21 

% age 

2019-20  

 NOTE  RUPEES   RUPEES  

     Restated  

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES     

SHARE CAPITAL AND RESERVES     

Authorized share capital     

5,000,000,000 (2020: 5,000,000,000) ordinary 

shares of Rupees 10 each  

50,000,000,000 0.00 50,000,000,000 

Issued, subscribed and paid up share capital 3 10,823,636,048 0.00 10,823,636,048 

Deposit for shares 4 24,684,349,025 -21.23 31,337,632,169 

Accumulated loss  (109,985,660,885) -4.09 (114,671,154,094) 

Total equity  (74,477,675,812) 2.71 (72,509,885,877) 

LIABILITIES     

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES     

Long term financing 5 7,529,178,204 -7.25 8,117,630,545 

Staff retirement benefits 6 88,975,501,918 10.42 80,582,683,869 

Long term security deposits 7 11,395,508,533 11.95 10,179,383,631 

Receipt against deposit works 8 29,123,355,269 12.87 25,803,025,352 

Deferred credit 9 62,619,719,376 4.85 59,724,026,331 

  199,643,263,300 8.26 184,406,749,728 

CURRENT LIABILITIES     

Trade and other payables 10 164,718,926,525 -6.16 175,529,885,039 

Accrued markup  11 8,018,529,347 -25.68 10,788,639,164 

Current maturity of long term financing 5 6,720,997,526 11.43 6,031,857,596 

Provision for taxation   4,531,877,903 255.18 1,275,956,097 

   183,990,331,301 -4.98 193,626,337,896 

TOTAL LIABILITIES  383,633,594,601 1.48 378,033,087,624 

CONTINGENCIES AND COMMITMENTS 12 -  - 

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES  309,155,918,789 1.19 305,523,201,747 

     

ASSETS     

NON-CURRENT ASSETS     

Property, plant and equipment 13 123,160,370,471 4.66 117,672,020,684 

Intangible assets 14 -  - 

Long term advances 15 112,942,981 38.76 81,394,604 

Long term deposits 16 49,185 0.00 49,185 

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS  123,273,362,637 4.69 117,753,464,473 

CURRENT ASSETS     
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Stores and spare parts 17 5,738,771,532 -9.32 6,328,680,702 

Trade debts 18 41,150,971,979 -19.63 51,201,853,926 

Loans and advances 19 313,575,913 -2.25 320,793,215 

Other receivables 20 110,511,305,910 2.54 107,771,553,341 

Advance Income Tax   473,219,527 -81.45 2,551,409,801 

Sales tax receivables 21 3,879,357,638 87.44 2,069,701,801 

Accrued interest  265,611,799 68.30 157,817,812 

Cash and bank balances 22 23,549,741,854 35.59 17,367,926,676 

  185,882,556,152 -1.01 187,769,737,274 

TOTAL ASSETS  309,155,918,789 1.19 305,523,201,747 

 

Statement of Profit & Loss Account 

For the year ended June 30, 2021 

  2020-21 
% age 

2019-20  

 NOTE  RUPEES   RUPEES  

Sale of electricity  23      216,780,894,077  8.75      199,343,165,359  

Tariff Differential Subsidies  24        72,382,511,737  -22.28        93,130,828,267  

       289,163,405,814  -1.13      292,473,993,626  

Cost of electricity  25     (248,523,078,796) 0.05     (248,407,080,166) 

Gross profit          40,640,327,018  -7.78        44,066,913,460  

Amortization of deferred credit  9      3,147,935,782  6.63      2,952,291,619  

     43,788,262,800  -6.87    47,019,205,079  

OPERATING COST      

Operating expenses excluding Depreciation & 

Amortization  26   (28,707,483,141) -2.02   (29,299,957,359) 

Depreciation on Operating Fixed Assets  13.3     (5,457,344,407) 6.56     (5,121,211,315) 

Amortization on Intangible Assets                            -    -100.00          (10,101,690) 

    (34,164,827,548) -0.77   (34,431,270,364) 

Profit from Operations        9,623,435,252  -23.55    12,587,934,715  

     

Other Income  27      5,281,504,661  27.52      4,141,557,469  

Finance Cost  28     (1,600,608,741) -27.64     (2,211,859,833) 

       3,680,895,920  90.75      1,929,697,636  

Profit before taxation      13,304,331,172  -8.36    14,517,632,351  

Taxation    29     (3,255,921,806) 155.18     (1,275,956,097) 

Profit after taxation     10,048,409,366  -24.12    13,241,676,254  

     

Earnings per share – Basic 30                      9.28  -24.12                    12.23  
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Earnings per share - Diluted 30                      2.83  -9.87                      3.14  

 

2.7.4 Un-Qualified Opinion given by the External Auditors on the financial 

Statements of MEPCO financial Statements 2020-21 

 It was observed that External Auditors had given unqualified opinion on the accounts of 

MEPCO for the financial year 2020-21 besides giving emphasis on the following matters:- 

i) The company has not recognized the impact of debit notes issued by Central Power 

Purchasing Agency (Guarantee) Limited (CPPA-G) for supplementary charges, being the 

mark-up charged on CPPA-G by Independent Power Producers (IPPs) on account of delayed 

payments, aggregating to Rs.20,317.23 million. 

ii) Interest on workers’ profit participation fund amounting to Rupees 2,245.63 million 

was not accounted for by the Company. Moreover, workers’ profit participation fund along 

with related interest was not paid to the workers due to pending decision of Economic 

Coordination Committee to exempt the corporate entities under the umbrella of WAPDA. 

iii) Various matters regarding tax contingencies, the ultimate outcome of which cannot be 

presently determined, no provision for the same has been made in accompanying financial 

statements. 

iv) The fuel price adjustment amounting to Rs.3,261.50 million which was to be charged 

to the consumers in the month of August and September, 2020 remained unbilled to the 

consumers during the year. No proper reason for non-billing was given by the Company. 

2.7.5 Comments on Audited Accounts 

i) Profitability 

The company has gained a net profit of Rs.10,048.41 million for the financial year 

ended June 30, 2021 and at that date, the accumulated losses were Rs.109,985.66 

million. Similarly, the current assets exceeded the current liabilities by Rs.1,892.22 

million at the year end. The company was suffering from consistent losses over the 

years which reflected operational inefficiencies as well as policy bottlenecks requiring 

urgent remedial action. 

ii) Sales and Cost of sales 

The sale of the Company were 289,163.41 million including tariff differential subsidies 

received from Government of Pakistan for an amount of Rs.72,382.51 million and cost of sales 

of the company stood at Rs.248,523.08 million which was 85.95% of the sale. This meant that 

the company was able to recover the operating expenses for the year. 

iii) Trade Debts and other Receivables 

Total receivables of the company were Rs.156,594.04 million as on June 30, 2019. An 

amount of Rs.41,150.97 million from various consumers on account of electricity sold 

and Rs.313.575 million were advances made to employees, suppliers and current 

portion of long term loans and advances. An amount of Rs.110,511.31 million as other 
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receivables which included an amount of Rs.82,063.35 million which was receivable 

from Government of Pakistan (Ministry of Finance) against tariff differential subsidy, 

Rs.150.01 million which was receivable from Government of Punjab against 

Agricultural subsidy, Rs.3,693.49 million which was receivables from other Associated 

companies. Huge balance of receivables depicts the poor recovery efforts of the 

company, which needs justification. 

Trade Debts 41,150,971,979 

Loans and advances 313,575,913 

Other receivables 110,511,305,910 

Advance Income Tax 473,219,527 

Sales Tax Receivables 3,879,357,638 

Accrued Interest 265,611,799 

Total 156,594,042,766 

 

iv) Trade and other payables 

Payables of the company substantially decreased from Rs.175,529.89 million during the 

financial year 2019-20 to Rs.164,718.93 million during the financial year 2020-21. The major 

amount of Rs.146,283.12 million was payable to CPPA-G on account of purchase of electricity 

which indicated the poor liquidity position of the company and needs justification. 

v) Non-reconciliation of CPPA-G claims 

The company has not recognized the impact of debit notes issued by the major creditor i.e. 

Central Power Purchasing Agency (Guarantee) Limited (CPPA-G) for supplementary charges, 

being the mark-up charged on CPPA-G by Independent Power Producers (IPPs) on account of 

delayed payments, aggregating to Rs.20,317.23 million. 

v) Non accountal of Workers’ profit participation fund 

Interest on workers’ profit participation fund amounting to Rs.2,245.63 million was not 

accounted for by the Company. Moreover, workers’ profit participation fund along with related 

interest was not paid to the workers due to pending decision of Economic Coordination 

Committee to exempt the corporatized entities under the umbrella of WAPDA. 

vi) Matter of tax contingencies 

The ultimate outcome of various matters regarding tax contingencies which cannot be presently 

determined hence, no provision for the same has been made in the financial statements. 
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vii) Non charging of fuel price adjustment to consumers 

The fuel price adjustment amounting to Rs.3,261.50 million which was to be charged to the 

consumers in the month of August and September, 2020 remained unbilled to the consumers 

during the year. No proper reason for non-billing was given by the Company. 

 

2.7.6 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 Audit observations amounting to Rs.51,501.53 million were raised in this audit. The amount also 

includes recoverables of Rs.13,505.37 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit observations 

classified by nature is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. HR/Employees related irregularities 7.80 

B. Procurement related irregularities 619.04 

C. Irregularities pertaining to violation of entity’s 

 own rules / regulations 

712.96 

D. Irregularities pertaining to violation of 

 Regulatory Laws & Regulations 

16,309.79 

E. Recoveries pointed out by Audit  13,505.37 

2. Others 20,346.57 
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2.8 PESHAWAR ELECTRIC SUPPLY 

COMPANY (PESCO) 

 

2.8.1 Introduction  

Peshawar Electric Supply Company (PESCO) started its operations as a Public Limited 

Company in May, 1998 registered under Companies Ordinance, 1984. The Company has obtained 

distribution license from National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA). The principal 

activity of the Company is distribution and supply of electricity within the defined geographical 

boundaries. The Company purchases electricity from CPPA-G through NTDCL system and sells it to 

various consumers of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK).  

The operational activities are performed through eight Operation Circles, Project Construction 

Circle, Grid System Construction Circle and Grid System Operation circle. The detail of formations 

and expenditure audited was as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21  

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

FY2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 14 05 32,874.90 24,840.46 64,646.07 

2. Assignment 

Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 

Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3. Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4. Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 

2.8.2 Comments on financial Statements 

2.8.2.1 Financial Overview 

 As per the audited financial Statements for the year 2019-20, the company remained in loss at 

the year ended dated 30th June, 2020. However, the loss decreased from Rs.46,953 million in the 

financial year 2019-20 to Rs.20,130 million in the financial year 2019-20 registering 42.87% decrease. 

Moreover, the net electricity sale increased from Rs.107,567 million in the financial year 2019-20 to 

Rs.127,504 million in the financial year 2019-20 registering 84.36% increase. 

2.8.3 Extracts of the financial Statements 

 Statement of financial Position as on June 30th 2020 

 2020 %age 2019 
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  RUPEES    RUPEES  

 EQUITY AND LIABILITIES    

SHARE CAPITAL AND RESERVES    

Authorized:    

5,000,000,000 (2019: 5,000,000,000) ordinary 

shares of Rupees 10 each 
50,000,000,000  50,000,000,000 

Issued, subscribed and paid up share capital 10,000  10,000 

Deposits for issue of share capital 20,176,265,375  20,176,265,375 

Accumulated loss brought forward -302,052,301,314 7.14 -281,922,333,142 

Shareholders' equity -281,876,025,939 7.69 -261,746,057,767 

Non-Current Liabilities    

Liabilities Against Government Investment 64,123,291,415 0.00 64,123,291,415 

Long term loans – secured 5,505,018,658 -7.76 5,968,311,811 

Staff retirement benefits 92,173,710,666 2.55 89,885,989,700 

Deferred credit 32,775,068,620 4.08 31,490,360,961 

Total Non-Current Liabilities 194,577,089,359 1.62 191,467,953,887 

Current Liabilities    

Trade and other payables 412,708,039,201 16.41 354,530,198,375 

Accrued markup  1,695,241,806 -61.24 4,373,187,130 

Current maturity of long term loans 1,429,662,290 -39.00 2,343,761,213 

Provision for taxation 2,019,209,304 33.07 1,517,458,320 

Total CURRENT LIABILITIES 417,852,152,601 15.19 362,764,605,038 

Total Liabilities 612,429,241,960 10.50 554,232,558,925 

CONTINGENCIES AND COMMITMENTS                           -                               -    

 330,553,216,021 13.01 292,486,501,158 

ASSETS    

Non-Current Assets    

Property, plant and equipment 74,960,461,009 3.96 72,106,075,652 

Long term loans - considered good 3,802,572 -69.89 12,629,948 

Total Non-Current Assets 74,964,263,581 3.95 72,118,705,600 

Current Assets    

Stores, spare parts and loose tools 5,354,955,142 19.08 4,496,904,929 

Trade debts 86,348,889,699 21.95 70,809,206,645 

Loans and advances - considered good 2,229,655,063 49.93 1,487,151,175 

Other receivables-considered good 87,781,001,058 -1.67 89,272,702,597 

Receivable from GoP (Ministry of Finance) 62,986,942,131 26.33 49,858,392,293 

Short term investments -  2,521,587,904 

Cash and bank balances 10,887,509,347 466.51 1,921,850,015 
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Total Current Asset 255,588,952,440 15.98 220,367,795,558 

Total Assets 330,553,216,021 13.01 292,486,501,158 

 

Statement of Profit or Loss Account 

For the year ended June 30, 2020 

 2020  2019 

 RUPEES  RUPEES 

Sale of electricity  127,504,435,498 18.53 107,567,241,820 

 Subsidy from Government of Pakistan on sale of electricity  73,409,804,040 25.52 58,483,587,527 

Sale of Electricity including Subsidy 200,914,239,538 21.00 166,050,829,347 

 Cost of electricity  -199,594,294,214 18.09 -169,013,674,960 

 Gross profit/(Loss)  1,319,945,324 -144.55 -2,962,845,613 

 Amortization of deferred credit  1,707,923,028 6.53 1,603,180,954 

 3,027,868,352 -322.69 -1,359,664,659 

 OPERATING COST     

 Other operating cost excluding depreciation  -25,651,164,018 -3.01 -26,447,847,591 

 Depreciation on property, plant and equipment  -3,026,256,302 5.40 -2,871,317,537 

 -28,677,420,320 -2.19 -29,319,165,128 

 Operating loss  -25,649,551,968 -16.39 -30,678,829,787 

 Other Income     

 Rental and service income  46,146,266 0.53 45,902,585 

 Others  13,673,877,244 137.50 5,757,335,400 

 13,720,023,510 136.42 5,803,237,985 

 Finance Cost  -842,196,092 -70.66 -2,870,277,912 

 Loss before taxation  -12,771,724,550 -53.97 -27,745,869,714 

 Taxation    -1,850,750,984 21.97 -1,517,426,385 

Loss after taxation -14,622,475,534 -50.03 -29,263,296,099 

Other Comprehensive Income:    

Items that will not be reclassified to profit or 

loss  
 

 

Actuarial profit/(loss) on measurement of post-

retirement benefits 
-5,507,492,638 -68.87 -17,689,201,241 

Total comprehensive loss for the year -20,129,968,172 -57.13 -46,952,497,340 

 

2.8.4 Qualified Opinion given by the External Auditors on the financial 

Statements of PESCO financial Statements 2019-20 

It was observed that External Auditors had qualified the accounts of PESCO for the financial 

year 2019-20 on the following basis:- 
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The company’s major creditor i.e. CPPA-G did not confirm the balance as per PESCO’s books 

of accounts. The net difference of undisclosed receivable and payable amounts to Rs.42,595 million which 

among other items includes supplemental charges amounting to Rs.59,363 million. These supplemental 

charges are delayed payment charges of Independent Power Producers and PESCO has taken up the said 

matter with NEPRA who had not allowed the same to PESCO, rather asked PESCO to adjust the same 

against the late payment charges received from consumers. In the absence of any settlement between the 

company and CPPA-G, the Audit remained unable to determine the adjustments to be accounted for in 

the financial statements. 

2.8.5 Comments on Audited Accounts 

Profitability 

The company has suffered a net loss of Rs.20,130 million during the financial year 

ended June 30, 2020 and at that date, the accumulated losses reached to Rs.302,052 

million. Similarly, the current liabilities exceeded the current assets by Rs.162,263 

million at the year end. These factors indicate the existence of a material uncertainty, 

which may cast significant doubts on the company’s ability to continue as a going 

concern. The company is suffering from consistent losses over the years which reflects 

operational inefficiencies as well policy bottlenecks requiring urgent remedial action. 

Sales and cost of sales 

The sales of the Company were Rs.200,914 million including subsidy received from 

Government of Pakistan for an amount of Rs.73,410 million and cost of sales of the company 

stood at Rs.199,594 million which was 99.34% of the sale. This meant that the company was 

unable to recover the operating expenses for the year. 

Trade Debts and other Receivables 

Total receivables of the company were Rs.239,347 million as on June 30, 2019. An 

amount of Rs.62.987 million was receivable from Government of Pakistan (Ministry of 

Finance) against tariff differential subsidy, Rs.87,7811 million from other Associated 

companies, Rs.86,349 million from various consumers on account of electricity sold 

and Rs.2,230 million of loans and advances. Huge balance of receivables depicted poor 

recovery efforts of the company, which needed justification. 

         (Amount in Rs.) 

Trade Debts 86,348,889,699 

Loans and advances – considered good 2,229,655,063 

Other receivables – considered good 87,781,001,058 

Receivable from GoP (Ministry of Finance) 62,986,942,131 

Total 239,346,487,951 

 

Trade and other payables 

Payables of the company substantially increased from 354,530 million during the financial year 

2018-19 to Rs.412,708 million during the financial year 2019-20. The major amount of 

Rs.370,561 million was payable to CPPA-G on account of purchase of electricity which 
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indicated the poor liquidity position of the company and needs justification. The CPPA-G 

payables have increased from Rs.317.694 billion to Rs.370.501 billion resulting in an increase 

of Rs.52.867 billion or 16.64% during financial year 2019-20. 

v) Non-reconciliation of CPPA-G claims 

The company’s major creditor i.e. CPPA-G did not confirm the balance as per PESCO’s book 

of accounts. The net difference of undisclosed receivable and payable amounts to Rs.42,595 

million which among other items includes supplemental charges amounting to Rs.59,363 

million. These supplemental charges are delayed payment charges of Independent Power 

Producers. PESCO has taken up the said matter with NEPRA who has not allowed the same to 

PESCO, rather asked PESCO to adjust the same against the late payment charges received from 

consumers. Had these charges been applied, it would have enhanced the expenditure and 

increased the current year loss to the stated extent. In order to avoid financial impediment in 

the Power Sector supply chain, it was necessary that difference between CPPA-G and PESCO 

had resolved timely.   

vi) Re-valuation of Company Assets 

As per note 13.1 of the financial statements, no detail of that date of evaluation of assets 

has been given in the statements. The total land freehold of the entire company has been 

valued at Rs.792.53 million only. Under IFRS-16.31, re-valuation should be carried out 

regularly so that the carrying amount of an asset does not differ materially form its fair 

value at the balance sheet date. Apparently, the same is not being done in the subject 

company.  

 

2.8.6 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 Audit observations amounting to Rs.238,448.46 million were raised in this audit. The amount 

also includes recoverables of Rs.63,755.18 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. HR/Employees related irregularities 45.89 

B. Procurement related irregularities 53.40 

D. Irregularities pertaining to violation of entity’s 

 own rules / regulations 

556.58 

E. Irregularities pertaining to violation of 

 Regulatory Laws & Regulations 

171,407.19 

F. Recoveries pointed out by Audit  63,755.18 

2. Others 2,630.22 
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2.9 QUETTA ELECTRIC SUPPLY  

COMPANY (QESCO) 

 

2.9.1 Introduction  

Quetta Electric Supply Company (QESCO) is a subsidiary of PPMC. The Company started its 

operation as a Public Limited Company registered under Companies Ordinance 1984 (now Companies 

Act 2017) in July, 1998. The Company obtained distribution license from National Electric Power 

Regulatory Authority (NEPRA). The principal activity of the Company is distribution and supply of 

electricity within its defined geographical boundaries. The Company purchases electricity from CPPA-

G through NTDC system and sells it to various consumers of Balochistan Province. 

The operational activities are performed through six (06) Operation Circles and Grid System 

Construction, Project Construction & Grid System Operation Circles. The detail of formations and 

expenditure audited was as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21  

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21 

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

FY 2020-21 

(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 12 04 7,667.55 3,706.86 47,122.10 

2. Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3. Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4. Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 

 

2.9.2 Comments on financial Statements 

According to Section-223 of Companies Act 2017, “the board of every company must lay 

before the company in annual general meeting its financial statements for the period, in the case of first 

such statements since the incorporation of the company and in any other case since the preceding 

financial statements, made up to the date of close of financial year adopted by the company”.  

In QESCO, financial statements of the company for the financial year 2020-21 could not be finalized 

by the management up till December 31, 2021. 

 

2.9.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  
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 Audit observations amounting to Rs.295,947.32 million were raised in this audit. The amount 

also includes recoverables of Rs.269,631.01 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. HR/Employees related irregularities 12.31 

B. Procurement related irregularities 399.89 

C. Irregularities pertaining to violation of entity’s 

 own rules / regulations 

42.82 

D. Irregularities pertaining to violation of 

 Regulatory Laws & Regulations 

23,395.56 

E. Recoveries pointed out by Audit  269,631.01 

2. Value for money and service delivery issues 2,449.17 

3. Others 16.56 
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2.10 SUKKUR ELECTRIC POWER 

COMPANY (SEPCO) 

2.10.1 Introduction  

 Sukkur Electric Power Company (SEPCO) is a subsidiary of PPMC. The Company 

started its operation as a Public Limited Company in 2011 and registered under Companies 

Ordinance 1984 (now Companies Act 2017). The Company obtained distribution license from 

National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA). The principal activity of the 

Company is distribution and supply of electricity within its defined geographical boundaries. 

The Company purchases electricity from CPPA-G through NTDC system and sells it to various 

consumers of ten (10) Districts of Sindh Province.  

The operational activities are performed through three Operation Circles and Grid System 

Construction, Project Construction & Grid System Operation Circles. The detail of formations and 

expenditure audited was as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21 

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21 

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

FY 2020-21   

(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 09 05 14,085.50 4,963.00 40,514.10 

2. Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3. Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4. Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 

Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 

2.10.2 Comments on financial Statements 

According to Section-233 of Companies Act 2017, “the directors of every company shall at some date 

not later than eighteen months after the incorporation of the company and subsequently once at least 

in every calendar year lay before the company in annual general meeting a balance-sheet and profit 

and loss account or in the case of a company not trading for profit an income and expenditure account 

for the period. 

In SEPCO, the balance sheet and profit & loss account of the Company for the years 2020-21 could 

not be finalized by the management up till December 31, 2021. 

2.10.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  
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 Audit observations amounting to Rs.333,714.40 million were raised in this audit. The amount 

also includes recoverables of Rs.20,238.24 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. HR/Employees related irregularities 2.21 

B. Procurement related irregularities 547.82 

C. Management of accounts with commercial 

 banks 

20.13 

D. Irregularities pertaining to violation of entity’s 

 own rules / regulations 

152.70 

E. Irregularities pertaining to violation of 

 Regulatory Laws & Regulations 

31,687.97 

F. Recoveries pointed out by Audit  20,238.24 

2. Value for money and service delivery issues 10.51 

3. Others 281,054.82 
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2.11 TRIBAL AREAS ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY 

(TESCO) 

2.11.1 Introduction 

 Tribal Areas Electric Supply Company (TESCO) is a subsidiary of PPMC. The Company was 

incorporated on July 03, 2002 as a public limited company under Companies Ordinance 1984 (now 

Companies Act 2017). The Company obtained distribution license from National Electric Power 

Regulatory Authority (NEPRA). The principal activity of the Company is distribution and supply of 

electricity within its defined geographical boundaries. The Company purchases electricity from CPPA-

G through NTDC system and sells it to the consumers of Ex-FATA agencies.  

The operational activities are performed through one Operation Circle, one Construction 

Division and one SS&TL Division. The detail of formations and expenditure audited was as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21   

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21 

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

FY 2020-21 

(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 05 01 1,695.00 442.85 16,606.00 

2. Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3. Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4. Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 

2.11.2 Comments on financial Statements 

According to Section-223 of Companies Act 2017, “the board of every company must lay 

before the company in annual general meeting its financial statements for the period, in the case of first 

such statements since the incorporation of the company and in any other case since the preceding 

financial statements, made up to the date of close of financial year adopted by the company”.  

In TESCO, financial statements of the company for the financial year 2020-21 could not be finalized 

by the management up till December 31, 2021. 

2.11.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

 Audit observations amounting to Rs.36,467.41 million were raised in this audit. The amount 

also includes recoverables of Rs.35,856.80 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 
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Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. HR/Employees related irregularities 2.00 

B. Procurement related irregularities 13.99 

D. Irregularities pertaining to violation of entity’s 

 own rules / regulations 

98.95 

E. Irregularities pertaining to violation of 

 Regulatory Laws & Regulations 

495.67 

F. Recoveries pointed out by Audit  35,856.80 
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2.12 JAMSHORO POWER GENERATION COMPANY (GENCO-I) 

 

2.12.1 Introduction  

 The Jamshoro Power Generation Company Limited, (JPGCL) was incorporated in 

August, 1998, under Companies Ordinance 1984 (now Companies Act 2017). It started its 

business from 1st March, 1999. The Company took over properties, rights, assets, obligations and 

liabilities of thermal power generation at Jamshoro and Kotri, owned by WAPDA through 

Business Transfer Agreement.  

 The principal activity of the Company is to generate electricity (from furnace oil, natural gas) and 

sell it to CPPA-G. JPGCL was granted Generation License by NEPRA in July, 2002.  

The detail of formations and expenditure audited was as under: 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21 

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21 

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue / 

Receipts  

FY 2020-21   

(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 01 01 28,689.75 7,737.42 32,516.11 

2. Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

3. Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4. Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 

03 02 US$ 206.03 US$ 206.03 Nil 

 

2.12.2 Comments on financial Statements 

 According to Section-223 of Companies Act 2017, “the board of every company must lay 

before the company in annual general meeting its financial statements for the period, in the case of first 

such statements since the incorporation of the company and in any other case since the preceding 

financial statements, made up to the date of close of financial year adopted by the company”.  

In GENCO-I, financial statements of the company for the financial year 2020-21 could not be 

finalized by the management up till December 31, 2021. 
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2.12.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 Audit observations amounting to Rs.394.35 million were raised in this audit. Summary of the 

audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. Procurement related irregularities 42.35 

2. Others 352.00 
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2.13 NORTHERN POWER GENERATION 

 COMPANY (GENCO-III) 

2.13.1 Introduction  

 The Northern Power Generation Company Limited, (NPGCL) was incorporated on 

October 15, 1998 under Companies Ordinance 1984 (now Companies Act 2017). It started its 

business from March 01, 1999. The Company took over properties, rights, assets, obligations 

and liabilities of thermal power generation at Muzaffargarh, Faisalabad, Multan, Shahdara 

owned by WAPDA through Business Transfer Agreement.  
1.  

 The principal activity of the Company is to generate electricity from furnace oil, natural 

gas and high speed diesel and sell it to CPPA-G. NPGCL was granted Generation License by 

NEPRA in July, 2002. The Company has 30 units having installed capacity of 2,459 MW and 

de-rated capacity of 2,071 MW.  

 

The detail of formations and expenditure audited was as under: 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21 

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21 

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

FY 2020-21 

(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 01 Nil 19,988.71 Nil 38,671.17 

2. Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3. Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4. Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 

2.13.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 Audit observations amounting to Rs.17.98 million were raised in this audit. Summary of the 

audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. Recoveries pointed out by Audit  17.98 
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2.14 NATIONAL TRANSMISSION AND 

 DESPATCH COMPANY (NTDC) 

 

2.14.1 Introduction 

National Transmission and Dispatch Company (NTDC) was incorporated under Companies 

Ordinance, 1984 in 1998. The Company obtained transmission license from NEPRA for a period of 30 years 

in December, 2002 for undertaking its obligations. The principal activity of NTDC was to receive electricity 

from Hydel / Thermal / Nuclear Power Stations, Renewable Energy Plants and IPPs, and transmit it through 

its 500 KV/220 KV System to all DISCOs and K-Electric for onward distribution to consumers. NTDC was 

also responsible for constructing, operating and maintaining 220 KV and 500 KV transmission system 

comprising of transmission lines and grid stations.  

The Company operates and maintains fourteen (14) 500 KV Grid Stations and thirty eight (38) 

220 KV grid stations along with 5,077 KM long 500 KV transmission lines, and 7,359 KM long 220 

KV transmission lines in Pakistan. 

 

The detail of formations and expenditure audited was as under: 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21 

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited 

FY 2020-21 

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue/ 

Receipts 

FY2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 22 11 102,854.01 16,730.88 117,994.94 

2. Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3. Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4. Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 

15 13 US$ 120.56 

JPY 1,758.95 

Euro 0.528 

Pak Rs.69.77 

US$ 120.56 

JPY 1,758.95 

Euro 0.528 

Pak Rs.69.77 

Nil 

 

2.14.2 Comments on financial Statements  

According to Section-223 of Companies Act 2017, “the board of every company must lay 

before the company in annual general meeting its financial statements for the period, in the case of first 

such statements since the incorporation of the company and in any other case since the preceding 

financial statements, made up to the date of close of financial year adopted by the company”.  

 In NTDC, financial statements of the company for the financial year 2020-21 could not be 

finalized by the management up till December 31, 2021. 
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2.14.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 Audit observations amounting to Rs.87,105.56 million were raised in this audit. The amount 

also includes recoverables of Rs.48.48 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. HR/Employees related irregularities 51.42 

B. Procurement related irregularities 74,516.61 

C. Irregularities pertaining to violation of entity’s 

 own rules / regulations 

2,060.91 

D. Irregularities pertaining to violation of 

 Regulatory Laws & Regulations 

3,051.41 

E. Recoveries pointed out by Audit  48.48 

2. Value for money and service delivery issues 6,613.48 

3. Others 763.25 
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2.15 POWER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

COMPANY (PITC) 

2.15.1  Introduction  

Power Information Technology Company (PITC) started its operations as a Public 

Limited Company in June, 2010 and got registered under Companies Ordinance, 1984. PITC 

is a leading power sector IT Company in Pakistan. The Company is headed by Chief Executive 

Officer appointed by BoD / PPMC. PITC is solely responsible for providing software support 

to ten (10) power distribution and transmission companies (DISCOs) of Pakistan.  

The Company had three major units i.e. i) Operation & Customer Services, ii) 

Engineering Solution Development and iii) Research and Business Development. 

The detail of formations and expenditure audited was as under: 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21  

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

FY2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 01 01 778.86 379.70 1,710.07 

2. Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3. Authorities/ Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the PAO 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4. Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 

2.15.2 Comments on financial Statements  

According to Section-223 of Companies Act 2017, “the board of every company must lay 

before the company in annual general meeting its financial statements for the period, in the case of first 

such statements since the incorporation of the company and in any other case since the preceding 

financial statements, made up to the date of close of financial year adopted by the company”.  

 In PITC, financial statements of the company for the financial year 2020-21 could not be 

finalized by the management up till December 31, 2021. 
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2.15.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 Audit observations amounting to Rs.403.97 million were raised in this audit. Summary of the 

audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. Irregularities pertaining to violation of entity’s 

 own rules / regulations 

403.97 
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2.16 MINISTRY OF ENERGY 

(POWER DIVISION) 
 

2.16.1 Introduction 

The Ministry of Energy (Power Division) is Government of Pakistan federal and executive level 

ministry created on August 4, 2017 after merging of the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Resources 

with the power division of the Ministry of Energy, respectively. The ministry has two divisions i.e. 

petroleum and power. The Power Division is responsible for general monitoring of power generation, 

transmission and its distribution as well as the power projects in the implementation stages. The 

following power sector entities come under the supervision of Power Division:-  

 Power Planning & Monitoring Company (PPMC) along with its corporate 

entities  

 GENCO Holding Company Limited (GHCL) along with generation companies 

 Alternative Energy Development Board (AEDB)  

 Private Power Infrastructure Board (PPIB)  

 National Energy Efficiency & Conservation Authority (NEECA)  

 Central Power Purchasing Agency Guaranteed (CPPA-G) 

 Power Holding Limited (PHL) 

 National Power Parks Management Company Limited (NPPMCL) 

The detail of formations and expenditure audited was as under: 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21 

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

FY2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 01 01 177.27 154.69 - 

2. Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3. Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

4. Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 
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2.16.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 Audit observations amounting to Rs.690.06 million were raised in this audit. Summary of the 

audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. Irregularities pertaining to violation of 

 Regulatory Laws & Regulations 

690.06 
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2.17 CENTRAL POWER PURCHASING AGENCY 

GUARANTEED (CPPA-G) 
 

2.17.1 Introduction 

The Central Power Purchasing Agency Guaranteed (CPPA-G) was incorporated in January, 2009 

under the Companies Ordinance, 1984. The Company is registered as non-profit organization with the 

object to implement and administer market mechanisms for electricity procurement and sale by 

undertaking and performing functions and discharging responsibilities as are or may be laid down from 

time to time for the company. Since June 2015, CPPA-G has assumed the business of National 

Transmission and Dispatch Company under Business Transfer Agreement (BTA) pertaining to the market 

operations and presently functioning as the Market Operator in accordance with Rule-5 of the NEPRA 

Market Operator (Registration, Standards and Procedure) Rules, 2015. On November 16, 2018 National 

Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA) has approved the registration· of CPPA-G as market 

operator under Rule 3 of the Market Rules. 

CPPA-G being a market operator, purchases electricity from power generation companies 

(GENCOs) and sells it to DISCOs. It bills the distribution companies for sold electricity and makes 

payments to the power generating units. It is responsible for making payments to the IPPs on account 

of electricity and capacity charges after ascertaining that payments & deductions are made in 

accordance with the Power Purchase Agreements. 

The detail of formations and expenditure audited was as under: 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21  

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

FY2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Formations 01 01 954.00 911.00 1,494.00 

2. Assignment 

Accounts (excluding 

FAP) 

Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3. Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4. Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

2.17.2 Comments on financial Statements  

According to Section-223 of Companies Act 2017, “the board of every company must lay 

before the company in annual general meeting its financial statements for the period, in the case of first 

such statements since the incorporation of the company and in any other case since the preceding 

financial statements, made up to the date of close of financial year adopted by the company”.  

 In CPPA-G, financial statements of the company for the financial year 2020-21 could not be 

finalized by the management up till December 31, 2021. 
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2.17.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 Audit observations amounting to Rs.395,446.84 million were raised in this audit. The amount 

also includes recoverables of Rs.26,010.94 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. Procurement related irregularities 51,942.50 

B. Irregularities pertaining to violation of entity’s 

 own rules / regulations 

163,023.76 

C. Irregularities pertaining to violation of 

 Regulatory Laws & Regulations 

5,973.68 

D. Recoveries pointed out by Audit  26,010.94 

2. Value for money and service delivery issues 57,732.31 

3. Others 90,763.65 
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2.18 POWER HOLDING LIMITED (PHL) 

 

2.18.1 Introduction 

Power Holding Private Limited was incorporated in 2009 under Companies Ordinance 1984 

(now Companies Act 2017) as wholly owned and controlled by the Government of Pakistan. It is a 

Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) with core function to arrange bridge financing for repayment of 

liabilities of DISCOs for settling the circular debt of Power Sector on the terms and conditions approved 

by the Ministry of Finance with the concurrence of ECC. PHL has a function to park the loan taken for 

the power sector by performing swap financing arrangements and negotiating financing terms of the 

loans obtained. PHL executes the financing agreements with fund providers (Banks) and disburses the 

entire proceeds through CPPA-G for settlement of DISCOs’ liabilities towards power producers. The 

financing facilities are secured against unconditional and irrevocable guarantees of the Government of 

Pakistan. 

The detail of formations and expenditure audited was as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Budget 

FY 2020-21  

 

(Rs.in million) 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

Revenue/ 

Receipts  

FY 2020-21  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Formation 01 01 13.97 11.96 13.90 

2. Assignment Accounts 

(excluding FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

3. Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4. Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 
Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 

2.18.2 Comments on the financial Statements 

2.18.2.1 Financial Overview 

 As per the audited financial Statements for the year 2020-21 the Company earned a profit 

amounting to Rs.61.157 million at the year ended dated June 30, 2021 as compared to the previous year 

profit of Rs.71.248 million.  However, its finance cost decreased significantly from Rs. 136,192 million 

to Rs.91,572 million registering a decrease of Rs.44,619 million or -32.76%. Its long-term borrowing 

also decreased by Rs.114,271 million (Rs.718,253 million – Rs. 832,525 million). 

 

Extract of the financial Statements 

Statement of financial Position as on June 30, 2021 

 2020-21 % 2019-20 
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Non-current Assets    

Property and equipment 512,235 -14.04 595,930 

Long term deposits 260,500 0.00 260,500 

Deferred tax asset 34,869 1.99 34,188 

Finance facilities - principal portion receivable 718,253,452,444 -13.73 832,525,003,260 

Total Non-current Assets 718,254,260,048 -13.73 832,525,893,878 

Current Assets    

Current portion of finance facilities receivable 348,289,342,821 5.41 330,411,549,121 

Income tax withheld 14,968,801 -26.88 20,472,750 

Cash and bank balances 210,299,552 -75.04 842,615,780 

Total Current Assets 348,514,611,174 5.20 331,274,637,651 

Total Assets 1,066,768,871,222 -8.34 1,163,800,531,529 

Equity & Liabilities    

Share capital and Reserves    

Authorized Capital 15,000,000 0.00 15,000,000 

1,500,000 (2020: 1,500,000) ordinary shares of Rs. 10 

each. 
   

Issued, Subscribed and Paid up Capital    

1,500,000 (2020: 1,500,000) ordinary shares of Rs. 10 

each fully paid in cash. 
15,000,000 0.00 15,000,000 

Accumulated profit 181,688,030 50.74 120,530,805 

Total Equity 196,688,030 45.12 135,530,805 

Non-current Liabilities    

Long term financing 718,253,452,444 -13.73 832,525,003,260 

Current Liabilities    

Current portion of long term financing 211,746,550,811 23.57 171,357,166,666 

Markup accrued 67,485,019,299 -1.10 68,234,101,833 

Bridge borrowing from CPPA-G - for MOF Principal/ 

markup settlement 
22,383,758,292 -12.12 25,471,771,159 

Other payables 46,678,421,953 -29.33 66,047,876,021 

Provision for taxation 24,980,393 -14.10 29,081,786 

Total Current Liabilities 348,318,730,748 5.19 331,139,997,465 

Total Equity & Liabilities 1,066,768,871,222 -8.34 1,163,800,531,530 

 

Statement of Profit or Loss  

For the year ended June 30, 2021 

 2020-21 % 2019-20 

Grant - from power sector, GOP through CPPA-G 91,735,487,750 -29.98 131,010,942,143 
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Grant - from finance division, GOP 73,875,456 -98.70 5,673,089,825 

Total Grant  91,809,363,206 -32.83 136,684,031,968 

Less: Utilization of Funds    

- Finance cost 91,572,422,206 -32.76 136,191,959,236 

- Other expenses 236,941,000 -51.85 492,072,732 

Total Utilization of Funds 91,809,363,206 -32.83 136,684,031,968 

    

Other income 100,151,066 -16.76 120,323,024 

Operating Expenses    

Operating cost 12,204,427 -14.43 14,262,682 

financial incidental charges 1,809,703 -68.36 5,718,951 

Total Operating Expenses 14,014,130 -29.86 19,981,633 

    

Profit for the year - before taxation 86,136,936 -14.16 100,341,391 

Provision for taxation -24,979,711 -14.14 -29,093,193 

Net profit for the year - after taxation 61,157,225 -14.16 71,248,198 

 

2.18.4 Comments on Audited Accounts  

 i) Profitability 

The Company earned a net profit of Rs.61.157 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

Resultantly, the total accumulated profit has reached to the tune of Rs.181.688 million resulting 

in an increase in total equity. As on June 30, 2021 the company’s current assets exceeded 

current liabilities by Rs.195.880 million.  

ii) Grants and utilizations 

As the purpose of the company is not to earn profits, therefore it does not has any sales or 

generate any revenue by sales. However, PHL receives grants from power sector, from GOP 

through CPPA-G and from finance division, GOP. Its total receipt for the financial year ended 

June 30, 2021 was Rs.91,809.363 million which is utilized to settle finance cost of conventional 

and Islamic financing facilities and other expenses. Other expenses comprises of participation 

and advisory fee, trustee fee, and legal counsel fee. As there is no sales and cost of sales; 

therefore, there is no concept of gross profit. Its total receipts are exactly equal to total 

utilization.   

iii) Finance facilities receivables 

There was a significant decrease in the receivables on account of finance facilities - principal 

portion receivable. Total receivables of the Company were Rs.718,253.452  million as on June 

30, 2021, which were 13.73% less than the previous year. These included an amount of 

Rs.199,966.80 million from Power Sector, and Rs.518,286.652 million from Finance Division, 

GOP. Receivable from Finance Division against syndicated term finance facilities, syndicated 

Islamic term finance facility, privately placed term finance certificates, term finance facilities 

and Pakistan Energy Sukuk-I on behalf and under guarantee of Government of Pakistan for the 
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purposes of funding the repayment liabilities of the DISCOs / power sector.  

Finance Division has taken over the Debt liability of PHL. In this regard, Rs.72.635 billion was 

allocated by the Finance Division during FY 2020-21 for principal repayment of PHL finance 

facilities and has been released to the lenders. 

As the Power Holding Limited was established solely for the purpose of facilitation to remove the 

bank borrowings of the Power Sector Companies; therefore, the same amount receivable from 

Power Sector and Finance Division stands payable against syndicate term finance facilities, 

syndicate Islamic term finance facility, privately placed term finance certificates, term finance 

facilities, Pakistan energy Sukuk-I and Sukuk-II. 

Huge pending receivables are a significant business sustainability risk for the Company and 

require long term rectification measures. Huge balance of receivables depicts poor recovery 

efforts of the Company.  
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 iv) Current Liabilities 

Total current liabilities of PHL are Rs.348,318.731 million at the year ended dated June 30, 

2021. There is an increase in the total current liabilities of Rs.17,178.733 million. However, 

there is a decrease in total markup accrued, bridge borrowing from CPPA-G, and other payables 

amounting to Rs.749.083 million, Rs.3,088.013 and Rs.19,369.454 million respectively at the 

end of current financial year.    

v) Other Income 

Power Holding Limited earns other income its profit on their deposits. These funds are remitted 

by CPPA-G to discharge financing liabilities of power sector. Due to difference in timings of 

funds remittance and actual payment, banks pay markup on these deposits. During the financial 

year ended 30th June 2021, earned an amount of Rs.100.151 million which was 16.76% less 

than the previous year ended on June 30, 2020. This is a negative sign for the company as it 

may face difficulty to meet its expense.     

 vi) Operating Expenses 

The Operating expenses of the company decreased from Rs.14.262 million during the financial year 

2019-20 to Rs.12.204 million during the year 2020-21 registering decrease of Rs.2.058  million; 

this is not a decrease but a positive sign to decrease in  operational cost. 

 

2.18.5 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 Audit observations amounting to Rs.421,267.32 million were raised in this audit. The amount 

also includes recoverables of Rs.22,383.76 million as pointed out by the audit. Summary of the audit 

observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount  

(Rs.in million) 

1. Irregularities  

A. Irregularities pertaining to violation of 

 Regulatory Laws & Regulations 

240,810 

B. Recoveries pointed out by Audit  22,383.76 

2. Value for money and service delivery issues 443.56 

3. Others 157,630.00 
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3. THEMATIC AUDIT REPORT OF PROCUREMENT AND 

CONTRACT 

MANAGEMENT IN NTDC 

 

3.1 Introduction 

National Transmission and Dispatch Company (NTDC) was incorporated in 1998 and 

got license from NEPRA in December, 2002. The principal activities of NTDC are to evacuate 

electricity from generating units of Hydel / Thermal / Nuclear Power Stations, Renewable 

Energy Plants, IPPs, bring it into National Grid and transmit it through its 500 / 220 KV system 

to all DISCOs and  

K-Electric. 

Procurement and contract management in NTDC is the process of managing contracts 

related to procurement and purchases made as a part of legal documentation of developing 

work relationships with suppliers / contractors and consultants. It comprises negotiating the 

terms and conditions in contracts. Procurement contracts also include certifying compliance 

with the terms and conditions and documenting and agreeing on any changes by both parties. 

NTDC controls the operations for timely acquisition of quality goods and services. 

Improving this strategic function's efficacy leads to cost savings, risk minimization, and better 

purchasing strategies. Contract management in NTDC helps in the smooth running of 

transactions, maintaining good relationships with suppliers, reducing risks, and the speedy 

resolution of problems. 
 

3.2 Background 

NTDC undertakes high-value contracts both National Contract Bidding and International 

Contract Bidding throughout the year, which includes large-scale procurements of electrical equipment, 

transmission lines, grid stations and consultancy services. The largest portion of the procurement was 

based on foreign loans, which were arranged by the GoP from development partners ADB, WB, JICA 

and AFD, etc. The procurements under foreign loan are made under the loan / project agreements in 

line with the specific procurement guidelines of the development partner. Each step in procurement is 

subject to review and approval of development partner including project conception, approval of 

bidding documents, bid evaluation reports, award of contract and monitoring of post award 

performance. 

 

3.3 Establishing the Audit Theme 

3.3.1 Reasons of selection 

Procurement & contract management is an important domain that deals with timely, 

economical, efficient and transparent acquisition of goods/ services to support business 

processes. Large scale and highly diversified procurements are made in NTDC ranging from 

simple electrical, civil, consultancy contracts to more complex EPC / Turnkey national 

contracts awarded through NCB and ICB. Prudent procurement and contract management is 
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essential to ensure economical, efficient and effective execution and completion of projects. 

This thematic audit was envisaged due to its high relevance, intensive review of past audit 

findings, government / corporate priorities and its relation to achieving SDG-07 (Targets-7.1, 

7.2 and, 7.3) regarding provision of affordable, efficient, clean electricity to consumers. The 

theme was selected because significant audit findings highlighted irregularities vis-à-vis non-

observance of PPRA Rules and development partners’ procurement guidelines, violation of 

bidding/ contractual provisions and non-achieving of development targets of the government. 

3.3.2 Purpose / Objective 

The thematic audit of Procurement & Contract Management in NTDC was aimed at 

highlighting weaknesses of internal controls set for economical, efficient, effective 

procurement of material and services. The recommendations of audit would help NTDC to 

improve its procurement & contract management processes. 

3.3.3 Scope 

 The thematic audit scope during field audit activity was to: 

i. Sample based audit of pre-contract award activity of the Contracts / POs, whose 

bid evaluation was finalized / approved during financial year 2020-21.   

ii. Sample based audit of post-contract award activities of the Contracts / POs awarded 

in prior years but in execution stage during financial year 2020-21. 

iii. A number of offices / formations of NTDC were engaged in the process of 

procurement and contract management, however, the following offices, having 

significant role in said process were selected for thematic audit review:- 

 General Manager (Planning) NTDC Lahore 

 General Manager (Design & Engineering) NTDC Lahore 

 General Manager (Procurement and Contract Management) 

 NTDC Lahore 

 Chief Engineer (Material Procurement & Management) NTDC Lahore 

 Chief financial Officer, NTDC, Lahore 

 Company Secretary, BoD NTDC, Lahore 

3.4 Legal framework governing the Theme 

 The Public Procurement Regulatory Authority Ordinance, 2002 (as amended up 

to July 7, 2020) provides for the establishment of a Public Procurement 

Regulatory Authority (PPRA) for regulating procurement of goods, services, 

works and disposal of public assets in the public sector and for matters 

connected therewith. The authority has been mandated to ensure transparency, 

economy, efficiency and accountability of the public sector agencies through 

proper implementation and monitoring of PPRA Rules - 2004 (as amended up 

to June 28, 2021). 

 As per Rule 7 (2) (j) Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013 (as amended up to July 01, 2019), the significant issues to be placed before 

the Board in order to formalize and strengthen the corporate decision-making 

process including policies related to the award of contracts and purchase and 

sale of raw materials, finished goods, machinery etc. 
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 Procurement guidelines of the development partners i.e Asian Development 

Bank and World Bank were to be adhered to loan-based procurements by 

NTDC.  

3.5 Stakeholders and governmental organizations identified as directly / indirectly involved 

 Following stakeholders and governmental organizations were involved: 

i. Public Accounts Committee 

ii. Ministry of Energy (Power Division) 

iii. Pakistan Electric Power Company 

iv. National Transmission & Despatch Company 

v. Public Procurement Rules Authority 

vi. Development Partners i.e. Asian Development Bank (ADB), Japan 

International Cooperation Agency (JICA) and World Bank etc.  

 3.6 Role of important organizations 

 National Transmission & Despatch Company (NTDC) is directly related to the instant theme 

being involved in the process of Procurement and Contract Management. The worth of NTDC’s 

property, plant and equipment was Rs.289.47 billion and its profit after tax for the FY 2018-19 was 

Rs.11.24 billion. The Company operates and maintains sixteen (16) 500 KV Grid Stations and forty 

five (45) 220 KV grid stations along with 7,238 KM 500 KV transmission lines and 11,281 KM 220 

KV transmission lines in Pakistan. Its transmission system had the capacity to handle 26,252 MW 

demand during FY 2019-20. Besides incurring considerable expenditure for operating and maintaining 

the system, NTDC has to invest in its operational transmission system / network for augmentation, up-

gradation and expansion in order to cater for upcoming generation capacity, overloading and system 

constraints. 

 

3.7 Organization’s financials 

 NTDC utilizes its own resources, receives PSDP funds and foreign loans from development 

partners’. The detail of budget and expenditure (FY-2020-21 up to May 2021) and ongoing projects 

with contracts / POs is as under: 
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Detail of Budget and Expenditure for the F.Y 2020-21 

(Rs. in million) 

Source of Funding 
No. of Schemes 

/ Projects 

Budget 2020-

21 

Exp up to May-

2021 

Ongoing schemes / projects under PSDP-Loan 

approved by PC 
47 37,748 27,567.74 

Ongoing schemes / projects Self-Financed – A 

approved by BoD 
32 15,240 10,704.82 

Self-Financed-B (New schemes / projects 

approved by BoD 
16 2,955 805.22 

Total 95 55,943 39,077.78 

 

Detail of ongoing Projects and Contracts / Purchase Orders 

       (Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Financing 

Source 

Loan 

/Agreement 

No. 

No of 

Projects 

No. of 

Contracts 

Awarded 

Awarded 

during  

FY-2021 

Project 

worth 

Approx 

Project worth for 

Projects Awarded in 

FY 2020-21 

1. 
World 

Bank/IBRD  

8814-PAK 4 14 9 14,500 13,800.00 

2. 
ADB MFF-II, 

Tranche-I 

3419 3 4 0 5,300 - 

3. 
ADB MFF-II, 

Tranche-II 

3577 4 8 2 28,218 35,000.00 

4. 
ADB MFF-II, 

Tranche-III 

3677 3 6 1 3,504 310.00 

5. NTDC Own Resources   86 40 54,080 20,907 

GRAND TOTAL  118 52 105,602 Rs. 70,000 

 

3.8 Field Audit Activity 

3.8.1 Methodology 

 The Following audit methodology was adopted during execution of Thematic Audit:- 

 Interview and discussion with the management. 

 Review of project-wise, Loan Tranche-wise PC-I(s)  

 Examine the Loan Agreements, Project Agreement, Progress Reports, Development 

Partner Procurement Guidelines and PPRA Rules  

 Evaluation of Tender / Bidding documents, Bid Evaluation Reports  

 Award of Purchase Orders, Contracts, Consultancy Contracts, repeat / variation orders, 

EOT cases, Correspondence files of suppliers / contractors / consultants 

file:///E:/Thematic-Imran/MP&amp;M%20Data%2028.10.2021/NTMP.pdf
file:///E:/Thematic-Imran/MP&amp;M%20Data%2028.10.2021/NTMP.pdf
file:///E:/Thematic-Imran/MP&amp;M%20Data%2028.10.2021/ADB-MFF-II-T-I.pdf
file:///E:/Thematic-Imran/MP&amp;M%20Data%2028.10.2021/ADB-MFF-II-T-I.pdf
file:///E:/Thematic-Imran/MP&amp;M%20Data%2028.10.2021/ADB-MFF-II-T-II.pdf
file:///E:/Thematic-Imran/MP&amp;M%20Data%2028.10.2021/ADB-MFF-II-T-II.pdf
file:///E:/Thematic-Imran/MP&amp;M%20Data%2028.10.2021/ADB%20MFF%20II-T-III.pdf
file:///E:/Thematic-Imran/MP&amp;M%20Data%2028.10.2021/ADB%20MFF%20II-T-III.pdf
file:///E:/Thematic-Imran/MP&amp;M%20Data%2028.10.2021/NOR.pdf
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3.8.2 Audit Analysis 

3.8.2.1 Review of Internal Controls: 

 The internal controls for procurement of contract management in NTDC were not up to the 

mark. Poor internal controls were evident from the fact that almost all the contracts/ projects executed 

by NTDC failed to adhere to the time lines of PC-I/ Donor Agencies/ Contract Agreement. The 

following deficiencies in internal controls with reference to procurement and contract management in 

NTDC were observed: 

 The Project Management Unit of NTDC was not functioning according to the 

international standards since dedicated Project Manager was not assigned for each 

project. Resultantly the projects were not effectively monitored and controlled. This 

deficiency in PMU of NTDC was also highlighted by the ADB at the time closure of 

Multi Finance Facility Agreement-I (MFF-I). 

 The bidding process was initiated mostly without confirming the source of financing. 

 The bidding documents were not based on the latest version of FIDIC. Deficient bidding 

documents were prepared as evident from numerous pre-bid clarifications by the 

prospective bidders in almost all the tenders. This resulted in subsequent amendments 

in bidding documents. 

 No standard bidding documents were prepared with transparent / uniform evaluation & 

qualification criteria which resulted in discrimination in tenders of same nature. 

 There were no SoPs describing timelines for bid evaluations which resulted in getting 

numerous extensions in bid validity from bidders due to non-finalization of bids during 

the original bid validity periods. 

 There was severe conflict of interest as the bids were evaluated by the same department 

who prepared the bidding documents resultantly deficiencies in bidding documents 

were not being monitored / questioned. 

 There was no mechanism of monitoring and reporting with reference to adherence of 

contractual provisions by contractor especially with regard to deployment of human 

resources as well as plant & machinery at site during execution of contracts. 

 The approach of NTDC in the process of procurement and contract management was 

reactive rather than proactive. 

 There was lack of proper mechanism of assigning priority to the projects. Priority was 

created by urgency instead of planning. 

 There was lack of proper mechanism for confirming the authenticity documents 

submitted by bidders along with bids especially by Chinese bidders. 

 Root cause analysis of reasons of rebidding was not carried out. 

 No efforts were made for working on Project Management, Cost Management and Risk 

Management plans. 

 There was no ownership or Project Management Office (PMO) resulting into 

overlapping of timelines and resources. 

 Risk management registers and lessons learnt registers were not maintained resulting 

into repetition of mistakes and uncertain conditions   

3.8.2.2 Critical Review:  
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 The critical review of the different processes of procurement and contract management is as 

under: 

At Planning / Initial Project Stage: 

 No annual procurement plan for determining all the proposed annual requirements was 

chalked out by NTDC. This was required by PPRA in order to ensure the object of 

realistically determining the requirements and announcing it in an appropriate manner 

for each financial year. The procurements so planned were to be proceeded accordingly 

without any splitting or regrouping. 

 

 The PC-I prepared and approved was not coherent as in most cases, time mentioned for 

project completion lapsed even before start of bidding process. This happened due to 

the following reasons: 

 Financing was not confirmed at the time of preparation & approval of PC-I. 

 Time required for arrangement of financing was not made part of  

PC-I. 

 Time for Land Acquisition was not made part of PC-I. 

 Timelines for bidding were not as per actual time taken in all activities. 

 

 No timelines were defined regarding preparation of bidding documents, evaluation of 

bids and subsequent award of contracts, which was causing inordinate delay in bid 

evaluation and award of contract leading to refusal of extension in bid validity period 

by the bidders and increase in prices during retendering. This state of affairs defeated 

the very purpose of economical, efficient and effective procurement activities as 

required by PPRA. 

 The projects execution was not prioritized keeping in view the urgency especially those 

exposing the risk of penalties by the IPPs due to delayed interconnection facilities. As 

NTDC sustained a loss of Rs.616.87 million on account of compensation paid to 

Independent Power Producer (IPP) Star Hydro Power Limited (SHPL) due to delayed 

provision of interconnection facility at 147 MW hydro-electric power generation 

facility / complex located at Patrind, Muzaffarabad, AJ&K.  

Likewise, in another PPA NTDC failed to award the contract for construction of 

interconnection facility at at 884 MW hydro-electric power generation facility / 

complex located at River Kunhar (a tributary of River Jhelum) District Mansehra, KPK 

well within the stipulated time schedule to meet with the Scheduled Commercial 

Operation Date (SCOD) as described in PPA. This would expose NTDC to bear 

colossal penalty of Rs. 3,119.29 million equivalent to US $ 19.8 million (US $2.2 

million per month) in shape of liquidated damages payable to the Independent Power 

Producer (IPP) Suki Kinari Hydro Pvt Limited (SKH).  

 

 
At Bidding Stage: 
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 A lot of time was being spent from sale of tenders to technical and financial evaluation of bids 

of the bidders. The deficient bidding documents invited plethora of frequent pre and post bid 

clarifications as well as meetings with the bidders. This caused issuance of subsequent 

amendments to the bidding documents, which also required to be approved from the 

development partner i.e. Asian Development Bank and Work Bank etc. This was also a 

significant contributory factor causing delay in award of contract and completion of 

procurement / project. 

 

 Pre bid meetings with the prospective bidders were not effective as in many cases these 

meetings were attended by the local agents of foreign bidders without any input and subsequent 

amendments in future bidding documents. 

 

 Discriminative qualification criteria in bidding documents of similar nature projects reflected 

their non-standardization. This cannot rule out the chances of favoritism while subsequent 

award of contract. Stringent qualification and evaluation criteria discouraged local industry due 

to non-participation of local bidders. This practice was not in line with the provisions of PPRA 

as no procuring agency should introduce any condition which discriminates between bidders or 

that is considered to be met with difficulty. Further, in ascertaining the discriminatory or 

difficult nature of any condition no reference was being made to the ordinary practices of that 

trade. 

 

At Evaluation of Bids and Award of Contracts Stage: 

 Deficient / defective technical and financial bid evaluations pointed out by 

development partners as well as aggrieved bidders caused subsequent significant 

revisions of bid evaluation reports, which put a question mark on the professional 

competency towards bid evaluation. 

 

 Lack of pre-qualification of bidders and non-maintaining of data bank resulted in non-

recording of historical data of the bidders depicting their operational experiences, 

financial worth, man power and availability of logistics / equipments & machineries 

required for successful timely completion of contractual obligations. Hence, every time 

the bidder had to be evaluated again. The departure of this critical aspect caused delay 

in bid evaluation subsequently led to delay in completion of projects. 

  

 Wide open timelines in finalization of bidding process manifested that no SOPs were 

defined for restricting the timelines for different steps of procurement process. 

Resultantly, inordinate delay was being observed in bid evaluation and award of 

contract. 

 

 Delayed redressal of bidders’ grievances not only discouraged the bidders but also 

ended up in delayed award of contracts. 
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 The bidders involved in fraudulent practices by submitting fake / bogus documents and 

misrepresentations often got escaped scot-free as neither their bid securities were 

forfeited nor any punitive actions in the light of provisions of bidding documents 

initiated for debarring them to participate in future bidding. 

 

At the post contract award stage: 

 Extension of Time cases arising out due to delayed execution of contractual obligations 

lodged by the Suppliers / Contractors & Consultants were not being decided within 

reasonable time as required under provisions of the contracts, which caused following 

grave financial and contractual implications for NTDC:- 

 Straight loss on account of foreign exchange. 

 Burden on NTDC own resources / current PSDP budget for making 

payments of past years. 

 Difficulties in arranging foreign exchange due to closure loans from 

development partners. 

 Non-closure of the contracts and defect liability period 

 Release of balance payments and retention money to contractors. 

 

 PC-IV & PC-V were not being prepared and submitted to Planning Commission as such 

practice did not exist in NTDC. The PC-IV & PC-V were meant for post-completion 

evaluation of the achievements of the objectives as envisaged in PC-I by analyzing 

financial, Economical, Technical, Social and Environmental benefits / impacts and 

ascertaining the risks taken and the mistakes committed along with the remedial 

measures adopted and the experience gained thereby. This departure from mandatory 

requirement of Planning Commission deprived the most critical analysis of 

ascertainment of planned vs actual achievements of the completed projects. 

 

 Delay in preparation of revised PC-Is for cost overrun / significant design changes was 

prevalent in NTDC, which was against the provisions of Manual for Development 

Projects (Revised 2019) of Ministry of Planning, Development and Reform, 

Government of Pakistan. As per the directions of the GoP, in case increase in total 

estimated cost by a margin of 15 per cent or more, or if any significant variation in the 

nature or the scope of the project had been made, matter should be taken up for revision 

of PC-I irrespective of whether or not it involved an increased outlay. 

 

 Liquidated damages were not being deducted timely instead LDs were adjusted against 

retention money / balance payments of the contractors / suppliers, which was against 

the provisions of contract agreements. 

 

3.8.2.3 Significant Audit Observations: 

The significant audit findings arising out during thematic audit are as under:- 

3.8.2.3.1 Non-preparation of annual procurement plan in NTDC 
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According to Rule-8 & 9 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004, “all procuring agencies shall 

devise a mechanism, for planning in detail for all proposed procurements and shall announce it for each 

financial year for proceeding accordingly without any splitting or regrouping by advertising in advance 

on the Authority’s website as well as on the website of the procuring agency. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that the procurements in NTDC were at large scale and 

highly diversified through multi-contractual or Engineering Procurement Construction (EPC) / Turn-

key contractual approaches financed through foreign development partners / local financial institutions 

and utilizing own financial resources. However, NTDC entered into fifty two (52) contracts amounting 

to Rs.70,000 million during the F.Y 2020-21 without any annual procurement plan. 

Non-adherence to the PPRA Rules resulted in non-preparation of annual procurement plan 

in NTDC during the F.Y 2020-21. 

 (Draft Para No. 931/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.2 Non-preparation of PC-IV & V for the projects executed by NTDC 

According to Para 1.55 of the Planning Commission Manual for Development Projects, “PC-

IV form is required to be submitted at the time when the project is adjudged to be complete while the 

PC-V form is to be furnished on an annual basis for a period of five years by the agencies responsible 

for operation and maintenance of the projects”. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that the fifty five (55) projects were executed and 

completed during the FY 2018-19 to 2020-21, however, PC-IV & PC-V were not prepared and 

submitted to Planning Commission as such practice did not exist in NTDC. Hence, non-preparation of 

the said proforma deprived the most critical analysis of planned vs actual achievements of the completed 

projects. 

Non-compliance to the Planning Commission Manual for Development Projects resulted in 

non-preparation of PC-IV & PC-V up to the financial year 2020-21. 

 (Draft Para No. 932/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.3 Cancellation of notified award for contract of Cranes due to 

mismanaged procurement – Rs.146.89 million 

According to Clause 2.3.1 of Bidding Documents dealing with Contractual Experience, the 

bider must meet requirement of successful completion as main supplier within the last 10 (ten) years, 

of at least 2 (two) contracts each valued at Lot I USD 2,000,000. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a tender No.ADB-301D-2019 Lot-I for procurement 

of three (03) Cranes was opened on September 19, 2019. After issuance of NOL by ADB, BoD approved 

award of contract to M/s Zoomlion Pakistan (Pvt) for total price of USD 937,420/- equivalent to 

Rs.146.89 million on August 24, 2020. Later on, the Center of Investigative Journalism (CIJ) pointed 

out the non-responsiveness of the said bidder due to non-fulfilling the experience criterion. After 

reviewing the situation and record, ADB declared its earlier NOL void, held the bidder non-responsive 

and cancelled the bidding on January 04, 2021. Consequently, BoD had cancelled its earlierly issued 
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award on April 26, 2021 but subject to fixing the responsibility and directed to come back within three 

weeks to present its requirements. However, no action against the responsible was forthcoming from 

the record. After elapse of nearly two years, the procurement process could not be materialized and 

caused inordinate delay.  

Procurement mismanagement resulted in cancellation of notified award for contract 

regarding procurement of Cranes -  Rs.146.89 million. 

(Draft Para No. 934/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.4 Loss on account of exchange rate due to inordinate delay in              payment to supplier 

– Rs.54.30 million 

According to Clause-5 a, b, c of Notification of Award for Tender No. ADB-02-2007, 

payment of material shall be made 10% advance payment within 28 days of signing of the contract – 

80% payment upon shipment through Letter of Credit under ADB commitment proceudure and 10% 

payment with in 28 days upon receipt of Goods upon submission of the claim supported by Acceptance 

Certificate issued by the Purchaser. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that 500 kV Auto Transformer Banks were procured 

from M/s Xian Electric Engg Co. China at a contract price of US$ 16.74 million under contract 

No.ADB-02-2007. The contract was awarded on July 13, 2007 and Letter of Credit (L/C) opend on 

October 07, 2007. The delivery was completed upto December 12, 2008 with delay and LD of US$ 

1.67 million was imposed and adjusted against 10% retention money / balance payment of supplier.  

Later on, BoD NTDC approved EoT of 165 days without LD on October 11, 2012 but 

retention money / balance payment of US$ 754,162 adjusted against LD was not released to the supplier 

and loan attained its financial closure on February 08, 2013 with expiry of L/C. However, one 

transformer bank could not be installed and lying idle at warehouse for a period of about 10 years, which 

was energized in 2019. Consequently, the supplier claimed its long standing payment of US$ 754,162 

and NTDC had to pay it to him. This inordinate delay in payment caused loss of Rs.54.30 million on 

account of exchange rate, which could have been avoided had the payment made in 2012 (1US$=Rs.95 

in 2012 and Rs.167 in 2021).  

Contract mismanagement resulted in loss of Rs.54.30 million on account of exchange rate 

due to inordinate delay in payment to supplier up to the fianancial year 2020-21. 

(Draft Para No. 935/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.5 Loss on account of compensation payment made to IPP due to late  completion of 

power purchaser interconnection works –  

 Rs.616.87 million 

According to Section 6.5(b) of Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) of Patrind Hydropower 

Project, if the Power Purchaser has not completed, Commissioned and energized the Power Purchaser 

Interconnection Works then it would pay compensation charges under certain heads to the Company 

(Star Hydropower Limited (SHPL) and as per Section 9.6, in the event the Complex is not 

commissioned on or before the Required Commercial Operations Date, then the Company shall pay 

liquidated damages to the Power Purchaser.  
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During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a PPA was signed with Independent Power Produer 

(IPP) Star Hydro Power Limited (SHPL) on March 08, 2012 for 147 MW hydro-electric power 

generation facility / complex located at Patrind, Muzaffarabad, AJ&K and NTDC, being power 

purchaser, was required to arrange for interconnection works (transmission system). The complex was 

required to be completed and commissioned by March 20, 2017 but it achieved its Commercial 

Operation Date (COD) on November 08, 2017. The SHPL attributed delay to late completion of Power 

Purchaser Interconnection Works (PPIW) by 224 days and raised the invoices of Rs.2,487 million 

against NTDC but the same were disputed by NTDC and  raised invoice of LD of US$ 2.80 million 

against SHPL for non-achieving the COD.  

Later on, the matter was decided by an Expert, who held NTDC liable for delay of 146 days 

thereby exposing to a liability of Rs.616.87 million and held SHPL for delay of 54 days exposing to 

pay LD of USD 649,250 to NTDC. However, BoD, NTDC resolved to contest the decision of Expert 

determination before London Court of Internation Arbitration (LCIA) despite observing the weak 

position of NTDC by a member of BoD and Chief Law Officer (CLO). Hence, NTDC had to bear the 

loss of Rs.616.87 million by making payment to IPP as determined by the Expert before going for 

arbitration. 

Project mismanagement resulted in loss of Rs.616.87 million on account of compensation 

payment made to IPP due to late completion of power purchaser interconnection works  up to the 

fianancial year 2020-21. 

  (Draft Para No. 936/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.6 Sub-optimal performance of BoD due to inordinate delay in   finalization of EOT claims 

of suppliers / contractors / consultants – Rs.2,398.84 million 

As per General Conditions of Contract for EoT, the contractor shall submit to the project 

manager a notice of a claim for an extension of time for completion, together with particular of the 

event or circumstances justifying such extension as soon as reasonably practicable after the 

commencement of such event or circumstances. As soon as reasonably practicable after receipt of such 

notice and supporting particulars of claim, the employer and the contractor shall agree upon the period 

of such extension. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that thirty six (36) Extention of Time (EoT) cases arising 

due to delayed execution of contractual obligations were lodged by the Suppliers / Contractors & 

Consultants. Out of 36 in 23 cases, 10% balance payments and LDs amounting to Rs.2,398.84 million 

(Rs.983.67 million + US$ 8.81 million + Euro 0.13 million) were withheld / deducted. All of the 36 

EoT cases could not be decided and were still pending for want of decision by the BoD despite elapse 

of considerable period ranging from 03 to 12 years and expiry of defect liability period.  

The majority of the contracts were financed from foreign loans and the same had been closed. 

Since, the release of withheld balance payments and LDs was hinged upon decision of EoT cases, 

therefore, delayed decisions of EOT cases would involve subsequent grave financial and contractual 

implications for NTDC. This could have been avoided, had the EoT decided in time and payments 

released within the Loan / Contract validity period. 
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Inefficient decision making resulted in sub-optimal performance of BoD due to inordinate 

delay in finalization of EOT claims of contractors / suppliers / consultants amounting to Rs.2,398.84 

million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

(Draft Para No. 937/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.7 Blockage of funds due to un-necessary procurement of electrical equipment – Rs. 

1,029.15 million 

According to Para-5 of WAPDA Office Memorandum dated January 17, 1978, purchases 

should be made only of such items and in such quantities as are required for a specific work. In no case 

should these purchases be made for storing an item for indefinite period. As per Section 2.13 of Project 

Manual for ADB Loan-2289/2290, NTDC shall ensure that all Goods, Works and consulting services 

financed out of such proceeds are used exclusively in the carrying out of the Project. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that electrical material / equipment valuing Rs.1,029.15 

million procured under own resources and different foreign loans of ADB / IBRD was lying idle and 

unistalled in warehouses at the intended projects for a period ranging 01 year to more than 07 years. 

The said material consisted of items like Circuite Breakers, Current Transformers, Bus Isolators, Line 

Isolators, Lightening Arrestors, Potential Transformers and different types of Panels. In most of the 

cases their warranty had expired while the warranty in remaing cases was about to expire.  

Ineffective Procurement management resulted in blockage of funds due to un-necessary 

procurement of electrical equipment valuing Rs.1,029.15 million up to the financial year 2020-21. 

(Draft Para No. 938/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.8 Irregular award of contract due to discriminative / stringent evaluation and qualification 

criteria  

According to Rule-32 of PPRA, “No procuring agency shall introduce any condition which 

discriminates between bidders or that is considered to be met with difficulty. In ascertaining the 

discriminatory or difficult nature of any condition reference shall be made to the ordinary practices of 

that trade.” 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the FY 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came to notice that the evaluation and qualification criteria set for 

evaluating the awarded EPC contract No. ADB-401-A i.e. average annual turnover of US$ 54 million 

and bidder’s experience for completion of 50 km 380 KV or higher voltage transmission line was 

stringent and discriminatory as compared to other similar nature tenders awarded by NTDC i.e. ADB-

301A-2018, CASA 1000 /TL/ TW02/ Package TW02 for 500 kV HVDC line and FW(1) -002 for 500 

kV Muzaffargarh Gatti T/L wherein lesser average annual turnover and bidders experience for 

completion of 220 kV or higher transmission lines was required. This state of affairs not only resulted 

into violation of PPRA Rules but also discouraged domestic bidders to participate in the bidding of the 

said tender. It also reflected that there was no standard bidding document prepared by NTDC with 

reference to evaluation and qualification criteria in similar nature contracts. 
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The discriminative and stringent evaluation and qualification criteria resulted in irregular 

award of contract due to violation of PPRA Rules as well as GoP policy regarding promotion of 

domestic entrepreneurship. 

(Draft Para No. 939/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.9 Irregular enlistment of private agent in NTDC WeBOC without tendering process 

According to Rule-20 of PPRA Rules, “the procuring agencies shall use open competitive 

bidding as the principal method of procurement for the procurement of goods, services and works”. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the FY 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came to notice that a private agent i.e. M/s PKG was approved for 

enlistment in NTDC WeBOC (Web based One Custom) without adopting tendering process. As the 

NTDC had already approved / authorized clearing agent i.e. M/s Daco International Transport Private 

Ltd. hence, enlisting another agent, without tendering process, would involve consequential potential 

impact of misusing the NTDC’s NTN at later stages regarding recoveries / short payments / under 

invoicing / refund claims from Customs etc. The approval of enlistment of private agent in NTDC 

WeBOC without tendering process was irregular and depicted undue favour to M/s PKG. 

Violation of PPRA Rules resulted in irregular enlistment of private agent in NTDC WeBOC 

without adopting tendering process. 

(Draft Para No. 941/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.10 Loss due to non-invoking of contractual provision for change orders – Rs.14.85 million 

According to Clause-33.3 of Section-IV: Part-II: Particular conditions of Contract CPP-

04M(R)-2017, “The Purchaser may increase or decrease the quantities of Goods to the extent of 15% 

of the Contract Price during currency of the Contract without any change in the unit price or other terms 

and conditions of the Contract”.  

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the FY 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came to notice that two contracts i.e. CPP-04M-R-2017 Package II (Lot-

I) and Package-III (Lot-I) for procurement of 245 & 247 Steel Towers 500 kV were awarded to M/s 

Nanjing Daji China at unit cost of US $ 43,612/- and US $ 40,743/-. Since there was a significant 

difference of US $ 2,869/- per unit cost of both the contracts, it was in favour of the company to invoke 

the contractual provisions for change order @ 15% by adjusting quantities of both the contracts but the 

same was not done. The same situation prevailed in case of CPP-04M-R-2017 Package-II (Lot-II) and 

Package-III (Lot-II) for procurement of All Aluminum Alloy Conductor (AAAC) Greely Conductor 

wherein there was a difference of US $ 107/- per unit cost of both these contracts. Resultantly, the 

company had to suffer a loss of Rs.14.85 million (11.677 + 3.168) due to procurement of 500 kV Towers 

and AAAC Greely Conductor at higher rates by not adjusting the quantities of the contracts. 

Non-invoking of contractual provisions for change orders resulted into loss of Rs.14.85 

million due to procurement of material at higher rates. 

(Draft Para No. 944/2021-22) 
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3.8.2.3.11 Irregular award of contracts due to defective / deficient bid evaluation – Rs.22,789.11 

million 

 According to Clause-ITB-33.2 of Bidding Documents for Contract ADB-401-A, “the request 

of the Employer to the Bidder regarding information or documentation on nonconformities shall not be 

related to any aspect of the Price Bid. According to ITB-21.3 & ITB-21.4 of Request for Bids WB-04-

2019, the original and all copies of the Bid shall be typed or written in indelible ink and shall be signed 

by a person duly authorized to sign on behalf of the Bidder and the name and position held by each 

person signing the authorization must be typed or printed below the signature. In the case that the Bidder 

is a JV, the Bid shall be signed by an authorized representative of the JV on behalf of the JV. According 

to Clause-4.2(a) of bidding documents of Tender WB-07E-2020 & WB-08A-2020, “the bidder should 

have experience in two contracts of similar nature of 220 kV or above substation within last ten (10) 

years and one of them outside the country of origin, with a value of at least US $ ten (10) million for 

each contract that have been successfully completed and operational for the last three years as on bid 

opening date.” 

 During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the FY 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came to notice that in the presence of violations to the clauses of bidding 

documents, three (03) contracts valuing Rs.22,789.11 million were awarded to the contractors. The 

detail is as under: - 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Contract 

No. 

Nature Contractor Value Irregularity 

1 ADB-401A EPC contract for 500 kV 

transmission line from Suki 

Kinari Hydropower station 

to interconnection point of 

existing Neelum Jhelum 500 

kV transmission line. 

M/s China Energy 

Engineering Group North 

East No.02 Electric 

Power Construction 

Company Ltd. China 

(CEECNEPC-II) 

Rs. 17,697.79 

million 

Clarifications relating to Price Bid were 

sought, offered and permitted to bidder. 

2 WB - 04-2019 Augmentation works at 220 

kV grid station Shikarpur 

JV of M/s China 

National Technical 

Import & Export 

Corporation and 

Shanghai Electric Group 

Co. Ltd. 

Rs.              

868.67 

million 

 Power of attorney was vague as it was 

without the signature of legal 
representative of Principal i.e Mr. 

Zheng Jianhua of M/s Shanghai Electric 

Group Co. Ltd.  

 Signature of the authorized member of 

JV i.e. “Wu Dequan” on bidding 
documents as well on subsequent 

correspondence was mismatching from 

the signature on the power of attorney.  

 The power of attorney was valid till 

21.08.2020 whereas Mr. “Wu Dequan” 
of M/s China National Technical 

Import & Export Corporation was 

acting as authorized representative of 
JV even after the lapse of validity of the 

power of attorney. 

3 WB-07E-2020 

& WB-08A-

2020 

EPC contract for 

augmentation works at 220 

kV grid stations under 

National Transmission 

Modernization Project-I 

-do- Rs.  4,222.65 

million 

Non-fulfilling the qualification criteria 

due to deficient specific experience 

regarding successful completion and 

operation of contract. 
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World Bank Loan No. 8814-

PK 

  

Violation of provisions of bidding documents resulted in irregular award of contracts valuing 

Rs.22,789.11 million due to defective / deficient bid evaluation up to the financial year 2020-21. 

(Draft Paras Nos. 945, 947 & 948/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.12 Non-engagement of Design Review Consultants despite effectiveness of contracts for 

extension and augmentation works at 220 kV grid stations – Rs. 7,150.43 million 

   

According to clause-2A (a) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, “the business of the Public Sector Company is carried on with integrity, objectivity, due care and 

the professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its activities”. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the FY 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came to notice that design review consultants for four (04) World Bank 

funded contracts i.e. WB-08B-2020, WB-08A-2020, WB-07E-2020 and WB-09A-2020 valuing US $ 

31.774 million + EURU 0.740 million + PKR 1,401.326 million for extension and augmentation works 

at different 220 kV grid stations were not engaged despite commencement of effectiveness dates of 

these contracts. Resultantly, not only the execution of these contracts for removal of critical system 

constraints were delayed but it would also result in arising out of subsequent EOT claims.  

Non-adherence of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules resulted in 

delayed execution of extension and augmentation works at 220 kV grid stations valuing Rs.7,150.43 

million due to non-engagement of Design Review Consultants. 

(Draft Para No. 946/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.13 Loss due to inordinate delay and bungled bid evaluation process – Rs.1,754.43 million 

According to ADB Procurement guidelines Para-2.57, borrowers shall complete evaluation 

of bids and award of contract within the initial period of bid validity so that extensions are not necessary. 

The extension shall be for the minimum period required to complete the evaluation, obtain necessary 

approvals, and award the contract.  

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a Tender No. ADB-300A-2018 for construction of 

500/220/132KV Lahore north substation & extension work at 500/220/132KV Nokhar substation on 

EPC basis was floated on December 28, 2018, technical bids were opened on April 25, 2019 and NOL 

issued by ADB on February 13, 2020. Later on, price bids of three (03) technically qualified bidders 

were opened on February 18, 2020 and M/s SDEPCI, China was declared as lowest responsive bidder. 

However, the ADB disagreed with the financial bid evaluation and NTDC revisited the evaluation and 

prepared Supplementary Report of Price Bid Evaluation in June, 2020 accordingly. Resultantly, M/s 

Grid Solution SAS, France, which was 2nd lowest bidder earlier, became the 1st lowest bidder with 

quoted price of Rs.11,420.99 million. During the bid evaluation process, NTDC sought nine 909) 

extensions in bid validity period from bidders, which exhausted all the bidders and they eventually 

refused to extend their bid validity further. Hence, the contract could not be awarded.  
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Subsequently, BoD NTDC gave approval for “Limited Competitive Bidding” under the old 

tender and fresh bids were invited from same 10 bidders and M/s SEPCO III, China, which was at 3rd 

position in previous evaluation, became 1st lowest responsive bidder with quoted bid price of 

Rs.13,175.425 million in bid evaluation in August, 2021. Resultantly, notification for approval of award 

was issued by NTDC BoD Company Secretary on August 27, 2021. Later on, as a result of further 

clarification by ADB, the NTDC prepared Supplementary Bid Evaluation Report wherein M/s SEPCO 

III, China was disqualified and M/s CET China, non-qualified in 1st bid evaluation and 2nd lowest in 2nd 

bid evaluation, became the 1st lowest bidder with quoted bid price of Rs.14,874.36 million in October 

2021.  

This state of affairs of bid evaluation in NTDC, which was still far from materializing at the 

time of writing this report, underscored bungled bid evaluation punctuated by following grave issues 

 Loss up to the extent of Rs.1,754.43 million due to increase in bidding value which 

was uneconomical. 

 In ordinate delay of 03 years in preparation of BER and Revised BER for 04 times 

and 09 times extension of bid validity period defeated the very purpose of efficient 

procurement. 

  Deficient bid evaluation resulted in acceptance of non-responsive bidders and 

rejection of responsive bidders. 

 Standard Operating Procedures did not exist for specifying time lines for technical 

/ financial bid evaluations.  

Procurement mismanagement resulted in loss of Rs.1,754.43 million due to inordinate delay 

and bungled bid evaluation process which is still pending. 

(Draft Para No. 949/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.14 Non-utilization of transmission line redundant due to abandonment of Karkay rental 

power project – Rs.786 million 

According to Rule-2A (a) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules-2013 

regarding sound and prudent management, the business of Public Sector Company is carried out with 

integrity, objectivity, due care and the professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its 

activities.  

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 2020-

21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a transmission line valuing Rs.786 million was constructed 

for evacuating the power from Karkay rental power project, which was later abandoned, rendering the 

transmission line redundant since long. No plan had been envisaged for either utilizing the transmission line 

to some other projects or outsourcing / selling the same to K-Electric which was operating in the area. Hence, 

the investment turned into wastage without reaping any benefits. Moreover, in financial statements the 

expenditure on the said transmission line still appeared as Capital Work in Progress and no impairment was 

being charged.    

Non-adherence to the rules resulted in non-utilization of transmission line valuing Rs.786 

million which became redundant due to abandonment of Karkay rental power project up to the financial 

year 2020-21. 

(Draft Para No. 950/2021-22) 
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3.8.2.3.15 Loss due to non-award of contract within bid validity period –  

Rs.633.85 million 

As per PPRA Rules 26 (3) the procuring agency shall ordinarily be under an obligation to 

process and evaluate the bid within the stipulated bid validity period.  However, under exceptional 

circumstances and for reason to be recorded in writing, if an extension is considered necessary, all those 

who have submitted their bids shall be asked to extend their respective bid validity period.  Such 

extension shall be for not more than the period equal to the period of the original bid validity. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a tender No. NPP-03M-2018 for procurement of 

transmission line material was floated on July 19, 2018. The technical bids were opened on September 

26, 2018 and financial bids on December 21, 2018. The approval of BoD for award of contract to M/s 

Qingdao Qiangli China in Lot-I at a price of US $ 15.75 million was issued by Company Secretary on 

April 04, 2019. However, the contract could not be concluded as the said contractor had refused to extend 

its bid validity period. The second lowest bidder i.e. M/s Nanjing Daji with bid price of US $ 18.48 million 

was approached for price negotiation but it also refused to revise the price. Resultantly, the bidding process 

was scrapped on July 24, 2019.  

During retendering, the 1st lowest bidder of previous bidding i.e. M/s Qingdao Qiangli 

China, again became the 1st lowest bidder but with increased quoted bid price of US $ 19.77 million 

and contract was awarded. Hence, inordinate delay in finalizing the award of contract within the bid 

validity period caused a loss of US$ 4.02 million equivalent to Rs.633.85 million to NTDC due to 

increased bid price from the same contractor in retendering.  

Inefficient procurement process resulted in loss of Rs.633.85 million due to rate increase in 

retendering because of inordinate delay in bid evaluation within bid validity period up to the financial 

year 2020-21. 

(Draft Para No. 951/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.16 Non-replacement of damaged equipment by the supplier – Rs.120.96 million 

As per Clause No.24.2 of Special Conditions of the Contract, “should a loss be sustained 

the supplier shall replace or repair any loss or damage and complete the supplies of goods in accordance 

with the contract as soon as possible after such loss or damage without waiting for the settlement of the 

insurance claim.” 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a contract No.ADB-301D-Lot IV-2019 was signed 

on 14th May 2020 with M/s Translink International Sales Ltd for procurement and supply of three (3) units 

of integrated line insulator washer of 500KV and 200 Transmission lines under ADB Loan No.3677 Pak 

at price of US $ 2.426 million. During supply of goods, one (1) integrated live line washer unit costing 

US $ 0.767 million was damaged. However, after a lapse of considerable period, the supplier did not 

replace the damaged unit. 

Non-adherence to the rules resulted in non-replacement of damaged equipment valuing 

Rs.120.96 million by the supplier up to the financial year 2020-21. 

(Draft Para No. 952/2021-22) 
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3.8.2.3.17 Extra financial cost on account of compensation claim by the contractor due to delay 

in site possession – Rs.130.78 million 

According to Rule-2A (a) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rule 2013 

regarding sound and prudent management the business of the Public Sector Company is carried out with 

integrity, objectivity, due care and the professional skills appropriate to the nature and scale of its 

activities. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a contract agreement No.ADB-72R-2016 (Lot-I) 

for civil works, erection, testing and commissioning at 220KV Lalian substation was signed with M/s 

Transmark Pvt Ltd on October 31, 2016 at price of Rs.360.77 million with completion period of 300 

days up to September 12, 2017. The project was sponsored through foreign funding which lapsed in 

2019. However, the proposed site for Lalian substation was finalized in February, 2021 with lapse of 

almost five years. Resultantly, the contractor raised a compensation claim of Rs.130.78 million due to 

delay in site possession. 

Poor project management resulted in extra financial cost of Rs.130.78 million on account 

of compensation claim by the contractor due to delay in site possession up to the financial year 2020-

21. 

(Draft Para No. 953/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.18 Non-forfeiture of bid securities of the bidders involved in corrupt and fraudulent 

practices / misrepresentation – Rs.142.72 million 

As per Clause IB 19.6. The Bid Securities of the bidder (s) found involved in corrupt and 

fraudulent practices shall be forfeited. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that two (02) bidders participated in bidding process 

with fake / bogus performance certificate / mis-representation of facts, which resulted their non-

responsiveness. Hence, their bid securities amounting to Rs.142.72 million was required to be forfeited 

along with taking other punitive actions in the light of bidding documents but the same was not done. 

The detail is as under:-  

 

Sr. 

No. 

Tender 

No. 

Nature Bidder Value of bid 

security 

Irregularity 

1 NPP-04-M(R)-

2020 

Supply of complete hardware 

strings including pre-RTV 

coated disc insulators for 

500KV double circuit quad 

bundle transmission lines for 

evacuation of power from K-

2/K-3 Nuclear Power Plants 

M/s SiChuanYiBin 

Global Group Co 

 Rs. 50.16 million eqv 

to US$ 300,000/- @ 

1US$=Rs.167.20 

The bidder was declared “Non-

Responsive” due to submission of 

fake / bogus performance 

certificate. 
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2 ADB-201-2018 Procurement of plant, design, 

supply, installation testing 

and commissioning of 

220KV/ transmission lines 

(Lot-IV) 

M/s Netracon-

SEPCC/CWTWC 

(JV) 

Rs. 92.56 million eqv 

to US$ 800,000/- @ 

1US$=Rs.115.70 

Misrepresentation of facts which 

was considered as fraudulent 

practice under clause ITB 3.1 

section-1 of bidding documents. 

 

Non-adherence to the provision of bidding documents resulted in non-forfeiture of bid 

securities of Rs.142.72 million of the bidders involved in corrupt and fraudulent practices / 

misrepresentation up to the financial year 2020-21. 

(Draft Paras No. 954 & 958/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.19 Non-provision of extended warranty by the supplier  

NTDC allowed 3rd party inspection for type test and pre-shipment inspection/FAT subject 

to provision of extended warranty of five (5) years for material delivered under the contract No.70R2-

2019. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a contract agreement No.NOR-70-R2-2019 was 

signed with M/s TBEA Shenyang Transformer Group China for procurement of 07 Nos 250MVA 

220/132/11KV Auto transformers for various 220/132KV substations at a cost of CNY 69.462 million. 

Due to prevalent Covid-19, the management of NTDC approved the request of the supplier for 3rd party 

inspection subject to provision for an extended warranty of five years. However, the contractor supplied 

the material without extended warranty and balance payment was released to him.  

Non-adherence to the provision of contract resulted into  

non-provision of an extended warranty of equipment procured during the financial year 2020-21. 

(Draft Para No. 955/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.20 Inordinate delay in award of contract and deficient bid evaluation highlighted by 

aggrieved bidder 

According to Public Procurement Rules 4, Principles of Procurement, Procuring agencies, 

while engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and 

transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the 

procurement process is efficient and economical. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that technical and financial bids against tender No.ADB-

301A-2018 for procurement of plant-design, supply, installation, testing and commissioning of 500 kV 

transmission line Nokhar S/S- Lahore North S/S- Lahore HVDC switching / converter station were 

opened on November 26, 2018 and July 31, 2019 respectively. The BoD NTDC gave the approval for 

award of contract to M/s NETRACON-DAJI (JV) at bid Price of 7,013.63 million on September 25, 

2019. However, ADB gave     No Objection Letter (NOL) for award of contract to the said bidder on 

March 31, 2021. 
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After publication of evaluation results on April 02, 2021, certain grievances were shown by 

M/s China Electric Power Equipment & Technology. The Grievance Redressal Committee accepted the 

grievances and declared the M/s NETRACON-DAJI (JV) as non-responsive. Resultantly, the 

management issued notification of award / LOA to the next lowest responsive bidder i.e. M/s CET 

China on August 20, 2021 with a delay of almost three years at a price of Rs.7,472.72 million. 

Inefficient bidding process resulted into inordinate delay in award of contract and deficient 

bid evaluation highlighted by aggrieved bidder up to the financial year 2020-21. 

(Draft Para No. 956/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.21 Delay in procurement leading to potential risk of price hike due to non-award of 

contract within bid validity period  

As per PPRA Rules 26 (3) the procuring agency shall ordinarily be under an obligation to 

process and evaluate the bid within the stipulated bid validity period. Moreover, as per PPRA Rule 4 

Procuring agencies, while engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted 

in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and 

the procurement process is efficient and economical. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a tender No.NOR-70M-2020 (Lot-V) for 

procurement of grid station material for 220/132KV Substation Jhampir-II was floated under own 

resources on September 28, 2020. The technical and financial bids were opened on November 03, 2020 

and February 26, 2021 respectively and M/s Pakistan Cable was declared as the sole responsive bidder 

with bid Price of Rs.72.81 million. However, approval for award was given on April 05, 2021, after 

expiry of bid validity date on April 02, 2021. Meanwhile, the sole responsive bidder refused to extend 

its bid validity and tendering process was cancelled eventually. Later on, the retendering was made in 

July 2021, but no bidder participated in the tender. Hence, non-award of contract to the lowest 

responsive bidder within bid validity period not only delayed the procurement but would also caused 

risk of increase in price of material. 

Inefficient bidding process resulted into delay in procurement of material leading to 

potential risk of price hike due to non-award of contract within bid validity period up to the financial 

year 2020-21. 

(Draft Para No. 957/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.22 Non-revision of PC-I(s) for cost overrun / scope changing projects  

According to Para 6.13 of the Manual for Development Projects (Revised 2019) of Ministry 

of Planning, Development and Reform, Government of Pakistan, if the total estimated cost, as 

sanctioned increases by a margin of 15 per cent or more, or if any significant variation in the nature or 

the scope of the project has been made, irrespective of whether or not it involves an increased outlay, 

the approval of ECNEC or competent forum shall be obtained in the same manner as in the case of the 

original scheme without delay. 

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that in following four (04) projects comprising 

Transmission Lines / Grid Stations and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) Phase-3 
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executed under foreign loan / own resources, the cost increased by more than 15% of the approved cost 

in PC-I. In 500 kV Substation Faisalabad West project the scope was also changed. However, the PC-

I(s) were not  revised through Planning Commission. 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Source of 

Funding 
Description of Projects PC-I Cost  

Award Cost 

/ Increased 

cost  

Increase in 

cost  
% Increase  

1 NOR 

Evacuation of Power from 2x1100 MW K-2/K-3 

Nulear Power Plants Near Coastal Area of 

Karachi 

7,501.41 9,115.52 1,200.69 15.17% 

2 ADB 

220 kV Dera Ismail Khan – Zhob 

Transmissionline alongwith 220 kV Zhob 

Substation 

6,878.51 11,278.60 4,400.09 63.97% 

3 JICA 500 kV Substation Faisalabad West 9,379 16,354.05 6,975.05 74.37% 

4 ADB 

Procurement of Plant, Design, Supply, 

Installation, Testing and Commissioning of of 

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

(SCADA) Phase-3 and Revenue Metering 

System (RMS) 

15,168.28 

with 

excalation 

17,784.58 

(17,049.58 + 

PST Rs.735) 

2,616.30 17.25% 

 

Non-adherence to Manual for Development Projects resulted into non-revision of PC-I(s) 

for cost overrun / scope changing projects up to the financial year 2020-21. 

 (Draft Para No. 959/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.23 Inordinate delay in project management right from planning to execution in NTDC  

According to Rule-5(5) of Public Sector Companies Corporate Governance Rules-2013, “the 

Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented at all levels 

within the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of probity and 

propriety; objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders”.  

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that there was entrenched trend of delayed completion 

of almost all projects right from conceptualization in PC-I to procurement process and execution. A 

delayed project ultimately not only led to time and cost overrun but also deprived reaping the envisaged 

financial, economic and technical benefits. A deep drill down analysis suggested that there were 

multifarious factors behind this chronic issue of delay, which could be attributed arguably to the 

following internal as well as external factors. 

Internal Factors:- 

 Lack of SOPs for restricting / setting time lines for preparation of PC-I of the 

projects by the Power Planning Department 

 Lack of timelines for preparation of bidding documents by Design Department 

 Lack of standardized bidding documents for transmission lines / grid stations 

triggers complaints, plethora of pre-bid clarifications and amendments.  

 Use of outdated version of FIDIC Red Book-1987 for construction projects. 
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 Conflict of interest as the Design Department prepares the bidding documents and 

also performs bid evaluation. 

 Lack of SOPs describing the timelines for technical / financial bid evaluation and 

seeking frequent extensions in bid validity period. 

 Ineffective / deficient bid evaluations by Design Department and its review by 

Procurement & Contract Department caused revision / revisiting the bid evaluation 

reports in the wake of development partner’s remarks / review. 

 Lack of dedicated project manager leads to shifting ownership of the project 

management right from preparation of PC-I to arranging of finance, preparation of 

bidding documents, bid evaluations, award of contract and execution of project. 

 Lack of priority planning / mechanism exist in NTDC and projects usually 

prioritized by urgency. 

External Factors:- 

 Non-arrangement of source of financing and acquisition of land before preparation 

of PC-I of the projects 

 Average 02 to 03 months required for approval from Ministry of Finance and State 

Bank for opening of LC, which also determines the effectiveness of contract 

 Right of way problems and litigations associated therewith. 

 Inefficient project / procurement management resulted in inordinate delay in project 

management right from planning to execution in NTDC up to the financial year 2020-21. 

(Draft Para No. 961/2021-22) 

 

3.8.2.3.24 Risk of imposition of penality due to delay in completion of power purchaser 

interconnection works – Rs.3,119.29 million 

According to Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) of Suki Kinari Hydropower Project, if the 

Power Purchaser has not completed, Commissioned and energized the Power Purchaser Interconnection 

Works then it would pay compensation charges under certain heads to the Company (Suki Kinari 

Hydropower Limited (SKH). In the event the Complex is not commissioned on or before the Required 

Commercial Operations Date, then the Company shall pay liquidated damages to the Power Purchaser.  

During the thematic audit of procurement and contract management in NTDC for the F.Y 

2020-21 on test check basis, it came into notice that a PPA was signed with Independent Power Produer 

(IPP) Suki Kinari Hydro Pvt Limited (SKH). As per PPA, SKH had to construct 884 MW hydro-electric 

power generation facility / complex with Scheduled Commercial Operation Date (SCOD) of September 

30, 2022 whereas NTDC was responsible to provide  facility / back feed arrangement for evacualtion of 

power by February 02, 2022 i.e. 240 days prior to SCOD. Consequently, NTDC had awarded a contract 

No. ADB-401A for consturction of transmission line on the December 24, 2020 to M/s China Energy 

Engineering Group, which became effective on April 22, 2021 with scheduled completion date of April 

11, 2023.  

This depicted that the trnasmission line would be completed 12 months later than the SCOD 

agreed in PPA, hence, the NTDC would expose to pay  

Rs. 3,119.29 million equivalent to US $ 19.8 million (US $2.2 million per month) as liquidated damages 

for delayed completion of interconnection facility. Moreover, it was also worth considering that the IPP 

M/s SKH was a China based company and the contractor hired by NTDC for completion of transmission 
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line was also China based i.e. M/s China Energy Engineering Group, hence, it was feared that if the later 

could not complet the transmission line within time then it would have to pay considerabley much less 

LD to NTDC and on the other hand NTDC would have to pay colossal amount on account of LD to IPP.  

Ineffecient project mismanagement would result into risk of imposition of penality of 

Rs.3,119.29 million on account of late completion of power purchaser interconnection works. 

(Draft Para No. 962/2021-22) 

 

3.9 Departmental Responses 

3.9.1 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.1 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that 5-year Procurement Plan was under preparation and would 

be submitted for approval in due course of time. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the reply and directed to 

prepare annual procurement plan as required by PPRA within 30 days. 

 

3.9.2 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.2 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the procedures were being developed for preparation of 

specific performas like PC-IV & V for compliance in future. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to prepare PC-IV 

& V of all the projects executed under approved PC-I for the FY 2020-21 & 2021-22 and submit it to 

Planning Commission within 90 days. 

 

3.9.3 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.3 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that M/S Zoomlion China was mistakenly mentioned as 

Zoomlion Karachi Pakistan. However, withdrawal of NOL by ADB was not because of typographical 

error as the ADB did not accept the contracts executed by M/s Zoomlion China being manufacturer as 

per Clause 2.3.1, Section 3 of Bidding Document.  As per need and demand for cranes, retendering 

process had been initiated. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the reply and directed the 

management to conduct a fact-finding inquiry regarding defective bid evaluation which caused 

withdrawal of NOL by the ADB and non-compliance of BoD directives regarding fixing of 

responsibility within 30 days. 

 

3.9.4 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.4 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the utilization of the said material made it possible for 
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addition of 500/220 KV Auto Transformer Bank (ATB) in record time at Ghatti Grid Station to provide 

relief to system and overcome the load shedding problem in load center of NTDC network. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the reply and directed 

PPMC to conduct an inquiry within 60 days in the light of the lapses highlighted in audit observation. 

 

3.9.5 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.5 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the case was currently pending adjudication before the 

London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA).  

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to conduct 

departmental inquiry in this regard within 90 days. 

 

3.9.6 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.6 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that Board of Directors of NTDC had not delayed any EoT 

claims. The BoD had already described the SoPs for the processing of EoT cases and directed the 

management to prepare a list of all pending EOT claims so that the same could be finalized / processed 

to resolve this matter. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the reply and directed to 

hold an inquiry at Ministry level within 90 days. 

 

3.9.7 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.7 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management explained that item wise position of material would be furnished to 

Audit. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to expedite 

preparation of item wise detail of material along with detailed reply to audit within 15 days. 

 

3.9.8 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.8 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that Suki Kinari project was unique in nature being involved in 

new type of conductor, towers and difficult hilly terrain. Therefore, bidder’s experience for completion of 

380 KV or higher voltage transmission and higher average annual turnover was set as qualification criteria 

by the NESPAK in consultation with the ADB. Audit contented that similar nature project i.e. 500 KV 

Neelum-Jehlum T/L was executed with the prevalent design experience of 220 KV or higher transmission 

line. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to substantiate its 

stance with the contracts executed in the similar terrain. 
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3.9.9 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.9 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that no enlistment/ access to Web based One Custom 

(WEBOC) had been granted to M/s. PKG to date. Audit contended that approval for enlistment of the 

said contractor without competitive bidding was granted by the MD NTDC. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to furnish revised 

reply to Audit within 15 days. 

 

3.9.10 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.10 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the basic purpose of Clause No. 33.3 was to cater for any 

unforeseen contingencies in supply of material. This was included in line with the proposition of 

“Repeat Orders” as per PPRA Rules. In case the advantage of this clause was achieved, there would 

have been no room for variation in quantities in case of any contingency or urgency. Audit contended 

that had the contract clause for variation order been invoked by prudent contract management, loss on 

account of payment of higher cost could have been avoided. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to ensure 

compliance to variation clause in future purchase orders. 

 

3.9.11 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.11  

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that relevant formation of NTDC involved in evaluation 

process of the bids might be asked for clarification of observation regarding contract No. ADB-401A. 

As regards the contract No. WB-04-2019, the JV of China National Technical Import & Export 

Corporation and Shanghai Electric Group Co. Ltd authorized Mr. “Wu Dequan” and the power of 

attorney was signed by the legal representative of respective partners of the joint ventures and signature 

of Mr. Wu Dequan was not appended on it while in contracts No. WB-07E-2020 and WB-08A-2020, 

operational acceptance certificate submitted by the bidder was considered for determination of bidder’s 

experience. 

 Audit contended that since the JV between China National Technical Import & Export 

Corporation and Shanghai Electric Group Co. Ltd was made well before the dead line for submission 

of bid, the power of attorney should have been signed by both members of JV but the same was not 

done. Further, the signature of Principal on the power of attorney was not affixed and the signature of 

“Mr. Wu Dequan” on the power of attorney was mismatching from the signature affixed on bidding 

documents as well as on subsequent correspondences. Further, in contracts WB-07E-2020 and WB-

08A-2020, operational acceptance could not be regarded as successful completion of contract as 

required in the qualification criteria. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the replies of the management 

and directed to conduct inquiry at Ministry level within 90 days in contract No. ADB-401A and at PPMC 

level within 60-90 days in contracts Nos. WB-04-2019, WB-07E-2020 & WB-08A-2020. 
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3.9.12 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.12 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the process of hiring services of the “Design Review and 

Construction Supervision Consultant” was under evaluation, however, already appointed consultants 

i.e. M/s Decon GmBH, Germany had been engaged for “Design Review” services since 20-09-2021. 

Hence, three (03) out of four (04) contracts became effective on or after 20-09-2021. As regard to 

contract’s effectiveness for WB-08B-2020, non-availability of ‘Design Review’ consultant for such a 

shorter period of about one month might not result into applicability of EOT by the relevant contractor. 

Audit contended that non-engagement of exclusive “Design Review and Construction Supervision 

Consultant” well before the effectiveness date of contracts would definitely cause complication at later 

stage. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to get the record 

verified from audit and expedite the process of engaging exclusive “Design Review and Construction 

Supervision Consultant”. 

 

3.9.13 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.13 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the evaluation of bids was completed in time. However, 

ADB took abnormal time in granting final NOL. Audit contended that inordinate time was consumed 

for evaluation of bids and discrepancies in bid evaluation report caused delay in grant of NOL by ADB. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the reply of management and 

directed to conduct inquiry at PPMC level within 60 days. 

 

3.9.14 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.14 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the project could not be capitalized because NTDC possess 

the Power Dispatch License only for 500kV & 220kV Grid Stations and Transmission Lines for Power 

Evacuation whereas the subject Transmission Line is of 132kV. However, NTDC approached the 

authorities of K-Electric to take over the said project. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to pursue the matter 

with K-Electric and submit utilization plan within 90 days. 

 

3.9.15 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.15 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that bid evaluation was carried out timely. However, delay 

occurred due to lengthy process for award of contract. Audit contended that the management failed to 

conclude the award process within the bid validity period which resulted into retendering and loss due 

to award of contract to the same bidder at higher rates. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the reply of management 

and directed to conduct holistic inquiry in the light of contents of audit para at PPMC level within 90 

days 
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3.9.16 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.16 

The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the matter has been taken up with the supplier for repair/ 

replacement of damaged equipment. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to expedite the 

matter. 

 

3.9.17 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.17 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the project was delayed due to delay in land acquisition. 

However, presently land has been acquired and project would be completed soon. Audit contended that 

the project had already been delayed as it was intended to be completed in June, 2013 according to PC-

I. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to ensure timely 

completion of the project. 

 

3.9.18 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.18 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that bid security of Tender NPP-04M(R)-2020 expired before 

establishment of allegations whereas there was no provision of forfeiture of Bid Security due to 

misrepresentation / fraudulent practice in the Bidding Documents for ADB-201-2018.  

 Audit contended that the process for ascertaining the end user certificates should have been 

concluded before expiry of bid security of M/s SiChuanYiBin Global Group Co in order to invoking 

the relevant clause of bidding document. As regards Tender ADB-201-2018, in bid evaluation report 

the bidder was required to be held responsible for misrepresentation of facts which was to be considered 

as fraudulent practice under Clause-ITB-3.1 Section-1 of bidding documents but the same was not done. 

Moreover, non-inclusion of clause for forfeiture of bid security due to fraudulent practice of bidder in 

bidding documents was reflective of non-standardized bidding documents as the same was incorporated 

in the Tender NPP-04M(R)-2020. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to investigate the 

matter and submit inquiry report to Audit within 90 days. 

 

 

 

3.9.19 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.19 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the manufacturer had been asked to provide the warranty 

certificate as per 3rd part Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) conditions and the same would be ensured 

before issuance of acceptance certificate. 
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 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to expedite 

provision of extended warranty from the contractor before release of balance payment. 

 

3.9.20 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.20 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that Bids evaluation / evaluation reports were concluded well 

within a reasonable time, however, issuance of NOL from ADB was delayed. Audit contended that 

inordinate time was consumed for evaluation of bids and discrepancies in bid evaluation report caused 

delay in grant of NOL by ADB. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the reply of management 

and directed to conduct holistic inquiry in the light of contents of audit para at PPMC level within 90 

days. 

 

3.9.21 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.21 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that price bid evaluation report was prepared and sent to GM 

(P&CM) on 04-03-2021 and the said office asked to prepare revised final bid evaluation reports. 

Accordingly, the same was prepared and sent to the office of GM (P&CM) on 22-03-2021. Audit 

contended that management failed to award contract within the bid validity period though the final bid 

evaluation report, stated to have been prepared and sent to GM P&CM on 22.03.2021 which needs to 

be investigated. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 did not agree with the reply of management 

and directed to conduct holistic inquiry in the light of contents of audit para at PPMC level within 90 

days. 

 

 

3.9.22 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.22 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that PC-I of 220 kV Dera Ismail Khan – Zhob Transmission 

line alongwith 220 kV Zhob Substation was under process of revision whereas there was no requirement 

for revision of PC-I for Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) Phase-3 project as Punjab 

Sales Tax (PST) cost was not included in PC-I. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to get clarification 

from the Planning Commission regarding inclusion of PST in PC-I cost and expedite the process of 

revision of PC-I. 

 

3.9.23 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.23 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that in order to address the external factors a separate land 

directorate has been established to tackle the issues of land acquisitions and ROW and to improve the 
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LC opening timelines, the bidder were encouraged to quote in Chinese Yuan (CNY) currency to reserve 

the foreign exchequer of US Dollars. As regards internal factors, SOPs were introduced from time to 

time to improve the working of system and reduce procedural delay. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to apprise the BoD 

for devising the appropriate policies to address the external and internal factors causing inordinate delay 

in project management as pointed out by Audit. 

 

3.9.24 Response to observation No. 3.8.2.3.24 

 The matter was taken up with management in November, 2021 and reported to the Ministry in 

January, 2022. The management replied that the power producer has applied for force majeure and the 

SCOD of the power project was expected to be extended by almost 20 months and the completion of 

transmission line was well before the expected SCOD.   

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 19, 2022 directed the management to apprise the BoD 

about the state of affairs for taking appropriate measure to avoid risk of imposition of penalty. 

 

3.10 Conclusion 

 Keeping in view the state of affairs of procurement and contract management in NTDC, it 

transpires that almost all the projects executed in NTDC had delayed completion. All the procurement 

and contract activities were performed in a reactive manner rather proactively and based on need basis 

rather than based on priority. Lack of procurement plan, standardized bidding documents, open time 

frame for bid evaluations, deficient bid evaluations and retendering and non-adherence to the provisions 

of contract agreements led not only to delayed completion of projects but also caused increase in cost 

of projects. There was no yardstick to gauge post completion financial and technical benefits associated 

with projects because PC-IV & PC-V were not prepared in practice in NTDC. It is imperative that all 

the gray areas of procurement and contract management highlighted in the instant Thematic Audit 

Report with pragmatic recommendations be considered for holistic improvement from conception of 

the projects to their final completion. 

 

3.11 Recommendations 

 Annual procurement plan needs to be prepared for planning all the proposed 

procurements in detail with the objective of realistically determining the 

requirements and announcing it in appropriate manner as required by PPRA. 

 PC-IV & PC-V needs to be prepared and submitted to Planning Commission in 

order to ensure post completion evaluation of the achievements of the objectives 

envisaged in PC-I. 

 Revision of PC-Is for time and cost overrun projects needs to be ensured through 

planning commission. 

 SOPs need to be devised for setting the timelines for technical / financial bid 

evaluations within reasonable time in order to avoid seeking frequent extensions in 

bid validity period from bidder and retendering. 
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 Standardized bidding documents need to be prepared in order to avoid frequent pre 

and post bid clarifications and amendments in bidding documents as well as 

discrimination in evaluation criteria. 

 Bid evaluations need to be made with due diligence in highly professional manner 

in order to avoid subsequent revision of bid evaluation reports significantly in the 

wake of ineffective / deficient bid evaluations pointed out by development partner/ 

aggrieved bidders. 

 The projects need to be prioritized as per urgency, specially those including 

interconnection facilities in order to avoid hefty penalties from IPPs. 

 Extension of time claims of the contractors / suppliers / consultants need to be 

decided within currency of contract in order to avoid financial and contractual 

implications. 

 Comprehensive mechanism needs to be devised by preparation of historical data of 

bidders in order to ascertain authenticity of information / data regarding experience 

and financial strength furnished by bidders. 

 The process for evaluating the mis-representation / fraudulent activities of the 

bidders needs to be concluded within the bid validity period in order to ensure 

forfeiture of their bid securities as well as black listing. 

 Preparation of bidding documents and process of evaluation of bids need to be 

separated in order to avoid conflict of interest. 

 Arrangement of source of financing and acquisition of land need to be ensured 

before approval of PC-I of the projects. 
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Annexure-I 

 

Annexure-A 

REVENUE SHORT FALL IN DISCOS 

 

(Source: PEPCO Data up to June 30, 2021) (Figure Extracted from Dashboard (PITC)) 

 

  

DISCOs  

2020-21 2019-20 

Inc./Dec. 

(%age) Computed 

Billing  

Current 

Collection  
Short Fall %age Recovery  

Computed 

Billing  

Current 

Collection  
Short Fall %age Recovery  

LESCO 426,667 365,969 60,698 85.77 382,306 310,907 71,399 81.32 4.45 

GEPCO 190,363 165,805 24,558 87.10 166,948 135,855 31,093 81.38 5.72 

FESCO 241,627 216,789 24,838 89.72 208,795 180,710 28,085 86.55 3.17 

IESCO 218,354 165,356 52,998 75.73 201,710 151,292 50,418 75 0.72 

MEPCO 272,576 235,544 37,032 86.41 239,410 196,682 42,728 82.15 4.26 

PESCO 176,074 129,165 46,909 73.36 160,485 112,453 48,032 70.07 3.29 

HESCO 70,840 40,764 30,076 57.54 65,357 36,629 28,728 56.04 1.50 

SEPCO 50,092 21,896 28,196 43.71 47,867 20,664 27,203 43.17 0.54 

QESCO 68,357 16,168 52,189 23.65 74,521 14,449 60,072 19.39 4.26 

TESCO 30,183 8,608 21,575 28.52 27,788 5,318 22,470 19.14 9.38 

ALL DISCOs 1,745,133 1,366,064 379,069 78.28 1,575,187 1,164,959 410,228 73.96 4.32 
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Annexure-B 

STATEMENT SHOWING THE DETAILS OF RECOVERY OF SECURITY AND CAPITAL 

COST FROM B-3 CONSUMERS IN RESPECT OF MULTAN CIRCLE FOR THE PERIOD 

2020-21 

S

r

. 

N

o 

Refere

nce No. 

Tar

rif 

S/ 

Lo

ad 

C/ 

Lo

ad 

Di

ff 

Amount of Security (Rs) 

Require

ment 

  

Capit

al 

Cost 

(Rs.)   

 Total 

(Rs.)  
Feed

er 

Cod

e 

No of 

Consu

mers 

Remarks 

Recov

ered 

@ 

Rs.201

0 

Recoverable 

Rate Total 
Differ

ence 

1 

30-

15118-

000430

1 

B-2 
48

0 

50

6 
26 

964,80

0 

2,89

0 

1,462,

340 

497,5

40 

Ind: 

Feeder 

10,00

0,000 

10,49

7,540 

0065

03 
117 

B-3, 

Independent 

Feeder 

2 

27-

15121-

017520

1 

B-2 
46

5 

54

7 
82 

934,65

0 

2,89

0 

1,580,

830 

646,1

80 

Ind: 

Feeder 

10,00

0,000 

10,64

6,180 

0168

21 
2992 

B-3, 

Independent 

Feeder 

3 

27-

15118-

000480

0 

B-2 
49

2 

62

5 

13

3 

988,92

0 

2,89

0 

1,806,

250 

817,3

30 

Ind: 

Feeder 

10,00

0,000 

10,81

7,330 

0065

03 
117 

B-3, 

Independent 

Feeder 

4 

30-

15118-

151570

0 

B-3 
75

0 

99

6 

24

6 
 

2,89

0 

710,9

40 

710,9

40 

Ind: 

Feeder 

10,00

0,000 

10,71

0,940 

0065

03 
117 

Independent 

Feeder 

5 

30-

15118-

151800

2 

B-3 
85

0 

11

66 

31

6 
 

2,89

0 

913,2

40 

913,2

40 

Ind: 

Feeder 

10,00

0,000 

10,91

3,240 

0065

31 
56 

Independent 

Feeder 

Total Amount (Rs) 
53,58

5,230 
   

(Proposed Draft Para No. 185/2021-22)  
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Annexure-B-1 

 

STATEMENT SHOWING THE DETAILS OF RECOVERY OF SECURITY AND FEEDER 

COST FROM INDUSTRIAL  

B-3 CONSUMERS IN RESPECT OF MEPCO FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 2020-21 

 

Sr. 

No. 
Reference No. Consumer Name 

Tariff 

Name 

Load (KW) Security (Rs) 

Feeder 

Cost 

Total 

Amount (Rs) 
Remarks 

 

Sanctioned  
 Connected  Extended Rate Total 

1 27154420009503 
M/S SINCO STEEL RE-

ROLING MILL  
B3(14)T 2,800 2,840 40 2890 115,600 - 115,600 

 

2 30151180007800 MS AL WARIS INDUSTRIES  B3(14)T 749 847 98 2890 283,220 10,000,000 10,283,220 
Ind: 

Feeder 

3 30151950848504 
FAZAL REHMAN FABRICS 

(LTD) WEAVING UNIT 2 
B3(14)T 3,900 4,568 668 2890 1,930,520 - 1,930,520 

 

4 30156120005400 
AHMAD ORIENTAL 

TEXTILE MILL  
B3(14)T 2,000 2,224 224 2890 647,360 10,000,000 10,647,360 

Ind: 

Feeder 

5 30157120304101 

MUHAMMAD ZULFIQAR 

ALI S-O CH.ROSHAN DIN 

NASIR 

B3(14)T 997 1,676 679 2890 1,962,310 10,000,000 11,962,310 Ind: 

Feeder 

6 30159212532501 
FAQIR MUHAMMAD SABIR 

S-0 ELAHI BUX 
B3(14)T 860 952 92 2890 265,880 10,000,000 10,265,880 

Ind: 

Feeder 

7 30159320000100 JAMHOOR TEXTILE MILLS  B3(14)T 2,540 2,884 344 2890 994,160 10,000,000 10,994,160 
Ind: 

Feeder 

8 30159340002503 
M/S AWAIS USAMA PAPER 

MILLS  
B3(14)T 1,426 1,704 278 2890 803,420 - 803,420 

 

9 30159340003201 
MOIZ NAWAB PAPER 

MILLS 
B3(14)T 940 998 58 2890 167,620 10,000,000 10,167,620 

Ind: 

Feeder 

Total (Rs) 7,170,090  60,000,000  67,170,090    

(Proposed Draft Para No. 675/2021-22) 
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Annexure-B-2 

STATEMENT SHOWING THE DETAILS OF MEPCO B-3 CONSUMERS FROM WHOM 

COST OF INDEPENDENT FEEDER WAS NOT RECOVERED FOR THE FY 2020-21 

S

r

. 

N

o

. 

Application 

Reference 

Load (KW) 

Independent 

Feeder Cost 

(Rs) Approx: 

Remarks 
N

o 
Date 

Tar

iff S/L

oad 

Exten

sion 

Run

ning 

1 

6

0

1 

29-06-

2020 
27-15162-0730912 B-3 490 950 950 

                      

40,000,000  

Feeding from Mix Feeder needs 

independent Feeder 

2 

6

0

9 

21-05-

2021 
27-15641-0001702 B-3 580 735 580 

                      

40,000,000  

Feeding from Mix Feeder needs 

independent Feeder 

3 

5

9

8 

05-03-

2020 
27-15118-0004006 B-3 450 850 850 

                      

40,000,000  

Feeding from Mix Feeder needs 

independent Feeder 

4 

6

0

4 

20-10-

2020 
27-15922-2529809 B-3 250 820 250 

                      

40,000,000  

Feeding from Mix Feeder needs 

independent Feeder 

5 

6

1

3 

01-09-

2021 
27-15618-1698403 B-3 493 970 493 

                      

40,000,000  

Feeding from Mix Feeder needs 

independent Feeder 

6 

1

2

2 

18-06-

2020 

M/s Hi-Tech 

Wanda Feeds (Pvt) 

Ltd 

B-3 937     
                      

40,000,000  

Independent Feeder of New 

Connection 

7 

1

2

0 

09-05-

2020 

M/s Jadeed Feeds 

(Pvt) Ltd 
B-3 525     

                      

40,000,000  

Independent Feeder of New 

Connection 

8 

1

1

8 

10-04-

2020 

Asmat & Akram 

Khan Nawar 

Marchant 

B-3 507     
                      

40,000,000  

Independent Feeder of New 

Connection 

9 

1

2

5 

25-11-

2020 

HBK Textile (Pvt) 

Ltd 
B-3 510     

                      

40,000,000  

Independent Feeder of New 

Connection 

1

0 

1

2

6 

25-11-

2020 

Al-Noor 

International 
B-3 510     

                      

40,000,000  

Independent Feeder of New 

Connection 

1

1 

1

2

3 

06-07-

2020 

M/s M.M.C  

Chemical 

Industries 

B-3 650     
                      

40,000,000  

Independent Feeder of New 

Connection 

Total (Rs) 

                    

440,000,000    

(Proposed Draft Para No. 687/2021-22) 
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Annexure-C 

(Proposed Draft Para No. 928/2021-22) 
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Annexure-D 

(Proposed Draft Para No. 748/2021-22) 
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Annexure-D -1 
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Annexure-E 

 

(Proposed Draft Para No. 322/2021-22) 
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DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (RAILWAYS) 

Chapter - 1 Public Financial Management Issues 

Financial Advisor & Chief Accounts Officer, Pakistan Railways 

Significant paras emerging form the management Letter as results of Certification Audit 

were taken as Financial Management issues. These have been issued to Secretary / Chairman 

MoR, Islamabad and Financial Advisor & Chief Accounts Officer, Pakistan Railways, Lahore. 

1.1 Audit Paras 

1.1.1 Overvalued Fixed Assets due to non-recording of depreciation expense 

Para 377 of Pakistan Government Railways Code for the Accounts Department 

provides that losses or deficiencies should be recorded in the books of account in accordance 

with the Chart of Accounts. If any transactions under these categories are recorded under a 

respective head, the losses relating thereto should be written off under respective head also. 

Moreover, the objective of IAS 16 is to prescribe the accounting treatment for property, plant, 

and equipment. The principal issues are the recognition of assets, the determination of their 

carrying amounts, and the depreciation charges & impairment losses to be recognized in 

relation to them. As per Para 3.2.7 of Self-Accounting Entities, Statement of Fixed Assets will 

provide the following details: 

 Owner Division/Departments 

 Assets Categories 

 Cost at the beginning of reporting period (for each category)  

 Additions during the reporting period (at cost) 

 Disposal during the period (at cost) 

 Cost at end of reporting period (for each category) 

Moreover, the Para 3.2.7.2 of Self-Accounting Entities states that the statement will be 

based on information supplied by the Division/Departments on a specified form (from their 

Fixed Assets Register” as set out in chapter 13 of APPM) before the 7th of each month. The 

form supplied by the Division/Departments shall be signed by the Principal Accounting Officer 

of each concerned Division/Departments. 

During review of the Commercial Accounts of the Pakistan Railways as on 30th June, 

2021 and respective notes thereon, it was observed that all fixed assets in the balance sheet 

were shown at their original/historic cost instead of depreciated cost. Furthermore, if any asset 

was disposed-off by sale, obsolescence or damaged due to accidents or any other contingency, 

its value was not deducted from the total assets appearing in the Balance Sheet. As the entity 

was not charging depreciation on fixed assets and proper record of assets was not being 

maintained over the system, assets were being overstated.  

The matter was taken up with the management and was also discussed in DAC meeting 

held on 26.11.2021. DAC was informed that the audit observation was correct and valid. DAC 

directed to resolve the issue at appropriate level. Audit recommends that management should 

promptly finalize the mechanism for assessing depreciation, loss of assets, disposal and 

revaluation of assets and formulation of accounting policy to incorporate changes in the 

accounts. 
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1.1.2 Non-recording of accrued liability on account of interest and exchange risk 

premium on foreign loan – Rs 4.11 Billion  

International Accounting Standard 1.15 provides that the financial statements must 

present fairly the financial position, financial performance and cash flows of an entity. Fair 

presentation requires the faithful representation of the effects of transactions, other events, and 

conditions in accordance with the definitions and recognition criteria for assets, liabilities, 

income and expenses set out in the framework. Economic Affair Division after taking foreign 

loans from donor agencies re-lends these to Pakistan Railways at 8% interest rate and 6% 

exchange risk premium.  Further, as per Para 5.3.3.3 of Self-Accounting Entities, liabilities will 

be recognized on cash or on a committed basis, with the commitment or expense being made 

against the appropriation given for that expenditure. 

Contrary to the above Audit observed that closing balances of foreign loans and credits 

under heads of PSDP grant and Replacement/Improvement account did not include the amount 

of interest and exchange risk premium at the rate of 8% and 6% respectively accrued as on 30th 

June, 2021 amounting to Rs 4.110 Billion as given in table below. Balances were reflected in 

the accounts using principal amount in Pak rupees instead of foreign currency. This resulted in 

inadequate disclosure of liability on account of principal amount and interest on foreign loans. 

Further, it was observed that during the year no payment on account of interest or exchange 

risk premium was made which depicts that it has been accrued but not disclosed in financial 

statements. 

Statement showing the calculations of Total Interest and Exchange Risk premium 
(Rs in Billion) 

Description Amount 

of 

Foreign 

Loan 

Rate of 

interest/ 

exchange risk 

premium 

Amount of 

interest/ exchange 

risk premium 

Foreign loan/credits on Capital 

Account (A) 

26.17 8% 2.35 

Foreign loan/credits on 

Replacement/ Improvement 

Account (B) 

3.17 6% 1.76 

Total 29.31  4.11 

The matter was taken up with the management and was also discussed in DAC meeting 

held on 26.11.2021. DAC directed Member finance to carry out reconciliation with Economic 

Affairs Division and submit a detailed report to PAO/DAC at the earliest. It was further directed 

that tenure of the debt must also be reflected in notes to the financial statements. Audit 

recommends that to take corrective measures by carrying out reconciliation with the figures 

appearing in the books of Ministry of Railways and Economic Affair Division to set-right the 

financial statements of Pakistan Railways. Besides, disclosure of foreign loans be made in 

foreign currency to present fair picture of financial statements. 

1.1.3 Inadequate disclosure and non-segregation of repayment of foreign loans 

appearing in balance sheet. 

In terms of Sl. No.11 of “duties and responsibility” issued by MoR, the DG Planning is 

responsible for lining of Aids/ Loans with Donor Agencies through Economic Affairs, Finance 

Division and their monitoring. 
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During the Certification Audit of Financial Statements, it was observed that an amount 

of Rs 29.350 Billion was being depicted in balance sheet as on 30th June, 2021 on account of 

long-term liability of foreign loans. However, nor these loans were segregated into each 

category/ component neither the presentation of the foreign loan was adequate. Moreover, the 

information relating to retirement of foreign loans, repayment terms and interest rates was also 

not presented in account.  

The matter was taken up with the management and was also discussed in DAC meeting 

held on 26.11.2021. DAC directed the Member finance to carry out reconciliation with 

Economic Affairs Division and submit a detailed report to the PAO/ DAC at the earliest. It was 

further directed that the tenure of the debt must also be reflected in the notes to the financial 

statements. 

Audit recommends to carryout prompt reconciliation with Economic Affair Division 

with a view to segregate loan-wise liability of Pakistan Railways and allocates budgetary 

provisions for its re-payment. 

1.1.4 Wrong booking and misstatement of interest receivable on Provident Fund not 

accepted by Finance Division – Rs 15.64 Billion 

As per Para 316 of Pakistan Government Railway Code for the Accounts Department, 

the amounts due to Pakistan Railways for services rendered, supplies made, or for any other 

reason, are correctly and promptly assessed and recovered as soon as they fall due, that all 

receipts are properly brought into account and that all receipts are correctly classified. 

Moreover, International Accounting Standard 1.15 provides that the financial statements must 

“present fairly” the financial position, financial performance and cash flows of an entity. Fair 

presentation requires the faithful representation of the effects of transactions, other events, and 

conditions in accordance with the definitions and recognition criteria for assets, liabilities, 

income and expenses set out in the framework. 

During the course of audit, it was observed that an amount of Rs 15.64 Billion was 

shown as receivable from Federal Government on account of interest charged on Provident 

Fund on the balance held by Federal Government after separation of account from Federal 

Government during 1971. This amount was appearing as Current Assets in the Balance Sheet 

of Pakistan Railways as on 30th June, 2021 against note No. 16(1). However, Finance Division 

vide its letter No. F 4 (6) CF. 11/97 Part 1411 dated 15th September, 2006 did not agree with 

the above referred liability towards Pakistan Railways. This issue relates to accounting policy 

of PR and was being raised since last one decade but the management has not taken any 

measure for its resolution. Moreover, it was decided in the clearing house meeting held in 

December, 2017 that an amount of Rs 1.5 Billion would be allocated each year under revenue 

grant to amortize the balance in subsequent years; however, no provision of fund has been 

made in budget for the FY 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management and was also discussed in DAC meeting 

held on 26.11.2021. DAC took serious view for not keeping the amount of Provident Fund 

deducted from the salaries of employees in a separate head of account. 

Audit recommends that the balance sheet should be corrected and presented fairly. 

1.1.5 Non-adjustment of Suspense Balances – Rs 10.03 Billion 
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As per Para 1601 of Pakistan Government Railway Code for the Accounts Department 

(Part-I) every balance should be proved each month as far as possible, i.e. it should be 

compared and reconciled with other parts of the accounts where the figures appear, and it 

should be seen that the total is supported by details, and that the items are current and efficient. 

The proof of the balances at the end of each financial year must be completed. Further Para 

1122 of said code provides that the various subsidiary registers should be totaled up, and 

reconciled with the General Books before the closing of next month’s Accounts. Further, there 

is no provision of suspense adjustments/balances in code for Self-Accounting Entities. 

During Certification Audit, it was observed that three suspense accounts were 

appearing in balance sheet where balances under revenue grant were accumulating 

unnecessarily and showing increasing trend since 2010-11. The total suspense balance 

(Revenue) is showing an increasing trend for the last many years. In the year 2010-11 this 

amount was Rs 3.26 Billion, which rose to Rs 9.08 Billion (178%) in 2020-21. The balance in 

workshop manufacturing suspense represents unadjusted revenue expenditure which may 

result in increase of working expenses, if adjusted. Similarly, an amount of Rs 947.89 million 

was also kept against suspense balances under Capital grant during the year as detailed in 

Annexure-A. 

The matter was taken up with the management and was also discussed in DAC meeting 

held on 26.11.2021. DAC directed to constitute an inquiry committee comprising Dy.CAO/ 

Coord & SAO/ Stores for non-adjustment of Suspense Balances and submit report to Ministry 

of Railways and Audit within two weeks. 

Audit recommends providing statement of actual balances of stores in hand at the end 

of each financial year duly certified by FA&CAO in line with rule 3001 and 3008 of Stores 

Code. 

1.1.6 Accumulation and non-adjustment of suspense balances under utilities on account 

of revenue and Capital/ PSDP – Rs 6.00 Billion  

As per Para 1601 of Pakistan Government Railway Code for the Accounts Department 

(Part-I) every balance should be proved each month as far as possible, i.e. it should be 

compared and reconciled with other parts of the accounts where the figures appear, and it 

should be seen that the total is supported by details, and that the items are current and efficient. 

The proof of the balances at the end of each financial year must be complete.  Furthermore, 

section-16.4.2.1 of Accounting Policies and Procedure Manual stipulates that the suspense 

account should be cleared on monthly basis. There is no provision of suspense 

adjustments/balances in code for Self-Accounting Entities. 

During the course of audit, it was observed that advances against local purchases Rs 

1.61 Billion were not being adjusted regularly. Similarly, Pakistan Railways paid utilities bills 

like electricity, Sui gas and others to its service providers and subsequently recover the amount 

partially from domestic consumer. The amount paid to utility providers was much higher than 

actually recovered from domestic consumers. Resultantly, PR is suffering losses on account of 

less recovery/adjustment of advances for local purchase and utility charges. Further, an amount 

of Rs 4.39 Billion on account of Capital suspense was being shown under the head Purchases 

remained unadjusted. The amount is shown under prepayments and advances on assets side of 

balance sheet which has not been adjusted over the years as detailed in Annexure-B. 
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The matter was taken up with the management and was also discussed in DAC meeting 

held on 26.11.2021. DAC took serious view of accumulation and non-adjustment of suspense 

balances under utilities on account of Revenue and Capital/PSDP. DAC directed CEO/Sr. 

General Manager to constitute an inquiry committee to probe the matter suggesting corrective 

measures to avoid recurrence of such instances in future and submit report to DAC as well as 

to Audit within 45 days preferably before next DAC. 

Audit recommends that suspense should be reviewed regularly as required under 

chapter XVI of Pakistan Railways Accounts Code Part-I and meaningful efforts be made for 

prompt adjustment and recovery of amounts held under the suspense head and to clear this 

amount on monthly basis and finally at year end.  

1.1.7 Overstatement of Assets and Liabilities due to double booking of Federal 

Government Investment on Replacement Account – Rs 3.40 Billion  

International Accounting Standard 1.15 provides that the financial statements must 

“present fairly” the financial position, financial performance and cash flows of an entity. Fair 

presentation requires the faithful representation of the effects of transactions, other events, and 

conditions in accordance with the definitions and recognition criteria for assets, liabilities, 

income and expenses set out in the framework. 

Review of financial statements as at 30th June, 2021 revealed that Federal Government 

investment on Replacement Account amounting to Rs 3.40 Billion was being booked under 

Depreciation Reserve Fund (DRF) on Liability side of Balance Sheet. This amount was first 

booked under the head “Investment by Government” and then again booked under 

Depreciation Reserve Fund. Audit disagrees with this practice of double booking because it 

leads to overstatement of assets and DRF. Accumulative effect of this wrong accounting 

treatment over a period of more than 30 years had overstated liabilities of PR to Rs. 36.865 

Billion. On the other hand, Deferred Assets presented in Balance Sheet was just a contra 

account and was created to offset the wrong accounting treatment of Federal Government 

Investment under the head Depreciation Reserve Fund. The amount under this head also 

increased by Rs 3.40 Billion during the year. Due to wrong accounting treatment the amount 

has accumulated to Rs 138.65 Billion as at 30th June, 2021. This practice is against the 

reporting standards. 

The matter was taken up with the management and was also discussed in DAC meeting 

held on 26.11.2021. DAC directed the P.O to provide proper justification satisfying Audit in 

support of reply. 

Audit recommends in the light of management response that the PSDP grant should not 

be bifurcated into Capital and DRF. Crediting DRF account with FG investment on 

replacement account should be dispensed with. Entire PSDP grant should be used for 

procurement, acquisition, addition and replacement of Railway assets because both Capital and 

DRF are now part of PSDP grant. Expenditure should be booked to fixed assets under relevant 

heads of account. However, management may seek formal approval of this treatment from the 

CGA in line with provisions of section 5(a) of CGA ordinance 2001. 

1.1.8 Faulty recording of bills receivables resulting in overstatement of Rs 198 million 

Para 316 (a) of Pakistan Government Railway Code for the Accounts Department 

provides that the amounts due to Pakistan Railways for services rendered, supplies made, or 
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for any other reason, are correctly and promptly assessed and recovered as soon as they fall 

due. Further, Para 4.3.3.1 of the Accounting Code for Self-Accounting Entities stipulates that 

all revenue receipts will be accounted for on cash received basis. 

As per resolution No. 4/2016 dated 22.06.2016 the PAO desired that RAILCOP should 

pay Rs 300 million as dividend to Pakistan Railways. Based on this proposal an amount of Rs 

300 million was booked as receivable on commitment basis unjustifiably. Subsequently the 

company declared and paid only Rs 102 million to PR on 18.11.2016 and remaining amount 

of Rs 198 million was not declared by BoD of RAILCOP. Therefore, reflection of Rs 198 

million as Receivable in PR accounts was unjustified and incorrect. This resulted in 

overstatement of Bills receivables for the year 2020-21. Further, no efforts appeared to have 

been made by PR management for clearance of huge bills receivables valuing Rs 4.93 Billion. 

The matter was taken up with the management and was also discussed in DAC meeting 

held on 26.11.2021. DAC directed the Railway management to write a letter to MD/RAILCOP 

for payment of Rs.300 million as dividend to Pakistan Railways and Accounts Department 

should segregate receivables from WAPDA and effort be expedited for its recovery. DAC 

further directed to P.O that connecting documentary evidence be provided to Audit. 

Audit recommends that the amount was incorrectly shown as “Bills Receivables” on 

the basis of vague and unspecific commitment of the company. This position is further 

corroborated from the fact that no liability was created by the company (RAILCOP) in its 

financial years right from 2015-16 to 2018-19. Further, the statement of recovery of Rs 113 

million from RAILCOP on account of dividend is also not correct. In fact, Rs 13 million were 

recovered on account of service contribution and other liabilities payable by railways as per 

agreement.  

1.1.9 Excess expenditure against allocated budget at accounting unit level - Rs 7.37 

Billion 

Para 320 of Pakistan Government Railway code for the accounts department provides 

that all claims against Pakistan Railways should be scrutinized with a view to see that it is 

covered by the grant at the disposal of the officer incurring it or by funds re-appropriated by 

competent authority for the purpose and the charges are correctly classified. 

During certification audit certain instances of weak budgetary controls were observed 

at divisional level under the heads Employees Related Expenses, Operating expenses and 

Repair and Maintenance. The excess expenditure booked in financial review was Rs 7.37 

Billion which resulted in net overall excess expenses of Rs 752.06 million were incurred under 

these objects of accounts over and above the budget allotment for the year 2020-21. This 

resulted in excess expenditure due to weak budgetary controls as detailed in Annexure-C. 

The matter was taken up with the management and was also discussed in DAC meeting 

held on 26.11.2021. DAC kept the para pending. However, directed PO that detail of 

expenditure against allocated budget be provided to Audit within two weeks and explanation 

be sought from the relevant unit for non-segregation of PSDP budget under detailed objects of 

accounts. 

Audit recommends strengthening the financial and budgetary controls. 

1.1.10 Unauthorized expenditure without budget allotment – Rs 312.56 million 
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Para 429 of State Railway General Code provides that no expenditure shall be incurred 

by an authority without the allotment of necessary funds. In exceptional cases, where 

expenditure is authorized in anticipation of the allotment of funds, or in excess of the existing 

provision, the authorization should be followed as soon as possible by a formal allotment of 

funds to the extent required. 

During certification audit of financial statements of Pakistan Railways, it was observed 

that expenditure of Rs 312.56 million was incurred without budget allotment for the Financial 

Year 2020-21. The expenditure pertained to different heads of account as detailed in 

Annexure-D. 

The matter was taken up with the management and was also discussed in DAC meeting 

held on 26.11.2021. DAC directed the P.O that reconciliation of figures in financial statements 

be made to avoid such anomalies in future and reconciliation statement be shared with Audit 

within two weeks. 

Audit recommends that the expenditure should be incurred from relevant head of 

accounts. Responsibility for incurring of expenditure without budget allotment in relevant 

heads of account be fixed under intimation to audit. Moreover, the DAC directive regarding 

reconciliation of figures be complied with under intimation to Audit. 

1.1.11 Misclassification of expenditure under different head of accounts - Rs 165.94 

million 

Para 1455 of State Railway General Code provides that the correct head of Chart of 

Accounts should be recorded on each voucher by the drawing officer. This head of account 

should also show whether the expenditure is Charged or Other than Charged and should 

mention the Fund from which payment are being made. 

During the course of Certification Audit at accounting unit level, it was observed that 

an expenditure of Rs 165.94 million was booked under irrelevant head of accounts in violation 

of codal provisions. The misclassification of expenditure was made under revenue expenditure 

from one head to another within the revenue grant as detailed in Annexure-E. 

The matter was taken up with the management and was also discussed in DAC meeting 

held on 26.11.2021. DAC directed the P.O that reconciliation of figures in financial statements 

be made to avoid such anomalies in future and reconciliation statement be shared with Audit 

within two weeks.  

Audit therefore, recommends that the matter be probed for fixing responsibility of 

misclassification. 
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Chapter 2 Pakistan Railways 

2.1  A) Introduction 

Pakistan Railways is a state enterprise with a mission “to provide a competitive, safe, 

reliable, market oriented, efficient and environment friendly mode of transport”. It is managed 

by the Railway Board. The Secretary, Ministry of Railways is the Principal Accounting Officer 

and also ex-officio Chairperson of the Railway Board. The affairs of Pakistan Railways are 

administered by the CEO/Senior General Manager assisted by the GM/Manufacturing and 

GM/Welfare and Special Initiatives alongwith other functionaries 

The core functions of Railway operations is administered by the Chief Executive 

Officer/Senior General Manager, who is assisted by three Additional General Managers in 

Infrastructure, Mechanical and Traffic units besides the Principal Officers of respective 

departments. There are seven operational divisions viz Peshawar, Rawalpindi, Lahore, Multan, 

Sukkur, Karachi, Quetta and one Workshop Division at Mughalpura Lahore. Each division is 

administered by a Divisional Superintendent (DS). The Divisional Superintendent is assisted 

by Divisional Officers in their respective fields. The fields include Civil, Mechanical, 

Electrical, Signal, Telecom Engineering, Traffic, Commercial and Personnel. Likewise, 

manufacturing unit is headed by the General Manager/ M&S who is assisted by 

MD/Locomotive Factory Risalpur, MD/Carriage Factory Islamabad and MD/Concrete Sleeper 

Factory Lahore.   

The welfare activities of Pakistan Railways are administered by the GM/Welfare and 

Special Initiatives (W & SI), who is assisted by Director General/Pakistan Railway Academy 

Walton, Director Education and Chief Health & Medical Officer. 

The administrative head of the Railway Accounts Department is Member Finance in 

the Railway Board who is assisted by three Financial Advisors & Chief Accounts Officers. 

Moreover, there is a Chief Internal Auditor who heads the Internal Audit Wing and reports 

directly to the Principal Accounting Officer.  

Pakistan Railways Advisory & Consultancy Services (PRACS), Railway Constructions 

Pakistan Limited (RAILCOP), Pakistan Railway Freight Transport Company (PRFTC) and 

Karachi Urban Transport Corporation (KUTC) are subsidiaries of PR. Each company is headed 

by a Managing Director. PRACS was established in 1976 as a public limited company. Its main 

objectives are to prepare the feasibility reports for new Railway lines and render technical 

assistance in connection with the designing, modernization and maintenance of Railway 

installations, workshops, bridges and rolling stock. Presently, its main activities are sale of 

Railway tickets and managing certain trains on joint venture basis. RAILCOP was established 

in 1980 as a public limited company. Its main objective is to develop and upgrade Railway 

infrastructure.  

PRFTC (Pakistan Railway Freight Transport Company) was established on 8th January, 

2015 with the objective to explore avenues of public private partnership and to enter into joint 

venture with private entities, domestic as well as international, for procurement of rolling stock 

(locomotives & hoppers wagons) or to bring in any other private investment in Railway system 

as and when required.  

B) Comments on Budget & Accounts 
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Pakistan Railways prepares Appropriation Accounts and Commercial Accounts. In 

Appropriation Accounts the revenue and capital grants are presented while in commercial 

accounts the Financial Statements are presented. The comments on appropriation and 

commercial accounts are given hereunder: 

2.1.1 Comparison of Allocated Budget with Actual Expenditure Financial Year 2020-

21 
(Rs in million) 

Items 
Original 

Allocation  

Supplementary 

Allocation Final 

Allocation 

Actual 

Expenditure  

Variation 

(Surrender) 
Excess/ 

(Saving) 
%age 

Grant No. 134 Revenue Expenditure 

Voted 

(Revenue) 
99,350.00 4,350.00 95,000.00 95,551.86 551.86 0.58% 

Charged 800.00 300.00 500.00 418.56 (81.44) (16.29)% 

Total 100,150.00 4,650.00 95,500.00 95,970.42 470.42 0.49% 

Grant No.191 Capital Outlay on Pakistan Railways 

Voted 

(Capital) 
24,000.00 13,179.14 10,820.86 8,599.38 (2,221.48) (20.53%) 

Charged 0 0 0 0 0  

Total 24,000.00 12,630.14 10,820.86 8,599.38 (2,221.48) (20.53%) 

G. Total 124,150.00 17,280.14 106,320.86 104,569.80 (1751.06) (1.65%) 

The comparison between allocated budget and actual expenditure clearly showed that 

the actual expenditure incurred under “voted” portion of Revenue Grant was more than the 

final allocation and there was 0.58% excess of Rs.551.86 million. The expenditure incurred 

under “Charged” portion amounting to Rs. 418.56 million and there was 16.29% saving of Rs 

81.44 million even though liability on account of interest on overdraft and foreign loans was 

outstanding. The overall excess under both heads of Revenue Grant was 0.49%. 

The actual expenditure of Capital outlay on Pakistan Railways under Capital head was 

less than the final allocation which resulted in saving of Rs 2.22 Billion i.e. 20.53%. This state 

of affairs indicates failure on the part of management for not incurring the expenditure 

according to the allocated budget. 

2.1.2 Last 03 Years Comparative Analysis of Accounts of PR 

Para 4.3.3.1 of the Accounting Code for Self - Accounting Entities stipulates that all 

revenue receipts will be accounted for on cash received basis whereas Pakistan Railways 

recognizes its earning on accrual basis, and all expenses on cash basis. 

Profit & Loss Account: 

(Rs in million) 

Particulars 2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 

Variation 

% Increase 

(Decrease) 

1 2 3 4 5 (2-3) 6 

Gross Earnings 48,648.81 47,583.69 54,507.93 1,065.12 2.24% 

Total Working Expenses 95,465.23 96,964.96 86,486.77 (1,499.73) (1.55%) 

Operating Surplus/ Loss (46,816.42) (49,381.27) (31,978.84) 2,564.85 (5.19%) 

Interest on Debt (418.56) (775.44) (796.43) 356.88 (46.02%) 

Miscellaneous Receipts 2.86 4.30 5.99 (1.44) (33.49%) 

Net Profit / (Loss) (47,232.13) (50,152.41) (32,769.28) 2,920.28 (5.82%) 
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The profit & loss account indicated that: 

i) Total operational working expenses amounting to Rs 95.46 Billion were much higher than 

the gross earnings of Rs 48.64 Billion. The difference between working expenses and gross 

earnings was quite high which resulted in operational loss of Rs 46.81 Billion. This indicated 

that Railway administration could not achieve the target of zero operating deficits. 

ii) Interest on overdraft was paid by the management of Pakistan Railways amounting to Rs. 

418.56 million which represents decrease of 46.02% over the previous year. 

iii)  Pakistan Railways suffered a net loss of Rs. 47.23 Billion. To cover the loss, Federal 

Government provided Grant-in-Aid amounting to Rs 47.50 Billion. 

iv) There was a decrease of 5.82% in net loss of Pakistan Railways as compared to the previous 

Financial Year. 
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Balance Sheet: 

(Rs in million) 

Particulars 2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 

Variation 

Increase/ 

(Decrease) 
% 

1 2 3 4 5 (2-3) 6 

Liabilities 

Capital & Net Worth 237,916.56 230,110.48 221,094.35 7,806.08 3.39% 

Revenue Reserves 58,410.06 59,100.42 64,127.56 (690.36) (1.17%) 

Long Term 

Liabilities 
75,804.81 75,792.35 73,538.23 12.46 0.02% 

Current Liabilities 19,349.69 20,301.24 18,724.05 (951.55) (4.69%) 

Total Liabilities & 

Capital 
391,481.12 385,304.49 377,484.19 6,176.63 1.60% 

Assets 

Fixed Assets 175,630.74 171,391.45 165,130.47 4,239.29 2.47% 

Deferred Assets 142,056.51 138,654.65 135,996.79 3,401.86 2.45% 

Current Assets 73,793.87 75,258.39 76,356.93 (1,464.52) (1.95%) 

Total Assets 391,481.12 385,304.49 377,484.19 6,176.63 1.60% 

The figures in balance sheet were reflective of the following discrepancies: 

i) Capital & Net Worth increased by Rs 7.806 Billion i.e. 3.39% over the preceding year. The 

increase was due to booking of investment amount made by the Federal Government 

through cash release for development programs which was provided in addition to Grant-

in-Aid. 

ii) Revenue Reserves decreased by Rs 690.36 million i.e. 1.17% over the preceding year. The 

decrease was due to booking of excess amount of Grant-in-Aid by Federal Government to 

meet operational shortfall and increase in net loss. 

iii)  Fixed Assets increased by Rs 4.239 Billion i.e. 2.47% over the preceding year. The increase 

was due to booking of Federal Government Investment on Capital Account.  

iv) Deferred Assets increased by Rs 3.401 Billion i.e. 2.45% over the preceding year. The 

increase was due to wrong booking of Federal Government Investment on Replacement 

Account under depreciation reserve fund and under head, “Deferred Assets”. 
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2.1.3 Comments on the Financial Statement of PRACS, KCR, RAILCOP and PRFTC 

The annual accounts/Financial Statements of Pakistan Railway Advisory and 

Consultancy Services Limited, Karachi Circular Railways, Railway Constructions Pakistan 

Limited and Pakistan Railway Freight Transport Company Limited for the year of 2020-21 

have not been audited/ verified by the commercial auditors. Hence accounts for the FY 2020-

21 pertaining to these companies were not provided to Audit. Therefore, no comments could 

be offered. 

2.2 Audit Profile of Pakistan Railways 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. # Description 
Total 

Nos. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited 

FY 2020-21 

Revenue/ 

Receipts 

audited 

FY 2021-21 

1 Formations 29 *26 75,441 37,989 

2 

Assignment 

Accounts SDAs Etc. 

(excluding FAP) 

- - - - 

3 

Authorities/Autonom

ous Bodies etc under 

the PAO 

- - - - 

4 
Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 
- - - - 

* Audit of remaining 3 formations and 01 special study is under progress of Phase-II and will be completed by 

May-2022. 
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2.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs 57.71 Billion were raised in this report during the 

current audit of Pakistan Railways and its subsidiary companies. This amount also includes 

recoveries of Rs 28.55 million pointed out during 2020-21. Summary of the audit observations 

classified by nature is as under: - 

(Rs in million) 

Sr # Classification Amount 

1. Fraud / Misappropriation of Government money 464.87 

2. Issues in Land Management 30,121.11 

3. Issues in Civil Works 644.89 

4. Procurement Management Issues 1453.515 

5. Issues in Inventory and Store Management 2,326.14 

6. Governance and Administrative mis-management 8,524.98 

7. Management of Account in commercial banks 50.40 

8. Governance issues in PSDP and Development of Infrastructure 2,660.10 

9. Issues in Railway Track and rolling stock 1,003.88 

10 Financial mismanagement issues 10,148.26 

11. Issues in Revenue Management 313.84 

Total 57,711.985 
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2.4 Brief Comments on the Status of Compliance with PAC directives 

S. # Audit Year Total 

Paras 

Total No. of 

Actionable 

Points 

Compliance 

received 

Compliance 

not received 

%age of  

Compliance 

1 1985-86 34 34 23 11 68 

2 1986-87 29 29 25 04 86 

3 1987-88 31 31 19 12 61 

4 1988-89 19 19 10 09 53 

5 1989-90 41 41 28 13 68 

6 1990-91 42 42 38 04 90 

7 1991-92 36 36 24 12 67 

8 1992-93 99 13 04 09 31 

9 1993-94 67 67 49 18 73 

10 1994-95 123 123 79 44 64 

11 1995-96 153 21 13 08 62 

12 1996-97 65 05 0 5 0 

13 1997-98 56 07 07 0 100 

14 1998-99 50 28 03 25 11 

15 1999-2000 58 56 33 23 59 

16 2000-01 48 48 29 19 60 

17 2001-02 28 28 11 17 39 

18 2003-04 24  11 03 08 27 

19 2004-05 22 22 17 05 77 

20 2005-06(A) 46 46 31 15 67 

21 2006-07 34 34 16 18 47 

22 2007-08 68 29 07 22 24 

23 2008-09 101 101 45 56 45 

24 2009-10 151 08 01 07 13 

25 2010-11 88 11 0 11 0 

26 2013-14 59 02 0 02 0 

27 2015-16* 84 13 0 13 0 

28 2017-18 70 08 0 8 0 

29 2018-19 79 4 0 4 0 

30 2019-20 114 9 0 9 0 

 The pace of compliance of PAC directives is very slow which needs to be improved. 
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2.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Fraud and Serious Irregularities  

2.5.1 Fraudulent payment without execution of works – Rs 207.61 million 

Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that means should be devised 

to ensure that every Railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held personally 

responsible for any loss sustained through fraud or negligence on his part.  

During audit of the Project Director, Rehabilitation of Flood Damages in November 

2021, it was observed that Railway management paid an amount of Rs 207.61 million to the 

contractors without execution of work and supply of material as detailed below: 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. # DP # Description Location Amount 

1 11631 Fabrication and 

erection of bridge 

Sibbi-Khost Section 108.15 

2 11632 Non supply of ballast Sibbi-Hurnai-Khost Section. 75.98 

3 11633 Five different types of 

civil works. 

Texila- Peshawar, Sarghoda- 

Kundian, Kundian-Attock & 

Khushab-Kundian Sections. 

23.48 

Total 207.61 

This resulted in fraudulent payment of Rs 207.61 million without execution of work 

and supply of material. The matter of recovery and legal action on account of fraudulent 

payment was taken up by the PD office but process remained irresolute. This depicts negligence 

and weak financial management control on the part of Railway management.  

The matter was taken up with the management in November 2021. Paras could not be 

discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of 

replies in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that the matter be investigated to fix responsibility for fraudulent 

payment. Action be taken against those responsible besides the recovery of the amount 

involved or completion of the work.  Audit also recommends that the criminal proceedings 

against the culprits be perused vigorously under intimation to Audit. 
 

2.5.2  Misappropriation of Miscellaneous Advances – Rs 11.40 million 

According to Ministry of Railways letter No. MOR/Payment/Cash 

Payments/DCP/4/2019 dated 02.05.2019, miscellaneous advances drawn for local purchases 

shall be got adjusted within three days. 

 During audit of 06 different formations, it was observed that an amount of Rs 11.40 

million was drawn by the executive for local purchases from 2019-20 to 2020-21 but 

vouchers/cash memos for the said purchases were not furnished to the accounts offices for 

financial reconciliation and adjustment. The retention of cash and non-adjustment of 
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miscellaneous advances upto 24 months is tantamount to misappropriation of amount drawn as 

detailed in Annexure-F. 

 The matter was taken up with the management from November 2019 to October 2021. 

Detailed replies of the management had been incorporated in Annexure-F.  

Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due 

to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that the matter be investigated at an appropriate level for fixing 

responsibility. The amount may be recovered and implementation of Ministry’s instructions be 

ensured in letter and spirit. 

2.5.3 Fraud and serious irregularities cases Rs 229.86 million  

Para-1808 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that if the loss occurred through 

fraud, every endeavor should be made to recover the whole amount lost from the guilty persons, 

and if laxity of supervision has facilitated the fraud, the supervising officer at fault may 

properly be penalized either directly by requiring him to make good in money a sufficient 

proportion of the loss, or indirectly by reduction or stoppage of his increments of pay. Further, 

Para-1804 provides that it is of the greatest importance to avoid delay in the investigation of 

any loss due to fraud, negligence and financial irregularity. 

During audit of Financial Advisor and Chief Accounts Officer/ Revenue, Lahore in 

October 2021, it was observed that 79 cases of fraud and serious irregularities committed from 

July 2019 to February 2021 amounting to Rs 229.86 million and remained recoverable/ 

outstanding. Moreover, the record (monthly activity reports) for the period March 2021 to June 

2021 was not provided to Audit. Railways management did not take concrete efforts for 

recovery of amount involved and settlement of the cases. This resulted in loss of Rs 229.86 

million due to negligence of management. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October 2021 and also discussed in 

DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022. DAC directed the FA&CAO/ Revenue to separate the 

amount of fraud/ misappropriation/ embezzlement from non-recovery cases and provide the 

same to audit within 30 days. Compliance of DAC directives was awaited. 

Audit recommends that matter be probed to fix responsibility for non-finalization of 

cases and non-recovery of the embezzled amount and non-production of record to Audit. 

Action be taken against those held responsible and efforts be made for prompt disposal of cases 

besides recovery of the amount involved. 

DP # 11642 

2.5.4  Fraud in online ticketing – Rs 5.50 million 

Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code Provided that means should be devised 

to ensure that every Railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held personally 

responsible for any loss sustained through fraud or negligence on his part and also for any loss 
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arising from fraud or negligence on the part of any other Railway servant to the extent if may 

be shown that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

During audit of Commercial Department, Sukkur Division, in December 2021, it was 

revealed that 18549 E-Tickets cases were forged from half to full ticket by altering the soft 

copy whereas in system it was punched and charged as half. This resulted in loss of Rs 5.50 

million to Pakistan Railways due to fraudulent amendments in online booked tickets.  

The matter was taken up with the management in December 2021 and para could not 

be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of 

reply from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated to ascertain the exact volume of 

embezzlement and extent of involvement of Railways employees in this fraudulent activity and 

consequent losses may be recovered from the culprits. Moreover, the scope of investigation 

should be beyond Sukkur covering entire system of Pakistan Railways. 

DP # 11555 

2.5.5 Embezzlement of Railway Earnings – Rs 3.75 million  

Para 1402 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that all transactions to which a 

Railway servant in his official capacity is a party are required to be accounted for and all the 

money received should be paid in full without undue delay into the Railway treasury for credit 

to the appropriate Head of Account. 

During audit of 03 different formations, cases of embezzling Railway earnings were 

observed. This resulted in loss to Pakistan Railways amounting to Rs 3.75 million due to weak 

internal controls in financial management. 

(Rs in million) 
Sr. # DP # Formation Description Period  Amount 

1 11030 Property & Land 

Department, 

Workshops Division 

Mughalpura, Lahore 

Non-depositing of full amount 

earned on account of adda/wheel 

barrows in Railway treasury. 

July 2019 to 

May 2021 

1.676 

2 10740 Property & Land 

Department, Sukkur 

Division 

Non-depositing of rental charges 

of shops with Railways treasury 

by the recipient employee. 

January 2001 

to December 

2009 

1.641 

3 10586 AEN,Wazirabad  Non-depositing of 

lease/occupancy charges of 

Railways land. 

June 2019 to 

July 2019 

0.444 

Total  3.75 

The matter was taken up with the management from March 2020 to May 2021. Against 

Serial No.1, 02 and 03 management replied that detailed reply would be furnished shortly. 

Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-

presentation of replies in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officers.  
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Audit recommends that matter be inquired to fix responsibility for misappropriation 

and to ascertain reasons behind non-depositing of full amount in Railways treasury. Action 

may be taken against the responsible(s) besides making the public loss good. 

2.5.6 Fraud in Railway Earning – Rs 3.50 million 

Para 1402 and 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code stipulate that all transactions 

to which a Railway servant in his official capacity is a party, must without any reservation be 

brought to account and to be credited to the appropriate head of account. Every Railway servant 

will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or 

negligence on his part. 

During audit of Property & Land Department, Workshops Division Mughalpura, 

Lahore in May 2021, it was observed that Railways management received an amount of Rs 

6.48 million from the lessee of Railways land at Griffin Institute Mughalpura Lahore in 2010. 

Out of total amount, Rs 3.50 million was invested for one year at an interest rate of 10.25%, 

under account type HBL-ADVANTAGE A/Os/IPD, with Habib Bank Limited Panorama 

Centre Department Lahore on 30.04.2012. The whereabouts of Rs 3.50 million after lapse of 

investment period of one year i.e. 26.04.2013 (along with interest earned thereon) was not 

furnished to Audit. This resulted in fraudulent utilization of Railway earnings amounting to Rs 

3.50 million. This depicts weak internal controls for financial management. 

The matter was taken up with the management in May 2021. Management replied that 

matter has been referred to Divisional Sports Officer for reply. The remarks were not tenable 

and para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to 

non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter be investigated at an appropriate level to fix 

responsibility for fraudulent utilization of Railways earnings. Action be taken against those 

held responsible besides depositing the amount with Railways’ treasury under intimation to 

Audit.  

DP# 11024 

2.5.7 Theft of HSD oil from under repair locomotives – Rs 3.25 million 

Para-1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that every public officer should 

exercise the same vigilance in respect of public expenditure and public funds generally as a 

person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure and the custody of 

his own money. 

During audit of Mechanical Department, Lahore Division in December 2021, it was 

observed that 41,100 liters HSD oil was available in fuel tanks of the 12 Locomotives when 

arrived in shed for repair. Later on 23,250 liters HSD oil valuing Rs 3.25 million was pilfered 

and found short in fuel tank of locomotives even though Locos remains stabled (as per record 

of OP-27A). This resulted in theft of 23,250 liters HSD oil (@ 140 per liter) valuing Rs 3.25 

million by Railway employees. 

The matter was taken up with the management in January 2022 and also discussed in 

DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022. DAC directed the AGM/ Mechanical to inquire the matter 

and report within 30 days to DAC. Compliance of DAC directives is awaited. 
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Audit recommends that matter be investigated to fix responsibility for theft of HSD oil. 

Action be taken against responsible besides enhancing the scope of investigation over entire 

system of Pakistan Railways. 

DP# 11704 

Issues in Land Management 

2.5.8 Ineffective management of Railway land – Rs 23.23 Billion 

Para 803 of Pakistan Railways Code for the Engineering Department stipulates that it 

is the duty of Railway Administration to preserve title to all land and to keep it free from 

encroachment. Further, Para-1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that means 

should be devised to ensure that every Railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will 

be held personally responsible for any loss sustained through fraud or negligence on his part. 

During audit of Property & Land Department, Headquarters office, Lahore in March 

2020, it was observed that despite avowed anti-encroachment campaigns, additional 9,982.72 

kanals of Railway land went under encroachment. This is evident from the opening balance of 

encroachment 25749.28 kanals on 1.07.2018 whereas closing balance on 31.01.2020 increased 

to 35,732 kanals. This showed negligence on the part of management towards asset safety 

which led to continuous erosion in the form of additional encroachment of 9,982.72 kanals of 

land valuing Rs 23.23 Billion. 

The matter was taken up with the management on 21.02.2020, 28.02.2020 & 

06.03.2020 and also discussed in DAC meeting held on 

28.01.2022. DAC was informed that opening balance of encroached land was based on the 

survey of 2011 and most of the sections were missed during survey. However, all missing sites/ 

sections were taken during new survey and position of encroached land was updated. During 

last 03 years, 4,584 kanals of Railways land was retrieved. DAC directed the PO to take the 

matter seriously and make the retrieval process effective and result oriented by establishing the 

joint committee comprising Railway authorities, Railway Police, District Police and revenue 

Authorities and progress thereof be furnished to DAC. DAC further directed that the retrieval 

schedule be shared with Audit. Compliance of DAC directives is awaited. 

Audit recommends that a comprehensive, feasible institutional mechanism addressing 

core issues of land management be devised at DS level to deal with asset erosion as the existing 

framework have failed to safeguard valuable assets. Lack of Action has encouraged evasion of 

responsibility and facilitated personal aggrandizement through malpractices, Audit 

recommends fixation of responsibility for the blatant omission and making good of public loss. 

DP # 10955 

2.5.9 Fraudulent mutation of land – Rs 4.75 Billion 

Para 803 of Pakistan Railways Code for the Engineering Department provides that it is 

the duty of Railway administration to preserve unimpaired the title to all land in its occupation 

and to keep it free from encroachment. Further, Para-1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code 

provides that means should be devised to ensure that every Railway servant realizes fully and 

clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained through fraud or 

negligence on his part. 
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During audit of Property & Land Department, Karachi Division in March 2020, it was 

observed that Pakistan Railways leased out 80.408 kanals of Railways land in Latifabad, 

Hyderabad to Railways Employees Cooperative Housing Society in 1988 for 99 years. The 

management of Railways Employees Cooperative Housing Society, in connivance with the 

revenue authorities and Railways staff, fraudulently got the fake mutation of 158.88 kanals 

instead of 80.408 kanals of land at the prime location of Hyderabad City. This resulted in 

irregular mutation of 78.472 kanals (@Rs 60,500,000 per kanal) of land valuing Rs 4.75 

Billion. Moreover, the lease of Railway land to the cooperative society was in contravention to 

prime objective of Pakistan Railways.  

The matter was taken up with the management in March 2020. Management replied 

that the Commissioner Hyderabad in Suo moto proceedings ordered to annul 158.88 kanals of 

Railways land mutated in favor of Railways employees’ cooperative housing society 

Hyderabad. However, 02 appeals against the decision of Commissioner Hyderabad were 

pending in the court of senior member board of revenue Sind Hyderabad. The last date of 

hearing was 02.03.2020. The remarks submitted to Board of revenue were an admission of 

audit observation. Para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 

15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal 

Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter be investigated to fix responsibility for mutation of 

excess land. Action may be taken against those held responsible besides pursuing the court case 

vigorously. Asset management controls may be strengthened to avoid recurrence. 

DP# 10761 

2.5.10 Loss due to unauthorized utilization of Railway land by agents of oil companies – 

Rs 689.12 million   

Para 807 of Pakistan Railways Code for the Engineering Department stipulates that all 

Railway land should be managed on commercial lines and Railway administration should 

endeavor to develop the resources of and put to profitable use, any areas in its occupation which 

are lying idle and can be put to profitable use.  

During audit of Property & Land Department Lahore, in May 2021, it was observed 

that land measuring 29,743 Sft (110.08 marlas) after evacuation by oil companies was 

encroached by agents of oil companies. Audit further observed that the land was still under 

occupation of encroachers without payment of rent since 2014. Audit was of the view that 

unabated occupation of land without payment of rent since 2014 was not possible without 

collaboration of Railways management. This resulted into loss amounting to Rs 689.12 million 

due to non- payment of rent. 

The matter was taken up with the management in June 2021, Management replied that 

Railways land leased out to M/s Shell & Caltex was vacated and M/s PSO had deposited Rs 

7.97 million. The outstanding rental charges had been submitted to DG/Land, P.R, H.Q, Office, 
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Lahore regularly. The disputed outstanding amount between Railways administration and oil 

companies would be settled after reconciliation. The remarks were irrelevant as the amount 

recovered was from oil companies and not from agents of the companies/ unauthorized 

occupants. Further, the sites objected by Audit were under occupation of agents of oil 

companies after vacation by the oil companies. Para could not be discussed in DAC meetings 

dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from 

the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated to fix responsibility for non-

retrieval of land and non-recovery of land utilization charges. Action may be taken against 

those held responsible besides recovery of the amount involved. 

DP# 10937 

2.5.11 Encroachment of Railway land by private parties – Rs 378.23 million 

Para 803 of Pakistan Railways Code for the Engineering Department provides that it is 

the duty of Railway administration to preserve unimpaired the title to all land in its occupation 

and to keep it free from encroachment. Further, Para-1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code 

provides that means should be devised to ensure that every Railway servant realizes fully and 

clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained through fraud or 

negligence on his part. 

During audit of 10 different formations, it was observed that 222.02 kanals of Railways 

land valuing Rs 378.23 million from 2000 to 2020 were encroached by private parties for 

commercial and residential purposes as detailed in Annexure-G which deprived PR of 

valuable assets and potential earnings. 

The matters were taken up with the management from August 2019 to May 2021. In 

most of the cases, management replied that efforts were being made to retrieve the encroached 

land. Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to 

non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officers except 

Sr. No. 6 and DAC directives of the same had been incorporated in Annexure-G. 

Audit recommends that action be taken for early retrieval of sites and responsibility be 

fixed against those found negligent.  
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2.5.12 Non retrieval of valuable commercial plot despite Court Decision in favor of 

Railways – Rs 348.48 million 

Para 803 of Pakistan Railways Code for the Engineering Department provides that it is 

duty of the Railway Administration to preserve un-impaired the title to all Land in its 

occupation and to keep it free from encroachment. 

During audit of Property & Land Department Karachi in March 2020, it was observed 

that valuable commercial a plot of 08 kanals was leased out to Mr. Asif Jamal on 17.02.2004 

for holding Bachat Bazar near Landhi Railways Station on year-to-year basis, initially for a 

period of 05 years and further extendable for another 05 years. After getting possession, the 

lessee fraudulently managed fake documents of mutations of plot in the name of another person 

namely Ghulam Mustafa who filed a civil suit in the court of law and claimed his ownership 

over the plot.  In February, 2019, the court dismissed the false claim and gave verdict in favor 

of Pakistan Railways, but even after court decision, Pakistan Railways failed to get possession 

of above said commercial plot worth Rs 348.48 million. 

The matter was taken up with the management. Management replied that the land 08 

kanals was illegally mutated during year 2006. The case is in court of Commissioner Karachi 

Division for cancelation of bogus Mutation, who is the authority for cancellation of bogus 

mutation entry in revenue record of rights. The last date of hearing was 26-02-2020. The audit 

would be appraised about the progress in due course of time. The reply was an admission of 

Audit observation. Para could not be discussed in the DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 

15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the respective Principal 

Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter may be probed to fix responsibility for non-retrieval of 

land even after decision of the court, prompt arrangement be made for its retrieval and its 

commercial exploitation as per policy; and internal controls be strengthened to avoid 

recurrence. 

DP# 10612 

2.5.13 Over-riding the decision of executive committee, modification in lease deed and 

not taking the possession of Railway site – Rs 306.51 million 

Para-1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that means should be devised 

to ensure that every Railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held personally 

responsible for any loss sustained through fraud or negligence on his part. 

During audit of the Property & Land Department, Workshops Division Mughalpura 

Lahore in May 2021, it was observed that a piece of land measuring 4.243 kanals at Griffin 

Institute Mughalpura Lahore was leased out to M/s Usman International Private Limited for 25 

years vide agreement dated 09.01.2010. Following irregularities in execution of agreement 

were observed. 

i. REDAMCO management terminated the agreement of the said property on 

22.02.2013 due to default in payment of lease charges by the lessee but Railway 

management (REDAMCO) failed to take-over the possession of prime land due to 

which Railway suffered loss of Rs131.53 million (84.86 marla x Rs 1,550,000 market 

value-2009) as it remained under illegal occupation of defaulted lessee. 
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ii. Railway management imposed penalty amounting to Rs 125.76 Billion for the period 

of delay in payment of annual rental charges in advance ranging from 393 days to 758 

days. The REDAMCO management irregularly/unauthorizedly modified the late 

payment clause of principal lease agreement on the request of lessee by replacing the 

liquidated damages from 10% per day to 10% per annum with retrospective effect 

from 29.01.2010 through addendum dated 04.11.2015 without the approval of 

Executive Committee of Railways Board. Subsequently, the lessee paid an amount of 

Rs 325,745 on account of penalty against the total outstanding amount of Rs 125.76 

million. This resulted in loss of Rs 125.44 million to Pakistan Railways. 

iii. The said land was leased out without ascertaining the value of rental ceiling from 

Pakistan Banking Association approved valuator in violation of the decision of the 

Executive Committee. This resulted in irregular leasing of Railways land with total 

rental consideration amounting to Rs 49.54 million for 25 years without ascertaining 

the rental value as per decision of the Executive Committee. 

The matter was taken up with the management in May 2021. Management replied that 

matter has been referred to Divisional Sports Officer for obtaining response. The remarks were 

not tenable as the issue pertained to Property & Land Department and waiting for sports 

officer’s response will only delay the disposal of matter. Paras could not be discussed in DAC 

meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of replies in the DAC 

meetings from the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that matter be inquired to fix responsibility for irregularities in 

executing of agreement/unauthorized modification in lease deed and not following the Railway 

policy. Action may be taken against those held responsible besides taking remedial measures 

as per the law to avoid recurrence under intimation to Audit. 

DP# 11019, 11027 & 11028 

2.5.14 Encroachment of Railway land by Government Departments – Rs 179.50 million 

Para 803 of Pakistan Railways Code for the Engineering Department provides that it is 

the duty of Railway administration to preserve unimpaired the title to all land in its occupation 

and to keep it free from encroachment.  

During audit of 4 different formations, it was observed that 56.736 kanals of Railways 

land valuing Rs 179.50 million was encroached by different government departments for 

commercial and residential purposes as detailed in Annexure - H. Thus, Railway’s land was 

under encroachment due to negligence of management culminating into deprivation of Pakistan 

Railways of valuable assets and potential earnings. 

The matters were taken up with the management from August 2019 to November 2020. 

In most of the cases, management replied that the matter had been taken up with concerned 

departments as detailed replies had been incorporated in Annexure - H.  

Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due 

to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that action may be taken for early retrieval of sites and responsibility 

be fixed against those found negligent in preservation of assets.  
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2.5.15 Irregular subletting and encroachment of land by Kalsoom Welfare Society Okara 

– Rs 23.35 million 

As per Federal Cabinet decision taken in the Cabinet meeting dated 12.07.2003 and 

clause 3, 3A, 7 and 8 of agreement dated 05.11.2003, regarding lease of Railway land for 

establishment of hospital, executed between Pakistan Railways and Kulsoom Welfare 

Society, Okara Railway employees and their defendants living in the vicinity of Okara City 

or otherwise would be provided with free medical treatment in the hospital. The lessee will 

not use the land except establishment of hospital otherwise land would be reverted to PR. 

Structural plans of hospital would get approved from the Chief Engineer of PR. The lessee 

will not sublet the property and incase of subletting the income would be shared equally by 

PR and lessee. As per PR policy for leasing out of Railway land to Government Departments 

for construction of Health Care and Public Welfare Project the lease period shall be 21 years 

and 50% of the DC rate of the ongoing year would be recovered as lease charges in advance. 

In addition, the ground rent would be recovered in advance @ Rs 3 per Sft per annum or 

respective government department shall provide the land of equivalent value in the same city. 

During audit of Property & Land Department, Lahore Division in May 2021, it was 

observed that as per decision of the Federal Cabinet, Pakistan Railways leased out a piece of 

land measuring 17 kanals (92,500 Sft) valuing Rs 33.90 million at Okara to Kalsoom Welfare 

Society for 99 years for construction and operation of Hospital at nominal rent of Rs 17,000 

per annum. Following irregularities, in violation of the decision of Federal Cabinet and 

agreement, were observed. 

i. The lessee had sublet the land/hospital to Punjab employees Social Security 

Institute. 

ii. The lessee did not share the rent of the hospital equally with Pakistan Railways. 

iii. The employees of Pakistan Railways and their dependent had not been provided 

free of cost medical facilities in the hospital. 

iv. The lessee established 17 shops by encroaching 1.4 Kanal of Railways land. 

v. The lessee did not get the approval of structural drawing/plan from PR. 

The Railways management did not take any action against the lessee for violations of 

cabinet decisions, contract agreement and non-payment of 50% share of income generated 

through subletting of property and construction of infrastructure without prior approval of PR. 

This resulted in loss to Pakistan Railways amounting to Rs 23.35 million due to poor contract 

management controls. 
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The matter was taken up with the management in June 2021, the management replied 

that response would be furnished after scrutiny of record but no reply was received. Para could 

not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation 

of reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired to fix responsibility for not taking any 

action against the lessee who violated the decision of Federal Cabinet, major clauses of contract 

agreement and Railway policies. Action may be taken against those held responsible besides 

implementation of Federal Cabinet’s decision and contract agreement. Audit further 

recommends that amount involved be recovered under intimation to Audit. 

DP# 10944 

2.5.16 Irregular subletting of plot by the KPT– Rs 131.13 million 

Para 316 (a) of Pakistan Government Railway Code for the Accounts Department 

stipulates that “the amounts due to the Railway for services rendered, supplies made, or for 

any other reason, are correctly & promptly assessed and recovered as soon as they fall due”. 

During audit of Property and Land Department Karachi in May 2021, it was observed 

that two plots # 21-C and 33-C were allotted by KPT to Pakistan Railways as substitute for 

PR Land used under construction Jinnah Bridge. However, the plot # 33-C never handed over 

to PR instead KPT authorities leased out to private contractor depriving PR land of Rs 131.13 

million alongwith commercial rent of the site from 2010 to the date of audit.  

The matter was taken up with the management in May 2021 but no reply was received. 

Para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-

presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for the irregularity and action may 

be taken against the persons held responsible besides retrieval of the land under intimation to 

audit. 

DP# 11047 

2.5.17 Non-retrieval of marriage lawn after expiry of lease agreement – Rs 90.686 million  

Para 1969 of Pakistan Railways Code for Engineering Department further stipulate 

those Departmental officers are primarily responsible for the recovery of the rent of rent-

returning buildings under their charges. 
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During audit of Property & Land Department, Lahore Division in March 2020, it was 

observed that a piece of land measuring 10.80 Kanals was leased out by Railway police against 

the land policy for marriage lawn to M/s Dewan khaas for five years on 04.06.2014. The initial 

lease period expired on 04.06.2019, but the Railway property not retrieved. The marriage lawn 

remained with the contractor without payment of rent charges till 27.11.2019. This resulted in 

loss of Rs 90.686 million due to non-recovery of rental charges and non-retrieval of marriage 

lawn for the period from 04.06.2014 to 27.11.2019. 

The matter was taken up with the formation in March 2020. Management replied that 

detailed reply would be furnished shortly. Para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 

28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the 

concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter may be probed to fix responsibility for inability to take 

possession of marriage lawn. Action may be taken against those held responsible beside 

recovery of the amount involved under intimation to Audit. 

DP# 10507 

Issues in Civil Works 

2.5.18 Wasteful expenditure on execution of works – Rs 513.82 million 

Para 807 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that every public officer should 

exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from Government revenues as a 

person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money. 

During audit of 03 different formations, 05 cases of wasteful expenditure were 

observed. The following works were started without financial prudence, need assessment and 

a few works were stopped half way by the contractors/local authorities. Further, the completed 

works were not made operational. This resulted in infructuous expenditure amounting to 

Rs 513.82 million on execution of works.  

(Rs in million) 

Sr. # DP # Formation Name of work Value of 

work 

Remarks Loss to 

Railway 

1 11236 Mechanical 

Department, 

Karachi 

Up-gradation of 

Diesel Shed 

Marshalling Yard 

Pipri (MYP) 

379.879 The desired result of 

the shed was not 

achieved as the 

work load was 

shifted to KYC shed 

379.879 

2 11313 Mechanical 

Department, 

Karachi 

Supply, installation 

& commissioning of 

Turntables (85’ Dia) 

at Diesel Shed 

Karachi cantt and 

Marshalling Shed 

Yard Pipri 

99.177 Non-functioning of 

turn table due to 

multiple defects. 

99.177 

3 11307 Mechanical 

Department, 

Karachi 

Fabrication and 

erection of two steel 

ground storage oil 

tanks at Diesel Shed, 

Marshalling yard, 

Pipri 

17.108 Non-functioning of 

oil storage tanks due 

to error in 

calibrations of tanks 

17.108 

4 11055 Property and 

Land 

Construction of 

shops near Pir 

14.696 Cantonment board 

KYC stopped the 

14.696 
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Department 

Karachi 

Bukhari tomb Kala 

Pul 

auction of shops and 

asked to dismantle 

the structure 

5 11202 PD, DOT 

(KWL-RND) 

HQ office 

Lahore 

Renovation of 

Railways Police 

Station, Lalamusa 

4.594 2.960 (the 

contractor stopped 

the work as the 

project was closed. 

2.960 

Total 513.82 

The matter was taken up with the management from November 2019 to August 2021. 

Sr. No. 1 was discussed in DAC meeting held on 15.02.2022. DAC was not satisfied with the 

explanation of PO and directed that efforts be made to put the shed in operation under 

intimation to DAC. Against Sr. No. 2 management replied that due to multiple defects, the turn 

tables were not in operation. Against Sr. No. 3, management replied that the supply from PSO 

was not enough to store considerable quantity in MYP storage. The calibration of storage tank 

was to be verified from Headquarters and presently the fueling is done through BTO.  

The remarks against Sr. No. 02 were not acceptable as the turntable could not be made 

functional despite incurrence of huge expenditure. Remarks against Sr. No. 3 were not 

acceptable because the storage tanks could not be made functional due to errors in calibration 

and non-execution of additional works. In respect of Sr. No. 4 and 5, no reply was received. 

Against Sr. No. 01 Compliance of DAC directives was awaited. Paras except Sr. No. 1 could 

not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation 

of replies in the DAC meetings by the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that matter be investigated to fix responsibility for infructuous 

expenditure and action be taken against those held responsible. Audit further recommends that 

incomplete works be re-started and completed works be put to useful operation. 

2.5.19 Loss due to substandard execution of works – Rs 28.80 million 

Para 807 of the Pakistan Railways General Code stipulates that every public officer 

should exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from Government 

revenues as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his 

own money. 

During audit of 06 different formations, instances of substandard execution of works 

amounting to Rs 28.80 million were observed as detailed in Annexure-I. 

The issues were taken up with the management in August 2019 to September 2021. In 

most of the cases, management replied that civil works were executed as per approved plan. 

Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-

presentation of replies by the concerned Principal Officers except Sr. No. 5 and DAC directives 

of the same had been incorporated in Annexure-I.  

Audit recommends that matter may be probed at an appropriate level for fixing 

responsibility for making payments against substandard works and amount involved may be 

recovered from those held responsible. 

2.5.20 Loss due to non-application of composite schedule of rates – Rs 8.33 million 

Para-1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that means should be devised 

to ensure that every Railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held personally 
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responsible for any loss sustained through fraud or negligence on his part. Further, Para-929 of 

Pakistan Railway Code for Engineering Department provides that to facilitate the preparation 

of estimates, the schedule of rates of each kind of work commonly executed should be 

maintained in each open line district or division and it will be the duty of Chief Engineer when 

inspecting district and divisional offices to see that correct schedule of rates at which work is 

actually being carried out or invariably recorded in a complete and satisfactory manner. 

During audit of 05 different formations, it was observed that Railway management 

awarded the contracts on market rates (through rates) instead of composite schedule of rates. 

Audit further observed that rates for certain item of CSR-2016 were irregularly/unauthorizedly 

revised without the approval of competent authority. This resulted in loss/excess payment of 

Rs 8.33 million due to non-application and revision of CSR-2016 as tabulated below: 

(Rs in million) 

Sr # DP # Formation Description Amount 

1 11079 PD, Track Rehabilitation 

on Khanpur-Lodhran 

The contract was awarded on 

market rates instead of CSR 

4.744 

2 10780 PD, Dry Ports, Lahore The contract was awarded on 

market rates instead of CSR 

1.909 

3 10681 PD, Track Rehabilitation 

on Khanpur-Lodhran 

Incorrect rates 1.217 

4 11387 Civil Engineering 

Department, Peshawar 

Incorrect rates 0.258 

5 11253 Civil Engineering 

Department, Quetta 

Incorrect rates 0.199 

Total 8.33 

The matter was taken up with the management from September 2019 to August 2021. 

Against Sr. No. 4 management replied that correction slips on CSR-2016 had been issued by 

Railway Headquarters office Lahore. Sr. No. 05 was discussed in DAC meeting held on 

15.02.2022. DAC was informed that the rates were revised by Chief Engineer being a 

competent authority. Audit did not agree with the view point of the management as AGM/I 

was competent authority in respect of approval/ revision of composite schedule of rates. DAC 

directed the PO that the documentary evidence that Chief Engineer was an authority for 

approval/ revision of CSR be provided to Audit for examination and pended the para till next 

DAC meeting.  

The remarks were not acceptable as correction slips were issued without the approval 

of competent authority i.e AGM/I. In respect of Sr. No. 1 to 3, no reply was received. Against 

Sr. No. 05, Compliance of DAC directives was awaited. Paras except Sr. No. 5 could not be 

discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of 

replies in the DAC meetings by the concerned Principal Officers.  

Audit recommends that matter be inquired to fix responsibility for awarding the 

contracts at through rates instead of CSR and revision of CSR rates. Action may be taken 

against those held responsible besides recovery of the amount involved from the person found 

at fault under intimation to Audit. 

2.5.21 Irregular / excess payment – Rs 38.37 million 

Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that means should be devised 

to ensure that every Railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he would be held personally 

responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or negligence on his part. 
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During audit of the 04 formations, it was observed that an amount of Rs 38.37 million 

was paid to the contractors in excess of the work actually executed. This resulted in fraudulent/ 

suspicious excess payment of Rs 38.37 million to the contractors. This depicts weak financial 

and contractual management indicative of lapse of internal controls. 

(Rs in million) 
Sr # DP # Formation Description Amount 

Paid 

Actual 

Work 

done 

Loss to 

Railway 

1 10981 PD, 

Reconstructions of 

Assets damaged 

during Flood, 2010 

Recoupment of short 

embankment, special 

repair to track 

embankment and special 

repair to side and catch 

water drain 

35.983 14.424 21.559 

2 11288 PD, Coal Loading 

Station (PQM-

BQM) Karachi 

Procurement of stone 

ballast 

14.05 No 

Supply 

was 

made 

14.05 

3 10590 Bridge Workshop, 

Jehlum 

Repair/overhauling 

including replacement 

of parts of 04 radial drill 

machines 

1.97 No 

work 

done 

1.97 

4 10577 Civil Engineering 

Department 

Lahore Division 

Special repair to 

Railways Station 

building Wagah 

0.842 0.057 0.79 

Total 38.369 

The matter was taken up with the management from September 2019 to October 2020. 

Against Sr. No. 1, the management replied that Deputy Principal Officers’ inquiry report had 

been submitted to higher authorities for approval. The inquiry committee had proposed action 

against the responsible officials. Against Sr. No. 2, the management replied that the ballast was 

obtained / supplied at site and measured in stacks and paid accordingly, and was spread on the 

embankment for laying of track. Against Sr. No. 3 management did not have cogent reply to 

audit observation. In respect of Sr. No. 4, no reply was received. 

The remarks against Sr. No. 1 were an admission of audit observation. The remarks 

against Sr. No. 2 and 3 were not acceptable because the Railways management evaded the 

implementation of internal controls. The Accounts also made payments without proper pre-

audits of calculations and frequent cutting/over-writing. The contract for repair/overhauling 

and replacement of parts was awarded for machines installed at Bridge workshop, Jhelum and 

management of Bridge workshops was responsible for the maintenance of records for the 

transactions. Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 

due to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings by the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that responsibility be fixed for fraudulent/suspicious payment to the 

contractors without execution of works. Action may be taken against those held responsible 

besides recovery of the amount involved. The contracts be rescinded and balance work be got 

executed on the risk and cost of the defaulting contractors. 

2.5.22  Loss due to acceptance of short quantity of ballast – Rs 33.24 million 

Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code states that means should be devised to 

ensure that every Railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held personally 

responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud or negligence. 
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During audit of Civil Engineering Department, Lahore Division in August 2021, it was 

observed that quantity of 1,174,500 Cft of stone ballast valuing Rs 93.04 million was 

transferred to the PD, RFD and Railways Transfer Certificate (TC) was issued for the said 

amount. However, Project Director/RFD accepted the TC only for 730,800 Cft ballast 

amounting to Rs 59.80 million. No efforts had been made by Railways management to resolve 

the issue of remaining quantity of ballast amounting to Rs 33.24 million. This resulted in loss 

of Rs 33.24 million to Pakistan Railways due to acceptance of short quantity of ballast. This 

depicts slackness on the part of management. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September 2021, but para could not 

be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of 

reply from the concerned Principal Officer i.e. Chief Engineer Open Line. 

Audit recommends that matter be probed to fix responsibility for short supply of ballast 

and appropriate action taken as per rules accordingly besides recovery of the amount involved 

with interest. 

DP# 11351 

2.5.23 Irregular award of contracts on through/ market rate without approval of AGM/I 

– Rs 22.34 million  

The CSR-2016 Quetta Division disclosed that in case the operation of a non-schedule 

item is considered unavoidable by any Chief Engineer/Project Director/ Managing Director/ 

Divisional Superintendent for the execution of a particular civil engineering work under his 

control, he will submit the detailed particulars of such item(s) along with the rate analysis and 

necessary justification, for the approval of Additional General Manager/Infrastructure, through 

Chief Engineer/Open Line. The sanction if and when accorded shall be notified by Chief 

Engineer/Open Line in the form a correction slip to the aforesaid documents. Further, the CEN 

vide letter No. 770-W/O/LHR/ (W.1) dated 17.05.2016 instructed that detailed analysis of non-

schedule items will continue to be referred to Headquarter for approval of the competent 

authority. 

During audit of two formations during 2020-21, it was observed that different types of 

material were procured and works were executed on through /market rates instead of CSR. 

Neither the rate analysis of material/works was prepared nor approval of the AGM-I for the 

through rates solicited. This resulted in irregular award of contract and un-authorized 

expenditure amounting to Rs 22.34 million as tabulated below. 

(Rs in million) 
Sr. # DP # Formation Amount 

1 11327 Civil Engineering Department, Karachi 16.58 

2 11383 Civil Engineering Department, Quetta 5.76 

Total 22.34 

The matter was taken up with the management in August 2021. Sr No 2 was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022. DAC was informed that the proposals/ estimates of the 

works were got approved from the competent authority as per policy. Audit was of the view 

that approval of rate analysis of through rates was required to be obtained separately before 

getting the sanction of estimates. DAC directed the PO to provide the documentary evidence 
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that separate sanction/ approval of through rates was obtained before approval of estimates to 

audit for examination. Against Sr. No. 1, management replied that works were carried out in 

emergencies. However, the instruction of Headquarters office would be followed in future. The 

remarks were an admission of audit observation. In respect of Sr. No. 2, compliance of DAC 

directives was awaited. Para at Sr. No. 01 could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 

28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the 

concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter be inquired to fix responsibility for non-preparation of 

the rate analysis and failure for getting approval of AGM/I for through rates. Action may be 

taken against those held responsible besides taking remedial measures to regularize the 

transaction. 

Procurement Management Issues 

2.5.24 Procurement of defective wooden sleepers – Rs 96.96 million 

As per clause 18(1) & (2) of Special condition of the contract “The timber have the 

following Specifications (1) free from star/ heart shakes, grain defects, knots and all sort of 

roots (2) have characteristics of firm composition of fiber, hard and compact modulary rays,  

narrow annular rings, uniform texture (straight in fibres and dark in colours), heavy weight, 

sweet smell hard and shining appearance at freshly cut surface sonorous ring, absence of 

willingness at a freshly cut surface and free from sap wood, flaws and blemishes of any kind. 

During audit of Coal Loading Station between Bin Qasim–Port Qasim stations, Karachi 

in November 2019, it was observed that Pakistan Railways executed an agreement dated 

20.09.2016 with M/s Classic Enterprises, Karachi for supply of 7500 hardwood sleepers with 

completion period of 105 months.  Audit observed that badly damaged and cracked sleepers 

were laid in the track. This resulted in loss of Rs 96.96 million due to procurement of defective 

wooden sleepers. The matter was taken up with the management in November 2019. 

Management replied that payment was made after inspection of wooden sleeper on arrival and 

was laid in track after creosoting from Haripur band. However, few sleepers were creating 

problems. The remarks were not acceptable because during the physical verification, Audit 

found that most of the wooden sleepers laid in the yard/track were damaged. Para could not be 

discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply 

in the DAC meetings by the concerned Principal Officer.  

Audit recommends that matter be investigated to fix responsibility for procurement of 

defective sleepers and action be taken against those held responsible. The sleepers be got 

replaced or the amount involved be recovered from the supplier. 

DP# 10524 

2.5.25 Loss due to procurement of poor quality/sub-standard sleepers – Rs 1.33 Billion 

Clause 15.1 of the contract agreement dated 18.10.2006 executed between Pakistan 

Railways and M/s H.I.S industries revealed that the defect liability period will be five years for 

mono block sleepers and long ties. After the expiry of the defect liability period, the lessor will 

carry out certain tests/reports to ascertain the satisfactory behavior of supplied sleepers/long 

ties and their future residual life, as indicated and agreed by the lessor and lessee. Further, 

clause 15.5 stated that the lessee will bound to replace and provide new sleepers free of cost in 
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accordance with the specifications of this agreement which will declare defective during the 

defect liability period. 

During audit of Concrete Sleeper Factories in October 2021, it was observed that 

Pakistan Railways purchased 346,502 Mono Block PSC Sleepers valuing Rs 1.33 billion from 

M/s H.I.S Industries for the period from 2007 to 2020. The MD/Concrete Sleeper Factories 

rejected the sleepers due to common defects in all the manufactured sleepers arising due to 

poor quality This resulted in loss of Rs 1.33 billion to Pakistan Railways due to provision of 

sub standards sleepers.  

The matter was taken up with the management in October 2021. Management replied 

that after joint survey of remaining sections, M/s H.I.S industries would replace all defective 

/damaged sleepers. The remarks were an admission of audit observation. Para could not be 

discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply 

in the DAC meetings by the concerned Principal Officer.  

Audit recommends that matter be inquired to fix responsibility for acceptance of 

defective sleepers. Action be taken against those found at fault besides replacement of defective 

sleepers under intimation to Audit. 

DP# 11548 

2.5.26 Loss due to non-deduction of shrinkage charges – Rs 20.04 million 

Para-1227 of Railway Code for Engineering Department provides that it is not usually 

convenient to record in measurement books detailed measurements of work done by contractor 

in connection with the working of ballast and material trains e.g. loading and un-loading ballast. 

In such cases ballast train or material train Challans on the form E-1227 should be prepared in 

triplicate by the subordinate supervising the loading of ballast or material. Deduction of 

shrinkage for ballast at prescribe percentage i.e. 10% of the quantity for which loading and un-

loading charges are to be paid. 

During audit of 03 formations, it was observed that Pakistan Railways procured 

6,508,679 Cft stone ballast valuing Rs 200.04 million. However, shrinkage charges amounting 

to Rs 20.04 million were not deducted from the amount paid to the contractors. This resulted 

in loss to Pakistan Railways on account of extra payment of Rs 20.04 million due to non-

deduction of shrinkage charges in violation of rules ibid. 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. # DP. # Formation 

Quantity of 

ballast 

procured (Cft) 

Amount paid 

to contractors 

Shrinkage 

charges  

1 11248 Civil Engineering 

Department, 

Rawalpindi 

2,508,679 94.64 9.46 

2 11257 Civil Engineering 

Department, Quetta 

3,000,000 74.27 7.43 

3 11305 Civil Engineering 

Department, Peshawar 

1,000,000 31.49 3.15 

Total 6,508,679 200.4 20.04 

The matter was taken up with the management in August 2021. Sr. No. 2 was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on 15.02.2022. DAC was informed that there is no rule regarding 
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deduction of shrinkage charges from contractors bills. Audit did not agree with the view point 

of Railway management and informed the DAC that the shrinkage charges were required to be 

deducted as per para 1227-E. DAC directed the PO that relevant rules showing that shrinkage 

charges were not required to be deducted be provided to Audit. In case, Railway management 

failed to provide the rules recovery be made from contractors. Compliance of DAC directives 

was awaited. Against Sr. No.1, management replied that 10% shrinkage on ballast was required 

to be deducted in case of direct loading into wagons. Since there was no direct loading of ballast 

into wagons, therefore, 10% shrinkage charges were not deducted. Against Sr. No.3, 

management replied that supply of ballast was made according to joint engineering, account & 

operating circular No. 01 of 1979 and circular No. 01 of 1980.  

The remarks in respect of Sr. No. 1 and 3 were not acceptable because shrinkage 

charges were required to be deducted as per Para 1227-E. Paras could not be discussed in DAC 

meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC 

meetings from the concerned Principal Officer.  

Audit recommends that matter be inquired to fix responsibility for non-deduction of 

shrinkage charges. Action may be taken against those held responsible besides recovery of the 

amount involved. 

2.5.27 Shortage in supply of spare parts – Rs 8.51 million 

As per clause 3 of the contract agreement executed between Pakistan Railways and M/s 

Sampyo E&C Company, Korea dated 18.07.2016 the seller hereby covenants with the 

purchaser to supply 54 kg Rail turnouts described in Article-1 according to the specifications 

and drawings. Moreover, Clause 4 provides that purchaser hereby covenants to pay the seller 

in consideration of the supply of goods described in Para-3 above at the prices as described in 

Article-2. 

During audit of Project Director, Track Rehabilitation on Khanpur-Lodhran Section in 

September 2019, it was observed that contract valuing € 7,630,425 for procurement of 149 sets 

of UIC54 KG Rail turnouts along with spare sets for fitting & fastening was executed with M/s 

Sampyo E&C Company, Korea on 18.07.2016. Later on, the quantity of turnouts was increased 

from 149 sets to 167 sets at the increased cost of € 8,470,665. Firm supplied the enhanced 

quantity of 167 sets of turnouts on 13.02.2019 but spare sets for fitting & fastening valuing Rs 

8.51 million against the enhanced quantity of 18 turnouts was not supplied by the supplier. This 

resulted in loss to Pakistan Railways amounting to Rs 8.51 million due to shortage in supply 

of spare sets. 

 

 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. # Agreement No 

and date 

Quantity 

in sets 

Cost in 

Euro 

Cost of spare sets of 

fitting fastening 

(Euros) 

Amount 

1 (Amendment-1) 

DP/turnouts/ 

2016 19.04.2018 

167 8,470,665 632,758 86.13 

2 DP/Turnouts/20

16 18.07.2016 

149 7,630,425 570,225 (77.62) 

 18 sets 840,240 62,503 8.51 
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The matter was taken up with the management in June 2019. Management replied that 

the detailed reply would be furnished shortly but no reply was received and Para could not be 

discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply 

in the DAC meetings by the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that the material be recouped immediately from the supplier and 

responsibility be fixed for not getting the material recouped in time. 

DP# 10799  

Issues in Inventory and Store Management 

2.5.28 Un-necessary procurement resulting in blockage of capital – Rs 1.30 Billion 

Para 124 and 2401 of Pakistan Railways Code for the Stores Department provides that 

a maximum and minimum limit should be laid down for the quantity of each stock item of 

stores in a depot at any time below or above which the balances should not ordinarily be 

allowed to go. Furthermore, Para 2233 stipulates that the Stores Department of every Railway 

should be organized to deal effectively with the disposal of surplus stock, either by sale or 

issue, or transfer to other Railways. 

During audit of 6 different formations, unnecessary procurement and non-utilization of 

material was found. The material was not utilized by the consumer nor was any efforts made 

to dispose-off the same. This resulted in blockage of capital amounting to Rs 1.30 Billion due 

to unnecessary procurement, non-utilization and non-disposal of material as detailed in 

Annexure-J. This depicts poor inventory management by Pakistan Railways.  

The matters were taken up with the management from September 2019 to August 2021. 

In most of the cases, management replied that instructions had been issued to keep the balance 

according to fixed limit. However, detailed replies had been incorporated in Annexure-J. 

Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due 

to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that action be taken against persons held responsible for 

procurement of material without actual requirements. Inventory management be improved to 

avoid blockage of capital. 

2.5.29 Non-disposal of scrap – Rs 582.40 million 

Para 2403 of Pakistan Railways Code for the Stores Department provides that the Store 

Department should arrange for the regular collection of all scrap from consuming departments 

and for its disposal to the best advantage of the Railways. If scrap is to be disposed-off by 

public auction, arrangements should be made for its collection at convenient points for the 

purpose of such sales.  

During audit of 16 different formations, cases of accumulation of scrap were observed 

due to non-disposal of scrap which resulted in blockage of capital amounting to Rs 582.40 

million as detailed in Annexure - K. 

Paras except Sr. No. 05 could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 

15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings from the concerned 

Principal Officers. 
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The matters were taken up with the management in September 2020 to August 2021. 

In most of the cases, management replied that the process of disposal of scrap was underway 

and would be completed soon. Against Sr. No. 05 DAC directives of the same had been 

incorporated in Annexure - K. 

Audit recommends that expedient action for proper disposal of scrap be taken. 

Responsibility for unnecessary retention of scarp be fixed. 

2.5.30  Loss due to non-replacement of wrong/defective material – Rs 387.38 million 

Para 761 of Pakistan Railways Code for the Stores Department stipulates that store should be checked 

with the standard specifications or drawings on which the order is based. In rare cases where orders 

have been made to a sample, a standard sealed sample shall be held by the inspecting officer, and 

stores be accepted only if they are up to the standard sample. 

During audit of following formations, it was observed that material supplied was either defective or of 

wrong specification. Railways management made payment of defective material valuing Rs 387.38 

million as detailed below. Moreover, the wrong/defective material was not replaced due to negligence 

of PR management. 

(Rs in million) 
Sr. # DP. # Formation Description Amount 

1.  10669 PD, Rehabilitation/ 

Procurement of Re-

manufactured 300 

Traction Motors 

Defective Armature Assy 

and traction motors 

147.27 

2.  10670 PD, Locomotive 

Rehabilitation, 

Workshops Division 

Mughalpura, Lahore 

61 warranty claims of 

defective locomotives 

parts were rejected by 

contractor  

220.87 

3.  10576 Mechanical 

Department 

Workshop Division 

Mughalpura, Lahore 

Defective material 

(Armature, frame head, 

Coil as field, plate as 

brush) 

6.73 

4.  10735 PD, Rehabilitation/ 

Procurement of Re-

manufactured 300 

Traction Motors 

Traction motors 3.14 

5.  11311 MD, Carriage 

Factory, Islamabad 

Defective material (LED 

TV, Glass fiber sheet, 

energy saver, liver hanger 

support assembly, double 

glass pain, aluminum 

covering frame, Hex head 

bolt, cross-resk wood 

screw, Plywood sheet etc.) 

9.37 

Total 387.38 

The matter was taken up with the management from September 2019 to October 2020. Sr. No. 03 was 

discussed in DAC meeting held on 15.02.2022. DAC was informed that the defective material has 

been replaced. DAC directed the PO that the documentary evidence in support of replacement of all 

defective material be provided to Audit and get the same verified from Audit. Sr.No.5 was discussed 

in DAC meeting held on 15.02.2022. DAC was informed that there was no loss to PR as no payment 

against the rejected items had been made to the firms. DAC directed the PO that documentary 

evidence in support of non-payment to the firms against rejected items be furnished to Audit for 

verification and pended the para till next DAC meeting. Against Sr. No.1 management replied that the 

contractors had been requested for replacement/repair of defective items. Against Sr. No. 2, 
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management did not have cogent reply to audit observation. Against Sr. No. 4, management replied 

that static running test of failed traction motor was found satisfactory.  

The remarks in respect of Sr. No. 1 was an admission of audit observation. In respect of Sr. No. 4, the 

remarks were not acceptable as the failed traction motor was declared defective but not replaced by 

the supplier. Further, how a failed traction motor performed satisfactorily without any 

repair/rehabilitation. Documentary evidence that the traction motor was not defective may be 

furnished to audit to prove the assertion. Against Sr. No 3 & 5 compliance of DAC directives was 

awaited. Paras except Sr. No. 03 and 05 could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 

and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings by the concerned Principal 

Officers. 

Audit recommends that the material may be got replaced immediately and responsibility be fixed for 

not getting the material replaced. 

2.5.31  Unauthorized consumption of HSD oil – Rs 39.81 million 

In terms of COPS office letter No. 39-FA/0-XV (P) dated 05.12.1991, to achieve economy in use of 

HSD oil, trip ration of HSD oil for each class of locomotive was fixed. All cases of excess 

consumption by 10% than the fixed ration be examined on merits, responsibility be fixed and 

disciplinary action be taken under the rules. Further, Para 807 (1) of Pakistan Railways General Code 

volume-I provides that every public officer should exercise the same vigilance in respect of 

expenditure incurred from the Government revenues as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise 

in respect of expenditure of his own money. 

During audit of following formations, it was observed that 393,554 liters of HSD oil valuing Rs 39.81 

million was utilized more than fixed quota. This resulted in unauthorized utilization of excess HSD oil 

of Rs 39.81 million due to negligence of management as detailed below: 

(Rs in million) 
Sr. # DP. # Formation Fixed Quota Actual 

Consumption  

Excess 

Consumption (in 

liters) 

Amount 

1 10542 Mechanical 

Department, Karachi 

1,017,919 1,175,490 157,571 19.81 

2 11308 Mechanical 

Department, Karachi 

526,360 607,028 65,744 7.15 

3 10978 Mechanical 

Department, Quetta 

2,892,174 3,007,831 115,657 6.46 

4 10529 Divisional 

Superintendent, 

Sukkur Division 

84,053 110,623 26,570 3.24 

5 11461 Divisional 

Superintendent, 

Sukkur Division 

127,618 155,640 28,022 3.15 

Total 393,554 39.81 

The issue was taken up with the management from August 2020 to August 2021. Sr. 

No. 2 and 3 were discussed in DAC meeting held on 15.02.2022. DAC directed the Chief 

Internal Auditor to hire an independent consultant to evaluate the excess consumption of HSD 

oil and log books of locomotives be maintained in true letter and spirit. The evaluation report 

of consultant be submitted to DAC and Audit within 60 days. Against Sr No. 4, management 

replied that excess consumption of fuel was due to engineering restrictions.  

The remarks in respect of Sr. No 4 were an admission of audit observation. In respect 

of Sr. No. 1 and 05, management did not have cogent reply to audit observation. Against Sr. 
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No 02 and 03 compliance of DAC directives was awaited. Paras except Sr. No. 2 and 3 could 

not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation 

of replies in the DAC meetings by the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that matter be investigated to fix responsibility regarding 

unauthorized utilization of HSD oil more than quota. Action may be taken against those held 

responsible besides regularization of the amount involved. 

2.5.32  Un-authorized issuance of H.S.D oil – Rs 12.35 million 

As per Chief Operating Superintendent letter No.83-FA/50-XXII (Mech) dated 

3.9.2019, MOR has directed the COPS to issue fuel only for operational purpose. The COPS 

also clarified vide his office letter of even No. dated 08.09.2019 that for vehicles relating to the 

Divisions, the Divisions will arrange HSD from their own source. Further, the DG/Fuel 

Monitoring P.R. Headquarters office vide letter No.DG/Fuel Monitoring/01/2020 dated 26-4-

2021 states that HSD oil requirement for non-operational functions may kindly be arranged 

from local market by using fleet card chargeable to POL head of relevant departments to avoid 

any inconvenience and strict monitoring of HSD Oil consumption for non-operational 

functions. 

During of audit of following formations, it was observed that 117,392 liters of HSD oil 

amounting to Rs 12.35 million were unauthorizedly issued for non- operational functions/ 

vehicles in violation of the orders of Ministry of Railways as detailed below: 

(Rs in million) 
Sr # DP # Formation Unauthorized 

issuance of HSD oil 

(in liters) 

Amount 

1 10909 MD, Pakistan Locomotive 

Factory Risalpur 

77,876 7.79 

2 11320 Mechanical Department, 

Karachi 

5,970 0.65 

3 11386 Mechanical Department, 

Multan 

33,550 3.91 

Total  117,396 12.35 

The matter was taken up with the management in September 2020 and August 2021. 

Against Sr. No. 1 management did not have cogent reply to audit observation. Against Sr. No. 

2, management replied that the Engineering Department and PRP, Karachi had been requested 

to get sanction from HQ office Lahore but reply was awaited.  Against Sr. No. 3, management 

replied that instructions had been noted and Divisional officers would be asked to purchase 

form their own allocated fund.  

The remarks in respect of Sr. No.1 were not acceptable because the HSD oil was issued 

in contravention to the directions of MOR. The remarks in respect of Sr. No. 2 and 3 were an 

admission of audit observation. Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 

28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings by the 

concerned Principal Officers. 
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Audit recommends that matter be inquired to fix responsibility for issuance of HSD oil 

for non-operational functions in violation of MOR directions. Action be taken against those 

found at fault besides regularization of the amount involved. 

Governance and Administrative Mismanagement 

2.5.33 Illegal sale of commercial land by lessee – Rs 4.59 Billion 

As per Clause 5 & 5A of the lease deed dated 24.05.2004 executed between Pakistan 

Railways and M/s Aqeel Kareem Deedhi (Pvt) Limited, the Railway land will not be sublet by 

the lessee in any case to other party or parties without obtaining prior approval of the lessor. 

During Audit of Property & Land Department, Karachi in March 2020, it was observed 

that Pakistan Railways leased out commercial land measuring 10,207 Square Yards valuing Rs 

4.59 Billion to M/s Aqeel Kareem Deedhi (Pvt) Limited on 24.05.2004 for ninety-nine (99) 

years. The lessee without the approval of lessor (Pakistan Railways) sold out the same 

commercial plot to M/S National Commodity Exchange Limited (NCEL) while entered into 

an illegal Novation Agreement dated 10.11.2007 in violation to above said contractual clause 

of the lease deed. The Railway Administration did not take any stern action against the lessee 

for illegal sale of Railway property valuing Rs 4.59 Billion. 

The matter was taken up with the management in March 2020. Management replied 

that the matter was already in Supreme Court of Pakistan and the case was fixed for 06.03.2020 

and the outcome of the same would be apprised to Audit accordingly. The remarks were not 

acceptable as further progress of the case was not furnished to Audit and para could not be 

discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply 

in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter be investigated for illegal sale of commercial land to 

thirty parties by the lessee. Audit further recommends that the court case be pursued vigorously 

and outcome of the same be intimated to Audit for examination.  

DP# 10655 

2.5.34  Non-deduction of taxes from suppliers – Rs 338.51 million 

In terms of Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) letter No l(42)/STM/2009/99638 

dt24/7/2013 purchase of Taxable goods may only be made from sales Tax Registered (STR) 

persons against sales tax  invoices and payment be made through Banking Channels. Moreover, 

Section 236-A of income tax ordinance 2001 states that any person making sale by public 

auction / tender of any property or goods shall collect tax including award of any lease to any 

person @ 10% and 15% from the filers and non-filers, respectively, for further remittance to 

Income Tax authorities on the day the tax is deducted.  

During audit of 30 different formations, it was observed that an amount of Rs 338.51 

million was not deducted from the suppliers/contractors on account of income tax, sales tax, 

provincial tax, excise duties in complete disregard to FBR instructions as detailed in 

Annexure-L. This resulted in loss of Rs 338.51 million to public exchequers due to slackness 

and weak internal controls on the part of Railway management. 
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The matters were taken up with the management from April 2018 to August 2021. In 

most of the cases, management replied that in future procurements would be made from 

suppliers registered with FBR. Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 

and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings by the concerned 

Principal Officers except Sr. No. 18 and 23 and DAC directives of the same had been 

incorporated in Annexure-L. 

Audit recommends that matter be probed to fix responsibility for non-deduction of taxes 

Action be taken against those held responsible besides recovery of amount from the concerned. 

2.5.35 Loss due to levy of additional tax/default surcharge by FBR – Rs 384.11 million 

As per section 205 1A, 1B and 205 (3) of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, A person who 

fails to pay advance tax under section 147 or the tax so paid is less than ninety per cent of the 

tax chargeable for the relevant tax year, shall be liable for default surcharge/additional tax. 

Further, a person who fails to collect or deduct tax, as required under Division II and Division 

III of Part V of this Chapter or Chapter XII or fails to pay an amount of tax collected or deducted 

as required under section 160 on or before the due date for payment shall be liable for default 

surcharge/additional tax. Moreover, Para-1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides 

that every Railway servant will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained through 

negligence on his part. 

During audit of the Chief Commercial Manager, Headquarters Office, Lahore in June 

2021, it was observed that an amount of Rs 384.11 million was raised/levied/determined as 

default surcharge/additional tax under section 205 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001 by FBR due 

to the failure of Pakistan Railways/Tax department in collection/depositing of taxes with FBR 

for the period ranging from 2001 to 2005 and 2012 to 2018. Some errors and discrepancies 

made by the Tax Department of Pakistan Railways while dealing with tax matters are given 

below. 

1. While preparing Payment Slip IDs, irrelevant sections of payment was mentioned. 

2. In many cases, Tax period mentioned was irrelevant. 

3. In number of cases, instead of giving the particulars of parties, individual firms and 

persons were not segregated; instead, agglomeration of Tax payers was provided, 

which is in clear violation of the principle of disclosure. 

4. In certain cases, the Income Tax withheld had been deposited as Sales Tax. 

5. In many cases withholding tax was not collected and deposited with FBR. 

This resulted in loss to Pakistan Railways amounting to Rs 384.11 million as additional 

tax/default surcharge was applied by FBR due to the slackness on the part of Railways 

management. This is very alarming situation for Pakistan Railways as PR is already facing 

severe financial crunch 

The matter was taken up with the management in June 2021. Management replied that 

the tax collection is the domain of concerned principal officers (agreement executing 

departments) and its further remittance with FBR falls under the domain of respective FA & 

CAO’s. The office of CCFM acts only as a coordinator among Railways departments and FBR 

for litigation purposes only. Therefore, the para may be issued to CCM office. The remarks 

were not tenable because it was the responsibility of the Railways management to strengthen 
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the internal controls to avoid losses. Para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 

28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the 

concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that responsibility be fixed for above discrepancies and action be 

taken against those held responsible. Remedial measures be adopted to overcome these 

problems under intimation to Audit. 

DP# 11110 

2.5.36 Irregular award of contract agreement due to non-obtaining of performance 

security – Rs 49.87 million 

As per section 39 of PPRA Rules, 2004, where needed and clearly expressed in the 

bidding documents, the procuring agency shall require the successful bidder to furnish a 

performance guaranty which shall not exceed 10% of the contract amount. Further, as per 

instruction to bidders the successful bidder shall furnish to the employer a performance security 

in the form and the amount stipulated in the conditions of contract within 14 days after the 

receipt of acceptance letter. In case of failure, sufficient ground for annulment of the award and 

forfeiture of bid security exists. 

During audit of 10 different formations, it was observed that a number of agreements 

were executed with different contractors for procurement of materials and execution of works. 

The contractors were required to furnish performance security within the stipulated time period 

but failed to do so. Despite the fact that contractors did not furnish performance security/bank 

guaranty, management executed the contract agreements with them anyway. This resulted in 

irregular award of contract agreements by extending undue favor to contractors amounting to 

Rs 49.87 million as detailed in Annexure-M. 

The matter was taken up with the management from May 2019 to September 2021. In 

most of the cases, management replied that matter would be inquired. Detailed replies, 

however, had been incorporated in Annexure-M. Paras could not be discussed in DAC 

meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of replies in the DAC 

meetings from the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated for failure to obtain performance 

security and extension of undue favor to the contractors. Contract management controls be 

strengthened to avoid recurrence. 

2.5.37 Loss due to misappropriation/theft of material – Rs 837.26 million 

Para 372 of Pakistan Railways Code for the Accounts Department provides that the 

defalcation or loss should be reported to the Accounts Officer and Statutory Audit and should 

be investigated by the Executive in association with Accounts representative with a view to fix 

responsibility. 

During audit of 10 different formations, it was observed that various types of items 

valuing Rs 837.26 million were misappropriated/ stolen due to negligence and slackness of the 

management. This resulted in loss of Rs 837.26 million to Pakistan Railways as detailed in 

Annexure-N. 
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The matters were taken up with the management from September 2020 to September 

2021. In most of the cases, management replied that matters were under investigation. Paras 

could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-

presentation of replies in the DAC meetings by the concerned Principal Officers except Sr. No. 

05 and DAC directives of the same had been incorporated in Annexure-N. 

Audit recommends that matter be probed to fix responsibility for misappropriation/theft 

of items and action be taken against those held responsible besides recovery of the amount 

involved under intimation to audit. The loss may also be reported in Financial Statements of 

Pakistan Railways. 

2.5.38 Unjustified payment to employees by extending favor- Rs 156.96 million 

Para-807 of Pakistan Railways General Code describes that every public officer should 

exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from Government Revenue as a 

person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money. 

Further, Para 723(v) of Personnel Manual states that the staff required for sports tournaments, 

training in various sports and athletic events should not ordinarily, be granted special casual 

leave for more than 15 days at a stretch and if special circumstances warranting exceptional 

treatment exist, prior approval of the Divisional Superintendent in respect of the division and 

the respective Deputy Heads of Departments for the extra divisional offices must be obtained 

but the period involved should in no case exceed 45 days at a time. 

During audit, it was observed that an amount of Rs 156.96 million was paid to the 

employees of Pakistan Railways on account of Pay & Allowances and overtime by extending 

undue favor. The payment of pay & Allowances, overtime and piece work profit was 

unjustified as neither the fixed targets were achieved nor extra production was done. The staff 

remained idle, spared time for sports activities beyond the permissible time as detailed below: 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. # DP # Formation Description Amount 

1 10506 Mechanical Department, 

Workshops Division Mughalpura, 

Lahore 

Staff remained idle due to non- 

availability of hard coke 

72.603 

2 10540 Divisional Superintendent, 

Workshops Division Mughalpura, 

Lahore 

Staff was spared for sports activities 

from 3 to 38 years 

47.77 

3 10504 WM/Steel shop MGPR Overtime and piece work were paid 

without achievement of target 

18.02 

4 10773 PD/Locomotive Rehabilitation, 

Workshops Division Mughalpura, 

Lahore 

Overtime was paid for nominal work 

and also for the month when no 

locomotive was turned out 

3.67 

5 11511 Mechanical Department, Sukkur 

Division 

Loss due to unjustified payment of 

overtime allowance 

14.90 

Total 156.96 

The matter was taken up with the management from September 2019 to December 

2020. Sr. No.1 was discussed in DAC meeting held on 15.02.2022. DAC directed the PO that 

documentary evidence in support of utilization of idle staff at steel shop and other locations be 

provided to Audit for examination within 15 days. Against Sr. No. 2, management replied that 

utmost efforts would be made to justify the piecework and overtime allowances. 
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The remarks in respect of Sr. No. 2 were admission of audit observation. In respect of 

Sr. No. 3 and 4, 5 no reply was received. Against Sr. No. 01 compliance of DAC directives 

was awaited. Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 

due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that matter be inquired at an appropriate level to fix responsibility 

for payment of pay & allowances and payment of overtime allowance without achievement of 

targets, idle staff and sparing the staff for sports activities. Action be taken against those held 

responsible besides recovery of the amount involved. 

2.5.39 Loss due to non-removal of speed restrictions – Rs 1.72 Billion per annum 

The Chief Operating Superintendent letter No. 39-FA/0/2 dated March 2020 persuades 

the Railway management to adopt economy measures for the purpose of minimization of fuel 

consumption. Furthermore, Para (H) of the said letter also provides that Railway suffers a loss 

of Rs 2,665 and 2196 for one minute stoppage out of schedule running on main line and loop 

line respectively. 

During audit of the following formations, it was observed that due to poor condition of 

track, Railways management had imposed speed restrictions for the period from last 02 to 13 

years. No efforts had been made by Railways management to remove the speed restrictions. 

This resulted in loss of Rs 1.72 billion per annum on account of over consumption of fuel due 

to non-removal of speed restrictions/repair of track.  

(Rs in million) 
Sr # DP # Formation Period of speed restrictions Amount 

1 10594 Civil Engineering 

Department, 

Sukkur Division 

Since October 2010 to 

September 2020 

863.61 

2 10874 Civil Engineering 

Department, 

Multan Division 

Since February 2008 to August 

2019 

834.00 

3 11401 Civil Engineering 

Department, Quetta 

Division 

Since December 2013 to till date  27.28 

Total 1724.89 

The matter was taken up with the management from August 2019 to September 2021. 

The Para at Sr No. 2 was discussed in DAC meeting held on 28.01.2022. DAC directed the PO 

to devise the plan for removal of speed restrictions and report to DAC within one month. 

Against Sr. No. 1, the management replied that Speed restrictions/ERs were imposed to ensure 

safety of train operations The remarks in respect of Sr. No. 1 were not acceptable because it 

was the responsibility of Railways management to maintain the track properly but the track 

maintenance was overlooked by Railways management in certain cases since 2008. Against Sr. 

No. 2 compliance of DAC was awaited. Against Sr. No. 3, no reply was received. Paras except 

Sr No 02 could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 and due 

to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings by the concerned Principal Officers.  

Audit recommends that the matter may be taken up at a higher level to remove speed 

restrictions and repair of track. 

2.5.40 Irregular appointment of staff – Rs 75.67 million  
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As per Finance Division (Regulation Wing) letter No.F.4(9)R-3/2008-499 dated 

12.08.2008, the staff for development projects funded from PSDP was required to be recruited 

from open market on contract basis. Moreover, as per General Manager/Operations letter 

No. GM.Misc.07/2014 dated 07.07.2014, essential staff against work charged posts of the 

projects was required to be engaged on contract basis by following the laid down procedure for 

contract appointments. As per Chief Personnel Office letter dated 15.07.2014 TLA employees 

should be engaged strictly in accordance with the eligibility criteria for direct recruitment i.e. 

qualification age and only in those grades where applicable i.e. Grade 1 & 2 against the posts 

of essential categories.  Further, as chapter-III of Railcop employees service rules and 

regulations amended in 2016, Recruitment committee shall be constituted by the MD which 

shall consist of three members and no appointment shall be made without recommendations of 

recruitment committee and approval of MD in regular time scales. The evaluation sheet 

mentioning the name of candidate shortlisted by HR will be prepared for each member of 

recruitment committee. The recruitment committee will submit their recommendations by 

fixing merit of each candidate on the basis of interview/ test and qualification. 

During audit of following formations, it was observed that 110 employees of grade-1 

to 16 were recruited/ appointed on TLA basis instead of contract basis and appointment in 

regular time scales were made without following the prescribed procedure by PD Khanpur-

Lodhran and Railcop respectively. This resulted in irregular expenditure on pay and allowance 

amounting to Rs 75.67 million due to irregular appointment of staff in violation of the policies 

of Finance Division, Pakistan Railways and Railcop. 

(Rs in million) 
Sr. # DP. # Formation Amount 

1 10626 PD, Track Rehabilitation (KPR-LON) 61.83 

2 11002 MD, Railcop 13.84 

Total 75.67 

The matter was taken up with the Management in December 2020 and June 2021. 

Against Sr. No. 1, management replied that reply would be furnished within two weeks. 

Against Sr. No. 2, management replied that observation of the audit has been noted and 

recommendations of the committee would be taken for hiring of candidates. 

The remarks in respect of Sr. No. 2 were an admission of audit observation and against 

Sr. No. 1 no reply was received. Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 

28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings from the 

concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired to fix responsibility for irregular 

appointment on TLA basis instead of contract appointment and against the policies. Action be 

taken against those held responsible besides strengthening the Human management controls. 

2.5.41 Unauthorized extension in contract without approval of secretary establishment – 

Rs 8.17 million  

In terms of SL No. 14.6 (4) (i) of Esta Code 2015, extension of contract appointment 

beyond 02 years to posts in BPS-17 to 19 shall be subject to approval of Establishment 

Secretary. 
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During audit of project 75 DE Locomotives, it was observed that 02 retired Railway 

employees were re-employed on contract basis as Junior Mechanical Engineer (BPS-17) with 

the approval of the Secretary/Chairman Railways on 01.12.2016 and 01.12.2017. The contract 

periods of the employees were extended beyond 02 years without the approval of the Secretary 

Establishment in contravention of rule ibid. This resulted in irregular/unauthorized payment of 

Rs 8.17 million on account of pay and allowances for the period from 01.12.2018 to 30.11.2021 

and 22.08.2019 to 31.07.2021 due to negligence of the Project Director. 

The issue was taken up with the management in December 2021. Management replied 

that the matter had been referred to Establishment Division, Islamabad. The remarks were not 

acceptable because the approval of secretary establishment was pre-requisite for extension of 

contract appointments beyond 02 years. Para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 

28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the 

concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that the matter be probed to fix responsibility for 

irregular/unauthorized payment to the contract employees. The amount involved may either be 

got regularized with the sanction of the competent authority or recovered from the persons held 

responsible. 

DP# 11695 

2.5.42 Irregular engagement of overage employees–Rs 2.58 million 

As per Chief Personnel Officer, PR letter dated 16.07.2014, TLA employees should be 

engaged strictly in accordance with the eligibility criteria for direct recruitment i.e. 

qualification/age etc. Further, as per minutes of the meeting regarding engagement of TLA 

employees held at MOR on 19.06.2019, TLA staff should be engaged by fulfilling prescribed 

eligibility criteria for the post. As per Establishment Division OM No.9/2/91-R-5 dated 

24.06.2010 maximum age limit for BPS 1-15 was 30 years (25+5). 

During audit of Mechanical Department, Sukkur Division in October 2021, it was 

observed that 18 overage employees were engaged on TLA basis during the period from May 

2013 to April 2020. At the time of engagement, the age of these employees was ranging from 

30 years to 42 years. This resulted in incurrence of irregular expenditure of Rs 2.58 million on 

pay and allowances. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October 2021. Management 

responded that reply would be submitted within a week but no reply was received and para 

could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-

presentation of reply in the DAC from the concerned Principal Officer. 
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Audit recommends that matter be investigated to fix responsibility for engagement of 

overage employees on TLA basis. Action be taken against those held responsible under 

intimation to Audit. 

DP# 11440 

2.5.43 Avoidable loss/expenditure by converting to new Signaling system – Rs 73.36 

million 

Para 807 of Pakistan Railways General Code Provides that every public officer should 

exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from Government revenues as a 

person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money. 

During audit of Divisional Signal Engineer, Sukkur in November 2019, it was observed 

that Railways stations were equipped with new computer-based interlocking (CBI) signaling 

system. The trains were still running on Paper Line Clear (PLC) both on main and Department 

lines over Sukkur Division, thus Pakistan Railways sustained a loss of Rs 73.36 million per 

annum on account of excess consumption of HSD oil due to running of trains on PLC. 

 The matter was taken up with Management in October 2019 but no reply was received 

and para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to 

non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated to fix responsibility for failure to 

run the trains on CBI signaling system. Action be taken against those held responsible besides 

adopting measures to put the CBI system in operation to avoid further loss. 

DP# 10508 

2.5.44 Inappropriate disposal of assets of REDAMCO by Ministry of Railways – Rs 16.78 

million 

In terms of Sections 358 and 364 of the Companies Ordinance 1984, when a company, 

on the recommendations of directors, decides that the company be wound up voluntarily and 

passes a Special Resolution, in general meeting (Annual or Extra Ordinary) appoints a 

liquidator and fixes his remuneration. On the appointment of liquidator, the Board of Directors 

cease to exist. It is further provided under Section 370 that as soon as affairs of the company 

are fully wound up, the liquidator shall make a report and account of winding up, call a final 

meeting of members, before which the report / accounts shall be placed. 

During audit of Ministry of Railways Islamabad in September 2020, it was observed 

that the Board of Directors of Railways Estate Development & Marketing Company 

(REDAMCO) decided in its 27th BoD meeting dated 12.09.2019 that (1) Physical Assets of 

REDAMCO along with record pertaining to Admin & Finance Department be transferred to 

Ministry of Railways and (2) Liquidator be appointed for winding-up the company. 

Resultantly, physical assets of REDAMCO having market value of Rs 16.78 million (as per 

hypothecation stock inspection by M/S International Design Group during July, 2019) were 

inappropriately taken over by Ministry of Railways prior to appointment of liquidator and 

completion of winding-up process in violation of above-mentioned provisions of Companies 

Ordinance. Moreover, the valuable company assets including vehicles, split Air Conditioners, 
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Office equipment and laptops in good working condition were unlawfully distributed among 

different Railways officers while the liquidation process was not even initiated. This resulted 

in inappropriate disposal of assets of REDAMCO amounting to Rs 16.78 million in 

contravention of the provision of Companies Ordinance. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September 2020 but no reply was 

received and para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 

due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated to fix responsibility for 

inappropriate disposal of company’s assets before completion of liquidation process. Retrieve 

the company assets handed over to different officers immediately. 

DP #  10515 

2.5.45 Irregular payment of honorarium/ cash award to private persons – Rs 2.30 million  

Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that means should be devised 

to ensure that every Railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be responsible for 

any loss sustained by Government through fraud or negligence on his part. 

During audit of the Financial Advisor & Chief Accounts Officer/PR, headquarters 

office, Lahore in October 2021, it was observed that an amount of Rs 2.30 million was 

irregularly paid to the SAP consultants of pension module on account of honorarium/ cash 

award. The SAP consultants being the private persons (other than Railway employees) were 

not entitled for honorarium/cash award as they were not permanent employees of the Pakistan 

Railways. This resulted in irregular payment of Rs 2.30 million to the private persons other 

than the permanent employees of Pakistan Railways. This depicts severe negligence on the part 

of the management.  

The matter was taken up with the management in October 2021 but no reply was 

received and para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 

due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired for irregular payment of 

honorarium/cash award to private persons. Action be taken against those held responsible 

besides recovery of the amount involved.  

DP# 11414 

2.5.46 Irregular payment of deputation allowance – Rs 3.13 million 

As per Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) letter dated 07.11.1995, the Railway 

Board in its meeting held on 01.10.1995 decided that posting/transfer of officers and staff in 

between the units, established as an integral part of Railway system namely RAILCOP and 

PRACS, should not be treated as deputation outside the Railways, but a routine transfer/posting 

within the organization. It was further decided that all postings and transfers in between various 

units of Railway system should be made with the approval of the Railway Board. 

During audit of Pakistan Railways Freight Transportation Company (PRFTC) Private 

Limited in June 2021, it was observed that an amount of Rs 3.13 million on account of 

transfer/deputation allowance was paid to the employees who were transferred from Pakistan 

Railways to PRFTC for the period from 01.06.2015 to 30.06.2021. This resulted in irregular/ 
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unjustified payment of transfer pay/allowance of Rs 3.13 million in violation of the decision of 

Railways Board. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September 2020 during 

Performance Audit vide Para No. 4.1.6 and in June 2021. The issue was also discussed in DAC 

meeting dated 16th November 2020. The chair considered the reply satisfactory and decided to 

settle the para but Audit disagreed on the grounds that the similar issue in respect of PRACS 

had already been referred by the DAC in its meeting held on 8th November 2019 to Member 

Finance with the directions to examine the issue of vetting and approval of service rules of 

PRACS and other subsidiaries of PR from Finance Division and pended the para till next DAC. 

Compliance of DAC directives was awaited. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for unjustified payment of 

transfer pay/allowance to the employees of PR against orders of the Ministry of Railways and 

the amount involved be recovered from the concerned officials under intimation to Audit.   

DP# 11139 

2.5.47 Recurring loss due to over staffing – Rs 7.34 million 

Para-1801 of Railway General Code stipulates that every Railway servant realizes fully 

and clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government 

through negligence on his part. 

During audit of WM/Steel shop, MGPR in September 2020, it was observed that out of 

two Electric Furnaces installed in the Electric Furnace shop (Steel Melting Shop), production 

of Furnace No. 1 was stopped on 17.10.2004 due to its poor condition and later on it was 

declared condemned on 26.09.2013. Comparison of direct workers deployed revealed that 

fifty-nine (59) direct workers were working on two furnaces in 2013.Whereas sixty-one (61) 

workers were deployed only on one furnace during the Financial Year 2019-20. This indicated 

that sanctioned strength of the shop was not rationalized/ revised after the condemnation of 

Furnace No. 1 and almost double number of direct workers was deployed only on one furnace. 

This resulted in recurring loss of Rs 7.34 million per annum on account of Labour charges due 

to over staffing. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October 2020. Management replied 

that the matter of overstaffing is based on misunderstanding. The furnace shop was also facing 

shortage of staff when the two furnaces were operational. It was baseless to assume that 

deployed staff is exclusive for each furnace. Instead, two furnaces were working side by side 

and the same labor was deployed in both the furnaces in spite of the shortage of the staff. The 

remarks were not acceptable because operation of two furnaces side by side could not be 

possible without separate staff. Further, the remarks of executives were admission of audit 

observation. Para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 

due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired to fix responsibility for non-shifting of 

surplus staff. Sanctioned strength of Electric Furnace shop be revised to avoid recurring loss 

under intimation to Audit.  

DP# 11212 

2.5.48 Loss due to late clearance of consignments – Rs 2.047 million 
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As per clauses of different purchase orders issued by the chief Controller of Purchase, 

Lahore and agreements executed by the Director Procurement, Islamabad. The shipping 

documents should be reached at the office of the DCOS/ Shipping/KC ten days advance to 

assess the custom duties and other allied charges and readily made available from the arrival 

of ship. Further, Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that means should be 

devised to ensure that every Railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held 

personally responsible for any loss sustained through fraud or negligence on his part. 

During audit of Chief Controller of Stores, Lahore in November 2021, it was observed 

that an amount of Rs 2.047 million was paid to the KPT on account of demurrage, storage, 

godown rent and other charges for the period from 2018 to 2021 due to late clearance of the 

consignments from Sea & Airports. The delay in clearance of consignments was due to late 

receipt of shipping documents from the firms and late clearance on the part of Railway 

management. Railway management did not take any efforts for the recovery of above said 

amount from the firm or the person responsible. This resulted in loss of Rs 2.047 million due 

the slackness on the part of Railway management. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November 2021 but no reply was 

received and para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 

due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter be probed to fix responsibility for late clearance of 

consignments and non-recovery of the amount from the firm or person at fault. Action be taken 

against those held responsible besides recovery of the amount involved under intimation to 

Audit. 

DP# 11622 

2.5.49 Loss due to wrong fixation of base rate against the policy – Rs 12.62 million 

Item No 10 of the policy for Car/Motor Cycle Parking on PR land on entire network 

stipulates that the bids shall be invited on annual rental basis by fixing the base price @ 6% for 

Category (C) as per DC rate of the area (per Marla) as circulated by Directorate of property 

and land vide letter dated 03.01.2017. Rule 4 of the PPRA stipulates that, Procuring agencies, 

while engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and 

transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the 

procurement process is efficient and economical. 

During audit of the Divisional Commercial Officer, Multan in May 2020, it was 

observed that allotment of Car/Taxi Stand at Multan Cantt. Station was awarded to Muhammad 

Shabbir @ Rs 2,305,000/- per annum through auction held on 11th November 2017. Audit 

observed that the base rate of rent for Parking Stand was erroneously fixed as 2.00 million per 

annum instead of Rs 7.71 million per annum by the Divisional Assessment Committee (DAC). 

Further, the approval of above auction from Director, Property and Land, Lahore was obtained 

by showing less than actual size of area of the site as 35.13 marlas instead of 112.04 marlas. 

This resulted in loss of Rs 12.62 million due to wrong fixation of base rent for parking stand.  

The matter was taken up with the management in May 2020. Management replied that 

after scrutiny of relevant record, comprehensive reply would be sent shortly with allied 

documents. The remarks were not acceptable as no reply was received and para could not be 
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discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply 

in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter may be probed to fix responsibility for award of contract 

at lower rates. Action be taken against those found at fault besides recovery of the loss under 

intimation to audit. 

DP# 10511 

2.5.50 Loss due to transporting/ shipment of material by air instead of by sea – Rs 11.49 

million 

As per clause (1) of purchase order no. 19/0015/01-0/2-2019 dated 23.09.2019, “freight 

charges are payable at actual to M/S PNSC Ltd. Karachi at destination in Pak: currency by 

DCOS/Shipping /KC on arrival of vessel in Karachi Port. 

During audit of Chief Controller of Purchase, Pakistan Railways, Lahore in November 

2020, it was observed that tender for procurement of 8000 brake shoes for locomotive was 

awarded to M/s Afham Associates Lahore at a total cost of FOB Euro 123,600 including freight 

charges vide Purchase order dated 23.09.2019. Instead of booking the material through PNSC, 

Railways management booked the material by PIA and an amount of Rs 11,683,643 was paid 

to PIA in violation of agreement. Where, as per purchase order the freight charges for shipping 

through sea were Rs 192,240 (640,800/8000x2400). Moreover, the supplier was given 

extension of 06 months period in supplying items which proved non urgency. This resulted in 

loss due to excess payment of Rs 11.49 due to shipment of material by changing mode of 

transportation.  

The matter was pointed out to the management in December 2020 but no reply was 

received and para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 

due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired to fix responsibility for shipment of 

goods by air instead of by sea. Action be taken against those held responsible besides recovery 

of the amount involved under intimation to Audit. 

DP#  10538 

2.5.51 Irregular unloading of ballast without revision of estimate and approval of 

authority – Rs 33.16 million 

In terms of the Chief Engineer’s vide letter No. 89  -W/0/1/Pt-I (W-1) dated 14.11.2009, 

sectional PWIs were strictly instructed to utilize the ballast of sanctioned Category-D Program 

at the KMs mentioned in program. However, if it is needed to utilize the ballast in emergency 

on the KM other than sanctioned Category-D Program, prior approval of the competent 

authority was required and the estimate must get revised accordingly to avoid any audit 

objection in future”. 

During audit of Civil Engineering Department Sukkur in September 2020, it was 

observed that huge quantity of ballast (i.e. 796,986 Cft) valuing Rs 33.16 was supplied to 

different PWIs of Sukkur Division and unloaded at kilometers/sites other than those provided 

in the sanctioned Category-D ballast program without the approval of competent authority and 

revision of estimate. This resulted in irregular unloading of ballast amounting to Rs 33.16 

million due to the slackness on the part of management.  
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The matter was taken up with the management in September 2020. Management replied 

that ballast was issued due to various emergent reasons arising from time to time to keep the 

track safe for train movement. However, the details would checked and if required transaction 

would be regularized. The remarks were an admittance of audit observation. Para could not be 

discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply 

in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter be probed to fix responsibility for unloading of ballast 

at KMs other than those provided in the sanctioned category-D program. Action be taken 

against those found at fault besides taken remedial measures to regularize the amount. 

DP# 10547 

2.5.52 Non-production of record – Rs 153.93 million 

In terms of Articles 169 and 170 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan 

read with the Auditor General’s Ordinance 2001 and orders of the Supreme Court of Pakistan 

passed in CMA’s 3330, 3471, 3594/13 in constitutional petition No. 105-12, audit is the 

constitutionally mandated process and after 18th Amendment in the constitution there is no 

room for denial of disclosure and withholding of accounts from Auditor General for audit. 

Further, under section–14(3) of above Ordinance, any person or authority hindering the 

auditoria functions of the Auditor General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to 

disciplinary action under relevant Efficiency and Disciplinary Rules, applicable to such person. 

During audit of eight different formations, the auditable record amounting to Rs 153.93 

million was not provided to Audit for scrutiny as detailed in Annexure-O. In most of the cases, 

no reply was received and detailed reply had been incorporated in said annexure. 

Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due 

to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that Railways’ administration may ensure timely provision of 

requisite record for audit scrutiny as and when required, enabling Audit to discharge its 

statutory duties. Disciplinary action may be taken against persons responsible for concealment. 

2.5.53 Unjustified/ irregular late payment surcharge on electricity/ Sui gas bills – 

Rs 26.26 million 

In terms of Clause 4 of Agreement executed between DISCOs and Pakistan Railways, 

no late payment surcharge will be levied on the A/C numbers relating to the Railways 

Department in case of advance Payment. Further, Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General 

Code states that means should be devised to ensure that every Railway servant realizes fully 

and clearly that he will be held personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government 

through fraud or negligence. 

During audit of six formations, it was observed that an amount of Rs 26.26 million was 

paid to DISCOs and SNGPL on account of unjustified/irregular late payment surcharge on 

electricity and sui gas bills in violation of the agreement and due to slackness on the part of PR 

management as detailed in Annexure-P.  

In most of the cases, management replied that bills were not paid in time due to late 

release of cash. Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 
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15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings by the concerned Principal 

Officers except Sr. No. 05 and DAC directives of the same had been incorporated in Annexure-

P. 

Audit recommends that matter be inquired to fix responsibility for making late payment 

surcharge and not making the payment in time to DISCOs and SNGPL respectively. Action be 

taken against those held responsible besides taking corrective actions for adjustment of the 

amount involved. 

 

 

2.5.54 Non-recovery of Quarterly Tariff Adjustment in electricity bills – Rs 11.39 million 

The National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA) notified the quarterly 

adjustment in tariff vide notifications No.NEPRA/R/TRF-100/XWDISCOs/25610-25612 

dated 26.11.2019 and No.NEPRA/R/ADG(Tariff)/TRF-100/XWDISCOs/31509-31511 dated 

24.07.2020. According to notifications the quarterly tariff adjustments would be recovered in 

twelve months period, starting from the date of notification. 

During audit of the Electrical Department, Sukkur Division in October 2021, it was 

observed that Pakistan Railways purchased electricity in bulk from DISCOs during the year 

2020-21 for consumption in service and residential buildings. DISCOs charged quarterly tariff 

adjustments at the rate of Rs 2.89 per unit during the period from July 2020 to June 2021 in the 

bulk supply bills of Railways but this adjustment in tariff was not passed on to the consumers. 

Thus, due to non-recovery of quarterly tariff adjustments from residents of Railways colonies, 

PR suffered loss of Rs 11.39 million during the financial year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October 2021. The management 

replied that all Zonal in-charges had been directed to recover quarterly tariff adjustments at the 

rate of Rs 2.89 per unit from the residential colonies. The remarks were an admission of audit 

observation. Para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 

due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that outstanding quarterly tariff adjustments may be recovered from 

the residents of Railways colonies under intimation to Audit. 

DP# 11526 

Management of Accounts in Commercial Banks 

2.5.55 Unauthorized depositing of Railways earnings into private bank accounts – 

Rs 50.40 million 

Para 1402 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that all money received by or 

tendered to Government Officers on account of revenues should be deposited in full in the 

treasury or bank specified by the Ministry of Finance in consultation with the State Bank of 

Pakistan without any delay. 

During audit of following formations of Pakistan Railways, it was observed that 

Railways earnings were unauthorizedly deposited into private accounts instead of Government 

treasury as detailed below: 

(Rs in million) 
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Sr # DP # Formation  Earnings From Period Account No. Amount 

1.  10837 Property & Land 

Department, 

Workshops 

Division 

Mughalpura, 

Lahore 

Wassas Marriage Hall 

(Kashmir Marque), 

Mughalpura Institute  

(4 Grounds) & Griffin 

Institute 

2019-20 4039982713, 

4039982633 & 

3039920147 

NBP, MGPR  

16.68 

2.  11026 2020-21 

27.32 

3.  11067 DG, Pakistan 

Railway 

Academy, 

Walton 

Wedding ground 2019-20 4070100400 

NBP, Walton  

3.99 

4.  11627 2020-21 
2.41 

Total 50.40 

The matter was taken up with the management from March 2020 to October 2021. 

Management replied against Sr. No. 1 and 2 that matter pertained to the Divisional Sports Officer. 

Against sr No. 03 and 04 management replied that the detailed reply would be submitted shortly. 

The remarks were not acceptable as the issue pertained to Property & Land Department. 

Further, it was the responsibility of management to deposit all Railway revenue with Railway 

treasury in compliance of DAC directives dated 25.01.2019 against Audit Para No. 2.4.3/2016-

17.  Against Sr. No. 03 and 04 no reply was received. The para could not be discussed in DAC 

meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC 

meetings from the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that the deposit of Railways’ earnings into private account should 

be stopped immediately and disciplinary action be initiated against responsible officers. The 

amount be transferred to Government treasury forthwith under intimation to Audit. 

Governance Issues in PSDP and Development of Infrastructure 

2.5.56 Faulty Procurement process resulting unjustified revision of PC-I – Rs 1.79 Billion 

Rule 4 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 stipulates that procuring agencies, while 

engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and 

transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and 

procurement process is efficient and economical. Further Rule 32 provides that discrimination 

and difficult conditions should not be introduced, which discriminates between the bidders and 

or that is considered to be met in difficulty. 

During audit of, Rehabilitation/ Procurement of Re-manufactured 300 Traction Motors 

a PSDP Project in November 2019, it was observed that PC-I for the said work was approved 

for Rs 1.65 Billion. As per PC-I, four types of traction motors were required to be rehabilitated 

in Railways workshops by procuring their spare parts. As the Pakistan Railways owned full-

fledged in house facility for rehabilitation of traction motors in Railway workshops. 

Accordingly, Railways management invited tenders for procurement of spare parts of four 

types of traction motors on 30.07.2015. As per bidding documents, Railways management 

invited offers from original manufacturers, approved manufacturers and unapproved suppliers, 

and created discrimination by giving different evaluation marks ranging from 300, 250 to 230 

respectively. Out of 16 bidders, only two bidders offered their bids. One bid was received from 

original manufacturer i.e. General Electric only for two traction motors and second bid from 

Chinese Company i.e. M/s Yongji Electric Equipment Co. for all traction motors. Railway 

management irregularly disqualified the Chinese firm on evasive grounds that the company 
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had not agreed and zero marks were given in technical evaluation. The Chinese company 

clarified that they fully agree with scope of work. Later on, the tender was filed by self-suiting 

justification of poor response from bidders on 29.03.2016. Subsequently, Railways 

management submitted a revised PC-I and changed the scope of the work from rehabilitation 

to procurement of re-manufactured traction motors for Rs 1.79 Billion on 02.03.2017 by 

ignoring the in house facility. This resulted in unjustified revision of PC-I for procurement of 

remanufactured tractions motors instead of rehabilitation of the same in its own workshops. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November 2019 and also discussed 

in DAC meeting held on 15.02.2022. DAC was not satisfied with the explanation of the PO 

and directed the PO that a detailed and comprehensive reply along with documentary evidence 

be provided to Audit within 45 days and pended the para till next DAC meeting. Compliance 

of DAC directives was awaited. 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated to fix responsibility for failure to 

devise transparent evaluation criteria, unjustified disqualification of bidder and unjustified 

revision of PC-I. Action be taken against those held responsible besides referring the case to 

investigation agencies to probe the matter. 

DP# 10599 

2.5.57 Unauthorized expenditure on additional works without provision in PC-I – 

Rs 418.17 million 

Para 806 of Government of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that the lump 

sum grants voted by the legislative assembly in response to the demands for grants presented 

to them, may be spent only on the objects and for the purpose specified in the PC-I/detailed 

statements. No expenditure may be incurred by any authority on a new service/work not 

contemplated in the original demand, without obtaining a supplementary grant from the 

legislature.  

During audit of following formations, it was observed that an amount of Rs 418.17 

million was incurred on additional works that were not provided in respective PC-Is. This 

resulted in unauthorized expenditure of Rs 418.17 million in violation of approved PC-I. 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. # DP # Formation Amount 

1 10683 PD, Track Rehabilitation (KPR-LON) 399.18 

2 10755 PD, DOT (KWL-RND) HQ office, Lahore 18.99 

Total 418.17 

The matter was taken up with the management in November 2019 and December 2020, 

but no reply was received and paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 

and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned 

Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter be inquired to fix responsibility for unauthorized 

incurrence of expenditure on additional works without any provision in PC-I and action be 

taken against those held responsible. 

2.5.58 Irregular utilization of PSDP funds for revenue works and revenue funds for PSDP 

works – Rs 291.20 million 
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Para 8 (a) of Finance Division O.M.No.F.3(2) Exp-III/2006 dated 13.09.2006 stipulates 

that without prior consent of Finance Division, no appropriation be made from development to 

current expenditure and vice versa.  

During audit of five formations, it was observed that PSDP and revenue funds valuing 

Rs 267.59 million and Rs 23.61 million were utilized for revenue works and PSDP works 

respectively. This resulted in irregular utilization of PSDP and revenue funds amounting to 

Rs 291.20 million without approval of Finance Division as detailed in Annexure-Q. This 

depicts weakness of financial and internal controls. 

In most of the cases, management replied that detailed reply would be furnished shortly. 

Replies, so far received, however have been incorporated in Annexure-Q. 

Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due 

to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated at an appropriate level to fix 

responsibility for utilizing PSDP funds for Revenue work and vice versa. Expenditure involved 

be got regularized from Finance Division. Financial and internal controls be strengthened to 

avoid recurrence. 

2.5.59 Non-supply of Speed Sensor – Rs 12.94 million 

Clause 13.11 of the contract agreement No. DP/RTM/GE761/2017 dated 23.06.2017 

provides that “any other work which is essentially required to remanufacture the traction motor 

to bring up to the OEM Standard” 

During audit of, Rehabilitation/Procurement of Re-manufactured 300 Traction Motors 

(Revised) a PSDP Project in October 2020, it was observed that Pakistan Railways executed 

an agreement valuing $1,194,000 for procurement of GE 761 A23 remanufactured traction 

motors with M/s CRRC YONGJI ELECTRIC Co., China vide agreement dated 23.06.2017. It 

was observed that 60 Speed sensors valuing $103,042, which were an integral part of the 

traction motor, were not supplied to Pakistan Railways. Pakistan Railways did not take up the 

matter with supplier for supply of requisite material. This resulted in loss to Pakistan Railways 

amounting to Rs 12.94 million due to shortage in supply of essential parts. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October 2020 and also discussed in 

DAC meeting held on 15.02.2022. DAC was informed that sensors of CAT No. 41B537105GI 

were not an integral part of traction motors. Audit did not agree with the view point of the 

Railway management and informed the DAC that as per clause 13.11 of the contract agreement 

dated 23-06-2017 any other work which is essentially required to remanufacture the traction 

motor to bring up to the OEM Standard. DAC directed the PO that a fact-finding inquiry be 

conducted and report of the same be shared with Audit and DAC within 30 days. Compliance 

of DAC directives was awaited. 

Audit recommends that the matter be inquired to fix responsibility for failure to take up 

the matter with supplier. Action be taken against those held responsible besides recoupment of 

the material or amount involved.  

DP# 10548 
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2.5.60 Irregular transfer of funds without receipt of material – Rs 79.53 million 

Para-1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that means should be devised 

to ensure that every Railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held personally 

responsible for any loss sustained through fraud or negligence on his part. 

During audit of Up-gradation of Terminal Facilities and Dry Ports a PSDP project, in 

November 2021, it was observed that an amount of Rs 93.670 million was transferred to Track 

Rehabilitation (TR) project for supply of Rails and Sleepers etc, for execution of Complete 

Track Renewal (CTR) at Badami Bagh Station and Mughalpura Dry port, in June 2017. 

However, TR management only supplied material valuing Rs 14.144 million and remaining 

material valuing Rs 79.53 million had not been supplied despite lapse of more than 04 years. 

This resulted in irregular transfer of funds amounting to Rs 79.53 million without receipt of 

material. This depicts negligence and slackness on the part of both projects.  

The matter was taken up with the management in November 2021 but no reply was 

received and para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 

due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter be investigated to fix responsibility for transfer of 

amount and non-supply of material. Action be taken against those held responsible besides 

taking remedial measures under intimation to audit. 

DP# 11628 

2.5.61 Irregular payment of consultancy and design charges before approval of reports-

Rs 30.71 million 

Clause 6.3 of contract agreement for consultancy services between Pakistan Railways 

and joint venture of consultants dated January 2021 provides that the payment will be made 

after the submission and subsequent approval of each deliverable. However, on the request of 

the consultant, 20% of the deliverable payment will be released upon submission of invoice. 

Clause 11.1 request for Proposal regarding deliverables provides that the consultant shall 

provide ten (10) copies of each with an editable soft copy on CD/DVD. 

During audit of Karachi Circular Railway, a PSDP Project in October 2021, it was 

observed that the joint venture of consultants submitted 11 deliverables after feasibility study 

to Railways management in June 2021 including inception report in April 2021 along with 

invoices amounting to Rs 38.39 million for release of payment against the job. These 11 reports 

on feasibility studies were communicated to AGM Infrastructure for vetting from relevant 

forum in July 2021. As per agreement, only 20% of the invoiced amount was required to be 

paid to the consultants before final approval of the reports. Whereas, the project management 

made full payment of Rs 38.39 million to consultants irregularly before completing the process 

of vetting and obtaining of final approval for reports. Audit further observed that Secretary 

Railways issued note of displeasure on the quality of reports during progress review committee 

meeting. Moreover, the Environment Protection Agency, Government of Sindh also pointed 

out certain deficiencies in environmental report. This resulted in irregular payment of Rs 30.71 

million to the consultants on account of consultancy and design charges before approval of 

reports in violation of terms and conditions of contract agreement. 
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The matter was taken up with the management in October 2021.  The management 

replied that the payments were made after approval of the reports. The draft feasibility study 

and financial model has been submitted to Public Private Partnership Board (P3A) for approval. 

The remarks were not acceptable because payment was made to consultants while the 

deliverables were under vetting process at headquarters office. Para could not be discussed in 

DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC 

meetings from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired to fix responsibility for irregular 

payment before final approval of reports. Action be taken against those found at fault besides 

strengthening internal controls for financial and contract management. 

DP# 11482 

2.5.62 Irregular adjustment without transfer of cash – Rs 36.18 million 

Para 316 (a) of Pakistan Government Railway Code for the Accounts Department 

stipulates that the amounts due to Railway for services rendered, supplies made or any other 

reasons are correctly and promptly assessed and recovered as soon as they fall due. 

During audit of PSDP Projects for the Financial Year 2020-21, it was observed that 

management of different PSDP projects and deposit works utilized Railways freight wagons 

and Railways materials valuing Rs 36.18 million for their projects. The recipients of Railways 

freight services and Railways materials had not deposited/transferred the cash in Railways 

account-III. Instead of depositing the cash with Pakistan Railways, the amount on account of 

freight charges and the cost of the material was adjusted through book adjustments only. This 

resulted in loss to Pakistan Railways amounting to Rs 36.18 million due to irregular and 

incorrect adjustments without transfer of cash. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October 2021. The management 

replied that book adjustment was made by Project management. However, the actual transfer 

of funds into relevant account pertains to Headquarters Office. The remarks were not 

acceptable because adjustment in cash were required instead of adjustment through TCs as 

three separate bank accounts and three separate accounting entities were involved. Further, the 

remarks were an admission of audit observation. Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings 

dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings from 

the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that matter may be taken up at an appropriate level to devise a policy 

for actual transfer of funds in Revenue account. Amount involved be deposited with Pakistan 

Railways forthwith under intimation to Audit.  

DP# 11426 & 11525 

Issues in Railway Track and Rolling Stock 

2.5.63 Loss due to defective agreement with NLC – Rs 863.15 million 

According to clause 5.1.1, 5.1.2 and 5.1.4 of agreement dated 14.11.2014 executed 

between Pakistan Railways and M/s NLC for operating lease of locomotives for operation of 

freight trains, monthly rental for 10 locomotives was fixed as “Rs.187000 (with 6.5% increase 

per annum) per locomotive per day for 365 (366 days in leap year) days per year against 

availability of locomotives for 300 working days in a lease year.  
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During audit, of Mechanical Department Karachi in September 2020, it was observed 

that Pakistan Railways executed an agreement with National Logistic Cell to obtain 10 

locomotives on rental basis to be used in freight trains during the year 2014-15. As per 

agreement, rental charges were to be paid at the rate of Rs 187,000 per day per locomotive for 

365 days against the availability of locomotive for 300 working days. Thus, Pakistan Railways 

had to pay the rental charges for the days when the locomotives were not in operation with 

Pakistan Railways due to loopholes and weak contract management. This resulted in loss of Rs 

863.15 million due to faulty agreement without availing any benefits during the idle working 

days of locomotives for the period from 2014-15 to 2019-20. Moreover, the idle fleet of PR 

locomotives necessitate no leased/rental locos.   

The matter was taken up with the management in August 2020 but no reply was 

received and para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 

due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated to fix responsibility for making 

defective agreement with NLC and against interest of Pakistan Railways. Action be taken 

against those held responsible besides recovery of the amount involved. Audit further 

recommends that measures be taken to avoid further loss under intimation to Audit.  

DP# 10631 

2.5.64 Suspected bogus repair of locomotives – Rs 31.69 million 

Para-1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that every Railway servant will 

be held personally responsible for any loss sustained through fraud or negligence on his part. 

Further, as per Maintenance Regulation No. ME/DE-1011 REV(VI)2013 issued vide No.494-

W/367/45-B/Pt-II(M-4), the periodicity and time for carrying out C-I repair is 06 years or 

1,200,000 KMs whichever is earlier. 

During audit of Central Diesel Locomotive Workshop Rawalpindi in September 2020, 

it was observed that Locomotive No. 4930 GMCU-15 (KDA) after carrying out C-I repair at 

cost of Rs 17,019,931 was dispatched from CDL Shop on 17.03.2018. The locomotive was 

again returned to CDL workshop on 20.07.2018 for nominated repair which again cost Rs 

1,312,784 just after 04 months of C-I repair and turned out on 11.08.2018. Despite incurrence 

of heavy expenditure of Rs 18.33 million (Rs 17.02 million + Rs 1.31 million) on C-I , the 

locomotive could hardly work for a period of less than two months and again received back in 

CDL workshop for C-I repair on 01-10-2018 against 06 years scheduled C-1. It is worth 

mentioning that the C-I repair of in-question locomotive was due on 17-03-2021. The 

locomotive remained at CDL workshop for 23 months and turned out on 31-07-2020 after C-I 

repair at cost of Rs. 13.36 million. This resulted in suspected bogus expenditure of Rs 31.69 

million (Rs 17.02 million + Rs 1.31 million+13.36 million) on account of C-1 repair as the 

expenditure was booked but locomotives were not repaired. This also caused financial loss on 

account of potential earnings due to detention of locomotive for 23 months in CDL workshop. 

The matter was taken up with the management in November 2020. Management replied 

that detailed reply would be submitted after checking the record from concerned offices but no 

reply was received. The para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 

15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal 

Officer. 
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Audit recommends that the matter may be investigated to fix responsibility for turning 

out the locomotive without repair and booking of bogus expenditure. Amount involved be 

recovered from those held responsible along with initiation of disciplinary action. 

DP# 10501 

2.5.65 Irregular expenditure on staff in excess of sanctioned strength – Rs 79.58 million 

Para 111 of Pakistan Railways Establishment Code provides that the number of posts 

sanctioned for each grade in a department shall in no case be exceeded without the sanction of 

the authority competent to create a post, either permanent or temporary, in the grade.  

During audit, different categories of staff were found working in excess of the 

sanctioned strength as detailed in Annexure-R. This resulted in irregular expenditure of 

Rs 79.58 million on account of pay and allowances of staff working in excess to the sanctioned 

strength. 

In most of the cases no reply was received. Detailed replies, however, had been 

incorporated in Annexure-R. 

Paras could not be discussed in the DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 

due to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings by the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that responsibility for irregular expenditure be fixed and necessary 

corrective actions be taken to lay off excessive human resource. 

2.5.66 Loss due to deficiencies in Coaching and Goods Stock – Rs 29.46 million 

Revised Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) regarding prevention of theft of Railway 

material as communicated vide Deputy Inspector General/Operations, Pakistan Railways 

Police letter No. M-504/8-PRP/2014-15 dated 20.11.2019 lays down detailed internal controls 

to be put in place to stop theft/pilferage of material from Railway coaches and wagons. 

During audit of five formations, it was observed that deficiencies of fittings in coaching 

and goods stocks valuing Rs 29.46 million were noticed due to weak internal controls meant 

to prevent theft, as detailed in Annexure-S. This resulted in loss to PR Rs 29.46 million due to 

management’s slackness. 

In most of the cases, management replied that efforts were made to minimize the theft 

resulting in deficiencies. However, detailed replies were incorporated in Annexure-S. 

Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due 

to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that Railways management should immediately devise a strategy 

with the help of concerned departments to minimize such losses. Disciplinary action be taken 

against those held responsible for non-implementation of SOPs besides recovering the amount 

from them. 

Financial Mis-management Issues 

2.5.67 Loss due to non-recovery of damages on account of non-production of sleepers 

and long ties - Rs 6.29 Billion 
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As per clause 20 of the terms and conditions of agreement dated 18.10.2006 executed 

between M/s H.I.S Industries and Pakistan Railways regarding leasing of Concrete Sleeper 

Factory Kotri, if the lessor fails to purchase 150,000 Mono Block sleepers and 30,000 meters 

Long Ties per year starting from the date of production then the lessor will be bound to pay an 

amount of Rs 500/- per sleeper and Rs 500/- per meter Long Ties to the lessee for the balance 

quantity and vice and versa. 

During audit of Managing Director, Concrete Sleeper Factories in October 2021, it was 

observed that M/s H.I.S Industries failed to provide the requisite quantity of sleepers and long 

ties during the entire lease period ranging from 2006 to 2021 in violation of said agreement. 

However, Railways management did not make any strenuous effort to recover the damages. 

This resulted in loss due to non-recovery of Rs 6.29 Billion due to slackness on the part of 

Railways management. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October 2021. The management 

replied that the production of CSF/Kotri was stopped due to quality dispute between PR and 

H.I.S Industries. The matter proceeded to arbitration and interim award had been issued 

regarding settlement of claims of both the parties. All the claims of PR were under 

consideration as per interim award and agreement. The remarks were an admission of audit 

observation. Further, the progress of the case was not furnished to Audit. The para could not 

be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of 

reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officer.  

Audit recommends that matter may be probed to fix responsibility for non-recovery of 

dues. Action be taken against those held responsible besides settlement of the issue as per 

rules/regulation under intimation to Audit. 

DP# 11449 

2.5.68 Loss due to non-recovery of Railway dues from Government Departments – 

Rs 2.23 Billion 

Para 316 (a) of Pakistan Railways Code for the Accounts Department stipulates that the 

amounts due to Railways for services rendered, supplies made or for any other reasons are 

correctly and promptly assessed and recovered as soon as they fall due. 

During audit of 15 different formations of Pakistan Railways, it was observed that an 

amount of Rs 2.23 Billion was recoverable from various Government Departments and 

Authorities such as Foods Department, National Bank of Pakistan, Heavy Mechanical 

Complex, PSO, Defense Department, Islamabad Dry Port and NLC etc. as detailed in 
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Annexure-T. Railways management failed to realize the same resultantly facing acute shortage 

of cash flow in managing financial transactions. 

The matter was taken up with the management from September 2019 to August 2021. 

In most of the cases, management replied that efforts were being made to recover the 

outstanding amount. Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 

15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of replies in the DAC by the concerned Principal Officers 

except Sr. No. 01, 03 and 11 and DAC directives of the same had been incorporated in 

Annexure-T. 

Audit recommends that action may be taken against those held responsible besides 

ensuring recovery of the amount involved under intimation to Audit. 

2.5.69 Non-recovery of dues from lessees – Rs 1.02 Billion 

Para 316 (a) of Pakistan Railways Code for the Accounts Department stipulates that the 

amounts due to Railways for services rendered, supplies made or for any other reasons are 

correctly and promptly assessed and recovered as soon as they fall due. 

During audit of 44 different formations, it was observed that an amount of Rs 1.02 

Billion was recoverable from various private parties on account of rental charges, penalty and 

escalation charges etc. as detailed in Annexure-U. Railways management failed to realize the 

same and resultantly faced acute shortage of cash flow in managing financial transactions. 

The matter was reported to the management from March 2018 to November 2021. In 

most of the cases, management replied that efforts were being made to recover the outstanding 

dues. Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to 

non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings by the concerned Principal Officers except 

Sr. No.09, 33 and 51 and DAC directives of the same had been incorporated in Annexure-U. 

Audit recommends that action may be taken against those held responsible besides 

ensuring recovery of amount under intimation to Audit. 

2.5.70 Loss due to non-recovery from Railway employees – Rs 234.69 million 

Para 316 (a) of Pakistan Railways Code for the Accounts Department stipulates that the 

amounts due to Railways for services rendered, supplies made or for any other reasons are 

correctly and promptly assessed and recovered as soon as they fall due. 

During audit of 10 different formations, it was observed that an amount of Rs 234.69 

million was recoverable from Railways employees on account of overpayment, cash awards, 

loans & advances, utility charges, conservancy charges and rest house charges etc. as detailed 

in Annexure-V. Railways management failed to realize the same and as a result faced acute 

shortage of cash flow in managing financial transactions. 

The matter was taken up with the management from October 2019 to August 2021. In 

most of the cases, management replied that matter had been taken up with concerned authorities 

for recovery. Detailed replies, however, had been incorporated in Annexure-V. Paras could 

not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation 

of replies in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that action be taken against those held responsible besides ensuring 

recovery of the amount involved under intimation to Audit. 
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2.5.71 Loss due to non-recovery of liquidated damages charges – Rs 217.22 million 

As per article 15.1 of contract agreement for Rehabilitation of 27 Nos. HGMU-30 D.E 

Locomotives dated 19.07.2012, if the seller fails to deliver the complete and final rehabilitation 

of each locomotive in accordance with the article-6 of the agreement, the purchaser may collect 

liquidated damages at the rate of 1/2 % of the FOB price of each consignment of material so 

delayed for each week subject to maximum of 5%. Further, sub clause 27.1 of tender documents 

for provision of ballast states that LD charges shall be 0.1% per week. Moreover, in terms of 

Para 7.4 of contract data of agreement of construction of bridge No. 215-A of RBOD, the 

amount payable due to failure to complete shall be @ 0.05% per day up to a maximum of 10% 

of sum stated in the letter of acceptance.  

During audit of five (05) different formations, cases of non-recovery of liquidated 

damages charges amounting to Rs 217.22 million were observed as detailed in Annexure-W. 

The matter was taken up with the management from November 2019 to December 

2020. In most of the cases, management agreed with the view point of Audit. Detailed replies, 

however, had been incorporated in Annexure-W. Paras could not be discussed in DAC 

meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of replies in the DAC 

meetings from the concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that responsibility for unjustified grant of extension and non-

imposition/recovery of LD charges be fixed besides recovering of the loss from the contractors 

or persons at fault. 

2.5.72 Irregular/unauthorized waiver off rental charges – Rs 138.73 million 

As per Rule 8 of System of financial control and budgeting– 2006 (up dated up to 

October 2018), the powers to write off of irrecoverable value of stores or public money due to 

losses on account of fraud, theft, etc have been delegated to the administrative 

Ministries/Divisions and head of the department upto Rs 10,000,000 in each case and Rs 

200,000 respectively. Further, as per para-8.2.4.1of Accounting Policies and Procedures 

Manual, subject to the limits and conditions specified in the Delegation of Financial Powers, a 

delegated officer may approve the write-off or waiver of irrecoverable public money. 

During the audit of following formations, it was observed that an amount of Rs 138.73 

million on account of rental charges of luggage van, brake van, exclusive selling rights, aerated 

water, dining cars and storage/demurrage charges was irregularly/unauthorizedly waived off 

by SGM/CEO of Pakistan Railways. This resulted in irregular /unauthorized waiver off 

Rs138.73 million which was beyond the competency of SGM/CEO as per above rules. 

(Rs in millions) 

Sr. # DP # Formation Amount 

1 10962 Chief Commercial Manager, H.Q. Lahore  106.25 

2 11621 Chief Controller of Stores, H.Q. Lahore 32.48 

Total 138.73 

The matter was taken up with the management in June 2021 and November 2021. 

Against Sr. No. 1, management replied that the amount was waived off by the CEO/Senior 

General Manager on the recommendation of Senior Management Committee comprising of 

CCM, CMM, & FA & CAO/Rev as well as legal opinion of DLA.  
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The remarks were not acceptable as waiver of amount beyond Rs 200,000 was within 

the competency of Ministry of Railways and not within the competency of CEO/Sr. GM. 

Against Sr. No. 2 no reply was received. Paras could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 

28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of replies in the DAC meetings from the 

concerned Principal Officers. 

Audit recommends that matter be investigated to fix responsibility for non-compliance 

of Finance Division directives and waived off such a huge amount without the approval of 

Railway Ministry. Action be taken against those held responsible besides regularization of the 

amount involved. 

2.5.73 Defective contract agreement by excluding the liquidated damages clause from 

agreements – Rs 7.02 million 

As per clause H (5) of Instructions for Bidder of Standard Bidding Documents of 

Pakistan Engineering Council, the Conditions of Contract contain no overall limit on the 

Contractor’s liability. The number of liquidated damages per day of delay shall be entered by 

the Engineer/Employer in Contract Data. Usually, the liquidated damages are set between 0.05 

percent and 0.10 percent per day and the maximum limit as 10 percent. 

During audit of Signal Engineering Department, Rawalpindi Division in October 2021, 

it was observed that undue favour was extended to the contractors by excluding the liquidated 

damages clause from the agreements amounting Rs 7.02 million in violations of the instructions 

of Pakistan Engineering Council. Audit was of the view that by excluding the LD clause from 

agreements, the interest of Pakistan Railways was compromised and resulted in defective 

contract agreements amounting to Rs 7.02 million. 

The matter was taken up with management in October 2021. Management replied that 

the instructions have been noted and the clause of LD charge would be mentioned in the 

contract agreement. The remarks were an admission of audit observation. Para could not be 

discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply 

in the DAC from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter be inquired to fix responsibility for excluding the LD 

clause from contract agreements. Action be taken against those held responsible besides 

ensuring adherence to rules and regulations. 

DP# 11483 

2.5.74  Unauthorized expenditure on account of repair and maintenance from Deposit 

Misc. – Rs 10.81 million 

As per Para 18 of instructions of Chief Engineer/OL vide letter dated 08.07.2008, the 

completion reports of deposit works shall be drawn within six months of physical completion 

of works and the balance amount payable to the sponsors on account of savings (due to lesser 

tender rates or otherwise) refunded. The tendency of utilizing the savings of deposit works 

towards other irrelevant works for which no provision exists in the sanctioned estimate will be 

avoided. Further, Para 958 of Pakistan Railways Code for the Engineering Department 

stipulates that the sanction granted by authority to an estimate should on all occasions be looked 

upon as strictly limited to precise objects for which the estimate was intended to provide. 
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During audit of Civil Engineering Department Lahore Division in September 2019, it 

was observed that 07 no. of works of special repair and maintenance amounting to Rs 10.81 

million at different sites over Lahore Division were irregularly executed from the funds of 

deposit Misc. The estimates of these works were prepared by giving incorrect justifications, 

showing these works were related/ included in Orange Line Train project being in connection 

with construction of fly over bridge in Railways station yard. The execution was unauthorized 

and occurred due to mismanagement and weak internal controls. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October 2019. The management 

replied that the said 07 no. of works of Lahore Division were executed from Deposit works in 

the best interest of department / infrastructure of Lahore Division. The remarks were an 

admission of audit observation. Further, the works were required to be carried out from the 

head of revenue instead of Deposit Misc of Orange Line Train project. The DAC in its meetings 

held on 28.01.2022 show its displeasure that the poor financial controls be corrected and 

streamlined and amount involved be got regularized from appropriate forum. 

Audit recommends that matter may be inquired to fix responsibility for unauthorized 

execution of repair works from Deposit Misc. Action be taken against those held responsible 

besides regularization of unauthorized expenditure from the competent forum. 

DP# 10668 

2.5.75  Fraudulent drawal of pension – Rs 0.36 million   

Para-1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that means should be devised 

to ensure that every Railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held personally 

responsible for any loss sustained through fraud or negligence on his part.  

During audit of Financial Advisor & Chief Accounts Officer, Pakistan Railways, 

Headquarters office, Lahore in September 2019, it was observed that family pension amounting 

to Rs 0.36 million was fraudulently drawn by miss Ghazala Kausar D/o deceased sub-inspector 

Ghulam Rasool for 13 months after her marriage. Railways management did not make any 

efforts to recover the amount involved. This resulted in non-recovery pension amount drawn 

fraudulently valuing Rs 0.36 million.  

The matter was taken up with the management in September 2019. Management replied 

that the matter pertained to Pakistan Railways police Department. The FA & CAO office dealt 

in disciplinary cases with respect to government employees. Ms. Ghazala Kausar was a civilian 

who drew pension of her mother fraudulently by concealing the facts. The remarks were not 

acceptable because it was the responsibility of the Accounts department to verify the facts 

before sanction of pensionary benefits. Para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 

28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the 

concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter be inquired to fix responsibility for payment of Pension 

without proper verification. Amount of loss be recovered besides taking legal action against 

the person at fault under intimation to Audit. 

DP#  10556 

Issues in Revenue Management 
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2.5.76 Loss due to un-authorized electric overhead crossings – Rs 286.80 million 

As per instruction issued by General Manager Operation headquarter Office Lahore vide letter No. 

Elect/1337/OH/UG/XING/Pt-IV dated 15-11-2017, all unauthorized Electric crossings were required 

to be regularized by concerned DISCO’s, after observing necessary formalities and depositing of 

crossing charges as per 2013 rate. 

During audit of Electrical Department, Sukkur in September 2020, it was observed that Sukkur 

Electric Supply Company (SEPCO) unauthorizedly erected/ installed 174 electric overhead crossings 

in Sukkur Division without execution of agreements with Railways management since 2014. 

Railways management did not initiate any action for execution of agreement and recovery of the 

lease/rental charges from SEPCO despite lapse of about 07 years. This resulted in loss of Rs 286.80 

million due to non-execution of agreements and recovery of lease/rental charges amounting to Rs 

286.80 million for the period from 2014 to date of Audit.  

The matter was taken up with the management in September 2020. The management 

replied that matter had already been taken up at Headquarters level and detailed reply would 

be furnished shortly but no reply was received. The Para could not be discussed in DAC 

meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-presentation of reply in the DAC from 

the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that matter be probed to fix responsibility for allowing the SEPCO 

to erect overhead crossing without agreements and payment of dues. Action be taken against 

those held responsible besides taking the remedial measures for regularization of the crossing 

and recovery of the amount involved.  

DP# 10567 

2.5.77 Loss due to recovery of withholding tax by attaching Railway bank accounts by 

FBR – Rs 20.60 million 

As per clause-6.1 of agreement dated 29.07.2016 executed between Pakistan Railways 

and M/s PRACS for commercial management of Khushhal Khan Khattak Express (19 UP/ 

20DN), the PRACS will deposit seven days round trip advance payment along with 10% 

withholding/advance tax with CCT, Lahore. 

During audit of the Chief Commercial and Facilitation Manager, Headquarters Office, 

Lahore in June 2021, it was observed that above said agreement lasted only for 89 days i.e. 

from 01.08.2016 to 28.10.2016.  M/s PRACS had deposited Rs 206.020 million on account of 

freight fare with Pakistan Railways. Whereas, 10% advance tax on these payments, under 

section 236A of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, amounting to Rs 20.60 million was not paid to 

Pakistan Railways. The PRACS management on its own/directly deposited the 

withholding/advance tax with FBR under section 147 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001 instead 

of section 236A. This did not absolve Pakistan Railways of its legal obligation to collect and 

deposit the withholding/advance tax under section 236A of Income Tax Ordinance 2001 being 

a tax withholding/ collecting agent of M/s PRACS. Due to above mentioned anomaly, FBR 

had recovered the withholding tax amounting to Rs 20.60 million by attaching Railways bank 

accounts. This resulted in loss of Rs 20.60 million to Pakistan Railways due to payment of 

withholding tax from Railways earning instead of recovering/collecting from M/s PRACS. 

The matter was taken up with the management in June 2021. Management replied that 

the agreement is between PRACS & CCM Office. It would be most appropriate that the matter 
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be taken up with the Two Offices. The remarks were not acceptable as it is the responsibility 

of CCFM office to deal with all tax matters with FBR and in Courts. Further, it was the 

responsibility of the Railways management to strengthen the internal controls to avoid losses. 

Para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-

presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that responsibility be fixed for non-recovery of withholding tax 

from M/s PRACS. Action be taken against those held responsible besides recovery of the 

amount involved from M/s PRACS/employees at fault under intimation to Audit. 

DP# 10926 

2.5.78 Misappropriation of Railway earning – Rs 6.44 million 

Para-1405 of Pakistan Railways General Code provides that the appropriation of 

departmental receipts to departmental expenditure or any other purpose is strictly prohibited, 

except to a limited extent for the payment of expenditure of Pakistan Railways (e.g. payment 

of claims for compensation of goods lost or damaged, disbursement of pay and travelling 

allowances with a view to accelerate payment of such charges, payment of wages in certain 

specified cases under the Payment of Wages Act) and in any other case, with the prior 

approval, general or special, of the Federal Government. 

During audit of the Property & Land Department, Workshops Division Mughalpura, 

Lahore in May 2021, it was observed that Railways management received an amount of Rs 

6.44 million from M/s Usman International Private Limited on account of license fee, annual 

rental charges and charges for up gradation of play ground against the leasing of Railways land 

at Griffin Institute Mughalpura Lahore in 2010 and misappropriated the same. 

The matter was taken up with the management in May 2021. The management replied 

that matter had been referred to Divisional Sports Officer for reply but no reply was received. 

Para could not be discussed in DAC meetings dated 28.01.2022 and 15.02.2022 due to non-

presentation of reply in the DAC meetings from the concerned Principal Officer. 

Audit recommends that responsibility be fixed for misappropriation of Railway 

earnings. Action be taken against those held responsible besides recovery of the amount 

involved under intimation to Audit. 

DP# 11023 
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3.1 Thematic Audit of Revenue Generation from Pakistan Railways Lands 

3.1.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Railways owns approximately 1,68,500 acres of Land, spread across breadth 

and width of Pakistan, which includes commercial, high commercial, agricultural and barren 

lands. A large chunk of this land is reserved for operational uses covering railways tracks and 

adjacent areas up to 100 feet on both sides of the track, railway stations, marshalling yards, 

carriage factory, workshops, official residential quarters, sleeper factories etc. The land which 

is not required for operational purposes in foreseeable future has been designated as surplus 

land and it has been exploited for revenue generation by leasing out land for agricultural, 

commercial and high commercial purposes on short, medium and long terms. The process of 

leasing of railways lands is governed by leasing policies issued by Ministry of railways from 

time to time and for the purpose of implementation of these policies, there is a separate 

directorate of property and land headed by a Director General and aided by deputy directors at 

divisional level. The Thematic Audit of revenue generation by Pakistan Railways lands was 

planned and conducted on the directions of worthy Auditor General of Pakistan to assess the 

potential of revenue which can be generated from available surplus lands, to evaluate whether 

land assets were being managed in a proper way and to see whether revenue records were in 

proper form and readily accessible, to gauge the health of internal controls in preventing asset 

erosion through encroachments and title disputes, to ascertain the extent, nature and impact of 

leakages in revenue generation and to comment upon the nature of avowed revenue targets and 

compare them with revenue potential of land resources to report gaps and suggest remedial 

measures in boasting revenues. 

3.1.2 Background 

Pakistan Railways is a state owned enterprise which runs into heavy losses each year 

and Federal Government has to inject billions of rupees to sustain the department. In an 

environment of scarcity and dwindling economy that is on the verge of collapse, it is very 

important to make state owned enterprises self-sustaining to divert resources for other pressing 

needs of the ever-growing population. Land is currently a minor source of revenue for Pakistan 

Railways as a target of Rs.1750 million was set to be achieved from this source in year 2020-

21. The audit exercise was conducted to assess revenue generation capacity of PR lands so that 

leakages can be detected, potential can be gauged and pragmatic recommendations can be made 

to boast revenues from land resources to make up for losses from operations and add value to 

the process of leasing. Land is the prime asset of Pakistan Railways and the revenue generated 
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from this source is less than the break-even of private sector, this remains sufficient reason to 

believe that a lot can be done to improve revenue generation from this important source. 

3.1.3 Establishing the Audit Theme 

3.1.3.1 Reasons and purpose for Selection 

The following points having pivotal importance were considered by Directorate 

General of Pakistan Railways in developing revenue generation from Pakistan Railways lands 

as audit theme for current audit assignment: 

 The resource of land is a direct contributor to revenues of Pakistan Railways and 

given the volume of land, it can contribute a significant share. 

 The issue of misappropriation in Pakistan Railways lands has been taken up at 

highest levels, more often than not, by Supreme Court of Pakistan. 

 Surplus land, not being strictly operational domain of PR, has a vulnerable position 

of being neglected in conventional supervisory and monitoring framework. 

 A significant Audit impact is expected from the activity. 

 A project of computerisation of land record by Pakistan Railways has been 

completed, the activity can be useful in assessing effectiveness of technology driven 

initiatives. 

 Pakistan Railways lands have been used for the welfare of PR employees, especially 

for providing housing facilities, the issue, thus, is directly related to sustainable 

development goal of affordable housing and better infrastructure. 

Incidences of asset erosion by encroachment of PR lands have kept on making news in 

national media continuously and remain a recurring phenomenon. Slums have sprung up all 

over Pakistan over Pakistan Railways lands, not only depriving Pakistan Railways of valuable 

assets but also creating humanitarian crisis of poor housing and infrastructure leading to 

widespread incidence of premature death and disease. The issue is more complex in its various 

contours than it seems to be on the surface, its hydra-headed nature makes it a daunting task to 

link one crisis with another and everything goes into oblivion under aura of Pakistan Railways, 

primarily, being a transportation entity and, seldom, being understood as a title holder of large 

swathes of highly valuable real estate, perhaps more important than all other domains of the 

entity in terms of financial value. The selection of current theme, therefore, is an endeavour to 

understand, segregate, evaluate and report on issues of potential significance with a 

recommendatory approach to add value to existing policy framework governing the regulation 

of Pakistan Railways Lands emanating from third party analysis and disinterested viewpoint of 

Audit. 

To segregate audit findings and shed light on individual aspects of the main theme, 

Audit has developed following sub-themes to make the report reader friendly and more 

revealing: 
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a. Weak contract management 

b. Poor Asset management 

c. Defective HR policies 

d. Lack of Vigilance 

e. Under-assessment of Revenue potential 

f. Encroachment and leasing of land in connivance with PR employees 

g. Concealment 

h. Accounts Receivable 

3.1.3.1 Scope of Audit 

Scope of Audit was limited to assess the effectiveness of rules, procedures and policies 

governing leasing of land in Pakistan Railways, removal of encroachments, regularisation of 

kachi abadis, to studying of by-laws and agreements, to comment on responsibilities involved 

in provision of housing facilities to PR employees through cooperative housing societies, 

critical analysis of health of internal controls, analysis organisational structure of directorate of 

property and land in achieving avowed goals. Audit team had to keep the scope very narrow 

and objective for want of HR, financial resources and time constraints. The findings given in 

this report represent tip of an ice-berg in terms of actual volume of irregularities. 

3.1.4 Legal Framework governing the Theme: 

Sr. # Theme Sub-Themes Governance Framework 

and Policies 

Revenue Impact 

1. Revenue 

Generation 

from PR 

Lands 

 Weak contract 

management 

 Poor Asset management 

 Defective HR policies 

 Lack of Vigilance 

 Under-assessment of 

Revenue potential 

 Unreliable Revenue 

Records 

 Concealment 

1.Land leasing policies-2019 

2.Legal framework of 

DG/P&L 

3. Responsibilities of I.O.W 

4. Assessment procedures 

5. Computerization of land 

records 

6. Auditor General’s 

functions and powers 

Revenue Loss 

 Asset erosion 

 Non-

implementation of 

policies 

 Under-realization 

of revenue 

 Asset erosion 

 Suspicious 

financial 

statements 

3.1.5 Stakeholders 

The following stakeholders are involved in this assignment.  

1. Ministry of Railways 

2. Chairman Pakistan Railways Board 

3. Director General Property and Land 

4. Divisional Superintendents 

5. Tenants of Pakistan Railways Lands 

6. Residents of PR cooperative Housing Societies 

7. General Public 

3.1.6 Audit Methodology 

Thematic Audit is an emerging field in auditing, the assignment was divided into 

distinct phases of planning, Desk Audit, Field activity and reporting. The audit assignment was 
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planned keeping in view the financial and HR constraints in view, the number of man days 

allocated were kept optimum as per minimum requirements of the assignment.  

3.1.6.1 Desk Audit 

The desk audit activity involved developing comprehensive understanding of rules, 

procedures and policies governing management of Pakistan Railways lands and compiling a 

master file of the legal framework for ready referencing, Desk audit also took advantage of the 

outcomes of recently generated data by computerization of land records of PR lands, desk audit 

segregated the issues of potential significance from the ones with low materiality so that the 

resources could be invested for maximum value addition. 

3.1.6.2 Field Audit activity 

Field Audit activity was conducted on the basis of segregation from desk audit activity 

and record was requisitioned from concerned divisional deputy directors on sample basis. The 

record was carefully scrutinized to report material irregularities and suggest remedial measures 

to be taken up at policy level. The retrieval of record took more time than expected for the 

reason that what looked to be streamlined at headquarters level was scattered and haphazard at 

divisional level and audit team faced lukewarm support from the field staff in retrieval of 

record. Field Audit activity was kept limited to scrutiny of record for time constraints and 

physical verifications could not be conducted. 

The thematic audit was conducted in accordance with the International Standards of 

Supreme Audit Institutions (ISSAIs) as envisaged in Financial Audit Manual (FAM) of DAGP.  

3.1.6.3   Critical Analysis 

Since Pakistan Railways is an organisation primarily meant for transportation of 

passengers and goods. Land, being a secondary concern, is vulnerable to mismanagement, 

leakages, financial erosion and neglect. Land, nevertheless, has a potential to bridge the gap 

between revenue and expenditure of PR which has brought the organisation close to a halt. A 

major chunk of PR lands has been categorised as barren, the categorisation has no systematic 

basis as PR has no system in place to identify the sites having potential for agriculture, industry 

or commercial activities. Although new sites are always leased out for various purposes but 

reliance of identification is on applicants themselves or occasional visits by senior 

management. Audit observed that there should be a proper institutional mechanism for 

identification of sites for exploitation for revenue generation, a policy framework in this context 

will add much value to this process. The mechanism will be expanding the revenue base itself 
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and safeguarding the assets from unwanted encroachments. One particular dimension of this 

issue is the closed sections, sections where Train operations have been suspended since long 

for a variety of reasons. Property and land was least maintained and monitored in closed 

sections of all divisions. These sections, though closed for operations, have valuable land assets 

in them. No survey of closed sections was conducted to assess the extent of encroachment and 

to identify potential sites for commercial exploitation. Audit recommends refocusing the 

forgotten parts of Railways properties. Examination of policies revealed to Audit team that the 

problem was not with the policies but their implementation at field level. The remedy against 

default and late payments is provided in the form of penalties such as fine and cancellation as 

extreme measure. The implementation, though, remains poor at section level which is reflected 

in accounts receivables and becomes an encouragement for encroachers. The properties 

auctioned must be leased to successful bidders within fifteen days of date of auction, Audit 

observed that years passed between auctioning and signing of agreements, documents remain 

silent about the fate of such gaps. The act of abolishing the office of Director Vigilance in 2019 

gave free hand to field staff to have their way in renewing the leases and retrieving properties 

from defaulters. The Department remained unable to safeguard its real estate assets for the want 

of field staff. The responsibility matrix is not well framed; staff having authority without 

responsibility manages most of the affairs of PR properties. Encroachment of high value 

properties is a recurring phenomenon; Audit observed that the Department could not stitch in 

time by constructing boundary walls around high value properties. Audit also found that 

connivance of PR employees cannot be ruled out in encouraging encroachers. Audit found 

plethora of applications and dozens of whistle blowers from civil societies intimating 

Divisional higher-ups about encroachments, even with pictorial evidences, but the Department 

failed to take any action against either the employees or the encroachers. 

Supreme Court of Pakistan took suo moto notices against encroachment on PR 

properties but they remained limited to individual cases and could not bring any policy changes 

in the existing framework. Supreme Court of Pakistan put a limit of five years for leasing of 

PR properties which is an important development. Leases for long periods of time, such as 

done by REDEMCO, invited title disputes and given unenthusiastic approach of PR in perusing 

court cases, assets are often lost to previous tenants. The honourable Supreme Court of Pakistan 

has banned all leases of PR lands recently but the decision remained silent about on-going 

leases which are going to expire very soon. The decision gave an excuse to the field staff for 

keeping the rents from escalating and rents are being received on occupancy basis without 
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obtaining handsome amount of premium. No policy change can be implemented without 

deployment of adequate field staff which is responsible for PR properties and answerable to 

DG/P&L. At the moment, DG/P&L has no field staff of its own and by virtue of being an 

inverted pyramid; the organisation is unable to fulfill its avowed functions. Audit recommends 

framing of a robust watch and ward system against encroachments and a mechanism for 

rewards and punishments for field staff who fail to fulfill their responsibilities. 

3.1.7 Key Audit Findings 

3.1.7.1 Weak contract management 

Contract management can be defined as efficient and effective drafting of terms and 

conditions and strict adherence to those terms and conditions, contained as contract clauses, by 

both parties. In the context of Pakistan Railways lands, contract agreements have been 

developed and executed for all agricultural, commercial and high commercial leases of PR 

lands executed with private persons, government entities and private companies, whereby, PR 

is denoted as lessor and the other party is denoted as lessee in all contract agreements. Pakistan 

Railways has developed a template for signing contract agreements which has been carefully 

crafted to reserve the rights of revision and annulment in Pakistan Railways’ favour. The 

language of the contract agreement is legal and binding which is appreciable in a sense that 

violations can be dealt with easily. 

The Contract agreement used in Pakistan Railways has following salient feature: 

1. It states exact measurement of land in question, purpose of the lease, lessee’s details, 

date of commencement and expiry. 

2. The rights of revision and annulment have been reserved for the lessor and no 

addition/alteration/modification can be made without prior approval of the lessor. 

3. Nature and quantum of penalties has been outlined and a threshold for cancellation 

has been given in case of default in payments. 

Although, the contract agreement is a very sound agreement, strict adherence to the 

terms and conditions, contained therein, can only be made possible with vigilance of Pakistan 

Railways officials. Audit found out following weaknesses in contract management by Pakistan 

Railways. 

1. Though Director General Property and Land is the administrator of property and 

land belonging to Pakistan Railways, the contracts are signed by respective 

Divisional Superintendents who are not a part of the organisational structure of 

Directorate of Property and Land. This indicates that there is duality of control in 

contract management and division of responsibility makes the situation confusing. 
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The purpose for creation of a separate Directorate for land has been missed and no 

value addition has been done, it has rather added to the complexity. 

2. The Directorate of property and land has no field staff of its own at divisional level 

and relies on engineering staff, i-e I.O.W (Inspector of Works), for enforcement of 

contracts. The I.OW is also not a part of the organisation of Directorate of Property 

and Land, hence, he is not answerable to DG/P&L. In a nutshell, DG/P&L has no 

mechanism of its own for enforcement of contracts. 

3. The contract agreements have to be executed right after the successful bid has been 

received, Audit found out that years of idle period preceded execution of contracts 

even after the bidding process had been completed. The idle period meant loss of 

substantial revenue. Same trend followed after expiry of contract agreements. 

4. In most of the cases, penalties were not imposed on defaulters and leases were not 

cancelled. Taking into consideration, time value of money, huge revenue losses 

have been incurred. Court matters were not pursued vigorously which encouraged 

encroachers. 

More specifically following audit observations can provide an insight into revenue 

losses by weak contract management. 

(Rs in million) 

Sr# Audit observation Amount Remarks 

1 Less receipt of cost of land against 

Katchi Abadi Changarabad Peshawar 

417.333 Under-assessment 

with connivance 

2 Loss due to non-recovery of Railway 

dues from private individuals 

2765.153 Failure to realize 

receivables 

3 Loss due to non-recovery of Railway 

dues from Government Departments. 

249.379 Failure to 

implement rules 

and regulations 

4 Loss due to non-recovery of cost of land 

from Government of the Sindh 

488.05 Inefficiency 

5 Non realization of value of land leased 

out to Govt of Baluchistan for 

establishment of Women University at 

Quetta 

1072.257 Inefficiency 

3.1.7.2 Poor Asset Management 

Land is most valuable asset held by Pakistan Railways, the management requires proper 

vigilance and a befitting Human resource. It is a well-known fact that a number of high value 

properties belonging to Pakistan Railways have been encroached. Audit assignment tried to dig 

out reasons behind this recurrent phenomenon so that policy level recommendation can be 

made to halt this continuous erosion of assets. 

The issue of encroachment of PR property and land was studied in depth as this is the 

most vulnerable area with regards to asset erosion. Audit studied loads of documents to trace 

the actual genesis of large scale encroachments and tried to find actual lapses and omissions 
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which were taken as tacit approvals by the encroachers. Audit observed following themes 

prevalent in almost all kinds of encroachments throughout the country; 

1. Audit observed that in all cases of encroachments, Pakistan Railways employees presented 

non-cooperation of district administration and police, as an excuse for failure to remove 

encroachments. In presenting this excuse, the presence of PR police was ignored and F.I.Rs 

were registered selectively. Audit observed that PR administration turned a blind eye to the 

growth of encroachments until it became strong enough to resist anti-encroachment 

campaigns, particularly in Karachi division. Although whistles were blown regularly by 

civil society about connivance of PR employees in facilitating encroachers but no action 

was taken against such employees.  

2. PR administration kept it to the Katchi Abadi authorities to construct boundary walls 

around katchi abadis which could never be materialised and katchi abadis kept on 

expanding. PR administration even termed some encroachments as katchi abadis to evade 

responsibilities of removing encroachments. PR administration could not conduct regular 

surveys of encroached lands and unregulated katchi abadis to evaluate the pace of 

expansion and halt the trend. 

3. Although, all lands provided to the PR employees cooperative housing societies was on 

lease for a period of 99 years but PR administration left everything to administration of 

cooperative societies to distribute land among employees. Most of these lands have been 

sold out to private persons who are not PR employees and retrieval of such properties at 

the expiry of lease periods will be a daunting task. 

4. PR administration swapped high value properties with ones having low value on the 

directions of provincial authorities without realizing the difference in value from receiving 

Provincial institutions. The case of Pipri marshalling yard in Karachi and Hyatabad 

Nurseries are classic examples of such omissions where difference of value comes to 

billions of rupees. 

Some of the specific instances of poor asset management as observed by Audit have 

been listed below; 

(Rs in million) 
Sr. # Audit Observation Land 

(Acres) 

Amount Remarks 

1 Encroachment of railway land by third 

parties 

2680.066 6049.16 Asset erosion 

2 Non retrieval of 602 Railway quarters 

from illegal occupants at Sukkur 

602 Quarters - Asset 

Depletion 

3 Non-returning of 25 items of assets taken 

out of the Club for repair & maintenance 

25 items - Asset retrieval 

failure 

3.1.7.3 Defective HR policies 

An efficient Human resource policy envisions that optimum quantum and quality of 

human resource at each level of organisation is a pre-requisite for achievement of 

organisation’s goals and targets. The organisation of Directorate General of property and land 

Pakistan Railways is mainly responsible not only for management and safety of land assets but 

also for maximum revenue generation through commercial exploitation of these lands and 
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properties. The organisation is headed by a Director General at headquarters level, assisted by 

a joint director and directors. The organisation has field offices in all divisions of Pakistan 

Railways, each headed by a Deputy Director who is then assisted by clerical staff of 5-6 people 

of land Department including a contract employee by the designation of GIS supervisor. The 

divisions are further divided into sections covering a significant length of track and various 

stations including properties and lands falling under surplus category. Section is the basic unit 

for land management and revenue generation. 

Following issues were observed during Thematic Audit of PR lands for revenue 

generation in organisational structure of Directorate General of property and land. 

1. There is no field staff of DG/P&L at section level and this fact incapacitates the 

organisation from performing its functions at basic field level. 

2. Non-deployment of field staff has shifted the responsibilities of land management and 

revenue generation on already over-burdened office of Inspector of ways (I.O.W) and 

Permanent Inspector of ways (P.W.I). Both of these offices are not under administrative 

control of DG/P&L but rather from a part of engineering staff. Any evasion of 

responsibility cannot be dealt with by the organisation. 

3. The I.OW and P.W.I are not equipped with requisite knowledge and expertise to manage 

revenue matters. The capacity vacuum has been filled by inefficiency and revenue leakages. 

Authority without responsibility is a free ticket for corrupt practices and money minting. 

4. Audit observed that no uniform system of record keeping was established throughout 

various divisions. Property and land Departments had revenue records that of cumulative 

and summary nature while individual case files were with I.O.Ws. An interesting fact of 

the matter is that some of the leases were not even in the notice of divisional Departments. 

It can be asserted with caution that the organisation of DG/P&L provided a façade behind 

which PR property and land was being managed by engineering department with I.O.Ws 

serving as field officers and custodians of record and Divisional Superintendents being 

authority and final signatory of contract agreements related to commercial leases. 

Some specific instances of poor HR management, as observed during field audit activity 

are given below; 

Sr. # Audit Observation Amount Remarks 

1 Non-production of record of several sections, worth 

billions of rupees, by Multan Division, record being kept 

by respective I.O.Ws. 

-  

2 Unrecorded shops at Multan division. -  

3 Non-availability of record of leases inside station yard 

with land Departments of all divisions 

-  

3.1.7.4 Lack of Vigilance 

Vigilance is an important key to ensure asset safety, revenue generation and optimum 

utilization of land resources owned by PR. As Pakistan Railways is continuously facing losses, 

a proactive rather than reactive approach is needed to enhance revenue generation from 

available resources. Vigilance in this context refers to keeping watch against encroachments, 

addition/alteration, change in purpose of leases and identification of potential sites for revenue 
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generation. The Directorate General had an in-built vigilance system headed by Director 

Vigilance to perform these functions. This office, though being under resource stress, had a 

potential to keep an eye on the activities of field staff through inspections and surprise visits. 

The office of Director Vigilance was abolished in year 2019 for inexplicable reasons to 

bulldoze the final hindrance in the way of malpractices being conducted by section staff. In the 

absence of any vigilance mechanism, engineering staff is all in all in managing the PR estates 

to the ignorance of DG/P&L. Audit observed following lapses due to improper vigilance which 

resulted in significant losses; 

1. In a large percentage of fresh commercial leases, a mobilization period is provided for 

construction of structures, Audit observed that the mobilization period was extended many 

times beyond what was actually permissible under terms and conditions of contract 

agreement, resulting in revenue losses. A robust vigilance mechanism could have reported 

factual position and such losses would have been avoided. 

2. Change of purpose in violation of contract agreement resulted in revenue losses, Audit 

observed that properties were leased on low commercial values for low commercial 

purposes but the purpose was changed and properties were used for high commercial 

activities without enhancement of revenues and rents. 

3. PR had no systematic way for identification of potential sites for revenue generation, 

usually such an activity is started after a private party applies for tenancy rights. Audit is 

of the view that PR should have an internal mechanism for regular identification of such 

sites. This proactive approach can boast revenues significantly. 

During field Audit activity, some specific issues related to revenue losses due to lack 

of vigilance are given below; 

(Rs in million) 
Sr. # Audit Observations Amount Remarks 

1 Unauthorized change in ownerships of Railway land by 

District Government Mianwali  

12,965.453 Un-authentic land 

records 

2 Unauthorized construction of shops on Railway land at 

Multan 

15.519 Lack of vigilance and 

connivance 

3 Loss due to non-achievement of revenue targets.  612.114 Inefficiency 

4 Loss of potential earning due to non-utilization of 

available/surplus land 

3590.064 Absence of 

identification system 

5 Unauthorized leasing of Railways land after 

encroachment by PDA at Peshawar  

11,111.474 Lack of vigilance 

6 Loss due to non/incorrect/irrational  fixation of 

benchmark  

140.82 Under-assessment 

7 Irregular leasing of shops and loss due to non re-auciton 

of shop 

29.934 Lack of oversight 

8 Loss of potential earning due to non-execution of lease 

agreement 

100.637 Under-utilization of 

resources 

9 Loss of potential earning due to non-re-auction/leased out 

the land under unauthorized occupation of M/s Shape at 

Karachi Division  

1156.818 Lack of vigilance from 

head office 

3.1.7.5 Under-assessment of Revenue potential 

Assessment of revenue potential of available resources (property and land) not only 

defines the volume of revenue being generated in a given period of time but also sets the 
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revenue targets for a given year. As per land leasing policies, the value and rent assessment of 

a property/land is to be made by Divisional Assessment committee on the basis of prevalent 

DC rates of the area, for high value commercial properties an independent evaluator (SBP 

Registered) is to be hired for evaluation. In case, difference of evaluation between Divisional 

assessment committee and external/independent evaluator is less than 30 per cent, the average 

of both assessments can be taken and if the difference is more than 30 per cent, revaluation will 

be done to ascertain the right value of property. It is pertinent to note here that whenever a 

property is leased for commercial purpose, the successful bidder has to submit at least 25 per 

cent of the DC value of that property as non-refundable premium plus one year rents in 

advance. Audit found out that Divisional assessment committees could assess the value of 

fraction of total PR leased out properties and external evaluators were employed rarely, leaving 

everything to the whims of section officers (I.O.W). Under-assessment of value as well as 

rental charges is very common practice in all divisions which leads to setting of low revenue 

targets for future and loss of substantial volume of revenue each year. Given the time and 

resource limitations, Audit could not dig out whether the trend was due to connivance, 

negligence or lack of capacity in revenue matters. Audit observed following issues in value and 

rental assessments in various Divisions. 

1. Audit observed that most of the leases were just equal to DC rates of the area which is the 

aggregate of lowest and highest values of that area, while PR properties were located in 

prime commercial areas. Audit is of the view that market value instead of DC rates should 

have been taken which are usually twice the DC rates of the area. 

2. While auctioning commercial properties, competitive bidding should be invited on 

premium, which is a significant non-refundable amount, rather than monthly rents which 

are much lower than premium amount. Audit found that divisional offices preferred to fix 

premium themselves and allowed competitive bidding for monthly/annual rents depriving 

the PR of potential revenues. 

3. Audit found that measurement of properties did not remain same over the years, some 

properties were shown less in measurements than what was depicted in previous auctions. 

The change in measurements decreased number of marlas/ Sft/ Kanals and value was 

changed as a consequence. 

Some specific instances of under-assessment as observed during field activity are given 

below; 

 

(Rs in million) 
Sr. # Audit Observation Amount Remarks 

1 Loss due to leasing of shops/land at lower 

rates  

51.698 Under-assessment 

of potential 

2 Loss due to wrong/incorrect/lesser fixation of 

benchmark 

113.962 Under-assessment 

of revenue potential 

3 Loss on account of premium due non re-

auction of shops 

24.785 Negligence 

4 Loss due to non-finalization of lease dead 49.307 Inefficiency 

5 Loss due to less assessment of rent and non-

auction of shops at Peshawar  

51.814 Connivance of PR 

employees 

6 Fraudulently re-assessed the value of land to 

favor the lessees  

268.69 Connivance 
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3.1.7.8 Encroachment and leasing of land in connivance with PR     employees 

It is the responsibility of the concerned Inspector of ways (I.O.W) to report any 

encroachment on PR properties well in time so that the encroachment can be removed to 

safeguard PR assets from erosion. After receiving report of encroachment from the field staff, 

it is the responsibility of divisional management to initiate action against encroachers with the 

help of PR police and local authorities. Audit observed that instead of reporting and removing 

encroachments, PR employees remained silent over encroachment of prime properties 

belonging to PR. Audit found out that civil societies and private persons kept on acting as 

whistle blowers to point out instances of connivance and encroachment to divisional 

management but no action was taken against the concerned employees or encroachers. Audit 

observed that field staff remained posted for longer than necessary periods of time in same 

places which facilitated in development of ties between PR field staff and land mafias coupled 

with lack of oversight and unwilling attitude of management to take action against deviant 

employees. Karachi Division, in particular, lost properties worth billions of rupees due to 

connivance. The bottle neck in this type of asset erosion is that the encroachment remains 

unreported by field staff until it becomes a mammoth growth which is difficult to be tackled 

by existing manpower and resources available at the disposal of PR. Long periods of inaction 

builds public trust in the bogus credentials of the encroachers and properties are mutated to 

non-encroaching bona fide buyers on slightly lesser rates than prevailing market rates through 

various stamp papers without involving the revenue records. The retrieval in such cases 

becomes difficult as the bona fide buyer approaches courts to assert property rights on the basis 

of payment proofs, this practice, thus, creates a humanitarian crisis where everybody loses 

except for conniving employees and encroachers. 

1. Audit found out that little or no action was taken against field staff where PR properties 

had been encroached. The lack of disciplinary action encouraged lower staff to expand their 

domain of connivance activities to extremely valuable properties. The case of Gillani 

Station is a classic example of such activities.  

2. It is interesting to note here that the application sent by private whistle blowers were neither 

responded to nor any inquiry was initiated against the employees blamed for being hand in 

glove with land mafias. This inaction on part of divisional management discouraged whistle 

blowers from reporting the cases of connivance. The harassment of the whistle blowers 

cannot be ruled out in such cases. 

3. Audit observed that connivance was not limited to under reporting and under assessment, 

it rather extended to under realization of revenue even after correct assessment of revenues 

which is blatant enough to showcase that PR employees feel themselves shielded from any 

punitive action. 

4. The incidence of connivance in changing the purpose of lease from high value to low value 

is quite common, the practice deprives PR of revenues and adds to profits of tenants. The 

connivance is suspected due to the fact that no disciplinary action has been taken even after 

the incidence has been reported by auditors as well as media. 

Some specific observations in relation to suspected connivance of PR employees are given 

below; 

(Rs in million) 
Sr. # Audit Observation Amount Remarks 

1 Loss due to leased out stacking plot against the 

policy in vogue 

33.584 Connivance 
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2 Irrational decision resulted into loss on account of 

lease out Railway land at lower rate  

89.78 Under-

realisation of 

revenue with 

connivance 

3 Encroachment of Railway land and illegal 

allotment to private parties by PRECHS at Gilani 

Railway Station, Karachi-  

4395.87 Connivance and 

lack of oversight 

3.1.7.9 Concealment  

The Auditor-General of Pakistan conducts audit subject to Articles 169 and 170 of the 

Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973, read with Sections 8 and 12 of the 

Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) Ordinance, 2001. 

The Thematic Audit of revenue generation from PR lands was conducted by Director General 

Pakistan Railways Audit under the authority of worthy Auditor General of Pakistan. Pakistan 

Railways administration had a constitutional obligation to facilitate the process of audit by 

providing requisite record to Audit team. Audit observed with grave concern that the 

administration did not produce 80 per cent of the record placed at divisional levels for audit 

scrutiny. A significant chunk of time allotted for audit scrutiny was wasted by divisional offices 

through numerous delaying tactics including non-availability of relevant staff, internal 

meetings and non-availability of record. Audit took a proactive approach in communicating to 

the concerned division during desk audit to keep the record available during field visits but no 

response was given by divisional headquarters. 

Some specific instances of non-production and concealment are given below; 

Sr. # Audit Observation Remarks 

1 Non production of record regarding Railway quarters at Sukkur Suspicion of fraud 

2 Non production of record at Karachi -do- 

3 Non-available/production of record at Quetta  -do- 

4 Non Production/Partial of Record at Peshawar -do- 

5 Non production of record at Rawalpindi Division -do- 

3.1.7.10 Accounts Receivables 

Divisional Accounts officer has the mandate and responsibility for reconciliation of 

accounts and report any deviation, thereof, to the senior management. As revenue realization 

is recorded by the Divisional Accounts officers, the unrealized revenues are presented as 

Accounts receivables in the financial statements of a division. The bills receivables are then 

converted to official communications to the leases asking them to deposit the outstanding 

amount by respective Deputy Director/P&L. If the lessee fails to submit the dues in time, fine 

is imposed as initial penalty which may lead to cancellation of lease agreement in extreme 

cases of non-compliance. During Thematic Audit of Railways lands for revenue generation, it 

was observed that the accounts receivables amounting to billions of rupees could not be 

materialized due to inefficiency on the part of Railways administration at divisional level. Audit 

observed following instances of slackness and inefficiency leading to under realization of 

accounts receivables. 
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1. Monthly rents, as per policy in vogue, have to be submitted by the lessees on 10th of every 

month. Audit found out that the tenants preferred to pay rents on annual basis 

retrospectively and in significant number of cases, the rents were submitted for more than 

one year. This trend leads to poor presentation of financial statements and given the 

depreciation of money and increasing inflation with passage of time, the real income of PR 

is way less than nominal income as presented in PR financial statements. 

2. At the time of auction of a property 50 per cent bid money has to be submitted on spot and 

remaining 50 per cent bid money has to be submitted within fifteen days of the successful 

bidding process along with advance rent for one year. Audit observed that the bid money 

and advance rents could not be obtained in time and considerable time elapsed between the 

due date and date of actual realization. The lack of vigilance added to the burden of accounts 

receivables. 

3. While leasing PR properties to various government departments especially Food 

department, the assessment of rents was not made realistically by PR administration which 

culminated into dispute over assessment. Due to disputed assessments, the Departments 

declined to pay the assessed revenues which lead to escalation of figures for accounts 

receivables amounting to Rs 1,905 million as on 30.06.2021. 

3.1.8 Recommendations 

1. Audit recommended restructuring of organizational framework of Director General 

Property and Land to make it wider at the base by recruiting field staff equipped with 

requisite knowledge to deal with revenue matters. Audit also recommends that all 

matters related to land may be handed over to DG property and land for efficient 

management. 

2. Currently, there is no policy in place to identify sites having revenue generation 

potential. Audit recommends that current system of haphazard identification and 

knee jerk reactions be replaced with institutional mechanisms for identification of 

potential sites for revenue generation and their consequent development. This may 

include bi-annual surveys and time barred activities for exploitation. 

3. Although encroachment has been most potent factor behind asset erosion in PR, the 

record for anti-encroachment activities is maintained on day to day basis, Audit 

recommends framing of policies for removal of encroachments on national level. The 

task may include phasing of anti-encroachment campaigns and constitution of special 

teams for the purpose. 

4. Although Land record of PR has been avowedly computerized but a lot remains to 

be done in terms of reconciliation of revenue records with provincial authorities and 

PR own field staff. A joint exercise in collaboration with provincial boards of revenue 

may help in inter-departmental reconciliation and actual land surveys may depict a 

clearer picture of ground realities at sectional level. The abolition of the office of 

director vigilance is counter-productive as it served the purpose of watch dog against 

encroachments and anomalies. Audit recommends making this office robust again. 

5. Revenue Assessment has been most vulnerable domain where most of the leakages 

have been found, Audit recommends Headquarters’ oversight in monitoring auction 

activities and inclusion of representatives from audit department for third party 
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validation. Dealing such matters while involving only divisional authorities increases 

the chances of connivance. 

6. A system of reward and punishment may be put in place to expedite the process 

recoveries by inculcating the principle of time value of money, currently there is no 

such system in place. 

7. High Value commercial properties may be segregated from ordinary commercial 

leases so that level of responsibility may be increased accordingly. 

8. Audit recommends framing of policies and constitution of institutional frameworks 

to monitor the activities of committees managing PR employees cooperative housing 

societies as most of them have been hijacked by land mafias. Audit is of the view 

that these societies can, if properly managed, can bring Pakistan closer to her 

commitment for provision of affordable housing under sustainable development 

agenda. 

3.1.9 Conclusion 

Audit found that field staff maintaining PR properties at section level was poorly 

equipped with any knowledge or skills related to revenue matters. All of the field staff 

comprised of engineers who had engineering job descriptions and were answerable to 

engineering management for the discharge of their duties. The façade of Directorate of property 

and land had no roots at the ground level and ironically the Directorate is too headed by an 

officer from engineering field. The capacity issue is most significant issue when it comes to 

grading the risks involved in mismanagement of PR lands and properties. Audit recommends 

setting up of a revenue Department to look after the affairs of lands with dedicated staff so that 

engineers could focus on their main functional area. Audit found out that comprehensive land 

surveys could not be conducted by PR administration for decades which makes the revenue 

records unreliable. A project for computerisation of land record was completed by DG/P&L 

which was expected to be of great help to Audit. Unfortunately, Audit observed that the revenue 

records kept with headquarters differed significantly from the ones maintained at Divisional 

levels and both of the earlier mentioned records differed with the ones maintained at section 

level. A comprehensive re-survey of PR properties can serve as a foundation stone for 

reformation of land management in PR. 

Another important issue with leasing of PR lands is that of value assessment of assets 

being put to auction. PR has developed a procedure for assessment which is done through 

Divisional Assessment Committee and independent evaluators keeping in view the DC rates of 

the area. Audit observed that domain was too large to be managed by a single committee of 

three officers who had other operational jobs to handle. Moreover, DC rates are the average of 
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highest and lowest rates of a considerably large area and PR, being a very old organisation had 

properties mostly in the hearts of old commercial areas. DC rates, being basis for valuation and 

assessment, are disadvantageous to PR. The Department should have market survey of its own 

to re-assess the rates and then a robust application mechanism for implementation of those 

rates, the activity may involve rent assessment of sister markets owned by private persons etc. 

Audit found out instances of leasing at rates lower than even the DC rates. 

The process of auction should be competitive and transparent. If there is a delay in 

signing of lease agreement more than the stipulated period of time, formal inquiry should be 

initiated. The lack of vigilance is paving way for financial leakages throughout the PR 

properties. Audit recommends fixation of responsibility for delay in signing of agreements. 

Audit also observed that many of the lease agreements were not even signed by the competent 

authority which has never called for any disciplinary action. The mechanism for reward and 

punishment must be upgraded. 

Audit observed that the revenue targets set by PR administration were very low as 

compared to the actual revenue potential of PR properties. These low targets were not met in 

many cases, Audit recommends thorough scrutiny of the process which enables the PR 

administration for setting targets which will also include earlier mentioned re-assessment of 

existing resources and adding new resources by fresh surveys of properties.  

Encroachment of PR properties has cost the Department billions of rupees, Audit 

recommends that this rapid asset erosion can be checked by insignificant expense of 

constructing boundary walls around PR properties. PR handed over large swathes of land to 

Directorate Generals of various provinces with a commitment to construct boundary walls 

around such slum dwellings but the Directorates never kept their commitments paving way for 

expansion of slums. Audit recommends construction of boundary walls at the expense of PR 

because it is the Department’s assets that at stake. 
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3.2 Thematic audit on customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan 

Railways 

3.2.1 Introduction 

Pakistan Railways is a state-owned enterprise, owned and operated by the Ministry of 

Railways and has always been considered the cheapest, comfortable, and reliable mode of 

transportation. But the factors like absence of good service, poor marketing, rapid increase in 

alternative transportation options, safety issues, outdated and insipid system has seriously 

damaged its reputation as well as resulted in decreased clientele over the years. 

The thematic audit of customer retention and satisfaction in Pakistan Railways is much 

diversified and is related to different key departments of Pakistan Railways. These departments 

are interlinked and play vital role for provision of public services to the passengers and freight 

customers. 

The concept of customer satisfaction is measured through the outcome constituted 

through the service and how a customer perceives it. The focus of every service is its 

customers’ satisfaction and how the service provider retains its customer through the quality 

of service it is providing. The services provided through Pakistan Railways are the passengers 

facilities and freight services. The focus of this audit is to measure the quality of service through 

various audit techniques and give recommendations to the Railways administration to improve 

service provision.  

Thematic audit on customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways is a 

forward-looking approach for assessment of satisfaction level among the passengers of PR and 

the policy framework at work for retention of passengers. This audit aims at getting direct 

feedback from PR services consumers and reports the prospects for provision of better facilities 

in service provision. 

3.2.2 Background 

To measure the performance of a department, one needs to analyze the quality of service 

that the department is providing to its customers. Provision of quality service is one of the main 

determinants to earn customer satisfaction and retention. Quality service delivery is the main 

priority of private sector as it not only maximizes the profits but also helps the organization to 

earn customers satisfaction, loyalty, and retention. 

An effective railway system of a country is like the backbone of economy as it 

facilitates the commerce and trade, decreases transportation cost, promotes rural development 

and national integration. Unfortunately, over the last decade, the factors like lack of attention, 

poor policies, increased expenditures, misappropriation of funds, obsolete technology, poor 

infrastructure, managerial incapability, declining market share have made Pakistan Railways a 

liability for the already ailing economy of Pakistan. Not only this, PR is striving for its survival 

in the age of advanced and efficient alternate transportation system. The statistics of Pakistan 

Railways show that during the FY 2019-20 more than 44 million passengers travelled through 

Pakistan Railways which were more than 52 million during 2015-16. In comparison with the 

statistics of 2018-19 there was a decrease of 16 million passengers. The earning of Pakistan 

Railways during the FY 2019-20 has declined by 7 Billion as compared to the earnings of 2018-

19.  
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 Pakistan Railways is one of the oldest railways systems in the world with the history of 

157 years. Right from creation of Pakistan, it has been the main transportation system in 

Pakistan which not only connects all the major cities of Pakistan but also to its neighboring 

countries Iran, India, Afghanistan, and China. Passenger and freight are the two services 

provided by Pakistan Railways. According to the year book of Pakistan Railways Pakistan 

Railways carried 44.304 million passengers during the year 2019-20 while the number of 

passengers carried during the year 2018-19 was 60.387 million. The highest number of 

passengers carried by Pakistan Railways was during the period of 1975-1980, when it carried 

147.710 million passengers on average and it has been declining since then. The Passengers 

earnings of Pakistan Railways for the year 2019-20 were 23.178 Billion which was 29.188 

Billion during the year 2018-19. 

 Pakistan Railways owned 473 locomotives during the year 2019-20. Total number of 

coaching vehicles owned by Pakistan Railways at the end of year 2019-20 was 1645. This 

includes 1375 vehicles meant for the conveyance of passengers and 270 vehicles for the 

conveyance of luggage, parcel, mails etc. Pakistan Railways carried 7,412,709 tons freight 

during the year 2019-20 with 14,448 freight wagons. And this figure for the year 2018-19 was 

8,376,827 tons while the number of freight wagons owned by PR was14,327.  

3.2.3 Establishing the Audit Theme 

3.2.3.1 Reasons for Selection 

i. Improvement in Public Service 

ii. Consumer perception will be included 

iii. Issue of public concern 

iv. Being a current issue for recent frequent accidents in PR 

v. Pakistan Railways needs a major policy shift for its survival 

vi. Issue has relevance with SDGs 

On 16th February 2016, Pakistan adopted the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

as the National Development Agenda through a unanimous National assembly Resolution. In 

2018, the Government of Pakistan signed the UN Sustainable Development Framework 

(UNSDGF), also known as the Pakistan One United Nations Programme III (OP III) 2018-

2022.* The thematic audit on customer satisfaction and retention is directly related to SDGs 

Goal 9 and 11(9.1 & 9.a, 11.2). 

3.2.3.2 Purpose / Objectives 

The purpose/objectives of this study are manifold and some are listed below: 

i. The PAC can use this theme to inform Parliament about the weaknesses of 

systems that may require legislative changes. 

ii. The Ministry of railways can consider the findings of this theme for policy 

formulation and modification in the existing system. 

iii. The Board of Railways can investigate to determine how well their entities are 

performing and how will they address the risks identified in the theme. 

iv. The Divisional Offices can improve their internal control systems and train 

operations according to the weaknesses identified. 
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v. The internal and external audit can use this theme to choose operational areas for 

audit in future. 

The following audit objectives have also been developed: - 

i. To assess the existing facilities/amenities in Pakistan Railways for rail 

passengers and freight customers, keeping passengers’ point of view on board. 

ii. To assess the facilitates for passengers and customers in place at railway stations 

and in trains directly from passengers’ feedback and analysis of PR official data. 

iii. To review the Passenger and Freight customer satisfaction and retention 

plan/model/policy set by Ministry of Railways and its implementation. 

iv. To assess the complaint cell system/ strategy and its resolving mechanism 

v. To examine the safety and security mechanism for passengers and freight and its 

impact on goodwill of PR. 

vi. To review the significant PSDPs related to Infrastructure, tracks and rolling 

stock. 

vii. To review the Contract Management of Pakistan Railways with vendors and 

clients e.g., PSO. 

viii. To assess the compliance of applicable rules, regulations and policies regarding 

the performance targets and physical inspection of their implementation.  

These audit objectives will help in measuring different quality attributes essential in 

operations and to study the overall satisfaction level of customers in PR. Level of satisfaction 

was found to be significantly influenced by these attributes. 
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3.2.3.3 Scope of Audit 

Scope of audit extends to analyze the need for policy framework for customer 

satisfaction and the implementation of the existing policy by Railways administration. It also 

aims to evaluate the efforts made and steps taken by the Ministry of Railways and Railway 

Headquarter.  

i. Review of the quality of services provided by PR 

ii. Review of the policies regarding service provision in both Passenger & Freight 

facility.  

iii. Evaluating agreements and contracts carried out with lessees or public entities. 

iv. Review of Acts, Codes and Manuals that are being followed. 

v. Review the functions of Ministry, Headquarter, Divisional Offices and different 

Departments of PR. 

vi. Examination of policy and regulation for service improvement.  

The major departments involved in provision of quality services to Pakistan Railways 

customers are as under: - 

i. Transportation Department 

ii. Commercial Department 

iii. Mechanical Department 

iv. Safety Department 

v. Marketing Department  

vi. Personnel Department 

vii. Ministry of Railways 

viii. Divisional Offices 

 This audit assignment covers the audit period starting from 1st July, 2020 to 30th June, 

2021. 

3.2.4 Legal Framework governing the theme  

 The existing enactment regulating the operations of Railways in Pakistan is the Railway 

Act, 1890 as amended from time to time. Subject to the provisions of this act, the executive 

authority in connection with the administration of Railways, vets with the Ministry of Railways 

(Railway Board). The Railway Ministry makes regulations regarding the affairs related to 

passengers and goods being transported by it, within the parameters of Railway Act 1890. 

Pakistan Railways has predefined and well-established business processes and has its own set 

of Accounts Codes, General Codes, and Manuals. These codes and manuals are used as criteria, 

moreover the policies and directives of the MoR and Federal Government are also kept in view 

while conducting the audit. 

The list of directives, codes, manuals and other references are given hereunder: -  

i. Railway Board/Ministry of Railways directives 

ii. Railway Accounts Code Vol-II 

iii. Pakistan Railways General Code 

iv. Pakistan Railways Commercial Manual for goods and Tariff 
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v. Coaching and Goods Tariff 

vi. Freight Agreements, Passenger Life Insurance, Postal Contracts, Army/Rangers 

contracts etc. 

vii. Outsourced train agreements 

viii. Vending and parking contracts at different stations 

ix. Sales Tax Act 

x. General Financial Rules 

3.2.5 Stakeholders and Governmental Organizations identified as directly/ indirectly 

involved 

 It is very important that all stakeholders and Governmental organizations be kept 

informed of the changing financial position of Pakistan Railways keeping in view the 

complexity and diversity of its operations. The following Governmental Organizations and 

stockholders are involved in this assignment: - 

i. Ministry of Railways, Islamabad. 

ii. Railways Headquarter, Lahore.  

iii. Pakistan Railways Advisory and Consultancy Services (PRACS), a subsidiary of 

Pakistan Railways 

iv. Pakistan Railways Freight Transportation Company (PRFTC), a subsidiary of 

Pakistan Railways. 

v. Railway Construction Company (RAILCOP), a subsidiary of Pakistan Railways. 

vi. Divisional Offices and Stations 

vii. General Public/Passengers. 

viii. Clients of PR 

3.2.6 Role of Important Organizations 

Pakistan Railways is a Federal Government Department that works under Ministry of 

Railways, Islamabad. The Secretary, Ministry of Railways is the Principal Accounting Officer 

and also ex-officio Chairperson of the Railway Board. The affairs of Pakistan Railways are 

administered by the following authorities. 

i. CEO/Senior General Manager 

ii. GM/Manufacturing 

iii. GM/Welfare and Special Initiatives 

The core functions of Railway operations are administered by the Chief Executive 

Officer/Senior General Manager, who is assisted by three Additional General Managers in 

infrastructure, Mechanical and Traffic units besides the Principal Officers of respective 

departments. There are seven operational divisions viz Peshawar, Rawalpindi, Lahore, Multan, 

Sukkur, Karachi, Quetta and one Workshops Division at Mughalpura Lahore. Each division is 

administered by a Divisional Superintendent (DS). The Divisional Superintendent is assisted 

by Divisional Officers in their respective fields which include Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, 

Signal, Telecom Engineering, Traffic, Commercial and Personnel. Likewise, manufacturing 

unit is headed by the General Manager/ M&S who is assisted by MD/Locomotive Factory 

Risalpur, MD/Carriage Factory Islamabad and MD/Concrete Sleeper Factory Lahore.   

The welfare activities of Pakistan Railways are administered by the GM/Welfare and 
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Special Initiatives (W & SI), who is assisted by Director General/Pakistan Railways Academy 

Walton, Director Education and Chief Health & Medical Officer. 

The administrative head of the Railway Accounts Department is Member Finance in 

the Railway Board who is assisted by three Financial Advisors & Chief Accounts Officers. 

Moreover, there is a Chief Internal Auditor who heads the Internal Audit Wing and reports 

directly to the Principal Accounting Officer.  

Pakistan Railways Advisory & Consultancy Services (PRACS), Railway Constructions 

Pakistan Limited (RAILCOP), Pakistan Railway Freight Transport Company (PRFTC) are 

subsidiaries of PR. Each company is headed by a Managing Director.   

 PRACS was established in 1976 as a public limited company. Its main objectives are 

to prepare the feasibility reports for new Railway lines and render technical assistance in 

connection with the designing, modernization and maintenance of Railway installations, 

workshops, bridges and rolling stock. Presently, its main activities are sale of Railway tickets 

and managing certain trains on joint venture basis.  

 Railway Constructions Pakistan (RAILCOP) Limited was created in August 1980. 

RAILCOP was incorporated as a public limited company, albeit as a subsidiary of Pakistan 

Railways, to commercially venture, and leverage, into the engineering services industry with a 

special focus on railways construction industry in Pakistan. The idea, it seems, was to make 

RAILCOP a commercially viable organization that could create its own client-base, exhibit 

consistent growth, and expand its business operations both locally and internationally. 

PRFTC (Pakistan Railway Freight Transport Company) was established on 8th Jan, 

2015 with the objective to explore avenues of public private partnership and to enter into joint 

venture with private entities, domestic as well as international, for procurement of rolling stock 

(locomotives & hoppers wagons) or to bring in any other private investment in Railway system 

as and when required.  

 As Pakistan Railways is itself a public sector largest organization and bears mission 

statement to provide a competitive, safe, reliable, market oriented, efficient and environment-

friendly transport. Therefore, Pakistan Railways always aims to develop its infrastructure 

facilities, procurement of coaches and locomotives, rehabilitation of track, civil works and IT 

based expansions through long term public sector developmental projects. These projects 

eventually strengthen and streamline the working of PR and ultimately the end user i.e. the 

public.  

3.2.7 Financial Management  

Appropriation Accounts were prepared by the FA&CAO/Pakistan Railways in respect 

of budgetary provisions and expenditure charged to Revenue / non-development and Capital / 

Development for the FY 2020-21 keeping in view the requirement of Government accounting. 

It was certified that a systematic record of all incomings (receipts) and outgoings (expenditure) 

classified under certain appropriate headings has been maintained. The summery of grants and 

expenditure is given hereunder; 

 Revenue and Capital Grants of Pakistan Railways for the year 2020-21 are as under: - 

 (Rupees in millions)  

Items Original 

Allocation 

Supplementary Allocation 

(Surrender) 

Final 

Allocation 

Actual 

Expenditure 
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Grant No 134 Revenue Expenditure 

Voted 99,350 (4350) 95,000 95,552 

Charged 800 (300) 500 418 

Total 100,150 (4,650) 95,500 95,970 

Grant No 191 Capital Outlay on Pakistan Railways 

Voted (Capital) 24,000 (13,179) 10,821 8,599 

Charged -- -- -- -- 

Total 24,000 (13,179) 10,821 8,599 

Grand Total 124,150 (17,829) 106,321 104,569 

The detail of the Earning Target and actual earnings areas under: 

Head of Account Budget 2020-21 Actual Earnings Variation % 

Passenger Earnings 22,969,554,000 22,223,883,078 745,670,922 3.24 

Other than Passenger 

Earnings 

1,332,975,000 1,504,812,947 171,837,947 12.89 

Goods Earnings 19,697,471,000 20,579,022,068 881,551,068 4.47 

Sundry Earnings 4,000,000,000 4,341,093,621 341,093,621 8.52 

3.2.8 Field Audit Activity 

3.2.8.1 Methodology 

 This directorate planned to adopt both qualitative and quantitative techniques. In 

Qualitative approach the questionnaires were developed and filled up from rail passengers, 

parcel/freight customers and vendors, apart from that it was also planned to check the in-place 

facilities available at different stations and in-transit train through physical checking. Four 

types of questionnaires were developed: 

i. Questionnaire from passengers related to station facilities,  

ii. Questionnaire from passengers related to in-transit train facilities,  

iii. Questionnaire from vending Contractors and  

iv. Questionnaire from parcel/freight Customers.  

These questionnaires were filled up by interviewing the passenger, vendors and 

parcel/freight customers. The audit depends upon the primary data collected through these 

well-framed and structured questionnaires to obtain direct feedback from customers. The 

questionnaires were filled out from passengers from 7 Divisions: Lahore, Karachi, Multan, 

Quetta, Sukkur, Rawalpindi and Peshawar. A sample of 175 passengers was selected keeping 

in view the human resource and time constraints. Similarly, 70 questionnaires are filled out 

from freight customers. The prime objective was to extract a sample from the representative 

population availing PR transport services regarding several variables such as reliability, 

responsiveness, assurance, empathy, network quality, ticketing, punctuality etc. that have direct 

influence on the quality of service. Apart from the questionnaires the evidence was also 

collected through interviews/inquiries from management and station staff and review of policy 

documents and their implementation. 

On the basis of below information it can be said that the sample offers a valid base for 

analysis and a detailed differentiation. It is a realistic sample of the overall population. 

Sr # Gender Profession Age 

1 Male Female Student Employees Business 
18-

30 

30-

50 

Above 

50 

Not 

shared 
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2 150 25 60 90 25 83 36 15 41 
 

Sr. No Gender 
Type of Journey Qualification 

1 
Male Female Single 

With 

family 
Matric FA/F.S.C BA Master 

Not 

shared 

2 150 25 130 45 40 25 30 20 60 

On the other hand, quantitative approach was used to inquire/check the implementation 

of policies related to customer & passenger amenities and services. Moreover, physical audit 

of books of accounts regarding train composition, detention of trains, receivables, rate 

comparison, comparison of revenue targets verses actuals, complaints, accidents and losses to 

PR due to various reasons was performed to analyze the downward performance trend of 

Pakistan Railways. The quantitative issues were directly taken under high value/significant 

audit observations. This audit was taken up with intensive desk audit techniques as well. The 

audit also includes examining of permanent files, online/PCP complaints of passengers, official 

accounts, online ticketing system, online applications for passengers, record maintained by 

station master and other relevant data. 

 There was one limitation that the audit faced was the reluctance of passengers in sharing 

their booking details and tickets with team as  

3.2.8.2 Audit Analysis 

3.2.8.3 Review of Internal Controls 

 The internal controls were studied and analyzed to get an understanding of internal 

control system in PR. PR has its own Internal Audit Wing headed by Chief Internal Auditor, 

but the findings of this audit are not followed in PR to improve internal controls. The specific 

instances of internal control weaknesses found through observation and evaluation of internal 

control system in PR are as follow: 

i. There is intermixing of job responsibilities in Divisional Offices as it was observed 

that on several Divisional offices the key posts like ACOs/DCOs, ATOs/DTOs 

were vacant, or they were designated on look after basis or additional charge basis 

which not only increase the workload for officers but also the key responsibilities 

of the posts are compromised. 

ii.  There were weaknesses in maintenance of accounts, as mentioned in high value 

paras, therefore, the reconciliation mechanism is obsolete and redundant. 

iii. There exists weak monitoring and supervision mechanism in PR. Audit observed 

poor coordination between the Headquarter and Divisional Offices which results 

in slow and poor decision making. 

iv. Due to obsolete data maintenance and poor record keeping mechanism the 

monitoring system is compromised. 

v. The stations staff was being utilized at other stations on verbal orders of officers. 

vi. The contracts of luggage vans and brake vans were not available with divisional 

offices, and the railway staff was not in position to keep check on private operators. 
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vii. There is excessive reliance on manual working which is a burdensome and it lacks 

management review, there is a dire need of automation. 

3.2.8.4   Critical Review 

The different audit analysis based on questionnaires, no of passengers, expenditure 

and earnings have been performed, which will not only highlight the present image of PR in 

public but will also address the weaknesses, deficiencies and gaps over the entire system. The 

analysis is divided into three categorize: - 

i. Analysis based on pre-defined questionnaires and data available with PR 

ii. Audit observations based on physical audit of stations record and 

iii. High value observations 

The following analyses are made on the basis of data collected from questionnaires that 

were filled out from PR customers. The questions from questionnaires are divided in categories 

that are inter-related in nature for a clear understanding. As mentioned earlier, a total of 175 

questionnaires were filled out with an average of 25 questionnaires per station.  

(16) 3.2.8.4.1 Analysis of Station Facilities provided to passengers at Divisional 

Railway Stations 

 The analysis of existing customer facilities and the view of passengers in this regard is 

given below: 

a)  Station Facilities: - 

Station Facilities namely availability of proper sitting area, availability of trash 

bins, public toilets, car/bike parking facility, Wi-Fi facility, LED sign boards and security 

mechanism was performed through Yes and No interview technique. 

Analysis of Station Facilities  

Seven (07) questions related to station facilities (as mentioned in previous paragraph) were 

asked from 175 passengers. As a result, 1225 answers of passengers were received, and it was 

found that majority of questions were  responded with a negative feedback and only 262 were 

positive as depicted in below chart. 

 

21%

79%

Station Facilities

Yes No
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b) Other Station Services: - 

Questions were asked about other services like waiting areas, cleanliness of station, 

lightning at station, booking services, staff behavior, comfort level, food and vendor 

services, security services, medical services, and complaints services. 

The analysis of above-mentioned facilities and services is given hereunder:- 

Ten (10) questions related to other station services were asked from 175 passengers and 

as a result 1750 answers were analyzed through gradation of excellent to very poor. The result 

is presented hereunder in tabulated form: - 

 Description Excellent Good Average Poor V. Poor Total 

Other Services 174 220 222 528 606 1750 

Percentage 10% 13% 13% 30% 35% 100 

The question wise result of each question is present below through bar graph: - 

 

(No of answers) 
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3.2.8.4.2 Analysis of en-route train Facilities provided to passengers 

During thematic audit of Customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways, 

passengers of different classes were physically approached at Railway Stations and in en-route 

train to take their feedback regarding quality of food, comfort level and cleanliness in coaches, 

hygiene toilets, complaining & medical services, staff behavior and other services. In this 

regard 175 passengers were interviewed at divisional stations. The format of some 

questionnaires was outlined in Yes and No whereas some questions were assigned gradation. 

The questions from passenger related to train facilities were sub divided into following two 

broads categorize: - 

a) En-route Train Facilities 

The train Facilities regarding fare charged, punctuality of trains, ample space of 

luggage, corona SOPs and other services were examined through questionnaires over and 

done with mode of Yes and No interview technique. 

 

 

2(a) Analysis of en-route train facilities 

The interview-based questionnaire in en-route trains and at railway stations revealed 

the fact that out of 1400 answers based on 08 question from 175 passengers with regard to en-

route train facilities and the results are as follow: 
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b)  En-route Coach Facilities 

The train facilities with regard to sitting and lying arrangements in coach, overall 

cleanliness of coaches, quality and rate of food items, medical and complaining services in 

coach, and other services were graded from excellent to very poor. 

Analysis of en-route Coaching Facilities 

The coaching facilities in en-route train were physically examined and the answers in 

response to the questions were assigned gradation from excellent to very poor. A combined 

position in respect of answered question has been given hereunder in total and in percentage. 

 Description Excellent Good Average Poor V. poor Total 

Coaching Facilities 140 173 186 423 478 1400 

Percentage 10% 12% 13% 30% 34% 100% 
 

The individual state of each question has been shown through bar graph as given below.  
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(17) 3.2.8.4.3.  Analysis of Freight Services in Pakistan Railways 

The analysis of freight services of Pakistan Railways was performed in the light of 

the questionnaires, interviews and physical inspection of parcel offices of Pakistan Railways 

and private cargos. Keeping in view the seven divisions of Pakistan Railways (10) to (15) 

freight/parcel customers were targeted to analyze the facilities and services provided by 

Pakistan Railways. The format of some questionnaires was outlined in Yes or No, whereas 

some questions were assigned gradation i.e Excellent, Good, Average, Poor & very Poor. 

Therefore, the questions from customers related to parcel/freight facilities were sub divided 

into following two broad categorize; - 

a) Analysis of booking system in Parcel Services: 

The parcel services/ facilities regarding flexible rates & concessional offers, 

picking & delivering services, insurance services, online booking were examined through Yes 

or No interview technique. 

3 (i) Analysis of Parcel facilities booking in Pakistan Railways 

The customers were found very dissatisfied/ unhappy with freight services of Pakistan Railway. 

As per the result of the analysis 335 (96%) answers were given in “NO and only 15 (4%) 

answers in respect of five questions were acknowledged as “YES”. 
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b)  Parcel facilities regarding handling & processing  

The other facilities with regard to ease of booking, reasonable delivery time, easy 

navigation, handling of goods, go down premises, safety measures and staff behavior were 

assigned gradation from excellent to very poor. 

3 (ii) Analysis of direct & indirect freight services in Pakistan Railways 

Eight (08) areas/questions were selected to analyze the quality of freight services of 

Pakistan Railways. A sample of 10 customers was chosen at divisional level to take their 

feedback with regard to the predefined questions. The cumulative results of the 

interviews/survey are presented below in tabulated form through gradation of excellent to very 

poor:- 

Parcel Facilities 
Excellent Good Average Poor V. Poor Total 

51 67 68 212 162 560 

Percentage 9% 12% 12% 38% 29% 100% 

The individual state of each question is also presented hereunder through bar graph to 

give a clear understanding of each class of gradation.  
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(18) 3.2.8.4.4. Analysis of short Coaches in Pakistan Railways 

During physical inspection at divisional level it was observed that the train operations 

were affected by short coaches and it creates huge discomfort for the passengers. The audit 

team physically witnessed such problems occurring on daily basis and the customers were 

highly displeased by the issue. It creates uncertainty among the passengers and results in rift 

between Station staff and passengers. Moreover, plenty of complaints were filed on Pakistan 

Citizen Portal regarding the problem of short coaches. It is worthwhile to mention here that the 

audit team had to suffer as well regarding availability of coaches while travelling. 

The following observations are highlighted in this regard. 

i. The customers complained about the issue of non-availability of coach despite the 

fact that the ticket in that coach was booked one month/fifteen days in advance. The 

customers also added PR has no facility of informing about the issue to the 

passengers before time. When the customers reach at station with their families and 

luggage they are informed about unavailability of coaches which is highly dis-

satisfactory and troublesome for passengers and they have to look for alternate 

services despite booking seats in advance. Some of the time they are adjusted in 

other coaches but most of the time they are refunded. 

ii. The customers also complained that they were adjusted in other coaches which were 

not required/preferred by the customers. 

iii. The customers were adjusted on seats which had been kept vacant due to Covid-19 

SOPs, this state of affair shows that Covid-19 SOPs are not being followed in letter 

& spirit as well. 

The problem of short coaches was found in each division, the official data obtained 

from the whole network is hereunder: - 

Month No of days when coaches 

were missing 

No of Coaches Short during the 

month 

Average short coaches 

per day 
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May-21 15 320 21 

Jun-21 30 1664 55 

Jul-21 29 2502 86 

Aug-21 23 1165 51 

Sep-21 26 835 32 
Data of short coaches for the month of May, 21 was not given in full by management. 

This position of short coaches has also been depicted through bar graph and it is evident 

that the month of July, 21 was the highest month on account of short coaches, during this month 

2502 coaches were short over the entire network and averagely 86 coaches were short on daily 

basis. The lowest month on account of short coaches was May, 21 with 320 shortage of coaches 

overall and 21 coaches short on daily basis. An average analysis over a period of six month 

showed that, there are 50 coaches short on daily basis in Pakistan Railways.  

 

3.2.8.4.5. Analysis of Complaints received on (PCP) Pakistan Citizen Portal 

 Pakistan Citizen Portal (PCP) is an integrated citizen’s grievances redressing system 

connecting all government organizations both at Federal and Provincial level. The system will 

serve as carrier of complaints to their respective offices across Pakistan. The purpose of this 

reorganization is to facilitate the general public, overseas Pakistanis and the foreigners to 

ensure prompt redressing.  

 Keeping in view the above the complaint dashboard of Pakistan Railways was attained 

in soft form so that customer/passengers complaints and their grievances with regard to lack of 

station and en-route train amenities/facilities/services in Pakistan Railways could be analyzed. 

Based on the data it is out of place to mention here that 28,772 complaints were received at the 

citizen portal from 11.02.2018 to 17.08.2021 out of which 8760 complaints were related to 

services problems in PR. These complaints are broadly classified into the followings: - 

i. Non-availability of coaches on the day of Journey 

ii. Non-Punctuality 

iii. Non-cleanliness in economy coaches 

iv. High fares of Parking facility 

v. Poor quality of food in en-route trains 

vi. Non availability of essentials in en-route train toilets 

vii. High rates of food in in-transit train 
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viii. Overall cleanliness issues 

ix. Non-restoration of temporary suspended train routes 

x. Non-restoration of passenger’s train 

xi. Closed waiting lounge at various stations  

xii. Complaints regarding Staff behavior 

 The year wise analysis of online complaints at citizen portal is given here under: - 

An analysis of data revealed that 2019 was the year in which maximum no of complaints 

4191 were received and the least year was 2018 in which only 427 complaints were placed on 

citizen portal. Averagely PR is receiving 07 complaints on daily basis regarding customer and 

passenger  

facilitation. 

Year wise position of complaints on PCP 

 

*From Feb, 2018 to Dec, 2018  **Complaints are up to the month of Aug, 2021. 

The year and month wise position of complaints have also been depicted through bar 

graph. 

 

A facility wise analysis of the complaints received at Pakistan Citizen Portal (PCP) has 

also been performed which is given here under: - 

It was observed that total 8760 complaints were received on Pakistan Citizen Portal regarding 

lack of facilities and services. As per the table, complaints were related to overall provision of 

facilities at stations and in en-route trains. Complaints regarding staff behavior and schedule 

were at the 2nd and 3rd respectively. The customers also complained with regard to reservations, 

general nature complaints and ticketing.  
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The status of complaints has been shown in bar graph which shows that the most of the 

complaints were related to facilities, staff behavior and schedule of trains. 

 

3.2.8.4.6 Analysis of train accidents/ derailments/ collusions during last five years 

in Pakistan Railways  

Safe journey from any transport service is considered the most essential feature 

because it develops reliability, trust and loyalty of customers. Public is always anxious about 

safe and secured journey by all means. During audit, it was noticed that the passengers were 

very dissatisfied and unhappy with regard to derailments and collusions of passenger and goods 

trains in Pakistan Railways. Therefore, an analysis of derailments/ collusions of trains in 

Pakistan Railways over the period of five years have been performed. 

During thematic audit of customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways it 

was noticed that during the last five years six hundred and ninety-seven (697) accidents/ 

derailments/ collusions occurred over the entire network of Pakistan Railways. The record 

showed that it has increasing trend since 2017 (109 accidents) to 2019 (159 accidents). PR 

administration always search for a scapegoat to be blamed but the matter remains unattended 

as the unfortunate incidents of accidents keep on occurring time and again. 

As per the available record, the self-explanatory record for these accidents and 

derailments are given hereunder and has also been presented through bar graph: - 
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Detail of accidents/derailments/collusions during last five years 

Accident type 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Total 

Derailment of Goods Train 31 34 45 49 43 202 

Collision at un-manned level crossing  74 22 29 25 20 170 

Derailment of Passengers train 22 27 26 36 21 132 

Other Collusions (train vs train) 3 17 22 26 41 109 

Other accidents 10 5 6 18 14 53 

Collusion at manned level crossing  13 4 3 5 6 31 

Total 153 109 131 159 145 697 

 

 

 

Detail of causes of accidents: 

It was observed that majority of these accidents occurred due to road users, human failure, track 

defect, rolling stock etc. The cause wise position of these accidents has been depicted below. 

The PR management failed to upgrade track, rolling stock, un-manned level crossings as per 

standards and the resources were not utilized economically and efficiently. 
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3.2.8.4.7 Analysis of Detention of Trains over entire network of Pakistan Railways for 

the FY 2020-21 

Punctuality is considered one of the main determinants of customers’ satisfaction in 

PR. However, detention of trains over different section and stations due to various reasons is a 

very common cause of delay of trains and it eventually affects the arrival and departure of other 

trains too. During thematic audit of customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways, 

it was observed that trains were detained over different section and stations for more than 19000 

hours during the FY 2020-21 all over Pakistan. The main factors for this detention were 

engineering restrictions, loco and carriage defects, signal and electric defects, computer base 

interlocking, accidents, bad weather etc. Due to this detention PR has to bear excess 

consumption of HSD oil. The detail is as under: - 

Connecting Rail Links was the highest factor for train detention which consumed 3586 

hours. Weather, CBI system, accidents, engineering restrictions, loco, crossings and signal 

were other factors, cause-wise detention in hours has been shown in bar graph. The lowest 

contributor in train detention was electric and it consumed 29 hours during the financial year 

2020-21. The position has been shown below through bar graph:- 

 

An analysis for division wise detention of trains has also been performed. The Sukkur 

division was at the top as 31% (5,962 hrs) of total detention pertains to this division. The 

Karachi and Lahore divisions were at 2nd and 3rd respectively, and their contribution in total 

detention was more than 47% (9,085). The minimum detention of train was found in Quetta 

division; the reason behind is that there is only one train in that division. Division wise analysis 

of detention of trains has also been shown through bar graph: - 
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It is worth mentioning here that during interviews with management and station staff 

and through observation it was noticed that one unreported reason why train stops at different 

stations and section is to facilitate the stall vendors to give them more time to sell their products. 

This issue is highlighted time and again with the PR administration but no sturdy action is taken 

against the responsible staff rather some timely measures are taken and things come back to 

normal in a matter of time. This results in stoppage of trains more than the stipulated time and 

it affects other en-route trains as well, deteriorating the overall punctuality of PR. 

(19) 3.2.8.4.8  Comparative analysis of Pakistan Rail freight services with Private 

cargo operators 

During thematic audit of customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways, it 

was noticed that there are different services which are being offered by private cargo operators 

to the customers in respect of booking of parcel and goods, the PR was not offering these 

services to its customers. During physical inspection of cargo offices and while interviewing 

the customers it was also observed that customers are more satisfied with the services of private 

operators and displeased with the services of Pakistan Railways.  

 The most important factors for this dissatisfaction were non availability of luggage 

van/brake van, no cash on delivery services, non-confirmation of departing date of 

parcels/goods and timely delivery. Based on interviews, a comparison of private cargo services 

with PR was performed which is as under: - 

Sr # Private Cargo Services Exist in Pakistan Railways  

1 Cash on delivery services  No 

2 Flexible rates No 

3 Picking and delivering services from warehouse No 

4 Delivery of parcel/goods by seeing CNIC/WhatsApp receipts No 

5 Concession/ Discounted vouchers etc. No 

6 Advertisement to promote business No 

7 Booking from various offices other than PR premises No 

8 Tracking of parcel No 

9 Timely delivery No 

10 In time availability of luggage van/brake van as per 

agreement/contract policy 

No (shortage of coaches is a 

bigger problem of PR) 
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3.2.8.5 Significant Audit Observations 

Observation 1: Booking of parcels and goods in brake van compartments by Pakistan 

Railway and Private Cargo operators 

Para 1801 of Pakistan Railway General Code states that “means should be devised to 

ensure that every railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held responsible for 

any loss sustained by government through fraud or negligence. 

During thematic audit of customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways it 

was observed that during the month of June 21 the private cargo operators succeeded to book 

parcels/goods 136.82% (capacity 2.1 ton) more in comparison to PR parcel office Rawalpindi 

in the brake van compartment, of different trains i.e., Khyber mail, green line, Awami express 

& Sir Syed express. It is worthwhile to mention here that while conducting the physical 

inspection of brake van of Rehman Baba Express, DS Rawalpindi noticed that the brake van 

compartment outsourced to private operator was found almost full, however, the PR 

compartment was booked with only 15%. Therefore, he directed to take necessary measures to 

boost up the parcel bookings; however, fruitful results could not be achieved. The detail is in 

Annexure-(Y). 

The excess booking was due to multi booking points, advertisement, cash on delivery 

and pick and drop facility. During interviews from parcel/freight customers audit observed that 

customers are ready to pay extra if they were facilitated in different ways. This state of affair 

shows that PR is losing its parcel and freight customers due to lack of facilities, inappropriate 

decisions and weak policies. 

Audit, therefore, suggest finding out the reasons that why quantity of booked parcels 

and goods is low as compare to the private operators. 

Observation-2 Non-Compliance of Federal Minister Directives 

Instructions of Federal Minister for Railways regarding preserving national heritage of 

stations and creating business hub in and around stations dated 24.02.2021 states that all big 

and medium city station masters be advised that they will be fully in charge of their stations 

for all matters prospect and betterments of those stations be explored with local business 

community leader’s architects and other likeminded people as to how they can help us preserve 

heritage of those stations as well as creating business hub in stations as well as around stations. 

the timeline given was two weeks. Anyone lacking/failing these policy matters will have no 

place in Pakistan Railways. 

During thematic audit of Customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways at 

divisional level, it was observed that the instructions/directives of the Federal Minister for 

Railways were not complied with in letter and spirit. All the Station Masters at divisional level 

informed that we have not been assigned/given any task in respect of these directives nor the 

letter was received. It is a fact that by exploring the business opportunities with business local 

community leaders will not only enhance the earnings of Pakistan Railways, but it will also 

attract investors, customers and passengers. 
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It was also observed while conducting physical inspection at railway stations no report 

was being sent to the HQ on daily basis. 

Direction as per action plan Audit Findings 

Every small and big PR Station Master be given to Report 

following to HQ everyday: 

1. Safety Measures 

2. Clean drinking water 

3. Punctuality 

4. Very important matter connected with smooth 

train  operations 

The compliance report on 

these issues was not found in 

record, moreover the SS 

posted at stations replied that 

no such instructions were 

issued. 

Audit, therefore, suggests to find out the reasons that why appropriate measures were 

not taken in the light of the directions of the honorable Federal Minister for Pakistan Railways.  

Observation-3 Non availability of Web based Freight Management/Information system 

in Pakistan Railways to facilitate parcel and goods customer 

During thematic audit of Customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways it 

was observed that Pakistan Railways is earning more than 22 Billion per annum from goods 

and parcel business. However, the entire booking of goods and parcel is being done manually 

at divisional level. There is no computerized booking record of goods/parcel and other related 

data. There is no web-based freight management/information system in Pakistan Railways 

which could provide/facilitate customers regarding: 

i. Online invoice generation 

ii. Booking and tracking notification of goods 

iii. Tracking of movement of parcels/goods 

iv. Train timings notification to customer and delays, if any 

v. Online payment facility 

 Due to non-availability of online system the parcel and goods customers cannot book 

their packages and commodities online. On the other hand, private cargo operators are doing 

their businesses in the premises of Pakistan Railways and these operators have online 

computerized booking, tracking system, notification service, online payment, in-time delivery 

etc. 

Audit, therefore, suggests finding out the reasons that why online web-based freight 

management system could not be developed to facilitate the parcel and goods customers.  

Observation-4 Submission of false and unsigned weight slip by AA Cargo to in-charge 

conductor guard in Karakoram express 42 DN. 

 Para 1801 of Pakistan Railway General Code states that “means should be devised to 

ensure that every railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held responsible for 

any loss sustained by government through fraud or negligence. 

 While conducting the physical inspection of Lahore Station on 21.09.2021, it was 

observed that the luggage compartments of 42 DN were outsourced to AA enterprise cargo and 

HA Ittehad Cargo for loading of parcels and goods. Karakoram express departed from Lahore 

Railway Station on 21.09.2021 at 3.00 pm. The train was placed on the platform just 15 minutes 

before departure. The parcels/goods were loaded in the compartment at eleventh hour. The 

audit demanded the summary of loading from in-charge Conductor Guard at 2.54 pm on the 
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date, however, it was informed by the conductor in-charge that weight summary has not been 

provided yet.  

 After departure of 42DN the audit took the weight summary from the offices of AA 

enterprises Cargo and HA Ittehad cargo on 21.09.2021 and it was compared with the actual 

summary given to the Conductor Guard. As a result, the following discrepancies were noticed: 

- 

i. AA cargo provided the summary of weight to in-charge conductor guard on a simple 

plain paper which was not signed and was an unauthentic document. 

ii. The weight summary provided by AA Enterprise Cargo Office to audit from Lahore 

to Karachi shows total weight of 964-kg, on the other hand weight summary 

provided by In-charge conductor guard shows weight as 1125-kg. The weight 

summaries were varying. 

iii. The summary is shared with the in-charge guard at eleventh hour so that the proper 

checking and documentation could not be met with as the departure of train could 

not be delayed. The private contractor of brake van does understand it that train 

could not be delayed hence summaries are not shared timely. 

iv. The audit demanded the rate list of packed and booked cartons from private cargo 

operators, but they refused to share it and it was categorically mentioned that we 

could only share it with CCM. This situation shows that they are charging rates as 

per their own will. 

v. It is out of place to mention here that the internal controls in place are very weak 

and rail staff is not playing its supervisory role. 

 Audit, therefore, suggests that reasons be explained that why there is no proper check 

and balance over private cargo operators.  

Observation-5 Booking of excess weight by Gujrat Cargo in 6Dn Green Line Express and 

non-availability of luggage van with 40DN Jaffar Express 

 Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code states that “means should be devised to 

ensure that every railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held responsible for 

any loss sustained by government through fraud or negligence. 

 During thematic audit of customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways, it 

was noticed that the Gujrat Cargo (private contractor) was allowed to carry 2100 kg in brake 

van compartment of Green line express. However, as per the actual weight summary 2233 kg 

(539+1694) weight was booked and carried by the contractor which shows that 133 kg was 

excess loaded and carried and no appropriate measures were taken by the PR management to 

have a detailed check on this excess booking. 

 Furthermore, it was observed that the CMM/LHR has outsourced both the portions of 

39up/40dn due to which the Rawalpindi division was facing lot difficulties for dispatching of 

public, military as well as arms ammunition consignments booked for different stations of ROH 

– QTA. During physical inspection of parcel office Rawalpindi, customers complained that 

there are no parcel/goods booking service on daily basis from Rawalpindi and private cargo 

operators are charging high rates.  
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 It was also noticed that two consignments were booked from Rawalpindi to Quetta vide 

invoice no 925092 and 925054 amounting to Rs 557,505 and 179,000 and the booking date of 

these consignments was 22.09.21 and 21.09.21 respectively. However, these consignments 

could not be sent up to the date of physical inspection 04.10.21. The audit was informed that 

these consignments could not be sent due to non-availability of luggage van. Moreover, it was 

physically observed in parcel office that customers visited the booking office on daily basis but 

due to non-availability of luggage van the customers left without booking. 

 Audit, therefore, suggests finding out the reasons that why a complete advance schedule 

of booking of luggage van is not shared with booking offices and why such excess weight was 

loaded, and no checking was carried out beside fixing the responsibility under intimation to 

audit. 

Observation 6  Non-implementation of Business Plan 2020 regarding Passenger and 

customer facilitation 

 Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code states that “means should be devised to 

ensure that every railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held responsible for 

any loss sustained by government through fraud or negligence. 

 During thematic audit of customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways, it 

was noticed that Business Plan 2020 was initiated with a view to achieve short term, medium 

term, and long-term plans. Short term plans were devised to facilitate the passengers, customers 

and availability of amenities at railway stations. The detail is in Annexure-(Z). 

The Karachi Cantt station was found the most least developed despite of the fact that 

more than 40% revenue is being generated from Karachi Division. Karachi is the biggest city 

in Pakistan and millions of passengers travel from there on yearly basis and it is also a big 

contributor in freight earnings too. It is worthwhile to mention here that most negative 

responses against questionnaires were received from Karachi cantt station and Karachi city 

station. Based on on-ground inspection and responses from passengers the following major 

points are highlighted: - 

i. All the platforms of Karachi Cantt and Karachi city Railway stations were found in 

very deteriorating condition. 

ii. There was iron fence between the two railway tracks and some parts of the fence 

were found broken and the luggage was being passed on by rail staff and by coolies 

from there. 

iii. There was acute shortage of benches, trash bins, sign boards at the railway stations. 

iv. There was no mechanism of parking, the riksha, chingchi, and taxi were found 

present in front of the entrance at railway station and drop lane was found busy all 

the time and no check and balance were there by the rail staff. 

v. The information board was out of order and was not displaying the status of trains. 

vi. The public washrooms were being charged for Rs 20 and were found in pathetic 

condition. 

vii. In peak hours the platforms were found full of passengers and there was no proper 

arrangement for their sitting. 
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viii. The cleanliness of the station was very poor, and the garbage was being thrown on 

track due to which drainage system was not working properly and water was 

standing on the track. Beside this there was very bad smell on main platforms. 

ix. There were no proper safety arrangements, and the passengers were getting entry 

on to the stations from other gates i.e., parcel entry gates. 

x. There were no LED boards and sign board for the guidance of passengers. 

 As per the directives of the Federal Minister for Railways no steps were taken to make 

this station a “Business Hub”. 

6..  High Value Paras 

Observation-1 Loss due to non-utilization of tank wagons Rs 236.31 million 

 Para 15.3 of Pakistan Railways Commercial Manual provides that the quicker the turn 

round, the fewer the vehicles required. On completion of safe and quick transit of loaded 

wagons by operating department, it is up to the traffic or commercial staff to arrange for the 

quick unloading and prompt release of wagons. 

 During the thematic audit of customer retention in Pakistan Railways it was observed 

that different tank wagons loading with HSFO oil were booked from BQM to LLPR and 

Thermal Power Station, Muzafargarh. These wagons could not reach to its destinations due to 

derailment and tank wagons were placed at LLP/PSO and MGH/TPS sidings. PSO and wapda 

authorities declared these wagons as undocumented. Despite laps of more than four years the 

matter is still unresolved and TW were found standing there up to the date of physical 

inspection dated 26.08.2021. Due to this Pakistan Railways sustained loss of Rs 236.31 million 

on account of non-utilization of tank wagon. The detail is in Annexure-(AA).  Moreover, 

during physical inspection the wagons were found in very deteriorating condition and probably 

it cannot be used in future due to its leakage and rust. In addition, it is posing sever 

environmental risk as the oil is highly flammable.    

Audit, therefore, suggest to find out the reasons for non-utilizing the wagon and fix the 

responsibility under intimation to audit. Internal controls needed to be strengthened to avoid 

delay in turn round so that the level of optimization could be achieved. 

Observations-2 Receivables against PSO and SPL Rs 994.09 million. 

  As per Para 316 of Pakistan Government Railway code for the Accounts 

Department the amounts due to Pakistan Railways for services rendered, supplies made, or for 

any other reason are correctly and promptly assessed and recovered as soon as they fall due, 

that all receipts are properly brought into account and that all receipts are correctly classified. 

Moreover, as per Fuel Transportation Agreement with PSO, PSO shall make full payment of 

transportation charges to Railways of all booked consignments within 15 days from the time 

of booking. 

 During thematic audit of Customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways, it 

was observed that: 

a)  An amount of Rs 47.11 million was lying outstanding/unadjusted on account of 

demurrage charges up to 30th June, 2021 in the balance sheet of Lalpir station. During physical 

inspection it was contented by Railway Officials that this amount is accumulated over the years 
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and is being depicted in Balance Sheet since 2006. No concrete efforts appeared to have been 

made by PR management to adjust this huge amount. 

b) An amount of Rs 946.980 million was lying outstanding/unadjusted up to 30th July, 

2021 in the balance sheet of Mahmood Kot station. During physical inspection the matter was 

enquired from the station master of Mahmood Kot and he replied that this amount has 

accumulated over the years i.e since 03.09.2009. This amount is outstanding against Shell 

Pakistan Limited (SPL) and Pakistan State Oil (PSO) Mahmood Kot Station on account of 

freight charges and dip short. The Pakistan Railways remained unsuccessful to recover this 

huge amount from PSO and SPL. 

 Audit, therefore, suggest to find out the reason that why such amount has not been 

recovered/adjusted, beside to fix the responsibility. Internal controls should be devised to avoid 

accumulation and proper monitoring be ensured for clearance on day to day basis. 

Observation-3 Non-clearance of Station Outstanding – Rs. 779.51 million 

Para 316 (a) of Pakistan Railways Accounts code stipulates that the amount due to 

Railways for services rendered, supplies made or for any other reasons are correctly and 

promptly assessed and recovered as soon as they fall due. 

During thematic audit of customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways it 

was noticed that an amount of Rs 779.51 million was lying outstanding in the Station Balance 

Sheet of Multan Division on 31.12.2020 on account of coaching, goods and dry port. Out of 

Rs 779.51 million an amount of Rs 733.069 million relates to unadjusted balance of goods 

portion.  Divisional management failed to implement rules, codal provisions & procedures in 

its true letter & spirit over Multan Division. It appeared that no strenuous efforts were made 

for prompt clearance of station outstanding. 

Audit therefore, suggest to find out the reasons that why prompt clearance of station 

outstanding was not assured. 

Observation-4 Irregular allotment of station restaurant at Khanewal Railway Station Rs 

15.29 million 

 Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code states that “means should be devised to 

ensure that every railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held responsible for 

any loss sustained by government through fraud or negligence. 

 During thematic audit of customer retention in Pakistan Railways at Khanewl station it 

was noticed that contract of station restaurant at Khanewal was awarded to Mr. Muhammad 

Imran on 31.08.2018 at annual rent of 13.30 million for a period of two years. The competent 

authority accorded approval for closing of station restaurant on 30.09.2019. Later, he was 

allowed to do business with 15% increased rate i.e 15.29 million on yearly basis. The contractor 

was directed to run it temporarily on daily basis from 01.10.2019 at daily rent of 46,095 

including withholding tax. The station restaurant at Khanewal was closed on 30.11.2019 by the 

contractor. Later, the contract was awarded to a new contractor M. Ishaq at annual rental 

charges of Rs 10.15 million which is lower as compare to the previous rent of Rs 15.29 million. 

Therefore, the PR was put into loss of Rs 5.14 million. 
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  Audit therefore, suggests to find out the reasons that why contract was awarded at 

lower price and the responsibility be fixed to recover such loss. 

Observation-5 Loss due to derailment of Tank Wagon No 80193-ZBTK Rs 3.012 million. 

 Para 316 (a) of Pakistan Railways Accounts code stipulates that the amount due to 

Railways for services rendered, supplies made or for any other reasons are correctly and 

promptly assessed and recovered as soon as they fall due. 

 During the thematic audit of customer retention in Pakistan Railways it was observed 

that one tank wagon No ZBTO – 80044 loaded with 60 metric ton of HSFO was booked from 

BQM to Muzaffargarh vide invoice no 733 18.07.2017. The actual dip at the time of loading 

was 2040 mm. The ZBTO – 80044 derailed at Bolhari Station and more than 2/3rd quantity of 

the product HSFO wasted due to derailment of this tank wagon. The remaining quantity was 

than transshipped into tank wagon ZBTO – 80193. The tank wagon ZBTO – 80193 arrived at 

Thermal Power Station on 21.09.2017 while taking its dip it was found that the measurement 

is only 610 mm instead of actual/ normal dip of 2040 mm. The PSO and TPS authorities refused 

to own that wagon and the product was charged to Pakistan Railways. Due to this Pakistan 

Railways sustained loss of Rs 3.012 million on account of wastage of HSFO due to derailment 

of tank wagon.  

 Audit, therefore, suggests to find out the reasons for wasting of HSFO, non-decanting 

of tank wagon beside fix the responsibility of such loss under intimation to audit.  

Observation-6 Loss due to non-receiving of amount from various governments 

departments Rs 2.37 Billion 

 As per Para 316 of Pakistan Government Railway code for the Accounts Department 

the amounts due to Pakistan Railways for services rendered, supplies made, or for any other 

reason are correctly and promptly assessed and recovered as soon as they fall due, that all 

receipts are properly brought into account and that all receipts are correctly classified. 

 During thematic audit of Customer Satisfaction and Retention in Pakistan Railways, it 

was noticed that there is a huge amount Rs 2,374.09 million stands outstanding against various 

government departments. Pakistan Railways is under financial crunch and these receivables 

were required to be recovered in due course of time. Federal Minister for Railways gave five 

points action plan, as per the plan short term measures for revival of broken Pakistan Railways 

were identified. The second most important short-term measure was to bring receivables to 

zero. The detail is Annexure-(AB). 

 Audit, therefore, suggest to find out the reason that why such amount has not been 

recovered from government departments and responsibility be fixed under intimation to audit. 

Observation-7 Loss of potential earnings due to closure of Sibi – Khost Section and 

Quetta Dryport Rs 772.95 million 

Para 316 (a) of Pakistan Railways Accounts code stipulates that the amount due to 

Railways for services rendered, supplies made or for any other reasons are correctly and 

promptly assessed and recovered as soon as they fall due. 
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a) During the thematic audit of customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways 

it was noticed that the Railway administration of Quetta division suspended the train operations 

on Sibi - Khost section due to bomb blast at two bridges No 16-P at km 17/1-2 and 18-P at km 

18/7-8 between Nari – Babar Kuchh Stations vide letter No 74-T/1-Pt-11/2004 dated 

10.03.2006. Later, Provincial Government deployed frontier corps in the section. Due to 

suspension of Sibi - Khost section the Pakistan Railway is depriving of potential revenue of Rs 

714.95 million. The loss of potential revenue has been calculated for the period of 15 years 

2006-07 to 2020-21 on the basis of average earnings. However, the restoration of this section 

could not be completed up till now. 

b) The Quetta dry port was inaugurated in 1987 for rail-cum-sea traffic and Pak-Iran cargo 

traffic. On 1st June, 2002 a dry port was also established by the national Logistic Cell (NLC) 

complex, Quetta to handle all import/export cargo by road and agreed to pay 50% share from 

net profit to PR. Hence, the clearance of road traffic was shifted to NLC dry port in 2002. 

Therefore, the Pakistan Railways could not earn revenue on account of gate entry fee and 

service charges from July, 2002 to June 2010. Later on, the revival of Quetta dry port was taken 

in hand by the management of PR and as a result, the work at railway dry port Quetta was 

restarted on 21.09.2010 and only import vehicles (almost 30%) were allowed to be dealt at 

railway dry port Quetta. In July, 2015 the road traffic (30% import) was once again diverted to 

NLC dry port as there was no any dry port facility at Railway dry port. As a result the earning 

of the railway dry port Quetta became Nil. A proposal for revival of Quetta dry port was once 

again floated and collector custom was requested that 50% import and export vehicles may be 

restored to Quetta dry port and PR will provide all the dry port facilities. However, these 

facilities could not be made available for road traffic and true were not being made for better 

facilitation and renewal services from PR. Due to this Pakistan Railways is depriving of 

monthly revenue of Rs. 1 million p.m. since 2017. The total loss of potential revenue has been 

worked out as 58 million. 

Audit, therefore, suggests to find out the reasons on account of potential loss of earnings 

and why Quetta dry port could not be restored and services and facilities could not be provided 

for road traffic. 

Observation-8 Loss of potential earnings due to non-restoration of 23DN/24UP & 

20DN/19UP Rs 550.122 million. 

 Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code states that “means should be devised to 

ensure that every railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held responsible for 

any loss sustained by government through fraud or negligence. 

 a) During the thematic audit of Customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways 

it was observed that Akbar express 23DN/24UP was being run in-between Quetta and 

Rawalpindi. and Khushhal express was being run in-between Peshawer and Karachi. The train 

operation of 23DN/24UP was suspended due to Covid-19 in reference to COS, PR HQ, office 

letter No 701 – T/698 (TT) dated 31.03.2020. However, the train operations of Akbar express 

could not be restored up till now. It is also pertinent to mention here that while interviewing 

the questions from passengers it was informed by the passengers that except Jaffar express 

39UP/40DN, there is no passenger train in Quetta and most of the times the availability of 

tickets in 39UP/40DN become very difficult. Due to suspension of this train PR is depriving 

from annual potential earnings of Rs 550.122 million. It was also observed that Khushhal 
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express 20DN/19UP was being run in-between Peshawer and Karachi. The train operation of 

20DN/19UP was suspended due to Covid-19 in reference to above referred letter. However, 

the train operations of Khushhal express could not be restored up till now.  

b)  During thematic audit of customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways it 

was observed that the CMM/LHR has privatized both the portions of 39up/40dn    due to this 

the Peshawar division was facing lot difficulties for dispatching of public, military as well as 

arms ammunition consignments booked for different stations of ROH – QTA section. It is 

worthwhile to mention here that during physical inspection of private cargo at Peshawar 

division the customers complained that Pakistan Rail is not providing parcel/goods services to 

Quetta and we are bound to take our parcels to private operators who charge high rates. 

c) During thematic audit of customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways it 

was observed that the coaches were running over due POH in base-rakes of Peshawar division. 

The coaches were not overhauled as per their approved schedule. Moreover, the coaches were 

withdrawn from service after many days of approved schedule. The period of late withdrawn 

is ranging from 1 month to 2.5 months. This state of affairs shows that the safety and security 

of the coaches was compromised for overdue period and due to this the train could suffer 

detention, derailment or otherwise. 

 Audit therefore suggest to find out the reasons why the train services have not been 

restored for the passengers and loss on account of potential revenue. Moreover, audit also 

suggests to find out the reasons that why passenger coaches were not sent for POH in due 

course of time and responsibility be fixed under intimation to audit. 

Observation-9 Wasteful expenditure on Queue Management System installed in 

Railway reservation Office Quetta for Passenger Facilitation Rs 0.895 

million 

 Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code states that “means should be devised to 

ensure that every railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held responsible for 

any loss sustained by government through fraud or negligence. 

 During thematic audit of Customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways it 

was observed that a Queue Management System was installed in the reservation office of 

Quetta division for passenger/customer facilitation. An expenditure of Rs 0.895 million was 

incurred on installation of that system. An inspection report was issued on 28.08.2018 that the 

system and its all features were working properly as per the supply order. However, just after 

six months’ reservation supervisor informed that queue system and tablet was not working 

properly and the system needs repairing. However, during physical inspection, it was observed 

that system was not working and it was informed that the system is out of order from last ten 

to eleven months. This resulted not only wasteful/unjustified expenditure but also the purpose 

of customer facilitation could not be achieved. 

 Audit, therefore, suggest to find out the reasons for improper working of queue system 

and responsibility be fixed accordingly under intimation to audit. 

Observation-10 Non-receiving of outstanding amount on account of withholding tax 

from contractors – Rs. 0.400 million Peshawar Division 
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Para 316 (a) of Pakistan Railways Accounts Department stipulates that the amount due 

to Railways for services rendered, supplies made or for any other reasons are correctly and 

promptly assessed and recovered as soon as they fall due. 

During thematic audit of customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways it 

was noticed that an amount of Rs 0.400 million was outstanding against different contractors 

on account of withholding tax. Divisional management failed to implement rules, codal 

provisions & procedures in its true letter & spirit over Peshawar Division. The government 

exchequer was put into loss on this account. It appeared that no strenuous efforts were made 

for prompt realization of this amount and its credits in government department were not 

assured. 

Audit therefore suggests to find out the reason that why the amount on account of 

withholding tax was not collected from contractors. 

Observation-11. Loss due to detention of train over divisions of Pakistan Railways Rs 

3,065.89 million.  

 Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code states that “means should be devised to 

ensure that every railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held responsible for 

any loss sustained by government through fraud or negligence. 

 During thematic audit of Customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways, it 

was observed that all the up and down side trains were detained at various points/ Railway 

stations due to different reasons. This detention was mainly due to ER, Loco, Carriage, Traffic, 

Signal, CBI, accidents etc. Due to this detention Pakistan Railways has to bear loss of Rs 

3,065.89 million on account of excess consumption of HSD oil/ fuel. Moreover, this detention 

not only disturbed punctuality of trains but also developed an adverse image in the eyes of 

passengers. 

 Audit therefore suggest to find out the actual motives behind this detention and also 

take measures to improve the punctuality and the safety measures be taken at appropriate level.  

Observation-12 Non-performing of Cost Benefit Ratio analysis in respect of up gradation 

of railway stations Rs 464.186 million 

 Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code states that “means should be devised to 

ensure that every railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held responsible for 

any loss sustained by government through fraud or negligence.  

 During thematic audit of Customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways, it 

was observed that two stations Nankana and Hassan Abdal were upgraded at a cost of Rs 191 

million and 273 million respectively. The expenditure was incurred without any consideration 

of class of stations, volume of passengers and specific requirements of stations. Moreover, cost 

benefit ratio analysis, investment protocol and payback period were totally ignored. The 

average annual earning of these two stations over a period of five years remained 12 million. 
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Keeping in view the average income of these two stations, low volume of passengers and a low 

class station the Pakistan Railways required 38 years as payback period to recover this 

investment if all other fixed and variable costs remain constant. Moreover, the passengers and 

customers of Pakistan Railways didn’t get any direct benefit from this investment. 

 Audit therefore suggests to find the reasons that what benefits were derived from this 

investment and how this investment proved to be fruitful for customers of PR. 

Observation-13 Loss of potential earnings on account of newly built shops at different 

railway stations 137.901 million. 

 Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code states that “means should be devised to 

ensure that every railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held responsible for 

any loss sustained by government through fraud or negligence. 

 During thematic audit of customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways, it 

was observed that 63 shops were constructed at Narowal, Okara and Bahawalpur railway 

stations. The stations were upgraded through different PSDP projects to earn revenue on yearly 

basis. The shops remained vacant for time period from 21 months to 41 months, couldn’t be 

rented out. Therefore, the objective of potential earnings, target to facilitate general public and 

passengers could not be achieved. The detail of potential earning is as under: - 
(Rs in million 

Sr 

No 

Name of 

Station 

Date of 

completion 

No of 

Shops 

Estimated 

Revenue per 

year 

Earning 

per month 

No of 

months 

vacant 

shops 

Loss of 

Revenue 

1 Narowal  15.12.2018 21 5.33 0.444 33 14.652 

2 Okara 30.04.2018 21 22.43 1.869 41 76.629 

3 Bahawalpur 15.01.2020 22 26.65 2.22 21 46.620 

Total 63 --  -- 137.901 

 The audit therefore suggests to find out the reasons that why PR is depriving of from 

this potential revenue.  

Observation-14 Cost overrun and time overrun PSDP projects related to up gradation of 

Railway Stations Rs. 137.91 million 

 Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code states that “means should be devised to 

ensure that every railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held responsible for 

any loss sustained by government through fraud or negligence. 

 During thematic audit of Customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways, it 

was observed that Pakistan Railways upgraded seven railway stations through PSDP projects. 

All the projects were proved to be cost overrun and time overrun. The total cost overrun of 

these projects comes to Rs 133.227 million and the period overrun is ranging from 06 months 

to 42 months. 

 Audit, therefore, suggests to find out the reasons for time overrun and cost overrun of 

these projects. 

Observation-15 Unjustified expenditure due to non-development of shopping areas inside 

and around railway stations Rs 918.08 million 
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Para 1801 of Pakistan Railways General Code states that “means should be devised to 

ensure that every railway servant realizes fully and clearly that he will be held responsible for 

any loss sustained by government through fraud or negligence. 

 Pakistan Railways awarded consultancy work of designing and architectural work to 

NESPAK. Under this consultancy work the development of shopping areas inside railway 

stations was part of the overall developmental scheme of real estate development at and around 

the railway stations. Moreover, some other developments were also to be undertaken at each 

railway station by PR that were essential requirements to support proposed commercial 

activities. These included but not limited to widening/ extension of front/side access roads with 

the existence of local governments, development of allied infrastructure, children play areas, 

clear sign boards, establishment of shops management committee and operational polices, 

marketing plan and other facilities for consumer/customers were essentially required for 

achieving the objectives.  

During thematic audit of customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways it 

was observed that the objectives regarding upgradation of stations could not be achieved as the 

suggestions given in commercial and financial feasibility report to Pakistan Railways by 

NESPAK were not complied with in letter and spirit. Due to this Pakistan Railways is not only 

depriving from potential earnings but a huge investment of Rs 918.08 million on stations 

buildings proved to be non-fruitful and recovery of this investment is doubtful through potential 

earnings. 

Audit, therefore, suggest finding out the reason that why the suggestions given in commercial 

and financial feasibility were not complied with under intimation to audit. 

3.2.9 Departmental Response: 

 The observations were issued to the management during October 2021 

followed by two reminders dated 05.11.2021 and 12.11.2021 for furnishing replies 

thereto but no response was received. 
 

3.2.10 Recommendations: 

On the basis of the audit performed and through thorough evaluation of data and 

passengers’ feedback, the audit highlights actions that are expected to improve the services in 

PR which will result in customer satisfaction, reliance and loyalty. A strong senior oversight 

and proper implementation process must be followed to set clear responsibilities for timely 

implementation of these recommendation to improve service provision in PR. 

 The audit recommendations are as follow: 

1. PR needs to develop new and viable marketing strategies to attract new customers 

and to improve satisfaction for profit maximization. 

2. There is a clear need for education and training of railway staff to bring about a 

technological overhaul the existing obsolete system. 

3. Introduction of new modules in the mandatory training of lower staff to officers of 

PR can play a crucial role in customer satisfaction since it would sensitize the 

employees of PR with the modern standards of customer care and facilitation. 

4. Periodic review of Policies and internal controls needs to be done for quality review. 
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5. PR needs to develop policy framework and introduce revised Codes and Manuals 

as per market dynamics. 

6. A specialized Provincial Management Policy should be devised for train operation 

at provincial and divisional level.  

7. As there exist no marketing strategy in PR, there is a need for viable marketing 

strategies. The services offered by PR should be advertised on modern marketing 

practices e.g. digital marketing not only to attract customers but to present a modern 

outlook of PR. 

8.  Performance evaluation of the Board should be conducted annually and the Board 

itself should conduct a quality review quarterly to access the quality of services 

throughout Pakistan. 

9. Include SDGs in policy framework for improvement in services and the targets 

should be met as envisaged in SDGs. 

10. Customers’ feedback must be a part of regular quality review and policies be 

devised and revised in the light of that. 

11. An effective coordination mechanism should be developed between Ministry, 

Headquarter and Divisional offices. There should be a decentralized management 

for timely and need-base decision making. 

12. The record keeping should be digitalized and centralized for a continuous check on 

performance. An IT automation system in PR operations may be introduced to 

improve efficiency. 

13. The issue of accidents is very much highlighted in the recent times, and as 

mentioned in critical analysis one of the main reasons of accidents is worst 

condition of track. PR is waiting for launch of ML-1 project which is a part of 

CPEC; the existing track from Peshawar to Karachi would be revamped entirely 

under this project. But the railway authorities need to timely come up with a well-

prepared strategy to fully utilize the upgraded tracks and infrastructure. This will 

improve the overall performance and goodwill of PR. 

14. Establishing a Fare Review Committee which analyze the fares and change it from 

time to time in accordance with market position. Similarly, the committee should 

introduce new offers and discounts on fare on special occasions e.g. Daewoo Bus 

Service provides 5% discount on online advance booking and points are added to 

the customer’s account which is a great way to retain customer for using the service 

again and again. Such policies should be adopted by PR to attract new customers 

and retain the existing ones. 

15. In continuation of the above point, PR loyalty cards can be a substantial step 

towards customer facilitation. It can be modeled on the practices being carried out 

by private public transport companies. A passenger of PR can be given an option of 

a membership against a certain amount of fee. As the passenger travels, bonus miles 

can be added to his/her account which will provide them additional discounts on 

next travel. It can create a sense of ownership among the passengers of PR but can 

also help PR to retain its customers.  

16. Pak Rail app is used by PR passengers for tracking en-route trains. This app is 

regarded as an effective step by PR in tracking of trains, PR should develop online 

app for booking which includes intimation to customers about train timings, delays, 

if any, and availability of coaches in train. This can save passengers the discomfort 
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of waiting at stations with families and luggage in uncertainty. Same needs to be 

done in freight service, PR should develop an app for tracking of status of parcel 

and goods and the customers should be intimated in case of delays and even timely 

delivery. PR can have contract with Mobile network companies as they offer 

packages for businesses and government organizations.  

17. Audit observed that the freight business in PR is suffering adversely and on some 

station there are next to none freight bookings. PR should adopt a strategy to make 

an optimum mix of passengers and freight trains. At most of the stations it was 

observed that customers want to book their goods through PR but due to poor 

management of freight services they are forced to use the private operators which 

are costing more than double charges as compared to that of PR’s. PR should 

improve management of freight services. 

18. As envisaged in several plans from Ministry, PR should upgrade Karachi station as 

a ‘business hub’ not only it will improve the outlook of PR but also, it’ll attract new 

customers. 

19. Resting rooms for passengers are available at some of the major stations but are 

scanty in number or unavailable at smaller stations. Funds may be allocated for 

construction of smart, sturdy and affordable retiring rooms at all the major stations 

across the network of PR so that outstation passengers don’t have to travel much 

looking for a hotel etc. 

20. At some stations, waiting halls are available for the AC class passengers and aren’t 

available for the passengers of economy class. Consequently, they have to resort to 

wait for their trains on the platforms and have to bear the extremities of weather and 

noise etc. therefore, places should be earmarked for construction of economy class 

waiting halls at such stations and funds should be allocated to undertake such 

constructions. 

21. A joint venture between ride hailing companies and PR can not only facilitate 

passengers in a better way but can also generate additional revenue for PR. For such 

a joint venture, special subsidized rates can be worked out between PR and the ride 

hailing companies to make it feasible and affordable for passengers. 

22. PR should review the performance of Divisional stations and the station performing 

well in regard to service provision must be made a role model for other Divisional 

offices to follow, which will create a productive competition for improving 

customer facilities. 

23. It was observed during audit that the parameters of service quality were different 

on different stations, these were more individual than institutional. PR should 

provide and ensure uniform service standards on all the Divisional offices. 

24. The contract management of station vendors should be made more transparent and 

de-centralized. There should be an E-Procurement portal which is accessible to all 

concerned offices and departments and faulty contracts can be avoided. The 

contracts can be awarded on Divisional level with supervision of Headquarter. 

3.2.11 Conclusion 

Thematic Audit of customer satisfaction and retention in Pakistan Railways is a 

diversified subject which covers all operational departments of Pakistan Railways. The audit 

methodology adopted was both quantitative and qualitative in nature which included direct 
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feedback from passengers and freight customers. The management and station staff of chosen 

stations of Pakistan Railways were interviewed to collect their responses against the problems 

identified by passengers and customers.  

The audit found out that there are pertinent problems in Pakistan Railways (PR) that 

seems to have become a permanent part of the PR and passengers are facing them on routine 

basis. To illustrate, the unpunctuality, uncleanliness, detention of trains, overcharging, safety 

and security issues, missing facilities, lack of/poor implementation of policies, obsolete 

technology, poor infrastructure, managerial incapability, declining market share in freight, and 

occasional accidents and derailments were found to be areas that needed immediate attention 

and action.  

 PR has been unable to retain passengers and customers primarily due to non-existence 

of a National Transport Policy. Also, it is observed that there is an overarching deficit in quality 

control. Moreover, the directives and instructions given by the Railway Headquarter and 

Ministry of Railways do not get followed on Divisional level uniformly. 

 It was found that the private transportation system remained nonfunctional during most 

part of the year, 2020, due to Covid lockdowns as per the directions of National Command and 

Control Centre (NCOC). Consequently, the passengers had to opt for the only inter-city public 

transport facility of Pakistan i.e., Pakistan Railways. It was a golden opportunity for PR to re-

build its reputation with implementation of effective policies, but the audit shows that it was a 

lost opportunity on part of PR management and the problems kept heightening. Nevertheless, 

it is high time to contemplate over the situation of PR and consider these issues objectively and 

resort to feasible options which will help to create a conducive environment for profitability. 
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Annexure-A (Para # 1.1.5) 

Non-adjustment of Suspense Balances 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. # Description 2019-20 2020-21 Remarks 

1.  Sales (Scrap) 4,683.85 3,619.14 

Realizable value of different 

items of scrap material and 

rolling stock which was 

either obsolete or 

unserviceable. 

2.  

Balance in 

Workshop 

Suspense 

Accounts and 

Manufactures 

4,567.95 5,430.31 

Unadjusted expenditure 

incurred for manufacturing 

of different items. 

3.  
Suspense-Other 

Accounts 
25.01 34.96 

Items other than sales and 

manufacture suspense. 

Total Suspense Balance 

(Revenue) 
9276.81 9084.41 -- 

Suspense Balance 

(Capital/PSDP) 
408.44 947.89 

Expenditure incurred but 

remained unadjusted during 

the year relating to capital/ 

PSDP projects of Pakistan 

Railways. 

Total 9,685.25 10,032.3  
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Annexure-B (Para # 1.1.6) 

Statement showing balances outstanding under suspense on June 30, 2021  

(Figure in Rs) 

 

 

  

Statement showing balances outstanding under Suspense on 30th June, 2021 

S

Sr. 

No 

Suspense Head 

Cumulative Outstanding on 
Relating to 

2020-21 Remarks 30/06/2021 

Cr Dr Cr Dr 

Miscellaneous Advance Revenue 

i

i 
Advance for 

Local Purchase 
101,579,518 135,088,880 40,690,498 37,625,930 

Advance given to 

officer for meeting 

contingent expense 

and unadjusted 

amounts of utility 

bills which were 

pended for 

adjustment in the 

accounts. 

i

ii 
Outstanding 

Electric Charges 
853,620,331 693,399,929 336,423,438 317,310,812 

i

iii 
Outstanding Sui 

Gas Charges 
37,576,162 1,507,274,025 228,211 (482,156) 

i

iv 

Outstanding 

Telephone 

Charges 

30,911 81,197 8,242 - 

v

V Other items 37,484,551 303,562,207 735,904 810,944 

Total Miscellaneous 

advance (Revenue) 
1,030,291,473 2,639,406,238 378,086,293 355,265,530 

Net Off (Revenue) 1,609,114,765 22,820,763 

Miscellaneous Advance Capital 

i 
Miscellaneous 

advance (Capital) 
23,246,111 58,201,154 -- 9,943,834 

Advances paid to 

the Customs 

Department as 

custom duty and 

sales tax. 

ii Purchases 170,715,689 4,529,367,563 -- 

-

2,333,204,1

27 

Cost of stores 

purchased from 

abroad but remain 

unadjusted. 

Total Miscellaneous 

advance (Capital) 
193,961,800 4,587,568,717 -- 

2,698,413,4

91 
 

Net Off (Capital) 4,393,606,917 2,698,413,491  
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Annexure-C (Para # 1.1.9) 

Excess expenditure against allocated budget 

(Rs in million) 

Division wise position of Excesses and Savings as per FR 2020-21 (F) 

Division/ 

Accounting Unit 

Expenditure 

Component 

NAM 

Head 

Budget for 

the FY 

2020-21 

Expenditure 

for the FY 

2020-21 

Excess Savings 

LAHORE 

DIVISION 

Employee Related 

Expenses 
A01 4,643.13 4,785.55 142.42  

Operating Expenses A03 662.656 661.661  (0.99) 

Pension Payment A04 4,640.25 5,966.13 1,325.88  

Loans & Advances A08 5.258 1.081  (4.18) 

Purchase of Physical 

Assets 
A09 0.35 0.06  (0.29) 

Repair & 

Maintenance 
A013 1,199.43 2,716.22 1,516.80  

Misc: Advance   (24.435)  (24.44) 

MULTAN 

DIVISION 

Employee Related 

Expenses 
A01 3,429.40 3,500.31 70.91  

Operating Expenses A03 349.584 273.745  (75.84) 

Pension Payment A04 4,293.00 4,251.15  (41.85) 

Loans & Advances A08 5.686 0.626  (5.06) 

Purchase of Physical 

Assets 
A09 1.35 1.252  (0.1) 

Repair & 

Maintenance 
A013 498.32 516.707 18.39  

Misc: Advance   2.668 2.67  

RAWALPINDI 

DIVISION 

Employee Related 

Expenses 
A01 2,953.21 3,065.90 112.69  

Operating Expenses A03 515.528 568.048 52.52  

Pension Payment A04 3,940.75 3,865.25  (75.5) 

Loans & Advances A08 3.732 6.663 2.93  

Purchase of Physical 

Assets 
A09 0.43 0.221  0.21 

Repair & 

Maintenance 
A013 1,017.71 1,313.09 295.38  

Misc: Advance   (13.899)  (13.9) 

PESHAWAR 

DIVISION 

Employee Related 

Expenses 
A01 1,799.55 1,954.04 154.49  

Operating Expenses A03 208.887 172.176  (36.71) 

Pension Payment A04 2,169.50 2,113.02  56.48 

Loans & Advances A08 1.92 (0.709)  2.63 

Purchase of Physical 

Assets 
A09 2.08 1.512  (57) 

Repair & 

maintenance 
A013 523.786 288.421  (235.37) 
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Misc: Advance   0.851 0.85  

KARACHI 

DIVISION 

Employee Related 

Expenses 
A01 4,634.18 4,518.11  (116.07) 

Operating Expenses A03 1430.163 988.169  (441.99) 

Pension Payment A04 5,335.75 5,710.58 374.83  

Loans & Advances A08 5.1 0.315  (4.79) 

Purchase of Physical 

Assets 
A09 2.37 0.239  (2.13) 

Repair & 

Maintenance 
A013 1,099.74 949.75  (149.99) 

Misc: Advance   62.665 62.67  

QUETTA 

DIVISION 

Employee Related 

Expenses 
A01 1,634.38 1,660.82 26.44  

Operating Expenses A03 222.277 190.189  (32.09) 

Pension Payment A04 1,451.00 1,758.45 307.45  

Loans & Advances A08 1.92 (3.628)  5.55 

Purchase of Physical 

Assets 
A09 0.47 0.329  (0.14) 

Repair & 

Maintenance 
A013 307.778 245.726  (62.05) 

Misc: Advance   (3.628)  (3.63) 

SUKKUR 

DIVISION 

Employee Related 

Expenses 
A01 3,018.18 3,064.95 46.77  

Operating Expenses A03 439.088 531.676 92.59  

Pension Payment A04 3,247.25 3,661.83 414.58  

Loans & Advances A08 4.471 0.2  (4.27) 

Purchase of Physical 

Assets 
A09 0.52 0.282  (0.24) 

Repair & 

Maintenance 
A013 400.052 1033.49 633.44  

Misc: Advance   40.524 40.52  

STORE 

Employee Related 

Expenses 
A01 526.015 526.147 0.13  

Operating Expenses A03 78.61 145.48 66.87  

Pension Payment A04   0.00  

Loans & Advances A08   0.00  

Purchase of Physical 

Assets 
A09 10.35 0.188  (10.16) 

Repair & 

Maintenance 
A013 1.97 0.157  (1.81) 

Misc: Advance    0.00  

WORKSHOP 

Employee Related 

Expenses 
A01 3,135.84 2,659.10  (476.74) 

Operating Expenses A03 712.585 709.27  (3.32) 

Pension Payment A04 4,295.00 5,095.79 800.79  

Loans & Advances A08 4.48 2.822  (1.66) 

Purchase of Physical 

Assets 
A09 1.6 0.122  (1.48) 

Repair & 

Maintenance 
A013 1,241.52 344.51  (897) 

Misc: Advance   (47.144)  (47.14) 
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HQ 

Employee Related 

Expenses 
A01 1,993.20 1,896.99  (96.21) 

Operating Expenses A03 3,443.51 1,598.02  (1845.49) 

Pension Payment A04 6,624.50 4,951.76  (1672.74) 

Loans & Advances A08 76.061 82.127 6.07  

Purchase of Physical 

Assets 
A09 62.552 25.409  (37.14) 

Repair & 

Maintenance 
A013 323.243 259.721  (63.52) 

Misc: Advance   (16.774)  (16.77) 

OTHERS 

Employee Related 

Expenses 
A01 860.3 896.854 36.55  

Operating Expenses A03 183.035 185.093 2.06  

Pension Payment A04 3 757.843 754.84  

Loans & Advances A08 9.388 16.41 7.02  

Purchase of Physical 

Assets 
A09 2 0.938  (1.06) 

Repair & 

Maintenance 
A013 853.375 760.661  (92.71) 

Misc: Advance   (28.791)  (28.79) 

Total   7,369.55 (6,617.49) 

Net Off 752.06 
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Annexure-D (Para # 1.1.10) 

Unauthorized expenditure without budget allotment 

Actual Expenditure without provision in Budget of PR (Financial Review June (F) 2020-21) 

 

Head of Account NAM Budget Actual Expenditure 

 

LOCOMOTIVE FACTORY  

Rent of Office Building A03402 0 1.04  

Rent for Res. Building A03403 0 1.97  

      3.01  

VIGILANCE DIRECTORATE  

Pay of Officers A01101-50 0 1.693  

Pay of Other Staff A01151 0 0.151  

Regular AlIowances A012-1 0 1.16  

T.A A03805 0 0.016  

      3.02  

F.A. & C.A.O/REVENUE  

Bank / Legal Fees A03101-2 0 0.713  

POLICE DEPARTMENT  

Uniform & Clothing A03906 0 0.416  

Advertisment & Publicity A03907 0 0.5  

Purchase of Medicine A03927 0 0.8  

Transport A09501   3.741  

      5.457  

DIVL/HQ ADMINISTRATION  

Rent of Office Building A03402 0 0.171  

Rent for Res. Building A03403 0 1.372  

Conference Workshop Seminar Symposia A03903 
0 0.095 

 

Advertisment & Publicity A03907 0 6.885  

Plant & Machinery.  A09601 0 0.034  

      8.557  

STORES DEPARTMENT  

Transportation of Goods A03806 0 5.276  

         

MISC. EXPENSE  

Delegation Abroad A03912 0 0.175  

National Celebration A03918 0 0.03  

      0.205  

Management Information System (I.T)  

       Printing & Publication A03902 0 0.199  

       Transport A13001 0 0.02  

      0.219  

P. Way Engg. & Structural Works  

Transport A13001 0 1.472  

Funiture & Fixture A13201 0 3.588  
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Track Machine A13101 0 201.216  

      206.276  

ELEC. & GENL. COMM. SERVICES  

T.A/D.A. A03805 0 1.744  

Others A03970 0 7.491  

    0 9.235  

  Health & Welfare  

Pay of Officers A01101-50   1.695  

Public & Passenger Amnities  

Others A03970 0 19.07  

Staff Welfare Works  

Others A03970 0 40.406  

G.M./DEVELOPMENT  

Others A03970   0.643  

MEDICAL  

Postage & Telegraph A03201 0 0.003  

Payment to Govt. Deptt. A03915 0 8.475  

Exibiation & Celebration A03918 0 0.3  

      8.778  

Total 312.56  
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Annexure-E (Para # 1.1.11) 

Misclassification of expenditure under different heads of accounts 

Sr. # Accounting Unit Para Nos Correct Head Wrong Head Amount Rs 

1 DAO Sukkur 2 A-09106 
BB-41000-A-

13001 
151,000 

2 DAO Sukkur 3 A-04114 A-2111, E-1151 2,819,287 

3 DAO Sukkur 19 A-04114 
A-01151, A-2111 

& Others 
25,441,000 

4 DAO Sukkur 28 A-04114 Others 14,404,000 

5 DAO Sukkur 34 A-04114 
A-01151, A-2111 

& Others 
6,369,387 

6 DAO Sukkur 46 A-09801 A-13001 150,000 

7 DAO Sukkur 48 F-1550 A-3970 7,460 

8 DAO Sukkur 53 A-44100 Others 400,000 

9 DAO Sukkur 54 A-44200 A-44100 444,000 

10 AO CFI 32 A-09701 A-13003 96,000 

11 AO CFI 36 A-13003 A-03970 130,000 

12 AO CFI 37 A-01265 A-012 29,000 

13 AO CFI 38 A-03202 A-03302 78,000 

14 AO CFI 43 
A-03906, A-

03919 
A-13003 194,000 

15 AO CFI 44 A-011-2 A-01151, 95,459,000 

16 AO SPD/MoRs Isb 5 A-03907 A-03902 497,000 

17 MoR 15 A-13302 A-03970 614,000 

18 MoR 19 A-13301 A-09701 99,000 

19 MoR 20 A-13301 A-09701 92,000 

20 DAO PSC 4 A-13901 A-13902 85,000 

21 DAO PSC 26 A-09801 A-13101 95,000 

22 DAO PSC 33 Revenue Head 
A-13002 & 

Others 
7,000 

23 DAO PSC 35 A-13101 A-13102 33,000 

24 AO/M&S 2 A-04114 A-011-2 5,558,000 

25 DAO Rawalpindi 59 A-13301 A-13370 999,846 

26 DAO Rawalpindi 56 A-06103 Others 18,000 

27 DAO Rawalpindi 20 
A-09203, A-

03603 & Others 

A-13101, A-

13902 & Others 
100,000 

28 DAO Rawalpindi 2,13,19,29,36,44,46 
Old 

Classification 

Old 

Classification 
5,501,000 

29 DAO/Rawalpindi 49 SAO/Risalpur SAO/Store 6,071,598 

Total 165,942,578 
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Annexure-F 

(Para # 2.5.2) 

Misappropriation of Miscellaneous Advances 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. # DP # Formation Period Elapsed Amount Remarks 

1 10733 M D/Carriage 

Factory Islamabad 

More than 14 

months 

3.369 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020 and 

also discussed in DAC meeting held 

on 15.02.2022. DAC was informed 

that out of 57 Local purchase cases, 

47 cases have been finalized. DAC 

directed the PO that the adjusted 

amount/ cases be got verified from 

audit and strenuous efforts be made 

for adjustment of balance amount/ 

cases within 60 days under 

intimation to DAC. Compliance of 

DAC directives was awaited.  

2 11357 MD, Carriage 

Factory, Islamabad 

More than 18 

months 

2.784 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2021 and 

also discussed in DAC meeting held 

on 15.02.2022.DAC was informed 

that 1.9 million out of 2.784 million 

has been adjusted DAC directed the 

PO that adjusted amount be got 

verified from audit and adjustment 

of balance amount be expedited 

under intimation to Audit 

Compliance of DAC directives was 

awaited. 

3 10791 Central Diesel 

Locomotive (CDL) 

Workshop, 

Rawalpindi 

More than 2 

months 

2.238 The matter was taken up with the 

management in November 2019. 

Management replied that in some 

cases the required items were not 

available in the market which 

delayed the procurement. The 

remarks were not acceptable because 

in case of non-availability of 

required material in the market, the 

amount drawn should have been 

deposited back to the treasury. 

4 10804 Civil Engineering 

Department, 

Rawalpindi 

Upto 7 months 1.849 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020. 

Management replied that cheques 

issued in the respective LP cases had 

not been cashed due to non-

availability of cash release. The 

remarks were not acceptable because 

cheques were issued after release of 

funds. 

5 11244 Civil Engineering 

Department, 

Quetta 

More than 15 

months 

0.199 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2021 but no 

reply was received. 

6 11574 Divisional 

Superintendent, 

Lahore Division 

More than 16 

months 

0.961 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021. 

Management replied that material 

was purchased on different dates to 
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as and when require to avoid 

blockage of capital. The remarks 

were an admittance of audit 

observation. 

Total 11.40  
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Annexure-G 

(Para # 2.5.11) 

Detail of Encroached Land by Private Parties 
(Rs in million) 

Sr.# DP # Formation Description 

Area 

(in Acres) 

Cost of 

area Remarks 

1.  10762 P&L 

Multan 

Encroachment of 

4.00 acres of 

Railway land  for 

residential 

purposes (gypsy 

huts) at 

HaroonAbad 

(from 2006 to 

2020) 

4 96.00 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020. 

Management replied that efforts 

were made to retrieve the 

Railway land from encroachers. 

The remarks were not acceptable 

as progress of the case was not 

furnished to Audit. 

2.  11191 P&L 

Lahore 

Illegal Occupation 

of Bays (from 

2001 to 2020) 

0.97 55.264 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020 but 

no reply was received. 

3.  11181 P&L 

Karachi 

Occupation of 

residential 

quarters by 

outsiders (from 

2002 to 2018) 

0.568 52.80 The matter was taken up with the 

management in February 2020. 

Management replied that 

vacation of quarters from un-

authorized occupants had been 

planned and factual position 

would be intimated to Audit. The 

remarks were an admittance of 

audit observation. 

4.  11166 Property & 

Land 

Department

, 

Workshops 

Division 

Mughalpura

, Lahore  

Irregular 

construction of 

Marriage Halls on 

encroached 

Railway land 

(since 2011) 

0.34 51.675 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020. 

Management replied that record 

will be checked & area occupied 

will be re-measured & 

accordingly recoveries will be 

made from LARECHS. The 

remarks were not acceptable as 

progress of the case was not 

furnished to Audit. 

5.  11165 P&L 

MGPR 

Irregular 

Encroachment of 

Railway prime 

land at 

Moghalpuraand 

utilized as Ricksha 

Stand  (from 2018 

to 2020) 

0.358 50.393 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020. 

Management replied that action 

would be taken to control this 

illegal practice. The remarks 

were an admittance of audit 

observation. 

6.  10748 P&L 

Peshawar 

Illegal 

encroachment of 

20.52 Kanals 

Railway land by 

FC at Hangu  

(from 2012 to 

2017) 

2.565 39.621 The matter was taken up with the 

management in February 2019.  

Management that the matter was 

under correspondence with the 

concerned department for 

regularization of encroached 

sites and realization of rental 

charges. The remarks were not 

acceptable because neither the 

land was retrieved nor the rental 
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charges were recovered despite 

lapse of more than 07 years. 

7.  11060 P&L 

MGPR 

Illegal occupation 

of land/shops at 

Shalimar link 

road, Lahore  

17.88  21.600 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020. 

Management replied that matter 

had been taken up with Director 

Property & Land HQ for 

guidance to resolve the issue. 

The remarks were not acceptable 

as progress of the case was not 

furnished to Audit. 

8.  11276 P&L 

Rawalpindi 

Non recovery of 

cost of extra 

encroached land 

by  Airport 

employees 

cooperative 

housing society 

(from 2000 to 

2020) 

0.991 6.44 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020. 

Management replied that as per 

directives of HQ Office, Lahore 

a survey would be conducted 

jointly for total land measuring 

59.05 Acres. The remarks were 

not acceptable as progress of the 

case was not furnished to Audit. 

9.  11073 P&L 

MGPR 

Non recovery of 

lease charges on 

accouunt of 

encroahment of 

12.80 marla extra 

land by lessee.  

0.08 4.44 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020. 

Management replied that 

encroachment/ illegal 

construction was being re-

measured by the IOW staff.  The 

remarks were an admittance of 

audit observation. 

Total 27.752 378.233 (27.752*8=222.02 Kanals) 
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 Annexure-H 

(Para # 2.5.14) 

Detail of Encroached Land by Govt. Departments 
(Rs in million) 

Sr.# DP # Formation Description 

Area 

(in 

Acres) 

Cost of 

area Remarks 

1.  10946 P&L 

Peshawar 

Construction of 

illegal structure on 

Railway 

commercial land  

0.11 71.14 The matter was taken up with the 

management in May 2021. 

Management   replied that the 

matter of said encroachment 

relates to IOW/PSC and he will 

be directed to investigate and 

submit detailed report. The 

remarks were not acceptable as 

neither the land was retrieved 

nor the rental charges were 

recovered. 

2.  11072 P&L 

Peshawar 

Loss due to 

encroachment of 

railway 

land/buildings by 

Education 

Department 

3.35 45.67 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020. 

Management has no cogent reply 

against this audit para. 

3.  10921 P&L 

Peshawar 

Encroachment of 

Railway 

commercial land 

by Food/Health 

Department 

2.32 40.47 The matter was taken up with 

management in May 

2021.Management replied that 

the recovery of outstanding 

amount against Food 

Department is under 

correspondence with Food 

Department. Railway submitted 

petition before supreme court of 

Pakistan regarding illegal 

possession of Railway land. The 

remarks were not tenable as 

management failed to recover 

the long outstanding rental 

charges as well as retrieval of 

encroached land. 

4.  10923 P&L 

Peshawar 

Encroachment of 

commercial land 

by Pakistan 

Agriculture 

Storage & 

Services 

Corporation 

(PASSCO) 

1.31 22.21 The matter was taken up with the 

management in May 2021. 

Management replied that the 

recovery of outstanding amount 

against Food Department is 

under correspondence with Food 

Department. The remarks were 

not acceptable as neither rental 

charges were recovered nor land 

was retrieved. 

Total 7.09 179.49  
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Annexure-I 

(Para # 2.5.19) 

 
Loss due to substandard execution of works 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. # DP. # Formation Description Amount Remarks 

1.  11329 Civil 

Engineering 

Department, 

Lahore 

division 

Special 

Repair to 

broken/dama

ged road 

surface of 

level 

crossings 

22.396 The matter was taken up with the 

management during September 

2021. Management replied that the 

scope of work against the listed 

civil works were executed as per 

approved plans and standard 

specification of item relating to 

road work. The remarks were not 

cogent to audit observation. The 

Railway management was 

required to explain the reasons 

why wooden sleepers placed 

beneath/ under the bituminous 

carpet in violation to Pakistan 

Railways technical specification. 

2.  10517 PD, DOT 

(KWL-

RND) HQ, 

Office, 

Lahore 

Substandard/ 

defective 

work of 

Railway 

Station 

building at 

Sahiwal as 

for cement 

plaster ratio 

*1:6.5, 1:7, 

1:8) was 

used against 

desired ratio 

of 1:4(Test 

reports of 

PCSIR Lab.) 

2.761 The matter was taken up with the 

management in November 2019. 

Management replied that as the 

matter pertained to MD/Stations 

and the observation would be 

forwarded to that office for 

provision of reply. The remarks 

were not acceptable as no reply 

was received. 

3.  10786 PD, DOT 

(KWL-

RND) HQ, 

Office, 

Lahore 

Substandard/ 

defective 

work of 

Railway 

Station 

building at 

Okara as for 

cement 

plaster ratio 

*1:6,1:10) 

was used 

against 

desired ratio 

of 1:4(Test 

reports of 

PCSIR Lab.)  

1.605 The matter was taken up with the 

management in November 2019. 

Management replied that as the 

matter pertained to MD/Stations 

and the observation would be 

forwarded to that office for 

provision of the reply. The 

remarks were not acceptable as no 

reply was received. 

4.  10664 Civil 

engineering 

Department, 

Multan 

Poor and 

incomplete 

painting 

work of 

Bridge 

0.664 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2018. 

Management replied that the 

concerned contractor had been 

asked in February 2018 to repaint 
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No.68-A on 

Shershah 

Kot Adu 

Section 

the bridge No. 68-A. The remarks 

were not acceptable because 

neither the defects were removed 

nor any action was taken against 

the contractor. 

5.  10843 Civil 

Engineering 

Department, 

Lahore 

Division 

Up-

gradation of 

Narang 

Railway 

Station 

0.873 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020 

and also discussed in DAC held on 

28.01.2022. DAC was informed that 

recovery slip of defective work as 

mentioned in MB had already been 

sent to Divisional Office showing 

deduction of defective work not 

rectified by contractor. The remarks 

were not acceptable because progress 

of recovery or removal of defects has 

not been intimated to audit. The DAC 

directed the PAO to constitute a joint 

committee comprising DEN-1 Lahore 

and DAO Audit Lahore for physical 

verification and submit the report 

within 45 days. Compliance of 

DAC directives was awaited. 

6.  11245 Civil 

Engineering 

Department, 

Quetta 

Provision of 

RCC Box 

Culvert near 

Level 

Crossing No 

52 

0.50  The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2021. 

Management remarked that 

cement concrete strength of the 

work was 3200 PSI which was 

higher than Pakistan Railways 

specification i.e.. 3000 PSI. The 

remarks were not acceptable 

because the compressive cylinder 

strength of concrete was not 

according to the design 

specification of the work. 

Total 28.79  
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Annexure-J 

(Para # 2.5.28) 

Unnecessary procurement resulting in blockage of capital 

(Rs in million) 

Sr # DP # Formation Description Amount  Remarks 

1.  11623 CCS, HQ 

Pakistan 

Railways. 

Non-disposal of 

surplus material 

503.981 The matter was taken up with 

management in November 2021 but 

no reply was received. 

2.  11263 Civil 

Engineering 

Department, 

Karachi 

Dead Surplus 454.632 The matter was taken up with 

management in September 2019 but 

no reply was received. 

3.  10650 Central Diesel 

Locomotive 

Workshop, 

Rawalpindi 

Dead Surplus 188.662 The matter was taken up with 

management in November 2019. 

Management replied against DPU 

engine items that overhauling 

process of DPU class of locomotives 

was under consideration. The 

remarks were not acceptable because 

progress regarding utilization of 

material was awaited. However, in 

respect of material of S & O 

categories no reply was received. 

4.  11652 Carriage and 

Wagon Shop 

Hyderabad 

Non-disposal of 

Condemned 

Stock 

50.279 The matter was taken up with 

management in November 2021 but 

no reply was received. 

5.  10862 Railway Police 

Department, 

Karachi 

Unused scanning 

machine 

39.910 The matter was taken up with 

management in September 2020 but 

no reply was received. 

6.  11565 PD, 

Upgradation of 

terminal 

facilities and dry 

ports 

Non-utilization of 

ballast 

17.603 The matter was taken up with 

management in November 2021 but 

no reply was received. 

7.  10569 DSE Karachi purchase of 

Signaling 

material 

12.544 The matter was taken up with 

management in December 2019. 

Management replied that the 

installation work has been started and 

comprehensive reply would be 

submitted shortly. The remarks were 

not acceptable because utilization 

position of the material was not 

furnished to Audit. 

8.  10502 Central Diesel 

Locomotive 

Workshop, 

Rawalpindi 

Unnecessary 

procurement of 

Truck 

9.480 The matter was taken up with 

management in November 2020. 

Management replied that the said 

truck was parked in CDL workshop. 

The remarks were an admittance of 

audit observation as the truck had not 

been utilized since its procurement in 

February 2018. 

9.  11430 Mechanical 

Department, 

Sukkur Division 

non-disposal of 

surplus stock 

9.233 The matter was taken up with 

management in October 2021. 

Management replied that reply would 

be submitted within a week but no 

reply was received. 
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10.  10877  MD Pakistan 

Locomotive 

Factory, 

Risalpur 

Unnecessary 

Procurement of 

Paint 

8.926 The matter was taken up with 

management in September 2020. 

Management replied that this office 

has made sufficient efforts and send 

lists of leftover material many times 

to other divisions to draw the same 

for their use. The remarks were an 

admittance of audit observation.  

11.  11306 Central Diesel 

Locomotive 

Workshop, 

Rawalpindi 

Stock above 

maximum limit 

6.192 The matter was taken up with 

management in August 2021. 

Management replied that the spares 

available in store were issued 

according to requirement and 

remaining items would be issued 

sooner. The remarks were irrelevant 

as stock was required to be kept with 

the admissible limits. 

12.  10772 Mechanical 

Department, 

Quetta 

Stock above 

maximum limit  

2.722 The matter was taken up with 

management in September 2020.  

Management replied that instructions 

had been issued to store in-charges to 

keep the fixed imprest according to 

fixed limit. The remarks were an 

admittance of audit observation. 

Total 1304.16  
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Annexure-K 

(Para # 2.5.29) 
Non disposal of scrap 

(Rs in million) 
Sr # DP # Formation Description Amount Remarks 

1.  10743 DS Sukkur  Different type of 

released material 

183.02 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2020 and also discussed in DAC 

meeting held on 15.02.2022. 

DAC was informed that the 

tenders for sale of scrap has been 

floated. DAC directed the PO to 

expedite the process and got 

verified from Audit within 60 

days. Compliance of DAC 

directives was awaited. 

2.  10532 Civil Engineering 

Department 

Released 

material/scrap 

 

92.726 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020.  

Management replied that efforts 

were being made to dispose of all 

the released/ surplus material in 

the light of directives received 

from Headquarters office 

Lahore.  After complete disposal, 

audit would be informed 

accordingly. The remarks were 

not acceptable because 

released/scrap material was lying 

over Peshawar Division since 

long.   

3. 1 10552 DS Multan Condemned 

goods wagons 

72.29 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2020 but no cogent reply was 

presented to audit. 

4.  11293 Civil Engineering 

Department, Sukkur 

Different type of 

material 

57.31 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2021 and also discussed in DAC 

meeting held on 15.02.2022. 

DAC directed the PO that the 

auction process be expedited 

and pended the para till next 

meeting. Compliance of DAC 

directives was awaited. 

5.  11182 Civil Engineering 

Department, Multan 

Unserviceable 

(US) Rails 

52.44 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2020 also discussed in DAC 

meeting dated 28.01.2022. DAC 

was informed that arrangements 

were made for disposal of 

material. DAC directed the PO 

that the auction process be 

expedited and pended the para 

till next meeting. Compliance of 

DAC directives was awaited. 
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6.  11337 Civil Engineering 

Department, 

Karachi 

Steel scrap etc 35.126 The matter was taken up with 

the management in August 

2021. Management replied that 

the process of collection of 

released materials from stores / 

sites was under way and same 

would be completed soon. The 

material would be dispatched 

immediately depending upon 

the availability of rolling stock.  

The remarks were an 

admittance of audit observation. 

7.  10530 Divisional 

Superintendent 

Workshops, 

Division 

Mughalpura, 

Lahore 

Different type of 

material/scrap 

18.56 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2020 but no reply was received. 

8.  10996 Divisional 

Transportation 

Officer, Sukkur 

Condemned 

goods wagons 

14.80 The matter was taken up with 

the management in June 2021 

but no reply was received. 

9.  11096 Mechanical 

Department, Quetta 

Condemned. 

Coaches 

14.76 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2019 but no reply was received. 

10.  11490 Mechanical 

Department, P.R, 

Quetta, 

Non-disposal of 

released material 

8.12 The matter was taken up with 

the management in October 

2021. Management replied that 

instructions were being issued 

to all concerned to return 

released material timely. The 

remarks were an admittance of 

audit observation. 

11.  11443 Pakistan Railways, 

Peshawar division 

Non-disposal of 

condemned 

rolling stock 

7.91 The matter was taken up with 

management in October 2021. 

Management replied that the 

condemnation of Rolling stock 

was not to be done until the 

assent had been given by CEO/ 

Sr. GM for the same. The case 

for the condemnation of and sale 

of the same had been initiated. 

The remarks were not 

acceptable as no steps had been 

taken by Railway management 

for the disposal of condemned 

wagons. 

12.  10898 PD, 

Reconstructions of 

Assets damaged 

during Flood, 2010 

Shortage of Track 

fittings 

 

6.20 

The matter was taken up with 

the management in October 

2020. Management replied that 

detailed reply would be 

submitted shortly but no reply 

was received. 

13.  11068 Mechanical 

Department, 

Rawalpindi 

Different type of 

material 

6.07 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2019. Management replied that 

detailed reply would be 

submitted after consulting the 
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record but no reply was 

received. 

14.  10732 DS Peshawar Different type of 

scrap material 

3.40 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020. 

Management replied that efforts 

were being made regularly to 

dispose of such scrap.  The 

remarks were not acceptable 

because no strenuous efforts 

were made by the Railway 

administration for the disposal of 

scrap which was lying since 

long. 

15.  10785 DS Peshawar Different type of 

released material 

3.542 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2020. Management replied that 

detailed reply would be 

furnished after consulting the 

relevant record and getting 

report from AEN/ Daud Khel 

but no reply was received. 

16.  10850 Mechanical 

Department, Sukkur 

Different type of 

scrap 

2.835 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2019. Management replied that 

detailed reply would be 

submitted after obtaining 

comments from subordinates 

but no reply was received. 

17.  10889 Divisional 

Superintendent, 

Workshops 

Division 

Mughalpura, 

Lahore 

Different type of 

material 

1.43 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2020 but no reply was received. 

18.  10899 MD, Pakistan 

Locomotive 

Factory, Risalpur 

Condemned 

goods wagons 

0.84 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2020. Management replied that 

03 Nos Coaches (declared 

condemned) were still stabled 

and could not be dispatched to 

C& W Shop, Moghalpura due to 

their loading problem. The 

remarks were an admittance of 

audit observation. 

19.  11448 Mechanical 

Department 

Karachi 

Scrap material  0.690 The matter was taken up with 

management in October 2021. 

Management replied that most 

of the scrap had been returned 

by the subordinate in-charges to 

MGPR shop. However, 

complete reply would be sent 

after review the record. The 

remarks were not acceptable 

because no documentary 

evidence in support of sending 

the scrap to MGPR was 

provided to Audit. Further, 

latest position regarding 
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disposal of scrap was not 

intimated to Audit. 

20.  10737 DS Sukkur Different type of 

released material 

0.33 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2020 but no cogent reply was 

received. 

Total  582.39  
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Annexure-L 

(Para # 2.5.34) 

Violation of FBR instructions 

(Rs in million) 
Sr # DP # Formation Description Period of 

Audit 

Amount Remarks 

1.  11499 FA&CAO/ 

Revenue 

Non-deposit of 

withholding 

tax with FBR 

Authorities 

Oct- 2021 161.282 The matter was taken up with 

the management in October 

2021 but no reply was 

received. 

2.  10927 Chief 

Commercial 

Manager, 

Headquarters 

office, Lahore 

Non-recovery 

of withholding 

tax from brake 

van contractor 

- 

June-21 39.76 The matter was taken up with 

the management in June 2021. 

Management replied in respect 

of Sr. No. 1 to 4 of the 

annexure that the contractors 

had furnished affidavits 

regarding payment of WHT 

and promised to clear the 

outstanding up to June 2021. In 

respect of Sr. No. 5 of the 

annexure, management replied 

that the amount of W.H.T 

pertained to various 

contractors and in this regard 

pay order had been prepared 

and forwarded to FA&CAO/R 

for payment to F.B.R.  The 

remarks were an admittance of 

Audit observation. 

3.  10568 FA& CAO 

(Revenue), 

Lahore 

Deduction by 

Postal 

Authorities on 

account of 

Provincial 

Sales Tax  

Sep-20 21.31 The matter was taken up with 

management in September 

2020 and also discussed in 

DAC meeting held on 

15.02.2022. DAC was 

informed that the matter has 

already been under pursuance 

with Pakistan Post. DAC 

directed the PO that the case be 

followed vigorously and report 

to Audit within 15 days. 

Compliance of DAC directives 

was awaited.  

4.  11611 Electrical 

Engineering, 

Karachi 

Pakistan 

Railways paid 

income tax on 

electric bills 

Aug-2020 17.437 The matter was taken up with 

the Railway Administration in 

the month of August 2020. 

Management replied that the 

matter had already been 

referred to Headquarters 

Office Lahore to approach 

income tax authorities to issue 

exemption for the same. The 

remarks were an admittance of 

audit observation. 

5.  11507 DS, Lahore 

Division 

Non-

remittance of 

income tax 

Oct- 2021 16.496 The matter was taken up with 

the management in October 

2021 but no reply was 

received. 
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withheld to 

FBR 

6.  10806 DSE/ Karachi Non recovery 

of GST from 

the contractor  

Dec-2019 9.981 The matter was taken up with 

the management in December 

2019. Management replied that 

invoices would be obtained 

and shared with audit. 

Moreover, necessary steps as 

directed by audit would be 

taken as well. The remarks 

were not acceptable because 

further progress of the case 

was not intimated to Audit.  

7.  11009 Commercial & 

Transportation 

Rawalpindi 

No deposit of 

excise duty 

with FBR 

May-21 9.69 This matter was taken up with 

the management in May, 2021. 

Management replied that the 

FED was collected at 

Islamabad Dry Port on separate 

MR and at the end of every 

month total amount collected 

with detail and copies of MRs 

had been sent to FA&CAO 

Revenue office Lahore for 

onward submission to FBR. 

The remarks were not 

acceptable because 

documentary evidence in 

respect of deposit of FED with 

FBR was not provided to 

Audit. 

8.  10802 

 

Managing 

Director, P.R. 

Carriage 

Factory, 

Islamabad, 

Non-deduction 

of Sales Tax  

July-20 8.85 The matter was taken up with 

the management September 

2020. Management replied that 

the Sales Tax Procedure Order 

(Withholding) Rules 2019 

Notification No. SRO 

698(1)2019 dated 26-06-2019 

which was highlighted by the 

Audit had not been received so 

far officially by any corner. 

However, Store sections 

through their personal efforts 

obtained the above-mentioned 

Sales Tax Procedure Order and 

continue to implement the said 

procedure after that. The 

remarks were not acceptable 

because ignorance of law was 

not excused.  

9.  10935 Property & 

Land 

Department, 

Rawalpindi 

Non-recovery 

of withholding 

tax  

May-21 4.75 The matter was taken up with 

the management in May 2021. 

Management replied that this 

tax was not applicable on all 

shops of the Division which 

was regularized under 

remedial policy and welfare 

shops of the Division.  The 

remarks were not acceptable 

because withholding tax was 
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required to be deducted from 

all allottees. 

10.  11025 Property & Land 

Department, 

Workshops 

Division 

Mughalpura, 

Lahore  

Non deduction 

of withholding 

Income Tax  

May-21 4.71 The matter was taken up with 

the management in May 2021. 

Management replied that 

efforts were made to recover 

outstanding withholding tax. 

The remarks were an 

admittance of audit 

observation. 

11.  10767 Civil 

Engineering 

Department, 

Peshawar 

Division 

non-deduction 

of G.S.T-  

Sept-2020 4.64 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2020. Management replied that 

issue would be referred to HQ 

office Lahore for necessary 

directives guideline. The 

remarks were an admittance of 

audit observation. 

12.  11509 PSDP Project 

KCR 

Irregular 

procurement 

from 

unregistered 

suppliers  

Oct-2021 4.49 The matter was taken up with 

the management in October 

2021. Management replied that 

detail of relevant cases be 

provided so that 

comprehensive reply be 

submitted. The remarks were 

not acceptable as no reply was 

received despite provision of 

requisite record/information to 

management. 

13.  11247 Civil 

Engineering 

Department 

Quetta 

Non-recovery 

of Provincial 

Sales Tax 

Aug-21 3.72 The matter was taken up with 

the management in August2021 

and also discussed in DAC 

meeting held on 15.02.2022. 

DAC was informed that the 

CEO/ Senior General Manager 

has taken up the matter 

regarding exemption from 

Baluchistan sales tax with 

Baluchistan Revenue authority. 

DAC directed the PO that the 

follow up with Baluchistan 

Revenue Authority be expedited 

under intimation to Audit. 

Compliance of DAC directives 

was awaited. 

14.  11005 Commercial 

Department 

Sukkur 

Non-remittance 

of withholding 

tax  

June-21 3.32 The matter was taken up with 

the management in June 2021 

but no reply was received. 

15.  10908 Electrical 

Department, 

P.R Quetta 

Procurement of 

material from 

un-registered 

firms/ 

shopkeepers 

Sep-20 3.08 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2020 Management replied that 

reply would be submitted later 

on but no reply was received. 

16.  10563 Mechanical 

Department, 

karachi 

Procurement 

from 

unregistered 

persons 

Aug-19 2.55 The matter was taken up with 

the management in August 

2019 and also discussed in 

DAC meeting held on 

15.02.2022. DAC directed that 

the instructions of FBR be 
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followed in letter and spirit. 

DAC further directed that the 

amount paid by Pakistan 

Railways to FBR from 

Railway funds be recovered 

from the vendors and in case of 

failure the contractors be black 

listed under intimation to Audit 

within 45 days. Compliance of 

DAC directives was awaited 

17.  10896 Mechanical 

Department, 

P.R Quetta 

Procurement of 

material from 

unregistered 

firms 

Sep-20 2.51 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2020. Management replied that 

in future the purchasing would 

be done as per sales tax rules 

and the same would also be 

intimated. The remarks were 

an admittance of audit 

observation. 

18.  10570 Civil 

Engineering 

Department, 

Lahore 

Procurement 

form un-

registered 

persons  and 

non-recovery 

of GST 

July-20 2.89 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2020 and discussed in DAC 

meeting held on 28.01.2022. 

DAC was informed that most 

of the material was arranged 

from local areas to save the 

carriage and freight charges. It 

is very difficult to find the tax 

registered retailers from local 

areas. DAC warned the PO to 

stop this practice of 

procurement of material from 

sales tax unregistered firms 

otherwise disciplinary 

proceedings will be initiated 

against the concerned officers. 

Compliance of DAC directives 

was awaited. 
19.  10892 Telecom 

Department, 

P.R Quetta 

Procurement of 

material from 

non-registered 

suppliers 

Sep-20 2.21 The matter was taken up with 

the management in September 

2020. Management replied that 

in future procurements would 

be made through registered 

firms/ shopkeepers with Sale 

Tax Department. The remarks 

were an admittance of audit 

observation. 

20.  10607 Commercial 

Department 

Sukkur 

Non-

remittance of 

withholding 

tax to FBR 

June-2020 1.95 The matter was taken up with 

the management in June-2020.  

Management replied that 

matter was related to Accounts 

department. The remarks were 

an admittance of audit 

observation. 

21.  11438 Divisional 

Electrical 

Engineer, 

Sukkur 

 Purchase of 

material from 

unregistered 

firms 

Oct-2021 1.79 The matter was taken up with 

the management in October 

2021. Management replied that 

as per instructions of DAO 

Sukkur all petty purchases 
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were made from registered 

persons having NTN. The 

remarks were was not 

acceptable as purchases were 

made from unregistered firms 

resulting loss to public 

exchequer. 

22.  10646 Station 

Manager 

Lahore 

Non recovery 

of withholding 

tax. from the 

contractors  

Apr- 2018.  1.74 The matter was taken up with 

the management in April 2018.  

Management replied that all 

withholding tax was deposited 

by the contractors.  The reply 

was not tenable as during 

verification of the reply it was 

observed that only 

Rs 1,466,700 was recovered 

and Rs 1,740,300 was still 

outstanding against the 

contractors 

23.  11417 Mechanical 

Engineer, 

Sukkur 

 purchase of 

material from 

firms from 

unregistered 

firms.  

Oct-2021 1.44 The matter was taken up with 

the management in October 

2021. Management replied that 

reply would be submitted 

within a week but no reply was 

received. 

24.  11421 Pakistan 

Railways, 

Peshawar 

division 

Non-deposit of 

taxes to FBR 

Oct-2021 1.35 The matter was taken up with 

management in   dated October 

2021. Management replied that 

the concerned record would be 

reviewed and in case of non-

submission of taxes to FBR the 

same would be deposited 

without further delay. The 

remarks were not acceptable 

because latest position of the 

case was not furnished to 

Audit. 

25.  11119 Commercial 

and 

Transportation 

department 

Lahore 

 Non deduction 

of withholding 

tax from the 

contractor 

May-21 1.24 The matter was taken up with 

the management in July 2021. 

Management replied that reply 

would be submitted within 

seven days after consultation 

of record but no reply was 

received. 

26.  10560 

 

Project 

Director Track 

Rehabilitation 

Khanpur-

Lodhran 

Purchases from 

unregistered 

suppliers 

Nov-20 1.20 The matter was taken up with 

the management in December 

2020. Management replied that 

reply would be furnished 

within two weeks but no reply 

was received. 

27.  10894 Commercial 

Department, 

Quetta 

Procurement of 

material from 

unregistered 

firms 

Jun-20 1.07 The matter was taken up with 

the management June 2020. 

Management replied that next 

time purchases would be made 

from sales tax registered 

shopkeepers. The remarks 

were an admittance of audit 

observation. 
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28.  11560 PR Academy, 

Walton 

Non recovery 

of Punjab sales 

tax 

Nov-2020 0.749 The matter was taken up with 

the management in November 

2021. Management replied that 

the detailed reply would be 

submitted after consultation of 

record but no reply was 

received. 

29.  11033 Property and 

Land 

Department, 

P.R, Quetta 

Non recovery 

of withholding 

tax. 

Nov-2020 0.54 The matter was taken up with 

the management in May 2021. 

Management replied that the 

case about Withholding Tax 

the same would be dealt as per 

rule/policy. The remarks were 

not acceptable because further 

progress of the case was not 

furnished to Audit. 

30.  10661 Ministry of 

Railways 

Procurement 

from 

unregistered 

vendors   

Sep-20  0.43 The matter was taken up with 

the management in November 

2020. Management replied that 

instructions of FBR and 

Ministry of Railways as 

mentioned above would be 

complied in true letter and 

spirit. The remarks were an 

admittance of audit 

observation. 

31.  10742 Mechanical 

Department, 

P.R, Quetta 

less deduction 

of GST   

Sep-20 0.38 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020. 

Management replied that 

detail reply would be 

submitted after getting 

inspection notes but no reply 

was received. 

32.  10827 Director Legal 

Affairs Lahore 

Non deduction 

of income tax 

from the 

salaries of MP-

III officers 

Nov- 19 0.23 The matter was taken up with 

the management in November 

2019. Management replied that 

matter was related to pay 

master instead of that office. 

The remarks were not 

acceptable because no reply 

was received. 

33.  10964 Property & 

Land 

Department, 

Peshawar, 

Non-payment 

of income tax 

by successful 

bidders  

Mar-2020 0.39 The matter was taken up with 

the management in June 2020. 

Management replied that 

bidders would be instructed to 

deposit the income tax at the 

earliest and recovery 

particulars would be intimated 

to Audit. The remarks were an 

admittance of audit 

observation. 

34.  11231 Ministry of 

Railway 

Non deduction 

of tax from 

hiring bills   

2021  0.34 The matter was taken up with 

the management in August 

2021 but no reply was 

received. 

Total 338.51  
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Annexure-M 

(Para # 2.5.36) 

Irregular award of contracts due to non-obtaining of performance security  

(Rs in million) 
Sr. # DP # Formation Favour granted Amount Remarks 

1.  11625 Pakistan Railway 

Academy, Walton 

expiry of bid 

validity period 

and non-

obtaining of bid 

security 

17.36 The matter was taken up with the 

management in November 2021. 

Management replied that detailed reply 

would be submitted after consultation of 

record but no reply was received. 

2.  10616 Civil Engineering, 

Karachi 

Non-recovery of 

risk and cost 

8.30 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2020. 

Management replied that the DS/Karachi 

had imposed penalty of forfeiture of 

earnest money Rs 700,000 & retention 

money Rs 1,070,100. The remarks were 

not acceptable because the risk and cost 

was Rs 8.305 million but only a meager 

amount was recovered by imposing 

penalty of Rs 1.77 million. 

3.  11318 Deputy General 

Manager, HQ, 

Lahore 

award of contracts 

without valid 

performance 

security 

7.16 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2021 and also 

discussed in DAC meeting held on 

15.02.2022. DAC directed the PO to 

furnished a revised reply within 30 days. 

Compliance of DAC directives was 

awaited. 

4.  11241 Civil 

Engineering, 

Peshawar 

Non-obtaining 

bank guarantee 

4.00 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2021. 

Management replied that detail remarks 

would be offered after consulting the 

relevant record but no reply was received. 

5.  10498 PD, Track 

Rehabilitation 

Khanpur-Lodhran 

Section 

Non-forfeiture of 

performance 

guarantee 

3.37 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2019 but no reply 

was received. 

6.  10578 Civil Engineering 

Department, 

Karachi 

Non-obtaining 

performance 

guarantee 

2.87 The matter was taken up with the 

management in July 2020. Management 

replied that the contract with M/s 

RAILCOP for supply of ballast was made 

by PD/RFD/HQ office Lahore and that 

office was in better position to explain the 

position. The remarks were not acceptable 

because no reply was received. 

7.  11256 Civil 

Engineering, 

Quetta 

Non-obtaining 

performance 

guarantee 

1.85 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2021 and also 

discussed in DAC meeting held on 

15.02.2022. DAC was informed that the 

objected tenders have been cancelled. 

DAC directed the PO that the documentary 

evidence in support of cancellation of 

tenders and floating new tenders be 

provided to Audit and settle the para 

subject to verification. Compliance of 

DAC directives was awaited. 
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8.  11284 Civil 

Engineering, 

Sukkur  

Non-forfeiture of 

earnest money 

1.61 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2021. 

Management replied that all the works 

were in progress. The remarks were not 

acceptable as only issuance of notices to 

contractors to start the works did not mean 

that the works had been started. 

9.  10680 PD, Dualization 

and 

Rehabilitation of 

Track between 

Port Qasim &  

Bin Qasim 

Stations Karachi 

Non-obtaining 

performance 

guarantee 

1.24 The matter was taken up with the 

management in May 2019. Management 

replied that the M/s Millat Construction 

Company failed to furnish the 

performance guarantee despite the 

requests from Project Management. 

However, the firm had completed the work 

satisfactorily. The remarks were an 

admittance of audit observation. 

10.  10545 Divisional 

Accounts Officer, 

Sukkur 

Non-obtaining 

performance 

security 

1.11 The matter was taken up with the 

management in June 2019. Management 

replied that the matter would be enquired 

from the concerned Departments and 

updated position would be intimated to 

Audit The remarks were not acceptable 

because progress of the case was not 

furnished to Audit. 

11.  11616 Civil Engineering 

Department, 

Lahore Division 

Procurement of 

taxable goods 

from unregistered 

vendors 

0.64 The matter was taken up with the 

management during September 2021 but 

no reply was received. 

12.  11153 PD, 

Reconstructions 

of Assets 

damaged during 

Flood, 2010 

Non-forfeiture of 

bid security 

0.36 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2020. 

Management replied that reply would be 

furnished shortly but no reply was 

received. 

Total 49.87  
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Annexure-N 

(Para # 2.5.37) 

Loss due to misappropriation/ theft of material 

(Rs in million) 
Sr. # DP # Formation Description Amount Remarks 

1.  11535 Divisional 

Mechanical 

Engineer Sukkur 

Distributive 

Values 

547.056 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021 but no 

reply was received. 

2.  10687 Divisional 

Superintendent, 

Multan 

Theft of 

distributor 

valves 

141.900 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020. 

Management replied that the thefts 

occurred outside his jurisdiction.  The 

remarks were not acceptable because 

Pakistan Railways had sustained a 

loss on account of theft of valuable 

items due to poor security 

arrangements due to non-adherence 

of SOPs. 

3.  11316 Mechanical 

Department, 

Karachi 

Theft of 

distributor 

valves 

94.407 The matter was taken up with 

management in August 2021. 

Management replied that matter was 

already under investigation by FIA as 

assigned by Sub-Committee of PAC 

and pre-emptive measures had been 

taken by Railway Police to Curb this 

menace. The remarks were an 

admittance of audit observation. 

4.  11372 Civil 

Engineering, 

Peshawar 

Different type 

of material 

that had not 

been 

acknowledged  

18.362 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2021. 

Management replied that detailed 

reply would be submitted after 

consulting the record but no reply was 

received. 

5.  10557 Divisional 

Superintendent, 

Lahore 

Mis-

appropriation/ 

less accountal 

of released P-

way material 

11.803 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020 and 

also discussed in DAC meeting held 

on 28.01.2022. DAC was informed 

that the released material estimate 

worth Rs 21, 152, 862 was based on 

N+3 whereas; N+7 density work was 

done. DAC directed the PO to furnish 

the revised reply within 15 days to 

audit. Compliance of DAC directives 

was awaited. 

6.  11390 Civil 

Engineering, 

Quetta 

Mis-

appropriation 

of ballast 

9.03 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2021. 

Management replied that remaining 

quantity of ballast i.e. 381,532 Cft 

was loaded in Railway wagons by the 

contractor without claiming extra 

charges of loading. The remarks were 

not acceptable because according to 

measurement book only 706,192 Cft 

ballast was loaded in Railway wagons 

and trained out. Further the copies of 

challans provided to audit did not 

show the name of train and name of 
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guard that also strengthened audit 

observation. 

7.  11077 PD, 

Reconstructions 

of Assets 

damaged during 

Flood, 2010 

Mis-

appropriation 

of UIC-54 

Rails 

7.868 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2020. 

Management replied that detailed 

reply would be submitted after 

consulting the record but no reply was 

received. 

8.  10916 Mechanical 

Department, 

Lahore Division 

Theft of New 

break blocks 

along with 

Cotter Pins 

2.32 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020 and 

also discussed in DAC meeting held 

on 15.02.2022. DAC took a serious 

concern regarding non lodging of FIR 

on the theft cases. DAC directed that 

FIRs be got registered immediately. 

DAC further directed to AGM/M to 

initiate a fact finding inquiry to probe 

the matter and submit his report 

within 30 days. Compliance of DAC 

directives was awaited. 

9.  10736 Bridge 

Workshop, 

Jhelum 

Copper tubes 

and copper 

scrap 

1.857 The matter taken was up with the 

management in September 2019. 

Management replied that the matter 

was under trial in Special Court 

Rawalpindi. The remarks were not 

acceptable because a period of almost 

10 years had been passed but no 

material was recovered. Further, the 

progress of Court case was not 

furnished. 

10.  10613 Lahore Division shortage of 

7,050 Wooden 

Batten 

1.410 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020. 

Management replied that detailed 

reply would be submitted as soon as 

received from AEN, Faisalabad but 

no reply was received. 

11.  10770 Divisional 

Superintendent, 

Peshawar  

Mis-

appropriation 

of released 

bricks 

0.738 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020. 

Management replied that detailed 

reply would be submitted after 

consulting the record but no reply was 

received. 

12.  11331 Civil 

Engineering 

Department, 

Lahore Division 

Different type 

of P-way 

material 

0.509 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2021. 

Management replied that detailed 

reply would be submitted after 

consulting the record but no reply was 

received. 

Total 837.26  
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Annexure-O 

(Para # 2.5.52) 
Non-production of record 

Sr. # DP # Formation Amount Remarks 

1.  10604 MD, Plant and 

Equipment 

Manufacturing 

Shop (PAEMS) 

- The matter was taken up with management in 

November 2020. Management replied that deposit 

work/ work orders of Pakistan Army fell in the 

restricted category and any information related to those 

work orders could not be communicated to any person. 

However, the matter regarding non provision of record 

was taken up with AGP office and Ministry of 

Railways. Ministry of Railways also directed to 

Railway management to provide the requisite record to 

Audit but the Railway management reiterated its 

previous version. 

2.  11029 Property & Land 

Department, 

Workshops 

Division, 

Mughalpura, 

Lahore 

- The matter was taken up with the management in May 

2021. Management replied that record of all mentioned 

case was not available in their office. Divisional Sports 

Officer had been asked to furnish record from item 1,3,4 

& 5. While item No.2 pertains to DG/P&L 

Headquarters office. The remarks not accepted as it was 

the responsibility of Property & Land workshop 

Department to provide the requisite record because all 

objected sites were within the jurisdiction of property & 

Land Department workshops. Further the reply was an 

admittance of audit observation. 

3.  11098 MD, PRFTC 69.837 The matter was taken up with the management in June 

2021 but no reply was received. 

4.  11109 CCM & CCFM, 

Headquarters 

office, Lahore 

- The matter was taken up with the management in June 

2021. Management replied that in future record will be 

provided in time as desired by Audit team. However, 

most of the record was not called for by Audit team. 

The remarks were not acceptable as record was 

requisitioned vide letter dated 03.06.2021 and 

09.06.2021. However, no reply from CCFM office was 

received in respect of non- provision of PSO cases. 

5.  11129 Property & Land 

Department, 

Peshawar 

Division 

- The matter was taken up with the management in May 

2021. Management replied that the original file/case 

was sent to DG/P&L HQ: office, Lahore as per his 

instructions, whereas, the duplicate file/case of the said 

matter is under process and correspondence for legal 

opinion/ arbitration from DLA/LHR. However, the said 

duplicate case will be provided to Audit soon. The 

remarks were an admittance of audit observation. 

6.  11309 Civil Engineering 

Department 

Quetta 

- The matter was taken up with the management in 

August 2021 and also discussed in DAC meeting held 

on 15.02.2022. DAC taken the matter very seriously 

and directed the DS Quetta to issue displeasure/ 

warning notices to employees/ officers who did not 

extend support to Audit in provision of record. DAC 

further directed that all concerned be warned to be 

careful in future otherwise displinary proceedings under 

E&D Rules will be initiated against them. Compliance 

of DAC directives was awaited  

7.  11539 FA & 

CAO/Revenue 

PR, Lahore 

84.089 The matter was taken up with management in October 

2021 but no reply was received. 
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8.  11670 PD, Upgradation 

of Railway 

stations 

- The matter was taken up with management in 

December 2021 but no reply was received. 

  Total 153.93  
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Annexure-P 

(Para # 2.5.53) 
 

Loss due to late payment of electricity/sui gas bills 
Sr. # DP. 3 Formation Amount Remarks 

1.  11062 Electrical Department, 

Sukkur Division 

12.20 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020. 

Management replied that late payment 

surcharge imposed by SEPCO due to funds 

constraint on the part of HQ office, Lahore. 

The remarks were an admittance of audit 

observation. 

2.  11522 DSW, Lahore 4.52 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October, 2021 but no reply 

was received. 

3.  10503 Pakistan Railway 

Academy Walton 

2.99 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2020 but no reply 

was received. 

4.  11434 Electrical Department, 

Sukkur Division 

1.64 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021. Management 

replied that CBI electric billing was handed 

over to Electrical Department in November 

2020 without budget. Electrical Department 

arranged payment in electrical head without 

further delay for smooth working of train 

operation. The remarks were an admittance 

of audit observation. 

5.  11297 Civil Engineering, 

Multan Division 

1.56 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2021 and also 

discussed in DAC meeting held on 

28.01.2022. DAC directed the PO to take up 

the matter with sui gas authorities for getting 

extension in payment date and no 

imposition of late payment surcharge over 

the entire system of Pakistan Railways. 

Compliance of DAC directives was awaited 

6.  10674 WM, Steel Shop , 

MGPR  

1.35 The matter was taken up with the 

management in November 2019 but no 

reply was received. 

7.  11441 Sukkur Division 0.66 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021. Management 

replied that Headquarters office had already 

been requested for provision of Low Power 

Factor Improvement Plants. On their receipt 

they would be installed. The remarks were 

not satisfactory because due to delay 

provision of low power factor improvement 

plants PR was suffering loss on account of 

penalty. 

8.  11530 Electrical Department, 

P.R, Quetta, 

0.57 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021. 

Management replied that payment was 

delayed due to non- release of cash. The 

remarks were an admittance of audit 

observation. 

9.  11641 MD, Pakistan 

Locomotive Factory 

Risalpur 

0.44 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021. Management 

was replied that the cheques were not 
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cleared due to non- release of cash. The 

remarks were an admittance of audit 

observation. 

10.  10660 MD, Pakistan 

Locomotive Factory, 

Risalpur 

0.33 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020. 

Management was replied that the cheques 

were not cleared due to non- release of cash. 

The remarks were an admittance of audit 

observation. 

Total 26.26  
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Annexure-Q 

(Para # 2.5.58) 

Irregular utilization of PSDP funds for revenue works and vice versa 

Sr. # DP. # Formation Amount Remarks 

1.  11163 Divisional 

Superintendent, 

Lahore 

265.00 The matter was taken up with the management in 

September 2020 bur no relevant reply was received. 

2.  10677 PD, Track 

Rehabilitation 

Khanpur-Lodhran 

15.848 The matter was taken up with the management in 

December 2020. Management replied that reply 

would be furnished within two weeks but no reply 

was received. 

3.  11336 Civil Engineering 

Department, 

Karachi 

3.676 The matter was taken up with the management in 

August 2021. Management replied that the credit of 

supplied ballast would be recovered from KCR 

Project. The remarks were an admittance of audit 

observation. 

4.  10682 PD, Track 

Rehabilitation 

Khanpur-Lodhran 

2.59 The matter was taken up with the management 

in December 2020. Management replied that 

reply would be furnished within two weeks but 

no reply was received. 

5.  11450 Divisional Signal 

Engineer, Sukkur 

2.265 The matter was taken up with the management 

in October 2021. Management replied that 

provision of DG sets fell under the scope of 

Signal Rehabilitation Project. However, the 

maintenance of said DG sets had been executed 

by the Division in principle and funds were 

committed under revenue head. The remarks 

were not acceptable because CBI station had not 

yet been handed over by the project 

management to the Divisions. Further, hiring of 

DG sets did not fall under maintenance of DG 

sets. 

6.  11290 Civil Engineering 

Department, 

Peshawar 

1.823 The matter was taken up with the management 

in August 2021. Management replied that detail 

remarks would be offered after consulting the 

relevant record but no reply was received. 

Total 291.202  

Annexure-R 
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(Para # 2.5.65) 

Irregular expenditure incurred on pay and allowances of staff 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. # DP # Formation excess over 

sanctioned 

strength 

Amount Remarks 

1.  11137 PRFTC 54 38.29 The matter was taken up with the 

management in June 2021 but no reply 

was received.  

2.  11283 Civil 

Engineering 

Department, 

Sukkur 

324 16.05 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2021. 

Management replied that as per CEN/OL 

letter No. 519-W/1(W-2) dated 

21.02.2006, the staff was duly approved 

by G.M Railway with financial 

concurrence by FA & CAO. The remarks 

were not acceptable as there were no 

separate posts and sanctioned strength of 

patrollers in Railways. The Patroller 

could only be posted during floods, 

thunderstorm and any other emergency 

from permanent gangs as per Para 4.8 & 

5.7 of Way and Works Manual. 

3.  10863 Ministry of 

Railways, 

Islamabad 

12 12.91 The matter was taken up with the 

management in November 2020 but no 

reply was received. 

4.  11536 Mechanical 

department 

Sukkur 

28 6.02 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021. 

Management replied that the detailed 

reply would be furnished with in a week 

but no reply was received. 

5.  11635 PD, RFD 

Lahore 

13 3.17 The matter was taken up with the 

management in November 2021 but no 

reply was received. 

6.  10555 Ministry of 

Railways, 

Islamabad 

01 1.92 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2019. 

Management replied that detailed reply 

would be furnished after discussing with 

the authorities but no reply was received. 

7.  11095 Property and 

Land 

Department, 

Rawalpindi 

04 1.22 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020. 

Management replied that the LDC’s and 

UDC’s had been engaged against 

different deposit work estimate in the 

interest of Railways due to shortage of 

staff and work load in Property & Land 

Department. The remarks were an 

admittance of audit observation.  
Total 79.58  
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Annexure-S 

(Para # 2.5.66) 

Loss due to theft/ deficiencies in Coaching and Goods Stock 

(Rs in million) 
Sr. # DP. # Formation 

Audited 

Period of 

theft 

Value of 

fittings 

Remarks 

1.  11301 Mechanical 

Department, 

Karachi 

July 2020 

to June 

2021 

10.179 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2021. 

Management replied that all efforts were 

exercised to minimize the deficiencies. 

The remarks were not acceptable as the 

policy for minimizing the deficiencies 

could not be implemented in true spirit.  

2.  11447 Mechanical 

Department, 

Peshawar 

December 

2019 to 

August 

2021 

8.977 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021. 

Management replied that reply would be 

furnished after obtaining the remarks / 

comments of HTXR/PSC being 

subordinate in-charge of C&W depot 

PSC / coaching stock but no reply was 

received.  

3.  11445 Divisional 

Superintendent, 

Karachi 

April 

2019 to 

July 2021 

3.76 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021. 

Management replied that the Police 

department facing shortage of manpower 

and resources. However, curative efforts 

were made to control the theft. Multiple 

cases of theft were sub-judice which was 

being prosecuted properly. The remarks 

were not acceptable as the policy for 

minimizing the theft/deficiencies could 

not be implemented in true spirit. 

4.  11532 deficiencies in 

coaching stocks 

October 

2021 

3.247 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021. 

Management replied that coaches were 

sent to MGPR in proper and fit condition 

deficiency was incurred on en-route. The 

remarks were an admittance of audit 

observation. 

5.  10810 Mechanical 

Department, 

Rawalpindi 

July 2019 

to May 

2020 

2.718 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020. 

Management replied that detailed reply 

would be furnished after scrutiny of 

record but no reply was received. 

6.  11459 Mechanical 

Department, 

Quetta 

July 2020 

to June 

2021 

0.575 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021. 

Management replied that coaches and 

goods stock was sent to MGPR in proper 

and fit condition deficiency was incurred 

on en-route. The remarks were an 

admittance of audit observation. 

Total 29.456  
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Annexure-T 

(Para # 2.5.68) 

Detail of non-recovery from government departments  

(Rs in million) 
Sr. # DP # Formation Description Amount Remarks 

1.  11296 Civil Engineering 

Department 

Pakistan Railways 

Multan 

maintenance/ 

operational charges 

of level crossings 

and sidings 

689.76 The matter was taken up with 

management in Aug-2021 and 

also discussed in DAC meeting 

held on 28.01.2022. DAC was 

informed Rs 60 million has been 

recovered. DAC directed the PO 

that recovered amount be got 

verified from audit. DAC further 

directed the DS Multan to finalize 

the matter within 30 days under 

intimation to DAC. Compliance 

of DAC directives was awaited. 

2.  10667 P&L, Rawalpindi non-recovery of 

Railway dues  

 

512.913 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March-2020. 

Management replied that efforts 

are being made to recover the 

outstanding dues. The remarks 

were not acceptable as the 

outstanding dues were not 

recovered. 

3.  11059 Director Property 

& Land 

Headquarters 

Lahore 

rental charges from 

the Food 

Department   

247.44 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020. And 

also discussed in DAC meeting 

held on 28.01.2022. DAC was 

informed that that out of 247.44 

million an amount of rupees 

197.95 million has been recovered 

from the Punjab Food department. 

The DAC directed the PO that the 

amount recovered be got verified 

from Audit within 15 days. 

4.  11008 Commercial & 

Transportation 

departments 

Rawalpindi 

Recoverable of 

freight charges of 

PSO   

221.68 The matter was taken up with the 

management in May 2021. 

Management replied that the 

recovery of amount from PSO 

matter was dealt at HQ Office 

level as it was beyond the domain 

of the division. This office 

regularly intimated that HQ 

Office of outstanding amount at 

the end of every month. Further 

development in the case may be 

intimated to audit for further 

necessary action. The remarks 

were not acceptable because 

progress of the case was not 

furnished to Audit. 

5.  10783 FA & CAO 

(Revenue), 

Lahore 

Non-recovery of 

Railway dues 

165.43 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September, 2020. 

Management replied that amount 

due against State Bank of Pakistan 

(SBP) had been recovered during 
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the month of September 2020. 

The remarks offered were not 

acceptable as nothing had been 

stated about the remaining out-

standing amount of Rs 165.435 

million. 

6.  10917 Property & Land 

Department, 

Pakistan 

Railways, 

Peshawar 

Non-realization of 

rental charges from 

various govt. 

Departments 

89.68 The matter was taken   up   with 

the management in May 2021. 

Management replied that 

correspondence was under 

process in order to recover the 

outstanding amount against 

Government and Semi 

Government Departments. The 

remarks were not tenable as 

management failed to recover the 

outstanding rental charges timely. 

7.  11326 

 

Civil Engineering 

department of 

Lahore 

Non recovery of 

outstanding dues  

68.41 The matter was taken up with the 

management during September 

2021 but no reply was received. 

8.  11038 Director General, 

Property & Land, 

HQs 

Outstanding rental 

charges against PSO  

49.83 The matter was taken up with the 

management in June, 2021 but no 

reply was received. 

9.  10821 P&L Peshawar 

Division 

Non recovery of 

rental charges from 

lessees 

47.81 The matter was taken up with the 

management in February 2020. 

Management replied that efforts 

were made to recover the 

outstanding dues and result would 

be intimated. The remarks were 

not acceptable because further 

progress of the case was not 

furnished to Audit. 

10.  11436 Engineering 

Department of 

Rawalpindi 

Division 

Recoverable on 

account of level 

crossings 

43.03 The matter was taken up with 

management in October 2021. 

Management replied that after 

dedicated efforts through 

correspondence, the account 

Department had continually made 

contact with the concerned 

departments in this regard and 

resultantly an amount of Rs. 

11.348 million had been 

recovered up till now. The 

remarks were not acceptable as 

documentary evidence in support 

of the amount recovered and 

status of remaining amount was 

not furnished to Audit. 

11.  10641 Civil Engg Deptt 

Multan 

Dues against 

Thermal Power 

Station Muzaffar 

Garh 

22.00 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020 

and also discussed in DAC 

meeting held on 28.01.2022.DAC 

directed the PO to instruct the DS 

Multan to speed up the recovery 

process and report the matter 

accordingly. Compliance of DAC 

directives was awaited. 
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12.  11465 FA&CAO 

Revenue 

Non-recovery of 

charges from State 

Bank of Pakistan 

19.21 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021 but 

no reply was received. 

13.  11373 Civil Engineering 

Department 

Quetta 

outstanding dues 

from Government 

department 

16.68 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2021. 

Management remarked that reply 

would be furnished shortly but no 

reply was received. 

14.  11338 Civil Engineering 

Department, 

RWP 

Non-recovery of 

departmental charges  

12.55 The matter was taken up with 

management in August 2021. 

Management replied that 

remission of departmental charges 

is at the discretion of CEO/Sr. 

G.M. The estimates were 

accordingly sanctioned by the 

H.Q. Office as per decision of the 

H.Q. Office. Therefore, there was 

no irregularity & loss on this 

account. The remarks were not 

accepable because remission of 

departmental charges was allowed 

subject to receipt of financial and 

non-financial benefit for the 

department. Whereas, no benefit 

was sorted/achieved on account of 

remission. 

15.  10643 FA& CAO 

(Revenue), 

Lahore 

Courier Service 

charges from 

Controller Military 

Accounts  

11.89 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September, 2020 

but no reply received. 

16.  10541 Mechanical 

Department, 

Karachi 

Non recovery of 

maintenance and 

other charges from 

NLC. 

4.78 The matter was taken up with the 

Management in August 2020 but 

no reply was received. 

17.  10676 FA & CAO 

(Revenue), 

Lahore 

Non-clearance of long 

outstanding dues  

4.78 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September, 2020 

but no reply was received. 

18.  11319 Civil Engineering 

Department 

Quetta 

Lease/rental charges. 2.56 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2021 and 

also discussed in DAC meeting 

held on 15.02.2022. DAC was 

informed that the matter is already 

under correspondence with 

Garrison Engineer Quetta Cannt 

for recovery of outstanding 

amount. DAC directed the PO to 

expedite the case for recovery 

under intimation to DAC. 

Compliance of DAC directives 

was awaited. 

19.  11413 Electrical 

Department, 

Sukkur Division 

Non-recovery of 

Fuel Charges 

Adjustment 

1.71 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021 but 

no reply was received. 
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20.  11561 PR academy, 

Walton 

Non recovery of 

training charges from 

NLC 

1.05 The matter was taken up with the 

management in November 2021. 

Management replied that detailed 

reply would be submitted in due 

course after consultation of record 

but no reply was received. 

21.  10658 FA & CAO 

(Revenue), 

Lahore 

Non-recovery from 

M/s PRACS  

0.70 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020 

but no reply was received. 

22.  11151 Property and land 

Department, 

Workshops 

Division 

Mughalpura, 

Lahore 

Rental charges  0.67 The matter was taken up with the 

management in February 2020. 

Management replied that 

agreement with NBP renewed/ 

made and outstanding amount 

would be recovered. The remarks 

were not acceptable because 

further progress of the case was 

not furnished to Audit. 

23.  10811 Managing 

Director Pakistan 

Locomotive 

Factory Risalpur 

Non-recovery of 

long outstanding 

dues against M/S 

Heavy Mechanical 

Complex (HMC) 

Taxila 

0.37 The matter was taken up with the 

Management in Sep-2019. 

Management replied that this 

office approached HMC-3 

authorities vide letter No. PRD-

49/LF dated 26.05.2007 with full 

evident but their response in this 

regard not yet traced. However, if 

this amount was payable by 

HMC-3, that office would 

approach their high command to 

clear the long outstanding issue. 

The remarks were not acceptable 

because further progress of the 

case was not furnished to Audit. 

Total 2234.93  
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Annexure-U 

(Para # 2.5.69) 

Detail of non-recovery from lessees 

(Rs in million) 
Sr. # DP. # Formation Description  Amount Remarks 

1.  10943 

 

Property & Land 

Department, 

Lahore 

lease charges 

from Oil 

Companies 

591.47 The matter was taken up with the 

management in June 2021. 

Management replied that Railway 

land leased out to M/s Shell & 

Caltex was vacated and the 

outstanding rental charges are being 

submitted to DG/Land, P.R, H.Q, 

Office, Lahore regularly. The 

disputed outstanding amount 

between Railway administration 

and oil companies would be settled 

after reconciliation. M/s PSO has 

deposited Rs 7,972,964 vide pay 

order No.04797470 dated 

24.06.2021. The remarks were not 

acceptable because reconciliation 

had not been finalized with oil 

companies despite lapse of 

considerable period of time due to 

which PR had been suffering loss 

on account of non-auction of sites 

vacated by oil companies 

2.  10758 Divisional 

Superintendent, 

Peshawar Division 

Non realization 

of rental 

charges  

 

74.081 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September-2020.  

Management replied that cogent 

efforts had been initiated in order to 

recover the outstanding amount 

from the licensees of Railway shops 

over the Division.  The remarks 

were an admittance of audit 

observation. 

3.  10614 Property & Land 

Department, 

Karachi 

Non recovery of 

rental charges  

46.447 The matter was taken up with 

management in March 2020. 

Management replied that necessary 

notice was served to the lessee for 

depositing of rental charges. The 

matter was in high court of Sindh 

Karachi. The Audit would be 

appraised accordingly about 

recovery of rent. The remarks were 

an admittance of audit observation. 

4.  11117 DCO/DTO, 

Lahore 

Non recover of 

lease/rental 

charges   

31.017 The matter was taken up with the 

management in July 2021and also 

discussed in DAC meeting held on 

15.02.2022.DAC directed the PO 

that the matter regarding illegal 

possession of site and non-recovery 

of dues be brought in the notice of 

the CEO/Senior General Manager. 

DAC further directed that the CEO 

may constitute a committee to 

assess the case and in case there is 
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no stay order from any court of law 

then the site be got vacated under 

intimation to DAC within 60 days. 

Compliance of DAC directives was 

awaited.  

5.  11057 Property & Land 

Department, 

Karachi 

Rental charges  26.09 The matter was taken up with the 

management in May 2021 but no 

reply was received. 

6.  11612 Civil Engineering, 

Multan Division 

Rental/lease 

charges 

25.78 The matter was discussed with 

management in August 2021. 

Management replied that 

outstanding amount would be 

recovered shortly. The remarks 

were not acceptable as further 

progress of the case was not 

furnished to Audit. 

7.  10679 Civil Engineering 

Department 

Non realization 

of rental 

charges  

21.60 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2020.  

Management replied that 

observation pertained to Land 

Department.  The remarks were not 

acceptable because residential 

quarters were dealt in Civil 

Engineering Department. 

8.  11103 Property & Land 

Department, 

Multan 

lease charges 

from lessees 

14.702 The matter was taken up with the 

management in May 2021. 

Management replied that efforts 

were made for the recovery of 

outstanding against defaulters. The 

remarks were an admittance of audit 

observation. 

9.  11345 Civil Engineering 

Department, 

Multan 

Non recovery of 

maintenance & 

operational 

charges  

10.71 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August -2021 and 

also discussed in DAC meeting held 

on 28.01.2022. DAC was informed 

that the matter is subjudice in court 

of law. DAC directed the PO to 

pursue the case vigorously under 

intimation to DAC.  Compliance of 

DAC directives was awaited. 

10.  11108 Chief Commercial 

Manager, 

Headquarters 

Office, Lahore  

Loss to public 

ex chequer due 

to non-

deduction of 

GST 

10.596 The matter was taken up with the 

management in June 2021. 

Management replied that the PR 

had filed writ petition before LHC 

for recovery of outstanding amount 

of Provincial sales tax 16% from 

dinning car contractors and the case 

was still in the court. However, the 

security money of dinning car 

contractors had not been released 

and the amount involved be 

recovered from the security money 

of the contractors. The remarks 

were an admittance of audit 

observation. 
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11.  10942 Property & Land 

Department, 

Lahore 

less recovery of 

rent 

8.574 The matter was taken up with the 

management in June 2021. 

Management replied that reply 

would be submitted after scrutiny of 

the record but no reply was 

received. 

12.  11259 Civil Engineering 

Department, 

Quetta 

Non/short 

recovery on 

account of track 

crossings of 

optical fiber 

8.713 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2021 and 

also discussed in DAC meeting held 

on 15.02.2022. DAC was informed 

that out of total an amount of Rs 

2.79 million has been recovered. 

DAC directed the recovered amount 

be got verified from Audit and 

efforts be made for recovery of 

remaining amount. Compliance of 

DAC directives was awaited. 

13.  10766 Property & Land 

Department, 

Quetta 

Non-recovery 

of rental 

charges of 

shops  

8.469 The matter was taken up with the 

management in February 2020. 

Management replied that efforts 

would be made for recovery of 

outstanding rental charges and due 

to law-and-order situation in the 

province proper IOW was not 

posted at Shahrag. The remarks 

were not acceptable because proper 

IWO was posted at Shahrag but he 

absconded from his duties. Further 

the remarks were an admittance of 

audit observation. 

14.  11258 DEN, Peshawar Non recovery of 

rental charges 

railway quarters 

rented out to the 

outsiders  

8.64 The matter was taken up with the 

management in August 2021. 

Management   replied that detail 

remarks would be offered after 

consulting the relevant record but 

no reply was received. 

15.  11585 MD CSF, Lahore Rental charges  8.304 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021. 

Management replied that interim 

award from civil court had been 

issued and claim would be settled 

accordingly. The remarks were an 

admittance of audit observation. 

16.  11112 Commercial 

Department, 

Multan 

Rental charges 

from vending 

contractors 

7.968 The matter was taken up with the 

management in June 2021. 

Management replied that detail 

position of rental charges not 

deposited by the vending 

contractors due to Covid-19 had 

been sent to CCM/ Lahore for 

directives/decision. Final reply 

would be sent on receipt of decision 

from the office of CCM/Lahore. 

The remarks were not acceptable as 

progress of the case was not 

furnished to Audit. 

17.  11304 civil engineering 

department 

Sukkur 

lease/rental 

charges from 

lessees 

7.601 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2021. 

Management was replied that 
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instructions were issued to IOWs to 

expedite the recovery. The remarks 

were an admittance of audit 

observation. 

18.  11132 Property & Land 

Department, 

Pakistan 

Railways, 

Peshawar 

lease charges 

from M/s 

Mobilink 

7.282 The matter was taken up with the 

management in May 2021. 

Management replied that the matter 

would be taken with the concern 

sectional AEN for recovery of the 

charges in respect of laying of cable 

within railway premises. The 

remarks were not acceptable as due 

to huge negligence of the 

management, M/s Mobilink had 

been enjoying ROW without the 

payment of any rent since 2019 

19.  11141 

 

Chief Commercial 

Manager, 

Headquarters 

office, 

Loss due to 

negligence of 

Railway 

management 

6.67 The matter was taken up with the 

management in June 2021. 

Management replied that the issue 

had already been taken vide Draft 

Para No. 10293/2020-21. However, 

M/s Pizza Hut had deposited an 

amount of Rs.2300926 as well as an 

amount of Rs.531640/- had been 

waived off by CEO/Sr. G.M due to 

Covid-19 for the period from 

25.03.2020 to 19.05.2020 and the 

party had promised to deposit the 

balance amount very soon. The 

remarks were not acceptable 

because the issue raised vide DP 

No. 10293/202-21 was on potential 

earning due to non-leasing of site. 

Whereas, the issue in question 

pertained to non-recovery of rental 

charges. Further, documentary 

evidence in support of recovery and 

waiver of amount was furnished to 

Audit.  

20.  11036 Property & Land 

Department, 

Pakistan 

Railways, Quetta  

Rental charges 

of Railway 

Officers 

Marriage Lawn  

6.013 The matter was taken up with the 

management dated June 2021. 

Management replied that recovery 

of rental charges from the 

contractor of Railway Marriage 

Lawn was in progress and 

remaining would be recovered very 

soon. The remarks were an 

admittance of audit observation. 

21.  11046 Property and Land 

Department, 

Rawalpindi 

Rental charges 

against the 

rented-out 

shops  

5.848 The matter was taken up with the 

management in May 2021. 

Management    replied that bills for 

recovery of outstanding dues had 

been issued to the shop keepers and 

all efforts were being made for 

recovery of outstanding dues 

through personal contacts and 

campaign regarding recovery of 

outstanding dues. The remarks were 

an admittance of audit observation. 
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22.  10636 DD/P&L, LHR 

Division 

Less recovery 

of rental 

charges of 

Railway land  

5.68 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020. 

Management replied that the 

consolidated reply would be 

submitted very shortly after 

scrutinizing the record/file but no 

reply was received. 

23.  11148 Property & Land, 

P.R, Karachi 

rental charges 

against khokha 

shops 

5.213 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020. 

Management replied that the 

notices had been served to 

shopkeepers for recovery of 

outstanding amount. All out efforts 

were made to recover outstanding 

dues. The remarks were an 

admittance of audit observation. 

24.  10584 Civil engineering 

department 

Karachi 

Departmental 

charges 

5.212 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2019 but 

no reply was received. 

25.  11161 Civil Engineering 

Department, Lahore 

Division 

Non recovery of 

rental charges  

4.89 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September, 2020 

but no reply was received. 

26.  10771 DD/P&L, LHR 

Division 

 

Non recovery of 

lease rental 

charges 

4.884 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020. 

Management replied that the 

consolidated remarks would be 

submitted very shortly after 

scrutinizing the record/file but no 

reply was received. 

27.  11092 Property and Land 

Department 

Sukkur 

Non-recovery 

from the 

Contractor for 

land 

4.634 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020 but no 

reply was received. 

28.  11130 Property & Land 

Department, 

Pakistan 

Railways, 

Peshawar 

Rent of stacking 

and agriculture 

land  

4.673 The matter was taken up with 

management in May 2021. 

Management replied that recovery 

would be made soon and recovery 

particulars would be submitted 

accordingly but no progress was 

furnished to Audit. 

29.  11115 Divisional 

Commercial 

Officer, Lahore 

Division 

Railway dues 

from contractor 

of Parking 

Stand   

3.913 The matter was taken up with the 

management in July 2021. 

Management replied that reply will 

be submitted within seven days 

after consultation of record but no 

reply was received. 

30.  11614 Civil Engg. 

Sukkur 

outstanding 

operational and 

maintenance 

charges  

3.746 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September 2021. 

Management replied that all efforts 

were made to recover the 

outstanding amount.  The remarks 

were an admittance of audit 

observation. 

31.  11105 Chief Commercial 

Manager, 

Headquarters 

Office, Lahore  

under charges 

and short 

remittance from 

STEs and 

3.186 The matter was taken up with the 

management in June 2021. 

Management replied that all 

Divisional Superintendents had 
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Conductor 

Guards 

been directed to recover the 

outstanding amount.  The remarks 

were an admittance of audit 

observation. 

32.  11554 Managing 

Director Concrete 

Sleeper Factories, 

PR,HQ, Office, 

Lahore 

undue favour to 

the contractor 

2.897 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021. 

Management replied that work was 

awarded to Manj Brothers but 

contractor failed to complete the 

work due to slow progress. Hence, 

contract was terminated with 5% 

forfeit of security money. However, 

detailed reply will be submitted 

later. The remarks were not 

acceptable as neither the 

termination charges were recovered 

nor the amount of bank guarantee 

was forfeited. 

33.  11031  Property & Land, 

P.R, Quetta 

Optical fiber 

crossing 

charges 

2.795 The matter was taken up with the 

management in May, 2021 and also 

discussed in DAC meeting held on 

28.01.2022.DAC was informed that 

the OFC (Wateen Telecom) has 

deposited Rs 2,795,100/- vide 

cheque No. 66009003 dated 13-08-

2021.DAC directed the PO that 

recovered amount be got verified 

from Audit within 15 days.  

Compliance of DAC directives was 

awaited. 

34.  11334 MD, Carriage 

Factory, 

Islamabad 

Non recover of 

rental charges 

2.535 The Matter was taken up with 

management in August 2021. 

Management replied Worthy 

CEO/Sr: GM imposed ban on all 

auctions till further orders (copy 

enclosed).  Moreover, the worthy 

Federal Minister of Railways in a 

high official meeting dated 

13.07.2021 directed that all 

agricultural land leases should be 

extended for 06 months at an 

enhanced rate of 20%. On lifting of 

ban from auctions, the expired lease 

cases will be processed accordingly. 

The remarks were not acceptable as 

ban on auctions was imposed on 

28.06.2021 whereas auction cases 

for expired lease for approval has 

been pending since long. Rental 

charges required to be recovered in 

advance but neither rental charges 

nor the 10% surcharge notices have 

been served to defaulters. 

35.  11045 Property and Land 

Department, 

Pakistan Railways 

Rawalpindi 

Rental charges 

from licensees 

of Railway 

Agricultural 

land 

2.692 The matter was taken up with the 

management in May 2021. 

Management replied that all out 

efforts were made for recovery of 

outstanding amount and all field 

staff also been instructed time to 
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time. The remarks were an 

admittance of audit observation. 

36.  10551 Property & Land 

Department, 

Karachi 

Non-recovery 

of rent from 

lessees  

2.502 The matter was taken up with the 

management in   March 2020. 

Management replied that the 

necessary notices had been served 

to defaulters. A meeting was held 

on March 03, 2020 and the licensee 

promised to clear all outstanding. 

The audit will be appraised 

accordingly. The remarks were not 

acceptable because further progress 

of the case was not furnished to 

Audit. 

37.  11544 Divisional 

Superintendent 

Workshops 

Division 

Mughalpura, 

Lahore 

Non realization 

of Railway 

Revenue 

2.068 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021 but 

no reply was received. 

38.  11200 Property & Land 

department 

Multan 

Rental charges 

and penalty 

1.851 The matter was taken up with the 

management the management in 

May 2021. Management replied 

that efforts were made for recovery 

of the outstanding. However, 

correspondence had been made 

between KFC & PR Multan on 

account of their request for 

compensation due to covid-19 

which was awaited for directives 

from headquarters office Lahore. 

The remarks were acceptable 

because the lessee cannot claim 

compensation because agreement 

does not contain any clause for 

force majeure. 

39.  11032 Property & Land, 

Quetta, 

Rental charges 

against shop 

holders 

1.707 The matter was taken up with the 

management in May 2021. 

Management replied that recoveries 

were in progress and remaining 

outstanding amount would be 

recovered very soon.  The remarks 

were an admittance of audit 

observation. 

40.  11037 Property & Land 

Quetta 

Non recover of 

security money 

from lessees of 

shops 

1.697 The matter was taken up with the 

management in November 

2020.Management replied that most 

of the outstanding amount had been 

recovered and remaining recovery 

was in process. The remarks were 

an admittance of audit observation. 

41.  10920  Property & Land, 

Quetta 

Rental charges 

outstanding 

against 

licensees of 

Railway 

Parking 

1.432 The matter was taken up with 

management in May 2021. 

Management replied that the 

concerned officials were strictly 

directed to recover the outstanding 

rental charges from the licensees of 

railway land for parking purpose 

and the desired/outstanding amount 
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would be recovered soon and 

payment detail would be submitted 

accordingly.  The remarks were an 

admittance of audit observation. 

42.  10800 Station Manager 

Lahore 

Non recovery of 

monthly service 

/ rent charges  

1.289 The matter was taken up with the 

management in April 2018.  

Management replied that the 

contractor had deposited the 

amount. During verification of audit 

only an amount of Rs 259,000 was 

got verified leaving balance of 

Rs 1,288,735 was still recoverable.  

43.  10623 Chief Commercial 

Manager, Lahore  

Non recovery of 

rent and penalty 

from Allied 

Bank Ltd  

1.164 The matter was taken up with the 

management in June 2020. 

Management   replied in April 2021 

that an amount of Rs 2,473,336 had 

been recovered from Allied Bank 

Limited but response for balance 

amount of Rs 1.164 million was 

awaited.  

44.  11107 CCM Non-Recovery 

of detention and 

overloading 

charges-  

1.37 The matter was taken up with the 

management in June 2021. 

Management replied that the 

contractor has been directed to 

deposit the overloading and 

detention charges. In case the 

parties failed to deposit the amount 

the same would be deducted from 

security money of the contractors. 

The remarks were an admittance of 

Audit observation. 

45.  11172 Property & Land 

Lahore Division 

Non realization 

of lease charges 

1.26 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020. 
Management replied that the 

consolidated remarks on subject Para 

would be submitted very shortly 

after scrutinizing the record/file but 

no reply was received. 

46.  11270 Property & Land, 

Rawalpindi 
Non-Recovery 

of rent from 

licensee    

1.182 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020. 

Management   replied that the 

remarks would be offered after 

checking the record and revised 

policy but no reply was received. 

47.  10580 Property & Land, 

Peshawar 

Non recovery of 

rental charges 

of extra land   

1.039 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020. 

Management replied that efforts 

were being made to recover the 

outstanding amount as and when 

recovered would be intimated to 

audit. The remarks were not 

acceptable as progress of the case 

was not furnished to Audit. 

48.  10808 Property and land 

Department, 

Workshops 

Division 

Mughalpura, 

Lahore  

Non realization 

of sanitation 

charges from 

the lessees  

0.988 The matter was taken up with the 

management in February 2020. 

Management replied that Incharge 

adda would be intimate latest 

position of sanitation charges.  The 

remarks were not acceptable as 
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progress of the case was not 

furnished to Audit 

49.  11213 Railways 

Employees 

Cooperative 

Society Peshawar 

Rent charges on 

account of land 

leased out to 

PRECHS 

0.92 The matter was taken up with the 

management in June 2020 but no 

reply was received. 

50.  11287 Property & Land 

Department, P.R, 

Karachi 

Recoverable 

amount against 

lessees of 

Agriculture land  

0.709 

0.709 The matter was taken up with the 

management in May 2021. 

Management replied that the 

outstanding amount was recovered 

from the lessees and encroachment. 

The recovery particulars would be 

intimated to audit in due course of 

time. The remarks were an 

admittance of audit observation. 

51.  10879 Civil Engineering 

Lahore Division,  

Non recovery of 

cost of material 

issued to the 

Contractor 

 

0.546 The matter was taken up with the 

management in September-2020 

and also discussed in DAC meeting 

held on 28.01.2022. DAC was 

informed that matter has been 

referred to AEN/ RND for detailed 

reply and final bill of the contractor 

is held up in this office till the 

subject matter is not resolved. DAC 

directed the PO that copy of the 

completion report and documentary 

evidence in support of non-

clearance of final bill of contractor 

be furnished to Audit within 07 

days. Compliance of DAC 

directives was awaited.  

52.  10744 Property & Land 

Department, 

Peshawar  

Non recovery 

on account of 

rental charges 

of Railway land 

0.484 The matter was taken up with the 

management in March 2020. 

Management replied that efforts 

were made to recover the 

outstanding amount. Particulars of 

amounts as and when recovered 

would be intimated to audit. The 

remarks were not acceptable as 

progress of the case was not 

furnished to Audit 

53.   

11022 

Property & Land 

Department, 

Workshops 

Division 

Mughalpura, 

Lahore 

Non recover of 

escalation 

charges   

0.456 The matter was taken up with the 

management in May 2021. 

Management replied that effort 

would be made to recover rent as 

per policy of increased rent. The 

remarks were not acceptable as 

annual increase in rent was not 

recovered 

54.  11128 Commercial & 

Transportation 

department. 

Peshawar 

Rental charges 

of parking 

stands 

0.365 The matter was taken up with the 

management in May 2021 and also 

discussed in DAC meeting held on 

15.02.2022. DAC directed that the 

recovered amount be got verified 

from Audit and efforts be made for 

recovery of balance amount under 

intimation to DAC. Compliance of 

DAC directives was awaited. 
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55.  10945 Property & Land 

Department, 

Peshawar  

Non recovery of 

land utilization 

charges from 

licensees  

0.330 The matter was taken up with 

management in May 2021. 

Management replied that notices 

had already been served in favor of 

Railway licensees for payment of 

rental charges as withheld against 

these licensees of railway land 

which would be recovered soon and 

payment document would be 

communicated accordingly.  The 

remarks were not acceptable as 

progress of the case was not 

furnished to Audit. 

Total 1016.88  
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Annexure-V 

(Para # 2.5.70) 

Non-recovery from Employees 

(Rs in million) 
Sr. # DP # Formation Description  Period 

of 

Audit 

Amount Remarks 

1.  11497 FA&CAO/

Revenue 
Evasion of 

storage 

charges at 

Lahore Dry 

Port 

Oct- 

2021 

1.49 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in 

October 2021 but no 

reply was received. 

2.  11474 DS, Lahore 

Division 
Non-deposit 

of monthly 

subscription 

of GPF and 

recovery of 

GPF advance 

in a/c XXI 

May 

2021 

108.93 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in October 

2021 but no reply was 

received 

3.  11317 Deputy 

General 

Manager 

(DGM), 

Non recovery 

of cost of 

conservancy 

charges 

Aug-21 24.38 The matter was taken 

up the management in 

August 2021 but no 

reply was received. 

4.  11229 MoR 

(Railway 

Board), 

Islamabad 

Non recovery 

of loans and 

advances  

Aug-

2021 

24.32 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in August, 

2021 but no reply was 

received. 

5.  11300 MD, 

Carriage 

Factory, 

Islamabad  

Short-

recovery of 

Sui Gas bills 

from 

consumers 

 14.63 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in August 

2021 and also discussed 

in DAC meeting held 

on 15.02.2022.  DAC 

was informed that out 

of 302 meters, 275 

meters had been 

installed and leaving a 

balance of 27 meters 

which would be 

installed shortly. DAC 

directed the PO that 

strenuous efforts be 

made for installation of 

27 Sui gas meters and 

handed over the entire 

supply of gas to SNGPL 

and report to DAC 

within 

60days.Compliance of 
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DAC directives was 

awaited 

6.  10857 Accounts 

Department 

Multan 

Non-

recovery of 

loans & 

advances 

Nov-

2019 

9.51 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in 

November 2019. 

Management replied 

that the record of 

Loan & Advances 

was properly 

maintained in the 

Accounts Office 

Multan and that a 

letter had already 

been written to 

DPO/Multan to 

recover the said 

amount and the same 

would be recovered 

from the salaries of 

concerned employees 

in equal installments. 

The remarks were not 

acceptable as further 

progress of the case 

was not furnished to 

Audit. 

7.  10553 Divisional 

Accounts 

Officer, 

Multan 

Non-recovery 

of loans & 

advances from 

the Railway 

employees 

Sep-20 7.87 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in 

September 2020.  

Management replied 

that DPO Multan had 

been advised to recover 

the Loan and Advances 

from the remaining 

officials and submit full 

particulars department 

wise to this office for 

smooth recovery.  The 

remarks were not 

tenable as the data in 
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question was compiled 

by audit from the 

accounts record and no 

detail of any 

discrepancy in this 

regard was provided to 

audit. 

8.  11090 Superintend

ent of 

Railway 

Police 

Sukkur 

less recovery 

of electrical 

charges from 

Police 

personnel 

Oct-

2019, 

6.82 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in 

December 2021. 

Management replied 

that the request was 

made to DEE/Sukkur to 

provide the copies of 

Electric bills issued to 

SRP office during the 

period from July 2017 

to July-2019 for further 

disposal. Now, electric 

bills were being 

received from the 

concerned department 

and being deducted 

from the salaries of PRP 

staff regularly. The 

remarks were an 

admittance of audit 

observation. 

9.  11460 FA&CAO/

Revenue 
Non-

recovery of 

Railways 

dues 

Oct- 

2021 

6.80 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in October 

2021 but no reply was 

received. 

10.  10741 Police, Signal 

& Accounts 

Departments 

Sukkur 

Division 

Non 

recovery of 

outstanding 

amount on 

account of 

GPF advance  

Oct- 

2019 

6.54 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in 

October 2019 but no 

was received. 

11.  11689 Ministry of 

Railway 
Non 

recovery of 

outstanding 

amount on 

account of 

MCA, HBA 

and GPF 

advance  

Dec, 

2021 

5.24 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in 

December 2021 but 

no reply was 

received. 

12.  11251 Ministry of 

Railway 

non-recovery 

of balance 

amount 

Aug-

2021 

4.38 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in August 
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donated for 

PM relief fund 

2021 but no reply was 

received. 

13.  11333 Deputy 

General 

Manager 

(DGM) 

less recovery 

of rest house 

charges 

Aug-21 3.64 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in August 

2021 and also discussed 

in DAC meeting held 

on 15.02.2022. DAC 

directed the PO that a 

revised policy in 

respect of allotment of 

rest house  at reasonable 

rates to regular and 

contractual employees 

be formulated and 

furnished the same to 

Audit for examination. 

Compliance of DAC 

directives was awaited. 

14.  11512 Superintend

ent Railway 

Police 

(SRP), 

MGPR, 

Lahore 

Non-

recovery of 

Railways 

dues/ 

contribution 

Oct-

2021 

3.03 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in 

October, 2021 but no 

reply was received. 

15.  11658 Ministry of 

Railway, 

Isb 

Overpaymen

t of HBA 

Sept-

2021 

1.97 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in 

September 2021.  

Management replied 

that detailed reply 

would be furnished in 

due course of time 

but no reply was 

received. 

16.  10759 Integrated 

Audit of 

Sukkur  

Less 

Recovery on 

account of 

House 

Building 

Advance. 

Sept-

2020 

1.86 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in 

September 2020. 

Management replied 

that matter pertained 

to Personnel & 

Account 
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Departments. The 

remarks were not 

acceptable as it was 

the responsibility of 

Railway management 

to furnish reply to 

Audit. 

17.  10602 MD, 

Carriage 

Factory 

Islamabad  

Non-

recovery of 

amount 

transferred to 

the banks for 

disbursement 

to deceased 

pensioners -  

Sept- 

2020 

1.28 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in 

September 2020. 

Management replied 

that correspondence 

regarding refund of 

over payment to 

deceased pensioners 

was being carried out. 

Series of reminders 

have been issued to 

the concerned banks 

but no response was 

received. The 

remarks were an 

admittance of audit 

observation. 

18.  11210 Ministry of 

Railways, 

Islamabad 

Non recovery 

of HBA 

2020 0.69 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in January 

2020. Management 

replied that a copy of 

LPC issued on 05-09-

2019 was forwarded to 

the office of the Auditor 

General of Pakistan 

(copy enclosed) with 

the request to recover 

the outstanding amount 

@ Rs. 70,000 PM, and 

arrange to pay to 

AO/Payments 

Islamabad. DDO 
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Auditor General Office 

is responsible for 

making deduction from 

the salary of the officer. 

The remarks were not 

acceptable because   as 

per record the recovery 

had not been started. 

19.  11444 Mechanical 

Department, 

Peshawar 

Division 

Loss due to 

overpayment 

of pay 

Oct-

2021 

0.57 The matter was taken 

up with management in 

October 2021. 

Management replied 

that that office was not 

empowered to fix the 

pays and allowances of 

any employee. The 

same was done by the 

offices of DPO/PSC 

and that office only 

charges pays as per the 

salaries / allowances 

fixed by the aforesaid 

offices. In view of the 

above, the instant 

matter did not fall 

within the purview of 

that office. The remarks 

were not acceptable as 

it was the responsibility 

of the head of 

concerned cost center to 

recover the over 

payment. 

20.  10534 Divisional 

Personal 

Officer, 

Sukkur 

Division 

Health 

allowance to 

the doctors 

appointed on 

contract 

basis 

July, 

2020 

0.74 The matter was taken 

up with the 

management in 

September 2020. 

Management replied 

that matter had been 

referred to DPO, 

Sukkur in reference to 

preliminary audit 

observation and reply 

would be 

communicated as and 

when received but no 

reply was received. 

Total 234.69  
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Annexure-W 

(Para # 2.5.71) 
 

Loss due to non-recovery of liquidated damages charges 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. # DP. # Formation 

Delay 

involved 

(in 

month) 

Amount Remarks 

1.  10589 PD, 

Locomotive 

Rehabilitation, 

Workshops 

Division. 

Mughalpura, 

Lahore 

29 184.06 The matter was taken up with the 

management in December 2020. 

Management replied in February, 2022 that 

firm has agreed for payment of LD charges 

to Pakistan Railways. The remarks were 

not acceptable as LD charges has not been 

recovered so for. 

2.  11542 MD, Concrete 

Sleeper 

Factories, 

Lahore 

 12.27 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2021. 

Management replied that firm had offered 

their material within delivery period for 

inspection. The remarks were not based on 

facts as no material was provided within 

delivery period and the firm wrote on 

05.05.2020 and 21.05.2020 for inspection 

of material after expiry of time period 

which showed that material was provided 

after due date. 

3.  10642 PD, Right Bank 

Outfall Drain-II 

19 10.20 The matter was taken up with the 

management in December 2020. 

Management replied that due to certain 

technical issues the contractor could not 

carry out the pile load test as per agreement. 

The remarks were an admittance of audit 

observation. 

4.  10592 MD, Concrete 

Sleeper 

Factories, 

Lahore 

03 4.97 The matter was taken up with the 

management in November 2019. 

Management replied that firm supplied the 

remaining material on 20.02.2018 within 

grace period of 15 days. The remarks were 

not acceptable as the remaining material 

was supplied in March and April 2018. 

Further, grace period was also not 

applicable on extended period. 

5.  10990 PD, DOT 

(Khanewal to 

Raiwind) 

Headquarter 

Office, Lahore 

04 3.37 The matter was taken up with the 

management in November 2019 but no 

reply in respect of recovery of LD charges 

was furnished. 

6.  10979 PD, 

Reconstructions 

of Assets 

24 2.35 The matter was taken up with the 

management in October 2020. 

Management replied that works were not 

completed within stipulated time period 
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damaged during 

Flood, 2010  

and L.D. charges were imposed. The 

contractor requested to relax the L.D. 

charges and his request was in process of 

decision. The remarks were an admittance 

of audit observation. 

Total 217.22  
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Annexure-(Y) 

Statement showing the detail of bookings by PR and Private Cargos during the month of June, 2021 

under RWP Division 

(Part-I) 

Sr. # 
Train 

Name 

Train 

No 

Private Cargo booking details 

L/Van 

B/Van 

Capacity 

Level allowed 

Capacity 

level 

Utilized 

QTY 

Booked 

Total 

Weight  

1 Khyber mail 
1UP/ 

2DN 
B/VAN 

2.1 ton per day 

or 63000kg 
53.30% 2309 33,582  

2 Green line 
5UP/ 

6DN 
B/VAN 

2.1 ton per day 

or 63000kg 
65.74% 2709 41,418  

3 
Awam 

Express 

13UP/ 

14DN 
B/VAN 

2.1 ton per day 

or 63000kg 
34.41% 977 21,680  

4 
Sir Syed 

Express 

35UP/ 

36DN 
B/VAN 

2.1 ton per day 

or 63000kg 
51.34% 1648 32,344  

- - - Total Weight Booked by Private Cargo 129,024  
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(Part-II) 

Sr. # Train Name Train No 

Pakistan Railway booking details Variation 
 

L/Van 

B/Van 

L/Van 

B/Van 

Capacity 

level Utilized 

QTY 

Booked 

 Total 

Weight  

Capacity 

level Utilized 

QTY 

Booked 

Total 

Weight  

1 Khyber mail 1UP/2DN B/VAN B/VAN 18.44% 886 11,615  34.86% 1423 21,967  

2 Green line 5UP/6DN B/VAN B/VAN 30.53% 993 19,233  35.21% 1716 22,185  

3 
Awam 

Express 
13UP/14DN B/VAN B/VAN 12.56% 412 7,912  21.85% 565 13,768  

4 
Sir Syed 

Express 
35UP/36DN B/VAN B/VAN 24.95% 666 15,720  26.39% 982 16,624  

Total weight booked by PR 54,480 - - 74,544 

More Booked by Private Cargo 74544 

More in % of PR 136.8% 
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Annexure-(Z) 

On board (trains) Passenger Facilitation (Annex 4 of business 

 

On board (trains) Passenger Facilitation (Annex-4/1 of business plan 2020) 

Sr. # Planned Activity Initiatives Audit Findings 

1 Upgradation of 

Railway Stations 

Upgradation of Railway 

Stations 

Railway stations were upgraded but the 

target of potential earnings and public 

facilitation could not be achieved.  

2 Provision of 

Comfortable Waiting 

Area 

Upgradation of Railway 

Stations 

Audit observed that there were no 

comfortable waiting areas at major 

stations of Pakistan Railways and during 

peak hours the passengers were suffering 

badly. 

3 Improved Reservation 

Facility 

Online reservation contract 

with UBL 

The contract was not executed. 

4 Customer Care 

Information desk 

Orderly officers, lounge 

Managers 

The information desk was not made 

available for customer care. 

5 Train Movement 

Information 

Live tracking appointment The system was not introduced. 

6 Display Electronic boards on entrance 

on major railway station 

Audit observed during physical 

inspection that there were no electronic 

LED boards in Peshawar and Sukkur and 

Karachi. Moreover, the boards at Multan 

and Quetta were out of order. 

7 Customer Friendly 

vending stalls 

Redesigning of vending stall 

on major railway station 

Target could not be achieved. 

8 Automated policy 

facility with drop lanes 

Establishment of policy stands 

on BOT basis at major railway 

station 

Target could not be achieved. 

 

Summary of proposed PSDP projects for upgrade of I.T (Annex-5 of business plan 

2020) 

 

Sr. # Planned Activity Initiatives Audit Findings 

1 Customer Care Posting of Train Managers on 

important trains 

Train Managers were not deputed 

on trains. 

2 Safety Walk through gates, luggage 

scanners and metal detectors at 

major Railway stations  

These facilities could not be 

provided at railway stations. 

3 Punctuality Live tracking app introduced Live tracking application was 

introduced but it was observed 

that occasionally the application 

does not work properly, and live 

tracking misguides the 

customers. 

4 Cleanliness Territorial staff provision on 

selected trains 

There was no cleanliness in 

coaches of live trains and 

passengers also complained 

about cleanliness of coaches and 

toilets. 

5 Wifi Facility I.T will arrange There was no wifi facility at 

stations and in train. 
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No. Initiatives Purpose Audit Findings 

1 Hand handled devices 

for Train tickets 

100% digitalization of ticketing system. 

Increase revenue Transparency 

These planned targets could 

not be achieved. 

2 Train automation 

system 

Digitalization of Railway tracks and geo 

fencing  

--do-- 

3 Call Centre with 

Control room  

Facilitate Customer queries better customer 

services policy guidelines related to funds 

train timetable and current status 

--do-- 

4 Trade Management 

System 

Automate logistics booking tracking of 

logistics trains Reservation status 

--do-- 

5 E-Vending Availability of tickets on railway station 

less human involvement. Availability of 

tickets even before the departure 

--do-- 
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Annexure-(AA) 

Statement showing the detail of loss on account of detention of tank wagons 

Sr 

No 

Wagon 

Type 

Wagon 

No 

Place of 

detention 

Date of 

detention 

Period of 

detention 

in days 

Turnaround 

days of each 

wagon 

Fare of 

each 

wagon 

Total Loss 

7*8 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 BTK 6666 LLPR / PSO 20.02.2017 1649 

days 

1649/3.5 = 

471 days 

154,280 72,665,880 

2 BTK 6796 LLPR/ PSO 21.08.2017 1465 1465/3.5 = 

418 

156,940 65,600,920 

3 ZBTO 80193 TPS 

Muzafargarh 

18.07.2017 1508 1508/3.5 = 

430 

228,000 98,040,000 

Total 236,306,800 
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Annexure-(AB) 

Statement showing the detail of receivables  

from Government departments 

Rs in million 

Sr No Division Name Outstanding Receivables 

1 Multan Division 914.08 

2 Quetta Division 774.01 

3 Peshawar Division 686.00 

Total 2,374.09 
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DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (WATER RESOURCES) 

CHAPTER-1 

 

Ministry of Water Resources 
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1. Ministry of Water Resources 

1.1 Introduction 

MoWR is mandated for development of country’s water and hydropower resources to 

meet current and future challenges of water shortage, provision of affordable, environmental 

friendly renewable energy and act as catalyst in the implementation of the National Water 

Policy (NWP) by taking all the stakeholders on board, through creativity, initiative, innovation 

and technology. WAPDA, IRSA, FFC and PCIW are working under the umbrella of MoWR 

to manage the water sector of Pakistan at federal level. 

WAPDA was established through an Act of Parliament in 1958 as autonomous and 

statutory body under the administrative control of the Federal Government. The charter of 

duties of WAPDA is to investigate, plan and execute schemes for generation of power, 

irrigation, water supply and drainage, prevention of water logging and reclamation of 

waterlogged and saline lands and flood management. To discharge its duties, WAPDA is 

administratively structured in three wings namely; Water Wing, Power Wing and Co-

ordination Wing. 

IRSA was established vide Act No. XXII of 1992 passed by the Parliament and 

approved by the President of Pakistan on December 6, 1992. IRSA was established for 

regulating and monitoring the distribution of water resources of Indus River System in 

accordance with the Water Apportionment Accord, 1991 amongst the Provinces and to provide 

matters connected therewith and ancillary thereto. 

FFC was established in January, 1977 for the purpose of integrated flood management 

at national level. FFC is mainly responsible for the preparation of National Flood Protection 

Plans and their implementation through concerned Provincial and Federal Line Agencies in the 

country. 

PCIW is the part of the Permanent Indus Commission which is a bilateral commission 

consisting of officials from India and Pakistan, created to implement and manage the goals and 

objectives of the Indus Waters Treaty, 1960. The commission maintains and exchanges data 

and co-operates between the two countries under the provisions of the Treaty. 

Table-1 Audit Profile of Ministry of Water Resources 
(Rs. in million) 

Description 

Total 

Nos. 

Audited 

Expenditure Audited 

FY 2020-21 

Revenue / Receipts 

Audited 

FY 2020-21 

Authorities / Autonomous Bodies 

etc. under the PAO: 
4 2 123,095.93 110,838.18 

a. Formations 
111 35 123,095.93 110,838.18 
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b. Assignment Accounts 
24 21 

US$7.15 and 

Rs.63,758.95 
- 

c. Foreign Aided Projects 
14 14 12,878.25 - 

1.2 Sectoral Analysis 

Water security is an increasingly important issue that constitutes one of the biggest 

challenges to Pakistan’s development. With the projected population of 263 million in the year 

2050, Pakistan needs to put serious thought into how it will provide adequate water for 

agriculture, industry and human consumptions in the face of rapidly dwindling reserves. 

Pakistan’s approach to water management involved large scale reservoirs, link canals and inter-

basin transfers to support the agriculture sector which consumes 93% of total available surface 

and ground water resources.  

Large scale water reservoirs are also important for availability, accessibility and 

affordability of electricity for the people across the country as well as for the economic progress 

and social uplift of the citizens. Of all the sources of electric power generation in a power 

system, hydel power is the cheapest in a generation mix. As such, ensuring availability of hydel 

power generation carries immense importance from the perspective of the energy security, 

sustainability and affordability of electricity. However, as per NEPRA’s State of Industry 

Reports 2019-21, WAPDA’s hydel generation decreased by 154 GWh from last year. 

Moreover, percentage of hydel generation in the energy mix also decreased from 27.77% to 

25.85% from the last year. Therefore, WAPDA needs to bring in efficiencies in their existing 

hydel power plants. For instance, defective power generating units of Gomal Zam, Chashma, 

Jinnah and Golen Gol Hydel Power Stations, etc. must be rectified to reap maximum benefits 

of the huge capital expenditure made out of public funds and to provide cheap electricity to 

public. 
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At 

present, 

WAPDA is 

implementing two (02) large scale projects in Upper Indus Basin. Diamer Basha Dam Project 

(DBDP) having storage capacity of 8.1 MAF and power generation capacity of 4,800 Mega 

Watt (MW) is being implemented at 315 KM upstream of Tarbela Dam. Dasu Hydropower 

Project (DHPP) with generation capacity of 4,320 MW is being implemented at 74 KM 

downstream of DBDP. Whereas, Mohmand Dam Hydropower Project (MDHP) having storage 

capacity of 0.676 MAF and power generation capacity of 800 MW is being implemented on 

Swat River at 5 KM upstream of Mohmand Tribal District. 

Keeping in view the importance of these water sector projects for the socio-economic 

uplift of the country, a performance agreement was signed between Prime Minster of Pakistan 

and MoWR to achieve certain targets on these projects of national interest. Cumulative physical 

progress of 3.04% was achieved on DBDP against agreed target of 6%. Similarly, for DHPP the 

preparatory works, resettlement activities and the main works were all behind the schedule by 

9.85%, 6.23% and 4.65% respectively. Progress on MDHP is also behind the target. Moreover, 

the PC-I of the Naulong Dam Project could not be approved as committed in the agreement. 

Overall progress on the said projects was very slow and far behind the targets set forth in the 

Performance Agreement. 

After hectic efforts, National Water Policy (NWP) was formulated and formally 

approved by the Council of Common Interests (CCI) on April 24, 2018. The policy, inter alia, 

aimed at developing a National Planning Database to support an integrated information system 

in order to enable the planning and development of water and other related resources on a 

sustainable basis besides revitalizing and restructuring WAPDA. In addition, NWP required 

submission of periodical reviews to CCI on the implementation of NWP and achievement of 

its objectives. 

NWP was framed to achieve its objectives within a given timeframe but it was found that 

no structural mechanism is in place in MoWR to monitor the implementation of NWP. The 

implementation framework has not yet been finalized despite lapse of three years. Moreover, no 

periodical reviews were submitted to CCI which showed that no documented mechanism is 
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available to gauge the achievement of policy objectives. MoWR was responsible to propose and 

implement the restructuring plan to upgrade WAPDA within a year after approval of the policy 

but no steps have been initiated since approval of the policy. 

In WAPDA, significant issues were observed in project implementation and contract 

management. Projects are initiated without proper planning, detailed designing, financial close 

and proper feasibility studies. Most of the projects are stuck during the initial phase of land 

acquisition. Estimates are prepared on outdated WAPDA Composite Schedule of Rates 

(WCSR) which, in turn, become irrelevant due to delays in approval of PC-I and award of 

contracts. Resultantly, contracts are awarded on exorbitantly higher percentages, sometimes 

even more than 100%, than PC-I estimates which eliminates the factor of adequacy of awarded 

price vis-à-vis approved estimates. Later on, the impact of defective designing becomes visible 

in the shape of excessive increase in BOQ quantities and variation orders, sometimes resulting 

into more cost than original contract price. As such, a major portion of expenditure remains 

outside of the ambit of competitive process. This also signifies poor role of the consultant right 

from the preparation of feasibility studies to designing and project monitoring.  

Eventually, the mismanagement of the projects results in giving rise to disputes, 

termination of contracts and litigations causing time and cost overruns. Significant risk areas 

related to procurement and contract management, financial management, assets management, 

design related issues and value for money etc. planned in the Audit Plan 2021-22 have been 

scrutinized during audit execution and reported to the PAO. In order that public funds are used 

efficiently, the PAO needs to take corrective measures, accordingly. 

1.3 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs.187,733.855 million were raised in this report 

during the current audit of MoWR and its entities. This amount also includes pointed out 

recoveries of Rs.6,688.430 million by the audit. Summary of the audit observations classified 

by nature is as under: 

Table-2 Overview of Audit Observations 
(Rs.in million) 

Sr. Classification of Audit Observations Amount 

A Procurement Management 6,861.617 

B Contract Management 14,138.576 

C Financial Management 159,577.416 

D Assets Management 754.767 

E Design Related Issues 700.000 

F Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks 3,009.174 

G HR & Pension Related Issues 39.731 

H Value for Money and Service Delivery Issues 292.471 

I Others 2,360.103 

Note: The increase of total amount taken in audit observations over expenditure / receipt audited is due to the 

reason that progressive expenditure and total contract amount have been observed depending upon the nature of 

observations / issue. 
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1.4 Comments on the status of compliance with PAC directives 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Entity 
Year 

No. of 

Directives 

Status of compliance 

Full Partial Outstanding 

1. WAPDA 2012-13 5 - 1 4 

2. WAPDA 2018-19 9 - - 9 

3. WAPDA 2019-20 2 - - 2 

Note: Position of compliance with PAC directives is not satisfactory. 

1.5 AUDIT FINDINGS 

A. Procurement Management 

1.5.1. Undue favour to the contractor by less recovery of mobilization advance due to 

change in contract clause after bidding evaluation - Rs.2,586.718 million 

According to Clause-60.11/b (Financial Assistance to Contractor) of Contract, 

“Advance shall be recovered in equal installments, first installment at the expiry of third month 

after the date of payment of first part of Advance and the last installment two months before 

the date of completion of the works as per Clause-43 hereof”. As per Instructions to Bidders 

IB.9 (9.1&9.2), at any time prior to the deadline for submission of bids, the Employer may, for 

any reason, whether at his own initiative or in response to a clarification requested by a 

prospective bidder, modify the Bidding Documents by issuing addendum. 

During audit of accounts of the General Manager (GM) / Project Director (PD), Diamer 

Basha Dam Project for the period from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a contract 

for construction of Dam Part (Civil Works) and Tangir Hydropower Works was awarded to 

M/s PowerChina-FWO Joint Venture (JV) on May 13, 2020 at contract price of Rs.442,402.786 

million. The mobilization advance of Rs.36,185.354 million was paid to the contractor in the 

month of June, 2020 in two equal installments. As per bidding document/contract, the recovery 

of mobilization advance was to be started after expiry of third month after the date of first part 

of advance, however, the standard clause of re-payment of mobilization advance was changed 

during pre-award meeting with the successful bidder after the bidding process. Due to this 

change of clause, recovery was started in the month of June, 2021 from the IPC-03 instead of 

from the month of September, 2020. Hence, an amount of Rs.2,586.718 million was less 

deducted from the IPCs of the contractor, which showed that undue favour was extended to the 

contractor.  

Non-adherence to the aforementioned clauses resulted in undue favour to the contractor 

by less recovery of mobilization advance amounting to Rs.2,586.718 million due to change in 

contract clause after bid evaluation during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that the contract clause relating to 

schedule of recovery of mobilization advance was agreed with the contractor in Minutes of 

Meeting (Clause-7) held on March 11, 2020 attached in the contract. The Employer agreed to 

start the recovery of the advance payment from the 3rd IPC till two months before Taking-Over 

Certificate (TOC). 
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The reply was not tenable because in view of Instructions to Bidders-9, conditions for 

repayment of the mobilization advance were not to be revised after deadlines for submission 

of bids. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to submit 

revised reply with detailed justification regarding non-recovery of mobilization advance. DAC 

further directed to provide mechanism and plan for recovery from the contractor to Audit. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to enquire the matter regarding irregular change in 

condition of repayment of mobilization advance contrary to ITB-9 for fixing responsibility 

besides implementing DAC’s decision, 

(Draft Para No.209/2021-22) 

1.5.2. Unjustified selection of sub-contractor having no capability of manufacturing main 

inlet valves of required capacity - Rs.2,456.508 million 

According to Para-1.12 of Authority’s minutes of meeting dated August 26, 2016, the 

sub-contractor M/s Hubei Hongcheng did not have capacity to manufacture 7m diameter main 

inlet valve (MIV) for Tarbela 4th Extension Project. The Authority accorded approval for 

manufacturing of MIV from M/s Voith instead of M/s Hubei Hongcheng.  

During audit of accounts of the PD, Tarbela 5th Extension Hydropower Project for the 

period from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a contract for E&M works was 

awarded to M/s Harbin Electric International Company Ltd. and Harbin Electric Machinery 

Company Ltd. JV on June 25, 2021 at contract price of US$192.434 million and Rs.2,766.847 

million. The main contractor proposed M/s Hubei Hongcheng as sub-contractor for 

manufacturing of three MIV at cost of Rs.2,456.508 million (US$15.257 million). As per 

record, M/s Hubei Hongcheng was also approved as sub-contractor for manufacturing of MIV 

for Tarbela 4th Extension Project having similar generating units of 470 MW each and MIV 

having diameter of 7.50m. However, during execution stage, the said sub-contractor was 

changed on the plea that it had no capability of manufacturing of MIV of such size/specification 

as conveyed by M/s Voith Hydro vide letter dated August 30, 2015. Moreover, as per list 

attached with Technical Proposal, M/s Hubei Hongcheng had never manufactured butterfly 

type MIV having size greater than 6m diameters in its 23 years’ history since 1997 till 2020. 

Audit held that despite the proven incapability of the sub-contractor in Tarbela 4th Extension 

Project regarding manufacturing of MIV, acceptance of the same sub-contractor in Tarbela 5th 

Extension Project was unjustified and showed negligence and un-awareness of the facts on part 

of the management.       

Lack of due diligence resulted in unjustified selection of sub-contractor having no 

capability of manufacturing MIV of required capacity valuing Rs.2,456.508 million during the 

FY 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that the sub-contractor complied with 

all the eligibility criteria of post qualification documents, bidding documents and World Bank 

Procurement Guidelines. 
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M/s Hubei Hongcheng was neither debarred/cross debarred nor sanctioned or suspended as per 

World Bank Procedure. 

The reply was not tenable because the same sub-contractor was approved in Tarbela 4th 

Extension Project but later on replaced due to incapability of manufacturing MIV of the 

required size. This factor should have been kept in mind during bid evaluation process which 

was not done. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 6, 2022 directed the management to submit 

revised reply to Audit. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to justify selection of incapable sub-contractor in 

the light of discontinuation of its services at Tarbela 4th Extension Project.  
(Draft Para No.156/2021-22) 

1.5.3. Inadmissible payment to the contractor due to unjustified award of contract - 

Rs.757.465 million 

According to the Integrity Pact, the contractor accepted full responsibility and strict 

liability for making any false declaration, not making full disclosure, misrepresenting facts or 

taking any action likely to defeat the purpose of this declaration, representation and warranty. 

It further agreed that any contract, right, interest, privilege or other obligation or benefit 

obtained or procured as aforesaid shall, without prejudice to any other rights and remedies 

available to GoP under any law, contract or other instrument, be voidable at the option of GoP.  

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Diamer Basha Dam Project for the period 

from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a contract for construction of Right Bank 

Periphery Road (RBPR-03) was awarded to M/s Hasnaat Brothers Construction Company-

Shahid & Co. JV on July 27, 2020 for Rs.6,448.068 million. Scrutiny of record revealed that 

an amount of Rs.757.465 million had been paid to the contractor up to June, 2021 which was 

inadmissible as the award of contract was unjustified on the following grounds: 

i. MoWR vide letter No.5(22)/2019/ICDBMD-DW dated March 20, 2020 directed to 

discourage participation of M/s Hasnaat Brothers in any further development of the DBDP 

because he was found guilty of indulging in unethical, suspicious, unwarranted activities and 

deliberate concealment of material facts in a project of strategic national importance. 

ii. M/s Kohistan Highway Construction Company lodged complaint to PEC and Member 

(Water) WAPDA before issuance of letter of acceptance that 

M/s Hasnaat Brothers had submitted fake work orders and other related fake documents of their 

company to PEC for upgradation of category of its firm.  

iii. M/s Shahid & Co. (Pvt.) Limited lodged complaint on February 19, 2021 to Chairman 

WAPDA that the MoU signed between them and M/s Hasnaat Brothers was fraudulent, as their 

signatures had been forged on the MoU. They neither recognized nor endorsed any of its terms 

and conditions and hence, denied the MoU in its entirety. They had also filed a case in Civil 

Court regarding the issue. 
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iv. Director (Legal) WAPDA offered comments on the issue that M/s Hasnaat Brothers 

had been entangled again in a controversy with a different contractor involving award of the 

contract to a JV on allegedly a fake/bogus document. Therefore, we should also approach the 

courts and payments be stopped immediately to the contractor.  

Audit held that neither recommendations of MoWR were complied with nor any action 

was taken on the complaints of M/s Kohistan Highway Construction Co. and M/s Shahid & 

Co. Therefore, award of contract was unjustified and release of payment was inadmissible.   

Non-adherence to integrity pact resulted in inadmissible payment of Rs.757.465 million 

due to unjustified award of contract during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that the contract was awarded after 

following all the procedures and codal formalities and there was no unjustified payment. The 

advance payment had been made after obtaining verified bank guarantee and the IPCs were 

paid after the verification of work done by the consultants and the field staff of WAPDA. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the Member (Finance) and 

Member (Water) WAPDA to conduct fact finding enquiry of the case and submit report to 

MoWR within 30 days.   

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision besides initiating 

actions against the contractor. 
(Draft Para No.291/2021-22) 

1.5.4. Irregular inclusion of cost of furnishing and maintaining the transport under the 

BOQ of civil works without PC-I provisions - Rs.505.340 million  

According to PC-I of Tarbela 5th Extension Project approved by ECNEC on December 

20, 2016 for an amount of Rs.82,361.600 million, there was provision of Rs.80.500 million for 

purchase of different types of vehicles for use of consultants and the Employer. As per PAC’s 

directive conveyed by the Cabinet Division on March 26, 2011, “there should be no deviation 

from the approved PC-I of the projects in any respect being implemented by the Federal 

Ministries/Divisions and its attached departments / autonomous bodies”. 

During audit of accounts of the PD, Tarbela 5th Extension Hydropower Project for the 

period from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a contract for civil works was awarded 

to M/s Power Construction Corporation of China Limited on May 06, 2021. As per PC-I, 

vehicles valuing Rs.80.500 million were to be purchased for the project that would become 

assets of the project. In addition to this provision for purchase of vehicles, the management 

included a provision of Rs.505.340 million for furnishing and maintaining transportation for 

the Employer and the Engineer on monthly rate basis vide BOQ item 6.8 to 6.12 of Schedule-

B under civil works. Audit held that this arrangement under the civil works was made in 

violation of PC-I provisions which was irregular.  

Non-adherence to the PC-I provisions and PAC’s directives resulted in irregular 

inclusion of cost of Rs.505.340 million for furnishing and maintaining the transport under the 

BOQ of civil works during the FY 2020-21. 
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The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that the PC-I provision for purchase of 

vehicles was for design phase whereas it was not sufficient for supervision phase. Therefore, a 

provision was added in BOQ of civil works contract to meet the needs of construction activities 

which would reduce other costs of WAPDA. 

The reply was not acceptable because specific provision for vehicles to be used by the 

consultants and the management was already included in PC-I, therefore, inclusion of huge 

amount for furnishing and maintaining transport in BOQ of civil works was violation of PC-I 

and irregular. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 6, 2022 directed the management to provide 

revised reply to Audit. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to enquire the matter and fix responsibility for this 

irregularity. 

(Draft Para No.173/2021-22) 

 

1.5.5. Unjustified payment due to irregular award of contract in violation of PEC’s 

clarification - Rs.406.450 million 

According to PEC’s clarification issued vide letter No.PEC/Coord/ Adv/Pak-

PWD/2019 dated July 3, 2019, if a procuring agency opts for National Competitive Bidding 

(NCB) as mode of procurement, the participation of foreign firms is restricted.  

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Diamer Basha Dam Project for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a contract for construction of RBPR-04 from Gais 

Bala to Darag Bridge (129+200 to 154+300) was awarded to M/s Zhongmie Engineering Group 

Limited-Ismail Construction Company JV on July 27, 2020 at a cost of Rs.4,064.512 million 

through invitation for bids on NCB. As per PEC’s clarification, the participation of foreign firms 

was restricted in NCB mode of procurement, therefore, award of contract to a JV having 

participation of foreign firm was irregular. Hence, payment of Rs.406.450 million made up to 

June, 2021 was not justified.  

Non-adherence to PEC’s clarification resulted in unjustified payment of Rs.406.450 

million due to irregular award of contract during the Financial Year 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that the PEC works by-laws and 

guidelines had not placed restriction on foreign firms for participation under NCB. There was 

contradiction between PEC advice and PEC works by-laws. The procurement was made after 

obtaining approval of Authority. Hence, the award of contract to foreign firm JV through NCB 

was not irregular.  

The reply was not tenable because participation of foreign firm in NCB process of 

procurement was restricted by PEC, therefore, award of contract was irregular. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the Member (Water) 
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WAPDA to obtain clarification from PPRA in the light of PEC’s decision regarding restrictions 

of foreign firms in NCB method of procurement within one month. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No.290/2021-22) 

1.5.6. Irregular purchase of vehicles as BOQ item through the construction contractors - 

Rs.61.500 million 

According to Para-(i) of the austerity measures circulated by the Finance Division 

(GoP) vide office memorandums dated August 21, 2019 and August 06, 2020, “there will be a 

complete ban on purchase of all types of vehicles (excluding motorcycles) both for current as 

well as development expenditure”.   

During audit of accounts of two (02) formations of WAPDA for the period from July, 

2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that seven (07) vehicles amounting to Rs.61.500 million 

were purchased through construction contractors as BOQ item. Audit held that provision for 

purchase of vehicles by the Employer through the contractors was made just to avoid the 

austerity measures of the Government which was unjustified. The detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
DP No. Name of Formation 

Date of 

contract 

No. of 

Vehicles 
Amount 

1. 216/2021-22 GM / PD, DBDP July 27, 2020 6 55.000 

2. 287/2021-22 
CE / PD, Warsak 2nd 

Rehabilitation Project 
July 22, 2019 1 6.500 

TOTAL 7 61.500 

Non-adherence to the instructions of Finance Division resulted in irregular purchase of 

vehicles amounting to Rs.61.500 million as BOQ item through construction contractors during 

the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management of DBDP replied that the vehicles being the 

pre-requisite and essentially required for surveillance, supervision and monitoring during 

execution of contract had been procured against BOQ item on item rate basis as per contract 

provisions. The management of Warsak 2nd Rehabilitation Project replied that the vehicle was 

procured under line item of PC-I meant for Flood Management Component after obtaining 

NOL from donor agency.  

The reply was not tenable because purchase of vehicles by the Employer through the 

contractor as BOQ item was made in violation of Finance Division’s instructions regarding the 

austerity measures as it was not a specialized job. 

The DAC in its meeting held on November 30, 2021 and January 27, 2022 directed the 

management of Warsak 2nd Rehabilitation Project to submit revised reply. In case of DBDP, the 

management was directed to ensure compliance of its earlier directives dated 17 & 19 December, 

2020, wherein, it was directed to justify the purchase of these vehicles at exorbitant rates through 
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BOQ / contractor instead of departmentally by adopting PPRA Rules and adherence to the 

instructions of Finance Division regarding approval of austerity committee. 

DAC also directed the management of DBDP to place the items at the rightful place of 

PC-I instead of BOQ and discourage this practice. If some justifiable reasons exist, purchase 

of vehicles be made through provisional sum in future.  

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility for inclusion of vehicles in BOQ of contracts and violation of austerity measures. 

1.5.7. Irregular inclusion of provision for income tax in the contract price - Rs.59.898 

million 

According to Clause-1.2, all duties, taxes and other levies payable by the contractor 

under the contract, in Pakistan or to Pakistan’s authorities, as of the date twenty-eight (28) days 

prior to the deadline for submission of tenders, will be included in prices and rates, as quoted. 

As per Clause-ITB-14.7, the bidder shall identify in the bid price, as a separate amount, the 

VAT payable under the contract. Other taxes, duties and fees shall be deemed included in the 

contract. 

During audit of accounts of the CE/PD, Warsak 2nd Rehabilitation Project for the period 

from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a single bidder M/s Technicon Enterprises 

submitted bid price of Rs.795.791 million  in its letter of Financial Bid. However, it was 

observed from sub summary of its Bid that an amount of Rs.59.898 million was separately 

included over and above its bid price for income tax. Later on, the amount of income tax was 

directly included in the BOQ items of the contractor and as such bid price of the bidder was 

increased from Rs.795.791 million to Rs.855.689 million (excluding daywork and provisional 

sum) and the contract was signed on April 12, 2021. As per bidding documents, only value 

added tax was required to be shown separately whereas income tax was deemed to be included 

in the bid price as the income tax was to be levied on the income of the contractor. The PD, in 

its letter dated April 22, 2020 addressed to the GM (Hydel) Development also endorsed the 

stance of the consultants regarding non-inclusion of income tax in the bid price. However, the 

consultants and the management changed their stance and contract price was enhanced 

accordingly. Audit held that as per bidding documents, the amount of income tax was deemed 

to be included in the contract price, therefore, inclusion of amount of income tax in the contract 

price was not justified and undue favour to the contractor.  

Non-adherence to the aforementioned provisions resulted in unjustified inclusion of 

provision for income tax amounting to Rs.59.898 million in the contract price during the FY 

2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that the stance of bidder was accepted 

as per instructions of donor agency (AFD) in the best interest of work otherwise the procedure 

for rebidding could have resulted in delay as well as additional cost. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to get the 

record in support of their stance verified from the Audit. 
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No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to enquire the matter in the light of PPRA Rules. 
(Draft Para No.284/2021-22) 

1.5.8. Undue favour to the consultant due to obtaining lesser bank guarantee - Rs.27.738 

million 

According to Annex-5, Clause-4.15 of Kreditanstalt Fur Wiederaufbau (KfW) 

procurement guidelines, the amount of the advance payment bond equals the amount of 

advance payment. As a rule, the bond will decrease pro rata in accordance with the value of the 

supplies and works provided. As per Annex-8, Clause-5.1 of Advance Payment, the provision 

of an advance payment guarantee is required if the advance payment exceeds 15% of the Order 

Value, and in any case if it exceeds Euro 150,000 (or the equivalent value in another currency). 

During audit of accounts of the GM, Hydro Planning WAPDA, Lahore for the period 

from July, 2019 to June, 2020, it was noticed that an advance payment amounting to Euro 

182,865.350 (15% of contract) equivalent to Rs.33.815 million was paid to M/s Harpo 

Consultants, a JV of Tracebel Engineering GmbH, Germany (former Lahmeyer International 

GmbH) and National Development Consultants, Pakistan. The project authorities were 

required to obtain the advance payment guarantee equal to the amount of advance payment in 

accordance with the guidelines of Operational Manual of donor but the same was not done. A 

contradictory Clause-6.4.2 (Advance Payment) to Operational Manual of donor was included 

in the contract document requiring bank guarantee for amount exceeding Euro 150,000 

(equivalent to Rs.27.738 million). As such, project authorities gave undue favour to consultants 

by accepting less advance payment guarantee of Euro 32,865.350 equivalent to Rs.6.077 

million only instead of Rs.33.815 million.  

Non-adherence to the Operational Manual resulted in undue favour to the consultants 

due to obtaining of lesser bank guarantee of Rs.27.738 million up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in May, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in October, 2021. The management replied that project donor was requested to clarify whether 

the bank guarantee was obtained from the consultants in line with clause-6.4.2 or otherwise. 

The project donor intimated on December 23, 2021 to take action in the light of contract 

provisions.  

Audit contended that bank guarantee should have been obtained for whole amount of 

advance payment in line with Procurement Guidelines of the donor i.e. KfW. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28, 2021 directed the management to submit 

revised reply to Audit. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to fix responsibility for incorporating a 

contradictory clause in the contract document and giving undue favour to the contractor. 
(Draft Para No.30/2021-22) 

B. Contract Management  

1.5.9. Undue favour to the contractors owing to payment of mobilization cost despite 

payment of mobilization advance - Rs.4,458.525 million 
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According to Clause-60.11 (Financial Assistance to Contractor) of PEC’s Standard 

Form of Bidding Documents, “Financial Assistance shall be made available to the contractor 

by the Employer by adopting any one of the following three alternatives: 

 Alternative One: Mobilization Advance 

 Alternative Two: Mobilization / Demobilization 

 Alternative Three: Material Supplied by Employer 

As per instructions to users of this document, “the General Conditions of Contract 

(GCC) and Particular Conditions of Contract (PCC) prepared by the PEC should be retained as 

such. Any further amendment in the PCC can be made by the users only as indicated by the 

PEC in Para-E hereinafter or within the PCC”. As per Para-E (7), “the Employer should 

indicate as to which of the three alternatives is adopted, by deleting the other two alternatives”. 

During audit of accounts of two (02) formations of WAPDA for the period from July, 

2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.52,311.214 million was paid to the 

contractors as mobilization advance. Further probe into the matter revealed that a provision of 

Rs.21,756 million was also made as BOQ item on account of mobilization cost. Out of which, 

an amount of Rs.4,458.525 million had so for been paid to the contractors for mobilization and 

providing different facilities at sites to the contractor’s personnel in addition to mobilization 

advance. The detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
DP No. Name of Formation 

Amount of 

Mobilization 

Advance 

Amount of 

Mobilization 

Cost 

Amount 

Paid 

1. 38/2021-22 GM / PD, MDHP 16,125.861 4,970.250 1,400.371 

2. 210/2021-22 GM / PD, DBDP 36,185.353 16,785.750 3,058.154 

TOTAL 52,311.214 21,756.000 4,458.525 

As per instructions contained in PEC’s Standard Form of Bidding Documents, only one 

option could be provided to the contractors. However, the management granted undue favour 

to the contractors by allowing both the mobilization advance and mobilization cost (as BOQ 

item) in the contract in violation of PEC’s bidding documents which was irregular. 

Non-adherence to the PEC’s bidding documents resulted in undue favour to the 

contractors due to payment of mobilization cost amounting to Rs.4,458.525 million despite 

payment of mobilization advance up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August & October, 2021 and reported 

to Ministry in October & December, 2021. The management of MDHP replied that the contract 

was not based on PEC 2007 documents and instead it was ICB contract based on FIDIC 2010 

Conditions of Contract.  However, the matter had already been taken up with the office of GM 

(CCC) WAPDA for seeking contractual opinion. The management replied that Alternative One 

of the PEC’s Standard Form of Bidding Documents was adopted in the contract for Main 

Works-1 of DBDP. No undue favor had been extended to the contractor and no violation of 

PEC’s Clause-60.11 had been committed. The payments were made against lump sum item 

‘construction of contractor’s camp & colony’ on work done / achievement of milestone basis. 

This is not a payment of mobilization advance rather payment of BOQ item. 
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Audit contended that the mobilization cost had been paid for those items for which 

mobilization advance had already been paid to the contractor. Moreover, provision of 

mobilization cost in BOQ in addition to mobilization advance, especially in the wake of 

inclusion of overheads in the rates, was irregular. Therefore, the matter must be referred to PEC 

for clarification.  

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28, 2021 and January 27, 2022 directed the 

management of MDHP to submit revised reply after obtaining opinion from GM (CCC) 

WAPDA. In case of DBDP, the management was directed to recover the amount of 

mobilization cost along with interest from next IPC of the contractor. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to enquire the matter for deviations from the PEC’s 

Standard Form of Bidding Documents besides implementing DAC’s decision. 

1.5.10. Non-imposition of liquidated damages upon the contractors - Rs.2,708.808 million 

According to standard Clauses of Contracts, liquidated damages (LD) shall be 

applicable for each day of delay in completion of the works at specified rates provided in 

respective contracts. 

During audit of accounts of four (04) formations of WAPDA for the period from July, 

2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that five (05) contracts were awarded to different contractors 

during June, 2016 to January, 2019. The contractors could not complete the works within the 

stipulated period, therefore, they were liable to pay their respective applicable LDs which were 

not recovered. The detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. DP No. Name of Formation Amount of LD 

1. 42/2021-22 PD, KTDP 835.800 

2. 162 & 175 /2021-22 PD, MRP 1,249.457 

3. 219/2021-22 GM / PD, DBDP 241.743 

4. 248/2021-22 GM, Hydel Operation & Development 381.808 

TOTAL 2,708.808 

Non-adherence to the contracts’ clauses resulted in non-recovery of LDs amounting to 

Rs.2,708.808 million from the contractors up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management during August to October, 2021 and 

reported to the Ministry during October to December, 2021. The management replied that cases 

for grant of EOTs were under process and LDs, if any, would be imposed after determination 

of EOTs by the Engineers as per contract provisions.  

The DAC in its meeting held on December 27, 2021 and January 6 & 27, 2022 directed 

the management of KTDP & MRP to submit revised reply justifying reasons for delay with 

evidence to Audit. In case of DBDP, the management was directed to provide detailed record to 

Audit for verification. In other case, the management was directed to expedite the determination 

of the Engineer for LD and share progress with the Audit. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 
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Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

1.5.11. Excess payment to the contractors due to non-adjustment of KPST from the 

contracts prices - Rs.1,358.980 million 

According to ITB Clause-14.7 of the bidding documents, “all duties, taxes, and other 

levies payable by the contractor under the Contract, or for any other cause, as of the date 28 

days prior to the deadline for submission of bids, shall be included in the rates and prices and 

the total Bid Price submitted by the Bidder”. As per Clause-13.7 of GCC, “the contract price 

shall be adjusted to take account of any increase or decrease in cost resulting from a change in 

the laws of the country (including the introduction of new laws and the repeal or modification 

of existing laws) or in the judicial or official government interpretation of such laws, made 

after the base date, which affect the contractor in the performance of obligations under the 

contract”. As per Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Revenue Authority’s (KPRA) Notification No.506-

15/2018 dated August 31, 2018, “rate of sales tax on contracting and construction services was 

reduced from 15% & 5% to 1%”. 

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Dasu Hydropower Project for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that bids for three (03) contracts were submitted by the 

contractors in July, 2015 and November, 2017 which were awarded to two different contractors 

on March 8, 2017 and October 18, 2018 respectively. The detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
DP No. Name of Contractor 

Name of 

Contract 

Contract 

Price 
Amount 

1. 254/2021-22 
M/s China Gezhouba Group Co. 

Ltd. 

MW-1 & 

MW-2 
179,429.887 1,243.702 

2. 279/2021-22 

M/s China Gansu International 

Corporation for Economic and 

Technical Cooperation (CGICOP) 

PCI-01R 4,900.000 115.278 

TOTAL 184,329.887 1,358.980 

At the time of bidding, applicable rate of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Sales Tax (KPST) was 

15% and as per bidding documents, the rates to be quoted by the contractors were inclusive of 

all applicable taxes which were also clarified to the bidders before award of contracts. Later on 

in August, 2018, KPST on construction services was reduced from 15% & 5% to 1%. As per 

contract clauses, the contract prices were required to be adjusted to give effect of decrease in 

rates of KPST resulting from change in applicable law but needful was not done. At the time 

of making payment to the contractor, only 1% KPST was deducted and remaining 14% KPST 

was not recovered from the IPCs which resulted in excess payment of Rs.1,358.980 million to 

the contractors. 

Non-adherence to the contract provisions resulted in excess payment of Rs.1,358.980 

million to contractors due to non-adjustment of KPST from the contracts prices during the FY 

2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 
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Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that KPRA had been approached for 

clarification of law pertaining to i) applicable rate(s) 15% and 1% on invoice value or certain 

services and ii) kind of services that were subject to KPST under construction contracts. On 

receipt of reply from KPRA, the project office would proceed for the Employer’s claim 

pursuant to sub-clause -2.5 of conditions of contract. 

The chair showed its concern for not reducing the contract price and effecting recovery 

as a result of reduction of rates of KPST despite unambiguous contract clause.  

Audit contended that no such clarification was required and recovery must be effected 

at the earliest. 

The DAC in its meeting held on November 30, 2021 and January 27, 2022 directed the 

management to take up the matter with KPRA, resolve the matter and submit report to MoWR 

and Audit within one month. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision besides ensuring 

recovery of excess paid amount without further delay. 

1.5.12. Unjustified subletting of works to unapproved sub-contractor by  

M/s FWO-DESCON JV- Rs.1,228.465 million 

According to Appendix-I of the Contract for construction of civil works along with 

design, supply, installation, testing and commissioning of hydraulic steel mechanical & 

electrical works, M/s AREAA was not included in the approved list of sub-contractors.  

During audit of the accounts of the PD, Kurram Tangi Dam Project for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a contract for construction of civil works along with 

design, supply, installation, testing and commissioning of hydraulic steel mechanical & 

electrical works was awarded to M/s FWO-DESCON JV. As per contract, there was a provision 

of subletting of some portion of works and names of sub-contractors were mentioned in the 

contract accordingly (Appendix-I). It was further observed that the works amounting to 

Rs.1,228.465 million were sublet to M/s AREAA who was not included in the approved list of 

sub-contractors which was unjustified.  

Non-adherence to the contract provisions resulted in unjustified subletting of works 

amounting to Rs.1,228.465 million to unapproved contractor by M/s FWO-DESCON up to the 

FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that the project consultants recommended M/s 

AREAA for additional subletting of works and requested specific approval of the Employer 

under the provisions of sub- clauses-4.1 of GCC & 2.1 (i) of PCC. Subsequently, WAPDA 

granted approval to M/s AREAA as “Sublet Contractor” for construction works. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 5, 2022 directed the management to provide 

revised detailed reply to Audit. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to enquire the matter vis-à-vis capability of M/s 
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AREAA and percentage of whole works sublet to it besides implementing DAC’s decision.  

(Draft Para No.138/2021-22) 

1.5.13. Irregular payment to the contractor under provisional sum without obtaining 

supporting documents - Rs.848.286 million 

According to Clause-58.3 of GCC, “the contractor shall produce to the Engineer all 

quotations, invoices; vouchers and accounts or receipts in connection with expenditure in 

respect of Provisional Sums, except where work is valued in accordance with rates or prices 

set out in the Tender”. 

During audit of accounts of the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Neelum Jhelum 

Hydropower Company (NHJPC) for the period from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed 

that initially a fixed percentage of 7% for Preliminary & General (P&G) items was provided in 

VO-16. In this regard, a meeting of Technical Committee was held on January 29, 2013 under 

the Chairmanship of the Member (Water) WAPDA wherein after detailed deliberation, the Chair 

concluded that fixing of percentage for P&G items was not justified for the VOs and payment 

should be made on substantiation of relevant items by the contractor. However, due to 

disagreement between the Employer and the contractor on the issue, the consultants (Engineer) 

under Clause-52.2 (Power of Engineer to Fix Rates) decided on December 26, 2018 that P&G 

items should be substantiated on actual basis (provisional sum) and paid accordingly instead of 

fixed percentage. The contractor was reminded time and again to provide quotations & invoices 

of the already paid amount of P&G items valuing Rs.848.286 million but no supporting 

documents had so far been provided by the contractor despite lapse of considerable period of 

time. Moreover, most of the unserviceable/scrap material pertaining to this item was being lifted 

by the contractor from site. Audit held that the payment of P&G items (provisional sum) without 

obtaining supporting documents was irregular.   

Non-adherence to the contractual provisions resulted in irregular payment of 

Rs.848.286 million to the contractor under provisional sum without obtaining supporting 

documents up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that the contractor was in disagreement 

with the Engineer and the Employer on P&G items change from 7% of work cost to provisional 

sum. The matter was in contractual consultation, review & evaluation by the Engineer and the 

Employer to reach at a consensus. Recovery of Rs.848.286 million would be decided on the 

approval of VO-16R1. 

Audit contended that due to disagreement on rates between the Employer and the 

contractor, the Engineer under Clause-52.2 had already decided that P&G items should be 

substantiated on actual basis. Therefore, either supporting documents to substantiate the 

payment of P&G items needed to be obtained from the contractor or recovery of this amount 

be effected from the contractor.  

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28, 2021 directed the management to 

consider all available remedies and ensure recovery from the contractor. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 
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Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 
(Draft Para No.99/2021-22) 

1.5.14. Excess payment to the contractor due to execution of work at abnormally high rates 

and without seeking NOL from the World Bank - Rs.792.309 million 

According to Clause-12.3 (b-iii) of the GCC, “each new rate or price shall be derived 

from any relevant rates or prices in the contract, with reasonable adjustments to take account 

of the matters described in sub paragraph (a) and or (b) as applicable”. 

During audit of accounts of the PD, Tarbela 4th Extension Hydropower Project for the 

period from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that Authority in its meeting held on 

September 01, 2020 granted in-principal approval for execution of “remaining works at intake 

including permanent concrete plugging of T3 and T4 lower intakes” at a cost of Rs.1,101.933 

million  and US$16.862 million through VO No.43. This approval was granted without seeking 

NOL from the World Bank and the cost estimates were not properly analyzed in the light of 

BOQs of the existing contract. However, the World Bank and International Panel of Experts 

(IPoEs) showed their reservations on high estimation of the cost and the Bank didn’t issue 

NOL. The consultants were asked to rationalize the cost and finally the cost was rationalized 

to Rs.710.468 million and US$1.894 million and the Bank agreed with the reduced/rationalized 

cost and asked the project management to convince the contractor on the rationalized cost. The 

matter was taken up with the contractor on February 09, 2021 but the contractor didn’t agree 

with the revised cost. The revised rationalized/reduced cost was based on BOQ of the existing 

contract whereas principally approved cost was not based on the BOQ rates as evident from 

consultants’ letter dated April 08, 2021. Further probe into the matter revealed that an amount 

of Rs.1,805.893 million had already been paid to the contractor till June 30, 2021 without 

finalization of rates, as such, an amount of Rs.792.309 million had been paid in excess of 

rationalized cost. Audit held that this excess payment had to be made due to obtaining of 

approval of Authority and issuance of instructions to the contractor for execution of work on 

unrealistic cost estimate without seeking NOL from the World Bank which needed to be 

recovered. 

Non-adherence to the contract provisions resulted in excess payment of Rs.792.309 

million to the contractor due to execution of work at abnormally high rates in violation of 

contract provisions and without seeking NOL from the World Bank during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that NOL was not issued by the World Bank due 

to some observations on the basis of estimation of cost of VO. The consultant submitted revised 

cost of VO after incorporating change in scope and without any price adjustment against the 

previous cost of Rs.1,101.933 million and US$16.862 million, respectively. The contractor 

conveyed its disagreement on the consultant’s revised working and reduced the cost of VO to 

Rs.1,022.300 million and US$10.360 million. Meanwhile, the consultant continued 

certification of cost of work done on provisional rates in accordance with sub-clause 12.3 of 

GCC. The contractor had shown its intention to refer the matter to the Dispute Board for 

arbitration. 

The reply was not tenable because carrying out of work without approval of VO and 
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NOL from World Bank was unjustified. The revision of basis of estimation and rates by the 

consultant at the later stage showed that proper working was not carried out by consultant at 

the initial stage which resulted in excess payment to the contractor. Moreover, the in-principle 

approval of the Authority, without NOL from the World Bank, had already weakened the case 

of management for arbitration. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to ensure 

compliance of its earlier decision dated November 30, 2021 wherein the para was pended till 

finalization of arbitration process and the management was directed to submit revised reply to 

Audit justifying the approval of VO without NOL, carrying out of work without approval of 

VO and NOL, and basis of estimation of VO. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision besides ensuring 

recovery of excess paid amount from the contractor. 

(Draft Para No.234/2021-22) 

1.5.15. Undue favour to the contractor by allowing advance payment for installation and 

other services of E&M works - Rs.729.885 million 

According to Clause-14.7 of Special Stipulations (Part-B) of the contract of Mohmand 

Dam Hydropower Project, “the Employer shall pay the contactor in the following manner and 

at the following times, on the basis of Price Breakdown given in the section of Price 

Schedules….”  As per Schedules-1 to 5 of E&M works, “ten percent (10%) of the CIP amount 

will be paid as advance payment for each Schedule”. As per Payment Procedures for E&M 

works, “Whenever an event occurs, or work has been performed, which warrants payment 

under the contract, including the Advance Payment, the contractor shall submit a commercial 

invoice to the Employer with detail of Plant and Equipment and/or the Installation Services 

performed. The invoice shall be supported by the documentation as stated above, relevant for 

the Plant and Equipment and/or the Installation Services performed”. 

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Mohmand Dam Hydropower Project for the 

period from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a contract for construction of civil 

works including design, supply and installation of electrical and mechanical works and 

hydraulic steel structures was awarded to M/s CGGC-DESCON JV on March 26, 2019 for 

Rs.224.460 billion (including provisional sums). As per IPC-01 of Lot-4 (E&M works), 10% 

advance payment amounting to Rs.169.340 million and US$27.800 million for Schedule-1 

(Plant and machinery, spare parts supplied from abroad), Schedule-3 (Design services) and 

Schedule-4 (Installation & other services) was claimed by the contractor and allowed by the 

management. As per contract, the payment was to be made according to price breakdown given 

in the respective sections of Price Schedules and on occurring of an event or performance of 

work which warranted payment under the contract. However, the management, instead of 

making payment for schedules of design and procurement of plant & machinery only, also 

allowed 10% advance payment amounting to Rs.729.885 million (Rs.26.270 million and 

US$4.310 million) for installation services (Schedule-4) of plant & machinery which had not 

so far been procured and delivered at project’s site. Audit held that advance payment for 

installation services of electrical & mechanical works in violation of contract clauses was 
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undue favour to the contractor and irregular. 

Non-adherence to the contract clauses resulted in undue favour to the contractor by 

allowing advance payment amounting to Rs.729.885 million for installation services during the 

FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that the particular event for the advance payment 

was submission of invoice and irrevocable advance payment security only which had been 

fulfilled. The rest of the amount would be certified on fulfilling the requirement/occurrence of 

related event. 

The reply was not acceptable because there was no provision / timelines for making 

entire advance payment pertaining to all Price Schedules (1-5) at once and the payment was 

linked with the occurring of particular event. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28, 2021 directed the management to submit 

revised reply. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to enquire the matter for extending undue favour 

to the contractor besides ensuring recovery along with interest.  

(Draft Para No.79/2021-22) 

1.5.16. Non-recovery of excess paid amount on account of hydraulic capacity of drill & 

blast tunnels - Rs.381.092 million  

According to Clause-52.1 of the GCC, “all variations referred to in Clause-51 and any 

additions to the Contract Price which are required to be determined in accordance with Clause-

52 (for the purposes of this Clause referred to as "varied work"), shall be valued at the rates 

and prices set out in the contract if, in the opinion of the Engineer, the same shall be applicable. 

If the contract does not contain any rates or prices applicable to the varied work, the rates and 

prices in the contract shall be used as the basis for valuation so far as may be reasonable, failing 

which, after due consultation by the Engineer with the Employer and the contractor, suitable 

rates or prices shall be agreed upon between the Engineer and the contractor. In the event of 

disagreement, the Engineer shall fix such rates or prices as are, in his opinion, appropriate and 

shall notify the contractor accordingly, with a copy to the Employer. Until such time as rates 

or prices are agreed or fixed, the Engineer shall determine provisional rates or prices to enable 

on-account payments to be included in certificates issued in accordance with Clause-60”. 

During audit of accounts of the CEO, NJHPC for the period from July, 2020 to June, 

2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.16,010.967 million was paid to the contractor on 

provisional basis for increase in hydraulic capacity of drill & blast tunnels for Lots-C1, C2 & 

C3 under AP/VO-017(R4). After completion of work, actual amount of varied work based on 

actual quantities & revised rates was determined by the Engineer as Rs.15,629.875 million 

against already paid amount of Rs.16,010.967 million. Thus, an amount of Rs.381.092 million 

was paid in excess to the contractor which was required to be recovered from the contractor 

but needful was not done. 

Non-adherence to the contract provision resulted in non-recovery of excess paid amount 
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of Rs.381.092 million on account of hydraulic capacity of drill & blast tunnels during the FY 

2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that as per expert opinion of CCC-

WAPDA, Member (Water) advised to take the case for arbitration, formalities for which were 

being completed. 

Audit contended that overpaid amount for which no work had been carried out must be 

recovered from the contractor without further loss of time. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28, 2021 directed the management to 

expedite the arbitration proceedings with a view to ensure recovery from the contractor. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to ensure recovery of excess paid amount from the 

contractor at the earliest. 
(Draft Para No.100/2021-22) 

 

1.5.17. Non-conclusion of pending valley roads works - Rs.340.899 million 

As per Clause-63.1 of Particular Condition of Contract, “in addition to the action taken 

by the Employer against the contractor under the clause, the Employer may also refer the case 

of default of the contractor to the PEC for punitive action under the Construction and Operation 

of Engineering Works By-Laws 1987”. 

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Diamer Basha Dam Project for the period 

from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that two (02) contracts were awarded to M/s 

Hasnaat Brothers Construction Company and five (05) contracts were awarded to M/s Saleh 

Construction Company for constructions of valley roads and an amount of Rs.251.873 million 

was paid to the contractors against work done. Similarly, three (03) contracts were awarded to 

M/s Muhammad Haroon & Sons at contract prices of Rs.89.026 million. All the works were 

required to be completed during October to November, 2017 but the same were not completed 

despite lapse of more than three (03) years since completion dates. Neither these contracts were 

terminated at the risk & cost of the contractors after forfeiture of performance guarantees nor 

the matter regarding default of contractors referred to PEC for taking appropriate action against 

the contractors. 

Non-adherence to the contract provisions resulted in non-conclusion of pending valley 

roads works amounting to Rs.340.899 million up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that the matter would be resolved 

according to the contractual provisions and Audit would be informed accordingly. 

DAC showed its concerns on untidy reply by GM DBDP and express displeasure to 

CEO DBDC with a copy sent to the Chief Auditor, WAPDA. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to submit 

detailed reply along with justification to Audit within 15 days. 
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No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to initiate actions against the contractors as per 

contract provisions besides fixing responsibility on the officials at fault for delayed execution 

of works. 

(Draft Para No.237 & 243/2021-22) 

1.5.18. Irregular payment to the contractor without work done - Rs.189 million 

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for 

Losses, “all losses whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary 

investigation by the officer in whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the 

amount involved”.  

During audit of accounts of the GM Finance (Co-ordination) WAPDA, Lahore for the 

period from July, 2019 to June, 2020, it was noticed that a contract for construction of RBPR-

01 at DBDP was awarded to M/S Sadaat Enterprises, Islamabad on May 02, 2017. As per 

contract, three (03) access roads at suitable locations through float crossing were required to 

be constructed at a cost of Rs.189 million for crossing of machinery across the Indus River. As 

per WAPDA’s vigilance staff report, the contractor had shifted the machinery in parts through 

already existed lifts / floats of M/s Zhongmei and payment of Rs.189 million was made to the 

contractor in IPC No.2 without doing work at site which was irregular and loss to the Authority. 

The matter was required to be enquired for fixing responsibility but needful was not done. 

Non-adherence to the Authority’s instructions resulted in irregular payment of Rs.189 

million to the contractor without work done up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in May, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that the observations of vigilance staff were not 

based on factual position. The contractor established its camp in Khanberry area at Right Bank 

of River and constructed 11 Nos. accesses roads instead of 03 as required, and also shifted its 

machinery through river crossing. 

Audit contended that the access roads were to be constructed through float crossing. As 

per vigilance report, no float crossings were constructed by the contractor, therefore, evidence 

regarding construction of float crossings be provided. In case, no float crossings were 

constructed, the proportionate payment be recovered from the contractor as per rate analysis of 

this BOQ item. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 5, 2022 directed the management to get the 

following record verified from Audit to decide the fate of the para: 

1. Undertaking/Certificate of work done on Access Roads.  

2. Evidence regarding work done on Access Roads through construction of floats. 

3. Access Roads required as per contract and actually constructed. 

4. Rate Analysis of this BOQ item.   

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to enquire the matter for non-construction of float 
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crossings and corresponding payment thereof besides implementing DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No.118/2021-22) 

1.5.19. Loss of generation revenue due to delay in completion of project - Rs.184.836 million 

According to Sub-Clause-1.1.35 of Preamble to Conditions of Contract regarding Time 

for Completion, “the contractor shall achieve provisional acceptance for each unit to the 

satisfaction of the Engineer for units 5 & 6 in 810 days from the date of commencement”. 

During audit of accounts of the CE / PD, Mangla Refurbishment Project for the period 

from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a contract for Mangla Refurbishment Project 

(Package I &VII) Turbine-Generators for Unit No.1 to 6 was awarded to M/s GE at total cost 

of Rs.10,810.713 million on August 16, 2016. The commencement date of works was October 

03, 2016 and as per contract, maximum 810 days were allowed for the start of first & second 

units i.e. up to December 12, 2018. However, both the Units No. 5 and 6 could not be completed 

up till June 30, 2021. Due to delay in completion of works, 876 million energy units 

(8,760*200*1,000*0.50) could not be generated which caused revenue loss of Rs.184.836 

million. No action was taken against the contractor for generation loss. 

Non-adherence to the contract clauses resulted in loss of generation revenue amounting 

to Rs.184.836 million due to delay in completion of project during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that the main reasons for delay were 

lack of local refurbishment activities, export and import of the turbine and generator shafts and 

rotor poles, defects in existing parts, delay in issuance of NOC’s to Foreign Expatriates of the 

consultants and contractor, refurbishment of running power station done first time in Pakistan, 

impact of Covid-19, confined space and delay in release of FCC payment by State Bank of 

Pakistan (SBP) to the contractor. However, EOT claim of the contractor would be decided by 

the Engineer.  

The reply was not tenable because most of the issues were in the knowledge of the 

contractor before submission of bid, therefore, responsibility for generation loss needed to be 

fixed upon the contractor. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 6, 2022 directed the management to provide 

record to Audit for verification. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision besides initiating 

action against the contractor. 
(Draft Para No.161/2021-22) 

1.5.20. Non-recovery on account of not returning the Employer’s equipment by the 

contractor - Rs.147.155 million 

According to Clause-13.1 of the Special Provisions of Contract, “unless otherwise 

instructed, upon completion of the contract after receiving approval in writing from the 

Engineer, the contractor shall dismantle and remove all structures forming part of his camp, 

and shall arrange for the disconnection of utilities, remove drains and culverts, backfill 
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trenches, fill in all latrine pits, soak ways and other sewage disposal excavations, with the 

exception of items and services which are required to return to the ownership of the Employer 

or which may be transferred to other contractors, and shall restore the site, as far as practicable, 

to its original condition and leave it neat, tidy and stable to the satisfaction of the Engineer”.  

During audit of accounts of the CEO, NJHPC for the period from July, 2020 to June, 

2021, it was noticed that as per Engineer’s clarification conveyed to the contractor on May 02, 

2019, all the temporary structures and surplus items valuing Rs.133.682 million pertaining to 

VO-27 belonged to the Employer. Similarly, the Engineer clarified on April 30, 2020 that used 

drainage pipes and water supply lines pertaining to VO-22 having salvage value of Rs.13.473 

million belonged to the Employer. As per contract, ownership of these equipment and material 

valuing Rs.147.155 million was required to be returned to the Employer by the contractor but 

needful was not done. Upon failure of the contractor to handover these equipment and material, 

the Engineer recommended to recover the amount of these items from the contractor, however, 

despite lapse of two years, the amount had not so far been recovered from the contractor. 

Non-adherence to the contract provision resulted in non-recovery of Rs.147.155 million 

on account of not returning the Employer’s equipment by the contractor up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that due to failure on the part of the 

contractor to handover these assets, the Engineer had recommended the adjustment/recovery 

calculated on the basis of salvage value and the Employer had agreed with this option of the 

Engineer. The adjustment/recovery of the amount would be made from the forthcoming 

IPC/final measurement of the contractor. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 5, 2022 directed the management to provide 

revised reply regarding the modalities of recovery and its time frame. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to ensure recovery of amount of Employer’s 

equipment and material from the contractor at the earliest. 

(Draft Para No.101 & 108/2021-22) 

1.5.21. Irregular payment on account of construction of PH-IV Access Road beyond the 

scope of BOQ - Rs.122.520 million 

According to Para-2 of Preamble to BOQ, “the basis of payment will be the actual 

quantities of work executed and measured by the contractor and verified by the Engineer and 

valued at the rates and prices entered in the priced BOQ”. As per Clause-3.1.1 of Consultancy 

Services Agreement (CSA), “the consultants shall perform the services and carry out their 

obligations with all due diligence, efficiency and economy. The consultants shall always act as 

faithful advisers to the Client and shall at all times support and safeguard the Client’s legitimate 

interests in any dealings with the sub-consultants or third parties”. 

During audit of accounts of the PD, Kurram Tangi Dam Project for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that there was a provision for construction of an access 

road from Kaitu Bridge to main dam site under BOQ Item No.B-4 of Bill No.C-1-B. However, 

an amount of Rs.122.520 million was certified by the Engineer and paid to the contractor 
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against construction of another access road (PH-IV) which was not included in BOQ. Audit 

held that the certification and payment of Rs.122.520 million on account of construction of 

access road to PH-IV instead of construction of road from Kaitu Bridge to main dam site was 

irregular which showed that the consultants were not performing their duties with due 

diligence.  

Non-adherence to provisions of Contract and CSA resulted in irregular payment of 

Rs.122.520 million on account of construction of PH-IV access road beyond the scope of BOQ 

up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that the construction of roads for PH-IV and PH-

V were imperative for access to the construction site for movement of working machinery and 

transportation of plants and equipment during execution of civil works and installation, testing 

and commissioning of E&M works and also for future use during operation & maintenance 

(O&M) by the employer after TOC of the said works. In view of the above, shop drawings of 

contractor JV were approved in consultation with this office. Rates of said works were available 

in BOQ of the contract. Hence, this payment of Rs.122.520 million was justified being actual 

work done. 

Audit contended that construction of PH-IV road was not included in the scope of 

contract, therefore, construction of this road instead of construction of road from Kaitu Bridge 

to main dam site was irregular. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 27, 2021 directed the management to 

conduct fact finding enquiry within two months on the following TORs: 

1. Why the access road was not included in BOQs? 

2. Who authorized to construct this road and why the Engineer certified the 

payment against the BOQ provision of access road of PH-IV? 

3. Reasonability of rates at which this road was constructed and their comparison 

with access roads of the other projects. 

4. Responsibility to be fixed for lapse on the person (s) at fault. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No.63/2021-22) 

1.5.22. Excess payment to the contractor on account of O&M of contractor’s residential 

camps - Rs.105.237 million 

According to Clauses-20.2.7, 20.2.10 & 20.2.11 and 20.2.5, 20.2.8, 20.2.9 & 20.2.13 

of contract No.MW-01 & MW-02 (Volume-2, Part-1), respectively, the cost for O&M of 

contractor’s accommodations and relevant facilities will be treated as time related items and 

will be measured for payment accordingly. Payment for maintenance of the contractor’s 

facilities shall be made at the unit price per month bided in BOQ. Provided that if, in opinion 

of the Engineer, proper maintenance is not being provided, then the Engineer may withhold 

payment until a satisfactory level of maintenance is provided by the contractor.  
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During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Dasu Hydropower Project for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that two contracts i.e. MW-01 and MW-02 amounting 

to Rs.115,003.461 million and Rs.64,426.426 million respectively were awarded to M/s 

CGGC. As per provisions of contracts, the contractor was required to construct four residential 

camps, two for each contract, covering floor area of 70,382m2 but the contractor constructed 

only two residential camps, one for each contract, covering floor area of 15,307m2 only. 

Similarly, the contractor was required to provide 57,000 kVA for power supply and lighting 

system under both the contracts, whereas, the contractor actually provided only 22,549 kVA 

for the said system. It was observed that despite provision of partial facilities than provided in 

the contract, full amount of monthly O&M cost of residential camps, sewerage system, water 

supply and power supply system was paid to the contractor in both the contracts. Audit held 

that payment was required to be made as per actual constructed area, sewerage system, water 

supply system and power supply system but needful was not done which resulted in excess 

payment of Rs.105.237 million to the contractor.  

Non-adherence to the contracts provisions resulted in excess payment of Rs.105.237 

million on account of O&M of contractor’s residential camps up to the FY 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that the contract clause stipulated that 

monthly rates bid in Bill-A for time-related items would be measured for payment once the 

particular service had been initiated as instructed by the Engineer, and until the due date (or 

extended date) for completion of the works. The measurement clause for O&M had not linked 

the payment with the quantum of temporary facilities, thus, the monthly rate would remain the 

same. The Engineer certified the payments accordingly. 

The reply was not tenable because as per contracts, the contractor was required to 

construct complete facilities in order to be eligible for full monthly payment on account of 

O&M of residential camps. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to implement 

its earlier directives dated 17-19 December, 2020 on similar issue, wherein, the management was 

directed to take up the matter with contractor and consultants for adjustment / recovery of excess 

paid amount. The DAC further directed the PD and the Member (Water) WAPDA to share 

progress achieved in the matter with PAO within one month for onward submission to Audit. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

 (Draft Para No.260, 261, 262 & 264/2021-22) 

1.5.23. Non-recovery of excess paid amount of micro seismic monitoring & rock burst 

prediction technique from the contractor - Rs.93.004 million 

According to Clause-52.1 of the (GCC), “all variations referred to in Clause-51 and any 

additions to the Contract Price which are required to be determined in accordance with Clause-

52 (for the purposes of this Clause referred to as “varied work”), shall be valued at the rates 

and prices set out in the Contract if, in the opinion of the Engineer, the same shall be applicable. 

If the Contract does not contain any rates or prices applicable to the varied work, the rates and 
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prices in the contract shall be used as the basis for valuation so far as may be reasonable, failing 

which, after due consultation by the Engineer with the Employer and the contractor, suitable 

rates or prices shall be agreed upon between the Engineer and the contractor. In the event of 

disagreement, the Engineer shall fix such rates or prices as are, in his opinion, appropriate and 

shall notify the contractor accordingly, with a copy to the Employer. Until such time as rates 

or prices are agreed or fixed, the Engineer hall determine provisional rates or prices to enable 

on-account payments to be included in certificates issued in accordance with Clause-60”. 

During audit of accounts of the CEO, NJHPC for the period from July, 2020 to June, 

2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.163.547 million was paid to the contractor for micro 

seismic monitoring and rock burst prediction technique under Appropriation Request No.022-

4 as this item was not included in original BOQ. As per decision of the Engineer (Consultant) 

dated December 22, 2020, the actual amount of varied work was determined as Rs.70.543 

million instead of Rs.163.547 million. Thus, an amount of Rs.93.004 million was paid in excess 

to the contractor, which was required to be recovered but needful was not done. 

Non-adherence to the contract provision resulted in non-recovery of excess paid amount 

of Rs.93.004 million on account of micro seismic monitoring and rock burst prediction 

technique from the contractor during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that the Employer & the Engineer had 

agreed on the recovery of the amount from the forthcoming IPC/final measurement of the 

contractor. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 5, 2022 directed the management to provide 

revised reply regarding the modalities of recovery and its time frame. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to ensure recovery of excess paid amount from the 

contractor at the earliest.  
(Draft Para No.102/2021-22) 

1.5.24. Irregular payment of charges on account of security services to the contractor (M/s 

CGGC-DESCON JV) - Rs.80.518 million 

According to Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed between WAPDA and 

M/s CGGC-DESCON JV on March 07, 2019, “…the agreement made in this MoU shall take 

precedent over all the stipulations existing elsewhere in the contract, which are found to be in 

conflict with this agreement”. As per Para-2.6 of the MoU, security arrangements for the 

project in coordination with Government and Private Security Agencies will be ensured by 

WAPDA for mobilization of the project. 

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Mohmand Dam Hydropower Project for the 

period from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.80.518 million was 

paid to the contractor M/s CGGC-DESCON JV on account of provision of security facilities 

up to IPC No.13. Moreover, an amount of Rs.3,632.320 million had also been paid to the 

Frontier Corps (FC) and other security agencies on account of provision of security facilities 

for the project by the Employer. As per aforementioned MoU, provision of security for 
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mobilization of the project was the responsibility of the Employer and not the contractor, hence, 

payment of Rs.80.518 million on account of security facilities to the contractor was irregular.   

Non-adherence to the aforementioned MoU resulted in irregular payment of Rs.80.518 

million on account of security charges to the contractor 

up to the FY 2020-21 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that payment had been made consequent to MoU 

between the contractor and WAPDA. The payments were made to secure the contractor’s staff 

for project interests. This security component showed the internal security of the contractor’s 

camp, colony, warehouse, laboratory, machinery and plants etc. 

The reply was not acceptable because as per MoU, security arrangements for 

mobilization of the project were responsibility of WAPDA. Moreover, MoU took precedent 

over all stipulations pertaining to security arrangements stated elsewhere in the contract, 

therefore, separate payment was not justified. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28, 2021 directed the management to 

provide revised reply along evidence of managements’ stance regarding internal and external 

security arrangement to Audit. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision besides ensuring 

recovery from the contractor. 
(Draft Para No.43/2021-22) 

1.5.25. Unjustified payment of insurance claim’s deductibles to the contractor - Rs.80.120 

million  

According to Clause-25.7 of the Conditions of Particular Application, the contractor 

shall be paid on the basis of the lump sum amounts entered against the respective items in the 

BOQ /Price Schedule which shall be deemed to include the contractor’s entire costs incidental 

to providing the specified insurances. As per contract, there was no specific provision of 

‘Insurance Deductibles’ to be borne by the Employer. 

During audit of accounts of the CEO, NJHPC for the period from July, 2020 to June, 

2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.80.120 million (Equivalent to US$0.500 million) 

was paid to the contractor on account of ‘Insurance Deductibles’ in IPC-107. Further probe 

into the matter revealed that partially constructed works and machinery was damaged due to 

heavy rain fall / flood in the project area during July, 2010. The contractor lodged an insurance 

claim of US$4.260 million with the insurance company which was settled for US$2.600 

million. The insurance company agreed to pay US$2.100 after deduction of insurance 

deductibles of US$0.500 million. The matter regarding payment of insurance deductibles 

remained under correspondence and on January 22, 2014, the Engineer (consultants) decided 

that the Employer was responsible for payment of these deductibles to the contractor and 

payment was made accordingly. Audit held that there was ‘lump sum’ provision for payment 

of insurance premium to the contractor in the contract, so the contractor was fully responsible 

for any deductibles as these were linked with the insurance premium (more deductibles, less 

premium). Moreover, in response to the query of DG, Insurance WAPDA regarding limit of 
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deductibles, the contractor vide letter dated December 17, 2008 replied that there was no need 

to review the limit of deductibles because these were fully acceptable to the M/s CGGC-CMEC 

Consortium. As the acceptance of high deductibles was the choice of the contractor and not the 

Employer, therefore, payment of deductibles to the contractor was not justified. 

Non-adherence to the contract provision resulted in unjustified payment of Rs.80.120 

million on account of insurance claim’s deductibles to the contractor up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that the matter was currently under 

arbitration. The Employer had challenged the Engineer’s decision. Therefore, the said amount 

could not be recovered until concluded under arbitration. 

Audit contended that there was no provision for insurance deductibles in the contract 

documents and the payment of insurance premium was also made to the contractor as lump 

sum item, therefore, inclusion and vetting of deductibles in the insurance policy was not 

justified.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 5, 2022 directed the management to provide 

revised reply justifying inclusion and vetting of insurance deductibles without provision in the 

contract and vigorously pursue the arbitration case for recovery from the contractor. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No.103/2021-22) 

1.5.26. Excess payment of escalation to contractor in violation of PEC’s instructions - 

Rs.55.457 million 

According to Parameters Clause-B(1)(f)(iii) of Part-1 of standard procedure and 

formula for price adjustment issued by the PEC in March, 2009, “weightage of fixed portion 

shall never be less than 35 percent and the adjustable portion shall never be more than 65 

percent of the Engineer’s estimate”. 

During audit of accounts of the PD, Kurram Tangi Dam Project for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.295.770 million was paid to the 

contractor (M/s FWO-DESCON JV) on account of escalation from IPC No.30 to IPC No.40. 

This amount was paid by applying fixed portion of 20% instead of 35% and adjustable portion 

of 80% instead of 65% in violation of PEC’s instructions. Due to increase in adjustable portion 

by 15% in the contract, an excess payment of Rs.55.457 million on account of price escalation 

was made to the contractor which was irregular. 

Non-adherence to the PEC’s instructions resulted in excess payment of escalation 

amounting to Rs.55.457 million to contractor during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that as per the price adjustment already provided 

in Appendix-C (Price Adjustment) of contract documents, the fixed portion was 20%.  

However, the calculations provided in the Audit para were based on PEC’s standards.  

Audit contended that as per said formula, weightage of fixed portion would never be 
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less than 35%, therefore, provision of 20% fixed portion in the contract was irregular 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 27, 2021 pended the para and directed the 

management to submit revised reply by authenticating the basis of weightage used in 

Appendix-C of contract. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision  

(Draft Para No.65/2021-22) 

1.5.27. Irregular payment of escalation on unused adjustable items in violation of 

instructions of PEC - Rs.50.796 million 

According to Para-C (5) of the PEC’s standard procedure and formula for price 

adjustment (March, 2009), “except labour and POL, if any other adjustable item(s) is not used 

in a particular billing period, then the ratio of current date price and base date price for that 

particular adjustable item(s) shall be considered as one”.  

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Diamer Basha Dam Project for the period 

from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that two contracts for construction of RBPR-01 & 

RBPR-02 were awarded to M/s Sadaat Enterprises and M/s Zhongmei Engineering Group-

Ismail Construction Company JV during May & June, 2017, respectively. As per price 

adjustment (escalation) formula, 35% weightage was assigned to fixed un-adjustable portion 

whereas 65% weightage was assigned to local labour (20%), high speed diesel (15%), cement 

(10%), reinforcing steel (10%) and asphalt cement / bitumen (10%) respectively. As per 

instructions of PEC, escalation was not payable on those adjustable items which were not used 

during a particular billing period. However, contrary to the said instructions, an amount of 

Rs.50.796 million was paid to the contractors on account of escalation on cement, steel and 

bitumen for those billing months where these adjustable items were not used. Therefore, the 

said payment was quite irregular. 

Non-adherence to the instructions of PEC resulted in irregular payment of Rs.50.796 

million on account of escalation on unused adjustable items up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management stated that the clarification from PEC was under 

process. The outcome in this regard would be intimated to Audit accordingly. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to provide 

copy of reference regarding matter taken up with PEC for clarification to Audit and pursue the 

matter with PEC vigorously. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No.213/2021-22) 

1.5.28. Irregular payment on account of provision of standby generators to the contractor 

- Rs.45.723 million 

According to Clause-2.1 of Special Provisions of contract, “power supply is not 

available in the project area. The contractor will arrange power supply either using generators 
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or can extend power line from nearest area where available in accordance with the terms and 

conditions of the PESCO/TESCO/ NTDC without any financial implication to the Employer”. 

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Mohmand Dam Hydropower Project for the 

period from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.45.723 million was 

paid to the contractor M/s CGGC-DESCON JV on account of provision of standby generators 

up to IPC No.13. As per contract, arrangement of power supply was the responsibility of the 

contractor without any financial implication to the Employer, hence, payment of Rs.45.723 

million on account of provision of standby generators to the contractor was irregular.   

Non-adherence to the contract clauses resulted in irregular payment of Rs.45.723 

million on account of provision of standby generators to the contractor up to the FY 2020-21 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that the provision of stand by generator in case 

of outages was as per SP-15.40.3.5 of the contract. It was clearly mentioned therein that cost 

on part of provision of standby generators was included in this item. Therefore, payment had 

been made pursuant to conditions of contract and was justified. 

Audit contended that as per SP-2.1 of contract, it was the responsibility of the contractor 

to arrange standby generators without any financial implication to the Employer. Therefore, 

this payment was not regular. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28, 2021 directed the management to submit 

revised reply along with documentary evidence to justify their stance on the matter. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision besides ensuring 

recovery from the contractor. 
(Draft Para No.44/2021-22) 

1.5.29. Non-recovery of unspent amount of advance payment from the contractor - 

Rs.24.753 million (US$154,708) 

According to Appendix-1 of contract No.Dasu-TL-01, “in respect of plant and 

equipment supplied from abroad, twenty percent (20%) of the total CIP amount shall be paid 

as ‘advance payment’ against receipt of invoice and an irrevocable advance payment security 

for the equivalent amount made out in favour of the Employer. The advance payment security 

may be reduced in proportion to the value of the plant and equipment delivered at site”. As per  

Section-9.2.6 of WAPDA Accounting and Financial Reporting Manual, “advances may be 

requested to cover anticipated cash expenditures to be incurred on behalf of WAPDA for a 

sponsored event, prior to the event taking place. When the need for the advance is complete, 

the department shall return the unused cash, to the accounts and finance department”. 

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Dasu Hydropower Project for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a contract for procurement, design, supply, 

installation, stringing, testing & commissioning of 132KV single circuit transmission line and 

grid station was awarded to M/s Power Construction Corporation of China on April 24, 2015. 

An amount of US$403,585 was paid to the contractor as 20% advance payment against 

procurement of foreign material. The contractor supplied the requisite material from abroad and 
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an amount of Rs.24.753 million (US$154,708.080) remained unspent as on June 30, 2021. As 

there was no further need for procurement of foreign material, therefore, the remaining amount 

of advance payment was required to be recovered from the contractor but needful was not. 

Non-adherence to the aforementioned clauses resulted in non-recovery of Rs.24.753 

million on account of unspent amount of advance payment from the contractor during the FY 

2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that the contractor was extending the 

guarantee against the advance payment for the remaining amount. Therefore, there was no risk 

in this regard.  The adjustment of outstanding amount, if any, would be settled during final 

phase of the contract. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to recover 

the amount at the earliest. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision.  

(Draft Para No.263/2021-22) 

 

1.5.30. Non-recovery of irregular paid amount of finishing and repair works from the 

contractor - Rs.19.593 million 

According to Clause-8.1 of the GCC, “the contractor shall, with due care and diligence, 

design, execute and complete the Works and remedy any defects therein in accordance with 

the provisions of the Contract…” As per Clause-20.1, “the contractor shall take full 

responsibility for the care of the Works and materials and Plant for incorporation therein from 

the Commencement Date until the date of issue of the TOC for the whole of the Works, when 

the responsibility for the said care shall pass to the Employer”. As per Clause-50.1, “If any 

defect, shrinkage or other fault in the Works appears at any time prior to the end of the Defects 

Liability Period, the Engineer may instruct the contractor to search under the directions of the 

Engineer for the cause thereof. If such defect, shrinkage or other fault is one for which the 

contractor is liable, the cost of the work carried out in searching as aforesaid shall be borne by 

the contractor and he shall in such case remedy such defect, shrinkage or other fault at his own 

cost in accordance with the provisions of Clause-49”. 

During audit of accounts of the CEO, NJHPC for the period from July, 2020 to June, 

2021, it was noticed that IPoEs during their visit in 2015 identified some shortcomings in the 

permanent works due to poor workmanship and recommended various repair and finishing 

works. The consultants instructed the contractor to carry out the consolidated grouting and 

repair work and an amount of Rs.19.593 million was paid to the contractor against these works. 

The Employer did not agree with the consultants to bear the cost of remedial works because as 

per contract, the contractor was responsible for the care of works and remedying defects during 

execution at his own cost. After detailed deliberation, the consultants, vide letter dated June 

27, 2020 determined that the cost of said remedial works was the responsibility of the contractor 

and not the Employer and recommended to recover the already paid amount from the 

contractor. However, despite lapse of more than one year, the said amount had not so far been 
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recovered from the contractor. 

Non-adherence to the contract provision resulted in non-recovery of irregular paid 

amount of Rs.19.593 million on account of finishing and repair works from the contractor 

during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that the Employer & the Engineer had 

agreed on the recovery of the amount from the forthcoming IPC/final measurement of the 

contractor. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 5, 2022 directed the management to provide 

revised reply regarding the modalities of recovery and its time frame. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to ensure recovery of irregular paid amount from 

the contractor at the earliest. 
(Draft Para No.106/2021-22) 

1.5.31. Non-recovery of proportionate electricity charges from the contractor - Rs.17.848 

million  

According to Clause-13.2.4 of the Special Provisions of contract, “electric power for 

the construction period will be supplied by the Employer at one central point at each site as 

indicated on the site plan drawings. The contractor shall be charged at the applicable tariff by 

the Employer for the electricity consumed by the contractor”. 

During audit of accounts of the CEO, NJHPC for the period from July, 2020 to June, 

2021, it was noticed that electricity bills amounting to Rs.19.400 million for the months of 

November, 2020 to January, 2021 were paid by the Employer to the AJ&K Electricity 

Department. As per contract, the contractor (M/s CGGC-EMEC Consortium) was liable to pay 

the proportionate amount of Rs.17.848 million in respect of electricity consumed at site. The 

contractor requested the Employer to make payments of electricity bills to the electricity 

department and make deductions from its IPCs. However, despite lapse of more than 6 months, 

the amount of proportionate electricity charges was not recovered from the contractor. 

Non-adherence to the contract provision resulted in non-recovery of Rs.17.848 million 

on account of proportionate electricity charges from the contractor during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that the Employer and the Engineer had 

already agreed on the recovery of Rs.17.848 million from retention money and other payables 

to the contractor. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28, 2021 directed the management to 

expedite the recovery from the contractor and get it verified from Audit. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision.  
(Draft Para No.85/2021-22) 
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1.5.32. Recoverable amount from the contractor on account of difference in paid and actual 

executed quantities of works & revision of rates - Rs.14.836 million  

According to Clause-52.1 of the (GCC), “all variations referred to in Clause-51 and any 

additions to the Contract Price which are required to be determined in accordance with Clause-

52 (for the purposes of this Clause referred to as "varied work"), shall be valued at the rates 

and prices set out in the Contract if, in the opinion of the Engineer, the same shall be applicable. 

If the Contract does not contain any rates or prices applicable to the varied work, the rates and 

prices in the Contract shall be used as the basis for valuation so far as may be reasonable, failing 

which, after due consultation by the Engineer with the Employer and the contractor, suitable 

rates or prices shall be agreed upon between the Engineer and the contractor. In the event of 

disagreement the Engineer shall fix such rates or prices as are, in his opinion, appropriate and 

shall notify the contractor accordingly, with a copy to the Employer. Until such time as rates 

or prices are agreed or fixed, the Engineer shall determine provisional rates or prices to enable 

on-account payments to be included in certificates issued in accordance with Clause-60”. 

During audit of accounts of the CEO, NJHPC for the period from July, 2020 to June, 

2021, it was noticed that a provisional amount of Rs.103.130 million was paid to the contractor 

for execution of Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) varied support work and other works under 

Appropriation Request No.022-7-3-2 R4. After completion of works, actual amount of varied 

works based on actual executed quantities & revised rates was determined as Rs.88.294 million 

against already paid amount of Rs103.130 million. The excess paid amount of Rs.14.836 

million was required to be recovered from the contractor but needful was not done. 

Non-adherence to the contract provision resulted in recoverable amount of Rs.14.836 

million from the contractor on account of difference in paid and actual executed quantities & 

revision of rates during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that the adjustment/recovery of the 

amount would be made in forthcoming IPC/final measurement of the contractor. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 5, 2022 directed the management to provide 

revised reply regarding the modalities of recovery and its time frame. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to ensure recovery of excess paid amount from the 

contractor at the earliest.  
(Draft Para No.107/2021-22) 

1.5.33. Increase in cost in the shape of extra installation charges due to delay in fulfillment 

of contractual obligations - Rs.13.894 million 

According to Rule-8 of the PPRA Rules, 2004, “within one year of commencement of 

these Rules, all Procurement Agencies shall devise a mechanism, for planning in detail for all 

proposed procurements with the object of realistically determining the requirements of the 

procuring agency, within its available resources, delivery time or completion date and benefits 

that are likely to accrue to the Procuring Agency in future”. As per Rule-10, “specifications 

shall allow the widest possible competition and shall not favour any single contractor or 

supplier nor put others at a disadvantage”. 
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During audit of accounts of the CE (Power) Hydel Power Station, Tarbela for the period 

from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a contract for supply and installation of 

220KV SF6 circuit breakers, associated disconnect switches, current transformers (CTs) and 

bus bars was awarded to M/s Transmark International on January 10, 2017. As per Clause-2.5 

of the contract, the contractor was bound to deliver the material within 180 days. However, the 

CTs were not delivered within 180 days due to changes in technical specifications after award 

of the contract and delay in opening of LCs. The Delivery Clause was amended through 

amendment No.2 on February 23, 2018 as “the delivery will be made within 180 days from the 

date of final approval of technical drawings from the office of CE (Design) NTDC, being the 

Engineer in the contract or acceptance of LCs by the contractor, which one is later”. Later on, 

due to non-approval of drawings and non-establishment of LC, Delivery Clause was further 

amended through amendment No.4 on May 07, 2019 as “the delivery period will be thirteen 

(13) months from the date of acceptance of LC by the contractor”. However, no time schedule 

was mentioned for fulfillment of the required conditions since signing of the contract. Due to 

delay in delivery of the new CTs, other new equipment such as autotransformers, bus bars were 

being installed in the Switchyard with the old CTs through temporary arrangement to keep the 

system in operation. After delivery of the new CTs, the old CTs would be replaced with the 

new CTs for which extra charges on account of  

re-installation / adaptation works amounting to Rs.13.894 million had been included in the 

contract through Amendment No.5 dated May 29, 2020. It was pertinent to mention that 

drawings of CTs were approved on September 19, 2018 and LC was finalized on July 21, 2020. 

As such approval of drawings was delayed for 251 days and LC for 921 days. However, 

delivery of the CTs had not been made till September 20, 2021. Audit held that extra cost had 

to be included due to award of contract without finalizing the specifications in violation of 

PPRA Rules and delay in opening of LC for which no responsibility was fixed.   

Non-adherence to PPRA Rules resulted in increase in cost of Rs.13.894 million in the 

shape of extra installation charges due to delay in fulfillment of contractual obligations up to 

the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that the amount had been included in 

the contract after approval of competent authority due to unavoidable circumstances. The 

additional amount to be claimed by the contractor was the cost of re-installation after arrival of 

new CTs because the contractor had no contractual obligation to perform the adaptation works 

and connecting flexible interconnection conductor between old CTs and new circuit breakers 

etc. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to ensure 

compliance of its earlier decision dated November 30, 2021, wherein it was directed that 

Member (Power) WAPDA, Engineering Advisor, MoWR and one coopt member would 

conduct fact finding including reasonability of rates in the matter and submit report to MoWR 

and Audit within one month. DAC further directed to issue reminder for early completion of 

fact finding enquiry. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision.  
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(Draft Para No.208/2021-22) 

1.5.34. Non-recovery of cost of removal of irregular dumped material from the contractor 

- Rs.12.694 million 

According to Clause-1.1 of the contract No.LRBV-11, “Earth work shall include 

carrying out excavation in all types of soil and lifting and transporting excavated material. The 

location of the temporary stockpiles and of the spoil banks shall be subject to the approval of 

the Engineer”. As per Clause-1.2 (General Specifications), “the contractor shall coordinate his 

work with that of the other contractors at the site to whatever extent may be necessary to 

complete the Project in accordance with the Drawings and Specifications and other 

requirements of the Engineer. The contractor shall draw attention to the requirement that the 

other contractors may require to occupy various areas for the purpose of carrying out their 

works. The contractor shall carry out his works in such a manner that he does not interfere with 

the operations of other contractors”. 

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Dasu Hydropower Project for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that M/s Zhongmei dumped the excavated material 

pertaining to contract No. LBRV-11 & 12 at Loguro-A Tunnel Inlet area (Khoshee K-9 to 160) 

without prior approval of disposal site from the consultants. This site was to be used by another 

contractor M/s CCECC for execution of work pertaining to contract No. KKH-01. Later on, an 

amount of Rs.12.694 million was paid to M/s CCECC for removal of dumped material from this 

site on daywork rates basis. As per contract clauses, M/s Zhongmei was responsible for 

coordinating his work in such a way that other contractors could execute their work without any 

interference and excavated material should have been dumped at disposal sites approved by the 

consultants. Audit held that this payment had to be made to M/s CCECC due to default of M/s 

Zhongmei in discharging their contractual responsibilities and negligence of the consultants, 

therefore, this amount was required to be recovered from M/s Zhongmei but needful was not 

done. 

Non-adherence to the contract provisions resulted in non-recovery of cost of removal 

of irregular dumped material amounting to Rs.12.694 million from the contractor during the 

FY 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that the contractor proposed the spoil dumping 

location at Logro Tunnel inlet area. The Logro Tunnel was not part of the contract KKH-01 at 

the time of the contractor’s proposed area. Therefore, the Engineer had agreed for the disposal 

of excavated material on the proposed location. When construction of Logro Tunnel was 

decided, the Engineer instructed the contractor to immediately stop the dumping, and after that 

decision, the already dumped material was to be removed by any of the contractor and payment 

was made to M/s CCECC in this regard. 

The reply was not tenable because no such approval for disposal of excavated material 

was given by the Engineer to the contractor, therefore, this amount must be recovered from 

M/s Zhongmei. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to recover 

the amount from the contractor within one month. 
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No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No.265/2021-22) 

1.5.35. Unjustified payment to the contractor due to execution of work against 

specifications given in approved design - Rs.11.302 million 

According to Clause-3.1.1 of CSA, “the consultants shall perform the services and carry 

out their obligations hereunder with all due diligence, efficiency and economy, in accordance 

with generally accepted professional standards and practices, and shall observe sound 

management practices and employ appropriate technology and safe and effective equipment, 

machinery, materials and method”.  

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Dasu Hydropower Project for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.11.302 million was paid to the 

contractor M/s CGICOP for Stone Masonry Dressed Coursed with Mortar in IPC-13. As per 

Technical Specifications, there should be one through-header after every two trenches in each 

course, mortar was required to be filled properly, stones were required to be wet before placing 

and there should be an expansion joint after every 20 meter. However, the work was executed 

by the contractor without observing these specifications and payment was certified by the 

consultants despite these flaws in the work which was not justified. 

Non-adherence to the CSA resulted in irregular payment of Rs.11.302 million to the 

contractor due to execution of work against specifications given in approved design during the 

FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that due to minor flaws, all payment of 

that item could not be withheld. However, the contractor had been instructed to rectify the flaws 

and, if the contractor would not comply with the instruction, then a certain amount would be 

withheld from the next IPC. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to recover 

the amount from the contractor and get it verified from Audit. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No.266/2021-22) 

1.5.36. Excess payment of remuneration and direct cost to the consultants -Rs.11.101 

million 

According to Clause-6.2 (b) of the CSA for feasibility study of Thakot Hydropower 

Project, “for foreign personnel, remuneration for period of less than one month shall be 

calculated on hourly basis for the time spent at home office / project office. The hourly rate 

shall be equal to 1/170th of the month and daily rate shall be equal to 1/30th of the month. 

Maximum working hours for a day is eight and a half (8.5) hours during the five (5) working 

days in a week (Monday to Friday)”. As per Appendix-D-4 of the CSA, the accommodation 

charges are allowed per person on per month basis as lump sum amount. As per Clause-6.2(b) 
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of the CSA of DHPP, “for local personnel, remuneration for the period of less than one month 

shall be calculated on hourly basis for the time spent by the Head Office (Home Office) staff 

and directly attributable to the Services (one hour equivalent to 1/176th of a month), and on 

calendar day basis for time spent by the Field Office staff”. 

During audit of accounts of two (02) formations of WAPDA for the period from July, 

2019 to June, 2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.11.101 million on account of 

remuneration and direct cost was paid to the consultants in excess of their claims due to 

violation of CSA. The detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
DP No. 

Name of  

Formations 
Nature of Recovery Amount 

1. 6/2021-22 GM, Hydro Planning 

Excess payment of 

remuneration of foreign 

consultants 

8.300 

2. 191/2021-22 GM, Hydro Planning 
Excess payment of 

accommodation charges 
1.100 

3. 272/2021-22 GM / PD, DHPP 
Excess payment of 

remuneration to the consultants 
1.701 

TOTAL 11.101 

The excess paid amount was required to be recovered from the consultants but needful 

was not done.  

Non-adherence to the CSA resulted in excess payment of Rs.11.101 million on account 

of remuneration and direct cost to the consultants up to the FY 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in May & October, 2021 and reported 

to Ministry in July & December, 2021. The management of Hydro Planning replied that due 

amount would be recovered from the consultants. The management of DHPP replied that GoP 

applied lock-down in whole country and ordered to strictly follow the COVID-19 protocols i.e. 

work from home. As such at one side the said orders were followed and on other side the work 

at the site was also executed, and could not be halted. This practice was done only during the 

lock-down period. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28, 2021 and January 5 & 27, 2022 directed 

the management to effect recovery from the consultants and get the recovered amount verified 

from Audit within 30 days.  

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

1.5.37. Non-recovery of irregular paid amount from the contractor - Rs.10.940 million 

According to Clause-V-22-1.3.2, “TBM Support Equipment (Plant), which will not 

become the property of the Employer, will be measured per each listed item of TBM Support 

Equipment (Plant) furnished and paid at the price listed in the BOQ, less salvage value, for 

each item in Section 1.3.2. The price of TBM Support Equipment (Plant) shall be full payment 
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for each piece of equipment furnished to the site and made operational. Payment for equipment 

under this section shall be based on invoice plus cost of insurance and freight to site less salvage 

value of equipment. Salvage value will not be less than 20% of the invoice price of equipment. 

No payment will be made until the contractor has provided the Engineer with acceptable proof 

that all costs and charges have been paid and an appropriate salvage value satisfactory to the 

Engineer has been established”. As per BOQ Item No.3.3.4.2 (Lot C-2), there was a lump sum 

provision of Rs.2.98 million for automatic recording of drilling depth and rate as well as 

flushing water pressure. As per Clause-73.7(a) of contract, “If the contractor's equipment 

including spare parts is not re-exported after removal from Site and is used elsewhere or sold 

in Pakistan, then the portion of any duties and taxes reimbursed under Sub-Clause - 73.5 

proportionate to the residual value of the contractor's equipment including spare parts shall be 

paid back by the contractor to the Employer”. 

During audit of accounts of the CEO, NJHPC for the period from July, 2020 to June, 

2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.10.940 million was irregularly excess paid to the 

contractor. The detail is as under: 

 

 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
DP No. Nature of recovery Amount 

1. 86/2021-22 
Irregular payment of processing fee for TBM support 

equipment 
2.980 

2. 113/2021-22 
Excess payment of automatic recording of drilling depth and 

rate 
6.848 

3. 155/2021-22 Non-recovery of duty drawbacks on unused material 1.112 

TOTAL 10.940 

The irregular paid amount of Rs.10.940 million was required to be recovered from the 

contractor but needful was not done. 

Non-adherence to the contract provision resulted in non-recovery of irregular paid 

amount of Rs.10.940 million from the contractor up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that the Employer & the Engineer had 

agreed on the recovery of the amount from the forthcoming IPC/final measurement of the 

contractor. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 28, 2021 & January 5, 2022 directed the 

management to provide revised reply regarding the modalities of recovery and its time frame. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to ensure recovery of irregular paid amount from 

the contractor at the earliest.  
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C. Financial Management 

1.5.38. Non-recovery on account of sale of energy and delayed payment charges from 

CPPA-G - 156,544.989 million  

According to Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) between WAPDA & CPPA-G, “the 

due date for payment of invoice by CPPA-G shall be the date twenty-five (25) days following 

the dates of delivery of such invoice”. According to Clause-1.1 of the Interim Tripartite PPA 

between CPPA-G, NJHPC and WAPDA, “Delayed payment rate is KIBOR Plus 2% per annum 

on any amounts payable in rupees and calculated for the actual number of days which the 

relevant amount remains unpaid on the basis of (365) day year”. As per Clause-4.2 of PPA, the 

purchaser shall make payment for verified and undisputed amounts against each invoice 

submitted by the Company on or before the thirtieth (30th) day (Due Date) following the day 

the invoice is delivered by the company provided that, in case the 30th day is not a business 

day, the following business day shall be the Due Date.  

During audit of accounts of two (02) formations of WAPDA for the period from July, 

2019 to June, 2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.154,461.080 million against invoiced 

amount of sale of energy and an amount of Rs.2,083.909 million on account of delayed 

payment charges was recoverable from CPPA-G. The amount was required to be recovered 

from CPPA-G by taking the matter at appropriate level but no strenuous efforts were made for 

recovery of outstanding amount. The detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
DP No. 

Name of 

Formation 

Amount of Sale 

of Energy 

Amount of 

Delayed 

Payment 

Charges 

Total 

1. 3/2021-22 
GM Finance 

(Power) 
110,787.000 - 110,787.000 

2. 
98, 109 & 

110/2021-22 
CEO, NJHPC 43,674.080 2,083.909 45,757.989 

TOTAL 154,461.080 2,083.909 156,544.989 

Non-adherence to the PPAs resulted in non-recovery of Rs.156,544.989 million on 

account of sale of energy and delayed payment charges from CPPA-G up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in April & September, 2021 and reported 

to the Ministry in June & November, 2021. The management of WAPDA replied that CPPA-

G had made non-cash settlement of Rs.41 billion against Federal Government outstanding 

loans of WAPDA and Finance Division had directly paid Rs.25 billion to Government of KPK 

on account of Net Hydel Profit. However, CPPA-G was working on adjustments with 

WAPDA. The management of NJHPC replied that pending invoices had been raised after 

notification of tariff by NEPRA. However, efforts were being made to recover the overdue 

amount from CPPA-G through correspondence and personal interaction. Moreover, MoWR 

had been requested to intervene in this matter through Power Division (MoE). 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28, 2021 & January 5, 2022 directed the 

management to get the adjusted and recovered amount verified from Audit and expedite the 

recovery of the remaining amount. 
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No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

1.5.39. Loss to the national exchequer due to non-deduction of income tax from 

contractor’s bills - Rs.1,004.495 million  

According to Clause-13.8(x) of the Accounting and Financial Reporting Manual of 

WAPDA, withholding tax shall be deducted from the gross amount of the contractor’s bills at 

the prevailing tax rates, unless contractor provides Tax Exemption Certificate issued by the 

relevant tax authority for the related period. As per Particular Condition-14.1b(iii) of contract, 

“…the contractor is required to be fiscally registered and resident of project site area, and meet 

other conditions to remain eligible for tax concessions...” As per Section-153(1) of the Income 

Tax Ordinance 2001, “every prescribed person making a payment in full or part, including a 

payment by way of advance, to a resident person or permanent establishment in Pakistan of a 

non-resident person on the execution of a contract shall, at the time of making the payment, 

deduct tax from the gross amount payable at the specified rates”. 

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Mohmand Dam Hydropower Project for the 

period from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.13,393.273 million 

was paid to the contractor M/s CGGC-DESCON JV through various IPCs. At the time of 

making payments to the contractor, income tax amounting to Rs.1,004.495  million was not 

deducted by the project management. As per rules, income tax was required to be deducted and 

deposited into government treasury as no tax exemption was granted by the tax authorities to 

the contractor but needful was not done. Due to non-deduction of income tax from contractor’s 

IPCs, national exchequer sustained loss to the stated extent. 

Non-adherence to the aforementioned clauses resulted in loss of Rs.1,004.495 million 

to the national exchequer due to non-deduction of income tax from the contractor’s bills up to 

the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that FBR served notice to submit applicable taxes 

which prompted the contractor to file writ petition under Article 199 of the Constitution of 

Pakistan in Peshawar High Court on July 27, 2019 against non-entitlement for exemption 

certificate. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28, 2021 directed the management to pursue 

and expedite the matter. DAC further directed the management to submit urgent application 

for next hearing date. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision besides fixing 

responsibility.   
(Draft Para No.80/2021-22) 

1.5.40. Irregular charging of overheads in excess of PC-I provisions - 

Rs.623. 310 million  

According to Ministry of Water and Power office letter No.4(4)/2010-B&F dated 

August 15, 2011, rate of authority overhead for Power Sector Projects was approved as 1% and 
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supervisory overheads as 0.50% (totaling 1.50%). As per approved PC-I of Dasu Hydropower 

Project, there was a provision of Rs.185.300 million for meeting authority overhead for Stage-

I of the project. As per PAC’s directive conveyed by the Cabinet Division on March 26, 2011, 

“there should be no deviation from the approved PC-I of the projects in any respect being 

implemented by the Federal Ministries/Divisions and its attached departments/autonomous 

bodies”. 

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Dasu Hydropower Project for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.808.610 million on account of 

authority and supervisory overheads was charged to the project during February, 2014 to June, 

2021. As per approved  

PC-I of the project, there was a provision of Rs.185.300 million under this head but the project 

authorities had charged excess expenditure of Rs.623.310 million to the project beyond the 

provisions of PC-I, which was irregular. 

Non-adherence to the aforementioned instructions resulted in irregular charging of 

overheads amounting to Rs.623.310 million in excess of  

PC-I provisions up to the FY 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that the process of preparing the revised PC-I of 

the project was underway wherein the provision of overheads would be included @1.5% of 

project base cost and the already incurred expenditures would be regularized. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the Member (Finance) 

WAPDA to submit detailed response.   

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to fix responsibility for irregular payment of 

overheads beyond the PC-I provisions. 
(Draft Para No.255/2021-22) 

1.5.41. Irregular payment to consultants without verification of rates - Rs.309.897 million 

According to Para-VIII (Conclusions and Negotiations) of Report on Negotiation with 

the consultants (DBCG), “some of the documents to verify status of personnel, payroll sheets, 

social charges, company’s overheads and various allowances have not been provided in-spite 

of repeated requests. However, these may be verified / authenticated at any point of time before 

making payments”. As per Model Form-1 of CSA, breakdown of rates will be verified at the 

submission of first invoice. 

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Diamer Basha Dam Project for the period 

from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that CSA was signed with Diamer Basha 

Consultants Group (DBCG) on May 11, 2020. As per agreement, payments were to be made 

subject to verification of breakdown of rates at the time of submission of first invoice but 

payments were made without fulfilling the said requirements. Hence, payment amounting to 

Rs.309.897 million made to the consultants without verification of rates was irregular. 

Non-adherence to the CSA resulted in irregular payment of Rs.309.897 million to the 

consultants during the FY 2020-21. 
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The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that a committee was formed to verify the billing 

rates of local consultants. Moreover, no payments were made to the consultants until February, 

2021 and provisional payments were made in March, 2021 because the consultants informed that 

due to non-payment of the invoices they were under severe financial crisis and their cash flow 

dried up. They further informed that consultants would be compelled to reduce the rate of 

progress or stop work, invoking Clause-6.7 of the CSA. However, adjustments would be made 

in consultancy invoices in light of findings of the committee which were still in process of 

verification of consultants billing rates. 

Audit contended that evidence of billing rates was to be provided by the consultants 

and verified before award of contract, which was not done. This non-conformity of the bidding 

condition by the consultants compelled the management to link the payment of consultants’ 

invoices with the verification of rates in the contract. However, consultants could not produce 

evidence of billing rates even at the time of processing invoices and the payment was made 

without verification of rates, which was irregular. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to provide 

record to Audit for verification within 30 days or invoke the contractual remedies. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to enquire the matter for not verifying billing rates 

at the time of award of consultancy agreement and subsequent irregular payment without 

verification of rates.  

(Draft Para No.214/2021-22) 

 

1.5.42. Non-recovery of pending insurance claim - Rs.289.754 million 

According to Clause-7.1.15(2) of WAPDA Accounting and Financial Reporting 

Manual, “all WAPDA Equipment of Grid Stations and Power Houses are protected under 

WAPDA Equipment Protection Scheme (WEPS). The functions of this Cell are to provide 

protection to the losses arising out of fire and damage to the equipment of Power Houses, Grid 

Stations, WAPDA House, WAPDA Printing Press, Reclamation Workshops and Research & 

Test Laboratories”. 

During audit of accounts of the RE, Jinnah Hydel Power Station for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that speed increaser gear box of Unit No.05 got 

damaged on August 26, 2019. As per WEPS procedure, insurance claim of subject equipment 

was lodged with the Insurance Directorate WAPDA on January 23, 2020. Despite lapse of 

more than 18 months, no action had been taken by the quarter concerned to finalize the case. 

Due to poor pursuance of the case, insurance claim of Rs.289.754 million could not be 

materialized.     

Improper pursuance of insurance claim resulted in non-recovery Rs.289.754 million on 

account of pending insurance claim up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that the survey had been carried out in 
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November, 2021 to check the physical conditions of Unit No.5. After receiving the report from 

the Insurance Directorate WAPDA, the same would be shared with the Audit.  

Audit pointed out that the equipment was damaged in August, 2019 and survey was 

conducted in November, 2021 after lapse of more than two years which showed negligence on 

the part of Insurance Directorate WAPDA.  

The DAC in its meeting held on December 27, 2021 expressed displeasure to the 

management and directed that if no result was achieved within one month, an enquiry would 

be constituted to fix responsibility. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to expedite the insurance claim besides 

implementing DAC’s decision. 
(Draft Para No.92/2021-22) 

1.5.43. Non-deduction of KPST from payments made to the contractors and consultants - 

Rs.206.090 million  

According to Clause-13.8(x) of the Accounting and Financial Reporting Manual of 

WAPDA, withholding tax shall be deducted from the gross amount of the contractor’s bills at 

the prevailing tax rates, unless contractor provides Tax Exemption Certificate issued by the 

relevant tax authority for the related period. As per notification No.506-15/2018 dated August 

31, 2018 issued by KPRA, one percent (1%) tax is to be levied on contracting & construction 

services. As per notification dated July 31, 2020, KPST @ 2% on construction services and 

allied services is to be levied. 

During audit of accounts of two formations of WAPDA for the period from July, 2020 

to June, 2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.19,685.400 million was paid to three 

contractors and consultants. At the time of making payments, KPST amounting to Rs.206.090 

million was not deducted by the concerned project management. The detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
DP No. 

Name of 

Formations 
Name of Contractor Amount 

1. 82/2021-22 GM / PD, MDHP M/s CGGC-DESCON JV 133.933 

2. 222/2021-22 GM / PD, DBDP M/s Power China-FWO JV 53.605 

3. 225/2021-22 GM / PD, DBDP M/s DBCG JV 18.552 

TOTAL 206.090 

As per rules, KPST was required to be deducted and deposited into government treasury 

because no tax exemption was granted by the KPRA to the contractors and consultants but 

needful was not done. Due to non-deduction of KPST from contractor’s IPCs and consultants’ 

invoice, public exchequer sustained loss to the stated extent. 

Non-adherence to the aforementioned rules resulted in non-deduction of KPST on 

construction services amounting to Rs.206.090 million from payments made to the contractors 

and consultants during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August & October, 2021 and reported 
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to Ministry in November & December, 2021. The management of MDHP replied that FBR 

served notice to submit applicable taxes which prompted the contractor to file writ petition 

under Article 199 of the Constitution of Pakistan in Peshawar High Court on July 27, 2019 

against non-entitlement for exemption certificate. The management of DBDP replied that most 

of the working area fell under the jurisdiction of Gilgit-Baltistan. However, only 8 K.M stretch 

of land was undecided territory of GB and KPK. Therefore, tax law of GB was adopted. 

Audit contended that the amount of KPST should have been withheld from the invoices 

of the contractor till decision of the territory as was being done in case of Income Tax. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28, 2021 and January 27, 2022 directed the 

management of MDHP to pursue and expedite the matter. In case of DBDP, the Member 

(Finance) and CF&AO MoWR was directed to prepare report on the matter and pended the 

para till next meeting. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

1.5.44. Irregular payment of advance to the contractor for powerhouse portion from PSDP 

funds - Rs.169.343 million 

As per administrative approval of the Mohmand Dam Hydropower Project conveyed to 

the Chairman, WAPDA vide MoWR letter No.1(187)2011-AC dated July 04, 2018, “the 

ECNEC decided that out of total updated cost of the project amounting to Rs.309.558 billion, 

an amount of Rs.114.282 billion will be provided from Public Sector Development Programme 

(PSDP) for ‘Dam Portion’, while the remaining amount for ‘Power Portion’ will be arranged 

by WAPDA through its equity and commercial financing”. 

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Mohmand Dam Hydropower Project for the 

period from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.169.343 million 

(local portion) was paid as advance payment to the contractor M/s CGGC-DESCON JV for 

Lot-4 (Design, supply and installation of Electrical and Mechanical works and Hydraulic Steel 

Structures). The advance payment was made to the contractor through Assignment Account 

out of PSDP funds in negation to the directions of ECNEC, which was irregular.   

Non-adherence to the decision of ECNEC resulted in irregular payment of advance 

amounting to Rs.169.343 million to the contractor for powerhouse portion out of PSDP funds 

during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that the advance payment was made to the 

contractor through Assignment Account out of PSDP funds in order to avoid further delay 

charges for continuous delay in making payment under sub-clause 14.6.  

Audit contended that this amount was paid out of PSDP funds in violation of 

instructions of ECNEC. Therefore, this amount should be remitted back to Assignment 

Account. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28, 2021 directed the management to 

provide revised reply and get the record verified from Audit. 
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No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to justify irregular payment for power house 

portion out of PSDP funds besides remitting back this amount to Assignment Account. 
(Draft Para No.48/2021-22) 

1.5.45. Non-deduction of income tax and KPST from the contractor’s invoices - Rs.85.734 

million 

According to Section-153(1)(a)(b)(c), Division-III, Part-III of First Schedule of Income 

Tax Ordinance, rate of income tax is 7.50% of the gross amount payable on execution of 

contract. Moreover, provincial sales tax at the rate of 1% is to be charged. 

During audit of accounts of the PD, Kurram Tangi Dam Project for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.1,008.63 million was paid to M/s 

FWO-DESCON-JV for different civil and E&M works executed during the year. As per rules, 

income tax and KPST amounting to Rs.85.734 million (@ 7.50% and 1% respectively), were 

required to be deducted on these IPCs but the same was not done despite the fact that the 

exemption certificate had been cancelled by the Chief Commissioner, (Inland Revenue) 

Regional Tax Office, Peshawar. Due to non-deduction of income tax and KPST, national 

exchequer sustained loss to the stated extent. 

Non-adherence to aforementioned rules resulted in non-deduction of income tax and 

KPST amounting to Rs.85.734 million from the contractor up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that an amount of Rs.40 million out of total 

outstanding amount of income tax had been deducted and submitted to FBR. However, 

remaining amount would be recovered from upcoming invoices. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 27, 2021 directed the management to get 

the recovery record verified from Audit and recover the remaining amount from next IPC 

within 30 days. 

As a result of verification, an amount of Rs.40 million had been verified whereas no 

progress towards recovery of remaining amount was intimated till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No.66/2021-22) 

1.5.46. Non-recovery of interest on non-deducted amount of mobilization advance from the 

contractor - Rs.79.789 million 

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for 

Losses, “all losses whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary 

investigation by the officer in whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the 

amount involved”. Moreover, as per Clause-60.10 of the Contract, compensation at the rate of 

KIBOR+2% per annum for local currency will be applied.  

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Diamer Basha Dam Project for the period 

from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a contract was signed with M/s PowerChina-

FWO JV on May 13, 2020 for construction of Dam Part (Civil Works) and Tangir Hydropower 

Works amounting to Rs.442,402.786 million. The mobilization advance amounting to 
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Rs.36,185.353 million was paid in the month of June, 2020 in two equal installments. As per 

contract, recovery of mobilization advance was to be started after expiry of third month i.e. 

from the month of September, 2020 after the date of first part of advance but the recovery was 

started in the month of June, 2021 through IPC-03. Audit held that as an amount of 

Rs.2,497.187 million was less/not deducted from the IPCs. Therefore, interest of Rs.79.789 

million on non-deducted amount of mobilization advance needed to be recovered from the 

contractor. 

Non-adherence to Authority’s instructions and contract clauses resulted in non-

recovery of interest of Rs.79.789 million on non-deducted of mobilization advance up to the 

FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that the contract clause relating to 

schedule of recovery of mobilization advance was agreed with the contractor in Minutes of 

Meeting (Clause-7) held on March 11, 2020 attached in the contract. The Employer agreed to 

start the recovery of the advance payment starting from the 3rd IPC till two months before TOC. 

As there was no default in recovery of mobilization advance, therefore, the question of recovery 

of interest did not arise. 

The reply was not tenable because in view of Instructions to Bidders-9, conditions for 

repayment of the mobilization advance were not to be revised after deadlines for submission 

of bids. Therefore, undue mobilization advance along with its interest be recovered from the 

contractor. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to submit 

revised reply with detailed justification. DAC further directed to provide mechanism and plan 

for recovery from the contractor to Audit. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to enquire the matter regarding irregular change in 

condition of repayment of mobilization advance contrary to ITB-9 for fixing responsibility 

besides implementing DAC’s decision, 

 (Draft Para No.218/2021-22) 

1.5.47. Loss due to excess payment of KPST on consultancy services - Rs.76.203 million 

According to Finance Department (KPK) Notification No.BO(Res-III)/ FD/2-2/2019-

20/Vol-I dated July 31, 2020, “rate of KPST on construction consultants, designing & 

supervision consultants was reduced from 15% to 2% with immediate effect”. 

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Dasu Hydropower Project for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a contract for consultancy services for preparation 

and implementation of Dasu Hydropower Project was awarded to M/s Dasu Hydropower 

Consultants (DHC) JV on September 19, 2011. After levy of KPST @15% on consultancy 

services by the KPK Government w.e.f August 04, 2014, the amount of KPST was incorporated 

in the contract price (being responsibility of the Employer) through amendment No.3 in the 

existing consultancy agreement. Later on, rate of KPST was reduced from 15% to 2% vide 

notification dated July 31, 2020 but KPST @ 15% was applied on Invoice No.70 to 77 which 
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were paid to the consultants during September, 2020 to February, 2021. Due to application of 

incorrect rate, an amount of Rs.76.203 million was paid in excess to the KPRA which caused 

loss to the project. 

Non-adherence to the above referred notification resulted in loss of Rs.76.203 million 

due to excess payment of KPST on consultancy services during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that adjustment of excess paid amount 

of KPST for the period from July, 2020 to January, 2021 would be made at the time of 

depositing of KPST pertaining to forthcoming invoices of the consultants. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the Member (Finance) 

WAPDA to take up the matter with KPRA for recovery / adjustment of excess deducted amount 

and share relevant record with Audit. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision.  

(Draft Para No.259/2021-22) 

1.5.48. Irregular expenditure out of PSDP funds in violation of PC-I provisions - Rs.59.035 

million  

According to approved PC-I of Mohmand Dam Hydropower Project, there was a 

provision of Rs.5,625 million (@ 2.25%) for meeting authority overhead and there was no 

provision for charging expenditure of other offices of WAPDA to the project. As per PAC’s 

directive conveyed by the Cabinet Division on March 26, 2011, “there should be no deviation 

from the approved PC-I of the projects in any respect being implemented by the Federal 

Ministries/Divisions and its attached departments/autonomous bodies”. 

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Mohmand Dam Hydropower Project for the 

period from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.59.035 million 

pertaining to expenditure of different offices of WAPDA i.e. Director Public Relations, Chief 

Auditor WAPDA and WAPDA Sports Board was charged to the project and paid out of PSDP 

funds meant for the project. This amount was paid out of PSDP funds of the project in addition 

to the payment of authority overheads provided in the approved PC-I @ 2.25%. As per rules, 

expenditures of other offices of WAPDA should have been met out of funds provided for the 

authority overheads as there was no separate provision for charging such expenditure in the 

approved PC-I. Hence, payment of share of common services offices, beyond the scope of PC-

I, was irregular. 

Non-adherence to the provisions of PC-I and PAC’s directive resulted in irregular 

payment of expenditure of other offices of WAPDA amounting to Rs.59.035 million out of 

PSDP funds during the FY 2020-21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that the Finance Division of WAPDA clarified 

that authority overhead and services were two different subjects and the services charged 

against the project should not be considered as authority overheads. 
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The reply was not tenable because there was no provision in PC-I for charging expenses 

of other offices of WAPDA except payment of 2.25% authority overheads. Therefore, charging 

of any expenditure beyond 2.25% was irregular. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28, 2021 directed the management to submit 

revised reply with justification. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to recover / adjust the irregular charged 

expenditure of other offices. 

(Draft Para No.51/2021-22) 

1.5.49. Less deduction of income tax from the consultants - Rs.55.718 million 

According to Section-153(1)(a)(b)(c), Division-III, Part-III of First Schedule of Income 

Tax Ordinance, rate of income tax was 8% of the gross amount payable on provision of 

services. 

During audit of accounts of three (03) formations of WAPDA for the period from July, 

2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that income tax amounting to Rs.55.718 million was less 

deducted from payments made to the consultants. The detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. DP No. Name of Formations Amount 

1. 71/2021-22 PD, KTDP 10.681 

2. 128/2021-22 
PD/RE Dargai Rehabilitation Hydro Electric 

Power Project 
0.850 

3. 224/2021-22 GM / PD, DBDP 44.187 

TOTAL 55.718 

Income tax against services provided by the consultants was to be deducted at the rate 

of 8% instead of 3%. Hence, an amount of Rs.55.718 million on account of income tax was 

less deducted which was not justified. 

Non-adherence to the Income Tax Ordinance resulted in less deduction of income tax 

from the consultants amounting to Rs.55.718 million up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August & October, 2021 and reported 

to Ministry in November & December, 2021. The management of KTDP replied that income 

tax @ 3% had been correctly deducted as per Section-152 (2A) Division-II, Part-III of first 

Schedule of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. The management of other formations replied 

that the Income Tax Ordinance was silent regarding definition of ‘Engineering Services’, 

therefore, the next authentic source i.e. PEC was adopted for tax purposes. The rate of tax was 

as per applicable law i.e. 3%.  

Audit contended that there was no uniformity in application of income tax rates in 

different projects of WAPDA, therefore, the matter needed clarification.  

The DAC in its meeting held on December 27, 2021 and January 6 & 27, 2022 directed 
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Member (Finance) WAPDA to look into the matter across all WAPDA projects and obtain 

clarification of Engineering / Technical Services from FBR to bring uniformity. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to ensure recovery of less deducted amount of 

income tax from the consultants besides implementing DAC’s decision.  

1.5.50. Loss due to payment of cost of import of own energy to the CPPA-G - Rs.42.266 

million 

According to Clause-PMC-2.1(h) of Grid Code approved by NEPRA, “Installation of 

revenue meter and ancillary equipment at the substation for the point of connection shall be the 

responsibility of the Generator and other code participant / users. The Generators and other 

users connecting to the NTDC transmission system shall submit to the NTDC for approval of 

the engineering design for revenue metering, proposed location of metering equipment and 

ancillaries complete with wiring and installation drawings and bill of materials. The proposed 

metering location shall be adjacent to any telemetering, communication and data logging 

equipment”. 

During audit of accounts of the CEO, NJHPC for the period from July, 2020 to June, 

2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.42.266 million was paid to the CPPA-G on account 

of import of energy recorded at the billing meter. Further probe into the matter revealed that 

when Unit No.2&4, where Main Auxiliary Power Transformers (MAPT) were installed, shut 

down  then MAPT was energized from electricity fed from Unit No.1&3. However, due to 

auxiliary network design and location of meters, utilization of own energy through Unit 

No.1&3 was also recorded as ‘import of energy’ for which billing was made by the CPPA-G. 

Audit held that the loss occurred due to auxiliary network design and location of meters, 

therefore, responsibility for loss needed to be fixed besides its recovery from CPPA-G. 

Non-adherence to the Grid Code resulted in loss of Rs.42.266 million due to payment 

of cost of import of own energy to the CPPA-G during the FY 

2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that there was no design fault in the 

existing installation of main & backup revenue energy meters for Unit No.1 to 4. Location & 

design of energy meters were as per Grid Code and approved by NTDC. However, meetings 

were underway with the CPPA-G and NTDC to change the method of import of electricity. 

Latest progress when achieved would be shared with Audit. 

Audit contended that cost of import of own energy was being paid to the CPPA-G due 

to flaws in metering and billing mechanism which must be rectified. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 5, 2022 directed the management to vigorously 

pursue the matter and share latest progress with Audit. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to ensure recovery of amount of import of own 

energy from CPPA-G. 
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(Draft Para No.104/2021-22) 

1.5.51. Non-recovery of compensation amount from the landowners due to non-transfer of 

land to NJHPC - Rs.22.205 million 

According to Section-50(1) of the Land Acquisition Act (amended up to February, 

2020), “where any land acquired under this act for a public purpose or for a company becomes, 

wholly or partially surplus, the acquiring agency with the previous approval of the Government, 

shall handover the surplus land to the Collector who shall make its disposal in the manner 

hereinafter provided”. As per Section-50(4) “where compensation of the land has been paid to 

the owners and all or any of them is not willing to reimburse cost of land, as aforesaid, the 

Collector shall dispose of the same to the extent of the share of the owner who declined to 

reimburse the cost to other willing co-shares at the prevailing market price and where co-shares 

are also not willing to accept offer of the Collector, he shall be at liberty to dispose-off the same 

through open auction in such manner as may be prescribed”.    

During audit of accounts of the CEO, NJHPC for the period from July, 2020 to June, 

2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.22.205 million on account of land compensation 

(Rs.17.650 million) and trees/houses compensation (Rs.4.555 million) was paid to land owners 

for acquisition of 116 Kanal land at Mouza Panjkot vide Award No.07/2008 and Award 

No.12/2008 respectively. The landowners despite receiving compensation had not allowed 

entry in the land and the possession was still with the landowners. Due to non-taking of 

possession of land, the management was requesting concerned revenue authorities since June 

13, 2014 for recovery of compensation amount but despite lapse of considerable period of time, 

the amount had not so far been recovered from the landowners. As per rules, property of 

landowners refusing to repay the compensation amount was required to be auctioned but 

needful was not done.  

Non-adherence to the Land Acquisition Act resulted in non-recovery of compensation 

amount of Rs.22.205 million from the landowners due to non-transfer of land to NJHPC up to 

the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that the matter was consistently being 

pursued with AJ&K Government. Recently, the Senior Member (Board of Revenue) 

Government of AJ&K had also been requested for de-award of land vide letter No.4411-17 

dated October 22, 2021. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 5, 2022 directed the management to raise the 

level of correspondence with Government of AJ&K. Moreover, also share status of mutation 

of land with Audit/PAO. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to ensure recovery of amount from the landowner 

at the earliest. 

(Draft Para No.116/2021-22) 

1.5.52. Non-recovery of excess paid amount of royalty from AJ&K Department of Mineral 

Resources - Rs.8.587 million 

According to the Minutes of Meeting between NJHPC and AJ&K Department of 
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Mineral Resources held on October 05, 2016, “the payment on the basis of actual quantity of 

extracted greenstone shall be made to the Mineral Resources Department through joint 

verification of the record certified by the Neelum Jhelum Consultants”. 

During audit of accounts of the CEO, NJHPC for the period from July, 2020 to June, 

2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.9.800 million was paid to AJ&K Department of 

Mineral Resources on December 09, 2015 as first installment for extraction of green stone. On 

completion of extraction work, actual quantity of extracted material was worked out as 80,850 

ton for which royalty of Rs.1.213 million was determined. The matter for refund of excess paid 

amount of Rs.8.587 million was taken up with the concerned department who refused to refund 

the amount. Later on, the management filed a civil suit in the court of Additional District & 

Session Judge, Muzaffarabad for recovery of excess paid amount from the concerned 

department. The case was decided in the favour of NJHPC on April 29, 2021 and the court 

directed the Department of Mineral Resources to pay Rs.8.587 million to the NJHPC. However, 

the said amount had not so far been recovered from the concerned department.  

Non-adherence to the minutes of meeting and decision of court resulted in non-recovery 

of Rs.8.587 million on account of excess paid amount of royalty from AJ&K Department of 

Mineral Resources during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that as the matter was still under 

litigation, therefore, action for recovery would be taken on decision of the honorable court(s). 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28, 2021 directed the management to initiate 

recovery from Minerals Department of AJ&K by serving legal notice to the department and 

also raise the level of correspondence through Member (Finance) WAPDA for recovery of 

outstanding amount. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to ensure recovery of excess paid amount from the 

concerned quarter at the earliest.  

(Draft Para No.87/2021-22) 

D. Assets Management 

1.5.53. Non-mutation of acquired land in the name of WAPDA - Rs.746.751 million 

According to Section-42(1) of the West Pakistan Land Revenue Act, 1967, a person 

acquiring by inheritance, purchase, mortgage, gift, or otherwise, any right in an estate as a land-

owner; or a tenant for a fixed term exceeding one year, shall, within three months from the date 

of such acquisition, report his acquisition of right to the Patwari of the estate for recording such 

report in the record.  

During audit of accounts of the GM (Central) Water, Lahore for the period from July, 

2018 to June, 2020, it was noticed that land measuring 8,884 Acres, 07 Kanals & 16 Marlas 

was acquired for different scarp projects. Out of total acquired land, land measuring 4,667 

Acres, 01 Kanal & 11 Marlas valuing Rs.746.751 million (approx.) had not yet been transferred 

in the name of WAPDA. As per rules, the acquired land was required to be got mutated in the 

name of WAPDA, however, the needful was not done. 
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Non-adherence to the Land Revenue Act, 1967 resulted in non-mutation of acquired 

land valuing Rs.746.751 million in the name of WAPDA up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in March, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in June, 2021. The management replied that the mutation of all the acquired land had not been 

completed by the concerned revenue offices so far. This office had been continuously pursuing 

concerned revenue offices for early mutation of acquired land. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 27, 2021 directed the management to pursue 

and expedite the matter for early mutation of land. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision.  

(Draft Para No.1/2021-22) 

1.5.54. Loss of revenue due to illegal encroachment on WAPDA land - Rs.8.016 million 

According to letter No. CE&PD/CB&CRBC/admn/G-103/6314-15 dated October 6, 

2016 of CE/PD, Chashma Barrage that Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC) 

authorities have occupied WAPDA land and under their use since long without any legal cover. 

As per Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for Losses, “all 

losses whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary investigation by 

the officer in whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the amount involved”. 

During audit of accounts of the CE/PD, Chashma Barrage & Chashma Jhelum (CB & 

CJ) Link Canal for the period from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was observed that land 

measuring 501 Acres had been illegally occupied by PAEC without any agreement or NOC. 

Due to illegal encroachment of land, the said land could not be auctioned for lease. Resultantly, 

WAPDA sustained a loss of Rs.8.016 million (approx.). The project authority neither vacated 

the land nor the rent was recovered from PAEC.  

Non-safeguarding of the WAPDA land resulted in loss of revenue amounting to 

Rs.8.016 million due to illegal encroachment of WAPDA land up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in July, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in October, 2021. The management replied that mutation of land had been made in favour of 

WAPDA. Recovery of rent of land in occupation of PAEC was in process and efforts were 

being made to recover the amount. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 27, 2021 directed the management to pursue 

the case of recovery with PAEC and get the recovery record verified from Audit within 30 

days. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision.  

(Draft Para No.22/2021-22) 
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E. Design Related Issues 

1.5.55. Non-recovery of loss from the consultants due to defective engineering estimates - 

Rs.700 million  

According to Clause-3.4.1(a)(ii) of the Special Conditions of CSA, “except in case of 

gross negligence or willful misconduct on the part of the consultants or on the part of any 

person or firm acting on behalf of the consultants in carrying out the services, the consultants, 

with respect to damage caused by the consultants to the Client’s property, shall not be liable to 

the Client for any direct loss or damage that exceeds: (A) the total payments for professional 

fees and reimbursable expenditures made or expected to be made to the consultants hereunder: 

or (B) the proceeds the consultants may be entitled to receive from any insurance maintained 

by the consultants to cover such a liability, whichever of (A) or (B) is higher.  

During audit of accounts of the PD, Gomal Zam Dam Project for the period from July, 

2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a contract for management consultancy services was 

awarded to a JV led by M/s National Development Consultants on April 12, 2002. During 

execution of contract Package-GI & GII, quantities of the works were increased abnormally by 

Rs.700 million. As per GM (Projects) North letter dated November 01, 2019, the consultant 

had not physically verified the survey on which design drawings were prepared and cost was 

increased due to preparation of defective engineering estimate/BOQ by the consultants. As per 

special condition-3.4.1(a)(ii), the action against the consultants for recovery of loss sustained 

by WAPDA was initiated in November, 2019 but no recovery had so far been made from the 

consultants.  

Non-adherence to the CSA resulted in non-recovery of loss amounting to Rs.700 

million from the consultants due to defective engineering estimates / BOQ up to the FY 2020-

21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that the Umpire announced the Award 

on October 18, 2021 and held the Management Consultants responsible for certain “errors” and 

“omissions” at para-93 of his Award and allowed WAPDA to recover Rs.13.830 million. The 

Award was shared on October 22, 2021 with the WAPDA Counsel to provide legal opinion. 

WAPDA Counsel vide email dated November 29, 2021 had opined that since the Award was 

in favour of WAPDA and in such circumstances, there was no place for WAPDA to challenge 

the same. The management was processing the case in Law Division of WAPDA to implement 

the decision. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 6, 2022 directed the management to provide 

revised reply with justification (reasons for delay with evidence) to Audit. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to ensure recovery of loss from the consultant. 

(Draft Para No.176/2021-22) 
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F. Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks 

1.5.56. Non-depositing of retention money in the designated bank accounts - Rs.1,760.003 

million 

According to Para-B of the clarification to Revised Procedure for Operation of 

Assignment Accounts of Federal Government, 2018 issued on June 21, 2019, “Retention 

Money may be withdrawn in the name of project authorities and be deposited in a designated 

bank account opened with the approval of Finance Division. The account shall be used for 

deposit of retention money only and no utilization shall be made out of it, except payment to 

the contractor at the end of the project subject to successful performance of the contract and in 

accordance with the agreed terms and conditions and rules on the subject. Such account shall 

be immediately closed on expiry of the contract or completion of project whichever is earlier, 

under intimation to Ministry of Finance and Accountant General Pakistan Revenues (AGPR). 

In case retention money is forfeited or not claimed within stipulated period, same may be 

deposited in the Federal Government Account or Provincial Government as the case me”.     

During audit of accounts of three (03) formations of WAPDA for the period from July, 

2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that retention money amounting to Rs.1,760.003 million was 

deducted from the various IPCs of different contractors. As per above mentioned instructions, 

the said amount of retention money should have been withdrawn and kept in a separate 

designated bank account to be opened with the approval of the Finance Division. However, the 

said amount of retention money was not kept in designated bank accounts, which was irregular. 

The detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. DP No. Name of Formation Amount 

1. 31/2021-22 PD, Kachhi Canal Project (KCP)  8.425 

2. 40/2021-22 PD, KTDP 628.299 

3. 81/2021-22 PD, MDHP 1,123.279 

TOTAL 1,760.003 

Non-adherence to the Revised Procedure for Operation of Assignment Account resulted 

in non-depositing of retention money amounting to Rs.1,760.003 million in the designated bank 

accounts during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in July & August, 2021 and reported to 

the Ministry in October & November, 2021. The management replied that the case for obtaining 

approval from Finance Division for opening of separate bank accounts for retention money had 

already been submitted to the MoWR. 

The DAC in its meetings held on December 27 & 28, 2021 directed the CF&AO 

(MoWR) and Representative of Finance Wing of WAPDA to conduct enquiry on the matter 

and submit report to MoWR within a month. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report.  
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Audit recommends the management to ensure compliance of Finance Division’s 

instruction for keeping the retention money in separate bank account besides implementing 

DAC’s decision. 

1.5.57. Irregular transfer of retention money in commercial bank instead of keeping in 

designated bank account - Rs.1,249.171 million 

According to Assan Assignment Account Procedure (Local Currency), 2020, cash 

withdrawal or transfer of funds to any bank account is not allowed. Moreover, retention money 

may be withdrawn in the name of project authorities and be deposited in a designated bank 

account opened with the approval of Finance Division. The account shall be used for deposit 

of retention money only and no utilization shall be made out of it, except payment to the 

contractor at the end of the project subject to successful performance of the contract and in 

accordance with the agreed terms and conditions and rules on the subject. Such account shall 

be immediately closed on expiry of the contract or completion of project whichever is earlier, 

under intimation to Ministry of Finance and AGPR. In case retention money is forfeited or not 

claimed within stipulated period, same may be deposited in the Federal Government Account 

or Provincial Government as the case me.   

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Diamer Basha Dam Project for the period 

from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that retention money amounting to Rs.1,249.171 

million was deducted from the various IPCs of the contractors. As per the above mentioned 

Revised Procedure of Assignment Account, the said amount of retention money should have 

been withdrawn and kept in a separate designated bank account to be opened with the approval 

of the Finance Division. However, the said amount of retention money was deposited in 

commercial bank instead of transferring into the designated bank account which was irregular. 

Non-adherence to the instructions of Finance Division resulted in non-depositing of 

retention money amounting to Rs.1,249.171 million in a designated bank account during the 

FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that GM Finance (Water) had requested 

the MoWR to take up the matter with the Ministry of Finance for obtaining approval of opening 

of separate bank account for DBDP as per revised procedure for operation of Assignment 

Account. Once the designated bank account was opened, all retention money would be 

transferred to this account. 

Audit contended that keeping of retention money in commercial bank account was 

irregular for which responsibility needed to be fixed. Moreover, profit earned, if any, be 

remitted to Government Treasury. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the CF&AO MoWR and a 

representative of Finance Division of WAPDA to conduct enquiry on the matter and submit 

report to MoWR within a month. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 
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Audit recommends the management to keep retention money in the designated bank 

account instead of commercial bank account besides implementing DAC’s decision. 

 (Draft Para No.220/2021-22) 

G. HR & Pension Related Issues 

1.5.58. Unjustified expenditure on pay & allowances due to irregular appointment of 

retired employees as Advisors - Rs.14.196 million 

According to Para 3(a) of Establishment Division’s (GoP) letter No.F.No.2/10/2007/E-

1 dated December 04, 2007 regarding re-employment beyond the age of superannuation, “it 

was directed to ensure that the proposal duly signed by the Secretary or Additional Secretary 

Incharge of the Ministry concerned is received in the Establishment Division 6 months before 

the officer is due to attain the age of superannuation and has the approval of Minister Incharge”. 

As per Establishment Division’s office memorandum dated June 21, 2005, “engagement of 

retired officers as consultants / Advisors etc. shall require prior permission of the government 

and re-employment rules should apply to those government servants who are appointed on 

contract as consultants or otherwise after superannuation without open competition”.  

During audit of accounts of two formations of WAPDA for the period from July, 2020 to 

June, 2021, it was noticed that eight (8) retired officers were re-appointed as Advisors on 

contracts. These Advisors were hired directly without any recruitment process / approval of the 

government which was irregular. The detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. DP No. Name of Formations No. of Advisors Amount 

1. 141/2021-22 PD, KTDP 2 4.207 

2. 239/2021-22 GM / PD, DBDP 6 9.989 

TOTAL 8 14.196 

Hence, expenditure incurred on accounts of their pay & allowances amounting to 

Rs.14.196 million were unjustified.  

Non-adherence to aforesaid instructions of government resulted in unjustified 

expenditure of Rs.14.196 million on pay & allowances due to irregular appointment of retired 

employees as Advisors up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August & October, 2021 and reported 

to Ministry in November & December, 2021. The management of KTDP replied that the 

Advisors were appointed as per Section-17 of WAPDA Act, 1958 owing to their experience in 

the field. The management of DBDP replied that the Advisors were appointed for one year 

contract as per procedure laid down in the Section-3.2 (Recruitment Procedure / Process) of 

SOP for Recruitment of Advisors / Individual Consultants / Experts, 2019.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 5 & 27, 2022 directed the management of 

KTDP to provide revised detailed reply to Audit. In case of DBDP, the management was 
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directed to follow guidelines of PPRA and stop such hiring (without advertisement) forthwith. 

DAC further directed to comply with its earlier directions dated 17-19 December, 2020. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision.  

1.5.59. Irregular payment of cash medical allowance to ex-armed forces personnel - 

Rs.12.952 million  

According to office memo No.PEN/COORD/24-XXVIII dated August 29, 2018, 

“retired armed forces persons on their re-employment are not entitled for drawing cash medical 

allowance (CMA) from WAPDA on their re-employment”. As per WAPDA’s Finance 

Division (Admn & Regulations)’s office memo No.FO(B&F)/3-42/Vol-14/1950-60 dated 

April 29, 2019,  “ex-armed forces personnel (officials/ officers) re-employed in WAPDA may 

draw cash medical allowance (if admissible) or avail medical facility on provision of an 

undertaking, duly certified by their competent authority, to the effect that they are not drawing 

Cash Medical Allowance along with their armed forces pension or Medical Facility from 

CMH/MH/AFIC and Fauji Foundation Hospitals etc.”. 

During audit of accounts of four (04) formations of WAPDA for the period from July, 

2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.12.952 million on account of CMA 

was paid to ex-armed forces personnel working in WAPDA. The detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. DP No. Name of Formations Amount 

1. 20/2021-22 GM, TDP 11.008 

2. 126/2021-22 RE HPS, Chitral 0.612 

Sr. No. DP No. Name of Formations Amount 

3. 132/2021-22 PD, Dargai Rehabilitation Hydropower Project 0.504 

4. 183/2021-22 RE, GZD Hydel Power Station 0.828 

TOTAL 12.952 

These personnel were required to provide certificates from their competent authority 

regarding non-receiving of CMA with pension or non-availing of medical facility from their 

previous department but needful was not done. Audit held that the payment of CMA without 

receiving requisite certificates was irregular.  

Non-adherence to the Authority’s instructions resulted in irregular payment of CMA 

amounting to Rs.12.952 million to ex-armed forces personnel up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management during July to September, 2021 and 

reported to Ministry in October & November, 2021. The management of TDP & GZHPS 

replied that the payment was made after obtaining requisite certificates/declaration. In other 

cases, payment of CMA had been stopped and amount would be recovered from the concerned 

employees.  
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Audit contended that these certificates must be obtained by the personnel from their 

respective pension paying authorities. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 27, 2021 and January 6, 2022 directed the 

management to submit requisite record to Audit for verification. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to discontinue payment of CMA and ensure 

recovery of irregular paid amount from the concerned employees.  

1.5.60. Irregular payment of project allowance to the employees - Rs.12.583 million 

According to Addl. DG Finance (Admn & Regulation) WAPDA Office Order 

No.FO(B&F)/3-8/VOL-12/1413-1512 dated June 17, 2013, the project allowance will cease to 

be admissible on transfer to an employee from the project to any of the office or on completion 

of specific project. As per Manager (A&F) Regulations WAPDA’s Office Order dated 

September 20, 2019, the officers / officials posted at project site are entitled for project 

allowance @ 50% of basic pay and officers / officials posted at its Project Director / Liaison 

office located at other than site are entitle for project allowance @ 25% of basic pay. 

During audit of accounts of two (02) formations of WAPDA for the period from July, 

2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that project allowance was paid to employees of PD GZDP 

@ 50% of the running basic pay. The project allowance was admissible @ 25% of the running 

basic pay because the project office was situated in WAPDA Colony, D.I. Khan and project 

site was situated in South Waziristan Agency (District), which resulted in excess payment of 

Rs.8.027 million. Moreover, an amount of Rs.4.556 million was paid to the employees of 

Rainee Canal Project (RCP) after completion of project since June, 2014.Tthe detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. DP No. Name of Formation Amount 

1. 140/2021-22 CE / PD, RCP 4.556 

2. 166/2021-22 PD, GZDP 8.027 

TOTAL 12.583 

Audit held that payment of project allowance to the employees beyond the prescribed 

limit and after completion of project was irregular. 

Non-adherence to the Authority’s instructions resulted in irregular payment of 

Rs.12.583 million on account of project allowance to employees during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in July & September, 2021 and reported 

to Ministry in November, 2021. The management of RCP replied that project allowance was 

paid to the employees as it was not considered to be completed as per Clause-12.2 of Manual 

of Development Project. As soon as, the project was handed over to the Irrigation Department 

(Government of Sindh), payment of project allowance to the employees would be stopped. The 
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management of GZDP replied that the payment of 50% project allowance was justified for the 

staff performing duties at PD office, D.I. Khan due to location of project site and adverse 

security situation.  

The reply was not acceptable because RCP had been completed since June, 2014 and 

project office of GZDP was situated at D.I Khan. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 5, 2022 directed the management of RCP to 

immediately discontinue the payment of project allowance of the completed project. DAC 

further directed the management to send a reference to Finance Division through MoWR for 

seeking clarification. The DAC directed the management of GZDP to provide revised reply to 

Audit along with posting plan /job description of project staff in order to ascertain the 

admissibility of project allowance to employees. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

H. Value for Money and Service Delivery Issues 

1.5.61. Extra cost due to procurement of vehicles through contractors - Rs.197.933 million 

According to Clause-1.3 (i) of WAPDA Procurement and Contract Manual, “the 

purpose of a good Public Procurement is to get best value for money. It is one of the basic 

principles that should be given due consideration. However, the lowest initial cost may not 

equate over the operating life of the project or an item”. As per Rule-10 of General Financial 

Rules (GFR), “every officer incurring or authorizing expenditure from public funds should be 

guided by high standards of financial propriety among the principles on which emphasis is 

“Every public officer is expected to exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure 

incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of 

expenditure of his own money”. 

During audit of accounts of three (03) formations of WAPDA for the period from July, 

2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that the contractors provided 62 vehicles of different make 

and models at BOQ cost included in different contracts. Due to purchase of these vehicles through 

contractors, an amount of Rs.197.933 million had to be paid in excess due to difference in market 

value and BOQ cost, proportionate payment in foreign currency and escalation thereon. The 

detail is as under: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. No. DP No. Name of Formation Amount 

1. 45 & 46/2021-22 GM / PD, MDHP 126.180 

2. 217/2021-22 GM / PD, DBDP 9.843 

3. 267/2021-22 GM / PD, DHPP 61.910 

TOTAL 197.933 

Audit held that this overpayment had to be made due to inclusion of defective clause in 

the contracts which caused loss to the stated extent. 
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Non-adherence to the aforementioned instructions resulted in extra cost of Rs.197.933 

million due to procurement of vehicles through contractors up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August & October, 2021 and reported 

to the Ministry in November & December, 2021. The management replied that the contract 

was awarded to lowest qualified bidder after comprehensive bidding process. The procurement 

of vehicles had been made against BOQ item based on item rate as per provisions of contract. 

Moreover, being BOQ item, the O&M cost was also fixed at BOQ rates and escalation (price 

adjustment) had been rightly applied. No extra payment beyond the rate given in contract had 

been made to the contractor. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28, 2021 directed the management of MDHP 

to provide record to Audit for verification. Further, the DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 

2022 directed the management of DBDP & DHPP to ensure compliance of its earlier directives 

dated 17 & 19 December 2020, wherein, the management was directed to justify the purchase 

of these vehicles at exorbitant rates through BOQ / Contractor instead of departmentally by 

adopting PPRA Rules and adherence to the instructions of Finance Division regarding approval 

of austerity committee. 

DAC also directed the management of DHPP & DBDP to place the items at the rightful 

place of PC-I instead of BOQ and discourage this practice. If some justifiable reasons exist, 

purchase of vehicles be made through provisional sum in future. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to fix responsibility upon the authority who 

accorded approval for inclusion of vehicles in BOQ for purchase through contractors besides 

implementing DAC’s decision. 

1.5.62. Unjustified provision of cost of maintenance of vehicles in BOQ to be paid to the 

contractor – Rs.66 million 

According to Rule-10 of GFR, “every public officer is expected to exercise the same 

vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money. The expenditure should 

not be prima facie more than the occasion demands”.  

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Diamer Basha Dam Project for the period 

from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a provision of six (06) vehicles to be provided 

by the contractor to Employer was made in the contract signed with M/s Hasnaat Brothers 

Construction Company-Shahid & Co. JV on July 27, 2020. As per Appendix-D (BOQ), the 

Employer will have to pay to the contractor fixed monthly charges on account of maintenance 

of vehicles without any log book and documentary evidence of POL consumption and repairs. 

The monthly rate for O&M of vehicles varied from vehicle to vehicle and ranged from 

Rs.100,000 for Suzuki Jimny to Rs.200,000 for Revo and Toyota Fortuner per vehicle. As such, 

the Employer would pay to the contractor a total sum of Rs.66 million during construction 

period of 60 months. Moreover, monthly fixed payment on account of vehicles’ maintenance 

charges was on higher side because in the contract of RBPR-04, the contractor quoted rates for 

Revo and Toyota Fortuner amounting to Rs.110,000 and Rs.120,000 per month  whereas in 
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RBPR-03 O&M of vehicles cost for the same vehicles was Rs.200,000 each per month which 

was 74% higher. Audit held that this clause of the contract was defective and against the 

financial rules as in the absence of log books, bonafide /actual use of vehicles would not be 

ascertained and payment of huge fixed amount on account of O&M of vehicles was not 

justified.  

Non-adherence to the GFR resulted in unjustified provision of cost of maintenance of 

vehicles amounting to Rs.66 million in BOQ to be paid to the contractor up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that the contractor had quoted the rates 

by considering the factors like more wear & tear due to hard terrain, difficulty of sites, 

insurance, arrangement of drivers in three shifts round the clock and high fuel consumption in 

mountainous area and complexity of sites. The contractor’s bid was accepted after detailed 

evaluation. 

The reply was not tenable because clause of the contract was defective and against the 

financial rules as in the absence of log books, bonafide / actual use of vehicles would not be 

ascertained and provision of huge fixed amount on account of O&M of vehicles was not 

justified. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to submit 

detailed response with justification for provision of maintenance cost in BOQ. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No.241/2021-22) 

1.5.63. Infructuous expenditure on consultancy services on hydrological and geological 

studies - Rs.28.538 million 

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for 

Losses, “all losses whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary 

investigation by the officer in whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the 

amount involved”. 

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Diamer Basha Dam Project for the period 

from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a contract was signed between WAPDA and 

M/s MM Pakistan (Pvt.) Limited on November 22, 2016 for consultancy services of hydrology 

& geological studies, channelization of Nullahs and design review of structures in Thor Colony 

of DBDP for an amount of Rs.30.059 million and an amount of Rs.28.538 million was paid to 

the consultants. After completion the assignment, the consultants submitted reports and gave 

recommendations but WAPDA had not implemented the recommendations and 

remedial/protection works proposed for safety of colony including channelization of Thor 

Nullah as well as measures against landslides for want or review of protection works by the 

supervision consultants for economical and viable solutions. Reports of M/s MM Pakistan 

(Pvt.) Limited were sent to M/s DBCG for review and furnishing their firm recommendations 

for economical and viable solutions for executing remedial / protection works for safe 

utilization of Thor Colony. Audit held that as the WAPDA had not implemented the 
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recommendations of the consultants, therefore, expenditure incurred thereon had gone wasted 

which needed investigation.   

Non-adherence to Authority’s instructions resulted in infructuous expenditure 

amounting to Rs.28.538 million up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that services of competent consultants 

were hired as per directions of Ministry. Recommendations of competent consultants would be 

implemented after review by M/s DBCG and availability / allocation of funds for Thor Colony. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the Member (Water) 

WAPDA to submit revised reply within 30 days justifying reasons for delay in implementation 

of directives of Prime Minister. DAC further directed to provide the status of remedial 

measures and reasons for not taking such measures. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No.246/2021-22) 

I. Others 

1.5.64. Generation loss due to non-rectification of faults of generating unit owing to delay 

in decision making - Rs.547.949 million  

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for 

Losses, “all losses whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary 

investigation by the officer in whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the 

amount involved”. 

During audit of accounts of the RE, Jinnah Hydel Power Station for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that Unit No.01 of powerhouse had forced shut down 

on November 24, 2015 due to damage of Speed Increaser. A contract for dismantling along 

with installation, testing and commissioning of Speed Increaser was awarded to M/s Renken 

& Co. Germany at contract price of Euro 1.660 million on November 18, 2016. The contractor, 

after execution of work at different intervals during March 22 to November 11, 2019, 

demobilized from the site without commissioning the Speed Increaser and claimed EOT for 50 

days with additional cost. The Authority accorded approval for EOT on May 14, 2020 with 

cost implications of Euro 142,000. However, due to un-reasonable time consumed on 

approvals, release orders and delay in establishment of letter of credit (LC), payment of EOT 

cost claim was not made to the contractor and the contractor had not re-mobilized from abroad 

despite lapse of 21 months.  Audit held that the faults could not be removed due to undue delays 

in decision making/approvals at different forums which causing generation loss of Rs.547.949 

million, for which no responsibility was fixed. 

Non-adherence to the Authority’s instructions resulted in generation loss of Rs.547.949 

million due to non-rectification of faults of generating unit owing to delay in  decision making 

up to the FY 2020-21. 
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The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that the Authority accorded approval 

for EOT on May 14, 2020 with cost implications of Euro 142,000. The verified invoice of Euro 

71,400 had been sent to Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) for claiming services 

rendered by them. After the payment of additional services, schedule would be submitted by 

OEM for final testing and commissioning of Speed Increaser of Unit No.1. 

Audit contended that the unit was damaged in November, 2015, which has not been 

rectified despite delay of six years and abnormal time was spent on procedural matters causing 

generation loss.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to submit 

revised reply with justification regarding delay, contractual / legal remedy and way forward. 

DAC further directed to recover the balance amount from previous contractor.    

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to fix responsibility for abnormal delay in 

rectification of faults besides implementing DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No.236/2021-22) 

1.5.65. Generation loss due to inordinate delay in procurement of equipment and execution 

of rectification works - Rs.447.286 million  

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for 

Losses, “all losses whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary 

investigation by the officer in whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the 

amount involved”. 

During audit of accounts of the CE/RE, Chashma Hydel Power Station for the period 

from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that some faults were observed in Unit No.8 of 

power house during October, 2015 to May, 2016 which had not yet been rectified. A fact 

finding enquiry committee was constituted to ascertain the causes of outages, steps/efforts 

taken to restore the units, causes of delays in restoration of the units and to fix responsibility 

for revenue loss to the authority, if any. The enquiry committee concluded that major causes 

were delay in admin approval for overhauling of Unit No.8 from Authority, award of work to 

the OEM through direct contracting, release orders and late establishment of LC. The 

committee also concluded that total time consumptions was unusual and required forensic 

examination at each office to sort factual position regarding the procedural time and undue time 

consumption to fix responsibility. It showed that the work order for procurement of equipment 

and rectification of faults was not awarded timely due to unusual delays at different forums 

causing generation loss of 201.480 million energy units amounting to Rs.447.286 million, for 

which no responsibility was fixed. 

Operational mismanagement resulted in generation loss of Rs.447.286 million due to 

inordinate delay in procurement of equipment and execution of rectification works during the 

FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in December, 2021. The management replied that Unit No.8 was shut down on permanent mode 
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due to rubbing of Rotor with Stator of main generator on May 28, 2016. The work was awarded 

to OEM and after dismantling of generator, the contractor identified that certain plants / spares 

were needed to overhaul the Unit. Therefore, under the contract, a variation order of major 

overhauling of Unit No.8 was signed after fulfilling the codal formalities involving technical 

clarifications and arrangement of cash foreign exchange from Ministry of Finance and approval 

of establishment of LC from SBP. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to fix 

responsibility on the persons at fault in the light of previous enquiry committee’s findings. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision.  

(Draft Para No.228/2021-22) 

1.5.66. Generation loss on account of less generation than plant capacity - Rs.393.990 

million 

According to Item-11 of Operational Data of Form-E for the year 2020-21 of Jinnah 

Hydel Power Station, plant utilization factor on the basis of average maximum capacity was 

42.49 MW. As per Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for 

Losses, “all losses whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary 

investigation by the officer in whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the 

amount involved”. 

During audit of accounts of the RE, Jinnah Hydel Power Station for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed from Yearly Form-E that against capacity of 42.49 

MW, plant utilization factor was only 64.95%. Resultantly, 14.89 MW of electricity was less 

generated subject to availability of capacity. In this context, authority sustained loss of 

Rs.393.990 million due to less generation of power. 

Non-adherence to Authority’s instructions and mismanagement resulted into generation 

loss of Rs.393.990 million during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that Jinnah Hydel Power Station was a 

run of river plant. Electricity generation was dependent upon hydrological factors i.e. quantity 

of water available during summer and winter season and volume of water released by the 

Irrigation Department. Moreover, during rainy season, huge influx of trashes (underwater & 

surface) came in the river water which chocked the intake trash racks of the Units, thus causing 

units unable to run on capacity predicted at 24:00 hrs.  

Audit contended that average capacity of 42.49 MW against installed capacity of 96 

MW was determined after considering these factors, therefore, non-achievement of average 

capacity needed to be investigated. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 27, 2021 directed the management to 

provide revised reply with documentary evidence such as date-wise flow of water versus 

electricity generated to prove their stance. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 
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Audit recommends the management to enquire the matter regarding operation of plant 

below the average capacity. 

(Draft Para No.89/2021-22) 

1.5.67. Generation loss due to running of Unit No.01 at de-rated capacity - Rs.315.151 

million  

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for 

Losses, “all losses whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary 

investigation by the officer in whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the 

amount involved”. 

During audit of accounts of the CE, Chashma Hydel Power Station for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that Unit No.01 of Chashma Hydel Power Station 

having installed capacity of 23 MW was running on de-rated capacity with maximum load of 

10 MW. Further scrutiny revealed that a fault occurred in Unit No.1 in December 2016 and 

after necessary repairs, the generating capacity of the unit remained fluctuating with decreasing 

trend and load was adjusted up to 10 MW in April, 2020. Due to running of unit at de-rated 

capacity, 141.960 million energy units amounting to Rs.315.151 million could not be generated 

which was loss to the Authority.  

Non-adherence to the Authority’s instructions resulted in generation loss of Rs.315.151 

million due to running of unit at de-rated capacity during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in August, 2021 and reported to Ministry 

in November, 2021. The management replied that Unit No.1 could not be loaded up to its 

capacity due to increased gap of Runner Blades and Discharge Ring which resulted in severe 

vibrations. Therefore, load on Unit No.1 was restricted to 10 MW. The permanent solution of 

the fault was overhauling of Turbine of Unit No.1. However, the same could not be started at 

this stage because two units i.e. Unit No.2&8 were already under repair. It was planned that 

overhauling of Unit No.1 would be carried out after completion of works on Unit No.2&8. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 6, 2022 directed the management to provide 

revised reply covering reasons of delay in repair of unit and timelines for repairing and bringing 

the unit to working condition. DAC further directed to certify that NEPRA had allowed reading 

from units and no penalty had been imposed by NEPRA. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No.142/2021-22) 

1.5.68. Increase in cost of current transformers due to negligence in finalization of 

specifications before award of work - Rs.186.149 million 

According to PEC’s Standard form of bidding documents for procurement of E&M 

Works dated 11th June, 2007, “A set of precise and clear specifications is a prerequisite for 

bidders to respond realistically and competitively to the requirements of the user without 

qualifying their Bids. The specifications must be drafted to permit the widest possible 

competition and, at the same time, present a clear statement of the required standards of 

workmanship, materials, performance of the works. Only if this is done, objectives of economy, 
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efficiency, and fairness in procurement will be realized and responsiveness of Bids can be 

ensured, and the subsequent task of bid evaluation can be facilitated”.  

During audit of accounts of the CE (Power) Hydel Power Station Tarbela for the period 

from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that a contract for supply and installation of 

220KV SF6 circuit breakers, associated disconnect switches, current transformers (CTs) and 

bus bars was awarded to M/s Transmark International on January 10, 2017. The bidder 

submitted his bid as per approved specifications mentioned in the bidding documents. After 

award of contract, it was pointed out that specifications of the CTs included in the contract 

were not compatible with specifications of the autotransformers and other equipment which 

were being upgraded under Tarbela 4th Extension Project. Upon asking the contractor for 

making changes in specifications of the CTs, the contractor informed that any change in the 

specifications would require additional time and additional cost. As such prices of CTs were 

increased through Amendment No.4 on May 07, 2019 which increased the contract cost by 

Rs.186.149 million. Audit held that as per PEC’s instructions, the issue of compatibility was 

required to be settled through coordination with the management of T-4 Extension Project 

before finalization of specifications of CTs and award of work in order to save the additional 

cost and time which was not done. 

Non-adherence to PEC’s guidelines resulted in increase in cost of CTs by Rs.186.149 

million due to lack of coordination and negligence in finalization of specifications before award 

of work up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that the specs / special design of 220KV 

CTs were changed for compatibility with upgradation of 500KV CTs due to which price was 

changed and this price change was not due to price escalation. Resultantly, amendment No.4 

was made in the contract with the approval of Authority. 

Audit contended that change of specs at later stage caused severe delays in the project 

besides exorbitant increase in cost beyond the competitive procurement process for which 

reasonability of rate could not be ascertained. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to ensure 

compliance of its earlier decision dated November 30, 2021, wherein it was directed that 

Member (Power) WAPDA, Engineering Advisor, MoWR and one coopt member would 

conduct fact finding including reasonability of rates in the matter and submit report to MoWR 

and Audit within one month. DAC further directed to issue reminder for early completion of 

fact finding enquiry. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision.   

(Draft Para No.282/2021-22) 

1.5.69. Non-completion of work against advance given to PESCO for electrification of 

villages - Rs.159.229 million 

According to GM / PD, Dasu Hydropower Project Office letter No. GM / PD/Dasu HPP 

/E&M-13/95-102 dated January 03, 2017 written to CEO PESCO, the work for electrification 
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of non-resettlement villages will be completed within stipulated time period of one year and 

audit certificate was required to be produced upon completion of the work. 

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Dasu Hydropower Project for the period from 

July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.159.229 million was paid to the 

PESCO for electrification of various non-resettlement villages of District Kohistan. This 

amount was paid on December 29, 2016 with stipulated completion period of one (01) year. 

Despite lapse of more than four years, neither completion reports of the respective works were 

provided nor adjustment accounts along with audit certificate furnished by the PESCO to 

project authorities. 

Non-adherence to the above referred office memo resulted in non-completion of work 

against advance of Rs.159.229 million given to PESCO for electrification of villages up to the 

FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that the works were under process by 

PESCO and on intimation of completion of works, any under or over spent amount would be 

treated accordingly. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the management to submit 

revised reply with justification regarding non-completion of works besides expediting the 

matter with PESCO. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 

(Draft Para No.256/2021-22) 

1.5.70. Recurring generation loss due to damage of Unit No.1 of powerhouse - Rs.154.210 

million 

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for 

Losses, “all losses whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary 

investigation by the officer in whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the 

amount involved”. 

During audit of accounts of the RE, Gomal Zam Hydel Power Station for the period 

from July, 2019 to June, 2021, it was noticed that Unit No.1 of Gomal Zam Hydel Power 

Station was not in operation since 2016. Resultantly, 152.830 million energy units amounting 

to Rs.154.210 million could not be generated during FY 2019-20 & 2020-21 which was loss to 

the Authority. No responsibility for recurring generation loss due to defective powerhouse unit 

was fixed. 

Non-adherence to Authority’s instructions resulted in generation loss of Rs.154.210 

million due to due to damage of Unit No.1 of power house up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that Unit No.01 of Gomal Zam was 

damaged during DLP. The repair of unit was under way in the office of CE / PD, GZD at the 

risk & cost of the contractor after taking consent from him.  Audit would be updated on the 
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matter. 

Audit contended that the said unit was damaged in 2016 and despite lapse of 5 years, 

the same had not been got rectified at the risk & cost of the contractor due to which recurring 

generation loss had been sustained which needed fixation of responsibility and recovery from 

the contractor. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 6, 2022 directed the management to provide 

revised reply covering reasons for delay in repair of unit and timelines for repairing and 

bringing the unit to working condition. DAC further directed to certify that NEPRA had 

allowed reading from units and no penalty had been imposed by NEPRA. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to enquire the matter regarding non-rectification 

of faults at the risk & cost of the contractor besides implementing the DAC’s decision. 
(Draft Para No.182/2021-22) 

1.5.71. Unjustified payment to the contractors without obtaining sales tax invoices - 

Rs.73.563 million 

According to Para-4(ii) of Federal Board of Revenue (FBR)’s letter dated July 24, 2013, 

“in case of public works, it may please be ensured that the contractors engaged make purchases 

only from sales tax registered person. Since contractors carrying out government works against 

public tender are required to have a BOQ, the contracting department/organization must require 

such contractors to present sales tax invoices of all material mentioned in the BOQ as evidence 

of its legal purchase before payment is released to them”. 

During audit of accounts of the CE (Civil) Ghazi Barotha Hydropower Project, Hattian 

for the period from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that an amount of Rs.73.563 million 

was paid to different contractors on account of work done (providing & fixing of metal guard 

rails / crash barriers, steel chain link fence with G.I pipes etc.). Contrary to the FBR’s 

instructions, sales tax invoices were not obtained from the contractors while making payments 

to confirm that the purchases of specific material were made from Sales Tax Registered Firms. 

Thus, payment of amount in question was not justified and showed that undue favour was 

extended to the contractors. 

Non-adherence to the instructions of FBR resulted in unjustified payment of Rs.73.563 

million to the contractors without obtaining sales tax invoices during the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that in case of works/contracts, 

mandatory requirement of GST invoices pertaining to purchases against BOQ items was not 

clear. However, instructions had now been issued to lower formations for obtaining of GST 

invoices from the contractors in respect of their procurements against BOQ items.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 6, 2022 directed the management to submit 

revised reply. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to ensure receipt of GST invoices from the 
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concerned contractors in compliance of FBR’s instructions. 

(Draft Para No.139 /2021-22) 

1.5.72. Irregular payment of fuel cost to the contractor without finalizing enquiry 

regarding POL verification - Rs.44.959 million 

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for 

Losses, “all losses whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary 

investigation by the officer in whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the amount 

involved”. As per office order No.CE&PD/NJHPC/2019/-26/7513-17 dated December 30, 2019 

“the Committee was required to submit the report by January 10, 2020”. 

During audit of accounts of the CEO, NJHPC for the period from July, 2020 to June, 

2021, it was noticed that an enquiry committee was constituted on December 30, 2019 to probe 

/ investigate the matter of discrepancies observed in verification of POL (Diesel & Petrol) in 

the IPC-111. As per TORs, the committee was required to check/review the backup sheets of 

IPC-111 submitted by the contractor and compare with the summary verification done by the 

NJHPC’s concerned offices and submit its report by January 10, 2020. A copy of said enquiry 

report and supporting documents of IPC-111 was called for by the Audit for examination but 

the same was not provided on the plea that it was not finalized due to lacking of certain 

documents required from the contractor and the consultants. The plea of the management was 

not justified as more than 20 months had been lapsed since constitution of enquiry committee. 

Moreover, one authorized verifier i.e. Additional DG (HR&A) had been transferred and 

another verifier i.e. Junior Engineer had resigned from Company’s service. Audit held that 

payment of fuel cost amounting to Rs.44.959 million to the contractor without finalization of 

enquiry / fixing responsibility was irregular.  

Non-adherence to the Authority’s instructions resulted in irregular payment of fuel cost 

amounting to Rs.44.959 million to the contractor without finalizing enquiry regarding POL 

verification up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that the enquiry had been completed 

and action would be taken in the light of findings of the enquiry committee against responsible 

officers/officials. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 5, 2022 directed the management to provide 

detailed response within 15 days regarding recovery, the persons responsible and actions taken 

under E&D Rules. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to implement DAC’s decision. 
(Draft Para No.105/2021-22) 

1.5.73. Loss due to misappropriation in POL, misuse of vehicles and fake repair of vehicles 

- Rs.14.745 million  

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for 

Losses, “all losses whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary 

investigation by the officer in whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the 
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amount involved”. 

During audit of accounts of the CE (Power) Ghazi Barotha for the period from July, 

2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed that initially, an enquiry committee was constituted by CE 

(Power) Ghazi Barotha to probe into facts regarding the irregularities observed in transport 

section vide office order No.CE(P)GB/Admn/ EG-09/3954-58 dated February 03, 2020. The 

enquiry committee recommended Special Audit for further investigation & assessing exact loss 

to the Authority and also recommended for constitution of formal enquiry committee.  Another 

enquiry committee was constituted under the convenership of Director (HR&Admn) Hydel by 

the GM (Hydel) Operation vide office order No.GMHO/ CEHO/G-6/10191-95 dated June 04, 

2020. The committee also pointed out various irregularities and endorsed the view point of 

initial enquiry committee to conduct Special Audit to ascertain exact loss. The Special Audit 

was conducted by Chief Auditor (WAPDA) for the period from July, 2017 to June, 2020. As 

per report, various irregularities i.e. misappropriation in POL, misuse of vehicles, fake repair 

of vehicles, fake journeys, private use of vehicles etc. involving amount of Rs.14.745 million 

were noticed which was loss to the Authority. Neither action was initiated against the 

responsible(s) nor loss recovered.   

Non-adherence to the Authority’s instructions resulted in loss of Rs.14.745 million due 

to misappropriation in POL, misuse of vehicles and fake repair of vehicles up to the FY 2020-

21.  

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that office of the Chief Auditor 

WAPDA had conducted Special Audit of Transport Section and Internal Audit had been 

requested to provide evidence of misappropriation for further scrutiny. Moreover, few other 

matters were under investigation by the GM (M&S) WAPDA. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 6, 2022 directed the management to complete 

the enquiry within 30 days and take action accordingly. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to fix responsibility for misappropriation of POL, 

misuse of vehicles and fake repairs.  

(Draft Para No.133/2021-22) 

1.5.74. Non-recovery from the contractor defaulted in Waran Canal Contract  - Rs.12.822 

million 

According to Section-III (1) of WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for 

Losses, “all losses whether of public money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary 

investigation by the officer in whose charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the 

amount involved”. 

During audit of accounts of the GM / PD, Diamer Basha Dam Project for the period 

from July, 2020 to June, 2021, it was noticed from the PD, GZDP office letter written to the 

GM / PD, DBDP on February 01, 2021 that due to default of contractor M/s Shoukat Khan & 

Co at Waran Canal Contract (GZD-03-F), his contract was terminated by the Authority & work 

was completed through VO.  The assessment of remaining work done at his risk & cost was 

made by the consultants and an amount of Rs.12.822 million over & above the amount 
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available with project’s office was determined to be recovered from the defaulter contractor. 

The amount was required to be recovered from the claims of the same contractor working at 

DBDP, as requested by the PD, GZDP, but needful was not done. 

Non-adherence to the Authority’s instructions resulted in non-recovery of Rs.12.822 

million from the claims of defaulter contractor up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in October, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in December, 2021. The management replied that legal remedies available to Gomal 

Zam Authorities, emanating from the Gomal Zam Contract itself, should be separately and 

directly pursued. This office would proceed as per legal opinion to fulfill the contractual 

obligations in line with Authority approval.  

The reply was not tenable because the amount of defaulter contractor at one project 

should have been recovered from his claims at other projects to save the Authority from loss. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the WAPDA Authority for 

coordination between the projects and recover the outstanding amount from the contractor. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to ensure recovery from the defaulter contractor at 

the earliest.  
(Draft Para No.227/2021-22) 

1.5.75. Loss due to irregular verification and payment of fuel claims to the contractor 

without supporting documents - Rs.10.050 million  

According to Clause-3.1.1 of CSA, “the consultants shall perform the Services and 

carry out their obligations with all due diligence, efficiency and economy in accordance with 

generally accepted professional techniques and practices, and shall observe sound management 

practices and employ appropriate advanced technology and safe methods. The consultants shall 

always act, in respect of any matter relating to this Contract or to the Services, as faithful 

advisers to the Client and shall at all times support and safeguard the Client’s legitimate 

interests in any dealings with the sub-consultants or third parties”. As per Section-III (1) of 

WAPDA Guidelines for Enforcing Responsibility for Losses, “all losses whether of public 

money or of stores, shall be subjected to preliminary investigation by the officer in whose 

charge they were, to fix the cause of the loss and the amount involved”. 

During audit of accounts of the CEO, NJHPC for the period from July, 2020 to June, 

2021, it was noticed that drawl of 28,024.15 liters Diesel and 3,737.01 liters Petrol was verified 

during December, 2018 to March, 2019 by different authorized officers /officials of different 

sections. As per POL verification sheets, the drawl quantity of fuel was verified without 

mentioning its source (contractor’s pump, slip number / Pakistan State Oil Fuel with Card etc.) 

and supporting documents. Moreover, fuel of four (04) vehicles was verified by the authorized 

persons of the Employer and the consultants at different project’s sites (C-1 & C-3) 

simultaneously, out of which 5,514 liters fuel was verified without mentioning its source / 

supporting documents. This scenario indicated that a huge quantity of fuel valuing Rs.10.050 

million was verified irregularly and paid to the contractor in IPC.No.107 without supporting 

documents in collaboration with the staff of contractor and consultants which caused loss to 
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the Company. 

Non-adherence to the aforementioned clause / instructions resulted in loss of Rs.10.050 

million due to irregular verification and payment of fuel claims to the contractor without 

supporting documents up to the FY 2020-21. 

The matter was taken up with the management in September, 2021 and reported to 

Ministry in November, 2021. The management replied that an enquiry committee to probe the 

discrepancies observed by the Audit was constituted on October 12, 2021. The enquiry 

committee was likely to complete its assignment within next 3-4 weeks. Action would be taken 

as per recommendation of the enquiry under E&D rules. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 5, 2022 directed the management to expedite 

enquiry proceedings and share report with Audit. 

No further progress was intimated till finalization of Audit Report. 

Audit recommends the management to ensure recovery of irregular paid amount from 

the concerned. 

(Draft Para No.148/2021-22)
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2.1 Impact of Glacier Melting on Water Infrastructure Development 

2.1.1 Introduction 

The world is in the midst of a climate emergency as average global temperatures have 

already peaked one degree celsius above preindustrial levels. The emission of greenhouse gases 

is the main cause behind global rise in temperatures. Many impacts are already being witnessed 

world-wide at current level of warming, which have contributed to melting of permafrost and 

glacial retreat in Arctic and Hindu Kush-Karakoram-Himalayan system also known as the third 

pole. 

Climate change is a key concern in the third pole as the rate of warming is considerably 

more than the worldly average indicating increased susceptibility of cryosphere environment to 

climatic changes. As a result, the security and development of South Asian region is in peril. 

Pakistan and other adjoining countries are experiencing a number of ramifications associated 

with climate change. These include extreme weather events, water crisis and collapsing glaciers.  

Glacial melting is directly associated with formation and growth of Glacial Lake 

Outburst Flows (GLOF). Occurrence of GLOFs in northern regions of Pakistan represents 

significant hazards due to their far-reaching destructive potential. Rising temperature and 

variation in weather conditions due to climate change will inevitably increase the magnitude 

and frequency of natural hazards in coming decades.  

GLOFs have the potential to release millions of cubic meters of water and debris, with 

peak flows as high as 15,000 cubic meters per second, causing unprecedented damages to life 

and property especially large-scale public infrastructure projects on their way. Such events 

have already occurred in Pakistan and, thus are cause of major concern for the sustainability of 

water sector projects in the upper riparian of Indus cascade.  

2.1.2 Background 

Rapidly changing climatic conditions are causing glaciers in Pakistan to recede at a rate 

of 40 - 60 meters per decade104. According to ICIMOD, 5218 glaciers (15,040 sq km) and 2420 

lakes are identified and mapped in Pakistan. Out of these, 52 lakes have been classified as 

potentially hazardous and likely to cause GLOFs over the next few years to decades.  

In the last 50 years, the annual mean temperature in Pakistan has increased by roughly 

0.5°C. The number of heat wave days per year has increased nearly fivefold in the last 30 years. 

Annual precipitation has historically shown high variability but has slightly increased in the 

last 50 years. Pakistan is expected to experience increased variability of river flows due to 

increased variability of precipitation and the melting of glaciers. 

On average GLOF events occur in the Himalayan region every 3-10 years with varying 

degrees of socio-economic impacts. A total of 35 destructive GLOFs have been recorded form 

these regions in the past 200 years and at least 11 surges of exceptional scale have been 

recorded from the upper Indus Basin. Pakistan’s melting glaciers have a history of forming 

                                                           
104  UNDP Project Document for Reducing Risks  and Vulnerabilities from Glacier Lake Outburst Floods in Northern Pakistan. 

https://www.adaptation-undp.org/pakistan-launches-37-million-undp-supported-project-protect-30-million-people-dangerous-glacial-lake
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GLOFs which swept away entire communities causing huge loss of lives and infrastructure.  

Recent GLOF events in Pakistan have severely damaged communities, infrastructure 

and hydropower plants falling in their vicinity.  Substantial damage to power houses has 

inevitably questioned the effectiveness of feasibility studies and design of dams. The very 

purpose of conducting detailed feasibilities and surveys is to design climate proof, robust and 

sustainable structures which can withstand adverse climatic effects. Moreover, this also 

questions the governmental policies and their implementation at departmental level as to why 

the adaptation measures being taken have not been successful in mitigating the impact of glacial 

melting and safeguarding water infrastructure. 

2.1.3 Establishing the Audit Theme 

2.1.3.1 Reasons of Selection   

The National Climate Change Policy of 2012 and National Water Policy 2018 are 

Pakistan’s guiding documents on climate change and water resources. These set out the goals 

of achieving climate-resilient infrastructure development for the country through 

mainstreaming climate change in priority sectors of the country105.  

The subject theme is directly in line with Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 6 and 

13 which aim to combat climate change by integrating climate change measures in national 

policies and call for enhancement of national adaptive capacity to mitigate climate induced 

disasters by building climate resilient water infrastructure. While Goal 6 aims to ensure 

availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all, Goal 13 aims to take 

urgent actions to combat climate change and its impact.  

The achievement of these goals inter-alia requires efficient water conservation and 

climate resilient storage capacity. Enhancement of large scale water storage capacity structures 

and provision of affordable & clean energy require intensive capital investment. 

2.1.3.2 Purpose / Objectives 

The thematic audit was conducted to ascertain the implementation status of the National 

Water Policy 2018. Moreover, the impacts of glacier melting and resulting GLOFs on water 

infrastructures were also studied. Coordination among various departments was reviewed with 

the view to highlight shortcomings in implementation of policies by the Ministry of Water 

Resources (MoWR), Ministry of Climate Change (MoCC), Federal Flood Commission (FFC) 

and WAPDA. The purpose was to streamline the future planning and design of climate resilient 

infrastructure projects. The main purpose and objectives of the thematic audit were: 

a. To determine the effectiveness of the governmental policies and measures taken 

towards monitoring of glaciers for sustainable water resource management. 

b. To determine as to how climate resilient water infrastructure is ensured at the 

project planning and approval phase. 

c. To ascertain impacts of extreme weather events influenced by glacial melting 

                                                           
105 Climate Change Profile of Pakistan (ADB) 
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in recent years on water infrastructure projects.  

2.1.3.3 Scope 

The scope includes audit of MoWR and MoCC to analyze the implementation of 

National Water Policy 2018 with reference to the policy measures related to the audit theme. 

It also involved analysis of performance targets of MoWR with reference to development 

projects. 

Audit further examined as to how climate resilient water infrastructure is ensured at the 

project planning and approval phase at the ministry level. Analysis of policies related to glacier 

melting and their synchronization at MoCC and MoWR for better integration of water resource 

management was also carried out.  

Scope of Audit will cover time period starting from approval of National Water Policy 

2018 up to Financial Year ending 2021. 

Thematic audit includes audit of FFC, Islamabad, with respect to checking mitigation 

measures taken to cater floods in the country, installation of early flood warning systems, 

execution of normal / emergent flood programme, and implementation of National Flood 

Production Plan-IV (NFPP-IV). 

Audit of Glacier Monitoring and Research Centre (GMRC), WAPDA, Lahore, was 

conducted to ascertain the implementation of the project “Establishment of Pakistan Glacier 

Monitoring Network”. Scope of audit covered the time period extending from project start date 

in 2016 up to June, 2021. 

Moreover, thematic audit activity comprised audit of WAPDA projects including Golen 

Gol Hydropower Project, WAPDA, Chitral and Diamer Basha Dam Project, WAPDA, Chilas, 

GB.  

2.1.4 Legal Framework Governing the Theme 

The primary legislation includes the National Water Policy, Pakistan Water Charter and 

National Climate Change Policy 2012. National Water Policy 2018 & Pakistan Water Charter 

was approved by the Council of Common Interest (CCI) on April 24, 2018. The Water Charter 

was signed by the Prime Minister and by all Chief Ministers of provinces. Charter is the call to 

action and the declaration of a water emergency.  

The National Climate Change Policy was approved in September, 2012. It is Pakistan’s 

guiding document on climate change, setting out the goal of achieving climate-resilient 

development for the country through mainstreaming climate change in the economically and 

socially vulnerable sectors of the country. 

The secondary legislation includes the performance agreement signed between MoWR 

and Prime Minister of Pakistan. MoWR committed to deliver the targets set out in this 

agreement for the financial year 2021. Moreover, the CCI approved the National Flood 

Protection Plan (NFPP-IV 2015-25) in its 31st meeting held on May 02, 2017.  

Pakistan is also signatory to Paris Agreement 2015 and member of international climate 

change organizations, such as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). 
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2.1.5 Stakeholders and Governmental Organizations Identified as Directly / Indirectly 

Involved   

Directly involved stakeholders and governmental organization in thematic audit 

includes: 

a. Ministry of Water Resources (MoWR) 

b. Ministry of Climate Change (MoCC) 

c. Federal Flood Commission (FFC) 

d. Water and Power Development Authority (WAPDA) 

Indirectly involved stakeholders and governmental organization in thematic audit 

includes: 

a. Indus River System Authority (IRSA) 

b. Pakistan Meteorological Department (PMD) 

c. Punjab Irrigation Department (PID) 

d. Sindh Irrigation Department 

e. Baluchistan Irrigation Department 

f. KP Irrigation Department 

g. United Nation Development Programme (UNDP) 

2.1.6 Role of Important Organizations 

MoWR is mandated for development of country’s water and hydropower resources to 

meet current and future challenges of water shortage, provision of affordable, environmental 

friendly renewable energy and act as catalyst in the implementation of the National Water 

Policy by taking all the stakeholders on board, through creativity, initiative, innovation and 

technology. WAPDA, IRSA, FFC and PCIW are working under the umbrella of MoWR to 

manage the water sector of Pakistan at federal level. 

WAPDA is presently implementing two large scale projects in Upper Indus Basin. 

Diamer Basha Dam Project (DBDP) is located 315 km upstream of Tarbela Dam, 180 km 

below the town of Gilgit and 40 km downstream of Chilas. Upon completion, it would have 

installed capacity of 4,800 MW with live water storage of 8.1 MAF. Similarly, Dasu 

Hydropower Project having generation capacity of 4,320 MW is being implemented 74 km 

downstream of DBDP and 240 km upstream of Tarbela Dam near Dasu Town in District 

Kohistan. Besides this, WAPDA has completed numerous hydropower projects including 

construction of Golen Gol Hydropower Project in Chitral with installed capacity of 106 MW. 

Pakistan Glacier Monitoring Network Project is also being implemented by WAPDA 

to improve and strengthen the monitoring of river flows and the weather conditions in the 

glaciated area of the Upper Indus Basin. Data generated by the project would help in studies 

and assessments related to climate change, the environment and disaster management. 

FFC provides technical advisory services to the MoWR on issues like engineering, 

water and hydropower sector, including flood control, dams safety, irrigation, and drainage 

besides other allied engineering matters at national level. It has played an instrumental role in 
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formulation and subsequent approval of 4th 10-year National Flood Protection Plan and 

National Water Policy (NWP) 2018. 

MoCC is entrusted with the implementation of the Climate Change Policy 2012. The 

Ministry plays an important role in approval of PC-I of the projects relating to the climate 

change and issues administrative approvals and ensures that the envisaged projects are in line 

with the climate change policies.  

2.1.7 Organization’s Financials 

MoWR was allocated with voted budget of Rs.145.87 million for the FY 2020-21 

against which an expenditure of Rs.97.60 million was incurred. In addition, PSDP allocation 

of Rs.81,250 million including Rs.1,500 million for Normal/Emergent Flood Programme for 

the Water Resource Division was made in the budget for the FY 2020-21. 

Golen Gol Hydropower Project was approved by ECNEC on September 02, 2002 for 

Rs.7,035.130 million, however, the 1st revised PC-I was approved on September 30, 2016 for 

Rs.29,077.170 million.  

DBDP was approved by the ECNEC on November 14, 2018 at a cost of Rs.479,686 

million (dam part). The cost of the project colony in Thor Valley was anticipated to Rs.8,845 

million. An expenditure of Rs.5,494.420 million had so far been incurred on the construction 

of the colony and of Rs.1,137 million on consultancy for the design of the project. 

The financing of the project for Establishment of Pakistan Glacier Monitoring Network 

was agreed by the KfW Germany amounting to Euro 6 million in 2016 (Eq. Rs.892.480 

million). However, total expenditure up to June 30, 2021 was just Euro 0.270 million (Eq. 

Rs.41.440 million) i.e. 4.60 % only.  

FFC was allocated with budget of Rs.143.770 million for FY 2020-21 against which an 

expenditure of Rs.141 million was incurred. 

MoCC was allocated with budget of Rs.223 million for FY 2020-21 against which an 

expenditure of Rs.210.550 million was incurred. The GLOF-II project titled “Scaling-up 

Glacier Lake Outburst Flood Risk Reduction in Northern Pakistan” was funded by Green 

Climate Fund (GCF) for US$37.460 million and Government of Gilgit-Baltistan for US$0.500 

million. 

2.1.8 Field Audit Activity  

2.1.8.1 Methodology 

Interviews with the management were conducted for assessment of the Impact of 

Glacial Melting on Infrastructure Development. Walk-through assessment of different sections 

of the auditee was made to familiarize with specific responsibilities of employees. Meetings 

were arranged with all tiers of the management to understand the audit theme and identify the 

high risk areas. Questionnaire was developed with reference to the theme on the basis of 

preliminary risk assessment. 

Desk Audit was conducted to review the annual, monthly or quarterly progress reports 

to assess the work done by the organization with reference to the theme. Analysis of the 
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available financial / performance data was performed. Audit observations were issued and exit 

meetings with the top management of the organizations for obtaining management response. 

2.1.8.2 Audit Analysis  

2.1.8.2.1 Review of Internal Control  

Inherent risk with respect to the audit theme was considered to be high as the 

phenomena of GLOF was relatively new and gaining media and public attention. The risk has 

been recognized in national policies but implementation measures at ministry level are yet to 

be framed.  

Control risk was also considered to be high because as per preliminary assessment 

reports, accurate data pertaining to glacial melting was not available. Moreover, the mitigation 

measures were also not properly incorporated in the hydropower projects with respect to glacial 

melting during the feasibility stage of project cycle. Although policy making had recognized 

the risks of glacial melting, it had not been successfully translated into successful projects and 

programmes which could effectively mitigate these risks. 

2.1.8.2.2 Critical Review 

Pakistan has recognized the need to integrate its climate change concerns into its 

overall development planning, and initiating on ground actions in priority sectors. To this end, 

Pakistan has ratified the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the 

Paris Agreement 2015. Being a signatory of these conventions, it is legally bound to build 

resilience to adapt to the impacts of climate change.  

Ensuring that hydropower project’s infrastructure is resilient to climate change can 

actually contribute towards the national commitment towards the Paris Agreement. The 

defining feature of climate-resilient hydropower infrastructure is that it is planned, designed, 

constructed and operated in such a way that it inherently anticipates, prepares for, and adapts 

to adversely changing climatic conditions. In order to be functional in the long-term and 

sustainable over the years, the power houses must withstand, respond to, and recover rapidly 

from disruptions and damages caused by these climatic conditions. Therefore, ensuring climate 

resilience is an on-going process throughout the useful life of the hydropower projects.  

a. Deficiencies in Implementation of Legal Frameworks 

The National Climate Change Policy 2012, its subsequent Implementation Framework for 

Climate Change Policy (2014-2030) and National Water Policy 2018 have discussed at length 

the threats posed by climate change and its implications on water resources. However, 

measures and strategies devised in these policy documents to assess and mitigate GLOF 

induced damages have not particularly focused on critical vulnerability of power projects 

despite likelihood of more frequent and higher intensity GLOF hazards in coming decades.  

b. GLOF incidents at Golen Gol Hydropower Project 

The formation of glacial lakes is not an overnight phenomenon; rather a gradual 

process as the glacial lake starts to develop and its size increases, it becomes visible in the 

satellite imagery. In this regard, Pakistan Meteorological Department released an Update-II on 

Golen (Chitral) GLOF event stating that “the englacial lake started to develop on June 03, 2019. 
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The event was triggered due to the lake which was formed two weeks ago shown in the satellite 

image. The lake ultimately results in an outburst that created a GLOF event on July 07, 2019”. 

After the occurrence of GLOF events in 2019 and 2020, Reynolds International, a 

German Consultant was hired by WAPDA authorities to conduct assessment of Golen Gol 

GLOF incidents. The report of the Consultant while mentioning its finding inter alia stated that 

“The Golen Gol HPP is located in the catchment area of several glaciers and adequate 

mitigation measures would need to be developed to reduce the risk of future GLOFs. Such 

measures have already been implemented in other parts of the world, such as Nepal and Peru. 

The goal was to drain the lake almost to the bottom of the lake”. The Consultant has 

recommended carrying out a study in terms of GLOF and Climate Change Risk for the entire 

catchment area with the focus on potential lakes and potential outbreaks in the future. 

c. Flash Flood Incident at Thor Colony Diamer Basha Dam Project 

Similarly, climate change induced most recent catastrophic flood incident in Diamer 

Basha Project occurred on July 09, 2015 when the Thor colony was badly damaged. It was 

observed that the buildings were severely damaged as the boulders, debris mud and slush was 

swept in during the flood event. It was concluded in WAPDA’s hazard assessment report dated 

March 14 that “the peak discharges of Thor Nullah and those of its tributary nullahs draining 

in the reach of the colony are grossly underestimated. The decision of finding a suitable site 

was made in haste without consideration of all the relevant factors such as threats of floods”.  

The report recognized that the colony was under grave threat of floods and may get 

inundated by floods of 10-25 years. Since no feasibility study to study the effects of GLOFs 

was conducted, therefore, WAPDA sustained a loss of 3-5 billion rupees whereas an additional 

cost of Rs.7.800 billion was proposed for flood protection works.  

d. Delay in Establishment of Pakistan Glacier Monitoring Network 

WAPDA Authority established a Glacier Monitoring Research Centre in 2012 by 

upgrading existing Pakistan Snow and Ice Hydrology Project (PSIHP) to carry out the advance 

monitoring of glaciers. A project “Establishment of Pakistan Glacier Monitoring Network” was 

approved by CDWP to improve and strengthen the monitoring of the river flows and weather 

conditions in the glaciated areas of the Upper Indus Basin but the project could not be 

implemented despite lapse of 5 years.  

The Climate Change Profile of Pakistan prepared by the Asian Development Bank 

has dilated upon the interdepartmental coordination deficit in these words, “there is a 

considerable overlapping of scientific research related to climate change across these 

institutions as the country currently lacks a centralized coordinating system to keep track of 

research programs and avoid overlapping efforts. For example, WAPDA, GCISC, and the 

water wing of PARC are all working on glaciers, mainly in isolation. These institutions also 

suffer from lack of human and financial resources106”. 

e. Institutional and Technical Impediments  

                                                           
106   Climate Change Profile of Pakistan (ADB) 
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Institutional strengthening and technical capacity building is needed as 

acknowledged by the National Water Policy 2018 and National Climate Change Policy 2012. 

Glacio-hydrological flood forecasting, hydro-meteorological data gauging technology, 

automated weather systems, geographical information system, remote sensing technology and 

modern early warning systems need to be acquired. For efficient use of this technology, 

technical experts need to be 

trained to analyze data, prepare simulation models and predict future climate scenarios.  

The Climate Change Profile of Pakistan prepared by Asian Development Bank has 

summarized impediments to implementation of Climate Change Policy 2012 in these words, 

“The mainstreaming of NCCP into public sector discourse is not possible without effective 

vertical and horizontal coordination efforts with full involvement of all stakeholders107”.  

f. Unsatisfactory Progress of GLOF Projects 

Having realized the constraints of limited national institutional (human and 

technical) capacities and the critical gap in baseline scientific knowledge of glaciers and glacial 

lakes, Pakistan launched two projects one after another; first project titled “Reducing Risks and 

Vulnerabilities from Glacier Lake Outburst Floods in Northern Pakistan” (GLOF-I). The 

objectives were to reduce climate change-induced risks of GLOFs by developing human and 

technical capacity of public institutions, enhance information and research on GLOF and 

reduce human and material losses through GLOF early warning and other adaptation measures. 

This project was continued by another project titled “Scaling-up Glacier Lake Outburst Flood 

Risk Reduction in Northern Pakistan” (GLOF-II). The objectives were to strengthen sub 

national institutional capacities, up-scaling of early warning systems and long term measures 

to increase adaptive capacity. 

 In order to assess the progress to the achievement of the project objectives, an 

interim evaluation final report was released in September 2020 which rated the overall project 

progress as unsatisfactory. The assessments against all individual targets were either rated as 

unsatisfactory or highly unsatisfactory108. The report stated that, “the review of the project’s 

documents, meetings with stakeholders and analysis of the project’s technical and progress 

reports indicated that the project was not able to achieve its mid-term targets and will not be 

able to achieve its end of project targets if it continues with the same rate of implementation 

and under the same operational and collaboration conditions”. 

g. Pakistan’s Adaptation Deficit  

Pakistan’s adaptation need to address climate induced challenges is between US$7 

to 14 billion per annum. With the given limited financial and technical resources, Pakistan’s 

capacity to adapt to the adverse impacts of GLOF is low. As per Pakistan’s compliance at 

national level of the Paris Agreement, Pakistan Climate Change Fund is envisaged under 

Pakistan Climate Change Act 2017. This fund shall mobilize resources from both domestic and 
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108 GLOF-II, Interim Evaluation Final Report, September 2020 by International Evaluator Dr. Amal 
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international sources for providing finances to support mitigation and adaptation initiatives in 

the country109. 

2.1.8.3 Significant Audit Observations 

Following observations were made during the course of thematic audit. 

2.1.8.3.1 Non-establishment of Pakistan Glacier Monitoring Network by WAPDA 

As per the PC-I of the project ‘Establishment of Pakistan Glacier Monitoring 

Network’ approved by the CDWP in 2016 implementation of the project was approved from 

April 01, 2016 to December 31, 2019.    

During audit of Glacier Monitoring Research Centre (GMRC) WAPDA, it was 

noticed that GMRC was established in 2012 to carry out the advance monitoring of glaciers. 

GMRC was entrusted to undertake a project titled “Establishment of Pakistan Glacier 

Monitoring Network” which was approved by CDWP in 2016. The project was meant to 

improve and strengthen the monitoring of the river flows and weather conditions in the 

glaciated areas of the Upper Indus Basin. The project was financed through the grant from KfW 

(Germany) amounting to Euro 6 million which was to be disbursed upto December 30, 2019. 

However, the project could not be implemented within the planned timelines and the grant was 

further extended up to December 31, 2021. Audit held that despite extension and lapse of 5 years, 

only 4.6 % of the grant amounting to Euro 0.267 million could be utilized up till June 30, 2021 

which showed non-seriousness of the management towards implementation of the project. 

Implementation of the project could have averted the damages due to floods and 

GLOFs in the glaciated areas of Pakistan, especially in the Golen valley Chitral and Thor valley 

Basha. 
(Draft Para No 305/2021-22) 

2.1.8.3.2 Lack of project planning and design to ensure sustainable water infrastructure 

development 

According to Clause-19.1 of the NWP 2018, “The water-related infrastructure must 

have physical and functional sustainability for its design life and this requirement shall 

supersede all other considerations. All project proposals must certify that the applicable 

professional standards have been followed in the field of investigations, desk studies, designs, 

construction specifications and product quality, operational procedures and maintenance 

provisions”.  

During audit of FFC being secretariat of National Water Council (NWC) under the 

MoWR, it was observed that preliminary requirements of building climate resilient water sector 

infrastructure were not being observed to ensure physical and functional sustainability for 

design life of projects. Non-adherence to the provisions of NWP resulted in adverse 

consequences to various projects and caused generation losses to the national exchequer, as 

detailed below:   

As per PC-I and the feasibility study of Golen Gol Hydopower Project, the project 

was required to be designed for flood by taking 1000 years return period with maximum flood 
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of 1156m³/s, whereas the project was constructed on a reduced flood estimation of 583m³/s and 

on a reduced weir length of 40 meters instead of 60 meters. Despite the fact that the design 

consultants later on updated their hydrological study after the flood of 2010, wherein, it was 

concluded that the estimated flood peaks would be 681m3/s as compared to their earlier 

estimate of 583m3/s. However, design of the project against flood was not revised in the light 

of the updated hydrological study and project was constructed at the maximum flood level of 

583m3/s. After commissioning of the project, a GLOF having intensity of 659m3/s was 

witnessed on July 07, 2019. As a result whole of the intake area was submerged and the power 

house remained shut for 64 days till September 11, 2019 due to accumulation of huge boulders 

and stones in the weir area. During next year, GLOF of about same intensity was again 

witnessed on July 13, 2020 and the power house remained closed for 41 days till August 23, 

2020. A third flash flood resulted in shut down of power house for 19 days till September 15, 

2020.  

Non-implementation of the provisions of NWP resulted in generation loss of 

Rs.794.590 million and damage to intake area. Further, non-execution of permanent 

rehabilitation works and non-clearance of the intake area resulted in further generation loss of 

Rs.3,300 million. 

(Draft Para No 304/2021-22) 

2.1.8.3.3 Non-conducting of climate change impact assessment studies before development 

of projects  

According to Clause-5.1 of NWP 2018, “Environmental impact assessment studies 

are to be carried out concurrently with project feasibility studies for selecting project scope and 

layout, consistent with productivity, economic viability, social acceptability and environmental 

sustainability. Moreover, as per Clause-5.7, impacts of climate change on water resources 

development shall be assessed and monitored and remedial measures shall be reflected in the 

strategies of water resources planning, development and management”. 

During audit of FFC being secretariat of NWC under the MoWR, it was observed 

that no studies to assess climate change impacts on water resources were conducted which 

resulted in non-implementation of any adaptation measures to safeguard water infrastructure 

projects from climate change-induced damages such as those occurred at Thor Colony of 

DBDP as narrated below: 

Thor colony at DBDP was designed and constructed without conducting any 

hydrological study on Thor nullah. As a result, the colony got severely damaged due a flash 

flood on September 07, 2015. An expenditure of Rs.5,494.420 million had already been 

incurred on the construction of the colony besides Rs.1,137 million on consultancy for the 

design of DBDP. After the event of floods, studies were carried out which concluded that it 

would take almost Rs.8,000 million for the protection measures to make the colony worth 

utilization. Inquiries were conducted by MoWR whereby the consultants and WAPDA official 

were held responsible for the negligence. Audit held that project colony site was selected 

without any hydrological study of the area and there was no mechanism available in MoWR 

and WAPDA to ensure the climate resilient infrastructure development.  
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Non-implementation of the provisions of NWP resulted in damages to water 

infrastructure development projects and future cost implications. 

(Draft Para No.299/2021-22) 

2.1.8.3.4 Non-achievement of objectives of National Water Policy, 2018  

According to Clause-29.6 of the NWP 2018, the Water Resources Division will 

submit periodical reviews to the Council of Common Interests (CCI) on the implementation of 

National Water Policy to ensure inter-alia that the policy objectives listed in section-2 are 

achieved in timely and cost effective manner. 

During audit of MoWR, it was observed that no periodical reviews were submitted 

to the CCI on the implementation of NWP to ensure that the policy objectives were achieved 

in timely and cost effective manner. As such, the status of achievement of prime objectives 

cannot be ascertained. No structural mechanism was available to gauge the progress towards 

hydro-meteorological disaster risk reduction complied integrated water resources management 

regime. Similarly, steps taken for enhancing water productivity through improved 

technologies, climate change impact assessment and capacity building of water sector 

institutions were not forth coming.  

Audit held that periodical reviews were not submitted to the CCI which showed that 

no progress has been made towards achievement of objectives of NWP 2018 despite lapse of 

three years. 

(Draft Para No. 301 & 324/2021-22) 

2.1.8.3.5 Non-taking of adaptive measures to mitigate the impacts of climate change  

According to Clause-8.1.13 of NWP 2018, “adaptive measures both short & long 

term, shall be worked out to mitigate impacts of climate change and policy measures related to 

water resources will be adopted in line with the provisions of the National Climate Change 

Policy (2012)”. Moreover, as per Clause-5.6.2, measures were required to taken for flood risk 

planning and regulatory zones were to be declared in flood prone areas”.  

During audit of MoWR and FFC being secretariat of NWC, it was observed that no 

adaptive measures were taken to mitigate the impacts of climate change in short or long term 

despite the fact that NWP 2018 recognized intensification of floods as a major concern for 

Pakistan. Moreover, no measures were taken for flood risk planning and declaration of 

regulatory zones in flood prone areas. It was further observed that federal and provincial water 

sector organizations were required to develop a standardized and uniform mechanism for 

reliable assessment of water resources in the country. However, the standardized and uniform 

mechanism for data collection could not be developed. Similarly, MoWR was required to 

develop and improve a National Planning Data Base to support an integrated information 

system in order to enable the planning and development of water and other related resources 

on a sustainable base, including data on glacier melt and snow melt, which was not done. 

Moreover, National Flood Protection Plan (NFPP-IV) could not be implemented in letter and 

spirit since 2010.  
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Non-implementation of the provisions of NWP resulted in flood losses amounting 

to Rs.8,900 million and deaths of 3000 persons since 2010 as estimated by FFC in its Annual 

Report of 2020. 
(Draft Para No.303, 307 & 322/2021-22) 

2.1.8.3.6 Non-restructuring of WAPDA as per National Water Policy 

According to Clause-29.5.7 of NWP 2018, MoWR will be responsible to propose 

and implement the re-structuring plan to upgrade WAPDA within a year i.e. 2019 after the 

approval of the policy. 

During audit of MoWR, it was observed that NWP 2018 had recognized the need 

for re-structuring of WAPDA because with the passage of time, it had become too large for 

efficient management. WAPDA was unbundled in the year 2007 whereby the functions of its 

Power Wing were redefined as Hydel Power Generation and O&M of power houses. Following 

unbundling of its Power Wing, WAPDA’s mandate was now exclusively limited to water 

sector, but most of its planning and design capacity had been transferred to PEPCO. There was 

an urgent need to upgrade and improve the capacity of WAPDA to plan, design and undertake 

feasibility studies and implement major hydro-electric projects.  

Audit held that under NWP, MoWR was responsible to propose and implement the 

re-structuring plan to upgrade WAPDA within a year after the approval of the policy but despite 

lapse of three years no steps were taken towards re-vitalization and re-structuring of WAPDA 

development of water and hydropower resources in an efficient manner. 

(Draft Para No.319/2021-22) 

2.1.8.3.7 Non-achievement of performance targets on major projects of national interest 

According to the Performance Agreement 2021 signed by the Secretary MoWR and 

the Prime Minister of Pakistan, the MoWR was committed to deliver the targets set out for the 

FY 2020-21.  

 During audit of MoWR, it was observed that a Performance Agreement was signed 

between Prime Minster of Pakistan and MoWR to achieve certain targets on the major projects 

of national interest such as DBDP, DHP and MDHP. Cumulative physical progress of 3.04% 

was achieved on DBDP against agreed target of 6%. Similarly for DHPP the preparatory works, 

resettlement activities and the main works were all behind the schedule, which was quite 

alarming. Progress on MDHP was also behind the target. Moreover, the PC-I of the Naulong 

Dam Project could not be approved as committed in the agreement. Overall the progress on the 

said projects was very slow and far behind the targets set forth in the Performance Agreement.  

Status of targets in the Performance Agreement as compared to the actual progress 

on the projects was as under: 

Sr. No. Name of Project 
Target up to 

3rd Quarter 

Progress up to 

3rd Quarter 

1. Diamer Basha Dam Project 6 % 3.04% 

2. 

Dasu Hydropower Project 

a) Preparatory-Works 

b) Resettlement Works 

 

46.01 % 

24.31 % 

 

36.16 % 

18.08 % 
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c) Main Works 11.48 % 6.83 % 

3. Mohmand Dam Hydropower Project 7.43% 6.92% 

4. Naulong Dam Project Approval of PC-I Not yet approved 

It was evident from above position that the projects were not being efficiently 

executed by the departments under the administrative control of the MoWR, leading towards 

delay of these national level projects, as well as violation of the Performance Agreement. The 

Ministry directed the concerned departments to ensure the achievement of targets or otherwise 

punitive action would be taken against the delinquents, neither any progress nor any action 

against poor performance was forthcoming from the record. 

Non-adherence to the Performance Agreement resulted in delay of projects under 

the administrative control of MoWR. 

(Draft Para No.318/2021-22) 

2.1.9 Departmental Responses 

2.1.9.1 Response to observation No. 2.1.8.3.1 

The management of GMRC replied that less utilization of grant was due to complex 

nature of project. The consultant took extraordinary time to finalize the procurement documents 

and verification of sites in Upper Indus Basin. Moreover, stoppage of grant by KfW from 

September 25, 2020 to March 4, 2021 was also caused delays. Later on KfW informed in 

October, 2021 that the financing of the project will not be continued. 

The reply was not tenable because inordinate delays in the project had already been 

brought to the notice of the management and PAO. As such, DAC in its earlier meeting dated 

April, 2019, directed the management to complete the project according to timeline (36 

months) under intimation to Audit. In case of default, the GM concerned would be held 

personally responsible.  

The DAC in its meeting held on November 30, 2021 regarding FAP certificate directed 

that Chairman, FFC MoWR will enquire the matter and submit report within one month. The 

DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the Member (Finance) WAPDA to 

conduct overall enquiry on the project within one month. DAC further directed the enquiry 

committee to look into the matter regarding the contention of Audit regarding delay of project 

and non-implementation of previous DAC directives on this project. Moreover, the lessons 

learnt and way forward from the project may also be looked into by the enquiry committee. 

Audit recommends the management to fix responsibility for delays in implementation 

of the project. 

2.1.9.2 Response to observation No. 2.1.8.3.2, 2.1.8.3.3 and 2.1.8.3.4 

The management of FFC replied that their office only kept track on the progress of 

NWP, whereas, MoWR was the custodian of implementation of NWP. Moreover, proposals 

regarding capacity building were prepared and submitted to MoWR which are under 

consideration. MoWR replied that implementation framework of NWP was being prepared 

which would be implemented upon approval from National Water Council.  

The reply was not tenable because FFC, being secretariat of NWP, could not provide 
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any documentation with respect to monitoring of progress on NWP. Similarly, MoWR could 

not finalize the implementation framework of NWP despite lapse of 3 years.  

2.1.9.3 Response to observation No. 2.1.8.3.5 

MoWR replied that it has provided input for GLOF-II project being implemented by 

MoCC and GMRC has been established in WAPDA for advance monitoring of glaciers in 

Upper Indus Basin. Moreover, an MIS specialist had been hired to develop information 

management system to ensure implementation of NWP.  

The management of FFC replied that a comprehensive report of Technical Review 

Committee on Adaptation has been submitted to MoCC on July 08, 2021. Moreover, 

implementation of NFPP-IV was delayed due to funding constraints. Now, Asian Development 

Bank (ADB) has been requested to indicate the availability of funds for implementation of 

Flood Protection Sector Project (FPSP-III) of NFPP-IV in a meeting held on December 13, 

2021.  

The reply was not tenable because no synchronized efforts for adaptive measures were 

forthcoming from the record at MoWR and implementation of NFPP-IV by FFC has been 

delayed since its approval in 2017 by CCI. 

2.1.9.4 Response to observation No. 2.1.8.3.6 

MoWR replied that the Project Planning and Development Unit (PPDU) had become 

effective w.e.f. July 01, 2021 and had been assigned the task to monitor the implementation of 

the NWP, 2018.  

The reply was not tenable because as per NWP 2018, process of revitalization and 

restructuring was to be completed within a year but no initiative has so far been taken during 

last three years since approval of the policy. 

2.1.9.5 Response to observation No. 2.1.8.3.7 

MoWR replied that they took notice of the slow progress and issued letters to WAPDA 

for the purpose.  

The reply was not tenable because Performance Agreement was signed by the MoWR, 

therefore, it was the responsibility of the Ministry to strictly monitor the achievement of 

performance targets.  

2.1.10 Recommendations 

a. Fast track implementation of Pakistan Glacier Monitoring Network project be 

ensured so that modern technologies and hi-tech equipment could be procured 

for developing independent national database for storing spatial and temporal 

distribution of rainfall, snow cover, GLOF and floods data. 

b. Pre-disaster planning and mitigation should be given equal priority to that of 

relief efforts after GLOF event has occurred.  

c. Mapping, recording and incorporating of the local knowledge on GLOF is 

important. Recommendations of the Reynold International Consultant regarding 

conducting assessment and feasibility studies may be taken up. 
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d. A structural mechanism needs to be devised and implemented at MoWR to 

ensure coordination among MoWR, MoCC, NDMA, FFC and other 

stakeholders for implementation and monitoring progress of NWP.  

e. Adaptation deficit for water sector needs to be calculated so that plausible 

grounds can be established to mitigate impacts of climate change including but 

not limited to: 

i. Identification of GLOF hazard zones and vulnerability mapping be 

developed and updated regularly as per policy directives. 

ii. Glacier research be coordinated with South Asian countries sharing 

Himalayan range. As proposed in National Climate Change Policy 2012, 

legislation on protection of HKH glaciers needs to be introduced. 

f. Immediate re-structuring and re-vitalization of WAPDA be carried out so that 

effective planning, designing and implementation of sustainable water 

infrastructure development projects could be ensured.    

g. Achievement of performance targets regarding major water infrastructure 

projects be ensured in a more efficient and systematic manner. 

2.1.11 Conclusion 

It was concluded that appropriate steps are yet to be taken in the light of NWP 2018 to 

cater the impact of glaciers melting due to the rapid climate changes. The project of 

‘Establishment of Glacier Monitoring Network could not be materialized since 2016 which 

shows slackness on the part of WAPDA. Lack of project planning and design was observed 

which caused ineffective project at Golen Gol. Heavy flood losses were witnessed due to non-

development of flood forecasting and early warning systems. 

Unless appropriate climate change adaptation measures are put in place, these glacier-

fed lakes can have far-reaching impacts downstream as major revenue earning hydropower 

projects located in their way, face the risk of potential destruction. Building climate resilient 

dams is the way forward towards adaption to climatic changes. Efficient dam safety planning 

would have long term benefits in terms of meeting challenges posed by water scarcity and 

energy crisis. New approaches that take into account climate induced risks and efficiency of 

adaptation measures are thus needed.  

It is imperative that climate resilience of these capital intensive assets of water sector is 

viewed in the national context and not as individual infrastructure as the interdependencies and 

linkages of climatic issues call for an integrated support from different departments such as 

MoWR, WAPDA, MoCC, NDMA, PMD, GMRC, FFC and IRSA. For this reason, a robust 

all-encompassing strategic approach is needed to ensure their climate resilience. 
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2.2 Financial Management During Award and Execution of Contracts for Development 

Projects 

2.2.1 Introduction  

WAPDA is mandated to develop major water infrastructure projects in Pakistan. Since, 

water infrastructure development projects require huge financing, both from PSDP and foreign 

loans; therefore, effective financial management is a prerequisite for successful implementation 

of projects. However, it is generally observed that water infrastructure development projects 

lack proper planning, adequate feasibility studies and detailed designing which ultimately 

result in inadequate financial management. The financial impact further aggravates due to use 

of outdated schedule of rates which, in turn, becomes irrelevant due to delays in approval of 

PC-Is and award of contracts. Resultantly, contracts are awarded on exorbitantly higher 

percentages, sometimes even more than 100% than PC-I estimates. In some cases, contracts of 

few components exceed the cost of whole of approved PC-I, thereby, eliminates the factor of 

adequacy of awarded price vis-à-vis approved limits of PC-I.  

 Moreover, the impact of improper planning becomes visible during the implementation 

phase in the shape of excessive increase in quantities and repetitive changes of scope. Despite 

the fact that Manual for Development Projects of Ministry of Planning and Development & 

Special Initiative (MoPD&SI) prescribes that the projects are to be implemented within the PC-

I provisions and the implementing agencies do not have the authority to change and modify 

any approved parameter of the project on its own110. But, it is observed that projects are 

implemented in disregard to these guidelines causing huge financial implications to the public 

exchequer.  

Foregoing in view, besides proper planning and estimation, there is dire need to focus 

on financial management during award and execution of contracts for development projects so 

as to ensure the efficacy, economy and effectiveness.  

2.2.2 Background  

In water infrastructure development projects, it is seen quite often that the management 

awards contracts of different components of projects beyond 15% of approved cost of PC-I of 

that respective component. This happens not only without seeking revised administrative 

approval from the competent authority but also, in many cases, without having any technical 

sanction. In some cases, contracts are awarded on out-dated PC-Is without preparation of current 

estimates, thereby, leaving no reference point to ascertain the reasonability of bids. As such, 

bids are accepted in excess of PC-I provisions and in some cases single bids are accepted at 

higher rates without resorting to determine the reasonability of rates. ECNEC has time and again 

pointed out non-compliance to its instructions and guidelines of Manual for Development 

Projects while approving the revised PC-Is of the projects but these practices are continuously 

being followed by the executing agencies in disregard to the instructions of ECNEC.  

It is also noted that financial limits are imposed for acceptance of bids in case of 

development projects in Government of the Punjab but no specific limits are available in 

WAPDA. The absence of financial limits for acceptance of bids results in award of contracts 

at higher costs. Since, schedule of rates are not updated regularly and detailed technical 

                                                           
110        Para-6.11 of Manual for Development Project 2019 
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sanctioned estimates are not prepared, therefore, generic PC-I provisions are taken as reference 

point to compare the bids.  As such, adequacy of received bids cannot be ascertained in the 

absence of financial limits. 

Moreover, during execution of contracts, items having higher quoted BOQ rates than 

the estimated rates are executed in exorbitantly excess quantities than the items having less 

quoted BOQ rates. Variation orders are issued frequently to change the scope of works which 

ultimately result into huge financial implications.  

Accordingly, this section of report aims to scrutinize the thematic area of financial 

management during award and execution of development projects in order to highlight the 

areas for improvement to avoid instances of financial mismanagement and to ensure better 

utilization of public exchequer.  

2.2.3 Establishing the Audit Theme  

2.2.3.1. Reasons of Selection  

The theme of ‘Financial management during award and execution of contracts for 

development projects’ was selected in order to take a holistic view right from approval of 

projects to their implementation and monitoring so that better financial planning could be 

ensured through uniform set of rules across all development projects of Federal Government.  

The selected theme is also indirectly linked with SDG 6 and 7. In this concern, the goal 

No.06 aims to ‘Ensure availability and sustainable management for water and sanitation for 

all’ while Goal No. 07 is to ‘Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern 

energy for all’. Water infrastructure development projects also aim at achieving the same 

objectives.   

2.2.3.2. Purpose/Objectives  

The main objective of this thematic audit is to analyze the effectiveness of financial 

management practices during award and execution of contracts for development projects at 

federal level.  

In this backdrop, a comparative analysis of water infrastructure development projects 

with other public owned infrastructure projects at federal level was carried out to get deep 

understanding of the financial aspects of such development initiatives and the areas that 

management can focus on and improve. For this reason, comparison of WAPDA’s rules, 

regulations and practices has been done with NHA’s rules, regulations and practices. In this 

specific report, office of DG Audit Works (Federal) assisted office of DG Audit Water 

Resources as partner Field Audit Office (FAO). The data that was collected has been used to 

shed light on major area of concern under the financial management during award and 

execution of contracts for development projects in both Governmental entities namely, 

WAPDA and NHA.  

2.2.3.3. Scope  

This audit theme covered 31 formations of WAPDA which were selected for 

compliance audit. The compliance audit teams were tasked to analyze the relevant data 

pertaining to this audit theme during the course of regular audit. The relevant data of NHA was 

obtained from the partner FAO i.e. DG Audit Works (Federal). Thorough scrutiny and 

comparison of data of both federal entities has been done as per the approved TORs. 
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2.2.4 Legal Frame Work Governing the Theme  

Manual for Development Projects 1997 issued by Ministry of Planning, Development 

& Special Initiative (MoPD&SI) is the primary document that prescribes the criteria to examine 

development schemes, programs and proposals. This is used to maintain a continuous and 

constant review of the progress of development and provides rules and regulations that ought 

to be followed by development projects.  

WAPDA’s Book of Delegation of Financial Powers 2016 is the guiding document for 

exercising the financial powers for tendering, acceptance of bids and award of contracts. 

Moreover, WAPDA Composite Schedule of Rates is used as a baseline for preparation of 

estimates for the projects.  

NHA Code 2005 provides the practical guidelines for functioning of NHA in order to 

implement development projects of national importance. NHA Code 2005 together with NHA 

Financial Manual, SOPs for payments to contractors/consultants and SOP for EOT cases were 

also analyzed during the course of this audit theme.  

The Punjab Delegation of Financial Powers Rules 2016 provides a regulatory 

framework for the management of expenditure. It prescribes the financial powers for issuance 

of Administrative Approvals, Technical Sanction Estimates and Powers of Departmental 

Development Sub-Committee for approval of development schemes. 

2.2.5 Stakeholders and Governmental Organizations Identified As Directly / Indirectly 

Involved  

The list of stakeholders directly and indirectly involved is given below;  

a. Ministry of Planning, Development & Special Initiative (MoPD&SI) 

b. Ministry of Water Resources (MoWR) 

c. Water & Power Development Authority (WAPDA) 

d. Ministry of Communications (MoC) 

e. National Highways Authority (NHA) 

2.2.6 Role of Important Organizations  

MoPD&SI provides leadership in planning of development programmes through 

Planning Commission in the shape of Public Sector Development Programme (PSDP). The 

expansion of public and state infrastructure is undertaken and reflected in Medium Term 

Development Framework.  

MoWR is mandated for development of country’s water and hydropower resources. It 

acts as catalyst in the implementation of the National Water Policy. WAPDA, IRSA, FFC and 

PCIW are working under the umbrella of MoWR to manage the water sector of Pakistan at 

federal level. 

WAPDA is the prime agency for executing projects related to water storages to fulfill 

the water requirements for irrigation purposes besides playing its role for mitigation of flood 

hazards. WAPDA is presently implementing two large scale projects in Upper Indus Basin i.e. 

DBDP at Chilas and DHPP in District Kohistan. In addition, MDHP is being implemented on 

Swat river in Mohmand Tribal District.  

Ministry of Communications is a central policy making body and administrative 
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authority in, inter alia, roads infrastructure and road transportation. It is mandated to provide 

safe, reliable, sustainable and fully integrated communication services and road infrastructure 

to meet communication / mobility requirements of the people, businesses and goods.  

NHA was created in 1991 through an Act of Parliament for planning, development, 

operation, repair and maintenance of national highways and strategic roads entrusted to it. NHA 

is a custodian of 39 national highways having a total length of 12,131 kilometers. It is 4.6% of 

total national roads network, however, it carries 80% of commercial traffic and N-5 which is 

blood line of Pakistan, carries 65% of this load in the country. 

2.2.7 Organization’s Financials  

MoWR was allocated with voted budget of Rs.145.870 million for the FY 2020-21 

against which an expenditure of Rs.97.600 million was incurred. In addition, PSDP allocation 

of Rs.81,250 million including Rs.1,500 million for Normal/Emergent Flood Programme for 

the Water Resource Division was made in the budget for the FY 2020-21. 

NHA was allocated with a budget of Rs.88.950 billion against the ongoing schemes, 

whereas, Rs.29.720 billion was allocated for new schemes for the FY 2020-21 in the PSDP. 

The total PSDP budget allocation for the Communications Division for the FY 2020-21 was 

Rs.118.830 billion. 

2.2.8 Field Audit Activity  

2.2.8.1 Methodology  

Audit activity started with detailed planning and development of audit programs 

keeping in view the available resources and time. Desk review of previous years audit and 

special audit reports was carried out. Governing laws, rules and regulations on the audit theme 

were reviewed. Meetings were held with DG Audit Works (Federal) for obtaining requisite 

record and data. Field audit activity included scrutiny of contracts record, site visits, discussion 

with the management and analysis of data obtained during the course of field audit.  

2.2.8.2 Audit Analysis  

2.2.8.2.1 Review of Internal Controls 

An effective internal control framework serves as a major tool for management to 

ensure effective operational and financial methods. Internal control of departments was found 

weak and ineffective as various control lapses were identified. There was lack of effective 

monitoring and appropriate measures for major electric, civil and mechanical works. 

Ineffective internal control system resulted in overpayment made to the contractor beyond the 

provision of BOQs. Payments are made to the contractors beyond the approved cost of BOQ 

items and on account of variation orders at unprecedented percentages, without any regard to 

any financial limit. This shows that there is recurrence of frequent irregularities which cast 

doubt on effectiveness of internal audit. 

2.2.8.2.2 Critical Review 

Improper planning and estimation results in financial mismanagement right at the 

outset of the project initiation stage i.e. procurement and award of contracts. This 

mismanagement then has ice-ball effect on the public exchequer in the shape of foreign loans, 

commitment charges, delayed payment charges and ultimately non-availability of financial 
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resources. Eventually, projects face disputes, terminations and litigations resulting into time 

and cost overruns. The guidelines of MoPD&SI111 and WAPDA’s Book of Delegation of 

Financial Powers112 require that if the cost of the project to be awarded (when the project is to 

be implemented through a few major contracts and the bids received in response to tenders 

make it obvious that the sanctioned cost will be exceeded) is likely to increase by more than 

15% of the sanctioned cost in the approved PC-I, the process to revise the PC-I shall be initiated 

immediately. In exceptional cases, where the revised scheme cannot be prepared in time, 

recourse could be taken to obtain anticipatory approval of the Chairman, Executing Committee 

of the National Economic Council (ECNEC)113 . A cursory glance of the table below is enough 

to substantiate the stance that financial mismanagement starts at the stage of award of contracts 

because contracts are awarded beyond the permissible limit of 15% of the sanctioned cost: 
(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Project 

Amount of 

Contract 
Amount of PC-I 

Amount more 

than PC-I 

% above 

PC-I 

1. DBDP, Chillas 442,402.790 336,500.000 105,902.790 31.47 

2. DHPP, Kohistan 30,803.770 13,496.900 17,306.870 128.00 

3. MRP, Mangla 1,683.860 648.000 1,035.860 160.00 

4. RMM, Muzaffargarh-3 3,134.470 1,368.250 1,766.220 129.00 

5. RMM, Muzaffargarh-4 2,965.600 1,422.420 1,543.180 108.00 

(Source: Section-1.2 Sectoral Analysis at Page-4 of Audit Report on the accounts of MoWR for the year 2020-21) 

According to National Economic Council (NEC)114, detailed design and costing 

should be finalized and submitted to the competent authority within six months of project 

approval. Implementation of such project components, which require detailed designing, 

should be started only when these have been finalized. This entails that detailed engineering 

estimates be prepared on the basis of detailed design for obtaining technical sanction prior to 

award of contracts. According to WAPDA’s Book of Delegation of Financial Powers, if 

technical sanction involves excess of more than 15 percent over the amount for which a work 

has  been  administratively  approved,  prior  revised  administrative  approval  of  the  

competent authority (as per specified monetary limit) shall be required115. Since, detailed 

engineering estimates and technical sanctions are to be obtained prior to award of contracts, 

therefore, revised administrative approval becomes inevitable in case the technical sanction 

                                                           
111  Para-6.13 regarding Revised Cost Estimate of Manual for Development Projects 2019 

112  Note-5 of Section-III regarding powers for according administrative approval and technical    sanction to works, goods, services and tools & plants/stores of 

WAPDA’s Book of Delegation of Financial Powers 2016 

113  Para-6.13 regarding Revised Cost Estimate of Manual for Development Projects 2019 

114  National Economic Council decision dated July 04, 1988 referred in Manual for Development Projects 1997 & 2019 at Para-4.5 and Para-6.23 respectively 

115  Note-4 of Section-III regarding powers for according administrative approval and technical sanction to works, goods, services and tools & plants/stores of WAPDA’s 

Book of Delegation of Financial Powers 2016 
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estimates increase by more than 15% of the amount of the administrative approval. Instead, no 

technical sanction estimates are prepared and contracts are awarded beyond permissible limit 

without seeking revised administrative approval or anticipatory approval of the Chairman 

ECNEC.  

Similarly, NHA Code 2005 prescribes that for each work proposed to be carried out, 

for which administrative approval and financial concurrence has been obtained, a properly 

detailed estimate based on the administrative  approval  and  financial  concurrence  shall  be  

prepared  for  the sanction  of  the  competent  authority. Technical Sanction is a guarantee that 

the proposal is structurally sound and that the estimates are accurately calculated and based on 

adequate data. Technical Sanction shall invariably be obtained before commencement of any 

construction work116. It is pertinent to mention that NHA Code 1999 provided that if  the  lowest  

bid/tender  exceeds  the  engineer’s  estimates  by  (+)15%,  revised technical sanction and 

other approvals as required in this Code shall be obtained before awarding the contract or 

retender as per decision by the committee. However, the same clause has been deleted in the 

revised NHA Code 2005117. As such, no upper limit has been prescribed for acceptance of bids 

exceeding the sanctioned costs.  

Contrary to the above, well defined financial limits for technical sanctions and 

acceptance of tenders have been prescribed for development projects in the Punjab 

Government. The powers for technical sanction in case of original works are subject to the 

condition that the excess over the amount for which the administrative approval has been 

accorded does not exceed 10%. In case, the excess exceeds 10%, fresh administrative approval 

will be required118. Whereas, in case of acceptance of tenders, powers are subject to the 

condition that the rates quoted and / or amounts tendered are such that the total cost of a project 

/ work will not exceed the amount for which technical sanction has been accorded, by more 

than 4.5%119.  

In Golen-Gol Hydropower Project, mismanagement in award of contracts is also 

quite evident. Contracts are awarded at much higher rates than the approved PC-I120. The table 

below shows the contract costs and the percentages at which they have been awarded over and 

above the approved costs without prior approval from the competent authority:  

  

                                                           
116  Para-55 to 57 of Chapter-2 of NHA Code-2005 Volume-I 

117  Para-51 of Chapter-3 of NHA Code-2005 Volume-I 

118  Note under rule 3(1)(a) of Punjab Delegation of Financial Powers Rules, 2016 

119  Note under rule 3(2)(a) of Punjab Delegation of Financial Powers Rules, 2016 

120  Para No.4.4.1 of Performance Audit Report on Golen Gol Hydropower Project for Audit Year 2020-21 
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(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Cost as per 

Original  

PC-I 

Lot 

No. 

Contract 

Cost  

Combined 

Contract 

Cost in  

Excess than 

Original PC-I 

%age above  

PC-I 

Provision 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 = (6-3) 8 

1. Civil Work & 

Hydraulic Steel 

Structure 

2,059.280  
2 7,521.645  

9,433.817  (7,374.537) +358% 
2. 3.1 1,912.172  

3. 

Hydro mechanical 

and Electrical 

Equipment 

1,316.100  3.2 5,650.121  5,650.121  (4,334.021) +329% 

4. 

Transmission 

System and 

Expansion 

1,412.000  
4.1 3,441.159  

4,904.157  (3,492.157) +247% 
4.2 1,462.998  

5. 
Engineering & 

Supervision  
115.570  CSA   750.924  750.924  (635.354) +550% 

    4,905.950     20,739.018  20,739.018 (15,836.069) +323% 

In Gomal Zam Dam Project, a contract GZD-03(A) for construction of Warran Canal 

and Appurtenant Structure was awarded to M/s FWO, being a single bidder, at a contract price 

of Rs.264.160 million against an estimated amount of Rs.159.410 million which was 65% 

above the Engineer’s estimate121.  

Besides, financial implications at the time of award of contracts, inadequate planning 

and resultant scope changes also result in significant cost implications for the public exchequer 

during the execution phase of development projects as evident from the information tabulated 

below: 

 (Rs. in million) 

Title of Project 

Cost Estimates 

of Approved 

PC-I 

Cost Estimates 

of Revised PC-

I 

Cost 

Estimates of 

2nd Revised 

PC-I 

Expenditure of 

Project as on 

June 30th 2021 

% increase in 

cost of project 

 

A B C D ((C-A)/A) *100) 

Golen-Gol Hydro Power 

Project 
7,035 29,077 41,000 37,233 482% 

Kachhi Canal Project 

(Phase-I) 
31,204 57,562 80,352 76,577 157% 

For instance, in case of Golen Gol Hydro Power Project, the original PC-I of project 

was approved by ECNEC on August 2, 2002 at a cost of Rs.7,035 million. The first revised 

PC-I was approved by ECNEC on September 30, 2016 at a cost of Rs.29,077 million. Second 

revised PC-I of the project is under approval. However, expenditure of Rs.37,233 million has 

                                                           
121  DP No.34/2017-18 of Audit Report on the accounts of WAPDA for Audit Year 2017-18  
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so far been incurred uptill June 30, 2021. As such, an amount of Rs.8,146 million has been 

incurred in excess of 1st approved revised PC-I without getting approval from ECNEC122.  

In case of KCP, the project was under ten years Perspective Development Plan 2001-

2011 and implementation of the project started on October 04, 2002. Original PC-I for KCP 

was approved by ECNEC at capital cost of Rs.31,204 million on September 27, 2003 with 

scheduled completion date of June, 2007. However, the work could not be completed as per 

original schedule. Consequently, 1st revised PC-I (phase-I) of KCP was approved by ECNEC 

for Rs.57,562 million on December 31, 2013, including additional lining of 97 KM and divided 

the project into three phases (phase-I, II & III) with expected completion date of phase-I as 

December 31, 2013. However, the project completion was again delayed. Subsequently, 2nd 

revised PC-I was approved by ECNEC for Rs.80,352 million on March 07, 2017 with 

completion date of (phase-I) Part-A as August 31, 2017 and partially completed Part-B as 

December 31, 2017 and to be completed in all respects up to December, 2018.  

These repeated revisions of cost estimates that demand revised approvals of PC-I time 

and again could easily have been tackled if appropriate estimation was done at the first instance 

i.e. while making technical sanctions of the projects. Surprisingly, technical sanctions of none of 

the above discussed projects were provided by project authorities to Audit. Non-availability of 

technical sanction showed that project authorities had bypassed clearly laid down rules and 

regulations.  

Analysis of data collected from DG Audit Works (Federal) regarding NHA also 

shows that practices in NHA are not significantly different from WAPDA. Contracts in NHA 

are also awarded with significant delays with substantial cost overruns. For instance, 

performance audit report on the accounts of construction of four lane expressway (M-4) 184 

Km (Faisalabad–Khanewal) by DGAW(F) highlighted that there was a cost overrun of 

Rs.26,922.184 million in this project as compared with PC-I provision due to inadequate 

funding, improper planning and mismanagement. Economic and social benefits were also 

delayed due to non-completion of the project in time, as there was time overrun of more than 

seven (07) years123. NHA sustained a loss of Rs.12,987.380 million in shape of increase in per 

km cost of the project due to delay in award of work in accordance with PC-I provision124. 

In the same project of NHA, a sum of Rs.13,453.037 million was provided for civil 

work of Package-II and III (Rs.6,811.065 million and Rs.6,641.972 million) in approved PC-I. 

However, four (04) new contracts i.e. Package-IIA, IIB, IIIA, IIIB were awarded for 

Rs.39,224.531 million which were 191.57% over & above the approved PC-I cost125. Hence, 

award of works without prior approval/revision of PC-I from competent forum was a serious 

irregularity and violation of Planning Commission Guidelines. Moreover, the project was to be 

                                                           
122  Para No.4.4.3 of Performance Audit Report on Golen Gol Hydropower Project for Audit Year 2020-21` 

123  Para No.4.4.1 of Performance Audit Report on the accounts of construction of four lane expressway (M-4) 184 km (Faisalabad-Khanewal) Audit Year 2016-17 

124  Para No.4.3.3 of Performance Audit Report on the accounts of  construction of four lane expressway (M-4) 184 km (Faisalabad-Khanewal) Audit Year 2016-17 

125  Para No.4.3.1 of Performance Audit Report on the accounts of  construction of four lane expressway  (M-4) 184 km (Faisalabad-Khanewal) Audit Year 2016-17 
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completed in three years up to February 2011 but only Package-I having length of 58 Km 

(Faisalabad–Gojra) was completed upto the year 2015. The delay in achievement of the set 

objectives also delayed the desired benefits of the project valuing Rs.26,941.184 million, 

besides public inconvenience. 

Moreover, as per Para-98 of NHA Code 2005 ‘if it is felt that issuance of a variation 

/ change order is essential due to change in alignment, design or specifications, the same shall 

be issued with the approval of the competent authority and the aggregate value of all variation 

orders issued against a contract shall not exceed 30% of original contract cost. But in the case 

of construction of four lane expressway (M-4) 184 km (Faisalabad–Khanewal), both the rules 

were violated. Contract was awarded at cost of Rs.1,115.844 million in September 2004. The 

cost of variation order No. 03 was approved for Rs.2,033.486 million and the contractor was 

paid Rs.1,952.836 million up-to IPC-33. Three items of works were paid to the contractor with 

some quantities as per contract rates and major quantities with revised/higher rates without 

approval of variation order. The bifurcation of quantity with original contract rates and revised 

rates taken in IPC No.32 & 33 were entirely different. This resulted in overpayment due to 

application of higher rates without approval of variation order of Rs.211.500 million126.  

The Punjab Government has issued specific instructions pertaining to financial 

management during execution of contracts to pre-empt excess payments. According to the said 

instructions, the final cost of the tender/payments shall be the same percentage above/below the 

amount of revised sanctioned estimate as were at the time of approval of the tender. As such, an 

analysis was carried out to ascertain the impact of this instruction on the completed projects of 

WAPDA and NHA. The summary of the analysis is tabulated below: 

(Rs. in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Contract 

Name with 

Organization 

Amount as 

per 

Original 

Estimate 

Amount 

as per 

Tender 

%age 

above or 

below 

Amount of 

completed 

works as 

per 

Estimated 

Rate 

Paid 

amount of 

completed 

works as 

per Tender 

Rate 

Payable 

amount as 

per Weighted 

Percentage 

Excess Paid 

Amount 

A B 
C = 

{(B-A)/A}*100 
D E 

F = 

D*(1+C/100) 
G = E-F 

1. 

KC-6B(1R), 

KCP 

WAPDA 

3,861.129 6,350.000 64.00% 3,159.727 5,625.807 5,181.953 433.854 

2. 

MGC-03, 

RMM 

WAPDA 

2,864.823 3,134.465 9.41% 2,398.508 2,852.045 2,624.207 227.838 

3. 

MGC-04, 

RMM 

WAPDA 

2,971.065 2,965.603 (0.18%) 1,862.173 1,896.728 1,858.964 37.764 

4. 

M-4 

Extension, 

NHA 

12,295.952 12,937.314 5.22% 10,746.647 11,086.999 11,307.622 (220.623) 

The analysis showed that if the instructions of Punjab Government regarding 

financial management were applied on the contracts of WAPDA, there would have been no 

excess payments to the contractors as shown in the above table. Therefore, it can be inferred 

that in WAPDA contracts, items having higher quoted rates are over executed or abnormally 

increase than items having low quoted rates than the estimated rates.  

2.2.8.3 Significant Audit Observations 

                                                           
126  Para No.2.5.27 of Audit Report on the accounts of NHA Audit Year 2019-20 
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2.2.8.3.1 Excess execution of quantities than BOQ provisions - Rs.3,025.300  million  

According to Clause-3.1.1 of CSA, “the consultants shall perform the Services and 

carry out their obligations with all due diligence, efficiency and economy in accordance with 

generally accepted professional techniques and practices, and shall observe sound management 

practices and employ appropriate advanced technology and safe methods. The consultants shall 

always act, in respect of any matter relating to this Contract or to the Services, as faithful 

advisor to the Client and shall at all times support and safeguard the Client’s legitimate interests 

in any dealings with the sub-consultants or third parties. 

In Kurram Tangi Dam Project, it was observed that quantities of general items for 

civil works, security plan and different items amounting to Rs.5,810.400 million were executed 

against the provision of Rs.2,785.10 million. The excess executed quantities amounting to 

Rs.3,025.300 million were in excess by 38.94%, 67.42% and 307.84% respectively against the 

BOQ provisions as detailed below.  

(Rs. in million) 
Sr. 

No. 
DP No. Description 

BOQ 

provision 

Actual 

executed 

Excess 

executed 

% of excess 

executed 

1 2 3 4 5 6 = (5-4) 6/4 * 100 

1. 70/2021-22 
General Items for 

Civil Works 
1,532.250 2,128.870 596.620 38.94% 

2. 96/2021-22 Security Plan 594.000 994.500 400.500 67.42% 

3. 193/2021-22 
Different items of 

works 
658.850 2,687.030 2,028.180 307.84% 

TOTAL 2,785.100 5,810.400 3,025.300  

Audit held that the excess executed quantities were 22.91% 

(3,025.300/13,206.930*100) over and above the awarded cost of the contract, whereas, excess 

execution of above mentioned items alone exceeded the total cost of 1st revised PC-I by 14.36% 

(3,025.300/21,059.260*100) which showed that unrealistic estimates were prepared in the 1st 

revised PC-I as well. 

Non-adherence to contractual provisions resulted in excess execution of quantities 

than BOQ provision amounting to Rs.3,025.300 million. 

2.2.8.3.2 Excess excavated quantities of hard rock material – Rs.2,709.310 million  

According to particular condition 2.1 of the contract, the Engineer shall obtain the 

specific approval of the Employer before carrying out his duties and Engineer’s Authority to 

issue variation order is only 2% of contract price.  

In DBDP, it was noticed that there was a provision of Rs.1,328.250 million in PC-I 

for excavation of surplus rock material (hard rock) on RBPR-01 whereas actual work of 

Rs.4,037.560 million was executed till June, 2021. Hence, excess quantities of hard rock 

material amounting to Rs.2,709.310 million were executed which was 203.98% above of BOQ 

item. The excess executed quantity was 66.12% of the contract price for which variation order 

was required to be prepared and got approved from the competent authority before making 

payment.  

Non-adherence to the aforementioned contract clauses resulted in excess excavated 

quantities of hard rock material amounting to Rs.2,709.310 million.  
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(Draft Para No.211/2021-22) 

2.2.8.3.3 Award of contract at excess cost than provision of PC-I – Rs.1,035.860 million 

According to PC-I of Refurbishment & Up-gradation of Generating Units of Mangla 

Power Station enhancing the capacity from 1,000 MW to 1,310 MW, there was a provision of 

Rs.648 million for Package-IX (switchyard protection, metering and control system). 

In Mangla Refurbishment Project, it was noticed that contract for Package IX 

switchyard (GMHD-09) was awarded to M/s China CAMC Engineering Co. Ltd. on June 13, 

2018 at a contract price of Rs.1,683.860 million against provision of Rs.648 million in PC-I.  

Thus, the contract was awarded at excess cost of Rs.1,035.860 million (160% above) than the 

PC-I provision. 

Non-adherence to the PC-I provisions resulted in award of contract at excess cost of 

Rs.1,035.860 million than provision of PC-I.  

(Draft Para No.367/2020-21) 

2.2.8.3.4 Award of consultancy contract in excess of PC-I provision – Rs.611.090 million  

As per PC-I of Harpo Hydropower Project, there was a provision of Rs.325.380 

million for Engineering & Supervision Services.  

In Harpo Hydropower Project Skardu, it was noticed that a contract for procurement 

of consulting services for detailed engineering design, preparation of tender documents and 

implementation of the project including 132kv transmission line from Harpo to Skardu was 

awarded to M/S Harpo Consultants (JV) on April 26, 2019 at contract price of Rs.936.470 

million against provision of Rs.325.380 million. The contract was awarded in excess of 

Rs.611.090 million (188% above) than PC-I provision.  

Non-adherence to the PC-I provisions resulted in award of consultancy contract in 

excess of PC-I provision amounting to Rs.611.090 million.  

 (Draft Para No.117/2021-22) 

2.2.9 Departmental Response 

2.2.9.1 Response to observation No.2.2.8.3.1 

The management of KTDP replied that BOQ provision for general items was for 33 

months but due to EOT reasons, the project duration was extended and costs were increased. 

The increase in security cost was due to security situation, whereas, other BOQ items increased 

due to design changes in kaitu weir. 

The reply was not tenable as the executed quantities were in excess of the BOQ 

provisions of 1st revised PC-I. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 27, 2021 directed the management to 

provide revised reply in line with Manual for Development Projects to Audit and expedite the 

approval of 2nd Revised PC-I. Further progress was not intimated till finalization of report. 

2.2.9.2 Response to observation No.2.2.8.3.2 

The management of DBDP replied that the estimation of BOQ quantities was made 

without perfect geological classification and proper survey. Later on, cross sections were 

revised on the basis of joint survey. The variation in excavation was occurred due to under 

estimation of BOQ quantities. BOQ was an estimated and provisional document and the 
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payment was made as per actual and measured quantities. Moreover, revised cost of the project 

amounting to Rs.7,153 million has been approved by the ECNEC during approval of 2nd revised 

PC-I of LA&R and VO of the said work was under process and outcome in this regard would 

be intimated to Audit accordingly.  

The reply was not tenable because only one item increased by 203.98% and the contract 

price was increased by 66.12% due to poor estimation. As such, major portion of the contract 

was executed beyond the ambit of competitive process. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 27, 2022 directed the Chief Engineering 

Advisor, MoWR to conduct enquiry into the matter within one month. 

2.2.9.3 Response to observation No.2.2.8.3.3 

The management of MRP replied that PC-I of the project was approved in 2013, 

whereas, the contract for Package-IX was awarded in 2018 to the lowest evaluated bidder. 

Moreover, out of eleven Packages, only cost of Package-IX was higher than provisions 

contained in PC-I and overall cost of all the Packages was within provisions of PC-I.   

The reply was not tenable as the work was awarded at 160% above than the approved 

cost provided in the PC-I. Therefore, prior revised administrative approval of the competent 

authority was required to be obtained. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 28-29, 2020 directed the management to 

justify their stance in view of audit observation with supporting documents (Admn. Approval 

/ Technical Sanction etc.) within one month. Further progress was not intimated till finalization 

of the report. 

2.2.9.4 Response to observation No.2.2.8.3.4 

The management of Harpo HPP replied that procurement process was started after 

approval of PC-I on March 28, 2014 but in 2016 project donors recommended annulment of 

evaluation process which delayed the hiring of consultants. However, approval of revised PC-

I would be obtained from competent forum in due course of time. 

The reply was not tenable as consultancy contract was awarded at 188% in excess of 

PC-I provision.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 5, 2022 pended the para till next meeting and 

further directed the management to pursue revision of PC-I. 

2.2.10 Recommendations 

a. It must be ensured that technical sanction estimates are prepared prior to award 

of contracts. In case, technical sanction estimates exceeds by more than 15% of 

the PC-I, revised administrative approval must be obtained prior to award of 

contracts.  

b. Adequate financial limit, on the pattern of Government of the Punjab be fixed 

for acceptance of lowest evaluated bids. In case, lowest evaluated bid exceeds 

the prescribed financial limit, revised technical sanction estimates and 

administrative approval be obtained.  

c. Specific instructions pertaining to financial management during execution of 
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contracts to pre-empt excess payments be implemented in Federal Government 

projects on the analogy of the Punjab Government so that final cost of the 

tender/payments would be the same percentage above/below the amount of 

revised sanctioned estimate as were at the time of approval of the tender. 

2.2.11 Conclusion  

It is concluded that unless guidelines of Manual for Development Projects are not 

adhered to in letter and spirit or financial limits on acceptance of bids are not imposed, the cost 

of development projects would continue to increase than the approved PC-Is. Moreover, non-

preparation of technical sanction estimates prior to award of contracts would continue to result 

into acceptance of bids without having any basis for comparison and ascertaining the 

reasonability of rates. Non-preparation of detailed estimates also leads to frequent changes in 

scope of works and increase in BOQ quantities, which in turn, gives leverage to the bidder to 

front load their bids against the quantities which are bound to increase. Therefore, mechanism 

to pre-empt excess payments must be implemented in Federal Government projects.   
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DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (INLAND REVENUE & 

CUSTOMES) 

CHAPTER-1  PUBLIC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

 

This Chapter highlights significant issues relating to financial management, accounting and 

reporting at Federal Board of Revenue and State Bank of Pakistan/National Bank of Pakistan. 

The primary accounting function based upon receipt vouchers relating to FBR’s receipts is 

performed by FBR itself through departmental treasuries. FBR provided the collection record relating 

to its receipts (source document- reconciliation between FBR & AGPR). By analyzing Civil Accounts 

received from AGPR Islamabad and figures of tax receipts from main office of the State Bank of 

Pakistan, Karachi, and Head office of the National Bank of Pakistan Karachi, the Directorates General 

Audit Inland Revenue and Customs, Lahore & Karachi raised observations which are clubbed into the 

following paras: 

 

01. Variation in Figures of Tax Receipts (Net) between FBR and SBP 

- Rs 13,323 million 

 

Criteria 

According to Para 3.4.2.12 of Manual of Accounting Principles each entity is required to 

reconcile its books of accounts with bank record at close of each month. This reconciliation is to be 

performed in accordance with policies and procedures set out in the Accounting Policies and Procedure 

Manual, GFR and Federal Treasury Rules.   

 

Fact 

Scrutiny of record of SBP maintained by Main Office, Karachi and reconciliation statements 

upto the month of June (Final & Supplementary), 2021 provided by FBR showed that initially, there 

was a variation of  

Rs 81,480.44 million between figures of FBR and SBP at headquarters level in respect of net tax 

receipts summarized as follows: 

 

        (Rs in million) 

S. 

No. 

Head of 

Account 

Collection figures 

of FBR ** 

Collection figures 

of SBP (NET) * 

Variation 

A B B-A 

1 Income Tax   1,711,583.15     1,658,903.74       (52,679) 

2 Customs 748,389.8    743,070.47  (5,319) 

3 Sales Tax 1,988,308.1    2,128,569.83 140,261 

4 Federal Excise 

Duty 

277,045.4     276,262.85  (782) 

   Total  4,725,326.45 4,806,806.89         81,480 

*    Source: SBP figures for Financial Year 2020-21 
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** Source: Reconciliation Statement of FBR with AGPR June (Final) 2021. 
 

Implication 

This may not present a true and fair picture of financial statements because revenue receipts 

figures from external sources i.e., SBP were on higher side.       

Recommendation 

FBR treasuries and Directorate of Research & Statistics (DR&S) FBR need to carry out 

reconciliation of tax receipts with SBP at headquarters and field office level for addressing the above-

mentioned variations besides institutionalizing it in the system. 

The Department replied that out of total variation of Rs 81,480 million, SBP got reconciled an 

amount of Rs 68,157 million leaving the difference at  

Rs 13,323 million. The department had further informed that there was no mechanism of reconciliation 

between FBR and SBP at headquarters level and same was endorsed by the SBP as well. 

Audit Comments 

Audit is of the view that DR&S is entrusted with responsibility of reconciliation with all 

external sources i.e., AGPR, SBP and NBP. The interface of the dashboard/date-wise and bank branch 

wise data needs to be available to DR&S being the reporting/liaison office. Further, interface of 

dashboard also be made available to SBP so that figures can be reconciled on daily basis.  

The DAC may ask the department to get remaining differences of figures reconciled with State 

Bank of Pakistan and report progress to Audit at the earliest. Further, the DAC may direct quarters 

concerned to develop a mechanism for real time reconciliation with SBP so that true picture of revenue 

receipts may be reflected. 

DAC Directives  

The DAC held on 13.12.2021 directed that FBR may obtain the figures of SBP for remaining 

difference of Rs 13,323 million and find out the reasons of difference and report progress to Audit 

within three weeks. 

Audit Recommendations  

 Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives in letter and spirit, besides improving 

system in this regard.   

02. Variation in figures of refund of tax receipts between FBR & SBP 

- Rs 6,988.878 million 

Criteria 

According to Para 3.4.2.12 of Manual of Accounting Principles, each entity is required to 

reconcile its books of accounts with bank records at close of each month. This reconciliation is to be 

performed in accordance with policies and procedures set out in the Accounting Policies and Procedure 

Manual, GFR and Federal Treasury Rules.  

Fact 

Scrutiny of refund record (Figures upto June Final, 2021 provided by Directorate of Research 

& Statistics FBR) revealed variations in figures of refunds on account of Income Tax, Customs Duty, 

Sales Tax and Federal Excise Duty of Rs 6,988.878 million, as tabulated below: - 

        (Rs in million) 
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Refund Figures of 

refund/rebate of 

FBR* 

Figures of refund 

of tax receipts of 

SBP ** 

Variation 

 

A B B-A 

Income Tax 20,710.100 20,495.564 (214.536) 

Customs 26,969.400 19,974.801 (6,994.600) 

Sales Tax 209,642.900 209,862.987 220.087 

Federal Excise Duty 0 0.171 0.171 

Total  257,322.4 250,333.523 (6,988.878) 

* Source: Figures provided by DR&S, FBR. 

** Source: Figures provided by SBP for FY 2020-21. 

 

Implication 

This may not present true and fair picture of financial statements because the revenue receipts 

figures from external sources i.e., SBP were on lower side.       

Recommendation 

FBR treasuries and DR&S (FBR) may carry out reconciliation of refund/rebate payments with 

SBP at headquarters and field office levels for addressing the above-mentioned variations besides 

institutionalizing it in the system. 

The department replied that DR&S reconciled net figures of revenue receipts with the 

office of AGPR Islamabad, as evident from the reconciliation statement of revenue receipts 

duly signed between FBR and office of the AGPR Islamabad. The department further informed 

that at present, there was no mechanism of reconciliation between FBR and SBP.  

Audit Comments 

Audit is of the view that after adjusting all transfer entries, there should be no variations left 

between the FBR/AGPR/SBP figures. The DAC may ask the department to get the figures of 

Refund/Rebate reconciled with the State Bank of Pakistan and report progress to Audit at the earliest. 

Further, the DAC may also direct FBR to develop a mechanism for reconciliation of FBR collections 

with SBP so that true picture of revenue receipts may be reflected. 

DAC Directives  

The DAC held on 13.12.2021 directed the DR&S to provide breakup of refunds/rebate of Rs 

257.32 billion duly supported with evidence within three weeks to Audit for verification. 

Audit Recommendations   

 Audit recommends implementation of the DAC directives in letter and spirit, besides improving 

system in this regard. 
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CHAPTER-2 FEDERAL BOARD OF REVENUE 

 

2.1 Introduction  

A. The Federal Board Revenue (FBR) is governed by the Federal Board of Revenue Act, 

2007 and as per the Act FBR comprises not less than seven members, headed by a Chairman 

appointed by the Federal Government. The taxing powers of the FBR are currently embodied 

in the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, Sales Tax Act 1990, Federal Excise Duty Act 2005, 

Customs Act 1969 and Islamabad Capital Territory (Tax on Services) Ordinance, 2001. These 

statutory laws are amended through the Finance Acts/Ordinances in order to implement Budget 

proposals of the Federal Government. FBR operates as an attached department of the Revenue 

Division as per Rules of Business, 1973, within the hierarchy of the Federal Government. 

The FBR is responsible for the collection of income tax, sales tax, federal excise duty 

(FED), customs duty and tax on services rendered under the territorial jurisdiction of ICT. 

Besides, FBR is also responsible for collection of Workers’ Welfare Fund under the Workers’ 

Welfare Fund Ordinance, 1971 and Worker’ Profit Participation Fund established under 

Workers’ Participation Fund Ordinance, 1968.  

 Following are important powers and functions of FBR: 

i. To implement the provisions of all the fiscal laws for the time being in force and to take 

any action, make policy, issue rules or guidelines for the purpose;  

ii. To honour international obligations pursuant to a treaty, resolution or any international 

commitment;  

iii. To promote culture of voluntary tax compliance and to make the Board a service 

oriented organization in order to develop the Board into a modern efficient authority; 

iv. To enable electronic communication optimally effective in respect of all taxation 

matters such as e-filing, e-payments, e-notice, e-notification, digital imaging, protocols 

or agreements as may be prescribed from time to time; 

v. To set up mechanism and processes that facilitate removal of grievances and complaints 

of the tax payers; 

vi. To direct or advise, where necessary, investigation or inquiry into suspected duty tax 

evasion, tax and commercial fraud, money-laundering, financial crimes cases and to 

coordinate with the relevant law enforcement agencies; 

vii. To take appropriate measures including internal controls to combat corruption within 

the organizations under the Board and provide checks to ensure the integrity of 

employees that is verified periodically through applicable procedure which shall be 

made one of the criterion for promotion and incentives; 

viii. To grant additional allowances or any other incentives and rewards to the employees 

and members of the Board; and 
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ix. To prepare an annual report of its activities and present it to the Prime Minister, the 

National Assembly and the Senate.  

Currently, the Board has 15 members and 21 Directors General (11 for Customs and 10 

for Inland Revenue), as detailed in Figure 1 below 

 

 

The Inland Revenue Wing has 25 field offices, each headed by a Chief Commissioner, as 

detailed below: 

a. four (04) Large Taxpayer Offices (LTOs) at Karachi, Lahore, Islamabad and Multan; 

b. one (01) Medium Taxpayer Office (MTO) at Karachi; 

c. three (03) Corporate Tax Offices (CTOs) at Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad; 

d. seventeen (17) Regional Taxpayer Offices (RTOs) at Karachi (which has two), 

Hyderabad, Sukkur, Quetta, Lahore, Multan,  Bahawalpur, Faisalabad, Sargodha, 

Gujranwala, Sialkot, Rawalpindi, Islamabad, Abbottabad, Peshawar and Sahiwal. 

The Customs Wing consists of seven (7) Chief Collectors (Central and South-

Appraisement, Central and South-Enforcement, North Islamabad, Balochistan and Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa) and twenty one (21) Collectorates of Customs in Islamabad, Karachi (7), 

Hyderabad, Lahore (3) Sialkot, Faisalabad, Multan, Peshawar (2), Quetta (2), Gawadar, and 

Gilgit-Baltistan. In addition, there are Collectorates of Adjudication, Appeals and Directorates 

General of Intelligence & Investigation, Training & Research, Internal Audit, Post Clearance 

Audit, Transit Trade, Valuation and Input Output Co-Efficient Organization.127 

                                                           
127 Source: FBR’s website (www.fbr.gov.pk) 

http://www.fbr.gov.pk/
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B. Comments on Budget and Accounts  

As per reconciliation between FBR and AGPR, tax revenue for the financial year 2020-21 (June 

Final, 2021) was Rs 4,745.00 billion including WWF and WPPF of Rs 19.67 billion. An expenditure of Rs 

31.20 billion was incurred by FBR to collect this revenue. An amount of Rs 40.00 billion was also obtained 

as supplementary grant (Grant No.69) which was expended for payment of refunds to the taxpayers (IB0799 

object code A03909). 

 

An overview of Appropriation Accounts is tabulated below: 

Table 1:                 (Rs in million) 

Demand/ 

Grant No. 

Original 

Grant 

Suppl. 

Grant 
Surrender 

Final 

Grant 

Actual 

Exp. 

Excess/ 

(Savings) 

67- Revenue 

Division  73.90 0 32.30 41.61 41.79 0.181 

69- FBR 4,463.25 41,367.72 350.00 45,480.97 45,356.86 (124.11) 

70- Customs 8,482.37 700.00 0 9,182.37 9,077.64 (104.73) 

71- Inland 

Revenue 
14,769.67 450.51 222.30 14,997.88 14,852.10 (145.78) 

168-Development 

Grant of 

Revenue      

Division 

1,697.07 456.64 164.84 1,988.87 1,873.96 (114.91) 

Total 29,486.26 42,974.87 769.44 71,691.70 71,202.35 489.35 

Source: Budget for the financial year 2020-21 provided by AGPR 

FBR obtained supplementary grant of Rs 41,367.72 million, which included an amount of Rs 

40,000.00 million expended to pay refunds to the taxpayers. Audit observed, with concern, that the 

refund is a deduct receipts and its payment was required to be reduced from the overall collection of the 

FBR rather than obtaining supplementary grant from consolidated fund.  By this arrangement, FBR 

unlawfully managed to show net collection on higher side, but when critically analysed, distribution of 

the funds to the provinces was incorrectly allocated.  

Moreover, the above data depicted that supplementary grant was obtained in all the heads, 

except in Grant No. 70 (Customs) which was not expended by the close of financial year and reflected 

saving of Rs 489.35 million in all the heads. This showed weak budgetary planning and controls on 

expenditure. 
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C.  Sectoral Analysis of Auditee Organization 

 This sectoral analysis the main function i.e. “Collection of Tax and Duties” of the auditee 

organization. Purpose of the analysis is to review of its overall performance towards collection of taxes 

during FY 2020-21 viz-a-viz performance of the auditee organization and then specific discussion on 

certain areas of concern which reflects real performance of the department, namely collection of tax on 

demand i.e. amendment of assessment under self-assessment.   

 

 FBR is responsible to collect federal taxes, besides collection of Workers’ Welfare Fund and 

Worker’ Profit Participation Fund. Total expenditure of an amount of Rs 31.20 billion was incurred 

under four heads and able to collect Rs 4,734.30 billion for the financial year 2020-21 with utilization 

of almost 32,000 personnel. However, an expenditure of Rs 40.00 billion was also debited (Grant No. 

69) to FBR which was expended on account of payment of refunds.  

 

(i) Current Year Performance (FY 2020-21) 

  Original target of FBR collection under all heads was at Rs 4,963.00 billion which was revised 

to Rs 4,691.00 billion during the financial year     2020-21. FBR achieved the revised target with 

collection of Rs 4,734.30 billion under all the heads. FBR, however, was not able to meet the revised 

revenue target in respect of income and lagged behind by Rs 63.00 billion as shown in the table-2 given 

below:  

Table 2: FBR Collection Targets FY 2020-21                                                         (Rs in 

Billion) 

 

Tax Head 
 

Target   

Collection 

Achievement        

(Revised Target) 

Original Revised Absolute  Percentage  

Direct Tax 

(including 

WWF) 

2,043.00 1,789.00 1,726.00 -63.00 96.50 

Indirect Taxes  

Sales Tax 

FED 

Customs Duty 

Total (IDT) 

All Taxes 

1,919.00 1,927.00 1,981.40 54.40 102.80 

361.00 275.00 279.60 4.60 101.70 

640.00 700.00 747.30 47.30 106.80 

2,920.00 2,902.00 3,008.30 106.30 103.66 

4,963.00 4,691.00 4,734.30 43.30 100.90 

Sources: FBR Year Book 2020-21 
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Figure 2 presents FBR’s Targets and collection as a bar chart: 
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(ii) Overall Performance  

 FBR was unable to meet proposed budget of Rs 4,963.00 billion for the FY 2020-21, therefore, 

budget was revised at Rs 4,691.00 billion before the close of the year. Against the revised budget, an 

amount of Rs 4,734.30 billion was collected. Audit observed that, as per history, the FBR was again 

unable to achieve the original target fixed through Finance Act, 2020.  Audit further observed that the 

FBR has tendency to lag behind the original target and thereafter get the target revised to an amount 

likely to be achieved by the end of the financial year as shown in the table-3 given below:  

     Table 3: FBR Original Vs Collection                             (Rs in Billion) 

Financial Year  Original Target Achieved 

2020-21 4,963.00 4,734.30 

2019-20 5,503.00 3,996.70 

2018-19 4,435.00 3,828.50 
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2017-18 4,013.00 3,842.10 

2016-17 3,621.00 3,367.90 

        Sources: FBR’s Year Books  

Figure 3 presents FBR’s original and revised targets as a bar chart: 
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(iii) Direct Tax and Indirect Taxes 

Indirect taxes are intrinsically regressive and also easy to collect being transaction based as 

against direct tax which is based on earning of taxable income. Audit observed that ratio of indirect 

taxation to direct taxation has remained at same level since FY 2016-17 despite implementation of 

various policies toward increase of direct tax collection. Although, FBR managed to increase number 

of direct tax fillers from 1.2 million to 2.2 million upto           FY 2020-21 but the ratio between indirect 

taxation to direct taxation almost remained the same.   

 

Table 4: Comparison of Direct and Indirect Taxes Original  

                                                (Rs in Billion) 

Tax Year 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

Direct Tax 1,344.20 1,536.60 1,445.50 1,523.10 1,726.00 

Indirect Taxes 2,223.70 2,305.50 2,383.00 2,473.60 3,008.20 

Total Collection 3,367.90 3,842.10 3,828.50 3,996.70 4,734.20 

Sources: FBR’s Year Books  
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Figure 4 presents FBR’s (direct tax indirect tax) as shown in bar chart:- 
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(iv) Collection of Tax on Demand - Performance Indicators (Direct Tax) 

Income tax collection consists on advance tax, including withholding taxes, collection of taxes 

through detection on cases of tax evasion and short realization by the department by creating income 

tax demand. This collection of income tax reflects the real performance of the department towards direct 

tax collection. 

The FBR collected total direct tax, including withholding taxes, of        Rs 1,445.51 billion (FY 

2018-19), Rs 1,523.1 billion (FY 2019-20) and             Rs 1,726.00 (2020-21). The net recovery out of 

demand created by the department for the years remained at Rs 102.93 billion, Rs 60.81 billion and      

Rs 80.14 billion respectively which is a meagre amount keeping in view of the large establishment cost 

of Rs 30.08 billion,  Rs 30.47 billion and Rs 31.20 billion respectively. Audit observed that performance 

indicators on the part of the FBR (Direct Tax) reflect that the output performance is less than the 

required performance in view of huge establishment. 

(v) Withholding Taxes 

Withholding taxes form a major portion of direct tax collection for the FBR. It shows 

that FBR is relying on the persons responsible for collection of direct taxes (withholding 

agents) rather than increasing its capacity building to unveil tax evaders and strengthen internal 

mechanism so that undue benefits of self-assessment system could be minimized.      

Withholding Taxes during FY 2020-21 amounted to Rs 1,237.13 billion (2019-20 Rs 

1,091.74 billion) showing an increase of 13.32% over the previous year collection. Total 

withholding taxes collection of Rs 1,237.13 billion constitute 72% of total direct tax collection. 

It is worth mentioning that only ten major components of withholding taxes contributed 

84.70% to the total amount of Rs 1,237.13 billion in this regard. Among the ten major 

component, withholding taxes on contractual receipts, exports, bank interest and other various 

items are constituted final taxation under Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. Audit observed that 

collection of withholding taxes on contractual receipts, exports and on bank interest are in the 

nature of indirect tax instead of direct tax, but is being collected as direct tax by the FBR under 
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the grasp of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001.  

Table 5: Comparison of withholding Taxes and collection on demand     

(Rs in billion) 

Withholding Taxes Collection of Demand Others 

1,237.13 80.14 408.73 

Sources: FBR’s Year Books   

 

Figure 5: Comparison of withholding Taxes and collection on demand as shown in pie chart:- 
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D. Significant Issues in this Audit Report 

 Every completed return of income filed by taxpayer in accordance with Income Tax Ordinance, 

2001 is treated as assessment order under the             self-assessment system enunciated in the Ordinance. 

Every year FBR initiates legal proceedings to amend the self-assessed income to recovery the due tax 

from the taxpayer. For this purpose FBR identifies wrongful self-assessed orders on the basis of risk 

based analysis and amend the assessment as per the law. However, Audit regularly identifies instances 

of short collection not only from wrongful self-assessed orders but also from the amended assessment 

orders. Audit is of the view that there are loopholes in FBR’s analysis of self-assessed orders and 

amended orders for detection of short collection of various taxes and duties. This fact is evident from 

the large number of such cases identified by the Audit, some of which are reported below: 

(i) Less realization of income tax due to non finalization of proceedings under relevant head  

Income Tax Ordinance 2001 classifies different categories of taxpayers i.e. individual, 

AOP and companies. Income earned by them is classified into different heads of income i.e. 

Salary, Property, Business, Capital Gain and Income from Other Sources. Income tax is 

charged at different rates specified in the First Schedule of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001 

according to the income earned under that specific head. Audit identified instances of incorrect 
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assessment where income is assessed under irrelevant head of income in two hundred sixty 

(260) cases causing less realization of income tax.1 

(ii) Incorrect claim of tax credit  

Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provides tax credits at prescribed rates to taxpayer being corporate 

industrial undertaking on the basis of extension, expansion or balancing, modernization and 

replacement of plant and machinery already installed therein. Further, tax credit is also admissible to 

the company opts for enlistment in any registered stock exchange in Pakistan. Audit observed that one 

hundred fifteen (115) taxpayers claimed tax credit without fulfilment of the prescribed conditions but 

the department did not take remedial action under the law to disallow the tax credit which resulted loss 

to the public exchequer.2 

________________ 

1Para 4.1, 2Para 4.2,  

 

(iii) Incorrect adjustment of brought forward losses  

Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provides adjustment of brought forward losses against the 

income earned under the head “Income from Business” in a tax year. The taxpayer can claim 

the adjustment of losses in six succeeding tax years. Audit observed that eleven (11) taxpayers 

either adjusted the losses beyond the limit of six tax years or adjusted the losses against income 

earned other than business income resulting revenue loss to the public exchequer.3  

(iv) Non apportionment / inadmissible adjustment of input tax  

Non apportionment / inadmissible adjustment of input tax is a recurring issue that has been 

repeatedly reported in the previous audit reports. During current audit of FBR, Audit observed that 

various registered persons adjusted the input tax against prescribed procedure causing loss to the 

government revenue but the department did not initiated legal proceeding against the taxpayers.4 

(v) Under-valuation of imported goods 

Detailed procedure for determination of value of imported goods have been provided in Section 

25 of the Customs Act, 1969. Audit, however, observed that eighteen (18) field offices of FBR either 

incorrectly made valuation of imported goods or assessed the value lower than the prescribed value. 

This resulted into under valuation of imported goods resulting loss to the government revenue.5 

(vi) Blockage of revenue due to non-disposal of confiscated goods 

Customs authorities confiscate goods which were imported into Pakistan in disregard of the 

prescribed procedure and rules. These goods are required to be disposed of according to prescribed 

procedure and rules. Audit observed that twenty five (25) field offices of FBR did not dispose of 

confiscated goods and vehicles as per law lying in the warehouses since long. 6  

(vii) Irregular expenditure on account of splitting of purchases 

Public Procurement Rules 2004, provides an appropriate manner for all proposed 

procurements for each financial year and to proceed accordingly without any splitting or 

regrouping of the procurements so planned. Audit observed that thirty two (32) filed offices 
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incurred expenditure on account of purchases of various items and splitting up the expenditure 

without any legal justification. This resulted in irregular expenditure on account of splitting of 

purchases. 7 

________________________________________________ 

3Para 4.7, 4Para 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5Para 7.1, 6Para 7.16, 7Para 8.7 

2.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs 418,436.98 million are raised in this Report as a result of 

the current audit of Federal Board of Revenue. Summary of the audit observations classified by their 

nature is as under: 

Overview of Audit Observations  

(Rs in million) 

S. No. Classification Amount                            

1 Non Production of Record - 

2 Receipts related irregularities  

i. Direct Taxes i.e. Income Tax 322,662.06 

ii. Indirect Taxes i.e. Sales Tax and FED  66,619.56 

iii. Customs 26,377.53 

iv. Expenditure  2,777.83 

 Total 418,436.98 

 

2.3 Comments on the status of compliance with PAC directives 

By taking aggregate mean from the table given below, only 44.41 % compliance of the 

of PAC directives was made. This reflected lack of seriousness by Federal Board of Revenue. 

Resultantly audit observations involving substantial revenue were piling up year after year and 

there was little action on the part of the FBR to address these. The situation is alarming as 

chances of recovery of revenue diminish with the passage of time. 

(Direct Taxes) 

S. No. Audit 

Report 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Compliance 

received 

Compliance 

not received 

Percentage of 

Compliance 

(%) 

1 1987-88 14 12 2 85.71 

2 1988-89 39 27 12 69.23 

3 1989-90 32 9 23 28.13 

4 1990-91 41 18 23 43.90 
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5 1991-92 50 13 37 26.00 

6 1992-93 64 35 29 54.69 

7 1993-94 74 12 62 16.22 

8 1994-95 46 07 39 15.22 

9 1995-96 94 41 53 43.62 

10 1996-97 71 21 50 29.58 

11 1997-98 108 41 67 37.96 

12 1998-99 64 08 56 12.50 

13 1999-00 69 33 36 47.83 

14 2000-01 88 54 34 61.36 

15 2001-02 72 15 57 20.83 

16 2002-03 49 12 37 24.49 

17 2003-04 21 03 18 14.29 

18 2004-05 36 17 19 47.22 

19 2005-06 30 28 2 93.33 

20 2006-07 29 05 24 17.24 

21 2007-08 37 10 27 27.03 

22 2008-09 54 22 32 40.74 

23 2009-10 39 09 30 23.08 

24 2010-11 34 14 20 41.18 

25 2011-12 50 02 48 4.08 

26 2012-13 32 04 28 12.50 

27 2013-14 27 0 27 0.00 

28 2014-15 56 0 56 0.00 

29 2015-16 37 0 37 0.00 

30 2016-17 42 6 36 14.28 

31 2017-18 38 01 37 2.63 

32 2019-20 32 0 32 0.00 
 

Audit Reports not discussed in PAC 

S. No. Audit 

Report 

Year 

Total 

Paras  
Status 

33 2018-19 42 Not yet Discussed in PAC 

34 2020-21 15 Not yet Discussed in PAC 
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Indirect Taxes and Expenditure 

S. No. Audit 

Report 

Year 

Total   

Paras 

Compliance 

Received 

Compliance  Not 

Received 

Percentage of 

Compliance 

35 1985-86 44 38 06 86.36 

36 1986-87 55 25 30 45.45 

37 1987-88 43 10 33 23.26 

38 1988-89 32 27 05 84.37 

39 1989-90 217 147 70 67.74 

40 1990-91 67 49 18 73.13 

41 1991-92 45 42 03 93.33 

42 1992-93 99 44 55 44.44 

43 1993-94 77 30 47 38.96 

44 1994-95 72 15 57 20.83 

45 1995-96 83 44 39 53.01 

46 
1996-97 

Spl 1997 92 60 32 
65.21 

47 
1997-98 

Spl 1998 
115 85 30 

73.91 

48 1998-99 99 65 34 65.65 

49 1999-00 105 66 39 62.86 

50 2000-01 125 81 44 64.80 

51 2001-02 111 72 39 64.86 

52 2002-03 90 36 45 40.00 

53 2003-04 47 18 29 38.29 

54 2004-05 39 22 17 56.41 

55 2005-06 66 38 28 57.57 

56 2006-07 63 30 33 47.61 

57 2007-08 138 54 84 39.13 

58 2008-09 119 36 83 30.25 

59 2009-10 142 58 84 40.84 

60 2010-11 87 11 76 12.64 

61 2011-12 75 24 51 32.00 

62 2012-13 66 12 54 18.18 

63 2013-14 62 05 57 8.06 

64 2014-15 104 05 99 4.80 

65 2015-16 65 10 55 15.38 

66 2016-17 65 15 50 23.07 

67 2017-18 68 12 56 17.64 

68 2019-20 64 - 64 - 
 

Audit Reports not discussed in PAC 
 

S. No. Audit 

Report 

Year 

Total 

Para  
Status 

69 2018-19 84 Not yet discussed in PAC 

70 2020-21 11 Not yet discussed in PAC 
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Customs 

S. No. Audit 

Report Year 

Total 

Para 

customs 

Compliance 

Received 

Compliance 

not Received 

Percentage 

of 

Compliance 

71 1985-86 32 29 3 91 

72 1986-87 32 15 17 47 

73 1987-88 26 0 26 - 

74 1988-89 132 78 54 59 

75 1989-90 10 7 3 70 

76 1990-91 63 22 41 35 

77 1991-92 53 46 7 87 

78 1992-93 66 48 18 73 

79 1993-94 9 3 6 33 

80 1994-95 50 21 29 42 

81 1995-96 45 23 22 51 

82 
1996-97 

Special-97 

44 36 8 82 

83 
1997-98 

Special-98 

69 51 18 74 

84 1998-99 69 64 5 93 

85 1999-00 30 24 6 80 

86 2000-01 26 24 2 92 

87 2001-02 23 19 4 83 

88 2002-03 30 21 9 70 

89 2003-04 39 25 14 64 

90 2004-05 17 12 5 71 

91 2005-06 25 19 6 76 

92 2006-07 29 23 6 79 

93 2007-08 58 42 16 72 

94 2008-09 65 52 13 80 

95 2009-10 82 65 17 79 

96 2010-11 47 29 18 62 

97 2011-12 122 62 60 51 

98 2012-13 120 36 84 30 

99 2013-14 84 50 34 60 

100 2014-15 103 18 85 17 

101 2015-16 59 15 44 25 

102 2016-17 85 25 60 29 

103 2017-18 76 13 63 13 

104 2019-20 35 0 35 0 
 

S. No. Audit 

Report Year 

Total 

Para 
Status 

105 2018-19 52 Not yet discussed in PAC 

106 2020-21 10 Not yet discussed in PAC 
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CHAPTER-3    NON PRODUCTION OF RECORD 

3.1 Non-production of auditable record by tax authorities 

Section 14 (2) of the Auditor General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions 

of Service) Ordinance, 2001 provides that the officer incharge of any office or department shall 

afford all facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for 

information in as complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition. 

During audit of Financial Year 2020-21, LTO Islamabad did not provide following 

auditable record of Direct Taxes and Indirect Taxes despite repeated requisitions: 

a. Record of sales tax refund issued during Financial Year  

2020-21. 

b. Nineteen (19) sales tax assessment files. 

c. Exemption certificates issued under Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. 

d. Twenty one (21) refund adjustments files. 

e. Record of assessment orders passed under Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 during 

the year 2020-21. 

 

Due to non-production of record, Audit was not in a position to provide assurance that revenue 

collected was properly assessed, collected and deposited in government exchequer and refund was 

issued in accordance with prescribed laws and procedures.  

The lapse was reported to the department during August to November, 2021. LTO Islamabad 

informed that the Audit required record of refund processing files in respect of refund process from 

FASTER/ERS and these files are not available with the LTO, hence, the issue of non-production of 

record was raised. However, no reply was furnished in respect of remaining record.  

DAC in its meeting held from 27th to 31st December, 2021 directed the LTO to initiate the post 

refund audit in respect of 50% cases involved in the para and get the position verified from Audit within 

60 days. However, remaining para could not be discussed due to non submission of comprehensive 

reply by the department. 

Audit stresses that production of auditable record must invariably be ensured and disciplinary 

proceedings may be initiated against the responsible officers/officials.  

[DP No.20302-ST/IT] 
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CHAPTER-4    INCOME TAX 

 

4.1 Less realization of income tax due to non finalization of proceedings under 

relevant head - Rs 19,094.74 million 

Section 11 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, classifies income under heads; Income 

from Salary, Income from Property, Income from Business, Income from Capital Gain and 

Income from Other Sources. First Schedule to the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, specifies rates 

for determination of tax liability of taxpayers. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that two hundred sixty (260) 

taxpayers in eleven (11) field offices of FBR misclassified their income under wrong heads, 

attracting lower rates of tax. The department did not take any action under the law to collect 

tax due from the taxpayers. This resulted in less collection of tax amounting to Rs 19,094.74 

million.  

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that an amount of Rs 256.00 million had been recovered and verified, Rs 12,096.42 million had 

been charged but was yet to be recovered, legal proceedings initiated in cases involving Rs 6,764.33 

million but had not been finalized yet and Rs 233.99 million was subjudice. 

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to recover the charged 

amount, finalize the legal proceedings where action was pending, pursue subjudice cases at appellate 

fora and report compliance to Audit by 15th January 2022. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of the charged amount, expeditious finalization of 

assessment proceedings and improve controls for effective monitoring of self assessed income.  

[Annexure-2] 

4.2 Incorrect claim of tax credit - Rs 11,672.79 million 

Sections 65B, 65D and 65E of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provide for tax credits at 

prescribed rates to corporate industrial undertakings making further investments in existing plant and 

machinery or using at least 70% equity raised through issuance of new shares for investing in existing 

or new plant and machinery.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that one hundred fifteen (115) taxpayers 

under the jurisdiction of six (06) field offices of FBR incorrectly claimed tax credits on purchase of 

plant and machinery. Department was required to amend the assessments by initiating legal proceedings 

under the law. No action was initiated by the department, leading to loss of revenue amounting to Rs 

11,672.79 million. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that an amount of Rs 166.07 million had been charged and recovered, recovery in cases of Rs 

337.10 million was awaited, legal proceedings for an amount of Rs 3,263.15 million had been initiated 

but not finalized yet. Further an amount of Rs 8,072.54 million was subjudice.  
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DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to finalize the legal 

proceedings by 15th January 2022 and report compliance to Audit. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of charged amount, expedite finalization of 

assessment proceedings and improve controls for effective monitoring of self assessed income. 

[Annexure-3] 

4.3 Incorrect adjustment of tax payments - Rs 2,117.42 million 

As per provision of section 168 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, where an amount of tax is 

collected or deducted as adjustable income tax during the income year, the person shall be allowed 

effect of that tax payment while calculating his tax liability for that tax year in which the tax was 

collected or deducted. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in one hundred and fifty six (156) 

cases under the jurisdiction of eleven (11) field offices of FBR, the assessing authorities allowed 

adjustment of advance tax in excess of tax actually collected or deducted. The department did not take 

any action to identify the wrong adjustment and recover the due tax. This resulted in less recovery of 

tax amounting to Rs 2,117.42 million. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that an amount of Rs 55.37 million had been charged but had not been recovered yet and legal 

proceedings for an amount of Rs 2,062.05 million had also been initiated.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to recover the charged 

amount and complete the legal proceedings expeditiously. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of charged amount, expedite finalization of 

assessment proceedings and improve controls for effective monitoring of self assessed income. 

 [Annexure-4] 

4.4 Less realization of super tax than due – Rs 6,699.00 million  

Section 4B of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provides levy of super tax for 

rehabilitation of temporarily displaced persons. Prescribed tax rate is four percent in respect of 

banking company and three percent in respect of other company having income equal to or 

exceeding Rs 500 million. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in sixty nine (69) cases under the 

jurisdiction of three (03) field offices of FBR, taxpayers made less assessment of their income for 

payment of super tax. Department did not take any action to recover the tax due from the taxpayer for 

tax year 2020. This resulted in less realization of super tax amounting to Rs 6,699.00 million.  

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that an amount of Rs 8,142.34 million had been charged and recovered, recovery in cases of Rs 

699.14 million was awaited, legal proceedings for an amount of Rs 5,886.47 million had been initiated 

but not finalized yet by the department. Further an amount of Rs 113.19 million was subjudice.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to recover the charged 

amount, finalize the legal proceedings, pursuance of subjudice cases at appropriate appellate fora and 
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report compliance to Audit by 15th January 2022. No further progress was reported till finalization of 

this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of charged amount, expedite finalization of 

assessment proceedings and improve controls for effective monitoring of self assessed income. 

[DP No.20325-IT, No.2301&2358-IT/K]   

4.5 Non-treatment of withholding tax as minimum tax liability  

– Rs 142.35 million  

Section 148 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provides that tax collected by the customs 

authorities at the time of clearing import of certain materials and goods would be treated as minimum 

tax instead of adjustable tax against normal tax liability. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in thirty five (35) cases of self 

assessment made by taxpayers in four (04) field offices of FBR, tax collected on imports was treated as 

adjustable against normal tax, instead of treating the withheld tax as minimum tax liability, leading to 

loss of revenue. The taxpayers claimed credit of withholding tax on imports and supplies thereof as 

adjustable instead of minimum tax liability. The department did not take any action to recover the 

revenue amounting to Rs 142.35 million.    

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that legal proceedings had been initiated in all cases but the same was not finalized till the 

finalization of this report.    

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to finalize the legal 

proceedings by 15th January 2022 and report compliance to Audit. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends expediting finalization of assessment proceedings and to improve controls 

for effective monitoring of self assessed income. 

[Annexure-5] 

4.6 Non / less levy of minimum tax - Rs 8,382.74 million 

Section 113 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provides levy of minimum tax on the 

basis of the turnover of a taxpayer if, otherwise, no tax is payable due to any reason, or tax 

payable under normal taxation is less than the minimum tax liability in respect of certain 

categories of the taxpayers.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that two hundred and fourteen (214) 

taxpayers assessed in seventeen (17) field offices of FBR did not pay minimum tax, even though their 

turnover was more than the basic threshold.  No legal proceedings were initiated by the department to 

recover the said tax leading to non-realization of minimum tax amounting to Rs 8,382.74 million. 

    

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that an amount of Rs 238.03 million had been charged and recovered, recovery in cases 

involving an amount of Rs 9.97 million was awaited, and legal proceedings for an amount of Rs 

8,372.76 million had also been initiated.  
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DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to recover the amount 

charged and complete the proceedings. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of the charged amount, expeditious finalization of 

assessment proceedings and improve controls for effective monitoring of self assessed income.  

     [Annexure-6] 

4.7 Incorrect adjustment of brought forward losses - Rs 23,189.90 million 

 Section 57 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provides that if a taxpayer sustained a 

loss under the head ‘Income from Business’ for a tax year, the loss would be carried forward 

to six following tax years and would be adjusted only against income earned under the head 

‘Income from Business’ of such business. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that eleven (11) taxpayers 

assessed in three (03) field offices of FBR filed their income tax returns by claiming adjustment 

of brought forward losses against the income under the head ‘Other Income’ instead of ‘Income 

from Business’. However, the department did not take any action to amend the assessments to 

recover the due tax which resulted in loss of revenue amounting to Rs 23,189.90 million.  

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that legal proceedings in all of the cases involving an amount of Rs 23,189.90 million had been 

initiated but had not been finalized yet by the department.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to complete the legal 

proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early finalization of assessment proceedings and to improve controls for 

effective monitoring of self assessed income. 

[DP No.20297, 20326-IT & No.2302, 2320-IT/K] 

4.8 Less realization of tax due to claim of provisional expenses  

- Rs 20.63 million  

According to section 34 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, a person accounting for income 

chargeable to tax under the head “Income from Business” on an accrual basis is required to derive 

income when it is due to the person and is required to incur expenditure when it is payable by the person.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that six (06) taxpayers in four (04) field 

offices of FBR claimed certain provisional expenses despite the fact that these neither accrued nor 

incurred, during the same tax year. Therefore, these expenses were not admissible as per law against 

the income for the tax year. The inability of the department to detect and rectify these incorrect self-

assessments of taxable income resulted in lesser realization of tax amounting to Rs 20.63 million. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that legal proceedings in all of the cases involving an amount of Rs 20.63 million had been 

initiated but had not been finalized yet by the department.  
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DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to complete legal 

proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends expeditious finalization of assessment proceedings and to improve controls 

for effective monitoring of self assessed income.   

[Annexure-7] 

4.9 Less levy of tax due to claim of inadmissible tax depreciation allowance - Rs 1,545.88 

million 

Section 22 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provides that a taxpayer would be 

allowed a deduction for depreciation against depreciable assets used in business for the tax 

year. Further, section 23 provides for initial depreciation allowance in a tax year in which the 

asset was used first time in the business. Rates for the depreciation allowance are provided in 

third schedule of above law.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that fifty seven (57) taxpayers in six 

(06) field offices of FBR claimed depreciation allowance and initial depreciation allowance on the assets 

which were not admissible under the law. In some cases initial depreciation was allowed on uninstalled 

assets while in some other cases incorrect rates of depreciation were allowed. Department did not take 

any action as per law to recover the tax due from the taxpayers. This resulted in less levy of income tax 

amounting to Rs 1,545.88 million. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that legal proceedings in all of the cases involving an amount of Rs 1,545.88 million had been 

initiated but had not been finalized by the department yet.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to complete the legal 

proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends expeditious finalization of assessment proceedings and to improve 

controls for effective monitoring of self assessed income. 

[Annexure-8] 

4.10 Less realization of tax due to non-apportionment of expenses  

- Rs 384.57 million 

Section 67 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, read with Circular No. 12 of 1991, 

provides for apportionment of expenses between income earned under normal and final tax 

regimes in proportion to their sales. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that eight (08) taxpayers in five 

(05) field offices of FBR carrying out business activities showed expenses under both normal 

and final tax regimes. As per law, they were required to apportion their expenses under normal 

and final tax regimes in proportion to their sales, but taxpayers filed incorrect self-assessments 

under which expenses were allowed on higher side in normal tax regime. Department failed in 
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detecting and rectifying incorrect self-assessments, resulting in lesser realization of revenue 

amounting to Rs 384.57 million. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that legal proceedings for amount of Rs 384.57 million had been initiated but had not been 

finalized by the department yet.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to complete the legal 

proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends expeditious finalization of assessment proceedings and to improve 

controls for effective monitoring of self assessed income. 

[Annexure-9] 

4.11 Less levy of income tax due to allowing inadmissible expenses  

- Rs 40,791.37 million  

 Section 21 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provides that various expenses were not 

admissible to taxpayers who earn income from business under the law in a tax year and these expenses 

are calculated at the time of assessment of taxable income and tax liability.  

  During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in nine (09) field offices of FBR, 

inadmissible expenses, such as, expenses where either withholding tax was not deducted or payments 

were made other than through banking channel, were allowed to one hundred fifty (150) taxpayers while 

calculating taxable income, thereby, causing less assessment of taxable income. This resulted in under 

assessment of income causing less levy of tax amounting to Rs 40,791.37 million.  

            

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that an amount of Rs 10,438.36 million had been charged and recovered, recovery in cases 

involving an amount of Rs 16,990.46 million was awaited, whereas legal proceedings in cases involving 

an amount of Rs 23,800.91 million had been initiated but had not been finalized by the department yet.  

DAC in its meetings held in December 2021 directed the department to recover the charged 

amount, complete the legal proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of the charged amount, expeditious finalization of 

assessment proceedings and improve controls for effective monitoring of self assessed income.   

[Annexure-10] 

4.12 Loss of revenue due to incorrect claim of tax credit - Rs 1,132.84 million  

  Section 100C of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 provides tax credit to non-profit 

organizations, trusts and welfare institutions if, their administrative and management expenses 

do not exceed 15% of their receipts and surplus income is also subjected to tax @ 10% on their 

surplus funds.  

  During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed in seven (07) field offices of FBR, 

thirteen (13) taxpayers claimed tax credit u/s 100C despite the fact that they did not fulfil the conditions 
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as laid down under the law. This resulted in under assessment of income causing less levy of tax of Rs 

1,132.84 million. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that legal proceedings in all of the cases involving an amount of Rs 1,132.84 million had been 

initiated but had not been finalized by the department yet.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to complete the legal 

proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends expeditious finalization of assessment proceedings and improve controls 

for effective monitoring of self assessed income.   

[Annexure-11] 

4.13   Acceptance of invalid returns by the tax authorities 

    Section 114 (2) of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provides that a return of income (a) shall 

be in the prescribed form and shall be accompanied by such annexures, statements or documents as may 

be prescribed; (b) shall fully state all the relevant particulars or information as specified in the form of 

return, including a declaration of the records kept by the taxpayer. Moreover, as per section 120 (2), a 

return of income shall be taken to be complete if it is in accordance with the provisions of sub-section 

(2) of section 114,   Where the return of income furnished is not complete, the Commissioner shall issue 

a notice u/s 120 (3) to the taxpayer informing him of the deficiencies (other than incorrect amount of 

tax payable on taxable income, as specified in the return, or Less payment of tax payable) and directing 

him to provide such information, particulars, statement or documents by such date as specified in the 

notice.  Where a taxpayer fails to fully comply, by the due date, with the requirements of the notice 

under sub-section (3), the return furnished shall be treated as an invalid return as if it had not been 

furnished vide sub section 4 of section 120. 

    During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in three (03) field offices of FBR, 

sixty seven (67) taxpayers failed to furnish annual audited accounts duly certified by chartered 

accountants along with tax returns. No information was available on record and provided to audit 

regarding action taken by the tax authorities for issuance of notices and declaring these returns as invalid 

showing non enforcement of law ibid.  

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that legal proceedings had been initiated to enforce complete returns as per law.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to complete the legal 

proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends enforcement of law and to improve controls for effective monitoring of self 

assessed income. 

[DP No.20307, 20537, 20680 & 20779-IT]  

4.14 Incorrect levy of tax due to non-taxation of income under the head “Income from Other 

Sources” - Rs 687.67 million 

According to section 39 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, income of any kind received 

by a person in a tax year, if it is not included in any other head other than income exempt from 
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tax under this Ordinance shall be chargeable to tax in that year under the head “Income from 

Other Sources”.   

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in four (04) field offices of 

FBR, twenty five (25) taxpayers derived income from other sources but did not include in the 

taxable income. The assessing authorities of the department also did not charge tax on such 

income, resulting in less levy of tax amounting to Rs 687.67 million. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that legal proceedings in all cases amounting to  

Rs 687.67 million had been initiated but had not been finalized by the department yet.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to complete the legal 

proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends expeditious finalization of assessment proceedings and to improve controls 

for effective monitoring of self assessed income. 

[Annexure-12] 

4.15  Non-levy of default surcharge for late payment of assessed tax  

– Rs 3,537.08 million 

According to section 205 (1) of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, where a person fails 

to pay any tax or penalty on or before the due date of payment shall be liable for default 

surcharge at the rate equal to KIBOR plus three percent per quarter on the tax, and penalty or 

other amount unpaid.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in ten (10) field offices of 

FBR, three hundred ninety seven (397) taxpayers did not pay the due tax within specified time 

but default surcharge as per above provisions of law was not levied resulting in non-levy of 

default surcharge amounting to  

Rs 3,537.08 million. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that an amount of Rs 0.23 million had been charged and recovered. Legal proceedings in cases 

involving an amount of  

Rs 3,537.08 million had been initiated but had not been finalized by the department yet.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to recover the charged 

amount, complete the legal proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of the charged amount, expeditious finalization of 

assessment proceedings and to improve controls for effective monitoring of self assessed income. 

[Annexure-13] 

4.16 Non-levy of penalty for late/non filing of returns - Rs 5,943.03  million 

 According to section 114 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, every person who has 
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obtained National Tax Number is required to furnish a return of income for a tax year and the 

person whose taxable income for the year exceeds the maximum amount that is not chargeable 

to tax under this Ordinance for the year. Further, section 182 ibid provides for levy of penalty 

at applicable rates, where a taxpayer, fails to furnish or late furnish the return of total income.  

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that eighty four thousand nine hundred 

and ninety eight (84998) taxpayers being assessed in twelve (12) field offices under the FBR did not 

file or late filed income tax returns despite the fact that the taxpayers were obliged to file income tax 

returns under the law. No remedial action was initiated by the department to enforce the filing of the 

returns besides imposition of penalty calculated at Rs 5,943.03 million. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that an amount of Rs 0.30 million had been charged but had not been recovered yet, legal 

proceedings for an amount of  

Rs 5,505.58 million initiated but had not been finalized by the department yet. Further an amount of Rs 

437.15 million was subjudice.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to recover the charged 

amount, complete the legal proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of the charged amount, expeditious finalization of 

assessment proceedings and to improve controls for effective monitoring of non filers. 

[Annexure-14] 

4.17 Non-recovery of arrears of tax demand - Rs 11,346.44 million 

  Section 138 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provides that income tax due from any person 

is to be recovered by tax authorities in accordance with the procedures laid down therein. 

  During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that eight (08) field offices of 

FBR did not recover the arrears of tax demanded of Rs 11,346.44 million pertaining to tax 

years 2019 and 2020 from fourteen thousand eight hundred seventy seven (14877) taxpayers 

despite the fact that tax was levied by the department under the law. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that an amount of Rs 65.81 million had been charged and recovered, recovery in cases of Rs 

2,279.40 million was awaited, legal proceedings for an amount of Rs 3,937.44 million had been initiated 

but not finalized by the department yet. Further an amount of Rs 5,129.60 million was subjudice.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to recover the charged 

amount, complete the legal proceedings and pursuance of subjudice cases and report compliance by 15th 

January 2022. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of the charged amount, expeditious finalization of 

assessment proceedings, pursue subjudice cases and improve controls for effective monitoring 

of self assessed income.   

[Annexure-15] 

4.18 Loss of revenue due to concealment of income or assets - Rs 11,880.21 million 
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Section 111 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provides for taxation of concealed income 

which is not offered for tax. According to the provisions, where a person is the owner of any money or 

valuable article or has made any investment or credited any amount in the books of accounts, the amount 

is chargeable to tax if not adequately explained by the taxpayer.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that three hundred and seventy one 

(371) taxpayers under the jurisdiction of fourteen (14) field offices of FBR, declared sales in their sales 

tax returns but the quantum of sales did not match with the figures given in income tax returns. Further, 

taxpayers created assets as per their wealth statements but did not explain their sources of investment. 

These omissions remained undetected despite tax returns and wealth statements were scrutinized / 

finalized by the same assessing authorities. This resulted in loss of Rs. 11,880.21 million due to 

concealment of income or assets.         

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that legal proceedings had been initiated in cases involving Rs 11,866.21 million but the same 

had not been finalized till finalization of this report. Further, an amount of Rs 14.00 million was 

subjudice.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to finalize the legal 

proceedings by 15th January 2022 and pursuance of subjudice cases at appropriate forum and report 

progress to Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends expeditious finalization of assessment proceedings, pursuance of 

the subjudice cases and to improve controls for effective monitoring of self assessed income.

  

[Annexure-16]  

4.19 Non-levy of Alternative Corporate Tax - Rs 4,265.26 million 

Section 113C of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provides that  Alternative Corporate 

Tax at a rate of seventeen per cent of accounting income will be paid by a company if the tax 

payable under normal tax or minimum tax is less than the Alternative Corporate Tax.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in two (02) field offices of FBR, 

five (5) companies did not pay Alternative Corporate Tax despite the fact that the tax was higher than 

the normal tax and or minimum tax. In some cases it was also observed that the Alternative Corporate 

Tax was incorrectly adjusted against current demand of tax. This resulted in less assessment of taxable 

income, consequently less realization of tax amounting  

Rs 4,265.26 million. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that statutory proceedings for charging of tax had been initiated. 

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to finalize the legal 

proceedings and report compliance to Audit by 15th January 2022. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends expeditious finalization of assessment proceedings and to improve 

controls for effective monitoring of self assessed income.  

[Annexure-17] 
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4.20 Loss of Rs 4,281.74 million due to less/non-deduction of withholding tax 

According to Section 153 read with 161 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, “every prescribed 

person making a payment in full or part including a payment by way of advance to a resident person or 

permanent establishment in Pakistan of a non-resident person for supply of goods and on the execution 

of a contract, other than a contract for the sale of goods or the rendering of or providing services, shall, 

at the time of making the payment, deduct tax from the gross amount payable including sales tax, if any 

at the rate specified in Division-III of Part-III of the First Schedule to the Income Tax Ordinance 2001”. 

  During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in sixteen (16) field offices of FBR, 

three hundred and seventeen (317) withholding agents did not deduct due tax while making payments 

to suppliers, service providers and contractors. The department did not take remedial action for retrieval 

of government revenue. This resulted in loss of revenue amounting Rs 4,281.74 million  

   

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that an amount of Rs 55.17 million had been charged but had not been recovered yet, whereas 

legal proceedings for an amount of  

Rs 4,226.57 million had been initiated but not finalized by the department yet.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to recover the charged 

amount, complete the legal proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of the charged amount, expeditious finalization of 

assessment proceedings and to improve controls for effective monitoring of withholding taxes. 

[Annexure-18] 

4.21 Loss of Rs 1,100.75 million due to non-realization of withholding tax on salary 

According to Section 149 (1) read with Section 161 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, every 

employer paying salary to an employee is required to deduct tax from the amount of salary at the time 

of payment. The deduction is to be made at average rate of tax computed at the rates specified in 

Division-I Part-I to the First Schedule. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in eleven (11) field offices of FBR, 

withholding tax on salary income of one hundred and two (102) taxpayers was not correctly deducted 

by the withholding agents at the time of making payments. The assessing authorities also did not take 

remedial action under the law. This resulted in non-realization of withholding tax amounting Rs 

1,100.75 million.  

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that legal proceedings in all of the cases amounting to Rs 1,100.75 million had been initiated 

but not finalized by the department yet.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to complete the legal 

proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends expeditious finalization of assessment proceedings and to improve controls 

for effective monitoring of withholding taxes. 

  [Annexure-19] 
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4.22 Loss of Rs 965.15 million due to non-realization of withholding tax on dividend 

Section 150 read with Section 161 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provides that every 

person paying a dividend is required to deduct tax from the gross amount of dividend at the specified 

rates. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in three (03) field 

offices of FBR, withholding agents while making payments of dividend failed to 

deduct tax in four (04) cases for the Tax Years 2019 & 2020. The department did 

not take remedial action to collect tax from taxpayers. This resulted in non-

realization of tax amounting Rs 965.15 million.  

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that legal proceedings in all the cases amounting to  

Rs 965.15 million had been initiated but not finalized by the department yet.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to complete the legal 

proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends expeditious finalization of assessment proceedings and improve 

controls for effective monitoring of withholding taxes. 

[DP No.20237, 20371, 20429 & 20443-IT] 

4.23 Loss of Rs 3,295.60 million due to non-collection of advance tax from prescribed persons 

Sections 236G and 236H of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provide for collection of advance 

tax from every manufacturer, distributor, dealer, wholesaler or commercial importer of electronics, 

sugar, cement, iron and steel products, motorcycles, pesticides, cigarettes, glass, textile, beverages, paint 

or foam sector, at the time of sale to retailers, or distributor, shall collect advance tax at prescribed rates, 

from the aforesaid person to whom such sales have been made.  

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in twelve (12) field offices of FBR, 

one hundred twelve (112) prescribed persons did not collect advance tax from retailers and distributors 

at the time of sale. The department did not take remedial action to recover the government revenue. 

This resulted in non-collection of advance tax amounting Rs 3,295.60 million.  

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that an amount of Rs 5.72 million had been charged but recovery was awaited, whereas legal 

proceedings for an amount of  

Rs 3,289.88 million had been initiated but not finalized by the department yet.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to recover the charged 

amount and complete the legal proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of the charged amount, expeditious finalization of 

assessment proceedings and improve controls for effective monitoring of advance taxes. 
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[Annexure-20] 

4.24 Loss of Rs 725.11 million due to non-recovery of withholding tax on income from property   

According to Section 155 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, every prescribed person while 

making a payment in full or part, including a payment by way of advance, to any person of rent of 

immovable property is required to deduct tax from the gross amount of rent paid at the specified rates.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in fourteen (14) field offices 

of FBR, one hundred and seventy eight (178) withholding agents did not deduct withholding 

tax while making payment of rent to owners of property. The department did not take remedial 

action to recover the government revenue. This resulted in non-recovery of tax amounting Rs 

725.11 million.  

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that an amount of Rs 0.31 million had been charged but recovery was awaited, whereas legal 

proceedings for an amount of Rs 724.80 million had been initiated but not finalized by the department 

yet.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to recover the charged 

amount and complete the legal proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of the charged amount, expeditious finalization of 

assessment proceedings and improve controls for effective monitoring of withholding taxes. 

[Annexure-21] 

4.25 Loss of Rs 247.71 million due to non-withholding of tax on brokerage and commission  

Section 233 read with Section 161 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provides that 

withholding agent is required to deduct tax at prescribed rate while making payment of brokerage or 

commission. The tax so deducted is to be final tax on the income of such taxpayer. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in five (05) field offices of 

FBR, eleven (11) taxpayers either did not deduct tax on brokerage and commission or the tax 

deducted was lower than the tax due. The department did not take remedial action under the 

law to recover the revenue loss. This resulted in loss of Rs 247.71 million due to non deduction 

of withholding tax.  

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that legal proceedings in all cases amounting to  

Rs 247.71 million had been initiated but not finalized by the department yet.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to complete the legal 

proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends expeditious finalization of assessment proceedings and improve 

controls for effective monitoring of withholding taxes. 

[Annexure-22] 
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4.26 Loss of revenue due to less deduction of tax on profit on debt 

- Rs 56.27 million 

According to Section 151 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, where a banking company 

or financial institution pays any profit on a debt, being an account or deposit maintained with 

the company or institution. The banking company/financial institution shall deduct tax at the 

rate 15% from the gross amount of the yield or profit paid.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in six (06) field offices of FBR, 

forty seven (47) taxpayers did not deduct tax from the gross amount of the yield at the time of payment 

of profit to the recipient. The lapse resulted in loss of revenue due to less deduction of tax amounting 

to Rs 56.27 million during tax year 2020. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that legal proceedings in all the cases amounting to  

Rs 56.27 million had been initiated but not finalized by the department yet.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to complete the legal 

proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends expeditious finalization of assessment proceedings and to improve 

controls for effective monitoring of withholding taxes. 

[Annexure-23] 

4.27  Non withholding of tax on payment of royalty - Rs 102.99 million 

  According to sections 152(1) & 153B(1) of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, every person paying 

an amount of royalty or fee for technical services in full or in part including by way of advance to a 

resident and non-resident person shall deduct tax from the gross amount payable at the rate specified in 

First Schedule.  

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that five (05) taxpayers assessed under 

the jurisdiction of LTO Islamabad for the tax year 2020, made payment of royalty but did not deduct 

due amount of tax as required under the law. This resulted in loss of revenue of Rs 102.99 million. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that legal proceedings for all the cases amounting to Rs 102.99 million had been initiated but 

not finalized by the department yet.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to complete the legal 

proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends expeditious finalization of assessment proceedings and to improve 

controls for effective monitoring of withholding taxes. 

        [DP No-20314-IT] 

4.28 Non-deduction of tax on monitory value of sales promotion items  

– Rs 10,099.79 million  

Section 156 read with Section 161 of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 provides that every 

person paying prize on a prize bond, or winnings from a raffle, lottery, prize on winning a quiz, prize 
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offered by companies for promotion of sale, or cross-word puzzle shall deduct tax from the gross 

amount at prescribed rates. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in three (03) field 

offices of FBR, withholding agents failed to deduct tax in sixty three (63) cases 

while making payments on account of promotion of sales / incentives for the tax 

years 2019 and 2020. This resulted in non-realization of tax amounting Rs 

10,099.79 million.  

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that an amount of Rs 0.37 million had been charged but recovery was awaited and legal 

proceedings in cases involving an amount of Rs 10,099.42 million had been initiated but not finalized 

yet. 

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to recover charged 

amount, complete the legal proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No 

further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of the charged amount, expeditious finalization of 

assessment proceedings and to improve controls for effective monitoring of withholding taxes. 

        [Annexure-24] 

4.29 Issuance of refund without observance to prescribed law  

- Rs 5,953.20 million  

 Section 170 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, read with circular No. 05 of 2003 of FBR 

provides that a taxpayer who has paid tax in excess of the amount which the taxpayer is properly 

chargeable to, is eligible for the refund subject to the conditions that there must be a valid assessment 

order for the claim of refund with applicable tax rates,  there must be a refund application of refund 

claimed, there should not be any outstanding tax liability against the taxpayer and there should not be 

any adjustment of final tax payment against normal tax liability. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in sixteen (16) formations 

and three hundred and ninety nine (399) taxpayers had been paid excess refund without 

adjustment of outstanding liabilities, credit of tax payments given without verification of 

challans or final tax was incorrectly adjusted against normal tax demand. The department did 

not take corrective action to recover the unlawful refund. The irregularities resulted in unlawful 

grant of refund amounting Rs 5,953.20 million.  

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that an amount of Rs 2,438.24 million had been charged and recovered and legal proceedings in 

cases involving an amount of  

Rs 5,953.20 million initiated but not finalized by the department yet.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to complete the legal 

proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 
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Audit recommends expeditious finalization of assessment proceedings and to improve 

controls for effective monitoring of self assessed income. 

[Annexure-25] 

4.30  Unauthorized/irregular issuance of refunds of Rs 140,000 million 

Section 171A of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, provides income tax refunds payable under this 

Ordinance may also be paid through income tax refund bonds to be issued by FBR Refund Settlement 

Company Limited (RSCL), in book entry form through an establishment licensed by the Securities and 

Exchange Commission of Pakistan in lieu of payment to be made through issuance of cheques or bank 

debit advice. 

 Audit observed that a supplementary grant of Rs 100,000 million was obtained in financial year 

2019-20 and Rs 40,000 million in financial year  

2020-21 with the title “IB0799-Encashment of sales tax and income tax refund bonds”. However, it was 

observed that the above-mentioned bonds were never issued to the taxpayers. Instead of issuing bonds, 

the outstanding refund liability was discharged through payment of cash during the said financial years 

which was violation of above law. Unauthorized refund resulted in following financial implications: 

i) Supplementary grant was not used for the purpose for which it was obtained from the 

parliament. 

ii) Refunds were paid in cash as normal refunds using a new head of account instead of 

refunds codes specified/allocated by the AGP under article 170 of the Constitution of 

Islamic Republic of Pakistan. 

iii) This resulted in excess reporting of tax collection and excess payment of shares to 

provinces from divisible pool during relevant accounting period causing extra burden 

on federal exchequer.   

The lapse was reported to the department during August to November 2021. Department 

reported that refund of Rs 100 billion was paid through Technical Supplementary Grant (TSG) in the 

Financial Year 2019-20 and DR&S reconciled the revenue receipts of the said year with office of 

AGPR, Islamabad. Refunds of Rs 40 billion had been issued during the financial year 2020-21 through 

TSG and the DR&S had already signed the reconciliation statement for said year with office of AGPR, 

Islamabad by not excluding the amount of Rs 40 billion from the overall revenue receipts of FBR. 

Audit contends the management reply on the grounds that the refund has to be paid out of gross 

tax collection for the year under relevant law instead of supplementary grant obtained specially for the 

purpose of issuance of refund. This resulted in excess reporting of tax collection and less payment of 

shares to provinces from divisible pool during. Moreover, the purpose of issuing of refund bonds was 

defeated causing immediate burden on federal exchequer. 

The DAC in its meeting held on 13.12.2021 observed that a substantial amount was granted to 

the FBR for establishment of Refund Settlement Company but no progress in this regard was made by 

the FBR till the financial year 2020-21. The representative of Finance Division also endorsed the 

viewpoint of Audit that neither Refund Settlement Company was formed nor refunds were issued 

through bonds. DAC further observed that this was operational and policy level issue and it was agreed 

that matter may be taken up with concerned wings of FBR through Member Accounting FBR 

Islamabad.     
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Audit recommends that the above position may be clarified under intimation to Audit as Refund 

Settlement Company Limited could not be established which resulted in non-issuance of refund through 

bonds. This also led to excess reporting of tax collection, less payment of share to smaller provinces 

from divisible pool and adversely affected the liquidity of federal exchequer. This discrepancy may be 

regularized by getting authorization from the Ministry of Finance and this practice may be discouraged 

in future. 

[DP No.20904 Financial Attest] 

4.31 Non-realization of Workers’ Welfare Fund – Rs 2,999.83 million 

Under Section 4 of the Workers’ Welfare Fund Ordinance 1971, every industrial establishment, 

whose total annual income exceeded rupees five hundred thousand, is required to pay Workers’ Welfare 

Fund at the rate of two percent (2%) of its total income. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that nine hundred and forty (940) 

taxpayers in eighteen (18) field offices of FBR did not pay WWF at the time of filing of income tax 

returns. The department was required to initiate legal proceedings to recover the same. However, it 

failed to take action against the taxpayers that resulted in non-collection of WWF amounting to  

Rs 2,999.83 million, in the instant cases.    

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that an amount of Rs 17.13 million had been charged and recovered, recovery in cases of Rs 

81.35 million was awaited and legal proceedings for an amount of Rs 2,918.48 million had been initiated 

but not finalized by the department yet.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to recover the charged 

amount, complete the legal proceedings and report compliance by 15th January 2022. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends early recovery of the charged amount, expeditious finalization of 

assessment proceedings and to improve controls for effective monitoring of self assessed 

income.  

[Annexure-26] 
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CHAPTER-5    SALES TAX 

5.1 Less realization of sales tax due to non-apportionment of input tax  

- Rs 4,570.35 million   

According to Section 8(2) of the Sales Tax Act 1990, if a registered person deals in taxable and 

non-taxable supplies, he can reclaim only such proportion of input tax as is attributable to taxable 

supplies. Adjustment of input tax paid on raw materials relating to exempt supplies shall not be 

admissible. Further, Section 8(1)(m) read with 73(4) of the Act provides that a registered person shall 

not be entitled to deduct input tax which is attributable to taxable supplies to unregistered persons in 

excess of prescribed limit.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that seventy seven (77) registered 

persons under the jurisdiction of fourteen (14) field offices of FBR either made taxable as well as 

exempt supplies or made sales to unregistered persons in excess of the prescribed threshold. The 

registered persons were required to apportion the input tax between taxable and exempt supplies and 

against sales made to unregistered persons beyond threshold but entire amount of input tax was adjusted 

by them without apportionment of input tax. The tax authorities did not initiate legal proceedings to 

recover the due tax. This resulted in inadmissible adjustment of input tax amounting to Rs 4,570.35 

million. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that cases of Rs 1,383.18 million were under adjudication, legal proceedings initiated in cases 

of Rs 2,174.29 million and no progress was reported in cases of Rs 1,012.88 million. 

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite the adjudication 

and legal proceedings. The DAC showed serious concern in non-responded cases and directed to submit 

updated status of the para to Audit and FBR. No further progress was reported till finalization of the 

report. 

Audit recommends that adjudication and legal proceedings may be expedited besides 

strengthening of internal controls to avoid recurrence of such irregularities in future. 

[Annexure-27] 

5.2  In-admissible adjustment of input tax against invoices issued by blacklisted/non-active 

taxpayers - Rs 2,609.60 million 

According to Section 21 of the Sales Tax Act 1990, in cases where the Commissioner is 

satisfied that a registered person is found to have issued fake invoices or has otherwise committed tax 

fraud, he may blacklist such person or suspend his registration. Further, during the period of suspension 

of registration, the invoices issued by such person shall not be entertained for the purposes of sales tax 

refund or input tax credit, and once such person is black listed, the refund or input tax credit claimed 

against the invoices issued by him, whether prior or after such black listing, shall be rejected through a 

self-speaking appealable order and after affording an opportunity of being heard to such person. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that three hundred and ninety eight 

(398) registered persons under the jurisdiction of nine (09) field offices of FBR had claimed input tax 

adjustment against the invoices issued by the blacklisted / suspended or non active taxpayers which was 

not admissible. This resulted in inadmissible adjustment of input tax of Rs 2,609.60 million.  
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The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that cases of Rs 84.78  million were under adjudication and no reply was furnished by the 

department in cases of Rs 2,524.82 million.  

DAC in its meetings held in February 2020 and December 2021 directed the department to 

expedite adjudication and showed serious concern in non-responded cases and directed to submit 

updated status of the para to Audit and FBR. No further progress was reported till finalization of the 

report. 

  Audit recommends early adjudication of cases and submission of updated reply in non-

responded cases. Furthermore, to address the systemic recurrence of the issue Audit recommends that 

FBR should strengthen its IT based controls for identification of such instances. 

[Annexure-28] 

5.3 Inadmissible adjustment of input tax on goods / services not related to taxable supplies - Rs 

2,248.50 million 

According to Section 8(1) of the Sales Tax Act 1990, input tax adjustment is not admissible on 

goods or services not used in taxable supplies including goods used in or permanently attached to 

immovable property such as building and construction materials, vehicles and their parts, electrical and 

gas appliances, furniture, furnishings, office equipment, entertainment, goods for personal use, fake and 

flying invoices etc.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that one hundred and ninety eight (198) 

registered persons under the jurisdiction of eighteen (18) field offices of FBR had adjusted input tax 

against output tax on items which was not allowed as per above law. The department did not initiate 

legal proceedings to recover the due amount of tax. This inadmissible adjustment of input tax resulted 

in less realization of sales tax of Rs 2,248.50 million. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that cases of Rs 191.26 million were under recovery, Rs 372.42 million under adjudication, legal 

proceedings initiated in cases of  

Rs 430.65 million and no reply was furnished by the department for Rs 1,254.17 million.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite the recovery, 

adjudication and legal proceedings. The DAC showed serious concern in non-responded cases and 

directed to submit updated status to Audit and FBR. No further progress was reported till finalization 

of the report. 

Audit recommends that recovery / adjudication / legal proceedings need to be expedited and 

furnish reply in non-responded cases. Audit also recommends that internal controls may be strengthened 

to avoid recurrence of such irregularities in future. 

[Annexure-29] 

5.4 Loss of government revenue due to less collection of sales tax from CNG Sector - Rs 

1,317.45 million 

According to Section 2 (46) of Sales Tax Act 1990, where the Board deems it necessary it may, 

by notification in the official Gazette, fix the value of any imported goods or taxable supplies or class 

of supplies and for that purpose fix different values for different classes or description of same type of 

imported goods or supplies, provided further that where the value at which import or supply is made at 

higher than the value fixed by the Board, the value of goods shall, unless otherwise directed by the 
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Board, be the value at which the import or supply is made. Further, as per SRO 690(l)/2019 dated 

29.06.2019, FBR notified the value of supply of CNG at Rs 74.04 per kg. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in cases of three hundred and twelve 

(312) CNG stations in RTO Peshawar, Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Limited was charging sales tax at 

the value of Rs 74.04/Kg of CNG, whereas actual sale rate of CNG was Rs 118.72/Kg (excluding sales 

tax). Meaning thereby that, CNG stations were charging excess amount of  

Rs 44.68/Kg on sales of CNG to consumers having additional sales tax impact of  

Rs 7.60/kg. The RTO failed to take up the matter with FBR for correction in SRO 690(I)/2019 and also 

did not make any effort to recover the government dues from CNG stations. This resulted in less 

collection of sales tax amounting to Rs 1,317.45 million. 

The lapse was reported to the department during August to November 2021. Department 

informed that show cause notices had been issued in these cases, however, the appeal in respect of less 

payment of sales tax by CNG sector was accepted by the ATIR in a similar case vide order No.STA 

No.07/PB/2017 dated 14.07.2021.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the RTO to take up the matter with FBR 

in accordance with Section 2(46) of the Sales Tax Act 1990, expedite the adjudication and submit 

updated status of the cases to Audit & FBR within 30 days. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be taken up with FBR for amendment in the law, 

expedite the adjudication proceedings and submit updated status of the cases. Further, Audit 

recommends that the department may file an appeal against the aforementioned order of ATIR.  

 [DP No.20614, 20376-ST] 

5.5 Loss of revenue due to non collection of sales tax on taxable goods and services - Rs 

1,170.87 million 

According to Section 3(1)(a) & (2)(aa) of the Sales Tax Act 1990, there shall be charged, levied 

and paid sales tax at the prescribed rates of the value of taxable supplies made by a registered person in 

the course or furtherance of any taxable activity carried on by him. Section 3 of Islamabad Capital 

Territory (Tax on Services) Ordinance 2001, provides that sales tax on specified services rendered or 

provided in the Islamabad Capital Territory shall be charged, levied and paid at prescribed rates. 

Moreover, as per Tenth Schedule to the Act, the sales tax on bricks shall be paid on fixed basis in 

monthly return at specified rates for different regions or areas. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that seven hundred and twenty five 

(725) registered persons under the jurisdiction of twelve (12) field offices of FBR had supplied taxable 

goods such as plant & machinery, scrap, wheat bran, bricks, crushed stones etc. as declared in their 

income tax returns / audited accounts / sales tax refund record but sales tax was neither paid by the 

registered persons nor realized by the department. This resulted in loss of sales tax amounting to 

Rs 1,170.87 million along with applicable penalty and default surcharge.  

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that cases of Rs 15.66 million were under recovery,  

Rs 851.54 million under adjudication, legal proceedings initiated in cases of  

Rs 17.20 million and no reply was given by the department of Rs 286.47 million. 

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite recovery, 

adjudication and legal proceedings. The DAC showed serious concern in non-responded cases and 
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directed to submit updated status to Audit and FBR. No further progress was reported till finalization 

of the report. 

  Audit recommends that recovery efforts, adjudication / legal proceedings may be expedited and 

updated status may be submitted besides strengthening internal controls.  

[Annexure-30] 

5.6 Excess adjustment of input tax - Rs 655.59 million  

According to Section 8B of the Sales Tax Act 1990, a registered person shall not be allowed to 

adjust input tax in excess of ninety percent of the output tax for the tax period for which the return was 

filed. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that eighteen (18) registered persons 

under the jurisdiction of nine (09) field offices of FBR had adjusted whole amount of input tax against 

output tax instead of ninety percent, resulting in excess adjustment of input tax of Rs 655.59 million.  

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that cases of Rs 8.66 million were under adjudication, legal proceedings initiated in cases of Rs 

6.85 million and Rs 0.18 million was subjudice. However, no reply was furnished by the department of 

Rs 639.90 million.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite the adjudication 

/ legal proceedings and pursue the subjudice cases. The DAC showed serious concern in non-responded 

cases and directed to submit updated status to Audit and FBR. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of the report. 

  Audit recommends that adjudication / legal proceedings may be expedited, pursue subjudice 

cases and updated status may be submitted besides strengthening internal controls. 

 [Annexure-31] 

5.7 Non-realization of further tax - Rs 406.23 million 

According to Section 3(1A) of the Sales Tax Act 1990, in case of supply of taxable goods made 

to unregistered persons, further tax at the specified rate shall be charged on the value in addition to the 

rate specified in Section 3 of the Act. 

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that forty four (44) registered persons 

under the jurisdiction of fourteen (14) field offices of FBR made taxable supplies to unregistered 

persons but further tax was not realized under the law. The tax authorities did not initiate legal 

proceedings to recover the tax due. This resulted in non-realization of tax of Rs 406.23 million. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that cases of Rs 1.86 million were under recovery,  

Rs 253.86 million under adjudication, legal proceedings initiated in cases of  

Rs 7.13 million and no reply was furnished by the department of Rs 143.38 million.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite recovery, 

adjudication and legal proceedings. DAC showed serious concern in non-responded cases and directed 

to submit updated status to Audit and FBR. No further progress was reported till finalization of the 

report. 
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  Audit recommends that recovery / adjudication / legal proceedings needs to be expedited and 

furnish updated reply in non-responded cases. Audit also recommends that internal controls may be 

strengthened to avoid recurrence of such irregularities in future. 

[Annexure-32] 

5.8 Evasion of sales tax due to suppression of sales against un-declared purchases/stocks - Rs 

398.57 million 

According to Section 3 of the Sales Tax Act 1990, there shall be charged, levied and paid a tax 

known as sales tax at the rate of seventeen per cent of the value of taxable supplies made by a registered 

person in the course or furtherance of any taxable activity carried on by him. Further Section 26 of the 

Act ibid provides that any person making taxable supplies shall furnish true and correct information 

about his taxable activity while filing his sales tax return. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that four (04) registered persons under 

the jurisdiction of two (02) field offices of FBR had either failed to declare the purchases of raw material 

as declared by respective suppliers or purchases were not accounted for in stock statements. This 

resulted in suppression of sales against undeclared purchases/stocks having loss of government revenue 

of Rs 398.57 million. The department did not initiate any legal action to assess the government dues. 

The lapses were reported to the department during August to November 2021. Department 

replied that legal action had been initiated in cases of Rs 81.30 million and no reply was furnished by 

the department for Rs 317.27 million.  

 

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite the legal 

proceedings. DAC showed serious concern in non responded cases and directed to submit updated status 

to Audit and FBR. No further progress was reported till finalization of the report. 

  Audit recommends early finalization of legal proceedings and submission of updated reply in 

non responded cases, besides strengthening internal controls to avoid recurrence of such irregularities 

in future.  

[DP No.20505, 20508 & 20737-ST] 

5.9 Evasion of sales tax due to under valuation of taxable goods  

- Rs 376.87 million 

According to section 3 of Sales Tax Act 1990, there shall be charged, levied and paid a tax 

known as sales tax at the rate of seventeen per cent of the value of taxable supplies made by a registered 

person in the course or furtherance of any taxable activity carried on by him. As per section 2(46)(e) 

ibid, value of supply mean, in case where there is sufficient reason to believe that the value of a supply 

has not been correctly declared in the invoice, the value determined by the Valuation Committee 

comprising representatives of trade and the Inland Revenue constituted by the Commissioner. Provided 

further that where the value at which import or supply is made is higher than the value fixed by the 

Board, the value of goods shall, unless otherwise directed by the Board, be the value at which the import 

or supply is made 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that ten (10) registered persons under 

the jurisdiction of five (05) field offices of FBR had supplied goods i.e. white crystalline sugar, ghee 

and cooking oil, textile goods, steel products and ceramic tiles and paid sales tax at lesser value than 

the value on which goods were sold in open market or notified by Pakistan Bureau of Statistics. The 
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department did not initiate legal proceedings to assess the government revenue. This resulted in evasion 

of sales tax due to under valuation of goods amounting to Rs 376.87 million. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that cases of Rs 352.53 million were under adjudication and no reply was furnished by the 

department for Rs 24.34 million.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite the adjudication 

proceedings. The DAC showed serious concern in non-responded cases and directed to submit updated 

status to Audit and FBR. No further progress was reported till finalization of the report. 

  Audit recommends that adjudication proceedings need to be finalized and updated reply in non-

responded cases may be furnished. Further, Audit recommends that internal controls may be 

strengthened to avoid recurrence of such irregularities in future. 

 [Annexure-33] 

5.10 Payment of sales tax liability less than declared in the annual audited accounts - Rs 

96.98 million 

According to Section 11A of the Sales Tax Act 1990, where a registered person pays the amount 

of tax less than the due as indicated in his return, the less paid amount of tax along with default surcharge 

shall be recovered from such person by stopping / removal of any goods from his business premises and 

through attachment of his business bank accounts, without giving him a show cause notice. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that twenty two (22) registered persons 

under the jurisdiction of CTO Islamabad did not pay their sales tax liability as declared in annual 

financial statements. The tax authorities did not take action to recover the amount from the taxpayers 

despite the fact that the both set of data i.e. sales tax returns and financial statements were available 

with the department. The lapse resulted in less payment of sales tax liability of Rs 96.98 million.  

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that cases of Rs 94.35 million were under adjudication and no reply was furnished by the 

department for Rs 2.63 million.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite recovery and 

adjudication proceedings. The DAC showed serious concern in non-responded cases and directed to 

submit updated status to Audit and FBR. No further progress was reported till finalization of the report. 

  Audit recommends expeditious recovery / adjudication proceedings, besides strengthening 

internal controls. 

[DP No.20777, 20804 & 20820-ST] 

5.11 Non-realization of minimum tax (Sales Tax) - Rs 66.99 million 

According to Rule 157 of Chapter-XVII of Sales Tax Rules 2006 inserted vide SRO 918 

(1)/2019 dated 07.08.2019, where a registered person fails to file a return by the due date, an officer not 

below the rank of Assistant Commissioner, shall issue a notice to the registered person to file return 

within fifteen days failing which his minimum liability would be determined. Rule 158 (1) of the Rules 

provides that the minimum tax liability of the registered person for a tax period shall not be less than 

the highest amount of tax paid by the registered person in any of the tax periods during the previous 

twelve months. 
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During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that seven (07) taxpayers registered 

with four (04) field office of FBR did not file sales tax returns for certain tax periods falling during the 

period August 2018 to June 2021. The sales tax authorities were required to determine minimum tax 

liability but no efforts were made to recover it. The lapse resulted in non-realization of minimum tax 

liability of Rs 66.99 million.  

 The lapses were reported to the department during May to November 2021.  Department replied 

that cases of Rs 8.22 million were under adjudication whereas reply was not submitted for Rs 58.77 

million. 

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite adjudication, 

showed serious concern in non-responded cases and directed to submit updated status to Audit and 

FBR. No further progress was reported till finalization of the report. 

  Audit recommends expediting adjudication proceedings and furnish updated status in non-

responded cases, besides strengthening internal controls. 

 [DP No.6868, 6900, 6911 & 6917-ST/K] 

5.12 Discrepancies among figures of sales / stocks in income tax and sales tax returns resulting 

in less realization of sales tax - Rs 15,137.10 million   

According to Section 3 of the Sales Tax Act 1990 and ICT Ordinance, 2001, there shall be 

charged, levied and paid sales tax at the prescribed rate of the value of taxable supplies made by a 

registered person in the course or furtherance of any taxable activity carried on by him. Moreover, as 

per Section 26 of Act, every registered person is required to furnish not later than the due date a true 

and correct return in the prescribed form. In case of non-compliance, penalty and default surcharge is 

also recoverable under Sections 33 and 34 of the Act ibid. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, a comparison of returns of Sales Tax and Income Tax 

of ninety one (91) registered persons under the jurisdiction of fifteen (15) field offices of FBR, revealed 

that either they had shown greater sales in Income Tax returns than those reflected in their sales tax 

returns or declared excess closing stock in sales tax returns and less in income tax returns. Thus they 

suppressed their sales resulting in less realization of sales tax amounting to Rs 15,137.10 million which 

also attracted default surcharge and penalty. 

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that cases of Rs 10,949.27 million were under recovery, Rs 3,706.83 million under adjudication, 

Rs 6.04 million subjudice and legal proceedings initiated in cases of Rs 166.12 million. No reply was 

furnished by the department in cases of Rs 308.84 million.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite recovery / 

adjudication / legal proceedings and pursue the subjudice case vigorously. DAC showed serious concern 

in non-responded cases and directed the department to submit updated status to Audit and FBR. No 

further progress was reported till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that recovery / adjudication / legal proceedings need to be expedited, 

pursuance of the subjudice cases and reply in non-responded cases be furnished. Further, internal 

controls need to be strengthened to avoid recurrence of such irregularities in future.  

[Annexure-34] 

5.13 Non-recovery of adjudged dues / arrears - Rs 32,992.95 million 
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According to Section 48 of the Sales Tax Act 1990, sales tax due from any person shall be 

recovered by sales tax officers in accordance with the prescribed procedure. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in two hundred and twenty one 

(221) cases, eight (08) field offices of FBR did not take prescribed measures for recovery of adjudged 

government dues of Rs 32,992.95 million during the financial year 2020-21.  

The lapses were reported to the department during August to November 2021. Department 

replied that cases of Rs 14,002.10 million were under recovery, Rs 13,351.66 million under 

adjudication, Rs 476.25 million subjudice and no reply was furnished by the department for Rs 5,162.94 

million.  

DAC in its meetings held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite recovery / 

adjudication proceedings and pursue the subjudice cases. DAC showed serious concern in non-

responded cases and directed to submit updated status to Audit and FBR. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of the report. 

  Audit recommends that efforts be made to recover government revenue, expedite adjudication, 

pursue subjudice cases and furnish reply in non-responded cases besides fixing responsibility. 

[Annexure-35] 

5.14 Non imposition of penalty and default surcharge - Rs 333.44 million  

According to Section 33 read with Section 34(1) (a) of the Sales Tax Act 1990, where 

any person fails to furnish a return within the due date, such person shall pay a penalty of ten 

thousand rupees. Further any person who knowingly or fraudulently makes false statement, 

false declaration, false representation, false personification, gives any false information or 

issues or uses a document which is forged or false, such person shall pay a penalty of twenty 

five thousand rupees or one hundred per cent of the amount of tax involved, whichever is 

higher. Registered person who does not pay tax due or any part thereof, whether willfully or 

otherwise, in time or in the manner specified shall in addition to tax due, pay default surcharge 

at the prescribed rate. 

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that fifteen (15) field offices of 

FBR did not recover penalty and default surcharge from three thousand three hundred and 

twenty two (3322) taxpayers who either not/late submitted sales tax returns or deposited sales 

tax after due date. A taxpayer fraudulently claimed input tax adjustment on same invoices in 

two tax periods. Tax Authorities did not initiate legal action for imposition of penalty and 

default surcharge of Rs 333.44 million.  

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that cases of Rs 0.84 million were under recovery,  

Rs 122.27 million under adjudication, Rs 4.90 million subjudice and legal proceedings had been 

initiated in cases of Rs 0.52 million. No reply was furnished by the department in cases of Rs 204.91 

million.  

DAC in its meetings held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite recovery / 

adjudication / legal proceedings and pursue the subjudice case. DAC showed serious concern in non-

responded cases and directed to submit updated status to Audit and FBR. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of the report. 
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  Audit recommends expeditious recovery of government revenue, finalize adjudication / legal 

proceedings, pursue the subjudice cases and furnish reply in non-responded cases. 

[Annexure-36] 

5.15 Evasion of sales tax due to concealment of production - Rs 102.95 million 

According to Section 3(1)(a) of the Sales Tax Act 1990, there shall be charged, levied and paid 

a tax known as sales tax at the rate of seventeen per cent of the value of taxable supplies made by a 

registered person in the course or furtherance of any taxable activity carried on by him. According to 

Section-33(11)(c) of the Act, any person who knowingly or fraudulently makes false statement, false 

declaration, false representation, false personification, gives any false information or issues or uses a 

document which is forged or false. Such person shall pay a penalty of twenty five thousand rupees or 

one hundred per cent of the amount of tax involved, whichever is higher.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed in RTO, Faisalabad that during the 

processing of sales tax refund cases, the taxpayer gave affidavit before the Assistant Commissioner (IR) 

that the refund claimant agreed to pay tax by considering his sales as six times of his coal consumption. 

The refund sanctioning authority sanctioned the refunds after deducting the liability of sales tax by 

taking sales to be six times of coal consumption for the period 2018-19. Audit contended that tax 

authorities recovered the sales tax liability for the period 2018-19 but failed to assess and recover the 

liability of sales tax for the financial years 2019-20 and 2020-21 on the same analogy. The lapse resulted 

in evasion of sales tax amounting to Rs 102.95 million. 

The lapse was reported to the department during August to November 2021. RTO replied that 

show cause notice had been issued and the amount was under adjudication.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the RTO to expedite adjudication and get 

the position verified from Audit within 30 days. 

  Audit recommends expediting the adjudication proceedings besides strengthening internal 

controls.  

[DP No.20563-ST] 

5.16 Inadmissible exemption of sales tax - Rs 186.07 million 

According to Section 13 read with Sixth Schedule of the Sales Tax Act 1990, goods specified 

in the Sixth Schedule of the Act, subject to such conditions as may be specified by the Federal 

Government, shall be exempt from tax. Further, as per Section 3(1)(a) there shall be charged, levied and 

paid a tax known as sales tax at the rate of seventeen per cent of the value of taxable supplies made by 

a registered person in the course or furtherance of any taxable activity carried on by him.  

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that eleven (11) taxpayers registered 

with four (04) field offices of FBR had supplied goods and claimed exemption of sales tax, whereas, 

the goods including baby garments, toilet papers, tea, ghee & cooking oil, etc. were not exempt under 

Sixth Schedule of the Act. The tax authorities did not initiate legal proceedings to recover the 

government revenue. The lapse resulted in inadmissible exemption of sales tax amounting to Rs 186.07 

million.    

The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. Department 

replied that cases of Rs 102.53 million were under adjudication. In cases of Rs 16.16 million, the 

jurisdiction of the registered person was transferred from RTO Rawalpindi to CTO Islamabad. No reply 

was furnished by the department in cases of Rs 67.38 million.  
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DAC in its meetings held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite adjudication 

and legal proceedings. DAC showed serious concern in non-responded cases and directed to submit 

updated status to Audit and FBR. No further progress was reported till finalization of the report. 

  Audit recommends early finalization of adjudication / legal proceedings and submission of 

updated status of non responded cases. Audit further recommends to improve controls for effective 

monitoring of exemptions of sales tax through FBR’s automated systems. 

[Annexure-37] 

 

5.17 Non-withholding of sales tax - Rs 95.44 million 

According to Section 3 (7) read with S.No.4 of Eleventh Schedule of the Sales Tax Act 1990, 

the tax shall be withheld at prescribed rates by any person or class of persons being (purchaser of goods 

or services) as withholding agent for the purpose of depositing the same. Companies as defined in the 

Company’s Ordinance, 2001 will be responsible for withholding sales tax @5% on purchases from 

persons other than the active taxpayer and in cases of advertisement services the registered persons are 

required to withhold whole of the sales tax applicable.    

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that one hundred and forty (140) 

taxpayers registered with five (05) field offices of FBR but did not withhold sales tax on payment of 

goods purchased from unregistered persons or on account of advertisement services. The tax authorities 

did not initiate legal proceedings to recover the tax due which resulted in loss of Rs 95.44 million. 

 The lapses were reported to the department during May to November 2021. Department replied 

that cases of Rs 1.82 million were under adjudication. RTO Sialkot informed that cases of Rs 35.07 

million were taken up with the Board and the Board had constituted a committee involving officers of 

FBR and Sialkot Chamber of Commerce & Industries to resolve the issue of exporters in respect of non-

realization of withholding sales tax. CTO Islamabad informed that in cases of Rs 0.43 million, 

jurisdiction of registered persons had been transferred to LTO Islamabad. No reply was furnished by 

the department in cases of Rs 58.12 million.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite the adjudication 

/ legal proceedings. DAC further directed the RTO Sialkot to submit a detailed report, resolve the issue 

and submit compliance report to Audit & FBR within 30 days. DAC showed serious concern in non-

responded cases and directed to submit updated status to Audit and FBR. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends early adjudication / legal proceedings, furnishing of detailed report 

regarding issue of non realization of withholding sales tax from exporters and submission of updated 

status in non responded cases. Further, controls may be improved for effective monitoring of 

withholding taxes through FBR’s automated systems. 

[Annexure-38] 

5.18 Non-realization of 4/5th amount of sales tax – Rs 17.49 million 

According to Section 3(1)(a)(7) read with 11th Schedule of the Sales Tax Act 1990 there shall 

be charged, levied and paid a tax known as sales tax at the rate of seventeen percent of the value of 

taxable supplies made by a registered person in the course or furtherance of any taxable activity carried 

on by him. The tax shall be withheld at the rate as specified in the Eleventh Schedule, by any person or 

class of persons being purchaser of goods or services as withholding agent for the purpose of depositing 
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the same, in such manner and subject to such conditions or restrictions as the Board may prescribe in 

this behalf through a notification in the official Gazette. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that the DDOs being withholding agents 

of Regional Tax Office, Rawalpindi in nine (09) cases deducted 1/5th amount of sales tax but the 

registered persons failed to pay the remaining 4/5th amount of sales tax. The tax authorities did not 

initiate legal action to recover the remaining sales tax. The omission resulted in non-realization of 4/5th 

sales tax amounting to Rs 17.49 million. 

 The lapses were reported to the department during March to November 2021. RTO informed 

that an amount of Rs 5.42 million pertains to CTO, Islamabad and Rs 11.04 million pertains to LTO 

Islamabad, Rs 0.73 million was vacated but under re-examination by the RTO and balance amount of 

Rs 0.30 million was under process/examination.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to submit updated status 

and finalize the legal proceedings of the remaining cases within 15 days under intimation to Audit & 

FBR. 

  Audit recommends to finalize the legal proceedings and updated status be furnished.  

[DP No.20286-ST] 

5.19 Payment of refund in excess of input tax actually consumed in supplies of zero rated goods 

- Rs 856.69 million  

According section 10(1) of the Sales Tax Act 1990 read with Rule-33 of the Sales Tax Rules 

2006, refund to the registered claimant shall be paid to the extent of input tax paid on purchases or 

imports that are actually consumed in the manufacturing of goods exported or supplied at the rate of 

zero percent.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that four (04) field offices of FBR 

sanctioned excess refund in forty three (43) cases to taxpayers in excess of input tax actually consumed 

in zero rated/exported goods. This resulted in excess sanction and payment of sales tax refund of Rs 

856.69 million.  

The lapses were reported to the department during August to November 2021. Department 

replied that cases of Rs 13.61 million were under adjudication, legal action had been initiated for Rs 

837.23 million and no reply was furnished by the department for Rs 5.85 million.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite adjudication 

and legal proceedings. The DAC showed serious concern in non-responded cases and directed to submit 

updated status to Audit and FBR. No further progress was reported till finalization of the report. 

  Audit recommends early finalization of adjudication / legal proceedings of the amount involved 

and to furnish updated status of the non-responded cases besides improvement of controls for effective 

monitoring of refund of sales tax through FBR’s automated systems. 

[Annexure-39] 

5.20 Inadmissible payment of sales tax refund - Rs 67.86 million 

Sections 8, 10 & 73 of the Sales Tax Act 1990 read with Rule 36 of Sales Tax Rules, 2006 

provide the procedure to be adopted for payment of sales tax refund.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in two (02) field offices of FBR, 

one hundred sixty two (162) taxpayers claimed refund of sales tax of Rs 67.86 million which was 
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sanctioned either without verification of proof of payment through banking channel or claimed input 

tax where input tax credit was not allowed under the law during financial year 2020-21. 

The lapses were reported to the department during August to November 2021. Department 

replied that cases of Rs 0.77 million were under adjudication and legal action had been initiated in cases 

of Rs 67.09 million.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite adjudication 

and legal proceedings under intimation to Audit and FBR. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of the report. 

  Audit recommends early finalization of adjudication / legal proceedings of the amount involved 

besides improvement of controls for effective monitoring of refund of sales tax through FBR’s 

automated systems. 

[DP No.20584, 20587, 20882 & 20895-ST] 

5.21 Non-conducting of post audit of refunds 

According to Rule 36(1) of the Sales Tax Refund Rules 2006, issued vide SRO 555(1) 2006 

dated 05.06.2006, after disposing of the refund claim, the officer-in-charge shall forward the relevant 

file to the Post Refund Audit Division for post refund audit, which shall, inter alia, include verification 

of input tax payment by respective suppliers and compliance of section 73 of the Sales Tax Act 1990. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that Regional Tax Office, Sialkot 

sanctioned sales tax refund of Rs 465.75 million in one hundred and twenty one (121) cases during the 

financial year 2020-21. However, post refund audit (PRA) was not conducted to verify compliance of 

Section 73 of Sales Tax Act 1990 and input tax consumed. In absence of PRA, assurance regarding 

authenticity of refund could not be provided. 

The lapses were reported to the department during August to November 2021. RTO Sialkot 

contested the para on the plea that the post refund audit in the subject cases could not be conducted as 

after 30th June 2014, the post refund audit was to be carried out on the basis of risk based selection 

through computerized post refund scrutiny or selected by the Commissioner IR on the basis of some 

information, pre-determined criteria or otherwise. However, these cases do not fall in the above two 

categories.  

The Audit pointed out that during examination of record of refund claimants in the subject para, 

some serious discrepancies had been observed which need to be investigated through post refund audit.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the RTO to initiate post refund audit in the subject 

121 cases under the 2nd proviso of Rule 36 of the Sales Tax Refund Rule 2006 and submit a detailed 

report of post refund audit in this regard to Audit & FBR within 60 days.  

Audit recommends early completion of post refund audit in the cases pointed out by Audit and 

improve the system and share the audit reports with Audit for effective feedback.  

[DP No.20847-ST] 

CHAPTER-6     FEDERAL EXCISE DUTY 
 

6.1 Non recovery of federal excise duty - Rs 1,204.37 million 

According to Section 14 read with 14 A of the Federal Excise Act 2005, where a registered 

person pays the amount of duty less than the duty due as indicated in his return, the less paid amount of 

duty along with default surcharge shall be recovered from such person by stopping / removal of any 
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goods from his business premises and through attachment of his business bank accounts without 

prejudice to any other action under this Act. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, M/s Airblue Limited under the jurisdiction of LTO 

Islamabad declared payable sales tax and federal excise duty of Rs 1,523.87 million in its audited 

accounts (31.12.2019). The examination of sales tax returns filed dated 18th Feb 2020 for the relevant 

tax period of 12/2019 revealed that FED of Rs 319.50 million was paid by the registered person leaving 

an unpaid FED amount of Rs 1,204.37 million which was required to be recovered along with default 

surcharge and penalty. 

The lapse was pointed out to the department during August to November 2021. The 

LTO contested para on the ground that amount/figure of payable Sales Tax and FED were taken 

from audited accounts for the year ended December 2019 and this amount was paid by the 

registered person. Furthermore, the registered person had filed his monthly Sales Tax Return 

on special procedure/Rules of FED after two months, hence, this amount could have not been 

considered as recoverable from the Audited Accounts.  

Audit contended that the registered person had not discharged its liability in the returns 

of next two months. Audit desired the reconciliation / proof of payments of this amount.  

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the LTO to provide the 

reconciliation / proof of payments to Audit and get the position verified from Audit within 30 

days. Further progress was not reported till finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends to provide the reconciliation / proof of payments besides strengthening of 

internal controls to prevent such recurrences. 

[DP No.20524-FED] 

6.2 Inadmissible adjustment of federal excise duty - Rs 879.79 million 

According to section 6 (1) of the Federal Excise Act 2005, for the purpose of determining net 

liability of duty in respect of any goods, the duty already paid on goods specified in the First Schedule 

and used directly as input goods for the manufacture or production of such goods shall be deducted 

from the amount of duty calculated on such goods. Adjustment of excise duty under sub-section (1) 

shall be admissible only if a person registered under this Act holds a valid proof to the effect that he has 

paid the price of goods purchased by him including the amount of duty and received the price of goods 

sold by him including the amount of duty through banking channels including online payment whether 

through credit card or otherwise. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, M/s Sukkur Beverages (Private) Limited registered with 

LTO, Karachi adjusted FED paid on goods used in manufacturing activities. As per sales tax returns 

FED charged by suppliers and FED paid on import stage were zero/nil. In this scenario, it appeared that 

the registered person did not pay any FED. Thus, the taxpayer adjusted inadmissible federal excise duty 

and understated his liability. Due to this, government sustained a loss of Rs 879.79 million. 

 The observations were reported to the department during May 2021 to November 2021.  

Department replied that the case was under process. 
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 DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite the proceedings 

under intimation to Audit and FBR by 15.01.2022. 

Audit recommends prompt action for resolution of the case as per law and fix 

responsibility for inordinate delay/lapse. Internal controls are required to be strengthened in 

order to avoid recurrence of such irregularities in future. 

[DP No.6859-FED/K] 

6.3 Less realization of federal excise duty - Rs 577.38 million 

According to section 3 read with first schedule Table-I of the Federal Excise Act, 2005, there 

shall be levied and collected federal excise duty on the supply of excisable goods at specified rates. 

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that six (06) taxpayers 

registered with two (02) field offices of FBR, made supplies of gas, cement and steel products 

but either did not pay or paid less FED leviable under the law. The department did not take any 

action to recover the government dues. This resulted in less realization of federal excise duty 

of Rs 577.38 million. 

The lapses were reported to the department during August to November 2021. RTO informed 

that legal action had been initiated in cases of Rs 87.91 million and no reply was furnished in cases of 

Rs 489.47 million.  

DAC in its meetings held in December 2021 directed the department to finalize legal 

proceedings and submit updated status of non responded cases. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of the report. 

  Audit recommends early finalization of legal proceedings and submission of updated status of 

non responded cases besides improvement of controls for effective monitoring of collection of FED. 

[DP No.20738, 20741-FED & No.6857, 6858-FED/K] 

6.4 Non-realization of the federal excise duty on royalty, technical / management services fee 

and franchise fee - Rs 136.72 million 

According to Sections 3 (1)(d) of the Federal Excise Act 2005 read with Rules 43A (2), 44, 47  

of the Federal Excise Rules, 2005 and Federal Excise General Order No.5/2006, the duty shall be paid 

by the franchisee on the value of excisable services, or as the case may be, the head office of the 

franchisee at the prescribed rate of the value of taxable services, which shall be the gross amount or the 

franchise fee or the deemed franchise fee or technical fee or royalty charged by the franchiser from the 

franchisee for using the right to deal with the goods or services of the franchiser. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that nine (09) registered persons 

under the jurisdiction of CTO Islamabad had paid royalty, technical/management services fee 

and franchise fee to their associated companies during Tax Years 2018-2020 but did not pay 

the federal excise duty leviable thereon. This resulted in non-realization of federal excise duty 

of  

Rs 136.72 million which also attracted levy of default surcharge and penalty. 

 The lapses were reported to the department during August to November 2021. Department 

replied that cases of Rs 63.63 million were under recovery and Rs 73.09 million under adjudication.  
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DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite recovery / 

adjudication proceedings and submit compliance report to Audit & FBR within 30 days.  

Audit recommends expeditious recovery / adjudication proceedings of the government revenue 

involved besides strengthening of internal controls to prevent future recurrences. 

[DP No.20780, 20812, 20813 & 20827-ST] 

6.5 Non-assessment of federal excise duty on concealment of production of sugar - Rs 96.87 

million 

According to Section 14 of the Federal Excise Act 2005 and Section 11(2) of the Sales Tax Act 

1990, where a person has not paid the tax due on supplies made by him or has made less payment or 

has claimed input tax credit or refund which is not admissible, an officer of Inland Revenue shall after 

a notice to show cause to such person, make an order for assessment of tax actually payable by that 

person or determine the amount of tax credit or tax refund which he has unlawfully claimed and shall 

impose a penalty and charge default surcharge.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that an assessment order was passed by 

RTO Faisalabad under section 122(4) of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001 (order to amend amended 

assessment) in respect of M/s Kamalia Sugar Mills Limited for the tax year 2015. Assessing authority 

established that the taxpayer had concealed its production of 352,963 sugar bags valuing Rs 968.69 

million and the addition in income of the taxpayer was ordered. Audit was of the view that the assessing 

authority, in integrated regime, was also required to see the aspect of FED/Sales Tax liability on such 

concealment of production and was required to create and recover the demand under the relevant law 

but this aspect was ignored. The lapse resulted in non-assessment / recovery of federal excise duty of 

Rs 96.87 million. 

The department replied that income tax assessment proceedings were finalized as per law on 

30.06.2021. The sales tax proceedings could only be initiated within five years from the relevant date 

under the Sales Tax Act 1990. The tax year 2015 was barred by the time on 30.06.2020. Being barred 

by time, recovery measures could not be initiated.  

Audit contended that observation was raised on the assessment order passed on 30.06.2021 

which was produced to Audit during audit for the FY 2020-21.  Audit further contended that case of the 

taxpayer was selected for income tax audit on 24.01.2017 and initial proceedings were started 

subsequently audit report under section 177(6) was issued on 20.05.2019 as discussed in subject order. 

Hence, the tax year 2015 was not time barred at that time. The assessing authority could then have 

issued show cause notice under Sales Tax Act at that time as sufficient grounds were available. Further, 

being potential case, the assessing authority was required to see the aspect of federal excise duty as 

well, which was ignored. 

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the RTO to investigate the matter, fix 

responsibility in this regard and submit a detailed report to Audit & FBR within 30 days. 

Audit recommends holding of inquiry/investigation to fix responsibility and expedite recovery 

of government revenue involved besides strengthening of internal controls to prevent future recurrences. 

[DP No.20580-FED] 

6.6 Non-realization of penalty & default surcharge due to late payment of FED - Rs 16.44 

million 
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According to section 8 of the Federal Excise Act 2005, if a person does not pay the duty due or 

any part thereof within the prescribed time or receives a refund of duty or drawback or makes an 

adjustment which is not admissible to him, he shall, in addition to the duty due, pay default surcharge 

at the rate of twelve per cent per annum of the duty due, refund of duty or drawback. According to 

section (19)(1) of Federal Excise Act 2005, states that, any person who fails to make payment or makes 

short payment of duty on any account, shall pay a penalty of ten thousand rupees or 5% of the duty 

involved whichever is higher. Provided that where a person files the return within fifteen days after the 

due date he shall pay a penalty of one hundred rupees for each day of default”. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that four (04) registered persons of two 

(02) field offices of FBR deposited amount of Federal Excise Duty after the due date into government 

treasury for the tax year 2019-20 which attracted levy of default surcharge and penalty. The same was 

not imposed by the department which resulted into non-imposition of penalty and default surcharge of 

Rs 16.44 million. 

 The observations were reported to the department during May 2021 to November 2021. 

Department replied that cases of Rs 11.93 million were under adjudication and Rs 4.51 million were 

under process. 

 DAC in its meetings held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite the 

adjudication/under process proceedings under intimation to Audit and FBR by 15.01.2022. 

Audit recommends prompt action on the cases and fix responsibility for inordinate 

delay/lapse and strengthen internal controls to avoid recurrence of such irregularities in future. 

[DP No.6860 & 6872-FED/K] 
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CHAPTER-7    CUSTOMS DUTY 

7.1 Under-valuation of imported goods resulting in loss of government revenue – Rs 3,480.73 

million 

Section 25 of the Customs Act 1969 provides a detailed procedure for determination of value 

of imported goods. Further, Section 25A of the Act ibid empowers the Directorate General of Customs 

Valuation Karachi to fix value of imported goods or class of goods.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in three thousand nine hundred and 

eighty one (3981) cases, fifteen (15) field offices of FBR assessed the imported goods at a lower value 

compared to valuation rulings issued by the Directorate General of Customs Valuation, Karachi or the 

value applied in dominant clearance data of identical/similar goods. Non-adherence to valuation rulings 

and provisions of Section 25 of Customs Act 1969 resulted in loss of Rs 3,480.73 million. 

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 133.58 million were under recovery, Rs 6.13 million under adjudication, Rs 165.97 million 

subjudice, Rs 21.16 million awaiting action by the department and Rs 56.30 million not responded by 

the department. Cases of Rs 3,097.59 million were contested out of which  

major amount related to cell phones on the plea that goods were assessed on the basis of valuation 

advice of same specifications. However, Audit was of the view that there was no specific valuation 

advice hence the goods were required to be assessed on the basis of dominant clearance data in terms 

of Section 25 of Customs Act, 1969. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the collectorates to expedite recovery, 

pursue the adjudication / legal proceedings and submit comprehensive replies in cases awaiting action 

and get the stated position verified from Audit. In respect of contested amount, DAC directed the 

department to revisit the matter and get it verified from Audit. In two cases, DAC further directed that 

Collector has to conduct fact finding inquiry in order to ascertain the element of mala fide and 

negligence on the part of officers and take further necessary action in the light of fact finding report. 

 

Audit recommends that recovery / adjudication / legal proceedings need to be expedited and 

comprehensive replies in non-responded cases be submitted at the earliest. Audit further recommends 

that fact finding inquiry may be completed by the Collector at the earliest in order to ascertain the 

element of mala fide and negligence on the part of officers and necessary action may be taken in the 

light of the report. 

 [Annexure-40] 

7.2 Lesser assessment of sales tax and value addition tax caused loss of revenue – Rs 1,281.78 

million 

 According to Section 3(1)(b) read with 6th and 8th Schedules of the Sales Tax Act, 1990 there 

shall be charged, levied and paid sales tax at prescribed rates of goods imported into Pakistan, 

irrespective of their final destination in territories of Pakistan and exemption / concession was 

available to the goods specified in the schedules ibid. According to 12th Schedule of Sales Tax Act 1990 

value addition tax shall be levied and collected @ 3% on all imported goods subject to exclusions 

provided therein. 

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in six thousand seven hundred and 

ninety nine (6799) cases, fourteen (14) field offices of FBR either did not realize sales tax and value 
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addition tax or realized the same at lower rates. Non adherence to relevant laws and weak monitoring 

controls caused loss of revenue of Rs 1,281.78 million in realization of due sales tax and value addition 

tax. 

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 497.68 million were under recovery, Rs 7.71 million under adjudication, Rs 604.33 million 

subjudice, Rs 46.80 million awaiting action and Rs 4.84 million were not responded by the department. 

Cases of Rs 120.41 million were contested by the department on the grounds that goods in question 

were cleared on payment of sales tax. The importers furnished retail prices and accordingly sales tax 

was levied in the subject consignments. Audit was of the view that sales tax was assessed on the lower 

side as no retail price was available in the examination reports. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the collectorates to expedite recovery, 

pursue the cases under adjudication / legal proceedings and submit comprehensive replies in contested 

/ awaiting action / not responded cases and get the stated position verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends for early recovery, pursuance of adjudication cases and submission of 

comprehensive replies in awaiting action / contested cases, besides fixing responsibility. 

 [Annexure-41] 

7.3 Inadmissible exemption / concession in duties and taxes - Rs 800.75 million 

Exemption and concession in duties & taxes were allowed under various statutory enactments 

subject to fulfilment of conditions specified therein. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in two thousand four hundred fifty 

nine (2459) cases, ten (10) field formations of FBR granted inadmissible exemptions and concessions 

in duties & taxes where importers / exporters either did not qualify for exemptions or failed in fulfilling 

the requisite conditions. This resulted in loss of Rs 800.75 million due to non-adherence to relevant law. 

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 42.93 million were under recovery, Rs 5.56 million under adjudication, Rs 14.95 million 

subjudice, Rs 8.86 million awaiting action by the department, Rs 348.34 million contested by the 

department and no reply was received for Rs 380.11 million. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the collectorates to expedite recovery, 

pursue adjudication / legal proceedings and submit comprehensive replies with supporting documents 

regarding contested / not responded cases for verification from Audit. 

Audit recommends that recovery / adjudication / legal proceedings need to be expedited and 

comprehensive replies in non-responded cases be submitted at the earliest. Audit stresses that there is 

need to exercise due care while granting concession / exemption to safeguard the public exchequer 

besides fixing responsibility. 

[Annexure-42] 

7.4 Misclassification of imported goods resulted in less realization of government revenue - 

Rs 736.42 million 

 Goods imported in Pakistan are classified according to PCT Headings given in 1st 

Schedule of the Customs Act 1969 for levying of customs duties and allied taxes. 

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in three thousand one hundred and 

five (3105) cases, thirteen (13) field offices of FBR cleared various imported goods by misclassifying 
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them under incorrect PCT Headings with lower rates of duty and taxes instead of correct PCT Headings 

with higher rates. This resulted in less realization of revenue amounting to  

Rs 736.42 million. 

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 100.02 million were under recovery, Rs 0.29 million under adjudication, Rs 6.35 million 

subjudice in courts of law, no reply was received for Rs 303.22 million and cases of Rs 326.54 million 

were contested by the department on the grounds that goods were correctly classified. Audit was of the 

view that goods like food preparation, meter parts, gasket and plastic table mats etc. were misclassified 

under those PCT headings which attracted lesser amount of duty and taxes.  

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the collectorates to expedite recovery, 

pursue adjudication / legal proceedings and submit comprehensive replies with supporting documents 

regarding contested / not responded cases for verification from Audit. 

Audit recommends that recovery / adjudication / legal proceedings need to be expedited and 

comprehensive replies in non-responded / contested cases be submitted at the earliest. Audit further 

recommends that internal controls may be strengthened to avoid recurrence of such irregularities in 

future besides fixing the responsibility. 

[Annexure-43] 

7.5 Blockade of revenue due to non-finalization of provisional assessments – Rs 344.65 million  

According to Section 81 of the Customs Act 1969, where any goods are allowed to be cleared 

or delivered on the basis of provisional determination, the amount of duty, taxes and charges correctly 

payable on those goods shall be determined within six months of the date of provisional determination. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in sixty seven (67) cases, two (02) 

field offices of FBR assessed imported goods provisionally. However, appraising staff failed to finalize 

the assessments within stipulated time. The instruments provided as guarantee against any shortfall in 

revenue by the importers were also not enchased to recover government dues. This resulted in blockade 

of government revenue due to non-finalization of provisional assessment involving revenue of Rs 

344.65 million.  

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November, 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 0.34 million were under recovery, Rs 314.80 million subjudice, Rs 8.69 million awaiting 

action by the department and for  

Rs 20.82 million reply was not furnished. 

The DAC in its meetings held in December 2021 directed the collectorates to expedite recovery, 

pursue court cases and submit comprehensive replies with supporting documents in cases awaiting 

action.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives and taking measures to recover the 

revenue loss besides fixing the responsibility. 

[DP No.1373, 1456, 1575 & 1597-Cus/K] 

7.6 Non-realization of anti-dumping duty – Rs 295.43 million 

National Tariff Commission levied Anti-Dumping Duty in pursuance of Anti-Dumping Duties 

Ordinance 2015, from time to time on certain items including stainless steel sheets, lead pencils, papers 

etc.  
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During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in two hundred ninety two (292) 

cases, five (05) field offices of FBR cleared imported goods like stainless steel sheet, yarn, paper, lead 

pencil and children playing magnets, etc. without realizing anti-dumping duty. Non-adherence to 

relevant law resulted in loss of Rs 295.43 million. 

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 32.59 million were under recovery, Rs 6.73 million subjudice, Rs 12.76 million under 

scrutiny / awaiting action, Rs 236.02 million not responded and cases of Rs 7.33 million were contested 

by the department but no reason was provided to Audit. 

 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite recovery, 

pursue subjudice cases for early decision and submit comprehensive replies regarding cases under 

scrutiny / not responded / contested and get the stated position verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends to pursue the subjudice cases for vacation of stay orders / early decisions 

and submit comprehensive replies in remaining cases. 

        [Annexure-44] 

7.7 Lesser / non assessment of federal excise duty – Rs 119.72 million 

Federal excise duty on goods is leviable under Section 3 of the Federal Excise Act 2005 at rates 

specified in the First Schedule to the Act. 

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in two hundred eighty six (286) 

cases, four (04) field offices of FBR either did not realize federal excise duty on imports of goods like 

E-liquid, energy drinks and edible oils etc. or realized the same at less than the rates provided in the 

First Schedule to the Act. This resulted in less realization of FED of Rs 119.72 million.  

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 94.81 million were under recovery, Rs 1.87 million awaiting action and Rs 23.04 million 

were contested by the department on the plea that federal excise duty had already been recovered but 

no proof was provided to Audit. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the collectorates to expedite recovery 

and submit comprehensive replies in cases awaiting action / contested. DAC further directed the 

collectorate to take up the matter with Directorate of Reforms & Automation, Karachi for improvement 

in the system for levy of FED on e-liquids. 

Audit recommends recovery of admitted amount and submission of comprehensive replies in 

cases awaiting action / contested, besides fixing the responsibility. 

[Annexure-45] 

7.8 Lesser assessment of withholding tax caused loss of revenue  

– Rs 118.98 million 

 Section 148 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001 provides the rates for collection of withholding tax 

at import stage. Further, Section 154 (3C) read with Section 164 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001 inter 

alia provides that the Collector of Customs, at the time of clearing of goods to be exported, was required 

to collect tax from the gross value of the goods at the rate of one percent of the value of the exported 

goods. 
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 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed in four hundred and eighty four (484) 

cases, seven (07) field offices of FBR either did not collect withholding tax on imported/exported goods 

or collected at less than the leviable rates. This resulted in loss of Rs 118.98 million due to non/less 

withholding of tax during the Financial Year 2020-21. 

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 48.60 million were under recovery, Rs 5.42 million subjudice, Rs 39.34 million awaiting 

action and Rs 1.53 million not responded by the department. Cases of Rs 24.09 million were contested 

by the department on the grounds that income tax was required to be withheld by Export Processing 

Zone Authority. However, Audit was of the view that no proof of withholding of income tax was 

available with the department. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the collectorates to expedite recovery, 

pursue court cases and submit comprehensive replies in contested / awaiting action / not responded 

cases and get the stated position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends for early recovery, pursuance of adjudication/ subjudice cases and 

submission of comprehensive replies in awaiting  

action / contested cases, besides fixing responsibility. 

[Annexure-46] 

7.9 Less assessment of customs duties caused loss of revenue – Rs 26.42 million 

 According to Section 18 of the Customs Act 1969 read with SRO 680(I)/2019 dated 28.06.2019 

and SRO 670(I)/2019 dated 28.06.2019, regulatory duty and additional customs duty were to be levied 

on imported goods at prescribed rates.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed in nine (09) field offices of FBR that 

appraising staff cleared imported goods in six hundred and thirty one (631) cases either by less or 

without realizing customs duty, regulatory duty and additional customs duty. Non-adherence to relevant 

laws resulted in loss of Rs 26.42 million. 

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 16.59 million were under recovery, Rs 1.21 million under adjudication and cases of Rs 1.07 

million were awaiting action. Cases of Rs 7.55 million were contested on the grounds that correct rates 

of custom duties have been applied. Audit was of the view that goods were cleared by applying lower 

rates of duty and taxes. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the collectorates to expedite recovery, 

pursue the cases under adjudication and submit comprehensive replies in contested / awaiting action 

cases and get the stated position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends for early recovery, pursuance of adjudication cases and submission of 

comprehensive replies in awaiting action / contested cases, besides fixing responsibility. 

[Annexure-47] 

7.10 Non-realization of duty, taxes and warehousing surcharge on overstayed goods – Rs 

894.53 million 

According to Section 98 of the Customs Act, 1969, warehoused goods, other than perishable 

goods notified by the Board, may remain in the warehouse for a period of six months. The goods may 

remain in the warehouse for a period of further three months subject to the condition that advance 
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surcharge on the duty and taxes involved therein shall be paid at the rate of one per cent per month for 

the extended period. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in one hundred and thirty 

eight (138) cases, four (4) field offices of FBR did not initiate action for recovery of duty & 

taxes along with surcharge from the importers who failed to clear the warehoused goods within 

the stipulated period or extended period, as the case may be. This resulted in a loss of Rs 894.53 

million due to non-realization of duty, taxes and warehousing surcharge on overstayed goods. 

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November, 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 222.78 million were under recovery and  

Rs 671.75 million were contested by the department but no documentary evidence was provided for 

verification to Audit. 

The DAC in its meetings held in December, 2021 directed the collectorate to expedite recovery 

and submit comprehensive replies with supporting documents in contested cases.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives and taking measures to recover the 

revenue loss besides fixing the responsibility. 

[Annexure-48] 

7.11 Unlawful removal of input goods - Rs 516.51 million  

 According to Section 30 of the Customs Act 1969, in case of the goods illegally removed from 

the warehouse, the rate of duty shall be the rate prevalent either on the date of in-bonding or detection 

of case or date of payment of the duty and taxes, whichever is higher. Further, Economic Coordination 

Committee (ECC) has allowed the export of raw cotton, dyes, aluminium ingots, hides and skins, iron 

sheet, aluminium foil, unblended tea, supari, newsprints and spices in raw form and raw material for 

pesticide & insecticide, in same state, from Zone to tariff area on payment of duties and taxes, on 14th 

July, 2000. 

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in seven (7) cases, two (2) field 

formations had recovered duty & taxes at lesser rates on goods removed illegally from the warehouses 

by the licensees of manufacturing bonds instead of rates applicable in terms of Section 30 of the Act. 

Non-adherence to provisions of Section 30 of the Customs Act 1969 resulted in less-realization of duty 

& taxes of Rs 8.21 million. 

 Similarly, Collectorate of Customs, Sialkot in four hundred and eight (408) cases did not take 

cognizance of decision of ECC and 20% limit allowed for removal of input goods other than the goods 

allowed by the ECC, in same state and allowed disposal of more than 20% of total production of finished 

goods from export processing zones to tariff area which resulted in undue flow of foreign currency (US 

$2.99) worth Pak rupee 508.30 million ($2.99*170) from the tariff area to zones. 

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 2.62 million were under recovery and  

Rs 5.59 million & 508.30 million were awaiting action by the department. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the Collectorate to expedite recovery 

and submit comprehensive replies in cases awaiting action and get the stated position verified from 

Audit. 
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Audit recommends recovery of admitted amount and implementation of DAC directives 

besides fixing the responsibility. 

        [Annexure-49] 

7.12 Non-removal of goods within stipulated time caused blockade of government revenue - Rs 

200.23 million 

According to Rule 226 (9) of the Customs Rules 2001 issued vide SRO 450(I)/2001 dated 

18.06.2001, goods admitted to an export processing zone may remain there for such period as may be 

prescribed by the competent authority but in no case exceeding two years, provided that the collector 

of customs may extend the aforesaid period by one year. Further, Rule 352 (6)(a) provides that the 

leftover quantities of raw materials imported in a manufacturing bond may be allowed removal in its 

original and unprocessed form for home consumption by the collector of customs on payment of duties 

and taxes. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that two (02) field formations of FBR 

in twenty three (23) cases did not initiate action against the licensees who had not consumed the 

imported goods within stipulated time period i.e. not exceeding two years, hence, were liable to pay 

duties / taxes leviable on such goods. The blockade of revenue of Rs 200.23 million occurred due to 

weak internal control in the organization. 

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 200.23 million were under recovery. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the collectorates to expedite recovery.  

Audit recommends recovery of entire amount, besides fixing the responsibility. 

       [DP No.7153&7653-Cus] 

7.13 Non-realization of duty & taxes on excess stock of input goods 

- Rs 58.09 million 

 According to Rule 351 & 352 of Chapter XV of the Customs Rules 2001, the Collector or the 

authorized officer shall issue an analysis certificate showing the actual quantity of input goods, wastage 

to manufacture one unit of finished goods within 30 days. Further, according to condition 2 of the 

license issued vide No. 15/SMB/EOU/2015, a licensee was allowed to keep stock of approved input 

goods involving duty and taxes not exceeding Rs. 250 million up to 09.11.2020 and Rs. 350 million up 

to 01.06.2021 at any point of time. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in five (05) cases, two (02) field 

offices of FBR had not initiated any action against the licensees of manufacturing bonds who had 

imported and consumed the input materials which were not approved in analysis certificates. Similarly, 

no action for recovery was initiated where the licensees of export oriented units and manufacturing 

bonds had exceeded the approved limit of inventories of input goods. This happened due to lack of 

supervision which resulted in non/short-realization of duty and taxes of Rs 58.09 million 

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 4.33 million were under recovery, Rs 9.51 million under examination and Rs 44.25 million 

was contested on the grounds that face value of the limit had been increased and analysis certificates 

had been issued by IOCO regarding the input material consumed by the licensees. Audit was of the 

view that there was no evidence of issuance of analysis certificates for goods under question and the 

calculations were made according to revised limits and dates of revisions.  
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 The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite the recovery 

proceedings for admitted amount and submit comprehensive reply in cases being contested and under 

examination.  

 Audit recommends an early recovery of government dues and provision of documentary 

evidence in contested cases for verification of Audit.  

        [Annexure-50] 

7.14 Removal of ware-housed goods without payment of duty and taxes  

- Rs 2.00 million 

According to rule 361 of Custom Rules 2001 an appropriate officer of customs, authorized by 

the concerned Assistant Collector of Customs, shall conduct stock taking and detailed audit of a 

warehouse as and when so directed but at least once in a year of finished goods stocks, wastages or 

rejects (losses during the year if any), with due approvals of the Customs authorities, and shall submit 

its findings or report to the concerned collectorate and a copy thereof to the licensee for his records. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that the Directorate of Intelligence & 

Investigation, Quetta failed to take appropriate action on report of shortage of warehoused goods 

consisting of pear soap (10 cartons), chelam/shisha (2 cartons) and pine cigarette (3 cartons) due to 

improper monitoring by the customs authorities. This resulted in non realization of duty and taxes of 

Rs 2.00 million. 

The irregularity was pointed out in November, 2021. Neither the representative of the formation 

appeared nor working paper was submitted by the formation for the consideration of DAC. 

The DAC in its meetings held in December, 2021 showed its displeasure on the non-seriousness 

of the formation and directed the formation to submit comprehensive reply to the Audit for verification 

within a period of one week and report progress. Further progress was not intimated till finalization of 

the report.  

 Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives and taking measures to recover the 

revenue loss besides fixing the responsibility. 

[PDP No. 1801-CD/K] 

7.15 Non-recovery of adjudged government revenue - Rs 6,892.00 million 

Section 202 of the Customs Act 1969 read with the Chapter XI-Recovery of Arrears of the 

Customs Rules 2001 provides the procedure for recovery of government dues like deduction or 

requiring any other officer of Customs, Federal Excise and Sales Tax to deduct such amount from any 

money owing to such person, attachment and sale of any movable or immovable property of the 

defaulter or the guarantor, person, company, bank or financial institution of the defaulter and arrest / 

detention of defaulter. 

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in one thousand one hundred and 

forty (1140) cases, fourteen (14) field offices of FBR did not take prescribed action for recovery of 

adjudged revenue despite lapse of considerable time. The adjudged dues of Rs 6,892.00 million 

remained unrecovered due to inaction of the department and non-adherence to relevant law. 

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 140.33 million were under recovery, Rs 0.69 million under adjudication, Rs 246.08 million 

subjudice, Rs 2.98 million awaiting action, Rs 6,343.95 million not responded by the department and  
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Rs 157.98 million were contested on the plea that amount had already been recovered but no 

documentary evidence was provided to Audit. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the collectorates to expedite recovery, 

pursue the cases under adjudication / legal proceedings and submit comprehensive replies in contested 

/ awaiting action / not responded cases and get the stated position verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends for early recovery, pursuance of adjudication/ subjudice cases and 

submission of comprehensive replies in awaiting  

action / contested cases, besides fixing responsibility. 

[Annexure-51] 

7.16 Blockage of revenue due to non-disposal of confiscated goods 

- Rs 6,818.99 million 

According to Section 182 of the Customs Act 1969 read with Sections 82, 89, 169 and 201 of 

the Act CGO 12 dated 15.06.2002 and Rule 58 (1) of the Customs Rules 2001, confiscated goods were 

required to be disposed-off after observing codal formalities within the shortest possible time. 

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in two thousand nine hundred and 

thirty one (2931) cases, twenty five (25) field offices of FBR did not dispose of confiscated goods and 

vehicles as per law. Goods / vehicles lying in the warehouse for long period may resulted into decline 

in their value, quality and their fitness for human consumption. The irregularity/lapse resulted in 

blockage of revenue of Rs 6,818.99 million and corresponding loss to the public exchequer. 

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 5.17 million were under recovery,  

Rs 4,646.81 million under auction / disposal, Rs 24.52 million under adjudication, Rs 375.21 million 

subjudice, Rs 1,561.58 million were not responded and cases of Rs 205.70 million were contested by 

the department on the ground that the goods were disposed of through open auction at bid price which 

may be higher or lower than the reserve price of the goods/vehicles. However, Audit was of the view 

that department is required to justify acceptance of bids lower than reserve price. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite recovery / 

auction / disposal, pursue the cases pending in the court of law and submit comprehensive replies, get 

the stated position verified from Audit and justify acceptance of bid price lower than the reserve price. 

DAC further directed to Director I & I Faisalabad to conduct fact finding inquiry at the level of Director 

in the matter as to why goods being perishable were not auctioned timely and to take further necessary 

action in the light of fact finding report under intimation to Audit within 30 days. 

 Audit recommends recovery of admitted amount, pursuance of cases for early decision and 

disposal of confiscated goods and vehicles, for recovery of government revenue, justify auction of 

goods / vehicles at lower than reserve price and report progress of further action after fact finding report. 

[Annexure-52] 

7.17 Blockage of government revenue of Rs 2,705.27 million due to non-encashment of 

financial instruments 

 According to Section 81 of the Customs Act 1969, the imported goods were to be assessed 

provisionally. Further, imported goods were to be cleared without payment of duty and taxes on 

submission of bank guarantees or post-dated cheques under various provisions of the Act and 
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concessionary SROs. On non-fulfilment of prescribed conditions, these instruments were required to be 

en-cashed to recover government dues. 

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, in six thousand and forty nine (6049) cases, twelve (12) 

field offices of FBR did not encash financial instruments where the importers/exporters failed in 

fulfilling the requisite conditions of law within stipulated period. Moreover, the financial instruments 

which were expired had not been revalidated by the customs authorities due to weak monitoring and 

internal controls. The irregularity/lapse resulted in blockage of revenue of Rs 2,705.27 million due to 

negligence and lack of supervision. 

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 1,857.06 million were under scrutiny / process, Rs 96.64 million subjudice, Rs 743.34 

million contested and Rs 8.23 million were not responded by the department.  

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to pursue the subjudice 

case for early decision, expedite the scrutiny / processing of indemnity bond and bank guarantee, 

recover the amount where due, submit comprehensive replies and get the stated position verified from 

Audit. 

 Audit recommends to pursue the subjudice cases, complete process of disposal / encashment of 

bank guarantee where conditions have not been fulfilled, besides fixing the responsibility. 

       [Annexure-53] 

7.18 Non-adherence to DTRE Rules resulted in loss of revenue - Rs 839.32 million  

Chapter-7 of the Customs Rules 2001 has provided detailed procedure for approval of 

DTRE, import/procurement of approved input goods, manufacturing of output goods and 

disposal of output goods and wastage(s) under DTRE Scheme.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in one hundred and twenty (120) 

cases, eight (08) field formations of FBR did not initiate appropriate action for recovery of Rs 839.32 

million from DTRE users who had committed following violations; 

i) non-submission of reconciliation statements within stipulated period of three 

months.  

ii) non-disposal of unconsumed input goods and un-exported output goods including 

by-products available with them. 

iii) non-realization of duty & taxes on wastage obtained during manufacturing 

process; 

iv) claimed undue benefit of SRO 1125(I)/2011 dated 31.12.2011 which was 

rescinded on 28.06.2019. 

v) DTRE users failed in bringing about minimum value addition i.e. 15%. 

vi) post-exportation audits were not conducted by the collectorates within stipulated 

period of two months after submission of reconciliation statements. 

This happened due to lack of interest and supervisory review at higher level which resulted in 

undue remission of duty & taxes of Rs 839.32 million to DTRE users. 
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The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 12.67 million were under recovery,  

Rs 772.84 million under disposal / scrutiny and Rs 53.81 were not responded by the department. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to expedite recovery 

of admitted amount and submit comprehensive replies in cases under examination and get the stated 

position verified from Audit within 30 days.  

Audit recommends expeditious recovery of admitted amount and adherence to relevant 

provisions of law to avoid such lapse in future. 

[Annexure-54] 

7.19 Excess/inadmissible payment of rebate - Rs 199.10 million 

 SROs 209(I)/2009 and 212(I)/2009 all dated 05.03.2009 issued under Section 21 of the Customs 

Act 1969 provide the rates of repayment of custom duties paid on the importation of the raw materials 

used in the production or manufacturing of exported goods.  

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in one thousand three hundred forty 

two (1342) cases, three (03) field offices of FBR had sanctioned and paid excess payment of rebate on 

account of time barred cases, incorrect rate of rebate, without proof of foreign exchange and to 

manufacturer-cum-exporters who were provided the facility of import/ procurement of duty-free input 

goods under export schemes namely export oriented units, manufacturing bonds and duty & tax 

remission for exports. In all the cases, no confirmation was carried out regarding import/procurement 

of duty-paid input goods by these exporters. Further, rebate was paid to ghee exporters at rates in excess 

of permissible rate. This happened due to lack of understanding of law and non-updation of changes in 

the relevant notification(s). This resulted in excess payment of rebate amounting to Rs 199.10 million. 

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 178.53 million were under scrutiny, Rs 17.70 million contested and Rs 2.87 million were 

not responded by the department. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the department to submit 

comprehensive replies along with supporting documents and get the stated position verified from Audit 

within 30 days.  

 Audit recommends for payment of rebate in those cases only where proof of import / 

procurement of duty paid input goods is provided by the exporters, besides fixing the responsibility for 

not following above mentioned rules. 

 [Annexure-55] 

7.20 Recurring loss to national exchequer due to issuance of clarification against the statutory 

order of Federal Government – Rs 22.69 million 

 According to conditions numbered V, XIV and XV read with serial No.1 of the Table to SRO 

492(I)/2009 dated 13.06.2009, the Federal Government exempts the whole of the customs duty and 

sales tax on temporary import of goods for subsequent export, excluding fabrics and leather, for 

manufacturing of: 

(a) leather goods, leather garments and sports goods; 

(b) garments and textile made-ups including foundation garments; and  

(c) furniture, wood-ware and fittings. 
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 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that Collectorate of Customs, Sialkot 

had cleared imported goods like PU leather, EVA foam etc. by extending benefit of SRO 492(I)/2009 

in the light of FBR’s clarification issued vide C. No. 11(17)DRD/2010-134804 dated 01.10.2015 which 

stated that to alleviate the hardships of importers-cum-exporters of PU Leather and Eva Foam may be 

granted benefit under SRO ibid. Audit was of the view that benefit was not admissible as clarified by 

FBR on 28.04.2015 stating that the goods imported in rolls/bundles and where consumption of imported 

goods cannot be ascertained at the time of export without physical inspection of manufacturing process, 

were not entitled to exemption under SRO 492(I)/2009. Further, Audit placed reliance on Article 77 of 

the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973 which states that no tax shall be levied for the 

purposes of the Federation except by or under the authority of Act of Majlis-e-Shoora (Parliament). So, 

FBR has no power to levy or exempt any duty/tax through clarification(s) and this act of FBR had 

deprived the Federal Government of its due share of revenue. For instance, in the FY 2020-21 an amount 

of Rs 22.69 million remained outside the national kitty, in 26 cases. 

  The irregularity was pointed out during March to November, 2021. The department replied that 

cases of Rs 22.69 million were under scrutiny. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the collectorates to submit 

comprehensive reply along with complete justification for granting concessions through clarifications. 

Audit recommends for proper utilization / implementation of SRO. FBR may not issue such 

clarifications which are in conflict with the original SROs and any exemption/concession should only 

be extended through amending SRO issued by the Federal Government. 

[DP No.7667-Cus] 

7.21 Non-filing of appeals against orders of adjudicating authority  

- Rs 14.08 million  

 According to conditions (b) and 2 (f) of the SRO 499(I)/2009 dated 13.06.2009, 

lawfully registered conveyance involved in smuggling of notified goods of value exceeding 

five hundred thousand rupees, both the vehicle and goods shall be confiscated and if the value 

does not exceed five hundred thousand rupees, the vehicle shall be charged redemption fine @ 

20% of value of vehicle. Further, section 193 of the Customs Act, 1969 provides that any 

person including an officer of customs aggrieved by any decision or order passed by an officer 

of customs below the rank of additional collector may prefer appeal to the Collector appeals 

within thirty days of the date of communication to him of such order. Further according Rule 

04 of General Financial Rules, Audit will not question an authoritative interpretation of such 

rules orders or judicial decision given in quasi-judicial capacity but this instruction does not 

debar an auditor from bringing to notice any conclusion deducible from the examination of the 

results of a number of such decisions. 

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in seven (07) cases, three (03) field 

formations did not file appeals at next fora against the decisions of adjudicating authority wherein the 

adjudicating authority decided and ordered for non-confiscation of vehicles used wholly and exclusively 

in smuggling of goods having assessed value exceeding the threshold of Rs 0.50 million. Despite the 

fact that a significant amount of Rs 14.08 million was involved which could have potentially been added 

to government exchequer, if appeals had been lodged against these decisions. 
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The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The department contested 

the cases on the grounds that Audit could not question judicial decisions, or a decision given by the 

administrative authority of FBR in quasi-judicial capacity as agreed upon by the Auditor-General of 

Pakistan and the Chairman, FBR on 04.09.2015. Audit was of the view that decisions of quasi-judicial 

authorities having some legal deficiencies were pointed out by Audit but department did not file an 

appeal at next fora. Audit had the mandate to take notice of any conclusion deductible from the 

examination of the results of the quasi-judicial decisions as provided in GFR. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the directorate to submit 

comprehensive replies with supporting documents and get the stated position verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends that legal actions be initiated to reopen the cases at appropriate level to 

provide safe guard to the public exchequer. 

     [DP No.7117, 7370, 7397 & 7403-Cus] 

7.22 Clearance of banned goods imported in violation of Import Policy Order  

Import of certain items was either banned or allowed on fulfilment of conditions laid down in 

the Import Policy Order, 2020. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in one thousand nine hundred 

eighty nine (1989) cases, two (02) field formations of FBR cleared consignments of imported goods i.e. 

used auto parts etc. on payment of duties and taxes after imposing redemption fine under SRO 

499(I)/2009 dated 13.06.2009. However, the same were required to be confiscated being banned or 

restricted in terms of Import Policy Order (IPO) 2020. This happened due to negligence and weak 

internal controls.  

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November 2021. The collectorate contested 

that goods were released against due amount of duty, taxes and redemption fine in terms of SRO 

499(I)/2009 and as such no revenue loss was involved. Audit was of the view that import of old and 

used auto parts is violation of Import Policy Order and required to be confiscated as clarified by the 

Ministry of Commerce and now matter is pending with Ministry of Law and Justice Division for 

clarification. 

Audit was of the view that early clarification was required from Ministry of Law and Justice 

on the issue through FBR. However, Audit invited attention of the DAC towards OM dated 07.04.2021 

of the Ministry of Commerce whereby the Ministry has informed that option of redemption fine as 

provided under SRO 499(I)/2009 was in conflict with the provision of the IPO i.e. Sr.No.11 of Appendix 

C of the IPO. The Ministry of Commerce further advised the Audit that the issue in hand pertains to 

interpretation and implementation of two legal instruments so legal advice in the matter should be 

sought from the Law and Justice Division. Accordingly, DAC pended the Para till receipt of legal advice 

from the Law and Justice Division. 

Audit recommends that FBR is required to implement the provisions of Import Policy Order 

2020 in letter & spirit and pursue the matter referred to Law Division for legal advice. 

[DP No.7429 &7341] 

7.23 Loss of government revenue due to irregular auction/disposal of goods and vehicles 

- Rs 9.84 million 

Confiscated goods are required to be disposed of after observing codal formalities as provided 

under CGO 12 dated 15.06.2002 and as per Chapter-V of the Customs Rules, 2001. 
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 During audit of financial year 2020-21, in 17 cases, two (02) field offices of FBR disposed of 

confiscated goods and vehicles in violation of the above law. Audit observed the following 

irregularities: 

a) The collectorate did not forfeit earnest money despite the fact that remaining bid 

amount was not paid within seven days after final approval from the competent 

authority. 

b) The Collectorate auctioned vehicles at lower than the reserve price on very first auction 

despite the fact that as per law vehicles were required to be put to auction at least twice. 

c) Reserve price was revised to lower value without observing procedure and rules. 

d) Department failed to dispose of perishable confiscated goods well in time and the goods 

were ultimately declared as destroyable. 

Above narrated situation resulted into loss of government revenue of  

Rs 9.84 million. 

The irregularity was pointed out during March to November, 2021. The department replied that 

in cases of Rs. 5.71 million the vehicles were auctioned through open and transparent process. The 

Audit has invited attention of the DAC towards para 3 chapter-7 (vi) of CGO 12/2002 which requires 

that vehicles should be placed in public auction at least twice and in case reserved price cannot be 

obtained in two successive auctions then reserve price may be reduced keeping in view the previous 

bids received and condition of the vehicle. This warrants a probe to ascertain whether the vehicles were 

auctioned through a transparent process or otherwise and cases of Rs 4.13 million were contested by 

the department, but no documentary evidence was provided to the Audit for verification. 

 

The DAC in its meetings held in December 2021 directed the Chief Collector concerned to get 

this matter investigated thoroughly through an officer not below the rank of BS-20 and submit report 

within 30 days covering all the aspects. Further, DAC directed that in remaining cases, the department 

has to submit comprehensive replies with supporting documents. Further progress was not intimated till 

finalization of the report. 

 Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives and taking measures to recover the loss 

of revenue besides fixing the responsibility. 

[DP No.1551, 1553, 1554 & 1795-Cus/K] 
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CHAPTER-8  EXPENDITURE 

 

8.1 Inadmissible expenditure on account of pay and allowances 

- Rs 117.68 million 

According to the Revised Leave Rules, 1980 and Rule 7-A of Supplementary Rules, any 

employee proceeding on leave is not entitled to draw conveyance allowance. In case of extra ordinary 

leave, no pay and allowances are admissible to government servants. Further, FBR’s Circular No.01 of 

2015 dated 6th March, 2015, provided that the Performance Allowance will be admissible up to the period 

of 48 days earned leave whether availed together or separately in a calendar year. Furthermore according 

to Rule 10(1) & 11 of GFR, every public officer is expected to exercise the same vigilance as in respect 

of expenditure of his own money. Each head of department is responsible for enforcing financial order 

and strict economy at every step. He is responsible for observance of all relevant financial rules and 

regulations both by his own office and by subordinate disbursing officers.  

 Audit observed that FBR (HQ) and its fifty one (51) field formations paid excess or 

inadmissible pay and allowances of Rs 117.68 million in 1117 cases during different kinds of leave, 

absence from duty, transfer, deputation and retirement. These also included conveyance allowance, 

performance allowance, ad-hoc relief allowance, travelling allowance, deputation allowance, overtime 

allowance, computer allowance, integrated allowance, mobile phone charges and recovery of 

overpayment in different cases. This rendered payments of pay and allowances of Rs 117.68 million 

held irregular. 

FBR (HQ) and field formations informed that recovery of the amount pointed out was 

underway. In some cases changes have been submitted to AGPR/DAOs concerned.  

The DAC directed the formations to pursue the recovery and report progress to Audit and FBR. 

 Audit recommends expeditious recovery from the officers / officials involved along 

with further necessary action.    

[Annexure-56] 

8.2 Non-recovery of loans / advances and interest from employees  

– Rs 31.16 million 

According to Rule 253, 256, 257(3), 257 (12) (VI) & 263 of GFR Vol-I, recovery of loans and 

advances is to be made in specified instalments and the first instalment is to commence after advance 

is drawn. Further, according to Rules 243 & 258 (3) of GFR Vol-I, the recovery of interest will 

commence from the month following the month in which the whole principal amount has been repaid. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that FBR (HQ) and its nineteen (19) 

field offices sanctioned different kinds of loans and advances to one hundred and fifty three (153) 

employees but recovery of instalments was not started from their salaries. Further, recovery of interest 

was not initiated on repayment of principal amount of loans and advances in certain cases. The omission 

resulted into non-recovery of loans, advances and interest amounting to Rs 31.16 million.  

The department informed that in some cases recovery was under way and in some cases changes 

have been submitted to AGPR and concerned DAOs for recovery. 

The DAC directed the department to pursue the recovery and report progress to Audit and FBR. 
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Audit recommends expeditious recovery of the government dues. 

  [Annexure-57] 

8.3 Non recovery of rent due to unauthorized retention of government accommodations - Rs 

19.78 million 

According to Rule 15(2) of the Accommodation Allocation Rules 2002, an allottee, on his 

retirement or expiry of contract period shall be entitled to retain the accommodation under his 

occupation for a period not exceeding six months, on payment of normal rent and this facility will be 

available to Federal Government Servant once only. Moreover, as per Rule 25(4)(a) of the Rules ibid” 

in case of unauthorized retention beyond legally allotted period, rent equivalent to two rental ceiling of 

the category of his entitlement or the category of the house under occupation, whichever is more, shall 

be charged for each month for the entire period of unauthorized occupation. Further, as per Finance 

Div. OM No. F.1(7)Imp.II, dated 27th July 1987, all employees not provided with govt. accommodation 

and posted at specified stations are entitled for house rent allowance @ 45% of minimum of relevant 

basic pay scale and at all non-specified stations, this allowance will be at 30% of minimum of relevant 

basic pay scale.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that FBR (HQ) and its twenty one (21) 

field offices sanctioned and paid excess rent of residential building to officers who retained official 

accommodation after transfer or retirement for more than six months, but rent equivalent to two rental 

ceiling of the category of their entitlement or category of house occupied was not charged. In some 

cases certain officials were working at small stations but receiving house rent allowance @ 45% instead 

of 30% of the minimum of their relevant basic pay scale. The lapse resulted in loss of Rs 19.78 million. 

The department informed that recovery process was underway and computer changes had been 

submitted to AGPR/DAOs concerned.  

The DAC directed the department to pursue recovery and report progress to Audit. 

 Audit recommends expeditious recovery from concerned besides strengthening the internal 

controls.    

[Annexure-58] 

8.4 Irregular payment on account of cash reward - Rs 14.65 million 

According to Customs Cash Reward Rules issued vide SRO 1386(I)/2012 dated 

26.11.2012, the amount of reward in cases involving evasion of duty and taxes and confiscation 

of goods shall be sanctioned after realization of the duty and other taxes involved. In case of 

official BPS 1-16 reward should not paid more than 40% of working strength subject to 

availability of funds under relevant head of account. Certified copy of total working strength 

of staff is also required to be placed on record before processing and sanctioning the reward.  

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed in ten (10) field offices of FBR, cash 

reward was sanctioned and paid to officers/officials in violation of reward rules. The cash reward was 

paid to two hundred & two (202) officers/officials who were neither instrumental nor directly involved 

in the process of recoveries. This rendered the payment of cash reward of Rs 14.65 million irregular. 

The department informed that nomination for cash reward to employees was carried out after 

examining the performance of the employees throughout the year, on completion of every financial 
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year. The cash reward was paid to the employees who were nominated by the committee under the 

supervision of the Collector of Customs. 

DAC directed the department to submit comprehensive reply to the Audit for verification to the 

effect that cash rewards were paid and sanctioned as per Reward Rules, 2012 and eligibility criteria / 

circular issued by the Board for processing and sanction of reward. DAC directed to report progress to 

Audit as well.  

 Audit recommends expediting the recovery from the concerned officers / officials. Action needs 

to be taken against the persons held responsible for irregular sanctioning of cash reward. 

  [Annexure-59] 

8.5  Irregular payment of medical reimbursement charges - Rs 11.88 million  

The Finance Division (Regulation Wing), Islamabad vide O.M No. F.I (1)Imp/2010-622 dated 

5th July 2010, allowed medical allowance to the Federal Government employees on the 

recommendations of pay & pension committee-2009  in lieu of outdoor treatment. Further, the Finance 

Division (Regulation Wing), Islamabad vide O.M No. F.6 (1)R-10/2010-171-2011 dated 24.03.2011, 

has allowed reimbursement of amount spent on account of purchase of medicines for medical treatment 

at OPD by civil employees of the Federal Government or member of his/her family, suffering from 

chronic diseases  as detail given in the O.M ibid. Re-imbursement of medical charges for treatment 

taken from private hospital/clinic without an emergency or without referring by an authorized medical 

attendant is not allowed under the rules.    

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that ten (10) field offices of FBR made 

re-imbursement of medical charges in twenty eight (28) cases without fulfilling the codal formalities 

and basic requirements for  

re-imbursement of medical claims. The claims were sanctioned without proper prescriptions for the 

treatment from private hospital/clinic, without an emergency certificate, or without referral by the 

authorized medical attendant for medical treatment of non-chronic diseases.  This resulted in irregular 

payment of medical re-imbursement charges amounting to Rs 11.88 million.  

The department informed that necessary changes would be submitted to the DAO Faisalabad 

during January, 2022. The DR&S Islamabad &                   RTO Hyderabad informed that all codal 

formalities had been fulfilled and no irregularities had been made. 

The DAC directed the department to expedite recovery and report progress to Audit and FBR 

within 15 days. The DAC directed the DR&S, Islamabad to seek clarification from Ministry of Health 

regarding admissibility of room rent and consultant charges and report progress to Audit and FBR 

within 30 days.  

Audit recommends to recover the amount pointed out on account of medical charges without 

fulfilling codal formalities.   

[Annexure-60] 

8.6 Non/less-deduction of group insurance and benevolent fund  

– Rs 3.31 million  

As per Para (ii) of Establishment Division’s Office Memo No.18-22/Act-Amdt/Plan/2002 dated 

23rd November 2012, the rate of monthly contribution of Benevolent Fund had been raised from 2% to 

2.40% of the Basic Pay without maximum limit as per column (4) of the Sixth Schedule with effect 

from 01st September, 2012. Further, according to Establishment Division’s Office Memorandum No.18-
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22/Act-Amdt/Plan/2013 dated 16th December 2013, every employee is required to make a monthly 

payment of Group Insurance Fund at the revised specified rates w.e.f. 01st December 2013.   

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that FBR (HQ) and its ten (10) field 

offices either did not deduct amount of contribution of benevolent fund and group insurance fund or 

deducted less amount than the enhanced applicable rates from their four hundred and ninety three (493) 

employees. This resulted into loss of Rs 3.31 million due to non/less deduction of monthly contribution 

of benevolent fund and group insurance fund.  

The formations informed that necessary changes had been submitted to AGPR / DAO 

concerned for recovery. 

Audit recommends expeditious recovery from the concerned besides strengthening the internal 

controls.    

Audit recommends expeditious recovery of the government dues. 

 [Annexure-61] 

8.7 Irregular expenditure on account of splitting of purchases  

- Rs 198.92 million 

 According to Rule 9 & 12(1) read with Rule 25 of Public Procurement Rules 2004, procuring 

agency shall announce in an appropriate manner all proposed procurements for each financial year and 

shall proceed accordingly without any splitting or regrouping of the procurements so planned. The 

annual requirements thus determined would be advertised in advance on the Authority’s website as well 

as on the website of the procuring agency in case the procuring agency has its own website and 

procuring agency may require the bidders to furnish a bid security not exceeding five per cent of the 

bid price. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that FBR (HQ) and its thirty one (31) 

field offices incurred expenditure on purchase of office stationery, computer stationary and repair of 

machinery and cost of other stores by splitting up the expenditure without fulfilling the codal 

requirements. In certain cases advance payment on account of POL for vehicles was made to M/s PSO 

and irregular sanctions were granted for POL of generator. Furthermore in some cases huge expenditure 

was incurred in the month of June 2021. This resulted in irregular expenditure of Rs 198.92 million. 

No progress reported by the FBR (HQ). MCC (Appraisement), Faisalabad, RTO Quetta, RTO 

Sukkur, MCC Appraisement and DG Training & Research, Karachi informed that the expenditure was 

made on receipt of budget and following the prescribed rules and procedures by the competent authority.  

The DAC directed the FBR (HQ) to pursue the matter and report progress to Audit within 30 

days. The DAC directed the formations to get their stance verified from Audit where contested. 

 Audit recommends strengthening of internal controls to avoid such lapses in future. Audit 

further recommends that responsibility should be fixed for violation of PPRA Rules and action taken 

accordingly besides regularization of the said expenditure.   

        [Annexure-62] 

8.8 Non-deduction of sales tax on law charges - Rs 20.39 million  

 According to Rule 5 of notification No.PRA/Orders.06/2012 dated 20th February 2015 issued 

by Punjab Revenue Authority, Government of the Punjab and according to Section 8 of Sindh Sales 

Tax on Services Act, 2011 read with Rules 2015, a withholding agent, other than a recipient of 
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advertisement services, shall: (a) withheld the whole amount of sales tax shown in the tax invoice issued 

by a registered person as service provider; and (b) make payment of the balance amount of the invoice 

to registered person as service provider. The 11th Scheduled of the Sales Tax Act, 1990 provides that 

the Federal and Provincial government departments shall deduct 1/5th of sales tax as shown on invoice 

of active taxpayer while in other case (persons other than active taxpayers) whole amount of tax 

involved on the basis of gross value of supplies. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that FBR (HQ) and its twenty six (26) 

field offices made payment on acquiring legal services under the head “Law Charges” but withholding 

sales tax leviable was not deducted by the DDOs at the time of making payments. This resulted in non-

withholding / deposit of sales tax amounting to Rs 20.39 million. 

The department informed that matter was subjudice and a stay had been granted against 

deduction of provincial sales tax on payment to the lawyers.  

The DAC directed the department to take further action as and when the matter will be decided 

by Honourable Court of Law and report progress accordingly. 

 Audit recommends pursuance of the matter in the court of law and report progress to Audit.  

 [Annexure-63] 

8.9 Excess payment on account of law charges - Rs 16.36 million 

According to the instructions of Law, Justice & Human Rights Division issued vide 

U.No.1/2/2006-LA dated 22nd March 2006, advance payment of 50% of the total fee payable is allowed 

to the lawyers available at the panel of FBR. The fee structure according to nature and forum of law 

involved has been prescribed by the Division’s instructions issued vide U.O.No.1/2/2005-LA dated 19th 

July, 2011. Further, according to Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights, Islamabad vide No. 

F1(2)/2002-SS.I.II dated May 2005, directed all Ministries / Divisions and Departments not to file suits 

/ appeals without the consultation of Law and Justice Division. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that fourteen (14) field offices of FBR 

either made payments to lawyers as professional fee without consolidation of identical cases or incurred 

excess expenditure than admissible under the law. In some cases the advocates did not appear in the 

Courts, were not as advocate-on-record and power of attorney was also not issued in favour of the 

advocate. In two case, Director I&I (Customs), Rawalpindi & Lahore made payment twice to same 

advocates in same cases in the same fora. This resulted into excess payment of Rs 16.36 million to the 

lawyers on account of law charges.  

LTO Islamabad, MTO Karachi, Director I&I Hyderabad and MCC Export PMBQ Karachi 

informed that at present appointment of Advocate on panel of FBR was regulated by the policy 

guidelines issued vide letter dated 16-10-2017. However, to improve the representation before the court 

in the light of direction of Honourable Supreme Court given in CMA No.991/2015, the existing policy 

had been reviewed and new policy guidelines were proposed for placing advocate on FBR panel and 

appointment as legal advisor on retainer ship. The appointment of Mr. Syed Hamid Ali Shah as an 

Advocate out of approved panel of advocate for defending and represent the department in ITA No. 

32/2020, M/s Pakistan Mobile Communication Limited(PMCL) vs CIR (Zone-IV) LTO & others, had 

been made. Such appointment should have been made with the prior approval of the Chairman FBR / 

Secretary Revenue Division. MCC Islamabad informed that the payment of Rs 500,000/- was made to 

Ch. Muhammad Nawaz, Advocate High Court, Islamabad with the approval of Board’s vide letter 
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No.3(35)S(Lit-HC)Cus/2020 dated 21.10.2020. The Board (Member Legal) had the financial power 

upto Rs 500,000/- vide Board’s letter No.4(14)Exp.Bud(HQ)/2006 dated 7.05.2019. 

MCC Sialkot informed that payment of advance professional fee was made to the legal counsels 

for services rendered by them in the cases instituted by the collectorate and the relevant legal counsels 

had confirmed receipt of the professional fee. 

The DAC directed the LTO Islamabad to take up the matter with Legal Wing of FBR HQ & 

other offices to clarify /justify the appointment of advocate. DAC directed the field offices to get the 

stated position verified from Audit where contested. 

Audit recommends compliance of Law and Justice Division directives and expeditious 

recovery of government dues.  

[Annexure-64] 

8.10  Non-deduction/realization of sales tax - Rs 11.87 million  

According to Section 3(1)(a)(7) read with 11th Schedule of the Sales Tax Act 1990 there shall 

be charged, levied and paid a tax known as sales tax at the rate of seventeen percent of the value of 

taxable supplies made by a registered person in the course or furtherance of any taxable activity carried 

on by him. The tax shall be withheld at the rate as specified in the Eleventh Schedule, by any person or 

class of persons [being purchaser of goods or services] as withholding agent for the purpose of 

depositing the same, in such manner and subject to such conditions or restrictions as the Board may 

prescribe in this behalf through a notification in the official Gazette. Further, according to Baluchistan 

Sales Tax on Services Act 2015, there shall be charged, levied and paid a tax know as sales tax at @ 

15% as specified in part-B column (3) of 2nd schedule to this Act. 

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that FBR (HQ) and its eight (08) field 

offices made payment on account of services and purchase of different kind of goods but sales tax at 

prescribed rates was not withheld as required under the above referred provision of law. In some cases, 

the suppliers failed to deposit the remaining amount i.e. 4/5th of the sales tax charged. This resulted into 

non-withholding or deposit of sales tax amounting to Rs 11.87 million. 

FBR (HQ) reported no progress in the matter. The field formations informed that the matter 

was under scrutiny and progress would be submitted in due course of time. 

The DAC directed the department to pursue the recovery and report progress to Audit within 

30 days.  

 Audit recommends expediting the recovery from the vendors and service providers. The 

concerned DDOs also need to justify non-compliance of government rules.  

 [Annexure-65] 

8.11  Non/less-deduction of income tax by DDOs on miscellaneous expenses - Rs 5.98 million   

According to Section 12(2)(a) of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, any pay, wages or other 

remuneration provided to an employee is to be chargeable to tax in that year under the head salary at 

the prescribed rates. Further, according to Section 153 and Section 155 of the Income Tax Ordinance 

2001, every prescribed person making a payment in full or part including a payment by way of advance 

to resident person, for the rendering or providing of services or making the payment for purchase of 

goods or payment of rent of immoveable property, shall deduct tax at the specified rates, from gross 

amount paid. 
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During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that FBR (HQ) and its fifteen (15) field 

offices did not deduct or deducted less amount of income tax at the time of making payments for 

purchase of computer stationery, rent of office building, transport monetization, plant & machinery, 

honoraria, cash reward, services of repair and refund adjustment through salary. This resulted in 

non/less-realization of income tax amounting to Rs 5.98 million. 

The Chief Collector Quetta replied that amount had been recovered and deposited into 

government treasury. Collector customs enforcement Karachi informed that the deduction had been made 

at source by AGPR. RTO Quetta & other field formations informed that the matter was under scrutiny 

and progress would be reported in due course of time. 

The DAC directed the formations to submit progress to Audit within 30 days. 

 Audit recommends expeditious recovery from the concerned besides strengthening of internal 

controls.  

 [Annexure-66] 

 

8.12 Irregular expenditure on account of courier & pilot services  

- Rs 3.70 million 

 According to the Government of Pakistan Cabinet Division’s U.O No.7-1/2018 dated 20th 

March 2018, all government offices shall use services of Pakistan Post for mailing their domestic and 

international correspondence.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that seven (07) offices of FBR made 

payment of Rs 3.70 million to private courier service providers under the head (A03205-Currier & Pilot 

Services) without considering the government instructions. This resulted in irregular expenditure of Rs 

3.70 million. 

RTO Sialkot contested the para on the basis of wide territorial jurisdiction in which they have 

to carry out judicial exercises for levy / recovery of taxes. Resultantly, the taxpayers and department 

had to appeal before the different appellate fora, where proper service of notice had played a vital role. 

Therefore, the witness of third party was very important in such cases. RTO further informed that only 

the immediate nature of ‘Dak’ was being dispatched through private courier. RTO-I Karachi replied 

that the agreement was being made with Pakistan Post Office. RTO Sukkur replied that courier was 

made on urgent basis. 

The DAC directed the RTOs to take up the matter with Board for regularization / clarification 

in the matter and report to Audit & FBR. 

 Audit recommends implementation of DAC’s directives at the earliest besides regularization 

of the expenditure from competent authority.  

[Annexure-67] 

8.13 Un-authorized printing from private firms without NOC  

- Rs 2.46 million 

According to Finance Division’s O.M.No.F.3(2)Exp-III/2006 dated 13.09.2006 S.No.13, 

“Printing & Publications” full powers, provided that printing at a press other than a press of the Printing 

Corporation of Pakistan, should be undertaken only if the Principal Accounting Officer is satisfied that 

it is in public interest to do so and record a certificate to that effect.  
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During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that six (06) field offices of FBR 

incurred expenditure on account of printing & publication without obtaining approval / sanction from 

Principal Accounting Officer as required by the law. This resulted in unauthorized expenditure 

amounting to  

Rs 2.46 million. 

MCC Faisalabad replied that the formation time and again requested the Printing Corporation 

of Pakistan, Karachi for printing of file covers, envelopes, TA bills (gazetted officers & non-gazetted 

staff), noting/drafting pads, ring bindings & pay bills (gazetted officers & non-gazetted staff), but due 

to no response from the said office and urgent requirements of the Collectorate, the printing  from the 

local market (after following the prescribed rules & procedures) was allowed by the competent authority 

for smooth running of office work. RTO Multan informed that payments had already been made to 

Printing Corporation of Pakistan press Lahore but in these cases RTO Multan & Chief Collector 

Enforcement (S) and Collector (E&C) Karachi were facing acute shortage of file covers in maintaining 

the sensitive record so printing of file cover and other stationery items was done locally instead of 

Printing Corporation of Pakistan Press Lahore.  

Audit did not agree with the departmental stance because rules and regulations had not been 

followed in letter and spirit. Audit is of the view that printing work cannot be made from local market 

without obtaining NOC from Printing Corporation of Pakistan. The DAC directed the RTO to obtain 

the ex-post facto approval / NOC from the PAO under intimation to Audit & FBR within 15 days. 

Further, the DAC directed the Collectorate of Customs (Appraisement) Faisalabad to provide urgency 

certificate signed by the head of the department to the Audit for verification. 

 Audit recommends implementation of DAC’s directives and submission of NOC / urgency 

certificate to Audit at the earliest. 

[Annexure-68] 

8.14 Irregular expenditure on repair & maintenance of gardens – Rs 1.77 million  

 According to the Financial Advisor’s clarification No.181-DFA(FBR)/13 dated 23.11.2015, the 

powers to give administrative approval in respect of Garden rest with FA Organization, and no powers 

have been delegated to the attached departments and heads of departments. 

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that four (04) offices of FBR incurred 

expenditure of Rs 1.77 million on the repair & maintenance of gardens. The amount was sanctioned by 

local authorities of the concerned offices instead of seeking obligatory approval from the Ministry of 

Finance. This resulted in irregular expenditure of Rs 1.77 million.  

The department informed that letter had been written to Board for ex-post facto approval.  

The DAC directed the field offices to pursue the matter and report progress to Audit within 15 

days. 

 The concerned DDOs need to justify non-compliance of government rules. Audit recommends 

expediting the regularization of irregular expenditure from Finance Division. 

[DP No.7567, 7601, 7616 & 20475-Exp] 

8.15 Irregular expenditure due to misuse of official vehicles - Rs 93.83 million 

According to Cabinet Division’s Notification No.6/7/2011-CPC, Islamabad dated 12th 

December 2011, regarding monetization of the transport facility for civil servants, 
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Ministries/Divisions/Departments needing operational vehicles were required to get authorization of 

such vehicles fixed from the Vehicle Committee constituted with a representative each from Cabinet 

Division, Finance Division and  the respective Ministry/Division/Department. Further Rules 9, 15 & 18 

of Staff Car Rules, 1980 provide that proper record  

i.e. log book, movement registers and requisition slips shall be maintained in respect of all government 

vehicles for effective control on expenditure of POL and repair & maintenance of official vehicles. 

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that twenty seven (27) field offices of 

FBR, incurred expenditure on POL, repair & maintenance of vehicles without maintaining log books, 

movements registers and requisition slips. The authorization of some of the vehicles as operational 

vehicles was not obtained from committee of the Cabinet Division. In some cases vehicles were used 

on gazetted holidays (Saturdays & Sundays) without maintaining the requisite record. Thus, use of such 

vehicles was unauthorised and expenditure of Rs 93.83 million was incurred on POL and repair and 

maintenance which was irregular. This revealed that government rules and procedures were not being 

observed with regard to use of operational vehicles and maintenance of their record despite the fact that 

Audit had pointed out the irregularity time and again.  

 MCC Sialkot informed that no vehicle was under personal or family use of Additional 

Collector.  Vehicles were used only for operational purposes or official field visits. The Collector 

Appraisement PMBQ Karachi, Director I&I Hyderabad & Karachi, Director Transit Trade and 

Collectorate Preventive, Quetta informed that log books had been maintained. No progress reported by 

remaining formations. 

Audit contended that preparation of necessary record after audit pointation was not justified / 

acceptable and had not served the purpose of economic utilization of resources.   

DAC showed serious concern over this issue and directed the field formations to expedite the 

corrective action and provide requisite documents for verification to Audit within 30 days.  

 Audit recommends that public resources should be utilized with due regard to government 

instructions and rules. Audit further recommends that action may be taken against the officers/officials 

on account of unauthorized use of operational vehicles and non-maintenance of record as required under 

the rules and a system should also be devised to plug the loopholes in the system.  

[Annexure-69] 

8.16 Blockage of Government revenue due to non-disposal of un-serviceable vehicles and 

dead / un-serviceable store items - Rs 4.08 million 

According to Rule 167 & 168 of the General Financial Rules (Vol-I), vehicles which are 

reported to be obsolete / condemned, surplus or unserviceable may be disposed of by sale or auction or 

otherwise under the orders of the competent authority. Moreover, life and mileage for condemnation of 

various vehicles has been prescribed in Staff Car Rules 1980. Further, according to rule 26 of Staff Car 

Rules 1980, all vehicles with the exception of accidental cars, shall be disposed of through public 

auction.  

During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that in RTO Sargodha, five (05) cars 

and twenty one motorcycles were declared condemned by the condemnation committee during October, 

2020 but the same were not disposed of yet. The Directorate of I&I (IR) Lahore, RTO Quetta, MCC 

Karachi & Quetta failed to dispose of various dead/unserviceable stock items. The delay in disposal 

may result in further deterioration of vehicles and store/stock items, causing loss of expected revenue 

amounting to Rs 4.08 million.  
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RTO Sargodha informed that vehicles were declared as ‘condemned’ by the Condemnation 

Committee of FBR, Islamabad who visited the office and declared five vehicles as ‘condemned”. 

Auction committee had been constituted and auction process would be completed shortly. No progress 

was reported by other offices. 

DAC directed RTO Sargodha to expedite auction proceedings and report progress to Audit and 

FBR. DAC showed serious concerns over non-attendance of DAC by rest of the offices mentioned 

above and directed them to explain the reason, besides taking corrective action.  

  Audit recommends compliance of DAC’s directives at the earliest besides expeditious 

disposal of condemned vehicles and dead / unserviceable stock items. 

[Annexure-70] 

8.17 Loss of revenue due to negligence of PRAL employees - Rs 1,384.00 million 

 As per Clause 5.5(b) of the contract executed between FBR and PRAL “when a PRAL 

employee is suspected of engaging in corrupt and fraudulent practices, either highlighted by PRAL or 

FBR, an inquiry committee, comprising of representatives of FBR and PRAL, duly notified by Member 

IT would probe the charges and establish any wrong doing on part of the employee. If employee is 

found to be guilty, the committee would make appropriate recommendations, including termination of 

services and lodging of criminal complaint with relevant authority. If the offence committed is of 

criminal nature and falls under any provisions of CrPC. It will be incumbent upon PRAL to implement 

decision of the inquiry committee in letter and spirit”. 

During audit of accounts of the Directorate General of Internal Audit, Inland Revenue, (IR) 

Islamabad for the Financial Year 2019-20 and 2020-21, it was observed that the said Directorate had 

pointed out certain irregularities committed by PRAL employees due to which government suffered a 

massive loss of revenue as pointed out by the said Directorate which is as follows: 

(Rs in million) 

S. 

No 

Subject  Description  Loss of revenue  

1 Revenue loss 

occurring due to 

defects in PRAL’s 

system and 

fraudulent 

malpractices by 

PRAL Employees 

M/s Fast Action Logistics (Pvt) 

Limited & M/s Infologistics (Pvt) 

Limited fictitious transaction  

- 

 

M/s Soni Impex, Lahore (Fictitious 

carry forward) 

176.00 

M/s Metal Grip (Pvt) Limited and 

others fictitious negative value  

1,208.00 

  Total loss of revenue as pointed out  1,384.00 

Source: Annual Report of Directorate General of Internal Audit for the year 2019-20 

PRAL informed that the matter pertains to field formations of FBR. Therefore, it may be 

transferred to relevant RTO/ DG Internal Audit. 

The DAC directed that the DP may be transferred to DG Internal Audit and requisite enquiry 

may be conducted under rules.  
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 Audit recommends to conduct a fact finding inquiry as per clause 5.5(b) of the contract, 

responsibility be fixed and amount pointed out may be recovered under intimation to Audit.  

        [DP No.20646-Exp] 

8.18 Incorrect/irregular claim of depreciation on assets of PRAL  

- Rs 618.243 million 

 As per clause 3.5 of the contract executed between FBR and PRAL, equipment and materials 

made available to PRAL by FBR shall be the property of FBR which shall be marked accordingly and 

an up to date inventory of the same shall be maintained, countersigned by PRAL and a copy thereof 

shall be supplied to FBR. Furthermore, sections 22, 23 read with Section 76(10) of the Income Tax 

Ordinance, 2001 provide that a taxpayer would be allowed depreciation allowance in a tax year at 

prescribed rates as per Third Schedule to the Ordinance. This allowance would only be allowed if the 

depreciable assets were owned by the company and used in the business of the taxpayer in that tax year 

as well as cost of an asset did not include the amount of any grant, subsidy, rebate, commission or any 

other assistance.  

 During audit of accounts of the Chief Executive Officer, PRAL (HQ) Islamabad, for the 

Financial Year 2020-21 it was observed that PRAL had shown assets worth Rs 715.91 million for the 

year ended 30th June 2021  

(Rs 671.26 million as on 30th June, 2020). PRAL had claimed depreciation of  

Rs 618.243 million as on 30th June, 2021 on the said assets which was incorrect/irregular on the 

following grounds:- 

1. Up to date inventory of assets provided by FBR to PRAL had not been 

maintained by PRAL as per clause 3.5 of the contract. 

2. PRAL was claiming depreciation on all of its assets without 

bifurcating/declaring owned assets and those provided by FBR. PRAL could 

claim depreciation on owned assets and not on assets provided by FBR. In the 

absence of inventory/bifurcation of assets owned and assets provided by the 

FBR, claim of accumulated depreciation of Rs 618.24 million as on 30th June, 

2021 (Rs 579.23 million as on 30th June 2020) on assets was incorrect / irregular. 

3. Setting off depreciation against income is also irregular, and it reduces the 

income declared for the year.  

PRAL informed that inventory record of assets procured by PRAL on behalf of FBR was being 

made and would be provided shortly to Audit with documentary proof.   

Departmental contention was not tenable. Record of inventory maintained by PRAL bifurcating 

the assets obtained from FBR and the assets owned by PRAL along with depreciation charged thereon 

should be maintained by the company under intimation to Audit. DAC directed PRAL to get the 

inventory record verified from Audit.  

Audit recommends to expedite the bifurcation of assets for verification by Audit. 

 [DP No.20650-Exp] 

8.19 Non recovery of receivables from other departments – Rs 169.98 million 

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed in case of office of the Chief Executive 

Officer, PRAL that a huge amount of receivables on account of services rendered for Rs 169.98 million 
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was outstanding against different departments of Federal/Provincial Governments as evident from 

company’s accounts ending on 30.06.2021. A major portion of receivables pertained to previous years 

which could not be realized despite lapse of considerable time due to unknown reasons. The lapse 

resulted in non recovery of receivables for services rendered amounting to Rs 169.98 million. 

PRAL informed that an amount of Rs 52.62 million had been recovered from Excise & Taxation 

Department Karachi. PRAL further informed that consistent efforts were being made to recover all of 

outstanding receivables. 

The DAC directed PRAL to pursue the recovery of balance amount of  

Rs 117.36 million and report progress to Audit. 

 Audit recommends early action for recovery of balance amount of  

Rs 117.36 million on account of long outstanding receivables from the concerned departments under 

intimation to Audit.  

  [DP No.20644-Exp] 

8.20 Irregular withdrawal of government funds in the name of DDO  

– Rs 47.79 million 

According to Para 2.3.2.8 of Accounting Policies and Procedures Manual (APPM) 

under New Accounting Model (NAM) in order to minimize the risk of fraud and corruption the 

payments are required to be made through direct bank transfer and cheques. 

 During audit of financial year 2020-21, Audit observed that two (02) field offices of 

FBR, drew cheques of Rs 47.79 million in the name of DDO for payment to different vendors. 

The amount was required to be directly transferred in vendor’s bank account as per rules. Non-

implementation of internal controls resulted in irregular withdrawal of funds. 

 

 

(Rs in million) 

S. No. Office DP No. No. of cases Amount 

1 RTO-I Karachi   741/Exp/K 04       47.26 

2 DPU Quetta  800/Exp/K 01 0.53 

Total 05 47.79 

RTO-I Karachi and DPU Quetta informed that budget was received on 29.06.2021 and 

was drawn in emergency. 

DAC held in December 2021 directed the formations to get the position verified from 

audit within 07 days otherwise inquiry may be conducted to fix the responsibility. 
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Audit recommends irregular withdrawal of government funds in the name of drawing 

& disbursing officer may be justified; inquiry may be conducted and responsibility may be 

fixed on the person(s) at fault besides regularization from competent authority. 

8.21 Inadequate Firewalls, Security of FBR Data 

 Clause 3.10 of the contract executed between FBR and PRAL provides for “Data Security”. 

PRAL will not share any FBR data with any other department, agency or tax practitioner. Additional 

system security and access control policies and procedures applicable to services shall be set forth as 

per standard data governance rules. In the event of any actual or threatened breach of the security of 

FBR data including breach of the firewall, PRAL will fully cooperate with FBR to secure FBR’s Data. 

Firewall and security certification for application listed in Annex-A must be kept updated at all times.  

The Security certification purchased for FBR’s applications must not be used for any other commercial 

project undertaken by PRAL. 

During audit of accounts of the Chief Executive Officer, PRAL Islamabad for the Financial 

Year 2020-21, it was observed that massive breakdown of FBR’s E-portal had recently occurred all 

over Pakistan as all the applications like Inland Revenue Information System (IRIS), Integrated Tax 

Management System (ITMS), Weboc, One Customs etc. were hacked. It is pertinent to mention here 

that during the year ending on 30th June 2021, an amount of Rs 990.00 million has been expended for 

the services rendered by the PRAL in addition to equipment and assets provided by FBR. In view of 

foregoing, Audit observed that PRAL could not maintain adequate and effective data security system 

despite reasonable funds provided by FBR. As per contract executed between FBR and PRAL it was 

agreed that firewall and security certification for applications of FBR must be kept updated at all times.  

PRAL informed that data centre had adequate firewalls due to which data was not hacked by 

hackers. However, improvements and up-gradation of the system was in process. 

The DAC directed that fact finding report regarding massive break-down of data centre of FBR 

may be furnished to audit along with progress on up-gradation of system.  

Audit emphasized that fact finding report prepared by the committee, duly notified by Member 

IT regarding massive break-down of data centre and  

e-portal of FBR, may be furnished to audit along with progress on up-gradation of the system, under 

intimation to Audit.      

[DP No.20651-Exp] 
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CHAPTER-9   THEMATIC AUDIT 

 

Part-I 

1. Thematic Audit on “Efficacy of SROs issued by FBR to grant 

exemptions of duty / taxes on imported goods” 

1.1 Introduction  

SROs are the primary regulatory instruments in the hands of the Federal 

Government and FBR to make desirable changes in the rates and items of customs duties and 

inland taxes levied under different Acts of Parliament. Moreover, the same SROs are also used 

to grant exemptions from customs duties on imported goods.  

Exemptions mean revenue foregone by the government through specific legal 

provisions to achieve various social and economic objectives by favouring a particular industry, 

activity or class of persons. Government grants exemptions to achieve its social and economic 

policy objectives through the tax system, instead of direct spending, grants, loans or other forms 

of government assistance. Most of the times, these exemptions imply to secure the benefits for 

a particular section of the society or for a particular set of individuals that ultimately causes 

huge loss the national exchequer.  

1.2 background 

Controversial use of SROs by successive governments to grant exemptions from 

customs duties, it was specifically criminalized as corruption by the National Accountability 

Ordinance 1999, Section 9(a)(vii), to issue an SRO that grants or attempts to grant any undue 

concession or benefit in any taxation matter. However, according to publicly available 

information, NAB has never investigated this offence 

1.3 Establishing the Audit Theme 

1.3.1 Reasons of selection 

1.3.1.1 There is a general perception in Pakistan that SROs granting exemptions and 

concessions from duties and taxes are often aimed at benefitting politically powerful 

elite or upper classes and cause loss to the national exchequer without providing any 

corresponding macro-economic benefit to the nation.  

1.3.1.2 Granting undue exemptions and concessions from duties and taxes to certain privileged 

importers undermines economic competition and growth in the country, contrary to 

Pakistan’s commitment to Goals 8 and 9 of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

of the United Nations, as given below. 
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1.3.1.3 Goal 8 is to “Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and 

productive employment and decent work for all”. Under this Goal, the relevant targets 

are 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3, stated as under:128 

8.1: Sustain per capita economic growth in accordance with national circumstances 

and, in particular, at least 7 per cent gross domestic product growth per annum in the 

least developed countries 

8.2: Achieve higher levels of economic productivity through diversification, 

technological upgrading and innovation, including through a focus on high-value added 

and labour-intensive sectors. 

8.3: Promote development-oriented policies that support productive activities, 

decent job creation, entrepreneurship, creativity and innovation, and encourage the 

formalization and growth of micro-, small- and medium-sized enterprises, including 

through access to financial services. 

1.3.1.4 Goal 9 is to “Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable 

industrialization and foster innovation”. Under this Goal, the relevant targets are 9.2 and 

9.3, stated as under:129 

9.2: Promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and, by 2030, significantly 

raise industry’s share of employment and gross domestic product, in line with national 

circumstances, and double its share in least developed countries. 

9.3: Increase the access of small-scale industrial and other enterprises, in particular 

in developing countries, to financial services, including affordable credit, and their 

integration into value chains and markets. 

1.3.2 Purpose / Objectives 

1.3.2.1  The purpose of this Thematic Audit is to check: 

(a) The cost effectiveness of such exemptions in stimulating existing and 

new investment, employment generation and new technology.  

(b) Whether there is arbitrary use of discretionary powers conferred by the 

Rules; 

(c) Whether proper mechanism of monitoring and supervision by senior 

management is available; 

(d) Whether customs authorities apply exemptions with precision in order 

to minimize chances of misuse; and 

                                                           
128“Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”, UN General Assembly Resolution 

A/RES/70/1 passed on 25 September 2015, New York. 

129Ibid 
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(e) The misuses of exemptions, audits and periodic reporting thereon.  

1.3.2.2  This Thematic Audit will help the Government and people of 

Pakistan to determine the extent to which SROs granting exemptions 

and concessions from Customs duties have been unduly issued or 

misused during the last five years and take appropriate measures to 

remedy the situation.  

1.3.3 Scope   

1.3.3.1  The total number of all sorts of SROs issued during the last five 

financial years under the four taxation statutes in Pakistan is as follows: 

 

Statute SROs issued (1 July 2016 – 30 June 2021) 

FED Act 2005 20 

Customs Act 1969 41 

Sales Tax Act 1990 164 

Income Tax Ordinance 2001 276 

Source: FBR website 

1.3.3.2 The estimates of exemptions duty during the Financial Year 2020-21 are as under: 

(Rs in million) 

S. No. Exemption Area Amount 

1 Chapter-99 10,649 

2 Free/Preferential Trade Agreements 45,020 

3 5th Schedule 87,859 

4 Automobile Sector, E&P Companies etc. 95,420 

5 Additional Customs Duty 4,773 

6 Regulatory Duty 9,390 

Total: 253,111 

  Source: FBR’s Tax Expenditure Report 2020. 

 

1.3.3.3 This Thematic Audit focuses on 13 high-risk SROs issued during the last five 

years from 2016-17 to 2020-21. 

(a) SROs issued under Section 19 of the Customs Act 1969 

i. SRO 642(I)/2016 dated 27.07.2016. 

ii. SRO 39(I)/2017 dated 31.01.2017. 

iii. SRO 40(I)/2017 dated 25.01.2017. 

iv. SRO 580(I)/2017 dated 01.07.2017. 

v. SRO 644(I)/2018 dated 24.05.2018. 

vi. SRO 833(I)/2018 dated 03.07.2018 
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vii. SRO 1640(I)/2019 dated 31.12.2019. 

viii. SRO 558(I)/2020 dated 22.06.2020. 

ix. SRO 593(I)/2020 dated 01.07.2020. 

x. SRO 79(I)/2021 dated 22.01.2021. 

(b) SROs issued under Section 18 of the Customs Act 1969 

i. SRO 630(I)/2018 dated24.05.2018, as amended by SROs 

848(I)/2018 dated 04.07.2018 and SRO 108(I)/2019 

dated 31.01.2019. 

ii. SRO 680(I)/2019 dated 28.06.2019, as amended by 

a. SRO 949(I)/2019 dated 22.08.2019 and SRO 

38(I)/2020 dated 15.01.2020.  

b. SRO 119(I)/2020 from 19.02.2020 to 31.03.2020 

c. SRO 127(I)/2020 dated 24.02.2020.  

d. SRO 633(I)/2020 dated 21.07.2020 

e. SRO 1352(I)/2020 dated 23.12.2020. 

(c) SRO 1455(I)/2018 dated 29.11.2018, issued under Section 181 of 

the Customs Act 1969 

3.3.3.4 The Thematic Audit was conducted at the following 13 FBR formations: 

No. North No. South 

1 FBR HQ Islamabad 7 Collector of Customs 

Appraisement, West, Karachi 
2 AFU Islamabad 8 Collector of Customs 

Appraisement, East, Karachi 

3 Islamabad Dryport 9 Collector of Customs 

Appraisement, PMBQ, Karachi 

4 MCC Peshawar 10 Collector of Customs 

Appraisement, JIAP, Karachi 

5 MCC 

Faisalabad/Multan 

11 Collector of Customs 

Appraisement, Quetta 

6 MCC Sialkot 12 Collector of Customs Export, 

PMBQ, Karachi 

- - 13 Collector of Customs, Gwadar 

 

1.3.3.5 The terms of reference (TORs) for the thematic audit are as under: 

a) Check the cost effectiveness of such exemptions in stimulating 

existing and new investment, employment generation and new 

technology.  
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b) Check whether there is arbitrary use of discretionary powers 

conferred by the Rules; 

c) Check whether proper mechanism of monitoring and supervision by 

senior management is available; 

 

d) Check whether customs authorities apply exemptions with precision 

in order to minimize chances of misuse; and 

e) Check the misuses of exemptions, audits and periodic reporting 

thereon.  

2. Legal framework governing the Theme 

2.1 The acronym ‘SRO’ stands for ‘Statutory Regulatory Order’. In Pakistan, SRO is a 

customary umbrella term for all notifications of delegated legislation issued by the 

Executive (Federal Government or a statutory body) under a parent statute passed by the 

Parliament. For example, with reference to the Customs Act 1969, Customs Rules 2001 

framed by the Federal Government under Section 219 of the Act were notified through 

SRO 450(I)/2001. Similarly, Federal Government imposes regulatory duties under 

Section 18 and grants exemptions from duties under Section 19, and these are also 

notified through SROs.  

2.2 It is worth noting that Pakistan inherited this terminology of ‘SRO’ from the British. 

Moreover, it is in fact not a technical term specified by any law in Pakistan, nor is there 

any statute governing the publication of delegated legislation in Pakistan (Section 20A 

of the General Clauses Act, 1897, inserted in 2002, only requires that “All rules, Orders, 

regulations and circulars having the effect of law made or issued under any enactment 

shall be published in the official Gazette”, but neither specifies any general terminology 

for such delegated legislation nor prescribes any timeframe or cataloguing mechanism 

for their publication in the Gazette). In comparison, the British themselves now use the 

term “Statutory Instrument” for all notifications of delegated legislation under their 

Statutory Instruments Act 1946, which provides a general mechanism for publication 

and cataloguing of all such notifications in the UK. 

2.3 This study focuses on SROs issued under Sections 19, 18 and 181 of the Customs Act 

1969, which are discussed below. 

2.4 Section 19(1) of the Customs Act 1969 empowers the Federal Government to grant 

exemptions and concessions from duties and taxes in these terms: 

19. General power to exempt from customs-duties. 

(1) The Federal Government, whenever circumstances exist to take immediate action 

for the purposes of  

 national security,  

 natural disaster,  
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 national food security in emergency situations,  

 protection of national economic interests in situations arising out of 

abnormal fluctuation in international commodity prices, 

 implementation of bilateral and multilateral agreements, and  

 to any international financial institution or foreign government-owned 

financial institution operating under a memorandum of understanding 

an agreement or any other arrangement with the Government of 

Pakistan,  

subject to such conditions, limitations or restrictions, if any, as it deems fit to impose, 

may, by notification in the official Gazette, exempt any goods imported into, or 

exported from, Pakistan or into or from any specified port or station or area therein, 

from the whole or any part of the customs-duties chargeable thereon and may remit 

fine, penalty, charge or any other amount recoverable under this Act. 

2.6 Section 18(3) of the Customs Act 1969 empowers the Federal Government to 

impose regulatory duty in these terms: 

18(3) The Federal Government may, by notification in the official Gazette, levy, 

subject to such conditions, limitations or restrictions as it may deem fit to 

impose, a regulatory duty on all or any of the goods imported or exported, as 

specified in the First Schedule at a rate not exceeding one hundred per cent of 

the value of such goods as determined under section 25or, as the case may be, 

section 25A. 

2.7  Section 181 of the Customs Act 1969 provides as under: 

181. Option to pay fine in lieu of confiscated goods. 

Whenever an order for the confiscation of goods is passed under this Act, the officer 

passing the order may give the owner of the goods an option to pay in lieu of the 

confiscation of the goods such fine as the officer thinks fit: 

Provided that the Board may, by an order, specify the goods or class of goods where 

such option shall not be given: 

Provided further that the Board may, by an order, fix the amount of fine which, in lieu 

of confiscation, shall be imposed on any goods or class of goods imported in violation 

of the provisions of section 15 or of a notification issued under section 16 or in violation 

of any other provisions of this Act, or any other law for the time being in force. 

Explanation:- Any fine in lieu of confiscation of goods imposed under this section shall 

be in addition to any duty and charges payable in respect of such goods , and of any 

penalty that might have been imposed in addition to the confiscation of goods. 

2.8 Section 9(a)(vii) of the National Accountability Ordinance 1999, makes it a criminal 

offence to issue an SRO to grant any undue concession or benefit in any taxation 

matter. The section is reproduced as under: 

9. Corruption and corrupt practices. 
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(a) A holder of a public office, or any other person, is said to commit or to have 

committed the offence of corruption and corrupt practices  

(vii) if he has issue any directive, policy, or any SRO (Statutory Regulatory 

Order) or any other order which grants or attempts to grant any undue 

concession or benefit in any taxation matter or law or otherwise so as to benefit 

himself or any relative or associate or a benamidar or any other person; 

3. Stakeholders and governmental organizations identified as directly / indirectly 

involved: 

a) FBR 

b) Revenue Division 

c) Ministry of Finance, Revenue and Economic Affairs 

d) Federal Cabinet 

e) Importers 

f) Local manufacturers 

g) Federal Consolidated Fund 

h) General Public 

4.   Role of important organizations 

4.1 SROs under Sections 18 and 19 of the Customs Act 1969 are issued by the Federal 

Government, which means that FBR and Revenue Divisions do the preliminary work 

while final approval is granted by the Federal Cabinet. 

4.2 SROs under Section 181 are issued by FBR on their own. 

 

5.   Organization’s Finances 

 5.1 Being a Federal Government organization, it is financed by the Federal Government.

  

6.    Field Audit Activity 

6.1 Methodology 

6.1.1 During desk audit, all SROs issued by the FBR under the Customs Act 1969 

during the last five years were collected and tabulated. These were 41 SROs, 

from which 13 SROs were identified as high-risk and requiring field audit.  

6.1.2 During field audit, FBR HQ was requested to provide approval files of these 

SROs while the field formations were requested to provide data of all 

transactions under these SROs since their issuance.  

6.2 Audit Analysis  
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Despite repeated written and oral requests by field audit teams over two months of 

September and October, 2021, FBR HQ did not provide any files on the question of validity of 

the selected SROs and has been duly issued an audit observation in this regard. Further, on the 

North side, MCCs Islamabad, Peshawar, and Faisalabad-Multan only provided negligible 

amount of data, while MCC Sialkot provided data only for FY 2020-21.A comparative table of 

data requisitioned against data received is attached herewith as Annexure. Production of record 

was satisfactory on the South side.            

[Annexure-71] 

6.2.1 Review of Internal Control 

6.2.1.1 Weakness of internal controls was observed at both the policy as well 

as the operational levels.  

6.2.1.2 At the policy level, FBR HQ neither provided approval files of the 

selected SROs to the Field Audit Team nor provided any indication or 

assurance that the selected 10 SROs purportedly issued under Section 

19 were vetted for compliance with the requirements of the said 

section. Similarly, there was no indication that concessions granted 

through reduction of regulatory duties under Section 18 were justified 

by any practical or legal considerations. The same was the case for the 

one selected SRO issued under Section 181. 

6.2.1.3 At the operation level, audit observed several instances where benefit 

of the concessionary SROs had been given to the wrong party or on 

wrong items or the charging SROs had not been applied to dutiable 

items. This showed that the relevant data entry softwares of Customs 

were unable to prevent misuse of SROs and that the monitoring and 

oversight mechanisms in place were also ineffective. Audit observed 

that these weaknesses in internal controls results in revenue loss of Rs 

6.36 billion (relevant audit paras are presented in the “Case Studies” 

section below). 

6.2.2 Critical Review 

6.2.2.1 Following SROs expressly issued under Section 19 of the Customs Act 

1969 do not appear to be covered by any of the emergency or 

extraordinary conditions specified in that section: 

6.2.2.1.1 SRO No. 39(I)/2017, dated 23.01.2017, effective from 

16.01.2017, grants exemption from whole of customs duty on 

import of textile goods such as cotton, aramids, rayon, nylon, and 

artificial staple fibers. Moreover, the fact that the SRO is made 

effective retrospectively by 8 days raises further doubts about its 

purpose. During field audit, it was found that, at MCC Peshawar, 

37 transactions benefited from the retrospective effect of the 

SRO, while the total of customs duty exempted on import of raw 
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cotton (HS Code 5201.009) is  

Rs 63.09 million (exemptions also availed from Sales Tax, 

Income Tax and Additional Customs Duty).   

6.2.2.1.2 SRO No. 644(I)/2018, dated 24.05.2018, exempts customs duty 

on import of electric vehicles that is in excess of 25% ad valorem. 

6.2.2.1.3 SRO No. 833(I)/2018, dated 03.07.2018, exempts customs duty, 

regulatory duty, and additional customs duty on import of vintage 

cars and jeeps manufactured before 1st January 1968 that is in 

excess of the cumulative amount of USD 5,000 per unit. During 

field audit, it was found that, at Islamabad Dryport, two vintage 

cars – one Bentley and one Dodge – were imported from United 

States availing total ST, FED and RD exemptions of 

Rs 115,423.00. 

6.2.2.2 Similarly, while Section 18(3) itself is problematic to the extent that 

there is no power in the Customs Act 1969 to grant exemption from the 

regulatory duty levied under Section 18(3), or remove any item from the 

list of items subject to regulatory duty, the following SROs expressly 

issued under Section 18(3) not only remove certain items from the 

general list of items subject to regulatory duty but also do so in a manner 

that raises doubts about their purpose: 

6.2.2.2.1 SRO 680(I)/2019, dated 28.06.2019, imposed regulatory duties 

at different rates on 569 different items. This SRO was amended 

about two months later vide SRO 949(I)/2019, dated 22.08.2019, 

to impose RD @ 3% on cotton under PCT Codes 52.01 and 

52.03. However, about five months later, these amendments were 

withdrawn vide SRO No. 38(I)/2020, dated 21.01.2020. This 

chain of events suggests that Federal Government is using its 

power to levy regulatory duty under Section 18(3) in a 

discretionary and arbitrary manner without any apparent legal or 

practical rationale. The fact that these amendments relate to an 

important textile item also suggest ulterior motives.  

6.2.2.2.2 The aforementioned SRO 680(I)/2019, as issued on 28.06.2019, 

imposed RD on wheat (PCT Code 1001.1900) and other wheat 

(PCT Code 1001.9900) @ 60%. However, about eight months 

later, vide SRO 119(I)/2020, dated 19.02.2020, these rates were 

reduced to zero. The initially very high RD and its later reduction 

to zero again suggests that Federal Government is using its power 

to levy regulatory duty under Section 18(3) in a discretionary and 

arbitrary manner without any apparent legal or practical 

rationale. The fact that the item in question is wheat also suggests 

ulterior motives. 
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6.2.2.2.3 MCC Peshawar provided data on SRO 680/2019 dated 

28.06.2019, ranging from July 2019 to June 2021. This included 

figures for import of cotton yarn (PCT Code 52.05) from 

03.03.2021 to 02.06.2021, which is precisely the period for 

which RD of 5% imposed by SRO 680 on this item was omitted 

(via SRO 1352(I)/2020 dated 23.12.2020 and effective till 

30.06.2021). During this period, cotton yarn was imported from 

Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan with assessed imported value of  

Rs 257,401,962.00, 5% of which comes to Rs 12,870,098.10.     

6.2.2.2.4 MCC Peshawar provided data on SRO 108/2019 dated 

31.01.2019, which had exempted Additional Customs Duty of 

2% on cotton yarn (PCT Code 52.01) imposed by SRO 630/2018 

dated 24.05.2018. This exemption was available for five months 

only from 01.02.2019 to 30.06.2019.The data provided shows 

that all imports of raw cotton (5201.009) during this period 

originated from Afghanistan and availed total exemption from 

additional customs duty of Rs 121,322,256.00. 

6.2.2.3 SRO No. 1455(I)/2018, dated 29.11.2018, expressly issued under 

Section 181 of the Customs Act 1969 allowed release of smuggled 

mobile devices seized before 31st December 2018 on payment of 

applicable duty and taxes “with imposition of zero fine”. The second 

proviso to Section 181 allows the Board to fix the amount of fine to be 

paid in lieu of confiscation, but this SRO defeats the spirit of the entire 

Section 181 by fixing the amount of fine as zero. However, none of the 

field formations provided any data regarding the use of SRO 

1455(I)/2018 dated 29.11.2018 issued under Section 181. Therefore, 

audit was unable to determine the amount of benefits granted under this 

SRO.   

6.2.2.4 Audit observed irregularities amounting to Rs 6.25 billion that involved 

wrong application of concessionary SROs or wrong non-application of 

levying SROs in the field. Audit paras relating to these irregularities are 

presented below as “Case Studies”. 

6.2.3 Significant Audit Observations 

Audit observed misplaced interpretation of the SROs in general at the assessment and 

collection stages that caused a total revenue loss of Rs 6.25 billion. The relevant audit 

observations are clubbed together as nine audit paras given below: the first seven involve wrong 

assessment worth Rs 6.25 billion and the last two involve non-collection despite correct 

assessment worth Rs 13.96 million.   

Wrong Assessment Issues 
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Wrong assessment involves giving benefit of exemption or concession on an item or to a party 

that was not entitled to such benefit under the benefit-granting SRO. 

  

6.2.3.1 Loss of revenue due to inadmissible exemption of duty and taxes  

– Rs 1.56 million  

SRO 642(I)/2016 dated 27.07.2016 exempts the whole of customs duties leviable on equipment 

and construction machinery, if not manufactured locally, imported by M/s China State Construction 

Engineering Corporation Limited (M/s CSCECL) for the construction of Karachi-Peshawar Motorway 

(Sukkur-Multan Section) and M/s China Communication Construction Company (M/s CCCC) for the 

construction of Karakorum Highway (KKH) Phase II (Thakot-Havellian Section).  

Audit observed that in four cases, Deputy Collector Customs (Imports), AFU, Islamabad, 

allowed exemption of customs duty under the above SRO to importers other than the two Chinese 

companies mentioned in the SRO. Due to misuse of the benefit of SRO, public exchequer lost revenue 

of  

Rs 1.56 million. 

 The department replied that the subject GDs contained rejected goods which were shipped back 

to Pakistan and the same were cleared under Section 22 of the Customs Act, 1969 which attracts zero 

rate of duty / taxes. However, since the GDs were filed in One Customs, the system automatically 

exempted the imported / rejected goods under SRO 642(I)/2016 dated 27.07.2016. As the same goods 

were already exempt from duty / taxes, hence no revenue implication has occurred in the instant case.    

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed the Collectorate to get the contested 

position verified from audit within a period of seven days and report progress. However, no 

further progress was reported till finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends early verification of the Collectorate’s stance, besides strengthening of 

internal controls to prevent such errors in future. 

 [DP No. 7411/Cus/North] 

6.2.3.2 Less realization of revenue due to non-levying of additional customs duty on 

imported goods – Rs 7.60 million 

SRO 572(I)/2020 dated 30.06.2020 levies additional customs duty (ACD) on import of goods 

specified in the First Schedule to the Customs Act, 1969 at the rates specified therein. Further, para 

3(vi) of the SRO states that additional customs duty shall not be levied on plant and machinery used in 

manufacturing or production of goods as is classifiable under Chapter 84 and 85 of the First Schedule 

to the Customs Act, 1969 (IV of 1969).  

Audit observed that Deputy Collector Customs, (Imports), AFU, Islamabad, cleared certain 

imported spare parts, filters, lubricants and kits etc. without payment of ACD. Audit is of the view that 

imported items attracted ACD as the same were not plant and machinery. While making assessment, 

Customs authorities did not realize ACD which resulted in less realization of government revenue of 

Rs 7.60 million. 

The department replied that the scrutiny of the GDs revealed that the goods assessed at Serial 

No. 1, 2, 3, 30 and 107 were not plant and machinery imported by registered manufacturers and 

importers. So the amount of Rs 44,398 was admitted for recovery. However, the department contested 
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the remaining amount as not due claiming that the remaining GDs were plant and machinery and were 

right extended the benefit of SRO 572(I)/2020 dated 30.06.2020.   

DAC in its meeting held from December 27 to 31, 2021 directed the Collectorate to 

recover the amount of Rs 44,398 and get the contested amount said to be not due verified by 

the audit within a period of seven days. However, no further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends: (a) early recovery of the admitted amount, (b) fixing responsibility for the 

lapse, (c) strengthening of internal controls to prevent such lapses in future, and (d) early verification 

of the departmental stance with regards to the contested amount.  

 [DP No. 7410 /Cus/North] 

6.2.3.3  Non-realization of regulatory duty due to inadmissible exemption  

- Rs 31.94 million 

According to SROs 680(I)/2019 dated 28.06.2019 imported goods mentioned in the SRO 

except specifically exempted therein were liable to regulatory duty at rates specified therein. 

Five field offices of FBR granted exemption of regulatory duty to the importers or on imported 

goods such as vehicles, canned pineapple, condensed milk, flat rolled products etc. and goods not falling 

under S. No. 2(a), (b), (c), (d) of the SRO 680(I)/2019 which do not qualify for the exemption under the 

said SRO. This resulted in loss of Rs 31.94 million in 172 cases. 

The irregularity was pointed out in March to November, 2021. The Department replied in 

December, 2021 that (a) Rs 0.50 million has been recovered, (b) Rs 0.92 million stance accepted by the 

Audit, (c) Rs 14.33 million was under recovery, (d) Rs 6.33 million subjudice in courts (e) Rs 2.78 

million were contested by the department but no documentary evidence provided and (f) in cases of Rs 

7.08 million departmental reply is awaited. 

The DAC in its meetings held in December, 2021 directed the Collectorates to expedite 

recovery, pursue court cases and submit comprehensive replies with supporting documents in cases 

awaiting action, contested and where departmental stance is awaited.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives and taking measures to make good the 

revenue loss besides fixing the responsibility. 

[Annexure-72] 

6.2.3.4 Loss of revenue due to inadmissible concession of duty and taxes -  Rs 5.973 million 

According to SRO 682(I)/2006 dated 29.06.2006, the amounts given in the Table are meant for 

goods imported under the Baggage Rules, 2006 by bona-fide passengers only. The restrictions, 

conditions, allowances and facilities are provided in the Baggage Rules and Trade Policy in vogue. Rule 

3(C) of the Baggage Rules, 2006, issued vide SRO 666(I)/2006 dated 28.06.2006, allowed purchases 

for personal use from Duty Free Shop while availing allowance of value upto US$ 500 for personal use 

on visit after stay abroad of more than seven days. Further, Sr.No.VIII of Rule 3(B) of the said Rules 

excludes certain goods, i.e., TV, Deep Freezer, Refrigerator, Microwave Oven, Cooking range, 

Washing Machines and Air Conditioner, which shall be allowed on payment of duty and taxes. Chapter-

X of CGO 12/2002 dated 15.06.2002 provides the detailed procedure for sale of goods from Duty Free 

Shops.  
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Audit observed that within the jurisdiction of AC Customs (Duty Free Shop), AFU, Islamabad, 

M/s Capital Duty Free (PVT) Limited and M/s Duty Free Depot Duty Free Shop sold “Microwave 

ovens, washing machines, air conditioners, refrigerators” to passengers on payment of fixed amount of 

duty and taxes provided in SRO 682(I)/2006. Audit is of the view that the goods mentioned under clause 

(viii) of the Rule 3B of the Baggage Rules, 2006 were not meant to be cleared from duty free shops 

under ITP given in the table of SRO 682(I)/2006 dated 29.06.2006; rather the goods were required to 

be charged duty and taxes under Section 25 of the Customs Act, 1969. The practice of clearance of 

goods on the basis of ITP fixed for the purpose of duty and taxes is contrary to law and causing 

continuous loss to the public exchequer. The lapse resulted in revenue loss of Rs 5,973,490. It is worth 

mentioning that Audit had pointed out this irregularity time and again but no corrective action has been 

taken despite directions of the DAC. 

 The department replied that matter was referred to FBR for clarification and decision of FBR 

on this issue would be complied with.  

DAC in its meeting held on December 27 to 31, 2021 directed the Collectorate to 

expedite assessment as per law without shuttling the issue to the FBR and report progress 

within 15 days. However, no further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends early conclusion of the assessment and, in case of default, early recovery of the 

pointed out amount under intimation to audit.  

[Draft Para No. 7406 /Cus/North] 

6.2.3.5 Non-realization of additional customs duty due to inadmissible exemption - Rs 

6,092.73 million 

According to SROs 630(I)/2018 dated 24.05.2018, 670(I)/2019 dated 28.06.2019 and 

572(I)/2020 dated 30.06.2020, all imported goods except specifically exempted therein were liable to 

additional customs duty at rates specified therein. 

Six field offices of FBR granted exemption of additional customs duty to the importers or on 

imported goods such as automobiles, vessel for ship breaking, goods not falling under S. No. 3(viii), 

(xi), (xv), (xvii) of the SRO 572(I)/2020, which do not qualify for exemption under certain conditions 

as provided in the above SROs. This resulted in loss of Rs 6,092.74 million in 9,415 cases. 

The irregularity was pointed out in March to November, 2021. The Department replied in 

December, 2021 that cases of (a) Rs 123.08 million was under recovery, (b) Rs 5,934.88 million 

subjudice in courts (c) Rs 5.61 million were contested by the department but no documentary evidence 

provided and (d) in cases of Rs 29.16 million departmental reply is awaited. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021, directed the Collectorates to expedite recovery, 

pursue court cases and submit comprehensive replies with supporting documents in contested cases and 

where departmental stance is awaited.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives and taking measures to make good the 

revenue loss besides fixing the responsibility. 

[Annexure-73] 

6.2.3.6 Non / less realization of duty / taxes due to inadmissible exemption / concession 

under FTA - Rs 8.60 million 
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According to SRO 1640(I)/2019 dated 31.12.2019exemption / concession was available to 

imported goods specified therein at rates stated in the SRO. 

Three field offices of FBR granted exemption of customs duty to the imported goods like 

aluminum foil, garment accessories, machinery & equipment etc. which do not cover under the above 

SRO. This resulted in loss of Rs 8.60 million in 65 cases. 

The irregularity was pointed out in March to November, 2021. The Department replied in 

December, 2021 that cases of (a) Rs 4.49 million was under recovery, (b) Rs 0.71 million were contested 

by the department but no documentary evidence provided and (c) in cases of Rs 3.40 million 

departmental reply is awaited. 

The DAC in its meetings held in December 2021, directed the Collectorates to expedite 

recovery and submit comprehensive replies with supporting documents in contested cases and where 

departmental stance is awaited.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives and taking measures to make good the 

revenue loss besides fixing the responsibility. 

[Annexure-74] 

 

6.2.3.7 Non/less-realization of duty / taxes due to inadmissible exemption - Rs 104.04 

million 

According to SRO 450(I)/2001 dated 13.06.2001, SRO 492(I)/2009 dated 13.06.2009 and 

Chapter 99, exemption of duty / taxes was available to imported goods.  

Five field offices of FBR granted exemption of duty & taxes to the importers on the goods not 

qualified for grant-in-aid agreement, used machinery imported by the importer of tariff area from Export 

Processing Zone, leather on temporary import basis which do not qualify for the exemption under 

certain conditions as provided in the above SRO / chapter. This resulted in loss of  

Rs 104.04 million in 157 cases. 

The irregularity was pointed out in March to November, 2021. The Department replied in 

December, 2021 that cases of (a) Rs 77.45 million were contested by the department but no documentary 

evidence was provided, (b)  

Rs 26.26 million were referred to the Board for clarification and (c) in cases of Rs 0.33 million 

departmental reply is awaited. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 2021, directed the Collectorates to pursue the matter 

with the Board, submit comprehensive replies with supporting documents in contested cases and where 

departmental stance is awaited.  

Audit recommends implementation of DAC directives and taking measures to make good the 

revenue loss besides fixing the responsibility.  

 [Annexure-75] 

6.2.3.8 Inadmissible exemption of Additional Customs Duty on the import of Hybrid 

Vehicles - Rs 0.25 million 

According to SRO 572(I)/2020 dated 30.06.2020, additional customs duty is levied on import 

of goods specified in the First Schedule to the Customs Act, 1969 at the rate of 2% on goods falling 
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under tariff slabs of 0%, 3% and 11%; at the rate of 4% on goods falling under tariff slab of 16%; and 

at the rate of 7% on goods falling under tariff slabs of 20% and higher slabs.  

Audit observed that Deputy Collector Customs, (Imports), Dry Port, Islamabad, cleared two 

imported vehicles through one-customs without charging additional customs duty and allied taxes 

despite the fact that no such exemption had been allowed by the aforementioned SRO. Thus, weak 

internal control and monitoring resulted in less-realization of revenue of Rs 0.25 million. 

The department agreed with the stance of the Audit and issued demand notices to the concerned 

importers for recovery of short-levied duty and taxes. 

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021, directed the Collectorate to recover the 

pointed out amount and report progress within 15 days. 

  Audit recommends: (a) early recovery of the admitted amount, (b) fixing responsibility for the 

lapse, and (c) strengthening of internal controls to prevent such lapses in future. 

 [DP No. 7436 /Cus/North] 

6.2.3.9 Loss of revenue due to inadmissible exemption from Regulatory Duty on imported 

goods – Rs 13.71 million 

According to Sr. No.195 of the SRO680(I)/2019 dated 30.06.2019 as amended vide SRO 

573(I)/2020 dated 30.06.2020, regulatory duty at the rate of 2.5% was levied on woven fabric of artificial 

staple fiber classified under HS Code 5516.1200 of First schedule to the Customs Act, 1969. 

Audit observed that, in 64 cases, Deputy Collector Customs, (Imports), Dry Port, Islamabad 

cleared imported goods identified as “Viscose Ladies Suiting Fabric” of China origin without levy of 

regulatory duty at the rate of 2.5% under HS Code 5516.1200, despite the fact that customs authorities 

realized RD on the same goods in 35 other cases during the same period. Due to weak internal controls, 

leviable RD was not realized which, in turn, caused short realization of allied taxes. The lapse resulted 

in revenue loss of Rs 13.71 million. 

 The department agreed with the stance of the Audit and issued demand notices to the concerned 

importers for recovery of short-levied duty and taxes. 

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021, directed the Collectorate to expedite 

recovery and report progress within 30 days. 

  Audit recommends: (a) early recovery of the admitted amount, (b) fixing responsibility for the 

lapse, and (c) strengthening of internal controls to prevent such lapses in future. 

[DP No. 7448/Cus/North] 

7 Recommendations 

7.1 In light of the observations and analysis above, audit recommends that: 

7.1.1 Federal Government and FBR should review all active SROs issued under 

Section 19 of the Customs Act 1969 and withdraw such of them as are not 

covered by the express mandate of the said section. 

7.1.2 Parliament should amend Section 18 of the Customs Act 1969 to provide for a 

transparent and structured procedure for decreasing or removing regulatory 
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duties and additional customs duties so that the SROs under this section cannot 

be issued arbitrarily or with any ulterior motive. 

7.1.3 FBR should hold an inquiry and fix responsibility regarding the issuance of SRO 

No. 1455(I)/2018, dated 29.11.2018, under Section 181 of the Customs Act 

1969 that allowed release of smuggled mobile devices seized before 31st 

December 2018 on payment of applicable duty and taxes “with imposition of 

zero fine”. 

7.1.4 FBR should strengthen its internal controls in the field formations so that the 

concessionary SROs are applied only to eligible importers and eligible items, 

and dutiable items do not escape application of levying SROs.    

7.1.5 FBR should recover the revenue lost because of irregularities identified in audit 

paras above in the earliest.   

8 Conclusion 

With reference to the purpose and objectives of this Thematic Audit and in light of the data obtained, 

it may be safely concluded that, during the last five years: 

(a) The process of issuing Customs SROs granting exemptions and concessions often lacks 

transparency and appropriate legal cover. Moreover, there are no internal monitoring 

reports by FBR with regards to the objectives and performance of such SROs. 

Therefore, it is currently impossible to determine the cost effectiveness of such 

exemptions in stimulating existing and new investment, employment generation and 

new technology.  

(b) Arbitrary use of discretionary powers conferred by the law on the Federal Government 

and FBR is evident in both issuance and application of several SROs granting 

exemptions and concessions; 

(c) No proper mechanism of monitoring and supervision by senior management is available 

to prevent misuse of SROs in the field; and 

(d) Customs authorities do not apply exemptions with precision, which is obvious from the 

audit observations yielded by this Thematic Audit amounting to Rs 6.25 billion. 

It is hoped that the observations made in this study will lead to the withdrawal of questionable SROs 

and better application of both concessionary and levying SROs in the field.   
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Part-II – Thematic Audit on “Broadening of Tax Base (BTB)” 

1.1 Introduction  

Revenue generation is the life blood of an economy. A common feature of tax system around 

the world is to keep identifying potential tax payers for the expansion of its tax base and keep improving 

the efficiency and capability of tax authorities. It is a complex and time-consuming activity as addition 

of a new taxpayer must be backed by evidence of income/sales liable to tax. Broadening of Tax Base is 

in fact the expansion of an economic activities and documentation of all sectors/sub-sectors without any 

exemptions & preferences. Narrow tax bases are non-neutral, favoring one product or industry over 

another, and can undermine revenue stability.  

Expansion of tax base in Pakistan has remained static much to the dismay of the tax authorities 

and international donor agencies. Pakistan has a narrow tax base constituting only 2 % of the total 

population. Low and non-compliant tax base adversely affect revenue generation and the resultant low 

tax GDP ratio and dependence on external and internal debts. Pakistan is the lowest in the region 

regarding tax to GDP ratio as given under: 

Country Tax to GDP 

Pakistan 5.9% 

India 8.1% 

China 22.1% 

Sri Lanka 9.6% 

Bangladesh 9.4% 

Nepal 21.8% 

Bhutan 10.3% 

Afghanistan  9.89% 

Iran 6.6% 

 

1.2 Background 

One of the most significant economic challenges Pakistan has been facing since long is 

broadening of its tax base. The task of Broadening of Tax Base (BTB) was taken up with renewed 

resolve in the year 2013 by Federal Board of Revenue. The primary objective of the BTB is to contribute 

towards a tax system based on equity and public trust. The core functions of the FBR in respect of 

Broadening of Tax Base are as follows: 

 To supervise, monitor and plan working of the field formation for identifying new tax 

payers.  

 Maintenance of Central Data Bank at FBR HQ. 

 Collection, processing, dissemination and monitoring of third party information 

regarding financial transactions to identity potential tax payers. 
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 Complaint handling mechanism be devised for field formations for broadening of tax 

base. 

 Financial Investigation, be carried out where ever required in respect of potential 

taxpayers. 

Apart from offering incentives and taking other measures to broaden the tax base of the country, 

the government is also trying to establish a link between the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) and 

National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA). For taxpayers’ facilitation, FBR has taken 

various steps for automation of registration of taxpayers, return filing, audit and minimizing personal 

interaction between tax officials and taxpayers in order to minimize the involvement of the FBR 

officials in these processes, besides, fake invoices used for fraudulent refund.  

Despite all measures taken by the Government/FBR, tax base could not be enhanced 

sufficiently to meet the expenditures. Further, FBR as an institution also failed to established as robust 

tax collecting organization. It is pertinent to mention that FBR Year Book 2019-20 does not mention 

the number of registered persons under sales tax. This shows that FBR does not know the exact numbers 

of registered persons under sales tax which is prime information for all stakeholders. According to FBR 

Year Book for 2019-20, against original target of Rs 2,203 billion of sales tax, total net collection as on 

June 30, 2020, was  

Rs 1,596.8 billion. Against a revised target of Rs 1,427 billion, it showed a  

Rs 169.8 billion surplus. The Book notes: “Domestic sales tax collection recorded a growth of 11 

percent, whereas collection of sales tax on imports recorded a growth of 8.1 percent”. A detailed 

analysis of FBR Year Book for 2019-20 exposes the extremely narrow base of sales tax. Out of the total 

collection, the share of sales tax on imports is 55 percent and on domestic sales 45 percent. Interestingly, 

out of sales tax at import stage of Rs 876.3 billion, the share of POL products is 27 percent [Rs 231 

billion]; in total domestic sales tax of Rs 720 billion it is 33 percent [Rs 235 billion]. Thus the share of 

one item alone is Rs 466 billion [29 percent]. The share of other major items also confirms the weakness 

of FBR’s enforcement vis-à-vis the indirect tax base. 

1.3 Establishing the audit theme 

1.3.1 Reasons of selection 

In 2016, Pakistan adopted the sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as its own national 

development agenda. The National Economic Council (chaired by the Prime Minister) approved the 

National SDGs Framework in 2018. The Framework prioritize the global goals into three categories as 

under: 

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a Universal Development Agenda 

encompassing 17 goals, 169 targets and 244 indicators as adopted by Pakistan through its parliament. 

The National SDGs Framework is based on five Critical Pathways (CPW) that would converge to 

reduce regional inequality for fostering inclusive and sustainable development. 

Target 17.1, Strengthen domestic resource mobilization for inclusive and sustainable development is 

embedded in CPW-I calls for better governance and improved security that is a fundamental base for 

development. It is pertinent to mention that Target 17.1 is the High Priority Targets on Weighting 

Matrix and Prioritization of Targets in the Framework. 

According to Pakistan’s Implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development Report 2019, 

planned initiatives include a reform roadmap for the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR). Based on ICT 

platforms to create an efficient interface between tax payers and tax collectors, this initiative aims to 
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evoke revenue acceleration through reforms, a revamped tax policy, the separation of policy and 

administration functions, and the digitization of processes. 

1.3.2 Purpose/ Objectives 

It is essential to have robust tax system for running state administration, meeting out defence 

expenditure, ensuring social welfare, developing infrastructure, and maintaining public utilities 

throughout the breath and length of any country. Therefore, is imperative to have a broad tax base within 

Pakistan to avoid dependence on internal / external debt. 

Tax compliance in Pakistan lacks far behind than developed countries as the public have less 

confidence over tax collection machinery. Further, various sectors like corporate sector are heavily 

taxed over 35%. Whereas the other sectors are exempted due to one reason or other. Therefore, equal 

distribution of tax is urgent need of over. It is pertinent to mention that Agriculture and service sectors 

constitute 75% of GDP and contribute only less than 10% of the revenue collection within a financial 

year as agriculture lobby has strong presentation in Parliament. 

1.3.3 Scope 

Thematic audit has focused on registration of income tax and sales tax in fourteen (14) field 

offices of Federal Board of Revenue: 

1. Chief Commissioner LTO, Karachi 

2. Chief Commissioner MTO, Karachi 

3. Chief Commissioner Corporate Tax Office, Karachi 

4. Chief Commissioner Regional Tax Office-I, Karachi 

5. Chief Commissioner Regional Tax Office-II, Karachi 

6. Chief Commissioner Regional Tax Office, Hyderabad 

7. Chief Commissioner Regional Tax Office, Sukkur 

8. Chief Commissioner Regional Tax Office, Quetta 

9. Chief Commissioner Regional Tax Office, Multan 

10. Chief Commissioner Regional Tax Office, Sialkot 

11. Chief Commissioner Regional Tax Office, Sargodha 

12. Chief Commissioner Regional Tax Office, Faisalabad 

13. Chief Commissioner Regional Tax Office, Peshawar 

14. Chief Commissioner Corporate Tax Office, Islamabad 

 

2. Legal frame work governing the theme 

Section 114 of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 

 

114. Return of income  

(1) Subject to this Ordinance, the following persons are required to furnish a return of income 

for a tax year, namely:–  
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(a) every company;  

(ab) every person (other than a company) whose taxable income for the year exceeds 

the maximum amount that is not chargeable to tax under this Ordinance for the year; 

or  

(ac) any non-profit organization as defined in clause (36) of section 2;  

(ad) any welfare institution approved under clause (58) of Part I of the Second 

Schedule;  

(ae) every person whose income for the year is subject to final taxation under any 

provision of this Ordinance;  

(b) any person not covered by clause (a), (ab), (ac) or (ad) who,  

 

(i)  has been charged to tax in respect of any of the two preceding tax years;  

(ii)  claims a loss carried forward under this Ordinance for a tax year;  

(iii)  owns immovable property with a land area of five hundred square yards 

or more or owns any flat located in areas falling within the municipal limits 

existing immediately before the commencement of Local Government laws in 

the provinces; or areas in a Cantonment; or the Islamabad Capital Territory; 

(iv) owns immoveable property with a land area of five hundred square yards 

or more located in a rating area;  

(v) owns a flat having covered area of two thousand square feet or more 

located in a rating area;  

(vi) owns a motor vehicle having engine capacity above 1000 CC; 

(vii) has obtained National Tax Number; or  

(viii) is the holder of commercial or industrial connection of electricity where 

the amount of annual bill exceeds rupees five hundred thousand;  

(ix) is a resident person registered with any chamber of commerce and industry 

or any trade or business association or any market committee or any 

professional body including Pakistan Engineering Council, Pakistan Medical 

and Dental Council, Pakistan Bar Council or any Provincial Bar Council, 

Institute of Chartered Accountants of Pakistan or Institute of Cost and 

Management Accountants of Pakistan; or  

(x) is a resident person being an individual required to file foreign income and 

assets statement under section 116A. 

 

Section 14 of the Sales Tax Act, 1990 

14. Registration. 

(1) Every person engaged in making taxable supplies in Pakistan, including zero-rated 

supplies, in the course or furtherance of any taxable activity carried on by him, falling in any 

of the following categories, if not already registered, is required to be registered under this Act, 
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namely:- 

 

a) a manufacturer who is not running a cottage industry;  

b) a retailer who is liable to pay sales tax under the Act or rules made thereunder, 

excluding such retailer required to pay sales tax through his electricity bill 

under sub-section (9) of section 3;  

c) an importer;  

d) an exporter who intends to obtain sales tax refund against his zero-rated 

supplies;  

e) a wholesaler, dealer or distributor; and  

f) a person who is required, under any other Federal law or Provincial law, to 

be registered for the purpose of any duty or tax collected or paid as if it were 

a levy of sales tax to be collected under the Act.  

(2) Persons not engaged in making of taxable supplies in required to be registered for making 

imports or exports, or under any provisions of the Act, or any other Federal law, may apply 

for registration.  

(3) The registration under this Act shall be regulated in such manner as the Board may, by 

notification in the official Gazette, prescribe.  

3. Stakeholders and governmental organizations identified as directly/ indirectly involved 

Federal Board of Revenue is the key stakeholder of the thematic audits. 

4. Role of important organizations 

Federal Board of Revenue is responsible to identify the Withholding Agents, facilitate issuance 

of NTN/FTN to unregistered Withholding Agents in respective Regional Tax Office through Pakistan 

Revenue Automation Limited, assist FBR in developing an accounting policy for appropriation of the 

deduction to the Regional Tax Offices. Whereas, Large Taxpayers Units having jurisdiction over 

particular taxpayer(s). Federal Board of Revenue has a primary role in broadening of tax base in the 

country. FBR has to review and recommend suitable (automated) processes and filing structure of 

income / Sales tax returns, withholding statements which are compatible with income tax/ sales tax acts. 

FBR main task is to investigate cases of non-deduction / short-deduction of Taxes. Further, FBR 

responsibility is to take appropriate action under the law in the cases of defaulters.  

5. Funding procedure and sources 

Federal Board of Revenue meets its expenditure through consolidated fund of Government of 

Pakistan. 

6. Field audit activity 

This office has allocated 1655 mandays for the thematic audit activities. 235 mandays have 

been allocated for planning and desk audit. 1420 mandays allocated for execution of the thematic audit. 

Thematic audit executed from 12.07.2021 after detailed planning in start of July 2021.  

 

6.1 Methodology 

The methodology of thematic audit includes;   
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i. Understanding the audit entity 

ii. Conducting risk assessment 

iii. Defining detailed audit objectives 

iv. Developing audit program 

v. Performing analytical procedures 

vi. Testing the internal controls 

vii. Determining sample size for substantive testing of details 

viii. Conducting substantive tests 

ix. Evaluating results 

x. Reporting and 

xi. Follow up 

 

6.2 Key audit findings 

6.2.1 Weakness of Internal Control 

Weakness of internal controls was observed in implementation of statutory obligations to 

broaden the tax base for both income and sales tax.  

With regards to income tax, audit observed that:  

 363,990 holder of commercial or industrial connection of electricity paying annual bills 

in excess of Rs 500,000 were liable to compulsory registration under Income Tax 

Ordinance, 2001 but FBR failed to do so (details in para 6.2.3.1 below). 

 RTO Multan issued notices to two persons for filing income tax returns and explain 

their sources of investments in 2019 but is yet proceed further despite a lapse of more 

than two years (details in para 6.2.3.2 below). 

 RTO Sialkot identified 31 cases for filing of tax returns for tax years 2016 to 2020 but 

neither returns were filed by the defaulter nor were assessments finalized by the RTO 

up till June 2021 (details in para 6.2.3.2 below). 
 

 In four RTOs in Sindh, 719 income tax filers claimed exemption of agricultural income 

without providing any evidence of payment of agricultural income tax and land tax on 

agricultural income under the relevant provincial laws. FBR’s internal controls thus 

failed to expand its tax base to agriculturists (details in para 6.2.3.5 below).  

With regards to sales tax, audit observed that 

 78,186 manufacturers having turnover of taxable supplies of more than Rs 5 million or 

utilities bills more than Rs 0.80 million per annum were liable to compulsory 

registration under the Sales Tax Act 1990 but FBR failed to do so (details in para 6.2.3.3 

below).  

 155 persons filed income tax returns which showed that they either made taxable 

supplies or engaged in taxable activity by purchasing such supplies. Such persons were 

liable to be registered under the Sales Tax Act 1990 but FBR failed to do so (details in 

para 6.2.3.4 below).  

6.2.2 Critical Review 
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On the basis of scrutiny of sampled data, Audit is of the view that the Inland Revenue formations of 

FBR are not making any significant effort to fulfil their statutory obligations to broaden the tax base for 

income and sales tax. More specifically: 

 FBR is not scrutinizing data from third parties, such as utilities bills and proof of 

payment of provincial taxes on agricultural land and income, in order to register 

potential taxpayers or identify taxable income; 

 FBR is not following up with its own notices to persons liable to compulsory 

registration and payment of tax under income and sales tax laws; and 

 FBR is not scrutinizing income tax returns to identify persons liable to be registered 

under the Sales Tax Act 1990 and vice versa.   

6.2.3 Case Studies 

6.2.3.1 Non-registration of persons liable to be compulsory registered under Income Tax 

Ordinance 2001 

According to Section 181 (b)(viii) of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 every person who 

is the holder of commercial or industrial connection of electricity where the amount of annual 

bill exceeds rupees five hundred thousand is liable to be registered for income tax 

Contrary to the above law, scrutiny of third-party data revealed that three hundred 

eighteen thousands & seven hundred ninety nine (318799) persons falling under the jurisdiction 

of Federal Board of Revenue (FBR), were not registered for Income Tax, despite the fact that 

they fall under prescribed limit for compulsory registration. The persons were not registered 

under the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. This resulted in non-realization of income tax from 

potential taxpayers. 

Department reported that the matter is under examination. DAC in its meeting held in 

January, 2022 directed to pursue the case and submit a detailed report in this regard to Audit 

& FBR. 

Audit recommends compulsory register the persons/potential taxpayers and initiation 

of legal action for recovery of government dues. 

 [Para 6.2.1, 6.2.4, 6.2.5 & 6.2.7 of Thematic Audit Report on BTB (South)] 

6.2.3.2 Potential loss of tax revenue Rs 208.44 million due to non-finalization of BTB cases  

According to Sections 111, 114, 116, 121 and 122 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, 

where a person has made any investment and the person offers no explanation about the nature 

and source of the amount credited or the investment, money or the explanation offered by the 

person is not, in the Commissioner’s opinion, satisfactory, the amount credited, value of the 

investment, shall be included in the person’s income chargeable to tax under head “Income 

from Other Sources” to the extent it is not adequately explained. Further where a person fails 

to furnish return of income for any tax year, the Commissioner may, based on any available 

information or material and to the best of his judgment, make a provisional assessment of the 

taxable income or income of the person and issue a provisional assessment order specifying 

the taxable income or income assessed and the tax due thereon. 
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During scrutiny of tax record of RTOs Sialkot and Multan for the financial year 2020-21, it was 

observed that 33 cases which were identified for filing of tax returns for tax years 2016 to 2020 but 

neither returns were filed by the defaulters nor were assessments finalized by the RTO up till June 2021. 

It is pertinent to mention that considerable time has been elapsed but assessments were still pending 

and Tax Year 2016 has become time barred. The tax collecting authorities did not take adequate 

measures for finalization of said cases which resulted into potential loss of revenue of Rs 208.44 million.  

The lapse was pointed out by Audit during the month of October & November, 2021.  

Department reported that legal proceedings had been initiated. 

DAC in its meeting held in December, 2021 directed to finalize the legal proceedings 

by 15.01.2022 and report to Audit & FBR within 30 days. 

Audit recommends to finalize the legal proceedings timely besides strengthening of 

internal controls. 

 [DPs 20540, 20845/IT (North)] 

6.2.3.3 Non-registration of persons/potential taxpayers liable to be compulsory registered under 

sales tax law                      

According to Section 14 & 2 (5AB) of the Sales Tax Act, 1990 read with the Rule 4 & 

6 of Sales Tax Rules 2006, any manufacturer having turnover of taxable supplies of more than 

5 million or utilities bills more than Rs.800,000 per annum is liable to compulsory registration. 

Further, Section 3 read with Section 26 of the Sales Tax Act, 1990 provides that any person 

making taxable supplies shall pay Sales Tax at prescribed rate and shall furnish a true and 

correct information about his taxable activity while filing his Sales Tax return. 

Contrary to the above law, scrutiny of income tax returns and third-party data revealed 

that Thirty eighty thousand & four  hundred & twenty none (38429) persons under the 

jurisdiction of Federal Board of Revenue (FBR), were not registered for Sales Tax despite the 

fact that they fall under the prescribed limit for compulsory registration. The persons were not 

registered under the Sales Tax Act, 1990. This resulted in potential loss of government revenue. 

Department reported that the process for the compulsory registration was under way 

which would be finalized soon. 

DAC in its meeting held in December, 2021 directed to expedite the process of 

compulsory registration under the law and submit a detailed report in this regard to Audit & 

FBR within 30 days. 

Audit recommends compulsory register the persons/potential taxpayers and initiation 

of legal action for recovery of government dues. 

[Para 6.2.2, 6.2.3, 6.2.6 of Thematic Audit Report on BTB (South)  

and DPs 20853/ST, 20512/ST & 20486/ST & 20626/ST(North)] 

6.2.3.4 Poor monitoring of income tax returns resulted into non-registration of persons/potential 

taxpayers liable to be compulsory registered under sales tax law - Rs 473.32 million 

According to Sections 14 & 3 of the Sales Tax Act 1990, there shall be charged, levied 

and paid sales tax at the rate of seventeen per cent of the value of taxable supplies made by a 
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registered person in the course or furtherance of any taxable activity. Further according to Sub 

Section 25 of Section 2 of the Act ibid, registered person means a person who is registered or 

is liable to be registered under this Act. 

According to section 3 of ICT Ordinance 2001 read with SRO 495(I)/2016, there shall 

be charged, levied and paid a tax know as sales tax at rates 16% on the provision of construction 

services of the value of the taxable services rendered or provided in the Islamabad Capital 

Territory as per Sr. No. 5 of annexed Schedule. 

 Furthermore, every person engaged in making taxable supplies in Pakistan, including 

zero-rated supplies, in the course or furtherance of any taxable activity carried on by him, 

falling in any of the following categories, if not already registered, is required to be registered 

under this Act, namely:-  

(a) a manufacturer who is not running a cottage industry; 

(e) a wholesaler, dealer or distributor; and  

(f) a person who is required, under any other Federal law or Provincial law, to be registered for the 

purpose of any duty or tax collected or paid as if it were a levy of sales tax to be collected under the 

Act. 

Contrary to the above law, scrutiny of record revealed that one hundred fifty five (155) persons 

under the jurisdiction of Federal Board of Revenue (FBR), were either engaged in taxable supplies 

(made supplies) or purchased supplies (taxable activity). The persons were liable to be registered under 

the Sales Tax Act, 1990 and have to pay sales tax leviable thereon. The tax authorities failed to register 

the persons under the Sales Tax Act, 1990. This resulted in potential loss of government revenue. 

The lapse was pointed out to the department during April and May, 2021. The 

Department reported that the process for the compulsory registration is under way which will 

be finalized soon. 

DAC in its meeting held in December 2021 directed to expedite the process of 

compulsory registration under the law and submit a detailed report in this regard to Audit & 

FBR within 30 days. 

Audit recommends compulsory registration the persons/potential taxpayers and 

initiation of legal action for recovery of government dues. 

[DPs 20510/ST, 20202/ST, 20215/ST, 20562/ST,  

20573/ST, 20615/ST, 20826/ST & 20616/ST (North)] 

 

6.2.3.5 Potential loss of revenue due to non-invoking provisions of Section 111 of the Income Tax 

Ordinance, 2001  

According to section 41(1) read with Section 111 of the income tax ordinance 2001 

agricultural income derived by a person shall be exempt from tax under this Ordinance, where 

a taxpayer explains the nature and source of the amount credited or the investment made, 

money or valuable article owned or funds from which the expenditure was made, by way of 
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agricultural income, such explanation shall be accepted to the extent of agricultural income 

worked back on the basis of agricultural income tax paid under the relevant provincial law.  

Scrutiny of income tax return record of taxpayers for the tax year 2020 under the 

jurisdiction of four (04) formation of southern region of Federal Board of Revenue (i.e. RTO-

I, RTO-II Karachi, RTO Hyderabad and RTO Sukkur), it has been observed that the seven 

hundred and nineteen (719) taxpayer claimed exemption of agricultural income under section 

41 of the income tax ordinance 2001 amounting to Rs 1,508.29 million for the tax year 2020, 

but evidence of payment of agricultural income tax and land tax on agricultural income as per 

Provincial Law in support of above values were not furnished to the department by the 

taxpayers. Therefore, omission may be justified and evidence for the payment of provincial 

taxes may be furnished to the Audit and in case of failure exemption of agricultural income 

may be withdrawn and taxable income may be reassessed as per Law and recover the income 

tax amounting to Rs 71.46 million.  

Audit recommends that the matter may please be clarified or government revenue, along with 

default surcharge and penalty, be recovered under intimation to Audit. 

[Para 6.2.8 of Thematic Audit Report on BTB (South)] 

7. Departmental responses 

 The FBR department failed to submit the annotated replies till the finalization of this report also 

the DAC meeting was not convened till the finalization of BTB thematic audit report. 

8. Recommendations 

 There is need to: 

 evolve a mechanism to collect information from various institutions to identify potential 

taxpayers on the basis of economic activity. 

 simplification of tax laws and systems  

 document all economic activities. 

 end preferential treatment given to different sectors 

 integrate all supply chain data into FBR Management Information System (MIS)/Tax 

Management System throughout length & breadth of the country. 

 develop and strengthen the control for proper assessment and realization of government 

revenue. 

 expedite digitalization of all processes of tax management 

 finalize legal proceedings against the cases booked by FBR through its NDB (National 

Data Bank) in a given time frame. 

 develop a mechanism for proper oversight of FBR for reconciliation of cases finalized 

by field offices. 

 ensure efficiency, transparency, and accountability in FBR administration in order to 

broaden the tax base. 

 initiate incentives to taxpayers in order to broaden tax base and action be initiated 

against defaulters. 
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 strengthen overall internal control environment of BTB activity to enhance tax base and 

revenue. 

 

9. Conclusion 

No concrete steps were taken by the Government/FBR to document the economy and gradually 

broaden the tax base by inclusion of all informal sectors under the tax net. FBR also failed on following 

accounts 

 Registration of persons having high economic activity liable to be registered under tax 

laws. 

 Digitalization of tax system was also slow and ineffective. 

 Non-initiation/finalization of legal proceedings. 

 Non-pursuance of BTB cases booked by FBR on high economic activity and by its field 

formations. 

 Internal controls environment of BTB activities of the field formations were ineffective 

and inefficient.  

10. References  

 National Sustainable Development Goals Framework 

 FBR website  

 IMF research report 2019 for tax to GDP ratio of world countries  
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DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (PETROLEUM AND NATURAL 

RESOURCES) 

Sectoral Analysis 

Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) administers Petroleum Sector under Rules of 

Business, 1973. It deals with policy formulation, legislation, planning regarding exploration, 

development and production, import and export of petroleum products, matters bearing international 

aspects and administration of the Petroleum Products and Natural Gas Ordinances, 1961 and 1967 

respectively besides assisting Federal Government / Cabinet and its Committees in decision making. 

The sector holds a pre-eminent position in the economy of Pakistan due to the following salient reasons: 

i. With a foreign direct investment of Rs 38,250.750 million (US$ 242.8 million) in FY 2020-21, the 

sector remained one of the leading sources of foreign direct investment.130  

ii. The sector raised significant Non-Tax Revenue for the government amounting to Rs 555,684 

million.131  

iii. Net imports of crude oil, LNG and other petroleum products during the FY 2020-21 remained Rs 

1,783,183 million (US$ 11,357.858 million).132  

Achievement against Targets 

Petroleum Division measures its performance in terms of budget, geological surveys, 

exploration, production and distribution of oil and gas and other energy resources. A review of 

achievement of targets set in Mid-term Budgetary Framework (MTBF) for FYs 2019-20 and 2020-21 

is tabulated below: 

Sr. 

No. 
Item Unit 

2019-20 2020-21 

Target Actual 

% 

Achie-

vement 

Target Actual 

% 

Achie-

vement 

1 Domestic Production 

1.1 Crude Oil M. B 29.39 29.16 99 30.00 27.00 90 

1.2 Gas TCF 1.57 1.46 93 1.43 1.27 88 

1.3 LPG Tons 820,000 784,200 95 753,051 764,775 101 

2 No. of Wells drilled 

2.1 Exploratory  Nos. 52 19 36 44 13 29 

2.2 Development Nos. 40 28 70 36 15 41 

3 Gas Consumers Added 

3.1 SNGPL Nos. 305,450 305,450 100 405,450 262,206 64 

3.2 SSGC Nos. 120,098 124,695 104 125,245 70,687 56 

4 Gas Network Extension by Gas Companies   

4.1 SNGPL Kms 12,100 4,155 34 6,291 2,947 46 

                                                           
130  Pakistan Investment Board Data 2020-21 

131 Petroleum Division Receipts  

132 Annual Analytical Report on External Trade Statistics of Pakistan FY 2020-21 
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4.2 SSGC Kms 1,498 850 56 1,206 593 49 

(Source: Annual Plan 2020-21 and 2021-22 by Planning Commission) 

As can be seen from the above data, the Division has not been able to achieve its targets of 

wells exploration and gas network extension. 

Position of Oil and Gas Reserves  

Oil 

Domestic production remained 27 million barrels against target of 30 million barrels showing 

90% achievement during FY 2020-21. According to Petroleum Division, out of total oil reserves of 

1,234 million barrels, 985 million barrels have already been consumed thus leaving a balance of 249 

million barrels of oil reserves in Pakistan. 

Oil Reserves (Million US Barrels) as on 30th June, 2021 

Province 
Original 

Recoverable 

Cumulative Production 

/ Consumed 

Balance 

Recoverable 
% age 

Baluchistan 1.84 0.24 1.60 0.64 

KPK 264.83 170.59 94.24 37.84 

Punjab 457.43 383.20 74.23 29.81 

Sindh 509.58 430.60 78.98 31.71 

Total 1,233.68 984.63 249.05 100 

   (Source: Data of Petroleum Division) 

Gas 

Pakistan has over 63 TCF reserves of natural gas, out of which around 42 TCF has already been 

consumed. As per Planning Commission, domestic production of gas during FY 2020-21 remained 1.27 

TCF against the target of 1.43 TCF. 

Gas Reserves (TCF) as on 30th June, 2021 

Province 
Original 

Recoverable 

Cumulative 

Production / 

Consumed 

Balance 

Recoverable 
% age 

Baluchistan 20.637 15.182 5.455 26. 

KPK 2.932 1.746 1.186 5 

Punjab 3.977 2.379 1.598 7 

Sindh 35.765 23.053 12.712 60 

Total 63.311 42.36 20.951 100 

       (Source: Petroleum Division) 

Natural gas forms one of the major components of country’s energy mix with 33% of 

indigenous gas, 10% of RLNG and 1% LPG. Incremental increase of 5% per year in the demand for 

natural gas has already exhausted the limited indigenous gas reserves with the passage of time. Rapid 

depletion of existing reserves with no substantial new discovery since 2001 is one of the main reasons 

for ever-widening gap in demand and supply of natural gas in the country. Indigenous production is 
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1.263 TCF per annum against demand of gas about 1.770 TCF133 per annum in the country, thus, leaving 

a deficit of 0.507 TCF per annum. To make good of the total shortfall of 0.507 TCF (1,326 MMCFD), 

0.382 TCF (8.1 million M. Tons) LNG is imported and injected in the system. Share of LNG in the 

natural gas supply has risen to 29% of the total supply of natural gas in the system. Currently, net 

shortfall of 0.125 TCF of gas is managed through curtailment / load management across different sectors 

of the economy. 

Minerals 

Production of main minerals i.e., salt and coal, was 1,351,003 Tons and 348,439 Tons 

respectively for the FY 2019-20134, registering a decrease of 8% in salt and 36% in coal production. 

Reserves of 92 minerals have been found / identified in the country, out of which 50 are exploited on 

commercial basis. Major initiatives have been taken by the Petroleum Division for the uplift of mineral 

sector of Pakistan; Balochistan Minerals Exploration Company Limited was established as a joint 

venture with the Provincial Government in August, 2020 to promote large-scale mining in the Province 

of Balochistan. An investment facilitation project namely Establishment of National Minerals Data 

Center was launched at federal level through PSDP at cost of Rs 295 million to maintain data repository 

encompassing the available geo-technical data and administrative details about granted mineral licenses 

and the areas applied for mining concessions. PMDC remained plagued with administrative and 

structural issues. 

Issues in Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) 

 Supply chain of Petroleum Sector is broadly divided into upstream, midstream and downstream 

segments. Upstream segment contains exploration activities which include conducting geological 

surveys and obtaining land rights and production activities with regard to both onshore and offshore 

drilling.  Midstream activities include the storage, processing and transportation of petroleum products. 

These may include companies that specialize in operating tanker ships, pipelines or storage facilities. 

Downstream segment is closer to end users of petroleum products in the supply chain. Its operations 

involve converting oil and gas into the finished product. These include refining crude oil into gasoline, 

natural gas liquids, diesel and a variety of other petroleum products. Marketing and distribution of these 

products also fall under this category. 

 E&P Sector is regulated by more than one regulator. DG (PC) deals with E&P sector to 

formulate and implement the Petroleum Policies, E&P Rules and Petroleum Concession Agreements. 

Absence of an independent upstream regulator have resulted in in-ordinate delay in extension of leases, 

award / cancellation of blocks and allocations of oil and gas to buyers. Similarly, ineffective monitoring 

of production and sales, partial / non-implementation of Petroleum Policies, PCAs, Rules / Guidelines, 

Field Development Plans of E&P companies etc., can be cited as the reasons for non-allocations of 

crude oil and gas to refineries and Sui companies respectively and non-finalization of GSAs, GPAs and 

COSAs. 

E&P Sector is confronted with multiple challenges that, inter-alia, include slow exploration 

and production of hydrocarbons. Adverse security conditions in the exploration areas cause extra cost, 

damage to assets and disruption of E&P activities. E&P variable costs of low and depleting reserves 

                                                           
133 Petroleum Industry Report – OGRA 2019-20 

134 PMDC Annual Report 2019-20 
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could not be rationalized over the years. Unconventional sources of energy such as shale gas / oil and 

tight gas / oil have not been tapped due to extraordinary high cost and unavailability of service providers 

/ technologies. Multiple projects of E&P companies were either delayed or could not achieve set targets 

of production. In some cases, production was stopped due to unsynchronized installation of storage 

facilities. Further, unnecessary / unjustified procurements caused blockage of funds which ultimately 

led to wasteful expenses.  

GHPL was established to represent GoP as a Working Interest Owner in execution of 

Petroleum Concession Agreements for various exploration blocks with other E&P companies. Major 

purpose of establishment of GHPL was to safeguard the interests of GoP in various Joint Operations 

Agreements meant for exploration, development and production of hydrocarbons by sharing all 

revenues and expenses in proportion of respective shareholdings. GHPL has failed to receive due share 

of revenues from joint ventures despite incurring proportionate expenses.  

Indigenous production of gas is rapidly decreasing. Supply of gas is insufficient against 

increasing demand of gas. During FY 2020-21, gap of 0.507 TCF per annum (1,326 MMCFD) between 

supply and demand was observed. To abridge the supply / demand gap of 0.507 TCF, 0.382 TCF (8.1 

million M.Tons) of LNG was imported during the FY 202-21. Due to less import of LNG below the 

full capacity of terminals, i.e., 1,200 MMCFD which is extendable to further 150 MMCFD, there 

remained a net shortfall of 0.125 TCF (226 MMCFD).  

This shortage of gas could have been mitigated by importing maximum quantity of LNG (up to 

250 MMCFD). Owing to erratic demand of RLNG in the country, LNG procuring agencies i.e., PSO / 

PLL failed to match imports of LNG with demand, leaving the country to face acute gas shortage 

particularly in the winter season.  

Gaps in the policy with regard to “Allocation of Indigenous Gas and RLNG” and prioritization 

of the consumers for sale of scarce indigenous gas has also left the gas companies unable to assess the 

RLNG import / demand in the country.  

Unaccounted for Gas (UFG) has turned out to be a systemic issue that has caused huge losses 

to both Sui companies. UFG of more than 10% (up to 310 MMCFD) has not only worsened the gas 

crisis but also put extra burden of billions of rupees both on the government and the end consumers. 

Both gas companies have failed to plug in the gaps in the system despite special enactments and 

spending huge funds on UFG control activities.  

Duality of legal regimes for indigenous and RLNG for tariff / pricing mechanism is one of the 

many challenges facing by gas sector. Indigenous gas is dealt under OGRA Ordinance, 2002 and gas 

prices are fixed twice in a year whereas RLNG is treated as “Petroleum Product” under Petroleum 

Products Ordinance, 1961 and prices are issued on monthly basis.  Further, transportation of RLNG is 

covered under OGRA Ordinance, 2002 for determination of transportation charges.  

Due to weak contractual framework to govern whole supply chain of RLNG, disputes have 

arisen among the parties to agreements. Both the gas companies have raised claims of billions of rupees 

on account of cost of RLNG and re-gasification charges against each other. Similarly, PSO has claim 

of  

Rs 4,697 million on account of exchange loss against SSGC. OGRA has not been able to finalize 

provisional RLNG prices since July, 2017 due to non-resolution of RLNG related issues. Disputes 

regarding SSGC’s claim of high UFG due to handling of RLNG volumes in its pipeline and cost of 
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RLNG diverted to domestic sector by SNGPL during last three years have also not been resolved till 

the finalization of this report.135 

Public Sector Enterprises i.e., OGDCL, PPL, PSO, SNGPL and SSGC, working under 

Petroleum Division, have found themselves into liquidity crunch due to non / short payment by power 

sector companies. Circular debt has risen to Rs 1,270.162 billion as on November 30, 2021. Further, 

the PSEs have been unable to recover outstanding amounts from other consumers. With stacking of 

receivables, coupled with ever increasing non-development expenditure, PSEs have been left with no 

choice but to go for commercial borrowing to fund their business operations, which in turn has further 

eroded the bottom line of their Profit and Loss statement. Due to non-availability of funds, E&P 

companies remained unable to accelerate exploration and production activities. Similarly, gas 

companies could not complete gas development schemes. SNGPL and SSGC could achieve only 34% 

and 56% of gas network expansion targets respectively during FY 2020-21.  

Oil sector is also facing problems in the face of dual powers of Oil Rules, 1971 and 2016 

between DG (Oil) and OGRA. DG (Oil) convened monthly Product Review Meetings to assess demand 

of petroleum products and allocate local and import quotas to OMCs during the FY 2020-21 but both 

DG (Oil) and OGRA were found reluctant to ensure maintenance of minimum mandatory storage and 

stock of petroleum products. OGRA issued provisional licenses to small OMCs and found granting 

undue extensions despite the fact that companies could not complete their work programme for 

development of marketing infrastructure. Import quotas were also issued to some small OMCs which 

were implemented only to the benefits of the companies in favourable market conditions upsetting the 

demand and supply position. 

Structural issues in the oil regime culminated in countrywide oil shortage in June, 2020. Issues 

such as lack of demarcation of legal powers, defective and ineffective punitive Clauses requiring meagre 

amount of penalties, non-development / non-maintenance of minimum mandatory storage and stock, 

Product Review Meetings (PRM) decisions without legal backing, sale of petroleum products / 

smuggled products by dabba stations / illegal petrol pumps, dumping / hoarding of petroleum products 

and misuse of IFEM due to absence of end-to-end automation and digitization of reporting of whole oil 

supply chain and its monitoring system by DG (Oil) / OGRA remained unresolved.  

Port infrastructure for berthing of vessels and unloading of petroleum products and its 

transportation to interconnected storage facilities of OMCs is insufficient to cater for heavy imports. 

Facilities of three oil piers at Kamari and only one oil terminal at PQA will be insufficient after the 

White Oil Pipeline will be linked with FOTCO for both the Mogas and HSD. These port constraints 

will cause port congestion, disruption in supply chain and imposition of huge demurrages.  

Necessary amendments relating to enhancement of penalty amount against major violations by 

licensees, submission of production programme by refineries and its approval by OGRA, 

implementation of approved production programme by refineries, prior approval of agreements relating 

to supply, purchase, sale and storage of any imported products by OGRA, seven-day prior notice for 

closure or stoppage of operation with reasons could not be finalized by the Petroleum Division in Oil 

Rules, 1971 and Oil Rules, 2016. 

Petroleum Division and OGRA need to address the systemic issues to make PSEs robust, 

transparent, efficient and sustainable.  

                                                           
135 Para 2.4.4.6 
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Chapter-1 

Public Financial Management 

1.1 Issues related to M/o Energy (Petroleum Division) and Geological 

Survey of Pakistan 

Significant paras framed during financial attest audit of Non-Tax Receipts of Ministry of 

Energy (Petroleum Division) and Geological Survey of Pakistan for FY 2020-21 are as under: 

1.1.1 Non-reporting of Royalty on Oil and Gas to Finance Division due to non-availability of 

challans – Rs 8,979.803 million 

According to Para 7(1)(p) of Financial Management and Powers of Principal Accounting 

Officers Regulations, 2021, the Principal Accounting Officer shall be responsible to undertake 

reconciliation with accounting offices on monthly basis related to revenues and expenditure of the 

Division. 

During financial attest audit of receipts administered by DG (PC), Islamabad for the FY 2020-

21, it was observed that the DG (PC) did not carry out reconciliation on regular basis which resulted in 

the following discrepancies: 

i. 130 challans relating to Royalty on Gas amounting to Rs 4,349.631 million were not 

found in the record files / Royalty Register maintained by DG (PC). 

ii. 112 challans relating to Royalty on Oil amounting to Rs 4,630.172 million were not 

found in the record files / Royalty Register maintained by DG (PC).  

 The above challans were neither reconciled by the department with AGPR nor reported to 

Finance Division which showed weakness of internal controls. 

Audit is of the view that negligence of management resulted in non-reporting of receipts to 

Finance Division and non-availability of challans amounting to Rs 8,979.803 million.  

The matter was reported to the management on September 21, 2021. The management in its 

reply dated November 23, 2021 stated that an amount of  

Rs 10,369.63 million had been reported to Finance Division after finalization of reconciliation from 

AGPR, Islamabad and Karachi. Audit contends that reconciliation of revenue figures with AGPR was 

not carried out throughout the financial year. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 08, 2021 directed the management to provide the 

relevant record for verification of Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[ML-04] 

1.1.2 Misclassification due to incorrect-adjustment of receipts relating to previous financial year 

– Rs 2,186.648 million 

  According to Para 7(1)(p) of Financial Management and Powers of Principal Accounting 

Officers Regulations, 2021, the Principal Accounting Officer shall be responsible to undertake 

reconciliation with Accounting Offices on monthly basis related to revenues and expenditure of the 

Division. 
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During financial attest audit of receipts administered by DG (PC), Islamabad for the FY 2020-

21, it was observed that an amount of Rs 2,186.648 million relating to receipts of previous financial 

year was adjusted incorrectly from different heads to Royalty on Oil and Gas to current financial year 

as detailed below: 

  (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Head of Account Booked 

in Previous FY 2019-20 

Transferred to Head of 

Account in Current FY 

Document 

No. (Current 

FY) 

Amount  

1 C03905-Royalty on Oil C03906-Royalty on Gas 100015578 2,334.113 

2 C03906-Royalty on Gas C03905-Royalty on Oil 100015579 (151.585) 

3 
C02906-Registration and 

other Fees from Pakistanis 
C03906-Royalty on Gas 100016549 1.988  

4 
C03506-Industrial Safety - 

Explosives Department 
C03905-Royalty on Oil 100016548 0.057  

5 
C03805-Rent, Rates & 

Taxes 
C03905-Royalty on Oil 100016551 2.075  

Total 2,186.648 

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in booking of receipts under incorrect 

heads and against wrong period, amounting to  

Rs 2,186.648 million. 

The matter was reported to the management on September 21, 2021. The management in its 

reply dated November 23, 2021 stated that these amounts were misclassified by FTO in FY 2019-20 

and the FTO office issued correction memo to AGPR. However, AGPR inadvertently adjusted these 

amounts in FY 2020-21. The reply is not tenable as the issue was pointed out on August 24, 2021 i.e., 

well before the finalization of the accounts but the management failed to rectify the issue of 

misclassification in time. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 08, 2021 directed the management to pursue the 

case with AGPR / CGA / Finance Division for necessary rectification of figures. No further progress 

was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[ML-01] 

1.1.3 Misclassification of Petroleum Levy as Federal Excise Duty –  

Rs 753.768 million 

According to Article 170(1) of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973, the 

accounts of the Federation and of the provinces shall be kept in such form and in accordance with such 

principles and methods as the Auditor-General may, with the approval of the President, prescribe. 

According to Finance Division (Budget Wing), Islamabad OM F.No. A(20)/NTR-2020-1610 dated 

November 24, 2020, Petroleum Levy was required to be deposited into non-tax revenue head of account 

C-03901-Petroleum Levy. 

During the financial attest audit of receipts administered by DG (Oil), Islamabad for the FY 

2020-21, it was observed that an amount of Rs 753.768 million of Petroleum Levy for the month of 
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May, 2021 was deposited by M/s Pakistan Refinery Limited vide CPR No. FE-20210615-0101-

1314237 dated June 15, 2021 into Government account under the head of account ‘B-02485-Federal 

Excise Duty’ instead of depositing the same in the relevant head of account i.e., ‘C-03901-Petroleum 

Levy’. This led to disclosure of inflated figures of B-02485-Federal Excise Duty and understatement of 

Petroleum Levy in the financial statements of Federal Government by Rs 753.768 million.  

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in misclassification of receipts of 

Petroleum Levy which was not included in divisible pool of taxes under NFC Award, 2010 whereas 

Federal Excise Duty is a part of divisible pool tax. This inflated the divisible pool for distribution of 

revenues between Federal Government and Provinces. 

The matter was reported to the management on September 21, 2021. The management in its 

reply dated November 23, 2021 stated that matter for rectification of CPR was taken up with FBR. FBR 

had intimated that rectification at this stage was not admissible. Audit is of the view that this incorrect 

inclusion of Petroleum Levy amount in divisible pool taxes needs adjustment in next year. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 08, 2021 directed the management to take up the 

matter with Finance Division for regularization of misclassification and corresponding adjustment in 

divisible pool of taxes. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[ML-11] 

1.1.4 Un-accounted for receipts relating to Royalty on Oil and Gas and Rent received from E&P 

companies – Rs 674.321 million  

According to Para 7(1)(p) of Financial Management and Powers of Principal Accounting 

Officers Regulations, 2021, the Principal Accounting Officer shall be responsible to undertake 

reconciliation with Accounting Offices on monthly basis related to revenues and expenditure of the 

Division. 

 During financial attest audit of receipts administered by DG (PC), Islamabad for the FY 2020-

21, it was observed that:  

i. 51 challans relating to Royalty on Gas amounting to Rs 458.443 million were available 

as per record files / Royalty Register maintained by DG (PC) but the same were not 

accounted for by AGPR;  

ii. 28 challans relating to Royalty on Oil amounting to Rs 179.683 million were available 

as per record files / Royalty Register maintained by DG (PC) but the same were not 

accounted for by AGPR; and  

iii. 20 challans relating to Rent received from E&P companies amounting to  

Rs 36.195 million were available as per record maintained by DG (PC) but the same 

were not accounted for by AGPR. 

This resulted in non-accountal / non-disclosure of receipts aggregating to  

Rs 674.321 million in financial statements of Federal Government. It also showed that effective 

reconciliation was not carried out by the PAO. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in un-accounted for receipts in financial 

statements. 
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The matter was reported to the management on September 21, 2021. The management in its 

reply dated November 23, 2021 stated that credit verification from FTO after booking of revenue figures 

by FTO / AGPR would be provided to Audit for verification.  

The DAC in its meeting held on December 08, 2021 directed the management to provide the 

verified challans within two weeks. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[ML-05] 

1.1.5 Non-existence of system for assessing the due receipts and non-availability of source 

documents 

According to Para 7(1)(p) of Financial Management and Powers of Principal Accounting 

Officers Regulations, 2021, the principal accounting officer shall be responsible to undertake 

reconciliation with accounting offices on monthly basis related to revenues and expenditure of the 

division.  

During financial attest audit of receipts administered by DG (Oil), Islamabad for the FY 2020-

21, it was observed that there was no mechanism available in the Ministry for assessment and collection 

of receipts. The department relied only on the information provided by the concerned companies i.e., 

challans / CPRs. Further, receipts of Petroleum Levy were reconciled by DG (Oil) at Lahore and Karachi 

which covered 20% of the total Petroleum Levy while for the remaining levy, reconciliation was carried 

out by FBR (RTO) Islamabad and Customs Houses at Karachi, Hyderabad and Quetta but the source 

documents i.e., challans, CPRs or GDs were not available with the department. Out of total source / 

primary documents of Petroleum Levy covering Rs 424 billion, documents covering only Rs 173 billion 

were available with the department. The department considered only those receipts which were reflected 

in those challans and did not evaluate the due receipts of the department. 

Audit is of the view that in the absence of mechanism for cross verification of receipts reported 

by oil companies, the management could not ensure the deposit of due amounts.  

The matter was reported to the management on September 21, 2021. The management in its 

reply dated November 23, 2021 stated that FBR and Customs Authorities collected the receipts and 

reconciled with AGPR.  The final figures of receipts were also reconciled with the AGPR by DG 

(Oil). Audit contended that reconciliation exercise was not based on source documents. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 08, 2021 directed the management to develop a 

mechanism for assessing the due receipts and ensure availability of source documents. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[ML-8] 
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Chapter-2 

Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) 

2.1       Petroleum Division 

2.1.1(A) Introduction 

The Ministry of Energy was created in August, 2017 after merging Ministry of Petroleum and 

Natural Resources with the Power Division of the Ministry of Water and Power. The Ministry has two 

Divisions - Petroleum and Power, each being administered by a Federal Secretary. The Petroleum 

Division is responsible for coordinating the development of natural resources of energy and minerals in 

Pakistan. It aims to ensure, secure and make available sustainable energy supply for economic 

development as well as facilitate and promote exploration and production of oil, gas and mineral 

resources in the country. The Petroleum Division also collects a number of receipts of the Government 

of Pakistan through DG (PC), DG (Oil), DG (Gas) and DG (LGs). DG (PC) deals with receipts of 

Royalty on Oil and Gas, Rent of Lease / License area, Marine Research Fee and Production Bonus etc. 

DG (Oil) deals with Petroleum Levy, Discount retained on local crude oil price and Windfall Levy on 

crude oil. DG (Gas) deals with Gas Development Surcharge and Gas Infrastructure Development Cess 

whereas DG (Special Projects) coordinates between different directorates of Petroleum Division for 

implementation of the decisions of Cabinet and its committees. Geological Survey of Pakistan (GSP) is 

an attached department of the Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) which is primarily responsible 

for collection and dissemination of geological information so that the geological resources could be best 

exploited and utilized. Department of Explosive is an attached department of the Ministry which 

implements the enactments and policies of the Government. It is technical-cum-administrative 

department and its main objective is to enhance the public safety within the licensed premises. 

Hydrocarbon Development Institute of Pakistan - an autonomous Research and Development 

organization under the Petroleum Division – is responsible for testing of petroleum products and 

inspection of CNGs Stations. 

 

 

Audit profile of Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) is under: 

   (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

 No. of 

Entities 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited 

FY 2020-21 

Revenue / 

Receipts audited 

FY 2020-21 

1 
Ministry of Energy 

(Petroleum Division) 
4 2 1,212.253 556,345.543 

2 

Autonomous Bodies / 

PSEs etc., under the 

PAO  

14 8 3,142,251.516 3,132,325.109 

(Detail is at Annexure-2) 

(B) Comments on Budget and Accounts 
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A comparison of revised estimates and actual receipts of the Ministry for the FY 2020-21 is 

tabulated as follows: 

             (Rs in million) 

Nature of Receipts 

Original 

Target 

2020-21 

Revised 

Target 

2020-21 

Collection 

2020-21 

Difference from Revised 

Target 

Absolute  Percentage 

1 2 3 4 5 (4-3) 6 

Petroleum Levy 450,000 500,000 424,856 -75,144 -15 

Gas Development Surcharge 10,000 27,000 22,523 -4,477 -17 

Royalty on Oil 23,000 26,000 22,406 -3,594 -14 

Royalty on Gas 53,812 57,000 48,511 -8,489 -15 

Discount Retained on Local 

Crude Oil 
17,000 16,000 10,332 -5,668 -35 

Windfall Levy 8,000 6,000 3,028 -2,972 -50 

Gas Infrastructure 

Development Cess 
15,000 25,000 19,439 -5,561 -22 

Petroleum Levy on LPG 5,516 4,772 3,556 -1,216 -25 

Others  500 500 1,033 533 107 

Total 582,828 662,272 555,684 -106,588 -16 

 

             (Source: Explanatory Memorandum of Federal Receipts 2021-2022 and Financial Statements of Federal Government for FY 2020-21) 

The Ministry collected receipts of Rs 555,684 million during the FY 2020-21 against revised 

estimates of Rs 662,272 million. It showed overall less collection of Rs 106,588 million (-16%) as 

compared with the revised estimates of the receipts. There was less collection in all heads of receipts 

except others as compared with the revised estimates. 

 

 A comparison of actual receipts between the FYs 2019-20 and 2020-21 is tabulated as 

follows: 

               (Rs in million) 

Nature of Receipts 
Collection Difference 

FY 2020-21 FY 2019-20 Absolute Percentage 

1 2 3 4 (2-3) 5 

Petroleum Levy 424,856 303,461 121,395 40 

Gas Development Surcharge  22,523 13,966 8,557 61 

Royalty on Oil 22,406 28,393 -5,987 -21 

Royalty on Gas 48,511 50,981 -2,470 -5 
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Discount Retained on Local 

Crude Oil Price 
10,332 13,456 -3,124 -23 

Windfall levy 3,028 5,175 -2,147 -41 

Gas Infrastructure 

Development Cess 
19,439 9,346 10,093 108 

Petroleum Levy on LPG 3,556 3,247 309 10 

Others  1,033 547 486 89 

Total 555,684 428,571 127,112 30 

(Source: Financial Statements of the Federal Government for the FYs 2019-20 and 2020-21) 

The table shows increase in overall collection of Rs 127,112 million (30%) in receipts 

administered by the Petroleum Division during the FY 2020-21 as compared with receipts during FY 

2019-20. However, Windfall Levy, Discount Retained on Local Crude Oil Price and Royalty on Oil 

have witnessed a decrease of 21%, 23% and 41% respectively. 

2.1.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

Audit observations amounting to Rs 401,404.126 million were raised in this report during the 

current audit of Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division). This also includes recoverable amount of Rs 

68,371.286 million as pointed out by Audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is 

as follows: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

   (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Classification Amount 

1 Irregularities - 

A Assessment and Realization of GIDC and GDS 389,652.233 

B Assessment and Realization of Petroleum Levy 428.601 

C Assessment and Realization of Royalties on Crude Oil and Gas 10,877.600 

2 Others 445.692 

2.1.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Directives 

Compliance 

Reported 

Compliance 

Awaited 

% age of 

Compliance 

1990-91 04 04 - 100 

1991-92 01 01 - 100 

1992-93 04 04 - 100 

1993-94 01 01 - 100 

1994-95 01 01 - 100 

1995-96 01 01 - 100 

1996-97 05 05 - 100 

1997-98 03 03 - 100 

1998-99 15 15 - 100 

1999-00 04 04 - 100 
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2000-01 06 - 06 0 

2001-02 01 - 01 0 

2002-03 01 - 01 0 

2003-04 01 01 - 100 

2004-05 03 - 03 0 

2005-06 02 01 01 50 

2006-07 - - - 0 

2007-08 04 - 04 0 

2008-09 16 10 06 63 

2009-10 11 - 11 0 

2010-11 28 21 07 75 

2011-12 27 12 15 44 

2012-13 30 10 20 33 

2013-14 38 17 21 45 

2014-15 24 9 15 38 

2015-16 33 7 26 21 

2016-17 26 1 25 4 

2017-18 30 05 25 17 

2018-19 05 01 04 20 

2019-20 - - - No PAC 

2020-21 - - - No PAC 

Total 325 134 191 41 

The table shows lacklustre compliance of PAC directives in recent years. The Division, 

therefore, needs to take the issue of non-compliance of PAC directives seriously to improve the current 

position. 
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2.1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

DG (Gas) 

Assessment and Realization of GIDC and GDS  

2.1.4.1 Non-utilization of Gas Infrastructure Development Cess -  

Rs 322,308.775 million 

According to Section 4(1) of the Gas Infrastructure Development Cess Act, 2015, the Cess shall 

be utilized by the Federal Government for or in connection with infrastructure development of Iran-

Pakistan Pipeline Project (IP), Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India (TAPI) Pipeline Project, LNG 

or other ancillary projects. Further, the Honourable Supreme Court of Pakistan, in its judgment dated 

August 13, 2020, restrained the Federal Government from charging Cess until the Cess already collected 

and accrued till July 31, 2020 was expended on the projects listed in Section 4 of the GIDC Act, 2015. 

The apex court further directed the Federal Government to take all steps to commence work on the 

laying of the North-South, TAPI and IP pipelines within six months.  

During audit of DG (Gas), Islamabad for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that DG (Gas) 

collected GIDC amounting to Rs 325,127.433 million up to June 30, 2021. Out of total collections, the 

Government could only utilize an amount of Rs 2,818.658 million on development of gas infrastructure. 

This resulted in non-utilization of Rs 322,308.775 million as detailed below: 

          (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Company 

Amount of GIDC recovered 

since inception of GIDC 

1 SSGC 63,635.645 

2 SNGPL 97,392.908 

3 MPCL 115,613.994 

4 PPL 17,614.735 

5 OGDCL 30,870.151 

Total 325,127.433 

Utilized amount of GIDC 2,818.658 

Unutilized balance amount of GIDC 322,308.775 

Audit is of the view that poor project management resulted in non-utilization of GIDC 

amounting to Rs 322,308.775 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated September 8, 2021 stated that ISGS had obtained approval of pipeline route of North-South 

Pipeline project from Ministry of Defence and first technical session was held in August, 2021. Further, 

TAPI host Government Agreement was currently being negotiated, approval for early works (Heads of 

Terms) was in process and draft MOU on Land Acquisition Service Agreement was under review. 

Moreover, Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) had also sought views of Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs on the resumption of engagement for Iran Pakistan Gas Pipeline Project vide letter dated 

February 12, 2021 but the response was awaited. The reply of the management is not tenable because 

Honourable Supreme Court of Pakistan directed the Federal Government to take all steps for laying of 
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the North-South, TAPI and IP pipelines within six months but no progress was made by the Federal 

Government so far.  

The DAC in its meeting held on December 8, 2021 directed the Petroleum Division / DG (Gas) 

to expedite the utilization of GIDC. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to ensure utilization of GIDC on the development of gas infrastructure 

projects.  

[DP No. 1445] 

2.1.4.2 Delayed / Non-realization of Gas Development Surcharge (GDS) –  

Rs 42,959.382 million 

According to Section 3 of the Natural Gas Development Surcharge Ordinance, 1967, every 

company shall collect and pay to the Federal Government a development surcharge equal to differential 

margin, in respect of gas sold by it. Further, as per amended Natural Gas Development Surcharge (GDS) 

Rules, 1967, GDS was payable by the company within one month of the receipts from the consumer. 

During audit of DG (Gas), Islamabad for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that DG (Gas) did 

not realize GDS amounting to Rs 42,959.382 million from various companies in respect of gas sold to 

fertilizer / power companies and other consumers as detailed below:  

 

   (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Company 

Outstanding 

Amount 

1 PPL 18,530.958 

2 MPCL 12,821.758 

3 SSGC 11,606.666 

Total  42,959.382 

Further, no time limit had been prescribed for companies to pay the GDS collected from 

consumer. This had given leeway to companies to withheld GDS. 

Audit is of the view that weak monitoring by DG (Gas) and gaps in Rules resulted in non-

realization of GDS amounting to Rs 42,959.382 million in time. 

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated September 8, 2021 stated that cases of PPL and MPCL pertained to circular debt and the matter 

was being pursued vigorously. In case of SSGC, GDS payable was adjusted against the negative GDS. 

However, to cater for negative GDS, amendments in the Ordinance were drafted and sent to Law 

Division for vetting. The reply is not tenable because GDS, being a provincial receipt, had no connection 

with circular debt issue and its retention by the companies was not justified. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 8, 2021 directed the management to expedite the 

recovery and to finalize the amendments in GDS Ordinance within three months. No further progress 

was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends expeditious recovery of outstanding amount on priority basis besides 

finalization of amendments in the GDS Ordinance to fix the legal gap. 
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[DP No. 1444] 

2.1.4.3 Non-realization of Gas Infrastructure Development Cess –  

Rs 2,127.294 million and mark-up on late payment – Rs 11,574.272 million 

 According to Section 3(1) of the Gas Infrastructure Development Cess Act, 2015, the Cess shall 

be levied and charged by the Federal Government from gas consumers or the company at the rates 

provided in second Schedule to this Act. Further, Honourable Supreme Court of Pakistan, in its 

judgment dated August 13, 2020, restrained the Federal Government from charging the Cess w.e.f 

August 01, 2020 and directed that all arrears of “Cess” that became due up to July 31, 2020 and had not 

been recovered so far would be recovered from their consumers by the companies responsible under 

GIDC Act, 2015 in twenty-four equal monthly instalments starting from August 01, 2020 without 

component of late payment surcharge. The late payment surcharge would only become payable for the 

delays that may occur in the payment of any of the twenty-four instalments. Further, according to 

Section 3(3) of the Gas Infrastructure Development Cess Act, 2015, markup at the rate of four percent 

above three months KIBOR prescribed by the Federal Government shall be payable by the gas consumer 

or the company on any amount due under sub-Section (1), if the said amount is not paid by the said gas 

consumer or by the said company respectively within the prescribed time. 

 During audit of DG (Gas), Islamabad for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that an amount of 

Rs 2,127.294 million was not recovered from various companies for the month of July, 2020. This 

resulted in non-realization of GIDC amounting to Rs 2,127.294 million. Further, as per direction of the 

apex court, an amount of Rs 227,038 million on account of GIDC was recoverable in eleven instalments 

up to June 30, 2021. However, DG (Gas) could only recover  

Rs 18,569 million till June 30, 2021, leaving a balance of Rs 208,469 million. Mark-up of Rs 11,574.272 

million on delayed / non-payment of instalments was also not recovered. This resulted in non-realization 

of mark-up amounting to  

Rs 11,574.272 million. The details of outstanding amount of GIDC of  

Rs 2,127.294 million for the month of July, 2020 and markup on late payment of GIDC of Rs 

11,574.272 million are as under: 

Outstanding amount of GIDC for the month of July, 2020 

          (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Company 

Outstanding amount of GIDC 

for the month of July, 2020 

1 SNGPL 1,023.532 

2 OGDCL 474.157 

3 PPL 314.059 

4 MPCL 285.024 

5 SSGC 30.522 

Total 2,127.294 

 

 

Non-realization of markup on late payment of GIDC 
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         (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Company 

Outstanding markup on late 

payment of GIDC from 

August, 2020 to June, 2021 

1 OGDCL 5.674 

2 SNGPL 3,513.603 

3 SSGC 4,597.694 

4 MPCL 3,132.692 

5 PPL 324.609 

Total 11,574.272 

 Audit is of the view that weak supervisory controls by DG (Gas) resulted in non-realization of 

GIDC and mark-up on late payment of GIDC aggregating to Rs 13,701.566 million.  

 The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The department in its reply dated 

September 8, 2021 stated that some consumers had filed petitions in the High Courts and got stay orders 

on recovery / billing, therefore, GIDC and markup thereof could not be recovered. Moreover, another 

application seeking clarification of recovery in 48 instalments from defaulting consumers was pending 

in the Supreme Court of Pakistan. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on December 8, 2021 directed the management to pursue the court 

cases vigorously besides provision of details of court cases for verification of Audit.  

 Audit recommends recovery of the outstanding amount of GIDC along with mark-up / late 

payment surcharge, pursue the court cases vigorously besides provision of detail of court cases to Audit. 

[DP No. 1446] 

2.1.4.4 Inadmissible adjustment of Gas Development Surcharge - Rs 10,682.51 million 

According to Section 3 of the Natural Gas Development Surcharge Ordinance, 1967, every 

company shall collect and pay to the Federal Government a development surcharge equal to differential 

margin, in respect of gas sold by it.  

During audit of DG (Gas), Islamabad for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that DG (Gas) did 

not recover Gas Development Surcharge amounting to Rs 2,644.216 million and Rs 8,038.294 million 

from M/s MPCL and SNGPL respectively. The shortfall in payment of GDS occurred due to 

inadmissible adjustments of negative GDS against GDS payable. However, no such adjustment was 

allowed under the GDS Ordinance yet this practice was allowed year after year.  

Audit is of the view that weak regulatory oversight by DG (Gas) resulted in inadmissible 

adjustment of GDS amounting to Rs 10,682.51 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated September 8, 2021 stated that amendments in the Ordinance to cater for negative GDS and 

adjustment on account of difference of sales price and prescribed price had been sent to Law Division 

for vetting. The reply is not tenable because no such adjustment is admissible under the enactment in 

vogue. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 8, 2021 directed the management to expedite the 

amendments in GDS Ordinance within three months in the light of PAC Directives. 
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Audit recommends to expedite the amendment in GDS Ordinance besides stopping this practice 

forthwith.  

[DP No. 1443] 

DG (Oil) 

Assessment and Realization of Petroleum Levy  

2.1.4.5 Short-realization of Petroleum Levy due to application of incorrect rate – Rs 417.669 million 

According to Section 3 of Petroleum Products (Development Surcharge) Ordinance, 1961, read 

with Section 3A(2)(b), every company, refinery and licensee is obliged to pay a Petroleum Levy to the 

Federal Government at prescribed rates in the same manner as an import duty is payable under the 

Customs Act, 1969. According to Section 30(b) of the Customs Act, 1969, in the case of goods cleared 

from a warehouse under Section 104, the rate of duty applicable shall be the rate of duty on the date on 

which a bill of entry or goods declaration for clearance of such goods is manifested. If the duty is not 

paid within seven days of the goods declaration being manifested, the rate of duty applicable shall be 

the rate of duty on the date on which the duty is actually paid. 

During audit of DG (Oil), Islamabad for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that M/s Hascol 

Petroleum Ltd. paid Petroleum Levy on imported MS and HSD after seven days of filing the GD. 

Further, M/s Hascol paid the Petroleum Levy at the rate prevailing on the date of filing of GDs instead 

of the rate applicable on the date of payment. Similarly, 04 other OMCs i.e., PSO, APL, GO and Exceed 

Petroleum got the POL products cleared on payment of Petroleum Levy on the rates prevailing prior to 

GDs’ filing which was contradictory to Section 30(b) of the Ordinance and the Act ibid. This resulted 

in short-realization of Petroleum Levy of Rs 417.669 million. 

Audit is of the view that weak monitoring by DG (Oil) resulted in short-realization of Petroleum 

Levy of Rs 417.669 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in September, 2020. The management in its reply 

explained that Rs 14.33 million had been recovered and verified by Audit. Further, FBR vide its letter 

C.No.1(6)L&P/2008 dated May 19, 2015 did not agree with the opinion of Ministry of Law where in it 

was stated that applicable date for rate of Petroleum Levy would be date of physical removal of the 

products and not the date of filing of Ex-Bond GD under Customs Act, 1969. Audit also holds that the 

clarification issued by the Ministry of Law was clearly in contradiction to Section 3A(2)(b) of Petroleum 

Products (Development Surcharge) Ordinance, 1961 and Section 30(b) of Customs Act, 1969 which 

require application of Petroleum Levy rate of ex-bond GD filling date. Therefore, removal of POL 

products from warehouse before GD filling and payment of Government dues was against the Law.  

The DAC in its meeting held on December 8, 2021 directed the DG (Oil) to share copy of 

reference sent to Law Division regarding relevant date for Petroleum Levy rate. No further progress 

was report till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends recovery of outstanding amount on account of Petroleum Levy under the 

law.  

[DP Nos. 1454, 1455, 1457, 1461 &1462] 

2.1.4.6 Short payment of Petroleum Levy due to application of incorrect rates - Rs 10.932 million 

As per orders of Honourable Sindh High Court dated October 29, 2021, the Petroleum Levy is 

to be charged and paid on the basis of Notification issued by the Ministry of Petroleum, Government of 

Pakistan from time to time and its applicability and determination has no nexus with filing of GD 

(except the mode and manners of its collection and payment) if any, or for that matter with fixation of 
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rate of Customs Duty pursuant to filing of Goods Declaration under Section 30 of Customs Act, 1969. 

The Petroleum Levy is to be charged / levied and paid at the rate(s) as notified under the Petroleum 

Products Ordinance 1961 and as prevalent at the time of actual payment of the same along with Customs 

Duty. Further, according to Section 30(b) of Customs Act, 1969, in the case of goods cleared from a 

warehouse under Section 104, the rate of duty applicable shall be the rate of duty on the date on which 

a bill of entry or goods declaration for clearance of such goods is manifested. If the duty is not paid 

within seven days of the goods declaration being manifested, the rate of duty applicable shall be the 

rate of duty on the date on which the duty is actually paid. 

During audit of DG (Oil), Islamabad for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that in 10 cases, 03 

OMCs namely Hascol Petroleum, Askar Oil Services, and Quality-1 Petroleum paid Petroleum Levy 

on imported HSD after seven days of filling of GDs and at the rates applicable on day of filing of GDs 

instead of rates prevailing on the date of payment which resulted in short payment of Petroleum Levy. 

In 07 out of 10 cases, date of payment was during March and April, 2021 i.e., Petroleum Levy was 

payable on the date of payment in the light of Court’s orders but was paid considering removal of 

products from bonded warehouse, resulting in short payment of Rs 2.157 million. In remaining 03 cases, 

Petroleum Levy was paid after 05 and 08 months of GD filing resulting in short payment of Rs 7.975 

million and Rs 0.8 million respectively. This resulted in short payment of Petroleum Levy of Rs 10.932 

million. 

Audit is of the view that weak monitoring by DG (Oil) resulted in short payment of Petroleum 

Levy of Rs 10.932 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that Rs 0.80 million were under recovery while in remaining cases response was awaited from 

OMCs. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 8, 2021 directed the management to expedite the 

recovery of Petroleum Levy. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends recovery of outstanding amount on account of Petroleum Levy besides 

improving the effectiveness of monitoring. 

[DP Nos. 1458 &1460] 

DG (PC) 

Assessment and Realization of Royalty on Crude Oil and Gas 

2.1.4.7 Non-realization of Royalty and fine on late payment of Royalty  

Rs 10,720.23 million 

According to the Regulation of Mines and Oil fields and Mineral Development (Government 

Control) Act, 1948 read with Rules 28, 36, 68 (a), 35 and 38 of Pakistan Petroleum (Exploration and 

Production) Rules, 1949, 1986, 2001 and 2009, holder of a lease shall pay a Royalty at the rate of 12.5% 

of the wellhead value of the petroleum produced and saved within two months, 10 days and 45 days 

respectively of the expiry of the calendar month in question. However, according to Rule 38(3) of 

Pakistan Petroleum (Exploration & Production) Rules, 2009, a fine at the rate of LIBOR plus 2% shall 

be imposed if Royalty is not paid within 45 days of the end of the month of production. 

During audit of DG (PC), Islamabad for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that DG (PC) did not 

recover Royalty on Oil and Gas from nine E&P companies in 40 fields. This resulted in non-realization 

of Royalty amounting to  

Rs 10,719.516 million. Further, M/s Spud Energy defaulted on account of payments of Royalty 
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pertaining to previous year but DG (PC) did not initiate any action except issuing a letter for realization 

of Royalty. In another case, DG (PC) did not recover fine on late payment of Royalty on Oil and Gas 

from GHPL in Gambat South Block under E&P Rules, 2009. This resulted in non-realization of Royalty 

and subsequent fine amounting to Rs 0.672 million.  

Audit is of the view that weak monitoring and non-compliance of Rules resulted in non-

realization of Royalty and fine on late payment of Royalty amounting to Rs 10,720.23 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 23, 2021 explained that an amount of Rs 1,748 million had been recovered whereas 

Rs 165 million were not due. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 8, 2021 directed the management to provide the 

credit verification of recovered amount of Rs 1,748 million and settled the para to the extent of Rs 165 

million as not due besides recovery of the balance amount. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to recover the Royalty and fine besides improving monitoring to avoid such 

instances in future. 

[DP No. 1448] 

2.1.4.8  Non / short-deposit of Social Welfare Obligation - Rs 68.898 million 

According to Annexure-VII of the Pakistan Petroleum (Exploration and Production) Policy, 

1994 and other policies introduced from time to time read with Clause 4 of Revised Social Welfare 

Guidelines, 2017, E&P companies will open a joint bank account with the concerned DCOs / DCs and 

will deposit the Social Welfare Contribution within one month of signing of PCA and subsequently by 

31st January each year.  

During audit of DG (PC), Islamabad for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that DG (PC) failed 

to monitor seven E&P companies who did not deposit or short deposit Social Welfare Obligation in 

respect of 30 blocks. This resulted in non / short-realization of Social Welfare Obligation amounting to 

Rs 68.898 million (US$ 418,073 @ Rs 164.80) (Annexure-4). 

Audit is of the view that ineffective monitoring by DG (PC) resulted in non / short-deposit of 

Social Welfare Obligations amounting to Rs 68.898 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 23, 2021 stated that an amount of  

Rs 28.45 million had been recovered whereas recovery of balance amount was in process.  

The DAC in its meeting held on December 8, 2021 directed the management to provide the 

bank statement showing deposit of amount and its conversion into US$ for verification of Audit 

besides pursuance of recovery of the balance amount. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends recovery of the Social Welfare Obligation besides improving monitoring 

system. 

[DP No. 1447] 
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2.1.4.9 Blockage of Government revenue due to non-realization of License and Lease Rent from 

E&P companies and non-renewal of License / Lease –  

Rs 46.917 million 

According to Pakistan Petroleum (Exploration and Production) Rules 1986, 2001, 2009 & 

2013, the licensee shall pay to the Government annually an advance Rent, at rates prescribed therein. 

Further, according to Pakistan Petroleum (Exploration and Production) Rules 1949, 1986 & 2001, the 

Government may renew the lease for a period, not exceeding periods that was prescribed in rules, if 

commercial production is continuing at the time of the application. 

During audit of DG (PC), Islamabad for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that in 18 licenses 

and 04 leases, the Rent was neither demanded by DG (PC) nor paid by the concerned E&P companies. 

This resulted in non-realization of Rent amounting to Rs 38.182 million. Further, DG (PC) did not 

renew the lease / licenses of 22 fields, where the commercial production had already been started. This 

resulted in blockage of Government revenue of Rs 8.735 million.  

Audit is of the view that weak monitoring by the DG (PC) resulted in non-realization of Rent 

and blockage of Government revenue of Rs 46.917 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 23, 2021 explained that an amount of Rs 2.19 million had been recovered and recovery 

of the balance amount was being pursued.  

The DAC in its meeting held on December 8, 2021 directed the management to provide the 

credit verification of the recovered amount to Audit for verification besides recovery of balance amount. 

No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends recovery of License and Lease Rent besides improving monitoring system. 

[DP No. 1449] 

2.1.4.10 Loss due to unauthorized extension and waiver of Lease Extension Bonus – Rs 41.555 

million 

According to Rule 35 of Pakistan Petroleum (Exploration and Production) Rules, 2013, after 

the expiry of a lease period, the Authority may renew or re-grant, as the case may be, the lease for up 

to a further five years, provided the lease holder agrees, at least one year prior to the expiry of the lease 

period, to pay 15% of wellhead value of petroleum produced to the Federal Government. Further, 

according to Rule 69(2) of Pakistan Petroleum (Exploration and Production) Rules, 1986, when a lease 

has expired or has been surrendered wholly or partly, or the use of installations and facilities has come 

to an end, the Government has the right to take over the permanent installations including related 

equipment in the lease area which are necessary for the production of petroleum. This also comprises 

pipeline transportation and related facilities installed by the holder to secure shipment of Petroleum. 

During audit of DG (PC), Islamabad for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that DG (PC) allowed 

PPL to retain the Mazrani field after the expiry of the lease and waived off the 15% of the value of the 

petroleum produced and saved on the ground that the field was not economically viable for production 

at the current gas price. DG (PC) extended the favour by invoking the Section 5 of the Regulation of 

Mines and Oil fields and Mineral Development (Government Control) Act, 1948. Audit holds that 

extension in the lease period beyond its prescribed limit and waving off the lease extension bonus was 

not allowed under the Rule ibid. Further, unauthorised waiver off Lease Extension Bonus of  

Rs 41.555 million by the DG (PC) from Mazrani field was prejudice to the interests of the respective 

Provincial Governments. 
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Audit is of the view that DG (PC) waived off Lease Extension Bonus of Rs 41.555 million 

without any authority. 

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 23, 2021 explained that the DG (PC) had delegated power to get the lease extended on 

quarterly basis and the field was not commercially viable due to which it was decided to waive off the 

Lease Extension Bonus. The reply is not tenable as under prevalent rules, extension for lease was 

required to be submitted one year prior to the expiry to the lease agreement. If, at all, the subject field 

was not commercially and technically viable, there was no point to award extension of the subject lease 

on quarterly basis on more than one occasion. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 8, 2021 directed the management to get the relevant 

record verified from Audit within 15 days. No further progress was reported till finalization of this 

report. 

Audit recommends to justify the undue grant of extension and initiate action for recovery of 

lease extension bonus.  

[DP No. 1453] 

2.1.4.11 Un-authorized production from Fateh Shah North Field 

According to Rule 32 of Pakistan Petroleum (Exploration and Production) Rules 1986, upon 

application from the holder, the Government may renew the lease for a period, not exceeding five years, 

if commercial production is continuing at the time of the application. Further, according to Rule 69(2) 

of Pakistan Petroleum (Exploration and Production) Rules, 1986, when a lease has expired or has been 

surrendered wholly or partly, or the use of installations and facilities has come to an end, the 

Government has the right to take over the permanent installations including related equipment in the 

lease area which are necessary for the production of Petroleum. This also comprises pipeline 

transportation and related facilities installed by the holder to secure shipment of Petroleum. 

During audit of DG (PC), Islamabad for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that DG (PC) withheld 

extension of Fateh Shah North block despite the fact that the field had reserves of 1 BCF, as submitted 

by M/s UEPL vide letter dated June 14, 2018. Earlier M/s UEPL applied for the extension of 

Development and Production lease of Fateh Shah North on January 27, 2015. Subsequently, reminders 

dated December 17, 2018 and March 19, 2020 along with a forward plan were also submitted but request 

for extension was not processed despite lapse of a period of seven years without recording any reason. 

In-decision with regard to request of the E&P company resulted in un-authorized production from the 

field. DG (PC) neither renewed the lease nor took over the expired lease under the Rules. This resulted 

in un-authorized production from the lease area.  

Audit is of the view that negligence and in-decision of DG (PC) resulted in loss to Government 

due to non-taking over the permanent installations and un-authorized production from the lease. 

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 23, 2021 explained that the subject field was under review in the office of DG (PC). 

The reply of the management is not tannable as DG (PC) has not been able to decide the subject matter 

of extension of development and production lease after lapse of seven years. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 8, 2021 directed the management to get the field 

reviewed at the earliest and share the outcomes with Audit. DAC further directed to get the obligations 

paid by the Operator verified from Audit within 15 days. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 
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Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

 [DP No. 1451] 

Others 

Department of Explosives 

2.1.4.12 Non-recovery of outstanding annual renewal difference of fee from M/s Wah Nobel - Rs 

441 million  

Ministry of Industries & Production revised rates of fee for manufacture and use of Ammonium 

Nitrate Fuel Oil Mixture vide U.O. No. 7(9)/98-Dev.II dated May 08, 2000. 

During audit of DG, Department of Explosives, Islamabad for the FY 2020-21, it was observed 

that the department did not recover the difference of annual renewal fee amounting to Rs 441 million 

from M/s Wah Nobel for the period from 2000 to 2011. This resulted in non-recovery of annual renewal 

fee amounting to Rs 441 million as detailed below: 

Sr. 

No. 
Description Amount 

1 Quantity manufactured of ANFO  4000 M/T = 4,000,000 Kg 

2 Fee on First 10,000 Kg Rs 10,000 

3 Additional each 10,000 Kg Rs 50,000 

4 Additional quantity   4,000,000 -10,000 = 3,990,000 

5 Additional fee    399*50,000 =19,950,000 

6 Total fee for ANFO   Rs 10,000 + 19,950,000 = Rs 20,050,000 

7 Number of default years (2000 to 2011) 11 

Total fee payable 11* 20,050,000*2 = Rs 441,100,000 

Audit is of view that weak internal controls resulted in non-recovery of annual renewal fee 

amounting to Rs 441 million.  

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that the matter was taken up with Petroleum Division with the request to 

take decision on recovery of outstanding amount. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 21, 2022 directed the department to take appropriate 

action under Rules. DAC further directed to conduct inquiry at Ministry level, fix responsibility against 

the officials at fault and submit a report within one month. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1699] 

2.1.4.13 Non-realization of annual renewal fee from OMCs on expired licenses - Rs 4.692 million 

According to Rule 119 of Petroleum Rules 1937, a license may be renewed by the authority 

empowered to grant such a license, provided that a license which was granted by the Chief Inspector 

may be renewed without alteration by an Inspector or Explosives duly authorized by the Chief Inspector 

on his behalf. The same fee shall be charged for the renewal of license as for the grant thereof, provided 
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that if the application for renewal is not received within the time specified in sub-Rule (2), the license 

shall be renewed only, on payment of double the fee ordinarily payable for the license. 

During audit of DG, Department of Explosives, Islamabad for FY 2020-21, it was observed 

that the department did not pursue renewal of licenses which were expired since the period ranging 

from 1 to 26 years. The department neither took any action to cancel the licenses nor provided the 

updated status of outlets to Audit. This resulted in non-realization of annual renewal fee from four 

OMCs amounting to Rs 4.692 million. 

Audit is of view that weak internal controls resulted in non-recovery of annual renewal fee of 

Rs 4.692 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that fresh license in lieu of expired license was granted with two times 

the fee ordinarily payable. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 21, 2022 directed the department to get the stated 

stance verified from Audit within one month.  

Audit recommends to recover the outstanding amount. 

[DP No. 1701] 

2.1.4.14 Irregular issuance of license to M/s Fauji Trans Terminal Limited 

 According to Rule 64(2)(a) of Petroleum Rules, 1937, tanks, other than fuel tanks on vehicles, 

containing dangerous petroleum shall not be filled or discharged within 100 feet of any fire, furnace or 

artificial light capable of igniting inflammable vapor. Further, according to Condition 8(a) and (b) of 

license  in Form “L” of Petroleum Rules, 1937, a distance of not less than 100 feet shall be kept clear 

between a storage tank and any other storage tank; between storage tank and storage or filling shed, the 

distance being measured between the nearest points of the perimeters of the storage tanks or storage or 

filling sheds, as the case may be and a distance of not less than 150 feet shall be kept clear between any 

storage tank or storage or filling shed and nay protected work. 

During audit of DG, Department of Explosives, Islamabad for the FY 2020-21, it was observed 

that M/s Fauji Trans Terminal Limited (FTTL) was granted license in “Form L” on September 05, 2019 

for installation / construction of six above ground storage tanks. The terminal was constructed in 

contravention of the approved plan i.e., constructed at distances which was less than the distances 

approved and double storey building was also found constructed in violation of the license condition. 

In this regard, an inquiry committee inspected the premises on February 27, 2021 and proposed penalty 

of Rs 1.00 million along with revision of layout plan.  Inquiry committee proposed penalty on the 

licensee but no official / officials was held responsible for issuance of the illegal license.  

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in illegal violation of ToRs of license 

issued to M/s FTTL.  

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that the license in Form “L” was granted to M/s FTTL by Mr. Raj Kumar 

(Ex-Assistant Director) by mis-reporting the actual safety distance of premises other than approved 

plan.  

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 21, 2022 directed the management to implement the 

recommendation of inquiry committee regarding revocation of license of M/s FTTL. 
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Audit recommends to explain reasons for illegal issuance of license besides fixing the 

responsibility on the persons at fault. 

[DP No. 1700] 

2.1.4.15 Non-settlement of Petroleum Sector circular debt 

 Circular debt occurs when one entity is facing problems in its cash inflows - holds back 

payments to its suppliers and creditors. Problems in the cash inflow of one entity cascade down to other 

segments of the payment chain. The petroleum sector circular debt has risen to Rs 1,270,162 million as 

on November 30, 2021 as summarized below: 

Petroleum Sector circular debt 

    (Rs in million) 

Description Amount 

Circular debt as on November 30, 2021 

Cost of gas payable to E&P companies by gas companies 720,071 

Late Payment Surcharge as on November 30, 2021 218,608 

Cost of RLNG payable to PSO and PLL 278,862 

Oil related circular debt including LPS 52,621 

Total 1,270,162 

             (Source: MoE/PD and PSEs, Major components of debt are at Annexure-5) 

 Power Sector circular debt and unpaid Government subsidies for residential and export-oriented 

consumers have resulted in whooping receivables on account of cost of gas and oil on the balance sheets 

of E&P companies, mainly the OGDCL, PPL and MPCL as detailed below: 

Indigenous gas related circular debt 

  (Rs in million) 

Gas companies OGDCL PPL MPCL Total 

SSGC 153,903 112,920 - 266,823 

SNGPL 143,184 154,839 - 298,023 

Direct Sales to IPPs 70,851 72,408 11,966 155,225 

Total-Principal  367,938 340,167 11,966 720,071 

LPS 107,981 93,518 17,109 218,608 

Total 475,919 433,685 29,075 938,679 

(Source: MoE/PD and PSEs) 

Oil related circular debt 

  (Rs in million) 

Companies OGDCL PPL Total 

Refineries 11,171 6,145 17,316 

LPS 28,791 6,514 35,305 

Total 39,962 12,659 52,621 

 (Source: MoE/PD and PSEs) 

 Accumulation of huge receivables and resultant liquidity crunch across the up, mid and down 

streams of the industry is the main reason for hampering / stopping the exploration, production and 

development activities.  

(i) Non-settlement of RLNG related circular debt 

 Non-resolution of RLNG related issues by OGRA has caused accumulation of RLNG related 

circular debt as detailed in the below table:  
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         (Rs in million) 

Description PSO PLL Total 

Cost of RLNG 112,598 132,639 245,237 

LPS 23,846 4,464 28,310 

Exchange Loss 4,697 618 5,315 

Total 141,141 137,721 278,862 

 Following are the other gas sector issues (including RLNG) that has contributed to the 

accumulation of circular debt:  

i. Non-recovery of outstanding amounts by the Sui companies from the active and disconnected 

consumers; 

ii. Ever increasing litigation involving huge Government revenue; 

iii. Outstanding amount on account of Uniform Gas Price from SNGPL; 

iv. RLNG transportation disputes between SNGPL and SSGC; and  

v. Non-recovery of cost of RLNG diverted to Domestic Sector. 

(ii) Recommendations 

Federal Government and Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) should address the following 

issues to lessen the burden of circular debt: 

i. Settlement of Power Sector circular debt which was also contributing to increase in gas 

related circular debt; 

ii. Budgeting the subsidies to exporters and fertilizers sectors; 

iii. Expedite the recovery of outstanding amounts from consumers; 

iv. Take up the matter relating to sub-judice cases through the Attorney General of Pakistan 

with judicial administration for early disposal of cases involving huge Government 

receivables; 

v. Recovery of cost of diversion of RLNG to gas companies; and  

vi. Resolution of the disputes among the SNGPL and SSGC with regard to Indigenous Gas 

and RLNG.   
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2.2      Oil and Gas Development Company Limited 

2.2.1 (A) Introduction 

Oil and Gas Development Company Limited (OGDCL) was established in 1961 as a public 

sector corporation which was converted into a public limited joint stock company on October 23, 1997 

under the Companies Ordinance, 1984. The company is engaged in exploration and development of oil 

and gas resources, production and sale of oil and gas and related activities. OGDCL is registered with 

Pakistan Stock Exchange and London Stock Exchange. GoP holds 74.97% of the paid-up capital of the 

company as on June 30, 2021.  

(B)      Comments on Company Performance 

 Exploration, Production and Financial performance of the OGDCL during FY 2020-21 is given 

below: 

i. Drilling and Exploration Activities 

Name of Activity 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

Exploration Licenses 66  58  51  49   51  59  

Development & 

Production Lease 
69    69  72  79  76    77  

2D Seismic Survey -

Line KM 
5,336    4,034  2,073  1,324  3,407  2,539  

3D Seismic Survey -

Line KM 
3,459   1,153  792  620     -    600  

Total Seismic Survey  8,795   5,187  2,865  1,944  3,407  3,139  

Well Drilled (Exploratory 

/ Appraisal, Development) 
26  22   20  16  25  20  

Cost of Dry & 

Abandoned Well (Rs in 

million) 

4,910  4,027  10,086   6,092  10,026  8,373  

Prospecting Expense 9,639  9,242   6,104  6,408  8,187  8,994  

Exploration and 

Prospecting 

Expenditure  

(Rs in million) 

 14,548  13,269   16,190  12,499  18,213  17,366  

Cost (Rs million) Per 

Line KM 
1.10  1.78  2.13  3.30  2.40  2.87  

 

ii. Financial Performance 

 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 
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Quantity Sold 

Crude Oil ‘000’ barrels 14,461 15,744 14,867 14,555 12,919 13,230 

Gas MMCF 386,637 383,692 373,192 370,217 326,879 317,443 

LPG Tons 125,241 164,407 250,984 294,167 269,806 293,310 

Sulphur Tons 15,800 23,800 24,800 20,900 19,000   24,000 

Financial Results (Rs in billion) 

Net Sales 162.87 171.83 205.34 261.48 232.93 239.10 

Other Revenues 16.89 17.85 19.08 37.15 39.88   20.27 

Profit before Taxation 80.51 89.14 112.63 176.60 144.36 128.99 

Profit for the Year 59.97 63.80 78.74 118.39 100.94   91.53 

 Production and volumetric sales of hydrocarbons remained stagnant during the period whereas 

sales revenue has increased due to positive effect of foreign exchange because crude oil prices are linked 

to a basket of Middle East crude oil prices (Brent in US Dollars). 

 Delay in completion of ongoing development projects, declining exploration, creaming out of 

major fields, leads inventory (unexplored) in portfolio and low off-takes of permeate (off-specs) gas by 

IPPs from gas fields were few of the many challenges company was facing during the period. 

2.2.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

Audit observations amounting to Rs 124,323.684 million were raised during the current audit 

of OGDCL. This also includes recoverable amount of  

Rs 110,828.680 million as pointed out by the Audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by 

nature is as under: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

         (Rs in million) 

Sr. No. Classification Amount 

1 Irregularities - 

A Project Management 4,950.458 

B HR / Employees Related Irregularities 78.080 

C Procurement Related Issues 4,689.689 

D Receivables Management 107,777.644 

2 Others 6,827.813 

 

2.2.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 
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Audit 

Year 

Total 

Directives 

Compliance 

Reported 

Compliance 

Awaited 

% age of 

Compliance 

1994-95 19 14 05 74 

1995-96 13 11 02 85 

1998-99 09 04 05 44 

1999-00 11 08 03 73 

2000-01 29 24 05 83 

2001-02 04 03 01 75 

2002-03 05 03 02 60 

2003-04 15 08 07 53 

2004-05 04 03 01 75 

2005-06 23 19 04 83 

2006-07 30 29 01 97 

2007-08 17 10 07 59 

2008-09 13 10 03 77 

2009-10 12 09 03 75 

2010-11 21 18 03 86 

2011-12 26 09 17 35 

2012-13 33 16 17 48 

2013-14 25 11 14 44 

2014-15 53 21 32 40 

2015-16 33 23 10 70 

2016-17 40 33 07 82 

2018-19 37 04 33 11 

2019-20 01 0 01 0 

Total 473 290 183 61 

 

Overall compliance of PAC directives remained un-satisfactory. 
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2.2.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Project Management 

2.2.4.1 Loss due to non-rationalization of operational expenditure at Dhodak  field - Rs 4,679 

million 

According to Rule 5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information by 

directors, executives and employees and in claiming of expenses. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that production from Dhodak 

field declined to 25 BBL/day during 2020-2021 after peak production of 3200 BBL/day in October, 

2005. Despite the reduction in field operations, the management did not curtail / rationalize the field 

expenditure and incurred loss of Rs 4,679 million since FY 2016-17. The management started the 

process of de-hiring of 198 acres, out of 450 acres of land in 2016 but failure to remove the equipment 

from the site rendered the de-hiring process hampered till to date. Similarly, the HR remained attached 

in the field despite considerable decline in production activities This resulted in unjustified operational 

expenditure causing loss of Rs 4,679 million. 

Audit is of the view that in-efficient management practices resulted in loss of Rs 4,679 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that retrieval of flow lines / trunk lines and other infrastructures could 

not be executed as per Clause 69(2) and (3) of E&P Rules, 1986. 73 number of employees had been 

transferred to other fields whereas currently only 78 employees were working at Dhodak field. Further, 

102.5 acres of land had already been de-hired. The reply of management is not tenable as most of 

transferred employees got their transfer cancelled and reposted in the field. Further, the management 

also failed to de-hire 30 acres excess land. 

The DAC, in its meeting held on January, 12 and 13, 2022, directed the management to share 

correspondence with DG (PC), if any, along with rationalization plan with detailed justification of 

expenditure. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1484] 

2.2.4.2 Loss of production due to inordinate delay in installation of Front End Compression 

plant – Rs 176.868 million 

According to Clause 2.1 of OGDCL Procurement Manual, all departments shall plan all 

proposed procurements on yearly basis with the object of realistically determining the requirements, 

within its available resources, with complete justification with a view to procure the material / 

equipment / services economically. Procurements shall be made against the items which shall be 

approved in the Annual Business Plan. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management planned to 

install Front End Compressor at Maru Reti Compression plant for wellhead pressure enhancement in 

November, 2019. The installation of the equipment was stated to be necessary to counter declining trend 

of the wellhead pressure and to maintain optimal production. It was planned that two separate contracts 

would be awarded for the purpose; one for procurement of compressor and the other for commissioning 
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/ installation of the equipment. However, the management issued the purchase order for supply of 

compressor to M/s Shandong Kerui Petroleum and Gas EQ Co. Ltd., China after lapse of almost 9 

months. The stipulated date of delivery was 8 months after opening of LC. However, the LC was opened 

with delay and repeated changes were also made to the LC documents. On the other hand, the 

management failed to hire a contractor for commissioning of the compressor and the tender documents 

for installation and commissioning were still under preparation. This delay in procurement and 

installation of equipment resulted in loss of production of  

Rs 176.868 million. 

Audit is of the view that inefficient procurement management practices resulted in production 

loss of Rs 176.868 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that procurement of material was timely done.  The case for hiring of 

contractor was annulled due to 75% higher price than the estimated price. The rebidding process had 

been completed and purchase order would be issued shortly. The project would be completed by the 

August, 2022. The reply of the management is not tenable as procurement started in 2019 but could not 

be completed despite lapse of more than two years.  

The DAC, in its meeting held on January, 12 and 13, 2022, directed the management to expedite 

the process of installation of compressor and share the outcome with Audit. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC and fixing responsibility besides 

improving procurement management. 

[DP No. 1536] 

2.2.4.3 Wasteful expenditure due to delay in construction of crude storage tank - Rs 94.59 

million 

According to Rule 5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information by 

directors, executives and employees and in claiming of expenses. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management planned to 

spud two new wells in Nashpa field to enhance production from the field. To stock the enhanced 

production, the management decided to procure new storage tanks. A purchase order for procurement 

of storage tanks was issued to M/s Fabcon Design and Engineering (Pvt.) Ltd. on April 24, 2015 for Rs 

135.135 million with the direction to complete the project within 180 days. The management also made 

advance payment of Rs 94.59 million (70% of the contract amount) to the contractor. However, despite 

lapse of 5 years, not only the project remained incomplete but oil production from the field also reduced 

by 39% thus rendering the expenditure of Rs 94.59 million on procurement of storage tanks wasteful.  

Audit is of the view that weak project management resulted in wasteful expenditure of Rs 94.59 

million. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that the project had been completed on initial approved prices. As the 

delay in completion was on the part of the supplier, therefore, 5% LD charges had been deducted as per 

terms & conditions of the local purchase order The reply of management is not tenable as investment 
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proved wasteful because project remained not only incomplete for five years but production was also 

decreased 39%.  

The DAC, in its meeting held on January, 12 and 13, 2021, directed the management to conduct 

internal inquiry for fixing responsibility for delay in completion of project within one month. No further 

progress was reported till the finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides improving project management. 

[DP No. 1490] 

HR / Employees Related Irregularities 

2.2.4.4 Non or late finalization of inquiries 

As per judgment of the Supreme Court of Pakistan (case 2009 SCMR 1492), no leniency should 

be shown in favour of employees possessing fake/bogus degrees / certificates. Supreme Court of 

Pakistan recommended authorities to examine the possibility of getting registered criminal case against 

such employees to avoid such misconduct in future. Further, as per Para 31-J(1) Chapter–IV of OGDCL 

Employees Service Rules, 2002, the appointment to a post in the Company shall be subject to 

verification of character and antecedents of a candidate selected for a post as may be prescribed. As per 

the BoD decision taken in its 100th meeting held on January 20, 2009, the testimonials, certificates, 

degrees, etc are required to be verified from the respective Board / University at the time of recruitment 

of the employees. 

 During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management initiated the 

process to verify degrees of employees in 2015 i.e., almost 6 years after the directions of the BoD. 

Degrees of ten employees who were recruited 12 to 31 years ago were found bogus. Management started 

disciplinary proceedings against these employees. However, it took the management 6 years to finalize 

the inquiry against these employees and they were subsequently dismissed from service in 2021. 

Meanwhile, the management continued payment of salary to these employees and paid an amount of  

Rs 89.449 million. Hence, delayed finalization of inquiry resulted in unjustified payment of Rs 89.449 

million to the employees as detailed below: 

        (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Employees 

Employee 

No. 
Designation Total 

1 Mr. Amjad Mahmood 213742 Well Operator  9.086  

2 Mr. Ahmed 208680 Well Operator 13.735  

3 Mr. Yawar Abbas Jafri 204241 Superintendent 34.379  

4 Syed Pervaiz Rahim 214966 A/C Mechanic 12.158  

5 Mohabat Khan 208768 Driver 11.666  

6 Hazoor Bux 305657 Well, Chowkidar 0.717  

7 Saleem 306047 Well, Chowkidar 0.319  

8 Mr. Rano 121222 Shooter 0  

9 
Mr. Muhammad 

Hassan Mujtaba 
200804 Plant Shift Operator  7.389  

10 Zahid Hussain 306116 Well, chowkidar 0  

Total 89.449 

Audit is of view that weak internal controls resulted in unjustified payment of salary of Rs 

89.499 million to the employees.  
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 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that disciplinary proceedings against all employees with bogus degrees 

had been finalized. The reply of management is not tenable as the testimonials of employees were got 

verified after 12 to 31 years and inquiries for fake degrees were completed after lapse of six years. 

Further, no criminal proceedings were initiated against the employees involved in misconduct. 

 DAC in its meeting held on January, 12 and 13, 2022 directed the management to intimate the 

proceedings regarding initiation of criminal proceedings against persons holding fake degrees as 

directed by the Supreme Court of Pakistan. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides developing SoPs specifying 

timelines for finalization of inquiries. 

[DP No. 1719] 

2.2.4.5 Loss due to non-initiation of action against delinquents -  

Rs 78.08 million 

According to Rule 123 of OGDCL Employee Service Rules, 2002, the competent authority / 

the authorized officer may order an inquiry against an employee on the grounds of misconduct, after 

completing the necessary formalities as required under these rules.  

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management constituted 

a fact-finding committee to investigate the issues highlighted in the Special Audit Report of Nandpur / 

Panjpir / Bahu field conducted by Internal Audit Department of the company for the period from 

January, 2019 to April, 2020. The findings of the inquiry committee were as under: 

i. Uneconomic hiring and retention of generators for 24 hours despite availability of the MEPCO line. 

HSD consumption showed rising trend despite no gas production and reduction in strength of 

employees at residential camp. The company incurred an expenditure of Rs 67.902 million for 

provision of electricity to few officers and staff members; 

ii. Contracts amounting to Rs 5.1 million for retrieval and shifting of material from Panjpir Bahu to 

Nandpur Gas field were awarded without any competitive bidding in contradiction to PPRA Rules; 

iii. M/s Siam Enterprises was awarded several service contracts amounting to Rs 3.857 million by 

splitting the jobs; 

iv. Undue favour was extended to the contractor at the cost of OGDCL as a rental generator of 100 

KVA was non-operative since January 2020 but diesel was being issued regularly at an average of 

145 litres/day. Hence, company resources amounting to Rs 1.137 million were misused; 

v. Unauthorized / suspicious storage of diesel amounting to Rs 80,000 at generator shed premises in 

camouflaging manner for stealing later; 

vi. Misuse of company car by an unauthorized third-party employee and hiring of vehicles from benami 

company; and 

vii.  No segregation and rotation of duties was done and majority of employees were deployed at the 

same job since long. 

 Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in non-initiation of action against 

officials / officers responsible for irregularities, in-efficiency and mis-appropriation. 
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 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that fact finding inquiry was in process. The reply is not tenable as the 

management could not complete the inquiries despite lapse of about one year.  

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 12 & 13, 2022 directed the management to complete 

the internal inquiry within two months and share the outcome with Audit. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides improving internal controls to 

avoid such incidents in future. 

[DP No. 1538] 

Procurement Related Irregularities 

2.2.4.6 Loss of production due to delay in procurement process -  

Rs 2,496.663 million 

According to Rule 8 of PPRA Rules, 2004, all procuring agencies shall devise a mechanism, 

for planning in detail for all proposed procurements with the object of realistically determining the 

requirements of the procuring agency, within its available resources, delivery time or completion date 

and benefits that are likely to accrue to the procuring agency in future.  

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the Production Department 

raised indents for 8 jet pumps for Kal-2, Rajian-8, Psakhi-II wells besides one jet pump for testing new 

wells. The management claimed that the company sustained production loss of Rs 1,087.663 million 

due to non-availability of these pumps. Scrutiny of the record, however, revealed that the company had 

already 3 jet pumps available in stock which could have been installed on the site. This showed that the 

company incurred production loss due to negligence of the management. Subsequently, the 

management started procurement of four jet pumps for Rs 333.456 million (US$ 2.021 @ Rs 165) on 

May 23, 2019. Purchase order was issued on August 07, 2020 after lapse of almost 15 months. Undue 

favour was also given to supplier by granting extension in LC. This resulted in further production loss 

of Rs 1,409 million aggregating to total production loss of Rs 2,496.663 million.  

Audit is of the view that poor inventory and procurement management resulted in loss of Rs 

2,496.663 million due to curtailment of production from shut in wells. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its 

reply dated December 29, 2021, stated that purchase order for procurement of 4 jet pump 

units was issued on August 07, 2020 and LC was opened on February 10, 2021 with initial 

date of shipment as September 17, 2021. The supplier requested for LC extension. The 

company extended LC with new shipment date of December 31, 2021 with imposition of LD.  

The reply of management is not tenable as pumps available in stock were not used and loss of 

production was sustained. Further, undue extension was allowed at cost of reduction in 

production.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January, 12 and 13, 2022 directed the management to share 

the comprehensive report showing the production data before and after installation of jet pumps with 

Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 
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Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides fixing the responsibility for 

causing loss to company. 

[DP No. 1688] 

2.2.4.7 Blockage of funds due to unnecessary procurements - Rs 1,506.66 million 

As per the OGDCL Procurement Manual, the Indenters will obtain stock availability certificate 

from Indexing Section, Material Management Department after preparation of indent. The Indexing 

Section will get the stock position across OGDCL from the system and furnish position accordingly on 

the indent. The Indenting Department will also certify that the stock available will be consumed during 

the period of Procurement.  

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management procured 

items without planning and need assessment. Further, there were instances wherein the management 

issued purchase orders after delay of months or made unnecessary procurements. The detail is as under;  

i.  The management raised indents on July 07, 2020 for procurement of casing along with 

accessories to meet operational requirements of 45 wells planned to be drilled during FY 2020-

21. However, management issued purchase order for Rs 2,438.400 million (US$ 15.24 million 

@ Rs 160) after lapse of 8 months i.e., in March, 2021. Moreover, the company drilled 20 wells 

only during the financial year whereas it procured casing for drilling of 45 wells, thus, excess 

material amounting to Rs 1,354 million was procured; 

ii.  The management hired three gas generators on rental basis whereas three gas generators were 

available at its Korangi Base Store. This resulted in unnecessary procurement of generators on 

rent amounting to Rs 29.160 million; and 

iii. The management issued purchase order for procurement of line pipe for  

Rs 123.5 million on June 03, 2020. However, sufficient quantity of the item was available in 

stock. This resulted in unnecessary procurement of Rs 123.5 million.  

Audit is of the view that poor procurement and inventory management resulted in unnecessary 

procurements amounting to Rs 1,506.66 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that 14 out of 45 wells were permanently dropped from business plan 

of FY 2020-21 due to various reasons. Further, the available generators were integral part of the Jhal 

Magsi Gas Field Development Project and could not be used for any other locations / plant, as Jhal 

Magsi field was a joint venture. Further, line pipes were still required in various field and would be 

used on as and when basis. The reply of management is not tenable as the business plan was revised in 

November, 2020 whereas the purchase order for procurement of drilling material was issued in March, 

2021. Further, line pipes were procured despite availability of the same in store. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January, 12 and 13, 2022, directed the management to share 

the well wise justification for delay in execution / dropping from annual business plan for verification 

of Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1535] 
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2.2.4.8 Blockage of funds due to imprudent procurement of store items -  

Rs 576.04 million 

According to OGDCL Procurement Manual, the Indenters will obtain Stock Availability 

Certificate from Indexing Section, MM Department after preparation of Indent. The Indexing Section 

will get the stock position across OGDCL from the system and furnish position accordingly on the 

Indent. The Indenting Department will also certify that the stock available will be consumed during the 

period of Procurement. Similarly, the concerned Technical Field staff will raise Indent for the material 

required for field operations and not available at Field Ware House. They will also get stock availability 

certificates from In- charge Field Ware House and send them to their respective department for further 

processing. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management procured 

certain store items during the last five years without confirming their availability in store and without 

keeping in view their utilization pattern. The aging of store items revealed that these items had not been 

used for many years. Audit identified four indexes relating to hose, switch pressure, plug and clutch 

which were last utilized in 2004 but management procured these items again during 2016, 2018, 2019 

& 2021. For the purpose of illustration few instances are given below:  

           (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Nos. of 

Index 
Amount 

Year Last 

Utilized 
Year Last Procured 

1 4 4.383 2004 2016, 2018, 2019, 2021 

2 5 14.357 2005 2016, 2017, 2018 

3 4 2.893 2006 2016, 2018 

4 6 34.229 2007 2016, 2017, 2020, 2021 

5 11 14.479 2008 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 

6 5 11.451 2009 2016, 2017, 2018, 2020 

7 8 29.426 2010 2018, 2019, 2021 

8 18 31.481 2011 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 

9 30 53.067 2012 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 

10 34 94.799 2013 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 

11 30 103.884 2014 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 

12 57 181.588 2015 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 

Total 212 576.037   

Audit is of the view that poor inventory management and lack of inter-department coordination 

led to unnecessary procurements and blockage of funds of Rs 576.04 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that E&P operation was of specialized nature and the future was highly 

uncertain due to which no one could predict the inventory requirements in accurate terms. To meet the 

operational requirements, adequate level of inventory was ensured to keep for the smooth company’s 

operations. The reply of management is not tenable as the items were lying in the store for more than a 

decade, therefore, procurement of the same items was unjustified. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January, 12 and 13, 2022, noticed that there was lack of data 

accuracy and data reconciliation between various departments / wings of the company due to which the 

authenticity of data provided is questionable. DAC directed the management to submit item wise 

utilization plan for verification of Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides improving inter-department 

coordination.  
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[DP No. 1483] 

2.2.4.9 Loss due to improper maintenance, record keeping and handling of store items - Rs 

110.326 million 

According to Para 3.1 and 3.2 of Code of Conduct of OGDCL, the directors and employees of 

the company seek to protect the company’s assets and to ensure that the company’s assets and services 

are used solely for legitimate business purposes of the company. The company must make and keep 

books and records that accurately and fairly reflect the company’s transactions and the disposition of 

its assets in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and applicable laws 

and regulations. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that management failed to keep, 

make and maintain accurate record keeping of store items which caused loss to company as detailed 

below: 

i. 52 Indices having value of Rs 10.47 million were shown in Oracle listing but were not 

physically available at their respective locations. The management could not reconcile 

differences and failed to take action / make adjustments in Oracle system or manual Bin Cards, 

by associating these Indices with pending litigations, theft cases and management inquires;  

ii. 133 Indices having value of Rs 13.252 million were found damaged; 

iii. 17 Indices having value of Rs 17.982 million expired in the absence of system-based control to 

generate alert or give indication to check expiry dates;  

iv. Against 1,077 Indices, quantities at the date of count were found different from the quantities 

as per Oracle and manual Bin Cards. The differences were mainly due to non-recording of 

receipts / issuances / transfers or in-transit items on timely basis. However, out of 1,077 

reconciled Indices amounting to Rs 66.856 million in 758 instances supporting documents had 

“dates” on or after the date of physical count; 

v. 14 items having value of Rs 1.767 million were shown in Fixed Asset Register of Security 

Department generated from Oracle but the same were not available physically. Similarly, 31 

items were available but not showing in Oracle. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal and inventory management controls, record 

pertaining to Indices was not properly maintained which resulted in loss of Rs 110.326 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that the way forward was being considered by the management for 

further strengthening the system. The litigation and theft cases were also being pursued. 

The DAC, in its meeting held on January 12 and 13, 2022, directed the management to pursue 

the court / theft cases vigorously and strengthen the internal controls on inventory items besides 

verification of point-wise reply from Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this 

report. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides strengthening inventory 

management controls to avoid such incident in future. 

[DP No. 1577] 

Receivables Management 
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2.2.4.10 Non-recovery of gas charges due to non-finalization of GSAs -  

Rs 95,520 million 

According to Rule 5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information 

by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

 During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management 

failed to get seven GSAs finalized with SSGC pertaining to KPD, Nur Bangla, Bitrisim West, 

Dhachapur, Jakhro and Thal fields. These GSAs were pending since January, 2013 due to 

disagreement on discount rates on supply of off-spec gas. This resulted in non-recovery of gas 

charges amounting to Rs 95,520 million. 

Audit is of the view that weak management practices led to non-finalization of GSAs resulting 

in non-recovery of Rs 95,520 million. 

The matter was reported to the PAO / management in October, 2021.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 12 & 13, 2022 directed to expedite the finalization of 

GSAs in consultation with Petroleum Division and other stake-holders. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of the DAC. 

[DP No. 1573] 

2.2.4.11 Non-settlement of gas measurement dispute between OGDCL and SSGC - Rs 

11,758 million 

According to Clause 16 of Term Sheet signed between OGDCL and SSGC for sale of gas from 

KPD field, all disputes, controversies or differences that may arise between the parties arising out of or 

in connection with this agreement shall be settled amicably through mutual negotiations in good faith. 

All such disputes that are not settled amiably within 60 days from the date of notification of such 

disputes shall be referred to arbitration. Further, as per Clause 6, the measurement facilities shall be as 

per American Gas Association Committee Report-3 or latest revision thereof with an online gas 

chromatograph and flow computer at delivery point. Measurement facilities at KPD gas field shall be 

jointly calibrated and checked every calendar month by both the parties.  

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that there existed measurement 

dispute between OGDCL and SSGC on supply of gas from KPD field during 2012-2013 but the 

management failed to resolve the dispute despite lapse of considerable time. SSGC started making 

provisional payments against invoices raised by OGDCL from 2017 onwards but the amount pertaining 

to February, 2012 to March, 2013 were found outstanding. This resulted in non-settlement of 

measurement dispute on sale of gas of Rs 11,758 million between SSGC and OGDCL. 

Audit is of the view that poor management practices resulted in non-settlement of dispute on 

supply of gas of Rs 11,758 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that OGDCL was supplying gas from KPD to SSGC through JJVL 

during 2012-13 & 2014. OGDCL had all meter reading reports of the periods before and after the default 

time. Since GSA was not finalized, therefore, no development was made. The reply of the management 
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is not tenable as the dispute must have been resolved as per provisions of Term Sheet instead of waiting 

for finalization of GSA. 

The DAC, in its meeting held on January 12 and 13, 2022, directed the management to expedite 

the finalization of GSA in consultation with Petroleum Division and other stake-holders. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1487] 

2.2.4.12 Non-recovery of advances from suppliers / contractors –  

Rs 499.644 million 

 As per Rule 14(l) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance Rules), 2013, the Chief 

Financial Officer shall be responsible for ensuring that appropriate advice is given to the Board on all 

financial matters, for keeping proper financial records and accounts, for maintaining an effective system 

of internal financial control. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that management failed to recover 

advances amounting to Rs 499.644 million long outstanding against 37 suppliers and contractors since 

2004. Audit requisitioned files of suppliers and contractors to whom advances were made to ascertain 

the reasons for non-recovery/ settlement of advance, but management provided only one file of M/s 

Pipelink Construction. After scrutiny, it was found that M/s Pipelink Construction was given an advance 

of Rs 154.008 million for construction, supply and installation of flow line at KPD-TAY field but the 

amount was still not settled. The management made payment of Rs 55.970 million to the contractor in 

2019 but did not adjust the advance. Further, the management did not encash bank guarantee received 

from the supplier to adjust the advance. This resulted in non-recovery of outstanding advances 

amounting to Rs 499.644 million. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak financial control, the amount issued as advance could not 

be recovered from the contractors. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply dated 

December 29, 2021 stated that some advances had been adjusted whereas remaining would be adjusted 

in due course of time. Further, in case of M/s Pipelink Construction, the bank guarantee was valid till 

March, 2022. Reply is not tenable as management failed to adjust / recover advances issued to 

contractors despite lapse of period up to 17 years. 

The DAC, in its meeting held on January 12 and 13, 2022, directed the management to get the 

stated stance verified from Audit besides expediting the recovery of remaining advances. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides provision of record related to 

other suppliers / contractors.  

[DP No. 1532] 

Others  

2.2.4.13 Wasteful operational expenditure on stacked rig - Rs 893.952 million 

According to Rule 5(5) of the Corporate Governance Rules, 2017, the Board shall establish a 

sound internal control system, which shall be effectively implemented at all levels within the Public 

Sector Company to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of probity and propriety. As per 
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Rule 5(5)(a) of ibid, the principle of probity and propriety entails that the company’s assets and 

resources are not used for private advantage and due economy is exercised. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Rig 750-T was stacked in 

Palli Deep w.e.f. March 29, 2019. It was later moved to Kot Narang Base Store on November 08, 2020.  

The Rig remained stacked during the period from March, 2019 to June, 2021 but the management 

incurred operational expenses during the stacking period. The staff remained deployed with the Rig 

which resulted in payment of extra field allowances, hardship allowance, messing allowance and other 

financial benefits to the employees. Further, the vehicle hiring charges increased from Rs 2.213 million 

during FY 2018-19 to Rs 8.767 million during FY 2019-20 and fuel expenses from Rs 3.5 million to 

Rs 0.253 million during the same period. During the last two years, the company made wasteful 

expenditure of Rs 893.952 million as detailed below: 

      (Rs million) 

Description of 

expense 
2018-19 

Proportionate 

wasteful 

expenditure for 

2018-19  

2019-20 2020-21 

Total 

wasteful 

expenses 

HR related 

expense 
352.394 88.098 358.883 297.315 744.296 

Operational 

expense 
30.062 7.515 26.974 13.149 47.638 

Vehicle rent 2.213 0.553 1.878 8.767 11.198 

Depreciation 

expense 
3.679 0.919 3.411 2.604 6.934 

Allocated expense 47.567 11.891 35.064 36.931 83.886 

 Total 435.915 108.976 426.210 358.766 893.952 

Audit is of the view that negligence of the management resulted in wasteful expenditure of Rs 

893.952 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that the major expenditure was HR related which was indispensable. 

The reply of management is not tenable as expenses were not rationalized and propriety of the 

expenditure was not maintained. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 12 & 13, 2022 directed the management to submit 

comprehensive point wise report to Audit within 15 days. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1689] 

2.2.4.14 Un-justified expenditure in respect of stacked rigs - Rs 741.45 million 

According to Rule 5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 
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to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information 

by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that: 

i. Rig-125 was shifted to auction yard on January 22, 2017 and was auctioned on June 11, 

2020 but expenditure of Rs 250.599 million was  incurred during the stacked period as detailed 

below: 

  (Rs in million) 

Description 

2016-17 

(w.e.f 

22.01.2017 to 

30.06.2017) 

2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 
Total 

Amount 

Direct Expense 193.751 24.283 6.897 0.568 0.167 225.666 

Allocated 

expense 
21.245 1.687 0.227 0.083 0.005 23.247 

Excess store 

item procured 
  0.603 0.526 0.556 1.686 

Total 214.996 25.97 7.727 1.177 0.728 250.599 

ii. Rig-307 was declared un-serviceable on July 13, 2015. The Rig was auctioned on June 

11, 2018 but the management showed expenditure of  

 Rs 490.85 million against the same Rig-307 after July 13, 2015 as detailed below: 

     (Rs in million) 

Description 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 Total amount 

Direct Expense 303.738 140.261 4.115 0.089 448.203 

Allocated expense 28.548 12.694 0 0.002 41.244 

Excess store 

item procured 
0.612 0.523 0.217 .051 1.403 

Total 332.898 153.478 4.332 0.142 490.85 

This resulted in unjustified expenditure of Rs 741.45 million on the stacked rigs.  

Audit is of the view that weak financial controls resulted in unjustified expenditure of 

Rs 741.45 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that the major expenditure was HR related which was indispensable. 

The reply of management is not tenable as expenses were not rationalized and propriety of the 

expenditure was not maintained.  
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The DAC, in its meeting held on January 12 and 13, 2022, directed the management to conduct 

fact finding and submit the report within two months besides devising SOPs for timely finalization of 

condemnation process.  

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1518] 

2.2.4.15 Non-resolution of the yield dispute - Rs 545.518 million  

As per Clause 15.1 of COSA, if any question, or difference or dispute concerning the 

interpretation and application of this Sales Agreement arises between the parties hereto, then matter in 

dispute shall be resolved in accordance with Arbitration Procedure as provided in Concession 

Agreement. Further, as proviso to Clause 28.3 of COSA, in the event of a dispute between the Pakistani 

Working Interest Owner(s) and President, the arbitration shall be conducted in accordance with the 

Arbitration Act, 1940. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that there emerged a yield 

differential dispute on supply of crude oil to NRL from five fields i.e., Nashpa, Jakhro, Kunnar Deep, 

Sinjhoro and TAY in 2016 due to which NRL withheld an amount of Rs 545.518 million claimed by 

OGDCL. However, the management of OGDCL did not initiate arbitration process under the relevant 

Clause of agreement referred above and the issue remained unresolved despite lapse of more than five 

years. 

Audit is of the view that negligence of the management resulted in non-settlement of dispute 

for payment of Rs 545.518 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021.The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that the matter had been referred to DG (Oil) on March 01, 2021. A 

meeting in this regard was held on September 16, 2021 and it was agreed that DG (Oil) would issue 

letter to NRL for its comments. The reply is not tenable as the management took up the matter with DG 

(Oil) after lapse of 4 years.  

 DAC in its meeting held on January 12 and 13, 2022, took serious notice for non-settlement of 

long outstanding issue and directed the management to pursue the case with DG (Oil) for early 

settlement and share the outcome with Audit. DAC further, directed the management to share the 

correspondence made with DG (Oil) since 2016. No further progress was reported till finalization of 

this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1542] 

2.2.4.16 Non-payment of Customs Duty on proceeds from sale of scrap, junk and obsolete 

items – Rs 538.832 million  

According to Condition vi(a) of SRO 678(1)/2004, dated August 07, 2004, items imported at 

concessionary rates when become surplus, scrap, junk, obsolete or otherwise shall be disposed through 

a public tender and duties shall be recovered at the rate of ten per cent ad valorem of the sale proceeds. 

Further as Section 156(10) of the Customs Act, 1969, if any condition, limitation or restriction imposed 

by Federal Government or by the Board for grant of partial or total exemption from Customs Duties is 

violated in respect of the goods on which exemption has been granted, such goods shall be liable to 

confiscation and the person to whom the exemption was granted shall be liable to a penalty not 

exceeding ten times the value of goods. 
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During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management failed to 

deposit Customs Duty on proceeds realized from sale of scrap, junk and obsolete items which were 

imported under SRO ibid. Non-payment of Customs Duty was found in practice since 2004. This 

resulted in non-payment of Customs Duty amounting to Rs 538.832 million to the national exchequer. 

Audit is of the view that poor financial controls resulted in non-payment of Customs Duty 

amounting to Rs 538.832 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that items auctioned during the period under review were imported 

prior to application of SRO 678. The reply of management is not tenable as all auctioned items were 

imported after promulgation of SRO ibid except two trucks. 

The DAC, in its meeting held on January 12 and 13, 2022, directed the management to get the 

stated stance verified from Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1521] 

 

2.2.4.17 Non-reconciliation of difference in accounts receivables of SSGC and SNGPL - Rs 

537.41 million  

According to International Accounting Standard 18, revenue is measured at the fair value of 

the consideration received or receivable and recognized when it is probable that any future economic 

benefit associated with the item of revenue will flow to the entity (seller), and the amount of revenue 

can be measured with reliability  

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that there was a huge difference 

in account receivables as stated in final accounts and confirmed by SSGC and SNGPL. This difference 

is stated below: 

                        (Rs in million) 

Company FY 
Account Receivable 

as per Books 

Balance Confirmed by 

Customers 
Difference 

SSGC 2017-18 78,013.372 77,350.739 662.633 

SSGC 2018-19 111,511.671 111,255.767 255.904 

SSGC 2019-20 143,203.445 142,753.796 449.649 

SNGPL 2017-18 47,108.297 46,625.963 482.334 

SNGPL 2018-19 83,768.331 83,137.966 630.364 

SNGPL 2019-20 125,287.369 125,199.606 87.763 

Total (FY 2019-20) 537.412 

Audit is of the view that due to poor financial management, excess receivables were shown 

which impaired the true and fair view of financial statements. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that the auditors had accumulated three years reconciliation differences 
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and reported it as differences of Rs 2.568 billion. The differences in balances reported and confirmed 

by customers were routine as there were cheques in transit and accruals maintained at closing periods. 

These differences had no financial impact as accounts were adjusted for actual invoices and payments.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 12 & 13, 2022 directed the management to get the 

accounts reconciled and share the outcomes with Audit. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1534] 

2.2.4.18 Non-deposit of EOBI contribution in respect of third party employees / daily wagers 

- Rs 536.23 million 

According to Section 4 of Employees Old Age Benefits Act, 1976, every industry or 

establishment wherein ten or more persons are employed, directly or through any other person, whether 

on behalf of himself or any other person, or were so employed on any day during the preceding twelve 

months, According to Section 13(1) of Employees Old Age Benefits Act, 1976, if any employer fails 

to pay the amount so payable by him shall be increased by such percentage or amount as may be 

prescribed: Provided that in no case shall such increase exceed fifty percent of the amount due. 

Furthermore, according to the Employees’ Old Age Benefits (Contributions) Rules, 1976, if the 

employer fails to deduct the employee’s contribution or pay contribution on due date, the amount 

payable, shall be increased by two per cent of such amount for every month or part of a month for which 

the amount is in arrears. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that: 

i. The management failed to deduct and deposit EOBI employee contribution and its own 

(employer) contribution in respect of employees hired on work charge / daily wages basis and 

through third parties’ contractors. This resulted in non-deposit of contribution amounting to  

Rs 502.843 million. 

ii. The management also failed to deduct and deposit EOBI employee contribution and its own 

(employer) contribution in respect of 2,450 local guards. This resulted in non-deposit of 

contribution amounting to 

Rs 33.390 million. 

Audit is of the view that the management did not discharge its statutory duty of depositing the 

employee wise contribution to EOBI to the disadvantage of the low paid employees. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that the matter of EOBI of daily wages employees was sub-judice with 

EOBI Tribunal. Further, EOBI never demanded the contribution regarding 3rd party labour. The reply 

of the management is not tenable as onus for payment of 3rd party contribution lies on OGDCL. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 12 & 13, 2022 directed the management to pursue the 

case vigorously and seek clarification regarding onus of payment of 3rd party contribution from EOBI. 

No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides fixation of responsibility. 

[DP No. 1539] 
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2.2.4.19 Irregular exemption due to non-maintenance of software under SRO 678(I)/2004 - 

Rs 497.106 million 

According to Condition viii of SRO 678(1)/2004, dated August 07, 2004, each importer or E&P 

company shall develop software within a period of one year from the date of issuance of said notification 

and shall establish an online connection with the Customs authorities for regulating the imports made 

under this notification. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that management failed to develop 

the software as required under SRO ibid. The company imported goods having value of Rs 1,549.438 

million and got cleared after availing exemption of duties & taxes amounting to Rs 497.106 million as 

detailed below under SRO ibid. As per condition of SRO ibid, E&P Company was required to develop 

an online connection with the Customs authorities for regulating the import made under this notification.  

          (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Total No 

of GDs 

Total value of 

imported goods 

Statutory 

duty& taxes 

Exempted duty& 

taxes 

Paid duty & 

taxes 

1 494 1,549.438 788.802 497.106 291.696 

The company has not developed software as required under the law and has been availing the 

exemption of Customs Duty since 2004 by violating the condition of SRO since 2004. This resulted in 

irregular import and exemption of duty amounting to Rs 497.106 million. 

Audit is of the view that non-compliance of SRO by management resulted in non-development 

of software to regulate Customs Duty. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its 

reply dated December 29, 2021, stated that the matter had also been taken up by the PPEPCA (Pakistan 

Petroleum Exploration and Production Companies Association) with Ministry of Energy and FBR. The 

reply of the management is not tenable, as the subject SRO was in vogue and was required to be 

complied with.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 12 & 13, 2022 directed the management to pursue the 

case regarding development of software with FBR through Petroleum Division. No further progress 

was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1519] 

2.2.4.20 Non-realization of GIDC on sale of natural gas to M/s E-Gas -  

Rs 487.610 million 

According to Section 3 of Gas Infrastructure Development Cess Act, 2015, the Cess shall be 

levied and charged by the Federal Government from gas consumers, other than the domestic sector 

consumers, or the company at the rates specified in the Second Schedule to this Act. The gas company 

shall be responsible for billing Cess to gas consumers, its collection from gas consumers, and its onward 

payment to the Federal Government.  

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that OGDCL sold natural gas 

from Dhurnal, Rajian and Ratana to M/s E-Gas during October, 2015 to June, 2021. According to the 

Memorandum of Association of the M/s E-GAS, “company was carrying on the business of selling 
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Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) for automotive vehicles – both wholesale and retail”. However, the 

company did not bill and collect GIDC on sale of natural gas provided in Second Schedule of the GIDC 

Act, 2015. This resulted in non-realization of GIDC to the extent of Rs 487.610 million. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in non-collection of GIDC amounting 

to Rs 487.610 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its 

reply dated December 29, 2021, stated that prior to June, 2014, OGDCL was not included in First 

Schedule of GIDC Act, 2011 and was only inserted through amendment dated June 26, 2014. The reply 

of the management is not tenable as the management failed to collect GIDC after inclusion of OGDCL 

in GIDC Act, 2015.  

The DAC, in its meeting held on January 12 and 13, 2022, directed the management to seek 

clarification from DG (Gas) regarding application of GIDC Act and share the outcomes with Audit 

within a month. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1516] 

2.2.4.21 Un-justified expenditure on Plug & Abandoned Well - Rs 437 million 

According to Rule 5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for 

private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources and confidential information 

by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that on the request of OGDCL 

management, Petroleum Division vide its letter dated October 23, 2018 declared Jand Well No. 02 as 

plugged and abandoned. Further, Production Department had already requested for de-hiring of land of 

Jand Well No. 02 vide its letter dated May 02, 2017. Therefore, rig was shifted on July 28, 2017 from 

the well. However, the management did not de-hire the land in time. Further, the management also 

incurred expenditure on the well under several heads of accounts including supplies, crop compensation, 

depreciation of plant etc., during FYs 2019-21. This resulted in un-justified expenditure amounting to 

Rs 436.798 million on plugged and abandoned well. 

Audit is of the view that ineffective management and financial practices resulted in unjustified 

expenditure of Rs 436.798 million on plugged and abandoned well.  

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, requested to share break-up of the expenditure to submit reply. The reply of 

the management is not tenable as break-up of expenditure was provided with audit observation.  

The DAC, in its meeting held on January12 and 13, 2022, directed the management to submit 

revised reply with item-wise justification to Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of 

this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides developing comprehensive SOPs 

to avoid such instances in future.  

[DP No. 1489] 
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2.2.4.22 Non-withholding of Sales Tax - Rs 347.606 million 

According to Rule 3(4) of The Balochistan Sales Tax Special Procedure (Withholding) Rules, 

2018, a withholding agent shall, on receipt of taxable services from un-registered person, deduct the 

amount of Sales Tax, at the tax rate applicable to the taxable services provided or rendered to him, from 

the amount invoiced or billed or demanded or charged by such un-registered service provider. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that management did not withhold 

/ deduct Sales Tax on services while making payment for security service as detailed below:  

            (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Description Value of Service BST payable 

1 FCSS Payment 1,208.885  181.332  

2 Vehicles Hire Charges  537.676  80.654 

3 Vehicle maintenance charges  15.794 2.368  

4 Security Services 382.756  57.413  

5 Local Guard 172.266  25.839  

 Total 2,317.377  347.606 

The company was required to withhold / deduct Sales Tax from payment regarding vehicle hire 

charges, vehicles maintenance charges, Frontier Core Security Services payments, security services and 

local guards. This resulted in non-withholding of Sales Tax amounting to Rs 347.606 million. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak financial control, Sales Tax on taxable services received 

by the company was not withheld / deducted from payments made to the service provider. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that OGDCL had security contract with Inspector General Frontier 

Corps (IGFC) Balochistan, North & South for providing security services to the company’s men & 

material in Balochistan. As per contract, OGDCL did not make payments directly to local guards, 

vendors of hired vehicles etc. The reply of the management is not tenable as payments made for ibid 

services were taxable as per Provincial Sales Tax law. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 12 & 13, 2022 directed the management to seek 

clarification regarding applicability of Provincial Sales Tax on payments regarding vehicle hire charges, 

vehicle maintenance charges and FCSS charges made to FC Balochistan from Provincial Revenue 

Authorities. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1541] 

2.2.4.23   Non-recovery of insurance claims - Rs 285 million 

According to Rule 5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that a company's assets and resources are not used 

for private advantage and due economy is exercised to reduce wastage. The principle shall be adhered 

to, especially for handling public funds, assets, resources, and confidential information by directors, 

executives, and employees and claiming expenses. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management 
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filed insurance claim with National Insurance Company Ltd. in 2002. An amount of Rs 285 

million (US$ 1.73 million) was outstanding against the insurer despite lapse of long time.  

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in non-recovery of insurance claims 

amounting to Rs 285 million.  

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that matter for release of the outstanding insurance claim was being 

pursued vigorously with M/s NICL and settlement was expected soon. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 12 and 13, 2022 directed the management to pursue 

the recovery of insurance claim with M/s NICL. No further progress was reported till finalization of 

this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides improving internal controls.  

[DP No. 1512] 

2.2.4.24 Non-deposit of unclaimed dividend in Government Account -  

Rs 209.503 million 

According to Section 244 of the Companies Act, 2017, where dividend declared by a company 

remains unclaimed or unpaid for a period of three years from the date it is due and payable, the company 

shall give ninety days notices to the shareholders to file claim. If no claim is made by the shareholder, 

the company shall, after ninety days from the date of publication, deposit any unclaimed or unpaid 

amount as well as the proceeds from the sale of shares to the Federal Government in a profit bearing 

account with the State Bank of Pakistan or National Bank of Pakistan to be called “Companies 

Unclaimed Instruments and Dividend and Insurance Benefits and Investors Education Account” and 

shall be deemed to be part of public accounts and interest / profit accumulated thereon shall be credited 

on quarterly basis to the Fund. 

 During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the company showed 

unclaimed dividend under current liabilities in the Financial Statements during last five FYs as follows:  

 (Rs in million) 

FYs Unclaimed Dividend 

2016-17 577.224 

2017-18 319.706 

2018-19 213.785 

2019-20 210.970 

2020-21 209.503 

The Company neither took adequate actions relating to unclaimed dividend as provided in the 

above Act nor deposited the amount to Federal Government. 

Audit is of the view that weak financial management practices resulted in non-deposit of 

unclaimed dividend of Rs 209.503 million to Federal Government. 

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that unclaimed dividend was kept in separate account and claims were 

being adjusted as and when shareholders approached for payment of their claims. Moreover, the issue 

was also being pursued with SECP. The reply of the management is not tenable as Section 244 of 
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Companies Act, 2017 clearly states that unclaimed dividend “shall” be deposited to Federal 

Government which has not been done by management. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 12 and 13, 2022 directed the management to get the 

stated stance verified from Audit besides pursuing the case with SECP with reference to Section 244 

of the Companies Act, 2017. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1690] 

2.2.4.25 Non-booking of liabilities regarding unpaid land rent -  

Rs 177.847 million  

International Accounting Standard-1 (IAS) sets out the fundamental principles for the 

preparation of financial statements, including the going concern assumption, consistency in presentation 

and classification and the accrual basis of accounting. IAS-1 requires that an entity prepares its financial 

statements, except for cash flow information, using the accrual basis of accounting. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management did not book 

the liability against land rent in respect of Pirkoh and Lotti Field since 2007. The land was under use of 

the company but neither the rent was paid nor the liability was booked. The expense was charged to 

profit and loss account on 30th June every year by booking accruals which were reversed without making 

any payment on this account during the next financial year. This resulted in non-booking of liability of 

Rs 177.847 million in violation of IAS. 

Audit is of the view that poor financial management resulted in non-booking of liability of Rs 

177.847 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that a meeting was held with Senior Member, Board of Revenue and 

DC, Dera Bugti. In the meeting, Deputy Commissioner, Dera Bugti ensured that the revenue record 

would be forwarded to OGDCL after determination of land ownership. The accrued liability was being 

regularly booked in the books of accounts. The reply of the management is not tenable as record 

provided to Audit did not show the booking of liability. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 12 and 13, 2022 directed the management to get the 

stated stance verified from Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1488] 

2.2.4.26 Non-deduction of PST of Rs 158.154 million from un-registered service provider 

and excess payment - Rs 94.576 million 

According to Sindh Sales Tax Special Procedure (Withholding Rules) 2011, a withholding 

agent shall on receipt of taxable services from unregistered person, deduct Sales Tax at the applicable 

rate of the value of taxable services provided or rendered to him from payment due to the service 

provider. Furthermore, according to Clause 5.2 of contract dated March 11, 2013, any taxes, duties, fee, 

levies and other relevant charges, present or future, assessed or payable in Pakistan by the contractor in 

connection with its performance under the contract shall be exclusive responsibility of the contractor 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that:  
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i. Management did not withhold PST from M/s Sprint Oil & Gas Co who was not registered with 

the Provincial Revenue Authorities. Further scrutiny of record revealed that the claim of input 

tax against which no tax had been deposited caused additional loss of Rs 158.154 million to the 

exchequer; and 

ii. Management paid PST over and above the contract value in violation of the Clause of the 

contract. Management entered into two contracts with M/s Sprint Oil & Gas Services. These 

contracts were inclusive of all taxes including PST but management paid PST amounting to Rs 

148.576 million over and above the contract value. Later on, management deducted the overpaid 

amount to the extent of Rs 54 million only from the running bills but failed to deduct excess paid 

amount of Rs 94.576 million.  

Audit is of the view that due to weak financial  controls; management did not deduct an amount 

of Rs 158.154 million  from un-registered service provider and paid an excess amount of Rs 94.576 

million aggregating to Rs 252.730 million.  

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that Sales Tax paid over and above contract price was also recovered 

from subsequent payments to the contractor. The reply of the management is not tenable as invoice-

wise calculation showed Sales Tax was not withheld during period when service provider was un-

registered with the Provincial Tax Authorities and excess payment was made to the contractor. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 12 and 13, 2022 directed the management to get the 

invoice wise amount reconciled with Audit from the date of applicability of PST. No further progress 

was reported till the finalization of this report.  

 Audit recommends to recover pointed out amount and deposit the same in Government 

treasury. 

[DP Nos. 1544 & 1546] 

2.2.4.27 Short-withholding of Income Tax due to non-inclusion of expense in salary slab - 

Rs 87.182 million 

According to Sections 12 and 13 of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001, any salary received by an 

employee in a tax year, other than salary that is exempted from tax under this Ordinance, shall be 

chargeable to tax in that year under the head “Salary”. Salary means any amount received by an 

employee from any employment, whether of a revenue or capital nature, including any pay, wages or 

other remuneration provided to an employee, including leave pay, payment in lieu of leave, overtime 

payment, bonus, commission, fees, gratuity or work condition supplements such as for unpleasant or 

dangerous working conditions any perquisite, whether convertible to money or not, the amount of any 

allowance provided by an employer to an employee including a cost of living, subsistence, rent, utilities, 

education, entertainment or travel allowance, but shall not include any allowance solely expended in 

the performance of the employee’s duties of employment 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that management did not add the 

expenses under heads namely Scholarship of Employee Children, Messing Allowance, H2S Allowance 

and subsidized lunch in the salary slab for the purpose of calculation of Income Tax in violation of the 

law ibid. This resulted in short-deduction of Income Tax amounting to  

Rs 87.182 million as detailed below: 

        (Rs in million) 
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Description 
Amount 

Paid 

Amount 

included in 

tax slab 

Amount not 

included in 

tax slab 

Income 

Tax 

payable 

H2S Allowance - Officers 4.831 -  4.831  0.724  

H2S Allowance - Staff 45.771 -  45.771   6.865  

H2S Allowance – Work charge 0.388 -  0.388  0.058  

H2S Allowance - Staff (Contract) 3.805 -  3.805  0.570  

H2S Allowance - Officers 

(Contract) 
0.121 -  0.121  0.018  

Messing Allowance-Officer 62.925 -  62.925   9.438  

Messing Allowance-Staff 374.764 -  374.764   56.214  

Messing Allowance-Expatriate 49.860 -  49.860   7.479  

Messing Allowance - Officers 

(Contract) 
0.927 -  0.927  0.139  

Messing Allowance - Staff 

(Contract) 
16.093 -  16.093   2.414  

Scholarship For Employee's 

Children 
96.395  94.337  2.057  0.308  

Subsidized buffet lunch 19.670 -  19.672   2.955  

Total 675.551 94.337 581.214 87.182 

Audit is of the view that due to weak financial controls, expenses were not included in the salary 

slab and Income Tax amounting to Rs 87.182 million could not be deducted. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that the definition of Salary in Income Tax Ordinance clearly excluded 

any allowance that was solely expended in the performance of duties of employment, hence, Messing 

and H2S allowances were exempted from tax. The scholarship to employee’s children was added to the 

taxable income of employees in the year under reference and was accordingly charged to tax in 

accordance with law. The reply of the management is not tenable as these expenses were not expended 

in performance of duty of employments rather H2S allowance was paid for un-pleasant working 

conditions. Messing allowance and subsidized lunch were also additional benefit given to employees. 

Further. the record provided for audit scrutiny did not show the inclusion of scholarship to employee 

children in salary slab. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 12 and 13, 2022 directed the management to seek 

clarification from FBR in the light of audit observation and get the stated stance regarding scholarship 

to employees’ children verified from Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this 

report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1545] 

2.2.4.28 Excess payment to security agency - Rs 83.159 million 
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According to Para 8 of contract for provision of security, charges for POL consumed for convoy 

protection up to Jacobabad will be paid in addition to the POL mentioned in Para 8d(1) as per actual 

consumption. The company will be responsible to provide/payment of agreed quantities of POL as per 

current market rate during the month. Further, as per Rule 5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies 

(Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets 

and resources are not used for private advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. 

The principle shall be adhered to, especially with respect to handling of public funds, assets, resources 

and confidential information by directors, executives and employees and claiming of expenses. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that management paid an excess 

amount of Rs 83.159 million to security agency in the following cases; 

i. Management paid an excess amount of Rs 10.724 million on account of fixed quantity of 2000 

litres per month for escort in contravention of the relevant clause of the agreement. As per 

agreement, POL charges for escort were required to be paid on actual consumption basis in 

addition to POL mentioned in Para 8 d(1); 

ii. Management paid an excess amount of Rs 10.656 million on account of monthly POL charges 

at rates which were found over and above the market rates during the respective month. As per 

agreement, management was required to pay monthly POL charges at the market rate of the 

respective month; 

iii. An amount of Rs 2.266 million was paid on account of security charges for the whole month 

of September, 2019. The Chief of the party conducting the survey intimated vide letter dated 

September 16, 2019 about the successful completion of the projects on September 11, 2019. 

Similarly, base Camp was shifted from Sui (Zorgarh) to Chak No. 128 E.B, Burewala for next 

assignment on September 15, 2019; and 

iv. An excess amount of Rs 59.962 million was paid in respect of Bela North project. Bela North 

2D seismic survey was completed on November 13, 2020 but payment was made up to 

December 31, 2020. As per agreement, this contract was executed w.e.f. March 01, 2020 till 

the completion of the project. Project was completed on November 13, 2020 so payment made 

for the period falling beyond the completion of the project warrants justification. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal and financial controls, excess payment amounting 

to Rs 83.159 million was made to security agency. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that security escorts were provided by FC Baluchistan to OGDCL 

seismic parties and rigs. The reply of management is not tenable as excess payment was made to the 

security agency in violation of the contracts.  

The DAC, in its meeting held on January, 12 and 13, 2022, directed the management to verify 

the point-wise record with Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1548] 

2.2.4.29 Non-follow up of FIR regarding theft of assets - Rs 68.632 million 

According to Para 3.1 & 3.4 of Code of Conduct of OGDCL, the Directors and employees of 

the company seek to protect the company assets and adhere in letter and spirit to all laws and conform 

to the accepted standard of good corporate governance. 
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During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that management failed to pursue 

the FIRs regarding theft of company assets and consumable as detailed below; 

i. The FIR No. 258/20 dated October 07, 2020 was got registered at Police Chowky Changila, 

Tehsil Jand regarding theft of well fencing, scrap material, pipe and angles from well No. 05 

(Dhakni). The senior security guard submitted report to Plant Manager that truck loaded with 

theft material i.e., fencing material, net, angles was caught by Police. This material was relating 

to EFP 3 and Dhakni well. But no further progress was found on the face of record; 

ii. The FIR No. 125/19 dated  February 27, 2019 was got registered at Police Station Gujjar Khan, 

District Rawalpindi, regarding theft of crude oil during transportation from Rajian Oil Field to 

Attock Oil Refinery. The stolen crude oil was filled at private setup at Gujjar Khan. OGDCL 

received information that tanker No. RIN 9659 filled with crude oil was moving from Gujjar 

Khan to Dena. On tracing, the OGDCL team reached illegal point where another tanker No. 

XA-899 was also found. Beside above two tankers, seals of 17 tankers relevant to Rajian field 

and 3 seals related to PPL’ field were also found and taken in custody by Police along with five 

culprits. Later on, the case was withdrawn by management for unknown reasons despite 

availability of valid evidences; and 

iii. Theft of  HSD was done by driver while delivering HSD at Rig N-4 from PSO bouzer No. TTD-

194. The bouzer was fitted with hidden theft line directly from main tank to reserve tank 

installed behind the driver cabin. The hidden tank was found during decanting at rig site. 

Management stated that driver admitted the theft. Later on, management stated that incident 

has been informed to police but driver and helper escaped. Management did not ascertain the 

actual loss by identifying the locations at which bouzer TTD-194 delivered HSD. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal controls and follow up, the management could 

not make good of the loss on account of theft of Rs 68.632 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that FIR at Sr. No. i & iii of the para was being pursued. FIR at Sr. 

No. ii had been withdrawn due to non-establishment of the theft charges.  

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 12 & 13, 2022 directed the management to get the 

stated stance at Sr. No. ii verified from Audit and pursue the remaining cases vigorously. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides developing SOPs regarding 

follow up of theft cases. 

[DP No. 1718] 

2.2.4.30 Loss due to non-dehiring of excess land - Rs 34.776 million 

As per Article 5 of Procedure for well closing / abandoning a drilling well site issued vide No. 

AAO-107-32 dated September 21, 1988, a committee namely Well Site Closing Committee will be 

constituted. Further, according to Article 6.2 of SOP ibid, the committee will negotiate with the land 

owners for the settlement of terms for de-hiring of land. Efforts will be made to offer the structure 

including the civil works and unserviceable material at the site to the land owner as compensation for 

land, clearing, levelling and bringing the site in original shape. Clearance in the terms of settlement 

agreed with the land owner will be sought to Principal Land Management Committee. Furthermore, as 

per Article 6.5 of ibid, immediately after vacation / levelling the area in proper shape, representative of 

the land management section will formally de-hire and hand-over the land to the land owner. 
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During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that 805 acres of land was required 

to be de-hired by December, 2020 but the Land Management Committee failed to de-hire the land. This 

resulted in extra payment of land rent amounting to Rs 34.776 million. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal controls, excess land could not be de-hired which 

resulted in loss of Rs 34.776 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that 480 acres out of 805 acres pertained to Pirkoh and was not 

required. The same had been communicated to Deputy Commissioner, Dera Bugti. The remaining land 

was still under use / possession of OGDCL. The reply of the management is not tenable as the same 

piece of land was recommended for de-hiring by the Land Management Committee.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 12 and 13, 2022 directed the management to expedite 

the process of de-hiring of land. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides fixing responsibility for failure 

in de-hiring the land in time. 

[DP No. 1547] 

2.2.4.31 Un-justified payment to suppliers on account of Material in Transit - Rs 28.775 

million 

According to Note No. 4.8 of Notes to Financial Statement of OGDCL, stores, spare parts and 

loose tools are valued at the lower of cost and net realizable value less allowance for slow moving, 

obsolete and in transit items. Cost is determined on the moving average basis and comprises cost of 

purchases and other costs incurred in bringing the inventories to their present location and condition. 

Net realizable value signifies the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business less costs 

necessarily to be incurred in order to make a sale.  Materials in transit are stated at cost comprising 

invoice value and other charges paid thereon. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that in 51 cases, management 

made full payment to the vendor against receipt of short quantity of material. Most of the items were 

shown as ‘Material in Transit’. Supply of the items was not made but the management did not take any 

action for supply of the items or recovery of the excess payment. This resulted in excess payment of Rs 

28.775 million to the suppliers. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak inventory control, un-justified payment amounting to Rs 

28.775 million was made to vendors / suppliers without receipt of goods. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that the MIT balance was not necessarily due to short / non-delivery 

but it could also appear due to multiple reasons including wrong feeding of Purchase Order in system, 

incorrect destination entered in Oracle, invoices submitted by vendor were not exactly as per Purchase 

Order, supply of superseded part numbers by the vendor etc. The reply of the management is not tenable 

as the management made payments to the vendors / suppliers without receiving stipulated quantity of 

items or if, at all, it was clerical mistake in the record, management should have rectified the same in 

time. 

The DAC, in its meeting held on January 12 & 13, 2022, directed the management to get the 

stated stance verified from audit and expedite the reconciliation of cases. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report. 
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 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1720] 

2.2.4.32 Loss due to delayed claim of input Sales Tax - Rs 21.179 million 

According to Section 7 of the Sales Tax Act, 1990, for the purpose of determining his tax 

liability in respect of taxable supplies made during a tax period, a registered person shall be entitled to 

deduct input tax paid or payable during the tax period for the purpose of taxable supplies made, or to 

be made, by him from the output tax that is due from him in respect of that tax period, provided that 

where a registered person did not deduct input tax within the relevant period, he may claim such tax in 

the return for any of the six succeeding tax periods. 

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that in 308 cases, the management 

did not claim input Sales Tax within prescribed period, therefore, the amount could not be adjusted 

against the output tax. The company paid Sales Tax against these invoices to respective supplier but did 

not claim input tax. This resulted in loss to company for Rs 21.179 million. 

Audit is of the view that weak financial controls resulted in non-adjustment of input tax 

causing loss of Rs 21.179 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that OGDCL operations were spread all over Pakistan, mostly in 

remote and hard areas, thus, input Sales Tax could not be adjusted within permissible time limit of 6 

months. The reply of management is not tenable as the management should have devised a plan to claim 

the input tax within 6 months of payment of output tax.  

The DAC, in its meeting held on January 12 and 13, 2022, directed the management to fix the 

responsibility on persons at fault besides strengthening the internal controls to avoid such lapses in 

future. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1515] 

2.2.4.33 Loss due to non-deduction of Income Tax - Rs 14.112 million 

According to Section 153(1) (a) of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001, every prescribed person 

making payment in full or part including a payment by way of advance to resident for sale of goods 

including toll manufacturing, except where payment is less than seventy-five thousand Rupees in 

aggregate during a financial year, shall deduct tax from gross amount payable. Further, according to 

Section 182(15) of the Ordinance ibid, any person who fails to collect or deduct tax as required under 

any provision of this Ordinance or fails to pay the tax collected or deducted as required under Section 

160, such person shall pay a penalty of forty thousand rupees or the 10% of the amount of tax which-

ever is higher.  

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that management failed to deduct 

/ withhold Income Tax from payments of over  

Rs 75,000 to suppliers. The management paid an amount of Rs 285.088 million to various suppliers at 

its 73 field locations from imprest account without observing the provision of the Ordinance ibid. This 

discrepancy occurred due to non-booking of purchases against the respective suppliers’ accounts and 

resulted in non-deduction of Income Tax amounting to Rs 14.112 million. 
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Audit is of the view that weak financial controls resulted in non-deduction / non-withholding 

of Income Tax of Rs 14.112 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that suppliers referred to were not major / regular suppliers of the 

company and only petty purchases were made on emergent basis. The reply of management is not 

tenable as Income Tax should have been deducted from the payment exceeding Rs 75,000 to each 

supplier which was not done. 

The DAC, in its meeting held on January 12 and 13, 2022, directed the management to make 

efforts for recovery and ensure future supplies from registered suppliers and deduction of Income Tax. 

No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides fixing the responsibility for the 

lapse. 

[DP No. 1510] 

2.2.4.34 Non-deduction of Professional Tax - Rs 2.204 million 

According to Section 3(1) of the Sindh Finance Act, 1964, Section 11(1) of the Balochistan 

Finance Act, 1964 amended vide Section 2 Clause (b)(i), of the Balochistan Finance Act, 2018 and 

Section 7(1) of the Khyber Pakhtunkhawa Finance Act, 1990, amended vide the Khyber Pakhtunkhawa 

Finance Act, 2019, there shall be levied and collected a professional tax, for each financial year, from 

persons engaged in professions, trades, calling or employment at the specified rates.    

During audit of OGDCL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management was required 

to deduct Professional Tax from the salaries of 4,638 employees of OGDCL working in Sindh, 

Balochistan, Khyber Pakhtunkhawa and deposited the same in provincial treasuries. However, the 

management did not deduct / withhold tax from the salaries of these employees. This resulted in loss of 

Rs 2.204 million to the provinces. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal and financial controls resulted in non-deduction of 

Professional Tax amounting to Rs 2.204 million from the salaries of employees. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management, in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021, stated that the Professional Tax was deducted and deposited with relevant 

provincial authorities. The management requested Audit to provide list of employees from whom tax 

had not been deducted so far. The reply of the management is not tenable as the list of employees has 

already been shared with the management. 

The DAC, in its meeting held on January 12 and 13, 2022, directed the management to recover 

/ reconcile the deducted Professional Tax and share the outcomes with Audit. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the DAC directives besides strengthening of controls to avoid 

such discrepancy in future. 

[DP No. 1514] 
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2.3     Pakistan Petroleum Limited  

2.3.1(A) Introduction 

 Pakistan Petroleum Limited (PPL) is one of the oldest Exploration and Production (E&P) 

companies in the country. It was incorporated on June 05, 1950 after promulgation of Pakistan 

Petroleum Production Rules, 1949. The principal activities of the company are exploration, 

development and production of Pakistan’s natural reserves of oil and gas.  

PPL is the second largest exploration and production company in Pakistan in terms of both 

production and reserves. The Company’s current exploration and production portfolio is spread across 

Pakistan with international presence in UAE, Iraq and Yemen. PPL also holds mineral rights in 

Balochistan through Bolan Mining Enterprises, a 50:50 joint operation between PPL and Government of 

Balochistan. The Company has three wholly owned subsidiaries: PPL Europe E&P Limited (PPLE), PPL 

Asia E&P B.V. (PPLA) and Pakistan Petroleum Provident Fund Trust Company (Private) Limited 

(PPPFTC). In 2020-21, a new company was formed with the name of Pakistan International Oil Limited 

by PPL, OGDCL, MPCL and GHPL, each subscribing 25% share capital. The company is formed for 

exploration activities in UAE.  

The company’s shareholding is divided between the Government of Pakistan which owns about 

68 percent shares of the company and PPL Employees Empowerment Trust with 7 percent and private 

investors with nearly 25 percent of shares. 

(B)     Comments on Company Performance 

The performance of the company in terms of profitability remained impressive during the year 

with 58% Gross Profit Ratio, 35% Net Profit Ratio and 13% Return on Equity. The liquidity position 

of the company is also strong as indicated by the Liquidity Ratio of 4:36 and Current Ratio of 4:42. 

However, despite the good liquidity position the company’s debtor turnover ratio is alarming as it stood 

0.61 times which means the average collection period of the company is 600 days, which needs attention 

of the management. EPS for the year remained Rs 19.27 per share. 

 The comparison of production and sale of hydrocarbons by PPL for the last six years is as 

under:  

Six Years comparison of Production and Exploration 

Hydrocarbon 2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16 

Natural Gas 

production 

(MMCF) 

276,309 283,792 317,457 323,007 329367 306,604 

Condensate  

(“000” BBL) 
715 781 792 737 383 70 

Oil / 

NGL  production  
4,417 4,361 5,076 5,058 5,565 5,353 
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(“0000” BBL) 

LPG Production 

 (M.Tons) 
115,835 107,114 116,723 95,332 81267 66,597 

(* Oil/ NGL producing wells are also included in the total of natural gas producing wells, as these are gas and oil producers) 

Sales of Hydrocarbon 

Hydrocarbon 2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16 

Natural Gas Sales 

(MMCF) 
237,187 246,619 278,296 284,828 288,483 269,476 

Oil/NGL Sales 

(thousands BBL) 
5,141 5,061 5,753 5,948 5,948 5,282 

LPG Sales 

(M.Tons) 
115,601 107,421 117,194 81,038 81,038 66,482 

The Sui Mining Lease expired on May 31, 2015. During May, 2016, a Memorandum of 

Agreement (MoA) was executed between the GoP and the Government of Balochistan (GoB) for grant 

of Development & Production Lease (D&PL) to the Company over the Sui gas field, with effect from 

June 01, 2015. The MoA was approved by the Economic Coordination Committee (ECC) of the Cabinet 

on December 13, 2016. Currently, the GoP has allowed the company to continue production from the 

Sui gas field, the most recent being dated May 27, 2021, thus permitting the Company to continue 

producing gas from Sui field for a further period of one year with effect from the expiry of existing 

lease period i.e., May 31, 2021.  

Production and sales of hydrocarbons are constantly decreasing in volume whereas sales amount 

has increased due to effect of foreign exchange because crude oil prices are linked to a basket of Middle 

East crude oil prices (Brent in US Dollar). Declining exploration leads inventory (unexplored) in 

portfolio and major fields are mature and experiencing natural decline / depletion. PPL is also facing 

the problems of security issues and high costs in frontier areas, low off-takes by GENCO-II from 

Kandhkot, low prices of oil and gas in Adhi, Kandhkot and Sui fields and legal / commercial challenges 

such as renewal of Sui Gas Field and litigation with BYCO. 

2.3.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

Audit observations amounting to Rs 10,201.796 million were raised in this report during the 

current audit of PPL, that also includes recoverable amount of Rs 3,071.199 million as pointed out by 

the Audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

       (Rs in million) 

Sr. No. Classification Amount  

1 Irregularities  - 

A Management Related Irregularities 6,823.901 
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B Procurement Related Irregularities 306.696 

2 Others 3,071.199 

2.3.3 Compliance of PAC Directives  

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Directives 

Compliance 

Reported 

Compliance 

Awaited 

% age of 

Compliance 

2009-10 2 2 - 100 

2010-11 9 1 8 11 

2011-12 6 3 3 50 

2012-13 4 1 3 25 

2013-14 8 5 3 62 

2014-15 11 3 8 27 

2015-16 6 6 - 100 

2016-17 9 5 4 55 

2018-19 29 15 14 52 

2019-20 01 0 01 - 

Total 85 41 44 48 

 The overall compliance of PAC directives needs to be improved. 
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AUDIT FINDINGS 

Management Related Irregularities 

2.3.4.1 Loss of revenue due to less off take by the GENCO-II -  

Rs 6,678 million 

According to Clause 6.1 of Gas Sales Agreement for Kandhkot Gas Field executed between 

Pakistan Petroleum Limited (Seller) and Central Power Generation Company Limited (Buyer) on 

October 23, 2017, the seller will supply 180 MMSCFD of specification gas which will gradually be 

increased to 200 MMSCFD per Contract Year.    

During audit of PPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed the GENCO-II took less quantity than 

the quantity agreed in Gas Sales Agreement for Kandhkot Gas Field. The company did not initiate 

action under the GSA such as issuance of notices to GENCO-II and placing the matter before 

appropriate fora for resolving the matter. Further, the management made no effort for selling of surplus 

gas to other party after fulfilling all legal formalities. Company sustained revenue loss of Rs 6,678 

million during FY 2020-21 due to lower off take by GENCO-II. Further, due to less realization of 

revenue, Royalty of Rs 834.876 million was also not realized. 

Audit is of the view that weak contract management resulted in loss of revenue of Rs 6,678 

million due to less off take by the GENCO-II.  

 The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 explained that the current gas production potential of the field is 200 MMCFD, 

while GENCO-II offtake was 71 MMCFD since July, 2021. Kandhkot Gas Field had the potential to 

provide 70 MMCFD to 100 MMCFD of surplus gas to an alternate buyer. The management further 

explained that the matter had already been taken up with the Ministry for resolution of the case. Audit 

contended that allocation of gas to alternate buyer is vital due to the reason that optimum production 

from the field will benefit the company. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 21, 2022 directed the management to pursue the case 

with DG (Gas) vigorously. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to adopt remedial measures and to pursue the case with DG (Gas) 

vigorously. 

[DP No. 1727] 

2.3.4.2 Loss due to sale of natural gas under EWT arrangements -  

Rs 145.901 million 

According to Section 4.1.6(3) of Petroleum Exploration and Production Policy, 2012, where 

the specification and quality of the gas from an approved Extended Well Testing (EWT) is acceptable 

to the buyer, the gas price shall entail a 5% discount from the applicable gas price for on spec gas and 

10% for off spec gas for that Zone. Further, under the relevant Petroleum Policies and Rules, Royalty 

at the rate of 12.5% of value of Petroleum produced and saved is payable by the E&P companies to 

Federal Government which is transferred by the Federal Government to the Provincial Government.  

During audit of PPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that management executed EWT Gas 

Sale Agreement in 2017 with M/s E-Gas for sale of gas from Kabir X-I well (Gambat South Block). It 

was mutually agreed that price of gas would be US$ 2.5330/MMBTU, which was 45% lower than the 

applicable price. It was also decided that if production continued beyond the six months, then the 

discount of 45% will be reduced to 35% and thereafter to 25%. The offering of discount ranging from 
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45% to 25% beyond the prescribed limit of 5% to 10% resulted in loss of Rs 122.369 million to the 

company and loss of Royalty amounting to Rs 23.532 million to the Sindh province aggregating to loss 

of Rs 145.901 million.  

Audit is of the view that poor management practices resulted in loss of  

Rs 145.901 million on account of inadmissible discount on sale of gas and loss of Royalty.  

 The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 explained that the produced gas during the EWT had to be processed through 

Gambat South Gas process plant, which was not acceptable to SSGC. PPL therefore, resorted to the 

option of sale of Kabir Gas to a third party. The reply is not tenable as company had to suffer loss on 

account of inadmissible discount on sale of gas and loss of Royalty as well. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 21, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

stance verified from Audit. No progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to inquire the matter and fix responsibility besides payment of Royalty to 

Sindh province. 

[DP No. 1725] 

Procurement Related Irregularities 

2.3.4.3 Irregular award of contract in violation of Public Procurement Rules - Rs 187.097 

million 

According to Rule 42(c) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004, a procuring agency shall only 

engage in direct contracting if the prescribed conditions are fulfilled including the condition that the 

procurement concerns the acquisition of spare parts or supplementary services from original 

manufacturer or supplier provided that the same are not available from alternative sources and only one 

manufacturer or supplier exists for the required procurement. However, for this purpose the procuring 

agencies shall specify the appropriate fora which may authorize procurement of proprietary object after 

due diligence.  

During audit of PPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that management awarded contract to 

M/s Frontier Constabulary Security Services (Pvt.) Ltd. for an amount of Rs 81 million under Rule 

42(c) on the plea that security services required by the PPL was only available with the FFCS (Pvt.) 

Ltd. In another case, the management awarded direct contract for air service to M/s PIAC for an amount 

of Rs 106.097 million while rejected the bid submitted by M/s ASSL in response to the tender floated 

by the company. The award of these contracts for an amount of Rs 187.097 million without competitive 

bidding being violative of PPRA Rules was irregular.  

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls and poor procurement management resulted in 

irregular awards of contracts amounting to Rs 187.097 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 stated that the well sites are located on the remotely outskirts of the province, 

whereas, drilling services / activities remained operational 24 hours. Drilling services were outsourced 

through press tender, where primarily foreign companies participated in Pakistan, so security services 

became challenge for PPL while the drilling crew of these companies had expats in their team. In such 

situation, a close liaison of the security company was essentially required with the law enforcement 

agency to avoid any mishap. The management further, explained that only one bidder submitted their 

bid in case of requirement of Air Charter services, which was rejected on the ground of non-fulfilling 
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the published evaluation criteria. Other potential bidders in the country didn’t participate in the bidding 

process due to different reasons. The reply is not tenable as contract was awarded in violation of PPRA 

Rules.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 21, 2022 directed the management to provide the 

delegation of power to Audit for verification and get the case regularized from BoD.  No further progress 

was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to regularize the award of contract from competent forum besides improving 

procurement management to avoid such instances in future. 

[DP No. 1721] 

2.3.4.4 Unjustified extension of contract to vendors - Rs 80.50 million 

As per Rule 42(C) of PPRA Rules, 2004, a procuring agency shall only engage in direct 

contracting if the procurement concerns the acquisition of spare parts or supplementary services from 

original manufacturer or supplier and are not available from alternative sources or only one 

manufacturer or supplier exists for the required procurement. 

During audit of PPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that after completion of three years 

contract terms, the management further extended the contract with M/s Weir Oil R. Gas Singapore for 

wellhead engineering services with a capping value of Rs 35.00 million (US$ 250,000 @ Rs 140). 

Similarly, the management extended contract with M/s Dowell Schlumberger (Western) S.A. for Well 

Completion Services for three years with a capping value of Rs 45.50 million (US$ 325,000 @ Rs 140) 

without resorting to fresh competitive biddings. Further, these contractors were not Original Equipment 

Manufacturers (OEMs), therefore, extension in the contracts amounting to Rs 80.50 million was 

irregular.   

Audit is of the view that poor procurement management resulted in irregular award of contracts 

amounting to Rs 80.50 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 stated that the contracts in question were not supply of goods / materials contract 

but a services contract for installing the OEM equipment already purchased. Each prequalified vendors 

/ OEMs for Downhole Equipment requires an associated proprietary services contract for "Well 

Completion Services" i.e., running, installation and commissioning of its supplied "Downhole 

Equipment". The reply of the management is not tenable as no documentary evidence was provided in 

support of management claim.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 21, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

stance verified from Audit. No progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1729] 

2.3.4.5 Loss due to unjustified termination of contract and payment of interest on withheld 

amount - Rs 39.099 million 

According to Clause 10 of contract between Bolan Mining Enterprises, a subsidiary of PPL and 

Deep Rock Drilling (DRD), if the contractor has not executed the work in accordance with this contract 

or has persistently or flagrantly neglected his obligations, the company exercises its right of termination 

under this Clause and shall have no liability whatsoever to the contractor. Liability of contractor to the 
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company shall be equal to the amount which company is required to incur in excess of original contract 

price to complete the work by itself or by a third party.   

During audit of PPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management paid an amount 

of Rs 27.718 million to M/s Deep Rock Drilling against out of court settlement on behalf of Bolan 

Mining Enterprises, a subsidiary of PPL. A drilling contract was executed between M/s DRD and 

Bolan Mining Enterprises in 2013 which was terminated on May 12, 2014 due to poor performance in 

completing the task within stipulated timeline. Meanwhile, contractor resorted to arbitration and it was 

decided in favour of the contractor by the arbitrator. The management of PPL challenged the decision 

before the Honourable Sindh High Court but later resorted to out of court settlement. This showed that 

the management terminated the contract without valid reasons due to which the matter was decided 

against the company in arbitration and was later settled after payment of Rs 27.718 million. Further, 

the management paid an amount of Rs 11.381 million to M/s Deep Rock Drilling against interest 

payment @ 6% on withheld amount against out of court settlement. 

Audit is of the view that negligence of management resulted in unjustified payment for out of 

court settlement and interest on withheld amount causing loss of Rs 39.099 million to the company.  

 The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

explained that Bolan Mining Enterprises did not make a payment of Rs 11.381 million as per award 

rather through settlement, Bolan Mining Enterprises avoided to pay further amounts and saved further 

litigation cost by paying only Rs 27 million to M/s Deep Rock Drilling which is even less than its 

withheld amount.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 21, 2022 directed to conduct fact finding inquiry at 

ministry level and submit a report within one month. No further progress was reported till finalization 

of this report. 

Audit recommends to inquire the matter and fix responsibility besides improving management 

practices.  

[DP No. 1726] 

Others 

2.3.4.6 Non-deposit of Social Welfare Obligations, Production Bonus and Training Fund -

Rs 1,985 million 

According to Section 2.3 of Petroleum Policy, 1994, read with Section 2.2.1 to 2.2.6, the Policy 

offered incentives to E&P companies for adoption of economic package. To exercise this incentive, 

E&P companies were required to enter into Supplemental Agreements with the Government of 

Pakistan. 

During audit of PPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that management executed 

Supplemental Agreement in respect of Adhi field in order to avail incentives of the policy but did not 

deposit the Social Welfare Obligations, Training Fund Obligation and Production Bonus. This resulted 

in non-deposit of Social Welfare Obligations, Training Fund Obligation and Production Bonus 

amounting to Rs 1,985 million. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in non-deposit of obligations amounting 

to Rs 1,985 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that all of other incentives and obligations included in the Petroleum Policy, 1994 were not 
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adopted through the stated Supplemental Agreement nor was a PCA signed, therefore, no obligation 

was payable from Adhi Mining Lease. The reply of the management is not tenable as under the 

Petroleum Policy, 1994 incentives were offered as a package and not on individual basis, therefore, 

when the company executed the Supplemental Agreement in order to avail the tax incentives, it had to 

adopt all incentives as a package. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 21, 2022 directed the management to take up the matter 

with DG (PC) for further clarification. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to probe the matter for executing the agreement against the spirit of 

Petroleum Policy and taking corrective action. 

[DP No. 1722] 

2.3.4.7 Non-resolution of the yield dispute with ARL - Rs 901.116 million  

As per Clause 15.1 of COSA, if any question, or difference or dispute concerning the 

interpretation and application of this Sales Agreement arises between the parties hereto, then matter in 

dispute shall be resolved in accordance with arbitration procedure as provided in agreement. According 

to proviso to Clause 28.3, provided that in the event of a dispute between the Pakistani Working Interest 

Owner(s) and President, the arbitration shall be conducted in accordance with the Arbitration Act, 1940. 

During audit of PPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that there existed a yield differential 

dispute on supply of crude oil to ARL from Adhi field due to which ARL withheld an amount of Rs 

901.116 million claimed by PPL. However, the management of PPL did not initiate arbitration process 

by invoking arbitration clause. The detail of withheld amount is as under: 

           (Rs in million) 

Over 360 

days 

181 to 

360 days 

91 to 180 

days 

Within 90 

days 

Current 

billing 
Total 

67.527 2.525 0.436 828.797 1.831 901.116 

Audit is of the view that negligence of the management resulted in non-settlement of dispute 

for payment of Rs 901.116 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 17, 2022 stated that the outstanding amount on account of dispute as on June 30, 2021 

stood at Rs 70.49 million. The reconciliation efforts by PPL were in process to conclude but sensitivity 

of matter was taking due course for conclusion. The reply of the management is not tenable as 

management did not make enough efforts to resolve the dispute. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 21, 2022 directed the management to provide the 

reconciliation / detail breakup to audit for verification. No further progress was reported till finalization 

of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC and expedite recovery / reconciliation of 

balance amount. 

[DP No. 1728] 

2.3.4.8 Non-realization of GIDC on sale of Natural Gas to M/s E-Gas –  

Rs 185.083 million 

According to Section 3 of Gas Infrastructure Development Cess Act, 2015, the Cess shall be 

levied and charged by the Federal Government from gas consumers, other than the domestic sector 
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consumers, or the company at the rates specified in the Second Schedule to this Act. The gas company 

shall be responsible for billing of Cess to gas consumers, its collection from gas consumers and its 

onward payment to the Federal Government. In the Second Schedule of the said Act, the maximum rate 

of Cess on CNG Region-I was  

Rs 263.56 per MMBTU and on CNG Region-II was Rs 200 per MMBTU. 

During audit of PPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management sold natural gas 

to M/s E-Gas from Kabir X-I well during October, 2017 to December, 2019 (Gambat South Block) and 

from Dhok Sultan during November, 2019 to April, 2020. According to the Memorandum of 

Association of the M/s E-Gas, “company was carrying on the business of selling Compressed Natural 

Gas (CNG) for automotive vehicles – both wholesale and retail”. However, PPL did not bill and collect 

GIDC on sale of natural gas provided in Second Schedule of the GIDC Act, 2015. This resulted in non-

realization of GIDC of Rs 185.083 million. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in non-realization of GIDC amounting 

to Rs 185.083. 

The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that since M/s E-Gas was not a gas consumer and was carrying on the business of selling 

Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) to onward domestic consumers of automotive vehicles and other users. 

Therefore, Cess imposition was not applicable on M/s E-Gas. The reply of the management is not 

tenable as M/s E-Gas fell under the CNG sector; hence, the management was required to collect GIDC 

from it which was not done.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 21, 2022 directed the management to get the 

clarification from DG (Gas) regarding GIDC on sale of CNG. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to recover GIDC from buyer and deposit the same to national exchequer. 

[DP No. 1724] 
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2.4         Pakistan State Oil Company Limited  

2.4.1(A) Introduction 

 The Government of Pakistan took over Pakistan National Oil (PNO) on January 01, 1974 and 

merged PNO with Dawood Petroleum Limited (DPL) as Premiere Oil Company Limited (POCL). On 

June 03, 1974, Petroleum Storage Development Corporation (PSDC) came into existence. PSDC was 

then renamed as State Oil Company Limited (SOCL) on August 23, 1976. Following that, the M/s Esso 

Undertakings were acquired on September 15, 1976 and control was given to SOCL. On December 30, 

1976 the Premier Oil Company Limited and State Oil Company Limited, was merged as Pakistan state 

Oil (PSO). Pakistan State Oil Company Limited (PSO) is a public limited company incorporated under 

the Companies Ordinance, 1984 (now the Companies Act, 2017) and is listed on Pakistan Stock 

Exchange. 

Pakistan State Oil Company Limited (PSOCL) is the largest oil marketing company of Pakistan 

dealing with purchase, sale, storage and marketing of both indigenous and imported of petroleum 

products. PSO has 48% market share and a widespread network of 3,500 retail outlets, 9 installations, 

23 depots, refuelling facilities at 10 airports, two lubricant manufacturing facilities and LPG storage & 

bottling infrastructure. PSO is currently engaged in the marketing and distribution of various POL 

products including Motor Gasoline, High Speed Diesel (HSD), Furnace Oil (FO), Jet Fuel (JP-1), 

Kerosene, CNG, LPG, Petrochemicals, and Lubricants. In addition to these products, the company has 

been involved in import of LNG through long term agreements with QG and QP since February, 2016.   

(B)        Comments on Company Performance 

Financial performance of the company for the last five years is given below: 

 (Rs in million) 

 2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16 

Net Sales 1,204,247 1,108,358 1,154,298 1,063,744 878,147 677,940 

Gross Profit 54,609 12,227 36,017 39,636 37,136 22,525 

Other 

Revenues 
18,826 10,210 7,559 7,911 11,751 13,411 

Marketing & 

Administrative 

Exp. 
15,788 14,806 12,414 11,929 11,238 10,511 

Other Exp. 3,930 220 4,699 3,334 2,378 1,986 

Operating 

Profit 
53,717 7,749 26,257 31,870 34,662 22,826 

Finance Cost 10,242 13,427 8,987 5,123 5,923 7,150 

Share of profit 

from 

associates 

581 545     

Profit before 

Taxation 
44,056 (5,134) 17,477 27,160 29,347 16,289 
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Profit for the 

Year 
29,139 (6,466) 10,587 15,461 18,226 10,273 

 PSO reported higher profit on YoY basis as profit was increased 550% in FY 2020-21. PSO 

turned losses of Rs. 6,466 million in FY 2019-20 into profit of Rs. 29,139 million during FY 2020-21 

respectively. PSO earned profit due to increase in market share, sales / OMC margin and other revenues 

and decrease in finance cost. Port congestion, non-availability of night navigation, narrow channel, one 

jetty namely FOTCO etc. caused recurring charges on account of demurrages and disrupt whole supply 

chain. In the wake of commissioning of White Oil Pipeline, further delays in berthing of vessels and 

unloading of petroleum products will burden PSO with heavy demurrage charges.  

2.4.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs 60,243.861 million were raised in this report during the 

current audit of PSO. This also includes recoverable amount of Rs 24,850.133 million as pointed out 

by the Audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. No. Classification Amount 

1 Irregularities  - 

A Financial Management 24,666.246 

B Procurement Related Irregularities 31,283.496 

C Operations Related Irregularities 4,294.119 

D Retail and Logistics - 

 

 

2.4.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Directives 

Compliance 

Reported 

Compliance 

Awaited 

% age of 

Compliance 

1988-89 5 2 3 40 

1993-94 7 4 3 57 

1995-96 7 2 5 29 

1996-97 6 5 1 83 

1998-99 4 3 1 75 

1999-00 7 5 2 71 
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2000-01 14 13 1 93 

2002-03 6 3 3 50 

2003-04 11 9 2 82 

2004-05 8 6 2 75 

2008-09 4 2 2 50 

2009-10 1 - 1 - 

2010-11 14 4 10 29 

2011-12 9 4 5 44 

2012-13 11 1 10 9 

2013-14 17 9 8 53 

2014-15 10 3 7 30 

2015-16 20 16 4 80 

2016-17 15 6 9 40 

2018-19 12 6 6 50 

2019-20 - - - - 

2020-21 - - - - 

Total 188 103 85 55 

The overall compliance of PAC directives needs to be improved. 
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2.4.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Financial Management 

2.4.4.1 Non-recovery of outstanding amount from customers and other parties - Rs 

13,375.773 million  

As per terms of agreements executed between PSO and bulk buyers of petroleum products, 

buyers are liable to clear invoices within the prescribed period and in the case of failure of making 

payment LPS will also be imposed at the rate of KIBOR plus 2% to 4%. 

During audit of PSO for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management failed to 

recover receivables (other than Circular Debt) amounting to Rs 5,311.320 million from bulk 

customers like, Army, Navy, Marine, NLC, Aviation, PIA, etc., as on June 30, 2021. Further, there 

were also long outstanding dues of Rs 8,064.453 million against other customers i.e., NFR, Credit 

Cards, CNG, cartage contractors, refineries on account of terminal and product handling charges, 

retailers and COCO sites, but the management did not recover the outstanding amount. 

Audit is of the view that inefficient receivables management resulted in non-recovery of 

outstanding amount of Rs 13,375.773 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. In DAC meeting held on 

February 01, 2022, the management stated that out of total outstanding receivables of Rs 13,375.773 

million, PSO has recovered an amount of Rs 11,855.02 million leaving outstanding balance of Rs 

1,520.753 million.  

The DAC directed the management to get the recovered amount verified from Audit within 

two days besides expediting the recovery of balance amount. During verification, out of outstanding 

amount, recovery of  

Rs 11,718.51 million was verified by Audit leaving outstanding balance of  

Rs 1,657.263 million.  

Audit recommends to expedite the process of recovery of outstanding amounts from the 

debtors. 

[DP Nos. 1637 & 1638] 

 

2.4.4.2 Non-repayment of FE-25 loans causing excess exchange loss –  

Rs 5,504.449 million 

According to Finance Division’s letter vide No. 4(8)EF(C-III)/2011 dated November 27, 2013, 

oil importing companies should explore the possibility of financing longer term arrangements from the 

banks and financial institutions which are currently involved in their import arrangements. In case 

extended duration arrangements require extra cost and risks to be borne by the companies, the Federal 

Government would defray such costs and risks. Further, as per Ministry of Petroleum & Natural 

Resources (Development Wing) letter vide No PL. 9(334)/2014 dated September 7, 2015, Finance 

Division has agreed to pick the differential on account of appreciation of dollars viz-a-viz Pak Rupee, 

if any.  

During audit of PSO for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management borrowed an 

amount of US$ 339,549,416 equivalent to  

Rs 355,237.346 million from commercial banks to finance L/Cs for oil imports during the FY 2013 to 

2021. The company claimed that borrowed loans were repaid to lending commercial banks in US$ 
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equivalent to Rs 382,519.182 million along with extra cost of Rs 27,281.836 million on account of 

appreciation of US$ viz-a-viz Pak Rupees. The Federal Government defrayed the extra cost by paying 

an amount of Rs 27,890 million during April and June, 2020. Further, in 04 cases, loans of US$ 111.384 

million equivalent to Rs 12,037 million were taken from NBP (02 cases), Meezan Bank Ltd. and Askari 

Bank Ltd. in December, 2015, May, 2016, January, 2018 and February, 2018. An amount of  

Rs 5,504.449 million on account of exchange loss was received from the Federal Government in the 

instant 04 cases but loans were not repaid to respective commercial banks till June, 2021.  

Audit is of the view that due to inefficient financial management, 04 foreign exchange loans 

were not repaid despite lapse of more than 2 to 6 years and exchange loss of Rs 5,504.449 million was 

received from the Federal Government. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that all the highlighted loans have now been repaid in December, 2021 and January, 2022 with a 

total exchange loss of  

Rs 7,735.962 million i.e., Rs 2,231.513 million is receivable from GoP in lieu of exchange loss in 

addition to already received exchange loss of Rs 5,504.449 million. At the time of booking / rollover of 

FE-25 loans, PSO informed MoF with details of loans. Further exchange loss is regularly communicated 

to GoP. Exchange gain / (loss) is settled based on verification by SBP and approval of the competent 

authority. Audit contended that correspondence with MoE- Petroleum Division and MoF showed that 

foreign exchange loan with exchange gain or loss are reported on aggregate basis and details of 

outstanding loans were not reported as to how much older these were. Working of exchange loss of  

Rs 27,890 million claimed in May, 2020 was not provided.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to take up the 

matter with Finance Division through DG (Oil) regarding delayed payment of 04 loans involving 

exchange loss of Rs 7,735.962 million. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1639] 

2.4.4.3 Non-recovery of outstanding IFEM claims – Rs 2,648.015 million 

Federal Government assigned the responsibility of determination / computation of Inland 

Freight Equalization Margin (IFEM) to OGRA since September 01, 2008 and to manage IFEM pool 

for payment of IFEM to OMCs. The IFEM is an integral component of the final price of MS, LDO, 

SKO and HSD, through which prices are maintained at an equalized level across the country despite 

disparities in transportation costs; thus, price is equalized at 22 depots/locations spread all over the 

country. The IFEM is basically the movement of petroleum product across country at 22 depot located 

at most economical and efficient rates.  

During audit of PSO for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the company’s financial 

statements (Note 17) and trial balance as on June 30, 2021 reflected an amount on account of IFEM to 

the tune of Rs 2,648.015 million receivable from OMCs through OGRA for transportation of petroleum 

products. However, OGRA could not finalize the IFEM claims from the period January, 2012 to June, 

2020 because audit of the said period was pending since FY 2012.  

Audit is of the view that non-recovery of IFEM claims has turned out to be a systemic issue 

over a period of time. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that they have been vigorously following up with OGRA for initiation of the Audit pending since 
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2nd half of FY 2012 and settlement of the receivables. OGRA has recently appointed a firm of Chartered 

Accountants to conduct IFEM audit of the oil industry for the entire period from FY 2012 to FY 2020. 

However, the subject audit of PSO claims by OGRA has not been started and there is no chance of early 

settlement of IFEM amount. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to pursue the 

matter with OGRA through DG (Oil) for early settlement of issue. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1642] 

2.4.4.4 Non-payment of Government dues and other long outstanding payables – Rs 

1,764.581 million 

According to Section 4 of Worker’s Welfare Fund Ordinance, 1971, every industrial 

establishment, the total income of which in any year of account commencing on or after the date 

specified by the Federal Government in the official Gazette in this behalf is not less than five lakh of 

rupees shall pay to the Fund in respect of that year a sum equal to two per cent of its total income. Other 

dues of Municipal / Port authorities or Cess imposed by Provincial Government on imports are to be 

paid as per provisions of respective notifications. Moreover, as per respective provisions of contracts 

executed with the insurance companies, surveyors and other parties, freight / insurance premiums and 

surveyor charges are to be paid. 

During audit of PSO for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Trial Balance and Financial 

Statement for the FY 2020-21 showed that the company did not pay WWF and the following long 

outstanding payables for the period ranging up to 15 years as given below: 

         (Rs in million) 

Sr. No. Description of payables Period Amount 

1 WWF payable FY 2020-21 1,279.084 

2 LNG Hire charges 08/2015 to 05/2018 126.527 

3 Octroi payable to KMC 2004 to 2008 51.589 

4 Port Surveyor charges 2011-2020 263.509 

5 Cess payable 2005 to 2020 27.205 

6 War Risk insurance 2012 to 2017 16.667 

Total 1,764.581 

Audit is of the view that weak financial management resulted in non-payment of payable taxes, 

dues and charges at due dates. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. In DAC meeting held on 

February 01, 2022, the management stated that after 18th amendment both federal and provincial tax 

authorities had made laws for recovery of WWF from the taxpayers. Since PSO was a trans-provincial 

organization having presence and business activities in all provinces of Pakistan, pays WWF to federal 

tax authorities. Accordingly, for tax years 2016 to 2019, federal tax authorities had issued demand 

notices on account of WWF and PSO had duly discharged the WWF liability on the basis of demand 
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orders (under protest). Sindh Revenue Board in tax year 2016 also issued notices for recovery of Sindh 

Workers Welfare Fund under provincial law. PSO in response obtained stay order from Sindh High 

Court against demand notices of Sindh Revenue Board. Remaining payments (2 to 6 of table) will be 

made after carrying out reconciliation with the respective parties.  

The DAC directed the management to take up the matter with Federal Government to resolve 

the issue of WWF and expedite the clearance of remaining liabilities. No further progress was reported 

till finalization of this report.    

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1643] 

2.4.4.5 Non-deposit of accumulated unclaimed dividend in Government Account – Rs 

1,373.428 million 

According to Section 244(1&3) of the Companies Act, 2017, where dividend has been declared 

by a company which remain unclaimed for a period of three years from the date it is due and payable, 

the company shall give ninety days notices to the shareholders to file claim. If no claim is made before 

the company by the shareholder, the company shall after ninety days shall deposit any unclaimed 

amount to the credit of the Federal Government. The unclaimed amount as well as the proceeds from 

the sale of shares shall be maintained in a profit bearing account with the SBP / NBP to be called 

“Companies Unclaimed Instruments and Dividend and Insurance Benefits and Investors Education 

Account” and shall be deemed to be part of public accounts and interest / profit accumulated thereon 

shall be credited on quarterly basis to the Fund established under Section 245 of this Act.  

During audit of PSO for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the company had unclaimed 

dividend of Rs 3,443.218 million which was reduced to Rs 1,373.428 million as current liabilities in the 

Financial Statements for the FYs 2017-18 to 2020-21. The company did not take adequate actions in 

compliance of Section 244 of the Companies Act, 2017 relating to unclaimed dividend of  

Rs 1,373.428 million and did not deposit the same with the Federal Government by opening Account 

as required under the law. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. In a DAC meeting held on 

February 01, 2022, the management stated that in order to deposit unclaimed dividend with the Federal 

Government, first and foremost pre-requisite is that all dividend accounts must be cent per cent 

reconciled. This fact was also realized by SECP that most companies are facing difficulties in 

reconciling their old dividend accounts. Most of the companies are not depositing the same in 

government account. The reply is not tenable because the reconciliation of dividend accounts is the sole 

responsibility of the company and provisions of the Companies Act, 2017 are not being complied with, 

despite lapse of 04 years.  

The DAC directed the management to take up the matter with SECP through DG (Oil) for early 

settlement of the issue. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1645] 

Procurement - LNG 

2.4.4.6 Non-resolution of LNG / RLNG related issues resulting in accumulation of 

unaccounted for dues and low profitability in LNG business – Rs 28,543 million  

PSO, SSGC and SNGPL entered into a Tripartite Agreement under which PSO is required to 

supply imported LNG and SSGC will transport / swap re-gasified LNG to SNGPL for sale to GPPs, 
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IPPs, Fertilizers, and other industrial / commercial consumers. Further, as per ECC’s decision dated 

June 6, 2015, RLNG pricing components for PSO include: i. LNG DES (Delivery Ex-Ship) / FOB price 

(including freight) ii. Other import related actual costs iii. PSO margin up to 4 percent of LNG DES 

Price, subject to review after 3 months by an Inter-Ministerial Committee. Further, PSO also executed 

another long-term agreement with Qatar Petroleum for LNG supply from November, 2021 for two 

cargoes each month for which necessary arrangements regarding re-gasification arrangements at 

PGPC’s Terminal with PLL and back-to-back agreements for supply of LNG to SNGPL / SSGC and 

its transportation from PGPC’s Terminal to upcountry are required to be finalized prior to November, 

2021.  

During audit of PSO for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the company could not get the 

LNG / RLNG related issues resolved from the Petroleum Division and OGRA as given below: 

i. Non-finalization of TA-1 with SNGPL and SSGC for supply of LNG whereas the 

company is supplying LNG to SNGPL without any legal agreement. Due to absence of 

any legal agreement, delayed payment charges of Rs 23,846 million and exchange loss 

of Rs 4,697 million aggregating to Rs 28,543 million were neither accounted for nor 

recovery proceedings could be initiated against SNGPL since the start of LNG business. 

Due to liquidity issues, the company had to resort to more borrowings on commercial 

rates, thus finance cost was increased which affected negatively the bottom line of the 

profit and loss of the company; 

ii. OGRA allowed PSO margin from 1.82% to 2.5% on LNG supplies through RLNG 

pricing whereas ECC allowed increase in PSO margin vide case No. ECC-62/12/2018 

dated May 30, 2018, from 2.5%  to 3.75% but the company could not resolve the issue 

with the OGRA for implementation of ECC decision; 

iii. OGRA’s directions dated March 18, 2016 regarding conducting audit of actual import 

/ incidental cost for the period w.e.f. July, 2017 to June, 2021 were not complied with 

and audit reports for the period were neither submitted to OGRA nor provided to Audit; 

iv. Under new agreement for LNG supply, re-gasification agreement with PLL at PGPC’s 

Terminal for one cargo was not finalized as no capacity is available at EETPL terminal; 

v. Matter regarding handling of Q-Flex cargo at both the Terminals could not be finalized 

with Port Authorities; and 

vi. GSPAs with SNGPL / SSGC for LNG supplies under new contracts were also not 

concluded because the TA-1 under previous long term agreement could not be finalized 

despite lapse of more than five years. 

Audit is of the view that due to non-execution of agreements and non-resolution of matters, 

LNG business is being run on ad-hoc basis affecting the whole LNG / RLNG supply chain. 

The structural shortcomings in RLNG regime were pointed out in October, 2021. The 

management replied that the TA-1 could not be executed despite lapse of 5 years, due to various issues 

raised by SNGPL time and again. Now, PSO has executed new LNG SPA with Qatar Petroleum for 

supply of 02 cargoes each month from November, 2021 which necessitated re-gasification of LNG 

cargos at PGPCL beyond 6 cargoes. Therefore, an interim arrangement was executed between PSO, 

SNGPL and PLL for two cargos in November and December, 2021. However, a quadripartite agreement 
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will be executed shortly among PSO / PLL and SSGC / SNGPL covering entire volumes under both the 

long-term contracts. Further, the matter of exchange gain / loss adjustment is pending with OGRA since 

July, 2017. Moreover, the ECC decision regarding enhancement of PSO margin was not implemented 

by OGRA as yet. As far as actual import cost of LNG is concerned, PSO has regularly been submitting 

actual price computations to OGRA along with all supporting documents. But OGRA did not issue 

actual prices subsequently in spite of submission of relevant data by PSO. Issue of berthing of Q-Flex 

cargo at PGPC has been taken up with MoE - Petroleum Division and PLL. Petroleum Division has 

issued directives to Ministry of Maritime for the early resolution of this issue and for making necessary 

arrangements for the berthing of Q-Flex at PGPC terminal. Audit contends that structural gaps in RLNG 

supply chain could not be removed and major issues in RLNG sector, prejudice to the national interests, 

remained unresolved. Further, the requisite audit of incidental cost / actual import of LNG was not 

conducted by OGRA for the period starting from June, 2017 onwards.   

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed DG (Gas) for early resolution of 

RLNG issues. The DAC also directed PSO management to expedite the execution of agreements with 

PLL and SNGPL / SSGC under new agreements with QP. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that LNG / RLNG related issues be resolved expeditiously and; 

i. Recover exchange loss adjustments from SNGPL and approach Petroleum 

Division to finalize the issue of LPS on delayed payment by SNGPL; 

ii. Take up the matter relating to PSO margin with the OGRA and Petroleum 

Division / FG for early resolution; 

iii. Take up the matter with OGRA for fixation of final RLNG prices by providing 

audit reports for actual import and incidental cost during the period July, 2017 

and June, 2021; 

iv. Take up the matter with Port authorities through Petroleum Division / Ministry 

of Maritime Affairs for making necessary arrangements for berthing of Q-flex 

cargos at both the terminals, to avail economy of scales and reduce cost of LNG; 

and 

v. Finalize the arrangements for berthing of LNG cargoes, re-gasification at PGPC’s 

terminal and back to back agreements with buyers to actualize new long term 

agreement with QP.   

[DP No. 1647] 

2.4.4.7 Excess payment of port charges due to payment of penalties & other charges to PQA 

– Rs 1,350.049 million 

According to Clause 1 of Long Term Sale and Purchase Agreement (SPA) between Qatar 

Liquefied Gas Company Ltd. and PSO, port charges means any port charges or port dues in respect of 

an LNG vessel and / or LNG imported by the buyer including light dues, mooring charges, agency or 

port handling charges, expenditure relating to tugs,  pilotage, towage, escort or watch vessels, and such 

charges in all events shall not exceed US$ 320,000 per cargo delivery to any Unloading Port or 

Receiving Terminal.  Any charges in excess of  

US$ 320,000 shall be for buyer’s account provided that, the seller shall initially pay all required port 
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charges, including those in excess of US$ 320,000, and the buyer will reimburse the seller for any such 

excess amount.   

During audit of PSO for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the company reimbursed all 

charges raised through invoice by PQA that included penalties of Rs 103.050 million imposed on vessel 

/ seller, and dredging for passing bay (Channel Development Cess-CDC) of Rs 1,246.999 million etc 

during the FY 2019-20 and 2020-21. Port charges were defined broadly and capped at US$ 320,000 for 

the seller’s account whereas in other 5 years agreement with Gunvor for supply of LNG (both the QG 

and Gunvor at the same rate i.e. 13.37% in 2015) but port charges were capped at US$ 500,000 with 

specific definition of port charges inclusive of pilotage and towage charges only. All other charges were 

to be borne by the seller i.e. Gunvor. In case of QG, capping of port charges at US$ 320,000 per cargo 

increased the effective rate of slope around 0.8% to 0.9%.  

Audit is of the view that weak contract and financial management resulted in excess payment 

on account of port charges. Further, management did not take up the matter with port authorities for 

widening and dredging of channels for smooth and speedy berthing of cargoes. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that PSO was obligated to pay all the charges as per SPA which are included in PQA invoices. 

Further, LNG vessel specifications was provided in the Schedule C of the SPA and the vessels arriving 

under the contract were within these parameters, however, PQA had its own set of parameters, against 

which it imposed penalties in case of vessels not falling within those parameters. Since the parties have 

to follow the contractual parameters of a sovereign Government to Government contract, 

notwithstanding the local port parameters; therefore, the supplier claims such charges within the 

contractual framework. The reply is not tenable because vessels specifications should have been 

finalized in the light of PQA parameters keeping in view port constraints, and matter relating to 

widening of channel and dredging for passing bay was also not taken up with the port authorities for 

timely action. Now the PQA stopped receipts of CDC but requisite dredging for passing bay was not 

done due to which night navigation could not be launched resulting in port congestion and payment of 

demurrages on not only LNG vessels but also on oil vessels as well.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to provide the 

details of payments made to PQA on account of penalties and CDC for the last 5 years. No further 

progress was received till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to justify the payment of other charges penalties, pipeline charges, stand by 

tug / pilots and dredging for passing bay besides taking up the matter with the PQA for widening the 

channel / dredging for passing bay. 

[DP No. 1650] 

2.4.4.8 Unjustified procurement of LNG on higher price –  

Rs 1,206.560 million 

According to Rule 4 of PPRA Rules 2004 read with Rule 12 and 42 of Rules ibid, procuring 

agencies, while engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair 

and transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the 

procurement process is efficient and economical.  

During audit of PSO for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the company entered into a short-

term Agreement with Guvnor for purchasing LNG at 13.37% of Brent for five years for supply of 100 

MMCFD per month in March, 2016 which ended on December 31, 2020. PSO has also entered a long-
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term Sale Purchase Agreement (SPA) with QG at 13.37% of Brent for supply of 500 MMCFD per 

month. Upon completion of contract period with Guvnor, the company procured four cargoes of LNG 

through SPA from QG from January, 2021 to April, 2021 in the light of Annual Delivery Plan (ADP) 

furnished by SNGPL. To meet with the extra demand of SNGPL, the company also floated tender for 

02 spot cargoes in May, 2021. Only one bidder offered bid @ 14% which was cancelled being on higher 

side. Later on, the company approached QG for purchasing two spot cargoes at 13.37% instead of 

retendering under PPRA rules and option of emergency Clause under Rule 42 was also not availed. 

A comparison of LNG prices fetched by PSO under SPA during March, 2021 to April, 2021 

and in May, 2021 through spot buying with the price at which PSO purchased LNG from QG is as 

follows: 

Description March, 2021 April, 2021 May, 2021 

Delivery window  24-27.03 2021 5-6.04.2021 10-11.05.2021 

PSO procurement from QG under 

SPA 
13.37% 13.37% 13.37% 

Slope in case of tender (spot) 12.73% 10.03% 10.60% 

Lowest Bidder (PLL) QP Trading QP Trading Guvnor 

Difference in Slope % 0.64% 3.34% 2.77% 

Brent rate  (US$/BBL) 55.9023 61.0476 64.3895 

Price paid by PSO in US$ 7.47413751 8.16206412 8.60887615 

Price paid by PLL in US$ 7.6 6.7 7.4851 

Difference in US$/MMBTU rate  -0.12586249 1.46206412 1.12377615 

Qty. delivered to PSO (MMBTU) 2,974,551 3,196,378 3,198,531 

Excess Amount US$ -374,384.40 4,673,309.59 3,594,432.85 

Rates Rupees per US$ 156 153 153 

Excess amount paid in RKR -58,403,966 715,016,367 549,948,226 

Total excess payment due to 

purchase under SPA with QG   
1,206,560,628 

Audit is of the view that the company did not take advantage of the market trend in summer 

when spot market dropped significantly. Benefit of low prices to the tune of Rs 1,206.560 million could 

have been fetched by invoking Rule 42 of PPRA.  

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in reply 

stated that as per the Annual Delivery Plan two spot cargoes were needed in May, 2021. In order to 

fulfil the need PSO floated a tender on March 21, 2021 (60 days ahead) of the two-delivery period i.e., 

20-21 May, 2021 and 25-26 May, 2021. The tender was opened on April 21, 2021, and only one bid 

was received for delivery period 25-26 May, 2021 from DXT Commodities at 14.5201% of Brent, 

which translated to US$ 9.3494/MMBTU. Keeping in view the market conditions and requirement of 

the product, PSO approached QG for the supply of cargo through upward flexibility option. PLL had 

with them special PPRA exemptions on bid validity and shorter timelines for bid submission under 

which these cargoes were procured. Though PLL also floated the tender exactly in May, 2021 but having 

PPRA exemptions, the prices they fetched were lower.  

 In DAC meeting held on February 01, 2022, management further explained that 2020-21 is an 

exceptional year with respect to price volatility in overall energy markets, especially LNG; where prices 

have encountered wild swings in both highs and lows during the 02 years due to COVID pandemic 

when prices have plunged lowest and then an exponential rebound due to resumption in business activity 

post-pandemic, raising prices in the 2nd half of the year 2021. Nonetheless, the PSO purchased LNG 
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under its long-term contract with Qatar Gas, acquiring volumes more than the Annual Contract Quantity 

instead of procuring from Spot market. 

The DAC directed the management to get the stated stance verified by Audit. During 

verification, it was found that after not receiving bids in first tender, re-tendering was not done as per 

PPRA Rules and to meet with the increased demand of LNG. Emergency Clause was not invoked with 

the approval of competent authority to reduce both the response and bid validity time. But management 

approached QG and practice adopted by the Company is not covered under PPRA Rules. On the other 

hand, PLL fetched lower prices during March, 2020 to June, 2020 because it has exemption from PPR 

Rules whereas PSO could not avail the exemption of PPR Rules well in time for spot cargoes. 

Audit recommends to justify the violation of PPRA Rules and ill planning with respect to ADP 

requiring spot buying after completion of contract with Gunvor and delay in seeking PPR Rules 

exemption on the pattern of PLL. 

[DP No. 1747] 

2.4.4.9 Excess payment of port charges due to wrong calculation of port charges in US$ 

and non-adjustment of final port charges –  

Rs 183.887 million  

According to Clause 1 of Long Term Sale and Purchase Agreement (SPA) between Qatar 

Liquefied Gas Company Ltd. and PSO, port charges means any port charges or port dues in respect of 

an LNG vessel and / or LNG imported by the buyer including light dues, mooring charges, agency or 

port handling charges, expenditure relating to tugs,  pilotage, towage, escort or watch vessels, and such 

charges in all events shall not exceed US$ 320,000 per cargo delivery to any Unloading Port or 

Receiving Terminal.  Any charges in excess of  

US$ 320,000 shall be for buyer’s account provided that, the seller shall initially pay all required port 

charges, including those in excess of US$ 320,000, and the buyer will reimburse the Seller for any such 

excess amount.   

During audit of PSO for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Port charges were calculated by 

applying rates in US Dollars whereas invoices were raised in Pak. Rupee by PQA. Port charges were 

included in commercial invoices by applying lower exchange rates which were found different with 

those specified on invoices issued by port authorities. Application of lower exchange rates resulted in 

higher port charges in US$, by this way, port charges amounting to US$ 1,010,312 equivalent to Rs 

159.791 million were paid in excess as detailed below:  

FYs 
Excess payment of Port Charges 

US$ Rs in million 

2019-20 735,933 116.536 

2020-21 274,389 43.255 

Total 1,010,312 159.791 

Further, port charges were communicated to the supplier on the basis of provisional invoices 

due to non-receipt of final invoices from PQA. The company is required to work out the port charges 

on the basis of final PQA invoices and corresponding adjustments be made. Audit worked out the 

difference showing downward adjustment of Rs 24.096 million in 14 illustrative cases. Aggregate 

excess payment of port charges of Rs 183.887 million was made to suppliers. Similar practice was also 

observed in previous years too and its financial impact is required to be worked out by the company. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal controls and financial management resulted in 

excess payment of port charges. 
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The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that the settlement of Port Charges is between PQA and QG. PQA invoiced port charges to QG 

in Pakistani rupee and the exchange rate depicted in PQA invoice is only used to convert certain dollar-

based components of port charges into Pakistani rupee. QG converted these port charges into dollars at 

the relevant exchange rate and billed the port charges in excess of US$ 320,000 to PSO along with 

cargo invoices. The reply is not tenable because PSO made payment of LNG including port charges on 

the basis of invoices (inclusive of port charges) issued by QG after converting port charges in US$ and 

calculation sheets were found available in the files showed application of lower exchange rates. Further, 

actual invoices of PQA were not provided to Audit despite repeated reminders and verbal requests. 

Furthermore, any downward adjustment after settlement of final port charges with the seller was also 

not reported to OGRA during the last two years. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to provide the 

invoices served by PQA for verification to Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of 

this report. 

Audit recommends to: 

i. Justify calculation of port charges in US$ by applying different rate of exchange than 

that of applied by PQA while calculating port charges; 

ii. Take up the matter for adjustment / recovery on account of applying lower rates of 

exchange for conversion of port charges in US$ from the supplier;   

iii. Work out adjustments on account of reduction / increase in port charges in final invoices 

by PQA and provide copies of final invoices for the FY 2019-20 and 2020-21 to Audit 

so that financial impact in all cases be worked out; and 

iv. Expedite the reporting of downward adjustments in port charges for last two years in 

the light of final settlement to OGRA.   

[DP No. 1649] 

Operations Related Irregularities 

2.4.4.10 Non-completion of 64 Capital Work in Process (CWIP) causing blockage of funds 

– Rs 3,513.305 million 

According to Rule 7(o) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the 

Board shall also formulate significant policies of the Public Sector Company, including capital 

expenditure planning and control. Further, according to provisions of respective Engineering, 

Procurement, Construction Contracts (EPCCs) and the Purchase / Service orders issued to the vendors 

/ contractors, all works relating to rehabilitation of storage tanks, new development of storage tanks, 

conversion of tanks from HSD to PMG, improvement in security protocols at bulk oil depots, 

development of new product handling facility, rehabilitation of old pipelines and construction of new 

pipelines etc. are required to be completed within a stipulated period. 

During audit of PSO for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management did not complete 

64 CWIP valuing Rs 3,513.305 million which were required to be completed in the years 2015 to 2020 

despite lapse of period of more than six months to five years. This not only blocked the company’s 

funds but also intended benefits could not be fetched despite allocation of funds. Major CWIP related 

to Operation Department which was responsible for development of new product handling facilities and 

bulk oil depots / storage terminals for petroleum products, rehabilitation of old storage facilities and 
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pipelines, conversion of storage tanks of HSD into PMG at various storage facilities keeping in view 

the demand of products. Non-completion of these CWIP meant for core business operations of the 

company hampered the smooth supply of petroleum products and maintenance of mandatory stock of 

petroleum products. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak project management, 64 CWIP could not be completed 

which not only hampered the smooth supply of petroleum products and maintenance of mandatory stock 

of petroleum products but also caused blockage of company’s funds.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. In DAC meeting held on 

February 01, 2022, management explained that amounts pertaining to works in progress has also 

reduced from Rs. 2.36 billion to  

Rs 1.247 billion whereas, 45 out of 64 projects are completed / commissioned. Remaining 12 projects 

were in progress. There are 7 Retail projects which are on hold due to disputes within families and/or 

dealer not interested in early completion. Further, penalty of Rs 17.64 million has already been imposed 

on the projects which are delayed in line with terms of the contract. Audit is of the view that these 64 

CWIP were pending from 1 to 6 years and 17 projects were not commissioned due to want of OGRA 

approval and fulfilment of other codal formalities. Record relating to completed projects was not 

provided for verification. 

DAC directed the management to explain reasons for delay in completion of CWIP and provide 

the completion report of completed projects and expedite the commissioning of 17 under 

commissioning projects and completion of projects in progress and on hold. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1657] 

2.4.4.11 Non-utilization of funds collected from dealers on account of Central 

Information System and Dispensing Unit Control System for retail outlets – Rs 

668 million 

As per Note for Approval (NFA) No. 42562 dated January 13, 2021, PSO levied 1 paisa per 

litter on all its retail fuel sales from end of FY 2009 for expense recovery of Central Information System 

(CIS) project at its retail outlets. 

During audit of PSO for the FY 2020-21 it was observed that the company received non-

refundable amount of Rs 688 million from its retail fuel sales since FY 2009 to July, 2020 for the project 

of Central Information System (CIS) enabling Dispensing Units to report nozzle sales and Remote price 

change. The management vide Purchase Order No. 4110029256 dated February 10, 2021 awarded the 

contract amounting to Rs 47.268 million to M/s Alsons Consolidated International, a sole authorized 

agent of Tatsuno Dispensers in Pakistan, by applying direct contracting method under Rule 42(c)(ii) & 

(iii) of PPRA Rules for “Dispenser Unit Control (DUC)”. Global System for Mobile communications 

devices were to be supplied, installed, tested and commissioned around 400 retail outlets. The project 

was to be completed by June 30, 2021 but the same could not be completed as yet because only 143 

devices / modems could be installed out of total 1600 units. Management could not execute the project 

planned in FY 2009 for which the levied amount was collected and out of approx. 3,500 retail outlets 

only 400 NVROs stations were selected for the said project during the FY 2020-21 for installation of 

Global System for Mobile communications devices.  

Audit is of the view that weak project management resulted in non-utilization of funds collected 

for the purpose of installation of devices for enabling Dispensing Units with the capacity of Fetching 

nozzle sales, remote price change, control (shut off/turn on) DUs cyber locking. 
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The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that in 2019 a project for Dispensing Unit Control (DUC) was initiated for Rs 47.268 million for 

“Dispenser Unit Control (DUC)” Global System for Mobile communications devices to be supplied, 

installed, testing and commissioning at around 400 retail outlets in 1st phase. Configuration on 400 

Retail Outlets has been completed. Audit contends that despite availability of funds since 2009 for more 

than 3,100 operational retail outlets, the company initiated the project in February, 2021 after lapse of 

12 years for only 400 retail outlets. The devices / modems were installed at only 143 retail outlets till 

close of Audit. The company did not utilize funds of Rs 688 million. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to get the 

installation of 400 CIS devices, at retail outlets, verified from audit and expedite the installation at 1000 

outlets. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1655] 

2.4.4.12 Operational deficiencies at Bulk Oil Depots and payment of lease rent without 

executing any lease agreement – Rs 87.814 million 

According to Rule 53 (viii & x) of Pakistan Oil (Refining, Blending, Transportation, Storage 

and Marketing) Rules, 2016, all licensees, in relation to their regulated activity, shall carry out regulated 

activity in accordance with the technical standards applicable to the midstream and downstream 

petroleum industry. OGRA Technical Standards vide SRO 624(i)/2009 dated July 02, 2009 envisaged 

security protocols for Bulk Oil Depots for storage of petroleum products. Further, according to Rule 

31(3) of Pakistan Oil (Refining, Blending, Transportation, Storage and Marketing) Rules 2016, a license 

granted by the Authority to an existing oil storage facility shall be valid for a maximum period of thirty 

years subject to renewal, from time to time, on the making of fresh applications subject to the 

certification of third-party inspector confirming the compliance of technical standards, at least two years 

prior to the expiry of the existing license. A license renewed shall be valid for a maximum period of 

fifteen years at a time. Further, according to Rule 22 read with Rule 26 of Rules ibid, all persons lawfully 

carrying on the operation of pipelines immediately before the commencement of the Ordinance shall 

apply for the grant of licenses. Upon making of the applications to the Authority for the grant of licenses, 

such persons shall be granted licenses by the Authority on the terms and conditions applicable to them 

on the date of the commencement of the Ordinance. Moreover, as per para 34 of Board of Management 

its 289th meeting dated September 19, 2020, conversion of fuel oil storage tanks to PMG storage at 

various bulk oil depots including ZOT and Jaglot be completed by December 31, 2020.   

During audit of PSO for the FY 2020-21, following operational deficiencies were found at 

various Bulk Oil Depots / Terminals for handling, storage and transportation of petroleum products: 

i. 51 storage tanks having capacity of 52,164 M.Tons were found inactive;  

ii. Non-completion of 04 new development and 03 rehabilitation of storage tanks for  

47,700 M.Tons and 22,400 M.Tons;  

iii. PSO is operating 25 pipelines of various dias covering 224 Kms to connect its bulk 

oil depots with ports, refineries installations and dedicated buyers i.e. HUBCO, 

KAPCO, etc. PSO obtained OMC license in 2018 under Oil Rules, 2016 but neither 

any composite license for OMC and Pipeline function was obtained nor separate 

license for pipeline operation was sought;  
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iv. Important security protocols could not be put in place at various bulk oil depots 

i.e. installation of foam injection system, corrosion control, up-gradation of 

firefighting systems, splash plates, level alarm system, gauging system, modern 

filling gantry etc;  

v. Other security protocols as envisaged in OGRA Technical Standards for Depots 

for storage of petroleum products vide SRO 624(i)/2009 dated 02.07.2009 could 

not be put in place in old bulk oil depot which were more than 30 years old as 

detailed in enclosed statement and now needs to be rehabilitated to cater for 

above-mentioned OGRA Technical Standards; and 

vi. Leases of lands on which storage depots were situated had expired since long but 

the management could not renew or new agreements were not finalized. Annual 

rent of Rs 87.814 million was paid without any agreements or renewing leases with 

landlords.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. In DAC meeting held on 

February 01, 2022, management explained that the status of bulk oil depots / terminals / storage and 

transportation projects that storage tanks having status of “Empty and Inactive”, development / 

rehabilitation work would be completed on or before the deadline. In case of OGRA approval was 

already being pursued with third party inspection team to complete visit of all locations and reports 

thereof be submitted to OGRA. As per OGRA, all associated pipelines connected to and from a Depot 

/ Terminal are considered an intrinsic part of any storage points and thus did not necessitate a separate 

license. Most of the oil installations and depots were in place before the promulgation of SRO 

624(I)/2009 being the reason for non-compliance. However, the Audit recommendations have been 

noted and additional measures will be taken for maximum possible compliance accordingly. Rental 

agreements / lease agreements status has been updated. However, already working closely with KPT, 

Railways and private land owners of Shershah for agreements renewal and Railways and Shershah Land 

agreement will be get finalized very soon after negotiating the best possible/economical rates. 

The DAC directed the management to expedite the addressal of operational deficiencies pointed 

out by Audit and get the compliance made so far verified by Audit. During verification, it was found 

that 51 storage tanks of substantial capacity of 52,164 M. Tons were inactive which needs rehabilitation 

or conversion. Pipelines such as Lalpir-KAPCO (32 KMs) and ARL to Sihala terminal (14 KMs) were 

constructed under JV and connected with depot to consumer and from refinery to depot and compliance 

of Technical Standards introduced by OGRA was not validated by OGRA. In bulk oil depots which 

were established more than 30 years ago, security protocols have not been updated in the light of 

OGRA’s Technical Standards. Further, leases of these bulk oil depots have not been renewed.    

Audit recommends to: 

i. Ensure utilization of 51 inactive storage tanks having capacity of 52,164 M. Tons 

and expedite the completion of development of 04 new storage tanks and 

rehabilitation of 3 old tanks; 

ii. Compliance of OGRA Technical Standards for oil depots be ensured at all depots; 

iii. Take up the matter relating to more than 30 years old depots with OGRA for their 

rehabilitation to bring them as per technical standards introduced by OGRA in 

2009; and 
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iv. Expedite the process of finalizing the renewal of leases and execution of new lease 

agreements.  

[DP No. 1658] 

2.4.4.13 Loss due to leakage of  8’’ dia pipeline – Rs 25 million  

According to Rule 7(o) read with 5(a) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) 

Rules, 2013, the Board shall also formulate significant policies of the Public Sector Company, including 

capital expenditure planning and control. 

During audit of PSO for the FY 2020-21 it was observed that GM Lubricant Manufacturing 

vide his email dated September 12, 2017 informed the management that 8-inch dia pipeline used for 

receipt of imported base oil needed urgent repair at some sections. Due to poor condition and leakages 

of the said pipeline, on January 12, 2020, a cargo of base oil carrying 3000 M.Tons was discharged in 

LMP-A tanks and two leakages were reported during the discharge. Product of around 240 M.Tons of 

150N was found short in tanks. Later on, from the trenches and other spill areas, 50 M.Tons was 

retrieved but 190 M. Tons base oil valuing Rs 25 million could not be recovered. Insurance claim for 

this loss was also not made. Afterwards, a contract for rehabilitation of pipelines at Kemari was awarded 

to M/s Joint Engineering Services (Pvt.) Ltd. vide Service Contract No. 4110029065 dated December 

23, 2020 with completion period of 360 days from the issuance of service order.  

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal controls and negligence of the management, loss 

of 190 M. Tons base oil valuing Rs 25 million (approximate) was sustained which could be avoided if 

repair and rehabilitation work was done in time.  

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that the project was tendered thrice and third time as per tender inquiry No. CF/14548-MA dated 

August 24, 2020, a contract was awarded to M/s Joint Engineering Services whose bid was lower than 

the first two tenders in November, 2019 and March, 2020. Project is in final stages of completion and 

likely to be completed within next one month. Audit is of the view that rehabilitation work was not 

initiated on time despite relevant General Manager reported the issue in September, 2017 and in April, 

2018. 

In DAC meeting held on February 01, 2022, management explained that no loss to PSO was 

incurred as payment was made based on the quantity received by PSO. Further, this pipeline 

rehabilitation had been completed.   

The DAC directed the management to get the stated stance verified from Audit. During 

verification, it was found that rehabilitation work was not initiated on time despite relevant General 

Manager highlighted the issue in September, 2017 and in April, 2018 and tender process was initiated 

in November, 2019 after more than two years which was finalized with a delay of further one year. 

Moreover, payment to supplier was made for the quantity received from the vessel as per Certificate of 

Receipted Quantity prepared by an independent surveyor. 

Audit recommends to explain the reasons for delay in repair of pipeline and probe the matter 

for fixing of responsibility and making good the loss.   

[DP No. 1656] 
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Retail & Logistics 

2.4.4.14 Operation of 217 illegal retail outlets without approval of DOE  

According to Rule 15(1) and Article 4 (Form-K) of Schedule-I of Petroleum Rules, 1937, read 

with Sections 4, 5(2), 14(2), 21, 22, 29(1) Petroleum Act, 1934 and Section 22 of the General Clauses 

Act, 1897, Licenses for importation, transportation and storage (to store petroleum in a tank or tanks in 

connection with a pump outfit for fuelling motor conveyances) may be granted by the licensing 

authorities on payment of the fees as per Schedule-I of the Rules ibid. 

During audit of PSO for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that PSO showed 3,114 retail outlets 

as operational for which licenses from the Department of Explosives had been obtained whereas DoE, 

OGRA and OCAC had more number of retail outlets working under the franchise of PSO. This variation 

in number of retail outlets is given below: 

As per 

OGRA 

As per 

OCAC 

As 

per 

DoE 

As 

per 

PSO 

 

Difference 

OGRA 

& 

OCAC 

PSO & 

OCAC 

PSO 

& 

DoE 

DoE & 

OGRA 

DoE & 

OCAC 

3,469 3,539 3,239 3,114 -70 476 -125 -230 -300 

As per record of DoE, 125 retail outlets were not operational, having valid franchise 

agreements, using logos of PSO but these retail outlets were not purchasing any volume or sufficient 

volume therefrom. OGRA and OCAC reported that there were 217 to 300 illegal retail outlets being 

operated without having valid licenses from the DoE and respective district authorities.  

Audit is of the view that inaction of OMCs against inactive retail outlets and non-obtaining of 

licenses from DoE, resulted in illegal growth of retail outlets encouraging hoarding of local and sale of 

smuggled petroleum products. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that PSO has widespread network comprising of 3,500 retail outlets across Pakistan. As a business 

process, whenever PSO closes any outlet, it removes all its assets (if any) from the location and inform 

local District Administration and Explosives department for necessary action. There are illegal agencies 

in the market which are operative and use the logo of various OMCs including PSO selling illegal fuel. 

Time & again PSO has taken up the matter with the concerned authorities to take necessary action 

against such illegal retail outlets. Audit contended that PSO provided the list of 3,114 operational retail 

outlets to Audit whereas as per record of DoE, PSO has 3,239 retail outlets whereas the company is 

claiming its 3,500 retail outlets as per its Annual Report and OCAC. This showed that 230 to 300 non-

active retail outlets are working without having license from DoE and purchasing petroleum products 

from PSO. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to share the list 

of retail outlets provided to OGRA. During verification, as per record of sales to retail outlets from bulk 

oil depots, the Company supplied petroleum products to 3,456 retail outlets. Out of this, 225 retail 

outlets took meagre supplies (1 to 10 times) ranging from 5000 litres to 192000 litres during the whole 

financial year showing that these retail outlets are not taking supplies from the concerned OMCs and 

may involve in sale of smuggled products. Further, total number of retail outlets are not reconciled with 

the record of DOE and OGRA.    

Audit recommends to probe the matter regarding retail outlets not taking supplies from the 

Company and consider cancellation of the franchise agreement with the non-active retail outlets besides 

reconciling the active retail outlets with OGRA / DoE.  

[DP No. 1660] 
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2.4.4.15 Operation of 5,534 non-compliant tank lorries and implementation of automated 

queue management & scheduling system 

According to Rule 53(viii & x) of Pakistan Oil (Refining, Blending, Transportation, Storage 

and Marketing) Rules, 2016, all licensees, in relation to their regulated activity, shall carry out regulated 

activity in accordance with the technical standards applicable to the midstream and downstream 

petroleum industry. Further, according to S.R.O. 900(I)/2009, Technical Standards for the Petroleum 

Industry (Road Transport Vehicles, Containers and Equipment Used for the Transportation of 

Petroleum Products) which shall be applicable to all road transport vehicles, containers and equipment 

used for the transportation of petroleum products by the Oil Marketing Companies. All existing road 

transport vehicles, containers and equipment used for the transportation of petroleum products shall be 

up-graded to conform to the requirements of these standards within 05years from the date on which 

these standards are made effective.  

During audit of PSO for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the company was transporting 

PMG from Kemari, Karachi to upcountry depots at 22 approved locations through 8,197 enlisted tank 

lorries provided by 443 registered cartage contractors. Out of these tank lorries only 2,663 tank lorries 

were OGRA compliant whereas 5,534 tank lorries were not complying with the instructions of OGRA. 

There was no such arrangement for monitoring of their movements, accidents and actual delivery to 

destination. Similarly, petroleum products from bulk oil depots / terminals to retail outlets (which is 

termed as Secondary Transportation) were being transported through OGRA non-compliant tank lorries 

in violation of the technical standards of the SRO ibid.  

Audit is of the view that this gross violation of Oil Rules, 2016 and non-compliance of technical 

standards resulted in dumping of petroleum products, supply of petroleum products to retail outlets of 

other OMCs. Further, it has also made the physical reporting of actual deliveries and digitization of data 

of whole oil supply chain difficult.   

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

stated that Petroleum Division had allowed OGRA & NHA non-compliant tank lorries vide their letter 

No. DOM-6(7)/2020-P, till the commencement of multi product movement through White Oil Pipeline. 

The matter has been taken up with the OGRA vide our letter dated December 8, 2021 and the action 

will be taken accordingly. All the PSO tank lorries are equipped with Trackers. Audit contended that 

matter needs to be reviewed after inception of White Oil Pipeline to assess how much tank lorries were 

required for transportation of petroleum products.  

In DAC meeting held on February 01, 2022, the management explained that PSO has 3,200 

OGRA and NHA compliant tank lorries which are sufficient to meet the need of PSO. However, the 

tank lorries which are termed as non-compliant also conformed to the safety standards as per 

government issued fitness certificates as well as 3rd party inspection report. The company also took up 

the matter with the OGRA however, its validation of revised requirement of tank lorries is pending.   

The DAC directed the management to pursue the matter with OGRA for re-assessment of 

requirement for tank lorries after inception of White Oil Pipeline for multi-product movement. 

Audit recommends to pursue the matter with OGRA for assessing the quantity of tank lorries 

required after inception of White Oil Pipeline. 

[DP No. 1662] 
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2.5      Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Limited 

2.5.1(A) Introduction 

Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Limited (SNGPL) was incorporated as a private limited company 

in 1963. It was converted into a public limited company in January 1964 under the Companies Act 1913 

(now Companies Act, 2017). The Company is listed in Pakistan Stock Exchange Limited. It is involved 

in the business of purchase, transmission, distribution and supply of natural gas. Shares directly held by 

GoP are 31.68%. However, direct and indirect shareholding of GoP is more than 58.14%. SNGPL is 

Pakistan’s largest gas company serving more than 7.043 million consumers in northern and central 

Pakistan through an extensive network of pipeline (145,476 KMs) in Punjab, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and 

Azad Jammu & Kashmir. 

(B)    Comments on Company Performance 

(Rs in million) 

Details 2020 2,019 2,018 2,017 2,016 

Sales 618,527 684,625 446,765 319,696 239,636 

Add  / (Less): Tariff 

adjustment / GDS 
126,027 69,912  57,016   26,612  11,010  

Net Sales  744,555 754,538 503,782 346,308 250,646 

Cost of gas sold  690,218 718,742 476,785 326,610 246,424 

Gross Profit  54,336 35,796 26,996 19,699 4,222 

Other operating income 19,163 18,512 14,159 10,993 11,897 

Operating expense  13,547 12,833 12,248 12,072 11,635 

Finance Cost 48,975 25,776 10,806 5,350 4,403 

Other Charges 707 3,043 2,626 729.719 220.870 

Profit / (Loss) before 

taxation  
8,416 11,149 15,475 12,539 (139) 

Dividend % 40.00 35.00 70.50 60.00  

No. of employees  8,872 8,881 9,061 9,184 9,203 

Consumers in Numbers 7,043,147 6,727,073 6,296,662 5,691,743 5,271,039 

T&D Network in KM) 145,476 139,054 131,192 119,652 111,790 

SNGPL is facing the problems of unabated UFG losses, non-finalization of GSPA for RLNG 

with GPPs / IPPs and accumulation of huge receivables / payables especially against RLNG coupled 

with huge pendency of legal cases. Due to aggravated demand supply gap of RLNG, SNGPL is 

confronted with issue of selling of RLNG by identifying new consumers. 
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2.5.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

Audit observations amounting to Rs 211,998.909 million were raised in this report during the 

current audit of SNGPL. This also includes recoverable amount of Rs 102,849.752 million as pointed 

out by the Audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

     (Rs in million) 

Sr. No. Classification Amount  

1 Non-Production of Record (1 para) - 

2 Irregularities - 

A UFG Losses 42,436.813 

B Receivables Management 57,016.637 

C Project Management 55,967.617 

D Regulatory Affairs  56,336.000 

E HR / Employee Related Irregularities 84.320 

3 Value for Money and Service Delivery Issues 111.462 

4 Others 46.060 

2.5.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

Audit 

Year 
Total 

Directives 
Compliance 

Reported 
Compliance 

Awaited 

% age of 

Compliance 

1991-92 15 09 06 60 

1992-93 16 15 01 94 

1993-94 12 10 02 83 

1995-96 10 08 02 80 

1996-97 16 15 01 94 

1998-99 10 09 01 90 

2000-01 20 15 05 75 

2001-02 09 06 03 67 

2003-04 07 06 01 86 

2006-07 12 10 02 83 

2007-08 18 15 03 83 

2008-09 22 20 02 91 

2009-10 11 10 1 92 
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2010-11 55 39 16 71 

2011-12 25 16 09 64 

2012-13 10 05 05 50 

2013-14 17 14 03 82 

2014-15 10 1 10 10 

2015-16 17 08 09 47 

2016-17 39 31 08 79 

2017-18 10 05 05 10 

2018-19 10 03 07 5 

Total 371 270 102 73 

 Overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs immediate attention 

of the Principal Accounting Officer.  
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2.5.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

2.5.4.1 Non-Production of Record 

 Section 14(2) of the Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of 

Service) Ordinance 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all 

facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as 

complete form as possible and with all reasonable expedition. Further the Public Accounts Committee 

directives, issued vide OM No. F-10(1)/2000/2004-PAC dated June 3, 2004 requires all PAOs 

Ministry/Divisions to make available all information/record to Audit as and when required by them, 

otherwise disciplinary action will be initiated against person(s) responsible for the delay under Section-

14(2) of the Auditor General’s Ordinance No. XXIII of 2001. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, the certain record / information was requisitioned 

for audit scrutiny but the same was not provided despite repeated verbal / written requests. The detail 

is as under: 

Req. 

No. 

Sr. 

No. 
Description Remarks 

1 

8 Annual Final Accounts for FY 2020-21 - 

95 

Pay Roll showing details of all allowances and 

deductions of all Executives and SNE Employees 

in MS excel.; 

Grade VII & above 

not provided 

5 - 

Copy of the minutes / agenda of meetings of the 

BoD and its committee requisitioned vide letter 

No.05- DGAPNR/FAT-VI /Misc. dated October 

20, 2021 

- 

Audit is of the view that non-production of record and refusal to provide the record / information 

was violation of Section 14(2) of the Auditor General’s Ordinance 2001 and the directives of PAC. Due 

to non-provision of auditable record, authenticity of expenditure could not be ascertained. 

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that minutes of the BoD were provided for review of Audit team and 

payroll of majority of employees were also provided. The Annual accounts will be provided on 

finalization.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to provide the 

annual financial accounts for the FY 2020-21, salary slips of Grade seven and above, copies of minutes 

/ agenda of BoD requested vide letter dated October 20, 2021. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report.  

 Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed on persons responsible for the production 

of record. 

[DP No. 1706] 

UFG Losses 

2.5.4.2 Loss due to UFG beyond permissible limit – Rs 11,323 million 

According to Clause 21.1 of the License of SNGPL issued by OGRA vide No.NG-001/2003 

dated 3rd September 2003, the licensee shall take all possible steps to keep the UFG within acceptable 
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limits. The Authority for this purpose, in consultation with Licensee and experts, shall fix target of 

UFG for each financial year. Authority may fix UFG target separately for each regulated activity. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that OGRA allowed UFG losses 

@ 6.98 % for the FY 2019-2020 but the company recorded UFG losses up to 12.32% amounting to Rs 

26,133 million. Out of this, an amount of Rs 14,810 million on account of UFG losses passed on to 

consumers whereas the company bore the remaining UFG losses of Rs 11,323 million. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in in-effective implementation of UFG 

reduction plan and KMI(s) causing loss of Rs 11,323 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that as a result of effective implementation of KMIs and UFG related 

activities, UFG losses had substantially been reduced from 44268 MMCF as on May, 2020 to 31,193 

MMCF as on May, 2021 showing the reduction of 13,075 MMCF as percentage of UFG had reduced 

from 12.31% as on May, 2020 to 8.78% as on May, 2021 showing a reduction of 3.53%.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to reduce UFG 

losses to bring it within the allow limits of OGRA and ensure effective implementation of KMIs. No 

further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to ensure effective implementation of UFG reduction mechanism and KMIs 

to minimize UFG losses. 

[DP No.1620] 

2.5.4.3  In-ordinate delay in the disposal of gas theft cases –  

Rs 11,205.51 million  

According to Section 19.2 of Billing Manual, Regional Law Officer and / or concerned 

departmental executive / official will attend Gas Utility / High Court on advice from Company counsel 

/ Regional Law officer for evidence and presenting company’s viewpoint effectively and try to save 

company’s interests as far as possible. Further, as per Section 19.9 of manual ibid, Regional Law Officer 

will arrange / maintain complete history and update of legal cases pending or decided by Courts of Law. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that 1,378 theft cases involving 

Rs 11,205.51 million were pending in different courts of law / gas utility courts since 2009-10. Out of 

1,378 recovery suits, 60 cases involved amount above Rs 50 million. In-ordinate delay in the disposal 

of cases testifies the poor performance of the Law Department.  Inordinate delay in disposal of recovery 

suits resulted in stuck up of an amount of Rs 11,205.51 million.  

Audit is of the view that slack pursuance by Law Department in addition to company’s panel 

of litigation cases resulted in huge pendency in different courts of law and gas utility courts.  

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that these cases represent litigated consumers accumulated over period 

of time and are being pursued at various level vigorously.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to share the status 

of these cases with Audit and pursue the cases vigorously in the Court of Law. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to provide updated status of legal cases / recovery suits with aging, details 

of last hearings / proceedings / next hearings.  
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[DP Nos. 1708 & 1636] 

2.5.4.4  Wasteful and unjustified expenditure on UFG control related activities – Rs 3,880.38 

million  

According to Section III of UFG study (approved by OGRA and circulated to SNGPL for 

execution), to address the issue of UFG losses, a structured UFG management and control strategy was 

formulated and a set of 30 Key Monitoring Indicators (KMIs) have been introduced. Furthermore, the 

annual UFG allowance is linked to the achievement of these KMIs.   

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management incurred Rs 

3,638 million in FY 2019-20 on UFG related activities and claimed 99.9% achievement of KMIs was 

claimed for the FY 2019-20. OGRA, however, did not agree with the claim of the company and allowed 

scoring of 76.15 % against claimed KMI score of 99.9 % and determined UFG at 12.32% for the FY 

2019-20. Further, UFG losses increased from 10.9% in FY 2017-18 to 12.32% in FY 2019-20.  

The management incurred expenditure of Rs 4,102.62 million during FY 2020-21 on UFG 

control activities. Out of this amount Rs 3,880.38 million were found unjustified and irrational when 

compared with job activities. Expenditure of Rs 2,018.33 million was incurred against repair and 

maintenance of vehicles whereas the company was using hired vehicles (Suzuki Bolan) for its field 

operations and making payment of Rs 1,150/day including running and maintenance cost. Similarly, Rs 

1,047.26 million was incurred under the head 590 contract payments and booked against jobs relating 

to rectification of above ground leak, re-inspection of disconnected domestic consumers and vigilance 

of domestic, commercial and industrial consumers etc., despite the fact that all such activities were 

performed by the company employees. This resulted in unjustified/ irrational expenditures of Rs 

3,880.38 million. 

Audit is of the view that UFG reduction plan, UFG control and KMIs implementation activities 

were carried out ineffectively, thus, resulted in wasteful expenditure of Rs 3,880.38 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that UFG control activities required to be carried out annually for reducing 

UFG and operational and regulatory requirement etc. that require the budget allocation. UFG losses of 

the company had been reduced considerably by 13,075 MMCF which is 3.53% as on May, 2021.   

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management  to submit reply 

specifically with respect to expenditure on UFG related activities. DAC further directed to reduce UFG 

losses to bring it within the allow limits of OGRA and ensure effective implementation of KMIs. No 

further progress was reported till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides justify the wasteful expense 

incurred on the UFG reduction plan, UFG control activities and KMI implementation with empirical 

data. 

[DP No. 1673] 

2.5.4.5 Loss due to loose control over SMS – Rs 13,657.15 million 

According to Clause 09 of UFG Manual compilation of monthly gas sales reconciliation reports 

SMS/Regions Wise to ensure action in case of identified grey areas was the responsibility of UFG 

control Department. Such areas with high %age loss should be focused to have proper control over UFG 

losses. The gas in Distribution System was measured at Sales Meter Station (SMS) and then was 
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transferred to Town Border Stations (TBSs) and from where the gas was provided to end consumers 

(Consumer Meter Stations). 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management failed to 

control the UFG losses during FY 2020-21 relating to various SMSs having UFG ranging from 8 % to 

100 % and suffered a loss of  

Rs 13,657.15 million due to extra ordinary UFG on these SMSs. The management neither took 

corrective action nor did special vigilance on these SMSs. Moreover, SMS reconciliation position 

showed that at 48 SMSs, 113,499.76 MMCF of gas passed but the consumption stood at 114,644.65 

MMCF which was around 1,144.48 MMCF more than the gas passed.  

Audit is of the view that due to in-effective controls, UFG remained above the UFG benchmark 

at 177 SMS i.e., ranged from 8 % to 100 %.  

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that as a result of effective implementation of KMIs and UFG related 

activities, UFG losses were reduced by 13,075 MMCF which was 3.53%. The management was already 

working on segmentation of loop SMS clusters for better control and visibility.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

stance verified from audit and focus on areas / SMSs prone to high UFG. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to inquire the reasons for extra ordinary UFG losses on the SMSs having 

higher percentage and fix responsibility against the persons at fault, besides taking corrective measure 

at SMSs where gas consumed more than the available quantity. 

[DP No. 1675] 

2.5.4.6 Loss on account of gas theft by various customers –  

Rs 1,018.197 million 

As per Clause D-3 of “Procedure for dealing with the theft of gas cases” issued by OGRA vide 

letter No. OGRA-9(2)/2005 dated August 16, 2005, “in case of strong evidences leading to confirmation 

of the act of theft, the company will disconnect the gas supply of the consumer/ defaulter and will 

remove all devices which can facilitate the consumer/ defaulter in illegal restoration of gas supply.”  

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that an amount of Rs 1,018.197 

million was involved in 812 gas theft cases out of which 244 cases pertain to direct bypass / direct use 

and self-reconnection. Recovery from these consumers was neither made nor steps were taken 

effectively to stop pilferage of gas. Further, management failed to complete procedural formalities in 

theft cases such as disconnection, assessment of gas charges, issuance of demand, scrutiny from Sales 

Department, authorization from Law Department and filing of criminal suits by Billing Department etc. 

within stipulated period. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak network surveillance and defective mechanism to detect 

direct use / direct bypass well in time resulted in delayed detection of illegal gas connections and 

pilferage of gas valuing Rs 1,018.197 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that an amount of Rs 173 million had been recovered from active and 

disconnected consumers respectively. Recovery suit against disconnected consumer had been filed 

except 96 cases which were under process of disconnection.  
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The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to get the 

recovered amount verified from Audit besides expediting recovery from the remaining consumers. DAC 

further directed to initiate criminal proceedings against culprits involved in theft of gas through direct 

tapping. During verification recovered amount of Rs 60.922 million was verified by Audit leaving a 

balance of Rs 957.275 million. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides probe the matter regarding 

connivance of staff of SNGPL. 

[DP Nos. 1611 & 1668] 

2.5.4.7 Loss due to gas theft by non-consumers - Rs 650 million 

As per Clause(e) of OGRA letter regarding procedure for dealing with theft of Gas cases dated 

August 16, 2005, the direct tapping including ‘self-reconnecting / connection cases shall be checked by 

company’s vigilance team on receipt of any information, preferably in association with a magistrate or 

judicial officer and police / army / paramilitary personnel’.  

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management detected gas 

theft of 425.32 MMCF gas valuing Rs 650 million by non-consumers. However, the management 

neither made any effort for recovery nor pursued criminal proceedings against these pilferers. This 

resulted in loss of Rs 650 million.  

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in non-initiation of action for gas theft 

against non-consumers, causing loss of Rs 650 million to the company.  

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 explained that company is making all out efforts to curtail the gas pilferage by 

non-consumers through increased vigilance and as a result of continuous efforts volumetric loss against 

non-consumers had been decreased to great extent i.e., from 3,355 MMCF in the FY 2017-18 to 425 

MMCF in the FY 2020-21.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to pursue the 

criminal proceedings against non-consumers and expedite the recovery. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1609] 

2.5.4.8 Non-recovery of gas theft charges evaluated by Head Office Evaluation and Detection 

Committee – Rs 350.656 million 

According to Clause 13.1 of SNGPL Billing Manual, it will be the responsibility of GM 

(Billing) to ensure collection of company’s gas bills in respect of all categories of consumers. Further, 

as per Clause 13.2 of ibid, just after the expiry of due date, a disconnection notice be served advising to 

pay gas dues within a week, i.e., before last day of the month failing which their gas supply shall be 

disconnected immediately. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, It was observed that management reported only 

07 theft cases involving an amount of Rs 350.656 million out of total questioned cases detected by the 

regional offices and evaluated by the Head Office Detection and Evaluation Committee.  However, 

even after lapse of more than one year no action has been taken by the management. The detail is as 

under: 

   (Rs in million) 
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Sr. 

No. 

Date  

 

Region Consumer Name 

M/s 

Consumer 

No. 
Amount 

1 12.06.2020 Lahore Aziz Enterprises (2nd Case) 2501741000 16.794 

2 13.07.2020 Lahore Tanvir Sadiq 29241410009 68.582 

3 20.07.2020 Lahore Lahore Spinning Mills 1141417394 144.562 

4 13.08.2020 Mardan Baizai CNG 67952930005 22.409 

5 24.09.2020 Islamabad Sun Rise CNG 89537522081 14.404 

6 11.11.2020 Lahore Quetta Textile Mills 6413741000 36.578 

7 11.11.2020 Lahore Amjad Textile Mills 5930741000 47.327 

Total 350.656 

 Audit is of the view that ineffective monitoring by the management resulted in non-recovery 

of gas theft charges amounting to Rs 350.656 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 explained that action was taken against the culprits i.e., FIRs were registered 

and recovery suit had also been filed. Further an amount of Rs 69 million was recovered. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management  to get the 

recovered amount verified from Audit and  pursue the cases vigorously in the court of Law. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1619] 

2.5.4.9 Non-recovery of gas pilferage charges from M/s Badar CNG -  

Rs 323.26 million 

As per clause D-3 of Procedure for dealing with the theft of gas cases issued by OGRA vide its 

letter dated August 16, 2005, in case of strong evidences leading to confirmation of the act of theft, the 

Company will disconnect the gas supply of the consumer / defaulter and will remove all devices which 

can facilitate the consumer/ defaulter in illegal restoration of gas supply. As per Clause 18.22 of Billing 

Manual, to avoid any possibility of pilferage of gas, CMS and other accessories installed at the premises 

of disconnected consumers shall invariably be removed immediately after three months of 

disconnection of gas supply.  Fortnightly inspection of such consumer’s premises may also be 

undertaken specially of disconnected industrial and commercial consumers.  

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that M/s Badar CNG, Darya Khan 

Road, Bhakar was found involved in pilferage of gas resultantly SNGPL management registered FIR 

No. 402/13 against the pilferer. Gas connection, however, was restored on December 22, 2017. 

Subsequently, gas losses of SMS Bhakar were suddenly increased. Prior to restoration of gas connection 

of the said consumer, average loss of the SMS was 1.7 MMCF/month from January, 2016 to November, 

2017 which rose remarkably to 7.3 MMCF/month from December, 2017 to January, 2020 but the 

management did not take any notice of the unusual increase in UFG during the period. Raid was 

conducted on February 26, 2020 by the team of SNGPL at the premise of above consumer and detected 

pilferage of gas through direct tapping of 2-inch dia. This bypass line was buried in the reinforced 

cement concrete of CNG room roof leading to the conclusion that this was managed from day one 

during construction of CNG station. Meter was disconnected on February 27, 2020 and case was 
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forwarded to the Regional Detection & Evaluation Committee for evaluation of theft charges. The 

committee after thorough scrutiny of record calculated the recoverable volume of 49,471.387 HM3 

amounting to Rs 319 million. The management filed a recovery suit in gas utility court besides 

registering FIR. Further, as per current billing history of the consumer amount Rs 323.26 million is 

recoverable. 

Audit is of the view that unusual UFG occurred at SMS Bhakar but management did not take 

action in time which resulted in loss of Rs 323.26 million.  

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 explained that all possible measures were taken including lodging of FIR and 

filing of recovery suit. Culprit was declared as proclaimed offender by the court and arrest warrant of 

the accused was issued. Recovery suit had been decreed in favour of the Company.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to pursue the case 

vigorously in the court of Law. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides fixing responsibility for delay in 

detection of illegal network. 

[DP No.1630] 

2.5.4.10 Non-recovery of gas pilferage charges from M/s Karapa Plaster of Paris – Rs 28.66 million 

As per clause D-3 of Procedure for dealing with the theft of gas cases issued by OGRA vide its 

letter dated August 16, 2005, in case of strong evidences leading to confirmation of the act of theft, the 

Company will disconnect the gas supply of the consumer / defaulter and will remove all devices which 

can facilitate the consumer / defaulter in illegal restoration of gas supply. As per Clause 18.22 of Billing 

Manual, to avoid any possibility of pilferage of gas, CMS and other accessories installed at the premises 

of disconnected consumers shall invariably be removed immediately after three months of 

disconnection of gas supply.  Fortnightly inspection of such consumer’s premises may also be 

undertaken specially of disconnected industrial and commercial consumers.  

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that M/s Karapa Plaster of Paris 

were found involved in theft of gas by meter tampering on March 07, 2018, and again in July 08, 2019 

via direct tapping, resultantly an FIR No. 462 (C) / 109 was lodged against him. Further, the huge 

explosion occurred on August 28, 2020 due to leakage from an illegal tap / connection from SNGPL’s 

distribution main supply, therefore management again lodged an FIR against the owner of the factory. 

The management has not taken effective measure for a recurring case of gas theft. Finally, Head office 

Detection & Evaluation Committee calculated recoverable volume of 5,506.41 HM3 amounting to Rs 

28.66 million. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak network surveillance and defective mechanism to detect 

direct tapping resulted in delayed detection of direct by-pass. The management may also clarify either 

it was a residential building or a factory premises. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that action had been taken against the culprit i.e., FIR was registered and 

recovery suit had also been filed.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to pursue the case 

vigorously in the court of Law. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report.     
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 Audit recommends to inquire the matter regarding possible collusion of the staff of SNGPL 

with the habitual pilferer and fix responsibility for delay in detection of illegal tapping besides 

recovering the pilferage charges. 

[DP No.1632] 

2.5.4.11 Late detection of illegal network and installation of undocumented / fake domestic meters  

As per Clause 6.5 of Billing Manual, it is the duty of the meter reader to check / report violation 

of gas supply contracts, e.g., misuse of domestic gas connection for commercial purposes, un-authorized 

extension of gas supply, suspected gas pilferage case etc. to sales and distribution departments 

respectively for their action. As per procedure for dealing with theft of gas cases issued by the OGRA 

vide letter dated August 16, 2005, theft charges from non-consumers shall be determined as per 

procedure, and legal notice will be served to the defaulter for depositing the gas theft charges to the 

company, as per provision of OGRA Ordinance and Rules / Regulations made there under. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that illegal service lines were 

installed in two streets of Abdullah Garden Chak 73 J.B Faisalabad. Illegal service lines were detected 

which was removed on May 16, 2019. Pipeline and related material were forfeited.  Moreover, illegal 

service lines were also installed in the area of B-17 MPCHS Housing Society Islamabad at 38 houses 

by violating the merit order and without the completion of due legal process.  

Audit is of the view that weak network surveillance and defective mechanism to detect laying 

of illegal network in time, resulted in delayed detection of illegal network of pipeline and undocumented 

consumers.  

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 explained that action was taken and illegal network removed. Recovery of Rs 

1.02 million was also made in Islamabad cases.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to take appropriate 

action against the employees involved in installation of illegal meters. The DAC further directed to 

initiate criminal proceedings, pursue the FIR / legal action vigorously and get verified the recovered 

amount of Islamabad Region from Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to fix responsibility regarding late detection of illegal network by the staff 

of SNGPL and ascertain the exact volume of theft by consumers / non-consumers beside recovery of 

the same 

[DP No. 1713] 

 

2.5.4.12 Non integration of industrial consumers with SCADA System 

OGRA vide its letter dated November 06, 2015 and vide Para No. 7.1.7 FRR 2015-16 allowed 

Rs 15,645 million inclusive of Rs 4,383 million for machinery and construction equipment etc., of 

SCADA System.  

 During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that in the minutes of the 39th Risk 

management & UFG committee minutes (Item 7.9), management stated that out of around 4,000 

industrial units approx. 1,800 units were being monitored on-line while around 480 were integrated 

with SCADA while process for procuring 1600 smart meters for industrial units were underway for 

installation on the remaining units. Further, the members pointed out that while analysing the online 

data by Internal Audit Department, certain industrial consumers were found involved in using over and 
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above contracted load violation. Further, Industrial EVC meters were not replaced with Smart EVC 

meters by June, 30, 2021.  

Audit observed that all the industrial consumers had not yet been fully integrated with the 

SCADA System and due to non-integration of consumers with the system, UFG remained beyond 

allowable limit over the years as detailed below: 

      (Rs in million) 

FYs 
UFG Volume 

(MMCF) 

Actual UFG 

% 

Amount of UFG 

Losses 

Disallowed 

Amount 

2010-11 74,591 11.21 19,105 7,178 

2011-12 68,842 10.20 19,839 6,269 

2012-13 71,252 11.17 22,817 13,917 

2013-14 61,510 10.57 21,352 12,262 

2014-15 57,229 10.97 19,729 11,639 

2015-16 46,652 9.21 14,698 7,518 

2016-17 39,547 8.07 12,338 5,448 

2017-18 49,883 10.90 17,649 6,356 

2018-19 52,930 11.94 25,470 10,698 

2019-20 48,256 12.32 26,133 11329 

 570,692  199,130 92,614 

Audit is of the view that due to the failure of management in integrating the industrial 

consumers with the SCADA system, UFG could not be controlled and it remained beyond allowable 

limit. 

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 explained that company is targeting to integrate all industrial consumers with 

SCADA by June 30, 2022. Management further explained that in the first three phases 1,839 Industrial 

Units were integrated with SCADA system. Moreover, during on-going 4th phase of this project, 788 

industrial units were integrated which resulted in total of 2,627 units, remaining 944 number of 

industrial units shall be integrated to SCADA system by June 30, 2022. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

facts verified from Audit and  provide the updated list of integrated industrial unit within a week besides 

expedite the integration of remaining industrial unit. DAC further directed to provide the detail of 

machinery and equipment procured and capitalized for SCADA project. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1676] 

Receivables Management 

2.5.4.13 Non-recovery of gas charges from active and disconnected consumers / defaulters - Rs 

13,474.27 million 

According to Clause 13.1 of Billing Manual of SNGPL, it will be the responsibility of GM 

(Billing) to ensure collection of company’s gas bills in respect of all categories of consumers. Further, 

as per Clause 13.2 of ibid, just after the expiry of due date, a disconnection notice be served advising to 

pay gas dues within a week i.e., before last day of the month failing which their gas supply shall be 

disconnected immediately. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management failed to 
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recover outstanding gas charges of Rs 38,226.4 million (including GIDC Rs 26,988 million) from 1,642 

active consumers. The management did not retain sufficient security deposits covering the gas charges 

of anticipated consumption due to which outstanding amount could not be recovered from these 

consumers. Moreover, the management failed to recover gas charges amounting to Rs 2,235.87 million 

in 245 disconnected cases. This resulted in non-recovery of amount aggregating to Rs 13,474.27 million 

excluding GIDC.  

Audit is of the view that due to negligence of the management, outstanding dues of Rs 

13,474.27 million could not be recovered from the defaulters. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 reported that there were no outstanding arrears against active industrial 

consumer other than litigation i.e., GIDC of Rs 26,988 million, GST, tariff issues and LPS. The 

management further, explained that amount of Rs 34 million was recovered from commercial 

consumers. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

stance verified from Audit within two days, pursue court cases relating to GIDC and file recovery suits 

against disconnected consumers. During verification recovered amount of Rs 7.967 million was verified 

by Audit leaving a balance of Rs 13,466.30 million. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides taking measures for expeditious 

recovery. 

[DP Nos. 1618, 1622, 1633 & 1711] 

2.5.4.14 Non-recovery of cost of RLNG diverted to domestic sector in winter season - Rs 27,240 

million 

As per ECC decision vide case No. ECC-375/45/2020 dated October 7, 2020, OGRA 

provisionally allowed the recovery of RLNG revenue shortfall considering the month-wise actual 

RLNG volume diverted in the domestic / commercial sectors by SNGPL and any amount available in 

the deferral account would also be adjusted while actualizing the RLNG sale price, subject to 

verification of volumes supplied to domestic and commercial consumer by OGRA. OGRA may create 

a specific head under the RLNG sale price for charging the diversion cost in a staggered manner. 

 During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that ECC of the Cabinet approved 

policy guidelines on October 7, 2020, for making a segment in RLNG price for RLNG diverted to 

domestic consumers in winters. The recovery of differential amount was to be decided by OGRA, 

subject to verification of volumes supplied to domestic and commercial consumer. The company sold 

RLNG having differential amount of Rs 27,240 million (difference between RLNG price and domestic 

tariff) through diversion to its domestic consumers during FY 2020-21. However, the management 

could not expedite the implementation of the policy guidelines due to non-provision of exact volume of 

RLNG diverted to domestic consumers. Further, an amount of Rs 19 billion and Rs 54 billion for the 

FY 2018-19 & 2019-20 was also outstanding on account of divergence respectively.  

 Audit is of the view that due to systemic weakness and non-provision of exact volume of RLNG 

to OGRA resulting in non-recovery of Rs 27,240 million.  

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 explained that RLNG was being diverted to domestic sector pursuant to ECC 

decision. The matter is pending for implementation with OGRA.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to pursue the 

matter with OGRA. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report.    

Audit recommends to ascertain the volume of diverted RLNG to domestic sector and take up 

the matter with OGRA for implementation of policy guidelines for early recovery of differential amount 

of RLNG. 
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[DP No. 1614] 

2.5.4.15 Non-recovery of long outstanding gas charges from consumers of Power, Fertilizer and 

Cement Sector - Rs 12,902.22 million 

According to Clause 3.13 & 3.14 of Billing Manual of SNGPL, timely / maximum recovery of 

gas dues shall be arranged from all categories of consumers. Special attention was to be paid to recover 

gas dues from big industrial and general industrial consumers which contribute the major share of sales 

revenue. Billing Department shall forward lists of industrial / bulk supply / special domestic defaulters 

to Distribution Department for disconnection purposes every month. As per Clause 3.17 of Billing 

Manual, security from disconnected consumers (all categories) should be deposited before re-

connecting their gas supply. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management failed to 

recover the outstanding amount of gas charges of  

Rs 11,519.48 million from the consumers of Power, Fertilizer and Cement (PFC) sector and amount of 

subsidy to M/s Agri tech Rs 655 million & M/s Fatima fertilizer Rs 880 million. This resulted in non-

recovery of outstanding gas charges from consumers of Power, Fertilize and Cement Sector  

of Rs 12,902.22 million. 

Audit is of the view that due to negligence of the management, outstanding dues of Rs 

12,902.22 million could not be recovered from the defaulters. 

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that undisputed arrears amounting to Rs 12,673 million had been 

recovered. Remaining amount Rs 231 million pertains to disconnected sub-judice consumers. During 

verification out of this, recovered amount of Rs 11293.22 million has been verified by Audit leaving a 

balance of Rs 1,609 million.      

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

facts verified from Audit bedsides pursuance of court cases. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No.1671] 

2.5.4.16 Unjustified booking of receivables against RLNG GPPs consumers on disputed amount - 

Rs 2,386 million 

According to International Accounting Standard (IAS) 18, recognition of an item as revenue 

means that probable future economic benefit associated with the item will flow to the entity, and the 

amount of revenue can be measured with reliability. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management booked 

revenue of Rs 2,386 million for the FY 2019-20 under Take or Pay arrangements with Government 

Power Producers (“GPPs”). The total revenue amounting to Rs 24,641 million was recognized from 

July 01, 2017 to June 30, 2020 by issuing Take or Pay invoices to GPPs due to failure in consumption 

of RLNG by the GPPs. 

  Audit is of the view that due to departure from accounting and reporting standards and 

continuous raising of disputed invoices resulted in accumulation of huge receivables. Disputed amount 

cannot be booked as receivables till the resolution of the conflict. 
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 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that pursuant to expert determination in favour of SNPGL by Supreme 

Court judge M/s NPPMCL referred the matter to LCIA which has decided the matter against the 

Company. The company has filed the appeal against the decision. In case of QATPL award of LCIA is 

awaited.   

The DAC in its meeting held on February 1, 2022 directed the management to pursue the court 

case vigorously. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC and revisit the policy of booking of 

disputed amounts as receivables. 

[DP No. 1585] 

2.5.4.17 Non-recovery of gas charges decreed in favour of the company from consumers / defaulters 

– Rs 332.18 million 

According to Clause 13.1 of Billing Manual of SNGPL, it will be the responsibility of GM 

(Billing) to ensure collection of Company’s gas bills in respect of all categories of consumers. Further, 

as per Clause 13.2 of ibid, just after the expiry of due date, a disconnection notice be served advising to 

pay gas dues within a week, i.e., before last day of the month failing which their gas supply shall be 

disconnected immediately. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management failed to 

recover gas charges of Rs 332.18 million from 103 consumers against whom recovery and declaratory 

cases have been decided in favour of the company.  

Audit is of the view that due to negligence of the management, the gas charges of Rs 332.18 

million could not be recovered from the defaulted consumers. 

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that out of 373 consumers 34 execution petitioner had been sine die 

adjourned due to want of property documents. Remaining cases are being pursued vigorously.   

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to pursue the court 

cases vigorously. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides taking measures for expeditious 

recovery. 

[DP No.1669] 

2.5.4.18 Shortfall in security deposits of industrial consumers -  

Rs 234.697 million 

As per Clause 14.1.3(a) of SNGPL Billing Manual, the security deposits of all industrial and 

commercial consumers be checked to ensure that in no case this amount is less than their anticipated 

consumption for three months on the basis of latest available data. All consumers who have not 

deposited adequate security should be asked to immediately deposit additional security, failing which 

they should be disconnected unless disconnection is barred by a court order.  As per Clause 14.1.3(b) 

of ibid, it should also be ensured that all industrial, commercial and domestic consumers whose bills 

exceed the security deposit are disconnected immediately unless a stay order was issued by a court of 

law.  
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During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management was 

responsible to maintain the security deposit of all consumers equal to three months average gas 

consumption. The security deposit was subjected to revision with change in gas prices or average 

consumption. However, the management failed to enhance security deposits amounting to  

Rs 234.697 million against 83 consumers.  

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in shortfall in security deposits to the 

tune of Rs 234.697 million.  

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that consumers agitated the security deposit before court of law hence the 

recovery could not be arranged due to sub-judice matter. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to pursue the case 

vigorously in the court of law. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1608] 

2.5.4.19 Non-resolution of dispute with the collecting banks –  

Rs 219.88 million  

According to Clause 3.13 & 3.14 of Billing Manual of SNGPL, timely / maximum recovery of 

gas dues shall be arranged from all categories of consumers. Special attention was to be paid to recover 

gas dues from big industrial and general industrial consumers which contribute the major share of sales 

revenue. Further, according to Clause 12 of ibid, authorized the banks to collect gas bills on behalf of 

the company. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that in 07 cases, recovery of Rs 

135 million from various banks was lying pending on account of disputes related to remittances of 

collected amount from end consumers. Moreover, an amount of Rs 84.88 million was outstanding owing 

to delay in crediting the collected amounts. The management filed suits against the banks at banking 

courts and Gas Utility Courts but did not take concrete steps to pursue these cases effectively. This 

resulted in non-recovery of Rs 219.88 million. 

Audit is of the view that due to negligence of the management, disputes for recovery of Rs 

219.88 million could not be resolved. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that the cases represent litigated consumers which are being pursued.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to pursue the court 

cases vigorously. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to explain reasons for slack perusal of court cases besides pursuing the same 

vigorously. 

[DP No.1684] 

2.5.4.20 Non encashment of bank guarantee - Rs 202.39 million 

According to Para 7.7.12 of SNGPL Billing Manual IT/MIS will prepare list of bank guarantee 

on quarterly basis and forward to Sales Department for their further action. Sales Department will hand 

over original bank guarantees to Accounts Department within 7 days for encashment under intimation 

to Billing Department.  Accounts departments will lodge the claim with bank within 7 days after receipt 
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from Sales Department and ensure encashment of bank guarantee within two weeks from issuing bank 

after lodging claims. Accordingly Accounts section will adjust encashed bank guarantee to the 

outstanding amount appearing on gas charges as per priority set by company within 7 days. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that bank guarantees amounting 

to Rs 202.39 million were required to be encashed before its expiry i.e., 2015 and onwards but the 

management failed to encash the bank guarantees. Hence, non-initiation of process for encashment of 

bank guarantees resulted in non- recovery of Rs 202.39 million. 

 Audit is of the view that negligence of the management resulted in non-encashment of bank 

guarantees amounting to Rs 202.39 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that three bank guarantees has been encashed, six had been resolved, 

three Bank guarantees were in GIDC settlement and sixteen were in court cases. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

stance verified from Audit beside vigorously pursue the court cases. No further progress was reported 

till finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides taking action against the 

persons at fault. 

[DP No. 1683] 

2.5.4.21  Non-recovery of insurance claims - Rs 25 million 

According to Clause 10 of National Insurance Act, 1976, public property is to be insured with 

the Corporation only and all insurance business relating to, any public property, or to any risk or liability 

appertaining to any public property, shall be placed with the Corporation and no other insurer.  

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that 1500 insurance claims 

amounting to Rs 25 million were pending with NICL. However, the management did not make any 

effort to finalize these insurance claims. This resulted in non-realization of insurance claims amounting 

to Rs 25 million. It is pertinent to mention that SNGPL was paying premium of Rs 300 million per 

annum for the insurance policies but was making minimal efforts to make good of the losses/damages 

occurred to the insured assets under the insurance policies.  

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in non-realization of insurance claims 

amounting to Rs 25 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that as per vigorous follow up number of outstanding claims had been 

reduced to 856. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 1, 2022 directed the management to share the detail 

of realized insurance claim and vigorously follow up the remaining case with NICL. No further progress 

was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to recover outstanding amount of insurance claims besides improving 

internal controls to avoid such instances in future. 

[DP No. 1607] 

Project Management 
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2.5.4.22 Non-completion of gas development work jobs within stipulated time – Rs 18,383.19 

million 

According to Para 3.2 of budget instruction for the FYs 2018-19 & 2019-20 for carrying out 

capital and revenue jobs, job holder (head of project / distribution department) will be responsible for 

timely completion of jobs within stipulated period specified in job approval document. Further, 

according to work orders issued by SNGPL to contractors, jobs for gas supplies to new localities were 

required to be completed within three months of issuance of pipe and jointing materials. Furthermore, 

as per Para 13 of Cabinet Division’s Development Wing Notification No.F.7 (2)(Dev)/2016 dated 

October 10, 2016, the executing agencies shall ensure that the schemes are completed within the same 

year and the approved cost. Further, as per Para 3.1 of Project Manual of SNGPL, Land section is 

required to arrange permissions / No Objection Certificates (NOCs) from outside agencies for pipeline 

crossings. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that 340 development jobs having 

sanctioned cost of Rs 18,383.19 million were started during the FYs from 2013-14 to 2020-21, however, 

these jobs could not be completed after lapse of period ranging from 1 to 9 years. These jobs were 

required to be completed within same financial year but these were not completed within same financial 

years The delayed completion has caused not only cost overrun (cost to be borne by the Government) 

but also deprived the common households of the area of the utility. This resulted in non-completion of 

jobs having cost estimate of Rs 18,383.19 million. 

Audit is of the view that due to bad project management, jobs were not completed in time. 

The matter was reported to the department in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that out of 340 jobs, 72 jobs were completed and commissioned, one job 

was cancelled and remaining jobs are at different stages of completion.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

facts verified from Audit besides expediting the completion of the remaining jobs. No further progress 

was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP Nos. 1586 & 1678] 

2.5.4.23 Non-approval of jobs despite receipt of funds from Government -  

Rs 3,538.42 million  

As per Clause 13.5.2 of Accounts Manual of SNGPL, section heads shall raise request for job 

numbers for obtaining management approval for incurring capital expenditure on construction works 

(pipeline). 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that in 107 cases (02 cases pertain 

to 100% cost) management sent to SNGPL Head Office for issuance of job numbers but despite lapse 

of considerable period these jobs were not approved which resulted in non-initiation of work of Rs 

3,538.42 million.  

 Audit is of the view that due to weak project management and negligence, approval of jobs 

was not processed despite receipt of funds from Government.  

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that  out of 107 cases, 12 jobs number had been issued while remaining 
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jobs were not issued owing to moratorium of M/o Energy / OGRA. Audited contended that there was 

no justification for receiving funds from Government as no new gas schemes was to be undertaken.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management  to get the stated 

stance verified from Audit.  No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1681] 

2.5.4.24 Non-refund of savings to consumers in cost sharing jobs -  

Rs 611.21 million 

According Para 9.2.2 of Accounting Manual of SNGPL, the duties and responsibilities of Area 

Accountant include arranging recovery/ refund from/to consumers after completion of cost sharing jobs. 

Further, OGRA granted SNGPL a license No. NG-002/2003, on September 03, 2003 to undertake the 

regulated activities i.e., transmission of natural gas and distribution and sale of natural gas. As per 

condition No.5.2 of the Licensee, it is to be ensured the grant of 17.5% return on the value of its average 

net operating fixed assets for each financial year. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management did not 

refund the savings from cost sharing jobs to consumers in 27 cases. The estimated cost of jobs 

amounting to Rs 1,497.85 million was received from consumers. These jobs were completed with 

actual expenditure of Rs 886.64 million with savings of Rs 611.21 million which was not refunded to 

the consumers and excess amount was capitalized. The record provided to Audit did not show refund 

of savings to consumers and reversal of excess amount transferred to “Capitalization of deferred credit 

against cost sharing jobs. This resulted in non-refund of savings and excess capitalization amounting 

to Rs 120.734 million. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak financial control, savings were neither refunded to 

consumers nor included in other Operating Income for Revenue Requirement purpose. 

 The matter was reported to the department in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that as per policy savings to the extent of un-laid pipeline are refunded to 

the consumer.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to share the detail 

of sanctioned vs actual pipeline laid and get verified from Audit within two days. No further progress 

was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP Nos. 1589 & 1635] 

2.5.4.25 Over-estimation of GOP funded jobs in order to avail maximum Government funds - Rs 

511.71 million 

According to the Ministry of Petroleum letter dated July 26, 2008, the portion of funds equal to 

the requirement over the criteria specified for undertaking the schemes are provided by Federal 

Government whereas cost within criteria is borne by SNGPL from its own resources. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management completed 

201 jobs of laying pipeline by incurring actual expenditure of Rs 5,598.63 million. The budgeted cost 

of these jobs was  

Rs 8,157.19 million. This showed that there was a variation of Rs 2,558.56 million between the 

estimated cost and the actual cost incurred on these jobs out of which Government share was 20% of 
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the total estimates, thus, jobs were over-estimated to obtain maximum funds from Government of Rs 

511.71 million (approx.).  

Audit is of the view that due to over-estimation of jobs, GoP share was inflated and excess 

funds of Rs 511.71 million were received by the management.  

 The matter was reported to the department in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that these projects were under progress and savings in individual jobs 

cannot be regarded as final savings until the completion of whole project. 201 job numbers pertained to 

several projects and savings can only be surrendered after the completion of these projects.    

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to expedite the 

completion of projects and surrender the savings to GOP. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to explain the reasons for preparation of inflated estimates besides surrender 

the same to the Government. 

[DP Nos. 1617 & 1680] 

2.5.4.26 Irregular award of work of rehabilitation / maintenance jobs to contractors without open 

competition - Rs 403 million 

According to Rule 12(1) of PPRA Rules, 2004, procurements over one hundred thousand rupees 

and up to the limit of two million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website in the manner 

and format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to time. These procurement opportunities 

may also be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the procuring agency. Moreover, all 

procurement over three million Pakistani Rupees should be advertised on the Authority website as well 

as in other print media or newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspapers 

shall principally appear in at least two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that management did not observe 

the PPRA Rules, 2004, in award of work of seven rehabilitation / maintenance jobs through open 

competition by advertisement in the press. This resulted in irregular award of work of Rs 403 million 

to the contractors. 

Audit is of the view that bad contract management practices resulting in irregular award of 

rehabilitation / maintenance work to contractors without competition. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021.  The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that due to emergency / important nature of work the same was awarded 

to the contractors of the company as per approved procedure.     

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to place 

the matter before BoD for regularization. No further progress was reported till finalization of 

this report.  

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1710] 
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2.5.4.27 Non-completion of mutation of land of Rs 11.842 million and non-adjustment of advances 

- Rs 325.65 million 

According to Clause 3.2.1 of Project Manual of SNGPL, award is announced by the Land 

Acquisition Collector, a copy of which is sent to SNGPL for getting the amount adjusted against 

advance of relevant pipeline. After receiving award from Land Acquisition Collector, mutation in 

favour of company shall be carried out. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management issued 

advances of Rs 337.492 million to Land Acquisition Collectors for purchase of land but only an amount 

of Rs 11.842 million was adjusted. However, the management could not complete the process of 

mutation of adjusted amount in favour of the company. This resulted in non-mutation of land amounting 

to Rs 11.842 million and non-adjustment of advances of Rs 325.650 million. 

Audit is of the view that due to negligence on the part of management, advances were neither 

adjusted nor mutation were executed in favour of company. 

 The matter was reported to the department in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that an amount of Rs 123 million had been adjusted leaving a balance of 

Rs 202 million against advances. As regards mutation of Rs 11.842 million is concerned the same had 

been done.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 reduce the para to the extent of Rs 123.310 

million with the direction to expedite the adjustment of remaining amount Rs 202.341. DAC further 

directed the management to provide the documentary evidence of mutation of land. No further progress 

was reported till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC  

[DP No. 1590] 

2.5.4.28 Non-recovery of excess cost from consumers on account of cost sharing jobs - Rs 145.37 

million 

According Para 9.2.2 of Accounting Manual of SNGPL, the duties and responsibilities of Area 

Accountant include arranging recovery from consumers after completion of cost sharing jobs. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management failed to 

recover excess cost from consumers in 8 cost sharing jobs. These jobs having estimated cost of Rs 

803.371 million were completed by incurring expenditure of Rs 948.750 million with excess 

expenditure of Rs 145.378 million. The excess cost was not recovered from consumers. This resulted 

in non-recovery of excess cost amounting to Rs 145.378 million from the consumers. 

Audit is of the view that weak project / financial management resulted in non-recovery of excess 

cost amounting to Rs 145.378 million from consumers. 

 The matter was reported to the department in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that out of 8 jobs pointed out by Audit, 4 jobs were completed within 

budget and in case of remaining 4 jobs, the recovery of excess amount is in process. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 1, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

stance verified from Audit besides expediting the recovery of excess amount from the customers. No 

further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides recovery of excess cost. 

[DP No. 1587] 
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2.5.4.29 Inadmissible charging / booking of expense to SDGs jobs -  

Rs 37.225 million 

According to Para 15 of guidelines for executing SDGs jobs, “Expenditure shall not be incurred 

on purchase of equipment, vehicles, fixture, salaries, printing of diaries / calendars / banners, holding 

of official meeting and dinners / parties”. Similarly, no administrative overhead shall be charged by any 

agency for execution of the SDG schemes.  

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management charged / 

booked inadmissible expense under head 626 (vehicles hiring), 629 (allocation of vehicles) and 752 

(tender advertisement). As per guidelines, these expenses were inadmissible for SDG jobs. This resulted 

in inadmissible booking / charging of expenses amounting to Rs 37.225 million. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal controls inadmissible expenditure was included 

in the cost of SDG jobs in contravention to the above guidelines. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that the matter had been taken up with Director General (Gas), Ministry 

of Energy (Petroleum Division) to arrange clarification from the Steering Committee of the Cabinet. 

The response was awaited.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to pursue the 

matter with Steering Committee of the Cabinet through DG (Gas). No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to take corrective action for reversal of booking of inadmissible expenses 

to these jobs and surrender the same to Government besides improving internal controls. 

[DP No. 1592] 

 

2.5.4.30 Pendency of recovery cases due to ineffective role of Law Department – Rs 32,000 million 

According to Section 19.2 of Billing Manual, Regional Law Officer and / or concerned 

departmental executive / official will attend Gas Utility / High Court on advice from Company 

counsel/Regional Law officer for evidence and presenting company’s viewpoint effectively and try to 

save company’s interests as far as possible 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that there were 652 cases for 

recovery of Rs 32,000 million which were pending in different courts of law / Gas Utility Courts. Audit 

observed that the performance of Law Department was not satisfactory and that there were no specific 

criteria for gauging the performance of legal counsels and no success ratio / percentage was being 

maintained. No reason for pendency of these legal cases were shared and no corrective measures were 

taken resulting into loss of Rs 32,000 million. 

Audit is of the view that negligence of the management resulted in ineffective pursuance and 

pendency of legal cases involving recovery of  

Rs 32,000 million.  

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 explained that these cases represent litigated consumers accumulated over 

period of time and were being pursued at various level vigorously.  
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The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to share the status 

of these cases with Audit within two days and pursue the cases vigorously in the court of law. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to explain reasons for delay in the disposal of legal cases and expedite the 

same besides devising a mechanism to carry out qualitative analysis of performance of legal counsels 

on panel. Further, the  updated status of 652 cases involved  such a huge amount provided to Audit. 

[DP No. 1624] 

Regulatory Affairs 

2.5.4.31 Overstatement of differential margin on indigenous gas –  

Rs 34,449 million 

According to Section 225 of the Companies Act, 2017, the financial statements shall give a true 

and fair view of the state of affairs of the company, comply with the financial reporting standards 

notified by the SECP. Further, according to Section 8 of OGRA Ordinance, 2002, read with Rule 18 of 

Natural Gas Tariff Rules, 2002, OGRA shall determine yearly Revenue Requirement of the licensees 

for natural gas, engaged in transmission, distribution and the sale of natural gas to a retail consumer.  

During audit of SNGPL, Lahore for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the company 

recognized revenue of Rs 81,329 million on account of differential margin from the Federal 

Government against indigenous gas. Out of this amount, Rs 34,449 million were booked against 

expenses like LPS payable to E&P companies amounting to Rs 32,254 million and other T&D cost of 

Rs 2,195 million which were disallowed by OGRA. However, these expenses neither formed part of 

final Revenue Requirement of SNGPL nor were declared as receivables from the Federal Government 

by OGRA. This resulted in overstatement of revenue on account of differential margin by Rs 34,449 

million thus showing profit of Rs 5,997.709 million in company accounts. 

Audit is of the view that weak financial controls resulted in overstatement of differential margin 

amounting to Rs 34,449 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that out of Rs 34 billion an amount of Rs 32 billion represents LPS 

payable to gas producers on payment basis which is part of circular debt. The company had recognized 

this amount on accrual basis and believes that the settlement of this amount is part of circular debt. The 

company had taken up the matter with OGRA and is confident of the favourable decision. Audit 

contented that OGRA did not approve the LPS payable on accrual basis as expenditure against the 

Review Petition for the FY 2018-19.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to pursue the 

review petition with OGRA. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report.     

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1612] 

2.5.4.32 Unjustified charging of indigenous gas volume on account of energy equivalence from 

indigenous gas consumers – Rs 9,077 million 

According to ECC decision dated February 10, 2016, RLNG pricing will be ring fenced and 

all directly attributable costs will be charged / recovered from the RLNG consumers without affecting 

the consumers relying on domestically produced gas. 
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 During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that management sold indigenous 

gas volume of 14,063 MMCF to RLNG consumers on account of energy equivalence due to difference 

in BTU (calorific value). RLNG BTU value (1025 to 1075) is higher than that of indigenous gas (925 

to 970).  Comingled RLNG and indigenous gas having reduced BTU value was transported through 

same pipeline. Indigenous gas valuing Rs 9,077 million was reduced for sales to indigenous gas 

consumers during the FY 2020-21. This extra volume shifted from indigenous gas segment to RLNG 

consumers to meet the BTU difference should have been borne by the RLNG consumers in line with 

ECC decision dated February 10, 2016 wherein ring fencing of RLNG business without affecting 

indigenous gas consumer was ensured. Sales value at prescribed price i.e., Rs 644.84 per MMBTU 

required to be recovered from RLNG consumers and other income of Rs 9,077 million be included in 

Final Revenue Requirement for the FY 2020-21. Petroleum Division intimated that swapping of gas 

has now been eliminated up to 95% and RLNG is directly transported through dedicated pipeline for 

sale to RLNG consumers in a DAC meeting held on January 4, 2021 for PAC meeting held on January 

7, 2021 but the SNGPL management was charging energy equivalence volume to indigenous gas 

consumers.    

 Audit is of the view that due to non-compliance of ECC decision, this extra volume of 

indigenous gas sold to RLNG consumers was not accounted for separately and the extra burden was 

passed on to indigenous gas consumers. 

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that energy equivalence volume arises in balancing out RLNG and system 

gas purchases and sales.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to provide the 

reconciliation of RLNG and indigenous gas purchased and sold in MMBTU to justify energy 

equivalence volume. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to take up the matter with OGRA for making recovery of Rs 9,077 million 

from RLNG consumers or give equivalent relief to indigenous gas consumers in Revenue Requirement 

accordingly. 

[DP No. 1677] 

2.5.4.33 Reduction in sales volume to claim excess revenue requirement –  

Rs 6,568 million 

According to Rule 17(c) of Natural Gas Tariff Rules, 2002 read with Section 8 of the OGRA 

Ordinance, 2002, tariff should include a mechanism to allow licensees a benefit from and penalties for 

failure to achieve, benchmarks set by OGRA through yardstick regulation for inter-alia and without 

limiting the generality of such regulation, capacity utilization, operation and maintenance cost and 

unaccounted for gas (UFG). 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management deducted 

huge volume of gas of 12,130 MMCF on account of “unrecovered pilferage volume reversed” from the 

sales volume in UFG sheet. This deduction was made without giving any justification or reference to 

the booking of pilferage volume and its inclusion in sales. Due to unexplained deduction in sales 

volume, the UFG was increased and sales revenue decreased which not only decreased the profit of the 

company affecting the FG being the major shareholder as well as other shareholders but also increased 

the Revenue Requirement and Prescribed Prices. This deduction decreased the sales revenue to the tune 

of Rs 6,568 million during the FY 2019-20 causing excess determination of Revenue Requirements and 

fixation of gas prices on higher side prejudice to the interest of the common consumer.  
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Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in reduction in sales volume, hence, 

UFG was increased and sales revenue decreased which not only decreased the profit of the company 

but also increased the revenue requirement and gas prices. 

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that the unrecovered pilferage volume reversed in line with the guidelines 

set by OGRA and company practices in vogue since 2010. Moreover, the volume pointed out by Audit 

was accumulative volume till June 30, 2020 and as such does not represent reduction in UFG. Audit 

contended that whole volume was deducted from sales volume in the calculation sheet of UFG and this 

practice is continued since last many years. Due to this sales volume of indigenous gas reduced, 

ultimately UFG percentage was increased. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to share the 

accounting and billing record relating to booking of pilferage volume as sales / receivable which were 

reversed from sales to Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report.   

Audit recommends to explain reasons for reduction in sales volumes in UFG sheet besides 

taking remedial measures under intimation to Audit. 

[DP No. 1667] 

2.5.4.34 Inflated profit by overstating differential margin on account of RLNG – Rs 4,845 million 

According to International Accounting Standard (IAS) 18, recognition of an item as revenue 

means that probable future economic benefit associated with the item will flow to the entity and the its 

amount can be measured with reliability. Further, according to Section 225 of the Companies Act, 2017, 

the financial statements shall give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the company; comply 

with the financial reporting standards notified by the SECP. Further, according to Section 8 of OGRA 

Ordinance, 2002 read with Rule 18 of Natural Gas Tariff Rules, 2002, the Authority shall determine 

yearly revenue requirement of the licensees for natural gas engaged in transmission, distribution and 

the sale of natural gas to a retail consumer.  

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the company recognized 

revenue of Rs 44,698 million in the audited Annual Accounts for the FY 2019-20 on account of 

differential margin receivable from the Federal Government against RLNG. Out of this amount, Rs 

4,845 million were booked on account of expenses e.g., Rs 3,583 million, Rs 1,254, and Rs 8 million 

was booked against depreciation, gas internally consumed and other expenses respectively. These 

expenses were disallowed by OGRA. This resulted in overstatement of revenue on account of 

differential margin by Rs 4,845 million. In this way, management inflated the profit to Rs 5,997.709 

million in company accounts. 

Audit is of the view that weak financial controls resulted in overstatement of differential margin 

amounting to Rs 4,845 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that OGRA inadvertently was not allowing full capacity payment with 

respect to RLNG network. The company had taken up the matter with OGRA and confident of the 

favourable decision.    

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management  to pursue the 

matter with OGRA vigorously. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 
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[DP No. 1615] 

2.5.4.35 Unjustified expenditure on security services - Rs 1,018 million 

As per Para 8.1.96 & 8.1.97 of ERR 2019-20, Authority directed to submit the detail security 

plan and deployment of the security personnel across its area of operation and rationalize its security 

requirements keeping in view overall security situation of the country which has now improved 

considerably compared to previous years. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that OGRA vide Para 11.30 of 

FRR 2019-20 allowed security expenses of Rs 1,018 million against the claimed amount of Rs 1,264 

million. The Authority vide Para 11.29 of ibid found no concrete justification for Rs 563 million 

reported under the sub-head of private security agencies. The company’s security expenses were found 

increasing over the years, therefore, the Authority directed to rationalize these expenses and 

management was required to revisit the security needs of the company. Audit held that a comprehensive 

security plan should be developed and got approved by BoD with the intent to reduce the UFG losses. 

This resulted in unjustified security expenditure of Rs 563 million on private security agencies and non-

rationalization of overall security expenses. 

Audit is of the view that weak financial management resulted in non-rationalization & 

unjustified security expenditure. 

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that a comprehensive exercise was carried out based on which number of 

guards were rationalized and company gradually reducing the overall security expenditure on account 

of private security guards. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management  to submit a detail 

security plan and deployment of security personals region wise / location wise. The DAC further 

directed to share the complete security deployment comprising of all security companies & Government 

organizations for the FY 2019-20. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that a comprehensive security plan should be developed and got approved 

by BoD with the intent to reduce the UFG losses besides rationalizing the expenditure under the head. 

[DP No.1626] 

2.5.4.36 Unjustified capitalization of operating fixed assets resulting in excess Revenue 

Requirement - Rs 379 million 

According to Section 8 of OGRA Ordinance, 2002 read with Rule 18 of NGT Rules, 2002, the 

Authority shall determine yearly revenue requirement of the licensees for natural gas engaged in 

transmission, distribution and the sale of natural gas to a retail consumer.  

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that M/s SNGPL vide para 6.6.2 

& 6.6.4 of FRR 2019-20, requested to OGRA that an amount of Rs 1,923 million and 254 million were 

erroneously capitalized under the Measuring and Regulating assets against laying of Distribution Mains 

and System Augmentation & Head Office Reserves respectively. OGRA added the amounts under 

Distribution Mains without deducting from Measuring and Regulating Assets. Further, the request for 

capitalization was made without giving any justification or reference / financial year and without 

reduction of this amount from financial record of Measuring and Regulating assets etc. OGRA accepted 

the request of the petitioner without necessary scrutiny of the financial record. This resulted in 

unjustified capitalization of the assets in the operating fixed assets amounting to Rs 2,177 million and 

subsequent excess Revenue Requirement amounting to Rs 379 million. 
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 Audit is of the view that unjustified capitalization allowed by the Authority in the operating 

fixed assets resulted in excessive Revenue Requirement of SNGPL to the tune of Rs 379 million (Rs 

2,177 million x 17.43%). 

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that the subject amount referred by Audit were erroneously booked in 

different head of account. However, at the time of FRR, the error was duly identified and accordingly 

rectified at the time of FRR.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

facts verified from Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides taking corrective measures. 

[DP No. 1712] 

2.5.4.37 Waiver of minimum 66% Take or Pay commitment in (TA-2) PPAs & GSAs of three 

RLNG Power Plants from January, 2022 

As per ECC decision vide case No. ECC-/122/13/22012 dated October 3, 2012, RLNG was 

required to be supplied to public / private sector bulk consumers under firm contracts with Take or Pay 

clause.  

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the import of LNG was started 

in 2015 by PSO under long term (15 years) contract under Take or Pay.  SNGPL / SSGC management 

started purchasing RLNG from PSO for onward sales to GPPs / IPPs and other industrial consumers. 

But no firm back-to-back contracts were finalized with Take or Pay clause with IPPs and contracts with 

GPPs were finalized only up to 66% Take or Pay instead of 100%. 

As per minutes of BoD vide item No. 7265 (17.01), it was apprised by the management to the 

BoD that the ECC of the Cabinet decided that all the existing arrangement of RLNG of power plants 

will remain intact until the date when price review clause under the LNG sale purchase agreement takes 

it effect in year 2026. However, the Power Division moved a summary to CCoE in the month of 

September, 2020, wherein it was requested that minimum 66% Take or Pay commitment clause should 

be exempted from January, 2022. Further, the BoD of SNGPL in the meeting dated December 03, 2021 

also allowed waiver of the minimum 66% take or pay clause for three Government owned GPPs.   

Audit is of the view that with the removal of TOP clause liquidity of the company would be 

affected.  

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that pursuant to ECC’s decision, SNGPL BoD being competent authority 

agreed to waive off 66% take or pay commitment from the GSAs of the three RLNG power plants with 

effect from January 01, 2022. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to share the 

decision of the ECC and SNGPL BoD. 

Audit recommends to take steps to finalize the TA-1 between SNGPL, SSGC & PSO and back-

to-back agreements with IPPs, GPPs and other industrial consumers and to finalize / execute the GSPA 

with PLL as well.  

[DP No. 1672] 

HR / Employee Related Irregularities 
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2.5.4.38 Irregular deduction of contribution without registration with EOBI – Rs 15.70 million and 

non-deposit of EOBI contribution – Rs 41.97 million 

According to Section 9 & 9B of Employers & Insured Persons Under Employees’ Old Age 

Benefits Rules 1976 “Contribution shall be payable every month by the employer of the Institution in 

respect of every person in his insurable employment, at the rate of six percent of his wages in the 

prescribed manner”. Further, according to Section 11(i) “Every employer shall before expiration of 

thirty days from the day on which this Act becomes applicable to the industry or establishment in respect 

of which he is the employer, communicate to the Institution the name and particulars of the industry or 

establishment and of every insured person employed in the industry or establishment”. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management deducted 

EOBI contribution from contractors and company employees and made payment of Rs.15.70 million to 

EOBI without registration of labour with EOBI. It is also pertinent to mention here that an amount of  

Rs 41.97 million was also deducted but not yet deposited into EOBI. This resulted in irregular deposit 

of EOBI contribution of Rs 15.70 million without registration of labour with EOBI and non-deposit of 

EOBI contribution of Rs 41.97 million. Further, the Management in DAC meeting dated January 13, 

2022 stated that registration of employees with EOBI both regular and casual, is in process the same is 

required to be done at the earliest.  

Audit is of the view that due to negligence on the part of management EOBI contribution was 

not credited to the concerned employees’ account with EOBI.  

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that all the outstanding payment of EOBI had been deposited and all 

permanent employees were registered with EOBI as far as remaining employees both regular and casual, 

enrolment was under process.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to expedite the 

registration of the remaining employees. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that each employee / worker should be registered with EOBI and also make 

sure that the amount so deducted from the contractors /employees is deposited against the name of each 

employee registered with EOBI since the beginning of their employment. 

[DP No. 1679] 

2.5.4.39 Irregular appointments of engineers on contract basis –  

Rs 26.65 million 

According to policy guidelines for contract appointment for posts in autonomous / semi-

autonomous bodies, corporations, Public Sector Companies etc. owned and managed by the Federal 

Government. According to Para 14.7(ii), appointment may be made on contract basis by the prescribed 

appointing Authority after open advertisement of the vacancies for projects which have a limited life. 

The advertisement should indicate prescribed academic and professional qualification, experience, age, 

provincial/regional quotas, special quotas etc. where applicable, as per rules / Government policy. 

Further, as per Rule 14.7(v) of the ibid, the contract appointment, where justifies may be made for a 

period of two years initially.  

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management made 

contract appointments of 50 engineers in Head Office and in different regions for UFG control activities 

on contract basis without advertisement and adopting transparent competitive procedure. The contract 

appointments were made w.e.f July 25, 2019 and since then bi-annual extension have been granted till 
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the time of finalization of this report.  

Audit is of the view that contract appointments were made in violation of the above policy. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that appointments / hiring on contract basis were made on merit in 

transparent manner following the procedure duly approved by BoD of the company.   

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to expedite 

amendments in HR manual. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC and implement the Supreme Court 

decision as in the Atta-Ul-Haq Qasmi case with respect to the whole recruitment process. 

[DP No. 1674] 

2.5.4.40 Non-finalization of disciplinary cases by HR department 

According to Para 110.3 of SNGPL HR Manual, the Company encourages all disciplinary 

issues to be handled as soon as they come to notice. Further, as per Para 115.1.5 of ibid, an enquiry 

officer will be required to complete the enquiry proceedings and submit report within 15 days but not 

later than 90 days except for valid reasons beyond control of Enquiry Officer.  

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that 112 charge sheets on account 

of disciplinary issues were served upon the employees of different cadres by the HR department but no 

further action was taken against these employees. It is also pertinent to mention that some of the charge 

sheets were issued in 2011 but the disciplinary proceedings were not concluded. 

Audit is of the view that ineffective HR management practices resulted in non-finalization of 

disciplinary cases against the employees despite lapse of considerable time.  

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that inquiries were finalized ensuring that accused were provided the 

defence opportunity following natural justice. Out of 112 cases 56 inquiries have already been closed 

while 20 cases are pending due to stay from the court or de-novo inquiries. While remaining 36 were 

also under process.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 1, 2022 directed the management to expedite the 

finalization of pending inquiries besides pursue the court cases vigorously. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report.    

Audit recommends to finalize the inquiry proceedings against the employees besides improving 

HR management to avoid such instances. 

[DP No. 1610] 

2.5.4.41 Non-initiation of action against employees involved in issuance of fake consumer IDs 

According to Para 110.3 of SNGPL HR Manual, the Company encourages all disciplinary 

issues to be handled as soon as they come to notice. Where management undertakes disciplinary action, 

its intention is principally to ensure that breaches of the policy in case of under-performance are handled 

in a fair and uniform manner and without unnecessary escalation. Moreover, Para 115.1.5 of ibid states 

that an enquiry officer will be required to complete the enquiry proceedings and submit report within 

15 days but not later than 90 days except for valid reasons beyond control of Enquiry Officer. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that management issued 

explanation letter to 21 employees involved in issuance of fake ID consumer / applicant as detected in 
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Harbanspura scam on July 12, 2021 but the management did not take further action against the 

employees. Management of SNGPL is managing customer’s applications data though Oracle system. 

However, the data management protocols were not adhered to which resulted in issuance of fake 

consumer ID / Application. Issuance of fake IDs not only deprived the genuine applicants from their 

rights to get connections as per merit but also compromised the integrity of the ERP. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in issuance of fake consumer IDs but 

the management did not take punitive action against the delinquents. 

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that the fact-finding inquiry report was received in HR department,  

however, certain points were required to clarify before proceeding with the recommended action. The 

clarification was obtained from the Lahore office and action will be initiated in light thereof. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to expedite the 

finalization of the inquiry at the earliest and take action against the persons at fault. No further progress 

was reported till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to inquire into the mal-practice/s committed by the SNGPL employees and 

fix responsibility besides improving internal controls to avoid such instances in future. 

[DP No. 1621] 

2.5.4.42 Un-justified increase of posts of high-level management and adjustment of Additional GM 

at SNGPL Regional Office Lahore 

According to Para 3.3.9 of Determination of Estimated Revenue Requirement (DERR) for the 

FY 2020-21, strength of Senior General Managers / General Managers reached to tune of about 50, 

Chiefs to the number of about 110. Authority vide para 11.5 FRR 2019-20 notes with serious concern 

that HR cost is around 96% of the net T&D cost related to indigenous supplies which is being paid by 

the end consumer. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that one post of GM was created 

when SNGPL Regional Office Lahore was re-structured and divided in GM Lahore East & GM Lahore 

West. Audit observed that re-structuring plan was not implemented in true letter and spirit as the work 

of few departments distributed among GM East and GM West but nothing got resolved to deliver the 

people in a better way. This seems that the additional post of General Manager was only adjusted as the 

post of SGMs and GMs has already been increased to the tune of about 70 and chiefs to the tune of 150 

as evident from the organogram of SNGPL. 

Audit is of the view that unjustified increase of posts of high-level management resulted in 

increase of HR costs which is being borne by the consumer.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that bifurcations / re-structuring of Lahore into two independent regions 

i.e., Lahore East and Lahore West was an essential requirement as the number of consumers and area 

of operation of Lahore region increased manifold. This had brought about improvement in services of 

the company. Audit contended as the Authority vide Para No. 11.5 of FRR 2019-20 notes with serious 

concern that HR cost was around 96% of the net T&D cost related to indigenous and the same is being 

borne by the consumers. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

stance verified from Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 
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Audit recommends justifying the increase of posts of high management along with its job 

descriptions and KPIs and posting of additional General Manager at SNGPL Regional Office Lahore. 

[DP No. 1685] 

Value for Money and Service Delivery Issues 

2.5.4.43 Non-deposit of unclaimed dividend in Government Account –  

Rs 111.462 million 

According to Section 244 of the Companies Act, 2017, where dividend declared by a company 

remains unclaimed or unpaid for a period of three years from the date it is due and payable, the company 

shall give ninety days notices to the shareholders to file claim. If no claim is made by the shareholder, 

the company shall, after ninety days from the date of publication, deposit any unclaimed or unpaid 

amount as well as the proceeds from the sale of shares to the Federal Government in a profit bearing 

account with the State Bank of Pakistan or National Bank of Pakistan to be called “Companies 

Unclaimed Instruments and Dividend and Insurance Benefits and Investors Education Account” and 

shall be deemed to be part of public accounts and interest / profit accumulated thereon shall be credited 

on quarterly basis to the Fund. Every company within thirty days of the close of each financial year 

shall submit to the Commission a return of all unclaimed shares, or dividend in its books in the manner 

as may be specified by the Commission. 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the company reflected 

unclaimed dividend under current liabilities in the Financial Statements during last five FYs as follows:  

      (Rs in million) 

FYs Unclaimed Dividend 

2015-16 73.775 

2016-17 73.365 

2017-18 111.462 

2018-19 109.039 

2019-20 164.753 

The company neither took adequate actions relating to unclaimed dividend in the light of the 

provision of the Act ibid.  

Audit is of the view that weak financial management resulted in non-deposit of unclaimed 

dividend of Rs 111.462 million to Federal Government.  

 The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that the amount of unclaimed dividend could not be deposited into Federal 

Government Treasury due to non-availability of designated account number by the Federal 

Government. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to take up the 

matter with SECP through DG (Gas) for early settlement of the issue. No further progress was reported 

till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to deposit the unclaimed dividend and proceeds from the sale of shares 

along with interest earned on it into the profit bearing account with the SBP or NBP besides fixing the 

responsibility on the person/s at fault.  

[DP No. 1581] 

2.5.4.44 Installation of new gas connections without merit 
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As per Clause 3.3, 28.1 (h) & 28.2 of Sales Manual, all new application received at Regional 

Offices and each application shall be registered on the CUP (Case Under Process) Number Register, 

which shall be maintained for the purpose of tracking and monitoring the status of each application. 

Sales Section In-charge or any other Officer authorized by him shall arrange processing of domestic 

applications on ‘turn / merit’ basis.  

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management did not 

follow merit for disposal of the applications for new connections. During analysis of the data, 

management was found deviating from the merit order with respect to surveys, issuance of demand 

notices, installation of service lines and meters to favour certain applicants of new gas connections. 

During DAC meeting dated July 28, 2021 while discussing Audit Para No. 2.5.6.55 of Audit 

Report 2019-20 issues of non- integration of departments and non-carrying out of Business Process Re-

engineering (BPR) were discussed. Management of SNGPL stated that various modules of ERP have 

been integrated with each other like distribution, sales, accounts finance, stores etc. However, merit list 

/ program issued by the IT department for installation of service line and installation of meters was not 

provided to Audit.  

Audit is of the view that due to inefficiency of the management, merit was not followed in 

installing gas connections. Activities such as physical surveys, issuance of demand notices and 

installation of service lines and meters were also not performed as per merit. 

The matter was reported to the management in November, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that all the meters were installed as per company policy in which 

proceeding activity was performed first followed by the succeeded activity. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management  to provide the 

documentary evidences in support of reply. DAC further directed to provide the merit list / programme 

issued by the IT department for installation of service line and meters. No further progress was reported 

till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to justify the discriminatory policy in the installation of new gas connections 

and non-provision of requisite data besides taking action against the persons at fault. 

[DP No. 1634] 

2.5.4.45 Installation of meters where illegal meters were removed  

As per Clause D-3 of “Procedure for dealing with the theft of gas cases” issued by OGRA vide 

letter No. OGRA-9(2)/2005 dated August 16, 2005, “in case of strong evidences leading to confirmation 

of the act of theft, the company will disconnect the gas supply of the consumer/ defaulter and will 

remove all devices which can facilitate the consumer/ defaulter in illegal restoration of gas supply.” 

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that in two (2) reported cases gas 

connection were installed at the following premises where undocumented meters were already 

disconnected by UFG team as detailed below: 

Sr. 

No. 

Consumer 

No. 
Address Meter No. Remarks 

1 42723014868 

University town 

Plot No. B-30 Main 

Murree Road, 

Bhara Kahu, 

Islamabad 

GN27459516 

SNGPL disconnected an 

undocumented meter 

(DD0017903) on 29.04.2020 
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2 04548451022 

Al-Samad Plaza 

Main Sarwar Road, 

Madina Town, 

Bhara Kahu, 

Islamabad 

CT 07639786 

SNGPL disconnected an 

undocumented meter 

(ZA1610120525) on 

05.11.2019 

Audit is of the view that due to non-maintenance of database of non-consumers, recurring 

volumetric losses by non-consumers could not be controlled. A mechanism was needed for keeping all 

relevant information regarding non-consumers such as identification of the relevant areas / plot ID / 

House No. / CNIC etc. to maintain a blacklist defaulter. 

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that the meters were installed at referred premises after fulfilment of 

company procedure. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management  to conduct a fact-

finding inquiry and share the outcome with Audit within two months. No further progress was reported 

till finalization of this report.  

 Audit recommends to justify the non-maintenance of data base for non-consumers besides 

fixing responsibility against the persons at fault. 

[DP No.1591] 

Others 

2.5.4.46 Loss of Rs 46.06 million due to management control failure 

As per Clause D-3 of “Procedure for dealing with the theft of gas cases” issued by OGRA vide 

letter No. OGRA-9(2)/2005 dated August 16, 2005, “in case of strong evidences leading to confirmation 

of the act of theft, the company will disconnect the gas supply of the consumer”. According to Rule-

5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the principle of probity 

and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for private advantage and due 

economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. Further, according to para 20.5 of Store Manual of 

SNGPL, any excessive quantities of material drawn by a department for a specific job will be returned 

to the relevant area store via MRV. Moreover, in 187th meeting of the Management Committee held on 

30.09.2020 has directed to ensure back filling by the contractors. As per Clause 13.6 of Billing Manual 

“Security deposit of the consumers should be adjusted against their arrears within 3 months from the 

date of disconnection and for the balance amount of arrears, if any.  

During audit of SNGPL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that due to violation of rules, and 

procedures by the management of the company, irregularities were happened in different cases as 

detailed below: 

                (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
DP No. Subject Amount 

1 1628 
Illegal Installation of meters at Faisalabad which were 

removed from Multan Region for smashing 
- 

2 1629 Unauthorized issuance of pipe/ non-recovery of cost of pipe  2.6 
3 1631 Compromise by the employee of SNGPL with consumer 0.16 
4 1682 Payment to the contractors against pending work  20.02 

5 1687 
Acceptance of invalid security instrument i.e., Cheque 

instead of cash/bank guarantee / cash resulting in loss of gas 

charges 
10.26 

6 1709 Non-recovery of gas pilferage charges from non-consumers  13.02 
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Total 46.06 

Audit is of the view that inefficient management practices and non-compliance of rules and 

procedures resulted in loss / irregularities of Rs 46.06 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 28, 2022 stated that as per record the referred meter were initially installed in Faisalabad 

Region from where they were removed and sent to Central Meter Shop for flow proving. After flow 

proving these meters were issued to Multan Region for further utilization. Management further 

explained that the pipe in the society had been laid as per approved job number and no excess pipe has 

been laid. Work order was issued to the contractor for laying of distribution network was of less quantity 

due to typographical error. A fact-finding inquiry had also been conducted in this regard which 

suggested amendment in work order. Moreover, reply to charge sheet submitted by the accused 

employee was accepted by the In-charge and he was issued warning letter. Management also explained 

that segregated ditching and back filling were not available in Fiscal Year 2020-21. All FPCs during 

this period were processed and payments made to the contractors as per actual work done. In another 

case management explained that cheque was received through recovery contractor. However, after 

bouncing of cheque, FIR was lodged against the issuer. Management explained that all necessary 

measures have been taken to create deterrence against gas theft. In respect of Islamabad Region, the 

accused has been sentenced life imprisonment due to vigorous follow up of SNGPL. Further, FIRs were 

also  lodged against the culprits in Multan Region case. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 01, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

facts verified from Audit and pursue the cases vigorously in the court of law. DAC further directed the 

management to share the charge sheet and reply of the employee to Audit and also provide charge sheet 

related documents for nomination of official for court hearing. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends to inquire the matter and fix responsibility on the persons at fault besides 

taking corrective measures under intimation to Audit. 

[DP Nos. as above] 
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2.6     Sui Southern Gas Company Limited 

2.6.1(A) Introduction 

Sui Southern Gas Company Limited (SSGC) is a public limited company incorporated in 

Pakistan and is listed in Pakistan Stock Exchange. Direct and indirect shareholding of GoP in the 

company is more than 59.74%. 

The main activity of the company is transmission and distribution of natural gas in the provinces 

of Sindh and Baluchistan. The company is also engaged in certain activities related to the gas business 

including manufacturing and sale of gas meters, construction contracts for laying of pipelines and 

transportation of RLNG to SNGPL. SSGC is serving more than 3.070 million consumers in Sindh and 

Baluchistan through pipeline network of 46,209 KMs.  The company is plagued with multiple problems 

that inter-alia includes governance issues, operational inefficiency, contract and project management 

that have suppressed the profitability and business growth of the Company over the period of time. The 

company has not able to finalize its accounts for the FYs 2019-20 and 2020-21 to resolve certain issues 

with its Regulator namely OGRA leading to non-determination of its revenue requirements for the 

aforesaid financial years.  

(B)        Comments on Company Performance 

 Audited accounts for the FYs 2019-20 & 2020-21 were not finalized. The working 

results of the company for the financial year 2017-18 (consolidated) as compared to the previous years 

are tabulated below: 

     (Rs in million)  

Head of Account 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16 2014-15 

Sales (Net ) 297,167 177,404 156,512 138,616 162,583 

Other Income 14,247 14,002 10,189 25,799 12,686 

Total Revenues 311,414 191,406 166,701 164,415 179,479 

Cost of Gas 240,649 164,938 140,658 147,285 154,261 

Expenses 89,160 37,793 28,130 23,246 26,399 

Total Expenses 329,809 206,257 168,788 170,531 180,660 

Total Profit or Loss (18,395) (14,848) 1,336 (6,115) (5,391) 

              (Source: Annual Audited Account) 

 Due to provisional UFG benchmark, the Company showed overall profits amounting 

to Rs. 36,718 million during the FYs 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2014-15 which was reversed in November, 

2016 and corresponding adjustment of Rs 29,374 million was made in the FYs 2015-16 to 2018-19 

leaving a balance of Rs 7,344 million. Resultantly, the Company sustained huge losses of Rs 48,502 

million in the FYs 2013-14 to 2015-16 and in FYs 2017-18 & 2018-19.  

SSGC is facing the problems of unabated UFG losses hovering around 17%, non-completion 

of development project due to which fixed assets could not be increased and guaranteed rate of return 

not increased as compared to its sister concern, exorbitant expenditure beyond OGRA allowed limits, 

accumulation of huge receivables / payables especially against RLNG coupled with huge pendency of 

legal cases and increased finance cost. SSGC needs to increase its RLNG sales by entering into 

agreements directly with LNG sellers and to improve the profitability of LPG business through JJVL / 

SLL and performance of meter manufacturing plant besides reducing finance cost and enhancing other 

incomes to reduce its losses. 
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2.6.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

Audit observations amounting to Rs 18,778.763 million were raised in this report during the 

current audit of SSGC. This includes recoverable amount of Rs 2,447.495 million as pointed out by 

Audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as follows: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

    (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Classification Amount 

1 Non-Production of Record (1para) - 

2 Irregularities - 

A Distribution Related Issues & UFG Losses 13,972.179 

B HR / Employees Related Irregularities 23.795 

C Receivables Management 2,310.834 

D RLNG Related Issues 2,232.766 

E Procurement Related Irregularities 9.808 

3 Others 229.381 

 

 

2.6.3 Compliance of PAC Directives   

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Directives 

Compliance 

Reported 

Compliance 

Awaited 

% age of  

Compliance 

1992-93 10 9 1 90 

1994-95 2 1 1 50 

2000-01 5 4 1 80 

2002-03 8 7 1 88 

2003-04 8 6 2 75 

2006-07 13 10 3 77 

2007-08 11 10 1 91 

2010-11 25 5 20 20 

2011-12 7 0 7 0 

2012-13 5 0 5 0 

2013-14 22 8 14 36 

2014-15 03 0 3 0 

2015-16 25 9 16 36 

2016-17 19 4 15 21 

2017-18 18 3 15 17 

2018-19 05 1 4 20 

2019-20 - - - No PAC 

2020-21 - - - No PAC 

Total 186 77 109 41 
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 The overall compliance of PAC directives needs improvement. 

2.6.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

2.6.4.1 Non-Production of record 

According to Section 14(2) of the Auditor-General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and 

Conditions of Service) Ordinance, 2001, the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford 

all facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as 

complete form as possible and with all reasonable expedition. Further, the Public Accounts Committee 

directives, issued vide OM No. F-10(1)/2000/2004-PAC dated June 3, 2004 requires all PAOs of the 

Ministries/Divisions to make available all information/record to Audit as and when required by them. 

During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, requisitions were made on August 16, 2021 and 

August 20, 2021 & September 06, 2021 for production of auditable record. In response, partial record 

was provided in piecemeal by the management concerned despite issuance of written reminders and 

several verbal requests (Annexure-6). 

The management did not produce the auditable record particularly related to the core activity 

of the Distribution Department. In the absence of record, Audit was unable to authenticate the propriety 

of the expenditure/transactions made during the period. 

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that 75% of the requisitioned record was provided to audit during the 

currency of Audit. The remaining record is available for scrutiny of Audit.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 expressed its concern over non-production / 

delayed production of requisite data and directed the management to be careful in future. The DAC 

further, directed the management to reconcile the data provided / not provided with Audit within a week, 

provide complete record for scrutiny of Audit besides avoiding such incidents in future. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to fix responsibility on person(s) for non-production of record.  

[DP No. 1735] 

Distribution Related Issues & UFG losses 

2.6.4.2 Loss due to UFG – Rs 12,982.70 million 

 According to Clause 21.1 of the License issued to SSGC by OGRA, the licensee shall take all 

possible steps to keep the UFG within acceptable limits. The Authority for this purpose, in consultation 

with Licensee and experts, shall fix target of UFG for each financial year. The Authority may fix UFG 

target separately for each regulated activity.  Clause 21.2 of ibid states that the licensee shall be entitled 

to claim the UFG to the extent of target fixed by the Authority. Further, Clause 21.3 states that if the 

licensee fails to meet the UFG target the loss on that account shall be borne by the licensee and shall 

not form part of its total revenue requirements.  

During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that as per OGRA decision dated 

July 14, 2020 in DERR for the year 2020-21 UFG losses were allowed provisionally @ 6.3% whereas 

the company reported 17.07% UFG with a volume of 61,954 MMCF during the year. The detail of UFG 

in the region is as below: 

(Rs in million) 
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Region Purchase 

(MMCF) 

Sale 

(MMCF) 

 UFG 

 (MMCF) 

UFG  

(Amount) 

UFG % 

Regional Office Larkana 7,178 4,972 2,206 1,176.62 30.73 

Distribution Central 

Karachi 

53,764 39,983 13,781 7,351.43 25.63 

Regional Office 

Hyderabad 

48,218 43,785 4,433 2,364.81 9.19 

Distribution East 

Karachi 

146,709 142,792 3,917  2,089.844 2.67 

Total 255,869 231,532 24,337  12,982.70  

 

 

Despite high UFG in the network, the management did not achieve the following structured 

UFG Management and Control Strategy as formulated in the UFG Study: 

i. Increased Network Visibility (Reduce Data & Metering Errors) 

ii. Network Rehabilitation (Reduce Leakages and Gas Losses) 

iii. Theft Control (Detect, Monitor & Control) 

Audit is of the view that the management was required to focus on Zone / TBSs which were 

prone to high UFG losses as advised in UFG study approved by OGRA. Audit holds that due to 

inefficiency of the management, the company sustained losses of Rs 12,982.70 million on account of 

UFG. 

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that UFG had decreased by 158,565 MCF as compared to previous year 

in 05 Zones of Hyderabad region. The focus was also given on these high UFG SMSs and major 

activities were being carried out in Hyderabad Zone such as rehabilitation Schemes Segmentation, 

Underground & Overhead Leak Rectification, theft Eradication.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to submit specific 

reply with details regarding number of customers existing as on June 30, 2021 of all categories, number 

of customers whose billing was made provisionally during FY 2020-2021 and categories wise theft 

cases for the last three years for verification to Audit within one month. No further progress was reported 

till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides focusing on areas / TBS prone to 

high UFG losses and segregation of the network for better control of UFG. 

[DP No. 1696] 

2.6.4.3 Loss of gas due to non-rectification of underground and overhead leakages – Rs 661.177 

million 
 

According to Clause 21.1 of the License issued by OGRA to SSGC, the licensee shall take all 

possible steps to keep the UFG within acceptable limits. Further, Clause 21.3 of ibid states that if the 

licensee fails to meet the UFG target the loss on that account shall be borne by the licensee and shall 

not form part of its total revenue requirements.  
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  During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Internal Audit Department 

reported 14 high UFG Zones in West Region during FY 2018-19 and pointed out that no leak 

rectification had been made in these zones. The management stated that leak rectification was made in 

10 high UFG Zones. It was also noticed that there were 03 high UFG Zones reported high UFG for the 

last two years in the East Region but underground and overhead leakage survey was not carried out to 

avoid detection of gas leakage cases in the Distribution network. Non-rectification of underground and 

overhead leakages in high UFG Zones resulted in loss of 1,239,435 MMCF valuing of Rs 661.177 

million. 

Audit is of the view that despite knowing the fact that there was large volume of UFG in certain 

area, management did not conduct under/over ground leak survey to rectify the leakages for the last two 

years. 

 The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in 

its reply dated January 15, 2022 stated that the main reasons for non-completion of activities included 

the area residents did not allow for work, Covid, lockdown, delay / not giving road cutting permission 

from Municipal Administrations & District Government, and delaying tactics by contractors regarding 

excavation & back filling resulting re-tendering.  

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 expressed serious concerns about the 

quality of replies presented by the management. The DAC observed that leakages (underground / 

surface) pose a potential threat to the population as well as the environment. Therefore, extreme focus 

of the management is required on this area. The DAC directed the management to submit specific detail 

with statistics of incidents where the company was forced to stop the work / survey, detail of pending 

cases of NOCs with district Administration and detail of contractors who failed to complete work and 

the action taken by the management within one month. No further progress was reported till finalization 

of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides focusing on areas / TBS prone 

to high UFG losses by rectifying leakages for better control of UFG. 

[DP No. 1693] 

2.6.4.4 Loss of gas due to delay in completion of Rehabilitation Schemes -  

Rs 195.292 million 

According to Clause 4 of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the 

Chief Executive is responsible for management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matter.  

During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed management prepared 

Rehabilitation Schemes/Proposal for Rehabilitation after conducting necessary detailed underground 

leak & CP survey of 14 schemes where distribution system was old. The management planned to lay 

10,361.633 KMs network of different diameters pipelines and shifting of 10,954 service connections. 

The detail of schemes is as under: 

      (Rs in million) 

Region 
No. of 

Schemes 
Capital Cost 

Loss  of  Gas 

MCF/ year 

Amount of 

Loss 

Dist. West 03 199.039 73,781.05 36.26 

Dist. East 02 58.622 8.20 60.902 
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Dist. Central 02 150.975 - - 

RO Larkana 04 147.264 89,997 52.840 

RO Hyderabad 03 95.603 83,293 45.29 

Total  14 651.503 247,079.25 195.292 

 

However, the schemes could not be completed in time and the company has to sustain loss of 

Rs 195.292 million of 247,079.25 MMCF of gas on account of leakage. 

Audit is of the view that poor project management resulted in delay in completion of 

rehabilitation schemes causing loss of Rs 195.292 million on account of UFG losses. 

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that main reason for delay in schemes was non-granting of NOC for road 

cutting. Three schemes of Hyderabad region would be completed till June, 2022. One scheme of 

Larkana had already been completed while work was in progress on remaining three schemes which 

would be completed till June, 2022. The schemes of Karachi region were at various stages and were 

likely to be completed by the end of June, 2022.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to expedite the 

completion of schemes and take action against contractors in cases where the delay was on the part of 

contractors. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC and expedite completion of rehabilitation 

schemes besides taking action against contractors in case of delay. 

[DP No. 1734] 

2.6.4.5 Loss due to theft by registered / non-registered consumers –  

Rs 133.01 million  

According to Para 16 of Gas theft Control and Recovery Act, 2016, any person, being domestic 

consumer, who does tampering or abets in tampering with any gas meter, regulator, meter index or gas 

connection or any other related system and equipment, whether to commit theft of gas or for the purpose 

of unauthorized distribution or supply of gas shall be punished with imprisonment for a term which may 

extend to six months, or with fine which may be extended to one hundred thousand rupees, or with both.     

During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management detected 273 

cases of gas theft volume of 88,130 MCF were reported during the FY 2020-21. The management did 

not register any FIR against 101 consumers. Due to non-registration of FIR and non-pursuance of court 

cases, amount of Rs 133.01 million was not recovered which caused a loss to the company.  

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in loss of  

Rs 133.01 million due to theft of gas.  

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that the cases pointed out in DP 1694 were domestic customers who were 

using gas for commercial purpose. In fact, these were not gas theft cases but the tariff differential cases 

i.e., using gas for commercial purpose at domestic tariff. These cases included using gas for small 

commercial purposes like tea shops, samosa / pakora shops, bangle shops mostly in Hyderabad & small 

pakwan shops etc. Major users included power generations, restaurants, hotels etc. These cases were 

frequently discussed in the meetings of the Claim Assessment Committees (CAC) consisting of Billing, 

Recovery, CGTO and Measurement, wherein the estimated claim of differential tariff of domestic and 
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commercial was determined on the basis of the gas load detected during visits. At present 13 cases 

involving Rs 8.799 million was under litigation. Further an amount of Rs 26.222 million had been 

recovered from 162 customers.  In case of DP 1730, out of 98 cases 37 cases involving of Rs 37.368 

million were under litigation and an amount of Rs 60.615 million had been recovered in 61 cases. Out 

of recovered amount Rs 2.11 million had been verified by Audit.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to get the recovered 

amount verified from Audit, pursue the balance recovery and court cases vigorously and takes steps to 

change the tariff the cases involved in the para. Para reduced to the extent of verified amount of Rs 2.11 

million. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides strengthening 

surveillance and vigilance to the pilferage and theft of gas. 

[DP Nos. 1694 & 1730] 

2.6.4.6 High UFG due to ineffective control over Sales Meter Stations (SMS) 

According to Rule 9 of UFG Manual, compilation of monthly gas sales reconciliation reports 

SMS / region wise to ensure action, in case of identified grey areas was the responsibility of UFG 

Control Department. Areas with high percentage loss should be focused to have proper control over 

UFG losses. 

During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management failed to 

control UFG losses ranging from 14.73% to 78.78% in respect of certain SMS in Hyderabad and 

Larkana Regions. The management was failed to controls on SMSs which were prone to high UFG 

losses as advised in the UFG study approved by OGRA. Moreover, in certain areas, SMSs were inter-

looped with each other which made it impossible to identify the areas with high or low gas losses.  The 

detail of Zone and SMSs wise UFG trend is as under: 

Sr. 

No. 
Region No. of Zone No. of SMS UFG Trend (%) 

1 Hyderabad 05 13 14.73 to 44.70 

2 Larkana 04 11 30.39 to 78.78 

Total 09 24  

The above position showed that the management could not control the UFG losses in the 

distribution systems. 

Audit is of the view that ineffective managerial control and weak control over SMS(s) resulted 

in high UFG losses. 

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to submit specific 

reply with details of TBS along with UFG trend for the last three years, number of TBS isolated / 

segregated for verification to Audit within one month. No further progress was reported till finalization 

of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides focusing on areas / SMS prone 

to high UFG losses besides de-looping of the SMS(s) in cities for effective control of UFG. 
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[DP No. 1698] 

2.6.4.7 No action against the industrial units violating GSA 

According to clause 18(ii) of Gas Sales Agreement”, where the company determines or has 

evidence that the consumer is pilfering natural gas by tampering with the meter or any other equipment 

or is securing natural gas through any other unauthorized means or has attempted to do any of the 

foregoing acts supply of natural gas premises shall be disconnected forthwith without any notice. 

During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that as per directives of Board Audit 

Committee meeting 88th held on April 29, 2020, Internal Audit carried out detailed review on MAZIK 

system to identify consumers who were using gas beyond sanctioned load as per GSA. Internal Audit 

Department selected top 44 customers where meter capacity exceeded 100% up to 500 times in a year. 

Furthermore, Technical team from the Internal Audit Department directly contacted the Original 

Equipment Manufacturer (OME) and asked if these meters were continuously working beyond their 

rated capacity, whether or not they were measuring accurate gas volumes. OEM responded if the meters 

were operating beyond the maximum flow rate, there was likely to be more strain on the bearings, 

maintenance required would be more frequent and the accuracy was in doubt as the meters were 

calibrated to the maximum flow rate. Similarly, if the meters are continuously working beyond their 

capacity, there is a risk of under-sizing / overloading of meters which leads to meter wear and tear. 

Audit observed that 93 units including top 44 customers identified by Internal Audit were using 

un-authorized enhanced load and only 37 meters were changed by the department. Consumers increased 

their load / consumption beyond the sanctioned load thus leaving the installed Gas Meter overloaded. 

The management neither took punitive actions against the delinquents nor were their connections 

disconnected. The management stated in its earlier reply dated October 27, 2021 that a joint survey of 

8 units were carried out and action against remaining units was under process who were involved in 

violation of Gas Sales Agreement. Action would be taken as per SOP. Audit contended that joint survey 

was delayed in violation of  GSA. 

Audit is of the view that due to weak monitoring meters were not disconnected which resulted 

in violation of GSA. 

 The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in 

its reply dated January 15, 2022 stated that 25 cases had been addressed. Further, in 33 cases overload 

meters of industrial customers had been replaced with higher capacity meters. For remaining cases joint 

survey was under process.  

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to get the 

stated stance verified from Audit besides certifying the percentage of completion of joint survey and 

regularization of enhancement of load within two months. Identification and rectification of all 

overloading meters of industrial customers may be ensured 100%. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1754] 

2.6.4.8 Non-initiation of reinforcement schemes  

According to 4.1 of SOP of Distribution Department “Distribution Department shall efficiently 

operate and monitor gas distribution network, while ensuring its structural integrity and resilience, in 

order to provide all authorized customers with appropriate level of gas pressure”. 
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During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that 13 reinforcement schemes 

covering area of 5,095.226 Km were proposed for solving low pressure issues. The management 

approved various schemes to cover low pressure issues, as detailed below:     

         (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Region 

No. of approved 

Schemes  

Area Covered 

KMs 
Capital Cost  

1 Distribution West 05 3,095 22.055 

2 Distribution Central 03 1,988 15.168 

3 RO Hyderabad 05 12.226 90.491 

Total  13 5,095.226 127.714 

However, the management could not execute the above schemes involving capital cost of Rs 

127.714 million thus, the consumers were deprived of appropriate level of gas pressure. 

Audit is of the view that bad project management resulted in non- initiation of reinforcement 

schemes and non-redressal of low-pressure issues.  

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in 

its reply dated January 15, 2022 stated that these schemes could not be completed due to non-

granted of road cutting permission.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to provide 

the scheme wise detail of delay, action thereon and steps taken to expedite the delayed 

schemes for verification to Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this 

report. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1738] 

HR / Employees Related Irregularities 

2.6.4.9 Sale of vehicles to executives of the company at lower cost –  

Rs 17.525 million 

According to Agenda 06 “Car Policy for Executives” of minutes of 90th meeting of the Board 

Audit Committee (BAC) dated 27.08.2016 in which the BAC directed that henceforth value of vehicles 

being sold to outgoing executives would be sold at a cost which must be equivalent to written down 

value appearing in books of accounts so that no loss is reported in the financial statement. SGM (HR) 

was advised to submit necessary amendment in the HR Car Policy to Board HR&RC in order to get it 

aligned with the Accounting Policy.  

During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management sold 46 

company owned vehicles to outgoing executives at lower price than written down value of the vehicles 

from 2016-17 to 2020-21 which resulted into loss of Rs 17.525 million to the company.  

 Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in sale of vehicles at lower than written 

down value to outgoing executives in violation of the policy. 

 The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021.  
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 The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to submit 

the detailed reply within three days. No further progress was reported till finalization of this 

report. 

Audit recommends to place the matter before committee besides fixing responsibility on person 

(s) at fault for non-compliance of directives. 

[DP No. 1757] 

2.6.4.10 Unauthorized payment on account of club membership facility due to no implementation 

of directives of Board of Directors -  

Rs 6.27 million 

  As per minutes of the 550th meeting of the Board of Directors held on July 30, 2020, the Board 

directed to “immediately stop privileges including club membership facility”.  

 During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management reimbursed 

club membership fee of Rs 1.484 million to 22 executives and also approved payment of Rs 4.786 

million on account of club membership facility of 03 executives despite Board’s decision ibid. It showed 

that the management negated the decision of Board and failed to stop privileges including club 

membership facility. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in non-implementation of directives of 

BoD and unauthorized payment of club membership facility amounting to Rs 6.27 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that privileges including club membership facility & reimbursement were 

part of the employment benefits offered to executive staff including salary and allowances and while 

they could be disallowed / restricted to new hires / fresh recruitment. Audit contended that OGRA also 

directed to review the present perks and privileges including club membership as per para 9.3.3 to 9.3.12 

and 12.1.1 of ERR for the FY  2020-21. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to place the matter 

before the Board for clarification in the light of OGRA’s directives. No further progress was reported 

till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1737] 

2.6.4.11 Irregular promotion of official without fulfilling minimum requirement  

 According to Rule 10.1 of Promotion Cycle - Eligibility of HR Employee Hand Book, an 

executive having “Minimum three years’ service in current grade” be considered for participation in 

respective grade’s promotion cycle.  

During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Mr. Adil Shabbir Paracha, 

Executive (Emp. No.9662) was appointed on a two years contract on November 30, 2000. After fifteen 

months of service in Grade-I, he applied for vacancy of Deputy Manager against internal advertisement 

dated May 07, 2002. He was appointed for the post of Deputy Manager in Grade III on August 08, 2002.  

Later on, his appointment for the post of Deputy Manager in Grade-III was withdrawn w.e.f. November 

28, 2002 and he was offered permanent employment in Grade-I against the same post on November 28, 

2002. He joined as Deputy Manager in Grade-III as fresh candidate in August 19, 2004 vide letter dated 
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August 13, 2004 against the unapproved vacancy as per organogram. Further, scrutiny revealed that he 

was promoted to higher post without fulfilling requirement of minimum three years’ service in current 

grade during his entire tenure. Following irregularities were found in his promotions: 

i. He was later promoted in Grade-IV as Manager-HRIS w.e.f May 01, 2008. 

ii. He was promoted to Grade-V Deputy Manager-HRIS w.e.f December 31, 2008 within just 7 

months of promotion from Grade-IV without fulfilling criteria of three years in the same grade. 

iii. He was promoted to Group-VI as Chief Manager HR w.e.f January 01, 2009 by rectifying date 

of appointment as August 08, 2002 vide ASP (9662) dated April 29, 2011 which is unjustified 

because permanent employment in Grade-I was offered vide DOASP on November 28, 2002. 

iv. His post of Chief Manger was re-designed as Deputy General Manger (GTI) w.e.f. December 

28, 2012 to August 05, 2013 vide Note to MD moved by ASGM (MS) dated December 21, 

2012 and later on Acting Charge Allowance was given w.e.f December 28, 2012 vide 

Memorandum dated October 1, 2013. 

Audit is of the view that due to bad management practices weak internal controls resulted in 

undue favour to the employee and grant of irregular promotion. 

The matter was reported to the PAO / management in December, 2021. The management in its 

reply dated January 15, 2022 stated that Mr. Adil Shabbir Paracha was appointed as executive (Grade-

I) on November 2000 on contract basis for a period of 2 years. As the company was progressing, the 

then senior management decided to induct fresh MBAs / Engineers through test conducted by IBA. In 

response to an internal advertisement, after due process of recruitment, MR. Adil Shabbir Paracha was 

appointed as Dy. Manager (Data base) in Grade-III after his resignation from his contract appointment 

and appointed on the basis of direct recruitment.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the Petroleum Division to conduct 

a factfinding inquiry and fix responsibility for irregular appointment within two months. The inquiry 

committee may inquire the matter in the light of Supreme Court of Pakistan’s judgment in the case of 

Mr. Attah-ul-Haq Qasmi. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1746] 

Receivables Management 

2.6.4.12 Non recovery from industrial customers - Rs. 1,875.719 million 

According to Para 4.4.1 read with Para 4.4.7 of Natural Gas Consumer Service Manual, 2011 

R/w Para 9.04 (b) of Procedure of SSGC, the supply is disconnected if the customer commits a default 

in the payment of two consecutive monthly bills or where outstanding amount is not secured by the Gas 

Security Deposit (GSD) or surpass the GSD amount. As per SSGC Recovery Policies / Procedures, 

disconnection gets due when age of debt exceeds 90 days and amount is more than Rs 3,000.  

 During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that an amount of Rs 1,875.719 

million was found outstanding against 81 industrial customers.  

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in non-recovery of outstanding dues of 

Rs 1,875.719 million from the defaulters.  

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated February 02, 2022 stated that the break-up of grand total  up to December 31, 2021 stood at Rs 
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1,875.719 million out  of which 27 cases were pertaining to litigation & OGRA cases amounting to  

Rs 1,398.365 million. However, the company had recovered an amount of  

Rs 325.158 million and remaining amount of Rs 152.196 million was in the process of recovery. Audit 

requires to get the stated position verified. No further progress was reported till finalization of this 

report. 

 Audit recommends to management to get the stated position verified from Audit and make 

efforts for recovery of outstanding amount. 

[Para No. 15 of AIR SSGC for FY 2020-21] 

2.6.4.13 Non-recovery of outstanding amount from commercial defaulters - Rs 240.605 million 

 According to Para 4.1.2(c) read with Para 4.4.1, of Natural Gas Consumer Services Manual 

2011, the Company will recover amount in default of gas bills through various methods. Disconnection 

of gas supply will be one of such method which will be used as a threat to enhance recovery. Further 

As per letter No. RA/275/Cond.39 dated September 15, 2013 of SSGC “once the consumption pattern 

of the consumer is established, revision of security deposit on the basis of annual average consumption 

of three months may be carried out by the company. Further the adjustment in security deposit be 

recovered from all consumers (new and existing) in gradual manner over the period of six months in 

easy instalments through normal gas bills.  

During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that an amount of  Rs 240.605 

million was found outstanding against 870 commercial customers.  

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in non-recovery of outstanding dues of 

Rs 240.605 million from the defaulters.  

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated February 02, 2022 stated that the company had received the payments of Rs 170.76 million which 

was 70.96% of total outstanding amounts. Moreover, remaining balance of Rs 69.84 million was being 

persuaded for recovery. Audit requires to get the sated position verified. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends to get the position verified and make efforts for recovery of outstanding 

amount. 

[Para No. 07 of AIR SSGC for FY 2020-21] 

2.6.4.14 Non-recovery of outstanding amount from customers / defaulters -  

Rs 71.077 million 

  According to Para 4.1.2(c) read with Para 4.4.1, of Natural Gas Consumer Services Manual 

2011, the Company will recover amount in default of gas bills through various methods. Disconnection 

of gas supply will be one of such method which will be used as a threat to enhance recovery. 

 During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that an amount of Rs 71.077 million 

was found outstanding against 1,022 the defaulters.  

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in non-recovery of outstanding dues of 

Rs 71.077 million from the defaulters.  

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that an amount of  
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Rs 19.82 million had been recovered out of which an amount of Rs 6.85 million had been verified by 

Audit. Recovery of Rs 51.26 million was being pursued.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to get the recovered 

amount verified from Audit and pursue the recovery of balance amount and share the documentary 

evidences regarding efforts made for recovery of outstanding amount. Para reduced to the extent of 

verified amount of Rs 6.85 million. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides recovering the remaining 

outstanding amount at the earliest. 

[DP No. 1733] 

2.6.4.15 Non-completion of meter locking activity and non-recovery of dues - Rs 53.254 million 

 According to SOP 1.2 of Recovery - Meter Locking, gas line of the customer is disconnected 

when the debt ages more than 330 days and amount is greater than Rs 3000. 

During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that there were 554 meters locking 

field activity pending in the system involving  

Rs 53.254 million recoverable from the defaulters during the year. This showed that the recovery 

departments neither took any action for removal of meter of defaulters nor recovered outstanding 

amount from them. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in non-locking of meters and non-

recovery of outstanding dues of Rs 53.254 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that an amount of  

Rs 11.30 million had been recovered. The recovery of balance amount is being pursued.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to get the recovered 

amount verified from Audit and pursue the recovery of balance amount and share the documentary 

evidences regarding efforts made for recovery of outstanding amount. No further progress was reported 

till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides recovering the 

outstanding dues from the defaulters.  

[DP No. 1732] 

2.6.4.16 Non-recovery from commercial customers - Rs 50.829 million 

 According to Clause 4.8.2 of Removal of Service line after Disconnection of Recovery 

Department SOP, Recovery Department will initiate request through Field Activity in CC&B for 

Distribution Department to kill service at the premises of disconnected customer, if the customer does 

not procure reconnection within 60 days.  

During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that there were 421 disconnected 

commercial customers whose services were not removed within 60 days of default. These customers 

did not apply for reconnection within 60 days. This resulted into non-removal of service line of the 

customer with default amount of Rs 50.829 million.  

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted into non-removal of service line of 

defaulted commercial and non-recovery of Rs 50.829 million. 
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The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that as per standard operating procedure Recovery Department was 

responsible for disconnection of gas supply through meter removal or meter locking of commercial 

customers. Field activity was generated accordingly as a request to Distribution Department within 

prescribed time. Subsequently, concerned field staff of the Distribution Department was then assigned 

the task for service killing. Most of the time service killing was done but not updated in the system 

which showed activity not done yet but in fact it was done. Service line of the most of the cases as 

pointed out by Audit was already removed. This was an ongoing activity, however status of the 421 

cases would be provided to Audit within a week after taking action in the cases where service killing 

was still pending.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

stance verified by Audit besides pursing the recovery. No further progress was reported till finalization 

of this report. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides recovering the 

outstanding amount under intimation to Audit. 

[DP No. 1745] 

2.6.4.17 Un-authorized re-connection of domestic meters - Rs 19.35million 

According to Detailed Procedure for Instalment of Disconnected / normal Default customers 

circulated dated November 4, 2016, customer Facilitation Centre will negotiate with customer to pay 

maximum default amount which should not be less than 40%. 

During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management re-connected 

the gas supply of 1,171 domestic consumers without recovery of the outstanding amount. The 

management was required to recover Rs 36.877 million i.e., 40% of the total recoverable amount before 

re-connection but it recovered Rs 17.527 million only. This resulted in unjustified reconnection of gas 

supply without recovery of outstanding amount of Rs 19.35 million.  

Audit is of the view that weak internal control resulted in re-connection of consumer meters 

without payment of recovery of Rs 19.35 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that in hardship and special cases customers were given facility to get 

reconnected with short instalments due to low paying capacity and high inflation. There were cases 

where high gas bills were generated due to leakages or PUG was charged after meter change. These 

customers were given relaxation to pay less than the reconnection amount. The balance amount was 

being recovered in instalments.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to pursue the 

recovery of outstanding amount and share the progress with Audit on regular basis. No further progress 

was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides recovering outstanding 

amount at the earliest.  

[DP No. 1736] 
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2.6.4.18 Non-recovery of dues from various customers  

According to Para 4.4.1 read with Para 4.4.7 of Natural Gas Consumer Service Manual, 2011 

R/w Para 9.04 (b) of Procedure of SSGC, the supply is disconnected if the customer commits a default 

in the payment of two consecutive monthly bills or where outstanding amount is not secured by the Gas 

Security Deposit (GSD) or surpass the GSD amount. As per SSGC Recovery Policies / Procedures, 

disconnection gets due when age of debt exceeds 90 days and amount is more than Rs 3,000. 

 During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, the management failed to recover an amount of Rs 

328,112 million (Circular Debt) including LPS amount of Rs 165,751 million against various 

customers.  

 Audit is of the view that in-effective receivables management resulted in non-recovery of Rs 

328,112 million from the customers.  

The matter was reported to the PAO / management in December, 2021. The management in its 

reply dated January 15, 2022 stated that majority of receivables pertained to K-Electric (Rs 134 billion), 

Pakistan Steel Mills (Rs 74 billion) and SNGPL (Rs 112 billion).  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

stance verified from Audit besides taking up the matter at relevant forum for early resolution. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC and stresses the management to 

resolve the issue through effective pursuance with all stake holders for recovery of 

outstanding dues. 

[DP No. 1739] 

RLNG Related Issues 

2.6.4.19 Non-recovery of outstanding dues from SNGPL -  

Rs 2,232.766 million 

  As per Clause 16 of Gas Transportation Agreement (GTA) between SSGC and SNGPL, 

SNGPL shall pay each Tariff Invoice to SSGC by the 7th day following receipts of the Tariff Invoice. 

If the full amount of any undisputed Tariff Invoice is not paid when due, SNGPL shall pay a delayed 

payment charge to SSGC at the rate of one-month KIBOR pus 2%. 

 During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that management failed to recover 

an amount of Rs 2,232.766 million from SNGPL on account of terminal charges, regasification charges, 

cost of supply of gas and LNG Sale agreement as on June 30, 2021. 

                  (Rs in million) 

Particulars Invoice Amount Payment Received Outstanding 

Terminal Charges 18,415.759 16,945.308 1,470.450 

Cost of Supply 7,832.372 7,134.925 697.447 

LSA Margin 1,039.314 974.446 64.868 

Total 27,287.445 25,054.679 2,232.766 

 

 Audit is of the view that due to weak internal control, management did not recover Rs 2,232.766 

million. 

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that SSGC and SNGPL entered into an agreement in January 2021 
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regarding outstanding dues whereby SSGC had to pay SNGPL for the RLNG molecules (MMBTU) 

withheld by SSGC and subsequently SNGPL had to pay SSGC for the invoices withheld by them for 

the period starting from June 2020 and onwards.  Regarding outstanding amount of Rs. 2,232.766 

million it was submitted that SSGC had already adjusted this amount from the purchase invoices of 

SNGPL against the cost of Gas Consumed Internally (GCI) during transportation of RLNG to SNGPL.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

stance verified from Audit within a week. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides expedite recovery of 

outstanding dues. 

[DP No. 1758] 

2.6.4.20 Irregular supply of RLNG to K-Electric without executing Gas Sale Agreement 

 According to Rule 5 of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the 

Board shall exercise its powers and carry out its fiduciary' duties with a sense of objective judgment and 

independence in the best interest of the company. 

During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that M/s K-Electric was purchasing 

109,603 MMCF RLNG without executing any GSPA for the period April, 2018 to October, 21. This 

resulted in irregular supply of RLNG amounting to Rs 173,743 million.  

Audit is of the view that bad corporate management practices resulted into irregular supply of 

RLNG without GSA. 

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that draft of GSA for RLNG and indigenous gas was under negotiation. 

Since this was not a standard GSA pertaining to indigenous gas only, various clauses of technical nature 

had to be mutually agreed for both the gases separately. However, the gas supplied would be termed as 

comingled gas.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to expedite the 

finalization of GSA. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends implementation of the decision of DAC besides improving 

management practices.  

[DP No. 1753] 

Procurement Related Irregularities 

2.6.4.21 Wastage of funds due to non-utilization of software - Rs 9.808 million 

According to Rule 5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the principle of probity and propriety entails that company's assets and resources are not used for private 

advantage and due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. Further Agenda 12 of minutes of the 

550th BoD meeting held on July 30, 2020, the Board directed to ensure that payment of software 

maintenance fee should only be made for those software packages which were in use. 

During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21 it was observed that the management purchased two 

software (applications) of Oracle ERP from M/s Oracle Pakistan but no utilization was made since its 

procurement. The detail of software and expenditure incurred thereon is under: 
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Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

application 

/software 

License 

Cost (Rs) 

Maintenance 

fee paid since 

FY 2012-13 

up to 

30.06.2020 

Maintenance 

fee paid 

during 

30.06.2021 

Total Cost 

including 

maintenance 

fee up to 

2020-21 

Management 

reply for usage 

of application 

(software) 

01 E-Business 

Intelligence 

597,282 2,199,172 262,490 3,058,944 For Supply 

Chain, Testing 

is completed. 

Go-Live date 

will be decided 

with the 

consent of the 

Business. 

02 Balanced 

Scorecards 

1,491,293 4,602,488 655,403 6,749,184 This was a 

bundled 

package and  

not used due to 

resource 

constraints. 

Total 2,088,575 6,801,660 917,893 9,808,128  

Audit is of the view that negligence of the management resulted in wasteful expenditure on 

non-utilized of software in violation of the BoD directive. 

  The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that both the software was made operational.  

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to provide the 

reasons for non-implementation of software. DAC further directed to provide business continuity plan 

along with relevant documents for verification to Audit within a week. No further progress was reported 

till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC besides placing the matter 

before BoD for fixing responsibility on person(s) at fault. 

[DP No. 1740] 

Others 

2.6.4.22 Non-filing of insurance claims against damages to infrastructure -   

Rs 210.228 million 

According to Section 118(I) of the Insurance Ordinance, 2000 read with SSGC Fire and other 

Non-Life Insurance Policies, 2009, it shall be an implied term of every contract of insurance that where 

the entitled person has complied with all the requirements, the insurer shall make the payment within a 

period of 90 days from due date. Moreover, after expiry of notice time period, any such claim is time 

barred.  Any claim below the deductible amount will not be entertained. 

 During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that company sustained gas losses 

of 373,726 MCF valuing Rs 210.228 million due to third party damages and accidental loss to its 

infrastructure but the management neither lodged insurance claims against these losses nor claimed any 

damages from the third parties. This resulted in loss of Rs 210.228 million to the company.  
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Audit is of the view that negligence of management, management did not make good of the losses 

of Rs 210.228 million to the company through insurance claim. 

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that the claim was below the deductible amount hence rejected.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to get the stated stance 

verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC and fixing responsibility for accepting the 

defective insurance policies. 

[DP No. 1756] 

2.6.4.23 Invalid insurance policy for covering risk of financial losses during ditching and 

backfilling work - Rs 15.502 million 

Para 7.13 (a) of General Conditions of Contract, the insurance shall cover the period from 

commencement to completion of Work and shall also cover’ period of maintenance for loss or damage 

arising from any cause whatsoever’. Further, according to Clause 14.4 of General Conditions of 

Contract read with sub clause (f) Termination of the contract by the Company “the contractor have 

neglected or failed persistently to observe and perform all or any of the acts”.  

During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that four tenders for Ditching / 

Backfilling were floated. After technical evaluation the tenders were awarded to the following 

successful bidders and contract was executed between the contractors and SSGC for Rs 15.502 million.  

The detail is as follows:  

 (Rs in million) 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Contractor 
Contract No. Policy No. 

Period of 

Insurance 

Amount of 

Contract 

1 Sadaat 

Engineering 

SSGC/SC/TE-

10293/ Cont-

6073/2020 

UIC/D/T004 

/0000100322/ 

0920/137-0 

13-03-2020 to 

12-03-2021 

1.944 

2 Best 

Engineering 

Co. 

SSGC/SC/TE-

9184/ Cont-

4889/2018 

UIC/D/T004 

/0000100459/ 

1218/135-0 

07-12-2018 to 

07-12-2019 

3.957 

3 Sadaat 

Engineering 

SSGC/SC/TE-

10292/ Cont-

6074/2020 

UIC/D/T004 

/0000100321/ 

0920/137-0 

13-03-2020 to 

12-03-2021 

1.864 

4 Global 

Business 

Services 

Company 

SSGC/SC/10349  UIC/D/T004 

/0000100304/ 

0920/137  

01.06.2020 to 

01.06.2021 

7.736 

Total 15,502,830 

 

As per company’s requirement, the contractor submitted contractor’s all Risks Policy covering 

a period of contract for rehabilitation schemes. But these insurance policies had already expired and did 

not cover the contract period which resulted into invalid insurance policy for covering the risk of 

financial losses during ditching and backfilling work valuing at Rs 15.502 million. 
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Audit is of the view that carrying out work without valid insurance policy shows weak internal 

controls due to which the company was exposed to a risk involving an amount of Rs 15.502 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that insurance covers were now being revalidated before issuance of 

Service Purchase Order (SPO). Further, in future, special condition in tender documents would be 

inserted whereby revalidated insurance policy would be arranged in case it was expired during the 

execution / delay in completion of job.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

stance verified from Audit within a week. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends implementation of the decision of DAC besides strengthening of internal 

controls.  

[DP No. 1755] 

2.6.4.24 Non-imposition of liquidated damages on award of ditching / backfilling contract – Rs 

3.651 million 

According to Clause 3 of Special Terms and Condition of contract “the rate of liquidated 

damages shall be on one percent of the final contract value for each week of delay and limited to a 

maximum of ten percent of the final contract value. 

During audit of SSGC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management awarded 

contract of ditching/backfilling and allied activities at supply main and service connections through a 

tender at a cost of  

Rs 36.512 million and Letter to Proceed was issued to contractor specifying period of completion of 

work. The detail is as under: 

 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name bidder 

M/s 

Enquiry 

No. 
SPO No. 

Completion 

Date of 

Contract 

Value of 

Contract 

(Rs) 

LD 

@10% 

(Rs) 

1 

Jamal 

Engineering 

Services 

SSGC/SC/

10203 
15/S5/26929 09.03.2021 4.484 0.448 

2 

Noshad 

Engineering 

Services System 

SSGC/SC/

10205 
15/S5/26339 15.07.2020 4.911 0.491 

3 Asad Enterprises 
SSGC/SC/

10196 
- 10.08.2020 7.104 0.710 

4 

Noshad 

Engineering 

Services System 

SSGC/SC/

PT/10182 
15/S5/26316 22-08-2020 3.150 0.314 

6 

Sachal 

Engineering 

Wroks 

SSGC/SC/

10181 
15/S5/26667 13-12-2020 5.479 0.551 
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7 
Adnan Pervez 

AU PR  

SSGC/SC/

10180 
15/S5/26832 22-11-2020 2.299 0.229 

8 

Naveed Ahmed 

Contractors & 

Associates 

SSGC/SC/

TE-10014 
- 30.12.2020 9.085 0.908 

Total 36.512 3.651 

 

The above contractors stopped work without assigning any reason. Under the provision of terms 

stated in bid documents, in case of failure to complete the work within stipulated time, the liquidated 

damages were required to be recovered from the contractor. 

Audit is of the view that liquidity damages were required to be levied on the contractor under 

the provision of above terms & conditions at 10% due to delay in completion of work which comes to 

Rs 3.651 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 15, 2022 stated that LD was being deducted as per standard tender terms and conditions 

of tender enquiries. In the cases pointed out by Audit, LD charges would be recovered from the 

remaining / unpaid invoices upon finalization of the respective.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 17, 2022 directed the management to recover the LD 

charges from the contractor where applicable besides strengthening control on project management 

ensuring timely completion of work. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

  Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1695] 
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2.7     Pakistan LNG Limited (PLL) 

2.7.1(A) Introduction 

Pakistan LNG Limited (the Company) was incorporated in Pakistan as a public company on 

December 11, 2015 under the Companies, Ordinance 1984 (now Companies Act, 2017). The principal 

activity of the Company is to import, transport, market and distribute Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and 

to manage the handling, re-gasification, storage, treatment, transportation and processing of Liquefied 

Natural Gas (LNG), Re-gasified Liquefied Natural Gas (RLNG). The Company’s registered office is 

located at 3rd floor, Block A. Pak Secretarial Islamabad, Pakistan. The Company started its commercial 

operations on January 04, 2018. The Company is wholly owned by Government Holdings (Private) 

Limited (the Parent Company). The Company has awarded contract to M/s Gunvor and M/s ENI SPI 

(the Sellers) for purchase and import of one LNG cargo per month from each seller for a period of five 

years and fifteen years respectively. The company has entered into Operation Services Agreement 

(OSA) "the Agreement" with Pakistan Gas Port Consortium Limited, (the Operator) on July 01, 2016 

for regasification of LNG. 

(B)         Comments on Company Performance 

            (Rs in million) 

Particulars 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 

Revenue 150,886.960 179,477.667 73,638.109 

Cost of Sales (145,026.001) (173,419.392) (70,451.764) 

Gross Profit 5,860.958 6,058.275 3,186.345 

Administrative Expenses (149.959) (179.693) (150.578) 

Other Income 592.972 393.516 124.222 

Exchange Loss (4,567.595) (3,595.795) (768.760) 

Finance Cost (4,309.333) (924.746) (503.084) 

Profit / (Loss) before Tax (2,572.958) 1,751.556 1,888.145 

Taxation (940.502) (1,891.865) (857.115) 

Profit / (Loss) after Tax (3,513.549) (140.309) 1,031.030 

The Company is sustaining losses in last two years due to high finance cost, low 

margins, and exchange loss. PLL is facing the problems of non-finalization of GSPA for RLNG 

with SNGPL, accumulation of huge receivables. Due to inconsistent of demand, and absence 

of Procurement framework, PLL is confronted with issue of importing LNG at affordable rates 

for end consumers. 

 

 

2.7.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 Audit observations amounting to Rs 41,042.442 million were raised in this report 

during the current audit of PLL. This also includes recoverable amount of Rs 9,661.784 million as 

pointed out by the Audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 
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Overview of Audit Observations 
     (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Classification Amount 

1 Irregularities - 

A Procurement Related Irregularities 26,249.696 

B Financial Management 11,402.279 

C Contract / Project Management 3,390.467 

D HR / Employees Related Irregularities - 

2.7.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

 The 

overall compliance of PAC directives needs improvement. 

Audit Year 
Total 

Directives 

Compliance 

Reported 

Compliance 

Awaited 

% age of 

Compliance 

2017-18 18 07 11 39 

2018-19 15 0 15 - 

2019-20 08 0 08 - 

2020-21 06 4 02 67 

Total 47 11 36 24 
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2.7.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Procurement Related Irregularities 

2.7.4.1 Loss due to mismanagement in import of LNG cargoes -  

Rs 10,275.039 million 

According to Para 6.4 of minutes of 80th BoD meeting, it was unlikely that an urgent tender 

would yield high prices due to less time between the award and delivery of cargo as the number of 

available suppliers / cargoes were less which had an impact on the price. According to Rule 4 of PPRA 

Rules, 2004, Procuring agencies, while engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements 

are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the 

agency and the procurement process is efficient and economical. 

During audit of PLL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management awarded spot 

cargo contracts at higher rates for the months of July, September and October, 2021 as narrated below: 

i. The management floated two tenders for spot purchase of LNG, for the month of July, 2021, 

on May 21 and June 05, 2021. As per bid evaluation report dated June 02, 2021 and June 08, 

2021, M/s Trafigura and M/s Vitol Bahrain offered US$ 11.7747, US$ 11.6612 and US$ 

12.7777 per MMBTU for delivery windows of 08-09 and 12-13July, 2021 respectively. BoD, 

however, cancelled the bidding process, considering exorbitant price that was predicted from 

unprecedented increase in global LNG demand and market benchmark of JKM (Japan Korea 

Maker). In contrast with its own earlier observation, BoD reduced the lead time for procurement 

of LNG. In order to fulfil the LNG demand, the management again floated two tenders on 

June17, 2021 & June 24, 2021 and awarded LNG spot cargoes contract to M/s QP Trading and 

M/s Vitol Bahrain on June18, 2021 & June 29, 2021 at higher rates of US$ 11.97 and US$ 

13.45 per MMBTU for the same delivery windows. This resulted in excess cost of Rs 983.215 

million on purchase of LNG; 

ii. The tender for spot purchase of LNG for September was floated on June 19, 2021. As per bid 

evaluation report dated July 06, 2021, M/s Qatar Petroleum and M/s Total Gas & Power offered 

US$ 13.7875 and US$ 14.6721 per MMBTU for delivery windows of 16-17 and 26-27 

September, 2021. However, the BoD cancelled the bidding process, considering the downward 

trend of the LNG prices in international market, in contrast with its own earlier observation, 

thus, reduced the lead time for procurement of LNG. In order to fulfil the LNG demand, the 

management again floated a tender on July 20, 2021 and awarded LNG spot cargos contracts 

to M/s Gunvor Singapore and M/s Petro China International on July 28, 2021 at higher rates of 

US$ 15.397 and US$ 15.1988 per MMBTU for the same delivery windows. This resulted in 

excess cost of Rs 1,148.421 million on purchase of LNG; and 

iii. The management floated tender for spot purchase of LNG, for the month of October, 2021, on 

June 19, 2021. As per bid evaluation report dated July 06, 2021, M/s Qatar Petroleum and M/s 

BB Energy offered US$13.9875, US$ 16 and US$ 13.9875 per MMBTU for delivery windows 

of 08-09, 23-24 and 28-29 October, 2021. However, the BoD cancelled the bidding process, 

considering the downward trend of the LNG prices in international market, in contrast with its 

own earlier observation, thus, reduced the lead time for procurement of LNG. In order to fulfil 

the LNG demand, the management again floated a tender on August 30, 2021 and awarded 

LNG spot cargoes contract to M/s Vitol and M/s Trafigura on September 02, 2021 at higher 

rates of US$ 19.8477, US$ 20.2877 and US$ 18.9966 per MMBTU for the same delivery 

windows. This resulted in excess cost of Rs 8,143.403 million on purchase of LNG.  
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Audit is of view that mismanagement in procurement decisions resulted in incurrence of extra 

cost of Rs 10,275.039 million on purchase of LNG due to less lead time and JKM forecast.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that in accordance with PPRA’s guideline of accepting single bids 

while ensuring rate reasonability, bids received for initial tenders for July, 2021 could not be awarded. 

However, PLL was constrained to purchase these cargoes later owing to directions from the ministry to 

procure LNG to avoid expected energy shortage in the country. Further, for September & October 2021, 

PLL’s BoD decided not to award any of the eight cargos considering the downward trend of the prices 

in the market (news related to OPEC and sudden decrease in Brent and JKM S&P Platts on July 08, 

2021). However, the spot market rose unexpectedly in the next week. PLL immediately floated a PPRA 

compliant urgent tender for procurement of four (04) spot cargoes for September, 2021 and seven spot 

cargoes in October and November, 2021. Audit is of view that while cancelling tenders, management 

did not account for premium which is to be paid due to procurement process of Pakistan as compared 

to JKM forecast of LNG price and short lead time.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 04, 2022 directed the management to submit a 

comprehensive report with detail justification for subject procurement and share the same with Audit 

for verification. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to inquire the matter and fix responsibility for excess cost besides improving 

procurement management.  

[DP No. 1558] 

2.7.4.2 Non-finalization of GSAs under G2G agreement - Rs 9,767.326 million  

According to decision of the ECC in its case No. ECC-121/21/2016, PLL was mandated to 

carry out negotiations with other LNG producing countries subject to availability / reliability of their 

LNG suppliers under Inter-Government Agreements. 

During audit of PLL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the Federal Government entered 

into Inter-Government agreements with 07 LNG producing countries. Accordingly, PLL initialed SPAs 

with nominated suppliers and sought price proposals in sealed envelope. Meanwhile, Price Negotiation 

Committee (PNC) formed a subcommittee on May 08, 2018 to negotiate the prices with suppliers. 

Pursuant to the meetings of the PNC sub-committee with nominated suppliers on May 22, 2018 and 

May 25, 2018, the suppliers submitted their revised price proposals on May 26, 2018 which were valid 

till June 15, 2018. However, subsequent meetings of PNC sub-committee scheduled to be held on June 

05 and June 07, 2018 for finalization the proposals could not be convened due to unavailability of the 

Additional Secretary, Power Division, thus leaving the price offers expired on June 15, 2018. The entire 

negotiation process with nominated suppliers was scrapped and PLL was compelled to procure LNG at 

higher price. PLL made 30 spot cargoes from July, 2018 to September, 2021 at an average slope of 

12.84% of Brent- higher than the offer of 11.82% made by the G2G supplier. With this, excess cost of 

Rs 9,767.326 million (US$ 57.454 million) was passed on to general public in the form of higher LNG 

prices.  

Audit is of view that negligence of the Petroleum Division resulted in non-finalization of GSAs 

under G2G agreements due to which excess cost of  

Rs 9,767.326 million was incurred on LNG imports.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that PLL is not in a position to opine on the matter as the decision to 
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finalize and negotiate the price rested with the Price Negotiation Committee (PNC) and the Ministry 

had to inform PLL to execute the LNG SPA under the G2G. It was the prerogative of the Government, 

not PLL.  

The DAC in its meeting dated January 04, 2022, the management explained that the matter 

pertains to Petroleum Division rather than PLL. The DAC directed the management to shift the para to 

DG (LGs). 

Audit recommends Petroleum Division to inquire the matter and fix the responsibility on the 

person(s) at fault besides taking steps to finalize GSAs.  

[DP No 1570] 

2.7.4.3 Unjustified extra cost of LNG due to poor procurement planning -  

Rs 6,207.331 million 

According to Section 1.1 of initialed GSA between SNGPL & PLL (Firm Gas Allocation), the 

total quantity of Gas to be delivered by the seller to the Buyer on firm basis, being 185 MMCFD, which 

can be enhanced based on mutual agreement, to be delivered in terms of the ADP, along with any as 

and when required. Further, According to Confirmation Notice with ENI & Gunvor, seller shall deliver 

and buyer will take over one cargo in each month over the entire contract period. Further, according to 

rule 04 of Public Sector Corporate Governance Rules, 2013, the chairman of the Board shall ensure that 

the Board is properly working and all matters relevant to the governance of the Public Sector Company 

are placed on the agenda of Board meetings and the chief executive is responsible for making 

appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of PLL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that PLL procured 4 LNG cargoes 

scheduled for December, 2020 and January and February, 2021 in December 2018, January 2019, 

November 2020 and October, 2020. Since, the advance procurements were made from the long-term 

contract supplier, M/s Gunvor, thus, PLL made payments @ 11.62% and 11.95% of slopes of Brent 

crude. However, PLL management failed to schedule alternative cargos against the advance 

procurement and awarded four spot cargos contracts to fill the demand-supply gap for above mentioned 

period at slope of 12.95% to 23.44% of Brent crude which was substantially higher than slope of term 

cargoes. This resulted in extra payment of Rs 6,207.331 million on procurement of LNG which was 

ultimately passed on to end consumers. 

Audit is of the view that poor procurement planning resulted in non-scheduling of LNG cargoes 

causing extra payment of Rs 6,207.331 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that PLL had problem with early procurement of LNG like (i) Spot 

cargoes were arranged only once demand was confirmed as LNG procured on a 100% take or pay basis. 

Considering the several past examples of SNGPL’s demand variations and SNGPL’s inability to sign a 

GSPA in which a firm commitment of at least 200 MMCFD was guaranteed. (ii) Spot cargoes were 

typically locked in three months in advance. In order to schedule spot cargoes well in advance, PLL had 

to commit significant advance payment and LC/SBLC was required to open in favour of supplier well 

in advance, thereby, exhausting PLL’s limited credit facilities and PLL’s existing financial position and 

available credit facilities, especially its ever-increasing receivables from SNGPL did not allow it to 

make these commitments.  
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The DAC in its meeting held on January 04, 2022 directed the management to devise a 

mechanism for effective & efficient method for procurement, wherein advance term cargo is used, in 

consultation with other stakeholders. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to inquire the matter besides improving procurement planning.  

 [DP No. 1563] 

Financial Management 

2.7.4.4 Non-recovery of LPS on delayed payments - Rs 4,464.953 million 

According to Section 9.5 of the initialed GSPA between PLL and SNGPL, if payment of any 

bill rendered by the seller to buyer is not made by the due date, a late payment surcharge calculated at 

the default payment rate shall be applicable on any outstanding amount (one-month KIBOR plus two 

percent per annum, calculated for the actual number of days which the relevant amount remains unpaid 

on the basis of 365 days). 

During audit of PLL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that SNGPL submitted firm demand 

for supply of LNG for the FY 2020-21 but made payments against these cargoes after due date. 

Management of PLL however, did not claim LPS on these delayed payments. This resulted in loss of 

Rs 4,464.953 million on account of LPS up to June 30, 2021. 

. Audit is of view that poor financial management resulted in non-recovery of LPS on delayed 

payment @ 7.16%-7.51% KIBOR rate plus two percent causing aggregate loss of Rs 4,464.953 million 

to the company.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that PLL has been taking up the issue of payment on account of Late 

Payment Surcharge (LPS) with SNGPL since April, 2018. Subsequently, in response to PLL’s letter 

dated March 21, 2019, SNGPL communicated that there was no agreement signed between PLL and 

SNGPL. Hence, claim of LPS by PLL was void and rejected in all respect. Subsequent to the 

communication, PLL has, nonetheless, continued to communicate the LPS amounts to SNGPL on a 

regular basis. However, no communication has been received from SNGPL regarding their agreement 

on the amount and timeline for payment of such amounts. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 04, 2022 directed the management to take up the matter 

at Ministry level to conduct an inquiry as to why so far GSPA has not been signed between SNGPL & 

PLL and what steps can be taken for early finalization of GSPA. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1564] 

2.7.4.5 Payment against Idle Terminal Capacity - Rs 2,563.366 million 

The ECC of the cabinet on 28.07.2020 (case No. ECC-312/34/2020) considered the summary 

dated July 245, 2020 submitted by the Petroleum Division regarding Third Party Access (TPA) to LNG 

Terminals: i) Excess Capacity ii) Government Contracted Un-utilized Capacity and approved, in 

principle, the concept of auctioning the unutilized capacity of the Government. 

During audit of PLL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that PLL had terminal peak daily 

delivery capacity of 600 MMCFD at the FSRU. Audit found PLL using average terminal capacity up 

to 488 MMCFD, thus, leaving capacity of 112 MMCFD idle during the year. PLL paid full capacity 

charges of USD 85 million for 600 MMCFD during the year. On September 25, 2020, the management 
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floated a tender for letting the idle terminal capacity out to third party for one month only but no bid 

was received. Management floated three more tenders with the same condition, but received no bid 

against any tender. Non auction of idle capacity resulted in capacity charges of Rs 2,563.366 million 

for the FY 2020-21.  

Audit is of the view that auction of idle capacity for one month only did not make economic 

and commercial sense by any means as RLNG supply chain involves complex business processes like 

docking, re-gasification, transportation and distribution to end consumers. Due to non-auction of idle 

capacity, PLL had to make extra capacity charges of Rs. 2563.366 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that PLL has been auctioning the operationally possible idle terminal 

capacity as and when available to third parties as per ECC summary dated 28.07.2020 (case No ECC-

312/34/2020). Any deviation from TPA framework required ECC approval.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 04, 2022 directed the management to take up the matter 

with ECC through Petroleum Division. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to auction idle terminal capacity to third party on yearly / multi-yearly basis. 

 [DP No. 1567] 

2.7.4.6 Non-recovery of excess payment of port charges from M/s Gunvor –  

Rs 2,214.960 million 

According to Rule 04 of Public Sector companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the chief 

executive of the Public Sector Company is responsible to implement strategies and policies approved 

by the Board. Further, BoD vide Board Resolution 102/06, directed to set-off the outstanding amounts 

on account of excess payment of Port Charges from the upcoming LNG cargoes' invoices of PLL's term 

contract suppliers M/s Eni S.P.A and M/s Gunvor International B.V. Amsterdam.  

 During audit of PLL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the BoD, in its meeting held on 

April 17, 2021, directed the management to set-off the outstanding amount on account of excess 

payment of port charges from invoices of PLL's Term Contract Supplier namely M/s Gunvor 

International B.V. Amsterdam. The management recovered the outstanding amount on account of 

excess payment from other suppliers but did not comply with BoD decision in case of M/s Gunvor. The 

CFO neither moved the case for adjustment against upcoming invoices nor en-cashed the suppliers’ 

performance guarantee. This resulted in non-recovery of excess payment of port charges amounting to 

Rs 2,214.960 million (US$ 13.184 million @ Rs 168). 

Audit is of the view that bad financial management practices resulted in non-recovery of excess 

port charges amounting to Rs 2,214.960 million.  

 The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that PLL’s board in late April 2021 had given their direction to set off 

Gunvor International’s liability amount from their future invoice. The matter was then presented to the 

board of GHPL who had shown their concern about the potential encashment of the SBLC issued by 

PLL, which at the time was backed by GHPL. Legal opinions from WFW and Orr, Dignam & Co. 

("ODC") have been sought about the risks of such encashment and any mitigation strategy that PLL can 

employ. The opinions suggested that it is possible albeit risky for PLL to deduct the amount from 

alternative cargoes. Further, Supplies from Gunvor International’s contract will continue until July 2022 

and PLL has a strategy in place to ensure recovery of amounts outstanding on account of Port Charges. 
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The reply of the management is not tenable as PLL management failed to realize the outstanding amount 

on account of Port Charges despite the lapse of period of eight months. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 04, 2022 directed the management to re-submit the 

matter before BoD with details analysis/ clarity, for consideration and way forward. No further progress 

was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be inquired for not recovering the excess port charges 

despite BoD directions. 

[DP No. 1505] 

2.7.4.7 Un-authorized retention of amount received on account of excess payments of port charges 

- Rs 2,159 million  

According to Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division), vide its letter dated December 29, 2017, 

OGRA may carry out RLNG Pricing in respect of M/s PLL’s LNG consignments in line with existing 

policy guidelines i.e., ECC/-87/11/2015 dated June 06, 2015 and ECC-72/12/2016 dated June 14, 2016.  

During audit of PLL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management paid excess port 

charges of Rs 2,159 million ($ 12.7 million @ Rs 170) to its LNG supplier and charged the same to the 

end consumers. Later, the management recovered the excess payment from its suppliers but did not pass 

the relief to the end consumers. Audit contended that port charges had already been included in RLNG 

price component, thus, payment received from LNG suppliers in connection with excess payment of 

port charges required to be passed on to end consumers through adjustment.  

Audit is of the view that bad management practices resulted in unauthorized retention of Rs 

2,159 million received by PLL on account of excess port charges.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that PLL has recovered US$ 12.7 million on account of Port Charges 

from seven LNG suppliers. Out of that amount, USD 3.5 million has already been booked by PLL as a 

liability and the amount has also been adjusted in the RLNG tariff actualization working being finalized 

by PLL for the period December 2017 to June 2020 for onwards submission with OGRA. Moreover, 

PLL is keeping the remaining amount USD 9.2 million relates to Eni Port Charges separately until 

conclusion of the LCIA arbitration proceedings, after which its treatment will be finalized subject to the 

decision of the LCIA. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 04, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

stance verified from Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to refer the matter to OGRA for adjustment of port charges in RLNG prices. 

[DP No. 1557] 

2.7.4.8 Delay in policy decision on acquisition of LNG service Infrastructure-Terminal-2 

According to Clause 3.2 of the Fixed Assets Option Agreement, if PLTL delivers an option 

exercise notice, then the option closing date shall be the date that falls no later than 60 business days 

after the date of option exercise notice. Further, Clause 5 of Schedule 1 of the Fixed Assets Option 

Agreement. PLTL also had the right to purchase the assets of the Operator at a price that is equivalent 

to the Net Book Value (NBV) of the assets. 

During audit of PLL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that PLTL terminated its OSA with 

PGPCL due to adequate assurance guarantee submitted by PGPCL stood discredit in September 2019 

using Clause 35 of the OSA and exercised its option to acquire Fixed Assets on January 2020. 
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Meanwhile, PGPCL approached LICA for arbitration. Moreover, according to agreement, PTL will 

have to purchase fixed assets on the Book value which was Rs 13,091 million on June 30, 2020 within 

maximum 60 days after decision of LICA. GHPL (parent company of PLL) requested MoE - Petroleum 

Division to make financial arrangements vide letter dated March 27, 2020 however, the matter is still 

pending. Delay in policy decision with regard to financial arrangements by the MoE - Petroleum 

Division despite lapse of period of one year would reduce tolling tariff @ 0.0586 per MMBTU and 

ultimately RLNG prices would also reduce.  The issue was highlighted in previous report and the DAC 

in its meeting held on November 20, 2020 directed the Petroleum Division to make necessary liquidity 

arrangement for acquisition of fixed assets of the M/s PGPCL at the earliest. 

Audit is of view that indecision of   MoE - Petroleum Division may result in overpayment of 

Rs 2,295 million per annum of levelized charges and put extra burden on end consumers. With this, 

PLL would also lose its right to purchase fixed assets as PLL have maximum 60 days to conclude the 

option exercised after decision of LCIA which is expected to be announced on Jan 2022. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that PLTL now PLL has completed its due diligence within the time 

frame and issued Option Exercise Notice to PGPCL. GHPL Board after detailed deliberation has also 

sent its recommendation to MoE - Petroleum Division vide its letter dated March 27, 2020. As per the 

recommendation of Audit, a reminder letter to be sent to MoE on the issue. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 04, 2022 directed the management to pursue the case 

with DG (LGs) for early settlement of the issue and submit the report within one month. No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommended to pursue the matter with GHPL and MoE - Petroleum Division vigorously 

besides inquire the reasons for not taking over the LNG infrastructure. 

[DP No. 1568] 

Contract / Project Management 

2.7.4.9  Non-imposition of penalty on account of Seller’s Deficiency Quantity - Rs 2,981.871 

million 

According to Clause 4.3.5 of MPSA read with Clause 4.3.2, upon seller's failure to deliver 

Seller's Deficiency Quantity (SDQ), the buyer shall issue to the seller an invoice for Seller's Liability 

Amount equal to costs, charges, losses, damages, expenses and liabilities associated with terminating 

or breaching the regasification arrangements. Further, according to Clause 4.2 of bid document, LNG 

cargo shall meet energy content (3,200,000 +/-5%) and volumetric quantity (140,000 m3 -2% +5%) 

requirements, in accordance with the delivery schedule. 

During audit of PLL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that: 

i. Five suppliers supplied less LNG than the contractual quantity. PLL management did 

not charge Seller’s Liability Amount from LNG suppliers. Management neither 

informed the impact of short supply to BoD nor initiated any action against the LNG 

suppliers for discrepancies. This resulted in loss of Rs 1104.841 million to the national 

exchequer; 

ii. PLL received off-spec LNG with Short Delivered Quantity (SDQ) of 73,790 MMBTU 

for delivery window of August 15-16, from M/s Petro China International; however, 

the PLL management neither raised invoice to the supplier on account of liquidity 
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damages nor reported supply of off-spec LNG to supplier. This resulted in loss of Rs 

7.390 million (US$ 43,470 * 0.5891 / MMBTU @ Rs 170) to the national exchequer; 

and 

iii. M/s Vitol, LNG supplier of PLL, delivered cargo on December 22, 2020 against 

scheduled date of December 18, 2020 having less LNG quantity of 2,711,950 MMBTU 

against contractual quantity of 3,040,000 MMBTU (3,200,000 +/-5). PLL management, 

however, did not recover Seller’s Liability amount from the supplier. The issue was 

discussed in the 85th  BoD meeting, however, BoD did not give any direction to recover 

the LDs from the supplier. This resulted in loss of Rs 1,870 million due to non-

imposition of penalty on the supplier. 

Audit is of the view that that negligence of the management resulted in non-recovery of Seller’s 

Liability Amount of Rs 2,981.871 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that PLL cannot raise the claim of SDQ on account of loss suffered by 

downstream consumers due to short delivery of LNG/off-spec LNG in the absence of any such invoice 

from downstream consumer as it has to provide reasonable, verifiable, documented and direct evidence 

of such a claim. However, PLL is in the process of devising a methodology of imposing SDQ penalty 

on suppliers which is based on opportunity costs to PLL regarding loss of PLL margin, terminal 

management fee and costs associated with utilization of the terminal. 

In the DAC meeting dated January 04, 2022, the management explained that the matter will be 

re-examined thoroughly and thereafter management will present the same to the Board along with the 

way forward on the matter. Audit is of the view that under the present contractual arrangements, 

management of PLL is obliged to raise invoice for short supply as there are 28 incidents wherein supply 

of short quantity was reported.  

The DAC directed the management to submit a comprehensive report to the Board for 

consideration and share the outcome with Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of 

this report. 

Audit recommends to recover outstanding amount from the suppliers besides improving 

management practices. 

 [DP Nos. 1506, 1507 & 1565] 

2.7.4.10 Irregular payment against excess quantity of LNG -  

Rs 408.596 million 

According to Confirmation Notice for sale and purchase with Gunvor and ENI Asp, the quantity 

sold and purchased under this confirmation Notice comprising the Estimated Contract Quantity for each 

cargo is 3,200,000 +/- 5%. Further, according to Clause 4.1.3 of MSPA, buyer shall have no obligations 

to receive a quantity of LNG in excess of, and the LNG Heel shall not serve to increase or reduce, the 

quantity of LNG in a Cargo to be sold and purchased in accordance with the relevant Confirmation 

Notice, subject to Seller's operational tolerance of plus or minus two percent. 

During audit of PLL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that PLL management paid irregular 

amount in five cases on account of excess quantity of 17,236,156 MMBTU received i.e., 16,800,000 

(3,200,000 +5% x 5) in violation of the agreement. This resulted in irregular payment of Rs 408.596 
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million made on excess quantity of LNG. Further, by accepting the excess quantity, the management 

took financial risk of selling the excess quantity in the absence of GSPA with SNGPL. 

Audit is of the view that the weak internal controls resulted in irregular payment of Rs 408.596 

million against excess quantity of LNG. 

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that the exact energy content of the cargo is only known after lab 

analysis by the Independent Surveyor, therefore, the energy content delivered could not be predicted 

before discharging of the cargo. Further, no supplier delivered extra volume without PLL’s prior request 

/ consent. In these cases, PLL requested for delivery of extra quantity of LNG due to either urgent 

requirement of RLNG or to improve re-gas profile. 

In DAC meeting dated January 04, 2022, the management explained that PLL’s customer is 

only concerned with volume and specifications of LNG. No supplier delivered extra volume without 

PLL’s prior request/consent. However, while discharging of an LNG cargo, it is quite challenging to 

meet the tolerance range of both volume and energy as quality or energy content of LNG being 

discharged is not known. Although it is almost impossible to predict the energy content accurately, 

however, PLL had asked the supplier to reduce volume to meet energy contents in some of the specific 

cargoes above. Considering this and feedback from PLL’s suppliers, PLL reformed its contracts with 

the approval of the Board and now there is only restriction on volumetric content of LNG, in line with 

the international industry norms and as required by PLL’s customer.  

The DAC directed the management to get the stated stance verified from Audit within two 

weeks. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to improve internal controls to avoid such instances in future.  

 [DP No. 1491] 

HR / Employees Related Irregularities 

2.7.4.11 Irregular Appointment of Company Secretary  

According to Rule 13 of Public Sector (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the Board shall 

appoint a company secretary in accordance with Rule 14(4) of Public Sector (Corporate Governance) 

Rules, 2013, whereby no person shall be appointed as the company secretary of a Public Sector 

Company unless he is (a) a member of a recognized body of professional accountants; or (b) a member 

of a recognized body of corporate or chartered secretaries; or (c) a person holding a master degree in 

business administration or commerce or being a law graduate from a university recognized by the 

Higher Education Commission with at least five years relevant experience. 

During audit of PLL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the Ms. Saman Gul joined PLL 

as Management Associate Procurement (OFL-1, non-management grade) in February, 2018. She was 

posted as acting Company Secretary w.e.f. October 21, 2018 to January 26, 2021 in violation of the 

Rule 14(3) Corporate Governance Rules, 2013. BoD in its 94th meeting dated January 26, 2021 

appointed Ms. Saman Gul as Company Secretary.  Following discrepancies were found in appointment 

of the subject officer as Company Secretary: 

i. Advertisement for the post of the Company Secretary was not published thus limited the open 

competition;  

ii. The position of Company Secretary was an E-IV post but the management changed the post to 

E-VI in January 26, 2021. With the change in grade, Ms. Saman Gul was promoted from non-
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management grade (OFL-1) to management grade (E-VI) and appointed as Company Secretary; 

and 

iii. The incumbent did not possess requisite experience for the said post of Company Secretary.  

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in irregular appointment of a non-

executive employee as Company Secretary in violation of Rules.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that on the recommendation of HR & Nomination Committee, BoD 

promoted and appointed her as Company Secretary. Further, the legal opinion clarified as to what 

constituted as relevant experience and that it is not provided in law that to qualify for the position, five 

(05) years of full-time Company Secretary experience is required, thus, appointment of Ms. Saman Gul 

as Company Secretary was compliant with the CG Rules and PLL’s HR Manual. 

In the DAC meeting dated January 04, 2022, management explained that Ms. Saman Gul was 

promoted for the post of Company Secretary under the rules and duly recommended by HRM 

Nomination Committee. However, Audit contended that, the post of Company Secretary is of statutory 

nature under the corporate laws in vogue.  

The DAC directed to conduct an inquiry at Ministry level. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends to inquire the matter and fix responsibility besides improving internal 

controls.  

 [DP No. 1561] 

2.7.4.12 Non-Compliance of Corporate Governance Rules by BoD  

According to Rule 4(2) of Public Sector (Corporate Governance) Rules 2013, Chairman has a 

responsibility to lead the Board and ensure its effective functioning and continuous development, he 

shall not be involved in day-to-day operations of the Public Sector Company. According to Rule 5(6) 

and 5(7) of ibid, the Board shall adopt a vision or mission statement and corporate strategy, and 

formulate significant policies of the Public Sector Company. Furthermore, according to Rule 7, the 

Board shall establish appropriate arrangements to ensure it has access to all relevant information, advice 

and resources necessary to enable it to carry out its role effectively.  

During audit of PLL for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the BoD was found involved in 

routine operations of the company e.g., procurement of LNG, renewal of HR contract, removal of salary 

band. Some of the examples of BoD’s overarching role in PLL routine operations and failure to perform 

its designated functions are as under; 

i. Board did not make procurement policy like delegation of powers of procurement of LNG, time 

framework of LNG tenders w.r.t economic cost. In the absence of Procurement policy, Board 

awarded the spot cargos contract at high prices in contrast with its own earlier observation in 

80th BoD meeting like an urgent tender would yield high prices due to less time between the 

award and delivery of cargo; 

ii. There were instances for procurement of LNG at high prices due to non-finalization of GSPA 

with SNGPL. BoD is comprised of representatives of both Power and Petroleum Division to 

have rational demand forwarded by Power Division to SNGPL under Petroleum Division and 

to make sure supply of LNG. However, despite representation of demand as well as supply side 
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of the LNG regime, there had been irregular demands submitted by the stakeholders and 

procurement of LNG had been delayed and costly; 

iii. BoD did not allocate the excess capacity to third party in contravention to the ECC decision 

dated July, 2020; 

iv. There were instances where undue favour was extended to the officers / officials at the expense 

of company’s interest. Contracts were renewed by the BoD in violation of HR manual, 

maximum salary band was removed thus paving way for exorbitant salaries and criteria for 

promotion and promotion increments was changed;  

v. BoD failed to establish appropriate arrangements to ensure that it had access to all relevant 

information, advice and resources necessary to enable it to carry out its role effectively. In one 

instance, BoD did not reschedule term cargoes in advance and with no alternate arranged, PLL 

had to procure LNG on higher price; and 

vi. Board did not hold its members and its Board committee’s members accountable for the number 

of meetings took place and the quality of the output from those meetings.  

Audit is of the view that due to non-compliance of Rules ibid BoD, the efficiency of the 

company operations was affected adversely.  

The matter was reported to the management in October, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated December 29, 2021 stated that the collective wisdom of the BoD is required on undertaking a 

transaction of procurement of LNG cargoes which is a costly business amounting to millions of dollars 

and has a huge national impact. Further, PLL made continuous efforts and showed flexibility to execute 

the GSPA but even after the decision from the ECC, the GSPA between PLL and SNGPL could not be 

executed due to absence of downstream RLNG sales agreements of gas utility companies with its end 

consumers. Furthermore, PLL’s business is costly and of critical nature, which requires the collective 

wisdom of the BoD to ensure effective governance. BoD and its committees have held meetings as and 

when required to assess and evaluate matters of critical importance, with Board members providing 

their availability to deliberate on critical matters to prevent and avoid any delays in decision making. 

All agenda items were submitted to the BoD as and when received from the management and if any 

agenda was deferred, it was resubmitted to the BoD. 

In the DAC meeting dated January 04, 2022, management explained that the review of PLL’s 

Board has been assigned to Pakistan institute of Corporate Governance.  

The DAC directed the management to share the report with Audit. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends the BoD to follow Corporate Governance Rules, in true letter and spirit 

besides carrying out independent assessment of performance of members of BoD to enhance efficiency 

/ performance of the company.  

[DP No. 1562] 
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2.8         Other Organizations 

This chapter includes comments on audited accounts in respect of Government Holdings 

Private Ltd. (GHPL) and Pakistan Mineral Development Corporation Private Ltd. (PMDC).  

2.8.1          Government Holdings (Private) Limited (GHPL) 

2.8.1.1(A) Introduction 
 Government Holding Private Ltd. was incorporated in Pakistan as a private limited 

company on January 15, 2000 under the Companies Ordinance, 1984 (Now the Companies 

Act, 2017). The Company’s registered office is situated at 5th Floor Petroleum House Ataturk 

Block, Islamabad.  

 The company is fully owned and controlled by Federal Government through Ministry 

of Petroleum and Natural Resources. The main objectives of the company are: 

i.  Acquire shares of the Companies or interest of Government of Pakistan (GOP) in the 

existing and new oil and gas Joint Ventures, either by payment or by issuance of 

shares, credited as fully paid, or other securities, as the Company may think fit and to 

hold and enjoy all interests, rights, contracts and privileges vested in or connected 

with, the title of such shares;  

ii.  Takeover, acquire, renew, utilize and hold any exploration prospecting development 

and production concessions of whatever nature or otherwise acquire any estate or 

interest, develop resource of work, dispose of or otherwise turn to account land or sea 

beds in any part of the world containing or thought to contain petroleum or any other 

oil in any form, and to search for or participate in the exploration for petroleum or in 

any other oil in any form, asphalt, bitumen or similar substances or natural gas or any 

substance used or which may be capable of use and to organize, equip and employ 

expeditions, experts and wells and other undertakings for the extraction of any of the 

aforesaid substances; and 

iii. The Company has 99.83 % shareholding in the Inter State Gas System (the subsidiary) under 

share subscription agreement and 100% shareholding in PLL. 

 

 

(B) Comments on Company Performance 

Contents 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16 

Sales Net 71,520.12 77,609.57 61,915.84 48,052.18 46,579.00 

Cost of Sales      

Royalty & other 

levies 
(8,058.83) (8,408.43) (6,925.81) (5,135.22) (4,996.68) 

Operating & 

others expenses  
(13,985.29) (9,564.43) (12,052.29) (12,654.35) (13,416.42) 

Gross Profit  49,476.01 59,636.71 42,937.74 30,262.61 28,165.90 
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Other income 4,670.23 3,240.09 2,321.61 3,582.18 2,358.79 

Exploration and 

prospecting 

expenditure 

(598.31) (539.40) (1,087.25) (1,089.04) (607.81) 

General and 

administrative 

expenses  

(536.56) (352.96) (262.02) (306.10) (192.44) 

Other expenses (1,705.21) (7,207.74) (1,570.14) (238.16) (529.48) 

Operating Profit 51,306.17 54,776.70 42,339.94 32,211.49 29,194.96 

Finance 

Cost/Income 
(528.38) (338.55) (238.31) 7.4 39.86 

Profit before 

Taxation 
50,777.79 54,438.15 42,101.63 32,218.89 29,234.82 

Taxation (17,634.04) (19,876.69) (14,557.78) (11,905.56) (11,168.58) 

Profit after 

taxation  
33,143.76 34,561.47 27,543.85 20,313.33 18,066.24 

(source: Annual Audited Accounts) 

 GHPL’s sales decreased to 7.85% during 2019-20 as compared to previous financial year but 

its operating & others expenses increased by 46.22% resultantly its gross profit decreased by 17.04%. 

Although other income increased by 44%, however, general and administrative expensive and financial 

cost also increased by 52% & 56% respectively which ultimately resulted in decrease in profit after 

taxation of 4.10%. 

  Comparison of FY 2019-20 with 2018-19 revealed that crude oil sales decreased from Rs 

29.101 billion to Rs 22.228 billion and sales of LPG decreased from Rs 4.727 billion to Rs 4.236 billion. 

 

2.8.1.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

Audit observations amounting to Rs 18,333.332 million were raised in this report during the 

current audit of GHPL. This also includes recoverable amount of Rs 8,190.307 million as pointed out 

by the Audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

     (Rs in million) 

Sr. No. Classification Amount 

1 Irregularities - 

A Contract Management 1,300.746 

B Financial Management 2,447.876 

C HR / Employees Related Irregularities - 

D Project Management 9,404.850 
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E Receivables Management 5,179.860 

2 Others - 

2.8.1.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

 Overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be improved. 

Audit Year 
Total 

Directives 

Compliance 

Reported 

Compliance 

Awaited 

% age of  

Compliance 

2007-08 03 03 0 100 

2008-09 01 0 1 0 

2009-10 10 08 2 80 

2010-11 03 0 3 0 

2011-12 06 01 5 17 

2012-13 04 03 1 75 

2013-14 06 04 2 67 

2014-15 02 0 2 0 

2017-18 08 03 5 37 

2018-19 0 0 0 0 

2019-20 0 0 0 0 

2020-21 0 0 0 0 

Total 43 22 21 51 
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2.8.1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

Contract Management 

2.8.1.4.1 Loss of Signature Bonus from Sinjhoro field – Rs 340.015 million 

 According to Rule 4 of PPRA Rules, 2004, the procuring agencies while engaging in 

procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the 

object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical. Further, according to Clause 8.2 of Sinjhoro PCA, each of working interest owners 

have the obligation to lift and separately dispose of its share in all petroleum produced and / or stored 

at such times, in such quantity and in accordance with such procedures as may be agreed by all working 

interest owners. 

 During audit of GHPL for the FY 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that GHPL was JV 

partner with OGDCL in Sinjhoro Block having 22.5% share. On August 12, 2015 OGDCL requested 

GHPL for disposal of its LPG share and after 04 months GHPL decided to dispose of its share of LPG 

on the same parameters as OGDCL was disposing off its share from Makori field. On October 25, 2016, 

OGDCL also proposed that PSO may be allowed to lift GHPL’s share of LPG from Sinjhoro field by 

charging pro-rata Signature Bonus @ Rs 3,453 per M. Tons over and above the LPG base price. 

OGDCL charged Rs 2,031,089 as cost of bidding and time writing. Moreover, OGDCL also withheld 

the Signature Bonus amount for six months and GHPL failed to take the benefit of earning through bank 

deposit. Provided that in the FYs 2015 & 2016 GHPL sold 2,418 M. Tons and 11,603 M.Tons of LPG 

without Signature Bonus. In the year 2017, a quantity of 43 M. Tons per day of LPG was available out 

of which only 20 M. Tons was sold on the basis of Signature Bonus to SSGC LPG (Pvt.) Ltd. who 

offered the highest bonus of Rs 72.9 million. This resulted into loss of Signature Bonus amounting to 

Rs 340.015 million. 

 Audit is of the view that due to poor management of LPG business, GHPL failed to earn 

Signature Bonus on sale of LPG.   

 The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated October 21, 2021 explained that the matter was under litigation since 2015-16 and the company 

could not dispose of LPG on Signature Bonus basis. The reply is not tenable as management failed to 

initiate the bidding process well in time which resulted in loss to GHPL. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 21, 2022 directed the management to provide fact-

finding report to Audit within one month. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1717] 

2.8.1.4.2 Loss of Signature Bonus due to sale of LPG amounting to  

Rs 298.62 million  

According to Clause 2.1.3 of Petroleum Policy 1997, a new 100% GoP owned holding company 

will be formed to separate GoP’s ownership and regulatory functions.  The GoP participation in Joint 

Ventures will be handled through this Holding Company. Further, according to Tender No. 01/LPG/02-

14 dated February 21, 2014, GHPL invite the bidders for sale of 45 M. Tons of LPG from Tal block on 

the basis of non-refundable Signature Bonus prior to signing of sale purchase agreement (SPA). 

During audit of GHPL for the FYs 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that GHPL was JV 

partner with MOL (the Operator) and OGDCL, in TAL block with 15% working interest. On July 25, 
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2013 the Operator requested JV Partners to initiate process for uplifting of LPG shares from Makori 

field. GHPL offered 09 lots of LPG, out of which 06 were awarded to successful bidders on non-

refundable Signature Bonus basis of Rs 22.5 million each. In 2nd bidding, 03 bidders qualified on non-

refundable Signature Bonus basis for Rs 49.77 million. However, only M/s Bukhari fulfilled the 

commitment and remaining 02 lots were distributed among the successful bidders without Signature 

Bonus. This resulted in loss of Rs 298.62 million. 

Audit is of the view that failure in bidding process resulted in loss of  

Rs 298.62 million.  

 The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated October 21, 2021 stated that GHPL disposed of its entire share of LPG from TAL block at a price 

which was in accordance with LPG Policy and Contracts as signed with the successful bidders.  Reply 

is not tenable as management failed to initiate the bidding process well in time which resulted in loss to 

GHPL.  

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed the management to submit a 

chronological report of events for verification along with documentary evidence. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1552]  

2.8.1.4.3 Non-realization of Signature Bonus from OGDCL -  

Rs 237.113 million 

 According to Rule 4 of PPRA Rules, 2004, the procuring agencies while engaging in 

procurement, shall ensure that the procurement are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the 

object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical. Further, according to Rule 5(5) of the Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 read with 

Rule 5(5)(a), the Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively 

implemented at all levels within the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental 

principles of probity and propriety.  

 During audit of GHPL for the FY 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that on December 21, 

2011 OGDCL (Operator of Nashpa Block) submitted a Field Development Plan to DG (PC) to grant a 

D&P lease in Nashpa block on the plea that a single LPG train will process 100 MMCFD gas for both 

the fields. In November 2015, the contract for installation of LPG Recovery Plant was awarded to M/s 

Hong Kong Huihua (HKH) Global Technology Ltd. on EPCC basis for US$ 148 million. The work on 

the project was started in January, 2016 and was to be completed up to June 2017, but Nashpa project / 

plant started LPG production in February, 2018. GHPL requested OGDCL to dispose of its share of 

LPG on temporary basis and on the same arrangements on which OGDCL was selling its own share. 

OGDCL sold its LPG share from Nashpa field on the basis of Signature Bonus of Rs 1,129.108 million. 

However, GHPL failed to recover its share of Signature Bonus of Rs 237.113 million (Rs1,129.108 x 

15%) from OGDCL. 

 Audit is of the view that due to poor management GHPL failed to collect Signature Bonus from 

OGDCL. 

  The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated October 21, 2021 stated that the matter of sale of LPG on Signature Bonus was pending for 

adjudication with Lahore High Court, Lahore. It was not possible for GHPL to carry out any bidding at 

that stage as any such bidding on Signature Bonus basis may have attracted the Contempt of Court 
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proceedings. Therefore, in line with the clause 11 and 8 of Nashpa PCA and JOA respectively, the 

Operator was requested to dispose of GHPL’s share of LPG on the same grounds on which it was selling 

its own share of LPG. The reply is not tenable as management failed to recover the Signature Bonus 

from OGDCL due to non-initiating recovery process. 

  The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed to take up the matter with OGDCL 

expeditiously. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1572] 

2.8.1.4.4 Non-resolution of dispute regarding payment of irrelevant expenses in JV account – Rs 

222.308 million 

 According to Clause 2(a) of Article 1 of Accounting Procedures, annexed to the Joint Operating 

Agreement (JOA), the Operator shall maintain and keep true and correct record of the production and 

disposition of all petroleum and of all costs, expenditures as well as all other necessary or proper data. 

Further, all record shall be open at reasonable times for inspection and copying for the authorized 

representative of the JV Partners. 

During audit of GHPL for the FYs 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that GHPL was JV 

partner with PEL (the Operator), PPL and OGDCL in Block 22. The managements of GHPL and PPL 

conducted a non-operator audit of the block for the FYs 2008-12 and pointed out serious financial 

irregularities. As per findings, expenditure on activities e.g., foreign/local travelling, office rent, repair 

and maintenance etc., not related to the JV operation, were charged to the JV partners. The Operator 

agreed with the findings but did not adjust the pointed-out expenditure. Further, the management failed 

to recover / adjust the amount despite lapse of almost ten years. This resulted in non-recovery of Rs 

222.308 million. It is pertinent to mention that no subsequent audit had been conducted by the 

management and the JV Operator continued to issue cash calls. 

 Audit is of the view that negligence of the management resulted in non-resolution of dispute 

regarding payment of Rs 222.308 million on irrelevant expenditure in JV accounts.  

 The matter was reported to management in August, 2021. The management in its reply dated 

October 21, 2021 stated that the matter of disputed monetary findings was under discussion with the 

Operator along with PPL. If the audit finding remains disputed, the last option as per Joint Operating 

Agreement available to JV Partners was to conduct third party audit of the disputed monetary findings. 

After agreement by Operator, the amount would be adjusted and the same would be shared with Audit 

for verification. Audit contended that weak monitoring of Joint Operating Agreement, management 

failed to get the monetary findings settled with the Operator. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed the management to share the stated 

stance verified from Audit. 

 Audit recommends to explain reasons for non-resolution of dispute, recover/adjust the amount 

involved besides improving monitoring and conducting audit of the unaudited period. 

[DP No. 1503] 

2.8.1.4.5 Loss of revenue due to short-lifting of LPG by SSGC LPG Private Ltd. – Rs 103.150 

million 

According to Rule 4 of PPRA Rules, 2004, the procuring agencies while engaging in 

procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the 
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object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical. Further, Clause 4.1 LPG Sale and Purchase Agreement between GHPL and SSGC 

LPG Private Ltd. dated March 04, 2013 states “the buyer shall take delivery of the quantity of LPG 

made available by the seller on “Take or Pay” basis. In the event that the buyer’s off take of LPG is less 

than the total quantity of LPG made available by the seller, the buyer shall pay for the quantity of LPG 

made available by the seller”.  

During audit of GHPL for the FYs 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that management 

entered into LPG Sale and Purchase Agreement with SSGC LPG Private Ltd. on March 04, 2013 on 

“Take or Pay” basis, without open competition. SSGC LPG Private Ltd. short uplifted the LPG quantity 

from Mirpur Khas Khipro field against allocated quota. As per agreement, buyer was bound to pay for 

the short-lifted quantity but management failed to recover the amount from SSGC LPG Private Ltd. 

This resulted in loss of revenue of  

Rs 103.150 million.  

Audit is of the view that due to weak internal control, management failed to recover the amount 

from SSGC LPG Private Ltd.  under “take and pay” clause of the agreement.  

 The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated October 21, 2021 stated that Clause 3 of the LPG SPA for Mirpur Khas Khipro block dated March 

4, 2013 doesn’t provide any specific quantities of LPG which the seller is obligated to provide. 

Regarding supply of LPG to OPI, GHPL share of LPG was made available to SSGC LPG Private Ltd. 

and if it was not able to lift all the available quantity, then this short-lifted quantity was disposed through 

Operator, which had lifting arrangements through M/s OPI Gas for disposal of its share of LPG from 

the field. Audit contended that management failed to invoke take or pay clause of the agreement which 

resulted in loss of revenue.  

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed the management to get the residual 

account verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1550] 

2.8.1.4.6 Unjustified allocation of LPG to SSGC resulting in potential loss of Signature Bonus of 

Rs 99.54 million  

 As per Clause 3.1.1 of LPG (Production & Distribution) Policy, 2016, “Public Sector E&P 

Companies and Refineries shall give preference in sale of LPG to Gas Utility Companies for supply of 

LPG Air-Mix Plants in pursuance of GoP’s socioeconomic consideration for supply of fuel to domestic 

consumers”.  Further, Clause 3.6.7 of the Policy states, “all local LPG producers in Sindh and 

Baluchistan will dedicate 10% of their production to LPG Air-Mix Plants and Marketing Companies 

for exclusive distribution in Baluchistan and Rural Sindh”. Furthermore, as per Clause 4 of PPRA Rules, 

2004, the procuring agencies while engaging in procurement, shall ensure that the procurement are 

conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the 

agency and the procurement process is efficient and economical.  

 During audit of GHPL for the FY 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that in 2013, 

management allocated full production of LPG from Mirpur Khas Khipro field to M/s SSGC LPG Private 

Ltd. and M/s OPI for a period of five year by giving preference for supply to LPG Air Mix Plants instead 

of allocating 10% of LPG production. The management did not opt for sale of LPG by inviting bids 

through open competition bidding which could fetch Signature Bonus of Rs 99.54 million.    
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 Audit is of the view that the management of GHPL allocated its LPG quota to SSGC Private 

Ltd. in violation of LPG Policy, 2016 and without open competition which resulted in loss of Rs 99.54 

million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated October 21, 2021 stated that the LPG was allocated to SSGC Private Ltd. under the LPG 

Petroleum Policy, 2013, which allowed the preference in sale of LPG-to-LPG Air Mix plant. Reply is 

not tenable as according to LPG Policy, local LPG producers in Sindh and Baluchistan were required 

to dedicate 10% of their production to LPG Air-Mix Plants which was not done rather GHPL allocated 

whole of its share to subsidiary of SSGC which resulted in non-initiating the tendering process and sale 

of LPG to SSGC Private Ltd. and OPI without obtaining Signature Bonus.  

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 21, 2022 directed the management to provide the 

details whether the Air Mix Plant was installed by the SSGC Private Ltd. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of the DAC.  

[DP No. 1716] 

2.8.1.4.7 Irregular award of LPG contract to MOL 

 As per Clause 3.1.1 of LPG (Production and Distribution) Policy, 2016 and Policies thereafter, 

Public Sector E&P companies will outsource all LPG production to technically and financially sound 

private sector parties holding valid license from OGRA for the purpose, through a transparent and 

competitive process with a view to making LPG supplies available on commercial and market driven 

consideration. The outsourcing process must ensure that no cartels and monopolies are created.  

 During audit of GHPL for the FY 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that GHPL having 15% 

working interest was JV partner with MOL, OGDCL, PPL and POL in TAL block. MOL (the Operator) 

vide letter dated July 25, 2013 requested JV Partners to initiate the process for uplifting their share of 

LPG from Makori field. After lapse of 07 months, GHPL floated tender on Feb 21, 2014 on the basis 

of Signature Bonus for a quantity of 45 M. Tons per day (in lots of 5 M. Tons per day) for a period of 

5 years. On the basis of successful bidding, only 07 lots were awarded and excess quantity of LPG 40 

M. Tons per day (75 M. Tons less 35 M. Tons) was given on proportionate basis without obtaining 

Signature Bonus. After expiry of initial 5 years, two years extension was also granted to the buyers 

instead of re-bidding. On expiry of extended period, MOL approached GHPL and signed an LPG 

disposal agreement on May 07, 2021 without open competition. Some clauses of LPG disposal 

agreement were against the spirit of GHPL formulation (to safeguard the interest of Government) which 

are as under: 

i. If any third party sue MOL in relation to contract for GHPL’s share of LPG, MOL shall have 

the right to defend such suit for and on behalf of GHPL at GHPL cost; 

ii. Selling price of LPG, in case the market condition does not permit LPG sale and disposal at the 

producer’s price notified by OGRA, GHPL price shall not be less than MOL’s LPG price or 

OGDCL’s LPG price; and 

iii. LPG buyer(s) shall deliver to MOL a cash deposits security, for an amount equivalent to thirty 

(30) days sale value of GHPL’s share of LPG, inclusive of all applicable taxes. MOL shall 

receive and retain said cash deposit on behalf of GHPL into a separate bank account managed 

by MOL. Resultantly, an amount of Rs 1,890 million kept on laying in the MOL account 

throughout the year (75 M.Tons per day x 30 Days x Rs 70,000 average rate of LPG x 12 

months ) 
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 Audit is of the view that management of GHPL awarded an irregular contract without open 

competition to MOL for disposal of LPG and entered in an unfavourable sales agreement. 

 The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated October 21, 2021 stated that GHPL conducted two bidding rounds in 2014 to dispose of its share 

of LPG from TAL block. Seven lots of five M. Tons each were allocated to Burshane, POL, OPI Gas 

and Bukhari based on highest Signature Bonus offered. The agreements were signed with these 

companies for five years period which were extended for further period of two years. Due to pending 

case in Honourable Islamabad High Court regarding Signature Bonus (OGRA application 13/18), it 

was not possible for GHPL to conduct competitive bidding process based on Signature Bonus. 

Therefore, Operator was authorized sale of GHPL share of LPG from TAL block. Audit contended that 

management signed an unfavourable LPG sale contract with the Operator without open competition. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed the management to get the record 

regarding legal opinion verified from Audit besides examine the PPL model of sale of LPG and justify 

why the same can’t be followed by GHPL. 

 Audit recommends to probe into the matter and fix responsibility on the person(s) at fault. 

[DP No. 1606] 

Financial Management 

2.8.1.4.8 Non-recovery of sales proceeds of crude oil from OGDCL –  

Rs 2,447.876 million 

 According to Clause 5.1 of standard COSA “the buyer or his designee shall pay the sellers’ 

invoices for all condensate delivered by the sellers at the Delivery Point in the preceding calendar month 

at the relevant condensate price, plus any duties and any other taxes, levies, duties or charges payable 

by the buyer in accordance with Article 6. The buyer shall make such payments separately and directly 

as invoiced by each seller within forty five days of receipts of invoice. If not so paid, liquidated damages 

shall be paid to the sellers on the unpaid balance after the due date at the rate per annum of 1.5% above 

the rate of the most recent six months Treasury Bills issued by the State Bank of Pakistan.  

 During audit of GHPL for the FYs 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that GHPL received 

less sales proceeds of condensate for 220,274 BBLs instead of 573,980 BBLs valuing Rs 1,652.592 

million for the period from January, 2017 to June, 2021 from TAY field. The matter was raised after 04 

years and 06 months by GHPL and OGDCL agreed to pay Rs 1,373.163 million after deduction of Rs 

36.042 million as transportation charges instead of actual claim of GHPL. OGDCL (the Operator) was 

selling TAY condensate by commingling it with Kunnar Crude Oil and Kunnar field was 100% owned 

by OGDCL. As per produced record, the sales quantities dispatched from KPD were not priced in 

accordance with allocation letter issued by the regulator and discounted prices were applied and GHPL 

sustained loss of differential amount of Rs 795.284 million. This resulted into non-recovery of sales 

proceeds of Rs 2,447.876 million.  

 Audit is of the view that the poor monitoring of JV operations resulted in non- recovery of Rs 

2,447.876 million from the Operator. 

 The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated October 21, 2021 stated that GHPL has taken up the matter with OGDCL to release the funds of 

Rs 1,409.204 million without deducting transportation charges and raising debit notes for differential 

of  

Rs 795.284 million.  Audit requires detail reconciliation of amount involved with production and sales. 
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The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed the management to reconcile the 

amount with OGDCL and pursue the recovery and resolve the issue within six months. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP Nos. 1598 & 1599] 

2.8.1.4.9 Over payment of 19.78% by GHPL on account of processing and operational charges 

of development facility 

 According to Clause 30.1 (Article 30) of Model PCA, the Operator shall conduct all 

exploration, exploitation, drilling, development, and production in accordance with Good International 

Oilfield Practices and Principles and Standards laid down in the Rules. Consistent with this requirement, 

Operator shall endeavour to minimize exploration, development, production and operation costs and 

maximize ultimate economic recovery of Petroleum. 

 During audit of GHPL for the FY 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that GHPL was JV 

partner of OGDCL (the Operator) in Sinjhoro block having 22.5% share. The Operator offered to install 

new plant consisting of Amine Unit, Compressor where all costs (other than field development and 

operating cost) were to be exclusively borne by the Operator and the plant was to be remained its sole 

property during the entire period of lease and thereafter. In lieu, Gas Processing Fee @ US$ 

170/MMSCFD, LPG extraction fee @ US$ 60 /M. Tons, Condensate Processing fee @ US$ 1.30/BBL 

and LPG handling fee @ US$1.50/M. Tons was to be charged from the JV partners. A fair cost sharing 

mechanism of all field development and operating costs on case-to-case basis for common facilities 

such as mosque, recreation areas, access road etc., was agreed by the Joint Venture Partners. However, 

GHPL paid US$ 31.697 million to OGDCL on account of processing and operational charges of 

development facility which was 42.28% of the total expenditure instead of paying 22.5% corresponding 

to its share. This resulted into over payment of 19.78% by GHPL on account of processing and 

operational charges of development facility. 

 Audit is of the view that due to poor contract management of JVs operations, while evaluating 

the Field Development Plan, GHPL ignored the payback period which was just 1.47 years as per Table-

B of Economics Analysis and also over looked the operating cost of facility development which was 

42.28% of the processing cost.  

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated October 21, 2021 stated that the plant was 100% owned by OGDCL and its ownership was not 

offered to JVs (GHPL & OPI) by paying the cost of the plant. Moreover, the Capex figure in the FDP 

does not relate to plant, rather it relates to gathering system/lines. The figure of  

US$ 31.697 million for three years 2018-20 is gross figure and not GHPL share. The “Other processing 

charges” relates to salaries of field staff of Sinjhoro, repair & maintenance of the pipelines / flow lines, 

wells etc., oil transportation charges, supplies & services etc., Hence, processing / handling fee cannot 

be compared with Sinjhoro field costs in terms of percentage. Reply is not tenable as management 

ignored the payback period of 1.47 years and preferred to pay higher operational cost. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

stance verified from Audit. 

 Audit recommends to justify the reasons for non-contribution in Capex and payment of 

processing charges besides justification for paying 42.28% instead of 22.5%. 

[DP No. 1603] 

HR Management 
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2.8.1.4.10 Irregular appointment of Assistant Manager (Joint Venture Finance) 

 According to an advertisement for appointment of Assistant Manager (Joint Venture Finance) 

floated by GHPL in the Daily News on March 01, 2009, the candidate must be a qualified accountant / 

MBA in Finance or Masters in Commerce with minimum three years relevant experience in an oil and 

gas company, preferably in upstream oil and gas sector and having knowledge of accounting software. 

 During audit of GHPL for the FYs 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that in response to the 

advertisement for appointment of Assistant Manager (Joint Venture Finance) published in the 

Newspaper, 04 candidates’ submitted applications. Out of these candidates, 03 fulfilled the criteria 

whereas one candidate, Ms. Samina Sabir, did not have the relevant experience. However, the 

management appointed Ms. Samina Sabir as Assistant Manager (JV Finance) on July 21, 2009 by 

ignoring the other 03 candidates. This resulted in irregular appointment of Assistant Manager (JV 

Finance).  

 Audit is of the view that poor HR management resulted in irregular appointment of Assistant 

Manager (JV Finance). 

 The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated October 21, 2021 stated that Ms. Samina Sabir did her B.Com in 2003 and completed her 

Chartered Accountancy in 2008. She had working experience from 2003 till 2009 in one of the reputed 

audit firms. She was qualified accountant and had more than five years of experience of audit in different 

companies inclusive of three years of experience of audit of upstream oil and gas companies particularly 

upstream joint ventures. The final selection of the candidate whether having industry experience or 

audit experience was made through a proper interview process. Audit did not agree with the explanation 

of the management.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed the Ministry to conduct an inquiry 

and fix responsibility at fault within two months. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1504] 

2.8.1.4.11 Illegal appointment of Chief Internal Auditor in GHPL 

 According to Rule 22(2) of the Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 “no person shall be 

appointed to the position of the Chief Internal Auditor unless he is considered and approved as “fit and 

proper” for the position by the Audit Committee. No person shall be appointed as the Chief Internal 

Auditor of a Public Sector Company unless he has five years of relevant audit experience.  

 During audit of GHPL for the FYs 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that Ms Samina Sabir 

was working as Deputy Manager (JV) in GHPL. Management of GHPL appointed Ms Samina Sabir, 

as acting Chief Internal Auditor of the Company vide office orders dated July 30, 2018 despite the fact, 

the officer did not have five-year relevant experience. After one year of appointment, Chief Internal 

Auditor was reverted back to the post of Deputy Manager (JV). 

 Audit is of the view that as the officer does not have five years relevant experience as envisaged 

in the ibid Rules besides the officer was also involved in day-to-day operations, hence, could not be 

appointed as the Chief Internal Auditor of the company and her appointment was irregular. 

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply dated 

October 21, 2021 stated that GHPL initiated the process for appointment of Chief Internal Auditor 

commenced on November 7, 2017 as per applicable Rules. The advertisement for the position / post of 
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Chief Internal Auditor was duly published in newspapers. The selection process was ongoing when the 

date for general elections in the country was announced, where after the Election Commission of 

Pakistan placed restriction on all appointments in the public sector. This resulted in delay in the 

appointment of Chief Internal Auditor. As an interim measure, the company gave acting charge of Chief 

Internal Auditor to Ms. Samina Sabir (Employee of the Company) w.e.f July 23, 2018.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed the Ministry to conduct an inquiry and 

fix responsibility at fault within two months. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1553] 

2.8.1.4.12 Irregular appointment of Senior General Manager (Legal & Commercial) E-IV 

 According to Clause 3.2.4 of GHPL Service Rules 2012, minimum qualification for the 

appointment of Grade E-III post is Bachelors or equivalent professional degree with 10 years of working 

experience. As per advertisement for the post of General Manager (Legal & Commercial) E-III, 

published in the daily Dawn dated February 12, 2012, the candidate should have minimum required 

qualification of Bachelors’ degree in Law (LLB), preferably with additional qualification in corporate 

/ commercial law. Further, the candidate must have minimum 12 years post graduate experience in 

managing commercial and contract/legal matters in corporate sector including five years’ experience at 

senior management position, preferably in energy sector. 

 During audit of GHPL for the FYs 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that the advertisement 

for the post of General Manager (Legal & Commercial)  

E-III was floated in the newspapers. After codal formalities, Mr. Jam Umair Ahmad was appointed as 

Deputy General Manager (Legal & Commercial) in  

E-IV instead of General Manager (Legal & Commercial) in E-III as was advertised in the newspapers. 

The management restricted the competition for  

E-IV post by appointing a candidate on the basis of criteria set for E-III post and in the absence of any 

other candidate. Moreover, the candidate did not possess requisite experience. This resulted into 

irregular appointment of General Manager (Legal & Commercial) E-IV by the management of GHPL. 

 Audit is of the view that poor HR management resulted in irregular appointment of Senior 

Manager (Legal & Commercial) E-IV. 

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply dated 

October 21, 2021 stated that recruitment was made with the approval of competent authority. Audit did 

not agree with the explanation of the management and argued that the officer was appointed without  

advertisement. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed the Ministry to conduct an inquiry, 

fix responsibility and submit the report within two months. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1554] 

2.8.1.4.13 Irregular appointment of GHPL employee as Company Secretary of its subsidiary 

(PLTL) 

 According to Rule 14(4) of the Corporate Governance Rules 2013, “no person shall be 

appointed as the Company Secretary of a Public Sector Company unless he is (a) a member of a 

recognized body of Professional Accountants; or(b) member of a recognized body of Corporate or 
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Chartered Secretaries; or (c) person holding a master degree in business administration or commerce or 

being a law graduate from a university recognized by the Higher Education Commission with at least 

five years relevant experience. Further, according to clause 1(XIII) of GHPL Revised Service Rules, 

employee means a person on the payroll of the company as full time employee and shall include only 

the employees with whom the company has written employment contract which shall govern the entire 

terms and conditions for the employment of such person with the company. 

 During audit of GHPL for the FY 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that Board of PLTL (a 

subsidiary of GHPL) in its 59th meeting held on November 19, 2019 approved the appointment of Ms 

Samina Sabir – an employee in GHPL, as acting Company Secretary of PLTL, on an additional charge 

basis with effect from November 21, 2019, till the appointment of a full-time person. 

 Audit is of the view that a regular employee of the parent company was appointed as Company 

Secretary of its subsidiary which was not permissible under Clause 1(XIII) of GHPL Service Rules. 

This appointment has also raised question on the independence of the subsidiary company as well. 

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated October 21, 2021 stated that additional charge of the Company S5ecretary was granted for some 

period with the approval of Board as per Service Rules of GHPL. Reply of the management is not 

tenable as GHPL employee was not allowed to take additional charge of its subsidiary company. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

stance verified from Audit. 

 Audit recommends to take appropriate action besides justification of irregular appointment of 

GHPL regular employee as Company Secretary of its subsidiary (PLTL) on additional charge basis. 

[DP No. 1555] 

2.8.1.4.14 Illegal appointment of Senior Manager Human Resource and Administration E-IV 

As per Rule of 3.2 of GHPL Revised Service Rules, 2012, approved by the BoD, minimum 

required qualification is Bachelors or equivalent professional degree from HEC recognized institution 

and 05 years of work experience. As per advertisement for the post of Senior Manager (Human 

Resources) published in daily Dawn dated November 7, 2017, the minimum required qualification was 

MBA/MPA with minimum ten years experience in human resources management, organizational 

development and administrative matters of oil and gas sector. Candidate having at least five years 

experience in (Oil and Gas) public sector organization in management would be given preference. 

 During audit of GHPL for the FYs 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that Ms. Shabana Khan, 

an employee of ISGS working as Managing Director, ISGS also have acting charge of GHPL, advertised 

a tailor made criterion which included a clause that “preference would be given to a candidate having 

experience of PSE” in violation to the criteria of GHPL Service Rules duly approved by the BoD. Ms. 

Shabana Khan was appointed on December 07, 2017 at a monthly package of Rs 475,000. Further, 

acting management did not include “preference would be given to a candidate having experience of 

PSE” in the advertisements for other posts.  

 Audit is of the view that poor HR management resulted in conflict of interest in the appointment 

of Senior Manager, HR and Administration. 

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply dated 

October 21, 2021 stated that the criteria of five years experience in oil & gas public sector organization 

were mentioned with reference to preference. However, the candidates meeting the criteria were short-
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listed and final candidate was finalized after going through proper selection process including 

interviews. Ms. Shabana Khan was selected by the interview panel and joined as Senior Manager 

Human Resources and Administration.  She did her MBA in Human Resources Management. She had 

more than ten years experience including five years experience in oil and gas sector. Audit did not agree 

with the explanation of the management.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed to conduct an inquiry at the Ministry 

Level, fix responsibility and submit the report within two months. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1556] 

Project Management 

2.8.1.4.15 Loss due to defective project management and less extraction of LPG - Rs 5,611.830 

million 

 According to Field Development Plan of KPD-TAY, expected daily production was 278 

MMSCF of gas, 4,700 BBLs condensate, 400 BBLs additional NGL and 361 M. Tons of LPG with a 

payback period of 2.65 years. 

 During audit of GHPL for the FY 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that OGDCL (the 

Operator of KPD-TAY field) developed an integrated Development Plan for KPD-TAY fields. After 

tendering formalities, contract was awarded to M/s Shandong Kerui Petroleum Equipment Co. Ltd, on 

March 20, 2013. The contract was to be completed within 12 months from the date of establishment of 

LC but the project was completed in 2015 and LPG extraction was started in September, 2016. 

Resultantly, the management failed to receive the committed quantity of LPG as per Field Development 

Plan resulting in loss of Rs 5,611.830 million. 

 Audit is of the view that due to weak monitoring of JV operations, management of GHPL failed 

to recover the committed quantity of LPG which resulted in loss of Rs 5,611.830 million. 

 The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated October 21, 2021 stated that GHPL is a partner in TAY EL only (and not in KPD Field, which 

was also being produced from the same KPD Plant). TAY production was started in January, 2017 and 

production of all the products i.e., Gas, Condensate and LPG started at the same time. Moreover, the 

production of LPG from TAY was initially estimated as 125 M. Tons/day (refer FDP) and not 361 M. 

Tons/day as mentioned in the report (361 M. Tons/day is the design capacity of the plant considering 

production from both TAY and KPD Fields). Further, 361 M. Tons/Day for TAY and KPD was not 

committed quantity for LPG, rather it was an estimated quantity which might differ from the actual 

quantity. TAY gross production during 2018-21 remained at average 99.87 M. Tons/day.  Reply is not 

tenable as management failed to recover committed quantity of LPG according to FDP form the 

Operator. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed the management to share the breakup 

of production/ reconciliation for verification of Audit for last three years. 

 Audit recommends to justify the reason(s) for less production than projected in the Field 

Development Plan. 

[DP No. 1593] 

2.8.1.4.16 Less recovery of LPG from Mirpur Khas Khipro (Niamat field) for Rs 3,021.90 million 
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 According to Rule 5(5) of the Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 read with Rule 5(5)(a), the 

Board shall establish a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented at all 

levels within the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of 

probity and propriety.  

 During audit of GHPL for the FY 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that UEPL (Operator) 

and a JV partner of GHPL, charged processing fee of US$ 85 per M. Tons for LPG extraction at Mirpur 

Khas Khipro block. In 2016, the Operator decided to upgrade the Niamat LPG Plant and offered GHPL 

either to invest in capital expenditure of US$ 40 million or accept gas process charges @ 110 US$ Per 

M. Tons instead of current rate i.e., US$ 85 per M. Tons. The Operator committed that LPG recovery 

will be increased from current 60% to 95%. Operator admitted that plant capacity was 50 MMSCFD 

while gas was being processed above 100 MMSCFD.  However, LPG recovery declined instead of 

increase as was committed which resulted into less recovery of LPG for Rs 3,021.90 million. 

 Audit is of the view that due to weak monitoring of JV operations, management of GHPL paid 

heavy processing fee of US$ 110 per M. Tons for LPG extraction with a redundant plant which resulted 

in lesser extraction of LPG and loss. 

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated October 21, 2021 stated that in the oil and gas industry, it was very difficult to predict how the 

subsurface wells will perform in terms of decline rates and water encroachment. If the mix of production 

changes, the volume of LPG extracted also changes. In the current case, the LPG Plant could not 

produce more due to the Wobbe Index limitation whereas, payment for gas was based on the actual 

BTUs sold. Reply of the management is not tenable as processing charges were enhanced with a 

commitment of recovery of LPG up to 95% rather it decreased. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed the Ministry to conduct fact finding 

inquiry on the subject matter and submit the reports within two months simultaneously. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1605] 

2.8.1.4.17 Loss due to delay in completion of Mela-Nashpa transmission pipeline & Mela facilities 

– Rs 771.120 million  

 As per Section 7.3 of Field Development Plan dated October 12, 2012 the Central Processing 

Facility (CPF) would be installed at Nashpa field to cater the production of Mela and Nashpa fields. 

The designed capacity of the plant for gas processing would be 100 MMSCFD from Nashpa and Mela 

filed. 

 During audit of GHPL for the FY 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that GHPL was JV 

partner with OGDCL (Operator) in Nashpa Block with 15 % share. On November 16, 2015, OGDCL 

awarded a contract to M/s Hong Kong Huihua (HKH) Global Technology Ltd. for US$ 148 million for 

installation of LPG recovery plant. The work was started in January, 2016 and was to be completed by 

June 10, 2017 but Nashpa plant started LPG production in February, 2018. In order to fetch raw gas of 

Mela field to Nashpa field, OGDCL started laying a 23 Kms separate pipeline along with facilities on 

June 01, 2018 which was to be completed up to May, 2019 but was completed in May 2020. Similarly, 

contract for installation of Mela facilities was awarded to M/s GASCO Engineering on April 15, 2019 

for Rs 653.815 million which was to be completed in eight months from the date of Letter of Credit. 

Due to non-completion of Mela-Nashpa transmission pipeline and Mela facilities simultaneously, there 

occurred a loss of Rs 771.120 million to the national exchequer. 
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 Audit is of the view that due to weak monitoring and management’s oversight, the Operator 

failed to fulfil work obligation and loss occurred.  

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated October 21, 2021 stated that the Mela-Nashpa transmission pipeline project scope was between 

two fields i.e., laying of pipeline from Mela to Nashpa (23 Km away from each other in a challenging 

terrain) in which several stakeholders were involved. The main reasons of delay were Local ROW & 

community issues and delay in change of Point of Delivery for Mela gas from Mela to Nashpa due to 

SNGPL reluctance. Reply of the management is not tenable as weak monitoring of joint operating 

agreement, Mela Gas could not be processed due to non-completion of Nashpa transmission pipeline 

which resulted in loss of LPG. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

stance verified from Audit. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1551] 

2.8.1.4.18 Blockage of revenue and non-Development of Kandra Field since 2004 

According to Rule 43 of Pakistan Petroleum (E&P) Rules 1986, “the lease may be revoked if 

regular, commercial production has not commenced within five years from the grant of the lease. 

Further, according to Rule 5(5)(a) of the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, 

the principles of probity and propriety entails that the assets and resources of the company should not 

be used for private advantage, and that due economy is exercised so as to reduce wastage. 

During audit of GHPL for the FYs 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that GHPL and PEL 

were JV partners in Kandra Field located in Sindh. After successful discovery and subsequent Field 

Development Plan, DG (PC) granted Kandra lease for a period of 25 years w.e.f January 05, 2006. 

However, PEL failed to bring the field on production within five years and requested for a further four 

years extension in lease period. Meanwhile, GHPL increased its share to 25% (post commercial). ECC 

approved low BTU gas (40 MMSCFD of 200 BTU/SCF) from Kandra field for SSGC along with 10 

MMSCFD pipeline quality gas from SSGC’s system at Sukkhur at the disposal of M/s PPIB, who later 

issued Letter of Intent to M/s Kandra Power Company for setting up a 120 MW power plant. However, 

the matter remained unresolved due to difference of opinion between the parties for signing of 

conditional GSA. Although, the lease had expired on January 04, 2011, DG (PC) relaxed application of 

Rule 43 with the condition that PEL would undertake development activities 03 years and 04 months 

in order to start commercial production. However, despite expiry of the extended period, the field could 

not be developed. After detailed discussions and a number of meetings, a further four years extension 

was granted by the DG (PC) w.e.f February 17, 2016 mentioning that the relaxation in Rule, 43 shall in 

no manner, whatsoever, would entitle the Kandra JVPs for any amendment in earlier ECC decision(s) 

relating to allocation of gas etc. No further progress was made to make the field operational. 

Audit is of the view that due to poor planning and management, JVs department of GHPL did 

not make serious efforts to bring the Kandra field on production which resulted in loss of potential 

revenue and risk of revival of field production after the lapse of more than 18 years. 

 The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated October 21, 2021 stated that Kandra field could not be developed due to negative economics and 

commercialization challenges, which are based on low BTU and high contents of CO2 / Nitrogen. 

Previously, efforts are made time and again to utilize this gas and develop the field through supplies to 
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power plant. However, the same could not be materialized due to gas quality challenges and negative 

economics. Reply is not tenable as management failed to pursue the Operator to develop Kandra field 

and loss of potential revenue besides taking serious efforts to start the commercial production from 

field. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 21, 2022 directed the management to take up the matter 

with Ministry for non-development of Kandra field. 

Audit recommends to justify the position besides strengthening the internal controls. 

[DP No. 1714] 

Receivables Management 

2.8.1.4.19 Non-recovery of loan with interest from borrowers –  

Rs 5,179.86 million 

 GHPL entered into loan agreements with PLTL / PLL on December 11, 2015and with ISGS on 

September 09, 2018 (read with amendments to loan agreements) in the light of ECC decisions dated 

November 25, 2015 & December 15, 2016 respectively. The agreements mandated the Lender (GHPL) 

being the parent company of the Borrowers (PLTL/PLL/ISGS) to fund all its expenditure, excluding all 

Government investments which shall be routed to GHPL, on the Government mandated Projects being 

undertaken by the borrower. Further, as per relevant clauses of the agreements, the borrower shall pay 

interest on the principal amount of the loan during the loan period at the rates given in the agreements 

payable in accordance with the schedule of payments. 

 During audit of GHPL for the FY 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that GHPL granted loans 

to PLTL, PLL and ISGS for specific periods and on certain terms and conditions. However, on expiry 

of the loan period(s) there was an amount of Rs 5,179.86 million recoverable from the borrowers as 

detailed below: 

    (Rs in millions) 

Sr. 

No. 
Borrower Amount 

1 PLTL 43.559 

2 ISGS 270.302 

3 PLL 4,866 

Total 5,179.861 

 Audit is of the view that poor receivable management resulted in non-recovery of outstanding 

amount of Rs 5179.861 million from the borrowers. 

The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated October 21, 2021 stated that the entire amount of Rs 1.6 billion from ISGS had been recovered 

and amount of loan from PLTL & PLL was being recovered in instalments. Audit contended that the 

amount involved was required to be recovered as per loan agreements which was not done. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed the management to get the stated 

stance verified from Audit besides pursuance of balance amount. 

 Audit recommends to get the recovered amount verified besides recovery of balance amount 

with leviable interest. 
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[DP No. 1571] 

Others 

2.8.1.4.20 Violation of Cabinet decision resulting in irregular amendment in the organizational 

structure  

 According to Clause (i) Annexure-IV of the Cabinet’s decision in case No. 68/6/97 dated 

January, 1997, the holding company should be incorporated as a private Ltd. company rather than as a 

Public Ltd. company, enabling it to function with minimum number of staff and Directors. This will 

reduce compliance of requirement of filling returns to the concerned Registrar saving in expenditure. 

Further, according to Clause (iii) of the Annexure ibid, Member of BoD, possessing high professional 

competencies, appointed for a fixed tenure, should be given job security, the composition of the Board 

is proposed as under: 

i. Managing Director; He should be appointed for a term of three years; 

ii. Director Finance and Administration; and 

iii. Director Technical. 

 The base for removal of Director should be the same as stated for the Managing Director. 

Furthermore, according to Clause (vii) of the Annexure ibid, the organizational chart (Appendix-I) of 

the company brings out clearly the line of command for the various functional positions of the company. 

Services Rules covering appointment and promotion procedures should be in place before making the 

position operative. 

 During audit of GHPL for the FY 2018-19 to 2020-21, it was observed that a summary was 

submitted to Cabinet for establishment of Government owned holding company with limited functions 

and a small number of Directors. The Cabinet approved those posts of Director (Technical) and Director 

Finance & Admin Personnel, highly trained in their respective disciplines. However, Organogram of 

GHPL revealed that above posts did not exist in it and Organogram adopted by the Company differed 

from that one duly approved by the Cabinet. The overall existing sanctioned strength of the company 

consisted of 121 officers / officials out of which 38 related to technical department including 19 vacant 

posts.  

 Audit is of the view that violation of Cabinet’s decision resulted in altered structure consisting 

of less members of technical employees which hampered the functioning of the Company. 

 The matter was reported to the management in August, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated October 21, 2021 stated that there is no violation of cabinet decision. All of the hiring was under 

the approved organogram whereas, all the previous / existing Boards were / are approved by the Federal 

cabinet. Audit contended that the existing organogram was not in accordance with that one approved 

by the Cabinet.  

The DAC in its meeting held on January 4, 2022 directed the management to provide the 

summary of establishment of GHPL, framework of GoP holding company along with all the relevant 

record to audit for verification within two weeks. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1601] 
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2.8.2         Pakistan Mineral Development Corporation (Pvt.) Ltd. 

2.8.2.1(A) Introduction 

Pakistan Mineral Development Corporation (Pvt.) Limited (PMDC) was established in 1974. 

PMDC is the only federal entity engaged in prospecting, exploration, evaluation, mining, and marketing 

of minerals in the country. PMDC gets exploration licenses and mining leases from the respective 

Provincial Governments. It undertakes all activities, from prospecting to the marketing of the minerals, 

in competition with other public and private sector mining companies. The assets of West Pakistan 

Industrial Development Corporation of Pakistan and following companies were transferred to PMDC 

vide production division’s letter No. Admn-1(23)/74.  

 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Company 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Company 

1 Makerwal Colliories Ltd. Makerwal 8 

Deve1opment of Central block Sor 

Range 

2 
Rock Salt Quarries Bahaderkhel & 

Karak 
9 

Development of Degari Coal Mines 

3 Salt Mines Khewra 10 
Salt Mines Warcha 

4 Salt Mines Kalabagh 11 
Rock Salt Quarries Jatta 

5 
Development of Sharigh coal Mines, 

Sharigh 
12 

Exploration & Development of 

Ruby Deposits in Hunza Area, 

Gilgit Agency 

6 
Mineral development program, 

Punjab 
13 

Mineral development program, 

N.W.F.P 

7 Mineral development program Sindh  
 

(B) Comments on Audited Accounts 

The financial statement of the company for the year 2020-21 has not been finalized by the 

management. 

2.8.2.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

Audit observations amounting to Rs 795.868 million were raised in this report during the 

current audit of PMDC. This amount also includes recoverable amount of Rs 615.606 million as pointed 

out by the Audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 
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Over view of Audit Observations 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Classification Amount 

1 Irregularities - 

A Contract Management 495.278 

B Frauds 161.432 

C Receivables Management 70.003 

D Project Management 16.917 

F Poor Assets Management 12.275 

E Human Resource Management 16.615 

2 Others 23.348 

2.8.2.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

 Overall compliance of PAC directives was not satisfactory which needs to be improved. 

Audit Year 
Total 

Directives 

Compliance 

Reported 

Compliance 

Awaited 

% age of 

Compliance 

2006-07 05 04 01 80 

2009-10 01 0 01 - 

2010-11 10 10 0 100 

2011-12 15 5 10 33 

2012-13 04 01 03 25 

2013-14 05 04 01 80 

2014-15 14 03 11 21 

2015-16 08 01 07 12 

2016-17 09 07 02 77 

2017-18 06 04 02 67 

2018-19 14 01 13 07 

2019-20 0 0 0 0 

2020-21 0 0 0 0 

Total 91 40 51 44 
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2.8.2.4  AUDIT FINDINGS 

Contract Management 

2.8.2.4.1 Non-realization of profit-sharing amount from the contractor –  

Rs 495.278 million 

According to Clause 5.1 of the agreement executed between PMDC and M/s MCC Resource 

Development Limited (MRDL), the final profit accruing from the project shall be appropriated between 

MRDL and PMDC in the ratio of 80:20. Further, according to Para 15.3 of the agreement ibid, an 

independent firm of chartered accountants will be selected for auditing the project. The firm will be 

selected in consultation with PMDC. 

During audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the annual audited accounts of 

MRDL depicted Rs 495.278 million  

(US$ 3,084,880) as the profit-sharing amount payable to PMDC. However, the management did not 

claim that amount from MRDL which resulted in non-realization of Rs 495.278 million. Further, MRDL 

did not consult PMDC in selection of audit firm thus the authenticity of profit-sharing could not be 

determined but the management did not take up the matter with the contractor.  

Audit is of the view that the weak contract management resulted in non-recovery of profit 

sharing amounting to Rs 495.278 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 12, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 24, 2021 stated that the profit had been recorded in the financial statement of PMDC 

for the FY 2020-21. The matter regarding payment of profit share had been taken up with MRDL’s 

management and remittance procedure was being settled. The amount would be received in near future. 

The matter of appointment of statutory auditors of MRDL in consultation with PMDC was also being 

pursued as per agreement. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 08, 2021 directed to expedite the recovery and share 

the outcome with Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to recover the profit-sharing amount from the contractor besides 

authenticating the record of the project for determining the profit. 

[DP No. 1464] 

 

Frauds 

2.8.2.4.2 Loss due to cash embezzlement - Rs 58.068 million 

According to Para 1 (ii & iv), Section II of Chapter III of Accounting Procedure of Accounting 

Manual for Projects & Companies of West Pakistan Industrial Development (adopted), the corporation 

accountant in charge should entrust the writing of the main cash book to an Assistant other than the 

Cashier. He should ensure that no member of accounts staff other than cashier is allowed to receive 

cash on behalf of the Project/Company and all receipts are deposited in the Bank.  

During the audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Assistant Manager 

(Accounts) at Lakhra Coal Mining Project entered various fake journal vouchers in computerized cash 

book. The entries were made to reconcile the computerized cash book with the bank statement by 

fraudulent means whereas the cash was never deposited in the bank. One such voucher No. 99 was 

found edited nineteen times. This embezzlement by the officer resulted in loss of Rs 58.068 million. 
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Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in embezzlement of cash causing loss 

of Rs 58.068 million to the company.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 12, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 24, 2021 stated that PMDC had now set up an internal control system as per legal 

requirement under the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013. After due 

inquiry, PMDC fixed responsibility for the embezzlement in question and suspended the main accused 

Mr. Niaz Akhter due to involvement of huge amount, the case was referred to National Accountability 

Bureau (NAB), which later on referred the matter to Federal Investigation Agency (FIA) Crime Circle, 

Hyderabad and now the case is under trial at Anti-Corruption Court, Hyderabad. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 08, 2021 directed to place the matter before the BoD 

for stoppage of cash handling forthwith besides pursuance of case with FIA. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1466] 

2.8.2.4.3 Loss of revenue due to fraudulent means - Rs 55.582 million 

According to Section 153 (1) & 229 of the Punjab Mining Concession Rules, 2002, a licensee 

or a lessee shall keep, in the form prescribed by the Licensing Authority, complete record at the mine 

premises, showing the quantity of the minerals obtained and dispatched from the mines on the 

authenticated register issued by it or its authorized representative. The minerals excavated from any 

licensed or leased area shall be dispatched from the area on the prescribed dispatch slips duly 

authenticated by the Licensing Authority or its authorized representative. 

During audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the clerks at Warcha Mine 

recorded short measurement/ inferior quality of salt on sales register compared to quantity and quality 

mentioned in MD-8 (salt dispatch slips). Further, inward gate passes of rejected industrial quality salt 

were also not available on record. With this, undue benefit was extended to the vendor by recording 

inferior quality and less quantity of salt causing loss of Rs 55.582 million. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in fraudulent practices in the company 

causing loss of Rs 55.582 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 12, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 24, 2021 stated that under the direction of PMDC Board of Directors and its Audit 

Committee, the Chief Internal Auditor carried out verification of MD-8 dispatch slips and sales record 

for the last five years (July 01, 2015 to June 30, 2020) at Warcha Salt Mines. As per recommendations 

of Chief Internal Auditor, further action for fixing responsibility was under process.  

The DAC in its meeting held on December 08, 2021 directed to finalize the internal inquiry 

within three months.  

Audit recommends to fix responsibility besides recovering the pointed-out amount.  

[DP No. 1467] 
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2.8.2.4.4 Loss of revenue due to misplacement of tickets books -  

Rs 42.195 million 

According to Section-IV of Chapter-V of the Accounting Procedure of Accounting Manual for 

Projects & Companies of West Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation(adopted), stores item 

receiving, issuance, either on loan or permanent basis, its return and closing balance will be recorded 

on bin card.  

During audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management issued 8,008 

printed ticket books to the management of Khewra Tourist Resort. Out of these, 7,569 ticket books were 

returned to the store as per bin card whereas 51 ticket books were lying at resort museum. The balance 

of unused 388 ticket books were neither available at store / museum nor its sale revenue amounting to 

Rs 28.304 million was deposited. Further, 111 ticket books worth Rs 13.891 million were received by 

store keeper but the same were neither issued to the resort nor their sale revenue deposited in company 

accounts. This misplacement / illegal sale of printed tickets resulted in loss of revenue of Rs 42.195 

million. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in misplacement / illegal sale of tickets 

resulted in loss of Rs 42.195 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in October 12, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 24, 2021 stated that a committee comprising three officers was constituted at Head 

Office to investigate the matter. The Committee in its report fixed the responsibility on the person(s) at 

fault. Afterwards, an authorized officer was appointed on the subject matter who submitted report 

recently and decision of competent authority was in process.  

The DAC in its meeting held on December 08, 2021 directed to share the inquiry report with 

Audit within three days. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1468] 

 

2.8.2.4.5 Loss due to pilferage of salt stock - Rs 5.587 million 

According to Para 3 (vi) & (vii) of Section X of the Accounting Manual for Projects & 

Companies of West Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation (adopted), read with Para 3 of Section 

VIII of ibid, discrepancies in inventory due to pilferage or theft should be fully explained and the 

responsibility for shortages be fixed. 

During audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that during stock-taking of salt at 

Warcha Salt Mines on October 29, 2018, a shortage of 5,212 tons of salt was pointed out. Fact-finding 

committee was constituted which also endorsed the shortage of stock. This resulted in a loss of Rs 5.587 

million (Salt 5,212 tons X @ Rs 1,072 per metric tons as average sale proceeds of Koryan Salt). 

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in pilferage of salt stock amounting to 

Rs 5.587 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in October 12, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 24, 2021 stated that a detailed inquiry was conducted by the company and recovery 

from the concerned officers/staff was in progress. Recovery amounting to Rs 550,000 had been made 

till date. 
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The DAC in its meeting held on December 08, 2021 directed to get the stated stance verified 

from Audit and pursue the recovery of balance amount. No further progress was reported till finalization 

of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1480] 

Receivables Management 

2.8.2.4.6 Un-authorized grant of loan and advance to default contractor –  

Rs 36.094 million 

According to Para 4 & 8 of the Coal Raising Agreement, the raising contractor shall bear the 

entries cost relating to excavation etc., and the sale of coal in such a manner that on sale of coal, a net 

margin of Rs 400 per ton is paid to PMDC. The raising contractor will weigh both empty trucks and 

loaded trucks on the weighbridge of PMDC and duly record in a register for effecting recovery of the 

due amount in the first week of the preceding month. 

During audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management of PMDC 

signed an agreement with Haji Abdul Razik, already a PMDC raising contractor of mines at Lease No. 

192, to supply coal to CFPP Khushab in August, 2018. The contractor requested the management of 

PMDC for an advance to accelerate the development and excavation of coal from the said mine to meet 

the CFPP Khushab coal requirements. The contractor was already in default for payment of net margin 

but the management sanctioned him a loan of Rs 30 million by converting the receivable of Rs 24 

million as a loan and paying the balance amount of 6 million in cash despite absence of provision for 

advance loan to the contractor. Later, the contractor neither returned the loan along with interest which 

stood to Rs 38.648 million nor paid the net margin of Rs 6.094 million due as on 30.06.2021. This 

resulted in non-recovery of advances along with interest and net margin of Rs 44.742 million. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulting in authorization of inadmissible 

advance and receivable of net margin. 

The matter was reported to the management in October 12, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 24, 2021 stated that an amount of  

Rs 15.142 million had already been recovered till date. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 08, 2021 directed to get the recovered amount 

verified from Audit and expedite the recovery of balance amount. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1469] 

2.8.2.4.7 Non-imposition of penalty on raising contractor for non-achievement of target - 

Rs 21.955 million 

According to Clause 3.5 read with Clause 31 of the salt raising agreements between 

raising contractor and PMDC, the annual target will be mutually fixed by the project manager 

in consultation with raising contractor, and penalty on account of short production will be 

imposed @ Rs 25 per ton on the quantity short produced. 
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During audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the Project Manager, Khewra, 

agreed on annual targets with raising contractor for extraction of salt from the mines. However, upon 

failure of the contractor, the Project Manager failed to impose penalty on the quantity short produced. 

This resulted in a non-imposition of penalty amounting to Rs 21.955 million. 

Audit is of the view that weak financial controls resulted in non-imposition of penalty of Rs 

21.955 million on the contractor.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 12, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 24, 2021 stated that the matter would be examined and decided in the light of 

provisions of the agreement and applicable law. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 08, 2021 directed to pursue the matter with 

contractor. No further action was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to recover the amount pointed out besides improving financial controls. 

[DP No. 1479] 

2.8.2.4.8 Non-recovery of receivables from raising contractors –  

Rs 6.410 million 

 According to Para 4 & 8 of the Coal Raising Agreement, the raising contractor shall bear the 

entire cost relating to excavation etc., and the sale of coal in such a manner that on sale of coal, a net 

margin at agreed rates is paid to PMDC. The raising contractor will weigh both empty trucks and loaded 

trucks on the weighbridge of PMDC and duly record in a register for effecting recovery of the due 

amount in the first week of the preceding month. 

 During audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management of PMDC 

entered into agreements with three the raising contractors for excavation of coal from SOR-Range Deep 

area. The raising contractors excavated coal without payment of net margin to PMDC. However, 

previous outstanding liability of net margin was paid by the raising contractors at belated stage. This 

resulted in non-realization of receivables from the raising contractors amounting to Rs 6.410 million. 

 Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulting non-realization of receivables. 

 The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 13, 2022 stated that the amount of  

Rs 2.582 million had been recovered and efforts were being made for recovery of remaining amount. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on January 21, 2022 directed the management to get the recovered 

amount verified from Audit and pursue the recovery of remaining amount. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1704] 

2.8.2.4.9 Non-recovery of net margin from the raising contractors –  

Rs 5.544 million 

According to Para 4 & 8 of the Coal Raising Agreement, the raising contractor shall 

bear the entries cost relating to excavation etc., and the sale of coal in such a manner that on 

sale of coal, a net margin of Rs 400 per ton is paid to the PMDC. The Raising Contractor will 

weigh both empty trucks and loaded trucks on the weighbridge of PMDC and duly record in a 

register for effecting recovery of the due amount in the first week of the preceding month. 
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During audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management did not 

recover net margin of Rs 5.544 million from the three raising contractors at Lakhra Coal Mines. The 

amount remained recoverable despite the fact that PMDC had already lost Lakhra Coal Development 

lease and the case was pending before the apex court for review. Management did not make any effort 

to recover the outstanding amount. This resulted in non-recovery of net margin of Rs 5.544 million. 

Audit is of the view that poor receivable management resulted in non-recovery of net margin 

of Rs 5.544 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 12, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 24, 2021 stated that in order to recover the amount, several notices were issued to all 

these contractors but no response had been received from these contractors as due to closure of Lakhra 

Coal Project Operations, some of the contractors had left the area. However, the recovery would be 

pursued through legal recourse as advised by the Audit. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 08, 2021 directed to pursue the recovery at the 

earliest besides considering legal action against the contractors concerned. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1472] 

Project Management 

2.8.2.4.10 Loss due to commission of malpractices - Rs 16.917 million 

According to office orders bearing No. C.NO.SWM/M.NO.47 /Jansuukh /3610 and 

C.NO.SWM/M.NO.49/Jansuukh/4205, Mines 47 and 49 were allotted to Mr. Rahat Iqbal and Mr. 

Shahid Iqbal respectively under the new investor policy for the excavation of salt for five years.  

During audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the contractors of Mine 47 and 

Mine 49 in Jansuukh Warcha Salt Mines submitted applications dated nil and 08.08.2015 respectively, 

for fixation of excavation rates under the new policy. For Mine 47, the inspection committee 

recommended a cumulative rate of Rs 273 per M. Tons (incentive rate of Rs 75/M. Tons besides 

provision of a base rate of Rs 198/M. Tons). The rate was approved after the committee acknowledged 

that the contractor had developed 500 feet approach road and prepared a mine-mouth by digging a 

trench of 150 feet. Moreover, the Project Manager in letter dated July 7, 2017, admitted development 

of a tunnel up to 235 feet in length. However, after payment of Rs 8.55 million, it was observed that 

instead of development of new drivage for mine old mine-mouth of Mine 34 was rehabilitated to get 

benefits under the new investor policy. Similarly, rehabilitation was carried out to obtain an undue 

extension of the lease period for Mine 34 which expired on May 31, 2020. For Mine 49, the inspection 

committee recommended a cumulative rate of Rs 220 per M. Tons (incentive rate of Rs 75/M. Tons 

besides provision of a base rate of Rs 145/M. Tons). However, the area of Mine 08 was illegally 

included in Mine 49 to provide undue benefit to the contractor. Fraudulent practices in fixation of 

excavation rates resulted in a loss of Rs 16.917 million. 

Audit is of the view that malpractices in project management resulted in fraudulent fixation of 

excavation rates causing loss of Rs 16.917 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 12, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 24, 2021 stated that recovery letters were issued to the persons involved (contractors). 

As per provisions of the contract, on applications by the contractors, the case was referred to the PMDC 
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Board of Directors for Arbitration. Moreover, the case had also been taken up by FIA Crime Circle, 

Sargodha which was under investigation. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 08, 2021 directed to pursue the case with FIA. No 

further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to inquire the matter and fix responsibility besides recovering the amount 

pointed out and improving internal controls. 

[DP No. 1470] 

Poor Assets Management 

2.8.2.4.11 Non-recognition of land and non-recovery of cost of land -  

Rs 12.275 million  

 According to the MPNR letter No. DGM-11(1)/95 dated December 10, 1995, the land of 

GEMCP at Ferozwala District Sheikhupura, measuring 300 Kanals and 17 Marlas, was handed over to 

PMDC. Further, according to IFRS 8, “comparative figures will be restated if prior period errors or 

omissions from, and misstatements in, the entity’s financial statements for one or more prior periods 

arising from a failure to use, or misuse of, reliable information that: (a) was available when financial 

statements for those periods were authorized for issue, and (b) could reasonably be expected to have 

been obtained and taken into account in the preparation and presentation of those financial statements”. 

During audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that 300 Kanals and 17 Marlas of 

land situated at Mauza Gallo, Tehsil Ferozwala, District Sheikhupura was transferred to PMDC, from 

the Gemstone Corporation of Pakistan (GCP) in 1996. However, the management of PMDC did not 

recognize the land as an asset in its books of accounts nor took possession of the same. Later, Punjab 

Irrigation & Drainage Authority acquired 43 Kanals and 9 Marlas of that land for widening of Daig 

Nullah (western side) but no payment was made to PMDC. This resulted in non-recovery of Rs 12.275 

million (Rs 2.260 million arbitrary value set by PMDC X 43K9M) from the PIDA.  

Audit is of the view that negligence of the management resulted in non-recognition of the 

company asset causing non-recovery of Rs 12.275 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 12, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 24, 2021 stated that during the finalization of financial statements for the FY 2020-21, 

the land in question measuring 300 Kanals and 17 Marlas had been recognized as an asset valuing  

Rs 17.035 million (historical cost). 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 08, 2021 directed the PAO to expedite the recovery 

of cost of land from PIDA and take up the matter with District Administration for demarcation of land. 

No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to provide audited financial statements and implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP No. 1471] 

Human Resource Management 

2.8.2.4.12 Non-recovery of inadmissible payment of four special increments and charges for 

usage of non-entitled car – Rs 7.657 million 

 According to the Sub-Rule 8(b)(I & ii) of PMDC Employees Service Rules, 2012, in case of 

outstanding performance of an employee below the rank of Deputy General Manager whose 
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performance has caused substantial financial benefit to PMDC, the Chief Executive, on 

recommendations of the Head of Project / Department, may grant one or more special increments in the 

basic pay scale provided that no more than two increments shall be granted in five years period. All 

such increments granted shall be brought to the notice of the Board with full justification in its meeting 

held immediately thereafter. 

During audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, Ex-General Manager (A&E) was granted four 

special increments which resulted in inadmissible payment of Rs 2.891 million. The officer used 

chauffer driven car beyond entitlement of  

Rs 4.766 million. The Board of Directors in its 171st meeting, held on October 26, 2018, resolved to the 

exempt recovery of Rs 3.961 million and directed to recover Rs 0.805 million out of Rs 4.766 million 

which was still pending. This resulted in non-recovery of inadmissible payment of four special 

increments and charges for usage of non-entitled car amounting to Rs 7.657 million. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in excess payment of pay and 

allowances and usage of non-entitled car to the tune of  

Rs 7.657 million.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 12, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 24, 2021 stated that PMDC filed a recovery suit which is sub-judice in the Civil Court, 

Islamabad.  

The DAC in its meeting held in December 08, 2021 directed the management to pursue the case 

in the court of law vigorously. No further action was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to pursue the court case besides improving internal controls. 

[DP No. 1478] 

2.8.2.4.13 Illegal promotion of officers – Rs 4.09 million 

According to approved staff standards read with partial modification of service limits for 

promotion of PMDC officers vide letter dated 12.11.2001, minimum service limits for promotion of 

PMDC officers to the next higher posts is prescribed as follows: 

Sr. No. Category Service Limits 

1 Deputy Manager 5 years as Assistant Manager 

2 Manager 7 years as Deputy Manager (Total 12 years) 

3 Deputy General Manager 5 years as Manager (Total 17 Years) 

4 General Manager 5 years as Deputy General Manager (total 22 years) 

During audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that while promoting officers, the 

Departmental Promotion Committees ignored the criteria of incumbency period. Owing to irregular 

promotions excess amount of  

Rs 24.090 million on pay & allowances was paid granted to two officers.  

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in undue favour to the employee in 

grant of promotion.  

The matter was reported to the management in October 12, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 24, 2021 stated that calculation of service period was done as per OM No. PMDC/EST-
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11 dated November 12, 2001 in conjunction with 3rd proviso of Rule 8-A of the Civil Servants 

(Appointment, Promotion and Transfer) Rules, 1973-SI.157 of Esta-Code. In this proviso, it has been 

mentioned that where first appointment of a person was made to Government Servant in BPS-16 one 

half of service in the BPS-16 and one fourth in BPS-15 and below may be counted as service in Grade-

17 for computing length of service for the purpose of promotion. 

The DAC in its meeting held on December 08, 2021 directed the PAO to get the stated stance 

verified from Audit within 15 days. No further action was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to inquire the matter and fix responsibility besides improving internal 

controls. 

[DP No. 1473] 

2.8.2.4.14 Excess payment on account of salary due to in-admissible adjustment / fixation 

of running basic pay – Rs 1.913 million 

PMDC BoD, in its 175th meeting held on January 23, 2019, allowed an increase of 10% in the 

running basic pay of PMDC regular officers / supervisors w.e.f July 01, 2018. The same was also 

applicable to newly appointed officers / supervisors from the date of joining their duties.  

During audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management fixed the pay 

of the officers / staff in the next above stage. The allowance was to be given as a special / ad-hoc 

allowance and no re-fixation was required. The re-fixation caused an increase of up to 14.43% instead 

of admissible increase of 10%. Further, allied allowances like house rent allowance, utility allowance 

etc. were also increased. This resulted in inadmissible payment of pay and allowances amounting to Rs 

1.913 million. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulting in excess payment of pay & allowances 

amounting to Rs 1.913 million. 

The matter was reported to management in October 12, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 24, 2021 stated that working paper for 15% increase in the pay of officers and 

supervisors along with detailed financial impact of 17% including House Rent and Utility allowances 

was approved by BoD in its 175th meeting. Further Board specifically approved the increase in the pay 

of new entrants from the date of their joining.  

The DAC in its meeting held on December 08, 2021 directed to present the audit observation 

before BoD for consideration. No further action was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends recovering the amount pointed out and re-fixing / adjusting running basic 

pay of employees. 

[DP No. 1481] 

2.8.2.4.15 Inadmissible payment of Additional Charge Allowance / Special increment - Rs 

2.955 million 

According to the PMDC Establishment Office Notification No. PMDC/EST-22/5196 dated 

November 01, 2016, special pay on current charge / additional charge of identical post shall be 20 % of 

basic pay subject a maximum of Rs 12,000 per month and special pay on current charge / additional 

charge of non-identical post shall be 10% of basic pay subject to subject to a maximum of Rs 12,000 

per month. Further, according to Sl. No. 123 of the Establishment Code, Additional Charge 

appointments should be made as a temporary measure and should not ordinarily be made for more than 
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six months. Further, as per Sl. No. 125, immediately on the expiry of six months of the full additional 

charge of the particular vacant post, the post shall be treated as having been abolished and its duties 

automatically becoming part of the normal duties of the other existing posts 

During the audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management allowed 

the additional charge to officers for duration more than three months without requisite approval and in 

disregard to rules. In other case Special increment was granted to Chief Internal Auditor in violation of 

contracted lumpsum payment. This resulted in grant of irregular additional charge / Special increment 

amounting to Rs 2.955 million. 

Audit is of the view that ineffective HR management resulted in inadmissible payment 

amounting to Rs 2.955 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in October and December, 2021. The management 

in its reply dated January 13, 2022 stated that PMDC Board was competent authority to take decisions 

without the requirement of taking approval from the Government. Further, PMDC Board approved the 

annual increment of 10% to Chief Internal Auditor on the recommendation of Audit Committee. The 

reply is not tenable as Government rules are applicable where PMDC HR Rules are silent and Chief 

Internal Auditor was appointed on lumpsum payment as per contract. Therefore, salary of the 

contractual employee could not be increased during the tenure of the contract.  

The DAC in its meetings held on December 08, 2021 and January 21, 2022 directed the 

management to get the stated stance verified from Audit and directed the management to recovered the 

amount. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC.  

[DP Nos. 1482 & 1702] 

2.8.2.4.16 Non-verification of degrees of officers / officials  

According to Establishment Division’s D.O.No.6 (28)2011-DG-II, dated March 08, 2011, the 

Secretary and the Head of the Department /Organization will take measures to authenticate the 

degree/certificate of employees of all Federal organizations/autonomous bodies and corporations. The 

degrees will be authenticated to ensure the genuineness of the degree/other documents required for 

induction into the respective posts. 

During audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management of PMDC did 

not get the degrees/certificates of their employees verified from the concerned Boards / Universities / 

HEC in violation of the instructions of the Establishment Division. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal controls resulted in non-verification of degrees / 

certificates of officers / officials. 

The matter was reported to the management in October 12, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated November 24, 2021 stated that verification of the degree / certificate of officers working in BPS-

17 to BPS-20 has been started. Degrees/certificates of 78 officers were verified, out of which 37 officers 

are still in PMDC service. However, verification process of degrees / certificates of remaining officers 

and officials will be completed on priority basis. 

The DAC in its meeting held in December 08, 2021 directed the PAO to get the stated stance 

verified from Audit. No further action was reported till finalization of this report. 
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Audit recommends to get the degrees / certificates verified from the concerned institutions 

besides improving internal controls.  

[DP No. 1476] 

Others 

2.8.2.4.17 Non-payment of Sales Tax on coal consumed internally -  

Rs 23.348 million 

According to Section 3 of the Sales Tax Act, 1990 there shall be charged, levied and paid a 

tax known as Sales Tax at the rate of seventeen percent of the value of taxable supplies made by a 

registered person in the course or furtherance of any taxable activity carried on by him.  

During audit of PMDC for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that from 2013 to 2021, the 

management of PMDC provided 14,883 M.Tons of coal to its employees serving in Quetta, Degari, 

Sharigh, & SOR-Range Project. The coal, valuing Rs 137.344 million was supplied for heating, lighting 

& cooking purpose. However, no corresponding Sales Tax was charged. This resulted in non-payment 

of Sales Tax amounting to Rs 23.348 million. 

 Audit is of the view that weak financial controls resulted in non-payment of Sales Tax 

on coal consumed internally amounting Rs 23.348 million. 

The matter was reported to the management in December, 2021. The management in its reply 

dated January 13, 2022 stated that the matter of Sales Tax on supply of coal to employees / labour for 

internal consumption was  

sub-judice before Commissioner Appeals, Islamabad. 

The DAC in its meeting held on January 21, 2021 directed the management to pursue the case 

with Commissioner Appeals, Islamabad. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

 [DP No. 1705] 
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2.8.3 PARCO 

2.8.3.1  Non-production of Record 

 As per Section 14(2) of the Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions 

of Service) Ordinance, 2001, the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete form 

as possible and with all reasonable expedition. Further the Public Accounts Committee directives, 

issued vide OM No. F-10(1)/2000/2004-PAC dated June 3, 2004 requires all PAOs Ministry / Divisions 

to make available all information/record to Audit as and when required by them, otherwise disciplinary 

action will be initiated against person(s) responsible for the delay under Section 14(2) of the Auditor 

General’s Ordinance No. XXIII of 2001. Further, Honourable Supreme Court of Pakistan has ruled in 

the CMAs 3330, 3471, 3594/13 in constitutional petition No. 105/12 dated July 08, 2013 that “it would 

be for the AGP to ensure the audit of each rupee spent from Consolidated Fund and Public Accounts, 

without exception”. 

In compliance of AGP office letter No. CAE/Non-Prod. Of Record/Vol-II/629 dated 

December 27, 2021, Directorate of PNR issued a letter bearing No. 584–Coord/DGAPNR/11-2018-

Vol-II dated January 02, 2022 to PARCO to provide the auditable record for the FY 2020-21. However, 

PARCO, vide its letter No. 2535 dated January 12, 2022, denied access to Audit of its record stating 

that “PARCO is an independent legal entity and as result of distinct legal status, is neither a Division, 

Department nor office of the Federal Government, nor it is a Public sector company nor is a 

corporation, or Authority which has been established by a statute”. 

Audit is of the view that non-production of record is violation of Section 14(2) of the Auditor 

General’s Ordinance, 2001 and the explicit ruling of the apex court. 

The matter was reported to the management in January, 2022. No further progress was received 

till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends the Petroleum Division to take up the matter with PARCO to ensure 

provision of requisite record at the earliest. 

[DP No. 1759]
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Chapter-3 

Cabinet Division 

3.1       Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority 

3.1.1(A) Introduction 

Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority Ordinance was promulgated in 2002 which replaced Natural 

Gas Regulatory Authority Ordinance, 2000. The Ordinance provided for the establishment of Oil and 

Gas Regulatory Authority (OGRA) with the objective to foster competition, increase private investment 

and ownership in the midstream (storage & carrying) and downstream (storage & distribution) 

petroleum and gas industry of Pakistan, protect the public interest while respecting individual rights and 

to provide effective and efficient regulations for related matters. Authority comprises of Chairman and 

three Members viz; Member (Gas), Member (Finance) and Member (Oil). They can serve for maximum 

two terms subject to retirement on attaining the age of 65 years. Authority has the exclusive power to 

grant licenses for regulated activities with regard to Natural Gas, Compressed Natural Gas (CNG), 

Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG), Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and Oil sectors. 

Audit profile of OGRA under Cabinet Division is as under:  

(Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

No. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

Audited 

FY 2020-21 

Revenue / 

Receipts Audited 

FY 2020-21 

1 Cabinet Division (OGRA) 1 1 1,123.784 1,601.192 

(B)         Comments on Audited Accounts  

The Authority did not provide its financial statements for the  

FY 2020-21. 

 

 

3.1.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

Audit observations amounting to Rs 2,426.555 million were raised in this report during the 

current audit of OGRA. This amount also includes recoverable amount of Rs 267.492 million as pointed 

out by Audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Overview of Audit Observations 

          (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Classification Amount 

1 Non-Production of Record (1 para) - 

2 Irregularities - 
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A Defective Financial Management 2,277.730 

B Violation of Rules / Regulations  148.825 

3.1.3 Compliance of PAC Directives 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The overall compliance of the PAC directives was very poor and required immediate attention 

of PAO. 

Audit Year 
Total 

Directives 

Compliance 

Reported 

Compliance 

Awaited 

% age of 

Compliance 

2006-07 06 04 02 67 

2009-10 01 01 0 100 

2010-11 07 0 07 - 

2011-12 01 0 01 - 

2012-13 05 0 05 - 

2013-14 14 12 02 86 

2014-15 20 06 14 30 

2015-16 04 0 04 - 

2016-17 04 0 04 - 

2017-18 21 11 10 52 

Total 83 34 49 41 
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3.1.4 AUDIT FINDINGS 

3.1.4.1 Non-production of record  

Section 14(2) of the Auditor General’s (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions 

of Service) Ordinance, 2001 states that the officer in-charge of any office or department shall 

afford all facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for 

information in as complete form as possible and with all reasonable expedition. PAC in its 

meeting held on August 10, 2020, directed the Cabinet Division to provide all record relating 

to regulatory functions of OGRA to Audit. 

During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that OGRA did not provide 

complete record relating to regulatory functions despite PAC directives dated August 10, 2020 

followed by its circulation by Cabinet Division. The record was requisitioned vide this office 

memos vide No. 01–FAT -I/01-2021/Misc. dated September 20, 2021, No. 03–FAT -I/01-

2021/Misc. dated September 23, 2021, No. 06–FAT -I/01-2021 Misc. dated September 24, 

2021 and No. 08–FAT VI/01-2021/Misc. dated September 28, 2021, but OGRA  denied access 

to Audit of its record.    

Audit is of the view that non-production of record was violation of Section 14(2) of the 

Auditor General’s Ordinance, 2001 and the directives of PAC. 

The matter was reported to the Authority in January, 2022. OGRA maintained that the 

audit of the functions of the regulatory Authority was beyond the domain of Auditor General 

of Pakistan. The departmental stance being violative of the constitutional provisions, 

enactments made there-under and directions of the PAC is not tenable. Therefore, the matter 

was taken up with the Cabinet Division by the Auditor General of Pakistan. Cabinet Division 

took up the matter with the Federal Cabinet and a committee was constituted under the 

convenorship of  Minister for Finance and Revenue for further course of action, outcome of 

which was still awaited. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 pended the para till finalization of 

the matter. 

Audit recommends to explain reasons for disregarding the constitutional provisions 

besides providing requisite record to audit. 
[DP No. 1492] 

Defective Financial Management 

3.1.4.2 Unauthorized investment of surplus receipts of Rs 1,290.330 million and non-deposit 

of surplus receipts of Rs 577.633 million 

According to Section 17 of OGRA Ordinance, 2002 as amended vide Finance Act, 2012, all 

surplus of receipts over the actual expenditure in a year, after payment of tax, shall be remitted to the 

Federal Consolidated Fund. Further, as per the amendment made by Federal Government to Section 17 

of OGRA Ordinance, 2002 through Section 17 of Finance Act 2012, all surplus of receipts over the 

actual expenditure in a year, after payment of tax, shall be remitted to the Federal Consolidated Fund.  

During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Authority invested surplus 

receipts amounting to Rs 1,290.330 million in Treasury Bills instead of depositing the same into Federal 

Consolidated Fund in violation of the OGRA Ordinance, 2002. Further, Authority did not deposit 

surplus receipts of Rs 577.633 million for the FY 2020-21 in the Federal Consolidated Fund. This 

deprived the national exchequer of the funds to the tune of Rs 1,290.330 million and non-deposit of 

receipts of Rs 577.633 million in the Federal Consolidated Fund. 
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Audit is of the view that poor financial management resulted in unauthorized investment of 

surplus receipts and non-deposit of receipts in the Federal Consolidated Fund. 

The matter was reported to Authority in September, 2021 and January, 2022. OGRA in its reply 

dated December 10, 2021 stated that the surplus as per audited accounts of OGRA is regularly deposited 

into the Federal Consolidated Fund since 2012 and in order to prudently utilize and maximize the funds, 

the same were invested in Treasury Bills. It may further be highlighted that most of the subject funds 

were earmarked for construction of OGRA’s building. Further, it was stated that the surplus amount 

would be paid in Federal Consolidated Fund in due course of time after completion of audit by the 

Chartered Accountant Firm. The reply of the management is not tenable, as OGRA was required to 

deposit all surplus of receipts over the actual expenditure in the Federal Consolidated Fund. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 directed OGRA to provide detail of 

all funds / bank accounts maintains by Authority to Audit and to deposit the receipts over 

expenditure in the Federal Consolidated Fund after completion of audit by the Chartered 

Accountant(s). 

Audit recommends to deposit the surplus receipts in the Federal Consolidated Fund after the 

close of financial year. 

[DP Nos. 1501 & 1494] 

3.1.4.3 Unauthorized sale of POL by M/s Fossil Energy - Rs 228.110 million 

According to Para 4(vi) of Special Report No.4/2017 of Standing Committee on PNR, “OGRA 

should ensure that OMCs are not involved in giving their products to other OMC’s petrol pumps. Proper 

tracking system can point out where the tanker decanted. Heavy fine should be imposed in case of 

violation”. According to OGRA decision No. OGRA-12(02)/2017-SBR dated August 24, 2017, an 

OMC may build one retail outlet for every 40 MT storage capacity or 2 ton/per for 20 days. 

During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Authority granted provisional 

marketing license for 3 years to M/s Fossil Energy for setting up an Oil Marketing Company. During 

the period of provisional license, the company developed two retail outlets, hence, the company could 

acquire and sell POL / MS of 80 MT per month but M/s Fossil Energy imported and sold 2000 M. Tons 

of oil during April, 2020. This showed that the company supplied oil to retail outlets of other OMCs in 

violation of above-mentioned Rule but OGRA did not take cognizance of illegal sale of oil by the OMC. 

This resulted in unauthorized sale of POL/MS amounting to Rs 228.110 million (2000x1097=2194000 

litres x 103.97 = Rs 228.110 million) to other OMCs outlets. Secondly, most of the OMCs were 

supplying the products to their retail outlets without installing tracking system as a result of which the 

supply by one OMC to another could not be tracked.  

Audit is of the view that poor monitoring of Authority resulted in unauthorized sale of POL 

amounting to Rs 228.110 million.  

The matter was reported to Authority in January, 2022. OGRA maintained that the audit of the 

functions of the regulatory Authority was beyond the domain of Auditor General of Pakistan. The 

departmental stance being violative of the constitutional provisions, enactments made there-under and 

directions of the PAC is not tenable. Therefore, the matter was taken up with the Cabinet Division by 

the Auditor General of Pakistan. Cabinet Division took up the matter with the Federal Cabinet and a 

committee was constituted under the convenorship of  Minister for Finance and Revenue for further 

course of action, outcome of which was still awaited. 
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The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 pended the Para till finalization of 

the matter. 

Audit recommends to explain reasons for non-initiation of action against the OMC for 

unauthorized sale of POL besides improving monitoring to avoid such instances in future. 

[DP No. 1496] 

3.1.4.4 Non-realization of Annual License Renewal Fee from PGPCL -  

Rs 125.751 million 

According to Clause 3(2) of LNG Rules, 2007, Authority may grant a license to carry on any 

regulated activity to such persons, and on such terms, and for such periods, as it may, in accordance 

with these Rules and the LNG Policy, 2011. Further, annual fees shall be payable at the time of the 

grant or renewal of the license, as the case may be and thereafter, yearly in advance @ one-half of one 

percent of the gross revenue of the licensee generated from the provision of the licensed regulated 

activity. 

During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Authority did not recover 

Annual License Renewal Fee from M/s PGPCL for the FY 2021-22 despite lapse of considerable time. 

Further, the company did not deposit the fee in time for the FY 2017-18. However, Authority neither 

took any action against the company nor imposed penalty on it. The lapse resulted into non-recovery of 

Rs 125.751 million. 

Audit is of the view that defective financial management by OGRA resulted in non-realization 

of Annual License Renewal Fee of Rs 125.751 million.  

The matter was reported to the OGRA in January, 2022. OGRA in its reply dated December 

10, 2021 stated that the annual licence renewal fee for FY 2021-22 was not deposited despite reminders 

to deposit the same. The reply is not tenable as the annual licence renewal fee was required to be 

deposited in time. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 directed OGRA to pursue the case with M/s 

PGPCL vigorously. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to implement the decision of DAC. 

[DP No. 1527] 

3.1.4.5 Unauthorized exemption from interest on motor car loan to the employees - Rs 38.438 

million 

 According to Rule 9 of OGRA Financial Regulations, 2005, every officer of Authority who is 

authorized to incur expenditure from the OGRA fund account shall exercise the same vigilance in 

respect of the expenditure as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure 

of his own money and ensure that Authority’s money is not expended for the benefit of a particular 

employee or class of employees. As per Finance Division (Regulation Wing-II) letter O.M No. F-

1(1)imp/94 dated June 29, 1999, the revision of salaries, allowances and perquisites of the supervisory 

and executive staff of Public Sector Corporations, Autonomous / Semi-autonomous bodies may be 

carried out by the respective Board of Directors besides clearance from the Finance Division. 

During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that the management allowed 

interest free motor car loans of Rs 139.777 million to its executive cadre employees without getting 

prior clearance from Finance Division as it has direct bearing on Federal Consolidated Fund. Further, 

these employees were also allowed interest on their Contributory Provident Fund balances. This resulted 

in undue favour of unjustified exemption to the employees from payment of interest to the tune of Rs 
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38.438 million  

(Rs 139,777,000 x 60 months x 10.96% interest rate / 2,400 = Rs 38,438,675). 

Audit is of the view that poor management practices resulted in unjustified exemption to the 

employees from payment of interest of Rs 38.438 million on motor car loan. 

The matter was reported to Authority in January, 2022. OGRA replied that it was exclusively 

empowered to determine the matters in its jurisdiction including pay & allowances and remuneration 

policies of its employees. The reply is not tenable, the Ordinance only gives exclusive powers to grant 

licenses, and OGRA has no exclusive right to make service rules without approval of Federal 

Government.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 directed OGRA to refer the case to Finance 

Division for vetting as it affects the Federal Consolidated Fund. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to recover the interest on motor car loan from the employees. 

[DP No. 1500] 

3.1.4.6 Unauthorized use of official vehicles - Rs 16.426 million 

According to Cabinet Secretary D.O letter No. 12/43/95-CS dated November 07, 1996, it should 

be ensured that no Government functionary is provided with vehicles beyond entitlement and misuse 

of Government transport by non-entitled officials should be checked. Further, OGRA, in its 

administrative meeting No.4 held on February 21, 2014, decided to adopt / implement the Federal Govt. 

Transport Monetization Policy from March 01, 2014. 

During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Members and Executives of 

Authority were drawing monetization allowance in lieu of availing themselves the facilities of official 

vehicles. However, it was found from the log books / movements register of vehicles that they were 

detailed with the Members and Executives for personal use. This resulted in unjustified expenditure of 

Rs 16.426 million on unauthorized use of official vehicle. 

Audit is of the view that poor management practices led to use of official vehicles by officers 

despite receipt of monetization allowance which resulted in unauthorized expense of Rs 16.426 million. 

The matter was reported to Authority in January, 2022. OGRA replied that neither any Member 

of Authority (including Chairman OGRA) nor any executive of OGRA was entitled for any dedicated 

vehicle. The departmental stance is not acceptable as it was evident from log books of vehicles that 

vehicles were allocated to the Members / Executives throughout the year.  

The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 directed OGRA to produce relevant record 

and get it verified from Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends to explain reasons for unauthorized use of official vehicles and recover 

expense from the officers besides improving management practices. 

[DP No. 1497] 

3.1.4.7 Irregular purchase of vehicle during ban period – Rs 1.042 million 

According to Para (i) of Austerity Measures for the Financial Year 2021-22 issued by Finance 

Division vide OM No. F.7(1)Exp-IV/2016-440 dated July 15, 2021, there was ban on purchase of all 

types of vehicles both for current as well as development expenditure except operational vehicles of 

law enforcing agencies for which NOC from Finance Division would be required. 
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During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Authority purchased 01 vehicle 

without obtaining NOC from the Finance Division. This resulted in irregular expenditure of Rs 1.024 

million.  

Audit is of the view that weak internal control resulted in irregular purchase of vehicle for Rs 

1.042 million. 

The matter was reported to Authority in November, 2021. OGRA in its reply dated December 

10, 2021 stated that in the light of provisions of Section 3(2), 4(1), 17 & 18 of the OGRA Ordinance, 

2002, Authority was competent and fully authorized to incur expenditure in accordance with its budget 

duly approved by its Budget Committee. The reply is not tenable as OGRA had already been directed 

by PAC in its meeting held on September 23, 2019, while discussing an identical Para No. 2.5.4.4 

APRSE 2017-18, to get the expenditure regularized from the Finance Division. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 pended the para and directed 

Chairman OGRA to look into the matter in the light of austerity measures issued by Finance 

Division. 

Audit recommends to explain reasons for irregular purchase of vehicle and fix responsibility 

for violation of rules besides improving internal controls. 

[DP No. 1523] 

3.1.4.8 Non-initiation of action against OMCs having excess retail outlets  

According to OGRA decision No. OGRA-12(02)/2017-SBR dated August 24, 2017, an OMC 

may build one retail outlet for every 40 MT storage capacity or 2 ton/per for 20 days. The storage 

capacity is maintained and calculated separately for the purpose for establishment of retail outlets.  

During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that there were 11,025 retail outlets 

established by 33 OMCs across the country. Out of these 4,106 were in excess of the permissible limit 

under the Rule ibid. Management of OGRA neither ensured enhancement in storage facilities nor took 

any action against the OMCs found non-compliant with the regulatory framework. Non-development 

of storage corresponding to number of retail outlets was one of the factors that contributed to oil 

shortage crisis in June, 2020. 

Audit is of the view that failure of management in implementing its own decisions as regulator 

resulted in OMCs having retail outlets without enhancement in the storage capacity. 

The matter was reported to Authority in January, 2022. OGRA maintained that the audit of the 

functions of the regulatory Authority was beyond the domain of Auditor General of Pakistan. The 

departmental stance being violative of the constitutional provisions, enactments made there-under and 

directions of the PAC is not tenable. Therefore, the matter was taken up with the Cabinet Division by 

the Auditor General of Pakistan. Cabinet Division took up the matter with the Federal Cabinet and a 

committee was constituted under the convenorship of  Minister for Finance and Revenue for further 

course of action, outcome of which was still awaited. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 pended the para till finalization of 

the matter. 

Audit recommends to explain reasons of non-initiation of action for excess retail outlets besides 

ensuring establishment of requisite storage capacity by OMCs and improving performance of regulatory 

functions. 

[DP No. 1498] 
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3.1.4.9 Illegal permission for marketing to OMCs under Provisional License 

According to Rule 35(2) of Pakistan Oil (Refining, Blending, Transportation, Storage and 

Marketing) Rules, 2016, OGRA initially issues a license for a period of three years during which the 

marketing infrastructure i.e., storages, retail outlets and filling stations etc., shall be completed in 

accordance with the laid down technical standards. Subject to penalties under OGRA Ordinance and 

the Rules, Authority may grant extension on such terms and conditions and for such period as deemed 

appropriate.  

During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Authority issued provisional 

licenses to 26 OMCs for a period of 3 years. The OMCs were required to develop marketing 

infrastructure including establishment of storage facility and retail outlets during the period of 

provisional license. There was no provision available in above Rules for allowing OMCs to sell 

petroleum products under the provisional license. However, OGRA let the 26 OMCs to sell petroleum 

products under provisional licenses. Consequently, these OMCs sold petroleum product without 

fulfilling the conditions of developing minimum storage capacity and maintaining minimum stocks etc. 

Instead of ensuring compliance of the Rule ibid, management of OGRA allowed extension in the 

provisional licenses after imposition nominal penalty of Rs 100,000 to Rs 1,000,000 and let the OMCs 

continue their business. 

Audit is of the view that ineffective regulatory functions resulted in illegal permission for 

marketing of petroleum products to OMCs with provisional licenses.  

The matter was reported to Authority in January, 2022. OGRA maintained that the audit of the 

functions of the regulatory Authority was beyond the domain of Auditor General of Pakistan. The 

departmental stance being violative of the constitutional provisions, enactments made there-under and 

directions of the PAC is not tenable. Therefore, the matter was taken up with the Cabinet Division by 

the Auditor General of Pakistan. Cabinet Division took up the matter with the Federal Cabinet and a 

committee was constituted under the convenorship of  Minister for Finance and Revenue for further 

course of action, outcome of which was still awaited. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 pended the para till finalization of the matter. 

Audit recommends to explain reasons for violation of Rules besides ensuring compliance of the 

same and improving performance of regulatory functions. 

[DP No. 1499] 

Violation of Rules / Regulations 

3.1.4.10 Non-realization of Annual Inspection Fee from CNG stations -  

Rs 117.400 million 

According to Clause 13(C)(i) of OGRA Financial Regulations, 2005, the revenue on its accrual 

must be claimed by the respective department by sending proper notice of demand to the licensees and 

proper record of the recoveries should be maintained. 

During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Authority carried out mandatory 

annual inspection of all the operational CNG stations in the country through third party inspectors. OGRA 

charged Rs 100,000 from each station as Annual Inspection Fee out of which 50% was remitted to 3rd 

party inspectors and remaining was retained by Authority. Out of 3,330 CNG stations in the country 1,174 

CNG stations did not deposit Annual Inspection Fee but OGRA did not take any action to recover the 

same from the CNG stations. This resulted in non-realization of Annual Inspection Fee amounting to Rs 

117.400 million.  
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Audit is of the view that weak monitoring resulted in non-recovery of annual inspection of Rs 

117.400 million. 

The matter was reported to Authority in September, 2021. OGRA in its reply dated December 

27, 2021 stated that quoted inspection fee was not applicable on CNG stations which had closed down 

temporarily. The reply of the management is not supported by any documentary evidence. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 directed OGRA to get the status of “closed 

CNG stations” verified from Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends to realize outstanding amount of Annual Inspection Fee besides improving 

monitoring. 

[DP No. 1495] 

3.1.4.11 Non-deduction of Income Tax from leave encashment –  

Rs 15.231 million 

According to Section 12(2)(a) of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001, salary means any amount 

received by an employee from any employment, whether of a revenue or capital nature, including any 

pay, wages or other remuneration provided to an employee, including leave pay, payment in lieu of 

leave, overtime payment, bonus, commission. 

During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Authority failed to withhold 

Income Tax from the leave encashment of ten employees. This resulted in non-deduction of Income 

Tax amounting to  

Rs 15.231 million as detailed below: 

Sr. 

No. 
Date Voucher No. Amount (Rs) Tax due (Rs) 

1 30.07.2020 119/BV  6,593,495   1,318,699  

2 04.09.2020 252/BV  164,464   32,893  

3 12.10.2020 419/BV  4,126,326  825,265  

5 03.12.2020 669/BV  138,312   27,662  

4 28.12.2020 742/BV  5,989,488   1,197,898  

6 06.01.2021 809/BV  2,025,278  405,056  

7 27.012021 877/BV  87,394   17,479  

8 19.02.2021 1046/BV  597,893  119,579  

9 31.03.2021 1295/BV  2,438,142  487,628  

10 27.05.2021 1607-A/BV  3,012,158  602,432  

 Sub total 25,172,950   5,034,590  

Leave encashment paid during 2019-20 50,986,441  10,197,288  

Total 15,231,878 

Audit is of the view that weak financial controls resulted in non-deduction of Income Tax 

amounting to Rs 15.231 million from leave encashment payment to the employees.  
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The matter was reported to Authority in September, 2022. The management in its reply dated 

December 10, 2021 reported that Clause 19 of Schedule-II of Income Tax Ordinance 2001 states that 

any sum representing encashment of leave preparatory to retirement of a member of the Armed Forces 

of Pakistan or an employee of the Federal or Provincial Government was exempted from deduction of 

Income Tax. The stance of Authority is not tenable as employees of OGRA did not fell under the 

category of Federal / Provincial Government employees.  

 The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 directed OGRA to recover the amount 

pointed out by Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends to recover Income Tax from the employees besides improving financial 

controls. 

[DP No. 1530] 

3.1.4.12 Short-deduction of Income Tax from the salaries of employees –  

Rs 9.11 million 

According to Section 149 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, every person responsible for paying 

salary to an employee shall, at the time of payment, deduct tax from the amount paid at the employee’s 

average rate of tax computed at the rates specified. 

During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Authority deducted less 

Income Tax from the annual gross salary of 84 executive cadre employees. This resulted in short-

deduction of Income Tax amounting to Rs 9.11 million (Annexure-7). 

Audit is of the view that poor financial controls resulted in short-deduction of Income Tax 

amounting to Rs 9.11 million. 

 The matter was reported to Authority in January, 2022. OGRA in its reply dated December 27, 

2021 stated that Section 149 of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 allows the employer to make 

adjustments regarding Income Tax withheld under other heads in the form of tax deducted at source 

and tax credits. The reply is not tannable as adjustment made by OGRA was not admissible as per 

Income Tax Ordinance, 2001.   

 The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 directed OGRA to recover the amount 

pointed out by Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends to recover the due amount of Income Tax besides strengthening financial 

controls. 

[DP No. 1529] 

3.1.4.13 Misuse of funds under the head “entertainment charges”  

- Rs 4.995 million 

 According to Para 3(xv) of the Delegation of Financial Powers, Authority has delegated the 

financial power to sanction the expenditure in respect of entertainment charges for entertainment of 

visitors, guests, delegation etc., for Chairman up to Rs 50,000, Member Rs 40,000 and EDs, Registrar, 

Head of litigation department up to Rs 4,000.  

 During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that OGRA incurred expenditure 

of Rs 2.952 million and Rs 2.043 million under the head of entertainment charges during FYs 2019-20 

& 2020-2021 respectively. A large number of claims / expenditures were after office hours or on 

weekends. For instance, Mr. Atif Sajjad, ED (Accounts) claimed entertainment charges by splitting the 

claims of different bills bearing same date to keep the charges within permissible limit. Further, bills / 
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receipts feature time-stamps of 12:06 AM, 10:23 PM, 12:13 AM & 11:04 PM. Audit contended that 

entertainment charges were meant for visitors, guests, delegation etc. as per rule ibid. Therefore, 

expenditure incurred after office hours and that too for personal use was inadmissible and resulted in 

misuse of Rs 4.995 million funds under the head of entertainment charges. 

Audit is of the view that weak internal control resulted in misuse of funds of Rs 4.995 million 

under the head of re-imbursement of entertainment charges.  

 The matter was reported to Authority in October, 2022. OGRA in its reply dated December 10, 

2021 stated that the expenditure on account of entertainment charges had been reimbursed to the entitled 

officers and Authority members in accordance with the financial limit prescribed in the Delegation of 

Financial Powers. The reply is not tenable as the entertainment charges were for visitors, guests, 

delegation etc., and was not for officers and Authority members. Further, splitting of claims to remain 

within the permissible limit was irregular. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 directed OGRA to recover the amount 

pointed out by Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

        Audit recommends to recover the amount pointed out besides improving internal / financial 

control to avoid such instance in future. 

[DP No. 1748] 

3.1.4.14 Non-deduction of Islamabad Capital Territory tax on services and Income Tax 

from legal counsels – Rs 2.089 million  

According to Section 3(2) of Islamabad Capital Territory (tax on services) Act, 2020,  the tax 

shall be charged and levied on the services specified in 3 column (2) of the Schedule to this Ordinance 

in same manners  and at the same time, as if it were a Sales Tax leviable under Section 3, 3A or 3AA ,  

as the case may be, of the Sales Tax Act, 1990. Further, as per Sections 153(1)(b) of Income Tax 

Ordinance 2001, every prescribed person making a payment in full or part including a payment by way 

of advance to a resident person for the rendering of or providing of services shall, at the time of making 

the payment, deduct tax @ 10% of the gross amount payable. 

 During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Authority did not 

deduct Islamabad Capital Territory tax on services from payments to legal counsels of  Rs 

1.939 million  Further, Authority also did not deduct / withheld  Income Tax  of Rs 0.150 

million from payments to legal counsels. This resulted in non-deduction of Islamabad Capital 

Territory tax on services and Income Tax from legal counsels of Rs 2.089 million. 

Audit is of the view that negligence of the management resulted in non-withholding of ICT tax 

and Income Tax of Rs 2.089 million. 

The matter was reported to Authority in January, 2022. OGRA in its reply stated that the 

Islamabad Capital Territory Tax on services was not deducted / withheld from the payments of legal 

counsels due to stay order granted by the Islamabad High Court. Authority further reported that 

withholding of Income Tax was not done being the amount was not directly paid to legal firms / 

professionals.  The reply of management is not tenable, because as per law, Authority was required to 

withheld the Islamabad Capital Territory tax on services and Income Tax from payments made to legal 

counsels. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 directed OGRA to recover the amount 

pointed out by Audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 
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Audit recommends to recover outstanding Islamabad Capital Territory tax on services and 

Income Tax from payments made to legal counsels besides improving financial management.  

[DP Nos. 1749 & 1528] 

3.1.4.15 Non initiation of action against illegal retail outlets  

According to Rule 38 read with Rule 69 of Pakistan Oil (Refining, Blending, Transportation, 

Storage and Marketing) Rules, 2016, every oil marketing company shall supply the petroleum products 

to its retail outlets and its authorized agent, dealer or bulk consumer having licensed premises for storage 

of the petroleum products subject to condition that the petroleum products supplied in no case exceed 

the storage capacity of the agent, dealer or bulk consumer as the case may be. as Para 4(vi) of Special 

Report No.4/2017 of Standing Committee on Petroleum and Natural Resources, OGRA should ensure 

that OMCs were not involved in giving their products to other OMCs petrol pumps. Proper tracking 

system can point out where the tanker decanted. Heavy fine should be imposed in case of violation”. 

During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that lease of 206 outlets / petrol 

pumps of certain OMCs had expired but they continued sale of petroleum products. Either the OMCs 

were providing petroleum products to illegal outlets or the outlets were selling smuggled products. 

However, OGRA neither initiated any punitive action against the outlets nor took up the matter with 

concerned district authorities to close the operations. 

Audit is of the view that poor regulatory oversight resulted in non-initiation of action against 

illegal outlets. 

The matter was reported to Authority in January, 2022. OGRA maintained that the audit of the 

functions of the regulatory Authority was beyond the domain of Auditor General of Pakistan. The 

departmental stance being violative of the constitutional provisions, enactments made there-under and 

directions of the PAC is not tenable. Therefore, the matter was taken up with the Cabinet Division by 

the Auditor General of Pakistan. Cabinet Division took up the matter with the Federal Cabinet and a 

committee was constituted under the convenorship of  Minister for Finance and Revenue for further 

course of action, outcome of which was still awaited. 

The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 pended the para till finalization of the matter. 

Audit recommends to explain reasons for non-initiation action against illegal retail outlets and 

take appropriate action against same in collaboration with respective district authorities. 

[DP No. 1750] 

3.1.4.16 Irregular approval of Joint Venture Storage Facility of OMCs 

According to Rule 28(1) of Pakistan Oil (Refining, Blending, Transportation, Storage and 

Marketing) Rules, 2016, no person shall construct or operate any oil storage facility or undertake storage 

of oil for the purpose of commercial storage of crude oil or petroleum products without obtaining license 

from Authority. 

During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Authority allowed seven 

participant OMCs to construct Joint storage facility. However, there was no provision in the Oil Rules 

of 1971 and 2016 for JV storage facilities between two OMCs.  

Audit is of the view that weak regulatory oversight resulted in irregular establishment of joint 

storage facilities in violation of rules. 

 The matter was reported to the OGRA in January, 2022. The OGRA maintained that the audit 

of the functions of the regulatory Authority was beyond the domain of Auditor General of Pakistan. 
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The departmental stance being violative of the constitutional provisions, enactments made there-under 

and directions of the PAC is not tenable. Therefore, the matter was taken up with the Cabinet Division 

by the Auditor General of Pakistan. Cabinet Division took up the matter with the Federal Cabinet and 

a committee was constituted under the convenorship of  Minister for Finance and Revenue for further 

course of action, outcome of which was still awaited.  

 The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 pended the para till finalization of the matter. 

 Audit recommends to fix responsibility for giving irregular approval of JV storage facilities. 

[DP No. 1751] 

 

 

 

3.1.4.17 Delay in determination of FRR of SSGC for the FY 2019-20 

According to Rules 4 to 18 of the Oil & Gas Regulatory Authority Rules, 2002, the process of 

determination of Total Revenue Requirement of a gas company shall start from first day of December 

and finish by 17th June of the year when OGRA shall advise the Federal Government the prescribed 

price that shall apply to consumers of natural gas. Further, according to Rule 15 of Natural Gas Tariff 

Rules, 2002, Authority shall decide a petition filed under these rules within five and a half months of 

the date of filing of the petition provided that Authority may, only for causes beyond its control, extend 

the aforesaid five and one-half months period by a further period of one month. 

During audit of OGRA for the FY 2020-21, it was observed that Authority failed to finalize the 

FRR of SSGC for the Financial Year 2019-20. This resulted in non-determination of prescribed price 

by OGRA and advice to the Government for fixing sales prices, thus GDS / differential margin payable 

/ receivable to Federal Government by the Company could not be determined. 

Audit is of the view that poor performance of regulatory functions resulted in non-determination 

of final revenue requirement of SSGC.  

 The matter was reported to the OGRA in January, 2022. OGRA maintained that the audit of the 

functions of the regulatory Authority was beyond the domain of Auditor General of Pakistan. The 

departmental stance being violative of the constitutional provisions, enactments made there-under and 

directions of the PAC is not tenable. Therefore, the matter was taken up with the Cabinet Division by 

the Auditor General of Pakistan. Cabinet Division took up the matter with the Federal Cabinet and a 

committee was constituted under the convenorship of  Minister for Finance and Revenue for further 

course of action, outcome of which was still awaited. 

 The DAC in its meeting held on February 04, 2022 pended the para till finalization of the matter. 

 Audit recommends to explain reasons for delay in finalization of the FRR of SSGC besides 

expediting the determination of the same. 

[DP No. 1526] 
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Chapter-4 

Thematic Audit 

4.1 LNG / RLNG Regime in Pakistan  

4.1.1 Introduction 

Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) is the liquid form of natural gas that has been cooled to a 

temperature of approximately -256oF (-160oC). Liquefaction reduces the volume of the natural gas by 

approximately 600 times making it economical for transportation in specially designed vessels. A 

typical LNG carrier can transport 125,000 – 140,000 cubic meters of LNG which provides 3.32 million 

MMBTU of energy. 

LNG supply chain in Pakistan starts with the import of LNG by PSEs followed by re-

gasification of LNG into Re-gasified Liquefied Natural Gas (RLNG) at the Floating Storage and Re-

gasification Unit (FSRU) and transmission and distribution of RLNG through Sui gas companies’ 

network.  

4.1.1.1 LNG Imports / Procurements 

 In order to bridge the ever-widening gap between supply and demand, Pakistan started 

import of LNG in 2015. PSO and PLL are  required to import LNG on the basis of demand 

submitted by SNGPL. Procurement is made through long term contracts, G2G contract in the 

case of PSO, and spot purchases. PSO imports five cargoes per month - on average - under 

G2G long-term contracts with Qatar Gas whereas PLL imports one cargo per month each from 

ENI and Gunvor under long term agreements. To ensure optimal utilization of available 

terminal capacity i.e. 1,200 MMCFD (twelve cargoes) and transportation capacity through 

pipeline , PSO has executed another G2G long term contract with Qatar for two cargoes per 

month thus  There is arrangement of nine cargoes per month through long term contracts 

leaving the balance of three cargoes (300 MMCFD) from spot purchases through International 

Competitive Bidding (ICB). 

i. Re-gasification: It is the process of converting the LNG back to gaseous state. This 

process takes place at Floating Storage and Re-gasification Unit (FSRU) These units 

are specifically designed for the purpose of storing and turning it into Re-gasified 

Liquefied Natural Gas (RLNG). Two FSRUs are operational on Karachi Port (PQA), 

one each for PLL and PSO. 

ii. Transmission & Distribution: Once LNG is converted into RLNG, SSGC receives the 

gas from the port and supply the same to SNGPL through a dedicated transmission line. 

The RLNG then enters into the system of SNGPL for further onwards supply to end 

consumers; mainly power plants and industrial consumers. Currently, RLNG @ 1.2 

BCF per day is being injected into the network.  
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4.1.2 Background 

 Natural gas is a major contributing fuel in country’s energy mix. Demand for natural 

gas particularly by Residential, Fertilizer and Power sectors has increased over the years 

causing more pressure on limited indigenous gas supplies. The indigenous gas production 

declined by 10 percent to 3,936 MMCFD from 3,607 MMCFD during the FY 2019-20. The 

ever widening gap between production and consumption of indigenous gas supply is partially 

met through RLNG import whose share in natural gas supplies has increased to 29 percent 

during 2020-2021. 

 Pakistan has over 63 Trillion Cubic Feet (TCF) of natural gas, out of which around 42 

TCF has already been consumed. As per Petroleum Division, domestic production of gas 

during 2020-21 was 1.27 TCF against the target of 1.43 TCF. 

Gas Reserves (TCF) as on 30th June, 2021 

Province 
Original  

Recoverable 

Cumulative 

Production / 

consumed 

Balance 

Recoverable 
%age 

Baluchistan 20.637 15.182 5.455 26.04% 
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KPK 2.932 1.746 1.186 5.66% 

Punjab 3.977 2.379 1.598 7.63% 

Sindh 35.765 23.053 12.712 60.67% 

Total 63.311 42.36 20.951 100% 

(Source: Petroleum Division) 

Local Production 

FYs Volume in MMCF 

2015-16 1,481,551 

2016-17 1,471,855 

2017-18 1,458,936 

2018-19 1,436,546 

2019-20 1,316,635 

2020-21 1,263,000 

        (Source: Energy Book 2019-20) 

 

 

 

 

 

Decline in Indigenous Gas Production 

 

(i) Demand & Supply Position 

With the increase in population and subsequent enhancement in economic activities, demand 

of natural gas in Pakistan has increased over time. The known recoverable indigenous gas reserves, 

however, are insufficient to meet the demand. Total demand of gas in the country is about 1.770 TCF136 

per annum whereas indigenous production is 1.263 TCF per annum leaving a deficit of 0.507 TCF per 

                                                           
136 OGRA Annual Industry Report 2019-20 
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annum. In order to meet the deficit 0.382 TCF, LNG was imported during FY 2020-21. The shortage 

of gas was also met from local production of LPG (1.257 million M.Tons) during FY 2020-21. 

In order to address this gap, various imports options remained under review of the GoP during 

last two decades. In 2014, the Government of Pakistan decided to import LNG and entered into a G2G 

agreement with Qatar. Consequent upon the G2G agreement, PSO entered into a long-term contract of 

15 years with Qatar Gas. A company, PLL, was established with the objective to import LNG. PLL also 

entered into two contracts, one 15-years long term agreement with Gunvor and another 5 years short 

term agreement with ENI. These PSEs made contracts for terminal utilization with PGPL and EETL. 

Meanwhile, a sweeping arrangement was facilitated between SSGC and SNGPL for transmission and 

distribution of RLNG whereby the former received RLNG from the terminals, supplying the later 

natural gas in lieu.  

                                                           
137 OGRA Annual Industry Report 2015-16-2019-20 

Sector wise Total Demand (in MMCFD) of the Country137 

 

Sector 

FY 

2015-16 

FY 

2016-17 

FY 

2017-18 

FY 

2018-19 

FY 

2019-20 

FY 

2020-

21 

FY 

2021-

22 

FY 

2022-

23 

FY 

2023-

24 

FY 

2024-

25 

Domestic 
840 840 797 860 

882 920 960 1,001 1,044 1,089 

Commercial 
130 96 90 87 

79 81 83 85 88 90 

Industrial 
883 611 355 551 

549 563 578 594 610 626 

CNG 
380 380 184 178 

151 152 154 156 157 158 

Power 
1,793 1,945 1,322 1658 

1,548 1,697 1,604 1,470 1,470 1,449 

Fertilizer 
741 795 715 760 

758 733 736 736 737 738 

Cement 
201 201 173 0 

1 15 15 15 15 15 

Captive Power 
387 387 393 117 

135 145 148 151 156 159 

Total Demand 5,355 5,255 4,029 4211 4,103 4,305 4,277 4,207 4,276 4,323 

UFG, RLNG 

Re-gasification, Internal 

consumption,  

 

604 

 

604 

 

670 

 

715 

 

513 

 

545 

 

583 

 

619 

 

656 

 

694 

Total Demand 5,959 5,859 4,698 4,926 4,616 4,850 4,860 4,826 4,932 5,017 

SNGPL Supply 1443 1463 1364 1282 1,050 1,158 1,091 954 749 664 

SSGC Supply 1195 1278 1180 1164 1,161 1,087 1,167 1,160 1,018 861 

Independent Supply 990 990 990 1040 1,056 1,279 1,348 1,423 1,356 1,252 

Total Country Supply 3628 3731 3534 3486 3,267 3,524 3,606 3,537 3,123 2,777 

Total Demand 5959 5859 4698 4926 4,616 4,850 4,860 4,826 4,932 5,017 

Gap 2331 2128 1164 1440 1,349 1,326 1,255 1,289 1,809 2,241 
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Pakistan is currently spending approximately US$ 2.8 billion annually for the import 

of LNG.138 The current demand of gas in Pakistan is around 4,850 MMCFD139 of which around 

900 MMCFD is contributed through LNG / RLNG. The demand for LNG / RLNG in the 

country fluctuates due to additional demand in summer by Power Sector and by domestic 

consumers in winter. Similarly, there has been instances of delay in communication of demand 

which has compelled PLL to import LNG cargoes through spot purchases. During the FY 2018-

19 to 2020-21, PLL procured 66 spot LNG cargos to meet additional requirements raised by 

SNGPL.  

4.1.3 Establishing the Audit Theme 

4.1.3.1 Reasons of Selection 

 Demand of LNG / RLNG has emerged as the important component of the energy mix 

of the country during recent years. Management of the whole processes of its supply chain has 

direct bearing on common citizen, and industrial and commercial sectors of the country. Audit 

has highlighted the issues of need / demand assessment and procurement of LNG in previous 

Annual Audit Reports. The issue has become of public interest times and has also got the  

attention of national print and electronic media Further, under Sustainable Development Goal 

7 - Affordable and Clean Energy - Pakistan is obliged to fulfil her commitment of expanding 

infrastructure and upgrading technology to provide clean and efficient energy to her citizens 

by 2030. This office considered it appropriate to delve into the matter to review the LNG 

/RLNG Regime to underscore bottlenecks in efficient, economical procurement and 

distribution of LNG / RLNG.  

4.1.3.2 Purpose / Objectives 

 The theme incorporated an analysis of the process of import of LNG and distribution 

of RLNG by the PSEs. Any mismanagement has a direct bearing on the general public. It is, 

therefore, imperative that the import and distribution mechanism and their practical application 

be analysed and examined. With shortage of gas in the spotlight during recent months and 

Government’s efforts to resolve the matter, the issue needs to be reviewed critically and 

shortcomings, if any, be highlighted. The report will be placed before the Parliament for 

discussion on the matter to bring improvements to the LNG / RLNG import and transportation 

regime.  

4.1.3.3 Scope 

 The thematic audit involved several entities; therefore, the theme was probed at both the 

horizontal i.e., Government level / Petroleum Division and vertical level i.e., Pakistan LNG Limited, 

Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Limited, Pakistan State Oil and Sui Southern Gas Company for the FY 

2017-18 to onwards. On the basis of desk audit carried out at the Directorate General of Audit, 

Petroleum and Natural Resources, Lahore, following TORs were devised;  

i. To evaluate if comprehensive need/demand assessment was done by relevant 

stakeholders; 

                                                           
138 Annual Reports of PSO & PLL 2019-20 

139 OGRA Industry Report 2019-20 
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ii. To check whether there exists any mechanism to coordinate scheduling of incoming 

cargos under long term contracts and spot purchase keeping in view demand supply 

position and international prices to decrease the weighted average cost of RLNG; 

iii. To identify whether scheduling of incoming cargos is being made to ensure optimum 

utilization of Terminals and mechanism exists to minimize the surplus / unutilized 

capacity of Terminals by allowing other licensees (in addition to Gas Companies) to 

import LNG under TPA Rules;  

iv. To evaluate the efficacy of the LNG / RLNG infrastructure and its incidental 

problems and to identify issues related to swap arrangements between SNGPL and 

SSGC and their resolution;  

v. To check whether there exists any mechanism to ensure submission of regular 

demand and subsequent payments; and 

vi. To examine the financial management in procurement and sale of LNG / RLNG and 

its impact on end consumers / national exchequer. 

 On the basis of TORs, following areas of the theme were identified for audit: 

i. Overall Planning of LNG Import / Strategic Planning; 

ii. Demand & Supply of LNG / RLNG; 

iii. Efficient Procurement & Optimum utilization; and 

iv. RLNG Infrastructure Development. 

4.1.4 Legal Framework Governing the RLNG Regime 

 The LNG / RLNG sector is governed under the following acts, policies and rules. In 

pursuance of Liquefied Natural Gas Policy 2006 and Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority 

Ordinance 2002, OGRA notified LNG Rules in 2007 in order to bring the anticipated LNG 

activity under regulatory regime. The LNG / RLNG sector is governed under the following 

acts, policies and rules; 

i. Companies Act, 2017; 

ii. Corporate Governance Rules, 2013; 

iii. PPRA Rules, 2004; 

iv. Liquefied Natural Gas Policy, 2006 and 2011; 

v. Liquefied Natural Gas Rules, 2007; 

vi. OGRA Ordinance, 2002; 

vii. Petroleum Products (Petroleum Levy) Ordinance, 1961; 

viii. Natural Gas Licensing Rules, 2002; and 

ix. Third Party Access (TPA) Rules, 2012 amendment Rules, 2018. 

4.1.5 Stakeholders and Governmental Organizations Identified as Directly / Indirectly 

Involved 
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Important stakeholders and Government organizations involved in LNG / RLNG import and 

distribution are as under; 

i. Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division); 

ii. OGRA; 

iii. Pakistan State Oil Company; 

iv. Pakistan LNG Ltd; 

v. Engro Elengy Terminal Private Ltd; 

vi. Pakistan Gas Port Consortium Ltd; 

vii. Sui Northern Gas Pipeline Ltd; and 

viii. Sui Southern Gas Company 

ix. International Suppliers i.e. QG, QP, ENI, Gunvor, Vitol, etc.  

4.1.6    Role of Important Organizations 

1) Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) 

 Petroleum Division, being an important stakeholder, is responsible for coordinating the 

development of natural resources of energy and minerals in Pakistan. It is responsible to ensure, 

secure and make available sustainable energy supply for economic development in the country. 

2) Pakistan LNG Limited 

 The principal activity of the company is to import, re-gasify, transport, market and distribute 

(LNG / RLNG). The Company is wholly owned by Government Holdings (Private) Limited, a company 

itself wholly owned by the Government of Pakistan. 

3) Pakistan Gas Port Consortium Limited 

 Pakistan Gas Port Consortium Limited (PGPC) owns and operates the 750 MMSCFD LNG 

import terminal at Port Qasim, Karachi. It is providing LNG storage and re-gasification services to PLL 

of up to 600 MMSCFD for 15 years at an availability of 96% and at a levelized tariff of US$ 

0.4177/MMBTU under Terminal Usage and Re-gasification Agreement (TURA). 

4) Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority 

 Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority (OGRA) is the regulator of downstream sector of petroleum 

industry in the country. It is entrusted with the task to fix / finalize the sale price of RLNG in the country. 

5) Sui Northern Gas Pipeline Limited 

 SNGPL is required to submit demand for LNG to PLL/PSO on the basis of demand intimated 

to it by the end consumers. SNGPL distributes the RLNG to the consumer through its distribution 

extensive network of pipelines present in the Punjab and KPK. 

6) Pakistan State Oil Company 

 The principal activities of the company are procurement, storage, and marketing of petroleum 

products. It also blends and markets various kinds of lubricating oils. Under the G2G agreement 

between Government of Pakistan and Qatar, PSO imports LNG from Qatar-Gas as per the demand 

submitted by SNGPL. 
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7) Sui Southern Gas Company 

 The main activity of the company is transmission and distribution of natural gas in Sindh and 

Baluchistan. The company receives RLNG from Engro Elengy Terminal and provides SNGPL natural 

gas in lieu of the RLNG under swapping arrangement.  

4.1.7    Organization's Financials 

All the entities involved in LNG / RLNG import and distribution regime are either 

wholly or partially owned by the Government of Pakistan. PSEs manage and maintain their 

finances through sales revenue. Meanwhile, the Government of Pakistan (GoP) and 

International Islamic Trade Finance Corporation (ITFC) have entered into a deferred financing 

facility for the FYs 2017-18, 2018-19, 2019-20 and 2020-21 whereby PARCO, PLL and PSO 

have been designated as executing agencies by the GoP to purchase POL products as an agent 

on behalf of International Islamic Trade Finance Corporation which would make payment to 

the seller. 

Details of Credit Facility used by PSO & PLL for purchase of LNG under Loan No. Pak- 0200, 

0201, 0202, 0203 & 0204 are as under: 

                    (Amount in US$) 

FYs 
Amount of 

Credit Facility 

Amount 

utilized by PSO 

Amount 

utilized by PLL 

2018-19 551,000,000 56,808,429 
122,769,391 

2019-20 555,800,000 101,127,071 
216,903,352 

2020-21 

(up to September, 2021) 
951,500,000 - 

369,040,791 

 

 

4.1.8  Field Audit Activity 

4.1.8.1  Methodology 

Since the audit involved various PSEs, multiple audit teams were deputed to collect data from 

these organizations. During the audit cycle, the teams followed a graduated and integrated approach 

which comprised: 

 Carrying out comprehensive audit planning by studying previous Annual Audit Reports, 

determining audit objectives and TORs, and establishing audit scope. Planning was carried 

out to minimize the omission of any material risks. 

 Substantive analysis of documents and computer-aided techniques were utilized to 

examine procurement, financial and operational management of LNG / RLNG sector.  

 Meetings with relevant stakeholders were held to discuss audit findings e.g., gaps, 

mismanagement in the LNG supply chain 
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4.1.8.2 Audit Analysis 

4.1.8.2.1 Review of Internal Controls 

The LNG regime in Pakistan involves various PSEs, working in collaboration with 

each other to supply RLNG to end consumers. Therefore, several controls have been 

implemented by the Government to ensure smooth functioning of the system. An analysis of 

the internal controls of LNG regime is as under; 

i. Implementation of ECC Decisions / Policies 

 The ECC in its various meetings provided guidelines for dealing with the matters 

pertaining to LNG. ECC set out policy for development of LNG infrastructure including RLNG 

pipeline while introducing swapping arrangement between Sui  companies, until construction 

of the pipeline. The pricing mechanism of LNG regime is also governed under the decision of 

ECC according to which OGRA is responsible to finalize the sale price of RLNG.   

ii. Duality of Legal Framework of LNG / RLNG Regime 

 In pursuance of Liquefied Natural Gas Policy, 2006 and 2011, Oil and Gas Regulatory 

Authority Ordinance, 2002, OGRA notified LNG Rules in 2007 in order to bring the anticipated 

LNG activity under regulatory regime. For licensing purposes, there are two separate legal 

regimes governing LNG and RLNG in Pakistan. The LNG Rules, 2007 fundamentally provide 

legal, commercial and technical parameters concerning LNG processing, production, testing, 

licensing as well as the terminal and operational matters. These activities pertaining to RLNG 

are regulated and governed under the Natural Gas Licensing Rules, 2002. As per LNG Policy 

2011, the project structures can be integrated in which the terminal developer arranges LNG 

imports as well as its buyers or unbundled the structures in which the terminal developer, LNG 

importer and LNG buyers are different.The RLNG sale and purchase is governed under S.R.O. 

No. 408 (I)/2015 dated 07.05.2015 which has amended the First Schedule and the Second 

Schedule of Petroleum Products (Petroleum Levy) Ordinance, 1961. Resultantly, RLNG and/or 

any volumes supplied in lieu thereof through a swap arrangement are deemed to be petroleum 

product for the purpose of determination of price by the Federal Government. The names of 

both gas distribution companies i.e. SNGPL and SSG, was also inserted in the Second Schedule 

but on the other hand RLNG transportation charges are determined under OGRA Ordinance, 

2002 through determination of FRRs of both the gas companies. 

iii. Procurement Mechanism for Import of LNG 

 There are two modes of import of LNG in the country; long term contracts and spot 

purchases. PSO and PLL have both entered into long-term contracts with international 

suppliers. PSO entered into a G2G contract with Qatar Gas Company Limited in February 2016 

for supply of 195 million MMBTU annually for the period of 15 years. PLL executed long-

term contracts with ENI and Gunvor for supply of one cargo per month from each supplier. 

The terms and conditions set forth in these long-term contracts provides the basis, which is to 

be followed by the parties.  

 In order to meet seasonal fluctuation, PLL purchases LNG cargoes from spot market 

by following the PPRA Rules, 2004. Compliance of PPRA Rules, at times, creates hindrance 
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to take advantage of lower prices as under these rules purchaser is required at least 45 days for 

confirming the purchase. LNG international market being inherently highly volatile, suppliers 

tend to  quote high rate invariably when there is uncertainty both in price and firm supply 

order(s). 

iv. Agreements among Stakeholders 

 SNGPL takes RLNG from PLL and PSO and supplies the same to the end consumers 

including industrial consumers, power plants etc. Sale and purchase between importer (PLL) 

and buyer (SNGPL) were carried out without any agreement. Similarly, back to back 

agreements between SNGPL and end consumers on the same terms and conditions i.e., take or 

pay had not been executed. Absence of agreements between the parties concerned has raised 

disputes among the stakeholders of the RLNG supply chain. 

4.1.8.2.2 Critical Review 
 Import and further distribution of LNG / RLNG to end consumers has been found 

marked with certain issues which had led to mismanagement as narrated below: 

i. Inconsistent demand of LNG: PLL procures LNG as per demand submitted by SNGPL. 

However, due to inconsistent demand by SNGPL, PLL is forced to to procure  LNG 

from the spot market with less delivery time on higher price. Further, refusal of the end 

consumer to receive the demanded quantity of RLNG upset the entire supply chain; 

ii. Defective Procurement Planning: PLL have rescheduled their term cargos for the period 

when the LNG cargos were available at low cost. As a matter of fact, Spot LNG prices  

were remained low in summer, 2020 due to COVID-19. It was required to secure LNG 

for upcoming winter season which was not done and in November & December 2020, 

LNG was procured at higher rates for winter season; and 

iii. Inefficient Infrastructure for distribution of RLNG: The stakeholders have failed to 

develop RLNG infrastructure (Terminals for Re-gasification capacity, no storage, and 

pipeline constraints) as envisaged in LNG Policy, 2011. Consequently, existing 

infrastructure is used to maintain RLNG supply chain which has given rise to dispute 

between two gas companies; SSGC withholds volume of RLNG by transporting less 

quantity in violation to TPA whereas SNGPL stops payments on account of terminal / 

re-gasification, administrative charges and SNGPL also  exchange loss adjustment 

payable to PSO / PLL. 

(i)  Overall Planning of LNG Import / Strategic Planning 

 Audit observed that Petroleum Division in consultation with all the stakeholders including 

Power Division has failed to evaluate comprehensive need/demand assessment for LNG. Following 

discrepancies in the overall planning were found during the thematic audit: 

 As per ECC decision vide case no ECC-/122/13/22012 dated October 03, 2012, RLNG was 

required to be supplied to public / private sector / bulk consumers under firm contracts with 

take or pay clause. But no firm back-to-back contracts were finalized with IPPs and 

contracts with GPPs were also finalized only up to 66% take or pay basis (instead of 100%) 

under TA-2 agreements. However, later ECC decided vide Case No ECC-52/07/2015 dated 

April 09, 2015 and Case-62/08/2015 dated May 23, 2015 that RLNG supply to IPPs would 
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be on as and when basis.. This inconsistency in decision making resulted in non-finalization 

of GSPA with IPPs and execution of TA-1 among PSO, SSGC and SNGPL could not be done 

thus the whole RLNG sale/ purchase business remained at risk.  In the absence of assurance for 

payments on contracted off-takes, aall the three PSEs have been exposed to the risk of possible 

financial insolvency. Further, the Power Division moved a summary to CCoE in the month 

of September 2020, wherein it was requested that minimum 66% TOP commitment clause 

with GPPs should be exempted from January 2022. With the removal of TOP clause 

liquidity of SNGPL would be affected adversely 

 As per ECC decision communicated by MPNR (Policy Wing) vide letter No. NG(II)-

16(I)/15-RLNG-IPP-Vol-II dated June 23, 2015, the RLNG price will be determined on 

similar lines as that of Petroleum Products Pricing but price is being determined under 

OGRA Ordinance, 2002 on annual basis. 

 OGRA did not finalize the aforesaid provisional prices since April, 2017 which has resulted 

in accumulation of huge RLNG related arrears among PSEs. Detail is as follows;  

i) Accumulation of receivables to PSO / PLL by SNGPL on account of cost of RLNG, 

LPS and recovery of foreign exchange loss etc.  

ii) Unresolved disputes on account of swapped volume of RLNG between SSGC and 

SNGPL resulting in retention of RLNG by SSGC and payment of terminal charges, 

regasification charges and LSA margin by SNGPL which requires reconciliation by 

third party; 

iii) SSGC claims higher UFG losses owing to handling of huge volumes of RLNG and its 

swapping with SNGPL despite its RLNG pipeline being operational since September, 

2018. 

(ii) Demand & Supply of LNG / RLNG 

RLNG demand has remained un-certain because Ministry of Energy (both the 

Petroleum / Power Division) failed to carry out realistic demand and supply assessment. Due 

to acute decline in the demand of RLNG by IPPs even in summer season, Power Sector / IPPs 

did not purchase RLNG off-takes. With the addition of coal in merit order (issued by NTDC 

on periodic basis) above RLNG for fuel consumption by IPPs, demand of RLNG would further 

reduce in near future.   

 Due to inconsistent demand of LNG / RLNG and to facilitate the loading of incoming 

LNG cargo, Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) had to stop production in gas 

fields of indigenous gas (like Mela & Nashpa) in August, 2019 and again in September, 

2019 in order to curtail pressure on line pack of SNGPL. This not only deprived the 

consumers of indigenous cheaper sources of gas but also put the strategic assets of the 

country i.e. pipeline of SNGPL at risk due to uncontrollable pressure. SSGC had to 

withhold RLNG at its own without having any agreement with the seller. 

 The uncertainty existed at companies’ level as well. According to Section 5.1 of the 

initialed GSPA, 2017 between SNGPL and PLL, the demand shall be finalized one 

hundred five (105) days prior to the start of each year. However, SNGPL reduced the 
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demand of gas after short listing of the LNG supplier by PLL. The uncertainty of 

demand led to import of LNG at higher rates due to shortening of lead time. 

(iii) Efficient Procurement & Optimum utilization 

SNGPL has not been able to finalize any of the Annual Delivery Plan for procurement of RLNG 

with PLL whereas it shared ADP with PSO. However, Ministry did not devise any mechanism to 

evaluate the firm demand and timelines were also not fixed for submission of demand, due to this LNG 

procurements could not be initiated in timely manner. SOPs/Guidelines for initiating tenders for spot 

cargos has not been framed thus LNG is being procured at higher prices due to less delivery window as 

some illustrative cases are given below: 

 From February to July 2020, when the price of petroleum products was considerably 

low, Pakistan failed to take advantage of the collapsing prices of LNG in spot markets, 

preferring to stick to its long-term contracts throughout these months. PLL did not make 

any offer to the suppliers for procurement of LNG for later periods due to uncertain 

demand of LNG from SNGPL.  

 In some other cases, PLL received demand from SNGPL in time but failed to issue 

tenders well in time due to which delivery window was reduced.  o Country ended up 

paying higher price of LNG and unfilled slots further aggravated the gas shortage. 

Moreover, the existing supplies to the power sector had to be diverted to domestic 

consumers and the power plants had to be run on costlier furnace oil. 

 Moreover, PLL management failed to procure the LNG timely or schedule the LNG 

cargoes as per requirement. Hence, the country ended up paying higher price of LNG, 

the cost of which was ultimately borne by the end consumers.  

(iv) RLNG Infrastructure Development 

Although development of LNG / RLNG infrastructure was envisaged in the LNG Policy, 2011, 

the land-based storage facility for RLNG has not been developed whereas pipeline for transmission of 

RLNG has remained incomplete. In the absence of necessary infrastructure, there would remain a risk 

of disruption in the supply chain of LNG / RLNG.  

 Due to non-completion of LNG Pipelines Project, swapping arrangement was 

introduced between SSGC and SNGPL under which SSGC received RLNG from EETL 

and utilized the same in its franchise area on indigenous gas tariff and was to deliver 

equal volume of indigenous gas to SNGPL for sale in its franchise area on RLNG price. 

This swapping arrangement caused problems like line pack issues by increasing high 

pressure on pipelines of both the gas utility companies and forced intake and sale of 

RLNG by SSGC in its franchise area at domestic tariff etc. This swapping arrangement 

also gave rise to dispute between SNGPL and SSGC. SSGC transferred less natural gas 

against RLNG to SNGPL during 2015-16 to 2017-18 and supplied the RLNG to its own 

consumers in its network area. The issue is still unresolved and could not be resolved 

by the Regulator and Petroleum Division. 

 Due to line pack issues and inconsistent demand of RLNG and to facilitate the loading 

of incoming LNG cargo, Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) had to stop 
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production in gas fields of indigenous gas (like Mela & Nashpa) in August, 2019 and 

again in September, 2019 in order to curtail pressure on line pack of SNGPL. This not 

only deprived the consumers of indigenous cheaper sources of gas but also put the 

strategic assets of the country i.e. pipeline of SNGPL at risk of rupture due to 

uncontrollable pressure. 

 Under LNG Policy, 2011, LNG Developer / LNG Terminal Operator were required to 

develop LNG storage facility. However, LNG storage capacity had not been developed 

by LNG importers and Terminal Operators i.e. PSO / PLL / EETPL / SSGC / PLTL / 

PGPC etc.  

(v) Accumulation of RLNG Related Circular Debt  

RLNG Supply Chain issue and unpaid subsidies by Government along with Receivables from 

Power Sector are other factors responsible for the piling up of the CD as summarized below: 

             (Rs in million) 

Description PSO PLL Total 

Cost of RLNG 112,598 132,639 245,237 

LPS 23,846 4,464 28,310 

Exchange Loss 4,697 618 5,315 

Total 141,141 137,721 278,862 

SNGPL receivables have risen to Rs 95,666 million and Rs 75,498 million on account 

of cost of RLNG / (Diversion to Domestic Consumers) and WAPDA and IPPs / GPPs 

respectively. Exchange loss adjustment has risen to  

Rs 5,315 million on September 30, 2021. 

(vi) Non-recovery of Cost of RLNG Diverted to Domestic Sector   

Pursuant to FG policy guidelines, SNGPL diverted RLNG to domestic sector in winter months 

during FYs 2018-19, 2019-20 and 2020-21 but the OGRA did not validate the claim raised by SNGPL 

against cost of diversion (Rs. 116,621 million) up till now causing snowball effect as SNGPL was forced 

to delay payments to PSO and PLL, thus, rendering the whole supply chain of LNG cash stripped. 

(vii) RLNG Related Disputes between SNGPL and SSGC  

A dedicated 1,120 KM pipeline (36-inch dia and 42-inch dia) for RLNG transportation from 

Port Qasim Karachi to Lahore was constructed by both the Gas Companies; SSGC constructed 358 KM 

pipeline up to Sawan whereas SNGPL constructed 762 KM pipeline from Sawan to Lahore. Pipeline 

has a design capacity of transportation of 1,200 MMCFD RLNG from Karachi to Lahore.  

A Tripartite Agreement (TA-1) was initialed between SNGPL, SSGC and PSO for sale and 

purchase of LNG / RLNG. PSO and PLL sold LNG to SNGPL by issuing invoices whereas SSGC took 

the custody of LNG at terminal having capacity up to 600 MMCFD and entered into a regasification 

agreement with terminal Operator i.e., EETPL on payment of terminal charges, re-gasification charges 

and LSA margin by SNGPL whereas remaining LNG imported by PLL is unloaded at second terminal 

operated by PGPCL having capacity of up to 600 MMCFD. After re-gasification from both the 

terminals, RLNG is entered in SSGC’s pipeline for onward supply to consumption nodes under Gas 

Transportation Agreement (GTA) executed under TPA Rules, 2018 up to Sawan, from where SNGPL 

took the custody of RLNG from Sawan to Lahore. 
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SSGC used to withhold RLNG received from terminal meant for transportation to SNGPL for 

sale in its own franchise area and SSGC retained RLNG worth Rs 64,560 million up to June, 2021 

without having any agreement with the seller i.e., PSO and PLL. In turn SNGPL stopped payment of 

Terminal Charges, Regasification Charges and LSA margin amounting to Rs 33,298 million to SSGC 

up to June, 2019. 

Disputes relating to cost of RLNG withheld and payment of terminal charges, Regasification 

charges and LSA margin remained unresolved which effected whole RLNG supply chain badly and 

made assessment of demand and supply of gas difficult due to uncertainty existed in the supply chain. 

(viii) Streamlining the Legal Regimes Governing Gas Sector  

System gas and RLNG are being administered through two set of legal regimes i.e., OGRA 

Ordinance, 2002 only deals with System Gas but does not cover RLNG under which pricing was done 

twice in the year and Petroleum Products Act, 1961 deals RLNG as petroleum products under which 

pricing is done on monthly basis. The duality of legal regimes requires different treatment to RLNG 

than that of System Gas as far as recovery of diversion cost of RLNG is concerned and two prices of 

gas are existing in the country; one is cheaper and other is extremely expensive. Current pricing method 

for system gas and RLNG is ring fenced.  

The Government is currently unable to substitute depleting local gas with imported gas without 

incurring heavy financial losses. ECC issued instructions to amend OGRA Ordinance, 2002 to cater for 

RLNG for which legislation is required. FG intends to introduce “Weighted average cost of gas” 

(WACOG) as a pricing mechanism by taking into account the blended costs of both indigenous and 

imported gas as opposed to the current pricing method, which ring-fenced the use of imported fuel. But 

there is a need to develop consensus on the proposed pricing mechanism because under the 18th 

amendment,  gas-producing province has the first right to its use and gas-producing provinces have 

been opposing WACOG. 

4.1.8.2.3 Significant Audit Observations 
(i) MPNR (Policy Wing) vide No. NG(II)-16(I)/15-RLNG-IPP-Vol-II dated 23.06.2015 

conveyed the decision of ECC to OGRA / Gas Utilities / PSO for implementation vide Case 

No ECC-52/07/2015 dated April 09, 2015 and Case-62/08/2015 dated April 23, 2015 regarding 

the Allocation and Pricing of RLNG and related matters 

 Audit observed that import of LNG was started in 2015 by PSO under long term (15 

years) contract with take or pay clause and SNGPL / SSGC management started purchasing 

RLNG from PSO for onward sales to GPPs / IPPs and other industrial consumers. However, 

Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) and SNGPL failed to sensitize the Federal 

Government regarding inconsistencies in governing RLNG business which resulted in 

mismanagement in the shape of ever aggravating demand supply gap of RLNG, endangering 

the pipeline of gas companies due to line pack issues, jeopardizing their financial solvency due 

to non-payment in the absence of back to back agreements on “Take or Pay” and accumulation 

of huge RLNG related circular debt of  

Rs 105,681 million as on September 30, 2019. 140 

                                                           
140 Para 2.1.7.32 AR 2019-20 
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(ii) According to Section 1.1 of initialed GSA between SNGPL & PLL (Firm Gas 

Allocation), the total quantity of Gas to be delivered by the Seller to the Buyer on firm basis, 

being 185 MMSCFD, which can be enhanced based on mutual agreement, to be delivered in 

terms of the ADP, along with any As and when required. Further, According to Confirmation 

Notice with ENI & Gunvor, seller shall deliver and buyer will take over one cargo in each 

month over the entire contract period. Further, according to Rule 04 of Public Sector Corporate 

Governance Rules, 2013, the chairman of the Board shall ensure that the Board is properly 

working and all matters relevant to the governance of the Public Sector Company are placed 

on the agenda of Board meetings and the chief executive is responsible for making appropriate 

arrangements to ensure that funds and resources are properly safeguarded and are used 

economically, efficiently and effectively and in accordance with all statutory obligations 

 Audit observed that PLL procured four LNG Term cargoes in December 2018, January 

2019, November 2020 and October, 2020 that were scheduled to be delivered in December 

2020, and January and February, 2021 respectively. However, the management of PPL did not 

schedule substitute cargoes for these months and had to subsequently procure LNG on spot 

basis. This led to procurement of LNG at higher rates of 12.95% to 23.44% of Brent crude 

compared to 11.62% to 11.95% for the term cargoes. This resulted in loss of  

Rs 6,207.331 million. 141 

(iii) According to Para 6.4 of minutes of 80th BoD meeting, it was unlikely that an urgent tender 

would yield high prices due to less time between the award and delivery of cargo as the number of 

available suppliers / cargoes were less which had an impact on the price. According to Rule 4 of PPRA 

Rules, 2004, Procuring agencies, while engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements 

are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the 

agency and the procurement process is efficient and economical. 

 PLL floated tenders for spot purchase of LNG, for the months of July, September and October, 

2021. BoD, however, cancelled the bidding process, considering exorbitant price that was predicted 

from unprecedented increase in global LNG demand and market benchmark of JKM (Japan Korea 

Maker), in contrast with its own earlier observation, thus reducing the lead time for procurement of 

LNG. In order to fulfil the LNG demand, the management again floated tenders and awarded LNG spot 

cargoes contract at higher rates. This resulted in excess cost of Rs 10,275.039 million on purchase of 

LNG. 142 

(iv) According to Rule 04 of Public Sector companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013, the 

chief executive of the Public Sector Company is responsible to implement strategies and policies 

approved by the Board. Further, BoD vide to Board Resolution 102/06, directed to set-off the 

outstanding amounts on account of excess payment of Port Charges from the upcoming LNG cargoes' 

invoices of PLL's term contract suppliers M/s Eni S.P.A and M/s Gunvor International B.V. 

Amsterdam. 

 Audit observed that PPL failed to recover excess payment on account of port charges amounting 

to Rs 2215 million from Gunvor International B.V. Amsterdam. The company had recovered these 

                                                           
141 Para 2.7.4.3 of AR 2021-22 / DP 1563/PLL 

142 Para 2.7.4.1 of AR 2021-22 / DP 1558/PLL 
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charges from other suppliers but minimal effort was made to recover the same from the said company. 

The management neither made any adjustment against upcoming invoices nor encashed the suppliers' 

performance guarantee submitted under the contract despite the lapse of considerable time. This resulted 

into non-recovery of excess payment of port charges amounting to Rs 2,215 million. 143 

(v) According to decision of ECC in case No ECC-/122/13/22012 dated October 03, 2012 

conveyed by MPNR vide No. NG(II)-16(I)/14-Misc-LNG-Pt dated November 12, 2015 regarding 

approval of modalities for LNG / RLNG infrastructure projects any financing cost for LNG purchased 

will be allowed as admissible expenditure under the revenue requirements to the gas utilities. Further, 

according to ECC decision in case No. 124/15/2015 dated September 03, 2015 financial costs incurred 

in creation of RLNG infrastructure of national importance should be allowed as admissible expense in 

the revenue requirement of the utility companies. 

 Audit observed that RLNG regime was being administered under the Petroleum Products 

(Petroleum Levy) Ordinance, 1961 (SRO No 408(I)/2015 dated May 07, 2015) under which no such 

guaranteed rate of return on RLNG assets (ROA) was allowed. Further, due to violation of ECC 

decision, the Company availed inadmissible guaranteed Return on Assets on non-operational pipeline 

instead of admissible expense on account of finance cost of LNG projects which resulted in extra burden 

on RLNG consumers. 144 

 However, OGRA allowed SNGPL to capitalize the fixed assets relating to LNG projects in 

FRRs for the FY 2017-18 and 2018-19. However, RLNG pipelines were not operationalized and 

swapping arrangement between SSGC and SNGPL continued till September, 2018 and partially 

continued till date. Hence, SNGPL availed guaranteed rate of return of Rs 7,504 million and Rs 8,738 

million (aggregating to Rs 16,242 million) for the said FYs against the admissible amount of Rs 

3,291.851 million. Hence, an amount of Rs 12,950.149 million (Rs 16,242 million – Rs 3,291.851 

million) was availed in excess of SNGPL’s legitimate right as “Transportation Charges”. 

(vi) According to condition 39.1 of license read with provisions of the Sale of Goods Act, 1930 and 

the Contract Act, 1872, the licensee shall not sell gas to consumers without a contract. All agreements 

or contracts should be negotiated, entered into or amended on an arms’ length basis and in accordance 

with the provisions of the Ordinance and the Rules. Moreover, Agenda Item-I (5993) para (vii) of 526th 

BoD Meeting dated April 27, 2019 regarding signing of GSPA with Punjab Thermal Power (PTPL) for 

Trimu Power Project along with the back-to-back agreements (GSPA) with PLL, Reimbursement 

agreement with CPPA and Addendum to the existing Gas Transport Agreement with SSGC was 

deferred for consideration to a subsequent meeting of BoD due to paucity of time. 

 It was observed that the SNGPL had been purchasing RLNG from PLL and selling RLNG to a 

GPP i.e., Punjab Thermal Power (PTPL) for Trimu Power Project without finalizing the GSPA with 

PLL. Consequently, back-to-back agreements with Central Power Purchasing Agency-Guarantee 

(CPPA-G) and Gas Transportation Agreement (GTA) with SSGC could not be finalized. The non-

                                                           
143 Para 2.7.4.6 / DP 1505/PLL 
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finalization of GSPA with PLL put the whole RLNG business at risk being not backed by firm 

commitments. 145 

(vii) According to Rule 4 of PPRA Rules, 2004 read with Rule 12 and 42 of Rules ibid, procuring 

agencies, while engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair 

and transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the 

procurement process is efficient and economical. 

 Audit observed that upon completion of contract period with Guvnor, the company started 

buying one cargo of LNG through SPA with QG at 13.37% of Brent from January, 2021 to June, 2021. 

LNG being a volatile market, price remained high in winter months ranging from 16% to 17% in 

January, 2021 and February, 2021 and decision of PSO regarding purchase of LNG from QG at 13.37% 

of Brent in these months is justified whereas from March, 2021 to June, 2021, price of LNG dropped 

down ranging 10% to 12% from where the decision of purchasing LNG through SPA with QG was 

required to be reconsidered keeping in view the market volatility. However, the company bought two 

cargos in March / April, 2021 from QG under SPA at higher price and similarly, tendered for two spot 

cargos in May, 2021 but only one bidder offered bids but the company cancelled the bid being 

unfavourable and the company did not re-tender the spot cargoes under PPRA Rules neither option of 

emergency Clause was adopted whereas it bought both the cargoes from GQ without any tendering 

under PPRA Rules. In April / May, 2021 spot market dropped significantly due to 10% to 12% but the 

PSO procured LNG on 13.37% on higher prices and benefit of low prices to the tune of Rs 1,206.560 

million could not be fetched. 146 

(viii) According to Section 3 and 4(4) of Natural Gas Regulated Third Party Access (TPA) Rules, 

2012 read with GTA executed between SNGPL and SSGC, transportation service consists of taking 

delivery of the gas available by a shipper at one or more entry points along the gas pipeline 

transportation system and delivering an equivalent quality of gas to shipper. Transporter shall arrange 

to deliver gas at exit point to shipper and shall provide facilities including measurement equipment at 

exit point. 

 Audit observed that the management could not receive RLNG worth  

Rs 23,661.29 million for the FY 2020-21 (total recoverable were Rs 64,559.8 million as on June 30, 

2021) from SSGC which was due under Gas Transportation Agreement (GTA). SSGC was retaining 

RLNG for sale in its franchise area without executing any agreement with SNGPL or with the suppliers. 

SNGPL could not get the provisions of GTA implemented and the PAO / Regulator failed to resolve 

the dispute despite lapse of more than three years. 147 

(ix) As per ECC decision vide case no ECC-/122/13/22012 dated October 03, 2012, RLNG was 

required to be supplied to public / private sector bulk consumers under firm contracts with Take or Pay 

clause. 

                                                           
145 Para 2.5.6.23 of AR 2019-20 

146 Para 2.4.4.8/PSO of AR 2021-22 / DP 1747/PSO 

147 DP 1580/SNGPL 
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 Audit observed that with the removal of TOP clause i.e., 66% Take or Pay contracts with GPPs 

liquidity of the Company would be affected adversely.148 

(x) PSO, SSGC and SNGPL entered into a Tripartite Agreement under which PSO is 

required to supply imported LNG and SSGC will transport / swap re-gasified LNG to SNGPL 

for sale to GPPs, IPPs, Fertilizers, and other industrial / commercial consumers. Further, as per 

ECC Decision dated June 6, 2015, RLNG pricing components for PSO include: i. LNG DES 

(Delivery Ex-Ship) / FOB price (including freight) ii. Other import related actual costs iii. PSO 

margin up to 4 percent of LNG DES Price, subject to review after 3 months by an Inter-

Ministerial Committee. Further, PSO also executed another long-term agreement with Qatar 

Petroleum for LNG supply from November, 2021 for two cargoes each month for which 

necessary arrangements regarding re-gasification arrangements at PGPC’s Terminal with PLL 

and back to back agreements for supply of LNG to SNGPL / SSGC and its transportation from 

PGPC’s Terminal to upcountry are required to be finalized prior to November, 2021. 

 Audit observed that the PSO could not get the LNG / RLNG related issues resolved 

from the Petroleum Division and OGRA like Non-finalization of TA-1 with SNGPL and SSGC 

for supply of LNG, non-resolving the issue with the OGRA for finalization of RLNG prices 

and increase in LNG margin. Further necessary arrangements for second G2G agreement with 

QP for supply of two cargo per month were also not finalized since June, 2021 and supplies 

have been initiated from November, 2021 on provisional basis and agreements were not 

finalized with other stakeholders for berthing and regasification of one cargo which is beyond 

the capacity of EETPL terminal and GSPAs with buyers were also not finalized.  Matter 

regarding port handling through Q-flex at both the Terminals and rationalization of port charges 

by PQA. 149 

4.1.9  Departmental Responses 

(i) Management explained that dedicated pipeline has been commissioned in 2018 and 

most of the LNG is being provided to SNGPL through this line. Technical assistance of ADB 

has been solicited by ISGSL for undertaking the feasibility study for development of Gas 

Storage in the country. The consultant of ADB has initiated collection of required data with 

respect to demand supply or Natural Gas. In order to mitigate the financial risks of the 

companies involved in RLNG supply chain, a proposal of amending OGRA Ordinance has 

been initiated by the Cabinet Division. The proposed amendment will be placed before the CCI 

after its approval, same will be submitted to the Parliament for approval.  

(ii) The management in its reply dated December 29, 2021 stated that PLL has problem 

with early procurement of LNG like 1 spot cargo is arranged only once, demand is confirmed 

as LNG is procured on a 100% take or pay basis. Considering the several past examples of 

SNGPL’s demand variations and SNGPL’s inability to sign a GSPA in which it guarantees a 

firm commitment of at least 200 MMCFD, it is not possible for PLL to arrange additional 

cargoes, over and above the scheduled term cargoes in the absence of GSPA. 2 spot cargoes 
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are typically locked in 3 months in advance. In order to schedule spot cargoes well in advance, 

PLL will have to committing the Significant advance payment and LC/SBLC to be opened in 

favour of supplier well in advance, thereby exhausting PLL’s limited credit facilities and PLL’s 

existing financial position and available credit facilities, especially its ever-increasing 

receivables from SNGPL does not allow it to make these commitments.  

(iii) The management in its reply dated December 29, 2021 stated that in accordance with PPRA’s 

guideline of accepting single bids while ensuring rate reasonability, bids received for initial tenders for 

July, 2021 could not be awarded. However, PLL was constrained to purchase these cargoes later owing 

to directions from the ministry to procure LNG to avoid expected energy shortage in the country. 

Further, for September & October, 2021, PLL’s BOD decided not to award any of the 8 cargos 

considering the downward trend of the prices in the market (news related to OPEC and sudden decrease 

in Brent and JKM S&P Platts on July 08, 2021. However, the spot market rose unexpectedly in the next 

week. PLL immediately floated a PPRA compliant urgent tender for procurement of four (04) spot 

cargoes for September 2021 and seven (07) spot cargoes in October and November 2021. Audit is of 

view that while cancelling tenders, management did not account for premium which is to be incurred 

due to procurement process of Pakistan as compared to JKM forecast of LNG price and short lead time 

between date of award to date of delivery. 

(iv) The management in its reply dated December 29, 2021 stated that PLL’s Board in late April 

2021 had given their direction to set off Gunvor International’s liability amount from their future 

invoice. The matter was then presented to the Board of GHPL who had shown their concern about the 

potential encashment of the SBLC issued by PLL, which at the time was backed by GHPL. Legal 

opinions from WFW and Orr, Dignam & Co. ("ODC") have been sought about the risks of such 

encashment and any mitigation strategy that PLL can employ. The opinions suggested that it is possible 

albeit risky for PLL to deduct the amount from alternative cargoes. Further, Supplies from Gunvor 

International’s contract will continue until July 2022 and PLL has a strategy in place to ensure recovery 

of amounts outstanding on account of Port Charges.  

(v) The management replied that as per ECC decision assets relating to LNG project would 

be included in asset base and ROA would be allowed thereon. Company had been following 

up with OGRA for implementation of ECC decision and inclusion of finance cost in revenue 

requirement but OGRA did not allow the finance cost in revenue requirement.  

(vi) The management replied that ECC in its meeting held on October 02, 2019 had decided that 

M/s SNGPL and PLL shall execute a separate GSPA for supply of 185 MMCFD on take or pay basis 

and a separate GSPA for supply of RLNG volumes over and above 185 MMCFD backed by submission 

of SBLC. Further the CPPA-G advised elimination of 66% minimum RLNG off-take obligation for 

PTPL and they would only be accommodated against any unutilized RLNG by the GPPs.  

(vii) The management in its reply dated December, 2021 stated that as per the Annual Delivery Plan 

two spot cargoes were needed in May, 2021. In order to fulfil the need PSO floated a tender on March 

21, 2021 (60 days ahead) of the two-delivery period i.e., 20-21 May 2021 and 25-26 May 2021. The 

tender was opened on April 21, 2021, and only one bid was received for delivery period 25-26 May 

2021 from DXT Commodities at 14.5201% of Brent, which translated to $9.3494/MMBTU. PSO 

approached QG for the supply of cargo through upward flexibility option. QG, while giving waiver of 

the notice period required for such request, agreed to supply the cargo at contract price of 13.37% of 

Brent slope ($8.6089/MMBTU). PLL had with them special PPRA exemptions whereas PSO does not 

have such exemption in place. In a market with high price volatility, the validity of bids required under 
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PPRA rules makes a big difference, and this has been proved in the tender that PSO has floated for May 

cargoes. Though PLL also floated the tender exactly same time, but having PPRA exemptions for 

response time (10 days against normal 30 days) and bid validity of single day (against normal of 15 

days), the prices they fetched were lower. 

(viii) The management in its reply dated December, 2021 stated that the TA-1 could not be executed 

despite lapse of 5 years, due to various issues raised by SNGPL time and again, Now, PSO executed 

new LNG SPA with Qatar Petroleum for supply of 02 cargoes each month from November, 2021 which 

necessitated re-gasification of LNG cargos at PGPCL beyond 6 cargoes. Therefore, an interim 

arrangement was executed between PSO, SNGPL and PLL for two cargos in November and December 

2021. However, a quadripartite agreement will be executed shortly among PSO/PLL and SSGC / 

SNGPL covering entire volumes under both the long-term contracts. Further, the matter of exchange 

gain/loss adjustment is pending with OGRA since July 2017. Moreover, the ECC vide case no. ECC-

62/12/2018 dated May 30, 2018 enhanced PSO margin on LNG from 2.5% to 3.75% w.e.f June 01, 

2018, however the same was not implemented by OGRA as yet. Moreover, issue of withholding tax 

was also taken up with FBR time and again to reduce this high taxation on LNG business, however, the 

matter is pending with FBR. As far as actual import cost of LNG is concerned, PSO has regularly been 

submitting actual price computations to OGRA along with all supporting documents. But OGRA did 

not issue actual prices subsequently in spite of submission of relevant data by PSO. Issue of berthing of 

Q-Flex cargo at PGPCL has been taken up with MoE / Petroleum Division and PLL and MOE has 

issued directives to Ministry of Maritime for the early resolution of this issue and for making necessary 

arrangements for the berthing of Q-Flex at PGPCL terminal. Audit contends that structural gaps in 

RLNG supply chain could not be removed yet and all major issues remained unresolved. Further, the 

requisite audit of incidental cost / actual import of LNG was not conducted for the period starting from 

June, 2017 onwards. 

(ix) The management in its reply dated January 28, 2022 stated that pursuance to agreement between 

SNGPL and SSGC initiate in January, 2021, company has received all payments pertaining to FY 2020-

21.  

(x) The management in its reply dated January 28, 2022 stated that pursuant to ECC’s decision, 

SNGPL BoD being competent authority agreed to waive off 66% take or pay commitment from the 

GSAs of the three RLNG power plants with effect from January 01, 2022.  

4.1.10 Recommendations 

Based on the audit findings, the following recommendations are made to make the LNG 

/ RLNG regime economical and efficient;  

 Formulation of SOPs to evaluate demand by concluding agreements between the parties 

and formulate timelines for communication of demand to sellers; 

 Revision in legal regime i.e. OGRA Ordinance, 2002 to cater for the RLNG both its 

pricing and determination of cost of service; 

 Ensure development of LNG / RLNG infrastructure (Storage and more terminals and 

pipelines ) and efficient utilization of available resources and access to third party for 

utilization of idle capacity; and 

 Ensure effective financial management to avoid piling up of receivables to ensure 

availability of funds for continuous supply of RLNG. 
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4.1.11  Conclusion 

 With depleting indigenous natural gas reserves, Pakistan’s dependence on imported LNG has 

increased during recent years. However, the LNG import and RLNG sales has been marked with 

inefficiency and mismanagement. From submission of delayed / insufficient demand by the Power 

Sector to SNGPL to non-development of necessary infrastructure for import and transmission & 

distribution of RLNG, there exist various factors which have led to mishandling of the LNG / RLNG 

procurement and further transmission and distribution. Failure to finalize GSA has resulted into piling 

up of huge receivables payable by the buyers / end consumers, thus affecting the financial health of the 

PSEs.  Due to delayed development of RLNG infrastructure and absence of dedicated pipeline for 

RLNG, the business is being carried out on makeshift basis by utilizing existing natural gas 

infrastructure which has resulted in disputes of energy equivalence and quantity of RLNG between the 

parties involved.  

 In order to mitigate the inefficiency and mismanagement in the LNG / RLNG regime, the 

Government needs to play its role and ensure smooth working of the sector. As LNG / RLNG 

has turned out to be an important component of energy mix of the country and appears to 

remain so in foreseeable future, it is imperative that LNG / RLNG business is carried out 

efficiently under certain of . The Government needs to pay special attention to the sector with 

the intention to streamline the system instead of managing the sector on makeshift 

arrangements. 
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4.2  Revamping of Mineral Sector-Pakistan Mineral Development 

Corporation 

4.2.1 Introduction 

The world’s second-largest salt mines, coupled with giant cooper, coal, and gold reserves may 

provide a potential boost to the beleaguered economy of Pakistan. Surging worldwide demand for 

metallic and non-metallic minerals can generate prospective revenue inflows for our economy. 

PMDC, the only federal entity involved in the exploration, evaluation, mining, and marketing 

of economic minerals deposits, has had scrambled in its response to these myriad challenges. In order 

to capitalize on the multiple opportunities provided by the sector, the company needs to revamp by 

instituting vibrant governance structures which are capable of strategically fostering its organic growth. 

These structures should ensure the development of dynamic management policies and procedures, 

technological transformation, funding diversification, robust internal control structures, and regulatory 

compliance. Moreover, the company needs a product portfolio planning and a revitalized business and 

marketing strategy to play its role effectively in the national economy. 

4.2.2 Background 

Federal Cabinet, in its case No. 216/10/2019 dated February 28, 2019, directed Petroleum 

Division to formulate a plan for revamping of PMDC to get benefit of its true potential It was only in 

1995 that the first National Mineral Policy was developed. the policy of 1995 further, gave way to the 

National Mineral Policy of 2013. 

Incorporated in 1974, the Pakistan Mineral Development Corporation (PMDC) inherited the 

mineral-related assets and liabilities of the erstwhile West Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation 

(WPIDC). However, in its entire history, the company operated under a much-reduced scope by mostly 

focusing on the fields that were bequeathed to it.  

 

 

 

4.2.3    Establishing the Audit Theme 

4.2.3.1 Reasons for Selection 

World Bank studies on mining sectors imply that every dollar spent on a mine generates another 

2.80 dollars elsewhere in the economy. Some of the most successful economies in the world like 

Canada, China, the U.S.A, etc. have mineral-based industries that act as a pillar for their broad industrial 

development.150 However, despite possessing ninety-two151 known minerals, Pakistan’s mineral sector 

                                                           
150 World Bank (2000a)pp.103-32 
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is subject to decades of neglect and dwindling outputs. Resultantly, the sector contributed only 2.51%152 

to the GDP in the year 2019. Similarly, its contributions to the total yearly exports stood at 1.88%153.  

To address the issue, Government of Pakistan framed National Mineral Policy, 2013 with the 

objective to increase economic contribution of mining sector in Pakistan’s economy by encouraging 

private investment in mineral sector. The policy further delineates to ensure coordination between 

Federal and Provincial Governments in implementation of regulatory and legislative regime.  

Based on the importance of the sector and introduction of new policy, audit selected the theme 

to analyse role of PMDC in the changed environment and its revamping in the wake of new policy. 

Moreover, Sustainable Development Goals such as 1.2, 13.2 and 17.6 related to reduction in poverty, 

integrated climate change, and sharing and cooperation for access to science, technology and innovation 

also necessitates analysis of revamping of PMDC to ascertain the progress towards achievement of 

these goals.  

4.2.3.2 Purpose / Objectives 

Apart from adhering to the statutory requirements, the current audit will provide valuable 

insights to multiple stakeholders i.e., Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) and PMDC. 

Audit will give recommendations regarding revamping of PMDC in the areas like HR structure, 

operational excellence, business development, excel in sale & marketing, and IT & ERP after discussing 

the prevailing conditions and help the management to plug the loopholes.  

4.2.3.3 Scope 

The Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) develops liaison among all the provincial and 

federal stake holders on the subject of minerals. The minerals are provincial matter but no mineral 

department of any province has been audited by this office. The Audit only covered mineral sector to 

the extent of PMDC (sole federating unit) keeping in view the directions of the Cabinet Division for 

revamping of PMDC. Thematic Audit revolves around the concept of necessity of the revamping plan 

of PMDC. Audit checked the areas like HR structure, operational excellence, business development, 

excel in sale & marketing, and IT & ERP covered under revamping plan Audit adopted the vertical and 

horizontal approach. As part of vertical coverage, the audit team selected the offices of DG Minerals 

and the head office of the Pakistan Mineral Development Corporation (Pvt.) Limited. For horizontal 

coverage, two salt projects (namely Khewra and Warcha) were selected out of 5 salt projects and 

reviewed generally the record of coal projects (namely Sor-Range and Lakhra Coal Mining 

Development Limited) available at PMDC head office. The period for the record requisitioned ranging 

from FY 2019-20 to 2020-21 in different areas. The following table depicts the coverage type, TOR 

covered and formations visited along with justification:  

Coverage type TOR 
Formation visited along with 

justification 

Horizontal Coverage 

 

 To evaluate the status of 

implementation of objectives 

set forth in National Mineral 

Policy, 2013 and effectiveness 

 DG (Minerals) being 

regulator and have 

administrative power for 

smooth running of PMDC. 

                                                           
152 Pakistan Economic Survey 2019-20 

153 WTS – UNSD Comtrade 
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of regulatory framework 

provided by the policy and its 

impact in terms of 

development of the mineral 

sector with reference to 

PMDC. 

 PMDC’s Headquarter. 

Vertical Coverage 

 

 To review the strategy for the 

revamping of PMDC and its 

impact besides improvements 

in its financial performance. 

 To assess business strategy & 

planning at PMDC with a 

special focus on its vision, 

objectives, and products 

portfolio planning and extent 

of the achievement of its 

objectives. 

 To review facility 

development and marketing & 

promotional strategies in 

PMDC. 

 To check the investment 

portfolio in high grades mines, 

acquisition of new leases as 

well as the development of 

new mines. 

 PMDC, Head office & 

selective projects at Khewra 

and Warcha – being the 

entity responsible for 

planning and implementation 

of the revamping plan.  

4.2.4  Legal Framework Governing the Theme 

In accordance with Article 172154 of the constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan 

minerals, other than nuclear minerals and those occurring in specified federal areas, fall under the 

purview of provinces. Through dedicated mines and mineral departments, each province is responsible 

for regulations, planning & exploration, award of concessions, safety, and skill development for mines 

falling in their respective jurisdiction. The Federal Government, on its part, is responsible for geological 

/ geophysical survey and mapping, national and international coordination, and formulation of national 

policies and plans. Following primary and secondary pieces of legislation govern the theme:  

i. Article 172 of the Constitution of Pakistan, 1973; 

ii. The Mines Act, 1923;  

                                                           
154 (1) Any property which has no rightful owner shall, if located in a Province, vest in the Government of that 

Province, and in every other case, in the Federal Government. (2) All lands, minerals and other things of value 

within the continental shelf or underlying the ocean beyond the territorial waters of Pakistan shall vest in the 

Federal Government. (3) Subject to the existing commitments and obligations, mineral oil and natural gas within 

the Provinces and the territorial waters adjacent thereto shall vest jointly and equally in that Province and the 

Federal Government.” 
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iii. The Regulation of Mines and Oilfields and Mineral Development Government 

Control Act, 1948; 

iv. National Mineral Policy, 1995; 

v. National Mineral Policy, 2013; 

vi. Shareef-ud-Din Pirzada Award, 1979; 

vii. Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Mineral Policy, 2014; 

viii. Punjab Mineral Policy, 2018; 

ix. The Sindh Mining Concession Rules, 2002; 

x. The Baluchistan Mining Concession Rules, 2002; 

xi. The KPK Mining Concession Rules, 2005; 

xii. The Companies Act, 2017; and 

xiii. Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013. 

4.2.5   Stakeholders and Governmental Organizations Identified as Directly / Indirectly 

Involved 

Important stakeholders directly or indirectly involved in the theme are: 

i. Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division); 

ii. Federal and Provincial Governments;  

iii. Public Accounts Committee (Federal & Provincial); 

iv. DG (Mineral); 

v. Pakistan Mineral Development Corporation Private Ltd; 

vi. Provincial Mineral Development Authorities; and 

vii. Private Consumers like M/s. ICI Khewra, M/s Ittehad Chemicals, M/s Sitara chemicals, etc., 

4.2.6 Role of Important Organizations 

(i) Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) 

 Mineral, other than mineral oil, gas, and radioactive minerals, is a provincial subject. The 

executive and legislative authority rest with the respective provincial Governments. The Ministry of 

Energy (Petroleum Division) is entrusted with the responsibility of formulation and implementation of 

National Mineral Policy. Moreover, maintenance of close liaison among Federal & Provincial 

Governments, Provincial Mineral Authorities, DG Mineral, Geological Survey of Pakistan, PMDC, and 

foreign investors is its responsibility.  

(ii) PMDC 

 PMDC is the only federal entity engaged in prospecting, exploration, evaluation, mining, and 

marketing of minerals in the country. PMDC gets exploration licenses and mining leases from the 

respective Provincial Governments. It undertakes all activities, from prospecting to the marketing of 

the minerals, in competition with other public and private sector mining companies. The following table 

depicts types, fields, net reserves, and ownership status, of the product portfolio of PMDC: 
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Type of 

Mineral 
Fields 

Net Reserves 

estimation  

(million tons) 

Ownership status 

Coal 
 Degari  

 Sor Range 

 Sharighv 

 0.886 

 6.185 

 3.094 

PMDC is operating 

along with raising 

contractors, who 

provide its revenue on a 

net margin basis. 

Salt  

 Khewra &Makrach 

 Warcha 

 Kalabagh 

 Jatta Bahadur Khel 

 375.278 

 1978.235 

 33.384 

 80087.262 

PMDC is operating 

along with new 

investors, who change 

to excavation 

contractors after 

approval of incentives. 

Kurram 

Soapstone 
 Daradar Area  

 Gandao Area  
 2.3155 (reserves) 

Working as a JV with 

KPK (previously 

FATA) 

Lead and 

Zinc  Duddar  10  

PMDC will share profit 

in return for handing its 

lease area to MCC 

4.2.7 Organization’s Financials 

PMDC generates its resources on its own. In 1974, the company was incorporated with a shared 

capital of 10,000,000 wholly owned by the federal Government. The company had one million shares 

at the share price of ten each. Later, under Benazir employees stock option scheme, the GOP transferred 

120,0000 ordinary shares of Rs 10 each to PMDC Employee’s Empowerment Trust. In 2020, the 

company’s profit after taxation was Rs 283.343 million. Further, PMDC entered into an agreement with 

China Metallurgical Construction (Group) Corporation for development of Dudar Lead Zinc Deposits 

in Balochistan. Furthermore, PMDC entered into an agreement with Government of Balochistan with 

10 % participation by buying shares 3,200,000 of Rs 10 each of M/s Balochistan Mineral Exploration 

Company Limited to invest in 10 % shares of Balochistan Mineral Exploration Company Limited. 

PMDC paid  

Rs 160 million as first tranche and second tranche of the same amount will be paid as and when 

demanded by M/s Balochistan Mineral Exploration Company Limited.  

4.2.8 Field Audit Activity 

4.2.8.1 Methodology 

During the entire auditing cycle, the team followed a graduated and integrated approach which 

comprised: 

 Carrying out comprehensive audit planning by determining audit objectives, 

establishing audit scope, analysing error / irregularity conditions, demarcating issues of 

potential significance and relevant audit criteria, and envisaging field audit 

                                                           
155 PC 1 of Kurram Soapstone 
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methodologies. Planning was carried out to minimize the omission of any material 

risks. 

 Following the integrated audit program, developed during the planning and execution 

stage.  

 Compliance testing, substantive analysis, substantive testing of details, ICQs and 

computer-aided techniques were utilized to cull transactional data from the trial balance 

and general ledger. 

4.2.8.2 Audit Analysis 

4.2.8.2.1 Review of Internal Controls 

Internal control is defined as “a process effected by an entity’s Board of Directors, management 

and other personnel designed to provide reasonable assurance of the achievement of objectives in the 

following categories: 

 Operational Effectiveness and Efficiency 

 Financial Reporting Reliability 

 Regulatory Compliance 

As per Committee of Sponsoring Organizations-COSO, an effective internal control framework 

comprises a sound cohesion between five elements156, which include control environment, risk 

assessment, control activities, information and communication and monitoring, and 17 relevant 

principles for controls. Accordingly, the findings can be briefly summarized as: 

Sr. 

No. 
Elements of COSO Finding 

1 
Control Environment: Sketchy Controls 

2 
Risk assessment Deficient Controls with no 

policy 

3 
Control activities Unconsolidated and Ineffective 

Controls 

4 
Information And Communication Dysfunctional Controls 

5 
Monitoring Dysfunctional Controls 

 Details for these elements are given below: 

a) Control Environment 

The control environment is the basic foundation of the internal control framework. A tone from 

the top is established through activities like strong oversight by the Board, robust organizational 

structure, adequate policies, and the existence of an internal audit function. During the audit following 

weaknesses appeared in the control environment of PMDC: 

                                                           
156 COSO Framework for evaluating internal controls (1992) 
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a. Ineffective Oversight by the Board 

Dynamic Boards play a pivotal role in setting strategies for the long-term benefits of 

corporations. BoD has a discerning oversight over the activities of executives and they vouchsafe 

interests of stakeholders in the public sector entities. They ensure the fulfilment of the vision and the 

mission of the company by acutely examining its policies and procedures. An evaluation of the PMDC’s 

vision against its performance to date reveals lacunas in the efficient oversight by the Board. Detailed 

analysis of the performance of the Board is carried out in the critical review section. 

b. Organizational Structure 

PMDC, having a hierarchical organizational structure, has an HR strength of 783 personnel. 

Breakdown of this strength is given below: 

Sr. No. Designation Total Technical 
Non-technical 

1. Officers 122 
62 (50.9%) 60 (49.1%) 

2. Officials 661 26 (3.9%) 
633 (96.1%) 

As depicted in the above table, PMDC has a significant majority of its HR strength which is 

non-technical. In a technology-driven sector, where HR costs are ever reducing, the presence of a large 

number of non-technical staff members is a liability for the organization. The staff involved in 

envisaging, implementing, monitoring, and upgrading internal controls was not properly selected, 

trained, and supervised. As a result, the management of PMDC failed to utilize its HR strength as an 

asset for the organization. 

c. Management Policies 

Existence of sound policies results in the smooth operations of any organization. These policies 

act as a source of information, guidance, reliability, accountability, efficiency, and clarity for the 

organization. However, the management of PMDC has had failed to identify the need for robust policies 

for the organization. Policies and manuals relating to procurement, ethics, risk, R&D, operations, credit 

sales, legal section, HR, etc are either not existing or are obsolete. Detailed analysis of the 

absence/antiquatedness of these policies is carried out in the critical review section.  

d. Internal Audit 

The organization has an internal audit function under the supervision of the chief internal 

auditor. The audit observed that the office is being utilized to develop certain policies like cash and 

investment policy which is purely a management affair. The office should not have the authority to 

write policies regarding the control environment and should just monitor the effectiveness of the 

policies. Further, the reports produced by the section did not follow a normative approach as they merely 

indicated the existence of the malaises without suggesting a remedial course. 

e. Risk Assessment 

After a considerable delay, the Board in its 203rd meeting finally, constituted a Risk and Finance 

Oversight Committee. To date, the committee has organized three meetings. An analysis of the minutes 

of these meetings depicts that the committee is primarily concerned with the financial performance of 

the company. The committee needs to institute an integrated risk management framework that can help 
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the company in identifying, assessing, and mitigating the plethora of risks it faces. The absence of an 

integrated risk management framework has resulted in erosion of stakeholder’s value. 

f. Inapposite Handling of Financial Risks 

Key financial risks facing the company include the absence of a credit sales policy, an 

ambiguous operational model, issues regarding the supply chain, and impending concerns about the 

renewal of leases. The company needs an integrated risk management framework. In the absence of 

such an integrated framework, various tiers will be unable to respond to contemporary risks. The risk 

associated with accruals mismanagement and capital blockage, for instance, has resulted in the 

appearance of Rs.79.199 million as accounts receivables and Rs.18.959 million as accounts payables. 

Interestingly, the major chunk of these receivables is due to credit sales for which no policy exists.  

g. Improper Handling of Strategic Risks 

The company faces both business and systemic types of strategic risks. High HR costs, 

inefficient policies and procedures, outdated mining technology, and poor marketing are a few of the 

daunting business risks. Recruitment of HR strength, as discussed later, was carried out without 

adopting a fair process. In the same manner, recurring issues with raising contractors and new 

investment policy, detailed later, are potential strategic risks for the organization. Similarly, lack of 

mineral intensive industries, volatility in international mineral prices, geopolitical factors are a few of 

the systemic issues beleaguering the company. The business plan, which needs to be a kernel document 

for any mining company, has had not been developed.  

h. Improper Handling of Regulatory Risks 

Since the 1985 Shareef-ud-Din Pirzada award, the provincial regulators have had become more 

assertive. Multiple leases of PMDC, for instance, DIMD/S/ML-Coal (88)/(85)/2668 in Lakhra and 

(F)/MCC/Kurram/ML-SOAPSTONE(15)/2005 in Kurram, have expired due to regulatory compulsions 

and litigations by locals. Moreover, safety issues in mining areas like Degari can invite potential HSE 

enactments. 

 

i. Control Activities 

In response to the myriad of risks facing the PMDC, the management of PMDC needs to 

develop comprehensive policies and standard operating procedures. However, the Audit observed 

systemic weaknesses of control activities in the organization. Some of these are detailed below:  

 The audit of the vouchers for the fiscal years 2018, 2019 and 2020 revealed the absence of 

requisite documents for payment of claims regarding educational expenses, reimbursement 

of medical claims for retired persons, and canteen subsidy. The disbursements were made 

without attaching requisite documents to ensure the admissibility of claims of Rs 33.692 

million.  

 Though PMDC had adopted PPRA to regulate its procurements, the organization did not 

develop detailed procedures for proposed procurements/contracts. Procedures for the 

classification of purchases/contracts on the basis of monetary value and the bidding method 

are not developed. The audit team observed that multiple procurements of technical nature, 

like the installation of a shed in Khewra, were carried out on a single-stage single envelope 

procedure. 
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 The organization did not develop an objective and merit-based hiring mechanism. Instead 

of issuing a proper advertisement for recruitment, in 35 illustrative cases the company hired 

its officials on a simple application. The officers of PMDC, on the other hand, were 

appointed without being tested by a 3rd party. Such appointments are subjective and the 

management can influence selections. Moreover, the management did not carry out a 

comprehensive analysis of the required strength and resultantly the bulk of appointments 

were made on the non-technical cadre.   

 Trained manpower of PMDC, would have enabled it to work efficiently through its required 

expertise in required field. However, during last 3 fiscal years only 32 employees were 

trained and out of which only 4 employees were trained for the technical courses. 

 

 

j. Information and Communication 

In the absence of requisite control activities, as discussed above, multiple tiers of PMDC are 

not working on an optimal level. A survey on “Health and Safety Assessment in Lakhra Coal Mines 

and Its Mitigation Measures”157 , an erstwhile field of PMDC revealed that “the maximum of health risk 

and subsequent health damages are triggering due to lack of awareness, non-compliance of labour as 

well as mines laws”. The survey observed that in Lakhra, alone, 8 workers died and 121 workers were 

injured in mine-related accidents during the last five years. The HSE department, which finally evolved 

its leading and lagging indicators in 2020, could not inform the grass root workers and resultantly 

culture of knowledge is confined to a few tiers. In 2020-21 the number of fatalities was 24 which speaks 

to the implications of a weak information system. 

In a technologically intensified industry, the importance of timely and reliable communications 

cannot be overlooked. PMDC, however, has failed to translate its competitive advantage in the mining 

sector due to the absence of an integrated information and communication mechanism. The responsible 

tiers work in isolation and at whims. In the HR and the finance section of the headquarter, for instance, 

there is a lack of integration between different files and requisite documents. Resultantly, important 

decisions are taken by the responsible authorities in a data fog. Similarly, important information, like 

fact-finding inquiries, is not being communicated to the concerned departments- when the GM (Coal) 

was inquired about the fact-finding report related to Degari, he acknowledged that no such report was 

shared with his section. Resultantly, such reports cannot produce the desired results. Since there are no 

requisite SOPs for sharing important information, in a tier can hide the relevant information from others. 

Moreover, weaknesses in the controls structures affecting information and communication have resulted 

in erroneous asset profiling. In various projects, like Warcha, Lakhra, Khewra, etc., the management 

does not use an independent information gathering mechanism to assess the level of reserves and 

inventory. Resultantly, fraudulent transactions were observed. 

 

k. Monitoring 

                                                           
157 Health and Safety Assessment in Lakhra Coal Mines and its Mitigation measures, US-Pakistan Centre for 

advance studies in water, MUET, Jamshoro, Sindh, Pakistan. 
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As discussed above, the internal control framework in any organization is built upon a set of 

graduated and interrelated elements. Weaknesses in the control environment, risk assessment, control 

activities, and information channels lead to a poor monitoring mechanism. In cases where the controls 

were present, the audit observed a lack of periodic and ongoing assessment. Some of the instances of 

weak monitoring mechanisms are given below: 

 PMDC is yet to implement automated site monitoring through remote sensing. 

Implementation of the remote monitoring mechanism will significantly improve the 

quality and quantity of data. Right now the bulk of monitoring is being carried out 

through contingent paid staff, which are susceptible to duress from the management. 

Resultantly, the Warcha project, a classic manifest of weak monitoring, sustained a loss 

of more than 50 million rupees due to the difference between sales data and the MD-8 

records. In the SOR range, as another example, the timber at the Sor-Range of Rs 5.466 

million was not of the required quality. Had the whistle not blown, in the mines, and 

revenue of the PMDC could both be at stake. 

 The absence of spot checks on inventory management resulted in multiple deviances. 

Mixing industrial grade salt with dealer grade salt has resulted in a loss of revenue at 

depots located in multiple salt fields. Moreover, cases of salt pilferage from the 

inventory have resulted in a loss of millions of rupees in Warcha, Makrach, Khewra, 

etc. 

 PMDC has still not developed its grading policies and procedures for salt and coal 

outputs of its fields. Resultantly, in the absence of automated site monitoring, multiple 

types can be mixed and high-value output can be replaced with a low-value output. 

Similarly, issues with bypassing of weighage scales can be corrected by using 

automated cameras. 

 In the case of accounting software provided by Sadat Haider, proper monitoring of 

entries is not possible as procedures for making entries are not defined. IT user roles 

are not segregated. The bulk of journal voucher entries are being passed every month 

which could be a significant financial risk as it happened in Lakhra, where the 

accountant Mr. Niaz Akhter posted fake JVs and pilferage Rs 56  million. Had multiple 

tiers been involved with restrictions on user roles, this fraud would not have taken place. 

4.2.8.2.2 Critical Review 

(A) Role and Performance of Organization 

(i) Review of Governance at PMDC 

Good governance results in the flourishing of an organization. It enables an organization to 

create long-term value. In 2020-21, the PMDC Board comprises nine members, six independent and 

three executive members. The independent directors are nominated by the ministry. The Board has five 

committees on Risk& Finance, Business Development, HR, Technical & Procurement, and Audit.  

While analysing the performance of the Board, Audit observed the following things: 

 Rule 3(1) of the Corporate Governance Rules 2013 states that (1) The Board shall 

consist of executive and non-executive directors, including independent directors and 

those representing minority interests with the requisite range of skills, competence, 
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knowledge, experience, and approach so that the Board as a group includes core 

competencies and diversity considered relevant in the context of the Public Sector 

Company’s operations. Boards of a mining company operating in the contemporary 

world need competencies in strategy (portfolio planning, capping investment 

opportunities, long-term scenario planning, etc), risk management, acumen about the 

global outlook, financial management, and knowledge about the latest technological 

trends. The Board lacks the skill matrix required for running a company in the 

technology concentrated field. Whereas the executive directors appointed by the 

Government are civil servants and don’t possess industry expertise, the skill set of the 

independent directors, along with the remuneration received by them is as follows: 

 

 

 

            (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Director 
Qualification 

No. of Years 

in PMDC 

Important 

Positions 

Held 

Remuneration 

Received as 

Director in 

2019-20 & 

2020-21 

1 

Mr. 

Muhammad 

Iqbal Malik 

(Late), 

Director  

i. MA 

(International 

Relation) 

Dated of 

Appointment 

(06.05.2020) 

Brigadeer 

Retired 
1.296 

2 

Mr. Farhan 

Shafi, 

Director 

/MD, 

PMDC ** 

i. Bachelor of 

Mechanical 

Engineering 

Dated of 

Appointment 

(30.4.2020 

No 

experience 

was shared 

No record was 

provided 

3 

Mr. Ijaz Ali 

Khan, 

Director 

i. M A  

Dated of 

Appointment 

(5.4.2019) 

CEO 

(Premium 

Oil and Gas 

Company) 

4.546 

4 

Mr. Irshad 

Ali 

Khokhar, 

Director 

i. MSc. 

Mining 

Engineering 

Dated of 

Appointment 

(5.4.2019) 

Retired DG 

Minerals 
3.437 

5 

Ms. Huma 

Ejaz Zaman, 

Director 

i. LLM 

Dated of 

Appointment 

(5.4.2019) 

Lawyer 4.515 

6 

Mr. 

Muhammad 

Daud, 

Director 

i. LLB (Hons.) 

Dated of 

Appointment 

(5.4.2019) 

Now A 

Practicing 

Lawyer with 

Mining 

Experience 

4.125 
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  As per Rule 19(2) of the Corporate Governance Rules 2013, “Directors’ remuneration 

packages shall encourage value creation within the company, and shall align their 

interests with those of the company”. An analysis of the skillset of the directors for the 

last 3 years reveals that despite no significant change in the skillset of the directors, the 

expenditure on the Board increased manifolds. Moreover, the audit observed no 

significant improvement in the performance of the company. The following graphs plot 

the directors' meeting fees vis-a-vis financial performance of the company whereas the 

profits of the company declined by 3.5% from 2018 to 2019 the remuneration increased 

by the Board increased by 325%. 

 

 

 As per Rule 19(1) of the Corporate Governance Rules 2013, “there shall be a formal 

and transparent procedure for fixing the remuneration packages of individual directors. 

No director shall be involved in deciding his remuneration”. Contrary to the instruction 

in the rules, the Board of Director, in its 200th meeting, enhanced their meeting fee from 

Rs 54,000 net to Rs 62,500 (Rupees sixty-two thousand and five hundred only) net of 

taxes Similarly in its 198th meeting the Board raised its Chairman fees to Rs 100,000 

even though the cooperation fee of Rs 25,000 was set by the Petroleum Division. 

 As per Rule 5(2) of the Corporate Governance Rules 2013, the Board shall evaluate the 

candidates based on the fit and proper criteria and the guidelines specified by the 

Commission for appointment to the position of the chief executive, and recommend at 

least three individuals to the Government for appointment as chief executive of the 

Public Sector Company. During the audit, it was observed that from 2.2.2015 to date 

six MDs changed. Moreover, the Board, in its 83rd meeting, scrapped the entire exercise 

of selecting a CEO on the plea that the three candidates' quorum was not complete. The 

Board could have easily nominated a candidate in waiting to prevent the delay in the 

appointment of a regular MD. 
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 As per Rule 11(3) of the Corporate Governance Rules 2013, “to acquaint the Board 

members with the wider scope of responsibilities concerning the use of public 

resources, to act in good faith and the best interests of the Public Sector Company, at 

least one orientation course shall be arranged annually on specified courses”. While no 

orientation course was held in 2018 and 2019. 

 As per Rule 11(3) of the Corporate Governance Rules 2013, “if a situation arises where 

an actual or potential conflict of interest exists, there shall be appropriate identification, 

disclosure, and management of such conflict of interest”. Mr. Irshad Ali Khokar the 

director of the PMDC Board, is also serving as the CEO of the Earth resources 

developers. As his CV evinces, the company is carrying out site selection studies for 

rock salt, coal-based power, and bid evaluation of the mineral projects. All these 

activities are carried out by the PMDC. However, Mr. Irshad Ali Khokhar never 

identified and disclosed this conflicting interest while serving on the Board of PMDC. 

 As against Rule 7 of the Corporate Governance Rules 2013, the audit observed that the 

Board did not formulate multiple policies like risk management policy, credit / discount 

policy, communication policy, grading mechanism policy, product portfolio policy, 

CSR policy, performance measurement policy, etc. Moreover, extremely important 

policies were never approved by the Board. The new investor policy and the raising 

contractor, for instance, were never approved by the Board. 

(ii) Review of Management at PMDC 

Complex and technologically dependent sectors, like mining, require managers who have 

excellent and up-to-date knowledge about potential challenges affecting their roles. The managers 

indicate and recommend robust policies to the Board which acts accordingly. After approval from the 

Board, these managers take ownership and implement these policies in the day-to-day operations of 

their organizations. As indicated in the previous head, the absence of relevant policies and procedures 

depict a lack of good management mechanism in the PMDC. The glaring management related issues 

identified by the audit are: 

 Certain policies were poorly conceived and without any sound financial outlay. The 

medical reimbursement policy for retired officers, for instance, was started without 

actuarial planning and financial outlay forecasting. The Board, in its 119th meeting, 

approved the provision of Rs 2,500, which now stands at Rs 8,000 per employee per 

month, to the ex-officers as medical reimbursement. Resultantly, to date, PMDC has 

borne an expenditure of Rs 186.264 million for the liability. These payments were made 

in excess of financial liability acknowledged by the company when these officers were 

hired. Similarly, policies and procedures with regards to the appointment and 

promotions of officers, officials, and contingent staff require transparency. 

 The performance of PMDC has mostly been restricted to the minerals and leases that 

were transferred to it from the erstwhile WPDIC. The product portfolio planning, as 

discussed later, allocation of capital and resources, identification of new business 

opportunities, and management of emerging risks were/are not being adequately 

handled. 
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 PMDC has not adequately safeguarded its property. The absence of a dedicated and 

experienced estate management department has resulted in encroachments on its land. 

PMDC’s properties, bequeathed to it from WPIDC, in multiple areas of Sheikhupura, 

Khewra, Quetta, etc., have issues with regards to documentation and demarcation. 

  With estimated reserves of more than 22.22 billion tons, PMDC has the world’s largest 

pink rock salt mines. Further, the organization pioneered coal mining in the country. 

Owing to the nondevelopment of a comprehensive business and marketing plan, the 

organization, lost its competitive advantage in the salt and coal business. In the Multan 

sales office, for instance, delays of three to six months were observed in fulfilling 

dealers’ orders for salt. 

 Mechanization of mining operations through the use of technology is a neglected area. 

In absence of automated digital technologies, PMDC can not monitor exploration, site 

operations, and marketing operations promptly. To prevent lapses, the management 

needs to keenly monitor the volumes and quality of output and inventory. Automated 

site monitoring, using cameras and other paraphernalia, is still not available. 

 Issues like the adoption of dual pay scale systems, where a large chunk of the employees 

are being paid as per the Government pay scales while a few enjoy market-based 

salaries, are creating angst among the rank and file. After hiring the CFAO, the CIA, 

and the company secretary, the Board, in its 196th meeting, decided to hire 12 personnel 

from the market at a hefty yearly expense of Rs 49.200 million. Having a dual pay scale 

structure without assessment of corresponding financial outlay can be baneful for the 

company. Similarly, the procedures regarding dual charge, acting charge, and 

promotions are against the instruction of the Establishment division 

 Procedures regarding payments, as discussed in the internal control heading, need to be 

developed. Similarly, the practice of granting advances to multiple scribes like Akmal 

needs to be regulated through SOPs. Furthermore, the applicable Government taxes on 

spot purchases must be submitted in the Government kitty. 

 For industrial consumers, the management needs to specify a time for lifting of sale 

proceeds from the depots. These sale proceeds need to be lifted on specified vehicles 

and maybe remotely monitored through tracking systems. 

 The management needs to follow an austerity plan for the non-development 

expenditure. An analysis of medical expenses, for instance, paid to the employees in 

head office for the last three years indicates a hefty amount of Rs 33.697 million. 

Further, the expenditure was disproportionate as indicated in the following graph:  
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(iii) Review of Strategy and Risk management 

The strategy provides a way to achieve the vision for a going concern. In order to sustain and 

prosper, PMDC needs to develop a strategy that can enhance its long-term value. However, the 

governance structures and the management have not developed an evidence base, coherent strategy. An 

orderly approach towards multifarious activities like risk management, demand & supply chain 

management, capital allocation, product portfolio planning, operational management, etc. remains a 

missing link. The company has failed to explore its lease areas to the fullest potential and remains 

confounded in its operations. Its business model vacillates between independent operations and the 

provision of incentives to other parties in the form of raising contractors and new investment programs. 

Resultantly, it could not utilize its assets in the maximum possible manner. From a sole proprietor of 

the rock, the company has been relegated to a mere 40% of the market share.  Similarly, it now controls 

only 5% of the share of the domestic coal market. 

To ensure its survival as a going concern, PMDC needs to demarcate its strategic objectives 

and then identify and manage risks hindering the achievement of those strategic objectives. As the 

custodian of Pakistan’s natural resources, it needs to ensure enduring value creation for its multiple 

stakeholders. It should focus on the automation of antiquated mining methods and reduction in its cost 

of sales. PMDC needs to broaden its product portfolio by investing in high-grade minerals. Inventory 

control mechanisms need to be robust with the introduction of the latest technology. The absence of a 

coherent risk management framework to cater to the multitude of risks facing the organization declines 

its resilience against potential negative events. PMDC is still in the process of creating an integrated 

risk framework to ensure the minimization of risks in governance, management, and control structures. 

The Board’s Risk and Finance committee need to have a thorough exercise to contemplate the various 

risks facing the operations of the organization. 

(iv) Review of Raising Contractors and New Investment Policy 

Till 1998, PMDC used to operate its mines through registered miners. However, later it changed 

its mode of operations and started to operate by raising contractors for coal mines and new investors in 

the salt mines. Resultantly, 148 salt mines were allotted to the new investors to enhance their production 

and profitability. In the case of coal, there are 139 raising contractors, with entire production from when 
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we juxtapose these operational models of PMDC with its vision- to affect actual development, 

exploration, mining, extraction, separation, smelting, processing, refining, all kinds of metallurgical 

operations, utilization, transportation, and marketing of minerals, metals, and precious stones-we face 

a stark truth. The truth is that instead of venturing into processes like smelting and refining PMDC has 

acquiescently lost its forte in exploration, mining, extraction to the private contractors. Apart from the 

main mines, the role of PMDC has been reduced to mere rent seeker in its fields. 

Audit observed multiple issues with the transition to the new investor/raising contractor 

scheme. The transition not only changed the business model of the organization but also resulted in the 

intrusion of private parties in the mines operated by the PMDC. The new scheme was never approved 

by the Board of Directors and PMDC has no control over the mining operations running under this 

policy. Moreover, the intrusion of outsiders in the mines of PMDC resulted in multiple frauds in the 

form of erroneous incentives granted to the investors in salt, weightage scams, and large amounts of 

receivables from the raising contractors.   

 

(v) Review of the Role of NMP, 2013 and Legal Framework Impacting PMDC 

With high ambitious aims of attracting more private investment; mobilizing international 

investment; ensuring smooth operational and effective coordination between Federal and Provincial 

institutions; ensuring environmental sustainability, and encouraging small-scale mining the policy of 

1995 gave way to the National Mineral Policy of 2013. However, Audit observed that DG (Mineral) 

failed to evoke a strong liaison among stake holders-despite the passage of a considerable time. Even 

non-occurrence of a single meeting of the Mineral Investment Board was a big question mark on the 

efficacy of NMP. Similarly, the GEO Data Centre of Pakistan, as envisaged in the NMP 2013, is still 

not established.  

Minerals, as discussed above, fall under the provincial domain. PMDC, therefore, needs to 

adhere to the guidelines of the respective Governments. Audit observed that the following issues can 

cause potential regulatory enactments for the PMDC: 

 New Investor  Policy is legally not in line with the provisions of the Provincial Mining 

Concession Rules.  The policy encourages subletting and the licensing Authority may 

cancel the lease on account of this violation.  

 The procedure adopted while granting rights under the new investor policy is ambiguous. 

Contrary to the instructions of PPRA, which requires open bidding and prequalification of 

contractors for technical projects, the grant is made on the basis of a simple application. 

Additionally, this grant falls under the discretionary powers of the project management and 

the CEO. No newspaper advertisement is given before the intended grant and it results in 

devoiding the interested parties of their right to contest for the grant. A much better return 

in the form of net margin is possible as happened with the leasing of PMDC shops in 

Khewra. An overwhelming interest was observed in the leases of shops, which could not 

be rented for many years, after advertisement in newspapers. 

 There is no third party to evaluate the accuracy of incentives provided under the grant. 

Moreover, the absence of segregation between the authorities awarding the contracts, 

incentives and monitoring the mines. This has undermined the objectivity of grants. 
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Similarly, value for money can not be ascertained from these contracts. 

 In case of grant of coal leases, the provincial Government allowed PMDC to operate in the 

deep zones alone i.e. zones that lie below 1000 feet. The zones that were above the area 

allocated to the PMDC were operated by influential contractors. Owing to their influence, 

these raising contractors have had not allowed PMDC to operate freely .  

 Determination of coal price by a single regulator is not there. Different bodies determine 

the price of coal independently - NEPRA does it for IPPs and Thar Coal Energy Board does 

it for the coal it produces. A comprehensive policy for determining coal prices was the 

missing subject that was causing rate uncertainty for the PMDC. 

(vi) Review of Corporate Social Responsibility 

PMDC did not develop a comprehensive CSR policy. A coherent approach in solving social 

and environmental concerns can help the company to build its relationships. The absence of this social 

license has resulted in a halt of soapstone production in the Daradar area. Similarly, the cancellation of 

PMDC’s leases in Balochistan, in 2009, depicts its lack of liaison with the stakeholders. The long-term 

success of the company depends on its ability to earn and maintain the trust of locals. Without a coherent 

CSR approach, PMDC will face issues in the renewal / expansion of its leases. Resultantly, its access 

to capital, resources, and markets will be hampered. The PMDC Board need to develop a comprehensive 

CSR policy that needs to be aligned with its strategy.  

4.2.8.2.3 Significant Audit Observations  

Efficient HR Structure 

(i) According to Establishment Division’s D.O.No.6 (28)2011-DG-II, dated March 08, 2011, the 

Secretary and the Head of the Department / Organization will take measures to authenticate the 

degree/certificate of employees of all Federal organizations/autonomous bodies and corporations. The 

degrees will be authenticated to ensure the genuineness of the degree/other documents required for 

induction into the respective posts. 

 The management of PMDC did not get the degrees/certificates of their employees verified from 

the concerned Boards / Universities / HEC in violation of above referred instruction.158 

(ii) According to the PMDC’s Establishment Office Notification No: PMDC/EST-22/5196, dated 

November 01, 2016, special pay on current charge / additional charge of identical post shall be 20 % of 

basic pay subject to a maximum of Rs 12,000 per month and special pay on current charge / additional 

charge of non-identical post shall be 10 % of basic pay subject to a maximum of  

Rs 12,000 per month. Further, according to Sl. No. 123 of the establishment code additional charge 

appointments should be made as a temporary measure and should not ordinarily be made for more than 

6 months. Further, as per Sl. no 125, immediately on the expiry of six months of the full additional 

charge of the particular vacant post, the post shall be treated as having been abolished and its duties 

automatically becoming part of the normal duties of the other existing posts. 

 The management of PMDC allowed the additional charge to officers for periods greater than 

three months without requisite approval and in disregard to PMDC’s Establishment Office Notification 

                                                           
158 Para   2.8.2.4.16 of AR 2021-22 
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No. PMDC/EST-22/516, dated November 01, 2016. Grant of irregular additional charge resulted in 

inadmissible payments amounting to Rs 2.955 million.159 

(iii) According to Rule 19(2) of the Corporate Governance Rules, 2013 Directors remuneration 

packages shall encourage value creation within the company, and shall align their interests with those 

of the company”. Further, as per Rule 19 (1) of the Corporate Governance Rules 2013, there shall be a 

formal and transparent procedure for fixing the remuneration packages of individual directors. No 

director shall be involved in deciding his remuneration.  

 The profits of the company declined by 3.5% from 2018 to 2019, the remuneration of the Board 

increased by 325%. Contrary to the instruction in the rules, the Board of directors, in its 200th meeting, 

enhanced their meeting fee from Rs 54000 net to Rs 62,500 (Rupees sixty-two thousand and five 

hundred only) net of taxes. Similarly, in its 198th meeting the Board raised its chairman fees to Rs 

100,000, even though the cooperation fee of Rs 25,000 was set by the Petroleum Division. All of this 

resulted in cumulative Board remuneration from Rs 3.010 million (FY 2018-19) to Rs 12.813 million 

(FY 2019-20).160 

(iv) According to Rule 5(2) of the Corporate Governance Rules 2013, the Board shall evaluate the 

candidates based on the fit and proper criteria and the guidelines specified by the Commission for 

appointment to the position of the chief executive, and recommend at least three individuals to the 

Government for appointment as chief executive of the Public Sector Company. 

 The Ministry had changed six MDs since February 02, 2015. Moreover, the Board, in its 83rd 

meeting, scrapped the entire exercise of selecting a CEO on the plea that three candidates' quorum was 

not complete. The Board could have easily nominated a candidate in waiting to prevent the delay in the 

appointment of a regular MD.161 

(v) As per Finance Division letter dated April 30, 1980 the posts of Chairman and Directors of 

PMDC fall within the Management Grades M-II & M-III respectively. Finance Division (Regulation 

Wing) revised the rental ceiling of Management Scale officers w.e.f. January 01, 2008 vide letter dated 

July 24, 2008. 

 PMDC management paid house rent ceiling in excess of the prescribed rates prevailing from 

time to time to its Managing Director, having equivalency of Management Scale M-III. Which resulted 

in over payment of house rent ceiling amounting to Rs 1.331 million.162 

Operational Excellence 

(vi) According to office orders bearing no C.NO.SWM/ M.NO.47/ Jansuukh / 3610 and 

C.NO.SWM/M. NO.49/Jansuukh /4205, mines 47 and 49 were allotted to Mr. Rahat Iqbal and Mr. 

Shahid Iqbal respectively. These mines were allotted under the new investor policy for the excavation 

of salt for five years.  

                                                           
159 Para   2.8.2.4.15 of AR 2021-22 

160 Para   37 of AIR F-09-2021 

161 Para   38 of AIR F-09-2021 

162 Para   18.7.4.5 of AR-2011-12 
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 PMDC management allotted two new mine Nos. 47 & 49 to two contractors for its 

development. The contractor of mine No. 47 rehabilitated the old mine No. 34 and showed the same as 

new one to get the benefit of incentive-based excavation rate of new mine. Second contractor of mine 

No. 49 illegally included the area of old mine no. 8 in mine No. 49 and similarly get the benefit of the 

incentive-based rate of new mine. Owing to these manipulations, PMDC suffered a loss of Rs 16.917 

million.163 

(vii) In terms of Rule 4 of Public Procurement Rules, 2004 the procuring agencies, while engaging 

in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent manner, the 

object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the procurement process is efficient 

and economical.  

 PMDC floated tender in March, 2011 for transportation of rock salt from Khewra Mine to Salt 

Depot Khewra and M/s ICI Dissolving Basin. Three contractors participated in the tender whose bids 

were opened on March 28, 2011. M/s Shafqat Hussain quoted the lowest rate of Rs 108 per M. ton 

which was recommended for approval by the committee constituted for the purpose. The Project 

Manager Salt Mines Khewra also recommended the case to PMDC for approval on April 07, 2011 and 

again through fax dated May 02, 2011. Meantime, the existing contractor M/s Ashan Ali submitted an 

application on March 28, 2011 and showed his willingness for transportation of rock salt @  

Rs 106 per M. ton on May 03, 2011. The management declared the tender as scrapped and awarded 

contract for transportation of 360,000 M. ton to the existing contractor @ Rs 106 per ton for a period 

of one year from May 02, 2011 to June 30, 2012.164 

(viii) As per Clause 24 of the contract dated March 29, 2005 executed with coal raising contractor, 

the contractual period was extendable for further three years with the consent of both the parties and 

successful negotiations on excavation rate. 

 PMDC awarded a contract to M/s S.A. Latif contractor for raising of coal from Sor Range 

Collieries for a period of three years from November 01, 2001 to October 31, 2004 on profit sharing 

basis which was extended time and again up to October 31, 2010. The contractor requested on October 

01, 2010 to change type of contract from profit sharing to fixed rate of return, or allow him an increase 

of Rs 1,600 per ton. Instead of floating tenders through press and getting approval of the BoD for change 

in policy, the management awarded contract dated October 31, 2010 to the party restricting PMDC to a 

fixed return of Rs 720 per ton (excluding GST and Royalty) and at the same time allowing the contractor 

free reign to benefit him from the high market rates of coal. Even the issue of change in policy was not 

framed as agenda item for BOD’s meeting held in November 2010, January and March 2011. Thus, 

PMDC suffered a loss of  

Rs 8.594 million during November 01, 2010 to October, 2011.165 

(ix) As per Clause 8 of agreement of supply order, 100% payment will be made on submission / 

production of Inspection Certificate issued by the consignees’ representative, Guarantee Certificate and 

Receiving Report. 

                                                           
163 Para  2.8.2.4.10 of AR 2021-22 

164 Para  18.7.4.2 of AR 2011-12 

165 Para  18.7.4.4 of AR 2011-12 
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 During audit of PMDC for the FY 2017-18, it was observed that the management issued supply 

order to M/s Mak & Mak, Islamabad on July 13, 2015 for purchase of Diesel Generator for PMDC 

Collieries, Sor-Range Quetta. The management, however, made 75% advance payment in violation of 

agreement which resulted in irregular payment of Rs 16.875 million.166 

(x) According to Rule 5 of Punjab Sales Tax on Services (withholding) Rules 2015, a withholding 

agent shall withhold the whole amount of Sales Tax shown in the tax invoice. Further, according to 

Rule 14 of Punjab Sales Tax on Services (withholding) Rules 2015, a withholding agent shall be 

considered defaulter and personally liable to pay the amount of tax to the Government. 

 During the audit of PMDC for the FY 2017-18, it was observed that the management at Khewra 

paid an amount of Rs 146.508 million on account of excavation services hired from the contractor 

without withholding the amount of provincial Sales Tax @ 16%. This resulted in loss of revenue to the 

Government amounting to Rs 20.207 million.167 

IT & ERP 

(xi) According to Para 3 (vi) & (vii) of section X of the accounting manual for Projects & 

Companies of West Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation (adopted), read with Para 3 of section 

VIII, discrepancies in inventory due to pilferage or theft should be fully explained and the responsibility 

for shortages be fixed. 

 During the audit of PMDC, it was observed that on January 20, 2017, the management of 

PMDC appointed Mr. Faisal Ahmad Shah as Project Manager, Salt Mines, Warcha. Later on, he was 

transferred on September 30, 2018 as Project Manager of Salt Mines, Kalabagh. In compliance with the 

decision of the management, Mr. Faisal Ahmad Shah secured the clearance certificate bearing No 

SMW/2-ET/2017/1315, dated October 01, 2018, and handed over the charge to his successor. Later, 

during stock-taking of salt on October 29, 2018, a shortage of 5212 tons was pointed out. The fact-

finding committee in its report also endorsed the shortage of stock. This resulted in a loss of Rs 5.587 

million (Salt 5212 tons X @ Rs 1,072 per M. Ton as average sale proceeds of Koryan Salt).168 

(xii) According to Chapter III, Section II of para 1 (ii & iv), of accounting procedure of accounting 

manual for Projects & Companies of West Pakistan Industrial Development (adopted), the corporation 

accountant in charge should entrust the writing of the main cash book to an assistant other than the 

cashier. He should ensure that no member of accounts staff other than the cashier is allowed to receive 

cash on behalf of the project and all receipts are deposited in the Bank.  

 During the audit of PMDC, it was observed that Mr. Niaz Akhtar, Assistant Manager 

(Accounts) at Lakhra Coal Mining Project, entered various fake journal vouchers. The entries were 

made to fraudulently reconcile the computerized cash book with the bank statement. As a tool to 

reconcile the cash book with the bank balance, he edited the journal voucher No. 99 for 19 times. 

However, the required cash was never deposited in the bank. Resultantly, the short depositing of cash 

                                                           
166 Para  2.7.6.12 of AR 2019-20 

167 Para  2.7.6.14 of AR 2019-20 

168 Para  2.8.2.4.5 of AR 2021-22 
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into two bank accounts resulted in embezzlement of  

Rs 58.068 million.169 

Excel in Sale & Marketing 

(xiii) According to Clause 5.1 of the agreement between PMDC and MRDL, the final profit accruing 

from the project shall be appropriated between MRDL and PMDC in the ratio of 80:20 Further, 

according to Para 15.3 of the agreement ibid, an independent firm of chartered accountants will be 

selected for auditing the project in consultation with PMDC. Moreover, MRDL shall sell products in 

accordance with generally accepted international business practices at the best available prices and on 

terms compatible with prevailing world market conditions. 

 During the audit of PMDC, it was observed that for the calendar year 2020, the MRDL got their 

annual accounts audited from a chartered firm, which was selected without consultation with PMDC. 

The audited accounts were issued on February 08, 2021. In the final audited accounts, MRDL showed 

a complete discharge of its full long-term liability and interest due thereon. The audited accounts depict 

Rs 495.278 million (US$ 3,084,880) as the profit-sharing amount payable to PMDC. However, the 

management of the PMDC did not make any effort to recover its share in the profit of the project.170 

(xiv) During the audit of PMDC, it was observed that the management of the Warcha Project did not 

ensure the reconciliation of MD-8 dispatch slips with the sales register. The audit observed that there 

were differences in quality and quantity between the MD8 slips and the sales register. This was done to 

provide undue benefit to the dealers or companies. The fraudulent practice resulted in a loss of revenue 

amounting to Rs 55.582 million.171 

Others 

(xv) According to Rule 3(1) of the Corporate Governance Rules 2013 (1) “the Board shall consist 

of executive and non-executive directors, including independent directors and those representing 

minority interests with the requisite range of skills, competence, knowledge, experience, and approach 

so that the Board as a group includes core competencies and diversity considered relevant in the context 

of the Public Sector Company’s operations”. 

 During the audit of PMDC, it was observed that the Boards of PMDC comprised members with 

an inadequate skillset in strategy formulation and execution, portfolio planning, capping investment 

opportunities, long-term scenario planning, financial management, risk management, and recent 

industry expertise whereas the executive directors, appointed by the Government, are civil servants and 

generally don’t possess industry expertise, the skill set of the independent directors like knowledge, 

experience, and approach that can enable the Board to collectively oversee a mining company lags the 

industry requirements.172 

                                                           
169 Para  2.8.2.4.2 of AR 2021-22 

170 Para  2.8.2.4.1 of AR 2021-22 

171 Para  2.8.2.4.3 of AR 2021-22 
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(xvi) According to Rule 11(3) of the Corporate Governance Rules 2013, “in order to acquaint the 

Board members with the wider scope of responsibilities concerning the use of public resources, to act 

in good faith and the best interests of the Public Sector Company, at least one orientation course shall 

be arranged annually on specified courses”. 

 During the audit of PMDC, it was observed that the Board Members did not attend orientation 

courses held during the year financial years 2018 and 2019. Moreover, only one director submitted the 

certificate of successful completion of the course in 2021 To acquaint the Board Members with the 

wider scope of responsibilities concerning the use of public resources, to act in good faith and the best 

interests of the Public Sector Company such trainings should be a regular feature.173 

(xvii) According to Rule 5b(iv) a “register of interests” is maintained to record all relevant personal, 

financial, and business interests, of directors and executives who have any decision-making role in the 

company, and the same shall be made publicly available. Such interests may include, for instance, any 

significant political activity, including office holding, elected positions, public appearances, and 

candidature for election, undertaken in the last five years. Further, Rule 6 and rule 7 require the 

development of corporate strategy and policies on communication, marketing, credit sales, bad debts, 

CSR, etc. 

 During the audit of PMDC, it was observed that no register of interests was maintained to record 

all relevant personal, financial, and business interests of directors and executives and publicly available. 

Moreover, the Board did not formulate corporate strategy and policies on communication, marketing, 

credit sales, bad debts, CSR, etc. In the absence of these policies survival of PMDC as a going concern 

is in the doldrums.174 

 

 

4.2.9 Departmental Responses 

(i)  Management in its reply dated November 24, 2021 stated that verification of the 

degree/certificate of Officers working in BPS-17 to BPS-20 has been started. 

Degrees/certificates of 78 officers were verified, out of which 37 officers are still in PMDC 

service. However, verification process of degrees / certificates of remaining officers and 

officials will be completed on priority basis. 

(ii) Management in its reply dated January 13, 2021 stated that PMDC Board was 

competent authority to take decisions without the requirement of taking approval from the 

Government. Further, PMDC Board approved the annual increment of 10% to Chief Internal 

Auditor on the recommendation of Audit Committee. The reply is not tenable as Government 

rules are applicable where PMDC HR Rules are silent and Chief Internal Auditor was appointed 

on lumpsum payment as per contract. Therefore, salary of the contractual employee could not 

be increased during the tenure of the contract. 

(iii)  No reply was received till finalization of this report. 

(iv)  No reply was received till finalization of this report. 
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(v)  Management in its reply dated January 03, 2012 stated that due to difficulty in hiring 

of house within admissible rental ceiling the Board increased the rent ceiling as a stop gap 

arrangement. 

(vi)  Management in its reply dated November 24, 2021 stated that recovery letters were 

issued to the persons involved (contractors). As per provisions of the contract, on applications 

by the contractors, the case was referred to the PMDC Board of Directors for Arbitration. 

Moreover, the case had also been taken up by FIA Crime Circle, Sargodha which was under 

investigation.  

(vii)  Management in its reply dated January 03, 2012 stated that award of contract to M/s 

Ashan Ali was in the best interest of the PMDC. 

(viii)  Management in its reply dated January 03, 2012 stated that excavation charges were 

increased due to increase in price of diesel, rail-line, timber, steel rope and labour charges. 

(ix)  Management in its reply dated January 2, 2020 stated that the matter was sub-judice in 

the court. Moreover, a departmental inquiry in this regard was being carried out and its report 

would be submitted to Audit within one month. 

(x)  Management in its reply dated January 2, 2020 stated that it had now complied with the 

applicable provisions of Provincial Sales Tax, since July, 2019. The reply is not tenable as the 

amount pointed out by audit was not recovered from the contractor. 

(xi)  Management in its reply dated November 24, 2021 stated that a detailed inquiry was 

conducted by the company and recovery from the concerned officers / staff was in progress. 

Recovery amounting to Rs 0.550 million had been made till date. 

(xii)  Management in its reply dated November 24, 2021 stated that PMDC had now set up 

an internal control system as per legal requirement under the Public Sector Companies 

(Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013. After due inquiry, PMDC fixed responsibility for the 

embezzlement in question and suspended the main accused Mr. Niaz Akhter due to 

involvement of huge amount, the case was referred to National Accountability Bureau (NAB), 

which later on referred the matter to Federal Investigation Agency (FIA) Crime Circle, 

Hyderabad and now the case is under trial at Anti-Corruption Court, Hyderabad. 

(xiii)  Management in its reply dated November 24, 2021 stated that the profit had been recorded in 

the financial statement of PMDC for the FY 2020-21. The matter regarding payment of profit share had 

been taken up with MRDL’s management and remittance procedure was being settled. The amount 

would be received in near future. The matter of appointment of statutory auditors of MRDL in 

consultation with PMDC was also being pursued as per agreement. 

(xiv)  Management in its reply dated November 24, 2021 stated that under the direction of 

PMDC Board of Directors and its Audit Committee, the Chief Internal Auditor carried out 

verification of MD-8 dispatch slips and sales record for the last five years (July 01, 2015 to 

June 30, 2020) at Warcha Salt Mines. As per recommendations of Chief Internal Auditor, 

further action for fixing responsibility was under process. 

(xv)  No reply was received till finalization of this report. 

(xvi)  No reply was received till finalization of this report. 

(xvii)  No reply was received till finalization of this report. 

 

4.2.10  Recommendations 
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The revamping of the mineral sector in Pakistan (PMDC) depends on a series of interrelated 

steps to be carried out by the following stakeholders: 

i. Ministry of Energy 

 The ministry should proactively engage the provincial Governments for achieving 

objectives enshrined in the NMP, 2013.  

 Similarly, the GEO Data Centre of Pakistan, as envisaged in the NMP 2013, is required to 

establish.  

 The ministry may alter the present composition of the Board, andappoint right person for 

the right job. Accordingly, the ministry, being the sole shareholder, needs to objectively 

review the remuneration package being given to the Board of directors in light of deviances 

observed by the Audit and relating the same to the key performance indicators, 

 The DG mineral needs to be manned appropriately to play  proactive role for the integration 

of efforts in mineral development, and 

ii. The Board of PMDC 

 The appointment of full-time CEO/MD should be the top priority for the Board.  

 PMDC needs a Board that can fulfill its role in the formulation of multiple policies like risk 

management policy, credit/discount policy, communication policy, grading mechanism 

policy, product portfolio policy, CSR policy, performance measurement policy, etc. The 

development of comprehensive policies will help the company in successfully navigating 

contemporary systemic and business threats. 

 The internal control system may be integrated to cover various aspects identified by Audit 

concerning the control environment, risk assessment, control activities, communication, 

and monitoring.  

 Board needs to articulate a prescient business and marketing plan that can ensure the growth 

of the corporation in both the short and long term. Moreover, financial and operational 

ramifications for all policy initiatives like the adoption of dual-pay structures, medical 

reimbursement policy for retired officers, etc. need to be discussed beforehand. 

 The implementation of an effective communication policy with all the stakeholders, 

including employees, should be given due importance. All fact-finding reports may be 

communicated to the relevant sections for appropriate information. 

 The Board needs to hire a third party to assess the relevance and objectivity of HR 

recruitments made in the organization during the last two decades. Moreover, the 

committee may look for anomalies in the promotions of employees, and once the report is 

analyzed corrective action may be taken as per rules. 

 The Board needs to review the raising contractors/ new investors policy adopted by PMDC. 

Through these policies, the PMDC has acquiescently lost its forte in exploration, mining, 

extraction to the private contractors. Apart from the main mines, the role of PMDC has 

been reduced to mere rent seeker in its fields. 
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 To enhance its product portfolio, the Board of PMDC needs to have joint ventures with 

both local and international mining firms. These joint ventures will, naturally, enable 

PMDC to meet capital constraints and regulatory compulsions arising due to the non-

exploration of leased areas.  

iii. Management of PMDC 

 The development of robust policy and procedures is a sin qua non of good management. 

However, the management has failed to develop adequate policies and procedures to ensure 

its sustainability. Policies and procedures relating to procurement, ethics, grading of 

outputs, risk, R&D, operations, procurements, credit sales, legal section, HR, etc are either 

not existing or are obsolete. The management needs to develop the relevant policies and 

procedures and present them to the Board for approval. 

 The management of PMDC needs to revamp its HR induction mechanism to ensure 

objectivity. Merit-based performance measurement systems need to be developed and a 

policy of giving dual charges and acting charges should be discouraged. 

 The management needs to introduce digital technology for improving productivity in its 

mines. Antiquated mining systems, where possible, need to be replaced with automated 

haulage, rail, trucks, and drilling. Predictive analytics may be used to reduce maintenance 

costs. Value chains need to be automated to reduce wastage and ensure safety. 

 To prevent lapses, the management needs to keenly monitor the volumes and quality of 

output and inventory. Automated site monitoring, using cameras and other paraphernalia, 

is required. 

 SOPs for ensuring the safety, economy, and efficiency of the filing system may be 

developed. Integration of noting and correspondence sides is a prime requirement. 

Moreover, a single file may represent a single subject. Similarly, SOPs for the processing 

of different claims may be formulated to ensure the audit trail. 

 The management must take steps, in consultation with respective land record authorities, 

to address the issues of documentation and demarcation of its properties. 

 A periodic review of internal controls may be carried out for all segments of operation. All 

tiers must be sensitized for risk assessments and corresponding control activities affecting 

their domain. Appropriate training may be provided to ensure the relevance of control 

structures. Further, a modern ERP system must be purchased to ensure the integrity and 

objectivity of financial and operational data. 

4.2.11 Conclusion 

 To grow and sustain itself as a going concern, the PMDC needs a thorough transformative 

program that encompasses governance and management reforms, technology up-gradation, regulatory 

compliance, innovative joint ventures, and Government support. The program needs to be built on a 

series of strategic initiatives that can ensure product diversification, internal control augmentation, and 

risk management. The Audit believes that the program if implemented can turn around the projects, the 

profits can be exponentially enhanced by plugging in the pilferages and loopholes. It will enable the 

organization to organically grow and capture the myriad of opportunities propagated by contemporary 

industrial and urban growth in Pakistan and the neighbouring countries. 
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Annexure-2(i) 

 

Audit profile of Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division)  

(Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total Nos. Audited Expenditure 

involved 

FY 2020-21 

Revenue / 

Receipts involved 

FY 2020-21 

1 MoE (PD)/Bodies/Dep.     

 Audited MoE (PD)/Bodies/Dep.     

(i) Ministry of Energy (PD) 1 1 - 555,684.000 

(ii) Department of Explosives 1 1 86.920 661.543 

 Sub-total 2 2 86.920 556,345.543 

 Un-audited MoE (PD) / Bodies     

(i) Ministry of Energy (PD)   374.189 0 

(ii) GSP 1 - 640.144 0 

(iii) HDIP (expenditure & 

receipts) 

1 - 111.000 0 

 Sub-total 2 - 1,125.333 0 

 Profile of MoE 

(PD)/Bodies/Dep. 

4 2 1,212.253 556,345.543 

2 Autonomous Bodies / PSEs etc. under the PAO  

 Audited Autonomous Bodies / PSEs etc. under the PAO  

(i) OGDCL 1 1 207,732.017 290,888.118 

(ii) PPL 1 1 119,679.530 176,563.017 

(iii) PSO 1 1 1,203,035.556 1,443,656.694 

(iv) SNGPL 1 1 814,993.349 857,956.154 

(v) SSGC 1 1 346,578.408 14,247.641 

(vi) PLL 1 1 318,792.825 169,586.367 

(vii) GHPL 1 1 51,747.437 85,658.708 

(viii) PMDC 1 1 2,617.272 3,077.968 

  8 8 3,065,176.394 3,041,634.667 

3 Un-Audited Autonomous Bodies / PSEs etc. under the PAO 

(i) ISGS 1 - 415.392 311.660 

(ii) LCDCL 1 - 0 0 
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(iii) SML 1 - 2,062.542 3,433.611 

(iv) MPCL 1 - 74,597.188 86,945.171 

(v) PARCO 1 - 0 0 

  6 - 77,075.122 90,690.442 

 Profile of autonomous Bodies / 

PSEs etc. under the PAO 

14 8 3,142,251.516 3,132,325.109 

(PLTL merged into PLL. LCDCL is not performing its function due to non-renewal of Lakhra lease by Sindh Government which was under 

litigation. PARCO refused to get audited and audited accounts were not available) 
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Annexure-2(ii) 

 

Audit profile of OGRA under Cabinet Division 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Description Total 

Nos. 

Audited Expenditure audited  

FY 2020-21 

Revenue audited  

FY 2020-21 

1 OGRA 1 1 1,123.784 1,601.192 
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Annexure-3 

Non-Submission of Annual Audited Accounts by PSEs 

Annual audited accounts of Public Sector Enterprises for the financial year 2020-21 were to be 

provided to the Directorate General Audit, Petroleum and Natural Resources, Lahore by December 31, 

2021. Despite requests, the below mentioned organizations did not provide their annual audited 

accounts for the year 2020-21 or for the previous years by the prescribed date. While non-submission 

of audited accounts needs to be explained, efforts need to be made to finalize and provide the accounts 

immediately. 

 

Sr. No. Name of Ministry / Division / Organization Year of Accounts 

Petroleum Division 

1 SNGPL 2020-21 

2 SSGC 2019-20 & 2020-21 

3 LCDCL 2018-19 to 2020-21 

4 PLL 2020-21 

5 ISGS 2020-21 

6 KPOGCL 2019-20 & 2020-21 

7 PMDC 2020-21 

8 GHPL 2020-21 

Cabinet Division 

9 OGRA 2020-21 
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Annexure-4 

(Para 2.1.4.8) 

Non / short-deposit of Social Welfare Obligation - Rs 68.898 million 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of E&P 

company 
Block 

Outstanding 

amount (US$) 

1 MOL Margalla 1,365 

2 MPCL Sujawal 85 

3 MPCL Wali West 30,000 

4 MPCL Taung 30,000 

5 MPCL Block-28 30,000 

6 MPCL Sharan 5,667 

7 OGDCL Latamber E.L 7,500 

8 OGDCL Fateh Jang  137 

9 OGDCL Orakzai 10,233 

10 OGDCL Tirah 8,507 

11 OGDCL Pezu 25,902 

12 OGDCL  Sujawal South  5,753 

13 OGDCL  Suleiman  5,753 

14 OGDCL  Killa Saifullah  5,753 

15 OGDCL  Lilla  5,753 

16 OGDCL  Jhelum  5,753 

17 PEL Kandara ML 20,000 

18 PEL Salam 20,000 

19 PEL Badin-IV South (Ayesha-Aminah) 40,000 

20 PEL Badar 20,000 

21 PEL Block-22 (Hasan) 20,000 

22 PPL 2467-12 (Jungshahi) 15,000 

23 PPL 2870-5 (Sadiqabad) 3,329 

24 PPL 2566-4 (Bela West ) 11,589 

25 PPL 2566-4 (Hab) 10,685 

26 PPL 2569-5 (Khipro East) 10,110 

27 PPL 2866-4 (Margand) 25,110 

28 PPL 3272-18 (Karsal) 11,589 
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29 Zaver  Sari South 2,500 

30 KPOGCL Lakki 30,000 

Total  418,073 

Total (Rs in million)  68.898 

Annexure-5 

(Para 2.1.4.15) 

Major components of Petroleum Sector circular debt 

      (Rs in million) 

Description Amount 

Major components of circular debt 

SNGPL receivables  

Power Sector-Indigenous Gas 28,453 

Power Sector-RLNG 25,023 

Fertilizer Sector 1,878 

Cement Sector 321 

Subsidy-Exports 33,716 

RLNG Cost-SNGPL receivables from SSGC 64,560 

Cost of Diversion of RLNG to Domestic Sector 116,621 

SNGPL receivables-Cases under litigation / arbitration 26,962 

Subsidy Fertilizer-SNGPL receivable 1,535 

Others (Receivable from Industrial, Commercial & Domestic 

consumers on account of gas charges / theft & from others on 

account of theft etc., and Tariff adjustment (shortfall) / 

differential margin receivable from GoP) 

362,279 

Total-SNGPL 661,351 

SSGC receivables  

Power Sector (including LPS) 8,104 

SSGC receivables from HCPC and JJVL 15,687 

Uniform Gas Price from SNGPL 15,818 

LNG charges-SSGC receivables from SNGPL 33,298 

SSGC receivables-Cases under litigation / arbitration (including 

KE & PSML) 
101,032 

Others-(Receivable from Industries, Commercial & Domestic 

consumers on account of gas charges / theft & from others on 

account of theft etc., and Tariff adjustment (shortfall) / 

differential margin receivable from GoP) 

200,482 

Total-SSGC 374,421 

Direct sales to Power Sector by OGDCL, PPL and MPCL 181,769 

Total-Gas related circular debt 1,217,541 

Oil related circular debt  

Principal amount receivable from Refineries 17,316 

LPS 35,305 

Total–Oil related circular debt 52,621 

Total-Circular debt (Gas and Oil) 1,270,162 
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Annexure-6 

(Para 2.6.4.1) 

Non-production of record of SSGC 

(i) G.M Distribution (East), Karachi 

Sr. 

No. 

Requisition 

Dated 
Documents requisitioned Remarks 

1 16.08.2021 
Sanctioned strength with actual deployment of 

officers and staff 
- 

2 16.08.2021 TBS/PRS Gas Sales Reports - 

3 16.08.2021 
Detail/record of pilferage complaints received 

during 2019-20 & 2020-21 
- 

4 16.08.2021 

List/detail of application received, new 

connections installed and pending (Normal / 

Fast Track) in soft form excel format; as on 

30.06.2020 and as on 30.06.2021 

- 

5 16.08.2021 Updated Meter reconciliation statement; - 

6 20.08.2021 
Detail regarding meter installed on SMS as on 

June, 2020 & June, 2021 on following format; 
- 

7 20.08.2021 
 Detail of team deployment for leak detection 

during the FY 2019-20 & 2020-21 
- 

8 20.08.2021 

 Detail of Field Activity generated for leaks 

detected during survey and its status as per 

CC&B system; 

 - 

9 20.08.2021 

List of leaks complaints received (Category 

wise) along with its resolution and feedback of 

the customers during FY 2019-20 & 2020-21 

Only summary 

was received. 

10 20.08.2021 
 Detail of high theft prone areas industry / 

Commercial /Domestic 
- 

11 20.08.2021 

 No. of Cases planned for gas distribution 

pipeline (categories wise) as received from 

sales department along with its current status 

during the FY 2019-20 & 2020-21 

- 

12 20.08.2021 

 No. of cases dispatched to sales department for 

approval along with its current status during 

the FY 2019-20 & 2020-21 

- 

13 20.08.2021 

 No. of complaints received from CRD 

department along with resolution of the 

complaints during F.Y 2020-21 

- 

14 20.08.2021 

 Copy of deployment programme of the 

patrolmen for patrolling of pipeline network of 

the area along with its weekly reports 

- 
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15 20.08.2021 

 Copy of annual material requirement of the 

Distribution Department for the FY 2019-20 & 

2020-21 

- 

16 20.08.2021 

 Copy of consolidated Statement of 

Requirement (STR-44) for the FY 2019-20 & 

2020-21 

- 

17 20.08.2021 

Status of material/items received from R&D 

Section, KT Store during the FY 2019-20 & 

2020-21 

- 

18 20.08.2021 

 No. of cases sent to Material Management 

Department on account of unsatisfactory 

performance by the supplier for encashment of 

Performance Bank Guarantee during the FY 

2019-20 & 2020-21 

- 

19 20.08.2021 
Copy of plan of Distribution Gas Demand for 

F.Y 2020-21 
- 

20 20.08.2021 
Detail of gas leakage and low-pressure 

complaints received during F.Y 2020-21 
- 

21 20.08.2021 

Copy of statement of reconciliation for gas 

supplied through SMSs to TBSs for FY 2019-

20 & 2020-21 

- 

22 20.08.2021 

 Detail of pipeline network/Network Size 

(KMs)/(Dia-wise) in Distribution systems 

along with ageing 

- 

23 20.08.2021 
Detail regarding meter installed on SMS as on 

June, 2020 & June, 2021  on following format 
- 

24 20.08.2021 
 Detail of team deployment for leak detection 

during the FY 2019-20 & 2020-21 
- 
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(ii) G.M Distribution (West), Karachi 

Sr. 

No. 

Requisition 

Dated 
Documents requisitioned Remarks 

1 16.08.2021 
Sanctioned strength with actual deployment of 

officers and staff 
- 

2 16.08.2021 

UFG detail (region wise/area wise) as well as 

Component Wise for the last three years i.e., 2018-

19, 2019-20 & 2020-21 on the following format 

- 

3 16.08.2021 
Detail of UFG Prone areas in TBS/SMS for the last 

three years i.e., 2018-19, 2019-20 & 2020-21 
- 

4 16.08.2021 TBS/PRS Gas Sales Reports - 

5 16.08.2021 

Details of in house and outsource repair / 

maintenance of Plant, Machinery & Vehicles on the 

following format along with the breakup of 

expenditures incurred thereon 

Only repair 

and 

maintenance 

of Vehicle 

was provided 

6 16.08.2021 

Detail of vehicles allocated to Distribution 

department showing POL consumption and its 

maintenance expenditure along with log books 

- 

7 16.08.2021 
Detail/record of pilferage complaints received 

during 2019-20 & 2020-21 
- 

8 16.08.2021 
Detail of FIR filed with regard to pilferage of gas 

by direct tapping 
- 

9 16.08.2021 

List/detail of application received, new connections 

installed and pending (Normal / Fast Track) in soft 

form excel format; as on 30.06.2020 and as on 

30.06.2021 

- 

10 16.08.2021 

Details of consumers to whom Normal & fast track 

demand notices issued / deposited during the year 

2020-21 

- 

11 16.08.2021 Updated Meter reconciliation statement - 

12 20.08.2021 
Detail regarding meter installed on SMS as on 

June, 2020 & June, 2021  on following format 
- 

13 20.08.2021 
 Detail of team deployment for leak detection 

during the FY 2019-20 & 2020-21 
- 

14 20.08.2021 

 Detail of Field Activity generated for leaks 

detected during survey and its status as per CC&B 

system 

 - 

15 20.08.2021 

List of leaks complaints received (Category wise) 

along with its resolution and feedback of the 

customers during FY 2019-20 & 2020-21 

Only 

summary 

was received 
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16 20.08.2021 
 Detail of high theft prone areas in 

Industry/Commercial/Domestic 
- 

17 20.08.2021 

 No. of Cases planned for gas distribution pipeline 

(categories wise) as received from sales department 

along with its current status during the FY 2019-20 

& 2020-21 

- 

18 20.08.2021 

 No. of cases dispatched to sales department for 

approval along with its current status during the FY 

2019-20 & 2020-21 

- 

19 20.08.2021 

 No. of complaints received from CRD department 

along with resolution of the complaints during F.Y 

2020-21 

- 

20 20.08.2021 

 Copy of deployment programme of the patrolmen 

for patrolling of pipeline network of the area along 

with its weekly reports 

- 

21 20.08.2021 

 Copy of annual material requirement of the 

Distribution Department for the FY 2019-20 & 

2020-21 

- 

22 20.08.2021 
 Copy of consolidated Statement of Requirement 

(STR-44) for the FY 2019-20 & 2020-21 
- 

23 20.08.2021 

Status of material/items received from R&D 

Section, KT Store during the FY 2019-20 & 2020-

21 

- 

24 20.08.2021 

 No. of cases sent to Material Management 

Department on account of unsatisfactory 

performance by the supplier for encashment of 

Performance Bank Guarantee during the FY 2019-

20 & 2020-21; 

- 

25 20.08.2021 
Copy of plan of Distribution Gas Demand for F.Y 

2020-21 
- 

26 20.08.2021 
Detail of gas leakage and low-pressure complaints 

received during F.Y 2020-21 
- 

27 26.08.2021 
Sales data of TBS wise (East & West) from 

COGNOS system for the year 2020-21 
- 

28 26.08.2021 
Sales reports of TBS wise from Billing Department 

(East & West) for the year 2020-21 
- 

29 26.08.2021 
Please find enclosed herewith detail of meter 

installed at TBS (Distribution West).  
- 

30 01.09.2021 
Copy of statement of reconciliation for gas supplied 

through SMSs to TBSs for FY 2019-20 & 2020-21 
- 
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(iii) G.M Distribution (Central), Karachi 

Sr. 

No. 

Requisition 

Dated 
Documents requisitioned Remarks 

1 06.09.2021 Organization Chart of Distribution - 

2 06.09.2021 

Detail of pipeline network/Network Size 

(KMs)/(Dia-wise) in Distribution systems along 

with ageing 

- 

3 06.09.2021 Copy of map of network of the Distribution; - 

4 06.09.2021 
Internal Audit Report of Department for the years 

2019-20 & 2020-21; 
- 

5 06.09.2021 

Copy of KMIs set by Head office for Distribution 

and its achievement for the years 2019-20 & 

2020-21 

Detail of 

achievement 

for FY 2020-

21 provided 

6 06.09.2021 

UFG detail (region wise/area wise) as well as 

Component Wise for the last three years i.e., 

2018-19, 2019-20 & 2020-21 on the following 

format 

Only UFG 

(TBS) wise 

for FY 2020-

21 provided 

7 06.09.2021 
Detail of UFG Prone areas in TBS/SMS for the 

last three years i.e., 2018-19, 2019-20 & 2020-21 
- 

8 06.09.2021 

Copy of statement of reconciliation for gas 

supplied through SMSs to TBSs for FY 2019-20 

& 2020-21 

- 

9 06.09.2021 
Detail regarding meter installed on SMS as on 

June, 2021 on following format 
- 

10 06.09.2021 Updated Meter reconciliation statement - 

11 06.09.2021 

Detail of new meter received (categories wise) 

from Sales department against Field Orders/ 

Requisition and processed during the FY 2019-20 

& 2020-21 

- 

12 06.09.2021 

Copy of annual material requirement of the 

Distribution Department for the FY 2019-20 & 

2020-21 

- 

13 06.09.2021 
Copy of consolidated Statement of Requirement 

(STR-44) for the FY 2019-20 & 2020-21 
- 

14 06.09.2021 

Status of material/items received from R&D 

Section, KT Store/Store during the FY 2019-20 & 

2020-21 

- 

15 06.09.2021 

No. of cases sent to Material Management 

Department on account of unsatisfactory 

performance by the supplier for encashment of 

Performance Bank Guarantee during the FY 

2019-20 & 2020-21 

- 
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Annexure-7 

(Para 3.1.4.12) 

Short-deduction of Income Tax from the salaries of employees 

          (Amount in Rs) 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

employee 
Designation 

Total 

payment 

Income 

Tax paid 

Income 

Tax due 

Income 

Tax 

short 

paid 

1 
Mr. Noorul 

Haque  
(F)/Chairman  7,228,350  800,000  1,003,536   203,536  

2 
Mr. Muhammad 

Arif 

Member 

(Gas) 
8,674,020  1,044,200  1,237,698   193,498  

3 
Mr. Anwar Ali 

Sheikh 

Sr. Executive 

Director 
7,347,747  1,001,892  1,116,640   114,748  

4 
Mr. Imran 

Ghaznavi 

SED 

(C&MA) 
7,515,834   838,610  1,154,460   315,850  

5 
Mr. Muazzam 

Hussain Ch. 

Sr. Executive 

Director 
8,681,211  1,100,000  1,416,669 316,669 

6 
Mr. Rizwan Ul 

Haq 

Sr. Executive 

Director 
7,049,700   795,100  1,049,580   254,480  

7 
Mr. Sarmad 

Aslam 

Sr. Executive 

Director 
8,914,287  1,045,500  1,469,112   423,612  

8 
Mr. Shahzad 

Iqbal 

Sr. Executive 

Director 
8,450,578   600,000  1,364,777   764,777  

9 
Mr. Sohail 

Ahmad Tariq, 

Sr. Executive 

Director (Oil) 
7,556,013   807,360  1,163,500   356,140  

10 
Mrs. Misbah 

Yaqub 

Sr. Executive 

Director 
7,515,834   813,300  1,152,210   338,910  

11 
Mr. Aamir 

Nusrat 

Executive 

Director 
6,981,285   785,000  1,031,273   246,273  

12 Mr. Atif Sajjad 
Executive 

Director 
6,981,285   861,600  1,031,273   169,673  

13 
Mr. Muhammad 

Asad Latif 
Secretary 6,415,041   826,500   903,868   77,368  

14 
Mr. Muhammad 

Imran Akhtar 

Executive 

Director 
6,336,900   618,350   886,287   267,937  

15 
Mr. Muhammad 

Murtaza Ch 
ED (F&A) 6,201,091   693,950   855,729   161,779  
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16 
Mr. Zahid Ghani 

Chishty 

Executive 

Director 
6,766,503   653,260   982,947   329,687  

17 
Syed Anis 

Haider Hamdani 

Executive 

Director 
6,336,900   779,600   881,787   102,187  

18 
Dr. Abdul Basit 

Qureshi 
JED 4,735,503   586,500   617,101   30,601  

19 
Mr.Khalil 

Ahmad Sheikh 
JED 4,941,984   628,440   658,397   29,957  

20 
Mr. Muhammad 

Jawad Jamil 
JED 4,872,642   574,584   644,528   69,944  

21 
Mr. Abdul Rab 

Khan 

Joint 

Executive 

Director 

5,767,851   808,800   842,766   33,966  

22 
Mr. Aftab Alam 

Khan 
JED 5,354,916   366,000   749,856   383,856  

23 
Mr. Altaf 

Hussain 
CAO 4,683,692   586,389   606,738   20,349  

24 
Mr. Asmat Ullah 

Panezai 
JED 4,529,046   529,350   575,809   46,459  

25 
Mr. Azhar 

Fareed Khan 
JED 4,941,984   487,940   658,397   170,457  

26 
Mr. Aziz Ullah 

Khan 
JED 4,529,046   545,029   575,809   30,780  

27 
Mr. Bilal Ahmed 

Sherpao 

JED 

(Accounts) 
4,982,164   550,413   666,433   116,020  

28 
Mr. Ejaz Ahmad 

Gohar 
JED 4,286,418   439,350   527,284   87,934  

29 

Mr. Ghulam-e- 

Muhammad 

Shaheen 

JED 4,529,046   550,350   575,809   25,459  

30 
Mr. Hammad 

Sajid Pirzada 
JED 4,322,571   43,600   534,514   490,914  

31 
Mr.Hidayat 

Ullah, 
JED 4,091,010   436,100   488,202   52,102  

32 
Mr. Iftikhar 

Mehmood 
JED 4,941,984   628,440   658,397   29,957  

33 Mr. Imran Aslam JED 4,941,984   606,704   658,397   51,693  

34 
Mr. Jehanzeb 

Anwer 
JED 4,529,046   550,350   575,809   25,459  
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35 
Mr. Kamran 

Jamshaid 

Joint 

Executive 

Director 

5,561,373   707,400   796,309   88,909  

36 Mr. Kashif Iqbal JED 4,529,046   550,350   575,809   25,459  

37 
Mr. Khurram 

Naeem Khan 
JED 4,322,571   497,300   534,514   37,214  

38 
Mr. Mubashar 

Ahmad 
JED 4,529,046   534,200   575,809   41,609  

39 
Mr. Muhammad 

Abdul Rahim 
JED 4,529,046   517,017   575,809   58,792  

40 
Mr. Muhammad 

Asif 
JED 4,941,984   600,440   658,397   57,957  

41 
Mr. Muhammad 

Azhar Nizam 
JED 4,941,984   628,440   658,397   29,957  

42 
Mr. Muhammad 

Iltaf 

Joint. 

Executive 

Director 

4,941,984   628,440   658,397   29,957  

43 
Mr. Muhammad 

Iqbal, 
JED 4,286,418   379,500   527,284   147,784  

44 
Mr. Muhammad 

Mudassir Siddiq 
JED 4,941,984   628,440   658,397   29,957  

45 
Mr. Muhammad 

Raza 
JED 4,529,046   450,350   575,809   125,459  

46 
Mr. Muzammil 

Awais 
JED 4,941,984   628,440   658,397   29,957  

47 
Mr. Najaf Khan 

Malik 
JED 4,529,046   550,350   575,809   25,459  

48 
Mr. Sajid Zahid 

Rauf 
JED 4,941,984   428,440   658,397   229,957  

49 
Mr. Sajjad 

Hussain 
JED 4,322,571   503,760   534,514   30,754  

50 
Mrs. Tayyaba 

Ahsan 
JED (F) 4,683,692   495,899   606,738   110,839  

51 
Mrs. Uzma 

Ashfaq 
JED 4,124,670   378,400   494,934   116,534  

52 
Ms. Kanwal 

Akmal 
JED 4,286,418   473,600   527,284   53,684  

53 
Syed Ishtiaq ul 

Haq 
JED 4,322,571   403,200   534,514   131,314  

54 
Mr. Arslan 

Ahmad Khan 

Dy. Exe. 

Director 
3,303,546   36,100   335,621   299,521  
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55 Mr. Aurangzeb,  DED  2,806,780   242,810   248,687   5,877  

56 
Mr. Hasib 

Akhtar 

Dy. Exe. 

Director 
3,303,546   315,900   335,621   19,721  

57 
Mr. Iftikhar 

Ahmed 

Dy. Exe. 

Director 
2,982,243   213,200   279,393   66,193  

58 Mr. Iqbal Hassan 
Dy. Exe. 

Director 
2,837,937   132,425   254,139   121,714  

59 
Mr. Muhammad 

Asif 

Dy. Exe. 

Director 
2,948,595   253,600   273,504   19,904  

60 
Mr. Muhammad 

Fareed Sheikh 

Dy. Exe. 

Director 
2,837,937   235,350   254,139   18,789  

61 
Mr. Muhammad 

Shoaib Malik 

Dy. Exe. 

Director 
3,303,546   315,900   335,621   19,721  

62 
Mr. Naseer 

Muhammad, 
DED (LPG) 3,415,263   246,450   355,171   108,721  

63 
Mr. Rahil Ihsan 

Pitafi 

Dy. Exe. 

Director 
3,303,546   259,600   335,621   76,021  

64 
Mr. Sallar 

Naveed 

Dy. Exe. 

Director 
3,303,546   277,700   335,621   57,921  

65 
Mr. Talat Ahmad 

Bhutta 

Dy. Exe. 

Director 
3,151,047   245,700   308,933   63,233  

66 Mr. Usman Saif 
Dy. Exe. 

Director 
3,303,546   300,003   335,621   35,618  

67 
Mr. Zeeshan 

Majeed 

Dy. Exe. 

Director 
3,303,546   315,900   335,621   19,721  

68 
Ms. Ayesha 

Waqar 

Dy. Exe. 

Director 
2,837,937   235,350   254,139   18,789  

69 
Kh. Muhammad 

Qasim 
AED (F) 2,452,608   175,050   187,891   12,841  

70 
Mr. Abdul 

Qadeer Lehri 

Assistant 

Registrar 
2,452,608   174,750   187,891   13,141  

71 Mr. Adnan AED 1,832,540   76,650   94,881   18,231  

72 
Mr. Anees-ur- 

Rehman 
AED 2,100,789   123,250   135,118   11,868  

73 Mr. Asif Khalil AED 2,321,220   104,910   168,183   63,273  

74 Mr. Ateeq Aslam AED 1,923,902   82,270   108,585   26,315  

75 Mr. Ejaz Ahmad,  AED 2,343,760   125,800   171,564   45,764  

76 
Mr. Ijaz Ahmad 

Lodhi 
AED 2,296,996   139,674   164,549   24,875  
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77 Mr. Imdad Ullah AED 2,113,631   128,175   137,045   8,870  

78 
Mr. Muhammad 

Amin 
AED 2,472,467   120,500   190,870   70,370  

79 
Mr. Muhammad 

Iqbal 
AED 2,314,113   165,500   167,117   1,617  

80 
Mr. Muhammad 

Tariq 
AED 2,516,831   173,850   197,525   23,675  

81 
Mr. Naser 

Hafeez Malik 
AED 2,004,906   64,800   120,736   55,936  

82 
Mrs. Kiran 

Mahjabeen 
AED 2,213,117   108,600   151,968   43,368  

83 
Sahabzada Zia 

Ud Din 
AED 1,776,396   84,350   86,459   2,109  

84 Syed Ali AED 2,119,958   136,100   137,994   1,894  

 Total 9,110,190 
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DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (POSTAL & 

TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES) 
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Sectoral Analysis 
 

Global Scenario 

 

In most countries, postal services are run by state-owned entities, while courier services, usually 

parcel delivery or expedited mail services, are often supplied by private courier companies. In the last 

decade, the postal services had undergone a dramatic transformation due to rapid technological 

advancements. Recently emergence of e-commerce has compelled countries to embark on market-

oriented postal reforms. Postal Services in many countries, while continuing to provide mail/delivery 

services, have entered into competition with private companies in various postal activities. On the other 

hand, Public Private Partnership (PPP) model is successfully working in many countries by fusing 

public sector infrastructure with private sector efficiencies. Liberalization of postal markets has also 

provided opportunities for private companies to expand their business.  

Postal Sector in Pakistan 

In Pakistan, the Postal Sector for most part of its early years, remained in the hands of Public 

Sector Enterprise namely Pakistan Post Office Department (PPOD). PPOD, an attached department of 

Ministry of Communications, has a major footprint throughout the country with 13,424 post offices 

including 85 GPOs managed by 47,348 employees (including extra departmental employees) serving 

millions of people175. PPOD operates under an autonomous "Pakistan Postal Services Management 

Board (PPSMB)" to deliver a full range of mail delivery, logistics and multiple agency services to 

customers. The Department has been suffering from huge losses over past many years.  

PPOD established Pakistan Post Foundation (PPF) in 1990 under Charitable Endowment Act, 

1890. PPF has been catering for most of the printing needs of PPOD in light of decision of Economic 

Co-ordination Committee (ECC), which recommended both PCP & PPF for printing of stationery & 

forms for healthy competitive bidding. However, PPOD has been engaging PPF for printing without 

obtaining rates from PCP. This casts serious doubts on the reasonability of the rates offered by PPF for 

these jobs. 

 

PPOD had been conducting life insurance business on behalf of Ministry of Finance through 

Postal Life Insurance (PLI) till FY 2020-21. This function has recently been taken over by Postal Life 

Insurance Company Limited (PLICL) which is still in its infancy stage. Audit is of the view that it 

should start working on its sustainability. Keeping in view the market trends, it should expand its 

business by introducing new services like asset (moveable/immovable) insurance, crop, livestock 

insurance and other insurance services in addition to its traditional life insurance business. 

 

PPOD is also performing thirty-three (33) agency functions that include running one of the 

largest saving bank account schemes in Pakistan, Postal Life Insurance, collecting taxes, payment of 

military and PTCL pensions, receiving international remittances, collecting utility bills and taxes on 

behalf of the Ministry of Finance, the federal and provincial governments. 
 

                                                           
175 Ref:DG PPOD Letter No. A&R.1-2/2021 (Misc) dated: 03.12.2021 
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Issues and Opportunities 
 

The following table shows a comparison of expenditure and revenue collection for the 

last five years.  

                                                                              (Rs in millions) 

Year Expenditure Revenue Deficit Percentage 

2016-17 20,533 11,226 9,307 45.33% 

2017-18 22,241 11,741 10,500 47.21% 

2018-19 23,902 14,767 9,135 38.22% 

2019-20 26,350 15,976 10,373 39.37% 

2020-21 27,741 15,518 12,223 44.06% 
Source: Annual Appropriation Accounts 

The comparison depicts the financial difficulties with which the PPOD is passing through. Its 

losses have been increasing over the years. The losses of PPOD have grown by 31% from 2016-17  

(Rs 9,307 million) to 2020-21 (Rs 12,223 million). Revenue for the year 2019-20 shrank by 3% as 

compared to the revenue of year 2020-21. This comparison shows that PPOD management did not pay 

heed to attracting new business to earn more revenue and reduce the operational loss. The organization 

needs to look at new areas for expanding its businesses.  

 

 The sector in which PPOD is operating is developing at a fast pace. As per data 

published by the Ministry of Communications176, the courier and logistics sector is valued at $34.2 

billion in Pakistan registering a healthy annual growth rate of 18% between 2017 and 2018. As per 

World Bank’s Logistic Performance Index (LPI) 2018-19, Pakistan ranks 122 out of 160 countries in 

terms of its overall performance in logistics. In Pakistan, mail courier and logistics market is dominated 

by the private sector (mainly TCS, DHL & Leopards). This poses real challenge to PPOD as much as it 

provides opportunity for growth and bring the organization out of financial difficulties. 

The Department is suffering from loss of business owing to multiple factors. To comply with 

the FATF requirements, PPOD may lose its major revenue in the shape of commission on pension 

payments and saving bank functions, both of which will be shifted to Commercial Banks and to CDNS 

and employees posted for performing these functions will become idle. The deadline for transfer of 

accounts to CDNS was January 2022, however, the job is yet not completed. Similarly, the pensioners 

are also opting to shift their payments through commercial banks. The management should chalk out 

the revised working plan to utilize the services of these employees through effective human and 

financial resources.  

The operations of the Department are increasingly becoming less efficient especially when 

compared with private courier companies. PPOD loses out to TCS, DHL, OCS, and Leopards in its core 

function of parcel and mail delivery service. However, PPOD can win back its customer confidence by 

improving its mailing mechanism to provide quality courier, mailing and logistics services to the masses 

at relatively cheap rates.  

 

On its operational side, Pakistan Post Office faces severe issues in its financial reporting 

which is based on manual processes and a legacy accounting system. PPOD is managing 

                                                           
176 www.globalvillagespace.com 
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billions of rupees cash-based transactions on annual basis. In the absence of accurate real time 

reporting of its transaction, an obstacle is created in introducing new business models and revenue 

streams. PPOD needs to move fast on the digitization and fully map and trace its customer records & 

financial transaction to comply with FATF’s requirements. 

 

PPOD has a broad and varied role to play beyond provision of communication links for 

individuals and businesses. However, the existing manual record keeping and antiquated systems are 

unable to meet the rising demands. PPOD made an effort by investing  

Rs 831.084 million in last nine years for digitization of financial services but all such efforts have 

remained largely unsuccessful due to mismanagement, inefficiency & loose controls. Due to non-

availability of digitization, PPOD does not have the arrangement to regulate/monitor the suspicious 

financial transactions of the savings bank & money transfer business as per Anti Money 

Laundering/Combating Financial Terrorism (AML/CFT) requirements. Asia Pacific Group in its 

report,177 issued during October 2019 showed its reservation over operation of PPOD. Most of agency 

functions performed by PPOD remain unregulated as pointed out by Asia Pacific Group. PPOD needs 

to strive hard to implement all FATF’s terms and conditions.   

PPOD is a public sector enterprise but it is operating without commercial orientation. It is 

working as a department of the Government of Pakistan. The revenue is credited to the Federal 

Consolidated Fund while its expenditure is borne by the Federal Government. PPOD has to bear the 

increasing cost of pension payments of more than 23,000 pensioners. PPOD is fully dependent on the 

Ministry of Finance for its financial operations.  

 

The following table depicts that the expenditure on pay & allowances and pension swelled by 

Rs 421 million during 2019-20 & 2020-21 over which PPOD has no control. Thus, a renewed focus on 

increasing its revenue would reduce the overall deficit of PPOD. This can be done by constituting a 

professional management board that is largely independent in taking business and financial decisions 

including tariff determination.  

Expenditure on Pay & Allowances  and Pension 

                                                         (Rs in millions) 

Year 
Expenditure on 

pay & allowances 
Pension Paid 

2016-17 9,752 5,697 

2017-18 10,413 7,172 

2018-19 11,028 8,426 

2019-20 11,309 9,131 

2020-21 11,264 9,597 
                   Source: Annual Appropriation Accounts 
 

PPOD has taken some initiatives to expand customer base through establishing Digital 

Franchised Post Offices (DFPOs) to streamline booking and real time tracking and new services like 

same day delivery of parcels and packets within the city, Electronic Money Order (EMO) and Pakistan 

                                                           
177 Asia Pacific Group (FATF) Report for Pakistan issued during October 2019 
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Remittance Initiative (PRI) for delivery of international remittances etc. EMS Plus has also been 

initiated to promote e-commerce and online business in line with modern techniques allowing delivery 

of parcels weighing up to 30 kg to Australia, Japan, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, UAE & UK.  

Another aspect in PPOD operations is its under-utilized resources. PPOD owns precious land 

at prime locations which can be utilized towards beneficial projects for revenue generation. 
 

Challenges & Way Forward 

The courier and logistics sector is undergoing a rapid transformational change in Pakistan, as 

consumers are now trusting online vendors and shifting to online shopping. PPOD should tap the huge  

e-commerce business and compete with newly established goods delivery chains.  

The entry of digital platforms such as Careem and Bykea offering speedy parcel delivery 

services has given a new dimension to parcel delivery. A huge network of post offices and operational 

fleet can be leveraged to gain sizeable market share in electronic commerce. PPOD may also focus on 

revival of its core business i.e. mail and parcel delivery which has great potential for revenue generation 

in the future.  

Conclusion  
 

The postal sector carries a huge potential for business growth for both public and private 

sectors. PPOD can substantially increase revenue by making itself a purely commercial 

organization. It needs to work on exploring new vistas thrown at it by the rapid growth of 

logistics. It can work on finding new partners by offering its huge infrastructure and by 

investing in technology at the same time. However, while doing so the issues of transparency 

should always be a priority. An all-encompassing ERP is need of the hour in bringing 

transparency and operational efficiency to PPOD. By improving the mechanism of post offices 

across Pakistan, it can restore public confidence and compete with private courier companies 

which do not have their offices in far flung areas. 
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1. PAKISTAN POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT (PPOD) 

 

1.1  Introduction 

 

A. Pakistan Post Office Department (PPOD) was established as a service department 

under Post Office Act, 1898 headed by the Director General (DG). The department consists of 09 

Circles, each headed by a Postmaster General, based at Quetta, Karachi, Hyderabad, Multan, Lahore, 

Rawalpindi, Islamabad, Peshawar and Muzaffarabad. There are 85 GPOs and 62 DSPS reporting to 

PMGs. These GPOs administer 13,277 sub and branch post offices. The Department has a human 

resource of 47,348 officers and staff including Extra Departmental employees.   

The primary function of PPOD is the delivery of mail and payments of money orders. The 

PPOD also performs agency functions on behalf of various departments and organizations of Federal 

and Provincial Governments. The major agency functions include disbursement of pensions, collection 

of utility bills and disbursement of BISP money  

orders.   

In addition to the functions, PPOD also acts as postal treasury and draws funds from Treasuries 

(State / National Banks) to meet the agency function requirements. Pakistan Security Printing 

Corporations (PSPC) Karachi prints all types of postal stamps and revenue documents and Chief 

Controller of Stamps (CCS) supplies these documents/stamps to all postal formations.  
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B. Comments on budget and accounts 

 

(i) The forms, methods and principles of accounting and maintenance of twenty-four 

agency functions did not have the approval of the Auditor General of Pakistan which is 

gross violation of Article 170 of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973 

as well as the directives of PAC. Therefore, audit could not determine the accuracy, 

authenticity and reliability of maintenance of accounts. 

(ii) The value of physical assets of Rs 14.925 million for the financial year 2020-21 were 

not capitalized in the Balance Sheet; understating the fixed assets. The worth and nature 

of all moveable and immoveable assets are not being disclosed in the Balance Sheet 

despite repeated pointation in the previous years. 

(iii) An amount of Rs 8,399.491 million was lying unadjusted due to difference of Money 

Orders and Postal Drafts, issued and paid; in the Balance Sheet. 

(iv) The remittances (G07112-Transfer among Post Offices) of  

Rs 987.466 million were not acknowledged by the recipient GPOs as the remittance 

advices showed a negative balance in the Financial Statements. 

(v)       PPOD made payment of Rs 17.551 million directly from receipt of PPOD instead of 

budget head to the staff on account of payment of different incentives during the year 

2020-21. 

(vi) PPOD claimed interest charges of Rs 1,209.851 million on Ordinary Saving Bank 

Accounts from the Finance Division under head A07433-Interest/profit during 2020-

21. The interest/profit had been calculated on estimation basis of previous years instead 

of actual amount paid to the account holders of Saving Bank. 

(vii) PPOD retained an amount of Rs 1,204.686 million against the collection of utility bills, 

BISP MOs, loan recovery of First Micro Finance Bank Ltd. (FMFB), arms licenses and 

on account of taxes. The same was not transmitted to the concerned department during 

the year 2020-21. The receipts of PPOD were overstated. The subsidiary ledgers of 

these organizations were not being maintained. 

(viii) The PPOD did not provide the details and total number of vouchers of receipts and 

payments as per their cash books/cash accounts. Due to missing serials of vouchers in 

each month, the maintenance of accounts was found deficient and not in accordance 

with the prescribed accounting standards, hence not reliable.  

(ix) Advances Recoverable and Other Advances (AROA) amounting to  

Rs 1,307.570 million including objection book advances comprising amounts 

recoverable from employees on account of losses & frauds and overpayments were 

lying unadjusted as on 30th June, 2021. 

(x) PPOD made excess payment of Rs 343.355 million to tax department, FMFB and utility 

companies against the collection income/withholding taxes, loan disbursement to 
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FMFB and utility bills, driving & arms licenses. The public/departmental payments 

were understated by Rs 343.355 million during the financial year 2020-21 as subsidiary 

ledgers were not being maintained.  
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Table-1 Audit Profile of Pakistan Post Office Department 

 

 (Rs in billion) 

Sl. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

Nos 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited  

FY 2020-21 

Revenue / 

Receipts audited 

FY 2020-21 

01 Formations 168 44 2.997 2.443 

 

1.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

 

 Audit observations amounting to Rs 3,503.184 million (including agency function 

payments) were raised in this report during the current audit of the Pakistan Post Office 

Department. This amount also includes recoveries of Rs 1,281.974 million as pointed out by 

audit.  Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Table-II Overview of Audit Observations 

(Rs in million) 

Sl. 

No. 
Classification Amount 

1. 
Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

misappropriation 
112.470 

2. Irregularities (A+B) 815.302 

A Procurement related irregularities 183.950 

B 
Management of Account with Commercial 

Banks 
631.352 

3. Value for money and service delivery issues 386.841 

4. Receivables 1,281.974 

5. Other Irregularities 906.597 

Total 3,503.184 
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1.3 Status of Compliance with PAC Directives  
 

Following table shows the compliance status of PAC directives. 
 

Sl. 

No. 

Audit 

Report 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Total No.     

of 

directives 

Compliance 
% of 

Compliance Received Partial 
Not 

Received 

1 1989-1990 34 34 27 00 07 79 

2 1991-1992 31 31 15 00 16 48 

3 1992-1993 40 40 32 01 07 80 

4 1993-1994 20 20 09 00 11 45 

5 1994-1995 42 42 20 00 22 48 

6 1996-1997 89 89 46 00 43 52 

7 1997-1998 72 72 23 00 49 32 

8 1998-1999 74 74 35 00 39 47 

9 1999-2000 56 56 04 00 52 07 

10 2000-2001 66 66 53 00 13 80 

11 2001-2002 23 23 10 09 04 43 

12 2002-2003 26 26 02 01 23 08 

13 2003-2004 17 17 08 04 05 47 

14 2004-2005 27 27 02 05 20 07 

15 2005-2006 30 30 17 02 11 57 

16 2006-2007 20 20 01 00 19 05 

17 2007-2008 30 30 17 02 11 56 

18 2008-2009 36 36 02 11 23 05 

19 2009-2010 70 70 34 23 13 48 

20 2010-2011 69 69 08 07 54 12 

21 2011-2012 75 75 04 02 71 05 

22 2012-2013 82 82 03 07 79 04 

23 2013-2014 84 84 16 10 58 19 

24 2014-2015 41 41 05 13 23 12 

25 2015-2016 58 58 01 12 57 02 

26 2016-2017 62 62 03 26 59 05 

27 2017-2018 62 62 05 34 57 08 

28 2018-2019 57 57 00 26 57 00 

29 

2016-2017 

(SAR)* 
14 14 00 00 14 00 

30 
1994-1995 

(SAR)* 
13 13 09 04 00 69 

31 
1996-1997 

(SSR)** 
13 13 02 11 00 15 

32 
1999-2000 

(SAR-114) 
14 14 03 11 00 21 

33 
1999-2000 

(SAR-120) 
10 10 00 10 00 00 

34 
1999-2000 

(SAR-123) 
07 07 03 04 00 43 

35 
2000-2001 

(SAR- 170) 
52 52 37 15 00 71 

* Special Audit Report 
**Special Study Report 
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AUDIT FINDINGS  
 

1.4 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation 

1.4.1 Fraud, misappropriations and dacoity of public money –  

Rs 54.336 million  
 

According to Para 238 of Post Office Manual Vol-VIII, the Superintendent must inspect 

twice every year, each head office and second class head office within the limits of his division. 

The inspecting officer will not be relieved of his responsibility for contributing to the 

commission of any fraud or defalcation of government money, which has remained undetected 

during the inspection by him. Further, rule 23 of Serial No.7, Appendix-2 of GFR Vol-I 

prescribes that in all such cases, departmental proceedings should be initiated at the earliest 

against all delinquents even against a Government servant being prosecuted in a Criminal 

Court. 

 

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that in twelve (12) 

formations, management detected 28 cases of fraud, misappropriation, embezzlement of 

government money and dacoity involving Rs 54,336,072 (Annexure-III) on account of saving 

bank payment, pension payment, value payable articles, utility bills collection and motor 

vehicle tax collection. It was observed that the department did not complete the disciplinary 

actions against the officers/officials involved in these cases. The amount involved was also not 

recovered.   

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from August to December, 2021. It 

was replied that an amount of Rs 7,644,000 was recovered leaving a balance of Rs 46,692,072 

and disciplinary proceedings were underway. Further, some cases had been reported to Police 

/ FIA.  

 

The reply was not acceptable as the amounts recovered had not been got verified from 

audit. Further, disciplinary action had not been finalized against the delinquents till finalization 

of this Report.  

 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to finalize the 

inquiry at the earliest, take disciplinary action, pursue the cases with Police/ FIA, fix 

responsibility, effect recovery and particulars of the recovered amount be provided for 

verification. 

 

  Audit recommends that persons/officials/officers responsible may be identified and 

proceeded against under E & D Rules and prima facie embezzled amount may be recovered. 

Internal controls relating to inspection, supervision and recording of transactions in ledgers, as 

specified in the departmental codes and manuals, must be followed in letter and spirit to avoid 

such incidents in future. 
 

(DP No. 111,391 & 400-22) 
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1.4.2 Fraudulent withdrawal of military pension – Rs. 40.638 million 

 

According to Paras 14 & 20 of Hand Book of Instructions for the payment of Pakistan 

Military Pensions the payment to the pensioner must be made after proper identification. As 

per Rule 23 of GFR Vol-I, every Government officer should realize fully and clearly that he is 

personally responsible for any loss sustained by Government through fraud and negligence on 

his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss arising from fraud or 

negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to which it may be shown 

that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence.  

 

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that in three (03) 

formations, an amount of Rs 40,637,889 was fraudulently withdrawn through fake signatures 

of pensioners by the concerned GPO staff (Annexure-IV). Further, in some cases, it was also 

observed that  applications and affidavits against which payments were made were not signed 

by the pensioners and pension for the same period was paid on different dates using fake names 

and signatures. In some other cases, the arrears of pensions were shown as paid to pensioners 

without fulfillment of codal formalities.  

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from August to November, 2021.  

In five cases, it was replied that inquiries into the matter had been conducted and disciplinary 

actions were under way. GPO Sargodha was replied that past work verification was underway. 

Further, an amount of Rs 259,312 had been recovered.  

 

The reply was not acceptable as the inquiry reports were not shared with audit. The 

recovered amount was also not got verified. 

 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 pended the para with the direction to 

complete the inquiry, relating to Sargodha GPO, within 30 days and report thereof be provided 

to Audit. It further directed to share the inquiry reports in other cases with Audit through PAO. 

 

Audit recommends that persons/officials/officers responsible may be identified and 

proceeded against under E & D Rules and prima facie embezzled amount may be recovered. 

Internal controls relating to inspection, supervision and recording of transactions in ledgers, as 

specified in the departmental codes and manuals, must be followed in letter and spirit to avoid 

such incidents in future. 
 

 (DP No. 100, 104, 186, 187, 188 & 233-22) 
 

1.4.3 Fraudulent withdrawal of amount of profit from various Special Saving Accounts 

– Rs 17.496 million  
 

According to Para 238 of Post Office Manual Vol-VIII, the Superintendent must inspect 

twice every year, each head office and second class head office within the limits of his division. 

The inspecting officer will not be relieved of his responsibility for contributing to the 

commission of any fraud or defalcation of government money, which has remained undetected 

during the inspection by him. 
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During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed in GPO Abbottabad that 

the committee constituted for past work verification of personnel involved in a fraud, identified 

an additional amount of  

Rs 8,903,179 which was fraudulently withdrawn in 43 Special Saving Accounts by the same 

Postal Officials (Annexure-V).   
 

It was also observed that in another GPO (Rawalpindi), an amount of Rs 8,592,580 on 

account of profit on special saving accounts was fraudulently withdrawn and misappropriated 

by the staff of GPO, by drawing excess profit than admissible. In some cases, profit paid was 

not due on investments as period of investment was less than six months, whereas in other 

cases the profit was drawn after the closure of accounts. In three cases, profit was drawn by 

enhancing the closing balances. 
 

Audit pointed the fraudulent withdrawals to the management and PAO during October 

and November, 2021. GPO Abbottabad replied that an inquiry committee had been constituted 

to probe the matter. GPO Rawalpindi replied that inquiry into the matter had been conducted 

and no misappropriation was found. 
 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management in case of GPO 

Abbottabad to complete the inquiry within three months and report thereof be shared with 

Audit. Whereas, GPO Rawalpindi was directed to share the inquiry report through Ministry 

with Audit.  
 

Audit recommends that persons/officials/officers responsible may be identified and 

proceeded against under E & D Rules and prima facie embezzled amount may be recovered. 

Internal controls relating to inspection, supervision and recording of transactions in ledgers, as 

specified in the departmental codes and manuals, must be implemented in letter and spirit to 

avoid such incidents in future. 
(DP No.  220 & 237-22) 
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1.5 Irregularities 

 

A. Procurement related irregularities 

1.5.1 Irregular expenditure on printing from Pakistan Post Foundation - Rs 141.459 

million 

According to ECC’s decision conveyed by Ministry of Communications vide its letter 

No. 1(8)/98-P. O, dated 02-07-1998, the rates of Printing Corporation of Pakistan (PCP) should 

be obtained along with rates of Pakistan Post Foundation (PPF) for healthy competition.  

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that Six (06) formations 

of PPOD incurred an expenditure of Rs 141,459,491 on account of printing of stationery and 

forms from M/s Pakistan Post Foundation (PPF) without obtaining the rates from M/s Printing 

Corporation of Pakistan (PCP) in violation of above instructions. Therefore, expenditure 

incurred in this account was held irregular. The detail is as under: 

Sl. No. PDP No. Formations Amount  

(Rs) 

01 24-22 PMG Rawalpindi 18,976,258 

02 56-22 PMG Peshawar 17,492,384 

03 144-22 DG PPO Islamabad 21,903,691 

04 213-22 PMG Islamabad 7,939,041 

05 337-22 PMG Quetta 2,018,757 

06 365-22 PMG Lahore 73,129,360 

Total: 141,459,491 

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from August to November, 2021.  

It was replied that Printing Corporation of Pakistan (PCP) and Pakistan Post Foundation (PPF) 

were addressed to offer rates for printing and supply of postal forms but PCP demanded to 

assign all printing work to them without offering any rates whereas, PPF provided economical 

rates. 

The reply was not acceptable as the instructions of ECC were not complied with. Audit 

was of the view that the department had no mechanism to ensure that the rates offered by PPF 

were reasonable and not excessive.   
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DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 pended the para with the direction to 

refer the case to ECC for re-consideration in the light of PPRs 2004.  

 

Audit recommends that after promulgation of PPRs 2004, the case for award of work 

to PPF without getting competitive rates may again be referred to ECC for re-consideration. 

(DP No. 24, 56, 144, 213, 337 & 365 -22) 

 

1.5.2 Irregular payment without tendering- Rs 42.491 million  

 

According to Rule 12 (2) of PPR’s 2004, all procurement opportunities over three 

million Pakistani Rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s website as well as in other 

print media or newspapers having wide circulation. 

 

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that three (03) formations 

of Pakistan Post office department made payment of Rs 42,490,651 on account of purchase of 

medicines, mail contractors for conveyance of mail and M/s Pakistan Post Foundation for 

printing, folding and stuffing of BISP MO forms during 2020-21. The payment was held 

irregular as the vendors were selected without inviting open tenders. The detail is as under: 

 

Sl. 

No. 

PDP 

No. 

Formation Description 
Amount 

(Rs) 

01 19-22 
PMG 

Muzaffarabad 

Purchase of medicine 

without tender 
2,099,918 

02 201-22 PMG Quetta 
Payment to road transport 

without tenders 
3,646,000 

03 208-22 -do- 
Payment to road transport 

without tenders 
1,914,000 

04 210-22 PMG Islamabad 

Award of contract for 

printing, folding and 

stuffing of BISP MO 

forms to PPF without 

tenders 

34,830,733 
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Total: 42,490,651 

  

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from August to November, 2021. 

In case of Sl No. 1, it was replied that the tender was floated on the PPRA and PPOD websites. 

In case of Sl No. 2 & 3, it was replied that temporary arrangements for conveyance of mail 

were made due to Covid. In case of Sl No. 4, PMG Islamabad replied that an agreement was 

signed with the BISP authorities for one stop hybrid business mail solution and the work for 

printing of articles was assigned to M/s Pakistan Post Foundation. 

 

The reply was not acceptable as the purchase of medicines, works for conveyance of 

mail and printing of articles were awarded without observing PPRs. 

 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to constitute 

an inquiry committee at Ministry / Headquarter level to probe the matter, fix responsibility 

against those found responsible and submit detailed report to audit. It further directed to provide 

tendering records for verification to Audit. 

 

Audit recommends fixing responsibility for violation of PPRs besides ensuring strict 

compliance of relevant rules in future. 
 

 (DP No. 19, 201, 208, 210-22) 
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B Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks 

1.5.3 Un-authorized opening / operation of bank accounts in Sub-Offices – Rs 631.352 

million  
 

Article 102 of PT&T, IAC Vol-I requires that  the office or offices by which a head 

post office situated at a station where there is no treasury or sub-treasury, will be supplied with 

funds and to which the surplus cash collections of such head post office will be remitted, will 

be prescribed by the Postmaster General in the case of first class head post offices and by the 

Superintendent of Post Offices in other cases.  
 

  During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that sixty-six (66) bank 

accounts were opened in the name of postmasters of sub-post offices in commercial banks by 

four (04) formations of PPOD. An amount of Rs 631,351,743 was available in bank accounts 

of sub offices at the close of financial year 2020-21. The opening of bank accounts in private 

banks as well as in the name of respective postmasters of sub-post offices was held un-

authorized.  
 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from September to December, 2021. 

It was replied that 78 operational offices of Muzaffarabad Circle retained surplus cash in 

National Bank current accounts as only one branch of State Bank of Pakistan was functioning 

in entire AJK therefore, these official accounts were opened in National Bank of Pakistan.  
 

The reply was not acceptable as the bank accounts were opened in the name of 

respective postmasters of sub-post offices and huge cash was retained in these banks in 

violation of rules.   
 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to take up the 

case with Finance Division for seeking clarification under report to Audit. 
 

Audit recommends that matter be taken up with Finance Division to resolve the issue 

as directed by DAC under report to Audit. 
 (DP No. 429 -22) 
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1.6 Value for Money and Service Delivery Issues 

1.6.1 Non-imposition of penalty on franchise post masters –  

Rs 310.903 million  

As per clause 8 of the agreement signed with the franchise postmaster and PPOD, the 

franchise postmaster shall remit punctually at his own expenses all moneys due to Pakistan 

Post daily at the prescribed hours. In case of failure/ delay to deposit on the same day all moneys 

and cash received on account of booking of articles on which postage charges are realized in 

cash, a penalty equal to the amount due shall be levied per day of default and recovered from 

the franchise postmaster or adjusted from the commission payable to him.  
 

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that two franchise 

postmasters, in violation of this clause of agreement, did not deposit the cash received, on 

account of booking of articles and sales tax with GPO treasury. The said amount was finally 

deducted from the commission paid to franchise postmasters with a delay of 91 to 273 days. 

However, the management did not recover the penalty from defaulters amounting to Rs 

310,903,839.    
 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September and October, 

2021. It was replied that inquiry had been conducted and it was found that no penalty was due. 
 

 The reply was not acceptable as the grounds on which the delay in cash deposit was 

considered acceptable by the inquiry committee was not shared with Audit. 
 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to share inquiry 

report with audit. 
 

Audit recommends that responsibility for non-imposing penalty be fixed besides 

recovery of the amount of penalty involved.   

(DP No. 21 -22) 

1.6.2 Irregular agreement with M/s PPF in violation of rules   

- Rs 75.938 million  

According to Rule 7 of Treasury Rules, all moneys received by or tendered to 

Government officers on account of the revenues of the Federal Government shall without 

undue delay be paid in full into a treasury or into the bank which shall be included in Federal 

Consolidated Fund of the Federal Government. Monies received as aforesaid shall not be 

appropriated to meet departmental expenditure. Further, as per clause 8 of agreement executed 

between PPOD and M/s PPF, in case of failure/delay to deposit on the next day all moneys and 

cash received on account of booking of articles, a penalty equal to the amount due shall be 

levied per day of default and recovered from the Institutional Franchise Postmaster.   

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that an agreement between 

PPOD and Pakistan Post Foundation (PPF) was executed for establishment of 1,000 

Institutional Franchised Post Offices (IFPO) throughout the country on 7th February 2020. 

Resultantly PPF was registered as Institutional Franchised Postmaster. An amount of  
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Rs 3,188,221 was paid as commission to PPF by six formations of department (Annexure-VI). 

Audit observed the following irregularities: 

i. As per agreement, PPF was allowed to deduct its commission @ 25% at source on the 

business transacted. The said clause of the agreement was in violation of the rules as 

revenue cannot be utilized towards making any expenditure. Thus withholding of 

commission amounting to Rs 3,188,221 by PPF was considered un-authorized.  

ii. M/s PPF deposited the collected amount on weekly basis instead of depositing it on the 

following day of collection in violation of the contract clause but penalty amounting to 

Rs 38,749,914 was not imposed on PPF.  

iii. FPO policy approved by the PPSMB, in 2008 requires a security deposit of Rs 10,000 

for each post office by the Franchise Postmaster. PPF was operating 1,000 FPOs against 

which the security of Rs 10,000,000 was due. Hence, PPF deposited only  

Rs 1,000,000 as security money resulting in short realization of  

Rs 9,000,000 as security from PPF. Further, an FPO authorized to book international 

speed post articles and registered parcels (inland/foreign) on which postage charges 

were realized in cash will be required to provide additional security of Rs 25,000. As 

PPF was allowed to perform all postal functions, therefore, further, security of Rs 

25,000,000 (1,000 x Rs 25,000) was also due which was not realized. Audit was of the 

view that undue favour was extended to PPF resulting in a short realization of Rs 

34,000,000 as security money. 

iv. An FPO cannot be opened within a radius of 1.5 km where departmental post office 

was already functioning. PPF was allowed to open FPO within the radius of 1.5 km 

from existing post office in violation of approved policy as stated above.  

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during October and November, 

2021. It was replied that certain changes had been made in the agreement in the light of audit 

observations. 

 

The reply was not acceptable as revised agreement vetted by the Law & Justice Division 

was not provided.  

 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 pended the para till the completion of 

formalities relating to agreement with PPF. 
 

Audit recommends that matter be investigated to fix responsibility for un-authorized 

agreement, less realization of security money and non-recovery of penalty from M/s PPF. 

Further, revised agreement vetted by Law & Justice Division be shared with Audit. 

 (DP No. 20, 66, 91, 135, 178, 182, 307& 347 -22) 
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1.7 Receivables 

1.7.1 Non-recovery of printing, establishment and service charges –  

Rs 380.621 million  
  

According to Serial No. 23 (vii & ix) of Appendix-5 of PT&T IAC Vol-I, Chief 

Controller of Stamps, Karachi is required to raise the debit bills of the total manufacturing cost 

of all non-postal stamps on monthly basis to indenting officer who will see that the amount of 

these bills is adjusted before the close of the financial year. Ministry of the Finance vide its 

letter dated 19th March 1955 approved that apportionment of the cost of establishment etc at 

the ratio of 60:40 recoverable from the Post and the Provincial Government respectively.   
  

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that two (02) formations 

of PPOD did not recover printing, establishment and service charges of Rs 542,138,700 from 

various departments of Federal and Provincial Governments during financial year 2020-21.  
 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from August to November, 2021.  

It was replied that an amount of Rs 162.644 million had been recovered and efforts were 

underway to recover the remaining amount. During verification, an amount of Rs 161,517,669 

was verified leaving the balance of Rs 380,621,031. The amount of the para was reduced to the 

extent of verified amount.  
 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to recover the 

remaining amount by 30th June, 2022 and get it verified from audit. 
 

Audit recommends that outstanding amount be recovered at the earliest and get it 

verified by Audit. 
(DP Nos.11, 130 & 131-22) 
 

1.7.2 Non-recovery from M/s Postal Life Insurance Company Limited- Rs 265.321 

million 
 

According Rule 8 of GFR Vol-I, it is the duty of the Department to see that the dues of 

Government are correctly and promptly assessed, collected and paid into treasury. 

 

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that Postal Life Insurance 

(PLI) was converted into Postal Life Insurance Company Limited (PLICL) and company 

started its operations w.e.f. 01st April, 2021. PPOD kept on making un-authorized payment of 

pay & allowances of Rs 236,281,120 on behalf of PLICL whereas rent for the PPOD buildings 

worth Rs 29,039,848 being utilized by PLICL was also not recovered. Thus, an amount of Rs 

265,320,968 for the period 1st April, 2021 to 31st July, 2021 was recoverable from the PLICL.  

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from September to November, 

2021. It was replied that claim against PLICL had been prepared and would be 

recovered/adjusted shortly. 
 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to exclude the 

amount of pension from the para. It was further directed to recover the amount from PLICL 

and get it verified from Audit. 
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Audit accepted the exclusion of the amount of pension from the para as directed by 

DAC.  

 

Audit recommends that outstanding amount be recovered at the earliest and get it 

verified by Audit. 
(DP No .87, 197 & 420-22) 

 

1.7.3 Non-recovery of postal dues – Rs 239.111 million  

 

According to Article 5 of IAC Vol-I and Rule 8 of GFR Vol-I, it is the duty of the 

Administrative Department concerned to see that the dues of Government are correctly and 

promptly assessed, collected and paid into the treasury.  

 

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that thirty (30) formations 

of PPOD signed different agreements for provision of services with various departments, 

agencies, authorities and autonomous bodies. As per terms and conditions of the agreements, 

PPOD would provide the services to clients and receive service charges on monthly basis 

according to agreed rates, but service charges worth Rs 282,323,662 from different departments 

/ agencies were not recovered during 2020-21(Annexure-VII).  

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from August to December, 2021. It 

was replied that an amount of Rs 17,883,903 had been recovered and efforts were underway to 

recover the remaining amount. Further, an amount of Rs 27,186,283 was highlighted twice in 

the para. During verification, an amount of Rs 16,026,326 was verified leaving the balance of 

Rs 239,111,053. The amount of para was accordingly reduced to the extent of outstanding 

amount. 

 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to recover the 

remaining amount and get it verified from Audit. 
 

Audit recommends that amount involved be recovered and recovery particulars be 

produced to Audit for verification.  
(DP No 60, 384 & 421-22) 

 

1.7.4 Non-recovery of standard rent from un-authorized occupants –  

Rs 112.790 million 

 

According to Rule 25 (4) (a) & (b) of Accommodation Allocation Rules, 2002, a retired 

person may retain Government accommodation up to six months after the date of retirement. 

In case of unauthorized retention beyond legally allotted period, rent equivalent to one rental 

ceiling of the category of his entitlement or the category of the house under occupation 

whichever is more, shall be charged for each month for the entire period of unauthorized 

occupation. In case of trespassing or unauthorized occupation, rent equivalent to two rental 

ceilings of the category of his entitlement or the category of the house occupied, whichever is 

more, shall be charged for each month for the entire period of unauthorized occupation  
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During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that PPOD has 

unsuccessful in not only getting its premises vacated from illegal occupants but also failed to 

recover the standard rent due from these occupants. This was observed in seven (07) formations 

of PPOD where the management did not recover standard rent amounting to Rs 115,020,617 

from the illegal/unauthorized occupants of government accommodations during 2020-21. 

Further, these quarters were not got vacated from un-authorized occupants. The detail is as 

under: 
 

Sl. 

No. 

PDP 

No 

Formation Amount  

(Rs.) 

01 72-22 PMG Peshawar 102,380 

02 396-22 

PMGs Karachi, Hyderabad, 

Lahore, GPO’s Islamabad, 

Sialkot, & GM PLI Karachi.   

114,918,237 

Total: 115,020,617 
 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from September to December, 2021. 

It was replied that an amount of  

Rs 3,701,544 had been recovered and efforts were underway to recover the remaining amount. 

Further, recovery of Rs 244,704 in respect of GPO Lahore Cantt was not due. During 

verification an amount of Rs 2,230,763 was verified leaving the balance of Rs 112,789,854. 

The amount of para was reduced to the extent of verified and amount not due.  
 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 settled the para to the extent of GPO 

Lahore Cantt. In other cases, it was directed to recover the amount and get it verified from 

Audit. 
 

Audit recommends that amount of standard rent be recovered from un-authorized 

occupants and recovery particulars be produced to Audit for verification. Further, steps be 

taken to get possession vacated from  

un-authorized occupants.  
(DP Nos. 72 & 396 -22) 

1.7.5 Less deduction and non-transfer of Income/Sales Tax-  

Rs 77.256 million 
 

According to section 151 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, a person paying profit / yields 

has to deduct tax from the gross amount of yields / profit. Further, under Section 153 (1) (a) 

and 233 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, Income Tax on supply of goods, services were 

required to be deducted at prescribed rates.   
 

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that thirty (30) formations 

of PPOD did not deduct Income Tax, Withholding Tax and Provincial Sales Tax on Services 

amounting to Rs 20,550,092 on payments made to suppliers, canvassing agents, contractors, 

salaried persons and profit on saving schemes etc. Further, an amount of  

Rs 57,021,424 collected on account of Income Tax and Withholding Tax was not transferred 

to the treasury (Annexure-VIII). 
 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from August to December, 2021. It 

was replied that an amount of Rs 464,562 had been recovered and efforts were underway to 
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recover the remaining amount. PMG Karachi replied that case was sub-judice in Sindh High 

Court. In other cases it was replied that amount of Withholding /Sales Tax had been transferred 

to concerned departments. During verification, an amount of  

Rs 315,528 was verified leaving the recoverable / transferable balance of  

Rs 77,255,988. The amount of para was reduced to the extent of verified amount. 
 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to recover the 

due amount of tax, transfer the amount of tax to the concerned authorities and seek 

clarifications from FBR / Revenue Boards. 
 

Audit recommends recovering the amount of income/sales tax. The collected amount 

of tax be transferred to FBR/Revenue Boards under report to Audit.  
 

(DP No. 12, 107 , 202, 330, 372 & 385  -22) 

 

1.7.6 Non-deduction of Education Cess on Income Tax –  

Rs 83.219 million 

 

           According to para 5(2)(3) of Azad Jammu and Kashmir Finance Act, 2015, Education 

Cess @ 10% of the amount of Income tax shall be levied. 

 

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that two (02) formations 

of PPOD did not deduct the education cess amounting to Rs 83,218,995 on the amount of 

Income Tax and Withholding Tax collected during 2020-21 in violation of above instructions. 

The detail is as under:  
 

Sl. 

No. 

Item 

No. 
Formations 

Tax Collected 

(Rs) 

Education 

Cess @ 

10% 

(Rs) 

01 03 GPO Mirpur 831,508,557 83,150,856 

02 19 PMG Muzaffarabad 681,388 68,139 

Total: 83,218,995 
 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from September to December, 2021. 

It was replied that the matter had been taken up with the concerned authorities for clarification. 
 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to obtain 

clarification from AJK as well as FBR within 15 days under report to Audit. 
 

Audit recommends that matter be taken up with relevant stakeholders to resolve the 

issue at the earliest.  
(DP No. 415 -22) 
 

1.7.7 Non-recovery of overpaid amount from military / postal pensioners  – Rs 72.605 

million 
 

According to Rule 8 (iii) of Hand Book of Instructions for the payment of military 

pension, if incorrect entries are made, resulting in excess payment of pension to pensioner, it 

will be opened to the concerned postmaster to enforce recovery of the whole amount of pension 

overpaid.  
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During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that thirty-one (31) 

formations of PPO department made overpayment on account of in-admissible increases in 

pension, wrong calculation of arrears of pension and payment of inadmissible rate of pension 

to various postal and military pensioners. An amount of Rs 75,624,028 was recoverable from 

pensioners during 2020-21. The detail is as under: 
 

Sl. 

No. 

DP 

No. 
Formations 

Amount 

(Rs) 

1.  388-22 

GPOs Sheikhupura, Gujrat, Islamabad, 

Bagh, Kotli, Sakardu, Korangi Karachi, 

Karachi, Muzaffarabad, Mirpur, Peshawar, 

Mianwali, Faisalabad, Jhang, Bahawalpur, 

DG Khan, Rawalpindi, Abbottabad, Gujar 

Khan, Gilgit, Sialkot, Hyderabad, Quetta, 

Multan, Sargodha, Gujranwala, Talagang, 

Jhelum, Sahiwal, Lahore, Sukkur,  

75,264,028 

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from August to December, 2021. It 

was replied that an amount of Rs 4,081,878 had been recovered and efforts were underway to 

recover the remaining amount. During verification an amount of Rs 3,018,820 was verified 

leaving the recoverable balance of  Rs 72,605,208. The amount of para was reduced to the 

extent of verified amount. 
 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to recover the 

remaining amount and get it verified from audit. 
 

Audit recommends recovering the balance amount at the earliest under report to Audit. 
(DP No. 388-22) 

1.7.8 Overpayment of medical allowance to postal pensioners -  

Rs 51.051 million   
 

According to Finance Division (Regulation Wing) letter dated 5th July, 2010, medical 

allowance w.e.f. 1st July, 2010 was allowed to all civil pensioners of the Federal Government 

@ 25% of pension drawn to those pensioners who retired /will retire in BPS-1 to 15 and 20% 

of pension drawn to those pensioners who retired /will retire in BPS-16 to 22. The said medical 

allowance was frozen at the level of its admissibility as on 30th June, 2011 till further orders.  
 

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that pension payment 

orders of certain postal pensioners were revised after restoration of commuted portion of 

pension by the Director of Accounts Lahore and payment authorities issued to twenty-one (21) 

GPOs for pension payments. Review of these pension payment authorities revealed that 

medical allowance was calculated on gross pension instead of net pension as the said medical 

allowance was frozen at the level of its admissibility as on 30th June, 2011. In some cases, 

pensioners had died and their pensions had been transferred to their families. An increase of 

25% was allowed from 01st July, 2016 without considering the fact that it was allowed to 

pensioners of 85 years of age and above. In one case increase in pension was allowed @ 25% 

instead of @10% w.e.f. 01st July, 2017. Further, increases in pension allowed by the 

Government of Pakistan from time to time were calculated on gross pension instead of net 
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pension for some family pensioners. This resulted in an overpayment of  

Rs 52,335,965 to pensioners (Annexure-IX).  
 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from September to December, 2021. 

It was replied that an amount of  

Rs 8,014,538 had been recovered and efforts were underway to recover the remaining amount. 

During verification an amount of Rs 1,285,285 was verified leaving the recoverable balance of 

Rs 51,050,680. The amount of para was reduced to the extent of verified amount. 
 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to recover the 

remaining amount and get it verified from audit.  
 

Audit recommends that amount involved be recovered and recovery particulars be 

produced to Audit for verification. 
 (DP Nos. 22, 89, 93 & 327-22) 

1.8 Others 

1.8.1 Non-acquiring of ownership documents of postal properties –  

Rs 390.00 million 

According to Para 13.4.2 of APPM, the PAO shall ensure that Fixed Assets Register 

kept in his department is properly maintained and up-to-date. The department/entities will 

regularly review the holding of fixed assets. Para 5.5.1 of FAM states that assets are safe 

guarded against loss due to waste, abuse, mismanagement, errors, fraud and other irregularities. 

 

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that four (04) formations 

of PPOD did not get the title of ownership transferred in the name of the department. Audit 

pointed out this lapse in respect of 53 Post Offices buildings and residential quarters worth Rs 

390,000,000. The management did not make any effort to obtain the ownership documents of 

Post Office buildings and residential quarters despite lapse of several years, which may cause 

heavy loss to the department. The detail is as under: 
 
 

Sl. 

No. 

PDP 

No. 
Formations 

No. of PO Buildings 

/Quarters 

Estimated 

Amount 

(Rs) 

1 57-22 PMG Peshawar 01 90,000,000 

2 99-22 GPO Sargodha 01 260,000,000 

3 277-22 PMG Hyderabad 49 - 

4 338-22 PMG Quetta 02 40,000,000 

Total: 53 390,000,000 
 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from September to December, 2021. 

It was replied that the ownership documents of Postal Properties were missing and the matter 

had been taken up with concerned district administrations for obtaining/transferring the 

ownership documents.  

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to take up the 

cases with concerned authorities for obtaining ownership documents. 
[ 

Audit recommends that hectic efforts be made to get the title of land transferred in the 

name of PPOD under report to PAO and Audit. 
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(DP No. 57, 99, 277 & 338-22) 

 

1.8.2 Irregular payment to military pensioners without observing codal formalities – Rs 

225.184 million  

According to Para 5(i) of Hand Book of Instructions regarding Payment to Military 

Pension, all pensions sanctioned by Government of Pakistan are notified in the Pension 

Payment Order (PPO) by the FPO (Pension Cell). The documents i.e. PAFA-22 (Notification 

Sheet),  

PAFA-376 (Disburser’s Half), attested passport size photograph of the pensioner, thumb 

impression, fingers impression(s) 13 specimen signature sheet, identification mark sheet are 

forwarded to the pension paying postmaster. Further, according to Para 14 of PMP (Pakistan 

Military Pension) Rules, the payment to pensioners above the age of 70 years should not be 

made without periodically verifying their existence by special inquiries.  

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that PPOD made payment 

of Rs 284,593,389 to military pensioners during 2020-21. The payment was held irregular as 

the PPOs of some pensioners were not available on record and life & non-marriage certificates 

obtained from pensioners were bogus/fake. Further, PSB-7/8 (deposit and withdrawal form) 

was not signed by the pensioners and payment of pension was made to persons who affixed 

thumb impression on warrant of payments without signatures of any witness. Moreover, 

requisite documents were not obtained in time barred pension payment cases (Annexure-X). 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from August to December, 2021. It 

was replied that in some cases missing PPOs, life certificates, non-marriage certificates had 

been obtained. Further, signatures of the pensioners had been obtained on PSB-7/8. During 

verification an amount of Rs 59,409,400 on account of missing PPOs and life / non-marriage 

certificates had been verified. The amount of para was reduced to the extent of verified amount. 

 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to conduct 

inquiry within 30 days, fix responsibility and take action against those found responsible for 

making payment without signatures, share inquiry report with audit. It is further directed to 

obtain remaining certificates / PPOs and get them verified from audit. 

Audit recommends that responsibility be fixed for making payment of pension without 

observing the codal formalities especially verification of signatures.  
 

 (DP Nos. 01, 189,  379, 380, 402 -22) 
 

1.8.3 Irregular cash payments instead of cheques  

Rs 114.399 million  
 

According to Article 93 of PT&T IAC Vol-1, cash payments to the 

Contractors/Suppliers are prohibited. Further Para 4.3.1.1 of APPM stipulates that payment to 

contractors should be made through crossed cheques.  
 

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that eleven (11) formations 

of PPOD paid Rs 114,399,466 on account of salaries to employees in cash. This also included 

instances of cash payment to contractors instead of payment through cross cheques in violation 

of the above stated rules. The detail is as under: 
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Sl. 

No. 

PDP 

No. 

Formations Amount 

Rs 

01 13-2022 CCS Karachi 748,028 

02 64-2022 PMG Peshawar 84,217,652 

03 206-2022 PMG Quetta 1,831,423 

04 386-2022 GPOs Sheikhupur, Karachi, 

Korangi Karachi, Jhang, PMGs 

Hyderabad, Multan, 

Muzaffarabad, RD PLI Multan 

27,602,363 

Total: 114,399,466 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November and December 

2021. It was replied that minor payments were made to different shopkeepers. PMG Peshawar 

replied that DG PPO Islamabad imposed ban on opening of new saving bank accounts, 

therefore, the salaries were drawn in cash. It was further replied that due to non-availability of 

letter of credit the payment was made to contractors in cash. 

The reply was not acceptable as cash payments were made in violation of rules. 

 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated to fix responsibility for violation of 

rules on those found responsible besides getting the expenditure regularized from competent 

forum. 
(DP No 13,64,206 & 386-22) 

 

1.8.4 Irregular payment without succession certificates -  

Rs 95.951 million  
 

According to Notification issued by the Finance Division (Budget Wing) dated 

29.04.2020, in case of death of account holder, payment of principal amount and profit accrued 

thereon, if any, in respect of account of deceased shall be payable to his legal heirs according 

to succession certificate issued in accordance with the law for the time being in force. 
   

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that in sixteen (16) 

formations of PPOD, an amount of Rs 95,951,297 on account of discharged / en-cashed 

Defence Saving Certificates and Special Saving Accounts was paid to the nominees of the 

deceased without production of succession certificates.  Therefore, the payment was held 

irregular. The detail is as under: 
  

Sl. 

No 

PDP  

No 

Formation 
Amount 

(Rs) 

01 101-22 GPO Sargodha 18,079,340 

02 102-22 -do- 11,864,297 

05 191-22 GPO Gujranwala 3,030,836 
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06 234-22 GPO Multan 4,163,420 

07 394-22 

GPOs Multan, Sheikhpura, 

Islamabad, Bagh, Kotli, 

Muzaffarabad, Mirpur, 

Faisalabad, Sialkot, Gujranwala, 

Talagang, Kotli, Lahore & RD, 

PLI Peshawar. 

58,813,404 

Total: 95,951,297 

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from September to November, 

2021. It was replied that payments were made prior to receipt of notification issued by the 

Finance Division. In some cases it was replied that inquiry committee had been constituted to 

probe the matter. 

The reply was not acceptable as payments were made on the basis of nominations 

instead of succession certificates and thus instructions of the Finance Division were violated. 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to conduct 

inquiry within 30 days, fix responsibility and produce record for verification to Audit. 

 

Audit recommends that responsibility be fixed for making payment without succession 

certificates. Further, relevant record be produced for verification to Audit.  
(DP Nos. 101, 102, 191, 234 & 394-22) 

 
 

1.8.5 Irregular expenditure charged to revenue - Rs 36.543 million 

Federal Treasury Rule (7) states that all moneys received by or tendered to Government 

officers on account of the revenues of the Federal Government shall without undue delay be 

paid in full into a treasury or into the bank which shall be included in Federal Consolidated 

Fund of the Federal Government. Monies received as afore-said shall not be appropriated to 

meet departmental expenditure.   
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During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the incentives 

amounting to Rs 36,543,214 on account of booking of UMS articles throughout the country 

and delivery of Stipend Money Orders in KPK were paid directly from the revenue in violation 

of above rules. Payment of these incentives was without budget allocation and authorization 

from the Finance Division. Moreover, it was also observed that Pakistan Postal Services 

Management Board (PPSMB) in its 46th meeting enhanced the rates of incentive from Rs 1 to 

Rs 3 per UMS article. Audit was of the view that PPSMB was not competent to enhance the 

rates of incentives. Furthermore, it was also observed that an irrelevant head of account (G-

07106-68) was operated for future payment to employees which was meant for incentive of 

pickup service of express articles (Annexure-XI).    

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from September to November, 

2021. It was replied that case had been submitted to Finance Division for 

approval/regularization. 

 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to get the 

incentive payments regularized from Finance Division. 

 

Audit recommends that responsibility be fixed for making payment of incentives from 

revenue without the approval of Finance Division. The case may be taken up with Finance 

Division for regularization. 
 

(DP No. 28, 78, 150,181, 211,212 & 306 -22) 

 

1.8.6 Irregular transfer of funds from budget to post office welfare fund - Rs 30.000 

million 
 

As per instructions contained in the Finance Division letter dated 1st June, 2021 

addressed to PPOD, budgetary allocations from FCF as per Article 80 to 84 of Constitution are 

lapsable on 30th June of every year and cannot be transferred to public account. Transfer of 

budgetary allocation to non-lapsable funds is not in accordance with Constitutional provisions.  

If PPOD intends to transfer postal welfare funds from FCF to public account, PPOD may get 

approval from Federal Government. 
 

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that DG PPOD transferred 

an amount of Rs 30,000,000 from the budgetary allocation to Post Office Welfare Fund (Public 

Account) without getting the approval from the Finance Division. The detail is as under: 

  

Sl. 

No. 
PDP No. Formations 

Amount 

(Rs) 

01 58,194,291,311-22 

PMG Peshawar, GPO’s 

Peshawar Lahore & Director 

PLI Peshawar 

30,000,000 

Total: 30,000,000 
 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO from August to November, 2021. 

It was replied that according to Rule 518 (a) of IAC Volume-I, the unexpended balance of each 

year’s grant, if any, was carried forwarded for expenditure in the succeeding year. 
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The reply was not acceptable as the amount was transferred to Welfare Fund without 

the approval of the Finance Division. Moreover, there was no welfare policy of the department, 

in the absence of which transfer of all funds was held irregular. 

 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to refer the 

case to Finance Division for regularization of expenditure and approval of welfare policy. 

 

Audit recommends that responsibility be fixed for transfer of amount to Post Office 

Welfare Fund without the approval of Finance Division. The case may be taken up with Finance 

Division for regularization and approval of policy. 
 (DP No 58,194,291 & 311-22) 

 1.8.7 Unauthorized payment to M/s Graymatter Communications –  

Rs 9.325 million 

 

  According to Article 5-F of PT&T, IAC Vol-I, no authority may incur any expenditure 

involving expenditure from Public funds until the expenditure has been sanctioned by 

competent authority and has been provided for in budget.  

 

  During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that erstwhile Ministry of 

Postal Services selected M/s Graymatter Communications for release of its advertisement in 

print media. DG PPOD made un-authorized payment worth Rs 9,325,175 to the vendor from 

its own budget for the advertisement released by the Ministry of Postal Services. The payment 

was considered un-authorized because the work of the firm was awarded by the Ministry and 

not PPOD. It may also be pointed out that M/s Graymatter Communications was also not on 

the panel list of PPOD.   

   

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November and December, 

2021. It was replied that erstwhile Ministry of Postal Services released the said advertisement 

through an appointed advertising agency on the panel of Ministry. The outstanding dues were 

cleared after fulfillment of all codal formalities and on the direction of Wafaqi Mohtasib. 

  

The reply was not acceptable as the payment was made from the budget of the PPOD 

instead of meeting the same from the budget of Ministry of Communications which placed the 

advertisement in the newspapers in the first place.  

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to take up the 

case with Cabinet for recovery. 
 

Audit recommends that expenditure involved be recovered from Cabinet Division 

under report to Audit. 

 (DP No. 148-22) 

1.8.8 Un-authorized payment of profit - Rs 5.195 million  

According to rule 3 (2) (b) of Mahana Amdani Account Rules, 1983, monthly deposit 

of accounts shall be received till maturity on the accounts opened from 01.07.2000 to 
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30.06.2002 for period of six years. Disbursement of profit on monthly income shall commence 

on the completion of the maturity of the deposit and shall continue so long as the account is 

closed. 
   

During audit of PPOD for the year 2020-21, it was observed that Chief Postmaster GPO 

Lahore Cantt., made payment of profit on account of Mahana Amdani Accounts to account 

holders before deposit of specified instalments. Further, payment of profit was also made 

without obtaining power of attorney of account holders living abroad. Thus, the payment of 

profit amounting to Rs 5,195,000 was held un-authorized. The detail is as under: 

  

Sl. 

No 

PDP 

No. 

Formations Description Profit paid 

(Rs) 

01 355-22 GPO Lahore 

Cantt. 

Un-authorized payment of 

profit 

1,041,000 

02 356-22 -do- Overpayment of profit 

prior to completion of 

instalments 

1,784,000 

03 357-22 -do- Payment of profit without 

power of attorney 

2,370,000 

Total 5,195,000 

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November and December 

2021. In case of Sl No. 01 it was replied that payment of profit was made with the approval 

of PMG Lahore. It was replied against Sl No. 02 that concerned unit officer had been directed 

to recover the overpaid profit. In case at Sl No. 03 it was replied that payment of profit was 

made to the account holder on his arrival in Pakistan. 

 

The reply was not acceptable as the payment was made in violation of above rules. 

Moreover, in case of Sl. No. 03 documentary evidence in support of arrival of the account 

holder in Pakistan was not provided.  
 

Audit recommends that responsibility for violation of rules be fixed besides effecting 

recovery of the amount involved and provision of documentary evidence. 
(DP No 355,356 & 357-22) 
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Chapter -2 

Postal Life Insurance Company Limited (PLICL) 

2.1 Introduction 
 

A. PPOD was operating Postal Life Insurance (PLI) on behalf of Ministry of Finance in 

the past on a no-profit no-loss basis. The Government of Pakistan converted PLI into a 

company by the name of Postal Life Insurance Company Limited (PLICL) and incorporated 

it under the Companies Act, 2017. The company was registered in Securities and Exchange 

Commission of Pakistan (SECP) as a life insurer under the Insurance Ordinance 2000 on 26th 

August, 2020. The company started its business on 2nd April, 2021 with limited scope of life 

insurance coverage only. 

 The PLICL is managed by the Board of Directors (BoD) under administrative control 

of Ministry of Communications and headed by a Chief Executive Officer (CEO) assisted by 

two General Managers based at Lahore & Karachi. It has three Regional Directors located at 

Multan, Peshawar & Quetta. The main objectives of the company are as under: 

i. To carry out all kinds of insurance business relating to life insurance.  

ii. To take over all assets, liabilities including policy holders liabilities determined as on 

the transfer date in accordance with the insurance regulatory framework prescribed 

under the Insurance Ordinance, 2000 and relevant rules/regulations/directives/ 

circulars/ guidelines etc, contracts, and undertakings of Postal Life Insurance under the 

vesting orders passed by the Federal Government.  

iii. To carry on, in Pakistan and elsewhere all kinds of family takaful business and generally 

every kind of family takaful and family  

re-takaful business whether now known or hereafter to be devised subject to such 

restrictions as imposed by the Insurance  

Ordinance, 2000. 

iv. To transact the business of life insurance company including sale and purchase or re-

purchase of annuities a reversionary interest, and life or other interests of uncertain 

duration or commencement, and endowments for children, and sickness insurance, and 

all other business pertaining to or commonly transacted by life insurance companies.  
 

B. Comments on Budget and Accounts. 

i. As per note 4, an amount of Rs 214,406 was charged as depreciation, but Depreciation 

Schedule was not given in the financial statements ending June, 2021. It is an integral 

part of the notes to the accounts. 

ii. The assets and liabilities from Pakistan Post Office Department were not incorporated 

in the financial statements ending June, 2021 which shows understatement of Assets 

and Liabilities 
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iii. As per note 13.2 of Financial Statements of PLICL ending 30th June, 2021 shows no 

premium revenue due to pending underwriting arrangement, which requires 

justification. 

Table-1   Audit Profile of Postal Life Insurance Company Limited 

 

                   (Rs in millions) 

Sl. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

Nos. 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited 

FY 2020-21 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

01 Formations 06 05 225.044 - 

 

2.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 
 

 Audit observations amounting to Rs 33,795.396 million (including non-budgeted 

payments) were raised in this report during the current audit of the Postal Life Insurance 

Company Limited.  This amount also includes recoveries of Rs 274.811 million as pointed 

out by audit.  Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 
 

Table-II Overview of Audit Observations 

                              (Rs in millions) 

Sl. 

No. 
Classification Amount 

1. 
Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

misappropriation 
2.618 

2. Irregularities 24.456 

A Procurement related irregularities 24.456 

B Management of Account with Commercial 

Banks 

0 

3. Value for money and service delivery issues 39.075 

4. Receivables 274.811 

5. Other Irregularities 33,454.436 

Total 33,795.396 
 

2.3 Status of Compliance with PAC Directives  
 

 Audit of the entity was conducted for the first time, however, compliance of the paras 

relating to PLI (now PLICL) has been provided at para 1.3 of Pakistan Post Office 

Department as “ Status of Compliance with PAC Directives”  
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AUDIT FINDINGS 

2.4  Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation 
 

2.4.1 Misappropriation of Rs 2.618 million 
 

According to Rule 5(5) of Corporate Governance Rules 2013, the Board shall establish 

a system of sound internal control, which shall be effectively implemented at all levels within 

the Public Sector Company, to ensure compliance with the fundamental principles of probity 

and propriety; objectivity, integrity and honesty and relationship with the stakeholders.  
 

During audit of PLICL for the year 2020-21, it was observed that staff of PLI, Khanewal 

misappropriated an amount of Rs 2,618,322. This amount was misappropriated by using 

different methods i.e. non-depositing of amount of premium in Government treasury, fake 

posting in ledger & PLI System, sanction of bogus surrender value cases and issuance of 1st 

term payment in absence of premium credits. Neither the misappropriated amount was 

recovered nor the disciplinary proceedings were finalized.  
 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during October and November, 

2021. It was replied that a committee had been constituted for past work verification of the 

involved officials. As soon as the committee establishes actual loss the same would be 

intimated to audit.  
 

The reply was not acceptable as the established amount as per inquiry report was not 

recovered from the accused. Further, disciplinary proceedings were not initiated against the 

culprits.  
 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to complete 

the inquiry and past work verification and submit report to Audit for examination. 
 

Audit recommends that inquiry and past work verification be completed at the earliest 

and recommendations of the inquiry be implemented in letter & spirit under report to PAO and 

Audit. 
 

 

 (DP No. 239 & 256-22) 

 

Irregularities 

A HR/Employees Related Irregularities 
 

2.5.1 Non-transfer of pension contribution & other dues to concerned authorities – Rs 

24.456 million  
 

Rule 14 of Corporate Governance Rules 2013 prescribes that the Chief Financial 

Officer shall be responsible for ensuring that appropriate advice is given to the Board on all 

financial matters, for keeping proper financial records and accounts, and for maintaining an 

effective system of internal financial control. 
 

During audit of PLICL for the year 2020-21, it was observed that PLICL hired the 

services of 712 postal employees on deputation basis but pension contribution amounting to Rs 

19,266,351 was not transferred to the lending department (PPOD). Further, deductions worth  

Rs 5,190,148 on account of motorcar/motorcycle/house building advances, monthly 
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GPF/Benevolent Fund subscriptions and income tax from the salaries of the employees were 

also not transferred to the concerned quarters. This amount of liability was also not depicted in 

the financial statement of the company as on 30th June, 2021. 
 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during October and November, 

2021 it was replied that a strategic agreement was signed between PPOD and PLICL however, 

all the modalities for transfer of all deductions and contributions of the deputed employees 

would be resolved by joint management teams of both entities.  
 

The reply was not acceptable, as the amount of deductions was not transferred to the 

concerned quarters despite lapse of a period of about six months. 
 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to transfer the 

amount of pension contribution and other  

 

 

 

 

deductions within seven days. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report.  

 
 

 Audit recommends that amount of pension contribution and deductions on account of 

advances, GPF subscriptions and income tax be transferred to concerned quarters.  
(DP No 167 & 168-22) 

2.6 Value for money and service delivery issues 

 

2.6.1 Un-authorized payment of death claims- Rs 39.075 million  

    

   As per clause 11.1 of the agreement, the postal life insurance shall prepare a statement 

of profit and loss within six months from the date of expiry of this agreement and thereafter 

PLI shall not entertain any claim pertaining to the said term.  

 

   During audit of PLICL for the year 2020-21, it was observed that an agreement for life 

coverage of employees of Government of Punjab and General Manager, Postal Life Insurance 

Lahore was signed for one year w.e.f. 01st July, 2019 to 30th June, 2020. General Manager 

Postal Life Insurance, Lahore was required to prepare statement of profit and loss within six 

months from the date of expiry of agreement. However, PLICL continued entertaining death 

claims due to non-preparation of profit & loss statement. Therefore, payment made on this 

account worth Rs 39,075,000 was held un-authorized. Due to non-finalization of profit & loss 

statement the accounts relating to this agreement were not closed despite lapse of considerable 

period of one & half year.   

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during October and November, 

2021. It was replied that the profit and loss statement would be prepared after clearance of 

pending liabilities. Clause 11.1 of the agreement should not be considered in isolation as there 

was no specific cut-off date mentioned in the agreement.  
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   The reply was not acceptable as clause 11.1 of the agreement clearly states that the 

PLICL shall prepare a statement of profit and loss within six months from the date of expiry of 

this agreement and thereafter PLICL shall not entertain any claim pertaining to the said term. 

 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to prepare the 

profit & loss statement within thirty days and submit report to Audit. 

Audit recommends that the relevant clauses of the agreement be followed in letter & 

spirit and profit and loss statement may be prepared immediately to save the company from 

further loss.  

(DP No. 248 -22) 

2.7  Receivables 

2.7.1 Non- realization of administrative expenses -Rs 140.709 million 

According to Rule 9 (e) of Chapter-II of Postal Life Insurance Manual, the 

administrative expenses for managing group insurance scheme @ 10% of premium realized 

were required to be calculated and recovered from the group after termination of each term of 

contract.  

During audit of PLICL for the year 2020-21, it was observed that General Manager PLI, 

Lahore made an agreement with WAPDA for three years w.e.f. 01st July, 2018 to 30th June, 

2021 for life coverage of the employees of WAPDA. The contract expired on 30th June, 2021 

but the administrative expenses Rs 140,708,754 required to be recovered from WAPDA @ 

10% of amount of premium were not realized.  

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during October and November, 

2021. It was replied that administrative expenses could not be realized due to pending claims 

and profit sharing.  
 

The reply was not acceptable as the contract had been expired but the management did 

not make profit sharing with the client due to which administrative expenses could not be 

realized.  
 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to recover the 

administrative expenses and get them verified from Audit. 
 

Audit recommends that profit sharing be made immediately so that administrative 

expenses are recovered under report to Audit. 

 (DP No. 254-22) 

2.7.2 Non-realization of group insurance premium-  

Rs 134.102 million 

According to clause 6 (a) of group insurance agreement signed between Pakistan 

Railways and Postal Life Insurance dated 28th February, 2020, premium shall be payable by 

Pakistan Railways to PLI in advance on quarterly basis. Further, according to Clause 7.1 of the 

agreement signed between General Manager PLI and Government of Punjab, the board shall 

pay monthly premium to the Postal life insurance on the basis of deductions made by the 
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Accountant General office while preparing payroll. The Accountant General office shall ensure 

that premium is deducted from every employee of the Government of Punjab and is paid to the 

Postal Life Insurance. 

During audit of PLICL for the year 2020-21, it was observed that GM PLI, Lahore 

failed to recover the premium of Rs 134,102,278 from Pakistan Railways and Government of 

Punjab on agreed terms & conditions of the contracts. The detail is as under: 

 

PDP 

No. 
Formation Description 

Amount 

(Rs) 

252-22 GM PLI Lahore 
Non-realization of special premium 

from Punjab Government 
20,000,000 

259-22 -do- 
Non-realization of premium from 

Pakistan Railways Employees 
114,102,278 

Total: 134,102,278 

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during October and November, 

2021. In case of Sl. No. 1, it was replied that the issue of special premium was taken up with 

the Government of Punjab and it was replied that contribution for the year 2020 was Rs 5 

million as per budget allocation. In case of Sl. No. 2, it was replied that case for pending 

premium had been taken up with Pakistan Railways on 13th September, 2021. 

 

The reply was not acceptable as clause 6.2 of the agreement mentioned that in case of  

employees of BPS 1-4, one fourth of the annual premium due should be payable by the board 

in advance within first two months of the year to which it relates. Whereas, three-fourth of the 

annual premium due be paid through deductions from their monthly salaries. Further, PLICL 

sustained loss in shape of interest due to non-receipt of premium. Moreover, no clause to 

safeguard the interest of the organization in case of late receipt of premium was included in the 

agreements.    

 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to recover the 

amount of premium and get it verified from Audit. 
 

Audit recommends that amount of premium be recovered and get it verified from Audit. 

 (DP No. 252 & 259 -22) 

2.8 Others 

2.8.1 Un-realistic increase in liabilities - Rs 29,970.000 million  

According to instructions contained in Finance Division letter No. F.20 (12) BS/2020-

1101 dated 31st August, 2020, the company shall ensure undertaking of actuarial valuation and 

subsequent transfer of assets and liabilities by the agreed timelines i.e. 31st March, 2021.  

As per note 7 of the Financial Statement of the PLICL as on 30th June 2021, the Finance 

Division Government of Pakistan committed to providing funds to the company through 

Ministry of Communications to pay authenticated and certified claims/ liabilities of the bona 
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fide and valid insurance policies under PLI’s scheme amounting to Rs 48,000 million as on 

30th October, 2020 and an additional amount as may be determined through the actuarial 

valuation by the Ministry of Communications along-with all interest on the average outstanding 

balance of the principal amount. During audit of PLICL for the year 2020-21, it was observed 

that M/s Sidat Hyder Morshad Associates (Pvt.) Ltd carried out actuarial valuation of the 

existing PLI schemes. The valuation for individual life policies and group life policies was 

conducted upto 31st October, 2020. The amount of liability assessed by the consultant was 

estimated as  

Rs 59,940.000 million. The following discrepancies have been observed in the report: 

i. As per statistical statement for the month of October, 2020 a total number of 439,545 

policies were in vogue whereas the consultant had taken this figure as 614,893 policies 

for valuation of fund and determination of liabilities. Thus, 175,348 policies were 

shown in excess which was 39.89% (175,348 x 100/439,545) of the total policies in 

vogue as on 31st October, 2020.  

ii. In PLI Circle Karachi, 2,385 policies were converted by reducing sum assured from Rs 

3,295.398 million to Rs 574.188 million and class of policies changed from 20 years to 

5 years during the period from 2011-12 to 2015-16. This impact was not depicted in the amount 

of liabilities of actuarial report.  

iii. As per para 6.1 of actuarial valuation report of group insurance business, an amount of Rs 3,553 million was determined as liability 

on account of death claims. Whereas GM PLI, Lahore letter dated 25th March, 2021 revealed that total of 9,233 death claims 

amounting to Rs 1,376 million were payable. Thus, liability of Rs 2,177 million was overstated.   

iv. Para 4.5 of the actuarial report revealed that 355,141 policies lapsed on 31st October, 2020. This impact was not incorporated in 

the actuarial report and calculation of the company liabilities.  

From the above stated facts it can be seen that the actuary/ consultant while making 

valuation of fund and calculation of liabilities did not incorporate the impact of above points 

and liabilities worth  

Rs 29,970 million (approximately 50%) were overstated. 

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during October and November, 

2021. It was replied that as per actuarial standards of valuation, the actuary used data of 238,793 

alive and paid up policies for calculation of liabilities. The lapsed, matured or other terminated 

policies were not included in the calculation. In line with requirements of SECP, an additional 

reserve for potential revival of lapsed policies was provided. As regards group insurance 

business, the other actuarial provision i.e.  

un-earned premium reserves and incurred but not reported cases were included. 

 

The reply was not based on facts therefore not acceptable as para 6.1 of the actuarial 

report did not indicate that actuary used only alive and paid-up policies i.e. 238,793 for 

determination of liabilities. Further, data of reduced sum assured and change of class of policies 

was also not included for valuation of funds as mentioned by the actuary under para 5.2.8 of 

the report. Moreover, GM PLI Lahore vide its letter dated 25th March, 2021 intimated that total 

9,233 death claims amounting to  

Rs 1,376 million were payable instead of Rs 3,553 million.    
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DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to constitute a 

committee under the Chairmanship of Joint Secretary Ministry of Communication to inquire 

about the matter within 30 days. 
 

Audit recommends that matter be investigated for overstatement of liabilities under 

report to Audit. 

(DP No. 160-22) 

2.8.2 Un-authorized operations of PLI Fund - Rs 3,319.849 million 
 

According to Rule 5 (11) of the Corporate Governance Rules -2013, the board shall 

ensure compliance with policy direction received from Government from time to time.  

 

During audit of PLICL for the year 2020-21, it was observed that Finance Division vide 

letter dated 24th May, 2021 directed the Ministry of Communications, that funds from the “head 

of accounts G03109- Postal Life Insurance Fund” would not be withdrawn  and deposited w.e.f. 

2nd April, 2021. Funds withdrawn thereafter be deposited in Central Account No.1 (Non Food). 

Audit observed that instructions of Finance Division were not complied with and an amount of 

Rs 2,630.342 million on account of PLI expenditure & payments was withdrawn from Postal 

Life Insurance Fund. Further, an amount of Rs 689,507,070 on account of premium received 

from the insurants was deposited in PLI Fund instead of company’s account by the field offices 

of PLICL from April-2021 to August-2021 in violation of the instructions of Finance Division. 

Thus, an un-authorized withdrawal & deposit of Rs 3,319,849,186 was made from PLI Fund.  

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during October and November, 

2021. It was replied that the Finance Division  

issued instructions to stop all transactions from PLI Fund on 24th May, 2021 which were 

circulated to both General Managers and GPO’s for compliance. Further, all the premium 

collected after the Finance Division instructions would be settled/reconciled with the PPOD 

through Joint Management Committee. 

 

The reply was not acceptable as despite issuance of instructions to concerned PLICL 

Circles, billions of rupees were withdrawn from PLI Fund and not deposited into Central 

Account No.1. Further, the collected premium was deposited in PLI Fund account instead of 

Company’s account. 

 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to conduct 

inquiry, fix responsibility on those found responsible for violation of instructions of Finance 

Division. It further directed that withdrawn amount be transferred to Central Account No.1 and 

take up the case with Finance Division for adjustment of credited amount to PLI Fund Account. 
 

Audit recommends that matter be investigated to fix responsibility for withdrawal of 

amount from PLI Fund in violation of the instructions of the Finance Division. Further, the 

amount withdrawn be transferred to Central Account No.1 under report to Audit and matter be 

taken up with Finance Division for adjustment of credited amount to PLI Fund. 
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 (DP No. 129,162, 163, 249, 250, 282 & 283-22) 

2.8.3   Unauthorized payment of honorarium and renewal commission                

         - Rs 164.587 million 
 

According to Rule 4 (3) of the Corporate Governance Rules, 2013, the chief executive 

is responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and for its procedures in 

financial and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance 

with the Act and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and 

policies approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and 

resources are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and 

in accordance with all statutory obligations. 
 

During audit of PLICL for the year 2020-21, it was observed that PLI was converted 

into company in August 2020. As per previous practice, the management kept on paying 

honorarium / renewal commission and incentive on group insurance business to canvassing 

agents. An amount of Rs 164.587 million was paid on this account  without the approval of 

Board of Directors, therefore, payment was held irregular.  
 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during October and November, 

2021. It was replied that payment of honorarium / renewal commission was stopped in 2020 

by the PAC in its meeting held on 08.09.2020 till the approval of POIF Rules. The payment 

was started in the light of opinion from Law & Justice Division. 
 

The reply was not acceptable as the PLICL was incorporated in SECP in August 2020 

and payment was made without the approval of Board of Directors of PLICL.  
 

DAC in its meeting held on 26th January, 2022 directed the management to refer the 

case to Board of Directors of PLICL for consideration. 
 

Audit recommends that on the actions made by the executive after incorporation of 

PLICL, should be brought into the notice of the Board of Directors for taking appropriate 

decisions.  
 

(DP No. 46,136,149, 258, 352, 353 & 369-22) 
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                Annexure-III 
           (Para 1.4.1) 

 

            Detail of loss and fraud cases 

 

PDP 

No. 

Name of 

Formations 

No of 

Cases 

Description Amount 

(Rs) 

111-22 

& 400-

22 

PMGs 

Rawalpindi, 

Multan, 

Peshawar, 

Karachi & GPO 

Faisalabad 

08 Dacoity & 

Robbery 

Cases 
5,392,127 

391-22 

PMGs 

Rawalpindi, 

Islamabad, 

Hyderbad, 

Quetta, GPOs 

Islamabad, 

Jhang, 

Sheikhupura & 

Sahiwal 

20 

Loss & 

Fraud Cases 

48,943,945 

Total: 28  54,336,072 
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Annexure-IV 
Para No. 1.4.2 

Detail of fraudulent withdrawal of pension 

Sl. 

No. 

PDP 

No 

Formation Description 
Amount 

(Rs) 

01 100-22 
GPO 

Sargodha 

Fraudulent withdrawl of 

pension through fake 

signature. 

15,844,396 

02 104-22 -do- 

Fraudulent withdrawl of 

arrear of pension without 

fulfilment of codal 

formalities, without 

documents, in splitting 

manner and without signature 

of pensioners. 

4,944,207 

03 186-22 
GPO 

Gujranwala 

Fradulent withdrawl of 

pension through fake 

signature. 

4,742,832 

04 187-22 -do- 
Bogus payment without 

signatures 
368,003 

05 188-22 -do- 

PSB-7/8(deposit/ withdrawl 

slips) already filled and 

signature were utilized again 

and again for withdrawl 

4,831,143 

06 233-22 
GPO 

Multan 

Doubtful withdrawl of 

pension through fake 

signature. 

9,907,308 

Total: 40,637,889 
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                                                                            Annexure-V 
                                                                                                            Para No. 1.4.3 

  

Detail of fraudulent withdrawal of profit from saving bank accounts 

 

Sl. 

No 

Account  

No. 

Amount Mis-

appropriated  

(Rs) 

Sl. 

No 

Account 

No. 

Amount Mis-

appropriated  

(Rs) 

01 SSA-708 488,052 23 SSA-6323 422,253 

02 SSA-2096 199,996 24 SSA-11787 213,640 

03 SSA-2431 151,360 25 SSA-12580 48,257 

04 SSA-3789 65,996 26 SSA-16456 35,650 

05 SSA-4728 93,910 27 SSA-16719 53,374 

06 SSA-5705 48,142 28 SSA-17483 67,260 

07 SSA-6305 23,510 29 SSA-16586 11,921 

08 SSA-7122 44,878 30 SSA-13247 71,191 

09 SSA-38671 1,352,438 31 SSA-5683 101,851 

10 SSA-526 790,000 32 SSA-16889 47,558 

11 SSA-6360 17,498 33 SSA-4038 493,359 

12 SSA-6846 257,093 34 SSA-17449 120,391 

13 SSA-12665 22,131 35 SSA-17776 115,727 

14 SSA-19502 200,759 36 SSA-19284 29,450 

15 SSA-19503 615,909 37 SSA-25035 143,900 

16 SSA-2733 82,000 38 SSA-20655 6,223 

17 SSA-9074 600,400 39 SSA-24859 707,184 

18 SSA-6361 43,750 40 SSA-23645 41,144 

19 SSA-16032 102,245 41 SSA-27373 420,000 

20 SSA-16762 125,000 42 SSA-25896 72,146 

21 SSA-46986 132,100 43 SSA-17181 71,933 

22 SSA-49844 151,600    

Total: 8,903,179 
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Annexure-VI 

                                                                                                          Para No. 1.6.2 

 

Detail of less realization of security money and non-recovery of penalty 

 

Sl. 

No. 

PDP  

No 

Formation 

Amount of 

Security 

(Rs) 

Amount of 

Commission 

(Rs) 

Amount of 

Penalty 

(Rs) 

01 
20 & 

135-22 

PMG Rawalpindi 

& DG PPO 

Islamabad 

34,000,000 0 - 

02 66-22 PMG Peshawar - 1,007,631 1,007,631 

03 91-22 GPO Rawalpindi - 203,030 3,920,478 

04 178-22 PMG Multan - 0 5,619,868 

05 182-22 -do- - 316,213 - 

06 307-22 PMG Lahore - 1,028,894 28,201,937 

07 347-22 PMG Islamabad - 632,453 - 

Total: 34,000,000 3,188,221 38,749,914 
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       Annexure-VII  
             Para No. 1.7.3 

 

                       Non-recovery of postal dues 

 

Sl. 

No. 

PDP 

No 
Name of formation Description 

Amount 

(Rs) 

01 60-22 PMG Peshawar 
Non recovery 

from bulk mail 

user 

5,034,934 

02 384-22 

PMG’s Islamabad, 

Karachi, Multan, 

GPO’s Sheikhupura, 

Gujrat, Islamabad, 

Bagh, Kotli, Karachi, 

Muzaffarabad, 

Faisalabad, Jhang, 

Bahawalpur, DG 

Khan, Abbottabad, 

Sialkot, Quetta, 

Sargodha, 

Gujranwala, Talangag 

& Lahore. 

Non recovery 

from bulk mail 

user 

83,082,935 

03 421-22 

PMG’s Lahore, 

Islamabad, Multan, 

Muzaffarabad GPO’s 

Islamabad, Mirpur, 

Peshawar, Faisalabad, 

Rawalpindi, Gilgit, 

Sialkot, Lahore & 

Director PLI 

Peshawar 

Non recovery of 

service and 

commission 

charges 

194,205,793 

Total: 282,323,662 
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                                                                                       Annexure-VIII 
                                                                                                            Para No 1.7.5 

 

Less / non-deduction of Income Tax and Provincial Sales Tax on     services and non- 

transfer of Income/Sales Tax 
 

Sl. 

No. 

DP 

No. 
Formations Description 

Amount 

(Rs) 

01 12-22 CCS Karachi 

Non recovery of 

Sindh sales tax 

from PPF 

1,323,664 

02 107-22 PMG Karachi 
Non  transfer  of  

GST 
57,021,424 

03 202-22 PMG Quetta 

Non recovery of 

Baluchistan 

Sales tax  

422,324 

04 330-22 

GPO’s Gujrat, Islamabad, 

Bagh, Kotli, Skardu, Karachi, 

Muzaffarabad, Mirpur, 

Peshawar, Faisalabad, DG 

Khan, Sialkot, Quetta, 

Multan, Sargodha, Lahore, 

Sukkur, Sahiwal & PMG’s 

Hyderabad, Multan, GM PLI 

Karachi, RD PLI Peshawar & 

Multan. 

Non/less 

deduction of 

income/ 

withholding tax  

9,072,945 

05 372-22 RD PLI Peshawar 
Non deduction of 

KPK sales tax 
3,274,366 

06 385-22 

DG PPO Islamabad, PMG’s 

Islamabad, Muzaffarabad, 

Hyderabad, GPO’s Islamabad 

& Mirpur 

Non deduction of 

provincial sales 

tax on services 

6,456,793 

Total: 77,571,516 
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  Annexure-IX 
       Para No 1.7.8 

 

Overpayment of medical allowance to postal pensioners 
 

Sl. 

No. 
DP No. Formations Description 

Amount 

(Rs) 

1 22-22 PMG Rawalpindi  

Overpayment of medical 

allowance to postal 

pensioners 

6,054,288 

2 89-22 GPO Rawalpindi 

Overpayment of medical 

allowance to postal 

pensioners, un-

authorized 25% increase 

in pension w.e.f.  

01-07-2016 without 

considering the condition 

of 85 years of age and 

un-authorized 25% 

increase in pension 

instead of 10% w.e.f.  

01-07-2017. 

12,124,348 

3 93-22 GPO Rawalpindi 

Wrong calculation of 

pension increases on 

gross pension instead of 

net pension 

10,944,603 

4 327-22 

GPO’s 

Abbottabad, 

Sheikhupura, 

Gujrat, Islamabad, 

Kotli, 

Muzaffarabad, 

Faisalabad, Jhang, 

Bahawalpur, DG 

Khan, Gujjar 

Khan, Sialkot, 

Multan, Sargodha, 

Gujranwala, 

Talagang, Jhelum, 

Sahiwal & Lahore 

Cantt 

Overpayment of medical 

allowance to postal 

pensioners 

23,212,726 

Total 52,335,965 
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Annexure-X 
                                                                        Para No 1.8.2 

 

Irregular payment to military pensioners without observing codal formalities 

 
Sl. 

No 

PDP 

No 
Formations   Description 

Amount  

(Rs) 

01 01-22 
GPO Korangi 

Karachi 

Irregular payment on 

bogus/fake and defective 

life and non marriage 

certificates 

5,062,152 

02 189-22 GPO Gujranwala 

Irregular payment on 

account of time barred 

arrears without obtaining 

documents 

5,625,437 

03 379-22 

GPO’s Korangi 

Karachi, 

Peshawar, 

Mianwali, Jhang, 

Bahawalpur, DG 

Khan, Abbottabad, 

Gujjar Khan, 

Hyderabad, 

Quetta, Sahiwal, 

Lahore, Sukkur & 

Sahiwal  

Irregular payment 

without obtaining life/ 

remarriage certificates. 

85,837,055 

04 380-22 

GPO’s 

Sheikhpura, 

Gujrat, Islamabad, 

Bagh, Kotli, 

Skardu, Mirpur, 

DG Khan, Sialkot, 

Sahiwal, Gilgit, 

Multan & Karachi 

 

Irregular payment 

without signature on PSB 

7/8 withdrawl form  

19,220,556 

05 402-22 

GPO’s Gujrat, 

Islamabad, Bagh, 

Kotli, 

Muzaffarabad, 

Mianwali, 

Bahawalpur, 

Gujjar Khan, 

Sialkot, 

Gujranwala, 

Talagang, Jhelum,  

Mirpur,  Sahiwal, 

Multan, Lahore & 

Lahore Cantt 

Irregular payment 

without availability / 

confirmation of PPOs 

168,848,189 

Total 284,593,389 
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                                                                                  Annexure- XI 
                                                                                                        Para No 1.8.4 

Irregular expenditure charged to revenue 

 

Sl.  

No. 

PDP  

No 

Formation Description 

Amount  

(Rs) 

01 28-22 PMG Rawalpindi 
Incentive for booking 

of UMS articles 
4,457,406 

02 78-22 PMG Peshawar 

Incentive for delivery 

of stipend money 

orders 

7,185,810 

03 150-22 DG PPO 
Payment of different 

incentive 
8,111,000 

04 181-22 PMG Multan 
Incentive for booking 

of UMS articles 
1,840,062 

05 211-22 PMG Islamabad 
Incentive for booking 

of UMS articles 
2,730,636 

06 212-22 -do- 
Incentive for booking 

of hybrid mails 
2,725,511 

07 306-22 PMG Lahore 
Incentive for booking 

of UMS articles 
9,492,789 

Total: 36,543,214 
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DIRECTORATE GENERAL AUDIT (POSTAL & 

TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES) 

 

SECTORAL ANALYSIS 

 

Overview of Telecom Sector  

Telecommunication sector is considered to be a cluster of telecom operators, internet 

service providers, satellite companies, associated tech entities and government regulators that 

make communication possible on a global level. Together, these operators create an ecosystem 

that allows data in words, voice, audio and video to be sent across the globe through internet, 

voice telephony, air waves, cables through wires or wirelessly178. Telecom sector is defining 

the future of communication and is indeed a strategic resource. The world had witnessed 

tremendous growth in mobile and internet usage and the trend continues to grow at a 

phenomenal rate. This can be attributed to fast paced transformation in mobile and internet 

technologies like next generation mobile services, cloud computing, increased coverage of 

satellites and massive penetration of smart devices. The evolution continues with the launch of 

5G services and evolving artificial intelligence which will have a positive impact on telecom 

services. 

 

Telecommunication Sector in Pakistan 

 

Pakistan is following the global trend as people are fast becoming accustomed to 

information technology. As a result, the economy is moving towards digitization with 

introduction of digital services including e-commerce, e-customer care, e-banking, mobile 

banking, and other ICT services. The penetration of digital technology at the level of the masses 

has been galvanized recently by Covid-19 related lockdowns when people, especially in urban 

centres, had to take recourse to electronic means of communication.  

 

According to Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA), total number of 

subscribers (mobile & fixed) in Pakistan was 186.8 million with  net addition of 15.7 million 

subscribers from July 2020 to June 2021179. There were 102.69 million broadband users in 

financial year 2020-21. Broadband penetration in Pakistan is 46.90% with 99.85 million 3G/4G 

subscribers. Nearly 18.2 million broadband subscribers were added in financial year 2020-21. 

These figures are still on the lower side when compared to its neighboring country. 

                                                           
178 www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/070815/what-telecommunications-sector.asp 
179PTA’s letter dated 14.12.2021 
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With the development of e-commerce, there is an urgent need for effective regulatory 

laws. Although such legislation was first time introduced in 2002 through Electronic 

Transactions Ordinance (ETO 2002) the first cyber bill to protect e-commerce in Pakistan, the 

implementation of these laws has remained a challenge. The rapid growth of telecom sector, 

requires a stringent regulatory framework for protecting the rights of the customers. Ministry 

of Information Technology and Telecommunication (MoITT) is the arm of the Federal 

Government that is entrusted, inter alia, with the development of telecommunication links and 

regulation of the sector.  

 

Role of Federal Government in telecommunication sector 

 

The Federal Government has established different public sector entities which are 

responsible for different functions and operations i.e. PTA, FAB, NTC, SCO, USF, Ignite, 

NRTC and TIP etc. The telecommunication sector is a major contributor to GDP and can play 

a vital role in the economy by contributing to the well-being of society. The Federal 

Government introduced Telecommunication Policy 2015 which envisaged licensing regime to 

be enhanced & optimized to cater to emerging technologies and market trends. Licensing policy 

framework was required to be reviewed by MoITT in consultation with PTA keeping in view 

new market trends and innovation in telecom sector. Further, PTA, in consultation with FAB, 

was required to prepare a re-farming framework to be approved by the Federal Government by 

31st December 2016. However, this framework is yet to be developed as no progress has been 

reported by the authorities in this regard. 

 

Role of telecommunication regulators  

 

Public Sector Telecommunication in Pakistan mainly consists of regulators, service 

providers and development organizations. PTA and FAB act as regulators of 

telecommunication sector which are mandated to implement the policy directives issued by the 

Federal Government for issuance, renewal and cancellation of various types of licenses. These 

regulators are also entrusted to promote and protect the interests of users, rapid modernization 

of telecommunication systems, interference free spectrum and provide a wide range of high 

quality, efficient, cost-effective & competitive telecommunication services in Pakistan. Both 

PTA and FAB are functionally linked with MoITT but administratively report to Cabinet 

Division.  

 

Telecom sector generates revenue for the government through authorization and 

renewal of telecom licenses, auction of spectrum and levying regulatory fees on operators. 

According to PTA, a total of  
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Rs 218.23 billion were generated during the year 2020-21 (Rs 290.12 billion: 2019-20) on this 

account 180. 

 

PTA introduced Mobile Device Manufacturing (MDM) registrations 2021 on 28th 

January, 2021. Till date, a total of 26 companies have applied and were issued MDM 

authorization enabling them to manufacture mobile devices in Pakistan which include both 

local and international brands. This will help in job creation and reduce the prices of mobiles. 

 

In order to report on how efficiently and effectively these regulators are performing 

their roles, a thematic audit was planned by the office of the Director General Audit, Postal and 

Telecommunication. However, both PTA and FAB refused to cooperate in this regard under 

the plea that the Auditor General of Pakistan does not have the mandate to audit their functional 

areas. The said study could not be completed due to their non-cooperation.  

 

Electronic Certification and Accreditation Council (ECAC) was established under the 

ETO 2002. The basic purpose was to grant and renew accreditation certificates to Certificate 

Service Providers, their cryptography services and security procedures. It remained completely 

dysfunctional till 2015. An effort was made to revive it but it again failed to perform its 

functions owing to lack of interest on the part of MoITT and non-independent management. 

MD, NTC has been assigned the charge to lead the ECAC during most part of its existence. As 

a result, the project “Root Certification Authority with Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and 

Repository” started to achieve its objectives as envisaged in the ETO 2002. However, the 

project was assigned to NTC without following PPRA rules.  

 

Role of telecommunication service providers  

 

National Telecommunication Corporation (NTC) and Special Communication 

Organization (SCO) are two public sector organizations that come under the category of service 

providers in the telecommunication sector. NTC takes care of telecommunication needs of the 

public sector organizations across the country, whereas SCO is responsible for providing 

telecom services in Gilgit-Baltistan and Azad Jammu and Kashmir. Recently, SCO was 

assigned the task of laying Optical Fibre Cable (OFC) linking Pakistan with its neighbour, 

China through a foreign aided project sponsored by Chinese Government.  

 

  

                                                           
180 PTA’s letter dated 14.12.2021 addressed to the office of the DGA, PTS 
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Role of telecommunication infrastructure development organizations  

 

Universal Service Fund Company (USF) established in 2006 is responsible for 

infrastructure development in un-served and under-served areas of the country whereas Ignite 

sponsors research and development programmes. The telecom operators in the country have to 

pay 1.5% of their gross profit towards Universal Service Fund and 0.5% for Research and 

Development Fund, both being maintained by MoITT. The billing responsibility lies with the 

PTA, whereas custody of these funds, approval of projects and allocation of funds rests with 

the MoITT. USF identifies the projects, gets approval from the policy board working under the 

ambit of MoITT and allocates these projects to the telecom operators as per PPRA rules. 

Monitoring and timely completion of these projects is also the responsibility of USF.  

 

As per claims of the USF, over the last 3 fiscal years, 30 Projects have been launched 

to cover 10,315 mauzas and a population of  

21.8 million181. As of 30th June 2021, only 3,835 mauzas have been covered showing the slow 

pace at which the organization is working. Funds worth more than Rs 32 billion are lying in 

the public account, but the company could only spend Rs 5.891 billion during the year. A 

number of instances of change of scopes of the projects assigned to the operators were also 

witnessed by audit during a thematic audit conducted during the year  

2020-21. (A detailed report is part of this Audit Report). 

 

For promoting research and development activities, the R & D Fund money is utilized 

through Ignite National Technology Fund Company, which was also established in 2006. In 

addition to sponsoring research and development, Ignite is also maintaining 5 National 

Incubation Centres (NICs) in the country. During the audit, it was observed that the Ignite 

Company was not effectively monitoring proper implementation of the terms and conditions 

of the contracts made with the vendors of these NICs.  

 

Role of other organizations in telecommunication sector 

 

National Radio and Telecommunication Company (NRTC) and Telephone Industries 

of Pakistan (TIP) are manufacturing concerns. These, are working under the Ministry of 

Defence Production. The main role of NRTC is to manufacture telecom equipment used by 

military establishments. Over the years, it has expanded its business and has started 

manufacturing cellular phone jammers, number plates of vehicles for Provincial Governments, 

electronic systems and IT solutions for local and international clients/customers. Recently, TIP 

has also been merged with NRTC as its subsidiary which is planning to operationalize its 

manufacturing facilities. Timely delivery of equipment matters a lot for a manufacturing 

                                                           
181 USF’s letter dated 28.12.2021 
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concern but NRTC is not delivering the telecommunication equipments within the target dates 

which is resulting in deduction of LD charges. Further, the stores are delivered to different 

organizations but their receivables remain outstanding for a considerable period of time.  

 

Another organization in telecom sector is Telecom Foundation (TF) established in 

November, 1991 with the aim of providing welfare to the employees of telecom industry and 

their families. Most of its revenue is generated from the rent of its buildings. This organization 

needs a plan to increase its revenue to carry out its welfare functions. It needs to work 

stringently on getting contracts from the industry. Presently it has won only few projects.  

 

Introduction of 5G Strategy and Technology Trials 

 

Before commercial launch of 5G services, PTA unveiled a roadmap incorporating the 

testing of 5G technology and allied services, under the policy directive issued for introduction 

and trials of future wireless networks in Pakistan. PTA permitted tests and trails of 5G services 

under limited environment and on non-commercial basis.  Successful trials were conducted by 

CMPak, Jazz and Telenor in 2019 and 2020 as claimed by PTA. However, the widespread use 

of 5G technology looks like a distant dream in case of Pakistan. 

 

Conclusion 

 

A number of similar nature irregularities were repeatedly observed during audit which 

points towards a weak internal control. The internal audit wings exist in these entities but their 

reports were neither prepared nor submitted to the Board of Directors. Financial management 

remained poor due to huge outstanding receivables despite comprehensive recovery 

policies/procedures. Strong growth depends upon universal adoption of 4G/LTE and 5G 

services. Although telecom sector worldwide is facing revenue and growth challenges due to 

saturation, rapid technology changes, increasing competition, and high costs, there is a lot of 

growth potential for developing countries like Pakistan. As the country faces challenging times 

with its financial problems and resource constraints, renewed focus on telecom sector will help 

in bringing revenue and foreign exchange while creating diverse employment opportunities. 

The government should continue to strive to make the market more competitive by inducing 

an enabling environment, improving policymaking, enact progressive laws and regulations to 

attract investors. 
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Chapter-1 

Pakistan Telecommunication Authority 

Cabinet Division 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 

A) Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA) is a corporate body established on 1st 

January, 1996 under Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-organization) Act, 1996 amended in 

2006. The Authority is working under the administrative control of the Cabinet Division. Its 

accounts are audited by the Auditor General of Pakistan under the provision of Section 15 of 

Telecommunication (Re-organization) Act 1996. PTA’s main functions are to: 

 

 Act as regulator to implement deregulation policy of telecommunication services issued by 

the Government of Pakistan (GoP); 
 

 Grant and renew licenses for any telecommunication system and any telecommunication 

services on payment of regulatory fee; 
 

 Regulate the establishment, operation and maintenance of telecommunication systems and 

the provision of telecommunication services in Pakistan; 
 

 Promote and protect the interests of users, modernize telecommunication systems and 

provide a wide range of high quality, efficient, cost-effective and competitive 

telecommunication services in the country; 
 

 Make recommendations for the Federal Government on policies for International 

Telecommunications; and 
 

 Regulate arrangements amongst telecommunication service providers of sharing their 

revenue derived from providing telecommunication service. 
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B) Comments on Budget and Accounts 

 

1.1.1 As per note 10.9 to the financial statements, in 2009, Ministry of Finance (MoF) had 

directed PTA to contribute 3% of its receipts per annum to the Competition 

Commission of Pakistan (CCP) pursuant to the CCP (Collection of fee & charges) 

Rules, 2009. PTA made provision of Rs 149,466,975 and charged as expenditure for 

the year 2020-21 but not paid upto 30th June, 2021.  

1.1.2 As per note 16.3 to the financial statements, an amount of  

Rs 140.208 million was made as provision for doubtful receivables during the year 

2020-21 as compared to Rs 101.754 million for the year 2019-20. The substantial 

increase in the provisions showed weak receivable management.  

1.1.3 As per note 21 to the financial statements, it was observed that License Renewal Fee 

and Initial Spectrum Fee amounting to  

Rs 32,105 million were collected during 2020-21 from three telecom operators. PTA 

treated the subject collection as its receipt under the heads of revenue account 32114 & 

32127 and deposited it in PTA collection accounts instead of depositing in FCF under 

the head C01008. While discussing the issue, DAC in its meeting held on 3rd January, 

2022 directed PTA to refer the matter to Finance Division for clarification. 

1.1.4 As per data given in financial statements, return on assets has been decreased from 

1388% to 338%.  The detail is as under: 

 

Description 2019-20 2020-21 

Income 139,252.247 38,570.931 

Assets 10,026.502 11,397.39 

Return on Assets 1388% 338% 
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Table-I  Audit Profile of Pakistan Telecommunication Authority   

(Rs in million) 

Sr 

No 
Description 

Total 

Nos 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited 

FY 2020-21 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 09 01 2,208.824 38,570.931 

2  Assignment 

Accounts 

 SDAs  

- - - - 

3 Authorities / 

Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under 

the PAO 

01 01 - - 

4 Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 

- - - - 

 

1.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 

Audit observations amounting to Rs 6,461.321 million were raised in this report which 

includes recoveries amounting to Rs 6,427.417 million. Summary of the audit observations 

classified by nature is as under: 

 

Table-II Overview of Audit Observations 

        (Rs in million) 

Sr No Classification Amount  

1 Non-production of record - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

misappropriation 

- 

3 Irregularities (A+B+C) - 

A HR/Employees related irregularities - 

B Procurement related irregularities - 

C Management of Accounts with Commercial - 
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Banks 

4 Value for money and service delivery issues - 

5 Others 6,461.321 

Total: 6,461.321 

1.3 Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

 

Sr 

No 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Total 

Directives 

Compliance  

%age 
Received 

Not 

received 

1 1997-98  07 07 07 00 100 

2 1998-99 12 12 08 00 67 

3 1999-00 06 06 06 00 100 

4 2000-01 31 31 29 02 94 

5 2001-02 09 09 05 04 56 

6 2002-03 03 03 03 00 100 

7 2003-04 08 08 05 03 63 

8 2004-05 08 08 05 03 63 

9 2005-06  10 10 08 02 80 

10 2006-07 08 08 01 07 13 

11 2007-08 06 06 04 03 67 

12 2008-09  26 26 15 11 58 

13 2009-10 26 14 04 10 28 

14 2010-11 38 23 13 10 56 

15 2014-15 29 12 7 5 58 

15 2015-16 23 23 14 09 61 

16 2016-17 21 21 15 06 72 

17 2017-18 30 12 12 0 100 
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AUDIT FINDINGS 

 

1.4 Non-production of record 

 

1.4.1  Non-production of record  

According to Section 14 (2) of AGP Ordinance, 2001, the officer-in-charge of any 

office or department shall afford all facilities and provide record for audit inspection and 

comply with requests for information in as complete a form as possible and with all reasonable 

expedition, in compliance of the powers given to AGP vide section 14 (b) & (c). Further, 

section 14 (3) ibid states that “any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the 

Auditor General of Pakistan regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary 

action under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person”. 

During audit of PTA for the year 2020-21, it was observed that management did not 

provide the record relating to Thematic Audit titled “Regulatory Functions in 

Telecommunication Sector”, HR files of employees and record relating to Departmental 

Promotion Committee meetings held during the year 2020-21 despite several written and verbal 

requests. 

 Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in November 2021. It was replied 

that according to opinion of the Attorney General of Pakistan dated 16-09-2021 and Section 15 

of the PTA’s Act 1996, scope of audit was limited to the “accounts” of the Authority only and 

the audit of “Regulatory Functions of the Authority” was beyond the scope of the Auditor 

General of Pakistan. However, auditable HR records containing the material relating to the year 

2020-21 had been provided in terms of Section 15 of Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-

organization) Act 1996. 

  The reply was not acceptable as the powers of the Auditor-General of Pakistan 

regarding audit of regulatory functions have already been decided by the PAC in its meetings 

which were duly communicated to the Authority as well as the PAO. Further, complete original 

HR files along-with noting portion was not provided. 

DAC in its meeting held on 3rd January, 2022 pended the Para regarding provision of 

record of thematic audit. As regards the provision of HR records, the Cabinet Division noted 

that Audit on the accounts of a particular financial year should be limited to the record of that 

period instead to spread it to an indefinite period belonging to previous years which was already 

audited in due course of time. Therefore, DAC decided to place these divergent views before 

PAC to decide the fate of issue. 

 Audit recommends that the record demanded by the Audit be provided for scrutiny 

besides taking action against the persons responsible for non provision of record under section 

14(3) of the AGP ordinance 2001. 
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(DP No. 218 & 219) 

1.5   Others 

1.5.1 Non-recovery of late payment additional fee from operator- 

Rs 5,976 million 

 According to Regulation 23 (7) of PTA (Functions & Powers) Regulations, 2006, the 

licensee shall be bound to pay such fees as stipulated in the license within due dates. In addition 

to any other remedies available to the Authority, late payment of fees shall incur an additional 

fee calculated @ 2% per month on the outstanding amount, for each month or part thereof from 

the due date until paid. 

 During audit of PTA for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management failed 

to recover an amount of Rs 5,976,373,512 from  

M/s World Call Telecom Ltd. on account of Late Payment Additional Fee (LPAF) as detailed 

below: 

Sr. No. Description 
Principal Amount  

(Rs) 

Amount of LPAF 

(Rs) 

1 ALF 28,926,426 26,369,849 

2 ALF NVCNS 31,144,637 31,462,447 

3 ARFSF 401,114,163 608,454,613 

4 ISF 1,021,500,000 2,498,888,500 

5 R&D 34,157,622 52,393,205 

6 USF 132,724,552 209,129,768 

7 APC for USF 1,766,190,453 2,537,267,953 

8 MW charges 6,430,975 11,638,610 

9 ANC 2,195,000 768,567 

Total 3,424,383,828 5,976,373,512 

  

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in November 2021. It was replied 

that two licenses of World Call Telecom Ltd (NVCNS & WLL) had already been terminated 

and recovery petitions had also been filed for recovery of dues. 

The reply was misleading as the record did not show any recovery petition filed by PTA 

on account of recovery of late payment charges as mentioned in the enforcement order dated 

19th August 2020. Further, the enforcement order was issued with a considerable delay which 

resulted in non-recovery of dues.   
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 DAC in its meeting held on 3rd January, 2022 pended the Para with the direction to 

pursue court cases vigorously. 

 Audit recommends that matter may be investigated for delay in recovery of late 

payment charges and fix the responsibility.  

(DP No. 242) 

1.5.2 Non-recovery of Annual Regulatory Dues - Rs 393.317 million 

 

 According to Para 4.4.1 of General conditions of license, the licensee shall pay all 

annual fees to Authority within 120 days at the end of the financial year to which such fees 

relate. Para 4.4.2 states that in addition to any other remedies available to the authority, late 

payment of all fees including initial license fee shall incur an additional fee calculated at the 

rate of 2% per month on the outstanding amount for each month or part thereof from the due 

date until paid. 

 During audit of PTA for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management failed 

to recover an amount of Rs 393,317,040 on account of Annual Regulatory Dues (ARDs) from 

the telecom operators during 2020-21. The detail is as under: 

Sl. 

No. Description 
Amount 

Rs 

1 Basic Telephony 37,431,138 

2 Annual License Fee(ALF)-Mobile 14,909,450 

3 USF Charges 227,297,159 

4 R&D Contribution 78,593,640 

5 Annual Spectrum Fee (ASF) 26,611,057 

6 Annual License Fee (ALF)-LDI 8,474,596 

 TOTAL 393,317,040 

 

 Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in November 2021. It was replied 

that most of the outstanding amounts were challenged by the operators in the court of law.  

 The reply was not acceptable as in all cases the courts remanded back the petitions to 

PTA for review which had not been done by the PTA management till date. Further, NTC 

agreed to make payment of all outstanding dues which had not so far been recovered. 

DAC in its meeting held on 3rd January, 2022 pended the para with the direction to 

pursue court cases vigorously. 
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 Audit recommends that cases may be reviewed to place before the courts for recovery 

from the defaulters.       

(DP No. 256) 

1.5.3 Non-recovery of fines from operators - Rs 58.100 million 

 According to Section 23(C)(i) of Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-organization) Act 

1996, the Authority (or any of its officers not below the rank of Director),  may, by an order in 

writing and giving reasons, levy fine which may extend to three hundred and fifty million 

rupees.  

 During audit of PTA for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management 

imposed fines of Rs 58,100,000 on two telecom operators through six enforcement orders 

during the year 2020-21. However, the management failed to recover the fines from operators. 

The detail is as under: 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of operator 

Reason of Fine 

imposed 
Date  

Amount  

(Rs) 

1 PTML(Ufone) Illegal sale of SIMs 30-07-2020 50,000,000 

2 -do- 
Security breach of 

customer data 

31-05-2021 5,000,000 

3 -do- Quality of service 29-06-2021 850,000 

4 CM Pak (Zong) Quality of service 29-06-2021 250,000 

5 -do- Quality of service 29-06-2021 1,900,000 

Total: 58,000,000 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in November 2021. It was replied that 

enforcement orders to impose fines had been issued according to powers conferred under 

section 23 of the Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-organization) Act, 1996. Fines were 

challenged by the operators in the court of law.  

 The reply was not acceptable as the grounds on which court cases were filed, were not 

provided despite written and several verbal requests. However, PTA failed to recover the fines 

from the operators despite issuance of its enforcement orders. 

DAC in its meeting held on 3rd January, 2022 pended the para with the direction to 

pursue court cases vigorously. 

 Audit recommends that court cases and updated status may be shared with audit. 

(DP No. 257) 

1.5.4 Un-authorized promotion of officers causing overpayment and unjustified 

payment of pay & allowances - Rs 28.084 million 

 According to Regulation 21(2) of PTA Employees Service Regulations 2008, an 

employee shall only be considered eligible for promotion from EG-III to EG-IV & EG-IV to 

SEG-I by the Departmental Promotion Committee (DPC) if he has completed three years and 

four years length of service in EG-III & EG-IV respectively. Further, according to inquiry 

reports conducted on Audit Paras of Audit Report 2008-09 issued by the Cabinet Division’s 
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vide UO No. 3/6/2018/RA-I/PTA/FAB dated 05th July, 2021, the appointment of AD (HR) was 

declared un-justified due to non-possessing of MBA-HR degree. 

During audit of PTA for the year 2020-21, it was observed that services of twelve (12) 

contractual officers were regularized by the PTA management on 10th November, 2017 and 

18th October, 2018 respectively. The officers were further promoted as Director General (SEG-

I), Directors (EG-IV) and Deputy Director (EG-III) on the recommendations of Departmental 

Promotion Committee w.e.f. 29th July, 2020. Audit held these promotions irregular as the 

prescribed period after regularization was not complete in these cases. This resulted in 

overpayment of Rs 9,667,911 on account of salary & perks. Audit further observed that an 

officer was appointed as AD (HR) on 22nd August, 2005 giving false statement of possessing 

MBA (HRM) qualification which was pointed out by audit during 2008-09. The officer 

completed her degree programme on 9th May, 2007 as per Bahria University report.  However, 

the officer was promoted as Deputy Director (HR) in 2009 and as Director w.e.f. 29th July, 

2020 based on MBA (HRM) as additional qualification. Audit was of the view that the 

promotion of the officer was unjustified as the matter of appointment was subjudice in 

Islamabad High Court. Therefore, payment of pay & allowances/perks of Rs 18,416,348 was 

held un-justified.  

 Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in November 2021. It was replied 

that there was no distinction in terms and conditions of the contractual and regular employees 

with reference to pay & allowances, perks, discipline, duties & responsibilities except the 

clause relating to the termination of employment as per PTA Employees Service Regulations 

2008. It was further replied that the officer was promoted in accordance with the relevant 

provision of PTA Employees Service Regulations 2008 and upon recommendations of the 

Departmental Promotion Committee (DPC).  

 The replies were not acceptable as the officers were promoted before completion of 

three/four year length of service after regularization. Further, the FFI conducted by the Cabinet 

Division on unjustified appointment of AD HR, pointed out by audit during 2008-09, 

concluded that since the matter was subjudice therefore, it may be pended till final decision of 

the court. Hence, the promotion of the officer before the decision regarding appointment of the 

officer by the court was held un-justified. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 3rd January, 2022 directed PTA to refer the case to 

Establishment Division and Law Division for advice. DAC further directed PTA to furnish the 

progress report on the court case to Audit and Cabinet Division, within one month and the 

matter for granting five marks of extra qualification at the time of her promotion as Director 

may also be looked into. 

 Audit recommends that matter may be investigated to fix the responsibility for 

unauthorized promotions before completion of prescribed period and court decision. 

(DP No. 220 & 222) 
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1.5.5 Unjustified payment of Proficiency, Eid and House Rent Allowance to Authority 

Members – Rs 5.820 million   

 Para 1(1.1) (1.1.3 & 1.1.5) of PTA procedure for sanctioning, drawing & disbursing of 

funds states that they would not pass any order which will be directly or indirectly linked with their 

benefit and the amount of expenditure should be so regulated that it is not, on the whole, a source of 

profit to the recipients. Moreover, as per Finance Division OM dated 14th July, 2017 regarding 

revision of Management Position Scales, maximum entitlement of house rent for MP-I scale is 

Rs 142,000. 

 During audit of PTA for the year 2020-21, it was observed that an amount of Rs 

5,109,984 was paid to Chairman and Members of PTA Authority on account of Proficiency 

and Eid Allowances during 2020-21. Further, overpayment of house rent allowance of Rs 

710,220 was also made to Chairman PTA at enhanced rate of Rs 260,307 per month instead of 

Rs 142,000 w.e.f. 01st January, 2021. Therefore, the payment was held un-justified as the 

Chairman & Members of the Authority were not PTA employees and appointed by the Federal 

Government in MP Scales. The detail is as under: 

 

  

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in November 2021. It was replied 

that the Members & Chairman of the Authority were drawing salary, allowances and fringe 

benefits in accordance with the provisions of section 3(7) of Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-

organization) Act, 2006, Finance Divisions letter dated 7th September, 2009 and clarification 

of Ministry of Law & Justice dated 3rd August, 2021. 

  The reply was not acceptable as the Members & Chairman of the authority were 

appointed by the Federal Government and entitled to draw pay, allowances and privileges of 

MP-II and MP-I scales respectively. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 3rd January, 2022 pended the Para and decided to place it 

before PAC for appropriate directives. 

 Audit recommends that responsibility for making unjustified payments be fixed 

besides recovery of the amount under intimation to audit. 

(DP Nos. 246,247 & 250) 

 

Sr. 

No. 

PDP 

No. 
Description 

Amount 

(Rs) 

1 246-22 Payment of Proficiency Allowance 2,980,824 

2 247-22 Payment of Eid Allowance 2,129,160 

3 250-22 Over-payment of House Rent Allowance  710,220 

Total 5,820,204 
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Chapter 2 

Frequency Allocation Board (FAB) 

(Cabinet Division) 

2.1 Introduction 

 

A) Frequency Allocation Board (FAB) established on 1st January, 1996 under the Pakistan 

Telecommunication (Reorganization) Act, 1996, is under the administrative control of the 

Cabinet Division and funded by PTA. Section 42 of Telecommunication (Reorganization) Act 

1996 provides its accounts to be audited by the Auditor General of Pakistan. FAB is managed 

by a Board appointed by the Government of Pakistan and follows the applicable 

recommendations of the International Telecommunication Union. Its main functions are to: 

 allocate and assign frequency spectrum to the public sector providers of 

telecommunication services and systems, radio and television broadcasting operations, 

public and private wireless operators, and others.  

 monitor the sphere and determine illegal users of frequencies and report to PTA for 

action under the Act.  

 

B) Comments on Budget and Accounts 

 

FAB management did not provide the annual audited accounts till finalization of the 

Report despite continuous pursuance by Audit.  Hence, no comments on accounts could be 

offered. 
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Table-I Audit Profile of FAB 

                    (Rs in million) 

Sr 

No 
Description 

Total 

Nos 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited 

FY 2020-21 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 01 01 834.584 - 

2  Assignment 

Accounts 

 SDAs  

- - - - 

3 Authorities / 

Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under 

the PAO 

01 01 834.584 - 

4 Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 

- - - - 

 

2.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 

Audit observations amounting to Rs 483.755 million were raised in this report during 

the current audit of FAB. This whole amount comprises different irregularities as pointed out 

by audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Table-II Overview of Audit Observations 

(Rs in million) 

Sr No Classification Amount  

1 Non-production of record - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

misappropriation 

- 

3 Irregularities (A+B+C) 483.755 

A HR/Employees related irregularities 459.628 

B Procurement related irregularities 24.127 

C Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks - 
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4 Value for money and service delivery issues - 

5 Others - 

Total: 483.755 

2.3 Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

 

FAB Compliance    

Sr 

No 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Total 

Directives Received 

Not 

Received %age 

1 1997-98  2 2 2 0 100 

2 1998-99 5 5 5 0 100 

3 1999-00 4 4 4 0 100 

4 2000-01 3 3 2 1 67 

5 2002-03 8 8 8 0 100 

6 2003-04 5 5 4 1 80 

7 2004-05 5 5 5 0 100 

8 2005-06  10 10 10 0 100 

9 2006-07 2 2 2 0 100 

10 2007-08 3 3 2 1 67 

11 2008-09  6 6 6 0 100 

12 2009-10 7 7 7 0 100 

13 2010-11 6 6 5 1 83 

14 2013-14 11 11 10 1 91 

15 2014-15 9 6 6 0 100 

16 2015-16 5 4 3 1 75 

17 2016-17 5 4 4 0 100 

18 2017-18 11 6 6 0 100 
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AUDIT FINDINGS 

2.4 Non-production of Record 

 

2.4.1 Non-production of record 

According to Section 14 (2) of AGP Ordinance, 2001, the officer in-charge of any office 

or department shall afford all facilities and provide record for audit inspection and comply with 

requests for information in as complete a form as possible and with all reasonable expedition, 

in compliance of the powers given to AGP vide section 14 (b) & (c). Further, section 14 (3) 

ibid states that any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor General 

of Pakistan regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action under 

relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person. 

During audit of FAB for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management did 

not provide the record relating to thematic audit titled “Regulatory Functions in 

Telecommunication Sector” despite written and several verbal requests.   

 Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November and December, 

2021. It was replied that after the opinion of the Attorney General of Pakistan dated 16-09-

2021 the nature of Audit is limited to the “accounts” only and the audit of Regulatory Functions 

was beyond the scope of the Auditor General of Pakistan. However, FAB provided all records 

relating to “accounts” along with all necessary explanations to conduct audit for the financial 

year 2020-21.  

The reply was not acceptable as the powers of the Auditor-General of Pakistan 

regarding audit of regulatory functions had already been decided by the PAC in its meetings. 

DAC in its meeting held on 3rd January, 2020 pended the para. 

  Audit recommends that the record as and when demanded by the Audit be provided for 

scrutiny besides taking action against the persons responsible for non provision of record under 

section 14(3) of the AGP ordinance 2001. 

(DP No.214) 

2.5 Irregularities 

A. HR/Employees related irregularities 

2.5.1 Unauthorized payment of pay & allowances - Rs 456.753 million  

According to the Finance Division OM No.F.1(38)/Imp-II/88 dated 11th July, 1988, 

No.F.1(1)/ Imp/94 dated 26th June 1999, No.F.4(2)/R-4-99 dated 13th January 2000 and No.F-

4(8)R-4/2004 dated 19th July, 2004, the financial matters including revision of pay & 

allowances etc. cannot be decided without approval of the Finance Division. Furthermore, 

section 42 (3) of Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-organization) Act, 1996 (amended 2006) 
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states that the Board shall make regulations, with the approval of the Federal Government, 

governing the matter in which the Board may function and exercise its powers.  

During audit of FAB for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management had its 

approved pay package in Employees Service Regulations 2014 duly approved by the Finance 

Division. But FAB adopted the pay package of PTA and continued to pay salaries and other 

financial perks to its employees without approval of Finance Division. This resulted in 

unauthorized payment of pay & allowances of  

Rs 456,753,359 during the year 2020-21. 

  Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November and December, 

2021. It was replied that in exercise of the powers conferred by section 43 (7) of the Pakistan 

Telecommunication (Re-organization) Act, 1996, read with section 42 (3) thereof, the FAB 

Employees (Service) Regulations, 2014 were made with the approval of Federal Government. 

Moreover, FAB is directly funded by PTA under section 42 (2) of the Pakistan 

Telecommunication (Re-Organization) Act, 1996. FAB management extended/implemented 

pay & allowances to its employees in line with PTA as provided in FAB’s Employees (Service) 

Regulations, 2014. 

  The reply was not acceptable as FAB had its pay packages approved by Federal 

Government. PTA was considered competent to approve pay package for its employees as per 

clarification of section 10(3) of the Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-organization) Act, 1996. 

Whereas, FAB had no such powers and was supposed to get its pay package approved by 

Federal Government.  

 DAC in its meeting held on 3rd January, 2022 upheld its earlier decision dated 13th 

August 2021 and directed Cabinet Division to further probe the issue with reference to sections 

42(3) and 43(7) of Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-organization) Act, 1996. DAC further 

directed to provide the FFI report of the Cabinet Division on the issue to Audit. 

  Audit recommends identifying the persons held responsible for payment of pay & 

allowances without approval of the Federal Government and copy of the FFI report of the 

Cabinet Division may also be shared with audit.  

             (DP No. 209)  

2.5.2 Un-lawful appointment and irregular payment of Pay & Allowances - Rs 2.875 

million 

According to Sl. No. 28 of Esta Code, “under the government servants (conduct) Rules, 

1964, no Government servant is allowed to engage in any trade or undertake any employment 

or work, other than his official duties, except with the previous sanction of the Government”.  

 During audit of FAB for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management hired 

the services of a person as consultant (civil works) with a remuneration of Rs 115,000 per 

month who was already working as Executive Engineer (BPS-18) in AJK Council. This 

resulted in unlawful payment of pay & allowances of Rs 2,875,000 during 2019-2021. 
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The matter was reported to management and PAO during November and December, 

2021. It was replied that Mr. Khurram Shahzad was appointed on part time basis as Civil works 

consultant to supervise the work of construction of Monitoring Station buildings at Khaira Gali 

and Gilgit Baltistan and his appointment was made after the fulfilment of all codal formalities. 

However, contract appointment of Mr. Khurram Shahzad was already completed on 31st 

January, 2021. 

The reply was not acceptable as no reply was given regarding appointment of a person 

who was already in government service and working as Executive Engineer (BPS-18) in AJK 

Council.  

DAC in its meeting held on 3rd January, 2022 directed FAB to recover the payments 

made to the person and apprise his parent office for appropriate action. 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated to fix the responsibility against 

those held responsible for un-authorized appointment besides recovery of amount involved.  

(DP No. 213-22 & 01-21) 

B. Procurement related irregularities 

2.5.3 Irregular expenditure on construction of boundary wall - 

Rs 24.127 million 

Regulation 82 (1) of FAB Employees (Service) Regulations, 2014 stipulates that a) a 

Development Working Party (DWP) shall be constituted and notified to consider and approve 

the self-financed projects; b) DWP shall be headed by the Executive Director and, among 

others, shall include representatives, not below the rank of Joint Secretary, each of the Planning 

and Development Division, Finance Division and the administrative Division; c) quorum of 

the DWP shall be incomplete without presence of representatives of the Finance Division and 

the Planning and Development Division. Further, according to Para 5.6 and 5.7 of guidelines 

for project management at starting phase of any project the management should concentrate on 

ensuring timely preparation of PC-I including feasibility study. 

During audit of FAB for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management made 

a contract on 18th May, 2020 with M/s Amanat Hussain & Co (Pvt) Limited, Rawalpindi for 

construction of 7,977 feet boundary wall at Wani Monitoring Station” at a cost of Rs 

21,636,176 with a completion period of six (06) months from the date of issuance of work 

order. Estimated construction cost of the boundary wall was Rs 15,105,859 on MES schedule 

rates. The management of FAB incurred an expenditure of Rs 24,126,935 during 2020-21 

without preparation of PC-I and its approval from DWP subsequently. The expenditure was of 

capital nature but it was charged to repair of office buildings. Audit had also observed the 

following: 

i. Three bidders were technically qualified with certain scores. But correction fluid was 

used on the score of technically qualified bidder i.e. M/s Amanat Hussain & Co (Pvt) 

Ltd which made the whole process dubious.  
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ii. In terms of clause 17.1 of tender document, the work order was issued on 9th March, 

2020 which was required to be completed on 9th October, 2020. Whereas the work was 

completed on 15th December, 2020 as per completion certificate with a delay of 9.42 

weeks (66 days). LD amounting to Rs 1,136,379 (9.42 x 0.5% x 24,126,935) was not 

deducted from the bill of the vendor as required in terms of clause 17.2 of tender 

document. 

iii. Seven (07) out of sixteen (16) items of approved BoQ were enhanced, hence, payment 

of Rs 2,838,190 was made to vendor in excess of approved BoQ.  

iv. As per item No. 1 of BoQ, the material retrieved would be the property of FAB. There 

was no record available for material retrieved from the site and its disposal. 

 Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November and December, 

2021. It was replied that construction of boundary wall did not fall under the definition of 

“project”. So there was no need for preparation of PC-I and its approval from DWP. The 

expenditure was incurred only for maintenance of an asset. There was no bar to accept bid if 

its quoted amount went beyond the estimated amount of the project prepared by the department. 

The fluid on marks of  

M/s Amanat Hussain & Company on note sheet was used to make scores obtained visible. 

Against point number (iv) of audit observation it was replied that work order was issued on 

19th May, 2020 and there was no delay in completion of work. Additional payment was made 

to the contractor for additional work done. Moreover, the material retrieved from the site area 

was in safe custody and in the possession of FAB. 

 The reply was not acceptable as any expenditure that would cause any addition to the 

existing asset or the potential benefit spread over more than one accounting year, would be 

considered as “Capital Expenditure”. Further, Rs 24.127 million paid on account of 

construction of boundary wall was more than total CAPEX budget of Rs 13.573 million of 

FAB. The work was awarded at increased rate of 43% of estimated cost which was further 

increased to 60% at the time of final payment. Further, the work was completed on 15th 

December, 2020 with a delay of 66 days for which the LD was not imposed. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 3rd January, 2022 directed FAB to get the relevant record 

as stated in the reply verified from Audit. 

 Audit recommends that fact-finding inquiry may be conducted keeping in view the 

points raised and outcomes of the same be shared with audit. 

(DP No. 207) 
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2.6 Value for money and service delivery issues 

2.6.1 Delay in construction of FAB Headquarters building 

 

Clause 2.5 of special conditions of the contract requires that the work of design of FAB 

Headquarters building will be completed within six months from the date of award of work. 

During audit of FAB for the year 2020-21, it was observed that a contract was signed 

by the management with M/s Progressive Consultants (Pvt) Limited on 19th November, 2015 

for preparation of design and PC-I of FAB Headquarters building at a total cost of Rs 

16,843,200 with a completion period of six (06) months. However, the consultant submitted 

PC-I in April, 2021 after a lapse of six (06) years by ignoring the time and cost overrun. The 

designing phase was required to be completed within 180 days but the consultant failed to 

complete the work even after a lapse of six years. The management incurred an expenditure of 

Rs 10,426,000 on the account of FAB headquarter during last five years including expenditure 

of Rs 2,501,022 during FY 2020-21 but no LD was imposed on the consultant. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November and December, 

2021. It was replied that construction of FAB HQs Building was a gigantic task in which 

investment/expenditure worth hundreds of millions of rupees were involved and many other 

formalities including compliance to Building Code and by-laws of CDA to avoid any litigation. 

Further, PC-I of the project had already been prepared and was now under active consideration 

of management for final evaluation and approval of the FAB’s Development Working Party. 

Moreover, Capital Development Authority had already accorded approval of the building plan 

in June, 2021.  

The reply was not acceptable as the PC-I was submitted by the consultant with a delay 

of 6 years due to which FAB had to bear loss in shape of increase in the cost of project and 

building rent being paid by the FAB.  

DAC in its meeting held on 3rd January, 2022 directed FAB to identify the persons 

responsible for submission of PC-I with a delay of 6 years and carrying out work without 

completing the authorization requirements. 

Audit recommends that fact finding inquiry may be conducted to fix responsibility for 

delay in completion of the project.  

(DP No.208) 
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Chapter 3 

National Radio & Telecommunication Corporation (NRTC) 

 

(MoDP) 

3.1  Introduction 

 

A)  The National Radio & Telecommunication Corporation (NRTC) Private Limited was 

established on 16thFebruary, 1966. The Corporation is registered under the Companies 

Ordinance, 1984, as a Private Limited Company. NRTC is under the administrative control of 

the Ministry of Defence Production. Its accounts are audited by the Auditor-General of 

Pakistan.  

 The main objectives of the Corporation include manufacturing and assembling of all 

kinds of radio and wireless sets for Defence Services, Jamming Solutions, production of battery 

eliminators and distribution point boxes for PTCL and NTC. The Corporation is managed by a 

Board of Directors headed by Secretary, Ministry of Defence Production. 

B)  Comments on Budget and Accounts 

3.1.1 As per statement of profit or loss account for the year ended June 30, 2021, profit after 

tax was Rs 863.834 million for financial year  

2020-21 as compared to Rs 1,167.290 million for financial year  

2019-20 which shows 35% decrease in profit. It indicates weak performance on the part 

of the company. 

3.1.2 As per statement of financial position as of June 30, 2021, stock in trade was Rs 

4,301.905 million for financial year 2020-21 as compared to Rs 2,964.115 million for 

financial year 2019-20 showing a 45% increase in stock. Increase in stock caused an 

addition in inventory management costs. 

3.1.3 As per note 40.1 of the financial statements, annual production capacity of SDR was 

3,000 units, but only 222 units were produced during the financial year 2020-21. This 

resulted in sub-optimal utilization of resources. 

3.1.4 As per note 29 of the financial statements, legal and professional charges were Rs 

11.806 million during the financial year 2020-21 as compared to Rs 2.624 million 

during the financial year 2019-20 resulting 350 % increase in the expenses.  
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Table-I  Audit Profile of National Radio & Telecommunication 

  Corporation (NRTC) 

              (Rs in million) 

Sr 

No 
Description 

Total 

Nos. 

 

Audited 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations  01 01 11,058.977 10,371.763 

2  Assignment 

Accounts 

 SDAs 

- - - - 

3 Authorities / 

Autonomous 

Bodies etc under 

the PAO 

01 01 11,058.977 10,371.763 

4 Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 
- - - - 
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3.2  Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

 

Audit observations amounting to Rs 1,997.725 million were raised in this report during 

the current audit of M/s NRTC. This amount also includes recoveries of Rs 1,952.389 million 

as pointed out by audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Table-II  Overview of Audit Observations 

 

        (Rs in million) 

Sr No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

Misappropriation 

- 

3 Irregularities (A+B+C) 19.107 

A HR/Employees related irregularities - 

B Procurement related irregularities 19.107 

C Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks - 

4 Value for money and service delivery issues 26.229 

5 Others 1,952.389 

Total: 1,997.725 
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3.3  Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

 

Sr 

No 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Total 

Directives 

Compliance 

%age 
Received 

Not 

received 

1 1988-89 03 03 00 03 00 

2 1990-91 10 10 10 00 100 

3 1992-93 10 10 10 00 100 

4 1994-95 No audit para was printed in Audit Report 

5 1996-97 10 02 01 01 50 

6 1997-98 10 10 10 00 100 

7 1999-00 09 09 09 00 100 

8 2000-01 12 12 12 00 100 

9 2001-02 08 08 08 00 100 

10 2003-04 09 09 07 02 60 

11 2004-05 13 13 13 00 100 

12 2005-06 08 08 08 00 100 

13 2006-07 05 05 03 02 75 

14 2007-08 16 16 12 00 100 

15 2008-09 04 04 03 01 75 

16 2009-10 04 04 04 00 100 

17 2012-13 20 18 17 01 94 

18 2013-14 05 05 05 00 100 

19 2016-17 5 5 02 03 40 
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AUDIT FINDINGS 

3.4 Irregularities 

A. Procurement related irregularities 

3.4.1 Irregular procurement without observing Public Procurement Rules - Rs 19.108 

million  

According to Rule 12(1) of Public Procurement Rules 2004, procurements over five 

hundred thousand rupees and up to the limit of three million rupees shall be advertised on the 

Authority’s website in the manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from 

time to time. These procurement opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if deemed 

necessary by the procuring agency. 

During audit of NRTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that NRTC management 

procured test equipment from M/s Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co, KG Germany & M/s EMC 

Partner AG Switzerland on a single quotation basis instead of open tenders. An amount of Rs 

19,108,010 was paid to the suppliers during 2020-21. The expenditure was held irregular as 

procurement was made without tendering in violation of Public Procurement Rules, 2004. The 

detail is as under: 

Sr 

No 
PDP No 

Name of 

supplier 
Subject 

Amount 

(Rs) 

1 185-22 
M/s Rohde & 

Schwarz GmbH 

& Co, KG 

Germany 

Irregular procurement of spectrum 

analyzer without observing PPRs -

Rs 10.678 million (55,000 Euros) 

10,678,250 

2 187-22 

Irregular procurement of R&S RTO 

Digital Oscilloscope and HMF 

Function Generator -         Rs 5.581 

million (Euros 28,750) 

5,581,813 

3 191-22 

M/s EMC 

Partner AG. 

Switzerland 

Irregular purchase of Test-

Equipment 30KV CS118 -          Rs 

2.848 million (CHF 15,765) 

2,847,947 

Total: 19,108,010 

 

 Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in October & December 2021. It 

was replied that test equipment was procured from the original equipment manufacturers i.e. 

Rohde & Schwarz, Germany & M/s. EMC AG Switzerland is covered in Rule 42 (c), (ii) & 

(iii) of the Public Procurement Rules 2004. 

The reply was not acceptable as there were more than one manufacturers of these 

equipments available on the website and therefore, tendering process was required to be 

followed.  

 DAC in its meeting held on 14th December, 2021 directed the NRTC management to 

get the expenditure regularized by obtaining ex-post-facto approval from NRTC Board of 

Directors and get it verified from Audit. 
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 Audit recommends identification of persons responsible for violating Public 

Procurement Rules.  

(DP No.185,187&191) 

3.5 Value for money and service delivery issues 

3.5.1 Loss to NRTC due to deduction of LD charges – Rs 26.229 million 

According to clause 17 of the contract agreement dated 30th June 2016, the liquidity 

damages upto 2% per month of the value of late delivered stores may be imposed on the 

supplier if the stores are supplied after the expiry of the delivery date without any valid reasons. 

Total value of LD shall not exceed 10 % of the contract value of particular store. 

During audit of NRTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management made 

two contract agreements amounting to Rs 300,897,011 with M/s Directorate of Procurement 

(Navy) & (Air Force) for provision/supply and installation of Perimeter Security and 

Surveillance System and supply of IFF Crypto Module M-6P for ground platforms. NRTC 

failed to deliver the stores in time due to which it had to suffer a loss of Rs 26,229,434 in the 

shape of LD charges. It was also observed that the NRTC supplied additional store items to 

Directorate of Procurement (Navy) worth Rs 973,126 but its payment was not received.  The 

detail is as under: 

Sr 

No 

PDP 

No 

Name of 

contractor 
Subject 

Amount of LD 

Charges 

imposed (Rs) 

1 178-22 

Directorate of 

Procurement 

(Navy) 

Rawalpindi 

Loss to NRTC due to 

deduction of LD charges –  

Rs 22,707,453 and non-receipt 

of payment against supply of 

additional stores Rs 973,126  

22,707,453 

2 182-22 

Directorate of 

Procurement (Air 

Force) 

Ill-planning causing loss due to 

deduction of LD charges – Rs 

3,521,981  

3,521,981 

Total: 26,229,434 

 

 Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in October & December 2021. It was 

replied against Sr. No.1 that delay was on the part of purchaser and case for extension in 

delivery period without imposition of LD was in process. It was also replied against Sr. No. 2 

that delivery period had been extended without imposition of penalty and bill had been issued 

for refund of amount. 

 The reply was not acceptable as NRTC failed to deliver the requisite stores within the 

stipulated period. Further, additional items worth Rs 973,126 were also supplied and payment 

was not received till finalization of Audit Report. 

DAC in its meeting held on 14th December, 2021 directed the NRTC management to 

recover the amount after getting waiver/recovery of LD charges from concerned agencies 

along-with pending amount on account of additional stores and get it verified from Audit. 
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Audit recommends that the persons held responsible for delayed delivery of stores be 

identified besides recovery of amount involved. 

(DP No.178 & 182) 

3.6 Others 

3.6.1 Non-recovery against delivered Stores - Rs 1,890.667 million 

According to clause 5.2 of contract agreement dated 23rd August, 2019, payment of 

20% of the total contract value upon shipment of first consignment, 35% upon commissioning 

and site acceptance test of 1st system, 40% upon commissioning and site acceptance test of 2nd 

system and remaining 5% against deposit of performance bank guarantee will be made. Further, 

according to clause 3 of contract agreement dated 20th September, 2019, 30% advance payment 

was to be made to NRTC Haripur after signing of the contract, 60% of the value of the partial 

shipment and 10% after submission of commercial invoice and receipt certificate. 

During the audit of NRTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the receivable 

management of the NRTC remained very poor. It failed to recover an amount of Rs 

2,958,276,425 against delivered stores from Civil Works Organizations (CWO), NITB, 

Islamabad, Headquarters Frontier Corps (South) Turbat Baluchistan, Bahrain Defense Force, 

DG Procurement (Army) Rawalpindi and DG Department of State Services, Abuja Nigeria etc 

during 2020-21. Detail is given in Annex-B of this report. 

 Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in October & December 2021. It 

was replied against Sr. No. 2, 5 & 8 of Annex-B that an amount of Rs 1,067,608,983 had been 

recovered and verified by audit. Therefore, amount of para was reduced to the tune of Rs 

1,890,667,442. 

DAC in its meeting held on 14th December, 2021 directed the NRTC management to 

recover the outstanding amount from concerned agencies and get it verified from Audit within 

three months. 

Audit recommends that the remaining balance may be recovered and got verified from 

audit. It is also recommended that the recovery of outstanding dues may be ensured as per 

contract clauses to keep the company out of any financial problems. 

(DP No.179,180,181,183,184,186,188,190,192,193,194,& 203) 

3.6.2 Un-justified deduction of Provincial sales tax on services –  

Rs 7.137 million 

According to the Sixth Schedule of Sales Tax Act 1990 and Principles of Application 

and Interpretation mentioned in the KP Finance Act 2013, solar solution is exempt from 

applicability of tax in federal and on services as well.   

During the audit of NRTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management 

signed a contract with Pakhtunkhwa Energy Development Organization (PEDO) Peshawar for 

Solarization of Schools and health Facilities in KPK. It was observed that an amount of  
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Rs 324,044,683 was paid by PEDO against issued stores after deduction of Rs 7,137,290 as 

sales tax on services. Audit considered the deduction of sales tax on services and stores 

unjustified. The management of NRTC failed to raise the issue with the concerned authorities 

resulting in receipt of less amount than due.  

The matter was reported to management and PAO in December 2020. It was replied 

that the matter for refund of deducted tax was under process with the concerned agency.  

DAC in its meeting held on 14th December, 2021 directed the management to recover 

the un-justified deducted amount of provincial sales tax from concerned agency and get it 

verified from Audit within six months. 

Audit recommends that un-justified deducted amount of provincial sales tax be 

recovered and get it verified from audit. 

(DP No.196) 

3.6.3 Non-recovery of income tax refund claim from FBR – Rs 54.585 million 

According to section 170(1) (3) (c) of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, a taxpayer who has 

paid tax in excess of the amount which the taxpayer is properly chargeable under this Ordinance 

may apply to the Commissioner of Income Tax for a refund of the excess and that where the 

Commissioner is satisfied that tax has been overpaid, the FBR shall refund the remainder, if 

any, to the taxpayer. 

During the audit of NRTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management 

failed to get the refund claim of Rs 54,585,109 pertaining to the financial year 2019-20 from 

FBR. 

The matter was reported to management and PAO during November & December 2021. 

It was replied that the case for refund of income tax had been taken up with FBR, otherwise it 

would be adjusted in the Annual Tax Return for the year 2021.  

The reply was not acceptable as the NRTC had not been successful in getting refund 

claims of previous years processed so far. 

DAC in its meeting held on 14th December, 2021 directed the management to get the 

refund claim from FBR and get it verified from Audit within three months. It was also directed 

that tax management in the organization may also be improved. 

Audit recommends that vigorous efforts be made for early refund of claim from FBR 

under report to audit. 

       (DP No 198) 
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Chapter 4 

(Electronic Certification Accreditation Council (ECAC) (MoITT) 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

A) The Electronic Transactions Ordinance (ETO) was promulgated in 2002. Under this 

Ordinance, Electronic Certification Accreditation Council (ECAC) was established and first 

notification of ECAC was issued on 18th September, 2004 but council remained dysfunctional 

from 2007-2015. It comprises five members, out of which four members shall be from private 

sector and one member from the public sector designated as Chairman of ECAC.  

 

After a gap of few years, realizing the importance of e-commerce, the Federal 

Government revived the Council in April 2015. ETO provides a legal framework to recognize 

and facilitate documents, records, information, communications, and transactions in the 

electronic form and to provide the accreditation certification service provider. With the 

development of e-commerce, regulatory laws have been made. The paper-based concept of 

identification, declaration and proof is carried through the use of digital signatures in an 

electronic environment based on Public Key Cryptography.    

According to section 20 of ETO, 2002 the funds of the Certification Council shall 

comprise grants from the Federal Government; fee for grant and renewal of accreditation 

certificate; and fee, not exceeding ten rupees for every certificate deposited in the repository; 

and fines. Further, as per Section 21 of ETO 2002, the following are the main functions of the 

Council: 

 Grant and renew accreditation certificates to certification service providers, their 

cryptography services and security procedures. 

 Establish and manage the repository. 

 Carry out research and studies in relation to cryptography services. 

 Recognize or accredit foreign certification service providers.  

 Encourage uniformity of standards and practices. 

 Give advice in relation to any matter covered under this ETO 2002. 

 

B) Comments on budget and Accounts 

Electronic Certification Accreditation Council (ECAC) management did not provide 

the annual audited accounts till finalization of the Audit Report. Hence, no comments on 

accounts could be offered. 
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Table-I  Audit Profile of ECAC 

(Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 
Description 

Total 

Nos 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

audited 

FY 2020-

21 

1 Formations 01 01 197.919 1.131 

2  Assignment 

Accounts 

 SDAs  

 ETC 

- - - - 

3 Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc under the PAO 

01 01 - - 

4 Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 

- - - - 

4.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

Audit observations amounting to Rs 718.421 million were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Telecommunication Sector.  Summary of the audit observations classified 

by nature is as under: 

Table-II Overview of Audit Observations 

                                                                       (Rs in million) 

Sr. 

No. 

Classification Amount 

(Rs) 

1 Non production of record - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

misappropriation 
- 

3 Irregularities (A+B+C) 171.586 

A HR/Employees related irregularities  

B Procurement related irregularities 171.586 

C Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks - 

4 Value for money and service delivery issues  

5 Others 546.835 

Total: 718.421 

 

4.3 Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

 No PAC meeting has so far been held on the audit paras of ECAC. 
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AUDIT FINDINGS 

4.4 Irregularities 

A. Procurement related irregularities 

4.4.1 Unjustified withdrawal of money from assignment account –  

Rs 171.586 million 

According to para 2 (iii) of revised procedure for operation of assignment account duly 

circulated by the Controller General of Accounts vide letter dated 16th October 2018, the 

officers holding assignment accounts will ensure that no cheque is drawn on assignment 

accounts unless it is required for immediate disbursement to the goods/services provider. 

Cheque(s) will not be drawn for deposit into chest or any bank account maintained by the entity. 

Para (iv) further stipulates that AGPR will not endorse any cheque, under any circumstances, 

which are drawn in the name of project authorities or drawer/payer for lump-sum transfer of 

funds from Federal Consolidated Fund/Central Account.  

During audit of ECAC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management 

withdrew an amount of Rs 171,585,614 from the assignment account and paid to NTC for 

establishment of certification authority with Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and Repository. 

However, NTC did not start any work on the said project and amount was lying idle. Audit was 

of the view that withdrawal of money was unjustified and against the provisions of assignment 

accounts procedure.   

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during October 2021. It was replied 

that considering unique nature of infrastructure, shortage of funds and inadequate human 

resource/technical expertise, therefore, Council decided to procure PKI servers/software 

licenses through NTC on pre-deposit basis in its meeting held on 6th April 2018. Further, in 

compliance with DAC directives on a similar para for the F.Y 2018-19, MoITT had constituted 

a fact-finding committee on the subject matter vide letter 3rd December 2020. Inquiry 

Committee concluded that “No irregularity found on part of ECAC in disbursement of funds 

as funds paid to NTC were not part of PSDP so the procedures of planning commission do not 

apply.” 

The reply was not acceptable as the amount was withdrawn in violation of laid down 

procedure of assignment account. As regards inquiry, the Chairman of the Committee was CTO 

of NTC who was senior member of execution agency/team of the PKI Project, hence, there was 

conflict of interest in conducting the fact-finding inquiry. Further, fact-finding inquiry 

Committee recommended in its report for completion of the project within six months (up to 

17th July, 2021) but the project was not completed up till now. 

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December 2021 directed to re-inquire the matter at 

Ministry level. 
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Audit recommends that matter may be investigated and fix responsibility for 

withdrawal of money in violation of the instructions of assignment account. 

(DP No.74) 

4.5 Others 

4.5.1 Irregular award of project – Rs 546.835 million  

According to Para 5.6 and 5.7 of guidelines for project management at starting phase 

of any project the management should concentrate on ensuring timely preparation of PC-I 

including feasibility study, if necessary and finalization of financial arrangements including 

foreign aid.  Several actions are usually required to get the project take off i.e. approval of the 

project; issuance of administrative approval, establishment of organizational/institutional 

arrangements for implementing the project; appointment of Project Director, key staff and 

consultants; completion of local funding; and preparation of cash/work plan and tender 

documents.  Para-2 (ii)(c) of Assan Assignment Account Procedure, 2020 further states that 

there shall be a separate assignment account for every development project, sub-account(s) 

may be allowed on need basis. 

During audit of ECAC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management 

designed a project titled “Establishment of Certification Authority with Public Key 

Infrastructure (PKI) and Repository”. The project was awarded to NTC in March 2018 on pre-

deposit basis instead of preparation/approval of PC-I.  ECAC accepted the final provisional 

capital cost bill of Rs 547 million which was 1285% higher than original bill but after lapse of 

44 months NTC could not start the work on PKI project.  Further, the management of ECAC 

did not open separate assignment account for the project in violation of the above. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during October 2021. It was replied 

that the Council decided to procure the servers/software for PKI/Repository to be housed in 

NTC National Data Centre on pre-deposit basis. An advance amount of Rs 372 million was 

paid to NTC from the operational budget as per NTC pre-deposit policy. It was further replied 

that the funds were not part of PSDP, the opening of separate assignment account does not 

apply. 

The reply was not acceptable as the project was awarded without preparation of PC-I. 

The separate assignment account was required to be opened being Government Funds but the 

same was not opened.  

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed to re-inquire the matter at 

Ministry level. 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated for fixing of responsibility for 

violation of rules. 

(DP No.77&78) 
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  Chapter 5 

Ignite National Technology Fund 

(MoITT) 

 

5.1 Introduction 
 

A) Federal Government established a Fund called the Research and Development Fund 

under sub-section (1) of section 33 C of Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-organization) 

(Amendment) Act, 2006. The Research and Development Fund shall be under the control of 

the Federal Government and the balance to the credit of the R&D Fund shall not lapse at the 

end of the Financial Year. The Research and Development Fund shall consist of: 
 

 Grants made by the Federal Government 

 Prescribed contribution by licensees 

 Loans obtained from the Federal Government 

 Grants and endowments received from other agencies 

The Fund shall be utilized exclusively for prescribed Research and Development 

activities in the field related to Information and Communication Technology and other 

expenditure incurred by the Federal Government in managing Fund.  

Federal Government in pursuance of sub-section (2) of section 57 of Pakistan 

Telecommunication (Re-organization) (Amendment) Act, 2006 approved the Research and 

Development Fund Rules, 2006. In terms of Rule (4) ibid, MoITT established a non-profit 

company limited by guarantee for implementation of research and development projects in the 

information and communication technology sectors. The company is managed by a Board of 

Directors headed by Minister of IT as its Chairperson to run the affairs of the company. 

B) Comments on budget and Accounts 

 

5.1.1 As per para 4 of covering letter of External Auditor’s Report, the interest on funds 

(received by the Company from MoITT and kept in interest-bearing account) was 

considered to be exempted from tax. The tax was withheld by the bank during the 

financial year 2020-21 on interest income credited to the Company as it did not obtain 

exemption certificate from tax authorities. It caused understatement of revenue of the 

company. 

5.1.2 The Statement of Financial Position as of 30th June, 2021, showed current assets as Rs 

661.046 million and current liabilities as Rs 674.806 million resulting in a current ratio 

of 0.98:01. It shows a weak liquidity position of the Company.      
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5.1.3 As per note 16 of the financial statements, expenditure on technical research and 

development projects was Rs 58.511 million during financial year 2020-21 as compared 

to Rs 226.021 million during financial year 2019-20 showing a decline of 286%.  

5.1.4 As per note 20 of the financial statements, Executives of the Company received 

Honorarium amounting to Rs 5.798 million in addition to Performance bonus 

amounting to Rs 11.509 million during financial year 2020-21.  

5.1.5 As per note 13 of the financial statements, Rs 13.465 million was payable to gratuity 

fund as on June 30, 2021. The company did not transfer the amount to that account.  

Table-I  Audit Profile of IGNITE 

           (Rs in million) 

Sr 

No 
Description 

Total 

Nos 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited 

FY 2020-21 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

audited FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations 01 01 854.50 - 

2  Assignment 

Accounts 

 SDAs 

- - - - 

3 Authorities / 

Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under 

the PAO 

01 01 - - 

4 Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 

- - - - 

 

5.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

Audit observations amounting to Rs 752.785 million were raised in this report during 

the current audit of IGNITE. This amount also includes recoveries of Rs 97.837 as pointed out 

by audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Table-II Overview of Audit Observations 

             (Rs in million) 

Sr.No Classification Amount  

1 Non-production of record - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

misappropriation 
- 

3 Irregularities (A+B+C) 269.092 

A HR/Employees related irregularities 20.719 

B Procurement related irregularities 237.516 

C Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks 10.857 
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4 Value for money and service delivery issues 157.62 

5 Others 326.073 

Total: 725.785 

5.3 Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

 

 No PAC meeting has been held to date on the audit paras of IGNITE. 

AUDIT FINDINGS 

5.3 Irregularities 

  

A. HR/Employees related irregularities 

 

5.3.1 Irregular expenditure from Company budget – Rs 20.719 million 

 

According to Rule 4 (3) of Corporate Governance Rules 2013, the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and its procedures in financial 

and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with the 

Act and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies 

approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources 

are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in 

accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Ignite Company for the year 2020-21, it was observed that seven (07) 

employees of Ignite National Technology Fund were serving in MoITT but their pay and 

allowances, expenditure on foreign tours, and payment of bonuses were made from the Ignite 

budget instead of budget of the MoITT. Further, the expenditure on printing of annual report 

of MoITT was also paid from the company budget. Therefore, payment of Rs 20,719,063 made 

on this account was held irregular. The detail is as under:  

Item 

No 
Description 

Amount 

(Rs) 

14 
Irregular payment of pay & allowance, 

international travel, bonus 
20,579,131 

35 Irregular expenditure on printing of annual report 139,932 

 Total 20,719,063 

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November and December 

2021. It was replied that Ignite employees were posted at MoITT with the approval of Board 

of Directors. Therefore, salaries disbursed to these employees were in line with the BoD 

approval. 
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 The reply was not acceptable as the Board granted approval for posting at MoITT but 

it did not give approval for payment of pay and allowances, TA, and payment of bonus from 

Ignite budget. 

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed the management to refer the 

case to Establishment Division for clarification. 

Audit recommends that the expenditure incurred on pay and allowances of staff deployed 

in the Ministry be recovered from quarter concerned under report to audit. 

(DP No. 274) 

B Procurement related irregularities 

5.3.2 Irregular payment of salaries - Rs 200.89  million  

 As per bidding documents the vendor was required to submit the human resource cost 

with breakup showing the number of staff to be deployed against the project, position of staff 

and salary per month to be paid to staff on account of regular/part-time and on call consultant 

etc. 

During audit of Ignite Company for the year 2020-21, it was observed that M/s LMKT 

submitted financial proposal to establish and maintain national incubation centres at Karachi 

& Peshawar. The vendor submitted human resource cost in lump-sum instead of breakup 

showing the number, position and salaries paid to staff deployed against the project, in violation 

of bidding documents/PPRs. Therefore, expenditure of Rs 200,890,140 incurred under head 

salary reimbursed to M/s LMKT was held irregular. The detail is as under: 

Name of 

NIC 

Y0  

(Rs) 

Y1  

(Rs) 

Y2  

(Rs) 

Y3  

(Rs) 

Total  

(Rs) 

Peshawar 5,319,200 30,793,508 33,038,963 35,508,963 104,660,340 

Karachi 4,215,000 28,080,000 30,588,000 33,346,800 96,229,800 

Total  200,890,140 

 Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November and December 

2021. It was replied that as per bidding documents (RFP) published by Ignite for provision of 

services to establish and manage national incubation centre at Peshawar & Karachi, there was 

no explicit requirement to provide per month project staff salaries. However, on the request of 

Ignite, LMKT submitted staff salaries details right after the start of NIC Karachi and Peshawar, 

the same was being followed.  

 The reply was not correct therefore not acceptable as section C4 of the bidding 

documents required the breakup of remuneration per activity.  

 DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed the management to obtain 

opinion from PPRA on the issue under intimation to Ministry and audit. 

 

 Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for violation of PPRA rules. 
(DP No. 270) 
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5.3.3 Irregular payment on hiring of office accommodation without tender -Rs 36.626 

million  

According to Rule 12 (2) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004, all procurement 

opportunities over three million Pakistani Rupees should be advertised on the Authority’s 

website as well as in other print media or newspapers having wide circulation. The 

advertisement in the newspapers shall principally appear in at least two national dailies, one in 

English and the other in Urdu. 

During audit of Ignite Company for the year 2020-21, it was observed that, Ignite 

National Technology Company signed an agreement without tendering with M/s Telecom 

Foundation for hiring of building (3rd floor) for office w.e.f. 01st November, 2020 for five years. 

An amount of Rs 25,751,040 (Rs 3,218,880 x 8 months) & Rs 1,515,813 was paid on account 

of rent and janitorial services respectively during 2020-21. The total payment stands irregular 

being in violation of the PPRs and contract agreement which indicated that provision of 

janitorial services was the responsibility of M/s TF. Audit further observed that the covered 

area of 3rd floor (phase-I) under occupation of M/s Ignite was 9667 sq. ft. instead of 15238 sq. 

ft. which resulted in the excess covered area of 5571 sq. ft. mentioned in agreement. 

Resultantly, an overpayment of Rs 9,359,280 (Rs 210 x 5571 sq. ft. x 8 months) was also made 

during 2020-21.  

 Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November & December, 

2021. It was replied that in accordance with government rules, the company may negotiate 

directly with state-owned enterprises or any other government body holding properties for 

corporate offices. Keeping in view, quotations were called from PTET, TF and Evacuee Trust. 

Comparison of three quotations with cost benefit analysis presented to the Board which 

approved 3rd floor of TF Complex to be rented. Further, Ignite clarified that carpeted area of 

3rd floor was 9667 sq. feet whereas common area of 5661 sq. feet was also a part of 3rd floor 

making a total area of 15328 sq ft. Hence, no overpayment was made.  

 The reply was not acceptable as on one hand TF was not state owned organization and 

on the other hand PPRA rules did not allow acquiring space for office accommodation without 

tendering.   

  DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed the management to obtain 

clarification from PPRA on the issue. It was further directed that Ignite management may 

consult other tenants in the building regarding areas/space under their utilization and what 

amount of rent TF charging from them for the common area. 

 Audit recommends that matter may be investigated to fix responsibility against those 

held responsible for violation of PPRA rules besides recovery of overpayment on account of 

excess covered are not under the occupation of Ignite and janitorial services. 

(DP No. 280) 

C. Management of accounts with commercial banks 
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5.3.4 Non-closing of bank accounts having closing balance -  

  Rs 10.857 million  

In light of “Cash Management and Treasury Single Account Rules, 2020, being in force 

since 24th July, 2020, the Federal Government has ordered to close the bank Accounts in 

Commercial Banks by the Ministries, Division, Attached Departments, etc. and transfer 

balance to Central Account No 1 (Non-Food) maintained in the State Bank of Pakistan.  

During audit of Ignite Company for the year 2020-21, it was observed that Ignite 

Technology Fund Company operated Bank Account No 4662812 in NBP, Holiday Inn Branch 

Islamabad in which balance of Rs 10,857,342 was available as on 30th June, 2021. The account 

was not closed and balance was also not transferred to State Bank of Pakistan in violation of 

the Government Instructions.  

Audit pointed this out to the head of formation and management during November 

2021. It was replied that the company opened its sub-assignment account w.e.f. 1st July, 2021 

for all kinds of payments. However, due to non-finalization of SOPs for disbursement of funds 

and non-availability of deposit in the said sub-assignment account, FY 2021-22, the old account 

in NBP remained active to cater for the unforeseen expenditure.  

The reply was not acceptable as the operating of bank account was clear violation of 

the government instructions.  

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 expressed displeasure and directed the 

management to fix responsibility on those at fault for drawl of funds from the bank account. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for utilization of funds and non-

closure of account. Further, balance available in the account may be transferred to Central 

Account No 1 immediately under report to audit. 

(DP No. 288) 

5.4 Value for money and service delivery issues 

5.4.1 Concealment of facts resulted in waiving off Revenue - 

Rs 157.620 million  

According to clause 3 (3.1.1) (i) of Funding agreement signed between M/s Lahore 

University of Management Sciences (LUMS) and M/s Ignite Company, M/s LUMS shall 

execute and implement the Project and shall perform and deliver all deliverables in accordance 

with the Project Portfolio with due care and without negligence.  

During audit of Ignite Company for the year 2020-21, it was observed that, an agreement 

between M/s Ignite and M/s LUMS was signed to establish and maintain National Incubation 

Centre (NIC) at Lahore on 20th September, 2017. According to financial proposal submitted by 

M/s LUMS, the vendor would realize the revenue of Rs 41.186 million in Year-3 for self-

sustainability of NIC to offset operating expenses which could not be achieved. Subsequently, 

M/s LUMS requested Ignite to waive off the revenue condition due to Covid-19. The matter 
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was discussed in the 34th Finance and Audit Committee (FAC) meeting held on 14th June, 

2021which recommended the change request “No revenue contribution” be sent to BoD for 

approval due to force majeure event of Covid-19. BoD on the recommendation of the FAC 

approved the request of LUMS regarding elimination of revenue of Rs 157.62 million 

contributions for Year-3 to Year-5 from budget for NIC Lahore. Audit further observed that 

management of Ignite misguided the FAC/BoD members in this regard as revenue of Rs 20.605 

million was credited in the NIC Lahore bank account as submitted in the Y3Q3 financial report 

(July to September 2020) to Ignite thus, facts were concealed from the FAC as well as BoD. 

Further BoD waived off the revenue of 3rd, 4th & 5th year whereas, vendor only requested for 

3rd year waiver. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November & December 2021. 

It was replied that the revenue mentioned in the financial proposal was not part of the approved 

budget. As per financial proposal LUMS needs to generate revenue from 3rd year onwards. 

Revenue generated of Rs 2.30 million in year 3 reported in change request and same was 

presented to FAC in its 34th meeting and BoD in its 80th meeting held on 16th August, 2021.  

 

The reply was not acceptable as revenue of Rs 20.605 million was raised and credited in 

the NIC bank account and this fact was not brought into the notice of FAC as well as BoD.  

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed the management that revenue 

generated Rs 20.605 million and waiver of revenue for 4th & 5th years be placed before Board 

of Directors for consideration.  

Audit recommends that responsibility for concealment of facts may be fixed. Further, 

issue may be placed before the BoD for early decision in the light of audit observation. 

(DP No. 261) 

5.5 Others 

5.5.1 Irregular capital expenditure incurred beyond the cut-off date  

- Rs 104.348 million 

According to appendix C of funding agreements (milestones chart), the vendors were 

required to establish incubation centres within three months from the date of signing of 

agreement. 

During audit of Ignite Company for the year 2020-21, it was observed that M/s Ignite 

hired the services of M/s LUMS and M/s LMKT to establish and maintain National Incubation 

Centres (NICs) at Quetta, Karachi and Peshawar. The capital cost of the projects was required 

to be incurred in the year zero within three months (1st quarter). The record revealed that an 

expenditure of Rs 104,348,278 on account of construction & maintenance work, purchase of 

furniture, purchase of solar system and IT infrastructure was incurred in quarter 1,2,3,4 of year 

1 in violation of the agreements. The incurring of capital expenditure beyond cut-off date was 

held irregular. The detail of expenditure is as under: 
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Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November & December 

2021. It was replied that all the capital expenditure incurred on NIC Peshawar, Karachi & 

Quetta were booked in the year zero on accrual basis of accounting by LMKT/LUMS and 

subsequently claimed from Ignite in upcoming quarters after payments were made to vendors. 

 

The reply was not acceptable as the expenditure was incurred beyond the cut-off date 

without the approval of the BoD and the expenditure was required to be incurred on actual 

basis instead of accrual basis. 
 

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed the management to provide 

record regarding completion of capital works within year zero and 5%-10% would be 

acceptable in case of works executed beyond cut-off dates, otherwise the expenditure be got 

regularized from BODs. 
 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for incurring expenditure beyond 

cut-off date without the approval of BoD and booking of expenditure on accrual basis instead 

of actual basis.  The expenditure may also be got regularized from BoD. 

(DP No. 276) 

5.5.2 Non-recovery of outstanding dues - Rs 97.837 million 

 

According to clause 6.1 of Long Distance International (LDI) License issued under 

section 21 of the Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-organization) Act, 1996, the Licensee shall 

contribute to the R & D Fund, an amount calculated on the basis of 0.5% of the Licensee’s 

gross revenue from Licensed Services for the most recently completed Financial Year of the 

Licensee minus inter-operator payments and related PTA/FAB mandated payments. Further, 

clause 4.2.2 stipulates that the licensee shall make this contribution within 120 days at the end 

of financial year. 

 

 During audit of ICT R&D Fund for the year 2020-21, it was observed that Fund 

Management under the administrative control of MoITT failed to recover an amount of Rs 

101,924,932 on account of R&D contributions against the billing issued to the telecom 

operators during 2020-21.  

OM 

No. 
Description 

Amount 

(Rs) 

25 
Irregular capital expenditure incurred beyond cut- 

off date on account of NIC Quetta 
63,181,052 

26 
Irregular capital expenditure incurred beyond cut- 

off date on account of NIC Karachi 
24,809,078 

27 
Irregular capital expenditure incurred beyond cut- 

off date on account of NIC Peshawar 
16,358,148 

Total 104,348,278 
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Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November & December 

2021. It was replied that an amount of Rs 4.088 million had been recovered and efforts were 

under way to recover the remaining amount. The recovered amount had been verified leaving 

the recoverable balance of Rs 97.837 million. Therefore, the amount of para was reduced to 

the extent of the verified amount.   

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed the management to recover 

the remaining amount and get it verified from audit. 

Audit recommends that remaining amount may be recovered from operators and get it 

verified from audit.  

(DP No. 268) 

5.5.3 Non-deduction of income/sales tax – Rs 65.760 million 

 According to section 153 of income tax ordinance 2001, income tax at prescribed rates 

was required to be deducted on account of hiring of services/purchase of goods and deposited 

into Government treasury. Further, as per clause 7.3 of the agreements, the vendors shall be 

responsible to comply with the relevant tax laws as applicable in Pakistan. All taxes shall be 

deducted as per applicable laws of Pakistan. 

During audit of Ignite Company for the year 2020-21, it was observed that M/s Ignite 

hired the services of M/s LMKT and M/s LUMS to establish and maintain NICs at Peshawar, 

Karachi, Lahore & Quetta. The agreements were signed for five years. As per term and 

conditions of the agreements, an amount of Rs 370,748,917, under head CAPEX, was 

transferred to vendors. The record did not indicate that withholding tax and sales tax was 

deducted and credited into the Government treasury. The amount of income tax and sales tax 

on CAPEX expenditure was worked out to be Rs 65,760,335 (Income tax Rs 21,403,977 + 

Sales tax Rs 44,356,158). The detail is as under: 

O.M. 

No. 
NIC 

Amount of 

Capex 

expenditure 

(Rs) 

Amount of 

income tax 

(Rs) 

Amount of 

sales tax 

(Rs) 

Total tax  

(Rs) 

36 
Peshawar & 

Karachi 
122,413,798 8,323,903 11,533,379 19,857,282 

37 
Lahore and 

Quetta 
248,335,119 13,080,074 32,822,779 45,903,053 

Total 370,748,917 21,403,977 44,356,158 65,760,335 

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November & December, 

2021. It was replied that M/s LMKT and  

M/s LUMS withheld the income tax and sales tax on CAPEX expenditure and deposited them 

into government treasury.  
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The reply was not acceptable as no documentary evidence in support of reply was 

provided. 

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed the management to provide 

relevant records for verification to audit. 

 

Audit recommends that amount of withholding tax and sales tax be recovered from 

the vendors, credit into government treasury and get it verified from audit.  

(DP No. 277) 

5.5.4 Un-authorized payment of salary to M/s LUMS Lahore - Rs 23.069 million  

According to Rule 4 (3) of Corporate Governance Rules 2013, the chief executive is 

responsible for the management of the Public Sector Company and its procedures in financial 

and other matters, subject to the oversight and directions of the Board, in accordance with the 

Act and these rules. His responsibilities include implementation of strategies and policies 

approved by the Board, making appropriate arrangements to ensure that funds and resources 

are properly safeguarded and are used economically, efficiently and effectively and in 

accordance with all statutory obligations. 

During audit of Ignite Company for the year 2020-21, it was observed that M/s Ignite 

hired the services of M/s LUMS to establish and maintain NIC at Lahore. The agreement was 

signed on 20th September, 2017 for five years. Audit observed that four key positions of 

Investment Director, Manager Marketing & Communication, Senior Officer Social Media & 

Digital Marketing and Technology Manager were lying vacant since inception. However, 

salaries against two posts i.e. Investment Director and Senior Officer Social Media & Digital 

Marketing were being drawn since inception. Thus, an irregular payment of Rs 23,068,800 was 

made to M/s LUMS Lahore. Detail of payment is given in Annex-C of this report.  

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November and December 

2021. It was replied that Investment Director and Senior Officer Social Media and Digital 

Marketing remained occupied right from the inception of NIC Lahore till the dates when the 

incumbent resigned and the same could be verified from financial reports of NIC Lahore. 

The reply was not based on facts as the internal auditor i.e.  

M/s KPMG pointed out time and again that four key positions as stated above were lying vacant 

since inception. In reply to internal auditor the management of LUMS stated that two positions 

were advertised in July, 2020. However, the hiring process was got delayed due to Covid-19 

and soon hiring of key position would be made. 

 

 DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed the management that M/s 

LUMS will authenticate the payment as well as appointment of Investment Director, Senior 

Officer Social Media & Digital Marketing and relevant record be provided to audit for 

verification.   
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Audit recommends that the matter be investigated in order to ascertain that no unauthorized 

payment was made on account of salary. Otherwise recovery be made from the concerned 

under report to audit. 

(DP No. 262) 

5.5.5 Un-authorized reimbursements - Rs 35.059 million 

According to para 5 of the human resource document, M/s LMKT will deploy 12 

personnel against the project during the currency period of the agreement. Further, as per clause 

9.1 of the funding agreement with Virtual University of Pakistan (VUP), the company shall 

release the grant to VUP according to approved budget and as per financial proposal the VUP 

will charge the cost of human resource. There was no provision in the financial proposal that 

the re-imbursement of leave encashment will be paid to the employees hired for the training 

purposes.  

During audit of Ignite Company for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the 

management hired the services of M/s LMKT to establish and maintain NIC at Peshawar and 

also signed a contract with M/s Virtual University of Pakistan for the project titled “Digiskills 

training project” on 01-02-2018. The vendors deployed the human resource of twenty (20) and 

eighteen (18) against the sanctioned strength of twelve (12) and thirteen (13) respectively. 

Thus, an unauthorized expenditure of Rs 21,886,000 was reimbursed on account of salaries to 

the vendors in violation of the above. Audit further observed that an amount of Rs 13,172,532 

was incurred by M/s VUP on advertisement expenses, honorarium, SMS services, cloud 

services, production cost-content development and salaries of production and contract staff 

which was charged to contingency instead of their proper head of accounts. Thus, total 

expenditure of Rs 35,058,532 was held unauthorized. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November & December, 

2021. It was replied that in technical proposal of NIC Peshawar, form “B6 – Composition of 

Incubation Management Team” was submitted by LMKT which included complete detail of 

employees i.e. position, name, role and responsibility. It was further replied that 13 staff 

members of Project Director Office and Admin & Finance were hired instead of 18 by VUP. 

The salary sheet was consolidated in such a way that it did not differentiate between different 

internal departments.  

 The reply was not acceptable as the human resource was deployed over and above the 

sanctioned strength as given in the human resource documents. Further, the expenditure on 

other services was charged to contingency instead of their respective head of accounts.  

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed the management to conduct 

inquiry at Ministry level and report thereof be provided to audit. It was further directed that 

relevant records regarding hiring of staff may be provided to audit for verification and 

expenditure on contingency be got regularized from BODs. 
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Audit recommends that matter may be investigated and fix the responsibility for 

violation of the contract agreements.  

(DP No.264 & 278)  

5.5.6 Constitution of Board of Directors against Companies Act, 2017  

  According to clause 31 of Article of Association table F of Companies Act 2017, the 

number of directors shall not be less than three (3) and not more than nine (9).  

During the audit of Ignite Company for the year 2020-21, it was observed that MoITT 

constituted Board of Directors for Ignite Company consisting of thirteen members on 18th July, 

2019. Audit held that appointment of thirteen (13) members was in violation of the Companies 

Act, 2017. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during November & December, 

2021. It was replied that Rule 6 (5) of the Research and Development Fund Rules 2006, fixes 

the number of directors to thirteen. Further, Ignite’s approved Articles of Association fixes the 

number of directors to be thirteen. 

The reply was not acceptable as after the promulgation of Companies Act, 2017 the 

SRO and Article of Association were required to be revised, in order to bring them in line with 

the companies Act, 2017. 

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed the management to 

reconstitute the Board of Directors from Cabinet under Companies Act 2017. 

 Audit recommends that the Board of Directors for Ignite Company may be constituted 

as per provisions of the companies Act, 2017 and if there is a conflict in the rules, the later 

should be amended as well. 

(DP No. 293) 
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Chapter 6 

 National Telecommunication Corporation (NTC) 

(MoITT) 

6.1 Introduction 

 

A) National Telecommunication Corporation (NTC) was established on 1st January, 1996 

under the Pakistan Telecommunication (Reorganization) Act, 1996. The Corporation is a 

corporate body, managed by a Management Board consisting of a Chairman and two other 

members, to be appointed by the Federal Government. NTC is working under the 

administrative control of the Ministry of Information Technology and Telecommunication 

(MoITT). NTC was to maintain a fund known as NTC Fund which was to consist of grants, 

loans etc.   

NTC prepares its budget and submits it for approval of the Federal Government before 

1st June every year. Any surplus over receipt in a Financial Year is to be remitted to the FCF 

and any deficit from actual expenditure is to be made up by the Federal Government. The 

accounts of NTC are maintained in a form and format approved by the Auditor-General of 

Pakistan. In addition to the audit by the Auditor-General of Pakistan, its accounts are audited 

by other external auditors.   

NTC’s main function is to provide telecommunication services to its designated 

customers which include Federal and Provincial Governments, Defence Services or other 

Government agencies and institutions as the Federal Government may determine. 

B) Comments on Budget and Accounts  
 

NTC management did not provide the annual audited accounts till finalization of the 

Audit Report. Hence, no comments on accounts could be rendered. 
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Table-I Audit Profile of National Telecommunication Corporation (NTC) 

(Rs in million) 

Sr

No 
Description 

Total 

Nos 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited 

FY 2019-20 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

audited FY 

2019-20 

1 Formations 15 08 3,968.542 4,100.280 

2  Assignment 

Accounts 

 SDAs  

- - - - 

3 Authorities/ 

Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under 

the PAO 

- - - - 

4 Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 

- - - - 

 

6.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

Audit observations amounting to Rs 6,509.024 million were raised in this report during 

the current audit of NTC. This amount also includes recoveries of Rs 413.640 million as 

pointed out by audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

Table-II Overview of Audit Observations 

(Rs in million) 

Sr No Classification Amount  

1 Non-production of record - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

misappropriation 
- 

3 Irregularities (A+B+C) 2,433.837 

A HR/Employees related irregularities 21.594 

B Procurement related irregularities 512.338 

C Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks 1,899.905 

4 Value for money and service delivery issues 0 

5 Others 4,075.187 

Total: 6,509.024 

6.3 Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

Sr 

No 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Total 

Directives 

Compliance  

%age 
Received 

Not 

received 

1 1996-97 16 03 03 00 100 

2 1997-98 11 11 11 00 100 

3 1999-00 15 15 15 00 100 
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4 2000-01 17 17 17 00 100 

5 2001-02 16 16 12 04 75 

6 2004-05 16 16 16 00 100 

7 
2005-06 

SAR 

31 31 00 31 00 

8 2005-06 15 15 15 00 100 

9 2006-07 17 17 14 03 83 

10 2007-08 13 07 00 07 00 

11 2008-09 22 22 21 01 95 

12 2010-11 30 23 20 03 87 

13 2013-14 38 03 02 01 67 
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AUDIT FINDINGS 

6.4 Irregularities 

A. HR / Employees related irregularities 

6.4.1 Excess payment due to wrong calculation of qualifying service for pension – Rs 

11.230 million 

According to para (v) & (viii) of permanent absorption orders issued at the time of 

absorption of officers, the officers were required to arrange transfer of dues from parent 

department within 45 days failing which they will be treated as fresh employees. In case of 

transfer of funds service period with parent department shall be counted for purpose of gratuity 

and other dues. No previous pension claim was admissible. It would cease to exist from the 

date of absorption. 

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that three officers were 

permanently absorbed in NTC as Assistant Director, Deputy Director (F) and Director (F) from 

different government organizations. The officers had accepted the terms and conditions of 

absorption as conveyed by the NTC. According to these terms the officers had to arrange 

transfer of dues but no such transfer was got done. However, NTC management calculated the 

qualifying service of retiring officers upon superannuation by including period of services 

rendered with previous departments. This resulted in excess payment of Rs 11,229,873 as 

monthly pension and commutation. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September 2021. It was 

replied that on permanent absorption of the officers all legitimate dues were credited in NTC. 

At the time of creation of NTC all employees were governed under CPF/gratuity rules, 

therefore, at the time of absorption, it was mentioned in the terms and conditions that previous 

benefits will not be admissible to them. Later on NTC management board allowed pensionary 

benefits to its regular employees, therefore, the same were extended to the officers along-with 

new employees. 

The reply was not tenable as the terms and conditions of the absorption clearly stated 

that no pension would be admissible to the officer during service tenure in NTC and no previous 

pension claim was admissible.  At the time of grant of pension in 2010 to NTC employees the 

terms and conditions of the officers absorbed in NTC were not reviewed which resulted in 

wrong calculation of pension.   

DAC in its meeting held on 06th January, 2022 directed NTC management that in 

addition to submission of working paper to the Board, the subject case may also be referred to 

Finance Division for clarification. 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated to identify the person held 

responsible for wrong calculation of qualifying service. Further, clarification of Finance 

Division may also be obtained under intimation to audit. 
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(DP No.93) 

6.4.2 Unauthorized appointments - Rs 3.444 million 

According to approved Policy Guidelines by NTC Management Board in its 73rd 

meeting held on 10th February, 2011, vacancies may be published; local vacancy in local 

newspaper, regional vacancy in the region concerned. Vacancies must be placed on 

Government as well as NTC website and also circulated amongst NTC employees.  

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management 

made appointments to various posts without publishing the vacancies in the media as per policy 

guidelines. These vacancies were filled through internal circulation only. Audit was of the view 

that due to these appointments, payment of salaries amounting to Rs 3,443,976 stands irregular. 

Detail of appointments is as under: 

S.No. No. of Employees Region 

 01 Eleven (11) technical North Region, Islamabad 

02 Four (04) Accounts North Region, Islamabad 

03 Seventeen (17) Technical & Accounts Central Region, Lahore 

04 Thirteen (13) Technical & Accounts South Region, Karachi 

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September 2021. It was 

replied that as per para 2.6 (d) of NTC’s Employees Service Regulations, 2008 the vacancies 

could be filled through advertising in media; outsourcing; job posting bulletin; existing data 

bank; and requisition from Government, Public Sector Corporations, or Armed forces. 

Accordingly, direct induction quota was circulated among the NTC employees, shortlisted 

candidates were appointed after test and interview.  

The reply was not acceptable as para 2.6(d)(iii) of NTC Employees Service Regulations 

2008 describes that, present employees through “Job Posting Bulletin” could apply for internal 

promotions and transfers and not for initial appointments against the vacant posts. Hence, 

appointments and expenditure on pay & allowances of these officers stand irregular.  

DAC in its meeting held on 06th January, 2022 pended the para till the decision from 

NTC Management Board. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated to fix responsibility for 

appointments without advertisement and violation of rules. 

(DP No.85) 

6.4.3 Irregular payment of bonus to officers - Rs 6.920 million 

According to Regulation 3.7 of NTC Employees Service Regulations (ESR) 2008, the bonus 

for officers of NTC shall be paid with the concurrence of Finance Division.  

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that NTC management 

paid an amount of Rs 6,919,772 on account of bonuses to officers and contractual employees 
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without approval of the Finance Division in violation of the above regulation. Hence, the 

payment stands irregular.   

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September 2021. It was 

replied that approval/concurrence of Finance Division shall be shared with Audit as and when 

received.  

The reply was not acceptable as the payment of bonus was made without approval of 

Finance Division. 

DAC in its meeting held on 06th January, 2022 directed NTC to pursue the case of 

regularization already taken-up and regularization sanction be got verified from audit.  

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for payment of bonus without prior 

approval of the Finance Division besides recovery of the amount under intimation to Audit. 

(DP No.81) 

B. Procurement related irregularities  

6.4.4 Abnormal delay in finalization of tender and non-execution of contract 

agreement – Rs 476.524 million 

According to Rule 4 of Public Procurement Rules 2004, the procuring agencies, while 

engaging in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and 

transparent manner, the object of procurement brings value for money to the agency and the 

procurement process is efficient and economical. Rule 7 ibid further states that procurements 

exceeding the prescribed limit shall be subject to an integrity pact, as specified by regulation 

with approval of the Federal Government, between the procuring agency and the suppliers or 

contractors.  

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that a Project of 

establishment of Public Key Infrastructure was awarded to NTC by ECAC on Pre-deposit basis 

in year 2018. Resultantly NTC called open tender with the opening date of 12th December, 

2018 which was further extended upto 15th February, 2019. The subject tender was cancelled 

without recording any reason and project was retendered on 29th October, 2019 and dates for 

opening of bids were extended time and again.  However, finally the bids were opened on 13th 

January, 2020 and tender evaluation committee recommended awarding the work to M/s 

Ascertia with the lowest cost of Rs 476.752 million. After finalization of tender evaluation, a 

Letter of Intent (LoI) was issued to the contractor on 14th, September, 2020 after a delay of 

eight (8) months.   

Audit further observed that the subject LoI was cancelled on 29th April, 2021 on the 

plea that sufficient funds were not available whereas the ECAC had already transferred 

sufficient funds to NTC against the Provisional Capital Cost Bills issued by NTC. The 

cancellation of LoI was withdrawn vide letter dated 26th May, 2021 on the request of the 

contractor and after taking up the matter by ECAC. The contractor was asked to make necessary 
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arrangements for signing the contract within 7 days of issuance of this LoI. However, NTC 

management failed to execute the subject contract to-date and did not sign an integrity pact in 

violation of the above rules. Audit was of the view that the NTC management failed to complete 

the procurement process efficiently and effectively resulting in delay of the benefits that the 

project was expected to bring to sponsoring agency i.e., ECAC. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September, 2021. It was 

replied that NTC called open tender for establishment of PKI which was opened on 15th 

February, 2019 but could not succeed as the requirement of PKI was complex and the 

committee recommended its retender for healthier competition. Accordingly, the requirement 

was reviewed and the project was retendered on 29th October, 2019. Due to limited solution 

providers in the field, the extension was granted on the request of potential bidder to have a 

technically better and financially viable solution providers. The law enforcement agencies had 

also some reservations regarding security requirements and it took some time to 

clarify/implement their guidelines.  

The reply was not acceptable as there was abnormal delay in the project. Unnecessary 

delay in finalization of the tender and non-finalization of contract agreement was not only 

wastage of resources but also hampering the goal of achieving the vision of digital Pakistan.  

DAC in its meeting held on 06th January, 2022 directed NTC management to make a 

formal agreement with the ECAC according to GFR. DAC further directed for verification of 

relevant original record within 30 days. 

Audit recommends that responsibility for unnecessary delay in the project may be fixed 

besides compliance of the DAC directives. 

(DP No.108) 

6.4.5 Irregular expenditure due to award and renewal of contract without open 

tender– Rs 17.765 million 

Rule 12 of Public Procurement Rules 2004 states that procurement over five hundred 

thousand rupees and upto the limit of three million shall be advertised on the Authority’s 

website in the manner and format specified by the Regulations by the Authority from time to 

time.    

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that a contract was 

awarded for 3 years to M/s CRPL in May 2005 without open tendering for two services i.e. 

printing of monthly bills @ Rs 6 pm per customer and interconnect customer billing @ Rs 

25,000 per interconnect per month. The subject agreement was revised time and again with the 

same contractor without resorting to open tender. The last extension in the contract agreement 

was issued for the period 1st January, 2021 to 31st December, 2021 for the jobs mentioned in 

the following table: 
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Task Frequency 

of charges 

Rate in Rupees 

Monthly billing processing charges 

(Telephone & Data Services 

Separately) 

Per 

connection 

Rs 6.9 

Monthly operation, maintenance and 

support (Three person on site) 

- Rs 150,000 

Interconnect billing (claims & counter 

claims) 

Per operator  

 

Per month 

Rs 27,000 if invoice 

amount above 50,000 

per month 

Rs 6,750 if invoice 

amount upto Rs 

50,000 per month 

CDRs Reconciliation charges* On Demand 

 

Per 

operator, 

Per month 

Rs 20,000 if 

interconnect bill upto 

Rs 4 million 

Rs 50,000 if 

interconnect bill above 

Rs 4 million 

WLL/White Label/Toll Free Data 

Collection from PTCL 

Per month  Rs 80,000 

 

NTC management incurred an expenditure of Rs 17,764,785 during  

FY 2020-21 which was considered as irregular being in violation of the above rules. Audit 

further observed that NTC was maintaining its billing, revenue, data and IT departments having 

sufficient number of personnel. Similarly, the requisite software and hardware facilities 

required for the job were also available with NTC. Therefore, there was no justification for 

hiring the services of M/s CRPL for the jobs mentioned above. In the presence of spending an 

amount of Rs 10,884,252 during FY 2020-21 on the salaries of IT department, the outsourcing 

of billing was unjustified and indicated weak human resource management in the organization.  

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September 2021. It was 

replied that initially NTC was having TDM exchanges from M/s Siemens which was a 

proprietary operating system.  NTC MIS section had devised a billing system that was not fully 

automatic. On survey of the market it was found that there was only one company M/s CRPL 

which had the capacity for such operating system and developed billing software. Therefore, 

being proprietary in nature, tendering was not required. 

The reply was not acceptable as NTC did not provide a proprietary certificate in support 

of the reply. Moreover, no justification was provided for extending the contract time and again 

since 2005. Furthermore, NTC had a fully equipped IT wing with enough human resources but 

it was not tried to develop its own billing system. Moreover, NTC management failed to 

migrate from the old TDM exchanges to IP exchanges. 

DAC in its meeting held on 06th January, 2022 directed NTC management to conduct 

fact finding inquiry within 30 days and justify the expenditure according to PPRA Rules. DAC 
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further directed for verification of working of IT department of NTC. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated for facts finding of the hiring of 

subject contractor since 2005 instead of establishing its own billing system. 

 (DP No.87) 

6.4.6 Irregular award of work without open tender - Rs 18.049 million  

According to Rule 12 (1) of PPRs 2004, procurements over five hundred thousand 

rupees and upto the limit of three million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority’s website 

in the manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to time. These 

opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by the procuring 

agency.  

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that a microwave tower 

collapsed on 23rd March 2021 which was a source of revenue for NTC amounting to Rs 

17,279,000 per annum. For reconstruction of tower a tender was floated and the tender 

evaluation committee recommended on 19th April, 2021 to award the work of “Development 

of Self Supported Microwave Tower at NTC Murree” to M/s NZ & Company being the lowest 

bidder. However, later on the management issued a letter on 2nd July, 2021 to the company for 

cancellation of tendering process. Afterwards, the work was awarded to  

M/s Joyn & Company for Rs 2,209,800 by getting quotations from potential contractors in 

violation of the PPRA rules. The work could not be completed despite declaring operational 

emergency. Non-completion of the work deprived NTC of its revenue of Rs 15.839 million (Rs 

17.279/12 months x 11 months) till February, 2022. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during December, 2021. It was 

replied that M/s NZ & Co was not willing to utilize existing foundation, while on the other 

hand, NTC had serious concerns over the sensitive nature of its land. Then, the tender process 

was cancelled and a committee for repair/rehabilitation of tower on existing foundation was 

approved by MD NTC on 30th June, 2021. Three quotations were called from open market for 

repair/rehabilitation of tower on NTC existing foundation. 

The reply was not acceptable as the work was awarded on quotation basis in violation 

of the Public Procurement Rules, 2004.  

 

DAC in its meeting held on 06th January, 2022 directed NTC to provide the Fact-

Finding Inquiry Report along with the comments of the PAO to audit for verification. No 

further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for violation of PPRA rules, delay 

in execution of project and depriving the corporation of considerable revenue. 

  (DP No.326 & 328) 
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C. Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks 

6.4.7 Non-closure of accounts from commercial banks – Rs 1,899.905 million 

According to Finance Division (Budget Wing) letter dated 16th July, 2021 and para 2 

of Special Assignment Account Procedure 2021, the Cash Management and Treasury Single 

Account Rules 2020 are in force since 24th July, 2020 with the approval of the Federal 

Government. The subject system requires closure of existing bank accounts maintained by the 

Ministries, Divisions, Attached Department etc and transfer of balances to Central Account 

No.1 (Non-Food) maintained in State Bank of Pakistan.  

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management did 

not close its accounts from commercial banks. The Central Account was also not opened in the 

State Bank of Pakistan in violation of the above. This resulted in non-transfer of bank balances 

to Central Account No.1 amounting to Rs 1,899.905 million. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September 2021. It was 

replied that Finance Division (Budget Wing) issued a list of departments to be included in the 

Treasury Single Account System vide notification dated 12th August, 2020. Only one 

department under MoITT was listed. NTC was not included in the list of these departments. 

The reply was not acceptable as section 36 of Public Financial Management Act, 2019 

clearly defined the public entities according to which NTC fell under the definition of public 

entities.   

DAC in its meeting held on 06th January, 2022 directed that MoITT may examine the 

case and outcome be shared with Audit to proceed further. No further progress was reported to 

audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the matter be referred to MoITT and Finance Division for 

clarification to proceed further in the matter. 

(DP No.99) 

6.5 Others 

6.5.1 Unauthorized financial concurrence – Rs 1,119.297 million 

According to Rule 2.18 of NTC Service Regulations the charge of the vacant post may 

be given temporarily in addition to the duties of his own post to the senior most officer in the 

cadre present at the place if he is otherwise fit and qualified to hold that post. Para 5 of schedule 

VI of NTC Service Regulations further states that appointment to the post of Member 

(Finance), Director (Finance) or the Chief Finance Officer in any autonomous body irrespective 

of the designation, shall be made with the approval of the Prime Minister in case the post is in 

BS-20, equivalent or above. 

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that General Manager 

(Finance) was granted charge of the post of Chief Financial Officer (CFO) in addition to his 
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duties, till further orders vide letter dated 05th March, 2020. The charge as given in the subject 

letter did not specify nature of the charge. Moreover, the charge was kept open till further 

orders which were against the general principles as stated in Sl. 117 of Estacode. Audit was of 

the view that the said officer was not authorized to grant financial concurrence and therefore 

expenditure of Rs 1,119.297 million for the year 2020-2021 incurred on the basis of his 

concurrence was held unauthorized.  

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September 2021. It was 

replied that the post of DG finance was lying vacant since 3rd June, 2019. The Director Finance 

was assigned the current charge of CFO for the period of three months dated 19th June, 2019 

and on expiry of the three months, he continued to look after the work of the post of CFO. NTC 

took up the case with MoITT for grant of NOC for filling the vacancy through direct 

appointment. After promotion of officer on 28th February, 2020 as GM Finance, the officer was 

allowed to continue the charge of post of CFO in addition to his normal duties. 

The reply was not acceptable as the charge of CFO was not defined in the orders issued 

by the HR Wing. The financial concurrence given by the officer as CFO was irregular violating 

the NTC Service Regulations, Delegation of Powers and provisions contained in Esta Code.   

DAC in its meeting held on 06th January, 2022 directed NTC to submit working papers 

in next meeting of the Board of Directors at the earliest and all relevant records be got verified 

from Audit. No further progress was reported to audit till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for violation of its own approved 

delegation of powers and service regulations. 

(DP No.96) 

 

6.5.2 Unauthorized investment of funds – Rs 841.381 million 

According to Finance Division O.M dated 2nd July, 2003 (Investment Policy), working 

balance limit of each organization should be determined with the approval of Administrative 

Ministry in consultation with Finance Division and the amount of working balance may be 

maintained in the Current or Saving Bank account.  

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the approved 

working balance of NTC was Rs 300 million which could be placed in a bank as per approved 

policy whereas NTC invested Rs 841.381 million in commercial banks without any legal 

authority. The investment was made without approval from the Finance Division in violation 

of the above. Detail of last investment during 2020-21 is as under: 

S.No Name of Bank Issue Date Due Date 
Amount 

(Rs) 

01 Askari Bank 20.05.2021 20.11.2021 420,000,000 

02 Samba Bank Ltd. 09.01.2021 09.07.2021 421,380,789 

TOTAL 841,380,789 
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Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September, 2021. It was 

replied that NTC devised its investment policy in May, 2007 with the approval of NTC 

Management Board for investment of working balance, insurance fund and trust funds. The 

NTC working balance includes the working balance limit approved by the Finance Division 

and temporary funds available for Annual Development Plan (ADP) and accrued liabilities.  

Since then NTC was investing funds with the banks as per recommendation of NTC audit 

committee and approval of the Management Board. 

The reply was not acceptable as NTC approved working balance was Rs 300 million 

which could be invested in the bank in the light of approved investment policy. Therefore, 

investment of ADP funds was against the rules. NTC prepared its unrealistic ADPs in the 

budget every year but could not utilize the funds. The unutilized funds were invested in 

commercial banks instead of surrendering to FCF. 

DAC in its meeting held on 6th January, 2022 upheld its earlier decision dated 28th 

January, 2021 and directed NTC management to pursue the case already taken up with the 

Finance Division and outcome be got verified from Audit. No further progress was reported 

till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated with a view to fixing the 

responsibility for un-authorised investment. 

(DP No.98) 

6.5.3 Non-Recovery of Revenue Receipts – Rs 165.453 million 

According to Rule 26 to 28 of GFR Vol-I, it is the duty of the departmental controlling 

officers to see that all sums due to Government are regularly and promptly assessed, realized 

and credited to accounts. No amount due to government should be kept outstanding without 

sufficient reason. 

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management 

failed to recover an amount of Rs 165,453,498 on account of co-location charges, MSDN 

Intranet, Webhosting and Data Centre Revenue from different telecom companies and 

organizations during FY 2020-21. Summary of the receivable was as under: 

 

S.No Name of Service Amount  

(Rs) 

01 Co-Location Charges (Space & Tower) 6,495,036 

02 Multi Services Data Network (MSDN) Intranet 27,585,101 

03 Webhosting  3,679,515 

04 Data Centre Revenue 117,541,114 

05 Interconnect revenue (Telenor) for the 

Month of December 2020 to June 2021 

7,059,620 
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06 Interconnect revenue (Zong) for the Month 

of May & June 2021 

3,093,112 

TOTAL 165,453,498 

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September 2021. It was 

replied that out of observed amount of Rs 197.048 million an amount of Rs 108.886 million 

had been recovered or adjusted. 

The reply was not tenable as the department was required to make prompt recovery. 

Moreover, record relating to recovery of only Rs 31.594 million could be verified. The amount 

of para was reduced accordingly.  

DAC in its meeting held on 06th January, 2022 directed NTC management to recover 

the balance amount and get it verified from audit. No further progress was reported till finalization 

of this report. 

Audit recommends that the outstanding amount may be recovered and get it verified 

from audit. The process of recovery may also be strengthened in order to ensure timely 

collection. 

(DP No.114) 

6.5.4 Non-recovery of outstanding dues and vested properties from PTCL – Rs 

155.762 million 

According to clause 6.5 (a) of the main body of the Interconnection Agreement (IA) 

and clause 2.5 of Schedule-12 thereof, signed between PTCL and NTC dated 29th April, 2005 

the invoiced party is required to pay undisputed amounts within due date of the respective 

invoices and payments cannot be withheld without raising formal dispute that can only be 

raised within 14 working days of receipt of invoice.  

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that an amount of Rs 

155,761,741 was billed to PTCL on account of various services during FY 2020-21. NTC 

management failed to recover the requisite amount according to the due dates given in the 

invoices. NTC management failed to take over the possession of its vested properties from 

PTCL despite lapse of more than two decades. Detail is given in Annex-D of this report. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September, 2021. It was 

replied that reconciliation between NTC and PTCL was a continuous process that had been 

completed up to December 2016 and net-off amount had also been paid to PTCL, whereas for 

other components payment had been made up to December, 2018.  

The reply was not acceptable as the reconciliation of the dues was not done regularly 

which resulted in non-recovery of dues.  
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DAC in its meeting held on 06th January, 2022 directed NTC management to identify 

the persons held responsible for non-recovery of amount from PTCL besides 

reconciliation/recovery of the amount and its verification by audit within 3 months. 

Audit recommends that amount be recovered at the earliest and got verified from Audit. 

(DP No.115& 320) 

6.5.5 Non-reconciliation of figures and payment to PTCL –  

Rs 1,174.279 million 

According to Rule 89 (viii) of GFR Vol-I, the main objective of the reconciliation is to 

ensure that the departmental accounts are sufficiently accurate to render possible an efficient 

departmental control of expenditure. The reconciliation should be made monthly. Further, 

clause 6.5(a) and clau2.5 of schedule 12 of the interconnect agreement signed between PTCL 

and NTC dated 29th April, 2005, the invoiced party is required to pay undisputed part within 

due date of the respective invoices.  

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management did 

not make any reconciliation with PTCL after December 2018 which resulted in reporting of 

provisional figures in financial statements. The subject matter was also highlighted as 

qualification by the external auditors of NTC in the annual audited accounts of the Corporation 

for the year ended June 30, 2020. Non-reconciliation of traffic and media and other services 

raised questions on the completeness and accuracy of the figures. As per the statement provided 

by NTC, an amount of Rs 444,430,598 was lying un-reconciled with PTCL. Further, NTC was 

liable to pay an amount of Rs 729,848,048 to PTCL against reconciled figures. Detail of 

reported un-reconciled figures and payment was as under: 

 

S.No Description Period Payable Receivable Balance 

01 Traffic  Jan to Jun 2017 39,206,294 21,727,431 17,478,863 

02 Traffic 2017-18 54,588,518 46,140,306 8,448,212 

03 Traffic 2018-19 54,309,695 38,804,117 15,505,578 

04 Traffic Jan to June 2019 121,929,096 50,304,156 71,624,940 

05 Traffic & Media 2019-20 317,347,319 147,091,761 170,255,558 

TOTAL 587,380,922 304,067,771 283,313,151 

06 Traffic & Media July-11 to Dec-

16 

  161,117,446 

07 PTCL-NTC outstanding 

settlement 

2016 to 2020   729,848,048 

Grand total payable as on 30.06.2020 1,174,278,645 

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September, 2021. It was 

replied that reconciliation between NTC and PTCL was a continuous process and was made on 

the basis of settlement sheets of different components i.e. Co-location, Tie-Pairs, OFC Pairs, 

Long Haul E1s/FE Media, Local E1s/FE Media, traffic etc. duly signed between relevant 

quarter of NTC and PTCL. The process of signing these components for traffic has been 

completed up to December, 2016 and net-off amount has been paid to PTCL, whereas for other 
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components payment had been made up to December, 2018. For the remaining period, the 

process of reconciliation was in progress. 

The reply was not acceptable as the NTC failed to reconcile the media/traffic after 2016. 

The financial statements prepared on the basis of un-reconciled amounts do not present true & 

fair picture. Further, as a result of reconciliation dated 24.11.2020 NTC did not make payment 

to PTCL due to which PTCL informed regarding imposition of penalty of  

Rs 85 million. 

  

DAC in its meeting held on 06th January, 2022 directed NTC to make assessment and 

identify the persons held responsible for the delay in reconciliation within 30 days under 

intimation to audit. No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for delay in reconciliation and non-

clearance of liabilities under report to audit. 

DP No.105 & 106) 

6.5.6 Non-recovery of outstanding dues from the subscribers –  

Rs 77.431 million 

Rule 8 and 26 of GFR Vol-I stipulate that it is the duty of the departmental controlling 

officers to see that all sums due to government are regularly and promptly assessed, realized 

and duly credited in the Public Account. No amount due to government should be left 

outstanding without sufficient reasons, and where any dues appear to be irrecoverable the 

orders of competent authority for their adjustment must be sought. 

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the following units 

of NTC failed to recover an amount of Rs 77.431 million on account of working, closed & 

casual telephone connections, Digital Subscriber Lines (DSL), Wireless Local Loop (WLL), 

Primary Rate Interference (PRI) and Un-identified connections from different 

departments/subscribers during Financial Year 2020-21. The region-wise detail was as under:  

(Rupees in million) 

Sl. 

No 

PDP 

Nos 
Name of Unit Outstanding dues against Amount 

1. 01-22 
Director NTC 

Karachi 

Working, DSL, closed, casual & 

un-identified 
28.883 

2. 31-22 
Director NTC, 

Lahore 

DSL, Working & Closed 

Connections 
9.785 

3. 310-22 
Director NTC 

Islamabad 

Un-Identified, working DSL & 

PRI, connections 
22.643 

4. -do- 
Director NTC 

Peshawar 

PRI, DSL, working, casual, 

WLL & closed connections  
5.724 
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5. -do- 
Director NTC 

Rawalpindi 

PRI, DSL, working & closed 

connections  
5.853 

6. -do- 
Director NTC 

Multan 
DSL Working, Closed & PRI 4.543 

Total 77.431 

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September and November, 

2021. It was replied that efforts were underway to recover the outstanding dues. 

 DAC in its meeting held on 06th January, 2022 directed NTC to get the recovered 

amount verified from Audit besides recovery of the balance amount within 60 days. No 

further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends that outstanding amounts be recovered and get it verified from 

audit besides system of recovery be improved to keep the outstanding recovery at the 

minimum level. 

(DP No.01, 31&310) 

 

6.5.7 Non-completion of pre-deposit work - Rs 372.241 million  

According to letter dated 15th March, 2018 of ECAC, the Council has resolved to 

establish ECAC Certification Authority through NTC on pre-deposit basis. 

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management 

had issued Provisional Capital Cost (PCC) Bill amounting to Rs 42,532,323 to ECAC vide 

letter dated 19th March, 2018 and an amount of Rs 16,000,000 as advance payment was 

received on 6th April, 2018. NTC management failed to start the work and informed the ECAC 

vide letter dated 31st July, 2018 that RFP for establishment of the setup, based on the prepared 

design was near completion and would be published after approval of the competent authority. 

NTC management issued a revised bill on 10th June, 2019 for Rs 255,252,197. On continued 

pursuance by the client M/s ECAC for the status of work, NTC management issued another 

bill vide letter dated 30th July, 2020 amounting to Rs 528,700,741. ECAC made a total payment 

of Rs 372.241 million till date as per details hereunder: 

                                                                                                                                        (Rupees in million) 

Sl.

No 

PCC bill No. & date Amount 

(Rs) 

Date of 

Payment 

Amount 

(Rs) 

01 182 of 19.03.2018 (1st) 42,532,323 06.04.2018 16.000 

02 182 of 10.06.2019 (Revised) 255,252,197 24.06.2019 84,000 

03 182 of 30.07.2020 (Revised) 528,700,741 28.06.2019 0.108 

04   26.06.2020 100.548 

05   29.03.2021 70.550 

06   07.04.2021 37.900 

07   21.04.2021 63.136 

Total Payment received 372.241 
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 Audit has the following observations: 

(i) Revision of Provisional Capital Cost (PCC) bill again and again, not concluding the 

agreement with the client and not starting work despite receipt of Rs 372.241 million 

indicated mismanagement on the part of NTC. Audit is of the view that NTC has no 

technical expertise on the subject project which resulted in multiple revisions of PCC 

bill and non-initiation of the work till date. 

(ii) Issuance of PCC bill and receipt of payment was not in accordance with the NTC pre-

deposit policy which stated that NTC was required to receive 50% advance payment 

against its PCC bills.  Further, upon completion of the work Final Capital Cost (FCC) 

bill may be issued to the client for final payment within 2 months. 

 (iii) Terms and conditions, given in the PCC bill were not in accordance with Rule 19 of 

GFR Vol-I. This may result in imposition of LD charges on NTC by the client. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September, 2021. It was 

replied that NTC called first tender for establishment of PKI which was opened on 15th 

February, 2019 but could not be succeeded due to very high cost. The scope of work was 

revised in accordance with available funds and the work was retendered as per PPRA rule on 

29th October, 2019. Now the contract has been concluded with the lowest successful bidder and 

execution has been initiated. The revised PCC bill of Rs 568 million including other services 

has been served and submitted to ECAC for favour of payment.  

The reply was not acceptable as NTC failed to execute the work from March 2018. This 

resulted in non-completion of the vision of the Government of Pakistan regarding digital 

Pakistan.  Furthermore, non-completion of the work also resulted in loss of revenue on account 

of certification/accreditation by ECAC. The general public was also deprived of the benefits of 

accredited services.   

DAC in its meeting held on 06th January, 2022 directed NTC management to make a 

formal agreement with the ECAC according to General Financial Rules. DAC further directed 

for verification of relevant original record within 30 days. No further progress was reported till 

finalization of this report  

Audit recommends that responsibility for not starting the work may be fixed under 

report to audit. Audit also stresses improved management practices in NTC to cater for such 

tasks. 

(DP No.102) 

6.5.8 Loss due to change in approved rate of surcharge – Rs 86.553 million  

According to Rule 23 of GFR Vol-I, every government officer should realize fully and 

clearly that he is personally responsible for any loss sustained by government through fraud 

and negligence on his part and that he will also be held personally responsible for any loss 

arising from fraud or negligence on the part of any other Government officer to the extent to 
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which it may be shown that he contributed to the loss by his own action or negligence. 

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that a portion of NTC 

Regional office building, Lahore was rented out to M/s Multinet Pakistan (Pvt.) Ltd. w.e.f. 1st 

June 2008 for the period of three years. The contract was renewed from time to time @ 10% 

annual compound increase as per lease agreement. The rates of rent for 1st and 2nd floor for the 

period ending on 30th June, 2018 were Rs 204.6 & Rs 186 per Sq.ft respectively. NTC 

management unjustifiably decreased the rent of 1st & 2nd floor from Rs 204.6 to Rs 95 & Rs 

186 to Rs 90 respectively instead of increasing it @ 10% annually as per agreement while 

granting extension from 1st July, 2018 to 30th June, 2021. Audit further observed that rate of 

surcharge @ 5% per month on outstanding amount, as approved by the MD NTC, was 

unauthorizedly reduced to 1.75% by the GM Central NTC Lahore. This resulted in loss of Rs 

86,552,787 (58,516,034 + 28,036,753) to the national exchequer. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September, 2021. It 

wasreplied that extra space was rented out to  

M/s Multinet since 2008 at Rs 65 per sq.ft with 10 % annual increase which reached the level 

of Rs 204 per sq. ft for first floor and Rs 186 for second floor. The tenant requested that either 

the rent be decreased or this plea may be considered as vacation notice. To ascertain the current 

rates, a tender was floated in February, 2018 & highest rate of Rs 90 per sq. ft. was offered and 

accordingly rate of Rs 95 per sq. ft was approved.  

The reply was not acceptable as the premises was not got vacated from tenant before 

floating tender. Moreover, the tender was not participated by M/s Multinet but it was awarded 

the contract. No reply was given as to why the surcharge was reduced.   

DAC in its meeting held on 6th January, 2022 directed to conduct a fact-finding inquiry 

(FFI) at Ministry level and report of the inquiry committee along with the comments of the 

PAO may be furnished to audit. No further progress was reported to audit till finalization of 

this report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed against those held responsible for 

loss to the corporation. 

(DP No.24 & 26) 

6.5.9 Loss due to un-justified waiver of penalty – Rs 7.427 million 

According to Clause 1(iii) of lease agreement between NTC and M/s Multinet Pakistan 

Pvt. Ltd made on 14th May 2008 for renting out of portion of regional office building Lahore, 

the lessee shall pay rent of six months in advance before 1st December, 2010 failing which a 

penalty equal to 5% per month would be imposed on outstanding amount of rent.  

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that a penalty amounting 

to Rs 7,427,262 for the period from November, 2011 to October, 2014 was imposed on M/s 

Multinet by NTC management on outstanding amount of rent. However, later on the same was 
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waived off by the then Chairman NTC in violation of agreement clause without any cogent 

reasons due to which national exchequer sustained loss.  

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September, 2021. It was 

replied that M/s Multinet forwarded its request for the waiver of penalty of Rs 7.427 million to 

Chairman NTC. Keeping in view the long-term business relationship, a committee was 

constituted by the NTC Management. Chairman NTC approved the waiver of penalty on the 

recommendation of committee.  

The reply was not acceptable as the penalty was imposed according to terms and 

conditions of agreement and wavier was an undue favour granted to the tenant.  

DAC in its meeting held on 6th January, 2022 pended the para till the report of the FFI 

already constituted by the NTC. 

Audit recommends that persons responsible for loss to the national exchequer may be 

proceeded against besides recovery of loss from the responsible. 

(DP No.28) 

6.5.10 Loss due to undue favour to lessee – Rs 35.927 million 

According to Para 2 of terms & conditions of tender documents for renting out of space 

of NTC regional office Lahore, the rent as mentioned above should be received in form of 

biannual advance from the date of signing of agreement and also in form of biannual advance 

for subsequent period with 10% annual increase.  

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that NTC Lahore rented 

out portion of Regional Office building to M/s Khazana Enterprises (Pvt.) Ltd. for fifteen years 

and as per clause 2 of agreement, the rate of increase in rent on yearly basis was mentioned as 

5% instead of 10% in violation of above terms & conditions of tender documents due to which 

a heavy loss of Rs 35,927,139 would be sustained by national exchequer during entire period 

of fifteen years’ lease. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September, 2021. It was 

replied that the subject space could not be rented out despite several tenders since 2008. A 

yearly increase @10% was mentioned in the tender documents but the agreement was signed 

according to the request of tenant regarding annual increase @ 5% on mutually agreed terms 

and conditions.  

The reply was not acceptable as annual increase @ 10% was benchmark for all tender 

participants. Hence, decrease in annual percentage of rent after finalization of tender process 

was an undue favour to the tenant.    

DAC in its meeting held on 6th January, 2022 directed to conduct a Fact-Finding Inquiry 

(FFI) at Ministry level and a report of the inquiry committee along with the comments of the 

PAO may be furnished to audit. 
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 Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed against those held responsible for 

loss to the corporation. 

(DP No. 25) 

 

6.5.11 Un-authorized transfer of lease rights - Rs 24.442 million 

According to Para 22 of terms & conditions of tender documents for renting out of open 

space of NTC Microwave Station, the lessee shall not sub-let or assign the lease rights.  

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that 30 Kanal land of 

Microwave Station Bhalwal was rented out to Mr. Zaki Abbas @ Rs 10,000 per kanal per 

month through open tender. The lease agreement for the period from 1st March, 2018 to 28th 

February, 2034 (16 years), signed on 16th February, 2018, was got registered with Sub-

Registrar Bhalwal vide task No. 4676878 dated 11th June, 2018. Advance rent and security 

were paid by tenant accordingly. The lessee submitted an application on 7th February, 2019 for 

grant of possession of 6 Kanal land for installation of petrol pump and cancellation of 24 Kanal 

land which was accepted and lease agreement for 24 Kanals was cancelled vide letter dated 

07th May, 2019. Mr. Zaki Abbas, the lessee sublet 4 Kanal out of 6 Kanal land to M/s Hascol 

Petroleum Limited @ Rs 50,000 per month for the period of fifteen (15) years through lease 

agreement which was got registered with Sub-Registrar Bhalwal on 28th June, 2018 without 

intimation to NTC management. Later on, the lessee submitted applications on 7th December, 

2019 & 20th July, 2020 for change of title of lease of 6 Kanal land in favour of Mr. Tahir 

Hussain Malik which was accepted and fresh lease agreement for 6 Kanal was signed on 15th 

October, 2020 without cancellation of lease agreement with Mr. Zaki Abbas. Audit was of the 

view that entire process of sub-letting and transfer of title of lease was held un-authorized/un-

justified being violation of above rule and terms & conditions of tender. The process of 

tendering was also held irregular as the process was initiated for entirely different stretches of 

land and for different purpose. 

The matter was reported to the management in September, 2021. It was replied that in 

compliance with audit observation the process for cancellation of lease agreement at the office 

of Sub Registrar Bhalwal had been initiated and Mr. Zaki Abbas and NTC representative would 

attend the Sub Registrar office Bhalwal for cancellation. Audit would be informed accordingly 

on receipt of documents from Registrar Office. 

DAC in its meeting held on 6th January, 2022 pended the para till the report of the FFI 

already constituted by the NTC. 

Audit recommends that report of the FFI alongwith the comments of PAO may be 

shared with audit. 

(DP No.27) 

6.5.12 Non- recovery of outstanding dues from PAF for execution of Pre-Deposit works 

Rs.14.994 Million 
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As per Para 10 of Pre-Deposit Policy, upon completion of the work, the concerned 

Director shall prepare and issue the final capital cost bill. The client will be required to deposit/ 

settle the bill within two months of the receipt of the Final Capital Bill. 

During the audit of NTC for the year 2020-21, it was observed that Director 

Development (South) NTC Karachi carried out miscellaneous pre-deposit works for PAF 

during 2020-21. The works were completed during 2019-20 but an amount of Rs 14,994,582 

was not recovered from PAF authorities. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September, 2021. It was 

replied that Final Capital Bill of the subject completed works had already been forwarded to 

PAF for payment as per policy. The recovery of outstanding amount was being pursued with 

PAF authorities. 

DAC in its meeting held on 6th January, 2022 directed NTC to pursue the case 

vigorously, recover the amount and get it verified from audit within three months. 

Audit recommends that the outstanding amount may be recovered and get it verified 

from audit. 

(DP No.17) 
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Chapter 7 

Special Communications Organization (SCO) 

(MoITT) 

7.1 Introduction  
A) Special Communications Organization was established in July, 1976 for the operation, 

expansion, maintenance and modernization of telecom system in Gilgit Baltistan including 

Azad Jammu and Kashmir through an executive order of the Prime Minister of Pakistan dated 

10th May 1976. It is managed by a Project Management Board under the Chairmanship of 

Signal Officer in Chief (Army). Its administrative control is with the Ministry of Information 

Technology and Telecommunication (MoITT).   

DG SCO exercises administrative and financial powers given in Financial Budgeting, 

Accounting and Audit (FBA&A) Procedure as approved by the Project Management Board. 

Its accounts are maintained on the accounting system of erstwhile Telephone & Telegraph 

Department. CMA (FWO) is responsible for pre-audit and reconciliation of the expenditure of 

SCO with AGPR. 

B) Comments on Budget and Accounts  

7.1.1 The Expenditure Statement of SCO for the financial year 2020-21 revealed that funds 

of Rs 220.560 million were authorized under the head of accounts A01270 – Others, 

whereas, SCO incurred expenditure of Rs 222.083 million under above-mentioned head 

of accounts. This resulted in excess expenditure of Rs 1.523 million which indicated 

ineffective/weak financial discipline.  

7.1.2 The Expenditure Statement of SCO for the financial year 2020-21 revealed that funds 

of Rs 13,962.936 million were authorized under following heads of accounts. The detail 

is as under: 

                         (Rupees in million) 

Head of Account Final Grant 
Actual 

Expenditure 
Savings 

IB-0940-Special Communications 3,940.977 3,938.913 2.064 

FC 21 J07-Information Technology  3,940.977 3,938.913 2.064 

Grant No 089  3,940.977 3,938.913 2.064 

A01101-Basic Pay of Officers 124.882 124.683 0.199 

A01151-Basic Pay of other Staff 2,015.123 2,013.309 1.814 

Total  13,962.936 13,954.731 8.205 

 

SCO incurred expenditure of Rs 13,954.731 million under these heads of accounts. 

This resulted in savings of Rs 8.205 million during 2020-21. The unutilized funds were not 

surrendered to the Finance Division. Financial mismanagement of public funds and non-
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surrender of savings in time resulted in non-utilization of funds, which shows weak financial 

management.  

 

Table-I  Audit Profile of SCO 

              (Rs in million) 

Sr 

No 
Description 

Total 

Nos 

 

Audited 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

 

Revenue / 

Receipts 

audited 

FY 

2020-21 

1 Formations  11 05 8,894.441 5,094.37 

2  Assignment 

Accounts 

 SDAs 

- - - - 

3 Authorities / 

Autonomous 

Bodies etc under 

the PAO 

- - - - 

4 Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 
- - - - 

 

7.2  Classified Summary of Audit Observations 

 

Audit observations amounting to Rs 6,601.263 million were raised in this report 

during the current audit of SCO. This amount also includes recoveries of Rs 260.710 million 

as pointed out by audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Table-II  Overview of Audit Observations 

                   (Rs in million) 

Sr No Classification Amount 

1 Non-production of record 0 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

Misappropriation 

- 

3 Irregularities (A+B+C) 5382.594 

A HR/Employees related irregularities - 

B Procurement related irregularities 4,879.798 

C Management of Accounts with Commercial 

Banks 

502.796 

4 Value for money and service delivery issues - 

5 Others 1,218.669 

Total: 6,601.263 
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7.3 Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

 

Sr 

No 

Audit 

Year 

Total 

Paras 

Total 

Directives  

Compliance  

%age 
Received 

Not 

received 

1 1992-93 22 22 18 04 82 

2 1996-97 00 00 00 00 00 

3 1997-98 04 04 04 00 100 

4 1999-00 07 07 07 00 100 

5 2000-01 05 05 05 00 100 

6 2001-02 05 05 05 00 100 

7 2005-06 09 09 09 00 100 

8 2008-09 14 14 14 00 100 

9 2010-11 16 16 13 03 81 

10 2013-14 22 03 02 01 67 
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AUDIT FINDINGS 

7.4   Irregularities 

B.   Procurement related irregularities 

7.4.1 Irregular award of contracts of different development projects - Rs 4,372 million  

According to Rule 31 (1) of PPRA Rules 2004, no bidder shall be allowed to alter or 

modify his bid after the bids have been opened. However the procuring agency may seek and 

accept clarifications to the bid that do not change the substance of the bid.   

During the audit of SCO for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management 

awarded six contracts of different development projects to the contractors for Rs 

4,371,630,000. These contracts were awarded to the bidders who were not the lowest. SCO 

management changed the financial bids submitted by these bidders and evaluated them on the 

basis of changed bids. SCO management termed the process as financial loading. Detail of 

payment is given in Annex-E of this report. 

In addition to above, the following irregularities were also observed: 

i. RFP alongwith detailed BoQ, technical proposals and procedure for technical evaluation 

was not available in the relevant files and were not produced to audit despite several 

requests. 

ii. The contracts were held irregular as SCO management changed the financial bids in 

violation of PPRA rules. 

iii. The relevant documents on the basis of which the financial bids were evaluated/changed 

through financial loading by SCO for award of contracts were also not available in the 

relevant file and were not produced to audit despite requests and reminders. 

iv. Wrong evaluation was made against Sl. No. 5 of Annex-E by the committee as M/s KEC 

Engineers quoted rate Rs 1,611 per meter (as per bid) against package-2 of GB and offered 

discount @ 4% (Rs 1,611 -4% discount = Rs 1,546) but the evaluation committee declared 

M/s KEC Engineer as 1st lowest by taking discount @ 10% (Rs 1,611 -10% = Rs 1,450) 

just to favour the contractor.  

v. The management did not ascertain that the contractors were active tax payers or not at the 

time of award of contract. For example, M/s. City Link Communications (Sl. No. 4 of 

Annex-E) was not registered with tax authorities, similarly, M/s. KEC Engineer (Sl. No. 

5 of Annex-E) were not on active taxpayers lists (ATL) of both Income Tax & Sales Tax.  

vi. M/s. IOTA Solutions (Pvt.) Ltd was selected against project mentioned at Sl. No.1 of 

Annex-E for consultancy services at a cost of Rs 5,499,977 for preparation and finalization 

of detailed RFP, bid documents, technical evaluation criteria & related formalities and 

review of contract etc. The consultant did not seem to have been involved in the whole 

process as per record provided to audit and it was therefore considered that the payment 

made to the consultant had gone waste. 
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Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September & November, 

2021. It was replied that the scope of work defined in RFP was same as submitted by firms and 

was also in accordance with the BoQ of the firms awarded the contract. Neither financial bids 

nor BoQ/scope of work were changed. The contracts were awarded as per Rule 36 (b) ix which 

stated to accept “Most advantageous bid”. Moreover, M/s IOTA Solution had completed all 

milestones as per contract agreement. The RFP along with detailed BoQ and evaluation criteria 

had already been provided in soft form through e-mail. The documents of technical bids were 

placed in store at 62 CSB, the same could be provided for verification. It was replied against 

Sl. No. 5 of Annex-E that KEC financial bid was Rs 1,611 which was reduced to Rs 1,450 after 

deducting Rs 65 as 4% discount and Rs 96 as reduced ground penetration radar.  

The replies of the management were not acceptable as the BoQ/Scope of work was 

changed and the management subsequently changed the financial bids of the bidders against 

the provisions of the PPRA rules. The management and the consultant had not devised concrete 

and exact BoQs which necessitated the revision of financial bids of the contractors. Audit was 

of the view that without changing the BoQ/Scope of work the financial bids could not be 

changed. Further, all the relevant documents/record had not been provided to audit.  

DAC in its meeting held on 30th December 2021 directed the management that the 

relevant record may be got verified from audit till 05th January 2021, otherwise the paras will 

stand. On the directives of DAC, the SCO management was again provided an opportunity on 

4th January to produce record but SCO representatives submitted the same replies as were 

provided during verification on 22-23rd December, 2021 and did not produce the relevant 

record. 

Audit recommends that responsibility for violation of PPRA rules and non-production 

of relevant record may be fixed against those held responsible.  

(DP Nos. 38,39,40,41,42&66) 

7.4.2 Unauthorized deployment of OFC work without provision in PC-I - Rs 476.227 

million 

According to Planning and Development Division Government of Pakistan letter dated 

22nd June, 1980, the  ECNEC in its meeting held on 29th December 1974 approved that, if the 

total estimated cost, as sanctioned increases by a margin of 15 per cent or more, or if any 

significant variation in the nature or scope of the project has been made, irrespective of whether 

or not it involves an increased outlay, the approval of the ECNEC/Competent authority shall 

be obtained in the same manner as in the case of the original scheme without delay.  Further, 

Rule 4 of Public Procurement Rule 2004, stipulates that, procuring agencies, while engaging 

in procurements, shall ensure that the procurements are conducted in a fair and transparent 

manner.  
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During the audit of SCO for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management 

awarded two contracts to M/s Communicator Globe for deployment of OFC at AJK on different 

routes for Rs 476,227,000 and paid an amount of Rs 117,673,400 as mobilization advance 

during the year 2020-21. The expenditure was held unauthorized as these packages/routes were 

not approved/included in the laying section list of the PC-I of the project.  The detail is as 

under: 
(Rs in million) 

Sr 

No 

PDP 

No 
Subject Description 

Total 

cost (Rs) 

Amount 

released 

during 

2020-21 

1 53-22 

Unauthorized deployment of OFC work 

without provision in PC-I and irregular 

award of work to 3rd lowest bidder–Rs 
324.125 million & loss to national 

exchequer due to non- charging of GST 

Rs 8.941 million 

Deployment of 185 

Km OFC at AJK 

(Pattika-Muzaffarabad 
– Baithak-Baloch) 

324.125 64.825 

2 54-22 

Unauthorized deployment of OFC at 
Dongi-Mirpur & Kaladhab-Rajdhain 

without provision in PC-I Rs 152.102 

million and non-charging of sales tax–Rs 
4.196 million 

Deployment of 118 
Km OFC at AJK 

(Dongi-Mirpur 

&Kaladhab– Rajdhani) 

152.102 52.848 

Total: 476.227 117.673 

 

It was also observed that M/s Communicator Globe was 3rd lowest bidder against Sl. 

No. 1 with bid value of Rs 1,960 per meter which was evaluated to Rs 1,765 per meter by SCO 

whereas M/s Fiber Home (Pvt) Ltd was 1st lowest with bid value of Rs 1,349 per meter which 

was also modified with evaluated bid of Rs 1,780 per meter to declare him as 3rd lowest from 

1st lowest without any justification by violating the PPRA Rules 2004. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September & November, 

2021. It was replied that, these sections were part of diagram for deployment of OFC Page 21 

of PC-I. Payments were made to contractor by CMA (FWO) after deduction of all applicable 

taxes through pre-audit system.  

The reply of the management was not acceptable as the subject routes were not included 

in the laying section table of routes given on page 9 of the PC-I.  Further, the contract was 

awarded to the 3rd lowest bidder against Sl. No. 1 after making changes in the bid value in 

violation of PPRA rules. As regards deduction of all applicable taxes by CMA, this statement 

was not correct as the contractor neither provided the GST invoices nor charged the GST in the 

bills.  

DAC decided to place the two issues before PAC for appropriate decision. 

Audit recommends that the responsibility for violation PPRA rules, incurrence of 

expenditure beyond the scope of PC-I & non-charging of GST causing loss to the national 

exchequer may be fixed besides approval of revised PC-I from the competent forum. 

(DP Nos. 53&54) 
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7.4.3 Irregular procurement without open tenders – Rs 31.940 million 

According to Rule 12(1) of Public Procurement Rules, 2004, procurements over five hundred 

thousand Pakistani Rupees and up to the limit of three million Pakistani Rupees shall be advertised on 

the Authority’s website in the manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to 

time. These procurement opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if deemed necessary by 

the procuring agency.  

During the audit of SCO for the year 2020-21, it was observed that SCO incurred an 

expenditure of Rs 31,940,391 on different projects, procurements and works during FY 2020-

21 without open tenders, despite the fact that these procurements were above the prescribed 

limit of open tenders. Furthermore, the expenditure against Sl. No. 1 below was also not 

depicted in the expenditure statement. The detail is as under: 

S.No. PDP No. Subject Description Amount 

in Rupees 

1 

128-22 

Irregular expenditure without 

open tenders – Rs 20.313 
million 

Different projects 20,313,200 

2 

133-22 

Irregular expenditure without 

open tenders – Rs 2.474 

million  

painting of BTS Towers, 

purchase of items for 

firefighting equipment’s 
and local purchase of 

stationery 

2,473,691 

3 
296-22 

Irregular expenditure on 
procurement of fuel tank – Rs 

0.600 million 

procurement of fuel tank 600,000 

4 
306-22 

Irregular expenditure without 
tendering – Rs 8.554 million 

Repair of vehicles, 
generators and petty 

works 

8,553,500 

Total: 31,940,391 

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September & November, 

2021. It was replied against Sl. No. 1, that laying of OFC was not a new project but it was 

relaying/maintenance of OFC, therefore all tender formalities had been uploaded on PPRA 

website and newspapers as per rule at later stage. It was replied against Sl. No. 2 that this unit 

had advertised said procurement opportunities on the PPRA website and called tenders from 

authorized contractors. It was further replied against Sl. No. 3 that the tender was uploaded on 

PPRA website on 16th March, 2021 and quotations on the requirements of three different 

vendors had been received. The management replied against Sl. No. 4 that in each payment, 

quotations were called from 3 different contractors/ dealers.  

The reply was not acceptable against Sl. No. 1 because the expenditure was incurred 

from August 2020 to May 2021 and the tender was published in newspapers on 18th May 2021 

at later stage. In case of Sl. No. 2 & 3, only the advertisement was uploaded on PPRA website 

however the tender procedure was not followed and the expenditure was incurred by obtaining 

random quotations. The reply against Sl. No. 4 was also not acceptable because the expenditure 

was incurred without pre-qualification of bidders. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30th December 2021 noticed against Sl. No. 1 that the 

formation was not prepared, therefore, it was directed that comprehensive reply may be 
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furnished to audit. DAC further directed against Sl. No. 3 to take disciplinary action against 

the person responsible and the expenditure be got regularized from the Board under verification 

from audit.  Moreover, DAC settled the para against Sl. No. 2 & 4 subject to verification of 

relevant record from audit. However, no record was produced to audit till finalization of this 

report. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed against the persons responsible for 

violation of PPRA rules. It is also recommended that the controls should be strengthened to 

ensure that the relevant rules are adhered to in letter and spirit. 

(DP Nos. 128,133,296&306) 

C.   Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks 

7.4.4 Non-closure of accounts from commercial banks – Rs 28.977 million 

According to Finance Division office memo, dated 12th August 2020 and O.M dated 

16th July 2021, the cash management and treasury single account rules 2020 are in force since 

24th July 2020 with the approval of the Federal Government which inter alia requires closure 

of existing bank accounts maintained by the Ministries, Divisions, Attached Departments etc 

and transfer of balances to Central Account No. 1 (Non-Food) maintained in State Bank of 

Pakistan.  Further, the Ministries, Divisions, Attached Departments etc were time and again 

requested to close the accounts in commercial banks and re-align their existing 

financial/banking arrangement with the approved legal framework.  

During the audit of SCO for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management 

neither closed commercial bank accounts nor transferred the balances of Rs 28,976,900 to 

central account No. 1 (Non-food) maintained in State Bank of Pakistan in violation of the above 

rules. The detail is as under: 

Sl. 

No. 

PDP No. Name of Unit Amount not 

transfer  

1 52-22 Headquarters SCO 22,422,539 

2 305-22 Sector HQ Mzd, AOTR Mirpur & Mzd, 61-

CSB Mzd & 64-CSB Mirpur 

6,554,361 

Total: 28,976,900 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September & November, 

2021. It was replied that, accounts were being maintained for receipt of pay & allowances and 

collection/transfer of Revenues. Maintenance of these accounts was essential as per 

Accounting Procedure prescribed by Army rules/other regulations. Further, the Cash 

Management Treasury Single Account Policy 2019-20 was to be adopted after due diligence. 

Therefore, GHQ had formed a Board to study the case and evaluate the exact requirements of 

Public & Private Bank Accounts for different entities. The policy formed would be 

implemented by SCO.   

The reply was not tenable as the Government had directed to implement the above 

procedure immediately. 
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DAC in its meeting held on 30th December 2021 directed that revised reply along with 

documentary evidence be furnished to audit. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be taken up at relevant forums to close the bank 

accounts and adopt the new treasury rules.  

DP Nos. 52&305) 

7.4.5 Non-transfer of balance into Government Account at closing of each month –Rs 

473.819 million 

State Bank of Pakistan vide letter dated 19th February 2019 gave directions to SCO 

management regarding terms & conditions for management of Foreign Currency Account, 

according to which the balance available at the month end after settlement, shall be transferred 

to the Government Account after converting the funds into Pak Rupees.  Further Finance Division 

(External Finance Wing) had also conveyed its concurrence for observance of rules; regulations 

and codal formalities as outlined by SBP vide its letter dated 4th March, 2019.  

During the audit of SCO for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management did 

not adhere to the instructions of SBP regarding transfer of balances of foreign currency bank 

account at the month-end and retained balances amounting to Rs 473,819,300 during 2020-21 

in violation of above stated orders. 

Audit pointed this out to the management in September, 2021. It was replied that 

transfer of revenue into FCF was a regular process that was done with the approval of SCO 

management. This process was disturbed in last financial year as middle and top management 

was infected with COVID-19. 

The reply was not acceptable as the balances available at the month end after settlement 

were not transferred to the Government account in violation of Finance Division and SBP 

instructions. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30th December 2021 directed the management that the 

balances under observation may be got regularized from Ministry of Finance. 

Audit recommends that the responsibility for non-transfer of balances into government 

account at each month end may be fixed under report to audit. 

(DP No.58) 

.5 Others 

7.5.1 Unauthorized expenditure without adoption of proper procedure - Rs 943.401 

million 

According to para 53 & 54 of FBA&A Procedure, Operation/ Development branch will 

prepare overall demand of equipment/vehicle /store required to be procured for SCO Projects.  

Finance Branch will confirm the availability of funds. After being confirmed that funds are 

available for required stores Ops/Dev branch will prepare the demand and forward it to 
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Assistant Director Ordnance Store (ADOS) specifically deployed for procurement in SCO. On 

receipt of requirement ADOS will issue Tender within two weeks.  

During the audit of SCO for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management 

made payments of Rs 943,400,965 during 2020-21 to different contractors against awarded 

works for completion of development projects without involving ADOS (Ordnance) branch in 

violation of FBA&A procedure. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September & November, 

2021. It was replied that, ADOS was responsible for itemized purchase/supply of store within 

the financial year. All procurement/award of contracts for turnkey projects with 

implementation time of 2 to 3 years were made through respective branches. Further, ADOS 

branch had no technical capability to carry out these types of projects. Procurement was made 

through SCO technical board and consultant.  

The reply was not acceptable as the expenditure was made by ignoring the FBA&A 

procedure which required that the demand for stores may be prepared and forwarded to ADOS 

specifically deployed for procurement in SCO.   

DAC in its meeting held on 30th December 2021 directed the management that 

necessary amendments in FBA&A procedure may be got approved from the Board of SCO and 

the expenditure be got regularized from the Board under report to audit. 

Audit recommends that responsibility for violation of procedure may be fixed and in 

future all the procurements be made in accordance with laid down procedure under intimation 

to audit. 

(DP No.60) 

7.5.2 Non/short deduction of Sales Tax on Services/WHT on telecom services –Rs 

150.191 million 

According to Deputy Commissioner Inland Revenue (Provincial Taxes) Mirpur Azad 

Kashmir letter dated 24th September 2018, Sales Tax on Services (on all types of Telecom 

Services including Internet Services) @ 19.5% will be deducted.  Further, according to Section 

236 (b) of Income Tax Ordinance 2001 read with updated withholding income tax rates card 

the tax will be charged @ 12.5% of the amount of bill or sales price of internet pre-paid card 

or prepaid telephone card or sale of units through any electronic medium or whatever form.   

During the audit of SCO for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the organization 

earned revenue on account of DSL/S.Net/GSM services during 2020-21 but sales tax on 

services/withholding tax @ 19.50% and 12.5% respectively amounting to Rs 54,171,469 was 

not deducted or short deducted causing loss of Rs 150,190,527 to the national exchequer.  The 

detail is as under: 
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                                                                                                                                  (Amount in Rs) 

Sl. 

No. 

PDP 

No. 
Subject 

Type of 

services 

Name of unit / 

subscriber 

Non/short 

deduction of 

sales tax on 

services 

1 49-22 Non/short deduction of 
sales tax on services on 

DSL/S.Net services –Rs 

68.739 million 

Digital 
Subscriber Line 

(DSL)/S.Net 

services 

AOTR 
Muzffarabad& 

Mirpur 
68,738,782 

2 51-22 Non recovery of sales tax 

on telecom/internet 

services –Rs 6.877 
million 

Bandwidth, 

DXX circuit & 

VPN Services 

M/s. HEC, PTCL 

& Pak Datacom 
6,876,680 

3 56-22 Loss to national 

exchequer due to short 
deduction of sales tax on 

GSM service –Rs 48.409 

million 

GSM Service AOTR 

Muzffarabad& 
Mirpur 48,408,618 

4 57-22 Loss to national 
exchequer due to short 

deduction of WHT from 

DSL/S.Net subscribers –
Rs 26.166 million 

Digital 
Subscriber Line 

(DSL)/S.Net 

services 

AOTR 
Muzffarabad& 

Mirpur 26,166,447 

Total: 150,190,527 

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September & November, 

2021. It was replied against Sl No.1 that in financial year 2019-20, SCO made the necessary 

arrangements in billing system and started charging sales tax on services @ 19.5% from 

January 2021 and pursuing payment of sales tax on services against Sl No.2. Regarding Sl No. 

3 & 4, it was stated that SCO charged sales tax on services and WHT to retail customers in 

billing correctly but deposited less amount in AJ&K Council due to some calculation error. 

The reply was not acceptable as SCO had not deducted/short deducted sales tax on 

services/withholding tax on above telecom services in accordance with the rules. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30th December 2021 directed the management against Sl. 

No. 2 to recover the outstanding amount and get it verified from audit and further directed 

against Sl. No. 1, 3 & 4 to furnish revised reply showing justification for non/short deduction 

of sales tax on services on GSM/DSL services. 

Audit recommends that responsibility may be fixed for non-deduction/short deduction 

of sales tax on services/withholding tax, recover the amount and get it verified from audit. 

(DP Nos.49,51,56&57) 

7.5.3 Non-recovery from telecom operators & subscribers – 

Rs 78.535 million 

According to rule 28 of GFR Vol-I, it is the duty of the Departmental Controlling 

Officer to see that all sums due to Government are regularly and promptly assessed, realized 

and duly credited in the Public Account. 

During the audit of SCO for the year 2020-21, it was observed that an amount of Rs 

79,896,463 was recoverable from the following operators/ organizations/different telecom 
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subscribers on account of Bandwidth, DPLC, VIM, DSL & Co-location charges during 2020-

21: 

Sl. 

No. 

PDP 

No. 

Subject Name of Units / 

operators 

Amount 

in Rupees 

1 55-22 Non- recovery from telecom 
operators –Rs 16.402 million 

M/s. Sky Tel, Tenenor, 
Warid, CMA (FWO) & 

Bank Al-Habib 

16,402,327 

2 61-22 Non- recovery of DPLC 

charge –Rs 60.959 million 

M/s. Telenor &Warid 60,959,217 

3 301-22 Non-recovery of outstanding 
dues against telephone 

subscribers – Rs 2.535 

million 

different telephone 
subscribers 

2,534,919 

Total: 79,896,463 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September & November, 

2021. It was replied that as per provisions of Interconnect Agreement clause 2.6 and 2.7 of 

schedule 4, operators were required to make annual rental payments in advance. Further rental 

payment was made on the basis of calendar year as per acquisition of services. As per 

provisions of Reference Interconnect Offer (RIO), amount highlighted by audit had been billed 

in Financial Year 2021-22 and recovery was expected in January, 2022.  

 

The reply was not acceptable as clauses 2.6 & 2.7 required that the operator shall pay 

one year’s advance rent to SCO. The pointed out amounts were required to be realized by 15th 

January, 2021 as advance rent but these amounts were yet to be realized. Further, during 

verification, an amount of Rs 519,223 against Sl No. 1 and Rs 1,309,351 against Sl No. 3 

were verified. Therefore, the amount of para was reduced to the tune of  

Rs 78,535,000.  

 

DAC in its meeting held on 30th December 2021 directed the management to recover 

the outstanding amount and get it verified from audit within 15 days. No further progress was 

reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends that the outstanding amount from different telecom operators may 

be recovered under verification from audit. 

(DP Nos. 55,61&301) 

 

7.5.4 Non-deduction of tax on services – Rs 30.500 million 

According to Second Schedule (Taxable Services), Section 3, Sl. No. 6 of Punjab Sale 

Tax on Services, tax will be charged at the rate of 19.5% on telecommunication services. 

According to Sr. No 14 of second schedule of Punjab Sales Tax Act 2012, construction services 

and services provided by contractors of building and similar other works, tax @ 5% without 

input tax credit/adjustment may be levied. Moreover, according to section 233 of Income Tax 
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Ordinance 2001, the rate of income tax on brokerage & commission was 12% and 24% for filer 

and non-filer respectively for the financial year 2020-21.  

During the audit of SCO for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management 

awarded the contracts of consultancy services to different companies and made payment of 

commissions to the franchises on provisioning of services for sale of S.Com Cards, SIMs and 

Telephone Recovery Inspectors (TRIs) for recovery during FY 2020-21 but the 

contractors/franchises/TRIs did not charge/pay sales tax on services/ income tax worth Rs 

30,622,222 as Sales Tax on services & Income Tax on commission. The detail is as under:  

                      

Sl. 

No. 

PDP 

No. 

Subject Nature of contract Amount 

(Rs) 

1 44-22 Non-charging of Punjab Sales 
Tax on Consultancy Services 

contract –Rs 1.061million 

Upgradation and expansion of 
existing TDM based backhaul 

microwave with IP based backhaul 

microwave network in Gilgit 
Baltistan 

1,060,800 

2 48-22 Short deduction of Punjab Sales 

Tax on Services-Rs 1.929 
million 

Up gradation of transmission 

network and replacement of optical 
fiber cable (OFC) in AJ&K and GB 

1,928,640 

3 70-22 Non-deduction of Punjab Sales 

Tax on construction work –Rs 

0.259 million 

Different work at SCO H/Qtr 

Rawalpindi 259,457 

4 125-22 Non-deduction of Income Tax 

on payment of 

commission/rebate to Franchises 
– Rs 17.772 million. 

Franchises commission 

17,771,640 

5 302-22 Non deduction of income tax – 

Rs 9.602 million 

Franchises / TRIs commission  
9,601,685 

Total: 30,622,222 

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September & November, 

2021. It was replied that, SCO is a Federal entity, providing ICT services in AJ&K and GB and 

all applicable taxes i.e. (Federal, AJ&K and GB) were being deducted. Furthermore, it was 

added that all payments were made through CMA (FWO) through pre-audit system.  

The reply was not acceptable as no documentary evidence in support of reply was 

provided and SCO did not charge Punjab sales tax on services & income tax on commission. 

Further, during verification, an amount of Rs 121,797 against Sl No. 5 was verified. Therefore, 

the amount of para was reduced to the extent of verified amount.  

DAC in its meeting held on 30th December 2021 directed the management to write a 

letter to FBR by 3rd January 2022 seeking clarification on the issue and outcome may be got 

verified from audit against Sl No.1 & 2. DAC further directed against Sl No. 3 to 5 above to 

recover the amount of tax and get it verified from audit. 

Audit recommends that amount of tax be recovered and got verified from audit. 

(DP Nos. 44,48,70,125&302) 

7.5.5 Irregular cash payments to the contractors – Rs 14.558 million  
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According to para 4.2.9.5 of Accounting Policies and Procedure Manual issued by the 

Government of Pakistan, payments to contractors should be made through cross cheques.  

During the audit of SCO for the year 2020-21, it was observed that one formation (61-

CSB Muzaffarabad) was making cash payments to contractors instead of making payment 

through cheques. During the year 2020-21, an amount of Rs 14,558,200 was paid in cash to 

contractors on account of laying of OFC & NGMS-III. Furthermore, the expenditure was not 

depicted in the expenditure statement. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO during September & November, 

2021. It was replied that amount was paid to contractor on account of purchase of store for 

laying of OFC in cash as bank transaction for cheque takes long time which further causes 

delay of payment. Due to recent pandemic of COVID-19, office routine had been affected badly 

causing delayed and prolonged procedures of banks for cheque clearance. The said OFC was 

critical for communication in the area of responsibility and moreover, area was prone to heavy 

snowfall and urgency of work required urgent release of payment to contractors. 

The reply was not tenable as the cash payment of such heavy amounts was not justified. 

In some instances, the payment was received by SCO staff and in other cases the amount had 

been shown as received by the contractor which was clear violation of the rules. Payment 

through cash is also a risk to transparency. 

DAC in its meeting held on 30th December 2021 directed the management that an 

inquiry may be conducted to identify the responsible persons and take disciplinary action under 

verification from audit. 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated at a higher level to fix responsibility 

under intimation to audit. 

(DP No.127) 
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Chapter 8 

Telecom Foundation (TF)  

(MoITT) 

8.1 Introduction 

A) Telecom Foundation was established under Charitable Endowments Act 1890 in 

November 1991 through S.R.O. No. 1194(I)/91, for the welfare of serving & retired employees 

and families of Pakistan Telecommunication Corporation (PTC). After the promulgation of 

Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-Organization) Act, 1996, PTA, NTC & FAB were also 

included as beneficiaries. The main objectives of the Telecom Foundations are to: 

 

 Run, maintain, promote educational & vocational schools/colleges 

 Give stipends & grants to the dependents for educational purposes 

 Provide lump sum grant in case of death or injury to the beneficiaries 

 Extend & improve medical facilities to the beneficiaries & their dependents.  

 

TF is under the administrative control of Ministry of Information Technology & 

Telecommunication and governed by a Board of Governors (BoG) with Secretary, MoITT as 

its Chairperson. It undertakes business & commercial ventures, civil works and other telecom 

projects to finance welfare and organization expenses along with rental income from real estate, 

owned by Telecom Foundation.  

 

Telecom Foundation has three subsidiaries i.e. M/s Pak Datacom Ltd, TF Pipes Ltd & 

Pakistan Communication Industries (Pvt) Ltd. TF has 55% shares in Pak Datacom, 60% shares 

in TF Pipes and 90% in PCI, respectively. PCI is no more operational and is dormant for the 

last many years.  
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B) Comments on Budget and Accounts 

 

TF management did not provide the annual audited accounts till finalization of the 

Report despite continuous pursuance by Audit. Hence, no comments on accounts could be 

offered. 

 

Table-I Audit Profile of Telecom Foundation (TF) 

                     (Rs in million) 

Sr 

No 
Description 

Total 

Nos 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited FY 

2020-21 

Revenue 

/ 

Receipts 

audited 

FY 2020-

21 

1 Formations 1 1 270.589 322.302 

2  Assignment 

Accounts 

 SDAs  

- - - - 

3 Authorities / 

Autonomous Bodies 

etc under the PAO 

- - -  

4 Foreign Aided 

Projects (FAP) 

- - - - 

 

8.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 Audit observations amounting to Rs 177.212 million were raised in this report during 

the current audit of Telecom Foundation (TF). This amount also includes recoveries of Rs 

136.875 million as pointed out by audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature 

is as under: 
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Table-II Overview of Audit Observations 

                                                                                                  (Rs in million) 

Sr 

No 

Classification Amount  

1 Non-production of record  

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

misappropriation 

- 

3 Irregularities (A+B+C) 40.337 

A HR/Employees related irregularities - 

B Procurement related irregularities 40.337 

C Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks - 

4 Value for money and service delivery issues - 

5 Others 136.875 

Total: 150.358 

 

8.3 Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

 No PAC meeting has been held to date on the audit paras of Telecom Foundation. 
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AUDIT FINDINGS  

 

8.4 Irregularities 

B. Procurement related irregularities 

8.4.1 Irregular execution of project for PTCL – Rs 35.734 million 

Telecom Foundation was created under S.R.O No. 1195(I)/91 dated 4th November, 

1991 issued by Ministry of Health, Special Education and Social Welfare. As per clause 5(ii) 

of the S.R.O, the Board may enter into contracts, engagements, arrangements and execute 

necessary documents. 

During the audit of Telecom Foundation for the year 2020-21, it was observed that a tender for 

laying of Optical Fibre Cable at Hyderabad, against Gigabit Passive Optical Network (GPON) 

Project Ring-I was won by Telecom Foundation for Rs 29,627,850. PTCL awarded work order 

to Telecom Foundation on 18th May, 2021. The bill of quantity was revised to the tune of Rs 

35,734,211 after issuance of work order but revised work order was not issued by the PTCL. 

An expenditure of Rs 23,169,256 was incurred on the project by TF management till October, 

2021 against which no amount had so far been realized from PTCL. The expenditure was held 

irregular as the work was done by TF without signing of agreement with PTCL. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in November, 2021. It was replied 

that the official contract was received in November, 2021 after signing by PTCL. Additional 

work done, revised purchase order (PO) was approved but not circulated/received. Provisional 

Acceptance Test (PAT) had been completed and soon after circulation of revised PO, invoices 

would be issued to PTCL. 

The reply was not acceptable as the work was done by Telecom Foundation without 

signing of agreement with PTCL. 

DAC in its meeting held on 31st December 2021 directed the management to recover 

the amount from PTCL and get it verified from audit. 

Audit recommends that the management should ensure a formal agreement before 

initiation of work in order to safeguard the interests of the organization against any eventuality. 

Further, invoices may also be raised against work done and recovery be made under report to 

audit. 

(DP Nos. 156) 

8.4.2 Award of contract without tendering - Rs 4.603 million 

According to para 10(iii) (iv) of revised purchase procedure of TF, the purchases above 

Rs 100,000 shall be made through purchase committee after calling tenders through press and 
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in case where purchase proposals exceed Rs 500,000, the proposals shall be referred to MD TF 

H/Qtr for approval before finalization.  

During the audit of Telecom Foundation for the year 2020-21, it was observed that a contract 

worth Rs 4,603,500 for provision of Right of Way (ROW) (re-instatement charges for GPON 

Work at Hyderabad) was awarded to M/s Wali Dino Panhwar by General Manager Telecom 

Foundation, Karachi on 3rd June 2021. An amount of Rs 3,222,450 (70% of total amount) was 

also paid to the contractor on 11th June, 2021. The expenditure was held irregular as the work 

was done on quotation basis instead of inviting tenders, in contravention of above rules. 

Audit pointed this out to the management in November, 2021. It was replied that this 

activity had to be done without following any protocols at the request of vendor (PTCL). 

Further, it was lower than the market rates as determined after taking quotations from other 

companies. The expenditure was within the approved budget.  

The reply was not acceptable because the work was awarded on quotation basis instead 

of inviting tenders against the rules. 

DAC in its meeting held on 31st December 2021 directed the management to follow the 

procurement procedure of TF in letter and spirit and the expenditure be got regularized from 

Board of Governors under report to audit. 

Audit recommends that matter may be investigated to fix responsibility for non-

observance of rules.  Further, expenditure may also be got regularized from competent forum 

under report to audit. 

(DP Nos. 154) 

8.5 Others  

8.5.1 Non-recovery of Income Tax refund claim from FBR – Rs 102.016 million 

According to section 170(1) (3) of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, a taxpayer who has 

paid tax in excess of the amount which the taxpayer is properly chargeable under this Ordinance 

may apply to the Commissioner for a refund of the excess and that where the Commissioner is 

satisfied that tax has been overpaid, the Commissioner shall refund the remainder, if any, to 

the taxpayer.   

During the audit of Telecom Foundation for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the 

management of Telecom Foundation failed to get the refund claim amounting to Rs 

102,016,112 pertaining to the financial years 2017-18, 2018-19 & 2019-20 from FBR.  

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in November, 2021. It was replied 

that Telecom Foundation claimed refund through its Tax Consultant which would be produced 

to audit in due course of time.  

 

The reply was not acceptable as TF failed to get refund of income tax despite lapse of 

considerable time period. 
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DAC in its meeting held on 30th December 2021 directed the management to pursue the 

refund case with FBR vigorously and outcome be shared with audit. 

Audit recommends that matter may be taken up with FBR on priority basis for refund 

of income tax under report to audit. 

(DP Nos. 155) 

 

8.5.2 Non-recovery of outstanding amount – Rs 34.859 million  

As per (terms of payment) clause-14 of the contracts between NTC and Telecom 

Foundation, dated 19th May 2016 & 11th April 2016, the payments shall be made after necessary 

testing/inspection to the contractor (TF). Further, 10% performance security & 2% bid money 

will be released after successful completion of warranty. Further, there is no rule/policy 

approved by the Board of Governors to grant loans to its subsidiaries. 

During the audit of Telecom Foundation for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the 

management could not recover the outstanding loan amounting to Rs 29,003,930 (as on 30th 

June, 2021) granted to its subsidiary, TF Pipes Limited, Islamabad. It was also observed that 

the management failed to recover the outstanding amount of Rs 6,769,741 from NTC against 

orange line package-II project and security deposits/bid money amounting to Rs 1,235,000 

from different organizations.  The detail is as under: 

                     (Amount in Rs) 

Sl. 

No. 

PDP 

No. 

Name of 

organization / 

clients 

Outstanding 

amount 

Amount 

retained as bid 

money & 

security 

deposits 

Total 

01 164-22 TF Pipes Ltd 29,003,930 - 29,003,930 

02 171-22 NTC 1,272,502 5,497,239 6,769,741 

03 177-22 Different 

organizations 

- 1,235,000 1,235,000 

Total Rupees 30,276,432 6,732,239 37,008,671 

Audit pointed this out to the management in November 2021. In case of recovery from 

TF Pipes Limited, it was replied that the balance amount of loan was Rs 26,853,930 as Rs 

2,150,000 had already been recovered and verified by audit. It was replied that in case of NTC 

due to unavoidable circumstances this project had been stopped. It was replied against Sl. No. 

3 of the table that the projects were in progress and amount of security deposit would be 

recovered on completion of the projects.  

 

 The reply was not acceptable as Telecom Foundation had not recovered the outstanding 

amount from TF Pipes Limited, NTC and other organizations since long. 

DAC in its meeting held on 31st December 2021 directed the management to recover 

the remaining amount from TF Pipes Limited.  DAC also directed to resolve the matter with 

NTC within two months and outstanding amount from all organizations be recovered and get 

it verified from audit. 
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Audit recommends that matter may be pursued at higher management level to recover 

the outstanding amount without further delay under report to audit. 

(DP Nos. 164,171&177) 
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Chapter 9 

Universal Service Fund (USF) 

(MoITT) 

9.1 Introduction 

 

A) Federal Government established Universal Service Fund (USF) under Section 33A of 

Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-organization) (Amendment) Act, 2006 to spread the benefits 

of the Telecom revolution to all corners of Pakistan. The main functions of the Fund are as 

under: 

 

 To bring the focus of telecom operators towards rural population and increase the level 

of telecom penetration significantly in the rural areas through effective and fair 

utilization of the Fund. 

 To improve the broadband penetration in the country. 

 To bring significant enhancement of e-services, in rural as well as urban areas of the 

country.  
 

As per its mandate, this Fund is to be utilized exclusively for providing access to 

telecommunication services to people in the un-served, under-served, rural and remote areas 

and other expenditures to be made and incurred by the Federal Government in managing USF. 

The Federal Government is responsible for the coordination and ensuring timely utilization and 

release of sums in accordance with the criteria as may be prescribed. 

Federal Government in pursuance of Sub-Section (2) of Section 57 of Pakistan 

Telecommunication (Re-organization) (Amendment) Act, 2006 approved the Universal 

Service Fund Rules, 2006. In terms of Rule 10 ibid, MoITT established a non-profit company 

limited by guarantee for implementation of USF projects. The company is managed by a Board 

of Directors headed by Minister of IT as its Chairperson to run its affairs. 
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B) Comments on Budget and Accounts 
 

9.1.1 As per note 11 of the financial statements, amount receivable from PTCL as on 30th 

June, 2021 was Rs 1,722.184 million. The same amount was receivable at the closing 

of last financial year (30th June, 2020). It depicted no recovery was made from the PTCL 

during the current year which showed weak receivable management on the part of USF 

Company. 

9.1.2 As per note 17.1.4 of the financial statements, PTCL has filed legal suit in Court of Law 

for late delivery charges amounting to Rs 1,460.632 million was pending for 

adjudication at the year end.  

9.1.3 As per note 4.1 of the financial statements, depreciation was being charged on assets 

using the straight-line method. Note 5.1 of the financial statements depicted 

depreciation Rs 17,953,637 on the cost of assets having Right of Use (RoU) with useful 

life of 3 years. Whereas, the annual depreciation on assets for financial year  

2020-21 should be Rs 21,544,365 using the straight-line method (Cost Rs 64,633,094/3 

years).  

9.1.4 As per note 18 of the financial statements, legal and professional charges as on 30th 

June, 2021, were Rs 42,045,173 as compared to last financial year 2019-20 of Rs 

22,358,480. It depicted 88% increase in the expenses. 

9.1.5 As per note 18 of the financial statements, repairs and maintenance charges as on 30th 

June, 2021, were Rs 10,903,214 as compared to last financial year 2019-20 of Rs 

5,204,257. It depicted 110% increase in the expenses.  

9.1.6 As per “Statement of Income and Expenditure and Other Comprehensive Income” and 

note 20 of the financial statements, the technical and monitoring audit fee was Rs 

92,964,197 as on 30th June, 2021 as compared to last financial year 2019-20 as  

Rs 24,268,108. It depicted 283% increase in the expenses. 

Table-I Audit Profile of USF 

                      (Rs in million) 

Sr 

No 
Description 

Total 

Nos 
Audited 

Expenditure 

audited 

FY 2020-21 

Revenue / 

Receipts audited 

FY 2020-21 

1 Formations 01 01 5,891.771 - 

2  Assignment 

Accounts 

 SDAs  

- - - - 

3 Authorities / Autonomous 

Bodies etc. under the 

PAO 

01 01 5,891.771 - 

4 Foreign Aided Projects 

(FAP) 

- - - - 
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9.2 Classified Summary of Audit Observations  

 

Audit observations amounting to Rs 69,549.171 million were raised in this report 

during the current audit of USF. This amount also includes recoveries of Rs 291.290 million 

as pointed out by audit. Summary of the audit observations classified by nature is as under: 

 

Table-II Overview of Audit Observations 

                (Rs in million) 

Sr No Classification Amount  

1 Non-production of record - 

2 Reported cases of fraud, embezzlement and 

misappropriation 
- 

3 Irregularities (A+B+C) 35,750.000 

A HR/Employees related irregularities - 

B Procurement related irregularities 35,750.000 

C Management of Accounts with Commercial Banks - 

4 Value for money and service delivery issues 32,870.000 

5 Others 929.171 

Total: 69,549.171 

9.3 Status of Compliance with PAC Directives 

 

 No PAC meeting has been held to date on the audit paras of USF. 
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AUDIT FINDINGS 

 

9.4 Irregularities 

A. HR/Employees related irregularities 

9.4.1 Irregular promotion and appointment of officers  

The HR Manual of USF Company is silent regarding maintenance of seniority list of a 

cadre or post. Where specific rules of a public/government company remained silent, the 

Government rules are applicable. As per seniority rule 8(1), for proper administration of a 

service, cadre or post the appointing authority shall cause a seniority list of the members for 

the time being of such service, cadre or post to be prepared. Further, Rule 10 of Civil Servants 

(Appointment, Promotion and Transfer) Rules, 1973 required that initial appointment in basic 

pay scales 16 & above or equivalent shall be made on the basis of tests and examinations to be 

conducted by the Federal Public Service Commission of Pakistan. 

During the audit of USF for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management of 

USF Company promoted four officers out of thirteen presented in 11th Internal Human 

Resource Committee (IHRC) meeting without maintaining and observing seniority of 

employees. The criterion of short-listing for promotion, selection, vacant/created seats for 

promotion and ignoring the employees was not on record.  Moreover, five percent (5%) 

increase in salary was granted by IHRC on promotion instead of initial pay of the new 

(promoted) level in pursuant to the clause 2.6.2.13 of HR Manual. In addition to this USF 

management appointed one Accounts Officer and one office boy without sanctioned strength. 

Further, the appointment of Accounts Officer in BPS-18 was made directly instead of through 

FPSC. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in November 2021. It was replied 

that USF Company hired employees on contract basis initially for the period of three years and 

subsequently contract was extendable for two years’ period on satisfactory performance of 

employees and with the mutual consent of both the parties. Due to these underlying factors, 

there was no need to maintain the seniority list. Further, the Accounts Officer was appointed 

on contract basis with the approval of the Policy Committee. 

The reply was not tenable as no criterion was provided for shortlisting, promotion and 

deferment of employees in the absence of a laid down criteria, the transparency of the process 

is difficult to ascertain. Moreover, the policy committee had no power to recruit an officer in  

BPS-18 without referring the case to FPSC, without creation and approval of sanctioned 

strength.  

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed the management that the 

matter may be presented before Board of Directors (BoDs) for fixing of headcount (sanctioned 

strength) with the name of post. However, DAC observed that contractual employees could not 

be promoted rather they have to sign new contract for higher/new posts. DAC also directed that 
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the matter be placed before the Policy Committee regarding appointments made by USF for 

appropriate decision and to evolve mechanism for HR management of USF. 

Audit recommends that fact finding inquiry may be conducted to probe into the issue 

of hiring the personnel in violation of rule and without approved sanctioned strength. Further, 

promotion policy and headcount of the company be presented before the BoD for human 

resource management. 

(DP No.143 & 147) 

B. Procurement related irregularities 

9.4.2 Irregular award of Projects - Rs 23,554 million 

Section 3.4.6.2 of USF’s Manual of Operating Procedure states that based on the Net 

Present Value (NPV) calculation, General Manager Projects & Technical shall recommend a 

reserve price for each USF Contract area. The reserve price shall not normally exceed 80% of 

the total expected capital expense on tangible capital items. Further, section 4.5.1 ibid 

stipulates, each registration for participation in auctions of USF contracts shall include a 

demand draft equivalent to 5% of the reserve price, for each lot in which a bidder wishes to 

participate, to be paid by the bidder to the CEO of the Company at the time of the Registration 

for Auction. 

During the audit of USF for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the company entered 

into twenty five (25) Service Subsidy Agreement (SSA) contracts with different Service 

Providers (SPs) for provision of telecommunication services under Optical Fiber Cable (OFC) 

and Next Generation Broadband Sustainable Development (NG-BSD) projects for subsidy of 

Rs 23,553,597,811 during financial year 2020-21. The award of contracts to Service Provider 

was held irregular as approved areas prioritization plan by the Board was not available on 

record. Moreover, GM Projects & Technical department of USF Company did not recommend 

reserve prices of mentioned lots on the basis of Net Present Value (NPV) calculation. Demand 

Drafts equivalent to 5% of reserve price were also not obtained from prospective bidders before 

registration and auctions. It was also observed that insurance documents of these projects were 

not available in the file as required in terms of clause 7.02 (c) of Article 7 of SSA. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in November, 2021. It was replied 

that telecommunication was the fastest growing sector with continuous operator-driven 

technology upgrades and network/ infrastructure expansions. USF bi-yearly collects telecom 

infrastructure and coverage information of all SPs and updates its database of un-

served/underserved areas/populations. This forms the basis of all network design and project 

targets. Because of ever-changing networks, planning for long term for example 3 years or 

more, was impractical and would be erroneous. As such USF publishes a generic high level 3 

years plan on USF website for consumption of SPs and stakeholders. Moreover, the NPV clause 

of Operating Procedure Manuals and Accounting and Financial Manual had been omitted and 

got approved by Board. 
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The reply was not acceptable as the award of subsidy of project without calculation of 

reserve price and financial projection was unjustified. This may lead to highest subsidy to the 

service provider (contractor) ranging from Rs 10 million to Rs 141 million per site for similar 

types of projects as already indicated in the report titled “Physical Infrastructure of USF 

Company” prepared by Directors (Telecom, Wireless and USF) of MoITT to the Secretary of 

MoITT. 

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed the USF management to 

identify the reasons for vast variations in the subsidy granted by the USF company to Service 

Providers for execution of different projects in USF area due to non-fixation of reserve 

price/limit of maximum subsidy. 

Audit recommends that fact finding inquiry may be conducted for not calculating the 

reserve price/limit of maximum subsidy under report to audit. 

DP No.142) 

9.4.3 Irregular award of OFC projects - Rs 12,196 million 

USF Company’s Board of Directors in its 75th meeting held on 18th December 2020 

(agenda item-10), resolved and approved on the recommendation of Project Oversight 

Committee, the award of contract to M/s Telecom Engineering and Consultancy House 

(TEACH) Pvt. Limited to conduct a study for USF’s Next Generation-Optic Fiber Network & 

Services.  

During the audit of USF for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the management of 

the USF Company signed a contract on 02.03.2021 with M/s TEACH Pvt. Limited to conduct 

a study at cost of Rs 8,633,900 with a completion period of twelve (12) weeks for USF’s Next 

Generation Optic Fiber Network & Services Program. The objective of study was to assess and 

identify provisions required for allowing all licensed telecom service providers to participate 

in USF’s Next Generation Optic Fiber Network & Services Program. However, the study was 

not completed to date. Moreover, the budget of consultancy services was neither included in 

FY 2020-21 nor approved by the BoD. 

 

Simultaneously, USF company designated sixteen (16) lots under Next Generation 

Optical Fiber Network & Services Program. Seven (07) out of Sixteen (16) (05 to PTCL & 02 

to Nayatel) lots of NG-OFN&S to the tune of Rs 12,196 million were awarded during financial 

year 2020-21.  Awarding seven (07) OFC contracts before findings/recommendations by M/s 

TEACH was not justified. Detail is as under: 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Contract Service 

Provider 

Signing 

Date 

Subsidy 

Amount (Rs) 

1. OFC-US-SD-Lot-1 

PTCL 

18.11.2020 1,310,000,000 

2. OFC-US-SD-Lot-2 18.11.2020 1,756,465,815 

3. OFC-US-SD-Lot-3 25.01.2021 2,100,000,000 
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4. OFC-US-PB-Lot-6 28.04.2021 1,165,000,000 

5. OFC FATA-II 25.01.2021 2,559,864,984 

Total (A) 8,891,330,799 

1. OFC-US-PB-Lot-4 
Nayatel 

09.04.2021 1,580,000,000 

2. OFC-US-PB-Lot-5 09.04.2021 1,725,000,000 

Total (B) 3,305,000,000 

Grand Total (A+B) 12,196,330,799 

 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in November, 2021. It was replied 

that M/s TEACH was required to submit Study Report within twelve (12) weeks as per contract. 

The consultant submitted final report on 5th August 2021 which was accepted by USF with a 

delay of 72 days. Due LD amounting to Rs 863,390 would be deducted in due course of time. 

The referred study had no direct link with the awarded projects. 

The reply was not acceptable as M/s TEACH was contracted to conduct a study for 

USF’s Next Generation-Optic Fiber Network & Services and before finding and 

recommendations of the Study by TEACH, awarding of projects under the same programme 

(USF’s Next Generation-Optic Fiber Network & Services) was not justified. 

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed USF management to identify 

the reasons for vast variations in the subsidy granted by the USF company to Service Providers 

for execution of different projects. It was further directed that the recommendations of M/s 

TEACH’s Study Report may also be presented to the Board for discussion & appropriate 

decision and the recovery of due LD may be got verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends that matter may be probed for awarding of OFC projects before the 

receipt of recommendations of M/s TEACH on the subject. Further, the recovery of LD charges 

may be made under intimation to audit. 

 (DP No. 140) 

9.5 Value for money and service delivery issues 

9.5.1 Accumulation of Unused funds – Rs 32,870 million  

According to 33-B (2) of Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-organization) Act, 1996 

(amended 2006), the USF shall be utilized exclusively for providing access to 

telecommunication services to people in the un-served, under-served, rural and remote areas 

and other expenditure to be made and incurred by the Federal Government in managing USF.  

During the audit of USF for the year 2020-21, it was observed that an amount of Rs 

32,869.938 million remained unutilized as on 30th June, 2021 as per record of Manager 

Universal Service Fund. USF Company could utilize hardly Rs 36,192 million in last five years 

due to which the management could not achieve its goals.  

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in November 2021. It was replied 

that the company had already targeted to utilize more than 50% of the fund balance during the 
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FY 2021-22.  

The reply was not acceptable as huge amount had piled up with the Fund which could 

not be utilized by the USF Company to provide the telecommunication services to the people 

in un-served and under-served areas of Pakistan as envisaged in the Pakistan 

Telecommunication (Re-organization) Act, 2006 and other relevant rules. 

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed the USF management to 

expedite the completion of already allocated projects and to identify the new lots/projects for 

early provision of telecommunication services in the un-served and under-served areas of 

Pakistan by utilizing the accumulated funds. 

Audit recommends that the matter may be probed to highlight the reasons for non-

utilization of collected funds. Audit also recommends early utilization of funds amount so that 

the disparity among different parts of the country in availability of ICT services is reduced. 

(PDP No.148) 

 9.6 Others  

 9.6.1 Long-standing contingent tax liabilities - Rs 590.651 million 

According to Section-49 (1) of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 income of Federal 

Government shall be exempt from tax. USF Policy Committee in its meeting held on 31st 

August, 2016 resolved that legal wing of MoITT would take up the matter with Law Division 

for advice on forced deduction of Income Tax by FBR. 

During the audit of USF for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the Deputy 

Commissioner Inland Revenue DCIR (Audit), while passing  orders for tax years 2015 to 2020, 

raised the demand of Rs 108,123,425,505 by disallowing the USF Projects Subsidy expense 

for non-withholding under section 153 & 174 (n) and advertisement expense under section 21 

(n) considering capital in nature. DCIR (Enforcement) also issued notice for 2nd quarter of Tax 

year 2021 and raised the demand of Rs 590,651,166 as advance tax, by considering receipt of 

grants to USF company as turnover under section 147. The management of the USF company 

failed to resolve long-standing tax related issues to-date besides having its law wing, legal 

consultants, retainer-ship consultancy of tax and payment of consultancy fee of Rs 1,693,342.  

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in November 2021. It was replied 

that USF Company had taken all possible steps and legal measures to resolve the tax matters. 

Company responded to FBR notices with proper justifications. 

The reply was not acceptable as the tax matters with FBR were not got resolved. 

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed the management to take up 

the matter at higher level for early resolution of tax issue. 
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Audit recommends that strenuous efforts may be made to resolve this long-standing 

issue. 

 (DP No.145) 

9.6.2 Non-recovery of outstanding USF dues – Rs 291.290 million 

According to clause 4.1.2.2 of Long Distance International (LDI) License issued under 

section 21 of the Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-organization) Act, 1996, the Licensee shall 

contribute to the Universal Service Fund an amount calculated on the basis of 1.5% of the 

Licensee’s gross revenue from Licensed Services for the most recently completed Financial 

Year of the Licensee minus inter-operator payments and related PTA/FAB mandated 

payments. Clause 4.1.2 further stipulates that the licensee shall make this contribution within 

120 days of the end of financial year. 

During the audit of USF for the year 2020-21, it was observed that the Fund 

management failed to recover an amount of Rs 295,095,414 on account of USF contributions 

against the billing issued to the telecom operators during financial year 2020-21. 

Audit pointed this out to the management and PAO in November 2021. It was replied 

that the recovery from operator was on-going process. An updated recovery status would be 

shared with audit in due course of time. The recovery was the prime responsibility and mandate 

of the Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA). However, the recovery of Rs 3,805,879 

had been verified by audit. So, the amount of para is reduced to the tune of Rs 291,289,535. 

The reply was not acceptable as the USF created under MoITT is the custodian of this 

money and they were responsible to ensure that all their dues were received in time.  

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed the management to expedite 

the recovery and get it verified from Audit. 

Audit recommends that outstanding amount may be recovered at the earliest under 

intimation to audit. Further, a mechanism at Universal Service Fund (MoITT) level may be 

devised to recover and follow up the cases of recovery of USF contribution from the telecom 

operators. 

(DP No. 149) 

9.6.3 De-scoping of mandatory mauzas – Rs 47.230 million  

According to Article 2.03 (b) of Service Subsidy Agreement (SSA) the USF service 

provider shall provide the USF services in the USF areas identified in Schedule-C as being 

mandatory for USF network and USF service coverage in accordance with the network and 

service roll-out requirements. USF area means the cities, towns, villages or mauzas identified 

in schedule-C as being mandatory for USF Network. 

During the audit of USF for the year 2020-21, it was observed that a contract for 

provision of basic telephony & internet access services in un-served mauzas of Dera Bugti Lot 

26 was signed on 31st May, 2017 between USF company and M/s PTML (Service Provider) 
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for the period of 24 months (30.05.2019). The planning was made in accordance with projected 

population of 2016 as mentioned in schedule-C of subsidy service agreement. The service 

provider was responsible to deploy the telecommunication network as per actual mauzas 

locations after field survey. Further, another contract to lay 653 kilometres OFC to connect 24 

un-connected tehsil headquarters and major town of FATA was signed on 27th June, 2018 

between USF Company and M/s PTCL (Service Provider) with completion date of 24 months 

(26.06.2020). The service provider was responsible to deploy the OFC network as per actual 

locations after field survey. Both the contractors and USF company failed to provide 

telecommunication services in certain mandatory mauzas/area which resulted in de-scoping of 

both the projects amounting to Rs 47.230 million (Rs 31.716 million-Dera Bugti + Rs 15.514 

million-FATA) on the request of contractors (M/s PTML and PTCL) despite grant of 360 and 

251 days extension to the contractors for completion of the projects.  

Audit was of the view that planning was ineffective which resulted in de-scoping of 

mandatory mauzas/area resulting in non-provision of telecommunication services to the 

population of these mandatory mauzas. 

Audit pointed this out to management and PAO in November 2021. It was replied that 

because of adverse security situation and restrictions imposed by Law Enforcement Agencies 

(LEA), during the implementation of the projects were de-scoped, coverage requirement was 

revised and amendments in the contracts were made accordingly.    

The reply was not acceptable as the un-served area remained un-served due to the de-

scoping of the projects.  

DAC in its meeting held on 21st December, 2021 directed the management to get the 

record verified from Audit relating to valid reasons of de-scoping. 

Audit recommends that the de-scoped area/mauzas may be covered for 

telecommunication services by the same service provider after revising the contract. Audit also 

recommends taking into confidence the stakeholders in an area before earmarking on awarding 

contracts. 

(DP No. 150 & 151) 
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Thematic Audit on Telecom Infrastructure Development in un-served and 

under-served areas by USF Company 

 

 1.1

 Introduction 
 

Information Communication Technology (ICT) is critical for achieving progress in 

economic and social development. Pakistan has witnessed a high growth of ICTs use in the last 

decade but it is still on the lower side. However, this growth is a little skewed as it is highly 

concentrated in urban centres. Leaving it in the hand of private sector - which invests more in 

urban areas - would render the un-served areas remain as such182. A lot of effort is needed for 

even distribution of ICT services for reaping maximum benefits out of its use.  

The telecom sector faces numerous challenges in Pakistan requiring important multiple 

initiatives to harness the potential of the market. Pakistan despite witnessing tremendous 

growth of telecom sector is still at an early stage of development in telecom penetration. 

According to the website TheGlobalEconomy.com, in the year 202, Pakistan ranked 118th in 

the internet use with only 1.1 internet users per 100 people183. It is behind many Asian countries 

as depicted in the Chart 1184. 

For the development of telecommunication sector Government established Universal 

Service Fund in the year 2006. The USF is funded through contributions to be made by the 

telecom operators @ 1.5% of their adjusted gross revenue. The accumulated funds are to be 

utilized to execute the telecom projects in un-served & under-served areas to provide telecom 

services for even distribution of ICT services. In the last decade, there have been some policy 

                                                           
182 According to GSMA intelligence report CAPEX expenditure of Pakistan telecom operators as a percentage 

of revenue among seven regional countries is the lowest https://www.gsma.com/asia-pacific/wp-

content/uploads/2020/06/24253-Pakistan-report-updates-LR.pdf  
183https://www.theglobaleconomy.com/rankings/Internet_subscribers_per_100_people/ (accessed on 1st 

January, 2022) 

184GSMA Report-Pakistan: Progressing Towards a fully fledged digital economy & World Development 

Indicator of World Bank 
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initiatives taken by USF to increase tele-density in un-served and under-served areas of 

Pakistan. 

 1.2 Background 
 

The main focus of telecom sector is to provide modern telecommunication services to 

the masses whereas role of the government is to ensure an enabling competitive environment 

amongst the telecom network operators while safeguarding the interests of the consumers. 

MOITT issued de-regulation policy for the telecommunication Sector in July 2003.  Among 

other objectives, the policy also aimed at achieving an accelerated expansion of 

telecommunication infrastructure to extend telecommunication services to un-served and 

under-served areas. Afterward, MoITT introduced Telecommunication Policy 2015 setting 

one of the goals as “available and affordable telephony and universal broadband access to 

enable electronic and mobile services for covering under served and un-served population”.  

 

The mention of unserved areas in terms of telecommunication services shows that 

there is realization among the policy makers about the role that the ICT can play in uplift of 

that areas and creating equal opportunities. That is why the telecom operators were required, 

under the law, even at the initial stage of telecommunication market to contribute a part of 

their income to the development of unserved and underserved areas.  

 

The creation of Universal Service Fund and Research & Development Fund was right 

step in this direction. USF was created in 2006, but how far has it been successful in 

establishing itself as a harbinger of change in telecommunication sector is yet to be seen. The 

Company has taken a lot of initiatives. But there are issues in the output that it is generating 

due to which the true benefits of its establishment are not reaching the intended population.  

 

Pakistan’s economy is moving fast towards digitization with the introduction of 

digital services including e-commerce, e-customer care, e-banking, mobile banking, and other 

IT services. The recent lockdowns due to Covid-19 have proven that even the education can 

be imparted through online teaching. Nevertheless, the prospective growth in 

telecommunication sector is useless if not backed up by a strenuous effort to take these 

benefits to those people who do not create enough commercial interests for the telecom 

operators.  

 

Audit has been highlighting issues related to performance of USF Company from 

different angles. It was felt that a holistic picture is presented for the benefit of the policy 

makers on the issue focusing on the entire process. 
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1.3 Establishing the Audit Theme 

1.3.1 Reasons of selection 

Thematic audit on “telecom infrastructure development” was planned as the progress 

in telecom sector is directly linked with the economic development. Moreover, 

telecommunication policy, 2015 states that universally available, affordable, and quality 

telecommunication services be provided through open, competitive, and well managed markets 

and ubiquitously adopted to the benefit of the economy and society. The theme selected by 

audit carried sufficient materiality. An amount of Rs 32,870 million is lying in the Fund at the 

end of FY 2020-21. 

Another reason for selection was to analyse the progress of telecom projects executed 

by the USF Company for under-served and un-served areas and to improve telecom services 

significantly in the rural areas through effective and fair utilization of the Fund. Lastly, but 

importantly, in Strategic Development Goals No. 9, building resilient infrastructure and 

fostering innovation, particularly through increasing access to ICT has been focused on the 

target of universal access to information and communications technology.  

 1.3.2 Purpose/Objectives 

The main purpose of thematic audit is to assess whether telecom infrastructure projects being 

executed by USF Company are being implemented in an effective and efficient manner and whether 

the funds allocated for, are utilized economically to achieve the intended objectives. It will further help 

stakeholders in synchronizing their action plans to their policies. This shall result in better policy 

interventions at each level. This will promote transparency in policy decisions and accountability in 

allocation and execution of projects by USF. 

1.3.3 Scope 

DG Audit, P&TS conducted thematic audit titled “telecom infrastructure development” 

in October and November 2021 covering the period from 2016-17 to 2020-21. The audit was 

conducted on a test check basis and focused on accountability and transparency of telecom 

infrastructure development. The scope of audit remained focused on adherence of USF 

Company to policy directives and guidelines issued by the MOITT, availability of financial 

resources and their utilization, award of contracts and their monitoring. Audit team visited USF 

headquarters in order to collect information related to thematic audit. 

The main objectives of the audit were to evaluate and answer the following questions:   

i. What is the level of infrastructure development in the field of telecommunication 

sector? 

ii. Whether allocation of telecom projects was made through tendering process for award 

of contract? 

iii. Is there transparency in policy decisions and accountability in allocation & execution 

of projects by USF? 

iv. Have the projects been completed timely for the benefit of end-users? 
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v. What is the impact of the completed projects? 

 2. Legal Framework Governing the Theme 

Federal Government established a Fund with the name “Universal Service Fund” under 

Section 33A of Pakistan Telecommunication (Amendment) Act, 2006 to spread the benefits of 

Telecom revolution to all corners of Pakistan. In terms of rule-10 of USF Rules, 2006, MoITT 

established a non-profit company limited by guarantee (USF Company) for implementation of 

USF projects. The company is managed by a Board of Directors headed by Minister of IT as 

its Chairperson to run the affairs of the company. Following is the list of documents that 

provides legal framework: 

i. De-Regulation Policy 2003 

ii. Telecommunication Policy 2015 

iii. USF Policy 2005 

iv. Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-organization) Act, 2006 

v. USF Rules 2006 

vi. Manual of Operating Procedures for USF 

vii. Services & Subsidy Agreements  

viii. Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 

ix. Companies Act, 2017 

3. Stakeholders and Governmental Organization identified as Directly or Indirectly 

Involved 

Following stakeholders are directly or indirectly involved in the subject thematic 

audit: 

i. Ministry of Information Technology & Telecommunication including Fund Management 

of Universal Service Fund  

ii. Cabinet Division 

iii. Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA) 

iv. Universal Service Fund Company 

v. General Public 

vi. Telecom Operators 

vii. Legislators, think tanks & other policy makers 

viii. Public at large 

  4. Role of Important Organizations 

 Ministry of Information Technology & Telecommunication 

MoITT, being administrative Ministry, monitors the overall working of USF Company 

and reviews telecommunication policies from time to time. It is also responsible to implement 

Telecommunication Policy of Federal Government. 

 Policy Committee 
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Policy Committee approves the annual budget of USF Company from the Fund 

maintained at MoITT level (USF) to execute the planned projects by the BoD of the USF 

Company to promote the development of telecommunication services in un-served and 

under-served areas. 

 Universal Service Fund (USF) 

This special Fund is maintained as Public Account in State Bank of Pakistan. The telecom 

operators directly deposit their part of contribution to this Public Account No G-12783. The 

fund is maintained in a non-lapsable Public Accounts at Federal Treasury Office Islamabad. 

The funding requirement of the USF Company is met from this Public Account. 

 Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA) 

PTA issues demand notes to the telecom operators for deposit of USF Contribution @ 

1.5% of their adjusted gross revenue in the Fund (USF) maintained in MoITT. It also ensures 

compliance of license conditions of telecom operators being regulator of telecom industry and 

implements de-regulation policy issued by the Government of Pakistan. 

 USF Company 

USF Company implements the USF projects to spread the benefits of the telecom 

revolution to all corners of Pakistan and promotes the development of telecommunication 

services in un-served and under-served areas throughout the length and breadth of the country. 

5. USF’s Financials 

The Board of Directors of USF initially approves budget for different projects to be 

executed by USF Company and the same is finally approved by the Policy Committee under 

the Chairmanship of the Minister of Information Technology & Telecommunication. After the 

approval and allocation of budget, the USF Company initiates the process of tendering for 

award of work and subsequent disbursement of payment (subsidy) to Service Providers (SPs) 

on the basis of agreed terms and conditions. It has to oversee that the projects are not only 

completed but also properly operationalizes so that their benefits reach the intended users. 

 6. Field Audit Activity 

 6.1  Methodology 

  Thematic Audit of Telecommunication Infrastructure Development was carried out by 

collecting the data from various sources including publicly available information, PTA and 

USF websites and databases, published articles and information compiled by the international 

organizations. Audit team also corresponded and held meeting with USF management and fund 

administrators.  

Field-work was completed in October, 2021. Following documents were consulted 

during the audit include: 

a. Audited financial statements and annual reports 
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b. Agenda and minutes of Board Meetings 

c. Tender advertisement, Request for Application (RFA), Service and Subsidy Agreement 

(SSA) and technical and financial evaluation reports 

d. Technical Auditors contracts and technical auditor’s reports 

e. Project files, monitoring files, court cases and international studies. 

f. PTA report on utilization of optical fibre cable laid under USF OFC program. 

  The Audit team also consulted permanent and planning files, past annual audit reports 

with respect to audit paras of USF & Company. The planning process involved gaining a 

thorough understanding of various factors that influence the Telecom Infrastructure 

Development of USF.   

 6.2 Audit Analysis 

 6.2.1 Review of Internal Controls 

The company has developed its policies and procedures to run its day-to-day affairs and 

allocation of projects to the designated Service Providers (SP). The company financial accounts 

are audited by the chartered accountants as well as by the office of the Auditor General of 

Pakistan.  

During the audit it was observed that many completed projects of laying OFC had 

minimal or even zero utilization185 which showed weak mechanism of identifying, allocating 

and monitoring of projects. A number of instances of weakness of internal controls were 

observed. The management of USF Company did not prepare estimated cost & financial 

projections while allocating the projects to the service providers. This resulted in huge 

difference in the subsidy claimed by the contractors for same type of projects ranging from Rs 

10 million to Rs 141 million per site for the same type of projects. The same issue was 

highlighted by the Directors (Wireless, Telecom & USF) of MoITT in their audit report titled 

“Physical Infrastructure of USF Company”186.  

Audit had been pointing out instances where the USF Company extended undue favour 

to the Service Providers by invoking force majeure clause which resulted in non-recovery of 

LD charges worth millions of rupees from the contractors. It was also observed that certain 

projects of USF were delayed and not completed in time and de-scoping or re-scoping of the 

projects was done as envisaged by the legislators and policy makers.   

 6.2.2 Critical Review 

  Despite reported increases in penetration, of both fixed and mobile services in Pakistan, 

particularly in the last 5 years, the development has been mainly concentrated in cities and 

larger towns. Audit observed that little progress had been made by the operators in providing 

telecom services in rural areas. There was considerable evidence internationally that the 

                                                           
185 PTA Report dated 5th January, 2021 

186Report of MoIT & Annual Audit Reports of AGP for the years 2014-15, 2016-17 & 2017-18 

https://d.docs.live.net/16e96eaf9bc8376a/Official_One%20Drive/Thematic%20Report%20on%20template/Final%20for%20office_09-12-2021/Footnote%20No%202%20%5e0%209___FAC%20Report%202021.pdf
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availability of adequate telecommunications service is a necessary prerequisite for 

development, facilitating economic development, efficient delivery of social services 

(education, health, etc.) and social cohesion.  

Even with six cellular and more than twenty Wireless Local Loop (WLL) operators, the 

progress of telecommunications services in rural areas was slow. USF needs to work as a 

catalyst to motivate all licensed operators to penetrate right into the heart of un-served and 

under-served areas. 

USF is expected to shift the focus of the telecom operators from urban towards rural 

population coverage. Universal Service Fund (USF) Policy, 2005 set nation-wide targets for 

USF which included 85% of country population to have telecom coverage, tele-density of 5% 

in rural areas and 1% penetration of broadband nationwide by the end of year 2010 and 95% 

of country population to have telecom coverage by the end of year 2015. Whereas, out of target 

of 1.7 million (1% of population in 2009-10) the USF Company could only achieve 0.9 million 

broadband subscribers at the end of year 2009-2010 that was far behind the target187. The 

overall tele-density before USF was 44.06 % whereas at present it reached up to 85.30% only. 

There was growth of only 41.24 points in last 13 years even including all telecom operators 

(Cellular, FLL and WLL) expansion and growth. Moreover, the USF Company had also 

utilized the funds of Rs 61,659 million for infrastructure development for provision of telecom 

services to the people in un-served and under-served area of Pakistan188. 

The broadband penetration in Pakistan has increased over the last five (5) years from 

8.9% in 2015 to 39.1% in 2020. The increase was primarily led by a surge in Next Generation 

Mobile Services (NGMS) subscribers after the auctions of 3G and 4G spectrum licenses in 

2014. It is further believed that this is not nearly enough as the economy needs to be digitized 

especially after Covid-19 scenario. The overall broadband data usage has increased by more 

than 20% in last five (5) years as well, showing potential of a digital economy in the country. 

 The mobile internet penetration in Pakistan lagged behind most regional economies. 

There was a significant gap in the usage of mobile internet largely due to the coverage gap. 

More than 20% of the population does not have access to the internet at all189. 

6.2.3 Significant Audit Observations 

 

6.2.3.1 Billing and collection of USF Contribution 

                                                           
187 Data from presentation of Member Telecom of MoIT-PTA Performance Indicator Report 
188 Teledensity Report of PTA 2020-21 
189SBP Report by its special section on “Covid 19 and the Need to Boost Digital Connectivity in Pakistan”. 

https://d.docs.live.net/16e96eaf9bc8376a/Official_One%20Drive/Thematic%20Report%20on%20template/Final%20for%20office_09-12-2021/Fooynote%20No.%204____Presentation%20by%20Member%20Telecom%20MoIT.pdf
https://d.docs.live.net/16e96eaf9bc8376a/Official_One%20Drive/Thematic%20Report%20on%20template/Final%20for%20office_09-12-2021/Footnote%205__teledensity%20Report%20of%20PTA.docx
https://d.docs.live.net/16e96eaf9bc8376a/Official_One%20Drive/Thematic%20Report%20on%20template/Final%20for%20office_09-12-2021/Footnote%20No.%206___SBP%20Report.docx
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 During this study, it was observed that there is dichotomy in authority regarding billing 

and collection of dues from the operators. As per procedure in vogue, PTA is responsible for 

billing and enforcement of collection. However, the custodian of the Fund is MoITT through a 

Fund Manager. As a result of this anomaly, a lot of funds are received late. On 30th June, 2021, 

an amount of Rs 723,088,781 was due from the operators. Moreover, the reconciliation 

between PTA and USF does not take place on regular basis. As a result, there is difference in 

figures reported by PTA and USF in their statements. 

6.2.3.2 Unspent balance/budget 

 The draft financial statements of the Universal Service Fund (USF) as on 30th June 2021 

depict that USF (MoITT) had an unspent balance of Rs 32,870 million on account of USF 

contribution. As per USF Policy, 95% of the population was to have coverage of 

telecommunication networks by the end of year 2015. However, the organization has been 

unable to meet that target even after seven years. Whereas, Pakistan has 85.3% tele-density in 

the year 2020-21190. Had the funds been utilized for their intended purpose the target could have 

been achieved.   

 

  USF company’s Board of Directors in its 72nd meeting held on 29th June 2020 approved 

a budget of Rs 11,376.575 million (Development Budget Rs 10,883.065 million + Operational 

Budget Rs 493.510 million) which was subsequently approved by the Policy Committee on 

27th July 2020. The USF company could utilize only 50% of the approved development budget 

(Rs 5,428.896 million). The General and Administration Expenses of the USF Company have 

increased by 220% from Rs 198.969 million in 2014 to Rs 437.602 million in financial year 

2021 whereas average number of employees in last eight (08) years were eighty-six (86). 

However, despite these resources the full budget utilization has remained a challenge 

throughout the existence of USF Company.  

Non-utilization of telecom infrastructure development budget adversely affected the 

overall provision of telecom services to the people of Pakistan through USF. 

6.2.3.3 Issues in Contracting  

USF company entered into twenty-five (25) Service Subsidy Agreements valuing more 

than Rs 23 billion with different Service Providers during financial year 2020-21 without 

calculation of Net Present Value (NPV), Reserve Price (maximum subsidy to be granted) and 

without getting demand drafts equivalent to five percent of the reserve price. Further, in 

preceding years the projects were being awarded without fixing reserve price (maximum 

subsidy to be awarded) by USF Company which resulted in heavy difference and demand of 

subsidy by the Service Providers (Contractors) ranging from Rs 10 million to Rs 141 million 

                                                           
190

 Teledensity Report of PTA 2021 
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per site for similar type of project. The similar issue has also been highlighted in the report 

titled “Physical Infrastructure of USF Company” prepared by Directors (Telecom, Wireless 

and USF) of MoITT for the Secretary of MoITT. 

USF company entered into a contract on 02.03.2021 with  

M/s TEACH Pvt. Limited to conduct a study for USF’s Next Generation Optical Fiber Network 

& Services Program. The objective of study was to assess and identify provisions required for 

allowing all licensed telecom service providers to participate in USF’s Next Generation Optical 

Fiber Network & Services Program. Simultaneously, USF company designated sixteen (16) 

lots under Next Generation Optical Fiber Network & Services Program. Seven (07) out of 

Sixteen (16) lots of NG-OFN&S were awarded (05 to PTCL & 02 to Nayatel) during financial 

year 2020-21. Therefore, awarding of seven (7) OFC contracts before findings and 

recommendations by M/s TEACH was not justifiable. 

6.2.3.4 Delay & Non-completion of Projects 

 The contractors were bound to start working on the projects and to complete them within 

contracted time. But instances were noticed, where projects were delayed from one year to seven years 

in Mansehra, Larkana, Chitral, Hazara Telecom Region (HTR), Southern Telecom Region (STR), 

Rawalpindi Telecom Region (RTR) and Northern Telecom Region (NTR). Even one contractor (M/s 

WorldCall) did not provide the services as per terms of the agreement in seventeen districts191.  

6.2.3.5 Conflict of Interest in Composition of BoDs 

According to Rule 3(1) of Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 

2013, the board shall have at least one-third of its total members as independent directors. 

According to Rule-2(d) ibid “Independent Director” means a Non-Executive Director who is 

not in the service of Pakistan or of any statutory body or anybody or institution owned or 

controlled by the Government and who is not connected or does not have any other relationship, 

whether pecuniary or otherwise, with the Public Sector Company, its associated companies, 

subsidiaries, holding company or directors.  

Audit observed that the Board composition did not consist of independent members in 

violation of the above. Out of a total of nine members, five members of the board were ex-

officio and three had direct interest in the USF Company being nominees of operators/service 

providers.  

 6.2.3.6 Ineffective Monitoring of Projects  

Instances were observed wherein the USF company management entered into three 

services and subsidy agreements with M/s PTCL for provision of telecom services in un-

served/under-served areas of KPK and Balochistan. The Service Provider (PTCL) failed to 

complete the projects within stipulated time. Further, the management of USF company could 

                                                           
191 Annual Audit Reports for the years 2016-17(8.4.1 & 8.5.2), 2017-18 (7.5.3) & 2019-20 (9.5.2) 
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not recover an amount of Rs 1,095.962 million from PTCL on account of liquidated damages 

(LD) and de-scoping charges. This showed that the company lack effective monitoring 

mechanism to ensure that its Service Providers remained on track for timely completion of the 

projects.  

6.2.3.7 Geographical coverage of USF Activities 

 According to USF Policy 2005 MoITT was required to develop the method for 

prioritising qualifying geographic zones, giving priority to rural, remote, and small town and 

urban areas, where they are currently un-served or under-served. Areas falling under existing 

operators’ roll-out obligations shall be excluded from USF lots/projects. 

Contrarily, the above function was being carried out by the USF Company itself. For 

identification of the area as un-served/under-served for execution of telecom projects, the 

Company collects data from SUPARCO, Survey of Pakistan, Pakistan Census Organization, 

Telecom Operators and hired consultants. USF Company prepares lots of the area and submits 

it to the Board for approval. Once the lot is approved by the Board, the Company awards the 

contracts to the Service Provider through tendering process. 

Province wise detail of expenditure192 

                                                                                                      (Rs in million) 

Area/Province 
Contracted 

Subsidy 

Disbursed 

Subsidy 

No. of 

Projects 

All Pakistan (covering all Provinces) 948 297 7 

ICT-Islamabad 1,018 934 7 

Punjab 18,908 9,719 29 

Sindh 10,330 6,287 20 

KPK 17,415 12,811 19 

Balochistan 41,774 31,612 31 

   

6.2.3.8 Contribution and jurisdiction of USF Company in AJK and GB 

  

Pakistan Telecommunication Authority issued separate demand notes to telecom 

operators based on their gross revenue generated in AJK & GB for USF Contribution @ 1.5% 

for AJK & GB. USF Contribution for AJK & GB is distributed between their respective 

Councils as 77% and 23% respectively. The Fund maintained at MoITT level had transferred  

Rs 195.124 million to GB as per share whereas the funds to AJK Council were not transferred 

as it was not functional. 

 

USF Company does not have jurisdiction to execute projects in AJK & GB as the 

respective governments have established their own mechanisms for this purpose. However, 

                                                           
192Data provided by USF Company 

https://d.docs.live.net/16e96eaf9bc8376a/Official_One%20Drive/Thematic%20Report%20on%20template/Final%20for%20office_09-12-2021/Footnote%20No.%208____Data%20provided%20by%20USF%20Company.xlsx
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these mechanisms are yet to initiate their functioning resulting in non-execution of any 

telecommunication project relating to un-served and under-served areas in AJK & GB. 

 

7.  Recommendations 

 

  Audit has the following recommendations: 

i. To ensure receipt of accurate and due share of USF contribution, the duality of 

responsibility for billing, collection and management (between PTA and USF) should be 

concentrated in one organization. There has to be an enforcement mechanism to implement the 

relevant license conditions of respective telecom operators. 

 

ii. USF needs to be more proactive for effective utilization of unspent amount and 

collection of due USF contribution through USF company to increase the tele-density in 

Pakistan and provision of telecommunication services in designated areas as its prime 

objective. 

 

iii. USF Company should prepare prioritization plan and fix reserve price (maximum 

subsidy to be awarded) before auction of any telecom project for subsidy. This will ensure fair 

subsidy to the Service Providers (SP).  

 

iv. Ministry of Information Technology & Telecommunication being administrative 

ministry should recommend change in the composition of Board of Directors of USF Company 

to make it more vibrant, independent and free from any conflict of interest in compliance with 

Corporate Governance Rules, 2013.  
 

v. USF Company should prepare a comprehensive and realistic mechanism for monitoring 

and technical audit of USF subsidized projects to avoid delay in completion of projects and de-

scoping or re-scoping of the projects. The rules should be more stringent to ensure the provision 

of services against the projects installed with the government subsidy. 

   

 

 

 8. Conclusion 

 

 The mechanism for planning, awarding and monitoring of telecommunication 

subsidized projects was not effectively prioritised of areas for early provision of services, 
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delayed completion and frequent de-scoping/re-scoping of the projects. Although policy 

statements, rules, regulations, license conditions and other instructions received from 

Government of Pakistan (MoITT) were available in the organization, the implementation of the 

same was very weak. 
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ANNEXURE-B 

(Para No. 3.6.1) 

Non-recovery against delivered Stores 

Sr 

No 

PDP 

No 
Organizations Subject 

Amount 

Outstanding 

(Rs) 

1 179-22 

Civil Works 

Organization 

Non-receipt of payment 

against delivered store – USD 

608,000 equivalent to Pak Rs 

103.846 million 

103,846,400 

2 180-22 

DG 

Procurement 

Army, RWP 

Non recovery of balance 

amount 1,587,776 

3 181-22 

Civil Works 

Organization 

Non-receipt of 70% balance 

payment against delivered 

store – USD 5,891,230 

equivalent to Pak 1,006.222 

million (1,006,222,084-

918,079,495=88,142,589) 

88,142,589 

4 183-22 

NITB 

Islamabad 

Non-recovery of outstanding 

amount from NITB Islamabad 

- Rs 15.840 million 

15,840,000 

5 184-22 

Headquarter 

Frontier Corps 

(South)- 

Turbat, 

`Baluchistan 

Supply of additional items of 

store Rs 33.378 million 

beyond the scope of the 

contract and its non- 

realization 

33,378,350 

6 186-22 

Director 

General, 

Department of 

State Services, 

Abuja Nigeria 

Non-recovery of outstanding 

amount from DG SS, Nigeria 

– USD 898,800 equivalent to 

Pak Rs 153.515 million 

(153,515,040 -

124,942,245=28,572,795) 

28,572,795 

7 188-22 

Bahrain 

Defense Force 

(BDF) 

Kingdom of 

Bahrain 

Non delivery of store 

resulting into non receipt of 

balance amount of USD 

5,967,077.51 equivalent to 

Pak Rs 1,019.177 million and 

expected loss of Rs 101.918 

million as LD charges 

1,019,176,838 
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8 190-22 

Signal 

Directorate, 

C&IT Branch, 

GHQ, 

Rawalpindi 

Non-recovery of repair and 

maintenance bills of Land 

Mobile Radios & Software 

Defined Radios Rs 99.689 

million  

99,689,364 

9 192-22 

Signal 

Directorate, 

C&IT Branch, 

GHQ, 

Rawalpindi 

Non-realization of 

outstanding amount against 

services rendered to LMBS - 

Rs 81.6055 million 

(81,604,622-

24,587,243=57,017,379) 

57,017,379 

10 193-22 

Capital 

Development 

Authority, 

Islamabad 

Non-realization of 

outstanding amount against 

delivered stores from M/s. 

CDA - Rs 22.029 million  

22,028,759 

11 194-22 

Inspector 

General of 

Police National 

Highways & 

Motorway 

Police 

Delayed execution of project 

resulting into non-realization 

of amount Rs. 26.779 Million 

 
26,779,679 

12 203-22 

Pakhtunkhwa 

Energy 

Development 

Organization 

(PEDO) 

Non-realization of 

mobilization advance of Rs 

187.868 million and short 

receipt of payment from 

PEDO worth - Rs 394.608 

million 

394,607,513 

Total 1,890,667,442 
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ANNEXURE-C 

(Para No. 5.5.4) 

 

Un-authorized payment of salary 

 

 

Year/Quarter 
Name & 

Designation 

Monthly 

Salary  

(Rs) 

Period 

Amount 

Drawn  

(Rs) 

Y0Q1 Khurram Zafar, 

Investment Director 

450,000 20-09-2-17 to 

31-12-2017 

1,350,000 

Y1, Q1-4 -do- 450000 1-1-2018 to 

31-12-2018 

5,400,000 

Y2, Q1-4 -do- 495,000 1-1-2019 to 

31-12-2019 

5,940,000 

Y3, Q1-4 -do- 544,500 1-1-2020 to 

31-12-2020` 

6,534,000 

Y0Q1 

Senior Officer Social 

Media& Digital 

Marketing 

90,000 
20-09-2-17 to 

31-12-2017 
270,000 

Y1, Q1-4 -do- 90,000 1-1-2018 to  

31-12-2018 

1,080,000 

Y2, Q1-4 -do- 99,000 1-1-2019 to  

31-12-2019 

1,188,000 

Y3, Q1-4 -do- 108,900 1-1-2020 to  

31-12-2020 

1,306,800 

Total 23,068,800 
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ANNEXURE-D 

(Para No. 6.5.4) 

 

Non-recovery of outstanding dues 

 

Sl.No Name of Company 
Period 

GST 
Total  

(Rs) 
July – Dec Jan – June 

PDP No.115-22     

01 Interconnect Revenue 14,175,424 17,839,914 5,459,564 37,469,901 

02 International Incoming through 

PTCL 

741,107 1,085,799 - 1,826,906 

03 Local Areas Connectivity Charges 

(LACC) 

1,030,050 836,100 317,248 2,183,398 

04 Co-Location charges 53,019,722 58,321,044 - 111,340,766 

TOTAL 68,966,304 78,077,856 5,776,812 152,820,971 

 

PDP No.320-22     

Sl. No. Name of Station Cov.AreaS

q.ft 

Rate 

per 

Sq.ft 

Period Rent 

Recoverable 

01 Carrier Hall Model Town 

Bahawalpur 
766 35 

01.07.20 to 

30.06.21 

321,720 

02 Carrier Hall Bahawalnagar 1158.5 35 -do- 486,570 

03 PTCL rest house Fort Manro 
5057 35 

-do- 
2,123,940 

04 PTCL Exchange Fort Manro -do- 

05 PTCL Exchange Building 

Rajanpur 
61 35 

01.07.20 to 

31.10.20 

8,540 

Total 2,940,770 

Grand Total 155,761,741 
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ANNEXURE-E 

(Para No. 7.4.1) 

 

Irregular award of contracts 

 

Sr No PDP No 
Name of 

contractor 
Subject Project title Total cost (Rs) 

1 38-22 
M/s. Premier 

Systems Ltd 

Irregular award of 

contract for establishment 

of data centre Rs 397 
million and consultancy 

charges Rs 5.5 million 

Establishment of Data 

Centre for providing cloud 

based services in AJ&K and 
GB 

397.000 

2 39-22 

M/s. NERA 

Telecom (Pak) 

Pvt. Ltd 

Irregularities in award of 

contract relating to 
development project Rs 

825 million 

Upgradation and Expansion 
of Existing TDM Based 

backhaul Microwave with IP 

Based Backhaul Microwave 
Network in GB 

825.000 

3 40-22 

M/s. 

Communicator’
s Globe (Pvt) 

Ltd 

Irregular award of 

contract for the project 
titled expansion of 

broadband services in 

cities/towns of AJ&K and 
GB Rs 1,950 million 

Expansion of broadband 

services in cities & town in 
AJ&K and GB 

1,950.00 

4 41-22 

M/s. City Link 

Communicators 

Irregular award of 

contract for the project 

titled up-gradation of 
transmission network and 

replacement of OFC in 

AJK&GB–Rs 334.730 
million 

up-gradation of transmission 

network and replacement of 

optical fiber cable AJ&K 
and GB 

334.730 

5 42-22 

M/s  KEC 

Engineers & 
Contractors 

(Pvt.) Ltd 

Irregular award of 

contract in non-
transparent manner with 

defective evaluation – 

Rs 219.900 million 

up-gradation of transmission 

network and replacement of 
optical fiber cable at AJ&K 

and GB 

219.900 

6 66-22 

M/s. 
Communicator’

s Globe (Pvt) 

Ltd 

Irregular award of 
contract for up-gradation 

of transmission network 

Rs 645 million 

Up-gradation of 
Transmission Network and 

Replacement of Optical 

Fiber Cable (OFC) in AJ&K 
and GB 

645.000 

Total: 4,371.63 
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